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Medical Department, ih.-, "setting" up drill and
heart disease. i;J62 ; examinations of surgeons for

promotion to surgeons-major. 1363; "non-effec-
tive" list, 1413 ;

grievances of medical offioers,

ib.; protest by retirement, ib.

Army, German medical officers in, 721
^ Indian, promotions and appointments in me-

dical department. 4iy, 104. 161, 216. 271, 326, 379,

443,494, 562. 615, 667. 769. 825, 878, 938.986. 1034, 1088,

1140, 1188, 12i9, 1302, 1414 : annual sanitary report
for 1886 bythe Sanitary Commissioner of Bombay,
154: the Indian medical service, a warning, 216 :

health of troops in China and the Straits bettle-

ments, 274 ; successful candidates for medical ser-

vice in, 494t honorary surgeons to the Viceroy.
561 ; medical ser\-ice of. 614 : circulars, t6.; aboli-

tion of relative rank In. Vi. ; a slight to surgeons
in, 667; the Burraah medal, 823; precedende of
armv medical officers. 824 ; armv rae<:lical politics

in, 10.34; the medical staff in, "1088; |station hos-
pitals in India, 1413

Arnim, Miss A. L., Health Maps, rev., 140 ^'

Arnold. th(^ late Mr. Matthew, 866 '^

Arseniate. dvnamic of gold, 1296 •

Arsenic in beer, 107 ; poisoner. 560
Arsenical rhinitis, 716; tissues, 1347

Arteries. obliterated hvpogastric, carcinoma of , 21 ;

thyroid. ligature of in goitre, 819 ; coronary, con-
traction of orifices of. 959

Arteritis, ohliterative.frora crutch pressure. 699
Artery, retinal, emlwlism of. 23; right axillary, em-
bolism of. 247 ; axillary, laceration of. 467; super-
ficial femoral, Hgjiture of for popliteal aneurysm,
without rupture oi coats of the vessel, ib.-, popli-

teal, ulceration of , 596 ; popliteal, rupture of, i6,;

femoral, wound of the. 696; middle meningeal,
rupture of, 899 ; iunominate. aneurysm of, 1161

;

axillary, electrolysis in aneurysm of, 1222; pul-
monary, with two valves, 1276

Arthritis, rheumatoid, a further contribntion^o the
study of. 904

Arthropathy, tabetic. 2.39

Ascites and ovarian tumour, 964
Asclepiad, the. f".. 84

Ash. Dr. John, si^'natures of the late, 64S
Aehby. Dr. H.. infantile paralysis. 251
Asphalte pavements and the public health, 1023
Aspinall, Dr. W.. avena. 993
Aspirator " membrane " for cases Of diphtheria after
tracheotomy, 1227

Assistants and partners, 494 ; expenses of illness of,

560
Assistants, unqualified, another drawback to the
employment of, 47 ; bonds with, 105; employment
of. 163; form of agreement with, 217,327; legal

decision concerning emplojTnent of, 272 ; another
difficulty, 1^'.; and coroners, .380; memorandum
for the information of medical practitioners in re-

gard to the employment of. 714; and legal fees.

835. 12.50 : foes for nsits by. 1414
Assize trials, medical witnesses at, 65.5

A89ociatton, American Medicat. annual meeting of,

956,1180
Brttistt Mepical. the Glasgow meet-

ing. .31. 929. 1082. 1134. Ii:t5, 1183, 1228. 1211. 1292,
V.Vu, 1 103; the Section Of Surgery at the Glasgow
meeting. 36.'>

;
proposeil conversazione at Glasgow

meeting, 813; appointment of Dr. Stockman to
the research scholarship of. 864 ; list of authors
and others who have presented books to the
library of, 923; financial statement for the year
ending December 3l9t . 1887, 929 ; research work of

the, 1123 ; our distant Branches, 1229 ; excursions,
124-1, 1295; grants for scientific research, 12PQ
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Association, BBiirsn Medical. Council, work of.

. 254
i
report of Committee of upon rank of army

'

'"medical officers. 2(!o ;
proceedings of, 267, 979; ab-

stiract of proceedings of, 926 „ ,1-''^ ^ -5 Committee nn Col-

lective Investigation of Disease. , .See Collectiva
"' _' Committee on Par-

liamentary Bills, and the amendment of the

riiarnmcyAct. 135 ; meeting of , 869. 974. 971!. 102o

Aberdeen. Banff,

iind Kincardine Branch, ophtlmlmoplegia externa,
'

'81; retention of urine. Uj.; cancerous uterus, i*.;

. -tatra-alvoolar fracture of central ineisor, sA.;

' jninutes and ballot. 99 ; minutes and nomination

''of new members. -t^SS : new member, ib,; medical
"'

'officer of health for Aberdeen, ib.; cerebral lesion

jj>a.ellild. 53S ; congenital heart (iisease in child-
' '

ren, *.; case of pyloric stenosis, with hypertrophy

of the walls of "the stomach, lA.; minutes and
nomination of new members. 762 ; ailmission of

new members, ib.; occlusion of external auditory

meatus, 802 ; exhibition of electric apparatus, ib.;

congenital syphilis. ib.\ case' of so-called sponta-

neous combustion. 803; case of uterine fibroid

complicating labour, 963 ; specimens and casts of

cirrhotic lungs, ib.; specimen of *' hammer-toe,"

///.; new member, 978 ; petition against proposed

, horse and carriage tax. ib.; post-gi-a<.luate course.

"'tS.; intubation of the larynx. 1224; left ophthal-

, ijnoplegia intenia, i6.; hypertemia after trauma.
*

ib.; recovery from catarrh of tympanum, ib.; com-
posite photograph, ib.; abscess of liver, ib.; refrac-

tion ophthalmoscope, ib.; nominations and ballot.

1240; summer meeting, il.; representative to

council, ih.

. Adelaide and South
Australian Branch, new member, 603 ; cases, ib.;

excision of cancerous larj-nx, ib.; double mouth.
ib.; new members. 92S ;

pterygium, ib.; laparo-

tomy, ib.\ treatment of polyuria, ib.

Bath and Bristol

Branch, new members, 209. 661. 978. 1293; com-
munications. 209; cases, 661, 1293; papers, 661.

1293; diphtheria. 978; .joint meeting, 1292;

Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill, ih.

Bermuda Branch,
thanks to late president. 156 ; new acting presi-

dent, ib.; cases, ib.; stone in the male bladder, ib.;

death of Dr. Krueger, ib.; new member, ib.; nar-

cotic inebriety, 608; vote of thanks, ib.; office

bearers for the year. 819 ; delivery in arm presen-

tation, ib.; enormous number of calculi, ib.

Birmingham and

officers, lb.; reprosenUtive on the Council of the

Association, ib.; new members, ib.; vote of thanks.

ib.; luncheon, ib.; election of members, 818 ; pre-

sident's address, ib.; head injury, d,.; new mem-
bers, ilj.; now by-laws, ib.; diseases of Ceylon and
India in the 17th century, ib.; alteration of by-

laws, 819 ; proposed amendment of by-law. 1240 ;

paper, ib.; anehvlostomiasis, 1387

AS30CLATI0N, BRITISH Mewcal, Dublin Branch,

annual dinner. 265; annual meeting. 206; presen-

tation of portrait of Dr. Banks, ib,

East Anglian

Branch, Essex District, election of honorary sec-

retary. 763; next meeting, ib.; communication
from the Lancashire and Cheshire Branch, ib.;

new members, ib.; the late Mr. \V. T. Jackraan.

ib.; communications, ib.; caaes. i6.

East York and

Midland Counties Branch, tubercular nodules on

,. ;iris. 23; cephalic bni,d, ib.; embolism of retinal
' artery, ib.; lateral curvature, ib.; suture of pa-

tella, 24; tubercular tumour of breast, iii.; prepa-

.,., rations of extra-uterine pregnancies, ib.; ununited
fracture, 3.58; suprapubic lithotomy, ib.; loose

ji,qartilage, ib.; successful nephro-hthotomy, ib.;

'l^,. specimens, ib.; cholecystotomy for gall-stones,
' ib. ; uterine appendages, ib.; modilication of

.. Tait's trocar, ib.; gall-stone, ib.; tumours of the
' bladder, ib.; recovery from paraphlegia due to

spinal caries, 432; l\-rapljo-sarcoma , of posterior

mediastinum, 423 ; Addison's disease, ib,; cere-

.

J,
hral c.y8t, ib.; primary cancer of liver. 593 ; peri-

* hepatitis in a boy. ih.; the uterus in raenstrua-

T^tion, i6.; enlargement of the liver in rickets, ib.;

rare fracture of olecmnon, ib.; simple stricture of

oesophagus, ib.; salivar.y calculus, 594; prostatic

.
I
|(pilculus. ib.; diseased suprarenal body, *6.[ alco-

^, Jiolic paralysis. 647; the treatment of perforation

I, I, of gastric ulcer, /6.; multiple peripheral neuritis,

ib.: cancer of the pancreas, ib.; ossifying enchon-
. droma, iJ>.; syphilis modifying phthisis, 1277

:

!, second stomach, ib.; cirrhosis of the liver in a

J,
, child, ib.; spina bifida occulla, ib.; alveolar sarco-

o,ma of breast, ii.; air in abdouaiual abscesses, ib.;

cases, ib.

. .

—

— Border Counties
Branch, winter m«eting, 38; new members, 38,

554 ; proposed meeting. 35 ; auditors forthe year,

ib.; puerperal mania, ib.; umbilical liernia,_ :^.;

ligature of femoral artery for aneurysm, ib.; idio-

p;ithic peritonitis, ib. ; leprosy, ib.; casts of cases,

lb.; dinner, ib. ; process of compensation, 554

;

^ote of thanks, io.; hypertrophy of breasts, ib.;

operation for rectal ha'morrhage, ib.; case of lier^

niotomy with omental cysts, ib.; intracranial

hscmorrhage iu a buy, i6.; supper, ib.; next meet-
ing, 551, 1U51 ; horse tax. lOSO ; fees to witnesses.
ib.; recovery from long standing insanity, 1081

:

puerperal eclampsia, ib.

British Guiana
Bntnch, annual meeting, 437 ; chainnan's address,

iii.; vote of thanks, 4.38, 1081 ; Dr. Massiah's mo-
tion, 43.S; notice of motion, I'y.; specimens, Ui.;

miscellaneous business, 1U81 ; communications.
ib.; ue^t meeting, ib.

~—

^

——— Ceylon Branch, in-
' auguratiou of, 563 ; siiecimens, ib.; preliminary

procoediugs,, t6.) election of president, 5»4

;

North Lincoln Branch, annual meeting. 1291 ; re-

port of council, ib.; election of council, ib.; ap-

pointment of medical officers of health. i4.; new
members, ib.; grants of mone.y. ib ; papers and

cases, ib.; head injury, ib.; surgical instruments,

ib.; dinner, ib.

Gloucestershire

to president, ih.; new pi-esident, ib.; seventieth

general meeting. 1401 ; morphine poisoning, ib.;

aoaemic sore-throat, 1402 ; perforation of vermi-

form appendix, 164 subject of discussion at next

meeting, ib.

A^BOoiATios. British Medicai,, North of Englaad
Branch, cases, 978; specimens. li.; congenital gas-

tric fistula, ib.; quack advertisements, ih.; dinner,

lb.; risit to Durham County Asylum. 1403
.—__ North of Ireland

Branch, annual dinner of North-West Section of,

153; communications, ^£^; new members, ib.;

cases. 963; sjieciraens, ib.; injection of cartwlic

acid in hydrocele, xb.; jejunal enterectomy, ib.;

turpentine in whooping-<ough, ib.

North Wales

Branch, Priestley Smith's perimeter, 38; cases.

ib.; insanitary houses, 16.; varicose aneurj'sm of

aorta, ib.; vote of thanks, ib.; president's address,

267 ; suppuration of vitreous, 564 ; homa-opathy,

lb.; minutes of last meeting. 763; paper, ili.;

communications, 978 ; next meeting. 16.; Thera-

peutical Society, ib.

Halifax and Nova
Scotia Branch, first meeting. 3S ; letter from

general secretary of Association, ib.: tetany, ib.;

intubation of lafvnx, ih.; lithotrity. ib.; abscess of

lung, lb.; hj-pod'ermic injections of mercury in

8.yphilis, lb.'; future meetings, ib ; bisulphide of

carbon in pulmonary diseases, 431 ; cocaine

poisoning, ib.; telepho'nic stethoscope. 422; speci-

mens, w.; cerebral lesion iu a heifer, ib.;

injuries to the ere. 489; proposed Public Health

Act. ib; appointment of treasurer, ib.; amend-
ment of the Health Act, 1340 ; cases, ib.y commu-
nications, ib.

Jamaica Branch,

office bearers. 489 ; dinner, ib.; multiple mani-

mary tumours. 978 ; removal of foreign body from
maletaadder, ib.; meeting. 1402; papers, ib.

_-^ _— Lancashire and
Cheshire Branch, annual meeting, 1402; new-

president's address, ib.; report of council, i4.;

election of office-bearers, ib.; representatives in

Council of Association, ib.; council of Branch. ?A.;

representatives in Parliamentary Bills Committee.

lb.; next annual meeting, ib.; donation to Epsom
College, ih.; reports of subcommittees. 16.; Lunacy
Acts Amendment Bill, 16.; medical and surgical

communications, 1403; exhibits. 16.; dinner, ih.

-r Metropolitan Coun-
ties Branch, letter to Oliancellor of Exchequer
proposed horse tax. 875 ; annual dinner. 1400

- Metropolitan Counr
ties Branch, East London and South Essex Dis-

trict demonstration. 20tt ; TOte of thanks, 209, 489;

pernicious anteraia with jaundice, 489 ; specimen,

zb.

,, .
— Metropolitan Coun-

ties Branch. Hertfordsliire District, hysteria and
neurotic dyspepsia, 37; new rules, lO.; vote of

thanks, iO.
- Metropohtan Coon-

ties Branch. Nolrth LondOQ District., new instru-

ments, 320: massaiie, ib.; rotes of thanks, ib.;

cases, 762; communications, ib.; vote of thanks,

1^.; annual meeting, 1403
- Metropolitan Coun-

ties Branch. South London IJistrict. cases. 373

,

\ice-pre6ident's address, ib.; radicalcure of hernia,

ib.; vote of thanks. 373, 1023 ; annual meeting.

102S ; election of officers, ib.

-MetropoUtan Coon-
ties Branch. Western District, disease of knee-

joint, 266; tlisease of spinal cord, ib.; votes ol

thanks. 266. 1133; chronic ulcer of the tongue,

n:W ; orthopaedic appliances, ib.; cases, lia'i. 1292 ;

trejitmentof eye aflEections, 12y2; re-elections of

officers, ib.
Midland Branch,

officei-s aud coimcil, 1355; new members, ib.;

alteration of rule, ib.; president's adilress. ib.;

uapexa. ib.i luncheon and dinner, ib.

New South Wale-

Branch, sixty-ei£:hth gceneral raeeting. 37; axil-

lary aneuryBm, ib.; removal of s^ni^'^-^- '* **^"

betic coma, ib.; revisioJi of by-laws, ib.; new raeni-

her. tb.; sixtv-nintJi ^enera'l meeting. 373; frac-

ture o£ the acetabulum, ib.; by-laws, ib.; digestive

ferments, ib.; presidents address, 122;J, 1241; re-

port of council. 12-11; officers of council, ib.;

Medical Defence Association, ib.; vote of tlianks.

ib.-. Leacock fund, ib.; an amat<'ur surreal instru-

ment maker, i(/.; new members, tS.; voteof thanks

Branch, intemiediat« meeting. 715; new mem-
bers, lb.; treasurer's report. iO.; Architects', Sur-

veyors', and Engineers' Compulsory Begistration

Bill, ib.; paj-ment 6f fees to medical witnesses in

civil and criminal cases, ib.; vote of thanka to

prCMdent, ii.; papers, ib.; consultations with
homcDOpaths, ib. ,

Oxford and District

Branch, new members, 266. 1023 ; alterations df

by-law, 266. 1023; communications. 266; vote of

thanks, ib.; member proposed, 1028; cases and
papers, ib.

-Shropehireand Mid-
Wales Branch, new members. 762 ; commnnica-
tions. t6,; electric o-^toscopy, i&.

Southern Branch
Isle of Wight District, new members. 489, 1081;

the heart in phthisis. 489; demonstration, ib.;

antifebrin in phthisical pyrexia, ib.; dinner, 489.

1081 ; annual meeting, lOSl : annual report., ib.;

%^ote of thanks to outgoing president, t*,; presi-

dent's address, ib.; office-bearers, ib.; accounts, ib.;

next meeting, id.; communications, tb.; annual
meeting. 1356; election of officers, ib. ; repre-

sentative on General Council, etc.. ib.; the late

Professor de Chaumont, ib.; cases, etc., ib.; the

new president, »6.; next meeting, ib.; the presi-

dent's address, tb.; vote of thanks to preadent,

ib.- sightseeing and refreshment, 1357
South-Eastern^ -^—. kj \_' LL L 11 - J-i C* ^ L' V > L

Branch. East Kent Distnct. spi-ing meeting, 6(50.

next meeting. 660. 1183 ; representative on coun-

cil. 660 ; abdominal section, ib.; apoplexy, tb.; two
cases of delirium tremens and one case of alco-

holic paral.vsis. ih.; cases that unexpectedly get

well, with some remarks on prognosis, ib.; cases.

t6.; dinner, a.; honorary secretary. 1 IBS; papers.

lb.
South-Eastern

Branch. West Kent District, next meeting, 1133;

election of honorary secretary, ib.; commnnica-
tions, ib.; dinner, ib.

South-Eastern
Branch, East Surrey District, next meeting. 60S ;

representative on council, i6.; mechanical treat-

ment of joint disease, ib.; possible danger of milk

diet, lb.; hysterectomy, ib.: dinner, ib.; febrile

states and antipyretics, 1114 ; electrolysis in

urethral stricture,' 1115 ; local treatment of ec-

zema, lb.; dinner, 1133
South-Eastern

Branch. East and 'West Sussex Districts, conjomt
meeting. 715; next meeting, ib.; representative

of Branch on Council, ib.; communications, «*.

South fndi»n
Branch, intrauterine fracture. 139 : ovarian

tumours, ib.; Dupu\-tren's enterotome. i6.; cardiac

thrombosis, ib.. spi'hal caries, ib.; new stretcher.

ib.; intestinal parasites. 193; ainhum, ib.; injury

to cervical spine. 194 ; IjTnphatic tumours of

groin, ih.; moUuscum fibrosum. ib.: lithotomy.

302^ ovariotomy. 303 ; severe injury to the spina!

cord, lb.; varicose veins of scalp and eyelid. 539;-

cystic orbital tumour, ib.: railical cure of hydro-

cele. *.: pseudo-hvpertrophic paralysis, t*.; false

joint of hnmerus treated by wiring, i*.: surgical

statistics of the General Hospital. Madras. 594;

ovariotomy, ib.; laparotomy, ib.; cysticercus-cei-

lulos.T, ib.; syphilitic keloi<l. S60 ; tilaria sanguinis

hominis, ib.; scrofulous kidney, uterine fibroids,

colloid cancer, ib.; infantile hydrocele, tb.; statis-

tics, compound fracture. 1064 ; excisionof tongue,

lb.; new members. lOSn ; financial statement, tft.;

branch subscription, id.; votes of thanks, i6.; elec-

tion of officers, ib.; traum.itic pleuro-pneumonia,

1165 ; subperitoneal uteiine fibroid, ih.; myce-

toma, ib.; president's address, 1224 ; surgical cases

.

a.
'

South Midland, an

nual meeting. 1385 : new members, ib.: election

of ofKcers. 13.=i6 ; combined meeting, ih.; dona-

tions to the British Medical Benevolent Fund
and Koval Medical Benevolent College, ««.;

Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill, ib.; autumnal and

annual meetings, ib. ; president's address, i*.

:

papers and cases, tb.; vote of thanks, it.; surgical

instruments, ib.
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ABBOciiTiox. IlRiTlsii Mf.picn.. South Wiil»^ »nil

Monmouth Brnnch. iprinR niectlnit. i>2« ; presi

dcnl i-lcot. 16.; pupfn. tb.: i-onRrnllnl iil«i'ncp of

both paU'lli!. t*.; biliary cnliuli. xb.. auKKssilon m
tomMtinn, lA.; pttltlons. i*.; dinner. \b.

. — 8oulb-Wo>t«rn
Branch, npw mfmbers. 37: prfsldMifi »<lrire-s.

•A.; vote«f th»nk« and resolution, it'.; papers. 16.;

lunclieon. lA. _ . . .Staffordshire
Branch. Roneral meetlnit. 37 ; new mrjnben, 37

6<W: Ifciynaud'x disi«se. 37 ; phosplmlir rivlcidus

with hairpin aa nucleus, lA.: villous prowths in

tha bladder. 1*.: wound and skin after .-i do^j-blte.

lA.; lilTtvfi.arrniua of breast, lA.: specimens. 3vH

;

papers. ^. tl*'! ; communications. f61
' Tem^verance. •"-

nnal meeting of North of Ireland Branch. 31.")

;

meeting! of, 437; annua! meeting of. 11^3 ; annual
meeting of Irish Branch of. 131S0

West Somerset
Branch, spring meeting. 875 ; cases. lA.; instru-

ments. lA.; Iwuo setting, it.; vote of thanks, tA,;

specimens. lA,

AMOciatlon British Nurses, meeting in furtherance

of aims of. :17

1

Burial Reform, proposetl memorial of

to Home Secretarv. 1018 : annual meeting. 1093

Cork Medical Protection, and Dr.

Uagner. &,'<1. 6.VS

of KcUows of the Royal College of Snr-

seons. meeting of. 309; rejoinder of to "reply"
of the Council of the College. 430 ; reminder to.

French, for Ad\-anccment of Science.

grants bv. ^^'t
'— Friendly Societies Meilical (proposed),

• Glasgow University Council, meeting

Gynxcologlcal German, notice con-
of. M

cemlng. 6.'

Hospitals, new president and council.

107; meeting. 1-I6; annual general meeting. 1193
-• for Incurables. Edinburgh, annua! re-

Irish Me»lical. annual meeting. 1237

Irish Medical Schools and Graduates.

annual meeting. (>VJ ; Council meeting and sum-
mer dinner. 13y9

. of Medical Officer* of Schools, annual

port. Mi

meeting. 1077
_ Medical Students of Belfast, amnersa-

t --lOTie of. 2tW ; mtcting of, tv>li

Medico-Kthical of Manchester, list of

ofHcers In, 277
Meilico-PsTchological. quarterly meet-

ing of. 429. 1191 : of Scottish branch of. 712

-of Memliers of the Koyal College of

.Surgeons, annual meeting. 2S7
;

petition to

(Jueou. 117» ; and the Privy Council, lawj. 1:161

of MetropoliUn Police Surgeons,

meeting of. 310
Mftropolitan Provident Medical. 41,

M, 5«. 10.3, 111.613
- Nursing, of North London," annual re-

Poorl-aw MedicalOfficers, meeting of.
port, .WV

5«!i;anil the Public Health (Prevention of Di-

seasea^ Bill. 10:<«

Ked Cross, donation of Empress of

Germany to, 271 ; priie oflered by Bmprtss
Augusta. 4-12. 721

- St. Andrew Amttulance, at Greenock,

1077; at Perth, 1113; stall of at the Ula-'gow

Exhibition, 117S; at Hamilton, 111*1; at Port

Glasgow, 13M ; in S<.'Otland, 1398

St. John Ambulance, at Ksher. 3.12,

(Bt ; Belfast centre of. ;«j9 ; at Derkhamstcd, «li'.,

alSlilldon l.oilge C'ollierv, 724 ; at Blrmingliam.
726 ; at Bath, P29 : at Waterloo Station, ll»l ; at

Boumeinoiitli, 1264 ; at Kidderminster, 1350 : at

Newark, lA.

Sanitary, of Scotland, annual meeting,

- Sanitary Assurtmce, meeting of, 3*4
• Sanitary Protection of London, annual

I3«S

report , 4A.',

Volunteer Medical, resolutions of

round], 721 ; deputation of to Secretary of War,
113>

Volunteer Mnllcal Midland, annual
meeting of. 1 1:19

Workhouse Infirmary Nursing, annual

report, etc., 447
Associations, Ge-rnian. meetings of, 1019

Asthma, suilabllitv of Florida for. 1«7

Astigiiialism. a Trralise on. Dr. S. Burnett, rer., 7ul

Astragalus, excision of for injury, 13-,'t

Asylum, lunatic. aUege<l violence in a. I39,^

Lunatic, CastletNir. annual report. 671

Lunatic. Cork District, meeting of go-

Teroor*. W, IZij ; annual report, 7tii*

Asvlum. I.nnatlo, Glasgow, annual meeting of

directors, \h2

Lunatic. Sussex County, appointment of

«ulH-rlnt«>lidelit to, 277, 328, 37S, 441
• Royal Altiert <)r|.han, statistics of height

and weight of Ininat^^s, r>rt7

- Itoyal, Mornlngsirie, proposed new build-

ings. 31 ; "report of medical superintendent, 4»2

Asylums for the blind, 1U96 ; Irish lunatic, 1144

Ataxia in a tirass-worker, 471, Of*-!

Atheiin-iim Club, proposal to enlarge premises, 12al

Athothij, a Satire on Moilcrn Medicine, Mr. T. C.

Minor, rei'.. 474

Atliv workhouse, hospital accommodation iu. 294

At kin. Mr., massage, 803

Atkinson, Mr. K., rupture of intestine, .157 ; supra-

pubic prostatectomy, 1>0'<; antique stethoscope,

1065
. Mr. P. P.. compulsory notification of in-

fectious disease. 822
Mr. G. P.. general bleeding in local in-

flammatory swellings. Ill

U"r. O. A., treatment by anticipation of

poH-pfirturn ha?morrhage. ^.11

Atlantic liner, small-pox on an. 7t'o

Atlantoaxoid disease, chronic phthisis with, 964

Atlas, ankylosis of. 700

Atrophv. liiuited, of face, 46tl ; optic, in three Ino-

therslsmokers), l.U< : acute, of liver. 1340

Attendance on the families of medical men, 1189

AtthiU. Dr.. suppurating ovarian cyst. 21

Auditory meatus, .^-^f Meatus
Audland. Mr. W. H., a case of subspinous disloca-

tion of the humerus. 585

.\unil tnHator and evacuator. 9M
Auscultation, analysis in. 9iM. lOHS

Australasia, the rabbit pe,st in, 1181

Australia, rabbits in, 969, lolj ; graduation in. 1043 ;

practice in. 1307
Austria, hygiene in, 492

Aveling. Dr. E.. Mechanics and Experimental Science

as required for the Matriculation Examination of

the I'niversitv of London, rev., 1116
. Dr. J. H.. the diagnosis and electrical treat-

ment of cirly extra-uterine gestation. 535 ; elec-

tricity in gynaecology. 1137

Avena.'993. 1043

Axford, Dr..earlv diagnosis of tj-phoid fever. 964

Axillic, chronic sweating in the. 569. 633. 674

Aymer. Dr.. case of uterine fibroid complicating

'labour, 963
Ayr County Hospital. Ste Hospital

Ayrshire medical club, election of officers. 550

B.
Baber. Mr. C. treatment of laryngeal phthisis and

abscess of the antrum. 617 ; adenoid vegetations

of the naso-pharynx. 907

Bacillus strumitis, bacterio-chomistry of.Tavels,

663
Bacteria, an exhibition of growing, 1340

Uactericide, Kingzett's, 597

Bacteriological test lor water, 23 ; for surgical tuber-

culosis, 1216

Bain, Mr. W..conyulslons in pregnancy. .303

Balnes. Lieut. -Col. J, K., certilicatos from College

of Preceptors. .54

Dr. M.. annj' medical reserve of officers, 1361

Baker, Dr. .\. W.. pyn>mia of dental origin. 1:1.39

Mr. M., excision of the knce-joiut for old

disease, ends of the bones fixed together with steel

pins. 744
Mr. S. I., treatment of tracheal cough, 674

Balanitis, 55

Balding, Mr., urethral calculus, 1278

Baldwin, Mr., cxoplitlialmic goitre. 749

Ball. Dr. C. B.. penetrating wounds of stomach and
transverse meso-/!olon successfully treated by ab-

dominal section. 79 ; hyilatic cyst of the deltoid

muscle. 5:17 ; case of traumatic aphasia success-

fully treated by trephining and removal of blood-

clot from the interior of the cerebrum. 748 ; intes-

tinal obstruction. 1276

Ballancc. Mr., a case of acromegaly, R55 ; histology

of lyincer and normal tissues after sterile incuba-

tion. 1058
Balsam of tolu as an adjuvant to oreasote. 1.360

Bampton. Dr..i paralysis from peripheral neuritis,

eu4
Bandaging, a Manual of. Dr. C. H. Leonard, rev.,

83
Bandaging Roller, a Handbook of Miss F. E. FuUa-

ger, rev., 82
Banks. Dr. J. T.,jxirtrait of, 93. 206

Bantock. Dr. O. (1., hn-matosalplnl with cystic dis-

ease of the ovary, 219; blowl cyst of the ovary

an. I hydrosalpinx. lA.; removal of appendages for

hbrold tumours and hainorrhage. i?.; cystic dis-

ease of the ovary, it.; ov.iriotomy at the end of

the si'venth month of pregnancy. 296 ; removal of

the uterine ai>|)«ndagcs. U07 ; three years' oyari-

otomy work in the Sanuirit.in Hospital, 1375;

supravaginal hysterectomy, l'^6

Bapklns. Ilartroann's sanitary wood-wool. 1312

Bar, Dr. P.. The Principles of Antiseptic Methods
applied to Obstetric Practice, rev., 195

BarlKiur, Dr. A. H. P.. the thirtl stage of labour.

38-1

Barker. Mr. A. E. J., two cases of laparotomy for

penetrating gunshot wound of the abdomen, 57 ;

notes on a case of cerebral suppuration due to

otitis media diagnosed and successfully treated

by trephining and drainage, 777 ; tubercular joint-

disease and Its treatment by operation, 1202, 12.59,

1322
. ,

Barling. Mr. H. O.. tubercular necrosis of cranial

bones. .'156 ; tumours of the bladder, :!.58 ;
simple

stricture of a-sopliagus. 693 ; suppurative phleb-

itis of uterine %eins. ti48

Bariow. Ur. T., memorial portraits of Dr. Wilson

Fox. 386
Barnes, Dr. F.. pyosalpinx, 907 j hermaphroditism,

1015
Dr. R.. placenta previa. 4.58

Baron, Mr, B. J., scarlet fever in a suckling mother.

643
Barr. Dr. T.. case of serious haemorrhage from the

cavity of the tympanum in an iufant (otitis me-
dia hVmorrhagica). 894

Barrack. Ducker jKirtable. and field hospital. 19(

Barracks. Royal. Dublin, particulars concerning.

31.5. 318
Barraud. Mr, H„ Contemporaneous Portraiture,

rec, ;^04

Barrett's perfect indicator bolt. 541

Barrington's Hospital. ^See Hospital

Barrs. Dr. A. G., a case of cerebral abscess. 744

Bartlett. Mr. B. P.. a case of puerperal convulsions

treated by chloroform. 956

Basil. Dr., abnormal shoulder-joint. 422; forcible

feeding. 471 ;
malarial fevers. 861

Bassereaii. Dr. Leon, obituary notice of. 498

Datcman Dr. F.. puerperal aphasia. 237

Bath. St. John Ambulance Association at. 839

Bath, the morning. »9 ; for country houses, 110

Bathing (coM) in typhoid, 5.i5

Bstterbury. Dr. R. L., chronic sweating m the

axilla-. 623
Battersby, Surgeon. J. C.,the abortive treatment ot

syphilis, 6ijit

Battersea. the ease of trance at. 150

Bazaar, children's. 84

Beach, Dr. F., the education ot feeble-minded chil-

dren, 767 _,^„

Beale. Dr. C, a case of rapidly fatal chorea, 79o

Beating an epileptic girl, 707

Bed attachment, invalid. 25

Bedford. Mr. C. H.. curious deformity in a twin.

902
Beef. Viking essence of. 541

Beer, arsenic in, 107 ; consumption of in St. Peters-

burg. 47.-!
, , . . ^

Beevor. Dr. Charcot's disease of the shoulder-jomt.

6i>9; functional contraction of the right haiul.

£»il

Behrendt, Mr. M. R. J., gunshot wound of the face,

i:i;i6

Belssel, Dr.. The Thermal Springs of Aix-la-Chapelle

and Borcette, rev.. l:U2

Belfast, health of. 93. 205: ovariotomy in, 606;

water-supply of, 6«7, 760, 98S, 1,350

Natural History and Philosophical Society.

See Society
Roval Hospital. See Hospital

Bell. Dr. J.. Notes on Surgery for Nurses, rev., 141

;

A Manual of the Operations ot Surgery for the

Use of Senior Students. House-Surgeons. and
Junior Practitioners, rey.. 1066

—— Dr. J. H.. purulem ophthalmia of infants. 251

;

intra-capsular injection in the extraction of cata-

ract. 325 ; dcstriK-tive diseases of the eye. 471 ; the

prevention of ophthalmia neonatorum, 472; some
destructive diseases of the eve. 1:140

Dr. K.. phenacetlne. 741 ;
intra-uterinemedica-

tion, 907 ; cocaine as a local application in gout.

94-1

Belladonna, poisoning by. 694
Bellamy. Mr. E., the Bayfield Defence Fund. 1096.

1147 ;" subperiosteal removal of half of lower jaw,

recovery with almost entire restoration of the
bone and perfect masticatory movement, 1162

Beiiham, Tod Heatley and Kliiott and Fry, v., 1089.

1189
Dr. F. L.. hydrophobia and Its treatment.

1300
Bennett, Dr. A. H.. sensory aphasia. 339

Dr. E. H., separation of the coracoid epi-

physis of the scapula. i:uw
:— Mr. li. H.. ruptureof the trachea with frac-

ture of the sternum and rib. ,5:t7
; intra-uterine

amputations, tit.; unreduced dislocation back-

wards of the twim^s of the forearm, 1275

Mr. Vf. H.. on the occurrence of tubercular

disease of the testis as a local affection, particu-

Urly with reference to the desirability of early

castration In certain cases. 191 ; a case of Intes-
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tinal obstruction in which the celon gaTe w»y

outside the peritoneum, 363

Benzine, poisoning by. 611

Benzoate of soda in uramia, 90

l^ue:t;.'^3,^6™S5.'?0?, 103. 277, 284. 2^. 303 317,

372 616. 622, 632, 636, 92.5, 1021. 1033, 1066; to Dub-

lin hospitals, UOS
Bereer's method, amputation by, B61

, , „„,
Beremann, Professor Ernst von, withdrawal of, 981

,

aiKl Sir M. Mackenzie. 1028, 10.12: elected ail

honorary member of the St. Petersburg Surf{ical

Berk'liainsted,''st. John's Ambulance Association at,

BerUn. correspondence from. 717. 763. 820. 876. 933,

980, 102S. 1084, 1135, 12-15

Berliner Klimk, new periodical, 1«)9 ^ . , ,

Bernard. Mr. W., sclerosis of brain and spinal cord,

Berne, winter swimming baths for school-children

at. 934 ; Prof. Adolf Vogt and school hygiene at,

Bernutz, Dr, G.. obituary notice of, 51

Bevan, Mr. R.. obtaining lymph without punc-

RewW^br.' A., appointment of as lecturer on me-

^dtol iur[sprude7ce. Trinity College, Dublin 814 ;

cirrhosis of the liver and portal t.hrombosis, 1339

Bibliotheca Medico-Chirurgica, Pharmaceutico-

Chemica, et Veterinaria, Herr G. Euprecht, rev.,

Biifkerton. Mr. T. H.. successful eittraction of a

niece of glass from an eye where it had lodged

for more than ten years. 896 ;
successful case of

extraction of glass from an eye after a lodgment ot

seven years and a day. 1215 ,,,.,,. ,„
Bidie. Surgeon-General G.. presidential address to

South Indian Branch. 1224
. j- „.„

Biggs. Mr. M. G., metropohtan provident dispen-

saries. 725

Bile, action of, 100

Bilharzia ha-matobia, Professor Virchow on, 103O

Bilharzial epicystitis. 468

Bill, the Coroners, 1079

^^
Habitual Drunkards Act Amendment, second

reaUng in House of Commons, 1194
_ ,_ Local Goverument. 651. 920 ; saniUry adminis-

tration in, 753. 863, 916, 976. 984,990; and the

Society of Medical Officers of Health, 92b; and

pensions of asylum officers, 1027 ; and the control

of local authorities, 1286
. c-a

Lunacy Act3 Amendment, a legal view of, fcS

,

report of Subcommittee of ParUamentary Hills

Committee on, 1026 ^
St. Mungo-s College, 759. 813, 921. 1290

Scotch Police, 1417 .. ^ t j

Universities (Scotland), deputation to Lord

Lothian concerning, i;05 ;
particulars concerning.

712 754 813 921 1076.12.38: and the Edinburgh

University Council. 86S ; Government amend-

ments to, 1131 ; and the students' representative

Councils. 117.'?; the commission on. 1289. 1290, 1J93

Billroth. Professor, and Sir T. S. Wells, 204 ; on Sir

Morell Mackenzie. 1.360

Binet, M. A., Animal Magnetism. rev..ii3

Bingham, Mr. S.. a simple means ot diagnosis in

chest diseases, 1195 _ ^
Biology, a Textbook of. Mr. J. A. R. Davis, reo.,

1279"

Birch, Mr. R., iambul in diabetes. 1112

Birmingham, ambulance classes for railway men at.

"
Medical Benevolent Society. See So-

ciety, medical ,

Birmingham. Mr. A., not^ of some nen'ous and

arterial anomalies. 302 ; homology and inner%a-

tion of the achselbogen and pectoralis quartus

andthen.atureof the lateral cutaneous nen,e of

the thorax, 802

Birthplace of consumption, the. 42b, 5o,, ^"^"

Bis-cobra, Notes on the Origin of the BeUet in,

J. A. Da Gama. rev.. 1390
» . ^ ,,

Bischof. Mr. G.. bacteriological water test 23

Biscuits. Pittrofl's almond. 197; perfect food and

wheatena. 1227
,

Bishop. Mr. K. S.. enchondroma ot fingei, 80 . hy-

dronephrosis, 303; formation of medio-tarsal

ioint. 1115 . ,,^„,

Bishop's granular effervescent antipyrm, 1281

Biskra pustule. 449

Jlisulnhide of carbon in pulmonary diseases, 421

Blaci, Dr. D. C. the alleged arrest of syphilis in

its primary stage. 822 , o ,j
1_ Mr.'G. B.. First Aid in Accident and Sud-

den Illness, rev.. 862

. Mr. J., case of syphilis. 4b8 .

Dr. J. I!.. Mr. G. Hastings and the compul-

sorv notification of infectious disease. 1087
'

Dr R.. blood-cvst in neck. 1889; super-

numerary digits and deformity of mouth 16

- Surgeon-Major W. T., tea and teeth, 98d

JSlickburo, small-pox at. 613

Bladder, tumours of the, 1.57; intra-pcritoneal rup-

ture of, 191 ; suture of, ib.; electric 1 lumination

o^the. 193. 240, 601, 785, 1247 ; what is stone in the ?

342 • papilloma of. 471 ; contact carcinoma of, 6.33;

r^ovJof tumour from '>}=• ^"^ female. haiplns

inthe.663; caseof extroversion of the.treatedby pre

Um?^ry division of ^^'rTV'^^'TfrZ m-
616- female, removal of hairpins from 899

sloughing of the, 16.W; urinary sarcoma of the.

T; urinary, a case of rupture of, in which the

rent was "sutured, 1060 ; hernia of the, lOtM

;

Jumour of the, recurring after removal by supra-

Bl!:e^JSg.^g»Snn'ocal inflammatory swelling,,

m ; menstrual, from a laparotomy scar, 711

Bleph'arospasmus, treatment of, 1184

Blind, Ubrary for, 695
. „.,,„j en--.

and deaf-mute persons in Scotland, «•;

Blindness, congenital, 831 ;
subsequent to infantile

ophthalmia. 971

Bliz/.ard. a. how it kills, 603
, , ,0

B ood, behaviour of the, in ligatured
""f'''

1<?

condition of the. in malaria, 897 ;
volatile bases

in the, 1029

Slo*p"ssure".ti^ostic significance of. in acute

renal disease. 840, 1006 .... ,

Bloxani Mr. J. A., intra-muscular in,l6ctionot mer-

cury in the treatment of syphilis, OO.-j

Bluett, Mr. G. N. congenital hydrocephalus, 194

Blumer. Mr. P., albinism, .596

Blyth. Mr. Vf., contagion of cancer, ii

Bo'ard, the Irish Conjoint, 482

Local Government, appointment of inspectors

—^'^Metropolitan Asylums, returns of scarlet

fever patients. 164, 276. 384. 500

_1!1! schools, the exemption schedule in. 359 ;
ven-

tilation of. 1287 ^. , ,„„
Boase Mr. F., obituary notice of. 498

Bodington, Dr.. testimonial to. 2

Body, human, electricity of the, 931

Bohn, the late Professor, 446

Boils, treatment of, 1045

Boldin, ajiew hypnotic, 918

Bolt. BarTett's patent indicator. Ml
Bombay, medical legislation in, 36

Boml, Mr. C. J., suprapubic "thotomy. bladder

wound sutured, primary union, no catheter. 29, .

failure to find the colon in lumbar colotomy. 10.i;b

Bone, necrosis of. 470 ; frontal, and orbit exostosis

of, 1338

Bone and joint disease. 21 ,

Bone-grafting in " club-hand. Ui
Bone-setter, a. 1035

E°oSrgro"ths!"eLovalof.from the external audi-

tory canal. 1114

Book: kissing the. 994

Book-keeping, medical, 1043. 1^00

Booth Dr. J M.. case of so-called spontaneous coin

-

bustion,803, 841 ; specimen ot "hammer toe, .163;

hvpencmia after trauma, 1224 ; recovery from

catarrh of tympanum, iS.

Boots. Scafe's w.iterproof 1227

Bordeaux, enteric fever at. 297

Borel. Dr., extirpation of goitre, 646
, .. „ „,

Boric acid, effects of, 655 ; concentrated solution of,

1184
Bottle, medicine and poison, 1342

Bottles, Allen's hot water and ice. 913

Bottomley, Mr. J. T.. elected Fellow of the Roj'al

Bo^urne! Dr. A. G.. a note on filaria sanguinis homi-

Bnuisson's treatment ot hydrophobia 464 471.1207

Bournemouth, short route to. 06, ; St. Jolui Ambu-

lance Association at, 1254
.

BoumeviUe, Dr. Manual of Hj-podermio Medica-

tion rev., 359

Bowditch, Dr. H. J., the birth-place of consump-

Bowe": intussusception of the. 643; rupture of. in

intestinal obstruction. 900; small spontaneous re-

section of. 934
. ,, , ,«,,

Bowels, obstruction of the. by large g.a 1-stones. 13b
.

obstruction of, simulated by
,

gall-stone colic.

1374
Bower and Keates indemnity fund. 102« ...^
Bowlbv, Mr. A. A.. Mr. jforris, of St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital. 279 ; cases illustrating the patho-

logy of gangrene from embohsm and artenal

thl-ombosis. 854

Bowman lecture. See Lecture

Boxall, Dr. R.. scarlatina during pregnancy .-ind in

the piicrperal state. 78. 589, 796; some forms of

disp?opSion between the foetal head and pel™
(Other than pelvic deformity) as a cause ofj^ro-

tracted and arrested labour, 194 ;
the use of ^cid'-

fi,-d corrosive sublimate as an antiseptic, 295 ;
the

chemical incompatibility of antiseptic agents.

898 ; inunction in scarlet fever, 12o6

Boy, perihepatitis in a. 593

Boyle Union, medicine expenses, 93

Bradbury, Dr.. thoracic tumour, recovery whilrt

taking Chian turpentine, fif'O
,

Bradford, public health administration in 940. 1038;

medical officership of health at, 1397, 1409

Bradford Medico-Cliirurgical Society. A« Swiety

Bradley, Dr., appointment of as medical officer ot

St Mary's Dispensary, Ardee Union, 500

Brady, Mr. D. F.. death of. 153

Brain, trephining in disease of. 22; serious sym-

ptoms of following pyaimia. i». ; abscess of in a

ewe, 134 ; tumour of, 13?, 251 ; sclerosis of, 2o0 .

lesion of in a heifer, 422 ; surgery of in Dublin,

483 abscess in connection with otitis media, Mu,

534 614 636 ; lesion of in a child, 538 ;
hygiene of

the', 603 ; abscess of, 700, 744 ; subdural abscess ol

treated by trephining, 748 ; removal of blood-clot,

from by "trephining, ib. ; suppuration of due to

otitis media, diagnosed and successfully treated.

by trephining and drainage, 777; growth of and

cranio^cerebral topography, 801 ;
abscess of suc-

cessfully treated by operation. 848, 8.,7 ;
obscure

case of "disease of. 908 ;
primap- cancer of. 959

:

trephining for cortical lesion of. IO.5, ;
question of

trephining in lesions of the, 1245; atrophy of in

hemiplegia, 13?9

Braithwaite, Dr., the nature of cancer, 106.^

Bramwell, Dr. B..amethod of graphically recording

the exact timf^reIations of cardiac sounds and

murmurs, 10 ; the process of compensation and

some of its bearings on prognosis and treatment.

Branch practices in charge of unqualified men, 8

surgeries. 380surgeries, o^o
. , ,. __

Brand Dr. A. S., Lewis's Pocket Casebook for Prac-

titioners and Students, rev.. 140 . ^„t„„
Branfoot, Surgeon-Major, intra-utenne fraf"^«;

139 ; ovarian tumours. lA. ; subperitoneal uterine

fibroid. 1165

Brassworker, ataxia in a, 4_il. 964

Brassworkers' diseases, 887
,,i.„j,. „t

Brazil, English sanatorium lu the highlands 01.

708
Brazilian poisoning mjth the, 919

^, ,,„
Bread, self digesting, wholemeal. 11 a. See also

Br^Mt*! Diseases of the, Mr. T. Bryant, ret:. 472

Breast tubercular tumour of. 24; ^P"-''!^]"!'^^
of the 1*. ; villous carcmoma of, c33 ; .large sarco-

matous tumour of, 957 ; carcinomata of which re-

quire operation, 1046, 1101; female, Thomas

»

operation tor remoral of benign tumour of, 1-16 .

alveolar sarcoma of, 1277
> • ,„ „v,,i, nf

Brereton, Mr. W. V<'.. appointment of to chair of

surtrery in Queen's College. Galway. 2bO

Brecon Dr., Manual of Hypodermic Medication,

rev., 369 ^. e ^^^a
Brickwell, Mr. J., sen., obituary notice of. 1416

Bridecake. Mr. J., obituary notice of.-J-

Bri.les-les-Bains. the mineral waters of. 9.7.

Bright. Mr. J. M.. a case of distress, 14->0

Bright's disease. See Disease

Briitol Eye Infirmary. See Infirmaiy ,„,„.
Bristowe Dr. J. S.. diphtheritic and relattye form*

''of parVvsis. 225; on Pe^Wous an-mfa wito

jaundice and cases simulating it. 1149 ;
on raye-

British Guiana, the medical service and the inter-

ests of the planters and coolies in. 433. 1J4»

health resorts, improvement of. .108

Nurses Association. See Association

qualifications. 502. 675

Broadbent. Dr. F.. the oath of Hippocrates. 441

Mr. J., testimonial to. 1024

. Df -(V H.. a case illustrative of the pro-

gnostic significance of blood;pressure on renal

Hisease MS: a case illustrating the, prognostic,

s^m^nceof the blood-pressure in acute renal

disease. 840
, „ „

Brochin. Dr.. death of. 942
.

Bromide of potassium in tetanus, 74 ; in eye opera-

tions 849

Bromides, relative value of the, H^S
Bronchocele, acute, of adolescents. 13.4

BrSSchus. left, occlusion of by.raetal pencil cap, .6:

left, damson-stone lodged in, tracheotomy, re-

Bro^nne?."!)? A., post-nasal growth. 251 ;
treatment,

of empyema of the maxillary sinus. 4,1

Brooke Dr.. adenoma sebaceum, 2.^1
. .

Broomfield. Dr. H. J., appointment of as visiting

physician to the City of bublin Hospital, 50

Broolhouse, Dr. C. T.. treatment by anticipation of

M.5(-parhim hemorrhage. 831
_

T^rooks Dr H. St. J., first dorsal interosseous

^muscle suppUed by the median nerve, 30= ^
o>i 'ho

distribution of the cutaneous nerves 0° '^e dor-

sum of the human liaad. 16. ; morphology of ex-

?«i"or muscles of limbs, 358 ; history of the nerve

to the anconeus, 802

. Mr. W. T.. notes on antipynn. IP-"'-

Brotherhood, professional. 616

Brothers, optic atrophy In three (smokers ,
lAJS
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Brown. Mr. J. chwnlcal pot«. UV>^; inunction In

uarlFt (cTcr. IIV>; the me of kperlcnu In iculct
WTcr. I*.

Dr. J. 0,. Mmllrtil Dl««no<lB, rtr„ K
Io»iltuU.)n. report of, SIS

, Mr. R„ oil"'
'

'

iiraolirnii. i;W<
Browar, tlo Atrophy In thr«« brcUicr*

Mr. a. D., (orci);u body In mnlu bUuMur.

Sr. J., mtirins iUIo«i>tlCP tu, (U>r>

r. t-.. ('^•^•shie In tr«fh(S.>ron»y. 745; a caflo

>)|(btuirnntlc [n ri-luiuilrltl." of tlif larynx, S99

BtMltlinK. Surnr^iii W. B.,ta.1IcaiIi'»rcofhjdrocclt,
'SS9

Bmcc. Mr. 1!.. Sh.>iib«r<l'« IMrst AM to tlic Injured.
r<T.. V*-'>

Bnick. Dr. J Imi^- r>n!ii.T. s.-nimelwola, rfu.. 83;
GiiMt li'

'

< In AustnllA, Xu-
maniA. oii :

. l^ll
nrn,-V#. IV ; .. 993
r Mitiiura (ur the Mana|;emi)nt of

IDlsouf. rfp-.Sl

Brun'
nm:.. . : .

pain tn «t-i

BruMcU, IT

. ^usfrnAion of, -liv^

. cl*s;tlon fts member of the Athe-
Mi Th,* u^r of codeine to relieve

.-i:. 1213

. 277; prlzo (oe e»?.iv on
'or r.i5

f tlicSiirciral
f I ho I!re.-\-l,

.; 'ncy to Guy's
Hospital. 6-'>4; prt.-sftttAliun W, 12;U

BVVilen. Mr R. J., constitutional -lyphllis, 1043

BuctMnaii. ProttiS'tr G.. canoor of tho pylftrua, 633
Buck.* Dr. W. K.. memorial chapel to. 1095

BtAcUoi^lkAm. fever ami ».-iultary defecta at, 757.
•|J>(tary coniUtlon of. lilA

Budget, the. 70.1. 717. 76."*. 796. Ml
Buttson. ,Sfir BoulHsou
Bullet extracted fmm the wrlit after seventeen
years. Iw)

Bullet-probe, the telephonic, 7M
Bulteel. Mr. C. radical cure of hornla. J

1

BiLos. poi^ouuig from eating, -(.TJ

Bunting. Mr. J., glvcerlne as an Injection, 5*''.'

Burial reform. 311, lOH't. l.i«i

Burial Keform Association. ,V« Association
Burke, Mr. W. H.. sentence of rtcatJi on, lOU; re-

prieve of. 1109, 1196
Burmah, nurstixg In. 104

Burnett,. Dr, S., A Ircatlae ,on Astigmatism, rev.,

70

Bumle. Dr., gonorrhtcal ophthalmia. ISjO
Bums. Rev. D.. thfvapeutlca without alcohol, 665
Buma, lanolin in, 107:i

Burroughs, Wellcome, anfl Co.. Messrs., saccharin.

Burrows. Sir O., will of, 310; propo»e<l portrait of,

tn. 4A.1, 969
Burton, Dr. B. F. V., spray dISuter, 333

Mr. J. E.. the electrical treatment of
uterine tumours, 4Wi

Burr, Dr., peripheral neuritis, 1064
Butler, Dr. J. S., The Curability of Insanity, rn.,

(01
Butler-Smythe, Mr. A. C. urticaria rtlftiua vel

fcbrilis occurring ^(t. r ,niri .i.t.iv. 1160 ; thecleo-
trical treatment

Butlin. Mr. U. T .
imatic tetanus

«urr..-fii'K tr..-,: :. . .._:„ . _: uf sallcin atid

hrr >um.';4; reaectionof tbejpylorus
for

But I. .-:•.' r.^

Byfo- !f, T.. Tho Practice of Medl-
"cir.' '1 to the Dui-nies and Ae-
dilt:.:- . aicu. rcr.. 1116

By-lawt a* to uew buUdli^, usefulixcM of, ?74

Ca^ogan-Maiterman.Mr.. the treatment of habitual
constipation, 1,13; litTinepeuthesis, 187

Cmarwn nectlon, unusual complications In, 711;
oaae of. 971

Calm a niirsliii.' *'-ln->l In, 909 ; Ituiatlc n.syhira at,

II - ' ! at. I'l.

Chlf )m
Call . . _ 'oUeetlon of. ai9: multiple

salivary, '46 ; removed by suprapubic lithotomy,

Calcuhit. v,«(cvl. Ti : rrn.nl. rc-Viiii ii':.linlifias

sin- '•d

wl' il,

Calcutta. n,i:lve u-iuai, education In, ^i

Caldlcott district,. appointment of medical ofBcer.

319
Calf Lymph Culture and Vaccination. Mr. 0. Pen

told. m.. riAl

CalifornU. Uits and figures In coonectlon with the
cUmat* of. 9.VI

CaUathenlc exerdM* (or gtr|>. 13)7

Calomel injections. In arnhllla. 331 ; local npplica-
ii.,„ .,f I., ,,h,»Ml«ma,»M

C lie lorenge* and c(imphotiit<;<l tf^

i\\.... : . .„ . . !iume for disposal of sewage of, .1?-l

Cameruu. ijir C., distribution of enteric fever In the
city of DuWIn, 9«3

- — — Dr. M.. the pathology of alwrtlon in rela-

tion to treatment, n.'*l

Campbell, Dr. C. M.. St. John's Hospital for

Diseases of tho Skin, 334, 877
'

Dr. D, A,, specimens, 432; cerebral lesion

In a heifer. if>,

Dr. H., the parasitic origin of mallgnaikt
growths. L'yO

Dr. W, M., oral hwtructlon of the deaf,.
61S \ ,.'-

Cauadol as A Kical annuthctic, 1104 ' '
,

Caiml. external auditory, removal "oftbhyitrpwtb.
from. 1114

Cancer, contagion of. 23; spreading of breast, 24;
resorcin in. lA.; of vagina, pregiiancy after re-

mo\*al of, ,13 : of the pancreas, irSl, ,647 ; Professor
VIrchow on the diagnosis and prognosis of, 141

;

of uterus, enlargement of supra-clavicular glands
in,49<>; intlammation nuiftkiiig, .M.S ; prim.iry. of
liver. .'•9.1; of the pylorus, 6.1.1; and synliilis. co-

existence of, 662; re-section of the pylorus for,

719. 9-'*4 ; of bodies of the vertebrre, fol ; colloid.

.*^ ; primary, of the Fallopian tube, i'.'i? ; m\il-

tiple, \b.: primary of brain. lA.; C^hlan tiu-pentino
in. O-'Vi : Prafcssor Yerneuil on. 99.1 ; histology of,

after sterile Incubation. 10!>,S
; |arynge.-il, l"o03;

the nature of, 1065; secondary, <if lung. 1276:
of the larynx and results of treatment of, 1^56 ; of
uterus, OUian turpentine in, 13^9; of ,AiVynx,
l:i97 ,%''/.

Candidate, a modest, 1196
Cantlle. Mr. J., Accidental Injifrte : their lEeOret
and Immeiliato Tceatraent. rrr., 82 ,.

Canvassing for patients, .127

Cape Clear, ejiidemlc of measles at, 34 "\

Carljolic aciil in the treatment of carbuncJ'e, 322; In,

pulmonary phthisis, .'i.S.S
;
poisoning by, 60.'>;'ltj,

j)ertussi8, 743 ; in nasal catarrh, 744: camphorated,
10,11 ; Attempted suicide through swallowing,
1.136

CarlKin cones and Ci\se8, l't90
,

CarlKmate of so<la and milk, 36
Carbonic acid in dyspnrea and cough, 601

oxide poisoning, transfusion of; blood in,.

1185
Carbimcle, cartwlic aci-l in the treatment of, .122;

treatment of, by scraping, 635 ; treated by era-

slon.643; excision and scraping of,^690 ; treat-
ment of. 743. 899. VM. 944, 10.57

Carbutu?les, t reatmcnt of, 101,5

Carcinoma, of the oblltemted hypogastric arteries
and umbilical vein. 21 ; of uterus, 2j ; of pylorus,
gastro-enterostomy and duodenostomy for, 78;
of gall duct, 13-1: villous, of right bretst . ,533

;

contact of the bladder, lA.; en cuirassc. 699; of
liver, 8.5H ; primary, of liver, 9.59

; primary, extir-

pation of uterus for. 1011

Carclnomata of the breast which require opcratloh,
1046, 1101

Canlew, Dr. G. A,,consaltat!on»'\iith homttopoths,
7iVS

Cardiac. .^« Heart:
Carelessness in prescribing, 1,1-13, 1360
Caries, spinal, 139;'drj-, 29R ; spinal, recovery frorR

l>araple£lA due to, 422; .spinal, and its results,
64(1

Oirleton, Dr. P. M., eommunlcabHity of syphllU
through the saliva, 279

Carlslwd spruilel, sjiray from the, 39 ; the "cure,"
lOO; lessons from, for Kngllsh health resorts,
7.'»6; gold In waters of. .121 ; treatment of diabetes
mclUtus by the miueral waters of, 946

Carotid, hxmorrhage of. treatmerrt of, 1^\ sequel
of an old case of ligature of, 467

Carpimter, Dr. A., the dlfHculty of diagnosis ht-
tween disease symiitoms and drug symptoms,
6.19 ; notification of Infectious disease. 7"7. ,i77

•Mr.
.Mr.

congenital absence of iris, bittl

II. .S.. ibe AiKitbecaries' Hall and
the title of Its new licence. Ib'W

Dr. W. M.. obituary- notice of,;220

ini; inva
Carteighe. Mr. M.. eb-ctiHl presljlent of the Pilar;

Tuaeetitical Society, l'tO»l

Carter, Dr. A. H.. au undeseribed fallacy in testl^lg

for albtimen In urine with nitric ncld.3,'),5; car-

diac thronil>osis. i/,.; lympho-sarcoma of posteHoc
niedinstinum, 433

Dr. C H., amenorrhcca associated with aico*
holism, 13,<W

'

^Ir. R. n.. ophthalmic Surgepi', rc7t.,,596 '—— Briga/le-Surgeon V., Scientific Memoirs by
Medical OlHcers of th» Army ol India, ra..
1',»7S

'

Cartilage, loote In ksM-johit, treatment ol, ^1,

Carver, Mr, K„ note on aubcut^n^pus nodules in

the hands. 3,55

Cascara sagrada fruit lozenges, 86; preparations Ol
(Cracknell, livans Sons and Co., Sandell and Tomjh
•lit), 1391

, ..„..
Case, a h.ird, 9t^ ; a hypothetl(5il, 1140, 12;iO, 13OT;

Incaulloua uubhcatlun of a, 1301 »:
Casey e. the Guardians of St. acorgc's-ln-the-Baat,

443 . .

Cash, Dr, A, M., case of cancer of the pancreas with
ulceration and haimorrhage tnto the stomach,

Cass. Mr. W. E.. superanunntio*iWlbwancetfi,'8iSl
Cassidy, Dr. T.. death of, 52

"

Castle. Dr. F. A., homoeopathic formularies, 993

Castlduir I.unatii: .-Vsyliim. fke Asylum
Castnition. the desirability of early. In tubercular

diseas.' of testis, Wl ; and the development of the
geidul tract. .546

Oat. fietnl cystoma of the o^-nry of, 2-51 ; fiiinsmls-

sion of bu'nran tuberculosis to a, 490; diseaseof

liver in a, 700
Catjiract, intracapsular injection in -thetextraction

of. 1.59. 212. 321. 32.5. 377 ; KK) consecutive cases

treated by intra-ocular injection. 176; the after-

treat ment of, to t he exclusion of dark rooms, etc.,

i;s; zouidar, operative treatment of, i5.; extrac-

tion. irrig-,^tion and after-tn?atmont in, 199; pan.-

Ivsis of the lifth nerve associated with, 13,1»

Catarrh, nasal, carbolic acid i:\, 744 ; 01 tympantnn,
recovery from, 1224 ; chronic cervical, electro'

ivsisln. 1374
'

Catgut, preparations of. 491 ; sutures in the opera-

tion for ruptured perineum. 1217

Caton, Dr. li.. a case where a suppurating !T)Ieen

was opened and drained, .5S6 ; an appeal, 1C«4

C.-ittle. tuberculosis in, 713
Caulophyllin, liq. et pulsatlllK co., 86

Oiutery, the actual, in the treatment of epilepsy,

1083
Censure on a midwife, 65.5 ; nnmerifed, 1127

Census uf registered medical practitioners -in Bng-

huul and Walpj. 13.52 . •
'

Centenarian criminal, a, 53
Centenarians. 265. 1367

Centenary of the Lionean Society, 1175

Cephal-hydrocele, traumatic, case of, 1004

t'erebruin. .5Vf Bnrin
Certlflcates, lunacy, 47 : from College of Preceptors,

54; lunacy, signature of by partners, 327: of

death, 720; I'ptentiou of, 880": insurance, fe* for,

9.'l^t: of sickness in school attendance cases, 1250

Certification of stillborn children, 327

Ceylon, medical service of, 107; registration in,

444 ; medicine in, 1.148

Ch.adwick, Mr., on the sanitary needs of.the day,
310

Cbaffev. Dr. W. C, tuberctilar pyosalp:nx, 356

Chamberlain, Mr., on education, 12;i3

Chambers, lethal, 569
Changing the doctor, 273
Charade, a physiological, 624

Charcot, Professor, cliuique of, 156; Nonvelle
Iconographie de la SalpStrifre, rrv., 1325

Charcot s disease. Sep Disease
Charge, lunatic in single. 194

Charges, false, against medical^men, 33 ; .I;o patiently
491

Charging, a question of, 9;18

Charing Cross Hospital. See Hospital
Charitv schools and orphanages. 1072
Charti-Vis, Dr. M., The Climatic Treatment of

Phthisis in the State of Colorado, rev.. 84 ; the
oilour of iodoform, 132

Cliavasse, Mr. T. P., mixed tumour of parotid,

416
Che;>dle, Dr. W. B.. occlusion of the left bronchus
by a metal pencil cap and Its rexoovfti, by traCbe-
otoiny, 76 '

'
.

' ,'.'7

'

Cheese, adnlterated, 12.54 ' '
''

Chelmsford School, outbreak of - diphtheria at,

429
Chemistry, the Student's Handbook of, Mr. H. L.

Cireville, ra\, 197: the Modem Handbook of, Dr,

C. M. Tidy, rev., ih.; a Treatise on Sir H. Koscoe
and Mr. C. Schorlemmer. rev,, 701 ; Modem Tlieo-

ries of. Herr L. Meyer, rei?., 8tt2

Chemists, prescribing, and componndluff doctbi^',

1035
Chest, petietmting wound of, .595; simple means of

diagnosis In diseases of the, 1147, 1195; wasting of

the muscles of in phthisis, ll.-^o
;

punctured
woutidfl of Inflicted by an elephant, 1221

Cheyne, Mr. TV. W.. on suppuration and septic dis-

eases, 404, 452, 52-1 ; treatment of spinAl abscess,
ltj«l

'

Chian turpentine in uterine cancer, 1389 ,'
'

^"'"

Chicken, Mr. K. C, necrosis of bone, 470 :» new
form of .sequestrome, 7.52

Child, pneumothorax in a, 21; fatal case of hemi-
plegia In a, 76 ; chronic nephritis with subretinal
efltulan In a. 248 ; strangulated ca«al hernia in a,

294 ; cerebral lesion in n, 538 ; tumonrs of right

I
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orary in a, f>60 ; nrwbom, abdominal section in a,

. 971 ; cirrhoeis ot the liver In a, 1277

Childhood, lanolin in skin disease* of. 622

Children, pneumonia occurrin)? in, 24 ; school, vege-

tarian dinners for, 33, 2U ; school, dinner, (or,

M ; vulvar discharge in . and charges ot rape, 162;

certification of stillborn, 327 ; congemtal heart

disease in, b3ii ; feebleminded, education of, 767 ;

individuality of and results of teaching, 86h : city,

fresh air tbrtnight for, 867, 117b ;
idiopathic ne-

phritis in. i)7U: country holidays for, 139o ; sud-

den accessions of high temperature in '"»

OMldren of Silence, The, or the St«ry of the Deaf.

Dr. J. A, Seiss, rev, V-19

Children's bazaar, 34 „ .. ,

Hospital . See Hospital

ChiU, cholera in, 103.S

Chin, congenital cysts on, 469

China, homicidal insanityin, \ia '
.

Chloral, poisoning by, 724 ; in diphtheria, 1083

Chlorate of potash in epithelioma, 611

Chlorides, nitrates, and sulphates, comparative anti-

septic values of. 150

Chloro-ana;mia, 6S6
, , , ^. _, o, iisr> i„

Chloroform, death from inhalation of, 91, 1350 . in

dental operations, 167 ;
puerperal convulsions

treated by, 956 ; the duties of the medical attend-

ant in cases of death from, 12.W ;
overdose of. 1400

Chloroform-habit, a victim to the, 1021

Chloroform water as an antiseptic, 970

Chlorosis, optic neuritis in, 196, 1221

Chocolate chewing gum. 867

Choking, narrow escape from. 189

Cholecystotomy for gall-stones, 130, 388 ; notes of a

case of, 1004

Cholera In Chili, 103S ..,,.», -»=
Chorea, etiology of, 749. ; case of rapidly fatal. 795

;

senile, 907 ......
Choroid, sarcoma of, 471,1065; pnmarytuberculosra

of, 1011

Christmas cards, .S60 „^ ^ . . «„,
Christy, Messrs. T. and Co., What is veronica? *« ;

salix nigra cordial, 650

Church of Scotland and the condition of the poor,

1235
Churchouse, Mr. W. J. F., a case of uramio con-

vulsions successfully treated by pilocarpine, 188

Churtou, Dr., on empyema. 300

Older, does its produce gout and gravel ? 385

Ciearette smoking, with or without a holder ?6o

Cirrhosis of liver, 232, 324, 378, 700, 956; articular

lesions in, 746 ; in a child, 1277 ; and portal throm-

bosis, 1339 ; varieties of, 1.381

Cities, foreign, health of, 51. 106

Cities, great, future of, 91
. „ . ,.

City of London Truss Society. See Society

Clark, Sir A., election of as president of the Koyal

College of Physicians, 714
,

Mr. F. W.. treatment of tinnitus, 278 ;
inunc-

tion in scarlet fever, 1195

Clarke Mr. B.. sloughing of the bladder, 10d9 ; elec-

trolysis in urethral stricture, 1115 ; value ot anti-

septic precautions in internal urethrotomy, 1165

Claricle, pad for fractured, 1391

Clay. Mr. A., the ergostat and lateral curvature,

wi 215- shorteniug of forearm following an ac-

cident 648 1 three consecutive cises of trephining,

903; treatment of wound of leg, 1367 ; treatment

v of webbed fingers, i6. „„. '

Mr. J., Chian turpentine in cancer, 98o

Clayton. Dr. P.. will of. 829

Cleland, Professor, presentation to, /.-hS

Clements, Dr. H., appointment of to inspectorship

of Local Government Board Ireland, 1350

Clendinnen, Mr. J. E., treatment of profuse sweat-

ing, 278
Clergy, fees from the, 47. 615 '

.

Clifford, Mr. R., Loudon University preliminary

scientific (M.B.) examination. 1188

Clifton lunacy case, the, 653, 688, 719, 720,li67. 817,

8.W, 944, 993". 1044, 1096

Climate for phthisis, 110

Clinical Society. See Society

Clinical descriptions, scientific, 1394

Clonakiltv union, 992
Closure of contaminated wells. 1142

Clothes for Children in Hospitals. Society for Mak-
ing. 450 ; old. an appeal to the benevolent, 831

Clothing, ,S96 ; pure wool. 831

Club appointments, tenure of. 162

the Galen. 480 ; Glasgow University, 814 ; Edin-

burgh Pathological. 1234
(• doctors " and district medical officers. 49

foot and other congenital deformities. 1113
" hand." hone-grafting in, 422

practice, medical, in FVance, 20O, 1415 '

^ rat«6 for women. 1302

Clugsfon, Miss, death of. 1.366

Clutton. Mr. H. H.. laparotomy for obstruction

from gall-stone. 136 ; case of recovei-y from Chronic

pvfeniia, 193 ; osteitis deformans, 634

Clyde lochs, poUntion of the, 5.i0

Cdachford poisoning case, the, 419
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Coal ra». iSM Gas ;

Coats Dr. J., muWplB csneet, B58 ; primary oancei;

of brain, 959 '
'

''

Cobbold, Dr., presentation to, 1018

Cocaine, in squint operations, 74 ; reflex inhibitory

action of as a diagnostic factor, 77 ;
poisoning by.

Icio 421. 438. 757; toxemia, 161; general sym-

i.toms sometimes produced by nasal sprays of,

^43- spraying the throat with, alarming sym-

ptoms produced by. 349 ; saocharite of. 544 ;
as an

aid to diagnosis in laryngeal disease, 651 ; and its

salts 709 ; in tracheotomy, 713 ; in icute tonsil-

litis 901; in sea-sickness 933 ; as a local applica-

tion' in gout, 944 ; in lithotrity, 972; acute paren-

chymatous tonsillitis or quinsy treated by, llWI

Cockell, Mr. F. K.. jun.. Metropolitan Provident

Medical Association, 111

Cocoa, health. 1067

Codeia, diabetes treated by, 910

Codeine to relieve pain in abdominal disease, on the

use of, 1213. 1308, 1382

Coffee berries, the dyeing of, l.il

Coffins, wicker, 1367

Cold, hyperpyrexia treated by, 697

Cole. Jfr. J. il. C jambul in diabetes, 901

Coleraine, proposed scheme for nursing the sick in,

1-53

Coles, Surgeon-Major W. C obituary notice, of 1190

Coley, Dr.. chloro-ansemia, 696

Collective Investigation of Disease, notice conccm-

inc 99. 165, 266, 373, 437. 488, 663. 607. 66ft TH. 762,

817 875 928. 977, 1027, 1080, 12,39, 1290, 13.54, 1401 ;

report on acute rheumatism. .387 ; report on aged

persons. 511; report on the connection ot disease

with habits of intemperance. VOi'i

College the cheapest and the shortest course, 334
' Downing, Cambridge, mastership ot, 1395

Haileybury. sanitary condition of, 925, 982,

1079, 1138; tie well at, 1086
. King's, prizes, 1085

. , , ^

King and Queen's of Physicians m Ireland,

pass lists, 383, 672, 1094, 1306 ; and the Apothe-

caries' Hall. 551. 699, 814
, , , . »

. Owens, the vacant chair of obstetncs at,

644 , , -,
- pf Preceptors, certificates from, n4

- Queen's, Galway, appointment ot Mr. W.
i *_ ..1— !- .^f .?,,,.rtop^ at '?fill

Colleges, Koyal, of Edinburgh, privileges of, 9M
,

Royal of Physicians and Surgeoos of Edin-

burgh anS Faculty ot Physicians and Surgeons of

Glasgow, pass-lists, 275, 990, 1094

Koyal of Physicians of London and Surgeons

W. Brereton to chair of surgery at, 260

Queen Margaret, Glasgow, enorts to raise

funds for, 431
, ^ .r, on

Royal Medical and Benevolent, Epsom, 213,

478, 656, 8'09 ; annual banquet. 872

Royal, of Physicians ot London, disciplinary

pow-er of," 145 ; lectures at the, ih. ;
meeting of

Fellows, 208. 2.53, 913. 1078 ;
pass lists, 276, 990 ;

denials of rumours regarding Sir H. Pitman's can-

didature for the presidency of , 601 ; the presidency

of 6.52; election of president, 706, 714. 71 1, ibo;

deputation to Sir W. Jenner, 1072, 107s ;
conver-

sazione at, 1399
, ,. .

Royal, ot Surgeons of Edhrtiurgh, pass-hsts,

276, 1094
. , ^

Royal, of SurgeonsofEngland.extraordinary

meeting of council, 36, 1-35, 434 ;
meeting of coun-

cil 94,305 662,830,1016.1353: publication of pass-

lists of, 64 ;
pass-lists, 107, 165, 330, 667, 1040. 1146,

1192 1306; matters concerning the. 65 ;
collegiate

government, 87 ; resolution of S.-W. Branch con-

cerning, 106; members of the, 168; lectnresat the

253- "reply" ot council to the statement pre-

sented to the Lord President on behalf of the

Association ot Fellows, '264 : reform of the, 375.

4S4 rejoinder oftAssociation of Fellows to " reply

of the Council. 484 ; new laboratory. 755 ;
surgical

lecturers at. 969 ; charters of. 1032. 1068 ;
the work-

rooms at the, 1073; summer lecture,'; at the, 1072,

1333 ; answer ot Privy Council to petiHon of, 1078 ;

the council of, 1078." 1.3.31. 1288: research at the

11.36
;
proposed supplemental charter of, 1138 ;

and

the Privy Council, 13.84; the forthcoming election

of members of council, 1346 ;
Lord R. Churchill

and the Associ.ation of Members, 1396

Royal of Surgeons in Ireland, pass-lists,

62 fellowship of the, 923 ; and the Queen, 1024 ;

election of examiners, 1024. 1076; letters from

secretary ot council re English hospitals and Irish

surgicarqualifications. 1076 ;
presentation of por-

traits ot Dr. J. Halahan and Dr. C. King to. 1131 :

unveiling of a portrait of the Queen at, ib. ; annual

meeting 1179 1236; proposed biennial election of

president, 1186 ; election of oflicei-s, 1236 ;
candi-

dates for the vice-presidency of, 13o6

St.Mungo's, Glasgow, proposals concerning,

1^ of State Medicine, election of associates,

156. 1191 ; programme of lectures, 805 ;
lectnresat,

of England. Conjoint Board, pass-lists, 107. iil.

B28, 883; proposed new charter for, 1^2, loo;

scheme of the, for degree-giving powers, 364

University, grants to, S67 ;
prises, 1095

Collie, Dr., pyosalpinx. 595; genu valgum^, *
Collier, Mr. J., liver in phosphorus poisoning. lOW

Mr. M.. sinuses. of Valsalva. 367

Dr W., disease of adrenals yrithout bronzinff.

613; congenital malf.irmatinn of the pulmonary

valves, simulating aneurysm of arch of aorta.

909 ; a case of Charcot's disease of the knee-joint.

Collins, Dr. W. J., paralysis of the fifth nerve asso-

ciated with cataract, 1.338
_. „ ..

Collinsoni.-e Canadensis, exlrsctnm Uqmilnin

(Hockin),305
, . .

Colman, Mr., intestines m diphtheria. 74o

Colon, so-called idiopathic dilatation of. »46 ; lapw-

otomy for dilatation of. .546 ; causes of failure to

find the, in lumbar colotomy, 591. 894. 10.56

Colotomy for obstinate constipation, 2.52

Colour-blindness in the mercantile marine of tne

United States. 188

Colour-test, Wolffberg's, 1111, lll.>. 1124

Coloured light in the treatment of insanity. 480
^

Coma, relapsing, due to tuberculosis, M _^ ^^
Combustion, spontaneous, case of so-called, ™.

,, j
Comedones, extractor, anew. 1171 „ , ti„„k
Commission. Royal, on the Blind. Deaf and Dumb,

and Imbecile, meetings of, .3-3. 428
, ,_

Royal 'on University Education in Lon-

don, members of, 969; preparation of eridenca

Commissionership of Local Government Board in

Ireland, 606, 653, 6.58 .

Communicability of syphilis through the sahya, 44

" Compendium,"^ the, or invalid s seU-help, 804

Compensation for dismissal, 616
, .. ^ i

the process of and some of its beaf-

ings on prognosis and treatment. 835, 889 ^^
Concretions, intestinal, causing perforation Of-TCT-

miform appendLx, 1408 a--.,nO
Cones, Gale's obstetnc, 28 ; carbon, 1390

,

Congress of American Physicians and SurgeOTS, 6(3

—— of German Gyna:cological Society, 128o

Inter-colonial Medical, at Melbourne, 1190

;

at Victoria, 12.86
, „ ,,m

International, on Anthropology. 1130

- International, of Dermatology, at Paris, 139o

- International, of Hygiene and Demography.

1024

of. 713

Technical of Glasgow, meeting of governors

University, annual general meeting. 568

Universit'y of Dundee, and the students of

St. .\ndrew8 U'ni\-erslty. 805; appointment to

lectureship of botany at, 972 ,. ,, .

.

meeting of committee of. 313 .
, ^ , ..

Snth International, psychological medi-

"'"^ ^
ccvcnth German Medical, at Wiesbaden.

tenth luternafional, 2.59

on tuberculosis, 661

Congresses, medical and surgical in Germany, Jt*,

Conjunctiva, rapid staining of by nitrate of silver.llS

Conjunctivitis, syphilitic, 609 , , „ , ,,

Conseil dhygiine du Department de la Seine, meet-

Co'nstipation, habitual, treatment of 1.32, 168 ;
in

pregnancy. 333, 449 ; habitual, healed by massage,

1084
Consult, unreasonable refusal to, i20

Consultants and general practitioners, 48

Consultations with homceopaths. 614, 666, il», 788.

with juniors. 616 . ,.».„.
Consumption, in man. relation of animal tubercu-

losis to, 419 ; the birthplace of, 42. 6.5,, 108.1
:
pul-

monary, treated by residence in high altitude*.

1009. 1086, 1195; climatic treatmentof, 1068

Contagion of Cancer, 23 . -,

Contagions Diseases .\cts. iefActs
^

Contraction of knee-joint, pathology and.treatment

of, 211
Contracts by telegram, 039

Contradiction, a, 367

Control of local authorities, 13S.5

Convalescence, aid in, 1174

Con\alescent home, 278 _^ ,

Coni-ict prisons, vital statistics of. 1 13

Convulsions, uramic, treated by jailocarplne, 188

;

in pregnancy, 303; puerperal, in a prlmlpara,

686 ; how do "round worms cause them. t>42 ; pnet-

peral, treated by chloroform. 956

Cook. Dr.. case of rapidly fatal clioreB, i95

Surgeon-Major H. D.. punctured wound of

chest iiihicted by an elephant. 1221 ;
wound of

left wrist and right upper arm, brachisl aneu^

vsm, ligature, recovery. 1337

Coombe.^Ir. C. F.. spreading cancer ot breast, 24

:

ulceration of popliteal artery, 696

Coombe Hospital. 6<£ Hosiiital

Cooper, Mr. A. . conununicablUty o£ syphiUs through

the saliva. 44 ^'-
.aniv';'^

.
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CopMVA eruption, 371
Corbvn. Mr y. H.. MolropolliAn ProTi<*enl M«dlcftl

CoTvl >va1 o( tumour of tho, 191. 903,
13::i. :.-«»» o(. a'-' ; •evert injury to the.

303 . nut Uo^l oi ejuuuluin^ ftod rcmovtuK from Uie
front. ;:«

ConU, Y'kmX, t>lUt4)nl («r»ly»i« o( lu acute I&rynK-
ttU. li>k)

Conlweut, Dr. 0., mcdloo-pftrlUmenUry eubjecU,

Cork, opMemk) of nieulet »t. 153 ; winitJiry condi-

tion of. ^71 : proiHuM maiu dniinAf;e »cheme fur,

DiAtdct Lunatic AstIumi, .Sir A«yUim—-—- Workhouse, ovcrrn>w«ili)(; lu, 1171'

Corlcy. Dr. A. 11., preiidontial uddro*! to SurairAl
Src'tion. Koval Acadomv of Uediciuo of Ireland,

'Ji ; prrsontAUon to. U.'U

Cornm. tumour of, WS* ; removal of etAphyloma of,

101?; rpithrli&l tumour of, 104U ; fnurture of the
from Uie kick-back of a fragment of a whip-thong.
1371

Corner, Mr., acute Intestinal obslruction compll-
catinf; utero-go»tation. iOO

ConuoathejpalmBof both hands in psoriasis, 74

Coroners, and unquAlified assistants, 360: proposed
Bill conremiuK appointment of, 6&4; election of,

7ai>, lu7tj ; and ni«MicaI wit^eaaes. 103.'>. 1303
Coronersbtp. a vacant, lift*

Correction, a. IW. til.'i

Corrosive subllmMe. nrldifie<l, as an antiseptic. 148^

3^ ; in opiitlialmia neonatorum, ^4 ; Injection of

in lupus. 1-*-^

Corv. Dr. B., the relative I'alues of the bromides.
ii'a^

CoftRrave, Pr. E. McD.. the etiology and classifica-

tion of the ansmia of puberty, 6^, 690
Cot. a Sunday. ^73
Couch, a Kynfrcologfcal. A74, 831

Cough, carbonic acid iu.tVJl ; winter, syrup of tar

in, 463. 5*59 ; trachml treatment of, 624, 6M, 831
Coumbe, v. Hanson and Ilrodhuntt. 'J'2

Country holidays for children. 1396
Court appointjxicuts, 3U0

Mr. C. A. night blindness, ."WA

Courtenev. Mr. L. T., Travels in the Interior, or the
Wonderful Adventuroa of Luke and Belinda, rev..

360
CousiQA, Dr. Ward, faecal lodgment, 26; nro-uasal

\*eil. J'.^; new gag, with throat guard, .360; lar>;o

round-celled sarcoma of ovary, 964; chronic
phthisis with atlanto-oxoid disease, it>.: calculi

removed by suprapubic lithotomy, li.; aural in-

flator and evacuator. t6.; case of atone in which
Uthotomv was i>crformed twice^within two
months, 1 164

Covering unqualified iiractice, 273
Cow, crushed by a, 12-S4

Cow disease and scarlatina, 973
Cow-pox and Vaccinal Syphilis, the Natural His-

tory of. Dr. C. Creighton. rev., 81 ; and the Pa-
thologiral Society, 2'X) ; Dr. C. Creighton on. 370

Cox, Mr. 0. H., chronic sweating in ajtlllie, 674
Cracking off a fly. Mt4

Cracow, baetereological institute at, 1U6
Craig. Dr. W.. the British Phannacoptela of 1H^.^.

do; Manual of Mat«ria Medica and Thera[>eutics,

rev, 6^7
Crane. Dr. S. L.. nomination of as C.M.Q.. 266
Cranio-cerebral topngrapliv, .157

Craven. Mr. U. M.. Medical Defence Union. 55
Creasote in pulmonary phltiisis, 54t(; balsam of tolu

as an ftdj»ivaiil to. \:UM

Creed. Dr. J. M.. presidential address to New South
Wales Branrh. 12^.1

Creighton. Dr, C. The Natural History of Cow-pox
and Vaccinal Syphilis, rev,, 81 ; rqply to ditto.

370
Cremation. 2i ; in Paris. hS; in France. 331; at

Woking, 3fV> ; prosrfMS of in Italy, 707
Crematorium, the Woking, «11

Creolin as an antlseptie. 167

Cretinism, sponuiic. 137, li'2

Crew. Mr., swelling of scrotum, 860
Criminal, a centenarian. 52
Criminals, methods of exerutina. 76*>

Cripiie, Dr. C. C, award lA gold medal to. 3^2
— Mr. H.. English medical practitioner* ih
the Orisons, l.'VU

Crocker. Mr. O. T. O.. case of. 1131

Croft, Mr. J., on the operative treatment of dislo-

cated semilunar cartilage of knee-joint, ^-i;

Crooke. Dr. G. F., congenital mitral stenosis and
endarteritis. 416; cerebral cyst. 433; primary car-

cinoma of liver, I'.Vt

Crookshank. Professor E.. an Investigation iot^tho
S'>-i';illu<l lieodon ''ow <lis«ase and (t« relation to
srarUt fever la man, 123. 136; I he Hcndon cow
rllsease. 369

Croora. Dr. J. U-, the mauuement of ant'-rior and
po^t^-rlor dlsplacem*'nt» of^ the uterus, 3^

CroonUa Lecturoa. See Lectures

Cross. Dr., case of, ^\ cxacution of, 04
Croiiwit. Dr.. Manmurres et Oiwrallons K I'Amphl-

IheAtre, rri'.. 2.i3

Crown Prince, illness of, 31. t*0. 146, 2i>l, S.'tT. 313.

428. 4Ht>, 647 ; ofHclal roix>ris of the Uliics!) of, 366.

42.**; the case of by Sir M. Mackenzie, 370; Pro-
feaaor Vm-how's report of exainluatlon of slough
from larynx of, ib.

Crut*'h pressure, otilitcratU-c arteritia from, 699
Ciicuine. iScr Cocatuu
Cuff, Dr.. cystic kidney, 700
CiiBlmore. Dr. D. U.. oily dlarrhooa and podo-

phvllln. 674
Cullmgworth, Dr. C, J., apjwlntment of. as obste-

tric phy.ticlan to St. Thomas's Hospital, 2^.* ; oyst
connected with uterus and simulating enlarge-
ment nf Itiat orfjan, li^lO

Culpin, Mr. L., case of labour, with double uterus
and vagina. 955

Cultivation, variations of microbes under, 4.13

Culture, art, and science w. dirt. 1346

Cunningham, Professor, cranio-cerebral topo-

graph v. 357 ; musctilus stemalis, i/».; brain-
growth and cranio-ce<«bral topograpliy, 801 ;

sacro-iliac joints In a pregnant woman, i^.

Curv of hydatids, 32
Curling, the late Mr., .M5; obituary notice of, .S63

Current, constant, action of on uterine tibromata,

Currie, Dr. A. S., consultations with homccopatiis,
66:.

Curvature., lateral. 23; and the ergostat, 102, 160,

215
Cuts, lanolin in. 1072
Cyst, aiippurating ovarian. 21; placental. 22; mc-
'sentrric, 251 ; congenital sebaceous. 350 ; con-
AenitAl, in mouth and chin, 469; hydatid, of

deJtold muscle, Ml ; dermoid, of the raedlas-

tJnum, 6i^2 ; cardiac, 746; dermoid, expelled per
rpclum, during labour. ^01 ; pancreatic, '.*U7 ; con-
nected with uterus and simulating enbrgement
of that organ, 1010; hydatid of liver, 127B ; pan-
creatic, cured by abdominal section. 12y7 ; extra-
peritoneal, 13.S7 ; blood, in neck, 1389

CysticercuscelluloMe, 643; and tania, 6.S7

Cy^titis, aalol in. 489 ; clironic. saccharin in. 1223

Cystoma of the ovary of a footal cat. 251

(-'ystoscope. new incandescent lamp, 240, 768. 937
Cystotomy, suprapubic, case of, 695 ; for removal of

vesical tumour, 1166
C\-sts from the labia minora, 250 ; hydatid, 696

;

[JcU'ic, 700; dermoid, mammse in, &.^9

D.
Da Gama, Mr. J. A., Notes on the Origin of the

Belief in the Bis-Cobra. rev., 1390
Dabl's dyspepsia cakes. 86
Dalbeth. pit burial at, 7.^9; cemetery, ^^7

Dalby. Sir W. B., how shooting accidents occur, 43

;

a correction, 675; the removal of bony growths
from the external auditory ranal, 1114 ; the treat-

ment of aural exostoses, 1248

Dale and Co.. Ejistwood v. 1363

Dallinger, Uev. Dr., resignation of post of governor
to Wesley College, 567

Dalton, Dr. B. N., compulsory notification of infec-

tious dis&oses, y-'i5

Damages, a qiiestion of. P26
Doniietta. sickness at. 1408

Damson-stone lodged in right bronchus. l.'i.'U

Ihiniou, Dr., on galvano-caustic currents, 145
Darenth Hospitals, ^m Hospitals
Dan* in. Mr. V. W., nomination of, to Special Board

of Me*iicine at Cambridge, .38]

• Mr. G. H.. ojdema of lar>-nx, 80

Davidson, Dr. Alexander, resignation of profeesor-

shlp of pathology in University College, Liver-
pool. 1363

Dr. Ajustruther, sallx nigra. 7-13

Dr. McK.. ophthalmoplegia externa, 81 ;

left ophthalmoplegia interna, 1224 ; refraction oph-
thalmoscope, lb.

Davies, Dr. A. T., paralvsisagitanB. 1063
Mr. J. N., deat^i of. 53

• Mr. T. L. K., fugitive oedema of the eyelids,
1255

Davif'S-Colley. Mr.. trephlning|for middle meningeal
^ixmorrhagc, 6'.i9

Davis, Mr. D.. management of fever eases, 1147
Mr. H., Guide to the Administration of Anies-

thetlrs. rru.. 912
Mr. J. R. A., a Text^book of Biology, rev.,

1279
Dawson, Dr. W. E.. presentation to. 1306
Day, Dr. W. H., Some Observations on Headaches

in ChiMren. and their Kelation to Mental Train-
ing, rev.. 197

Deaf nnd dumb, oral teaching for. MO, 675
l}t-iLf-inut<.-e. lia language fur. 195; In Scotland, 605
Dcin. Dr. J. W.. appeals to the l)cncvolent. 441*

Death, of Profeasor Dickson. 34 ; of Dr. T. Cassldv,
52; nf Mr. -T. N. Davies. i4.; from trichinosis, t'>.;

of Ur. p. H.MacUren,^; from chloroform iniiala-

llon. PI. 13.S0; of Mr. D. F. Brady, 163 1 sodden, in

diphtheria. li>i ; of Dr. R. Griffinl. 228 ; of Dr. D.
1>. Tate. 316 ( of Mr. B. M. Smith, tb.; of Mr. T.

Monk. 3.T3; of Mr. J. H. Walsh, 367; with sym-
ptoms of hysteria. 418 ; of the Provost of Trinity

College, Dublin. 433; of Dr. C. C. King. 482 ; from
hydrophobia, 482, 1235 ; from accident at football.

000 ; of Dr. It. G. Latluim, 6uo ; sad, of a medical

student. 622; of Dr. Eagleton. 713 [ of Dr. B.

Travers, i6.; by drowning, phenomena of, HlOt of

Professor d« Chaumont. 865; of Dr. Brochln. 942;

of Mr. W. Shirlev, 1020 ; of Dr. H. Macewen. 1023;

of Dr. J. Wilson," 1075; of Dr. B. Delany, 1076; of

Surgeon-Major J. Prcndercast. 1145; of Miss M.
P. Orabovskana. 1175; of Mr. De Berdt Hovell,

i:;31 ; of Dr. T. II. Tuke, 1285; of Dr. Methner,
lan.-*; of Dr. Marzarini, 1306; of the German Em-
peror. 1343; of Dr. Boss, 13.06; of Miss Clugstion,

l.'i66

Death-rate, of North Berwick. 92; unusual. 358;

railway, for 18.S7. 1108; of St. Petersburg. 1336(

high, of Manchester, 12K8

Death-rates as tests of healthiness, 701

Deaths from infectious dlseaaeB, 93; sudden, from
wounds of larynx, 1246

De Chaumont. "Professor, death of, 865; obituary

notice of. 940
Decision, a satisfactory, 47

Deeds, partnorghip. coat of. 939
Deformity, rickety, of sterno-clavicular joint, 298

;

curious, in a twin, 902 ; of mouth. 1S89

Degreefv, colonial, registration of, 30; for London
medical students. 87. 158. 263. .372,425.434,607;

re^jiatration of foreign, 97. lfiS.215: honorary, from
universities. 96; for medical students, the claims

of the Scotch licentiates. l.^'J. 213 ; for English
students. 214 ; English and Scotch, 633

Delahovdc. the late Dr.. 606
Delanv. Dr. B.. death of. 1076

Dela.stre, Dr. P., the mineral waters of Bride$-les-

Bains and Sallns-Moutiers, 952

Delirium tremens in hospitals. 54 ; raethylal in.

491
Delivery, hour of, .30

Deltoid' mu&cle, hydatid cyst of. 537

Dental deiiartmente of hospitals, how bo reform the,

711. 821. 'J36

• in8i>ection8 at the Aarau cant/oual schools.

934
origin, pvKraia of, 1339

Surg.TV .'Notes on. Dr. J. Smith, rev., 702

Dentists Act." .Sy Act
Dentists, post-graduate course for, 427, 673 ; feea to,

825
Dentition chee les Enfants Idiots et Arri^r^.dfl

I'Ktat de, Madame A. Sollicr, rev., 423 •

anomaly of, 810

Dermatitis Venenata, Dr. J. C. Wliite, rev,, 84
Dermepenthesis, 187

De Styrap, Dr. J,, The Mcdico-Chirurgical Tarifls,

rev., 804
Development, arrest of, by unfavourable environ-
ment. 56li, 624

Devonshire, Duke of, election of, as President of

the Chesterfield and North Derbyshire Hospital,
666

De Watteville. Dr. A., avena, 1043
De Witt. Dr., bisulphide of carbon in pulmonary

<liseases, 421
Dextrocardia, 657
Diabetes, jambul in, 901. 1112 ; melUtus, case of , in
which acetouEemia was induced by the shock of a
strangulated femoral Jiernia, 908 ; treated by
codooia, 910 ; mellitus, and Its treatment by the
mineral waters of Carlsbad, 946 ; and its connec-
tion with heart disease. 949; mellitus, Professor
Seegeu on. 970

Diabetic coma, treatment of, 601
Diagnosis of tabes mesonterica from starvation, 34;
simple means of in diseases of the chest, 1147,
1195

Medical. Dr. J. G. Brown, rev., 85
Diaphragm and liver, abscess between, 194
Diarrhrea oily, .^(il ; and podophylUu, 674 ; infantile,

oxirle of 7,inc in. 931

Diar>* for 1888 of the Sanitary Record and Loudon
Medical Kecord. rev., 85

Diathesis, uric acid, therapeutics of the, 16. 67
Dickinson. Dr. J. B., furrows on finger-nails, 774
_...,,. — Dr. W. H., the tongue as an indication of

disease, 625. 677, 727

Dickson. Profeaaor. death of, 34 ; a reminiscence of,

152
Diet, Light, a Handbook of Diet xnd Cookery for all

Classea of Invalids. Mr. H. W. Seagcr, rev.. 3.W
in Health and Disease, Outlines for the Mao^

agcmcnt of, Mr. E. T. Brucn, rev., 64
—— of auj-sing mothers, 311 ; and physique of th«

soldier. 1286
Dietary of a homcBopathic hospital, 570 . , (f

Dtge-tt, the Medical. tt;i2, 886, 1043, 1147, II96, ISBfi'' ;

DigitaUn. the doeo of, 786 .,-, i«ioliiJ^b3
Digits, ftupemtunerary, 1389
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Dilatation, acute, of stomach, 357 ; rapM treatment

of urethral stricture by. 540; of the pylorus,

601
Dilator, new uterine, 1067

Dinitrokressol, 36
, .,., „ ow «„,.

Dinners, vegetarian for schoolchildren, 33, JU ,
lor

schoolchildren, 116; school, vegetarian versus

mixed diets. 201
. . -^

Dlnsmore. Mr. G. H. J., obstinate alopecia, o.5

Diphtheria, endemic. 65 ; sudden death In. 194; at

Bntield, 219. 1191; during pregnancy. 2.9 ;
at

Guv's Hospital. 41>7 ; at Chelmsford school. 429;

subsequent to measles, 432 ; resorcln fa. 435 ;
treat-

ment of, 490, 601. 632 ; Immunity of certain towris

from 558 ; sulphur in, 661 ; intestines in. 74o
;
the

principles and practice of the local treatment of,

908 in man and animals, 931 ;
chloral m, 1083 ;

e, 1251 ; on Shooter's Hill. 1304

..1 medical scientific t«rm3, 1187

., annual report of, 332

. L. B.. Metropolitan Provident Medical

Association. 56
Diploma, in public health, to obtain a, 19

Dipsomaniacs, retreats for. 478

Dirt, culture, art, and science, v., 1346

Disease in imported meat, 611

Addison's, and the function of the supra-

renal bodies, 233
bone and joint, 21

Bright's, prognosis of neuro-retinltis m,

243; pilocarpine in, 438; pathogeny of, 490;

chronic, 858 ; chronic with cerebral ha;morrhage,

859 ; acute lobar pneumonia and. 1275
- Charcot's, of knee-joint, 595, 596. 909. 1060 ;

and drainage, '

;s ill rDiphthongi
Diplock, Di

-Ml

of shoulder-joint, 699
Friedreich's, two cases of, 469

Graves's, the thyroid gland in, 1176

mental, rare form of, 1213

nervous, case of, 1007

Raynaud's, case of, 343

tubercular, 137

venereal and fairs in Russia, 1074

Weil's description of, 1021

Diseases, infectious, compulsory notification of. 49 ;

and Aberdeen, 92 ; deaths from. 93 ; relation of

putrefaction to, 143; how they are spread, 974;

rare, and exceptional symptoms. 1212, 1374

Disinfectant, soft part ol a loaf as a, 166

Disinfecting chamber, 278

Disinfection in schools, 158 ; of tuberculous sputa,

10S2;by heat, 1252

Dislocation of head of femur on to pubes. 24 ; of the

shoulder in a horse, 65 ; of the thumb forward,

295 ; of lens. 422 ; of the radius and ulna inwards,

464 ; unreduced backwards of bones of forearm.

1275 ; unreduced of elbow, 1276 ; compound, of

ankle and knee. 1383
Dismissal of a pubUc vaccinator, 106 ; compensation

for. 615
Dispensaries, metropolitan provident, meeting in

opposition to. 310 ; and their opponents, 376, 676,

725 ; Dr. R. Paramore on. 501

Dispensary, a self-supporting. 431

charges. 272
doctor sent to prison, 103
Anderson's College, annual report, 758

• Edinburgh New Town, annual report,

• Edinburgh Public, annual meeting,
667

379
- a law. 918
- Victoria. Northampton, annual report,

eases of malarious origin, and on the necessity of

the existence of germs for their production, 637

Donovan, Dr. (of Malta), yellow fever, 636

Dr W.. registration of foreign degrees,

16.8; the title of Dr. and L.K.C.P.Ed., old and

new, 670; the budget, 766
^ „ „ ,

Doran, Mr. A. H. G., papilloma of both Fallopian

tubes and ovaries, 416 ; primary cancer of the

Fallopian tube, 953 .

Douches, application of electricity by means ot,

167

Down, Dr., intestinal obstruction, 301

Do\Tie. Mr. R. 'W.. squint. Ill

Drf. the title of. 333, 386. 419, 570
, . ,

Drage. Dr. L.. cases of chronic cervical catarrh

treated by electrolysis. 1274

Drainage and diphtheria, 1251

Drains, defective, diimages for, 670; liability for,

12S7. 1412 „ . , , ,
Drake-Brockman. Surgeon-Major, varicose veins of

scalp and eyelid. 6,'» ; cystic orbital tumour, i6.;

syphilitic keloid, 860; traumatic pleuro-pneu-

monia, 1166
Drawing-rooms in March, 655

Dreschfeld, Dr. J., bacteria. 356

Drill, setting-up, and heart disease. 1362, U13
,

, ,

Drinkers, moderate, mortality of, 603 -^,|

Drinking, moderate, Dr. N. Kerr on. 1411

Drinkwater, Dr. H.. tracheotomy. 23; the recent

additions to the materia medica. ib.

Drogheda union, outbreak of measles in. 922

Drop-wrist and extensive muscular atrophy from

lead poisoning. 907

Drought, A Student's Manual of Psychology, rev.,

1225
Drowning, phenomena of death by, 810

Drowsiness, nervous, antipyrin in. 40

Drugs, comparative study of the action on the

heart, 647

Drumine. 279
Drummond, Dr. D.. rheumatic nodules, 195 ; a case

of cirrhosis of the liver with chronic cerebral

B>-mptoms depending upon the circulation in the

blood of digestive impurities. 232

Dr. E.. reciprocity of practice. 449; the

Improvement of British health resorts. 558
- Dr. J., aneurysm of aortic arch, 596

662
Dispensing death, 1348
Displacements, uterine, treatment of, 860

Dissection, necropsy or, 1129

Distress, a case of, 675, 774, 831, 885, 993, 1044,

1420
District medical officers and " club doctors," 49

Diverticulum of intestine, 358; intassusception of

the bowel with, 648
Dixon, Mr. J., the abortive treatment of syphilis,

665
Doctor, changing the. 273
Doctors, compounding and prescribing chemists,

1035
• Doctors' bills." 216
Dodd. Mr. T. A., nephrorraphy, 422
Dog. transmission of tuberculosis from the human
subject to. 1082

Dog muzzling and rabies. 431

Dogs, stray and rabid, 883; ulcerative or Infectlout

endocarditis in. 1022

Donald. Dr. A., abortion In double uterus, 1217

Donaldson. Mr. E., a case of hip-joint disease, with
peripheral neuritis and epilepsy, 10O6

Donations, 927. 1342. 1372

Donders Professor, memorial fund,the, 429, 969. 1073

;

banquet and honours to, 1175

Donnelly. Dr. T.. case of punctured wound of the
peritoneum with protrusion of the tnteitine, re-

covery after operation. 1319, 1278

Donnet, Inapector-Qeneral, some ipeoi&c febrile dli-

Drunkards, legislation for in Italy, 253

Drurv, Mr. K., convalescent home for paying

patients, 54
Drysdale, Dr. C. E., the superior longe\^ty of tee-

totallers, 666 ; the alleged arrest of syphilis in Its

primary stage, 768 ; Professor Verrieuil on the

causation of cancer. 993 ; high altitudes in con-

sumption, 1195 ; Dr. Apostoli's treatment of

uterine fibroids, 1362

Dublin, small-pox in, 305; schools of and their

teaching, 306; pathology in, 378; brain surgery

In. 483; health of, 721. 770, 940; distribution of

enteric fever in. 962; dwellings for the poor in,

974 ; amalgamation of medical schools in, 1024,

1132
Ducker portable barrack and field hospital. 197

Duckworth. Sir D.. tricuspid and mitral stenosis In

which physical signs of pulmonary arterial reflex

were present. 246
Duels of students, 439
Duffey, Dr. G. F.. eserine, 1096

Duke. Dr. A., new uterine dilator, 1067.': etherisa-

tion, an unrecognised danger. 1248

Dumb to speak, teaching the. 278

Duncan. Dr. H. M., incontinence of urine, 55

Dundee University College. See College

Dunlop. Mr. T. C, after-treatment of abortion, 902

Dunn. Mr. P.. perforation of the eyeball by the
knot of a whip. 801, 1147

Dunoon, faith-healing at, 1234

Duodenostomy for carcinoma of pylorus, 78
Dupuytren's enterotome. 139 ; fracture, 1053

Dutch Indies, jambul from the, 965

Duties and diSBculties of educational work, 966

Dutt, Mr. U. K.. idiosyncrasy with regard to anti-

pyrin, 1147

Dutton, Mr. B. G., strophanthus in heart disease,

132
Dwellings, sanitation of. 496; for the poor In Dub-

lin. 974 ; insanitary. 1252

Dwelly. Mr. H. J., obituary notice ot, 883

Dyeing of coffee berries. 151

Dysentery, probable causes of, 250 ; chronic, and It*

allies, treatment of, 1271

Dyson, Dr. W., thoracic aneurysm, 24; apoplexy,

596
Dyspepsia, papain in, 1296

Dyspepsia cakes, Dahl's, i^

Dyspncea, inhalations of pyridin in, 491

acid in, 601

E.
Eade, Sir P., the treatment of carbuncles and bolls,

1045
Eagle, Mr. H. F. C, hsmophllla, 631

Eagleten, Dr., death of, 713 < i : ,.i;. ,„ i. i

Bales. Mr. H.. tubercular nodules on Iris. 33 ; »n»5-

thesia dnrins strabismns operations. .'M9

Barnes. Dr.. alopecia, 80
_, . j .

Barlswood, appointment of medical superintendent.

616
Early rising and longevity, 710

Ear, tubercular disease of the, 9.32 ; cases of disease

of, 1230
Bars, spasmodic twitching of the. 469

Easby. Dr. W.. constipation during pregnancy, 469

intussusception in an infant, 909

Easel, Salt's improved reading, writing, and draw
ing, 835

East. Mr. B.. old clothes, an appeal to the benevo-

lent, 831

East End sweaters, 603

Bast London Nursing Society. See Society

Eastbourne, death-rate of, 735 ;
proposed conva^s-

cent home at. 1254 ,,

Eastwood. V. Dale and Co.. 1383 .'

Eastwood, Mr. L., congenital umbilical bemla,W
Eccles, Dr., massage, 53S

Eclampsia rotans, 961

Ectocardia cured by a plastic operation, 1130

Eczema. Diagnosis and Treatment of. Dr. T. Robin-

son, rev., 84: treatment of. 110. 1213; local treat-

ment of. 1115 ; treatment of by cold powders. 1236,

1308 ; and leprosy, 1393

Eddison. Dr., abscess of brain. 700 ; case of optic

neuritis associated with chlorosis. 1221

Edgelow, Mr. T., treatment of aural exOstos^
1362

Edinburgh, increase of mortality m. 368 ; Infectious

disease in, 605, 668 ; addition to museum of science

and art at, 973 ; university extension lectures at,

1076 ; recent epidemic of sore throat In, and Ita

relation to the milk-supply, 1235

Duke of. reported indisposition of, 1175
. Public Dispensary. See Dispensary

;

. Royal Inffrmary. See Infirmary „
University. See University '

Edis. Dr. A. W.. the relations of gynecology to

general therapeutics. 291

Edmond. Dr.. congenital heart disease in children,

533 ;
congenital syphilis. SCi2

Education, native female, in Calcutta, 33 ; of mid-

wives, 145 ; higher in London, proposed Royal
Commission on. 435 ; of feeble-minded children.

767 ; Mr. Chamberlain on. 1232 ; physical. 1396

Educational work, duties and difficulties of. 966

Edwardes, Dr. E. J., albuminous food in obesity.

1300 . .

Edwards, Mr. S., treatment of piles by mjection,

1063
Effusion, subretinal. In chronic nephritis. 24S

Egypt, correspondence from. 1030. 1246. 1298, 1408 ;

ecenomies in the sanitary service of, 1030; the

medical school and hospital. :6.; foundation of a

new medical society. 1031 ; the Alexandria Hos-
pital. »6.; annual exodus from. 1246 ; three cases ol

local' massage. 1293; surgery at Kafr Zayat dis-

pensary. ib.\ theatricals at Tanath Hospital, ib.;

annual report bv sanitary administration, ib.

Einfluss des Kochsalz und Glaubersalzhaltlgen

Mineralwassers auf einige Factoren des Statf-

weehsels. Dr. B. London, rev., 82

Elbow-joint, loose body In, 810 ; unreduced disloca-

tion of the, 1276

Elder, Dr. G.. electrolysis in trertment of uterlna

disease, 1388

Electric illumination of the male bladder and
urethra, 193, 240, 785, 1247 ; of the urethra, 462 ; of

the bladder, 601
light, hygienic aspects of. 311 ; value of in

inspecting theorifices of the ureters. 1263
- lighting of the parks, 1232

; caiboolo

Electrical therapeutics, 368

Electricity, application of, by means 'of douches,

167 ; in early extra-uterine gestation. 635 ; of the

human body. 931 ; in gynecology. 1137

Electricitv. the Use of. in GynEecological Tractice,

Dr. G. J. Engelmann. rev., 359

Electrolysis, enucleation of a large uterine fibroid

bv 20 ; in the treatment of uterine fibroids, 102,

160. 439. 493. 638. 614. 655. 798. 996. 997. 1012. 1085,

1086. 1300 ; and Dr. Apostoli. 657 ; a new device In.

654 ; in enlarged prostate. 933. 1185 ; in a case of

hydrosalpinx. 998 ; in urethral stricture. 1115 ; In

aneurysm of axillary artery. 1222 ; in gyna;cologi-

cal practice. 1274 ; in chronic cervical catarrh, lo.;

in chronic uterine affections. i6.; in the therapeu-

tics of g\-nicologv. 1274. 1384 ; the Treatment of

Uterine "Fibroids bv. Dr. W. E. Steavenson. rev.,

1342; in the treatriient of uterine disease. 1388;

lively debate on. at Obstetrical Society, 1395;, ^.'
A. D. L. Napier on ditto, 1410 '.

,

Electroiherapie,iiie.2a2 ,

'"-

Elephant, punctured wound of chest inflicted by an,

1231
Elephantiasis of scrotum, 595

EUerman. Dr. C. two rare growths of the soft

palate. 131

Ellis, Mr. B., treatment of tlnnitns, 338
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Bm». Mr. T. 8.. pr«c«oUv« •orjery u. Ula»tr»te<li n
knookknrf in.l fl.M t»ot. Ij;.

^Mr. W. A, r«lorm*l tlie BoT«l CoUPje 01 Sur-

rfon.«. .I?.'' : thi> n»«ocl»tion fl MemV'rrj of »h'

BoTnl Collrup of Sur(t»>^u^ U6L
Bmbleton, Mr. U C. irrfpntRllon t<j. ISM
BmNili.m. of rrii ' ^; of riKliI mUIjo'
wlfrv ronnr.^. " ««#BO»|«,;»*< ; |>»th-|

olon-ol R»u«r' •. . , .,

Kmlisiom. noonirniii. iMm^vrin in, .u*

Kfamct on iiU-rino Jl»pUceinpnt. ax*

Krnpcror of Orrni«ny. '<••• nprm.in KmiM'mr
Kmuvcuik, mum v»rielU'« ol. ^Ai; »iu''f<»»fully

trTKt»l I'V in.-l«ioll, pcrH»tlon. »n.l .Irivinago, 428 ;

thor«cix-.Mit«l« In. -IW; of Uio aiikiiU»r> •iuuj.

trratmcut of, 'CI; tr«aUuaot. ol, 6W; uf juitrum,

optnuivi-trvatment of. lu*) ; follumiugiuitumouln.

Bmrvi-Jone*. Dr.. mcroiirv In oplillialmlc practlci.',

M>i ecithWi»l tumour "of tlio i-or"». '>'^ '• '"^

com'n of chor.ii.1. I'l;:. ; .:x09to»is u/ fronUil boue

and orbit with an intnioruniml growUi. VMi
KnchrooHn>ni», ot liiiKix, SO ; o»ii(>iu«. 6-17

KniUrterilil, pulmonlLry. 41«

KudooarJllls. nmliKunnt. 191; ulcorativo, 19S, 5Ji.

797; uIceraUvt< or inffclious In dut(s, 101*4

KnJomctrinm. .liii(;no<is and IriaUulcut ot di»e»«e«

of the, 2iS '
1 , . -^

Bndo»,:oi»-. Ultor'*, tn t|«« trpitnfent of v»uaX
dbcft»c, 775

^ _.'!. ^

Knoma nozrlc. Range's. lOi

Knliold. diplulMTiaat.SlU, 1191 .,

Kngadinc. pclitiou ot hotclkoi-pert oJ M.tOjEngluh

Em^lmann. Dr. Q. J.. Tbe Use ot Electricity In

Oynn-ooIoRJcal Pimotic*. rtv., 3»ft

Knterectomv jejunal. S63; tor Ibe ploaure ot an
artiUcLU anuj of eigbtMn monUia' btaudini;,

11^9
Buttroitomy.two ea««i of, 11.V>

Biit4:ruu>DiL', Dupuytxen'e, lit''

Entotnostruca. the. 72o
, . .,

Kutropion. ipaMnodJo, trcatod bv »trt:lciiniK tlii)

Borhicularis, 19; Van MiUigon 3 op«raUon for,

Knuokatlon of dectrolytialol a large uterine fibroid,

%
Kpiayilit'tf, billianial. *M
Kpidemic, mystcrioualuCliuKOw eo*

KlUdunlet, are they ConUgious f Dr. J. Parkin, rn,,

^K2;Tbe Volcanic Origin of. Dr. J. ParkiI^r^^..

aga
• among savage races, 210 ; some general

con.Uti.ini nitli regaiil to, «3. SW, 584

Bpidc '. 'Society, «« Society
£^. lua of, iUt ; fuuctlon^ "t Uui, &91 ;

finllci.jiu- jAvi.»oniKnne, Pe l','^. B. Bollanii, »vn>.,

EplI.i..4V a!ltT injury, Wi antipyrln in^ 1(W ; tt»,u-

m- , i.v Lrtphining, 3a<j; talliirs of aiiti-

,,• .' treatment oi. Mi. fi^, 674 ; tfe-

,,1, 1,1; ^ni.<irr..'. 700; antifubrin in Bl«i

treatu...-;it .>: i
•' '^ut.-ry, luW

Kpilcpllci. an.>i^ ;:iU i.f. liol,

Kpllepuf.»rm s*:. .by oiyuridus .vermi-

rnlares in an a.liilt. l" •'•

;
li'

Kpipbyjls, lower of ulna. IBJIUT 1«. «**. I
.

!•

!

Epin '"'•' '"^"'' o' "nd partial eitrove!r«lon»it'r

Epi -tic, ot neck, 136 : o( larynx, 137 i
of

\l .I,.,! with calrulii«.i M-li iWgr»lo of

p<lU'^h U\, '.'11 ) of tlie mouth, i'Ati-

Bqulno-varus, trealmiint ol ad^noM t)on<litl«ii» of.

301
Braslon. cmrbunrlps treated by, <H-1

BrgMtaK tbr. 3& i and lateral cm lOu,

l'; .
.

'

! in jMst-partwn n.-enit.iruage,

'. tb'i hivulullouof t4itt uterus,

"., UTl"; acuic 114.S

Kr^ui-ri.;;! l.r - ..^47 ,•;. i .t

Rruptioiii. lo.i i.^,',^-1.,
Ery.l: •"»«. '"'1' - vphllli, SM ; nlti«t»iof

,,: . , i.%x' ni, lA, ; ralatlon ot to puer-
.1 '

/ioil, from Uxb.form itrDtsinga, 40

;

^1

Br- >. Ml
Br-,-. ..MS, Ml,8«:'. -

:

Kr'vrlirui.h;.j->Hu kndh«ya pon-.u, w>i

Baerlne, luu^

Baher. St. Jobn Ambulaoco A»«ooU»lou •!, 83J, 634
~

er, Dr„ Injection, ul ovbolk: eU la bjidrocole.

Baiavs. priie. on me.licolcjtij tiibjecM. iui; on the

i»lbage«*yol«onorTb<»,,4i». ,

Etli.

Eti

Jitlqu«tle, meUlcal. 4« ; lor nt-w:wiii«

nia

I club

praclloe, li,; a cam oIT. 340; ot retired practition-

ers, fll« ; ol suhatUulea, MO, BV, 10S9 ; question

, ot. Ul,-.

Etude MMlco-leralf inr Its Bliessures produiics par
lesAceidmls de Chemin de ^er. Dr. Ch. Mbert,
rft'., ("03 , i

1

Eucilyplol, hyi>odermic lnjp:tVai^, ol In phlhisis.

Kuealj-pt u». lotion, 386 ; -l,o»l<! (wUbfli iPt, ^Jitrocti rtti

-«-li' .-.l

Kngenia jambojana, 1,10.S ,.- i,«,,(l

Kuiitarhlan tillvcs. Inflation ot the. PW "i- '.^,

Euthanasia, or Medical Treatment fh AW of KB
Easy Death. Dr. W. Munk, ra;., 473 ,'

Erans. Surgei>n J. F., a note on lUe condiUoaof t|ne

bloiKi in nialaria, »*y7

Kvain and Wormull, Messrs., new vaginal specu-

lum. 26
, .

Eve. Mr. F. S.. congenital latty tumour, 20 ; Ury
caries, 298 ; experiineutal ubservatlouw on Lupus.

G44 ; on tbe relation of scrofulous gland disease to

other forms of tuberculosis. 768

Evidence, expert, ruling as to. !«?,.» , n-.d
K\odia, oil of^. a deoiloranl, Mo

, .,m ., u-\^'i

Ew-ald. Professor, aupoinlment of , as dlreotor ot toe
me.licftl wards or the Augusta Hospital, Bei^lla,

112S
Ewart, Dr. W., analysis in nuscnlalion, 10S6

Ewe. abscess of brain and adtnbraa of pituitary

body in a. 134

Bweo", Mr. K. W., rujitijr^ of middle memiigcal
arterr. .'<W , ,

Examination, fiiial, foi;,th» L.E.PCP.I.ond.. 114,;

admiralty, 1307 '

'

Examination^, medical. 271 ; reports of visitations

of, 669; lri.«h. ladies at. 102-t

Excision of the pylorus. H5 ; of tlie shoulder-joint.

Executing criminals, new method of, 7t30 ,;

Kxeoutiou of Surgeon-Major Cross, 9-t

.

Exemption schedules in board schools.' tbe, 259

I•^xostQsi3, an. W4 ; of the orbit, associated with
cerebral tumour, t)4i!; subungual, 1277;,,of ti<jfa-

tal bone, 133» .. ' - -

»

Exostoses, aural, treatment of. 1186, 1248, 1299, ^3^2
Extractor, a new comedones, 1171

Eve. disease of, 23; syphilitic disease of, 137ji

clinical pliotography of, 374 ; rare forms of di-

sease ot. 422 ; destructive diseases of, .471 ; laaions

of, in leprosy, 490 ; paralysfs of muscles ot. 099,
j

pbotograms of, 809 ; bromide of potassium in

operations on, .'*49 ; succss^ful extraction of piece

of glass from. 89«J, 1215; functional symptoms of.

tn hysteria, 1012 ; «ome destructlTe diseases of.

1340 ; antipyrin in surgery of the, 1360

The Refraction of the, Mr. 0. Hartridge. rev.,

702
Bvehnll, glaucoma caused by melanotic sarcoma ol.

B4S; perforation Of, by tn6 Irtiot of a whip,
.
801

.

BveH.I. varicose veins of. M9 ;
ptmctured woujld of

"upper, followed by complete palsy ot the third

nerve and optic nerve atrophy. 592

Byelldj, fugltiri! oedema of. 100?. 1147, 1180, 1255.

- i»5«
" ' ,:' ...1-, .

Eyes, artificial, a point in con}i«ftl(m 'w!^, loll

P.R.C.S.lSlln.. 54 ,'"'' ;^, ,. . ,,.. ,^

Ka<-e, liniitt.d atropgy-ttt, 4M: elephantofd ojdema

of, from lupus, .W5-; c'ong<i\U«,i>iafly«Ss of, «.«
;

gunshot woiiud'of the, iSM ,
.',,.-.'" .':

.

,

Factory Inspector*. 724

iVultT. Medical, of Paris, students at, 5')7

Piecai hKlgmnits. 2*1. 168

F.drs and venereal .lisi-ase In Itnsiia, 1074

Kaitll healing at Duno<m. 973. 1234

Fallacies In Irnien sections. 14

Kall.il.ian tubes. H'r Tubes.

Kara.tic current In g>-nircology, 03 :

Kara.llsatioti ot the right jirteumogaitric ncfve and
the urinary seCn^tlon, 15a

Farcy in a man, 4;v-*
','

:

I'arqtiharson. Ut. R., how slinotinB accidents Oficor.

I,')U
• >lr. StanbojK: and the rank of medical of-

(kcers. 745; an appeal. f>Vi. 944

Faulkener. Mr. A., glass »tethn.sc<Tprs, 361

Faversham. oiwning of cottage hospital at, )3M
Febrile growths and antipyretics, 1114

FedeH, ProfMsotP., obituary- notice of, 770

Fee. lor forccpi <'a«e. 49 ; a disputed. 720 ;
for pott-

initrtCTt exKmlnarion In hospftals. 7?1 : t6r lfi»or-

ance certlllcatc. 93«; retaining, a questiort ol,

1415 "
I

: , .

'

'

'

Feeding, forcible. 471

Pn>s, hiW, 47; from Hip cler(ty,«T.e!R:nildw)fer>-,

48; scale of. f.ir miicarrlage. 162; raising -the.

without notice. 217; reduction of. I,.rtlie Dxlord

M U decree 2'», ; siyclfti. partners' hliifres of. 27-1.

lowif nww.. 8*7 : «c*ool. BnWlKf for. I.r t<M«s of

infectious diseve, .'tts ; L. riic Ileal .ilBc<'r» .)l

health. 606; Ansucevsafuf stlnmpt to'ni«se i«y'
me>t ot, «15 ; for attending ioquetts, 7'a*: to den-

tbts S3.'); leral, right of assUtants to, »2S. IJfcp;

payment of To Substitute, .«2« ; and registration.

879; for examining lunatlca, 1131; anri^ical, and,

IheLS.A.. lllii; for atfendAnce on rnvate BBl
Committees, 1144 ; for visits by iinquallftcd «»-

sistants, 1114 ,^. .,
'

Felkin. Dr.. sncce»«ftil trephining Over motor »rc»»

for arresle.l dovcl.ipinciH of, limbs, and cOlJ^pIcVft

.loss ot functional value. i:oift,fliei^c)Jt\g^^tH?R,|fl«i

functional activity. 418 - . .,:-., ; .ii.ii

Fell. -Mr. Vl.. successful cAse df cxlirpaliop of toe

kidney for bj'dronephrosts. 73 ', j,

Female "sanitary insiiectors, 2o3

Femur, dislocaticm of head ot. on to pubes, 24 ; sar-

coma of upper end of, 189; diaeaae ot, 252; im-

pacted intracapsular fracture ot the left, Sol;

amputation at the bip-joint for sarcbcoa ut, .168;

splinu tor fracture Ot tbe, 1)21 ; sarcoma ot. 138»,

:

Fenwick. Dr., psoriasis of wide distribution and ftl,

rapid development, 195 ;, _

Mr. E. H.. the reflex inbibitofy aotioa.ot

cocaine a» a dia^ostlc factor. 77 ;
electric iUtmU-;

nation of tlie male bladder and urethra, 193. 240

;

etiology of vesical growths, 29S ; electric illumina-

tion of the male urethra by means ot the new

incandescent lamp urethroscope, 462 ; bilharzial

epicvBtitis. 468 ; cont.act carcinoma of the bladder.

.^:u-'the value of electric illuminatioaot tile urin-

ary bladder (the Nitze method) in the diagnosis of

ob'icure vesical disease, 7S5
; perineal cystoscopy,

or the conjunction of the new electric cj-stoscope

with the Boutonnif-re operation. 937 ; the value of

inHi.cctine the orifices of the ureters by electric

li;,'bt in the diagnosis of " symptomleaa ' Ikieqj^-

turia and pyuria. 126S
,

,
.,

Fere. M. C. Animal Magnetism, rev.. 4,3 . „

Ferguson, Mr. J., epileptiform seizures caused py
oxyurides vermiculares in an adult. 1056 ^ . .

Ferrier, Dr. D.. case of cerebral aliscess in coiiiiec-

tion with otitis media, successfully diagnosed and

evacuated. 530, 534. 614; Principles ol Torenslc

Medicine, rev.. 1342 , .

Fever epidemic at Paisley, 3-1, 153; and sanitary,

defects at Buckingiiam, 757 ; management of cases

of, 1H7 „ ,,, „.
enteric, alum in, 256 ; at Bordeatix, 29i ; case

of variola coincident (?) with. 540 ; cold bathlnglu^

655 ; albuminuria in. 90H ; distributiori of, Ul lb<j

city of Dublin, 962; early diagnosis or, 964; alQ

dominal abscess following. i:iS8

bay, antipyrin in. 40 ; therapeutics of. 12M,;q
. malarial, picronitrate of ammoniji in, 313,j,

puerperal, in Westporl Union, 483; iiel^tifiBSpf

• erysipelas to, 931 ... ,,„ ]i3t
. rheumatic, treatment of. 354 .ZV^:

scarlet, and isolation. 12 ; during 'preinimcy

and in the puerperal state, 78, 930, 5S9, 79b ; rda;

lafion of the so-called llendon cow disease to. 122.

135 ; in London. 201 ; in Induing ships on thq

Thames, 632; in a slackling mcjlher, IU2; the

(onseouence of catching. 826; a"* Garnet Hill,

Glasgow, 868: and cow--disease, 973; af;e, sejt, ini^

season in relatioii to. 1105: inunction In, 119«.

12.66 ; the use of aperients in. 1196

. sweating. 99 ; in France. 1413 .

yellow, microbiau doctrine of, 5^ .

Fe\-ers" malarial. 861
, ,_ , 185

Fibroid, lafge uterine, enucleation of by electro-,

lysis, 20 ; npmoval of. 47"
;
uterine, oophorectomy

f"or. 638; uterine, complicating Uibour, 963; siib-

peritoneal uterine. 1165 ..--.-
Fibroids, uterine, electrolysis tn thi treatment -of

102. 160. -139. 493, 6:i8. 611, 665, 798,. 99^„,?97,,,J0Ji^

1300. 1.362 ; treatment ot, 547 ; Case Sf, 880,.j -, ;;

Fibromata, uterine action of the constant Cfirreulj

on, 799
. -„„ i

Flbro-my6m.ita complicating pregnancy. ,98

Field, l*"r. E., niethylcncas an ana^sUietic,|l.'101,133i;

JIf. G. p.. the treatment of aural c.xOi»pse^(

n,l!(t. 1299 ; casts of ear disease, 122tl. • ,, -.

FiUria sjin«uiiiis liomifiis, 800, W50 (
irfjl^^^dijir.j^

1073 .-;;

Filter. Slack an.l Ilrownlow-'s, ',',pcrfeqt,",,M7 .,, ,,(i

Filters for micro-organifiBS. the lu!H;s as, 100.,,,

Finger, enehondi'oma of. 80; Index, two case* of

dislocation of, reduced by opening the ioiiit and

dividing retaining band, 588 , ,

Fingers, wcbbeil. tretament of. 1367

Finny. Dr. multiple abscesses of the llve^andlungs.

251 - microscopical Appearances In locpmofoi)

ataxy. 1339 „'
. ,

'

'l

Fire, prevention of, ll.o
,,

- "
Firearm!, regulations for tbe sale Of. .W ^,
First Alil In Accident and Sudded Inuess, M^. .(^,

First Aid to the InjnrCd. t1iB4**''l*W*'W"'.?^'''"

FHher, Miss A., olillniry n'oftce of. IWl ,' ,'

.i.'ijj.i^'

Fiiilula. post -oral bronthlal, 71? .; ii.unoa
Fitzgcrard, Dr. 0. JI.. tdeMV"' fOi-o«P,l WKj,Wlh->
FltzglBfibii. Dr. It -

---^ ^- ^ -^ -' ~
inlssionur
rreUnd, »I

Jr. U. Jl., (M-i,tor fOroeps WKi,Wlh->il
IT. H„ ai.p^Wtinenvrt W-Rwfew
to tt« L*cal CoV^riiiaiint po»|^,A»,W!
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Fitzpatrick. Dr. W. H.. siippraanuation of, 27;

Flat-foot, prevention of, 1377

Flemine, Dr. J.. Natal acre. 19

Flinn, Mr. E., Glengarrift as a health resort, 962

Fliut, Dr. A. memorial tablet to, S29

Flomdor. 6.S0

Florence, winter climate of, no
Florida, suitability of. for asthma. 167

Floyer, Dr. F. A.'palpatiou of the thorax, 110

Fly, cracking off a, i'0.1

Foctation, extra-utorino, 861. 909
J,'

Ftttus. a parasitic. .IIS, 116, 436, 498; invteBO, effect

of opium on. 972 . .

'
"
'

Food. poi3ono\is. 91 ; self-digesting whole-meal.

1171, 12141

supplies, tuberculosis in relation to, 7-^>9

Foot, case of osteo-plastic resection of th« by tlie

method of Jliliulica. 9.>4. 961 ; osteoplastic operBr

tions on. 1381 ;
persistent a-dema of . 1419

Foot, Ur. A. W., ai-gyriasis. 137; gastric epilepsy,

7i'o; pulmonary artery with two yalves. 1276

Football, fatal. 107 ; and" iuter-hospital cup ties, 331,

mi, 44S, 499, 551; death from an accident at,

fiOO

Forceps for post-nasal gron-ths. 474. 597; stoppage
of ha!morrhage in placenta pnevla by early appli-

cation of. 642 ; midwifery, a criticism of, 6^4, 632 ;

cesophageal, S61
Forcible feeding, 471
Forearm, gangrene of, 247 ; shortening of foUow-ing

an accident, 64.'3 ; unreducetl dislocation back-

wards of the bones of, 1275
Foreign body in male bladder, 13S2
Forel, Professor, on hypnotism, 1031

Fothergill, Dr. M., small and moderate TOlVlUar

lesions, 858 : '<- i-i

Fothergillian prize, the, 534 ; i
<•.'

"Found drowned," 146 .
' ,,,,.,'

Fowler. Dr. C. O.. effect of eigot^oa the-ittSolution

of the uterus, 299 .
...'. ":

Dr. J. K.. disease of the aortic and mitral

valyes of long duration. 247

Mr. T., removal of hairpin from the female
blad«ler. 899 , • :_.

' Mr. W., branch practices in cbstge, ot un-
qualified men, 877

Fox. Dr. F.. observations on the use of the effer-

vescing chalybeate water of Strathpeffer Spa, 952

Dr. F. F', alarnung ;symptom3 produced by
spraying the throat with cocaine, 349 . j ..

Surgeon P. H., disease or toxsemia, 1043

Mr, "W. A., a case of untreated psoriasis. of

fourteen years' duration accompanied by corns of

the palms of both hands, 74

Dr. AVilson. memorial portraits of, 386
Foxwell. Dr.. the Davos and Engadine valleys, 9u7

;

syphilis modifying phthisis, 1277

Foy, Mr. G, M., the sui-gery of the thyroid gland.

301 ; hypnotism. 9fi2

Fracture, intra-alveolar of central incisor, 81 ; inti-a-

uteriue. 139 ; compound of skull, trephining for.

194 ; intracapsular of left femur. 351 : ununited,
fixing of. 358 ; ununited of humerus. 469 ; of the
sternum and rib. 537 ; rare of the olecranon. 593 ;

of first rib, 595 ; of olecranon by indirect violence.

910 ; peculiar isolated of skull. 1059 ; of the base of

the skuU, prolonged insensibility, 1336

Fractures, compound, statistics of. 1064

France, Pasteurism in, 189 ; medical club practice

in, 200; cremation in, 331; tax on medical men
in, 332 ; a Medical Acts Amendment Bill in, 481 ;

M.D. degrees in. .567 ; vaccination institution in,

1136; hydrophobia in, ib.

Francis, Surgeon-General C. E., neurotic origin of

purpura. 676
. Mr. J. A., ergot and acetic acid inpoi(-
prtrium ha;niurrhage. 295 , \ ,.,;.. ,

Prankish, Dr., venesection, 906 ;i .,; .-'! ..;j i
.i :

Franks, Dr. K., cerebral tumour, ISS ; three oises
illustrative of renal surgery, 685 suprapubic
lithotomy and vesical suture. 1166

Fraser, Dr." D. A., gynaecological practice, 449
. Mr. W., syrup of tar iu winter cough, 569
Frauds, the great insurance, 918
Freer. Mr. E. L.. the ergostat and lateral curvature.

160 ; treatment of spinal curvature. 964
French Hospital. 6fe Hospital
Friedlandcr's microbe in the saliva of healthy per-

sons, 610
Friedreich's disease. See Disease
Friend, a mean, 47, 337
Friendly Society. See Society
Frost, 3llr. W. A., Ophthalmic Surgerj', m>.,596;
on some points connected with concomitant con-
vergent squint, 78^5

Frozen sections, fallacies in, 44
Fry's truss, lolrt

FuUager, Miss F, £., A Handbook of Roller Bandag-
ing, rev., 82

Fuller. Dr. R. E., placenta previa. .h.'U

Dr. W.. imuierited cenaupe on. 1127
Functional Nervous Diseaaes. their Causes and Treat-
ment, Dr. G. T. Stei-eus. re\<„ 865

Fund. Countess of Dofferin's, 29, .172; Leeds Work-
people Hospital, .«9; Indi.in .Jubilee Leper. 109:

national pcnsnon. for nurses and hospital

ofKcLals. 142, 201. 2.i7, .111. 365. 423. 6.54.

811. 815. 983. 1194.1.345; British Medical Bene\-o-

len't, 220 ; Metropolitan Hospital Sunday, 222,

1194. 1.345 ; Dublin Hospital. 369 ;
Donders memo-

rial, 429. 969. 1072 ; the Altken portrait. 6.5.1 ; army
medical defence, 985, 12o<:i ; Bower and Keaty's in-

ciomnity, 1020; Bayfield defence. 1096, 1147; the

Luce IC96, 1147. 1430; Surgeon -General Moore.

) 145 ; Marshall and Shaw defence. W6.944. 99.3. 10-14.

1096.1187; Royal Medical Benerolent. of Ireland.

1236 ; Dr. Meadows memorial, 1233 ; Birmingham
Hospital Saturday, 1281

Fumell, Dr. M. C, medical officers and the Indian

Council. 558
Furrows on nails. 644. 655, 7T4, 8i>6

Futm*e of great cities, 91

G.
Gadflies attacking man, 833

Gartner, Dr., on the therapeutic utilisation of mus-
cular work, and a new apparatus for its dosage.

35
Gag, new, with tlu-oat guard. 360

Gairdner. Dr. M. B.. obituary notice of, 1190

Galen Club. the. 480

Gale's obstetric cones, 26 •

'

' _^
•

Gall-bladder, enlarged, obstructiye janndice .with,

961 :, . - ..:

Gall-duct, carcinoma of, 134

Galloway's Fundamental Principles of Chemistry,

rei>., lil6
Gall-stone, cholecystotomy for. 130. 35S; obstruction

of the bowels by. 136; laparotomy for obstruction

by. ib.; obstruction from, spontaneous fract*ire

and recovery, 187 ; specimens of, 358

Gall stones exciting suppuration, 698 ; olive oil in

the treatment of, 933

Gallwey, Surgeon-Major T. J., local appUcation of

calomel in phageda?na, 694

Gamble's improved method of warming and venti-

lating dwelling houses, offices, etc.. 304

Gangrene, of forearm. 247 : cases illnstrating the

pathology of. from embolism and arterial throm-

bosis, 854 : of penis, 907

Garden, Dr., exhibition of electric apparatus, 802

Gardner, Surgeon-Major fi. H., obituary notice of,

Garmany, Dr. J. J., Operative Sorgery on. the
Cadaver, reo., 1066 !'=•! 'V .

'',

Garnet Hill, scarlet fever at, 868

Garrard, Mr. W. A., disease of femur. 262; punc-

tured wound of upper eyelid followed by complete

palsy of the third nerve" and optic nerve atrophy.

592
;" union of divided urethra. 802

Garre. Dr.. appointment of. to Tiibingen. 1042

Garry. Dr. T. G., paroxysmal sneering, 1411

Garrod, Dr. A. E., a f'urther contribution to the

study of rheumatoid arthritis. 904

Gas. coal, physiological effects of gases resulting

from incomplete combustion of. 156 ; lighting by.

718

Gas lamps, improved. 569

<3aseous treatment of lung disease, 493

Gaskell, Dr. W. H.. award of Marshall Hall^priie to,

866 ; and the Marshall Hall prize. 1173

Gastric disease, chronic, recent German literature

of. 806
epilepsy, 700
secretion, test for hydrochlorlo acid in the,

930
iilcer, some cnrious relations of ,5.'U

Gastro-enterostomy for carcinoma of pyloms, 78

Geddes. Mr. P.. appointment of. to Tectureship in

botany at University College. Dundee. 972

Genilaltract, castration and development of the.

546; female, micro-organisms in the, 971

Genitals of idiots and epileptics, anomalies in. 601

Genoa, winter climate of. 110

Genth, Ur. C, therapeutics of hay fever, 126S

Genu valgum. .^95

Gei-m-theory a century ago, 306 ; history of the, 312

Gennan Emperor, the. late. 544
. health of, 710. 7.56. '«S, S\2.

S67. 876. 919. 93-2. 969.981. 1019. 1028, 11*5, 1176, 1245 ;

and Sir Morell Mackenzie, 87ii ; trne history of

crisis. 1029 ; death of. 1.T43 ; clinical history of the

case of. 1351 ; Professor von Schnttei- on the case

of. 1.360 ; memorandum on case by German phy-
sicians. 1^594

Empress, prize offered by, 442

GyiBBcological Association. See Associa-

tion
-. literature on chronic gastric diseases, 80b

Rermanv. medical and surgical congresses in, 366 ;

floods "in, 821 .

.

Gervis. Dr. H.. the nomenclature ot_ neurasthenic

conditions, 377 ,

-..r>,-!' ;. .

Gestation. .Se« Pregnancy
Gibbons. Dr. R. A., electrolysis in 8onie ehroriic

uterine affections, with iilustiative cases, W74

Gibson, Dr., specimens and casts of cirrhotic longs.

9«3
and wife o. Jeffries and Hills, 1132, 1196,

12.56. 1307
Gillon. Mr. G. G.. case of suprapubic cystotomv, 6»o

Giraud, Inspector-General H. L.^bbituary notice of,

165
Girl, epileptic, heating of, t07

Girls, calisthenic exercises for, 1347

Glanders, in a man. If'ii. 1285 '

Glands, supriKlavicnlar. enlargement of ?n aterlne

cancer, 490 ; of the Fallopian tubes and their

function. 1010; bronchial malignant growths of.

10.59 ; enlarged, excision of in syphilis. 1083

XSlasgow, correspondence from, 101, 211,664, 7*4,

934, 981, 1135 ; the UniversitN' Council register,

101
'; the Medical Charities (Committee, iA.; hos-

pital entertainments. >b.; friendly societies' me-
dical association, ib.; the Pathological and Clinical

Society, li.; Queen Margaret College. 101. 982;

convalescent home, annual meeting, 152; Sick

Children's Hospital, 211 : convalescent home,
Lenzie, 313; Kye Infirmary, i*.; asylum for the

bUnd, li.: health of in 1887, i'.; epidemic of

measles at Shotts, i*.; medical societies of, ti.;

Glasgow and West of Scotland Branch. i4.; over-

crowding and fever at. 432; physical circum-

stances of poor of, 550; mysterious epidemic ill.

606, 664.7-59; typhus fever" and small-pox in, 664 ;

Combe Lectured to Teachers, it.: Faculty of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons, 764 ; Philosophical Society

of. lb.; prosecution ander the Margarine Act. 765 ;

University Council A860ciat.ion.934 ; Glasgow and
Ayrshire "missions to the deaf and dumb. 935;

rniversity Extension Board. ^6.: international ex-

hibition at. 972; meeting of University Council.

981 ;
opposition of the University authorities to

the Universities Bill. 982; typhus fever in "tinl!-

ler" wigwams, ib.; St. Mary's industrial school

epidemic, li-; the Scotch Education Department
and leaving certificates for secondary schools, ib.;

opening of the exhibition, 1022; boundaries com-

mission of. 1023 ; accident at the opening of the

Exhibition, 1075; meetingof the Association at,1134,

1135, 1183, 1228. 1241. 1292. 1357; pollution of Loch

Long and Loch Goilhead. 1135; botanic gardens

at. i6.; Andersonian Chemical Society, ii.; com-

pensation for the loss of an eye. 1136; health

of, 1177 ;
poor children's fresh air fortnight. 1178.

1350 charity football cup funds, i*.; sanitation of

milk supplyof, 1234; visit of the Queen to, 1350;

public mor'tuaries at, 1399; inspection of meat at,

1417
Lunatic Asylum. 5ce Asylum
Obstetrical and Gynsecologioal Socitty. Set

Society
. , ^

. Ophthalmic Institution, annual meetmg,
616

Training Home for Nurses. Aee Nurses

University. See University
— Council Association. Set Asso-

ciation
Glass, perforated, ventilation by. 41 ; successful ex-

traction of from an eye where it had lodged for

more than ten years. iSie; successful extraction Of

from an eye where it had lodged seven years and
a day. 12r5

'

Glass-blowers, deformity of the hands in, 809

'

Glaucoma, sarcoma after sclerotomy for, 592 ; «iused

by melanotic sarcoma of eyeball. 648

Gle"ngarriff as a winter health-resort, 962

Glottis, hydro-thetapeutical treatment of spasm tt,

211
"

, '

Gloucester, medical officers of health_at, 1396 *

Gluten preparations. Van Abbott's. 85

Glycerine in habitual- constipation, 132, 168 ; a» an

injecHon, 3.33. 449. 569; new syringe for recUl

injection of, 1281 ^

,

Godart. Mr. T.. obituary notice Of. 2-20 J
Godfrey. Dr. G. P., vote of £-2010. l;!67 •• *
Godlce". Mr. E. J-, a ease of acromegaly, 855 -cJ

Godrich, Mr. H., endemic diphtheria. 55; th» I*-

gnal furrow. 886

Godwin, Brigade-Surgeon C. H. Y., on the treat-

ment of Injuries of the abdominal %i6Cera, 115S

Mr. G.. the late. 257

Goitre. extirp.ation of. 646; how to cure. 710 ; ex-

ophthalmic. 749 ; ligature of the thyroid arteries

in. 819
Gold, dynamic arseniate of. 1296

Gonorrhopal infection. Professor Haab on, 118S

ophthalmia. 1340

Ooodhart, Dr. J. F., osteitis deformans, 644 ; febrile

states and antipyretics. 1114

Goo<iwiu. Mr. H.. obituary notice of. 9*3

Gordon. Dr. J., occlusion of external anditOry

meatus, 802; abscess of liver. 1224
'

Gougueuheim. Dr. A.. Annales des Maladies de

I'Orcille. du Larynx, etc. rer:, 424

Gould. Mr. A. P.. thoracoplasty. 300; gall-stones

exciting suppuration, operation, recovery, «98;

resignation of surgeoncy of London Temperance
Hospital, lOlS
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Omiltumiw Lcoluna. .V« UoturM
Oout •rtlcuUr Iwloni In, 7W ; eocalne In. Wl
liowor*. Or. W. K.. i<>mo%-»l at tumour from »pln»l

ciM. 191. urS; memorial |>ortrnil» o( l)r. Wilton

Ooy>l«t, Dr. D., • 0M» n( hydropbobU treated bjr

IhP DoulMOn mclhoil. iM. 471

Gral<ov»k.uia. MIm M. K. .1o»Hi o(. 11:3

{Ira.liuillon In Au5truli«. liH3

(!r«lt«. Jrtipl*"''"' *'"

«nuit. Mr. U.. l»ryni[»l r»nc»r, 1063; nin»l Inr

Onuit U.'V. Dr.. flection of, m lionomry memborot
Ihf Nrw York U.-.Uc»l Socirt.v. lui'l

Oranlliam. .Mr. J usti«. ou tl»c uulution o( priMlM,

Grwulllo. l>r. J. M.. aiialyjisln auscultation, HOI

Utmtia«u. Mr., anoiiylostoinui.-'l*. VMl
Gr»tuUou» atU'udauix' ou niilitury mwlical oflicors

wlvM, iM
•Gravvl ' ol "•ton».'3«i) ,

Gravfi'i aiavsM. .St' Uisraae

Gray. Or., ixu"'"*''"* *'"""'"'*''"'• ''''^

ilMr. J. II.. Mctropolllau ProvUleut Medlcil

AnaucUtton. Ill

Gr«»thea"l. Mr. J. D.. « cue of bvitcrectomy. il.'i

Uri'vki ami Uomr.ii«. pliysiral iminlni! of, TtW

Grtvn Mr. J.. MKuUlf.1 kidney. DOS

Gr».nr. Mr. G. K. J., carbolic acid iu pertussis, 7«.!

Grarnock, health o(, 113«

— Inttmiary. Ute Infirmary

ORea's hvpoderinio solutlolu. 1016

Gir«nr, .\lr. G. K. J., psul for frMtured JcUvlcle.

IJ.'l

Or«nwoo.l. Dr. M.. tlioboJgct. ill „ ,^ , ,

GrtviUf. Mr. H. L.. The Student's Haadbook of

Chemistry, rrv.. l«T ... , ,
. ,,,

"Orey oil. subcuUueoua injection of. in sypnUis,

13v6
Oritbui, Dr. Komolo. death of, Hi
Griffith, Or. A. H.. sarcoma of choroid, 4.1; pseudo-

glioma, &i^ : iviiictional eye syniptonu iu hysteria

and allictl conditions. loU
. Mr. S. C. small doses of mercury in

*'^^
ij,.

ij ^v., optic neuritis In chlorosis. IP.'.

:

drrUosisof the liver. a;s, TW; ankylosis oi alliw

and occiput. ;ou ; liver dlsea,»« In a cat, i4.

Or. W. S. A., the electrical treatment ot

diieascs of the uterus. Ittt

QiUBths. Or. G.. tumour In neck. Invading jugular

1 jir. J., enlargement of the prostate, S.V.

;

Ur, P. K.. cocaine In acute tonsillitis, 901

Oriee Or. W. C., a mo>le of obtaining vaccine

Wm'pb. without puncturinit the vesicles, ;k2

GnmsViaw, Or. T. W.. distribution of enteric fever

in the city of Dublin. i<63

Grimlhori..-, Lord, ami the medical profession, Si

Orisons, the. an ailmillii.lrallve campaign against

British practitioners in, 37 1 ; health rosorU of.

and national wealth. lA.; petition of hotel keepers

Grocers, not pharmaclsU, 113«

Orolu. lymphatic tumours of, l(M

••Growing f'ver." S*)

Growths, malignanl. recurrence of alter removal.

761 • bony, removal of, from external auditory

canal, UU ; lar\'ngeal. 1115

Oualacol In phlhlsU. 6.'i7

QuardUns. board of. repudiation of overseer • oertl-

Oubb Mr.A. S.. narrow escape from choking. 189

Guide to the Health Keaorts In Australia, Tasmania,

and New Zealand. Mr. L. Druck, to.'., l»ll

QulUeoiard. Mr. V. II. H., appointed lecturer n

eeoeraphy at the Unlv.rsity of Cambridge, IJo..

;

Qulland Mr., election of as eiamlner In meillcine

and clinical modldne at Glasgow University. 713

Gum. chocolate chewing. Wi7

OuDsbot wound of stomach, laparotomy for, 4.1 ;
of

rieht kne. -joint, 69y. '.•2
; of abdomen, treatment

of Wa : of the face. liM
, . ,

Gay Mr. W. A., Principles of Porenslc Medicine,

rer.. 1W3 „ ,. ,

Guys HosplUl. .VeHosj;ilal

Owynn. Or. S. T.. softening water. 233

Owynne. Or. C. N.. pneumonia occurring In child-

ren W ' colotomy, 3.''i

Gymiiaslum, the Kauelagb. portable, 613

nvnacoloKlcal i)ractice, -l^u

OySUSlMyTA .System of by American Authors,

Dr M. D. Mann, rev., 20 .,„„„„"
oleate of sine and lo.loform In. 19, 333 ;

laradlc current Iu, til; relations of to general

therapeutics, »l ; electricity In. H«7. 1W.<

U.

Uiab, Profesaor, on general gonoirhmal Infection,

liSft

Habitual Drunkards Art. Stt Act

Haekman. Dr. H. L. K. ovarian tumour and a»clte«,

9tVl

lladden. Dr.. case ot sporadic errflnlsm. IM; dry

mouth, or suppression of the salivary and buccal

secret ions. &»» ; cardiac cyst . 7 <rt ; a case of acro-

mpgalv, HJ».S ; eclampsia rotans, 961

Ha<l<lou; Dr. J.. compul»orv notification of Infec-

tious disease. 49; hydrophobia and its treatment,

14U
Hstmatocele pudendal. 23

Hienintosnlpinx. with cystic disease ot tlin ovary.

liicmaturUi. clinical lecture on. 10»7 ; an unusual

case ol. nil ; intermittent. 111)7

HicMiogloMnuria in rheumatism, 716

Hainiophllla, .'i3l. 749. 793

Hirmorrhage. urethral, uuusualcausc of, 19; uterine,

ot five veurs' sUnding caused by enlarged and

cv^tlc ovurv. 3'.' ; carotid, treatment of. 7a ;
p<Mt-

liirlum. ergot and acetic aild in, K* ; retinal. In

the ycllovi- spot region. l\>\ ; stoppage ot In pla-

centa pr.Tvia by early application of lorceps. B43;

middle meningeal, trephining for.699 ; siilicranml.

treatiM by seTOUiUrv trephining, 747 ;
posl-partum,

treatment by anticipation of. Kil
;

pasl-piirtum

treatnu'iit of'. K'*.^ ; serious, from the cavity of the

tymi>anum in an infant, H94 ; aiitlpyrin in, 1075

;

cerebellar, 137.S

llaig Dr. A., treatment of the paroxysms ol mi-

graine by acids, 73 t
influence of salicylic acid and

its salts on the excretion of uric acid, 77 ;
effects

in discaae connected with uric acid of some drugs

which cause retention of uric acid in contrast

with the action of salicylates. 9o5 ; the action of

antipvrin in migraine, tliat of an acid, 1007

Kallcvbury College. ..Stt College

Hairpin, removal of from peritoneum, 368 ; removal

of from female bladder, .soli

Hairpins iu the female bladder, 6«3

Hairwash. 223. 27S
.

Hall. Mr. A. K.. Herbert Spencer on sanitation by

competition, 270

Dr. F. da H., the bearing of albuminuria oo

life assurance, 34't
:
protection In the States. 493 ;

acute parenchyuuitous tonsillitis or quinsy treated

by co<!alne, 1060

niimilton, St. Andrew Ambulance Association at,

Mr. B., erythema nodosum. 886

Dr. D. J., the late, and the Cookstown

guardians. 315 .

- Mr. 0. J., on testing the competency of

the valves of the heart by means of, tiS8

-Mr. Q. Q., Meckel's diverticulum, 1064

•Hammer-toe." on the successful treatment ot by

subcutaneous division ot the lateral ligaments,

645 the causation ot, 718 ; spec-imcn of. 963

Hanii, distribution of the cutaneous nerves in the

dorsum of the. 302 ; wound ot palmar arch, ab-

normal blood-supply, 355 ; right functional con-

traction of the. 961
, • .

Handford, Dr. H.. mediastinal tumour Involving

the heart, 747 ; albuminuria in enteric fever, 906 ;

intermittent hicmaturia, 11S7

Handicapped heavily, ^2i">
. ,.,.,_

Hands notes on sulx-ulaneous nodules m t he. .«o ,

rare congenital deformity ot. 801 ; deformity ot in

glassblowers. 809

Hanging, suicide by, 243

llankins. Mr. 0. t., aneurysm of axillary artery,

elertrolysis, ligature of suliclavian. cure, 13'2J

Hanson and Brodhurst, Ooumbe v., 273

Hsr.lin. Mr. W.. f.Tcal lo.lgment8 16H
.

Hare. Mr. B. H., Metropolitan Medical Provident

Association, 44

Hare-lip, double, 1389

Harral, Mr. C. H.. another drawback to the employ-

ment of unquallfie<l assistants, 47

Harris Dr. T., sloughing ulceration ot the larynx,

422
;

'sloughing pharyngitis, i6.; metlial of ei*-

ininlng and removing the spinal cord from the

front, 738; comi>lete destruction ot tongue,

1003 . , ,,

Harrison, Mr. R., some points In the surgery ot the

urinary organs. 2, 118. 229 ; a case where a suppu-

rating spleen was o|icnc<l and draine.1, (>»>> : a case

where a damson-stone was lo.lged In the right

bronchus, tracheotomy, recovery, 13.)7

. JJr. W., double harelip, 1-W9

llarrisson, Mr. 0., cerebral abscess successfully

treat«l by operation, 848. 857

Harsant. Sfr. \v. H., the Clifton lunacy case, 886,

Hart Mr. K., Spray from the OarUbad Spriidel, 39

Hartley. Mr. W. N.. a Course ol (Juantitativc Analy-

sis lor'Students. rrc. 1379 ,
, . , ., .

,,

Hartmanns. sanitary wood wool sheets and subll-

niate lotlfonns, 361 ; sanitary woodwool bapkins,

1343
Hartrldge. Mr. O., the Refraction of the Kye, ret'..

7o2
HarveUn lectures. .S«« Lecturet

Harvciau Society. Set Society

Harvey, Dr. T. P., a case of Intestinal obstruction

with rupture of the bowel, operation, recovery.

Wi); a case of infantile Intestinal obstruction.

10O7

Haslam, Dr. W. D.. oleate ot ilnc and iodoform in

gvnwrology, 10, 3.13

_: Mr? W. F., suture of patella. 21 ;
alveolar

sarcoma of breast, 1277

Hastings. Mr. (!. W.. appointment ot as chairman

of seViH-t comnilltec on the I'oliie and Sanitary

Kegulatlon Hills. 022; and the notillcation ol In-

fectious disease. 1iih7

Hatherley, Mr. H. K., treatment of uterine dis-

placements. 81HI
, , ,

Hauglilon. Dr. H., a run through the winter havens

ot the Riviera. 10-14 ; the proposed supplemental

charter of the Hoval College of Surgeons, 113S

Havana, Pasteurism In, 108 ; small-jiox In, 108, 567

Hawarden. ambulance movement at, 32

Hawkins, Mr. F.. treatment of eczema, 1218

Hay fever, J« Fever, hay
Haya poison, its local amesthetic properties, 31

1 ;

aild ervthrophlctuni , 6lM

Haves, Dr.. appoint ment as a medical offlccr ol 1 ralee

tlnion. 134

Hayward's Heath Asylnra. see Asylum, lunatic >

Head of a woman, horn on the. 19

Hea<lache, occipital, 1195; migrainous, 1222

Headaches in Children, Some Observations on, Dr.

W. H. Day, rfi>..197
.

Heald. Mr. H.. cost of small cottage hospitals, 167

Health Maps. Miss A. L. Arnim.rre. 140

Health-resort, winter, Glengorriff as a. 962

Health-resorts, Swiss Alpine, 43 ; for pulmonary in-

valids. Napier and Kuripapangn as. 293 ; British,

improvement ot, 058 ; I'higlish and foreign, iW;
Knglish. lessons from Carlsbad for, 756 ; BntUh,
development of, 1017

Healthiness, ileath-rates as tests ot, 701

Heart, anifthoilot graphically recording the exact

time-relations ot sound, and murmurs of, 10 ; con-

genital diseiise of, 80 ; stropanthus in disease of.

123 : thrombosis of. 139, 855 ; suicidal wound of,

250. 1271 ; valvular disease of, of long duration.

359; and effect produced by direct stimulation ot.

332- disease ol and marriage. 491 ; congenital

disease ot in children. 53S ; comparative study of

the action of various drugs on the. 547: cyst of,

746; mediastinal tumour involving the, 717 ;
test-

lug the competency of the valves ot by means ot

air. 8.tS; [disease "of in connection with diabetes

me'uitus. 949 ; congenital disease of in adults. 958

;

the mammalian. 1123; setting-up drill and disease

ot, l;i62, 1412

Heartburn, treatment of, 725. 773, 831

Heat, disinfection by, 1252

Heath. Mr. C. disease of the tongue. 833 ; Hunterlan

Lectures on Certain Diseases of the Jaws, m.,

i Mr. G. Y., malignant tumours. 696 ; hydatid

cvsts, it. ; the University of Durham and the

Ml), for practitioners. 1187

Hedley, Dr. J., an objection to the use of saccharin,

296
Heifer, cerebral lesion in a, 422

Hellier, Dr.. supernumerary teeth, 195

Hemianopsia cured by iodide ot potassium, 919;

superior. 1297

Hemiplegia, In a child, 76 ; case ot fatal. 296 ; wlttt

hemianiesthesia due to cerebral hsinorrhage,

1IMJ7 ; occurring nine days alter parturition, 1011

;

cerebral atrophy in. l,^'^9

Hendon cow disease, the so-called, and its relation

to scarlet fever in man. 122. 136. 212, 2«9

Henry, Dr. J. P., a case of "quintan" ague, 348,

623
Hepatic. Ste Liver
Herman. Dr. O. E.. effect of ergot on the Involu-

tion ot the uterus, 299 ; case of labour with double

uterus and vagina. 9.55 ; a case of extra-uterine

gestation cured bv abdominal section two hour*

and a half after rupture. 1162; catgut sutures in

the operation for ruptured perineum. 1217

Hermaphro<liti8ni. a case ot. 91, 1016; or hypos-

padias, 22;i ; complex or vertical. 416

Hernia, radical cure of. 24 ; strangulated ciecal In a

child, nulical cure bv twisting the neck of the

sac, 2*1 ; trusses for, 670 ; congenital umbilical,

744; femoral, complication In a case ot, 861;

slrangulateil femoral, shock of inducing aceton-

lenila in a case ol diabetes mellitus, 90S ;
lumbar

radical operation for, 95. 961 ; congenital, treat-

ment of, 1056; of the bladder, 1063

Hero, a medical, 766

Heron, Dr.. post meiliastlnal tumour, 961

Herpes, cases of, 24

Herpetlform eruption in tonsillitis, 8.12

Herringham, Dr., olwtmctivo jaundice, with en-

larged gall-bladder, 901 ; curvature of spine and
kyphosis, lb.

lleriog, Herr B.. On the Practical Value of Wolff-

berg's Apparatus for the Quantitative Estimation

ot the Colour-sense, rev., 1116
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Hensner Dr.. <m tlip iiidirationa for the me of the

Kreuznadi waters in stniinoi.s .lisease 6|,l

Huston, Dr., vesical tumour removed l)y supra-

Dutiiccystotomv, ^l'"*i
, , * * If.-

H?wet«o,,. Mr. I!:, lii. LmRuase for rteaf ">•<"• 1»»

Hewptt. Sir 1'.. elect ion of as Assam Etranger of the

French Academy ol Medicine. 755

Hl«itt. Dr. G.. i.at.ncv of the ntcrine canal as

affected bv flexion of tV uterus. 4G1

Hewkley, Mr. K., fugitive iodism.cedemaof cvehds.

Hexthorpe accident, the, 331

Hev Mr. S.. oWtnarv notice of, J.ii)

Hickman. Surgeon J., times of soldiers meals. 1.1.9

Hick". Dr. nraxton, ovarian tumours in pref;naut

women, ^ut5
,

Hiegens Mr. C melanotic sarcoma, lOU

Hill Mr. B.. on ha-maturia. 1097
, , ,

jjr. H.. presentation of Stanhope medal ol

KovalUamane Society to. +30

Hime, Dr. T. W., medical officership of health at

Bradford, 1409 . ^ , ... _„,
Hip-.ioint. disease of, with peripheral neuritu and

epilepsy. 1006

Hippocrates, the oath nf, 411

Hint, Mr. F.. obituary notice of. 49S

Hitchcock. Mr. T., obituary notice of, S2i

S*«.n: Dr! L. J., small-pov at Sheffield. TA
Hockin. liq. podophyllin et pepsin. b50 ; liq. potlo-

phyllin et bellartonnre c. stryclinia. ,02

Hofii'ieister. Dr. B., diabetes mellitus and its tieat-

mcnt with the mineral waters of Carlsbad. 94b

HoRben. Dr. E., tuliercnlar tumour of breast, 24;

enlaraemt-nt of tlie Uver in rickets. oU.t
;

the

uterus in menstruation, rt.; ataxia m a brass-

worker. 964 ; cirrhosis of the liver m a child, 12,

,

• Holiday colonies," 222

Holidays, country, for children, 1393

Holland. Dr. E.. enucleation by electrolysis of a

large uterine fibroid, 20 ; electrolysis in the treat-

ment of uterine fibroids 160 ,„^^
Hollinshead, Mr. F., perichondritis of the laryni,

tnicheotomy, recovery, 11 'iO
^ „ „

Holman, Dr. C., Koyal Medical Benevolent College,

213
Holmes Air. T., Metropolitan Medica'. Proiident

Association, 44; the relation of the medical

school to the hospital, 347; sequel of an old case

of ligature of the carotid, 467; laceration of

axillary artery, ti.
. i. * c, ..„

Home, convalescent, for paving patients 54 ;
lea-

side convalescent, for London workmen. 109

HonKeopathic. formularies, 993; hospital, dietary

Homreopaths. consultations with, 614, 665, 71?, 76$

Homoeopathy, is it increasing ? 54

Homme-femine. 1', 278

Hood Dr. D.. the treatment of rheumatic fever.

351 • empyema following pneumonia. 1051

Hoops Mr.'H. L., unqualilied assistants. 162

Hopgood, Mr., excision of shoukler-jomt. ,49

Horn on the head of a woman. 19

Home, Mr. .\. J., placental cTTst, 22

Horrocks. Dr. P., inverted uterus removed by ope-

ration, 1274
Mr. -W. H.. mesenteric cyst, 2,)1

Horse, dislocation of the shonlder in a, 65 ;
death

iaf a, from hydrophobia, 6.59

Horse-tax. the. 806, 809, 860, 875, 876, 11>.
_

Hnrslev Mr. V., trephining in prehistoric times,

137 -'removal of tumour from spinal cord. 191,

l'>73- cerebral abscess in connection with otitis

media, 634 ; cerebral abscess successfully treated

by opei-ation, 6,36; on hydropholiia and its treat-

ment, 1207 ,. , , , . ^, ,,.-

Hoapital. relation of the medical school to the, .54, :

question. 1392; patients, paying. 1420

_Z Alfred, Syiiney, students at. 993

^ Ayr County, donations to. 1067

ISarriugtori's. Limerick, election of resident

medical officers to. 205

Belgi-ave, improvements in, 1400

. Belviilere, Glasgow, proposed improve-

ments at, 882
f,ir beri-beri at Baliia, closing of, 809

Bomliay European General, unsatisfactory

state of. 1190. 1251
.

for Cancer, Brompton, resignation of stan

of, SU
. Charing Cross, proposed increase of accom-

modation for students. 427; post-graduate lec-

tures 17.^: distribution of prizes, 1346

- for Children, Paddington Green, appoint-

ment of matron, 1008 _

Children's, Sheffield, annual report, .^SJ

(or Children and Women. Ulster. " fairy tea

and Christmas tree" at, 93 ; annual meeting, hl6

-for Consumption. Brompton. new system— lor i^oiiMiiiii"'^"'. ij.>',,,t'> - -
.-

of drainage at, 429: .Wednesday lectures at. ib.;

visit of Princess Christian to, 12*1

-tor Coosumption. Ventnor. visit ot yueon

Hospital. CoomlK", Dublin. L.M. of. 493

Cottage. Faversham. openin;^ ol, i^.^l

. Dental, of Kilinburgb, report ol. sa
of Glasgow, annual report, :i,l2

of London, post-graduate course

at 427, 672 ; annual general meeting. 671

for Diseases of the Chest, annual report. 0.

1

Ear, Glasgow, annual meeting, 972

Eye, Birmingham and MiiUand, donation

to, 918
, _. .„,

- Fever, Cork, annual report, i<Ja

- French, donation to, 62 ; annual banquet,

.general, the risks of a, 1175

Great Northern, new huildingsot,43Sf post-

ponement of opening ceremony. i;«7

_1 Guv's, donation to, 470 ;
proposed erection

of a residential metUc.al college, 6:12; prizes at

medical school of. 829. 13-16

Huntingdon Coimty. election of presiuent.

etc.. 554

.384

992

- infectious, provision of at seaside, 544

- isolation at Bristol, attempt to blow up,

Jervis Street, ball in aid of funds of. 153

Johnstone Combination, inspection of. .5o4

King's College, subscriptions at annual

festival. 992 .

La.lv Duffenn, generous offer to, i ,2

LadV Straiigford, appeal for fund3,.29

Leit'ii, Lady students at, .5.50

. Lon.lou. visit of Princess Christian to, 4,4;

meeting at Mansion House to appeal for fumls,

810 ;
prizes at College of, 1095

for Lunatics, proposed, 6,1 ..

Lying-in, City ot London, annual report,

^^'
Lying-in H.iUes Street, Dublin, acceptation

of certiticates of by the Boyal College of Surgeons

"
Madro's General. sur<;ical statistics of,'594

Maternity, Bdinburgh, medical and sur-

crical staff. 152 , „
- Maternity. Glasgow, case ot Cesarean sec-
ITliUCI Hit * . ^ "—^•^ ' - -

tion at. 972; proposed branch. 1130

Meath an,l Co. Dublin Intinnary. Medical

Histori- of. Dr. L. H. Hepenstal r«;., 913

"Mercer's Dublin, refusal of grant to. 4.).J

,

Mr. O'Orady c. the Governors of, 482; annual re-

port, 769 -„.,
- Metropolitan, annual meeting. 22^
- National, tor the Paralysed and Epileptic,

3.34

Norwich. Sunday Fund, 62

Ophthalmic. Belfast, annual report, , ,0

Poplar, subscriptions to. 1140

Portsmouth, annual report, 666 ; reopening

JIJ I Kotherham FubUc, opening of new wanls

at. 294 ^ , ,.,
Rotunda. Dublin, reportot, 4,0

Koyal Belfast, quarterly report. 616. lj:>i;

election of house-plivsician. 713; scholarships.

'"
Rnv'al Berkshire, annual meeting of

.governors, ^^i „. ,, ,

_J1 Royal Maternity and Simpson Memorial,

Eilinbiir<^h, annual meeting. 616

-Koyal (Iphthalmic, Loudon, proposed re-

l,nilding^it.^722^
^.^^ ^^^^^^^ Eduiburgh, sta.

titties concerning, 204, 314 ; appointment ot n,e-

(Hf^l ofRcprs to, K73 .

Royal Victoria. Montreal, appointment of

Mr. SaxoriSnell as architect to 90
,„,,,,

St John's for Diseases of the Skin. 103. 214,

•'79 3:14 '644 877 ; special meeting of governors

14«"; the' editor ot Truth on, 479; annual general

Iwardof governors, 1182
. ^, an-

.

.t;t Marv'.= ,
proposed extension ot, 8iv.

;

prizes a't medicil school of, 991, 1095 ; festival din-

""'
-St.Thomas's. visit of Queen of Sweden to.

ihi- Home of. 602; prizes to students at medical

school of. 942. 1.3-16
..» f -oo

Samaritan of Glasgow, report of. .-fJ

- Seamen's. Greenwich, report of.4'.i9

-for Sick Children. Gkisgow, new dispell-
-_. :*i> lO"}* . ni-niii»tit!n*»nra to

to, 373

[or MCK uninireii, v»,.«>f;w", •" - "".'--1-

sary in connection with, 1234; appointments to

sta'fl of new dispensary, 1289— tor Sick Children, new wing for, 4,9.

Bristol,course of lectures at, 13oG

-for Sick Chil.lren and Women,
annaal report. 86^ ii„f»„„„„— Sir Patrick Dun's and the Dublin Corpora-

"""•
'"'lall-pox. wanted a model, 329 ;

new at

Begirt rar tor lto7, r<rr.. 1116; probable closure of,

1129 ;
public dinner in aid of, 1367

Hoapital. Victoria. Southend, openiug of, 1194

Walsall Cottage, action of nurses at, 4.-,

_J for Women and ChiMren, Cork, entertain-

ment at. 205 ; annual report. 974

Hospitals Association. .S«« As6tK.iation

seaside, 41 ; delirium tremens in, oi ; or-

ganisation ot Qutryatient departments of 207 ; and

Oie interests of patients aud pupils, 2J1 ; ^otjn-

fectious diseases, 724 ; dental departments ol, ,41.

,821 936; the pay system iu. 919, i:i.'>4; new. at

Darenth, 10-12 ; English and Irish, surgical quali-

fications, 107B;of Dublin. bequests to, llOSjopfiUl

of, li:iO; self-help for, Liil, 1361, 1419

- House of Industry, l»8

-ot Paris, changes iu, 210; laicisation of.

Sheffield, 4.3o
, , .- , „f ,ijo

Small-pox, Swinton, .iescription of, 1142

Steevens's, vacancy hi surgeoncy ot, 2,>0

. Sussex County, new wards at, SM
telephone, 311, .Ml

. ,. o - ,

Inivcrsity College, Report ot the Surgical

Hough, Mr. J., abscess between liver and diaphragm,

194
Hour of delivery, the, 30

Housekeeping, school ot. 1077 ....... ,

Hovell, Mr. De B.. the therapeutical ind icJitions of

iieiii-a.-.thenia contrasted with those of h.vfrtena,

300 ; the nomenclature of neurasthenic comUtions,

377 - death of. 1231 ; obituary notice ot. l:i"3

ilr. T. M., forceps for poatrnasal growU»,

474
Howie. Mr. J. M., obituary notice of. 1303

Huggard, Mr. W. 1!., Swiss Alpiue health resorts,

Hughes. Mr. R.. trees tor towns. 449 .-. - ....

Hulke. Mr. J. W.. pulsating tumour o£ t!ie;.0ll»t

with proptosis. o92 , - , j„„
Human subject, transmission ot tuberculosis to dog

from, 1032
. , . ..

Hume, Dr. G. H.. excisionof portion ot sciatic nerve,

595
Humerus, ununited fracture ot. 469; false joint of

.

treate.l by wiring, 539; subspinous dislocation ot,

585 ; neglected dislocation of, treated by excision

of head of, 6S6
, , ., .

Humphreys, Mr. F. R., unusual cause of urethral

hemorrhage, 18 - .i . m ;,
Humphry. Professor, case of abscess in the tiuia,

3.55 • report on aged persons, 611 ; loose bodies m
the knee-joint, 613 ; cases of erysipelas, b4i

Mr. F. A., sarcoma of femur, 1389 ; pro-

lapse of ovary. i6.

- Mr. L.. malignant endocarditis, 194

Hungarian medical works. l'->41

Hunterian Society. ^« Society
.

Hunter Dr. G., the place of speciaUsm m general

practice with refereuci- to diseases of the eye, ear,

throat, and nasal cavities, 193

J,3hn, his lite work and influence on tur-

"'"^'
-'Mr. R.H. A.. hydronephrosis, nephrectomy.

death from acute peritonitis at the expiration of

three mouths. 212 ; ventral nephrectoni.y tor hy-

dronephrosis, 378, 602; attempted suicide by

swallowing carbolic acid, recovery, 133t) ;
antisep-

tics in miilwifery, 1420 „ Tr -. i

Huntingdon County Hospital. *' Hospital ^^
Hurd-Wood, Dr. J., registration of foreign degrees,

Hurlbutt, Mr. S.. exhausti.m and destruction of

sewer-gas by means of a strong and destructive

Hu«t^' Mr. C. H., A Junior Cours* ot Practical

Huss°iyfMr.'E.' L.^ Miscellanea Medico-Chirurgioa,

Uutehiii'son. Mr. J.. Lettsoniian lectures on lupus,

6 68 113; Syphilis, rn-.. 139; Illustrations to

Clinical Surgery, rer., 196; the abortive treatment

of syphilis. 413. 417 ; wanted ,an address, \'-^.

rarediseases and exceptional symptoms, 1J1-, li>*,

the New Sydenham Society. 1411

.Mr. J. jun.. subperitoneal bpoma. 2v>:

syphilitic disease of the eye, 137 ;
Dupuytren s

fiwjture, 1058 ,. . ,_.
Hutchison Dr. J. (Glasgow), salix nigia. 386

— Dr. J. (I'aislevl. presentation to, 8.'>i

Hutton Dr.. congenital heart-disease. 8'); treplun-

ing for epilepsy. 616; tropUo-iieurosis. i4.; tumour

of kidney. 10 i4' ... , .v.^ «,-=,

Hydatid of liver, case of, 470 ; incision ot the cyst

in, 471
, ,.,

• cysts, treatment of, 4,J

Hydatids."cure of .33
, „ ^. , t m, t

Hydramnios. the Etiology and Pathology of, Mr. j.

'PliilUps. rev.. 702
,

Hydrocele. aeci,tental cure ot. 133 ; remarks on the

radical cure of 466 ; radical cure of, o39 ;
mfantUe,

860
Hydr.irephalus. congenital. 19-t

H'ydrochloric acid, test for in the gastric secretion,

930 . . , ,, . . —

a

Hydrofluoric acid, inhalation of in phthisis, loS;

in pulni..nary phthisis, 9:« '

Hyditjuephrosis, estirpatiou of the kidney for, ,s

.
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n\unm. ITM
cute rliPiimntWni trefttr«l|l>y ic<*-

imciir'^97 : two cA»n tniitt'd l>y roM. i'-.

Hvpnotlc, Biuw. tiT.!»4.VlK; miiylfiif liyilmto u
n ^9

HvpnotUni.n-rort o( IWIgliin .\ra.liTny of Modicinc

on. N17; tlMhi-lorv"f.w>2: ProfpiisorForelon. li«l

lIvtHxlrni.i iiijivtor. l(«i;

H'\-po<l>Tn. 'f nnllpvriii, 101 ; o( Iron,

Ml ; o(;>-! : 1. >•?'

Hyro<tcrnii.' .\li-.lifH!i"n. Hanellwol! of Drf. Donrne-

Ville anil Bric>>n. rn'.. X'tV

llvp«i[KniUL* or hcmiiiplinxlltlsm. 2iT

HVatfrtCtomies. a sprlt'5 of. :(*. :.*U

H'vstercctomy. a mseof. Hl.S; iiuMlslnrntion aftor.

fil3. Wrt ; aUlomiiio-vaKiiml for iitcrlno liltrolda,

T."*'; »ut)«o<iMcMit to ilis-I rolysis of uterine liliroiii,

7W; •uprmvaninnl. l'^
HjfterU. thcmiM-utii-al Inilioatlons of, rVK): some
au«sof.4l7. 41-; ileatll with nyinptomn of, 41H;

ourloni ca»e of. -,M : functional <ye syniptonu In,

1012; traumatic, 112-i; respiratory, IKMi

Kyutero-epUcpny treated by removal of uttrinc ap-

peadagea, ^,^'>

I.

Ice-pack, hyperpyrexia treat <n1 by. 6ii7

Ichthyol Company's pr<"[>aratlon», ^^
" IchthTOl " Bi-h SJUlrulgM. m
Idlo«\-ncni»v. antijivriii and, 2.V,?2':t«, 6»5, 1117; to

quinine, iM, Ml. M>V. (W.), im
Idiots anomalifs, in (jeiiltnls of, fl*il

Ileo-circal frrtiwtli. X^
Illfte, Dr. W.. I.lrths and deaths. 5fl.S

Illlii(rworth, Dr. C. K., anlipjriii. .">•'•; s.vphilis, 1(17 ;

a correction. liV^; the treatment of ophtlmlniiii

neonatorum, .l'*'! ; the treatment of «nalcel>ile,

774; fucilive ciHlima of tlieevelids, 1147, li'xl;

acetic erj:ot. 1U-* ; the treatment of eczema, 1.308 ;

treatment of wound of leg. Mil'

Ilott. Dr. H, J., puerjieral convulslont in a pnml-
paiu. Hi

Imlach. Dr. F.. a case of liystero-epilepsy of twenty

years' duration treate<l by remo\al of the uterine

afipendajjc^, 74<^

ImmlKration and over-population, 1125

Imperial Boyal Society of Phyakiana of Vienna, >m
Society

Incident, a thrillinR. 1019

Incisor, central, intra-alveolar fracture of, f*l

Income-tan, repayment of, 176, 1:I07; deduction*

from. 6<V)

Incontinence of urine, .W

Inctihation. aterilc, hUtolofnr of ouicer and normal
tissues after, 1".''-

Inda Mtdtcui. the. 7.1*

India, Ceyl.in niodiiiil serrlcc, 107 ; arsenic In beer,

li. : female niedicAl aid to the women of, 2ail;

m*^Iical aid in outlyiii>; districts in, 2.'»*i ; nine-

te<-nlhannual report of the sanitary commisslonera

for IlenKal. 411 : rejrlst nit ion in Ce'ylon, i''. ; t«tal»-

llshment of an amtiuLince nssorlition at Quctta,

.'irft2 ; meeting of t'omniittf.- of Ijuly Rolx-rts's

Homes on the Hills. .VT2; titliini; of mint and
cummin in, ^H ; tinlteniities of ami tlie Genenil

Me<ll>»l Council. IWl ; QuecJis l.lrtliday. honi>wrs

in. 114A; opening of new Walter Hospital at

0<'x1ev(>ore. \'2'A ; contafrious distmses In, \'£t\,

l,V>i
;" station hnapilala in, 141.1

Indian Army. ."<»c .Vrmy
IndiJin Conricll. the. an.l mcilml officers, .•.'>S

Inel.riety. the etloiony of. vi : t lie treat iiieiit of, 149,

36.'i ; the jiirispru'lence of, rfli.'l. 71*4; relation of

alco'hoiUm to. 1.180
, , ,

Infant, one m'.iith old. case of opium poisoning In.

nr!ifi-i.il r. -liratlou, reooierj- after forty-live

\ wrlous h.TmorrhaKc fnnn the rat-ity

mum In an. iwi ; intussusception in

liiil oLstrucilon 111 an. lO'^i

], I of. 211. )t^\: u><lfma of. anil

'/i7 ; ai'ute iierlosleal swcltinies

vci'fie lif. ll:C) ; two fatal caaea

lu. Ilea

and the sale of millc, 1093; •tattstica of notlllcnr

tionof. lltl

Inllnnary. Kve, Bristol, enlargement of. no

1 (;<:hvnv. and Dr. Klnkead, IKl'. 12.'!.-.

tln-eni" k. .MK)

Leevls fjenenil. annual report. 502

Palslev. n-iKirt of. 4Wi

Hoyal. AlH'nleen. special meetliiR of cor-

iHiratlon. :ii4

. liovul IMinliiirgli. statistics conceniiiit!.

1.12 ;
cinmn/ivHici-niiliK. i»i.'l ; le«ncv to. lo77

l{o\iil Clasnow. statistic* cimcenlinR.

ailii; class of liirynKolo;,'y at. .LHP; estlniati-s for

new buildiuKs. i:V.o

Itovat. Hull, annual report. 781

BiAal Sea-Bat iilnK.Si-.irl>oroiigh, elect ion

,.f .villi- in'

Inflation and
..iirr.- nf, r.

. SIS : law as to, «6i : a

I : in Ivllnliiirjfli,

II of. i'jn. :i'.7. "22.

. tlw spmU of, mu;

of president and vice-presidents. B23— Victoria. Glasffow. and workmen, 12.'vl

. Worcester, enlarm-ment of, 7u7

Inllamr.intion maskin^f cancer. .14.'i

Iiillalliin of the Kuslachinii lulics, 21>.'i

InllueiiHi. epidemic of, following measles at St.

Helena. fi.1«

Infiiser. anti-tannic. Ill
.

liiKle. Mr. A., iutussuseeption of the bowel with

divert iiiilum. 84»; cereliellar httniorrliaKe, 127-i

IngrHtitiide. t'dft

Injection, trentnient of piles by. I'Mi-l

luji-ctor, hvpodernilc antiseptic. 11)67

Injury, epileiisy after, so ; suvcrc, to the epmBl,cord.

:to.r

lnner\-ation of hepatic vessels, lonn

Iiioculutinn for snuill-pox in Algeria. 313

InorLTinic Materia Me.iicaund its Chemistry. Notes

on. Mr. J. S. Wilson. rn\. \M
Inquests and child nuir.ier. 6,M ; at workhouses,

ft71 ; fees for attending. 720

Insane, criminal rcsiKinsibilitv of the. P"*

Insiiiiitarv. homicidal in China. MH; riilinir nf llio

juilges'in cases of. 441. .LW ; coloureii liclit
"J

tiie treatment of. 480: In relation to canliiic ami

aortic disease and phthisis. ,103. ri71, «i7, li'.U
;
the

difcovery of, concealed, .149 ; the Curability of,

Dr. J. S." Butler, ret'., 701

Inserter, Muler's vitreous, 28

Itisoninia, malarial. 14,1

insiiecliiui of theatres. .1*10

Instinct, surgical. Mr. W. D. Spanton on. 169

Institution. Glasgow Deaf and Dumb, annual.mcet-

ing. 12.14
. . ,

Hoy.al National Lifeboat, statist us for

If.tl, 1121
Instruction, physical. 1021

Intemperance, report on the connection of di.*case

with habits of. i:io»

Inteslinal concretions causing perforation of vermi-

form apjiendix. 1408
,

Intestine, fatal obstruction of. 301 ; niptnrcd, with-

out external wound, diagnosis and treatment of,

ai2; olistniction of, in which the colon gave way
outside the peritoneum, .113; olistructlon of,

N*laton'so|ieration, volvniiui of the ciecuni. i''.

;

obstruction of. duo to a Meckel's diverticulum.

3.lr. ; divert iciilum of. it, ; rupture of. 3.17; tumour
of the. 411; obstruction of. with rupture of bowel,

l»oo : obvtniction of. with localised peritoneal suii-

puratlon. 602; obstruction nf. in an infant. liio7 ;

obstruction of. treateii by laparotomy. 11.17 ; rup-

ture of, without external wound, llrt3; three

ceases of obstruction of. 1276

Intmtines in diphtheria, 745; effectsof,the exiiosurc

of. 1073
Intracapsular inieetion In the extraction of cala-

mct. 1.111, 175. .324. .32,1. 377

Iiiluhatlon of the larynx in tiie ailult. 74.'.; case of,

1224
liitussuBceptinn of the bowel with diverticulum,

64M; in an Infant, l«)9 ; rase of, b»U ; two fatal

cases of in iiifiints aged 3 and 1 months resi«.ct-

ively. ll«;t

Inunction in scarlet fever, 1196, 12.16

Invalid Ix'd attachment. 25

Invalids, carriages for removing. 450

Inversion of the uterus. 5412

lodile of iKitassliiin. treatment of psoriasis by, 2i ;

heinlanopsia ciirfHl bv. '^IW

loilism. 7iVI ; fugitive. 1160

I(»lnfomi and oleate of line in gyniaicology. 19,

333 : the o<inur of, l.r2

dn'ssiiigs. surgical crytlicnia from, 40

—

.

eruptions. 1227

iM'mcuanlia. ciiHl\ated. 31

Ireland longevity in. 411 : comniissionership of

I.iKTil Ooveniment Ilirar.l In. (V«. «.Vi. 6.11 ; inspeo-

lorshlp of I.01-.1I (iiivertiment Bminl In. C'.i. 700,

1122; health of. M7cl

Iris, tubercular no<lules on, 23; coiigenltiil absence

of. lottl ; tul»-rcli-of, 14o7

Irish Conjoint Boapl. the. 483

Meillcnl Seliools' and arndiiates' AMOciation.
.S/-r Assoi Uti.ili

prison surgeons and consultants, 967

Iron, bypodsnuiv Injection of. Ml

Irrigation and after-treatment in cataract extrac-

tion. 1119
.

Irving. Dr. J., occipital headache, 1195; tea and
teith. I'l.

., , , ,
-—- Siirgwn-Oeneral J., army medical defence

fund. H8.1, VMl
. „ „ ...

Irwin. Deputy Siirgeon-Gcneml C. G.. prcsentaUon

to. 1 HI

IslingToii board of guardians. 88-i

Isolation and scarlet fever. 12

Miiliuli troops at .Miuisowah. health of, 4S,

Italv leglsl.itlon for drunkards in. 258; payment*

for vaccination in, 310; pro^'rcss of cremation in.

707

J,

Jackson. Mr. C, I'ry's truss, 1016

Mr. (f., whoopillg-eoiigll, .194

Mr. H., cancer of breast. 910

Dr. T.. strophantlius. 901

Mr, v., ununited fracture, 3.18 : suprapubic

lithotomy, 1'..; loose nirlilage. ih.; very large sat^

oumatous tumour of right bi-eust of a leiuale. suc-

cessful removal, 957 ; sarcoma of the urinary blad-

der, 10.19 „ , ,.

Jacob. Dr. E. 11., papillary growths, 700 ; lighting

liv gas. 718

Jaftiiiv. Mr., generous offer of, 1251

Jainbul ill dudictes, 901, 1112; from the Dutcli In-

lUcs, i'65

James, the late Dr. Constantin, 820
_

Mr. J. B.. llie piieuiiiatikon. 1122 ; occipital

li.adache. 1195

Jameson, Mr. G., novel method of applying taxi*.

9W . , I

Jamieson. Dr. A., Thomas's oiHM-ation for removal

of benign tiinionr of the female breast, 1216

Jiiniison, Dr. A., case of olistniction from gall-atone,

61 taneims fracture and recovery, 187 ;
hoimor-

riiagic pharyngitis, -S-ltf ; after history of puou-

moiiia. the guide to its treatment, l;W)

Japan, aiinual reiiort of navy of, 241

Japanese Art Exhibition and medical collectors, 90

Jiirdiiie. Mr. J. L., nursing for the very poor. 557

Jaundice, oljstructive, with enlarged gall-bladder,

961
, ,

Jaw lower, tumour of, lOOS; siihiwriosteal removal

of lower luilf of, rei-overy, with almost entire re-

storation of the bone and perfect masticatory

movement, lli'.2 ; resection of lialf of, 1272

Jaws, malignant disease of, 908

Jertries and Hills, Gibson and wife, »., 1132. 1196.

12.'.6. 1307

Jejunal eiiterectomv. 963

Jellett, Rev. J. H.. death of. 433

Jeiiks, William F., memorial prize, 447

Jeiiner, Sir W.. deputation to, from College of rny-
sicians, 1072, 1078

Jennings, Mr. C. E.. Transfusion, rev., lOlG

Jervis Street Hospital. *Ve Hospital

Jessett, Mr. F. B.. a cjise of gostro-enterostoray and

a case of duodenostomy for airciiionia of pylorus,

7.<- tracheotomy for sypliilitic disease of the

larynx. 9tW ; resection of the pylorus for cancer,

9S4 ; two cases of enterostomy, 11.15

Jessoj. Mr. T. U., ileociecal growth, 356; acute

dilatation of the stomach, :i57 ; simple perfomtint;

nicer of septum nasi, .i:ui

Joel. Dr. H. H.. presentation to, 52

Johnson, Dr. G.. albuminuria a frequent result of

sewage poisoning. 451 ; Medical Lectures and
Kssiiys, rev., 910; presentation of portrait to,

Johnston, Mr. A. J., teaching tlie dumb to speak,

278 :

Dr. J., retinoscopy, 4 1

1

Johnstone Combination Hospital. .See Hospital

Joint, niedio-larsal formation of, 1115; tubercular

disease of, treate<i by operation, 1202, 12.19, 1:122

Joints, sacio-iiiac, in" a pregnant woman, Ki2
; a

caseillustniliiig tlie advantages of e.arly incision

with drainage as opposed to excision of, 959;

incision and excision of, ll>;{3

Jones, Dr. A. K. .Ve Kinrys-Jones
1 Mr. H.. St. Andrews University and an M.D,

for i.nictit loners, ^23. 1147

, Ur, H. M.. I'raelicjil Manual of Diseases ol

Women and Uterine Theraiieulics, rev., 640

Mr. J. T., presentation to, l-'lijti

. Dr. M. v., L.M.Coomlie Hospital. Dublin.

493
Mr, U. N.. apliuts for fracture of the femur.

H2I
Mr, T„ suture of tendons, 80, 133 ; malignant

disease of jaws. 908
. Mr. W. M., myxoedcnia, 252; small-pox at

Swinton, 421

Jorilan, Mr. F, W., liability for defective drains, 1412

JOUII.NAL, BitiTisii Medical, statlstlce concerning,
2:1, 201

Journal, a new medical, 865

Journalist, the missing, .12. 100

Joy, Dr. J. U., poisoiifiig by stnunoaium, 9iO
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Jubilee gift, tlic Queen's. 8« ; iiffcriiig. tlie women's.

•,iti ; menioriiil at Oiiro. 1 los
_

Jiulees ruling of tlie. ii\ eases of InRanity. -111. aas

Junkeri Dr. J. A., administration of ana^stlietlcs.

1412

Jurlsprudenee of inebriety, the, 203 721

Jury, censure of a re"''*- surgeon Dy, 1042
;
a li»li

and poultry, 1174

Karkeek, Dr. P. Q.. the Loeal Goveniment Bill,

sanitary administration of.WO

ISlSiiSt'k'cs'S™.
'*?. -n r„nt„re of the popliteal artery fol-

""i:':^!'
b?"ga?;;^enrand mid'^tl\igl. amputation,

1/^^fin^', sewer gas exhauster and destructor. Sl.S

Keehngs sewer gv
^^ pharmacists. 4o0

Keeling br! t M.. Maternity. Infancy, and Ohild-

K^-il^rMV.a UB urge wen in Hio n^k tr«ite^

^(^3^= ^i;^soTlnd"wife\;. ]'e«ries and Hills. U.«,

,,^--,l^'i??'s Dr Apostoli and electrolysis, 5SI7

!^'^ I", removal to London, 7.5.V. and the

Edinburgh Inrirm.ary, 813

Keloid syphilitic, ^bO
^ .^_ j,^g

Ke""' 'd" A
" miie Chevalier of the order of

g-r^?"i'ar^rap;il^^^n'"^>ectricityhy

-^l£^S"?^b!i^fS^f«i:^

Oraomore dispensiry d_istint, .i4

KndX'p'InSima of larynx. .^84; eomplete
Kidd. Ur. 1 .. .'ut.'

I jj ,he result of
bilateral P"^ y?'\"' Vfrv S i ; on the value of

?,%n'u SCillnfin cSical diagnosis, 1U4

KWdermSter, St. John Ambulance Association at,

^^^ __ „f oT . p-«tirnation of, for hyrtro-
Kidney, sarcoma of^f^^^^^^Sf associated 'with
nephrosis iJ.epitnenom ;

^^„^^,jj f ,be,
calculus, .-.33; '•'

/f. ca ctili of ib.; three eases
tiili'. runt nrP Ot . '"-i CtLK-'im ui, f-i'-'

"--riffieS^'l^k-^S^SV^S^ia^iil

giir'Src;r'i£S"of?1^5.315,432; death of,

KS^^l^'l^r^^nlfSl ^itl^y Infi^^^"". >^«^

antiseptic for midwives. 1419

Kingzett's bactericide. 597

Kirby. Dr.. lupus vulgaris. »7
Mr. 'iV.. wicker cofhns 1.1b

(

Kirkcaldy, proposed cottage hospital at. 93

K sell Mr A.. Metropolitan IProxnclent Medical Ae-

soeiatfon.lll; sudden accessions of high temper-

ature in children, 1419

kSu 'Sf.!vac'Snia'.'m ; theHendon cowdisease, 212

Knaggs. Mr. L., trephining for compound de-

pressed fracture of skull, IM
, t-

Knee-ioint pathology and treatment of contraction

or2U treatment 'if loose cartilage in. 301 ;
loose

bodtes in. i69. H13. 718. 7», 787. DOS; ".i;e™tive

treatment of dislocated semilunar cartilage of

8.97; Charcot's .liscase of. .V.lii, m mn gunshot

iniurvto, 639. S.i2: strain or wrench of
.
iW; ex-

cision of. 744, pedunculated body in. 8S„
;
m-

ternal semiluniir cartilage of sutured to the head

of the tibia. 1110 ,

Knight. Mr. J., vegetarian dinners, for school-

children, 214
.

Knipe. Mr. W. M.. placenta prrcvia. 993

Knock-knee, prevention of. Kf77

Knorr, Dr. L., appointment as professor at >\ urz-

burg, 141S
, .

Knott, Dr. J. F., heredity in hn-mmrhagic purpura,

Kociier. Professor, case of pancre.atic cyst cured by

abdominal section. 1257

Kolpo-hysterectomv for malignant diseasB;-inis

Kiinigsberg. epidemic of typhoid at. 141S

Krause's Monthlv International Journal of Ana-

tomy and Pbvsiologv, ra:. 141

Kreuznach. indl.-ations for the use of the waters of

in strumous disease. O.'d ,.-,,,
Kussmaul, Professor, reported retirement of. 104

Kyphosis and curvature of spine, 9S1

Labia minora, cvsts from the. 2.W

Labour, antipyriu in, 20!i, 931 ; the third stage of,

Dr. A. H. Harbour on. 2<4 ; malformed vagina
complicating. 546 ;

premature, induction of. 774 ;

dermoid cvst expelled per rectum during, KOI
;

case ot with double uterus and vagina. 955;

uterine fibroid complicating. 903 ; sextuple and
septuple, 118B; obstruction during, from malform-

ation of vagina. 1218; sextuple, 1233 ; iibro-myo-

mata complicating. 1331

Labourers' Act. .Sfce Act
Laceration of axillary artery. 4*57

L.actic acid in laryngeal phthisis. blO

Ladd. Professor G. T.. The Elements of Physiolo-

gical Psychology .'reu. 649

Ladies, ambulance lectures to, 22,3; at Irish exa-

minations, 1024

Lailj' doctor in Spain, 166

Lady Dufferin's Fund. See Fund
^ Strangford Hospital. .S'm Hospital

students at Leith Hospital. .5.=>o

Laffan. Dr. T.. a note on the treatment of spinal

abscess, 130; the practical element in medical

training and the General Medical Council, 1256

Laieisatinn of the Paris hospitals, 323

Laing. Peter, a centenarian. 166

Lake dwelling at Oban. 1075

Laloo. the case of parasitic fuitus, 416. 436. 463

Lambert, Mrs., winter climate of Florence and
Genoa, 110

Lambeth, slums in, 711

Lammiman, Mr. C. a ease of pernicious an,-cmia

treated by repeated transfusion, 1336

Lanarkshire lunaev districts, 605

Lancaster, Dr. H. F.. medical bookkeeping. 1255

Lane. Mr. W. A., the causation of hammer toes. 718;

mode of fixation of the scapula, suggested by a

study of the movements of that bone in extreme

Hexionof the shoulder-joint, its bearing upon frac-

ture of the coracoid process. 1047; appointment
of. as assistant surgeon to Guv's Hospital. 1071

Lang. Mr. W., on retinal hajmorrhage in the yellow

spot region. 591

Dr. W. S.. appointment ot. as lecturer to

Surgeons' Hall Edinburgh. 1022

Langenbeck, memorial celebration in honour of,

i>2"o

Lange's enema nozzle. 197

Langford, Dr. P. P., tolerance of large doses ot mor-
phine. 449

Langston. Mr. J. J., the horse-tax. 11.87

Lankester, Mr. O.. a case of acute tuberculosis. 292
^ Professor E. and the Vice-Chancellor,

365
Lanolin, anhydricum. 25; purissimum. il'.; in the

skin disease of childhood, 622 ; in cuts and burns,

1092
Laparotomy, acute intestinal obstruction treated

by. 72. 2.=t2. 1157; for obstruction by gall-stones.

l:'l6 ; Martin's method of dealing with the pla-

centa and sac in. 290; for extra-uterine pregnancy.

422 ; for dilatation of the colon. 546 ; two cases of,

for gunshot wound of stomach, 571 ; case of, 594,

932 ; menstrual bleeding from scar after, 711

Laryngeal. See Larynx
Larvngectomy, fatality of. 763

Laryngitis, chronic, treated by tracheotomy, and
endo-laryngeal remoTal of growsh, 344 ; acute

bil.atral paralysis of the vocal cords in, 1060

Laryngotomy, "two cases of, 850

Larynx, oedema of. 8o ; epithelioma of. 137 ; slougu-

iiig ulceration of the. 422: malignant disease of,

4711; cocaine as an aid to diagnosis in disease of,

551 '; angioma of the, .584 ; diagnosis of carcino-

matous and tuberculous perichondritis of. 6u9

;

lupus of. 699 ; case of intubation of. in the adult,

745; perichondritis of, 790, 936, 1160; cancer of

the, and perichondritis. 876 ; traumatic perichon-

dritis of, 899; tracheotomy for syphilitic disease

of. 962 ;
growths of. 1115 ; 'intubation of the. 1224;

sudden deaths from wounds ot. 1246 ; cancer of,

the results of treatment of, ia-!6 ; cancer of, 13.i7

Latham. Mr. H. G. death of, 6U0 ; oliituary notice

of, 672
Law, the letter of the, 217 ; as to infection. 986 ; as

to water analysis, 1071
. dispensary, a. 918

Lawrence. Mr! H. N.. tlumderstorm and lightnuig

accidents, i;W8
Lawrcnson, Surgeon-Major J. C, obituary notice

of, 621

Lawson, Inspector-General R.. some general condi-

tions with regard to epidemics. 463. 510. 5.S4. 641

Lead poisoning in Shellield. 88 ; in the Sheffield

water supply. 147 ; cause of. 2*2;*. .'^^
; ease of. .5.55;

ilrop-wrist and extensive muscular atrophy in,

907
l.c Page. Dr.. etiologv of pelvic disease in women.
303

Leaiiy, Dr. M.. obituary notice of. 332

Leases for lives. 494

Le.it ham. Dr. J., dispensary cli.arges. L',

2

Lerture. on liirnours of the bUlddcr. by Sir H.
Thompson. 1. 57 ; the Bowman. Iftio; on the third

stage of labour, by Dr. A. H. F. Barbour. 2*4; the

Cavendish. 315; on ambulance work in cinl

practice, bv Mr. U. Davy, 345 ; on anattimical M-
culiarities'iu relation to disease, by Mr. J. B.

Sutton. 409; on the treatment of carbuncle by

scraping, bv Mr. H. W. Page. 635; on pericardial

effusion, with pulsus parodoxicns. by Dr. P. B.

Smith. J.35; on Leiter's endoscope in the tr«it-

ment of vesical disease, by Sir H. Thompson, i^;
on diseases of the tongue, by Mr. 0. He-ath,»3;
on ha^maturia. bv Mr. Berkeley Hill. 1097

;

Croonian. of the Royal Society. 1177 ; the Cav-wl-

diih. on the altered relations of surgery to medi-

cine, bv Sir Willixim Stokes, 1197, 12;i2 ; on chrome
rhinitis and its sequela;, by Dr. G. H. Mackenzie,

1266
. ,

Lectures. Lettsomian, on some points in the sar-

gerv of the urinary organs, by Mr. R. Harrison,

2 118,229; Harveian. on lupus, by Mr. J. Uul>-

chinson. 7.58, 113; on diseases of the nervouB

system, by Dr. A. Hughes Bennett. 3;M ;
on tup-

puration and septic diseases, by Mr. W. >yat«on

Chevne. 404. 4.52. .524; Milroy. on epidemics. Dy
Inspector-General R. Lawson. 462. 510. .554. I>11

;

Goulstoi.ian. bv Dr. W. J. Miokle. on insanity m
relation to cardiac and aortic disease and phthisis.

5m3 575 637. 681 ; on domestic hygiene, 544;

Lumleian. on the tongue aa an indication of

disease, by Dr. Vf. H. Dickinson. 625. bi r ,
i-Ji ;

to

sanitary inspectors. 672 ; on the development ol

the organs of circulation and respiration, by Mr.

C. B. Lockwood. 731 ; Hunterian. on Diseases ol

the Jaws. Mr. C. He.ath. rev.. 1015 ;
clinical, on

carcinomata ot the breast, which require opera-

tion, br Mr. N. C. Macnamara. 1046. 1101; Uni-

versity: extension at Edinburgh. W'-V ?''"i!?t
on children's diseases, at the Hospital h^^ bicK

Children. 10T7; on tubercular joiut-disease and

its treatment bv operation, by Mr.lA. b. J. J»^
ker 1202 1259. 1322 ; Croonian on antipyretics, oy

Dr. D. MacAlister. 1330, 1373 „ . .^ „ „.„
Lectureship on forensic medicine, Trinity College.

Dublin. 823

Lee. river. Cork, pollution of. 1034
_ _

Mr. C. G.. intracapsular injection in tne bi-

traction of cataract. 325 ,

Leech. Dr. D. J., xanthelasma. 471 ; the action and

uses of nitro-glycerine and the nitrites ^ol

Leeds, decrease of small-pox at 329 ,
iramea

Nurses Institute, progress of, 331 ; small-pox in.

.—— General Infirmary. See Infirmary

Lees. Dr. D. B.. cases of hysteria. 418

Lefarque. Philip. The New Judgment of Pan», rev..

CI(^5

Leftwich. Dr. R. W.. tea and teeth. 108, ^^
Leg. hvpeitrophv of. 189; "Icf"^ °*

J]"^; 'S"^^^
in. 1075 ; treatment of w onnd of, 13oi

,
1419

Legs, comfortable artificial. 694
• Leicester" adhesive plaster, the, 2b

Lciser, Dr. J. J., se.a-sickness. 676
„=i/«l

Leiter's endoscope in the treatment of vesical

disease. 775
,

Leith Hospital. See Hospital.

^^n:;ignfMrj.',-1Sr.duced dislocation of the

Le'ol^rd. Dr' C. H.. A Manual of Bandaging, rev.,

__! Br. P.. obituarv notice of, 1040

Leprosy, contagiousnesi of. "-'.1372; eye esions^

490; tubercular, ti'eatment of, by e.xcision. i^i»,

and eczema. 1398
, i i-s

Lesions, small and moderate valvnlar, -18

Lethal chamtjers. .569

Lettsomian lectures. See Lectures

Letts's Mwiical Ledger, rev., 84

L:wcA.T.r.!>^?-."ort« appearances of plUegmon
^

of broad ligament. 78 ; a case of extirpation ofttie

uterus for primary carcinoma of the ixxiy,

Lewis. Surgeon-Major T. R.. memorial to. 3«;
PhfslologTeal and Pathological Researches, rfl...

Lewis's Pocket Casebook for Practitioners and Stu-

dents Dr. A. S. Brand, rns.. 140

Lewtas. Dr. J., tumour of the intestine, symptom*

simulating biliary colic. 41,^
. m..j;„i -m

Lexicon. Longlev's Students Pocket Medical, rw.,

3l»
Liability of solicitors. 217

, ^. ».,-„j

Ehrary-new medical in Paris. .^: .«»: «he bhnd,

695- of the British Me.lie«l .\ssociatlon, hst of

authors who have giveu books to. 92!

Licence to practice, proiwed annual. 114.8

Liddenlale. Surgeon-General «. nineteenth annml

report of the sanitary commissioner ot Bengal,

444 a
Life assurance, bearing of albuminuria on, 34S
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Liftrnmrnt. Iinud, ;ioi<-»iort«m npptnrani'C of phlcg-

mbii of. 7s

Llgatun' of oinillil. X'qiii'l i<( .'M nue of. 461 ; of

•uiKTlloLil femoral urtrr.v for ix.plitMl »iifury»iu.

\b. ; rtislnl f.»r Imiomllullf ttiiflirvsni, TIJ

LiKhtfoot. I>r.. I ulx<riiil«r laryIl^;itl^, SW
I.lnl'liiiK ''» «!•» '''

I ; - . row.lInK of liosiillnl portion of work-

. nrw watcrworki for. lOili

I V. tfe Siw'ii'lv

I .nlraf iniiti's. 196

I • ilon.vil, Jii; iwriottciil, 4l«

I.; 1 H. H.. puiioniuR by lH?Undonn» and
ait'uitt .

'.'<

Liilxini. waK-rsnpi'ly of, lOSt

LithoUiMiv f. l>u^«!^•.lpubic lithotomy. M2
Lithotnmv; siiiir.ipuhlc. IW. a»7. :l-^~^. MS. IH.I,

IIW; x'riM .< i-^es of. S'ii: V. lltlioUpoiy. KU;
Ut.-nil. T>1 ; i-aU-uli reiiiovi'.l l.y. i'41 ;

i»-rformed

twUi' in two montlin, lltH; inil vesical (uturo,

Litholrity, mcalno In. CTJ
Little. Dr. !>., Uic ci>erative treatment of lOUuUr

CAtaru't. 17s
Dr. J., ulpcmllveemlocnrilitis. M7 ; ehronlo

Bright •• tlise.vie. NM; chn.llic Bri({hl« .iiscttSO

with eerrbnil hxmorrli;^;.'. JWsl ; niicmiiiou*

henrlnehe. 12VJ; saccharin in rhronin r\-«tili!i,

VM; acute lolur pn.umonia and chronic Uriitht •

iliwaue. VJ'i
Llv(!ing, Dr. H., » ifaii.lbook on Dlseaiie« of tha

Skin wilh ..^ptvinl reference to Diaj(nosit and
Treatment, ri^'., li»«

Uvcr. anil diaphrattni. ahjcesj between. 19i: clr-

rbo«l9 of. iu. :a4. a;«, ;i>o, u.^6. i:wi ; muliipleaiv

•enu* of. i:<\ ; hviUtid of. 47u ; imisi.m of Iho

3<t In hT.lutid diJea.ie of. 471 ;
priril.-vry cancer of.

» : enlargement of. in rickets. .M13. .VM :
disease

of. in a c.it. 71*); carcinoma of. SS8; primary car-

cinoma nf. yMt ; wounded. Miture of. Wi, 12-*t) :
ex-

tirpation of cointricted lortinn of. 1021 ; lnni.r>n-

tlon of veMels of. li).» ; in phosphorus i»isoning.

10«4; action of antipyretics on the. 1184; alacess

of. 1221 ; cirrhosis of. in a child. 12!7 ;
hydatiil cyst

ofthe. 127H; cirrhosis of and portal thrombosis.

1.139; niutcatrophy of. l.TUP

Liverpool. com-s(HMidence from, 41. 5M. 9XS, 113n.

1347 ; file new UotoI liilimiarv. 41 ; the epidomie

of dlarrhcia in thV- suminor. !/•.; typhus fever in.

1*.; report of llosplt.il .Sun.liiv Committee. •*.•

donations to hospitals. i4.; University Colleite and
vlvi»ecIion. lA.; Meriical Institution. IM; serious

defrmsc of the water supply. fM; small-iwx in,

li.; hospital api>ointment. 1*.; police amioiiit-

ments. lA.: the re(fistration of pluml>eri. in.; Ilir-

kenliea.1 U..roiii;h Hospital. i«.; orani,'C-i*elon the

•trtwts. 1*.; salt water for waterinK the streets, i*.:

poat-nra.lii.ile course in. in«l. Il.lii; funer.d of

br. Ulch. I'l.: the "cat," 1*.: meeting of sanitary

inspectors. lA.; new Koyal Infirmnrv. 1217; tha

teachiuR of anatomy. lA.; Ho<lukiu s di«ease, li.;

low death rate, i4. ; provision for inti'CtiouBdijeasc

in. l.'W, ; thn'alened water famine at. 13ll«

Lives, lease for, 4it4

Lloyd, Mr. J., papilloma of blaihler, 471 ; rare frao-

turc of olecranon. W3 ; sareonia of uterus. Silo;

iuprapuM ' lilhnt.imv, t*.: cancer of the pancreas,

•47 ; amimtation at shoul.lir-joint, HH) ;
encysted

hydrocele of epididymis, KU7 ; urethral oalcalvu,

sA.

Loftf, aoft part of. as a disinfectant. ICO

Lo<»lGnveniiM.nt Hill. .V" Hill

Loch, Miss, aprointment of, to cliarga of nurses In

India. I'Xi

.Mr. J. G.. a cose of tripleU, thru* licad pre-

sentatL.in. im
Lochs of the civde. pollution of the, 5»0
Lockwii<«l. .Mr.f. 11.. till- .l.veUipmcnl of the organs

of dreulati n ml n-^iirir; m. including the inrl-

cardhmi. a veins. 7.11

lolginit I. TMwn I'l. 1070

Locomotor :> ,1 ai.|«arance in, 13.19

London, scarlr' f.-:.-r in. ;';! ; water supply of, 3W,
47»; iirpnsid ll"val Commission on higher educa-

tion in. 1.1.'. : Sluilts n', ••"'.
: ni) "|«-I1 B|.,ice iu. t*.

.School I! \' : Women. .Vr. Siliool

Dr. H.. I 'iissdes K<chsals untl

OlauherMhhal .
...isMrsaureiui^c Kac-

toren des .Sln(T«lch^• !v -••.. "2

ll..siiit:>l. .«« lloapital

Sanitary l*rotection asaoclntion. A«M Asso-

ciation. Sanitiirv
Univer-»itv. Set TTniversity

Vnng, Dr. M><rk. ,• it.mrv n-*l-e -! 1040

Lonnevltv, :

''
in Irelaml. 4H1 ;

BuprrioV. .rly ri.iim. 710

L«xg ley's .^ . Leile.m, rrt-.,

.1M
L«n|jmore. Sir T.. election of. a< astiKU tlranger of

the Prineh Aimiiemy of Medicine. 7.^1

Loreta's ojieration em tho st'-fiiach, 367, 491

Lotifcimis. ll»rtnis;ui's si' hrii.il.-. M\
LovegroTe, Mr. I. h.. sulpU'jUiU. IIU

L.'vi-rldRe, Mr. A, W„ heriKtUorin eruption in ton-

slllllis. »;I2

Low. Dr. A. II.. eve diseases, 23
, , . .,

Mr. W. S.. a post-graduate conrso in skin-<ns-

easo, MC
Lowndes. Mr. K. W.. " kissing the hook. W4
. Mr. II.. treatment of curhunele. 743

L.iwson. Dr. 1).. ostmplast ie operations on (oot,

l;tsj

Loiengw. ciMcnra sagnula fruit, 80 ; antiseptic. 100 ;

Calvert's carluillc. .Kl

Lo/ier. Ur. C. death of. (192

L. S. A., the. and surgical fees. 114(»

Lucas. Mr. C. hvdatic evst of thn liver. 127-i

i Mr. H. C.; venlnif nephreitcuny for liy.lrone-

phrosls. 324. 440 ; the llunterlun Dratiim. .'m ; a

caseottuuiourin the right ovary of a child aged

7. associated with preoxxMous puberty, I*'; in-

cision and eielsion of joint-.. l(i.T.'l: apiMlutmcllt

of as surgeon to (iuv's Hospital. 1071

Luce fund. lolW. 1147. 112U

Lumleian L»»ct\ire. .Ve Lecture

Luniley. Mr. 11.. tho Medical Council and the cover

ing case. ll'*7

LunacT. increa.se of. 12'.'^

^Bill. .VsHiU „ „,,
case, the Clifton. 643, «68, 719, 720, 767, 817,

8S«, 944. 91)3. 1044. lOiW
- cert ilieates. action for damages, 5«0

- of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,-or tne commonweanu oi x DtiuB_»i, ..,,...,

Fifth Report of the .State Committco on, m:, 1168

districts of I^anarksliirc, Goo

laws. 478; Irish. 102.1

.-procedure, reform of, 773

eves, lull ;
primary tuberculosis of the choroid,

McKiine. Dr.. prcsetilation to, 360

Mclvay. Mr. B. S.. cigiretto smoknig, with or wlUi-

oiil a hoMiT?.-!.'.

Mackav. Mr. J. T.. tr.^c-heolomy. 719

Mackehzio, Mr. C. 11., niverslble nasal saw. 121

Dr. li. II.. case of chrome laryngitis.

Lunatic asvlum at Cairn, 1408

. in'siugle charge. 4114
. , , ,

Lunatics, paupi-r. 610 ;
proeciluro !n placing under

care and control. 723; panper. cost of, 814; feei

for examining. 1131

Lund, Mr. H.. rellei paralysis. 80

Lung, sarcoma of. 647 ; method of preparing largo

sections of. 737; ni.align.'int tumours of. 1061;

seondary cancer of the. 1276

LuuKS. the. as filters for micro-organisms. 100; mul-

til.lc^ al>jccss of the. 2rd ;
gaseous treatment of

disiiwe of. 4U3; cirrhotic, specimens and casts of,

9m
Lunn. Mr, J. H.. ligature of superfieial femoral

artery for iioplitcal nnenrvsm without rupture of

the coals of the vessel, 467; oophorectomy for

uterine fibroM. 5,18

Lupus. Mr. .I. Hutchinson on. 6. 53. 113 ; erythe-

matosus. .1.'i6 ; elephantoid eedema of fa<-e from,

69S ; experimental oliservations on, 61t ; of tho

mouth, pharynx, an.l larynx. «'J!): vulgaris, Wi ;

corrosive sut'Iimate, injections in, 1283

Lurgan union, 3:11

Lvmph. v.vcinc. new mcle of obtaining, 793. 612,

"9,16; human and calf, 990; obUiuing withont

puncturing, 1196

Lymph.idcnomn. case of. 666
Lymphosarcoma of [mstcrior mcdiaatlnum. 423

Lynch. Mr. J. M.. sarcoma of vertebra;, 538 ; canoep

'of the Iradies of the vertebra-, .HOI

Lyon. Dr.. puff and dart needle removed from ttir

iiassages. 195

Lysaght, Mr. W. C. memorial to, 760

M,
MacAlistcr, Dr. D.. on antipTTOtiCT. 1330, 1373

McAlidrew, Dr, J., a pin pa8»c<l per rectunij in 40

hours. 13IW

M'.Vrdle. Mr., cntorectomv and enteropathy. 1227;

peritonitis from perforation. I.'i31

McArthur. Dr. 1). A., ha'iuophilia. 793

McHean. Mr. ,\.. ..I.ituarv notice of. 4'.rt

Mcl~;arthy. Mr., spina bifida occulta, 1277

Mct'orliett. Dr. T.. apjwiintment of as medical officer

of Clonaslee DisiMrnsarv District. 768

M.1C Cormae. Sir W., epithilionia of kidney a.s«o-

elatclwilh calculus, .llll; a case of ost<-o-pla.stic

resect ion of tho foot by the method of Mikulici,

Macdonald, Mr. A., nntlpvrin and idiosyncrasy, 290
_- Dr. A. I).. l*nifes«or Stephenion on

midwifery forceps. «.12 ; a source of infection. 1307

— Dr., appointment of a» ooroner lor Kast

prolablv tubercular, treated by traclieotomy and

bv endo-larviigual renioval ol growth, 211 ; chrome
rfilnitis ami Its senuelie. 1266

Dr. II. W. G., cystic kidney, . li

SirM.. the case of the Crown I'rlncc,

370; ami l'iote*6or von nerginanii, 1028, lo3J ; the

Gcnnan press on. M2S ; IV.ifcssor nillroth im. l.iHO

- Ur. S., some casi^n of hysteria, 117 ; skin

Middlesex. 13i»
McDowel. Dr. J.. ap|".intinent of as medical omcer

of Forkhill I)|si«'nsary. 623

Maceweii. Dr. 11. C. ileath of, 1023, obituary notlco

of. llWJ
McFa.lvean. Mr. J., new cultivating tulK', .1'H ; The
Comparative Anatomy of Domesticated Animals,

rin>,.«12

McFadyeii. Mr. A. W.. degrees for medical student*,

the claim of the Scntjli lleentlat<», 1,18

Mcfiill. Mr. A. F.. remark on a case of acute intes-

tinal obstruction due to the [.n'scncc of a Mickel's

iHvertleulum suecessfullv tn'ale«l by lafsirotomy,

72. intestinal ol>slruclion. 3.'.6

M.oOregor. Dr. A., cerebral lesion In a child, fwls

I
McHardy, Mr., a point in connection wllli artiUcisl

— - ' » XTi •?•( nviiia m--"i.» " s»^7 .-• -. — -1 - - r

oftections connected with rheumatism. 1(16:1

McKe.iwn. Dr. 1)., sjiasmmlic' entropion treated by
stretching the orbicularis, 19; bromide of potaa-

sium in eye operations, ft-lB
.

Mr, W, A., intnu-apsular injuctlon in the

extraction of cataract. l.W. .13.1 ; loo conseeutavo

cases of cataract, mature ami immature, treated

by intra-ocular injection. 17'1

Mackusson and Uobbins's capsuled pills. «6

Mackey. Dr. K., lupus erythematosus. 356; clinical

remarks on resorcin. antirebrin. iia|jlilhol, and

naphthalin, i*.; skin diseases, 616

Madagaii, Dr. T. J., obstruction of the bowels by

large gall-stones. 136

Maclaren. Mr. 1'. II.. death of. 89 ..,
Miiclean. Surgeon-General W., setting-np lariiiana

heart disease, 1362

Mac Lean, Dr. C. J. B., saccliarin, 335; glycerin* a«

an injection. 419
McLennan. Mr. Q.. treatment of oArbunrle. 899

Madeod. .Sir G. H. B.. appointed deputy-lieutenant

of bumbartoushire. 1130
,

M'Mordie. Dr., nterino liicmorrhage of 5 years

stauding caused by an enlarged and cystic ;>vary,

removal of ovary, recovery, 22 ; rcmoTal of hbroid,

<"0
, . , 1,.

McMunn, Dr. C. A., on Addison 3 disease and the

function of the suprarenal bodies, 233 ;
Addison s

disease, 123
,

McNaught. Dr. J., ruptured extra-utenne gestation

successfully treated by abdominal section, 129.;

treatment of heartburn, 725
, „ , » .

Macnamara. Mr. N. C carcinomas of the breast

which require operation, 1016, lllil

MacUae, Dr. C. M.. appeals to the benevolent, 449, "

Macroom Uuion.'report of medical officers of health,

772
McVail, Dr. J. C, Vaccination Vindicated, rrt... B40

Madden, Dr. T. M., on the treatment of sterility in

Magistrates medicjil. 44, 52, 93, 109, 441. 500, 715.

722. 922. 1079. 1191. 12.H

Magner, Dr., dismissal of from post of dispomary

nudical officer. 315. 133, 12S9, 1.150

Magnesium light in photography, 1019

Magneto-therapy, 320 ,, ^j 1,0
Maguire, Dr.. death with symptoms of hysteria, «i»

Mahomed. Mr. G. S.. acetic acid and ergot.,713

Main. Dr. li.. treatment of carbuncle, 1057

Major. Dr. 11.. cerebral tumour, 251
. .. ^ ,

Makins, Mr. O. H., a case of extroversion of th«

bladder treated by preliniinary division of the

sacro-iliac sj-nchondroses. 696
_ .

';

Malaria, iutm-inuscular injections of quinine in,

191 ; the cnndit ion of the blood in , 897

Malarial fever. .v« Fever. imJarlal ' '.

Malarious diseases, necussity ot_ tho existence or

cerms for the ijroduction of, ,137

Male. Dr. It. C.. ol>structloii during labour from

inaiformation of vagina. 1218

Malignimt growths. iMrasilic origin of, 280

Maliiig, Mr. W. It., aii.Tsthetics..195

Midins. Dr.. air in alKlominal abscesses, 1277

Mallam, Mr. P., .leruioid .cyst cxjielled 2>"- rectum

during labour. 801
.

.

Malta, quarantine in, 49

Maltcne and cod-liver oil,'C50
^ ,

'

i

Mainmre in dermoiii cysts. 959 ,

Man, case of glanders in a, 109, 12.»5 ; farcy,!n,JJM

;

gadlllcs attacking. 823 ; and animals, dlphtoeri*

Pii, 931 ; transplanlatiou of nerve from rabbit to,

1070
Manchd, Dr. L., quarantine in Malta, 49

Manchester, c"rres|ii>ndeiii-e from, 41, 268, .1.16, 613,

1031, 1085, 1217; students' union ccnversazioM,

41 the chairs of surgery and obstetrics at

Owens College, 41, 268, 6.16; Itoyal V.yi: Hos-

pital, i*, ; St. Mary's Hospital, i*.
;

ship

canal »n,l tho pollution of the Irwell,

1/1.; smail-ls)X. 268, .156; univer ity clillw,

>6.; waUir-supplv of. 377 ; smallpox epidemic,

375; Owens College and the Koyal Infir-

mary, I*,; Victoria Univcrsltv, 1*.; Secre-

tary to HcMirrl of Medicine, i*.; hospital funds,

556: British Associalirui, local committee's ac-

counts, 1*.; Oweua College, 656, 613; the Koyal
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Infirmary, 556: "medical specialists" at,

725; Owens Collefie mmUcal school, 1031; Pro-

fessor Sinclair's introductory address, li.; the
" sweating system," •'/.; Owens College, large at-

tendance of" students. 1U85 ; chair of surgery,

V^^b. I:i47, 12^^? : whitsun week, 1217 ; conversu^ione

in Owens College. 1247, IKtH ; proposed gift by
Whitivorth trustees, 1217 ; high death-rate of,

128(i ; conference on mortality iu, 12'.*H

- Medical Society. See Society

Mania, religious. 31.5

Mann, Dr. D. M., a System of Gynaecology by
American Authors, ret;.. 2.5

Dr. J. D., leucin and tyrosin, 422

Mansell and Co.. mezzotint portraits, 1055

Manure, citv and infection, t'l.'i

Mapother, l')r. E. U., our hospitals and the interests

of patients and pupils. 281 , 305

March ilr.iwing-rooms, 0,55

Mr. H. C. tmnoticed 'symptoms and unre-

corvied retiex, 3.56

Marc's nest, another antivivisectionist. 312

Margarine Act. >See Act
and butter, 329

Margate, sewerage of, WW
Marriage and heart-disease, 491

Alarsden, Dr. T., workhouse inquests. «71

Marsh. Mr. P., fracture of first rib, 696 ; ossifying

enchondroma. 647 : non-union after osteotomy,

648 ; suture of mediaTi nerve, ih.

Mr. H.. the origin and structure of certjiin

loose bodies in the kuce-.jiunt. 7.S7 ; a case of intes-

tinal obstruction treated by laparotomy, recorery.

1157
Marshall, Mr. E.. and the Holbora Board of

Guardians. 618.770. 1143

Dr. H.. the Clifton lunacy 'case, 719 ; the

Marshall and Shaw defence fund, 1187
- Dr. L. 'W., litholapaxy t>. suprapubic

lithotomy, 532 ; treatment of congenital hernia,

1056
- Professor M. A., Junior Course of Prac-

tical Zoology, ret'., 912
Mr. W. L. W.. presentation to. 648

Martin. Mr. J. B., sunshine at Undercliff, Isle of

Wight, and Kew in IsST. 324
Dr. J. M.. Ambulance Lectures, r«j., 82

- Dr. J. 'W., terebene, 802 ; extra-uterine

fcEtation, 9o»
-Dr. S., the detection of proteid bodies m

urine, 842; Studies in Pathological Anatomy
(especiallj- iu relation to Laryngeal Neoplasms),
rev., 1226

Mason t>. Dr. Marshall and Shaw and others, 668

Dr. T. E.. obituary notice of, 1416

Massage, 278, 802 ; abdominal in habitual constipa-

tion. 1084
Massowah, health of Italian troops at. 487

Masters, Dr. M. T.. elected a correspondent /Iranr/er

of the Academic des Sciences of Paris. 1280

Materia Medica, recent additions to the. 23 ; and
Therapeutics. Manual of. Dr. W. Craig. 596

Maternity. Infancy, and Childhood, Dr. J.

M. Keeling, rev., 83
Hospital, Edinburgh. See Hospital

Matthews, Mr. J,, on the use of codeine to relieve

pain in abdominal disease, 1.308

May, Mr. B., successful nephro-lithotomy, 358; am-
putation by Berger's method, 861 ;

pancreatic
cyst, 907 ; vesical calculi, itt.

Mayer, Dr, J., diabetes and its connection with
heart disease, 949

Meltzer and Co., Messrs., spray diffuser. 333

Mayne, Mr. N., serious brain symptoms following
pyemia. 22

Maxillary sinus, treatment of empyema of, 471

Mazzarini. Dr., death of. 1300
Meadows, Dr., memorial fund, 1238

Meal, Seatree's Cumberland brown bread, 1171

Meals, good, f<tr school teachers, 311
Mears, Mr. W. P.. degrees for English students.

214 ; museum of anatomy and physiology, New-
castle, 422

Measles, and whooping-cough at Alytb, 34 ; epi-

demic of at Cape Clear, i(>. ; epidemic of at Cork,
163; epidemic of at Schull, .369; diphtheria sub-

sequent to, 433; at St. Helena, epidemic of in-

fluenza following, 6.56; epidemic of at Port Glas-
gow. 76.5 ; outbreak of in Droghcda Union, 922

;

epidemic of at Neilson, 1254
Meat, imported disease iu, 611: foreign, 709; 'un-

SLiuiiil. peiialry for sale of, 1192
Meath Hospital, see Hospital
Meatus, auditory external, occlusion of, 802
Mecca, sanitary aspects of pilgrimage to, 611
Meehinics and KxperimentaT Science as required

for the Matriculation Examination of the Univer-
sity of London, Dr. E. Ayeling. rn\. 1116

MiM-kel's diverticulum causing acute intestinal ob-
struction. 72. 1064

>Icco-narcein. 1 126
Mediastinum posterior of lympho-sarcoma, 42-3

:

dermoid cyst of, 602

Medical attendant, duties of in cases of death from

chloroform. 12.55

bookkeejiing. 1043, 12.55

club at Milan. 276
Council. General, memorandum for the in-

formation of medical practitioners in regard to the

employment of unqnaUfled assistants. 714 ; new
members. 1019 ; the letter of the law at the oIKce

of the. 104:!; and Indian universities. 1091; new
members. 1117; president's address, i*, ; portrait

of Mr. J. H. Green, lA. ; Business Committee, i*.

;

reception of table of results, ib. ; report of the

Pharmacopccia Committee, ti. ; an " appointed

day" for Ceylon, 1118; employment of unqualified

assistants, ii. ; registration of B.A.O. degree, th.
;

appointment of additional examiners to the

Apothecaries' Society, i6. ; report of the Eduai;

tion Committee, :*. ; examination in "fever,

1119 ; case of Mr. B. P. 'VVoodroofe. 1120 ;
c.aseof Mr.

G. T. O. Crocker. 1121 ; instruction infeveri,1168 ;

attendance on labours, lA. ; hospital attendance.

1169; instruction in pathological anatomy, i*. ;

the study of insanity. 1170; curtailment of lec-

tures, ill. ; snbdivisiVin of examinations, i*. : ex-

amination in common diseases.!*.; aconitine in

the Pharmacopa'ia, ib. ; defective information, ib. ;

inspectors' reports, ib. distribution of registra-

tion fees. 1171 : abstract of work of session. 1172 ;

and the covering case. 11S7 ; and the practical ele-

ment in medical training, 1256

declaration re alsohol, lO.'JS

Defence Union, .55, 1176

devotion. 1018
etiquette. See Etiquette
Lectures and Essays. Dr. G. Johnson, ret.

legislation in Bombay. 3S

man. disgraceful action against, 105

men. false charge against, 93; unfounded

charges against, 865 ; attendance on the families

of, 1189
mission in Kashmir, 1190

- oiScers and workhouse masters, 319 ; and
the Indian Council. .553

- officers of health, reduction of salary of, 75;

of Aberdeen, 432, 657 ; fees to. 506 :
position of.

under the new Local Government Bill. 703, 766,

809, 821, 1248, 1249; duties of with regard to uuii-

ances. 882 ; at Gloucester, 1396

Officers of Schools .Association. See Atso-

i

ofRcership of health at Bradford, 1397, 1409
elation

practice in Algiers, 54
practitioner sent to prison. 922

practitioners and the lay press, 55; are

they "traders?" 105
profession, the social position of the, 1269

- Sickness Annuity and Life Assurance So-

ciety, Sep Society
^— Society. See Society

" specialists " at Manchester, 725

student. See Student
- training (practical) and the General Medical

Council. 12.56

. witnesses and coroners. 1035, 1302

women in the metropolis, 1041

works, Hungarian, 1041

Medication, infra-uterine, 907
Medicine, charging for, 327 ; family, a bit of, 9.34 ;

in Portugal. 1042; and politics in Alsace. 1126 ; in

Ceylon, 1348
^ Contributions to Clinical and Practical,

Dr. A. T. H. 'Waters, rev.. 140
Forensic, Principles of, Mr. "W. A. Guy

and Dr. D. Ferrier, rev., 1342
- and Surgery applied to the Diseases .ind

Accidents incident 'to Women, the Practice of,

Drs. W. H. and H. T. Byford, rev., U16
Medico-legal case, a, 1396

Parliamentary subjects. 993
Psychological Association. See Association

Meenan. Dr.. the late, presentation of portniit of

to the Mater Infirmornm Hospital. Belfast. 713

Meeres. Dr. B.. diagnosis of tabes mesenterica from
starvation, 24

Meljena vera neonatorum, 1383

Melancholia, a case of, 348
Melanosarcosis, 763
Melanosis, primary, of the vulva, 545
Melbourne, intercolonial medical congress at, 1190

University. See University
Memorial to the late Surgeon-Major T. R. Lewis.

.367 : to Mr. C. K. Thompson. 1146

Meningitis, cerebro-spinal, antipyrin in, 1218

Menstruation, early, 385 ; the uterus in. 693; aft^r

hTstere<;tomv, 613, 666
Menthol in surgical practice, 9.33; in anorexia, it.

Mercer's Hospital. See Hospital
Mercury, small doses of in syphilis. 132 ; in oplithal-

niic p'ractice. 595 ; intra-muscular iujectioo of iu

syphilis. 905
Me->ooolon, penetrating wounds of. T9

Methner, Dr.. death of, 1283

Methylal in delirium tremens, 481

Methylene and other anajsthetics, a note on, 1311,

i.'ioi. i*J7
Methylated spirits, consumption of, 1033
Metropolis, open spaces for, 165
Metropolitan Asylums Board, .See Board

'— Hospital. See Hospital
. Medical Provident Association. See

Association
provident dispensaries. Sec Dispen-

saries

Meyer, Hcrr L., Modern Theories of Chemistry, rev.,

862
Micliie, Dr., abdominal abscess following enteric

fever, l.tss

Mickle. Dr. W. J., insanity in relation to cardiac

and aortic diseases and phthisis. 503. 571, 637, 691

Microbes, variations of under cultivation, 43S
^

Micro-organisms, the lungs as filters for, 100; in the
female genital tract, 971

Microscopical appearances in locomotor ataxy, 1.339

Middlesbrough, diseases of the respiratory organs
at, ll'Jl, 1304

Middleton, Dr.. acquittal of, 814
Midwife, censure on a, 6,55

Midwifery . A Textbook of. Professor O. Spiegelberg,

r^-r., 2.52; antiseptic, 909; forceps, a criticism of,

634 : antiseptics in, 1420

Midwinter, Dr., preseutation to, 814

Midwives, education and registration of, 145 ; qoali-

firations for, 1096 ; antiseptic for, 1414

Migraine, treatment of the paroxysms by acids, 3 ;

antipyrin in, 75 ; action of antipyrin in, that of an
acid, 1007 ; common salt in, 1135

Mikro kinesis. 1395

Mikulicz method of resection of foot, 954, 961

Milan, medical club at. 376
Miley. Dr. M., on the prognosis of neuro-retinitis in

Bright's disease, 248
Militia and 'VolunteerB, appointments in, 1414

Milk and carbonate of soda, 36 ; pure compreesed
extract of, 141 ; conviction for adulteration of, 567,

605, 772 ; in Switzerland, 622 ; communicability of

tubercle through, 847 ; sale of, and infectious

disease, 1U93
preparations, the Swiss Company's, 1237

supply of Glasgow, sanitation of, 13,34

Miller. Mr" A. G.. nephrotomy. 747

Dr. H.. obituary notice of. 107

Dr. J. W., another binaural stethoscope, 862

Millican ». Admiral Sullivan and others. 161

Mills, Mr. J., Mr. Morris of St. Bartholomew's Hos-

pital, 379 ^ .

Mr. P.. appointment of as librarian to Guy 3

Hospital. 640
Milroy lectures. .Sw Lectures
Mineral waters, chemical constitution of. 1195

Miners' nystagmus, 24

Minor, llr, T. C. Athothis, a Satire on Modem
Medicine, rev.. 474

Miscarriage, scale of fees for, 162 ; tetanus after, 9o*>

Miscellanea Medico-Chirurgica, Mr. E. C. Huseey,

rei>., 1065
Mitchell, Dr., appointment of as medical inpenn-
tendent of Rosewell Asylum, 369

Mixture, a dangerous, 133

Moderate drinkers, mortality of. 603

drinking. Dr. N. Kerr on, 1411

Mole, hairy, removal of, 569

Molluscum contagiosum, transmissibility of, 1185

fibrosum, 194

Molony, Mr. F.. the proposed method of obtaining

vaccine lymph without puncturing the vesicles.

9.56

Monarchs. invalid, 1347
., ,. -

Money, Dr. A., so-called idiopathic dilat.ation ot

colo'n, 346 ; on the p.athology of rheumatism. 79'

Monk Mr. H. G., aecidontal euro of hydrocele, 133

Mr, T.. death of. 3,33

Mont Blanc, physiologists on. 1129

Montpellier, reduction of medico-legal fees at, 1146

Montreal, lesson ot the outbreak of smallpox in.

151

Moore, Surgeon-General, present-atum to. 6b;

Dr. C. F.. address on importance and ad-

vances in preventive medicine. 419

Dr. N., carcinoma of gall-duct, 134 ; renal

disease, 533 ; articular lesions in gout and cirrhosis,

746
Morals, progress in, 543

_

Morgan, Mr. G. B., sarcoma of kidney, nephrectomy,
23"

Mr. J., ease of nmvus of the tongue. 192

br. J. G.. epilepsy after injury, SO; ery-

thromelalgia, 861 , .

Mr J. II.. appointment of. as surgeon to

Charing Cross Hi>spital, 543 ; carcinoma ot cuxrasse

699
Dr. W. P.. n^K of opium poisoning m an

infaut one mouth old, artificial respiration, re-

covery after forty-five hours, 850,
.

Morison. Mr. R.. oVbital aneurysm. 195 ;
suprapubic

lithotomy, 16.; laparotomy for sitta-utenne preg-
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RAncy, !£} : note* o( * cue ul cliolL<c>-«totomy. nv
cwv»rj*. I(V*

Morpliliip. toU*nittuao( large iloMttof. 449; poison-

hiK bv. iJl

Morris. Mr.. i>n; iiIaHo, 379
. Mr. II .

' »'n thr rn«Uml ourr
of llViInw-t- 1.>, \s IWi> r.l-WS t>I t'Xi'llllt>ll

,if 1. ^ :
'. I.y iTi'uriviUH' i'f

ti iiiryn^i.'loniy. u
^1'., . ' I AUtUlV* t(l tlu*

m . iin I III. '.a. nS4)

.

—

; itrtl |M-inrhluii8. 1^^3 ; l» com-
it :tu(ii>ii;(l or UK'nl ili5rt»»i'?.'i*l

MorriT%<>ii. ^1 1 . .1 . I. j., l&lrnU curvature, !*•{: svooiul-

ary AvpliUiti in an oUl wunuiii, lii7 ; i>ubun};uitl

ex«wt(«U. 1^.

Mr. H.. rhlntipUsty. ftM

HortAlity. liuMV4Wt' i»f. in LiUinhurKh. 34VS ; huiovn-
(Ion oA to vUtlsiicA ul. lO.; ut nuidumU* lUiukci-:'.

MortUAriea. puMic. nt Glaf^ow. 13i>9

MoAO'w nioUcttI fMciiUy, tlit\ A^l

Uothor, suckltiiK. s'-ai lit icvi-r in n. tU2

Mothtrn, nnnsliiK. «il*-i "I. ^m ; y»'un«. IJ^
Mntt. I>r. K. W,. iiMiphiKoi.l t^ruption with cIuuikts

In iifilplirral iier^»"«, ll*i:i

Uuuliin. Dr. C. M,, Sprains, iheir Conseqnenct>3

ami Tn-atiiK-nt. rtc, &a ; trratnieut of empyema,
MX)

HcHintAin*. summer in tliu. 12^
Moutti nn'l T<>iiin)c.anKl4tmnt«of, 30; and chin, con-

jr, ' ill. 4tU»; dry. t>y ; lupus of, 0i»9 ; epi-

U .:a; dei'ormity of. !;;'«

Mu lie, tnuuplantation of, H20

Mul'-. I':- i H.. ophttiiilinia nt'onal<)riun. trent-.

meut by u1i>ohnl nuii corriKiivo sublimate, 214 ; in-

jury- to" ».ii;lit bv shuttles, .178 ; nire tonus of i-ye

diseoc^e. 422; ciliary tumours. W2; new instru-

menta. etc.. tVirt ; rupture ul ki<iney, tb.

Hules's artiricUl vitreous inserter. '2A

Munk. Dr. W.. ButhAnitsia. or MeiUcal Treatment
in Aid id an Easy Denth, rrv., 473

llimrt>. Ur. C, sanitary iidmliiiblratiun lu New
York. oi*5

Hnnlrr. eliild. and inquests. 6S5

Murphy. Ur.. sp*'eituen* of uterine and ovaiiau <Us-

eaa«v lUT*

Unrni)', Ur. M.. congenital henrt disease lu atiults,

Dr. It. M., a niclhinl of graphicallj- reconl-

fiijE the e.xju^t time-ii;Utions uf uantioc sounds aod
murmurs, lo

Murrell. Dr. \V., .<»ynip of lar in winter cimgh, 104 ;

runorks un |jnro.Y>>mai sntKjdu^;, 13.^7, i:SL'7

Musrli*. fin*t dors.tl inlcro»deou9, supplied bj' the
me<tLin nfr\e. ao2

Muscles, o( Umb«, morjihology q( extensor^ 353 ; vos-

t))finl. ih.

Mn»i-uUi!« stemali!*. Xtl
Mu5i-iita"f .\iiatoniv and Phy9i"log,v. Newcastle, 123

Muftli't. Mr. \V. B.."ol.ituiU-y notice of, 3^3
M\-a^->i9. intf^tinnl, 14u7
MV..-t..ni;i. Il'"^'*

Myelitis. Ur. J. S. Bri^towe on, \3A^
Myonui of uterus. S6V
Myomata. utfrine, treatment uf, b^* Apostolus

niwho.1. 10t>r»

Mvrtle. Dr.. halrwash, 278
MVxu denia. a ease I'f, 3.*>2. «I2, P-56 ; rcpi»rt of com-
mit r*'f 'A Cliidcul bitciety ol Loudon on, 1073,1163,

N.
N;i.i-», -.imi.ir% . >ii. i il i. lU of. S6?
Nir^ Ud ••( ton^cur. hC
Nails, furrows on. *Vtl. 6.%5. 771. S-'US

Nninie. Dr. S.. how »liootinf( acc'tdeijU orcur. I<i3:

tiirn- uiiuAtmtcujoaor abtlondiuil svetloil in private
pruM^-. I2.-*

Naphtli din, rlinlt-nl remarks on, Xvi
Naphtol. clinical renuirkfl on. 3->6: as an antiseptic.

4Vd

Nat ^^- * T^ ^ ^hc di'hatc on electrolysis nt
r ty. IIIU

N'., ,;b as health re^urts fur pol-

NnpUtlK'l/J a»nn aull^epttc, \\f?>

NArit>li')tsv. a case of, 11^1 ; a remarkable case of.

N
N.^

K.

2C«ture ^

I-

|M.>ri *

t leouid vegetation* n(» >i7

-il for t)ie Faml^'soil and Kplleptlc.

^- ' Crimwinr. lh«, If*. 7tW, «70

0. T. Ungzott, r*T.. 13n>

':70.

I"*!.

..il re-

r, l'j?7

Nt«le, Mr. J. II., nUrnetic imralysls. »|>etHiy rti-

coverv. 12J1
Or. H.. 7'Ae Meiiicat Ihnnt. 13:»5

Neale's ih.jr^t. S'W. ^^t^. 101;*, 1147, niNl. 13:>.'.

Neck. (!vslic epithelionm of. l.'i.*>; Im-if wrn in

treat*"*! hv a new ni<>t)i<H|. s«>l ; lunniur in. invad-
ing jUKuinr veiun, t>.M ; rerurrt«nt ^arcouia ol. I31li

Nti-ro|iHy or divsectlon, 112»t: blooil-eyst in, i:vsii

Neerxwl"". o\ U'lie, 470; acute, W4 ; ol" the pynindds
of tlif l^idnev. lii.*)tf

Ne*-ch. Mr. J. T.. clrrhonis of the liver. 95tJ

Neivlhiun. Dr. ¥.. consultation with hoinu-opaths,

Needle, pufYand dart, removed from air passages, llio

NeiNon, epidi'inio ot measles at, 125-1

Nelson. Dr., luvident to, W^ii

Nephnilj^das rtimulatiiiu renal ealrnlns, Ir-S

Nephiri-toTuy. case of, 2:1; veidral, for hylrone-
plut»>i-.. ;ci, .'»7H. 440, .""ML*: fitr iiyonephrosis 't\\.\

Nt-plirlii9, chruuic, in a child, 24j:h ; idiopathic, ill

ehildnMi. H70
Neplni)-lithotom)*, case of. .1.18: a rase of ilouble, in
whirh median and lateral lithotomy hud been
pn-'\ iously performed, with remarks on sympathy
between the kiihieys, 7i'.'»

Nephn>-pvelltis and stoue in the bladder, i>G3

Nephronhaphy, 123

Nephrotumv. tor ivnal calculus, ;J56 ; three cases of,

747
Nerve, transplantation of from r.ibUit to man. 1070

fifth, paralj-sis of, associated with ailaract,
i;tw

latenit cutaneous of thorax, nature of, Si)2

median, lirst doi-anl inter-osseous muscle sup-
plietl by, au2 ; suture of. H44

nitisc'ulo-spinal, paralysis of from pressiu'e
duriuk; sleep, 34

iif{ht pneumoKastrie, fai-a<1isatiou of the uri-
nary secretion, l.^ti

sciatic, excision of a portion of, '^\*h

spinal accessory. stii'IrhinK of in torticollis,

245 ; section of in w'ry-ueck, 353
Nerves, optic, atrophy of treuteii by piloi>arpine, 189

peripheral, changes in, pemphigoid eruption
with. 1373

phrenic pnouinogastric, etc., alcoholic i«\ra-
Ij-sis of. ><y\

Ne.siielii, Dr.,iutu3snsoeption of the bowel, recovery,
lo.vt

Nelley. chair of hyjneue at, UVs7. 1137, 13»>?

Neunisthenin. tlu'r;i]M'nt ical indications of. .'WO

Ncurastheniu coutUlions. nomenclature of, ^77
Neurin. tJ.'>U

Neuritis, optic, in chlorosis. 1^5.1231; peripheral
paralysis from. 5i*4 ; multiple peripheral, 047

Nmrolo^jical Society. .Sec Society
Neuroses, respiratory. 747

Neurivrutnintis, protfnusls of in Bri^fht's disease, 348
Neurotic origin ot purpuni. tljtf

Newcastle-on-Tvne, health of. 89; lectures to art
students at. iiW; corre8iH>ndenee fn>m. 2t»l>, 376,
«13, lull ; College of Medicine, 3(59; dwah-niteof.
1//.; annuol reiHtrt of the dis}>ensiirv. ih.-, the
Cliidcal Society, 1/*.; the Infirniury, ;1T.'., IiKU ; the
inquiry at the workhoune. :{|5, •13 : the Durham
tjuanlfans nnd their me^Ucnl ojKcer. ;^7.i ; medicO-
leipd ca-^e ut Durham assizer, /A,; the l*.il hological
Soeiety. i/-.; the Colli-y.-of .\lc.Ueine. 16.: the medi-
cal ntliixTship of the workhouse hospital, 1031

Newcomer, an enterprising, 13')3

Newinilns, tian^erons water-supply at, 431
Newnham, Mr. W. H. C. suici<^hd wound of the

heart, 1271

New South Wales, refusal to adoptjPa»teur's metlioil
in. ITit

New spapi-rs, advertising in. G62|; German, alleged
subventionf) to, lorttf

Newtli, Ur. A. II.. tr&dnient. by nntiripatltm pf
pofi-p't riant hiemo.rhoge, >*;il ; the hoise tax, 1576

Ni-wt.i\vn;\r"ls. ixitsoning ut, \<\

Niw Vork St;il«-, dc^ilh-nite> ol. T^'O

New /eidiind, thermal npringx i>l, l.d

Nii-holls. Mr. F. L., tliehndget. ;iki

NicliuN, Surgeon F. P., a simple inrans of tliajjnofds

iu 1 lir^t illstaseH, 11 17 ; the tnatrncul ol chronic
it\n«'ntiTv and itsulliiw, ]3il

Nicholson, Dr. II. A., Manuai of Zoology, rev., 1380
Nickel, art Ion nf. :t:i

Night Mill '-'

Nftiivtetti tainlnf(oC conjunctiva by.

112; In • .
'

Nitrr ' u- ul, X'ii)

Nil'
Ml

:

: I fallacy la lestbig fur albu-
III' . .

"-
Nit '1 and uses of. ^\\

Nil^ iMiuliig liy. 'Ul

Nil .. ^ llie ai'tion nnd nsw o:, ->i'd

Nii/c. Dr.. and the elocUio ilIuiuluaUi»n of the
bladder, 1247

Nixon, Dr. C.J,, nenous dlsea'^t** : congenital s|)n.*t1c

purajih-gia, ataxic [)an4>legia. 3^; acute pulmonary
luWrcuk^^lv »3e

Nixon. Mr. F, A.. .Huprnpubic lithotomy, 116*1

Nodnlt's. tul«en-ular, on iris. 2:t ; rheumatic. 195
Nomadle iMipulatitm. our, 14K
Ni>mt'nt:lat ore of nennislhcidc condilions. ,377

Normati, Mr. C, dysenterj', 350; mro fumi of
nieritnl tlUcBHC, 122-1

North Berwick, di-ath-rate. 93
Dublin Unifin, meat supply at, 4;13

London Nursing Assoclatiuu. tkc Aasoota-
t ion

small-pox in the, 29
Nt)rthum)>erlund. Dukeof. resignation uf presidency

of St. John's Hositital. 2iX)

Norwich Hospital. See Hospital
Noae, tntmctable rosaceous, treatment of, .13-1 ; in-

lluence of disease of, on the thyroid glund, 5-14

Notification, compulsory, uf infectiouA lUsease, 708,
707, ^23. H77. f^t, l>;i.'i.V;W. ',175. \M<ti. 10.'<7. 1111

Nottingluim, snml1-i>ox at, 53. 'X\\, 715
Aouvelle Iconoyrafil.i" de Ut ^iljjctrtcie, 772
NugCTit, Dr. G. P. L'K., secondary cancer of the
lung. 1376

Nuisances, actions to n-strain, 328 ; duties of medi-
cal officers of health witli regard to, W3

Nunn, Mr. T. W.. necn>sis of the greater comu ot
the hyoid bone and of ossified portions of the
thyroid cartilage, extrusion of sequcstni from an
abscess in the anterior triangle of the neck, fol-

lowing gummatous uFcecilion of the toiigiu* and
Ijeriehonilritis of the tliyroid and cricoid carti-

lages, profuse hemorrhages, pueumouia, phthisis,
1061

Nurses in Private Nursing, the Duties and Comluct
of. Dr. W. L. Kii-lmntson. rt-v., VJ:i

registration of, S9, ^70. *.'2i>; Notes on Sur-
gerv for, Mr. J. Bell, rci'., 141 ; national pension
fund for. 142, 357, 311, 365. 43H, (vij. «11, Hl.S. 9S3
111*4.1344; for the sick i>oor, 557 ; rei»ort of G las-

gow Tminiug Home for. 605; strike of. at Shef-
field, lOtlO; English, for Kasr-el-Aini, 1403

Nui-sing, for the very poor, 557 ; in Burmah, Co4;
1>auper. 655

yurs-nig litcord, the, 772
Nui-sing School for Caii-o, 809
Niix vomica, tri'atment of alcoholism hy, 243
Nystagnuis, niinere', 21

O.
Oath of Hippocrates, the. 441

Oban, lake dwelling at, 1075
Obesity, treatment of, lOO; albuminous food in,

13i^0

Obituarv. Dr. Gustave Bernutz, .51; Mr. James
Brideoftke. 53; Mr. O. Sylvester, 16.; Mr. J. Wil-
liams. iA.; Dr. H. Miller, io7 ; Professor Tito Van-
zetti, lt>4 ; Dr, T. K. Wheeler, 165 ; Professor O.
Wertheiin. lA.; Inspectur-Genend H. J. Gimud,
ib.; Mr. S. Hey, 320; Di-. W. M. Carpenter, i//.;

Mr. T. Godart. ib ; Dr. It. Jt. Stiiwell, ib.-. Profes-
sor A. GniV.27.^; Dr. J. T. I. Boswell. i^^.; Mr. W.B.
Mushet , 3.'13 ; Dr. M. Leah v. '''.; Pixifessor Wagner.
4 15 : Dr. C. 0. King. 4^)7 ;" Mr. P. Hird, 4i»8 : Mr.
P. BtHise, (A.; Mr. A. Mellean, 1''.; M. Letm Bas-
serean. (/v.; Mr. T. n. Ciu-hng. 5iW; Dr. H. P. B.
Taaffe, 564 ; Dr. J. White, tb.; Mr. A. P. A.iams.
621 ; Surgcon-MajtH- J. C. Lawrensou. lA.; Dr. K.
G. Latliani, 673; Mr. F. Kerans, 733; Pntfessor

Fedele Kwteli, 770; Mr. T. Ilitcluock, ^27 ; Mr. G.
Yates, ift,; Mr, B. Tr.ivei-s. ib.; Surgeon-Major H.
H. Gardner, SS,3 ; Mr. H. J. Dwellv. tb.; Professor
de Chaumont. i»-lU ; Mr. H. Turner. l'J^.H ; Mr. C.
Goo'hviri. ih.; Dr. W. Alexander, tb.; Dr. Mark
Long, liil^i ; Dr. P. Leonard, ib.; Dr. P. A. van der
Loan, lb.; Mr. A. C. Bieh. Ini'l : Mr. 11. C. Mac-
ewen. I0i>2; Mr. J. Itigby, 1144; Dr. W. A.
Kii-hards, UiK); Dr. M. B. Gairdnur. lA.; Surgeon-
Major W. C. Ci>les, lA.; Profe!,M>r L. M. Pulitzer,

12:^J: Mr. D. de Berdt lluvcll, Wt:! ; Mr. J. M.
Howie. ib,i Dr. T. H. Tuke iMi ; Miss A. Fisher,
1/-.; Dr. T. K. Mason, 1416 ; Mr. J. Brickwell. sen..

lb.

O'Bryen, Dr. J. J., priu-tii:u in America, 773
t3bstetric bags, an ergot ndll for, 517
-———- cones. Gules, 26
OI>»t<'trical Society. .Vtr .Society

Olntruction, acute intestinal, due to the presence
itf a MIckel'H divertieuluni. 72; intestinal, .'It^lo

a4-ute infest itml. oniplicating ulero-ge^tation, 80 ;

Occiput, ankylosii* i»f, hm
()iriu>inn of the left bronehus. 76
0'Ci>niiell, Dr. P., diphtheri.i ilnrlng pregnancy, 279
O'Conor. Dr. J., splndle-cclle<l MUX'oma. 1>U'{; rouiu)

c<-lled sntfornu of kidney, tb.; nephiv-pyelitis oud
stone in the blatldcr, tli.

Oeular. Atn Kve
Od.intological Jsixiely, Sic Si>ciety

UM<-inn of larynx, >o ; rtephanUild of lace from
lupus. .*>'.Ci; of infants and pldegmavia ilolens, t>-'S7

;

(ugitivr. of eyelidn. hKj6, 1147. iUi», 1353, 1256;
!ilrophanlhuH in iniind lUsease with, 1196 ; ))er-

sititent. of foot, lll'.t

(Ksophagu<^. foreign body iu the, 80; simple stric-

ture ot the, 593
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Ogilvey, Surgeon-General J., antipjrinin migraine,

75
Ocston Professor, cancerous iterus, 81 :

intubatiun

of the Im-ynx, 1221 ; composite photograph, lO.

Oil of evoiifa, a ileoiloraut, U5
OliUiam. small-pox at. fU
Oleate of zinc ana i.nlotorm in gynecology, 19. .%3

Olecranon, rare fracture of the. 593 ;
fracture ot by

indirect violcr.ci-. 91i1

Olive oil in the treatment of gall-stones, 1>.«

Oliver. Dr. J. F.. treatment of epilepsy, h.-l

Dr. J., case of encysted serous pelvic pen-

°^
'ij'r t' thoracic aneurysm. 19.1; notes una

case ot traumatic epilepsy successfully treated by

trenhi.iinj5, 230; empyema treated successfully

bv incision, perflation, and drainage, 422; aneu-

rysm of thoracic aorta, 596; an unusual case of

hsematuria, 1111

Olympian wrath, 1233
, , ,„,

Onohaio, physiological action of, 1407

Oophorectomy for uterine hhroid, -MB

Operations 4 lAmphitheatre, Dr. Crouzat. rev.,

Open spaces for the metropolis, 165 ; and the public

tealth. 310 .1,111
Ophthalmia neonatorum, treatment ot. by alcohol

and corrosive sublimate. 214, .'iSti ;
purulent, 2-^1 ;

prevention of, 472 ; and subsequent bhuduess, 9.1

;

goiiorrhceal, 134U

Ophthalmic operations, 44
- practice, nicrcui-y 1°. 59-:)— practice, io,.-n.nij ,", ••'

— Surgery, Messrs. E. B. Carter and W.
A. Frost, rni., .596 „ ~ . .

Ophthalmological Society. See Society

Ophthalmoplegiaextema, SI, 1374; due to alcohol,

464 ; interna, left, 1224

Ophthalmoscope, refraction. 1224
,, , .

Opium, poisoning by, S5u ; effect of on the fcetus m
utero. 972

Oration, the Huntcrian, a3o
. . » j , „

Orbicularis, spasmodic entropion, treated by

stretching the, 19
, ». . t

Orbit, cystic tumour of, 639 ;
pulsating tumour of

592; exostosis of the. associated with cei.l.r.i

tumour. 646; exostosis of with an mti-acranial

growth, 13-i9
, ^. , ,

-

Ord Dr. W., on some cunous relations of ga=tnc

ulcer 634; hvperpvrexia in acute rheumatism,

treated by ice-pack," 697; case of ulcerative endo-

carditis 797 ;
conclusions of the Myxcedema Com-

mittee of the Clinical Society of London, 1162

Organs, urinary, some points in the surgery o .
J.

118, 229, of circulation and respu-alion, develop-

ment of the. 731 , ,

Ormsbv, Dr. L. H., Medical History ot the Meath

Hospital and Co. Dublin Iiitirmary. '-fo.. 912;

biennial election of president, Koyal College ol

Surgeons in Ireland, llo6 ,.,;,„, ,„.„
Ormerod, Dr.. pneumothorax m a child, 21 ;

tvio

cases of Friedreich's disease, 469

Orotava, 675
Orphanages and charity schools, 1U|2

Ort.hopfedic apparatus, illustrations of. 6^6

Oithopiidische Chirurgie, Dr. A. Schieiber, rev..

1280
Orthosyphon stamineus, 980

Orton.'Dr. C. puerperal aphasia. 41o

Orwin, Dr., lupus of the mouth, pharynx, and

larynx, 699
Osborn. Mr. S., undescended testicles, lOi

Ossification of skull, 35.

Osteitis. 298 ; deformans. 3.^6, iw4. 614

Osteo-arthritis. some hitherto uudesciibed forms m
the history of, .81

Osteotomy, non-union after. 648

Otago University. .See Univei-sity
.

Otitis media, cerebral abscess In connection .with,

530. .=.34, 777 , , .

Out-patient departments of hospitals, organisation

of. 207
Ovaries, abortion after removal of, 861

Ovariotomies, early, 326

Ovariotomy at the end o£ the seventh month of

pregnancy 296- f(.r large niultil.icular OTiinan

cysroma,'3'03; case of. .594; in Belfast, 606; M.
Terrillon on, 611 ; successful in a patient aged 82.

1127 ; urticaria diffusa veltcbrilis, occurring after.

1160. 124-'; Dr. Bantnck's record for three years ni

the Samaritan Hospital, 1375

Ovary, cvstic. removal uf, 22; cystic disease of.

with haunato-salpiux, 249 ; blood cyst of the, and

hvdros.ilpiux. tb.., cystic di-sease of tlie. !''.; ot a

fi'etalcat.cvstoma of the. 2.51; sarcoma of, 6^1^

;

tumour of.' in a child, 960 ; large lound-uelled

sarcoma of. 963 ; prolapse of, 1349

Over-population and immigration, 1125

Owen. Mr. K.. a case of vcsiail calculus, with re-

marks on the suprapubic opci-ation for stone. 7,"^

;

sporadic creliuism. 137: on the medical stiulcnt

and his environment, 175; anomalous sacral ap-

penda.'e. 298 ; extensive carbuncles treated by

crasion, 643; injury te lower epiphysis of ulua.

699; r.idical operation for lumbar hernia, 957,

Owen Dr. I., report on the inquiry into the con-

nection of disease with habits of intemperance,

Dr. J., immunity ot certain towns from

diphtheria, 5f>8
, .

Mr. L.. abscess of frontal sinus. .i,i8

Dr. S. H.. spasmus nutajia, U15 ; paramyo-

clonus multiplex, ib.

Owens College. .See College

Owens. Sir G.. testimonial to, 1024

Oxide of zinc in infantile diarrhoai, 931

Oxley. Miss, appointment ot, to charge of nurees m
India. 109

Oxvpropvleudiisoamvline. 1135

Oxyuri.les verniicula'res, epileptiform seizures in an

aijult caused by, 1056

P.

Paddington Green Children's Hospital. &c Hos-

Pa'^i^e'^Mr. F.. central sarcoma of upper end of fcniur,

amputation at hip-joint. l.~9; hypertrophy of leg.

rare misplacement ot testis, ih.; spasmodic torti-

collis following injury to the cervical spine, suc-

cessfullv treated by stretching the spinal acces-

sory nerve. 245 ; dislocation of lens, 422 ;
sarcoma

of thigh 595 ; three cases ot stone in the bladder,

.uccesstully treated by suprapubic hthotomy,

1113
llr H W.. treatment ot carbuncle by

scraping. 6.35; a case of double nephro-lithotoray

in wiiich lateral and median lithotomy had been

previously performed, with remarks on sympathy

between 'the kidneys, 795; rupture of intestine

without external wound. 1163

Paget, Sir J., on scieutiflc study. 0-12

Mr. S., so-called idiopathic dilatation ot

colon, 216
Paisley, epidemic of fever at, 34, 153

" Inhrmary and Convalescent Home. ^ee

Infirmary
Palate, soft, two rare growths of the. 131

Pal-Exner method of staining sections, 642
_

Paley, Dr. F. J., some remarks on spinal canes.and

its' results. 616 ,

Paling, Mr. W. H.. munificent offerof estateto torm

convalescent home, 942

Pahner case, the, 569, 624 .... . .„

Dr. C. glycerine as an injection, 30»

Palpation of the thorax, 110

P,^ncreas. cancer ot the, 133, 64.

Papain in dyspepsia, 1296

Papillarv growths, 700
.

Papilloma ot both Fallopian {tubes and ovanes, 416

;

of bladder, 471

Para.lise, a tramp's, 332

Paralvsis of the musculo-spiral nerve, from pressure

during sleep, 24 ; reflex, 80 ;
diphtheritic and re-

lated fonns of, 225; infantile, 201; alcoholic

with phthisis, terminating in fatal left hemi-

plegia. 296 ;
pseudo-h^-pcrtropllic. 539; from peri-

pheral neuritis, 594 ; congenital facial, b.-)b ;
of tlie

Scular muscles, 699 ; alcoholic of phremc, pneu-

mogastrio and other nerves, »4; agitans, lObJ

;

mimetic. 1271 ; obstetrical. 1277 ; ot hfth nerve

associated with cataract. 13;!8

Paramore, Dr. B., metropoUtan provident dispen-

saries. .501

Paranivwlonus niultiplex,.lllo

Paraplienacetin, 1126
j, » • .>c< j.,.

Paraplegia, congenital spastic and ataxic, 354 ; due

to spinal caries, recovery from. 422

Parasites, intestinal. 193 ; in fish. 656

Parasitic fictns. 312. 416, 436, 498; origin ot ma-

pi;rc°or,l™>o:d'en« from, 40, 99. 156, 374, 4^^, 490.

555 610. 661. 716, 764, 820. 930. 979. 1030. 1082 113-%

11^4 1216 1296,1360, 1407; cremationin,.-.2; utilisa-

tion' of sewage of, 193, 209; laicisation of the

hosl.itals of. 323 ; fire at the Faculty of Medicine

of 3.81 • new medical library in, 56b ; students

at' Me.Ucal Faculty of, 667 ; water supply of,

716- ambulance service for, 932; order regard-

ing dogs in streets of, 1254 ; hydropliobia in,

Paris, the New Judgment ot, Philip Lefarque, nr..

Parte, Deputy Surgeon-General C. T.. is homceo-

nathv increa.sing ? .54
. , , r .

P.-u'ker Mr K.. a truss for ingunial and femoral

'hernia of one or both sides. 424; on the excision

and scraping of tubercle, 590; on comfortable

artificial legs. 694
.

Mr. K. H.. a .langcrous mixture. 13J

Mr R. w., isolation and scarlet fever, 42

;

osteitis and peri-csteitis, 298 ; two fatal eases of

acute intussusception in infants aged 3 and 4

months respectively, 1163

I'arkes, Dr. L.. .leath-rates as tests of liealthiness,

;ol : the conimuuicabiUty of tuberole tUr.^ugh

L'ow's milk, 847

Parkcs. Museum, .louations to, 3*4, 5.VI. 830. 1035.

lllfi; presentation of certificates by Duchees oC

Alba'ny, 1019 „ . _,
Parkin. Dr. J.. Are Epidemics Contagions? rev.,

•2S>3; the Volcanic Origin of Kpi'lemics. rev., 303

Parkinson. Mr. J. H.. facts and figures In connec-

tion with the climate of California. 95.'?

Parks, for the people, 1146 ; electric lighting of the,

1232
Parliament, medical notes in, 380, 442. 497. 56.1. 617,

f*V, 721. 771. 826. 878, 93», 987, 1039, 1089, 11*4,

1252. l:)03, 1363, 1415

Parotid, mixed tumours of, 416

Parrott, Mr. T. G.. tetanus after mlscamage, B56

Parsons. Mr. F. H., reciprocity of practice. 213

Dr. J. I., electricity in the treatment ot

uterine ftbroiils. .5.'!3. 614 ; "the action of the con-

stant current on uterine fibromata, 799

Mr. T. K.. case of fracture of the b(ua ot

the skull, prolonged insensibUity, 1336

Partheiiicin, 12.83
.

Partners, shares of special fees ot. 273; signature ot

lunacy certificates by, 327 ; and assistants. 494

Partncrahip. with an unqualified person, 880 ; cost

of deeds of, 9.39

Partridge, Dr. T. O., quinine in pregnancy. ITS

Parturition, hemiplegia occurring nine days after,

Pasteur, M.. award of prize to by the Turin Aca-

demy of Sciences. 89; treatment ot hvdrophobia

bv. 22:3 ; refusal to adopt method of in Sew South

Wales. 479
Institute, progress of. 323

Pasteurism in Havana. 108; in France, 189; in

Poland. Sil ; in Kio de Janeiro. 725

Patella, suture of. 24

Patei^on, Dr. A. M., abnormality of the KWney, 646

Pathological Society. See Society

Pathology in Dublin. 378 ,„„.„„..
of lutta-uterine Death. Dr. \\ . O. Pneat-

ley, rev., 861

Patient, pay-ing, convalescent home for, 54; at

hospitals. '1420
. .,. J

Patients, canvassing for, 327 ; charges to. 4»t ; de-

ceased, 668
Paton, Dr. J., Mr. G. Hastings and the compulsory

notification of infectious diseases. 1087

Patton. Mr. A. S., rupture of the uterus, 901

Paul, Mr. E. W., combined nasal and oral ^respi-

i-ator. 1280

Pay. who is to ? 724

Pa'v svstem in hospitals, the, 919
, . ,

Peak Hydropathic and Thermal .Estabushmeot at

Buxlo'u. enlaigement of. 772

Peaii. M.. presentation to, 36

Pearce. Dr. AV., are battalion surgeons non-commis-

sioned ofiicers ? 824

Peard. Dr. H. W.. poisoning by nitre ;
treatment

with apomorphine. 110

Pearse Dr. T. F.. • membrane" aspirator for cases

of diphtheria after tracheotomy. 1227 ; trachea m-
haler for use after tracheotomy. 1391

Peai^on, Dr. C. T., the Coachford poisoning case,

419
Pectoralis quartus and the achselbogen. homology

and inner\-ation of the, 802
, . , j _.

Pedley, Mr. F. N.. how to reform the dental depart-

ments of our hospitals, 741, 936

Peer, a homoiopathic. 828
_

Pelada, is it contagious ? 374 ; epidemic of, IJbO

Pellietierine as a vermifuge. 323

Pelvic disease in w omen, etiology of. dai

Pemphigoid eruption with changes m th» pe«-

plieral nerves. 1273

Pemphigus, congenital. 192
, .^

Peutold. Mr. O., Calf Lymph Culture and .Vaccina-

tion, rei\, .304
.

Penis. Thiersch-Goulds oijeration for removal of,

699 : gangrene of. 907

Pennsy-lvania, Fifth Kepoi-t of the State Committee

on Lunacy oi the Commonwealth ot. rer.. 1168

Penny. Mr. W. J., on bone-setting. 1102

Pensions of asylum officers and the Local Govern-

ment Bill. 1027

People, parks for the, 1146

Pepper, adulteration of, 331
.. - ,

Peppermint wrater in pruritus pudenrti. lOS

Penival Mr aneiu-vsm of the innominate arlerr.

suiiultaucous liga"ture of right subclavian and

carotid arteries, arrest ot the disease. 1161 ; com-

pound .iislocation of ankle and knee, 13*3

Perforation, peritonitis from, is:*

Peiichoniliitis, carcinomatons and tui^rculons ot

larvnx, diagnosis of. 609: of the larynx. 7*>. 936,

1 160 ; and cancer of the larynx. 876 ; traumatic ot

the larynx. .«99 ^,
Perilicp;Uitisuiaboy. 593;inaman, 960

Perineum, ruptured, 8S5; ruptm-ed, catgut sutures

in the operation fur, 1217

Perii'steitis. 298
. , „„. i

Pcrit.neum. remoral ot hairpm from. 368; case ol

punctured wound of the. with protrusion of t'.u

iutestiue ; recovery after operation, 1219, 12.6
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Pleurisy, ••phthisiogenic, 9i9
....«„.«. i,v. m

Plumbers' Company, the tisuc of certificates by. 53.

PIumLr,^, reRisfmlion of. 28, 315. 47». 622, 760, tfl3

Plumliini;, s.uiit«ry, 8t!o '

rivmini'th' ami .Devonport Medical Society. See

Soeiety .

Pnemn.atil(on, the. 1122. 1K?7
, „, „.

Pneumonia oceurrinj; in ehUdren. 24 ; "^r .'"™ "'

iufi-c-tious, 202: eoulaclous of pip. etioloRyof.

20SI, «il; croupous, etiology ot.M»: .empyema

foilowini;. insi ; acute lobar and chronic Unnht s

disease. 127.'.: after hUtory of, the Kuide to il.

treatment, 13,s0 „ „
I'nenmnthorax in a child, 21

PiH-ocIt l)r H. F., presentation to. Mi
Po.l.M.livnin. Wl ; iq. ct. peiisiu (HiK-kiriM'.-..!; and

oily dlarrhxa, 074 ; Uq. Jt belladontla- c. strychnia

i

r,$l"m'"a"n'd'"raedieme bottles (Holt and Kilner

Bros.), i;»l

Poisoner, an arsenic. r)<iO
.

P sonink. by le:id. SU. 22^ M.1, .TO; by cocmnc

iZ l"! 4»« 7.17; by nitre. 111>; by artihcial

Sellers water. 146; by sewer gas, IK!
;
by phos-

phorus. X,«: after e-.Uing buns, 43:1 ; by carbolic

kcid 0".'. : bv lienziuo and liitro-benziiie. bll
;
by

bellwlouna iVnd aconite, m : by morphine apd

chloral, 724 ; bv stramonium, S-M) ; by opium. \l>.

,

c-ase, the Coaehford, IW
. myth, tho Ilraziliau, 919

Poisonous food, 91

Power. Mr. K., vital »t<ili«tlc» of convict prlsoni, 773

..""^ '

'unnii'alllHd, coverine, 27.1. S7B. 1415; in

America. 773. Kil, bn.l : In Am-imlla, i:io7
;
a case

forlheAimthciariiV Society. 1414

Pricl it loners, ceuenil and eonsnllanls. 48; unquali-

fied ncreemenlii with. 105; and quacke, ;B. ;

retired eliquetto tor, 616; IrieKular in booth

Africa, 12.M

Pmuue, sanitary report on. 1.148
.......

Prait, Mr. J. 1)., trephining In brain dieoase,

Prnver-book, tha Hospital, Dr. B. Sf. Waring, rw.,

Pn-L-nanoles. extra-iilerine. pr«paratinn» of. 34

I'reL'naiiev after removal of cancer of vagina, .1J

;

s«irlatliia during, 71*. ."^W. 71'li ; tubal, ruptiir* of

the HW in the earlier staces of, 127; est ni-tit«rine

treatiKi by nbdoiniiial seclion. 12'J; extra-uteriiic

operations tor, 147 ; diiihtheria during. 279 ; pxtra-

ulcrine, Martin's method in dealing wilh the

placenta and NIC in laparotomy tor. 2i«)
:
ovan-

I.tomvatthcendof the seventh moiilh of, 286 :

lonviihlons iu. :«)3 ; const iiiat ion during, .«J.

44«- e.xtra-uterlne, laparalomy in, 42'J ;
erirly

exi ni-ulcrinc. diagnosis and elii^l rical t rc.itment of

.

.W,1 ; small-pox and, M;7 ;
quinine in. .'.i'.9. 72.. ;

flbro-

mvnmata i-oniplicating, 79«.1.^11 ; ruplnveil tubal,

oc'curriug twice in the same patient. II'OI ; extrn-

nteriiic cured by abdominal section two hours anrt

n-lmlf after rupture, 1162; sextuple and septuple.

11C6: sextuple, 12:1:!; ectopic, 1299; ruptured

tubal, 1386 , , ., , ,i,r
Pitiidergast, Surgeon-Major J., death of, ino
I'rcpanilions of extrauterine pi-egnancies, H
Prescribing, carelessness in, 13-Ih, i;i60

Present, a doctor's, 1 1

1

,, „ t 1 co
Presentation, to M. Pean. 36 ; to Dr. H. R. Joe'. 53;

to remit V- Surgeon-dencral C. U. Irnin, 148; to

Dr. McKiIiie, 360; to Dr. K. V. l'"'''* +17; t(> Mr.

W Hill 4.H(j; toMr. W. 1.. W. Mai^liall, B48 ;
to

Su'rwon-tieiierai M<K.re.ni;7 ; to Professor Glolaild.

7.^-10 Dr. Midwinter, .SM; 1.. Dr. James Hutclu-

fon'ff.-?; to Dr. S. W. D. Williams. 89,S; to Mr.

W. h. Thomas. 964 ; to Mr. li. F. Symmons. 16.;

to Dr E. S. Wood, i'..; to Dr. Cobbold. 1016; U>

Mr. Cr'. P. Toniey. Iu77 ; to Dr. 0. Knott,ji.; to

Dr \ H. C.rlev. 1132; to Mr. Brvant. 1231 ; to

Mr.D. C. Embleton. 12.14 ; to Dr. W. H. Dawson.

i:i06; to Dr. O. Johnson, 1317 ;
to Dr. F. H. iVp-

nleby, 13.W; to Mr. T. Jones, 1366; to Dr. W.
Kent. 1375 . .

Press, the lay, and medical practitioners, 5.')

Preston. snuiU-pox at. 129K _ o • »_
MediccHlilhical t-ociety. See Society

Poland, Pasteurism In, .%31

Police, ambulanc* Instruction for the. mi-

Police surgeon, censure ot by a jtirv lolL

Politic:s and medicine In Alsace. 1126

Polltzer. Professor L. M., obituary notice of. lioO

Poll-tax, hoipltal for St. Petersburg Im
Pollution of the Thames, OOO; ot the Uiver I.ee,

Cork, 1021

Polvdaclylv hereditary, 810
. , , . „.

PoWpus, larvngeal. spmitaneoiis detiuhmont ot,

l-i'i '.ir. uiiusiuU form of uterine, 648

l',»r'Law' Medical Officers' .\ssoclation. See Asao-

P«!;?"nur»ing for the, .1.'.7 : condition of the. and

the Cbnrcb ot Scotland, 12.35

1 Poik; and Plaiite. Messrs., change of a.ldress. «,..

Port Glasgow. suiall-i.ox at. 431 ; eiudemi.M.f .Measles

at, 7>15. 9:i-'> ; St. Andrew Ambulance Association

at tl3.1 1
"'•'^

Porter Brigade-Surgeon. Intestinal ^-irasitss, 193 ;

pseu'dcvhypertrophb^ paralysis. .'.39

_1— Dr. itlologv of chorea. ,49

Portsmouth Hospital, .'ir Hospital

Portrait of Dr. J T. Hanks. Kl; of Dr. Wilson Inx.

^; of Sir C. Burrows, 427, 483.969; of Dr. G.

Johnson, 1317 ,, _, _
, ___

Portraiture Coulcini>orftneoiw.Mr.U.Barra.M.r«..

3l>l

Portneal. meilliinc In. 1012 „. . , .„
{•""t-graduau. e..ur,e. for d,.ntists, 427; for .kin

disease*, 602; In !.lveriH.ol, 1011

/4llw^m. apiH-arances ,.t phlegmon of broad

ligament, 7» ; examlnalions, payment for. 8,9

Postlias.ll growths. 251 ; forcei.s lor 4,4. 59,

Potter. Mr. P., rare congenital deformity ot the

hands, 801

Poulain, Dr. Orotava. fli5

Powder-, cold, treatment of ccterna by. 1238

Powell, Mr. k., cerebral atrophy in hemiplegia.

..'^''i-Mr. J.. Btroplianlhuf in mitral di-ease,with

P<^'r'."Mr"'D. A., periosfcallipoma. 416; -arcoroa

of llie urinary bladder, «45

. ,.Meuict.He,„(iicai cui-iui V. .'t.. .^Tv^.^,,

Prichard. Mr. A., treatment of carbuncle, 899

Pri.ihani. Mr. C. J. C. Metropohtau Medical Pro-

vident .\»stKiiation, 55

Priestley, Air., pliiinbisin, 749
ZlZ — Dr. W. O., The Pathology.ot Intra-uterlne

Death, rcf., 861

Prince ot philanthropists, a. 48 ti.. i».i
Princess Christian, visit of, to London Hosi>ita!.

Pringle, Surgeon-Major K., the ContagL.uB Diseases

Acts in Iiulia, l;«0

Prison, a ilispei.sary doctor sent to. 103; a medical

practitioner sent to, 922
„ .. _ .,

^ „„
Prison., the sanitation of, Mr. Justice Grontliam on.

705- convict, vital statistics of. 773; convict, re-

iK.rt of directors of, for 18S6-7. 816

Pri/.c offered by Her Mujesty the Kmpress of Gcr-

munv 44:t ; the William !>. Jeuks Memorial, 44, :

ess;.v, 499; the Folhergilllan, .>,:14 ; for essay on

hcsl' means ot procuring water tor Brussels, 619 ;

Miirsliall Hall, award of, 866; the John Keid

Prochnov.' Dr. J., a contriliulion to the statistics of

stone olK-ratious. 1UU5

Profits or arrears, 879

Prognosis. 151

I'rogrcss in morals, 543
__J! of Preventive Medicine during tlie Vic-

torian Era, acceptance ot copy of, by the Queen.

1194
ProptosiB. pulsating tumour of orbit with, 593

I'l-osecution under the Dent ists Ait, 10.5

Prostate, enlargement of the, 355; enlarge.!, elcc-

tn.lysis in.9;«). II*^

Proslalectomv, suprai.ubic. 90S

Prost It iitlou in Brussels. •277
, ^ .La

Protection, In the States, 166, 493 : Impcrfe**, iW
Provimt of Trinity College. Dublin, death of the.

Prowde. Dr. K. I.., svi.hililie psoriasis. .WS; Char-

cot's joint disease, 695, 596 ; elephantiasis of scro-

Pr<'w.e^Mr. W.. glycerine as an injeclioli. 449; con-

st Illation during pregnancy, tli.x transverse rup-

ture of uterus. 5;(1 ; treat meiit of epilepsy. 82.J

Pruritus pudeudi. peppi-rmint water in, 798

I'rvce, Mr., hydatid of liver, 470

Pscudo-gltoma. 24, 594
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Pseudo-mania, 449
Pseudo-tuberculosis, bacillarr. 1029, 1184

Psoriasis, treatment of, by iodide of potassium, 2, ;

accompanied l»v corns ontlie palms of both hands,

74; of wide dis'tiibutiou and rapid development,

19.5 ; common, is it a constitutional or local dis-

ease? 591 ; syphilitic, 695; palmar treatment of,

1043 , .. ,

Psychological medicine at the Ninth International

Congress, 96
Psycholoicy. Physiological. The Elements of, Prfr

fessor G." T. Liidd, rev.. 640

A Students' Manual of, Drought, rnt..

1225
Puberty, etiology and classification of anaemia of,

688. 6"99

Pubes, dislocation of head of femur on to. 24

Public Health, district medical officers and

"club doct^u-s," 49; to obtain a diploma in,

49 ; fee for forceps case. li. ; compulsory notifica-

tion of infectious diseases, i*. ;
quarantine in

Malta lb Poor Law Medical Officers' Association,

49 66.5 of English towns, 60, 106, 164, 219, 273, a2S,

382 446 496. 6li.5, 619, 670, 723, 770, 828, 882, 940,

989^ 1038, 109,3, 1141, 1191, 1261, 1304, 1366, 1417 ;
dis-

missal of a public vaccinator without inquiry. 106 ;

English urban mortality in the fourth quarter of

1887, 163 ; the Metropolitan Asylums Board, 164

;

the Aberdeen double qualification, ii>. ; the true

death-rates of London districts during the fourth

quarter of 1SS7, 218; the recent appointment of

medical officer for the Caldicott district of the

Chepstow Union, 219 ; diphtheria at Eulield, 219,

1191 ;
workhouse m.asters and medical ofhcers, ib. ;

usefulness of by-laws as to new buildings, 274 ;

appoiutment of inspectors of the Local Govern-

ment Board, i6. ; small-poi at Sheffield. 274, 383 ;

Sanitary Hegistration of Bilildulgs Bill, 274; the

Eegistrar-General's quarterly return, 328, 1092;

sanitary registration of buildings, 32.8 ; the Presi-

dent of the Local Government Board and the

value of v.^ccination at Sheffield, ib. ; record of

vaccination in the hospitals of the Metropolitan

Asylums Board, 329 ; margarine and butter, li. ;

compulsory closing of a school, t*. ; wanted a

model sma"ll-poM hospital, ih. ; reports of medical

officers of health. Tunbridge Wells Urban. 361

;

St. Giles, 437 ; Withington Urban, 44.5 ;
Kensing-

ton, lb. ; Chelsea, ib. ; Poplar, it. ; Walsall, 496 ;

Lambeth, 497 ; Stamford, t6. ; Taunton Urban and
Rural, lb. ; St. Luke. Middlesex. 665 ;

Wandsworth.

620; Batley. ib. ; Bacup. ib. ; Bootle-cum-Linacre.

ib. ; Holbom. ib. ; Aston Manor. 683 ; Jarrow,
• 1143 ; Kidderminster Urban, ib. ; Holsworthy
Kural. •*. ; Bath. 1144 ; Hiver Tvne Port. ih.

; Tor-

quay, t*. ; health of England and Wales during
1887". 381 : medical practitioners and officers of

health. 3j2 ; repudiation of overseer's onler by a

board of guardians. 446 ; certificates of successful

vaccination, ib. ; English urban mortality in 1887.

495 ; sanitation in dwellings. 496 ; the post of pub-

lic vaccinator at Walsall. lA. ;
payment for medical

attendance in sanitary hospitals, i6. ; small-pox in

Sheffield, ib. ; births and deaths, ib. ; post of pub-

lic vaccinator for Walsall, 620 ; true death-rates of

London sanitary districts for 1887, 669 ; damages
for defective house drains, 670 ; exhaustion and
destruction of sewer-gas by means of a strong and
destructive heat, ib. ; workhouse inquest, 671 ; the

procedure in placing pauper lunatics under care

and control. 723; important decision under the
Public Health Act. ib. text-books on hygiene.

724 ; hospitals for infectious disease, ib. ; who is to

pay?tA. ; factory inspectors, ib.-, guardians and
medical officers.'770; true death-rates of London
districts during the first quarter of 1888. .881 ; the
Government sanitary survey, 882 ; duties of medi-
cal officers of health'with regard to nuisances, i6.;

administration of in Bradford, 940, 1038; English

urban mortality in the first quarter of 1888, 1036 ;

medical officers of health and the Local Govern-
ment Bill, 1037 ; hospitals for infectious diseases.

ib. ; cholera in Chili. 1038 ; the powers of the

registrar of deaths. 1039 ; Poor Law Medical Officers

Association and the Public Health (Prevention of

Diseases) Bill, ib. ; burial reform, 1093, 136.5 ; is a

smithy a nuisance ? 1093 ; statistics of notification

of disease, 1141 ; Swinton small-pox hospital, 1142;

the closure of contaminated wells, ib.
;
guardians

and medical officers, 1143 ; Sir R. E.^wlinson on
metropolitan sewage, ib. ; fees for attendance on
Private Bills Committees. 1144; diseases of the
respiratory organs at Middlesbrough. 1191.1304
payment for attendance on a case of abortion,

1192; dr.iin;ige and diphtheria, 1261; the Allot-

ments Act. t/;. ; disinfection by heat . 1 2.' 2 ; diph-
tJieria on Shooter's Hill, 1304 ;" qualifications and
diplomas in State Medicine, 13<J6 ; provision tor

infectious diseases in Liverpool, 1365 ; Inspection
of meat at Glasgow. 1417

PubUc Health Act . Hee Act
. Ireland, health of principal towns,

61, 106, 161, 219, 273, 382, 446, 196. 665,619.670.

828. 882, 1093, 1192. 1262, 1304 ; reports Of medical

officers of health. Cork. 776

Public Health. Scotland, health of principal towns.

50 106 164 219. 273, 3*2, 446, 496, 566. 619. 670, 723,

770, S28. KS3, 940, 990, 1039. 1141, 1192, 12.52, 1304,

1417 ; medicalofficer of health for Aberdeen. 274 ;
pit

burial in. 827 ; the Margarine Act in operation, 882;

and asphalte pavements, 1023 ; handbook of Edin-

burgh Health Society, 1093; infectious diseases

and the sale of milk, "i*. ;
penalty for the sale of

unsound meat. 1192

Publication, incautious, of a case. 1.301

Puerperal fever. See Fever
Pulmonary diseases, bisulphide of carbon in. 421_

Pulsus pafadoxicus. pericardial effusion with. 73»

Pumiline. 85
Puncture, abdominal, in tympanites. i99, 900

Punishment, corporal, in elementary schools, 1129

Purcell, Dr. P. A., Thiersch-Gould operation for

removal of penis. 699 ; kolpo-hystereclomy for

malignant disease. 1015

Purdy. Dr.. case of variola coincident (?) with ty-

phoid. 540 ; antiseptic midwifery. 909

Purefoy, Dr. K. D., pudendal ha!matocele, 22

Purgatives, saline, acute peritonitis treated suc-

cessfully by, 861

Purpura, neurotic origin of. 676

Purser, Dr., an effect produced by direct stimula-

tion of the heart. 302

Pus. green, pigments of, 664

Putrefaction, relation of, to infectious diseases, 143

Py-emia, serious brain symptoms following, 22

;

"chronic recovery from, 193; of dental origin,

1339
. ,

Pye, Mr. W.. obliteratiie arteritis from crutch

'pressure. 699 ; a new form of truss, 752

Professor, claim for damages of, 1289

Pye-Smith, Mr. R. J., dislocation of the head of

'the femur on to the pubes. 24 ; nerve-section for

wry-neck. 252; laparotomy. ih.\ clothing, 696;

hemophilia, 749 ; ununited fracture, 802

Pylorus, gastro-enterostomy and duodenostomy for

'carcinoma of, 78 ; excision of the, 145 ; dilatation

of the, 601; cancer of the, 633 ; resection of the,

for cancer, 719, 984
Pyosalpinx, tubercular, 356 ; case of, 595, 907

Pyridiu. inhalations of in dyspncca, 491

Q
Quack advertisements, 1397

Uuacks and practitioners. 327

Qualifications, British. 602, 676 ; in State medicine,

l-'05 ^ ^ „
Qualificative Analysis for Students, a Course of, Mr.

W. N. Hartley, rev., 1279

Quarantine in Malta. 49

Queen, the. statue of. for hall of University of

London. 29 ; Jubilee gift of, 88 ; \nsit of to the Royal

Hospital for Consumption, Ventnor. 373 ;
present

of engravings to Royal Hospital for Consumption.
Ventnor. 499 ;

prese'utation of Albert Medal of the

Society of Arts to. 643 ; and the Royal College of

Surgeons in Ireland. 1024; unveiling of portrait

of. lioyal College of Surgeons in Ireland. 1131 ;

birthday of, 1231 ;
proposed visit of, to Glasgow,

13.50

Margaret College. See College

of Sweden, visit of. to St. Thomas's Hospital.

4.52

Queen's Register, the. 483

Quinine, idiosyncrasy to. 450, 601, 569, 665, 944

;

intra-muscular injections of, in malaria, 491 ; in

prei'uancv, 569, 725 ; acute poisoning. 980

Quinlan. Dr. F. J. B.. lectureship on forensic

medicine. Trinity College, Dublin, 823

Quinn bequest, the, 942

Quinsy treated by cocaine, 1060

K.
R.ibl.it, transplantation of nerve from to man, 1070

Rabbits, extermination of, 222; in Australia, 969,

1018 ; the pest of in Australasia, 1181

Rabic virus, vitality of, 764

Rabies, outbreak of in Richmond Park. 208 ; anddog
muzzling. 431 ; in Tuam and Co. Annagh, 1336

Radius, inward dislocation of the, 464

Railton. Dr.. enlarged spleen and liver in rickets.

.5y4 ; mitral stenosis, ti.; case of lymphadenosis.

666; case of diabetes mellitus in which aceto-

nicmia was induced by the shock of astranguUite<l

femoral hernia. 908
Railway death-rate for 1SS7. 1108

^ men, ambulance classes for, 725

Rain and snow, 725

Rake, Dr. B., how do round worms cause convul-

sions ? 642 ; gad-flies attacking man, 823 ; on the

treatment of tubercular leprosy by excision, 1214

Balfe, Dr. C. H.. certain nephralgias simulaUog
renal calculus, 182

Ramadan, 1408
Ramsgate shooting case, 134

Rand, Mr. K. F.. suicide by hanging, a case in

which the suicide secured his own hands, S43

Ranelagh portable gymnasium, 913

Kannie, Mr. A., a caee of trephining for cortical

brain lesion giving rise to epileptiform seizure

and paralysis, affecting mainly left face and left

upper extremity, 1057

Ransome, Dr. A., treatment of phthisis, 471; the
birthplace of consumption, 558

Eai<', cliarges of, and vulvar discharge in children,

162
Haven, Mr. T. P., the treatment of diphtheria and

tonsillitis, 632
Rawlings, Mr. B. B.. National Hospital forthe Para-

lysed and Epileptic, 3M
Rawlinson. Sir R., on metropolitan sewage, 1143

Raynaud's disease. See Disease
Heading. Messrs. H. and J., carriages for removing

invalids. 4.50

Reciprocity in practice. 110. 213. .ri4, 449

Rectum, dermoid cyst expelled by, during labour,

8<il ; foreign body in a. 1278

Recurrence of malignant growths after remoral.

761
Kedfem, Dr. J. J., the "Pal-Exner'" method of

staining sections of the central nervous system,

643
Reeves. Mr. R. H., automatic apparatus for disin-

fecting and deodorising sewer-gas and sewage.

Registers, Medical, Dentists', and Medical Students',

new editions of, 711

Registrar of deaths, powers of the, 1039

Registration of plumbers, 28, 314, 479, 622, 760, 813 :

of colonial degrees, 30 ; of nurses. 89. 376, 920; of

foreign degrees, 97, 168, 215 ; of midwives, 145 ;

sanitary, of buildings, 328; and fees, 879; sani-

tary, of lodging-houses, 1070

Held, Dr. D.. accident to. 1008

Dr. H. C, presentation to, 485

Dr. J., drumine. 279

Remedy, secret, testimonial to a, 48

Renal. See Kidney
Rentoul, Dr. E. R., metropolitan provident dispen-

saries and their opponents. 376, 675

Reports of the Eoyal London Ophthalmic Hospital,

rev., 862
of visitations of examinations, 569

Research, experimental, 1231

Eesorcin, in cancer, 24 ; clinical remarks on, 356 ; in

diphtheria, 435
Respiration and anaesthesia. 323

Respirator, inhalation, 12S0 ; combined nasal and
oral, lb.

Respiratory organs, diseases of, at Mtddlesbrougn,

U91, 1304
Responsibility, criminal, of the insane, 98

Retention of urine, 81

Eetinoscopv, 471

Retreats fo'r dipsomaniacs, 478

Revaccination, 89, 366 ; efficacy of. 429
. _ .

Revne Illu-Hre de Po't/techniqiie Medicate el de Chi-

rurgie Orihopfdique. publication of. 540

Revue Medico-Pharmaceutique, publication of, 309

Rheumatic fever. See Fever
Rheumatic nodules, 195

Rheumatism, acute, report of Collective Investi-

gation Committee on, 387; htemoglobinuna in,

716 ; the pathology of, 798 ; skin affections con-

nected with, 1063
.

Ehinitis, arsenical, 716; chronic, and its sequelie,

1266
Ehinoplasty, 596

Rib, first, fracture of, 595

Rice, Mr. W. R., excessive thirst, a symptom of

malignant disease. 1160

Rich Mr. A. C. obituary notice of. 1091

Richards, Dr. G. W,, ruling of the judges in case*

of insanity, 6,58 .,.,,.
Dr. J. T., duration of infection of whoop-

ing cough, 674
Dr. W. A., obituary notice of. 1193; the

late, 1.303
. J o J . .

Richardson. Dr. W. L.. The Duties and Conduct ol

Nurses in Private Nursing, rev.. 423

Hichmond Park, outbreak of rabies in, 308 ; pro-

posed rifle-range in, 1174
_

Rickets, enlargement of the liver in. 593, 594

Ridge. Dr. J. J., medical declaration re-alcohol,

lo.a'

Rigby. Mr. J., obituary notice of, 1144

Hiuger, Dr. S., rcmarlss on paroxysmal sneenng,

1257. 1327
Ringworm, tokelau. 217

Rio de Janeiro. Pasteurism in, i25

Risk of travel, a. 1175

Risks of a general hospital. 1175
. .. t

Ritchie. Mr. C. T.. the value of yaconation aS

Sheffield. 328
. , , ., ^

Riviera, a run through the wniiter havens of the,

1044
Ririne. 1227

, . , , _•_ lo

.

Roberts, Mr. C. horn on the head of a woman, 19 .

treatment of alcoholism by nux vomica, m ;

practical anthropometry, 740
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RoberU. Mr. G. K., »ppointment oi^ lu seunUry oi

Uw Lontloii UiMi^iiul. :XV
Dr. S.. jiaraly»U of the mtiM'^ulo-fptml

iwne, (n^m utrssiirc during sloop, iH; niinor^"

Bo^rUon. 61r TliitUI. houour of knlj{hthutMl (it,

39.309
Dr. T. M.. ou tho tre&lnieut of 8oba<'coiis

tumours. nw»
Dr. W., the nii!vaut>-o<Mit«ry in tlio troAl-

mont of <!lso.i*M of tlio iio^o ami plmrvitx, U''>

Kobin». Mr. K. C. Ttvliuical Sc^iuol knd CoUoKn

lloMnvm, Dr. A.. ov»lonia of tljo ovary of a (wtal
cat. "JM—— Dr. C. U., ap(>oiiitmtMit of as le<-turer on
modli'ftl jurii^prmlonco iti tlio Lt'ilnicli School of
MoiUoiiic. SJ4"— Mr. FT. S.. urethnU ca1<miIu», A»5— - Surgw^n-Miijor M.. Naluro's »urgorv. 13IH

Dr. T.. The DbiKiiosis au>l TrvutmVnt of
Bcxfma, rev., 8-1 ; St. John's Hospital for Dist^wos
of tho Skin, 3U, ti7i : alopecia areata, ^>*> ; fugi-

ti%'e anlcma of eyelids. 1006— Dr. W.,* multiple ftarcoma of the skin,

TW
Itobson, Mr. A. W. M., the diufcnoais auil treatment
of rupturi'-i intestine wUliout external wound.
353 ; UK'iaion of the cyst iti hydatid disease of tlio

liver, -171
; thr tri'.Atniont of urethral stricture by

repid diljitation. i>U' ; nienstnmtiou after hyster-
ectofuy. til/t ; pelvie cvsts, 7oO ; t!»e use of salufer
<sUiei>tluor1de of ftocia) ad au aQti:»eptie, lii54 :

treatment of uterine niyomata by AiwstoU's me-
thL«l. lOWi

Hoc. Mr. L.. phenacetlne. 1113
KuUiUiil. Dr. li. De I'Kpilepsie Jacluonienne, rev.,

Romans and Greeks, physical training of, 708
Rumr. layiii;; of foundation stono of new PuIicU-

nion UniUrt.. I. at. .IKl

RotAT. Dr.. Hudden death in diphtheri:i, IW
Ito*eo«'. .Sir H.. A Tr»-ati>e ou Chemistrv, rcu., 7ol

;

appointtNl ctm»uUin>j chciuiet to the Metroiwlitan
Bftfirdof WorkA. "i"**!

Rose. Mr. W.. K'uuhot wonuil of tiio kneo-joint.GDO.
h.')2 ; appointment of. a« surgeon to Kind's CoUe^
HuAuiUl. 1071

Rom, Dr. J. H.. gangrene of penis. 907
Dr. R.. appt^U to the benevolent, 4-19. 726

Ku^trevor. pnjiK»ed sunitannm at, 1077
Hotiinda Ho«pUul. See Ht>8i)ital

RouMi. Dr. A., iH*piH:rnuut watur in pruritus pu>
doudi, 7*'t

Bo\*al Acmlcmy of Medicine in. trslaod. Set Aca-
demy

AIlK'rt Asvhim. Srt .\syluni
Asylum. MornlngHide. Ute Aaylum
Berksture HospiUU. -Sre Hospflal—:— College of Surgeons of Rnglanil. Hee College

iu Ireland, ike College^^— Commisaion. See Commi»sion
Hiwpital. Sir HoapiUi
Me<lii-nl Benevolent College. &* College
Medical antl CliirurKiciil .Society, ike Society
Kotional Lifel>oat Inhtitution.* .*r lutdilu-

tion
Victoria Hospital. Mtuitreal. See UoApital

Rum. St. Lucie, aiuUvnisi of. :^ly : St, Jame>«'s. :io.S

Rupre<-ht. Heir O.. ftiMiothe--a Mr.nr..-Ciiiriirgica.
Pliannai-euiii-o-Chendiii et Velerinaria, rifr., 14y

Rupture, of intestine, .'i.S7 ; trntisvenw, of uterus.
&31; of the tradiea, Cn')7 ; of middle mcningtnl
artery. P99; of the lM>wel, 900; of the uterus, tfOl ;

of the urinary bUdder, 1060.; of lnte»tino without
ext4.*nkal wound. 114.1

Russia, stroplmnthus iu, IJW); fairs and venereal dis-
eases in. Iu74

Rutherford, Professor, absence of, 813; return of.

921 ; an a^ldrcss on the value of practical studies.
1003

Ruxton, Hr. J., how alio^itiiig accitlmita ore t4> be
avoided. 2^0 ; civil or miiltarj- ? >^'M

Bylo, Mr. H. J., a case of uutn- it*><1 piu>riaj»i9 of
f<Turte*'n ye.-ir>' diiraiion. ii''inm|»aiiii-d by corii« on
the palm- of l»olli han.U. 71 ; atidouuiiai puncture
Id tympanitcM, 7^

8.
Saccharin. ^ ; an objection to the use of, 2fiA. IU.*).

386; soluble. 1067 ; In chronic oyadtl*. 1333; dU-
idrantagPM r>f. 1396

Soocbarite of ro<'aiiie, M4
SacrmI api^'udage. roiMi of onomalouM, 396
St. Andnrw Amhiilinee A'-'orl.uinn, ,Vf Association
St. Aii'lnw l"Miv.^^iIy. >" rnu-r-ity
St. fJeorge'i-in tbe-Ka«t. (iuardians of, Casey v.,

443
St. Helena, epidemic of Influenza following racaslu*

t.«60
St. John Ambulance Avsortation, S*e AMOcUtlun
St. John's Hospital. Set Hospital

pur-

5U Muiigo'n OoUoge, Qla^gow. Stt Collvge
St MnryV Ho^UUl. Set Hospital
St. I'ani'ruM Vestry, coutrlbtitlon of towards

eh;ute of ParUdmont Hill, km
St, Petersburg, consumption of aquavit and beer in

47.'t ; hiHtpltul pull-tax for 1U71 ; deatli-ntt*' oT.

12-Jtl

Si. Thonia^'ft Hospital. Sec Ho^^pitiii

Salary iil medical oflir.'cr of heidth. ri_>duction of. 7't

Sale of Kooil and Drugs Act. See Act
Salii-in in treatment of tetamis, 7-1

Salicylic ucid and itH siUts. iritluence of. uuthirex-
cn-tion of uric a<Mii. 77 ; in phthisis. HM

Saline purgative*) in the troatment of typhlitis and
peritonitis, 1112

(nln^fllsions in acute anxmia. \yx\

Salin.s-Muutiers. mineral waters of, iC>2

Saliva. comTuunicabillly of sypluUs, through the.

44. a7»*; of liealthy perttoD:!. rricdliinders niicrobu

in. tilO

Siilivjiry calculi. 546
Sulix ni);ra. ;W6. 741*; cordial (Christy), 6.h'

8:»Iol in <-y>titi8. 4<si»

Salp<>trlt)re, Nouvelle IcouograpUie d« la. l'n>iertsor

Charwit, r«'.. 1226
Salt, common in ndgraine. ll.'VJ

Salt's improved reading, writing, ;ind dniwingeaae!,
^05 ; " ruby-twcked " cUnitral tliernu>meter, 1227

Salufcrjvsan antiseptic. lOM
Sanatorium. Kngli:^li, in the highlandb of Brazil.

70-S

Sanctuary. Dr. T.. cracking off a fly. 994
Sandford. Dr. A. W., case of persistent sneezing. 623
Sangster. IJr. A., pemphigoid eruption with changes

in peripheral nerves, 127;i

Sanitarium proposed at Hostrevor, 1077
Sanitary ^Vaaur.ince Association, See Association

^ iurtpectors. female, 253; lectures to 672;
position of. 812. Wi)i

Jnstitutc of Great Britain, annual meeting.
1144

legislation for Scotland. 204
surveyors and insix^tors, results of exarai-

nationg of. 1350
- Work of a i;reat citv. 973

Sanitation In .Vbertleen. l.^jCt : bv competition, Her-
bert Spencer on, li«8 ; in dwellings, 4%

San Kemo. corresiKJUilencc from, 101, '2^^, 321, l^W,

492. 5.36. 609
Sanderson, Mr. R., the principle and practice of the

local treatment of diphtheria. 908; Chian turpen-
tine in uterine cancex, 1389

Sarcoma of kidney, 2.'i ; of upper end of femur.
Irt9 ; of femur, amputation at hip-joint
for. 40«: of choroid, 471. 1065; of v.rttbni,
5;W ; after sclerotomy for glaucoma, 592

;

of uterus, 595 ; of thigh, ib. ; of the iirlnarv
bladder. 6-15, 1059 ; of the pleura, (llf. ; of
lung, 017; of the eyelmll. glaucoma ciiu>ed by.
6-1H ; of ovary, ib.; rounil-celled of kidney. 9H:"i

;

Bpindle-eelle^. ib.; round-celletl of ovavv. 9t3l;

melanotic, 1011 ; recurnot of neck. 1216 ; ;il\eolar

of bretist, 1277; of suprarenal capsules simulating
Addison's dieease. l.'i-*2 ; of femur, 13*9

Sarcumat;!, nuiltiple of skin. 1%\
Saunder?>, Dr. C. K., appointment of, a.s medical

su|M>rintendetit of Sussex County Asylum. 277
Saii-Hagu mont, 52
Saunages, "iclitliys" fish. 141

Savage. Mr. T. J.'. St. John's Hospital for Diseases
of the Skin. 103

races, epidemics among. 210
Saw. ri'versilile niu*al. 42-1

Scale's waterproof lioota. 1227

Scalp, varicose veins of. 539
Scandals. sjM-r-ial liospltaj. 202, SH
Scjipula. nuxle of fixation of, 10-17

St^rlatina, Si-e Fever, scarlet

Scarh't fever, .Sec I'evcir, srarlet

Scientific clinical di^srripttons. 1391
Schacht's digestive fluids. II 22
Scblumni, \fr8. F., a centenarian, 681

Schndts. Dr. A., the alleged subventions to Ocrmmtl
new»p.'ii«r», 10tf6

Schne^r. Dr. J.. Alasaio. a " Pearl of tho RUiera,"
rev.. tV>o

Schofield, Dr. A. T., roglstralion of trained nurses,
370

School of housekeeping. 1077

of hygiene, new work on, 41

of Al(*«iicine for Wonion, London, Helen
Prideaus fund at. 1077

Roni;»n Catholic twarding, 223; compulsory
chwing of a. 32*.'

Schools, disinfection in. 1A»; the medical and the
proiMismi ii-aching university for Loiuion, 42S

;

and infections rlineaMe. (VM ; me<1icj(1 In Dublin,
amalgamation of. 1031, 1132; eleim^ntary. corporul
punishment in, 1l2tt: iKKird, ventilation of, IS?*?

Schorlcmmor, Dr. C, A Treatise on Chemistry, rtv.f

701

Scbreib^r Dr. A.. Orthopftdiacho Chirurgio. rev.,

1210

Schull. epidemic of meaile« at. 369

Science, tiiichine of, and scientific tcachinfl;. lOlA

Sclrntilic Memouv l>v MOiliual Ofhcers of tue Armjr
of India. Brigade-isurgeon V. Carter, rev., 137*

Sclerosis of brain uii'i si»inal coni, 2J0

Sclerotomy for glaucoma, sarcoma after. 562
Scotch oaten, 1227

Sc4>tland, ^anitary lcgi^lation for. 204 ; blind and
deaf-mute persons iu. 60o; smalt-pox in, 658;
Iileun^pncumnniiv in, 664; pit burial in. rt27

;

severe thundersti>rm in. 1131 ; vital statistics for,

1136; orjdian homes in. i''.

Seolt, Mr. J. A., u»>rnual tumour, 859
Scottish licensing bodies, application for iwwets of

grailuat ioii of, 255. 261

rniversities Hill. See Bill

Scongal. Dr. K. F,. hemiplegia ocuurring nine daya
after purturition, loll

Scraping, tnalinent of carbuncle by. 635. 690
Scrofulous gland <tisea6C, ruiation of to other forvus

of lulxTculosis, 7H.S

S(.TOtum, elephantiasis of, 595 ; swelling of, 86#
Scurvy iu the n ercantilc navy, 1393

Sea voVHi^e, a, -SI 1

Sciigcr. Mr. H. W., Light Diet ; a Handbook of

Diet and Cookerv lor all Clossm of Invalids, rev..

3.^.9

Seamen's Hospital, See Hospital
Hosnital Society. See. Society

Sea-sickness, treatment of. 202, 501. 676; cocaine in,

933
Seaside hospitals, 41 ; infectious. 544

Seatree's Cund»erland brown bread meal. 1171

Sea water for towns. 4.S0

Section, abdondnal. .*>Vf Abdominal section

Seegen, Professor, on diabetes mellitus, 970

Seiss. Dr. J. A., The Children of Silence, or the Story
of the Deaf, rev.. 74y

Self-help for hospitals. 12H1. VMM, U19
Sell's Dictionary ol the World's Press, retf., 1066

Sellers water, aVtiticial. poisoning by. 146

Senmielweiss. Ignaz Phiiipp. Dr. J. Bruck. rev.. A"?

Seniou, Dr, F., malignant disease of the air-pas-

sages, 746; perichoiidritis and cancer of the larynx,

876
Septic diseases and suppuration. 401. 452. 634

Septicemia, puerpenil, and scarlatina. 936

Septum nasi, simple perforating ulcer of, 539

Septuple labovir. llf<6

Sequestromo. a new form of, 752

Serum artiliciiil. hypodermic, injections of, S30
Session, the summer. •^65

"Setting-up" drill and heart'-disease. 1363. 1413

Sewage, of Paris, utilisation of. \&i; albuminuria, a
frequent result of poisoning by, 451 ; metropolitan.
Sir U. Rawlinson on. 1143

Treatment. Puritication and Utilisation

Mr. J. VV. Slater, rtv., MM
Sewer-gas, poisoning by. 153; automatic apparatus

for disinfecting and dootlorising. 474; Keeliug's

exliauster and destructor, 61.S ; destruction of by
heat, 670

Sewenige of Margate. R03

Sewill, Mr. IL, dcnUil departmenta of hospitals. 8S1

;

teaaudtcetb, 1137

Sexual a(>petite, influence of removal of uterus and
\\S) appendages on, 13.-*i

Sextupln labtmr, 11H6. 1283

Sharkey, Mr., alcoholic paralysis of phrenic, pn&u-
mogastric. and other nerves, f<54

Sharinan. Mr. J. S., Notes on Inorganic Materia
Medica ami its Chemistry, rev.. 196

Dr. M.. inversion of the uterus, 502

Shattouk. Mr. Li., imperloralo urethra. 298; para-

sitic fa-tus. 416; malignant disease of the air

[(assages. 746 :
pedunculated bcnly in knee-joint,

m.t;j ; ro|)Ort of morbid growths committee of th«
Pathological Society of London. lOi'>M; histology

of cancer and normal tissues after sterile incu-

bation, 1058

Shaw. Dr. J., the constant current in the thera-

peutics of g^'nn:c4>ii»gy, 1274
.

—

•— Mr. J. K.. the Marshall and Shaw defence
fund. 11 H7

Sliaw-Mnckcnzic. Mr. J. A., an inhalation respi-

rator. 12S0

Sheaf, Mr. K,, toxic action of extract of eucaliTitus,

M9
Shcard. Ur. W. F.. early menstruation, 385

Sb(<et«. Hartmann's siudtarv wood-wOol. .'561

Sheffield, corresiiondence from. 42. 15b, 333. til2.

H76. 1)>^U ; the small-pox epidemic and the new
hospital, 42; appointment, of medica! officer

of hdilth, lA.; thu late Mr. John Carr. lA.;" poi-

soning I'v lead in. 02; lead in the water supply
ol, 1 tr. 612 ; the small-pox epidemic, its incidence

on vat-dnaled and nnv;n:cinated respectively, 158;

lead jioisoning bv town water, i^.; small-pox at,

233. 374. 421. 7S'i. 1032 ; small-pox and vawrination

at, 30H. 3f<l ; the wat-er aupply of, 32.3 ; hospital

Sunday at. t6.; revaccination at. i*.; lessons from»
361 ; new small-pox hospital at. 430; the action

of pcoty water on load. 613 ; inquests without
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'viewinc the body, ib.; decline of the small-pox

'epidemic at, 1476'; new wards at the Children s

Hospital, ill.; donations, th.; working class repre-

sentatives on the board ol the Kotherham Hos-

pital, 1081 ; small-pox hospitals and schools. 10:i2;

stiikeof nurees at, 10G6 ; cessation of sraall-pox

epidemic, 1247 ; cost of vaccination, ib.- physi-

ology and education, ib.; heavy damages against

a railway company. t4. , _ .

Sh»mcld. 'Medico-Cliinirgical Society. &<• Society

Sheild, Mr. A. M., case of ununited fracture of

humerus, 4liil : loose bodies in the knee-joint. 469,

718 ; disease of the nails, 469 : case of neglected

dislocation of the humerus followed by paralysis

of the neives of the hand and forearm treated by
excision of the head of the humerus, Ssti

Slielley's Complete Press Directory for 1888. )•«>.,

1066'

Shelly, Mr. 0. E., the sanitary condition of Hailey-

bury College, 982, ll.'iS; Hailevbui-y College well.

1088
Shepherd's First-aid to the Injured, Mr. K. Bruce.

re»., 965
Sheppard, Dr. W. T., an appeal, 10.14

Shildon L^xige Colliery, ambulance class at, 724

Shirley. Mr. W.. deatli of, lu20

Shooter's Hill, diphtheria on, 1304

Shooting accidents, how they occurs 43, .102, 1S9;

how to prevent, 2?0
Shoulder, dislocation of, in the horse, 5.5

Shoulder-joints, congenital (?) deformity of, 192

;

abnormal, 422 ; Chan-ot's disease of, 6ii« ; excision

of, 749 ; amputation of, 860
Shuttles, injury to sight from, 310. 37.S

Sibley, Mr. \V. K., abscess of bi"ain and adenoma of

pituitary body in a ewe, 134
Sibthorpe, Brigade-Surgeon, Dupuytren's entero-
tome. 139 ; cardiac thrombosis, li.; spinal caries,

ib,\ new stretcher, xb.; injury to cervical spine.

194; lymphatic tumours of groin, ib,; molluscum
fibrosum, i6.; severe injury to the spinal cord.
303; large collection of urethral calculi, .349;

congenital sebaceous cyst, 350 ; impacted intra-

capsular fracture of the left femur, 351 ; false

joint of humerus treated by wiring, 539 ; sur-

gical statistics of the Genera'l Hospital, Madra,^.
.594; filaria sanguinis bominis, i^iyH; infantile
hydj-ocele, ib.; statistics, compound fracture, lu64

Sight, injury to, from shuttles, 310, 378
Silcock, Dr, A, Q., syringo-myelia, 21 ; extensive

tuljercular disease, 137 ; strangulated cEecal

hernia in a child, radical cure by twisting the
neck of the sac, 294 ; death with symptoms of
hysteria, 418 ; acute necrosis, .534 ; cystic disease
of the testis, 95S

Simmonds. Surgeon-Major, rank for ai-ray medical
officers, 45

Simon, Dr. R. M., cephalic bruit, 23; primary
cancer of liver, 593; perihepatitis in a boy, ib.;

congeiutal heart disease, 648 ; bi-ass founders"
ague, lb,: brassworkers' diseases, 887

Simpson, Dr., laryngeal growths, 1115
Simson, Mr, F. T., case of dislocation of the thumb

foi-wards. 295
Sinclair, Dr. T., dislocation of the radius and ulna
inwards, 4*>4

;
jejunal enterectomy, 963 ; jejunal

enterectomy for the closure of an artificial anus
of 18 mouths' standing, recovery, 11.58

Dr. W. J.., rupture of the sac in the earlier

stages of tubal pregnancy, 127
Sincock, Dr. J. B., solicitor's liability, 217
Sinus of Valsalva. iS'te Valsalva
Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital, See Hospital
" Site, a warm," 30
Skibbereen, epidemic of measles at. 1179
Skin, post graduate com-se in diseases of, ,502; dis-

eases of, 646 ; multiple sarcomata of, 793 ; affec-
tions of couuected with rheumatism. 10G3

Skin-diseases of childhood, lanolin in. 622
Skin, Handbook of Diseases of the, Dr, E, Livcing,

rev,, 196
Skull, trephining for compound fracture of, 191

:

ossification of, 357
;
peculiar isolated fracture of

the, lu59 ; case of fracture of the base of, prolonged
iasensibility, 1336

Slack and Brownlow's " perfect" filter, 597
Slane, water-supply of, 48^^

Slater, Mr. J. "VV., Sewage Treatment, Purification,
and Utilisation, rev., 804

Slayter, Dr.. cocaine poisoning, 421 ; telei^honio
stethoscope, 422

Sloughing of the bladder, 10.59

Slums in Lambeth. 711 ; in London. 991

Small-pox, in the north, 29; epidemic of at St.
Denis, 41 ; at Nottingham, 52, 3;n, 715 ; in Havana,
108,567: lesson of the outbreak of in Montreal,
161 ; in Dublin, 205 ; at Sheffield, 222, 274, 421, 7^5 ;

stamped out in Tasmania, 256 : and vaccinal ion
at Sheffield, 308, 383; inoculation for in .\Igeria,

313; decrease of at Leeds, 329; at Port Glasgow,
431 ; how to spread, 479 ; case of coincident (?)

with typhoid, 540 ; and pregnancy, 667 ; at Black-
turn. «I2; in Leeds, 6.^6; in Scotland, 658; in

Abyssinia, 755 ; on an Atlantic liner, 766 ;
among

the Arabs, 805; at Oldham, 811 ; at Preston, 1298;

in Kilmarnock, 13.50

Smart, Dr. A., respiratory neuroses, 74,

Smith, Dr. A, J., report of the Rotunda Hospital,

! Dr. B.. case of pyloric stenosis with hyper-

trophy of the walls of the stomach, 538

Dr. D. B., army surgeons and their record,

45
Mr. E. M., death of, SIS

.

Mr, F,, A Manual of Veterinary Hygiene,

rev., 253
, . . ,

Surgeon F. C, ovariotomy, .594; excision of

tongue, 1061 ; mycetoma, ili>)
. .

-Hx. G. M., varieties of hepatic cirrhosis,

Dr. J., Notes on Dental Surgery, rev,, 702

Dr. J. M., coroners and unqualified assist-

ants, 380
, , , . w

jlr. N.. dislocation of the shoulder m a horse.

.55 ; illustrations of oithopo'dic apparatus, 686

Mr. P.. cocaine in squint operations. 74

Dr. P. B., pericardial etTusion with pulsus

paradoxicus, 73.5

__1 Dr. K. I., cysts from the labia minora. 2.50;

electrolysis of uterine fibroid and subsequent hys-

terectomy, 798
, , , ,

Dr. b. C, the significance of blood-pressure

in renal disease, 1006

Mr. T.. occlusion of the left bronchus by a

metal pencil cap and its removal by tracheotomy,

76
Dr. W., carcinoma of liver, 858

Dr \V. G.. case of pneumothorax, 699

Smith-Shand. Dr. J. 'W. F.. case of Raynaud's dis-

ease or symmetrical gangrene, 343

Smithy, is" it a nuisance y 1093

Smoke abatement, lectures on, 366
^ „ j.

Smyly, Dr. W. J., diagnosis and treatment ol dis-

eases' of the endometrium, 288

Smyth, Surgeon J., ainlium, 193 ; ovariotomy, 803 ;

la'parotomy, 594 ; scrofulous kidney, uterine

Ijbroids, colloid cancer, 860

Dr. S., constipation in pregnancy, 449

^ote of thanks to, 898

Snake-bite, treatment of by ammoma, al9 ; by per-

chlorideof iron, 774

Sueezino case of persistent, 623 ;
paro.xysmal, Drs.

Ringer and MurreU on, 1257, 1327 ; Dr, Garry on,

Snell, Mr. S., on the after-treatment of cataract and
other operative cases to the exclusion of dark

rooms, etc.. 178; sarcoma after sclerotomy for

glaucoma, 592

Siiow and rain, 725

Dr. H., treatment of carbuncle, 944

Snowed-up tor twenty days, S09

Soap, Calvert's camphorated carbolic, 361 ; new
surgical, 14il8

Society, Anatomical of Great Britain and Ireland,

sinuses of Valsalva, 357; ossification of skull, lA.;

cranio-cerehral topography, ib. ; muscular ster-

iialis, ib, ; morphology of extensor muscles of

limbs, 368 ; vestigial muscles, xb,; specimens, ib. ;

final meeting of session at Cambridge. 1397

of Apothecaries. See Apothecaries

Clinical, of London, names of proposed
officers and Council. 108; obstruction of the bowel

by large gall-stones, 136; laparotomj- fur obstruc-

tion by gall-stones, ib.; annua! meeting, 1-18; so-

called idiopathic dilatation of the colon, 246; tri-

cuspid and mitral stenosis, in which physical

signs of pulmonar\- arterial reflex were present,

1*.; embolism of ri'ght axillary artery connected
with mitral stent^sis, gangrene of forearm, ampu-
tation, subsequent embolic pleuro-pneumonia,
and death. 247 ; disease of the aortic and mitral

valves of long duration, ib,; living specimens, 248 :

the diagnosis and treatment of ruptured intestine

without external wound, 352; a case of intestinal

obstruction in which the colon gave way outside

the peritoneum, 353 ; intestinal obstruction, Nela-

ton's operation, death, volvulus of the caecum,
malposition of the ascending colon, ib.; living

specimens, 364, 468, 857 ; sequel of an old case of

ligature of the carotid, 467 ; laceration of axillary

artery, ib.; ligature of superficial femoral artery

for popliteal aueury-sm without rupture of tlie

coats of the vessel, ib.; amputation at hip-joint

for sarcoma of femur, secondary h.-emorrhage.

ligature of the common femoral, recovery, 468 ; on
the operative treatment of dislocated semilunar
cartilage of knee-joint, 587 ; notes of two c.ases of

dislocation of the index finger reduced by open-

ing the joint and di\iding retaining band after

failure of the usual methods, 588 ; dislocation of

the metacarpo-phalangeal joint of the thumb
backwards in which excision of the head of the

metacarpal bone was practiscil, ib.; adenoma of

the pinna, 5-89 ; dry mouth, or suppuration of the

salivary and buccal secretions, i6.; hyperpjTCxia

in acute rheumatism treated by ice-pack, 697 ; two

cases of hyperpyrexia treated by cold, xh.; gall-

stones exciting suppuration, operation, recovery

698 ; acromogalv, a case of, 855 ; acute periosteal

swellings in several young infants of the same

family, probably rickety in nature, 856 ; a case ll-

lustrating the advantage of early Incision with

drainage as opposed to excision ol joints, 959 ;
pen-

hepatitis, 960 ; a case of tumour of the ngM
ovari- in a child aged 7, associated with precocious

puberty, *.; a case of rapture <>< ";ij'""»^
bladder in which the rent was sutured, lO**; "''jte

parenchymatous tousillitU, or quinsy treatM by

cocaine, t».; complete bilateral pralvsts of tlie

vocal cords the result of acute laryngitis. re«^

very 1061; necrosis of the greatei' ^ornu of the

hyoid bone and of ossified portions of the thyrmd

cartilage, extrusion of sequestra from »n ab««B

in the anterior triangle of the neck following

gummatous ulceration of the t.°nB"J. »°«^ PflT
chondritis of thyroid and cricoid cartilages pro-

fuse haemorrhage, pneumonia, phtlneis ^.. con

elusions of the Siyxtedema Committee lib. .two

fatal oases of acute intussusception o.curnngm

infints aced Rand 4months respectively.Uu.) ,
rup

lure of intestine without external -"""^.^-^
of stone in which lithotomy was perfomie.1 twice

within two months. 1164 .„__
Sodety Clinical, of Manchester, oedema of laryl«,

80 reflex narilysis, i5.; enchondroma of finger,

ib'- alonecta i* ; etiology of pehic disease m
women ^3 ;' bydronephJosis, .*.; convuU.ons in

pre^ancv. iJ.; enbirg^ spleen and li«r in n^-

of medio-tarsal joint, it.

i;irSl^r.™'Lonln, yeU«w feyer,

^^i^som^e'lpectc'febrile diseases of ^la^o^
ori^n.and on tl*

"^t-'"-"^ ?^- Le tx aiS
gems for their production »3,: age, sex, anfl

season in relation to scarlet fever, Ubo

-Friendly, a liberal, 1 69 _
- I^^^co'iigical, British, officers and co^-

^ir^2?SiroXin^ w?^"e;stic di^ o'^

'^S^^b ."?e°r:l of* a^^nc^esTo'i tt
tumour and haemorrhage, 1* cystic disea^of the

pregnancy occurring twice in
^f ^»™f .f pTO-

907 ; remiral of the uterine appendage.. " P^^

salpinx, ib.; intra-uterine medication .'..herma

ixksitvcrifS^^s^iSgg^
sexual appetite, ,h.

_ ^^^ ^^^^_.^^ ^j ^^
1 ^«,4i.> .^r**tinisni

—— ^Jrc^ ma-"* •- "—ti . -

Harveian, of London, ^P""^"^ ."l^L'^S
137 ; extensive tubercular disease .A.;treph.mng

in prehistoric tinie-s, .*.; lists »'
°®^"."'i„t^ii^

annual meeting and
<^™'''^f;l™^- f.-^ uilge to

obstruction, 301 ;
treatment of 1»°=|

!^'Vl7 418 ;

knee-joint, ib.;
^°™^^f''?„tr^r418Tirei ment

death with symptoms of "J^t*"?;,, '° ! ,h„ uvula
of emnvema .590; on the functions ot ""juvuia

and ep?g™ttis. 691; fibromyomata comph^ung

nre^nancv 79s ; alopecia areata. ?'* • .o^*"t'.

fS^S pregnant w^men %;i-^^^^-treatment of spinal abscess, l™!
•. P-"'. „,^,,

tons"f the feet, 1063 ; value of antiseptic precau-

tions in internal urethrotomy, "^f , , .Qg,
- Health ot Edinburgh, h'"?>i'f.°\V\f-

^J^f,
..

- Hunterian, the tbenipeut.ca indK.tu>ns
Hunterian, tue iner,ii.e..>.^<

;> iTrateria
neurasthenia constrasted with tl^X"' ^47 at
300 ; annual dinner, »7 ; list of "ft^^^"^' "'

• ?^.
dominal puncture in tympanites, f •^^^'^'f

j^"

testinal obstruction complKat.ng
"/«;™:«,f>e i»

'

8.»; laryngeal cancer, 106;! ; nasa trephine, w.,

congenital absence of iris. .6.;
»«!;^T,rco^«l«d

paralysis agitans, i*.; skin affections connecica

with rheumatism, ib. ^^ ttaliaft
-of Hydrology and Climatology. II*"^.

622 - Imperial Royal, of Physicians of Tienn*.

legacy to, 492 ;
festival meeting of, 819 _j

"
Laryugological and IlUluological, proposea

149, 991
Linnean, centenary of, 991, 1175

Medical Aid, of Hanly, 444
. , „ _„

Benevolent, of Birmingham, an-

nual meeting, 1193 , . ,

Z— of Cambridge, abscess betw««i

liver and diaphragm, 194 ; some forms of disjikto-
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portion tM-twrt'tt rtto falnlluuJ aiul i>«'U't« (ot)icr

th*n pflvir (l«roriiilty> am n cAu^e n( prvitruotcd

antl arrv»t«*it UlH>iir. li.; contcnltAl hyilnn'oplw-
lu4. •'.; lU'l^i'ti ilmLh In ill(>hthi-riA, Uk; iimUKiiiint

wulocanliti^. tb.; not*-* «ui sulK-iitiuuHJiis iitKluIes

In tiie hiuiilB. 'X)i>: i-iw<"» of ubscfss hi the ilWa. lA.;

wouiut i'{ ihttlinar an-'h. iibuomial bUwHl-suppIi",
%b,; fuUr^vint'Ut of tlio pru^stAte, i^.; t>tc<'tIoii uf

officers, 647; Liuf* of irv»r|K"lu». lA.; ((Arcoriift of

lung. (A.; ^bitio'mA CAU8(>il l>v niflunutlo »irroma
o( «<yrball. Ma ; iutiissuMX'ptfou of iho t>owL>I with
dl\'ertlcultiin. ib.; rongeuitAl nintfornintion of ttio

pulmoiuiry vaUt's simiihitliif; anciirv»in of nrrh
of ftorta. iVHi ; a ca50 of Cluircot's ilUwisc of tlio

knr<vjoUit, *!.: thoracic tumour, rt'twery whilst
takine ChLim turponthu>, i^>.: Intussuscpptlon In
an infttnt, i^.; urvLhnil caIcu1u9, i'2lA : forot^i
body in nvluni, ib.; hy«tatid cyst of the liver, lo.;

ccrvlti'llar hxiuurrhAge, ib.

Society. Mnlical. of Glnsgow (Southern), mcetUif^
of. "13. t*67, 931. 1033. \%H

of London, the reflex Inhibitory
action of cocaine as a tUa;<nofttic fiictor, 77 ; the
tn-ntment of rarotld hieinorrhAf[o, if; a case of
ff»*trtv«»ntpro?t<imy and a ca«o o( duodenoet4iuiy
for carcinoma of pylorus. i6.; case of congenital (l-*)

dffonnity of shoulder-joints. li*a ; ntcvoid growth
of tongue, lA.; ease of nievuD of the tongue, 16.;

case ofsitnradic cretinism, li.; case of congcnitai
pemphigus, ift.; case of epispaiiias and partial ox-
troversiim After ojH'ration. ih.; cA*e of recovery
from chronic pyrvniiii. YM; electric illununatiun
of the male bloildtT and urethra, i/*.; I'jise of unl-
lal-ernl sweAting. ib.\ on emj»yeinn, ;*<xi ; thoracv>-
plasty, lA.; the treatment of rlifuniatic fever. ^5-1

;

some hitherto undescritved symptoms In the early
history of osii-^varthriiia, xb'.-, alwrtive treatment
of syphilU, 417; case of syphilis. 4»i8; bilharzial
eplcyslitis. lb.; two cases of Friedreich's disease,
469; cases of ununited fracture of humerus, iT*.;

coneenitftl cysts on mouth and on chin, U>.; loose
bodlee in the knee-ioint. t6.; case of limited atro-
phy of the face, u>.\ spasmodic twitching of the
ears. 16.; disease of the nail. lA.; election of ofH-
oers. .'i-'M ; P'othergillian prize, li.; cerebral abscess
In connection with otitis media, 16.; some curious
relations of gastric ulcer, lA.; a case illuBtmtive of
the prognostic signilicance of blootl pressure on
renal disease. h^X^ ; vote of thanks, .'^id ; on the
causes of failure to find Ih'* colon in lumbar colo-
tomy. i/».; is common psoriasis a constit-in tonal or
local dl-seaae? i/).; annual dinner, Ooti ; on the suo-
cessful treatment of " liammer-toe" by tlia siib-

cutaneous division of the lateral ligaments, 645;
extirpation of goitre, i/f.; lupus of the mouth.
phanrnx, and larynx. fiM9 ; injury to lower epiphy-
•is of ulna, \b.; paralysis of tlte ocular mubclcs. ilf.;

Kunshnt Injury of knee-joint, li.; trephining for
middle nieniticenl hrrmorrluige, i''. ; Charcot's
disease of the shoulder-joint. 1''.; nblitcrative ar-
teritis from crut<h pressure, ib.; Tliiersch-Gould
operation for removal of pcnU, 1/*.; earcinoina rn
ruxraixe, ib.\ case of ulcerative endocarditis. 797 ;

the pathology of rheumatism, iVS ; cerebral al»-

ecu treated successfully by operation, b.'i7 ; small
and miwlenite valvular lesions, 86H; intra-mus-
enlar injection of mercury in t!ie treatment of
•yphlUs, iHiS : albuminuria in enteric fever. VOti

;

eclampsia rrjtans. mi ; ])ost merliastinal tumour,
A.; reducible lumbar hernia curud by oi>eralion,
961 ; osteo-plastic resection of the foot (metho^L of
Mikulicz), ih.; functional eontra**tion of the right
hand, \br, obstructive jaundice with ejdarge<!
(^ll-bla^lder. if-.; curvature of spine and kyphosis.
lA.; tnv-'heotomy fi.r syphilitic dinease' of the
larynx, M3; annual meeting and cvnversaztone,
103S

of Manrhesier, congenital heart
disease, 80; epilepsy after injury. lA.; suture of
tendons, ib.\ annuali meeting and list of office

bearers, lfl6; Ixu'teria. .1.v»
; plastic surgery, ih.-,

oeteltlfl deformans. lA.; spina biti<la oocultn. lA.;

unnotlc*^! sympt*»ms and unrceordiNl n-flex, lA.;

xanthelasma. 471 ; forritile feeiting, 1//.; treatment
of phthisis, ib.; sareoma cA choroid, x/i.; (in»pi*e<l

testimonial ^*^ Dr. Cullingworth. r)H7
; tn-phining

for epilepsy. fMrt; new In^tnimenta. etc.. lA.; rup-
ture of ki'.IiK-y. •'.. Ir<ipb»»-neiiroi»i-<, xii.; iriltral

disease, I ''
,

1 in raseof fefriorai hernia.
861; cpsnjl A, lA,; «Tythrnmelalgia. lA.;

malarial fe. u-tion and uses of nitrr>-

|[lycerinc and the nitrites. lA.; complete destnir-
tionof tongue, b'rt.'i; intu!i*iuseeptii>n of the txiwel,

recovery, 1064 ; ry8to*co|nr», \b.\ peripheml neur-
itis, ib.', cases, UU

Midland, mngenltal sacral tu

ataxia in A brassworker, ib.; fracture of fii-^t rib,

fi96; sanvimaof uterus. 16.; supraptible lithotomy,
lA.; elephanttiid (edema of the face from lupuV.
1''.; Don-imion after ostiMtomy, 64>* ; suture of

me^lian nerve, \h.\ suppurative phlebitis of uterine
veins. lA.; san'oma of ovary, ib.-, shortening of
forearm following an accident. lA.; signatures of
the late Dr. J. Ash, lA.; snreiunn of kidney, 1''.;

citngenital heart disease, tb.-, braasfoundera'ague,
lA.; amputation at slioulder-jolnt, 8(W) ; abortion
after removal of ovaries. 861 ; extra-uterine fceta-

tion, lA.; amputation by Merger's method, ib.\ tite-

rine myoma. lA.; nlMlominal seotion for peritonitis.

16.; acute perltonitia successfully treuteil with
saline purgatives, lA.; lupus vulgaris, 907; en-
cysted livdrocele of epidhiymifl, lA.; uretliral oal-

eulus, i/'.; the Davos and Ktigadtne valleys, ib.\

IKtncreatic C3*8t, lA.; vesical calculi, tA,; drop-wri!«t

and extensive muscular atrophy from lead iM>ison-

ing. I'A.; senile chorea. lA,; ataxia in a brassworker,
9C* ; treatment of spiiuil curvature, 16.

S*K'iety, Medical, Northumberland and Durham, or-

bital aneurysm. 195 ; thoracic aneurysm. (A.; rheu-
matic nodules. 16.; psoriasis of wide distribution
and nipid development, lA.; puff and dart needle
removed from air passages, tA.; ulcerative endo-
carditis, lb.; abdominal anour^'sm, lA.; suprapubic
lithotomy. tA.; specimens of uterine and ovarian
disease, 10.; the galvano-cautery in the treatment
of diseases of the nose and pharynx. lA.; cases, 422,

.V.c^ ; empyema treated sut'oessfully by inci&iou.

perflation, and drainage, 422; nephrorraphy, lA.;

disliH'Ation of lens, to.; laparotomy for extra-
uterine pregnancy, ib.\ museum of anatomy and
phvsiolog>', Newcastle, i'*.; specimens, lA.; ex-
cision of portion of sciatic uerve, 596 ; elephanti-
asis of scrotum, t'A.; sarcoma of thigh, ib ; pyosal-
pinx. lA.; genu valgum, ib.-, calculi, ib.; rhino-
plasty, 596; Charcot's disease, lA.; aneurysm of
thoracic aorta, ih.; aneurysm of aortic arcli, 16.;

malignant tumours, ib.; hydatid cysts. tA.; chloro-
antemia. lA.; tubercular laryngitis, iA.

PljTiiouth and Devonport, radical
eure of hernia, 24 ; diagnosis of tabes mesentprica
from starvation, tb.\ abdominal section in tuber-
cidar peritonitis. iA.; herpes, ib.; postponement of

paper, iA.; pseudo-glionia, iA.; whooping-cough,
594 ;

paralysis from peripheral neuritis lA.

- Sickness, Annuity, and Life As-
surance, summary of general resn"lts of work. 257;
meeting of. )i03 ; "report for first quarter of 1S8S,

874, 969, 1123 ; monthly meeting, 1237

— South-East Hants, sacculated kid-
ney, 96.^; roimd-celied sarcoma of kidney, iA.;

spindte-celled sarcoma, lA.; nephro-pyclitis and
stone in the bladder, tA.; large round-celled sar-
<-oma of ovary. 964 ; chronic phthisis with atlauto-
axoicl disease, iA.; calculi rcino\ed by suprapubic
lithotomy, ib.; early diagnosis of typhoid fever,

lb.; ovarian tumour and ascites, tA.; auril inflator

and evacuator, lA.; microscopic sections, ib.; new
president. lA.

- Sunderland and North Durham,
new member. 23 ; amputation of thigh. iA.; trache-
otomy. iA.; carcinoma uteri, iA.; sjirccmia of kid-
ney, nephrectomy, tA.; the recent additions to the
materia mcdica, lA.; eye diseases. lA.; penetratini;
wound of chest, 595 ; urethnil (lalculua, ib.; syphi-
litic p!*oriasis. lA.; albinism, iA.; ana'sthetics, iA.;

traclieotomy. 749 ; exc^islon of shoulder-joint, iA.;

specimens, lA.; post-aural brachial fistula, ib,;

the treatment of stricture of the urethra, lA.

of Ulster, discussiou on^ raem-
bmnous laryngitis, 868— of Wigan, resolution against can-

mour. 3&5 ; an undeserilM'<l falliu'y in testing ff>r

albumen In urine with nitric acid, ib.; rardiac
thrombosis, lA.; absreasof fmntal sinti^,3A6 ; ful>er-

cular necrosis of rrnnla! bones. lA.; use of rler-

tridty in gynecology. lA.; papilloma of Madder.
471; specimens, 471. 961; communications, 471

;

vassing for club appointments. 446
of Medical Offieers of ICealth, contagion of

cancer. 2.T ; bacteriologieal water test, iA.; port
sanitary administration on the Tyiic, 595; sanitary
administmtion in New York, i^.; de;dli-rat«s as
tests <ii healthiiiesft, 701 ; and the Local Govern-
ment Bill, 92G

Medico-Chirurglcal, of Aberdeen, election
of honorary members, 448

of Hradford. mesenteric
cyst, 351; purulent optdhalmia of inf;tiits, tA.;

cerebral tumour, ib. ; i)08t-nasJil growths, iA.;

retinoscopy, 471 ; dcstruetlve disease of the eye,
lA.; hydrophobia treated by the Boulsson method,
464, 4'71

of Brighton and Sussex,
lupus erythematosus, .156; nephrotomy, iA.; tu-
Itercular pyosal^ilnx, iA.; clinical retnafks on re-

s(>rcln, antifcbnn. naphthol, and naphthalin, iA.;

phosphorus poisoning, tA.; skin diseases, 616; some
rr-marks on spinal carles and its result.**, tb.; treat-
ment of larvngejil phthisis and abscess of antrum.
617; gangrene of i>enis. 907 ; adenoid vegetations
of the nasopharynx, iA.; the principles and prac-
tice of thi- local treatment of diphtheria. 90S ; ob-
scure cerebral case, iA,; electriral treatment of die-

eases of Uie uterus, 10i2; blood-cyst Id neck.

I.ISO ; Bupernumerary digits and deformity of
mouth, ill.; double hare-Hp. iA.; sarcoma of femur,
lA.; Chian turpentine In uterine cancer. »A.; pro-
lapse of ovary, iA.

Society, Medico-Chirurglcal. of Edlnburgli, patient*

Aiurspecimens, 19;i ; the place of specialism In

general practice, with reference to diseases of the
eye, ear, throat, an<l nasal cavities, iA.; successful

trephining over motor areas, for arrested dcveloi>-

mcut of lind)s, and complete loss of functional

activity. 418; animal tuberculosis in relation to

consumption in num, 419; specimens, clinical

and pjithological, 59.'*; the clinical value of tem-
perature operations in certain acut« and chronic
diseases, tA.; nei>hrotomy, 747 ; respiratory ne-

crosis, iA.; papers, 813

of Glasgow, meetings of,

314, 369, 712, 759..813, 921, 1022

Leeds and WestRiding,
trephining for compound depressed fracture of

skull, 194 : supernumerary teeth, i''.; optic neu-
ritis in chlorosis. iA.; lip language for deaf^mut-es,

iA.; pathological specimens, ly4, :i57, 472, 700,909,

1065 ; intestinal obstriiction, ^h<i ;
ilio-c»cal

growth, ib.; intestinal diverticulum, iA.; rupture

of intestine, 357 ; acute dilatatitm of the stomach.

(A.; incision of the cyst in hydatid disease of

liver. 471 ; the treatment of empyema of the

maxillary Binus, i''^.; the prevention of ophthal-

mia neonatorum, 472; api>amtus, iA.; simple per-

forating ulcer of septum nasi, 539 ; the treatment

of urethral stricture by rapid dilatation, iA.;

nitrate of silver in erysipelas. lA.; case of variola

coincident (?) with typhoid ib.; cystic kidney,

700; abscess of brain, ib.; knee-joint, iA.; pel^c

cysts. iA,; ankylosis of atla* and occiput. iA.;

cirrhosis of liver. iA.; liver disease in a cat. lA.;

papillary growths, lA.; suprapubic prostatectomy,

W8; antiseptic mitlwifery. 9(i9 ; case?. 909. 1065;

treatment of uterine mybmata by ApostoU's me-

thod, 1065; the nature of cancer, lA.; antique

stethoscope, iA.

I. . of Nottingham, com-

munications. 470'; hydatid of liver. lA. ;
speci-

mens. 470. 1389 ; necrosis of bone, 470 ;
malignant

disease of larynx, iA.; treatment of uterine dis-

placements, 860; swelling of scrotum. iA.; pro-

posed horse-tax. lA.; electrolysis in the treatment

of uterine disease, 1388 ; abd«iminal abscess follow-

ing enteric fever, iA.; cerebral atrophy in hemi-

plegia, 1389
-of Sheffield, spreading

cancer of the breast. 24 ; dislocation of the head

of the femur on to the pubes. iA.; thoracic aneur-

ysm, lb.; paralysis of the musculo-spiral nervo

from pressure during9leep,iA.:miners' nystagmus,.

lb.; pneumonia occurring in children, lA.; nerve

section for wry-neck, 252; laparotomy. iA.; cases

252, 802 ; myxVodema. 252 ; disease of femur, ib.;

colotomv. (''.; small-pox at Swinton. 421; small-

pox at Sliefheld, iA.; apoplexy. 596; ulceration ol

popliteal artery. iA.: rupture of the pophteal

artery, followed' by gangrene and mid-thigh am-
putation, jA.; clothing, tA.; specimens, 749, 910;

plnmbism. 749 ; exophthalmic coitre. 10.: httmo-

phllia. iA.; etiology of chorea, i^.; unimited frac-

ture, 802 ; union of divided urethra. lA.; mass^e,
iA.; tercbene. iA.; extra-uterine fcetation, 909; dia-

betes treated by codela, 910; fracture of olecm-

non by indirect violence. iA.; cancer of breast, W-;

urinary calculi, iA.; election of officers. 1095

_- of West London, liv-

ing specimens. 13"
; syphilitic disease of the eye,

iA.; nasal trephine, ib.; epithelioma of larynx, w.;

massage. 538 : sarcoma of vertebra;. iA.; oBpno-

rectomy for uterine fibroid. iA.; electricity in the

treatment of uterine fibroids, tA.; cancer of the

bo<lies of the vertebrx, 801 ; rare congenital de-

formity of hands, lA.; dermoid cyat expelled per

rectum during labour, ib.; perforation of the eye-

l)all by the knot of a whip, lA.; calculus in a ton-

sil, iA.; largo wen in the neck treated by a new
method. iA.; pathological specimens, :A. ; cases,

1062; Caventlish lecture, ib.;; new members, tA.;

treatment of piles by injectiou, 1063; hernia of the

bladder, tA.

Medico-Kthlcal, of Preston, meetmg of, 942

- Medico-Legal, of New York, list of officers

of, 724
- Natural lllstorj- and Philosophical. BelfMti

lecture at, y3
National Health, presentation of pnzea,

1180
. .

Neurological, 'of London, general annuat

meeting. 316
New Sydenham, Mr. J. Hutchmson on,

Nursing, of Kast Loudon, annual report,

6^ .^
Obstetrical, of London. Specimens. 78, 299,

589. 796, 1010, 1274: poiii-mortem appearances of

phlegmon of broad ligament, 78; scarlatina dur-
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ine pregnancy and in tlie puerperal state. 7<. --v-a.

790 • annual meetinp;. S.W ; on the effeut of ergot

on the involution of the uterus. 299 ; financial re-

port, ib. ; election of officers, i4. ; tlie library, th.

;

examinations for mi.hvives. \b.
;
president s ad-

dress, ib. ; votes of thanks, ib. ; interstitial gesta-

tion 796 ; cyst connected with uterus and simu-

latiiig enlargement of that organ, lull)
; the glands

of the Fallopian tubes and their function, ib. ;

hemiplegia occurring nine days after parturition,

1011 a case of extirpation of the uterus for prim-

ary Kircinoma of tlic body, lA- ; inverted uterus re-

moved bv operation,- 1274 ; note on the use of

electrolysis in gynecological practice. i«. i cases

of chronic cervical catarrh treated by electrolysis,

lb electrolysis in some chronic uterine affections

with illustrative cases, 1271. 1-384 ; the constant

current in the therapeutics of gynecology,

1274
Society, Obstetrical and Gynascologieal. Glasgow,

meetings of. 34, 260, 432, 1178; discussion on

trachelorrhaphy -at, 1022
, Odontological, of Great Britain, list of

officers, lOS ,, . ^ ,..
Ophthalmological, of the United Kingdom,

a case of subretinal effusion in chronic nephritis

in a child, 243 ; on the prognosis of neuro-retinitis

in Bright's disease, ib. ; toxic amblyopia. 249

:

living and card specimens, 249, 692, 1012, ISSS; on

retinal hteniorrhage in the yellow spot region, 591

;

sarcoma after sclerotomy for glaucoma, 692;

<>iliary tumours, ib. ;
punctured wound of upper

eyelid followed bv complete palsy of the third

nerve, and optic nerve atrophy, it.
;

pulsating

tumour of the orbit with proptosis, ib. ; melanotic

sarcoma, 1011; a point in connection with arti-

ficial eyes, ib.
;
primary tuberculosis of the cho-

roid, ib. ; functional eye symptoms in hysteriaand

allied conditions, 1012 ; on the removal of staphy-

loma of the chorea. \h.; paralysis of the fifth

nerve associated vi'ith cataract, 13.3Ji ; exostosis of

frontal bone and orbit with an intra-cranial

growth, »6-; optic atrophy in three brothers

(smokers), \b.

. Pathological, of London, election of ofh-

cers and council. 20 ; angiomata of the mouth and

tongue, ib. ; cono;enital fatty tumour, ib. ; subperi-

toneal lipoma. 10. ; bone and joint disease. 21 ;
car-

cinoma pf the obliterated hypogastric arteries and
-umbilical vein. ib. ; tuberculosis of sheath of ten-

<lon, ib. : syriugo-mj-elia, \b.
;
pneumothorax in a

child, J6. ; living specimens. 21. .534; card speci-

mens, 21, 298, 417. 534. 645. 747. 855, 1060 ;
vaccinia,

134 ; carcinoma of gall duct, ib. ; abscess of brain

and adenoma of pituitary body in a ewe. ib. ; cys-

tic epithelioma of neck, 135 ; the relation of the

Hendon cow disease to scarlet fever, id. ; and cow-

pox, 200 ; etiology of vesical growths, 298 ; osteitis

and periosteitis, ib. ; dry caries, ib. ; rickety de-

formity of sterno-clavicular joint, tb. ; case of

anomalous sacral appendage, ib. ; imperforate

urethra, ib. ; parasitic fa-tus, 416 ;
periosteal lip-

oma, ib. ; mixed tumour of parotid, ib. ; congeni-

tal mitral stenosis and pulmonary endarteritis,

ib. ; complex or vertical hermaphroditism, ib. ;

p.apilloma of both Fallopian tubes and ovaries,

ib.; epithelioma of kidney associated with calcu-

lus, 533; villous carcinoma of the right breast, ib.;

contact carcinoma of the bladder, ib.; renal dis-

ease, ib. ; acute necrosis, 534 ; osteitis deformans,

533, 644 ; furrows on nails, 644 ; an exostosis, ib.
;

experimental observations on lupus, tb. ; sar-

coma of the urinary bladder, 645 ; disease of the

adrenals without 'bronzing, ib. ; intestines in

diphtheria, 745 ; articular lesions in gout and
cirrhosis, 716 ; cardiac cvst, *- ; malignant disease

of the air passages, ib. ; mediastinal tumour in-

volving the heart, 747 ; cystic kidney, ib. ; pedun-
culated body in knee-joint. 8!>3 ; alcoholic paraly-

sis of phreiiic. pneumogastric, and other nerves,

854 ; tumour in neck invading jugular veins, ib. -.

cases illustrating the pathology of gangrene from
embolism and arterial thrombosis. 8.i5 ; primary
cancer of the Fallopian tube. 958; cystic disease

of the testis, i6. ; congenital heartdisease in adults,

ib. ; multiple cancer, ib.
;
primary cancer of brain,

953; primary carcinoma of liver, ib. ; contraction

of orifices of coronary arteries, ib. ; mainme in

dermoid cysts. i6. ; Morbid Growths Committee,
10.'j8 ; Dupuytren's fracture, ib. ; histology of can-

cer and normal tissues after sterile incubation.

ib.; sloughing of the bladder, lO.W ; sarcoma of

the urinary bladder, »6. necrosis of the pyramids
of the kidney, t6. ; peculiar isolated fracture

of the skull, ib. ; malignant growths of pleura
and bronchial glands, 1069 ; Charcot's disease,

1080
. and Clinical, of Glasgow, meet-

ings of, 868, 1075
of Manchester, cystoma of

the ovary of a fcetal cat, 251 ; adenoma sebaceum,
ib. ; infantile paralysis, ib. ; specimens, 2-53. 908 :

raro forms of »ye ^Us8as«, 422 ; abnormal shoulder-

joint, ib.; leucin and tyrosin. ib.; bone grafting in

club-hand," ib.; sloughing ulceration of the

lorvnx, tb.; sloughing pharyngitis, ib.; exostosis

of the orbit associated with cerebral tumour, 646 ;

abnormality of the kidney, i6.; renal calculi, i*-;

an unusual form of uterine polypus, ib.; sarcoma

of the pleura, ib.; case of diabetes mellitus in

which acetonasmia was induced by the shock of a

strangulated femoral hernia, 908 : sections of

liver from an unusual case of cirrhosis, ib.; ma-

lignant disease of jaws, i*.; Meckel's diverticu-

lum. 106-1; malignant tumour of lung, ib.; liver

in phosphorus poisoning, tb.; tumour of kidney.

tb.; epithelial tumour of the cornea, i4-; sarcoma

of choroid, 1065

Society, Perth Sick Nursing, statistics concerning,

92
Pharmaceutical of Great Britain. Calendar

of for 1888, r<rt>-, 966 ; election of president of.

1306

712

- Philosophical of Glasgow, meetings, 369,

- for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,

Glasgow, statistics concerning, 1077, 12-89

• Provident Surgical AppUance, anniversary

festival of, 922 „ , t.
for Providing Nurses for the Sick Poor,

Belfast, annual meeting. 1178

for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of

Medical Men. meeting of court of directors. 222,

942; annual general meeting. 1194

Koyal. list of candidates for election. 757 ;

Croonian 'lecture of. 1177 ; cOTiveTsa2i(me of. 1230— Botanic, Queen's Jubilee prize.

1400

1024

- of Edinburgh, meeting o£, 813,

- Medical and Chirurgical, a case of

occlusion of the left bronchus, by a metal pencil

cap and its removal by tracheotomy, 76; influ-

ence of salicylic acid and its salts on the excretion

of uric acid."77 ; on the occurrence of tubercular

disease of the testis as a local affection, particu-

larly with reference to the desirability of early

casfration in certain cases. 191 ; case of intra-peri-

toneal rupture of the bladder, abdominal section,

suture of bladder, recovery, i6.; tumour removed
from spinal cord, ib.; relapsing typhlitis treated

by operation. 361 ; some remarks on the radical

cure of hydrocele, with notes of two cases of exci-

sion of the tunica vaginalis, followed by recur-

rence of the hydrocele. 466 ; annual meeting, 5;i2;

list of oiBcer3,'i6.: case of neglected dislocation of

the humerus, followed by paralysis of the nerves

of the hand and forearm, treiite'd by excision of

the head of the humerus. 686 ; on the naked eye

and microscopical variations of the human thy-

roid body, 587 ; a case of extroversion of the blad-

der treated by preliminary division of the sacro

iliac synchondroses. 696; "a case of wound of_ the

femoral artery and vein, traumatic varicose

aneurysm, ligature of both artery and vein, re-

covery, with remark's on the treatment of wounds
of the femoral artery and vein, tb.; a case of

double nephro-lithotomy in which lateral and
median lithotomy had been previously per-

formed, with rem'arks on sympathy between the

kidneys, 795 ; remarks on splenectomy, with a re-

port o't a successful case. 796 ; a further contribu-

tion to the study of rheumatoid arthritis. 904 ;

effects in disease connected with uric acid of some
drugs which cause retention of uric acid, in con-

trast with the action of salicylates. 905 ; on the

results of the treatment of pulmonary consump-
tion by residence at high altitudes, as exemplified

by an analysis of 141 cases. 1009 ; on the value of

the tubercle bacillus in clinical diagnosis. 1114 ;

the removal of bony growths from the external

.auditory canal, ib.; pemphigoid eruption with
changes in peripheral nerves. 1273 ; a case of

tumour of the spinal cord, removal, recovery,

ib.

Meteorological, list of officers

- Samaritan, of Edinburgh Eoyal Infirmary,

ors, 6

statistics concerning, 314
- Seamen's Hospital, annual court of govern-

- a Stomatological. 50O

for the Study of Inebriety, meeting of. 816

Truss, of City of Londo'n, annual report.

2li5

Soldier, physique and dietary of the, 1286
Soldiers' meals, times of. 1379
Solicitors, liability of. 217

Sollier, Madame A.. De I'Btat de la Dentition chei

les Enfants Idiots et Arri^res. rev.. 423

Solomon. Mr. J. V.. the Palmer case. 569 ; fracture

of the cornea from the kickback of a fragment of

a whip-thong. 1271
Solutions. Greens hvpodcrmic, lOlG

Sore. Natal. 19

Sore throat in Edinburgh, aod its relation with the
milk-supply, 1335

South Africa, irregular practitioners in. 12rd

Southam. Mr.. F. A., osteitis deformans. :j.Vi : renal

calculi. 646 ; a case o( traumatic cephal-hydro-

cele. 1004 ; tumour of the bladder, recurring

after removal by suprapubic cystotomy, 1219

Space, open, in the city. 991

Spain, a lady doctor in, 166 ; social progress in, 315 ;

medical congress in, 919 ; medical education in,

1382
Spanton, Mr. W. D., on surgical instinct, 169 ; earl;

ovariotomies, 326

Spasm of the glottis, bydro-therapeutical treat-

ment of. 211

Spasmus nutans.'lllS
Specialism, place of in general practice with refer-

ence to diseases of the eye, ear, throat, and nasal
cavities, 193

Speculum, new vaginal, 26
Spedding. Dr., dismissal of from post of dispensary

officer for Belfast, 606 ; correction to report of dis-

missal of, 713
Spencer, Herbert, on sanitation by competition, 198,

270
Mr. W. G., rickety deformity of sterno-

clavicular joint, 298
Dr. W. H., cases illustrating the antiseptic

and antipyretic treatment of phthisis, 184

Spender, Dr. J. K., undescribed symptoms in the
early history of osteo-arthritis, 3-54, 781

Spicer, Dr. K. H. S.. nasal trephine. 137 ; on the
functions of the uvula and epiglottis, SSI

Spiegelberg, Professor O., A Textbook of Midwifery,
rev., 252

Spina bifida occulta, 356, 1277

Spinal. See Spine
Spinal cord. See Cord
Spine, caries of, 13, 646 ; treatment of abscess of,

139. 1061 ; removal of tumours from, 191,203,1273,

1288; cervical injury to, 194; injury to, .595; cur-

vature of and kyphosis, 961 ; treatment of curva-

ture of, 964
Spleen, suppurating, opening and drainage of, 586

;

enlarged, in rickets, 694

Splenectomy, remarks on. with report of a success-

ful case. 796 ; a case of, 1020

Splints for fracture of the femur, 1121

Spokes, Mr. S., chloroform in dental operations,

167
Spontaneous combustion, case of so-called, 841

resection of small bowel, 934

Sprains, their Consequences and Treatment, Dr. C.

W. M. Moullin. rev., .?3

Sprakeling. Mr. K. J., increase of salary to, 640

Spray diffuser. a, 223, .333

Sputa, tuberculous, disinfection of. 10S2

Sputum, its Microscopy and Diagnostic and Pro-
gnostic Significations. Dr. F. Troup, rev., 186

Squance. Dr.. amputation of thigh, 23

Square, Mr. J. E.. pseudo-glioraa, 24; inflation of

the Eustachian tubes, 296

Mr. W. J., abdominal section in tubercular
peritonitis. 24 ; herpes, ib.

Squint operations, cocaine in, 74 ; remarks on. Ill ;

some points connected with concomitant con-
vergent. 783

Squire, Dr. W., Essays in Preventive Medicine,
rev., 1226

Staining sections of the central nervous system,

new method of, 610 ;
' Pal-Exner," method of,

643
Stammering, cure of, 55 ; treatment of, 278, .569

Stanger. Mr. G. E.. treatment by anticipation of

post'partitin ha-morrhage. 831

Stanhope. Mr., on the Army Medical Service, 598

Staphyloma of cornea, removal of, 1012

Starvation, diagnosis of tabes raesenterica from, 34;

case of alleged, 206, 433

State examimuion, 886
medicine, qualifications and ^diplomas in,

1305
Staunton. .\ssistant-Surgeon. lithotomy. 303
Stear. Mr. H., foreign body in rectum. 1278

Steavenson, Dr. W. E., the electrolysis of fibroids,

997 ; note on the use of electrolysis in gmseiro-
logical practice, 1374 ; the Treatment of Ctcrino
Fibroids by Electrolysis, rev., l;>i2

Steele. Mr. W. C, reform at the Boyal College of

Surgeons. 375; the Association of Members of

the lioyal College of Surgeons. 1,361

Steel, Dr. G.. spontaneous detachment of laryngeal
polypus, 344 ; mitr.aldise.ise, 646; malignant tu-

mour of lung, 1064

Steevens's Hospital. Sf« Hospital
Stenosis, tricuspid and mitral, in which physical

signs of pulmonary arterial reflux were present,

246; mitral, connected with embolism of right

axillary artery, 247 ; congenital mitral, 416 ; py-
loric, with hypertrophy of the walls of the sto-

mach, S-'JS ; mitral, 594

'

Stephen, Mr. G. N., quinine in pregnancy, 569 ;

antipyriu in cerubnvspinal meningitis, l:il-

Stephens, Mr. L., troatmsat of traulie*" (ough,
831 ,; !,--+ili£ '.ijijaj.' (f
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5t4-[>heni>, Mr. W. J..* plvAMOt iuur5thftioniiRturv.

StvpbrQWD. Mr. H. G.. a ^ot-lntr (or supplying
. rlultiM to chlUtnn lii ho«»|>itjU. 4A0
'_——.--I—— Mr. fii. II. A., r«itppolntmetot €>( an uir-

illcal oflfi»vr t«> thf Xont^Kx! mjhool*, 5^7 ; WolfT
,- b«rg'» rt»U»ir t(ji4 . 1 1

U

'.« -Dr. W.. » •'htiridni of Uio mldwlfrry
(orrepB in k<'»«'<"^1

"'*•. <'>^^t. s;tJ

'S%«rlUty io woineo. (.rvHliitoDt of. M4; oue*ohihl.

SUTiKxUvioulw joint, rickety Ueformlty of, 298
St>ni* I'uniilint'. f«'>

•unM.f. :<*?

> ' <'lfpliODic, 423; another biuftuml, 662;

Stt'Vi'ns. Dr. Ci. T.. FiitirtioDAl ;4(>r\'Oiis Dts«u08.
liieir Cuai'-« luui thoir Trriktmpnt. rnJ.. OiW

Slrvcn*on. Mr. N.. f*rt>oUc acid in nn»al twinrrli.

741

Stillborn cliiWren, eortifli-ation of, 3}fi ; and Wor-
mian bonw. lU**t

Sttlwell. Dr. R. K.. ot>ltuitry nutire of, 2^
Stimulation, dlrwt, of heart, an effect produced !'V.

,. 302
StirlinfT. Professor, appointment of, as Thomson

> Iwturer In tlie Free Churcii College. Aberdeen.
1177

Stociter. Dr. J. R.. aea-ftickness. 7^
Stockman, Dr., uppotntment of, aa research acbolar

of tile British Uedkail Associalioa. 8tVt

Stocks, Mr. .K. \V.. spina hitidii i*ocuIta. 3.'Si* ; com-
plication in a i-ajie of femoral hernia, H6I : otbo-

phogeal forceps, th.

Stoker. Mr. G.. perichondritis of the larynx, 93»i

- —— Ur. T., •iibcranial hiTniorrhage treated by
iccondary trephining, IM

^Stokes. Surgeon H. P.. the army medical reserve.

. 1036
Mr. J., diabetes treated by co<lela. 910

. — Mr. L.. phosphorus poisoning, .'id*}

Sir W.. traumatic suUiural abscess of the
brain, and its treatment by trephining and aspi-

ration. 74^ ; on the altered relations of surgery to

medicine. 1197

StomacJi, penelmting woumls of. 79: ulceration

and hspmorrh.ige into, l.t't ; acute dilatation of,

3.*<7 : Loreta* operation on the, .W7, -lal : hypor-
trt»phy of tlie walls of. .'sW : laparotomy for gun-
shot wound of. 571 ; dilated. 1277

Stomatitis, merrurial, treatment of. 1<>43

Stomatological Society. ^!iet Society
Stone In th-' Madder, wliat is it? ;M2 : and nephro-

pyelltis. W;*: a contribution t« the slatisticsof

Op«nition for, 10C».S ; three case* of. treated

by suprapubic lithotomy. lU:* ; case of. in which
lithotomy was performed twice in two months,
1164

"Stone" or "gravel," 366

Htv. O. H.. TenerifTfl and lu mtelUtes, 111

Mr. T. M., the Palmer case. 62-1

•• Stonehengc." death of. ;«7

Stonham. Mr. C. complex or vortical hermaphro-
ditism, 416

Story, a strange, ^
Story. Dr., corneal tumour, H.^9

Stowern. Dr. J. H., tropho-ncurosis, 106.3: a new
cometioni'S extractor. 1171

Stril ismus opemtions. anrestheaia during, .143

Strahan. Dr. J., turpentine in whooping-cough,
963

Stramonium, poisoning by, 8M)
Strathpeffer Spa. oh-"er\-ation.^ on the u»e of the

effert'encing ch.^lvlx'iile water of. '.tft^

Strau), Dr., nomination of. toehairof experimental
and com[>arative pathology by the Puis Faculty.
.365

Stretcher, a new. 1.39

Strictun*. urethnvl, treated by rapid dilatation. MO;
itimplo. of resopluigu*. fiM

Str«i[.hanthufl in heart disenae, 132. i*01 ; in Uunttia.

l.Vi; projicrtie* of. 1.'."
; as an antipyretic, 767 ; in

mitral di-M-aw- witJi a.ilema. 111*6

Siruthen. Dr. J., degnra for London student <*.

Strychnine in »lcohnllnm. 90
Stintmt. nietiiiiU, and his environment. 17S: »ad
death of a. filfj ; a promising. WJ

Students, London, mc<liral degrees for, 87. V^, aW.
.37J, 42fi. 4.'M. »i"7 : mc^lieal degrees for. Iftft, ^1.".

;

Knglish degrtMH for. 214 ; duels of. 4.'tit ; dehetirit

''ui.er\i-ion ot, t'i»>6: "f Ocnnan-spcaking iiniv^M-

sities, 91H: metropolitan medicail. and Londim
Univenitv. 017, W8 : teaching to think. Idi*

SlifUc*. practical, the value of. Iif02

Study, scientific. Sir J. Paget on, .M2

SLi.rge. tho Ute Mr. O..w
Dr. W. A., idio«yncra»y with reg&nl to

a> ilpyrin. ^43
Sub inclution. ergot in. 972
.>. b-.titutee. me-li&il etiauette of. 8«0. 939, 1089

S Tcntions alleged to Oerman newppaj-ers. UIM

Suckling, Dr. O. W.. emlxillsm of retinal artery, 23;

n-la|M>lng eomu due to t.uberoldo^i», 74 ; recovery
(rtnn piinipl'^gia due to spinal carien, 422; oph-
thalmoplegia externa due to ttliH»hol, 464; atJixin

in a bnuisworkirr, 471 ; eiephantold o;<lema of tin-

face fnttn lupus. .'iW» ; iitcoholie paralysi". 'i'7 ;

multiple |M-riphenU neurit i:«. i^.; acuic peril o-

nitlH Kucce.sfrfidiv tnwted with saline jmrgatlves,

.'^6l ; pheimcetine. Wl ; drop-wrist and ejtlensivo

muscular ;\tro(.liv fnun lead poisoning. 907;

senile iThon'.-!. ih,; tabes tlorhalis with rapid

development of ataxia, 1007; hemiplegia with
henduna>9theMia due tocendtral htemorrliage. i/j.;

saline purgativen In the treatment of typhlitis

and pcritoiiitLs. 1112; obstetrical paralyaiB, 1277; '

dilated st<>tnach. ib.

Suckling", multiple absct'sses in, ".'tS
\

Suicide, of Kenr-Ailraiml Verbturme, 200; by hang-
,

ing. 343;'by swallowing sulphuric acid, 1075. 1177. ,

rcw ' •

Sullivan, Admiral, and others. MilUcun r., 161

Sulphates, antiseptic value of. ].->0 ''.

Sulplionul, a new htpnotic. 864, Ilia

Sulphur in diphtheria. 661

Sulphuric acifl. suicide by. 107.S, 1177

Sulphurous inhalations for phthisis. 603
Summer in the mount-ninfi. 1283

Sundav »'ot. a, G73
Sunderland and North Durham Me<Ucal Smiety.

iice Society
Sunshine atUndercliff <l8le of Wight) and Kcw in

1.S.S7. 224
Supenuinuation, 72
Supplanter, a would Iw, .')60

Suppuration, and septic diseases, 404, 4.52. .'>24
; gall-

st^ines exciting. 6iKi

Siipr.irenal bodies, the functions of. and Addison's
disease, 233 ; sarajma i)f, simulating Addison's
disea&e, 13S2

Surgeons, Irish prison and consultants, 967
" Surgeons, the great Koyal Staff of French, British,

and German,' 879
Surgery of the urinary organs, some points in. 2;

|

plastic, 3.V» ; of the ureter, 1174 : altered relations

of. to medicine. ]I97 ; Nature's, 1218

Clinicjil. Illustrations to. Mr. J. Hutchin-
son, ren., IW

Manual of the Operations of, for the use of

Senior Students, House Surgeons, etc., Dr. J.

Bell, rev., 1066
Operative, on the Cadaver. Dr. J. J. Gar-

i

many, rro., 1066

Surgical practice, menthol in, 9:i;t

.Sur\*eT, the Government sanitary. 883
Sussex County Hospital, ^er, Hfwpital

Sutherland, Dr. H.. persistent yawning. 993
i

Sutlio, Dr. G., eugeniA jambolana. i;W«

Sutton, Mr. J. B.. bnne and joint disease, 21 ; oesih-

cation of skull, '^1 : vcjitigial muscles. ItSB; on
anatomical peculiarities in relation to disease,

4t)9; parasitic fietus, 4Jt?; atlenoma of the pinna,
.V<y: an exostOBis. «44 ; maninue in dermoid cysts,

it.n9: the glands of the Fallopian tubes and their

function, 1010
Suture of patella. 24 ; of tendons. 80, 133 ; of median

nrr\-e. rt4H ; of wounded liver. 992. 1286

Swain, Mr, P., college |>olitic8. 65
;

Swallow-tail, uniform or. 1147

Swan. Mr., the treatment of advanced conditiioa of '

equinn-varus. 301
\

Swimzy. Mr. H. K.. intra-eapsular Injection in the
'

extnurtlon <if cataract, 212. 377

Sv»ayne, Dr. J. G.. scarlatina and puerperal aepti-

dpraia. ia6
8w(»ten>. Ka«t-end. 603

]

Swe&thig. unilateral. 193; pmfuso. treatment of.

278; ehr^mie. in theaxille, .''wJ9, t52;t. 674

Sweating fever. .V*- Fever, swi-atlng

Swellings, acuto periosteal in scveml young Infants
i

of the same familv. probably rickety In nature,

8.^6

Swimming tmths. winter, for school-children at

Zurich and Rerne, 931

Swinton. sraall-|>ox at.. 131 ; small-pox hospital. Ssc
'

Hospital
Swiss Alpine hi^dlh re-torts, 43

health resorts. Kngli^h phvbiclans at. H7
Iaw<4 and F.ngliiih patients, 1021

Swltrerland, correwpon'lcnee from, 374.439, 492.66.3,

717.V3.3. 1^3l.lO«4.1lK.^. 121»1, 12117,1408 : an adminis-
trative eumpaign iigaiiir-t Hriti>*h pnutit ionera in

the Griflons, protept of the Kngadirie British

colony, protest of tho Swiss liotel-keeperH society.

opinion of the Swiss dally press, :{71.492; the Ori-

sons health resorts and national wealtli.:;;4; rail-

way medical service in, 4.39; ndlk in, 1)22; the

BuTul.oii KngUfh practitioners in. 717; pt-rfocution

of Knglish docUirs In, 1073 ; English practitioners

permhtcd t/> practise In. I^rW. VM\K 1362

Sydenham, Mr. G. F.. twins, spontaneous evolu

*tlnn. *•>::(

Syke«. Dr. W., the budget, 717

Sylvester, Mr. O.. obituary notice cf, 52

Syrablcpharon. compute bilateral, I0'?3

Symce, Mr. W. S.. lrtt<;turc of olfcmnon by indirect

violence. '.'10

Symington. Mr. J., fallacies in frown bcetionB.

41
Syinmons. Mr. U. F,. presentation to, W4
Synionfls. Mr. C. J., tulHriX'.ulosis of shealh of ten-

"ddn, 21 ; cyttioopit-iielioinaof neck. Kt5; notes of

two ca>cs of dlKl(M;ition of the index finger ro-

ducwl by o|H;ning the joint and dividing retain-

ing band. i«»8 ; a case of rupture of the urinary
libidder in whhrh the rent was sutured, 1660;
painful afTection.-* of the feet. 1062; epithelioma
of the ntouth, ivmoval of the tonsil, parts of the
soft i>aUte, pharynx, and tongue, preliminary'
lurvngotorny, hubije^iuent recurrence, with re-

secVioii of Iialf the lower jaw, 1272

Sympson. Mr. K. M..chronicsweatinfi in tho axilla".

623
.Svtiiptoms, unnoliceti and unrecorded reflex, •i56:

\ "diiliculty of diagnosis between di5e:ise and drug.

,8yphilis, Mr. J. Hutchinson, rco., 1.39

coniiiiMuii-ability of, through the saliva.

44,2751; small doses of itiei'cury in, 132; unmerited,
l.'>l ; treatment, of, 167 ; calomel ijijei-tions in,

321 ; influence of erysipelas in. th.; the abortive

treatment of. 413. I'lT. tiO."* ; case of, 468; and
cancer, coexistenc*) of. 662 ; allegeil arrest of, in

itsprituary sU^o, 7t)8, 822 ; congenital, 802 ; in-

tra-niuscular inje<'tion of mercury in the treat-

ment of. 005; malignant, 970; orbital, 971 ; rare

form of congenital. 98<); c<mstitutionai. 1043; of

throat, lOril ; excision of indurated tissue and en-

Urged glands in, 108-3 ; modifying phtliisis, 1277 ;

secondary in an ohl wonmn. (6.; subcutaneous
injection of " grey oil'" in. 1296

Syritige, new rectal", for injection of 'glycerine, 1281

Syringo-myelirt, 21, 112S

Taaffe, Dr. B. P. B., obituary notice of, 564

Tabes dorsalis with mpid development of ataxia.

UfO*——— mesenterica, diagnosis of from starvation, 24

Tabetic arthropathy. 2.')9

Ta*niaa7id cvtticere.ns. 6.')7

Tait, Mr. L.," preimrations of extra-nt-erinepregnan;
cies, 24; cholecystotomy tor ^all-stones, 358;
uterine appendages, ih ; inoditiojition of Tait's

trocar, tA
;
gall-stones, ili. ; the elect icjil treatment

of uterine tumours, 193. 108.5 ; sarcoma of kidney,
fi48 ;menstruation after hystei-ectomy, 6(56 ; uterine
myoma, 861 ; alKlominal sect ion for peritonitis, iff.;

rupture^l tubal pregnancy occurring twice in the
same patient, 9o7. lool ; urticaria diffusa occurring
occurring after ovariotomy. 1248; ectopic gesta-

tion, 1299; ruptured tuba! pregnancy, 1386; ex-

Ini-peritoneal cy.^ts, 13^7 ; influence of removal
of uter\is and appendages on sexual appetite, li.

Tui-Yiien-Fu, report of me^lical mission at, 277

Tarmin in the treatment of tubercular disease, 756

Tar, syrup of, in winter cough. ItWi, .509

Targe'tt, Mr., peculiar isolated fracture of the skull,

]ii5i)

Tariffs. medicx>-rhirurgical, 273 : the Meilico-Chirur-

giail, Dr. J. de t>tyrap. reo.,80V

Tardus, resection of. Mr. G. A. Wright on. 1411

Tasmania, stamping out of small-pox in, 266

Tate, Dr. D. D.. death of, 315
Taveis bacillus strumitis baclerio-chennstry of, 66;<

Tux on meiiical men in France. .3.32

Taxes on cnrriiiges and horses. 449

Taxis, new method of applying, 900
Taylor. Mr. C. B.. (iphthulmic operations, 44

Dr. H. C. idiosyncrasy to antipyrin. 696
Mr, H. H.. on' the value of the tubercle

bacillus in clinical diagnosis. 1114

Mr. J. W.. " case of eholecystolomv for gall-

stones. i;tO ; use uf electricity in gynxcx>logy, 356 ;

sari'oma of ovary. 618; extra-uterine fwtation.

s<'d

Tax. the iniquitous on industry, 943

Tea. and teeth, 28.'., lUta. 10:j;J. 1087. 11.37. 1195 ; new
alkaloid in, ]3t(o

Tea-drinking, mi;j

Tiwhers. school, good me^ls for. 311

TeachhigJW'iemeaml scientific tcju-hing. l"is

Tea<'hing University. .See L'niver.sity.

Toidc, Mr. T. P..int*?stinal diverticulum. 3.*)6;knee-

juint. 700; loose b<wlie^ in the knte-jonit, 719. 1109;

case of optic neuritis aisociated with (hlorosis,

12^1 : electe^l Fellow ol the Koval Society, 1285

Tebbs, .Mr. W. H. A., award of scholarwliip at West-
minster Hubpital U). lom

T"«hnical School and College Building. Mr. E. C.

Uobins. rev., 1341

Tc. th. supernuiMerary. 19.S; and tea. 98&. I033,:10a3,

1087. 1137. U'J.'>

Ttietotallcrb, sui erior longcvi^* of. B66

r.M\an. Mr. A..' the late Mr. Jame- Iee?iU^ Wl
Icl^gram, contracts by. Wd ,
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Telepathic remesUes, 931, 9t*0

Telephone hospital, 36, 541

Telephonic bullet probe, the, 7M
Temperance, \vave« of, 6&5

Temperature oliaervntioiis. elinical value ot m certain

acut^'and chronic diseases, 593 ; high, ButMeu m
children, 1419 ,. -.

Tenders, sealed. 1189 , ,^ ; , /. i

Tendon, tuberculosis of sheath of, 21 ; Buture of 80,

133
TenerifEe and its satellites. HI
Tenure of club appointments, .162

Terebene in hroiiclinirhtL'a. 80a

Terrillon. M.. on ovariotomy, 61

1

Testicle, displacement ()f the, 601

Testicles, undescended, 110, 167

Testimonial to Dr. Bodinifton,2 ; toa secret remRdy.

48; to Sir G. Owens, 10^4; to Mr. J. Broadbeut.

1024
Testimonials printed, 48 .; j v;. iu •

.

Testis, rare displacement of, J89 ; on the occurrence

of tubercular.disease of, and the desirability of local

castration, 191 ; cystic disease of 9.SS

TeUnus, traumatic, treated by salicin an^l bromule

of potassium, 74; after miscjvrriage, 966 ; uterine,

1346 . ...
Thames, pollution of the, 500 ; scarlet fever m tram-

ships on the. 6;i2

Theatres, inspection of. 500.

Theine. the consuniption of. 55

Therapeutics, studies in, 363, 806, 864, 1068, 1126;

without alcohol, 515. 665

Thermal springs of New Zealand, 491 ; of Aix-la-

Chapelle and Borcett^', Dr. Beissel. r^*;.. 1342

Thermometer. Salt's "ruby-backed" clinical. 1227

Thermometers, clinical, the management of. 1147
_

Thiersch-G ould operation for removal of penis.

699
Thigh, amputation of. 23; sarcoma of . 595

Thirst, excessive, a symptom of malignant disease.

1160
Thomas, Mr. G. H. W., stoppage of hreraorrhage in

a case of placenta pra-via by the early applicatiop

of forceps, 642
Mr. W., congenital sacral tumour, 355

Mr. W. L., presentation to. 96i

Dr. W. R.. on the etiology and cui-abiUty of

phthisis. 239
Thomas's operation for removal of benign tumour of

the female bre^-ist. 1216

Thompson, Mr. C. R., memorial to, 1146

Dr. E.. appointment of to the inspector-

ship of the Local Government Board, Ireland, 922;

resignation of, 1289

Sir H., tumours of the bladder. ;i, 57 -

what is stone in the bladder? 342; Leiter's eudo-

scope in the treatment of vesical disease. 775 ; Dr.

Nitze and the electric iUumination of the bladder,
1247

Dr. J., treatment by anticipation of post-

partum haemorrhage, 831
- Mr. T., on the removal of stapliyloma of

the cornea, 1012
Thomson, Dr. St. C, winter climate of Florence and
Genoa. 110

Mr. W., foreign body 'in the o:'Soi.ihagus,

80; suicidal wound of the heart with a pin, 250;

pathology in Dublin, 378
Thoracocentesis in empyema, 439
Thoracoplasty. 300
Thorax, palpation of the, 110
Thorburn, Dr. W., spinal injury. 595
Thornton, Mr. J. K., treatment of uterine tibroids by

electricity. 665
Thread-worms in an adult, 333
Throat, the, spraying with cocaine, alarming sym-
ptoms produced by, 349 ; syphilitic disease of, 1061

Thrombosis, cardiat;". 139. 35.'> ; arterial pathology of.

f;angrene from. 8.54
;

portal, and cirrhosis of the
iver. 13.39

Thumb, forward dislocation of. 295; dislocation ot

metacarpo-phalangeal joint of. 588
Thunderstorm, severe, in Scotland, 1131

Thunderstorms and lightning accidents, 1308

Thurstield, Dr. T. W., the social position of the
medical profession. 12*)9

Thyroid body, naked eye luid microscopical varia-

tions of the human. .587

gland, the surgery of. ;t01 ; influence of

nasal disease on the, 544 ; in Graves's disease, 1176
Tibbies, Mr. W.. hermaphroditism or hypospatlias,

22.3

Tibia, abscess in the. .i55 ; internal semilunar carti-

lage of knee-joint sutured to head of, lllO

Tidy, Dr. C. M., Handbook of Modern Chemistry,
Inorganic and Organic, rev., 197

Tinctui-a iodi decolorata. so-called. 33
Tinnitus, treatment of, 278, :<V\

Tipperary union, want of hospital accommodation
in, 658

Tissue, indurated, excision of in syphilid. 1063
Tlssuea, arsenical, 1347
nthing of mint and cummin in Imlia. 918

Tivy, Dr. W. J., three cases of uterine fibroids

treated by ApostoH's method, 1376

Tobermory, ambulance class at. 608

Todlfeatley and Elliott and Fry r. Benbam,, 10S9,

1189 .
•-, ,-. .n l.,i)'

Tokelau ringworm. 217 ;,,-,.,
Tolu. balsam of. as an adjuvant to crea^ot*. 1360 :

Toms, Miss F. N-. a modest candidate, H96
Tongue and mouth, angiomata of, 20 ; uievuft of,

192 ; as an indication of disease, 635, 677, 727 ;

diseases of the, 833; complete deSt^uctipil ,
6f,

1063 ; excision of, 1064 , . ,

Tonics, recent cardiac. 363

Tunsil, calculus in a. 801

Tonsillitis, treatment of, 632; herpetiforra eruption

in, &2; acute, cocaine in. 901 ; acute parenchy-

matous, cocaine in, 1060

Toothache, permanganate of potassium in. 36

Topography, cranio-cerebral. 357. 801

Torney, Mr. G. P.. presentation tp, 1077

Torticollis, spasmodic, treated by stretching the

spinal accessory nerve, 245 ; nerve section in. 252

Tuwns, trees for. 449 ; sea-water for, 480

Tnxa?mia, cocaine, 151 ; or disease, 1043

Toxicity of exhaled air. 210

Trachea, rupture of the, 537 ; inhaler for use after

tracheotomy, 1391

Trachelorraphy. discussion on, 1022

Tracheotomy, "case of. 23. 749, 1160 ; for occlusion of

left bronchus by metal pencil cap, 76 ; cocaine in.

74.3 ; for syphilitic disease of larynx, 962
" Traders," are medical men ? 105, 217, 328

Tralee union. 3:32

Tramp's paradise, a, 332
, .

Trance, the case of at Battersea, 150 ; caseof at Bor-

<leaux. 323 ; alcoholic. 1174

Transactions of the American Gynaecological Society

for the Year, 1887. rev., 541

of the Edinburgh Obstetrical Society,

Vol. xii. Session 1886-87, rev., 751

Transfusion, successful, 200: in carbonic oxide

poisoning. 1185 ; a case of pernicious anscmia

treated by, 13:J6

Mr. C. E. Jennings, rev., 1016

Transplantation of mucous membrane, 820

Transport of sick and wounded by water, 611

Trauma, hvperiemia after. 1224

Travels in* the Interior. Mr, L. T- Courteney, rev.,

;i6o

Travers, Dr. R., death of. 713; obituary jiQti(je,pf,

827 .

Trees for towns, 449

Tremoi-s, note on the rhythm and characters ot cer-

tain, 1049
Trephine, nasal, 1.37, 1063

Trephining in brain disease, 22 ; in prehistoric

times, 137; for compound fracture of skull, 194;

in traumatic epilepsy. 236; successful, over motor
areas for arrested development of limbs and com-
plete loss of functional value. 418; for epilepsy.

646 ; for middle meningeal hsemorrhage, 699

;

secondary, subcranial haemorrhage treated by.

747 ; and'aspiration. traumatic subdural abscess of

brain treated by, 748 ; case of traumatic aphasia
successfully treated by, ib. ; three consecutive
cases of, 903 ; for cortical brain lesion. 1057 ; a
question of. in cerebral lesions. 1245

Tre?ilian, Dr. F., a case of myxtedema, 642. 886

Treves. Mr. F., angiomata of the mouth and tongue.
20 ; the treatment of carotid hemorrhage, 73

;

relapsing tvphilitis treated by operation. 3.51

Trichinosis, "death from, 52 ; outbreak of, 256

Trimen, Dr. H., elected Fellow of the Royal Society.

12S5

Triplets, a CAse of. 133
Trocar. Tait's. nioditication of, 353
Trnpho-neurosis, 646, 1063

Troup. Dr. F.. Sputum, its Microscopy and Dia-
gnostic and Prognostic Signitications. rev., 196

Truss for inguinal and femoral hernia of one or

both sides. 424 ; a new form of, 752 ; Fry'<, 1016

Trusses for hernia, 570
Tube, new cultivating, 304
Tubercle, transmission of by air passages. 13-^ ; coni-

municability of. through"cOw's milk. 8-17 ; of iris.

1407
-bacillus, value of the. in clinical diagnosis.

1114.1127
Tubercular disease, tannin in thetreatnjent of, 756;

of the ear, 932
" '

Tid^erculosis of sheath of tendon. 21 ; relapsing

coma, due to. 74 ; a case of acute. 292 ; animal in

relation to consumption in man, 419; human, trans-

mission of to a cat, 490; congress on. 661 ; in

cattle, 713: in relation to food-supplies, 759; rela-

tion of scrofulous gland disease to other forms of.

788: acute pulmonary. 858; primary of choroid,

1011 : transmission of. from the human subject fo

the dog, 1082; recent observations on, 1177; sur-

gical, iMU'teriological test for. 1246

Tubes, oral, 305
Tut)ep. Fallopian, papillom,i of. 416; glands of, and
their functions. 1010

Tuke, Dr. T. Harrington, criminal responsibility of
the insane, 98^; death of, 1285; obituary notice
of. 1364 :..f^ •'-

TuUoch and Co,, pure com.pre&sed milk'extract, 141
Major H.. appointment of, as chief engi-

neering inspector to- Local Government Bo&rd,
166

Tumour, congenital fatty, 20 ; tubercular, of breast,

24 ; of brain, 138. 251 ; removal of, from spinal
cord, 191, 203, 1273, 1238; fibroid, removal of ap-
pendages for. 249 ; congenital sacral, 355; ot the
intestine, 415; mixed, of parotid, 416; cystic
orbital, 539 ; pulsating of orbit with proptosie.
592; removal of. from the bladder, 662; mediasti-
nal, involving the heart, 747 ; of neck, invading
juLX'iIar veins, 854 ; conical, S59 ; thoracic, recovery
wliilst taking Chian turpentine. 909; large sar-

comatous of breast. 957 ; of the right ovary in a
child, 961 ; post-medixistinal, 961 ; ovarian and
ascites, 964 ; of lower jaw, 1008 ; malignant, of

lung, 1064 : of kidney, ib. ; epithelial, of the cor-

ne;i, ih. ; of epiglottis, 1077 ; vesical removed by
supi-apubic cystotomy, 1166 ; benign, of the female
breast, Thomas's operation for removal of, 1216;
of tlie bladder recurring after removal by supra-
pubic cystotomy, 1219

Tumours of the bladder, 1, 5"; ovarian, 139; lym-
phatic, of groin, 194 ; Abemethy on. 475; ciliary,

592 ; maUgnant. 596 ; ovarian, in pregnant
women. 906 ; sebaceous, the treatment of, 1160

Tunica vaginalis,.excision of, 467
Turner, Dr. F. C, contraction of orifices of coro-

nary arteries, 959 ; necrosis of the pvramids of the
kidney. 1059

Mr. G. R., dislocation of the metacarpo-
phalangeal joint of the thumb backwards, in

which excision of the head of the metacarpal bone
was practised, 588

Mr, H.. obituary notice of, 9SS
Mr. P., agreement with assistants, 327

Turpeutine, in whooping-cough, 963
Chian, recovery from thoracic tumour

whilst taking, 909 ; in cancer, 985 ; in cancer of

uterus, 1389
Twin, curious deformity in a, 902
Twins, spontaneous evolution, 623
Twitching, spasmodic, of ears, 469

Twynam, Mr. G. E., case of caisson disease. 190
Tyler, Dr. J. W., knighthood conferred upon. 473.

992
Tympanites, abdominal, puncture in. 799. 900
Tympanum, serious haemorrhage from the cavity of

,

in an infant, 894; recovery from catarrh of.

1224
Tyne port, sanitary arrangements on the. 595
Typhlitis, relapsing, treated by operation, 351

;

treatment of, 980 ; saline purgatives in the treat-

ment of. 1112

Typhoid Fever. See Fever, enteric
Tyrosin and leucin, 422

Ulcer, gastric, some curious relations ot, 534; simple
perforating of septum nasi. .539 ; of the leg, anti-

pyrin in, 1075
Ulcei-ation, sloughing, of larj-nx, 422; tuberculous.

of vulva. 1349'

Ulcus cruris, treatment of, 245

Ulna, inward dislocation of the, 464 ; injury to
lower epiphysis of. 699

Ulster Hospital for Children and Women. See
Hospital

Uuderchff <Isle of Wight), sunshine at, in 1887, 234

Underbill. Dr. A. S., salivary calculus. .594; pro-

static calculus, ib.

Uniform or swallow tail. 1147

Union, Glasgow Universitv. 921

United States, protection in. 166,' 493; colour-blind-

ness In the mercantile marine of. 188

Universities, honorary degrees from. 96; German-
speaking studenta of, 917; foreign, professional

changes in. 1140

University of Aberdeen, extension of buildings
of. 4J?2 ; honorarj- degrees at, 5.50: pass lists.

880
of Bologna, representatives to octo-cen-

tenary of, from the University of Dublin, 205

;

from "the Edinburgh students, 1178; from the

Royal Universitv ot Ireland. 1189; from the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, ib.; octo-centenary of, 1285.

1350
of Brussels, pass lists. 445, 564

of Cambridge, lectures on childhood, 160;

appointments at. 160. 275 ; opposition of. to scheme
of the London Colleges. 311 ; pass lists, .381, 445.

941, 1090, 1140 ; new anatomical and physiological

buildings. 617; assistant to the Professor of sur-
gery. 617. 10;}9. 1189; degrees, 618. 1250; news
from. 671. 827. 941. 9^7. 1365; honorarv degree.

1039; and Loniion hospital schools, ib.-, Frank
Smart studentship. 1090 ; lectureebip in geo-

graphy, ib.; examinationa at Cavendish College.
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1140; »iimlnert, 1189; eighth centenary of the
Un!vrr»ltv nf lUMopim, l^,; prm'timt i-ounsr In

h.VRtrnP. iUH> ; l»N'turf*hli> in ew^gmphy at. UIO^;

tiir mmstcrshlp ol OowntnK- l^w, 13tfiS; St. Johu"*

CoHrj^f, lA.

Unlver»ity Collrpe. See College
of UuMln. iwM list*. 391

of Durlmm. |wv.-3 Ibts, W7 ; ftml the M.D.
for I'nu'titioncm. ll'^T

of K»llnbnr^;h. the chftlr of lolany nt. 92.

IW. \'-\'2
: svmj^^siMin of stu<tents, I'OI ; rx.imiiiera

Mill examltiati«i)!t in. \f>.; cllulc&l exAtiilnAtluns nt,

7Mt; rouiieil of, anil the I'nivenitlcs (Scotlanti)

B!!!.?*"*; sn-nmer session ftt. l>7y; union of, U77 ;

newacAilenili- hull at. \'J^; enilowmentof researcli

at. it*.; final examinution In me«llcine. IW3
of GlaaB'>w, constitution of boanl for ex-

tennion of iinlversitv teaching. 3U ; changes in

examlnerships at. 6i7; election of examiner in

niertlrlne and cUuleal me^liclne. 711?; preliminary
exAnilnations In. "V. ~M ; cxtenalnn scheme of,

ti67 : |«»s llst,i. .**8f>
; graduation ceremony at. 97^;

extension board of, 0S7 ; notes concerning, W^\ ;

new clock, 117S; tinal H.B. examinations at,

13S9
of Lonilon. and degrees for London stu-

dente. »7 : meeting of convocatign of, 160. 5.VJ,

1027; pass ll-tts. .'Cti), .VI ; and the proposed new
university. ^t'Vt; notes from. ."iCt ; and metro-
politan riieitii-fti students. **17. y:?8; appointment
of examiners. yJS ;

preliminary ecientittc (M.B.)
examination of, 1183; expenditure of the univer-

sUy, 13fiO

of MeUwunie. new biological an<l physical
laboratories at. 107

of Otacn. conferring of ftrst degree of

Bachelor of Meillrine. 107

of Oxford. re<inction for fees for the M.D.
degree at. 257 ; maintenance of the physiolof^ionl

department at, ll-S; Ka<icliffe Travelling Kellow-

shtn. 617; news. t^71 ; examinations in medlcino
ann surgerv at. 10.19

of"Paris. students at. 4S5

of Pisa, strike of stuilents at, 40-(

Roval. in Ireland, regulations as to do-

giv*^. .1l,s ; the Calendar for the Year IMt ; Exa
minatlon I'jiimth, 1?v*7. rev., 9ft5; pass lists, 1091,

ll-^P ; eighth centenary of the University of Bolog-

na, 1H9; reeognition of Cork hospital, lA.; travel-

ling medical scholarships. \h.; regulations for

B.Ch. and B.A.O. degrees. i6.

-. . of St. Anrlrews, students of, and Dundee
University College. fV>.i ; and an M.D. for practi-

tioners. >*-*n. 1117 ; i»ss lists. K90
- Teaching, for London, and the medical

schools. 428
-Victoria, pass list*. 771; new professor-

ships at, 1190^ of Vienna, chair of anatomy in, 4.'^9

Unqualifietl Assistants, fees for visits hy, 1414
practice, 1414

Uraemia, benzoate of so«ia in, 90
Ureter, surgery «jf the. 1174

Urrtem. value of inspecting the orifices of the, bv
electric light in the diagnosis of "symptomless"'*
biciiiaturiaand pyuria, ll'^--*

Urethra, unusual cause of hirmorrhage from, 19;

electrie iUumiiiatinu of, Il<3; imperforate. 293;
lltuminatinn of the. by the urethroscope, 462;
stricture of. treate<l by rapid dilatation, MO;
treatment of strieture o'f, 749; union of divided,
W2 ; electndvfis in stricture of, 1116

Urcthnkl. .Se* frethra
Urethroscope, Illumination of the male nrethni by
the. 463

Urethnttomy, Internal, value of antiseptic "precau-

tions in. \\f^

Uric will diatheah. thempeutlrs of the, 10, 67; in-

fluence of salieyllc ai:id and Its salts on the excre-

tion <»f, 77 ; efTf'Cts In disease connected with, of

some drug* whl'-h cau^e retentirin of uric acid in
crnitrost with the action of f.ilicvlateii, W'i

Urinals, offensiTc pwblir, >U-^

Urinary organs. Sre Organs
secretion. Ste urine

Urine, inrontlnence nf. 5( ; retention of, ^1; fnra-

dlsatlnnof the right pneumocastric nerve and the
secretion of, 166; the detection of protcld bo^iles

In. <I2; method of treating Incontinence of, 1015

Urqiiliart, Dr.. retention of urine, 81 ; Members of

fr I Tel ffhrill-* occurring after OTari-
.'IS

Ct' I"- removal of for fihmld tumour
;v 1' ; siMH-lmen of. XiS^ ; removal
. 'V. 74»; removal of, 007; ia-
'

I on sr»xual apjKJtite, KtM7

L'! ,
ocuto intestinal obstruction com-

Ut* itinti of large fibroid of hy electro-

Iv?i», >o , liS'u-.orrhage of, (tf tiTc years' st.inding.

'£2; carcinoma of. Z\ ; cancL-rous, «1 ; electrolysis

IB the tmkmrtit of ttor»ld« »r l«a, 100, 499. 4M.

M8. 614. 66:., 79S. Wo, 997, 1013. \^<>. 1036 ; Kmmct
on displacement of. iK\ ; management ot anterior

and iM>sL*'rior di-tiilacements of.2Mrt ; effect of ergot

in Involution of, 299; patency of the uterine

canal as affiv! ed by llexitm of. ItU ; enlargement
of supra-clavicidar glands in cancer of, 41*0 ; inver-

sion of the, 502; transverse rupture of, MI ;

(xiphorectomv for fibroid of. 5:J3 ; the In menstru-
ation, &9;i ; sarcoma of. Sy.'i ; unusual form of

polypus of, 646 ; suppurative phlebitis of veins of.

MA ; action of constant current on fibromata of,

799; treatment of displacements of, 360 ; myoma
of. 361 ; rupture of the. 901 ; double. 955; m)roid

of. complicating labour, 96.1 ; ruptured abdominal.
Miction for. 971 ; cyst conne<ded with, 1010 ; extir-

pation of. for primary carcinoma, lA. ; treatment
of niyomata of bv ApostoH's method. 106.'i. i;ifV.>

;

subiKTitoneal fibroid of, llrt.'S ; double, abortion in.

1217; tetanus of. 1216; inverted, removed ly
opemtion, 1274 ; fibroids of treated by Apostoli s

method, 1376; infiuonce of removal of on sexual

appetite, 1;137 ; electrolysis In treatment of dis-

eases of, 13.33 ; Chian turpentine in cancer of, liiS9

Uvula, functions of the, 591

V.
Vaccination Act. See Act

grants. .%. 52, 353. 377. 294. .^34. 441. 500,

567. 862; inspectors, 55; neglect of in Wexford
Union, 2)5; and small-pox at Sheffield. .S03. ;i3:i;

payments for in Italy, .110 ; Mr. C. T. Kitchic on
the value of, 328; records in the hospitals of the
Metropolitan Asylums Board. 329 ; and revacctna-

tion. efficacy of, 423 ; certificates of successful,

446
institution in France, 1115— •— Vindicated, Dr. J. C. McVail. rev., 540

Vaccinator, public, dismissal ot without inquiry,

106 ; post of at Walsall. 496

Vaccine " chemical." 322, 1296
lymph. See Lymph

Vaccinia, 13-1

Vagina, pregnancy after removal of cancer of, 32

;

malformed, complicating labour, 546; double, 955;

obstruction during labour from malformation of,

1213
Valsalva, sinuses of. 357

Valves, aortic and mitml. disease of long duration
of the. 247 :

pulmonary, congenital malformation
of simulating aneurysms of arch of the aorta, 909

Van Abbott's gluten preparations, 85

Van der Laan. Dr. P. A., obituary notice of, 1010

Van Millingen. Dr., toxic amblyopia, 249; operation
of for entropion. 1074

Vann. Dr.. abdominal aneurysm, 195

Vanzetti. Professor T.. obituary notice of, 10!

Varicose veins of scalp and ej'elid. 539

Variola. Se: Small-pox
Vegetarian dinners for school-chiidren, 33, 214

Vegetations, adenoid of the uaso-pharynx, 907

Veil, oro-nasal, 85
Vein, umbilical, carcinoma of, 21 ; fcmoi-nl, wound

of, 696
Veins, uterine, suppurative phlebitis of, 648;

jugular, tumour of neck invading, 354

Venereal disease, .Stf« Disease
Venesect |(m. 906
Ventilation, bj perforated glivss, 41 ; of board

schools. 1287
Ventnor Hospital. See Hosjiital

Vermiform ap[>enilix. rejection of in in'rityphlitis,

1245 ;
pcrioration of, by intestinal concretions,

140H

Vermifuge, pelletlorine as a, 32^

VerneuU. I'rofcssor, on the causation of cancer, MS
Vernon. Dr. H. H.. idiosyncrasy to quinine, 941

Veroidta. what U it? \iX\

Verrall, Mr,, nephrotomy, 356

Versturme. Hear-Admiral, suicide of, 200

Vertebne, san-oma (»f . .'^13 ; cancer of bodies of, 801

Vesical growths, etiology of, 20f

Vessels, digatured, behaviour of the blood in, 149

Veterinary Uvgienc, A Manual of, Mr. P. Smith,
2:>3

Vibert. Dr. Ch.. Ktude nnxilco-legale sur les Bles-

surcH pro.luite* paries Accidents de Chcmin de
Per. rer\, 3o3

Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University and Professor

H. Lanke^ter, 3t»5

Victoria Ul»iH.'nsary. Northampton. See Dispen-
sary

Vienna, correspondence from. 100. 157, 320. 374, 439,

492. 6o9. 662, 7tWi. 8ll>. iOJ. i»SO, 10;iO. loKi, 1245, 1396,

1360. 1407 ; new teachers In the medical faculty of,

222; subvention to gcm-nd Policlinic at, 992; pn>*

•; ectus of medical faculty of, 1003
Viewing the bodies, 310
Viking e-*»eiico of beef and beef-tea, &II

Vincent. Dr. (J., hwmophilia. 793

VirchoWj, ProUii^iiT, on thu diagnosis and prognosi*
of can It; r. 14! ; mport on growth Ironi luryiix of

lbeCro^v•J Priiico. 370; on bUharua hxmatobia,

1O10 ; honour of Ited Eagle of second class con-
ferred on, 1125. 1253

Virus, ral)ir, vitality of, 764
Visc4'ra. abiloiuinal, on the treatment of injuries of

the, 1153
Vitreous Inserter, Mules's, 36
Vivisection Act. See Act
Voght, Professor A., aud school hygiene at Benie.
WM

Volunteer, the oldest, 1183
Medical StafT Corps, appointments and

promotions in, 46, 104, 161, 216. 272, .127, 379. 494,
562, 615. 667. 769, 325, 873. 9:13, 936. 1031. Iu38. 1140»
1139, 1302 ; a surgeoncy vacant in. 216 ; an ambu-
lance competition trophy. 4't3 ; ambulance school
of instruction. 611, 933 ; duties of acting surgeons
of. 324 ; examination of volunteer surgeons. 373 ;

spreading the net for volunteer surgeons, 1035;
the qualifications of vohmtecr medical officers,

10^(5. 1033; prizes and annual dinner, 1037; depu-
tation to Mr. Stanhope, 1233 ; medical resen'e of,

l;J02. 1413; proficiency, examination for, 1414
Association. See Association

Volunteers, inspectitm of a battalion of, 1183
Naval. 1413

Von Schrotter, I'rofessor, on the case of the Genniui
Emperor, 1360

Voyage, a sea, 311
Vul\a. priniiiry melftuositi of, 545 ; tubercular ulcera-

tion of. 13 ly

Vulvar discharge In children and charges of rape,
162

W.
Wagner. Professor, obituary notice of, 445
Walnewright, Mr. B., election oi. as assistant-
surgeon to Charing Cross Hospital, 755; a caso
illustrating the advantage of early incision wit^
drainage as opposed to excision of joints, 959 '

Waldo, Dr.. a case of intubation oE the larynx in
the adult. 745

Wallej'. Principal, animal tuberculosis in relation
to consumption in man, 419

Walsall Cottage Hospital. See Hospital
-—-—— post of public vaccinator at, 496, 620
Walsh, Mr. J. H. (" Stonehenge "), death of, .167

Walsliani, Mr. W. J., case of iiitra-pftritoueal rup-
ture of the bladder, abdominal section, suture of
the bladder, recovery, lyi ; case of epispadias and
partial extrover-iion after operation, 192; intes-
tinal obstruction. Nelatou's operation, death,
volvulus of the cajcum, malposition of the
ascemling colon, 353 ; a ease of wound of thtt

femoral artery and vein, traumatic varicose
aneurysm, ligature of twth artery and vein,
recovery, and remarks on the treatment of
wounds of the femoral artery and vein, 696 ; a
case ot intestinal obstruction, localised peritoneal
suppuration, incision, wastiing out and drainage,
recovery, 902

Wulshe, Dr. W. U., degree of LL.D. conferred on,
by University of Ktiiaburgh, 367

Waders. Dr. J., constipation in pregnancy, 449;
llH>.^o bodies in the knee-joiut, 7ly

Waring, Dr. K. J., The Hospital Prayer-book, rev.,

650
" Warm site," a, 30
Warner, Dr. E. H.. treatment of heartburn, 773
Warts, treatment of. 1254
Washington. General, cause of death of, 299
Water, means of softening. 22;J ; transport of sick

and wounded by, Oil ; law as to analysis of, 1071
Water famine, thrcfiiened, at Liverpool, 1366

Water-supply, of London, 253, 476 ; of Manchester,
277 ; dangerous, at Newniilns, 431 ; at SUne, 43:^

;

of Paris. 716; of Belfast, 607. 760, 933, 1350; of Lia-

bum, 1024
Water-test, bactcrioli)gical, 3.1

Waters. Dr. A. T. H., Contributions to Clinical and
Practical Medicine, rev., llO

Watt. Dr. T. W., idiosyncrasy to quinine, 669
Waves of tcnqwrature, 665
Webbed lingers, treatment of 1367

Weber, Professor Matbilde. her work on female
[)nictitioners for the disease:! of women, 1390

Wegner, Dr. A., ennobling of, 1018

Weils disease. See Disease.
Welford, Dr., carcinoma uteri. 2.'>

Wells, Sir T. S.. and Professor JJiUioth, 304 ; remark?
(HI splenectomy, w ith a re|M)rl of a successful case,

7V«i ; a visit to'Pi>lyau, 1*1.t; the electrical treot-

ment of diseases oi the uterus. 9i^5, 1013 ; a note on
methylene and other ann'stHetics, 1211

contaudnated, elosuri- of, 1142

W^cn. large, in neck, treated by a now method, 801

Werthelm, Professor ti.. obituary uoticeof. 165

West, Dr. S. A., correction, .tijo
;
paralysis of t^A

ocular muscles, 699; acut^ |>erio8teal swellings in
several young Infant.s of thusamofaniily, jirobably

rickety in nature, 3i6
West LonJon .M'^iico Chirnrgloal %4(^^^y, • See So-

fioty ....'.
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Westport Union, puerperal fever In. 182 ^

Wethcred. Mr. F. J., a new method of staining sec-

tions of the central nervous system. .'ilO

Wexford Union, neglect of vaccination in. 305

Wheeler, Dr. T. K.. obituary notice of. 1«.S

Wherry Mr..wonnd of palmar arch, abnormal blood-

supply. 3.5.1 ;
Rlaucoma caused by melanotic sar-

coma "of eyeball. MS ,„„,,,.-
Whip perforation of eyeball by knot of. 801, ini

Whipham, Mr. T., report on acute rheumatism,

Whip-thong, fracture of cornea from kickback of a

fragment of. 1271

Whistler, Dr. W. McN., general symptoms some-

times produced by nasal sprays of cocaine, 243

White, Dr. J., obituary notice of, 564

Mr. J., malignant disease of laryni, 470
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A LECTURE

TUMOURS ' OF' ffeiS" BLADDER.
^Mi^ered at Universily College Eospilal, November 21st. 18S7.

fli -.t^BY Sir HENRY THOMPSON, M.B
,

F.R.CS.,

orf««Jlk<iltingSiirgeou.and Professor of Clinical Surgery to the Hospital, «tc.

After remarkiD^on't'ue'extremcly narrow'limita winch this subject

occupied a few years ago, compared with that which it has at the

present day, the lecturer continued :-With regard to the vanetiea

of tumour which affect the bladder, they are to be classiBed as m

other parts of the body, according to their histological characters, and

also to their tendency to invade surrounding structures and reproduce

themselves elsewhere. ' " '

z u i t

Until recently, most vesical tumours were supposed to belong to

that class of growths roughly indicated as " cancerous." And besides

these, a single species was familiarly recognised under the term

" villous," although by some this was also relegated to the preceding

class, as "villous cancer," without any warrant, however, for doing

m It was well bnowB to be a hke.ling tumour, which sooner or

later produced a fatal rosult by its single irrepressible function of con-

^t;rblood.lettin.. This swelled - v."o- g™wth is ,n fact

all varieties that which most commonly afftcts the bladder, ana '^

will form the most prominent in the series now presented, but under

'''''^^^:CZ-^:r:i:l^:^rrn..^^^ - the least complex form of

erowth springing from the vesical mucous membrane, the simple

mTous polypus, that formation of whi.h the ^ell known nasal poly-
mucous pjiHJu ,

„ervrarelv fmnd n the bladder, and has at

P^rnt bee'^only me" ^f;! TtLt of the young child. Nothing

'"se'Zdlv'welome'toX growth just referred to ns papilloma
;

it is

so caUed b^e'crnse iUdfstinctive structure is that of an outgrowth from

Jheinucous membrane in the form of papilla, more or less covered with

IweH defined CTiithelium, spheroidal or more commonly cyhndncal,

eaTwpmabe?ng provided with a considerable blood-vessel. The

^.nH,r« indeed is normal in its elements, and the arrangement of

Esnirmalal 0, inasmuch as the papilla is simply a very slender

fold oi extenToB of mucous membrane. A section of the mucous coat

irom^n empty healthy bladder, made immediate y after death .^11

furnish thTsYme appearance in every respect. I show you here an

admirable section taken from the monkey m the cond. ion named,S of course, is not attainable with a human subje^ct. It is not dis-

rinauishable from papilloma. To return ;
when these papilln. are

loTslender and filLmentous, floating in the unne springing to-

cothert a group from a circumscribed bas, or stalk, they are termed

?'finbri^ttd papilloma." If the organ containing such a growth s

examined in air instead of under water, the fimbn* collapse, adhere,

tnd form a soft, rounded, scarlet mass, which is quite characteristic^

Uniting the filaments, especidly at the base, there are aw o^

connective tissues interspersed, and mostly some non-striped muscular

fibresalso. Then sometimes the outgrowth springing from a pedicle

expands so as to form a small Polypoid mass, much firmer than the

na^al variety jnst alluded to. It may grow to a large size, and whether

TmaU or large there may be two or more springing from the same

*'*^Vhen there is a larger proportion of the fil^ous stiuctures named

JocUted to form the growth, and it is denser in structure than those

fet described, I have employed the term " fibrous papilloma to

"^'fitous papUloma thus understood is,, bf conree, wlated through in-

sensible gradations to the fimbriated variety, although the. fro™
es^entalW distinct in their nature, since the fimbriated variety may

ontCo in elsing in size for years while BtiU retaining its ..mpl^

stracture audit does not necessarily acquire density with age A

rhTracteristic fibrous papilloma is a growth chiefly solid, and as such

may form a cons derable^mass. with only a small proportion of fimbn-

Tted papTus on its surface. And here let me tell you that these fim-

briated papTul may be found attached to the surface of any vesical

tumour even to some forms of malignant growth, apparently as acci-

deX^ ad7unct° the true character of ihe tamour being unaltered

itself This is termed myoma. It may be more or l^^s intermi:ced

wth bands connective tissue, and it may have fringes of P^^^"?™»

Tn the surface, but the distinctive character found on examination

determines its classification as a muscular growtn.

In carefuUv examining the foregoing tumours under the mi-

croscope a few examplfs are met with in which may be ob-

e?v'd^ i large quantity of small nucleated cells interspersed, or

Jouped among the constituents of the fibrous stroma forming the

fen L porUonf of the tumour ; and sometimes cells of '"^g"'*; f''™'

not anoarentlv belonging to any normal type. And such ^ structure

alwaTs^a ou el suspicion'that the growth is not so ^^^o^^t ,n , ts tea-

dencv as papilloma, and may not improbably be reproduced after re-

moval It suffices or tbe present to speak of these as forming an

rnJrmedLtror transition cfaas, and thul^ approach, the borders pf

'^ThhlsS^mportant class of growth, the sUiKtore ^f -Wchjs'

largely composed of epithelium in varied or modified f»rms; and their

tendene^ S to invade and infiltrate by rapid increase, all adjacent

tmctu^s Among them, epithelioma may be first named, as it ap-

pears not'infrequen'tly to aff^.t the ^1^-^^-.
-'VtheZrv" Sdrr\ s

» litfi n?riod namely, the appearance of blood m tbe urine. A singia

^qSry should be made in order to determine the diagnosis, i-n
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de»voar«rrflkD Ifj/T whetjicr thi jijitiedt \»i
ct oC jnLtari^n aoKiodiuM ooafinotkcaf by

j

Im ever obscrv'bd (hat the

^ pa^in^ uriue nnturol in
pp««renca, bat becomini; stainod or mixed with florid blood towardg
the close. If ao, the source is vetioai, poraibly prostatio, at all eronts
not renal, bat is more pMbably tho result of tumour. Whea blood
cornea from the kidney, it iaaUiostiavariably railed with tho urine.
and nnlesa it is very recent indeed, it is brownish, not florid in tint.
Occaaionally, although very rarely, florid blood may appear first and
clear urine afterwards, but tho reverse is tho almost invariable rule.

Secondly, a microscopic examination of dAri* passed in the urine
must be delijeently made, and before long tho characteristic appear-
ance of papillomatous structure will, if present, generally bo dis-
oorared. The bladder may be washed out with plain water, especially
after an examination by >oniidin(?, in order to obtain the evidence in

For the nature of the stnicture sought, see Fig. 1, whichqucatiSDi,

,«:r

moil

•niulli.faij III

(I"i'«l!iu!i-T'

shows a typical specimen, such as may be often found, and a glance
at which enables you to aflirm without hesitation, the presence of a
papillomatous growth in tho pas'iages, and its site may be safely
assumed to be tho bladder, where the symptoms described are
present.'

But, you may say : "VHiy not sound the bladder, as we do for a stone,
and determine the question thus ? For this reason, that the question
is not thus determinable. The soft, filmy tissues, even when spring-
ing from a thick base, cannot be felt floating in a fluid medium, and
yield no evidence to the sound. Nor does rectal examination afford a
aign unless the bladder is distended by the growth, when the organ
feels rounded, but very soft, aa if filled with fluid. On the other
hand, when there is a cancerous growth involving tho bladder to a
notable extent, a well-defined mass of irregular outline and of hard,
nnjielding consistence, almost invariablv presents itself to the fingerm the bowel. "Whenever this is met with, a condition eo different
from tho rounded and yielding mass presented by senile enlargement
of tho prostate, there need be little doubt as to the very grave fact in-
dicated, namely, the presence of scirrhus occupjiog the walls of the
bladder itself, and therefore irremovable by art. If on this point you
are in any doubt, you may with the short beaked sound obtain further
evidence by examining the rectum with the finger at the same time
when oarcinoms in any form may usually be thus detected. Having
verified its presence, we make no attempt at removal ; nothing can ba
gained by dealing thus with any portion of such a tumour.
Hew we are to treat the uon-ijialignant growths will be discussed next.

(To be concluiUdJ

•The portion from wljch th« agure was drawn wis, among othori, shown
nnUer tb* mlcro«cop» »t the Uctiira ; the epithelium li culumoar, and vorv
abundant. '

TwT/MosiAi TO Dr. Bodij(oto>(.—Dr. Fowler Bodington, formerly
President of the Birmingham Medical Institute, of tho Midland Medi-
cal Society, and of the Birmingham and MidUiid Counties Branch of
the British Medical Assodttion, who is on the eve of leaving for British
Colnmhia, where he intends to begin practice, has been presented
with an address, largely signed by the members of the medical profes-
sion in Birmingham, expressive of the high regard and esteem in which
he has been held for many years by all those who have had professional
and social relations with him, of the credit and distinction with whir'
he haa filled the various offices, and heartily wishing him full sue -"

and prosperity in his new sphere of doty. Among the signator" -«••>

observe the names of Sir Walter Foster, M.P., Dr. Wade >' -'«'"'»

nuittx Jordan, Mr. Lawson Tait, and Dr. Alfre'd Carter, ,
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LETTSOMIAN LECTURES ^

OFSOME POINTS IN THE SURGERY
•>o THE URiNARY ORGANS.

Delivered te/ore the Medical Society of London, January, 18SS.

Bt REGINALD HARRISON, F.R.C,S..

Surgeon to the Ijverpool Royal Intlrmary ; and Lecturer on Clinical Surgery la
the Victoria University.

UiUNE Fever and Toxic Urine.—The Formation ok Stricture
TissDB IN Refsbenob Specially to trb Tk^tmjbnt

' ' ov Uktithrai. Stricture.

Mr. PrbsidrNT and Fkliow."!,—Let me, in the first place, thank
you for permitting me to address your ancient and learned Society in

the capacity of Lettsomian Lecturer for the present session. At the

same time, and with a full consciousness of ray inability to approach

you as I would desire, let me also ask your indulgence whilst I attempt

to follow in the direction selected by many who, in preceding me in

this chair, have so largely contributed to the practical advancement of

medicine and surgery. ' '
"~ '

' " '
'

'

'•"'1

As I have already indicated', I propose 'diking some otsWviitlonS

relative to certain points arising oat of the surgery of the urinary

organs. It is now some years since my attention was directed to the

circumstances under which fever was occasionally ssen in connection

with various lesions involving the urinary tract. It appeared to me
thatthe subject had scarcelyreceivedtheattention itdeserved, andthata
further knowledge of the etiology of what I would speak of 38 urine
fever, as opposed to ordinary wound fever, might bo of service to qs as
practical surgeons.

Lot me, tor the sake of clearness and comparison, briefly illus-
trate in a familiar way what I mean, and then I can the rapro
easily deduce the paints upon which I desire to lay 8tve« ttliq
evening.

In surgical practice we have long been accustomed to recognise,
after injuries and operations, a form of excitement which is generally
Known as wound or traumatic fever. It varies in degree according to
circumstances, is generally attended with some elevation of tempera-
tiiro, and it usually declines without proving either serious or fatal,
hince the due recognition of these principles upon which Listerism is
based, the development of this kind of fever baa b-en considerably
restricted, if not entirely abolished.

In striking contrast with this we have a diattnctivo form of fever,
not unlike ague in many importanc respeota, which is abno seen in
lesions involving the urinary tract. Let ns take, for example, the
simple operation of internal urethrotomy. Hera an incision, limited to
a few lines in length is made in the urethra, which tho patient for
some two or three hours is probably ni-^oonscious of. Then he is
seuod with a rigor, which terminates in fever and an elevation of
teaiperature. As a rule, these symptoms decline in the course of a
few hours, possibly to be repeated. ' More rarely the rigor and fever
are followed by suppression of ur.n,, convulsions, and speedy death ;posl-viorlem examination failir _

.'^. '

nised explanation for these

post-viortcm examination failir_g
to discover any reasonable or reoog.

„ „,i , ,. , .
, jdeuomena. The symptoms, though, as

a rule, in only s ight dogrp '
^^^^ frequently follow internal urethro.tomy accidental wounH_g^f' ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ j^^ introduction of 4

ntn.ii,
•''^'' ""'* -Even the last mentioned operation, simple as it

nnn^ „l ?^ r ^'"^'^ f»t»l i" the course of a few houi-s, with little or
notning to show , .- . . .

m explanation. Here thtsn,
wo hav ' a tr

' '" explanation. iioro luuu, »a I have said before,

iuto oxlstonc • "''J'*"''"""" '«'«'"''"°g *«^''' which are only called

III order tV " '" connection with h'sions involving the urinary tract,

ferr It- j't I may be pflrfeotly understood as to the phenomena re-

tivM '
'

'• '"t'D" briefly illustrate tho kiml of case alluded to by aarra-

p .rem my own practi""*.

,
' yomo years ago, in a case of extwrnely tight stricture, I performed

.a internal urethrotomy on a young and otherwise healthy male
;

I

three hours afterwards he had a rigor, followed by high temperature,

convulsions, and suppression of urine, and in forty-six hours he was

I

dead. Pos/.m'jCfetTi examination failed to prove anything except that

the ap<*ration had been properly performed.

In tho course of last year I saw a boy, aged 11 years, who, having

tUpitti^ his urethra by a fail, had retention of urine for thirty hours
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before I visited him in consultation A catheter was t>>Bn passed with

some diflicultv alone the lacerated canal and rela.iiod the retentionE in thii way reUeved. On the following morning ho was yuited

-^d found to have passed a restless night, with a temperature of

Wrr About four o'clock the same day his usual medical ^ttend.an ,

D, Daviet was summoned, and found the patient m severe convul-

« ons and absolutely unconscious. The temperature was then lOo K

KuU not"swalt\v ; the CU recurred with much v-lence attended

Cth opisthotonos, and he became comatose, and died at_ midnight

That is^io say, abiut twenty-four .hours after I hrst saw him and the

'"fctldrt?"lfohservlng that' so long ^ this V^i^^^^;^^;%l
tion be was comp.ralively safe ;

when, however, a" oppo "^ ty
^^^

afforded to the urine of coming ami '=°";'"">"".'°
7°\tetr then a

laceration in the urethra by means of the rotaincd-catheter then a

propess of acute poisLing soenipd to commence, which speedily tor-

^tl3ri°ahlWn.iddlo-asad man was under my care for a tight

ur tWl strktare, fJr which. iS the course of treatmen preUramary W

dilatation, a metal instrument carefully passed
^'^f

,f"l>°'^f/j^ j^^,
verv hlicht bleeding Four hours after this he had a ngoi, ana nis
f.eryblif,ni oiectuut,.

-^
>,•<; wis followed by a succession of

temperature went up to 103 i.; tti:S was iouomhu uy »
„„„.„;„„„i

Vieors at intervals of from eight to twelve hours, with occasional

Sings I^ over fiftj hours the amount of urine excreted was

IX f^ur onnc.s. Duiing this period the pul.e wa^ quick, and thready,

the tongue dry and brown ; there was a tendency to. drowsiness Uth

occasional delirium, and death appeared t,o be imminent,
^""^^f-

mainrt tWs sSous condition lor ten days, he ultimately ^onipl^ely

Scov^ld, though he complained of muscular pains and mu^V.prostra-

*'llliS;^Snl'Zh'^l£- and othe. that I could quote. seW
Vq indicate that the presence of urine in a wound, ""d", -^t^;''-

^^

c'^stances, was capable ot generating an aguish f°™
°f

PJ/^i
which I shaU speak of henceforth as urine fever I am aware that

Tome authorities are accustomed to speak of al the phenomen-a I ha^e

just illustrated under the one name of urethral fever. ^"^"^ * "rm

I think is misleading, inasmuch as it seems to connect the symptoms

proW wTtk the p'recise part, rather.than ^.^'"^ he process, for

wherever throughout the urinary tract urine can be placed "i^der cer

tain conditions: there can all the phenomena usually 7'°=^^t«d w th

the term urethral fever be produced. With the view ol endeavouring

io throw "omelight on the'causation of this I l^termmed some yea.,

ago to investigate (1) the relationship between urine and a worn d

which leads to the development urine fov.r i ^'^%^'^)
'"^^^i

P^^^?;*;'^

nature of the influence or material producing t. To tbe elucidation

of these two important practical points I would now desire to direct

^"jnthetrsrplace, it appeared to me that the i^^^W^t »/
"jf

«

ftir might be Lce'able to the kind of contact t^at existed betw^n a

wound and the urine. I thought I would test it in the follow ng

IZ Taking a number of cases of subpubic ^^^^'j^^l
?*"f;"^l,^^"t

Tfrere uuEtted for treatment by dilatauon,„l adopted the fpUowing

^TufemaHrethrotomy having been performed,
-f, fl £t'dt?o

bBing removed, so that a full «i^=d g^^^vedsafT could be passed into

the bladder, the patient was placed in the lithotomy P«fi"-;. ^"^
^

median cystotomy was performed, qui e indej^ndent of the p evious

internal operation, so as to admit a fu l-sized drainage tube such as

I usually employ for this purpose, to be Pf^^'^

'"^V I T ttlied a
this combination of internal and external

"^,'=\^^°'t^y / ' ne "kh
considerable number of urethral strictures of the

'T'"^* 'y^f.-X^
results which time has already shown have been eminently satisfac-

tory, both so far as the immediate, comfort, of the patient was con-

cerned and the permanency of the relief that was "llorded.

After a number of trials of this kind. I soon found that as wa my

drainage, so was my freedom from fever ;
urine fever only "^^""td

where "the former was imperfect. When urine, ^^'^^

.J.-JJ^^^ 4"\f
quantities, was pent up in a recent wound fever resembling ague lu.

variably followed. Wh-n, an the other hand, mine was
f^^'-'^^

escape freely and continuously, as afttr a lateral hthotomy, no such

symptoms were developed.,, But, farther than this, in =o^«'=''«"

with the operative treatment of stricture, it was observed ^with mu.h

uniLmity tliat, in cases where it was impossible to ol'tf"> P« «-t

urine drainage, the urine might, so to spea^c be Btenhsed by loe^l o

general measures. This teneled considerably to present the unie

undergoing change, and yielding products which were "^.-^^e^J-y
their absorption to produce this special kind ot ftver. f01 instance,

found tZ after In internal ur^Uirotomy '^"ta'n aut.septio pre^

cautions, directed towards the wound as well as the bladder, for the

ternil urethrotomy inae.
the administration of quinine.

Arbeadng' u'pon th It'u^r.Ln of'urine in connection with opera^

^deprocedure's on the urinary apparatus I -^'1 jeer
;;

- P-»g«

It i'itseStntlo determine the occurrence of urine fever as a

^^=e m^XrL^nted^. Jor as OauUer rem^;/

I'nf ill tlifi extractive composite resiaua, n^e aiieaiuiuo v..

^"^^"That the retention of. fresh urine within the area of a recent

woLllaImost*lvarTabl°y followed by its development ui a greater

"l"Th.:l'Ke urine is placed under ^°ch circumstances aa hava

SgiaSee'-id-tioal, Whether following a surgical opera-

tion or an accidental wound. ^ ; . ,

fortified

duct of a definite poison introduced l"t<' « 'V^5 •^«'"^/
^ essay- of

your time for a^few moments, while I quote ttom tne last ess»j

'^{^^Z^^Z^n^i Gautier's mroductic. ro, .-4., ^ni«aJ AWaSoids, by Dr. A.

^ ?/;?Sn« oftU Fnur. : Address written for the Annua Meeting ortte BriUsh

Medical Association, 1586~ ,,v .... ,. --
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one of the moot origin«I thinkers th* mcilicnl world ever prodnced I
rutVr to the late Dr. Austin Klint, ot New Yorlc.

'

"Anstrtiol chmni.stry," he observes, " carries inveatigitTon he-
Tood the limits <4 luioroscopioal observation. The latter, at the
)<reaeDt moment, both in pathology and phv.siolojjy, seems to promiso
moat

;
but is it not a rational antioip.itJon "to look for future results

fr >m ehemical analysis of the oompononts of the bodj-, in health and
.iiseaae, which in brilliancy and practioil utility may surpass those of
rjie labours in this field of investigation during the past half centnry i

The Diidiral semi-centenarian can recall the enthusia.sm aroused by
the labonra of Liebig. Histology is now in the ascendant, but is it
»il« to predict that before the lapse of another half century there will
he »nother era in organio chemistry, and that light will penetrate dark
recesses which histology cannot reach? The supreme objects of
study in pathology at the present time are the discovery of micro-
organisms and their natural history. But these agents it is probable
are pathogenetic, not directly, but indirectly, by means of the toxical
products of their activity. What are these products, and how do
they give rise to the phenomena of disease? We may ask the same
iiuertion of certain of the poisons introduced from without the body.
How is it that fractional tjuantities of morphine, hyoscyamin,
etrychnine, aconitine, atropine, and other alkaloids, produce their
lethal efftfcta ! It conveys no adequate information to say that they
act upon the nervous system. This is merely the statement of a fact
not an explanation. For the latter we must look to the organic
ehemistryof the future."

Bnt objection may be raised against the views I am advocating rela-
tive to the way in which urine or urethral fever is developed, by the
fact that it sometimes arises under circumstances where it may be
difficult to prove that any actual breach of surface in the urinary
tract has been inflicted. For instance, as I have already said in
Illustration, some degree of nrine fever frequently follows the passing
of instruments along the urethra, as in the treatment of urethral
atncture. It would not be difficult to illustrate every degree of this
complication, from the most transient rigor with slight febrile excite-
ment, to the severest form of septic intoxication, rapidly terminatin"
10 death. And this leads me to speak of the influeuce of the epf-
thelial lining of the urethra making the canal watertight, or more
correctly speaking, nrine-tiaht. And out of this will necessarily arise
some remirks on the pathology of urethral stricture and abscess with
extrivasation of urine. Let me take an illustration of what I mean
by the protecting power of the epithelial lining. A patient with a
•tnctnre, I will say, has a catheter or bougie passed ; this may he
followed in the course of a short time with a rigor and some fever,
and no further inconvenience is experienced. What has actually
taken place 13 that the epithelial lining has been scraped off at one or
more i|oinU, and this has permitted urine leakage and absorption toMke pla™ at the points injured. If further proof of this be required,
Ulce instances where prolonged attempts to pass catheters in cases of
urothril stnctnro have been made, and proved futile. Then, in con-
sequence of the degree of retention, and as an alternative, an aspirator
needio is introduced above the pnbes, and the nrine is drawn off in
this way without coming in conUct, or remaining so, with any por-
tion of the urethra which may have been wounded by the attempts
made to give relief by catheterLsra. I have never known rigors or
fever follow the relief of retention bv suprapubic aspiration, though
the amount to which the nrethra has' been lacerated by attempts at
catheterum has been considerable as well as sanguinary. There can
b« no other explanation for the absence of characteristic rigors and
fovcr under these circumstancoa than the fact that urine has not been
allowed to come and remain in contact with a freshly-made wound.And in connection with this point I cannot help remarking that in
the protecting power which the epithelial lining of the urinary appa-
ratus exera,.» we probably have an explanation of certain phenomena
which have been observed but not accounted for. Some have con-
cladod that the bladder is capable of absorbing some of its contents
wdiut others, on the contrary, not only have .lenied the possibility of
such aa inference being drawn, bnt have pointed out how serious
might be the consequences if there was any liability to such a con-
tmgency. It seems that both of these conclnsions may bo true, and

lnUbLM°*"^°i "i^'l^
"''" " that, by injury to, or disease of, its

epithelial coat, the bladder may be rendered capable of absorbing what
itconuina, to the detriment of the individual, as wo see in thoseCM«a now often referred to by the name of catheter fever. In recog-
niaing the power of the epithelium to prevent or permit absorption, Iam iH agreement wit .other ob,,ervers, amongst whom I may mention
iJf. London, of Carlsbad, who haa made some investigations upon
this point. Farther, it is imporUnt to notice tha"; when a urine

» Berlin. Klin, jrocken., No. 11, 1881.

fistula is transformed into a permanent urine channel, as after Cock's
operation, we find the passage becomes lined like the urethra with
ei>ithelium, and thus it acquires the power of transmitting nrine with-
out leakage. "Wo conld not have more positive eviilence than this
in support of the view that the epithelial coat is a necessary part of
any c.innl which has to perform the function of transmitting nrine.

Applying, however, these remarks to the pathology of urethral
stricture, let us see how this is brought about, and how the protecting
inflnence of the urethral epithelium may thus bo demonstrated.
A stricture of the urethra is generally considered to be due to more

or less prolonged inflammation of the lining membrane of the canal,
which ultimately leads to the deposition of organised lymph in the
peri-urethral tissues. This ultimately is converted into a dense con-
nective tissue, which svbsequcntly shows a remarkable tendency to
become contractile. Thus the escape of urine from the bladder is in-
terfered with by the degree to which these contractile masses prevent
the expansion of the canal to anything like its normal extent. Now
all this may be very true on the whole, but it does not enter into de-
tails with which we should be acquainted for the prevention and
treatmeijt of the disorder.

It will be convenient to take an illustration for the purpose of
tracing moie gradually the process of stricture-making, as a conse-
quence of a specific urethritis or gonorrhea, which is generally ad-
mitted to be the common cause of the former affection. The acute form
of the disorder, unless care be taken, is very apt to become merged into
the condition commonly known as chronic granular urethritis. By
the latter term we are to understand that at one or more spots
within the urethra the epithelium has become so damaged, as
a consequence of the prolonged inflammation, that it ceases to render
the canal urine-tight, and a slow process of escape of some of the con-
stituents of the urine into the tissues comprising the urethra and sur-
rounding it, takes place. As a consequence of this, and to prevent
urine further soaking into the tissues, inflammatory exudation is ex-
cited, and barriers of lymph, which ultimately become organised, are
thrown out opposite the places where the leakages take place. Thus
splints of plastic tissue are formed, corresponding with the spot or
spots where the epithelium has been so damaged by persisting inflam-
mation as to cease to discharge its normal function. In this strength-
ening of the urethra we recognise, in the first instance, a conservative
action

;
eventually, however, as in other compensating processes, cer-

tain inconveniences follow which constitute, as it were, an independent
disease. In addition to the careful observations which have been
made relative to the pathology of gleet, and the changes that are in-
duced by chronic inflammation in the epithelial lining of the urethra
by Dr. Oberlaender,' of Dresden, there are other considerations which
seem to indicate that an exces.sivo form of plastic exudation in the
tissues around the urethra is probably excited by the interstitial leak-
age or exosmosis of some of the constituents of the nrine through the
walls of the canal.

Amongst those I would mention are : (1) That though the mucous
membrane is the tissue chiefly involved in the primary inflammation,
it is, as a rule, only secondarily implicated in the stricture-forming
process. In many instances it will be found after death that the
dimensions of the mucous membrane are not permanently altered, and
that it is po.'sible to split a stricture without necessarily damaging
the lining membrane of the canal. (2) That the plastic exudation
which makes up a stricture differs from other exudations provoked in
other parts of the body by inflammation in the degree of its density
and tendency to contract. There is no tissue I am acquainted with'
in the human body, except, perhaps, that found after scalds and
burn.s, where the original tissues are entirely destroyed, which is so
tenacious and resisting as that constituting the usual form of urethral
stricture, nor do I know of any other canal or duct which, either as
a consequence of injury or disease, is liable to be involved in such
changes as a strictured urethra represents. (3) The character of the
cicatrix which is formed in connection with ruptures and lacerations
of the urethra unmistakably shows the effect produced in the healing
process of a recent wound, which is constantly submitted to the action
of more or loss pent-np urine. Here we have a cicatrix fonned which
of all strictures is the most resisting atd contractile. At the present
time, when we are so much occupied in devising means for the radical
cure of hernia, one cannot help sometimes thinking and wishing that it

were possible to transplant the process of tissue thickening and contrac-
tion, as observed in connection with the fonnation of traumatic urethral
strictures, to the parts constituting the weak points we sro desirous of
consolidating in tne abdominal parietes. Here it would be service-
able instead of being detrimental.

Further, the form m which stricttire tissne is deposited, and ultimately

yierltljahr. fur Dtrmatologie und SyphilU. Wlen, 1887.
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eierciaea contractile pressure on the urethral passage, is strongly sug-

gestive that in the first instance it served the purpose of strengthening

the wall of the canal, and thus preventing further leakage of some of

the constituents of the urine taking place at points where the epithe-

lial coat had been more or less permanently damaged. Most strictures

are the result of organised lymph which has been deposited in the sub-

mucous tissue in an irregular form. An annular stricture is compara-

tively rare, except when due to traumatic causes, such, for instance, as

an injury to the whole calibre of the urethra.

It may, however, be urged that the view I am advocating is open

to objection on the grounds that urine leakage is invariably followed

by acute forms of inflammation, such as we see when extravasation

ha£ taken place. In reply to this, I would say that so far as I have

been able to observe the process of urine transition through the mucous

membrane of the urethra, which has been deprived of the protecting

influence of its epithelial lining, is extremely gradual, so far as the

process is concerned, and does not necessarily imply that all the con-

stituents of the urine are distributed amongst parts which are not

adapted to receive them. "Where a pithological process is slow, time

is permitted for that adaptation which the human tissues are proved

to be so capable of. But the exudation which a damaged epithelium

may permit of does not necessarily imply that all the constituents of

the urine are thus brought into contact with the tissues under circum-

stances where the most active and destructive forms of inflammatory

mischief must inevitably be aroused. Some years ago, I recorded the

following case, which at the time seemed to me of much importance

in reference to the subject now under consideration. It was as fol-

lows : The case was one of stricture, with extravasation of urine,

occurring in a person suff'eiing from Bright's disease of the kidneys.

Though the extravasation had come on suddenly, and had existed for

twenty-four hours unrelieved, there were no signs of acute inflamma-

tory action and commencing gangrene, such as are usually expected.

However, the tension being considerable, I incised the parts involved

in the extravasation. As the fluid escaped from the incisions, I no-

ticed that it had not that strong ammoniacal odour which is so per-

ceptible in such cases. Subsequently I treated the stricture, which

was exceedingly tight, and kept in abeyance the more threatening

urinary symptoms. I was somewhat puzzled for an explanation, as I

felt sure that the case was one of extravasation, and not acute scrotal

cedema. How was it, then, that extravasation and confined urine

failed to excite gangrene ? I collected some of the urine as it trickled

through the wounds, and compared it with some subsequently drawn

off by the catheter. 1 found them identical, and in both there was an

almost complete absence of urea. This, then, to my mind solved the

mystery, and explaioed that as there was no urea to decompose, there

was no source for the production of the ammonia by which the de-

struction of tissues in connection with extravasated urine is mainly

effected. By the absence of urea the urine was rendered chemically

harmless to the tissues with which it came in contact. In the same

way, and by a process of leakage, I apprehend may be explained

some of those rare cases which have been described as scrotal or peri-

neal urinary cysts, where a urinous fluid, with little or no direct con-

nection with the urethra is retained within a fairly well-developed

envelope.
In illustration of the formation of stricture by urine leakage, due to

epithelial desquamation or abrasion, I would point especially to those

cases of multiple stricture caused by spots of iuduration in various

parts of the canal. In a patient who was recently under my care,

almost the whole length of the urethra was strictured by a series of

nodular deposits, chiefly in relation with the floor of the canal These

could only be explained on the supposition that the urethra had

almost entirely lost its normal power of conducting urine in the

course of a long gleet, and that these numerous centres of induration

and contraction marked the spots where leakage of some of the con-

stituents of the urine had been permitted to take place. It will not

be necessary for mo to extend these views tor the purpose of explain-

ing certain facts observed in connection with peri-uretbral abscess and

extravasation of urine, which in practice we are all familiar with.

What applies to the plastic form ot exudation applies equally to the

suppurative. In this way, however, is ex[jlaiijei the fact that in

these cases, when suppuration occurs, aud the matter is evacuated by

incision from the perineum, the urethra is found passing through the

abscess cavity, completely isolated, and without showing any direct

connection with the suppurating focus. It is under these circum-

stances that the unsupported canal occasionally gives way under the

expulsive powers of niicturitiou, and the udne is first forced into the

abscess cavity prepared to rective it, and subsequently amongst those

tissues, where it may be the more ea.'ily extravasated.

There are one or two practical points relative to the treatment of

stricture and injuries of the urethra arising out of what I have thus

ventured to bring under your notice, to which I should like to refer

before concluding. In the first place, the knowledge that certain re-

lations between a wound and the urine may cause and keep up urine

fever will prove of service to us in practice, as I will illustrate in

the following way. Not long ago I treated a case of urethral stric-

ture by Holt's method of rapid divuLsion. Contrary to my usual ex-

perience of the operation, the patient had a severe rigor three honra

afterwards, and a temperature of 105' F. On the following day this

was repeated with, in addition, almoit complete suppression of mine.

As it appeared to me that the patient would die if he absoibed any

more toxic material from the wound, I had him pUced in the

lithotomy position, and passing a grooved staff, I performed a free

median cystotomy, and put a drainage tube into the bladder. I

should add that there was nothing to indicate that suppuration bad

occurred ; the time was too short Jor its development, the symptoms

being clearly due to urine poisoning. After this was done there waa

neither rigor nor fever, and urine was again rapidly excreted. By
thus suddenly altering the relations of the wound with the urine, the

whole complexion of the case was immediately changed for the better,

ar d the patient made a good recovery.
_ , . .

In the next place, a due recognition of the function of the epitha-

lii. lining of the urethra shows that there is a right and a wrong way

in muking use of dilatation in the treatment of strictures. I am sure

that more good follows the daily introduction of a bougie which

passes quite easily, than where a larger size is less frequently used,

but where, in fact, the principle of the mechanical wedge is aimed at

by the process. In this way rigors and other inconveniences asso-

ciated with the treatment of stricture by bougies is avoided. I

have made a large number of observations bearing upon this

subject
Thirdly, when a strictui-e has become or is so contractde and dense

as to render dilatation out of the question, if not impossible, then, I

believe, the open method of treatment is the safest and affords the

best permanent results. In fact, excepting the earlier forms of stric-

ture, which are satisfactorily treated by dilatation, the open method

has furnished the largest proportion of permanent cures that have

come under my observation in the collecting and noting of many

hundred cases of stricture taken indiscriminately. And in reference

to this point, I must take exception to a statement which is ^fre-

quently made, to the purport, " once stricture, always stricture." I

could furnish many examples following the open treatment which are

quite at variance with such a conclusion. In order that I may not

be misunderstood in using the word " cure," I mean that a contractile

stricture necessitating the constant use of the bougie has been so in-

fluenced by what has been done as to render any further use of this

instrument unnecessary, and that, after a lapse of time of some years

duration, the urethra can be proved both to be structurally and

functionally normal. The majority of these oases have occurred

where the perineum has been opened for stricture complicated with

abscess and extravasation of urine. Here it by no means unfre-

quently happens, if the artificial drainage made by the surgeon is free

and direct, that a healthy scar, such as we see after lithotomy, takes

the place of the dense contractile stricture which has sloughed by the

acuteness of the inflammation that has been aroused. I should meet

with no difficulty in fully illustrating this point. By the open

treatment of stricture, of course I mean the perineal section 'of Syme,

or a modification of it, to meet some special circumstances, such as

the double operation of external and internal urethrotomy combined,

as I have already described. It must, however, be borne in mind

that a perineal section is seldom resorted to until the urethra is

largely impregnated, so to speak, with old cicatricial tissue of a con-

tractUe nature. Hence, although you may put into the urethra by

your operation a longitudinal splice of good sound tissue, such as fills

up the wound made in lithotomy, and so bring up the canal to ite

normal dimensions, you do not succeed in removiug the tissue, wluch

you have merely divided ; this still remains behind, to contract and

to mar to some extent results which, under other conditions, would be

obtained. Still, in spite of the impossibility of removing the cica-

tricial tissue by a mere sectiju of it, the results of perineal section, so

far as I have observed them in cases where dilatation was insufficient,

have proved both safe and satisfactory. The conditions, however

which the operation must necessarily fulfil are complete division of

the stricture and thorough urine drainage. The difference between

the wound of a lateral lithotomy and a perineal section is only this,

that in one case yon operate upon sound textures, whilst in the other

they have been "rendsred permanently and almost hopelessly contrac-

tile. Still, on the other hand, when the conditions I have mentioned

ate fulfilled, the cicatricial splice of sound tissue which perineal sec-
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tlon introducps into a bad strirhirc often proves of the )!;reat«st and
most jKTinniu'nt mlvjintagc in cases suited for this proceeding.

Fourthly, that in wounds of the urethra—iiiade either nociJentally

or i» the course of snrpeal operations, which, by the nature of cir-

enmstances, ham to bo treated without due regard for urine drainage

—means should bo more systematically taken to prevent the develop-

ment of utino fever, as well as the formation of a dense contractile

cicatrix. I found, after repeated trials, in the case of internal

Tirethrotomies, that much might be done by irrigation, locally and
through the agency of drafts, which were largely eliminated by the

urine in promoting these objects.

Lastly, we must remember that the prevention of stricture is within

pur scope. If, as I have urged, the dense cicatricial material which
constitutes a stricture is the result of urine leakage occurring in the

process of a chronic inllammatory aHection in the interior of the

canal in one instance, whilst in another it is brrnght about by the

constant contact of the excretion with an internal wound, as in acci-

dental rupture of the urethra, then the importance in one case of irri-

gation as a part of the treatment, and free urine drainage in the other,

19 at once evident.

It is, however, in connection with ruptures of the urethra, such as

«ie ciUSfd by blows and falls on the perineum, where the canal is

more or less lacerated, that we see exemplified the most disastrous

effects of permitting a wound to heal subject to the irritation that

constant contact with pent-up urine is capable of exercising. Fortu-

nately, as a rule in these cases, retention of nrino for a time averts

-the liability to acute septic intoxication, such as I have already

^nstrated in an earlier part of this lecture. Though the future

of these cases relative to the kind and degree of stricture that follows is

in some measure determined by the character of the injury inflicted

upon the urethra—whether, for instance, the canal is entirely torn

across, or partially, either obliquely, longitudinally, or transversely—

I

have not the least doubt, from a careful observation of a considerable

number of these cases, that those do best which are treated by peri-

neal section and drainage without reference to the question of extra-

vasation. When a catheter can be passed under these circumstances,

and there is no evidence of urinary extravasation, it is often, I admit,

very tempting to be content vnth this procedure, and to wait until

there are further indications as to the necessity for incision. Such a

course is almost invariably followed by the formation ol a stricture of

the most dense and contractile nature. AVhere incision is practised,

as in those instances where there is evidence of extravasation and the

laceration proves to be only of a partial nature, the wound heals

with a scar which shows but little tendency to subsequent contrac-

tion. In these cases we have remarkable illustrations of the

damage that the presence of urine under certain circumstances is

capable of exerting whilst the process of repair in a wound is

going on. And what applies to the healing of wounds inflicted

accidentally upon the urethra internally applies equally to others

similarly inflicted on the canal for surgical purposes. I have else-

where stated that for many years past I have taken some pains in

collecting and noting cases of urethral strictures, with the view of esti-

mating the permanency or otherwise of the treatment to which the

patient may have l>een previously submitted by various surgeons.
The testimony that I have thus gathered from the examination of

many hunilred cases is certainly not favourable either to the perma-
nency or the character of the relief that internal urethrotomy usually
affords. Amongst the worst cases of stiicture that I have thus met
with have been those which have been treated by an internal section.

If there is any force in the observations I have brought before the
Society this evening, I do not think there should be any difBculty in

explaining how this happens, and of recognising the importance of

applying to the treatment of wounds of all kinds involving the urethra
tnose principles which are the basis of Listerism, namely, drainage
and cleanlineea. There is no part of the human body to which dis-

regard of these conditions is more likely to be attended with disastrous

coneeqncnccs, whether we have regard to the present or to the future.

In conclusion, gentlemen. Most speakers commence their discourse

with a text, I prefer concluding with one. Urine cm spoil tissue as

well as blood.

Seamen's Hospital Socikty.—Lord Charles Beieslord has con-
tented to take the chair at the annual court of governors of this

corporation on a day to be fixe<l in February next. Owing to the
increasing area over which the shipping of the port of London now
extends, this charity has established dispensaries for seamen at the
Docks and at tiravesend. The maintenance of the 258 beds at

Greenwich, as well as the dispensaries, necessitate an expenditure of

£12,000 per annum.

Bt
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Lbcture I.—Common' Lurrs—the Head of a Family, and not
A Solitary Disease. ' ' '.

Cha^aeteristks of the Lupus Process.—Its Poicer of InfcUion hy Vim-
liliuity, hj Contiguity, and through Fasciclar CJumnels to distant

parts.—Imparlance of thtStdiject in reference to General Pathology.
—SiUeiliUs and their Meaning.—Different forms of Lupus on different

parts of the Body.—Differences in relation to Age and State of
Health.—Relations of Lupus to Tuierculosis, to Scrofula, to ChiU
llains, arul to Cancer.—Justijicalion of the term Scrofula as distinct

from Tuberculosis.—Morbid Anatomy of Lupus.—The Bacillus.—
Description of the different Varieties of Common Lupus, and Defi-

nitions of the Terms proposed to he Used.

E\'EKYONE knows lupus. In student-life, we all early learnt

to recognise lupus ; for its frequency, its conspiouousness, and its very

definite features, rendered its diagnosis both easy and attractive.

Nor, for many of us, have the questions as to its nature and affinitiee

/ailed in interest as we have advanced in life. Lupus has been well and
ably studied by many competent observers, and no atlas of por-

traits has been published which has failed to portray it in at least

two or three of its principal forms. Our clinical knowledge respecting

it is now well advanced, and I purpose in the present lecture to en-

deavour to place before you a summary of it, not without the hope of

being able to gain therefrom some little further insight as regards the

disease itself, and the valuable illustrations which it aiiords of the

general laws of pathogenesis.

We shall find, I believe, as we proceed with the examination of the
lasts as to common lupus, that not only does it present some im-
portant varieties, but that there are a number of other maladies, some
of them already named and others as yet undescribed, which stand in

close relationship with it, and partake, indeed, of its nature. Before

proceeding in this direction, it is needful, however, that we should
recapitulate the chief clinical facts as to the tyjie form of the malady.
This type form we find in "common lupus."

All observersare agreed that lupus is a disease which usually begins in

early life, and which, although it may affect mucous membranes, almost
always has its first development iu the skin. It prefers exposed parts,

and attacks tho face out of all proportion to other regions. It is insi-

dious in commencement and very slow iu progress. Its characteristic

feature is the formation in the corium of a peculiar effusion, or cell

growth, which is visible to the naked eye through the transparent

cuticle. This growth is of a krownish-yellow tint, and semi- trans-

lucent, being aptly compared to apple-jelly. It is present in greater

or less abundance in all cases of common lupus, but may easily be ob-

scured by the products of inflammation. The recognition of this apple-

jelly growth, in however small a quantity, denotes the disease conclu-

sively as lupus, for nothing exactly like it is ever seen in any other

disease. It often happens that we succeed in finding it at only one part

of a largo lupus patch, or iu only one patch, where there are several

which do not show it ; but I may repeat that, whenever it is thus

sparingly present, it is yet sufficient to justify the diagnosis as regards

the whole of the diseased processes which it attends. Whether this

growth is present in the very earliest stage of the disease, or whether
that bo not rather simply one of inflammation, is not yet known, but
it is certainly the condition which first justifies the application of the

name " lupus," and it is often recognised while the disease is as yet on
an exceedingly small scale. Many facts as to tho causes of lapus—sacb,

for instance, as its frequently beginning after slight injuries to the

part—would suggest the belief that a stage of congestion and cell

effusion, undistinguished from common inflammation, usually precedes

for a short period the characteristic growth. There are, further, no
facts whatever which would support a belief that lupus ever takes its

origin from contagion. Whether or not it begins by inflammation, there

is no doubt that it is very apt in all its stages to be complicated by it.

Although a few cases are seen in which the growth, through a long

coarse of years, puisnes its quiet coarse of gradual extension, without
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ulceratloB, diid almost wittoat inflammatory redness or swelling, they

arc exceptional ; and in a large laajority, at one or other pe"od th«

tissues break doVn and ulcers form, attended usually by the forma-

tion of papillary granulation masses, covered by crusts of pus and

epidermic scales. Most of the distinctive terras employed m reference to

lupiw by the older surgeons have reference simply to the presMice or

ateence of inflammation. We may disuse with advantage the old

terms exedens and non-cxedens, exulcerans, hypertiophicQs, serpigin-

osus, exfoliativus, and the like, and speak simply ot inflamed Inpus

and non-inflamed lupus, for all the epithets alluded to generaUy re-

fer to peculiarities produced by more or less active mHammation. The

same case m.y vary in respect to them m different parts at the s«ne

time, and at different times in the same part. They have too, been

used by different authorities with very varyiDR meanings^ I much

fear that before I have done, you will accuse me of introducing new

names whilst I disuse the old ; but I hope to be able to convince you

that those which I shall propose are based upon real and permanent

clinical distinctions. If a man has a large family, he must, for con-

venience sake, give to each child a distinctive name. It is so with

lupus. The diseases to be grouped under that name are related

—closely related, but they are yet diflerent—and it is necessary that

'we shottld distinguish them.
. , , ^ tv;„ ..

It wUl be convenient that I should here introduce to your notice a

«chedule of the various forms of lupus which we meet with in prac-

tice I shall not now discuss its dftaUs, but it may be well to state

that where I have joined two substantives together as a name tor a

sub-species of the malady, it is with the intention of asserting that the

disease so named partakes of the characters of both. Thus acne-

lupus is not a lupus resembling acne, nor an acne looking like lupus

but is acne and lupus in combination. It occurs at the age at which

acne is common, and in the subjects of common acne diifenng from it

only in that some of the pustules become the site of lupns.processcs.

So with eczema-lupus : the disease begins as eczema, and throughout

looks like it, but it has these peculiarities, that it is weU nigh incurable,

slowly advances at its edges, and heals in the centre, leaving a scar.

It is an eczema which produces the results of lupus, and therefore

clearly partakes of its nature. I cannot but think that this plan of

joining substantives, each one having already a well kuown meaning,

ionveys what it is intended to imply with far less trouble to others

than can possibly be attained by coining uncouth adjectives, which are

at the best more or less inappropriate. '^-^ K-roij^-y.

, ,
.

Xhc Lupus family.

'humeral Witi'on.-Serpiginoos, infective, scar-leaving inflaijimations of skin and

miicous membrane.

Fr'nicipal ynrvis.

Struma-lupus (witli

subcutaneous abscesses

and gland disease).

.Lrrrs Vuix-vRis.
bisHn4^'hv FfotHTh.

d. Apple-icUy- grow til

usually present and
characteristic

K Non-syinmetry the
rule

«'. Tendency to ulcerate

d. Coninton in cliildxen

r. Affects the two Sexes

almost 'vqually

/. Not- olosclyiallied to

chilblaiud

(/, Very seldom fatal

Common lupus (its

typical forms)

(^. Single patch.

I

!. Multiple.

I
3. Of hands and feet.

i -L Necroi^enic lupus.
'

5. Of mncous membranes.

I

6. OrseptnTU nasi.

1
7. Lupus mutilans.

I
s. Lupus -with elophsntia-

V sis. , .

Acne-lupus (very rare).

Eczema-lupus (very rare).

rsoriasis-lnpu.s (very rare).

N;v\-us-lupns (very rare).

Lupus lymphaticus (very rare).

.
;. Mycosis and the RMno-scleroma of Hebra aje probably allied diseases.

• 1 The term lupns hjTertmphicns or the adjective hypertrophicus, iti conticc-

tion with lupns, has been used in such diffcient senses by different authors, that

1 think it would be. much safer to discard it. Tlio older writers. I thmk, goner^

ally employed it in cases in which there was an unusually solid wdema or elo-

Pliantold hypevtrnphv. Hehra and Kaposi have used It for cases in which the

papillary ouUTowth was well marked and large ; and, lastly. I find that Di

Sangster has ai-ailed himself ot it for a case in which the scar ;s i-er^ thick and

librous. It is quite clear th.at there is no variety of lupus by which this adjective

can Willi any clinical uspfiilucss, be applied. Overgrowth of papilla', hypertro-

phic Indnration of scar, and elephantcid wdema arc conditions which mayhepre-

iontin certain parts of any given ca-so of lupus and wholly absent m others, and

they certainly do not differentiate any special variety of the disease.

r

:.3 oji] ai imiQi

,i\ I

' T*DP13S TMIIJavinnMAiosrs.
PL.rfiTir^''-'* Fmt-nrfs.

n. Little or lio apple

jelly growth
h. Syrometry the -rule

r. Noutendency t6 ul-

cerate

d. Jlot seen in childhood

c, ffar more conimuu in

women than in men
/. Closely allied to chil-

blains :

fj, Sometimes fatal

Principal Forms.

Seborrhffia-lnpns

(=lnpu» eebaccuii)

Erythema lupus
(its typical forms)

.t

10

niTi.ai Ormpt,- «(f
/ 1. Eistricted to face.

.

'

I 2. I'ace and extremities; I

-< S. General diffusion '
'>

I i. Wi»hrecUrriDg,etyBpr-

^ ^ , . .i'i 'I'll
-' tn

Chilblatn-lnpua.
Sunblaiii-luiius.

Acne rosacealnri" (''sry rare).

PBOTiasis.lupU3(very rare).

;1
M
.I»

11 i

Kaposi's disease is probaWy a ' family form" ot lup'u erythematosus.

In dividing lupus into two great groups, as vulgaris and erythema-

tosus I yet wish it to be clearly understood that they are closely ?.Ihc4.

There are numerous connecting links, and cases often occur which it is

impossible to assign exclusively to either.
j , ,

Amongst the qualifying adjectives which have been used for lupus,

we can well spare thit of "serpiginosus. Itisotthe very essence of aU

lupus to be serpiginous, and if any form of new growth or inflammatorj

action were shown to bo not so, it would cerUinly dc facto lose all

claim to rank with the lupus famUy. In all its varieties, and in aU

staaes of its development, the lupus patch gradually spreads at

itslidfes It is necessary to consider this tendency to creep on into

all adTacent parts in a little detail, for it is a most important feature.

It proves that lupus action is attended by the prodpction.in the part

affected of elements which are infective to those with which they are

in contact In this power of infection by continuity of tissue, we have

one of its most characteristic features, and we have also an important

euide to its treatment. Not only, however, do we witness the gradual

Intension of lupus patches by growth into continuous parts, but we

observe almost invariably another phenomenon of a shghtly different

order This is the production of other foci of diseased action not con-

tinuo'us with the original patch. To these when thoy are as is usual

very near to the first, we may suitably give the name sitelhtes, and

mav imply by it that we believe that they originate as the moon from

fte earth, from materies directly detached frum the larger mass near to

which they are seen. We have in them an example of infection by

contiguity and the infective material has no doubt spread either m
the perivascular spaces, or along the lymphatic channels, The phe-

nomenon is oxacUy parallel to what we witness in the case of cancer of

the skin, in which the production of satellite nodules of smaUcr size

near to the parent one is very common. Their nearness proves their

relationship: It is not a matter of chance where they are formed, nor

Ire they arranged with anything like symmetry m the t^o
I'^ff^

of

the body. No, they come as a rule near to he pitch of whuh Aey

are the product. In many instances the sateUites and their parent, bj

gradual extension at their borders, tend to coalesce The term dis-

seminate lupus has been employed for cases ^^ /^1>^*^^« "°P ?
satellites is very abundant, but as they are present to some e^nt in

almost all cases, it is scarcely necessary. Although, as first assertBd^

it is the rule for secondary lupus growths to occur near to the I'order 6.

the original patch, yet this position is not invariable, and ^e som*

times observe them at considerable distances from it. Thus a patient

may have primary lupus on the nose, and may have secondary patches

on the arm or leg. Must we, when that occurs seek some "tber expla-

nation of their production, and assume that they are developed inde-

pendently of the original patch ? Such a step is not necessary, for we

encounter precisely the same occurrence m the case of cancer No

one doubts that when a growth develops itself in the femur after

scirrhus of the breast, that such growth is due to the transference of

corminative material from the mammary gland to the bone. Nfr >?

there any reason to doubt that such distant transference is Vo^^^^^so

in the case of lupus. Both in cancer and lupus proximity of infection

is the rule, but distant infection is possible, and not very rare, and the

t^o are to ba explained in the same way. Let me here m passing re-

mark that neither in common lupus nor in cancer docs the distant

infection show any tendency to arrange its products in a ^y^'^^^^l
pattern in the two halves of the body. In other words, the distant

tissues show little or no preference or selective power as regards the

gX elements which are afloat. It is almost a matter of chance
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whoro those may develop. I shall have to ask nttention in another

lecture to the fact that this rule is to some cxtcut reversed in the case

of lupus erythematosus.

Permit mo to pause here to remark that, although I have boon

obliged to meotioQ cancer as the most instructive parallel to lupus iu

reipeot to infection by continuity, the production of satellites, and of

scattered secondary growths at a great distance, yet these features are

by no nic^ns the exclusive property of new growths. They do not

prove, .although to some extent they may seem to imply, an a-ssocia-

tion between lupus and malignant neoplasms. Infection of the indi-

vidual, in all of the three methods mentioned, is probably a possibility

n all t.vpes of inflammatory action, though it is seen with much greater

energy in some than in others. Near to a boil other boib occur ; one
p«tch of eczema, if nej;lected, tends to produce others ; indeed, the

facts as to multiplicity of lesions following local ones which are con-

stantly under our observation in so many disf asei are probably all of

them to be explained in the same way. Those which wo witness

in the rare cases in which cicatricial keloid becomes multiple are of

especial interest, because amounting almost to a demonstration of the

law. We witness in them excellent illustrations of blood infection

by a morbid growth not usually supposed to be malignant, and at the

tame time the preferential selection by certain predisposed sites. If a

patient who has old and perfectly healthy scars becomes the subject of

snow wound the scars of which take on keloid growth, his old scars may
become infected and grow on a like pattern. This I have myself ob-

served more than once, and an instanco of it is recorded by Mr.

Clutton. It is not easy to suggest any other explanation of the pheno-

menon than that the keloid growth sheds into the blood certain

elements which find their proper nidus for development only in scar-

tissne. I suspect that this is the only way by which keloid becomes
multiple ; but, in citing it as I have now done as evidence in support

of my theory, I am bound to admit that it is not the ordinary rule

for old scars to become thus infected. Even when it does happen we
usually observe many of the old scars to escape. The case which I

first published as illustrating the fact was, however, a very definite

one. A man who had been frequently cupped, and whose cupping

acara wore perfectly soft and healthy, was long afterwards very severely

scalded over his shoulder, and the scald became the site of an enor-

mous keloid growth. At this stage many of bis cupping scars

developed little buttons of keloid.

We have, then, described common lupus as a slow process of cell

growth in the true skin with infection by continnity, by contiguity, and
in some instances to distant parts through the vascular channels. We
have Slid that it is to be recognised by these qualities as regards its

mode of advance, and above all by the visible presence of a new
material, like apple-jelly, which is easily appreciated by the unassisted

eye, aud which is absolutely pathognomonic. I wish to make the

distinct claims for all affections of the skin, which show these features

that they belong to the lupus family, and in so doing, I by no means
insist upon the last named. There are a great many cases of common
lupus in which the apple-jelly cannot be seen and many more cognate

affections in which it is never visibly present. In order, however,

that we may increase the means at our disposal for deciding as to what
should and what should not be admitted to be either true lupus or

nearly cognate with it, it may be well to mention a few other common
features of lupus-disease. None of them approach in importance

those already stated, but some are still of considerable value.

The lujius process, although very slow, yet always tends to come to

an end after a time, and it always, when it does thus end, leaves the

structures disorganised and in a state of scar. The kind of scar is

often peculiar. It is thick and firm and is seamed with white, so as to

have suggested a comparison to veal. These peculiarities are pro-

bably due to the fact that the scarring has taken place without com-
plete removal of the lupoid cell-material. By degrees this removal

will become complete, and then the scar will become supple and thin.

In nuny instances it is supple and thin from the first. It is by no

means necessary to the production of scar after lupus that there shall

have been ulceration. The scar may be wholly subcuticular, and is so

in many instances, the disease having disorganised the corium, but loft

the cuticle almost uninjured. A tendency to the production of scars

is invariable in lupus, but there arc many slight cases in which the re-

cognition of tear is difficult. An absence of tendency to infect

lymphatic glands must bo noted in all forms of lupus, and with it an

absence of tendon^'y to travel deeply or to involve parts other than the

akin. It is esse atially a disease of skin and mucous membrane, and does

not, wiih the rarest exceptions, attack other tissues. AVhen ulceration

has occurred there is usually a remarkable proclivity to the formation

of griuulations which asjumo papillary fiimf and over which scar-tissuo

readily develops. The removal of lupus-crusts is almost always at-

tended by bleeding, for these papillary outgrowths are united to the
partly organised crust, and are very easily torn.

Lupus-disease in all excepting its most iiuiet and absolutely non-
inllammatory forms is very liable to be attacked by erysipelas. Some
patients have many [such attacks, and although not infrequently they
are excited by the use of caustics, yet they are often spontaneous. As
a rule, but by no means invariably, the erysipelas is mild. It may, I

think, be added to the minor characteristics of lupus that its pro-

cesses, although slowly retrograde in the structures first attacked,

always spread so much in the adjacent ones that nothing of the nature
of a complete spontaneous cure ever results. This statement may
possibly have a few exceptions, but they are very few.

Having thus endeavoured to trace the characteristic features of the
lupus process in general, it may next bo convenient to enumerate some
of the modifications which it assumes in different regions of the body,

and parts of the surfaoe. As will be conjectured from what I have
already advanced, these differences havo chiefly reference to different

degrees of inflammatory action. In some parts lupus almost invariably

inflames and ulcerates. It is rare indeed to find a patch of non-ulcer-

ated lupus on the nose ; and, should such bo encountered, we may feel

quite sure that the condition is only temporary. The same remark
applies to the extremities. On the hands and feet lupus is always
inflamed more or less, the degree varying with the season and weather.

Often, indeed, it is difficult to diagnose lupus on the feet, so great is

the excess of inflammatory material by which it is concealed. I have not

iu many instances, indeed, reco^ised the apple-jelly stage, and when
it is shown it is never present long, being soon superseded by a mass
of fungating granulations. It is, in fact, a clinical fact that lupus-

ulcers on the feet very often escape diagnosis, so wide is their differ-

ence in appearance from the typical form of the disease. Ofteh, how-
ever, the diagnosis is set at rest by the discovery, on other parts of

the body, of patches which show the characteristic conditions.

The part in which it is most common to see lupus without any
inflammation and absolutely quiet is, I think, the cheek. Here we
sometimes see what I have called single-patch-lupus, slowly progres-

sive at its edge, but without satellites, and without any trace of crust

or oven of congestion. The subjects of such conditions are almost

always near middle life and in tolerably good health. If the patient be

young, or the strength feeble, lupus is almost certain sooner or later to

inflame and ulcerate.

There are certain regions of the body which are almost exempt from

the attacks of lupus. It is in the main a disease of exposed parts,

particularly of parts exposed to cold and wind. The face and the

extremities are its most frequent sites. Excepting when it has passed

by extension from the limbs or neck, it is very seldom seen on the

trunk, and it scarcely ever originates there. The more protected

the part as regards warmth, the loss is it likely to be the seat of

lupus. The genitals in both sexes, the cleft of the nates, and the

armpits are almost wholly exempt. This is by no means true of the

syphilitic imitations of lupus, which not infrequently display them-
selves in those regions.

When lupus attacks the lips, and extends to the prolabinm, it is

almost always attended by much swelling and ulcerative destruction

of parts. The explanation of this is, no doubt, that the disease affects

tho skin surface on the one side, and the mucous on the other, and
hence much loss of tissue. The same is observed when the alse nasi

are allected, destruction of tho parts being then almost certain. It

will easily be realised that the conditions are very different from

those which obtain on a flat surface, as the cheek.

Thus, I think, it may be with justice held that many and very im-

portant differences which are observed in the lupus process are due

not to essential difference in tho nature of the disease, but simply to

the peculiarities of the part attacked. Anyone who will inspect a

considerable series of cases side by side, or examine a collection of

portraits, will easily satisfy himself of this, and will observe that

the disease may in one and the same patient earn for itself different

name?, according to the part affected. It is almost always " exedens"

when it attacks tho nose, often "hypertrophic" on the lower part of

the face, and always "serpiginous" on the neck.

I do not wish, however, for one moment to attempt to explain all

the varying features of lupus by reference to the part affected.

Many of them have reference rathorto the peculiarities of theindividual,

to his age, and to tho state of his general health. Without venturing

in much detail upon this topic, I may repeafa statement already made,

that the younger the patient the greater ii the probability that Inpus

will inflame and ulcerate, and the greater by very far the risk that its

infective material will become diffused, and its mauifestations multiple

and distant. It is rare in those of middle age to see lupus show itself

in more than one place, and the disease at this period of life is
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almost always very slow in its advance. As old age aprroaches, we

:rtLner^itnesla sort of return to the liabilit.es « yonth and

lupus originating then may prove very troublesome. It is s° how-

ever only in that it may rather rapidly spread and resist treat-

ment, not, I think, in the way of general infection

Before quite leaving this part of my subject I will 'e"t^^» *°
^^

your attention to some statistics as to t^e parts most usually affected

They confirm in a very definite manner the statements which I have

made as to local exposure constituting an extremely important pre-

"^r^om'thranalysis of 56 cases in which I find the parts affected

specified in my notes, it is shown to have occurred on the face in 41,

and on the extremities in 15. In 5 of those in which the face suffered

there were one or more patches on the limbs also. In 15 the disease

was on the nose only, and in 9 on the cheek only. My notes do not

state with sufficient precision on what part the disease commenced,

but only the parts affected when the patient came under my obser-

vation. We may probably assume that in all cases in which the nose

is mentioned it began there, for it is almost unknown for the nose to

suffer secondarily, whereas it often causes the infection of other parts.

In the table which I have displayed I have given more detailed state-

ment. , , , o
Nose and cheeks ... o

(Cheek alone 9

Nose alone 15

Nose and lips ... 1 I ii

Chin 2 *
"

Face and limbs ... 4

Cheek and neck ... 1

Nose and foot ... U

15

Leg 2^
Fingers and hand... 6|
Forearm 3 \

Each hand and arm 1
|

Arm ^j

As a good example of the influence of local conditions in modi-

fvine the disease, I may mention that lupus assumes some-

what peculiar features when it occurs on the buttock. Its cause

in this position is frequently the irritation of ridmg. I well re-

member, when a student at St. Bartholomew's, the case of a young

man (I think a groom) who had a patch the size of the palm of

a hand on one buttock. Mr. Stanley amused himself by making

his friends write their diagnosis of this sore on a paper which hung

at the head of the man's bed, and I think there were at least half a dozen

different opinions there recorded. For some it was simply a saddle

sore." others regarded it as syphOis, others as impetigo, and, lastly,

some who I have no doubt were quite correct, called it lupus. I have

seen several such sores since then, and they are all of the same charac-

ters Their peculiarities are—extremely slow advance at the ma^gm.

and' a very thick, almost brawny, cicatrix in the centre. These

peculiarities are no doubt due to peculiar conditions as regards pres-

sure and friction to which these sores are exposed.
,. J , r.

An example of this form of lupus has been admirably studied by Ur

Sanester who has recorded his results in the twenty-ninth volume of

the Pathological Transactions. His patient was an engine fitter,

aged 24 but as the disease had begun when he was 10 years old, it

had in its origin at least, nothing to do with bis occupation. The

patient was in excellent health, but a paternal aunt was said to have

died of consumption. Although the disease had been fourteen^ years

in progress, the patch did not measure more than four inches

across It was hard and cicatricial in the centre, like ' bacon rmd,

but had a somewhat inflamed and crusted edge. Its complete ex-

cision as a measure of treatment gave Dr. Sangster an opportunity for

a microscopic examination of it in its various parts, and of this he

availed himself with zeal. The paper is illustrated by some excellent

drawings. I will quote the summary of the microscopic appearances

in Dr. Sangster's own words.
vi • *v

" 1 Changes (cell-germination proliferation) are observable in tne

epidermal structures before the lupus cell-growth can be made out in

the corium. ^ .^. , i_ j
" 2. The lupus cell-growth in the conum appears firstm clustersioana

the blood-vessels.
, , , .j in

" 3 When the clusters occur in the neighbourhood of epidermal cells

they are accompanied by what appears to be au irritative germination

of the latter.
, „ „ . , .

"4. Where the cell infiltration is great it replaces all superficial struc-

tures below the rete Malpighii ; the hair follicles, sweat glands, etc.

,

disappearing as a result of degenerative change.

"
5. The rete Malpighii covering extensive cell infiltration i= in a

state of extreme activity, simulating appearances psen in ep the-

^'""e! In the cicatricial stage there are seen °^^y
.^""V^'J'jXifn hve?

in meshes of fibrous tissue, covered by an irregular Malpighian layer,

with flattened cells representing a stratum corneum

Some differences are to be observed as regards the parte a^^^ted »^

different ages. Thus I think that the mucous surfaces are never

^"itcuTsirLt&^tlons of differences in U.pns to different

otates of health brinf'3 us at once to the all-important question as to

r'^elatiothips to tuberculosis. All who ^ave observed the dise^e

have been struck by its frequent association ^^'^
.^f^'^.J^^rVhS

with what, until lately, we have kno^vn as scrofula. On tu3 otner

Cd all have ackno^^ledged that there are
^'^^^^'^^Xr^^t

which the disease shows itself in those who apPear to enjoy gr«rt

vigour of constitution. The names given by an hors however

sufficiently attest the general assertion that almost a" ob^^rvers^have

regarded lupus as frequently of a scrofulous type. I am desir.us^r

Z moment to avoid reference to
.^^f°l°gf

^ ,1"^lf"s 'ce^i^ly nrt
r-n»^ thp snbiect solelv on its clinical evidence. It is certamiy nui

common or upus patents to have definite evidences of tuberculosis of

r^cerl l\Je in the course of many years' experience known

two or three who were the subjects oflupus become affectedby aggresswe

tibthisis but they have been very exceptional. The same may ce

S but^tVZre numerous excLions as to ^l^e occurence o gland

disekse or other forms of struma. The l"P'"X™?han thirty Vfars
rule suffer from any other form of disease. More than thirty jews

ago i Sh ted and tabulated with considerable care a
°°^^X'truma^

of lupus ,with the hope of showing by statistics its Jflation to struma M
well in the patient's family as himself. Near y all "^^ Pat'"'';^^^^

Tt thattime^of the hospital class My statistics did no prove n i^h

and I have not felt encouraged to continue t\"\=°"*f°^^f^"""f
later vears Nothing is easier than by statistics to show, in reference

any riven dilse occurring amongst the English poor ei her he

requLThistory of tuberculoSs or the reverse. AVI d^P^^^^^'^^f,^^,^:

patience and perseverance of the investigator. Most patients De^

bv denying that any relatives have died of consumption, and most

7m i& be allowed, -cceedinremembering that such has b en the

case More definite facts may be obtained if we
'^^=t™^?°rf;XVs\nd

causes of death in the patient's parents and amongst his brothers and

sisters ; hut here still arenumberiess fallacies, a°d, after a 1, we Know

well that such tendencies often overpass a generation Briefly I may

say that my statistics did not prove the history
"J
4=^^°7* ^i" j,' f

^"

freauentlv as the impressions formed by memory would i^ave led me

to exnect Out of nearly seventy cases I found the occurrence of other

"viSs of scrofula i'n the /atient is only 28 P- cent, and the

history of such disease in any near relative m only 35 pe. ce^i.

No fewer than 50 per cent, appeared so far as I c°uW a ce

tein, to be themselves in good health, and to come of fam.

lies against which nothing cou d be «^tabhshed. It i. to 6e

remembered also that the impressmnsformed^bj^casua^^b^^

-7:,^:;,^^;^;;n^ns^. are co-pile'l f-m a senes of^^ ^:!!it^-^$rl.
tihn\^Udmoreth^nmTtyje^rB^BO.^ndio^tmo^Y%ri^^s, 69 were males
ence. They arc sufficient for the present

P°^Pf^:bi°n\[;' disease began is not*d.

and 83 females. Of 67 cases m wh ch the ^e at vv men uie ^.^ .^ ^^ ^

In one <»sc at the age of 1, at 2 in 3, =>* 3 "> » ^t
l.e\a^^e 30, or nearly half,

in 3, at 9 in 1, at 10 in 4. Thus in the hr»t decade ."^-^

"J?^^- ,3 s;M,'i: 26, 2

:

Atll, 2;12, 6; 13, 3; 15, 1; 10,3; 1,,1, lb, 1, l-'.l. -'^; • • , j 55 j.

30, 1 ; 32, 1 ; 33, 1 ; 35, 1 ; 40, 3 ; 42, 1
,
«

J^^
»|g \_ ^^0^ alter the Brst

between 10 and 20, IS ; between 20 and ..0, S ,
alter .Ju, *

decade we have a total of 37. .. ^ „( jj^j^ disc.ise. I

J? ^JI t^^llSwS^^^J^S^c^^Sl=&"'° """ " ""
cases of skin diseases occumng aitiong the wealthier classes-

_^
Lupus " strumosus (= vulgaris) .. •-

.^^

The misleS^cl^IJ^SS^is^c^^e^en^is
^^V^stt^d 1. the fact

X^is "Srnl Se'Xt lT«^s"o^, a"nrursS,30inld statement wiU

Ihow bow the facts on this point st.ind m \ lenna :

Kaposi, in 6 years' hospital experience-
^ _ ^^^^^

Lupii3 erythematosus, 22 1 jj females

. ... f 182 males,
Lurna vulgaris, -.9 1 J4-J females.

The starUing difference !" 'J-e p-P-«»f'.« '/STefio S^elpfaineTry'tie
Wilson's experience and ui

l^'''\°}^^^^°^'f;J-J^'^Qe practice and the other

circumstances that one drew ^^s condus^^o^^^^ f™^
Tn7l,,Jx incurable disease. It

that of a hospital. Lupus ei-ythimatosus '^^'"b
wliilst cases of lupus

JnUo,° that it's likely to 1« sent to pnvate '™f^'^[f S-eon My "w «"
vulgaris more usually .-emain under

'-"^Jr^^^,
"f^^^'™y

s'n flar to that of to

I

Sru;tnriouU%t.ru;;ur:ry\h?iir-ur«VeJ:tlyas coauaon.s lupus

vulgaris.
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ro liable to some error, iaasniuch 113 lupiu jiroJuce* Jofoniiities of tlio
viaage, aud scars iu tlio ucck which arc prtciady of the kiml to
suggest the olThaml suspicion of scrofula. This may oaaily liapixcu iu
CMM in which, ciocpting tlie lupus itself, tharo may bo an «ntir«
•oacnco of all tviJtaco of such LaiuL'

In spite ,.f my own statistic;), however, I caunot avoid tho belief that
lupus IS, iu very many inataucos, a scrofulous disease ; but »t the saiiic
owe I »m incauodto the heliof that, iu moat iustaaces, tho tuiidcucy to
disoase of this typo having he-im in the skin, restricts itsoU to it, and
shows littio or no toudoucy to attack internal organs. I well romem-
b«r a family of three sisters, whom I know intimately iu youth, and
whoso hi&tory may illustrate my meauinK. The oldest of those had
her nook dreadfully scarred by strumous abscesses iu childhood, but
aha subseiiuautly oujoyed excelleut health through a long and vigorous
We. The second, always delicate, died of phthisis at oO ; au.l the
ttird, who had never ailed anything else, lost her nose from lupus at
*»£,"' ^^""'" "''^ ^ liistory of tuberculosis iu tho mother's family.
J, The more definite the exemption from tuberculous antecedents or
ioncomitaats, the more likely it is, I think, that any individual caa^
of hipui will prove uoniullammatory; but there are exceptions on all
h»uds, and I dare not assert anything iu this matter with confidence.
if the mucous membranes sulfer, there is, I think, almost invariably
^^aboTculous family history. On the other hand, I must admit that
thp evidence (IS to family history of phthisis is as strong, or even stronger
la, the case of lupus erythematosus, as it is iu common lupus.
^..Jhcro is another peculiarity of personal health, which is of much
ipiportancj. m prcnlisposing to certain forms of lupus. I refer to tfie
j^ROclivity to chilblaius. The tendency on the part of tho tissues to
Jljfliiuo and become irritable, under the intermittent influence of cold^d damp, which constitutes the chilblain proclivity, is so niaikod in
ni»ny cases of lupus, that this disease might almost be regarded as ba-
ing a modified chUblain. This statement concerns the ervthematoufl
torn more frc4uently than it does the common Inpus, but it is mot
without Its importance as regards the latter. - ' '.

. ^,
Id. what 1 have been saying I have been speaking of scrofula' ani

tHberculosis as if thoy were interchangeable terms, or, if not so, as il
sprofula still enjoyed an existence, and had not been wholly merged
^ modern disMverics. It is desirable to explain a little on this point.
ihose who hold with tho greatest firmness the modem doctrine that a
Uacdlus IS tho one and the ouly cause of true tuberculosis yet admit
tl^at peculiarities iu the state of health of the recipient arp of very
great laportauce in favouring tho development of the parasite. For
them tuberculosis is a disease of infection from without, and can never
be sell-produced

; but stiU o«ly those of certain idiosyncrasy or
diatheais are capable of readily receiving the contagion. Wo have
th^n two things—cont-igion and proclivity. It follows, I. think, that
ibwqmto possible that the state of system which constitutes pro-
cUnty may m itself and without tuberculous infecUon originate some
fprms of diseaic. Nothing is more probable than that persons vulner-
able m tho direction of easily affording a nidus for the tubercle bacillus
may also be liable to peculiar forma of common inflammatiou. That suchu the case I would submit we know well by experience. In such
patients wounds, bruises, and chilled parts repair badly and are very
aj<t to inBame. If exposed to cold, chronic catarrhs or states of local
inflammation may readily follow. Thus ophthalmic surgeons raoog-
mre a scTofulons ophthalmia which they do not rpgird as tuberculous,
but which occurs m patients who have tuberculous susceptibilities.
1 would venture to suggest that the terms struma and scrofula areery suitable for the designation of all such Bpeoialised types of eom-
ibon in lanunation as we encounter in those who would easily become
tuberculous if exposed to contagion, but who have not as yet had the

mLi 1'*-."',''°';"
"'i*

'^'ore wiw giveo. collated for statistical i,urK«M somemore r.co.,t not,-, which I uul by mo. Tho fuUowinB statements win, 1 believe,T^„- _ ; —.li; 7"'-" • "" "/ •"»• i"" louowinu staieiuents win, 1 bolhjve,convey, tnithful ,nrriss,„„ „f them. In rather more than half .i,y cases thinnt. « .
YT,.-. ,«i. .t.,ie that tlic ].ati.nt appeared to be in very good health, and had»" d from any debiliuting diseanes.

.' pecial iuquirioa on this head failed to di«clo«e any iiartioular
oel..;...^ ..- ... ;.tilthon thapartof thi: brothers and sl.stcra, or of Uie i.nrant*.

,„..ri.V'.r'Tk""!;."''M"-'"'
'•'•''"ya ^ "'"I'ect phthisw iu the iud.vi.lual, and

^1. ? ,
,".*, ""i

" 'l'"?" ""» '"" "ligl't. In nejuly aO per cw.U there were""" •"'= Klands, but in soiiio of these clearly tho gland disease was""
!iil'U». I am well aware that results o/ statistical inquiry have"*' riich dlfrejTf.nHidoraNv fr..m mine.

' '
"

' ',./;)*'/», vol. vil) brings consi.lerablo clinical

°I' •'» arc practically identical. Of 17 hoanital«•- 'ed uninintikahle signs of lung tul.wo«lo»i«,
lig of the knee, in two of them he proved the

pr...., ..

.10 t;.

pl,>

. ro. r

.ikui, =

.1 tlic lupua tissues, ih'iugh imiculation > ., ,

:»ilcJ. In one case lupus of th» lianil was atun.led by
\l"-rjments

-— ..^...> w. UU.1 tubiiu nits UI.<A'I1<U;U i>y
, .nnation of " tubercular gunimata " ahing Uio lym-
> toborculosis nf the lunj! mm the .iirocted .ido. Jn

. (' whiu eryai]«la» ) acc>mi*ui«l lupus of the
. unturbance and phtbiili resulted. i.- I

bacillus implanted. Whatever results from tho implantation of the
bacillus wo may uamu tuberculoses, whatever results from the con-,
slitutional stnte alone we may deuuiuiuate scrofula.

,

It would bo of great value if wo could obtaiu any trustworthy evi-
douco as to the frec^ueucy of tho association of lupus with cancerous
tendencies. As yet, however, none such are forthcoming, ilany ob-
servers have noticed that there is in persons of middlo agoi who hav&
sulferod from lupus, a definite tendency for t<li» scars to become at-
tacked by cancer. I have myself witueasod this repeatedly. I hav»
also, in several cases, seen earner and lupus existing iu dUl'erent re-,

gions and independently in the same patient. The Jiumbw pf st?ch
facts is, however, not as yet sufficient to justify us in fooling confideiit
that they are more than coincidences, however strong may, neverth*-.
loss, be our suspicions. Tho observation of histologists (Sangster and
others) that, in lupus scars, there is often a definite tendency to down-
growth of processes from the Malpighiau layer, much after the pattern
of epithelioma, is not without its interest in this Gonnection, ,,,

A METHOD OF GRAPHICALLY RECORDING THEf.,"
EXACT TIAIE-EELATIONS OF CARDIACj! '

'

SOUNDS AND MURMURS.'
l!v BYKOM BRAinVELL, M.D., F.R.C.P.Edin., F.R.S.Edin.,
Ajsl-itant Physician to the Edinbureh Eoyal luQriuary, and Lecturer on the

Principles and Practice of Medicine, and on Practical Medicine
and Medical Diagnosis in tho &itra-Acadcnncal

Sfliool of Medicine, Edjnbunjh, '

.KTHii '
:: - Jf'l

R. MILNE MURRAY, M.B.; P.R.C.P.,
Lecturer on Midwifery and Gynaecology In the-' 'Extra-Academical School of

medicine, Edinburgh. , ,

Intkoductoet Statk.ment by Dk. BTEdk Bramwbll.
In common with the great majority of physicians, I have been in the
habit of thinking that the so-called presystolic, niitral murmur is pro-
duced by a blood current flowing Irom the auricle tq the ventricle
through the stenosed mitral orifice ; and I hav« repeatedly—both bjf

(1) sii^ple palpation with the flat hand ; (2) combined auscultation and
palpation; (3) combined binaural ausrultatiou and inspection of the
apex beat and movements of tho cup of the stethoscope ; and (1) com-
bined binaural auscultation and iuspei.-tion of the movement of the
lover of a Galabin's cardiograpli—inve.-itigated the rolalionship of the
murmur to Ihe cardiac impulse, with the result that, in the great
mtyority of oases of presystolic murmur, which I have carefully and
critically examined, I have satisfied myself (or, at all events, 1 have
thought that I had satisfied myself) (hat tho murmur does precede the
first sound of the heart and the maximum impulse of the apex teat.
The publication of Dr. Dickinson's paper, in which he stated tluj;,

according to Kis observations, the murmur and impulse of the apex
beat are synchronous, and in which he gave theoretical reasons - for

believing that tlie murmur is ventricular systolic, and not atuioulai"
systolic, seemed to show tho hopelessness of getting all observers, to
agree even as to facts^to say nothing of the theoretical conclusions
to bo based on them—by means of our present methods of investteai'

tion, and to call for some new method by which tho matter oatibe
graphically demonstrated and finally and conclusively settled.

Some years ago, when the phonograph was first invented, the poSf
sibility of recording, on the same revolving drum, a tracing of the
cardiac impulse (by means of a cardiograph) and a tracing of tlii

cardiac sounds and muiiuurs (by means of a modified phonqgtapli) had
oocurred to me.

'

-
,

.
'

,

The publicatien in tho daily journals [just about tlie time when Dr.
Dickinson's paper appeared) of tho extraordinary results which Mr.
Edison has obtained by means of his now modification of the phono-
graph, redirected my attention to the subject ; and, with the object
of bringing the matter to a practical conclusion, I explained exactly
what I thought was wanted to my friend Dr. Milne llurray. Dr.
Murray did not .think that the phonograph or microphone, so fai as

their mechanism is at present known, could be made to record a trac-

ing in the manner I desired ; but he stated that he did not know the
capabilities pf -Mi. Edison's new inatrupient, and Ife ^vjtsed m« to
write to Mr. Edison himself

'''

.^i, . ~i
,•

1 Comniunicated to tho Ituyal Society of £dlnbnr;;h, on December VM,h, IgsV.

^ It would l>e forei(;n to my present purpo.-^e to discuss the argumeata which
can be advanced both fi'rand against the prusystolic origin of tho murmur of
mitral stenosis. On .^oule future occasion I may have to enter iuto sonic parts
of the subject In detail. Suillce it for the prc-^eiit to, K^y that the balance bf evi-
rdonee han sMniMltd ine to be strout^ly In fliTQ«r. orili» g<teen>lly «cc«pli«d or
preayatolic view.

. .1,0' , o/ijaiouojijb lo.jlijoi a u jjuiT&xiqasib
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reauired The teaohirg of auscultation would be matemlly simpl -

fied And by means ofa modification of the instrument ^t might per-

haps be possible to magnify the sounds produced by such a phono

-

Sph as to make them audible to a large chmcal class. In fact,

the possibilities of such an ideal instrument are ^'^^^^^^^ „,^^,g
2 A phonograph capable of receiving cardiac sounds and murmurs,

audof dSchar^'inc its vibrations, not in the form of sounds, but m

theform of movements, capable' of being "^"/^ed on a revolvmg

cv'inder of smoked paper. Such an instrument ^""^d enable us ab_

a iXlv ^d definitely to settle the systolic or presystolic rhythm of

l°Vmurmur o mitral stenosis, and many other important questions

c1nn^"eT.^th the physiology knd pathology of the t?«t
;

for^^^y/^^

:sj?^iikvi^t: -S'r^^rd&^
Se cardiac crcle-eonld be settled'with certainty ; m fact, with abso-

'"^llt'o^rmuTh^ap^'ltedwith Dr. Murray's opinion as to the

pot^bUufof graphically recording cardiac .^""^dy^^^^X ,ome

the exact rhythm of the presystolic murmur on which my thoughts

TnCht'c'nsiSonthe following modification of my original

plan sugge ted itself to me: (1) To record o« »
^^Y^^^f^^^^*^^

cardioeraphic trace by means of a Marey's cardiograph (2) To hbten

?the3s bein. closed), by means of a flexible binaural stethoscope, to

the cardiac oSnd or murmur the time of which it was desired to mark

and ascertain 3. To strike with the forefinger of the right hand the

buUrn of a second Marey's tambour (e^est piece) at *e nioment wh.n

tbe murmur or sound was heard, and so to record it (by means ot a

second Cev's cardiograph) on the same revolving drum, irumedia ly

below the tricing of ^e impulse of the heart. In this way the impulse

of the foreS-in other words, the exict time occurrence of the

murmur less the "psychical loss" occupied by the passage, so to

^eak of the murmur from the ear to the tip of the forefinger of the

auscuitator-could be exactly markad in relationship to the different

parts of the heart's cycle, as'traced on the drum by the eardiograpk

?f the levers of the two cardiographs (one worked ^7 the apex beat th

other bv the forefinger ot the auscultator) were so adapted asto move

^exactly the same vertical plane, the exact time relationship of the

^u"d or murmur to the ventricular systole i^J^f^^^^''^:?'^:^^'^
dio<Taphic trace) could be determmed, provided that the psjcoicai

Ls^' previously alluded to, were accurately measured and deducted

4 In-order thit the "psy hical loss" might be accurately measued

itVdeducted, time mar^ilgs would have to be made on the rev^lv-g

drum immediately below the tracings produced by the cardiograpmc

Ws and (5) the exact time which elapses, between a sound being

made^nd it being signalled and inscribed on the revolving cylinder

hv the auscultator would have to be accurately measured.

\r. MUnelCiy at once saw the feasibility of tl^^^^^^dificahon

and very kir.dly promised not only to fit up the necessary apparatus

Zl to ^la e the ^sources of his laboratory at n,y disposal but wh^t

was even more important, to share in the research and to aid me

^\h his knowledge and advice. It is unnecessary to say that I

I^eerly avaUed myself of Dr. Murray's offer. My -^rnde idea has m
thi mauler been transformed into an actual working mechanism: and

he research being supervised by Dr. Murray
^,1?°-

J- ^,«"=",*"

tion of this description, has few, if any, equals, the reliability of any

results which are obtained is guaranteed, so far as it is pofsiWe to

^T^Munay^suggested that instead of the auscultator fKnaUujg t^a

"X^imatethe "psychical loss," a point about which I had no

i, Produced in a telephone at one and the same moment »>y ma>-
s producea m a t-

^^^^^.^ circuit ; in other words by

scribed the distance at which the auscultator s signal louows m

^i:^^::i^^:j^^^^^^^^^- -l^^n) can of

course be at once made.
annaratns is eiven below by

The more accurate account of the apparatus is given

Dr. Milne Murray himself.

DESCKIPTION BT Dk. MiLNE ^^RAY OF ApPAP.A^^ rSED IK

Geaphigally Recokdixc. the Time of Oakdiac

Sounds a>-d MrF.MTJP.s.

1. Arrangement for Recordm the CardU^
^^^""'^f": il^eS

f ,h^ u„rm,1r —The binaural stethoscope S., iig. 1, is retameu

recording tambour T. through the ube V -/--- ^L^d
uppermost pen (1). ine n nt ujiuii

, 'm„„„ Upv K placed con-

so^L to close at wi 1 aproperfy adjusted M°^
«Ji^'^f •'J eixcuit of

the occurrence of the murmur listened to as
'°^'^^^^^

"^
third line)

of the auscultator The magnet mark dBt,a^=i^o^^^^
^^^^^

'ix^r^^^^^if^^^^^^ ^-«- °' ^-"^;

hi the Ausadtator, that ^s, the ^^J'^'^rg
'latinum points

lrs^^primarycoiloftheind„ction^^^^^^^^^^^

net C, acting on the pen
2^

A eadi^^"^^"^^^,^,^
;„ ge wUl

rent will pass through tne cou '^•v a"^
current will, moreover,

be recorded on the drum by the P«°. 2;,. (7^'^^^"^ch th^ telephone
induce a current in the s^econdary .'^'^^^^f ^",^*, q of the ausculta-

H. is connected. 'This telephone is

^.^J'^

/"
.l,"^/

"j^' Vo„e produced by
tor, who will thus listen to the -^l'-^^^ °f*H ^^''^^^he right hand X.',

the induction currents in the secondary coil of G ^hengn

of the auscultator, is conveniently placed on the key K..^^^^^^^^^

this he signals the moment ^1^^\"
'^«J^!f'^^f^^ m»^et D. aSd the

These signaU are marked on tue ^^ yj_:]^^
_,S^-. ni .; .- ':.-x^i
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pan 1, which arc in the same circnit m the key. The los* of timebetwMn the m-option of the andit iry impression from the telephone
•nd the transmission of a signal (in othor word.<i, the length of time
required for the sensory impression at 0., to be transformed, so to
speak into a muscalar contraolioa at X. ) will be measured by the dis-Unce between the np- stroke of 1 and 2. The pens 3 and 4 mark
seconds and fractions of seconds in the same way as in the rrerions
uraiigeaient '

Statembxt nr Drs. Btrom Buamwell anb Milne Murray
OP TUE Results Obtainkp in their First Series of

Exi-erimrnts.
Our first observations were made on November 14th, in a case of

typical presystolic murmur. In this and the subsequent experiments
in this series Dr. Bramwell listened to the murmur and signalled it
while Dr. Murray superintended and worked the recording apparatus
I'or the purposes of description, and to avoid the needless repetition
of names, we will term the former the anscultator and the latter the
observer. The receiving tambour of the Marey's cardiograph was

lelf The advantage of having the end of the stethoscope held in
position by an assistant or by the patient is that the ausculUtor is
then altogether disconnected with the patient, except throngh the
flexible tube of the binaural stethoscope, and there is, consequently
BO possibility of his receiving any information with regard to the
rhythm, systolic or otherwise, of the murmur by means of the tactile
sense. The anscultator then closes his eyes, and concentrates his
whole attention on the cardiac sound or murmur the time of which
he desires to record, and proceeds to mark the time of the murmur by
depressing with the forefinger the Morse's key, conveniently placed at
his right hand.

After the auscultator has for some time signalled the murmur in
this way (in other words, as soon as he proceeds to discharge and sig-
nal the time of the murmur in a regular and rhythmical manner )and when the levers connected with the cardiograph and the anscul-
tator are both working to the observer's satisfaction, the drum is
started, allowed to make its circuit, and stopped. The observation is
then completed. By this means four tracings are recorded on the
smoked paper

; the first or uppermost is tho cardiographic trace ; the

ng. 1.-T.. apparatus^ t,y Dr. Byro. ^'''^^^^^^^^^^^or,^^^^ e.act ti.e relations or oard.c sounds ana murmurs.

second shows the signals of the auscultator ; the third the time ic'
seconds, and the fourth or lowest trace, the time in fractions of
seconds.

It must be understood that as yet we have made no attempt to
time the duration of tho sounds or murmurs which we have recorded.
Whether this can be at all accurately done we do not at present know,
but hope to determine in the course of our investigation. Tho dura-
tion, then, of the auscultator's signal may, so far as our present re-
sults go, be left entirely out of account. The commencement of the
signal (the point at which the letter c is placed in Fig. 5) is the point
to which importance is to be attached.

In this, our first experiment, several observations were made. Tha
preliminary tracings wore more or leas imperfect, for the necessary
adjustments, and the rate of revolution of the drum best fitted for aft
the requirements of tho experiment, had to bo ascertained by prac-
tice

; but wo finally obtained a satisfactory tracing, in which the
auscultator's signal bore a definite and constant position to the.
ventricular systole, as traced by the cardiograph in successive cardiac,
cycles.

held m position over the apex beat by an assisUnt. The method
of working was as follows :

—

The patient was conveniently placed (seated or lying) at a distance
of about four feet from, and facing, the recording drum. The cardio-
graph was then admsted, so that a sufficiently satisfactory movement
of the lever connected with the recording tambour was obUined.
The assistant then took charge of the cardiograph, and kept it in
accurate contact with the apex beat. The auscultator then seated
hitnsclf in front of the patient, with his back to the recording drum
and by means of a binaural stethoscope determined the part of the
chest whore the murmur could be most distinctly heard.

In the case of presystolic murmurs, the area of which is often very
limited, It IS not usually possible to place the cup of the stethoscope
over the exact point of maximum intensity of the murmur for the
receiving Umbour of tho cardiograph covers this spot ; bnt in the two
cases we have so far investigated, a position was easily obtained where
the murmur was distinctly heard.
During the observation, the cnp of the stethoscope may bo held in

position cither by the patient, an assisUnt, or the auscultator him-
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The " psychical loss" was then estimated in the following manner.

The apparatus having been re-adjusted, the auscultator held the tele-

phone to his left ear, and by means of his right forefinger (the eyes

being closed) signalled to the recording apparatus the time when the

telephonic sound was heard. The telephonic sounds were produced by

the observer "making" or "breaking," by means of a Morse's key,

an electric circuit at irregular intervals the exact time at which the

telephonic sound occurred being, as previously mentioned, automatic-

ally inscribed on the revolving cylinder.

In this way, four tracings were again obtained on the smoked paper.

The first or uppermost represented the auscultator's signal ; the second

the exact time of production of the telephone sound ; the third, the

time in seconds ; and the fourth, the time in fractions of seconds. The

psychical loss, estimated in this manner, was found on this occasion to

be, roughly, about a fifth of a second. The auscultator was conscious

of the very long psychical delay which occurred in signalling the in-

termittent telephonic sounds, produced at irregular intervals in this

manner. The conditions were obviously quite different from the rhyth-

mically and quickly recurring sounds produced .in.. the human heart"

It was, therefore, itx; .ii-ii ••

decided that, in

future observa-

tions, the tele-

phonic sounds
should be pro-

duced in a rhyth-

mical and regular

manner.
The next ob-

servations were

made on Novem-
ber 25th. On
this occasion, two
cases were ex-

amined. The first

was another ab-

solutely typical

case of mitral tte-

nosis (presystolic

murmur). Sever-

al tracings were
obtained, in

which the mur-
mur (as signalled

by the ausculta-

tor) occupied a

definite position

in successive car-

diac cycles (as

traced by the car-

diograph) ; and
the position of

the murmur cor-

responded exact-

ly to the position

of the murmur
in the previous

case of mitral ste- , „

nosis. FiK 2 —The apparatus used by Drs. Byrom Bramwell and Milne Murray, tor estimating the "psychic&l loss.

In the present (For detailed description of the figure, see text.)

communication, we do not propose to make any further stateinent
j

so^utely no P^^ysjcal^ signs of
^=''J^^'^'''f^_^^^''^,

with regard to the position of the murmur in these two cases of mitral - *^- *—-' * " "^"^ "' °""'

stenosis. The exact time relations of the murmur being in dispute,

intend to hold ow judgment in suspense, until we have satisfied

J
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iDStrument on the «an!» o<'c»8ion as the siihypnoffrain, the heart'B

action at the time of the observation bein^ aomcwhat ai^celerated and
exciti'il.

The iliiijfnosis was ililatation (perha]>R aneiiryHnial) of the asiHjnding

thoracic aorta, with some, th(iiij;h not free, aorii- legurpilation.

The OAOBe <if the attack of JacksoniHn epilepsy need not be disoussed

here ; but it wai probably due to a small embvilism, thongh the possi-

bility of a lomnienriog looaliseU " i-oarso " cortical lesion cannot bo

abaolntely eioludi'd.)

Now rhis onse scorned nhienlarly well fitted for testin); the capabili-

tiM of thi^ method of timinji; cardiav soniids and ninrnnir.H which wo
are now de.imbin!», the apex heat bi'infj sufficiently woU defined to

give a deiiidcj systolic np-»trokp corrfspondliij; to the ventricnlar sys-

t*ile, and the «'xart commi^noi'inent of the diastolic nmrniur lieing most
accurately and sharply delinnd by the short accentuated aortic sound,

which occurs, as nviryone admits, either imniwliatoly, or very shortly,

after the termination of the ventricular systole—thiit is. when the

levnr of the cardiograph, wliioh has been raised during the ventricular

systole, is beginning to fall.

aiasw uj.iu -jdJ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

XiSB OVIRlHYnOJ

ao l'«c( ed ,S1J

Jlol yff

1 o 'i

IVfI^.'S.' Si'IiyKiiiograin (tAken with Mahomed'fl modification of Marey'a iiistni-
'' m^nt) in tne case of W. K. Tlio tidal and dicrotic waves are well-marked,

-:;< aud the pulse frequency la not increaaed.

Tlio results of our observations in the case of W, K. (accentuated

aortic second sound and aortic diastolic murmur) were as follow.

The cardiographic tracing which was obtained by Marey's tambour
apparatus, though amply sufEcient for our present purjiose (since it

clearly shows the sy.-tolic and diastolic portions of the cardiac cycle

aud the point where systole roiiimeuces and ends), is by no means
equ»l to that which is obtiiued by Galabiu's caidiugiapb. (The dil-

foreiice iu the result is probably duo to several cir.;uiiistanc33, namely,

(1) the iuli'iTcnt qualities of the two instrumcuta
; (2) tli(r f^ict that the

»IkK iiup'ilse was less distinct, the heart's actiuu beiug umcli leas

forcible, wlien the laboratory observation was made ; and (3) lo the

citcumstance that the auscultatur ia accustomed to work with (lala-

bin's cardiograph, aud is well aci^uaiuted with its capabilities, but is

not in the habit of working with Maroy's instrument.)

Fig. 4.— Carftlognim (faken with Gilaliin's cardli>gr«|ili) In the mso uf W. K.
Wh«D the traclaK waa taken ttiH hMrt'l action was aomewhut cxcitt^d and
accelerated. Tlie tracing ahowa jiMwerful aud well miataincd ventricular
cuutractioD, umie iiupediiueDl ti) the paaaage of the liliiyd, from the tud-
tricle into the aorta, aud uu marked rise of blooU-prcsauro on the ventricle
during Its diastole.

A sulliciently satiiifactory moTement of tb« lever connected witb iha
ardiograph having been obtained, the raurmnr was timed, .sigoallecl,

and recorded with all the precautious previously de.-cribed, the auscul-

tator's attention being couceotrated ou the shaip accentuated second
suond which marked the commencement of the murmur. Tbo signal

of the auscultator tliendure represents the commencement of the aortic

diastolic mnrniur, or the occurrence of the second (aortic) suiud of the

heart.. ....;,,,.,..
The timing iu this case waS very easy and very satisfactory, owing

to the sharpness and Inniinoss of the sound to be observed, and the

slownrss (7'2 per minute) and regularity of the cariliac action.

The duration of the observation seemed to the ausnilator inordi-

nately long, and he was con-scious towards its terniinatiou of a feeling

of strain, and of cerebral surprise at the duration of tbo experiment,

and of anxiety as to its nvaulr. The long duration of the experiment

was due to the fact that the observer, being so pleased with the result,

bail not contented himself, as in former observations, with taking one

tracing, but had three times raised and readjusted the drum, and had

taken four successive tradngs before giving the auscultator the signal

to cease the auscultation by nudging him lu the hack. ICtaot repro.

ductions of portions of these lour tracings are shown in Fig. 5. Tho

full length of each tracing was 19 inches ; more than balf (ll^.

inches) has consequently been cut oU, so as to adapt the tho woodculi

to the size of the Journal (8* inches).

The total nnmber of pulsations (cardiac cycles) recorded in the fonr

tracings was twenty-eight, representing a period of nearly twenty-threO'

seconds. The length of the observation was, however, verymuch longer

than this, for the repeated readjustment of the drum occupied a much
longer period than the taking of the tracings ; and the aujjultator

continued to signal the murmur lor some time both before the com*-

mencement of ttio first, and after the termination of the final, cardiac

pulsation marked on the drum. ^
'

This experiment was obviously a severe test of the capabilities of

the method and of the mechanism, for the long duiation of tho ex- •

periment, and the feeling of fatigue, cerebral surprise, and anxiety

for the result, and expectancy for the termination of the observation,

which the auscultator experienced towards the end of the experiment,

might reasonably have been expected to interfere with the accuracy:

of his timing in the later stages of the observation ; and to a very

slight extent this dooa seem to have been the caso. In the last three'

cycles traced, which are not shown in Fig. 5, the timing is not quite

so accurate as iu the other parts of the tracings.

It will be seen by reference to the tracing (Fig. 5) that the result

:

in this case is very definite. The up strokes iudicatiug the occurrenco

of the second souud, as siguallod by the auscultator, audio whi-li

the letters C. point in the figure, practically occupy exactly tho same

place in each cardiac cycle throughout the four tracings. (The cause

of the slight differences iu position seen in successive cardiac beats or

cycles will be explained presently.

)

We observed with much suriuiso that the second sound, as sig-

.

nailed, exactly corroaponds to the point of the cardiographic tr.icing

which represents the termination of the .systole ; in other words, i

exactly corresponds to that part of the cycle in which we know that

the second .sound does actually take place. This result was diUicult

to understand, for no allowance or correction bad been made for

" psychical loss." In our previous observatiuus we had roughly es-

timated the "psychical loss," which occurs in signalling inter-

mittent and irregularly recurring sounds, at a fifth of a secoud ; and

if any such deduction had to be made in the present instance, the .

result of the observation would be an obvious absurdity, for it would

cause us to place the occurrence of the second sound back, tiuite iu ^

the early part of the ventricular systole.

We proceeded, therefore, with much interest and anxiety to Te-rl

estimate the "psj'chical loss." With this object. Dr. Murray placed,

into "circuit," with the telephone and rccoiding apparatus, a clock,
.

so constructed that a " make " and " break " of tho electric current

,

were efi'ected every two seconds, the rhythm, however, being inter-

j

ruptod every tenth beat. In this way a "make" aud "break"
sound, separated by a short interval, were jiroduced in the telephone

,

every two seconds, but intermitting every tenth beat, ho to speak, and

the exact period of occurrence of these " make" and " break " sounds

was automatically recoiiled on the drum, as in previous experiments.

The auscultator found that the signalling of tho sounds jiroduced iu ,

this way did not materially dilTev from the signalling of the inter-

mittent and irregular sounds produced on the previous occaaiou; the

sounds did not occur 8utfi<'ienily rapidly to enable him to time them,

rhythmically, more especially siuja tho interruption every tenth beat,

entirely disorgani.sed the rhythm. Jn timing tho sounds produced iu

this way, he had, he found, to watch for every separate sound, and to

time it separately and individually, as if it had been produced in an

altogether irregular and arhythmical manner. As a matter of fact

the "psychical loss," estimatod iu this way, was found to be exactly

3-15ths of a second.

We then determined to make the conditions, so far as possible,

identical with those in the case of dia.stolic aortic murmur previously

examined ; in other words, to time a well defined sound, that is pro-,

dnctd regularly, at the, interval of a second. To elloct this thoclook,

which in previous experiments had been used to mark the time in
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After careful sdjnstniont of the telephonic lever aiitl the sijjnal

lever of tho «n«tulUtor, a trnciiiR was takoii with all tla> iin'caii-

tiong prcnoiisly desrribeil (the cjca of the uiisrult itor being closed).

The reiiilt (si'o fig. fv was »>;ain a surprise, ami :m interesting physio-

logical obssrvalion— which, so far as we know, lu>s lu't been previou.sly

made— for it showed that, under the condili ms uf the eiporimant,

there is absolutely no "psyjhical loss."" Tiii> alscace of any "psy-

chical loss" under such coiulitious is a most iuiiortunt practical fact

for the purposes of our present research ; for it slums that in recording,

by nieaus of the appjiitus which we have de.s ribed, the sounds of a

rhythmically contracting and slowly actiug hf.Mt, the personal equa-

tion i, as rcgirda "psychioal loss," but not, of tonrse, as regards the

auscultator's capability of poreeiving cardiac Bounds or murmurs) may
be left out of account. Within what limits, as rcjjirds frequency of

action (in other words, frequency of sound), tins stitement applies we
do not at present know ; but wo hope in the course of a short time to

be able to determine.

There are also sovenil other interesting 'questions connected with

thiJ result (not, hjowevei, bearing directly upon our present research)

whldi:suggest thtiiiselves for solution, and wliicb, if time permits, we
hope fa} investigate.

The fact that there is no "psychical loss," under the conditions

we have meutionod, conlirmi in the most striking and absolute

manner the reliability of the previous experiment, which had located

the oociurencf of the second sound just at the eml of the ventricular

systole. In fact, the two experiments are mutually confirmatory the

one of the other ; for the fact that the second souud does occur im-

mediately, or almost iinmediately, after the ventricular contraction

ceases, is, of couisef -one of the absolutely certain and fixed events in

cardiac physiolofjy. ^

These eiperin\ent3 seem to show that the metlnd is a practical and
satisfactory methot^ and well fitted to serve the purposes for which it

is intended.

The explanation of the absence of any "psychical loss" in this

experiment is not far to seek. It is obvious that the dischaige of

the motor centre concerned in the movement of the forefinger,

which depresses the signal key, becomes rhythmical ; and this rhy-

thmical discharge of the " signal centre," as it may be termed,

takes place synchronously with, or oven rather tends, as some of

our observations show (unless the attentiob of the auscultator be

very closely concentrated on the sound) to anticipate the recurring

sensory sensation (telephonic sound), with which it corresponds in

time. It is quite obviou«, therefore, that any given sensory im-

pression or telephonic sound cannot regulate the motor discharge,

with which it corresponds in time (and on the drum); but that

the preceding sensory impression or telephonic sound guides the

succeeding motor discharge ; or, at all events, that the rhythmical
recurrence of tho motor d'scharges is regulated and guided by the

rhythmically recurring sensory impressions which precede them.

Such a view explains the fact that the signal marking the occur-

rence of the second-aortic sound, in the case of AV. K. (the points at

which the letter 0. is placed) is not absolutely the same in each suc-

ceeding cardiac cycle. It will bo seen that in some cycles it slightly

precedes, while in others it slightly follows, the termination of the

ventricular systole, as indicated by the cardiogiaphic lever. The
reason is, that (in consequence, no doubt, of the inlluence of respi-

ration), the heart does not beat with the regularity of clockwork
;

that in a normal and apparently perfectly~regahuly beating heart,

some cardiac cycles .are longer, while some are shorter than others.

We may, therefore, expect that if a short cardiac cycle, or a short

ventricular systole, follows a long cycle, that the si<jnal representing

the second sound, since its time is regulated not by the second sound,

with which it correspomls in time and on thp drnni, but bythe pre-

ceding, or several preceding, second sounds (regulating the rhythmical

contriCtion of what we may term the "signal centre"), will slightly

succeed ;
while, in » long cardiac cycle, it will slightly precede the

point in the caidlographic tracing at which it ought actually to be

placed. Whether this is so or not we have not yet determined by
actual exact measurement.

It will neverthelesi be noted, that although successive cardiac

cycles vary considerably in their duration, the relative position of tho

second sound, as signalled by the auscultator, to tho termination of

the ventricular systole, as recorded by the canliogtaph, is practically

nuintainod throughout the whole four tracings ; in other words, the

* Tilts faci w»fl deiii</nMtr«T«il hy ihc antlinra of the pap*-r t^ r> »-"T<t nf the
Edlulnir,;h PttholOKiCflt < lii>», on November 30th. AHh^ng'i 'ralinn

wa* mad.' atli f m , wht-ti th'' Aoacaltat .r wan t<xhaiist'-<l ! work.
aqd at ttic end of a uicctilig cf four hours' duration, in '.^

i ..:.. n k ' 'ieal of
tobacco was goinjr tlie w*li'»lf time, the re^sult w»» iHTfeci:y satlataowiy, tbe
"pi/clilcal loss,' under the tu>ii;e coaditioiu, belIlg,n^tll^I r,-!.

slight error in one cycle is not magnified in the next cycle, and that

tho relative position of these two points (second sound as signalled,

and termination of systole as traced) is practically the same, l)Oth in'

the first and in the last cycles of tho series ; an argument, wo think,

in favour of the view that the preceding sensory impression (sound)

regulates the occurrence of the succeeding motor discharge (signal).

rhe practical outcome of this, we fear, somewhat long explan ation

is, that the exact position—point of commencement—of a cardiac sound

or murmur, even granting that it is signalled with absolute precision,

cauuot Ijy this method bo absolutoly and accurately deteriuiued from

tho observation of auy single cardiac cycle alone ; but that, by taking

tho average, so to speak, of a sulliciontly long series of cycles, such

location can be determined with very great exactitude, always, of

course, granting that the auscultator signals correctly the exact com-

mencement of the sound or murmur. Further, the error which, under

such circumstances occurs in any individual cycle, in consequence of

tho diminished or increased length of that cycle as compared with the

previous cycle, is so slight, that for practical purposes, for determin-

ing, whether a murmur is systolic, diastolic, or presystolic, it may be •

left out of account.

It must be remembered that these statements only apply, so far as

our present observations enable us to judge, to a regular and rhyth-

mically acting heart. To speak with absolute accuracy, we have only

proved that they hold good in timing a sound produced with exact

regularity every second ; but no one, we presume, will for a single

moment bo inclined to doubt that this limit, sixty times a minute,

may be considerably extended in each direction. By future observa-

tion we hope to determine this point.

Further, we hope that by this method wo may be able to demon-
strate the exact rhythm of the murmnr of mitral stenosis, presys-

i

tolio murmur ; and perhaps, after we have perfected our cardiographic

apparatus and succeeded in recording on the drum a more ample and
,

satisfactory tracing of the impulse of tho heart, that we may bo able
j

to indicate the exact points, in the up and down strokes of the trao-
j

ings, which mark the occurrence of the first and second sounds of the
j

heart.
_ _

-,

The apparatus seems also fitted to record other clinical phenomena, i

as, for example, the exact duration of the delayed sensation which',

occurs in some cases of nerve disease. _

In conclusion, it is perhaps hardly necessary to state that thia.j

method of graphically recording the exact time relations of cardiac,

sounds and murmurs is not intended, nor indeed fitted, for ordinary^

ever}' day clinical nse. The apparatus is far too complicated and
j

delicate for that. But, indeed, the ordinary method of auscultation, i

aided, if necessary, by the administration of digitalis or strophan- ^

thus, with the object of slowing, steadying, and strengthening the

cardiac contractions, and so, of making the intensity and rhythm otj

the murmur more distinct, is, for practical purposes, all that the ex- 4

perienced observer requires. We hope, however, that the method

which we have described may enable us to decide some of the ques-

tions which are at present in dispute.

j\'o<i-. —Since this paper was written, Mr. Kdison has kindly pro-

mised to direct his attention to this subject.

AN ADDRESS
THE

tionii

THERAPEUTICS OF THE URIC
ACID DIATHESIS

Delirered al (he Opening of a DUcmsioti on the Subject in the SeMo

of Pltarmacology and Therapeutics at the Annual Meeting of tlie

British Medical Association, held in Dublin, August, 1S87.

By I. BURNEY YEO, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

I'rufcssur of Clinical Therapeutics in King's_ College, London ; and Physician Jj

^

to King's College Hospital.

]
I HAVE, in the first place, Mr. President, to thank you for the compli

ment yon have paid me in inviting me to open this discussion.

The therapeutics of the uric acid diathesis is a very wide subjecl

and one surrounded by conflicting theories and divergent opinions ;3

but it is within our power to limit this discussion to the cousideratioo,

of certain definite questions of practical interest, in the examination oR

which we may hops to elicit, from the ripe experience and trained,?

observation of tho many distinguished physicians who are prwent)

here to-diy, facts and suggestions of much value.
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And, in the first place, I would respectfully suggest that we Bhoa d

Vonfine ourselves strictly and closely to the P"'^"^ 1 fIf'^'t^
°f \"

aubfect before us. Our constant aim and effort should be to establish

oSr therapeutic processes on sound and rational physiological prm-

SSes but on tL other hand, we should also bear in mmd tha

tberap'eudc investigations are a kind of experimental pathology, and

hat when pursued in a scientific and discriminating ^P^" ^^ey of^en

illuminate with a reflected light it may he, m.ny difecult and

obXo pathological questions : so that while rational therapeut.es

^us^resf on sound pithology, on the other hand, sound pathology

must be consistent with established therapeiitic facts.
__

• In this discussion we approach the subject of the ""^ «"'''

diathesis" from the point of view of practical observation of the

luman subject, and from that point of view, f this discussion is to

be profitable, we, I venture to suggest, must not wander.

The subject of our discussion is the most »PP"P"'**«
f,f*'"'^'

f

that const tntional state, and the various maladies asnociated there-

lift, which depend on ihe tendency to the accumulation otunc acid,

"iTL'^ec^sst^'thTlXild'in the first place, summarise, and 1

^h 11 doso wit^ the greatest possible brevity the ^bief-e-s which

prevail as t. the mode of origin of this excess of uric acid m the blood

^
First, there is the hypothesis advanced by M^fl^Jr,-. ^f^^^

ported by Charcot and many other o^^^^^^^'
^^^^V .1 ,Z It is

organ chiofly at fault in this excessive production of ur^ acid. It is

maintained that owin" to disturbances m the function of this gland,

'S, exce.iive quanrt^ of uric acidis formed in it, which passes into the

blood with the reabsorbed bile. <•„„„«„„
Dr. Latham also, if I understand him aright, refers the fomaUon

of excess of uric acid primarily and chiefly to some f^nl n the g and

•cells of the liver. There occurs, he says in the ''^^ ",'1"*";''^^ °;'"„

terrupted metabolism of glycocin which is brought o that organ by

the portal vein as one of the results of intestinal digestion This dis-

turbed hepatic metabolism leads to the formation of bydantoin in the

Wood, and this in the kidney is converted into
^™?"«°'"°;i«^^ Pf/;

tion of this fails to be excreted, and "overflows into the general cir

cuUtion, where, meering with the soda in the blood, it is converted into

sodium urate. The formadon of uric acid, according to Dr. Latham

s"he result primarily of the non-transformation o^^ 'P^t^'^iolism of

tlycocin into urea, whether that glycocm be derived from the bile

pDured out into the duodenum or found e'^-^T^/f^ ^°
.*^\^f^-^ ^v;,^

^
This view is perhaps not altogether inconsistent ^t^^

J^^f
°°«

T^'^ ^^
Garrod appears to regard with a certain amount of f*™^' f^*°"8^

te seems Varefnl not to adopt it too .
absolutely-namely that the

kidney is the actual producer of unc acid, and >t\P"^^''[''X*^^

Wood and ti^isues is explained by resorption from the renal cells-a

process wtichs scarcely appreciable in health, but becomes more and

?nore Irked in proport'ioa^to the difficulty whch the uric ac.dh^ in

"findin- its way to the uriniferous tubes." In this view the tault

8PP ar°s be on the side of the renal cells, rather than m the liver

•Tbstein maintains that, in persons who suffer from «atjc arthnUs

uric acid is formed in the muscles and m the marrow of the

Ws • and that its formation in the muscles is due to pa ho-

•logical causes; that it is a disturbance of nutritive evolution

hI also asserts that it exists in the fluids of the body m the form of

neutl compounds; but when it is deposited in the crysteUme forin

'^isas acid^ompounds, and chiefly as the ^"^"™tVti. s crv«t 1

order that this may happen, a free acid is
"f^^f

^>-
> .^P'^^f'\-'7„Vu ,

line deposition is exclusively dependent on 1«^^ ;°°'*'!l''°^-,
J,' °^^^Z

in those localities where a free acid is encountered This tree acul is

only found in necrosed parts. The formation of a free acid la an effect

of neaosU and it is only in these necrosed parts that a deposition of

cysta Hue urates occurs.' The necrosis is caused by the '"itant action

of add urates in solution. He further maintains, m oPPo 'tion to

Garrod, Aat it is by no means necessary that uric
^ff

o^ld be d -

posited in the tissues in the form of crystalline urates in order to set

Sp gouty inflammations ; that such inflammations can ^e excited and

^^e constantly excited, without
_
any crvstallme ^ei-^ ts and by he

presence of uric acid compounds in solution ; and with this latter view

^
^tIotw nZtained by Ererichs and ^Vohler th,t the fo-;;^-^!

aric acid is an intermediate step u the transforma ion of albuminoid

Aubstances into urea, and that its accumulation m the hlcod la an

tnJicatTon of arretted oxidation in the progress of urea formations, has

bten hotly contested. *i,,t +1,0 fnnna.
'

Beneke, Voit and Lecorchfe assert, on the contrary, that the forma-

tion of ur^a and uric acid oVurs in the organism quite iijdependen-

dently of one another.

only or even the chief matter contaminatiug the fluid^^ He^aje

S, ™w .Uch tbro.. .11 tb. Ml o. i. lorpid 1>.«.

al proved to their own saUsfaction by carelul experimental observa-

^'T\hl't;rr^w^.°l"%tcwJ:s^TS for our therapent.

diiS: thTthWe i. 4^—-,- .^^t^^S^w^

of mor^d phenomena for the relief of which numerous remedies have

been proposed.

PBiNMPAL Morbid Conditio>-s depekdent-PJ or, Assoc^ATsy

WITH TJIB Ukic Acid DiathE^iS.
. , ,„: ..,ii,.r,r

ArlhrUic Jfeclians ; . ^
.,

"'

Acute .uratic arthritis (acute gout). - ?"
j" Anchyloses • _.. „„.i .„\ ,0 tluoni-<l'>

fhrnnic .. n Deformities ^i r. hon : liI9in;l«Chronic,, „
^ uratic deposits (tophi). - ..

Gasiro Inlesiinali^fecUons:

Dysphagia ^«gB oesophageal spasm ,, ,

,Rmr. 1 (
Cardialgia, or,

., ,1

r . ) Gastrodynia (jbjeartteft) :

Dyspepsias.
j

Pyrosis , .,« .,no 11 •

( Enterodpnis,,,, -Mtf ,1. ?.

Circulatory A_ffedioW;:. J
"I'-J

Palpitation of the heart and large vp^U,
Irregular cardiac aiition

^

Angina ;

Chronic arteritis (aneurysm)

Phlebitis (embolibm).

JifSjiirntoru Afeciions:
Laryngo-pharyngeal catarrh

Bronchitis

Asthma
Pleuritis (dry).

,

Henal and Urinary Jfedio^ui^^
_

^

.
,

_ ,,_^ .^

Chronic interstitial nephritis
L,-„w4*,„#EiMift' '

- Primary renal gout " (uratic defosJW iW-Mdhe^s,! ««
absence of arthritis)

. • ..iv,iii«,'l«to.

Uratic gravel atd calculi (renalJand '«xc»l>,'«S^ate
^ ^^^ ^

of lime

Cysritis and irritable bladder _ . „ , , ,._ ^..^^

Prostatirii
, .{.ArfU

X^rv^Jfections:
of vartoni nerves

>

Kenralgia^^ \
Lumbago

1^ Sciat'ca

Headaches (hemicrnnia) .^

Cramps of muscles
_^^^, r,n-»--i- .-i ...v. -.»

Hysteria ^ cWjI .•notlM-'Oiopm
Hypochondnastia
(Epilepsy) ?
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Mineral WaUrs
and Baths

Or.jana of Sftue :

Ophthalmia
ronjiinctivitU (" hot »ye ")

Irifn, etc.

Otitis (deafooss).

Culantoui AfeclioHS:
Eczema
Psoriasis

Prurigo (anal and vulvar)

Acne.

Prittcii-al proposed RsMEDir.s FOR Aftections coNFBcnn
wiTB THE Ubic Alio Diathesis.

Difl and Rfyimen ;

Drti/ix.

Colrhicum
Salicylate*

Benzoates
Onaiacnm
Iodide of poUssiuiii.

Arsenic

Sulphur.

Alkalits and Alkaline Earths:
SaJt.s of potassium, soJium, lithium, ammonium, calcium,

and magnesium

Various Local Appliealions to Afleeted Joints:
(a. Alkaline (bicarb, of soda), for example,

Vichy
6. Alkaline and aperient (carb. and sul-

phate of soda), Carlsbad
<^. Chloride of sodium, Wiesbaden, Hombarg
d. Lime (earthy) waters, Contreieville,

Bath
e. IndifFirent (thermal), Buxton, Gastcin

I /. Sulphur, Harrogate, Aix.
Water hot (and cold)

The treatment of the diathesis, rather than of its several morbid
manifestations, most, in this discussion, ohicfly occupy our attention.

In this, as in all other therapeutic questions, I would point out that
w<> should always bear in mmd that we have to deal with three
elements or factors :— 1, the (.athogenic element; 2, the constitutional
element

; and, 3, the remedi.il element ; and I would beg yon to
notice that the third is the only possible constant element.
The pathogenic factor niiy be present in all degrees of varying

intensity
;
the constitutional element is, I need not say, extremely

variable. The reactions of these two on one another may also vary
greatly, leading freqaently to the development of morbid conditions as
different from one another as, for example, primary uratic nephritis
and primary uratic arthritis.

The reactions of the third element, on the other two must also, of
necessity, vary enormonsly.
Now, these considerations, although elementary, are frequently over-

looked. Since these are the conditions of nearly every therapeutic
problem, why should we look for constant nniformity in results ? and
why should we be discontented, or sceptical with regard to remedies
because they do not always produce the same desired elfect ?

It is absolutely impos.sible, from the necessary conditions of the
therapeutic problem, that they should do so. For example, in certain
constitutions, a peculiar quality of the tisanes may cause the uric
acid deposit to cling to th.m with peculiar tenacity, while in others,
for a like reason, they may part with it with unusual readiness. This
obvious consideration must tend necessarily to disturb all experimental
inquiriea into the action of the v,irions remedies proposed as elimina-
tors of uric acid.

And now, without farther preface, I will pass to the consideration
of our remedies.

Diet and Iiejiiiun.—lt is universally admitted that the treatment
of the uric acid diathesis must take largely into account questions of
diet and mode of life. Apart from the influence of heredity, which i.s

the chief etiological factor in this diathe.sis, no other cause is so influ-
ential in its production as habitual excesses or errors in eating and
drinking

; and even when the hereditary tendency to this diathesis is
strongly pronounced, very much may be accomplished by careful
attention to dietetic rules, so as to keep in abeyance its more serious
manifestations. It would, however, be a grave error to conclude that

all the victims of this diathesis merit the reproach of intemperance,
or that they should all bo submitted to the routine of a rigid absti-

nence. One of the greatest ililToreucen of opinion at present existing
with regard to the mo.st approiuiato fuo'l for the gouty is that which
has arisen in cunuoction with Kbstein's views on this subject. He
maintains that one of the most compromising conditions that can
alfect a person predispo.scd to gout is obesity. He says :

" The gouty
who have yrown old in spite of their disuase are almost always those
who have been able to ktop obf.sity at arm's length ;

" and he con-
siders the treatment of obesity an essiutial element in the treatment
of gout. His method consists in allowing sulGciont albuminous food
for the physiological wants of the body = from seven to nine ounces of

roast or boiled meat per diem. But, instead of avoiding fat, he encou-
rages his gouty patients to take it, for he contends that the addition
oi a suitable amount of fat to the food is the best means of combating
obesity. So far, he says, from increasing their fat, under this regimen
they become thin, while their physical and iutellectual faculties are

improved. He explains this ly the rapid manner in which fats allay the
appetite or craving for food, and so prevents its excessive consumption.
It also diminishes thirst and lessens the tendency to drink large qusn-
ties of fluid (which in German, means, beer !). Good fresh butter he
considers the best form of fat. He allows from two to three and a half

ounces a day. He forbids starchy matters, or limits their consumption
to two and a half to three and a half ouuces a day. He forbids sugar,
farinaceous foods, and potatoes. He allows a moderate quantity of

fruit and vegetables—peas, lentils, and beans in the form of purees
(passed through a sieve), spinach, cauliflower, red cabbage, bat forbids

turnips.

It has been clearly established that in the uric acid diathesis no
good results from abstention from a moderate amount of animal food,

aud harm has no doubt occasionally been done by too severe a limita-

tion in this respeit, in the case of feeble persons. In opposition to

this view, many object to a diet in which there is much fat or saccha-
rine and starchy substances, on the grounds that, by affording the
system material for combustion, these substances tend to check the
metabolism of nitrogenous compounds and prevent their complete
elimination. Senator says there should be a minimum of fat. He
objects also particularly to yolk of egg, on account of the amount of
fat and hcilhin (an aliundant source ol phosphoric acid) it contains.

Tea aud colj'ee he foibids.

In those matters it has seemed to me that each patient requires a
separate study, especially with regard to digestive peculiarities ; and
that onr object should be, in accordance with and in subordination to

certain generally admitted truths, to construct a diet which shall be
readily digested, and which does not tend to excite acidity and undue
fermentation in the alimentary tract ; aud that diet will differ with
different persons. Whatever uiay have been the case with our prede-
cessor.t who originated the gouty constitution, I am quite satisfied

that in the present day, especially in the neurotic manifestations of

this diathesis, we often encounter them in persons who are delicate

feeders with small appetites, and who consume a minimum rather
than a maximum amount of food.

A most important question in connection with the management of
the gouty diathesis is the use of alcoholic drinks ; in some persons,
and espi.'ci;illv in women, I am satisSed it is best to avoid them alto-

gether ; in others I have not found their moderate and discriminating
use injurious. Of all alcoholic beverages, malt liquors are, I consider,

most prejudicial in this diathesis, and bad quality wines. With re-

gard to wines, I have had occasion to form a very decided opinion that
it is not the name but the quality of the wine which is important.
And no greater error has ever crept into medical practice than that
exceedingly common one of advising everybody to drink light claret. A
more injurious beverage than bad claret, or imperfectly matured claret

—and speaking generallj', all but the more expensive or most carefully

selected clarets are bad—was never drunk. Cheap clarets consist of

admixtures of the worst and most valueless wines that are grown on
the surface of the globe. I repeat, it is the quality, not the name or
even the ((uantity, of the wine taken, which is of chief importance to

the subjects of this diathesis. Half a glass of bad shtrry or claret or
other wine will produce a decided disturbance of health, when con-
siderable quantities of fine quality wines will pass through the system
without injury.

I have made an observation, of the value of which I am more and
more convinced : it is that the wines which act freely as diuretics are

the wines which agree best with all persons. In some this will be
champa;.!ne, in others claret, in others hock, and so on ; but they are

always, or nearly always, wines of good and often very fine quality.

A very eminent physician of New York told me only a few weeks ago
that he found champagne and port—carefully selected, I need not say
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-the best remedies for his sout. I ^»-« 7'*'°'^
'l""!^ Fo^r

gouty perBonB who find ehamrsgno the wme that smU ttem best. J or

fhoJ who find a certain amount of wine
=t"'T,^l\T^'lntity 'f an

that they should add to the wine they dnnk a small quantity ot an

"'SyTarTagoItook to recommending .HU Moselle mixe.l with

Apollinaris water for thirsty persons who required a J-ig drink^ i

find from the German wine merchants that these '«'"
'^'"^^^J ^f^^

Moselle have been so largely recommended of late years to gouty per

sons that their price has advanced more than 25 per ™nt.

A great deal has been said about the importance .of
.«'^«'^"f^.'°^

gout/persons, and no doubt a sufficiency of exercise " ;>^P-7/,
*;f

111 Arsons. But gout is a disease which prevails aniongs
Veico^^

persons who take a vast amount of physical f«'<;"'«,.
^°\'^,?'^7e

field's definition of the aristocracy as "People who live much in Ibe

open afr aud d^on't read," is, so far as the first Po/-^' ---^-a
true one, and the comparatively slight incidence "

«»f
'"

7^'^^"t^"^
compared with men, who lead much more active lives, Po;°'« "i '^«

samedirection-viz., that want of exercise la not such an important

feature in the etiology ofgout as has been imagined.

As to climate, I am convinced that a climate that is warm diy, and

equab e Tost advantageous to the subjects of this -i.athesis and

that climatic conditions which interfere with the ^^.^ ^^tion of the

skin are most prejudicial. It is a matter of common off^^y^tion wah

patients themselves that if the action of the skin gets disturbed by

the onset of a cold cast wind they soon begin to leel go'^'y-
, ,

iratcr.-l am also convinced that no remedy is more valuable and

important in the treatment of this diathesis than th« ^^g?^" ^^P/
tioL of a considerable quantity of pure water, and preferably ^ot wa er

Asa diluent and solvent of renal excrementitious Bubstances, it s

most important, while in its rapid passage t'^"'"^^ *f/AfS'jl
must tend to dissolve and carry away waste

'"f"^". f^nh^.^ri';
and tissues. When drunk at a higher t«^P«'*t'J;'^,,^^*,^,*f

"J^.t^l
blood the effect of this hot water lowing through the hepatic portal

circulation must be to stimulate the functions of the liver cells and

promote biliary excretion.
(To be coniiniud.)

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

HORN ON THE HEAD OF A WOMAN
There is (or was) a horn, similar to that described by U^. V. Bfjan

as occnrring on the head of a Roumanian woman, in the Pathological

Museum of St. George's Hospital, which 1 removed from the face ot

au old woman in Yorkshire .ome years ago. I forgot Us dimensions,

but I think it was somewhat smaller than the one referred to in your

note, and its shape was twisted in the form of an antel.-pe s horn it

appeared to bo developed from a mole, and there wore two or three

rudimentary horns on other parts uf the face of similar origin. Ihe

wound healed well, and the patient lived several years after the oper-

ation, but 1 do not know whether the smaUBr growths increased m
gjze. C. BouERTs, F.K.C.S.

Curzon Street, W,

near the anus The condition was congenital, and bad remained sp-

mrntly unchanged ever since he could remember. There was no

^ther vessel esion to be made out. The hrcmorrhage was arrested by

passing a caheter into the bladder, and bandaging the penis on o it

K4onhage coming apparently from a ruptured vein about three

inches up thepemle^nn^rt™.^^^^
m.RC.SE. L.R C.P.Lond.. etc.

79, Queen's Crescent, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

THERAPEUTIC mIlMORANDA.

OLEATE OF ZINC AND IODOFORM IN GYNAECOLOGY

iMofu^ be glad to record my experience of the value of iodoform

LToreS^Bofiac when mixed together, either m ^qnal portions or

wUh two parts of iodoform to one of the oleate. according to the effect

"^T^e oieate of zinc seems to me to be preferable to bi^'nuth alum of

thJoxide of zinc, and when used in combination with iodoform, it

^rb^elound to b; soothing, astiingen^a^tisept.^

19, Mecklenburg Square. '''% ;''']

A PLEASAKT ATi.ESTHETIC MIXTURE.
^, ..

MtrcH discusti ™iatfiy appeared in the J--- ^
^^.^av^o"

of anaesthetics. The A.C.E. mixture appears to hod greaJavon

1 think will be found to give even greater sat^facUon * P^^
^^.^^^^

all minor operations-namely a ^^^^t"", °' '"l^^/e on quite so

and chloroform. Its anesthetic ^ff^f^^*^"
"°;J",^t and I believe

rapidly, but it is much less unpleasant *o tli«
jP^'^'^f ' |°i„i,tered it

evL safer than A^.--
"i" iZor fur^^al operatTons and in dental

(using a Skinner s inhaler) in '">"'°'
,'"'°XJ^tatever, except in one

cases, and have found no ""P^f^''°f,^^^f;"'^;hkh soon passed off.

case in which there was slight
^^^f^^'^^th equal parts of the best

A more pleasant mixture can be made
^ '^ 3"' ' j^ i jbo^id

eaude Cologne and chloroform, »°^
'"^J;

^'

^^^e CoCt^ as to

fir.t be .sprinkled with a few drops °fP°""^Xa,ant"and comfort-

render the first t^o
"V'^^'' f^PrXns I have found this plan most

iog to the patient. I u dental oP'"''"°'J.X'a against any form of

satisfactory for nervous ladies, who
«i« P^^'j V"^hkns.

anesthetic other than
|-^^^^^^^S MgWc-^ ^^-^ hospital.

SatAL SORE.

1 HAVE recently seeft c*s«s of " Natal sore "from Maritzbuig, and I

have no hesitation in stating that their appearances aud histories cor-

respond witb the disease known in India as Delhi boil. me
"Natal sore" has been long ago mentioned by African travellers, m-

clmlittg Livingstone, as very common amongst the native tribes; ana,

nuite Recently, the medical officer of one of the Castle mall Packets,

trading between Mauritius, Natal, and tbe Caf>e, "ifo™«'\'"\V*^,°^

is often called on to treat passengers suffering from this Uoublesome

skin disea,se.
, ,i /^ i i „„,.."

The late Dr. Tilbury Fox proposed that the name O--'^""^^, ""^
,

should be applied to this disease, as it was thai though to be co lined

to the East ; but it is now known to have a very wide distribution.

1 saw. many years ago, a case from, Jamaica.

J. FLEMING, M.D, F.K.O.S.E., Surgeon-Major M S.

Mauritius.

UNUSUAL CAUSE OF URETHRAL H.EMORRHAGE.

A., aged 34, .sent for me complaining of «o"i'''!^»VV;?f theTcVotn^i^
frJm the ur;thra. On examination the entire ^t ^^^^^ °f.

X,"?"^
and penis, and the whole of the perineum to withm '^o inches of the

anus were seen to present one mass of varicose ve.ns. T^«™
J»^.

*^

enormously dilated venous pouch where the vein passed out of sight

OPHTHALMOLOOIcirMm

SPASMODIC ENT-PION^KAT^^^^^^^^ STRETCHING

M-. ^., a.ed 69. coS^L at tU. .jUoi, ^e^^
November 9th. last. She

YLl''^ \ „th ejes, ulceration of both

was mucopurulent conjunctivitis "f ;" ^> , „„„,erp„s pos-

cornea,, very extensive in o-'ye, ^oub » in w,t^^^
^.^^^

terior synechia., and spasmcuiicW^^^^
, ,,„t,^,l ,he

am concerned merely with the """^l '
, :

,^ f„r ahout a minute

orbi,maris by an extreme separation
(";=^';\Xetractor. This single

of the eyelids, -'"g f.^^- P "P;- '^ ^ t„ the lids were, bet.re

manipnlationaccomplished Its olject^
i,u„ediately leMiin.d

its performance, placed >>
^/l^.^j^f.^/J^^f^' the utmost efforts ot ihn

their morbid position. "« "
'f
f^"^'"^^ the stretching (now six

S';goft;:«rbl"tu.neT.r«cept momentarily at the

JOCKNAL of May 28th last, and of ^^e ^m^^cy^
^.^^^

had additional evidence was contia-mdicatea
^y^ jiioKEoWN, iLD.

,

i
Manchester., ^mL e oi a..:-i:i -'^t..-- i ' :-' .
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HOSPITAF, AND SFRarCAL PRACTICE m THE
.,t, jJiOSFITALS AND ASYLUMS OF GREAt

BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

n6srrTAL for women, soho square.
KNUCIEATION BY ELKOTROIA-SIS OF A I-AltcK UTERINK FinKOID.

(lender the caro of K. Hotlakd, M.D., M.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.)
JIrs. C. agej 38, having seven children, was admitted on July 4tb,
severely hlanchad and Hooding. The uterus waa involved in a hard,
niQltiform, fibroid cnlarpoment, whose measurements were as follows :

tipper limit lovel with the middle of umbilicus ; rightlateral limit, 5 inches
to right of middle line

; left limit, 3J inches from middle line ; transit
of found, 65 to 7 inches. The hiemorrhage resisted all ordinary re-
sources

; and, as there was no cervii available for a stump, electrolysis
Was considered a legitimate procedure, and was accordingly begun on
Jnly 22nd, as follows. The negative electrode, insulated to ^^Hnchcs
from ita extremity, was placed in the uterine cavity ; whilst the posi-
tive electrode was connected with the zinc and potter's clay distri-
butor of Apostoli, and applied externally over the tumour. A current
of oO milliamp^res was gradually induced and allowed to play for ten
ininutfs. On the 25th the appjication was intensified to 80 milliara-
peres

; on the 29th, to 150 milliamp^res. After this there was pain
lor an hour, and the tumour was perceptibly diminished in area. On
Angu^t 2nd there was again free hamorrhage, and clots passed for
several days. On August 9th, the hfcmorrhage still continuing, posi-
tive galvano-cauterisation to 250 milliampores was maintained for
fwolvo minutes, with the result thatch" hsmorrlxage was arrested
end never recnrred. August 12th. Electrolysis to 250 milliam-
peres, the negative electrode being in the uterus.
On thi.s and sub-sequent occasions the patient appeared less tolerant.

August 1 5th, to 250 milliampferes. August 18th, to 300 milli,amp6res.
Augnst 22nd, to 235 milliamperes. After the application on the
22nd, the patient sutTered from chilly fcclinp, thought she had taken
cold, and had raised temperature, and vaginal discharge which bo-
cimo more and more frcid. August 27th, mnch pelvic pain was
noted. August 29th, fretor increasing ; cavity of uterus well douched,
»."«f which the temperature shot up to 103'. Between the last date
and September 4lh, a large sloughing mass was bloodlessly enucleated
and extruded into the vagina. September 5th. Mass removed by two
appli.iations of the t'cra^cKr, and other .small enucleations bv fingers
and scissors, from a base which was found to be the left lateral wall of
the uterus inverted. After the operation the inverted left lateral wall
*«? mannally replaced. Between the date of this operation and the
nib, a fccond bloodless enucleation and extrusion was accomplished,
and of a much larger mass, which tightly distended the vagina, and
wns removed by three applications of the (rrasexi.r, and one or two
twisting processes. Oi^ the .second evening after this op-ration the
tcniperalntc rose ^ 104*, but this was rjuickly subdued by quinine,
.indicionsly a Iriiinistcred by the watchfnl and accomplished hou.se-
phy.sician, Dr. liurford. The douches were most thoroughly used
every th'rao or four honrs, chlorine w^ter being (l^e usual one, whilst
quinine whs freely given at each rise of temperature.
On /September 15th the patient was quite convalaaoijnt, the dis-

chargfs scanty and without fcetor, the sound passing 2J inches, and
uo tumour being perceptible. From the commencement of the elec-
trolysis to the date of convalescence tl^ero were exactly 55 days. It
i.s also well to ob.seive that tbo tetanoid condition into which the
uterus was thrown by the electrical excitement on each occasion led
lis to anticipate necrosis and enucleation as possible and probable con-
liiig«noie8, and, in doing ao, to dravy attention to the extreme import-
auoa of the galvanic current as a (Ji^gnos.ltc ^mnt in' sjl solid tiimours
of utenoe constitution. >

r " t .i-
,

t
. ,

Actios of ITTnROQtrjfroNP..—The action of hydroquinone is prompt
and e(ficaciou), atid is very marked in typhoid fever, rhenniatism,
erysipelas. It lowers the 'temperature, acts npon the pulse, on th.
respiratory fnni-tions, stimulates the elimination of nrea, excites dia-
phore.sis, and resjulatcs arterial pressure. Its action is more marked
in patients suffering from fever than in healthy persons. It should
bo given to adults in doses of 30 to 50 centigrammes every hour.
FI^JroquiDone is rapidly eliminated in the urine in the form of
qnmbydrone, which turns the nriue to a dark olive green hue.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
PATHOLOr.ICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

1 r.

Annual Genkkal Meeting.
TuMiiAY, January 3rd, 1888. '

Sir James P.^oet, Bart., F.R.S., F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Ehrdmi nf OJUcers and Council.—The following gentlemen were
elected to form the Council and to act as officers of the Society
during 1888 :—PMsMenJ; Sir .fames Paget, Bart., D.C.L., LL'.D,

,

F.R.S. Viee-Prcaidcnts : Tho-nas Henry Green, JI.D.; *J. Hugh-
lings Jacksop, M.D., F.R.S. ; *Joseph Frank Payne, M.D.;
Richard Douglas Powell, M.D. ; William Jlorrant Baker;
Marcus Beck, MS.; Sir Joseph Lister, Bart, D.C.L., LL.D.,
F.R.S.; "Henry Morris, M.B. Treamrcr : "William Cayley, M.D.
BonoTari/ Se&etarics : Sidney Coupland, M.D. ; Rickman John Godlee,
M.S. Council: "-Charles Edward Beevor, M.D. ; Henry Radcliffe
Crocker, M.D. ; David White Finlay, M.D. ; James Kingston Fowler,
M.D. ; James Frederic Goodhart, M.D. ; Walter Baugh Hadden, M.D.;
•Edward Emanuel Klein, M.D., F.R.S. ; "Stephen Mackenzie, M.D.

;

Joseph Arderne Ormerod, M.D.; * William Hale White, M.D. ;
* Wil-

liam Anderson
; Anthony Alfred Bowlby ; Henry Trcnthatn Butlin ;

"Victor Horsley, B.S., F.R.S.; John Hammond Morgan; 'Bernard
Pitts, M.B.; *A. Quarry Silcock, M.D.; John Bland Sutton ; Charters
James Symonds, M.S.; Frederick Treves. (The genl-lemen whose
names are marked with an asterisk (*) were not on the Council or did
Atot hold the same office during the prcceditig year.

)

.
Angiomata of the Month and Tongue.—Mr. F. TREVES liade some

remarks on three cases ; two affecting the tongue were arterial

dngioma, an extremely rare condition. The first patient was a strong,

temperate man, aged 57, who belonged to a family of bleeders ; he was
liable to epistaxis about ten times a year until four years before he came
under observation, when the tongue began to bleed ; it bled fifty times
in the four years. The tongue pre.^ented several small, elevated, red
growths, two as largo as the half of a pea, others mere specks. The
largest tumour was quite clearly an arterial angioma. The growths
disappeared under the local application of chromic acid ; the liability

to epistaxis was then again noticed ; I'aumgarten had noted small,
red elevations on the mncous membrane of the nose in cases of re-

current epistaxis. In the second and third cases the bleeding
from the mouth relieved an intolerable headache. The second case
was a married woman, aged 31 ; the tumour was first noticed in about
the fifth month of pregnancy. Near the edge of the tongue, opposite
the molar teeth, was a red, arterial angioma; on several occasions she
had bled freely from this tumour, and it was thought advisable to re-

move it. Haemorrhage in the wound was arrested by the actual
cautery. The third patient was also a woman. The angioma lay be-

hind the two right incisor teeth, and was the size of a cherry ; it had
appeared in the fourth montli of pregnancy ; it pulsated freely.

Hiemorrhago, at first only on eating, had become considerable. The
tumour waa easily removed along with the right lateral incisor, the
tumour being attaclwd to the dental periosteum. Such cases were not
very uncommon. • j

CongenitJil Fatty Tumour.—Mr. Eve showed a specimen of con-
genital fatty tumour in a young child, aged 13. It lay between the
layers of the abdominal muscles in the left hypochondrium ; it pro-
bably sprang from the fascia transverealis. Few cases of tnmours be-
tween muscular planes had been recorded.—Mr. Rickman Gopi.^e
was surprised to hear it said that lipomata between muscular planes
were very uncommon. He gave particulars of two, one beneath the
gluteus maximus, and the other beneath the deltoid.

SiibperiloTtcal Lipoma.— Mr. J. Hutchinson, iun., showed a speci-

men of double fatty hernia in the linea alba. One tumour was the
size of a small apple, and lay in the subcutaneous fat, from which it

was perfectly distinct, both in origin and appearance ; the aperture in
the aponeurosis through which it had passed was quite small. The
other tumour was seated at the umbilicus ; both had sprung from the
subperitoneal fat, and in pss.sing forwards had stretched the perito-

neum, and in each case had drawn a process of the latter membrane
with tliom. By a series of specimens shown at tiie Pathological
Society three years ago, Mr. Hutchinson had demonstrated the same
tendency of fatty hernia in the femoral and inguinal canals to draw
ilown peritoneal tubes, and hence to lead to the formation of true
hernia. Commonly these fatty hemiic (derived from the subperitoneal
fat, and having no true sac) were mistaken for omental hernia; ; as a
rule they were irreducible, and they jpero curiously accompanied in some
cases by abdominal pain, nausea, eto. Instances in which the ope-
Tfttira removal of \he fatty outgrowths had been followed by complete
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relief of the symptoms had been recorded by Konig and Liicke. It

was probable that traction on and nipping of small nerres m the pento-

"neum produced these symptoms.
, ., . ,

BoZandJoint DUmsc.-^U. Bland Sutton exhibited some spen-

mens of bone and joint disease. The first was the tibia and hbnla of a

horse which, three months before its death, was kicked by a horse on

the inner side of the leg over the tibia. There was a skin-wound as

the result of the kick, which healed quickly and with trifling sup-

puration. As soon ,is the wound was healed the tibia began to en-

L"e, and continued to do so for three months. The horse suffered

considerable pain, and, as the case seemed hopeless, it was kUled.

The tibia wai three times larger than natural, and its exterior was

roughened by small bony outgrowths. On section the outline of the

original shaft could be deflned, and outside this a large mass of new

•bone had been deposited, and surrounded the slender fibula, though

the new formation of bone was strictly limited to the tibia. The

second specimen was a greatly enlarged and softened femur of a

monkey. In the centre of a longitudinal section, which was easily

made with a knife, was the true shaft of the femur, apparently ne-

crosed, but embedded and closely adherent to new bone which sur-

rounded it evenly on all sides. The adventitious bone exceeded the

shaft in size three times. The new bone was roughly limited above

and below bv the epiphysial line ; hence, though the shaft was so

thick, the condyles and head of the bone preservtd their proper pro-

portions Both femora were affected, and one humerus ;
the remainder

of the skeleton seemed normal. The tibia of the horse and the femur

of the monkey were shown, because it seemed possible that they repre-

sented early stages of a rare condition, described in man as necrosis

without suppuration-quiet necrosis. The third specimen was the

elbow-joint of a lion twelve years old, affected with osteo-arthritis.

The cartilage had in a great measure disappeared from the articular

surfaces of the bone, whilst at the edges of the joint the cartilage was

distinctly "lipped." The synovial membrane presented villous

fringes of great length, and lodged in the reces3es_ of the joint were

those curious cartilaginous bodies so common in this affection lo man.

AU the joints of the fore limbs of this Kon were similarly affected

The fourth specimen was a typical example of the condition to which

the apt and expressive term "lipoma arborescens was appbed. Ihe

specimen came from the .shoulder-joint of an old man affected with

osteo-arthritis, and all stages, from simple villous processes of the

synovial membrane to pedunculated masses of fat, could be clearly

recognised.—Dr. NOKMAN MooEE said that the separate lemon-seed

masses and fringes were the only morbid changes present in rheuma-

tism, but absent in joints containing uric acid.—Mr. RiCKMANbODLEB

asked if the epiphysial line in the monkey's bone was healthy.—Mr.

W. Adams had never seen the fringes in true gout, b^t he had seen

them in the mixed form of rheumatic gou\-Mr. R. W. P.w.kee had

observed a similar condition of the tibia to that shown by Mr. Sutton

in children ; in all the cases there was central necrosis ;
the condition

was a ceneral chronic osteitis of very long duration.—The President

mentioned a case of osteitis following eight years after a severe blow

on the tibia ; the limb resembled the condition produced by osteitis

deformans, hut no other bones were affected. The bone bent, indi-

cating that there was a general osteitis. The condition was not uii-

common in many animals. -Mr. EvB thought that m animals it

was generally due to periostitis, or was associated with arthritis. Mr.

Sutton's case was, he considered, an example of dry caries^-Mr

SOTTON said that the epiphysial line was certainly enlarged, but

there was no ricketty change in any other bone of the body. The epi-

physial line at the head of the bone was not enlarged.

Carcino-ma of the Obliterated ffypoyastric Arteries and Umbilical

Vein —Vr Hale White showed specimens from a patient who was

in Guy's Hospital for wasting, abdominal pain, vomiting, and consti-

pation, and in whom some nodules could during life be felt m the

rectus muscle. The patient gradually sank and died. The necropsy

showed primary carcinoma of the pancreas, with numbers of secondary

hard masses just under the peritoneum, some of whicn were the

nodules which had been felt during life. But the point of chief in-

terest was that the two obliterated hypogastric arteries and the ob-

literated hypogastric vein were both converted into cords of hard

secondary growth. This was not due to spreading from neighbouring

nodules. Dr. Hale White considered that this was a very interesting

and rare example of secondary growths particularly affecting degene-

TuherculosU of Sheath of Tendon.—}ir. Chartef.s Stmonds related

the case of a yoiiug girl who came under treatment with a small

<rrowth of the sheath of the flexor tendon of the index finger resctn-

hUno a ganglion. The tumour was incised, and the girl completely

racoTered. Similar growths occhrred in the palms. He mentioned

two other cases. He showed a microscopical specimen of the growth

in the first case which piesenttd a typical tubercular structnre —Mr.

F Tr.EVES referred to the lit;iature of the subject, and said that it

would seem that few cases terminated so favourably as Mr.

Symonds's. . ,

Syrinyo-31yelia.—llT. Qu.AKP.Y Sit.cock showed a specimen ot

syringo-myelia, and expressed the opinion that the formation ot a

tube-like cavity occupying the posterior columns of the cord, and ex-

tending through a considerable length, might arise by the formation

of a cavity in newly-formed connective tissue, which had developed

in that region as a consequence of trauma-tism. The specimen came

from a crnardsman aged 2,3, who had broken his neck by dinng into

the Thames. Thb body of the fifth cervical vertebra had been crushed

and somewhat displaced backwards, giving ris9 to a projection in the

spinal canal, where the cord was much flattened. Sections of the cord

at the level of the second cervical vertebra showed, even to_ the naked

eje an elongated slit-shaped cavity, lying immediately inside and

parallel to the right posterior root. There was a general sclerosis of

the cord ; the disorganisation was most marked in the right poscenor

column, that is to say, in the neighbourhood of the cavity. The walls

of the cavity were formed of finely reticulate connective tissue with

abundant nucleation ; there was no lining membrane, and the inner

surface was ragged. The central canal had no connection with the

cavity • from the connective tissue around the latter, fibrous strands

stretched into the posterior root of the central grey matter, and the

neighbouring portion of the posterior column. At the level ot t&e

sixth vertebra the cavity was considerably smaller in size;, but the

structure of its walls was essentially the same. The cavity ended

below in a mass of felted sclerotic tissue. Mr. Sdcock said that a

cavity of the nature and in the situation of this had been ascribed to

the persistence of a portion of the cavity which in the embryo ex-

tended as a fissure between the posterior columns to the periphery ot

the cord. He thought, however, that this specimen illustrated a dif-

ferent class of cases in which a cavity was formed m sclerotic tissue as

a secondary phenomenon. vtr,:„-

Pncitmothoraxin a Child. -Vt. Oemerod related a case of phthisi-

cal cavity leading to pneumothorax in a child six months old. ihe

patient was admitted into St. Bartholomew's Hospital on account of

its marasmio condition. Dyspncea came on suddenly, and the child

died The pneumothorax was connected with a cavity in the middle

lobe of the right lobe, the size of a marble. The lung was solidified

by grey tubercle ; the bronchial glands were enlarged, and contained

tubercle bacilli. Dr. Douglas Powell had recorded a case of cavity in

the lunc' in a child aged seven months. -Dr. DoroLAS Powell asked

whether there was a very well defined tubercular family ^iorj, as m
his case ; the patient in that case died of hsemoptysis. This case was

reported to the Society (vol. xxv).-Dr. Norman Moore said that he

had reported a case ot phthisical cavity in a child, aged 11 months —
Dr Anoel Monet had seen a cavity in the left ape^, the size ol_ a

walnut, in a child aged three months ; the child died of haemoptysis

This wks the only case in five hundred necropsies of children under 10

years.—Dr. Oemerod said that the mother was said to be phthisical,

but there was no other phthisical history.

Hiring Specirn^n^.-hr. Penrose (for Mr. Edmund Owen) :Lum.

bir Hernia in the Track of a LumbiV Abscess due to Spmal Caries.

-Mr. W. K. SiELET : Symmetrical Lipomata.
« „ „f

Card Speeimens.--Dr. Hale White: (1) Tiibercnar Ulceration o

Tonoue; 12) (for Ur. Beatan Rakp, of Trinidad) :
Intestine and

Para°site from a Patient Affected with Ankylostomum Daodenale.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.

Obstetrical Section.

John Rutherford Kir.KrATRioK, F.K.Q.G.P., President, in the

Chair.

Siinimrating Ovarian Cyst.—\)t. Atthill showed a specimen of a

suppSating ovarian cyst taken from a lady, aged 3o, who enjoyed

excellent health till about twomonths previously, when she got cold, and

had a sharp attack ol peritonitis. During this her medical attendant

detected a tumour in her abdomen. Tbe tumour was found t. be

multilocular ; and on the large.st of the cysts being tapped, the tumour

was pressed out without dilliculty through a soiall opening in the

abdomen. He was then surprised to find that it was attached to the

uterus by a rather short and thick pedicle. A secondary cyst-the

one exhibited-was then discovered, which, on beirig tapped, was

found to contain pus. One interesting point about tins cyst was its

shape, which was quite different from auything that he had seen. A

second remarkable circumstance about the case was that, notwilhstanu-
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isg this aapDaratiDR cyst, tho lady liail apparently nothiDR whatever
wrong with h«r, haviii;; perfectly rccovercil from the puritoiiitis.

Tiacental Cuil.— Dr. A. J. UouNE txhibitod a placeiit il cyst from
a pationt, aged 2S, who was iu the niutli month of her fourili pregnnncy.
She compUinc'J of intense pain iu the abjonien. Ou external exa-
niiuatiou he wis stmok with the irregular appearame of the abdomen,
particularly at the left hypochondriac region, where there was a dis-

tiiict bulging of tho uterus. On palpation it waa impossible to dis-

cover the small parts of the fu;tus, the uterus filt so tenao and firm.

Ou making a vaginal ezamiuution ho found that he could only reach
the presenting head by laying the jiatient on her back. The mem-
branes wore tightly stretched over the head, and there was no appear-
ance of liquor amnii. Thinking that there was internal hemorrhage,
he was very cautious about rupturing membranes ; and as the sero-

aauguineous discharge was very slight, though it caused her some
anxiety, he stoppci it by a small antiseptic plug -u the vagina. She
had no labour piins until the next morning at eleven o'clock, when
thoy came on, and she was delivered of a still-born child. Immedi-
ately after the expulsion of the placenta, huge clots the size of the
placenta were expelled. She remained in a very anxious state for a

couple of hours in consequence of extreme loss of blood, although pre-
Tious to her labour the loss of blood had been very slight. On exa-
mining the placenta he found in the centre of it, close to the insertion
of the cord, the huge cyst now exhibited, the weight of which, acting
downwards like a suction pump, might, he thought, have been the
cause of the ha;morrhage.—Dr. Macau and Dr. Attiull took part iu
the diacossitn.

UUriiu. Hemorrhage of Five Tears' Standing, caiised hy an en-
hirged and Cystic Ovary: Jlcmoval 0/ Ovary: Recovery.—Dr.
U'MoRuiE exhibited the following case of an enlarged and cystic

ovary. L. S. , aged twenty-six, single, was admitted to the Sama-
ritan Uospital tor Women, Belfast, on July 27th, 18S7. A careful
examination of the uterus revealed nothing to account for tho con-
stant oozing of blood from the os uteri. The right ovary felt enlarged,
and there was tenderness upon pressure. Removal of one or both
ovaries was recommended as the only means of effecting a cure. Tho
nature of the operation having been fully explained to the girl and
her mothor, they gave their consent. On Angust 2nd the right ovary
was removed. The hscmorrhage ceased in about ten days after the
operation, and the patient was now in the enjoyment of perfect health.
—Dr. 1I.\CAN said the present case made him more willing to remove
such ovaries than he would otherwise have been. The difSculty was
to connect pains or hajmorrhage absolutely with an enlarged ovary.

—

Dr. AttuiI/L said that, according to his experience, enlarged ovaries
and ovarian cysts were not the cause of profuse menstruation, but
rather the reverse. Why an ovary in such a condition as that now
shown should have given rise to such profvise haimorrhage was to him
a mystery.—Dr. W. J. Smvly said that, in the majority of cases
ovarian tumours did not had to ha;morrhage. The occurrence of
hiemorrluge depended partly on the nature ot tho tumour and partly
on its site. If it developed between the layers of the broad ligament
it would give rise to hicmorrhage from congestion. Tho present
tumour was, he thought, an example of dropsy of the Graafian follicles.

—The Prbsidknt remarked that if the ovaries in their normal state
excited menstruation he did not see why, when diseased and enlarged,
they should not set up menonhagia. Tho removal of a diseased
ovary would divert the menstruation to the healthy ovary, and cause

i it to beiome normah—Dr. JI'Moildie replied.

Pudendal Uizmaloulc.—Dr. Hou.nk read a paper by Dr. Purefoy
(who wag unavoidably absent) on pudendal li;eniatocele, which was
cared by the applii:itiou of cold.—Tne 1'keside.nt, Dr. Mason, Dk.
MACAJt, Dr. La.sSj and Dr. Atthill, took part iu the discussion.

Surgical Section.

A. 11. CoRLEY, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Tht President's Adiircas.—lht: President delivered an inaugural
address outlining the hittory of surgery for the past fifty years.

Trephining in BnUn Ifiaeaae —Mr. J. Dallas Pratt read a paper
on a case of mastoid disease with discharge of i)U3 from the middle
ear, in wliich he had successfully trephined. The patient made a
gjod recovery. Tho tlischarge from the ear ceased, and the membrana
healed np ; tho deafness also di.-appesred. Mr. Pratt drew attention
tj the statistics, 13 cases having been operated on in this manner
with only two deaths, or 84 per cent, of recoveries ; whereas the
operation of googing, drilling, or otherwise of)ening the mastoid
ceila produced a mortality of about 27 per cent. Of eight cases of
which he knew, in which no operation was done, not one had re-

Loreied. lie advocated the iierfurmance of this operation in cases of

prolonged otorrhtea, where milder measures had failed, even when no
bone disease was present.

Seriviis JJrain Si/jniitoms follo^cinij ryeemia.—Mr. May.s'E, of Long-
ford, read a piper on serious brain symptoms following pvii'mia. A lady,
aged 27, had been dressing a wound ; a few days after her finger got sor?,

the glands in the axilla became infliinnd. These symptoms passed off,

but after some days tho throat got sore and an abscess formed in the
tonsil, which was opened, when a quantity of pus escaped. Soon
after this the parotid gland infiamed, suppurated, and burst into the
external ear, through which pus freely escaped. After sitting at an
open window in a draught, paralysis of the left side of the face set in,

which was cured by counter-irritation and galvanism. She com-
plained, after some days, of severe pain in the right side of head, and
was very irritable. The vision of tho right eye became impaired ; the
pupil was contracted. She had a severe rigor, and paralysis of the
tight side of the face came on ; there was tingling of the left arm,
and she dragged the left leg ; the right pupil was dilated ; she misap-
plied words. For some days the symptoms became more marked.
Mr. Fitzgibbon trephined the loft mastoid, but on removal of bone
there was no sign of pus. For several days all the bad symptoms
appeared aggravated

; the paralysis was well marked ; the sphincters
were paralysed. After some days tho paralysis passed away, but was
succeeded by noisy delirium, which continued for several weeks.
Eventually health was restored. Ho was unfavourable to the trephin-
ing of the mastoid, although the patient had had in early life otor-
rheca after scarlatina, but the discharge had not been present for
years, and as during that time she had not been troubled with any
brain symptoms, he saw no grounds for believing that trephining the
left mastoid would benefit the case. All tho symptoms point&d to
brain trouble on the right side, probably about the fissure of Rolando.
—Mr. Henky Fitzgibbon regretted the want of notice of Mr. Mayne's
paper, or ho would have consulted his notes of the case, as it was
the subject of a paper which he himself read before the Academy
last session ; but speaking from memory as to the condition of the
patient at the time of the operation, he was sati.-^fied the disease had
originated from inflammatory action extending from the left mastoid
region. It seemed to him that the lady had had otorrhcea more
recently than Mr. Mayne mentioned. At any rate, her state appeared
to Mr. Wheeler and himself to be perfectly hopeless, except, as the
only chance of recovery-, by giving relief to some pent-up intra-

cranial matter. Although immediately after the operation her con-
dition became worse, yet within fjur days he saw matter welling up
between the bone and the dura mater. Consequent on the .discharge
from the wound having ceased, and the patient becoming worse, he
went down again, and having scraped away granulation*, a fresh gush
of m.itter came from between the dura raattr and the bone, with the
result that the patient got relief and ultimately recovered.—Mr. Ben-
nett submitted that diagnosis should be carried forward to a greater
degree of certainty than was at present attained before adopting Mr,
Pratt's rule, that the trephine should be appliid in almost all cases of
otorrhcci where the discha'ge was maintained a coubiderable time,
and did not yield to other means. The ca.ses that could ba relieved

were those of intracranial suppuration, but these occurred much more
rarely than the implication of tho sinuses. Ho had investigated two
or three cases in which the path of f.ital inlUmmation proved to be
along the auditory nerve to the base of the brain.—Mr. Myles pro-
duced a skull upon which he had marked the points Mr. Whcelerhad
laid down for trephining the mastoid, with the result that the tre-

phine must hit the anterior edge of the lateral sinus, and if the pus
were located, not in the mastoid cells, but in the inner ear, it Was
beyond the bounds of anatomicil possibility that tho trephine could
reach it.—Mr. Arthur Behson observed that, as regards Mr. Piatt's

treatment by injections, all aural specialists had given up the use of

injections or washes in chronic otorrhfci, and tho dry method was
almost entirely adopted—namely, iusuflUtion or the use of dry pow-
ders.—J[r. Thomson said Mr. Mayn-i's case raised some interesting

points. The lady .seemed to bo suffering from left hemiplegia, and
the trephining took place on tho left mastoid pioceas, or in that
region. Ho wished to know from Mr. Wheeler, who consented to the
operation, why, having regard to tho localitalion of functions, that
particular position was selected ; and whether he considered that the
removal of a piece of bone from the loft mastoid region was calculated
to improve hemiplegia occurring on the same side ? It appeared
from Mr. Henry Fitzgibbon's statement that no pus appeareu until

the fourth day, when it was manifett There was nothing remark-
able in that. If a piece of bone was removed and tho case allowed to
go on for four days, unless the wound was strictly a>cptic, it was not
an unlikely condition that there should bo pus. The .symptoms pro-

duce^ bj pressure were explaiijed,hy,!.he pi;a PMi^jUp,^ Ijlift Yi;fiuj)d
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for a certain time.—Mr. Wnr.ELER remembered having examined the

patient's left ear, and there was an aperture in the npper part of her

membraua tympani. AVithiu a short time there had been a discharge

from this ear which sudilonly ceased, and after this serious symptoms

supervened. The lady had facial paralysis on the right side, which

he attributed to the irritation of the centres of the seventh nerve,

carried from the left side, as the centre of both nerves lay close to-

fother. He agreed that trephining should not be used indiscrimi-

nately for the cure of otorrhffii. There were caLea which could be

satisfactorily treated by other means. But in cases of prolonged dis-

charge pressing through an opening in the membrane, the operation

was indicated ; as also in cases associated with bone disease, and

where cerebral symptoms supervened from continued or snppressed

discharge. In reply to Mr. Myles's criticism he had a skull contain-

ing the brain, which he produced, illustrjting the operation of tre-

phining on each side. Oa one side he had pierced the sphenoidal

lobe w?th a nrobe. Ou both sides the tympanum and mastoid cells

were open. "He had made a vertical section through the skull and

brain, removing on one side the cerebellum, showing the lateral sinus

intact—Mr. Franks said trephining in otorrhcei, unless there were

well marked intracranial symptoms, was unsurgical. Ho had a skull

himself which would show that, operating in the same place, the tre-

phine would go into the middle of the lateral sinus.—Mr. Pkatt in

reply, said he would undertake to trephine by Mr. "Wheeler's method

the skulls referred to bv Mr. Myles and Mr. Franks without going

into the lateral sinus at all. It should be remembered that the lateral

sinus was not opened in any of the cases in which that method was

adopted.—Mr. Matne also replied.

SOCIETY OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.
Friday, Deobmber 16th, 1887.

Amred Hill, M.D., Prefident, in the Chair.

Contagion, of Ca«cfr.—Mr. Wtnter Blyth read a paper, in which

he stated that he had hold the belief of the possibUity oi cancer

contagion for many years. The experiments of Langenbeck and Sollin

on dogs were detailed, and some remarkable instances of infection of

the human subject by accidental inoculation. The author argued that

the infection of healthy parts by disease was a proof of contagion, so

far, at least, as concerned the grafting of disease from part to part on

the same body. The cancerous infection often started from wounds.

Tn a number of ca?es the close contact of healthy and cancerous per-

sons had apparently spread the malady." A house, the history of

which he was well acquainted with, had three cancerous tenants in

succession. A stranger visiting frec^uently the last tenant contracted

cancer, and the niece of this person also developed cancer. The cases

of family infection were too numerous to be mere coincideaces, whence

the necessity of flying to some mysterious and remote influence

descending through the generations, remaining latent through the

best years of life, transforming the cellular elements into cor^o^ive

cankers, when the doctiiue of contagion give a simple and intelligille

explanation.—In the discussion which followed, the President,

Surgeon-Major Black, Mr. Mackey, Drj. Saunders, Smbe, Col-

lins, and Sykes took part, and the further discussion of the paper

was adjourned to the next meeting.

Bacleriologkal Waiar Tssi.—Mn Gitstav Bischof read a paper on

extension of time of culture in Dr. K. Koch's bacteriological water

test by partial sterilisation, with special reference to the metropolitan

water supply. The following conclusions were drawn : 1. No
bacteriological water test can satisfy the demands of hygiene unless it

is qualitative, distinguishing between harmless and pathogenic micro-

phytes. No such test is at present known. 2. Merely numerical

results without such distinction are entirely, uniutelligible_, unless the

time and other conditions of culture of each test be specified. 3. A
small portion only of the colonies capable of growing in gelatine pep-

tone is indicated by three days' culture. 4. The ratio of colonies

thus indicated by three days' culture to that of the total present

appears to differ so widely iu different sampUs that the numbers of

colonies obtained from them cannot be compared with each other.

5. Instead of any such compari-ion, the changes taking place from time

^foTima should be foTiowed up in each "sVmpre separately. 6. Exten-

sion of culture beyond three days increases the reliability of the re-

sults. Howfarttiis holds good, and how far culture should ^ba ex-

tended, we have at present not sultioient evidence to show. 7. The

usefulness of results is probably still further increased by combination

of extension of culture with storage in sterilised flasks for a certain

time. S. As regards the control of the working of sand filtration at

waterworks, any bacteriological test to bs of practical utility should

he repeated at intervals certainly not exceeding a fortnight, 9. It is

dosirahle for the purpose of such control to test the water entering and

leaving each filter.—The discussion was opened by the Phk-sident,

who was followed by Dr. Peeoy Feankland, and will be continued

at the next meeting.

SUNDERLAND AND NORTH DURHAM MEDICAL SOCIETY
Friday, December 16Tir, 1887.

G. B. Morgan, L.R.C.S.I., President, in the Chair.

New Member. — Dr. J. Norie, Sunderland, was unanimously

elected. .

Amputation of Thigh.—D'!. Squancb showed this case as interest-

ing from the fact that he had not used the spray at the operation,

contenting himself with thoroughly syringing the stump Ritk solution

of corrosive sublimate after the completion of the operation. The

stump was completely healed on the nineteenth day, having only been

dressed twice.

Tracheotomy.—Dr. Drinkwater exhibited an old woman on whom
he had performed this operation nine years ago for obstruction in the

larynx. On laryngoscopic examination no obstruction was seen in

the glottis, but the moment the woman tried to in.-pire through the

natural air-passages, the glottis closed. She had worn a tube ever

since the operation. There was a history of syphilis.—Messrs. Whitb-

HousE and Robinson, Dr. Brady, and the President, made some

remarks on this case.
r i.- j-

Carcinoma Uteri.—Vix. 'Welfobd showed a specimen of this dis-

ease, in which the morbid process had commenced in the body of the

uterus. ,

Sarcoma of Kidney ; Ncphrcctmiiy.—'Th.e President read notes on

this case, and exhibited the specimen. A man, aged 46, was admitted

into Sunderland Infirmary on December 6th, 1887. He stated that

he had suffered from great pain in the epigastric region for nine

weeks, and that eighteen months ago he had, on one occasion, noticed

blood in the urine. A large tumour, of the size of a cocoa-nut, could

be felt in the right lumbar region, globular, movable, of semi-solid

feel, and painful on pressure. The urine was alkaline, and faintly

albuminous, specific gravity lOOS. Microscopical examination showed

blood discs, a few pus corpuscles, and two or three multi-nucleated

round cells, with renal epithelium. The tumour was removed by

median abdominal section. The patient never rallied from tha opera-

tion. A section of the growth examined under the microscope showed

it to be a lympho-sarcoma. A small nodule of similar stiuctuie was

found in the left kidney after death.

T/ts Recent Additions to the Materia Midica.—Di. Drinkwatep.

read a paper in which he described the action and uses of those drugs

introduced within the last five or six years.—A discussion followed, in

which the President, Messrs. Hopgood and WHiTEHOtrsE, and Urs.

Be\dy, Low, and Squance took part.
rj- •

Eye Diseases.—Dr. Low read a paper on the importance of diagnosis

in relation to treatment of certain eye diseases, namely, keratitis,

iritis, and glaucoma.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES BRANCH.
Pathological and Clinical Section.

Friday, November 25th, 1887.

A. S. Underbill, M.D., in the Chair.

Tubercular Kodules on Iris.—Di. Young showed, for Mr. E.ales,

a lad, aged 14 years, in whom, on the iris of each eye, there were

several round, yellowish, vascular nodules projecting from the anterior

surface, some on the body of the iiis and others at the angle of the

anterior chamber. They had existed for eight or nine weeks, welfe

unaccompanied by pain, and attended with little or no inflammation,

aad did not yield to treatment. Mr. Eiles considered them to be

tubercular in nature.

Cephalic Bruit.—Vi: SiMON showed a girl aged 10 years, who pK-

sented a typical example of the cephalic bniil. This was best

heard over the mastoid and occipital protuberances, but was audible

over the whole cranium. She was in excellent heilth, neiiher antemio

nor evidencing chronic hydrocephalus. The bruit was of several

years' standing, was systolic in rhythm, and only slightly modified

by pressure on the carotid artery.
'

Embolism of Retinal Arlcry.—'Dr. Suckling showed a case of

embolism of the central artery of the retina, occur.ing m a man

suffering from mitral stenosis. The sight of the right eye was com-

pletely lost, and the usual ophthalmoscopic appearances were present.

lateral Curvxture.—iU. Morrison showed a girl, aged 13 years,

with extreme rotary-lateral curvature. The case illustrated a fact

well known to hospital surgeons in that district, that lateral curvature
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ws« not nucommon in tha lower grades of society.—Mr. E. h.

Prebb rviuark"!! I'D the rrftinenry with which ho met lateral cnrvatiiro

amonc»t thcAvurkin'^ cla?sti —Mr. Barlino also agrcoii o!) to tlm fro-

quetcy of this c. ti iiiion among the poor.— Mr. Mat and Mr. Clay
also male somo n-inarks.

SiUurt of PaUlU.—Mr, Haslam fthowed a innn, aged SO, vliose

pstellit ho lia 1 sutured for a compound fracture last Cbrislmas. The
patieut n°a£ st>le to rrsuiue his o<.'cu{>iition as a porter early in July,

since wliich time ho had done from twelve to fourteen hours' work
every day.

Tu'i-rcular Tumour of Breast.—Dr. Hoobkn exhibited micro-

scopical sections of a tumour removed from the breast of a middle-

aged woman. In alrntture it was found to bo distinctly tubercular.

The patient otherwise enjoyed good health. The case was admitted as

scirrnu", and onsi'lcrcd a;; such at the time of operation.

Prff>aTalim\s of Jixtra-utnri-ne rrerpxancics —Mr. La^"son Tait cx-

hibite.i a series of specimens of extra-uterine pregnancy in all stages of

its development from the earliest known case of tubal rupture, which
apparently hid occurred between the third and fourth week, up to a

section of a cadaver at full term. The interest of these cases lay

chiefly in the fact that they completely established the view as to the

pathology of extrauterine pregnancy which Mr. Tait had first pub-
lished in 1873 ; that all extra-uterine pregnancies were due to the im-
pregnation of the fertilised ovum on the denuded wall of the Fallopian

tube ; that the tube was distenJcd up to its burstiug point, which
generally wa.s from the tenth to the thirteenth week. The condition

of the subsequent pregnancy depended entirely upon the point at which
that rupture took p.'ace. If therujiture was into the peritoneal cavity

then death took place from hemorrhage, and twelve of the specimens
shown were illuftrations of this. If, on the contrary, the hemorrhage
took place into the cavity of the broad ligament, the hjemorrhage was
slight, and the prpgnancy might go on to full term. Many of these

cases, however, did not go to the full term ; the fcotus died, and was
thrown off by suppuration through the bladdei, rectum, or into the
vagina, or ended in the formation of a lithopsedion. A few well

recognised eramples of these were found in almost any museum. The
minority of cases went on with the child living to full term, and
could bo operated upon. Mr. Tait had operated seven times under
such circumstances. That the danger of rupture into the peritoneum
was great was shown by the case of early rupture alluded to, where
the patient was well at two o'clock in the afternoon, and was dead from
bxmorrhage from a small point of rupture in the tube at nine o'clock

at night. In occasional instances, if rupture took place into the

abdominal cavity, the placenta was separated from the tube and
obtained new attachments. As one example he showed a prepara-

tion from a patient in Nottingham—to which town Mr. Tait was
suddenly summoned to perform abdominal section on account of the

condition of ruptured tubil pregnancy previously recognised by
Drs. Hnnter, Mackie, and Brookhouse. He opened the abdomen, re-

moved the fcetns, the placenta, and stump of the tube, and tied the

latter. As soon as this was done the brisk boemorrhago ceased, and a

part of the placenta which had become implanted on intestine at the
back of the ntems was removed, and tho sites of it smeared over
with solid perchloiide of iron. Tho patient had made a perfect

recovery.

SHEFFIELD MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
TnuR-sDAY, Decf.mp.ek Stu, 1S87.

M. M. Da BAKTOLOMli, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Spreadimj Canur of the Breast.—Mr. Coombs showed a specimen
of extrautt^rliie fibroid, and read notes of the case. Tho patient, a
woman, agea i?,, was admitted, under tho care of Mr. Jackson, to tho

infirmary on October 11th, suffering from diffu.sed cancer of both
breasts, together with the chest wall and part of the back. The
total duration of the case was about eleven weeks, and death took
place from exhaustion and embarrassed breathing, duo to the hard-
ened and Lypertrophicd condition of the chest walla. Tho j)oU-

mortem showed no implication of any of the internal organs; but a

large pednnciilated tumonr was found attached to the fundus of the

at^s, which, had caused no symptoms during life, and was not
diagnosed.

Diflocation oj Iht Utad of tlta Femur on to llie Tubes.—Mr. Pye-
Smitu related this case. The patient was a man, aged 56. Reduc-
tion was etfuotod, twenty-two hours after tho accident, by traction in

the axis of the limb in a slightly overextended position, combined with
rotation inward*.

Thorsday, Decsmreb 22nd, 1887.

Thoracic Anturysm.—Dr. I>Y80K showed a railway spring mak r.

aged 33, with thoracic aneurysm. Tho treatment was absolute rest
in bod, and iodide of potassium in increasing doses; ho was now taking
fifteen grains three times a day. The diet was the ordinary liberal

diet of tho infirmary, with no special restrictions
;
great improvement

in tho size of tho tumour had taken place.

Paralysis of tlie MuaculoSjnrnl Kcrvr from Pressure during Sleep.

—Dr. Sidney Robf.hts introduced this patient, a eirdcner, aged 30.

He went to bed on Decomber 5th in his usual health, but awoke the
next morning with paralysis of tho extensors of tho wrist, the long
extensors of the fingers and thumb, and tho supinators, and a feeling
of" pins and needles" in his left hand; the extensors of the elbow were
not paralysed. The paralysis and numbness had continued, and the
thickest part of the left forearm was now half an inch less in circum-
forcnco than the right. Dr. Roberts stated that it was evident lead
poisoning was not the cause, and referred to the absence of symptoms
of such a condition. There was no history or sign of any traumatic
lesion or violent contraction. There was somo doubt as to its being
rheumatic.

Miners' Nystagmus.—Dr. S. Robeets also introduced a patient,

aged 25, who had worked in a coal-pit for seventeen years, but only
for the last eighteen months had done "holeing," working on his

side. He complained of his eyes first about a month ago, but con-
tinued to work up to a fortnight ago, when he was compelled to

desist. Tho oscillations were particularly marked in tho left eye, and
were vertical in direction ; in tho right the globe rotated round its

antero-posterior axis. The fundus of both eyes appeared healthy,
except for the presence of a myopic crescent in the left eye, which was
also amblyopic.—Remarks were made by Mr. Shell, Mr. Jones, and
Dr. Johnson.
Pneumonia occurring in Childrni.—Dr. Gwtnne read this paper,

in which he said that pneumonia at the .ipex was by no means so

common as some writers had asserted. He drew attention to tho
prominence of head symptoms in these cases, sometimes at an early

stage, puzzling the medical man as to whether he had to deal with a

case of meningitis or not ; cough being by no means a prominent sym-
ptom, and often being quite absent for days. He referred to the

danger of collapse of lobules due to whooping-cough and measles, and
related the history of one of these cases of chronic pneumonia, the

result of an attack of whooping-cough a year before.—Tho following

joined in the discussion : Mr. Jeffkeys, Dr. Dyson, Mr. Jackson,
Mr. Reckless, Dr. Maktin, Mr. iiANHAM, Dr. S. Roberts, and the

PaESIDENT.

PLYMOUTH AND DEYONPOKT MEDICALSOCIETY.
Monday, December 12th, 1887.

William Henry Peabse, M.D., in the Chair.

Radical Cure of Ilernia.—Mr. C. Bclteel read a report on seven

successful case? of Spanton's operation for tho radical cure of hernia,

performed at the Royal Albert Hospital. Ho compare<l the operation

favourably with Wood's, both as to simplicity and results.

Diagnosis of Tales Mescnterica from Starvation.—Dr. E. Meeres
read a paper on a case of modioo-legal interest, involving the differ-

ential diagnosis between tabes mosenterica and starvation from
neglect.

Abdominal Section in Tubercular Peritonitis.—Mr. W. J. Square
referred to a case of tubercular peritonitis that had been benefited by
abdominal section, performed through error in diagnosis.—Dr. Bamp-
TON related a similar case with equally happy result.

Herpes.—Mr. W. J. Square read a paper on herpes, believing the

eruption to occur frequently in persons of tho gouty diathesis.—The
President had noticed in India that herpes and aguo altornated, the

ague disappearing as the herpetic eruption developed.—Mr. C. BtiL-

TKEL instanced a caso of abortive herpes on tho forearm, followed by
pain, oidema of wrist, and symptoms of peripheral neuritis.

Postponement of Paper.—A paper on alcoholic and rheumatic
neuritis, by Dr. Bamtton, was postponed for lack ot time.

P.Kudojlioma.—ilr. J. E. Square showed a cise of psendo-

glioma.

RESonriN IN Cancer. —Resorrin has been used with excellent re-

fulta in the treatment of cancerous growths on the face, in tho form

of an ointment containing equal quantities of resorcin and vaseline.

This mixture is applied first ; an ointment containing 20 grammes o.'

resorcin and 30 grammes of vastline is then applied. Tho ointmenr,

forms eschars on the surface of tho growth. 'These es'-hars fall oil'

when pure or iodoform vaseline is applied ; fleshy granulations subse-

quently appear, and healthy cicatrisation rapidly follows.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

A System of Gtnj:oology by Ambkican Authoks. Edited by

Matthew D. Manx, A.M., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and

Gynaecology in the Medical Department of the University of Buffalo

New York. Volume I. Illustrated with 3 Coloured Plates ard 201

Engravings on Wood. Edinburgh : Young J. Pentland.

(Second Notice.)

A GENERAL review of the first volume of the System will be found m
the JOUKNAT, of December 3rd, page 1219, together with ^ome notice

of the anatomical and teratological articles which it eo^tams^ A

brief criticism will now be given of the remaining papers in the

^"dJ" Egbert Grandin writes on " Gynecological Diagnosis," in an

article of value to the specialist, but of little \^i-^'™to general sur-

geons or practitioners, and useless to the student. The copious dlus-

trations of instruments are a commendable feature m this article for

what is mentioned in the t.xt ought to be represented by art, even at

the risk of causing a book to assume the »PPe"*°<'%°f
*„„X'"a

catalogue. The advisability of describing a niultitude of specula and

tenacula is quite another question. Dr. E. C Dudley, of Chicago

contributes "General Considerations of Gynajcological Surgery. ms
advocacy at pages 328 to 332 o£ " not sesthetic, but surgical cleanli-

ness," is praiseworthy; we fear that few specialists hi'e up to his idea

The observations on the cleanliness of lubricating substances used m
the consulting room and operating theatre may profitably be read By

every hospital physician and general practitioner. In the paragraph on

materials for sutures, no mention is made of silkworingut, now so

largely employed. Dr. Alexander Skene's "General Therapeutics

wiU prove useful to the practitioner. We should have liked to have

found more about ergot, especially some discussion of its action m
combination with iron, as distinguished from its effects wheii taken

alone; That some iron salts may destroy or neutralise ergotin m solu-

tions, there can be little, if any, doubt.
, t, -d i,

"Electricity in Gynaecology" is the name of a paper by Dr. Koc&-

well, who is known as the author, conjointly with Dr. Beard, of a work

on Medical and Surgical Ekclriciiy. He writes temperately on his

subject. His summary of the experience of Apostoli and Englemann is

honestly expressed ; these specialists, Dr. Rockwell states, have

treated a large number of cases, and claim most excellent results.

Although the tumour is not made to disappear, in every case growth

has been arrested, and, in many instances, the size of the tumour

markedly diminished." Dr. Gill Wylie writes on " Menstruation and

its Disorders." The paragraphs on amenorrhcea are satisfactory ;
we

are glad to see that no operation for its cure is mentioned. The im-

portant subject of vicarious menstruation is insufficiently discussed,

without any notice of the sources of fallacy in diagnosis indicated by

Dr. Matthews Duncan and others. Dr. Wylie, in speaking of dys-

menorrhea, gives a clear demonstration of his own treatment by

dilatation with Sims's instrument, and the application of pure carbolic

acid and iodoform to the uterine cavity, the cervix being guarded by a

special "protector." Dr. Reeves Jackson's " Sterility" is an excellent

article, highly valuable for reference at least ; but we deplore his open

defence of artificial impregnation, and his quotation of Dr. Eustache s

sophisms, expressed in language recalling the worst type of ethical

pedantry in vogue ninety years ago. The " morality and religion

which, according to Dr. Eustache, do not condemn the practice

in question are the homologucs of the religion which advocated

inquisitions, and the morality which considered the judicial murder

of political enemies as consistent with abstract declarations of

The editor, Dr. Mann, contributes a sound and readable treatise op

"Diseases of the Vulva." Under "lupus," Dr. Matthews Duncans

and Mr. Hutchinson's opinions are duly considered. The term "krau-

rosis vnlvie,
" now frequent in gynaecological literature, should have

been noted and explaineil. Dr. Mann carefully distinguishes between

abscess of Cowper's duct and abscess of Cowper's gland, and speaks of

the gonococcus. He might have further mentioned the researches of

Dr. Bumm and others, which seem to show that, when the gonococcus

alone invades Cowper's gland, its epithelium is destroyed, and the

eland undergoes cystic degeneration ; whilst, when a septic germ fol-

lows the specific germ, suppuration rflpidly occurs. Dr. Thaddeus

Reamy writes on "Subinvolution of the Uterus and V agina. He

summarises the opinions of authorities very clearly. The subinvolu-

lioii of the vagina is, in reality, the same condition described by Hart

and Barbour where the increased mobility of the anterior pelvic

viscera, natural during pregnancy is ^--l t°^7'^"« *f*",,=^/^^

through well-known reasons, and favours every form of prolapse.

in preparing the three monographs on Inllammatu>n 'Y'^^TZ
th Ut^erus and on Pelvic Hematocele, the authors h^je had to con^

tend with great difficulties. Dr. Chauncey Palmer writes on J^e
Mamniato^y Affections of the Uterus "We "«f^„ '^3^°^*^^^'

™<'e543 in describing acute endometritis, he does not speak 01 id?

cervix be'ing tender. ^There are very few conditions in which that part

ofihe uterus is highlv sensitive to touch. Eadometn 13 remains far

?oo much a literary raiher than a clinical or pathological disease The

headaches and hyTteria, given 'uy Dr. Palmer a. symptoms of chromt

Je"erate"dometr';t, would be Ittiibuted. by other wr^te^ ^^W
di<iease and bv others to perimetritis. When Dr. Paln.er discusses

more tangible questions, he writes weU, as in his paragraphs on erosion

"^Dr.'Rfchlrd Maury, in writing on " P«ri-uterine Inflammation " has

had to deal with questions a little less vague than Lose lucluded m Dr.

Chauncey Palmer's task. Dr. Maury begins weU with general patho-

fogkalaL anatomical observations,
'^^-]f^'\Z'JZ"ZuZ.oi

nni find t'ood and distinct summaries of the important aoctrmes 01

Su"C." G.Ul.rf Then..,, M.;tl,... D"«»VT* ^X

S?ris-" ik.i -r^. £"^ s^£B
parenchymatous ioflammation to the peritoneum, f 'J

t^«";^^"^^°",-

^:t;An Thp concluding paper, "Pelvic Hffimatocelo and llEmatoma,

by Dr • vL de Warke^'iT Lrten well up to date. especiaUy the pa.-

find out omissions in the text.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCEIPTIONS Of'xEW INVENTIONS,

IN MEDICINE, SURGERY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

TANOLIN ANHYDRICUM (LIEBREICH): LANOLIN
LANULIW

^^uj^jggjjiuM (LIEBREICH).

We have received from Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome and Co Snow

Hill Buildings, two specimens 0: Liebreich s l^""!'"'/"'';^^"
;

and pure laSo in, which are such an improvement of this bas^^

--^irrr It^'^^^ -equ^^^kadvanWsfcr

smmtmm
tures are its purity anUseptic quality and ^^^J^f'^^Volin comes

':::^:^^^^^^:^^^^^ ^-^ *^^-^

claimed for it. .

THE INVALID BED ATTACHMENT (GOODWIN'S PATENT).

I'eiW in .ny desired positio'n. his head or feet can be raised or
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lowered, ho can be turned on one side, he can bo lifted off the bed
in the canvas shfot, which then can be adapted to «erve either as aloungmg chair" or a hammock; all these movements the nur.se
can etJca with ihe greatest cnso to herself and without imttine the
Mtlent to any exortion

; .ill the movements also may be performed so
aloKly and jjridually as to be almost imperceptible. When the
patieut has b.^iu raised from the bed, the apparatns can be rotated so
that ha can be swung off the bed while it ia boiiig made and aired,
and can be brought to a window if one be near at hand. When not
in nso the beam can be removed, and the upright unstopped so that

°nL!i
"^ retnams, and as it is mostly under the bed, it does not

obtxnde upon the eye cither of the patient or bis attendants. The
contrivance is simple in n^e, and can be worked without difficulty

. I'ui
mmuies' practice; it is stated that the mechanism is

not liable to get out of order. The apparatus, which is sold at a
moderate pnco, may be seen and tested at 66, Ludgate Hill, E.C

MULEB'S ' ARTIFICIAL VITREOUS INSERTER"
THI.S inKtniment is u,-ed in conjun-tion with Dr. Mules's evisceration
scoop, for the operation of intro;lucing an artificial vitreous ; it is
designed to facilitate the operation of introducing glass globes into

the cavity of the evisce-
rated sclerotic. Hitherto
the insertion of these
globes has been a trouble-
some feature in the opera-
tion, necessitating the use
of four pairs oJ forceps
by three people, to hold

\
open the flaccid sclera

' and introduce the globe.
One hand of the operator
now suffices, as the end of

i th2 instrument passed
V into the cavity is opened
? by the downward push
;;of the piston acting on

J;
the glass globe, the right-

-angled points catch and
jhold the edges, whilst the
globe itself dilates the
opening ad maximum,
and drops in ; should the
aperture be insufficient to
admit the globe, it should
be enlarged under pres-
sure by nicking its edge.
The appearance of the in-

strument so obviously
speaks for itself, that
further explanation is un-
necessary, except that to
introduce the sphere
within the cage, the
pusher is pressed down
until the curved ends of
the springs are sufficient-
ly wide apart; they are
tlipn placed over tho

„^^ ., , . . . ,
globe, and with a littleMMSue tie .'phcre jimpH into tho cage. The instrument ia madeby A.msticng Brotheis, reansfiate, JIanchcster.

PtNuL (BURROLTGHS).

.nHP? 'f%*''^ °f?"M ^^''\')^^ ^y ^^^^''^- Burroughs., Wellcome,

^ E •
\ u"'T-

";''.I*"'lJ'"gs, for the pore esstnci or volatileOU obtained by di,tillatinn of the needles of Pinus Pumilo The
meclicuial properties of this oU have been shown to depend in larcemeaanre upon the altitude at which the trees containing it grow. The
oil derived from trees above the line of perpetual snow in the Alps is

M^fl''T'"'"""l'^'"^^\';rf,'^
from trees growing at lower altitudes.Messrs Burroughs and Wellcome certify that tleir piaol is derived

solely from trees growing above the snow line
Pinol has not as yet been extensively employed in England, but the

the Pinn, p'lr-l-'"'^'""'"'
'^^^' '"'' 'H'"^'"^"* ^y t^" Products ofthe Pinn.1 Purtiilio m some form or other) has Jong been recognised

n,U^?»"'""^';?"'.,'".";* rr"»P«oiiis tli.t "there arc at Ica^iw 000 dnclora

?l^.rir^5nX,a"?l.^tu'>rrt;nit&t'^e'la-.^&"--
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on the Continent. It is there employed, and with considerable sue-
cess, in a varioty of diseases of the respiratory organs, as weU as inrheumatism and gout.

> o
•

-^ ^

l„rT^° ^^^' l'-','!"%r"°''['°
(B""onghs) consists of the filtered residuum

left in the stjl after the distillation of pinol. This is for external
application only. A warm hath containing this extract is stated to be
very beneficial in thoroughly cleansing the skin, and greatly to facili-
tate the absorption of pinol subsequently applied. It may also bemade mto ointment, liniment, or plaster, directions for making which
Messrs. Burroughs and WeUcome send with each package.

, , ,
GALE'S OBSTETRIC CONES.

biNCE the local anaesthetic properties of cucaine have been discoveredamong the many purposes for which it has been applied is that of rel
lieviDg the earlier labour pains by painting with it the os uteri in
primiparoe or when the os ia rigid ; but in order to do this adequately
the use of a speculum is necessary. The obstetric cones made by
bale and Co., 15, Bouverie Street, do away with this difficulty. They
are hollow, made to fit the index finger, and can thus be very rcadUy
applied to the part desired. They are made with one, two, or three
grains of cucaine, the excipient being oil of theobroma, and they also
contain three grams of boric acid. The excipient itself acts as a lubri-
cator to the parts Therspeutically they fulfil their purpose very
well and from a pharmaceutical point of view they seem to be in-
capable of further improvement.

"THE LEICESTER" ADHESIVE PL.\STER.
This is made by A de St. Dalmas, of Leicester, and is a strapping of
a very serviceable kind. The plaster is spread upon stout holland in
rolls of SIX yaids in length, and of the very convenient breadth of
about nme inches. If kept in a fairly cool place the layers of the roU
do not adhere together. It has great adhesive power, but in spite of
this It can be easily removed when required, it contains no resin,
and altogether It fulfils all the requirements needed in "strapping"
either for hospital or general use.

_ ^ SACCHARIK.
h",„ f I;"" ^""•''f

™tes
: A san.i,le of this supplied me by a ttrm of chemistshas a striTngsmell of chlorino, while an alkaline solution of the same sample hSa distinct odour of essential oil of almonds, the artiflcial rariety of whichflavounng sub..tance is, like saccharin, a coal tar product. A patient for whom

I ordered an elixir of sacobariii with sodium bicarbonate to sweeten tea invari-ably vomited after taking tea so sMeutened, and she stated that it was the after
taste, of an iron-like nature, which seemed to excite the nausea and vomiting.
.* A sample of saccharin now before ua has certainly no odour of chlorine

It has .in odour suggestive of essential oil of hitter almonds, which practically
disappears on the addition of an alkaline solution (for eitample, of bicarbonate of
sodium). A solution of it leaves a .persistent after-taste, but this does not re-
semble iron. We may point out that M. JIaumene, in the Chmical Reporter,
January 23rd, 1887, pointed out that a sample examined by him was not homo-
geneous. Recent chemical experiments with various specimens have led to
somewh.at discordant results, and seem to point to variation in the composition
of tho specimens of saccharin examined. It seems very probable that saccharin
as now in the market may vary considerably; bnt it is to be hoped that this
variation may speedily cease, as it should in the case of a substance stated to be
of a detlnite chemical nature.

_ „ „ F.ECAL LODGMENW.
DB Ward Cocsiks (Senior Surgeon to the lloyal I'orlsmruth Hospital) wi-ites : Inthe .loiiRNAL of December 24th, Dr. Alexander Duke describes a novel contriv-
ance which he has designed for tho treatment ol impacted fa?ces in the lower
bowel. By tho aid of this ingenious instrument the operator can boldly pene-
trate the hardened mass, and then inject into the rectum above ita coBtiuuous
erream or fluid, so that, after a soaking and soflcuing process, the accnmmula-
tion can be readily broken up and llnally washed away

I quite agree with Dr. Alexander Duke that any opcraOon of this kind mustalways prove a very unpleasant surgical necessity, but I cannot see how anymethod of tunnelling the fiecal plug can s^ve tho patient a " vast amount of
pain, or r, ndcr the removal <.f the lodgment Jc,';? di.-agrccable to the smgeon

in any case of fajcal accuramulatlon-arter the failure of the usual oil injcc-
tiouB and large enemata—it is my practice to admimster an anesthetic to the
patient and with the hngers well protected with so,ip, to diUte the anal orifice
just as In ordinary rectal operations. The manipulation soon stimulates con-
traction and leads to the exi.nlsi.m of the impacted mass. Sometimes theescape of the lodgment may be hnatened by the use of a spoon. In this way
1 removed not long since a three-ounce glass bolUe from the lower bowel.

NEW VAGINAL SPECULUM.
Mfssm. EvAmandWoRMci.!., with reference to Messrs. Arnold's statement Inthe JouRMAL of December 24th, deny that the speculum described by Dr Plover

11 the Journal of November luili in any way resembles Messrs. Arnold's. Dr
I'loyer rie.5igncd his speculum with a view to its being ea.'-Uy and Quickly taken
Bi.art, so that it can be thor„iigh!y cUaned ; aid his idea Is well carried out. athe speculum only consists ot two blades wm ki-d by a side terew on the re-moval of which the whole falls apart; while the tne referred to is regulated bya screw at the bottom, and is so constructed that only a mechanician can take
it apart or put it together again.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

BrBSCBiPTioi^s to-the Association for 1888 became due on January

1st Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to their

respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not belonging

to Branches [are requested to forward their remittances to the

General Secretary. 429, Strand, London. ^°^t-2i<=« °^^«4 f
""^^"^

be made payable at the West Central District Oifice, High Holborn.

m)c ^Btitislj itUtJial Journals

SATURDAY, JANUARY 7th, 1888.

TREATMENT OF PSORIASIS BY IODIDE OF

POTASSIUM.

The Norwegian physicians, Dr. Greve and Dr. C. Boeck, have recom-

mended large doses of iodide of potassium for the cure of psoriasis.

Dr. Haslund has given this treatment an exhaustive trial in the Com-

mune Hospital in Copenhagen, and in an article in the Fierielj. f.

Verm. u. Syphilis, 1887, 3 Heft, confirms the statements of these

physicians. A very lemarkable fact established by Dr. Haslund's ex-

periments is that iodide of potassium can be tolerated in much larger

doses than had been previously imagined. He gave the drug in many

cases in doses that must be considered enormous. In the case of one

man he went so far as to give 50 grammes in a day, and in a number

of cases he gave 30 and even 40 grammes a day.

It would appear from a tabulated statement in the paper

that in forty cases a complete cure of the psoriasis was

attained, whilst in four others there was considerable improvement.

In six cases no benefit followed. No reason could be detected for

failure in these six cases. Of the forty cases which were cured, twenty

fonr were men, three women, and thirteen children under 15. Most

• of the cases were chronic, but five of them were acute and recent.

The duration of treatment varied from seventeen days to eleven weeks.

In the cases of the men the average time was five weeks
;
in the Cases of

the three women six, ten.and eleven weeks respectively. In the cases of

the chUdren the time was from five weeks t. fifteen, the average being

nine to ten weeks. Taking no account of six cases in whifih the

average of treatment was only seventeen to twenty-five days, the

average of all the other cured cases was slightly over seven weeks. In

aU the six cases in which a cure was so quickly attained, the eruption

was chronic and almost universal.

The disease began to subside in some patients when the daUy dose

had reached from 7 to S.'grammes, in some 10 grammes, but in most

of them in larger doses ; in others, only when 20 or 30 gran-mes daily

were given, and in one patient a cure did not begin to show itself un-

ta the daily dose was 35 grammes. The total quantity required for a

cure varied in men from 160 to 1,390 grammes, in women from 528

to 1,328 grammes ; and in the children from 277 to 1,520 grammes.

In tiiost of the cases, after the disease once began to disappear, only a

short time elapsed until the skin became quite smooth.

Dr. Haslund begins treatment with comparatively moderate doses,

but rapidly increases them. It is remarkable that in all the cases

slight signs of iodism were observed only in ten, but in none of these

was it necessary to suspend the cure, although the doses were in con-

sequence increased more slowly. With the larger doses there was, in

seven oases, disturbance of the digestion, which ceased on the dose

being diminished to one-half for a few days, it being very seldom n«c^

sary to suspend the iodide altogether. In two c«es patients suffer^-

from headache and giddiness ; in one patient the pulse was for one day

irregular ; in two cases there was slight albuminuria, which continued

eight days in one, and in the other only for a single day, but .t was

not found necessary to suspend the iodide.

In one case the symptoms of iodism were severe, indications of

paralysis of the heart having become threatening without being

actually dangerous. In most of the cases there was not a trace of

iodism observed, in spite of the extraordinary doses which were given

Extraordinary indeed the dose must be considered when a gul of

14 years of age took 40 grammes a day, and a girl of 9 years of age

had 35 grammes. In two cases it was impossible to contmue the

iodide on account of idiosyncrasy. A woman, 30 year, of age. after-

one dose presented an appearance resembling that of erysipelas of the

whole face, and in her case toleration could not be eBtablishei One

man, even with very smaU doses, was so violently affected with head-

ache, sickness, salivation, lachrymation, angina, sinking, and diar-

rhrea, that the treatment had to be given up.
, , -,

In three cases the blood was examined during the treatment, and it

was found that the number, size, and form of the blood corpuscles

were not altered. . .

Dr Haslund considers himself justified, after these experiments, m

considering that we possess in iodide of potassium, given in large

doses, a remedy which can with considerable certainty be re led on to

cure an attack of psoriasis, and further that at the present time we

know of no remedy which, taken inwardly, can cure it in so short a

time. He does not believe that it will prevent relapses, but recom-

mends that iodide should be given for some time after a cure has been

"^Thetost striking apparent effect of the large doses was the quicken-^

ing of the pulse, which, after ten to fourteen days of treatment.

usually reached 100, and then went slowly up to 130 per minute.

The urine was systematically examined in the cases of four persons

in order to determine whether the iodide of potassium increased or

diminished the quantity of urea. From these exaniinations it appears

that iodide of potassium, even when given in very large doses, has no

ffect on the excretion of urea. The amount of unne quickly m-

ceased or diminished in proportion as the dose was raided or

^'ThTileged power of iodide of potassium to diminish fat and lead

to shrinking of the glandular tissues was not confirmed In those

persons who suffered, not only from psoriasis, but f™-f--
J^J^^^

Lgs of the glands, the glandular swellings remained at the end of ft

cure unchanged. With reference to the supposed atrophic effect

which the drug is thought to have on the testes, ovaries, and mamm»^

Dr Haslund states that in the female patients to'whom large dose^

we™ given no diminution iu the size of the mamm. was observed ;

on thTcontrary. in those of them who increased in weight during the

.ure the mamm» became larger. In regard to the ovanes, no ex-

alination was made, but he assured himself that in the male patients

the testes underwent no change. .„
Cases of catarrh of the respiratory organs and of the conjunctiva,

were few. and in these so slight that no regard was paid to them

when they were present it was usually at the beginning of the cure

Bronchitis was never produced. The perspiration was either not

increased, or so little that the increase was not observed. In only
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few p«ti«iiU wu th« atliva increaaed, »ad that only temporarily. In
ooa, hows7«r, there was decided salivation.

Tho*« members of the profession whose studies an 1 duties lead tboni

to be apeoially interested in the action of drugs, wiU do will to give

careful attention to Dr. Uaaluud'a paper. Perhaps it is not out of
place to remind those who might bo led to repeat Dr. Haslnnd's ex-
periments that his patients were under close observation in hospital

daring the whole period of treatment, and that it is only where oonsUnt
watchfulnejss and care can be secured that it can be desirable in the
meanwhile to imiute Dr. IlaUand's treatment by these heroic doses.

,{,- ,, CREMATION.
Sia Hkjjrt Thompson may be justly regarded as the pioneer of the
movement in this country in favour o: cremation as a means of dis-

posing of the dead without subsequent injury to the living. The
famons paper in which he discussed the subject in 1874 in the Con-
temporary Review awoke active discussion, and created a considerable
force of public opinion in favour of urn-burial. This ancient pro-
cedure, old enough to be a novelty in our civilisation, has had to
encounter many prejudices, and all that opposition which arose Irom
centuries of habitual use of inhumation. The controversy which
arose out of Sir Henry Thompson's paper did not, however, end in
mere words. Simultaneously with the practical efforts to bring cre-

mation to experimental test in other countries, a small Society was
established here, of which Sir Henry Thompson, Sir T. Spencer
WeUs, and Mr. Ernest Hart, were the medical members of Council.
This Society, known as the Cremation Society of England, took the
necessary steps for erecting a crematorium at Woking, under the direc-
tion of Sir. Eassie, C. E. It has its offices at 11, Argyll Street, W. It
has ever since quietly pursued its way without attempting to force the
growth of public opinion, and conUnts itself with offering to those
who desire it the means of cremation, conducted under strict precau-
tions and in an effective and innoxious manner. Writing in
the Nineteenth Ccntunj, which is now edited by the genUeman who
originaUy conducted the Contemporary Review, Sir Henry Thompson
reviews the progress made, and combats some of the objections which
have been urged to cremation. whUe urging anew the arguments in
ts favour. He explains the state of the law. which, as laid down by
Sir KiUjames Stephen, permits cremation, and contrasts it with the
earlier dicU of Sir Richard Cross when Secretary of State, who form-
aUy announced to the Cremation Society that he would oppose their
proceedings. Sir Henry Thompson points out that the existing state
of the law in respect to cremation does not suinciently provide for the
public safety, and he describes the careful provisions by which his
Society fences round the performance of urn-burial with a view to ob-
viate the medicolegal objections which have more than once been
urged against cremation as a possible means of conccsling crime.

Sir Spencer Wells and Mr. Frederic Harrison have so recently pre-
ceded Sir Henrj- Thompson in their reiteration of the arguments in
favour of cremation from the point of view of public health and social
convenience, that we need not here recapitulate Sir Henry Thompson's
logical, vigorons, and effective pleading under these heads. His paper
should be read from beginning to end by everyone who wishes to know
all that can bo said in favour of cremation and how the objections
sometimes urged against it can be adciiuately met.

The ciematorinm at Woking is in effective operation, and during
the past year a>xte*n ere mations have taken place there. Cremation
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is effected at a small cost, and under rigorous restrictions as to ccrtifi.

cates and imt-mvrtem examination", far more effective than those
which are at present applied to ordinary interment. It would be
premature to attempt to predict what the future of this mode of
disposal of the dead may be in this country ; but it is certain that
the theological and juridical objections which have been urged against
it have to a large extent melted away in face of the practical an 1

carefully measured proceedings of the Cremation Society. •

It has, within a short space of time, established itself as a rea-
sonable, practical, and healthy method of disposal of the dead which
is compatible with the deepest religious sentiment, and which is
capable of being brought within all tho requirements of public
safety. It is a great thing to have effected so much in so brief a
space of time in favour of a procedure which at the outset was met
by a violent storm of opposition, and which was alleged to outrage
pubUc sentiment. Bishops and archbishops, statesmen, philoso-
phers, and sanitarians representative of most influential bodies, have
pronounced in favour of it. The energy and public spirit of a small
number of persons have placed at the disposal of the public the means
of giving effect to any opinion which exists in favour of cremation,
and there can he no doubt that the present essay by Sir Henry
Thompson will do much to forward the further growth of a move-
ment which has already made great progress.

THE EEGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS.
The Plumbers' Company has done and continues to do most excellent
service to the public, to the cause of public health and sanitary science,
as well as to the trade which they represent, by the judicious Lnd weu!
conceived liberality of spirit in which they have made provision for the
education, examination, and registration of qualified plumbers. The
scheme which they have adopted has been thought out at the instance
of a great conference with the leading members of the plumbing trade,
held at the International Health Exhibition, South Kensington, ove»
which Mr. Shaw, the then Master of the Plumbers' Company, ably
presided. This scheme in its main features is based on the well-
known precedents by which medical men, pharmaceutical chemists,
deutists, and veterinary surgeons have organised their respective
bodies

;
so as, on the one hand, to exclude incompetence and false pre-

tence
; and, on the other, to provide for a reasonable system of ex-

amination and registration, with scientific assistance, guided and
controlled by a full representation of all interests. The scheme of
tho Plumbers' Company, after being thoroughly discussed in the trade
itself, and in a number of great towns, and after being submitted to
the leading medical and sanitary authorities, has met with what may
be fairly described as unanimous approval ; and, in the interests of
public health, we are pleased to see that, in the large towns where it
has been submitted to criticism, it has been heartily accepted.

One of its great merits is that it allows of a remaikable freedom of
local development. Its system of local boards and local examina-
tions, acting in unison with the central body, permits local
activity, while it provides an adequate uniform method. It
excludes those elements of confusion, deception, and jobbery, to which
any merely local effort may easily lead; the standing of the
company, its representative character, and the sanction given by the
presence of men of the highest scientific standing and integrity, fur-
nish the element of security and confidence which the public, the
medical profession, and the trade alike, know to be essentia! t(j_8ilocsBew
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\Ve see, with some icgret, that a distinct society has been started

in Edinburgh irhicb, while adopting many forms and regula-

tions of the Plumbers' Company, appears altogether to have missed

the spirit in which thesa regulations are devised, and to have been

framed under conditions which not only do not afford the necessary

guarantees of success to the trade, but which contain many elements

having a very undesirable suggestion. It U obvious that any self-

appointed council limiting its nominees by its own will, unconnected

with the central body, which has the sanction of great public autho-

rities, and of important scientific co-operation, may easily become the

means of abuse, and cannot expect to deserve or to retain the confi-

dence either of the plumbers or of the medical profession or to succeed

with the public.

The object is not and should not be to afiord to any small

number of gentlemen, creating themselves as a Council, a mono-

poly by which outsiders could be excluded and a select few

favoured. What is needed is to provide adequate means of examina-

tion and registration, and then to leave to the medical profession, to

architects, and to the public the right to select their own plumbers

from among those who have shown that they are capable of satisfying

the necessary tests of efficiency. Any narrow creation of independ-

ent local oouncil.s, which shall frame their own lists, and select their

own members, would totally fail in the object in view. What is

wanted is unity throughout the whole kingdom, just representation,

the creation of a register for the three kingdoms, and the formation of

a class of registered plumbers who shall have fulfilled the necessary

minimum tests, of which the trade and the medical profession approve.

This is amply provided for in the scheme of the Plumbers' Company,

while on the other hand, the scheme proposed by the local associa-

tion to which we refer appears to us at once inadequate and invidious.

We earnestly hope that the favourable indications of unanimous

and conjoint action of the plumbing trade in support of the excellent

movement of the Plumbers' Company will continue to meet with un-

interrupted success, and that no local attempts to crtate imperfect

local monopolies will meet with countenance.

A MEETING of Convocation of the University of London will be

held on Tuesday, January l"th.

The programme of the annual meeting of the British Medical Asso-

ciation, to be held at Glasgow on August 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, is

now complete, and will be found at page 3S.

Dr. C. J. CullingwoRTU, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynsecology

in Owens College, ana Physician to St Mary's Hospital, Manchester,

has been appointed Obstetric Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital.

The Countess of Dufforin's Jubilee Fund, for the supply of Female

Medical Aid to the Women of India, has received from the Duke of

Westminster a donation of £200.

Some energetic members of the Medical Staff Corps connected with

St. Thomas's Hospital are exerting themselves to raise fuuds to

procure suitable new headquarters for their staff.

A PROPOSAL has been brought before the Municipal Council of St.

Petersburg to impose a poll tax of one rouble, iu order to pro^nde

additional funds for hospital administration. The tax is estimated to pro-

duce about one million roubles (£120,000) ; but the suggestion has

not mot with a favourable reception, and its adoption is doubtful.

At the last meeting of the Academy of Medicine and Surgery of

Naples, Dr. Di Vestra read a report of the inquiries instituted by

himself and Professor Cantani into the results of antirabii inocula-

tions. A resolution was unanimously passed, calling upon the

Government to subsidise the Italian Antirabic Institution, which is

threatened with closure for want of proper pecuniary support

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
We understand that Mr. Boehm has consented to undertake the com-

mission for the erection of a statue to Her Majesty the Queen, in com-

memoration of the Jubilee, in the Hall of the University of Londoit

:

The funds collected amount at present to £700.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.
The volume of the British Medical Journal just published (July

to December, 18S71 contains 1,460 pages. This is the largest semi-

annual volume of any medical periodical ever published. The volume

for the corresponding half-year 1836 contained 1,316 pages. The de-

mands on onr space, however, hare far more than kept pace with this

extension. The pressure on. every department is so considerable and

so continuous that the plea for brevity, which is now a standing notice in

this Journal, is one of ever-increasing urgency. We would earnestly

request our contributors, whether of original articles, letters, or other

communications, to bear in mind this ever-present difficulty.

SIR TINDAL ROBERTSON, M.D., M.P.

Her Majesty has been pleased to signify her intention of conferring

the honour of knighthood upon Dr. Tindal Robertson, M.P. for

Brighton. Dr. Robertson is the eldest sou of the late Mr. F. F.

Robertson, of Bath, by his marriage with Anne, daughter of Mr.^ ,1.

Tindal. He was born in the year 1825, and was educated at Uni-

versity College, London, and at the University of Edinburgh. He

became a member of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1S50. He was

for some years physician to the General Hospital at Nottingham. Of

late years, since he became blind, he has resided at Brighton, where

he acts as local magistrate, and as chairman of the Brighton Conserva-

five Association. He has been one of the members for Brighton

since November, 1SS6, when he was chosen on a chance vacancy caused

by the death of Mr. David Smith. Dr. Tindal Robertson manied

Elizabeth Anne, daughter of Mr. J. Leavers.
j

SMALL-POX IN THE NORTH. .'•

The reports as to the amount of small-pox at Rotherham, imported

in the first instance from Sbefliield, appear to have been much exag-

gerated. Mr. J. Hardwicke, medical officer of health of that borough,

states that, " owing to the active measures at once taken by the cor-

poration auil officials upon its appearance, it is now about stamped

out, there being now only five cases in the borough : three in the fever

hospital, and two outside, all convalescent." At a meeting of the

Leeds Sanitary Committee on Wednesday, applications were received

from several places near Leeds for hospital accommodation for small-

pox patients. The committee, however, agreed to receive only patients

from Morley, which has no small-pox hospital. Another death from

small-pox was reported iu Leeds on Wednesday.

THE LADY STRANGFORD HOSPITAL.

Admiral Inglefield, reporting on the Lady Strangford Hospital,

which has now been in working order tor some months, and has been

of great service to many sufferers landed from steamers passing

through the Suez Canal, points out that, judging from the number

already received, more than 200 patients may be expected in a year ;

and of these, many are likely to be serious cases, chielly sailors. Last

month, 60 S per cent, of the beds were filled. There have been seven

deaths, and fifty-three patients have been discharged cured. Not only

from the ordinary steamers, but also from Her Majesty's Indian troop-

ships and other vessels of the Royal Navy, have sick been sent to the
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hospiUL The committee h»To still to mako up a Jelicicncy of £1,700,

and £500 mora irill bo Deeded to build a separate ward for isolated

cases. So many (lersons are interested, directly or indirectly, in those

who pass through the Can«l, or many have friends in India, China,

or Australia and New Zealand, and not a few are concerned in Egypt,

the Canal, or in ahips that pass through, that the committee do not

hesitate to make this appeal, in hopes that the £2,200 still required

for the building fond will be supplied speedily and willingly.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE.
It gJTes us much pleasure to direct the attention of our readers to

the announcement that at the request of an influential deputation

from the Cou«cil of the Royal Medical Benevolent College at Epsom,

the Lord Mayor has consented to take the chair at the bienninl dinner

on April 17th. This will bo the first occasion on which the head of

the Corporation has presided since 1S66, when Sir David Solomons

took the chair. Several members of the House of Lords and the

present leader of the House of Commons have also presided. It is a

matter of congratulation that the claims of the profession upon the

pnblic should be so cordially recognised, and we hope that practi-

tioners of all classes will do their best to make this festival a financial

and a social success. The work carried on by the Council of Epsom
College is good and deserving of all support. There is perhaps

another claim on the Association to oo-operate. Dr. Holman, the

Treasurer of the British Medical Association, is also the Tiea^iurer of

Epsom College. This conjunction of oflices and labours will give

perhaps to many an additional impulse to aid him in his efforts to

provide for the aged, helpless pensioners, and to clothe, educate, and

feed the Foundation scholars of the College free of all charge to rela-

tives and friends.

•A WARM SITE."
Ajf interesting point, resulting from an examination of the Meteorolo-

gical Journals of the late Mr. J. H. BelvUle and those of the Royal

Observatory, Greenwich, was contained in a communication made by

Mr. H. S. Eaton to the Meteorological Society at its last meeting. On
the eminence on which the Royal Observatory stands the average

temperature at night, or rather in the early morning, was in all cases

higher than over the low grounds ; as this is deduced from the

examination of registers which extend over forty- four years, it pro-

bably expressscs a general truth applicable to similar sites in river

valleys and on alluvial soils, and shows perhaps one of the grounds of

the growing preference for elevated sites for houses in preference to

the low and sheltered situations which used formerly to be so much
preferred. Mr. Eaton's statistics do not afford any evidence in sup-

port of the suggestion that the climate of the country has changed in

tlie la.st century ; the registers he examined extend, as has been said,

over forty-four years (1812-55), but no appreciable change in the mean
annual temperature of the air could be detected.

A MODEL ACT.
Thi Margarine Act, for preventing the sale of bntterino or any

componnd of butter under any other name than that of " marga-

rine," comes into force this week, and active steps are being taken

by the local authorities to carry out its provisions. The provisions of

this Act, on which we have already reported, are very severe, and

might in many respects be taken as a model for the improvement of

the Adnltcrstion Acts generally. The many loopholes which the

Adulteration Acts olTer to offenders are carefully stopped in this

Act ; thus the onus of proof that ha was in any way deceived as

to the nature of the article which he is selling is thrown npon the

vendor. The inspector is not compelled to make a purchase of the

article and to divide samples ; and it is not sufficient that the article

ahAll be colonrably what it pretends to be, or that ignorance of its

source or origin shall be pleaded. The whole responsibility is put

on the^vendor instead of, as heretofore, largely on the purchaser,

and the old rule of law, caveat emptor, is efficiently abolished. If

the Adulteration Acts generally wore amended on a similar model,

the material well-being of our population, especially of the poorer

classes, would be improved. Milk ought certainly to be pro-

tected in the same way and to the same txtent as butter. It is,

however, notorious that skimming and adulteration are still habitu-

ally practised with impunity to the extent of at least 15 or 20 per

cent., and such is the weakness of the Adulteration Acts that ana-

lysts and sanitary inspectors are powerless to stop it. So also as to

the numerous mixtures sold as colfe?. By the use of various addi-

tional titles, and the many other little devices which the Adultera-

tion Acts favour, it is well known that a large part of the coffee and

tea sold is fraudulently adulterated to an enormous extent ; and,

indeed, very few articles of food escape deterioration by fraudulent

admixture in some form or other. Were the penal clauses of the

Adulteration Acts generally brought into accord with those of the

Margarine Act, all this would very soon be put an end to.

BRISTOL EYE INFIRMARY.

After occupying its old home for three-quarters of a century, the

Bristol Eye Infirmary has had to respond to the imperative demand

for increased accommodation. In the summer of 1SJJ6 it was deter-

mined to purchase two adjoining houses and a yard, and take prompt

steps for the enlargement, and these have now been tmned into a

capital block of premises, with free internal communication on the

various floors, and fitted with appliances for the more convenient and

successful carrying on of hospital work. When the furnishing is com-

pleted the out-patient department will be adequate for the daily at-

tendance of 150 persons, and accommodation for 18 in-patients. The

total expense has been between £3,000 and £4,000, the funds for

which are forthcoming.

THE HOUR OF DELIVERY.
'^

An industrious statistician has recently contributed to a medical

journal at Lille, the results of an analysis of one thousand labours,

with the precise hour at which delivery took place. He reports that

45 per cent, of the labours terminated between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., and

58 per cent, between 8 p.m. and S a.m. Pushing the inquiry a step

further, he found that 23 per cent, terminated between (! a.m. and

midday; 22 per cent, between midday and 6 p.m. ; 27 per cent,

between 6 P.M. and midnight, and 54.1 per cent, during the night—

that is to say, between midnight and 6 A M. These figures only apply

to normal labours, in which nothing interfered with the physiological

course, so that they go far to confirm the popular notion which admits

the greatest frequency of delivery at night, "conception generally

taking place at about that time."

REGISTRATION OF COLONIAL DEGREES.

Av Order in Council has been published extending the provisions of

the second part of the Medical Act, 1886, to Ceylon. That Act pro-

vided that the Medical Register shall contain a separate list of the

names and addresses of the colonial practitioners, and also a separate

list of the names and addresses of the foreign practitioners registered

under the Act. No such lists are yet in existence, but the Order is

the first step to the formation of a colonial list. The matter will now

have to come before the General Medical Council, which is required

to determine whether the diplomas granted in a colony menHoned in

such an Dider furnish a sufficient guarantee of the possession of the

requisite knowledge and skill for the efficient practice of medicine,

surgery, and midwifery. In this particular matter of the registration

of colonial and foreign degrees, the Act certainly contains some

anomalies. At the present time colonial degrees cannot be registered

under .any circumstances. Clause 16, owing, it is said, to an over-

sight, only applies to foreign degrees, and not to colonial degrees. It

is under this clause that the degrees from the Bra<isel3 and other

foreign universities have been recently put on the Register by regis-

tered practitioners who had obtained such degrees before the passing
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ol the Act. The registration of practitioners hoUing colonial

diplomas and degrees will be governed by Clause 11 ; it will be neces-

sary to show that the diploma, which must have been recognised^ by

the Council, was not granted while he was domiciled in the United

Kingdom, or was granted in course of a period of not less than five

years during which he was resident out of the kingdoni, or that he

was practising in the United Kingdom on the prescribed day, and had

been practising there or elsewhere for not less than ten years imme-

diatily preceding. As with Ceylon an Order in Council must be in

every case issued, and this can only be done if the colony itself affords

snch privUeges of practising as may seem just. Put shortly, the

provisicns of the Act may be said to be on this head that the Privy

Council is charged with the duty of ascertaining that the colony

grants reciprocal privileges ; the General Medical Council examines

into the piofessional value of the diploma, while the Registrar must

satisfy himself of the personal respectability of the candidate.

CULTIVATED IPECACUANHA.

It is satisfactory to learn that a sample of the cultivated ipecacuanha,

recently referred to in this Journal as probably imported from Singa-

pore, has, in the hands of ilr. Hare, F.R.C.S.E., yielded results

indicating its therapeutic equality with the Brazilian drug. He reports

that on compaiing a powder of the Indian drug with the ordinary

powdered root of the Pharmacopeia, he found that in equal doses the

action was absolutely identical. In the cise of a child, aged seven

months, suffering from severe capillary bronchitis, the usual dose of

ten grains produced satisfactory emesis and gave relief. When minute

doses were subsequently administered, the customary expectorant

action was maiifested ; and, npon alternating the use of the ordinary

root with that of the Indian drug, diy by day, in expectorant doses,

and also, whtn occasion demanded, in nauseant doses, it was found

impossible to distinguish between the two as regards their therapeutic

effects.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

It is with profound satisfaction that we learn, on the highest

authority, that the symptoms which caused so much alarm at the

beginning of November have almost entirely disappeared. The

growth in the subglottic region, which was then looked upon with

such suspicion, has now shrunk to a fourth of its former size ; the

ulcer on its surface has completely healed, and the submaxillary

glands, which were enlarged and hardened, are now in a ptrfectly

normal state. The little growth which recently showed itself on the

left ventricular band (false vocal cord) sloughed away very soon after

its formation, and the ulcerated surface left behind was nearly cicatrised

when Sir llorell Mackenzie left San Remo. The Prince is now quite

free from the slight but constant feeling of discomfort about the larynx,

from which he had suffered since the beginning of last year, and his

face has lost the somewhat waxen pallor, which struck so many obserrera

when His Imperial Highness was in England. We are able to state that

in the opinion of Sir Morell Mackenzie the appearances in the Crown

Prince's threat are now quite compatible with the more severe form

of chronic laryngitis. In illustration of this, it may be interesting to

quote some remarks from his work on Diseases of the Throat, Vol. i,

p. 288, where it is stated that "in addition to congestive swelling of

the mucosa and sub-mucosa, there occurs in some rare cases

an organic thickening or hypertrophy of the soft structures." It is also

said there that "nodular excrescences the result of chronic inflammation

are often mot with," presumably in the rare cases just alluded to.

These words were written eight years ago, and the case of the Crown

Prince would seem to be a perfect example of the morbid condition

which they describe. In addition to the chronic inflammatory

process, there is no doubt that perichondritis is also present.

In speaking of this affection, Sir Morell Mackenzie (op. cit.

p. 391) has call 3d attention to the frequency of " impaired

action of one or both of the vocal ccrds ;" and it may be remembered

that in the case of the Crown Prince the action of the left cord has

been defective for many months past. 'Whilst, however, there is now

good ground for hoping that the disease may be of the comparatively

favourable character here indicated, it would be foolish to allow our-

selves to take too optimistic a view of the situation. The possibility

of the affection being after all malignant, in spite of present appear-

ances to the contrary, must not be too hastily dismissed ; and, on the

other hand, it should not be forgotten that even the milder complaint,

towards which the symptoms seem now more or less definitely to

point, is a serious one both in itself and in its possible consequencea

LORD GRIMTHORPE AND THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

LoKD Geimthokpb's facts and arguments appear to be alike influenced

in this matter by passion and imagination rather than by sober or

accurate inquiring reason. He sets out the number of homoeopathic

practitioners in Great Britain at 10,000. Is he sure thatit is as much

as, say, 300 ? That is the last record which we have at hand,

and the list for the last ten years does not appear to be a growing one.

Lord Grimthorpe, like Shelley, declares himself in very vigorous

language the avowed enemy of intolerance. Shelley's oath was

" May infinity and eternity blast me if ever I forgive intolerance."

When the froth is blown off the somewhat paradoxical and foaming

declarations of Lord Grimthorpe, it will be seen that they are them-

selves a form of very aggressive intolerance. If Lord Grimthorpe could

add a little psychological study to that of the logic of Whately, of which

he so comically considers himself to be a monopolist, he would have

to admit that the compulsory tolerance for which ho clamours con-

ceals only a thirst for a new form of petty despotism. What he

really asks for in the name of tolerance is a despotic power over the

intelligence and the conscience of the medical profession. He would

compel them, if he could, to enter into alliance with those whose

dogma and practice they consider a nullity or a fraud. He may be

left to enjoy his opinion "that not a man in this country is foo

enough to believe " that medical men generally are actuated by any

other than knavish or cowardly motives in declining to act as allies

or accomplices in homceopathic experiments either in or out of hos-

pitals. There is little room for argument with a gentleman who

seriously puts forward such a proposition. It is evident, however,

that if homceopathic practitioners' shops and patients swarm as

numerously as he wildly alleges, his complaint of the lack of oppor-

tunity for carrying out their experiments is, at least, exaggerated.

The one or two anecdotes which he relates as to the toleration by the

Bar, in eminent persons under exceptional circumstances, of practices

which are universally reprobated within the Bar, will deceive no one

into the belief that ostracism as it used to be called, or boycotting as

he prefers to call it, is not a time-honoured means in the Bar, as in

other professions, of self-defence against complicity in objectionable

proceedings. We do not need to argue with Lord Grimthorpe whether

homceopathy be or be not either a nuUity or a fraud. Our case is,

that such is the conclusion at which the medical profession generally,

including without exception all its most eminent men, and all its re-

cognised leaders, have long since arrived. They have had ample

opportunities, during the last forty years, of revising that opinion,

and of altering it if they had seen any reason to do so, but the simple

fact is that they have not. That being so, it will require quite other

methods than those which Lord Grimthorpe pursues to persuade

them or any other reasonable beings that it is their duty so long as

they continue to hold those opinions, either to meet in consultation

or to act in concert with those who profess opinions and practise

methods of treatment for which they entertain either contempt or

disgust, and which they believe, on grounds which are overwhelmingly

conclusive, to bo either valueless or deceptive. Any attempt to force

them into such an alliance is obviously foredoomed to failure. The

mere proposal is an effort to establish a sUly form of tyranny which

reposes on no solid basis either of morality or of social duty.
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THE CURE OF HYDATIDS.

AiJ instructive diacusnion took pl»c3 at the Clinical Society recently

on throe papers dealing with the treatment for the euro or removal oT

hydatid cysts of the liver and other parts. Opiuions dillorcj very much
*a to the ultimate value of aspirating those cysts, bat the explanation

of this exCraorJInu-y divergence of opinion is probably to be found in

Dr. Broadbent's !>agj.;estiou that the prognosis depended largely upon

ths nature ot the liuid. When this is clear and does not contaio, as is

often the case, numerous daughter cysts, Dr. Broadbent's experi-

tnee leads him to auticipite thU recurrence vill not take place.

When, however, the contents consist largely of minor cysts and dibrh,

aappuration or recurrence is probable. In any case aspiration ought

probably always to ba performed, for a certain proportion of cases

recover after this simple operation alone, and it must obviously be to

the interest of the patient to avoid the rbks incidental to a more radical

operation. In si.>me cases aspiration fails to atTord more than a tem-

porary relief, and surgeons are agreed that in that case the only thing

to be done is to cut down upon and extirpate the sac and its contents.

The experience of most European surgeons goes to prove that this is

most safely done by allowing adhesions to set up, uniting the sac to

the margins of the abdominal wound, before proceeding to empty the

cye». SUtistics leave no roDm for doubt on this point. Even a few

hours will often be sufficient to prevent any danger of the fluid finding

ita way into the abdominal cavity, by glueing tha sac to' the wound.

The latter can then he tapped and its removal effected. The most
troublesome part of the whole proceeding would appear to be an early

and reliable diagnosis. The best way of meeting this difficulty is an

exploratory laparotomy, and this few present day surgeons would hesi-

tate to perform in the face of obscure and menacing symptoms.

FOREIGN OPINIONS OF ANTIPYRIN.
II. Gebmain Ske was the first to call attention to the very marked in-

fluence of antipyrin over pain, whether administered by the mouth or

hypodermically. Since he published his series of eases the drug has been
employed tentatively in most civilised countries, and the reports are

now coming in. With very few exceptions the experiments have been
successful. Fiankol, ot Berlin, in order to test its anodyne proper-

tics, subotituted antipyrin for morphine injections in all the cases

under his care. In not a single case did he fail to give relief. He
employed it in five-grain doses, repeating the injection in an adjacent

spot if necessary. He proved that the local action of five grains of

antipyrin was about the erjuivalent of a thirtieth of a grain of mor-
phine. The influence of the drug was manifested in about fifteen

seconds, and lasted from six to eight hours. He expresses the con-

viction that antipyrin may be nsed with advantage in many cases in

which morphine is at present employed. It produces no disagreeable

after.results apart from the slight pain of the injection itself. Hirsch,

of Hanover, is not less aflirmative after a trial of the drug in seven

cases of severe rheumatic and neuralgic pain. In the United States,

Dr. Waiigh, of Philadelphia, has employed it successfully in a series

of cases of neuralgia, muscular rheumUism, sciatica, etc. In the

treatment of sciatica the relief was more prompt and at least as

marked as could have been obtained from the use of morphine. He
useil it in dos<-s of from two to five grains. Dr. Arcs, Professor of

Medicine at Buenos Ayrcs, himself a suTorer from chronic rheuma-
tism, was treated by M. See by means of a hypodermic injection of

fifteen grains of antipyrin, together with from thirty to sixty grains

by the mouth, daily. The result w.is marked relief, though the

pain returned directly ho discontinued the treatment. There seems

no reason to doubt that in antipyrin wo possess a powerful

anodyne for pain of nervous or rheumatic origin. Dispensed in the

form of tablets, it is easily dosed, and may be administered either

hypodermically or by the mouth. Beyond the smarting which fol.

lows the injection, no sfter-elfects of moment are produced, and it

has rarely been known to give rise to inconvenient, much less to.xic,

symptoms.

AMBULANCE MOVEMENT AT HAWARDEN.
An interesting meeting was held last week at lUwardon in connection

with the ambulance teaching and nurt>ing class carried on there, Dr.

Waters presiding. The results were stated by the Kev. H. Drew, and

they ap[iear to bo excellent. Dr. Waters, in a speech marked by

eloquence, pathos, and humour, referred to the recent history of

medical education and of the Medical Act of 1SS6, which rendered it

obligatory that medical men should bo qualified in all branches of

their profession. He was proud to bo able, there in Hawarden, to

recall that that Act was passed when Mr. Gladstone was Prima

Minister. As a proof of the necessity of good and reliable nursing, he

referred to his own experience. When ho was resident in Edinburgh

Infirmary it was his lot to take fever. In his room he had threa

physicians attending him. As far as numbers went he was tolerably

safe ; but it so happened that every night his nurse wrapped herself

up in blankets, put a pillow under her head, and fell asleep before the

fire. In the morning the doctors came and asked him what sort of a

night he had had, and he said he had not slept ; but, turning to the

nurse, said that she had slept. And so it went on for nine days. He

told the doctors what was happening, but all his efforts to convince

them that the nurse slept and he was awake were in vain, and he

began to reconcile himself to the position. The doctors came in and

asked him what sort of a night he had had, and he replied that she

had had a beautiful night. Then the nurse, before his very eyes,

significantly tapped her forehe.ad to let them know that ho was wan-

dering. The doctors passed out of the room, and the very first question

was, " Has he been raving much to-day?" He himself shouted, "I

am not raving, but she is." The nurse was a very distinguished

woman, but she wanted her rest. At last one of his doctors came in

later at night than usual, and, coming to see him, found his nurse

asleep and himself wide awake. His friend wa^ extremely penitent,

and he shall never forget the luxury of that one night. The nurse

was changed, and in the hands of the new one, who ministered to all

his wants, he made a very swift recovery. Nurscj of the Mrs. Gamp

class were now passing away, owing to the extension of nurses' train-

ing institutions. He had tried to establish a nurses' institution in

connection with the Chester Infirmary, but the attempt fell through.

In these days of over-crowding and crushing mechanical force the

spread of the knowledge of nursing and ambulance work must prove

of the greatest benefit in diminishing suffering. A demonstration of

medical aid in accidents was given by the members of the Sandycroft

Corps.

PREGNANCY AFTER REMOVAL OF CANCER OF
THE VAGINA.

Dr. Ruter, of Hamburg, describes the following case of this raro

disease in the Ceniralblalt filr Gijnukologie, No. 38, 1837. The

patient was aged 36, married twelve years, and had borne three

children ;
menstruation was regular, and there was no evidence of

syphilis. Defseoation had been painful for months, and had been

attended during the few weeks before she was first seen, on July 1st,

1884, by hemorrhage from the vagina. The patient was bony

and muscular, and not ana;mic in spite of the frequent blooding. On

rectal eximination a hard substance cou'd be felt in the posterior

vs"\nal wall, over which the mucoui membrane of the bowel was not

adherent. The finger introduced into the vagina encountered at a

distance of a little over one inch from the vulvar orifice a hard eleva-

tion which formed the border of the substance detected by rectal ex-

ploration, an area of infiltration, tough, with an uneven surface two

inches by one-anda-fifth in diameter. This area occupied the pos-

teribr vaginal w.U, and reached to within a few millimfetres of tha

reflection of the vagina on to the cervix. The cervix and uterus wero

entirely free from disease, nor was there any evidence of extension

of the new growth into other parts. Touching the brittle tissues of

the surface of the growth set up hiemorrhage There was no foetor.

The microscope confirmed the diagnosis of epithelioma of the vulva.
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On July 23rd, 1881, the growth lyas removed. The mncons mem-

brine was first set free above and around the upper part of the margin

of the growth, so that the vagina was separated posteriorly from its

uterine attachment. The bluish, transparent peritonenm was thus

exposed ; it was accidentally cut through, in fact Douglas's pouch

was laid open, and a few drachms of clear, greenish, watery fluid

escaped. The aperture was guarded by a retractor. Lower down the

growth was detached from the muscular coat of the rectum, which

appeared healthy. The entire growth was in this manner qnickly

detached, scissors being employed ; there wa.s but little ha;morrhage.

The rent in the peritoneum was closed with catgut eutures. Then

the cervix was drawn down and made to cover the hole in the pos-

terior vaginal wall ; the raw surface on the cervix whence the vagina

had been dissected away was united by deep and superficial silk

sutures to the edge of the wound in the vagina. The os exteiiinm

thus lay almost as low as the valvar aperture. Sublimate and iodo-

form were the antiseptics employed in this ease. By August

7 th the wound had thoroughly united by first intention.

On May 15th, 1885, Dr. Riiter saw the patient again. The catameuia had

been suppressed since the operation till eleven weeks before this con-

sultation ; the right thigh had repeatedly become swollen
;
the veins

did not appear to have undergone distension. The os nteri still lay

close to the vulva, and there was no pouch between the cervix and

the remains of the posterior vaginal wall, nor any trace of recurrenca

of the new growth. After May, 1885, the period remained regular

till the patient became pregnant at the end of that year. Oa Sep-

tember 5th, 1886, she gave birth to a child at term, and was able to

suckle it. When last examined, on Angnst 1st, 1887, there was no sign

of recurrence. The posterior vaginal wall had become lengthened

through changes during and after gestation, measuring two inches

and a half. Dr. Kiiter believes that the swelling of the thigh and

the amenorrhea were due to the dragging down and temporary obstruc-

tion of large pelvic vessels caused by the displacement and fixation

of the cervix. The influences of pregnancy overcame all traces of

obstruction, so that the nutrition of the parts once more became

normal.

NATIVE FEMALE EDUCATION IN CALCUTTA.

We all know, and are glad to know, that an effort is being made in

India to extend medical aid to native women in India who are cut oti'

by the iron barriers of caste and custom from receiving it at the

hands of male practitioners, native or foreign. An attempt is now

being made to educate a class of native "women doctors " to meet

this want. We have before us a copy of the scheme as promulgated

in the Government Gazette of Calcutta, published in the Overland

Englishman of November 29th, 1887. The details of the scheme

submitted by the Director of Public Instruction are simply astounding.

It is difficult to believe that anyone in the present day can have such

an inadeq[uate conception of modern medicine as to lay down such

rules as are here authoritatively published by a gentleman holding the

responsible position of Director of Public Instruction. According to

this enlightened instructor of the public on medical education, all the

preliminary knowledge required before entering on the study of

medicine is the fuUowing :—" Reading and explaining a Bengali book

of the standard of difficulty of Raj Krisua Mookirjra's History of

Bengal ; writing from dictation an easy Bengali book, and arithmetic

to easy fractions and simple rule of three." With this amount of

mental furniture, Bengali girls, aged 16, are deemed, in the opinion

of this public instructor, to be capable of entering on the study of

modern medicine, and after three years of study to be turned loose, so

far as we can see from the scheme before us, without examination to

exercise their skill on their unfortunate fellow-creatures. Here is Sir

Alfred Croft's opinion on this extraordinary scheme :— "I am fully aware

that it is Dy no means certain to succeed, owing to the want of education

among women in Bengal and to the obstacles which social conditions im-

pose. Material benefits would follow if, happily, it should be success-

ful. If it fails, little or no cost is incurred and no harm done." Ko

harm done : The scheme is cheap, " little or no cost is incurred !

" That

in the opinion of this educational authority is enough. The Lieutenant

Governor of Bengal, not without some misgivings, has given his

sanction to this dangerous experiment, not being perhaps better

" instructed " than its author. But what are we to say of the medical

officers, Dr. Mackenzie, Surgeon-Major Chundru, and Surgeon-Major

Coates, "who are in favour of trying the system." The least we can

S9V is that in living even a qualified assent to this scheme, they are

asmuch misled as its author and the high official who has Eanctioned

it. They may plead Dr. Johnson's frank excuse when he fell into

error on some literary matter, " Ignorance, Sir, sheer ignorance,"

but if they are ashamed to offer such a poor plea, as well they may be,

then any other excuse they can offer for their weakness in giving

assent to such a scheme must be inadequate. We are glad to see that other

membersof the profession, although their names are not given, had

sense and courage enough to withhold their consent from the vain

attempt to graft on the education of a school board monitor of a

child's class even the simplest elements of the healing art.

SO-CALLED TINCTURA lODl DECOLORATA.

The alcoholic solution of iodine and ammonia, first introduced by Sir

J. Y. Simpson about twenty-five years ago, has, notwithstanding

several modifications, remained in general use, and, under the name of

"tinctura iodi decolorata," is represented in the Unofficial Formulary

recently adopted by the British Pharmaceutical Conference. Various

statements have been made at different times as to the actual com-

position of this preparation, and in a paper recently read before the

Pharmaceutical Society at an evening meeting in Edinburgh, Mr. J.

Rutherford Hill stated that an examination of four preparations, made

according to different formuke, showed that the iodine in each case

existed as iodide of ammonium, together with free ammonia and a

slight trace of iodoform. Owing to the solution usually containing

about the same percentage of combined iodine as the official tincture

does of free iodine, it is frequently spoken of as being of the same

strength, and an impression has no doubt thus obtained with some

medical practitioners who prescribe the preparation, that in doing so

they are ordering a solution which wUl produce the specific counter-

irritant action of free iodine. This impression is probably confirmed

by such a misnomer as "tinctura icdi decolorata." Mr. Hill, there-

fore, suggested that a "liquor ammonii iodidi ammoniata" might be

prepared," which would be of the same therapeutic value as

the so-called decolorised tincture of iodine, and prevent the occurrence

of mistakes. It is further worthy of note that an attempt has been

made to attain the object sought by some who order the decolorised

tincture, without altogether losing the specific effect of free iodine. It

was stated that a certain medical man prescribes tincture of iodine

and aromatic spirit of ammonia in separate bottles, and instructs his

patient to paint on the iodine at night and to sponge it off with the

aromatic spirit of ammonia before going out next day.

VEGETARIAN DINNERS FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN.

Cold weather and Christmas cheer are invigorating to most of us at

this time of year, but it is a sad time for underfed children. The

committee for supplying vegetarian dinners to school children in

London have been actively prosecuting their good work this winUr.

We are glad to hear that their dinners have proved palatable and

acceptable to the children. Their experiment is a fair one ;
but we

should like to know whether the vegetarian dinners aided growth m
the children as much as the mixed diets supplied, at equally low rates,

to the school children in Birmingham. It does not appear that vege-

tarian dinners are more economical as to prime cost ;
it may also ne

doubted whether they are more economical physiologicaUy. Ko doubt

the ingredients necessarv for the nutrition of the body are to be found

in vegetarian food; but evidence is not forthcoming that the digestive
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orfrans are able to extract and assimiUto nitrogenous matters as well

from a purely vegotablo diet aa from a mixed one. Flanta git their

•npplies of nitrogen from compounds in the soil, not from the atnio-

sphere. The feeding of children is at least as necessary to their de-

velopment as teaching, and the cost is trilling in comparison to

some of the rosulta obtained: 19,6*3 dinners were supplied at

£6S 123., or a little over three farthings per head. We may safely say

that this admirable movement will do good, and that it is economi-

cally worked ; still, in any plan for distributing food to the poor, there

remains the necessity of avoiding pauperisation. The independence of

the poor is best respected by enabling them to help themselves ; and
wo are glad to see the suggestion made that senior girls in the school

shonld bo employed in cooking and serving the food. Teachers in poor

schools are worked hard enough, and must not be expected to do much
beyond thtir paid duties. It is to be hoped that well cooked and com-
fortably served dinners are served in the middle of the day for the

teachers in the schools.

SCOTLAND.

' ' DEATH OF PROFESSOR DICKSON.
Dr. Dicksox, Professor of Botany in the University of Edinburgh,

and Regius Keeper of the Botanical Gardens, died suddenly on De-
cember SOth.

EPIDEMIC OF FEVER AT PAISLEY.
During the past fortnight there has been a serious outbreak of fever,

mostly enteric, in Paisley ; it is hoped, however, that the worst is

now over. Last week there were fifteen deaths from the disease,

and there were sixty-four patients suffering from it in the hos-

pital.

MEASLES AND WHOOPING-COUGH AT ALYTH.
At Alyth, in Perthshire, measles and whooping-cough prevailed to

such an extent that the propriety of closing the schools has been con-

sidered. As far as the infant department is concerned, the diseases

have nearly done that themselves, as, out of 127 on the register, no
fewer than 100 were absent.

CHILDREN'S BAZAAR.
Four young ladies in Elinburgh, all under 12 years of age, being

greatly interested in the Sick Children's Hospital, organised a private

bazaar on its behalf, and realised a sum of £17 10s. 9d., which was
paid over to the institution and gratefully acknowledged by the

managers.

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT AS TO INFECTIOUS DISEASE.
At a meeting of Edinburgh Town Council Public Health Committee,

a resolution of an almost revolutionary nature was agreed to. The
Dean of Guild Court made a representation to the Committee on the

subject of the occurrence of infectious diseases in relation to the houses

in which they occurred. The Committee agreed to the following

motion: "That in ca'^es of infectious disease, snch as typhus, diph-

theria, and scarlatina, the Medical OfBcer shall supply to the Burgh
Engineer a note of the address of the same, so that he may make a

complete examination of the sanitary condition of the house in which
the outbreak takes place."

GLASGOW OBSTETRICAL AND GYN/ECOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

Tiip. third meeting of the current session was held in the Faculty

Hall on December 28th ; Dr. Wallace, I'residcnt, in the Chair. Mr.

A. R. Gunn, MB., CM.; Mr. Campbell Syme, L.R C.P.E., Kil-

nmlcolm ; and Mr. William Cullen, .M.B., CM., were duly admitted

Fellows. Dr. Robert Park exhibited a uterine cast of dysmenorrhoeal

origin almost entire. The cast wag banded to the pathologist, on the

bringing up of whose report an account of the case will be givdn.
Dr. .1. .Stuart Nairne then read a paper on two successful case; of
cholecyatotomy, in one of which obstruction had been due to gall-

stones, and in another to catarrhal products.

ROYAL ASYLUM, MORNINGSIDE.
T0E spread of the southern suburbs of Edinburgh, in the Morningside
district, has so interfered with the comfort and amenity of the East
House Royal Edinburgh Asylum, that the managers have resolved, at a
costof,it is supposed, ofabout £60,000,toerectanew asylum building in

the grounds of Craig House, which are already in their possession. The
East House has for many years been used e.^clusively for patients who
were able to pay a good rate of board ; and, some years ago, Craig
House was added for their accommodation also. Dr. Clou.ston's views
are to be consulted on every point, and Mr. Sydney Mitchell is the
architect, but the plans are not yet i)rcpared.

IRELAND.

Thb Local Government Board have sanctioned the appointment of

Dr. Kerwan, as medical officer of the Oranmore dispensary district.

The Local Government Board for Ireland have refused their sanc-

tion to the election of Dr. Magnor as medical officer to Timolea-
gue dispensary.

THE MEASLES EPIDEMIC AT CAPE CLEAR.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Skibbereen Board of Guardians was held

last week in reference to the epidemic of measles in Cipe Clear, Hare
Island, and the district. A report was reseived from Dr. John Jen-

nings from Cape Clear, to the effect that, although the contagion con-

tinued to spread, yet there was only one death there for the week.

One hundred persons are affected. Dr. W. Jennings reported that the

epidemic had broken out in the townland of Coolanuller, near Skib-

b.Teen, with one death, that of a boy, aged I.t ; and that it has

crossed the water to the mainland in Aughada, where a number of

persons are now attacked, and some deaths have already taken place

in adults and children. lu the whole of Hare Island, where about

forty families live, only three have escaped the disease. Q lite a panic

exists on the mainland, where the contagion has spread, and it was

rumoured that a case hid occurred in Skibbereen workhouse, which,

however, has turned out to have been chicken-pox.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY COUNCIL ASSOCIATION.
A MEETING of this Association was held on December 13th, in Glas-

gow, under the presidency of Mr. Cochr.^n-Patrick, LL.D.
In introducing the business, the Chairman made some remarks on

the Universities Bill of last year. He pointed out the recognition it

contained of the need of extra-academical representation in the Uni-

versity Court in the person of an assessor from the Town Council. He
was also glad to see that last year's Bill contained a special grant to

Glasgow University of £500 a year for maintenance of buildings. He
objected to the system of cumulative voting proposed in the Bill, and
ho thought the Court should consist of thirteen rather than twelve
members. The number in the Bill was thirteen, but for voting pur-
poses it was really onlv twelve, as the Rsctor's assessor could vote only
the absence of the Rector. Ho thought also the Gtneral Council
should have five assessors, one of whom shonld retire annually, in-

stead of fonr all retiring tot;ether. He emphasised the views of the

Association that the financial administration of the University should
be removed from the Senate, and that powers of afliliation should be
given to the University Courts. He suggested that since the Govern-
ment had accepted the proposal to have extra-academical representa-

tives in the Court, the Association should not specify in detail who
these representatives shonld be, but leave that to tho Conmissioners,

the various public bodies being entitled to urge their respective

claims. -' ilj-" J,'i ,( "I'^ei; ,!i '.''!:' '

. irc'T; i* '"i:. ; I,'.
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Professor Edwakd Caird moved :

That, in prtspect of another Dnivcrsities Bill, the executive l)C instructed to

press upon Her Majesty's Gnverniuent the reforms held essential by the

Association, and the vital objections token to the Bill of last session

and in speaking to the motion, acknowledged the conciliatory speech

of the Chairman. He had no objection to the financial administra-

tion being trant-ferred to the Court, provided the Senate were properly

represented in it, nor did he object to powers of affiliation, eolong as

it was only the general principle that in the meantime was being con-

sidered.
, , . ,

Mr. Graham, of Auldhouse, moved the second resolution, namely :

That a Universities Bill, in order to command the support of the Association

must (1) give the General Council and the Senatus an equal number ofrepre-

sentatives in the University Court, and the extra-academical public not

fewer lepresentstivcs than either; (2) vest in the University Court the

whole financial administration of the University ; (3) provi le for the amlia-

tion of new cillegcs
; (4) empower the Commissioners to remove, as they

may see fit, any other presets restrictions on university teaching.

Both resolutions were duly seconded and carried unanimously.
(,A

DR. GARTNER ON THE THERAPEUTIC UTILISATION

OF MUSCULAR WORK, AND A NEW APPA-

RATUS I OR ITS DOSAGE.
For the following particulars we are indebted to our Vienna Cor-

respondent :

—

It is admitted by all physicians that the want of bodily exercise

causes various diseases, and obesity is probably in all cases the result of

the mu.icles not being properly exercised. Men and animals work

with the expenditure of fat and hydrocarbons, and a certain amount

of consumption of fat must, therefore, correspond to a certain amount

of work. It is evident from these facts that the value of a certain

form of movement as a therapentio agent must depend on the quantity

of work (expressed in kilogramme-mfetres) which it involves. The

physician is ofttn at a loss when he has to prescribe the neces-

sary work for the patient, as in many cases none of the com-

mon forms of exercise are suitable. Dr. Gartner nas^
. ?

to meet this want, and has devised an apparatus, which he

calls "ergostat" {ipyov and icT-qiJ.i). The ergostat is a small

machine, scarctly larger than a sewing machine, and consists of

an iron plate, around which there is a band. The latter is supplied

-11

ri

with wooden blocks, and is fixed at its ends to a lever, and can be bent

to a greater or less extent by means of a weight which can be moved

to and fro on the lever. A scale on the lever indicates how many
kilocTammo metres are equivalent to one revolution of the

iron" plate. At the axis of tho iron plate there is an arrange-

ment by which the number of revolutions of the plate can

be controlled,' and 10,000 revolutions can thus bo registered.

The plate ia turned by the patient by means of a winch provided

with a suitable handle. The winch is made of such a length that

the patient has to stoop at each turning. Dr. Gartner chose the

winch-work because it was known as the result of experiment that

this was the most rational form of work. A man may with the winch

perform great quantities of work much more easily than in any other

way without excessive fatigue.

All machines which are moved by human hands and which require

much force are supplied with winches ; by thia arrangement almost all

the mupcles of the body, and especially those of the vertebral column

and of the hip are exerted. Another advantage of this form of move-

ment, as compared with several others, consists in the fact that the

conditions of respiration are very favourably influenced. At each

turning the chest ia expanded and narrowed, hence a sort of arti-

ficial respiration is produced. The work of the respiratory muscles

themselves is much facilitated, and they do not become easily fatigued.

It is difficulty of breathing which, in most cases, renders the con-

tinuation of heavy work impossible, and it was proved by experi-

ments with thei ergostat that persons who had not previou-;ly been

able to perform any work whatever, could, when woiking with it,

raise considerable quantities of kUogramme-meties without any

dyspnoja supervening. The work with the winch has, further-

more, the advantage that the abdomen becomes comprtssed at eaoh

turning, and a kind of massage of its walls is thus produced, which

must obviously have a good effect on the peristalsis of the intestine

and on the secretion of bile. In addition to aU this, the ergostat

presents the following advantages :— 1. It is at the disposal of the

patient at any time of the day ; every spare minute can thus be used

in healthy exercise. 2. The amount of work is regulated by kilo-

gramme-metres, in proportion to the patient's strength, just in the

same way as the dose of drugs is adapted to the individuality of the

patient. 3. It does not require any skill or practice. i. The

physician can judge for himself as to the patient's diligence by the

position of the dial which registers the revolutions. 5. The use of

the apparatus need make no noise or disturbance in the house.

Dr. Gartner has employed the apparatus in a case of excessive

obesity. The patient, who had become almost breathless on the

slightest movement, was able to do a conddcrable amount of work

with the ergostat on the very first day without being attacked with

dyspncea. She has now been working with the machine for nineteen

days, and performs 2, 000 revolutions, each of which is equal to twelve

kilogramme-metres, in about a hundred minutes. She has not changed

her diet or her mode of living in any way, and yet she has lost, since

the beginning of the treatment, about lour kilogrammes in weight.

Similar good results have been obtained in another case of obesity.

The ergostat can also be employed in some fcrms of nerve-disease,

and in disorders of the portal circulation, in chronic constipation, in

biliary calculus, gout, and opaluria.

In using the ergostat, the following rules should be observed :

—

1. The revolutions mtist be executed very slowly, not more than from

twenty to twenty-five in the minute. 2. Speaking is not allowed

during work. 3. The work is performed duiing winter in an nn-

heattd room, and the windows must always be opened. $. The

patient's dress must be easy and convenient. 5. No work should be

done immediately after a meaL

THE CASE OF DR. CROSS.
The friends of Dr. Gross are working to obtain a respite of the death

sentence, and the following is a copy of a requisition to the Lord-

Lientenaiit:

—

^ . , ,

To His Kxcellenoy the Most Noble Charles, Marquis of Londonderry, Lonl-

Lieutenant of Ireland.

The memorial of the undersigned humbly showeth.

That Philip H. B. Cross, a retired surgeon-major in Her Majestj s service, was

on the 17th day of Decemter, 1SS7, found guilty of the murder of his wife, Mary

Laura Cross, and scnUnced to be hanged on the lOth day of Janu.ary, ISSS.

1 That crave doubts are entertained of the justice of the conviction, arising from

the fact rhat the analyst had not previously examined the body of a person sap-

posed to have died from arsenical poisoning.
, . ,. .l ,, ,

•

2. Tliere is no direct evidence to connect the accused with the alleged otime.

3. That the evidence was entirely circumstantial.
x. . . ,

4 That a most imp .rtant piece of evidence has turned up since the tnal, as em-

bodied tn the statu'ory declaration annexed herewith, made ou 2Sth December

inst., by Mr. John Charles Westropp Butterlield, of the city of Cork, dental sur-

geon, to the etlcot that the late Mary Laura Cross had on two occasions alluded to

?oii.on in his study, asked him if he could procure it for her, and inquired if he

had heard that arsenic was good for the complexion, aud any one of which occa-

sions was as recent as the 6th day of April last.

5 That the said P. H. E. Cross wa,s very unpopular with the masses ot tBe

people of Cork and its neighbourhood, had been boycotted, and sulaccted to many

signs of popular indignation.

6. That he is a man of advanced years.
_ .,,;„. ._j

7. That he has served Her .Majesty for many y««rs ui Buropa, Asia, Afrios, ^a
America, amongst others was engaged in the Indian Mutiny, at the Crimea, the

China campaign, etc., and received three medals. „ „ . „«„»,.*)>.
Your petitioners therefore humbly implore your Excellency to mitigate the

capital sentence passed on the said Philip H. E. Cross, and your petitioners will,

as in duty bound, ever pray.
. . ,

Illcre follow the columns for signature.]

The petition haj been forwarded to Sir. Justice Murphy (who de-

livered the sentence) for his comments, but the prevalent opinion is

that His Excellency will not interfere with th» cwrjing out of the

sentence.
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MEDICAL LKOTSLATTON IN BOM'BAV.
TiiKRS Joes not exist ia Inlia gniora'.Iy tho means of diitinguishiiig

bctn'oon 'lualirioil iiuJ UDiiualificiI i^fnorant practitionors of modiciae,

sncb as waa provided by the JUdical Act of 185S for the pablic in

Oreat Britain and Ireland, and, subfeqnentlr, in several of tho

colonies. It appenra from a memorial recently presoutcd to tho

Goverouient and Council of I'.ombay by tho 15 jiubay Jlodical Union
that in the yo.\r 18S1 tho Medical Society of the Grant Medical Col-

lego brought under the notice of the Governor and Council of Bom-
bay the necessity of passing an Act in Council in many respects

similar to the Medical Act of 1S5S of this conntry. Tho proposals

submitted to tho Government were as follows :

—

1. That medical men be puMicly roKistcrnl in thi- city after a suflioiont
scrutiny nf their diplomas or degrees, rendering it illegal for anyone to assume a
title which is not so refristered.

i. That none but persons so regUtered lio entitled to demand and recover
charges in any court >if law for professional aid, advice and visits, and the cost
of any n;»'diflnts, nr other medical or surgical apidiauces, rendered or supplied by
him to his patients.

o rj . rf i

3. That none bat persons so registered be eligible for employment as a phy-
liiclas or surgeon in emigrant or other vessels, or in any hospital, inllrmary,
diaivnsary, or Ijing-in hospital (not supported entirely by voluntary contribu-
tions), or In any Innatic asylum, gaol, penitentiary, house of correction, house of
Industry, or other public establishineut, body, or institution, or as a medical
officer of health.

i. That no ccrtiticate required by any Act now iu force, or that may hereafter
1)0 passed, ti-oni any physician, surgeon, licentiate of medicine or surgery, or
other medical practitioner, be considered valid unless the person signing the same
lie registered under the proposed Act.
Argnments iu favour of these proposals for legislation were at the

time (1881) submitted to the Government of Bombay with such fjood
effect, that a Medical Registration Act, founded on these principles,
was strongly recommeudeU by that Government to the Government of
India. But the Government of Bombay went beyond this. They
proceeded farther than the expressed wishes of the Medical Society of
Grant College, and suggested that such a measure, if introduced,
should not be confined in its operation to the town and island of
Bombay alone, or even to one presidency, but should have application
to the whole of India. This recommendation of a widespread registra-
tion -Vet wai fatal to the proposal emanating from Bombay. It was
felt to be impossible to apply s measure of this character to the whole
of snch a country as India, and the recommendation of the Bombay
Government was not accepted.
The Bombay Medical Union, at a meeting hold on November 12th,

188", have unanimously agreed to recommend the Governor and
Cooncil of Bombay to return to the original recommendation of the
Medical Society of Grant College, which had received the decided ap-
proval of the Government of Bombay of that date, and which ia to
the effect that a Medical Registration Act should be now framed,
foanded on the principles approved by the Government in 1S81, and
should apply to tho city and island of Bombay, with power on the
part of the Government to extend the operation of the Act to the
minor cities of the presidency.

Without entering into tho "question how far snch an Act could be
adopted throughout India generally, we have no hesitation in saying
that it is an absolute necessity thatsuch an Act should be made avail-
able for the principal cities of India. Take, for example, the city of
Bombay, the population of which is 800,000. The members of the
Medical Uniou having taken some pains and undergone some expense
to ascertain the facts, find that the total number of unqualified persons
practising in the city of Bombay is abont 6J0, out of which eighty
pass themselves on under the title of "Doctor." Surely without re-
ference to any special interests or privileges of medical men, it is the
imperative duty of a Government which regards the welfare of the
communities committed to its charge, to take means to protect them
and their most vital iutorests from being imposed upon by ignorant
and fraudulent practitioners. Wo have every confidence that the
Governor of Bombay, Lord Reay, who is alike distinguished for his
high scientific attainments and his wisely-tempered liberal feelings,
will adopt a course on this subject which will be conducive to the wel-
fare and the interests of the people committed to his charge ; and that
he and his advisers will not be reluctant to adopt the principles so
highly approved by his predecessor in 1881.

Hospital Telephonb.—The authorities of the Hospital for Con-
•ratnptives, at Ventnor, have decidecl to establisli telephonic communi-
cation between the different wards of the hospital, the resident medical
«flicer, and the porter's lodge. The installation is being carried out
hj the Equitable Telephone Association Limited, on their " Swinton"
system.

ROVAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
An extraordinary meeting of the Council was held, at the College, on
Thursday .iftemoon, January tho Sth. Tho minutes of the ordinary
Council, held on December 8th last, were read and confirmed. Tho
Council then proceeded to the special business for which it had been
convened, namely, to read and cousidor tho report of the President and
Vice-Presidents on a letter from tli!! Lords of tho Council, forwarding
a copy of the statement relating to the supplementary charter pre-
pared by theAssociation of Kellows, and requesting to be favoured with
any remarks thereon which the Council may have to offer.

A further letter from the Privy Council, forwarding for the
information of the College a printed document, purporting to be a
report of the statement made by Mr. Ernest Hart as spokesman of the
deputation of the Association of the Members of the College to the
Lord President on the subject of the application for a supplementary
charter, was not read, but was deferred till the next meeting of the
Council.

The Council, after a considerable deal of discussion, agreed to a
statement to be sent to the Lords of the Council in reply to the objec-
tions raised by Fellows and Members to the application which has
been lodged for a supplementary charter, subject, of course, to con-
firmation by the Council at its quarterly meeting on Thursday next.

Vaccination Grant.—Dr. White, Belmont, Wadhurst, public
vaccinator of the Wadhurst District o( the Ticehurst Union, has again
received the grant from the Local Government Board for successftil
vaccination in the district.

Cakbonate oy Soda and Milk.—At a recent meetii:g of the
Conseil d'Hygiene M. Proust presented a report on the system of preserv-
ing milk with carbonate of soda. He considers that this method
should be prohibited. Carbonate of soda prevents the milk from
turning sour, but pridnces a sodium lactate, which is a purgative, and
causes diarrhoea in infants.

The friends and pupils of M. Pean a few days ago celebrated his
nomination as Member of the Academy of Medicine by a banquet
given at tho Hotel Continental. More than two hundred persons
were present. Toasts were proposed and speeches were delivered by
M. Peyrou, director of the Assistance Publique, M. Guibout, M. de
Pietra, Santa, and others.

Peilmaxganate of Potassium in Amengrkhiea.-The treatment
of amenorrhoea, according to the method suggested by Professor
Sydoey Ringer and Dr. Murrell, has found a new supporter in Dr. J.
D. Korotkevitch, of Tiirinsk, in West Siberia {Rus^kaia Meditzina,
No- 15, 1887, p. 262). In five suc;ossive cases of obstinate amenor-
rhaM of obscure origin, ho administered permanganate of potassium in
the following form: ]J Potass, permangan. one drachm ; argill.
pur. q. s. M. f. pil. No. 60. Consperg. argill. pur. D. S. Two pills at
dinner and supper time. The results were quite satisfactory in all the
cases. After treatment lasting for a month or six weeks, the cata-
menia became regular, and remained so.

Pp.r,MANO\NATE OF P0TAS.SIUM IN TOOTHACHE.—In the .Kimloid
Meditzina, No. 19, 18S7, p. 330, Dr. Prokopy Popoff, of Miniisinsk,
in "Siberian Switzerland," writes that ho has most successfully
treated upwards of three hundred cases of toothache from dental caries
by administering one-twentieth per cent, solution of permanganate of
potassium in tho form of a mouth-wash. The following is the for-
mula : 5 Potass, permang., 3 grains ; aq. destil. or fontana;, 1 (Riiss:)
11. pound, Mi.sc. One tiiblespoonful to ba taken in the mouth, every
half-hour, and to be held therein on the affected side for several
minutes. The most agonising pain is said gradually to disappear in
a few hours. The wash acts, besides, as an excellent deodoriser.

Di>JiTROKRrs.sOL.—M. Th. Weyl has ascertained the following facts
concerning dinitrokressnl, a colouring matter which is sold as a sub-
stitute for saffrcn for colouring butter, maccaroni, etc. He states that
this substance causes death in rabbits in doses of 0.25 gramme to a
kilo^amme of the weight of the animal. When this qu.inliiy is ad-
ministered, the animal is seized with dyspnoea and convulsions in the
extensor muscles, and finally dies of asphyxia. Dinitrokrossol is che-
minlly allied to picric acid or trinitrophenol. The .symptoms of
intoxication produced by these substances are very similar. Martins
yellow, or dinitro-alpha-naphtol, is sometimes used to colour food
staffs, but it is not toxic.
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.•iT ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

COUNCIL.
NOTICE OF MEETING.

A MEETING of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

oiation, No. 429, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on "Wednes-

day, the 18th day of January next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon,

Francis Fowkb, General Secretary.
,.. 'j.n. ••> -.(j r'V

..!"!December 24th, 188".

oU' ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

''candidates seeking election by a Branch CouncU should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch

Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summoning

the meeting at which he seeks election.

Feanois Fowkb, General Secretary.

»o BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Imu
It-METBOPOUTAK ConNTIES BRANCH : EaST LONDON ANB SOUTH KsSEX DiBTMCT.

—The next meeting will be held, by the kind invitation of Dr. Adams, at Brooke

House Upper Clapton, on Thursday, January 19th, at 8.30 p.m A demonstra-

tion of interesting cises of eye disease mil be given by A Q. iilcock, Esq.

Visitors will be weloomBd.—J. W. Hunt, Honorarlr iiacretary, 101,_Qaeea s Road,

Dalston. rn-.t.-:- - i
' 'I ''1 ,'"•(-' " ' ' '

North of Irelakd 13b'asch.-A general meeting of the North of Ireland Branch

mil be held in the lioyal Hospital on Thursday, January 26th, Isss, at 12 o clock

noon Gentlemen desirous of reading papers exhibiting eases, specimens, eic.,

will kindly comnuinioate as early as convenient with the Secretary, John W.

BvDBS, M.D., Lower Crescent, Belfast.

Oxford axd Dlstbict Branch.—The next meeting will be held at the Bad-

clifTe Infirmary, Oxford, at 3 oVlock on Frid.iy, Janu.iry 27th ^otlce of papers

to be read and cases to be shown must be given to either of the Honorary Secre-

taries on or before Monday, January 23ra. Members are requested to send their

annual subscriptions to the Association and the Branch, duo January 1st, to Dr.

Darbishire, 97, HolyweU, Oxford.-S. I). DARBisninE, W. Lewis Morgan, i%

Broad Street, Oxford, Honorary Secretaries.

SOUTH-AVESTERN BRANCH.
An intermediate meeting of the Branch was held on Thursday, De-

cember 15th, 1887, at Newton Abbot, the President, Mr. Pattl Swain,

F.R.C.S., of Plymouth, in the chair. About twenty-four members

were present, including Dr. John Woodman, of Exeter, President-

elect. .

Neio .J/<!OTi(!r5.—Several new members were elected.

President's Address.—the President then delivered an address on

College Politics, which was devoted to a discussion of the line which

the CouncU of the Royal College of Sargeous of England had taken in

regard to important matters atfectiug the medical profession, especi-

ally in regard to medical education, and advocated the necessity for

alterations in the constitution of the Council, and the mode of election

of its members, with special reference to the proposed new charter for

the College. ,

Vote of Thanks a-nd Resolulidn.—k' cor^iil vote of thanks was

awarded to Mr. Swain for his address, ' and the following resolution

was passed, on the motion of Mr. E. J. Dojiville, seconded by Dr.

Dkas :
, . . , ,

"That this meeting desires to endorse the opinions expressed by

the President of the Branch in the p.iper read by him, and requests

him to publish it, with a view to a copy being forwarded to the Lord

Presi lent of the Council."

Papers.—The following papers were then read: Ca?c of Pleurisy

and Empyema : Tapping : Drainage Tube : Recovery, by Dr. John

Woodman, Exeter.—Ou the Importance of Early Diagnosis in Glau-

coma, hy Dr. L. H. Tosswill, Exeter.—Case of Alcoholic Paralysis,

by Dr. A. H. BAMrroN, Plymouth.—Dr. Arthur Kempe, Exeter,

showed and explained a New Surgical Needle.

iinw/ifon—After the meeting the members were hospitably enter-

tained to a luncheon by the local members, Dr. Scott and Mr. Davies,

Newton ; Mr. Symons, Kingskerswell ; and Mr. Goodwyn, Bovey.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH : HERTFORDSHIRE
DISTRICT.

A MBETiva of the above District was held at the Town Hall, St.

Albans, on Wednesday, December 21st, 188J.
^

^fhe chair was taken

by Abthur Durh.am, Estj.
"t-

"

Hysteric and Ncnrolic Dyspepsia. -A. paper was read by Dr. Hale

White on the Treatment of Cases of Severe Hysteric and ^5^™™
Dyspepsia. Notes of two cases were given in the first of which tne

patient had uncontrollable vomiting, in the second the chief sym-

ptom was diarrhoea. Each of them was completely cured by isoktion-

overfeeding, and massage. Hysteria in all its forms may be cured m
the same way . -Diacu-ssion foUowed, and a vote of thanks was passed

to Dr. Hale White for his paper. ,

aVcw Fades.—The new rules on the agenda paper were discussed and

*
°Fote 'of Thanks.-A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. A.rthnr

Durham in recognition of his goodness in presiding for the .occasion.

The business of the meeting over, members were entertained at tne

house of Dr. Lipscomb, of St. Albans.

NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCH : SIXTT-EIGHTH GENERAL
MEETING.

The sixtv-eighth general meeting of this Branch ^^ held in the

Royal Society's Rooms, Sydney, on Friday, November "h. 1887. ine

following members were present : the Hon. Dr. Ceeed M.L.0.,1 re-

sident, in the chair; Drs. Chambers, Chisholm, Sydney Jones, Pockley,

Knaggs, Wright, E. Fairfax Ross, Steel, W orrall, Hankins, McCor-

mick, McDonagh, Bowker, West, Crago. Dr. A. E. Barcroft attended

as a visitor.
, a r a

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and contirmea.

Axillary A,icurysm -Mr. G. F. Hankins read notes of a

case of axillary aneurysm, with ligature of the subclavian artery -
Dr Sydney Jones said Mr. Hankins was to be congratulated on tne

success of the operation. The statistics upon which all calculations

were based were collected before antiseptics were used. It trie result,

of the operations of the last eight or ten years were collected a great

difference would, no doubt, be found. -Drs. WoEK.iix, E. i. Koss,

and the President also made some remarks.

nemox-al of Crenitals.-ilr. G. F. Hankins read notes on a case of

total ablation of the genital organs in a man aged 50, and showed tne

^^nm'etic Coma.—Vr. Crago read some notes on a case of diabetic

"""^'vision of ByUv's.-Dt. Jones proposed, and Dr. Crags seconded

" That the consideration of the by-laws be postponed until next

meeting night, and that it be the first business of the evening.

^
^'ew'Member.—Vtr. Leacock, of Camden, was elected a member of

the Association.

STAFFORDSHIRE BR.INCH : GENERAL MEETING.

TuE first general meeting of this Branch was J'^ldf' the Railway

Hotel, Stoke-upon-Trent, ou Thursday, November 24th, 1887. -Hr.

W. D. Spanton, President in the chair. v , „t
New Memhers.-lhe following gentlemen were elected memhe^ ot

the Branch : Mr. J. Ruskin Hancock, Hanley ; Dr. Armitage, Wol-

verhampton ; Mr. F. Matthews, Nantwich.
„„„j.a

Baynaud's Disca^^c.—Dr. McAldowie showed a case of Raynaud 3

disease occurring in a female epileptic, aged IS. ,, _ , „j
Plwsphatic Calculus with Hairpin as a Xucleus.-^T. West showed

a specimen weighing half an ounce, which he had removed from a

young woman Mr wretArajn. vv,. i i.
" Vfmus aroicthsin the Bladdcr.-Dr. ^ . G. Lowe exhibited two

villous growths from the bladder, of papillomatous nature, situated

close to the orifice of the urethra. They were taken from a woman

aged 73, who had been the subject of occasional btematuna for several

years, though without pain or difficulty in micturition and who ulti-

matoly died after a sudden profuse hiuoiorrhage from the bladder

iround and Skin after a Dog-Bilc-Dr. V, .BllfB exhibited the

wound and a portion of the surrounding skin after the bite of a dog

supposed to bo rabid, and which was excised from a boy on the tmrd

day after infliction, on account of pain and a low form of infiamma-

^'"mro-sarcmna or.£reasi.-m. Si-anton exhibited a fibro-sarcoma

of the left breast weighing three pounds and a half removed from a

young woman last July. In February, 1884 a much smaller tumour

of similar character had been removea by Mr. Spauton The wound

healed in five days, and the patient had since been quito^ well. -Mr.

Vincent Jackson showed the photograph of a female patient exhibit-

ing an enormously enlarged right mamma, due to a fibro-sircomatous

tumour, which, when removed, weighed more than six pounds.

Microscopic specimens of the tumour, prepared by Dr. Heneage
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Gibbes, were also shown. The recovery of the patioot was rapid and
faiy.

SpfimnL'.—'SU. Sl'ANTOJf nhownd : 1. Filiroiis Tumour removed
from Sheath of Biceps Femoris of n man afjed 'JO, potter's tunier,
Ootober Sth, ISS", coinir); slowly, causing inability to move the limb
treoty ; >;ood recovery but slow. 2. Tubercular Testis, from man
agtd 46. Three years had pain in Iclt tostis, which camo on r,ither
suddouly. At times inflamed ; never suppurated. Under care of
Dr. Eiidowo-s. Operation November 18th.

TiT/vr-s.—The fblloirinR papers wore read : 1. Dr. MoAldowie :

Notes of a Cise of Sensory Apha.'^ia. 2. Mr. Folkj;r . Villous
Tumonr of the Rectnm. 3. Mr. Foi.ker : Malignant Disease of
Upper Jaw, and Operation, 4. Dr. Whblton Hind : Notes of a
Case of Reduction, m masse. 5. Mr. Yincbnt Jackson : Radical
Treatment of Severe Haemorrhoids.

." BORDER COUNTIES BRANCH.
The winter meeting was held at Melrose on December 23r(l, 18S7,
Dr. McLEon, President, in the chair, and afterwards Dr. Robkbtsok,
President-elect. Si.xteeu members and one visitor, Dr. 'William Rus-
hell, of Edinburgh, were present.

Xew Mnnbcrs.—The following new members were elected members
of the Branch: Charles Henry Bedford, M.B., CM., Rowrah, Cum-
berland (proposed by J. R. Irwin and G. Calderwood) ; John Ross,
M. B., CM., Wetheral (proposed bv S. Lockie and H. A. Lediard)

;

William Rushton Parker, M.D., Kendal (proposed by T. B. Green
and B. R. A. Taylor); William Jordan Fairlie, M.B., CM.,
Carlisle (proposed by lS. Lockie and G. Murphy); William Laing
Cttllen, M.B., CM., St. Boswells (proposed by J. R. Hamilton and
P. M. Penman).

I'ropostd Heeling.— It was agreed to hold an evening meeting in
Carlisle towards the end of February, to take the place of the Moffat
meeting, which fell through for want of papers, and to invite an
eminent medical man to introduce a discussion on the occasion.

Audiior.'i for the Year.—XiK. Maclaren and Lockie were appointed
to audit the accounts for the year,

rutrperal Mania.—Viz. Somkrville (Galashiels) read Notes of
some cases of I'uerperal JIania. The cases were three in number,
the patients all being multiparse

; two of the cases were fatal, terminat-
ing one on the twenty-sixth and the other on the thirtieth day ; one
recovered after anillness often or twelve weeks. Although inall the cases
there was more or less abdominal pain and uterine tenderness, there was
no pcntonitis, no diarrhrea, no tympanitic distension of the abdomen.
Dr. Keith's recent observation .is to the frequency of mania after the
operation of hysterectomy had an interesting relation to puerperal
mania.— In the discussion which followed the President, Dr. John-
HTONE, Dr. Barnes, Dr. Haddon, Dr. Hamilton, Dr. Maclaren,
and Dr. Rptherfokd took part.

Umlilical Ihmia.—DT. Rutubrfokd (Kelso) read Notes of a Case
of Umbilical Hernia treated successfully by Elastic Pressure.

Liytiliirr of Femoral Artcrti for AneMrii.sm.—Dr. Robertson (Pen-
rith) read a paper on Ligature of the Femoral Artery in Hunter's
Canal for Traumatic Aneurysm.

Idiopathic Peritonitis.— Dt. Hamilton (Hawick) read a paper on
the Treatment of Idiopathic Peritonitis.— In the discussion which
followed Drs. Robertson, Haddon, Russell, RtrrHKRFORD, and
iUdLAREN took part

Leprosij.—Dr. Barxiu showed soma drawings of Norwegian
leprosy.

Casts of Oau-H.—Dr. Maola urn showed casta before and operation
of (1)» Large Ventral Hernia, and (2) Talipns Ei|uino-Varua.

Ihnn-r.—The members and several guests afterwards dined together
in the George and AbboUford Hotel.

GLOUCESTER.SHIRE BRANCH.
An ordinary meeting was held at Clouce.^ter Infirmary, on Tuesday'
December 13th, 1887, at 7.30 p.m., un.ler the presidency of Dr-
Batten.

PriestHj Smith's: Feriyneler.— Mr. Bower gave a full demonstration
of Priestley Smith's perimeter.

CVw.?.— Ho also showed the following cases: 1. Chancre on the
Outer Canthus of Eye in a Girl ; 2 A Case of Glioma in a Child SJ
years old, and pointed out the difference between true glioma and
peendo-glioma.

Insanitar'j Ilmuies.—k paper was read by Mr. Cardew on In-
sanitary Hou.ses and their Resulti,

Varicose Aneurysm of Aorta.—tir. Knagos, house-surgeon of the
Oloncester Infirmary, showed a pathological specimen of Varicose

Aneurysm of the Aorta Opening into the Pulmonary Artery, from a
Iiatient lately under Dr. Batten. The Li.itory of the opening into the
puliiiouary artery was very short, only three weeks.

I'ole of ThanJes.—A vote of thanks was passed, proposed by Dr.
Nkkiiiiam, and seconded by Mr. Bourn, to the outgoing President,
Dr. Batten, for his conduct and zeal in the chair during the past year.

NOVA SCOTIA BRANCH.
Thb first ordinary meeting of this Branch was held in Halifax on
Dccenibcr6th, 1887, the President, Deputy Surgeon-General McDowell,
A. M.S., in the chair ; and the other members present were Hon. Dr.
Parker, Drs. Hayter, Black, Wickwire, Snrge^m-Major Bolster A. M.S.,
Surgeons Deeblc and Browne, Drs. Farrell, Milsom, Cowie, Chisholm,
Morrow, Currie. Somers, and Tobin (Honorary Secretary).

Letter from Gencrai Secretary of Asxoeiation.—The letter from the
General Secretary of the Association, forwarding a copy of the resolu-

tion passed at a Council meeting held in Trinitv College, Dublin, on
Tuesday, August 2nd, recognising the Nova Scotia Branch of the
Association, and thanking those who had been instrumental in
founding said Branch, was tirst read ; and it was moved by Dr. MlL-
.<;oM, and seconded by Dr. Parker, " That a copy of said resolution
should be placed on the minutes."

Tetany.—Dr. Milsom (Dartmouth) then road notes of a case of
tetany at present under his care, in the treatment of which he had
been assisted by Dr. Parker. The patient was a man who had been
subjected to malarial poisoning in Panama, and was successfully
treated by quinine when other remedies had failed.—A discussion
ensued, in which Hon. Dr. Parker, Drs. Slatter, Somers, and
Deeiile, A.M.S., took part. Dr. Deeble instancing a similar atTection in
a lady who had suffered from malaria in India, suid whose larynx and
pharynx were principally affected by the recurrent spasms.

Intitbalion of Larynx.— Dr. Black next exhibited the inatruments
used in intubation of the larynx, and gave an account of the method
as seen in the clinique of Dr. O'Dwyer of New York. Intubation
versus tracheotomy in diphtheritic croup formed the subject of a dis-
cussion in which the President, Drs. Farrell and Black, amongst
others, took part.

Litholrily.—Dr. Farrell exhibited stones and detritus washed
from the bladder in a late case of lithotrity, in which cncaine was in-

jected into the urethra and bladder.
Akvess of Lunr/.—Dr. Farrell also gave the history of s case of

abscess of the lung supposed to be due to impaction of a cheirystone
in the bronchi several years before.—Drs. Slayter and Chisholm
gave similar cases.

Ilyjiodermic Injections of Mercury in Syphilis.—Dr. Slayter
brought forward a case of secondary syphilis successfully treated by
hypodermic injections of mercury. An abscess, however, had formed at
the sites of the punctures.—Dr. Morrow had seen successful treatment
of syphiliti<; skin alloctions in Dr. Lesser's c/i'ni(/!« in Leipzig.—Drs.
SoMBKs and Chisholm made some remarks, and Dr. SlaytBR briefly
rejilied.

Future Meitings.— It was nnanimously agreed to hold meetings
monthly throughout the winter, and the meeting adjourned, leaving
the Council to fix time and place of such meetings. «

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association

will be held at G!a.Hgow, on Tuesday, Wednesday, .Thursday, and
Friday, August, 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, 1888.

President: John T. Banks, M.D , DSc.(Hon.), F.K.Q.C.P.I.,
Regius Profe.'isor of Physic in the University of Dublin.

President- Elect : Vio\eamT\y. T. Gairdncr, M.D., LL.D., Professor
of jModidno in the Uuiver^ity of Gla<gow.

Presvhnl of the Council: Thomas Bridgwater. M. B., J. P., Hanow-on-
the-Hill.

Trc<is7ircr : Conslantine Holman, M.D. , J. P., Reigate.
An Aiidress in Medicine will be delivered by Thomas Clifford

AUbutt, M. D., Consulting Physician, Leeds General Infirmary.
An Address in Surgery will be delivered by Sir George H. B.

Macleod, M.D., Surgeon in Ordinary to Her Majesty in Scotland.
A Special Address on his " Recent Investigations in Surgery" will

be given by William Macewen, M.D., Lecturer on Clinical Surgery,
Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

An Addrets in Physiology will be delivered by John Gray
McKendrick, M.D., LL D., F.RS., Professor of Institutes of Medi-
cine, University of Glasgow.
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A •Ult.mcmt.—President, T. McCall Anderson, M.D, Vve-Pre-

side'nts.Vf. L. Bowles, M. D. ; George F. Duffey, ILD ffonorary

Secretaries. J. McGrigor Kobertson, M.D., 400, Great \\ eatem Koad,

Glasgow ; Robert M. Simon, M.B., 27, NewhaU Street, Birmingham.

B SuROEiiY.—/'resjycn<, George Buchanan, M.D. Vice-Presidents,

James Dunlop, M.D.; Charles Robert Bell Keetley, F^K.C S. Hono-

rary Secretaries, David NeUson Knox, M.B., 8, India Street. OKsgow

;

Walter Pye, F.R C.S., 4, Sackville Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

C Obstbtkic U-Emmst..—President, Thomas More Madden, M.D.

ri<:«-PTOirf«7Us, William Leishman, M.D.; J. Halliday Groom, M.D.

Hmwrar^i Secretaries. WUliam Walter, M.D., 20, St. Johns Street,

Manchester ; W. L. Reid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent, Glasgow.

D PnBLic Uzmciiis.—President, Henry Duncan Littlejohn, M.D.

Vie^-Presidents, James Christie, M.D.; D Page M.D Honorary

Secretaries, Ebenezer Duncan, M.D., 4, Royal Crescent, CroashiU,

Glasgow ; John 0. McVail, M.D., Holrahead, Kilmarnock.

E Psychology.—Pre.t!rffn«, James C. Howden, M.D. Viee-Presi-

dent,, James Rutherford, M.D.; Julius Mickle, SI.D. Honorary Secre-

iaries, A. R. Urquhart, M.D., Murray House, Perth; Alex. Newing-

ton, M.D., Ticeharst, Sussex.

r Anatomy and Physiology.—P«.?i<i<re<, John Cleland, M.D.,

LL.b., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, R. J. Anderson, M.D. ;
Henry Edward

Clark F.F.P.S.G. Honorary Secretaries, John Barlow, M.D., 27,

Elmbank Crescent, Glasgow; Charles Barrett Lockwood, F.R.C.S.,

19, Upper Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W.

G. Pathology. -Prcsif/^ni, Sir William Aitken.M.D., F.R. S.,K.C.B.

Vice-PreaidenU, Alexander Davidson, M.D.; Joseph Goats, M-D-;

Charles Roy, M. D. , F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, G. Sims Woodhead,

M.D., 6, Marchhall Crescent, Edinburgh ; J. Lindsay Steven, M.D.,

34, Berkeley Terrace, Glasgow.

H Ophthalmology.—Prest*;»«, Thomas Reid. M.D. Vice-Presi-

dent's J. R. Wolfe, M.D. ; C. E. Glascott, M.D. Honorary Secretarus,

Henry Bendelack Hewetson, M.R.C.S , 11, Hanover Square, Leeds;

A. Freeland Fergus, M.B., 41, Elmbank Street, Glasgow.

I Otology —Prfsjrf^iJ, Thomas Barr, M.D. Vice-Presidents, John

Astiey Bloxam, F.R.C.S.; J. J. K. Duncanson, M.D. Honorary

Secretaries, Johnstone Macfie, M.D., 23, Ashton Terrace, Glasgow
;

H. J. Hardwicke, M.D., 38, Holly Street, Sheffield.

J. Diseases of Children.— Pmirfcrei!, Walter Butler Cheadle,

M D Vice-President'!, James Finlayson, M.D.; Henry Ashby, M.D.

Honorary Secretaries, George S. Middleton, M.D., 23, Sandyford Place,

Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.R.C.S., 14, St. Thomas

s

Street, S.E.

K Pharmacology and Therapeutics.-PresiWcni!, James Morton,

M D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D. ; Theodore Cash, M.D.,

F R S Honorary Secretaries, Alexander Napier, M.D., 3, Royal Ter-

race, CrosshU!, Glasgow ; Sidney Harris Cox Martin, M.D., 60, Gower

Street, London, W.C.

L. Laryngology akd JIbivolooy.—President, Felix Semon, M.D.

Vice-Presidents, George Hunter Mackenzie, M.D.; Peter McBride,

M D. Honorary Secretaries. D. Newman, M.D., 18, Woodside Place,

Glasgow ; A. E.Garrod, M.D., 9, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square.

Honorary Local Secretaries, John G. McKendrick, SI.D., F.R S.,

45 Westbourne Gardens, Glasgow; James Christie, M.D., Hillhead,

Glasgow ; John Glaister, M.D., 4, Grafton Place, Glasgow.

Programme of Proceedings.

Tuesday. Audukt "th, 1888.

9.30 a.m.—Meeting of 1.S8T.S8 Council.
. ,„

11.30 A.M.—Fir.st General Meeting. Report of Council. Reports of Com-

mittees. Service in the CntliPtiral.
. , »,

8.S0 p.M.-Ad.journed Oeneral Meeting from 11.30 A.M. Prendents

Address.
Wednesday, Auorsr Sth. 188.S.

fi.30 A.M.—Meeting of 1SSS-8U Council.

10 SO A M. to 2 P.M.— Sectional Meetings. .,,,-- x -wx.

.Spm -Second General Meeting. Address In Medicine ).y Thomas

Clifford AUbutt, M.D., F.E.8.

Thursday, Apoust 9th, 18SS.

p 30 A.M.—Meeting of Council.

10 50 A M. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
, o- ^

3 p M.-Third General Meeting. Address in Surgery by Sir George

H. B. Macleod, M.D.
7 P.M.—Public Dinner.

Fbiday. Auoott 10th, IBRS.

9.30 A.M.—Address on his Recent Surgical Investigstions by WiUiam

Macewen, M.D.
10 30 A M to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings. .„,.., v^^"

S,„_ConcludinB General MeeHng. Address m Physiology by

John G. McKendrick. M.D.. F.K.8.

Satpbday, Acoust 11th, 1888.

ExcursioDS.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

SrRAY FROM THE CARLSBAD SPRUDEL.
IlL

The Real Secret of the Carlsbad " Cure."—A Mtmiciimlity of Siceelness

and Light.— What it all Costs.— The JSudget.-Cure Tax.—Music

Tax.—Bands.—Hints for Home Use.

AVhat a vast addition it would be to the attractions of our health

resorts such as Brighton, Bath, Cheltenham, Buxton, and Droitwich,

if they offered to invalids, pleasure seekers, and searchers after that

kind of repose which is itself medicine to the mind and body, parks,

woods music of the first order, which could at aU rival the attrac-

tions which the minusculous town of Carlsbad puts freely at the

disposal of its 30,000 annual visitors. „ , , , , ,

The Peal Secret of the Carlsbad '• Cure.' —kt Carlsbad, as I have

said the " cure-guest " drinks his matutinal tumblers of saline water

at w'eUs, one of which is covered with a vast winter garden of gla.ss,

and to the strains of one of the best bands in Europe, which plays from

half-past six till half-past eight—the hours consecrated to these morning

devotions at the shrine of the Sprudel ; or he walks beneath the

splendid colonnade of the Muhlbruiin, where another division of the

same band is playing, and around the SUdtpark, which is prettily

cultivated and gay with flowers and fountains, and where the grandi-

ose and conveniently arranged restaurant with its orchestral saloons

for bad weather and for evening amusement, provide that agreeably

suggestive hotel decoration of a landscape, which Dr. Johnson focnd

always to add charms to the view.
.

A Municipality of Sxvcctness and Light—An elaborate, extensive,

and varied range of baths are provided by the municipality. The visitor

breakfasts beneath the trees or in the various series of garden

restaurants of which the sites are furnished by the municipality, and

iealously guarded by them ; and for his subsequent exercise during the

day he has a range of 30,000 acres of pine wood, laid out with mile

upon mile of well kept and carefully graded paths. The whole of this

fir forest is watched by thirty civil and vigilant keepers and ten

foresters, and there are fifty English miles of walk. Seats are pro-

vided at every 200 or 300 yards, and the distances are carefully marked

for the benefit of the devotees of the strict " exercise cure. The

foresting is carried out scientifically and with a view to artistic eftect

;

at a dozen different localities, selected with a serious view to con-

venience as to distance and picturesqueness, there are little restaurants

or coffee houses, of a small but sufficient accommodation, and pic-

turesquely constructed.
. , ., -c u

IVhat it all Costs.—To supply the visitor with these manifold

attractions and conveniences there has been a large outlay by the

municipality. The colonnade of the Miihlbrunn cost the town / OO 000

c-ulden ; the winter garden of the Sprudel, 300,000 gulden
;
that of the

Markbrunn, 25,000 gulden ; 300,000 gulden were expended on th»

Stadtpark ; and as much as 250,000 gulden have been expended on

the buUding of the Kurhaus, which contains suites of baths below, and

above an admirable reading room, richly provided with porio-

dicals of all countries, as well as ball room and restaurant, with

the inevitable orchestra and music room attached to it
;
600, 000 gulden

have been expended in the erection of a commodious and beautifully

decorated theatre, which is provided with electric light, and where the

performances arc so arranged as to terminate always soon after nine

o'clock. This theatre is kept by its lessee practically rent free, so as

to enable him to provide for a small fee performances of adequate

merit The bathhouse at the Neubad has been erected at a cost ot

150 000 gulden. Sool-baths (of glairy peat) and other specialities m
medicated baths are liberally provided.

e ,.-, nr^n :„

The J5Hrf9rf.-NowalIthisis done m a little town of 12,000 m-

habitant.s, in a remote region, which has little to depend upon m the

way of industrial production or other sources of wealth. How are tne

funds provided ' The answer i^ to be found in the annual municipal

budget, and it is a very simple one. The '^^^"ge number of visitors

to Carisbad is annually about 27,000, of whom 900 are Kuglish and

1 000 Americans. The chief sources of income are a small cure tax arid

music tax paid by all visitors who remain for more than bve days in

^Cure Tax —The cure tax varies according to the class in which the

visitor inscribes himself. Noblemen, officers, landowners, independent

gentlemen, professional men, bankers, manufacturers, and weU-to-do

people generally belong to the first class, and pay 10 florins
;
the

second class, people of moderate means, pay 6 florins ;
the third class

that of the working class and smaU shopkeepers and people of smaU
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means, pay i florins ; the fouTth elua, ouildroD noier 14 tad servants,

pay 1 florin.

.\fusic TttA—The nmaio tax in the first class amounts to 5 florins

for DUO person, 8 fiorina for two persons, and for a party of five or more
17 florins ; in the second class, one person pays 3 florins ; in the third

class, one person pays 2 florins. Medical men and their families are

exempt from theso taxes. For the reading and smoking rooms in the
Kurhius the tickets are °2 florins a month. Each visitor, after his

ar.rival, is supplied with a form of assessment to till up according to

the class in which he intends to rank himself, which is returned a
few days afterwards for payment. In 18S5 the cure tax yielded, 1

find from municipal accounts, 166,000 gulden ; and the musio tax
yielded 68,000 gulden; the reading rooms 1,090 gulden; and the
payments for baths taken by the visitors amounted to 129,000
gulden.

SiiHcis.—'The Kurkapello or
,
ofiicial band consists of forty-eight

members during the season, which lasts for five months ; and through-
out the winter it is maintained at a strength of twenty-four. It

is conducted by Herr Labitzky, one of the best conductors in Europe,
and no moan composer. This band has few rivals in any great city,

whether for classical performance ofsymphonic music or for lighter pieces.

In addition to this, ttiere is auadmirable band conducted by HorrPleyer,
which is paid by the hotel-keepers. The result is tliat you have
music twice a day by the official band, and as often by the unofiicial

band. The selection of music was so good, and the performance so
thoroughly delightful, that I collected the programmes, and have
brought them away wiih me, and found them of much interest and
use to some of our English band-masters.
SiiUs for Home Use.—I do not know how far these details may

bo of value to the administrators of our English health resorts, but it

occurs to mo that, by suitable bye-laws, they need have no difficulty in
collecting a large revenue from the visitors, it being always thoroughly
undfrstood that those revenues should bo expended, as at Carlsbad,
for the benefit of the visitors. The torturing strains ol the perambu-
lating musicians who now make life more or less unendurable at our
Eoglish watering places would be replaced by music such as really
delights the ear and rests the mind. The incessant growth of smoke-
producing houses, which swallow up year after year the green fields, the
woods, and the country walks in which every watering place should
abound, would be checked. Parks could be laid out, pleasure grounds
provided, restaurants (which are the property of the municipality, and
are administered under conditions free from extortion, and suitable to
the needs of visitors) would abound. Instead of the visitor finding
himself in a wilderness of brick, surrounded by competing extortioners
whose activity knows no check but that of self-interest, he would find
himself in a community where his feelings, his physical necessities,
his mental repose, his recreation, and his facilities for healthy exer-
cise are under the care of the municipality. I do not attribute to the
Carlsbad municipality any large philanthropy or generous self-

sacrifice for the benefit of their visitors, but they havo had the wisdom
to see that their true interest consists in consulting on a great
scale the needs of their visitors as a community, and in providing by
common municipal acrion, out of the resources which the visitors them-
selves supply, such extensive facilities for health and recreation as com-
bine tomake theirplace one of the playgrounds as well as one of the health
resorts of Europe. It ought not to be beyond the resources or outside the
sphere of the combined intelligence of the members of our local munici-
palities who seek to make their towns resorts for pleasure-seeking and
health-seeking communities to adopt a similar scheme. What Carls-
bad, nestling in the far off mountains of FJohemia, with a poor and
scanty population surrounding it, and with only one line of railway
communication, can achieve, ought not to be beyond the attainment of
oar English baths, situated near the centres of enormous wealth and
limitless enterprise. Individual enterprise has worked wonders
in England, so that too little thought has been given to the special
spheres in which municipal combination is necessary to work out re-

sults which no individual can compass. It is, of course, easy to say
that Englishmen would not submit to a ouro tax or music tax at a
Jlritisk health resort. If not, why not ? Has the experiment ever
been made ! ily object in giving the above details is to furnish my
reasons for believing that such an experiment, intelligently carried out
in this country, is capable of producing results which would give the
place thj.t adopts it a new era of prosperity, and would confer
no small boon on those who do not desire to be necessarily expatriated
as they are at present because they cannot get a glass of hot saline
water to drink in our English health resorts under the same conditions
of convenient and pleasurable surroundings as are supplied at Carls-
bad and other similar resorts on the Continent.

Ebnkst Hart.

iPAjiiS.

[ftlOM OXm OM-N COKRESPOtTORNT.]' ' ' . ,

-iili"

AiUimjrln in flay Fcvsr^-^Ayitipyrin in Nervoxis Droii)iines^.'~-SAir-

ijical. J^rj/ikema fyom Ipda(otDi Dressings, —^ }^cn(tlf4ion ^ PerforViwI

Sofiool^m'^n^'.lf. „ni,i,„)T .\i,,(.!-v,'\,... iii-i:ii,.,',' ui'i'-'i^itH .c.

Dr. AnoLPHt BiiocH,'formeiffy physician td the Havre Hospitil, ha*

used antipyrin with excellent results in a case of spasmodi'! rhinitis

(hay fever). The patient was a man aged 33, who complained of cold

in the head, from which he had suffered for two years. The affection

manif o^ted itself, in the morning oa rising, and in the afternoon when
the window was opened, by painful attacks of sneezing, with a oopiout
discharge of watery mucus. There was severe itching and pricking in

the eyes, which watered incessantly ; and pain in the head over the
frontal siuuoes. These symptoms completely disappeared, during th^
interval between the attacks. The throat and tho nasal fossae wer^
normal. On July 6th, 1S87, two grammes of bromide of potassium
were prescribed ; these were administered daily, morning and night,

in syrup of orange-peel. Prom July 18th one pill, containinfi five centi-

grammes of extract of belladonna, was given every morning. The interior

of the nose was constantly painted with a solution of hydrochlorate
of cocaine (one gramme to thirty grammes of water). This treatment
was continued for a week. The affection disappeared for two da^ps,

but subsequently reappeared. The dose of extract of belladonna wm
then administered t?rice daily. Ton days later, finding this treattnent

did not produce satisfactory results, M. Bloch oidefed two grambi'es

of antipyrin daily at the hours at which the attacks usually came on.

After the first dose the affection ceased. During etight days only two
slight attacks occurred. The treatment was discontinued for six days;

during which there were no attacks ; it was then resumed. During
twenty days only two slight attacks occurred ; one gramme of anti-

pyrin was then administered daily before breakfast. The treatment
was discontinued from September 20th to October 3rd. On Novem-
ber 8th the patient stated that the hay fever had disappeared since

the early part of October, although he had ceased to take antipyrin.

M. J31och considers that the anmsthetic action of this substance was
not confined to the sensory and secreting nerves of the nasal fosef*-;

it is highly probable that the special action of the antipyrin on the
encephalic nerve centres caused the hypenesthesia of the Schneiderian
mucous membrane to disappear.

M. Bloch also obtained good results with antipyrin iu a case of

nervous drowsiness. The patient, a man aged 21, with a neurotic
family history, complained of an irresistible inclination to fall asleep

every day after lunch. The complaint showed itself after ho recovered
from typhoid fever two years previously. Hij digestion was im-
paired ; he was subject to nightmare. The three last cervical and the
three first lumbar vertebr,-n were painful when touched. ' The patient
complained of weakness in the legs and itching in different parts of
the body. Tincture of nux vomica was prescribed in doses of six to

eight drops before meals during six months. The digestion improved ';

the drowsiness diminished. Eight months lator tho patient again
complained of persistent sleepiness, accompanied by headache and de-
bility. Two grammes of antipyrin in the form of wafers' were admit
nistered daily—one when tho patient woke in the morning, the other
at H o'clock. Four days afterwards tho drowsiness and headache
disappeared. The dose was reduced to one gramme, which was admi-
nistered at 10 o'clock every morning. The treatment w.is alternately

discontinued and resumed during ten or eleven weeks. On January
10th the patient stated that the drowsiness had entirely disappeared.
He had not taken antipyrin for three weeks. Tho action of antipyrin
manifested itself from the first day it was administered. A dose of
two grammes, and subsequently one of one gramme, produced tha
effects required. M. Bloch believes that strong doses of this substance
(four, six, and eight grammes, as prescribed by Caravias) should not
be given. In this case of nervous drowsiness, antipyrin acted as ii

stimulant ; it has the same effect as black coffoe, but is more active,

and the effect is more complete. M. Bloch considers that the consti.

pation frequently caused by antipyrin powder may be attributed to tha
form in which this substance is administered. If it were given in
water or .syrup, this result would not ensue ; but the unpleasant
teste of antipyrin is best disguised jn , .iJte.^j'^fors ^^ployed by Dr,
Bloib.

; :
.

.

'

', . i
,-,'

Dr. A. Trousseau records a case of erythema, following the applica-
tion of iodoform dressings. The patient was a child aged 11, suffering

from an ulcer, of hereditary syphilitic nature, on the left upper eyelid.

Suture was performed in order to prevent contraction caused by cicatrii
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sation ;
dressings with finely Powdered lodofoim were applied to the

ulcerated parts, which were then oovored with hydrophile cotton and a

muslin baudage, saturated with a 4 percent, solution of hone ac^. The

following morning the patient's condition was very tenons. He had

been unable to sleep, owing to incessant pain, "ure the ilcerj™3

dressed. The dressing was removed ; it was stained with viscid serum.

The left side of the face, from the edge of the eye to the edge of the

lower maxillary bone, and from the nose to the eye, was red and in-

flamed. The nose was of a violet hue, tightly drawn, and covered m
parts with phlyct;«nuloe : several of these had burst and discharged a

thick, gummy serum. The in darned region was bounded by a pro-

minent edge ; one of the submaxillary glands was enlarged. The

wound itself had a healthy appearance ; the suture of the eyelids re-

mained firm. The inflamed parts were carefuUy washed with a solution

of boric acid;, dressings of borated lint and hydrophie cotton

thoroughly disinfected, were applied to the ulcer. The next day, tne

inflammatory phenomena had entirely disappeared. Dressings

with boric acid, corrosive sublimate, or carbolic acid solutions

were henceforth applied ; the ulcer healed rapidly. Three weeks later

cicatrisation was temporarily arrested ; the ulcer was reduced to hall

its size. Iodoform was again applied ; four hours afterwards there

were serious inflammatory symptoms. The treatment with iodoform

was then discontinued, and the patient recovered.

M "Wallon has tried the experiment of ventilaUng schoolrooms by

means of. perforated glass. In rooms ventilated by this method, the

quantity of carbonic acid was tTrVVrr ; in rooms ventilated by means

of air-pipea, it was ^^i^^ ; and in unventilated rooms it was tsVutt-

Ib rooms ventilated by means of perforated glass and air- pipes, the

proportion of carbonic acid was ^sV^- M. Wallon considers that the

svstem of ventilation by means of air-pipes is superior to that of ven-

tilation by perforated glass, which is only efficacious when there is

little wind, violent currents of air interfering with the escape of the

carbonic acid. These systeins may be employed together with

*
ITa^^recent meeting of the Conseil d' Hygiene, M. Dujardin-

Beauraetz delivered his report upon the recent small-pox epidemic

at Aubervilliers do Pantin and St. Denis. Accordmg to him, tms

epidemic was erroneously attributed to the presence of a temporary

small-pox hospital, at the Porte d'AubervUliers. M. Dujardm-

Beaumete believes that the atmosphere does not carry the germs

beyond a hundred metres. Cases of small-pox were observed before

the establishment of this hospital. He attributes the propagation of

the germs to persons accompanying the patients to the hospital, and

to pitients who, on leaving it, retain a contagions influence which

they carry about with them. He recommended the toUowing pro-

phylactic measures :-The patients should be isolated; all bedding

and clothing belonging to persons attacked with small-pox should he

disinfected by means of movable disinfecting stoves. The places in-

habited by such persons should be disinfected by burning quantities of

sulphur. Vaccinatioii and re-vaccination should be made compulsory.

Dr Brouardel agreed with M. Dujardin-Beaumetz as to the epidenne

at Aubervilliers, and the prophylactic measures he prescribed. M.

Leon Collin stated that when chief physician at the Bicc-tre Hospital

during the siege of Paris, he received into his wards 8,000 small-pox

patients from the French army. During six months the average num-

ber of cases of small-pox was 1,500. During this period the disease

was not more prevalent amongst the soldiers who occupied the Bicetre

fortress (100 metres distant from the hospital) than amongst those in-

habiting other Paris lortresses or barracks. M. Proust insisted on the

necessity of vaccination and re-vaccination with animal vaccine. He

proposed that a calf or heifer should be daily led round each ot the

quarters where small-pox existed, in order that the entire population

might be vaccinated and re-vaccinated. At the end of a week the

epidemic would disappear. n r • 11

At the Soci^te de Medecine PuMinue et d'Hygit^ne Professionelle,

Dr Armaintraud recently read a note on the seaside hospitals at

Arcachon and Banyuls. The only seaside hospital for scrofulous

children in France is at Berck. Dr. Armaingaud has given numerous

lectures on hygienic (juestions, and distributed pamphlets gratuitously

on the same subject at Bordeaux and in other towiis in the bouth of

France AVith the money he received for inserting advertisements m
these pamphlets, Dr. Armaiig^d fotmded a hospital, with 20 beds, at

MM. F. Dnbrfsav and P. Yvon have jiist prbdricea a work under

the title of ilnnvel H'Bmhw Scolairc, in which all necessary in-

formation is given on the situation and arrangement of Scl^ools ;

the personal hygiene of school children; the prophylactic tfeat-

merit ojr contagious or other diseases; the organisation^ of ,^is^f,n-,

°°*'*''*
<oaaii3 odw smuewj belool

MANCHESTEK.
[from 0T7B OWN COEBBSPONDETr. ]

i

Students Union Convcrsazicne.—The Chairs of Surgery and OUUtru».

. at Owens CoUege.—Hoyal Eye Hospital—St. Mary's Hospital. \

At the close of the Michaelmas term, the students of Owens College

held the annual contcrsazione of the Union. All the debating and

other societies were represented, and there was a large aUendance of

visitors. Many of the exhibits were very interesting ; m particular

there was a fine display of physical apparatus, and experiments were

carried out by the students themselves. The medical sciences were also

well represented by exhibits of various kinds and numerous experiments.

There was a very beautiful series of anatomical, botanical, and patho-

logical exhibits ; whUe the physiological exhibits were not only

numerous, but such as to interest the general public One of the most

noteworthy features was the "Darwin Room," which contained copies

of Dirwin's works, various likenesses of the great naturalist, and

several autograph letters. . ,

The Chairs of Surgery and Obstetrics m Owens College will be ad-

vertised as vacant within a few days. It cannot be too clearly under-

stood that the electors will endeavour to secure the best men they

can ; and it does not necessarily foUow that local men wdl be elected,

provided suitable and superior candidates from elsewhere apply.

At the out-patient department of the Royal Eye Hospital mbt. John

Street, Manchester, over 10.000 patients have been treated during the

year; while at the other branch of this hospital, in Oxford Road, about

6 000 cases were attended to in the corresponding period.
_

'

The directors of St. Mary's Hospital contemplate making great iin-

provement in their premises, and already several thousands of pounds

have been subscribed. Lord Derby, the President, has just announced

a subscription of £1.000.

satiesl

LIVEEPOOL.
[from otjk own correspondent.]

The Nno Boyal Infirmary.—The Epidemic of Diarrhea in the

Summer.—Typhus F&ver.in Liverpool.—Report of Ho^ital Sunday^

Committee.—Donations to HospHaU.— University OoUegemf f^^yhi

section.

For the past five or six years the necessity of having a new mfirmary

has been agitating the minds of all those interested, and much satis-

faction is naturally felt now that the enterprise is fairiy under weigh.

The question of site caused much controversy. \ ery wisely, how-

ever, the committee determined to build on the old site, which is not

only good from a sanitary point of view, but has the University

College adjacent. It was hoped that more ground could be obtained

so as to have the front of the hospital facing Pembroke Place. Ihis

was found to be impossible, a portion only of the already occupied

land being purchased. The new infirmary will, however, have a

frontage of 18i feet to Pembroke Place ; and the architect, Mr. T,\ ater-

house, has cleverly so arranged his plan as to have the administrative

block erected here. The wards wUl be in six blocks, three to the

north and three to the south of a main corridor running east and

west. In addition, there are to be some wards bnilt on the circular

principle. The building is to cost £100,000, the greater part of which

has already been subscribed.
. , , , ^> ^ •j„„;„

The report of the medical officer of health on the recent epidemic

of diarrhcea has been brought before the Health Committee. In it,

Dr. Taylor recommends that, having regard to our dense population,

the present ash-pit system should be abolished. He mentions that

more than one half of the deaths were of infants under the age ot

12 months, and states that he considers the disease to have arisen

from some specific cause originating in, or propagated by, decaying

organic matter pervading the atmosphere and polluting both wa.ev

and food The repori concludes by pointing out how the rapid lall ot

temperature, with heavy rains and high winds, at the commence-,

ment of September, had a very beneficial influence on the pul)li«?

,

At the last meeting of the Health Committee, a report was given,

in by Dr. Hope, the Assistant Medical Oflicer of Health, with reference

to the spread of typhus fever, in which he emphasised the necessity ot,

such cases being immediately reported to the health authorities, The

spread was mainly in the neighbourhood of Menai Street and blade

Street, and was due to healthy persons ^nsiting the houses of people

sufl-ering from fever. Kot many weeks ago a young priest succumbed

to an attack of typhus, caught in the infected districts.

This year's report of the Committee of the Hospital Sunday and

Saturday fund is not very encouraging. The falling off in the sub.
^
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((.riptious, which liu beea nntieeable for noine time past, continues.
Ho«pital .Siin.l:iy yielded a little over £8,000, as againat £6,200 la^t
yi-ar. Thu docreaw iu Ills Satunlay colloctiona ie 1'284, and iu the
Uouatioiia £150. Tlio coxi« plmed iii tlio public ntreots producud a
better result by £5 thau last yiar. The boxes lett iu work.sbop.i have
been very jworly supported, 105 boxes produciug ouly £11. The
amount divided amou(j' the charities was £8,750.

Several of our hospitals have recently bouelited to the extent of
£500 each from the executors of the late Mr. Lyoujones.
Some days ago the London correiponjent of the DaiUi Post referred

to a .speech by Mr. McLaren, M.I'., at the AntiVivistctiou Confer
ence, in which our Uuivor»ity College was charged with an aggravated
breach of the Vivisection Act. The Dean of the Medical Faculty, iu
a letter appearing in the Post of December 22nd, draws the attention
of the public to Mr. McLjiren's letter in the Gloln of the 19th, in
which he state.s that he conveyed a wrong impression to his audience,
and desired to withdraw the statement.

SHEFFIELD.
[from ouk own corrkspondknt.]

TAt Small-piiJC Epidemic atui Uie Xcw ffospital—Appointment of
Medical OjHcer uf }UalOi.— The late Mr. John Carr.

At the Local Government inquiry into the subject of the ShefiBeld
Town Council's application to borrow £12,500, for the purchase of land
as a site lor a hospital, and for providing hospital accommodation
thereon, at Lodge Moor, for smallpox cases. Dr. Sinclair White made
some observations on the present epidemic. It began in March.
During the months of April and May the cases were very few, but iu
June tne disease began to increase, and h:id gone on increasing ever
since. In March there were 3, in April 4, in May 21, in June 43, in
July 91, iu August 146, in September 275, iu October 493, in Novem-
ber 604, and, up to December 19th, 585. Notwithstanding the con-
siderable hospital accommodation, uotmore than one-third of the cases
they would have liked to have taken could be admitted. All the cases
are not reported, but they had learnt of 2,270. The disease has also
broken out at Kawmarsh, and Leeds, and at Wath, Worsborough, Ards-
ley, Hoyland,and Wombwell. A specialcouferenceofsanitary authorities
was held at Barusley, to concert means between the urban and the
rural authorities for dealing with the epidemic, should it continue to
spread. The new hospital at Sheltield is being pushed on with as
rapidly as possible. The hospital, when complete, will be lor 100
beds, aud this is in addition to the large accommodation already
existing.

Dr. Theodore Thomson has been appointed Medical Officerof Health,
vice Dr. Sinclair White, resigned, at a salary of £500 per annum.

Sheffield has recently lost, in Mr. John Carr, probably the senior
member of the medical jirofession there. He died on December 8th, and
was within about three months of being eighty-six years old. Besides
being actively engaged in practice, he had filled many honourable
offices in the town. He was a member of the Town Council at its
formation in 1843. He ha.l tilled the office of Mayor, and had been
Cbaiiman of the Health Committee. He relinquished public duties
and practice some years ago.

CORRESPONDENCE,
ISOLATION AND SCARLET FEVER.

Sir,—May I ask for a little apace to reply to some of the criticisms
which my letUr of November 6th en the above subject has called
forth in the Journal since that date. Some of your correspondents
have sided with me, some against me ; I am t(|iially obliged to all
alike. Not one, however, has really traversed my main contention,
namely, that strict isolation will gradually increase the number of
penoDS unprotected by a previous attack, and therefore the number
of persona liable to be attacked during any given epidemic. Tlie
mere statements that adulu are le.ss liable to scarlet fever than
children are unreliable and misleading, and the experience of phy-
sicians, no matter how eminent, often or fifteen years ago, is of little
value under the newly dcveloj.ing circumstances of today. Least of
all should I nlacc value on sUtistics concerning adult jiatients made
in the fever hospitals of the Asylums Board ; the majority of adults
decline to be moved there ; many go through attacks of fever at home,
hardly conscious that they have the fever, and only come under obser-
vation when kidney disease incapacitates them for work.

In saying that the exanthemata rnn a severer course in adults than
in children, I believed I was sUting a general experience- certainly

it is my own experience and that of many of my personal friends
;

but neither they nor I gauge the severity ol a disease solely by its
mortality. In tlui case of ciiildreu, disease of all kinds is quite un-
complicated by conditions which, without exactly aggravating the
typo, iu adults tend to render its iiiciJeuco very much more oppres-
sive.

Speaking again from my own experience, I am quite sure that a
greater number of adults are attacked both with measles and with
scarlet fever now than formerly. When writing my first letter (No-
vember 5th), I was thinking over the number of resident officers
and of nurses who had succumbed with scarlet fever iu the Shiidwell
Children's Hospital within the last eight or ten years. I ought to state
that, although we do not treat such ases, a good many come under
our observation in one shape or another in the course of a year (strangely
enough, the present year has been an e.xceptiou to this statement).
I think it is exceptional for residents and nurses who have not had
the di.sease not to contract it, if directly and continuously exposed to
the poison. It would be interesting to have some precise details from
the fever hospitals and from nursing establishments of the numbers of
adults who, serving in one or another capacity closely upon fever cases,
escape the infection—not being previously protected by a former at-
tack. Do the authorities of these fever hospitals make any point of
not engaging officers aud servants unless protected by a former attack ?

What is the experience also of houses of business where large numbers
of young men and women are housed together, during such seasons
as the one that is just past (although the effects of strict isolation are
only now beginning to act) \ Would the authorities ol the great schools
argue that, as 95 per cent, of all cases of scarlet fever occur before the
fifteenth year of life, therefore all boys over that age might remain in au ^
infected neighbourhood without danger * I feel sure, from my own )

observation, ihat the apparent relative receptivity of youug adults and.[
of children depends far more largely on being, or not being, ezpoaed-j
to the poison than on mere age. .

,j

I presume one of the objects in view in isolating infected persons is

to try and exterminate the imitcrica morbi. Such an end will
never be accomplished iu this manner, although, as Dr. Thome
has shown, no direct evils from aggregating patients in hospitals (such ,

as occurred in the case of ainall-pox hospitals) can be urged iu couneu- ^

tion with scarlet fever. As at present carried out, aud under existing
(

laws, isolation ouly concerns the infected person ; iu a great many—^

|

in the majority, probably-of cases, the locality from which the t

patient is removed reaiains untouched. Hence my assertion that •

efficient treatment ou the spot rather than purely isolation measures t

will, in the loug run, prove of greater service alike to the individual
;

and to the public at large.
^

As regards some individual criticisms, I would say to Dr. White- ]
legge that nowhere in my letter did I argue "that mild,,
cases of scarlet fever should rather be encouraged than otherwise." I r

referred, of course, to cases of fever occurring in houses where th»^
infected can have ordinary treatment. The practice, which is a very)
common one, of sending the remaining part of the family off to the

,

house of a friend or of somo relation is a reprehensible one, and ought

,

to be entirely discouraged. We must not forget that the Asylum*
,

Board provide only for the pauper classes, and that scarlet fever by no
means restricts its attention to these classes. To Mr. Sweeting's

.

criticism that " the spectacle of a well known surgeou at the end of ,

the nineteenth century gravely propounding that cases of fever should
be dosed with drugs at home, is one for gods and men," I would

i

simply reply that there yet remain some twelve years of the nineteenth i

century, a period of time long enough to briug about changes iu me-

.

dical tnougnt and practice as great and as radical as have been effected
during the twelve years which expired at Christmas, and that I, for
one, shall be much astonished if the present state ol things as appliid
to infectious disease continues to be held quite as perfect and satisfac-

tory as Mr. Sweeting evidently con.siJers it to be. It is, perhaps, not
very wonderful that this difference of opinion on the advantages of
purely isolation treatment exists between him and me, considering from
what different standpoints we have respectively gained our experience.
I am not deprecating honest criticism, nor astonished that tfie views
I tentatively put forward in my letter of November 5th should have'
met with criticism. On the contrary, I am rather surprised that so
little has been found to urge against me. On the other hand, it is

possible that some who think with me are, perhaps, induced to remain
silent in fear of the cheap ridicule with which, for want of sound argu-
ments, Mr. Sweeting meets my "forecast and suggestion."
Ou the general question, the argnmeuts, I fear, aie not wholly in

favour of the status quo. The Asylums Board is doing good work
from iti especial point of view— providing accommodation for in-
fected persons who cannot be properly treated at home. I would
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lurther add, I think the Board are doing this work so well that in

each succeeding year during the " prevalence ol the tever-ou

numerical grounds we are no longer correct, 1 believe, m speaking ol

an " epidemic"—more and muie persons will be glad to avail them-

selves of the facilities they provide ; thus a larger and larger provision

will have to be made by the Board. But will this suftice ? Is not

the Board doing part of the work ol the local samUry authorities, and

are not ftio latter only too pleased to let matters so rest /

It will have struck many, I doubt not, that notwithstanding all the

Asylums Board could do, the fever continued to spread until the cold

weather came and put a stop to it. If my suggestion could be earned

out of isolating houses when infection breaks out, keeping it there

until the infection has exhausted itself-the life of all these disease

germs is a very limited one—and adopting every known precaution in

the way of disinfection afterwards, on the spot where the tever showed

itself there would be a batter chance of eradicating the evil. Jflere

removal of a patient will never do much good to the community

though the individual may gain. I consider it thoroughly essential

to the successful working of any scheme that the homes where intec-

tion breaks out shonld be visited by local sanitary olhcers fearless in

the discharge of their duties. Such visits from such othcers would

bring to light facts that would astonish those who interest themselves

in the physical welfare of the artisan classes. I am sure that

thousands of rooma which at present serve as homes for the poor would

be pronounced absolutely unht for human habitation.

Most of us have heard of "mysterious outbreaks" of scarlet lever

or other infectious disease. I have myself ceased to attach mystery

to such occurrences since one day, when anxious to learn something

about an interesting hospital ease, 1 sought out the child's parents in

their home somewhere in the heart of East London ;
during rny search,

lor these people had changed about from room to room,^ 1 chanced to

come upon three women "sweating" over some slop-work. The pro-

prietor of the room had invited her two icllow-woik«is to co-operate

in fire and lights, on the principle that the three could be served just

as cheaply aa one ; she was sitting on the side of a bed, and was alttr-

nately tending a crippkd child, ill with measles, and plying her

While such things are, the isolation of a few casea of fever, though

highly benehoial tj the individuals themselves, will do little to beneht

the public health, however much money the Metropolitan Asylums

Board may spend, and however much it may elaborate its (almost

perfect) hospital arrangements.— 1 am, etc.,

Robert William Pakker,

Surgeon to the East London Hospital tor Children.

HOW SHOOTING ACCIDENTS OCCUR.
Sib,—Althoughshootingcasualties can hardly he regarded as a nudical

subject, still the prevention of accidents might not unnaturally be as

much within our province aa the prevontion of disease ;
so I venture

to otTer the following brief remarka up m the subject, which was re-

ferred to in the Journal of October 29ih, 1887, and in which it la

stated that, " aa a rule, the lact of an accident having happened la

primd facie evidence of want of care." I think many sportsmen wdl

agree with me in attributing most shooting casualties rather to ignor-

ance than to want of care, in the strict sense of the term All shoot-

ing accidents that have come within my knowledge so long as 1 can

remember appear to have been due to one of three causes, each of which

is in a great measure preventable : (1) Ignorance of how to handle and

use a gun on the part of the shooter
;

('2) ignorance in the loader, when

two guns are used ; (3) ignorance of The manuer in which birds should

be killed when they are dr ven to the guns. To the last cause may

be attributed the loss of nearly all the eyes which are shot, of which

there is a considerable number during every shooting season. In re-

gard, however, to cause No. 1, no one should be permitted to shoot

game in company with others until he has as a boy been frequently

taken out alone, and carefully taught how to carry and handle a gun. He

would then have learned never to point it loaded ornnloadedin a direction

where anyone is or might be standing ; never to get over a fence or

ditch without taking out his cartridges ; never to shoot st birds flying

low except when he is walking them up, and then only when they

rise, clear of the line, in front or behind him. He would also learn

many other precautions which are so well known to sportsmen aa to

have become habitual with them ; in short, it will be found that men

who have been so trained are never the culprits in gun accidents which

are included in causes of the first order. As to the second cau'ie ot

accidents, it is sufficient to say that the directions for training

loaders are so carefully and well given in the Shooting Number of the

Badminton Library, that anyone accustomed to shoot with two guns

will at once recognise how, if they are attended to, it is impossible for

hia loader to shoot him, or he the loader, provided that he knowa how

to change guna, and never hands a gun at lull cock, with either barrel,

to the loader, who under no lircumaUnces is allowed to touch a trig-

ger. The third cause is the most intoreetiug, as whenever an eye ia

lo»t in shooting (except those that are destroyed by the unpardonable

sin of shooting low-flying birds in cover) it ia at grouse or partndg*

A great deal might be said, and often is said, on this subject, for'

the accident ia very frciuent, but it is enough to say here that it always

happens in the same way, that is, by following a bird, or traversing,

as it is now called. To those who see driven birds for the first time—

or indeed, tUl they are accustomed to it—this habit, if they are not

strictly warned against it, is almost irresistible ; and it happens as

follows

:

,..,.^ti--j- ii
In grouse driving, the batteries being in line, the bird la seen to be

coming between the shooter and the next battery, say to the left of

the gun in question. He raises hia gun to the shoulder, and having

covered the bird and not instantly shooting, follows the bird with the

gun till he thinks it has well passed the next battery, and fires. The

bird not having gone far enough behind the next battery at the mo-

ment the trigger is pulled, some (or one, perhaps) of the shot hit the

man in the battery. The fact being that, if a man follows a bird in

this way his eyes being kept on the bird, he cannot estimate how far

it is from the next battery when he fires. Besides, it muat be remem-

bered that if this ia done, at some moment of time whilst the bud is

followed the gun is pointed straight at the next battery, and, the

finger being on the trigger, it might on that instant, [rom want of

nerve or excitability, go olT unintentionally. What should, of course,

be always done if a bird is passing between two batteries, and is not

shot at once well in front, is that the gun should be taken from the

shoulder, and not put again to the shoulder till the bird has wei

passed the line of batteries. Treciaely the same cause of accident and

iU avoidance apply to partridge diiving, when guns are placed in hue,

in a field and buds driven over a ftince towards thtiu.
j

It may be asked very naturally, Why is thi. form of accident ao_

frequent, if its cause and the way to avoid it are so well known ?;

Frmuent it is, for I am sure there are not many men who have hii.

much grouse driving who have not sometimes lelt and heard shot rattle

into their battery. I think the explanation will be found to be as

"
Wh!n a man is sheeting rising birda, if a bird is flushed in

front of him and comes backward, he either kills it m front of

him or waits till it has well passed the line, then turns round,

raises hia gun quietly, and kills it. Thus there is no foUowing

the bird, for in this case he has plenty ot time to see the bird,

and there is no haste in the manner in which he kills it. But

when birds are driven to him, they come on hini suddenly
;

he

miaiudt'es their pace, which is three or four times as fast aa rising

birds 1"or they have been on the wing much longer, and when he

raises his gun to the shoulder they are past him before he has time

to fire so that he follows the bird and tires after it has passed him

In fact, he finds that shooting the driven is altogether a ditferent

business to the rising bird, the whole proceeding being so rapid that

he hastily losea his head, and does what he would be incapable of doing

it walking up birds in line, that is, following a bird that is flying past

"
orcourse. a man who shoots really well does not follow his bird

under any circumstances, but fires almost instantly the gun is

to his shoulder; but amongst the large proportion of those who

get health and amusement from shooting in their holidays there

are many who are liable to dwell on birds and follow them be ore

nuUin- on them. so. when not accustomed to driving, they should be

especially warned against the insidious practice referred to. It may

then I think, be fairly siiid that it is not so much to want of care as

to want of experience that shooting accidents may generally l)fl attn-

buted.-lamUtc, ^^ ,^^^
Wilha.1 B. Daley.

13, Savile Row, W., December 30th, 1887.

SWISS ALPINE HEALTH RESORTS. ^A
Sir —The letter of "Tenax " gives excellent lutormation about the •

hotela'at Davoa and St. Moritr and the journey out, though, i" "gard

to the hotels, several important changes have taken place with the

lapse of time. , i • * j ™^.
The iouruey from Loudon to Davos can be made in two dsyajit

Leaving Chariug Cross in the morning by the U o clock tram, and

travelling by the Bale and Calais rente, one reaches Davos about 9

o'clock ii the evening of the following day. In the case of uivalids,_

however, it is undesirable to make the journey in one stretch. It

only one break be decided upon, Landquart is the most suitable place
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for stopping at. One can get very comfortably put up there at the
Hotel zur I'oat, and next morninf; take the diligcnco for Davos. If a
aecond broak in the jouruey be desired, llule is the best place to stop
at Should the intention be to look at all the mnter rosorts of the
high Alps, Davos will bo found the most suitable one to begin with.
Wiesen can be most e«.<ily reached from hero, and one can got orer to

St &lorit7 in a day. From that point the Maloja is a pleasant drive.

It is always a great pleasure to me to see a professioual brother out
here ; and, if "M.B., CM." will write to to mc, 1 shall be happy to

give him further information.—I am, etc.,

William R Hugoahd.
Davos-Platx. Switzerland, December 80th, 1S87.

-<i n-OOMMUNICABILlTY OF SYPHILIS THROUOH THE
SALIVA.

KiR,—In the case reported under this headirg in the Jouknal of

December 24th, by Dr. Oarleton, M.S., it is stated that the tattooer

had " well-marfcetl tertiary symptoms." Now, as tertiary syphilis is

genertilly considered not to be contagious, it would be very interesting

to learn from Dr. Carleton (1) how long this soldier had had syphilis
;

(2) the character of whatever lesions he had about him, ospeeially in

or near his mouth, at the time of the operation
; (8) the further mani-

festations of disease in the " victim."—I am, etc.,

Akthtjk Coofbk.
20, Old Burlington Street, W., December 27th, 1887. "'i ""'i '

It »:•,'['

METROPOLITAN MEDICAL PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION.
SiK,—In answer to the letter from Mr. Piper, which appears in

the Jocrn-^l of December 31st, allow me to say that I did not refuse
to read Dr. R. H. 3. Carpenter's letter. It -will be iu the recollection

of Sir S. Wells that I turned to him and said, " I will read Dr. Car-
penter's letter if you. Sir, direct me to do so ;" and Sir S. Wells, as
Chairman, decided that it would ba the more convenient course for Dr.
Carpenter to read his own letter when he replied to uie. My speech,
in fact, had very little reference to Dr. Carpenter's letter, and the
question whether I had interpreted, rightly or wrongly, the clauses in
it referring to private (so called) provident dispensaries seemed to me
of little importance.

Equally incorrect is Mr. Piper's assertion that "those on the plat-
form led off an opposition and an endeavour to drown by noise
what Dr. Carpenter said in his reply." So long as Dr. Carpenter con-
lined himself to his undoubted right of arguing the question before the
meeting, he was heard with all patience ; but, when he persisted iu
wasting the time of the meeting in irrelevant declamation about some
institution with which he asserted that Sir A. Clark and myself were
connected, and which he believed to be in some way connected with
the Providint SleJical Associition, and when he either would not hear
or wonld not listen to my assurance that I h.id never heard of the
institution in question, and that the Association had nothing what-
ever to do with it ; when he would not submit to the directions of the
Chairnnn, and e«eeded beyond all reason the limits of time prescribed
both by the regulations of the meeting and the convenience of those
present, an attempt was certainly made to stop him, in which I be-
lieve the whole meeting (and not those on the platform more than those
in the body of the hall) joined, with the exception of a very small but
very persistent minority. It would have conduced much to the proper
diacus.'^ion of the real question, if that attempt had been more quickly
successful.

I repudiate entirely any responsibility for the disorder which oc-
curred at the meetiug. It was caused bv Dr. Carpentet and his friend.s.

—I am, etc, •

"

T. Holmes.
18, Great Cumberland Place, Wl, December Slst, 1887.

Sib,—In the Jourxial of December Slst, I observe a letter from a
(teotleman who states that he was present at the late meeting at the
Society of Arts, at which the subject of provident dispensaries was
diacus.scd. Your .-orrespoudent there states '• that the scene which took
place began by Mr. Holmes and others of the Committee on the plat-
form refusing to read a letter they had received from Dr. K. H. S.

Carpenter npon which they were comnieuting."
This convoys a wrong impression. I was in the body of the hall,

and have a very clear recollection of the facts, which were as follows :

Mr. Holmes was moving the first resolution, and in dealing with
the objections to the scheme of the Metropolitan Provident Medioal
Asaociation ho said that ho had received a letter from a gentleman
which, in his opinion, showed that the writer had entirely failed to
graip the Iwarings and intentions of the project Hereupon Dr. Car-
paoterrose and, in an excited tone, cried : "liead the whole of the letter.

Sir." Jfr. Holmes expressed his willingness to do so if the Chair-
man (Sir Spencer Wells) desired him. Sir Sponccr being thus ap-
pealed to ruled as follows : "It will bo better for Dr. Carpenter to
road his own letter after Mr. Holmes has finished his speech." jju

Most of the noise subsequently was duo to the opposition of Va^
majority in tho hall to the puerile and irrelevant remarks of two lateri
spcikers, an opposition, in my opinion, richly merited. : /

I left before the end, but can vouch for the above as a correct de^l
scription of what transpired as far as it goes.—I am, etc., .«

i^AN H. Hare, F,R.C.8. I

46, Weston Park, Crouch End, N., December Sletj 1887. A
• — — 11

FALLACIES IN FROZEN SECTIONS. no
Sir,—In your very favourable notice of my work on The Top9"

graphical Anatomy of the Child, the following sentence occurs : " No
reader should forget, however, that there are sources of fallacy in
frozen sections." This raises too large a question to be discussed here,
but I hope to deal fully with it in a paper I have on hand. Still

there is one point in connection with this subject to which I should
like to refer. In describing the method adopted in order to ascertain
the position of the uterine appendages, I stated that after a vertical
mesial section of the body of a girl 13 years of age had been embedded
in plaster and hardened in spirit, the coils of the small intesrines
lying above the bladder and uterus were carefully turned aside, and
the ovary exposed. I expressed an opinion to the elfect that in doing
this the position of the ovary was not disturbed. The reviewer does
not share in this opinion, but believes that embedding in plaster-of-
Paris and hardening in spirit implies a good deal of disturbance. Hej"
however, very kindly suggests that my opinion may be based upon

'

reasons not expressed in print. This is probably the case, for I ought'-
to have explained that the parts were embedded in plaster while frozen,

'

and allowed to thaw under spirit. I believe that a combination of
the methods of frozen section and dissections is sometimes a very usefnl
one, and not so fallacious as some suppose.—I am, etc., q

Edinburgh, 27th December, 1887. J. Syminotow.' '"

OPHTHALMIC OPERATIONS. "

Sir,—In replyto Mr. Doyne's interesting qusries, permit metoremark

'

that hypermetropes who do not .squint manage to see, but their
vision is imperfect, much the same as myopes who have never worn
glasses; such individuals sull'er from a high degree of the affection, too
high to be overcome by the accommodative elfort which involves a
squint No doubt many hypermetropes exert their maximum of.
accommodation for distant vision ; it must be so, for some of them
more than neutralise tho defect, becoming shghtly short-sighted, and
in these cases distant vision is improved by a concave glass. Some
hypermetropes bring the type, wh'u reading, very close to the eyes

;

no doubt tliis interferes with definition, but the enlarged retinal images
thus obtained more than compensate for the loss of definition. Tbe
hypermetrope who is obliged to accommodate for distant objects tho
rays from which are parallel, must accommodate still more in order to
focus near objects, the rays from which are divergent, and this effort!
involves a squint, because the power of accommodation is greatly in- •

creased by convergence of the optic a.xes. ^
If the hypermetropia can be overcome by convergence it meana-i

squint ; if, however, it is too high to be so overcome, the patient doesi^

not squint. Concomitant squint means diplopia so long as the
patient sees with both eyes at once ; but the brain has a horror of
double images and suppresses one, hence tho squinting eye gets weak^^i
and, not being used, is not so much converged, and the patient is saiii
to hare grown out of the defect which means simply that one eye ial

nearly blind from disuse. Spcctatles sometimes suffice for cure, but Iil

do not think such cases are frequently met with. •

It will be seen from the above that it is quite possible to mistake a
case of hypermetropia for one of hypometropia or myopia, as it is

constantly called. Such errors are, however, rendered impossible by
the free use of atropine in doubtful cases. With regard to Mr. Snell's
ingenious operation, the one advantage that he insists upon is that the'
operator can stand behind the patient during the whole procass. I"
may, therefore, mention that this Ls the position which I alwaysi'
assume when performing the operation, which I have illustrated in l

your columns, and which was described in the Medical Times and
OoMtte of March 17th, 1877.— I am, your obedient servant, r.i

!

Charles Bell Taylor, Surgeon to the Nottingham t

and Midland Eye Infirmary. >'

Mbdral Maoistbate.— The name of Mr. John H. Wraith,'"
5LR O.S., L.S.A., ot Darwen, has been placed, on the Commission of
the Peace for that borongh, \
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

ARMY SURGEONS AND THEIR RECORD.

Sir,—At a time when the merits and demerits of army surgeons are

being freely discussed, possibly with advantage to public interests, will

you allow me to adduce certain historical facts ot importance bearing

on this subject, which go to prove that the British and Indian Medical

Services have traditions of which they may well be proud? Sir James

McGrigor, in his autobiography, writes as follows :
" It was said with

much truth by an eminent individual that he thought the extraordinary

exertions of the medical ofBcers of the army might be said to have de-

cided the day at Vittoria, for their exertions had undoubtedly added

a full division to the strength of Lord Wellington's army ;
and with-

out these 4,000 or 5,000 men, it is more than doubtful if his lord-

ship, with all his unrivalled talents, could have carried the day." The

eminent individual here alluded to is Napier, the historian of the

Peninsular war.

During the retreat from Bruges the Duke of Wellington forcibly re-

marked : "The medical department is the only one that will obey

orders; on them I can rely for doing their duty" (vide Army Surgeons

and their Works, by SurgeonGeneral C. A. Gordon, C. B.
, pp. 69 and

70). Kaye, the historian, in the Preface to his Lives of Indian

Officers, writes :
" I must express my regret that the volumes contain

no example drawn from the Medical Service of the East India Com-

pany—a service which was never wanting in men equally eminent for

their professional attainments, which are exercised so unstintingly in

the cause of our suffering humanity, and for those heroic qualities

which are exemplified by deeds of gallantry in the field, and by lives

of daring adventure."

After the battles of Cbillianwalla and Goojerat, Lord Gough wrote

as follows: "Camp, Goojerat, 26th February, 1849. I feell cannot

too prominently bring to notice the valuable exertions of Dr. McRae,

Field- Surgeon, and of the medical officers of the army generally ; they

have been most unwearied and praiseworthy."

The following is an extract from the same great commander's evi-

dence before the Select Committee of the House of Lords in 1852-53 :

It was my fortune to serve during the whole almost of the Peninsula war, and

I have served through several campaigns in India, but in the Punjab campaign

I do not think that at any one period there was a wounded man without his dooly,

nor wanting any comtort it was possible to give him. The attention and assiduity

of Dr. Franklin, of Dr. Renny, and of Dr. JlcRae, the indefatigable Field-Surgeon,

and of the whole of the medical staff of that army, was the most perfect machinery

I ever witnessed.

The following is an extract of a letter from His Excellency the

Right Honourable the Commander-in-Chief, Lord Clyde, dated Luck-

now, February 21st, 1859

:

The military operations in the Presidency of Bengal, which ensued on the

great Mutiny of 1867, having been happily brought to a close, I have the greatest

satisfaction in recommending warmly to your Excellency's protection two great

departments of the military administration, to which the troops and the officers

who have commanded them in their long campaigns are under real and great obli-

gations. I allude to the Medical and Commissariat Departments. The former,

being composed of officers belonging to the two services, has shown equally in the

matters of general organisation and of regimental arrangements. The Director-

General, Dr. Forsyth, and the Inspector-Generol of Her Majesty's Forces, Dr.

Linton, C.B , in Calcutta, have worked successfully to meet the great requirements

made on them ; and the staff and regimental medical officers have well maintained

the credit of their noble profession, and the reputation for sclf-sacnflce which

belongs to the surgeons of Her Majesty's armies, a reputation which is maintained

in the field on all occasions, as well as In the most trying circumstances of the

bospitaL

It should be noted that such splendid double testimony as the

above came, on the one hand, at a time when the fate of Lord

Cough's army trembled before the indomitable courage of the Sikhs
;

and again, in 1859, immediately after a period of danger, such as has

never, before or since, threatened British power in India. In refer-

ring to a list of the medical officers of the Bengal Establishment who
fell during the Mutiny, I find that thirty-five surgeons and assistant-

surgeons perished, of whom twenty-one were cruelly massacred by

the mutineers ; the rest succumbed to wounds received in action,

cholera, etc.

In a Minute on the Indian Medical Service, dated February, 1856,

written by India's greatest proconsul, the Most Noble the Marquis of

Dalhousie, the following passage occurs :

—

The absurdity of regarding a medical officer as a non-combatant is, I believe,

abandoned. The medical olllcer comes constantly under lire like other men.

Every campaign which is founhr exhibits the names of medical officers in the lists

of killed and wounded ; aud' the returns invariably show that they still more

often fall vicMms to their own exertions on behall of their suffering comrade.s

Proof can hardly be retiuired ot such well-known facts. If it be, the fatal record

of the service which our countrymen have been performing during the last year

and a half in Turkey and the south of Russia will more than bear out the state-

ment I have made.

In moving the vote of thanks to the army in the Crimea, the Dnke

of Newcastle made the following remarks in the Upper House :—
The other body of men to whom I allude are the medical officers of the army.

IHear hear'l I speak not now, of course, of the medical organisation, upon

which so much was said the other night ; but I must staU, in justice to »n

honourable profession, that never were greater exertions made, never was more

humanity evinced than by the doctors of the British army in the Crimea.

rCheers 1 I will only ask vonr lordships to consider for one moment the ser-

vices performed by such a man as Dr. Thomson. He wis left, under cucnm-

Btances of the most painful nature, upon the held of battle, not to attend to the

wounded of his own army, all of whom had been removed, but to a large body of

Russians many of whom, persuaded that an Englishman was little less than a

deril were prepared to murder any individual who might seek to render them

succour and assistance. Among such men was Dr. Thomson left alone ; he

bound the wounds of some hundreds of these poor Russian soldiers, at the gr«at

danger of his life, but, nevertheless, he escaped. He retuined to his duties In hia

own army, but it pleased Providence to remove him from his sphere of nsefolness

two or three days subsequently. His death was occasioned by the imaense

exertions he had made, and a disease which he bad thereby contracted. [Hew-,

hear '1 I must say, my lords, that if it has not been usual for ParUament to

thank men such as these, I consider that it is not wrong for a Minister of the

Crown in this House to acknowledge their services.
. ^ , , , .,

The following facts have reference to the conduct and losses of the

Army Medical Service in more recent campaigns :—

Three surgeons—ConoUy, Stace, and Hewson—died dnrmg 1885

from illness contracted on active service in Egypt and the Soudan.

Surgeon-Major Porter died at Cabul on January 7th, 1880, deeply

lamented. In March, 1881, Surgeon-Major Cornish died at Mount

Prospect, Transvaal, from wounds received at Majuba Hill. At the

same time Surgeon Landon was killed in action at Majuba HilL In

August, 1882, Surgeon-Major Shaw was killed in action in Egypt

Surgeon-General 0. Barnett, C. I.E., died in July, 1885, from Ulnws

contracted on service at Suakim, loved by all who knew him. In

March 1886, Surgeon Lane died of wounds received in action m the

Eastern Soudan. And on January 9th, 1886, Surgeon Joseph Heath

was killed in Upper Burmah while endeavouring to rescue a wounded

This list of casualties amply proves how strongly actuated the Army

Medical Service is by a sense ol duty, loj-alty, and courage. "ThMe

whose names I have mentioned were all faithful unto deatn, and the

youngest of them was not afraid to perish in the cause of his country

and in defence of his friend. Such feats as those above quoted (which

are I believe, quite in keeping with the present general tone of the

British and Indian Medical Services) certainly do not point to 'pea-

cocking " or inefficiency. That no contemptible fop, despicable slug-

gard, or hopeless "bad bargain " was ever to be found in the Anny

Medical Department probably no one would for a moment maintain ;

but to assert that characters of this description prevail to such an

extent as in the slightest degree to justify Mr. Labouchere's sweeping

indictment wiU, I feel sure, be found, on fair inquiry, to be quite con-

trary to fact. „ „ _ ^. , ,. .

With regard to the sin of " cartridge-filling as affecting public in-

terests, and as detracting from the reputation of the Medical Depart-

ment, no doubt many have been guilty of this terrible offence. Is it

not possible, however, that an army surgeon may be not the less a

gentleman and a good officer because he is a sportsman ? I am in-

clined to think that sporting proclivities have saved many a yoiuig

officer, both in England and on foreign service, from the hateful

quadrivium of "beer, brandy, billiards, and betting. If Mr. Labon-

chere can find time to give impartial consideration to both sides of

the question now at issue, it is possible—although I cannot say I am

younc enough to expect it—that he wiU, " before vote No. 4 comes on

for discussion," see reason " willingly to qualify his former remarks.

It is hard to believe that certain leaders of public opinion can desire

to dismantle a service such as that above referred to. Are we to

go back to the old prototype barber-surgeon of bygone times ? Can it

be as I have heard it humorously expressed, that more soap is

wanted, and less science?"—! am, etc., D. Botes Smith.

Netley, December 19th, 1887.

RANK FOR ARMY MEDICAL OFFICERS.

Sckoeos-Major Simmonds writes from Laurencepore : An order has lat«ly

been published, rendering medical officers incapable of the presidency of

not only conrts-martial, bat all other mixedjcommitt^es and boards. It is

ridiculous that medical officers who have been speciaUy trained to sift import-

ant evidence, and on whose judgment the supreme issues of life and death often

hang should thus be less capable of petty judicial functions than the avenge

army subaltern. It is all very well for the authorities, when the medical ser-

vice is well filled np, to begin degrading it. but the old Nemesis of supply and

demand will sooner or later overtake them. Little is to be 8»med by consult-

ing the nuworlhy prejudices ofa certain section of so-called combatants, nght

and justice must bo done in spite of them.
, ,. , , .»,„ .>,„nin»«

The Indian medical officer has, as, say, superintendent of a gaol often absolute

control over the prisoners, and the entire equipment of the "**^'S™"'1' "?
surelv if fit for this, is qualified to preside over an ordmary board of svmj on
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Wankff^or »>rv»»HHw. lie nouid prefer « liybtti tltlo embracinK the tonu «ur-

[ tlio titlf, Uiu rank iuii»t be rvnl and Jiol di'lusive, nud
led from after subtiTfn^i' a'iU positive bri-aches of faitli. If

-.1, tlicli

, If he la uu
. . wortliy uf prioodtucc lit ftll, tlicn he la wurthy of r^nl rank,

i^<: I :. V oi tUe UUtjr, then h'j lias no busluc'18 to have the fonner.

D»»<r»v9rBneON0B»»RAU—Wo woiibl state fiat the designation Array Hospital
• C<irp« wan displaced by that of Meilicii Stan Corpa about four yearn ago. The
old oflicery of the fonner corps became qiuu-tcrniaiiturs Medical 8taH', aud an

' Much hare now both honui-ary ranlc and titles. The oltlccra of the Medical

V^talTaM declare<l by Warrant to W the oitlcers of and to command the Medical
A SIftffOorpa. An exactly nnaln^'ous relationship exist^s U'tween the Gomniissariat
ni«i4 Transport iitatf and the (.j>minissariat and Transport Corps; there is no
re+:imcntal nnion in either ca.se.

We rej^rpt that want of spaee prevents the publication of his letter, but he
will find tlie question of hybri.l titles alluded to in the analysis of the voting
under the proposals submitted to medical otHcers. Substantially, his argumUDts
against these titles are tliose set forth under B. and O. of that analysis.

H.U.,M.9. writes: With a view to relieving the minds of any of my brother oiHcefs

who may Ih; under the impression that the grant of proper titles and rank would

j^ be llicungruoits iu the Medical ^tatf, aud would \ead to our being mistaken, 1

'enclose for their pernsal an extract from a recent l^u:':!!/- of the United States .\rniy.

which shows how the case stands in that service. I woulcl merely, as comment
i^'TOi'thU, reftor to the well koowu opinion of the Surgeon-General of the United

,,6tAtas Army as to the gain iu oltlciuucy which followed the introduction of this

.'system in his service. Had we, like our more fortunate American brethren, our
proper position in the army. T think it goes -without saj-ing that we would not be

*'Bnbject«d to such stupid attack^ as have recently been made on lis in the pages

d.af tteertain .society juurnai.

ul ' Kitmet /rmn thit Vnii^d.->UttfS Anny^' 0<L:eiU," Ja,nitar^S>jth, 1687.

trUtvafor six uionthr is granted to Major Sanine|M. Horton, Borgeoo.
' l^avcfor two monUiSjM to taka elloct from December 1st, is grajifed to let

Xlentcnant JelTerson K. Keane, A.ssi.sWnt Surgeon.
" ^ Leave for two months, with |>ennission for an extension, is granted Captain
' W. H. Arthur, Assistant-Surgeon, to take cllect on the arrival at Fort Niagara of

,[ Captaiu Paul K. Drown, Assist3nt-Sur,;eou.
Lieutenant-Colonel An Irew K. Smith is assigned the duty of Attending Sur-

^' ^on fn New York city, to relieve Colonel Joseph R. Smith, Surgeon, who will

repair to St. Paul for duty as Medical Director.

JtJSTirr. writes from India: It is high time the crying injustice aud sor-

rowful huraiUation to which surgeons-major of Ions service, in charge
of hospitals iu this cotuitry, have to put up with from the heads of

^ their own department^ Orders to bring them into contempt are

constantly issued; their superiors are required to "mark and notify"
^ every mistake and correction required in returns sent in, that such lapses may
- 1 be embodied in conhilcntial reports against them. Even petty breakages of hos-

pital crockery are scored against the medical othcers, as if they were so many
'' sUvies " of all work. Uow long is such pettifogging administration to be

' endured without organised protest ?

A CONTRAST.
PoRTrw.\ Kxvet FoRTtpPB writes ; In a Ua^fttt some time past, referred to at the

time In your columns, in wiiich Surgeon-General Manhy, V.G., and a Quarter-
master, Medical staff Corps, were gazetted out, the anomalous rank of army
medical olllcers was pointed out.

I would refer to a similar instance in the last Gas'ttn, in which Surgeon-
General Rcade, V.C, and a quartermaster are placed on the retired list. What
will Im the status and how will they be received in civilian society ? The one as

Dr. Rcade, a retired army doctor, the other as Major — . a retired officer of the
' army, and as such of superior official and social status to his late commanding

oiBcer.

In .spito, faoivcvar, of the indiirercnce with which a grateful country rewards
her arniy surgeons, the name oJC Surgeon Reade, Olst, will live in the historic

momoirs of the Indian Mutiny, as a brilliant example of initiative and gallantry,

when, on Scpteinber Hth, lsfj7, he led a storniing party of his regiment against

overwhelming oilds ; and again, later la the siege, was one of the first to mount
tlie breach of (he iTiagaziuu, which was stormed by his rm;iment. And yet we

..arc told we have no grievance when men who have made history, and whom we
look np to as hcrocsln oar corps, are rswarded with such stint.

Si aoxoR
ni>i>ioii b'

hi. rank.
8ur.;-Mn

Mr. M
Banu.

TUB NAVY.
A- W. Ml Lxos has Ijeen placed on the retired list of his rank. His com-
ers date S«ptember '.^uth, 1^177.

ri VAI.E.STI.SK UuKC, B.A., M.B., has been promoted to the rank of

Uc entered the service as Siffgcon September 7tb, 1S08, and
•burgeon I>i'cember 'JOth, 18TS.

- _ in E. J. Bl'tleii, is. a., M.D., has liccn placed on the retired list of
lie entered the service as Surgeon October -Otli, I85'.i, became Stalf-

.\:.;iiBt2nd, 1871, anl Fleet-Surgeon January :!Oth, 1SS2.

W. CoLaaaH baa been appointed Sotgeon and Agent at Oalway atid

TUB MEDICAL STAFF.
Deputt 8DiiacoK-GcNEni.L A. F. Braosiuw is brought on the administrative
medical staff of the Bengal anny, ri« Deputy Surgcon-Ocneral J. Ferguson, whose
tour of service In India has expired.

Surgeon O. P. H. Masjcs la placed on general duty In the Foona Dirlaion,
Bombay comman*!.
Surgeon R. S. F. HcsDcnsox, JI.I)., serving iu the Bengal command, has been

posted to the station hopltal at Maiidalay, for duty.
BdgadeSurgeon H. C. HERncRT, M.D.,' F.R.C.S.I., Is granted rctli-ed pay with

tte honorary rank of Deputy Surgeon-General (ranking as Colonel). Ills comrais-
iooa are dated :— Assistant Surgeon, September I5th, 18^7; Surgeon, May -*fth,

1872 ; Surgeon-Major, March Ist, 1873 ; and Brisade-Sorgeon, December 9th, 1882.

Sa,Jku no war record.

Surgeons W. T. Swan, M.B. ; J. II. Paly ; B. L. Mills. M.D. ; C. A. Rennt,
M.H.-,J. <i. llnACK, M.U.J and F. W. O. Hall, M.B., nil of whom are serving in the

Bengal command, have passed the e.^mination In Hindustani by the lower

standaril.

Surgeon A. DouD, serving In the Bombay command, has leave of absence for six

months on private affairs.

The uudermeutioned gentlemen, who have arrived from Kngland Ua service in

the Madras command, are jiosted as follows :—Surgeon-Mnjor F. A. Davy, M.D.,

to be Senior Medical Olllccr at the Rangoon Station Hosidtnl ; Surgeon F. II. M.
BcRTov, M.B., to do general duty in the Bangalore Division and Delgaum and
Ceded DistricU ; Burgeon A. !>. U. DixoN to do general duty iu Ujo Ea«tex;>

District. ,,,,

,

-J

THE INDIAN MEDICAL S8RVICE.
SiTtoKON-MAjon C. F. Oldham, Bengal Establishment, is promoted to be Brigade-

Surgeon, mtc J, G. Morics, promoted. Brigade-Surgeon Oldham entered the ser^

vice as Assistant Surgeon July a7th, IsjS, and became Surgeou-M^jor July 31st,

1873. He served with the 1st Goorkhas In the operations iu the Maliiy Peninsula

in 1375-76 (medal with clasp), and with the same regiment in the Afghan war in

1878-79 (medal).
The retirement of Brigade-Surgeon E. Dosavia, M.D., Bengal EetablishmeBt, is

caucellcd. ,>«...
Surgeon-Major A. J. Willcocks, M.D., Bengal Establishment, Ofnciafing CiTfl

Surgeon, ll^s^class, on retiu-n from privilege leave, is appointed to the civil medi-

cal charge of the Agra District.

The services of Brigade-Surgeon A. H. HiLaoN, M.D., Bengal Establishment,

Civil Surgeon, First Class, Agra, are placed at the disposal of the Government of

India in the Home Department. '

'

Tile services of Surgeon A, D. Evaks, Madras E.stablishment, Acting Civil Sutt

geOD, Monlmein, are placed at the disposal ol the ilajor-General commanding the

Upper Burmah Field Fotce from the date on which he may be relieved by Surgeon-

M.ijor G. T. Thomas.
Surjeon 0. J. Bambkr, Bengal Establishment, Civil Surgeon, is transferred

from Pyinulwin, and appointed to the medical charge of the Indian Marine Estab-

lishment at the Shore, Mandalay. in addition to his military duties.

Surgeons F. J. Crawford, M.D., and A. H. Jacob are admitted to the Madras
Establishment from November ir.th, the date of their arrival at Bombay.
Surgeon W. H. Qoicke, Bomliay Establishment, is appointed to officiate in

medical charge of the 2nd Native Lancers.

The following postings have been ordered in Burmah : Surgeon-llajor J. P.

McDr-HMOTT, Madras Establishment, to Yewan, to asSume medic.".! charge of the

15tli Mad.'as Infantry; Surgeon W. Co>mY, Bengal Establishment, proceeds with

the section of his field hospital to Mandalay ; Surgeon D. P. Wabliker, Madras

Establishment, to the General Hospital for native troops, Mandalay ;
Brigade-Sur-

geon G. P. RiDDELL, Madras Establishment, to the medical charge of the NativT

General Hospital, Mandalay.
Surgeon H. W. Pilgrim, Bengal Establishment, is appointed Officiating Medical

Officer to the t)th Native lulantry, I'ico Surgeon-Major A. H. Williams, M.D.,

granted leave out of India.

Surgeon F. S. Peck, Bengal Establishment, is appointed Civil Surgeon of

Mymensingh, but will continue to act as Civil Surg..on of Sarun.

The services of Surgeon-Major M. Rouinson, Madras Establishment, are replaced

at the disposal of the Commander-in-Chief.

Surgeon A. H. Jacob, Madras Establishment, who has arrived from England, Is

directed to report himself to the Deputy Surgeon-General, Her Majesty's Forces,

Eastern District, for duty.

Surgeons C. R. M. Green, E. C. Hajie, F. C. Claeksos, J. D. M. Swinbitink,

and jrMoEWOoD, M.D., all of the Bengal Establishment, have passed the exauu-

nation in Hindustani by the lower standard.

Surgeon G. H. D. Gimi.ette, M.D , Bengal Establishment, Residency Sui-geon,

Nepal" is appointed to officiate as Medical Officer 1st Central India Horse, and of

the Goona Political Agency, from the date of joining, vUx Surgeon C. 0, W. Low-

dell, who has been grant^id furlough, and whose services are replaced at the dis-

posal of the Mihtary Department.
Surgeon D. SiMKioN is admitted to the Madras Establlshmeut from November

and, the date of his arrival at Bombay.
Surgeon-Major G. E. E. Burrouuu.s, Bombay Establishment, in medical charge

;ird Light Cavalry, has beeu granted leave out of India, on urgent private affairs,

for six months, from date of being struck olTdnty.

Dejiuty Surgeon-General A. M. Garden, Bengal Establishment, retired, diedat

Merrow, near Guildford, on December 17th, at the age of 65. Ue entered the ser-

vice as Assistaut-Surgeou, January 11th, l.^.j^, and attained the rank of Brigade-

Surgeon, November 27th, 1S79 ; he retired with the honorary rank of Deputy Sur-

geon-General, January 2lith, I8S1. He does not appear to have »«» w»r serrioe.

THE VOLUNTEERS.
StJBQEON T. E. UNDERniLL, from the 1st Volunteer Battalion South StalTordiftire

Rcgiinetit (late the 1st Stafford), Is appointed Surgeon to the 2nd Volunteer Bat-

talnm Worcester Regiment (late the 2nd Worcester) ; and Surgeon H. H. 8.iiitti,

from the 1st Volunteer Battalion, Worcester Regiment, takes Surgeon Underhill s

place in the 1st South Stafford.

Tlie underuicntioiicd gentlemen are appointed Acting Surgeons to the corps specl.

Bed- R. B Gbaham, Ist Fife; K. W. Whiib, M.B., 2nd Volunteer Battalion

West Kent Regiment (Utc the 3rd Kent); J. M. Haepeb, 1st Volunteer BattsUoo

Somerset Light Infantry (late the 1st Somerset).

Acting Surgeon A. Hay, M.D., 1st Dumbarton, has resigned his commission,

which bore Saib January 24th, 1877 ; he is permitted to retain his rank and

uniform

'

. v ». i

Acting StugeonO. A. Bavkrtv, isth Lancashire (Liverpool Irish), has also

resigned hi.s appointment, which dated from April 16th, 1884.

Acting Surgeon T. W. C. JoNts, 14th Middlesex (Inns of Court), Is promoted to

be Surgeon to the same corps. Surgeon Jones joined the Inns of Court February

8th, isti

Slroeon-Gesebal, writes : I think the recommendation of "A Correspondent,"

in the JoyBNAL, of December 17th, an excellent one—that a subscription be

started for the purpose of defraying the cost of, forwafding a copy of th*
analysis to every meiiilier of botli Houses of the Legislature, and to nleet any

other expenses that may arise In this and the probable struggle arising out of

vote 4 in the House of Commons. Should a subscription be started for thfe

shove object, at yottr office, I, too, shall be happy to contribute £1 as my mi^.
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MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL

A SATISFACTORY DECFSION.

A CASE which -was recently tried in the Sheriff's Court, at Dam-

fries, should servo as a warning to those who are disposed to

pin their faith on bone-setters. A medical man brought an action

against a farmer to recover his charges for professional services ren-

dered. The farmer hid met with an accident to Ms knee,_ causing

damage of a more or less permanent nature. When he received the

medical man's account, he wrote saying that his injuries had not been

properly ti-eated, and that in consequence Lis knee had been rained,

and that he purposed raising an action of damages for £500 in the

Court of Session for maltreatment, on the authority of a north country

bone-setter. The medical man immediately brought his action, and

when it came on the farmer withdrew his allegations and threat of an

action for damages, and craved to be allowed to make payment of the

account by instalments. The sheriff, however, held that he was de-

serving of no sort of consideration, and gave a decree for payment of

the full sum, with expenses.

—AMOTHEB DRAWBACK TO THE BMPLOYMEN5E OP SJiQU

A

WFTBD t.~~^
ASSISTANTS.

Mr. CnARLES Hent.y Haf.ral, L.R.C.P.Ed., M.R.C.S.Eug., L.S.A. (Si, Kirkgate,

Leeds), releTring to tte reply to Mr. Nevitt, published in the Journal of De-

cember lOlii, page 1307, writes : What we wish to know is this. Supposing a

claim is made for, say, twelve visits, of which perhaps four are made by au

unqualilied man, is the principal entitled to charge for such visits with those

made by himself? As I undeistaod It, the registrar of this court refuses to

allow for any work except that done by the qualified man ; and should he keep

an unqualified assistant, although he has not seen the case in question, and the

i; debt is admitted, he still requires the personal attendance of the principal at

court,. This means tlie loss of much valuable time.

Of course, we all know that the attendance by an unqualified man solely

conaot be claimed ; but surely he may be permitted to make occasional visits,

uuder.the direction and supervision of his employer, who can charge for such

services. I Relieve the same ruling was given in a case of midwilery ;
so that

pmctically it amotuits to this : that one must.either have done all the attend-

ance and personally make the medicine, or be non-suited, surely this is unfair

to the employer, and also to the unqualitied assistant, who is generally com-

pelled to work for his living until he can obtain his diploma, and who cannot

in any other way learn the real practical part of his profession.

The questions to be answered are ; First, is a medical man entitled to charge

for the partial attendance on a case ty an unqualified man, under his direction

and supervision V Secondly, can he claim for attendance on midwifery cases by

anch assistants, the after attendance being made by himself.' Thirdlj', is the

- Begistrar right in law in requiring the personal attendance of the principal at

..court "When the debt is admitted? ;, , ,
.. -;_ { -j ! --.--l-

*,• The. first question is best answered in the words used by Lord Cpleridge

"

in giving judgment in the case of Howarth r. Beverley, to which 'we have already

referred :
" If the qualified man had given adrtce, and the unqualified man had

been merely the ministering hand under the directing brain of the qualified man

.... the services were those of the qualifled man." In such cases the regis-

'tered practitioner can recover. Where some visits are made by himself, he is

'.undoubtedly entitled to his charges for them ; but as regards visits made by an

assistant, he must satisfy the court that he did in fact direct and supervise

what the assistant did. If he can prove this, he may be entitled to recover

' charges for the assistant's visits, but not otherwise. County courts are not

, mere debt-collecting agencies, and are not bound to give judgment for the

- plaintilt merely becau.'ie the defendant fails to appear to dispute the claim.

The Leeds registrar apparently considered that he had good grounds for sup-

p6slng that some practitioners have brought actions to recover payment for

Borvioes for which they were not legally entitled to charge, and it so, he is per-

feotly right in insisting on strict proof in all cases which he thinks suspicious.

This niay be a hardship on some perfectly honourable practitioners, but they

have no real ground of complaint unless they are refused judgment when they

..jjpBo.ve their cases. - ' '

'

' 2. Midwifery oases stand on the same footing as others. They se*m to come

within the words of the statute, " medical or sui-gical advice, attendance, or the

performance of any operation."

A MEAN FRIEND.
X. Y !4 writrs : A short time since an accident occurred near my house to Mr. A.,

on whom I attemlcd. Mr. B. immediately afterwards called at my house, and

requested to know at oiioo how much 1 wis going to charse for my attendance,

etc which I could not then possibly tell. Mr. B. requested me to attend his

friend properly. Next morning he brought another medical man to meet me in

consultation ; he ordered a nurse in my name ; and later in the day requested

me to have a further consultation. An appointment was made by lettcr.aud

the consultation took place, on the third day, Mr. B. being present, and he paid

the consultants fee.
, , i^ , „ . -mi

After my attendance was over I received a letter from Mr. A., sayins th.-it

his friend B. requested inv account, which was duly sent and acknowledged by

B six days afterwards. B., however, stated that the amount was in excess of

what he thought proper, and that lie could not [lay it ; however, under the cir-

cumstances, ho wished to lie fairly liberal, .and he tliought this would be done

by his paying €— , which he aceordingly enclosed. I complained at once, and

asked (or the balance of account hy a second letter, my charge not beinR more

than my usual fee (whicli is not more than the usual scale), the amount haying

been previously submitted to one of my old tutors. 1. Mr. B. pleads that he

did not request me and direct me to attend Mr. A. 2. That the Statute of

Frauds has not been complied with, 09 Charles 11, chap. 3. a. That I accepted

£— in accord and satisfaction.

',' On the circumstances stated it is clear that B. requested the attendanca

andmade himself liable to pay the ordinary and proper charges ; also that^e

cheque sent was not accepted in satisfaction of the whole';cWm., The Sta^nte

of Frauds does not seem to apply to such a case as this. - "•'• '-^

LOW FEES.
Scpi'LT \XD Demasd writes : I am surprised to see in a note In the Jodbkal of

December 17th on " a business card," that you consider it onprofessional to

charge such fees as " Is. for advice and medicine at the surgery," " Is. 6d. Ibr

visit and medicine, and 12s. 6d. for midwifery." What then, I would ask, are

the lowest prices that can be considered professional in the above instances?

^ Our correspondent's conception of what is due, not merely to Wm^fejf,

but to the profession at large, in. relation to professional charges, is certainly

not in accord with that of the great body of his brother practitioners. S«ed

we remark that the fees in question for medicine and advice, although in eicess

of those usually specified on such self-advertising cards, are nevertheless

lower than the ordinary charge of a chemist for medicine only. But even were

it otherwise, the simple fact that the professionally objectionable cards were ex-

tensively and indiscriminately circulated of itself constituted a regrettable pto-

ceedin". Our correspondent may, we think, peruse witli advantage the latter

part of" the fourth rule, page 53, of the Code of Medical EOihs, in refereii5«',to

•3l»^"diSjea^5sr|^.-. ^^^ .: ,-y^

iv...'.u .jo-t ?c Ji ,1 . .

"

'4

FEES FROM THE CLERGT. ^
Grafton- writes : Ihave been requested by a vicar, who lives at a distance of five

miles, to attend his curate, who resides with him. Am 1 justified in mating

any charge for my visits ; and, if so, to whom, the vicar or the cmate ( . 1 .-,,

V* If our correspondent had been an observant reader of the Jocasii. he

may have noted that the question of profe sslonal charges to the clergj-has b<*n

repeatedly answered therein. Nevertheless, we have pleasure in assuring hfan

that he will be fully " justified in making a charge to the curate," in acoordawe

with the rule laid down in the second edition of the Code o/Medinal -Bli^s.

page 7U. His statement of charges should, in our opinion, be made oof 4«»^^e

name o£ the curate, not the vicar, unless so desired. _', ',, ("

THE SALE OF FOOD AND DEUGS ACT IN YORKSHIRE. .;',

A correspondent wrKes : At the Leeds West Biding Police Court a mdlaaller

was char-'ed with obstructing the inspector of weights and measures by refusing

to sell a lample of milk for the purpose of analysis, an otrence punishable under

Section 17 of the Sale of Food Act. It appears that the defendant was driving

a milk cart, when the inspf^etor asked him for a sample out of a particular can.

The defendant refused to sell ; and on the officer insisting, upset the contents

of the can into the road. The bench of magistrates dismissed the case, hold-

..ing that the prosecution had faded to prove that the milk was in course of

Vhe case forcibly illustrates previous comments on the working of the Sale ot

Food Act which have from time to time been made in the Jocrsai- An ex-

oeUent Act is mismanaged, and but too often rendered worse than useless iy

the action of the magistrates charged with admimstermg it If there could

have been a shadow of a doubt whether the milk in question was in cour^ of

delivery the action of the milkman clearly showed his guilty conscience. A
declaration on his part that the milk was not in course "f d'-'l'^fy.^ut «^^ >Q-

tended for purposes other than human food, say, for that of pigs or other

animals, an assertion which it true could have been substantiated in evidence

would have fuUy exonerated the milk-man. But to knock down a churn for the

purpose of destroying the carpus delicti is s-urely as conclusive evidence of gmlt

as the dropping of a watch by a pickpocket or a jemmy by a burglar.

» ' The magistrates were not wrong in the course they took. It is no offence

merely to be in possession ot adulterated milk, aud some evidence must be

given that it is (1) on sale or (2) in course of delivery to a purchaser in order to

support a conviction for refusing to sell. The illustration of the burglar and the

jemmy is unfortunate. ParUament has deemed it necessary to make the mere

possession of housebreaking tools an olfence, without proof of any attempt to

break into premises. If a man was found under suspicious circumstances near

premises where a burglary had been attempted or committed, the fact that he

dropped a jemmy would be strong evidence that he was the burglar ;
but if he

dropped the jemmy in the street, no premises having been attempted In the

nei'hbourhood, he must be punished for possessing housebreaking tools, if at

all" On the facts stated, a conviction might have been supported ; but if a case

we're takeu for the opinion of the High Court, the judges would not ??^« ^1»«

magistrates to convict.
,

i ,.-.1^01

LUNACY CERTIFICATES : ACTIONS FOR DAMAGES \
K-1.-ELIX writes A brother practitioner and myself are to be made defendants in

an actim tor damage-s brought by a person who was put into confinement

under our certificates some three or four year^ ago. Would you give me a re-

ference to any such case, that has been tried of recent year^-, in which the

"rounds of action have mainly been that Uie statementji in the certificates of

the certifying medical men are iusufflcient, or considered so, to prove insahity?

' The subjoined list will turni.sh some of the information for which "In-

felii"a3ks .although, in some of them, the chief or solo ground ot action was

scarcely the alleged insufficiency ot medical certificates to prove insanity. The

list docs not pretend to be complete. „ .
'

-.r-

.

Smith (complainant), Lattey (defendant), at Soatham Petty Sessions. Mid-

taiid TiMfi, December 3rd, 1S87; Britisb Miaiioii. Joitrsal, Decenijjer l.th,
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ie«T, p, IMl. T^nfcnl v. Spargin ; tried in London November, 1880, before Mr.
Justice DfomAD. Pally rrM», »nd Jocrxal, Kovembcr 27th, ISSO, p. 104;i.

Ilughex f. L«nt;more »nj Armstrong ; triM in London November, 1S8'>, before

Kr. Jastice Uftniaty. Dally prets, and JouRifAL, November 27th, 18SG, p. 1044.

HAcker r. tevenl medical men. Several actions tried in Tx^ndon in 1884 and
ISSi. Oa«e ttom Lewea ; tried in London lS8i. Female plaintifT r. Whittle nnd
otheni of Liverpool, and Mould, of Cheadle, Manclioater, about 1884. Weldon r.

Rutherford. WeldoD r. Semple,

M.D.— In referring to our correspondents letter (without the slightest wish to
traverae the tttatementa therein) to the assessor—which, ex necessitate, came
under our notice -we think it well to remark that, in our opinion, he has noted
wisely io "unreservedly withdrawing the cnnip).nint or accusation as being In-

tended to apply personally to the individual attended to any more than thoy
would to any other practitioner similarly circumstanced." Be that as it may,
we deemed It expedient, in consequence of the assumed personality, to investigate
the mAtt«r more fully, with the result that, nnder the cirrumstances disclosed,
wc feel that the opinion expressed in our reply to "X. Y. Z." was more than
joBtifled.

G. J. W. F.— '* In the Interest of peace," (and of the profession alao, it may be
well to add), to quote the language of our correspondent, we would suggest that
"the matter be now allowed to drop," Nevertheless, if, in assumed justice to
himself, he deems further investigation of the alleged facts essential to a dne
Tlndlcation of his professional conduct in the cases, we shall be glad to receive,
with as little delayas may be. the proffered correspondence, and especially that
which relates to the alleged "dismissal" of Dr. A. prior to Mr. T.'s obstetric
engagement by Mrs. W.; in reference to which we note the fact that, although
the copy of her exculpating note Is dated November 2nd, it was not transmitted
to us until December 13th.

MIDWIFERY FEES.
W. F. write* : I was engaged by a clergyman on October Pth to attend his wife

in her confinement about the middle of this month. I was sent for to see her
about a fortnight ago for some trifling ailment. I have since received a letter to
cancel the engagement for the following reasons : 1. That the distance was too
great. The distance is not more than a mile, and neither of us has changed
OUT residences. 2. That I had neglected to call on her unasked—a proceeding
which I should deem unprofessional. 3. That I declined to administer chloro-
form as a matter of course during her labour, except if, in my judgment, I
thought it necessary to do so.

I need not say that I refused to cancel the engagement, and solicited the
fee that was agreed upon. 1 write to ask if my professional conduct has b^-en
correct ; and whether, if in the event of a refusal to pay the fee (which the
patient seems inclined to do), I can recover it in the county coftrt.

',* W. F. has been perfectly correct in his conduct in the case, and we believe

could recover in the county court. It depends, however, on the view taken by
the particolar judge ; they differ on such questions.

A TE3TIM0XrAL TO A SECRET REMEDY.
Mehbkh or tkk B.M.A.—So gross a departure from the ordinary collegiate dis-

ciplinary rules, as the "medical opinion" paraded in Messrs. D. and Co.'s
placard advertisement, should, in our opinion, for the honour and dignity of
the profession, be at once referred to the respective Councils of the Univer-
sity of Dublin and of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, of which the
giver of the testimonial is a reputed graduate and member. A simple note from
our correspondent, enclosing therewith the illustrated handbill, can scarcely fall

to Induce them to take action in the matter.

MEDICAL ETIQUETTE.
A. and B. are the two practitioners in a country town. A. is junior, and has been

in practice only a few months. A. informed B. that he should have to make
any practice he might get out of B.'s. B. sees no objection, provided it is done
in a ['•gitlmate manner. B. is called to a case, but is out, and will not be home
till 12 o'clock. The husband cannot wait, and goes to A., who attends, pre-
scribes, and finis the patient within a fortnight of her confinement. B. has
always attended her, and Is engaged to attend again as usual. A. is informed of
thi* by the husband, but goes on attending, and also attends the confinement,
which Is hastened by the present attack. B. asks : Should not A. have informed
B. that bo had gone to a case of his in an emergency, and declined to attend the
confinement? B. only hears of the circumstances a fortnight after, when the
husband calls, explains, and apologises.

*•' The line of conduct which should have bsen pursued by A. in the case

related by B. is clearly laid down in the following rule (7) extracted from the

second edition of the Code o/jferfjcal £(Ai«, page G9 : "When a practitioner is

called to an nrgent case, cither of sudden or other illness, accident, or injury,

in a family usuaUy attended by another, he should (unless his further attend-

ance in consultation be desired), when the emergency is provided for, or on the

arrival of the attendant in ordinary, resign the case to the latter, but he is

entitled to charge the family for his services."

CONSULTANTS AND GENERAL PRACTITIONERS.
M.D., F.RC.S.Ed., writes : I am in general practice a few miles fiom one of our

largest provincial towns. Cases sometimes occur when I wiHh for the opinion
of either a specialist or general consultant IXo appoints a time to see my
patient at his own looms, and, if I am unable to be present, he writes to me
afterwards his opinion of the case, and snggestions as to treatment. So far so
good. Instead of now leaving the case Htill In my hands, I find in a large
number of instanccH Uiat the consultant makes an appointment with my patient
to return on a certain day. Be goes, and then he is given a prescription, an<l

told to come back again ad lib., resulting in many cases in my losing sight of my
patient altogether.

•«• Id giving the desired pahlidty to "M.D.V temperate communication

relative to the altogod [llao of conduct pursued by certain specialists and con-

sultants, we note with regret that such disloyal action towards a professional

brother is calculated to engender a more or less general distrust, and very

naturally to induce general practitioners to roly on their own unaided skill in

cases of dovibtand difficulty. A policy so Huicidal en the part of consultants

ought, in our opinion, to be severely condemned.

PRINTED TESTIMONIALS.
W. K. asks for advice on the following point : A. gives goodwill of his practice

to B., who has just come to the town. Is it a transgression of medical etiquette
for A. to leave a copy of B.'s testimonials with his patients as he Is introducing
B. or taking his leave of them? B. had his testimonials printed in the form of
a small paiuj'hlet, as he was competing for an appointment in the town.
•/ Although it is customary for the several candidates, in the case of a con-

tested appointment, to transmit to the elective body a copy of their respective

testimonials, it would be contrary to professional etiquette, and in bad taste,

for A., on personally introducing B., to leave a copy with the patients. If, from

some exceptional cause, such a presentation be deemed important, it should be

effected by A. alone (in simple confirmation of his individual opinion of his in-

tended successor), either prior or subsequent to B.'s introduction, and should,

moreover, be strictly limited to A.'s dc fdcto patients.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES,

INDIA.

A Prince of Philanthropists.—The Maharajah of Darbhanga,

in Bengal, has established a hospital and dispensary for female

patients near his ancestral seat in the district of Darbhanga, Behar,

and is erecting new quarters for its accommodation at a cost of 55,000
rupees, in connection with Lady Dutferin's Medical Aid for Women
Fund. This is one of the least considerable of the long series of phi-

lanthropic acts on the part of this distinguished Hindoo on a scale of

magnificence hardly ever equalled.

SOUTH AFRICA.
Htdrophobia.—Dr. "W. C. Scholtz has sent io the South African

Medical Journal the following account of a case of hydrophobia pub-

lished in the Soiith African Chronicle and Mercantile Advertiser in

August, 1S25. The special interest of the quotation is that it is gener-

ally stated that the South African colonies were ^free from the infec-

tion of rabies :

—

HvcnopiioBiA.
Stellesboscu. — A very melancholy and distressing case of this horrible

and incurable disease has occurred within these few days at the place
of Mr. M.' Beyers, at Clapmuts. John Edwards, formerly a farrier in Her
Majesty's 21st Light Dragoons, a long resident on the place of Mr. Watney, and
well known in the neighbourhood of this district, was suddenly attacked with its

characteristic symptoms on the morning of tlie 15th instant, namely, inability to
drink ; a kind of convulsive horror no the approach of liquids to his mouth ; with
a severe shooting pain, extending Ha^K to the bottom of his breast bone ; these
symptoms continued with more or less severity until the last ; his sufferings hap-
pily were not so great, unless in forcing himself to drink—thirst being excessive;

he suddenly and unexpectedly expired in the afternoon of the 17th, in full pos-
session of liis senses, about ninety-two days intervening from the infliction of the
bite to the development of the disease. He was visited by professional gentlemen
of Stellenbosch, and, when first seen nn the second day of the attack, he posi-

tively refused to take anythihK in the shape o{ medicine from his horror and aver-
sion to anything fluid, his inability to swallow, and a conviction on his mind that
he was now going to die. His reluctance, however, was overcome, and attempts
were made to relieve, but without the smallest success beyond alleviation, thus
adding another melancholy instance of a disease that has hitherto baffled all the
eflforts of the,medical profession.

',• Dr. 8. F. Wernich, District Surgeon of Boshof, OrangcFree State, has recently

recorded in tlie above mentioned medical journal a case in which he had made the

diagnosis of hydrophobia. The patient, a young farmer of nervous temperament,

died after an Illness of five days, characterised by extreme excitement, inability

to swallow, dread of liquids, the expectoration of white frothy mucus, and the

absence of any signs of organic disease. There was no history of a bite from a

rabid animal, nor had ho been bitten by any animal, so far as could be ascertained,

for at least eight years. The symptoms were certainly strongly saggeative of*

hydrophobia, but it is not possible to say more than this. Dr. Wernich states

that rabies is well known in the neighbourhood of Boshof, especially among the

older inlinbitants. " When it occurs in the dog it is known," ho says, " as ' Dol

Hond.'.'and when a person is bitten by a ' Dol Hond* he is said to become ' dol

'

(mad)."

It would be interesting to learn whether the files of the South African Chronicle

for 1825 contain any reports of any other case of hydrophobia, or of rabies in the

dog.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

DI8TRICT MEDICAL OFFICERS AND "CLUB DOCTORS."
As regards the questions submitted by " Retlaw," we will reply to them in the

order sent

:

.. ti. #
1. We doubt if a board o( guardians would allow an extra fee where the rrac-

tnre had been put up by another medical gentleman, and had remained under

his care for fifteen days after the accident happened, that is, if the Board was

put in possession of the facts of the case. The Central Department would

assuredly disallow such payment.
2. The conduct of the district medical officer, on seeing the case above,

taking off the splints, etc., of another medical gentleman, and putting on his

own, was highly objectionable. This procedure should be reported to the Board

of Guardians or to the Local Government Board, or to both.

3. To establish any claim to a fee, he should have taken entire charge of the

C4S6.
4. Here again we give the answer as above : lay the fact of the refusal to

attend and send medicines before the Local Board and the Central Authority

also. ,. . ,

5. The district medical officer has no power to refuse necessary medicines and

attendance on any poor person whom he has been called to visit by an order in

the handwriting of the relieving officer on the plea that the pauper he is

directed to attend is a member of a club which is under the professional charge

of some other medical gentleman.
Finally, we ad%ise that pending the decision of the Board of Guardians or

the Local Government Board on the points raised by our correspondent,

lie should continue his professional attendance on his club patients just the

same as if no such objectionable district medical officer was in existence.

TO OBTAIN A DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC HEALTH.
Doubly Qualified.—You could not do better than procure the certificate in

sanitary science of the Cambridge University. The list of books recom-

mended by the University is so long, that we would advise you to purchase, for

one shilling, the last published examination papers, which also give this infor-

mation. They are to be had at the Cambridge Warehouse, 17, Paternoster Row,
London.

PEE FOR FORCEPS CASE.
Dr. G. H. Fitzqehald (Ponteland, Northumberland), asks if an instrumental

midwifery case (forceps) is included in those cases for which an extra fee can be

claimed from the guardians for a workhouse case. He adds that the use of

the forceps was urgently required.

',' Our correspondent cannot claim as of right, any fee beyond £1 for assist-

ance rendered to a case of midwifery occurring in a workhouse, but although

such is the law, a board of guardians may grant a larger fee, if a representation

was made to them that it was a case accompanied with difficulty an danger,

which compelled instrumental aid to bring about delivery. If the Board granted

such fee, it would have to be reported to the Local Government Board, to

obtain their sanction, or the auditor would surcharge the board of guardians for

giving an exceptional fee.

The writer of this reply once had a case of instrumental midwifery, where he

caUed to his assistance the late Dr. Hall Davis and his own assistant. On appeal

to the board of guardians, they voted Dr. Hall Davis £5 53. ; the medical

officer, £2 2s. ; his assistant, £1 Is. ; the midwife an extra fee of 10s. 6d., and

the paid nurse, 5s. Total, £9 3s. 6d., for a pauper girl. The facts having been

laid before the Local Government Board, such grant was at once confirmed.

The entire attendance extended over seventy-eight hours.

COMPULSORY NOTIFICATION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES.
Br. John Haddon (Melrose) writes : I observe from the Journal of December

17th that the Local Government Board is taking up the question of compulsory

notification of infectious diseases, and asking answers to six questions from

those local authorities where that system has been in use. The fifth question

reads thus ;—" What is believed to be the general result as regards the limita-

tion of the spread of infectious disease ?

"

Replies to such a question will no doubt vary according to the experience of

particular localities, but it is doubtful whether any authority is capable of

forming a true estimate of the value of the notification of infectious diseases,

«ven when supplemented by ample provision for the isolation of such cases in

hospitals. Any local authorities which have had notification, with ample hos-

pital accommodation, in use for fifteeu years, and have kept a careful record of

the prevalence of the several epidemic diseases during that time, may no doubt
•furnish valuable information, but unless the Local Government Board at the

same time is informed of the general sauitary state of the various districts from

which answers to their six questions are received, no reply can be of any practi-

ical value with a view to future legislation on the subject.

If we took a general survey of the most formidable infectious diseases, and
endeavoured to answer the question—How can this disease be stamped out? for

each individuallv it is evident that the measures we might suggest to such an

end would depend on our knowledge of (1) the cause of the disease, and (2) tl e

way in which it propagated itself when it had one: originated. Thus, as to

typhus, how would we proceed to stamp it out?
We arc pretty certain that typhus is originated by the overcrowding ofhuman

betngs, and that it will break out wherever sufficient over.'rowding takes place

;

once originated it is, perhaps, our most infectious disea.se. With such know-
ledge, then, shall we rest satisfied with advising notification and isolation in a

hospital so as to prevent its spread ? Should we not rather advise that a care-

ful insptetiou should be made of all the property under the dominion of the

sanitary authority, and that wherever the conditions likely to give rise to

typhus were found the necessary improvements should be effected? Wc should

not wait for the outbreak of the disease and then merely try to prevent iti

spread, but rather, acting upon our knowledge as to the conditions under

which it originates, endeavour to remove them, and make an outbreak an im-

possibility. We may thus conclude (l)that notification of typhus with any
number of hospitals to isolate the cases as they occur will be powerless to stamp
out the disease, though such means may no doubt assist in preventing ita spread;

and (2) that by the improvement of the houses of the poor this disease may be

entirely stamped out, so that neither notification nor the hospital wotild be

needed.
It is a cnrions fact that in Edinburgh, where typhus used to rage, claiming its

victims annually from among the students and physicians, that disease is now
seldom met with, owing no doubt to improvements which have been effected in

the slums of the old town.
Again, with regard to such a disease as scarlet fever, how wotild we proceed

to stamp it out? We do not know how it originaUs, but we hive a very strong

suspicion that defective sanitary arrangements have to do with its inception.

Once originated it is capable of spreading to the healthy who are exposed to iti

infection; but no one can have practised his profession with moderate powers of

observation without being inclined to believe that those living under insanitary

conditions are most liable to its infection. How, then, shall we proceed to

stamp out such a disease? Shall we advise notification and isolation of all

cases that occur, and pretend that we are doing our duty to ourselves and tha

public? If we did, and if we could ensure perfection in both particulars, wa
could not stamp out the disease.

So far as our present knowledge goes, then, ought we not to advise that the

drainage throughout the whole country should be made perfect, according to

present ideas, and that a pure water supply should be provided for every town,

hamlet, and house wherever placed ? To prevent its spread (if it should even

then originate), not only might notification and hospitals for isolation be had
recourse to, but those supplying any article of food to the people should be

under intelligent and regular supervision. Dairies, no doubt, are much to

blame but is it not possible that a butcher, a baker, or even a grocer may spread

such a disease ? If it be possible that Government intends to bring forward

any measure calculated to, free this country from those preventable diseases

which are so destructive to the happiness and prosperity of the nation, it

behoves this Association to urge upon the Legislature that the measure must
be radical, beginning at the root and not at the fruit of the infectious tree.

QUARANTINE IN MALTA.
De. L. MakchiS, Surgeon-Major, R.M.F.A,, writes : Itwas with great pleasure that

I read the few remarks on quarantine made by Surgeon-Major Welch, of Netley,

in your issue of December 3rd, as they awakened in me a desire of perusing the

admirable and complete account of the several epidemics of cholera in Ualta,

published by that gentleman and Surgeon Leith Adams, in the Blue Book of

1S64. After perusing the same I became the more convinced that "there is a

clear mass of evidence showing that the disease is communicable by intercourse

with the affected, and so precise and incontrovertible as to leave no doubt of

the capability of its propagation in this way, independently of all atmospheric

conditions whatever. Indeed it may be questioned if the disease ever found its

entrance into Malta by any other means " (p. 311). In fact, the great care de-

voted by the authors to the gathering of data, in order to show that, during the

several epidemics occurring between 1S37 and 1S05, the progress of cholera, not

only from one countrv to another, but also from town to town, from street to

street, from house to house, and even from one individual to another of one and

the same family, and in the same regiment, deserves the highest praise, and is

quite sufficient to lead to the conclusion arrived at by them at page 319 of their

report, namely :
" It is clear that the disease radiated from Alexandria to the

seaport towns of the Mediterranean in the exact ratio of the frequency of their

communication with it, and that these towns became new foci for its propaga-

tion to others, and into the interior by means of maritime and land communi-

cation These facts are incontrovertible, and, while they furnish indubitable

proofs of the communication of cholera by human intercourse, strongly militate

against the existence of a general epidemic constitution in the Mediterranean

basin." Further on, at page 332, it is stated that "some of the worst streets

escaped altogether, others remained exempt for a long time, but on the intro-

duction of the disease clearly showed that the previous immanity was in nowiss

due to the absence of localising causes. The inference to be drawn was this,

that whether dirty or clean, well situated or not, a first case was necessary as a

starting point, the subsequent progress depending upon the presence or not of

favouring conditions, and the saniury measures had recourse to."

The inference to be drawn from the above statements, with which I perfectly

agree, is that immunity from cholera can only be attained (1) by preventing im-

portation of its virus, and (2) by improving the sanitary conditions of the

island, so as to lessen its propagation when it has once been introducjd.

Though I am a staunch supporter of strict s/ratto as the only means for attain-

ing the first object, I am as strong an advocate for sanitary measures to obtain

the second. , ^. .

I am sure both you and Surgeon-Major Welch will be pleased to learn that

the opinion universally entertained here is that both these prevenUve measttrea

should go hand in hand, and I defy anvone to prove that in our case " the im-

position of quaranOne induces a sense of false security, which militates against

the adoption of those beneficial sanitary measures on shore, whereby the spread

of cholera, if the disease were introduced, could be prevented." In fact, con-

siderable sums of money have been, and still continue to be, annually spent

towards the improvement of sanitation in this island.

I still, however, maintain that, up to the time when the sanitary condition

of every country will have attained perfection, and when all Governments,

from one pole to the other, will, by international agreement, decide to do away

with quarantine completely, so that free intercom-se may exist between one

port and another, whether they be infected with disease or not, up to that time,

I say when such ties of ail'ection will bind all nations, sfratio alone will be able

to save us from the importation of cholera.

It will not be lost sight of that, under present circumstances, the very appear-

ance of cholera in Malta, irrespective of all our preventive measures against it

spreading, is considered by other Governmeuts sufficient reason for interrupting

all communication with this island.

As to the p> ssibility of adopting sjratto when " what was intended as a safe-

guard becomes at best a useless measure," I may state that if British represen-

tatives abroad were as careful to report to this Government the appc^iuce of

the very first suspicious case of cholera as foreign Consuls in Malta are in

bringing similar cases before the Govcrnmsnts they represent, with the prestnt
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.'1.'. thoM wcMiM nnt ha thP least prol>a-

Idtf, *a past oxiifrk-ncc of tho Inst

rOOU LAW MEDICAL OFFICEUS' ASSOCIATION.
Tai annnal report of the Poor Law Alodioal Offioors' Association

kivinp been issued, showinj; tho continued iTosperity of the Associa-

tion, tho Couniil strongly advises all district luudieal oiUcors who are

not members to enrol themselves, as certain imp^irtant iiuestions,

sorionsly ftrtertiug their interests, arc likely to engage tho attention of

^i^^luMjaent at an early date.

HRALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
UuniXi the WMk eodin^ Saturday, IVcciuber .:4th, 5.:iH;) births and 3,670 doath^

wen registered in th* twcnty-oitjht Unie Enjtlish towna, including lionrton,

d««lt with iu tho RrRistrarGencral's Weekly Return, which have an estimatcl
population o(0,S44.0'.'> persona. Tho aunual mt< of mortility, which had bein

21.1 auJ. '2*i.l IKT 1,(.''>0 In the two precetlinfr weeks. Ueclim-a again to i!0.8 during

tbc week under notice. Tho ratos in the several towns, rftnged ia order from

the low«t, wt'fe as follow: Perby, 16.5; Loudon, IS.tJ ; Bradford, l(*.l ; Nor-

wich, V.>.l: Hull, \\\3\ Nottingham, li>.3 ; Leeds, 10.5; Oldham, ao.2; Liver-

pool, 'JiXa ; BriKhton, 20.3 ; Birkenhead, liO.S; Hudderafield. 20.3; Cardiff, 21.0 ;

Wolverhampton, *il a ; Birmingham, 21.0; Bristol, 2"J.l; Halifax, 22.4 ; New-
caatle-upoL-Tyne, 23.3; Susderland, 23.:l ; bhellield, 23.0 ; Portaraoath, 24.2;

SaUord, 24 S ; Bolton, 2J.6; Preston, 20.:.; Manchester. 2S.ii; Plymouth, 30.4;

Leioester. 31.3; and the highest rate dnring the week, 31.7 in Blackburn.
The death*rate in the twenty-seven provincial towns averaged 22,6 per I,00#,

and exceodeil by 4.0 the rate recorded in London, which, as before stated,

was only IS. 6 per 1,000. The 3,(u0 deaths reipstered in tlie twenty-eight
tifwn.i during the week under notice included 4&o which ware referred to llie

principal zymotic disoa-ses, against 443, 443, and 500 in tho three preceding

weeks ; of the.-w, 146 resulted froui whooping-oough, '.'I from scarlet fever, 79 from
measles, 47 from ffver(priucii»ally enteric), 47 from diphtheria, 23 fromsraall-pox;

and 23 from diarrhiea. These 455 tlcaths were equal to an annual rate of 2.6 i>er

1,000. Tho zymotic death-rate in London during the week under notice was
equal to 2.7 per 1,000, while it averaged 2.4 in the twenty-seven provincial towns,
among which it rangi-d from 0.0 in Brighton and iu Portsmouth, and 0.t> in

Hnddcrsfleld, to 4.4 in Derby, 4.5 in Wolverhampton, 4.G in Bolton, and 5.9 in

Sheffield. The fatal cases of whooping-cough, which increased in the three pre-

ceding weeks from 90 to 157, declined again during the week under notice to 45,

and caused the highest death-rates in Salford, London, Wolverhampton, and
Leicester. The deaths referred to scarlet fever, which had been 01 and 108 in

the two previous week.**, declined again during the week under notice to I'l ; this

disease sh'iwi-d the highest proportional ftit.ality in Bristol, Oldham, Wolver-
hampton, Plymouth, and Birkenhead. The number of scarlet fever patients under
treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums hospitals, which had declined from 2,602

to 2,;^47 during the three preceding weeks, had further fallen to 2,171 on
dattrrday, Deoemt>er24th; thr admissions, which had fallen from 200 to 162 in the
fonr previous weeks, further declined to 120 during the week xmdcr notice. The
fatal cas*'<t nf measles, which had risen in the three preceding weeks, from tiO tn SO,

were 79 dunng the week under notice, and caused the highest death-rates in

Bradford, Birmingham, Bolton, and Derby, The deaths referred to different

forms of "fever" (including typhm^, typhoid, and ill-defined forma of fever),

which had been 77 and 64 In the two preceding weeks, further declined to 47

during the week under notice ; this disease showed the highest proportional
fatality in Wolverhampton. The fatal cases of diphtheria in the twenty-eight
towns, which had l>een 44 and 47 in the two previous weeks, were again 47

daring the week under notice, and included 24 in London, 5 in Manchester, 2 in

Blrratngham, 2 In Sheffield, 2 in Liverpool, 2 In Hnll, and 2 in Canliff. The 23

deaths from diarrho-a showed a marked decline from the numbers returned in

recent weeks. The fatal cases of small-pox in these towns, whicli had been 2i'i,

20, and 10 in the three previous weeks, rnge again to 23 during the week under
"notice, nf which 21 were recorded in SheJlicld, and 2 in Bristol. Tho number of
small-pox patients in the Metropolitan Asylums hospitals, which had been and
10 at the end of the two preceding weeks, had declined to 5 on Saturday, IVcember
24th; no new ca.ses were admitted into these hospitals during the week. The
deaths from diseases of tho respiratory organs In London, which had been 40S
and 413 in the two previous weeks, declined during the week under notice to 357 ;

they were au many sm 1?*5 below Ui'' average, and were equal to an annual rate of

4,4 per 1000. The causes of 80, or 2.2 per cent, of the 3,(397 deaths registered
dnnng the week under notice In the twenty-eight towns were not certtflcd, either
by re?i'*f^ri M m.-.iical practitioners or by coroners.

In ii^ht large English towns, including London, dealt with in the
Re;- •< Wrokly Return, which have an estimated population of

0,24 i,... , .. .. ,.',:;;;;; births and 4,402 deaths were registered during the week
ending Saturday, Defrember .list. The annual rate of mortality, which had been
52. T and 20.? per 1,000 In the two preceding weeks, ro.ie again during the week
under notice to 24. S. The rates In the several towns, ranged In order from the
lowest, were as follow '.— Brighton, 1S.'>; Huddcrsneld, 10,7; Norwich, 20.s;

Derby ,'21.1 ; Snnderland, 21.3; Hull, 2S.0; Bradford, 23.0; Liverpool, 23.2 ; Lon-
don, 23.3 ;: Birmingham, 24.4; Cardiff, 24..'S; Leeds, 2.'..1 ; Bristol, 2r..r ; Salford,

2«.0; Pnrtsmnnth. Sft..* ; HhefTlcid, 27.7; Leicester, 27.7 ; Wolvorharupton, 27. s
;

Nowcastlpup<jn-Tyno, 27.'-' ; Plymouth, 2S.4 ; Nottingham, 2S.0 ; Blackburn, 20.0 ;

Birkenhead, 20.9 : Halifax, ?.].0; Oldham, 31.1 ; Manchester, 32.5 ; Preston, Xi.: ;

and the highest rate during the week, 33.0 in Bolton. In tho twenty-stjven
provincial towns tho death-rate averaged M.2 per 1,000, and exceeded by 2.0

the rate recorded in I/mdon, which, as before staled, was 23.3 per 1,000. The
4,402 deaths registered dnring the week under notice in the twenty-eight towJis

IncludM l"*:'. which were referred to whooping-cough, 80 to measles, S4 to scarlet

fever, 52 to " f^vcr" (principally enteric), ?•'< t.» diplithcria, 32 to diarrhoea, and 28

to small'pox ; In all, 503 deaths resulted from those principal zymotic diaeabes,

against 500 and 45.^ In the two preceding weeks. The zymotic rate was equal to 2.B
per 1,000. In London tho zymotic death-rate was 3.1, while it averaged 2.0 per
1,000 in the twenty-seven provincial t-iwns, among which It ranged from 0.0

and 0.4 In Halifax and Brignton, to 4.6 In Bolton, 5.1 In Preston, 5.4 In Notting-
ham, and 6.1 In Sheffield. Tho fital cases of whooplnKCf>ugh, which bad been
1 j7 and 145 in the two prnvloTu weeks, rose again during tho week under notice
to 1^3, and caused the hlghi^st death-rates in Salford, Oldham, London, Derby,
%T\i\ Leicester. The deaths referred to mea.sles, which had been 80 and 79 In the

two previous weeks, rose again to M during the week under notice : this disease
was ])ruportionaliy moat fatal in Ncwcnstlo-npon-Tyrfe Birmingham, Plymouth,
Nftttingham, and Bolton. The fatal casoa of bcarlet lever, which had l>een 108
and 01 in the two preceding weeks, fnrtJier declined during tho week undernotice to
S4, and caused tho highest rates in Norwich, IJirkenliead, Oldham, Hudjlerstleid,
Blackburn, and Prtston. The' niunber of scarlet fever patientji in the Metro-
politan Asylums hospitals, which liacl declined in the lliree preceding weeks
from 2,5.'." to '^171, had further fallen tO" 2,046 on Saturday, December 31st ; 120
new ca-ses wuro ailmltted Into thes« hospltaln during the week, against numbi?rs
steadily dccUning from 1S4 to 129 in the four pruvioua weeks. Tho deaths re-

ferred tn diffTent forms of "fever" (including typhu,-*, enteric, and ill*defined

forms of fever), which had l>een 77, 54, and 47 iu the three preceding w^ks, rose
again during tliit week under notice to 52 ; the greatest ])ri>port3onal fatjillty of
fever during the week was recorded in Portsmouth, Nottingham, and Preaton.
The fatal cases of diphtheria in the twcnty-ei>;lit towns, which had iKien 47 in

each uf the two preceding weeks, <leclined during tho wnok under notice to 3S,

and included 21 in London, S in Neweastlv-npon-Tyne, 2 in Uverpo^l, 2 in Old-
ham, and 2 in Hull. The 32 deaths from diarrho-a exceeded by those recorded
in the previous week. Small-pox caused 24 deaths in ShcfHcld (ap.iinst IT and
21 in the two preceding weeks), 2 in Bristol, 1 in Leeds, and 1 in Hull, but not
one in I^ndon or in any of the twenty-three other largo provincial towns. The
number of small-pox patients in the Metmpolitan Asylums hospitals, ^^hicb had
been 10 and 5 at the end of the two preceding weeks, were 7 on Saturday, De-
cember 31st ; 2 cases of aniall-pox were admitted into these hospitals during the
week. The deaths referred to diseases of the respiratDry organs iu London,
which had been 413 and 357 in the two previous weeks, rose again during the
week under notice to 442, but were as many as 110 below the average. The causes
of 137, or 3.1 per cent., of the 4,402 deaths registered during the week under
notice in the twenty-eight towns were not certiticd, either by registered medical
practitioners or by coroners.

HEALTH OF SCOTCH TOWNS.
Is the eight principal Scotch towns, having an estimated population of
1,200,000 persons, 7S0 births and 5,y.> deaths were registered during the week end-
ing Satiu-day, December 24th. The annual rate o( mortality,which had been 22.7
and 23.0 in the two preceding weeks, declined again during' the week under
notice to 22.4, but exceeded by 1.6 the mean rate during the same period
In the twenty-eight largo English towns. Among these Scotch towns, the rate
was equal to 11.3 in Perth, 17.8 in Greenock, 50.4 in Aberdeen, 20.7 in Dundee,
20.0inLeith, 21.1 in Edinburgh, 23.4 in Glasgow, and 40.2 in Paisley. The 550
deaths registered during the week under notice in these Scotch towns in-

cluded 25 which were referred to whooping-cough, 17 to*' fever" (principally
enteric), 17 to 'measles, 13 to scarlet fever, 4 to diphtheria, 4 to diarrhoea, and not
one to small-pox ; in all, SO deatlis resulted from these principal zymotic diseases,

against 70 and 75 in the two preceding weeks. These 80 deaths were equal to an
annnal rate of 3.2 per 1,000, which exceeded by 0.0 the mean zymotic death-rate
diuring the same week in the twenty-eight large English towns. The highest
zymotic rates in the Scotch towns during the week under notice were re-

corded In Dundee, Leith, and Paisley. The deaths refeiTed to whooping-cough,
which had been 20 and 26 in the two preceding weeks, were 25 during the
week under notice, Of which 13 occurred in Glasgow, 3 in Edinburgh, and 3 in

Leith. The fatal cases of nie-asles, which had ste.idily increased from 12 to 15

in the three previous weeks, further rose to 17 during the week under notice,

and included 11 in Edinburgh and 5 in Dundee. The deaths referred X-o different

forms of " fever" (typhus, enteric, and simple fever), which had been 5 and in

the two pieccding weeks, further rose to 17 during the week under notice, of
of which 14 occurred in Paisley and 3 in Glasgow. The fatal cases of scarlet fever,

which had been 14 and in the two previous weeks, ro.^e again to 13 during the
week under notice, and included & in Glaagow and 3 in Dundee. The 4 deaths
from diphtheria showed a decline of 3 from the number in the preceding week, and
were all recorded in Gla.'^gnw. The 4 fatal cases of diarrh'-ea were considerably
below those returned in any recent week, The 134 deaths referred to acute
disea.ses of the respiratory organs in theqe Scotch towns during the week under
notice were as many as 65 below the number recorded in the corresponding week
of last year. The causes of OS, or more than 12.0 per cent., of tho 550 deaths
Togistered during the week under no tice in these Scotch towns wero uncer-
tified.

During the week ending Saturday, December 3lst, S.jO births and 007 deaths
were registered in eight of the principal Scotch towns, having an estimated popu-
lation or 1,200,000 persons. The annnal rate of mortality, which had been 23.0

and 22.4 per 1,000 In the two preceding weeks, rose again to 24.:'. during the week
nndcr notice, and was slightly below the mean rate during the same period In the
twenty-eight large English towns. Among those Scotch towns, the rate was
equal to 14.6 in Perth, 15.S in Leith. 21.5 in Edlnbur^'h, 23.3 In Greenock, 24.5

In Glasgow, 25.3 in Aberdeen, 20.3 in Dundee, and 35.ii in Paisley. The 607

deaths registered during the week under notice included 73 which were referred
to the principal zymotic diseases, against 75 anil SO iu the two pre^-eding weeks ;

of these, 21 resulted from whoopjng-cough, 14 from moaslcH, 13 from diphtheria,

10 from diarrhoea, 7 from scarlet fever, 5 from " fever" (principally enteric), and
not one from gmall-pox. These 73 deaths were equal to an annual rate of 3.0 per

1,000, which slightly exccodcl the mean zymotic death-rate during the same period

in the twenty-eight large English towns. The highest zymotic rates In the Scotch
towns during the week under notice wore recorded iu Loith, Greenock, and
Dundee. The fatal cases of whuoping-cough, wlilch had declined from 29 to 25

In tho three preceding weeks, were 24 during the week under notice, of which 10

occurred in Gla.sgow, 4 Jn Dundee, 4 in Greenock, and 3 In Leti;h. The deaths
referred to iipuxsUs* which had steadily increased In the four previous weeks from
12Uj17, declined again during the week under notice to 14, aud included 8 in

Dundee and 5 In Edinburgh. Tho fatal casos of diphtheria, wuich had been 7 and
4 in the two preceding weeks, rose again during the week to 13, of which 8

occurred tn Glasgow, 2 in Edinburgh, and 2 in Greenock. The 10 deaths Irom
diarrhma exceeded those recorded in recent weeks, and included 5 in Glasgow and
4 in Edinburgh. The f.ital caj^es of scarlet fever, which had been 9 and 13 in the

two previous weeks, declined during the week under notice to 7, of which 4

occurred in Glasgow. Tlie deaths rorerred to different forms of "fever," which
had risen in tho three previous weeks from 5 to 17, declined again to 5, and Included

2 In Dundee. The 105 deaths referred to acut<j diseases of the respiratory organs in

these Scotch towns during the week exceeded by 14 the number recorded in the

corresponding week of last year. The causes of 01, orlO.O por cont., of the 607

deaths registered during the week under notice in tliQSo Scotch towns were
uncertified.
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HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
.

In- the week ending BatnrJay, December 24th, 520 deaths occurred in the

aiteen ^ri^ci pal town districu of Ireland. The average annual death-

?Se ?eD?eaSnted by the deaths registered was 31.2 per 1,000 of the popn-

aton'^^ihrl^thsWistered in thi several '"^"^ .«'P^,^be«,caIy .ranged

corresponded to the toUowins annua rates per 1,000 .Arinagh, 20.
, ,

BeiaMi,

41 4- Cork "4 7- Drogheda, 3S.1 ; Dublin, 2S.S; Dvmdalk, 1,.5; Galway, U'.s
,

mm'enny IG 9; Limerfck, 33.7 ; Llsbum, 10.3 ; Londonderry, 17.8 ;
Lnrgan, S5.^ ;

New?y sI) 7 suio, 14.4 Wat^rford, 30.1 ; Wexford, 17.1. The deaths from the

prSarzymoIic diseases in the sixteen districts were eqoa to an annual rac

of 5 3 per 1,000. Measles c.insed S deaths in Xewry, 13 m Belfast, 8 in Cork, 1 in

Limerick, an 12 In Kill">""y- Wliooping-congh caused 10 deaths in Beltest In

to Dublin Registration District, the births registered during the ^veek amo^ted

to 132 and the deaths to IVJ. The deaths represent an annual rate of morUlity

of "9 4 in every 1,000 of the estimated population ; omitting the deaths of per^

sons admitted into public institutions from localities outside the distnct the

?a^ was 28 8 per 1 000. Thirty-three deaths from zymotic diseases were regis-

Srid being 3 over the average for the corresponding week of the las ten years

and 4 over the numl>er for the week ended December 17th ; they include 3 from

measles 4 from scarlet fever, 2 from typhus, 8 from whoopiug-cough, ana 4 from

^'Jn' tte\eek ending Saturday, December 31st 565 deaths occurred in the

sixteen principal town districts of Ireland. The average annual death-rate

wS 33 per 1 000 of the popuIaHon. The Jdeaths registered m the several

towns, Alphabetically arranged corresponded to the follo^ylng annual rates per

lOOO: Armgh, 15.6; Belfast, 41.4; Cork, 3S.3; Drogheda lb 9; Dublin, 34.,

Dundalk 13 1 • Galway, 23.5 ; Kilkenny, 16.9 ; Limenck, 22.9 ;
Lisbum, 33.8 ,

L™dond'erry 12!f; ligan, 10.3; Kewry, 35.1 ; Sligo, 43.3; Waterford, 37.0

;

Wexford 17 1. The deaths from the principal zymotic diseases in the sixteen

disWcta were equal to an annual rate of 5.0 per 1,000. Measles caused 5

deaths in Newry, 13 in Belfast, 10 in Cork, and 3 in Limerick; whooping-cough

caSled 13 deathJ'in Belfast, and 1 each in Cork and Waterford. In the Dublin

Registration District the births registered during the week amounted to IbS,

and the deaths to 245. The deaths represent an annual rate of mortality ot

36 2 in every 1,000 of the estimated population'; omitting the deaths of persons

admitted into public institutions from locaUties outside the district, the rate was

<!4 ~
-oer 1 000 Twenty-six deaths from zymotic diseases were registered, bemg

7 under the number for the preceding week, and 5 below the average for the

fifty-second week of the ten years 1877-86; they included 1 from measles, b

scarlet fever, 3 from whooping-cough, 2 from diphtheria, and 2 from simple

continued and ill-deftned fever.

HEALTH OF FOREIGN CITIES.

28 3 in Calcutta, and 41.0 in Madras ; cholera caused 7 deaths in Calcutta, 5 in

Bombay and 3b in Madras ; a death from small-pox was recorded in Bombay, and

"fever" was fatally prevalent in each of these Indian cities. According to the

most recently received weekly returns, the annual death-rate averaged 23.7 per

1 000 persons estimated to be living in twenty-one ol the largest European cities,

and exceeded by 2,9 the mean rate during the week m the twenty-eight large

EuKUsh towns. The death-rate in St. Petersburg was 26.3 per 1,000 (.igainst 2b...

and 25 8 in the two preceding weeks); the 468 deaths included 10 from measles,

10 from typhoid fever, and 70 from diarrhceal diseases. In three other northern

cities—Copenhagen, Stockholm, and Christiania—the death-rate averaged 2,. 9 per

1 000 and ranged from -.'l.S in Stockholm to 40.8 in Christiania ;
as manyas 30

deaths were referred to measles in Christiania, and 11 in Copenhagen; bdeathsre-

sultedfrom scarlet fever in Stockholm, 9 in Copenhagen, and 9 in Christiania; and

6 fatal cases of diphtheria were recorded in Stockholm and S in Christiania- In

Paris the death-rate was equal to 22.1 per 1,000 (against 22.0 and 21.0 m the two

Piecedine weeksVand exceeded by 3.5 per 1,000 the rate recorded in the cor-

respondiSe week in London; the deaths included 49 from typhoid fever 33 from

diphtheria and croup, 5 from small-pox, and 13 from measles- The 159 deaths

in Brussels, of which 3 resulted from diphtheria, 2 from typhoid fever, and 1

from small-pox gave a rate of lS-3 per 1,000. In the three principal Dutch

cities—Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and the Hague— the mean death-rate was 20.4

per 1 000, the several rates being 17.0 in Rotterdam, 19.9 in the Hague, and

"'' 3 in Amsterdam; 4 deaths resulted from diphtheria and 2 from whooping-

cough in Amsterdam ; and 3 fatal cases of measles were recorded in Rotterdam,

while no zymotic disease appears to be fatally prevalent in the Hague. The

Registrar-General's table includes nine German and Austrian cities, in which

the death-rate averaged 24.4 per 1,000, and ranged from 16.4 and 18.4 in Dresden

and Berlin to 27.3 and 32.0 in Hamburg and Buda-Pesth. Small-pox caused IS

deaths in' Trieste and 10 in Prague ; 3S fatal cases of diphtheria occurred

Berlin and 18 in Breslau; typhus and typhoid fever caused 18 deaths in

Petersburg was equal to 25.2 per 1,000, and was slightly telow the rates recorded

U. recent weeks; the 449 deaths included 10 from typhus and typhoid fever, 13

from scarlet fever, n from diphtheria, and 72 from dia^ho-.a! dUeases. In three

othCT nmthern cities-Copenfiagcn, Stockholm, and Chnrti«Dia-the death-rate

SveSgedlsTper 1,000, and ranged from 18.5 in Stockholm to 35 3 in Chriatiama:

n™sles caused 28 deaths in Christiania and 7 in Copenhagen ; S deaths lesulUd

from scarlet fever in Copenhagen, 4 in Stockholm, and 3 » Christmnia
;
and 7

fatal cases of diphtheria were recorded in Copenhagen. In Pans the death-rate

was equal to 22-1 per 1,000 (against 21.0 anS 22.1 in O.e two preceding weeks)

and was 1 ' 'per 1,000 below the rate in the corresponding week in London , the

deaths InduSed from small-pox, 32 from tj^hoid fever, and 39 from diplittena

and croup The 166 deaths in Brussels, of' which 16 resulted tVom dian-ho^l

diseases and 3 from diphtheria, gave a rate of 19.2 per 1,000. In the three prtocp^

Dutch cities-Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and the Hague-the mean death-rate vras

•n 3 ner 1 000, the several rates being' 19.7 in Amsterdam -1.
.
In the Hague, and

"T7 in Rotterdam; 4 deaths were referred to diphtheria, and 3 to measles, In

Amsterdam • 2 fatal casts of measles and 2 of whooping-cough in Rotterdam

;

while no zymotic .disease appears to be prevalent in the Hague. 'The Begistoar-

C^neral's table includes nine German and Austrian cities, in which the death-rate

averaged 25.2 per 1,000, and ranged from IS.S and 22.7 in Berlin and Dres.len, to

S" 1 and 32 8 in Prague and Buda-Pesth. Small-pox caused 3 deaths in Tneste

and 16 in Prague; 40 fatal cases of diphtheria -ffere recorded in Berlin, 10 in Bres-

J™ and 7 in Vienna ; and 19 deaths resulted from typhus and typhoid fever In

Hamburg The death-rate in three of the principal Italian cities averaged 4 j

p.r 1 000, being equal to 21.1 in Turin, 24.8 in Venice, and 25.1 m Rome
;

b deaths

resulted from small-pox and 7 from typhoid fever in Rome; 4 fatal cases of diph-

theria and 3 of scarlet fever occurred in Turin ; and diarrh.Tal diseases were prera-

eilt in Venice. In Cairo the death-rate was 54.S per 1,000, and in Alexandria

'-:r5- 17 deaths were referred to typhoid fever and 10 to whooping-cough in

Ci'iro- "fever" caused 10 deaths in Alexandria ; while diarrheal disrases were

f .'tally prevalent in each of these cities. In four of the largest Ameni^ cities

tlerecoried death-rate averaged 21.4 per 1,000, and ranged from 17^4 m Balfamore

to 24 4 in New York. Diphtheria caused 49 deaths in New York, 32 in Brooklyn,

loin Philadelphia, and 5 in Baltimore; 24 deaths resulted from scarlet fever in

New York ; and S fatal cases ot typhoid fever occurred m Philadelphia, and o

in Baltimore.

in Venice and 26.3 in Rome; 16 deaths resulted from small-pox, and 9 from

malarial fever, in Rome ; 8 fatal cases of diphtheria and 4 of typhoid fever were

reconled in Turin; and diarrhceal diseases caus^^d 4 deaths in Venice. In Cairo

the death-rate was 52.1 per 1,000, and in Alexandria 39.7 ; typhoid fever caused

15 deaths iu Cairo ; a fatal else ot small-pox occurred both in Cairo and in Alex-

andria • and 114 deaths were referred to .iiirrhaal diseases in Cairo and 50 in

Alexandria In four of the largest American cities the recorded death-rates

averaged 21.3 per 1,000, and ranged from 16.7 in Philadelphia to 24.0 in New
York. Diphtheria caused 55 deaths in New Y'ork, 20 in Brooklyn, and 12 m
Philadelphia ; 17 fatal cases ot scarlet fever were recorded in New York, and 5 in

Philadelphia ; and 11 deaths resulted from typhoid fever in Philadelphia, and 4

in Baltimore. _ , iv
It appears, from statistics published in the Registi-ar-General s return for the

week ending Saturday, December 31st, that the annual death-rate was recently

equal to 20.5 per 1,000 in Bombay, and to 47.6 in Madras. Cholera caused 47

deaths in Madras, and 2 deaths resulted from small-pox in Bombay ;
while the

mortality from dill'erent forms of " fever," and from dlarrha;al disease, was exces-

sive in both these cities. The usual return from Calcutta docs not appear to have

been received. According to the most recently received weekly returns, the annual

death-rate .averaged 23.9 per 1,000 persons estimated to be living in twenty-one

of the largest European cities, and was 0.9 below the mean rate during the week

under notice in the twenty-eight large English towns. The death-rate in St.

OBITUARY.
;t

GUSTAYE BERNUTZ, M.D,

This distingmshed French gynjEcologist died at Sedan early in

December from chronic cardiac disease, the result of rheumatism. M.

Fereol read a full obituary of the deceased at a meeting of the

Academie de Medecine on December 20rh.

Dr Bernutz was born at Sedan in 1S19. His family came from

Bouiilon in Belgium. His grandfather, Liurent Bernutz, was senior

surgeon to the military hospital at Bonillon ; his uncle, T. H.. y.

Bemutz was attached to the civil hospital in that town ;
whilst his

father Francois Richard Bernutz, practised at Sedan. Gustave Ber-

nutz, who has just died, studied in Paris, and was mtmicdr^ Upitaua

in 1813. In 1S50 he was selected for the Bureau Central ;
in 1854

he was attached to the Lourcine, and at once commenced those re-

searches in gynajcology which were to make lum famous. He would

spend three or four hours daily in the wards, and the time which he

passed outside the hospital walls was devoted to the consideration ot

what he had seen within. He was assisted in his labours by a junior

physician to the Bureau Central, M. Ernest Goupil. They produced

a world-famed book on the diseases of women, which was translated

into English for the New Sydenham Society by Dr. Meadows, ihe

chapters on peri-uterine hematocele and pelvic peritonitis are master-

pieces of scientific gynsecology.

Dr. Bernutz was appointed to the Pitie m 185b, and transferred,

according to the custom in France, to another hospital, the Chante,

in 1869. He resigned hospital duties in 1884. His promising col-

league, M. GoupU, died young.
. , , , -vi

Dr Bernutz worked hard long after practice had become impossible

through the ravages of his malady. Until recenUy he continued to

deliver clinical lectures, and on bis death bed he corrected the proofs of

those which he intended to publish. Thanks to a coUeague who is

acting as editor, these valuable lectures are preserved, and wiU soon

bo issued to the public.
, , T^•. • • li-j -•„..

Dr Bernutz was one of the compilers of the Dietionnairc ae Medcanc

ci dc ChinmiU Pratiqws, wriUng the articles " Abdomen, " Amenor-

rhica," etc," and he was the author of essays on "Uterine Eryapelas

and " Phlegmon of the Broad Ligaments" in Depaul s ^rcAu« dc

Tocoloqlc In lSr.5 he read before the Societe Medicale des HOpitani

a valukble monograph on syphilitic atVections of the cervrs nten. In

18S2 he was made an officer of the Legion of Honour.

Dr. Bernutz has left to the hospital of Sedan a suni of 100^00

francs, the interest devolving on his widow till her death, llus

legacy is left on the express condition that the hospital is to be

managed by a religious sisterhood. The deceased was one of the

foremost medical men in France to protest agamst the sudden and

arbitrary attempt to secularise the hospitals a few years since. He was
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• brilliut BX«mplo of aotne of the finest elcmonta of French character,

and a practical philanthroiiist who effected the relief of individual sufTer-

ing, and hated that school of theoretical fraternity whose principles

have been gammed up in Chamfort's motto, " Be my brother or else I

shall kill you."

JAMES BRIDEOAKE, M.R.C.S.
We have received intelligence of the death of one of the oldest members
of the British Medical Association, Mr. James Bridcoake, which re-

cently took pUcc at his residence, Southport The deceased gentleman
was born in July, ISll, and educated at the Leigh Grammar School

;

he was early apprenticed to a medical practitioner near Huddersfield,

and afterwords studied at London and Dublin, taking the diploma of

M.R.C.S. in 1336. He commenced practice at Leigh, where he resided

for over thirty-eight years, for thirty years of wliich period he was
medical officer to the Leigh Union Workhouse. Mr. Brideoake enjoyed
for many years an extensive practice, and it was often remarked by
him that he never travelled less than forty miles a day. He was
highly esteemed and respected by patients and friends. He retired

from active practice about six years ago, and took up his residence
in Southport for the benefit of his health. For many years he was a

member of the West Leigh Local Board, and took an active interest

in other provincial matters. Ho was a staunch Conservative aud
chnrchman. He leaves five daughters to mourn his loss.

GEORGE SYLVESTER, M.R C.S.Eng.
Wk regret to announce the death of Mr. G. Sylvester, surgeon, of

Trowbridge, Wiltshire, which took place on December 26 th. The de-

ceased was born on March 16th, 1788, and consequently would, had
he lived, have completed his hundredth year in March next. Mr.
Sylvester became a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1810.

He studied at Guy's and St. Thomas's Hospital, London, and became
assistant-surgeon in the Royal Navy. He was on board the Lion,
commanded by Sir Gore Onseley at the taking of Java, for which he
received a medal, dated 1848. The deceased gentleman filled for

thirty-four years the post of coroner for one of the divisions of Wilt-
shire, which office he resigned about fifteen years since, when he was
succeeded by his son, Mr. F. F. Sylvester. He leaves three sons and
one daughter.

JOSEPH WILLIAMS, F.R.O.S.
Thb sudden death of Mr. Joseph Williams has caused a deep feeling

of regret to a wide circle of friends, by whom he was highly respected.
Leaving his residenee at Brentford in the morning in apparently
good health and spirits for the purpose of visiting a patient at Ham-
mersmith, he was, on the train reaching Gunnersbury, found to be
very ill, and shortly after expired. Mr. Williams was bom at

Westerleigh, near Bristol, in 18.32, and had practised at Brentford for

upwards of twenty-seven years. His medical education was obtained
at SL Thomas's Hospital, where, in his last year, he was gold
medallist, and was subsequently house surgeon. In 1865 he gained
the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and in

1880 took the Sanitary Science Diploma. He was surgeon to St.

Mary's Orphanage. North Hyde, and district medical officer to the
Brentford Local Board, a post which he held from its foundation.
The deceased gentleman took a warm and active interest in parochial
matters bearing on health and hygiene. He loaves a widow, three
dsnghters, and one son.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Thb Plttmbers' Company.—At the Guildhall on Saturday last

thirty-three journeymen and seven mister plumbers received certifi-

cates of registration by the Plumbers' Company, hanng attended for

the purpose from the following places :—Nottingham, Folkestone,
Clacton-on-Sea, Hertford, Manchester, Chippenham, Southsca,
Bristol, Maidstone, Norwich, Wells, Trowbridge, Wantage, Exeter,
Cambridge, Ramsey, and Bath.

Sausaof. Meat.—A man named Johnson, of Nottingham, who was
found to have been engaged in making and disposing, for public
sale, sausages made from horseflesh and putrid meat, has received a
well merited punishment of three months' hard labour.

An international exhibition of hygiene and life-saving apparatus
will be organiactl next year at Ostend, under the direction of the Com-
munal Conncil.

Fkksch Hospital and Dispen.sart.—M. Waddington, the French
Ambas.sador, has informed the committee of the French Hospital that
the Government of the Republic has made a donation of £2,000
towards the building fund of that institution. M. Waddington has
added a persoual donation of £100.

The HuKTEBi.iN Society.—On Wednesday, January 25th, Mr. De
Berdt llovell will read a paper before the Hunterian Society, on the
Therapeutic Indications of Neurasthenia contrasted with those of Hys-
teria. Having given much time aud attention to the subject, especially
with reference to treatment, which has hitherto been so unsatis-
factory, Mr. Hovell is desirous of bringing his views before the
profession, who are invited to attend.

The Missinh Journalist.—Nothing has been heard so far of Mr.
McNeill, who mysteriously disappeared on his way from Boulogne to
Loudon. As he had been somewhat feverish and excited on his way
down, it was supposed that he may have been taken ill and gravitated
into some hospital. The missing man is about forty years of age,
medium height, full dark beard, long moustache. He was the
representative of the Sportsman. Information respecting his
whereabouts is urgently sought by Mr. Christie Murray and other
friends.

Tavo cases of small-pox have occurred in one of the poorest parts of
Nottingham ; both persons had only recently arrived from Alder-
shot ; neither are said to have been protected by vaccination, and
they have been immediately conveyed to the temporary infectious hos-
pital, where they are now under medical treatment.

A Centenarian Criminal.-According to the Krakh, No. 49,
1887, p. 959, about the end of last October an old man, aged 115, re-

siding at Zadonsk, in the Voronej Government, was tried for arson,
and sentenced to transportation to Siberia.

Medical Maoi,<tkate.s.—The names of John M. H. Martin, M.D.,
and John H. Wraith, Esq., M.R C.S. and L.S.A., have been placed
on the commission of tho peace, the former for Blackburn, and the
latter for Darwon, Lancashire.—Dr. Edward C. A. Ramsay, of Fleet-
wood, has been placed on the Commission of the Peace for Lancashire.

De. Thoma-s Cassidy, of Hunmanby, recently died in Edinburgh,
where he had gone to recruit bis health a little more than a year ago.
Dr. Cassidy was highly esteemed, and so long as his health permitted
took an active interest in local movements.

We regret to record the death of Mr. Idris Nannton Davies, sur-
geon of Llysygraig Ystrad Rhondda, after a severe illness extending
over six months. Mr. Idris Davies, who was a cousin of Dr. Davies,
Llantrisant, leaves a widow and five children. The deceased gentle-
man was 56 years of age.

The Norwich Hospital Sunday Fund has reached the total of
£941 15s. 6d. The Birmingham Sunday Hospital Collection for the
past year amounts to £4,284, an increase on the previous year's col-

lection of about £50.

It is proposed to establish a cottage hospital for infectious cases at
Brecon, and a site has been generously offered by the Rev. Gamons
Williams, of Abercamlais.

Deaths from Truhinosis,—The Fran^/ort Oaxelte slates that at
Unterhausdorf, near Beichenbach, in Thuringia, 150 persons became
dangerously ill after eating trichinous meat ; 33 of them have died.

Pre.sentation.—Dr. H. R Joel, on the occasion of his leaving
Killingworth, has been presented by his numerous friends with an
illuminated address and a purse of gold.

The Paris Municipal Council have resolved on voting 12,000 francs
per annum for a Professorship of Evolution or Biological Philosophy,
at the .Sorbonne, but on condition of having a veto on tho appoint-
ment of the professor.

Successful Vaccination.-Mr. H. G. Monk, of East Bridgford,
has received the extra award for successful vaccination in his district.

Cremation in Paris.—At the crematory which the Municipal
Council has established at Piiro la Chaise, four hundred kilos of wood
are required to consume the body, which is reduced to ashes in the
space of two hours.

Royal Collkoe of Surgeons in Ireland.-Fellowship Examina-
tion. The following gentleman has been admitted to the Fellowship
of the College.

George Augustus Wale, M.B., B.Ch., Elp. State Med., Dublin, Army Medical
Staff, Dublin.
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Society of Apothkcarirs op London.—December, 1887.—The

following gentlemen, haviug passed the Qualifying Examination in

Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery, have received certificates entitling

them to practise in the same, and have been admitted as Licentiates

of the Society.
Coulton, John James, Pentney, BwafTham, Norfolk

HearniJer), Enicst MorRan, Down Honse, Sutton, Surrey

Hicks, John Sydney, .ST, Church Street, Falmouth
i

Jenkinson, Joseph Arthur, 3, St. Mary's Road, Crumpnell, Manchester

Lakeman, Thomas, 24, Claylands Boad, Claphani, 8.W.

Levy, Harry, 73, Gregory Boulevard, Nottingbam
Norris, Oliver, Sherhurn, York, E.R.
Randall, Philip Nicholas, Hawthornden, South Wimbledon
Spear, George, ^.S, St. Mary's Terrace, Paddington, W.
Tnnnicliffe, Eihvin Thomas Mosse, Riverslea, Woodside Park, N.

Warry, John KlLg, Elizabeth Cottage, Shooter's Hill, Woolwich

The following gentlemen passed the Surgical portion of the Exami-

nation.
0. A. Ducket, of University College ; P. P. Moles, of Owens College, Manchester;

C B. Pym, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; H. S. Cooper, of Westminster

Hospital ; R. P. Hiley, of St. Thomas's Hospital ; W. Hurst, of Owens Col-

lege, Manchester. ^ - ti

The lollowing gentlemen passed the Medical portion of the Examina-

tion.

J. Barapfylde, of Guy's Hospital ; N. Hildyard, of University College ; B. R.

Sleman, of St. Mary's Hospital.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following vacancies are announced :

BOARD OF WORKS (LEWISHAM DISTRICT) HOSPITAL FOR INFECTIOUS
DISEASES, Hither Green.— Medical Officer. Applications hy January 10th,

to T. L. Down, Esq., Clerk to the Board, Catford, S.B.

BRIGHTON, HOVE, AND PRESTON DISPENSARY.—Two House-Snrgeons.

Salary, £140 per annum, with apartments, etc. Arplication.s by January

31st to the Assistant Secretary.

CENTRAL LONDON THROAT AND EAR HOSPITAL, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

—Three Clinical Assistants. Applications to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OP THE CHEST, Victoria

Park B —Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per annum, with board,

etc. Applications by January 14th, to the Secretary, 24, Fmsbury Circus,

city' of LONDON HOSPITAL FOB DISEASES OF THE CHEST, Victoria

Park, E. —Resident Clinical Assistant. Applications by January 12th, to the

Secretary, 24, Finsbury Circus, B.C.

CLOGHER UNION.—Medical Officer, Aughnacloy Dispensary. Salary, £115 per

annum, and fees. Applications to Mr. M. J. Fiddes, Honorary Secretary.

Election on January 12th.

ESSEX AND COLCHESTER HOSPITAL. -Physician. Salary, £200 per annnm.

Applications by January 16th, to the Secretary.

FARINGDON UNION.—Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator. Salary, £60 per

annum, with fees. Applications by January 10th, to G. J. Haines, Esq.,

Clerk, Faringdon.

GLAMORGAN AND MONMOUTHSHIRE INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY,
Cardiff.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 per annum, with board, etc. Appli-

cations by January 10th, to the Secretary.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, Great Ormond Street, W.C—Clinical

Assistant. Applications to Dr. M. Lubbock.

MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY (Monsall Fever Hospital).—Assistant

Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per annum, with board, etc. Applications by

January 7th, to the Chairman of the Board.

NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE HEART AND PABA-
LYSIS.— Honorary Ana-sthetlst. Applications to the Secretary, 32, 8oho

Square, W.

NATIONAL LYING-IN HOSPITAL, Holies Street, Dublin.—Assistant to the

Master. Applications to the Master.

OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.—Lecturer on Dental Surgery. Applica-

tions by January 9th, to the Registrar.

PLYMOUTH PUBLIC DISPENSARY'.-Physician's Assistant. Salary, £50 per

annum. Applications by January 10th to W. H. Prance, Esq., Honorary

Secretary, 7, Athenieum Terrace, Plymouth.

BADCLIFFE INFIRMARY, Oxford.—House-Surgeon. Silary, £S0 per annum.

Applications by January ISth to the Secretary.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, City Boad, E. C—
Senior House-Physician. Salary, £80 per annum, with board, etc. Applica-

tions by January 14th, to the Secretary.

BOYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL, Guildford.—House-Surgeon. Salary,

£80 per annum, with board, etc. Applications by February 15th, to the

Assistant Secretary.

SEAMEN'S HOSPITAL SOCIETY, Greenwich, 8.E.—Honse-Physiolan. Salary,

£75 per annum, with board and residence. Applications by January 7th,

to the Secretary.

BT. JOHN'S HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE SKIN, Leicester Square,

W.C—Two Assistant Physicians. Applications to the Secretary.

SUSSEX COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM, Hayward's Heath.—Junior Assistant

Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per annum, with board, lodging, and washing.

Applications by January 14th, to the Superintendent.

SUSSEX COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM, Hayward's Heath.—Medical Superin-

tendent. Salary, £600 per annum, with furnished house, etc. Applications

by January 20th, to J. H. Sclater, Esq., Chairman of the Committee of

Visitors.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—Examiner in Anatomy. Salary, £75 per

annum. Applications by January 16th, to the Secretary,

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—Examiner in Chemirtry. Salary, £rs pet

annum. Applications by January 16th, to the Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—Examiner in Midwifery. Salary, £75 pir

annum. Applications by January 16th to the Secretary,

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. — Examiner in Practice of Physic. Salary, £75
per annum. Applications by January 16th to the S«creUry.

« TAOBajt

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
CoLTEB, James F., L.D.S.Eng., appointed House-Surgeon to the Dental Hospital

of London.

Dickson, George, M.D., appointed Dispensary Physician in the Western Inflna-

ary, Glasgow.

Hamthorne, CharlcsO M.B., CM., appointed Dispensary Physician in the West-

ern Infirmary, Glasgow.

Leach, Alfred, L.B.C.S., L.8.A., appointed Honorary Medical Officer to the St.

Gabriel's Hospital for Infants, Grosvenot Road, S.W.

Richardson, G. C, L F.P.S.Gla.sg., appointed Medical Officer to the Manchester

and Salford Provident Dispensaries' Association, vice J. Sutherland, M.<D.,

resigned.

Robinson, Montague G., L.R.C.P., L.R.CS., L.M., appointed Medical Officer and

Public Vaccinator to the No. 2 District of the Daventry Union, rice W. H.

Masson, L.R.C.P., L.R.CS.

BowNTREE, W. G., M.R.C.S., L.B.C.P.Edin., appointed Medical Officer for the

Sixth District of the Parish of St. Mary, Islington. ,(

Smith, 8. G., M.B.C.8., L.8.A., appointed Medical Officer for the Seventh District

of the Parish of St. Mary, Islington.

Talent, .L M., M.B., CM., appointed Honse-Snrgeon to the Ashton-under.Lyne

District Infirmary, vice A. H. Gault, L.B.C.P., M.B.C.S.Eng., resigned.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE •'''^*-''

NEXT WEEK.

MONDAY. "^
Medicai. Bocietv or LoNr>ON, 8.30 p.m.—Mr. E. Hurry Fenwick : On tlie;Bcflci

Inhibitory Action of Cucaine as a Diagnostic Factor. Mr. F.

Treves : On the Treatment of Carotid Heemorrhage. Mr. Bowre-

man Jessett : A Case of Gastro-enterostomy and a Case of Duo-

denostomy for Carcinoma of Pylorus.

Odontoloqical Societv, 8 P.M.—Annual meeting. Election of officers for ensu-

ing year. Mr. A. P. Underwood : Erosion in connection with

some points in the Minute Anat.omy of Enamel. Mr. S. J. Hut-

chinson : A Note on Erosion. The President's Valedictory

Address.

TrE»DAV.
^

EovAL Medical and Chirubgicai. Society.—Dr. W. B. Cheadic, and Vt.

Thomas Smith : Case of Occlusion of the Left Bronchus by

a Metal Cap, and its Removal by Tracheotomy. Mr. Ale-xandef

Haig : Influence of Salicylic Acid and its Salts on the Excretion

of Uric Acid.

WEDNESDAY.
British GvN.ECOl,oaiCAL Societt, 8.30 p.m.—Annual meeting. President's ad-

dress. Specimens will be shown by Dr. R. T. Smith, Dr. Bed-

ford Fenwick, Dr. G. Granville Bantock, and others. Mr. Bland

Sutton : On the Nature of the Hymen ;
Supplementary remarks.

Council S o'clock.

Epidemiological Society of London, S p.m.—Discussion of Dr. Klein's paper on

Borne of the Infectious Diseases Common to Man and the Lower

Animals.

HcNTERiAN Society, 8 p.m.—Dr. Fletcher Beach : Some of the Uncommon Causes

of Imbecility.

FRIDAY.
Clinical Society of London.—Annual Meeting. Report of Council. Election

of Officers. Dr. Maclagan : Cases of ObstrucUon of the Bowels

by Large GalbStones. Mr. Clntton : Laparotomy for Obstruc-

tion from Gall-stone : Recovery. Mr. Pearce Gould : A Case of

Gall-stones; illustrating their Spontaneous Fracture ; subsequent

Suppuration and Operation ; Recovery. Living specimens : Dr.

Stephen Mackenzie : Case of Spoiadlc Cretinism.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for insertini; annmiufnuntt of Births, JlfarriajM, and Deaths is »». «</.,

which should be forimrded in stamps triththe announcement.

BIRTHS.

Creswell.—December 28th last, «t Bamsley House, Billericay, Essex, the wife of

John C Creswell, L.B.C.P., M.B.C.S., L.8.A., ofa daughter.

Greves.—December 30th, at Rodney House, Boumamoath, the wife of Hyla

Greves, M.D., of a daughter.

MARRIAGE.

Fahl-Greo.-On January Srd, at All Saints, Knightsbridge, London, Frank

Thomas Paul, F.B.C.S., 33, Rodney Street, Liverpool, to Lucy Geraldjno,

second daughterof Eustace Greg, Esq., of 21, Kensington Gore, London.

DEATHS. -J

Ellis —On November 3rd, at the Manor House, Crowle, Doncaster, Henry

William Thomas Ellis, M.B.C.S., L.R.C.P., aged 76 years.

ScofOAL.-0n December 31st, 1687, suddenly, at the age of 34 years, CUni, wift of

Edward Fowler Scougal, M.B., Huddersfleld. ? ^—ja .
r«
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS,

.lO.SOLH.t RonI London Ojihthalmlo.—1.80 r.u. I Oay'i(Oph-
tbalmic Dcp*rtiueiit) ; and Royal WoBtmlnstcr Ophthalmic—

S

r.H. : MeUopolltau Fra« ; tit. Uaik't ; Central London Opbtbal-
mie ; tMjti OrthoiKodio ; and Koapltal for Woman.—S.SO p.m. :

Chelsea Hospital for Women.
_» k..u. ! St. Marj'i (Oplithalmlc Department).—10.80 a.m. ;

Royal Loudon Uplitluklmic— l.SO p.m. : Gay' ; Bt. Bartholo-
mew't (Ophthalmic Di-partmcnt); 8t. Mary's ; Royal Wostmln-
•ter Ophthalmic—S r.H. : Wastminater ; Bt. Mark'a; Central
London Ophthalmic.

—

2.3Qp.m.: West London; Cancer Hospital,

Bromptoo.—4 p.m. ; St. Thomaa's lOphthaimic Department).
_10 A.M. 1 National Orthop.tdlc-lO.SD a.m.) Boyal London
Ophthalmic— 1 p.m. ; Middlesex.-L30 p.m. : 8t Barthojo-
mowa ; 8t. Thomas's ; Royal Wostmtnator Ophthalmic— 2 p.m. :

London ; University Colloce ; Westminster ; Great Northern
Oantral ; Central London Ophthalmic—2.80 p.v. : Samaritan
Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Peter's.—8 to 4

P.M. : Kliig'a OoUego.
, .IO.SOa.m. : Royal London Ophthalmto.—1 P.M. : St. George's
—1 30 P.M. : St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department);
Ony a (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic.—2 P.M. : Charing Gross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseases of the Throat ; Hospital for

Women.— 2. SO p.m. : North-west London ; Ch.Qlsoa Hospital for

Women.
,.9 A.M. : St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).-10.80 a.m. :

Royal London Ophthalmic—1.15 p.m. : 8t George's (Ophttial-

mic Department).—1.30p.m. : Gny's ; Royal Westminster Oph-
thalmic—2 P.M. : King's College ; St. Ibomaa's (Ophthalmic
Depaitment) ; Oentral London Ophthalmic ; Royal Soath Lon-
don Ophthalmic ; EastLondonHospitalfor (Children. —2.30p.m. i

West London.
_9a.m. : Royal Free.-10.80 a.m. I Royal London Ophthalmic.-

1 P.M.: King's College.— l.SO p.m.: St. Bartholomew's; 8t.

Thomas's ; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. : Charing
Cross ; London ; Middlesex ; Koyal Free ; Central London Oph-
thalmic.—2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

05DAT

lUKSDAT

WlDSIBDiT

lanRSQAT

FRIDAY

BATTRDAT

OdARiNo Cboss.—Medical and Sarglcal, daUy, 1 ; Obstetric, Ta. F., 1.80 ; Skin,

M. Th., l.M ; Dental, M. W. F., 9.

etrr's.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.80 ; Obstetric, M. Tn. F., 1.80 ; Eye, M. Tn.

Th F ,1.80; Ear, Ta. F., 12.80; Skin, Tu., 12.30 ;
DenUl,Tn. Th. P., 12.

EiKO'a OoLLtoa.-Medical, daily, 2 ; Surgical, dally, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. Th. 8.

2 • o.p , M. W. F., 12.30; Eye,M. Th.,1; Ophthalmic Department, W., 1 ; Ear,

Th., 2 ;
Skin, Th. ; Throat, Th., 3 ; Dental, Tu. F., 10.

LoKDOs —Medical, daily, axe 8., 2 ;
Sargical, daily, 1.30 and 2 ; Obstetric, M. Th.,

1 SO; O.p. W. 8., 1.30; Eye, W. 8., 9; Ear, 8., 9.30 ; Skin, Th., 9 ; Dental, Tn., 9.

KiDDLESii.-Medical and aorglcal, dally, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.80 ; o.p., W. 8.,

l.SO; Eye, W. 8., 8.80; Ear and IThroat, Tu., 9; Bkin,Tu.,4; Dental, daily, 9.

8t. BARTHOLoMiw's.-MedicalandSurgical, daily, l.SO; Obstetric, Tu. Th. 8., 2|

p., W. S.,9; Eye, Tu. Th. 8., 2.30 : Ear, Tn. F., 2; Skin, F., 1.30 ; Larynx, F.,

J.30; Orthopa-dic, M.,2.30; Dental, Tn. P., 9.

Br. OtoBOi's.— Medical and Snrgical, M. Tu. F. 8., 1 ; Obstetric, Tn. S., 1 j o^.,

Th., 2 ; Eye, W. 8., 2 ; Ear, To., 2 ; Skin, W., 2 ; Throat, Th., S : Orthopsedlc, W.,

2; benUl, 'Tu. S.,9; Th., L
Bt. MAsy's.-Medical and Surgical, dally, 1.45 ; Obstetric, TtL F., 1.45; o.p., M.

Th., l.SO: Eye.Tu. F.S.,9; Ear, M. Th., S; Throat, Tn. F.. l.SO: Skin. M. Th.,

9.S0 ; Electrician, Tu. F., 2 ; Dental, W. S., 9.30 ; Consultations, M., 2.30 ; Ope-
rations, Tn., 1.30 ; Ophthalmic Operations, F., 9.

8t. ThomaVs.—Medical and Surgical, dally, except 8at.,»; Obstetric, M.Th., I;

op, W , 1.30 ; Eye, M. Th., 2 ; o.p., daily, except Sat., 1.30 ; Kar, M., 12.80

;

sidn.W., 12.80; Throat, Tn. F., 1.804 Ohildreu,8.,12.80l Dental, Tn. F., 10.

UniTiBsiTT CoLLioi.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 to 9; Obstetrics, M. In. Th.,

F., 1.30; Eye, M. Tn. Th. F., 2 ; Eu,,a.,1.30; Skin, W., 1.46 S., 9.16; Throat,

Th., 2.30; Dental, W., 10.80.
"'

WraTMiKsrxR. —Medical and Snrgical, dally. LSO ; Obstetric, Tn. ».,«; Bye, H.
Th., 2.80 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skin, Th.,1 ; Dental, W.8., 9.1S.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

vir
CORRESPONDENTS.

','! 'I i.<r

OonvKiCATiom tsapeetlng adHorlal matters should be addressed to the Editor,

429, Strand, W.O., London ; those concerning buainoBS mattera, non-delivery

of the JofRKAi., etc., should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office, 429,

Strand, W.O., London.
In order to arold dolay. It ia particularly re<)aoated tliat all lattert on the editorial

baslneaa of the Jodhmal baaddteaaad to the Editor at thlotdo* of the Joormai,,

and not to bia private houaa.
AtTTRosa desiring reprints of their articles pnbllahed lu the Bjutibu Mecioal
Jot'RNAL, are requested to commouicate beforehand with the Manager, 429,

Strand, W.O.
Oemntapoircciin who »l»a notlaa to be takes oF their aominiinl<;atlont, ahooia

mttamrtteate them with their names— of coarse not necesaarily fat pobllcatlon.

OORRiaroirDiKT!) not anawen'd art requested to look to the Notloeato Oorre-

pondenta of the following wck.
Maxtscript^ roRWARor.D TO Tur Orrtct or this Jovi-.s-al cannot trypER aict

CIRnrMRTAVCCS kip. RVTtmvEt).
Pnii.ic HcALTn DcPABTMcrr.—We tliallbamocb obliged to Medical OSoen of

HeaMb if Viey will, on (arwndlsg XMx An^tM) and otkai Boporti, flkvoni u
with DwfUoatt CofUt. .'.'..'.'..,'.

! . . i

A M«vnv:a 1

lo\v

F.U.C.S.EniN. :

ft-sks for Information as to ihe natare and extent of examinations for

the FelloVshlp of the College of Surgeons of Edinburgh.

MsoicAL Fkactice in Axaimts.
JisTiTiA asks : What are tlw ruitriclion«, if any, to aa Englishman practising

in Algiers with English qualiUoations 2

CoxVALr..<rKNT Home kok Wviso, Patient.

Mr. Rii HARD Dri'kv (liiriningliam) asks to Iw infoi-mcd of some sanatorinm m
thi- North of Englanil, or convalescent home, where a female adult patient of

sli'iiiliT means, ami ivlio is suffering fioni cciU!;Ti, could t>o »«iit. The lady

l«loh-5 lo the niiJdk- class, and can couUibute sonicthinK tow.%n|s her main-

icnniicc. Her stay at B aeasiil.' place m»st be a prolonged one, if any good ia

1.1 come ofit
;, 9,ai,if no, ?hc must be economical, as she is one of .a very large

r'"'r' [1; i'. uoijri'H .htbeatmBnt op 8yHiiI/i«. ^
'''ii^;-', S''^

"' ' ^

M D. writes : A patient of mine states thnt nbout twelve years ago he cojjtractwl

syphilis fiomaeolouroil woman.' Primary and secondary symptoms appeared,

but aflcrsmu&itimo he became apparently (iiiitc well. About a pionth or six

weeks since sores made their appearance on the fauc.s and soft jalate
;
and

wlu-u 1 saw hiiu the entire buccal surfaces, hard and soft palates, and angles of

iiiouih were a mass of deci) ragged ilon«hing ulcers. Ho ^v.^,s pale and anaimic,

anti almost umible to take foo.!. I or.lc ic.l tlie followlps pill : R Hyd. percbl.

I'r .', iiuiuiie sulph, gr. I ; ext. bellad. gr. i, with a chlorate of pota.sh wasll,

lorcMipes oflodofofin and gT>eerine, aiM a topical application consistHigM •
iodo-

form, borax, honey, and muriatic acid.
. ,j .. r I

Will any member suggest a mode of treatment more likely to yield satisfactory

result.s? ;
' "'

_1 ^ !
'

' "" - '
' ^ „

• l9 HowebP.^Tnv iNCBEAsrstr?

Depu rv Suroeon-Genebal Chas. :t. ViKKt: (West Kensington) writes :
Iti a r»Per

whichihaye written ou-iKjoneopatliy 1 stated luy belief that there arc not so

many practitioners of it now is forty years ago in proportion to population.

Could von, or your readers, help lue tt. prove or disprove my assertion by

riliable .statistics-; I want to kn6w : 1. The number of hom'tnpathrc practi-

tioners as well as "orthodox" ones ill th.- yearl?49, say, in Londun, and popU-

latinri of that year. 2. The snme forthe year lSST-88.
, .^ .^ » -^ •

My reasons for taking forty years as an illustration are twofold : first, it is

tlio iieri.vl I have be>n connected with the piWession ; iuid, secondO', 'beoauaoila

is4ti a revival of bomo^opathy took' place, or, at any rate, oreatad ft great stir

. both ill And outside the profession ' ' '

'?
• The Drllish Hirmo'opalhk iSidiaU and Iliarnuieeuticat ZUrtctory, for 1875

(London : llonittopathic Publishing Company), contains in a " List of (JualiOed

I'hy^icians and Surgeons, Practising Hoiiia-op.ithy ii^ England, Scotland, and

Ireland,': 2<59 names, and in a snpplementary "List of rraclitioners Holding

Degrees from Foreign Universities and Colleges- whose Diplomas cannot be

Registered nnder (he Medical Aote,"» names, making a total of 273 names. The

nnlish IhmMiaAlc'SteAlml m'rectotn, for the year 1887 (editors and publishers,

Thompson, and Capper, honueypathic cliemn.ts,'.LiverpooI, etc.), contains in a

" List of Qualified Fhysiciana and Burgeons Practising nouia-oiathy in .Enp-

tond. Scotland, end Ireland," ai.s names ; tl>*r«.is no supplementary list.
,
Xh?

preface contains th« .Tgllowinj! psrepraph ;" ManJ jniiuiries having been received

relative to tlie omission of well known names, it is ncccSKary to .stale that

iii 'altfiost ktt 'iii^, tncV namea have ' been omitted at thblndlvidnal's own

rtjodest." '

'

..jj. ._ ''
iu^"''°

D^LIBU'M TRRNn^NS tS HOSTItXI.S.

asks whether t'fi^re are aUY g^'nei-al hnsp(t.il«,'"m»tTopolitan or provincial; -whoM

Vises of delirium tremens lire not admitt.ed ;
aort, if so, about what proiiottion

thevUMtothose'whtretlieyaro admitted. It 13 proiiowid by the ComnuttM
of the hodnltil wttlv which G. i..< connected to refuse for the future admission to

these cases hitherto always ntluiisaiblc into it. The plea is a Bnalicial one,

namely, tliat speeial attendants ore apt to be required; but, ina.sniuch,as

deluiuni tremens is liable to arise in cases already admitted for other disease,

lor example, pneuinoiiia potatorum, or in surgical cases, as compound [Vactures

in iutomierato siib,|eots, some provision iu"st always be made foi;pe same,

The case' of deliriniu treii<en.9 or oeiite aWoliolism do not awrape ftioretlian

tliree or four per aiumm at this hospital ; and not being admissible into a lunatic

- asvlnm the Whimlttee 'ptwpose heneeft.i-lh to send them to
'

the pjnorhoirte}

tw-o miles off The physicians of the. Hospital ar» unnnlronuRly opposed to this

aliunge, miilnly.ton'tiie grbtmd- of lU lUmiuiiWiiE tlw chances qf recovery pf

. tho panonta,'! .Mm.^i .»' • ""'' • _' "

C-1 i^T-'if' 'ANMWKIIM. 'I

W E W (Abertaiery).—The jfeilical Alliance Association. (Uooorary $ecrpt»)r^,

., ilr.'.ll. li- S-Oatpenfer), 130, Stockw.Jl Eoad, Loudon, S.W.

n-BLICATIQU OF PASa Ll.STS OJ' TflJ! R()TAf^COltref Of St^Ff^RfNs.

Mjf t rfrNretl Srii*o:( (Holt** Surgeon, St, Bartholomew's no.spltaI) -^AU

Tlloi.p'mas .are now (and have b^en f>«r the last nine mouths) ((ran'td »^ the

,
'

iir-ii nil the ree.i leiidation of Ihe examiners, atol not as heretoforo by the

exi'Minersyiieniselven. Thi« ofliih rtehiva llie puUlleation of the names of «!»»

(..fill eBmlidatea'Wr twn'or tbrcu wnks, as the Council only .Jneet PIl the

.second Thursday in each m.mth. . -r •-
•

i.t

.,,,,, V • CrJMirKiJW rinjn CoiiA-ot or PRirprT9»a.-,.n .-'Uil. TH
{ iFiT -i'..ioNiM, ij. B. ..Bainao (PamijhU.l Manor, Wimbome) aska wTiettar «

. «.coii.k-<-la»» Cfrtiaoat<!i fivfPV,,tV(f,pollegc ot. Preceptors .i^a^ts, for medic^

i-x.tmiuatiqna. if;!' . ! / ' v -' '/ ,.

Our correspondent ought to consult the Educational Xuioicr oC this

. Joniil«Ail<ailpOnnb«r lOth^ 1S87). A'liong the exariifl»tipns thoro ei>iHner«te4

as ftllllmilg the conditions of the tieileml Medical Oonncil id :
" C"Uege of Prc-

' ceptoi^ —Exam^nStifin for a fit-st-tlass certlflcate; or •sccood-class' «rlllic»«c of

.
flrAt,pr'.?^^n^ divi_siqnsj, algebra, geometry, Latijij.fin^ , modcni__ljiri^a^

Having iienchose^"., ,3(,B,^j ^ . .| «ooiJ*-)il.nA .inutui*
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y,n\ r,r- Balanitis.

C«J. B. JL writes; Ths snrfaooe in this affection require to be kept separate.

Lbfions do uot do much goo'l unless this is done. What I usually recommend

•'Is t» tease out some of the down from the ordinary boracic lint, and insert a

: ihin picee, and then drawing the prepuce forward to retain it. Sometimes dust-

."Ang vitli<^om&l or.iodoforiuUoes good. .-t.i ,tivi>iiiKt ,•

-ftfO . „ -U .1' -H .-id :

Obstikate Alopecia. , .
. .

G. H. J. BrnsMORE, M.B. (Coldstream) wrif*s : In reply to " Alopecia,' in his

qoery in Jocbnai, of December 24th, as to treatment of obstinate alopecia

«eBt«, I have found the api'licatiou of a stroDs solution of hydrarg. tochlor.,

2 to 4 grains to the ounce, frequently used, until soreness of the skin results,
,

followed by the use of an ointment of lanolin (Liohroicb) and ordinary paraffin

Oil when the irritation has^ subsided, very effective'; tonics to be given concur-

-f|r«itiy containing strychnihe. jt-'^-I -i .•

oil r : ' . I ;./,.'!: .'^.cli.-:! ,'{£iiL'

- Incontinekce of Uwnb.
De H M. Drvc(N {South Hampstead) writes: " }I. W." (fWc .Queries in, the

JorsNAL for December 3rd) should try 0) one^lrachm dos-s of liq. potassse in i

small tumblers of milk or ale ()i,i liis. If rn the ispaoo of a week no improve-

ment show itself, add to the tre!itment three grains of hydrate ot bromal at

bedtime. C2) bhould these remedies fail, try the addition of tr. belladonna-

internally, and ajiply the extract, softened with gljceriuc, to the ul-ethra by

means of a flf.tible bougie, say, for a minute night and morning. The patient

ought not to take a larger draught of Hiiii nearer than four hours to bedtime.

(3) As a last resource, solution of nitrate of silver (gr.x to jj) may be applied to

'jthe prostatic part of the urethra by means ot a small injection apparatus. In

"ofTeringthe reshlts of my experience I am assuming that masturbation, con-

Rtipation, urethral and preputial disease, and abnormal conditions of the urine

form no part of the complaint. Finally, it the foregoing methods fail to cure tlie

distressing malady from which " M. W.'s " patient is suffering, I would strongly

recommend " M. W." to consult the authorities quoted in that wonfle^ul,,em-

porium of medicine and surgery, Neale's Digest.
iiohnoj

STAilllERINa. ,.^ .-..••

E. P. writes : The cure of stammering has been known for centuries. A stam-

merer can sing as well as a fluent speaker, and can repeat " do, re, mi, fa, etc.,

in the gamut. It is ouly needed to commence the expiration before pronouncing

a consonant. I met Jaeky Broster, of Chester, in the year 1S32 or 1833, and his

secret was simply teaching his pupils to say"er" the"r" soft before each

word. He was an auctioneer, and did not understand the theory ot his practice.

He was invariably successful, and charged a fee of three hundred guineas, and

exacted a bond of secrecy.

l"""' ,'^„p'it''"' '"'jfOTES, lETXElRS. ETC.

DK. C. E. iLLiNowoETn (Clayton-le-Moors) writes : The effects
"f

« ^o'u'ion of

antipyrin on ftesh blood are the following : The red corpuscles become smaller

and lose their colour, and their contents shrink with the cell wall; they lose

?Seir tendency to fSrm rouleaux, each corpuscle standing di.stinctly apart from

the^tliers ; and they become absolutely destitute of the ^''gW//*
^"f/^'V:

The effect m blood clot is to clarify it so as to give it the appearance of gela-

tine, and to make it less firm.
.

It would seem, therefore, that antipyrin relieves pain ^y preventing conges-

tion in virtue of its solvent action on the constituents of
<^^'\"^^.'"°^^J"-

ticularly upon that which exists in the red corpuscles. It should therefore

prove of service in all congestions of blood, whether of an active or passive

Eatu?e ; bSt it shoul4 not be prescribed in diseases which are kn"™ *» l«XoM
elated iith diminished flbrin-forming power, such as septicaemia and typhoid

fever.
VACCrXATION INSPECTOBS.

LiSDUM writes : Since I have been in practice <twenty-nine years) I !;»« Md
the office of public va^inator and my vaccination has been examined b> nearly

M the medical inspectors of the Local Government Board. The Sr»t time I did

rfiot receive the extra grant ; but since then I have always had it, and m fairatss

•^ifoinspSorsImuSsaylhavereceiypi ftom %U,ot,{hem the most courteous

' and gentlemanly treatment.

- -^^=^ - Medical Defence TJsion.
i ., » it i

Mb. E. M. Craven (Southport) writes : Referring to your reply to ^ Member

in the JovRS*t of December 10th, it may be nsetul to refer to the fact that the

-^ove •ui,Von''i°a lliinted liability company, limited V,,g"^"°t« Ztd hv
"Companies Acta, 1S62 to 1S84," and its management >» ''"'^e""^*

J,^S"',f'«'^_}'.^

lU "articles of association,' a copyof which the '"retary must supply to any

member of tlie company on receipt of Is., with stamped and directed emelope

As voUr correspondent appearsti be auTlous to terminate his connection with

The con pany; I^-ould advise him to carefully peruse the articles of association

numbered 8 14; and fO, as well !K the fifth clause ol the memorandum of asso-

ciaHon Ibeleve the gentleman who is registered by the Kegistrar of Joint

Stock Companies as the secretary to the'company has recently retired from his

,1 lucrative position at f2o0 per uiuum. ';• .;f« 'i ;

Disiooation ok the Shocldeb in ^ HoB.'iE : The Ultimate RjstiLT.

Mr Noble SmSth writes ; In the JooknIl of April 9th, 18S7, page 810, was pub-

lished my description of the reduction of the dislocated shoulder of a horse in

the hiiitfi« flelTlast March. The great interest expressed at the time in varmu,

ways has ill me to think thab the subsequent history of *he case may be valu

ftblp to the readers of this Journal.
. , .. n, i

Thein^e was put to work seventeen days after the accident. Five weeks

subseqSl^lrodehcrover afe,wsi,iair.iumps. Up to the present tim e she

has cone perfectly sound, and has had aamost daily, work in harnes.s or with

saddle '.Sd,w^t is of more importauc., 1 have already Uiis season had several

days' huSg with her over a se'vere country, and without »"/.1"""
f/«>'^«.

In these runs the mare ha* held a good place ui the Held, and has taUn some

b"a fences with severe drops. In landing after' a deep drop, the shoulders must

bear a CTeat strain! and I think we may assume that in this case the snimal has

Sctly recovered from the effects ot the dislocation, '"i/,
'•^,??,?£f"^/t^

rcjiiarkable result by mmy eminent veterinary surgeons.mcl I «ttribute_,it to

5h!^ observance of thfoe principles, which I think should g'elimUy be applied In

the treatment of human dislocations. They are ; 1. Allowing as short »um*
as possible to elapse before the reduction of the dislocation is_ attempted ; 2-

Avmdlnce, ks a rble. of making such attempts until the latlrat is under chloro-

^rm (or ether) ; and. chiedy, 3. Dally movements of the joint, commencme

aooii ftwenty-four hours, perhap.s) after reduction. ,,.,...
The disStion in this case wis' a very complete one, the head of the humerua

being displaced upon the outer part ot the neck of the shoulder-blade and the

natiJeof the considerable defonnity r.roducedbcing "ry evident The mare

was not moved from the place of accident until I had given chlorofom and re-

placed the bone. Before reduction she could barely hobWe a fe* paces i

directly after, she walked into tM neighbouring town without difficulty, „ . .

CioARETTE Smoking—With or Witbout a Holdeb.'

Mb. ?. 8. McKav (Dublin) writes ; I have often noticed that the c^-.nbtant smoking

of cigarettes without a holder has a great tendency to make the teeth yeUow,

wher^s if a bolder be used this is not the case, at any rate to a much less

extent. Further, I maintain in pipe smoking the teeth do not become nearly so

yen™ as in smoking cigarettes the first way I have mentioned The explana-

tion I think, of this is due to the fact that a cigarette is held between the bps,

a holder or p pe between the teeth, so thatin the farmer case during inspiration

the moke comes in direct contact with the front of the t«^th before envenng

the mouth while in the two latter cases at is received at once into the month,

andran only come in contact with the front of the teeth indirectly dunng ex-

p^atTon A knowledge of this will perhaps prove useful to some of your raders,

who while they may be indifferent as to whether they do or do not use abolder.

may not be at all so indifferent as to the appearance of their teeth..

MeMCKI PRACTmoNEES XVD THE I^*Y PRESS
. . . V^"_^ '

Mb Ebnest G. Archer (Thetford, Norfolk) writes : 'With regard twyoOrceliSiiTe

of DrHarns In the Jocrnal of December 24th, p. 1411, for allowing an accmint

of "noperation performed by him tn appear in th" fi'^"^^ »«i'? '^X""';^'!*
vou permit me to bring the facts of the case -before you ? I assisted Dr. Harris

at the operation in question, the removal of a large tumour of i^P^-f^s of ten

pounds (n™ ounces). Naturally, from its magnitude, a great deal of talk was

Mcasioned in this quiet neighbourhood ; and a mutual friend of ours, I need

Sardlysly wUhout communicating his intentions to us in any way, sent an

account of the case to a local ?aper, whence it was doubtless copied, or

lent by a reporter to the paper where it was seen by "A Member, Ipswich.

iHs unnecess™y to^saynS one could bo more indignant than Dr. Harris or

myseUat?heSortunal, publicity given to this
f^^ l"^*J X"'n''nfortunX

my explanation will show how helpless we were to prevent the unfortunate

* ' Dr Harris writes to us from Thettord that no one could Tiave felt more

annoyed than himself at the paragraph which appeared ; that he never sees the

paper in question, and does not know how it was published ;
that he agrees that

such notices are unseemly and damaging to the profession. In this instance, at

any rate, the medical men concerned seem to have had no intantifjn... tlurt any

such notice should be printed. • ' ' '

1 iiur.u _
., , ..[;i , n/;. - Endemic Diphtheria.

t. , 4* *v»

Mr HESEyQoDBiCHfliongDitton) writes: As I notice in your Pans letter the

si'i^S^Hmi that the endemic or gin of croup and diphtheria Ues possibly in

thrmlZe andreluse of subles and farmyards, I would call your attention to

tbe. fact that I have held that thoory.for many years.

-inji: ill

• n;^ -ir The COXSTTMPTIOK OF Theine.

Dr Geoboe E Toryo (Birmingham) writes : 'With regard t« this snbjcct, I

shoufdwfth your kind V»rmission, like to chronicle a/^w experience I was

abSuttogve'up taking tea ; in fact, I had ceased to take it, when I .saw in a

CTOcer's window a little apparatus for infusing tea, called The ^nti-tennic

tlitt the ?ea made in 'this way is both pleasant ?.id suitable for anyone, atrt

personally I much prefer it.

Mftropolitan Provldent Medical Association.

Hf» r J C PRmH^ (1 Old Serjeant's Inn) writes : Provident dispensaries at

sjr.,i:'ai":«is;sw."»s.rs?'.s,',-^^^^^

rank in
"'jl^'- *^f,^^'!,",*°„rthes7rUa^ks only apply to establishments set up
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at fixed rates to attend their Bwbscrlbcrs. But the working of these societies is

very lax, and their conduct is generally entrusted to a body of men who have

no aim on earth beyond makinK them pay. Therefore, they argue that the

cheaper the term^ ni'on which they can secure the services of medical ofllcera,

the better it is for the society, and this leads to many irregulaiities for which
they are practically irresponsible, as it may safely bo assumed that the majority

of their subscribers are wholly ignorant of the laws relating to the illegal prac-

tice of medicine and false assumption of titles. I know of one instance occur-

ring within the last two months, In a case where I was concerned, in which such

a society retained the services of a wholly unqualified medical practitioner, tho

unqualified assistant of one of their medical ofhccrs. The principal had two
gractice^, eighteen miles apart—one attended to by himself, and the other by
is unqualified assistant Tho society put the names of both on their books

and cards as "doctors" and " medical ofllcers" of the districts in which they
resided !

I trust, however, that this scheme—which T believe to have been set on foot

from the best and purest of motives—may have this (perhaps unexpected)
result: that it will induce the more eminent menibers of the medical profes-

sion to take np and settle once and for all the question of unqualified assistants,

and that they will satisfy themselves by independent inquiry that the esta-

blishment of provident dispensaries as voluntary and irresponsible institutions

Is contrary to policy, contrary to law, opposed t<i the dignity of members of the

medical profession, and prejudicial instead of beneficial to the poorer classes of

flnffering humanity, whose ills it is their duty to cure or alleviate.

J. H. writes : I have been somewhat surprised that there has not been a storm
rais(?d by general practitioners all over London ngainst the scheme of universal

establishment of provident dispensaries. Is it that the scheme seems so unrea-
sonable and so cut-throat to the bulk of the profession that they cannot believ*

that it is really intended in seriousness to carry it out? Or is it that there is no
rnora in the Jo0rnal for discussing a question dealing with such a worldly
matter as the means of making and continuing to mal^e a living for a large

number of medical men, the majority of whom are Just as capable practitionrrs

and as well qualified as the select few whn, through having money and influ-

ence, have never been compelled to make a living among the working classes,

and who have had time and means to wait till their influential friends were able

to secure them a hospital appointment—af'er which they dub themselves phy-
sician or surgeon, as the case may lie, and ever after think they have a right to

look down on what they style the "general practitioner ?"

Not content with seeing patients while still under the care of one of these

poor general practitioners—and unknown to him, until he afterwards sees a pre-

Bcription or hears some foolish statement which the patient assures him has been
said by the physician (physicians are the greatest offenders)—it has now come to

this, that a system of infinitesimal fees is to be forced on us, to be paid not in

health only as a system of insurance, and after a preliminary medical examina-
tion as to the individual's comparative good health, but he may join when actu-

ally ill, and children—who require more attendance than adults—are to be
accepted at a reduction " for quantity," like the famous love-spells, and we are

told by Mr. Holmes that we should not enter into competition with this system,
but should join it, if we do not wish to be swamped by it. And to-day you
say great harm is done by sham dispensaries; but if harm is done by sham dis-

pensaries, where the fees are greater, at any rate, than clubs pay, is it not
reasonable that much more harm will be done by this universal providing of
medical attendance 1 No wage limit can ever prevent abuse.
How many of the medical men of tho district will be appointed? Or will

patients be able to choose any medical man within a certain radius who is

willing to attend these cases? If only a few men are appointed, the hardship
will be very great to others, especially those juniors who are only working up a
practice, and hope through the working classes to gradually get to a better and
more remunerative class. Why cannot the hospitals close their out-patient
departments altogether, except to urgent cases, or to those specially recom-
mended by outside medical men ? People who cannot pay the usuall small fees

have the parish medical men to attend to them.
The working classes are so degraded by charity that they have lost all self

pride, and think there is no shame in accepting charity in the form of medical
advice and medicine, but they would feel insulted if offered many of the other
necessaries of life.

Mr. Leonard B. Diplock writes : Tou published a letter from Dr. R. H. S. Car-
penter, in the Journal of December 17th, in which he states that because I

have only been qualified three years ray " observations and estimation of the
different modes of practice existing in the profession are based upon a far too
limited experience to entitle them to any very weighty consideration," but I

think that six months' experience In working for a sick assurance society would
convince any practitioner of the advantage of such societies both to himself
and the working classes, as stated in my letter in the Journal of December
10th.

I have not been able to find out whether Dr. Carpenter, in his many years of
practice, has had any practical experience in the working of sick assurance
societies or provident dispensaries, or whether his opposition to such societies
is based on imagination or from what he lias heard from other practitioners,
but I feel he has not had practical experience, or he would not be so much
against them.

With regard to what Dr. Carpenter states in his letter about members waiting
until they arc ill before they apply for medical help, 1 think the Medical At-
tendance Organisation Committee have endeavoured to meet this by charging
an increased contribution ; but if Dr. Carpenter will refer to my letter of De-
cember 10th, he will see that 1 consider they have fixed their rate of contribu-
tion too low.

I think that Dr. Carpenter, when he speaks abont cheap doctoring, seems to
forget tliat dispensaries are nut for patients who can pay a reasonable fee, but
for those whose wages are so small that if you attend them their accounts ap-
pear in youp ledger, iu nine cases out of ten, as a bad debt.
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A LECTURE
ON

TUMOURS OF THE BLADDER.
Delivered at Univcrsilij College Hospital, November Slst, 1SS7.

.: Uy Sir HENKV THOMPSON, M.B., F.R.C.S.,
' ConsulttDg Surgeon and Professor of Clinical Surgery to the Hoapital, etc

Part II.

Sui'POSiNO that your iovestigation of a case of vesical hsematuria

results in the discovery of papillomatous dibris in the urine,

identified hy you as such under the microscope ; what is to be done ?

I cannot advise you to pursue any system of local applications to the

interior of the bladder by way of injecting or otherwise. The question

of operation is the only one a surgeon can entertain. I assume that

there is no sign of the presence of cancerous growth of any kind,

because if there is I shall advise you on no account to touch it with

the knife—we may perhaps occasionally have to open the bladder in

such a condition to alTord relief, although I confess it has never fallen

to my lot to see a case presenting any indication for such a proceeding,

Btill that the need might arise is quite conceivable.

Thus for practical consideration, I may say that two distinct classes

of casts are met with—the larger class consists of those patients in

whose urine the dibris of papillomatous growth are found, and which
can be identified as such by the microscope. About these cases there

is no doubt as to the presence of the growth, the only question is how
are they best dealt with ?

The second class consists of those cases in which the history and
the fcymptoms, especially the nature and extent of the bleeding, render
the presence of tumour highly probable. Nevertheless, after several

examinations, no papillomatous or suspicious cell growth has been
discovered. For these, with rare exceptions, digital exploration,

though a small opening in the perineum, should be performed. This
done, the operator ascertains if a growth bo absent or present ; and if

the latter, whether it be a single polypoid growth, which may be easily

removed by the forceps through the existing opening, or whether the

extent and physical characters of the tumour indicate that a better

chance of removal will bo obtained by performing a suprapubic opera-

tion. Or the inquiry may lead to the decision that the growth
implicates the coals of the bladder chiefly, that it is not developed in

the form of prominent masses admitting of removal, and therefore that

no further operative procedui'e is desirable. I may add here that

when the existing conditions have been determined by exploration,

and the surgeon believes that his best course is to attempt removal
above the pubes, there should be no delay, but he should at once

proceed with that operation. The perineal incision does not in the

least degree interfere with the subsequent line of action ; the rectum
is to be distended in the usual way, and the bladder will retain the

necessary injection, which is the next step of the process, notwith-
standing the opening which has just been made.
Should the management of the cases constituting the first-class

differ from that just sketched ? I refer to the cases in which there is

microscopic evidence that tumour is present. Is an exploratory

incision necessary or desirable also for them ?

In the majority of cases I think it is not. It is quite true that

when there is only a small polypus with a narrow neck it can be
easily removed by a simple perineal incision ; and I am bound to state

that my most successful cases have been thus treated, and have been
permanently cured in that manner. But they would have been
successfully treated also by the suprapubic method, which, moreover,

offers an additional advantage in the fact that, especially when the
patient is not. stout, the operation atforls an opportunity of removing
other minor growths, if such exist, more easily and effectually than
the perineal opening does. When I first began to remove vesical

tumours the value of the new suprapubic procedure, in regard of

simplicity, safety, and efficiency, had not been established ; but an
' enlarged experience of it, in my own hands, has convinced me that it

offers advantages when the tumours are multiple or considerable, not
to be obtained by the perineal route. I cannot recommend that it

should bo performed when you merely entertain a suspicion, however
strong, tliat tumour is present in any given case. As long as the
absolute proof arising from fragments passed in the urine is absent the
perineal exploration is the only legitimate proceeding, unless it is

deemed better t(LXa)t si)4^ iqal(« further research for indubitable

evidence. -obbi^ i-ni i"t ui-^iin-iri. .itj -m

1141 Ij

Next, as regards the performance of thete operations, I have nothing
to add to the details which I thought it right to enter npon very fully

in my last lecture, when dealing with the txploratory operation, rela-

tive to the mode of removing any foreign bodies, or detachini; any
morbid products when found by its means.

Again, when the suprapubic operation is to be undertaken for the

treatment of vesical tumour, no different mode of performing it, from
that required for the extraction of calculus, has to be adopted- Hence
the operation is to be performed in the manner already described, in

every particular as far as to the opening of the bladder itself. But at

this point of the procedure I now give you some further ijutructions

for completing it.

I request you to imagine then, that there is a patient here before us

whose bladder I have just opened above the pubes, and that my right

index finger has entered the small opening I have just made with the

scalpel. You might observe that the water which was injected into

the bladder before commencing has been flowing out in a full stream,

but that it is now checked by the finger in situ. My left hand is

still holding the handle of the hook with which I firmly fixed the

vesical coats before making the incision, is now in the act of being

removed. Of course my finger is engaged in carefully surveying the

form, the dimensions, the consistence of the tumour, and especially

the nature of its attachment to the walls of the bladder, whether by a

narrow or by a broad base. Then the whole of the inner surface of

the cavity, usually smooth and polished, is traversed in the search for

other growths only exceptionally present. And when the work to be

done, and the space required for action have been thus determined, the

opening, at present small, maybe enlarged either by distending with

the finger, or by cutting to the size required, and also, if neces-

sary, for light to see. It is ususl, often convenient, to pass a long

loop of stout silk, one on each side of the upper margins of the open-

ing of the bladder, through its coats, that an assistant may by drawing
them apart display the cavity, and at all events preserve the opening

in its place. The operator then applies a pair of forceps of appropriate

form, blunt or sharp according to the nature of the tissues to be re-

moved, using the latter only whenever it is not possible to remote
them with the blunt instruments. By careful management all the

free growth is removed ; and if .i thick or hardened base is encountered

it must be left ; there can he no attempt to separate this from the

coats of the Madder, with which indeed it is incorporated.

When the growth has a narrow, more or less pedunculated con-

nection with the vesical walls, it is cut off pretty close to the adjacent

surface. At last, when nothing remains to be dealt with, the fluid

should lui allowed to run out of the rectal bag, for the bleeding is

usually rather free during the process of detaching the growth, and
removal of pressure on the veins caused by the distended rectal

bag, materially checks it. There is do occasion to close the

bladder, indeed it is better not to do so. Its mnscular tisanes soon

contract and narrow the opening, which may moreover continue to

give exit to a quantity of small tumour debrix which remains, some of

the bruised surface of the base remaining will slowly slough and
separate. The wound is then treated precisely as after the suprapubic

operation for calculus, the directions for which were given in detail in

the lecture on that subject.

I shall now briefly give you my view of the general results of my
experience of removing vesical tumour to the present date.

I have operated altogether on thirty-eight patients,' male and
female. In at least five patients, excluding, of course, the recent

cases, say the last twelve, since the lapse of a considerable

period of time is necessary to determine the question of permanent

results, the cure has been complete, no return has taken place, and
the patients, with one exception of a man since killed by accident,

are as well at this moment as they ever were, and are perfectly free

from any urinary symptoms. The victim of the accident bad passed

nearly two years after the operation, without return of symptoms.

An necropsy was made by Mr. J. L. Crisp, of South Shields, who sent

him to me and was interested in the result. He was good enough to

send the bladder for my inspection, in order to demonstrate that there

was no sign of reappearance, indeed a careful scrutiny was necessary

in order to discover the very slight remaining cicairii. The growth
is in the museum at University College.

-

A large proportion obtained relief from severe symptoms for different

periods varying hetwcon two and four years, and then reappearance of

the growth has led to a second operation. In two cases, one that of

a medical man who fully understood the pathology of his terrible

disease, I have operated three times ; in both of these at the desire of

' Mv last pnbllc report was one of twenty cases, since which I have operated

on eighteen other patients.
i tilis case is Riven in i.iy work on Tamonra, in which it is the last, or Ko. 90
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Fbur patimts die<t within a few days of the operation, partly from
Ubalution, two from oystitis and peritonitis, all among the Very early
casoji, j>rol>.ilily from too preat an anxiety on my pirt to r«i»loTO the
whole of the ymwth, and the want of safer aiiil more efficient instru-

ments, whiph'experieuoe hai leil mo now to employ. Two died from
blood poisoninp, each on the twelfth day after operationj one after the
perineal incision, and the other after the removal of a large tumour
b\- the suprapuhio rwttte. Several are lirinj; with threatening return ;

the groit majority gaining relief from severe symptoms and some ex-

ten*ion of lilo, varyiug cousidorably in ditforeut instances.

We have to remeiiiher that every patient with bleeding vesical

tnmour inevitably succumbs sooner or later to his fate, unless surgical

aid i« alTorded. Kvery ease therefore of permanent euro is a life ab-
aohitely saved by our art, while prolongation of life, whatever it may
amonnt to, is eijii'olly so. ' Ifence the.se rcsnlt^, although necessarily
Rlierwisg many failures to remove the disease, certainly manifest a

rdrisirtohlt Vo a;;gre|gate of clear gain in the matter of human life, and
mn.st' he s» regarded in relation to the sum total of those who are

aDIioted.

Ktjder these circwmstanees it is impossible to predict for any in-

dividnal case the result of operation, even in an approximate degree.

iJutil' incision has been made and actual contact with the finger, 3nf-

fioiop to ascertain the physical characters of the tumour, has been
completed, no one cln say whether it be possible to remove it com-
pletely. If separation is not complete there is not much hope of a
perm4Bent<nlro ; nevertheless, I am disposed^ after observing the i.ssue

of on* 6( my eases which angijested the idea, to think that even when
not ijBite removed there are two processes, almost necessarily follow-

ing, which tend to favour a succes.iful issue. The first is, sloughing
6f a iMh layer of the surface left, due to the crushing action of the
blunt forceps ; secondly, the cicatricial action and contracting of the
sntfaoe, which firobably suffices to strangle and destroy any very
slight remains of the papillomatous tissue there.'
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'/' Lkcturb II.

—

The V.\iii2TiEs of Common Ltjpus.

2]&« HUlokgy of Lupus Vulgarit.—Of Lupus Erythemalosus.—Dr.
1f<TAi«'j( lUcords.—Zir. Jamieson's Vase.—Lujms not alvays tha same.

^''-'-JSieplanalion of the Causes of Variability.—The Bncillus.—

'Jie/ircnce to t^ Schedule.— Definition of Lupus.—Distinctions

Delirci-n Vulgaris ayiii Erythemalnsus.—Meaning of Syvimelry and
iJifofirSymmetry. — Stru7iuvL**puf.— Necrogenic Lupus, — Lupus
Mutilans.—Lupus of Mucous Membranes.—Eczema-Lupusi

P SAtD inmy last lecture that it was my wish to submit the qnestion
df the real nature of hipus to the test of clinical rather than of purely
histological evidence. I h.ive, in truth, no faith that it is possible to
solve it by th(! latter. We must not, however, pass it by without
iveiling ourselves of its aid, so far as it can at present help us. I

wi.sh, therefore, to somewhat amplify what I then said on this matter.
" It is now generally believed" f I quote the words of Dr. Sangster,

a much better authority than myself) "that the earliest changes of

lupus are to be .songht for .is an independent cell growth in the corium,
either affecting it as a whole (as held by Neumann, Auspitz), super-
ficially (ai held by Virchow, Billroth), or beneath the vascular layer
(as held by Kaposi)."

The differences in opinion of different observers as to the precise
part first attacked are to bo explained by reference to the different

stiges of the disease which they had under their inspection. The
most vascular parts of the corium, the immediate neighbourhood of
the sebaceous and sudoriferous glands, and the periva-scnlnr spaces of
thn blood-vessels thoms^lvrs, are the parts where the cell growth is

first snen. It ii nsually noticed first in the most superficial parts of
the corium, in close connection with the Malpighian layer ; so that
miay obiorvuri have believed that it originates in a gurminalion from
the under surface of this structure. In the end the deep layers of the
corium and even the uppermost of the adipose stnictores become in-

volved ; and at this period thft- Blantje and bair-shoaths are for the

most part destroyed by piopsiito. 1 itleea. ulceration has taken place,

the layers of the epidermis and the rete Mali]ighii, although somewhat
altered, remain intact, A very, j.'pportant observation has been made
by sevsial, ikud in cdn&rmtd by: Dr. Sangster, that the Malpighian
layer is apt to grow downwards in processes much resembling those of

epithelial carcinoma.

The colls which constitute lupus tissue are atflrst not easily dia.

tingnished from white blood-corpu.soles, but at various stages and in

dilferent parts they present certain differences, becoming larger and
lighter-coloured, with less granulttr oontents. There are also seen
oval bodies consplcuonn for their shape and faint c6lour, which r«r»

semblo the nuclei of the deep Malpighian ceils, many of them having
a point-like uacleus.

The presence of "giant cells" has been asserted by sever^
observers, Langhaus, FriedlUnder, etc. But the ex.ict nature of tbe
appearances so named has been disputed by others. Professor Lan'(^

supposed them to be only degenerated sweat tubes. Sangster is of

opinion that " true giant cells are sometimes mot with." As to the
real origin of true giant cells there is, however, much discrepancy of

opinion still existing amongst histologists.

These descriptions apply to lupus vulgaris only; and let us always bear
in miud to wrll developed examples of it only. The micro.scopist always
selects for his purpose a position where the apple-jelly growth is well
displayed, and it is this growth which he describes. His observations
upon such cases scarcely touch the r[uestion as to whether there are

not antecedent cdnditions which cannot be distinguished from
common inflammation, nor that as to whether in other states the
pcrnliar features of lupus growth be not wholly concealed by super-
added inflammatory proditcts. Respecting these, I suspect that the
microscopist would not unfrequently allege that there was no proof
that the diseasfc was lupus at all. and the assertor would have to fall

back on the clinical evidence. We may take it as certain that when-
ever the naked eye can recognise apple-jelly, the microscope can
always find a definite and characteristic cell-growth in the corium,
wTiilst respecting the other less marked conditions dilferent verdicts

will be given. The inflamed form which lupus almost always presents
on the hands and feet, for example, will probably but rarely present for

the microscopist appearances which are conclusive, and we have to

prove that it is lupus by its laws of extension and persistence, and by
the presence of better characterised patches on other parts in the
same patient. I am anxious to impress this point because it is of

great importance in reference to the admission of variouu allied dis-

eases into the lupus family. Jlj' assertion is that lupus is by no
moans definitely sui gencrU ; that it i.s only a specialised type of

chronic inflammatory action, and that the degree of its specialisation

may vary much in different cases, being in some so slight aa almost to
defy recognition.

If from lupus vulgaris we now turn to the histology of lupus ery-
thematosus, wo shall find almost all observers unanimous that there
are important differences between the two. Some have even thought
theso differences so great as to wholly detach the maladies from rela-

tionship. Such, I need hardly say, is not my view. If wo take the
examples of common lupus in which cell growth is most marked and
those of erythematosus in which the condition approaches nearest to
mere erythema (as when it becomes generalised), then assuredly wo
shall have no difficulty in demonstrating by the microscope most con-
spicuous differences. The conditions delineated, for instance, by Dr.
Thin in his able paper in the ilcdico-C/iirurgical Transactions, show
little more than dilatation of the capillaries. For Dr. Thin lupua
erythematosus is in the main a disease of blood vessels. There are,
however, other forms of the malady which present other appearances,
and just .is it is, I assert, often by the unassisted eye impossible to say
conclusively whether any given case .should be assigned to vulgaris or
to erythematosus, so it is crjually difficult when we examine a micro-
scopic section. I shall prove my assertion as to this difficulty—im-
possibility, if you will permit the word—in the living patient by pro-
ducing before you a number of portraits published by different authors
on lupus, and I have no fear as to your verdict. In reference to the
insppcticm of sections I will ask those who are skilled to examine
the drawing which I produce and to tell me whether it shows the con-
ditions of vulgaris or erythematosus. There is, as you will see,

abundant coll growth in the superficial layers of the corium, and I
i[uite expf^ctthat most will declare the appearances those of common
lupus. ( have, however, borrowed the woodcut' from a paper by Dr.
Jamieson, of Edinburgh, and it Is taken from a case tho whole history
of which prove* it to have been an example of the erythema form. '

' I have to express my thankd to Dr. Jamieson for his kindne.ss in lendisf; the
woodblock which I here use.
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RespectiBB orythema lupus, indeed, the opinions of microsoopist

Aave been not a little various. Some have held that it begins around

blood vessels ; others (Geddings) that it is a disease principally of the

sebaceous glands, whilst others locate it in the conuni, or even think

that the sudoriparous glands are its special sites. These discrepancies

oncht not to surprise us, and they reflect no discredit whatever on the

observers or their modes of work. The fact is that lupus inttamma-

tion in the erythematosus as well as the vulgaris typo presents great

ditterences, and that the structures chiefly atleoted are by no means

always the same. Neither it nor vulgaris are diseases of any special

structure in the skin, whether gland or vessel, but beginning rather

in the areolar spaces they implicate secondarily one or other of the

cutaneous viscera or vessels. It may be the sudoriparous glands or

the sebaceous ones, it may be the hair folhcles, it may be the pen-

vascular spaces, or, lastly, it may chance to be the lymphatics (lupus

lymphaticus). Hence some of the dillereuces which the lupus process

assumes, and some of the various names which have been given to it.

We must not look for sameness where Nature has made variety.

It may perhaps help to simplify our conceptions on the subject if

wo make bold to deny that there is any such pathological entity as

lupus, and to assert that it is simply a name which for convenience

sake we give to certain types of the inflammatory process, endlessly

varying in detail, but having certain features in common.

/"'

With the preliminary statement that all varieties of the lupus

when once well established keep to their type, it may next; be well

that I should state categorically the circumstances under which these

varieties take their rise.

1. The Kind of Local /r/-art((Oii.—Whether, for instance, a stmg or

bite, a wound, a sunhlain, a chilbUin, or a dissection prick.

2. The Peadiarities oj the Part to irhich Ike IrritMion is crpjilied.—

Thus the tip of the nose, its aUu, its btidj;e, the clefts of the toes, the

scalp, the various mucous membranes, etc. , each have their one more

or less peculiar form of lupus.

3. The Vital Endowments of the Individual.—Vfheih^t of vigorous

circulation or easily liable to chUl, whether thin or o£ abundant cel-

lular tissue, whether liable to chilblains or otherwise.

4 The Jqc of the Palient.—llim the younger the patient the rome

certain it is that the lupus will be of the vulgaris type and the

more probable that it will become multiple. Lupus erythematosus

scarcely ever begins before the distuibances in circulation incident U>

^"6^'TA/toT!A"f"^i<:««--Tl'e female sei is more liable than the

male to lupus vulgaris, but in lupus erythematosus the difference in

proportions is very marked indeed. The influence of menstruation m
disturbing the ciiculation is probably here at work.

6 ThilnheriUd Tendencies of the Patienl.-Tbere can belittle

doubt that those who inherit a state of constitution liable to the easy

growth of the tubercle bacillus are liable, also, to all the forms of

lupus. They are just as prone, perhaps more so. to be attacked by

erythematous as by common lupus. The mucous membranes are, per-

haps, seldom attacked, excepting in those who ate tuberculous. An

inheritance of a tendency to cancer gives, perhaps, a tendency to

'ThaTea?yel spoken but very briefly of the tubercle bacillus in its

relation to lupus.- Many observers have succeeded in finding in the

cell-growth of common lupus a bacUlus, which all agree in regarding

as identical with that of tubercle. It is, however, but sparingly

found, not without much patience of search and in many, or per-

haps iost, cases, it is not to be found at all. I am not aware that any-

one has as yet recognised it in a well marked case of 1"P«^, "Jt^^^^"

tosus, but this, no doubt, is only a question Of time, for tube cuJou.

antecedents in the subjects of lupus erythematosus are, I think more

frequently met with than in those who present he vulgaris fom.

It is premature to venture upon any opinion as to the relation of this

bacillus to the lupus process. The cases m which it ^^ ^°'J°'l
f
° °°

difl-er so far as I am aware from those '" ^i'^^^. '^
.f f"fj,

iT^'
leave you to form your own conclusions as to whe her it is likely that

a blcillus is the cause of lupus, when I have developed in more detail

the cUnical history of the varieties of the malady.
, ,, . „n„«

We will now, if you please, turn to the schedule of the Lupus

Family which has been placed in your hands (see page ,
of the

JonaNAL for January 7th).
, . , , ,

The general definition of lupus which I have given, as a serpigi-

noKS, hifeclive, scar-leaving inji<mm<M<jn of skill (oid mi^ox^ racm-

hemes, will, I believe, include all varieties of the disease and, «ith

two exceptions, nothing else. Nothing is lupus which does not

spread slowly by infection at its edge, and which does not leave the

a'lfected part more or lees disorganised ;
and every ^o^^.f "jf'"7;

tiou of which these are necessary and invariable qualit es is lupus

unless it be either syphilis or cancer. I need not trouble you with

much as to the distinctions between cancer and lupus because they

Tre usuallv very obvious. It is only by exception that m^^gnant

action shows any tendency to permit ot cicatrisation in the par s

which it has disorganised. A few rare forms of superhcial rodeut

ulcer are the only conditions in which malignant action produces

appearances which clash with my definition of lupus It is, however.

wholly diiferent in the case of syphilis. Probably there is not a

single variety of the lupus type of inflammation which ?^».y "^o' ^e

sinmlated, and that too with the utmost closeness, by syphili.^. The

diagnosis denends upon certain minor features of peculiarity, upon the

history of the case, and upon the effects of specific treatment. Thus,

then, the truth Uen.s lo be that the syphilitic poison can pro-

duce" lupus inflammations. In doing this, however i -
"J^P^ f^"'

all with i's own nature, and we are concerned, not with the true dis-

ease, but with an imitation of it. I cannot too strongly >n^<=;t that

th« imitation is most accurate, and the diagnosis often most diflicult.

So far as the definition is concerned, I should be prepared, whenever a

svphilitic skin disease spreads at its edge and leaves a scar where it

has been, to say of such a disease, " it is a syphditlc lupus. It m^y

be an eczema-lupus, a rupia-lupus, a lupus vulgaris, or lupus erythe-

™
Xbe^next point which sUnda for our consideration is the distincUon

between lupus vulgaris and the erythematous form I have enume-

rated in order on the schedule the chief featai^s of 'I'f"-^; = ^"'

part of my argument is that the two run into each other and that

Ce are Connecting links. So single one of the features o dUiorence

L iuvariablv such. Although apple-jelly growth chai-acteri.s.s the

molt marked cases of eommon lupu-s. it is veiy olt.n nut to he found

and in some cases of erythematous form the discs of the disease are

somewhat thickened, and present this growth in a mwor degree (see

one of Hebra's portraits). A more trustworthy feature of dilierenca

is to be found in the strong tendency to symmetrical development m
the erythematous form, and the invariable absence cf any detinita
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tenJency in this direction in lupus vulpiris. TIii' bnt's-wiuf; form
assunioJ In- orythem.itoiH luims on thu Inco is wull knonni. Wd tcnow
sIm that it i!< not iiiieomm )u for llio h.il'.s-winjj.s (ou tlifl cheeks) to
h«ve no continuity with the body (.in the nosn), and as furllior ilhiH.
tratioQ of the Uw of symmetry, we know exactly where to expect the
next manifestations of the disease. They will come in the cars, and
in both ears, and again without continuity with the cheek patches.
Next to the cars, we shall probably see the hands attacked, and it will
be both hands. So constantly is this observed, that I have, as just
obserTed, ventured to place the f.ict that lupus erythematosus tends
to .levelop symmotrically and lupus vulgiris not," foremost amongst
the clinical features which distinguish them. It is certainly a very
remitkuMe fact.

Whilst, however, insisting upon its importance, we must not exag-
gerate it. There are many cases of erythematous lupus which show
no symmetry, but they arc, I think, all of iti sub-class, the sebaceous
form. The more purely the disease beeps to the erythema type, the
more certain it is to bo symmetrical. Thus, I never saw one hand
affected and the other free. On the contrary, I never in any single
case saw lupns vulgaris, however numerous its patches might be, and
however widely diffused, with any definite symmetrical arrangement.
A tenden.-y to symmetry is shown in the portrait of multiple lupus of
children which 1 showed at onr last lecture ; but still, the exceptions
to it are conspicuous, and far greater than we ever witness in psoriasis,
pemphigus or any other skin disease which is really symmetrical in
its outbreaks.

I cannot bnt think that we have a very interesting problem before
OS in this non-symmetry of the one lupus and symmetry of the other.
Let US 8.sk what symmetry implies. It moans, in the first place, that
there are on the two halves of the face and body and on the two sets
of limbs corresponding parts, that is, parts which, by mutual same-
ness of strnchire and function, are liable in e.tactly similar ways to
the attacks cf disease. Let a poison circulate frtely "in the blood, and
it will be likely to attack these corresponding parts, and produce sym-
metry of manifestation. The phenomenon in question may, however,
imply more than this : it may mean that, wholly apart from any
blood infection the tissues originated for themselves, whether with or
without the help of external irritants, similar processes of disease.
Thus, when chilblains occur on both feet or on both hands or on both
ears, we explain the fact by assuming that the corresponding members
were alike in structure, and have suffered alike from exposure to cold.
We do not think it neceesary to seek for any blood contamination

to account for the symmetrv. Now by which mode of explanation
shall we account for the symmetry of lupus erythematosus. You will
aee that the one presupposes a higher degree of constitutional or in-
herited peculiarity than the other. A person in whom but little
of hereditary peculiarity of tissues existed might easily, if his blood
were rich in germs, become the subject of symmetrical manifesta-
tions. On the other hand, it would require great pre-existiiiw
peculiarity to bring about a symmetrical yielding to disease under the
ordinary kinds of exposure to external irritation. It may be that in
Inpns erythematosns we have to reckon with both classes of causative
influence. It may be also that in some cases congenital peculiarity
of structural proclivity takes a far larger share than it does in others.
In the more severe forms—those for instance in which the patches on
the face are very large, and the condition almost purely erythema-
tous, those in which the hands also suffer (see for an example the
New Sydenham Society's portrait), I think we must precupposo
peculiarity of structnre. The vital endowments as regards vigour of
circulation and cell-growth ,are probably very similar to what we
meet with in those who are exceptionally liable to chilblains. This
hypothesis, probable as it is, however, by no means puts wholly
•side the pog.sihility that there may bo also blood contamination from
the original patch.

Oar discussion of this question is not wholly a matter of cnriositv
or a* some might say, of transcendental pathology. A moment's
reflection will show that if we credit the original patch with being
the parent of the others, it becomes of the utmost importance that
It should be cured promptly on its first appearance. Now I have
really very little doubt that it does in some sense, and that too in
many case.s a very strong sense, stand in the position of parent. We
will make every allowance for constitutional peculiarity of tissues
but there yet remain many facts which suggest blood contamination
as a very important aid. I am thinking now of the many ca.se8 which
are exceptions to the law of symmetry, and in which the proximity
of Uie secondary patches to the primary ono suggests infection by con-
tiguity. Remember also that there is often, indeed usually, a long
interval between the local beginning of the disease and its becoming
multiple or general, and, further, that not infrequently the general

outbreak is sudden, and apparently independent of any local exciting
cau.ses as regards tlio parts newly at'ackod. Whenever there is u
coiisidcralilo mtervHl between the first patch and tho secondary ones,
we are entitled to busjiect infection, and this is almost always the
case when lupus erythematosus becomes generalised. A few cases
there are undoubtedly in which the diffusion is rapid, and which may,
perhaps, bo placed almost as varieties of Kaposi's disease, for they
begin in youth and are very severe and peculiar, implying strongly
marked peculiarity of organisation ; of these, tho hoy who sat for the
New Sydenham portrait may be quoted as an example. In making
this remark, however, I am hound to remind you of the law asserted
in our last lecture that the younger the palient the greater the risk of
blood infection and multiplicity of Iciion. If this be so in common
lupus, a disease of but low infective power, we cannot be surprised tn
see it yet morn emphatically marked in lupus erythematosus. It is

even possible that in Kaposi's disease itself—efficient as local in-

fluences combined with family proclivity appear to be—that there is

a share taken by blood infection from the parts first affected.

Leaving, however, for a while the further consideration of cases in
which lupus erythematosus tends to become symmetrical, or even
diffused and general, I will ask attention to exceptional facts.

A lady whom I have chanced to see this very morning well illus-

trates this argument. She is an example of erythematous lupus in it-s

non-symmetrical form. She has three separate patches—one in front
of the ear, ono on the temple, and one on the nose, and they are all

three on the right side of the face. The explanation of this I take to
be that the parent patch was not in the middle line, but over the ear.

The others are, I should suspect, satellites to it, that is, they result
from the infection of adjacent parts by germinal material which has
travelled from it to them. How else explain the fact of their prox-
imity ? Yet I must beg you to observe that there are wide belts of
quite healthy skin between them.-

I have entered into some detail as to this feature of distinction
between the two chief groups of lupus maladies because it presents
considerable dilKculties, and is of great clinical interest. I must bo
much more brief in what I have to say on the other points.

R<'specting the tendency to ulcerate, it is certainly true in a general
way that in lupus erythematosus it is but rarely displayed, and only to
a very slight extent. The more closely the disease keeps to the erythe-
matous type the less is its liability to ulceration. The epidermis may
peel, and the discs may show a dirty epidermis or sebaceous crust, but
there will be no pus scab, such as is often seen in common lupus.
There is, however, destruction of tissue, and a scar will be left when
the disease comes to an end, so that, in a certain sense, we must admit
that an ulcerative process does exist. As you may see by reference to
Hebra's portrait of lupus erythematosus, it sometimes notches the alae
nasi. Respecting common lupus, moreover, it is not true that it

always infiames and ulcerates. Whilst, then, we accept the liability
to ulcerate as a feature which in a general way distinguishes lupus
erythematosus from common lupus, we must not push it too far.

That typical cases of lupus erythematosus are never seen in early
childhood, and very rarely indeed before the age of puberty, all au-
thorities will admit. Lupus vulgaris, on the contrary, may begin
during the first stage of infancy, and is very common during the first
decennium. I have already suggested, in connection with this note-
worthy difference, that it has to do with disturbances of the circula.
tion which ensue in connection with puberty in both sexes, but more
especially in females.

All the statistics to which I have been able to refer, those published
by other observers as well as my own, show lupus vulgaris as occurring
in almost eijual frequency in the two sexes, the female sex always
having a slight preponderance. I h.avo already remarked that this is
very different in the case of lupus erythematosus.
That common lupus does not show any close alliance with that

state of health which gives proclivity to chilblains I feel quite sure,
for I have collected a considerable amount of clinical evidence on the
point. We must distinguish Carefully between any liability to feeble
circulation and the liability to inflammatory action under the influ-
ence of cold, which is the cause of chilblains. Persons especially
liable to cold extremities are often quite exempt from chilblains, and
the leverfle is also often true. Common lupus goes usually with feeble
circulation and a retarded venous current, whilst lupus erythema-
tosus is so frequently in association with the liability to chilblains

' The further facts as to this case. The I»ily was 46 years of age. The lapus
ha<l LoKJin over the right car three years ago, and, after'cxtendin;; mlher widely
had left that part, and travelled in fTont of the ear. The patch on rhc temple came
a year l»t«r, and that on the nose a year later still. All were of the mixed ery-
thematous and sebaceona type, being rough and dirty in the middle, and having
congested borders, to the middle a thin scar was left, There was a strong
history of phthisis in her mother's family, bnt rot in either parent. "

'
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that it is often difficult to tell where one ends and the other begins.

In close alliance with chilblains you must allow me to place what we

may call the sunblain, a much less common condition of inflamma-

tion, which is excited by exposure of the part—tip of nose, ears, or

cheek, or possibly even the hands— to the direct inlluence of a scorch-

ing sun. Whatever ensues from influences of this kind, should it be-

come chronic, is almost sure to take the form of lupus erythematosus.

I by no means, however, wish to imply that a tendency to chilblains

is not frequently met with in association with common lupus. The

last feature of diil'eronce between the two which occurs in my schedule

is that common lupus is' scarcely ever fatal, wbUst lupus erythema-

tosus if we except its very minor forms, is a condition which should

give rise to serious anxiety. Much might be written on this point.

I had long been aware that severe forms of lupus erythematosus were

liable to end fatally by attacks of erysipelas, intercurrent pneumonia,

or some form of acute catarrhal malady ;
and, in looking up my

notes of cases in preparation for these lectures, I have been increasingly

impressed with the importance of the disease as a revealing symptom

indicative of a state of constitution very likely to prove incompatible

with long life. On trying to seek up patients of whose cases I have

preserved notes some years ago, I find that iu not a few in-

stances they are dead. The 9ause of death seems to have varied, and

in some I have been unable to ascertain it ; in some it is said to have

been an attack of fever, but in most I believe it has been either pneu-

monia or erysipelas. In lupus vulgaris we also not infrequently wit-

ness attacks of erysipelas, and now and then it is to be admitted they

end fatally ; but I am sure there is far leas danger in this than in the

erythematous form of the disease. In some cases of the latter, when

it is very extensive, a state of debility and emaciation is induced,

which, apart from the liability to attacks of inflammation, itself threa-

tens to end fatally. In very few cases indeed have I ever known
lupus vulgaris so extensive as to cause serious interference with health.

The liability to end in pulmonary phthisis is, I think, alike in the

two, and is a very slight one.

In now concluding what I have to say as to the features which dis-

tinguish these two diseases, I am anxious, even at risk of repetition,

to say that they are useful rather for the purposes of clinical diagnosis

and arrangement than as implying essential differtnces. I can enter-

tain no doubt that the two are closely allied, and that they are in a

general way induced by a similar kind of causative influences. If

such an expression be not too fanciful, I would say that, in the lupus

family, vulgaris and erythematosus stand as brother and sister, having

many essential resemblances and many strongly marked but superficial

differences.

In the preceding lecture enough has been said as to the general

characters of lupus vulgaris. I have arranged its principal varieties

in a number of clinical groups, which may be found convenient, not

only for purposes simply of classification, but as facilitating the forma-

tion of rules of treatment. It is to be understood that these groups

derive their peculiar features, not from any real diS'erence in the

disease (which is iu all common lupus), but from the part attacked or

the age of the patient.

I will now turn to the second part of the Schedule, and briefly de-

scribe the several diseases which 1 have there placed as the principal

forms of common lupus.

Under the name struma-lupus we may place oases in which the con-

ditions of cutaneous struma and lupus are mixed. By cutaneous

struma I mean an afl'ection which begins usually immediately beneath

the skin and afl'ects the latter secondarily. The skin becomes livid,

and ulcerates, and ragged sores with undermined borders are formed.

This state of things occurs usually without any combination of true

lupus. Sometimes, however, we meet with the apple-jelly growth in

one part and a characteristic lupus condition, whilst at another sub-

cutaneous abscesses are formed. I am attending at present a case of

this mixed kind. The patient is a woman aged 40, with a somewhat

tuberculous history. On her right cheek and side of neck are large

patches of lupus, whilst lower down in the neck and over the front of the

-sternum a succession of abscesses have occurred and the skin has

•ulcerated in the manner described. These cases are not common, and

•we know that in most cases of lupus there is no tendency to abscesses

and but little to gland disease. My notes would, I think, supply

almost a dozen cases in which this cninplication was present, and to

them the term struma-lupus seems applicable. In thera the lupus

patches always tend to inflame and ulcerate early, and there is, I

think, almost always a strong history of strumous antecedents. As

.the disease is a mixed one, so must the treatment be.

iSlngle-patch lupus may be considered as at the opposite end of the

fTiain to that which we have just spoken of. Under that term I group

those oases in which from first to last there has never been more than

one single patch of the disease. In such cases the tendency to inflam.

mation is at its minimum, and usually there has been no ulceration

whatever. If a lupus patch inflames, the risk of infection and of the

production of satellites is vastly increased. In these cases the disease

is simply one of quiet growth and slow and painless extension at the

edge. The jiatient is usually in sound health, and it is almost as

likely that there will bo a family history of cancer as of tubercle.

The part affected is almost always the cheek a little in front of the

ear. If lupus begins in a part where the circulation is at a disad-

vantage and the tendency to chill great, as, for instance, the tip of

the nose, or the middle of the blush-patch on the cheek, it is almost

certain to inflame and prove infective.

In some of these cases of single patch lupus the ditoase has" been

present twenty years or more ; as they cause but little inconvenience

the patient often declines treatment, and allows the disease to slowly

advance. The advance is usually very slow, but the thickness of the

jelly-like growth is often unusually great. There is, of course, not

the slightest real difference or distinction between single-patch lupus

and the multiple forms, the apparent difference resulting merely from

the state of the patient's health and the part attached.

The term multiple, or many-patched, lupus is applicable'to cases in

which numerous separate patches are produced. I have already ex-

plained how this multiplicity is brought about by infection from a

primary one. Lupus is always single-patched in the first instance,

and sometimes remains so for long, but the risk of multiple infection

is always greatest in the early stages. It is greatest also in those who

are young. In a large majority of cases lupus is not confined to a

single patch, but it is only exceptionally that the patches become

very numerous. Now and then a patient may present fifty to a hun-

dred different patches (see the portrait published by the New Syden-

ham Society). To cases in which the multiplicity is very great the

term psoriasis-lupus may seem appropriate, but it is to be remembered

that the symmetry of arrangement assumed in psoriasis is rarely

present in lupus. The multiplicity may in some instances be so great

as almost to defy local treatment.

I may suitably take together the three groups of lupus of hands and

feet, necrogenic lupus, and lupus mutUans, for very simUar explana-

tions will apply to all three. Common lupus, when it occurs in the

hands and feet, assumes, in virtue of the peculiarities in the circula-

tion and the liability to chill, a remarkable tendency to inflame. [A

numerous series of drawings taken from various authors were exhibited

to illustrate this statement, all showing heaped scabs and extensive

ulceration in connection with lupus of the hands.] In most cases in

which these parts are affected, an injury has been the starting point.

The apple-jelly growth is seldom seen, being always concealed or

destroyed by the products of inflammatory action.

The disease would appear to obtain some minor peculiarities in con-

nection with the special kind of irritation which sets it going. The

pricks and scratches which those who have to do with dead bodies in

post-morte7)i examinations or in dissections are liable to, not infre-

quently end in a kind of lupus. I believe that Dr. Wilks was one of

the first to call attention to this disease, which he described under

the name of necrogenic warts. Excepting that nothing of the nature

of apple-jelly growth is ever seen, the disesse in all respects conforms

to the type of lupus. A thickened mass of granulation tissue

developed into papillary masses is produced which may heal or ulcerate

according to the exposure to cold, season of year, and state of health.

Sometimes in the early stages the lymphatic glands>ay be irritated,

but not in the later. The disease is to be cured, as we cure lupus, by

liberal scraping or by cauterisation, and it has the same tendency

which lupus has, to end, if long neglected, in epithelioma. It spreads

at its edge with greater or less rapidity, just as other forms of lupus do.

I have treated many cases of this disease on the hands of my pro-

fessional friends. It is well known on the Continent, and one of my
friends told me that Professor Frerichs, when in London, chancing to

see his hands with these lupoid patches on them, took them for an

evidence of diligence, and exclaimed: "Ah, Monsieur! vous avez

fait beaucoup des autopsies." A man in the garb of a baker once

presented himself at the Blackfriars Hospital with this kmd of lupus.

I remarked to those present that 1 had seldom seen such hands,

excepting in medical men, and he at once said: "Well, I was a

medical student once."

I mention these facts n order to make it seem probable that certain

minor features of peculiarity distinguish this form of lupus from

others, and thus permit its recognition. My argument is that,

within certain limits, lupus does derive peculiarity from the special

cause which excites it, and that thus necrogenic lupus takes peculiarity

from the fact that it originates from scratches or pricks from spicul»

of bone or poisoned needles. Yet it certainly is lupus.
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Btfore l«»viD(f this topic, I m«y just say that I have watched one
ease in a nietliral frieml in which tlio lapus has boeii present nearly

forty years. Two or three ]>atchea were cared long ajjo by canterisa-

tion, but one ha« persisttd durici; the lonf; period mentioned. It is

as thick as ever, ami just as liable to inHame in ooUl weather, bnt it

has extended rcry little at its edge. The case is parallel vith those

of siof^le- patch lapos on the cheek:!.'

The term Inpns mutilans might seem appropriate to cases in which
the nose has been extensively destroyed and the patient's fiatures

much damaged. It has, however, I believe, been restricted to the
rare exainplos of mutilation of the hand which we now and then
witness, and of which I now show yon a good portrait. (See litho-

graph, to he given next week.) I have only seen four or five good
examples of lupu.s mutilans. For its production it is neces.%ary that
Inpns shonld attack the hand of a yonng child, and this is not
common. When it happens anil, the disease being extensive, the
fingers are surrounded aud universally involved, a sort of arrest of

growth takes place, and the most extraordinary deformity results.

The lingers may all be lost, or may be dwarfed until only their

tips remain. I have never watched such a case from the beginning,

nor probably will any good surgeon ever have the opportunity. I am
obliged, therefore, to take the histories given by the patients' friends,

and, if they may be trusted, these deformities are sometimes produced
without any exfoliation of bone.

That Inpus mutilans is really hipns is proved by the usual coin-

cidence of patches of ordinary lupus on other parts of the patient's

limbs. In a cise which was recently shown to me by my friend Mr.
Sibley, a young lady bad one hand almost in the condition shown in

the sketch, and she had also common lupus on the face and lupus of

the soft palate. Lupus mutilans is a result of lupus under peculiar

conditions, and by no means a variety of it. The remark just made
applies also to elephantoid lupus. It is soon occasionally on the

lower extremity, and yet more rarely in the upper. The whole limb
having been inflamed in connection with lupus and probably with in-

tercurrent attacks of erysipelas, permanent oedema with thickening and
overgrowth resiUts. The diagnosis of lupus is made by the discovery

of spots of lupus growth (apple-jolly) at the margins of the diseased

part of the limb or on other parts, and it is contirmed by noticing that

the surface of the diseased part is in a state of scar. [ recently

saw a good example of lupas with elephantiasis iu a lad wtio was
tinder Sir \V. Mae Cormac's care in St Thomas's Hospital. They are

not common.
The subject of lupus of mucmis Trumbranes is a large and very im-

portant topic, bat I must deal with it very brieily. It is almost
always in association with lupus vulgaris, and not with erythema-
tosus, that we find the mucous membranes affected. Almost always
the skin is first attacked, but this is not invariable. I have seen

Inpiis begin on the gums or the palate or in the cheek several times
without any like disease of bkin. We also see cases occasionally in

which disease in the lachrymal sac appears to be the beginning of

Inpos of the cheek. When lupus affects mucous structures there is

maal'.y a very definite history of tuberculous tendencies in the family.

It would be impossible to identify the changes which attend it as

being lopns, did we not constantly find it in association with lupus

of the skin. The mucous racmbrano becomes thickened, papillary,

and ulcerated. There is never anything to be found like the apple-

jelly growth. In the mouth the gums may be destroyed and the

teeth fan(;s exposed ; the soft palate may also be destroyed and the
disease may spread to the larj-nx. The changes may usually bo dis-

tinguished from syphilis by noting that the bones are never involved,

and that no perforatioi^s of the palate occur. It is always a creeping,

superficial process. Hnw far the disease may pass down the throat I

do not know, nor whether it ever invades the stomach. As a sugges-

tion in that direction, I may remark that several of my lupus patients

have died of hn:matemesi8. The conjunctiva is sometimes primarily
affected.

I have several times diagnosed Inpus of the mncotis membrane jnst

within the anus, bnt never, perhaps, under conditions which placed

the diagnosis Iwyond di.spnte. A syphilitic simnlation of it is not un-
common in this part, and often leads to stricture. The exemption of

tha genitals from attacks of lupus is a very remarkable and well

Mtablished circumstance. I have no doubt that it illustrates the

I

» RIehl an>l I'uluiuf (>'i<r(/Jj<uif»iAri/i /«r htrmatologie vnd i^whilU, bJ. xiil,

1:-) .1. -*t;1.-' t-.,.ii-ii' c.^^1^ :iii'! ^r;,fi' that In Inclscd portions there are the fol-

•* ami TltlckeninR of the e|iideTrtliH ;
(*.')

pn>' -**l :
(;i) eittnsive ccU-inttltration Into

th(; t— , - ;:---.*-—!-: ..:.._. .^ LicuJonis (ijjcliidiiig gijuit cell*) ; (4) tlie

TveMiice uf luii-twl-t ImcmH, wtiich jtr,- latre CA^ny Tuund thau in ordinary lopux,
bit not so r^a'ltly*'* in mflisry tnberclr. At rffrards treatment, they advlfie

scaping, with ," pplfeatlon of loaofonn. '

influence of temperature in causing lupus. The further the part from
the centres of circulation, and the more frequent its risk of being
chilled, the greater is tho danger that it may be attacked by lupus.
Warmth is inimical to tho disease. On tho female genitals I have
scarcely ever seen well marked lupus, and very few have been the
instances of it on the penis. Tho glana penis is not infrequently
attacked in tertiary syphilis by a disease which spreads just like

lupus. Although, as I have said, lupus erythematosus very seldom
affects mucous membranes, yet it does so occasionally.

Lupus of the septum nasi is only a form of lupus of mucous mem-
branes made peculiar by the part affected. It is, however, a rather
special altection, and as it i.s almost constantly mistaken for syphilis,

it is desirable to say a few words about it. It usually begins just
within the nostril, and a small ulcer forms, which soon perforates the
septum. The edge of the ulcer may heal, leaving only a compara-
tively small hole, or it may extend up to tho edge of the vomer.
Here, again, we observe the distinction from syphilis, that lupus
never produces disease of the bone. These perforating lupus ulcers

of the septum may occur without any skin-lupus whatever, but the
proof that they are of the lupus nature is found iu the frequency
with which they occur in asscciation with it. I have shown yon a
portrait of unusually extensive destruction of the lips and face by
lupus, and remarked in connection with it that the yonng lady was
one of the very few cases which I have known in which a lupus patient
died of phthisis. Now a sister of this young lady, who had herself no
skin-lupus, became the subject of a chronic ulcer on the septum nasi,

which was only saved from perforation by free cauterisation. In a
lecture devoted to this special subject, I endeavoured to prove that
perforating ulcers of the septum, when occurring as the sole lesion,

are by no means necessarily syphilitic, being often examples of

lupus.

I here conclude what I have to say as to tho clinical groups of com-
mon lupus. It is obvious that other groups might easily be made,
but I believe that these will be found sufficient for practical classifica-

tion. I now proceed to diseases which depart from the type of common
lupus so much as to constitute sub-species, or special forms of the dis-

ease. I will take first what I have been bold enough to name ca^ma-
lupus.

For clinical convenience I give the name of eczema-lupus to cases

which look like eczema, but which really are lupus. In some cases an
eczematous process seems to have preceded that of lupus, but in others

the lupus disease appears to have produced eczematous inflammation.

More or less of eczematous or impetiginous inflammation around patches

of lupus is not at all uncommon, but it is not these cases which I

would claim for the present category. The name proposed shonld be
restricted to eases which in all parts, and through their whole course,

have the features of eczema but the tendencies of lupns. This eczema-
tous development may occur alike iu common lupus and in the erythe-
matous form, and it may be either dry or moist. The very prolonged
duration of the patches, their incurability, their slow extension by in-

fectiou at their borders, and, above all, the fact that when cured they
leave scars, sufficiently prove them to be lupus. Yet it is part of my
assertion that the two diseases conjoined in the name arc really mixed
in the hybrid malady. Now and then the patient has patches of

eczema on other parts which do not assume lupus characters.

One of the first cases which I remember as inducing me to employ
this name was that of a lad of about 15, who was under care at the

London Hospital. His whole neck was involved in a red patch, from
which the serous discharge was profuse ; it was, in fact, raw over the

whole surface. It had been diagnosed and for long treatied as eczema.

When it was looked at critically I believe that everyone present was
convinced that the right name was lupus. It had been present several

years, and was steadily aggressive at its edge, which latter was every-

where abrupt. It was causing scar where it was getting well, and a
slight degre^j of contraction was present everywhere.

Another very marked example of eczema lupus occurred in the per-

son of an elderly lady from Durham, whom I saw with Dr. Barron.

In this instance almost the whole of one breast was involved in a

weeping, abruptly margined patch, which no ordinary remedies could

get to heal. Nothing exc(.'|iting cauterisatiou did any good, and the

Satient remained long under treatment and was still not cured when I

ist saw her.

In another case a rather delicate lady, aged 45, presented dry
eczema-looking patches on the left side of the neck and behind the

left ear. They extended very slowly indeed, but they never showed
any tendency to got wi 11, although they healed in places. No one see-

ing these patches fur the first time would have doubted that they were

dry eczema ; I can only say tlaC I have seen Miss once or twice

a year for at least eight years on acoonnt of these. patcb«s>. and that
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i^ey have .never once been quite well. This is not the history of

fKHAXHA. Cautsrisation with the acid nitrate of mercury is the only

imeasure which does real good. Under it the patch on the neck has

vior some years been quite well, .l)nt that bahiatt tbi «ai atiU

•ipersists. , '. ' " "" 'i")''l'i!

r, I cannot show you any good portraits of enzema-lnpos, for- the

-Iraason that itis impossible for the artist to portray anything distinc-

tive. Everyone seeing the portrait would call it eczema.' It is the

history and the clinical course which alone make the diagnosis. I

show you, however, three portraits which may be of some slight

help. At any rate, they go to prove that the morbid action took on

exactly the same characters in three different positions; The patient

-was a woman named Laura J., tlurty-three years of age. She was

of healthy family, except that her father suffered from "a breaking out

on the skin." She had never had any symptoms of phthisis. Asa
child she had erysipelas of the leg. Her sister had scrofula badly in

the neck, and possibly intestinal tuberculosis. The lupus disease

commenced by a patch behind the ear ; then followed patches on the

left side of the bridge of the nose, and then in the left ear. About
;two months before I saw her she hsid a patch form on the right arm,

iwhioh, after lasting a few weeks, almost wholly disappeared. In the

-right ear the whole of the concha was afl'ected by a condition which it

was impossible to distingnish in any way from eczema. It was ill-

defined, slightly congested, and covered with thin scales, and showing
several cracks. Behind the ears on both sides there were red weep-

ing patches, whioh were tolerably well defined, and in that feature

• diBered from the more common forms of eczema. There was also a

'very slight degree of thickening in the skin which was involved.

The disease had been present for several years, and Mrs. J. had been

ander excellent specialist care in Liverpool. She believed that the

word lupus had been mentioned. A cousin of hers was under treat-

ment for lupus. The portraits are not very satisfactory, because the

disease partakes more of lupus features than is usual in the pure
eczema-lupus, and some may think that they resemble simply supor-

• fioial and rather indefinite lupus. I. believe that I saw the patient

. only once, and I cannot report anything as to the snccess of my treat-

-•ment by cauterisation. It will be seen that the unsynimetrical

: arrangement of the patches in this case, all on one side of the head,

suggested infection by contiguity, and the order and dates of- theii'

I appearance confirmed it
-' The last narrative which I shall trouble you with, is that of a re-

Vmarkable series of three cases in one family.

A young lady, named S , has been recently under my ob-

i-servation. Her case is an example of eczema-lupus, of an eruption

J which weeps like an eczema, but which persists and leaves sears like

. a lupus. It also shows the lupus process occurring symmetrically on
the backs of the hands and nowhere else, and in companionship with

J a pustular and vesicular eruption on the fingers, repeatedly recurrent

1 and probably allied to chilblains. Further, Miss S.'s case is an in-

:. stance of lupus occurring as a family disease, for a brother and
' sister have it also. In her sister it is seen only on the hands, and
ykeeps to the pustular form, but hor brother has suffered rather severely

from an acne-lupus on his face, and from lupus ulceration of his

cipalate. I have already described his case, and itis one of the best

.examples of acne-lupus which I have seen. This tendency in three

•.members of the same family to suffer from scar-leaving pustular
eruptions on the face and hands, associates the disease, I think, with

I. Hebra'sxeroderma( Kaposi's disease). There is this difference, however,
rthat whilst in the latter the disease shows itself in infancy or early

childhood, it has not occurred till a much later age in any one of the
ifamily now in question.
:' The S. family are all delicate in the direction of struma, they are
" tall, well-made, and most of them of a cleir thin skin. Miss 3 , the
ieldest, is now 22 years of age, of rather florid complexion, with brown
J hair and eyes. She considers herself in good health, her only trouble
•ibeing the patches on her hands. She never had common chilblains

on her hands, and never with any unusual severity on her feet. About
the age of 6 she had scarlet fever, and after it became liable to have
pustules and watery blisters form on her fingers. These would come
and go without, so far as she remembera, any close relation to season or

weather. On one occasion little hli.sters formed round her nails, and
two of the nails subsequently came off. They were reproduced and
ire now perfect. Her fingers arc long and taper, usually warm, and
show no trace of capillary torpidity.

Four or or five years ago, the patch which now gives her most
trouble began to form on the back of the right hand. It varied much
at different times, and would often get almost well, and then relapse
again ; its chief character being a weeping surface, with pustules at

its margin. There is now a conspicuous scar, covering a considerable

area of the knuckles and back of the hand, and at its margin aia totoe
little dusky ill-developed pustules. Anyone looking at this scarrtad
not knowing the history, would probably declare it to bo lupus, (if.

Daring the last four months. Miss S. has had a patch form an tBe
corresponding part of the back of the other Kiud ; this patch id non
of about the size of a shilling, itis red, tligUtly raised and a liCUc

scaly. It is abruptly circumscribed, and would be taken for a patch
of psoriaiis. She asserts, however, that although at present dry,- its

usual condition is running moisture. It has boen steadily increasing

at its edge since it first began, and in spite of many applicalioori.

There is at present no proof of scar, but I have no doubt that it is

destined to run the same course, unless we suecesd in curing it, that

its fellow on the other hand has done. I cUim to regard them bolh
as patches of lupus, assuming the external feitures of eczema. ' Tn.

ON SOME NEW APPLICATIONS OF THE INDUCED
OB FARADIC CURRENT IN GYNAECOLOGY.

By G. APOSTOLI, II. D., Paris.
rb

Tkanslated bx.W. WOODHAM WEBB, M.D., M.B.C.P.JWl«

ifC'-i'.'; y ' '' ' - '
' ' 'i

ThB gynecological employment of the induced or faradic curreUt is

of French origin, and I may safely affirm that my friend Dr. A. Tiipier

was the first to use it some twenty-five years since.'

It is to be hoped that the new branch of therapeutics will, from -tile

renewed interest it is exciting, soon reveal all its advantages. '
'

A. Tripier was the first to show that, owing to its contractile power*,

the induced current could not only be used in obstetrics, bnt conld be
turned to good account in general gynsecology.

According to the views of A. Tripier all, or nearly all, inflammatory

conditions of the uterus arise from either an interstitial or an intra-

vascular inertia of the muscular fibre. This inertia, mostly post-

puerperal, deranges the circulation, causes congestion and stagnation,

and a consequent arrest of the nutrition of the organ. By artificially

exciting and re-establishing the circulation, he proposes to attain the

double end of cure and prevention. Such is the rdle of faradisation

iudicated by A. Tripier, when, in his teachings and practice, he insist*

npon it as the means of removing the congestion to which he traces

the subsequent aU'ections. '

In a recent memoir - I have endeavoured to counteract these exclafflTC

views of A. Tripier, by pointing out what he had overlooked—the pre-

ponderating part played by septic influences in gvnsecology. I demon-
strated the primordial influence of lesions of the mucous membrane,
showing that it was from them, by way of continuity, the parenchyma
became implicated. I also showed that although the faradic current

was all powerful in relieving the early and purely mechanical forms of

congestion, as in cases of simple subinvolution, it was, on the other

hand, useless in chronic forms, and in lesions of the mucous mem-
brane, that is to say in endometritis. And this might bo easily

accounted for, since in inveterate conditions of the disease, the

muscular fibre, compressed by the new deposit of connective tiisJne,

partially disappears, and consequently the induced current, which is

a direct excitant of muscular fibre, finds no sufficient material "npon

which to act.

On the other hand, when, as is so frequently the case, the muWns
membrane only is at fault, it is still more evident that there is

nothing upon which faradisation can work ouratively. I, at the satte

time, directed attention to the powerful resource we have under these

circumstances, in the methodical application of the continuous tte-

rent, and noted the leading place it must take in future practice.

While giving attention to the action of the faradic current, I have

done my utmost to extend the limits of its application beyond those

which satisfied Tripier.

I will now specify the contributions of this kind which 1 claim •*»

exclusively my own.
,

'''

1. I have modified the mode of application" to which Tripier has

given his name. He had originated the unipolar excitation of tkf

I Hypcrplasiea conjoucttves des organos cnntractiles. De reniploi dc la faradi-

sation dans le trattenient ixs engorg^imeuts et deviations de roteros et de
I'liypertrophie pro^taf'.jue. {ComyU&radvi rie i'4.<"'itiRtf tixi ScunuSi Aoftt

1350.) l.ec;ons de clinique soi les maladies dcs femmes, par le Dr. Ixipier. Paris,

Octave Dom, 1SS3.
- Sur un nouvoau ti-aitenient de la mefcrite chronique, et en particnlipf -de

I'endomi: trite jar la galvano-csustiqce chjmiiitie intra-utiirlne. PsTii, Octave Doi»

,

1SS7. •
'

'

.-

3 Sur la faradisation at rine double on liipoUire, gee CTnioii MMicalt. tf

Octofwf and I Sovembcr, ISSJ ; also tie, AmtrkiKi }<mrnal of ObiUtTitt^ §ef-
tcmVr, 1SS4. ' '
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tcriu, i-aUei utero-sns-pubic, in which the circnit was always closort

Boa the abdomeu ; for that, I substitntoJ the bipolar method. 1

liid this by usiup a soand, which contained the two poles side by side.

It permittod the closing of the circuit within the utsrus itself, while

at the same time the current radiated sufficiently to act upon the

whole muscular subst.inco of the organ. By thus concentrating within

the atenis the entire electrical action we secare the following adran-

m. There is le83 pain ; the sVin is not in »ny way injured as it may
be when the larrent is closed above the pubes. h. It may bo done

morti easily, as we get rid of the necessity of a cutaneous electrode,

which roqnires holding either by an assistant, or by the patient her-

Mif. «. Being less painful the dosage may be increased, d. The
effect is greater, as, other things being equal, the therapeutical effect

it in proportion to the intensity of the current.

Simple, easy, and less painful, this method enables us, by using ad-

ditional intensity, to expedite the curative effect.

My method of uterine faradisation is therefore uniform ; it must
aeceaaarily be bipolar. Pregnancy is one of the rare hindrances to its

employment. But, even in that case, as well as in some others I

(hall mention, vaginal bipolar faradisation may be used instead, and,

although less efficacious, will be found of some service.

2 Next to the question of instrumentation, I claim as my second

improvement in treatment the methodic and exact application of

the faralic current of tension.' This term " current of tension" re-

quires a word of explanation. No apparatus for faradisation is com-

plets without two independent bobbins, which, according to the length

.aad thickueis of the wires, give currents differing in qualities and
characters. The bobbin with a short and tliick wire gives that

which is called the current of quantity, because the generating wire is

lass resistant and lets pass a greater volume of electricity. This current

ia the direct excitant of muscular contractUity, and is the only one em-

ployed by Tripier to overcome muscular inertia, to produce a temporary

vascular activity, and to carry out his treatment of uterine congestion.

The other bobbin, with a longer and finer wire, is caUed the bobbin

of t©n.sion. It gives a current which has, I may say, a much more
oonsiderable power of expansion. The current flowing from it acts

loss on the muscular contractUity and influences the sensibility. It

haa therefore been employed especially when pain is the leading sym-

ptom, in order, by a contrary reaction, to deaden a too violent nervous

vibration. This revulsive application on the skin is no novelty,

though not sufliciently resorted to in gynaecology.

Now it is pain which leads most women to seek relief, and, if wo
examine the sources of this pain, we find that they are either inflam-

matory or nervous.

On the one side, then, we have to deal with uterine inflammations,

and especially that class of peri-uterine inflammations which is

aaually so embarrassing ; and, on the other, with a nervous condition

which we recognise as ovarian pain.

It will be admitted that for these pains all the routine treatment

\i absolutely useless. No one can boast that by medicines he has ever

permanently got rid of such ovarian pains, and the same maybe said of

the anffering Irom peri-uterine inflammations.

These problems are arnoug the most pressing in gynecology. Their

gravity is made greater when the number of women is taken into

account who are castrated on account of pains which we know can be

ramoved by an electrical current. Such ovarian pain, as we meet with

it in innumerable hysterical subjects, is nineteen times out of twenty
ouable, while the inflammatory pains can be often—I will not say

always—mitigated in the same way. Now it is of this means of treat-

mani that I consider myself the originator.

It was in 1883 that I 6rst described, in a special memoir, my
electrical treatment of perimetritis. I read a second paper on the

aubiect at the Congress of Copenhagen in 1884.'

No other sedative, recognised in gyntpcology for the purpose we are

treating of, equals the faradic current of tension when applied in ob-

.wrvanco of the following rules :

a. Of these two applications, intra-utorine bipolar and vaginal

bipolar, the intrauterine will always bj preferable as more active and
oflicacious, wh-reas the vaginal operation is forced upon us by such
circumstances as the impossibility of passing a sound into the uterus.

This will bo our dilemma in pregnancy, in virginity, or in an acute
stage of p^ri-uterine inflammation.

h. The length of the sitting ii an essential condition of success.

,
However prolonged, whether five micntes or twenty minntea, it ought

* 8ur un Douvran trailcrocnt de la rlpulenr ovarlenne chez lea hyatcrique.**.

flnU'ttn GiTUTol <U TUrapeutiipit, June 16, 1S8S.
'*Sur un nooveao traitement dlcctrlquc dcs r^rimutritea. CompUs-nnttna

i» CongrU dc Copenhogve, Section d'Obslitriqac et ao Oyofcolngie, page 141.

not to end till the pain has diminished or disappeared. This we can

be informed of either by the patient's declaration or by direct contact.

We should never interrupt an operation till we have clear evidence of

this result. The needful duration of an application will vary not only

in each patient, but in the same patient, during the course of her

treatment. More time is generally rei[uired for the first sitting than

for subsequent ones, in which we have only to complete the work
begun. I insist upon this important fact, that though a case of peri-

metritis may only find relief from this treatment, the ovarian

neuralgic pain may be, and generally is, done away with in a very short

time.

c. The sittings should follow each other quickly. Every day, or

even twice a day is not too often, so that the effect may be cumu-
lative, and nothing of the benefit gained be allowed to snbside.

d. The number of sittings necessary will always be uncertain. The
nervous and inflammatory conditions wo have to deal with are

numerous and changing, while the treatment I advocate is especially

directed against one symptom—the pain. The surgeon will be obliged

to modify the treatment in every case. In simple neuralgies he will

find from two to five sittings generally enough to secure the patient

freedom from pain for several months, and even more. In case of

relapse the same treatment will give the same results. With inflam-

mations the case ia different. Not even an approximate calculation

can be made as to what will be required, since we have to encounter

the difficulties of uncertainty of effect, and of deviations in the degree

in which cases give way to the treatment.

e. As regards the operation itself, the dosage or intensity of the

current to be used (as regulated by the sheathing of the bobbin) will

vary within the known extreme limits.

First, in a case of perimetritis we must always be assured of

the tolerance of the patient, only pass the current gradually and slowly,

and above all, in acute cases, be content to use small—-even very

small—doses, increasing only as the power of endurance is developed

and the phlegmasia shows a disposition to give way.

No pain ought to be inflicted on the patient, first, because it is use-

less, and, secondly, because too strong an application might do harm.

Great caution is always necessary, especially at the beginning of a

sitting. First of all the bobbin should be entirely dismounted. Then
starting from zero, the advance should be made millimetre by milli-

metre, while the eye is kept on the countenance of the patient, as the

expression is the best indication of her sensations. The gen-

tleness of proceeding must always be redoubled in acute ciises of

inflammation.

Secondly, on the contrary, in operating for ovarian pain, we
may press forward directly and boldly to attain our end, provided

the uterine region is healthy, as in that state it is extremely tolerant.

A moderate dose will sometimes suflice, but generally it is necessary

to go on to the highest point. Though in perimetritis we must avoid

causing any suffering, it may here bo well, as a slight dose would do

no good, sometimes to rouse the uterus by pouring in a massive current

of tension. It is clear from all this that the dosage will always be

variable, and require delicate adjustment, by a tact which can only be

acquired by practice.

Even my experience, with many hundreds of these cases, does not

empower me to lay down any directions which will suit all conditions.

I can only say that, having to do with a curative agent which is under

control, it must be judiciously adapted to the circumstances.

If, however, the dosage of current is a personal affair as regards the

patient, there are some general indications which may be uaefnl in

guiding the practitioner.

It is a peculiarity of the greater number of hysterical women that

they bear easily the faradic currents of tension, even with the fullest

dose ; so well, in fact, that alter a short time they will affirm that they

feel nothing. A novice might thus imagine that his apparatus had

failed, or that there was an interruption of the current. When such

insensibility shows itself there need be no hesitation, and we may after

having slowly passed the bobbin home, continue to use the highest

intensity.

But, on the other hand, we find a few women in whom there is a

complete contrast of sensibility. They are incapable of submitting to

the current even in small doses without complaint. Here wo should

be very cautious in toning down the current to their power of en-

durance.

I have observed this interesting fact in dealing with the still rarer

cases of complete insensibility to the current of tension. They seemed

not only to be able to bear it, but to be unconscious of any action.

Under such circumstances, as an excepiional proceeding, after having

first tried the effect of the current of tension, I have changed it for

that of quantity. This generally tells upon patients more and more
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markedly as the hysterical symptoms are more prominent. The follow-

ing curions phenomenon then presents itself: immediately the current

of quantity is substituted for that of tension, it is found that the in-

tolerance of even the smallest doses is such as to threaten the patient

with a nervous paroxysm. This is the point at which to manifest the

tact of medication. A state of calm only comes on when we have

artihcially brought the woman to the verge of a hysterical outburst

by an intentional Irusqucrie of faradisation. At this moment there

must be a pause, and a gradual cessation of the current. The threat-

ened crisis will be checked, and a condition of tranquil relaxation

takes its place. At the same time the ovarian region loses all, or al-

most all, its previous sensibility, and it is found that even when

that sensibility had lasted for years, and been such as to render the

slightest touch insupportable, there is, within the space of a few

minutes, a transformation so complete, that the woman is indifferent

to ordinary pressure. . .

Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that, though this pain is

called ovarian, its real seat is in the ovarian plexus, which lies above

the ovaries, so that the spot where pressure causes most pain is con-

siderably higher than the pubic margin of the pelvis, and away from

the median line. This point, which, before the sitting, was exquisitely

tender, will, after it, allow of any reasonable pressure. The woman

will remain calm and free from any abnormal sensation, provided the

source of pain is not irritated, and the corresponding ovary is not com-

pressed by the fingers, used in a bimanual examination, by touch

and palpation.

I may, therefore, thus state my opinion that hysterical ovarian pain,

not having origin in any structural lesion, may in general be allayed,

and that the patients have no further ground for complaint. In this

state pressure above the pubes causes no discomfort. But the

proof that the cure is not absolute, and that the cause of the suffer-

ing has not been removed, is that the calmed pain may be again

aroused by pressure between the fingers from within and without,

and that, even after a long interval of freedom, there may be a

3.' I now mention my third and last contribution to gyntecological

therapeutics.

There are manywomen who, independently of ovarian neuralgia, have

intense and very localised sensibility about the entrance and lower part

ot the vagina. These are cases of imperfect vaginismus, in which the

torment is so unbearable, and the hindrance to connection so complete,

that life is rendered miserable. The difiiculty of overcoming this

trouble is only too well known. I have had to do with a large num-

ber of interesting and instructive instances of this affection, and I

intend to publish a full account of the most important. For example,

in one woman I found a single neuralgic spot, not larger than the tip

of the index finger, just at the end of the right nympha. Another

had the same condition exactly at the posterior commissure. In a

third, the excessive sensibility was confined to the orifice of the urethra.

The fourth case had a similar neuralgic area on the left side of the

vestibule. Besides these single spot oases, I have seen many others in

which the localisation was not single, and the extent varied. The

remedy of which I have availed myself, and now recommend, for rid-

ding women of these harassing annoyances is the faradio current of

tension, well and methodically applied.

Over and above the general rules which I have laid down as to the

dosage, duration, and mode of application of the current, which hold

good equally in these cases, there is a fourth special indication that

must be regarded as obligatory.

Uterine faradisation alone, " by reflex action, may possibly effect a

cure, without any immediate contact. But such a result is excep-

tional, and, as a rule, the electrical action must be brought to bear

directly on the point concerned. The maximum of effect must be con-

centrated on the seat of pain under touch. To insure this result,

I have designed an instrument, the conical end of which contains the

two poles side by side, but separated by an isolating layer of gutta-

percha. (See Figure.

)

That which I have previously advised should be done to the uterus

in certain conditions with my bipolar sound, may be effected here with

my bipolar electrode.

If however, the vaginal neuralgia is deep-seated, and ex nda ov«

a large segment of the vestibule, this instrument will not answer and

we must replace it by a large bipolar sound, with which a double va-

ginal faradisation can be made, taking care, when the outer orilioe is

the part implicated, to rest the exterior pole upon it.
^.

This will serve as a brief exposition of my views as to some appjiti-

tions of faradism in gvna:-cology. I look upon it as effectual in

hysterical neuralgia, useful and variably sedative in the pams ot

inflammation. It is true that hysteria holds a large place in this

medication ; and it may be objected that, after all, suggestion has a

great deal to do with the effect produced. Cure is admitted, but, in

such cases, the question arises : may it not be brought about by the

mental impression made by the operator ?

, i
» ii

This explanation I reject. Among many other proofs that it wUi

not suflice, this is enough : that you may faradise one of these women,

without saying a word to her either as to the nature of the treatment,

or as to the probable changes that may be the consequence, and the

results will be the same as if you had forewarned her.

Moreover, aU suggestive influences, however potent they may be m
other circumstances, are put out of question by the fact that faradiam

only relieves when we observe certain fixed and precise rules in its

application.

EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS
OS

COLLEGE POLITICS: MATTERS CON-

CERNING THE ROYAL COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

Delivered be/ore the South- Western Branch of the BrUish Medical

Association, December loth, ISS7.

By PAUL SWAIN, F.K.C.S.,

FcUow of King's College, London; President of the Brancfc.

Gentlemen,—The aim and object of those who desire to reform the

present mode of government of the Royal College of Surgeons is that

t should no longer be a close corporation, managed well or ill by

twenty-four gentlemen wholly irresponsible to the great body of the

profession, and whose actions it is impossible eflectuaUy to challenge.

The CoUege of Surgeons has at its command a very large revenue
;

last year its total expenditure amounted to no less a sum than

£33,629 lis. 7d., leaving a balance in hand of £1,742 14s. 7d. I do

not for the moment stop to inquire whether this large sum is spent

rightly or wrongly ; but I ask yon if you think it proper that the ex-

penditure should be committed to twenty-four gentlemen who, how-

ever learned they may be in their profession or estimable in their

private capacities, are not, that I am aware of, selected on account of

any particular business aptitude, and who spend the money in the

happy security that their actions cannot possibly be challenged by any

single individual of the great profession, out of whose Pockets the

priSoipal income is derived, and for whose benefit the expendiUue is

supposed to be made ? The Council are apparently becoming afflicted

wiTa distressing mania for bmlding, and I see that the sum of

£11 852 lis. 9d. has been spent on the new Examination HiU. They

are klso embarking on a large buQding plan for the extension o the

CoUege itself, the cost of which is to be eventually £53 / 00 and

furthermore, at an extraordinary meeting of the Council on Juno .7th,

the following resolution was carried, namely, that for the pre-

sent this Council do not spend more than £50 000 "f the F^asm»

WUson bequest "-also to go in bncks and mortar. \ erily let us be

thankful for this small mercy for the present.

The Court of Examiners consists of ten members, who are e ected

by the CouncU by ballot. They hold the office for five years,
^^^J^J

be re elected. Thev must be Fellows of the College ; and being members

of the Council does not disqualify. Last year 'te fees paid to the

members of the Court of Examiners amounted to £5,219 -s. At a

meeting of the Follows and Members, held at the CoUege in October

1885 f aUuJed to the question, and showed that it was not only

possible for the members of tho Court of Examiners to be "i/ m^J""*/

on the CouncU, but that such had reaUy been.the case, and that, too,

in the face of a resolution of the CouncU that not more than one-haU

1 I would call your attention to an able criticism of this eipenditore in * leading

article in the JornxAi. of October 22ud.
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p«fi{*a4, laaa..

'•- TH of tho Ooqrt of £ztiuinars should be on thwGouBJril
a. Thns the powers of tho Council not only to maku

Of 11,.,

at •

th<" imincrs, but to reelect thcmseWcs imielioituly, Ima
«xiit«tl iu uiii«8 past, and stiU exist. The author of a letlei^ilil tho
louRKAi, of Ootjlwr 29th points out tho results of tbia pracfci-*.!

,

I \\\vo m.i'io an abstract of tho tnb'o ho publishes, and I find that
tkcrosront projont ten membors of tho Council- who aro also raeai-
I)»r: r' !... .„f of Kxaminors, and who have sliaiod betwiien them
t*iP I of £26,300, one of them having hu^l £4,934, another
*•','' 'ri"3,173, anl 80 ou in lessor proportions. Now, «-hat
I want to point out to you is this : not that tho nionoy sptnt in ox-
iirtinitims is excessive, or that tho gentlemen who have received it

3^-0, ill the present instance, either inoorapotont or negligent, but that
tkesvutem renders it po'sibJa for all three contiugoncies to happen,
iod that tho ^crfeotly irresponsible power whijh now exists, enabling
members of the C uneil to endow thennelves inJofiritoly out of College
fnthli ought to be re.straii c I. >

Let me draw your attention to a lato action of tho Council, by
wkioh t serious injury has been indictod on the profession. If there
ia one thing about which we have been f.iirly unanimous it has butn
th* J>«sire to obtain in London ono exaniininp; bddy. Now, just when
it was on the eve of accomplishment, the Council of the College of
Sargaons. in conjunction with the College of Physicians, has excluded
tho Society of Aj'othecaries from their examination, the result beiug
that a seconfl axninining body has hood set iip in LondonV And this
has been done with a perfect knowledge of tho wisbes of the profession
on the nutter. In November, 1886, a large meeting of Fellows and
MojnJS«r» was held at thj "CoUom of Surgaonsi and the follpwing
resolution was unanimously carried: -

,

Thik. wif>i r^r^rwc* t<i tlio report from Mi% Jolm Mar.sliill, on-'page'ls fcf the
Ooiiiicil » Keport, Hii< iiioeting r<;<iqeata the Oomicil of the College t,<> pnnsiclcr the
3<lvi.sab>lityuraoccpMiif;an arraiigt'nient for oomhination wiffi tlie AV>thccarics'
Uocittji, u well ai> the Lolkge of Ph.vhiciaus, for the purposes of coiijuint eic-
ImlnaUons for mcdicil diplouias In England and Wales, nuder the Medical Act of
18S6, and to re|iort thereon at a fuluro meeting of Fellows and Members to be
^iUwmODCd for the piu-pose at an early date.

On February 25ih the President of the GeneralMedioal Council
addressed a remonstrance to the President of the College of Surgeons.
,J)t is_ not too much to say that the action of the College has been
t«iW> in opposition to what one may fairly say is the unanimous
•Jsglre of the profesion, backed up by the fieneral Medical Council
sjjfl the whole medical press.

'•
i 1: i

CTh* Council of the Collej;e, in tho new charter for "which they are
ajuplying, ask to be enabled "to determine by rules and regula-
tiojM, instead of, as at present, by by-laws, the conditions of admis-
^9U to the Fellowship by examination." Now we emphatically
^tesf against any such power as this being vested iu tho hands of
dre Council. We know by past experience that it is more than likely
tl*«t they would use it to lower the standard of examination. Some
years ago an attempt was actually made to do this, and was only
^<|f<)atod by the energetic action of three well-known Fellows of the
CoUogo, one of whom was Mr. Timothy Holmes. As this gentleman
poipted out tho other day, if the Council had been able to provide
"^y rule.s and rogulitions," instead of by the slower proieas of alter-

ing a by-law, tho proposal would have been smuggled through without
aio'on'i outside the Council being aware of it.

or a similar character is another proposition in the now rfharter,

aaiAely, "to empower the Council to elect to the Fellowship Members
pf twenty years' standing, not exceeding ten [instead of two] in each
year." Against this proposal a resolution, proposed and seconded by
Hombers of the C dlege, was carried ; but, as usual, tho Council bas
ignored it, and siiil presses for the insertion of the clau«e in their new
cOarter. Had I not the authority of Mr. Timothy Holmes far the
statomont, I could scarcely credit the fact that only last year a promi-
a'lint member of the Council proposed to admit by vote of the Council
fifty raambers annually to tho Fellowship. Tliis proposal was
rigorously opposed by the Association of Fellows, and did nOt pass
the Council.

'

The rc.-ncly for this state of affairs consists in taking from the
Cijaiicil this irresponsible power, and endo\ving the Fellows and
Sfeniberi with at least fo-ne of it. The other day I bad th() honour
^,^rm ono pf a deputation of Follows to tho Lord President of tho
Cdnticit, before whom we laid our objections to the proposed charter,
it the terminition of that meeting he said: "As I uhJeHtand, it

flfactically comes to this—that yon want an alteration in the consti-

Cn^bn of the Royal Cjllego of .Surgeons, to miko it a popular body,
jR** certiiin extent, instead of being romparatively a close body." And
Xtliiiik that expression of the Lotd President showed that he perfectly
grMBed the situation. . ,

, j r„ „ i
,

' One member of the CobncU has since I'ctlred. ' '
''"

'
" "

Alfhonifli we have of late motwithin tho College walls and discussed

ihattcrs al tlui.so meetings, yet we do so only on suirerance, and a by-

law aotniilly exists which prevents the Fellows ami Members meeting.

within tlw Collpge walls, or discussing any nattor except with the p«i-

mission of tho I'lcsideut and Council. In -luly, 1869, in conjunction
with Dr. Moiris, of Spalding, I tested this question. The lato Mr.,
WakloT, many years ago, took a somewhat similar course. My fatev

wa.s happior than hi^i, for on that occasion he was forcibly removedi
from till' College precincts and conducted to Bow Street. Whatever-
may liive beon the result of our action in July, 1869, the fact remains
that, pod hue or propter Jioc, in the November of that year llr. F.riuhsen,

who had been recomly elected to the Council, and was then ia favour

of a more liberal policy, gave notice of a motion afl'ordiiig greater

facilities for the meetings of Follows and Jlembers within the College

walls. And on March 22nd, 1870, the first meeting was held, under
tho presidency of the Uto Mr. Cock, in tho theatre of the Collcgei But
althongh the Council were apparently compliant in the matter of

meetings, they had little trust in the gentlemen whom they had in-

vited to come, for on the eve of the meeting one of the porters of the.

College was aworu in as a special constable, " to prevent felonies and
disorders." This fact was denied by the President, but it was verified:

by a now prominent member of the Council, who then had a keen-

seen t for College peccadilloes. But, at any rate, a point had been,

gained ; and wo are now permitted by the grace of the Council to

assemble annually within our own OoUega " to receive as read," as Mr.
Tweedy put it the other day, '

' tho Ficport of the Council, which, as a
matter of fact, I believe has been printed and bound up in the College

Calendar before our meeting was held." But we demand more than

this: \Yo have thrice carried unanimously the following resolutions

at meetings held at the College, namely : ... >

That it i.-i desirable that no alteration in the constitution ' or r^l'stions of the
College shiiU be eir.'Cte,l without thoi consent; ot the Follodvs and Members coa-

rened to discuss aaiih slterMioBs.

Andalse '
"'' iiiioi.'!t.u 1j itnon's ._..: • \ji:l .:,,.

That there shall be .an annual meeting of the Fellows and Members, «t

which the Annual' Report o^ittiB OounoU shall be .jaesentedj. reoeived, and
ado})t*d.

, , il^

Had these two resolutions been accepted by the Council, I believe a

substantial justice would have been done, and most of us would have

been content to rest satisfied. But, true to the traditions of the

past, they have ignored these resolutions, with their nsnal contemptuous

silence.

There is one other point to which I desire to allude before I finish,

and that is the claims which the Moml^ers of the College have put for-

ward to take part in the election of members of Council, and also to

have seati ou the Council. With the former of these proposals I

concur. It is most desirable that so large a body as the Members con-

stitute should have alike with the Fellows the right of meeting, the

right of free speech, and the light of voting at College meetings. X

am prepared to support the suggestion that the franchise should be

conferred on Members of ten years' .standing. With the second pro-

posal, that Members of twenty years' standing should be eligible to sit

on the Council, it being understood that not more than oue-foutth of

the Council shall consist of Members, I do not agree. It would tako

from the Fellowship tho sole remaining privilege which distinguishes

it from tlia Membership, and the position which we have obtained by
the expenditure of time and labour would bo hardly worth acceptance.

But over and above this there is no substantial grievance existing

whitjh can justify so radical a change. All the members of the Council

are Mombeis of the College as wall as Fellows, and in this double

capacity represent the whole body. If it be alleged that the Council

as at present constituted fails to represent the interests of the gtner^

praotitiouer, which I admit it almost entirely does, then I say the

Members, supposing they had the franchise restricted as above indi-

cated, will find plenty of men both in London and the provinces who
are Fellows of the College and general practitioners also, and who
would fully como up to the standard of representation rei^uired by the

Membeis of the College.

The Bedford Providbkt DrsfRNsAiiY.—The new buildings of

the Bedford Provident Dispensary were recently opened by the Marquis

of Tavistock. Tho institntion, whieh was founded twenty-five yeaie

ago, is stated to have been of great public benefit, and has alwaye

commanded the warm support of the medical men practising in Bed-

ford, the majority of whom are upon the staff. The new biilding is

a handsome and well-planned structure, and most conveniently situated

for patients, both in the town and surrounding villages. The cost of

the bnililinj;, fumittire, and fittings, exclusive of the site, amounted

to about £1,900.
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AN ADDRESS

THE THERAPEUTICS OF THE URIC
ACID DIATHESIS.

Delivered at the Opening of a Discussion on (he Subject in the Section

of Phannacologij and Therapeutics at the Anmual Meeting of the

British Medical Association, held in Dublin, August, 1S37.

; Bt I. BUKNEY YEO, M.D., F.R.C.r.,

'Ptefessor of Clinical Therapeutics in King's College, LonUon ; and Physician

to King's College Hospital.

{Concluded from, pat/e 3S.)

In the next place, we must pass on to consider the more important

medicinal agents which have been proposed for the treatment of this

diathesis and its various morbid manifestations, and, first of all

:

Colchicum.—I would ask you to consider the use and value of col-

chicum. This drug has been much discredited o£ late years, and if

one of the results of this discussion is to remove that discredit, it

will, in my opinion, have done practical medicine a real service.

That the drug may have frequently been misused, I do not doubt

;

tliat it may have been administered without a due and discriminating

regard to what I have referred to as the "constitutional element"

in the therapeutic problem, I am also ready to admit ; for I have read

criticisms of the use of colchicum by physicians who certainly must

either have had very few opportunities of observing its elfecls in

appropriate cases, or they must have made but indifferent use of such

opportunities as they have had. .• ' '

When acute matic arthritis was a much more commo;i disease than

it is now, over-doses of coichicum were probably not infrequently

had recourse to, and with ill consequences, but it has never fallen to

my lot to observe, or come within hearing of, any of those ill effects

which some physicians have asserted to be the common consequences

of the use of colchicum. I should hesitate to speak in this way if my
individual judgment ware at variance with that of other physicians

wlio have had a far greater experience in this matter than 1 have, but

I find that most of those who have had the largest opportunities of

forming an opinion of the value of colchicum in gouty affections are

advocates of its use. Garrod has given his verdict in its favour after

the most searching and carefal examination of its action ; and so

cautious and sound a practical physician as Sir Thomas Watson not

only advocated its use as a curative, but also as a preventive,

measure. I need hardly say in this city, your great master, Graves,

held the same views. Lecorche, in his recent valuable and exhaustive

treatise on gout, after relating the details of the numerous experi-

mental investigations he has conducted into the action of colchicum,

thus sums up : "In concluding this study of the effects of colchicum,

we assert, as the outcome of our physiological researches and our

clinical observations, that colchicum constitutes the specific ^;ar avd-

lencc for gout ; that it may and ought to be used in the treatment of

that aflfection both in the acute and chronic form." .

Professor Bartholow, of Philadelphia, gives one of the best practical

accounts of the effects and uses of colchicum that I have met with :

"In small doses," he says, " it increases the mucous and glandular

secretion of the stomach and intestines, and probably, also, of the

liver kidneys, and skin It increases the flow of urine, of the

solid' constituents, as well as of the water, and promotes thecutaneous

transpiration It is indicated when a prompt elimination of

waste is required It relieves the paiu, diminishes the swelling,

and shortens the duration of acute gout. In order ta accomplish these

results, it is not necessary that the more harsh and violent physiolo-

gical effects of the drug be produced. Sufficient should be given to

increase secretion from the skin, the intestinal mucous membrane, and

the ki,dney3, but nausea and vomiting should be avoided. Combina-

tion with an alkali increases the therapeutic effect." He gives the

very moderate dose of twelve minims of the wine of the seeds, with

forty minima of aromatic spirits of ammonia, every three hours, until

some physiological effect is produced. He adds: "Combined with

saline purgatives, it quickly relieves the constipation, hepatic con-

gestion, and headaches of gouty subjects. It is useful in gouty bronch-

itis ; it often relieves neuralgia occurring in gouty constitutions ; it

relieves by setting up an eliminative process."

This description so entirely agrees with my own observation, that I

find little to add to it There has existed some difference of opinion,

which experimental tests have failed to settle, as to the action of col-

chicum on the renal secretion. My own opinion is that it acts some^

what differently in different individuals and under different circum-

stances. Its most constant action is, I believe, on the hepatic secre-

tion. Again and again when the motions have been hard and clay-

coloured from the absence of bile, I have seen a few doses of colchicum

restore the natural dark colour due to a proper admixture of that

secretion. Then I think I have observed it act sometimes as a

diuretic, and sometimes as a diaphoretic, and, when it acts nwre

especially on the skin, the tenal secretion may appear to be diminished

by it.

Graves thought, and Lecorche supports the view, that it prevents or

checks the formation of uric acid in the system, and this it may do

by its decided action on the liver. 5Iy own view is that it acts more

or less on all the excretory organs; that it is a stimulant to excretion

;

and as I regard the gouty constitution as one whose fault is especially

a sluggish and imperfect retrograde metamorphosis, and delayed excre-

tion generally, not necessarily of uric acid alone—colchicum is in a

special sense its remedy by promoting the elimination of waste pro-

ducts. Lecorchc's experiments proved that it diminished the acidity

of the urine, and decidedly increased the amounts of soda and potash

iu that secretion.
, i j.i.

The prejudice against colchicum has induced Ebstein to make the

extraordinary statement that it is preferable to relieve the pain of the

c'outy paroxysm by hypodermic injections of morphine. He says they

act "quicker, more easily, and with less danger." 1 join issue with

him utterly. The internal use of opiates in gout I consider, except

under exceptional circumstances, indefensible. In a disease of defec-

tive elimination, you would be giving a drug which depresses in a re-

markable manner the function of all the excretory organs but the

skin. A very small dose of morphine will, especiilly in the gouty

constitution, produce clay-coloured alvine evacuations, sometimes for

Colchicum then, I maintain, is one of the most valaable remedies,

when judiciously given, for most of the morbid manifestations of this

"uric acid diathesis," and so far from being a dangerous vascular

depressant, I have shown, in my hospital practice during the session

just past, that in a case of chronie gout with subacute exacerbations,

moderate doses of colchicum restored regularity and strength to an

irregular and feeble pulse. I trust, then, that the absurd pr^udice

acainst this most valuable remedy which has been excited m the

minds of the pubUc will be removed, for I find many gouty persona

who, much to their own disadvantage, positively reftise to take

colchicum, because they have been told it is "such a dangerous drug.

I observe in the last number of the Journal of this Association a

report by Dr. Taylor, of Brussels, on the action of colchicum on the

elimination of urea and uric acid, in which he appears to have shown

that the amount of both these substances in the urme is largely in-

creased by the administration of this drug.'

Next, as to the salicvlates. ' .'""•

Salicylates.—'Wa ought in this discussion to be able to determine;

more accurately and decisively than has hitherto been done, the real

value and applicability of the salicylates, in the treatment of unciemjio

affections. In the first place, it seems to me impossible to accept tM
exafgerated estimate of their value' advanced by Professor tTermain

Seef who has asserted that sodium salicylate is the best remedy tor

gout in its acute or chronic forms, Ebstein remarks that wlven he has

used this salt in acute uratic arthritis, the inflammation has disappeared

very quickly from one joint, to re-appear immediately m another,

even when the administration of the salicylate was continued.

Lecorche says he has found it useful in acute gout, though altogether

inferior to colchicum, it lessens the paiu and the violence of the par-

oxysms, but in no way shortens the attack. In cases of chronic gout

with teudcucy to the production of delorraities from deposition ot urate

of soda (tophi), and to constantly recurring subacute attacks, he con-

siders it valuable. Given, he says, iu sucU cases, irom time to tune,

in the intervals of the attacks, in doses of sixty to eighty grains a day,

it increases notably the amount of uric acid excreted in the urine, ana

so eliminates from the blood the excess of urate of soda. In a great

number of cases, he asserts, he has been able by its use to (1) prevent

attacks ; (2) to prevent the formation of ankyloses and to causa

already existing stiffness of joints to disappe.w ; and (3) to facilitate

the absorption of urfttio deposits. To obtain these good results it was

1 In a still more recent number of the Jour-kal (August ^^tli), Dr J MoG.

Maclagan, of Hexham, claims to have demonst,i.ted this m a thesis _P",t>h8h«l

^ty^hiv.lmrqlx .V.-rfi-nr.;o«rr,arofDccemher, ISM, and January. '=''-;»'»* 2'"

mo™ veoently Dr. Maclagan ha, sho^n that the ,.ar.r
»""^;''„";,^»f„„*^'^'»'^

and entirely his own, although r^Jduced without a word of mdicaaoD M to lU

original auiliorsliip. [^j g„) n i&lmiti* ba«
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neceoMry " to continue, iinporturbably, for months the use of s«li-

cyUtc of aoda in doses of eiity to ninety grains daily, only allowing
the patient four or live days' interval uve'ry twelve to fifteen days, then
returning to the mediiino with the same regularity." He has found
it of " enormous service " in the treatment of gnuty asthma, angina
pectoris, and cystitis. It should not lie employed when there exist
aridences of interstitial nephriti.*:. I'rofojsor Bouchard (p. 316) con-
siders it a valuable medicine in the treatment of acute gout, relieving
pain and sometimes shortening the attack, but he considers its em-
ployment dangerous when there is any tendency to cardiac degenera-
tion or when the kidneys are involved. In uric acid depo.sits, he
says, like benzoic acid, it favours the elimination of uric acid, but
does not lessen ila quantity. He considers its action obscure and its

prolonged use attended with great inconvenience, and that it is

scarcely applicable to the treatment of uric gravel, and but little

employed in chronic gout or in uratic deposits about joints.
Lathum thinks salicylic acid o'ten of service in gout, when nnac-

companied by renal disease or albuminuHa, and he believes it to act
by Seizing, in the system, either upon glycosin or its antecedent, and
so removing an essential constituent of uric acid, and thus preventing
its formation in the body. Lecorche, however, states that he has
observed an enormous elevation {liausse enormc) of the amounts of
nrea and uric acid in the urine as the result of the administration of
salicylate of sodium, that this elevation usually appears within the
first twenty-four hours, but may be delayed for 48 or 72 hoars, and
that it lasts for three or four day.s, when a progressive diminution sets
in. He also states that the amount of phosphoric acid increases, and
diminishes in the same manner and at the same rate. It is difficult to
reconcile Lathum's view of the mode of action of salicylic acid with
those observations of Lecorche.

I have little to add, from my own observations, to the testimony of
these authorities ; I should prefer myself to treat attacks of acute
gout with colchicum, and until more (ully convinced than I am at
present of the value cf the salicylate of soda in chronic gout, I should
prefer the employment of a loss depressing remedy. I believe it is chiefly
of value in those cases in which the uric acid and the rheumatic
diathesis are combined.
The benzoatea, in the next place, require a brief examination.
SenzoaUs.—The benzoates of sodium and lithium have been largely

employed in the treatment of uric acid deposits since their advocacy
by Garrod. Latham has stated that benzoic acid acts by combining
with glycosin and so preventing the formation of uric acid, and that
it passes off in the urine as hippuric acid. The value of the benzoates
has, however, been warmly contested, and I am myself, by no means,
convinced of their efficacy. It has been stated by Brunton, that if

benzoic acid is given it is found unchanged in the blood, that the
change into hippuric acid occurs in the kidneys. Senator speaks of
the " temporary popularity " of berzjates of soda and benzoic acid as
" based on chemical theories, some of which were wholly erroneous,"
and adds that these "remedies have fallen into just oblivion." I can,
however, testify that these benzoates are much used in France and in
this country, as remedies for the uric acid formation, and I would aik
you to consider whether they are of value or not. Very brief also must
be my reference to guaiacnm.
Guaiacum—The high commendation given by Garrod to the use

of guaiacnm in chronic articular gout has found but few adherents.
Ringer, in the ninth edition of his well-known work, docs not even
mention this drug ; and it has received very slight eoisideration from
other authorities. Yet Garrod has spoken of it as having afforded
" itriking benefit in numerous cases of chronic gout. I could relate,"
he aays, "many hundreds of similar cases in which guaiacum has
proved especially valuable ; in some its action is almost magical. I
have now for twenty years or more employed guaiacnm very exten-
sively in the treatment of chronic gout, I believe in some thousands
of cases, and there is no remedy of which I can speak so confidently.

"

There is certainly no one in Kurope who has so good a right to speaku to the merit* of any remedy for gont as Sir A. Garrod, and it is a
little remarkable how little attention has been paid to this recom-
mendation. I have certainly found the drug give great relief to the
muscular pains of persons who were undoubtedly subjects of this
diathesis. A more universally accepted remedy is iodide of potas-
sium.

Iodide of Potassium.— I am satisfied we are but imperfectly ac-
quainted with all the services that can be rendered in the manifesta-
ions of the uric acid diathesis by iodide of potassium. Its use in
hionic arthritic affection is widespread, but it has its most important

applications, I believe, in the less easily recognised degenerative
changes dependent on this diathesis. I allude especially to the renal
•nd vascular changes. I believe the iodide of potassium, if long

continued in fairly large doses, has a remarkable influence in retarding
the progress of those degenerative vascular changes dependent on the
gouty constitution, and which, as I have had occasion to observe, if

left untreated, sometimes advance with great rapidity. I am not one
of those who, whenever iodide of potassium is found to be of great
service in relieving morbid conditions, at once sees a vision of con-
stitutional syphilis. In cases of well-marked vascular and renal
changes, with albuminuria, some of which bear signs of former ar-
thritic affections, I have found iodide of potassium, in daily doses
of fifteen to thirty grains, continued for a few weeks, and repeated
from time to time, of remarkable value in improving the general
condition, and I have, not unfrequently, seen the albumen disappear
from the urine, or be reduced to a mere trace. How the iodide acts

in these cases I am not prepared to say ; it certainly promotes the
action of certain of the excretory glands, and sometimes acts as a
powerful diuretic. Its influence in promoting the elimination of de-
posits in the tissues is established by its power of removing lead and
mercury from the system in cases of chronic intoxication by these
metals. Latham has suggested that it prevents the conjugation of
glycosin with other substances, and exerts also a solvent action on
uric acid. It is necessary to "feel one's way " with regard to dose,

some constitutions requiring a much larger one than others. I re-

peat th.it iodide of potassium is a valuable remedy, not only in the
chronic and subacute arthritic affections of this diathesis, but also in.

the graver but less apparent arterial and renal changes. I should be
glad to hear further evidence for or against this view.

The important group of alkaline remedies must next occupy our at-

tention.

Alkalies.—The use of the various alkalies in the treatment of the
uric acid diathesis has received almost universal sanction, and the
only difference of opinion that exists, is as to which is the best alka-

line salt to employ. They act : 1. By increasing the alkalinity of

the blood, and so preventing the deposition in the tissues of acid

urates. 2. By their solvent action they further the removal of such
utic acid deposits as may have taken place. 3. By their diuretic action,

they promote elimination by the kidneys.

I have said their use has received " almost" universal sanction, for

I believe Latham does not look with favour on the use of alkalies in

gout. He considers there is danger of the oxidation of uric acid into

oxalic acid, when the alkalinity of the blood is increased ; and that so

long as glycosin passes unchanged into the blood, oxalic acid will be
formed by the action of alkalies.

The employment of the salts of lithium for these purposes haa
acquired a wide popularity ; for my own part, I am disposed to think
we are, nowadays, inclined to exaggerate the value of the lithium

compounds as compared with those of potash and soda, although the

equivalent of lithium is low, and the necessary dose is small, most of

its preparations are far less soluble than those of potash and soda, and
I fail to see any decided advantage in being able to give 4 grains of

carbonate of lithia instead of 8 grains of bicarbonate of potash, sup-

posing they have the same solvent effect on uric acid, and even Garrod
does not claim so large a relative superiority as this for the lithia

salts.

The diuretic eflTect of the bicarbonate of potash is, I think, more
constant and reliable, especially when given with hot water contain-

ing a little milk, which quite conceals its taste. But when we are

invited to select a mineral water for the treatment of these affections

solely and especially because it contains, s.iy, a tenth of a grain of

chloride of lithium in a pint, in preference to another which contains

15 grains of bicarbonate of soda, we are running the risk of becoming
the slaves of fashion.

Ebstein maintains that the chloride of lithium has no solvent action

on uric arid, and that if a mineral water contains the carbonate in

very minute quantities, it becomes wholly converted into chloride in

the stomach, and is, therefore, so far as the lithium salt is concerned,

quite without efficacy.

Sir 'William Roberts has also expressed some misgivings as to the
superiority of the salts of lithium as solvents of uric acid deposits.

Lecorche, while he admits the powerful solvent effects of the
lithium salts on uric acid, states that the results of his observations

as to their diuretic andl alkalising properties were not so marked as

those of Garrod, and that he had failed to render the urine alkaline

by their means. Lecorchfi has much to say in favour of the use of

bicarbonate of soda, which he prefers, as a solvent of acid urates, to

either the salts of lithia or potash. He maintains that its prolonged
use in large doses is much safer, and is better borne by patients.

"Taken internally, it combines with the uric acid which exists in

the blood in the form of an acid binurate, and forms a neutral "urate
of soda," which is much more diffusible, and in this form it is elimi-
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nated by the kidneys. He also points out that the bicarbonate of

soda, as well as the other alkaline bicatbonates and snlphates,

diminish the decomposition of nitrogeniaed substances in the body,

and that these compounds are " les medicaments par excellence de la

diathise gouiteusc."

The superiority of the soda compounds in dyspeptic states, in

gastric and intestinal catarrhs, and in disturbance of the functions of

the liver so common in the subjects of this diathesis, is admitted by
Garrod himself. I am convinced from my own observations that a

combination of these alkaline ealts acts often more efficaciously in

removing an acid condition of the fluids than either of them alone. I

am fully convinced of the value of the salts of lithium in the treat-

ment of the uric acid formation, but I by no means see the neces.'.ity

of depending exclusively upon them, as there is a tendency to do ;

indeed, I am convinced that in many instances of this diathesis a

combination of soda and potash salts acts better, and in some even the

soda salts alone. It will be interesting to hear what has been the

experience of the eminent practitioners here present as to the relative

value of these three alkalies.

It has been suggested that we have been to blame in allowing the

compounds of lime and magnesia to fall into disuse in the treatment of

the gouty constitution. Salts of magnesia are found in many
of the mineral springs which enjoy a reputation in the treatment of

this diathesis, and many gouty patients have testified to me of the

great use they have found in frequently taking a dose of Gregory's

powder. The startling effects produced by the Contrexeville springs,

the chief constituents of which are sulphate and carbonate of lime,

in some of themost seriouslorms of vesical and renal calculous affections,

connected with the uric acid diathesis, should lead us to examine and
consider what may be the solvent effects of lime salts generally in these

affections.

Closely connected with the use of alkalies in this diathesis is the

employment of mineral waters.

Mineral Waters.—The use and efficacy of the several classes of

mineral waters which have been advocated for the treatment of the

gouty diathesis may well engage a share of our attention. There is one
thing which strikes one forcibly in approaching this subject, and it is

that nearly every kind of mineral water th»t exists has been recom-

mended in the treatment of the gouty constitution. The carbonate of

soda waters of Vichy, the chloride of sodium springs of Homburg,
the sulphate of soda waters of Carlsbad, the lime waters of Contrexe-

ville and Bath, the sulphur waters of Harrogate and Aix, the in-

dillerent thermal waters of Buxtcu and Gastein, and even the iron

waters of St. lloritz : while there are a vast number of other springs,

like those of Royat, which base their claim to be considered as

remedies for the maladies of this diathesis, upon the salts of lithium

they contain.

If each of these springs, so different in composition, is of value in

the treatment of the uric acid formation, we should, naturally, look for

certain conditions common to them all. What are these ?

1. There is the quantity of water, more or less pure, taken into the

body under regulated conditions daily. I have already attempted to

estimate the value of this remedy.
2. There is, in niauy of these spas, the altered mode of life ; the

regular exercise in the open air, the modified diet, the early hours, the

absence of business cares.

3. In many foreign spas there is the drier and hotter Continental
climate, and

4. The stimulating effect to excretion and " tissue change " which
the baths, douches, frictions and manipulations applied, at most of

them, induce.

These are conditions, and not unimportant ones, common to most
mineral water cures ; and in the " indifferent thermal " springs which
are chiefly applied to the relief of the chronic joint affections, deposits,

deformities and loss of muscular power dependent on uratic inflamma-
tions the thermality and modes of application of these hot springs
are probably the chief operative agents. I need only, for the purposes
of this discussion, refer very briefly to the most typical examples of

these resorts.

1. Vichy may be taken as the type of purely alkaline waters, its

chiefand all-important constituent being bicarbonate of soda (also Vals,

Ems, Ntueuahr, ApoUinaris). We have already considered the impor-
tance of dilute alkaline solutions in the treatment of uric acid

conditions. Whether the small amount ot arsenic contained in tie
Vichy springs has any curative influence, I will leave with jou to

determine.
Durand Fardel, after more than forty years' txpcriouce at Vicliy,

satisfied kimvolf that its springs " ai'e extremely cfEcacious in gout

(regular acute gout), and absolutely curative in uric acid gravel." I

gout, he says, it should only be employed in the intervals between tk.

attacks. He appears to consider its good effects to be attributable to

the influence of the soda in promoting a normal and regular nutritive

metabolism. The water, when drunk and also when taken in the

form of a bath, renders the urine alkaline or greatly diminishes its

acidity, according to the quantity taken. Durand Fardel denies that

it exercises any debilitating influence, as was asserted by Troussean,

and repeated by others, tmless it is improperly and injudicionsly

applied.

The cases best suited to Vichy are gouty dyspeptics, fairly vigorous,

with a tendency to pass acid urine, with deposits of urates and uiic

acid. It is also very efScacions in promoting the evacuation of renal

(uric acid) calculi.

2. I will next refer to Carlsbad, as it is one of the special resorts of

the gouty. Its waters, as you know, are hot, but of varying tempera-

ture, and contain considerable quantities of sulphate of soda, carbonate

of soda, and chloride of sodium. It is a common error to regard these

waters as powerful and very "lowering" purgative springs. They
are no doubt aperient, but when properly administered only gently so,

and it is often found necessary at Carlsbad to add a teaspoonful of

the Carlsbad salts to the first glass of the water to enstire an action

of the bowels. These springs have a remarkable action on the liver,

and they have been especially utilised in the treatment of the gouty

constitutions when this is associated with hepatic congestion, hsemor-

rhoids, and "abdominal plethora." Dr. Kraus asserts that he has

found its waters "indicated in all cases of gout," and their use
" attended with the most remarkable results." He specifies, however,

those cases in which vascular and renal degenerations have set in, as

well as the weak and debilitated, as requiring very careful supervision.

For my own part I should not advise any regular mineral course in

such eases ; it is exceedingly undesirable to surcharge with water, even

for a short time, the vascular system when it is the subject of do-

generative changes. Dr. Kraus also states that recent gouty deposits
" will generally disappear during or soon after the use of the Carlsbad,

waters, but that they have no influence over chronic indurations." I'

regard the Carlsbad course, when accompanied as it is with the em- -

ployment of the hot mineral or mud baths, as exceedingly valuable in

promoting elimination by all the chief excretory organs of the body.

.

skin, kidneys, and intestines, and that in this way it stimulates a

complete and normal nutritive metabolism and promotes the discharge

of the waste products of imperfect metamorphosis.

3. In the next place we have the large and important group of

springs in which the chlorides, and especially the chloride of sodium,

are the chief ingredients. Leamington in this country, Homburg and .

Kissingen on the Continent, may be taken as txamples of cold .springs

of this class ; Nauheim and Wiesbaden of hot ones. There exists

some difference of opinion amongst physcians as to the precise value

in uric acid conditions of these common salt waters. The hot springs

of this class are generally admitted to be valuable in chronic rheu-

matic conditions, but there is some hesitation in admitting their

utility in gouty states. In the treatment of gouty articular depositSj

Ebstein aud others estimate highly [he hot springs of Wiesbaden,

applied as baths, and also drunk hot. Ebstein quotes the experiments

ot Pfeifier to show that the water of AViesbaden greatly increases the

renal excretion and the quantity of urea excreted.

Homburg and Kissingen are especially applicable to chronic dys-

pepsias, gastric catarrhs in gouty persons, whose gout, however, does

not assume a very serious aspect. The waters are diuretic and
slightly aperient ; they are considered to " promote tissue change," to

promote eKmination, to check the tendency to obesity, and to "ward
off" the more serious gouty affections.

4. The most difficult waters to comprehend are, to my thinking,

those earthy waters containing chiefly sulphate and carbonate of lime,

like the cold springs of Contrexeville. Those very "hard" waters

we should scarcely be disposed to consider, at first sight, as valu-

able uiic acid solvents, jot this is precisely the property that

is especially claimed fcr these springs. I have visited personally

most of the important spas of Europe, and have remarked that the

springs at nearly all of them are administered by the physicians who
practise there in moderate and sometimes in quite small quantities.

But it is quite otherwise at' Contrexeville ; heie the first thing that

struck mo was the very large size of the glasses, each holding about

twelve ounces, and the large number of glasses that many patients

were ordered to drink. As many as eighteen glasses a day are occa-

sionally ordered by physicians, and over zealous patients will occa-

sionally add half a dozen more on their own account !

One of the objects of passing this Urge quantity of fluid through the

urinary pa-siges is, no doubt, to mcchsnically dislodge and carry away

i
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caliubus (Upoiits lodged in the kiJnoya ; anil it is indeed rcniarkaWo

the success which fre.iaontly attends these cir)i-t3. But is it possible

that this water exercises any solvent elTert on the surface of these cal-

culi, or ou uratic deposits in the system t 1 was assured by the able

pbyaiclaus in practice there that in gouty persons largo (inantities of uric

acid ar« secntod dnring, and sometimes for a long time after, the

course. U it a rueie "lavage" or washing of the blood? They

think not.

Another iiUerestin); point about the nse of these sulphate of lime

waters ia the decidedly purging elToct they often exercise at Contreie-

viUo. Tliii is at once apparent by the abundant and handy provision

made for such accidents. Is this the result of the mere overflow and

issago through the intestines of undigested water, as is maintained

jy practitioners at rival springs ; or is it that this large quantity of

w»t«r cairied (when taken, as it is, in the morning tasting) imme-

diately through the hepatic portal circulation stimulates a free secre-

tiau of an abuudauce of thin, very fluid bile, which acts as a quick

purge when it reaches the intestine t or is it that both these events

happen ! Several patients who were trustworthy observers assured

me that their alrina evacuations wore distiuctly "bilious," and not

merely " waterv."
. .

1 aai not aware that our own Bath waters have ever been adminis-

tered cold, lor the same purpose and in the same quantity as the

somewhat similarly composed springs of Contrexcville. I do not see

why they should not be, and as the latter is anything but an attract-

ive resort, I feel sure that all English patients would much prefer

passing three weeks at Bath if they could bo sure of obtaining the

same amount of beneGt there.

5. The local treatment of gouty deposits, of gouty deformities, and

gouty neuralgias, which is often attended with such marked advan-

tage at such thermal springs as Buxton, Gastein, "Wilbad, Bath,

and Aix, owes much of its success, no doubt, to the thermality of

thosj springs, and especially to the frictions, douches, and manipula-

tioob there employed. And in the case of the indifferent springs, the

ingestion of a certain amount of warm water daily acts, no doubt, as a

useful solvent and eliminant.
.

6. The sulphur spring-', as those of Aix and Harrogate, find their

appropriate application in those numerous instances of the gouty con-

stitution which are accompanied with cutaneous eruptions, as psoriasis

and eczema. Triage, with thermal springs rich both in sulphur and

chloride of sodium, and with a hot and dry atmosphere, I have known

prove very valuable in such ca«es. Harrogate, which also has springs

of similar composition and a more bracing climate, finds one of its

numetuus applications in these cases.

The feebly alkaliue lithiated waters of Royat, those of Baden-

Bideu, the arsenical and alkaline springs of La Bourboale, the weaker

carbonate of sodi waters of Ems and Ncuenahr ; these and numerous

other springs may be doubtlessly advantageously employed in the

treatment of the uric acid diathesis, in some of its various manifesta-

tions.

7/ith respect to the use of drugs simply for their purgative effects, I

should like to say that purgatives are useful only in so far as they are

the means of ensuring the discharge of excrcmcntitious matters from the

system ; it would le a grave mistake in the treatment of these morbid

atates to allow the alviue and hepatic excretions to remain locked up

iathe bowels, or, in cases of abdominal plethora and portal engorge-

ment, not to tike steps to relieve that congestion ; but it is equally

an error to drain away the serum of the blood by drastic purgatives

after we know that the bowels have boon completely emptied of excrc-

montitious m.itters.

Oae of the most complete and satisfactory purgatives in those cases

ia a l>iU at night consisting of half a grain of extract of colchicum and

2 graius of watery extract of aloes, followed in the morning by a largo

tea'ipoonfnl of Carlsbad salts in a tumblerful of hot water.

I am disposed to think if we employ colchicum that we rarely re-

quire to use mercurials iu the treatment of these affections.

Diuretics and diaphoretics, also, are useful as stimulants of

excretion. As a diaphoretic a very hot bath with bran is a most nss-

ful agent.

The use of opium should b:; as much as possible avoided, because of

its iallutnco iu checking excretions generally.

Id the foregoing remarks I have endeavoured to bring before you

most imperfectly, I am well aware, some of the chief practical consider-

atioua iu connection with the treatment of the uric acid diathesis. The

subject ia itself so wide an one that it has been necessary to avoid, as

much as possible, entering upon disputed points in pathology ; it has,

however, been needful to allude to certain theoretical views, in order

to maVe our therapeutic discoaaions distinctly intelligible.

I have not attempted to treat exhaustively any of the points npon

which I have thought it necessary to touch, my duty being to stimu-

late discussion by opening and not e.xhausting the several questions

involved in this subject.

I may have (in the opinion of many here present) overlooked or m-

ade(|uately represented remedial measures which Ihey have found of

i»rcat value. I can only say we are here to learn of them, and that

personally I shall esteem myself indeed fortunate if these few imper-

fect suggestions, drawn from my own small field of observation, should

be the moans of opening the rich storehouses of their varied ex-

perience and ripe wisdom for the benefit of those who suffer and the

enlightenment of those who heal.

Professor Latham wished at the outsot to draw a sharp line of dis-

tinction between gout and the uric acid diathesis. The latter could

exist and show itself in various ways without developing gout, as m
gravel, calculus, etc. For the development of gout there must be first

the uric acid diathesis, and then another diathesis superimposed, so to

speak, upon it for the uric acid to act upon. He would leave gout out

of the question, and confine his remarks to the treatment of the uric

acid diathesis alone. Dr. Burney Yeo had sUted that an appeal to

the therapeutic effects of remedies was, perhaps, the best mode of

settling the theory as to the formation of uric acid, and, if time per-

mitted, he thought he could show that the action and effects of all

the remedies to which Dr. Burney Yeo had referred iu his most ex-

haustive and interesting paper would lend support to the view of uric

acid formation which he (the speaker) wished to bring forward in order

to arrive at proper data for the treatment of tne uric acid dia-

thesis, it must in each individual case be determined whether the ex-

cessive formation of the acid was due (1) to imperfect metabolism in

the muscular tissue, or (2) to imperfect metabolism in the liver, and

(3) not the least important, a clear conception must bo formed as to

the constitution and formation of the acid itself. If we were guided

by the " teaching of experience," we found the saying " to live on six-

pence a day and earn it" summarised, though in an exag-

gerated form, the pith of that teaching. The following dogma

came very near the truth. There must be moderation in all

thint'9. 'Moderate exercise, moderation in diet, and moderation in

nervous expenditure, which last included mental work, worry, gnef,

or anxiety. These were the first rules to be laid down, and if

they could be enforced, then we could turn to certain drugs which

would materially help us, if necessary, to lessen the excessive forma-

tion of the acid, or to promote its elimination. But he would first

ask would scientific investigation help us to understand why this

moderation in all things was so essential ? He thought it would ;
and

this led him to say a very few words as to the mode of formation of

uric acid in the system. It must be borne iu mind that, in the tissues

and glandular organs, assimilation and construction were going on

simultaneously with disintegration and destruction. His view of

uric acid formation was that it resulted not from destructive but

from constructive metabolism. Let a man be given a dose of beii-

zoic acid, and on examining his urine some little time afterwards, it

will be found to contain hippuric acid ; that is to say, the benzoin

acid had not been destroyed, but had combined in its passage through

the system with glycocin—a normal constituent of the bUo, and whicfi,

in the ordinary course of things, gave rise to urea—forming thus a

more coiniilex substance. Now, let uric acid be analysed, and it may

be split up into urea and a number of other substances, and by one

mode of disintegration it was split up into glycocin, carbonic acid,

and ammonia, the two last being derived from urea. Let the process

be reversed : let glycocin and benzoic acid be put into a tube and

heated: hippuric acid was formed. Let glycocin and urea Ije put

into a tube and heated ; hydantoio acid was first formed, and then

uric acid. [Crystals of this substance which Professor Latham had

produced in this way were shown under the microscope. ] He arguea

from these data that it was either excessive formatiou of glycocin m
the muscular tissue, due to imperfect metabolism, from insufficient

action of that tissue, or it was the inabiUty of the liver to transform all

the glycocin that was brought to it either from the tissues or intro-

duced as food into the alimentary c:;ual, that led to the formation of

uric acid. For the arguments on these points he must refer them to

his lectures in the Bbiti.sh Medical Journal for April, 1886, ana

since published in a -separate form. The treatment ol the uric acid

diathesis resolved itself into this : to diminish in all ways the amount

of glycocin brought to the liver, and to promote the function of the

liver so that the normal assimUation of this iubstance should not be

interfered with, liy moderate muscular exercise the glycocin in the

tissues underwent its proper metabolism. If horses were kept m ttie

stable, their urine contained hippuric acid ; if at work, benzoic aoid
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only was to be found. In some way or other the glycocin was nsed
up, and so theory confirmed practice in advising moderate exorcise.

If the patient was unable to move, shampooing or massage might be

substituted, and perhaps also the occasional use of warm baths might
be useful. If the function of the liver was impaired, then, just as in

diabetes as little starchy food as possible should be given, so in the
uric acid diathesis as little nitrogenous food as possible should be

given, but sufficient for the wants of the system should be given,

and especially food rich in glycocin, such as jellies, soups made from
bones, etc., should be avoided, and all articles of food or drink which,
given in excess, might lead to hepatic congestion, should also be avoided.

In addition, such remedies as would promote the digestion and assi-

milation of the food, such as the vegetable bitters, gentian, etc.,

should be administered ; and it should be borne in mind that the
function of the liver might be imperfectly performed, either from ex-

haustion of the liver-cells by overwork or from exhaustion of the
nervous system. Nervous exhaustion, shock, worry, or anxiety
would put a stop to the action of the liver, and interfere with the

proper metabolism of the substances conveyed to it, and thus modera-
tion in nervous expenditure became a factor in the treatment of the
diathesis in question. If, after carrying out these suggestions, the
formation of uric acid was still in excess, then its formation might be
lessened by an occasional dose of calomel, which, causing bilious eva-
cuations, carried off the glycocin in the bile. Gregory's powder and
the mineral waters, to which Dr. Yeo had referred, acted beneficially

for the same reason. Further, by the administration of benzoates or
salicylates, both of which combined with glycocin and were excreted
in the urine, the formation of uric acid was lessened, and, if formed
still in excess, its solution and elimination would be promoted by the
administration of the alkalies, or their citrates, or carbonates, or
iodides. Taking this view of the formation of uric acid, the questions
as to the use of alcohol, sugar, or fatty food must bo answered
according to the special conditions of each individual case.

—

Dr. Myrtle (Harrogate) said there could he no doubt that there was
a uric acid diathesis, and without attempting to offer any explana-
tion as to its cause, as a practical man he would take it for granted
that certain individuals formed this acid in great excess, or were incap-
able of eliminating the normal quantity, which led to its retention in
the system and the development of that class of disease spoken of by
Dr. Yeo. He agreed with Dr. Yeo that gout was not merely due to
uric acid, but something independent of it. He advocated the use of
glycerine instead of sugar in

;;
those showing a disposition to

acidity. He disagreed with Dr. Yeo, in condemning light
clarets, and held that those suffering from uric acid and gout
should know how to live without requiring the physician to
tell them what they were to eat, drink, or avoid. He pointed
out the advantages of a dry climate and abundance of sun-
shine, condemned the use of colchicum in acute gout, or in fact any
active treatment during its early stages. As to the amount of Con-
trexeville water drunk—ten or twelve ounces daily—that should be able
to wash out anything it met with. He referred to the extraordinary fact
that natural mineral springs of the most opposite character as to consti-
tuents and everything else, were found in similar cases to produce the
same good results, and cilled attention to the fact that if patients went
to any of these spas with latent gout, they very soon had acute gout
developed, showing that mineral waters were not to bs trifled with,
and that medical men should be careful how they acted in giving
advice to those resorting to such spas. As to Dr' Yeo's statement
that women were seldom the subjects of gout, he entirely differed, as
in his experience women without any gouty history often were the
victims of severe and intractable attacks, brought on by grief,
anxiety, and overwhelming sorrow. AYithout doubt these were oases
of a neurotic order, as they most frequently appeared in constitu-
tions known as 1 ighly sensitive, and in subjects who led most
regular, abstemious, and active lives.—Dr. Spender (Bath) urged
that in the treatment of the uric acid diathesis there should be a
few distinct landmarks for oar guidance, such as these : the quan-
tity of excretable uric acid and urea ought to be fully maintained

;

the excretion should be hastened ; and the volume of urine increased
as far as possible. Touching upon remedies which had not bsen
alluded to by previous speakers, he eulogised phosphate of ammonia,
which had been introduced by the late Dr. Ba^ham in 1872 as a
remedy for saccharine diabetes ; and he (Dr. Spender) had found it
equally valuable for the glycosuric storms which alternated with gout.
The chloride of ammonium had a wide range of utility, and must be
taken in doses of half a drachm three or four times a day, as Dr.
Ringer advised, if we were to treat successfully such neural troubles
as gouty lumbago, and sciatica. The value of lithium (though per-
haps over-rated) was undoubtedly great, because it increased the

volume of urine, lessened Mts acidity, and favoured the elimination,

j

of the products, which it dissolved in the blood. Lime, as admlni-],-

stered in the form of the Bath thermal waters, had a good effect,ni

both in gout and rheumatism, by increasing the alkalinity of the blood, r^.

though having no alkalising effect on the urine. With regard to diet,

Dr. Spender insisted on the occasional necessity of entire abstinence
from butchers' meat for a few weeks at a time. The action of the
skin was best solicited and maintained by daily sponging with very
hot water, preferably in the morning. The great therapeutic and
hygienic points seemed to be to keep up a regular metabolic action of
the system, by supporting the power of the heart and releasing the
nervous system from all unfair pressure. In this way we might some-
times abolish the so-called uric acid diathesis by not thinking about it

at all, but by thoroughly establishing and strengthening the general
health.—Dr. Milner Fotherqill said that, in adopting the term
"uric acid diathesis," Dr. Y'eo had used a judicious expression.
" Gout" and "chronic Eriglit's disease," the children, often the twin
progeny, of that great vaso-renal change which was the outcome of the
uric acid formation, were terms rapidly losing their original meaning.
The uric acid formation was due to inadequacy in the liver, no matter
how brought about, in consequence of which its foruiilion of urea was
imperfect, and it reverted to the earlier primitive uric acid formation
of the birds and reptiles. This came about in two totally different

ways. We were all familiar with the typical gout atfecting the hands
and feet in robust persons, and due to indulgence in albuminoid food
beyond the needs of the system. This was known as "rich man's
gout." But there was also "poor man's gout" occurring in spare
persons, never guilty of dietetic excess. In such persons the liver wsa
either congenitally feeble, or, as Drs. Budd and Murchison termed it,

•

"insufficient," or was impaired by some disease. In the latter

instance, the liver reverted to the early uric acid formation under
perfectly ordinary, or even slight, demands, upon it. In dealing with
lithiasis, or the uric acid formation, there were several lines of attack,

which might be adopted singly ; but usually it was well to employ a
combination of these measures. The first was to reduce the
albuminoid elements of the food to the requirements of the

body. These included eggs, the lean of the larger animals, and,

to a less degree, cheese and legumes. By this dietetic regimen
the labour of the Uver in the matter of the metabolism of

albuminoids was greatly eased. In other words this was giving

the organ physiological rest—that is, such rest as was possible. The
dietary should consist of fish, farinaceous matters, fruits, vegetables,

and fat in all forms—animal fat, butter, and oil. By so doing the

liver was rested as regards albumen metamorphosis. Tliis line of

attack could be adopted in aU cases with advantage, bearing in mind
that it was never well to lower the subjects of the uric acid formation
too far. The next line of treatment could also be adopted in all

cases. It consisted of an attempt to raise the incompetent Hver to a

higher platform of functional activity by resort to hepatic stimulants.

For prolonged use a compound of strychnine and ipecacuanha as the

two bases, with some tariisacum or euonymin, triJin, etc., to which
might be added some podophyllin, or other laxative also having an
action upon the liver, when some such agent was indicated, which
was very commonly. In addition to this medication, some sulphate

or phosphate of soda night be taken with advantage. At intervals a

mercurial piU at bedtime, with a seidlitz powder next morning, would
be found beneficial. These two lines of attack gave good results in

all cases. Then followed the resort to the uric acid solvents—lithia

and potash. These rendered the insoluble urates of soda and ammonia
soluble by taking the place of the latter bases. As urates of lithia or

of potash, uric acid was comparatively soluble, and so readily

escaped by the urinary channels. The chronic interstitial ne-

phritis (otherwise Bright's disease) fonnd so constantly in con-

nection with lithiasis (the granular, contracted, or gouty kid-

ney) was set up by the irritant presence of excess of uric

acid passing through kidneys constructed to cast out a fluid nrici;.

By the conversion of the original urates into the comparatively

highly soluble urates of potash and lithia such injury to the kidney
was minimised . These uric acid solvents were best borne by stout,

florid people of the Norseman type, but were very depressant with
spare persons of the Arab or neurotic type, with comparatively large

heads and thin flanks. Beyond these, there was a fourth line of

attack, namely, plenty of oxygen. Bence .Jones held lithiasis to be a

disease of sub-oxidation. Certainly uric acid was less highly oxidised

than urea, A great deal of the uric acid formation of town life was
due to the lack of fresh air and exercise. Of old, after a substantial

breakfast, the eater turned out for work or exercise in the open air.

His modern descendant, after a substantial meat breakfast, commonly
went to his office or counting-house, where he stayed inactive, at a
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temperetnre of 70° F., with a rebreathed air. CuulJ we feel surprised

if bia livfr, iinder >lu-se circvimstancM, revolted to the unc acid for-

mation of the lethargic Ichthyosaurian in hia trovical swamp » In

such cases of lilhiisia or uric aciii foruiation. horseback exorcise in

the conotry was the cure par txccllcncc. FrcqnenUy a stay at some

hydropathic establishment was attended by the best results Ihcte

Tcmaiuwl one more line of attack, namely, the resort to colchion:n.

No on* who hid had personal experience of the pains of gout had u.y

lonbt about the analgesic eiTicta of colchicum. The ease it save was

simply maj-ical. At the same time, no sufferer from gout in the

possession of his senses would resort rashly or recklessly to this potent

nain-killer Infinitely worse was the resort to colchicum to ward oil

threatening attacks of gout. When the liver manifested a tendency

to revert to the uric acid formation, no matter how brought abou; or

in what form or morbid manifestation, the management of the case

involved knowledge, thought, discrimination, and the capacity to

adapt concrete measures to the wants and exigencies of the individual.

—Dr BvRNEV Yeo, in reply, congratulated the Association on

having elicited from those who' had taken part in the discussiou such

valuable remarks as they had heard on this practical tubject. He

thonght that the view taken by Dr. Latham that the changes were

constructive rather than destructive was negatived by the tact that

so many sufferers from this diathesis showed no signs of def;;Ctivo

nutrition until degenerative arterial changes had been estabhshcu.

He had (ound colchicum, in small and careful doses, exceedingly

valuable in the treatment of those neurotic aflections connected with

this diathesis. He protested against the use of opium or morphine in

Bcnto gout. He considered it was not good practice or good theory

to give a drug which arrested secretion in a malady which was one

of defective excretion. He thougfet it most interesting to learn

that uric acid had been detected in the secretion of the skin.

REMARKS ON A CASE OF ACUTE INTESTINAL

OBSTRUCTION DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF A
MECKEL'S DIVERTICULUJr, SUCCESSFULLY

TREATED BY LAPAROTOMY.
Bv A. F. McGlLL, F.K.C.S

,

Professor of Snrgery In the Yorkshire College, and Surgeon to the Leeds

Inltrmary.

OS March 5th, 1887, I saw, in consultation with Dr. Glaister, of

Rotliwell. a collier, »?ed 30, who had been snfTeriDg from complete

intestinal ob»tnntion for nine days. Wc learnt that whUe at work

on Febniary 25th he was suddenly seized with severe abilominal pun;

he walked home, and on taking a'glass of water immediately vomited.

From that time he passed neither fajcal matter nor flatus from the

bowel, and vomited everything that he took by the mouth. The

symptoms were not of the severest type, as he had long intervals in

which he was free from pain and sickness ; vomiting was, however,

induced by every attempt to take food. His abdomen gradually in-

creased in size, and his general condition much deteriorated. He was

treated in the usual manner, chiefly by opium and large injections.

When I saw him the abdomen was iminonsely distended, and numerous

coils of intestines were distinctly visible. He was in a feeble and

almost moribund condition, extremely wasted, and with a quick

thready pulse. The case was apparently one of intestinal obstruction,

sitnated in the small intestine, and duo to some mechanical cause.

We advised his removal to the Leeds Infirmary, where I operated the

same evening. The operation is described as follows in the Infirmary

notes

:

, . c i" The patient being placed under chloroform, the rectum was first

examined, with a negative result The skin of the abdomen having

been thoroughly cleansed, an incision was made in the median line,

extending from a point one inch above the symphysis pubis ui>wiird8

for three inches. The peritoneal cavity was opened, and a small

amount of clear serum escaped. Through the opening the right hand

of the operator was passed into the abdomen, and its cavity was

thoroughly explored. As nothing to account for the olstruction was

found, the incision was enlarged upwards for an inch or more. The

intestines were than allowed to escape ; when about three feet had

escaped from the peritoneal cavity, the junction of the distended and

empty intestine wa-s seen. At this point a Meckel's diverticulum,

much dilated and about six inchts in length, was seen, pa-'sing down-

wards and forwards, to be attached to the fundus of tho bladder. A
loop of collapsed intestine pasied under the divertirulum, the obstruc-

tion being ransed by the twisting of the bowel at the point where the

divCTUcolam wis st'ta-hed. The loop slipped from under the divert!

culum with slight traction, and the distended portion could he seen

emptying itsell into the pait previously empty. The intestines with

much dilliculty were returned iuto the abdominal cavity, and the wound

closed with silk sutures.
, ., • v^ i

The patie-ut passed a small amount of flatus during the n'ght, and

was somewhat relieved the next morning. During the day he became

worse, and the vomiting returned. As the passage of llatus had en-

tirely ceased, and the abdomen was very large and distended, a saline

purgative (Rochelle salt) was given. A large quantity of flatus was

passed, and the j'atient's condition much improved. He went on

perfectly well till the tenth day, when a small amount ol fluid fteoal

material escaped from the upi-er corner of the wound. This continued

lor a fortnight, when the discharge ceased, the wound rapidly healed,

and ho left, the hospital perfectly well.

Several points in this case call for remark.
o v ui 1

1

1. The attachment of the diverticulum to the fundus of the bladder

has not, so far as I know, been hitherto described.
, ,. ..

2 The obstruction was due to the twisting of the bowel at the

point of attachment of the diverticulum, and not to compression of

the gut under this band. In this case the diverticulum was a caus»

of volvulue, which in its turn was the cause of the obstruction.

3 The treatment by laparotomy does not now require to be

defended, hut the mode of operating is not as yet quite determined.

According to Mr. Treves the method adopted in this case should be

condemned. In his own words, " the practice of allowing the

bowels to escape is absolutely bad." It is no doubt, when practic-

able, preferable to operate without permitting the bowels to escape,

the shock of the operation being thus much diminished.

In a case under the care of my colleague. Dr. Churton, I operated

in this manner. A middle-aged woman had suffered from acute sym-

ptoms of intestinal obstruction for live days. Having opened the

abdomen, I was fortunate enough to immediately hnd a firm librous

band which was the cause of the obstruction. This 1 divided with

scissors, and straightway closed the abdomen. The patient had not a

bad symptom, and left the hospital in a fortnight well.

But in many cases it is impossible thus easily to discover the cause

of the obstruction, and then the surgeon should not hesitate to allc.w

the intestines to leave the abdominal lavity. The danger of the

operation is no doubt increased, but we are almost sure not to leave

a remediable cause undiscovered. This happened to^ me about two

years a"o ; I failed during operation to find a Meckel s diverticulum,

"which had caused obstruction for five days, and the patient, a boy of

15 consequently died. We nuy occasionally find the cause of obstruc-

tion by intra-abdominal examination, but in the majority of cases

this niethod is incfl'ectual, and the intestines must be aUowed to

GSC9D6

A 'e-ond point connected with the operative treatment of this case i»

the leavin" the diverticulum untouched. It might appear at first sighi:

advisable '^to divide it and sew up the divided end. T his would have.-

taken some considerable time, and the prolonged operation might have-

caused a fatal result. It appears to me to be preferable to leave the

diverticulum in position, even though this exposes the patient to tUe

risk of another attack of obstruction.
, . ., , -.t,

i No opium was given, but a saline purge was admmistered wUti

apparent advantcge. The administration of opium as a routine mea-

sure after abdominal operations is, in my opinion much to be depre-

cated It seldom does good to the patient, and it lulls the surgeon

into a false feeling of security. Unless called for by severe pain,

opiates should not be given. In this case the administration ol a

purgative, which immediately caused the expulsion of a large amount

of flatus, did much good, and apparently turned the scale in favour ol

rec^ovcry.^

case well exemplifies the great difijculty with which the ab-

domen is closed in operations for conditions associated with excssivo

intestinal distension. Though every care was taken to prevent such

an ac.ident, it is evident that a small portion of the intestinal wall

was caught in the upper angle of the wound. The fi-tula thus formed

snon closed, and, beyond delay in healing, little harm was done. In

another case we might not have been so fortunate. It has been sug-

Kested that in some of these cases it may be advisable to evacuate a

portion of the intestinal contents threugh a small incisu.n in the in-

testiiial wall. The increased severity of the operation and the usk

of septic infection of the peritoneum seem to coi.tra-indicate this pro-

cedure. It should only be adopted when all other means of closing

the abdomen have failed. ———————̂ ====.
Sn-ERVSNCATiON.-Mr. Alexander W. McLeod, late medical officer

for No. 1 dUtrict of the Fulham Union has obtained a superannuation

allowance of £35 per annum. ,..,ii. -. , \>
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TREATMENT OF THE PAROXYSM OF MIGRAINE BY
ACIDS.

By a. HAK;, M.B.Oxon., M.R.C.P.,

Physician to the Eoy.il Ilcspitil for Women and ChiUren, Waterloo Roai ;

Assistant Physician to the Metropolitan Hospital.

I.N- a pajior read at the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society in May,

18S7, and published in the Transactions (vol. l.xx), I showed that a

, certain form of headache was closely connected in time with a large

/excretion of uric acid ; and in a subsequent paper in the Journal of

Physiology, Vol. viii, Nos. 3 and 4, I showed that within certain

iiinits it was possible to diminish almost at pleasure the excretion of

uric acid by giving acids, or to increase it at pleasure by giving al-

kalies ; and further, in a recent paper for the St. Birtholoonnos Hos-

pital Rfporls, I have given notes of some cases of the above_ head-

ache which had come under my notice, calling it "the uric acid

headache," with the object of drawing attention to the extremely

important part which uric acid plays, as I believe, in its causation ;

Ijut I may say at once that I have very little doubt, and those who
read my 'cases in the Reports will, I think, agree with me that this

ieadacbe is really a member of the class commonly known as

"migraine or sick headache."

My object here is not to discuss the many interesting points in the

etiology and pathology of this headache and its related diseases, but

,ito point out as quickly as possible a mode of treatment^ ot^ the

paroxysms, which is the direct outcome of my uric acii investigations,

especially those in the Journal of Physiology, and which has met with

such complete success in my own hands that I am anxious that it

should be tried by others on a larger scale.

It will be seen that I have shown in the above papers that, during

this headache, uric acid is excreted in excess in the urine, and pro-

bably also exists in excess in the blood, and further that it is^ quite

possible to stop this excess in the urine, and also 1 believe in the

blood, by means of acids, and it is to this treatment of the headache

.paroxysm by acids that I now wish to draw attention.

The acid used is not of much consequence ; citric or nitro-hydro-

chloric are equally good ; the only pomt is that the dose must be

.sufficiently large, especially if, as is often the case, the headache is

going on during the "alkaline tide " of digestion. A dose I commonly
find successful is forty to sixty minims of diluta nitro-hydrochlonc

acid in a tumbler of water, one haU'to be taken at cace, and the rest

in thirty or forty minutes ; the headache is generally much better

•within an hour, and quite gone within an hour and a Iralf from the

first dose. If the urine is alkaline, or very slightly acid before this

treatment is begun, or if the patient has previously been taking alka-

lies, a third dose of twenty raiuims of the acid miy be necessary
;

but I rarely have to go beyond one drachm of nitro- hydrochloric acid,

and I have given some notes in the Journal of Physiology of the

•effects of such a dose on the uric acid excretion. An equivalent dose

of citric acid, taken as strong lemonade, will do as well, or, so far

as I know, of any acid that may be preferred, provided it raises the

acidity of the urine. It is also possible to reverse the process, and,

by giving alkalies, to bring the headache on or increase it.

The above refers entirely to the treatment of the paroxysm ; a ditt

without butcher's meat, beer, wine, etc., is, as I have s'lid in previous

papers {Practitioner, August, 18S4, and March, ISSO) the best pre-

ventive treatment.

If acids, properly and carefully given as above, completely fail to

relieve, the headache is not migraine, or at least not migraine due to

uric acid ; and if the urine be tested in the way I have described,

probably no uric acid rise will be found corresponding to the head-

ache.

^A large number of drugs reported to be useful in migraine

really act as .acids, increasiug the acidity of the urine and dimmish-

ing the excretion of uric acid. Soma others probably act like

the bromides by quieting the nerve 0'»ntres, and preventing their

reacting to the irrit.int in the blood ; but as compared with bromides,

the treatment by acids is more satisfactory in that it removes the irri-

tant from the blood, and leaves the nerve centres intact for other

processes.

Bequests and DoN.vnoNS.—Mt. Niithauiel Montefiore has given

£1,500 towards the rebuildmi; of University College Hospital, namely,

£1,000 for Mrs. Nithaniel Montefiore, and £506 for >tr. Claude G.

Montehore, Mrs. Alice Lucas, and Mrs. ChirUs Mi;Iver.—The Sussex

County Hospital, Brighton, has received .£500 under the will of Mrs.

^aaford ; and 60 goineaa from Messrs. Findlater, Mackie, and Co.

THESUCCESSFUL CASE OF EXTIRPATION OF
KIDNEY FOR HYDRONEPHROSIS.

By WALTER FELL, M.B.Oxon"., Wellington, New Zealand,

The patient, Mrs. T., was aged 31. She had had six children, of

whom three were living. The catamenia were regular, but she had

always been somewhat delicate. I first saw her in June, 18S6, when

she complained of periodic attacks of intense pain in the right lumbar

and hypochondriac regions. On examination a hard, freely movable

body, about the size and shape of a kidney, was found in the right

flin'k just below the last rib ; it could be pushed forward nearly to the

umbilicus. The diagnosis of movable kidney was made, and she was

recommended a pad and bandage to keep it in place.

At my second visit, three months afterwards, on September Ist,

she told me she had s iffered intolerable pain, and that the attacks

were becoming much more frequent. She had just gone through two

days of intense suffering, with incessant retching and vomiting
;
the

least exertion seemed to bring on an attack. She was thinner, and

looked much worn. There was no rise of temperature ;
the urine was

clear and pale, with no albumen. On examining the abdomen, the

same movable tumour could be felt as before, but now it was much

laro-er, and came forward as far as the umbilicus, while the anterior

par°t fluctuated. The uterus was pushed forward, and its length was

normal, and was unconnected with the tumour, which also appeared

to be quite separate from the liver. An operation was recommended,

to which she at once consented.

Oo the next day but one, on seeing the patient again, I found her

laughing and free from pain, and on examining the abdomen the

tumour had disappeared ; the kidney could still be felt a little in front

of its usual position, but the fluctuating sweUing reaching to the

umbilicus was completely gone, and this she told me was always the

case : "When the pain was bad the la Tip was there
;
when the lump

went away she was as well as ever again." The obvious explanation

appeared to be that the ureter got blocked for some reason or other,

the pelvis of the kidney enormously dilated, pain and vomiring fol-

lowed only to be relieved by the obstruction yielding and the tumour

emptying itself I could not get any distinct history of excessive

flow of urine at these times, but she thought a good deal was always

passed then. There was never any blood in the urine. It seemed to

me that, during the paroxysms of pain, she ran considerable risk of

rupture of the thinned and dilated pelvis of the kidney ;
so on Sep-

tember 5th, assisted by Dr. Collins and Dr. Rawson, I preceeded to

operate. The spray and full antiseptic precautions were used.

An incision about four inches long was made in the position for

ri^bt lumbar colotomy, but carried a little more forward than usnaL

oS netting through the abdominal walls, the Brst thing that came

into view was the edge of the liver, and immediately below this the

kidney. On passing the hand cautiously forwards towards the um-

bilicus a large bag containing fluid was made out ; it was evidently a

part of the kidnev, and pressure on it reduced its bulk somewhat.

The cyst being thus parrially emptied, a finger could, by invagi-

natin" it, get into the centre of the kidney ; so that, with the thumb

outside, it was possible to make out that the substance of the kidney

proper was much reduced. The kidney was, in fact, being slowly

converted into a large cvst. After a brief consultation it was decided

that the kidney was useless and a source of danger, and had better be

removed. Accordingly, as it was bound down tight y by its lower

surface, I cut into and stripped off the capsule, which was adherent in

parts, and shelled out the kidney ; and then, gettmg my fingers be-

yond the cystic part, with some difBculty tearing away a lot of loose

areolar tissue, I was .able to get hold of the large mass of ''esfelf—

ureter, connective tissue, and mesentery—which constituted the

pedicle, and transhx it and tie it in three portions. After removing

the tumour, smart bleeding took place from some unsecured vessel

in the upper part of the wound and deep inside. Oily a few seconds

elapsed before the artery w;w secured, but the kss of blood was sufli-

cient to cause an alarming condition of collapse. A stout double sUK

liwatura was passed round a mass neariy as large as three hngers

from the centre of which the bleeding came. The whole was tied

securely, and the ends of the ligature cut o9 short. The wound was

then sponged and rapidly dosed with five deep and three superficial

sutures, and dry iodoform gauze dressings were applied The whole

op( ration, from the time of commencing the administration ot the

a lesthetic, occupied an hour and a half.
.ji j ,

The subsequent history is soon told. Recovery was rapid and oa-

interrupted. The temperature once rose to 100 ,
but never excef-ied

this point. On the twenty-second day the patient was sitting ip m
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I rhair, lookini; stouter and better than aha did before the operation.

She is D'lw, after an iutcrval of ei(;ht months, going about in good
health, the one kidney apparently siillicing to do all the work. On
cxaminiog the kidney that was rumovid, the nretor appeared,

at I ho spot where it left the pelvis of the kidney, to bo intensely in-

llamed, the mucous tuembrano being highly congested. Whether this

wa^ tiiu causa or iha result of the obstruction I am unable to say.

The caao appears to me to be of interest as being one where a function-

ally active kidmy, cajmblo of and .actually engaged in doing a largo

share of the excretory work, was suddenly removed without in any
way apjMirently affecting the general health, most of the cases I

have setn reported having been of the removal of a kidney which,
I from long 8np]iuration or other canse, had ceased to be anything but
' s mere nominia umbra.

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

A CASE OK ACUTE TKiUXIATIC TETANUS, SUCCESSFULLY
TRE.VTED BY L.\RGE DOSES Ol' SALICIN AND

BKOMIDE OF rOTASSIUM.
NoTE.s of the following case have been sent me by my old pupil, Mr.
E. Thurlow Prior, of Loddon, Norfolk. I quite agree with him in

r thinking that the case id one of interest, and that the treatment
' meriu a further trial.

A.M., aged 26, a young man of rather intemperate habits, cut his

arm severely on June 30th, ISS", by thrusting his hand through
a window. The wound appeared to be making good progress until

I July 15th, when ho complained of pain in the epigastrium. In
•the course of the day his face began to stiffen, and there were
( twitches of the muscles of the face and of the back and legs. These
egiew wor^e until July 19th, when Mr. Trior was first called to see the

I patient. At this time the ri^us sardouicus was well marked, and
1 apasm was elicited by speaking sharply or loudly to him. He was
5laced in a warm room, wnich was fitted with carpets and cturtains to

eaden sound, au'l full doses of chloral bydrato and bromide of potas-

i.aium were administered. But he grew worse ; the breathing became
i laboured, the pulse very rapid. On July 22nd he appeared to be

i actually dying ; the respirations and pulse could not be counted, and
spasms recurred with extreme rapidity.

At 1 P.M. a draught was given of salicin gr. xz, potassium bromide
gr. XI, every two hours. At 5 I'.M. the spasms occurred only at in-

tervals of ten minutes, the pulse was stronger and numbered 120, and
severe perspirations had set in. On the foUowing morning, July 23rd,

T the intervals between the spasms had increased to twenty minutes ;

lie breathed easily, and the pulse was still stronger and less rapid. The
draught was now ordered to be taken every four hours. The improve-
ment continued during the next two or three days, but several days
elapsed before he nas free from pain in the epigastrium, and for

nearly a fortnight it was necessary to draw olf his urine. At the end
. of six weeks ho was convalescent. The only trouble which remains
lis the stiffness of the muscles of the upper extremity, due to the direct

• effect of the injury.

The rapidity with whiih improvement followed the administration
of salicin and bromide of putasiium leaves scarcely a doubo in the
mind that the change in the condition of the patient must be attributed
to the action of the medicines. It is, of course, difficult to assign to

each drug its actual share in the cure. The improvement was marked
by the occurrence of a profuse sweat, and this had probably some-
thing (perhaps mnch) to do with the recovery of the patient. The in-

' -flueuce of the sahcin was, perhaps, exerted on the vasomotor centre,

-and iti action as a germicide must not be left out of the account. It
"ill to be obsenrc'd that the case was one of acuta tetanus, but not of
• the moat acute variety, for the patient was not in imminent peril until
I "the eighth day of the disease. IIenky T. Btrri-IN.

I Harley Street, W.

A CASE OF i;NTREATl';n IVSORIASIS OF FOURTEEN YEARS'
DURATION, ACCOMPANIED BY CORNS ON THE

FALM.S OF BOTH HANDS.
,_Is Mr. Hutchinson's paper upon Arsenic Canoer, reported in the

,
TOL'RNXL for December 10th, several coses of psoriasis are described,

in which, after a prolonged course of arsenic, corns appeared on the
palms of the hands. In connection with the report of these cases the
foLlDwing instance of psoriasis entirely untreated, but yet accompanied
»y corns, is of interest

J

W. W., aged 52, a butcher by occupation, came under treatment
a fev weeks ago for Tomiting and headache. He is at present Uie sub-

ject of unmistakable psoriasis, and he has had his present skin affection

for about fourteen years. The patches of |isoriasi8, however, have
never troubled him enough to make him take any steps towards its

cure, but ho is a good deal concerned about a crop of small corns
which have lately (ho says) made their appearance on both palms.
They are scattered indiscriminately over the palms and flexor surfaces

of fingers and thumbs. Near the tips of some of the fingers they are

sufficiently numerous to thicken the skin and make the fingers feel

numb. In many places ho has picked the skin, and produced a rough-
ened pitteil surface. There are no signs of ulceration on either hand.
There is no reddened skin, and there are no cracks or fissures, or warts.

The skin on the soles of the feet is natural, except for some large

corns, evidently of pressure origin. The skin oyer the rest of the
body is, excepting for psoriasis patches, quite healthy. There is no
history of syphilis, and no evidence of it, and no enlarged or hardened
glands are anywhere to be felt.

W. A. Fox, L.R.C.S., LM.Edin.,
Barnet, Herts. R. J. Rtle, M.B.Oxon.

RELABSING COMA DUE TO TUBERCULOSIS.
J. J., a groom, aged 20, was admitted into the i,tueen's Hospital on
December 3rd in a state of coma. The family history was said to be

good, there being no account of any hereditary disease. The patient

had been steady, and had had no illness except slight bronchitis

three mouths and erysipelas of the head and face six weeks previous

to his present illness.

On 5fovember 27th, he first complained of great pain in the head,

bat he had no vomiting. The pain gradually became worse, until in

a few days he became unconscious. On admission, the patient was
found to be emaciated, the abdomen was retracted, he could not be
roused, and he passed his urine and fnces involuntarily. The pulse
was 72 per minute, and regular ; the temperature was subnormal

;

the plantar reflex and knee-jerk were absent on both sides ; the urine

contained a cloud of albumen ; the patient's head and eyes were turned
to the right, and he could not move his left arm ; the conjunctival

reflex was lost on the left side ; the margin of the optic discs was
clear, except where the vessels emerged, in which situations it was
indistinct ; the veins were full and tortuous.

On December 7 th, the patient was conscious, could reply to ques-

tions, and talked with his friends. The knee-jerk was present on
both sides ; the grasp of the left hand was much weaker than that of

the right. On December 8th, the patient was again comatose ; the

next day, however, he could be roused, and answered questions

sensibly. Towards tho evening of December 9th, he again became
comato.se, the knee-jerk being again lost. He remained thus till

December 16th, when he died. He moaned a great deal while coma-
tose. On the day of his death coarse rales were heard over the chest

but there was never any dyspnoea or important physical signs. The
pulse remained regular and the temperature subnormal throughout;

At the necropsy the lungs were found to bo infiltrated with miliary

tubercles, and tubercles with a slight degree of meningitis were found
at the ba.se of the brain. The kidneys were healthy.

The interesting features of the case are : 1. The well-marked remit-

tent character of the (joma, which was ver}' striking. 2. The absence

of lever, the temperature, in fact, being subnormal throughout.

3. Tho absence of alterations in the pulse or in the breathing, al-

thont;h the lungs were full of miliary tubercle. 1. Tho loss of the

knee-jerk during the stage of coma, with its reappearance during
consciousness. The emaciation and the retraction of the abdomen
pointed to tuberculosis, but the absence of fever and the sudden
onset of the illness prevented tho diagnosis being a positive one.

In cases of coma without fever tuberculosis must bo borne in mind
as a possible cause.

Birmingham. 0. W. StJCKLiNo, M.D.Lond., M.B.C.F.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.

CUCAINE IN SQUINT OPERATIONS.
In the Journal for December 10th, Mr. Edgar Browne describes a

now strabismus hook, which is also an injection syringe, and which
can therefore water its own path with cucaine. In the number for

December 24th, Mr. Lloyd Owen points out that it is desirable to

antPithetisc the tissues before introducing the hook; he opens the con-

junctiva, etc., with the scissors in the u.sual way, and then, with a

pipette, introduces a few minims of cncaine solution beneath them.

The tendon is divided two or three minutes later.

I desire to mention another plan which answers extremely well, and
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by which the cncaine is retained in contact with the tissues to be

divided more clfectuallv, I think, than by the foregoing. The con-

junctiva being aiifesthetised, and the lids drawn apart by the fingers

of the assistant, I pick up the conjunctiva over the insertion of the

tendon, and, with an ordinary hypodermic syringe, introduced .'rom

before backwards parallel with the tendon, inject two or three minims

of the solution. The fluid, unable to escape, forms a bleb just where

it is wanted. A few minutes later, the speculum is introduced, and

the operation performed in the usual manner, in most cases without

pain.

Now that the British Pharniacopdna has ordained that the name of

the drug in question shall be cocaine and not cucaine, would it not

be well°in spite of some reasons to the contrary, to abide by that

decision, especially as cocaine is the name which is known in other

countries ? I'EiESTLEY Smith.

Birmingham.

THEEAPEUTIG MEilORANDA.

AXTIPYRIN IN MIGRAIlvE.
Since first suggesting, in July last, the extended use of antipyrin in

sick headaches, I am glad to see it is gaining ground. I would sug-

gest for convenience and portability the use of Burroughs and "Well-

come's diinty little tabloids of the puxe drug. I find some cases re-

quire larger doses than the eight grains (hourly repeated) which I first

recommended, and that double that quantity will then be effectual.

It causes in some slight constipation, but it is notable that, if it is

taken in conjunction with a usual purgative dose, the latterwUl act in

due course during a seizure, while without it almost any article of food

or medicine will only make matters worse. Some light food should

always be taken as soon as the headache is dissipated.

For such as are unable to leave home or enjoy travel, to go into

crowded rooms, or to venture on certain articles of food and drink, or

even medicinal tonics, there is in antipyrin (at no time incompatible)

a promise of immunity from the usually dreaded headache which may
follow nest morning, if not sooner. Its timely exhibition will avert,

in most cases effectually, that universal lethargy of function and dis-

turbance of the secretions which are the characteristics of the seizure,

and keeps the pylorus relaxed for free communication. Already an

established antipyretic in all febrile conditions, it would seem,_from

some features of its action, to be worthy, also, of extended trial in

rheumatic and spasmodic affections, and for the often distressing after-

pains of childbed. J. Ogilvet, M.D., Surgeon- General.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AND SUEGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF GREAT

BRITAIN, . IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, GREAT ORMOND STREET.

A CASE OP V£STC.\L CALCULUS, WITH REMARK!? OX THE SUPRA-

PUBIC OPERATION FOR STONE.

Under the care of Mr. Edmund Owen.

(From notes by Dr. E. J. Lewis, late House Surgeon.)

A BOY of 2i years was admitted 2-tth October last, who, for three or

four months, had been crying on micturition, and who had had,

moreover, frequent attacks of haematuria. Six weeks previously his

doctor had circumcised him
;
probably he had omitted to sound him,

or he might have detected a small stone in the bladder. On •26th

October, under chloroform, Mr. Owen incised the meatus and

attempted to introduce a small lithotrite (No. 1), hut without success.

He, therefore, passed a straight staff with amediam groove, opened the

bladder through the left side of the perineum, and removed a very small

stone by a pair of ordinary dressing forceps. There was practically no

bleeding ; the boy's legs were tied together, and ho was put back to

bed. in the evening his temperature was 9&. 8°, but next day it was

down again to normal, and during the whole period of his remaining

in ho.ipital it never again rose to 99'. The wound promptly healed,

and he was taken homo on 14th November, in less than three weeks

after his admission.

Remarks by Mb. Owen.—In a clinical lecture which was given last

year by my friend, Dr. Dennis, Professor of Surgery at the Bellevue

Hospital, New York, he said, speaking of the high operation,: " It is

to be, undoubtedly, the lithotomy of the future." I venture to think

that such a statement is, to say the least, premature. That it ii ¥t

present the "fashionable" operation in surgery is beyond dis^pute ; but

it has not yet been sufficiently submitted to the teat of tin^e and ex-

perience for one to be able to assign to it its exact position amongst

surgical procedures. True, on many sides, we hear the operation well

spoken of. One is told of qnick healing of the wound, of freedom from

constitutional and local excitement, and of rapid convalescence, a»cba-

racteriaing the procedure. But, on the other hand, one also hears of

the bladder-wound giving way though the surface wound had healed,

and of, in consequence, urinary infiltration and suppuration. Then,

again, sometimes the wound is an extremely long while healing. The

operation must be considered as yet on its trial, and in the meanwhile

it is a misfortune that it is placed in direct competition with lateral

lithotomy. Ckeselden's operation has a magnificent history: the high

operation may yet have a brilliant future, but this will not be secured

by adopting it in the case of every calculous boy. _
,

A few years ago, the question of a choice of operative procedurea in

the case of a boy with a stone in liis bladder was never discussed.

Every calculous boy, as a matter of course, was submitted to Chesel-

den's operation ; and at the present day it would appear that, with

less pardonable want of discrimination, boys are being operated on by

the suprapubic method. Statistics may shortly be forthcoming which

will show that, in its general application, the high operation is not to

be preferred to the lateral, though it may be far better in a certain

small class of cases. The application of the operative procedures may

not improbably be thus resolved :—Lithotrity, after Bigelow's method,

should be tried for all boys with a single, small stone ;
though, 11 this

prove an oxalate, or too hard for crushing, the boy should be cut. Two

very small stones might ako be crushed and removed at the single opera-

tion. For a hard-ringing stone (oxalate), for a soft though large stone,

and for several stones, a cutting operation must be done. For a large

stone—of the size of a pigeon's egg and upwards—the suprapubic opera-

tion is to be preferred ; but for a moderate-sized stone which is, from

hartlness or dimensions, unsuited for crushing, the lateral operation is,

and, I think must continue to be, best suited. Dr. Dennis, who, from

the deservedly high position which he holds in the surgical world, at

New York, as well as from the great practical experience whichhe en-

joys, may well be accepted as the exponent of contemporary surgery on

the other side of the Atlantic, said before the American Surgical Asso-

ciation last year : "I would venture to remark that the time is not far

distant when there will be but practically two operations for stone in

the bladder—suprapubic lithotomy and litholapaxy. If future ex-

perience demonstrates that a return of calculus occurs in a fair per-

centage of the cases after lithotrity from dtlris left behind, and that

the niortality of the suprapubic is reduced to a figure equal to or

less than perineal lithotomy, then suprapubic lithotomy, with its spe-

cial advantages, wUl be the recognised operation of the day." This

is, indeed, a very bold statement ; it may possibly be verified, but in

the meanwhile we must be content to record, watch, and wait._

One advantage which is claimed for the high operation is this, that

it is
" free from the risk of injury to the reproductive organs." But

we have yet to learn that the operatiou of lateral lithotomy is followed

by results which are prejudicial to the power of procreation. It ba»

been remarked—I know not by whom, nor with what truth—that the

begetting of chUdren enters largely into the religious creed of the

ordinary native of India, and that, if lateral lithotomy were fre-

quently followed by sterility, the operation would be persistently de-

It seems strange that an apologist should be needed for Cheselden s

operation ; but, as a corollary to the simple case which has been re-

corded above, and which has suggested those remarks, one may tf.

allowed to say that lateral lithotomy in childhood still possesses its

advantages. History tells us that it is comparatively devoid of risk ;

the time occupied in its performance is a matter of seconds ;
it drains

the bladder in the most advantageous site, urinary extravasation and

pelvic cellulitis following it only in the most exceptional cases ;
the

wound requires no tube nor dressing, and it gives the surgeon no cause

for anxiety., ^
The Tavistock Rural Sanitary Authority, on reappointing Dr. F.

M. Williams as medical officer of health, reduced his salary from £160

to £100 per annum ; but the Local Government Board refused to

sanction it, stating that they could see no sufficient grounds for

the reduction. The subject was reconsidered and discussed^ at the

last meeting of the Authority, when it was proposed by Mr. Northey,

seconded by Mr. W. Perry, and resolved by a large majority, that the

original motion for the reduction of the salary to £100 be reaffirmed,

and that the Local Government Board be asked to sanction it.
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HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, GREAT ORMOND STREET.
X FATAL lASK OF IIEMU'LEGIA IS A CUILI) WITH NKOROl'SY.

fTJnder the caro of John AiiERcROF.BiE, M.D., F.R.C.r.)

A. W., aged 5, was admittoj into the hospital under my care on

September 17th, and died the same day. For the clinical notes and

report of the poai-mortem ommination I am indebted to Dr. F. Ton-

rose, the medical registrar. About a month previously the child had
been sent into the country for change of air, and, with the exception

of occasional headache, bad scorned well until two days before admis-
sion, when she was found to be paralysed on the right side ; no par-

ticulars as to the mode of onset could be obtained. As she steadily

got worse she was sent up to the hospital, where she arrived in a
partially unconscious condition. The right arm and leg and side of

face (?) were paralysed ; she could feel on the left siie, and could move
th« left arm and log. There was no strabismus

;
the pupils were equal

and sluggish to light, the optic discs healthy. No abnormal signs as

regards heart or lungs. The right knee-jerk and phntar reflex were
tbaent ; they were present on the lofc side ; there was no ankle-clonus.
The breathing w.is slow, and gradually got slower from accumulation
of mucus in the trachea an<l bronchi, and she died asphyxiated about
five hours after admission.

The body was examined forty hours after death. It was that of a
well nourished child ; rigor mortis was well marked ; there was no
external evidence of violence. The left middle cerebral artery was
completely filled by a black, dryi.sh, nou laminated, non-adherent
clot. The artery seemed perfectly healthy. The left hemisphere,
especially in the motor region, was more pink and decidedly softer
than the right in the corresponding region, and the change was
equally noticeable, both in white and grey matter. The loft caudate
nucleus showed some fine extravasations on its surface. The pons
medulla and cerebellum appeared natural, as also did the fundus of
the eyes and the left middle ear ; the right showed superficial necrosis
of the incui. The sinuses of the brain were healthy. Some adhesions
were fouud over both lungs, and the bronchi wore somewhat
inflamed, and plugged with mucus. Near the free margin of the
large mitral flap were found four minute whitish granulations, which
were soft and easily removed, and appeared to be of fibrinous origin

;

in all other respects the heart was healthy. The urine was found to
be albuminous, but no other evidences of disease were discovered, and
no infarctions in any of the abdominal viscera.

Remarkx —Although the clot showed no lamination whatever, and
was not at all adherent to the arterial wall ; still it must be considered,
I think, as undoubtedly of ante-mortem origin. The clinical fads
wouM alone quite justify such a conclusion, apart from the fact that
there was found in the heart on the mitral valve just such a condition
of things as would have been most likely to lead to embolism. Thg
history of the case during life is much too incomplete to justify any
opinion as to the canso of these little fibrinous coagula ; the fact of the
child having boon sent into the country is, however, some evidence
th»t she WIS below par, and the whipping up of a little fibrin from the
the blood in the cavities of the heart may have been due to her im-
poverished condition. It is difficult to say why changes had not com-
menced in the clot, for it must have been sixty hours old at the time
of death ; but, excepting that it was rather dry, it had all the naked
eye characters of a po5(-mor(«7n clot ; the softening of the brain, how-
ever, in the region supplied by the plugged vessel is sufficient evi-
dence of the time of its formation. On .June 17th of this year I pub-
lished in the .Ioitrnal a paper on hemiplegia in children, in which I

took the view that arterial embolism was by far the most likely cause
•f the paralysis. This case supports that view very strongly.

BsQtTE-Ms AND D0NAT10N.S.—Miss Mary Fothergill, of Hensol
Castle, Glamorgan.shire, bequeathed £500 to the Cardiff Infirmary,
£300 to the Cancer Hospital at Brompton, and £.300 to the Hospital
f»r the Paralysed and Epileptic. -Mr. W. S. Lewis, of Ketley,
Wellington, bequeathed £.100 to the Salop Infirmary.—The Queen's
Hospital and the General Hospital, both at Birmingham, have each
received £250 under the will of Mr. James Horsfall. —The Jervis
Street Hospital, Dublin, has received £200 under the will of Mr.
Thomas Synnott.—Mr. Salomon Longworth, J. P., of Whalley, has
fiven two hundred guineas to the endowment fond of the Blackburn
nfirmary.—The Grocers' Company have given £100, and the Skinners'

Oonijiauy twenty guineas, to the Seamen's Hospital (late Drcadnauyht),
Oreenwich.— University College Hospital has received £102 lOi. from
"The People's Contribution Fund."—Mr.
given £100 to the Bradford Infirmary.-
the Bristol Royal Infirmary.

George Henry Leather has
'T. K." hu given £100 to

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES,

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Tuesday, January 10th, 1888.

Georgk D. Pollock, Esq., F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

A Case of Occlusion of the Left Bronchus by a Metal Pencil Cap,
and it.t Hcmoval by Tracheotomy. By W. B. Chkadlr, M.D.,
F.R.C-P., and Thomas Smith, F. U.C.S-—The patient was a girl,

aged 9. The loose metallic cap covering the end of a pencil, which
the child had put in her mouth, borame detached, and was drawn
into the throat. Urgent choking and dyspncca followed, This was
relieved after the passage of a probang down the ccsophagus, and the
foreign body was believed to have entered the stomach. There was
groat pain at the time, and violent cough. Four days later, dulness
on percussion and imperfect entry of air were first noted on the left

side of the chest. Eleven days after the accident there was marked
dulness over the whole of the left side, absence of respiratory murmur
except over a limited portion of the upper part in front, displacement
of the stomach upwards to the nipple line, and great retraction of that
half of the thorax, indicating almost complete collapse of the left

lung. The respirations were 30, the pulse 92. The temperature was
subnormal—97.8'. There was no dyspnoea, but occasional short
cough, aggravated by exertion. The conclusion arrived at was that
the pencil cap, which was about one inch long and a quarter of an
inch in diameter, had lodged in the extreme end of the left bronchus.
After consultation it was decided to attempt the removal of the foreign

body by tracheotomy before the supervention of serious inflammatory
changes in the lung. Suitable provision was made for dealing with
whichever end of the tube should present itself. For the open end a
pair of suitably curved forceps, with external grip, were provided ;

these placed within a facsimile of the pencil cap were found to hold
it firmly. The isthmus of the thyroid was divided between two liga-

tures, the trachea freely opened, and the edges of the tracheal wound
attached to the margins of the skin by silk sutures. A long probe
passed into the bronchus at once detected the foreign body in the
position assigned to it, with the open end uppermost. The forceps

were introduced, and the cap was extracted without difficulty. The
plan of attaching the tracheal wound to the skin is recommended as

serving to keep the trachea widely open ; a help to the surgeon, and
a source of safety to the patient. With the exception of a short
pyrexial attack of short duration on the day after operation, the patient

mado a rapid and uninterrupted recovery ; the lung slowly re-

expandod, and a final examination of the chest fourteen days after the
operation disclosed as the only abnormal phy.sical signs slight defi-

ciency of respiratory sound, and of expansion on the left side. The
entrance of a foreign body into the left bronchus iu preference to the
right is shown to be by no means so rare an occurrence as commonly
beliived. Out of thirty-one cases collected in which the position of the

foreign body is stated, it entered the left bronchus in eighteen instances,

the right in thirteen. The physical signs observed in this case differ

materially from those laid down by authority as typical in such con-

ditions, and an explanation of this discrepancy is suggested. The
collapse of the whole lung which followed the occlusion of its main
bronchus is confirmatory of the accepted theory as to production of

collapse of portions of the lung by obstruction of their supplying
branches. The entire absence of pulmonary inflammation is opposed,
however, to the view that collapse is the leading factor in the produc-
tion of catarrhal pneumonia. Attention was clrawn to the lowered range
of temperature during the period of pulmonary collapse, to the inade-

quate compensatory rise in pulse- and respiration-rate, and to the pos-

sible causes of the short phase of high pyrexia which occurred the

day after operation.—The President complimented the authors on
their skill in diagnosis and treatment. In a famous case in which Mr.
Brunei had, during an exhibition of conjuring, let a half-sovereign

fall into his throat, and Sir Benjamin Brodie had operated on him, the

trachea was freely opened, he was turned on his face, his feet elevated,

the body shaken, and the coin fell out through liis mouth. Experi-
ments subsequently mado with sixpences and half-sovereigns showed
that they generally went into the right bronchus. In a case of impac-
tion of a piece of pipe in the' inflamed walls of the trachea, Mr. Pick
had not found any instrument as well adapted to his difficulties as

that which Mr. Smith had so skilfully devised.—Mr. F. St. George
MiVART hod been fir.st called in to this case, three days after the
accident, and felt very grateful for the assistance he had received. At
first sight the girl seemed to have very little the matter with her, and
the case developed very slowly. He was sorry Mr. Smith had found
it necessary, after opening the trachea, to stitch the skin to the lips
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of the wound, as it left a large persistent scar.—Mr. Holke con-

critulated Mr. Smith on a brilliant operation. He had himself jmb-

fished a somewhat similar case in which the end of a tracheotomy tube

liad broken off and fallen into the right bronchus. It was opeu at

both ends, and so was easier to extract than the pencil-cap which llr.

Smith had had to deal with. He had made a tlexible crotchet of

silver wire, with which he found no difficulty in hooking it out. It

was important that these foreign bodies were metallic and did not

swell up and soften, as was the case with such substances as heads of

grass, awns, and pieces of bone. Removal was easier in the adult

than in a child, for in an adult it was not hard, after a free opening

iad been made into the trachea, to feel its division with the finger,

and make certain of the position of the foreign body.—Mr. Barwell
related a case he had published in the Clinical Svciety's Transactions

for 1S73, in which a boy aged 17 had let a Punch's whistle slip into his

Taronchus. He had been quite unable to remove it, and the clinical

symptoms were becoming serious when he took a rapid turn lor the

tetter and completely recovered. It was probable that he had coughed

it up, swallowed it, and passed it unnoticed by the bowel.—Mr.

HuLKE, ii propos of this, cited another of his own cases in which a

sixpence was visible in the trachea ; he could not seize it, but

opened the trachea, whereupon it was coughed up and swallowed.

—Mr. HowAKi) Mabsh remarked that he had been much interested

with the various physical signs that the physicians found in the

chest in those accidents ; they seemed to vary quickly, but dulness

generally attended collapse, as in Dr. Cheadle's case. He had found it

impossible in another case in which a bean had passed into the

bronchus to distinguish the foreign body by touch from the surround-

ing soft tissues, and, when the child died, it was found impacted in

the left bronchus. Mr. T. Smith's operation had been so carefully

considered that all contingencies had been provided for, and the matter

seemed easy.-—Dr. Howard had been struck with two points in the

case before them ; first, the good effects of stitching the skin tem-

porarily to the lips of the trachea, for it was most important to be

freed from the annoyance of a bleeding wound ; and, secondly, the

advantage that would be gained by having the tracheal wound higher

than any point aljove it, so that the blood should not drain into the

lung. On a question from the Pkesident, how this was to be brought

about, he acknowledged that he had never done it.—Dr. Cheajdle,

confining his few remarks to the medical side of the case, remarked
that the difference of physical signs, according to the very varitd

physical conditions that might be produced in these states, was a

complex matter ; it was generally true that where the obstruction was
incomplete, there was not much dulness, but it was much too sweep-

ing an assertion in some textbooks that there was always resonance

after impaction. When there wag any it slowly disappeared as col-

lapse set in.—Mr. T. Smith said he had found no long forceps so

well adapted to this case as a pair which opened outwards with a firm

grip. With such a pair, duly curved, he had found it easy to grasp

the pencil cap in the bronchus. In many previous cases he had seen

great difficulty in grasping the foreign body, and the operation had
often ended in its being coughed up. He agreed with Dr. Howard
that the tracheal wound should be higher than any other part in the

trachea. It was widely open ; it was thought unnecessary to turn

the girl on her face. He quite agreed with Mr. Hulke in the greater

danger of soft objects, such as grains of barley, etc. In one of his own
children a sugar-plum had obstructed the trachea, and caused very

serious symptoms. It was shaken down in the larynx, and, after ten

minutes of great anxiety, fortunately dissolved. As regarded the

stitching of the edges of the trachea to the skin, he did not think that

any serious aggravation of the scir would result.

Influence of Salicylic Acid and its Salts on the Excretion of Uric

Acid. Dr. Alexander Haig, M. B.—After referring to the theory

elaborated in the paper published on p. 73 of this week's Journal,
the author stated that salicylic acid formed an important exception to

the general statement there iiiada, for while it increased urinary

acidity it did not in any way diminish the excretion of uric acid.

Acids given while silicylatcs were present in the circulation had no
longer the power of diminishing the excretion of uric acid. This action

of salicylic acid and salicylates formed the subject of the present paper,

and was of importance in explaining the value of these drugs in gout,

rheumatism, and other diseases connected with uric acid. Statistics

Were given to illustrate the excretion of uric acid under salicylates, and
were contra.sted with others, showiug the normal relation to acidity.

Excessive excretion of uric acid taking placo under salicylates was not

accompanied by any headajhe, aud silicylates had previously been
found useful in t'lis headache. The action of acids and rdkilies on
uric add ex'retioa was probably due to the fact that alkalios in-

creased and acids dimin'shed its solubility, and the same with the

exceptional action of salicylic acid, for salicyluric acid, which it was

supposed to form, differed from uric acid in being very greatly more

soluble in water, and probably also more soluble in dilute acids.

Benzootes did not act in the same way as salicylates, probably because

hippuric acid, which they formed, was less soluble than salicycluric

acid. Both uric and salicycluric acids were present in the urine passed

under the influence of salicylates ; this was possibly due to the saU-

cylate acting on the uric acid in the blood, and not on the uric acid

which was excreted direct from the kidney. Headache was

present with the rush of uric acid which took place under alkali,

but not with the rush under salicylates
;

possibly, therefore,

under salicylates, uric acid was present in the blood in a differ-

ent chemical combination (salicyluric acid).—Dr. Ward felt much
sympathy with this investigation of the causes of headache,

and had confirmed on himself some of Dr. Haig's previous remarks on

the connection of them with urea. He considered them gouty, and he

was surprised that Dr. Haig should find acids a remedy for a gouty

state. Similar headaches, or at least attacks of migraine, were found

in women and in the French, who had no excess of meat ; in his own
case he found a high specific gravity of urine was a sign of coming

headache. Strychnine and liquor ammonia; acetatis afforded him the

best relief.—Dr. A. E. Garkod did not find much light thrown on

the action cf salicylic acid in joint diseases, especially in gout, where

its effects were trifling, though its slight power as an anodyne made

it felt a little in rheumatoid arthritis. Uric acid had nothing to do

with the pathology of rheumatic fever, and was not found in such

cases in excess in the blood, though it had been very often looked for.

—Dr. Haig considered that he had established one form of headache,

a uric acid headache, which he could produce and stop by increasing

or decreasing the amount of uric acid. Women, he thought, suffered

easily from small quintities of meat ; the French from acid wine, for

the acid helped the retention of their uric acid, and they did not get

rid of it by exercise. A sensitive nervous system reactel to uric acid

very easily. In a paroxysm of acute gout, salicylates were too late,

for it took them some time to penetrate to the cartilages where the

uric acid already was, but taken as a prophylactic they did much good,

in his opinion. The relation of uric acid to rheumatism still needed

to be worked out.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LOKDOS'.
Monday, Jauuart 9th, 15SS.

J. HuGHLiNGS Jackson, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the CLair.

The Reflex Inhibitory Action of Cucaine as a Diagnostic Factor.—
Mr. HuRR¥ Fenwick read a paper upon a long series of cases in

which pain in various parts of the body had been temporarily relieved in

30 to 180 seconds by urethral injection of 20 per cent, solution of cucaine.

Gases of its action in neuralgic pain of the cranial, cervical, intercostal,

renal, and lumbi-sacral nerves were mentioned, and the reasons for

this power were roughly demonstrated to the Society ly mean< of

decapitated frogs. Thus, without a vesico-rectal injection of cucaine,

the leg of the decapitated frog was rapidly jerked oat of a weak acta

solution in some traction of a second ; but aft;r cucaine had been

injected into the bladder or rectum, the leg was not withdrawn uutii

after 20 to 30 or more seconds. This remarkable inhibitory power was

only observed when weak acid solutions (that is, weak irritations)

were used. Cucaine possessed no power of delaying the relies cxMta-

bility consequent upon stronger acid solutions. The following propo-

sitions were formulated :—1. Slight nerve irritations (as neuralgias)

of any part can be relieved by injection into the urethra of a few drops

of a iO or '20 per cent, solution of cucaine. 2. Severe nerve irritation,

as in the pain of carcinoma, inflammation, etc., cannot bo thus re-

lieved. Mr. Fenwick has used this knowledge larg.'ly in the differen-

tial diagnosis of urinary disease. Thus, if a renal pain was immedi-

ately relieved by cucaine, he judged the neuralgia to be due to a

slight irritation, such as that experienced in lithiasis, congestion, or

grit. If unrelieved (aud cases were given) he diagnosed more serious

cases (foroxample, stone, dilated pelvis, etc.) He then drew attention

to the value of cucaine in operations upon the bladder and urethra iu

preventing damage to an unhealthy kidney. M. Tuflier's experi-

ments upon renal congestion produced by distending the bladder or

injuring the walls were mentioned, and it was submitted that this

flooding of the kidr>ey—which, if the organ was damaged, led to

rigors, suppressions, aud suppurations—might be partially or wholly

prevented by the inhibitory action of cucaine upon the renal circula-

tion—Mr. .Tames Clack asked whether Mr. Fenwick had noticed any

serious toxic symptoms after injections of solution of 20 per cent, oi
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cucaiiic. He himself lu»d used a 2C per cent spray to remove crowtli

from the inferior turhiiiated lione, and the patient became collapsed,

livid, cold, and almost pulseless. A secoml case had exhibited the

same alarming symptoms.—Mr. Bowbkman jE.<=sRTTsaid ho had rc-

moTcdnncnlarpoJ glandfromthoneck after tho injectionof lOminimsof
a 20 per eeut. solution, but serious .symptoms had followed. He added

that It was very dllicult to obtain relief from pain by means of cucaine

in removing polypi from tho nose.— Sir. Beknard Pitts asked

Mr. Kenwiok whether ho had tested remote body sensations in a

healthy subject after urethral injection. In a case of his own faintness

had supervened, withganeral numbness and coldness of tho surrounding

surfice.—Mr. Walter Pyi said he had seen many cases of fainting

following tho use of cucaine. He himself had felt faint after a 5 pel-

cent solution.

f^n tlf Treatment of Carotid irirmorrhage.-—'iiT. Frederick Treves
road a paper on a method of controlling haemorrhage from branches

of the carotid arteries. He said it was usual to ligature the carotid

trunk in ha-morrhago from small vessels, but much might bo done by
temporarily compressing tho main trunk. Temporary pressure,

however, could not be applied with success in the neck, and he pro-

posed to isolate tho common carotid, and pass a catgut loop around it,

which could bo pulled upon and so check the passage of blood. He
(juoted from cases in which he had resorted to this procedure, only

one cose—that of a child—proving fatal ; and in all the lumen of the

artery was ultimately restored. Tie added that no local inflammation

or other inconvenience was to be feared as a result of the operation

itself.—Mr. Berkakd Pitts asked Mr. Treves what he considered the

best plan to adopt in cases of hemorrhage from the internal carotid

artery. In a case under his care, where there was copious liKmorrhage

from a tonsillus abscess, he tied the common carotid. The hemor-
rhage, however, recurred, and the patient succumbed to the loss of

blood. At the post-mortem examination a large opening was found

into the internal carotid in the vicinity of the abscess. He had made
a series of experiments since, and he found that blood escaped much
more freely from such an opening when injected into the external

carotid. He asked whether there was a prospect of permanent plug-

ging from the temporary ligature.—Mr. Harri!>on CRirrs observed

that the mortality in punctured wounds of the carotids was due partly

to deficiency of the cerebral blood supply, and partly to recurrence of

the haimorriiage. He thought it was better to ligature the external

carotid rather than the common carotid. It most frequently happened
that the ha;morrhage came from tonsillar branches of the external

carotid.—Mr. Treves, in reply, said the loop was in no sense a tem-

porary ligature. Even in tho child who died the lumen was not ob-

structed. The suggestion to ligature the artery at the site of the

wound would not be possible in a deep punctured wound.
A Case of Gastru-cnlerostumy and a Case of Duodenoslomy for Car-

cinoma of Pylorus.—Mr. BowREMAN Jes.-<ett read the notes of two
cftaes in which he had operated for pyloric obstruction due to cancer.

The first case was that of a woman who suffered from exceeding pain

and persistent vomiting. There was a tumour to the left of the

middle line, in Hie epigastric region, freely movable. The stomach
was washed out, and on June 4th he operated. Owing to the patient's

failing strength he contented himself with suturing the duodenum to

the abdominal parietes, the wound being treated as in gastrostomy.

The pain continued for some time, the patient being fed with beef-

tea, zyminised beef suppositories, etc. The patient ultimately died on
July 3rd, one month after operation. Tho secjnd case was that of a
man who suffered from melancholia. He was extremely emaciated,

and only weighed 8 stone 4 lbs. He complained of great pain, relieved by
vomiting. There was dulness below the ensiform cartilage; the stomach
wasnot appreciably dilated. He was operated upon, the jejunum being
stitched to tho anterior wall of the stomach. He died ten days after

the operation. At the postmortem examination the cicatrix of an old

ulcer was found near the pylorus, the walls of which were thickened.
He recommended that dnodenostomy should be performed while tho

patient's condition was still such as to allow of it.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, January 4th, 1888.

JoHS Williams, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Specimens.—Mr. Sid'net Hauvey showed a specimen of Interstiti.il

f-estation.—Dr. Carter exhibited Ovaries and Tubes removed for

Double Hydrosalpinx.—Dr. W. S. A. Griffith showed (l)aspecimcnin
which there was a Tubo-ovariin Cyst of the Right, and Hydrosalpinx of

the Left, Tube
; (2) a case of Cystic Adenoma of tho Anterior Lip of

the Cervix
; (3) a Parametric Abscess.

Post-mortem Appearances of Phlegmon of Broad Ligament.—Dr.
Leavers read a note on this subject. Tho patient was admitted into the
London Hospital a few days after her confinement suffering from
mania and parametritis, and died of bronchitis. On post-mortem
examicatiOTi, the laj^ers of peritoneum forming the right broad liga-

ment were found separatid by exudation, measuring from before back-
wards one inch and a half, and boandud above by the Fallopian tube
stretched over the convex surface of tho swelling. The external surface

of the peritoneum was somewhat granular, with here and there flakes

of recent lymph about 1-16 inch thick. On cutting into the swelling

the cut surfaces had a coarse, spongoliko appearance, the largest holes

being tho size of a No. 10 catheter, and all the cavities were filled

with a sero-sanguinolcnt fluid, but none of them contained pus. The
right ovary measured 2;J inches long, 1 J deep, and g thick. It was
adherent to the adjacent surface of the broad ligament by recent

lymph, and on section an abscess containing half a drachm of pus
was found. The author said that tho specimen illustrated a phase of

parametritis rarely met with; and was interesting as bearing on the
pathology of ovaritis. Ho thought it was difficult to conceive of

ovaritis occurring as a primary affection, while it was easy to see how
it might be secondary. Periovaritis was produced by extension of in-

fliimmation along the Fallopian tube to the pelvic peritoneum, .pro-

ducing pelvic peritonitis involving tho ovary. Interstitial ovaritis

might be produced by extension of inflammation from the connective

tissue between the peritoneal layers forming the broad ligament along

tho connective tissue in the hilum of the ovary, and so to the paren-

chyma of the ovary—that is, interstitial ovaritis was secondary to para-

metritis. In the specimen, while the inflimmation in the broad liga-

ment was still in the stage of phlegmon, the inflammation in the

sohstance of the ovary had gene a stage further and caused a small

abscess.—Dr. JIatthkws Duncan regirded the dissection as of great

interest. Dr. T. Keith had mentioned a case of an allied kind ob-

served during ovariotomy. So great was the swelling that he could

not pass a sponge into the pelvic cavity. In Dr. Lewcrs's, as well as

Dr. Griffith's case of parametric abscess, there was room for believing

that septicremia was present, and this might be the explanation of

the situation of the disease between tho folds of the broad ligament,

a situation not common, even if it occurred at all, in simple traumatic

parametritis. In puerperal septicaemia or pya;mia phlegmonous
masses, as distinguished from abscotscs, were not rare. They were
generally situated on the limbs, and often multiple. They might or

might not be superficially red and more or less tender. He had
lately seen a case'with redness, and with two small, deep, punched-
out ulcers the size of a split pea. He had seen also two such cases of

phlegmon where eminent surgeons had diagnosed abscess, and ope-

rated, finding no matter. Such cases, even when accompanied by bad
symptoms, did not all end fatally.—Dr. Graily Hewitt thought

Dr. Lewers's contribution was very valuable, as the opportunity

rarely offered of substantiating the actual locality of effusions in this

situation. He had frciiuently met with cases similar to Dr. Lewers's.

He was of opinion that presence of effusion indicated a localised septi-

ca;mia. The septic material entered by way of the lymphatics or by
the blood vessels, and the effusion in the broad ligament was the

result.—Dr. Carter had been present at a necropsy of a patient who
died of septic parametritis. Tho broad ligament of ono side was en-

larged, and appeared as though some plastic matter had been injected

between and separated the parts. The veins were distended, and the

lymphatics were embedded in plastic material and kept fixed and
patent.—Dr. Lewer.s replied.

Scarlatina during Pregnancy and in the Puerperal State. — Dr.

Boxai.l read a series of papers on this subject. He briefly referred to

some of the anomalies which existed in ordinary scarlatina, and sug-

gested that further deviations from the usual typo might be expected

under tho special conditions which appertained to pregnancy and to

the puerperal state. He mentioned some of tho more recent literature

on tho subject as containing tho varied and frequently diametrically

opposed opinions expressed by different observers, and, in passing,

drew attention to the confusion which had arisen through the loose

application of the terms " puerperal fcver" and " puerperal scarlatina."

lie then described a series of sixteen cases of undoubted scarlatina

occurring during pregnancy and in the puerperal state, with special

reference to the facts of exposure as far as they could be ascertained in

each case. The clinical history of the same cases was presented in a

tabular form for further consideration. I. As regards the liabdity of

pregnant and parturient women to .scarlatinal infection, and tho dura-

tion of the incubation period. Dr. Boxall referred to the rare occur-

rence of scarlatina during pregnancy, and its almost invariable

appearance during the first few days of the puerperium. Bear-

ing in mind the alteration in the existing conditions which took place
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at delivery, lie insisted that the two classes of cases must be kept

separate, and that a distinction must bo drawn (a) between those cases

which received infection prior to delivery, and those which received

infection during or after labour
;

(b) between those cases which failed

before delivery, and those in which the disease did not make its ap-

pearance till after the onset of labour. He further pointed out that

the duration of pregnancy had an important bearing on the question

of incubation. The following inferences were drawn: (l)As regards

the time, with reference to labour, at which the disease showed itself :

(a) that scarlatina almost invariably occurred within the first week of

the puerperium, and its occurrence at a later period was extremely

rare ; and (A) that in exceptional instances scarlatina might show
itself during pregnancy, shortly before the onset of labour. (2) As re-

gards the liability of pregnant and parturient women to scarlatinal in-

fection, and the reciprocal influence existing between the latter and
parturition : (a) that a woman exposed to the disease might become

infected with scarlatina during pregnancy, during or after labour ;

(5) that the liability to infection was especially marked shortly before,

and during the first few days after, delivery, but did not extend far

into the puerperium
;

(c) that, if infection occurred during pregnancy,

the onset of labour might be thereby precipitated
;
[d) that when in-

fection took place during or shortly after labour, the incubation period

might be shortened ; and, filially, (e) that the foregoing con-

siderations were in themselves suflicient to explain the fre-

q^uent onset of scarlatina during the first week of the puer-

perium, without the necessity of ascribing to scarlatina in preg-

nancy an incubation period exceeding that of ordinary scarlatina.

II. With regard to the relation of scarlatina to menstruation. Dr.

Boxall pointtd out that an apparent analogy with regard to the onset

of scarlatina existed between labour and the menstrual periods. Care-

ful obssrvations were made on a separate series of sixteen cases of

scarlatina in non-pregnant and non-puerperal women. Upon this

evidence it appeared that women usually faUed with scarlatina shortly

after, during, or just before a menstrual period, as in the case of

labour. In conclusion, the author suggested that the following con-

siderations (exactly analogous to those which referred to the intimate

connection existing between the time of the onset of scarlatina and
delivery) might serve to explain these facts : (1) That the liability to

infection was especially marked shortly before, during, and immediately
after a menstrual period. (2) That infection occurring shortly before a

menstrual period might precipitate the flow. (3) That, when infection

took place during or shortly after a menstrual period, the incubation
period might be shortened. III. With regard to the clinical course of

scarlatina during pregnancy and in the puerperal state. Dr. Boxall,

before entering into a consideration of the clinical features of the
disease, reiterated the necessity of dissociating those cases in which
the attack began before delivery from those in which it commenced
after the onset of labour. The initial symptoms were discussed, and
attention was directed to the special character of the throat affection.

The following observations were presented : (1) That during pregnancy
the throat symptoms were unmodified, but that after delivery angina
was rare

; (2) That in scarlatina after delivery (a) subjective soreness

was usually absent at the outset, and even at a later stage rarely caused
much distress

; (i) signs of slight inflammation, though generally

absent at the outset, might usually be observed on the second or third

day of the attack
;

(c) the cervical glands were usually affected,

whether any change had been apparent in the throat or not. The
fallacy of adducing from the diminished intensity of the throat affec-

tion an argument m favour of direct inoculation of the poison through
the partuiient passages was pointed out. Attention was also directed

to the slight intensity of the tongue affection, and to the marked flush-

ing of the face which preceded the rash. These also appeared to be
features of scarlatina developed postpartum but not of ante-partum
scarlatina. From these observations it was concluded that some
modifying influence, the nature of which was unknown, was called

into play at the time of delivery. The peculiarities of the eruption
were discussed, with especial reference to site and intensity. Its

modifications were attributed to the altered circumstances of the
patient after delivery. The frequent occurrence of sudamina and urti-

caria was also noted. A summary was given of the various complica-
tions which the scarlatinal patients presented. Mention was also made
of the influence of a previous attack of scarlatina, and of the lapse
of time after delivery in diminishing the severity of the disease.

IV. With reference to tho effect of the scarlatinal poison on the course
of labour. Dr. Boxall gave an epitome of the course of the labour,
both of those patii-nts who were delivered during the incubation
period and also of those who were delivered during tho actual attack
of scarlatina. The following conclu.sions were adduced: (1) Wh«n
labour occurred during the incubation period of scarlatina, it ran for

the most part its usual course, but the pains might exert a greater

influence than usual on the mental condition of the patient ; inertia,

if induced, set in late in the course of labour, and a peculiar and
almost characteristic odour might be present. (2) When labour oc-

curred during an attack of scarlatina, the pains were apt to be feeble

throughout, inertia set in early, and post-partum haemorrhage was
liable to occur. The same peculiar odour might be present. V. Re-
specting the effect of the scarlatinal poison on the puerperium, Dr.
BoxaU gave two tables, one representing the effect of scarlatina on
the uterus and lochia, the other showing its effect on tlie mammary
secretion. The nature of the slight and evanescent tenderness over

the uterus, frequently noted quite at the outset of the attack, was
briefly discussed. Particular attention was directed to the character

of the lochia, and a suggestion was put forward that offensivenees

might have occupied a more prominent position if local antiseptic

measures had been admitted during the puerperium. In the majority

of cases an increased flow was observed at the onset of scarlatina.

The cause of this was discussed, and a similar increase of the menstrual
flow on the supervention of scarlatina was noted. A brief review of

the mammary function was given. Tho liability of the infant (whcu
the mother was affected) to take infection was discussed with special

reference both to the question of suckling (which necessarily implied

direct contact with the mother) and also to the stage of the disease at

which delivery of the mother took place. The following conclusions

were offered : (1) That involution of the uterus was not much, if at

all, retarded. (2) That the slight and evanescent tenderness over the

fundus, occasionally present at the very outset of the attack, was
often due to increased sensibility of the pelvic organs, and was rarely

an indication of pelvic inflammation. (3) That, provided antiseptic

-

precautions were taken, lacerations healed without difficulty, and the

lochia as a rule did not become offensive. (4) That in some cases a

peculiar, unpleasant odour might be observed. (5) That the lochia

usually proceeded nataraDy and ceased about the usual time, but in.

many cases became red and free at the outset of the attack. (6) That
the mammary secretion was frequently diminished and sometimes
arrested, as the result of the illness. (7) That infants kept at the.

breast were especially prone to scarlatina, probably from the mere fact

of contact with the affected paient. (8) That when scarlatina showed
itself in the mother during pregnancy, the foetus might or might not

be affected in uliro. (9) That when the mother received infection

shortly before delivery the infant more generally escaped, though ^it

might be subsequently infected.

[As there was not time to finish the reading of two more sections

of this paper, the discussion was deferred till another meeting of the

Society.]

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.

Spkgical Sectiox.

Friday, December 9rH, 1887.

A. H. CoRLET, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Penetrating Wounds of Stomach and Transverse Meso-colon suc-

cessfully treated by Abdominal Section.—Dr. Chakles Ball brought

forward the case of a boy, aged 15, who was admitted into Sir Patrick

Dun's Hospital on March 29 th, 1887, immediately after having acci-

dentally stabbed himself with a half-inch chisel. The blade perforated

his abdomen about half way between the tip of the ensiform cartilage

and the umbilicus, and about a quarter of an inch to the right side of

the linea alba. Dr. Ball saw him four hours after the inj ury ; he was

then profoundly collapsed ; he vomited blood at frequent intervals,

and at each effort to vomit a stream of blood spurted out from the abdo-

minal wound. The whole abdomen was dull on percussion. An inci-

sion about three inches long was made in the middle line, betwean the

ensiform cartilage and the umbilicus, and the chisel wound connected

with it. As soon as the peritoneum was opened, a considerable quan-

tity of blood gushed out. The stomach was found to be wounded. A
clean cut existed in the great curvature, about half an inch in lergth

;

it was not bleeding. The mucous membrane, though perforated, was

not prolapsed, and none of tho contents of the stomach were {ound

extravasated. The wound was sutured by passing a fine catgut suture,

after the method of Lembert (but coutinuous), four times across the

wound, only including the serous membrane ; the ends were then

tightly tied, thus absolutely closing the opening, and at the same time

puckering up the serous membrane and bringing a considerable are*

on each side of the wound into apposition. The omentum was re-

flected upwards and search made for other wounds, as copious bleeding
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oontinaed. An opening in the transverse meso-iolon, near its spina!

»tt« -hmont, conld bu Wt with the linger ; and, npon aponRinc away

the blood, it was found that a largo vein was wonndcd, to which, with

lome little difELiilty, a catgut ligature was applied. The patient vo-

mited shortly al'tor the operation, but the vomit was free from Wood.

He was allowed nothing by the mouth, except small pieces of ice, for

six Java, and was fed by nutrient onomata of artificially -digested food.

From the sixth to the fourteenth day, ho was allowed graduallyin-

creising quantities of beef-tea and milk, and ho thon was allowed solid

fowd. On the third day, ho vomited some pieces of onion, (jnito un-

changed, which ha stated ho had eaten the morning of the accident.

four weeks after the operation, he was discharged from hospital quite

wbU.—The ruESiiiENT pointed out that Professor Otis, writing on the

anrgory of the great American war, had ctnphasised the necessity of

opening the abdomen in cases of gunshot wounds, while ho disparaged

the old method as ostrich surgery. Dr. Ball deserved praise for

having the intelligence to conceive and the courage to carry out

the operation.—Mr. Heustos and Dr. Atthill took part in the

discussion ; and Dr. B.\ll replied.

Foreign. Body in the CEsophigus.—ih. W. Thomson read a paper on

two cases of foreign body in the oesophagus. In one, the patient tried

t ) swallow a quarter of a pound of beef, and was brought in dead. In

tho second, the patient felt a piece of beef stick iu the cesophagus,

. whoa ho went to a hospital and had a tube introduced. He went

home ; suffered much pain ; the nock and face became emphysematous.

Ho was admitted to the Richmond Hospital, suffering from dyspncca

and dysphagia. An attempt to explore brought on such a spasm that

it was necessary to desist. Later in the day, tracheotomy was done

with great relief. It was determined to explore the cesophagus sub-

sequently, but next morning the patient said the lump had passed

down, and that he was able to swallow freoly. He died that night.

Opposite the cricoid cartilage the ccsophagus was transfixed by a bone,

which pissed forwards at the left of the trachea for a quarter of an

inch. The posterior end also transfixed the cesophagus, making a rent

through which fluids passed freely into the posterior mediastinum. A
piece of beef, two inches long, hung from the bone, like a morbid pre-

paration in a jar.—Mr. Tomx had had a similar case under his care in

St. Vincent's Hospital. A woman, aged 57, was admitted, having a

few days before swallowed a piece of meat and bone. She could not

swallow fluids. CEsophagotomy was performed on the fourth day after

the accident, and a large triangular bit of bone was removed. On
tho sixth day after the operation the patient died, partly from

exhaustion and want of food, and partly from dyspnoea, due to tho

eittavajation of pus and fluids, and perhapj from septicemia, which
the pus and fluids set up.— Dr. Wheei.f.r, Mr. Mvles, Sir William
Stores, Dr. Gusn, Dr. Lentaioxe, Dr. P. Moloney, and Mr. W.
Tiiop.N'LEY SroKEB took part iu the discussion ; and Mr. Thom.son
replied.

MANCHESTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, Dkckmber 21st, 18S7.

James Hardie, F.R C.S., President, in the Chair.

CoTigcnital Heart Diacaxe.—Dr. Hutton showed a boy, aged 8 years,

thesnbjcct of congenital heart disease, and described the hearts of two

sisters of this boy, both of whom had congenital heart disease, j,' One
of the hearts was also exhibited. The main malformation was in

both cases due to arrest of development of the interventricular septum,

leaving an opening between tho ventricles just below the points ot

attachment of tho aortic vaUcs and the tricuspid valves. In the case

of the boy there was aeon to ba great hypertrophy of the heart, and a

loud systolic mormar was heard most plainly over the third left costal

cartilage.

Epilrpsy after Injury.—Dr. Morgan showed a patient at present
under his care in the Manchester Infirmary, in whom an epileptic

attack immediately followed an injury of the ulnar nerve. About
eight months ago tho man was struck by a sti.-k on the loft "funny
bono." Ha fell down nncnnscious, and remained in that state for

some hours. Since that time similar attacks had occurred periodi-

cilly, sometimes as often as eight times in a week. These seizures

commenced with a feeling of coldners in the left arm, followed by
clonic spasms ; next, tho little an I ring fingers became flexed, while
tho wrist was bent on the forcami, and the latter on tho arm ; the loft

oom»r of the month and the left toe were then successively " drawn
up ;" nnconscionsness follo-vod, and conjugate deviation of the cys
to'^^ards the rij^bt side. As there hail been partial left hemiplegia
«vcr tioce the brst attack, as likewise the tendon reflex on the left

aide was exaggerated, and the deviation of the eyes daring the

atticks was towards tho right side. Dr. Morgnn looked upon the

case as one of J.acksonian epilepsy, duo to some gro's cortical lesion

(pr ibably syphilitic) in the Rolandic area of the right side, and not as

one of mere reflex epilepsy.

Siiliiri' of Tendons.—Some cases of suture of tendons wore related

by Mr. T. Jones. They will be published in full in thu Journal.

CLINICAL SOCIETY OF MANCHESTER.
TtTESDAY, Decemiier 20th, 1887.

S. Woodcock, M.D., President, in the Chair.

CEdcma of Larynx.—Dr. 0. H. Darvin related the history of a

case of osderaa of the larj-nx, etc.
,
produced by the action of raw spirit

(brandy), which had accidentally entered the glottis during syncope.

The patient was a widow, aged 45, who, while suffering from an attack

of diarrhcci, fainted at stool, and her sister, who was attending,

poured some raw brandy into her mouth, where it remained for a few

seconds, and was drawn by the next inspiration into tho larynx and
bronchi. Here it caused immediate and alarming dyspmri, followed

by spasmodic cough and great pain in the ears. The throat was seen

to bo intensely red, and the voice was reduced to a whisper. There
was found great congestion and swelling of the ventricular bands,

which partly hid the vocal cords ; and the whole of the lining mem-
brane, so far as could be seen, was intensely red and swollen.

Bronchial nilcs were heard all over tho chest and back, and fremittis

was distinctly perceptible over a large area. There was much pain

behind the sternum increased on inspiration, and incessant coughing,

with expectoration of frothy mucus tinged with blood. Tho treat-

ment consisted of ice to suck, hot fomentations to neck and chest, and
nutritive suppositories. On examination twelve hours afterwards the

whole throat and larynx were covered with straw-coloured blisters,

and there was great uneasiness, to relieve which steam inhalations

were used. The following morning the cedema was much increased

and the breathing very dilHeult, with gasping and crowing inspira-

tion. The patient gradually recovered.

Jlrjlcx Paralysis.—Mr. Heebjirt Ltind read notes of two cases of

so-called reflex paralysis, occurring in two women, aged respectively

28 and 27 years. The exciting cause in both was carious molar teeth

in the lower jaw, producing sudden weakness in tho nght arm, the

weakness increasing gradually to a maximum, so that the arm could

only by a great effort bo abducted and raised, and disappearing

abruptly on removal of the teeth. In the second of tho two cases the

weakness had existed for three months, and disappeared in a few

hours after extraction of the teeth. Similar cases had been published

by Mr. Salter ((fiiy's Hospital Jleporls, 1868). Mr. Lund then men-
tioned the theories as to tho pathology of these cases : 1. Dr. Brown-
Sequard's, that peripheral irritation of a sensory nervo produced
ana;mia of the cord and impiirment of nutrition and function. In

the Guy's Hospital Reports, 1861, Sir W. Gull refutes this opinion.

2. Lewisson's "inhibitory theory," demonstrated by his experiments

npon rabbits ; squeezing the kidney, uterus, or iutestines of a rabbit

producing paraplegia, the paralysis disappearing at onca when tho

pressure was relieved. The three classes of " urinary paraplegias " of

Professor Charcot were next enumerated ; (1) Paraplegia in which tho

spinal cord is the seat of an inflammation. (2) Paraplegia, invasion

rapid, cessation sudden, spinal cord unaffected. (3) Paraplegia da-

pending upon direct propagation of morbid process from bladder,

along nerves, to the cord. Tho second class Professor Charcot calls

"reflex paraplegia," and under this heading Mr. Lund submitted
that his two cases might be included.

Eni-hondroma of Finger.—Mr. E. S. Bishop showed a ca=e of single

enchondroma of a finger. The patient was aged 29, and the growth
had lasted twenty- five years. Ho pointed out that chondromata of

the hand were usually multiple, and sprang from the medulla ; thi?,

on the contrary, was single, and arose from the deeper layers of the

periosteum, thus resembling the tumours of this class springing fiom

near the articular ends of long bones.—Mr. JoNEs doubted the peri-

pheral origin of the chondroma ; bat Dr. Harkls confiiiu'd Mr.

Bishop's observation that the phalanx from which the tumour had
sprung was intact, except as to its periosteal covering.

Alopt-Hi.—Dr. Eames showed a collier, aged 21, affected with com-
plete alopecia. The patient's hair began to fall off about four ytars

before. A wash of hyposulphite of soda was used, and tho disease

appeared to be cured. Twelve months ago tho affection returned,

and by April last all hair had disappeared from tho body, except in

the axilloe. It remained in this sta*e until last September, but hair

was now again appearing.
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ABERDEEN, BANFF, AND KINCARDINE BRANCH.
Wednesday, December 21st, 18S7.

Charles Smith, M A., M.R C.S., President, in the Chair.

Ojjht!ui!mop!aj!a Kdcnia.—'Dr. McKenzie Davidson showed a case

ot bilateral ophthalmoplegia externa. The patient was a healthy

woman, aged 26, of good family history. Eight years previously she

began to complain of pain in the eyes, and discomfort, as if there

were sand in them, with slight watering. At the present time the

patient had double ptosis. On lifting the eyelids both eyes were

seen to look outwards. The light eye could follow the finger inwards

to a certain extent, but the left had no power of movement inwards

at all. Otherwise the condition of the eyes was normal, nor did the

discs show any trace of previous neuritis. These symptoms—almost
complete paralysis of both third nerves—pointed to a central lesion

located at the lower part of the third nerve nucleus. Dr. Davidson

could not discover any obvious cause. Though her appearance was

suggestive of syphilis, no history of that disease could be elicited.

The treatment consisted in the exhibition of iodide of potash gradually

increased.

Jlt-Untion of Urine.—Dr. UequhART read notes of some cases of

retention of urine.

Cancerous Uterus.—Professor Ogston showed a specimen of can-

cerous uterus which he had removed through the vagina. The cervix

showed a distinct rim of healthy mucous membrane surrounding the

"cauliflower" vegetations. The patient got up eighteen days after

the operation, and left the hospital in three weeks.

Iiitra-aheolar Fracture of Central Incisor.—\)t. W. H. "Williasison

showed a specimen of intra-alveolar fracture of a right central incisor.

There was a double fracture of the dentine at one point and of the

cementum at another. The cementum had evidently united after the

first fracture, and long after had been fractured at a different point.

The pulp had been completely calcified.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

Ox THE Animal Alkaloids, the Ptomaine.'?, Leucomaines, and

Entractives in their Pathological Belation.s, being a Short

Summary of Recent Researches as to the Origin of Some Diseases

by or through the Physiological Processes going on during Life.

By Sir William Aitken, M.D,, F.R.S. London: H. K. Lewis.

Wb have given in full the title of this little book, as it states exactly

what the contents really are. Its pages, the Professor states, owe
their existence to a lecture delivered by him introductory to the course

of instruction at the Army Medical School at Netley.

The investigations underlying the most important practical work
of the military medical officer relate, we understand, especially to the

causation of diseases, with a view to their prevention. There is no
disease which apparently acknowledges a single cause ; but rather

there are many and ever varying factors or conditions which, as an-

tecedents, combine to produce disease. Many physiological agents

undoubtedly aid and abet those factors ; but we must regard the phy-
siological agencies the-usslves as competent, under certain abnormal
conditions, of generating many forms of disease.

The author deals first with the elaboration of toxic alkaloids and of

azotised uncrystallisable extractives from proteid substances, and
shows how they are the necessary products of vital physiological pro-

cesses. He next deals with the pathology and symptoms of poison-

ing by these bodies, poisoning as the result of an accumulation of

normally elaborated but toxic products ; and he thus accounts, after

a careful study of the physiology and pathology of fatigue fever, for

the origin of certain constitutional diseases, such as the typhus of

armies and of camps. What is true of fatigue fever and of typhus
ftvcr. Sir W. Aitken says is equally true as regards typhoid, and he is

convinced of its occasional spc ntaneous origin.

The researches of Professor Gautier and others have now abundantly
proved thit not only alter death, but even during life, the animal
organism, by virtue of its physiological powers, is able to elaborate

the alkaloids to which the name of leucomaines has been applied,

bodies which are, many of them, essentially toxic in their properties,

and which rtsemble so closely the poisonous cadaveric alkaloids to

which Selmi first called attention. This subject receives due atten-

tion at the author's hands, who treats the whole question from its

clinical aspect in a most creditable manner. The book, indeed, is

well worthy of perusal, not only by the army surgeon, but also by

e7ery physician who is interested in sich an important problem in

medicine.

The work that has been done and the diacoveries that have ' een

made in connection with these animal alkaloids are very cxteniive,

but we cannot yet comprehend their full significance, far less forecast

the numerous and important results to which we have every reason to

believe they will lead. Therefore it is that, filled with hope and

assurance, we look confidently forward, with Sir William Aitken, for

more of the same thoughtful work, so as to accelerate those dis-

coveries which promise such a great and glorious futare for patho-

logy and practical medicine.

The NATtniAL History op Cow-fox and Vaccinal Syphilis.

By Charles Creighton, M.D. London: CasscU and Co.,

Limited.

It is important for the candid reader of this work to bear in mind the

elementary and well ascertained facts as to the formation of matter.

However much the cosmogony or creation of the world had puzzled

philosophers of former ages, a fresh departure, made in 1797,

placed the question in so clear a light that it makes a fit preface to the

arguments of Dr. Creighton. At that date we learnt for certain that

a primaival point, ot puncttim salicns, of the universe, evolving itself

by its own energies, moved forward in a right line, ad infinitum., till

it grew tired. After which, the right line which it had generated be-

gan to put itself in motion in a lateral direction, describing an area of

infinite extent ; and, further, that this area, as soon as it became con-

scious of its existence, succeeded in forming a solid space, filled with

vacuum—a suitable nidus for the generation of chaotic matter ; from

the accumulation or deposit of which, as a centre, suns were projected,

and from them planets, resulting eventually in organisation. And as

with the creation of other matter, so it has been, we now learn, with

the creation of vaccine lymph ; it had its own origin, and has sirce

demonstrated its own inherent powers. Though discovered about the

same time that the cosmogony was explained, we have hitherto been

in the position of a Sanchoniathon, Beroaus, or Ocellus Lucanus abcnt

iti nature. And now Dr. Creighton has removed the veil which, for

many years, had obscured its origin.

Thanks to an inspired d. volution from Professor Hirsch, Dr. Creigh-

ton was able, some vears ago, to a-sure us that small-pox was the

linear descendant of an originally innocent eruption, occurring in pre-

historic times, among dirty Indians and Africans ; and had a.-quired

its specific and communicable ability by powers, nowise originally pos-

sessed by it, but yet inherent in it, and depending upon circumstances

fjr their development. To this luminous doctrine the present work

is a sequel. Vaccinia, however, differs from small-pox in not having

yet attained the ability to disseminate itself atmospherically ; it i.",

indeed, within measurable distance of its origin, and cannot be sup-

posed at present to possess its final powers. It has grown, however,

from an antecedent ulcerative process in the cow—not, indeed, pre-

historic, but in our times. Harmless pimples (harmless, but

potential for harml forming on a cow's teats become ulcers by

the merciless manipulations of milkers ; those pimples, instead

of dying away as pimples should, obtain in their ulceration a

specific, "transmissible qu.ality ; and go on to become iiioculable

from cow to cow, from cow to man—in man commonly being

vesicular, but always having a tendency to revert to the original

ulcerative process of the cow. It is that reversion that constitutes

" vaccinal syphilis." This " svphilis " has no concern with venereal

syphilis. The ulcerated arms of individual children, and the groups

of syphilitic inoculations that we read of, are alike manifestations of

this reversion to type. As with "vaccinal syphUis " so, we know

(on Dr. Creighton's authority), with vecereal syphilis ;
it has originated

at some time in a simple scratch or sore, and by degrees, as time

and opportunity have been given it, it has become a transmissible

All this is very conclusive and satisfactory ; of evidence we have

none ; nor do such theses stand in need of evidence. In its

place Dr. Creighton bases his claim to the verdict of the pro-

fession and the public largely upon abuse of the plaintiffs at-

torney. He shows up with much detail what he characterises as

Jenne'r's sophistries and falsehoods. Readers who have not got at

hand a library of early vaccination literature have scant means of

learning the facts ot that period for themselves ; but we may observe

in passing that they will do wisely to verify each statement of our

author before accepting him. His chief claim to be heard, however,

is based on his own certain and infallible knowledge ;
and he kiadly

warns the " apologists of a contrary doctrine that he appeals to facts

that are as well authenticated as any facts can be ;" and such people
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mu^t bew«r« how thoy attotnpt to wrap thenrnOvcs in »ny " mantle of

orthodoxy." He does, not sttfiiipt to add to our knowledge of the

protective powers of yaccination ; and ho gives us no assistance to-

wanls ifdiirinc whuteyer of risk there may be in the operation as

nowadays practised.

Wo louKl hiiTc wished that it had fallen within the scope of Dr.

Creijs'hton's essay to notice a hypothesis of Dr. liirdwood, of the ship

hospitals, another recent contrihutor to the literature of small-pox.

This disease, being primarily a skin allection, anti caused by germs
that ro.tch the susceptible inaividual through the atmosphere, is con-

fluent or discrete, severe or slight, according as more or loss of the

germinating matter happens to fall npon the skin of the individual.

Thi.s is, of oourso, why a person living near a small-pox hospital is

more liable to attack than a more distant person-; this is no doubt
the reason why the face gets most pustules ; and this (though wo
never heard of the fact) is why persnns of large superficial area obtain

more numerons small-pox pustules than smaller persons. As the con-

stitutional effect of small-pox results from the local complaint, a cer-

tain security against death as well as against attack should bo pos-

sessed by persons having small dimensions. Dr. Birdwood's evidence

on this point is not yet forthcoming, but for the present we may
commend Dr. Creighton's book to his study, and bid him beware
of holes, exposing needless ekin, in the mantle of his orthodoxy.

A JlAXl'.^L OF B.lKDAOINll, AKAITED FOR SELF-lNSTRtTCTION. By
C Hesri Leo^iard, a.m., il.D., Michigan. Second Edition.

Bailliftro, Tindall, and Cox.

A HA.NPr.ooK OF Roller Bandaging. By Fanky E. FoLLAriER.

- Griffith Farran. 1887.

AiiDULAKUF, LECTUREa. By J. M. . Martin, M.D. J. and A.

Churchill. 18S7. .-.„.'

ACOIDKNTAL Ix.IttRrEa, THEIR RUIIBF AND IMMEDIATE TREAT-

MENT. By James C-vntlie, M.A., M.B., F.R.C.3. William

Clowes and Sons. 1S87.

TiiR tir!>t of the above-mentioned works by Dr. Leonard, of Michigan,
is one of the clearest and best manuals of the kind we have seen.

Ccrtiinly the preface tarnishes, to oiir minds, the brightness of the
work itself, for it is truly, as he allows, a chapter of preliminary
egotism to which we are unused in onr sober ways. But the material
contained in the book is so practically laid before the reader and so

clearly given that we cannot help being more than pleased with the
work. We do not know any manual on the subject so well illustrated,

and ihc author has adopted a method which we recognise as extremely
valnible and original. All his diagrams—and they number 139—are

done in white lines on a black ground, with the result of making
them far clearer than the usual diagrams. But not only are the dia-

grams clear, they are correctly drawn, and ox[ilain themselves in a way
we mrely .see.

Moreover, the explanations and directions for use are particularly
good—concise, clear, and practical—and are evidently the outcome of
a large experienco in the manipulative work of bandaging. They are
expra^scd with the downrightnes.s for which our American brethren
are proverbially famons, and we have here many common-sense re-

mark.s which will be nscfnl to learners and to practitioners alike. In
a small manual of 160 pages it would bo difficult to find practical in-

foxnation so clearly and ftiUy ^ven.
. It would be unreasonable to expeot tho work to give everything
that could be given in a subject which allows of so many little fads
tad preferences according to such manipulator's tancies and dexterity

;

fant th» author has tried to, include many other applications of minor
nrgery, and the lirat twenty.iive pages are dovotod tc poultices, the
use of 'diarpie or cotton wool, and tho difl'crcnt kinds of compress,
while the last fifty pages include chapters on immovable dressings,
•trappings, and tho dilferent kinds of knots. But we would recom-
mend the author to give the plan described in Heath's Minor Stirqery
ta by far the best direction for tying a reef knot, and one which every
dresser ought to be aware of.

The work has deservedly reached a second edition, and we feel it

an be cordially recommended as a sound and useful guide for English
students and for nur?<js, and those wishing to learn more of bandaging
than is usually learned in ambnlauco classes.

The second is a small sixpenny pamphlet of twenty pages,
meant for pupiln atfonding ambulance cla<ses. It has a largo number
of illustrations, v.-hii )i (\jrtainly do not rcllect credit on the draughts-
man for their tieauty, clearness, or correctness. W« do not expect a

little book of this kind to contrast f.ivourably with .nch a work as has

been noticed above, but we feel that a simple work for beginners should

bo written rUaily and illustrated well. Pupils of the ambulance classes

will be wiser to got a better, it rather more flu) ensivo, handbook.

There is one piice of advice the authoress gives, which is good if pupils

will give thcmsolvos time to practise it, and which few refer to on
teaching bandaging, and that is to be ablo to use the right and the

loft hand in applying the bandage to opposite limbs.

In the amliUauce lectures of Dr. Maktix will bo found very sonnd
advice clearly given, and well illustrated. Wo have here six lectures

which will servo as an excellent guide to those giving such a course,

and at the same time thoy will be acceptable to pupils as a reference

book of immediate aid to tho injured. Tho language used is clear,

and the advice full of common sense, which will be found useful, while

the illustrations, which number fifty-three, are many of them very

practical, as showing how to utilise simple means at hand. The lec-

tures include (1) Au Outline of the Human Body, with a description

of the simplest or most necessary appliances ; (2) Hemorrhage and
its Treatment ; (3) Fractures

; (4) Shock, Choking, and Suffocation
;

(5) Methods of Lifting and Carrying the Sick and Injured; (C) Nursing,

and an Appendix on Roller Bandaging. The work can be strongly re-

commended.
In the small manual of Mr. Cantlie, on Accidental Injuries, we have

a fuller work than the last ; and the fact that this is the twelfth

edition is an evidence of its popularity. Tho name given to the sub-

ject is a rather faulty one ; for whether tho icjurios are accidental or

intentional can make no difference in the treatment to bo adopted.

It is not often that a work runs to twelve editions in four years, and

we must congratulate the author upon his well deserved success. In

the present edition he has added a chapter on tho systematised forms

of loading, carrying, and unloading stretchers as adapted to civil Ufe,

and recommended by the St. John Ambulance Association, and as

many as forty-two new woodcuts appear in the work. The style is

clear, and the directions for the different kinds of bandaging, carry-

ing, lifting, and improvising surgical appliances, are just what will prove

useful to those wishing to profit by ambulance classes. It is, however,

more a work of referenco for beginners than the lectures previously

noticed, and has evidently been extensively used by those who have

had to prepare such lectures, as well as by tho classes attending

them.

tjEr.F.r. DEN ElNFLUS.t; DES KOCHSAIZ ITND GLAFBERSALZHALTIGEN

MinerALWAssERS aitp einiok Faotoren des Stoffwechsbls.

Von Dr. B. London, Carlsbad.

The action of mineral waters containing chloride and sulphate of soda

upon the nitrogenous exchanges in the body, as well as on the excre-

tion in the urine of the sodic chloride of the food, has received much
attention of late years ; but the results obtained by different observers

cannot be said to agree very closely. Seegen, for example, in some

papers of his we reviewed some time ago, maintained that the inges-

tion of sodic sulphate diminished the nitrogenous waste of the tissues,

the body thus becoming richer in nitrogenous compounds, but poorer

in the non-nitrogenous, particularly the fats. In tho excrements,

however, he found no diminution in the amount of nitrogenous sub-

stances, but the water of the ixcea was increased, and tho amount of

urine either unaltered or diminished in quantity. Other observors,

on the contrary, such as Bischoff, Voit, and Pettenkofor, etc., have

obtained dilferent results. Bischoff, for instance, found that a large

addition of sodic chloride to the food increased the urea excreted,

the i|nantity rising in proportion to the volume of water poured out

;

the ingestion of much water also causing a similar increase. And
according to Voit, an augmented nitrogenous tissue-waste occurs in

consequence of the ingestion of sodic chloride, a decided diuretic

action also manifesting itself. The endosmotic equivalent of the sul-

phate he further found to be greater than that of the chloride.

Tho results of a great many other observers are given as to the in-

creased consumption of albumen in the tissue colls when water is im-

bibed in considerable quantities ; and reference is made to Professor

Hay's conclusions that a very slight increase in the urea excretion

occurs when sodic chloride and sulphate are largely taken, and that

after some hours diuresis sets in with consequent concentration of the

blood.

Although the author, as the result of a series of carefully con-

ducted and laborious experiments with Carlsbad mineral waters, was

unable to arrive at any positive conclusions as to the excretion of

nitrogen and the albumen exchanges in the organism, yet he uni-

formly found that tho ingestion of these waters increases the excre-

tion of the urine, the increase following very rapidly on the ingestion.
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He likewise observed that where the body i3 methodically flooded by

the mineral water, the circulation of the lymph ia the tissues is

quickened, the organic activity is increased, and in the more copious

amounts of fluid poured out at the kidneys, concrements of different

kinds may be eliminated. Further, the peristaltic activity of the in-

testines is heightened in a painless fashion, leading to more copious

motions without diarrhoea.

lONAZ PHILlrr SEMMELWEIS : EINB GESCHICHTLICH-MEDICnnSCKE

SitJDiE. Von Dr. Jacor Bruck. "Wien : Karl Prochaska.

In the first chapter of this monograph a sketch is given of the early

history of puerperal fever as it occurred in some of the chief lying-in

hospitals in Europe, so far as any reliable records are available ; and

we learn that the mortality from this cause varied greatly, sometimes

being as low as \\ per cent., and sometimes as high as 2t; percent.

Till Semmeiweis's time the theories held as to this disease were of the

vaguest and most varied kind. He appears, however, to have been

really the first to regard it as the result of a wound infection, and as

a process identical with pyemia. Indeed, he laid it down as a fever

produced by the absorption from the inner surface of the uterus of

decomposed animal matter, generated in the patient herself, or con-

veyed to her by unwashed hands or instruments.

Semmeiweis's life was really a short one, for, born in 1818, he died

in 1865, at the early age of 47 ; but short as his life was, his energy

and genius enabled him to accomplish much.

The evil effects produced by the contact of dead animal matter with

the genitals of pregnant or lying-in women, conveyed on the fingers

of students or medical men from the dead house or dissecting room,

were clearly recognised by him, and we find him in 1S47 recommending

the hands of all who had to do with the lying-in room to be thoroughly

wa.shed in chlorine water. By this means he was able greatly to re-

duce the mortality in his wards. Not only did he recognise the

poisonous character of putrid animal matter, but he likewise regarded

the living secretions as being capable, under certain conditions, of

producing puerperal fever ; and he pointed out the dangerous

qualities of the lying-in chamber, if tainted with animal exhala-

tions. AVe notice further that he brought his views forward in

London in 18-48, and a paper of his is to be found in the Medico-

Chirurgval Transactknis (vol. xxxiii) " On the Causes of the En-

demic Puerperal Fever in Vienna." But little attention, we are sorry

to say, appears to have been paid to his theories, although their truth

we are now bound to acknowledge. Semmelweis was certainly, in

some respects, in advance of his time, and this led ultimately to his

withdrawal from Vienna to his native Pesth. During his six years'

superintendence of the St. Rochus's Hospital in that city only eight

deaths occurred from puerperal fever in 933 deliveries. In 1855 ho was
appointed professor of midwifery at the high school. His prophy-

lactic measures against the occurrence of puerperal fever consisted, as

far as possible by the means at his command, in hindering the en-

trance of decomposing materials from without, in preventing internal

decompositions, and in removing at once any products of these de-

compositions. He further tried to introduce these antiseptic measures

into operative gynajcology. In some measure we may therefore say,

without detracting in the least from the honours so deservedly due to

Lister, that Semmelweis anticipated some of the antiseptic methods of

that distinguished surgeon.

The whole monograph must prove most interesting to all

obstetric physicians, and the author deserves every credit for the

able manner in which he has advanced the claims of Semmelweis, a

physician who certainly deserves to have his name held in thankful

remembrance by his fellow citizens.

Mateknity, Infancy, and Childhood : Adapted especially to the

Use of Mothers, etc. By John M. Keetino, M.D., Visiting

Obstetrician, and Lecturer on the Diseases of V/'omen and Chil-

dren, Philadelphia Hospital, etc. Edinburgh : Young J. Pent-

land. 1887.

The supply of works, large and small, on the hygiene of pregnancy

and the care of infants is certiinly, so far as number goes, in excess

of the demand, and an addition to the number is only justifiable if

the work is one of decided merit. The author really appears to have

complied with this condition ; the numerous practical suggestions

distributed throughout the boob testify to his experience of the

subjects he treats, and his stylo is pleasing as well as clear. It is

obviously difficult to say anything new with respect to the precau-

tions to be taken during pregnancy, or the management of the

new-born infant ; but there is scope for observation and improve-

ment when we come to the question of rearing infants by any other

than the maternal supply. ,<•
Mothers and nurses caJi never 'be too strongly impressed with the

necessity for caution in the "preparation and administration

of the artificial food to which recourse must be had. A number of

useful formulffi are given for making cow's milk resemble the human
secretion ; but they all contain milk-sugar, a substance which, as the

author himself informs us, is peculiarly liable to turn acid. We may
note that the author prefers the "average" mixed milk to that

obtained from one cow, except in the country. The directions for

peptonising milk are quoted from a lecture by Mr. Fairchild, and

cover the whole ground ; but the author abstains from offering any

opinion as to the value of this method of feeding— an unfortunate

omission, even if intentional, for it is a department which is just now

to the front.

The lists of difl'erent foods comprise many not known in this

country. Vith reference to weaning the child. Dr. Eeetlng is of

opinion that, after four or six months' nursing, the gradual addi-

tion to the dietary of a bottle is of advantage, and he gives some

useful hints as to the choice of season. Dr. Keeling sets his face

against the indiscriminate use of perambulators, the evil results of

which " any mother can see for herself by going to one of the city

parks," and mothers would do well to bear his remarks in mind.

The author disclaims any intention of countenancing the admini-

stration of drugs, except when ordered by medical men ;
but he is

too liberal in his allusions to the eilects of this or that drug, items

of information which directly conduce to that undesirable result. It

seems extraordinary that he should find it necessary to warn

parents that "it is a very great mistake" to procure sleep for their

children by means of "bromide, valerianate of ammonia, brardy, or

gin." Is it not rather an exaggeration to ascribe rickets in the chil-

dren of the well-to-do to " high pressure and nervous exhaustion,"

etc. ? High pressure is the fashionable bogey just now, but it can

scarcely operate at an age when rickets is to be feared.

Chapter xii, on Diseases of the Ear and Ej-e, is written by Dr. Turn-

bull. Both Dr. Keeting and his colleagues attach great importance

to children being taught to blow the nose properly, and allude to this

very frequently. Dr. Turnbull relies on Valvalva's method for the

relief of many aural symptoms, but he omits to convey the necessary

caution as to its use. He trespasses a good deal on what should be

the exclusive domain of the medical man, but in other respectsthis

chapter is very recommendable. The chapter on Nasal Affections,

by Dr. MacCoy, of PhUadelphia, is rather too technical for

the ordinary reader. The chapter on Throat Diseases is not

equal to those which precede it, and the author's classification

is obscure indeed. Nevertheless, the book as a whole undemaUy

attains a high standard of excellence, and may safely be recom-

mended as a reliable and comprehensive guide to the management

of childhood.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Sprains, their Consequences atid Treatment. By C. W. Maxseu
MouLLiN, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S. 1887. (H. K. Lewis: London).—

SVe have in this volume a carefully written essay on the subject,

rather dealing with it from a phUosophical point of view than from

the practical view of the lecturer to popular ambulance classes, or

even as adapted to the wants of the busy practitioner. The general

principles of treatment are very carefully and fully considered, but it

would be difficult for student or practitioner to learn what the author

would recommend as the most appropriate treatment in sprain of any

particular joint. It should rather be read by the student before he

becins to see the practice of surgery, and much as we recognise the

soundness of the views held by the author, we do not think the work

so likely to be popular as the more practical ones which are now

issued. And yet there is very much that is practical, rather hidden

away in the masses of this volume, for the chapters on treatment by

heat, cold, pressure, rest, forcible manipulation, and massage, are

very complete, and make up a large proportion of the book. The

whole is carefully written, and will repay thoughtful perusal, for the

author, though strongly in favour of active measures of manipulation

when joints have become fixed, is inclined to the simpler terms of

treatment in ordinary cases, and the bolder methods of some modem
writers are looked upon with only partial favour. The chapter on

massage is particularly good, though it assumes more knowledge of

the process than is often possessed, and its mode of apphcation to

different limbs is not sufficiently described. There is, however, much
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in this book that doa not roaiiily appear, and we would recommend
a mnch fuller index than at present irxists, for the reader loses much
that would prove useful to him for refirence.

The Axlntiad. No. 1 8, Vol. iv. —This number begins with a lengthy
article on (he Clinical History of Scarlet Fover, in which Dr. Ricn.VRn-
RON discusses several questions of special interest at the present
time, when the recent epidemic of the disease in the metropolis seems
to be on the wane. As to the occurrence of scarlet fever at differ-

ent periods of life, ho shows that it attacks most frciiucntly in the
third and fourth years of life. In London the chief incidence of the
disease is in the lour months from Septembtr to Dttember, inclusive,
whilst in New York, during the months from July to November, in-

clusive, the death-rate from the disease is below the averatre. As to

the recurrence of scarlet fever in the same inJiviJutil, the author
states that he can discover, neither in literature nor in general ex-
perience, a case in which a second att.ick of scarlet fever nas proved
fatal. The mortality from the disease, its types, idiopathic and rheu-
matic scarlet fever, the pathology and poisou of the disease, and its

treatment, are headings of sections of this useful article. The Thysio-
lojjy of Gocd and Evil, forms the subject of an article, which is closed
with the following dictum, that " Emphatically, science re echoes the
saying in all its solemn import; 'The wages of sin is death.'" A
biographical sketch of John Brown, M.D., and the Brunonian system
follows, in which the traits of character and person of that physician
are well portrayed

; whilst a portrait of him occupies the place of
honour at the beginning of the book. A few other short articles go
to make up the substance of this number, which, with the index and
table of contents thereto appended, completes the fourth volume of a
work which, whatever else may ho thought of it, still maintains the
character for industry and speculation of its author.

Dermatitis Venenata : an Account of the Action of External Irritants
upon the Skin. By James C. WniTE, M.D. (Boston, Mass.: Cup-
pies and Hurd. 1887).—Under the title Dermatitis Venenata Dr.
White has given the profession a book which, as a work of reference,
will be useful to all those engaged in the practice of medicine, and will bo
indispensable to all those who are more specially interested in materia
mcdica. He has discussed in a clear, concise, and systematic form the
action of all substances belonging to the vegetable, animal, and
mineral kingdoms which are known to produce dermatitis when
applied to the human skin. Dermatitis of this kind is common
among dyers, printers, chemists, silk-weavers, manufacturers of coloured
papers and cloths, soap-makers, etc., and amongst a different class of
persons, those, namely, who not infrequently irritate their skin by
the nse of cosmetics. The list of substances who.se action is discussed
by Dr. White is very large. The work is entirely systematic, and is

written in a scientific spirit. As a solid contribution to practical
medicine, we cordially recommend it to our readers.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Eczema. By Tom Robinson, M.D.
(Ijondon : J. and A. Churchill. 1887).^Dr. Robinson has had con-
siderable experience in observing and treating eczema, and has assimi-

lated with more or less success the ideas of Professor Laycock, Sir
James Paget, and Mr. Hutchinson ; we fear not always with complete
success. Dr. Robinson believes that eczema is due to a physical pecu-
liarity in the structures of epiblastic origin, and that persons who have
the eczematous diathesia have certain peculiarities, namely, "a ten-

dency to become bald or grey early in life ; their teeth degenerate
early, .sometimes the incisors are pitted or marked tran.sversely, they
wear down and fall out in some instances in the most unexpected way.
The nails are also of great interest in those patients, and present many
forms of malformation ; in some instances they are marked by white
spots or white transverse lines, they are pitted with small circular
depressions, or they ara marked by transverse furrows ; the longi-
tudinal flutings are exaggerated in others. The shape of the nail is

also of importance. It is often flat, sometimes even concave in its

upper anrface, and is frequently shaped like a shield ; and they are

often the subject of fatty degeneration of the cornea, constituting the
state which is called atcns senilis." The chapters on the diagnosis
and treatment of eczema contain nothing that calls for remark.

Letla's Medical Ledger. (London: Cassell and Co., Limited.)

—

This handy volume has been arranged with the object of ficilitating

book-keeping, and lessetjing the trouble which the practitioner in-

curs in keeping his ledger. It h arranged for nse in conjunction
with ZelU's iledical Diary, and is calculated to render the keeping
of .accurate accounts, without unnecessary detail, a matter of easy
attainment When the diary has been used as a journal, the data

are then posted to their respective accounts in tho le Iger. The use
of abbreviations in these books materially lessens the amount of

writing which is required when ordinary daybooks and ledgers are
used. The publishers of tho Medical Ledger state that they will

be glad to receive suggestions for tho improvement of the work,
which, we may remark, is published in foolscap size, with 400 or

500 pages ; also in quarto, with 200 or 100 pages.

The Climatic Treatment of PlUhisii in the Slate of Colorado. By
M. CuAKTERis, M.D.—In this little pamphlet Dr. Cnarteris gives the
ri suits of an autumn visit to Colorado, with some remarks on the
climate of that picturesque State and its adaptability to the case of
tho consumptive. He claims for Colorado that it possesses all the
advantages which have made Davos famous, with the additional re-

commeiulation that it is suitable for continuous residence throughout
the year, and oilers the prospect of remunerative employment to those
who are sulliciently recovered to resume their avocations. These are
solid advantages, and in view of them, and in the growing popularity
of high altitudes iu phthisis, it is not surprising that our American
brethren unhesitatingly give the palm to Colorado among the multi-
tude of compating sanatoria for phthisis. Dr. Charteris advises that
the consumptive should pass the winter at one of the health resorts in
Colorado, of which Colorado Springs seems the most desirable, and
then proceed to a ranclie in the spring. By this means tho essential

point of continuous open-air life may be secured, and well-paid
though rather rough work may be obtained by those who desire it.

We are somewhat surpri.'ed that Dr. Charteris should include
Denver, a town with 80,000 inhabitants, among the desirable places
for the consumptive, as the noxious influence upon phthisis of the air

of large towns is now well understood ; and his own figures show that
in 1886, of 991 deaths in Denver, no fewer than l86 were due to
phthisis—a proportion higher than that of some English cities. He
shows, however, that of this number only twenty contracted the dis-

ease in Colorado, which confirms the growing impression that the air

of high altitudes is infinitely more ellicacious for prophylaxis than^

for cure. Ii; seems not improbable that in the case of persons with
hereditary consumptive tendency, or who are otherwise threatened
with the disease, the routine treatment will one day include resort to
one of the high-altitude stations. Dr Charteris gives a few cases in
illustration of his views, but the clinical details might have been
more fully given. His views generally on climate are up to date,

but some questionable statements are made, such as the remark that
a sea- voyage tends to produce hemoptysis. It would be a misfortune
if the idea should prevail that h;emorrhage was any decided contra-
indication to allowing the consumptive the excellent chance of re-

covery which a prolonged residence on shipboard in some cases affords.

There is really no evidence to prove that this opinion is correct.

Outlines for the Management of Diet in Health and Disease. By
Edward Tunis Bruen, Physician to the Philadelphia and Uni-
versity Hospitals. (Edinburgh: Young J. Pentland. 1887).—This,
book is one of fie " practical lessons in nursing" series, and its sub-
stance was originally delivered to the nurses of tho training schools of
the Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, and women's hospitals..

The first chapter takes up the elementary physiology of digestion p
but, bearing iu mind that the work is presumably destined to educate
and instruct non-medical persons, the author has failed to place him-
self on a level with his readers. Ho talks of "metabolism" and
"assimilation," "succus entericus " and " arterial tension," without
reflecting that such terms must be diflicult of comprehension to persons
outside the pale of the profession. The same fault pervades the subse-

quent chapters. Tho information, for example, that nitrogenous prin-

ciples undergo resolution into urea and a "complementaiy hydrocar--

bonaceous product" is of doubtful value. There is an extensive tabu-
lated list of food substances arranged in the order of their digesti-

bility, in which black tea is classed as "easy of digestion," aud
apples rank with cooked fruits. With due allowance for individual

peculiarities, however, such lists may doubtless serve a useful pur-
po.':c. The author very properly objects to tho habitual use of alco-
holic beverages, except when prescribed by tho physician as medi-
cines, but it is open to doubt whether the cocoa milk substitute will'

become popular in lieu thereof. His advice to elderly people to partake-

of brandy, whisky, or gin "just before or with the meals" savours of
physiological heresy, as docs the permission given subsequently that

tea may be used "without detriment if taken without food;" but»

in justice to the author, it must bo remarked that he inculcates tho

greatest caution and reserve in theuie of stimulants, whether alcoholic,

or otherwise. Water is evidently the author's favourite beverages.
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and "should be freely used between meals." We cannot subscnbe

moreover, to the assertion that " inorganic substances in drinking

water unless they carry with them sewage matter, are unpleasant rather

Zn harmful." It is hardly correct either that charcoal is the only

depuraHve substance which can be safely and yet effectively mingled

with water without communicating taste or hurtful properties. Ran-

IlsUtements of this kind do not add matemly to the value of

the book. Allusion is made to the " popular fallacy " of supposing

that better milk can be obtained ffom one cow, and the mixed supp >

is preferred, but it is a most dangerous fallacy on the author s part to

assert that placing milk on ice " obviates any probability of the trans
_

mssion of poise noas microbes into the system '

_
The addition of

Two ounces of lime water to half an ounce of mdk is certainly exces-

sive though this mixture is credited to Meigs. Perhaps two ounces is

amsprint^forteaspoonfuls, which is ample. On the whole the book

is not up to the usual mark, although it contains much information

of a practical kind.

The Smry for 1888 of the Sanitary Record a-ad Lcidon Medical

Jiccordgoes far towards attaining the object which 1^=/ ^eenJield in

view in its preparation, namely, to provide a ^andy and compendious

vade ni«:«>/for the professional man and sanitary olhcial_-a book in

which he may not only record his appointments and doings of each

day and be reminded of duties which the recurrence of particular

dates imposes upon him, but to which he can turn with confidence for

facts, figures, statistics, suggestions, instructions, references addresse

ofsociefies, and manifold other hints and helps for which he must

otherwise have recourse to a whole library of books. Besides the

Viary proper the volume contains a full and careful review of the Acts

on sanitary matters passed during last session ;
an account of the

various diplomas in public health which exist, and how to obtain

them ; an article on the duties of householders ;
instructions as to

vaccination, both with human and with animal lymph ;
abstracts of

the statute law as to various sanitary subjects ; an interesting article

bv Mr Goschen on the reform of local government ;
and a quantity ol

other 'generally useful information such as is continually wanted.

Such a book is of constant value to persons engaged in sanitary work.

Medical Biagnosis ; A Manual of Clinical Methods By J. Graham

Brown, M.D. (London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co. 1887).—Ur.

Graham Brown's work has reached a third edition in a very short time

and the present issue fully justifies the favourable notice we gave of

its predecessors. The book is admirable, full of valuable information,

which is given in the moat concisa and yet inteUigible manner It is

primarily, of course, a student's handbook, but the student s teacher

also will find it a useful book of reference to remind him of methods

not in every day use, and to le'er him to authorities where fuller

details mav be obtained if desired. The style is so condensed as to

be by no "means easy reading. This however is in our opmion a

recommendation, for the book should be in the student s hands at the

bedside and in the clinical laboratory, where the facts themselves may

be studied with its assistance. It were ungracious to find fault where

nearly everything is excellent, yet we maybe allowed to point out

that in estimating the high tension of the pulse, no waining is given

of recurrent pulsation. This is a matter of importance, but almost in-

variably omitted from clinical handbooks. A little fuller account of

Ehrlich's method of staining the tubercle bacilli is desirable ;
in our

hands this has proved by far the most reliable method, but it '"lU cer-

tainly not be found satisfactory if employed exactly as described by

Dr Brown. We would suggest, too, that Sir William Roberts s simple

and essentially clinical methods of estimating albumen and sugar in the

nrine mi"ht find place in the book. Dr. Graham Brown is to be con-

gratulated upon the success of his book, and we recommend it

strongly.

Donations and Bequests.-The Earl of Derby has given

£1 000 to St. Mary's Hospital, Manchester.—Mr. Anna Maria Har-

greaves bequeathed £500 to the Halifax Infirmary -"A. F. i.
_

has

tiven £300 to the Hospital for Sick Children.-The Misses Fairfax

havo civen 100 guineas to the Great Northern Central Hospital, to

name a bed.—The executors of the late Mr. John Henry Smith have

.riven £100 to the London Hospital. -The Hereford General Infirmary

has received £100 under the will of Mrs. Ann Powell, of Whitecross

T oicp —The Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest has received

£100 under the will of Mrs. E. Chambers.-" M. T " has given £100

as a Jubilee Donation to the British Home for Incurables.- A 1 riend

to the Hospital" has given 50 guineas to the Dental Hospital of

London.—The Goldsmiths' Company have given £50 to the Metro-

politan C-invalescent InstituUon.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCETPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINB, SrEGERT, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCLESCES.

ORO.NASAL VEIL ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOE OPHTHAL-
MIC PRACTICE.!

By JOHN WARD COUSINS, M.D.Lond., F.R.C.S..

Senior Surgeon to the Koyal Portsmouth Hospital and to the Portsmouthand
''

Soulh Hants Eye and Ear Infirmary.

The veil represented in the engraving wiU be found very service-

able and convenient by many practitioners engaged in ophthalmic

work. During the examination ot the

fundus of the eye, especially by the direct

method, the faces of the surgeon and the

patient are separated by an interval of only

a few inches, and the respiratory exhala-

tions of many patients under such close

adjustment are often very unpleasant and

disturbing. The veil is suggested as a

simple protection against the expiratory

interchanges which occur during close ex-

amination ; and, from personal experience,

I can recommend its use to any of my pro-

fessional brethren who possess a sensitive

olfactorv organisation, and who are called upon to labour frequently in

the out-mtfent depar ment of an ophthalmic hospital. ^It consists of

a silk curtain, suspended from a frame of sUver wire, which is shaped

to rest upon the nose and over the ears in the same way as a pair of

pectacler The nasal loop is curved downwards for the purpose of

carryi^" the veil over the nose, and keeping it from coming into direct

contlKh the respiratory orifices of the wearer. The frame is made

of flex bTe wire and can be bent to fit the face accurately so as to

exclude the direct passage of air. Many of my friends have already

us d thissimpkconmVance in their practice, and they have found it

to be a surgical comfort of great utiTity. Sometimes I use it dnring

larynaoscopic examination. The veil can be obtained, very neatly

mader from Messrs. Maw, Son and Thompson, at a tiifling cost.

VAN ABBOTT'S GLUTEN PREPAR.\T10N3.

We have received from Messrs. Van Abbott, 5, Princes Street, Caven^

dish Square, the well-known manufacturers of gluten bread for diabetic

patients, samples of gluten butter biscuits, gluten buns, and almond

cakes, sweetened with saccharin. „„„„„*,„„ nf
The butter biscuits and buns contain only as small a percentage of

starch as is absolutely requisite to hold the gluten together-namely

16 and 1 9 respectively. The almond cakes have 3.8 percent, of

Rtarrh with 4 1 per cent, of sugary matter. .

"The'pTeparations are flavoured with saccharin, t^e now sweetenmg

principle, which thus finds its most legitimate "PPl'.^**"'";, V°ff.hi
natelv is taste is so persistent as to outlast for hours that of the

articks of food flavoured with it, even if the quantities used are ex-

ceedingly minute. Nevertheless, we doubt not that these new sweet-

ened gluten preparations will find favour.

G. AND G. STERN'S "PUMILINE."

The Finns Pumilio is a species of pine g'°^"'S ^^"'"''^^'^^'''"A^

amon" the Alps. It is a 'fairly large tree on the l-'^er leve,s, but

above°the line of perpetual snow it never reaches a condition beyond

that of a small tree or shrub. It has long been observed that patients

suffering r^m diseases of the throat and lungs, or from rheumatic and

sSrlffections, derive benefit by residing near or amidst pme forests

an! it ^claimed for the Pinus PumUio that it has more medicinJ

activity than other pnes. The use of the products of this tree, apart

Lm resdence near pine woods, has been shown to be o verf c^n-

Zable value in the treatment oi the diseases above-mentioned. The

volatUe oilobUined from Pinus PamUio certainly -if^^;";fP"^^,
fiamnce and in other phvsical properties froni oils yielded bj mc^t

other coniferous plants.' that obtained from the trees growing above

?he snow line is%Uted to be superior in medicinal activity to that

obtained from trees growing m the valleys.

1 E::hibited in the Ophthalmic Scetjoi. at the Annual Meeting ot the Association
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Srocimeos of pumiline ewenc«, pumilinc extract, and pumilino

iujutea have bean eubmitted to ns by ilessri G. auj G. Stern, of 11,
lUlUter S,|aari'. Tho esseuce is the voliuilo oil obtainuil only from
trees growiD,? above tho snow line, ft is verv fragrant and ajtreeablc,
and can be tmployod in a great variety of ways, either internally or
externally.

Tho extract is obtained from the needles and yoiinR shoots, and is of
the consistence of thick treacle. It is used for baths, and as an ex-
tmial anilication in gout, rheumatic, and neuralgic altections. Tho
jujubes arc very pjlaublo, and possess a most agreeable aromatic
ilaTOor.

iiaci;k>s(..n and kobbins's capsuled pills.
%\ K have received from .Me.-srs. Markcsson and Ki.bbius, of Xew York,
a simple of their eapanUd pills containing one-Mxtieth of a »rain of
strychnine. They are recommended as being useful in the cure of dip-
somania. They are, like ail the pills made bv the lira-., ovoid in
shape, and lienre can be more readily swallowed by many patients
than those of the ordinary round shape. They are elegant in appear-
ance, and tho covering is tasteless and perfectly soluble.

DAHL'S DYSPEPSIA CAKES.
DyapKrsiA Cake Ma>ufactuking Compaxy, Brooklyn, N.V.

TuKSB biscuits are prepared from the outer layers of cereal grains, in
which a considerable proportion of albuminoids, fat, and phosphoric
acid are contained, and which, in larger or less proportion, enter into
ihe composition of brown or whole meal bread.

In spite of the somewhat unprepossessing and woody appearance of
tho dyspepsia cakes, we found the percentage of indigestible fibre
(cellulose) to be only 4.4, whilst there are no less than 13.5 per cout.
of albuminoids, with upwards of i per cent, of fat. The cakes are,
therefore, highly nourishing.

LIQ. CAULOPHYLLm ET PULSATILLAS CO
^ (OPPENHEIMER).
This preparation is recommended by the makers (Messrs. Oppen-
heimer, of Sun Street, Finsbury Square), as well as by independent
medical testimony, as being a good uterine tonic, and useful in the
treatment of painful, suppressed, and excessive menstruation. It is
also stated to restore tone to tho whole genito-urinary system. It is
a well-made preparation.

THE ICHTHYOL COMPANY'S PREPARATIONS.
IcHTHTOL is a substance obtained by processes of distillation from
peculiar fossil deposits, consisting largely of fish. It has an odour
not wholly unlike that of cabbage, and contains a considerable pro-
portion of sulphur, much of wbioh is unoxidised. A few vears ago
Dr. P. G. IJnna, of Hamburg, called attention to the therapeutic pro-
perties of ichthyol. Since th-n its elfects have been tried by many
medical men, chiefly in Germany. We believe tbat it has not been
extensively employed in this country, bnt the Ichthyol Company
(Cordes, Hermauni and Co ), of Hamburg, now offer seveial of its pre-
parations both for internal and external use. It has been advanced
With great weight that ichthyol is curative in manv skin diseases, for
example, eczema, psoriasis, ichthyosis, etc. , and that it is of great
value in rheumatism, lumbago, and similar alfections. lelithyol can
e.xist in combination with many bases, but the ammonium sulph-
ichthyolate is generally recommended. This, however, has a some-
what unpleasant taste, and is therefore best taken internally in the
form of pills and capsules. It is also put up iu the form" of oint-
ment for external use, as well as of a soap for rough skin aud chapiied
hands.

An aWhoI-ethereal solution can be used as a spray in headache,
neuralgia, and an ichthyol plaster and wadding are also employed!
The various preparations forwarded to ns by Cordes, Hermauni, aud
Co. form a most excellent and convenient series.

CA9CARA SAORADA FliUIT LOZENGES (SACKER'.S).
Okf. disadvantage in prescribing lirinid preparations of cascara sagrada
19 that they impart to mixtures containing them a very bitter and
unpleisant ta»te. The loz-nges made by Mr. W. E. Sucker, of 79, Fen-
church Street, contain the active matter of the bark of rhanmus
purshiana (cascara sagrada), mixed in such a manner with a fruit

F**'*! u*'
'*'" ^''"''"'ss "f tl"" <l'"Ug is very well disguised. We have

found by experiment that they arc effectual as an aperient, and at the
same time they are fairly palatable. Tho dose for an adult is from
one to three lozenges.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOE 18SS.

Subscriptions to the Association lor 18S8 became due on January
1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to their
respective Secretaries. Slembers of the Association not belonging
to Branches [are requested to forward their remittances to the
General Secretary, 4^9, Strand, London. Post-olEce orders should
be made payable at the West Central District Office, High Holborn.

ri)c iBritisl) i^lctJiaJ JounuL

SATURDAY, JANUARY 14tli, 1838.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON AND DEGREES
FOR LONDON STUDENTS.

The Senate of the University of London had under consideration, on

Wednesday last, the question of opposing the granting of a charter

to the Royal Colleges of Physicians aud Surgeons of London, for the

purpose of conferring degrees of medicine and surgery. Tho Senate

discussed this question in a large spirit, concerning itself only with its

position as an University of London, and whetber the principle of

granting degrees in medicine and surgery by a body other than itself

should, as such, be opposed or accepted vrithout opposition. It resolved

that neither its own interests nor tho public interests required that it

should offer such opposition, seeing that there was a general

opinion in the profession that increased facilities for gra-

duating in medicine and surgery in London should be se-

cured for the students of the metropolitan medical schools.

The resolution to this effect (which was carried only by the casting

vote of the chairman) was accompanied by the expression of an

opinion that the degree should not be granted except upon satisfac-

tory evidence that the preliminary education was not inferior to that

required by the Universities generally, and that the charter should

not confer retrospective powers of graatbg degrees. Those, of course,

are only pious opinions ; and inasmuch as the ;. Universities of

Durham and Aberdeen, as was pointed out, confer their degrees, the

one after a very moderate amount of evidence of preliminary educa-

tion, and the other on the production of tho ordinary certificate of

registration as a medical student, this recommendation has no very

stringent or deterrent character, and does not involve even anv
hypothetical difEculties. Thus far the way has been cleared in

a very satisfactory and encouraging manner for the acceptance by
the Privy Council of the principle of granting increased facilities for

the obtaining of higher medical titles by the students of the gieat

metropolitan and other schools in England. The University of

London is the body most directly concerned in the application, in so

far as its privileges and monopolies might have been supposed to be

attacked by the new proposals. In tho general interests of tho pro-

fession they have waived any such claims, and have not stood upon

their special or selfish interests. On the other hand, it is to be

feared that the creation of a teaching university will bo very preju-

dicially affected unless those who are more immediately concerned in

tho creation of tho now degree-creating power coxbiue to give that

attention to the details of the new scheme for which the way is now
cleared. Tho Senate of the University of London is quite outside

tho discussion of tho question of tlie constitution or scheme of

the newly proposed graduating body of the Colleges, and
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they have merely Bignified tKat they do not consider

that their interests call upon thm to interfere with any such scheme.

Obviously, however, the profession must now look after itself. The

crudities and injustices of the scheme of the two Colleges remain un-

touched. With the principle- of the creation of such a body we are

all agreed ; and the manner of its constitution and government are

the points at issue. The University of London has behaved with

striking magnanimity and wisdom. The rest must be done by the

profession itself. The Privy Council will meet on January 10th

formally for the purpose of taking cognisance of such petitions and

opposing clauses as m.y have been lodged ; but we understand that no

active steps will be taken in the matter till after the meeting of Par-

liament. .

COLLEGIATE GOVERNMENT.

The recent address of the President of the South-Western Branch of

the Association deals usefully with the pending questions relating to

the constitution and government of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England. Such addresses and discussions enable the Branches of the

ABs°ociation to fulfil one of their most valuable functions-the discus-

sion of principlesand details affecting the duties and privileges of the pro-

fession in their relations to the State, to the great corporate bodies, and

to the public. Jlr. Swain is one of those public spirited and able pro-

vincial practitioners who turn occasionally from personal cares and local

occupations to the contemplation of the larger professional interests and

relations of the body to which he belongs ;
the practitioners, removed

from the immediate personal influence of the metropoUtan circles which

arc constantly engaged in the conduct and government of the corpora-

tions seated in London, are able to brin? to the discussion minds

uninfluenced by the peculiar assumptions which naturally pass

cnmnt in official circles and among their
^

junior surroundings,

of the divine right of hospital surgeons and physicians, belong-

ing to the "great .hospitals," to govern the whole profession.

In earlier times, this excessive preponderance was gained by the

isolation of provincial towns and districts, the difficulties of transit, the

absence of opportunities for literary intercommunication by means of

widely-read journals, the force of old central and narrow monopoUea,

the relatively low level of medical educition amongst all but a very

limited number, and the absence of any efficient organisation or

representation of the great mass of the profession. The growth of

higher education, the rapid and easy communications of modern

times, the creation and organisation of the British Medical Associa-

tion 'and its Branches, the part of modern journalism, and the

universal acceptance of the principles of fair representation as the only

true basis of government have altered aU this. But, not unnaturally,

those in possession are slow to recognise and ioth to accept the

inevitable reforms which such changes bring. Without any

charge of abuse or nepotism, it is plain that the di^tribution of the

large annual income divided by the Council among its members

in their other capacity of examiners self-appointed, so to speak, in

itself gives an insensible bias to regard with complacency a state of

things which brings about not unpleasant results. The rich prizes

which are thus dangled before the eyes of the younger members and

those able outsiders who are on their probation are not without

their legitimate and . necessary influence. -, „The atmosphere

of the Council chamber and its vicinity have a placating

influence which not all can resist. AU this is not specially and

peculiarly applicable to the existing circumstances of the CoUege of

Surgeons ; it is the universal experience of history, and applies to the

best of men in the best of worlds. The somniferous content of the

possessors and incumbents of power and place is historical,

and belongs to human nature, of which it often nourishes, assimi-

lates and digests some of the best qualities. Mr. Swain assigns their

due part to these influences and characteristics of humanity, abstain-

in- as is meet and just, from making any personal imputations. He

summarises generaDy the facts, figures, and arguments which we

have recently submitted to the profession as the bases of the demand for

collegiate reform ; and we are glad to see that he and his audience are,

like the rest of the profession, generally in accord with them. As a

FeUow of the College he faUs in sympathy with the Members. It is a

not uncommon weakness-in fact it is that which he protests against

in others-that he does not feel the pinch of the shoe on any other

corns than his own. He is fully conscious of the pubHc mischiefs and

peculiar injustices of the inadequate powers of the Fellows in the

government of the College; but, although the FeUows are in

a very smaU minority, and the Members are the overwhelming

majority, and furnish the great bulk of the revenue, he, as

a FeUow thinks the Members may be very weU left without

any representation at all, or that the Fellows should be asked

to represent them. He repeats the old faUacy, that the man

who passes a higher examination in surgery, gets. his cer-

tificate accordingly, and his passport to whatever professional

distinction and public and private employment it may secure him

not for these purposes, not for that which tiie certificate and

title represents to the pubUc and profession, but for a political pur-

pose-" the sole remaining privilege," whatever that may mean, of

sitting on the Council. In other words, the certificate of a fartiier

and final examination in surgery has, in this absurd hypothe.sis, its

value more as representing a possible political monopoly. Even if

this extraordinary contention were acceptable to reason and ex-

perience, as a judicious suggestion ot motive, it would have

neither logical nor political validity in the case. It is of

course a far less disputable or imaginative proposition that the

freemen of the old limited boroughs paid their fees and took up

their freedom with the view of obtaining the " sole pnvilege^^

as it actually was, of having a very inlluential and profit,bla

vote for a member of Parliament, a privilege for which some ot tiiem

obtained much emolument and received many benefits. That was not

held to be a valid reason against a great extension of the franchise to

its natural constituency. Mr. Swain may be sure that the Fellows

will not succeed in their- own claims by depreciating the far larger and

„,ore obvious constitutional claims of the Members. The two causes

are really one, and by endeavouring to separate them he is only

weakening that in which he is more particularly interested.

A NEW HYPNOTIC. -"•>

AVBW hypnotic, which appears to possess certain advantages has

been recentiy introduced by Professor v. Mehring
;

it is said to

occupy in its physiological effects an intermediate position between

chloral and paialdehyde. It has been called amylene hydrate, and

•s sold under that name, but chemically it appears to be tertiary amyl

.Icohol ; it was originally discovered byJV^urtz. and in constitution

C.OH. It is a dear.
it is said to be dimethylethyl carbinol ^-^'^

|
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colonrleas, slightly oily liquij, which (loats upon water, having a

sp. gr. of 0.81 ; it boils at a Jittio above the boiling point of water,

102.6 C. It ha^ an odour toaembling paraldehyde, with a faint sugges-

tion of camphor ; it is warm in the mouth, and hai a hot aromatic

taste, with a slight pungent after-taste. It is only slightly soluble in

water, though freely in alcohol, and v. ilehriog recommended it to

be given with extract of liquorice, bat Dr. Scharschmidt, who haa re-

cently reported on an extensive trial of tlie drug in Professor Jolly's

wards, states that a satisfictory mixture is made by adding it to a little

red wine, sweetened with sugar.

Kiperimonta ou dogs showed that the first elfects of the drug were on
the cerebrum, the animals falling in ten minutes or half an hour into

a deep sleep
;
as the dose was increased the medulla oblongata became

affected, respiration became slower, death being brought about by
arrest of the heart, reflex action having previously disappeared. In doses
sufficiently large to procure deep and prolonged sleep, however, these

effects on the heart and respiration were not produced. In the do",

he respiratory movemeuU fell from twenty to sixteen, a fall which is

not greater than that which occurs in normal sleep ; the differences in

the pulse rate and blood pressure were hardly perceptible, v. Mehtiug
gave the drug to sixty patients in doses varying from 46 to 77
grains, he observed no unpleasant after-effects, no nausea, headache,
or digestive disturbance. Scharschmidt found that so large a dose
was not necessary, although he corroborates v. ilehring's statement
that even then there was no appreciable disturbance of the respiration

or pulse-rate. In 80 per cent, of the cases sound sleep ot from five to

seven hours' duration was procured by doses which did not exceed 45
grains, and were in some instances as low as 20 grtiins ; by repeating
the dose, or giving a hu-ger one, sleep was, in all the cases where failure

was at first noted, subsequently obtained. In 24 of Soharschmidt's
cases there was much excitement, and by producing sleep under such
conditions as mania, delirium tremens, and epUepsy or hysteria with
delirium, amylene hydrate appears to have proved itself superior to
nrethran. Too large a proportion of pharmacologic! discoveries have
ended in disappointment, and it would be rash, in the face of recent ex-
perience, to express a confident opinion that the new hypnotic will prove
as useful and as harmless in the hands of other observers as it has
done in those of v. Mehring and of Scharsch-nidt, but, as our contem-
porory the Therapeutic GazcUe, which has published an excellent
epitome of the papers in the Therapcutische M<malshf/U, observes, its
prospects as yet appear very promising.

THE QUEEN'S JUBILEE GIFT.
The Qaeen has often shown her keen sympathy with the poorer
citizens of this country when some great calamity has shocked the
pubUc mind

; and in the manner in which she has decided to dispose
of the surplus of the Women's JubUee Offering she gives evidence of

her helpful sympathy with the industrial classes in those domestic
calamities, less extensive indeed, but in their incidence on the indi-
vidual not less severe, which are the common lot of every household.
Such calamities, while they do not spare, as the Queen has so often
sadly experienced, the most elevated socUl situations, bear with pecu-
liar hardness on the classes in which health and the power to work
are their only wealth.

The Queen has taken counsel of experienced counsellors, and has
been wisely advued. She has approved the recommendation of the
Duke of Westminster. Sir James Paget, and Sir Rutherford Alcock

that the surplus of the Women's Jubilee Offering, which was a per-
sonal proeent to the Queen herself, should be devoted to the founda-
tion of au institution for promoting the education and maintenance of

nurses for the sick pjor iu thdr own homes. Guarded by reasonable

safeguards against abuse, such a system of home nursing is calculated

to confer enormous and as yet inestimable benefits upon the artisan

class. The scheme is merely sketched in the letter which we pub-
lish in another column, but its general scope may be well perceived.

It is none the less likely to be popular and useful because it does not
betray a disposition to seek novelty for novelty's sake. The plan has
been tried on a fairly extensive scale in several districts of London,
and in certain provincial towns, and has been found to work on the
whole most satisfactorily,

The value of good nursing in the treatment of serious illness is now
universally recognised, and some special organisation is needed to

place it within the reach of the artisan, whose weekly wage, even when
he is iu good work, does not enable him to defray the expenses of a

trained nurse. Sickness in such a family brings in its train many dis-

comforts to the other members, and increased danger to the sufferer
;

when the father or mother of the family is prostrated by illness, the

condition of the household is truly pitiable ; it is not merely or chiefly

a want of appliances, but a lack of knowledge to appreciate the needs
of the invalid, and to make the best use of existing material. Under
such circumstances a nurse trained to her duties as a sick-tender, and
possessed of the special tact which teaches people to help themselves,

may work a marvellous change, not only in the surroundings of the

invalid, but in the general comfort of the home. That this is no
e.\aggerated statement will be freely admitted by those who have seen

what has been done, what is being done day by day, by the agencies

which, with limited means, are already at work.

We pointed out, iu an article on the work of the Metropolitan and
^rational Nursing Association published some years ago, that a

thoroughly well-organised system of nursing the sick in their own
homes might go far towards relieving the hospitals from some of the

strain now put upon them. The artisan has been really educated to

look upon the hospital as his only resource in serious illness ; no
alternative has been offered between the skilled nursing and
comfortable surroundings of a hospital, and the untrained atten-

tions of well-meaning relatives, generally sufficiently taxed already to

meet the- ordinary daily round of household duties. Thus it is that, in

spito of the separation from friends and relatives which removal to a

hospital entails, patients who have once experienced the advantages of

skUful nursing are generally anxious again to enjoy them when again

suffering from disease. Hospitals are thus often morally forced to

admit a large proportion of patients, because it is felt that they can-

not be nursed in their own homes, owing to there being no one to

organise the willing services of anxious but untrained friends.

The hospital of St. Katharine was founded and richly endowed by
Queen Matilda in the year 1148, and was originally served by tha
Augustine monks of the neighbouring monastery of the Holy-

Trinity. The hospital was dedicated by this Queen to St. Katharines

in pure and perpetual alms, for the repose of the souls of her son Bald-
win and her daughter Matilda. Queen Eleanor, widow ofHenry III, after

a long struggle with the monks, succeeded in regaining control of the

hospital for the Crown, and in 1273 founded the hospital afresh for a

master, three brother-chaplains, and throe sisters, ten poor women
called bedeswomen, and six poor scholars ; the right to nominate the.
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master, chaplains, and sisters was reserved to herself and the Qneens

of England, her successors; among subseauont benefactors of the

hospital, which appears to haye hitherto been a purely religious and

charitable institution, we find Edward III and Philippa, his wife, who

granted certain lands in Kent and Hertfordshire, and a new charter

which specially prescribed visitation of the sick as one of the duties

of the community. Richard II, Henry V, Henry VI, Edward IV, and

Henry VIII and Queen Katharine, were benefactors of the hospital,

which escaped extinction when the other religious houses were sup-

pressed, owing, it is said, to the personal intercession of Anne Boleyn.

However this may be, her daughter Queen Elizabeth took some in-

terost in the hospital, and preserved it from destruction. In conse-

quence, we are told,' of " many heavy complaints made against the

Master," Lord Chancellor Somers visited the hospital in 1G98, reformed

many abuses, and prepared the way for the establishment of a charity

school in 1705. When St. Katharine's Docks were built, the hospital

was removed to Regent's Park. The revenues of the hospital, it is

provided, may be applied to such good and charitable purposes as may

be directed by the royal potroness for the time being.

"The Koyal Hospital of St. Katharine in the Regent's Park, in the

County of Middlesex," is at present governed by rules made in July,

1878 ; the community consists of a Master, three resident brothers,

three resident sisters, three extern sisters, ten nurses, ten bedeswomen,

and ten bedesmen. There is also a school in which twenty-four girls

and thirty-six boys are clothed and taught, and afterwards appren-

ticed. The only persons directly charged with the duty of tending

the sick are the nurses ; they are called "the St. Katharine's nurses,"

and must be connected with societies of bodies for training, superin-

tending, or employing nurses ; the stipend paid to each nurse is

£50. There is also a Chapter Clerk, the present incumbent of

the office being Sir Arnold White. The Queen is patron

and visitor, and the rules appear to provide that almost every ques-

tion which is likely to arise shall be referred to her ; for instance, it

is provided that the extern sisters and nurses shall only be appointed

to the full number "when the income of the hospital, not otherwise

appropriated, in the judgment of the Patron admits." It would not

be difficult to graft upon this scheme the new features which would be

required to give effect to the Queen's wishes. The buildings for a

central office exist in St. Katharine's Hospital, a grey stone edifice

well known to persons who traverse the eastern side of Regent's Park;

there are resident and non-resident sisters, to whom salaries are paid

out of the funds of the hospital, and who may, in process of time, all

be required to have had special triining in the nursing of the sick.

The Leeds Workpeople's Hospital Fund for 1887 amounts to £3,555

ss against £2,000 in 1886.

Both at Doncastor and at Thetford steps are being taken to provide

temporary hospitals for tBe reception of cases of infectious disease.

LEAD-POISONING IN SHEFFIELD.

The Sheffield Corporation, which has just taken over the water supply

of the town, is called upon to deal with an epidemic of lead-poisoning

that is very prevalent in some of the high-lying districts of the

boronnh Sheffield is supplied with water from two sources, and it

has be'en proved with regard to one of them that there are certain

vegetable acids in the water which take np lead, and render the water

to some extent poisonous.

THE MORNING BATH.

The Englishman's love of his "cold tub" appears to be a standing

puzzler "to persons not to the manner born. Professor Dujardin-

Beaumetz, the eminent Paris physician, in a learned lecture on hydro-

therapy, published in the Tlierapcutic Gazette, makes the following

observations, which show that he labours under a slight misapprehen-

sion
" Lotions of cold water and sponge baths have passed from the

domain of medicine to that of hygiene, and the people of the North

practise them constantly, especially the English, who, in their fond-

ness for their bath-tubs, are in the habit every morning of taking

thorough rub down with a sponge dipped in cold water."

REVAGCINATION.

The Local Government Board are about to issue an order reducing

the minimum age at which revaccination may be performed at the

public expense from fifteen years to twelve years, in ordinary circum-

stances, and from twelve years to ten years in the case of "any imme-

diate danger from small-pox." This is a'stepthat might with advan-

tage have been taken long ago, as much of the so-called successful

primary vaccination is not sufficient to protect beyond infancy, and-

moreover, the period between 10 and 15 years of age is the one

durinc which revaccination is most likely to be sought. If the opera-

tion is delayed until after the ordinary school age, it is likely to be

deferred altogether, or until a small-pox panic arises.

REGISTRATION OF NURSES.

A MEETivo was held this week, at the residence of Mrs. Bedford

Fenwick, Mr. Savorv in the chair, at which Her Royal Highness

Princess Christian, Sir Joseph Fayrer, Dr. Qaain, and some other

members of the medical profession were present, as well as leading

members of the nursing profession. Resolutions were passed approv-

ing the formation of an association for the registration of nurses, and

a Series of rules proposed for the constitution of the association were

presented, discussed, and approved with slight modifications.

MEDICAL SICKNESS, ANNUITY, AND LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of the above

Society, and the quarterly meeting of the General Committee will be

held on Wednesday next (January 18th), at 33, Wimpole Street, W^,

the former at 4,30 and the latter at 5.0 r.it. The report for the

quarter and accounts for the half year to December 31st, 1SS7, will

be presented.

The Turin Academy of Sciences has awarded the Pressa prize of

12,000 francs to M. Pasteur.

The death is announced of Mr. Peter Henry Maclarcn, L.R.C.P., ol

Bedlington, from a fatal dose of chloral, taken to procure sleep.

1 Dr. PucareVs Il'slor-j and AnfiU'tiesofVie Hospital o/ .(. Lat^arine, war the

Totrtr. Bib. Top. Brit
,'

vol. ii, pi't 1.

THE HEALTH OF NEWCASTLE.

The high death-rates that have recently been visible in the mortality

returns of Newcastle-on-Tyne have drawn special public attention to

the sanitary arrangements of the town, with the result that room for

considerable improvement has been disclosed. The Sanitary Com-

mittee of the Town Council have been exceptionally active of late,

and their personal inspections in various localities have led them to

pass a severe vote of censure on the Chief Sanitary Inspector. This

is certainly not altogether surprising if the statements recently pub-

lished in the Xeicccisth Dailij Leader- be accurate. It would appear

that the tenement dwellings of the poor were found, on per-

sonal insp^c'iou, to be in a disgracelul and filthy condition ;

that many of the courts and yards were covered with human
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ejtcrcU and refuse, on» Btr««t "proaenting tho ' appearance of

one oommoD ashpit ;" that ashpita have been allowed to become
filled to ovcrllowiDx witli putrefyiujj garbage ; and altogether,

that oleaulioess and tilth-roiaaral have been greatly disregarded. The
reports of the medical ollicer of hoalth have not given iiuito such a

gloomy account of the city's condition, but scattered through them are

to be found continual condemnations of the open privy system, and
complaints of defective closet accommodation, of foul privies, of un-
paved and dirty yards, etc. It is to be hoped that the increased vigour
whichseemstohavebeon imported into thework of suppressing filth nuis-

ances will have a good elfect upon the general hoalth of the town. The
sutlioritiej might well consider whether a system of " trough" water-
closets could not be advantageously encouraged in the districts inha-
bited by the poorer and more careless sort of people.

NULLIFYING THE ADULTERATION ACT.
Dn. Sedowick Saunhers, the mediciil officer of health for the City,

has complained in his reportof the glaringinadequacy of the penalties in-

flicted in the City for olTences under the Sile of Food and Dru^s Act,
as compared with those imposed elsewhere ; he doubted the wisdom of

trying to protect the public from systematic adulteration if prosecu-
tions only resulted in the infliction of insignificant and merely
nominal penalties. In one case of milk adulteration 33 per cent, of
water had been added, and in another 30 per cent., and the alderman
imposed in the former a tine of 20s. and costs, and in the latter 10s.

and costs.

ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL, MONTREAL.
We are informed that Mr. H. Saxon Snell, F.R.I.B.A., of London,
has been commissioned by the Board of Governors of the Royal Vic-
toria Hospital, Montreal, which was constituted by a charter obtained
during the last session of the Dominion Parliament, to prepare plans
for the building, and to direct its construction. It will be remembered
that two distinguished citizens of Montreal—Sir George Stephen, Bart,
President of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and Sir Donald Smith,
K.C.M.G., of the Hudson's Bay Company—gave one million dollars
for the foundation, and that the Corporation of the City have granted
a plot of land, about twelve acres in extent, situated at the north-
east angle ot Mount Royal Park, at an elevation of 300 feet above the
St Lawrence river, as a site. The hospital is to be designed to receive
300 in-patients, and, in addition to a commodious out-patient depart-
ment, is to be provided with accommodation for the medical school,
and for a training school for nurses.

STRYCHNINE IN ALCOHOLISM.
The good results obtained from strychnine in dipsomania by X. M.
Popotr, V. A. Manasstin, Partzovsky, Tolvinsky, and Zivadsky, have
induced Dr. S. Jaroshevsky I^McdUzinshnii Obo:renii, No. 4, 1887,
p. 332) to undertake an experimental innuiry into the antagonism
between the alkaloid and alcohol. From experiments made on dogs
Dr. Jaroshevsky feels justifled in drawing the following conclusions :

1. Strychnine undoubtedly neutralises the intoxicating and narcotic
effects of alcohol. 2. It enables large quantities of alcohol to be
taken for a considerable stretch of time without causing the usual
organic lesions which follow the use of alcohol alone. 3. There are,
however, limiU beyond which the alkaloid itself becomes injurious to
the organism. 4. TherapenticaUy, strychnine should be nsed in all
forms of alcoholism. 5. It may be regarded as a powerful prophy-
lactic against alcoholism.

BENZOATE OF SODA IN UR/CMIA.
StAETi.vn from Cohnheim's theory of uricmia and from the fact that
benzoate of soda inhibiU the formation of ur.-a within the system. Dr.
A. S. Partzevsky, of the Basmannaia Inlirmary for Labourers, in
Moscow, administered benzoate of soda {MrAlU:i,u,kow Obozrenii, No.
6, 1S87, p. 008) in ten cases of uremia, in seven of which the patients
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were suifering from parenchymatous, and in three from interstitial,
nephritis. The drug was given every hour, in daily doses varying
between one and two drachms. It was given either in a solution or in
wafers, m capsules, and, where the internal administration was im-
possible, in enemata. Nino patients recovered, one died. Analysis
of the cases has led Dr. Partzevsky to the concln.sion that benzoate of
soda cuts short urii.mic attacks, tl>o convulsive phenomena gradually
disappearing and giving place to a deep sleep. The latter, in "a
majority of cases, ternunites by passing into fuU consciousness.'
Given on the first appearance of symptoms (headache, sickness, dUaU-
tion of pupils), the salt may prevent any further development of the
lit. Albuminuria mostly disappears altogether.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.
We are pleased to bo able to stats that Sir Morell Mackenzie con-
tinues to receive highly satisfactory reports concerning the Crown
Prince from the physicians in attendance. The condition of the illus-
trious patient is stUl better than ;it was last week. Further absorp-
tion of the small vegetation which recently appeared has taken place,
and the slight general thickening of the left ventricular band has
diminished. There is much less secretion from the larynx, showi.-ig
that the catarrhal condition of the left side, which has from time to
time caused a good deal of trouble, is also greatly improved. The
Prince's ^roice, though rather hoaise, is fairly strong when he makes
an effort, but in obedience to the advice of his physicians His Imperial
Highness speaks as little as possible. WhUst, therefore, reiterating
the warning we have already several times given as to the impru-
dence of placing too much reliance on the present favourable
aspect of the case, it is, we think, fairly permissible to
hope for the best. We have already called attention to the
peculiarly anomalous and perplexing nature of the case, which will,

no doubt, apart from all points of extra-medical interest, remain as a
cause ciUhre in laryngological literature. As showing the extreme
difficulty frequently met with in the diagnosis of tumours of the
larynx, we may refer to a case related by Dr. Eugen Hahn—whose au-
thority in (juestions of this kind no one will deny—before the Berlin
Medical Society last month. A young man, aged 28, was suddenly
seized with acute spasm of the glottis, apparently without any pre-
vious symptoms whatever. The presence of a tumour being suspected,
tracheotomy was performed, and the larynx was afterwards extirpated.
On admission an abscess associated with perichondritis of the cricoid

cartilage was found, but no malignant tumour was discovered. This
case, so frankly reported by Dr. Hahn, affords further justification, if

such were needed, for the caution which has led the Crown Prince's

present advisers to discountenance severe operative procedures, for

which there was no decisive indication, while the danger directly
attending them was only too obvious.

JAPANESE ART EXHIBITION AND MEDICAL
COLLECTORS.

The Fine Art Society open on Monday to the public, at 14S, Bond Street,

what is claimed to be the finest loan collection of the works of thoancient
masters of Japanese art which has ever been brought together. Among
the finest specimens of old lacquer are a series of the miniature medicine
cases, in compartments, formerly carried by every gentleman in Japan
at his girdle

; the doctors' (sham) swordj, worn to assert their

position as belonging to the noble classes, are also of interest. The
well-known collections of Mr. Anderson, of St. Thomas's Hospital,
of Mr. Krnest Hart, and of Sir Trevor Lawrence, are largely drawn
upon for this remarkably beautiful and iuteresting display, as well as
those of H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, Mr. Gilbertson, Mr. Salting,

and some thirty others. The catalogue, with introductions by Mr.
Katsoka, is a valuable art document, worth preservation as the work
of a clever native expert, who has had the advantage; of a European
education. It is not uninteresting to note that while the earliest

authorities on Japanese arts and products were medical men, Dr-
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Kaempfer and Dr. Siebold, so at this moment the chief literary

authorities and the possessors of the most illustrative collections of

the works of the old masters of Japan in this country are also medical

men ; Mr. Anderson's splendid work on The Pictorial and GlyiJlM

Arts 'oj Japan, and Iiis catalogue raiionni of the picture collections of

the British Museum, and Mr. Ernest Hart's lectures on Japanese

Alt, published by the Society of Arts, with a historical index of

Japanese artists and the glossary of their seals and signatures, being

the standards of existing knowledge ;
while in America the collection

of Dr. Bigelow, of Boston, is of vast extent and unsurpassed beauty.

POISONOUS FOOD.

In December some paragraphs appeared in the Journal on cases of

poisoning by unwholesome mackerel. The two patients, who had

severe peritonitis, fiecal vomiting, and violent deUrium, are both con-

valescent, yet remain very weak. In both these cases peritonitis and

delirium, almost maniacal, were the most marked symptoms. This

fact is noteworthy, for in the great majority of instances of poisoning

by unwholesome food, the patient is seized with symptoms of enteritis,

cholera, or collapse, or at least one or two of these three symptoms

predominate. It will be remembered that, in the case of the young

gentleman at Bayswater, the two other members of his family who

partook of the same mackerel had severe choleraic diarrhea within a

few hours, and felt perfectly well next day. Dr. George Johnson,

F.R.S., has collected some interesting cases of collapse from poisonous

food, which are published in his Medical Lectures and Essays. A

woman had collapse and other choleraic symptoms twice in three

months—first, after eating pungent decayed cheese ;
and on the second

occasion, after eating tinned lobster. A case of the poisoning of a

mother and three children by decayed American cheese is recorded ;

there were symptoms of gastro -enteritis, and the mother had several

fits to which she had never previously been subject ; she and one child

died. Some Irish peasants, in 1826, made a stew of the flesh of a dead

calf which they fouud on the sea-shore ;
choleraic symptoms, followed

by coma, as in opium-poisoning, occurred and proved fatal. Still, the

occurrence of collapse, choleraic symptoms, and even coma, after

poisonous food, is well known even to the non-medical public. The

recent cases of mackerel poisoning show what is not known to all

medical men, and is certainly not taught in the schools—namely, that

poisonous fish may cause acute peritonitis, with symptoms suggesting

strangulated hernia or rupture of intestine, and acute delirium after

the peritonitis has abated.

THE FUTURE OF GREAT CITIES.

Me. Fredekic Harrison's address at Toynbee Hall on the sanitary

hortcomings of London is suggestive, elofiuent, and forcible. Every

year 70 000 souls are added by immigration and births, the excess of

births and of immigration being chiefly among the poorest classes,

and those who swell the number of the unemployed. The rich fly

from its vast dreariness and its atmosphere of soot, and largely^ console

themselves with frequent or general residence in purer air. Its

municipal arrangements are sadly dislocated and chaotic. The mor-

tality of the poorer neighbourhoods is fearfully in excess of normal rates.

Its house-room grows largely by the malign and imperfectly super-

vised activity of the jerry builder. The supervision of drainage and

plumbing ceases at the strect-kBrtrr™ ^hat a large proportion even of

its best houses, and even of those most recently built, are mere recep-

tacles of sewer-gas and traps for fatal disease-germs. Of this some

melancholy examples, showing unusual carelessness of architects and

neglect by vestry officers of even the nominal precautions which they

might enforce, have recently been brought to our notice. The water snp-

plyof LoDdm is, next to the purity of air and soil-if, indeed, second to

it-of the highest importance to health. Of this Mr. Harrison speaks

with just horror and indignation. " It is meagre in quantity, mcon-

venient in supply, very various in quality rad exposed to one or two

immense risks of pollution. We are actually drinking water that is

minutely, but sensibly, infected with poison and excrement." So that

London stands always on the verge of a catastrophe. The

rich aro able to secure themselves from danger by specially

providing themselves with potable waters above suspicion ; eo

that no wonder the Apollinaris Company now boast of an

authentic record of an annual sale of twelve millions of their pur^

table-water imported from Germany, and to this has to be added

the sales of other natural and artificial waters employed by the caution

of the jvell-to-do classes for the same purposes of health and luxury.

But pure table-water should also be the heritage of the poor. Lon-

don, we fear, will never cease to be the city of soot, and of the un-

solved problems of adequate prevention of fire, provision of open

spaces, sanitation of houses, and disposal of the dead, until a really

earnest generation of sanitarians shall arise, who will in.sist upon im-

proved municipal government, and attention, above all things, to the

physical needs of health and happiness for the four millions of Lon-

doners.

FATAL AFTER- RESULTS OF CHLOROFORM
INHALATION. - -

Dk. Ungae has recently published in the VierteXjahrschrift

far fjericUliche Medicin an account of some researches which

he has made in order to determine precisely the efl^ects of chloroform on

the tissues. He kept a large number of rabbits and dogs under chlo-

reform for many hours, with intervals of suspension of the antes-

thesia. After death, marked changes were discovered in the tissues.

The muscular tissue of the heart was very fatty, and numerous

points of fatty degeneration were found in the endocardium. Simi-

lar fatty changes were found in ..the epithelium of the larynx,

trachea, bronchi, pulmonary alveoli, and gastro-intestinal tract. The

epithelium of the convoluted tubules of the kidneys was either fuU

of fatty granules or was in process of breaking down. The

liver cells and the epithelium of the smaller biliary ducts

were affected in a similar manner. Fatty changes were also

detected in the striated fibres of the diaphragm, and, though less

marked, in the rectus abdominis and the extensors of the thigh.

In nearly every case these appearances were most marked the

longer the animal had been kept under chloroform. Dr. Ungar ob-

serves that the animals were healthy, whUst in the case of patients

fatty changes due to illness, cachexia, alcoholism, etc., often exist

before the narcotic is given. In such a case the chloroform may do

much harm even when the patient recovers. Some of the animals

died more than twenty-four hours after coming to from the final dose

of chloroform. Dr. Ungar is therefore induced to believe that death

shortly after operations may be more often due to the narcotic than is

generally supposed. His researches do not confirm Nothnagel s

theory that the fatal action of chloroform consists in the disintegra-

tion of the coloured corpuscles of the blood. He believes that the

anaesthetic acts directly on the chlorine and chlorine salts diffused

throu trh the tissues. The successful administration of chloroform during

labour, to which Dr. Ungar refers, appears to prove that the anes-

thetic acts less seriously in our species than in animals, yet his

paper contains iajportant suggestions which should not be overlooked.

A CASE OF HERMAPHRODITISM.

In the Eussk-aui Meditu>ui, November 27th, 1SS7, p. 710, Dr. Liikom-

sky of PiiUiki in the Poltava (South Russian) Government, describes

a case of true hermaphroditism, which is specially interesting from tiie

fact that the subject of the anomaly has been known to the writer

from its childhood. In 1857, at the village Kraslopy, near Priluki,

a Cossack's wife, was delivered of a child, which, about a week later,

was baptised, and christened "Melania." The chUd grew up. re-

maining always healthy and strong, and doing female rustic work.

On her deathbed Melania's mother adjured her husband never to

aUow their daughter to marry. In 18S7, however, Melania married
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m pevant residing in the same village. Shortly afterwards both
MeUnia and her hushand came to Dr. Liikonisky, urgently bescecliing

him to examine her, and to tell them whether she was a woman or a

m«n. Dr. Lukomsky'a report was as follows :— " llolania is a tall,

powerfully built, and well made person, aged about 30, the general

ontline of the boily not presenting the usual rounded contour seen in

women. The head is furnished with long flaien hair, while the
upper lip and chin are covered with scanty, short, bristle-like hairs.

The voice is rough and deep, the neck long, the ' Adam's apple

'

fairly prominent. The breasts are ill-developed ; the pelvis has
rather the male configuration ; the pubes is covered with thick curly
hair. Just below the pubic aroh there is a penis as thick as

• man's thumb; it measures about 4^ centiraitres in length when
flaccid, and has neither prepuce nor urethral orifice. Under sexual
excitement complete erection takes place. Just below the penis
there is a normally developed scrotum containing two testicles,

freely movable, both somewhat larger than a pigeon's egg. Below
the scrotum there is a slit measuring about 7 centimetres in length,

with major and minor labia on each side, with a small clitoris and
urethral orifice beneath it, as well as with caruucuhv myrtiformes, at

the site of a hymen, which has been ruptured after SIelani\i's recent

marriage. The vagina is fairly spacious. On examining with a specu-

lum a uterine cervix is seen, somewhat smaller than the average.

Melaniihas never menstruated. 'She' hates the male sex, but is

highly volaptuous in regard to women. In coition with women a

whitish fluid is ejaculated from the vaginal slit. The hermaphrodite
dresses like a woman, but is fond only of male occupations." A
divorce was obtained from the Holy Synod on the medical evidence.

It will be noticed that nothing is said as to the uterus and the ovaries.

In the interests of science Dr. Liikomsky should furnish some details

on those points, and should give a more detailed description of the

vagina and breasts.

THE ETIOLOGY OF INEBRIETY.
The first of a course of three lectures on Inebriety was delivered by
Dr. Norman Kerr, President of the Society for the Study and Cure of

Inebriety, on January 11th. Inebriety, as distinguished from the act

of drunkenness, was defined as a disease of the higher nerve centres,

characterised by a very strong craving for intoxication. Under the
head of predisposing causes, sex, age, religion, race, climate, educa-

tion, pecuniary circumstances, occupation, marriage relations,

hereditary (the insane), temperament, associated habits, head and
other injuries, diet, and intoxicating agents were considered. The
male sex predominated, but the proportion of females was increas-

ing rapidly in England, where it was much larger than elsewhere.

The greatest liability was between 30 and 40 years of age, but
juvenile inebriety was extending fast, both on the Continent and
at home. The Jews showed less liability than other religious com-
munities. Religious hysterical excitement had an influence. The
Italians and the Spaniards exhibited a much smaller tendency to

inebriety than other people, and cold climates predisposed more than
hot climates. Refinement and culture were serious predisposing

causes. In malex, marriages made little difference ; but in females,

married inebriates were five times as numerous as the unmarried. In
703 cases at the Dalrymple ;ind other homes, 308 had a family history

of inebriety. The phlegmatic was the temperament least liable.

Though the alcohol and tobacco habits were frequently associated.

Dr. Kerr held that tobacco did not, to any groat extent, predis-

pase to inebriety. Syphilis, cerebral, chest, and other diseases

markedly predisposed thereto. So did head injuries, bid feeding, and
bad hygienic conditions. The chief exciting causes were nerve-

shock, head and other injuries, sex, pregnancy and maternity,

occupation, idleness, climate, overstrain, sociability, and intoxi-

cating agents. Domestic worry, financial troubles, bereavement,

unexpected good fortune were all varieties of shock which had ope-

rated considerably. Traumatic inebriety was a common pha.'ie.

Inebriety was often excited by gout, dyspepsia, and epilepsy.
Sexual physiological crises wore a piolific cause. Among the pre-
disposing occupations were those of commercial travellers, horse-
keepers, daily newspaper work, and liquor traflickors. A marine
climate excited some ; Italians, sober in Italy, became drunkards
in England. About one half of the cases at the Dalrymple and
other Homes had been excited to inebriety by association. In other
cases the excitant had been an inebriant. If these and other exciting
causes were the occasion of inebriety in some individually, why not
all ? Because, unless there was an inebriate diathesis, there was no
response in inebriate manifestation, and the storm of excitement
passed harmlessly by, after having exhausted itself.

SCOTLAND.

PERTH SICK NURSING SOCIETY.
Attention being directed at present to the nursing of the sick poor
through the proposed scheme in connection with Her Majesty's Jubilee
oirering, it is interesting to notice that the Perth Sick Nursing
Society has, by means of its nurses, been able to make 4,500 visits to

the sick poor in 1887, its total income having been £144, and total

expenditure only £136.

THE CHAIR OF BOTANY, EDINBURGH.
NoTwiTHST.mDiNG the ludicrous article in the Standard on the
subject, the Chair of Botany in Edinburgh University has tempted a
number of eminent botanists south of the Border to become anxious
inquirers on the subject. It is not possible yet to name all the
prospective candidates, still less those most likely to be seriously

thought of ; but a sulhcient number will be at the command of
the patrons to enable them to fiU up worthily so valuable a chair.

COTTAGE HOSPITAL, KIRKCALDY.
The want of a cottage hospital in Kirkcaldy has been long felt, and
more especially since the multiplication of large waxcloth and lino-

leum manufactories has rendered the occurrence of serious accidents

and injuries more frequent. This want is likely to be satisfactorily

supplied by the establishment of a cottage hospital, and last week Mr.
llichael B. Nairne, of Rankeillour, offered, through the magistrates

and Town Council of Kirkcaldy, a sum of £3,000 for the erection of a

hospital for non-infectious diseases.

ABERDEEN AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES.
In Aberdeen, last week, a man who had wilfully exposed himself so

as to bo a source of danger to others, wliilo he was suffering from
scarlet fever, was charged with a contravention of the Pablic Health

Act, having pleaded g'lilty, he was fined a guinea, with costs,

or in default imprisonment for ten days. It was reported, at a

meeting of the Aberdeen Town Council Health Committee, that the

entire cost of the new pavilion, which lias been erected for receiving

patients suffering fiom infectious diseases, was £1,062. At the same

meeting a communication was received from the Trades Council, re-

ferring to alleged carelessness on the part of officials in the trans-

ference from the hospital to their homes of convalescent patients.

NORTH BERWICK DEATH-RATE.
The following statement regarding the mortality of North BerBick

(which has been termed the Biarritz of Scotland, and which is so

largely favoured by members of the profession from England), will be

of some interest; it is taken from the registrar's return. " There has

not been a death in the district .since September 24th. The town

has been quite free from epidemic disease, and has been exceptionally

healthy. Only thirty deaths have been registered during the year,

being 11.1 per 1,000." These statistics refer entirely to^the resident
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population, and not to the host of visitors during summer and

autumn ; among whom five deaths occmrred, of which two were sudden

deaths and one suicidal.

DEATHS FROM INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

At a meeting of Edinburgh Town Council, held on Tuesday, the con-

vener of the Public Health Committee, Bailie Russell (M.B. andB.Sc.)

made an interesting statement with regard to the mortality in Edin-

burgh during 1887. The general death-rate had been 18.65 per 1,000

which was slightly greater than in the two previous years. The chief

item to be considered in this mortality was that due to inftctious

diseases, from which there had been 599 deaths, equil to 12.4 per

cent, of the entire mortality. Of these 599 deaths, 275 were registered

as due to whooping-cough ; 145 were due to scarlet fever, of which

2 537 cases had been reported, and 42 were due to measles, of which

2' 369 had been reported. During the year there had been two marked

outbreaks of typhus fever, but these they had baen able to deal with

€ff.3ctively and promptly, and although they had been able m recent

years to keep typhus under control by improved sanitary con-

ditions, these outbreaks showed the disease had lost none

of its former power when it had made a Uttle headway. Bailie

Eussell also gave some statistics regarding the work done for infectious

diseases in the city hospital. At the end of 1886 there were 128

inmates of the institution, at the end of 1887 there were 181, while

during the year 1,500 patients had baeu treated iu it. He also made

a statement as to the seizure of material intended to be used as food,

but which the authoritiej had condemned as unfit for suoh a purpose,

no less than seventy tons of meat having been seized and condemned

as unfit, and £102 10s. obtained as fines from those who had tried to

pass such food on the public. At the same meeting the Dean of

Guild gave notice of a motion of some interest and importance to the

effect that the Health Committee consider the expediency of the

medical officer of health reporting the death-rate in the several wards

of the city separately, and also stating the death-rate according to the

rental. —
IRELAND.

Several parties in Kewtownards, last week, who all partook of a

cheap fruit bread, were taken seriously ill with vomiting and diar-

rhffia. A portion of the bread has been sent for analysis.

Dk. Humphrey J. Broomfield, F.R.C.S.I., Lecturer on Anatomy

in the Carmichael School, has been appointed Assistant Visiting Phy-

sician to the City of Dublin Hospital.

PORTRAIT OF DR. BANKS.

At the conclusion of the business of the annual meeting of the Dublin

Branch of the British Medical Association on January 25th, the

portrait of Dr. J. T. Banks, the President of the Association, wUl be

presented to the President and Fellows of the King and Queen's Col-

lego of Physicians by the President of the Branch, Dr. Mapother, on

behalf of the subscribers to the reception fund of the annual meeting

in Dublin. The annual dinner of the Branch will be hold in the Hall

of the College of Physicians on the same evening, and it is.understood

that many distinguished guests will be present.

BOYLE UNION: MEDICINE EXPENSES.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Boyle Dispensary Committee was held re-

cently, on the subject of the great increase in the medicines used, as

compared with former periods. The committee came to the conclu-

sion that this increase was due to the great abuse in the issuing of

red (or visiting) tickets, to parties who, to say the least, are not en-

titled to medical relief under the poor law. One of the Boyle guar-

dians has suggested that whoever issued a visiting ticket to anyone

not eligible for it should be made to pay for the visit himself, and

also for the medicine supplied from the dispensary. If this could be

carried out, it would at once put a stop to a crying evil, aud be a

great boon to all dispen-ary medical officers. The expenses for medi

cines for the past half year, for Boyle, with a population of 41,215,

were £245 5s. 6d., and of Castlerea only £149 lis. 7d., with a popu-

lation of 43 442. It is the practice in Boyle Dispensary, once a patient

gets a visiting ticket, to be attended for twelve months without a

second being issued ; a strange arrangement; and one which must

necessarily give greater trouble to the dispensary medical officer,

than if the ordinary procedure was adopted.

BELFAST NATURAL HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY.

A VERY successful lecture in connection with this Society was given

in the Ulster Minor Hall, on January 2nd, by Dr. A. W. Hare, 01

Edinburgh. The subject was "Facial Expression," and it was

handled°with a force and lucidity that held the attention of a large

and distinguished audience. The lecturer illustrated his remarks by

a series of exceUent lime-light views, many of which were drawn from

the works of Sir Charles BeU and Duchenne. Dr. Hare wiU have a

hearty welcome should he return to Belfast in the capacity of

lecturer.

A STRANGE STORY.

As evening paper published on Monday a "romantic story," which

has since been copied into other journals, and which has, of course,

excited a good deal of notice. It relates that in a certain famJy, weU

known in a suburban district, one of them, who had always been re-

trarded as a woman, one day appeared dressed as a man, and was in-

troduced to the friends as a man. The story is true, and it was con-

sequent on the discovery of the real sex by a medical man in the city.

But the fact might have been allowed to rest there. Xow, for the

sake of an attractive " mystery" paragraph, the whole town-and par

ticularly the female portion of it-is set talking over a matter whic

must involve sexual topics that ought not to be so discussed.

ULSTER HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN AND WOMEN,
BELFAST.

A " Fairy Tea and Christmas Tree " was given in connection with this

institution on January 4th. The hospital was tastefully decorated

and numerous presents were provided for the youthful patients. A

lar-e concourse of visitors assembled at 4 o'clock, and refreshments

were served in the operating theatre. The chief feature in the enter-

tainment was the apparition of Father Time, laden with gifts for the

children The success of the afternoon was mainly due to the active

exertions of the lady superintendent. Miss Moore, to whom the hos-

pital owes so much of its efficiency. It is now in a very satisfactory

financial condition.

FALSE CHARGES AGAINST MEDICAL MEN.

Dr D^vy, of Terenure, may be congratulated on the triumphant

issue of the action brought against him, involving charges to which

medical men, however innocent, are peculiarly liable. His character

it will be seen, was completely vindicated, and the Recorder described

the rase as an atrocious one, and ordered criminal prosecution for

periury against the prosecutor. The risks of medical pracbce are

seriously enhanced by the perils disclosed by such a report, and Dr.

Davy must be condoled with for his misfortune in having to mcur

this unfortunate attack as heartily as he must be congratulated on the

triumphant issue from this unmerited ordeal.

HEALTH OF BELFAST.

FOK the past two weeks the death-rate in Belfast has reached the ab-

normallv high figure of 41 per 1.000, almost twice the average^ It is

sin-ular" that with this heavy death-rate there should not be asso-

ciated some special epidemic, but such is the case. Tire deaths are

fiirlv distributed among the various diseases usually prevalent in
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winter, and the specific fevers do not clftim more than their share of

the mortalitj. ScarUtinu, measles, typhoid, and nhoopiug-ooagh are

all well represented is the death returns, bat without a remirkablo

preponderance on the part of any of tliese diseases. Another siga

whiah indicates the i<resent unhealthy state of lielfaat is the wide

prevalence of epidemic and oojitagious sore-throat. The cases have
been nnosnally severe, and have often closely simulated scarlatina,

bnt in no instance comiD^ under our notice has there been auy sub-

sequent desquamation. The high mortality in Belfast is currently

attributed to the scarcity of water, which still to some extent pre-

vails. The year ISST was one of the driest years over recorded in

the north of Ireland. In estimating the gravity of the Belfast death-

rate, it is well to remember that during the autumn the town was
exceptionally healthy, the death-rate for some time being as low as 19

per 1,000. On the mere principle of averages, it is always probable

that a period of exceptionally low mortality vrill be followed by one
of somewhat high mortality, as during the former period many per-

sons, especially the aged, live on who in the ordinary course would
have died. At the same time, the high death-rate should be a warn-
ing voice to the corporation to expedite the drainage schemes which
they have in hand. The urgent necessity is universally admitted.

CORK DISTRICT LUNATIC ASYLUM.
At a meeting of the governors last week Alderman Dale said he
wished to take the opportunity of saying that the present satisfactory

condition of the asylum was due to the management of Dr. Dwyer,
the resident medical superintendent. At the same meeting the re-

fusal of the Cork Guardians to pay for patients sent to the asylum was
under consideration. It appears that the former had agreed to pny
for the maintenance of the lunatic paupers admitted to the as}'lum,

and they further passed a vote of thanks to the asylum board for re-

lieving the lunatic ward of the union at a time when it was over-
crowded. By the asylum rales it is in the power of the governors to
seek for payment at any time for any patients transmitted to the
asylum, if the medical officers certify such patients as not dangerous,
at the cost of the guardians. After a long discussion it was deter-
mined to make another application for the amount due, and if not
paid to take proceedings for the recovery of the same.

THE EXECUTION OF SURGEON-MAJOR CROSS.
SuBfiEON-JLiJOR Philip Edstapk Cross was hanged at Cork on
Tuesday last, for the murder of his wife. We have already given a

snmmary of the evidence produced by the prosecution. There could
be no doubt that the cause of liis wife's death was arsenic ; and when
itwaspnt to the jury by the judge that if they believed Mrs. Cross
died of poisoning by arsenic they should find the prisoner guilty, there
was little difficulty in determining what the verdict would be. Since
the date of the conviction an increasing number of persons had formed
the opinion that the extreme penalty ought not to b& carried out,
the cause of tliat belief being that there were some elements of un-
certainty in the case, and that the prisoner did not seem to have got
much of the "benefit of a doubt" recognised in criminal cases. Wo
commented, at the time, on the ch,aracter of the judge's charge, and
in the same day's issue of the SalunUy Jtcviav a severe article on the
subject appeared. It said: "The manner in which Mr. .Justice

Murphy addressed the jury was a manner very much to be avoided
by judges, and might very well have led to the conviction of an inno-
cent man A judge having to deal with a capital charge against such
a man was bound to put away all indirect considerations, to abstain
from anything like the language of passion or emotion, to content
himself with a close analysis of the faots before him. It is not too
mnoh to say that Mr. Justice Murphy did exactly the contrary." The
memorial to the Lord-Lieutenant, whioh we published in the
Jo i-RXAL of .January 7th, was innuentially signed, and various reasons

,
were adduced in favour of a mitigation of the capital sentence.
Bat it did not seem from the arst that such an appeal was likely to

result in success; In these cases the judge is always consulted, and
his opinion was already settloJ. Then the extreme journals protested
ag.iinst any leniency. It was a.sked :

" Is the suggestion this, that
Mrs. Cross was poisoned by her neighbours, or by those who had boy-
cotted her husband, or is it that a man who is boycotted and a mem-
ber of the Property Defence Association may poison his wife with im-
jmnity? How strange that those advocates of justice undeliled have
found a tongue to condemn judicial speeches for the Crown, only when
a wife-poisoning emergency man has been sentenced to hangt A
great public question, of vital moment to every person in Ireland, has
been raised by this Cross memorial. It is whether the administration

of the law, the machinery of Crown prosecution, the p.irtisanship, and
all the rest of it, shall grind to powder all the accused of one class,

marked for destruction, and leave unhurt all of another class

claiming immunity as ' loyalists,' .and so forth." Thus the bitterness

of political strife was also brought into the question, and Dr. Cross

wa."! between the hammer and the anvil. Reprieve would have been
read as a yielding to the clamour of " loyalists," no matter what new
facts might have been brought forward. The wretched man protested

his innocence of the crime. He left no " confession," but went to the

scaffold with absolute fearlessness. Dr. Moriarty, the prison surgeon,

is represented as saying, " I have seen many executions, but never

such bravery as exhibited by Dr. Cross. He was a grand old man.
He walked erect and without faltering." Still the question. Was Dr.
Cross guilty of murder ? remains unsolved. Whatever his moral failings

in regard to the unhappy woman ho has left a widow, there was no
necessary outcome of murder from them. They were useful in his
trial only as supplying a motive. Yet motive may be discerned
where it has really no active force at all. Lawyers have the knack of
building up a case from facts which have no cohesion except that
which is provided by their own imagination. Therein lies their art.

So far as the present case is concerned, the question has passed be-
yond the region of dispute. Whather Dr. Cross was a callous mur-
derer or not, we have the verdict of a jury as answer ; but beyond
that we have the dying man's solemn declaration that he did not kill

his wife.

ROYAL C0LLEC4E OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
A ijtrAETERLY meeting of the Council was held at the College on the

afternoon of Thursday, the 12th instant. The minutes of the Extra-

ordinary Council, held on the 5th instant, were read and confirmed.

Repotts were received from the various Committees.

The Secretary reported that four dissertations had been received on
The Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Tumours of the Bladder,
the subject of the Jacksonian prize for the past year, bearing the
respective mottoes or devices, "Veritas," "Thorough," " Totis
Viribus," and " J;'ai,stapf : What says the Doctor to my water?
Face : The water itself was a good healthy water, but for the party
that owned it, he might have more diseases than he knew of."

The President reported to the Council that Mr. Henry Power had
consented to deliver the next Hunterian Oration, and accordingly de-
clared Mr. Power appointed Hunterian Orator for February, 1S89.
The Council resamed the consideration of the proposed reply, pre-

pareti by the President aud Vice-Presidents, to the letter from the
Privy Council and the statement presented to the Lord President on
behalf of the Association of Fellows on the subject of the supplemental
College charter.

Alter a long discussion on suggestions .ind additions, it was resolved
to hold another extraordinary meeting of Council on Thursday next
for the further consideration of the letter to be sent to tlie Lord Pre-
sident of the Council.

A letter of December 13th from the Lords of the Council for-

warding, for the information of the College, a printed document
purporting to be a report of the statement made by Mr. Ernest Hart, as
spokesman of the deputation of the Association of Members of the
College, to the Lord President on the subject of the application for a
supplemental charier was read, but its consideration was again post-
poned.

The Council, in pursuance of the resolution of the Council of De-
cember 8th, elected, as a Committee to consider and report to the
Council on the regulations relating to the election of members of the
Conrt of Examiners, Sir James Pa;;et, Mr. Marshall, and Mr. Hutchin-
son, together with the President and Vice-Presidents.
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THE BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA OF 1885.

By WILLIAM CBAIG, M.D., F.K.C.S.Ed., F.R.S.E..

Lect.«c. on Miiteria Medico and TherapeuUcs, EJinburgh School ot M.d.cme.

The first edition of the British FUrmacopa-iaj,^^ published ia 1864

the second edition in 1867, to which an "Addendum was added m
1874 and in 1885 the third edition was published. This book, for

severa^ears to come, must be of the deepest mterest to every membe

of the profession, and, therefore, a few remarks regarding its merits

and demerits may not be altogether devoid of mterest.

It is now fully two years since this edition was published, and

teachers and others have had time to estimate its true worth.

I frankly admit at the outset that this edition is, m many respects,

superior to all previous ones, but notwithstanding many excellencies

it I not without very serious defects, some of which I will endeavour

'"loremostamongst these I place its great si.e The volume con-

sists of 564 page?, whereas its predecessor, including the Adden-

dum," extend'ed^only to 488 pages. We have thus an increase of .5

Tia-es in this third edition. This great mcre^e m the size of the

lohLe has been caused mainly by the introduction of many new

substances and a corresponding number of new preparations, but

partly also by the reintroduction of old remedies that had betn at one

'It is"^a matter of great regret that the British Medical Council

should have increased the size of the volume so much. ^Ybether the

responsibility for this resU with the Medical Council, the Pharma-

coi^eia Coraruittee, or the editors, I am not in a position to say, but

undoubtedly it is to be regretted that all the three editors were con-

nectedwiththePharmaceuticalSociety and none with the teachu^g

of materia medica in any of the medical schools of this country. It

is hardly possible to conceive that any teacher of materia medica

ki anv of our medical schools could have sanctioned the retenUon in

o^^vFkarmacopc,iaolihe numerous officinal drugs and Preparations

which are seldom if ever used in the treatment ot disease Be that as

^ may, all must admit that the book is too large and the important

practical question is, How could it have been made less >. That ques-

tion I will now endeavour to answer.
, . , ,. .

I have not much to say against the introduction of new medicmes

into the present edition. Many of these medicines were already

officinal in America and other countries, and deservedly so, because they

had proved themselves worthy of a permanent place m aWPlminnaco-

po-Aas. On the other hand, it may be fairly auestioned if there was

.much need for such medicines being made oihcinal as cupri mtras,

^rDotassii cvanidum, sodium, etc.
, . , . e .^. i

' ^
It is only, however, to a smaU extent that the size of the volume

could have been lessened by this method. There was ample room for

the insertion of all needed new medicines without increasing the size

iof the volume. ITay, more ; had the pruning knife been judiciously

: appliedjthis volume might have been the best and yet the smallest of

', aS the Editions of the Brilish Pfucrnmcopccia. There are many medi-

-cines and preparations in this edition which are seldom if ever pre-

'

scribed in the treatment of disease, and certainly there is no beneficial

effect to be obtained by their emploj-ment which would not ha more

readilv obtained by other and more useful drugs.

Wehave far too many officinal medicines, and also too many prepara-

lions of oven most useful drugs. Surely we could do %ith less than

thirtv-two preparations of iron or twenty-nine preparations of mercury !

The Pharnmcopreia could be reduced in size by at least one-third,

, and yet no patient would sulfer in consequence. >>ay, more, were

cthe volume greatly reduced in size, students would be enabled to

master their Materia medica much more efficiently, and consequently

the members of our profession would possess a better knowledge of

the actions and uses of remedies.

I shall now mention a few of the medicmes which might have been

Scammonium has no virtues not possessed by scammonife resuia, and

is three or four times dearer. I am aware that it is stated in the

PImrmacopceia as a source of the resin, hut this is not done on account

"^Cambogit is another 'medioine which can well be dispensed with.

It is apt to irritate, and possesses no properties not possessed by

elaterium. Cerevisiffi fermentum might have been omitted without

anv loss to our patients ; so. too, with mezerei cortex, rhojados petala,

and sambuci llores. Laricis cortex possesses no properties not pos-

.sessed by oleum terebinthinic. Papaveris capsnlffi have no properties

not possessed by opium. Laurocerasi folia are only useful for the

hydrocyanic acid contained in them. Uemidesmi radix is not of suf-

ficient importance to be still officmal in this country. Moschu3m.|ht

have been consigned to the same position as castor. Elemi mastiche

and manna are not worthy to be retained; so, too, with ^safras

radix, serpentarire rhizoma. sumbul radix and ""any others which

could easily be named. The omission of these and aucb lie medi-

cines-and, of course, the preparations derived from them-would

have materially lessened the size of the volume.

The real question is not-Has the drug any virtue ? but-Haa it any

virtue not already possessed by other and more useful nieiic^«»?

Tl e size of the volume might have been still further lessened by the

exclusion of many needless preparations of several useful and highly

imDortaut drugs: To this class belong os ustum, zmcum, zmcum

oTu atum Suthuni, bismuthum puTflcatum We havefar toomany

nrenarations of iron, mercury, lead, antimony, etc. Ferrum redactum

Sesse no properties not possessed by other_ and more important

salts of iron Ferri sulphas granulata is twice the price of fern

uIphas ; but that is no good reason for its reten ion in the PAartM-

cmlia eeing it possesses no medicinal properties not possessed by

^cheaper sflt
^ Vinum ferri is a favourite wth many, but it is a

useless preparation ; it possesses only traces of iron, and the sherry it

contaTns i^^uot nece'ssarily the best. In like manner the PF^Parations

of mercury are far too numerous. It is to be hoped that m the next

edidon of the Plu^r,nacop.=ia the bulk of the volume will be greatly

'^Another defect is in regard to the nomenclature of drugs This

mitht be gr^ly improved! The present edition i^^uch better in

tbil respect than its predecessor, but even yet there is room for un-

provemen? To caU acidum phosphoricum concaitraium x^jery m^-

feadSi^ especiaUy when omitted in connection with other strong

acldr°Ac dum ac^eticum glaciale, acidum sulphuricum, "cidum lacb-

cum acidum nitricum, hive each a higher percentage of acid than

"ZTtSl'Sdte:«» er,ot.. Extractum iilicis liqnidum

is amlnomer, for it is not a li^i.1 extract m he true sense of^t
term As weU call

" oleo-resina cubeba; a liquid extract. Uelse-

mtam should be gelsemii rhizoma. Many similar examples might

wfven More uniformity in nomenclature would be of much^ad-

vantage to the student of materia medica.
• j vi, o.l„.n

The doses given in the PJiarniacopa-ia, might be revised with advan-

taae Some^drugs should have no doses ascribed to them, inasmuch

as they sTould never be given internally : for example, ^antonicahas

Tdose of 10 to 60 grains. This substance should be used only as a

sour eo santonmlm, which is tasteless, and has aU the mediamd

properties, whereas saiitonica is bitter and disagreeable ; so, too with

Regard t^'cusso. Surely it is not expected to swallow a a-3^er to

half an ounce of this substance. I suppose it is meant that the m-

fusion prepared from this quantity is to be taken as a dose. Conii

fol^ is a bad form for internal administration. I suppose few practi-

Soner" if any give the powder of the dried leaves. Other similar

'TCelfes^the'reirawantof consistency in the officinal doses.;

ar.eniTi"lidumhTthedose of -Ath grain, but in the H^^l^^
:[lVrar.yriiodulithedoseUgiven^lO^

STanltLVnotwU^Sndi^gretctt^
equal quantity of another very powerful substance-the mercunc

inc their exclusion from the Pluirmacopu:ia.
. , . ,. ^ .„.„

°The are other defects in the volume to which I ^igtt direc* att^;

tion as phvsostigmatis .a<ie;i, but I have said enough to direct the

attelitlon of he profession and of the General Medical Council to the

Si^^rSme^rK^^t^^f?^
t.oo^ patients, that the next edition wiU be greatly re^iuced_insue.

Notification of Infectious Disease at Bolton -The report

sent to the Local Government Board by the medical officer of health

or Bolton! apFOviug of the compulsory notification of inactions d^-

ealewa" discussed at a meeting of the Town Councd on Wednesday,

•ind disapproved by twenty-seven to twenty-lour.
» v i^ii

"D^ljArK^.. whose nam'e is ^o we^T" l?^^f°Bak ^'
ology, has been appointed professor m the University of Bale.
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HONORARV DEGREES FROM UNIVERSITIES.
A CORRESPONDENT Writes to US uiiiior the title, Jl.A. and M.D. : It

is interoating to ascertain in how far the univor^itil3 appreciate and
Tecognise literary and scientific work done by medical men. Tho two
oldest and proatost univoraitica in England have, until very recent
jean, treated medicine in s most unkind and unbecoming manner,
and only now have they seemed to awake to tho knowledge of this fact;

and they have, by strenuous efforts, began to attempt to call their
medical faculty into life, and to take means to establish a properly
eijnipped medical school, and to attract students. Hitherto their gra-

du ites in medicine have been very few, and oven these have received,
in most instances, much of their instruction at other schools of medi-
cine.

The Oxford University grants four honorarr degrees, namely, D.D.;
D.C.L ; M.A.; and Mus.U. From 1870 to l"sS5, it has conferred the
foliowing number ot honorary degrees : 32 of D.D., M2 of D.C.L , 26
of M. A., and .'i of SIus.D. So far as can be made out of the 142 D.C.L.
degree?, 9 only have been awarded to distingnished medical men.

Cambridge, according to its Calendar, has conferred titular degrees
on 169 persons ; so far as can be ascertained, only 11 have been con-
ferred on medical men. Perhaps the absence of vitality in the medical
faculties of their nniversities is the true reason why they have not
shown a keener appreciation of the labours of men who have attained
eminence in medicine.

The University of Dublin confers no fewer than ten honorary de-
grees ; the last Calendir shows that, up to this date, it has not been
very liberal with its D. D. degrees ; 12 only have been conferred. The
degree of Doctor of Laws has been conferred ou 23i ; only 4 medical
men are to be found in this list, but 37 distinguished medical men
fignre as honorary Doctors of Medicine, 3 as Masters ofSurgery, and 3
as Masters in Obstetric Science. Considering the high repute of her
medical faculty, the fulness and excellence of her course of studv, tlie

number and eminence of many of her medical alumni, I think this
University canuot be accused of lavishly awardingherhonouis. In Scot-
land, most of the medical teaching is done at the universities, and a
large proportion of those who register as qualified men are gradu-
ates in medicine.
The Universities of St. Andrews, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Edin-

burgh grant two degrees as honours to persons selected by the Senatus
Academicns : the D.D. degree for distinction, the LL.D. degree for

literary or scientific eminenra. In the Faculty of Divinity the D.D.
can now be obtained by B.D.'s of a certain standing, who adopt pre-
scribed forms for proceeding to this degree, but hitherto most, or, in
fact, nearly all the degrees of D.D. conferred by the Scotch Universi-
ties have been honorary. The Calendars of the Scotch universities are
now very complete, and give useful information concerning courses of
study and all university matters. Those of St. Andrews, Aberdeen,
and Edinburgh have a list of the honorary degrees given each year,
and 1 certainly fail to see why the Calendar of the Glasgow Univer.sity
should Bot also give this information. The Senatus Academicns of
each University wields this great honour-giving power, and doubtless
a keen and scrutinising acumen discovers those apparently deserving
of such degrees. A wise impaftiality weighs in tho balance the merits
and demerits of those at first glance considered woithy of the honour;
and a careful estimate of their work, professional, literary, or scien-
tific, is, of course, made by such competent authorities as for the time
sway the councils of their national scats of learning.

Slight variations seem to e.'cist in the different universities that I

have record of, as to tho ratio in which these two honorary degrees are

f-.ven. Taking St. Andrews from 1860 to 1S85 inclusive, it hascon-
erred 55 D.D. degrees, while it has during the same time given 87
LL.D. degrees. Aberdeen has since 1851 and u]> to 1886 given 91
D.D. degrees, while in the same time it has given 122 LL.D. degrees.
The Edinburgh Calendar states that the list of D. D 's now includes over
300 names, and the sime is said about the degree of LL.D. from 1847
to 1874, a period of twenty-seven years; 107 LL.D. degrees were
given, and only 10 fell to the lot of medical men.

At St. Andiows daring the twenty years ending 1876, no medical
man was deemed worthy of the LL.D. degree; and even though a
little more liberality has of late yeirs been shown in acoidirg this
degree to medical men, only 10 medical men at present find a place
ammg the list of St. Andrews honoMry graduates. Aberdeen has
since 1860 given its LL D. to 14 melical men out of a totil of 87.

Edinburgh, whose Faculty of Medicine, from its eminence, from the
preponderance of its students and its m.dical graduates, almost over-
shadows the other faculties in the University, seems in this matter to
do them scant justice.

Dovm to that supreme effort at degree-giving which took place at

the celebration of tho tercentenary in 1884', only 29 LL.D. degrees fell
to the lot of medical men out of the 191 conferred. That those who
have to do with conferring tho degree of LL. D. must at times have
qualms of conscience and take a fit of seeing merit even in medical
men is quite apparent, for in some years medical men figure in a fair
proportion.

In the list of 1875 this is seen more markedly than in any other
year, for of 14 LL.D. degrees conferred, 8 fell tj medical men. At
the tercentenary celebration 124 LL D. degrees were conferred, 42
on distinguished medical men ; at such a time medicine was evidently
duly recognised, but since that period only 4 medical men have re-
ceived this honour, though 24 degrees have been awarded. Even in
this University the highest honours are given mth greater sparcness
to medical men than to thoiie of some other professions, and yet her
medical sons have done, and are doing, as much to increase the fame
of their Alma Mater as any of her children.
Now if honorary degrees are given at all on fair and equivalent

grounds, a perusal of tlio Calendsirs and the list of honorary degree
holders would lead one rather to tho belief that the clergy, withont
any comparison, are the most distinguished of the professions; that
thoy should be the best, and probably are, I admit.
That nearly all professions are distinguished by honorary degrees is

legitimate, but that lawyers and medical men should be so unworthy
of honour from their university is very sad indeed, and yet we hear of
medical graduates of all tho Scotch universities doing good work, and
some even attain the highest eminence.

In Glasgow in 1836 six D.D. 's were given, thirteen LL.D.'s, three
only of the latter were given to medical men. It is very seldom that
one notices a medical graduate of GR-igow University receiving
further honours from his own university. Yet there are 1,596 medieal
men among the 5,848 who constitute the members of Council of that
University.

Of the twelve professors in the Medical Faculty only four are them-
selves students of, and graduates in, medicine of that University. It
is highly probable, and 1 offer it as a possible explanation of the facta
that a perusal of the University C.ilendars has forced upon me, that in
all seats of learning, old customs, old fashions, and old beliefs linger
long. The Church at one time was the learned profession, lawyers
and doctors of medicine are of yesterday ; the Church gave legal
advice, dispensed medicine, and up to a given date even acted as
chirurgeon.

Though matters have changed the belief in the profession still holds
good, and D.D.'s are common in Scotland, and though at times and
in certain cases those in other professions wonder what their old fellow-
student has done to be so graced by his .Vlma Mater, age, a certain
pulpit success, and a lucky avoidance of the pitfalls which beset
clergymen, seena often to the uninitiated mind to be the principal osten-
sible reasons of the decoration of the do:torate. It ii very possible
that the medical professorate are not so much in touch with the
graduates of their University, who live at a distance from their Uni-
versity, and that they are in most cases in a minority at the meetings
which select those to be honoured, and that it is owing to this that I
see clergy, rectors of schools, and school examiners in a very much
higher proportion than lawyerj or medical men in tho lists of honorary
graduates.

»HE WOMEN'S JUBILEE OFFERING.
The Queen has expressed her approval of the scheme contained in
the following address from the Committee nominated by Her Mjjesty
to consider and report upon the best means of effecting her wish to
benefit nurses as well as the nursed by devoting to this object the
surplus of the Women's JuDilee OUtring

" Eaton, December 26th, 1887.
" In obedience to the desire which your Majesty has graciously ex-

pressed to us, that we should consider and report on the method by
which the surplus of the Woiueu's Jubilee Offering may be best ap-
plied for the promotion of rnr.sing, we have the honour to state to
your Majesty our belief that tho best method, and that whi -h will be
most gratifying to those who contributed to the fund, will be by the
foundation of an institution for promoting the education and main-
tenance of nursej for the sick poor in their own homes. We believe
that the institution should have its chief centre in London, but that
similar central institutions should be in Edinburgh and Dublin, and
that with one or all of them should be afbliated any institutions de-
siring such affiliation, and satisfactorily fulfilling, in any part of the
kingdom, the general purpose of the fuundation.

" We would recommend that the nurses should all bo duly ap-
proved women of excellent personal character, and of good education,
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moicaie, uy ii»

Vnrther we venture to suggest to your Majesty

?hatTtToSMadd'to the esteem and utility of The proposed institu-

tionitUsomcialVorkcouldbedouein St. Kathmne s Hospital or

if °t ouldbe u so,^e manner connected with that anc.eut ounda-

tion-f^ that hospital is one of the oldest benevcdent institutions in

he kingdom £ver since its foundation in 1148 the Q-.-s o Eng^

land have been its patrons ; and the charter granted ml3al bj Queen

PhUinpr&SMenedto it, among its chief purposes, the visitation of

Ae siTand poor We'are prepared, if it be your Majesty's pleasure

consider o^r to take part in considering and reporting m detail on

the means by which the institution which we commend to your

Majesty's favour may best conduce to the f,"^P^°P';-<l^-^^_

"James Paget.
" KUTHERFORD AlCOCK."

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE AT THE NINTH
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.

A WELL-KKO.ra alienist physician has sent us the following observa-
3. ^^^'''' '>-/'„ ,.

f p,,-cholo.-ncal Med cine aud Nervous Disease

oHh^^Vte naSMelSf'Sess :-The President of the Section

showed in his address how rapidly the urban population are deyelop-

n "Insanity so that very soon the Americans will not only be m ad-

valce^n p7oC but also in the ratio of their insane to their sane

Zulat°on The r healthiest population is that of the advancing new

i?ates their worst the New Yo.k State. W th the ne^oes civilisa^

Hon increases but insanity outpaces it. It was shown that the

Amerkan ideal in asylums is as good as possible, and that the newe.-t

plTns for tte treatment of patienls are to be found in "^e
f
t» ^^l

«T"J
ladv doctors and pathological laboratories are being introduced but it

seemed that the lormer lero not appreciated as fully as might have

been expected liv the superintendents. »,,•_„„„).
Disu^ssions took plac'e on treatment, hut, ^^ ™1«' %^^, '^^

from the therapeutical, but from the humane, standpoint. Restraint

or non.restraint, that was the question
;

-t^''^
^'t^^'n not ^n th^

superintendent to have a non restraint shibboleth, or not. in ttie

SecUo^ it wis decided to the satisfaction of all, that a good deal of

liberty should be allowed, even to medical officers
_

Dr Mendel, of Berlin, read a paper on the Origin of the Facial

Nerve with someclinicalfactssupportinghisphysiological observations

He Ilso read a paper objecting to the use of the term ' moral insanity;

i" America it may well be believed that feehng is strong as

to the u"e and misuse of the term. Probably no other nation m
the world has so many persons who are '""""j

'°\^„''f'
^''^-

f„*
*^^

same time, no nation has so many persons who need to be •^^'t ° a^«

of something-persons who would be only too glad to give up self-con-

trol if assured no punishment would follow. The nation is seething in

its development, and with its great possibilities of good are also

gVeat possibilities of evil. It was generally felt that the use of the

term "moral insanity " must be retained, but its u>e limited.

As mi.ht have been expected, .here were one or two papers

which we^-ro not up to Congress pitch. Either they
;^;;«

"-?de °r

they were ill thought-out, being but the oatcome of
f^J^"^^^

imagi-

nat on. Such a one was by a superintenden ,
on Remissions of

Insanity, who appeared to hold that a force allied tr. spintual force

had a good deal to do with the disease. No such thmg as complete

euro 0? recovery betweon attacks seemed possible to him. this

coming from one of the friends of the insane, was too terrible to

leave unchallenged.
, „ ,. j .,„„ „„,.- „

There ate certain moot points in each Section, and one sure to

crop up in Psvchological Medicine is classification. It would be well

if in future "Congresses-for the text hnndied years at lea.t-a

notice were given that no such papers could be received
!

foj 'b 7

all come to the same thing ; they add one more variety to the l.,t

"'TvervTnteTefting paper was read by Dr. Siitzka of New York, on

a New Disease, the symptoms resembling very nearly those of insular

sclerosis, and the pathological changes being due to ™"l«'r'e aneu-

rjsmal dilatation throughout the nervous system. In tne case

described there was a history of similar symptoms having occurred

fnXr members of the family, and Dr. Sp.tzka pointed out the

fact of inheritance of special vascular tendencies Other patho-

W cal subjec 8 were considered, and some original work was shown

by Dr Homan, of Helsingfors, who had been for some years working

at the en-ects of early amputation of limbs m the lower animals not

only on he higher nerve centres, but on the peripheral nerves them-

selves It seems that too much has been made of the easily-spoken-

about'but not yet proved conduction of degeneration Several writers

devoedtheYr ^attention to single symptoms, to the clearing away

mvstification in the use of terms ; but we were astonished that na

^nl took up the word "paranoia." in aU its glory, and descanted

""^The English Section was honoured by the selection of Dr Blandford

to read apaner before the General Congress, and the large audience spoko

well for the appreciation of our countryman and the attention dis-

played proved the justice of the select on. The paper being on th^

TVeltment of Kecent Cases of Insanity m Asylums and Private

House" was of course, of more practical interest to us
;

but

"showed the Americans our methods of dealing with the insane

better than a more elaborate essay would have done.

Speciaf papers were read, as we have said, en particular groups of

sySms%uT these were not of any great novelty, and were as a

ruk the careful arranging of the author's experience according to his

da of order sTch fontributions are good for reference, but not for

cursory not"e. The best attended meetings of the Section were those

devoted"" he papers from British contributors on the Belationships

of Syphilis to Xiroses, and it will suffice here to say that papers

were contributed by Drs. Shuttleworth and Beach on Idiocy and its

Sp ificRelatLshlps ; by Dr. Wiglesworth, on Acute Syphihs and

its Relations to Mental Disorder ; by Dr. Mitchell, of the Koyal

i^ylum EdLburgh, on the Statistics of SyphUis among the Insane

^o?urt'ion of thft'city; by Dr. Warner on -me ot the Epdept^c

Associations with Syphilis ; and by Dr. Savage, who took a general

ru^ev of theTound traversed by the former speakers and also con-

Xfed a papeTon the Connection between General Paralysis of the

Insane and lyphilis. The discussion merits further notice, and we

shall hone to give it in more detail.
. ,

The Section did much practical work in visiting asylums, and we

ha?e no Toubt that the^meeting of men from distant covmtnes

started some friendships and cemented more, which wiU be for the ad-

vancement of psychiatry.

REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN DEGREES.

JcDGiKGfrom some of the letters which have been addressed to us,

it would appear that there are still considerable doubts as to the

right of registered medical practitioners who have recently obtained,

or may in the future obtain, foreign degrees, to register those degre^^

Certain ciuestions raised by correspondents have been submitted

-to a competent legal authority, whose opinion is subjoined.

The M D Brussels was selected for convenience, and becaufe,

after ad'm^^tting many persons having the degree of MD. Brussels to

Ster that fegree, the General Medical Council will, o course

aclnowledge it to be a degree obtained after a proper exammation, and

herefrre^rill. we presume, recognise it as a -"P'o-^ " f^'f-gj
sufficient guiantee of the possession of the requisite knowledge and

sSl for the efficient practice of medicine, surgery, and midwifery, as

required by Section 13 of the Medical Act, 1886.

after proper examination on a date
f^^*''^, r*;f'o°dJr j^ CouncU

^h^^^tZ:^^^i^ p'^t-of^ Medical Act

^'f'kr]'B.C.thfnTe?ster the M.D.Brussels as an additional

qualification •

"
CouTdhe cause his name to be inserted o" the sepa«.te Hst o^^

names and addresses of the foreign p^mtion^rs
J[ ^^ ansjrM

in the affirmative, ^"t^'^ his name be withdrawn o^ .^ ^
on which it now appears in virtue of the re^isiranou

diploma 1
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*.* (1 ) ^yh*n an Onl«r in Conndl »pplj-inj» the second part of the Art
to Bolginm is issued, it ecoms that B. C. will bo entitled to lo regis-

tcroJ under Subsection (3) of Section 12 as a British subject practising
msdidoe in the L'nitod Kingdom on the prescribed day and for ten
years preceding, who will show that he holds what should be a recog-

nised foreign diploma, assuming that the Brussels 11. D. entitles its

holder to practice in Belgium.

(2) The separate list does not seem intended to supersede an ordinary
British qualification.

IL—D. E. is a registerod medical practitioner, a British subjeot,
who has continuously practised medicine in the United Kingdom or
ebewhere for a period exceeding ton years immediately preceding tho
ptescnbed day. He obtained the M, D. Brussels, after proper examina-
tion, on a date subsequent to the prescribed day. If an Order in
Council were to be issued declaring that tho second part of tho
Medical Act (1656) applied to Belgium—

1. Could D. E. register the M.D. Brussels as an additional qualifi-
cation I

If not—
2. Could D. E. cause his name to be inserted on the special list of

tho names and adilresses of the foreign practitioners ?

*.* (1) Yes, it seems so. The prescribed day, by Section 17, is the
day on which the Act is declared to apply to the forei^ country.

(2) This is already answered in I (2).

THE CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INSAKE
_ II.

Db. Harbington TiTKE sends us the following comments on the
case of the Rev. (i. C, in continuation of those published on
NoTember 26th, p. 1175.

The summing up of Mr. Justice Field was strongly adverse to the
pruoner. I do not impute any blame to the judge, whom I know to be
as humane and benevolent as he is just and learned. The fault seems
to be m the present test imposed by the law as to the responsibility
of an insane criminal. This test, in my opinion, often, as in this
case, involves the manifest injustice by procuring the condemnation of
an obvious lunaUc. The judge, in the discharge of his duty, several
tunes impressed upon the jury that they were to iirst consider whether
the prisoner knew the nature and quality of the act he had com-
mitted, and, if so, they must find him guilty of murder. Now it
would seem to me, and I should think it would strike every reader of
the evidence adduced in thia trial, that the prisoner knew well the

' nature and quality " of his act. He got a razor from his case,
walked to the door of the vicar's bedroom ; when admitted, after a
short delay outside the locked door, he walked to that side of the bed
in which his nght hand would have the most power to use a razor as
a weapon, and with the candle stUl in his left hand fatally wounds
JusjicUm in the throat. The question addressed by him to the vicar
What do you mean !" would appear to indicate some latent delusion

aa to an imaginary wrong, but that only strengthens the hypothesis
that he knew the nature of the ghastly deed he was perpetrating.
Twine his victim's wife came to tis room ; on the second visit he

noticed the blood of the murdered man on her dress, and desired her
to go and change it. The murder was a mad act, no doubt, but the
history I have given from the testimony of an eye-witness shows it
was done by a man who possibly well knew the " nature and quality"
of the cnmehc had committed. The unnatural calmness and com-
posnre of the prisoner during the whole time is worthy of notice.
The second quction, " Did the prisoner at tho moment of murder

know that he was domg wrong?' a question the careless answer to
which has often kd to the "miserable spectacle," as Sir Edward Coke
caUa It, of the execution of a madman," which, as he goes on to say
IS against law and of extreme inhumanity and cruelty," was fre-
quently and impressively put to the jury, and also dwelt upon by i h i

cotuuel for tho prosecution.
In this extraordinary trial we have materials for a more

nunnte eianuuation of this question than are usualy available in cases
of murder in which lusanity U pleaded for the defence. We have in
evidence that at ten o'clock on the night of the murder tho prisoner
read family prayers in the presence of the lady whose husband hek^od before her eyes two hours afterwards. He had probably his own
private devotions

; unless we presume his prayers to have been merely
mechanical, he must, when he uttered the suppUcation, " Deliver us
from onl, have known right from wrong. Ho spoke rationally, and,
at aU events, there then appeared no reason to doubt his mental
capacity or his moral responsibility. That the prisoner know right

from wrong tho next morning early is shown by his ready acquiescence
in tho remark of the policeman who arrested him, " that the murder
of tho vicar was a bad job," aud his unresiitingly allowing himself to
be arrested. According to the evidence of the next witness, he ad-
mitted that the murder was a sad allair.

It is seldom that an eye-witness can describe an act of murder, and
is able to do so, by her want of knowledge that a murder had been
committed. The prisoner carefully concealed the razor from the wife

;

the way he held the candle in his left hand seems to have prevented
her seeing his act of desperate violence. She did not believe her
husband when he says, " He has cut my throat !

" and went at once
to the prisoner's room. The prisoner had hidden the razor beneath
his looking-glass, and to the question whether he had anything In
his hands, shows them, and answers, "Nothing."
The wife returned to her husband, whom, in the agonies of death,

she found lying on the lloor in a pool of blood. She went a second
time to the prisoner, and said, "What have you done? Come and
help me." Her nightdress was stained with blood. The only reply she
obtained is, " I have done nothing. Go and change your dress."
The concealment of the razor in the first instance, the hiding of it •

afterwards, and the denial of the crime seem to point to at least some
feeble knowledge that he had committed an act which was wrong, and
which he naturally shrank from admitting.

It must be perfectly understood that I and all the other medical
witnesses present at the trial, and probably most of those who may
read this account of it, believed, and still believe, that the prisoner's
murderous act was that of a madman—that it was a recurrence of the
same " homicidal mania " that had suddenly appeared at the same
season nine years before, when, as Dr. Wright told the jury, Mr. C.
had made an unprovoked attempt to cut the throat of an aged patient,
and shortly afterwards had tried to throttle another ; and this WiS the
view apparently held by the jury, who refused to trouble themselves
more than was absolutely necessary with either of the purely legal -

questions which had been dwelt upon, in the strict discharge of their-

,

duty, by the judge and the Crown counsel.
This and other trials show the disagreement that exists be-'

tween law and psychological medicine as to the responsibility for

,

crime. The lawyers apparently do not understand that a perfect'
knowledge of right and wrong is quite consistent with even hopeless
and dangerous insanity. I had frequently recognised this difficulty, t

and in giving evidence before the " Royal Commission on the Aboli-
tion of Capital Punishment " I was much struck by the incredulity of
Lord Derby, the Chairman, and other members of that distinguished
Committee, as to the fact which I stated from my own experience,
that I had heard an insane man condemned to death, who was after-
wards executed, on the ground that at the moment of the murder he

,

was able to distinguish right from wrong.
At a fully representative meeting of the Medico-Psychological Asso-

ciation held at the College of Physicians in 1864, several foreign
alienist physicians being present, I brought forward a resolution as
to the point whether the presence of the knowledge of right and
owrong is any proof of sanity. Tho resolution was in these terms :

"That so much of the legal test of the mental condition of an
alleged criminal lunatic which renders him a responsible agent, be-
cause he knows tho dilTerence between right aud WTong, is inconsistent
with the fact, well known to every member of this meeting, that the
power of distinguishing between right and wrong exists frecjuently
among those who are undoubtedly insane, and is olten associated with
dangerous and uucontroUable delusions.''

In the course of the debate that ensued, Dr. Morel, of Rouen, a
well-known French psychologist, expressed his surprise that the law
of England should make an insane man responsible for his acts be-
cause he has a knowledge of what he has done. The best way of
ascertaining if the acts of an insane person correspond to a particular
trouble or disorder of the mind was to study the nature of the act in
relation to the particular malady. The resolution was carried unani-
mously. It may be tiken, then, that an insane man, in the opinion
of competent judges, may be irresponsible, although knowing right
from wrong

; and it appears to mo that tho verdict of the jury in the
case of tho Rev. G. C. was consistent with this opinion, and incon-
sistent with the doctrine that the knowledge of right and wrong ren-
ilers an insane man liable to capital punishment ; but that he should
be confined and prevented from further mischief, is consonant with
right and justice.

MecicalMaoistbatbs.—Messrs. Richard Hingston, L.RC.P.Lond.,
William Nettle, M.R.C.S.Eng., and Charles Bainbridge Rendle,
M.RC S.Eag., have been placed on the Commission of the Peace of
the Borough of Liskeard.
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ASSOCIATIONJNTELLIGENCE.

COUNCIL.
NOTICE OF MEETING.

, MEETING of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

iation No. 429, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on Wednes-

ay, the 18th day of January next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

The following Committees will also meet :—

Tuesday, January Mtk, 1888. -Habitual Drunkards Committee

30 r M. -Therapeutics Committee, 3 r. it.-Premises and Library

^mmittee, 4 r.M.-Relative Rank Committee, 5 r-^'--Fees to Mit-

losses Committee. 6 p.m. Wednesday, Jamwrymh, 1883. -Ar-

angement Committee, 10.30 A.M.-Journal and Finance Committee,

I'eancis Fo-^^'ke, General Secretary.

December 24th, 1887. L-.t :-. ;

NOTICE OF QUAKTEBLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

isT qualified medical practitioner, not disquaUfied by any by-law of

the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any three

members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any recognised

Branch Council.
, r,^,. , -i

Meetings of the CouncU will be held on January ISth, April

18th July 18th, and October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election

by the CouncU of the Association must send in their forms of appli-

cation to the General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before

each meeting, namely, March 28th, June 27th, September 26th, and

December 28th, 18S8.
, „ -, . u ™i„ to

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Counca fl^o^W/PP'y *"

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch

Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summoning

the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowkb, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OP DISEASE.

The Report upon the Connection of Diseasb with Habits of In-

TEMPEKANOB, which was presented to the Section of Medicine in the

Annual Meeting of 1887, and a further portion of the Report_ upon

Old Aqe have been completed, and wUl shortly be pubbshed in the

JOUENAL. , ., „. .„

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the Gsogkaphical Distribction of

OEKTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and wiU be published as soon

as ready. . i

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,

that on The Etioloot of Phthisis.

A fresh in<iuiry into the Origin and Mode of Propagation of

Epidemics of Diphtheria has just been issued.

Memoranda iipo^i these mbjects, and,forms for recording ohservatmis

may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective Investiga-

tion CommitUe, 4S9, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Metkofolitan Counties Branch : East Loncon and South E93e>c District.

—The next meetiiiK will be held, by the kiud invitation ot Dr. Adams, at liroolie

House, Uprer Clapton, on Thursday, January 19th, at S 30 p.m A demonstra-

tion of interesting cases of eye disease will he given by A. Q. fcilcoct, lisq.

Visitors WiU bo welcomed.—J. W. Hunt, Honorary Secretary, 101, Queen s Road,

DalstoD.

Metkopoutan CodKTiES Bkakoh : Weeteun District.—The next meeting

will be held on Friday, January 27th, at St. Mary's Hospital, Paddington (by

kind permission of the medical staff). The chair will be taken, at S.r.O p.m., by

H Charlton Bastian, Esq., Sl.D., F.U.S., the Vice-rrc.^ident of Ihe District.

Business • 1. Minutes of preceding meeting. 2. Clinical remarks oo Chronic

Diseases of the luiee-joint in Toliug Feuple : by Edmund Owen, Esq., M.B.,

F R C S Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital and the Children's Hospital ;
several

illustrative cases of patients will be shown. 3. Demonstration of cases of

Chronic Diseases of the Spinal Cord : by D. B. Lees, Esq., M.D., F.R.C.P., Phy-

sician to St. Mary's Hosjiital and t^o Children's Hospital. 4. Drs. WaHer,

Silcock, Hand licld-Jones, and R. Maguire, will exhibit microscopic specimens,

and give short demonstrations, etc.—C. A. PAiTBa;, Honorary Secretary, Mar-

pool House, Ealing, W.

Byebs, M.D., Lower Crescent, Belfast. . ^

TVtm.iiJ -ftRATCH -the eleventh annual general meeting ot the DuWin Branch':

of^B*t*hScal^'sociation wUl, by the land
V^^-^^l^'f^^'^i'^i^c

l^" 'aflT/uW*;!s'1?lSeVphfsJiku,""^Sar-e Street "^^e offi«rs and Council
King and Queen s ^1^'''^^

°'
f"A° . ^ ^^Uot and any other necessary business

fur tl''^ ™f"'"e
ye^"^;''"

^l^jf// slq M b., Prealdent-elect, will deliver the

the Branch, must inform the H°°°Jf7 ^fJ-TJ/^ ^^11 at 7 p.m., on tli day of the
annual .iinner of the B""«^,,^'

.'^,\"tfr^°CmLrs who purchase their tickets

""•^'"^-V jTnSf ianuaS '«h i' ItV M : for members purchasing their

on or before Tuesday, January -""•"»
Ar,r,lieations for tickets and the name

Secretary and Treasurer.

Broad Street, Oxford, Honorary Secretaries.

ABERDEEN, BANFF, AND KINCARDINE BRANCH
The Dfcembcr meeting of this Branch was held at 198 Union btreet

Iberdeen, on Wednesday, December 21st, at 8 p.m.; the President of

the Branch, Dr. Smith, of Kinnairdy, being m the chair.

Minutes and BalM.-The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved, and Dr. J. J. Y. Dalgarno. Royal Infirmary, Aberdeen,

was ballotted for and admitted a member of the Branch

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

TARIS.
[from our own cobeespo>t>est.]

Sweating Fever.— Treatment of Obesity. -Action of BiU.-Anlipynn

in Epilepsy.—Cucaine Poisoning.-A B:ulUt extracted from the
..

Wrist after seventeen Years.- The Lungs as Filters for Mi^o-

.

organisms.—Antiseptic Lozenges.

Sweating fever appeared in Poitou last summer for the first time

since 1845. The opinions concerning the ongm and nature ol tnis

affection differ greatly. The Poitou Medical has published a volume

containing the works of different authorities upon the epidemics of

1845 and 1887. Dr. Gaillard, who wrote a complete cbnical descnp-

tion of the epidemic of 1845, remarked that it principally attacked

persons in eLy circumstances. He employed sudorifics and ton cs

Dr Gaillard noted that it was more serious when it appeared duimg

pregnancy or delivery. He regarded sweating fever as non-conta^ions

_al opimon which was shared by most of the medical men ot the

locality in which it appeared. Drs. Thaudicre and Litardiere reported

the epidemic at Sillars in 1387 ; 244 persons were attacked Mea es

was observed at the same time as the sweating fever Dr. Gn He,

who observed both these affections simultaneously at Montmonllon

regarded the epidemic as miliary measles, or measles accompanied by

weatingfever.^ This opinion was shared by Dr Broaardel who wss

sent by the Academy of Medicine to investigate the nature of the epi-

demic Dr. GuUle believes that the affection is not directly conta.

gious, but is transmitted by the air Dr. ^io"*^?""
'^"'^^'^'^/t^?'

the same district the affection followed the direction of the wmd.

Dr. Bernard observed that in several patients the number of blood.-

corpuscles was reduced by one-third ;
this accounts f>''j th« long

duration of convalescence and consecutive ana;mia. Ha regards

sweating fever as a contagious affection of malarious nature

Dr Ponteil observed that the affection usuaUv proved fatal

In the case of pregnant women. He attributed the disease to in ec^

tion M. ParmeStier distinguishes two clmical ^pects o sweating

fever In the first the number of white and red corpuscles in the
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blood is not modified. In the second the number of white corpnsclcs

ia doablod, while tho number of rod corpuscles is reduced by one

(luartcr. The proportion of htvinoglobin u dimiuished. Or. Hrou-
ndel gtve a detailed description of sweating fever in Ida report to the
Academy of Slcdicine. The first period i.s marked by nocturnal swoat.s,

fever, snfTocation, epigastric constriction, harri; piilpitationa, delirium;
and in some cases epiataxis nud cough are present. The second
period, which begins on the second or third day, is characterised by
itching and pricking, followed by the appearanco of a miliary erup-

tion, which appears on the surface of an exanthcm, which assumes
three forms—those of measles, scarlatina, and puerperal fever. This
rash appears on the face and extends to the neck, trunk, and limbe.

The sweats and nervous distarb.inces are modilie.1. The third period
is constituted by des-iuamation. Convalescence is exceedingly tedious.

Dr. Brouardel distinguishes two forms of sweating fever— 1. A serious

form, followed by death in forty-eight hours, decomposition taking
place rapidly. 2. A mild form, in whioh relapse often occurs. This
mbeolic sweating fever {suftle rubioliqut) described by Dr. Brouardel
is principally observed in children who have had measles. The incu-

bation period is twenty-four hour.s. Dr. Brouardel has shown that

sweating fever is eminently contagions. Ihe nature or pathological

anatomy of this affection is at present unknown. He recommends
isolation and disinfection.

At a recent meeting of the Biological Society, M. Leven presented
a communication on the treatment of obesity. He holds that it is

principally due to nervous disturbance, which causes the food to be
transformed into fat. Treatment which aims at curing the neuro-
pathic phenomena should be adopted. Irritation of the solar plexus
should be guarded against A diet which is easily assimilated should
be employed, such as eggs, soup, and plenty of milk. It is well to

avoid intellectual or physical fatigue. M. Grimaux stated that he had
employed a diet composed of eggs, potatoes, and milk rice, and found
himself benefited by this system.

M. Dastre, who has coptinued his investigations on the influence

of bile on the digestion, described the results of two experiments he
had recently performed. He made a fistula between the gall-bladder

\nd the intestine. The animals operated on recovered four months after

the establishment of the fistula. A meal composed of meat, fat, and
milk was given to them, and, while the digestive functions were in

iction, M. Dastre ascertained the following facts. The chyliferous ves-

sels were only transparent between the stomach and the fistula, where
the pancreatic juice had acted alone. Beyond the fistula, where the
bile and pancreatic juice had acted, these vessels were white and milky.
M. Dastre concludes that bile aids in the digestion of fatty substances
as much as the pancreatic juice, but that bile or pancreatic juice, acting
"eparately, fails to promote the assimilation of fat.

M. A. Robin read a note by M. Lemoino (of Nancy) on the treat-

ment of epilepsy by antipyrin. It appears that this drug relieves the
headache and neuralgic pains following epileptic attacks, but does
not cure the disease.

M. LalTont, who has been studying the phenomena of cncaine
poisoning, states that this affection is characterised by a tendency to

sensory hypencsthesia, and tachycardia which often ends in collapse.

M. Dejerino stated that he had observed similar phenomena. In a

:»8e which he had seen, the patient seemed to feel the contact be-

tween his fingers and an cxt<rnal object, but he appeared to be in-

sensible to pain when his fingers were pinched. Scabs resembling
syphilitic rupia were observed at the spots where the injections had
b«en made.
At the Surgical Society M. Poncet lately showed a bullet weighing

22 grammes, which was extracted from the left carpus, where it had
remained during seventeen years. Since 1870 the patient remarked
that the lower portion of his hand projected, and that he could not
nse it freely. In 18S0 he suffered from severe pain in this limb after a
fall. A movable body could bo felt inside the carpu.s, between the pisi-

form bone and the styloid process. An incision was made
;
pus escaped,

and a cavity was discovered in which tho bnllet had lodged uuder
the ulna. The bones of the carpus woro laid hire, and were observed
to be necrosed ; these were cleansed. Six days lately there was no more
pus ; tho cavity had almost disai>peared. M. Poncet concludes that
large bullets should be immediately extracted. In the present case

the patient would have been spared five years of suffering and twelve
years of functional disability if surgical interference had been imme-
diately had recourse to. M. Rcclus observed that he did not share
this opinion. He cited two cases in which bullets had not been re-

moved. The p\tients experienced no inconvenience ; one of the
bullets was 11 millinifstrcs in rtiimeter. M. Poncet replied that it

was only in the caso of ride bullets that he considered turgical ia>

tetference necessary.

MM. Straus and Dubreuilh, by their recent experiments, have con-
firmed the statement that the air expelled from the lungs is free from
iiiiorobes. They saturated some broth prepared for tho purpose with
a portion of air expelled from the lungs. On examination the broth
was found to be almost free from microbes. This result proves that
the lungs act as a filter, and pnrify the air which passes through them
from micro-organisms. Tlie breath of human beings crowded to-
gether in a confined space is only deleterious ou account of the
noxious gases it contains. Tho microbes found in the air under such
conditions are due to the clothes, sputa, dust, etc.

In tho Union M^Uicalc of December llth Dr. Durrant describes the
effect of Dr. Albin Meunier's antiseptic lozenges in the treatment of
pulmonary tuberculosis and other affections of the respiratory organs.
The discovoiy of the pathogenic microbe of these affections suggested
that they might be completely cured if an efficient agent could be
found to destroy the microbe, or render the organism impervious to
its attacks. The antiseptic treatment of affections oi the respiratory
organs was a method in accordance with the most recent scientific

theories ; its practical application was, however, rendered almost im-
possible for the following reason. It would only prove effectual if

tho antiseptic remedies were administered in large quantities ; these
in strong doses exercised an injurious and even dangerous action upon
the cells of the organism. Dr. Albin Meunier has discovered a means
by which antiseptic remedies which destroy the pathogenic microbe of
pulmonary phthisis and other broncho-pulmonary affections may be
administered in active doses without any danger whatever to the
organism. Dr. Meunier's antiseptic lozenges are composed of carbolic
acid, eucalyptol, iodoform, creasote, menthol, etc. ; one to three
lozenges are given at each meal. The beneficial effects of volatile

essences in the treatment of broncho-pulmonary affections have been
demonstrated by numerous observations. They arrest tho evolution,
of the bacillus, modify the character of the secretions, and diminish
the fits of coughing. Dr. Meunier's lozenges are rapidly absorbed,
and the organism is quickly and thoroughly impregnated with the
antiseptic substances. Their odour is observed in the breath, in the
urine and perspiration of the patient shortly after the lozenges have
been swallowed. Owing to the purity of the substances employed,
this treatment never disturbs the digestion. The action is prompt
and effectual ; tonics and strengthening medicines may be combined
with this treatment. Under it tho patients increase in weight, diar-

rhoea and night-sweats disappear, and the local symptoms are
modified.

VIEXXA.
[from our own correspondent.]

The Carlsbad "Cure."—Eypodcrmic Injections of Aniipyrin.—
Central Neics.

DocENS Dr. JAWOR.SKI, of Cracow, gives, in the rncglad Lckarski,

under the above title, some interesting details respecting the influence

of the springs of Carlsbad on diseases of the stomach. The author
first emphasises the fact that the majority of gastric disorders are due
to an increased activity of digestion, and not, as had long been,

thought, to impairment of the secreting power of the gastric mucous
membrane of the stomach, or to complete destruction of the digestive

action. Ho refers to the publications of Riichmann in 1882,
in which increased secretion of tho gastric juice was i-aid to be the
cause of the disease, and also refers to researches on the diseases of the

stomach by Jaworski, Gluzinski, and others, which illustrated this

statement by several facts. Further investigations had shown that,

in ulcerations of tho stomach, hydrochloric acid was increased, and that

hwmatemesis, as a nsult of ulcus vintrictiH, was obsstved when
the secretion of hydrochloric acid had risen to the highest point.

The diminution of the .xecreting power of the stomach greatly less-

ened the danger of gastric ulcer. The springs of Carlsbad had been
said to stimulate the secretion of the stomach, and to qwicken the di-

gestion. Dr. Jaworski, however, observed that, although the water

and the dried salts of Carlsbid increased the secretion of the gastric

mucous membrane when given in small doses, when used in large

doses, or when taken for a long time, they lessened the secretion botbi

of acids and pepsine, so that, after prolonged use of these remedies,

the secretion was completely arrestea without any great disturbances in

the mechanism of the stomach. Out of 232 cases which Dr. Jaworski

had examined, in 156 he found the cause of the gastric disorder to be
increa-ii.d secretion of hydrochloric acid. The good effect of the

springs of Carlsli.id in almost all diseases of the stomach was thus cx-^

plained. 'With reference to tho indications for tho use of the waters.

Dr. Jaworski, as the ic-ult of numerous internal examinations of tha>
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stomach, distinguishes the following stages _ and foms of gastric

diseases. The use of the springs of Carlsbad is indicated : 1. In in-

creased secretion of the gastric acids during the time of digestion only

(hypcrsecretia digcstiva IransUoria). In such cases the use of the

Carlsbad waters lessens the sensibility of the mucous membrane ot

the stomach. 2. In increased secretion of the gastric acids ^^en the

stomach is empty [hypersccrctia hyperacida conlinua simplex).
^

wneii

the Carlsbad waters "are used in such cases in small 'quantities, not

only the normal, but the functional and structural conditions were re-

established. 3. (a) In the third stage, which had been caUed by

Jaworski catarrhus acidits v. gastrorrJuea hyperacida contmua, where

the secretion of hydrochloric acid had attained the highest degree, so

that the acidity of the non-digesting stomach was scarcely less than

it ia at the period of active digestion. In these case?, disturbances of

the chemismus of digestion and anatomical changes of the glandular

apparatus, and even in the muscular layer of the stomach, were

already present. The use of the Carlsbad water, in large doses

and for a long time, will diminish the acid secretion to a high

detree and produce a considerable improvement m the disease
;

(fcfAs according to all the experimental results which had been hitherto

obtained, the round ulcer of the stomach {u'ciis ventncuh rotundum)

was attended with the acid catarrh just mentioned, and was probably

produced by it, the favourable eflect of Carlsbad water in cases of

.rastric ulcer was satisfactorily accounted for. 4. Besides the continual

fncrease of the acid secretion, there was still another abnormal and

periodic hypersecretion of hydrochloric acid of nervous origm. The

difference between these forms consisted in this, that in the former

the increased acidity was met with at each internil examination,

whereas in the nervous form, the increased acidity was only

occasionally observed. In this latter the Carlsbad water might be

advantageously employed. 5. In certain neuroses, sensory {hyper-

cesthesia, cardialgia) as well as niotory {vomitus nervosus), Carlsbad

water is not less useful. Dr. Jaworski does not remember any single

case in which the water had been vomited, and this was also true of

cases in which no other liquids, and even no medicament, could be

retained iu the stomach. In such cases the good result was to be as-

cribed to the mild effect of the warm and diluted alkaline solution and

the free carbonic acid on the mucous membrane of the stomach. The

use of the waters of Carlsbad is contra-indicated in :— 1. The fourth

stage of the secretory debility (insufficientia secrelionis acidic), when

the acid secretion was insufficient even during digestion. 2. The

last stage, which had been called catarrhus mucosus, when

hydrochloric acid and sometimes even pepsine was quite absent

even during digestion. Even in these cases it was worth trying

whether the glandular apparatus could not be irritated to secretion

by small quantities of Carlsbad water. Dr. Jaworski further points

out that the effect of Carlsbad water was not only a symptomatic one,

as was believed by many, that it not only neutralised the hyper-

acidity of the gastric contents, but that it also produced permanent

anatomical and functional changes in the glandular apparatus, by which

the power of secreting hydrochloric acid was diminished, and thus a

permanent benefit obtained. Whether Carlsbad cure was indicated in

a given case should be learned from the internal examination of the

stomach. During the time the water was used the progress of the

case must be determined from time to time by internal cxamina

tions. It had been proved by several experiments that a too pro-

tracted use of the Carlsbad water and salt finally led to complete

loss of the power of secreting hydrochloric acid. On the other hand,

it was a known fact that there was no strict causal connection between

the subjective disturbances and the objective changes in the stomach,

so that no sure conclusion could be drawn from the former as to the

condition of the stomach. It was therefore absolutely necessary to

examine the contents of the stomach chemically from time to time

in order to obtain a true idea as to ib< secreting power, so that

it might not be completely destroyed. It should also be borne in

mind that atrophy of the glandular apparatus predisposed to the de-

velopment of neoplasms in the stomach. Korczynski and Jaworski

had shown (Klinische Bcfunde bei Ulcus Carcinoma und Magenbbi-

tungen, Berlin, 1887) by statistics that malignant neopla.sms of the

stomach coincided with the above-mentioned condition of mucous

catarrh, and that there was probably a more or less close causal rela-

tion between them.
Subcutaneous injections of antipyrin are now used at the clinic of

Professor Drasche in the general hospital with much success ; 0.25

gramme (25 centigrammes) in a Pravaz syringe were used with the

best results in cases of local pain, where injections with morphine

were also indicated. In the same way they were used in cases of

ulcerating tumours and cancers with very beneBcial effects.

Dr. Edward Albert, ordinary Professor of Surgery in the Vienna

University, has recently had the title of "Hofrath conferred on

him by the Austrian Emperor. Docens Dr. Jansch, who had

hitherto been connected with the Vienna Polyclinic has been ap-

pointed Extraordinary Professor of Dermatology and Syphilis in the

University of Innsbruck, in the Tyrol.

SAN re:mo.
[fkom ottr o^vN coEEBSPO^•I>EI^•.]

The Crown Prince at San Remo.

San Eemo has fortunately escaped the severe downfall of snow with

which Genoa, Nice, and its immediate neighbours have been visited ;

but the weather has been very cold, and almost m an English sense,

seasonable. The Crown Prince, though debarred from much outdoor

exercise, continues to make progress, and has m no way suffered from

the change in weather. Sir Morell Mackenzie, on his return from

Algiers, expressed himself satisfied with the improvenient that had

Taken place, and confirmed his opinion that the small growth and

thickening that had been observed was not of a serious nature. The

Koyal party at the VUla Zirio have had a happy if not a merry

Christmas and New Year, and the Princesses declare it to be one of

the happiest they have ever held.
ii ti,^ /-^^n^

On Christmas Day the Crown Prmce himself, with all the family,

was at the German church in the morning much to the delight of

his compatriots. In the afternoon, the Crown Princess and four

PrincersL with Lady Ponsonby and ladies of the suite, attended a

carol er4e in the English church. Some very pretty German carols

with Italian words were also sung at the Villa Zirio by the boys of

one of the government schools, the Crown Prince coming out into the

garden and inviting the Syndic of the town into the Villa and show-

ing him the innumerable Christmas presents he had "ceived

The Crown Princess, through Dr. Freeman sent Christmas con-

gratulations to the ladies of the Home, and intimated her intention

of paying them a visit in the course of the week.
„ „,^,,i

Prince Henry is still here, and a tennis-court as well as a small

amateur theatre at the VUla have been arranged for the young people

Dr Krause gave a luncheon to Sir Morell Mackenzie, at the ^\ e»t

End Hotel, before his departure, and invited Drs. Freeman, Heryng,

Hovell, and Count Seckendorff to meet him.
.

Many people have arrived within the past week. A illas are being

let and the hotels filling, and there is no doubt that the spring season

will be an exceptionally good one.

The Crown Princess attended the monthly ordinary committee

meeting of the Ladies' Home, and showed an active interest in the

workins of the institution. , „ t> . v
Cfast few days, the weather being perfect, the Crown Pnnee has

been out a great deal, on Sunday taking a walk of over two to"" m
the morning, and again walking in the afternoon, looking, at any

rate, in perfect health.

GLASGOW.
[FEOM ottr own C0RKESP0^^3E^•T.]

TJie UniversUy Council Regi^tcr.-Thc Medical Charities CommitUc—
Eospilal Enlertainments.-Fticndly Societies' Mediail AssocuUum.-

The Path-ological and Clinical Society.-Queen Margaret ColUge.

The Register of the General Council of the University for 1888 ha^

been made up, and shows a total of 4,562 names, that of 1887 having

^'The' Medical Charities Committee at a recent meeting decided to

make an attempt to arrange a conference with the managers of the

various medical charities in the city for the discussion of the who^

question of medical charity, and the securing i possible of united

action Hitherto the Committee has confined itself chieSy to com-

Sng reporls and staristics and ^I'^^'-S . '".f<'™^''°\'i£;'*l"wf

meth"odsusedin various institutions for discnminating between the

deserving and undeserving. If the subcommittee ^PPO^^'f to inerno-

rialise the managers on the proposal of a conference succeeds in ito

object, a very important forwaid step will have been achieved.

The various hospitals have held this year, as usual, their seasonal

entertainments. At the Roval Infirmary the annual meeting of nurses

wt adXes^ed by Professor Jack, of the University. I'^.^^ ™»°^°°^

that, at the beginning of 1887, 501 patients were present in the instita-

tion 196 on the medical and 805 on the surgical side^
J'„'^^°4*t

vear 4 789 had been admitted, 1,901 on the medical and 2,888 on the

Jur'ica side. At present the'ro were !.•? more V-tientsjini^^.'^^^'''^^

than at the beduningof last year. The mortality of 188/ hadlbeen 8. 8 as

at^hist 9 in 1886, or excluding deaths within 48 hours of admission.
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6.8 as against 6.6. At the Western InRrmary iin untcitainmeut vim
proriiicj for rliiliirrn, niul aUo at tho 8iuk UhilJren's Hospital, and
the Glasgow Mulioal MUsiou. Jii'^iiles tlieso, a v<ry Urge number of
idtitatious prorijud diuuer or supper for the \)not un one of the lirst

days of the year, 5,000 at least beioj; thna entertained. During the
holidays the work of the Auibuliinco Afsociation was largely increased.

This is due not only to tho value of the Association becoming more
widely apprciiated by tho public, but also to tho .skill and celerity

with which tho officials respond to chills upon them. Their ambulance
waggons are constantly ready, [and are usually despatched within two
miaatcs of the receipt of a mn.s-iiige.

The Couimittco appointeil by the various friendly societies to con-
sider the formation of a Mediral Association for Glasgow and district

have issued their report. They report in favour of such an associa-

tion, which would appoint medical officers who should devote them-
selves exclusively to the work of the association. Upwards of fifty

such friendly society medical associations already exist, having a
membership of nearly 211, UOO, and tho charges vary from 2s. 6d.

to 3a. 6d. per member per annum. A meeting to consider the whole
question will be held in February.

Of the recent meetings of the medical societies of Glasgow, probably
the most interesting was that of the Pathological and Clinical Society,
held towards the end of December. Dr. William Maccwen occupied the
evening by showing cases of cerebral abscess that had been operated on,

and an epileptic, from whoso brain a small tumour had been removed,
whose presence in the motor area had been the source of initation.

Dr. Macewen also discussed the elicitation of a dillerential cranial por-
cossion note, and its aid iu diagnosis, showing patients in whom the
note was abnormal, and sections from a case with dilated ventricles,

in which during life a distinctive note Was produced. At the January
meeting of the Society, specimens of cervical dislocation of the spine,

ossification of the choroid, and a diphtheritic cast of trachea, bronchi,
and bronchial tubes, obtained from a tracheotomy wound, were shown
by Mr. Maylard, Dr. Reid, and Dr. H. C. Cameron respectively. The
latter showed, also, a specimen of subperiosteal sarcoma of the
humerus. •

At Queen Margaret College, a course of evening lectures has been
arranged, each of the Collego lecturers delivering one of the course.
The course includes ten lectures, and among them is one on "Meta-
morphosis and Mimijry," by Mr. J. H. Fullarton, B.Sc, and one on
"Disease and Atmospheric Particles," by Dr. McGregor-Robertson.
The other subjects belong to literature or art, such as that of Pro-
fessor Calrd on "The Genius of Cirlyle," Professor Nicol on
"American Poets," Professor Veltch on " Border Song."

CORRESPONDENCE.
ELECTROLYSIS IN THE TREATMENT OF UTERINE

FIBROIDS.
Sir,—In yonr Hospital Ueporta in the vIoitrnal of Jannary 7th is

published a case of "enucleation by electrolysis of a large uterine
fibroid," occurring at the Soho Hospital As this case has already
been quoted as an example of tho risk attending Apostoli's treatment,
it seems only fair to point out that the electrical applications were
conducted with a frequent^ and intensity which certainly were in
excess of anything recommended by him, and that the slonghing
which followed may probably be referred to this, and not to the in-
herent ri.<ik of the method itself. Apostoli's galvanometer i^ only
gradoated up to 200 milliamptres ; he never exceeds this, and gene-
rally works with lower intensities—at least with the negative pole.
Moieorer, he usually applies the electricity once a week. In this case
the «pplications were much more frequent and severe. Thus, on
Angnst 12th, ISth, 18lh, and 20th, the negative pole was introduced
into the uterine cavity four inches and s half, and currents of 260,
250, 300, and 235 milli*mpere3 were used for tea minutes ; and it was
after this energetic action that sloughmg occurred, happily termi-
nating in the recovery of the patient. In promoting the absorp-
tion of fibroids, .ipostoli recommeniis the puncture of the tumour
per vagiiiam to the extent of a quarter to half an inch, not tho
e»ntori.sation of a large surface, as in this instance, in whioh the
negative pole was introduced into tho uterine cavity.
This pole is described by Eugelman as "the irritating pole which

promises the highest potemw of the destructive and dcnutritive action
of the galvanic current" There ii probably a considerable diCforonca
between the action on a tumour through a puncture, an<l the applica-
tion of a long onprotected electrode in the uterine cavity. When I

visited Apostoli's eliniquc, I particfilarly inquired as to the occurrence

of accidents such as that described in this case, which struck me as not
improbable > and I was assured that nothing of the kind had been.,
observed, nor does Engelinan refer to any instance of the sort in his
many cases he has treated. In a recent case of my own, in which I
have made live negative electro-punctures of a large dbroid, rapidly
increasing in size, two of them of 200 milliamperos, there has been a
tolerably free and somewhat ollenbivo uterine discharge, not previously
existing, and the tumour has pari passu, diminithed from the size of
an adult head to that of an orange ; but there lias been no sloughing,
and no discharge of any substance, the tumour bavinf,- apparently
simply absorbed. Tho action of the negative galvanic current in elec-
trolysis is probably simply that of a strong stimulus to absorption,
not of a cautery, as is proved to be in this ( ase, tho lesson to be learnt
from which is probably that very high intensities should be avoided,
and that its application should be made at longer intervals. Tho
hopefulness of this treatment has always seemed to me to lie in the
well-know clinical fact that uterine fibroids often undergo spontaneous
absorption—as, for e-xample, during the involution following labour

;

and it seems not unreasonable to suppose that we may find a means of
doing by art what is often done by Nature, under conditions as yet
but little understood, but well worUiy of further study.— I am, etc.

W. ,S. I'LAYFAIR.
George Street, Hanover Square, Jannary 7th.

HOW SHOOTING ACCIDKNTS OCCUR.
SiK,—Sir W. Dilby's paper on this subject is worth reading and

considering by everyone who finds exercise and pleasure in shooting.
I can homologate all his sentiments, but I would like to point out
that hare, at any rate, in Scotland, on some moors and covers, some of
his precautions are quite impossible ; for instance, that of never
getting over a fence or ditch without taking out your cartridges. Last
week 1 was one of a j.arty where tho ground was so broken with hedges,
ditches, fences, and obstructions innumerable, that if wo had abstracted
our cartridges on each occasion wo would have had pretty good exer-
cise .and plenty to do. Iu a case like that it is enough to exercise care,
and see. tbat your gun is at half-cock.

Most of the accidents iu the field which I have seen have occurred
from shooting in line. This is an accident which ought really never
to occur, and still it is not always duo to iguoranco on the part of the
sportsman. Some mon got so excited that they forget exerything but
tho game and the gun. As a rule they aio poor shots, and no amount
of experience would ever make them either careful or good shots.
A sportsman is horn, not made, and I shoidd not like that a law would
be passed that nobody bo allowed to shoot unless he has as a boy been
taken out alone. Most of ua as boys have had very little chance of
using a gun. The fact is, that nobody sliould try shooting who, after
the first trial or two, finds he has not a "knack" for it. I was my-
self brought up where there was plenty of fishing and shooting. I
could never learn to fish, although I tried hard, and I think that
sportsmen should only exercise that sport which they find they are
best suited for; nobody certainly ought to lift a gun who knows
nothing about it. If anyone wishes to learn let him study his gun
first, and the first time ho goes out he should let th;it be known, so
that the others may keep out of his range. There ought to bo very
little danger in shooting, and I think if men of inexperience, and ex-
perience too, would bo content to "keep co6l " in spite of losing a
"chance," there would be none at all.—I am, etc.,

Crossbill, Glasgow. StiTart NAIRNE.

THE EKGOSTAT AND LATERAL CURVATURE.
Siu,— I was very much interested in reading the account of the

crgostat in the JorKNAL of Jannary 7th, und cannot but think that
its u.sefulness will become recognised, and is sure to extend in the
future.

Amongst the varions calisthenio exercises I recommend for patients
sufl'uriDg from lateral curvature of the spine is that which has received
the appellation of the "top-sawyer movement," from the position of
tho men when sawing through blocks of wood, etc. The use of the
ergo.stat would cause similar movements, but apparently would throw
the shoulders further back at each turn of the handle, and thus induce
much fuller respirations ; but what is more dillicuU to acquire, and
yet of the utmost importance in the treatment of delicate patients, is

to regulite the amount of exercise, and this ptobably can only be
done vory accurately by the employment of the macliine under con-
sideration.

I have frequently watched chaff-cutters at work, and thought how

I

beneficial some similar exercise would be to scoliotic girls. In ]>oT-

forming many exercises, the breath is rather apt to bo held for a longer
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time than is desirable, and tspaciaUy is this so in the slow move-

ments with dumb-bells, and no doubt would be so at farst witb tue

ergostat. In giving the rules for the employment of this apparatus,

it ia recommended that speaking should be abstained from. This may

be a wise precaution when the patients have become mechanical

enough to conduct the revolutions without any special mental eBort

;

but until they have become sufliciently educated to continue the tree

"

respiratorj' movements while their attention is directed elsewhere, 1

think it a good plan to instruct the patients to count audibly.

I should like, also, to say that it is important to have the handle

of a carefuUy provided length, in order that the hands may be placed

a fair distance apart, and so allow the chest to expand fully ;
while at

the same time the arms should bo extended as much as possible during

the whole time. It would be a valuable addition it (without inter-

fering with its sUbility) the props or uprights of the machine could

be constructed so that the height may be regulated according to that

of the patient using it— I am, etc., „ ,. j.

AUGU.STUS Clay, Assistant-Surgeon Orthopedic

Birmingham. and Spinal Hospital.
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turbance which followed arose, I repeat, from those on the platform

and their supporters in the body of the hall, endcavounng to over-

come by noise, which included stamping of the feet, what Ur. Car-

penter said in reply to Mr. Holmes, and in a denunciation of some ot

the members ot the committee who were present

The proceeding, which was a lamentable exhibition of unfairness,

it is to be hoped will not be valued by thoughtful men of the profes-

sion, and the sooner it is forgotten, in my opinion as an outsider, the

better it will be for those originating it. For that reason, if for no

other, I decline any further correspondence upon the subject— 1 am,

^tj TOWRT PlI'ER,'
Pridham, Piper and Co., Solicitors to the

Medical Alliance Association.

1, Old Serjeant's Inn, Chancery Lano, London, W.C.

• ST. JOHTS HOSPITAL FOE DISEASES OF THE SKIK.

Sib,—Macaulay's "every schoolb;)y" knows that even a breath

of suspicion with reference to the Qnancial department of any chanty

is immediately succeeded by a lamentable dearth of contributions by

the public. 1 need not therefore proffer any additional justification

for trespassing upon your valuable space with this communication.

When I assert that one of the medical officers present at the meeting

recorded in the Jouenal for December 24th, audibly regretted

" that the meeting was not a legal one," it wiU be seen how far the

interests of the hospital were intended to be promoted by the sniall

band of some twenty governors constituting such meeting, out of a

roll-call of about SOO subscribers we claim the distinction to muster.

But there is a far more serious feature arising out of these proceedings.

The persons convening the meeting were informed of the impropriety

and illegality alike of their proposed venture, and were entreated to

abandon their project. They knew that when the treasurer^ rejected

the date improperly fixed by the requi-iition, and substituted in lieu

thereof January ISth, he was wholly influenced by a desire to place

before the governors the oCBciil audit up to December 3Ut, 188/.

The board of management, after mature deliberation, regarded the ac-

quisition of this audit as the best guarant-e that the accounts were

above suspicion. At any rate, the auditors, being wholly unconnected

with the management ot the institution, but jealous to a degree of

their professional status, would be present to deal with all matters

provoking either inquiry or investigition. The reductio ad ahsurdum

is reached when one reflects that the persons who refuse to await the

result of the audit are identical with those who are persuaded that an

inquiry into the accounts is an urgent necessity.

The board of management, as may be assumed, took no part what-

ever in the meeting. They could not well arrive at any other deter-

mination, with any regard either for consistency or for the best inte-

rests of our hospital. On January 18th the management will be com-

pletely vindicated in the eyes of the public, but I should hesitate

before predicting how long it will be before the mischievous eSect of

tla meeting held on December 20th will be removed, and confidence in

the hospital fully restored.-I am, etc., Thos. J. Savaub,

Honorary Solicitor to the Hospital.

57 and 59, Ludgate Hm, E.G.

METROPOLITAN PROVIDENT MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

SiK, In reply to vour two correspondents in your last issue, I shall

be glad of your permission to say that 1 have no alteration to make

in my statement to you on December Slst, which was simply a record

of fact

Sir Spencer Wells, who was in the chair, held in his hand two

dispensary circulars, which had been enclosed in the letter sent to

liiiu by Dr. R. H. S. Carpenter. He commented upon the letter, but

did not read it, though requested to do so by that gentleman. Shortly

afterwaids Sir Spencer left the meeting, and Uv. Bousfield presided

imtead. It was during this time that the "disorder" took place,

and it commenced in this way. Mr. Holmes, who like several others

.'of the committee had received a copy of the letter and two dispensary

circulars which accompanied it, foUuwei Sir Spencer's example by

-commenting upon the letter and declining to read it, allhongh re-

jqucsted to do so by Dr. Carpenter, who accused Mr. Holmes of mis-

irepresenting its contents. Subsequently the letter was read by Mr.
' Hentsch, on behalf of the Medical Alliance Association, and the dis-

Sir,—1 was present at the meeting, and am astonndod to read Jtr.'

Timothy Holmes's insinuations in the Journal of December 24th,

to the effect that the discourtesy arose from general practitioners

opposed to the scheme. It is true that the scheme inet with deter-

mined opposition, and it is Ukely to do so from general practitioners,

.

whose Tery living is put in peiil. (I may say that a strong associa-

tion is nosv in process of formation to oppose it step by step.

)

The meeting may not have been packed, in the ordinary acceptation

of the word, but it is curious that I and two other practitioners to

whom I have spoken received no notification of its being held. 1

went through the invitation of a friend, and was shocked beyond

conception to see the manner in which a gentieman-whose white

hairs alone should have been a guarantee for indulgence and reverent

respect—was hooted down and interrupted by cries of Turn bim

out I
" etc., by men who must have been in the nursery at the time

when he had had a large experience of general practice.

At the next meeting, should due notice be given, it will be apparent

that the main body of general practitioners are convinced that the

existing charitable institutions, clubs, etc., are amply sufficient to

supplv^the needs of those who are unable or unwilling to pay sinaU

fees to their private medical attendants, and that this long-suffermg

body are determined to oppose any further attempts to provide cer-

tain influential people with cheap philanthropy at the expense of their

pockets.-I am, etc., ^
F. H. CoKETlf.

,

18, Abercorn Place, N-W.

Sir -The letter of " A.S.R-W.," published m the Journal of

December 24th, on the above subject, appears to take far too gloomy

a view of the consequences resulting from the establishment of local

"provident dispensaries." That they may possibly absorb some mem-

bers who would otherwise be private patients at low fees, is doubtless

true but is not the disadvantage more than counterbalancedby the

gain of having on your list a number of " provident members, whose

leriodical subscriptions fully make up or the of»'^\°"f
l°?f

°f ^ [°^
lee, to say nothing of the chance of making a doubtful debt (if you

give credit) amonist a class of patients whom it
^^^.'^"'^""^'^^^l

and unprofitable to give to a collector, or to sue m the County Court ?

I consider also that^it is not justifiable to lay the burden of a debt

on the wa^eearning class, or to do what is now frequently done, de-

mand a .^ady-mone°y fee, however small, from a family -^o -quue

every penny they can get for extras and comforts for the patient, fo

oWtc these evident aifficulties and disadvantages, l^^.b^tj^-f?fy>3
undoubtedly a well-condncted provident dispensary. I think the .scheme

adopted by the Meti-opolitan Provident Medical Association in startingS dfspelsaries is woithy of the support of the general Practitioners,

first, beLuse it invites the co-operation of the loca medical men^

whom it consults before staitiug a new d ispensary ;
«««<">'"5-' ^he medic^

officers attached (and all local medical P"^'''7""^"]>^ ?"]?i""|
seat on the governing committee forming the rules for admission^d

payments, etc., of m°embers ; thus comparing .-""'^ f^^"/;"?
.^*„^

the old club and one doctor system, which is only the r™™ent

system in an inferior degree, and under no control from tl^«j^P'^^°»;

—I am, etc.,
•

. .

A Dispensary Doctor Sbnt to P8isON.-At the Bandon

Quarter Sessions last Tuesday the appeal was
f
^«i^\°f

^^•. ,^J»^"
f om the decision ot a Crimes Act Court at Ballmspittle Co.

Cork sentencing him to two months' impnsonment for language

used at Ballinadee last October. The sentence was con-

firmed, and an appUcation to have the accused treated as a first-class

misdemeanant was refused by the County Court Judge.
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE NAVT.
Tbb following appointmentHhftre be*n mule at the Admiralty ;—John C. B. Mac-
LCAM, M.A.. M.B., Staildurgeon to Plymouth Uoapital ; Georoe B. Murkav,
SUff-iurneon. to tUo Ajfincourt ; RonEnr F. Veo, Surj^eon, to the Hfj-iftnth;
Jauls \V. i>. L'ni'Euhui,, Surgeon, to the Dunom, additional, fur temporary ser-
vlef. Jons J. Dkvnis, M.D. Surgeon, ta Haslar HosnitAl; John S. Lamuprt,
SuFK^'on, to the "V ; E. C. Wari-, M.D., SnrReon. U* the Komi Adflaide ; Mur-
doch Mackenzie to b« Surgeon and A^eut at Btonioway ; J. K. Somebvillk to be
Sorgetin and A>;ynt at Swanage ; J. V. Bate, Surgfou to the loirus ; Uobert
Hakdie, Surgeon to the llercultji, additional ; Jau&4 O'Connkll to be Surgeon and
Agent at Cmakhaven ; O. O. Jones to be Surgton and Agent at Amlwch.
We uudoratand, the Vnitfil Service iiaiettc says, that the Medical Director-

General of the Navy. Sir John Held, K.t\B., will be succeeded on February 1st
by Inspector-OencralJAiiis N*. Dick, C.B., Senior Medical Officer oa the Active
Ust.
Staff-Surg«0D MicnAEt Konas. B.A., late of the Uover, and formerly Surgeon at

Chatham Dockymrd, who ha^ been some time iu hospital, is ordered to bo dis-
charged and placed on tialf-pay.

THE MKDICAL STAFF.
BRir.ArE-ScRnKON W. R. Lane has retired with the honorary rank of Deputy
SurgeoD-Ueneral. Ue entered the service as Asaistant-Surpeon December 29th,
1&J4 ; became Surgeon January -ith, 1871 ; Surgeon-Major March 1st, 1S73; Brigade-
Surgeon, November ith, ISsT, Beginning his career iu the 2nd Grenadier Guards,
he continued with this battalion as A^sistant-Su'-geon, Surgeon, and Surgeon-
Major succeaaively till May 25th, 1877, when he was transferred to the Ist Scots
Guards ad Battalion-Surgeon, and remained with this corps till November 5th
last, wheu he was appointed Brigade-Surgeon to the Brigade of Foot Guards. He
served with the 1st Scots Guards in the Egyptian war in 1883, and was at the
battle of Tel-el-Kebir ; he has the medal and clasp and the Egyptian bronze star for
this campugn.
Surgeon-General H. T. Rkade, V,C., C.B., is granted retired pay. His commis-

sions are dated :—Assistant-Surgeon, November Sth, 1850 ; Surgeon, November
3Td, 1S57; Surgeon-Major, September 7th, 1S71 ; Brigade-Surgeon, November
27th, 1879; Deputy Surgeon-General, March 27th, 1880; and Surgeon-General,
November 30th, ISSO. We learn from Hart's Armi/ List that he served in medical
charge of the 61st Regiment at the sipge of Delhi "from July 1st, 18J7, to the final
capture of the city ou September 20th ; he was pre.^^ent at the repulse of the
iiorties of July 4th, IHh, ISth, and 23rd, accompanied the regiment at the assault
of the city on September Uth, and subsequently with a small party of the Olst
repulsed an attack of about 300 Sepoys on some wounded men, whose lives were
thereby saved ; on September 16th he was one of the first up the breach at the
Htorming of the magazine, and with a sergeant spiked a gun—mentioned in
despatches, and recommended for promotion for "unwearied exertions snd gallant
conduct in the field " during the siege and assault of Delhi (medal with clasp, and
Victoria Cross) ; he was awarded the V.C. for the following services :

" Dtiringthe
wiegc of Delhi, on September 14th, 1857, while Surg(-on Reade was attending to
the wounded at the end of one of the streets of the city, a party of rebels ad-
vanced from the direction of the Bank, and having established themselves in the
houses in the street, commenced firing from the roofs. The wounded were thus
in very great danger, and would have fallen into the hands of the enemy, had not
Surgeon Reade drawn his sword, and, calling upon the few soldiers who' were near
to follow, succeeded, under a very heavy fire, in dislodging the rebels from their
nitlon. Surgeon Reade's party consisted of about ten in all, of whom two were

ed and five or six wounded. Surgeon Reade also accompanied the regiment at
the assault of Delhi, and. on the morning of September ICth, 1S57, was one of the
first up at the breach in the magazine, which was stormed by the 61st Kegiment
and Belooch Battalion, upon which occasion he, with a sergeant of the 61st Regi-
ment, spiked one of the enemy's guns." He was nominated Companion of tlie
Order of the Bath on June 2Ut last. He was Principal Medical Officer at Ports-
mouth.
Burgeon-Major J. D. CaowK has also been granted retired pay, with a step of

honorary rank. His commission as Assistant-Surgeon bears date Octotver 1st,
1867 ; aa Surgeon, March Ist, lb73;and Surgeon-Major, October Ist, lS7tt. He has
no war record.
Quartermaster pREDERirK Philpot also has gone on retired pay, with the

honorary rank of Major. He ent^Ted as Apothecary, September 2l8t, 1S60; was
made Captain of Orderlies, June 2^th, 1873 ; granted the honorary rank of Captain,
8«ptcmbcr 2l8t, 1800; and became Quartermaster Medical Staff Irom July Ist,
ISSl. He was in the Crimean war !n lS.'4-56, including the battle of Inkerman and
the fall of Sebistopol (Crimean and Turkish medals). He was also engaged in the
war in Egypt in 1882, and has the medal and Egyptian bronze star.
The name of Surgeon-Major P. U. E. Cross has been removed from the list of Re

tired Departmental officers. He was convicted of the murder of his wife, and was
hanged at Cork on January 10th. His 8cr\*ice as ABsistant-Surgeon in the armv
d«t«s from April 3rd, 1849 ; he was promoted to be Surgeon May 15th, lSr>',, and
BurKeon-Major February 27th, 1872 ; he retired on half-pay April 14th, 1875. He
received the medal and clasp and the Turkish medal for the Crimean camyiaign, in-
cluding the siege and fall of Sebastopnl ; and he had also the medal for the Indian
Motiny campaign. In which he served with the Uth Light Infantry.
Deputy Surgeon-General Hckry Martvn Frahrr, M.D.,whodied at Leamingt^^m

on December 31st, was thenon of the late Rev. Hugh Frascr, M.A., of Ardchattan,
Argyleahire. He entered the Army Medical Service as Assistant-Ktirge'^n Septem-
ber nth, 1S49 ; became Surgeon October 2nd, 1857 ; and Snrgeon-Majnr June I'jth,

18Ci( ; he retirei (.n half-pay July 20ih, 1874, with the honorary rank of Deputy
Surgeon-General. He served In the Indian Mutiny campaign, and was at the biege
and capture of Lncknow, where he acted as Sanitary Officer tfj the forces under the
Commander-in-Chief. He was also rresent at the taking at Sandoe in October,
1863, when he was Cliief Medical <^)fflccr with the force nnder Brigadier Hale.
Deputy lospwtor-General EnwAUD Bradford, F.U.C.S., F.L.3., died on

January 4th, at Harrow, at the advancid age of .so. He entered the Army
Medical Service as Hospital Assistant, December 5th. lS2fl ; became Assistant
Snrgeon March 20th, 1S2S ; Surgeon, September *J4th, 1841 ; Surgeon-Major, April
Ifith, 1852; and retire<l on half-pay Dceemljcr 7th, 1858, with the honorary rank
of Deputy Inspector-General. He was appointed Honorary Surgeon to the Queen
Augurt Ifith. ISW. He had no war record, but was in receipt ef a icward for dls-
ttnguiahed and meritohoiu Bervlce.

INDIAN MF.DICAL SERVICE.
BRioAnK-Si'noKON A. H. Hudson, M.D.. Bengal Kstablishment, Is promoted to Iw
Deputy Surgeon-General with temporary rank, vice W. R. Rice, M.U., confirmed.
Deputy Surgeon-General Uilsou's comuiissiun as Assistant-Surgeun bears date
January 20th, 1S57, and he attaine'l the rank of Brigade-Surgeon September 9th,
18St. He served in the Indian Mutiny campaign in 1857-5ii, and was present in

numerous engagements with the rebels, at one of which ho was severely wounded
^mentioned in despatches (medal). He wajjalso with the Bhnotm expedition in
1865-00 (medal with clasp). The services of Brigade-Surgeon A. H. Uilson
are temporarily placed at r!iie disposal of the Military Department.

Brij^ade-Surgeou W. R. Rici-, M.D , Bengal Establishment, Is promoted to be
Deputy Surgeon-General, vice R. F. Hutchinson, M.D., whose term of fiervice has
expired. D'i'Uty Surgeon-General Rico entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon.
November -Ofh, 1856, and became Brigade-Svirgcou April 10th, 1884. He has the
medal for the Indian Mutiny campaign in 1S57.
Surgeon J. Macoreoor, M.D., Bombay Establishment, is appointed to the

medical charge of the 20th Native Infantry, vice Surgeon H. P. Dimmock, ap-
pointed Civil Surgeon of Shikarpore.
The services of Surgeon-Major C. T. Pkters, M.D., and Surgeon D. C. David-

son, both of the Bombay Establishment, arc placed at the disposal of Government
in the Civil Department.
Surgeon-Major W. Grav, M.B., Bombay Establishment, is allowed furlough to

Europe for one year on medical certificate with the necessary subsidiary leave.

Surgeon G. M. Nixon, Bengal Establishment, on return from deputation in tiie

Gaol Department, is ajipointed to the civil medical charge of the Furruckabad
district from the date of taking charge.
Surgeon W. G. M'Evov is admitted to the Madras Establishment from Novem-

ber .'ith, the date of his arrival at Bombay.
Surgeon A. V. Anderson, Bombay Establishment, is ordered to officiate in

medical charge of the 3rd Light Infantry.
Surgeon C. H. L. Meyer, Bombay Establishment, is directed to officiate in

medical charge of the Sth Native Infantry.
Surgeon-Major C. J. W. Meadows, Benpal Establishment, officiating civil stir*

geon of Patna, is appointed to act as civil surgeon of Mozutferpore, during the
absence, on deputation, of Surgeon-Major U. G. Mathew.
Surgeon-Major D. W. D. Comiss, Bengal Establishment, officiating civil surgeon,

Bnrdwan, is appointed to act as civil surgeon of Mymensingh, during the absence,
on deputation, of Surgeon F. S. Peek.
Surgeon M. O'Dwver, Bengal Establishment, on return from furlough, is ap-

pointed to the civil medical charge of the Goojerat district.

Surgeon G, A. Emerson, Bengal Establishment, ou return from deputation in

tlie Gaol Department, is ai)pointed to thn civil medical duties of the Boolnnd-
shuhur district, pending the deputation of Surgeon-Major J. Armstrong.
Deputy Inspector-General J, W, Wincbestek, Bombay Establishment, retired,

died on Christmas Day at Edinburgh
Surgeon J. C. Marsden, Madras Establishment, Medical Officer 29th Native

Infantry, is appointed Civil Surgeon of Coorg.
Surgeon R. Shore, M.D., Bengal E.stablishment, is appointed to officiate as

Residency Surgeon in Nejiaul.
Surgeon-Major J. St'CoNACHEV, M.D., Bengal Establishment, on return fi-om

furlough, is posted to the civil medical duties of the Bari Banki district.

Surgeon D. B. Spencer, Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the civil medical
charge of the district and police of Bhamo, Burmah, in addition to his military
duties, ria Surgeon-Major P. F. O'Connor, transferred.
Surgeon N. Chatterjie, Madras Establishment, is appointed to the civil medical

charge of th-^ police and district of Vamethin, Burmah, in addition to his military

duties, ff'-e Surgeon J. Crimmin, relieved.

The services of Surgenn-Major E. Levinge, Madras EstabUsh.ment, are perma-
nently placed at the disposal of the Commander-in-Chief.
The services of Snrgeon J. W. Evans and H. K. Fuller, M.B., both of the

Madras Establishment, are permanently placed at the disposal of the Public
Department.
Surgeon-Major D. F. Batkman, Madras Establishment, Medical Officer 3rd

Light Cavalry, has leave of absence for one year on private affairs.

Surgeon-Major P. Murphv, M.D., Bombay Establishment, Superintendent of
Mahableshwur, iu the district of Sattara, is appointed to be a magistrate of the
first class,

Surj^eon-Major J. S. Wilkins, Boml>ay Establishment, is directed to officiate in

medical charge of the 21st Native Infantry.
The services of Surgeon Major J. Davidson, M.B., Bombay Establishment, are

replaced at the disposal of His Royal Highness the Commander-in-Chief.
The following is the allotment of annuities for 1888 from the Bombay Medical

Retiring Fund ; Deputy Surgeon-General J. F. Shekleton, M.D., F.R.C.S., £252;
Brigade-Surgeon J. P. Stratton, M.D., £210'; Surgeon-General C. G. H. Ross,
£210*; Surgeon-General L. S. Brihk, £108 ; Brigade-Surgeon H. Atkinb, £1«8''.

('Ijipsed to Government, these officers having received a refund of their subscrip-

tions,)

THE VOLUNTEERS.
Mr. Uvr.n Prvtherch has been appointed Surgeon to the Liverpool Brigade of

the Royal Naval Artillery Volunteers,
The undermentioned Acting Surgeons are promoted to be Surgeons in their corpfl

specified ; J. A. Gray, 1st Midlothian ; W. C. Wicks, M.B.. :ird Volunteer Bat-
talion Northumberland Fusiliers (late the 1st Newcastle); H. R. Ker, 1st Volunteer
Battalion Worcester Regiment O^te the Ist Wrircester).

Acting Surgeon G. R. Grifkith, of the 1st Cheshire and Carnarvon Artillery,

has resigned his appointment, which bore date September 11th, 187S.

Surgeon J. Lewls, M.D., '-'nd Volunteer Battalion Welsh Regiment (late the 1st

Glamorgan) has resigned his commission, which was dated September 2Sth, 1876 ;

he is granted the honorary rank of Svirgaon-Major, and is permitted to retain his

uniform.
Surgeon and Honorary Surgeon-Major T. W. Trend, M.D., 2nd Volunteer Bat-

talion Hampshire Regiment (late the 2nd Hampuhire), has alsn resigned his com-
mission, dating from February 15th. 1865; he Is allowed to retain his rank and
uniform.

It is reported that Profesaor Kie&smaul, of Strassbarg, will retire at

the end of the summer session, and will be succeeded by Professor

Naumyn, now of Konigsberg.
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MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

DISGRACEFUL ACTION AGAINST A MEDIC.\L MAN

:

"'
VINDIC.\TION OF CHARACTEK. '

At the KUmainham scssiona on January 6th, before the Recorder and

a jury, the action of George Devlin against Dr. Davy Terenure to

recover £1,000 damages for alleged crim. con. with plaintiS a wife,

'^DnTmyly, LL.D., appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. Campbell

''^hTpkfntiff, Fglrdener, deposed that he was married in the year

1866 andTn 1874 went to live at Terenure. Dr. Davy's visits to his

wife then commenced, and from the first he suspected that an undue

intimacy existed between them. In cross-examinaUon he admitted

that he was in prison several times for assaulting his wite and that

she had obtained a divorce from him on the ground of CTuelty.

Mr. Campbell read Mrs. Devlin's evidence in the Divorce Court

which detailed the shocking brutality she received at the hands of her

husband. He was an habitual drunkard, and kicked her and beat her

a number of times. Counsel also read a letter from the plam iff to

his wife when he was in gaol for assaulting his wife a short time ^ter

the alleged occurrence in August, 1885. The letter was couched in

the most affectionate terms, and asked that she would get Dr. Davy

to come to court and give evidence that she was out of danger from

the effects of the injuries he (the plaintiff) had mfticted upon her.

To the Recorder-He never, when before the magistrates for

assaulting his wife, said he did it because she had misconducted

Mrs.' Susan Devlin, daughter-in-law of the plaintiff was examined

for him. She, however, said she never saw the defendant m her lite.

The plaintiff had offered her money to swear falsely.

Mrs Mary Anne Puroell, servant to the Devlins for eleven years,

sUted that there was no truth in the plaintiff's allegations Mrs.

Devlin was always a most respectable woman. The plaintiff had

offered her money to swear falsely.
.

Mrs Mary Tills, daughter to the plaintiff, gave similar H^aence.

The plaintiff had also offered her money to swear falsely, bhe said :

My mother has a little shop, and has kept us eight or nine years by

lier own industry. My father is a villain and a ruffian. He treated

»is shamefully. „ , „ ,• i

Dr Davy was called, and denied all the aUegations made.

At this ata?e the jury stopped the case, and returned a verdict for

the defendant. The verdict was received with some applause m

The Recorder said not the slightest stain could rest on Dr. Davy.

In all his experience on the Bench and at the Bar he never heard a

more atrocious or more infamous case, or a more scandalous attempt

on the part of a man to destroy the reputation of his wife and obtain

money. The Recorder made an order that the Crown Solicitor should

institute a criminal prosecution against Devlin for perjury.

ARE MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS "TRADERS!"
In a case of Hance v. Harding, which was decided by Baron Hud-

dleston without a jury shortly before Christmas, a point of some in-

terest as regards the status of members of the medical piofession was

raised and discussed. The validity of a post-nuptial settlement roade

bvMr. Alfred Peskett, a general practitioner, M.D., and Licentiate

of the Apothecaries' Society, in 1882, was in question. He became

bankrupt in July, 1883, and the settlement was impeached under

Section 91 of the old Bankruptcy Act of 1869, which provides that

any settlement made by a trader shall, under certain circumstances,

be void if the settlor becomes bankrupt within two years of the date

of such settlement. In determining the action it therefore became

important to see whether Mr. Peskett was a trader within the mean-

ing of the then Bankruptcy Act. Medical men are generally con-

sidered to belong to one of the learned professions, and not to be,

strictly speaking, traders. But it appeared that, in an affidavit sworn

in the bankruptcy, Mr. Peskett had described himself as a surgeon

and apothecarv. and, further, that he had on some occasions given his

- patients receipts for
'

' attendance and medicine ;" and it was contended

that these facts were sufficient to constitute him a trader. It was

however, shown that Mr. Peskett's practice was to charge his patients

-'Per visit, supplying them with medicines, but making no separate

char-'e for them. Baron Huddhston held that there was no proof ot

any "trading in drugs, so as to make Mr. Peskett a trader m the

ordinary seuse ; and the question therefore narrowed itselt to tins,

whether the description as an apothecary was sufficient to constitute

Mr Peskett a trader, and this he decided it had failed to do It is

curious that the law reports are almost silent on the question whether

medical practitioners are to be deemed traders. Under the former

Bankruptcy Acts, the distinction between traders and non-traders

was of imporUnce. The only case cited was Palmer's, decided in the

vear 1856, where the Court of Appeal in the case of Mr. Palmer, of

Rugeley otherwise notorious, decided that a surgeon who practised as

an aiiothecary was a trader who could be made bankrupt. The facts

of that case on which the decision was based are not, however, re-

ported and Baron Huddleston distinguished it from the one before

him where he found, not as a matter of law but as a fact, that Mr.

Peskett was not shown to be a trader. As far as legal authority,

therefore goes, it seems that a medical practitioner who dispenses

medicines, and makes a charge for so doing, is to be considered as

carryin" on a trade ; but that, if he merely supphea medicines as part

of his attendance on his patients, and without charging separately for

them he does not. The question now is one of theoretical rather

than of practical interest, because the legal distinction between

traders and non-traders has, for most purposes, ceased to exist. It

may however, be a source of gratification to some members ol the

i

profession to know that they may dispense the medicines they pre-

scribe without necessarily by so doing constituting themselves trades-

1
men.

PROSECUTION UNDER THE DENTISTS' ACT : A LEGAL
POINT.

An important case was tried at Wisbech on Tuesday, when Frederick

W Bradley was charged with infringing Section 3 of the Dentists

Act 1878, which provides that any person calling himself a denUst,

or dental practitioner, or any name implying that he is registered

under the Act, unless he be so registered, is liable, on summary con-

viction, to a fine not exceeding £20. Mr. R. E. Melsheimer prose-

cuted on behalf of the British Dental Association, and Mr. b. D
Waddy M P defended. The prosecuting counsel said defendant baa

described himself on his cards and plate as " F. W Bradley, A. P. S.

Eni' " and had carefuUy avoided using the word dentist. Iwo

clerks were sent from London as patients, and the charge was based

on the novel ground that the defendant used the title ' dentist in

connection with these patients. These witnesses were examined, and

deposed to visiting the defendant, and being advised by him as to

their teeth, and to the fact that the defendant said he was a practical

dentist Mr. Waddy, for the defence, submitted that the defendant

did not use the title "dentist "or "dental practitioner, and that

the Act was not intended to apply to efficient practitioners The

Bench, after consideration, found defendant had infringed the law.

and fined him £6 and costs, at the same time consenting to state a

case for the Divisional Court.

M R C S -The-right of M.R.C.S.England, legally, is to practise surgery onlj. «°i

not medicine The right of M.R.G.S. to practise midwiferj- does °ot lepend

any more San that of L.S.A., on whether a per.on holds only one quaUBcation,

and both are equally entitled to practise it legally.

AORKEMEKT8 WITH UNQUALIFIED PRACTIT10XEK3.

A.s»TA.vr .vrfte^ I am S communicatioa with a gentleman whose name appe^

"^n rtte7inSe i:«is(ernoi- Directory, about buying a pract.oe f=-°™-h™.
°J """J^"

Tni him an annu ty out of it. There seems to be a medical practitioner m the

someplace. What should I do 2 I want a situation and must keep myself

'^— In reply to the inquiry of "Assistant," the Court o£ Appeal decided, in

the*case of " Davies v. llakuna," that no valid agreement for disposal of prac-

tice can be made except with a duly quaUfied medical P"=«t'o»f'- » ""!!
the gentleman to whom " Assistant" refers may be such, though he doe. not

appear in the Register or Directory.

BONDS WITH ASSISTANTS. ^ . , ^ . .

A Mfmbeb asks for information as to the kind ot bond to be signed by an indoor

^Sntin the country. Is there a form to be bought, or must a lawyer be

'""'."Forms of bonds may, we believe, be bought, bat probably they would no

express the intention ot the parties. It would be safer to employ a soUcitor m

such a matter.
^

THE NATIONAL MEDICAL AID COMPANY.
..,»,..,,

AconBE9POSDK>.4sends «9 a circular of a society calUng itseU the National

*'we'?in''.Me*JafSe':^rremuneration ..imply disgraceful, and times m^t

bo bad Indeed when highly educated 1
medical practitioners are offered 3a.

hsi^i s:n^?^i^^?r^<;^^^^|^^f oSiy^bT^^iit?^ ^<^

^S^ZS^^^^^^.^^X'^ rnrsli^Uas are the fees otteu
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-.i worVoil pnu'tif.lnnfi' of tnrdloinp, there arefowif any clubs that

)s. |"r annum f"r hnltliy mali' ailulln. and no sooiotjf up tii Iho

r' 1 ihc luutuUcent sn;u of l^, \(hi, )>i-r aunuui fur atlcudancc on

v Trrnynmend all mfmlvTs of mir prnfctnion to liavp r.s

iia with the National McJlcal Aid Uompanjr, Limited.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

rOOli-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

DISMISSAL OF A PUHUC VACCINATOR WITHOUT
INQUIRY.

Tint Board of Guardians for Cardiff havo decided to terminate the

contract of Dr. Herder, the public Tacciiiator for the town. Tliis de-

cision of the guardians appears to have been at the least precipitate. In

his capacity of public vaccinator Dr. Border was asked by three medical

men to supply them with lymph. Even had he refused to oblige them

he would have been perfectly within his legal rights, but, as a matter

of fact, he complied with two of the requests, though he was unable to

supply lymph to the third, owing to his shortness of stock. At a

meeting of the guardians on December 15th a charge was brought

against Dr. Border of refnsing to supply lymph to three practitioners,

but the guardians neither informed Dr. Border that he had incurred

their displeasure, nor that they intended to discuss his conduct ; an

amendment " that Dr. Border be heard in his defence" was negatived;

and notwithstanding that Dr. Border has held the post of public vac-

cinator for ten years, and has always obtained the Government grant

for successful vaccination, the original motion, giving him twenty-

eight days' notice of the termination of his contract, was carried.

Unless a serious .'»nd not a frivolous charge can bo brought against Dr.

Border, such action on the part of a board of guardians is unjust, and
prejudicial both to their own authority and to the public service.

It is to bo hoped, therefore, that, if only in their own interests, the

guardians will take the earliest opportunity of reconsidering their de-

termination, and, by instituting a proper inquiry into the whole
matter, restore public confidence in their decisions.

Health of ENOLiaH- Towns.—Daring the week ending January

7th, 6,2.38 births and 4,279 deaths were registered in the twenty-eight

large English towns, including London, which have an estimated

population of 9,398,273 persons. The annual rate of mortality per

1,000 persons living in these towns, which had been 20.8 and 24.8

in the two preceding weeks, was 23.3 during the week ending Satur-

day, January 7th. The rates in the several towns ranged from 14.8 in

Brighton, 17.7 iu Bradford, 18.8 in Huddersfield, and 19.5 in Birming-

ham, to 29.3 in Preston, 31.9 in Wolverhampton, 35.6 in Manchester,

and 40.8 in Plymonth. The mean death-rate in the twenty-seven

provincial towns was 24.6 per 1,000, and exceeded by 1.8 the rate re-

corded in London, which was only 22.8 per 1,000. The 4,279 deaths

registered daring the week under notice in the twenty-eight towns in-

cluded 493 which were referred to the principal zymotic diseases,

against 457 and 503 in the two preceding weeks ; of these, 183 resulted

from whooping-congh, 90 from scarlet fever, 67 from measles, 53 from
" fever" (principally enteric), 42 from diphtheria, 30 from smallpox,

and 28 from diarrhfea. These 493 deaths were equal to an annual

rate of 2.7 per 1,000 ; in London the zymotic rate was 8.1, while it

averaged 2.4 per 1,000 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, among
which it ranged from 0.4 and 0.7 in Portsmouth and Bristol, to 5.1

and 6.2 in Bolton and Sheffield. The highest proportional fatality of

measles was recorded in Birmingham, Nottingham, and Bolton ; from

scarlet fever in Sheffield, Huddersfield, and Blackburn ; and from

whooping-cough in Silford, Leicester, Norwich, and Wolverhampton.
The 42 deaths from diphtheria included 28 in London, 2 in Birming-

ham, 2 in Derby, 2 in Leed.s, and 2 in Cardiff. Of the 30 fatal cases

of small-poi recorded in the twenty-eight towns, 27 occurred in Shef-

field, 2 in Leeds, and 1 in Brlttol. The number of small-pox patients

in the Metropolitan Asylums llosptals was 8 on Saturday, January
7th, and 2 cases were admitted to these hospitals during the week.

These hospitals also contained 1,259 scarlet fever patients on Saturday,

J.inuary 7th, against numbers declining from 2,602 to 2,049 in the

tiri' preceding weeks ; the admissions were 147 daring the week. The
dt'ith-rate from di.ieases of the respiratory organs in London was
eqii.il to 4.9 per 1,000, and was below the average.

IIfalth ov Scotch Towns.—In the eight irinciral Scotch towns,
having an estimated aggregate ]iopnlation of 1,811,274 persons, 804
births and 685 deaths were ref;iateitd during the week ending Satur-

day, January 7th. Tlie annual rito of mortality, which had been 22.4

and 24 3 per 1,000 in the two preceding weeks, further rose to 27.1

during the week under notice, and exceeded by 3.4 the mean rate for

the same period in the twenty-uight large £nglj.sh towns. Among
theec Scotch towns the rates ranged from 20.3 and 23.1 in Leith and
Aberdeen to 29.5 and .30 3 in Paisley and Edinburgh. The 686 deaths

registered during the week in these towns included 39 which resnlted

from the principal zymotic diseases ; of these, 30 were referred to

whooping-cough, 2.'5 to measles, 18 to diarrhoea, 7 to scarlet fever, 7

to "fever," 4 to diphtheria, and not ono to small-pox. These 89

deaths wore equal to a rata of 3.5 per 1,000, the highest zymotic rates

being recorded in Edinburgh, DuiiJoa, and Leith. Whooping-cough
caused the highest proportional fatality in Aberdeen, Greenock, LeiA,
and Glasgow ; measles in Dundee, Edinburgh, and Leith ; and
" fever" in Dundee and Paisley. Of the 4 deaths from diphtheria, 2

occurred in Edinburgh ; and the 7 fatal cases of scarlet fever included

2 in Glasgow, 2 in Dundee, and 2 in Perth. The mortality from
diseases of the respiratory organs in these Scotch towns was equal to

6.7 per 1,000, against 4,9 in London.

Health of Irish Towns.—In the week ending Saturday, January
7th, 469 births and 592 deaths were registered iu the sixteen principal

town districts, which have an estimated population nf 871,128. The
average annual death rate was 35.4 per 1,000. The rates ranged from
5.2 in Armagh to 45.7 in Newry ; iu the latter town, 7 out of the 13

deaths were due to measles. In Belfast, measles and whooping-cough
both showed a decrease. In Cork the deaths from measles rose to 15,

and the same disease caused 3 deaths in Limerick and 2 in Kilkenny.

The deaths registered in Dublin and suburbs represent an annual rate

of mortality of 38.5 in every 1,000 of the estimated population ; omit-

ting the deaths of persons admitted into public institutions from
locilities outside the district, the rate was 87.5 per 1,000. The
zymotic deaths rose to 37, and imliided 2 from measles, 9 from scar-

latina, and 9 from whooping-cough.

Be.vlth of Foreign CiTrE5.—It appears from statistics publis\ed

in the Registrar-General's nturn for the week ending January 7th,

that thc> death-rate recently averaged 3S.0 per 1,000 iu the three

principal Indian cities ; cholera caused 32 death-s in Madras and 15 in

Calcutta ; and 3 deaths resulted from small-pox in Boriibay. Accord-

ing to the most recently received weekly returns, the mean annual

death-rate in twenty-one of the largest European cities was 24.4 per

1,000, and slightly exceeded the mean rate in the week under notice

in the twenty-eight largo English towns. In Paris the death-rate was

equal to 24.8, egfiiDSt22.1 in each of the two preceding weeks, and
exceeded by 2 the rata in London; the 1,070 deaths included 60

from typhoid fever, 37 from diphtheiia and croup, 6 from scarlet

fever, and 3 from small-pox. In the three principal Dutch cities—
Amsterdam, Uutterdara, and the Hague—the mean death-rate was

21.1 per 1,000. In Berlin the rate of mortality was only 17.6 per

1,000 ; of the 478 deaths, 24 resulted from diphtheria, 5 from scarlet

fever, and 6 from measles. The death-rate in Vienna was equal to 26.0

per 1,000 ; the 395 deaths included 11 from scarlet fever, 5 from measles,

and 5 from diphtheria. In St. Petersburg the 497 deaths gave a rate

of 27.9 per 1,000, and included 20 from typhus and typhoid fever, 11

from scarlet fever, and 89 from diarrh'Cal diseases. The death-rate in

Rome was equal to 27.7 per 1,000 ; 4 deaths resulted from small-pox

and 10 from typhoid fever. In four of the largest .American cities the

rate of mortality averaged 22.2 per 1,000, v.\rying from 17.6 in Balti-

more to 24.7 in New Yurk. The 677 deaths' in New York included

51 from diphtheria and 25 from scarlet fovor ; 32 fatal cases of diph-

theria were recorded in Brooklyn ; and typhoid fever was .somewhat

fatally prevalent both in PhihdelpHia and in Baltimore.

The new asylum which the managers of the Royal Edinburgh

Asylum for the Insane have decided on erecting, and which is to em
brace all modem improvements, and intended to form a model institu-

tion in every way, will, it is understood, cost £80,000.

CoLi.EOE Politics.—After tho adilress read by Mr. Paul Swain

(see page 65) before the South-Western Branch, the following reso-

lution was passed: "That this meeting desires to endorse the

opinions expressed by the President of tho Branch in the paper read

by him, and requests him to publish it with a view to a copy being

forwarded to the Lord President of the Council and the President of

I tho Royal College of Surgeons."
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OBITUARY.

HUGH MILLER, M.D.. F.F.P.S.Glas., L.M.
Wb announce with regret the death of a prominent obstetric physi-

cian of Glasgow, which took place on January 6th. Dr. Miller

graduated at Glasgow in 1864, where he began practice, devoting him-

self specially to midwifery. He was for a long time obstetric phy-

sician and lecturer on clinical obstetrics to the Glasgow Maternity

Hospital, to which, at the time of his death, he wa,s consulting

physician. Ho was also examiner in midwifery to the Glasgow

Faculty. His contributions, some of which appeared in this Journ.\l,

were all on subjects connected with his specialty. It is only about

a year since Dr. Miller returned from a sojourn abroad in search of

health, overwork having, for a time, broken him down. His death

was the result of pneumonia of a week's duration. He leaves a

widow, a son, and four daughters.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.
'•' •-'^

MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY.
It has been decided to erect new biological and physical laboratories

for the use of the University of Melbourne, Australia.

OTAGO UNIVERSITY, NEW ZEALAND.
At the last degree day, the degree of Bachelor of Medicine was for the

first time conferred on a student of Otago University, Mr. W. Leding-

ham Christie. Dr. Coughtrey, who gave an address on this occasion,

urged that the single chair of anatomy and physiology, which he had
formerly occupied, should be replaced by two separate professorships

of anatomy and physiology respectively.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.

INDIA,

a; Ceylon Medical Serviob.—Dr. J. L. Van Der Straateu has been

appointed to act as principal civil medical officer of Ceylon. He is a

Fellow of the Medical, Obstetrical, and Chemical Societies of London,

and Honorary Treasurer of the Local Branch of the British Medical

Association. He has visited Europe twice.

Aksenio in Beer.—A number of men belonging to the Manchester
Regiment stationed at Agra have narrowly escaped being poisoned by
drinking beer from a cask, which has since proved to have been pre-

viously used for storing arsenic. The beer drawn from the cask

was, it was stated, comparatively pure, but the dregs contained

enough arsenic to poison a whole regiment.

BEQtrEST!3.—Mr. Joseph Nicholson, of Sheffield, bequeathed £525 to

the General Infirmary, and £105 to the Hospital for Women.—Mrs.

Louisa Webber, of Upper Woburu Place, bequeathed £500 to the

Royal Free Hospital, £300 to University College Hospital, and £300
to the St. Pancras and Northern Dispensary.— Mr. James Wishart, of

Leith, merchant and shipowner, bequeathed £300 to the Edinburgh
Royal Infirmary, and £250 to the Loith Hospital.—'Mr. Joseph Aley,

of The Hough, Stafford, bequeathed £400 to St. George's Hospital.—
The Queen's Hospital, Birmingham, has received £250 under the will

of Mr. William Slaney Lewis.—Mr. John Endell Powles, of Newton
Court, Monmouth, bequeathed £100 to the Monmouth Hospital and
Dispensary.

The Hospitai,.s A.ssociation.—Dr. J. S. Bristowe, F.R.C.P.Lond.,
F.R.S., Senior Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital, has accepted the

Presidency of this Association, vice Sir Andrew Clark, M. D. , resigned.

Sir Edmund Hay Currie, Mr. E. H. Lushington, Treasurer of Gny's
Hospital and Mr. F. C. Carr Gomm, Chairman of the London Hos-
pital, have also joined the Coimcil of the Hospitals Association.

F.\TAL FooTi-.AM..—During this sfason tho number of fatal injuiies

at football has been very great. Two deaths from this cause are

reported to have occurred in one week.

The DucnERS of Albany has consented to act as a Patroness of

the Fancy Dress Ball to be hold on February 9th, at the Hotel Mc-
tropole, in aid of the funds of the North London, or University Col-

lege, Hospital.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Examining Board in England by the Rotajl Colleges of

Physicians and Surgeons.—The following gentlemen passed the
Second Examination of the Board in Anatomy and Physiology on
January 9 th.

J. Atcherley, J. A. Abbott, and P. Gross, stn'lents of Yorkshire College, Leeds ;

P. L Mehta, of Bombay; 'T. Ohlmus, 'O. R. LcwU. and *T. Lawson, of
Edinburgh Univers^ity ; H. Q. Barlow, of the Bristol Medical School ; O. L.
Robinson, of Dublin ; R. C. McCullagh, of Belfast; A. E. Davis, of New-
castle on-Tyne ; E. h. Rowse, of Charing Cross Hospital ; C. W. Vernon, of
St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy only.

C. P. Sutton, B. A. Bordett, and A. H. Aldridge, of Owens College, Mancbesfer;
W. Hutchinson, of Michigan ; A. F. Oervis. of St. Thomas's Hcxprtal ; R.
H. Heptinstall, E. T. HoUings, F. P. ijhackleton, T. W. Sw.iles, and O. F.
Rowley, of Yorkshire Collej^e, Leeds ; tt. Greenwood and J. F. Atldns, of
Birmingham ; and C. Bernard, of Bristol 31edical SchooL

Passed in Physiology only,
A. Shanks, of Glasgow Uiiiversity : F. T. Jackson, of Liverpool ; J. A. Bell, of

King's College ; *E. J. llcCardell, of KIngstt.n, Canada ; A. B. 6. Stewart,
of Yorkshire College, Leeds ; A. E. Lathbury, of 1st. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital ; C. I. Blakeman, of St. Thomas's Hospital ; J. H. Dempster, of King's
College ; J. Hall, of London Hospital ; and *W. R. Willey, of St. Mary's
Hospital.

Passed in Anatom'v and Physiology on Jaimary 10th.
W. H. Kershaw and F. J. W. Porter, of London Hospital ; 'R. E. Weigall and

•A. A. Parry, of Melbourne University; 'W. F. West, L F. Nlll, F. L
Bawlinson, W. TIV. Kennedy, J. Moore, and W. B. Curgenven, of St- Bar-
tholomew's Hospital ; H. Fairfax, of Cbating Cross Hospital : E. J. C, Tyler,

of St. Thomas's Hospital ; J. D. S. Nodes, of University College ; E. J. T.

Cratchley and R. A. Earle, of Middlesex Hospital ; and W. F. L. Green, of
King's College.

Passed in Anatomy only.
W. White, of Middlesex Hospital ; E. G. Boon and F. J. 0. Stephenson, of St.

Marys Hospital ; T. Presoott, of King's College ; H. L. A. Kellar, of St.

Thomas's Hospital ; J. R. Daly and H. F. Ransume, of Owens College, Man-
chester ; F. Winnett, of Toronto; E. C. Ryall, of Dublin and Mr. Cooke's;
J. L. S. Sherlock, of London Hospital ; and R. H. B. Dudgeon, of Liverpool
Infirmary School of Medicine.

Passed in Physiology only.

J. T. Barrow, of Charing Cross Hospital ; M. Jenkins and F. D. Lumley, of

Guy's Hospital ; Y. H. Lewis and A. Addie, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital;
C. u'SuUivan, of London Hospital ; and G. T. K. Maurice, of St Mary's
Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy and Physiology on January 11th.

B. W. Witham, of Westminster Hospital ; S. Sh"re-Smith, of St. Bartholomew^
Hospital ; J. Spurr, of St. Mary's Hospital ; T. Bamford, of Oniveisity Col-

lege ; W. W. Wingate and W. E. S. Cobb, of Guy's Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy only.
F. W. Gattey and W. A. Mercer, of King's College ; *W. W. Laeey, »W. M. Keal,

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital and Mr. Cooke's School ; H. H. Brind, of St.

Mary's Hospital ; A. W. Sturdee, S. R. Slrouts, H. E. Burch, and Y. H.
Mills, of London Hospital ; E. H. Greaves, of Gay's Hospital ; A. H. Rein-
hardt, of Yorkshire College. Leeds ; P. T. Lunn, of Middlesex Hospital ; 'A*

M. Ewing, of Toronto and Mr. Cooke's School.

Passed in Physiology only.
'

A, E. Price and" R. H. D. Mahon, of St. Thomas's Hospital ; C. 8. Bowker, of

Middlesex Hospital ; H. S. Archdale and W. D. Spurrell, of Guy's Hospital;

R. Jackson G. Lys, A. Greenwood, and W. H. Cioodson, of Gny's Hospital

;

H. C. Powell, of Charing Cross Hospital ; B. W. Loughurst and P. L. Web-
ster, of King's College ; E. A. Brown, J. H. Jlortimer, and W. J. C. Keats,

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; W. L. Dent, of King's College ; *G. B.
Bickerstaff and J. R. Fidler, of St. Mary's Hospital.

" Under Old Regulations of College of Surgeons.

Royal College of Surgeons of England.—The foUcwing gentle-

men, having passed the necessary examination in Surgery for the

diploma of Member, and having since obtaioed a medical qualification,

were, at a meeting of the Council on January 12th, granted their

diplomas.
O. W. Andrews, M.B.Dnr., 11, Addison Terrace, Netting Hill ; T. N. GreeTcs,

L.S.A., .J3, South Hill Park, Hampstead ; and T. Lakeman, L.8.A., 24,

Claylands Road, Clapham Boad, S.W.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following vacancies are announced :

HELGRAVE HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, 79, Gloucester Street, S.'W.—
House Surgeon. Applications by January 31st, to the Honorary Secretary.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL.—Senior House-Surgeon. Salary, £t10

per annum. Applications by January 30th, to the Chairman of the Weekly
Board.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Ttfo Assistant Hpose-Surgeons.
Applications by January 2Sth, to the House Governor.

BRIGHTON, HOVE, AND PRESTON DlispENSAItY.-Two House-Surgeons.
Salary, £140 per annum, with apartments, etc. Applications by January
3l8t tothe Assistant Secretary.
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BRISTOL GENEUAL noSl'irAL.— /Uiistaut rii).'iici«n. 8»l»ry, £50 per

annum, with t>oard, etc Applications by January 'JSnl, to the Secretary.

BRISTOL Il()SriT.\L FOB SICK cniLl>KKS AND WOMEN.—HoUiic-Sur.

(t»n. Salary, illOO per annum, with a|>»rtmi'nti<, etc. Applications by Janu-

ary -3rd, t*> tlie Trcisurer and Committ^-e.

BBOMLEY UNION, Kent.- Medical Oniccr f.>r No. 5 District. Salary, £00

». per annum, racciuation fees and eitraa. Applications by January ll'tli, to

R. O. llullen, Eaq., Local Oitlces, Bromley, Kent.

ESaEX AND COLCHESTER HOSPITAU- Physician. Salary, £200 per annum.
Applications by January 16th, to the Secretary.

HOSPITAL KOR SICK CHILDREN, Great Ormond Street, W.C—Medical

Refijtrar and Patlioloitlst Honorarium, £i2 IDs. Applications by January

24ln, to tlie Secretary.

HUDHEK.SF1ELD INFIRMARY.—Junior IlouseSurgeon. Salary, £40 per

aununi, with boar<l, etc. Applications by January L'7th, to the Honorary

Secretary.

MACCLESFIELD GBNKUAL INFIRMARY.—Junior H.mse-Surgeon. Salary,

£70 per annum, with Iward, etc Applications by January 21st, to the

Chairman of the House Committee.

NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE HEART AND PARA-
LYSIS.— Honorary Aniesthetist Applications to the Secretary, 32, Sobo

Square, W.

RADCLIKFE INFIRMARY, Oifonl.—Honsc-Surgcon. Silary, £»0 per annum.
Applications by January ISth to the Secretary.

ROTAIi COLLKGB OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.—Assistant in the Patho-

logical Department of the Museum. Applications by January Jlst, to the

S^retary.

BOYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, City Road, E. C—
Senior House-Physician. , Salary, £80 per annum, with board, etc. Applica-

tions by Januarj- 14th, to' the Secretary.

BOYAL NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION, Ventnor.—Assistant

lleaident Medical Officer. Applications to the SecreUry, 34, Craven Street,

W.O.

BOYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL, Guildford.-HouseSurgeon. Salary,

£S0 i>cr annum, with board, etc. Applications by February 15th, to the

Assistant Secretary.

STOUKPORT FRIENDLY SOCIETIES MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.—Resident
Medical Oilicer. Salary, £170 per annum, and extras. Applications by

January 2l.st, to A. Bouckley, Esq., Areley Kings, Stourport.

SUSSEX COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM, Haywards Heath.—Junior Assistant

Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per annum, with board, lodging, and washing.

Applications by January 14th, to the Superintendent.

SUSSEX COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM, Hayward's Heath.—Medical Superin-

tendent. Salary, £000 per annum, with furnished house, etc. Applications

by January :;OUi, to J. H. Sclater, Esq., Chairman of the Committee of

Visitors.

nNJVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—E.xaminer in Anatomy. Salary, £75 per

annum. Applications by January 10th, to the Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—Examiner in Chemistry. Salary, £75 per

annum. Applications by January 10th, to the Secretary.

nSIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.—Examiner in Midwifery. Salary, £75 per

annum. Applications by January 10th to the Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. -Examiner in Practice of Physic. Salary, £75

per annum. Application.^ by January 10th to the Secretary'.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
AifDKisox, James, M.D., F.R.C.P., appointed Assi.stant Physician to the National

Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, ri« J. A. Ormerod, M.D., resigned.

Bajstian, H. Charlton, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.8., appointed Physician to the

National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic.

Bervor, C. E., M.D., M.R.O.P., appointed Physician to Out-patients, to the

National Uosintal for the Paralysed and Epileptic, vict H. 0. Bastian, U.D.,

y.R.C.P., P.R.S., resigned.

BoxALL, Robert, M.D., M.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., appointed Physician to the Sama-
riun Free Hospital for Women and Children, \<U< W. S. A. Griffith, M.B.,

F.R.C.S.. resigned.

BcciiAS, W. A. M.B.Edin., appointed Assistant Physician to the Plymouth
Public Dispensary, ric* T. E. White, M.K.C.8., resigned.

Glakville, M., M.R.C.8.Eng., L.S.A., appointed Honse-Surgeon and Secretary

to the Dorset County Hospital, Dorchester, ric« F. J. Maiden, M.B.,

M.B.C.8., resigned.

Lcwin, Lewis, L.B.C.P.Lond., M.R.C.S.Eng., appointed one of the Vi.^iting

Medical OIBcura uf the Soutli Lambeth, Stockwell, and North Brixton Dls.

pensary.

Mackdzie, Arthur C, L.R.C.P. and 8.E., L.F.P.S.G., appointed Honse-Surgeon
to the General U<>spital, Birmingham.

MAnxLASi), T., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.Lond., appointed Medical Officer and Public

Vaccinator tn the Wigan Union, vict G. G. Tatbam, M. D.

MrMcBRAY. .1., M.D., M.Ch., appointed Visiting Medical Officer to the KIrkdalc

Industrial Schools.

ObmercI), J. A., M.D., F.RC.P., appointed Physician to Outpatients, to the
National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, viu Thomas Buzzard,

M.D., resigned.

Prowse, William Byass, M.B.C.3., L.S.A., appointed Medical Officer of Health
to the Acton Local Board, vict C. H. Fnrnlvall, resigned.

RcssELL, W. B., M.B., B.A., anp-iinted Housc-Siirgeon to the Scarborough Hos-
pital and Dispensary, ma a. O. O. Wbarry, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A., nesigned.

Toorn, Howard, M.D., M.R.O.F.. appointed Assistant Physician to the National

Hospital for the I'jiralysed and Epileptic, i i« C. E. Beevor, M.D., resigned.

Williams, F. M., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Medical Odlcer to the Tavistock
Union (Milton Abbey District) i!« U. Swale, M.B., M.R.C.S., resigned.

WiLLiAU.i, W. B., aiipointod Resident Medical Officer to the Royal National Hos-
pital for Consumption, Ventnor, rict D. J. Mason, M.B., CM., resigned.

Bequf.sts and Donations.—Mrs. Mary Ellis, of Cidogan Place,

ha3 bei|uoathod £100 to tho Chelsea Home for Mea in Con-

sumptiou, and one-third of the "residue" of her estate (which is

likely to bie of very large amount) to be divided in such proportions

and in such manner as her trustees shall, in their discretion,

think proper, "among certain charitable institutions, including the

Royal Free Hospital, St. George's Hospital, the Earlswood Asylum
for Idiots, the Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest,

the Cancer Hospital, the Chelsea, lirompton, and Belgrave Dispen-

sary, the Chelsea Hospital for Women, the Victoria Hospital for

Children, Queen's Road, Chelsea, and the Royal Hospital for Incur-

ables.
—

'The Children's Hospital, Birmingham, has received £250
under the will of Mr. William Slancy Lewis.—The Sheffield Public

Hospital and Dispensary and the Sheffield General Infirmary have

each received £103 173. 8d., being legacy and interest under the will

of Mrs. E. AI. Beaumont, of Kenwood Park.—Mr. H. E. Wright has

given 100 guineas to the Chelsea Hospital for Women.—The Duke of

Bedford has given £100 to University College Hospital,—" J. T. T."

has given £100 to the Paddington Green Children's Hospital.

Pasteurism in Havana.—The following statistics of the Labora-

torio Histo-bacteriologico (Pasteur Institute) in'Havana, from April to

December, 1887, are published in the Rcrista de Ciencias Medicos :

The total number of patients was 181, of whom 75 underwent the

treatment. In 14 of these cases the animals which had inflicted the

bites were proved to be suffering from rabies, by the result of inocu-

lations made on rabbits in the laboratory. Of the 106 persons who
were not treated, 61 are stated to have been bitten by " suspected"

animals. In these cases the animals had not been sent to the labo-

ratory, or had arrived there in a state of decomposition. No infor-

mation is vouchsafed as to the results in the cases treated, nor is it

explained why so large a proportion was left untreated, in spite of the

"suspicion " attaching to them.

Small-pox in Havana.—The Revisla de Ciencias Medicaa for

December 20th states that from the beginning of May to December

16th there were l,i36 deaths from small-pox in Havana. From an

analysis made by Dr. Vicente de la Guardia of 298 fatal cases regis-

tered in the month of November, it appears that 201 occurred among
the white and 97 among the black population. Of the whites, 118

were males and S3 females ; 67 of the former were under and 61 over

ten years of age, the corresponding numbers in the females being 61

and 22. Of the negroes, 51 belonged to the male and 46 to the female

sex ; among the former 26 were under and 27 over ten, while among
the females 27 were under and 19 over that age. Unfortunately, no

particulars are given as to the proportion of vaccinated to unvacci-

nated persons in these lists. The ejiidemic is at present more widely

prevalent than ever, but the mortality appears to be diminishing. An
exhaustive official inquiry is about to be made as to the causes which

have led to so severe an outbreak.

Clinical Society of London.—The following are the names

of the officers and Council of the Clinical Society of London,

proposed for election for the year 1888, who will be balloted

for at the meeting to be held this (Friday) evening. The gentle-

men whose names are marked with an asterisk (*) were not on

the Council, or did not hold the .same office during the preceding year.

Presidmt: W. H. Broadbent, M.D. Vice-Presidents: *W. H.Dick-
inson, M.D. ; Sir Dvce Duckworth, M.D. ; J. Hughlings Jackson,

M.D., F.R.S. ; *J. Warrington Ilaward ; "Sir William Mac Cormac ;

Howard Marsh. Treasurer : Christopher Heath. Council : F. G. D.

Drewitt, M.D.; J. K. Fowler, M.D. ; T. Colcott Fox, M.B.; W. B.

Haddeu, M.D.; 'Stephen Mackenzie, M.D. ; *Angcl Money, M.D.;

•Isambard Owen, M.D. ; F. C. Turner, M.D. ; W. J. Tyson, M.D.;

Samuel West, M.D.; W. Hale White, M.D.;W. H. Cripps ; H. T.

Butlin ; Rickman .T. Godlee, M.S.; C. H. Golding-Bird, M.B.; W. A.

Meredith, M.S.; 'C. W. Mansell Mouillin ; *F. Shirley Marphy ;

Walter Rivington, CM ; 'C. J. Svmonds, M.S. Honorary Secretaries

:

•Thomas Barlow, M.D.; R. W. Parker.

Odostological Society of Great Britain,—The following

members were elected on January 9th as officers and councillors for

the year 1888. Prfsirfen?.- Daniel Corbett, Dublin. Vic^- Presidents

{resident): 8. J. Hutchinson; J. H, Mummery; W, F. For.iyth

;

{rwn-resident) Richard Rogers, Cheltenham ; G. C. McAdam, Here-

ford ; J. Cornelins Wheeler, Southsea. Treasrcrer : Thomas Arnold

Rogers. Librarian: Felix Weiss. Curator: W. C. Storer Bennett.

Editor of the Transactions : Frederick Canton. Honorary Secretaries :
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WiUouRhby Weiss {Cmncil) ; C. J. Boyd Wallis (.SocMll) ; E. G. Betts

(Forrimi). Councillors {rcsidnit] : J. F. Corbett ; J. Smith Tamer
;

Sir EiwiQ Siunders ; Jolin Fiirbank ;
David Hepburn

;
Ashley ^V.

Barrett; Walter Coffin ;
Thomas Gaddes ; R. H. Woodhouse ;

(«»«

residoH) F. II. Bilk will, Plymouth; George Brunton, Leeds; K
Apierlev, Stroud ; J. H. Redman, Brighton ; W. Bowman Macleod,

Edinburgh ; K. Wentworth White, Norwich.

LErRO.sY.—Dr. N. Pringlo (Lewisham), in announcing that he has

received the promise of a donation of £100 as a commeDoement for

" The Indian .Jubilee Leper Fund," adds th!>t he is so perfectly satis-

fied that scientific and of course sympathetic voluntary segregation is

not only possible, but perfectly feasible, that he will gladly communi-

cate his views to those interested in that line of treatment.

A SisouLAR Case of Glandees in Man.—According to the Syn

Oklcheslm (December 10th, 1837), a man has just died fiom glanders

at one of the St. Petersburg hospitals. The deceased never kept, and

never came in contact with, any horses in his life. Symptoms of

glanders made their appearance in him shortly after his face and eyes

had been profusely bespattered with foam from a passing cab-horse,

the patient being in the act of crossing the street at the time.

SEA.SIDB Convalescent Home for London Workmen. —This

home, which was established at St. Margaret's Bay in 1883 by the

agency of the Hospital Saturday Fund, received during the past year

year 370 patients, as against 302 of the previous year. Through the

generosity of the late Lord Wolverton, the committee were enabled,

in August last, to open a new wing, a portion of which is reserved for

London postmen.

The Salford Town Council has resolved to purchase a site for the

sum of £7,000 on which to erect a hospital for the treatment of infec-

tious diseases. The Wilton Hospital has been bought by the London

and North-Western Railway Company for the sum of £21,000, and it

is stated that the cost of erecting the hospital will probably be about

£14,000.

The Missing Joitenalist.-The fate of Mr. McNeill, who dis-

appeared so mysteriously at Boulogne on his way from Paris to

London, has been explained by the finding of his body in the harbour,

with wounds on the head clearly pointing to murder.

Miss Oxlet, of Guy's Hospital, and Miss Loch, of St Bartho-

lomew's Hospital, have been appointed by the Secretary of State for

India to the charge of the nurses which it is intended to introduce

into the military hospitals in India.

A LAKGE new pump-room is to be built at P.uxton. The iron water

hitherto supplied from the well will in future also be .supplied in this

room.

Medical Magistrate. —Mr. George Arthur Phillips, M.R.C.S.Eng.,

has been placed on the Commission of the Peace for the Borough of

Walsall.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

Proposal of the 5Iinchcstcr and Salford Sanitary Association for

tbe Federation of Sanitary and kindred Societies. 3. The Dis-

posal of Book.s belODKiiig to the Society. Tho discassions will be

coutinned on Mr. Wynter BIyth's paper on the Contacion of

Cancer, and on Mr. G. BiKchof.-* papnr on Extension of Time of

Culture in Dr. Koch's Dacteriolosical Water Test by Partial

Sterilisation, with special reference t/i the Metropolitan Water
Supply. Dr. Rowland: An Improved Method of Sewer Venfi-

l&tion.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
T)k charge for ituerting anmotincammls o/ Births, Marriagu, aiui Dealki it St. 6d.,

which should be /onmrded in, stamps with, the anmnineentnt^

BIRTHS. -A
Barrett.—At 13, Rillbant Terrace, Edinburgh, on the 9th Instant, the wife of

William H. Barrett, M.B., of a son.

MoRPBT.—On January 7th, 1683, at Belmont, Queenstown, County Cork, the wife

of P. H. S. Murphy, Esq., M.D., Surgeon, M.S., of a danghter.

DEATH.

Lyall.—At 1, George Square, Edinburgh, on tbe 10th instant, Andrew Lyall,

M.D., late of Leven, aged 41.

OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MOXDAY.
Medical Society or London, S.SO p.m.—Lettsomian Lectures, by Mr. Reginald

Harrison. Lecture II : Tbe Pathology of the Enlarged Prostate

viewed in respect to its Causation and Prevention, and the Treat-

ment of some Complications arising out of it.

Tl'ESDAY.
PATHOLOoicAi SOCIETY OF LONDON, 8.30 P.M.—Dr. XoTman Moore : Carcinoma of

Gall Duct. Mr. W. K. Sibley : Abscess in Lun;.; and Brain and
Tumour of Pituitary in an Bwe. Sir. Symond.< : Epitheliomatoua

Cyst in Xeck, Mr. H. Fenwick: Etiology of Vesical Gio\rths.

Dr. Collier : A Recent Specimen of Charcot's Disease of the Knee-
joint. Professor Crookshank : Further Inquiries into the so-

called Hendon Cow Disease and its Relation to Scarlatina in Man.

Mr. R. W. Parker : Specimens 8f Bone Disease. Mr. Godlee :

Specimens of Ricketty Bones.

tVEDNESDAV.
Royal Meteorological Society, S p.m.—Annual General Meeting. Report of

the Council. Election of Officers and Council. Mr. W. Ellis

(President) will deliver an Address. 7 P.-M., Ordinary Meeting.

Mr. G. M. Whipple: The Non-Instrumental Meteorology of Eng-
land, Wales, and Ireland, 1S7S-18S5.

THITRSDAV.
Harveian Society of London, 8 p.m.—Address by the President (Mr. Edmund

Owen). Convcrsasione.

FRIDAY.
BociETY OF Medical Officers of Health, 7.30 p.m.—The Council will present

reports on: 1. The Pnhlication of the Society's Transactions. 2.

HONDAT lO.SO A.M. : Boyal London Ophtbalmlc.—1.30 p.m. : Guy's (Dpi -

thalmlc Department); and Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—

J

p.m. : Metropolitan Free ; St. Mark's ; Central London Ophthal-

mic ; Boyal Orthopsedio ; and Hospital for Women.—2.80 P.n. ;

Chelsea Hospital for Women.
tCBSDAT 9 A.M. : St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 a.m.:

Royal London Ophthalmic—1.30 p.m. : Guy's ; St. Bartholo-

mew's (Ophthalmic Department) ; St. Mary s ; Royal Westmin-

ster Ophthalmic—2p.m. : Westminst«r ; St. Mark's; Censral

London Ophthalmic—2.30p.m. : West London; Cancer Hospital,

Brompjon.-4 p.m. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).

WiDNESDlIt _10 A.M. : National Orthopaidic.- 10.30 a.m. 1 Boyal London
Ophthalmic—1 p.m. : Middlesex.-1.30 p.m. : St Bartholo-

mew's ; St. Thomas's ; Boyal Westminster Ophthalmic- 2 p.m. ;

London ; University College ; Westminster ; G.-eat Northern

Central ; Central London OphtliiUiiic—2.30 p.m. : Samaritan

Free Hospital for Women and Children; St. Peter's.— 3 to 4

P.M. : King's College.

THUBSDAT 10.30 a.m. : Boyal London Ophthalmic— 1 p.m.: St. George's

—I 30 P.M. : St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department);

Quy 8 (Ophthalmic Department) ; Boyal Westminster Ophthal-

mic—2 P.M. : Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseases of the Throat ; Hospital (or

Women.—2.30 p.m. : North-west London ; Chelsea Hospital fur

Women.
FBIDAY ,,9 i.M. : St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 ».«. 1

Royal London Ophthalmic—1.15 p.m. : St George's (Ophthal-

mic Dcpartmeut).—1.30 p.m. : Guy's; Boyal Westminster Oph.

thalmic—2 p.m.: King's College; St. Thomas's (Ophthaliuio

Department); Central London ophthalmic ; Royal South Lin-

don Ophthalmic ;
EastLondonHospitalforOhildron.— 2.30p.m. I

West London.
SATURDAY 9a.m. : Royal Free.—10.30 .a.m. : Boyal London Ophthalmic—

1 P.M.: King's College.- 1.30 p.m.; St Bartholomew's; St.

Thomas's ; Boyal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. : Ohaiing

Cross; London; Middlesex; Boyal Free ; Central London Oph-

thalmic—2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

OaABiKO CR038.-Medlcal and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tn. F., 1.80 ;
Skin,

M. Th.,1.30; Deuul, M. W. F.,9. « ~., » i «n . p,. m iv
auY's.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30 ; Obstetric, M.'Ta.K.,! SO , Eye, M. Tu.

Th.F.,1.30; Ear, Tu.F., 12.30; Skin, Tu., 12.30; Dental, Ta. Th. F., 12.

Kino's 6oLLEOE.-Modical, daily, 2 ; Surgical, daily, 1.30 ; Obstetric, Tu. Th. 8.

<> • o p M. W. F., 12.30 ; Eye, M. Th., 1 ;
Ophthalmic Department, W., 1 ,

Ear,

Tn S-'skin ihi : Throat, Tb., 3; Dental, Tn. F.,10.

LoN^^N.-Mediil daily, exc S. 2 Surgical, daily 1.30 and 2 ; Obstetric MTh
1 30 D W S 1 30 -Eye, W. S., 9 ; Ear, S., 9.30 ; Skin, Tb., 9 ;

Dental, Tu., 9.

UiDDLiaE^:-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, To. F.,1.S0; o.p^ W S.,

1 80 Eye, W. S. , 8. 30 ; Ear and Throat, Tn. , 9 :
Skin, Tu. , 4 ; Dental, daily, 9.

3t. BARlBoLoMEw's.-Medical and Surgical, daily 1.30 • Obstetric TuTh 8,8 ,

op.,W. S.,9; Eye,Tu. Tb. S.,2.30; Ear,Ta. F., 2; Skin, F.,1.S0
;
Larynx, F.,

2 30' OrthoDxdic, M., 2.30; Dental, Tn. F.,9.

3T Geo^^s -Meical and Surgical', M. Tn. F. 8 1 : OJ^'«?'<=,s!?^ ^ >
f
'.^

Th. 2 ; Eye, W. 8., 2 ; Ear, Tu., 2 ; Skin, W., 2 ; Throat, Tb., 2 :
Orthopsedic, W.,

St' 'MARY'^.'-Medi'iaVand"8urglcaI, dally, 1.45 ; Obstetric, Tn. F., 1.45 ;
o.p., M.

Th.,1.30: Eye.Tn. F.S.,9; Ear, M. Tb., 3; Throat. Tn F. 1.30: Skin M Th.,

9 30 ; Electrician, Tn. F.. 2 ; Dental, W. S., 9.30 ; Consultations, M., 2.30 ; Ope-

rations, Tu., 1.30 ; Ophthalmic Operations, F., 9.

St. THoMAa'8.-Medical and Surgical, daily, except Sat ,2, ObsteWc, «-Th., J,

on W 130- Eve M Ih.. 2; o.p., da ly, except S.it., 1.30 ; Ear, a., 1^.30 ,

sfe, w:; 12.S0; Yhroat Tn. F., i.so"^; Ohil/renS., 12.30 ;
Dental Tn.F. 10.

UNn-ELsirV OoLLEOE.-Medical and Surgical daily 1 to 2 ;
pbstemcs M- tn -rh.

F.,1.30; Eye, M. Tn. Th. F., 2 ; Ear, S., 1.30; Skin, W., 1.45 a, 9.15 , Throat,

Th.,2.30; Dental, W., 10.80. „.._. ^_j ,r_ • . ir . u
Wkstminbter.-Medical and Surgical, dally, 1.80; Obstetric, In. F.,8, Eye, M.

Th., 2.50 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skln,Th., 1 ; Dental, W.8. 9.15.
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LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPOND ENTS.

OemuiriaATioiiH rMpMtlns edttorlil m>tt«ra thonld be iddreaiiod to the Editor,

429, Btrmnd, W.O., London; those coucorning buainese m»tt«rB, noD-dellvfiry

of the J»t<aNA.L, otc.,<hoald be iddroised to the Huiagor, at the Office, 42*.),

Strmnd, W.O., Loodon.
I» order to »vold deley, It In i»rtteal»rlf reoTieated thit all letters on the editorial

biutnaM of the JornicAi. be addreened to the Editor at the olBce of the Jookhai.,

and not to hta prlrate house.

AoTuoiu deeiring reprlnu of their articlea pnbllshed In the British Midical

JouRKAL, are reqaested to communicate beforehand with the Manager, 429,

Btrmnd, W.O.
, .

OoRRr.si'-^sDKvn whs *i:.-in notice to be taken of their communications, shontd

antbc-uticate them with their names—of course not necessarily for publlcatiou.

OoRRopo!<Da.vni not answered are reqaested to look to the Notices to Corre-

spondents of the following werk.
MaMSCRIPTO rORWARDSD TO TBB OrrICK or TBI3 JODRSAL CANIiOT UNDER ANT
ClRiTMHTANCKS «1 RrTtTRNBD.

, » „ i. , „«
P(7»uc HiALTD DiPAETMEXT.—We shall be much obliged to Medical Officers ol

Health if they wHi, on forwarding their Annual and other Iloporta, favour os

with i>up;ical4 Coxiiu.

t^ To CORRISPONDENTS. "^
OvR corTCsponJonts are reminded that prolixity is a great bar to publication,

and, with the constant pres.sure upon every departmnnt of the Journal, brevity

of style and conciseness of statement greatly facilitate early insertion. We

are compelled to return and hold over a great number of communications, chiefly

by roMon of their unnecessary length.

rcsiJcncB in Leghorn moat boncflcial; indeed,, while there or any place rouii

.-Lbuut she is perfectly well. I slmll bo plcaued to forward her a^dresji if neces.

.snry. She will, 1 am sute, bo glad to sive any infonnitinn.

Ql'EBIES.

B. K. uks how a large croup tent can be rigged up ?

M. 8. C. wishes to hear of a good Boman Catholic boarding school in England,

whcro two bruthers, aged 13 and 15 years respectively, would be taken for about

£iO per annum.
Climate for Phtuimis.

]L 8. aaks to be informed as to the presumptive relative value of Texas and

Florida for a case of phthisis with early hwnioptysis, aud the parts generally

visited? Are the States equal to Sew Zealand ?

Baths fur Country Houses.

Bah K, asks members to give tlieir experience of the diilercnt baths advertised.

He IS in e.-arch of a full-sized bath to lie heated with oil-limp beneath
; he

livea in a house where uu water can be laid on.

UNDESCF-NDrD Tk.sTICLES.

PflYrtU.HAN ^vTitcs : A family medical attendant discovers incidentally in llie

c<iar.«; of examining a boy, S or 10 years old, that the testes are undescended.

1. Is it his duty, twenty years afterwards, when the man iimy be contemplating

marriace. to suK>;e,st an examination of the scrotum, in case matters should still

be ax before and the patient unaware "f any defect ; and 2, supposing the

scrotum still empty, would it be wrong for the man to marry in view of steri-

lity, both di.sappointing and perhaps proving injurious to the health of the

wife ?

ANSWEKS.

" Aliha " should apply to Dr. Corlicld, Hygienic Laboratory, University College,

Oower Street, London, W.C. ; or Dr. W. Blyth, offices of the medical offlcer of

health, 3t Marjlobono Xestry, Marylebone Lane, W.

A Youso Apotheoarv probably refers to varicocele, a condition which he will

find fnlly discussed In all the textlwoks of surgery.

Eczc^iiA.

W. J. C—The causes of cc«ma vary so much In diflerent persons, that the treat

raent and prevention must he decided in each case accorrllng ' to Its special

characters. The chapter on Eczema, In Dr. McCall Anderson's recently published

work on DlV'X's i^/thr SUn, Is unusually full and Instructive, and we cannot do

hetti-T than refer " W. J. C." to tliia b.»k.

"Wi.vTER Climate or Florence ani> Gesoa."

Dr. »r. Clair Thomson (Florence) writes : Horence has, eniplricnlly, a reputa-

tion as a climate U'T cases of asthma, and experience tcrd.s to confirm Oils.

1 know I'f several asthmallc-s who have found out for tlicinstlves the suitability

of tills climate ; amongst them being some who have U-en told by Lotdon
physicians that they would beemne confirmed bronchial-asthmatics unless

they livc<l ill Algiers, or even further afield. The cold is very sharp in the

short winter ; and at all times the dilference between snn and shade tempera-

ture Is ennslderable. C'lnso piently, It Is not suited to most phthl.sieal invalids

until the spiiuR. The dryness ol the climate suits peopli- of a gouty disposition.

Although there are several villages near to Florence which would suit " U. A.

L-'«" patient, none ol them aHord sulBciently comfortable accommodation.

1 can only speak jif rsimally of Oenua from some short visits in the winter.

I found i! a^ cold as Florence, bleaker, aud with much less sun. t clon't know
that It has any repntatlon as a climate for asthma ; and most certainly " H. A.

L.'s " p.ilient would not find there the conveniences for studying art, which are

easUy obtained at Florence.

.MRS- Laxskrt (TavUtock Placo. Sunderland) writ«s: In reply to the quer> of
" H. A. L., " in the .Journal of December 31st, I be-gto inlorni him that a friend

.> of mtnc.ftyonog lady of 35 (who iD this coUDtry Buffered terribly from aathma

and bronchitis, and was nearly coDstantly confined to her room) has found a

X6tEp, LETTERS, ETC.

'.. jC.i:'.' ' .

•'''
;

• ' Bbuatuu. 1' .'
.

Is the Journal of December Slat, p. HiO, owing t^ u »acj«en,tal transpoaiUon,

it was erroneously staled that Dr. Archibald Mae.doiiald had made some re-

iiinrks on the treatment of tutal frctailon by gah-ano-punctute ; his paper dealt

with the prevoutioii of puerperal aepticiemia.

BECII'BoriTV.

Mr. Thomas A White (L'Abri, Territet, Vaud) writes : I remark in the JovtesiX

of December 24th a paragraph rchltiiig to the. registration of foreign diploma*,

in which a lady )I.D. of Zurich wishes for registration In England. I would

wish to inform you of what has lust happened to nic here. T have been in

practice at Montreux f'>r the past nineteen ye.irs, without Federal diploma.

liiit manifestly with the connivance of the cantonal authorities, and, since

January 1st, 1SS3, have lia.! the sanction of the municipal authorities.

I say with the connivance of the cantonal authorities. Some years

ago I attended, at one of the mountain summer resorts, a case of fracture,

and one of the medical uien there had me summoned for praotiiing

;

the case was referred to Linsanne, and they ordered the proceedings to cease ;

and at a Meilical CoiifVjrenee held some time a(;o at Lausanne, a medical man
who has not been here so very long was making such a \iolent tirudo a|;ainst

me that the President ordered him to desist. This .same medieal m.in, joined

bv the newest arrival (whom I nelllier know or have met), has made a public

complaint against me as practising medicine here, and the cautonal authorities

had to take the matter up, and ordered the Prefect at Veve.v to inflict the highest

flue they can upon me, namely, 300 francs, but he, under the peculiar circum-

slanoes of the ease, has reduced the sum to 'JOO francs. I am at present, through

my (I'jocof, appeaUng to the cantonal authorities against this decision. The

matter is under due consideration here, but whether the Federal authorities

will reject or accede to our Medical Act and establish reciprocity I am not suf-

llclently advised to inform you.

I give-yon this letter, a-s the reciprocity question is before both Governments,

and not as a complaint ; for if I live In a countrj- and break its laws (though

under most peculiar circnmstances), I must be judged by Us laws. You will

see from the foregoing how important it is to members of our profession who
are living abroad 6)r various reasons that reciprocity should be established,

and that wo should not be subjected to the effects of the ill feeling of an

individual, even if, as I am, generously treated by the medical men of this

place.

PoisoNiNo BV Nitre : Tueatmesi with AvoMOBrai.vE,

Dr. H. W.Teabd (Coole Abbey, Fermoy, Ireland), writes ; A farmer's wife, aged

60 took a very large dose of nitre, mistakint; It for sulphate of magnesia. This

was taken on an empty stomach. When I got to the house I found that she

had swallowed some bread and milk, she had also swallowed some warm water,

but could not excite vomiting. Her pulse was about 3S ; she appeared very

sallow and pale, and complained of some epigastric pain, but her chief com-

plaint was of cold. "Oh, the cold, the terrible cold is killing uic:" Uer hands

and feet, however, did not feel eld to the touch, and she had a consideraljle

covering of blankets. 1 at once dissolved one of Messrs. Bunonghs aud W in-

come's hypodermic tabloids of 1-lOth grain apomorphine, aud injected the same

Int.iherarm. Inthreemiuutcsandahalf eiiiesistook place wlthoui apparent effort

on the patient's part.aud over a pint of the contents of the stomach was vbinited-

I then got her to swallow about half a pint of warm milk, which again was

ejected \fter this there was a little retching, or rather 1 might call it a few

iiivoluntary contractions ol the stom.-ich, and then the action of the drug seemed

ended- there was little prostration, though there was some purging tntii bloOd lu

the stools, but no blood, as well as 1 could ascertain, iiithe urine. An opiate in

some brandy and water, and a little good chicken broth ha<l made her all riglit by

iiextdav and she went about her household work as usual. When I was leaving

her aboiit two hours and a half after her taking the nitre, the pulse was about 60,

and colour had reappeared in face and hands. She had taken about .jli of

nitre having stirred it iu some warm water, and drank it in suspension, before

it was half dissolved. 1 only applied a very rough test to the vomited matter,

merely dipping a bit of cotton-wool in it and dried it. When this was lit, it

burned in the characteristic way snoh substances do when impregnated

with a strong solution of the salt. This case seems to me to speak well for

apomorphine. I must add that! had some experience of the drug, as I hypo-

dcnnically injected it, with marked success, on a former oocasion, where a child

bad swallowed some .spiriM of turpentine and on two occasions when 1

thought my dogs had taken poison.

Palpatios or lur. Thorax.

Dr Fbvderick A. Floveu, Jl.n.Camb.. writes: A method of diagnosis ha.s

recently come under my observation which I believe has not hither'o riicelvad

the attention it deserves. The value of tae-tile B«iisatlon in the cxaminal ion of

the aWomen is alren.ly well known, but that it is iiossible to diaguose by the

lingers various conditions of the lung in ilisease, has not, so far as I am aware,

Veil dwelt npon. That this Is possible, according to scientlllc laws, is easily

'

"^Inauscultatlon the Impressions received are those produced by the vlbliltions

originated in the movements of the air ahnig the air-pas,sages, or of the lung,

etc • these movements and impresslonH being altered according to morbid In-

lliien'ces. Great <liirereiices iu Oiu wave-length of vibrations are capable of

being appreciated by any sensitive eomluctor. The lingers, being extremely

sensitive, can readily apprectatie vibrations overs large gamut, and , he vari-

able sensations are precisely identical with those comiuuuicaied through the

auditory nerve, except that in the one case the expression is tone and in the

other tictlle sensation. The high degree of perfectmu to which this niethod

ran be brought has been demonstrated to ine by a pracutloiier whos^e Ullgcrs,

by lou" experience, are far mom jwisltliva than his auditory nerves. Hi.s iiiter-

protatioii ot various Intra-thoraclc conditi..iis is quite, equal to that arrived at
'

byatiscuUation. Moreover, his description of what he feels is precistly the

same as that of another man with the stethoscope. Dr. W. U tstone of B(.

Thomas's Uoipital, in writing to inc nti the subject, says, his method is

especially good for slow vibrations, less than 10 per .5«<f«iid, olucU to the Mr
are dtfBculL'' -fn'l finl', .( :no ioioq»i
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GENP.Rvr, BLHEprNo IN Local Inflammatobv Sweliiscs.

jra.G P. ATKiN-soNfFc.ntefract), ™tes: OnAprilSOth, 1856, Iwasc&lleainconsul-

(ation to a cnnflnement case, wUers I found au arm j.ressutat.on with the foital

haiid protiudiug btyondtli,; vulva, and the vagma so swollen a.s to make tujmng

an imross.h.l.ty. I bled the patieut to 3«, and gave a soothing ^[^"6". and we

left h-v ouiftly for fifteen minutes ; on re-esamiuation, I found all swellrag liad

subsided; turnmg was readily effected, and delivery completed wittm ben

minutes, and she made a good recovery. Would not bleeding be likely to be

followed by similar eflects in cases of physical obstruotioQ, with an mflam"!*-

tory constitution of surrounding walls of other natural passages ; for example,

the larTO^ or trachea containing one or more tumours in snch dithcult cases as

that of'the Crown Prince of Germany, and would not its eftocts be 'iMy to

prove more thorough and durable ; and attended with little risk to tb? I«''«^t
compared with a serious operation? I make these remarks with all due respect

to others for professional consideration.

"A Doctor's Present."

B. B. wi'itos ; I excised the shoulder-joint of a little sailor boy, at the hospitel 1

have the honour of belonging to ; all went well, and a good useful arm resulted

One day I told the little man he might go home ; he pulled out from under his

pillow, a spherical box, elaborately ornamented, and as he told me containing

box after box inside, and that in the innermost " was two rubies. Well, 1

didn't open this before the students, but took it home for the surprise of m>

little ones : when, lo, beh.ld, the two rubies were there ; and I had them set in

a gipsy ring for a young puss, who thinks the possession of a ring will put her

a stafiO above her fellows. I offer Walter Besant this story.

Anti-Tas-sic Infuser.

A Member writes : Like your correspondent of January 7th, I was much taken

with the ideaofananti-tannicinfuser; I therefore made some tea. with one,

following strictly the directions. The infusion looked like the ordinary bever-

age, e-xcept that it was weaker; but, on adding a tew drops of weak perchlonde

of iron solution, it unfortunately tiu-ned to ink.

Squist.

Mr Robert W. Dovse (Oxford) writes : Dr. Bell Taylor's reply surprises me

more than his first letter. The direct deduction from his opening sentence,

taken with his previous letter, is that no hypermetrope, unless he squints, ever

has vision of normal acuteness, that is, i. I cannot imagine anyone admit-

ting this wbich is so easily disproved by observation. The very existence of

what is known as relative accommodation disposes of the argument.

With reference to the next point, I do not believe that anyone, except for a

few moments, can use his maximum of accommodation, and the proof that he

gives to the contrary is certainly startling, for he insinuates that, whenever a

hypermetrope overcorrects his error by accommodation, be does so to the

extent of his maximum of accommodation. ^ . . i » v„
He next proceeds to contradict his first statement, by demonstrating a hypo-

. mctrope who does not correct his hypermetropia for paraUei rays without

squinting and only squints, as certainly is often the case at first, when looking

at near ,,biects. In his explanation here he ignores the assistance to accom-

modation that is given by the normal convergence tor near oi.uects

His next statement goes further than his first, and he implies that all hj ler-

jiietropic childieu squint whose hypermetropia does not exceed 1.' Dor 14 r\

'For having claimed that they can by convergence make use of their masimi.m

of accomiuodation (and this in children is 12 D or 14 D), he m effect says that

only those do not scpiint whose hypermetropia is greater than this. I may in-

cidentally mention the very extreme rarity of such a degree of hypermetropia

in his remarks on diplopia, he appears to mainUin that it does .always exist at

first, notwithstanding that most observers (I would have .^aid all) agree that, it

is the exception to liud it iu concomitant squint, and that usually it is only by

certain mauonivres that the impression of a second image can with difficulty oe

forced upon the mind. In connection with this point his assertions are com-

pletely nnqnalilied, and, if true, would prove that in all cases without diplopia

squint becomes a monocular affection, and gets well without treatment so far as

parallelism of the visual axes is concerned.
:, ^ i_ > »

As regards the cure by glasses, I believe that, if this mode of treatment is

adopted at the very outset of the squint, nearly all cases of alternating periodic

most cases of periodic, and a few cases of recent yiermanent squint will get well

without further treatment, and that the cases that ultimately require strabu-

tomy will be very greatly reduced. No doubt a few get well without any treat,

mcnt at all. He concludes this subject by drawing attention to the well-known

fact that the use of atropine will reveal those cases of hymermetropia that

simulate myopia, a condition, however, Uiat can at once be detected by the

ophthalmoscope. • -
"^ •'''

TENtRirrE AKD ITS 8.\TELLITEi^-^^ — — 7

Mrs Olivia M. Btone (Kensington), author of TeHfrf/eanif iL^SixHatelhles, writes:

Now that tlie Canary Islands are rapidly becoming better known as oae of the

most advantageous health resorts witliin easy.reack of England, it may be of

some interest to mention a few facts concerning diseases in the archipelago

The one pre-eminent fact is that the climate seems to modify the virulence of

the worst, the most dangerous diseases. Puerperal fever, which though rather

prevalent is seldom, I may almost say never, fatal, though I know of cases

where the patient has been neglected for several days before medical advice was

obtained. Diphtheria is also very prevalent in the large towns, owing t) the

total absence of the most ordinary sanitary precautious, but it seems .always to

exist in only a mild form. 1 know of certain families who apparently have it

fVeauently, bnt this terrible disease seems to bo only fatal where the most ele-

mentary knowledge of nursing is absent. Fevers of all kinds are lighter in

character The treatment recoinmeu.led there by the profession is dillerent to

that in vogue In England. For example, it starts by a thorough clearing out of

the system by means of somewhat violent purgatives and emetic-s.

Enuiiblo us is the climate by day aud night, .the natives sulfer most fi-oin

chills, whioh often end latally. This, I think, may be in a great measure

accounted for by the absence of woollen or silkeu clothing. Those who visit

the Cauaries from colder northern latitudes where wool is worn next the skin,

and who most wisely continue this habit, do not siillcr 111 this way. It is ad-

visable that every article of clothing worn in the isl.ands be either made ol wool

or silk Thus armed one is almost impreguahle to the attacks of any disease of

a catarrhal nature. Malaria does not exist. Precautions as to hours of recrea-

tion, such as keeping In the house at sundown, are in these islands unnecessary,

and one may be oat on the hottest day at its hottest hour without any feK of

''"The''onlv disease which in any way can be said to be peculiar to or rrevalent

in^heCanafylTandss elephantiasis, which, as your readers weU know, does

noraffS Sl-noiirishcd iihabitants and is neither contagrotis or infectious.

Y^OranCanar a diseases of the stomich and intestines are common among the

pea^fnu-S are clear?y traceable to the national food, jc^fo, whtch in this

"Forpdhtst?L'canaryTslands have been proved lof inestimable value and

th;iTfre™this point nothing more need be said. The temperatnre thronghr.ut

the year by day and by night varies exceedingly .
little In mj ''^""W P^'V

Ushed work on these i.slands I have gone so fuUy into this question that I need

""I'lS^ntt'hive'tTns ventured to tronble yon had I not
^"^-^f, ^J^'„^»

leading members of the medical profession to summarise facts scattered fhron^h

the page" oTmy book and to add thereto others which 1 had deemed unsuitable

for the general reader.

Metbopoutan Provident Medicai, ^^30=""°=^.
^i„^„„. , .,,„,

A S R W writes : Mr. Timothy Holmes's remarks on my letter of December .41

1

^
prove concr'ively the offensive nature "' ^s scheme He says "The du.-

nensarv and the general practitioner are the same, or are intended to be tnc

?ame and that 'fhe' course open to us will be to join in the movement. Has

he"™is"derelthat if every medical man in a working-class district was to ]0m

fhe newly-^sUbUshed branch every famUy in the same district would join ft.r

the sfke of gating their medical attendant for 2s. 6d. a week ;
also has he tat-

cSatJ-d thufthe medical man would have to visit ""^'^
jf;?"'«„^,^'Jf

' ^f^
"'

them two or three times a day, for the handsome sum of i..i 1.^8. per week

W UMr. Holmes stiU how "all possible care" had been taken to f» »» J^e

general practitioners to attend the meeting 'I I for one received no invitation,

fud I could name several more who have never even heard of the scheme.

Phere will be three courses open to us : 1. To ignore the existence of these .

disrensaries andi^rve; and 2 To co operate with them, and attend as a slave

our^hUhe toi^°vat?patient«; 8. To still remain independent and nndersell the

dUocnsaries which would require extensive advertising. 1 am sure all will

acree it wm'b* better to accept 2s. per week and remain our own masters, than

?o' take this beggarbi! 6d. and be at the beck and call of the capricious club^

^'"•l-hTs'is what I mean by a packed meetinc : "An assembly of a few men who

it Is knowrwiU^ve their support to a scheme and who have been informed

lUtaineetingwi beheld at a certain time and place. Mr. Holmes must

admitE those gentlemen who were in favour of the scheme, particular y Dr.

gISvw and himseixr were award.ed a patient hearing, whilst those 8™Uemen

who attempted to point out the weak plaoeB were treated with ignommy and

deriding jeers. '

, , :

Mh Aibert Kiscb (Abingdon House, Sutherland Avenue) writes : In reply to a

^Vto.n the Joor^b of December 24th, who criticises the method of the ahove

Usociation, and points out the dUHculties which l«set medical menin attemrtinR

inl to compete with it, Jlr. Holmes suggests that all general practitioners cou-

cen."l shZld ci^perateln the work of the Association. For the l*nehb of"y
hesitating -entlemen, permit me to place before your readers some data by

'steSTuyoue can readily ascertain what would be the probable effect on his

income if he were to accept Mr Holmes's cordial invitation.
_k „ „j

1n my interval with Mr. W. G. Bunn, the secretarj- whiise conrtcsy^d

frankness I 'ladly acknowledge, that gentleman inlormed me that a d ^perisarj

o^thelssocmtiou comprising Joo meinbei-s, would be likely to yidd to the

doctor vso per annuui. An energetic man, in a working.class district, might

therer.rV by joining one of these dispensaries, earn the magnificent mcoma of

i'i66 Ss'M.by accepting the entire niedical charge of 3,OU0 persons, or m
ot-fierwords, that sum represents what he might expect if he cast in his lot

witl. the Association, by joining the branch dispensary of bis district, whKh

would naturally absorb all his cZwii(f/«.
,„,^ ;„ .i,« mp,lir»l

Has Mr. Holmes any idea of the amount of work ""l''"'',"'J.V,
"™'?^^

charge of » 000 persons'; A personal experience on a smaller scale enables mo to

S^tha? it wmiW be enormous, and that it would probably sometimes entaa^,

^tlnv as 150 visits on a day. The remuneration awardeii is so ludicrously msuffl-

?i?nf that comment is superlluoms. If Mr. Holmes would but try Jiie work

himself for one year, he would certainly apprecat* the magnitude of the injurj

wloch he .and liis colleagues are, witl, the best intentions, inflicting on the

hardest worked section of the profession, by foisting this pseudo-philanthropic

Bchenie upon them.

Mr John H GRAv(St. James's Road. Uppor Tooting) writes : As I was one oftUose

rptati^^1£sj~t^^^^^^^

pSs de ir'e that^" the espo^?biiity for\he irregul-arity which occurred may

Kthepropershoulders,'' has been fulfilled. I think 1 am able to speak as-

an ?mparti'al o^bserver, for although sympathising f^^XrS'.c%on"S-t^i
the promoters, I considered that there was need for further discussion or rnc

scheme and fir amendment of souio of its provisioUs, and therefore I "»« 0"«

of the Ten small minority who voted for an adjournment of the meeting. But

ff Ume i!i to be waited (as it undoubtedly was wasted the other day) by what

Mr Hare iSstly terms " puerile and irrelevant remarks" on the Part of tho.c

whoa^eof&r Carpenter's way of thinking, there can never be anj-thing like

ft^undreasonabZlscussion.'^ If "Mr. Holmes and "l^er^ °' .''^^7."™'«"

had been BUiltv of hatching a scheme for their own si«cial arigiandi»ement at

l^X"u!eof tlieg"^al°p.-actiiiouers. they could hardly have met with a

"'Thai vom'co^r're'po'nden'r-A. S. R. W.," could mean by saying that it was

"r,«CkermeeUng''ranat»loss to imagine, seeing that it was summoned

b> vriuted "rci.lar and that access was per.ectly free
'f "".^^"^fl-^Sf.t"

comparatively small was the attendance, that il anyone had eaiUM. to complam

of want of support, it must have been those who are anxious to secure the

ac,h"int'e„s'tVf tiie eener.al body of metropolitan practitioner. in_ *- '^f" "

niation movement rather than those represented by ' A. S. R. W., ana ur. n.

U. S. Carpenter.

MR.-F E rocKEU., Jun.((i3, Forest Road, Dalston) writes: I-OkeyouTCprrespondent

^J H.," Ihavl^expected a more general outcry against the scheme of umveraU
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csUbliahmcntof proviiient dispensariM. I am inclined thoreforo to hopeth.it
tho hulk of general praotitionors are suflicicntlv prosperous not to fear tho
rivalry of, or need conTiection with, Ihc Association. The .scheme is undoubted,
ly uio.Ht advantsReous to tho sul.scrilicr.s, and po.ssiMy (liut very doubtfully)
may relieve somewhat tho congest<'d sUte of tlio out-p.itieiit <lcpartments ; but
I cannot, for the life of me, undor.stand how the medical moinbers of the com.
mittee can attempt seriously to argue that such a scheme can tend to raise the
aelf-respect of the general practitioner, or become in any way pecuniarily bene-
ficial to liim. Moreover, I do not believe it can be satisfactorily shown that it
will les.seu the number of sham dispensaries. One of your correspondents stat^-s
that nine out of every ten debts from this class of patients a]>pearing on the
ledger are bad debts. If he can prove his assertion, I truly coiumisserate the
practitioner, who is so unbusinesslike, and advise him forthwith to join this
Association. Allowing, however, a large margin for had debts, I cannot realise
how tho payments made by the Association can compare in any way with those
received from purely private practice. To reduce this latter statement to some
degree of certainty, I liave comp,ared the payments made to me during the last
twelve months by one liundred patients who would be eligible for membership
of the Association, and lind the actual receipts bear most satisfactory compari-
son with the amount 1 should have received from a corresponding number of
Association subscribers. I hope other general practitioners will institute a
similar comparLson, and, looking before they leap, will hesitate long before they
seek to join the medical stair of the Metropolitan Provident Medfcal Associa-
tion.

Rapii> Staintno of the Conjunctiva by Nitrate of Silver.
F.R.C.S. write.s : In the case reported in the Journal, vol. ii, 1SS7, p. 1320, underthe
headingof Therapeutic .Memoranda, there is nothing in the meagre details to show
that theconjiinctivawas not st.ained prior ttp a one-grain solution being prescribed
ss an eyedrop. The report merely states that tbe patient was atlected with
chronic ophthalmia, a term that may embrace a rather wide i>athology. The author
gives no particulars as to whether the conjunctiva was thickened, villous, granu-
lar, or cicatricial ; nor any information relating to the state of the excretory
tear canals, a point of some importance in determining the probability of rapid
staining from the use of silver eyedrops. I have little doubt that the dis-
coloration under discussion existed at the time the man came under treatment,
and was not discovered until his second visit, when a more careful examination
of the case, including eversion of the lids, revealed the altered colour of the
conjunctiva. The rejiorter naively remarks that at the end of tliree months the
staining was unaltered. How could it be otherwise?

The Contagiousness of Leprosy.
Observer writes : In a leading article, dated December 15th, on the spread of

leprosy, yon remark that in countries where leprosy is common its contagious-
ness is sometimes not recognised or is denied. While it would be interesting
to learn the whereabouts o{ these countries, I would point out that such is not
the case in regard to Burmah, where, as far as my experience extends, the view-
taken by medical officers is, that the malady is, under certain conditions, cer-
tainly communicable from person to person. In all the gaols, hospitals and
asylums, lepers are segregated. Among the criminal classes lepers are common,
and a special gaol has been provided for their accommodation at a place called
Myanoung, on the' right bank of the Irrawaddy.

So deeply-rooted in the minds of the people is the belief that leprosy is con-
tagious, and with snch aversion is the disease regarded, that those afflicted are
often cast out from house and home, and left to live, or die, in the public
thoroughfares. And national prejudices are sometimes founded on truths which
have been investigated without being proved. To anyone who has been in
Burmah, the spectacle of lepers begging by the roadsides, at pagoda gatewajs,
and other public places, creates a painful impression that cannot easily be
forgotten.

Some time back a nurman, about 25 years old, applied to me in consequence
'Of two small patches of tubercular leprosy, lirst noticed a year or so previously,
' one situated on the ball of the left thumb, and the other not far from it, on the
anterior and outer aspect of the forearm. There was not a trace of the disease
to be found on any other part of this man's body. He had been living for the
three preceding years in marital relations with a woman who, when he married
her, was the subject of incipient but unrecognised leprosy, and from inquiries
made at the time, the conclusion that the disease was communicated by the
wife, was irresistible.

Since it has been demonstrated that a very definite bacillus, cultivable on
blood serum, is constantly present in leprosy, scepticism as to the contagious-
ness of the malady will in due course doubtless disappear. I would not trouble
you with these remarks were it not that I think they may convey news to some
of your rea-iers, for a distinguished medical officer speaking, not many years ago,
in the course of a debate following a paper by Mr. Hutchinson, on the subjecL
of leprosy read before one of the medical societies, is reported to have said that
among the Burmese, who were large consumers of fish, both in the fresh and
putrid state, leprosy was practically unknown, or else non-existent

J
I forget

what the exact words used were.
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JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S., F.R.S., LL.D.,

Emeritus Professor of Surgery at the London Hospital.

Lecttjrb III.

—

On the Various Forms op Lrrus Vuxqaris ant
Erythematosus.— [ With Lithograph.]

Diffietilties of Classi/icalion.— The Bacillus in Liipus Necrogenieus.—

Acne-Lupus (Lupus FoHicularis Disseminatus oj Tilbury Fox).—
A Mixed Form oj Chilblain- Lupus.— Lupus-Psoriasis (Dr.

Stephen Mackenzie's Case).—Lupus in Relation to Port Wine Stains.

—Lupus Lymphaticus.—Jlupia-Lupus of Young Children.—Kcevus-

Lupus.—Alliances of Rhino-Scleroma arul Sycosis'with, Lupus.—
Kaposi's Disease.—-Hebra's Xeroderma, a Family Forrm of Lupus.

—On the Varieties of Lupus Erythematosus.—On Lupus-Cancer.—
On Syphilitic Imitations of Lupus.—Concluding Eemarlcs.

The classification of diseases is easy if wo permit ourselves to keep
aside unusual and ill-marked forms. If, however, wo endeavour to

comprise all, it becomes sufficiently difficult, and to lookers-on it may
appear that needless complexity and useless detail are introduced.

There is, however, a great and obvious gain in the conscientious ad-

mission of all witnesses, for very frequently we find unexpected testi-

mony borne which proves of great value to the discovery of truth. The
rare and the minor forms of disease are precisely the connecting links

between the larger groups, and they enable us to see their continuity

and to trace their relationships.

In our last lecture I had to bring before you the" subjects of struma-
lapus, eczema-lupus, lupus mutilans, necrogenio lupus, and some
others. Most of these are rare, but still very real, sub-species of the
disease, and I shall be obliged, on the present occasion, to trouble

you with the description of others some of them of even
greater rarity in practice, but all of equal importance, to complete the

picture of the group of diseases which we are investigating.

Before proceeding to fresh topics, I wish to supplement by a few
words what I said last week as to lupus necrogenicus. I omitted to

mention that observers have found the tubercle bacillus in great

abundance in the granulation growth which attends this malady. I

make this statement chiefly on the authority of Riehl and Paltauf, who
found the bacillus more easily in it than in sections of common lupus.

This is interesting because, in the first place, this is the only form of

lupus in which contagion seems at all probable. The others, it is

true, often begin from local irritation, but it is usually of a kind not
in the least likely to convey infective material (chilblains, insect

stings, and the like). We know nothing of lupus as a disease cap-

able of spreading by contagion from one person to another. In the
necrogenic form, beginning as it does from dissection pricks, it is easy

to suppose the transference of bacilli possible. It is remarkable,
however, if that be so, that it is precisely the form of lupus which
shows the least tendency to spread. It rarely produces satellites, and
I never in a single instance knew it followed by jiatches on other

?art8 of the body, nor by anything indicating visceral tuberculosis,

n our last lecture I instanced a case in which it had been present
for forty years without doing any harm. On the other hand, lupus
erythematosus, in which, so far as I know, the bacillus has not been
found, is very infective, and is very frequently associated with a tuber-
culous family history;

I give the name acnc-hipus to a disease which was, I believe, first

described by the late Dr. Tilbury Fox under that of lupus foUicularis

disseminatus. ' I am sorry to propose a change from that used by a

dermatologist so distinguished, but I believe that mine expresses more
with greater brevity, and will be more easily remembered. It is ob-

vious that they imply the same thing. The disease is a combination
of acne with lupus, or rather, perhaps, it is lupus attacking acne spots.

I have seen but very few good examples of it, but it is a very definite

variety of the disease. In the case of a young man named S., whose
sister's case I have already detailed to you, both cheeks showed acne
spot.s. On the left cheek, however, many of the .'pots had enlarged,

and were obviously of the apple-jelly structure. There could be not the
slightest doubt that they wore lupus, and equally little that they were

1 I li.vi previously exhibit«(l a portrait of acne-lupus under that name in the
Annual Museum of the British Medical Association, but I hadi sot published any
account of it.
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arranged like acne, and occurred in connection with sebaceous fol-

licles. This young man had also lupus of his alae nasi and of his

palate. As already recorded, two of his sisters had somewhat similar

affections, and the family was decidedly stromons. Acne-lnpus is a

form of common lupus, and not of the erythematous division. It is,

so far as I have seen, never symmetrical, and the apple-jelly is very

characteristic. It is of interest to note that it never attacks acna

spots on the back, bnt occnrs, I believe, on the face only, illustrating

what we have had so frequently to ask attention to, the influence of

cold and exposure as causes ot lupus. I show yon portraits taken

from another case, but in it the conditions were not «o definite as in

the lad S.

The group of cases which I have next to describe is one to which

I find it extremely difficult to give any concise name which shall, at

the .same time, be appropriate and descriptive. It is lichen, acne

psoriasis, eczema, chilblains, and lupus altogether. Yet it is a defi-

nite disease, and one case is like another. It begins in early child-

hood, and it affects the parts which are exposed. Thus I have no

doubt that it has affinities with Kaposi's disease, but I have not ai

yet seen it in more than one member of a family. If it happened fo

several brothers and sisters, it would be at once accepted as a modifi-

cation of Kaposi's disease. In my own notebooks, in default of any

name, I have been in the habit of classing its cases as belonging t >

"the Philip Holmes series." Now " Philip Holmes" was the youth

whose condition is depicted in the portraits which I now show. His wai

not the first case that I had seen, but it is one of the best, and it i •

the only one of which I have preserved an illustration. Holmes' .i

grandfather had been the subject of psoriasis. The boy in infancy

had a rash which was called red-gum, and which never quite left him.

I saw him first in 1874, when he was 11 years old, and the portrait

before you was taken in 1877, wh^n he was 14. He was florid bnf

rather delicate, and had a cough. You will see that his cheeks (the

conditions were quite symmetrical) were covered with acno-like pai-

tules, some of which spread at their bases, and ara exactly like acne-

lupus. His whole ear was in a condition of eczema-lupus, and on

his forearms and hands were ulcerating pustules and patches of

various sizes. Everywhere the eruption was leaving scars when it

receded, and the largest scars were on his elbows and backs of fore-

arms (the psoriasis positions). A tendency to produce stigmata (t

prominent feature in Kaposi's disease) was very marked. There h»<i

been bad chilblains on the feet. This eruption was, however, much

more than mere chilblains. It had then been persistent for years, and i:

remained so during the five years more that the youth was under my
observation. In some respects it was worse during cold weather,

but often, like psoriasis, it relapsed "in spring and fall" It was not a

disease of the sebaceous follicles only, for there were scars also in th^

palms. I find in the older atlases one or two portraits which bear

upon this malady, so far as to show ulcerated and lupoid eruptions on

the elbows and 'forearms, arranged like psoriasis, but none of them

either delineate or describe the patient's fa"e.

I possess the notes of several cases like that of Philip Holmes, and

have seen several others of which I have preserved no notes. Th«

cases constitute verv important connecting links. I have no doubt

that the eruption results from inherited peculiarities in the organisa-

tion of the skin and the general health-status of the patient very

similar to those so wonderfully displayed in cases of Kaposi's

Closely allied to the cases just mentioned, but with iinportant dif-

ferences, are the forms known as psoriasis-lnpus, and well illustrated in

the full length and excellent portrait which I now display, and

which has been lent me by Dr. Stephen Mackenzie. There is no

doubt whatever as to this case being one of lupus
;
probably the case

of Dr. Jamieson's, from which we borrowed our microscopic illus-

tration last week, was very like it. The question is whether it

should be called vulgaris or erythematosus. You will see that it has

notched the nostrils like vulgaris, and that it presents definite

thickening of the skin, not easily distinguishable from apple-jelly

growth. Still, as it is arranged with symmetry, I prefer to consider

Tt as erythematous, and as it affects the exposed parts and began ni

vouth, "l must again call your attention to its similarity to Kaposi s

disease. Indeed, if I place side by side Dr. Mackenzie's portrait of

lupus-psoriasis and Dr. Radoliffe Crocker's of Kaposi's malady, you

wonld be puzzled to distinguish them. A sister of the subject of this

psoriasis-lupus patient had common psoriasis, a fact of much importance

in reference to my assertion as to hybridity. The disease began at

the age of 16 all over the face, and subsequently affected the neck,

forearms, and arms. Finallv, and this is very unusual, it even in-

volved to some extent the trunk, abdomen, and chest. You will see

that the eruption is dusky and erytbematons, that it leave* eoats, and
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th«c, as alrsnily toled, it h»« Uken awKy'the »Iib nasi. Tiiia case
iii in soma r«»^cUa battn illustration W ps/ti*ji»-lM|)us than Ue gna
which I piibliihwl uinJer that name many years agti in the Kaw'
Syilenham Sooicty'j Allat.

, i
i ,

I »lmo»t fear that I nmy ioour tlio charRo of auiUgity in suRtfestinR
asoh a name as )\(rv\utiii>us. My mrnuiuR in, not that lupus BOint-
timea beoome u«void, nor that a rmvua may somctimos looks )ik« lupnn,
batsiiuply auj definitely Ujis, tliat skiuin a.mevus comlitiuu may be-
came afitutod by th« luput growth, und 1 aaaott that there are Cer-
taiu vMy tare cases in which th» ont) process Uoos really booouie eu-
gtaftad on tie other. The oombiuation may ccour with Uiirorent
rosulta, tho latter varying; with the kind of n^ivus whiih ia attacked.
SspietiBas it ia the thick, mixed nasvna so commonly been in infancy,
and sometimes it ia tho [mrt wine stain ; if the former, it is always
in very early life ; if Uie lattor, it may not be tiil puberty or after,
ilj attantion was first attracted to this subject by a case which my
friend ilr. Higgios was kind enough t« transfer to my churge ati
Moortields many years ago. hi subject, was an infant who had been
bwn with a foewut ou the iido of the head. At the time of birth the
B.8S1W was so .miU that it was not noticed, but it developeil as stuidl
red spots on the temple at a week old, which spread and ulcerated
until a oonsiderahla part of the face was covered with soar, and tho
lil>i sod nose were attacked. Part tf tho no.se and of its teptuni
wtite destroyed. In this instance srtt-llitcs were produced near to the
ed^e of the pirent E»v'ti3. Thus we ha.1 serpiwinous spreadinx, iufec-
tio? hy conti^ity, ulceration, and scarring—the chiraoteristios of tho,
lu^s process. It was not without great interfst that I discovered, a few
da,j3 afjo, amongst th i plates f ublishid by Dr. Authnny Todd Thomp-
80)1, the portrait which I now produce. \t shows a Dkvus of .con-
siderable thickness and of very large extent, covering one side of the
h«ad and a considerable part of the fine. It was still apreadirg when
the child died of meningitis, and Dr. Thompson notes espeuiaUy that
it»otonly crept on at its edge, but that it showed a tendency to
Pfoduce little islands of unevus structure in the skin near to it—satel-
'''<»• We hare in this instance proof only of inftctive tendencies, for
I balieve there had been no spciutineous ulceration. The important
plin^is that the child at the time of birth had no nrcvus at all, at
lca«t none large enough to attract its mother's attention.
M^ neit case is one for the opportunity of t-eeing which

X ^»8 indebted to Sir "WUliam Gall. The child had been' the
tnhject of careful observation from tho time of her birth. She
was a young lady of IT wheu I saw her.

, Within a week
oi |her birth, an exceedingly slight port wine stain was ob-
«»4T«d on the light arm, a little above tho elbow, for some yoirs
Dv, ^h8u;;e (.cJutTcd, and then the stain beftaa to spread at Ub <'dj;e,
piodjicuig abruptly margined rings, near to the edgerf of which minute
»at«Uit«s would appear. In this way gradually -.<. |jrgo part of tho
UacJc of the inn and forearm became covered, und the condition was
profjaced which is shown in the drawing which I have placed before
you. \V here the diseiso had receded thcro were indications, slight 1
must admit, but dcBiiite, of scarring. Thus the diaeasa proved its
arttiity ta lupus by a «t«a.iy, slow, infective spieadiBg, and by disor-
g<^i»i*f? the tiisue in whi<;li it had <>cj;urred„ If anyone should in-
oji(v« to ohjeqt that niy,cas«)s are, alter all, only examples of niEvi
sb9wiugft teudenii.V \o apreafl at their edgbf., and to leave scars, I
hiveqnly to repl.v to him. that. our difffcwiO'i concerna only words.
An infective scar-leaving, uUeratinf! nanvus ciifTtrs widely from what is
ofiial in common i^.-oyus, and aeaum-s tho chataateristicH of lupus. If
w»r*fas6to re£«i,T)i4a ita» one of the, liipus group, we shall lose I
hii^ieyo, auimpottaut linJcof conneotion bttwxeq the latter and o«r-
tain. other maladies, which I am ajiouc t© desoribe. : ,

I potass a P«f''ait, dated exactly SO yeais ago, ami bearing thfl
sigpatnro of William Bjwman, pow Sir,WilliMti„ which formed
p.ii-tol B, colloctionof drawings made by t^a late Mr, Partridifa I
am pot in a position tagive any facts as,' to the caw, excei.liiii; aush
a«,th» portrait lUeU puts ia evidenceL Jt shows a child with a large
tumour umler the skin <>( the chest, in aU pioliability one of the doli-
gei^ital cy*t(C and q.-cvoid forms. Oa thawirfa-ie of thottunou*- ace a
c'Whar of Ijttle, app»re«tly veificular, out^io mtin, whioh show
niiuut* tufU of vessel 1. 1 dare not li^v iBw:h stress up-m a !»i?rt por-
trait without any cotemporuty description, wefoit not that I have'
iiuir.i than once teen an exactly similar state of tljini;s in th« living auh-
jeijt, Ac the Coile/e of Surgeons, not long ago, Mr. Bryant ahowe<l
nv* a patiaiit who had had from biith one of lliesd auboutalieoqs
i.«oid tuiuiMirs, and over it qorto recently a small develoiKiien^ of
niiwite eeroaa ejsts (iyfnphaiie ?} had been f.^ruied, somo of whicli
^o^ed mimita capillary tufta. At a m"etint: of tho P.itboloificJil
i)o;iBty, now nearly tan years ago, the late Dr. TUbnry Fox, brought
tor dttB<iDstt«tioa t young uao upon wUaB* thigh » luge pott i^

stain had been present from birth. Near to this stain, though not
actually uponJlt, Ih era had rcc' ntly bi en developed a number of

serous cysts, jurt' like those whiili \ have mmtfoncd. Witti these
cyHts wore minute cspiilatj^ toftS.

j

Dr. Tdbuiy Fox, by microscopic
examination, proved that tho cysfs h:ul "been developed from lym-
phatics. The^ disease^ Was an infective one, and its patches were
spreading at their edges a^d producing satelhtes, jAUbpagh in this

instance the morbid conditions which had recently occurrtd were not
actually on the port wine stain, still they were so near to it that I

have little dopbt that) it had bean the caus^ ol their devolopiueitti, ^nd
that tho case might ba claimed as being closely allied to nxvm
lupus. I feel sure that there wore only diflerenoes of degree betvveen

it and Sir William Gull's patient.
'

' 0'^

The statements whioh I have just made lead me by a .ihott KtAp to
tho description of a variety of tho lupus process, in which I beiieve

that the lymphatic spacci in the skin are the parts chielly involv<3,
or at any rate which ha^for its chief feature the production of Uttlo

vesicular outgrowths, which contain a lymph fluid; This is the
disease to which some years ago I pavo the name lupui lymjihaticns.

It is a very wcU-characterised malady. One case is exactly like

another, and there can be no question as to its individuality. All
niy dermatologiqnl Iriends admit this, although some—for whoso
jiiJgmout in this matter I have the grfatest po.'-siblo respect—doubt
whether it ought to be called lupu.s. Nearly a dfvn g'od examplfes

of this disease have now been identified. Curiously enough the
disease has tiot^'s yet, so far as I ani a.ware, been recognised either

iri America 6r dtt the ConHnent. For the present it is a Londoin
disease onlv. I frel sure that it will not long rem.iin so,

Briefly, the characters of this malady arfi the foUowiui'; It'a^ipiiSt
always begins in chiMhood. I hive only once known It cnginate in ah
adult. Anumber of little persistentvosicles arranged in a confluentgroup
are its first stage. By an infective process, which travels prohiibly
along the lymphatic walls, it very Slowly advances. The, original
pitt^h grows larger, and uhinerbtis" satellites are developed near to it.

Tho patches sotfietihio.s inflame, and become covered with scab, ihd
now !ind th:n attacks of erysipelas occur. I have several times knoffn
the pitoh spread until it wa-i as large as an outspread hand, hut'^
have never as yet seeii tho pitches reproduced on different parts of
the body. Scars are Wft When tho process comes, tp an end, hut I
have not as yet, excepting nni^er the influence of trefitlnent, witftefaed
anytKirig very definite in the way, of spontaneous cure!
The chm, the nose, the shoulder, .ind the side^of tic trunk ate the

partii on which It' has' been observed. In tho' case, of Dr. Tilbury
Fox, aiid'in''lihit of Mr. Brjiant, conditions precisely the same as

' those which 1 have how described occurred in connection with con-
gcttital nffivi

; but iti not one of my Own cases had anything of the
nature of n.-evus preceded tho disease. The latter, indeed, did not begin
in any of them nnti! the child was several year^ old. In on^ case, which
was slio^n me hy Mrs. Garrett Anderson, M. D._, the patient was alajdy
of about 50, and the disease had not been present more than six or
eight Venn!. The facts which .--eem to nic to require that this disease
should be placed in,the I'upas family, are the following: It begins usually
in tho youni;'i it spreads^)^ infection of continuity and contiguity ;, it
spreads very slowly, bn't raa^? io' the coiir.-o of time imolva large aroif;
it leaves scirs, and it is liable to eryvipelfts. I luve, hot'ever,,,*!!
item of evidence to offer whfcli for some will bernaM be jnoie con-
cfeKiv*: I mean that of thomicrotopa, .'

..V ^,
,^^' ? ^,.

Soirle see,ti6ns of skin, which -were cut for me'hy my son| showed
«uch aliirge iijnount ,6f cell growth in the corium that they were, indis-
<in(rui_<hab'e from liijius. There seems to me nothing whatever impro-
bable in the supposition that lupus should, in some instances, iufeot
the lymphatic systett chiefly, just as it does, we well know in others,
tho blood-vespels or .th^ sebaceous glands. .I'dd not believe that in
these cuses'the'pirdc^is is'fconfiiied'to the lymphatic vessels, but eimply
that they take the fchief share: I may ask attention to tho fact that
tho ciire of the disease is to be effected by precisely the same remedies
as those which we should empliv against Common lupus, ,;.

1 tlow have to invite yoiir atte'ntion to a Very eXtraoriUpary ani *£-
portattt ease "which thrOw.X, if I mistake not, a flood of light upon.tibip
life-history 'of IntinsTB' general."'! iriight ).lace by its side several
others of a somewhat similfir kind,' but I, thick we sh^U probably get
thelcscon iwUch I' think the cjse tpiph'es jAntl clearly, if (or thepiesent
^e Testritt'o^ir atteritinn to it At the coricUyiion''of tJie lecture I shall
have t!'A ples'uro of brin-'iiiq the piticnt before you, and may say, in
at!ticipiti,!n, that )tol.cmS"of, yon willh.ive the slightest, basitatioR.in
admitting' thaf'Wie diseiise in ffs proRcfit s'age is common lupus. The
poor l,:.y i, lityr,',lly coyertd wjth large paiohee of what would formerly
have Uen o»UedJnDB» exfoliativa. On 'his cheeks, forehead, limbs,
and penis these patches occur. Solne of them are as largfti^ 'fke pSTfc
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of the hand, manv of them show the apple-jelly growth in great per-

fection, and all of them are ttill spreading mora or less at tbeir

edges. The trunk is the only part which is exempt. The case would

he of interest were it only as'an example of extreme multiplicity .and

of unusual size of patches. Its chief interest is, however, not in tbe

present condition, but in the history of its origin, and of the mode ot

progress. The boy, who is four years and a halt old, is, as you will see

direcUy, apparently in excellent health. His parents are in good

health ; there is no history of scrofula, and there is not the sbghtest

reason to suspect the inheritance of syphilis. The disease began by a

patch on his forehead, which inflamed and ulcerated. Then in tne

course of a few months others developed on various parts ot the limos

and face. All of these inflamed and became covered with thicK scabs.

In some insUncfis the scab was heaped up in a conical form, almost

amounting to rupia prominens. These conditions you will see wejl

shown in the large portraits which I exhibit, and which represent the

disease as it was at that stage. There was certainly nothing, then

which would have justified the use of the term lupuj. and the boy had

been under the care, before I saw him, of very skilled observers who

had not used it. I ought to have said that in addition to the large

natohcB Which 1 have described, the whole of the back and parts ot

the belly were covered with an inflamed Ibhenoid eraption, amountiDg

in some instances almost to small boils. I ought also to have laid

especial stress on the fact that the large patcnes, although very

numerous and almost covering the limhs, were nowhere arranged witn

symmetry. The treatment under which these large rupial sores healed

and passed into a characteristic condition of lupus occupied about a

year, and was for the most part of a very mild character. Mercury

and arsenic were in the first instance pushed, and seemed to do harm

rather than good. "We were content afterwards to give bark and use

a weak tar lotion and ointment. Under these remedies the patciies

skinned over, but you will note that they are- still spreading ser-

ftiginously as a quiet, non-ulcerating forjfl of lupds. The chief interest

of the case seems to be in its being an example of extreme activity o

the infective process in the first insUnce, and also in its making It

probable that the early stages of lupus are those of inflammation

rather than of new growth. It illustrates, also, what I have repeat-

edly asserted, that acti-vityof infection-processes is greatest in the

young. It is scarcely necessary to remark on the lesson whicH it

teaches as to the paramount necessity of destroying, by the most ener-

cetio means, the initial patch when the patient is a young child. We

must not wait for the disease to declare itself by unmistakable cha-

racters as lupus, but, if a young chUdgets an unhealthy "'™'»tion of

unu.u»l .character, caustics or esoharotios must be used at once wi.h the

greatest freedom, the great danger of syetemie infection being kept

"^T'case instructively illustrating these remarks has recently been

under the joint care of Dr. Percival, of Northampton, and myself.

Only by the most energetic measures h»ve we suaoeeded in getting tne

orlglnaf sore to heal. As in the case just recorded the patient is a:

young child and apparently in excellent health. I must not, how-

ever, venture to trouble you with deteUs.
iil„^w,f<,,

,, I would call the disease which the case just narrated illustrates

i.rupia.lupus, for the reason that it begins with ^a 1 the appearances of

a iupial eruption and ends by becoming definitely lupus. I am pai^

tionlarlv anxious to assert and illustrate this transition in the case ol

common lupus, because it is of very frequent occurrence in t^e sy phi^,

litic form. Rupia always constitutes round sores, and feyo"^l »

certain and very limited extent its patches do not spread at their

.edges. The patches of lupus, on the contrary, are never round but

,by\preading at their edges constantly tend to assume irregular forms
,

vsndin the case of syphilis crcsoentio olten horse-shoa shapes. ISow,

it is by no means uncommon in the case of syphiUtic rupia, beginning

-in the secondary stage of the disease, and being at hrst as well char-

. acterised as anyone could well wish to see it, for the «^™ption to

nndergo a sort of partial cure and to slide gradua ly from rup.a mto

lupus In these cases most of the patches heal, leaving the we 1-

known shilling-like scars ; whilst a few of them heal only pattiallj

and take to spreading at their edges after the manner of 1"P"^'

Let us next glance at the pathological relationships of the ounou.^

cK.sease which Hebra and Kaposi have describel under the name ol rhino-

scleroma. This malady affects in the flrst instance the noatnls and

upper lip, and is attended by great thickening of tl^o P^'^- ,^^9

nostrils may be plugged by a very firm and remarkably uidoieL-t

growth, which nitrates but slowly, and which resents injury bw

little. If you cut it or scrape it away, it quietly grows again. Kj

slow degrees the disease may extend iato the nostril, perlorate the

septum, and destroy the soft palata. It keeps to skia wd mucous

' jnemtoiine, and does not involve musol* or bona It does not cause

oUnd disease Its subiecte are young adults. So s'ow is its progres;,

liafirsTal .agehai as yet scarcely been oVserved. Ej^«Ptu,g.n

Vienna where a series of examples of it have been recorded rhino^

scleroma would appear to be of the most extreme ranty. In tb.g

country only a single case of really typical character has been ob-

served.' It'ortunaily fell under «te ,care _ofpr._ Pay ne^and^^Dr^

Sron andwrr^emcar"efulTy studied as it had indeed already

be^n by Pro^ssor'cornil in Paris. You will have noticed m my

dcription that this malady resembles 1"P"^.'" -^^jy. "^^'^n the
occurs in vounc adults, it begins m a part liable to irritation, the

ouUet of the nostrils, aid I might have said, ,t apparently sometimes «

^x ed brtheTrrUation of discharges ; it spreads by contagion of con-

Sy and contiguity, it keeps to skin and mucous memtrane and

hows none of the more marked characteristics of malignancy It

differs from lupus in that it has no apple-jelly growth, that it

curs in one particular part onb^ and that it but rarely inflames o^^

..Icerates Finally, we have as yet no proof that it can intect tne

WnJ and Wuce distant growths. To come to its histological

fiat^es weTate xcellent dlta from several different sources and

the reports are, with some minor exceptions, very unanimous.

Kanos?Geber Mikulicz, Cornil, and, lastly. Dr. Payne, agree m re-

porUn<^ th presfnce of c'ell-growth in the deep skin, not d.3»ngu,sh-

aWp fr?m that of granulation tissue. The small round cells making

UP thTs tissue arf very numerous, and are often collected around

Hood vessels A few large and peculiar cells are to be_ found and in

som. partg the interpapiUary prolongations of the Malp ghian layer ap-

near^ed to grow downwards, alter the%attern of epithelial cancer. All

[h featrr:s have been observed repeatedly in lupus U remains to

v., =l,^o,l that l?riseh in A'^ienna, Cornil in Pans, and IJr rayne in

^^ifis'yery clear that rhiuo-scleronja differs from lupus but by no

if^SilifSl

strieted to the nostrile. We shall P™'^»"y "°^ \
f^^^ ^j greater

more than ten years ago
^''^^JXlble malady I recorded threo

Hebra's observation of
'^V^.J^'^i^'^^i^t^^' ti,7'palate was affected.

cases more or less "sembling it. In two we P
adenoma,

and I have since been
•'i'=l"^«,t\ tbei are no^l^e the palate-attack-

though by ^o^.^^ceri^
*^h third and most important of my

ing form of rhino-scleroma. if^^'J'™.
''"

,, jj^ Matures, with the
cafes was exactly like Ai°°-=tTJd diLot invoke the nostril.

angle ot the mouth. Thus it

;!f^^;>
"

.^ ^i^o,t exactly Uke
the rhino-seleroma t^^^^-'y-J'^^^T^t^'^tour under treatment also

those described ^y Hebra, and its behaviour u
^ ^ ^^^ ij

agreed -^X\°^'\^Z^^l^T^^^A as a halfpenny, ah-

ioaie years before, ine ma.s wa* » o
surface, and
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mercury. These did little or no good. The sores wo caused healed
qaiokly, »nd the ma.ss soon resumed its original state as to density,

,Tliickness, and smoothness. I ne.rt, a year later, applied a paste of
chloride of zinc, and took away a thick leathery .slough. A very con-
siderable depression resulted from this, for wo did it most liberally, as
I was determined, if possible, to eflcct a cure. We wore, however,
a;;ain disappointed. No sooner was the soro healed than it again bean
to indurate, and a year later SI iss B. returned to me again with the
n:ass not so thick as formerly, but still very conspicuous. I now per-
suaded her to come into the London Hospital. She did -so, and I piit
her under chloroform, and destroyed the growth very freely indeed,
with the actual cautery. Her condition was much improved when she
left the hospital.

"A year later (in November, 1877), I heard from MissB. that her
face was still uncured. She writes :

' The last operation did a great
deal of good, for when healed the mark was quite white, with the ex-
ception of the centre, where a small red spot remained, which has since
spread to the top and bottom, leaving the sides clear.' Miss B. com-
plained that the part would flush and burn after taking food, and that,
on taking the slightest cold, it became much swollen and painful. The
tendency to recnr is, therefore, very strongly marked.

" Now, although I called this lupus, I certainly never saw any ex-
ample of lupus exactly like it. Its bossy hardness, its elevation, its
freedom from ulceration, and its rapid healing and re-induration after
healing, are all points in which it agrees with rhino-scleroma, and
does not agree with lupus. Had it been on the nose, it would have
agreed in all respects with Hebra's description."

I have quoted the above as I published it in 1S79. I am now in a
position to give the sequel to the case, and to say that it subsequently
approached much more nearly to lupus.

Jliss B., now Mrs. L., came to me in July, 1883—that is, about six
years after my former treatment. I then found that the result of our
deep cauterisation with the actual cautery, as described above, had
been a cure so far as the central part of the growth was concerned. A
soft white scar remained over the site of the former disease ; but,
during the last year or two, there had been spreading at the upper
.angle of the scar. The disease had, however, taken on a new type
of growth. It was no longer bossy, thick, and smooth as at first, but
presented a rough dry surface, like some varieties of lupus sebaoeus.
lU edge was abrupt and slightly raised ; it had spread in a long irre-
gular patch until it had almost reached the inner angle of the eye.
There was no production of lupus elsewhere, with the exception of two
or three other small spots, near to the margin of the scar on the lower
part of the cheek. The precise form finally taken on in this case is a
very exceptional condition of lupus. The patient spoke of being able
to pull little roots out of it, by which she meant portions of dry epi-
dermis, which dipped down between equally dry papilla?, like granu-
lation growths. With this, however, there was not, and never had
beon, any moisture or formation of pus scab.

Everyone will recognise thi.s description as being applicable, with
the exception of the absolute dryness, to what happens in many forms
of lupus on the hands and feet, and now and then on the face. The
bleeding of the lupus patch, when its epidermic investment is pulled
otr, IS a feature which has attracted the attention of all observers.
Usually, however, the epidermic investment makes the surface of the
patch smooth. In this case it did not do so, but left it rough and as

bore IS a not uncommon form of the disease known as sycosis
which 13 certainly nearly allied to lupus

; it is locally infective, and
spreads by contagion of continuity and contiguity. It destroys not
only the hair-follicles, but the intervening skin ; and it leaves a scar
where its action comes to an end. Like lupus, it results in sponta-
neous cure when the tissues in which it began have been destroyed.
It certainly occurs most frequently in association with evidences of
struma and feeble circulation, and occasionally it results in conditions
which everyone would recognise as common lupus. It is, however,
quite correctly named sycosis, since it is in the beginning a suppura-
Uve inflammation of the hair-follicles, and is always restricted to haii

lashes. It has long been recognised that ophthalmia tarsi destroys
the skin around the hair-follicles and leaves a scar. In this way it
ircquently causes disfiguring lippitudo, and displaces the edges of th^
lids into a minor kind of ectropium. In very exceptional cases the
hair of the scalp may be afTectcd as well as that of the parts named.
I have known the entire scalp reduced to a condition of tight scar in
a patient in whom the eyelashes and whiskers were also destroyed.

Sycosis of the eyelashes is common in early life and in both sexfs,

whilst the same affection in the face usually waits for its development
until the sexual hairs have grown.

I have placed the name sycosis-lupus in my syllabus of to-day's lec-

ture mainly as a suggestion, and I did not know that it had been pre-
viously used. I have since found, however, in a paper on lupus by
Mr. J. L. Milton very similar statements to those which I have jtist

made. Mr. Milton goes so far as to place amongst some cases of lupns
which he records in detail two which were only sycosis. For myself, 1 do
not think that wo shall serve any useful clinical purpose by putting
syco.sis in the lupus family. It is a relative only. The features ot

difference may easily be pointed out. Sycosis, although it spreads by
continuity and by contiguity of tissue, does not apparently infect the
blood, .and does not, as a rule, become multiple. It does not spread
in the skin surrounding the hairy districts, but restricts itself to the
latter. It is a disease of hair-follicles primarily, and of skin only
secondarily. It never produces apple-jelly growth, and is seldom
attended by common lupus in other parts. Lupus in all its forms is a
disease of the deep skin, and not of any one of its structures ; and it

is capable of spreading in all regions. For these reasons I abandon the
term sycosis-lupus, and also that of lupoid sycosis, given by Mr.
Milton, and prefer to keep to the old name, asserting only that scar-

leaving £3-cosis is a disease nearly allied to lupus.
I may hero add that there is a syphilitic form of sycosis which

approaches yet more closely to lupns. It travels over the whole
beard by a crescontic spreading edge, leaving a scar behind it (the
horse-shoe form). It is curable only, so far as I have seen, by liberal

cauterisation of the spreading edge, just as in the case of lupus.
In advancing the opinion that Kaposi's disease is a family form of

lupus, I have first to say a few words as to the characters of that
disease and as to the meaning which is to be attached to the expression
" family form." By the latter term, in conformity with the usage of

Adams in his work on inherited tendencies, the expression is applicable
to any disease which shows itself in several brothers and sisters with-
out having existed in their parents. It is not to be applied, as might
at first sight have appeared probable, to diseases such as gout, scrofula,
and the like, which pass on in successive generations in the same
family. Retinitis pigmentosa and ichthyosis are perhaps our best-
known examples of "family" disease. If a single case of either of

these be identified |it may be assumed as certain, if there are several
brothers and sisters, that two or three of them suffer, and that the
rest are wholly exempt. Under some law of inheritance, as yet but
partially understood, it would seem that part of the offspring of a
certain pair derive a very definite peculiarity of structure which
destines them to peculiar and remarkably uniform kinds of disease.

Another proposition must bo made as regards family forms. It is this

:

that although the disease has not occurred in preceding generations iu
exactly the same form, yet it would appear to have been led up to, as

it were, by some other allied malady. Thus the rare disease known
as xanthelasma, which is produced dc novo in connection with jaundice,
and severe liver disease, and is as such never seen excepting in adults,
may now and then have its family form. When this happens, three
or four brothers and sisters .all show multiple xanthelasma in early
childhood and without the slightest trace of the disorders of general
health which attend it as an acquired disease. Probably almost all

diseases have their familj' forms, receiving more or less of modification
in this peculiar kind of transmission.

I have ventured to give the name Kaposi's disease to a malady
which was described by Hebra and Kaposi conjointly under the
name of xeroderma, and which has subsequently received a more or
less modified designation from almost everyone who has written about
it. Inasmuch as the names proposed have most of them been very
unwieldy, and imply pathological statements which may or may
not be quite appropriate, I put in a claim to the thanks of the pro-
fession for suggesting that this very peculiar malady should, for the pre-
sent at least, be known simply by thenameof the surgeon who has taken
the chief share in bringing it to our knowledge. It is most certainly
a family disease, being a very definite type of what we mean by that
expression, and the question is as to what are its alliances. In retin-

itis pigmentosa we have a malady which always affects several chil-

dren in the same family, and in which the nerve structures of the eye,

and perhaps also of the ear, undergo a progressive degeneration, at-

tended with the free deposit of pigment. In Kaposi's disease, making
allowance for the difference between skin .and retina, we have s very
similar course of events. In both, the child at the time of birth ap-
pears quite healthy, and in both pigment accumulations are the first

symptom of disease. In Kaposi's disease a condition of very inordinate
freckles is the first stage. Next the skin shrivels, and becomes dry
or even soarred. At this stage ulcerations may occur, and the aXec.
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nasi may to destroyed, just as they are in lapas. I have the pleasure

of being able to show you, through the kindness of Dr. Radchtfe

Crocker, an excellent portrait of a patient who was the subject of this

malady, and I place beside it another which has been lent me by Ur.

Stephen Mackenzie, showing a peculiar case of psoriasis lupus. Dr.

MackenKie's patient was undoubtedly the subject of a modiaoation ol

lupus erythematosus. I ask you to note how closely similar the con-

ditions in the two portraits are. In Kaposi's disease precisely the

same parts are affected as those which suffer in lupus erythematosus.

The disease begins on the face, and it next affects the hands and arms,

and lastly in a slighter degree the feet and legs. There can scarcely

be a doubt that the chUd is born with a akin so constituted that it

wiU not wear well. In other words, that it cannot bear the ordinary

exposure to wind and sun. Under these influences it first becomes

pigmented and then inflames. Now this is precisely what occurs m
the most severe and typical forms of lupus erythematosus. The por-

trait published by the New Sydenham Society may suitably remind

ns of one of these cases. In them the influence of exposure is only

less definitely marked than in Kaposi's cases. Another feature ot re-

semblance between the two maladies, or rather I would say an indi-

cation of aUiance, is that both diseases may end m malignant action.

Here, however, we have a feature of resemblance with lupus in general,

rather than with lupus erythematosus in particular, for it is lupus vul-

o'aris that is apt to fungate and pass into epithelial cancer. In

Kaposi's disease, even in childhood, if the condition be severe, there

ifl great liability to the formation of fungous excrescences, which,

although often consisting of granulation tissue only, may m others

run a malignant course. Thus I think you will admit that I have

established my point that there are close features of resemblance be-

tween lupus and this remarkable malady. I by no mems assert that

they are the same disease, but simply that the one is the family form

of the other, receiving, as usual in family forms, conspicuous modih-

oations. My friend Dr. Radcliffe Crocker, in his excellent report on

the disease published in the 3Iedko-Chirurgical Transactions, remarks

that " few will dispute that the disease is mi generis." This is pre-

oisely what I do dispute. Pathology knows no Melchisedecs, and il

we would rightly understand the nature and origin of the various and

Bften very peculiar maladies which come under our observation, we

shall succeed better by seeking for relationships than for differences.

In all probability no malady is really isolated.
. j. -v

1 have incidentally said so much as to lupus erythematosus, that it

may probably not have been noticed that I have not yet given any de-

scription of it and of its varieties. I shall be very brief on this sub-

ject, for the time now at my disposal is very short, but I must not

wholly omit it. First, let me say that 1 think it is to be regretted

tliat the old term lupus sebaceus has been lost sight of, and that all

cases, whether what used to be called sebaceous, or those purely ery-

thematous, are now classed under the latter name. This involves a

confusion of things which present important features of difference. The

earliest observations which we have as to the disease associate it with

the sebaceous glands, and subsequently the same conditions were

figured by Cazeuave under the name of acne sebacea partielle. l et

there are forms of lupus erythematosus which are congestive only, and

show no tendency to implicate the glandular system. In dealing with

the histology of lupus in general, I mentioned that Geddmgs and

Kaposi considered that lupus erythematosus began around the glands.

Dr. Thin considered the blood vessels chiefly at fault, and Neumann

and Jamieson the upper layers of the conum. These differences of

opinion, at first startling, find, I think, a fair explanation in the fact

that the disease is not always the same. Nor does it always in the

same case i)resent the same conditions at different parts or at different

stages. 1 cannot say that I have found Kaposi's division into two

forms, lupus erythematosus discoides and lupus erythematosus discretus

et aggregatus, of much assistance in clinical work. The classification

I would venture to suggest is the-following; but, in making these sub-

divisions, 1 am well aware that many cases will have to be placed in

more than one.

The first subdivision should, I think, be into lupus sebaceus and lupus

arythematosus proper. In the former category I would count all cases

in which there is conspicuous implication of the follicles, all in

which the well-known dried orange-peel condition is seen. Many of

these cases are comparatively slight, and remiiu for long strictly

local. As Kaposi has well remarked, they rarely leave the face and

head. Sometimes they, like lupus vulgaris, are non-symmetrical. "Their

eignificanoo as revealing symptom^ is far less grave than that of the

.t.>-uc erythematous form. Same of them have little or no erythema-

tous congestion around the patches, but in others it may be C0!isider-

able. At the other end of the chain, and in strong contrast, I would

flace the casea iu which erythema is the conspicuous feature, and

almost the sole one. In many of these there is no roughness of the

surface, and the orifices of the sebaceous glands are at no stage un-

duly conspicuous. In these the disease often spreads rapidly, the

arrangement is always symmetrical, the hands and feet are often

attacked, and outbursts o£ febrile illness are not infrequent Between

the typically sebaceous and the typically erythenatous, we have

many cases which, in varying proportions, combine the peculiarities

of both.
. , , , ,, r

For purposes of clinical convenience I would arrange the caaes of

lupus erythematosus proper into groups ;
first of those in which the

disease was restricted to the face and head ;
secondly, those in which

the hands as well as the face were affected ;
thirdly, those in which

the disease showed a tendency to become general, that is to extend to

neck shoulders, upper arms, and possibly to the trunk ;
also, fourthly,

those in which erysipelas had repeatedly occurred. In our last lecture

I spoke of the great danger which atta=he3 to lupus erythematosn3

in its typical forms, and especially of the risk of a fatal attack of eiy-

sipelas." Kaposi's testimony on this point is very strong
;
indeed, he

would appear to have met with erysipelas very frequently, and speaks

of an " erysipelas perstans faciei," with which I am not familiar. 'The

circumstance that he drew from the experience of a large hospital in

which the patients remained for long periods, whereas my cases have

been chiefly observed in private practice, may explain some dis-

crepancies. He would be likely to encounter more serious complica-

tions than have fallen to my lot. The best published portrait of a

purely erythema lupus with which I am acquainted is that in the J.ew

Sydenham Society's Atlas ; one which I now show you, published at

the Hupital St. Louis in Paris, and designated scrofulideerythematose,

is also excellent, and has the merit of being a photograph. Those

given by Hebra show the sebaceous and mixed forms only.

1 have yet two topics to which I must advert before I conclude. I

refer to the simulations of lupus by syphilis, and the association of

lupus with cancer.
, . . ^^ i ^ i <

A large number of the diseases of the skin in the later periods of

syphilis are lupoid in character. By that statement it is meant that

they occur without symmetry, that they are infective and serpiginous,

and that they leave scars. In these features they differ wholly from

the eruptions of the secondary period, which are symmetrical and

exanthematous and show no tendency to infective spreading. A
svphilitic lupus, like other forms of lupus, may spread indefinitely,

and may last for years ; indeed, unless cured by treatment, it will as

a rule never get well. We occasionally see very severe secondary erup-

tions, especially those of the rupia class, gradually slide when nearly

cured into lupoid peculiarities, that is, some of the patches may take

on serpiginous spreading. As a rule, however, syphUitio lupus is

decidedly late (that is, tertiary) in its appearance. It may simulate

any of the known varieties of lupus, and the closeness of the resem-

blance may be most deceptive. I cannot see that anything is gained

by disu-se of the term lupus in connection with syphilis. If instead

of it we employ such terms as horse-shoe sores, serpiginous ulceration,

and the like, we lose in clearness_of meaning and do not gain lu any-

Many observers have recorded cases in which cancer has developed

in lupus patches, either whilst the disease was still extant or alter

cicatrisation had taken place. I have shown you a portrait from a

case of my own in which this took place in a partially cured lupus,

and several others have fallen under my notice.
_
In three or four

cases I have seen lupus and cancer in the same patient independent y

of each other, and on more or less distant parts. Thus it would

appear that not only is the scar tissue of lupus prone to be attacked,

but probably there is something in the patient s stite which gives

proclivity to both. The form of cancer is epithelial, but very malig-

nant It reappears usually very quickly after excision, and advances

very rapidly. It is often attended by large fungating granulation

masses, exactly such as are seen in the cancer which follows the

ulcerations of Kaposi's disease. A very important addition to our

knowledge of cancer in this relation has been made since these lec-

tures we?e commenced. I have only to-day obtained a copy of a very-

able paper on Lupus-Carcinoma by Dr. Bayla, of Tubingen, published

in Bruns's BciMige. He has collected no fewer than forty-two cas^,

and in one of them it began as early as the twenty-sixth year. The

paper is accompanied by four portraits, which well illustrate what I

have just said as to the noteworthy tendency to fungate. These

portraits I now produce for your inspection.

In conclusion, Mr. President and Gentlemen, permit me to re-

capitulate shortly the main arguments of my lectures. It has been

sought to show that there are a large number of maladies, some of

them it is to be admitted very rare, but yet of extreme interest,

which are cognate with common lupus, and that between common
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Inpim and Itipfls crythamitosxis there arc lioiids of essential relation-

ship, whether wc regard their clinical featnios or their histological

character<. Next, it has been made probable that all forms of lupns

are in occisionul relationship with the state of health which gives

Ilibilitv to tuberculosis and to diseases of the scrofulous class ; but in

limitation of this it has also been proved that many lupus patii nts

»ro in excellent health, and that there appears to be some prononess
to cancer aa well as to tubercle. That lupus begins as an iullanima-

tion under the intlaonco of various exciting causes and derives \U
peculiarities from the part affected, and the special structures in that

part, a.s well as from tne age and proclivities of the patient, has also

teen asserted. Thus it has been sought to discredit tlio supposition

that lupns, or any of its peculiar forms, deserves such terms as sni
(jmfris, the iDii>liod creed being that they are closely related amongst
thenuselves, and also to other various pathological processes. The doc-

trines of infective spreading and system-contagioi' have been assorted as

being eipKanator^- of the phenomena of lupus, and as finding in it

some of their best illustrations. The laws of hvbridity and those of

partnership in disease have also been appealed to, as well as those of

modification in hereditary transmission, under which latter it has
been attempted to establish the pedigree of the very remarkable
malady known as Kaposi's diseii.se.

I much regret that I have not had time to say anything in refer-

ence to troatmant, since I might have drawn from it very important
evidence in snpport of the conclusions placed before you. This, how-
ever, must be reserved for another occasion.

In re;erenoe to the introdnction of not a few new names, and the
alteration of some old ones, I am well aware that I have laid myself
open to criticism, and that I have taken on mo grave responsibility.

My innovations in these matters, however, I willingly leave to the
judgment of others. If found useful they will live, if otherwise
let them die. I can only assure you that I have done nothing from
caprice, but that 1 have honestly endeavoured, as far as my ability

admitted, to make clear a very intricate subject, and to lighten the
labours of those who will follow me.

LETTSOMIAN LECTURES
ON

SOME POINTS m THE SURGERY OF
THE URINARY ORGANS.

Delivered bf/are the ifedical Society of Loiuion, January., ISSS.

By REGINALD HARRISON, F.R.C.S.,

SorgeoQ to tht Ltverpool Royal Infirmary ; .and Lecturer on Clinical Surgery in

the Victoria University.

Lectitre II.

The Patholooy of the Enlarged Prostate viewed iit respect

to itb car.latios and prevention, and the treatment
OK .SOME Complications arisino oi't of it.

Mr. Pre.'IDENt and Fellows,—I purpose this evening speaking of

the pathology of the prostate relative to some points In connection

with the prevention and treatment of certain disorders arising out of

it when it becomes hypertropbied. The causes of hypertrophy of the

prostate hare formed the subject of much careful observation, and I

feel (ome hesitation in again referring to them. Still, on the other

band, thoaeh my views may not prove generally acceptable, I am in-

clined to think that a narrative of the observations npon whioli they

are to a largo extent based may serve a useful purpose in indicating

lines of thooght which may result, sooner or later, through the inves-

tigations of others, in clearing up doubtful passages in the physiology

and pathology of this part. In the first place I shall speak of the

prostate as furmiiig the retentive apparatus of the male bladder, under
whose influence the urine is collected and held, irrespective of any
glandular function which, by the nature of other structures it may
contain, it is capable of exercising. And I think it will not be diflG-

cnlt to substantiate the proposition that, in the human species at all

events, thi^ part may with greater propriety be designated the "pro-
state muscle," rather than tho " proitate gland," for whatever func-

tion it may exercise intermittingly, relative to the process of generation

in its latter sense, seems to bo subservient to the physical part it is

oontinuontly playing as a portion of the retentive apparatus. In sup-

port of such a virtw I would draw attention to Mr. Ellis's important

ptfet (K"!/<il Medical and Chirurgical Transaciuma, vol. xxii). On the

Knscnlar Arrangements of tho Genito-Urinary Apparatus, wherein it is

remarked, "I would propose tho name orhiaiUiris vfl sphincter
Krr'/i re for both the prostate and the prolongation around tho mem-
branous urethra, whilst I wonld conliue tho old term ' prostate' (with
out the word gland) to tho thickened and more powerful part near the
neck of the bladder. This orbicularis may be considered as only an
.•\dvanced portion of the circular layer of the bladder, though it most
have tho power of acting independently of the vesical fibres." But
if its nnisiularity is admittud, we must conclude that it for the most
])art exercises it.s function iu conjunction with the bladder in the form
of a hullow muscle, for it would be against the nature of things for it

permanently to exist in the shrivelled and contracted state it presents
after death. We have been too much accustomed to regard the pro-
state from its post-mortcvi aspect, that is to say, as a mass of mnscle
of the size and form of a chestnut, in which is contained some secreting
tissue. For concluding that it thus exists during life, I believe there
are no substantial grounds, as it seems to me that under no circum-
stances, save the rare and momentary one when the bladder is abso-
lutely empty, does it present such an appearance. On the contrary,
the muscular fibres are spread out like a funnel, with the apex down-
wards so as to form a strong muscular support for the bladder and its

varying amount of contents, the degree of expansion being naturally
relative to what the viscus may contain. Hence the action of the
prostate may be said to be just as continuous as that of tho heart. In
reference to this important point it will be necessary that I should
furnish some reasons for such a conclusion.

In the first place, the clinical examination of a healthy person with
var3'ing amounts of urine in his bladder affords no evidence that the
prostate presents the contracted appearance we are accustomed to see

;

on the contrary, when the finger is introduced into the rectum, in the
natural condition, the parts are felt to be disposed in the manner I

have indicated, and providing a muscular floor for the bladder and
its varying amount of contents.

But the retentive function of the f rostate is more strikingly shown
when we proceed to what I would speak of as actual demonstration.
And for this purpose wc have only to observe what follows in con-

nection with certain surgical operations on those parts with which
most of us are familiar, incisions may be made into the male urethra,

in any part of its course, as far as that point which we are accustomed
to call the apex of the prostate, without any incontinence of urine
following. I have seen cases of lithotomy by the median operation

retain full control over the bladder during the whole period of their

convalescence, in spite of the dilatation to which the prostate has
been subjected by the introdnction of the finger and the extraction of

the stone. And this remark applies equally to cases of external

urethrotomy.
When, however, the knife impinges to any appreciable extent npon

the prostate, as in the lateral operation for stone and the modified

median operation which I have recently drawn attention to, where
the prostate is divided, from that moment incontinence takes place

;

the patient has no command over his urine ; ho can neither collect

nor expel it, and in this condition he remains until the healing pro-

cess has made considerable advance. We have here striking evidence,

not only as to the habitual function of the prostate relative to the

contents of the bladder, but that the action of the part mnst be
unceasing in its character, subject to the circumstances under which
it has to distribute its force over the area it supports or brings into

action. How completely the prostate forms the lower section of the

bladder was demonstrated to me in a striking manner only a few

weeks ago, and in a way that 1 had not previously noted. It was a

case of lateral lithotomy in a young man where, ton days after the

operation, there was some free h.-emorrhage. As the bleeding did not

proceed from any part of the perineal wound, 1 had the patient

put under ether on the operating table, and, suspecting where the

bleeding came from, I introduced tho nozzle of a Higginson's syringe

into tho orifice of the urethra, expecting that the fluid would run out

of the open urethra ; this it certainly did, but not until it had first

entered the bladder, out of which the fluid escaped, together with

some old clots which had evidently collected in the viscus, just as

water wonld do out of the side of a cask in which a hole had been

made. This I was able to see, ao the wound was held open with

retractors under a strong light. In addition, however, to testimony

of this kind, I am convinced, from a careful examination of the

prostate, both before and after operations on this part, where the

introduction of the finger into the bladder formed a detail of the pro-

ceeding, that the more usual condition of the healthy prostate is one

of relaxation, and not of contraction, as we are accustomed to se6 when
death has taken place.

Cut further, when there are no such physical functions to perform

relative to the contents of the^bladder, the prostate, as s muscle, so
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far as I have been able to ascertain, only exists in a rudimentary form.

1 refer to those distressing abnormalities known as extroversion of

the bladder, where, from the fissared nature of the structures, there

is no receptacle for the urine which escapes from the ureters as it is

excreted. Here, though the sexual sense may be normal, there is

from the nature of the parts no necessity for any provision being

made for the collection and retention of what the kidneys secrete.

I have not been able to discover, though I have t«ken considerable

pains to do so, that in these abnormalities hypertrophy of the

prostate has ever been noticed. This seems to mo to be a point of

some significance in connection with what has been already urged.

But though in an argument of this kind I would prefer to substan-

tiate my position from positive evidence rather than by a deduction

from the negative, I cannot help remarking that, if the office of the

prostate was solely in relation to the sexual act, the pathology of the

part would tend to indicate this more than I believe it does. It is

not very common to meet in practice with cases of acute suppuration

commencing in the follicles of this part, where one would think that

irreparable damage must have been done, and yet we have evidence

to show that the individual has not necessarily been unsexed by this

process. Nor can 1 assert, though the opportunity for doing so has

now for some years been abundantly provided me in my operations,

involving varying degrees of mutUating the prostate, that I ever ex-

tinguished the procreative powers.

In the next place, I would point out that adult man seems to

require some special provision such as the prostate affords for the

purpose I have just indicated, by reason of the exceptional degree of

pressure to which the most dependent portion of his bladder is con-

stantly subjected. And in making use of the words "exceptional

degree of pressure," I do so in contradistinction to what is found, so

far as I have been able to observe, not only in the animal kiDgdom,

but in other varieties of the human species which are not in exact

correspondence with the type I have taken. As demand and supply

in the disposition of muscular tissue are proportioneO, it seemed to

me that we had hitherto failed fully to recognise and appreciate all

the circumstances which rendered it necessary that the adult male

bladder should, as I have already pointed out, be provided with a

muscular apparatus of considerable strength at its most dependent

point.

But in what respects, it may fairly be asked, does the adnlt

iinale bladder differ from other varieties of its own species, and

from those animals which in their higher organisation more closely

approach it ? I maintain that in man the perpendicular axis of

what 1 would speak of as urinepressnre falls directly upon the

outlet of the bladder, whereas in the female, not only are there

other means of supplying muscular support to the base of the

bladder, but in consequence of the difference in the pelvic organs,

a considerable portion of the weight of the viscus, especially in

its more extreme degrees of distension, is borne by the pubic

portion of the pelvis. Further, allowance must be made in the

female sex for no provision being necessary for seminal ejaculation,

in which function the muscular fibres of the prostate undoubtedly

play an important but occasional part.

In the higher mammalia—excepting, perhaps, in the case of dogs

—

the prostate is not so largely developed as in man. In reference to

this point, Mr. Bland Sutton kindly informs me that, although he

has conducted many thousand posl-rnortems, yet, excepting in the

doubtful case of dogs, he has never seen an enlarged prostate—at all

events, such a one as would cause obstruction to the flow of urine. In

animals, it will be observed that the perpendicular axis of urine

pressure, when the bladder is tolerably full, does not fall, as in man,
on the outlet, but on the parts which support the bladder, according

to its varying degree of distension. In the dog, it seems to me not

improbable that the exceptional degree of prostatic development is

related to the somewhat peculiar condition under which, in this

animal, micturition is performed.

As my opportunities of examining the urinary apparatus in the

lower animals have been few, I feel much hesitation in making refe-

rence to any observations I may have rather casually made so far as

they related to the point under discussion. It, however, appeared to

me that whore the habits of the animal, as observed in some apes and
marsupial.s, necessitated the frequent adoption of an erect position,

the males had a much greater development of the prostate mus-
cnlarly than was usually found in other kinds of quadrupeds.

I regret very much that wo have not at our disposal more abundant
means for referring to dissections illustrative of the comparative
anatomy of the body. I am sure they would prove of much assist-

ance in investigations of this kind, having relation to normal and
morbid human anatomy. But, apart from this, if time permitted, it

wonld not be difficult to adduce further evidence to show that in man
the collection and storage of urine, if I may make use of such a term,

implies a degree of muscular support to the moat dependent portion ol

the viscus, for which no such complete provision has to be made under

any other condition of life I am acquainted with. I sbonld not, how-

ever, feel at all surprised if, when the " missing link" is discovered, he

is found paying the penalty for his assumption of the erect posture by
developing in some degree an enlarged prostate.

But to proceed; if the prostate represents the chief means of reten-

tion and support for the contents of the male bladder, is it necessary

to pursue the argument for the purpose of explaining why it becomes

hypertrophied ? Does not one follow upon the other ? Are not the

circumstances of individual life sufficient to explain why it happens to

one person and not to another ?

Many of the facts connected with the natural historj- of hypertrophy

which have been collected for us, or with which, in our daily prat^

tice, we are familiar, seem to me to support the view I have taken rela-

tive to the function of the part. In the first place, it is not met with

during those periods of Hfe which are most remarkable for muscular

activity and development ; on the contrary, it is called into existence

where, pathologically speaking, quantity seems to supplement deficien-

cies in quality.

But as with similar changes in other parts of the body, so may
prostatic hypertrophy be shown to be exactly compensatory ; whilst

in others, by an excess of the process, it may be proved to be detri-

mental . And in reference to tliis point I would remark that we have

been too much accustomed to regard prostatic hypertrophy as neces-

sarily a morbid and hurtful process. To such a conclusion I think

exception may be taken on substantial grounds. It is stated by Sir

Henry Thompson that actual hypertrophy of the prostate exists in

about 34 per cent, of men at and above 60 years of age ; that it pro-

duces manifest symptoms in about 15 or IS per cent. From this it

would appear that the larger proportion of persons are not injtirionsly

affected by the change, a circumstance which seems to suggest that

the majority of persons with large prostates are in some way or other

benefited by them ; and this deduction is considerably home ont by

everyday experience. I am disposed to think, from my own examina-

tions, that the frequency of some degree of prostatic hypertrophy is

thus rather under- than over-estimated. Though it is not easy to

form an absolutely correct estimate of the size of these parts relative

to standard measurements by rectal examination, my conclusion is that

a far greater number of males over 60 years of age have some en-

largement of the prostate, and are never in any way conscious of the

alteiation, than we should conclude from the figures I have just re-

ferred to. How frequently, for instance, when we are examining

elderly persons, say for some disorder of the rectum, we make the dis-

covery that their prostates are enlarged, though they have no reason

to be conscious of this change. I can at this moment recall many in-

stances of this in my own practice where the persons are in every sense

of the word in the enjoyment of the most perfect health, with an en-

tire absence of any urinary ailment. Quite recently I was asked to

examine a gentleman who, in the course of an acute bronchitis, had

retention of urine for the first time in bis life. This patient had an

enormous prostate, which must have been in course of format'.on for

several years. Surely, under these circumstances, in the first instanee

the hypertrophic change must have been called into existence for a

distinctly conservative object, and had been merely disarranged by the

violence of the cough from which he was suffering.

But though prostatic hypertrophy is, as I have shown, in the greater

number of instances more or less compensatory, it may, as in others,

be in excess of what is required, and thus prove detiimental. In the

latter category, reference no doubt wUl occur to us of those examples

where the prostatic mass is made up of projections having a somewhat

lobulated or nipple-like form, where the degree of irritation and

obstruction excited is often very considerable, and apparently ont of

proportion with the cause. These I would speak of as being the

structural npheavings of a frequently- contracting muscular ring. In

a muscle or part undergoing hypertrophic growth, and where the

process is prompted by circumstances which are obviously liable to

some degree of variation, tissue production may be excessive or be-

come unnecessary. Such excess would naturally tend, under the con-

traction of the part, not only to protrude itself where the resistance

was least, bnt to as.sume a more lowly-organised form than that which

in the first instance was developed. In this way, I believe, these

masses of more or less degenerated prostate tissue are formed, which

subsequently cause so much vesical irritation and irritabiiity. And this

observation, whether a large prostate still remains almost entirely mus-

cular or has become largely converted into fibrous tissue, has an im-

portant bearing in practice in those cases where we have to express
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an opinion in rpforencc to tho probabilities as to whether the use of

the cithotcr will tio a temporary or a poriiunenl expedient ; for whero

there U eriJence to the touch that libroua tisauo predominates largely

orer the mnscular, the use of the catheter is generally perpetual
;

whilst, on the other hand, when the prostate is found soft ana yield-

ing to the touch, as when it remains muscular, a complete restoration

of function may be anticipated. Thus, then, may the resistance

which is constantly going on iu the most dependent portion of the

hladd-r against that downward pressure which is exorcised by the col-

lection and retention of urine in the bladder, prove the common oiuse

of its hypertrophy.
Bnt this is not the only condition under which hypertrophy involv-

ing the lower section of the bladder can be studied. In the ezamin.i-

tion of the bladder, both after deith and in the course of surgical

oparations, it is impossible not to be struck with the altered relations

which frequently exist between the body of the viscus and its neck or

outlet. In early adult life the bladder niiy be regarded as an abdo-

minal rather than a pelvic organ ; as years advance it gradually sinks

within the pelvis ; whilst still later on it will often be found to have

become further depressed within the pelvic cavity. In this way I

hare seen a prominence given to the floor of the prostate, which was

really duo not to the development of more i)ro3tate tissue, but to the

depression or partial prolapse of the posterior wall of the bladder.

This artificial condition of obstruction I have endeavoured to show, in

some instan-Mis, not only precedes prostatic obstruction, but, further,

is followed by tho development of a strong muscular buttress between
the oriSce of the ureters, which in many instances leads to the ob-

struction of what otherwise would prove, by the sinking of the pos-

tcrior wall of the bladder, an inconvenient pouch. Thus hypartrophy
of the prostate and the adjacent part may not only bo duo to the

natural resistance of urine-pressure, but may also be called into exist-

ence for the evident purpose of supplementing a structural defect of

more or less accidental origin.

It is impossible to observe the function of micturition in the child

ail I the adnlt without recognising that in tho two conditions there

are wide ditferences in the inrtuencos that the will exercises upon the

merely mechanical act. In tho child the process almost approaches

the involuntary ; the calls of Nature are impulsive, and must be

obeyed without hesitation. This may be illustrated in a variety of

ways, in health as well as in disease. In adult man this is to a

large extent changed, as we lind the process becomes much more sub-

servient t3 the will than perhaps at first sight we should feel disposed

to admit. That there is a wide dilTerenco in our respective powers ol

continence in this respect I am willing to admit. In some individuals

the function of micturition seems in health but very slightly removed
from a purely voluntary act. Let mo illustrate what I mean. A
medical man, closely approaching 70 years of age, asked me to ex-

amine his rectum for some slight ailment. In doiog so I found that

he had a very large, soft prostate. I mentioned this to him, when he
remarked, " I could hardly believe it, as I have always had such ex-

cellent waterworks. I have been in the habit of not passing urine for

eif^ht or ten hours." Here then is an illustration of a man who sub-

mits his bladder to tho same degree of urine-pressure at 70 as he did

when he was 27. Again, a captain of one of our ocean steamers, in

consulting me in rofereuje to some urinary disorder clearly connected

with a largo pro.state, in comparing his present with his past powers
of retaioiog urine, remarked that, in consequence of remaining on the

bridge of his steamer for long periods of time, particularly iu thick

weather, without leaving it to pass water, he had aciiuired a power of

retention which had gradually become constant. Is it remarkable
that Nature had thus substituted quantity for quality, and had made
provision against tho elf^cts of a muscular strain which could not have
been inconsiderable ( We might from our daily practice multiply ex-

amples of this kind whore persons, so far as was known, were not

deriving anything but good from that excess of muscular tissue which
we are accustomed to speak of as the prostate gland. If we admit
that the mnscnlar fibres, of which tho prostate is so largely composed,
exorcise the function I have urged relating to tho contents of the

bladder, I do not think we can ba at a loss to uudorstiiud how they
become hypertrophied.

Let rao, however, not be understood as implying that in the human
ipeci>;s the prostate has no relation with the sexual act. Evidence is

not wanting to show that, both as a muscle, as well as by reason of its

gUtidalar element, it exercises purely physical (unctions relative to

this important but casual function, independently of the continuous
a'aion I have laid stress npon in relation to micturition. The less

important function of the glandular portion of the prostate has been,

] blieve, correctly described by Dr. Handfiold Jones {The London
Mcdicil (JaxtU, vol. v, 1847), in the following words :

— "Its part iu

tho generative function is probably not to prepare any essential ele-

ment of tho fecundating lluid, but merely an appropriate viscid ma-
terial, involved in which the seminal animalcules may be more securely

tr.tnsported on their destined route."

Passing to some considerations relative to the prevention of pros-

tatic hypertrophy, and the complications arising out of it, I would
observe that more care should be systematically taken to preserve the

muscular power of the bladder, and to aid it artificially when the

noce.'isity obviously ari-ses. If a man goes on using his bladder as he
would a water-bottle, from adolescoaco to old age, ho must not be

surprised if Nature prevents it breaking down entirely by the process

I have described. The timely use of the catheter has often, I am sure,

provided the means for warding off changes which unfortunately do
not always cease when they have become precisely compensatory. Nor
is there anything exceptional in this, for as ago advances we recognise

tho importance, and make use of artificial assistance in a variety of

ways which I need hardly particularise. In the clinical history of

most cases of hypertrophy of the prostate, we can generally trace a

period when a weakness of the viscus indicated itself by a frequency

in action, which was subsequently corrected by an overgrowth in the

part. But, unfortunately, the process of hypertrophy, as observed in

the prostate, is not infrequently in excess. In by far the larger pro-

portion of these instances the individuals are able not only to keep

themselves comfortable by the use of tho catheter, but I question very

much whether their lives are in any way shortened by the continued

inconvenience they have thus to submit to. Many of us could record

some remarkable example of longevity under these circumstances. But

making due allowance for this class of cases, there are others whose

lives, in spite of careful and efficient catheterism, are rendered miser

able and useless by what they suffer in this way. For no sooner does

urine collect in their bladders to any appreciable extent than they re-

quire to get rid of it. Many expedients have been resorted to, both

in the way of drugs and operative procedures for the permanent

relief of this condition, about which it would be impossible to

speak in detail. Let me, however, refer to a case (Journal,

December 24th, 18S1 ; April 8th, 18S2) which I reported some

years ago, where I tapped the bladder from the perineum through

the enlarged prostate, quite independently of the course of the urethra,

and where a cannula was retained in this position for two months

with great comfort to the patient. He was a man about SO years of

age, and had sulTered much from almost all the complications that an

enlarged prostate is capable of giving rise to. But the future of the

case was perhaps still more interesting, for he completely recovered

and lived for several years, and in this I include the acquisition of

the natural and unaided use of his bladder. Further, the explanation

of this was found in the fact that during the time the cannula was

retained iu his bladder his prostate underwent a gradual diminution

iu size, which was noticed by all who had tho opportunity of watch-

in o- and examining him. His condition prior and subsequent to the

operation proved a most remarkable and instructive contrast. I may
add that this process has been repeated, not only by myself but by

others, with very satisfactory results, and this tends in no slight

measure to substantiate tho views I have already advanced relative to

the pathology of the disorder. And iu connection with puncture

through the prostate, I would like to say a few words in reference

to cases where relief has been afforded under similar circumstances by

an incision through the part similar in many respects to what is

adopted in lateral lithotomy. There can be no doubt that prostato-

tomy, which alfords a free and incontinent escape for urine Irom the

bladder, has proved of very great temporary and permanent service in

this class of cases.

At tho meeting of the International Medical Congress at Copen-

hagen, in 188 4, I took the opportunity of illustrating this method of

treatment as an alternative in cases where the catheter was of no

avail in allording relief. And I will again refer to this operation, as

suflicient time has now elapsed to enable mo fairly to judge of the

results obtained. The kind of cases to which this treatment has been

applied are those of difUcult micturition, due to the large prostate,

which are not adequately relieved by the use of the catheter. This class,

therefore, includes instances where there is unusual difficulty in in-

troducing the catheter ; where bleeding almost always attends the use

of this instrument ; where tho withdrawal of the urine is followed

by no sense of relief ; and where the bladder, by the constant

presence within it of pus and tenacious mucus, is converted into

little else than a chronic abscess through which urine percolates.

These, as well as some other forms of prostatic disease which might

be included, are pnctially unrelievablo by the catheter, and soon

terminate in a painful death. For the relief of such conditions

various oipedioats for establishing a more or less permanent commuui-
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cation with the bladder, otlier than the urethra, have been practised,

namely, puncture above the pubes, by the rectun), and from the

perineum, with the retention of a cannula or tube for the discharge

of urine at these several points. Excellent in design as these pro-

ceedings are, they appear to me to fall short in one important re-

spect—in not dealing with the cause of the obstruction. Two of

these measures are open to objection, on the ground that the artificial

canals are inconveniently placed as permanent vents, for it would seem

desirable that the urethra should, as far as possible, be utilised

and the external opening for the escape of urine be dependent. On

considering various plans of treatment which had been applied under

the circumstances mentioned to the obstructing prostate, it appeared

to me that, by combining Cock's well-known and safe operation for

opening the membranous urethra with Mercier's for dividing the pro-

static bar from within the urethra, as will be presently noticed, it

would be possible to obtain precision with an increased freedona from

risk. Such an operation was suggested by the late Mr. Guthrie, but

I cannot find that he ever tested it in practice. The want of an-

esthetics probably interfered with the progress of this as well as_ of

other departments in surgery. Apart, however, from the operative

procedure, it appeared to me, from some experience I have had in

lithotomy and other operations on the parts constituting the neck of

the adult male bladder, that the means which had been subsequently

adopted for rendering the prostatic section thus made permanent were

very inadequate. Further, I had been impressed with the advantage

that followed the employment of suitable bougies as dilators in cases

where the prostate threatened to obstruct micturition {The Prevention

of Prostatic Obstruction. London : Churchilh 18S1). Influenced by

observations of this kind, I was led to attach considerable importance

to the treatment immediately following section of the enlarged pro-

state with the view of rendering it more permanent thanhad hitherto been

attempted. The necessity for prostatotomyhavingbeendeterminedbythe

symptoms presented in each case, as well as by physical examination,

I will describe briefly the operation and after-treatment employed.

The former consists in opening the membranous urethra, from the

perineum, on a guide, and introducing the finger within the prostatic

urethra ; the obstructing portion of the prostate is then divided a

little to one side of the median line, partly by incision with a curved

probe-pointed bistoury from within outwards, and partly by divulsion

with the finger when the latter is feasible ; a large drainage-tube is

then introduced into the bladder. I attach considerable iinportance

to the prolonged use of the drainage apparatus, as the object is to

render the section of the prostate not a temporary one as after a

lithotomy, when no such provision is made, but permanent. Hence,

I am in the habit of retaining these tubes for six, eight, or ten weeks.

If, after such periods, on removing the tube, I find that a catheter

can be made to enter the bladder easily along the natural route, or if,

as it sometimes happens, urine forces its way, in spite of the drainage

tube, along the natural passage, I regard these as indications that the

object in view has been obtained. The perineal wound is then allowed

to close. Let me briefly illustrate this by the narration of one of my
earliest cases (Journal, June 9th, 1883).

A man, aged 63, came under my care in February, 1883, suffering

from a large prostate, whi:h was a constant source of irritation to him.

The straining and forcing to urinate wore but very slightly relieved by

catheterism, and the only way he could get any sleep was by tying the

instrument in, and this was generally followed by some cystitis. A
fortnight after I saw him, I opened the prostatic urethra by a median

perineal incision, and incised the prostate laterally. In doing this I

found that, though the prostate was not very large, the orifice of the

bladder was much obstructed by one of the nipple-like enlargements,

which are sometimes more effectual in rendering micturition difficult

and catheterism uncertain than some larger masses. Adrainage- tube was

introduced and retained for four weeks, when it was removed, and the

perineal opening allowed to heal. In this case, so perfect was the drain-

age that the whole of the urine escaped by the apparatus, and the patient

was kept absolutely dry throughout. He remained under treatment

for two months after the operation. Three months after he returned

to report himself. There was a slight fistulous opening in the peri-

neum at the lower an^le of the wound, through which urine some-

times passed in drops during micturition. He could now hold his urine

for several hours. Some slight enlargement of the prostate could bo

felt from the rectum, but this did not appear to have increased. A
full-sized catheter was easily introduced without any hitch or obstruc-

tion in the prostatic urethra, or at the neck of the bladder, being

felt. This patient was seen at intervals for two years after the opera-

tion, and remained perfectly well. He has since neglected to report

himself. Though I advised him to pass a catheter lor himself occa-

sionally, 1 believe that ho did not do so.

Taking the case thus operated on, I have noted the following re-

sults • 1 The operation has merely afforded just siich a temporary

relict 'as the retention of a catheter or cannula would do as a drain, tUe

condition of the patients, so far as recovery waaconcerned, being more

or less hopeless at the time of operation. 2. The establishment ol a

permanent vent for the urine through the perineum In two inftanc^

where this occurred the patients exchanged a hie of misery for one ot

comparative comfort. The shorter route here proved most accepUble.

3. The substitution of easy for difficult catheterism. In one patient 1

thus operated on, though he had to use his catheter afterwards so long

as I beard of him, which was for over two years he never l"'l »°7

difficulty in passing the instrument, and the bladder continued to be

far more tolerant of urine than it had previously been. 4. lUa com-

plete recovery of the patient, as I have just illustrated.
^

In discussions relative to the method of operation adopted, t haa

been pointed out that in some cases of this kind, it must be absolutely

impos^ble to explore the whole length of the prostatic urethra with

the finger. This circumstance has never mlluenced me, or seriously

interfered with my carrying out the object in view I

l^^^f^^
a prostate of such a size or shape as to prevent a staff or g^Je bemg

passed into the bladder, and where a director will go a kmfemay safely

follow

But! to proceed, though a more or less permanent vent or opening

for the urine, either above or below the pubes, may prove of value in

some instances of urethral obstruction due to prostatic hypertrophy

where ordinary catheterism is useless so far as the amount of reliet

that is afforded, it is not applicable to all cases of this kind. For we

must remember that in the former class of cases it i^,'^'^^'^'? ,* "f*"
of urethral obstruction that we have to deal with, whilst in others the

symptoms are for the most part due to the irritation that is V^oj°^l^

in the bladder by the protruding masses of more or l^f
<^^g«"7/^'i

prostatic tissue. The one is to the other, as weU as to the bladda,

as urethral stricture is to vesical calculus. The examiuation of speci-

mens of hypertrophy in connection w.th their clinical history clt arty

Ti^ts in some to the mechanical irritation which protruding masses of

^ore or less prostatic tissue excite in the interior of the bladder In

connection with the treatment of such cases, where the lives of the

individuals are not only absolutely use ess, but "°^t
™ttl?.J,«.'ticX

glad to see there are signs that something now may be systematicaUy
f: - ., . _.,.--£ Heretofore we have been drawing for any ex-
done for their relief, xicicluiuid ..o ^^•^ ~— - =

„"„nM
perience we may possess in reference to this pomt «Po\"^*V.J!r n
speak of as the casualties o( lithotomy. There is much, however in

favour of direct surgical interference m these exceptional cases ol

grave prostatic obstruction and irritation, as the nature of the growth

unlike^cancer, renders a return of it improbable I have
.^J °^

t^^/

occasions deliberately removed by perineal section ^""^'^^ ^'^
tions of the hypertrophied prostate, with permanent relief to tne

patients
; and I have no hesitation in recommending the adoption ot

[his cou se in suitable cases, after, if possible, perineal exploration

. _:ti, .!,„ «„„..,. -Mnw tbrfiB instances may seem very

but itof the part with the finger. Now, three instances may _seeni very

insufficient data for basing such a recommendation upon

,

must be remembered that this is an exceptional remedy tor tne

purpose of meeting exceptional circumstances ^o operation of this

or Tny other kind" would in my judgment be
;^?,7^^'f,^'%^°

'""4

as a man can keep himself reasonably comfortable with the use

"
the catheter, and therefore the percentage of ';---';!-,

7°-
radical mea,sures would seem to me to be indicated i»J?^"y

"
tremely small. Bat we must be provided for these, and though

they are oftener mat with in the aged and feeble,
^

t^ 3"«
nowers of repair, whose chances of recovery from any operation

reduced, s^h'means as I am referring to must not he too ^la^t^y

set aside in these days when the practice of operative surgery, espt

ciallv in rela ion to the interior of the body, has been shorn ot many

'of uJ dangers, and is altogether very different '^^ -l-^.V^^-^'^r,
at the coiSmencement of the present century. I am

^''f^ f
'°
^^j" " cause I think it would bo a mistortune ii

operative procedures were

ordii

have been somewhat exaggerated, and thus surgeons have

debarred from undertaking operations which, in proper^cascs,

-ffordcd both immediate and permanent reUef. bo lar,

"

"red in the way of removing more o. .v™

by proceeding from the perineum, which 1 hare

these observations partly because I think it would bo a misfortune

"-erative procedures were extended to what I
Y'-^lLTthink the

liuary forms of prostatic obstruction, and partly ^'^'^^'^^.^ '^'°^.*^^*

ks attending the removal of protruding portions of the prostate

been
have

I have been

able To~dV all I desired in the way of removing more or less of the

obstructing prostate by proceeding from the periL

always opened with considerable freedom. In connection with tlu

subiect ot prostatectomy, or removal of portions of the prostate, under

sucTclrcnmstauces as I have indicated, I would take this opportun ty

of eipressincr the intere^ with which 1 read the paper by Mr. Mct.ill

and fhe no less instructive discussion which foUowed it. at a recent
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meetinr of tho Clinical Soeistjr. In this pnpor the anthor demon-
stratni hT insUncos how portions of tho prostnte might be roniovcd by
jcisson thron^h a snprapnbie incision. I am disposcii to think that
thij, on -itill I'tirther trial, will bo found the htst way to deal with
sodh cases, for it places the operator in view of those projecting
m»»e^ of degenerated prostate tissue which invariahly protrude
towards the cavity of the bladder, and which really are the cause of
the distressing symptoms of irritation which accompany them. Oare,
however, will be necessary, as I have just urged, in the selection of
(MB«s for operations of this kind, it being distinctly understood that
tliey ,iro undertaken, not liecause the prostate is large, but because it

h»s induced symptoms which cannot be alleviated in any other way.
Yon may remove the prostate entirely, but this necessarily renders
the individual incontinent for life. Lobulated masses proceeding
from an hypertrophied prostate and isolated fibromas in the part, may
thus be dealt with with permanent advantage ; but this is a very
different thing to extirpating the prostate in its entirety, or seriously
nmtilating the muscular ring, which under all circumstances is
cssintial to the integrity of the bladder as a urine holder.
The following instance, which I will briefly relate, substantiates

the proposition with which I opened this lecture ; and, as it similarly
bears upon the operative point now under consideration, I may con-
sbtently close my remarks with it.

In August, 1882, a patient, aged 84, came under my care with
symptoms of primary carcinoma of the prostate, which caused bleed-
ing, continuous pain, and irritability of the bladder. As no treat-
ment afforded relief, I did a free median cystotomy, and proceeded
with my linger and a blunt gouge to enucleate the prostate and the
growth connected with it. In this I succeeded, with the exception of
1 small portion in front, which I could not get away. There was
very little bleeding, and tho patient made a good recovery, though ho
lost power of retaining his urine. Some degree of retentive power
eventually returned, but it became necessary to provide him with an
anparatus for controlling the incontinent escape of urine from the
bladder. He lived for fourteen months after the operation, and was
able to return to his work as a stevedore. He eventually died from a
recntrence of the disease in the glands of the groin. I showed the
specimen of what was removed at a meeting of the Royal Medical and
Cnirurgical Society, in connection with a discussion bearing upon the
subject.

A FURTHER INVESTIGATION
,

ISTO

:pHE SO-OALLED HENDON COW DISEASE,
ANT> ITS

- REL.VTION TO 8CAKLET FEVER IN MAN.
AbdracUd from a Rrport to the. AgricuUttral Deparlinfnt of the PrCvj/

Council, read before the Palhological Society, January 17th, 1888.

By Peofessor EDGAR CROOKSHANK, M.B.,
Ot the Bacteriological Laboratory, King's College, London.

Detrriptiwt of Ute Streplococctu isolated from, the Ulcers of the Teals.—
J>et^rminatum of Ou Species: Slreptococcat Pyogfues.—Acute Ab-
i:-i-!.-i : Distribution of Strejitoeoccus Ptjoyenes.—Nature of Con-
(igi'um undclcrmined in the Exanthemata.—Post-mortem Apjxar-
fancs in the Jlcndon Cows.—Posl-morUm Appearances of Cows from
n.WiUahirc.—Post-mortem Appearances of Inoculated Calves. Sum-
mam.

At a special meeting of this Society I laid before you the results of
an investigation which, though admittedly incomplete in .some de-
tails, enabled me to bring forward evidence to show that the theory
that a certain eruptive disease of tho teats of cows at Hendon was
the very disease which we call scarlet fever in man could not be
maintained. That was the object of my communication, while as a
«ide issue—which I, nevertheless, regarded as of greater interest than
the overthrow of the above-mentioned theory— I brought forward evi-
dence to show that this disease was in reality cow-pox. I was anxious
that these conclusions should be made known without ilelay, partly
to allay the public anxiety, and partly because I wanted to give
every opportunity for my statements to be examined. Thns I wished
to alfopl anyone interested in the matter an opportunity for visiting
the farms while the details were fresh in the memory of the milkers,
and before the disease had totally disappeared from among the cows.

I pointed out that tho study of the streptococcus which I had iso-
lated was not yat completed. I had yet to study tho effects of inocu-
lation, and I was therefore only in a position to say that this strepto-
coccus corresponded morphologically .ind on cnltivMiou with the so-
called scarlatina streptococcus. I inclined to the belief that these or-
ganisms wore identical, not only with each other, but with certain
other organisms which had been regarded originally as distinct
species.

I promised further investigation on these points, and I also stated
that I thought I should find in a calf at the Royal Veterinary College
the 2>od-morte^n appearances which had been described by Dr. Klein.
This animal showed symptoms of septica;mia, and has now been
killed and carefully examined. I will therefore proceed to lay before
you the details of these and of further inquiries in connection with
this subject.

I desire to lay this farther evidence before you, so that you may be
concerned to-night in discussing the identity of the disease I have in-

vestigated with the disease which has been fully described clinically

and pathologically by Dr. Cameron and Dr. Klein, and the micro-
pathology of which has been so fully illustrated by Dr. Klein in a
very extensive series of lithographed plates.

Descbii'Tion of the Strei'tococcits isolated from the Ulceb.s
OFTiiF, Teats.—I will lirst describe more in detail the chain-forming
micrococcus which I found in the discharge from the ulcers.

The individual cocci are small spherical cells with a special

tendency after fission, for the resulting elements to remain attached to

each other, forming chains or rosaries. There may be a few, three or

four, elements linked together, or a number of individuals forming
sh-aight or serpentine chains. The size of the individual elements is

not always eqnal, here and there in a chain a larger element appearing.

In plate cultivations the appearances of the colonies are not very
striking. They appear to the naked eye, after three or four days, as

extremely minute, greyish-white, translucent dots, which, under the
microscope, have a slightly yellowish-brown colour. They are finely

granular and well-defined. They do not li^iuefy the gelatine, and
after weeks do not exceed the size of a pin's head.

If the surface of nutrient gelatine solidified obliquely is traced over

once or twice with a platinum needle, bent at the extremity into a

little hook charged with the micrococci, a ribbon-shaped film develops

in two or three days at 18° C. This film is composed of minute
greyish-white translucent dots or droplets, which can be more easily

recognised with the aid of a pocket lens.

According to the number of organisms seen on the jelly, the dots or

colonies may be completely isolated or form a more or less continuous

film. This film by reflected light has an iridescent appearance like

mother-of-pearl, but has a bluish or bluish-grey tint by transmitted

light, and with a pocket lens appears distinctly brownish.

Tho gelatine is not liquefied, and even after several weeks the

cultivation is limited to the inoculated area and the individual colonies

are not larger than pins' heads. Cultivated on the oblique surface of

nutrient agar-agar at 37 C. the growth is very similar, forming a film

composed of minute dot-like colonies like grains of sand. But the

film appears less transparent, is whiter, and the colonies have a greater

tendency to get irregular in form. If inoculated with one tracing of

the needle the growth is scanty, but tends to get thicker in the centre

than towards the margins, which may have a terraced appearance.

Inoculated in the depth of the gelatine there appears after a day or

two, at 18° C, a thread-like growth along the track of the inoculating

needle. This delicate threnl is found on examination with a pocket
lens to consist of a linear series of extremely minute granules. In a
few days more the beads or granules become more marked, hut even
after weeks the cultivation only appears like a string of minute white
compact globular masses or grains. In broth at 37' 0. the cocci in

twenty-four hours create a turbidity, and gradually develop chains

varying in length according to the age of the cultivations. Even in

forty-eight hours there may bo chains of 8, 10 or 20 elements. After

a few days the growth settles down at the bottom of tho tube in the
form of a white deposit, while the supernatant liquid becomes clear

again.

Cultivated in milk at 37° C, they convert it in two or three days
into a solid mass, while uninoculated control tubes remained liquid.

Inoculated subcutaneonsly in the ear of rabbits, they produce in two
days an inflammatory thickening, with erysipelatous redness, and
without suppuration.

DirrER.MixATioN OF THE SpEciEs : Streptoooccu.s Pyooenxs.—
From its microscopical appearances, its characters on cultivation,

and ita effect on animals, it is obvious that this organism ia iden-
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tical in every respect with the streptococcua found m acute abscesses

by Gaston, and studied more minutely and named strqAococacs

pyogenes by Kosenbach. For some time my attention has been

diawn to the probable identity of the organisms described in puer-

peral fever, measles, seailatina. diphtheria, with the chain-forming

micrococcus in pus, and I find that, independently, bacteriologists

on the Continent have not only considerably extended that idea,

but have come to definite conclusions. Formerly, certain differences

in the result of inoculation of animals were regarded as establishing

a distinction of species ; but further researches have shown that often

these dilferences are not constant, and moreover, in the history of the

well-known pathogenic organisms we meet with different effects pro-

duced by one and the same species. Indeed, we find that the patho-

genic effect depends upon several conditions, such as the source of the

micro-organism, the dose, the mode and place of infection, and the

nature of the inoculated soU. The principal method of attenuation of

virus depends upon the fact that by passing organisms through dif-

ferent animals, they assume different properties. Thus, anthrax

bacilli from sheep are fatal to sheep, but if passed through mice pro-

duce a transitory illness. The microbe of swine-erysipelas passed

through pigeons is increased in pathogenic power, but by passing

through rabbits is progressively diminished, producing only a mild

disease. Bat not only is the pathogenic effect different, but the

organism itself may be altered. Thus, according to Huber, anthrax

bacilli from the guinea-pig are thicker than when they are derived

from the mouse or sheep, and the latter are thicker than in the

rabbit.
,. ^ i.

Even the streptococcus crysipclatis of Fehleisen, which at hrst was

regarded as quite a distinct species, has been identified by many Ger-

man authorities with the stre;iitococcus jjyoyenes. Similar in their micro-

scopical features and their characters on cultivation, Baumgarteri does

not consider it beyond the limits of possibility that they might differ

in their effects on inoculation, according to the condition with which

they had been associated. Thus, when derived from suppuration,

there might be a tendency towards the development of an iiiflamma-

tion accompanied with the formation of pus ; and when derived from

erysipelas, there might be a tendency towards the formation of an ery-

sipelatous inflammation without suppuration ; while under other con-

ditions the organisms might lose their pathogenic properties alto-

gether. But apparently there is no longer even this distinction, for

these differences after inoculation have been minimised by recent re-

searches. I will give further details of these investigations directly,

and I will now proceed to enumerate the various diseases andcondi-

tions in which the Continental authorities principally have arrived at

the conclusion that we have to do with one and the same micro-

organism.

DiSTKiBtmoN OF Stkeptoooccus Pyogenes.—^c!4<6 Abscesses.

—1 have already mentioned that a chain-forming micrococcus was

first described by Ogston in acute suppuration. It was later studied

by the methods of cultivation introduced by Koch, and named by

Bosenbach dreplococcus pyogenes. According to Flugge, after sub-

cutaneous inoculation of mice with a small quantity of a cultivation,

there is no result in SO per cent, of the animals experimented on.

Sometimes there is limited pus-formation at the seat of inoculation,

sometimes the animals die without any very striking pathological

appearances.

Erysipelas.—In erysipelas Fehleisen isolated a streptococcus and

described the appearances on cultivation. Fehleisen regarded the

organism as quite distinctive, with special characters on cultivation
;

but Bosenbach pointed out the extremely close resemblance in every

respect to the streptococcus pyogenes, though he described an apparent

difference on cultivation on nutrient agar-agar. Further investigations,

however, by other observers showed that these organisms could not be

distinguished with certainty, either by their morphological appear-

ances or by their characters on cultivation. Moreover, the marked

differences which have been described after inoculation were not ob-

tained by those who repeated the experiments. Passet found that the

result o( \noQ.\!.\s.i,ing streptococcus pyogenes in the rabbit's ears induced a

very similar condition to the result of inoculation of streptococcus try-

sipelatis, and both organisms, by subcutaneous inoculation and by in-

oculation in the cornea of rabbits and other animals, induced results

without any constant difference. Passet showed that the inoculation

of the cornea produced the same form of keratitis. Hoffa and Hajek

described minute differences at the seat of inoculation, but Biondi

and Eiselsberg repeated the experiments, and failed to establish the

alleged differences. Baumgarten also investigated this subject, and

failed to prove any essential difference, and indeed found much more

often than might have been expected from the publications of previous

authors that no marked result at all was obtained on inoculation ;
and

he concluded that streptococcus pyogenes and streptococcus eryHpelaiis

in their form, cultivation,, and their effects on animals were identical.'

Thus Passet, Biondi, Eiselsberg, Baumgarten, and Frankel have

d'.-finitely accepted the identity of the streptococcus associated with

suppuration, and the streptococcus associated with erysipelas.

Spreading Gangrene.—Ymm. a case of spreading gangrene, which

was identical with Ogston's erysipelatoid wound gangrene, and re-

garded by him as the most intense and dangerous form of erysipelas,

Bosenbach obtained pure cultivations of streptococcus pyogenes by

incising the skin of the limb, and inoculating tubes from the turbid

reddish fluid which escaped. That the streptococcus was identical

with streptococcus pyogenes was ascertained by comparison of the mode

of growth, and of the effect on animals with a cultivation derived

from pus.

Surgical Fe\!cr.—'E\se\A>sra proved the presence oi strcptacocai^

jnjogenes in the blood of several cases of surgical fever in BiUroth's

clinic. The organism was identified by cultivation.

Puerixral Feaer.—Yi&nkeX isolated from puerperal septica;m_ia a

streptococcus, which he called streptococcus puerpcralis ; he identified

it with streptococcus pyogenes. AVinkel obtained a pure cultivation of

a streptococcus from the blood of the heart in a case of puerperal

peritonitis. It produced erysipelatous redness when inoculated in the

rabbit's ear, and in form and in cultivation was similar to strepto-

coccus erysipelatis. Cushing found that streptococcus pyogenes was

associated with puerperal infection. The cocci were found in endo-

metritis diphtheritica as well as in secondary puerperal inflammation.

These observations were confirmed by Baumgarten, and there can be

little doubt, from the description, that the streptococcus isolated

from puerperal fever by Dr. W. E. Smith, which is regarded_ by

Dr. Klein as a distinct species of sti-eptococcus, is the same organism

as the one previously found by the observers just named, and, if so, rt

U anXj 3.uo\h.m ma.niiesta.'don. ol strq)tococcus pyogenes.

Puerperal Mastitis. — In puerperal mastitis Bumm isolated the

streptococcus pyogenes. ,.,.,,. t-^i r i
Diphtheria.—In three cases of typical diphtheria Loffler found a

streptococcus. He isolated it by cultivation, found that it was

similar in form, characters on cultivation, and effects after inocu-

lation with Fehleisen'? streptococcus of erysipelas. Loflier was not

inclined to regard them as identical, beoaucC Fehleisen never found

his cocci in the blood vessels. Flugge named the organism strt-pto-

coccus articulorum, and states that, after subcutaneous inoculation or

injection of a cultivation in mice, a large proportion of the animals

die, and in the sections of the spleen and other organs the streptococci

are again seen. Baumgarten inveitigated the same subject, and

decided that the streptococcus was s«r.-2)«oi-oc<;iiSiiyo5fCTfs.

Scarlet Fever.—Crodke, in cases of scarlet fever with severely af-

fected throat, found bacilli, cocci, and streptococci in the organs of

the throat, and cocci in the internal organs. Crooke left it an open

question whether these cocci were the specific organisms of scarlet fever,

or to be regarded as diphtheritic or septic associates. He melmed on

clinical grounds to the latter view. In cases of scarlatinal diphthena

Lbfiler found the same chain-forming micrococcus which he had found

in typical diphtheria. Babis was able constantly to prove in inflam-

matory products secondary to scarlatina the presence of a strepto-

coccus greatly resembling that in pus. Heubner and Bahrdt, in a

fatal case of scarlet fever in a boy, complicated with suppuration of

the finder and knee joints and with pericarditis, found a streptococcus

identical in form, from the description, with streptococcus pyogenes.

Cultivations were not made. The secondary affection started from

the diphtheritically affected tonsils, which were followed by retro-

pharyngeal abscess. Frankel and Freudenbcrg examined tor nucTO-

or.'auisms three cases of scarlatina with well-marked afTeotion of the

throat lu all three cases they obtained cultivations of cocci from the

submaxillary lymphatic glands, spleen, liver, and kidney. These

cocci could in no way be distinguished from streptococcus pyogenes

derived from pus ; nor from the undoubtedly identical streptococcus

which one of them (A. Frankel) had already repeatedly cultivated

in lar^e numbers from puerperal affections. lu two of lie cases strep-

tococcus pyogenes was the only organism present, and in all three cases

it was far in excess of other colonies which developed. Ihe or-

ganisms were also found in sections of the organs by mictoscoiucal

examination. ... j
The identity of this streptococcus with streptococcus pyogenes and

streptococcus pucrpe^alis vias established by comparison of their macro-

scopical and microscopical appearances in cultivations on nutrient

a^ar-a-rar nutrient gelatine, and in broth, both at the ordinary and

at hi"iier temperatures, and also by experiments on animals. Ther

concluded that it could bo stated, with .certamty that^the prgui;
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Ums in qaestion did not stand in c&nsal relation to scarlet

fever.

They consider that special methods of microscopical and hiological

research were apparently n eded for demonstrating the true

scarlet fever contagion, which probably was especially present in the

akin.

They consider that tho presence of the streptococcus was due to a

eccondarj- infection to which tho door was ojwned by tho lesions of tho

throat, a view which was sojiported by the f.ict that the organisms

were found in the snbmaxillary lymphatic glands.

They preferred to use tho toiiu "secondary" to "complicated" or

"combined" infection, because this expresses the fact that by the

effect of the scarlatinal virus the soil is rendered suitable for this

ubiquitous microbe, when it li.is once gained an entrance.

From the blood and desijuamation of scarlet fever, Dr. Edington
cultivated a streptococcus, which ho named provisionally strfptococcus

ruh'ginosits.

Dr. Klein examined eleven ciscs of scarlet fever. In ten of theai

tho tonsils were ulcerated, and in many severely. From five cases,

from four during life, and from one after death, with ulcerated throat,

a streptococcus was isolated—in one case in company with staphylo-

coccus aureus. Dr. Klein regarded this chain-forming micrococcus as

tho contagium of scarlet fever, and named it the mierocoecus scarla-

tina. The Edinburgh commission regarded Dr. Klein's streptococcus

as identical morphologically with the streptococcus rubiginosns, and
Dr. Woodhead suggested that it was identical with the streptococcus

pyogenes. In a specimen of tinned milk which had been suspected

of containing the contagium of scarlet fever. Dr. Klein isolated

a streptococcus, which he regarded as identical with the strepto-

coccus from the scarlet fever cases. If the organism is identical with
the streptococcus of scarlatina, it is obvious that improperly preserved

milk is another source of the Urcptococais jnjoyencs. From the blood

of a monkey, which Dr. Klein received two days after death, a strep-

tococcus was isolated, which corresponded with the streptococcus from
the Hendon cow disease, from the scarlet fever cases, and from the

tinned milk. This monkey died in a house where scarlet fever had
occurred.

From the presence of this streptococcus and from the anatomical
condition of the viscera. Dr. Klein regarded as without doubt the

unity of this disease with acute scarlatina. The poil mortem appear-

ances, however, were from description the post-mortem appearances of

septicemia, which are common to many diseases besides scarlet fever,

and the streptococcus, which can only be regarded as the streptococcus

pyogenes, may have been either the result of septic infection secondary
to some undetermined disease, or it may possibly bo accounted for

by the animal not being examined earlier than two days after death.

So called Hendon Cow Disease.—In the disease which Dr. Klein

calls the Hendon cow disease a streptococcus was isolated which is

identical with the streptococcus from scarlet fever. The Hendon cow
disease was regarded as scarlatina in the cow, and the streptococcus

83 the micrococcus scailatinte. From the ulcers of the Wiltshire dis-

ease I have isolated an organism identical with the description of Dr.

Klein's streptococcus. I regard this disease as cow-pox, and the or-

ganism aa identical with the slreptococjjus pyogenes.

Vaccinia,—In vaccine lymph, Cohn and others have recognised the
presence of micro-organisms. Guttmau and Pfeiffer have separated

the different species by Koch's methods. Guttman found: (1) micro-

coccus pyogenes aureus
; (2) staphylococcus viridis ilavescens

; (3)

staphylococcus cereus albus. (Syn. micrococcus vaccinire, Cohn,
Voight, Garrc). Dr. Klein has isolated a micrococcus which he calls

streptococcus vaccinia?, and which he states is identical with one of

Gnttman'a cocci. But tho streptococcus pyogenes may occur in vaccine

lymph, and Pftiffer regards it as the result of contamination. Hence
it is suggested that before calf lymph is employed for vaccination it

should be fcstcj on a rabbit's car. If in two days no rash has been
produced, the possibility of the presence in the lymph of streptococcus

pyogena or erysipelaiis is excluded. The nature of the contagium in

vaccinia as in scarlet fever is unknown.
yariola.—la the pustules of variola Hlava has established the

presence of streptocoecus pyogenes, and Garre found streptococci in the
internal organs in a case ol variola hemorrhagica.

Variola and Pemphigus.— la a. fata! case of variola complicated
with pemphigus, Garre found a streptococcus in the pemphi^ni vesi-

cles. 'Whether it was identical with streptoeoo-ti.^ erysipelaiis Garre
left an open question.

Foot-and-Moiith Disteut.—In 1868 Professor Brown figured a strep-

tococcus in the milk of cows affected with foot-and-mouth disease.

From the vesicles of this disease in sheep Dr. Klein isolated a strepto-
coccus which he regarded as the contagium of the disease. From Dr.

Klein's description of its morphological features and characters on
cultivation it closely corresponds with streptococcus pyngenes. Mr.

Watson Cheyne investigated the same disease, and informs me that

he also isolated a streptococcus, which he concluded was streptococcus

pyogenes. Baumgaiten also regards Dr. Klein's alleged contagium as

most probably the streptococcus pyogenes. Against the fact of this

organism being the virus of this disease, and in favour of its being

streptococcus pyogenes we have the results of inoculation experiments.

A great number of subcutaneous inoculations in sheep were without

any result. One of several guinea-pigs fed with tho organism had an

abscess, another an ulcer. In sheep fed with the organism two out

of nine, after a number of repeated administrations, developed a dis-

ease regarded by Dr. Klein as foot-and-mouth disease. There is the

possibility of two fallacies : one that the disease, if really foot-and-

mouth disease, may have occurred spontaneously ; tho other that the

result which occurred may have been a spnrious form of foot-and-

mouth disease. The control experiment of exposing a number of

sheep with these two sheep to see if the disease spread was wanting.

Cattle Plague.—Semmcr cultivated streptococci from the blood and

lymphatic glands of a sheep with this disease. X calf inoculated with

a cultivation was stated to have died in seven days from cattle plagne.

The cocci were stated to lose their virulence by successive cultivation,

and the weakened cultivations to protect against tho virulent disease.

I think it extremely likely this was another manifestation of strepto-

coccus jnjogenes, and that the animal died very probably of septic in-

fection. Dr. Klein is also of opinion, in spite of Semmer's statements,

that the specific nature of these micro-organisms cannot be considered

to be established.

Swine Fever.— In a severe case of this disease with well-marked

intestinal ulceration I have obtained from the blood of the spleen a

n ixed cultivation of streptococci and other organisms. Isolation

and cultivation in the pure state are not yet completed. It was very

probably mixed infection with streptococcus pyogenes.

Yellow Fever.—Bab6s observed the presence of streptococci in the

vessels of the kidney and liver in yellow fever. Cultivation experi-

ments are wanting. It was probably secondary infection with strepto-

coccus pyogenes.

Fievre Bilieuse Tnpholde.—Babes, in a case of this disease, found

masses of streptocci filling the vessels of the liver, kidney, and spleen ;

probably auottier instance of secondary infection with streptococeua

pyogenes.

ifeaslcs —Yrcm the blood and from inflammatory post-products in

measles Bates isolated a streptococcus, which he describes as closely

resembling the streptococcus pyogenes.

Endocarditis.—Wyssokowitsch found cocci in the internal organs in

ulcerative endocarditis, and produced the disease in animals by injec-

tion of streptococcus pyogenes and other organisms after injury to the

valves. Weichselbaum, by microscopical research and by cultivation

experiments, proved the presence of streptococcus pyogenes in acute

verrucous endocarditis. Baumgarten confirmed this. He found strep-

tococcus pyogeius alone in one case, and accompanied by stapkylococcui

aureus in another.

Typhoid Fever.—Senger found a streptococcus in a case of typhoid

with secondary infection. This was probably streptococcus pyogenes, for

Dunin found in post-typhoid suppuration the well-known pyogenic

organisms, mostly as staphylococci, but sometimes streptococci.

Pneurrwnia.—Weichsclbaum found the streptococcus pne^tmonia:,

which resembled streptococcus pyogenes and erysipelaiis morphologically

and on cultivation. It was found in twenty-one cases by micro-

scopical research, and cultivated in nineteen. It had no effects on tho

rabbit's car. Baumgarten nevertheless regards this as streptococcvs

pyogenes, and is of opinion that it is only a matter of further research

to establish that view. In pneumonia after typhoid, Keamann found

streptococci by microscopical research in the lungs, and by cultivation

isolated a streptococcus. It corresponds with Weichselbaum's strepto-

coccus in not affecting the rabbit's ear.

Empyema.—Rosenbach obtained a pure cultivation of streptococcus

pyogenes in a case of empyema. Wechselbaum in two cases also

established its presence.

Bronchopneumonia.—Thaon found chain cocci in tho lungs of chil-

dren in fatal cases of broncho-pneumonia, complicating measles, diph-

theria, and whooping-cough. They were regarded as identical with

the streptococcus isolated by LiifUer from diphtheria. FrSnkel dis-

covered a streptococcus in the lungs of a case of true croup complicated

with bronchopneumonia, and by cultivation established its identity

with streptococcus pyogenes.

Progressive Tissue JVecrosis in Mice.—Koch produced a disease in mice

by subcutaneous injection of putrid blood. In tissue sections a chain

coccus was found, and Baumgarten is of opinion that it is very pro-
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bably identical with the streptococcus pyogcTies, but cultivations are still

wanting.
Septicwmia Consecutive to Anthrax.— Ch&mn found cocci in rabbit?,

examined seme hours after death from anthrax. These when isolated

produced death in rabbits from septicaemia without suppuration.

Chains composed of fifteen to twenty elements were found in all the

orpans. This was probably another instance of streptococcus pyogenes.

Pyccmia and Septi-irynia.—B.oseuh&c'h examined six cases of

pyemia. From Case No. 1 cultivations of streptococcus pyogenes

were obtained from the blood of the patient during life.

The blood was stroked over the surface of the culture medium,

and in two tubes the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus was also present.

In Case 2, with suppurative pleuritis, the pleura was tapped during

life, and cultivations of streptococcus pyogenes were obtained. In Case

3, streptococci were found in the metastases in the kidneys, and in the

other suppurations that were examined.

In Case 4 the pleura was opened during life, and streptococcus

pyogenes, associated with staphylococetis pyogenes aureus, was culti-

vated from the fluid which escaped. In Case 6 pure cultivations of

streptococcus pyogenes weie obtained from pus from the knee, which

was punctured during life. This case was one of erysipelas and pysmii

after removal of carcinoma of the breast. In Case 6, a case of whit-

low, with metastatic abscesses, the patient recovered, and no strepto-

cocci Were found. Thus in six cases of metastatic py;emia strepto-

coccus pyogenes was found five times, partly in the blood and partly

in the metastatic deposits, and twice in compmy with, staphylococcus

pyogenes aureics. Baumgarten also found the streptococcus pyogenes in

the internal organs inpyaimic cases, and Eiselsberg found streptococcus

pyogenes in company with staphylococcus pyogcTies aureus in the blood

of cases of septicicmia.

Congenital Syphilis.—Kassowitz and Hochsinger found the presence

of a streptococcus in the tissues and internal organs, and especially in

the blood vessels, in fatal cases of congenital syphilis. These observers

regarded their discovery as having an important bearing on the

etiology of syphilis, but Kolisko pointed out that it was only the

result of septic infection with presence of streptococcus pyogertes, as had

already been established in scarlet fever.

Idiopathic Cerebro-Ueyiinejitis,—From the meningeal exudation of a

case of apparently idiopathic cerebro-meningitis Banti found by

Koch's methods the presence of streptococcus pyogenes, staphylococcus

I aureus, and albus. The cocci probably entered through an abscess of

the jejunum.
Blejiharadcnitis and Phlegmonous Dacryocystis.—Widmark isolated

by cultivation, streptococcus pyogenes, and other organisms from these

diseases. In phlegmonous dacryocystis Widmark found streptococcus

pyogenes almost exclusively.

Fatal Case of Lcu/cicmia.—¥\ngge cultivated a streptococcus from

necrotic patches in the spleen of a fatal case of leukaemia. Cultures

corresponded very closely with streptococcus pyogenes. Inoculation in

two rabbits' cars produced similar results to streptococcus pyogenes, or

erysipelatis. Flugge called it streptococcus pyogenes malignus, but

concludes that it is probably identical with the streptococcus from pns.

Earth.—'Sicoliier, and later Guarneri, isolated a streptccoccus irom

soil. Microscopically it could not ho distinguished from other strep-

tococci. Baumgarten is of opinion that it is neither in form nor in

cultivation to be distinguished with certainty from streptococcus

pyogenes.

Air.—Emmerich succeeded in proving the presence of chain cocci in

the air of a hospital where erysipelas had broken out. These cocci in

their form, their characters on cultivation, and in inoculation results,

were identified with the streptococcus erysipelatis.

Kario^is Hotting Suhsliinces.—Biuin'^&nen states that in the most

various substances undergoing putrefaction streptococci are always

fonnd, which raorphologicatly are exactly similar to the streptococcus

erysipelatis. Baumgarten, therefore, regards it as quite possible that

the striptococcus erysipelatis, or pyogenes, is essentially a saprophytic

organism, that -is to say, an organism which may be found wherever

there is decaying organic matter, and that its parasitism is only

incidental.

NatITEE of CoNTAGIUM UNIIETEKMINED IN THE EXANTHEMATA. —
I think, therefore, that the results of these numerous investigations

constitute a mass of evidence in support of my opinion that in a dis-

ease which is accompanied with a lesion of the skin or mucous mem-
brane, and in which the blood and tis-sues are profoundly affected by

the virus of that disease, micro-organisms may gain an entrance into

the circulation and escape destruction.

The cccnrrence, therefore, of streptococcus pyogenes in diphtheria,

scarlet fever, vaccinia, Tariola, measles, typhoiJ, etc , must be re-

garded as a secondary result, and associated with septic or pyemic

complication—and I am forced to the conclusion that, excepting nega-

tive evidence, bacteriology has not assisted ns in the least in the de-

termination of the real nature of the morbific agent or aotual con-

tagium of the exanthemata.

That there are ceitain diseases which are due to micro-organisma is,

I am sure, accepted by all modem pathologists, but we are far from

having solved the nature of the contagium of all communicable dis-

eases. In many cases, as in hydrophobia, where bacteria have been

brought forward as the specific agents, they have been gradually sub-

stituted by the less definable term zirus. Misapplied bactfriology will

be both misleading and mischievous, and this criticism la ap-

plicable if a micro-organism is maintained to be the actual contagium

of a disease, such as scarlatina, in the face of obvious fallacies and

without affording the evidence which is usually regarded as necessary

for admitting a causal connection.

Post-mortem Appeap.ances in the Hekdon Cows.—A great deal

of importance appears to have been attached to the post rnorUm ap-

pearances which were found by Dr. Klein in the original Hendcm

disease. This is all the more surprising inasmuch as it was pre-

sumably not only a non-fatal form of scarlatina, but of such a very

mild type that, according to Dr. Klein, neither feeding capacity nor

milking power was affected, nor was the body temperature abnormal.

Putting aside the danger of coming to conclusions from two post mortem

examinations, I will pass onto quote fully what the post-morUm exami-

nation of these two cows revealed.

In cow 4, killed January 9th, we read as follows :—

Xal-ed Eye Appearances of Cow 4.—" On opening the chest, it was

found that both lungs exhibited on the upper posterior lobes numerous

petechia; under the pulmonary pleura, the peripheral lobules of these

parts being much congested. There were numerous adhesions by re-

cent soft lymph between the lower lobes of the lung and the costal

pleura, particularly laterally. In the liver there were several reddish

streaks and patches reaching from the surface of the organ to a depth

of about a quarter of an inch. In these patches the liver tissue was

much softened. The spleen and kidneys, with exception of slight

congestion, appeared normal. In the placenta there were numerous

petechia."
, It T

Microscopical E.camination of Internal Organs of tow 4.— Lung.

—Sections made through the portions above mentioned as containing

much congested lobules show not only great congestion of the blood

vessels, large and small, but a large amount of hemorrhage ;
blood in

substance being present in the air vesicles and infundibula, in the

Ijmph spaces of the interlobular septa, and in the tissue and

lymphatics of the pleura.
_

"Xiirr.—Under the capsule, as well as m the substance ot the

liver, there occur in connection with the interlobular branches of the

portal vein larcer and smaller foci of inflammation, consisting in the

presence of numerous round cells. Some of these foci are several

millimetres in dian-eter, others are very small From the interlobular

tissue the inflammation extends into the lobules between the liver

cells The livtr cells of these lobules involved in the inllammatcry

process are swolKn up, and many of them are undergoing duMntegja-

tion. In some cf these foci, particularly those situated in the vicinity

of the capsule, the round cells are so much crowded that given foci

look almost like miliary abscesses. The blood vessels are much dis-

tended and filled with blood.
i. -i^

" iTuZnc!/ —Sections showed well-marked glomerulo-nepbntis, in-

filtration of the sheath of the cortical arterioles, with numerous

round cells; the epithelium of the convoluted tubnles swollen,

opaque, and, in many places, disintegrating."

iialeed-Eyc Appearances of Cow 5. -"In the lungs there were-

numerous lobules, especially in the peripheral part.s which showed^

great congestion; there were, in addition, pleural adhesions; the cor-

tex of the kidney was congested, but its medulla was pale.

Microscopical Appearances.— -'The lungs and kidneys showed, en

microscopic examination, the same appearances as in Cow 3 ;
in ad-

dition there was a good deal of round cell infiltration in the waU ot

the infundihula and bronchi in the lung and around the arterioles m
the kidney." , , , .

Such postmorion appearances can hardly be regarded as of primary

importance. At most thty are suggestive of some coincident affec-

tion. In both the description of the nakedeye appearances suggests^

pleurisy, or possibly some pleuropneumonia. The microscopical appear-

o,nce3 in both arc suggestive of septic poisoning.

PosT-Mor.TEM Appearances of Cows fkom Wiltshike.—I have

already mentioned that a cow from the outbreak which I investigated

in WU'shiro waa sent to the Brown lustitu'ion. Havms duly leceivca
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notirr of the ;km.' inorUm cxamioition, I acconipaoicd Professor Brown;
toil iu»«iiinch u th»ro w« no stisjiicion ct' nny disease complicntinn
lh» MU|.tive .liseasc of tbo teaU, il was not surprising to lin<l that
nskeil uye >p)iranuice9 at the postmorlem ciaminition •woio practically
ni'j;alivo. All that could bo noted of the viscera was aa follows : po-
tochiir on the spleen; liver, a few whitish irregular spots ; fatty patcbea
•)D -.urlacf oi tho cortex of the kidney.

1 have iilready nuniioncd that there waa an onusunl condition of
ulceration in thin eow, and milkiuR had become a matter of ),'"»' dif-

ti'-ulty to inexperienced hands. Tho result was that after the cow had
l>e«n at the Koyal Teterinary College, tho ndder became enliugcd, and
the teats red and swollen. At tho post-mordm ezamiDation an inci-

sion into the udder revealed an onormous abscess.
At the pKt-morUm of Cow '2, which was also sent to Dr. Klein,

there was a somewhat similar condition, and the visceral changes
were negative.

N I shall refer to the examination of the ulcers of these two cows
later, but it is inttresting to observe that microscopical sections of the
kidney of the ^V'iilahi^e cow No. 1 revealed a .similar condition to that

^. found in the kidney of Dr. Klein's Hendon cow.

.,. M^teroscopical Examination of Kidney oj Ji'iltshire Cow l.^^ctioiia
.showed glomerulo-nephritis ; infiltrations round Bowman's capsule
with round ctlls ; infiltration of the sheaths of the vessels with round
cel'is, etpecially of the cortex ; blood-vessels in the boundary zone of
the uieduila engorged ; arteiioles of the glomeruli engorged, and slight
h.emorrhages into the capsule ; epithelium of the convoluted tubules
granular, opaque, and in some parts breaking down.

Inasmuch as sections of the kidney of cow No. 1 (Wiltshire) show
similar appearance to those in sections of Dr. Klein's Hendon cow
No. i, the appearances in the latter can hardly be regarded as a
nicessary indication of the disease being scarlatina in the cow.

Microsroj-ical Appearances of Ike Ulcers oj ( WiJlshire) Con-sl and i.

.—Cow 1 : Sections of a portion of the spreading ulceration of

the teat, showed only a superficial ulceration, not extending far

into tho depth of the ti.'sue. There were marked hamorrhages
in the corium. These appearances were sowewhat difierent from the
apii.;aracces in sections of a circumscribed ulcer from a teat of
VV ilt.shire; cow 2.

Sections of this ulcer also show infiltration of the corium with
.. roQud cells, but the ulceration extends deeply into the tissue.

j.Tkerc are spaces or cavities in the stratum Malpighii, especially

,, in the .sapeiUcial layers. These spaces are emptj' or filled with granu-
. lar matter and round cells, and are separated from one other by
trabeculae. In short, it may be said that the appearances under the
niicro.'icope compared side by side with Dr. Klein's iDustratiou of an
ulcer ffcm a Hendon cow (Plate x, lig. 12) are so strikingly similar,

that Dr. Klein's illustration looks as if it might have been drawn from
a section from (Wiltshire) cow 2.

It is iateiesting also to note that Dr. Klein states that appearances
of microscopical sections of ulcers of the Hendon cows " recalled vividly
the condition observed in the vesicles of cow-pox."

Post-mortem Appsarasces of Inoodlated Cal^'es.—Though
the jw'iini'n^o'i appearances in the Hendon cows cannot be regarded

as throwing much light upon the question, this is not the case when
wo come to examine the j'osl-morliin. appearances of calves inoculated

with the scraping of an ulcer or with cultivation of the streptococcus

froar cases of scarlatina. These po^l-morlcm appearances are very

striking, bat they cannot be regarded as characteristic of scarlatina
;

they are in reality the post-murlem appearances of septic infection,

and common, therefore, to many diseases. For example, let us take

the case of Cilf No. 1, which was inoculated i;i the skin of tho groin

•ud tho belly with a subcnltare of streptococci from the blood of a
scarlatinal patient. This calf was killed, and the post-mortem appear-

ances were as fu 1 jws :

—

"The lymphiitic glands of the groin much congested and swollen,

some of them dirk red, almost black. Similar appearances were
founil in somo ^ymph glands in the subcutaneous tissues of the throat,

and in the pelvis ; in some, also, of those along the aorta and vena
Mva, in the bronchi, and in the anterior mediastinum, along tho

trachea, and aluug the stomach and mesentery. Many of these glands
WIT') either patli*lly or wholly of a dark red colour, when cut into

bloody Moid easily oozed out. Those that were not dark red were soft

and .;ai''.y, and clear fluid oozed from them when cut into. Some of

the dark red, almost black glands— for example, some in the bronchi,

the glands along the aorta and vena cava, and in tho pelvis—were not
larger than a pea, others as large as a bean, and up to the size of a

walnnt St'oiioni examined under the microscope showeil a largo

amount of blood elfused en matie into the cortical and medollary

lym])h sources, and into the tissue of the lymph follicles of the cortex,

by which tho adunoitl tissue of these latter had become to a great
extent destroyed.

" Both lungs were congested in tho upper and middle portions, gronpa
of lobules in the latter being dark r;d and hepatised and not tioatiDg

in water. The pericardial cavity was filled with several ounces of

clear liquid
;
patches of soft pseudoraerabranea were found on the

root of the aorta and pulmonary artery, on tlie wall of both anticles,

and particularly along the free margin of the latter. The liver was
congested, and showed dark rod patches of softened liver tissue. The
spleen was enlarged, dark in its substance, with numerous petechia;

in and underneath the capsule. Both kidneys showed mnch con-

gestion."

The result of microscopical examination of the organB of this and
other calves Dr. Klein sums up by saying tnat the appearances

"closely resembled those foimd in the viscera of cases of fatal hnman
scarlatina."

I will now give for comparison with this account the }>osl-mortem

appearances of the calf, which was killed at the Royal Veterinary

College. This calf had been inoculated in the groin with a scraping

from an ulcer of (Wiltshire) cow 1. During the second week after

inoculation it was very dull, and did not feed well. It had diarrhoea

for several days, and passed bloody urine. It was noticed that it had
a slight congti, which got worse. The place of inoculation was sup-

purating freely, and there was considerable intiammatory thickening

around the seat of inoculation. The animal was killed thirty-six days
after inoculation.

The postmortem examination of the viscera was made under the

supervision of Professor Brown and Professor Axe. I have submitted

the microscopical specimens to Professor Brown. I will now give a

detaih d occount.

Xak-ed Eije Appearances : Lnngs.—Upper and middle lobes of each

lung adherent to ths walls of the chest
;
patchy congestion, especially

of middle lobe, and patches of recent adherent lymph. Posterior

parts of the upper lobes of both lungs were completely consolidated,

and on section varied in colour from brick-red to greyish-white. The
interlobular tissue was infiltrated with inflammatory products, which
mapped out the tissue of the lung in small indurated areas, in which
the tissue was granular looking and friable. These appearances in

the upper lobes were due to pleuro-pneumonia. Scattered throngh

the other lobes of both lungs were white, mostly firm, nodules raised

above the level of the surface of tho lung. They were surrounded by
a zone of congestion, and in some cases sections were composed of

indurated, in others of friable, lung tissue. In the posterior part of

the right upper lobe there was a recent infarct. Bronchial Glajids.—
The bronchial glands at the roots of each lung were enlarged to two
or three times their natural size, and were hard and firm in section.

Pericardium.—The parietal surface of the pericardium was covered

with recent adherent lymph. The visceral surface of the pericardium

was normal. Aorta.—Along the external surface of the aorta were

chains of enlarged lymphatic glands connected by dilated lymphatic

vessels. These glands were dark red or purplish in colour, from

haemorrhage into their substance. Heart.—^The heart was normal

and the endocardium not stained. (K.tophagus.—liiero were chains

of red glands on the wsophagus similar to those along the aorta.

Mesenteric Glands.—Ihe appearance of the mesenteric glands was very

striking. The mesentery was dotted along the lymphatic vessels with

glands, varying in size from a large shot to a pea, which were deep

red or prune coloured. In addition ttiere were here and there enlarged

glands, without haemorrhage into their substance, and greyish in

cdour. Sjilecn.—There were scattered petechia on the spleen. Kid-

neys.—The kidneys were firm on section, and there was marked con-

gestion in both, while it was more pronounced in one kidney than the

other. Liver.—The liver was congested, the congestion being more
marked in patches.

Microscopical Examination.—iiinj.—Sections from the consolidated

upper lobes showed thickening of the pleura and infiltration with

round cells. The exudation filled the alveoli, and was breaking down
in some cases in tho centre. The vessels were injected, and there were

haimorrhages into the alveoli. The periphery of the lobules was in-

filtrated with round cells. Kidney.—Slight infiltration around

glomeruli and arterioles ; epithelium of convoluted tubes, granular and

disintegrating.hremorrbagBin straight tube3,aud engoigmeut of vessels,

iiivr.— Inter- and iutra-lobular vessels engorged ; intratubular col-

lections of round cells di.iplacing the liver cells ; interlobular connec-

tive tissue infiltrated with round ccll.'i ; liver cells granular and cloudy.

There can be no doubt from the symptoms and posl-morttm appear-

anici that this calf suffered from se|itica;mia, as the result of intro-

ducing septic matter subcutaneously in the groin; and iht post-mortam
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appearances, excluding the consolidation of the apices dne to the coin-

cident pleuro-pneumonia, almost reproduce the posl-morUm appear-

ances observed by Dr. Klein. That the micrococcus from scarlet fever

cases should fail to produce in calves fever, ulceiation of the tonsils,

or scarlatina rash, or any condition resembling clinically the disease

in man, and yet that the result should be regarded as scarlatina in the

calf, is quite untenable ; but I am quite ready to agrte with Dr.

Klein that similar lesions may be produced in calves, whether inocu-

lated with scrapings from ulcers, or with the streptococcus from the

Hendon cows, or with the streptacocous from cases of scarlet fever.

The micro-organism is a septic organism {streptococcus pyogenes); and

its inoculation or the inoculation of septic lymph may produce

septicaemia.

StrMMARY.—From the evidence I have adduced, and from the facts

that I have described, I am led to the belief that

:

1. The nature of the contagium of scarlet fever is unknown.

2. The micro-organism regarded by Dr. Klein as the contagium is

the streptococcus pyogenes.

i 3. Streptococcus pyogenes is found, sometimes in company v,-ith

staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, as a secondary result in scarlet fever

and many other diseases.

4. A streptococcus was first observed in scarlet fever by Crooke, later

by Loffler, Heubner, and Bahrdt ; but its exact relation to scarlatina,

and its undoubted identity with the streptococcus from pus and puer-

peral fever, was definitely established in 1885 by Friinkel and Freuden-

berg.

To these I would add the following statements :

5. Both the Wiltshire and Hendon cow diseases were called cow-

pox by people on the farms.

6. Both diseases correspond in their clinical history.

7. The ulcers on the teats correspond in naked eye and in micro-

scopical appearances, and the latter "vividly recall the appearances of

cowpox.

"

8. Calves inoculated from the discharges of the ulcers are similarly

affected.

9. Post-mortem examination of such calves, or of calves inoculated

with streptococci isolated from scarlet fever cases, show similar appear-

ances.

10. The post-mortem appearances in such inoculated calves are the

result of septicemia.

11. There are no specific visceral changes in cow-pox apart from

complications or coincident affections.

I propose to publish shortly the history of the lad shown at the

Society, the full details of the calves inoculated from the boy, and of

calves inoculated from those calves, the results of revaccination of

those calves, and further details from Wiltshire and Gloucestershire.

RUPTURE OF THE SAC IN THE EARLIER STAGES
OF TUBAL PREGNANCY, WITH NOTES OF

TWO CASES.

By WILLIAM JAPP SINCLAIK, M.A., M.D.,
Honorary Physician to the Southern Hospital for "Women-and Children,

Slanchester.

Cask i. Tubal Pregnancy: Sudden. Death,: Necropsy.—During the

greater part of 1880 a patient, nullipara, was under treatment for an
enlargement of the uterus, with retroversion. In November she did

not menstruate, and in December she had symptoms which suggested

pregnancy, but thoy were very slight, and from the history and circum-

stances it seemed an improbable event. On January 1st, 1881, she

was taken snddonly ill, with faintness and pain in the bowels. The
medical man who was sent for in the emergency found the chief sym-
ptom diarrlioja with tenesmus. The patient sank rapidly, and when
1 arrived in the evening, in response to a telegram, she was dead.

From my previous knowledge of the case, on learning the details of

the fatal illness, 1 concluded that the patient had died of hsemorrhage

£rom the bursting of the sac of a tubal pregnancy. We were per-

mitted to moke an examination of the abdomen, and we found it full

of blood. There was a tubal pregnancy apparently of about six weeks'

duration ; the sac was near the middle of the left Fallopian tube, and
the orifice, from which blood oozed on disturbing the parts, was on
the posterior surface, so that there was a free opening into the pelvis.

The uterus contained several fibroid tumours projecting on the serous

surface, the l.irgcst of them about the 8iz(> of a walnut. In ciitting

through the abdominal walls, which was done carefully as if in the

performance of an operation on the living, wa were struck with the

appearance of the blood through the peritoneum before it was cut.

As soon as the peritoneum was reached we knew there was blood in

the abdomen, Ijecause of the black colour apparently given to the

peritoncnm by the blood behind it.

It will be noted in the history of this case that the pregnancy was

not capable of definite diagnosis. It was too early for certainty in

almost any case ; but in this case there were the previous symptoms
of diseased uterus and disturbed menstruation, the uterus was always

enlarged to the touch, owing, as wa? found after death, to the presence

of small fibroids. The sound was not used after the menstrual period

had been missed, and there was no sort of examination to excite un-

usual movements of the uterus or tubes for nearly a month before the

rupture of the sac.

When the rupture took place, it will be observed that the disturb-

ance set up in the bowels became the most prominent feature in the

case, and so obscured the diagnosis that the experienced practitioner

who was called in on the emergency concluded that some nnusnal

bowel complication had occurred.

This case made a deep impression on my mind, and I resolved that

if ever the opportunity occurred to me, I would operate at once, and
endeavour to stop the hemorrhage by surgical means. It seemed a

simple operation, and the only question was how far the bathing of

the whole abdominal cavity in blood, which could not possibly be

completely removed, might militate against a tuccessful result. Very

few cases of operation in the early stage had been published at that

time, and the proceeding did not seem so common-place then as it

may appear now.
Case ii. Tuhal Pregnmuy : Rapture of Sac : Laparotomy: Reco-

very.—The next case is that of a patient of Mr. Priestley, of Fallow-

field, at whose suggestion I had the opportunity of helping in the

treatment. She was residing at a distance from home at the time of

the rupture of the sac. Mr. Priestley s notes of the case prior to

operation are as follows

:

'

,

'

"The patient, Mrs. —— , between 30 and 35 years of age, vii-para,

after menstruating regularly for more than twelve months from the

birth of the last chUd, missed two menstrual periods, and was, when
the present symptoms commenced, a week past the second. A week

after the first missed period there was a slight brownish discharge,

which subsided after a two days' rest on the couch.

"On February 13th, 18S7, the patient 'believes she caught cold."

On February 15th, after a hasty tea, she hurried to catch a train.

Hardly was she seated in the carriage when she was seized with a

'sudden terrible pain, paleness, vomiting, and faintness.' She was

carried out of the train on its next stoppage, in a few minutes, and
conveyed home, when hor abdomen was found to be ' distended like

a drum." The temperature was normal. On Febmary 16th the pain

and faintness continued, and the temperature was found to be 101°.

She also complained of muscular pain in the limbs The pain di-

minished towards evening, under the influence of sedative medicine.

On February 17th the intense abdominal pain returned quite sud-

denly at 3 A.M , and at 5 A.M. a clot of blood passed by the vagina.

More morphine was administered, and the pain abated towards even-

ing. On Febiuary 19th, at 3 A.M., four days after the first attack of

pain in the abdomen, the patient was once more seized with intense

abdominal pain, and immediately became collapsed and pulseless.

During tho dav she was seen by Mr. Priestley, and subsequently by

Dr. Sinclair. She had then rallied. The abdomen was much dis-

tended and tympanitic ; it was very tender all over, but extremely so

beneath the ribs on both sides ; there was dulness i-i both flanks, and

in a zone one inch above the pubes (horizontal pii-ition of the body).

The uterus was high up, and its movements were slightly impeded ;

the left broad ligament was somewhat full and stilT. The cervix nus

soft, the OS externum patulous, and a tiickling discharge of blood still

continued. The pulse was over 120, and very soft ; the temperature

was somewhat above the normal. Diagnosis : rnpture of a tubal

pregnancy.
" It was determined to open the abdomen at once, and, if the dia-

gnosis proved correct, to proceed to check htemorrhage by surgical

means, and remove the ovary and tube, and, if possible, the ovum."

The operation wai performed with as much attention to antiseptic

precautions as the circumstances of the emergency would permit. It

seemed tolerablv certain that hsemorrbago had repeatedly occurred

when, in the process of rallying, the blood-pressure had reached a cer-

tain point, and there was every reason to fear a recurrence, which

might be fatal, if we delayed till morning. The operation was, there-

fore, proceeded with immediately after our consultation, which was

held late on the night of February 19th. The incision was carried as

quickly as possible down to the peVitoneum, and when this was reached

any possible -shade ot doubt as to the nature of tb« o-ise which migh
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h»T« Uns;eriHl in the mind of •nrone present was remnvtd. Althnnpli
the lig)>i WA1 not all tbut i-ouM he tU'siicil, tlio prvseuco of a black
liquid behind the poiiioneiiin was most evident. As soon as the peri-

toQenni w is cut, the black blood npnrted out liku tliu llaid t'roui a toose

monocyatio ovarian tumnur when It ia wounded. The am< unt of bloo 1

which tIo.Tcd out noa encrnion:). It could not be inoaiiiirod, merely
estimated, «nd it would bo e^isy to oxapst-rato ; but it tei nied to my
colleagues nod myself as if the <|iisntiiy was about as gri'at as would
be the «h"lu amount ol bljud in ih>> body of a hi'slthy woman of the
patient's s'z". When we remenilxT that the blood h \d betn re-uiakinp,

and butsliug out to an almo.st latil rxtont lor fuur dtvs, this eslimate

may be considered fairly aix'urate. When the blond, which was quickly
pressed out by maiiipuUtius the i.b lominal waU<, ceased to flow freely,

the distention had disa)<prared ; the belly was quite tlat. SeTcnil
handfuls of clots were now cleired ontof the pelvis, and blight arterial

blood could then Iw seen wcUia« up rapidly thiough the black tluid

which remained. Fresh bieuiirrhage had evidently alrca Iv begun.
The raptured sac was found at the extreme end of the riijht Fallopian

tub), with very active hxmorrhapo poingon Irom its interior. The tube
and ovary were ligatured iu the ordinary way, and removed. No
embryo wag ever seen.

There couM be no (>09sibility of washing away all the extravasated

blood, as it had been evidently bathing every abd miual orjjin up to

the diaphragm. The palvis was emptiel with the help of sponges,
and all the blood within rejch was washed out by means of a warm
saline solution—common salt in boiled water, J per cent. This was
poured from a jug, while the intestines within reach were gently
moved about by two lingers of the left hand introduced througU the
wound. A considerable qmntity of the lluid was left in the pelvis,

a large Koeberle's tube was put in position, and the abdominal wound
was closed in the usual way. As it was anticipated that a larpe

quantity of blood and sanguineous fluid would bo discharged from the
tnbe, the dressing api'lied consisted only of cotton wool and lint

wrung out of corrosive sublimate solution, and picked round enl
above the orilice of the tube. This was kept iu position by means of

a flannel binder gently applied.

A large quantity of fluid was discharged into the dressings, and a
Urge quantity was also drawn through the tube by means of an ordi-

nary two-ounce glass syringe, with a piece o'. india-iubbir tubing
attached, of such a calibre as to enable it to be easily passed throngli
the glass tube to the pelvij floor. The syringe was also frequently
used to inject warm saiine solution in the hope of breaking down the
blooU-clots and eucouragiDg the discharge of the disintegrated blood
within reach. The result was highly satisfactory. The bloody fluid

continued to flow freely for several days, and the intestines and omen-
tum seemed to be longer than usual iu closing in round the tube and
pbstmcting the free gravitation of the fluid to the pelvis.

The patient bore the operation well, and soon showed signs of im-
provement. The pulse, which was very quick and soft before the
operation, fell to 100 within twelve hours ; in two days it fell to 90,

and never again rose apjireciably higher. The temperature varied
between 09' and 100", for three days. During this time vomiting was
severe, and though continuous since the admiuistraiiou of the antes-

thetic, it began to cause us uneasiness. Tho-pulse, however, continued
satisfactory. From February 24th to March Sth, the temperature rose
and fell from 99° to 102°. There was considerable hardening of the
pelvic floor on the right side, with partial fi.tation of the Uterus.

Hardening could also be felt along the course of Toupirt's ligament
on the right side.

The hemorrhage from the uterus, which had been almost continu-
ous, though slight, bafore the operation, completely disappeared until
^arch Ist. It came on then with a molimen like moustruation ; the
day before its appearance, the temperature rose for the first time to
102*. The gli-ss tube was removed on February 28th; it had been
kept iu an unusually long time, owing to the continued flow of dis-

integrated blood, and precautions wore taken to prevent it doing harm
\)j prsssare. A rubber tube was substituted for the gla^s one, and
this was graUnally shortf-ned, and finally removed on March 3rd. The
rest of the history has no event worth noting ; the patient gradually
recovered, and the last repoit of her, in Juno, was to the effect that she
was quite well. Keeping to the experience of myself ami of the gentle-

men with whom I was ax-.f.ciated in the treatment of the two cases
outlined here, I should like to call attention to a few points.

1. There was an entire absence of symptoms pointing to abnormal
pregnancy iu both cases. Neither of them could excei;^ two months,
and in both the Fallopiiii tuljo was distem'ed to the bursting point
nithout giving rke to uuch uaeasinees aa to ovoku any complaint from
the pal lent.

.^.^Vhca the raiiil|LreLOccurie'.l there were produced,.ia addition to

the signs of internal hmniorrhflgp. symptoms having no apparent rela-

tion to the pelvic viscera, nnd sullicieutly prominent to obscure the
diagnosis. This is a striking fact in the history of the first casn, and,
ihoigh Mr Priestley had diagnosed the second case, it was with con-

siderable doul>t as to thu value to be assigned to the apparently irrclo-

vant svniptoms.

3. In m:iking a vaginal examination in the second case it was fonnd
that the uterus seome 1 to be impeded in its movements, not fixed,

and not free. During the operation the utorns was fonnd to be sur-

rounded with blood-clots, which explaineil the peculiar impression
that had been convoyed in the examination. This fact must bo of
simo diagnostic value in any similar case in which the biemorrhage
Ins not proved rapidly fatal, so that biOod-:lots have had time to
form.

4. A minor paint, to which attention has already been called, was
the appearance of the black blood through tho uninjured peritoneum.
This IS obviously of some importance where any doubt exists as to

the diagnosi.o. The aspirator needle, if used to clear up a doubtful

case, mi;^ht fail to give reliable information if its point happened to

be inierted into a blood-clot.

5. The use of tho valine solution seems to mo to be specially suit-

able for cases of this kind. Oiling to its solvent effect on the blood,

ir. probably aided greatly in carrying away all the lluid, which might
have been subjected to the risk of infection by exposure or manipula-
tion duiing the operation. To the viscera with which it came in con-

ta;t it would be as irritating as non-sterilised blood-serum.

G. A physiological point of some interest may ba noted. Mr. Priest-

ley anil 1 examined the urine, with the object of ascertaining whether
it coutainel an unusual amount of colouring matter, or any abnormal
constituents resulting from the presence of such a large amount of

blood in contact, under pressure, with the peritoneum ; but the re-

sults were entirely negative.

THREE UNUSUAL CASES OF ABDOMINAL SECTION
IN PRIVATE PRACTICE,

rNDER THE CABK OP HERBERT W. WHITE, L.EC T.ED., L. F. P. S. GLAS
,

P.radfard.

By STUART NAIRNE, F.F.P.S.G.,

Surgeon to the Glasgow Samaritan Hodpital for Women.

The three following cases are unusual, in so far as their occurrence

so soon one after another in the practice of one man ia concerned, in

the condition of the patients that preceded the operations, in the

various guesses as to the diagnosis, in the apparent gravity of the

cases, and in the very pronounced benefit resulting from the use of anti-

pyrin. The whole after-treatment of the cases w-as conducted by Mr.
White, to whom I am indebted for tho histories, and by whose active

and judicious management the cases were undoubtedly saved.

Case i.— Mrs. G. came under tho care of Mr. White on June 4th,

1S86. She was suflering from latent peritonitis, with symptoms of

septicaemia. She was grey, collapsed, dull, and semi -delirious ; there

was albumen in her urine ; her pulse was HO, and her temperature

10 r F. She was vomiting frequently, and had wasted considerably

away. A large tumour protruded from the abdomen, filling the

pelvis, and extending to the umhilims. The case looked so hope-

less that operation was delayed, and the patient put on tonic and
antifebrile treatment She had been allowed to get into this state

lor fear of falling into the hands of an operator, when, she was told,

her death would bo assured. She hung on for several days, and at

length the operation was performed, June 29th, under an attack of

peritonitis, her temperature being 102° and her pulse 120. Adhesion*

were universal, to the abdominal walls, the bowels, and the pelvic

viscera. The pedicle was broad and thin. It w.is tied with the

Staffordshire knot. A considerable number of ligatures were left i

inside the peritoneal cavity. The abdrimen was carefully sponged .1

out, not washed, and the incision in the abdominal walls entirely '

stitched up. She had a bad night, with vomiting, and her temperature

rose to 104.6°. The operation was performed at 2.30 p.m., and at

8 P.M. her temperature was 104 6'. She was then given a powder of

20 grains of autipyrin, and the improvement was so maiked and
immediate as to establish the value ot the drug in this inst.ince. Tho
temperature oscillated between 99.4° and 100.4° for some time, but

never rose beyond the latter after the first powder of antipyrin.

Troublesome diarrhoea conimcno'd on the third day alter the opera-

tion, and coutinued till July 9th, when her temperature became
normal, and she made uninterrupted progress towards convalescence.

In tbo first week in August sha was well enough to go to Morecambe,
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and on her return, September 5th, she expresseil herself a3 feeling

well, and had walked four miles the d»y before her return.

The cyst was ruultilocular, filled with jjm aud Rrunious blood,

which emitted a most fcctid odour. Alter the operation I should

also note she passed large quantities of fastid puf fcr vaginam.

Cabe n.—Mrs. H. had suffered a long time from headache, pain in

the groins, back, arms, and sides. She complained of a "catching in

her breath." She had also bearing-down piiu, pain on deficcation,

and djspareunia. She was quite unable to folios' hrr occupation.

Onesamination the 03 was found indurated, patulous, and the womb en-

larged one inch. A small, movable tumour, exquisitely painful to

touch, was found in Douglas's pouch, aud diagnosed as a ]>rolapsed

OTary. It was the right ovary. She had never been treated for

uterine complaint. The "headache" and the " catches in her breath,"

and the othi-r subjective phenomena, had been treated with no benefit.

Operation for removal of the ovary was performed on June 30th,

1886. She vomited exceedingly after the operation, but did not be-

come collapsed. After the first three days recovery was uuinterrupted,

and she was able to leave home for Bridlington in tbe first week of

August. On September 6 th Mr. White reports : "She has returned

from Bridlington stronger in every way. She has resumed her house-

hold duties, all the symptoms are abated, dyspareunia is gone." This

last statement i-i particularly interesting and important.

Case in.—Jlrs. P. had fallen downstairs a year ago, and after-

wards complained of severe paiu in her bick. Tflere was a history of

another fall, two months after this, with a renewal of the pain, and
finally, three months lat> r, whilst lifting a weight, she became " dead

sick" with a reti\rn of the old piin. From this time the pain per-

sisted, and gradually became worae. When seen by Mr. White on
July 19th, 188", she was very much exhausted, sweating, cachectic,

and suifermg great pain. Her pulse was 120, and temperature 102° F.

She had been totally confined to bed since April. Her complaint had
been variously diagnosed as hsematocele, blood -clot, and general treat-

ment had been adopted which did her no good. Eiamination /icniajinam

revealed a hard, ovoid tumour in Douglas's pouch, painful to touch,

and about the size of a hen's egg. Abdominal section was performed

under these unfavourable conditions on July 22nd. The tumcur was

found attached to the right corner of the uterus, and the ligature had
to embrace part of the muscular tissue of the uterus for its complete

removal. It was a scirrhous tumour, and weighed within a few grains

of two ounces. She passed a very bid night after the operation,

vomiting ; was collapsed, and altogether very hopeless looking. On
the third day, ho^^ever, she began to mend, and thereafter made good
progress towards recos ery, she was able to leave for Morecambe on
August 28th. Mr. White's report on September 6th says : "She is not

entirely free from piin, but is greatly improved and able to get

about."
Thoso cases have been put on record as being an encouragement not

to abandon any case, however bad, where there is a reasonable

prospect of completing an operation. In all these cases the wound
healed by first intention, and the stitches were removed abiut the

eighth day. The second case had no trained nurse ; the nursing in

the first and third Cises, provided by the Bradford Nursing Institu-

tion, was excellent ; and the happy result of all three cannot but be a

recommendation to the performance of such operations in pitients'

own homes.

RUPTURED EXTRA-UTERINE [aESTATION^SUCCESS-
FULLY TREATED BY ABDOMINAL SECTION.

By JAMES MoNAUGHT, M.D., M.R.C.S.,
Newchurch-in-Rossendale.

As the treatment of ruptured Fallopian pregnancy by abdominal .sec-

tion is still suh judicc, the following cise successfully treated in that
way is worth recording. . 1^T~'~!3!8
The patient was 34 years of age, and ha I been married for ten

years. She had never been pregnant before, and had menstruated quite
regularly up to two months previously. Menstruation had been always
painful and rather .scanty. During tho last few days she had had
pain at the lower part of the belly, and tha bowels had been a little

relaxed. At 3 p.m. on July 21st she went to the closet to pass water,
was suddenly seized with severe pain at tho lower part of the belly,

and fainted. She managed after recovery to struggle into the house,
and knock for her next door neighbnur. She bad again faintej
several times before my arrival at 6 p.m. She was then pale aud
blanched, and had evanescent attacks of syncope and pulselessness,

but in the intervals was able to tell me by degrees what had taken

place. She suspected she was pregnant ; the breasts hid been tender

and enlarged, and she had had moiniug vomiting for two or thr.;e

weeks. She complained of great teuderutss at the lower part of the

abdomen, chiefly on the left side, but also a little on the ri^ht. On
examination the uterus was found pushed down generally and fixed ;

and as she lay on the left side a distinct bulging was felt on the left

side cf the pelvis pushing down tbe vagina. Simulants were given

freely ; and Dr. Green, of Rawtenstall, was sant for at my request.

The following day she had somewhat recovered ; the pulse was per-

ceptible, bnt thready ; much pain in abdomen ; objectiva signs un-

altered. The diagnos-s of ruptured txtra-uterine gtstation was made,

and after much ]iressing she consented to abdominal section. Her
circumstances, she stated, entirely precluded the summoning of an

operator from Manchester, and I was therefore somewhat reluctantly
,

compelled to undertake tbe operation myself, with the kind a=isistar;ce

of Dr. Green, of Riwtenstill. An incision about four inches long was

made and carried down to the peritoneum by cirefol dissection. The
peritoneum, which seemed unusually thickened, bulged np slightly,

and when incised by the point of the knife, Ter.oas blood escaped free'y,

which at first took me somewhat aba-k. As, however, I felt on ex-

amination that there was nothing but fluid behind the membrane, tha

intestines being far enough away, I freely slit it up to the length of

the incision. A quantity of dark, venous, flnid blood then gushed out .

of the abdominal cavity. The rest was mopped out, and a

few clots taken away from the bottom of Douglas's pouch,

lu the right Fallopian tube, half an inch from its junction

wi'h the uterus, was found a swelling the ?iz3 of the yolk

of an egg, and at the back facing Djuglas's pouch there

was an opening into it partially filled with blood-clot, admitting tha

tip of the little finger. Shreds of membrane hung out of this, and

after tying a double ligature on each side, it was excised. Nothing

was teen of a foetus. The belly was washed out with hot water,

sponged dry, and the edges of the wound brought together with wire

and silkworm gut sutures. No drainage-tube was inserted, as I hid

not a suitable one by me. Before the hot water was used the pulse

was very feeble and the aspect sunken, but immediately afterwards there "^

was a welcome revival. Hot bottles, etc., were apydied in bed ; one-
'

sixth of a grain of morphine irje:tion was given, and enemsta ot beef- '

tea and brandy every two ho irs. The wound was dressed with Gamgce's
^

tissue, retained by broad strips of adhesive plaster.
_

_
J

^

For the next two days retching was very troubles-'me, nothing being -

retained. She had scarcely any sleep during the first two nights, and '

the belly was tenderand painful. Morphine was given subcutaneonaly
•

in small doses, and enemata of baef-tea and brandy continued.

July 26th. Restless night, retching, and feelinj of nausea con-

1

tinued. Much pain in the belly, and some tympanites. The lowest '

stitch was removed ; the edges of the wound, which were adherent, were

drawn apart, and the peritoneum, which had united, scratched

through. A good deal of perfectly odourless bloody serum escaped,

and the belly was washed out, siphonwise, with hot, w:ak, per-

chloride solution, and a large drainage-tube inserted tj tae bott';m"

of the pelvis.

Next day the retching had ceased, but she had passed a rostiess

night. Tube aspirated, and a little serum withdrawn. She was notr^

able to retain a little chimpagne. ^
'

The temperature so far had remained ncraial, or rather subnormal,

'

but on the 2Sth it rose to 100°, the highfst recorded during the pro-'

gress of the case. The tubn was withdr.iwn on the 29 th, as nothing

seemed to escape from it. The stitches were removed ou Augast 3rd,

the wound having all united by first intention, except where reopened.

This was left to granulate, and it closed in about ten days. She was

sitting up for a short ticue a fortnight after the operation, aud was

aMe to leave for her native place on August 27th.

This case resenrbles others recorded in one remarkable particular,

namely, that the patient had been married for some years withoat

pregnancy, and had never previously conceived. She gave a history

of painful and scanty menstruation, and stated that counccti'U had

always been very painful to her, pointing, probably, to some mischief

in the uterus or appendag's. The fact that bulging w.i9 felt parti-a-

larly in the left side of the vagina whilst the rnptnre was in the right

tube is accounted for by the blood remaining fluid and gravitating to

that side of the pelvis as she lay in the usual position for eximiaa-

tion. The symptoms unmistakably pointed to internal hairaorrhage,
^

and tho fact of suspected pregnancy, and the fixii'g and puihing

down of the uterus, loft little doubt a"s to the nature cf the case. The
successful result may, perhaps, encourage ethers, who practise in

country districts awav from the reach of specialists, to undertake ab-

dominal section, ratlier than wait the o:httwi-;e almost certainly un-

favourable issue.
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A CASE OP 'CflOLECYSTOTOMY FOR GALL-STONES,
WITH REMARKS ON' TKK TREATMENT OF

THE IMrACTED OALCULUS.'
Bt JOHN W. TAYLOU, F.R.C.S.,

Burgeon tu the UirminghAin atul MidUnd Hospital fur Women.

EvKRTONE who li»s any practical knowledge of the operation of

cholccyatotomy, or \a att couraitl with its literature, must have recog-

nised the fact that the one occasional important difliciilty of the
operation is the removal of the obstructing cilculus from the cystic or

common duet. SDmetinies this dilBcuIty is almost insurmountable,
and under sur.h circumstinces, as is well known, Mr. Tait has prac-

tised crushing thi' stone fr.im outside the duct, either at the time of

the original, or at a subscnuent, operation. When the stone is very
hard, this proLjcoding may bo risky, or, at all events, may appear to

the operator to bo specially dangerous. Some alteruatira method is a

desideratum.

Perhaps the narration of iKa following case may help to point out
the direction in which we may seek for such an alternative treatment
with the greatest prob.ibility of success.

Mrs. K., aged ii, wis sent to mc by my old friend and colleague,

Dr. Woollett, of ilonmouth, on March 2l3t, 1887, with the following

history. For four or five years she had noticed a swelling on the

right side of the abdomen. This grew suddenly larger about eight

months previous to the date already given, and although unattended
with spacial pain or tenderness, showed no signs of any subsidence

or diminution, and caused her considerable uneasiness and anxiety.

She had had eleven children, nine of whom were living ; her last con-

finement occurred about twenty months before her visit. Jlenstrua-

tion was regular. There had not been at any time the slightest his-

tory of jaundice or even of acute colic.

On elimination a larg.-, rounded tumour was found in the right

hypocbondriaj and umbilical regions, extending some distance below
and to the left of the umbilicus. It was very freely movable, and
careful palpation elicited a vibratory thrill. There was no true fluc-

tuation. I diignos'^1 the case to be one of distension of the gill-

bladder, and this diagnosis was subsejueutly confirmed by the
opinion of my colleas^ues. Dr. Savage and Mr. Tait ; Dr. Savage
noticing the fact, which had at first escaped my observation, that the
edge of the liver was to be felt overlapping and covering the tumour,
except at its most extreme limit.

The patient was admitted into the Birmingham and Midland Hos-
pital for Women at Spark Hill, and on April 2nd I opened the abdo-
men on the outer silo of the right rectus muscle immediately over the
most prominent part of the tumour. On dividing the peritoneum,
liver substance wa» seen lying immediately nndorneath the incision.

This appeared to have been dragged down by the enlarging tumour,
and formed a thin covering to it. By pressing the tumour from the
opposite or left side of the abdomen upwards and towards the right,

a email portion of the tumour was found uncovered by the liver, and
seen to be the rounded end of a largely distended gall-bladder. This
was tapped, and fully a pint of clear, somewhat glutinous fluid evacu-
ated. The puncture was then enlarged with a tenotomy knife, and the
index finger introduced within the gall-bladder. Several large stones
were felt lying loosely in its cavity, and these, four in number, were
removed with scoop and forceps. One remained, wedged into the cystic

du::t, which it seemed impossible to move. There was no spice tor

the application of any of the forceps at my command, and after re-

peated attempts to extract the stone I could only succeed in breaking
off some portions ot its upper surface.

As all the gallstones were hard, and very considerable force was
necessary in order to break them, I was afraid to attempt the crush-
ing of the stone from outside the duct, and therefore determined to

complete the operation in such a manner as to alford the best means
for any subsequent treatment of the impacted calculus that might be
necessary. I sewed the incision in the gall-bladder to the abdominal
wound by several stitches, so as to leave a large external opening, and
placed wit'iin this a short piece of large-sized rubber tubing. The
nurse was directed to syringe out the gall-bladder with warm water
every night and morning through the drainagetube. No disturbance
followed the operation, anil by the fourth day it was noticed that the
water returning from the gall-bladder on the use of the syringe wa§
tinged with bile, indicating that the passage of the duct was becomiug
free. No alteration was mide in this regular treatment of the case
for more than two weeks after the operation. The large drainage-
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tube was kept within the eitfrnal opening, being only removed tem-
porarily for cleaning, and the gall-bladder well syringed out twice

each day.

On A|)ril 18th, sixteen days after the cholecystotomy, I examined
the gall-bladder for the impacted stone with Lister's sinas-forceps. I

found that the stone was loose, and that it was soft. It broke into

pieces on being grasped by the forceps , and the fragments were ex-

tracted without any difficulty from the opening in the gall-bladder.

The latter was syringed out a few times after this to ensure its being
thoroughly cleaned out from any dibris of the broken calculus. The
tube was removed, and the abdominal opening allowed to contract

and close. The patient left the hospital for har house on April 2Gth,
([uitc convalescent, and with gall-bladder and ducts patent and free

from any calculus.

Remarks.—1. The power possessed by a current of water, when
wisely and patiently employed, for the dislodgment of foreign bodies

or wax from the auditory meatus suggested its use in the present

case. It appears to have been largely responsible for the successful

result. 2. There is probably, in addition to this, some time in the

history of a biliary calculus retained after oparation, when i^ con-

siderable amount of softeuiug occurs due to the inflammatory changes

and discharge set up by the operation. If so, it is ot some importance
that the best time for any secondary interference should be ascertained.

3. In difficult cases, whether at the time of the cholecystotomy or

afterwards, it is probable that an impacted calculus may be divided

.

by delicate forceps similar to those utilised in the present case, when
no other forceps could be employed with advantage from within the

gall-bladder.

These three points—the regular daily use of the syringe after opera-

lion, the taking advantage of a time when the stone becomes softer,

and the use of proper forceps, will, I beliove, bo of use in bringing

dilQcult cases of cholecystotomy for gall-stone to a successful termina-

tion.

A NOTE ON THE TREATMENT OF SPINAL
ABSCESS. '""^

Bt THOMAS LAFFAN, M.K.Q.C.B.I., Cashel.

I UAVE, in common, I suppose, with most surgeons, met with a good

,

many of those melancholy cases of abscess dopoadent on diseased

spine, most of which at least have but one end—death. I have
witnessed several of these where death ensued notwithstanding the

cure of the spinal affection. In these the fatal end was brought

.

about by the discharge from an extensive fistula, which was without

the reach of surgical art. It is not possible to bring pressure to
^

bear on the walls of such fistula ; still less is it possible to slit them
open and allow them to granulate from the bottom. We are told

that spinal abscesses should not be opened hastily, inasmuch as they

may become absorbed, and on the otber hand wo are directed not to,

allow them to enlarge to any considerable extent without opening

them, as the constitutional disturbance that would follow on their

being opened would be attended by risk proportioned to their size.

These two rules will be found in practice to be more or less contra-

dictory. If we act on the advice not to open them hastily, we'too

often give time for very considerable though not always apparent en-

largement. If, on the other hand, we do open them early , we, in

my experience, all but invariably ensure the death of the patient,

and we also depiive him of the chance that the abscess might become

absorbed. This seldom happens, but that it does sometimes happen

isevident from a careful collation of writers on the subject. I have

had myself one such, but only one, out of all my cases ; it occurred

in a girl aged 30 ; she was the daughter of a farmer, of healthy ap-

pearance, and with a family history which was good, though not

wholly free from some suspicion of scrofula. About May, 1875, she

strained her back whilst jumping off a ditch, and after mere or less

medical treatment she came under my care in the following Novem-
ber. At that time she had an abicess in tha left iliac fossa, whiph

was about the size of the two hands clenched. She had disease of the

tenth and at least two adjacent dorsal vertobraj. The spine

of the tenth was very prominent, and those of the two

adjacent ones were also prominent, but very much less so. She

had had several rigors ; the pulse, appptite, perspiration,

and the menses were what obtain in a hectic case. She was placed in

the horizontal position, and such remedies as suggested ihemselv^s,

the enumeration of which would but occupy time without oomrauai-

cating any fresh information, employed. She waa kept for four montlis

' ilead in the Bectlon nt Surgery at the annual meeting cf tht Brlciah MM1<!*1
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in bed, and for three months after that a Sayer'a jacket was kept on
;

she went on favourably in every way, and not only was the Totts' spine

cured, with, of course, duformity, but the abscess became eventually

absorbed. I examined her with the greatest care on June 21st last,

and the following state of things was observed : Her appearance was

healthy, though not entirely free from wear and tear
;
her pulse, tem-

perature, and respiration were natural ; a fulness, which when first

seen had existed in the left Iliac fossa, had entirely disappeared. No
trace whatever of the abscess could be found on palpation, or other-

wise. A severe pain in the spine, from which she had also on the

occasion of my first seeing her sulfered, had likewise disappeared. There

was some little pain across the hips after sitting, and the left leg was

weaker than the right ; the bowels were moved every second day. The

appetite, urine, and sleep were natural ; there was neither perspiration

nor vomiting. She could stoop, work, and get jolted in a vehicle

without pain or uneasiness. A prominent spine, the slight pain and

weakness I have referred to, and menses which were almost nil from

the start of the disease, comprised the total of the obverse side of the

pleasing picture. Though it is quite possible that in this case the re-

mains of a partially absorbed abscess, which might recrudesce

hereafter, might still be pent up in parts inaccessible to the sight and

touch, yet all the probabilities go the other way, and the case may, I

think, be fairly cited as one of those exceptional ones in which spinal

abscess gets cured, and the rule of not allowing spinal abscesses to get

very large comes in for inconvenient question. Some similar cases

have, of course, been reported, but unhappily they are rari nanlr^ in

ijurgite vaslo. No one ought, I think, to propose to sacrifice the

overwhelming majority for a few chance cases, and therefore these

abscesses should be opened, if only a way could be found to obviate

the terrible danger arising out of the existence of a long and tortuons

line of inaccessible flstuls. I often asked myself, AVas it possible

that nothing could be done for those sad cases ? and it was therefore

with no ordinary pleasure that I read Mr. Treves's proposal for dealing

with some of them.

Mr. Treves proposed to cut down direct on the bodies of carious

vertebric associated with abscess. He proposed to attain by such an

operation four objects :

1. He would come into direct contact with the diseased areas.

2. He would open the suppurative collections at their points of

origin, and evacuate their contents by the shortest possible route.

3. He would be enabled thereby to remove pieces of diseased bone.

4. He would be enabled to apply treatment direct to the local

tissues.

Mr. Treves, however, proposed to confine it to the lumbar and last

dorsal, and he does not state at what period of the abscess he would

cut down on the spine. Now, it appears to me that, if the surgeon

should wait until the abscess becomes apparent at one of the usual

sites, the mere tapping of it at the proximal end, while furnishing an

exit for detritus—which, no doubt, now helps to keep the sinus dis-

charging—would not of itself prove sufficient to agglutinate the walls,

and therefore dry up such sinuses.

We every day witness the continued patency of long fistulous

tracts long after the disease at the proximal end has been cured.

I do not see, therefore, how cutting down on the vertebrrc, where

a large abscess has been allowed to form, can, in the majoiity of

cases, at all events, effect all the good we desire. I do not see either

why this operation should be confined, as Mr. Treves proposes to con-

fine it, to the lumbar and last dorsal. Such a restriction seems to mo
calculated to limit within too narrow a field its sphere of usefulness.

I would extend it to the dorsal vertebra, whore it is we find the great

bulk of the disease.

I am not blind to the anatomical difficulties which would beset

cutting down on the vertebrse here. I do not, however, think that

they are either insuperable or indeed at all comparable to those vrhich

have been BUoMssfully mastered in other regions of surgery. We
might expect, for instance, that the pleura would occasionally be per-

forated, and that pneumothorax would ensue ; but we have now a

sufficient number of cases of this to prove that it is a very much less

formidable alfeclion than it was once supposed to be. It is not to be

denied that it is much less formidable than interminable fistnlse,

whose existence affords a too certain presage of the patient's destruc-

tion.

Now for my second point. It will not, I maintain, do to cut down

on vertebrse where au abscess can be seen and felt. The diagnosis of

spinal cai'ies having been once made, I would anticipate the external

appearance of the abscess by cutting down upon the vertebra' at once,

and maintain a direct opening with the diseased bodies. If disease

should be really present, we 'might count on the presence of a con-

siderable effasion around the bodies of the vertebra ; and this thicken-

ing might be counted on as a sufficient protection against the prema- '

ture admission of air to the carious mass. The case of Potte" disease'

<

without abscess, if there be any such, would present a difficulty ; bar"
the thickening already referred to might here, as in the last case,

atford sufficient protection agiinst atmospheric action. On the other

hand, if the diagnosis should be incorrect, and no spinal caries should

be found to exist, no possible miscihief could accrue to the healthy

vertebra' themselves.

In conclusion I submit the above note to the Section with a pro-

found conviction that for a disease which is but too olten indeed the

opprobrium of our art bold remedies offer the only Tesonrce.

Dr. Ii.LiKGWORTH deprecat"d in the strongest possible terms the

procedure recommended. The formation of any wound meant tn«.'

incurring of new dangers. Aspiration, when the pus was fully formed; d

offered the safest means of prevention of septic processes.^ Spinal':'>

support during the process of aspiration was essential.—Mr. Wi i,'-HAjr»i

said that he considered Dr. Latfan's a very grave proposal. He un-

derstood Dr. Laffan to advocate cutting down on the dorsal vertebra-

in cases of spinal caries, for the purpose of preventing the formation
"

of an abscess as well as for the early evacuation of the pus, should :'J

such form. Such a procedure appeared to Mr. Walsham fraught with •'

danger, as a deep wound would have to be made, probably a portion 5

of a rib or two would have to be excised, and the pleura might easily •

'

be opened. On the other band, if spinal caries was treated early by:-

recumbency combined with some efficient support, the great majority';

of cases recovered without any suppuration. In the lumbar region.''-|

cutting down on the vertebra, as suggested by Mr. Treves, a

was no doubt, in suitable cases, of service, but Mr. Walsham

would hesitate to attempt such an operation for caries in

the upper dorsal region, even when pus had been formed.—

Mr. Edward L. Freer (Birmingham) was in favour of aspiratioB -f

where possible; when impossible, recourse should be had to free-

-

incision, with antiseptic dressings, weak iodine injections, and free

drainage. Some disappeared altogether if the spondylitic vertebrse'"

were k'ept at rest, so he did not advocate early operative interference 5:

of any kind.—Dr. Gibnet (New York) advocated the directing ofo

treatment to the bones diseased, and claimed that, when sufficient !

mechanical support, long continued, was provided, it was q^y^'i

unimportant to give any attention to the spinal abscess. The c

cases thus managed, in New York city at least, gave satis-:!:

factory results. He was convinced that orthopedic surgeons, as 4
^

rule, aimed to fix the spine and seldom treated the abscess.—

J

Dr. Laffan, in replying, expressed his astonishment at the amazing «

number ot cures which the speakers had had, and he invited them t6

authenticate them by publishing them. As for him, he had had no

such success ; and as far as he could gither,- and he had inquired in

several quarters since the commencement of the meeting, his expe-

rience was not unique. If the disease, therefore, was so fatal, he

maintained that for it the remedy he advocited was the proper one. -

Some of the speakers had talked about the antiseptic treatment, but -^

its advocates asked too much from it. Ho had tried it in these cases,

and it had not saved them. He aimed at two objects in bringing

that paper before the Section -. the first one was to bring once agam

under public notice a line of treatment which should recommend itself,

if for no other reason, because it had been suggested by so able a

surgeon as Mr. Treves ; and next, because he desired to extend and

develop an operation which, he repeated, alone held out any rational

prospects to paWents.

TWO RARE GROWTHS OF THE SOFT PALATE.

By CLARENCE ELLEHMAN, M.D.Hbidelbekg.

The two cases which are described at length below present a certain s

amount of interest, on account of their uncommon occurrence, and,^

this reason, I consider, justifies their publication. „.,„
Case i.—Mr. S., ag.d 20, a student, came to the Heidelberg throat

clinic (Professor Juraszl to seek advice about his throat. On tx.imiil-

ation, he was found to bo suffering from granular pharyuguis. More-

over during the exploration of the pharynx, a small famour was

noticed lying somewhat to the light of the uvula, and partially con-

cealed by the same; in length it measured about three and a half

centimetres, was elongated in shape, nud in colour agreed with the

surrounding mucous membrane. To obtain a good view of it, it was

necessary to seize it and draw it forward. The tumour was mobile.

slightly narrowed at the base, of a soft consistency, and quite painless

when manipulated. Its general appearance gave one at tirst. the im.
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prceaion of a Urge pipillomatoiis growth, like those which, as is well

koown, are frfquontly obiorvcd at the base of the uvula. This view
w«», however, not confirmed by microscopical ex.imiiiation. The
removal wa.s easily iwrformed without any loss of blood by means of a

jjalvanocautery snare. It was now for the first time observed

that the surface of the tumour was not smooth and continnou.s,

hut partially divided into several portions by lateral fissures.

It ehciuld also be mentioned, as it has its importance, that on the right

side of the soft palate, the space between the anterior and posterior arches

of the tame was unusually large and deep ; this appearance was found to

be caused by the total ab.senco of auy trace whatsoever of the tonsil at

its usual resting place. Ou the left side no such auom.ily was appa-

rent. The young man declare4l that he had never lelt auy incon-

Tenience trom the presence of the tumour, and that he had, in fact,

been quite unaware up till now of its existence. The microscopical

examiuatioD gave the following interesting results : The tumour
failed to show any analogy to the characteristic texture of a

papilloma, but presented a histological structure unmistakably like

that of tonsillar tissue. A careful study soon left no doubt that such

was the case. Tonsillar crypts, coated with a fine layer of stratified

epithelium, were plainly disceniible. The walls of the lacunae were

studded with numerous compact nodules of lymphatic; tissue, the so-

called lymph-follicles. These follicles presented the well-known
reticulated structure, containing in its meshes innumerable leuco-

cytes. The epithelium rested on a fine, almost invisible, basal

membrane, which separated it from the mass of adenoid tissue which
lay below. Towards the centre the connective tissue of the stroma
ha I taken the place of the adenoid tissue, and was concentrated into

a d'inse fibrous structure very poor in cells. Several large, greatly

dilated blool vessels (arteries and veins) traversed it, ramifying to-

wards the periphery. It was, broadly spjaking, identical with
tonsillar tissue, and there remained no doubt that the removed
tumour was an aberrated tonsil.

The case which I have just described may be, I think, accounted a

somewhat rare occurrence. However, the fact that similar occur-

rences seldom are observed is no positive proof that they seldom
occur ; for it can be readily understood that such tumours, by
reason of their unimportant size and the absence of any sym-
ptoms of incumbrance, often escape notice, and even when they are

now and then removed, they seldom undergo a microscopical ex-

amination. '

Cast ii.—Miss L., aged 28, noticed for some time back that she
had a pendulous tumour hanging from the soft palate, which caused
all sorts of unpleasant sensations in the mouth, accompanied by a

copious flow of saliva. On examination, a long, purplish looking
growth was perceived on the right half of the solt palata, lying mid-
way between the tonsil and uvula. It presented a smooth surface,

and Wi-s of a yielding consistency. It was removed by the galvano-
causti; process. On bting examined mi^iroscopically the growth,

which was composed of dilferent papilla; coated with epithelium, pre-

sented a pecnliarity in respect to the condition of its blood vessels.

The first thing that struck one on looking at a section through the

microscope was the enormous size and development of the capillar}'

vessels as compared with the by/a of the tumour itself, (This condition

could be easily perceived with tlie naked eje on holding the section

towards the light.) The capillaries were enormously dilated, ran in

the centre of the papillse, and ended in the shape of a bulbous expan-
sion. In some parts the vessels seemed to be anaccompanied by con-
nective tissue. It appeared as though the pavement cells of the
epithelium were intimately connected with the endothelium of Iho

dilated capillary vessels. Careful observation, however, showed this

yiew to be a mistaken one ; there still existed between the epithelium
cells and those of the capillaries a very delicate, almost inviiible, par-

tition ol connective tis.sue, which appeared to be in a state of atrophy.
At the p )int where the tumour had been severed, the walls of a largo

artery were to bo seen. Further, in two places, clumps of adenoid
tissue were visible, which were evidently to be considered as follicles.

The connective tissue matrix was, moreover, in some places very rich

as regards cells.

Kow this is nndonbtedly the picture that would be presented
by a pUxiform angioma, and this is what I consider it to be. It

is, however, not impassible that it originally existed as an ordinary
papilloma, and that through the action of the negative pressure,
which arises in the pharynx during the motions of swallowing and
•action, upon the vessels on the surface of the tumour, the vessels
were in a constant state of dilatation, and ektasia was the result. An
analogue for this is foand in the disteniiou of vessels in granulations
which appear at the edges of a tracheotomy wojnd ; in the latter

c«je it is of course the result of the inspiratory dyspncea.

THEKAPEUT] C MEMORANDA.

THE ODOUR OF IODOFORM.
The odour of iodoform, the rJiarmacapn:ia states, is " persistent and
disagreeable," and to some these characteristics are so intense that it

is avoided in practice, and less elliciunt agents are used. Vaiious
attempts have been made to di.«guiso the odour by oleate of zinc,

eucalyptus, coffee, coumarin. The latter substance seems to effect

this better than the other agents, but yet it is not perfect.

From a series of comparative trials 1 beg to offer the following pre-

scription as securing the end in view ,—H Iodoform, gr. GO ; ol.

amygdal.T;, j'jss ; ol. theobrom., 5ijss ; ol. myristica?, "ixx ; moschi,

gr. iij ; coumarin., gr. vj ; sp tenuior., 3i. The essential ingredient

here is musk. To some people, however, the smell of musk is also

disagreeable, and the other substances are added with the view of

leaving a pleasant odour, neither of musk nor iodoform. If the iodo-

form is desired for dusting purpose.", as in soft chancres or burns, the

combination of 1 gr.ain of musk to 10 or 15 grains of iodoform is satis-

factory. These presciiptious have been made up by leading pharma-
cists here, and they bear willing testimony to the facts mentioned.

Matthew Charterl^ M.D., Professor of Therapeutics

and Materia Medica, Glasgow University.

SMALL DOSES OF MERCURY IN SYPHILIS.
I AM anxious to bring before the prol'essiou a plan of treatment which
I have tried in cases of primary syphilis for more than ten years, a

treatment which has been attended with uniform success, and without
any further symptoms after the primary ones have passed away. A
modified plan of the same treatment has been most satisfactory in its

results in more advanced cases.

The great seci'et of the treatment consists in the dose, which can be
continued an indefinite length of time, enabling the practitioner to

sweep out every trace of syphilis ; and it will be found that when all

the primary symptoms have disappeared no tertiary will follow. Some-
times a slight recurrence of the primary appears, which will quickly

yield to a return of the treatment, and I have invariably found that

time and patience complete the cure.

My plan has b'en in cases of hard chancre to give hyd. c. cret.

gr. J ier die, giving any tonic or other medicine with a view to keep-

ing the patient in the best possible state of health, avoiding too much
stimulant such a.o spirits, wine, or beer ; this should bo followed up
for a month or longer at the discretion of the practitioner, when the

dose can bo given but die, and after three months or longer, once daily

for a considerable time. Should the symptoms be rebellious afcer the

third or fourth month, I give in addition liq. hydrarg. perchlor.

"I V— m X iis tervc.

I intended to have brought this treatment before the profession

several years ago, but was most anxious to be sure of my statements

as shown by many typical cases which I have kept in view for many
years. S. C. Griffith.

Finsbury Square, E.G.

STROPHANTHUS IN HEART DISEASE.
Dr. Spl-kling's memorandum on his experience of strophanthus in

heart disease comes as a thunderbolt : it certainly is at variance with
the general opinion of the profession. I have used Hewlett and Sons'

tincture for the last six months with immense advantage in heart

affections, more especially in cases where digitalis seemed to be doing
more harm than good. I quite ajrree with Dr. Suckling fhit digitalis

will often do good after strophanthus has been given without relief,

but this simply proves that the action of the two drugs is not the same.

Strophanthus has, in several of my cases, produced an intormittency

in tlio heart's action, always relieved by increasing the dose, (this

symptom I have never seen mentioned by ether observers). The
salicylates can he given in combination with strophanthus when they

cannot be borne alone on account of their depressing action on the

heart. In conclusion, I may say strophanthus is of inestimable

benefit in inorganic heart affections.

Plvmstock. Edwabj) G. Dottos.

THE TREATMENT OF HABITUAL CONSTIPATION.
An hour after reading the memorandum of Dr. Althaus, ji. 1379, on
Dr. Oidtmann'smethod of treating the above affection, I had au oppor-

tunity of trying it. Two days before 1 had performed herniotomy
on an old man aged 74, and found that morning very di.stresaing

meteorismus, with a rising temp.Tature, which opium had not pre-

vented. The remedy was obviouily to empty the colon with the least
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amount of irritation, and I at once injected a teaspoonful of glycerine

into the rectum. Within five minutts there was a copious dejection

and much flitus followed, to the thorough relief of my patient, who is

now convalescent.

But the point is this : As soon as I had asked for the glycerine

and injected it, the nurse observed: "That was Mr. Warden's favourite

plan, he said it was better than all the pills in the world," and this

-gentleman died in practice here about .sixteen years ago. Truly," Nihil sub sole novi
!"

G. F. Cabooan-Masterman.
Stourport, Worcestershire.

A DANGEROUS MIXTURE.
Sevekal prescriptions have lately come under my notice in which
occurs a mixture of chlorate of potash and syrup of iodide of iron.

This seems a not unreasonable combination, and its incompatibility

does not suggest itself, nor will it be found on reference to ordinary

textbooks. As, however, a case has recently been reported from
Australia in which death resulted from the administration of such a

mixture, I think it desirable that the attention of preseribers and dis-

pensers should be drawn to the fact that chlorate of potash liberates

the whole of the iodine from iodide of iron, and, if at all concen-

trated, the solution soon becomes saturated, and crystals of iodine

are deposited after a few hours. The products of the decomposition

are shown in the following equation :

2FeIo + KC10, + H,0 = Fe2 03, H2O + 2I2 + ECI.
Furthsr details of the reaction may be found in the Pliarinaceutical

Journal, vol. x, p. 850, and in the Journal of the Chemical Society,

1880, vol. xxxviii.

Heat favours the reaction ; and the process, which may be slow in

the medicine bottle, would be much more rapid in the stomach, where
the development of nascent iodine might produce symptoms of gastric

irritation which were neither expected nor desirable.

455, Clifton Road, Maida Vale, W. R. H. Pakker.

OBSTETRIC MEMORANDA.

A CASE OF TRIPLETS : THREE HEAD PRESENTATIONS.
I WAS sent for at 4 a.m., on December 27th, 1887, by our midwife,

to see Mrs. D. , as her labour painsiad quite ceased. Labour had com-
-menced about 3 r.M. the previous day, but the pains had never been
severe. On examination I found the head low down ; I gave a dose
of ergot, and as it had no effect I repeated the dose in twenty minutes.
This had n? effect, so about 5 30 A, M. I applied the short forceps,

and delivered her of a female child, without any difficulty. On exa-

mination of her abdomen I found there was another child ; I exa-

mined by the vagina, but could not make out any presentation. I

waited an hour, and as no pains came on, I determined to leave Mrs.
D., as the midwife w,as perfectly able to take charge. I looked in a

couple of times during the day, but things were in statu quo ; how-
ever, at 8 r.M. I could make out a head presentation. At 8.30 a.m.
the next morning I was sent for, and found the second child bom
without auy assistance, and the midwife informed me that there was
a third to come. I examined, but could not make out the presenta-
tion. At 8 r.M. I was seut for, and found the child low down, and as

the woman had been over fifty hours in labour, I applied the short
forceps and delivered her of the third female child, the largest of the
three. With some diUiculty I removed two placenta ; the first one
was very large, and had two umbilical cords attached to it ; the third
placenta' which was a full-sized one, had only one cord, and evidently
belonged to the last and largest child. The mother has made an un-
interruptedly good recovery, and the three little girls are thriving very
woU. The woman was a primipara, aged 29.

Tenby. John Griffitb Loch.

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

CASE OF CANCER OF THE PANCREAS, WITH ULCERATION
AND H.liMORRHAGE INTO THE STOMACH.

Uiis. S., aged 61, was first seen February 2l3th, 1887. She was said to

have been ailing a long time, but had been very ill for the last six months
Her complaints were constipation, flatulence, and .aching or colicky
pains, chiefly referred to the nmbilicus and lower left abdominal
xegiou, backache and nauset, wi'.h increasing emaciation. Tbeie was

a fulness, tenderness on pressure in epigastrium, to the left of the middle

line, with abdominal aortic pulsation immediately below. There was
no jaundice and no fatty stools.

She had tw^o slight vomitings of dark blood, one on March 15th,

when I found her with a thready pube, collapsed and cold, having
brought up a teacnpful of blood ; the second about two hours before

her death on March 20th, when the complained of feeling "somethiog
burst in her inside," and vomited to about the same amount. No
blood ever appeared in the stools.

X'ccropsy on March 21st.—Rigor mortis was well developed. The
skin was of a waxy colour. Tne lungs collapsed and pale. The
heart small ; i"!! its chamfjers empty. The left ventricle firmly con-

tracted ; the other chambers flaccid, and their walls very thin ; mus-
cular substance of a dull brown colour. The outside of the organ

heavily loaded with fat. On opening the abdomen the liver was found

stretched quite across the upper part of that cavity, the left lobe in

close contact with the under surface of the diaphragm, extending well

into the left hypochondrium, and overlapping the stomach. On re-

moving it the stomach appeared beneath as a large blue tumour,

which, when opened, was found to be completely distended with
blood, immense black coagula being turned out through the incision.

The pancreas was enlarged and nodular, its substance infiltrated with
cancer. It was closely adherent to the stomach and duodenum. A
large ulcerated cavity occupied its central part, which communicated
by a ragged opening with the stomach. At this point a vessel, the

size of a goose-quill, apparently a branch of the cceliac axis, had been

opened, and from it the bleeding had evidently occurred. The spleen

was small and friable. The blood vesssels generally were empty, and
appeared to have been thoroughly drained by the bleeding which had
taken place into the stomach. A. Midgley Cash, M.D.

Torquay.

SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

ACCIDENTAL CURE OF HYDROCELE.
J. H., aged 50, an engine-driver, has had a hydrocele for the last

ten years. I have tapped it on three occasions, and drew off (1) 14J
ounces, (2) 16 ounces, and, lastly, 17^ ounces of fluid. He would
never sanction the injection of iodine. A fortnight ago, whilst car-

rying a heavy basket, he rubbed the rim of the basket against the hy-

drocele, which was about ready for tapping again. The whole sac in-

flamed, and then subsided, and to-day the scrotum, when examined,

appears quite natural, and bears no traces of ever having been dis-

tended by about a pint of fluid. H. G. Monk, M.RC.S.
East Bridgford.

REPORTS
OF

HOSPITAL AXD SURGICAL PRACTICE IK THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF GREAT

BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY.
SUTUEE OF TENDOK.S.

(Under the care of Mr. T. Jones, F.R C.S.E.)

Case i.—F. L., aged 35, was admitted on September 9th, 1887.

Three months previously she had cut her right baud severely whilst

cleaning a window. The wound healed well. On admission, it was
found that she could not flex the middle finger of the right hand.

Several scars were visible, one more prominent than the others, run-

ning in a transverse direction, half an inch in front of the superficial

palmar arcli, and situated over the third metacarpal bone. Half an
inch above this cicatrix, a small rounded elevation could be felt, which

was looked upon as the proximal end of the cut tendon. Under chlo-

roform, an Esmarch's bandage having previously been apiilied, a

vertical incision, an inch and a quarter in length, was made, its centre

placed over the rounded projection above referred to. The proximal

end of the tendon was readily found, ani the distal, after a little diffi-

culty; the hitter was closely adherent to the sheath. These sdhesions

having been separated, an attempt was made to approximate the ends

of the severed leudon, but it wjs founl that the tension was very con-

siderable. The follow ing plan had then to be adopted. An ia'.ision

was made into the prox'mal end of the tendon, in a transveise direc-

tion, and taken as far as its centre ; ilie knife was then carried for-

wards, so as to split the tendeu downwaids in the middle, to within
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on eighth of an inch from its divided and. The fl»p of tendon so

lepanted was now turned rurniirds anJatitihed to the distal end

by means of catgut. There was litllo ot no h.emorrhiigo when the

bandage w.i3 lemnved ; the wound wan well washed with a saturated

solatiou of lluosilicate of sodium, and the edges brought together with

silver sutures. The finger was kept Hexed for nearly three weeks,

when it was found that firm union had taken place, and considerable

rejistance could now be offered to any attempt at passive extension of

the linger. Two months later, she could Ilex the linger without any

difficulty, and was aide to follow her ordiuary housework
;
previous to

the operation ahe had been unable to do so.

Cask II.—J. W., aged 31, a sawyer, was admitted on Septem-

ber •2C!nd, 1887. A few hours previously, his right hand had been

caught bv a circular saw. On admisjion, he was fonnd to be sulfeiing

from a lacerated wound of the right hand, on the ulnar side of the

dorsum ; in was about one inch and a half in length, and extended iu

a direction upwards and inwards, its centra being situated over the

kntickle of the fifth mot.icarpal bone. The extensor tendons of the

ring and little fingers were divided, and the head of the fifth meta-

carpal bone was splintered.

On the afternoon of the same diy, under chloroform, the splintered

-portions of the head of the injured metacarpal bone were removed,

aboat a quarter of an inch being taken away altogether from the lower

end of the bone. The cut tendons were then sutured with catgut, the

divided ends being brought into apposition ; the wound having been

well washed with cirbolic lotion (1 in 20), was sutured with silver

wire, and dressed with iodoform gauze and a wood-wool pad. The

fingers were fixed in an exten'.eJ position on a straight splint, the

anterior part of which w.is well padded.

The patient got on very well after the operation ; the temperature

remained normal. The wjutd healed by granulation, and, when sent

to Chealle thirteen daj a after the operation, a healthy granulating

surface was visible.

December 20th The patient cams to .show himself about a fortnight

ago ; he could extend his ring anl little fingers iiuite well, and was

able to follow his occupation.

The patient was presented to the meeting of the Manchester Medical

Society on December 21st, 1887 ; the parts were soundly healed, and

the power of active extension had been restored in the injured fingers.

Cask in—T. L , ag^d 21, a sawyer, was admitted on September

19th, 1887, suffering from a cut hand. He had caught his left hand

in a circular saw, causing a lacerated wound about one inch below the

wrist, extending from the dorsum of the fifth metacarpal bone

at its inner side, round to the palm of the hand, extend-

ing a little forwards, as it went round, as far as a point one

inch and three-quarters from the ulnar border of the hand. The
tendons on the dorsum were intact ; but the flexor tendons of the

fourth and fifth fingers were completely divided. Under chloroform,

the divide! ends oi the tendons were found, but with great difficulty,

owing to the great laceration of the tissues and the bleeding into the

tissue? ; the divided cuds were drawn together, and made to overlap

slightly, being fixed by means of catgut sutures. The wound was then

well washed in carbolic lotion (1 in 20), several wire sutures being in-

•erted ; a horsehair drain was introduced. After dressing it with

iodoform gauze and wood-wool, a poiterior splint was applied, so as

to flex the wrist and fingers, the elbow being kept in a flexed position

by means of a bandage round the neck, serving as a sling. The tem-

perature was irregular for the first few days, but soon came down
;

the wound healed by granulation. For domestic reasons he was allowed

to go home on Sef tember24th, 1887, and was made an out-patient.

When seen on Utctmher 21st, he was found to possess very good use

of his ring and little fingers. There were, however, tome adhe-

•ions between the cicatrix and the deeper structures ; and it is sug-

gested to separate these, in order to render the movements of tho fingers

still more free.

Teai.ss U.>»iok.—The Local Government Board, Ireland, have

sanctioned tho appointment of Dr. Hayes as medical ollicor of the

Tralee No. 1 dispensary district. When elected. Dr. Hayes's salary

was fixed at £100 per annum ; but notice of motion has been given to

increase it to £120, as unanimously recommended by the dispensary

committe?.

Thr RAMPf.ATE SHOOTiKf. CASE.—Dr. Si.vage and Dr. Foibes

Winslow, who wtre officially ap].ointed to visit the prisoner, Richard-

son, at Cinteibuiy, with a view to forming an opinion as to his men-

tal condition, have txpressed tho opinion that at ihe time of the act

he was of unsound mind, and that he continues in the same state.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

rATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Tuesday, Jakuart 17rn, 1888.

Sir James Paget, Bart, F.R.S., F.K.C.S., President, in tho Chair.

Vaccinia.—Dr. Kleim, F.K.S., exhibited and demonstrated the

vesicles of vaccinia in tho calf which Professor Crookshank had ex-

hibited to the Society on December 15th. This calf had been inocu-

lated by Professor Crookshank in the second generation from the

Wiltshire boy, also shown to the Society on that occasion. This ani-

mal hail subsequently been inoculated with cow-pox at the National

Vaccine Establishment, and when exhibited to theSocietyou this second

occasion the calf presented well-marked vaccinia. Another CiU, also

inoculated under the same conditions by Professor Crookshank, also

took vaccinia when subsequently inoculated at the National Vaccine

Establishment. These facts Dr. Klein had expressed in the following

table :

WILTSniKE Bor.
I

Calf 1.

did not take.

I

Coif 2,

did not take.

Calf 8,

took.

Calf 4,

took.

Calf 5, Calf 6, Calf T,

took. did not take. took.

Calf 3 was farther inoculated with Warlomnnt's lymph, hut did not. take.

Calf 4 was further inocolatcd with human lymph in sis places; result doubtflU.

Calf .') was farther inoculated with cnw-pox at Lamb's Conduit Street Ammal
Vaccination Station ; it took well.

, ^ ,j.

Calf 7 was exhibited at the Pathological Society on December 15th. It was

further inoculated with cow-pon at Lamb's Conduit Street Animal \ accinabon

Station ; it took well, and was again exhibited to the Society ou January ITth.^

Dr. Klein considered that the experiments had been spoilt, owing

to calf 3 having been inoculated with stored calf Ijmph, which it was

known was not reliable ; and to calf 4 havirg been inoculated with

Ivmph from a child's arm. A calf vaccinated at the National Vaccine

Establishment in the ordinary course, was also exhibited for comparison.

Carcinoina of Gall Duct.—VT. NoiiMAN MoORB showed specimens

of primary carcinoma of the common bile duct. The first case was

that of a man aged 44 ; tho microscopic section seemed to show the

development of the carcinoma from the large flattened epithelial cells

ot the common duct, and its extension outwards into the duct wall.

The cells lay in the meshes of a well-developed stroma. The liver was

only slightly affected at a few isolated points ; the lumen of the duct

was enlarged, and the surface slight'y hile-stained. The ducts in the

liver were not dilated, and there was no cirrhosis. Jaundice and

emaciation were the most noticeable symptoms. No carcinoma was

pr''seut in other organs. The second specimens were from the case of

a woman aged 63, and had been made through a dense mass of new

growth, which occluded the common and the cystic ducts. The gall

bladder was adherent to the walls of a small hydatid cyst, containing

caseous material ; there were no deposits in tho liver, tho bile ducts

in the liver were dilated, and that organ was cirrhosed. No secondary

growths were found in other organs. The tumour was an epitheli-

oma. The most prominent symptoms were pain, jaundice, emaciation,

and hepatic enlargement ; they had existed for two years, but had

been severe for only six months. The diagnosis in these cases was

difficult, and had not a careful microscopical examination been made,

the first case shown might have been sot down to catarrh of the bile

ducts. ,
Msccs^ of Brain and Adenoma of Pituitary Body in a Ewe —Mr.

W. K. Sibley showed specimens taken from a ewe, aged 2 years.

The animal had been apathetic, ill, blind, and deaf for some time.

It was killed, and the post-morlcm examination revealed pleural adhe-

sions, finall nodules in the lungs, and a large abscess in the right

cerebral hemispheie ;
tber" wf<« g^p'ril Ti>or.inr.it,'<! Thi nodules in

the lungs were due to nematode worms (atrongylus jilaria), such as

were frequently present in the lungs of sleep. The bronchioles con-

tained vegetable dibris. Sections of the pituitary body presented all

the appearances of an adenoma. The lungs also contained small ab-

.scesses. Ho discussed the mode of origin of the cerebral abscess, and

rejecting the theory of pyiemia, suggested that this was the pri-

mary lesion, and that it had been set up by disease of the cranial

bonis which had been found after death. Tho morbid condition of

the central nervous system might have disturbed the normal correla-

tion of nerve-influence between the brain and the pulmonary tissne,

lowering the vitality of the latter; this lovered vitality permitting

the breaking down of the consolidation produced by the parasites,

which[on this theory would be attributable not to pyasoiia but to a
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trophoneurosis. Mr. Sibley also commented on the rarity of tumour of

the pituitary body.—Professor Buowjj said that it was rare to meet

with a specimen of the luugs of the sheep in which these nematode

worms were not present. Vegetable debris frequently found their

way into the bronchi in the death struggle.

Cystic Epithelioma of Neck.—Ut. St.wonds read notes and showed

microscopical sections of a case of cystic squamous epithelioma of

the neck. The patient, a man 8f;ed 56, came to Guy's Hospital in

August, 1883, with a tumour in the right side of the neck. It ex-

tended from the angle of the jaw to the middle of the thyroid car-

tilage and from the sterno-mastoid to half an inch across the median

line. It was connected with the thyroid cartilage and over the centre

the skin was adherent ; otherwise the tumour was fairly movable. It

was freely circumscribed and gave an indistinct sense of fluctuation.

There was no evidence of nerve implication. No ulcer or growth

could be found in any part of the mucous membrane of the mouth or

pharynx, so that the growth was considered to be a sarcoma, though

the brawny condition of the implicated skin, the position to the

larynx, and the pain resembled more closclj' the epithelial growths.

The mass was extirpated on September 7th, the vertical elliptical

incisions including the infiltrated skin. It proved to be widely and

closely adherent, and its removal involved sacrifice of portions of most

of the muscles in the submaxillary region and one inch of the internal

jugular vein. The pharynx and sterno-hyoid membrane were ex-

posed, as well as most of the chief arteries and nerves. The growth

proved to be a large thick-walled cyst filled with sanious fluid con-

taining flakes of epithelial debris. Several enlarged glands were also

removed. The wound united without suppuration, but in four weeks

recurrence had taken place to an extent rendering all operation use-

less. The wall of the cyst was five-eighths of an inch thick, white on

section, and showed under the microscope a typical epitheliomatous

structure.

The Relation of the Hendon Cow Disease to Scarlet Fever.—Profes-

sor CROOKSH.iNK, before reading the paper which is published at

p. 122, protested against his calf (7 in above table) having been ex-

hibited without his having been consulted. He did not object to the

Society seeing the calf, because he wished to tell them that it was
not protected. The three calves 6, 6, and 7 were inoculated from

calf 4 on the seventh day of the eruption, whsn, that is to say,

it was in the pustular stage, and Bryce had pointed out that the

fluid in the vesicles in the advanced stage was unfit for propagat-

ing vaccinia ; the attainment of this stage was marked by the fluid be-

coming puriform. The calf shown by Dr. Klein on the present occa-

sion was inoculated after the lymph had become puriform. Four
calves were inoculated direct from the Wiltshire boy ; two of these

took and two did not.' In the two calves which took revaccination,

so far, had completely failed. Three calves were inoculated from one

of the two first which liad taken, but as had been said this inoculation

had unfortunately been made rather too late—namely, after the fluid

had become puriform. The two calves were therefore not protected,

as was known would probably be the case from the writings of Bryce.-

It was one of these calves, which had been vaccinated at the National

Vaccine Establishment which Dr. Klein had brought to the meeting.

He (Professor Crookshank) thought that if this was to have
been done, it would have only been fair to have shown one of

the first calves that had n"t taken when revaccinated. He
thought that for one observer to publish part of the as yet

unpublished researches of another, and to show one of his animals

without his having been consulted, and been allowed to give his

version of the results, was an event unparalleled in the history of

the Pathological Society of London. Profe'sor Crookshank also

showed a boy, a milker, from Wiltshire, who had suffered from the

spontaneous disease ; he presented depressed scars on the back of his

hand. He asked the Society to test the accuracy of the drawing he
had shown at the special meeting of the Society.—Dr. Klein said

that Prnfossor Crookshank h.ad given a groat mauj factj abjut the

micrococcus pyogenes, but he had not said anything new about the

micro-organism which he (Dr. Klein) had observed in scarlet fever,

nor given any observations of his own about it. This was the im-

portant point, and Dr. Klein said that he maiutained that the micro-

1 **The above experiments, however, will serve to show the greater ililliculty of
vaccinating the cow with liuinanised than with primary lynipl\, and that when
successful a much milder disease is the result." " Vaccine lymph in passing from
the cow to man undergoes a change which renders it less energetic on being re-

turned to many individuals of the class producing it." (Ceely.)
2 "The fluid contained in the vesicle in the advanced stages of cow-pox lip.s under-

gone a certain stage whereby it is rendered Tuitit for propagatin^:; this affection so
as to give security from true small-pox, and this change is said to be marked by
the puriform appearances which the fluid then assumes." "The areola is fully

formed, and this is said to be a mark that the viius begins to be ' »j active, and
therefore improper for use." (Bryce.)

organism which he had found in the Hendon cowa and in human
scarlet fever was not the same as the micrococcus pyogciies. Professor

Crookshank had, indeed, said that he was under the impression that

the two organisms were the same, but in reality he would not be com-

petent to express such an opinion until he had accepted Dr. Klein's

offer to present him with the microco'xu^ scarlatirun in order that

he might compare them. Professor Crookshank showed microsco-

pical sections of the kidney of one of the Wiltshire cows containing

streptococci, but this cow had a large abscess in the udder, and Dr.

Klein, who had also examined the kidneys, had proved them to be full

of miliary abscesses, that is to say, the animal was suilering from

pynemia ; such a condition could not be compared with the description

he had given of the morbid changes in the Hendon cow.s. Again, the

sections of the ulcers of the skin had been made in the second week of

the disease, and could not be compared with his descriptions of ulcer*

examined in the first week. There were also marked clinical differ--

ences. Dr. Klein dwelt especially on one, namely, that in the Hendon
cows the ulcers only commenced on the fourth, whereas in ihe Wilt-

shire cows they were at their height on the fifth day. In the Edin-

burgh cows, to which he had referred at the special meeting in

December, the ulceration occurred still later. So that they probably

had to do with three diseases, and not one. He maintained that the

symptoms in these three diseases were different, that the progress of

the ulceration were different, and as to the Hendon cows and Wiltshire

cows thatthe;)os<-mortem appearances and micro-organisms present were

different.—Dr. Collins had visited the Wiltshire farms with Dr. Crook-

shank, and was able to corroborate the local evidence brought forward ; the

milkers stated that the disease was rare, but was not unknown to the

older of them ; they named it cow-pox.—Dr. Thorne Thorne con-

cisely summarised the different statements in relation to the whole

question, and showed that no conclusion could be drawn from sneh

conflicting evidence. Of the Hendon cow disease Professor Axe had

said that it was a well-known and a common disease, he had seen it

often, and that, whilst it was prevailing, two boys became inoculattd

and developed vaccinia, and that, therefore, the Hendon cow disease

was exonerated from any participation in the outbreak of the London

scarlet fever. Dr. Crookshank stated that it was a well-known and

not an uncommon disease, and adduced a case in which a boy was

inoculated and developed vaccinia. In contrast with these statements

Dr. Thome remarked that in ISSO, when the Local Government Board

established a calf vaccine station, Dr. Buchanan spared no pains to

find a case of genuine cow-pox wherewith to start the inoculations,

and could find none. Lately certain calves and certain boys were in-

oculated ; but the boy shown that evening by Dr. Crookshank as having

caught cow-pox from the diseased cows presented old large vaccine mirks

of the usual kind on the arms ; again, the calves which Dr. Crookshaak

had inoculated had been three or four weeks subsequently inoculated

at the calf vaccine station with vaccinia, and had developed the typical

disease. The speaker considered that the only precise invcst'ftition was

that originally undertaken by Drs. Power, Cameron, and Buchanan ;

and he thought that the evidence adduced by these writers in regard

to the Hendon cow disease was reliable.—Professor Brown concurred

with the last speaker in his view that the whole subject was at

present in hopeless confusion. — Dr. Prinole stated that during

thirty years of service in India, he had seen no case of cow-pox in the

cow. Small-pox was quite common in the natives, but he haii never

seen it communicated to the cow. In two cases of apparently trne

vaccinia in i;he cow, he had inoculated children and calves from the

clear fluid, but had uniformly failtd to communicate the disease ; and

he contended that the possibility of transferring the disoas? was the

sole reliable means of establishing its identity.—Dr. Coey observed

that the cicatrices on the hand of the boy shown that evening by Dr.

Crookshank were not those of typical vaccinia.—ProfessorCBOOlcsHAJC K,

in reply, denied that he had asserted cow-pox to be very common in

the 30W ; it might occur in outbreaks at long intervals ;
mcreover,

many outb.'uaks would be sucoei^fally k'pt back from sight owing to

the injury farmere would suffer from their disclosure. As regards tbe

boy exhibited, the disease bore resemblance to that described by

Jenner ; and with respect to the iucommunicability of the disease to

the calves which were subsequently successfully inoculated with

vaccin-la, he pointed out that the lymph with which the calves were

first inoculated w.is taken beyond the proper date, and that this

would account for thoir escape. —The President commented on the

singular likeness between the disease on the face of the bjy previously

shown by Pr. Croakihank and Ceely's drawings of vaccinia. He
remarked that Professor Klein held that there were three different

diseases under discussion ; and in face of the more recent differentia-

tion of disease in mun, he could not help believing that the same

would be found true of disease in animals.
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cuNiCAt sociEry of londos.
Fkiuay, Jasuaiiy 13th, 18S3.

W. H. Bi-.OADBF.NT, M.D., F.K.C.r., ProBideut, iu the Chair.

Obstntdioii of the J^oxciU l;! large Gall Stmcs.—VT. JIaci.agan

n$d uotes of cases. C«Be I.— lieUeen the middle of July and April

6th this patient had four ditTeront attacks, each lastiug from three to

six days, all characterised l.y nouto gripiug pain iu tho abdomen,

sicktiws, nansoA, and temporary obstruction. About a fortnight after

tho last atta k the jatient voided at stool first one, then another, then

athir.l,niid two days later a fourthgall stone. Tlicstoues(which were

shown) averagcil about an inch iu diameter. During the whole

illness there existed a tumour about the size of the fist between the

umbUicus and the liver, just to the right of tho middle hue, in the

region of the gall bladder. Alter the stones were voided there was no

more severe pain, but constant nausea. The liver increased much in

size all over, and very rapidly. The patient gradually sauk and uied.

Oa post morUm examination, the liver was found to be very much

enlarged and futty. Tho pall bladder communicated with the duo-

denum by a free opcbing. There was much inflammatory thickening

all aronud. A fifih gall stone was found in the remains of the giU

bladder. In Case 11, there was a swelling of the size of a hen's

egg iu the region of the gall bladder, tender ou pressure. This

suddenly decreased in size. Immoliately succeeding this diminutiou

there were developed symptoms of acute intestinal catarrh, followed

in a few days by those of intestinal obstruction. The obstruction

lasted lor throe weeks, and was then relieved. Treatment was by

morphine and nutrient cuemata. The patient gradually improved,

and continued to do so for si.\ or seven weeks, after which she again

had a recurrence of the old symptoms, with renewed obstruction,

lasting for a fortnight. A third attack supervened. At the same

time tbe temperature rose, and marked tenderness was developed ovtr

the regi'-.n of the liver, and the pitient gradually sank and died. Iso

poilmortcm examination was obtained. After the first attack was

over, there was felt to be something in the right ihac fossa, causing

tenderness on firm pressure, and preventing one from getting the baud

freely into the fossa. This continued for a fortnight. The tenderness

then disappeared, and the hand could be pressed into tbe fossa. At

the same time a hard lump was felt just above the crest of the right

ilium. This wa« believed to be the stone, which had passed from the

ca;cnm into the ascending colon.

Laparotimiy /or Obstrtiction from Gall Stone : riccoviry.—M.v. Olut-

TON desciibed the case, which was that of a woman of 70 years of

*ge, whoso abdomen was opened on account of obstruction, which was

thought to be duo to an impacted gall stone. Tiie calculus, being

telt in the lower end of the ileum, was pushed through the ileo-

cecal valve. The patient was relieved of her symptoms, and made a

perfect recovery. Mr. Sidney Harvey, under whose care the patient

Ltd been for some years, was able to diagnose the probable presence of

an impacted gall stone from the fact that, fifteen months before, she

bad passed a large facetted biliary calculus, and from that time, as

long as she remained under treatment, he was unable to find a tumour

m tbe ).osition of tl>o gall bladder. The symptoms of obstruction

began abmt twenty- four hours before the operation was performed,

with sudden acute pain in the abdomen, and vomiting. On e.\amica-

tiou, Mr. lUrvey found that the tumour iu the position of the gall

blidder had di<appeared. The operation was undertaken at this early

period on account of the age of the patient, the exhaustion that had

already been induced, and in the hope that the stone which was

believed to be tbe cause of obstruction could be pushed through the

ileo-C8'cal valve without opening the intestine. This proved to be

the case, for the calculus w-« found close to the valve, and movable.

Some difficulty was eipmoncod in pusliing it through the ileo-cieoal

valve in tho colon ; bat, this having been overcome, the calculus was

left to tiud iti own way along the rest of the largo intestme, and

wan passed naturally in five days after the operation. The calculus was

pyramidal iu shape, the base measuring 3 3-10 inches in circumference.—

Tub Tbe-siuknt said that these cases raised two questions :
namely,

the value ot loparotomv for cases in which large gall stones were in the

amsl! intestine, and the time at which the operation should be doDO.

in one of lir. llacUgan's cases (in which he himself had also been

consulted) tho gall stone could be felt in the bowtl, near the ileo-

c««il valve. It was interesting aUo to notice that the swelling at

tho gall l.Iab'.tr disapjieared just as the intestinal obstruction com-

•tteiiel. He hiin.self had only seen one cisa of acute intestinal

«b»tiuction bv pall stones ; that was in a patient aged 90, and was

fatal in four or five days. The gall stone was found, ou inspection,

«ot t J have traycUtd more than half tho length of the small intestine.

He asked whether it would be safe to open the bowel and remove tbe

gall stone on the spot, or whether it would not bo better to attonapt

to pass the stoiie ou throngh tihe remaiudor of the small intestine

to tho colon, 83 done by Mr. Glutton ; whilst Dr. Maelagan's

case gave much encouragement to wait, as tho stone might

eventually pass naturally ?—Dr. Oki) said he liad seen three cases of

obstruction of the intestine by gall stone. Tco lirst was that of an

old lady who had had several attacks of biliary colic, and at last one.

of extraordinary violence, at the eu.l of which she passed a stono not

at all unlike that shown by Dr. Maclagan. In twenty four hours, how-

ever, she had auother attack, with vomiting and symptoms of peritonitis,

and obstruction. She died shortly afterwards, and at the posl-mortem

examination a stoae, as largo as the top of one'.s thumb, was found

tightly grasped by the wall of the small intestine, not far from the

ileo-civcal valve. It seemed to Ivave entered through the gall duct,

the liver end of which was markedly dilated. The stone seemed to

have worked its way down the tube, until quite m/av the end, when

it had rent the tissues to get into the intestine, la similar cases he

should tend to adopt the principle of waiting, whilst using opium to

relieve the spasm ; thou;;h his next case taid the other way. This

patient he had seen with Sir. Thomas Smith. She was a lady over

05 years of age, in whom acute signs of obstruction of the bowels,

had suddenly occurred. There had been no previous hiitory sug-

gestive of gall stones. Mr. Smith opened the abdomen and drcw out

a gangrenous, or almost gangrenous, piece of intestine, but he could

at that time find uo obstruction. At the postmortem examination he

found, just above tho semi-gangrenous portion, a large gall stoas

measuring J inch by 1 inch. The third case was in a womm, who,

soon after her confinement, and not having had a»y sigES of

biliary colic, had a suddeu attack of obstruction of the bowels

not far within the sphincter, where a hard substance was felt,

which turned out to be au impacted gaU stone. This was of so

lar^e a sizo that it must have ulcerated through into the

intestine, yet without giving rise to any piin or jaundice.—

Dr Gibbons quoted a case in which the patient liad suflered for some

years from bUiary calculi, and had bsen put on a milk diet by her

medical attendant, with the view of preventing any further formation.

For some weeks previous to her death she had been, for her, in good

health, but about ten days before her death she was seized with vio-

lent pain in the abdomen, and all the signs of biliary colic. She re-

covered from this, but for two or throa days before her death she felt

unwell, and sent for her doctor. In the night she was seized with a

fit of vomiting, and fell back dead. The pust-marlcm examination

revealed the presence of a large stone, which had passed along the

bowel and become arrested near the cascum, which had been per-

forated, causing collapse and death.—Mr. Barker showed a calculus

which he had removed from a lady post mortem. It had ulcerated its

way into the duodenum, aud had passed down to the upper part of

tho Ueum, where it was tightly grasptd by the bowel. It could not

be moved downwards, though it could be easily pushed upwards. It

would, therefore, have been very difficult to press it down through thu

ileo-cfpcal valve, as recommended by Mr. Glutton. The atone

measured four inches iu circumference. At present he would have

operated on the patient, who was under Sir William Jenuer, Mr.

Erichscn, aud others.—Mr. CnKisToriiEi'. Heath said he had no ex-

perience of operative interference in these cases, but he had ceitamly

obtained good results iu renal calculi by rubbing. He thought it was

quite possible that, with the patient uudar chloroform and the ab-

dominal walls quite rcbxed, tho stone might be pushed on

through the ileocecal valve. He siid that tbe results of opera-

tive iuterfoience were not such as to inspire too great confidence.—

Mr KxowsLEY Thoknton congratulated Mr. Glutton on hn

successful operation, which ho could not help contrasting with

Dr Ma. lagan's case, in which the waiting plan was not ver;^ suc-

cessful. He thought it would be better generally if surgical mter-

(erence in these cases was prompt, aud if the stone was pushed down

befoie the intestine became mllanied. He suggjst.d that it was

probable that the stone "played" up and down, until it caused

irritation and became gripped. In respect of the operation, he

alluded to Mr. Liwson Tail's suggestion that the stone should te

pushed to a hialthy part of the intestine and there crushed with

pudde.l forceps ; for these stones were generally easily broken with

very litllo force. Or they might be split np by puncture with a fine

needle pa.v'^o i into them through tho coats of the bowtl The

Irigmeits oould then be pushed on through the ileo-ctecil valve.

Vj'V litt'e risk was caused bv such puncture of tho intestine. --

Mr Cant mentioned the case of a nnn in the Royal Free Ho'pital,

who was admitted with acute ptnitcmtis, radiating uoai tlu ra;oiim.

Ti.e abdomen was opened, and tho intestines were exammtd. Ao

obstruction, ho\vever, was found, aud, althoujh tbe oporatioi^eiTorde.d
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some relief, the jiatient died. At the pOil-morUm examination there

was found uieeration near tlio ileo-oecal valve, and a gall stone Wiis

difrcovered Ijing behind the bowel outsido the peiitontum, on the

quadratus lumboruni muscle.—Dr. Glovek rem,arktd on the cases

treated simply by the administration of 12 or IG ounces of

olive oil, by which the passage of the itones was said

to have been much facilitated.— Dr. JUclagau, in reply,

said that in Dr. Ord's case the stone was so large thac it

was probably ulcerated through into the transverse colon, and

not into the small intestine. As rfgarded the question of operative

interftrence, if the mass in the gall bladder consisted of one very large

stone, which was so large that it could not pass through the sniall in-

testine, one should advise operation ; whereas, if the mass consisted of

three, four, or more stones, as they could probably each pass along the

bowel, one might in that case counsel delay. Both his cases had died

of inflammation of the liver, not of icilammation of the small intes-

tine. Mr. Glutton had advised speedy operation, and had said that

the stone would generally be found near the ileo-csecal valve. But aa

it required some liiic to enable the stone to travel to that point, it

ptobably would not, if the operation were done at an early stage, be

found so low down. The rubbing which was resorted to in his case

was to relieve the tenseness of the abdominal wall, not to assist the

onward progress of the stone. He did not think in his case the ad-

ministration of oil would have done any good.—Mr. Cluttok said

that his remarks in favour of early operation applied only to cases of

urgent obstruction. In Mr. Treves's book were recorded twenty cases

of acute intestinal obstruction, due to gall stones ; of these, fourteen

ha4 died, and only six recovered.

HARVEIAN SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Thursday, January 5th, 18SS.

Edmund Owen, M.B., F.RC.S., President, in the Chair.

Sporadic Cretinism.—The President showed a ease of this disease

which had been sent to him by Dr. Davson ; the child, agtd 5A, had

been born in the Hampstead district, of healthy parents. She looked

about three or four years younger than her actual age. She had been

weaned at three years, but was still fed from the bottle. Amongst the

chief clinical features were the large mouth and protruding tongue,

and the absence of all trace of thyroid gland ; the presence of diffuse

tumours over the subclavian triangles, and of large and rounded

limbs. The child could not walk or stand, neither could she speak.

Keference was made to a valuable paper which was contributed nearly

forty years ago by Mr. Curling on two similar cases, in which he sug-

gested that the physical and intellectual defects in those children

were probably due to absence of the thyroid gland depriving the

economy of certain assimilative processes. Mr. Owen then referred to

the work of Kocher, Ord, and Horsley upon the subject of cretinism,

which he called the myxcedema of chUdhood. He was of opinion that

the characteristic deposits in the neck, as also those which shrouded

the muscles of and thickened the limbs, were the result of

mucoid infiltration of the subcutaneotis tissue, and not of the

nature of fat. He concluded by calling attention to the importance

of Mr. Horslfiy's vivisection experiments upon monkeys, by

which it had teen amply shown that the removal of the en-

tiro gland was likely to be followed by progressive myxcedema.

—

Mb. V^iCTOK HoKSLEY thought the case a striking example of the

disease. With relerence to the kind allusion of the President to his

own work, he wished to mention that Munk of Berlin had challenged

his results. As he would take another oiiportunity of replying to

Munk's statements (which could be easily explained), he wished only

to remark on what appeared to him to be the most pressing problems

connected with the destruction of the thyroid in these cases. There

were three forms of the one disease resulting from atrophy of the

thyroid. They were : (1) intra-uterine cretinism (child always born

dead)
; (2) sporadic cretinism of childhood, in which there was e.irly

extra uterine loss of the gland
; (3) adult cretinism, or myxcedema of

middle life. Now, we were familiar in the last form with the con-

gestion of the gland, its invasion by leucocytes, and its subsequent

atrophy, with destruction of the gland tissue, but we were ignorant of

what like destroying changes occurred in the thyroid in the first two

forms. The solution of that question he desired to urge upon the

attention of pathologists. In conclusion, he agreed with Mr. Owen
that the resiliency of the arms seemed more than fat and connective

tissue would account for, but he thought we must be very cautious in

attributing the whole to mucin, for, as he himself had shown, this

element in the case was wanting where the chronicity of the disease

was notably increased.

ExUrmvc Tubercular ZJucoNse.—Mr. Quarry Silccck shoTcd a casa

of ayouDgman, who was admitted to St. Mark's Hospital in June, 1886,

suffering fiora tubercular arthritis of the left ankle-joint, tubercular

nephritis, and tubercular abscesses on the front of the stemnm.
After consultation, he had amputated the leg in the lower third, and

scraf ed the tubercular abscess, the man's general condition greatly

improving ; the hicmaturia diminished in amount, the abscess en the

front of the sternum cicatrised, and the stump had practically healed

when the ]iatient left the hospital. Subsequently, however, the

stump was damaged by a fall, a tubercular periostitis of the upper

third of the fibaia resulting therefrom, which, although scraped and

otherwise combatted, was exceedingly intractable to treatment.

Accordingly amputation through the condyles, after the method
advocated by Sir Joseph Lister, was done in June, 1S67, with ex-

cellent results, for although the nephritic symptoms (h.'ematuria and

lumbar pain) were at that time very marked, the wound healed by
first intention, the man being up on the ninth day from the operation.

Mr. SUcock pointed out the apparent hopelessness of the case when
first under observation, and cited it, as exemplifying the now well

recognised doctrine, that where several tubercular lesions co-existed.

the removal of one tended to the amelioration of the symptom* •

attending the others. He remarked that at some time, in future, it

might ba thought advisable to attack the renal lesion, for the

ha;matiuia and pain attendant upon it were becoming increasingly-

severe.

Trephining in Prc-liistoric Times.— 'H.v. Victor Horsley, F.RS.,

delivered an address upon this subject. He commenced with three

propositions concerning the operation in the neolithic age. which

he proceeded to maintain by the help of lime-light rtflectiona-

upon a screen ; he also exhibited specimens of the flint instruments

of the period.

WEST LONDON MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Friday, January Gth, 1888.

C. B. Keetley, F. R C. S. iu the Chair.

Ziving Specimens.—ilx. Whitmore exhibited a male patient from-

whom he had excised a Portion of the Rectum for Malignant D.'sease.

—The Specimen and Microscopic Sections prepared by Dr. P. S."

Abraham were presented.—Dr. SricER showed Three Patients firom-

whom Laryngeal Growths had been removed.

Syphilitic Disease of the ^i/c—Mr. J. Hutchinson, juil, showed'

two cases of syphilitic disease of the eyes presenting unusual features.

The first, that of a woman who had lately suffered from severe ter-

tiary symptoms, came under care for ulceration of the upper eyelid,

with surrounding thickening ; a small gumma sloughed out, and on

the conjunctival surface a second ulcer appeared. With iodide of

potassium internally and iodoform locally the ulcer healed, and at the-

same time a gummatous ulcer on the palate cicatrised. In the second

case, a girl, aged 17, with inherited syphilis and typical teeth, there

had been double iritis, and while under treatment interstitial terititis

appeared in both cornere. Two small gummata developed in the in-

flamed iris, and had become absorbed under mercurial inunction.

Since then iritis and keratitis had relapsed, but were disappearing

with specific treatment and tonics. The rarity of gummata of the

iris and tertiary ulcers of the conjunctiva was the reason for exhibit-

ing the cases.—Dr. Maksden Low, Mr. Whitmore, Dr. Bennett,

Jlr. Llotd, and Dr. Aldesson made remarks, and Mr. Hutchinson'

replied.
, , . . ,.

^^asal Trcphinc.—DT. Spicer exhibited a revolving trephine,

worked by an electro-motor, for removing.bony growths from the nasal

passsges. ....
EpitMioma of Larynx.—Dr. Abraham exhibited microscopic sec-

tions of epithelioma of the larynx which had been removed by Mr.

Keetley, and remarked upon their characters.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.
Medical Section.

Friday, December 16th, 1887.

James Little, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Arfjijriasis.—Dr. A. W. Foot, apropos of the discussion in this

JoitbVal, on absorption of silver nitrate applied to the threat, read

notes of a case iu which the solid caustic had been applied to the

throat for eight years, and was followed by silver-staining of the skin

and mucous membranes.—Mr. Fitzgieeon mentioned two instances of

d scoloration of ihe skin produced by the continued application of nitrate

of silver to the throat, but he had no doubt the discoloration was due to

the solution hiving been swallowed. He attributed it to the effect of

light noon the white chloride of silver as in photography. Iodide o£
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potassium had boen usoil, with mirkcd though not c^oipleto bonolit,

in lomoviiij; the (iiscolorntion.—Dr. IIkad snid ho knew n lady who,
atfuriD); from vaginitis, was trontod with iiltrato of silver by injci^ting

adianhni of 30 gr. solution into tlio vagina, and iu tivo years sho )>u-

eanic miite skin-atained.—Dr. Dvkfky ]ioiuti.d out that a caso had
bun iioii.lly reported, in whioh tho local application of nitrate of

silver i ) an uker on tho log was followed by discoloratiou of tho skin.

—tic. Stoby said the local a|>plication of nitrate of silver to tho con-

janctival .sic, which was a common procedure some vear.s ago, had
often produced very deep discoloration, turning the whites of the eyo.i

ifoite black.—Dr. Ball asked a.s to silt-or found in the liver and
kidneys : how its depu.sit there was to be accounted for by tho action

of light?—The I'rbsidekt observed that Dr. Head had disposed of tho
theory that staining was entirely due to swallowiug tho Itiiid.— Dr.

Four, in reply, said tho silver depo.ited in tho liver, kidneys, spleen,

and visceM was metallic silver in the oxidised or reduced form, and
was inditTereut to light.

Oe.rehra! Tumour.—Dr. KekdAL Fbanks read a paper on a case of

carebra'. tnniour. The patient was a married lady, aged 10, who in

June, 1S87, for the lirst time was seizad with an epileptiform attack.

These atta?ks recurred with diminishing intensity every four or live

days until the middlo of July, when they wert replaced by modilicd

attacks of petit mal. After the first attack she exhibited symptoms of

amnesic aphasia. At first this was very slight, but after each epilepti-

fonu attack became more marked. Headache gradually developed,

sometimes becoming very acute, and was always referred to tho top of

th-. Ileal about tho coronal suture, being most marked a little to tho

left of the bregma She came under observation first on .September 7th.

Cerebral vomiting appeared for the first time on September 9th. On
September 13th a paralytic condition of the bladder, necessitating the

frequent use of the catheter, appeared ; this lasted for five days, then

disappeared for ten days, and finally returned on September 28th, and
lasted until coma supervened. The only other paralytic symptoms
which appeared were, on September SSth, some almost inappreciable

paresis of the right c.\ternal rectus, giving rise to a certain amount
ly' diplopii ; secondly, on 0.;tobir 3rd, a partial paralysis of the right

orbicularla muscle ; and, on October 4lb, partial paralysis of the

pilale. A tumour in the left side of the brain was diagnosticated, but
its nitaro and exact pDsitiou, Dr. Franks maintained, it was impos-

sible to foretell by the symptoms produced. That there was a tumour
and not an abscesj, as was held by Mr. Wheeler, who saw tho case in

cjnsultation on October 9th, was proved by the history of tho case

—

t^e total absence of any predisposing cause, the gradual onset and
progress of the disease, without any rigors or pyrexia whatever, until

three days before death, and by the total absence of all symptoms of

pus formation. Mr. Wheeler, who saw the case tho day before death

occuned, wished to trephine over Broca's space on account of the

aphasia, but Dr. Franks objected on tho grounds that none of the

symptoms indicated Broca's space as tho seat of tho lesion. The only

localibiag symptom was the aphasia, which was only partial and was
of the amnesic, variety ; and therefore if it indicated one spot more
than another, it pointed to the posterior portion of the parietal bone,

tho angular gyrus, the ijostcrior part of the infra-marginal con-

volution, and tho posterior portions of the superior and inferior

tomparo-sphenoidal convolutions, and the central portions of these-

parts was more than three inches from Broca's space. The post

morUm exauiinatioii showid that tho posterior half of tho temporo-

sphenoiJal lobe was occupied by a cavity, cxtinding two inches

in anteroposterior diameter, containing perfectly char serum. The
cavity hud no true cyst wall, but was bounded by di-sintegrating brain

tissue. Tho uiaoscope failed to reveal any trace of inflammation, or

of any old bload-clpt. The nearest part of tho cavity to Broca's space

measured nearly two inches. Dr. Franks maintaineil that to havo ex-

plored the brain by means of a grooved needle through a trephine

op . I'roca's space would probably havo failed to reach tho

cy>' , evin had it been reachrd, tho amount of damage which
pro.-..,. . ...l have been inflicted in the search lor a tumour whose
situation wa^ so unccsrtain would havo been such that no prudent sur-

geon would willingly have made tho attempt. He strongly objected

to Mr. Wheeler's statement that tho post mortem examination cor-

roborated his diagnosis.—Mr. Wheeler said : On the 6th of October

last a II ion of this patient wrote to me askiog me to arrange

aconiii I Dr. Franks the next evening. As I was unable

to go at ; ., ... ... .1 time, I was further requested l)y the tame relative

nti the 8tii i > s% the patient by myself the following day, who stated

that it was at Dr. Franks 's request. As he would not seo the patient

until Uto next evfning, I wrote for and received the following history

6i the ea.se from her husband :
—" Tho patient was in very good health

uj) to tho end of June, 1837, when, tho weather being very hot, she

felt it much. One morning she was out under hot sun, but walked a

mile and a half in tlie afternoon ; was well up to 7.30 r.M. Shortly

afterwards she was fmnd lying iu her room insensible with face muon
flushod, extremities cold, jmlse feeble. She remained unconscious for

scvoral hours, and then awoke perfectly clear in her mind. There
was a slight scratch on tho forehead, but no appearance of bruise.

For some weeks attacks somewhat similar followed, preceded by con-

fusion and a sense of falling. After a short period speech became
confused ; sho always knew what she wished to say, but coold

not use tho right words, nor could she write a letter. .Subsequently,

violent pain iu tho head, with vomiting, came on. She fell into a

semiconscious state about three months from the first attack, then
perspiration set. in, and she lost control over her bowels, and required

to havo the urine drawn olf." I found the patient in a semi-conscious

state ; saliva dribbled from her mouth, her gums were spongy, and
there was a well-marked mercurial odour

;
pulse 96, but rose to

110; respiration under 24 ; temperature under 100°; could swallow fluids
;

no stertor ; her pupils responded to light ; some urine drawn off,

specific gravity 1018, no albumen. I made an ophthalmoscopic

examination, but was unable to detect any neuritis. R»flex testa

gave no indication except abdominal and mammary. Heart sounds

normal. I advised, in writing, even as a last resource, an operation

iu Broca's region, and stated that, in my opinion, there was a fluid

collection, probibly an abscess, and that, if a .solid tumour existed

which had been diagnosticated, it would not be impossible to remove it.

The posl-mMeni examination showed there was a clear serous collec-

tion, separated from the surface by a thin layer of healthy brain tis-

sue, but there was no evidence that pus cells did not exist. I was then

requested to meet Dr. Franks at 9.40 I'.M. After a few minutes' con-

versatiou, he stated that Dr. Head's opinion, with which he agreed,

was that the patient suffered from a tumour ; and as he dissented from

the operation, I proposed that we should see tho patient. Her pulse

was then over 150, temperature 102.6°, respiration nearly 40. She
could not swallow; her pupils diil not contract to light. I stated that

she was so altered from the time I first saw her that I could not then

recommend the operation. There was clear evidence to me that this

patient was sullV-ring from aphasia, agraphia, and amnesia, with every

indication for operatioa in the region of Broca ; and my opinion is that

had she b.^en operated on iu time at the site indicated, the cyst could

have been emptied, and probibly her life saved. For the anterior

edge of the cyst would 1)6 scarcely three-quarters of an inch from the

site of the advised operation ; there could be no difliculty in tapping

it at even a greater distance, for scarcely two inches and three-quarters

of the temporal lobe is posterior to Broca's region ; but, supposing it

could not have been emptied by the proposed operation, the correct treat-

ment was to trephine a second or third time, and make explorations as

often.—Dr. Head said that he saw the lady for the first time late ou

the evening of September 14th, and not being anxious to express a

definite opinion without a further examination, he saw her again on

the following morning. He had seen several cases in his practice

resembling this one in many ways. In two of those cases, the

tumours were such as it would hare boen utterly impossible to re-

move, even if it were knowu where they were. Therefore, having

regard to his experien-o, he thought it would be inadvisable to tre-

phine over Urooa's space to look for a tumour the locality of which

was doubtful, and he advised Dr. Franks not to operate. li

the tumour became localised, or evidence of its locality more

clearly defined, then the operation might ha performed. When he

saw tho patient agiin on October 3rd, she was in a comatose condition,

and tho symptoms had not developed enough to enable him to localise

tho tumour. She was suffering intense pain, but he did not like to give

opium. He suggested cannabis indica. Sho expressed herself greatly

relieved. He suggested a caustic issue, and that the mercury should

be given tentatively, but stopped if untoward symptoms arose. It

was stopped on September 22nd. Ou October 3rd he examined her

breath and gums, and she had not the smallest sign of raercurialisa-

tion. She had bad teeth, but there was no salivation, and there was

not the smallest sign of mercurial ftrtor. Cannabis indica, she herself

said, relieved her pain, so he did not see how that treatment could

have done her much harm. With all tho care he gave the case he

conhi not attempt to locilise the position of the tumonr, or diagnosti-

cate whether it was solid or fluid, except tho probabilities being that

it wa.« ou the left .side. Und^^r those circumstances he advised Dr.

Franks not to operate.— Mr. SwAN/.y said he was asked to seo the

lady in order to ascertain whether, by means of the ophthalmoscopic

or any other symptoms, a closer diagnosis could be made than had
been effected. He examined hor with the ophthalmoscope under con-

tideriible dilBcultie.s, and expressed an opinion that there seemed to be

a slight haze over the fundus, which meant an optic retino-neuritis.
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At the same time it was so very slight he could not lay maoh import-

ance upon it. Whatever appearance there was, it was in one eye quite

as much as in the other. The lady complained of not bsing able to

see people who stood on the right side of the bed. He further

examined to see whether this was due to any blindness in the right

eve So far as could be ascertained by covering one eye and then the

other, and by counting the fingers, the sight of one eye seemed to be

as good as that of the other. StUl she complained of an unpleasant

sensation and difficulty of moving the right eye to the right side, mdi-

catin" a little paresis of the external rectus. He understood there had

been a little drooping of the left upper lid, but when he examined her

there was nothing of the sort. There was nothing enabling one to

localise anything in the brain. If there had been any optic neuritis

it would not localise the lesion in the brain ; it would confirm the

dia-rnosis already sufficiently made—that of a tumour of the brain.

—

Mr''BE\VLEY who made the jpost-mortfm examination, supplemented

his' report Sawing round the skull in the ordinary manner, the saw

suddenly passed through the bone behind the left ear, and some clear

serous fluid came out from a point above and a little behind the lelt

ear The membranes of the brain were found perfectly healthy, the

cyst was situated in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe, its nearest point one

inch and a half from the anterior rim to the fissure of Sylvius. The

other parts of the brain, as far as he could make out, were perfectly

healthy.—Mr. Fitzgiebon, Mr. FoY, Dr. C. J. Nixon, Mr. A. H.

COBLEY, Mr. Broomfibld, Mr. Myles, Mr. M'Af.dle, Mr. Heustox,

Mr. Barton, The President, Dr. Pratt, and Dr. Cox took part m
the discussion.—Mr. Kendal Franks replied.

SOUTH INDIAN BRANCH (MADRAS).
June 3rd, 1887.

The Vice-President in the Chair.

Intm-iUerim i^racfurc. -Surgeon-Major Br.4^foot exhibited a

foJtus born dead which presented fractures of the shaft of both femurs

and of the tibia and fibula of each leg ; muscular contraction had oc-

curred in both upper and lower limbs. [The specimens were subse-

quently examined bv a sub-committee consisting of Brigade-Surgeon

Sibthorpe and Surgeon-Major Branfoot ; the femur, tibia, and fibula

of the limb dissected were all bent nearly to right angles ; it appeared

that after ossification the bone had been fractured, and that new bone

had been formed in the angles.] The mother was a primipara, and

was under treatment for sis weeks before delivery for acute articular

rheumatism.
Oearian THmoMrs.-Four specimens of ovarian cystic tumour were

shown by Surgeon-Major Branfoot, namely, a simple cyst and a col-

loid multilocular cyst from the same patient, a papillomatous cystic

growth, and a dermoid cyst ; all three patients recovered after ovari-

otomy.
Dvjniytren's iTjiferoiome.-Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe related a

case in which Surgeon Maitland, of the General Hospital had cured

a case of artificial anus left after herniotomy for strangulation with

gangrene of gut by the use of Dupuytren's enterotome ;
the ^jyeron

had°disappeared in ten days after the instrument was first applied.

Cardiac Thrombosis.—A heart, showing a thrombus extending

from the right auricle into the right ventricle and pulmonary artery,

was exhibited by Brigade-Surgeon Sir.rHOKPB. The patient, a Hindu

ryot, aged 65, was suddenly seized with dyspnrea nine days after

excision of the scrotum had been performed for elephantiasis, which

had been followed by much reactionary haemorrhage. The dyspncea

very rapidly increased, the heart's action became rapid and feeble, the

temperature fell to 97° F., and the patient died in fifty-five minutes

after the seizure. The necropsy showed that the mitral valve was

incompetent. The clot on the right side was red, firm, and adherent

to the walls of the heart ; it extended to the bifm'cation of the pul-

monary artery.

Spinal Corics.—Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe also showed a specimen

of caries of the dorsal veit^biie in a man aged 25 ;
the twelfth dorsal

vertebra had almost disappeared, and the front of nearly all the others

was eroded ; the twelfth rib and the first lumbar vertebra were also

carious. The abscess extended from the first dorsal to the first lumbar

vertebra, had obliterated the right pleural cavity, and hadjreached the

manubrium, the posterior surface of which was eroded.

Kcw Stretcher.—k new stretcher, designed as improvement on the

new army regulation pattern, was exhibited afttr the meeting by

Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe. Two small bamboo poles carrying the

canvas bottom were kept in place by transverse pieces of light wood,

which were so made as to serve as feet when the stretcher was placed

on the ground ; with pillow, strings and straps it weighed 22 lbs.

The advantages claimed were—lightness (the regulation patterns weigh

3U lbs.), cheapness (four rupees), ease of repair in case of acci'lent.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

Syphilis. By Jonathan Hutchinson, F.R.S., LL.D., Consalting

Surgeon to the London Hospital, etc. With eight chromo-Utho-

graphs, pp. 532. Cassell and Co. 1887.

This is one of Messrs. Cassell's series of " Clinical Slanuals for Prac-

titioners and Students of Medicine," and certainly the publishers are

to be congratulated in the present instance on their choice of an

author : for no one has a better right to speak with authority on

syphilis than Mr. Hutchinson, who, moreover, for many years past

has been almost constantly writing or lecturing on the subject. fhiB

being the case, it was hardly to be expected tCat the present Tolume

would contain much that had not been said before ; and, indeed, it

mav be considered as to some extent a gathering together of what waa

previously scattered in many periodical and other works, but with the

important addition of a large number of illustrative cases from the

authors own notebooks. The result, we may say at once is a collec-

tion of facts and suggestions which forms a most valuable con ribu-

tion to the literature of syphilis, and at the same time a storehouse of

knowledge from which the practitioner cannot fail to derive profit

for though he will not find a complete or systematic treatise on the

suhi^ct, nor very extensive reference to the works of foreign writer^

he will find what he will probably value more namely, much "iforma-

tionand many practical hints that will be of real assisUnce to him

in tliG manacement of his cases. . ,

The bookls divided into two parts, the first of which occupieB 1^
than 100 pages, and contains a summary of the chief events m
he course of syphilis, as well as of its treatment. The remainder

of the book consists of 242 pages of commentaries on
^f^^J"^^

of subjects, including remarks on the most important questions con-

nected with the nature, diagnosis, and treatment of the inherited as

well as of the acquired form of the disease.

As to the nature of the contagium of syphilis, the author speaks as

follows: "The creed which will be found to mterluse not only this

work, but almost all that I have ever written on ^yP^i^'''," ^"^T/*^^

disease depends upon a living and specific microbe, and that it is

transmittable only so long as that microbe retains its "t^l'^y-
^\Yf

rec-ard to the affection commonly known as the soft .chancre Mr

Hutchinson appears still to hold the opinion-an opinion held we

iWine, bv few syphilographers at the present day-that that sore ,a

r?lat d svphilis for under the heading "on soft or non-mfechng

ores
• we find their etiology thus explained : 'It would »PP*" tha^

some of the inflammations resulting from syphilis, ^™t no a te„^

by the actual presence of the virus, may produce a peculiarly irritatir

and very contagious secretion Sores form within a /^y "r two

its contact, which are attended by ulceration, and by the secretion

pus which is capable in its turn of inoculating other parts.

^Respecting the all-important subject of the treatment of syphilis.

most authorl are now pretty well agreed as to the
^^-^^f

.^ .*» ^^^"^^
ployed, but there is stUl much difference of

°f"°V rtp mode of S
L the particular preparation of mercury to be used, tj^

™°f« °
'f

administraHon, and the length of time t^"^^*""^"' ^l'"" '^ ^\^°°!'°"^^^^^

Mr. Hutchinson, we are glad to find, recommends for o^f^^T «^^^
one of the simple preparations, namely, grey powder, g>v«° "y/"«

mouth. Wo also agree with him entirely that -"^rcury shou d be

beeunassoon as the diagnosis of syphilis has been made, without

waUi^' for general symptoms ; but it'^does not accord with our expe-

rience that when mercury is given early it is "quite the exception for

any secondary symptoms to occur at all." Ruber should we be in^

clined to say that, in carefully watched cases, it ,3 quite exceptional not

to be aWe to detect some form of secondary manifestation. ^^^^^^
should not think it wise in any case to trust to a six months course

of reatment as adequate for cure, nor do we consider a period ot two

years from the time of contagion sufficient for marriage to be ^afelj

contracted, though it must bl admitted that on this latter po"-* Mr.

Hutchinsok has considerable evidence on his si.le when he states that

S a very large number of marriages which have taken place after h^

interval and with his own permission, he has never, with one excep-

tion known of any hurt to either wife or chdd.
.t.*^:.

There are certain points which might have been more dearly sated

with advantage, as well as others on which it .s not e«sy to find out

Txlctlv what the author's opinion really is. For example the state-

men that syphilis "can be conveyed from one person to another

onlv by direct contact of surfaces" might mislead an inexperienced

reader Tain, with regard to the question of whether a primary

venereal so?e should be destroyed, we^re told in the second part^h^t

the author would deem it a neglect of duty not to cautense freely
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any sore which cimo uuilpr his treatment within five days of exposure;
»od in the tirst j'Mt, that "if a (latient who has never snll'ereJ from
arphilia before, and who can pivo his dates correctly, comes under
ooswTatioD at any jHriod withiu a fortnight of the contagion, with
a single sore, it will certainly bo wise to distroy it utterly."
On another interesting point it wouhl be very diflicult to reconcile the

various statements nmde with regard to it. We refer to the patho-
pncmouic or nonpathognonionic nature of syphilitic manifestations.
On the very tirst page of the preface it is distinctly laid down that
"none of iho symptoms of the disease are pathognomonic" ; but on
page 30 wo rod, "In the c;iso of the condyloma the diagnosis is

usually easy, lor nothing resembling it i» ever produced excejiting in
syphilis ;" on page 75, "interstitial keratitis, in its typical form, is

always a consequence of syphilis, and it is in itself suUicient for the
diagnosis ;" on page 229, " that the choroiditis was syphilitic no one
could doubt, for its features were pathognomonic ;

' while on page 48B
the statement made in the preface is repeated with emphasis: " We
have absolutely no malady which is peculiar to syphilis."
From the passages we have ijuoted, and others which the reader

will no doubt find out for himself, it will bo seen that the book needs
reWsion, and it must also be remarked that its value as a work of
reference would lie ileoidtdly increased by a mote methodical ariange-
ment of the material in Part II. These, however, are matters of minor
importance, considering the many admirable qualities of the book as
a whole. We have read it through with great pleasure and profit,
and can with confidence recommend it to all practitioners of medi-
cine.

Hkaxth Ifirs. A Complete Series of Prescribed Exercises of the

Body for Daily Uae : fur maintaining the Health in a State o

Integrity, for correcting any tendencies to Functional Irregularity,

and for resisting the Encroachments of Disease. By Ann.v Lefflek
Arsim. Croups I, II, 111, IV, V. London : Swan Sonnenschein,
Lowrey, and Co. 1S87.

Callistiienic s and deportment used to be a part of the education of
every young lady, and in spite of many delects both in method and
application, the young ladies benefited by the instruction. Pope, no
mean observer of human nature, has said, in a quotation which is now
hackneyed, that " they move easiest who have learnt to dance ;" and
it will be admitted at the present day more readily perhaps than ever
before, that vigour of body and grace of movement depend upon a
training of the whole muscular apparatus. Dancing did to some ex-
tent accomplish thU, for the dauciug master had devised exercises for
the f )0t, the leg, the thigh, the muscles of the trunk, and even to
some extent for the aim and band. Forms of exercise which make
great calls upon limited groups of muscles do not tend to produce
good [esthetic results ; the increased development of the groups which
are much used is accompanitdby a wasting of the groups which are less
used, and there is a loss of symmetry. The overgrown leg of the pro-
fessional dancer or the attenuated calfof the horseman are not beaulilul,
thoogh gaping fools may admire the one, and fashion, aided by the
bootmaker, may have rendered the other an object of ambition to
yonng sportsmen who, after an autumn on the moors, may be beard
to lament at the heginniLg of the hunting season their inability lo
squeeze their now well-grown cjlves into the " neat " tops that had
been their pride in the previous March.
Without denying the health-giving (jualities of such exercises .is

riding or ryclir.g, it will probably be admitted, on theoretical grounds
at least, that other forms of exercise which make more universal tails
upon the muscles, not on'y proiluce better typesof manly and womanly
beamy, but a better general state of health. Herein probably is to
be foiind an explanation of the extraordinary popularity of cricket,
boating, and football in this country and in Australia, and of football
and Lacrosse in America. Lawn-tennis is another jropular game
which calls into p!dy nearly every muscle of the body. But evutyouo
is not in a position to imlulge in these pastiniei, and for such unfor-
tunates Miss Arnih's Health Maps will have disliuot value ; she has
elaborated a .series of excrcUes which bring into use miriiUim most
of the inipni rant groups of muatlrs ; each ixercise is illustrated by a
diagram. For these diagrams we have nothing but praise ; they are
drawn with spirit, and imlicato very clearly the movtnieuts which arc
to be [.etlormel. The " nni;is " arc, h"Wover, inttudcd to have a
wider npjiliration, and will be of considerable service in fuggestiiig
raeihoits of obviating some <•( thn evil consequences of constrained
attitudes .a-ssami-d during w.->rk. Some of the exercises recommended
for special purposes, aj for instance Fig. 7, Group III, are extremely
simiile, and are such as the attitudes wbic*- they are intended to cor-

rect naturally suggest. The authoress no doubt seeks to magnify her
ollice, Riid some of the exercises in the series appear so simjde as to
provoke a smile ; the series, however, must be taken as a whole, and
simple as many of the individual exercises are, there is much to be
learnt, not only as to their f(i|uince, but also as to their performance.
"To be a well-favoured man is the gift of fortune," said Dogberry,
"but to write and read comes by nature ;" and, pace Dogberry, we must
learn not only to read aud write, but .ilso, under many of the circum-
stances of modern life, to exorcise our bodies.

The author's physiology is sometimes in fault ; it is. to say the
least, doubtful whether the e.'cercises iu Groujis II and IV would have
the special clfects on tlie liver, spleen, and kidneys, or on the diges-

tive organs, which are attributed to them. Groups I, III, and V
will bo the most generally useful. The diagrams are arranged on a
folding screen, which may be made to stand extended upon a table
before the pujiil. In looking at a group thus extended, the general
resemblance to the restless movements of a healthy chtld ia rather
striking. Fig. 11, group V, represents a young person who "seats-
himself iipon a bench or table, the edge being just allowed to come
under the bend of the knee. He then commences to rotate the lower
half of the leg, confining the movement to the knee, and keeping th&
thigh as motionless as possible. To ke performed three times," etc.

How many parents have been " fldgetted to distraction " during the
recent holidays by the performance of this " exercise " many mora
than three times by a son or daughter whose exuberant vitality had
at the moment found no other outlet !

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Zcwia's Pvckrl Cnsebook for Practitioners and Studenli, Designed
by A. S. Brand, M.D. (London: H. K. Lewis).—This small case-

book is intended to be used by the general practitioner on his daily
round. The book is of the dimensions of an ordinary pocket book,
and four pages are given to each case. On the first page there are
spaces tor date, name, age, and other like facts, and below headings
for tabulating symptoms observed under the various systems ; this
table extends across the second page. On the two following pages the
subsequent course of the case can be recorded. The omission of any
heading in the table for the previous history of the patient appears to
be the only fanlt which is likely to be found with this well planned
and convenient pocket book. It contains space for about fifty patients,

and is provided with an index.

Cuntributions to Clinical ami Practical Medicine. By A. T. H.
Wateks, M.D. (London: J. and .V. Churchill. 1887.)— Dr.
Waters has collected in book form a number of clinical lectures and
papers upon diseases of the lungs, some of which have appeared before
at dilftreut times. The whole bears the impress of car-eful work by
an accomplished clinical observer, and as a practical guide is of great
value. The first chapter gives the results of k large number of ob-
servations upon the temperature in phthisis and other diseases. In
phthisis Dr. Waters finds that the highest temperature occurs at or
near ,0 o'clo;k in the afternoon, and is low iu the morning. The
tubercle bacillus is not mentioned as of diagnostic importance, pro-
bably because of the early date at which many of the lectures ap-
peared ; but it is suggested that the exacerbations of acute phthisis
and of septicemia may bo due to analogous conditions. In a latet

chapter Dr. Waters maintains the existence of an acute pneumonic
phthisis, not of tubercular origin, and not accompanied by .so much
prostration as is present iu acute tubercular phthisis. For pneumonia
quinine is recommended in full doses as a valuable therapeutic agent,
especially where the pulse is quick or the temperature is high. Tho
author has not been able to satisfy himself as to the existence of a
special "septic pneumonia," but considers that septic poison may
modify the syiuptoms of a pneumonia. The article on bronchitis is a
reprint of that in Qirain's Diclionnry. The remaining ciapters of tho
book comprise practical remarks upon pleurisy, cancer of the lung,
perihepatic abswss bursting into the lung, and Alpine climates iu
lung disease, iu all of which useful hiuts wiU be found.

JJihiiothcciiMcdico-Chirurgica, J'luirmaccutico-Chcmica, cl Vckrinaria.
Hetausgegeben von Gustav Uupukciit. (Guttingen : Vandenhoeclc
and lliiprecht's Verlag. 1887.)—This publication aims at placing
before its re.iders in u systematically arranged summary a list of new
vorks, important treatises and periodicals, published both in Gfrmany
aud abroad, and embracing the wido domain of general medicino. It

appears quarterly, each number containing classifications, under which.
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the new works are grouped, as well as an alphabeticil index. It has

now nearly completed its forty-first volume, the second of its new and

more complete series, having been first published in 1847. AVe draw

the attention of all medic-il men, whether interested in the progress

of their science generally or of some of its more special points, to this

valuable compilation, as giving them means to attain a rapid acquaint-

ance with the progress effected by their foreign contemporaries in the

numerous provinces of medical knowlege.

Krause's ilonthJy International Journal of Anatomy and Physi-

ology.—The first number of this valuable journal for 1888 contains

the following articles: " Qu'est ce que I'Homme pour un Anato-

miste," by L. Testut ;
" Recherches tur la Portion Terminale du

Canal de I'Ependjme chez les Vertebres," by Dr. G. Saint Remy ;

"Sur la Structure des Nerfs Cerebro-rachidiens," by Dr. Louis M.
Petrone. They are all articles of solid and valuallo research, and
the joui'nal is one which well deserves the support of anatomists.

First Aid to the Injured: The Ambulance Pupil. By a PapU of

the St. John Ambulance Association. (Crosby, Lockwood and Co.,

London).—This is one of the best textbooks which has come under

notice for those attending classes of the St. John Ambulance Associa-

tion. The facts in anatomy and physiology are clearly, tersely, but

sufficiently described. The directions for treatment are excellent, and
at the same time easily understood, and likely to bo put into practice.

This small, compact ambulance work is to be highly commended.

yotes on Surgery for Karses. By Joseph Bell, F.R. C.S.Ed.,

(Edinburgh : Oliver and Boyd. London : Simpkin and Marshall).

—

This is a charming little book. It contains just the kind of informa-

tion that a surgical nurse would require, and is written in such a

simple and interesting style that it cannot fail to draw attention to

the salient features which the writer wishes to describe. These notes,

the author tells us in his preface, embrace only the main points of the

lectures which he has for twelve years delivered to the nursing staff of

the Edinburgh Royal Inlirmary, and one can well imagine that by

personal explanation and the help of diagrams much that is here

briefly described in writiog would be more easily understood and
remembered No school of nursing is now considered complete with-

out a systematic course of lectures, and we notice a little inclination to

teach the nurses too much in the short time at their disposal. This

little book will, we think, give a hint to those who lecture, and be of

great service to the nurses themselves in impressing upon them the

most important points of their surgical teaching.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCEIPTIOXS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, SURGERY, DIETETICS, AND THB

ALLIED SCLESOES.

PURE COMPRESSED MILK EXTRACT.
(W. TuLLOCH and Co., Philpot Lane.)

This preparation represents the solid matter of skim milk in a

pilatable form, capable of being kept for any length of time. It is said

to be the highest degree of concentration to which milk can be sub-

jected, and has on that account an advantage over ordinary condensed

milk. It must be understood that the preparation is devoid of cream

or fat ; and whilst it may well be used in ordinary cookery, or as an

addition to coffee, tea, or cocoa, we would hesitate to employ it in the

nursery, ft is, when used with discretion and in the proper place, a

good preparation.

"ICHTHYS" FISH SAUSAGES.
Novelties in the shape of everyday articles of food are so uncom-
mon, that an idea, which successfully carried out would materially add
to the popular dietary, deserves special notice.

Mr. W. P. English, of Hull, has brought into the market, at the

low price of 3s. 4d. for four pounds, saus.tges made of the flesh of cod

and other fish, separated from skin and bones. They are very palat-

able when fresh, and peculiarly so when smoked or curried.

They will be found very suitable fooii for invalids, and will be ap-

preciated in family cookery. ."Vny intelligent cook will be able to pre-

pare a number of tasty dishes frocu the contents of the " Ichthys"

£ausage,^„j ^ ,,,- . ,^

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1883.

StTBSCRlPTioxs to the Association for 1888 became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to their

respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not belonging

to Branches are requested to forward their remittances to the

General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-oflice orders should

be made payable at the "West Central District Office, High Holborn.

3riK iBritisI) ittctJical JournaL

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21.st, 1888.

VIRCHOW ON THE DIAGNOSIS AND PR0GNO.SIS OF
CANCER.

This subject is discussed, in an article constituting the first " Heft"

of Virchow's Archiv, Band cxi, from a purely scientific point of

view, but it is evidently more or less a vindication by the author of

his position in regard to the case of H.I.H. the Crown Prince of

Germany. The opening words run thus : "It may seem almost

superfluous at the present day to say anything on the diagnosis of

cancer to those who have a knowledge of the subject. But an old

dispute has quite recently been revived, namely, whether the ana-

tomical or the clinical diagnosis is the more correct." The "con-

stitutional" character of the disease has been regarded as its chief

characteristic, that is, as expressed by the word "malignancy," or

tendency to generalisation, but the sarcomata are still more malignant

than the carcinomata, and even the most "innocent" growths, sucb

as enchondroma and myxoma, occasionally form metastases. Malig-

nancy, then, has ceased to be a diagnostic criterion, apart from th»

fact that an accurate diagnosis is a desideratum before a growth has

begun to form metastases. The diagnosis must rest upon the know-

ledge of the histological structures of the growth. As- early as 1S47

the author showed that the alveolar structure belonged to all carcino-

mata, and not to ordinary cancer alone ; farther, that the alveoli con-

tained, not a mere " cancer juice, " but chiefly cells (Virchow's Archiir,

1S47, i, p. 105). These cells were then declared to be "identical in

kind with epithelial and epidermoidal cells, and especially with th»

cells of the so-called transitional epithelium." A cancer is thus,

analogous in arrangement to a gland, without an excretory duct.

Attempts have been made, hitherto without success, to discover a.

cancer bacillus. "It is possible such may exist ; indeed, such a dis-

covery would constitute an important advance which might ex-

plain much that is still obscure as to the metastatic processes which.

occur in cancer." But gland cells have been shown to produce various

tissue products, and cancer cells alone amply safScs to explain the

constitutional effects of cancer. That cancer is always primarily local

in character, and that its dyscrasia was always secondary, was con-

tended for in the Sandbooh nf Special Pathology as early as 1S54, \

time when the "cancerous constitution " was stiU firmly believed in.

To retnin to the diagnosis of cancer. Clinical observation alone is

insufficient for di.ignosis. "A striking example of this is to be found,

in tuEcours of the bladder. Till quite recently there has always been

confusion on this subject, alihough I showed the distinction bctweea

the two kinds (that is, between an innocent papilloma and a villoua

cancer) a generation ago in point of time."

Professor Virchow narrates with spirit the battle over the " specific
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cancer ceU." Ho c«ra» to the assistance of Vt-lpcau against the

" microRraphists " of Taria with his " three cases of generaliseil opi-

theliomata," to bo found in the '/«;. ili''d. dc Paris, 1855, p. 208, and

thns assisted in demolishing the theory of the specific cancer cell.

" But perhape the polymorphism of cancer cells would have been

recognised earlier it the micrographists had been allowed time to look

ronnd them," in their newly-entered territory.

But even the anatomical examination may mislead. The author

aayg that he showed by examples in 1851 that there may be mixed

tnmours, with different types of tissue. " Later on I declared this

condition with regard to fibromata, and as this matter is one of im-

portance I will quote my own words {Tumours, vol i) :
' Nothing can

more easily cause misunderstanding than the fact that certain parts of

a tnmoar may be formed purely of connective tissue, while other parts

of it may be quite different. If iu our eximination we submit only

yery small defined portions to our inspection, only one or other of the

constituent parts of a growth may offer itself to our notice, and its

whole character may be determined accordingly. If the part exa-

mined happen to be connective tissue, our opinion on the nature of

the growth will naturally be in general a favourable one, as a rule

more favourable than if we had come across the other parts. This

has happened to myself in particular I recollect a "recurring

fibroma " which at the first extirpation I diagnosed as a simple fibroid

tumour, but after a relapse (and a second operation) I found cancerous

structure. On again examining the original specimen, preserved in

alcohol, I found that very small portions of it showed the cincerous

structure, almost all the rest of the tumour being fibromatous.' " The

author adds that the case was a very uncommon one, and that a simi-

lar experience in regard to a large growth never happened to him

again. Carcinomatous sarcoma and myosarcoma are mentioned

amongst the mixed tumours in the author's work, and the pre.=ent

opportunity is taken to draw attention to this subject antw. A can-

cerous papilloma (" Wursenkrebs") is, we are told, nothing but a

mixed tumour, consisting of a cancer and s local hyperplasia of pre-

existing parts ; and if the anatomist may err, how much more likely

is the clinician, who can only see the surface and watch the course of

the disease. Great stress has been laid upon the enlargement of

neighbouring glands, but even this may be simply inflammatory in

character.

The exploratory investigation of a tumoar is important. "A por-

tion of its periphery is excised, or a few particles of the interior are

withdrawn by puncture. Those minute objects are then the only

materisl.s submitted for examination I say nothing against this

kind of examination ; it is often the only kind possible ; but we

onght not to be surprised if the result is deceptive. How easily may

it happen that theae minim.il parts at the disposal of the investigator

may not belong to the diseased site." Espacially in regard to mixed

tnmours, "the elimination of a portion of a new growth may easily

give rise to error, but the real error is on the side of the clinician, not

of the anatomist ; for the latter can only forma judgment on what is

submitted to him." As examples are cited cocvisting uterine

myoma and cancer, or hyperostoses and sarcomata in the long bones,

thongh diagnosis is not difficult here. It is more diOicult in the case

of " papillary excrescences co-existing with ulceration." Ulcers of the

larynx especially syphilitic ulcers, frequently exemplify this. In

chronic ulcers of this kind we see "a growth of the neighbouring

mQcoUB membrane with the most distinct x*.miliary hyperplasia,

giving the impression of independent papillary tumours" {Tumours,

vol. i).

Friedlander's objections to'tho theory that cancerous new growths

are characterised by an alveolar arringpment with contain "hctero-

topous " (heterologous) epithelium are not without weight theoretic-

ally, but practically mean but little. The question of the derivation

of the epithelial cells has become of great interest since the investiga-

tions of Thiersch |and Waldeyer, but as yet has received no certain

answer.

Professor Virchow refers to his early and steady advocacy of an

early removal of any solitary new growth wherever feasible ; in fact,

he had determined ^such surgeons as C. Mayer, von Graefe, and von

Langonbeck to extensive operations for even quite recent tumours of

malignant kind. "This is now almost antiquated wisdom, and

modern surgeons, in fact, claim credit for establishing the primary

locarcharacter of malignant tumours." It is leas important to know

'

who originates a theory than whether it be true or not.

Cancer extends by the formation of accassory foci, and not by

simple enlargement of the original centre. The first clearly described

case showing this is the case of a cystic enchondroma of the shoulder-

blade {Arcliiv., 1853, v, p. 218). But these accessory foci are to be

distinguished from the disseminated metastatic foci characteristic of

malignancy.

Finally, the question of the possibility of spontaneous cure of cancer

is touched upon. Dittrich showed that cases of supposed retrogression

of cancer of the liver were really due to gummata ; but Virchow has

observed a cicatricial process iu hepatic cancer caused by fatty meta-

morphosis of the cells in the centre of the tumour. " The formation

of accessory foci is what forms the obstacle to a real healing. Cancer

itself is no permanent tumour." Indeed, it j cells have a very restricted

vitality, li garding medicines, Clay's treatment with Chian turpen-

tine is mentioned, and the author is of opinion that though as yet no

satisfactory proofs of cure are afforded, the profession is generally too

sceptical on this subject. Von Nussbaum attempts to set up fatty

degeneration in a tumour by thrusting the thermo-cautery in different

directions beneath it, and thus depriving the periphery of its vascular

supply. All such attempts are commended. " If cancer is at first,

and often for very long, a local disease, it must bo possible at this

stage to cure it locally."

A NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.

On various occasions during the last five or six years wo have directed

attention to the defenceless position of women engaged in the work of

sick nursing when incapacitated by illness or age from continuing in

the exercise of their Jvocition. It was pointed out that with the

modern development of sick-nursing into a profession, the old pension

system which existed at a few hospitals was not adcciuate to meet the

necessities of the new conditions under which a nurse no longer

remained attached to one hospital all her life, but after receiving her

technical education most commonly obtained a situation in another

hospital not provided with a training school, or became attached to

one of the institutions which provide nurses for private cases. The

great difficulty in making provision for pensions lay in these newly-

formed migratory habits, and in the frequency with which the

occupation was abandoned after a few years' trial.

The formation of the Hospitals' Association seemed to promise an

opportunity of testing the feasibility of establishing a provident
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pension fund for nurses, and it is with sincere satisfaction that we

notice that the preliminary difficulties which necessarily surround the

inception of such a scheme have been overcome. Four merchants and

bankers of the City of London, Messrs. Gibbs, Hambro, J. S. Morgan,

and Rothschild, have undertaken to provide the sum of £20,000,

which must, in order to meet the provisions of the Friendly Societies'

Act, be invested in the name of trustees before such a scheme as that

of the "National Pension Fund for Nurses and Hospital Officials"

can commence work upon the scale which is proposed.

Great credit is due to Mr. H. C. Burdett for the labour which he

has bestowed upon the preparation of the scheme, the success of which

seems now assured, if only the persons it is primarily proposed to

benefit—that is, the nurses themselves—will come forward and show

that they are in earnest. The scheme is founded on the provident

principle, and the main resource of the fund will, it is expected, be

the contributions of the nurses and other oflicials serving in hospitals.

It is, we are glad to see, intended to make the fund self-supporting,

and to fix the premiums and pensions to be paid at sums calculated

by the actuary as safe. Contributions from the general public or from

hospitals would be regarded in the light of a fund to provide bonuses.

Contributors to the bonus fund will, we are informed, constitute the

members of the Society, and will elect half the council, the other half

being elected by the nurses and other policy holders.

One of the difficulties of the fund will be the relative frequency

with which nurses will still continue to leave that occupation in order

to marry, or for some other reasons which now operate to produce the

jery rapid thinning of the ranks which is always going on. This is

to be met by providing a special scale of pensions for persons who

reserve the right to require repayment at any time of aU sums paid in

to the fund.

The fund, too, will operate to diminish, though never altogether

to do away with, these frequent retirements. In many cases a nurse

only gives up her occupation because she has no prospect of making

any provision for old age ; the consciousness that this can in future

be done by the exercise of a moderate amount of self-denial during the

working years of life ought to have an important effect in retaining

women who have once embarked in the career. If, as it is only

reasonable to expect, the public contribute freely to the bonus fund,

that will afford an additional inducement to a nurse to remain true

to her calling.

Another difficulty which must be met is the relative rarity of

habits of providence among women ; they have hitherto had no

organised help in this direction, and no societies which afford a

standard, so that they are apt to think the premium high

and the pensions small. It is not necessary to discuss the rates which

it has been tentatively proposed to fix ; these must be worked out on

ordinary actuarial principles. This has bean carefully studied by com-

petent authorities, and it appears to be most desirable that as little delay

as possible should occur in publishing them ; sixty-five shillings a year

will undoubtedly appear a large sum to nurses of "25 drawing £25 a year

in wages ; but when persons of business experience, whose advice they

may be able to obtain, are satisfied that the rates are on a sound

basis, a great step will have been taken towards gaining the confidence

of the nurses. Some kind of test may hive to be applied to ap-

plicants in order to ensure that only those who can bo properly de-

scribed as trained nurses are admitted as subscribers to the fund. The

class which is to be included under the term "hospital officials" must

also be defined ; difficulties will, of course, arise on this head, but

they are only such as men of wisdom are accustomed to deal with.

It would obviously bo desirable to limit the fund to persons

holding positions of responsibility and trust.

The object of the scheme is good, and its main features are such as will

commend it to persons acquainted with the wants ol the workers in

our hospitals
;
great care, patience, knowledge, and skill will, how-

ever, be required in working out the final details of the scheme

;

such qualities we may expect to find in those who are now

engaged in its elaboration.

The fact that the leading officials and treasurers and house-

governors of so many great hospitals are showing an active interest in

working out the scheme, and that it has secured the munificent sup-

port of merchant princes, proverbially as prudent as they are generous

in a good cause, afford the highest guarantees of real and permanent

success. The interest shown in the scheme by Sir Andrew Clark and

Dr. Bristowe is only an earnest of that good will which the whole

medical profession may with certainty be expected to show towards a

class of persons—hospital officials and nurses—with whom they are in-

timately and daily associated in the great work of charity, in their

daily lives, whose admirable qualities they appreciate, and whose wel-

fare they may be counted upon to aid and promote by their influence

and advice, and, when necessary, their active co-operation.

THE RELATION OF PUTREFACTION TO

INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

II.

Foe a long time putridity was considered to be a special character-

istic of putrefaction, and Ogston separated the saprophytes of "ordi-

nary " putrefaction from other organisms. Koch also made it a dis-

tinction of his spirochiEtae that they did not emit an odour like the

comma bacilli tf Fiukler and Prior. But Poehl and Brieger have

shown that the former yield a large amount of "cholera red," an

indol derivate, and indol and its dorivates are characteristic of all

putrid processes. Again, Pasteur's theory of anaerobiosis made putre-

faction dependent on the entrance of air. This is too absolute a

statement ; the entrance of air is but one of the several conditions

requisite for the development of specific processes. The opposite view

of Cohn, that his aerobiotic bacteiium termo is the only real saprogen-

ous ferment, is equally erroneous. The recent proposition of WoUny

that putrefaction is essentially a reduction process, and that destruc-

tion is an oxydation process, is acceptable from the chemical aspect,

"but biologically can only be received cum grano salis." Many bac-

teria exhibit both processes at the same time, as Herseus (confirmed

by Leone) has shown. Duncan's view is that the excitants of pysemia

and septictemia take " no share in putrefaction," but he has omitted

to say what constitutes their unsuitability in this re.^pect, seeing

that these organisms live in putrefying matters. Rosenbach has

attempted to ascertain this, and has found that the differences

between saprajmia and septicemia are by no means so great as was

suppcsed.

The fact is that the word "putrefaction " is misleading, as indicat-

ing one process, having one cause, while in reality it embraces several

processes of different kinds. The organisms causing putrefaction (not

to mention infusoria) have now developed, as shown by cultivations,

into a part of the local cryptogamic flora of a geographical district,

and not only so, but the same bacteria may be modified by cultivations
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nnder various conditions, so as to oxert ililTercnt effects. Fitz took

away their capacity of forniiug butyiic acid from the anaerobiotic

bacilli peculiar to the butyric acid fermentation, while their in-

fluence on albuminates remained unaltered. Professor Hueppo has

done the same with the aerobiotic " butyric acid bacilli," and also was

able to prevent the bacterium coli commune from causing the fermen-

tation of sugar, while this organism still split up albumen, with for-

mation of a poison. The same specific organisms may at times set up

a pseudo-putrefaction, without any b.-\d smell, and at times a true

stinking putrefaction. It must be remembered that invasive organ-

ism's may act pathologically, not only by formation of poisons, but

also by their mere increase.

From all this it is to be gathered that the so-called specific organisms

of infectious diseases aro not so specific as has been announced. The

generally received opinion that filth in itself, though it may aid the

spread of infectious diseases, can never cause them, requires modifica-

tion. " Those sorts of filth which we meet with in putrefaction may
at least contain the germs of the specific excitants of the infectious

diseases, and these germs under (continued) favourable conditions may
even set up the latter." There is a kind of corre-pondence between

the gradations from cholerine to cholera nostras and Asiatic cholera,

those from epidemic icterus to yellow fever, and those from localised

putrefactive processes up to the development of miasmatic or con-

tagious diseases. Sporadic diseases may become endemic ; endemic

diseases may become epidemic. It is probable that Asiatic cholera

was only an endemic disease during the last century, having been

previously merely sporadic. Conversely, germs may perish; the

plague haa disappeared from Europe. But all well-defined infectious

diseases have for the time being a favourite locality, a home, and their

excitant organisms can owe their original development within this

locality only to local putrefactive processes ; these processes, as already

stated, on other grounds being of various kinds and specific to the

locality.

From the above considerations. Dr. Hueppo formulates the follow-

ing conclusion as a fundamental basis of modern medicine : that
" the excitants of infectious disease must be specific organisms, and
this specificity may be either absolute or else evolved during thousands

of years from local putrefactive processes." Now, seeing what modi-

tcations can be produced in bacilli by experimental cultivations, it

seems unnecessary for Dr. Haeppe to postulate snch long periods of

time. He goes on to say : "I may be told that this is the pathology
of the prc-Darwinian and pre-bacteriological era, but that does not

prove it to bo erroneous. Old truths emerge at last triumphant, how-
ever overlaid by alterations and systems, and new fijts and modes of

observation give the key to fresh explanations. In the process of

putrefaction the modes of orgaiiic life are as follows, to use Garr 's

nomenclature. Various kinds of organisms grow side by side, and

share in the destruction of their own substratum ; this is symbiosif.

Others prepare material beforehand for the development of others
;

this is metabiosis. Others, again, struggle for possession of the field

with others ; this is antagonism, which may be either one-sided or

mntual. But different condition? may cause the same organisms to

play very different r6le3 an antagonistic organism may become meta-

biotic, and the latter may become symbiotic. Ultimately, persistent

forms are attained, the so-called durable condition (dauer-form) per-

mitting fresh development after long periods of inactivity." Dnclaux

kept germs in an inactive oondiMon for twenty year?, and found that

when, at the lapse of this period, air was admitted, they hc^an at

once to develop, that is, to share in the process of putrefaction—as

even Koch's comma bacilli do for a few days. Hence th»

explanation of latent foci of epidemic diseases otherwise bard to

trace.

In all the inductive science?, it is no less important to arran;.;c all

newly-discovered facts in their proper sequence than to gather them.

by laborious experiments, and we ought not to feel disappointed if,

when they apparently upset time-honoured theories, further exami-

nation reveals that they but substantiate those very theories. Such

is the case with infectious diseases. Of old they were connected

with filth, with putrefaction ; then the microscope appeared to indicate

that they were due to specific organisms, that they could be cultivated

apart, that they apparently had nothing to dowith putrefaction, butwere

even antagonistic to it, and succumbed to it in many cases ; lastly,

renewed examination of the bacteriological and epidemiological facta

before us reveals that, after all, the ancient doctrine of Hippocrates-

had a substratum of truth.

As regards the " duirable condition" above mentioned, Pasteur's,

attenuations of virulency—independently worked out in part by H.

Biichner—are of the highest interest. A certain saprophytic stage

acquired by organisms during the putrefaction of albumen represents

the phyletic commencement of increased virnlenco. Watson Cheyne

has shown that some bacteria, which in small numbers only act

locally, may in large numbers cause general disease. Further, Hcube

and Kitt, as regards cattle-plague, have obtained the same results

with a large number of germs of a low degree of virulence as with 8^

small number of high virulence. Again, Pasteur has shown that

pathogenic bacteria undergo modifications of virulence by transmis-

sion through (susceptible) animals, the lower grades of virulence pro-

tecting against the higher. Hcube, who had previously argued that

the four diseases, cattle-plague, swine-plague, rabbit-scptic^mia, and

fowl-cholera, must be nearly related, has made a series of experiments

(partly with the assistance, partly under the control, of Kitt) which

not only support this idea, but show that the bacteria of these four

diseases, when attenuated either by culture or by transmission, ar»

mutually protective against each other.

It results from these general considerations that not only may a

virus be strengthened or weakened by adaptation, but collateral

effects may arise. In other words, modifications of bacterial action

may occur ia. quality as well as in quantity ; hence the appear-

ance from time to time of infections diseases apparently new to

medicine. When we also bear in mind that Salomon and Th.

Smith were able to protect animals against American swine-disease by

means of ptomaines as effectually as by attenuated cultures, it is evi-

dent that the boundary line between intoxication from putrefactive

processes on the one hand and infection on the other is done away

with. Kature herself steers between the purely localistic and the

purely contagious theories, and the truth lies, as usual, between the

two extremes. "To admit a saprophytic stage in the existence of

infections organisms at one period or another of their phyletic exist-

ence is to admit a miasmatic stage of a localised character ;
to deny

it is to deny th-? recent revelations of bacteriology." "It is a

matter of indifference," Heube cuntinnts, "whether with Petten-

kofer we speak of ectogenous, or with Koch of occasional para-

sitism, with myself of a 'saprophytic stage', with Do lUry of

'racial selec'ion,' or with Van Seighem, of 'facultative parasitism.'
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•On the other hand, ths purely ' contagious ' theory is not opposed to

the dependence of the infective organisms upon the outer worU, as

Naegelli and Pettenkofcr postulate. The question whether a disease

be transmitted directly or indirectly, whether it is contagious or mias-

matic, depends upon the presence or atsence of definite organisms (for

example, spores), and upon the mode in which infection occurs (for

example, by wounds, by the lungs, or by the intestines). And as far

as concerns these mere pathological considerations, the broader view

of Koch commends itself as the most just, namely, that infection may

occur by a plurality of modes.

"

This comprehensive adiiress closes thus : "Putrefactive processes are

necessary as an intermediate stage between plant life and animal life,

and as long as these processes go on, so long will organisms exist

which, owing to their very origin, will act detrimentally on the struc-

ture of the human body, that is, will excite disease Let putrefac.

tion then go on as far removed from human dwellings as possible, in

its natural place, the ground Cleanliness—a genuine cleanliness,

not a merely external purity

—

{Facaden-Eemlichkeil) is the best

neans of combatting infectious diseases, and here I adopt the English

view of the subject The triumphs of hygiene are as brilliant as

those of antiseptic surgery, though not so immediately appreciated

Prophylactic hygienic measures against infections diseases are worth

more than all the protective inoculations, and the scepticism and re-

serve of Koch and Kitt, as regards the latter, are fully justi-

fied."

Thus, Dr. Heube traverses the whole ground of bacteriological dis-

covery, and endeavours to bring unity of conception out of discrepancy,

and harmony out of apparent discord. If to do this is the mark of

progress in any science, then Dr. Heube's address will be referred to

as constituting a meritorious advance in this direction.

The Pioyal Astronomer reports that there was no sunshine at all in

"London during the whole of the week ending January 14th.

Dk. Danion read a note before the Academie de Medecine, Paris,

on January 10th, in which he endeavoured to prove that galvano-

c&nstie currents of high intensity are dangerous and useless, espe-

cially when applied for the cure of uterine disease.

300 lives every year. There werd about 9,000 persons acting as

midwives in England and Wales, very many ot whom were ignorant

and possessed no certificate whatever. He was desirous of seeing some

system adopted in this country by which midwives would be examined

as to their competency and receive certificates.

EXCISION OF THE PYLORUS.

Two women, upon whom Professor Billroth had performed excision of

the pylorus, were recently exhibited to a Viennese Medical Society by

Dr. Salzer. In the one case, the operation was done for a rapidly

growing sarcoma, originating in the muscular coat of the stomach ;
in

the other, the diagnosis of cancer was made, but the disease was found

to have been only a simple nicer.

We are requested by the honorary secretaries of the Association of

jyiembera of the Royal College of Surgeons to state that the dinner

of the Association will be held at the Holborn Restaurant, on Tues-

day, January 31st, at 7 p.m., following upon the general meeting at

•6 P.M. of that date. A clerical error in the form of application issued

by the Association renders this notice neces.'sary to prevent con-

iusion.

EDUCATION AND REGISTRATION OF MIDWIVES.

De, J. H. AvELTNG recently delivered at the Chelsea Hospital for

Women a lecture on " The amelioration of the present condition of

midwives." Dr. Aveling called attention to the fact that as many as

4,500 women die in childbirth in England and Wales during the year,

.and that whereas the death-rate is as low as 1 in 650 in lying-in

.hospitals, and as low as 1 in 900 in one charity, it reached 3

.in 600 in cases treated at home. It was plain that this high rate of

mortality was due either to the medical men or to the ignorance of the

midwives, and he inclined of course to the latter opinion, thinking

^that if only properly competent midwives were employed the death-

rite might be reduced to one in 500, .which would mean a saving of

OIL OF EVODIA, A DEODORANT.
Dk. H. Heliiing calls attention {American Journal of Pharmacy) to

the value of the essential oU of evolia fraxinifolia as a deodorant for

iodoform. He has had, he says, an opportunity of examining the

fruit of this plant, and found that it yields an oil having a most agree-

able and powerful odour, which is even able to overcome the smell of

iodoform either in its crystalline shape or in solution. For practical

purposes he says it is only necessary to add a little (two drops to the

ounce) of the essential oU. to the disinfectant in order to obtain a

complete deodorisation of the latter, the chief objection which has been

raised against the use of this valuable remedy thus being obviated.

Dr. Helbing adds that he would be pleased to fijid his observations

confirmed by experiments of others.

MALARIAL INSOMNIA.

Dr. F. Eklund, of Stockholm, believes that there is a special form

of insomnia due to malaria ; in its severest form sleep by night is

unattainable, but the sufferer is drjwsy by day. In less severe cases

a few hours' sleep are obtained on first going to bed, but the patient

then wakes, in some instances always at the same hour, and cannot again

sleep. He states {Therapeutic Gazette) that these patients can be re-

lieved by quinine in small or moderate doses ; the prescription he

prefers is : R Qaiu. sulph. gr. vi—xv, sodii bicarb, gr. xv—xxx, M.

F. tal. dos. xii in caps. amyl. Sig. Take one capsule every morn-

ing, and if the case require it one in the evening.

THE DISCIPLINARY POWERS OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE
OF PHYSICIANS.

At the next meeting of the Gomitia of the Royal College of Physi-

cians, a resolution will be moved by the Senior Censor, re-

quiring that no Fellow, Member, or Licentiate should contribute

articles on professional subjects to journals professing to supply medical

knowledge to the general public, or should in any way advertise him-

self, or permit himself to be advertised in such journals. At the

same meeting, the Treasurer will move his resolution to present a

donation to the Metropolitan Police Convalescent Home. Five new

councillors will be elected to fill vacancies.

THE LECTURES AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
PHYSICIANS.

The Goulstonian Lectures at the Royal College of Physicians will be

delivered by Dr. W. Julius Mickle on March 6th, 8th, and 13th, at

5 P.M. The subject will b^ "Insanity in Relation to Cardiac and

Aortic Diseases and Phthisis." The Lum'eian Lectures by Dr. W. H.

Dickinson, on the "Tongue as an Indicator of Disease," will bo

given at the same hour on March 15th, 20th, and 2'2nd. The Milroy

Lectures on Public Health will be delivered for the first time this

year, in accordance with the provisions of the will of the late Dr.

Gavin Milroy. The lecturer will be Inspector-General Lawson, who,

on February 21st and 23rd, will give two lectures on "Epidemic In-

fluences ;" his third lecture will be given on Febraary 2Sth, on the
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" Kpidomiological Aspects of YoUow Kovcr," and his fourth on

March Ist, on the "Epidemiological Aspects of Cholera." These lec-

toree also will he given at 5 p.m. The Crooniau lectures will, under

the new scheme, bo delivered in the saminer.

EXAMINATION OF THE MALE BLADDER BY
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Mr. Hukry Fbnwick has lately used electric illumination of the

male bladder and urethra for diagnostic purposes with considerable

success. Wo are informed that ho proposes to give a demonstration on

the liviug subject and on " dummies" of the capabilities of the vesical

and urethral lamps, as recently improved, at the next clinical meeting

of the Medical Society on Monday next, January 23rd.

POISONING BY ARTIFICIAL SELTERS WATER.
Otbr thirty cases of poisoning were reported recently in Rendsburg,

in Germany. Inquiry showed that only those were poisoned who

drank freely of Sellers water, and an examination of this water re-

vealed the fact that it contained a very appreciable amount of arsenic.

The water was a manufactured product, and had been imported from

another city.

THE SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A VACAUCY on the Senate having been occasioned by tbo death of Sir

G. Burrows, M. D. , the Senate have appointed a raeetiDg of Convoca-

tion to be held on Tuesday, March 6th, 1883, when a list of three

persons is to bo nominated, in oider that it may be submitted to Her

Majesty for selection therefrom of a Fellow of the University. All

propositions of candidates must be sent to the Clerk of Convocation

on or before Tuesday, February 2l8t, 1888.

DEPUTY SURGEON-GENERAL GRAVES IRWIN.

We regret to learn that Dr. C. Graves Irwin, principal medical officer

in Bermuda, has been obliged to resign the post which he has held

with such credit to himself and such benefit, not only to the service,

but to the whole community on the island. Dr. Graves Irwin must

he well known to many readers of the Journal as the President of

the Bermuda Branch of the British Medical Association, the success

of which is largely due to his tact and energy. Before Dr. Graves

Irwin's departure he was waited on by a representative deputation of

citizens and professional men, and Dr. Park Tucker, in a suitable

ipeech, presented him with a valuable silver salver " as a token of

esteem from some of his many friends in Bermuda."

of Guy's, would add materially to its strength and judicial authority.

Members of the Council expressed their special gratification that,

through the energy and perseverance of Mr. Henry C. Burdott, the

i.'20,000 needed to establish the National Pension Fund on a firm

financial basis had been finally secured.

THE HOSPITALS ASSOCIATION.
A MEETINO of the Council of the Hjsijitils Assjciition was held at

Norfolk House on Tuesday, Jaauiry 17th, Dr. Bristowe, F.R.S., in

the chair. Among those present were Mr. F. C. Cirr-Gomm, Chair-

man of Committee of the London Hospital ; Mr. T. Holmes, F. R.C.S.

;

Major-General Keatinge, V.C, K.C. B. ; Dr. J. C. Steele, Guy's Hos-

piul ; Dr. Gilbart-Smith, F.R.C.P. ; Mr. A. U. Haggard ; Lieut.-Col.

Montcfioro ; Mr. Henry C. Burdett ; Mr. Keith Young, F.R. I.B A.;

Dr. G. W. Potter ; Mr. P. Michelli, and others. The meeting

expressed by resolution its cordial welcome to Dr. Bristowe on his

acceptance of the Preiileucy of the Associatijn, ai.d its high appre-

ciation of the honour conferred upon the council and members by his

appointment. Dr. Bristowe stated that, in yielding to the request of

the council, he had felt impelled by a sense of duty to accept the

honour offered to him. He considered tliat the A.s30ciation had done

much valuable work for hospitals and all connected with them, and

e»pecially instanced the National Pension Fund and the Nurses'

Registration Sohomc now approaching completion. Ho also cmpha-

>ised his conviction thit the Association was steadily growing in the

esteem and confidence of the hospital world and of the public, and

thai the recent additions to the council of Sir E. Cnrrie, Mr. Carr-

Gamm, of tti" London Hospital, and Mr, E. H. Lu.'hington, treasurer

" FOUND DROWNED."
" Found drowned" is a favourite verdict with the coroner's jury in a

"Thames mystery case," and it is what is commonly called an open

verdict ; as a matter of fact, it is freiiuently anything but an open
verdict, as it takes it for granted that the deceased has come by his

death by drowning, which may not be true. One of the metropolitan

coroners has just been conducting one of the many utterly worthless

inquests which are weekly, wo had almost said daily, to be found

reported in the newspapers. It was on the body of a ship's stoker,

who had been missing for a month. No evidence was taken as to how
long the body had been in the water, or whether death had been due

to drowning ; for the coroner dispensed with a pod-mortem examina-

tion, and the jury, under his able guidance, returned the meaningless

and possibly untrue verdict of "found drowned." The only way to

check such perfunctory work as this would be to disallow a coroner

his expenses for every case in which, as in the one before us, no real

attempt has been made to ascertain the cause of death.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.
Sill MoEELL Mackenzie has just received most satisfactory intelli*

gence as to the condition of the Crown Prince of Germany. We are

able to state that the rumours which appeared in some foreign

journals to the effect that a fresh development of cancerotis growth

had given rise to urgent symptoms are absolutely without foundation.

On Saturday, January 14th, His Imperial Highness caught a slight

cold, and on Sunday and Monday there was some elevation of tem-

perature, which, however, returned to the normal standard on Tues-

day. We are in a position to contradict the report that Sir Morell

Mackenzie will return to San Remo towards the end of this month.

The date of his next visit is still quite uncertain, but we may take

this opportunity of pointing out that the fact of his going to see his

illustrious patient is not to be taken as .m indication that the case ia

assuming a graver character. The Prince is looking forward with

much pleasure to the prospect of being able to return to Berlin in the

spring.

DINNERS FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN: AN ECONOMIC
QUESTION.

We have several times noticed the ell'orts that are being made to pro-

vide food for school children, and have pointed outthatoneof thegreatest

difficulties is the economic side of the question—to do the greatest

amount of good with the least possible weakening of the sentiment of

self-dependence in the parents. That a large number of school

children are underfed or starving appears to be demonstrated ; it has

also been shown that the power of body and brain sull'ers therefrom.

In too many cases starvation is chronic and iucapabloof permanent relief

;

in other neighbourhoods the relief may be required as an excep-

tional matter, during times of special depression in ti'ade. We
have ourselves seen a Ligo Co.iiJ o^iiO'ji i:i tL. j..,; J: r." quarter

of Birmingham where most of the children appeared to be starving,

and exhausted in consequence ; this was explained as owing to the local

depression of trade. Here was a case where a temporary supply of cheap

or even free food at the school might have been most us'iful in arresting

the tendency to disease, and in aiding development. The Charity

Organisation Society, in a valuable report recently issued on charity

and food, points out many facts founded njion evidence which they

have collected ; reports have alsoappoired iu Birmingham, Liverpool,

and other large towns on the work d lU'^ tiicie. The stirving"childron

often appear to show more signs of daintiness than of hunger, which

teems to indicate the dyspepsia of iuinition. The apparatus used
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for cooking makes much difference in the economy of the meals, as

well as in their success in point of tastiness. To leave the

children attending school without dinner] for three months is

likely to result in a delay of growth and development of body and

brain which would take a long time to oveitake. Temporary relief in

periods of distress, when the children continue their school work,

seems very desirable—a true work of charity, and one not too

costly, though requiring much personal labour on the part of

managers and visitors. If relief is to be temporary, it cannot be self-

supporting ; if dinners for school children are to become a permanent

institution, they ought not, we think, to be provided by charity or

by the State, but by commercial resource. The numerous experiments

made by chavitabie people have afforded much information upon

which commercial enterprise may be founded ; but it seems hardly

likely that self-paying dinners can be provided, unless accommodation

is to be had at or near tlie schools rent free. If it bo shown that there

is a permanent demand for dinners at or near large schools at a com-

mercial price, the necessity of the case might be met on the same

basis as at some of our colleges ; let rooms appropriately fitted be pro-

vided by the public, and let at low rentals to contractors. It ought

also to be arranged that such rooms, being independent of the schools,

should be open on Saturdays and during the holidays, if wanted.

ENGLISH PHYSICIANS AT SWISS HEALTH RESORTS.

The subjoined memorial is being very extensively signed by patients

and visitors at Malojaand Moritz. " We, the undersigned British sub-

jects residing in the Engadiue, pray the British Minister will petition

the Federal Government of Switzerland to permit our own medical

men to practise in this country, so that we may, in case of need, avail

ourselves of the medical assistance of doctors of our own nationality.

Many of us have come to this canton in search of health, with the

express understanding that we could place ourselves under the medical

care of English doctors, but in mid-winter the law of the Sanitdtsrath

at Coire has suddenly been put into operation, and our English com-

patriots are heavily fined and threatened with expulsion from the

Canton of the Orisons for practising without being in possession of the

Swiss diploma. Under these circumstances we beg the British

Minister will represent to the Federal Government the desire named

in this petition, and express at the same time that the action taken

against our Euglish doctors will prevent many English subjects availing

themselves of the climate and attractions of this canton both in

summer and winter, which deprivation they would feel acutely." A
narrow and jealous policy in such a matter would operate very pre-

judicially to the interests of the locality, and no doubt the Federal

Government will take this into consideration.

STROPHANTHIN AND THE THERAPEUTICAL SOCIETY
OF PARIS.

A DEBATE on strophinthia was hfld by the Therapeutical Society of

Paris on December 17th, 1887. The discrepancy of opinions as to the

action and value of this powerful drug which exists on this side of tbe

Channel is api'a; en tly equalled amongst our French colleagues. M.

DojardiuI5<aametz regards strophanthin as a true diurtti'-, and has

even seen hoematuria arise after its use ; accordingly, he considers

that the prevailing English opinion that strophanthin is primarily a

cardiac stimulant is incorrect. M. Constantin Paul said that ho was

astonished that Professor Fraser bad made strophanthin eqoal to

dinitalis in it^ effects, Strophanthin was in the main a diuretic, its

action being hss energetic, but moie permanent, than that of

digitalis (!), but it did not, according to th's observir, modify

arhythmictardiac action in the slightest. M. Paulallowedthat it acted

as a cariHac tonic, but only in chronic affections, and tiu'illy said that

it closely resembled convallaiia m.ij.alis in its action. Other sp ak. n
dealt with the chemical constitution of this glucosidc, wllh in

dilute acids isconveited into glucose and an alkaloid—strophanthidin

(MM. Bardet and A''riau, Deutsche Med. Ze-lutuj, Ko. 3, VS^.)

OPERATIONS FOR EXTRA-UTERINE GESTATION.

Dr. CYKiiriN, of Berlin, describes in the Deutsche Medicinische

H^ochenschrift two cases where abdominal section was successfully per-

formed for removal of an extra-uterine fcetal sac. The first patient

was aged 51. Her last natural labour was in 1S62 ; after

ten years' interval she became pregnant once more ; at the third

month there were uterine hasmorrhago, pain, and syncope ; a fleshy-

mass was delivered. Extra-uterine pregnancy was diagnosed, but the

patient refused to submit to any form of operation. The fcetus died,

and then, still in the year 1872, no operation appeared advisable. In

ISSl the patient sought relief, as before, in Dr. Martin's private in-

stitution, and earnestly begged for operative relief on account of severe

abdominal pains. The removal of the frotus was readily effected ; it

lay free in the peritoneal cavity, away from any sac, and there were

but trifling adhesions ;
part of the left foot could not be found.

Greater ditlkulty was experienced in removing a mass to the right of

the uterus, which was taken to be the placenta ; after long manipuU-

tiou the mass was peeled away from its connections. The patient

made a good recovery. The mass when examined proved to be tube

and ovary ; not a trace of placental tissue could be distinguished. The

ovary was normal, with the exception of a small cyst ; the greater part

of the tumour consisted of the left Fallopian tube, very much thickened

and stretched, forming a swelling as big as a goose's egg
;

at its ab-

dominal end was a cavity, the size of a cherry, filled with pns. The

fcetus was much shrivelled, the soft parts had almost disappeared. The

case was considered to represent tubal pregnancy, early rupture of the

sac, and further development of tho ftetus, for a time, in the ab.

dominal cavity. In the second case, abdominal section was also per-

formed, and a tumour was removed which proved to be a dilatation of

the left tube, and very thick-walled. The seat of rupture—for the

sac had burst—was at the upper and abdominal end of the sac. Ott

the posttro-external aspect of the tumour lay the skeleton of a foetus,

about two inches in length.

LEAD IN THE SHEFFIELD WATER SUPPLY.

The contamination of the water supply with lead is giving rise to a

good deal of discussion in Sheffield just now. Xearly two years ago

when Dr. White, the late medical officer of health, issued his report

on the liability of water, in passing through the communication pipes,

to become poisonous, the Corporation, with creditable spirit and

energy, endeavoured to get the water company to adopt some simple

means to render the water less liable to be contaminated with lead.

At the commencement of this year the undertaking of the water com-

pany became the property of the Corporation. During the proceed-

ings necessary to obtain powers to purchase the undertaking, a great

point was made of the necessity of adopting means to prevent this

action on the lead piping. It may be safely assumed that the people

of ShelBeld will hardly be satisiitd with any halfhearted action on

tho part of the Corporation, backed as they are by influential medical

opinion. The water supply of Sheffield has two distinct sources and

two systems of distribution : one from the hills round Redmire, and

the other fr;m the hills round Strines and Agden. Mr. A. H. Allen,

the public analyst, from a large series of analyses, found that the

water derived from the Agden and Strines reservoirs and distributed

to the lower parts cf the town had practically no action on lead pipes,

the water drawn from ordinary house taps containing no appreciable

quantity of lead, even when it had been stored in the pipes all night.

The case was very different respecting water from the Redmire

reservoirs, for in every instance in which water was drawn from taps

in houses supplied from this source a very notable quantity of lead

was present. When the water had stood all night in the pipes in

some cases it exceeded half a grain per gallon. TUe parts of the town

supplied by the Redmire Dam are the high-lying districts. More-

over, tho numerous cases of had poisoning which have been leported

occurred in tl e districts comprised in this water supply. For some

reason the Redm're water appears to be acliog at present particularly
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on t}\c leaden pipes. Mr. Allen st»tcs that many of the nnmerous

wtnplcs submitted to him dnrin^ the last few weeks have contained

more than half a grain of load per gallon ; and in some cases one grain

p«r giUon has been reached, «nd even exceeded. The plan advocated

byJDr. Sinclair "White of filtering the lledmire watir through a bed

of lioicstouc before it is distributed was adopted by the Corporation

when before the Committee of the House of Lords. They should ^ivo

it now a trial, and if it fails resort to the more elaborate measures

which found favour with the old water company.

THE USE OF ACIDIFIED CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE AS
AN ANTISEPTIC. -

Some very interesting experiments of great practical importance have

recently been made by E. Laplace {^Deutsche Medicinischc ffochcn-

schrift, 1S87, No. 40, p. S66-7) in the Hygienic Institute of Berlin,

on the antiseptic action of corrosive sublimate when used in acid solu-

tion. It has long been known that the efficiency of bichloride of

mercury is much reduced when it is brought in contact with albumin-

ous substances, owing to the formation of insoluble compounds ; thus

when applied to animal tissues, the mercury becjmes mordanted, as

it were, on the surfaces with which it first comes in contact, the

sphere of its activity being thus greatly diminished. Laplace finds

that five cubic centimetres of blood serum is sufficient to precipitate

the mercury from five cubic centimetres of the bichloride solution

(1—1000). The formation of this precipitate of albuminate of mer-

cury can be prevented by adding dilute hydrochloric acid (5—1,000)

to the bichloride solution (1—1,000), whereby the antiseptic power of

the latter is greatly increased. Similar results were obtained by the

addition of tartaric acid. The solution recommended for use consists

of 1 part sublimate, 5 parts tartaric acid, and 1,000 pirts of distilled

water. The bandages, giuze, etc., on the other hand, are soaked for

two hours in a stronger solution ; namely, sublimate 5 parts, tar-

taric acid 20 parts, distilled water 1,000 parts, after which they are

wrung out and dried.

ST. JOHNS HOSPITAL.
A SPECIAL meeting was held this week of the Governors of St.

John's Hospital, at which there was much discussion on the subject

of the charges brought of financial irregularities and other defects in

the management of this hospital. Lord Aberdare took the chair at

the request of the Duke of Northumberland, the President, who ex-

pressed his opinion that an independent inquiry seemed absolutely

necessary ; a telegram to that effect was read by Mr. Hamilton

Hoare. llr. Raymond moved and Mr. Maudslay seconded a motion

for the appointment of a committee of inquiry into the management

of the hospital, to report to a future special general board, and to

have power to call for documents and professional aid. A detailed state-

ment was read by the official auditors on behalf of the Board,

admitting irregularities of system, but exonerating individuals from

any other than the best motives and upright conduct. Much com-

plaint was made by Mr. L. Browne of the extravagant expenditure of

the hospital ; and it was alleged that the nursing had been placed in

entirely unskilled hands, the cook having been instructed with a view

of undertaking the duties in replacing the matron. The discussion

was long and angry, the meeting appearing to consist of hostile

parties. In the end an amendment was moved expressing confidence

in the Board and hostile to the original motion of Mr. Raymond and

Mr. Maudslay. Dr. Robinson and Dr. Harries, two of the medical

olficcrs who objected to the existing management, were silenced, and

after three hours' discussion the amendment was carried by a con-

siderable majority. The general result remains to be seen. For our

own part, we cannot but feel that the proceedings seem to indicate that

theopinion of the Dakeof Northumberland, the President of the hospital,

that an independent inquiry is necessary, is very much strengthened by

the result of this meeting. The managers of a hospital greatly weaken

themselves by refusing to co-operate in a fall and independent inquiiy

where charges of this kind are brought. A full vindication ot

the aflair* of a public institution of this kind is best obtained,

not by a partisan vote or by statements at a general meotiog,

but by the calm detailed inquiry of a committee which has

the confidence of all parties, and we hope the Duke of North-

umberland and Lord Aberdire will insist on such an inquiry, and

that the result may be for the best interests of the public and tha

institution.

OUR NOMADIC POPULATION.

Mi;. Georoe Smith, of Coalville, giring his experiences of a number

of visits made to gipsy encampments in all parts of the country, says

he found that the leading traits in the character of many of the

gipsies were : living in dirt, heathenish ignorance, idleness, lying,

dishonesty, immorality, fortune-telling, and deception. "With some

notable exceptions, these people huddled together in tents, regardless

of any sense of decency or morality. He calculated that there were at

the present time about 30,000 children in this country living in vans

and tents, not 5 per cent, of whom could read or write. Bad as was

the condition of the people here, it was, he said, even worse in Scot-

land, and he intended to include them in a Bill he was promoting for

the poor travelling children's welfare. "What he wanted, without in-

terfering with liberty, was, in the first place, that vans and other

abodes ot the kind should be registered annually in a simple, easy, and

inexpensive way, so as to give the sanitary officer power, instead of

the pohceman, to see to the health and well-being of those who

live in them. The healthy appearance of many of our gipsy,

van, and other travellers was vanishing, and disease was carried

from village to village. He desired to give them all free education.

The only means of improving the condition of these people was the

sanitary officer's influence upon their homes, and the schoolmaster's

influence upon the children.

CLINICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The annual meeting of this Society was held on Friday evening,

January 13th. The officers and Council for 1SS8, nominated by the

outgoing Council, as published in the Joup.N.iL of January 14th, at

page 108, were elected. Dr. S. Mackenzie, the Medical Secretary,

read the report of the Council, which spoke of the continued and

progressive success of the Society, the number of members being 464,

of whom 336 are resident. In 1S87 death removed six ordinary

and one foreign member, namely, Dr. Carrington, Dr. "Wilson Fox,

Dr. Meadows, Mr. Teevan, Dr. de Castro, Sir G. Barrows (an

honorary member), and Dr. Von Langenbeok (a foreign member). The

Council had decided to send a copy of the Transactions each year to

about fifty of the principal medical libraries abroad, and had done so in

1887. It had also sent all the back numbers of the Transactions to

the chief medical society of Berlin, and also to that of Vienna. The

recently published volume contains the report of the Committee ap-

pointed to investigate joint disease in connection with locomotor

ataxy, which was presided over by Sir J. Paget, and of which Mr.

Bilton Pollard was the honorary secretary. The Council, in their

report, warmly acknowledged their indebtedness to the latter gentle-

man for his labours on their behalf. The myxoedema Committee arc

still at work at their great task, but it is expected that their labours

will be concluded during this session. The work of this Committee,

especially the extenbivc tabular record of cases, has already cost a

large sum of money, and Dr. Ord, the chairman, has generously

volunteered to contribute £100 towards the expenses of the produc-

tion of the report, his offer has been gratefully accepted. The

report will be printed as a separate volumo, and a copy presented to

every member of the Society, while it will also bo offered for sale. The

Committee on Scoliosis are ttill st work, and will, after a time, re-

port the results to the So: ety. Tlie talance-sheet was read by Mr.

Christopher Heath, the treasurer ; i', slowed that the year began with

a b.a;ance of £04, and ended with one of £u7 ; whilst th' Society has
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£600 invested in Consols. The chief expense had been incurred in

the printing, illustrating, and publishing of the volume of Transac-

iions, and the myxoidema tables, and for the use of the Society's meet-

ing room. The reports were adopted. Dr. Glover proposed a vote of

thanks to the retiring Vice-Presidents and other members of the

Council, and remarked that in the list of the new Council he could

find the name of only one general practitioner ; Mr. Silcock seconded

the vote, which was carried. The President said that it was clearly

an oversight that only one general practitioner had been nominated.

Mr. Herbert Page, in eloquent and eulogistic terms, proposed that a

verv hearty vote of thanks be accorded to the retiring Secretary, Dr.

S. Mackenzie ; Mr. Pearce Gould seconded the vote, which was carried

with acclamation. The President added his testimony to the value of

Dr. Mackenzie's labours on behalf of the Sxiety, and that gentleman

feelingly acknowledged the cordial vote accorded him.

PROPOSED LARYNGOLOGIGAL SOCIETY.
We are informed that anewsociety is in course of organisation, as a sequel

to the resolution passed by the Subscotion of Liryngology and Rhino-

logy at the Dublin meeting of the British Medical Association. The

Chairman, Dr. W. McNeill Whistler, in his opening address on that

occasion, dwelt strongly on the advantages that such a society would

afford to workers in these special branches, who at present have no

means of bringing their results to the test of direct criticism by

competent judges, except at the annual meetings of the Association.

It was decided that immediate steps should be taken to carry Dr.

Whistler's suggestion into effect, and to Dr. R. A. Hayes, of Dublin,

the able Secretary of the Subsection, was entrusted the duty of making

the necessary arrangements. His efl'orts have been so successful that

the list of original members already comprises about fifty names,

which include those of nearly all the prominent laryngologists in the

three kingdoms. The following gentlemen, among others, have sig-

nified their intention of joining the society : Sir Morell Mackenzie,

Dr. Whipham, Dr. E. Woakes, Dr. Prosser J.imes, Dr. A. Orwin,

Dr. Coleman Jewell, Dr. Greville Macionald, Dr. Dundas Grant, and

Messrs. Lennox Browne, Carmalt Jones, George Stoker, W. R. H.

Stewart, and Percy Jakins, of London ; Mr. C. Warden, of Birming-

ham ; Dr. Ward Cousins, of Portsmouth ; Mr. Creswell Baber, of

Brighton ; Dr. P. Mc Bride and Dr. G. Hunter Mackenzie, of Edin-

burgh ; Dr. T. Birr, of Glasgow ; Dr. Philip Smyly, and Messrs.

Kendal Franks, Thornley Stoker, and J. B. Storey, of Dublin ; Dr.

Walton Browne, of Belfast ; and Dr. A. Sandford, of Cork.

THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE BLOOD IN LIGATURED
VESSELS.

Bottcher's researches on this subject, conducted according to the

latest histological methods, are to bs found in the Arhciten, aus dem
paihologischen Listitut ru Konigsbcrg. They fully confirm the con-

clusions of Dr. Geiterbock, also those of Professor Pick, of Prague, on

the processes which occur in the (so-called) organisation of thrombi.

Bottcher finds that the blood contained in a portion of a vessel inter-

cepted between two ligatures, applied under antiseptic precautions,

does not coagulate. The changes which ocur in the stagnated blood

are as follows : 1. Arteiial blood becomes venous in character by long

standing. 2. The red corpuscles may remain perfectly intact, even

after the circulation has been suspended for several weeks. 3. The

leucocytes early undergo degeneration, even in a week, but thir nuclei

preserve their capacity for stains, i. The blood-tablets may be found

in well preserved condition, even after several days' stagnation.

Finally, enumeration of the various forms of leucocytes in rabbits'

blood led to the conclusion that the " lymphocytes," that is, the

small, uninucleated forms of leucocytes, poor in protoplasm, represent

the majority of the leucocytes existing in the blood. This is contrary

to the prevailing assumption on the subject, which puts these very

forms in the minority. This is a point, as Geiterbock remarks, of

great importance in the study of the products of chronic inllimma-

tion, the leucocyte elements of which are mostly in the form of lym-

phocytes, as is well known, and this circumstance has been adduced as

an argument against their hematogenous derivation.

TREATMENT OF INEBRIETY.
Dk. Nokm.vn Kerk delivered the second of his course of lectures on

Inebriety on January 18 th. He said that the predisposing and excit-

ing causes of the disease in each case should be ascartained, and the

treatment conducted on thoroughly scientific principles. Proceeding

by an unscientific method, numerous alleged "cures " had been oracu-

larly declared to be infallible ;
yet all these, such as alcoholic frog ex-

tract, raw meat and food steeped in alcohol, had been found to be in-

effectual. There was nospecific. The first indication of sound treatment

was the withdrawal of the narcotic, so that the narcotising process might

be terminated. This withdrawal should be immediate with alcohol,

chloroform, chloral, and ether, but should be gradual with morphine and

opium. The risk and suffering with the last named were as a rule too

serious in sudden withholding. Bromides with hyoscyamns were useful

in allaying the irritability of the nervous condition. When gastric irri-

tability was present, the bromides could be administered in an cSer-

vescent form. Ice, milk, and soda or lime water were of service. The

second indication of scientific treatment was the removal of the excit-

ing cause, or its counteraction when it could not be got out of the way.

The third indication was the reparation of the physical damage wrought

by the disease, the remedying of the pre-inebriate morbid state, and

the strengthening of inhibition. Good sound wholsome food was essen-

tial to the renovation of healchy tissue. No restricted diet suited

all, and a judicious mixture of flesh, fruit, grains, and vegetables

was generally the most desirable. Tonics, contra-indicated

at an earlier stage of treatment, were useful here. Among

the best was unintoxicating " port with bark." The cor-

rection of the pre-inebriate morbid state was of importance.

Disordered function should be set right, and complicating disease at-

tended to. The inhibitory power should be strengthened by exercise,

by bracing hygienic measures, by mental, moral, and religious in-

fluences, and by nerve tonics, as strychnine. When seen early the

inebriate could be treated while pursuing his usual calling, but resort

was seldom had to medical advice till later. Then it was generally

best to advise residence for at least twelve months in a genuine home

for inebriates, preferably under the provisions of the Habitual

Drunkards Act. When seen at an early stage this disease was as cur-

able as most other diseases.

SPONTANEOUS DETACHMENT OF LARYNGEAL
POLYPUS.

At the meeting of the Berlin Medical Society, December 21st, Professor

Friinkel read a very interesting communication from Sanitiitsrath,

Dr. von Swidersky, of Posen, on a case of extrusion of a polypus of

the larynx during the act of coughing. Dr. von Swidersky had known

the patient, a cavalry officer, since 1S4S. In 1862 he began to be

affected with hoarseness and dyspnoea, and Dr. Valentiner then

diagnosed laryngeal polypus. Other authorities in Berlin and

Tiibingen were consulted ; one of these was of opinion that villous

cancer was present, because the growth (plainly visible on the pos-

terior third of the left vocal cord, and attached to its inferior aspect)

bled profusely when touched. All who were consulted advised trache-

otomy, but this the patient would never hear of. The dyspnoeic

attacks occurred from time to time, often accompanied by

severe haemorrhage, and the hoarseness increased. In 1870,

von Swidersky, tracheotomy being still refused, attempted

local treatment. The tumour was first touched with caustic

potash (well solidified), and afterwards daily with a concentrated

solution of ergotin. On May 12th, 1870, the patient was in

imminent danger of suffocation, but nest day his medi-al attendant

found him in good voice and spiiits, enjoying a cigarette with his

coffee. He triumphantly pointed to a substance which he had coughed
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ap, anil which ho h»d placed in water. Microscopical examination

9ho\T«<i that it wvu a fibroid palypua. The patient ha.s remained well

since then, and there is only a slight inclination to laryngeal catarrh.

V. Smidersky attributed the cure to tlio er<;otin treatment. Professor

Fninkol had never in his large experiouce met with a similar case, and

was of opinion that practically we should nerer trust to sach a lucky

termination, qnito as uncertain as the chief prize in a lottery. Rut ho

had seen a case in which a polypus had very Rradually retrogressed.

Dr. Bocker had independently diagnosed the existence of a polypus in

this cose, so that there was no doubt about it. Hensch thought

that it might have been coughed up without the patient's knowledge,

and argoed from analogous rectal polypi in children, but Frankel

persisted in his opinion that the improvement in Ms case had been

bat gradual, and promised farther details in a pa^er on the subject

about to appear.

THE CASE OF TRANCE AT BATTERSEA.
Some excitement has been caused by the case of Florence Chisnell,

a young girl, who has lain in bed, at her ho-ne in Bittersoa, in a

state of trance ever since November 20th, 1SS7. She is till, well

nourished, and well developed, contrary to what has been reported,

with plain, intelligent features and reddish-brown hair. She lies on

her back with her eyes half open and generally oscillating slowly ; the

pupils are dilated and sluggish, the conjunctiv.Te sensitive ; the lids

seldom close or blink. The pulse is about 81 ; the temperature on

Thursday morning was 98.0°. The arms are very rigid, the forearms

bent, the hands crossed over the epigastrium, with the fingers ex-

tended. On extending the elbow, we found that the hand remained

elevated for three minutes, then returned to its former position very

slowly. The hips, knees, and ankle joints are extended and very

rigid. The abdomen is somewhat distended with flatus. Deep pres-

sure in the iliac region produces absolutely no effect. On tapping the

skin of the cheeks, fingers, abdomen, or feet with the point of a

toothpick, or on pressing the point under one of the finger nails, the

eyes oscillate a little more rapidly than usual, but no muscular move-

ments occur. The bowe's act spontaneously about three times weekly.

The periods commenced a year ago, and have continued to appear since

the trance began. In the summer of last year she became aphonic
;

her voice improved a little late in the autumn. On the evening of

November 20th, she fell into the trance ; the rigidity of the muscles

was noticed from the first. Frequent fits of laughing and crying oc-

curred until three weeks ago. Florence Chisnell, in fact, is suffering

from a neurotic condition not unknown to science.

glasses containing the experimental media were allowed to become

accidentally infected from the air to which they wore exposed, instead

of being all inoculated either with some definite micro-organism or

with some definite mixture of microbes, as is now invariably done in

experiments of the kind. •"'-

HOMICIDAL INSANITY IN CHINA.

AccoRDiN(; to the law of China, the punishment inllioted on the

murderer of a father, mother, brother, husband, uuclo, or tutor,

and on traitors, is that appalling process known as lirAj-chie,

or slow death. The fact that the crime has been committed

under the influence of insanity procures no mitigation of the

dread sentence, and the miserable culprit is sentenced to be cut into

24, 36, 72, or 120 pieces, a large proportion of which must be accom-

plished ere the executioner dares to touch a vital part, and end the

torture of the victim. Only in certain cases does the Imperial cle-

mency grant death after the eighth division. The commonest form of

this penalty is that of twenty-four cuts ; and the executioner prides

himself on the anatomical skill with which they are administered.

The victim being bound to a cross, the butcher by the first two cute

removes the eyebrows, by the third and fourth the shoulders, the

fifth and sixth the breasts, the seventh and eighth the flesh of the

forearm, the ninth and tenth the ilesh of the arm, the eleventh and

twelfth the flesh of each thigh, and so on.

THE COMPARATIVE ANTISEPTIC VALUES OF
CHLORIDES, NITRATES. AND SULPHATES.

In a recent number of thaJuurnal of t/ic Hociety of Chcmkal Jiuliislry

(Vol. vi, No. H), Mr. C. T. Kingzett.'.F.C.S., records the results of

some experiments which he has conducted in order to determine the

relative extent to which certain metallic chlorides, nitrates, and sul-

phates retard the appearance of mould on flour-paste, and putrefaction

in extract of beef respectively. The general bearing of the results is

to show that the salts of the alkalies and alkaline earths, excepting

magnesinm sulphate, appear in many instances to promote and never

to retard the growth of mould. The compounds of zinc resemble

thoje of the alkaline earths in their action. On the other

hand, the salts of iron, tin, lead, and aluminium exercise

distinct but not very powerful effects in preventing the

appearance of mould, 'i'he chloriila of lead is, however, more active,

whilst the most efficient are the chlorides of mercury and copper. In

preventing the putrefaction of extract of beef, the chlorides of mer-

cnry and copper were also the most effective ; whilst chloride of zinc

was more and chloride of load less active than in retarding the growth
of mould on flour-paste. The value of the investigation is very much
reduced owing to the experiments not having been condocted on the

niodern lines of bacteriological research. Thus the varioas test-

ANGIOMA OF THE EPIGLOTTIS. I

In the Rcvifla de Ciciicias Medkas Dr. C. M. Desvernine reports an

example of pedunculated angioma of the epiglottis. The patient was

a man aged 53, of robust constitution, who for two months before he

came under notice had sulfered from occasional slight bleeding from

the throat. On November 14th he lost a large amount of blood, and

the haemorrhage only ceased on syncopo supervening. Laryngoscopio

examination showed an ovoid tumour of lobulatod appearance suid

dark-blue colour, and measuring two centimetres in length by one in

breadth, springing from the laryngeal surface of the epiglottis to the

left of the middle line, about midway between the base and the apex.

The tumour was attached by a short pedicle, and there was no infil-

tration of the tissues around its root. On
,
November 27th, the

pharynx aud larynx having first been amesthetised with a concen-

trated solution of cucaine, the tumour was removed with the galvano-

caustio snare. The only trace of the operation was a small eschar

which came away a few days later, leaving the site of the tumoor

completely healed. Microscopic examination showed that it was an

angioma enclosed in a fibrous capsule

.

STROPHANTHUS IN RUSSIA.

Dk. a. Kazem-Bek, of Kazan (Vralch, Nos. 40 and 41, 1887) relates

seven severe cases treated by tincture of strophanthus (one part of the

seeds to ten of alcohol), five drops being given every three hours, four

times during the first day, and ten drops three times'daily subsequently.

The cases included chronic myocarditis, with consecutive cardiac dilata-

tion, with calcareous deposits on the aortic valves and walls ; mitral

stenosis, with regurgitation (two cases), alone or complicated with

parenchymatous nephritis ; bronchial asthma, with pulmonary em-

physema (two cases) ; aortic stenosis, with regurgitation ; and cardiac

neurosis in a hystero-epileptic woman. In only one case, that of a

woman, aged 37, with rheumatic mitral disease and chronic

nephritis, did the drug partly fail, and, even in that case, it

proved beyond all comparison better than succinate of caffeine and

sodium, or digitalis with valerian, or grindelia robusta, or oonval-

laria, with which the lady had been sucocssively treated before. In

the remaining six cases, strophanthus produced a striking improve-

ment, usually in a very short space of time ; dyspnroa ceased ; the

paroxysm? of bronchial or cardiac sisthma, as well as oedema, gradually

disappeared ; the heirt's action became much less frequent and more

regular, and the pulse fuller and stronger ; while the daily amount of
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nrine considerably increased. When taking the medicine, the patients

slept soundly and quietly for many successive hours. This circum-

stance is attributed by Dr. Kazem-Bek partly to an improvement in

their general state, hat pjirtly to a direct sedative action of the drug

on the brain, since a drowsy condition was observed by him also in

dogs after an intravenous injection of the tincture. The experiments

on animals (frogs, turtles, and dogs) were undertaken by the writer

mainly with the object of elucidating the question whether strophan-

thua acts solely on the muscular tissue or not. He has come to the

conclusion that the drug acts, not only on the cardiac muscle itself,

but also on the cardiac ganglia and peripheral endings of the vagi.

This conclusion is based on the following facts : 1. That atropine gives

rise to a considerable acceleration of the heart's contractions which

have been previously slowed by strophanthus ; and 2, that strophan-

thus does not slow the heart's beats which have been previously acce-

lerated by atropine. Dr. Kazem-Bek has also found that stro-

phanthus increases the blood-pressure, but this increase seems to be

independent of the heart's contractions ; at least the arterial tension

continues to rise, while the number of the beats remain unchanged.

THE DYEING OF COFFEE BERRIES.

Having succeeded in obtaining four specimens of colouring mixtures

employed by coBee dealers for dyeing inferior sorts of coffee beans as

well as damaged coffee grains, Mr. K. Sykora {Farmatzevlitchcsky

Jumal, No. 48, 18S7, p. 756) subjected them to analysis, and found

that they con.sisted of (a) 4.5 to 8.0 per cent, of chromate of lead

(PbCrOJ, {h) 12 to 15 per cent, of ultramarine, (c) 5 to 12 per cent, of

indigo and gamboge, {d) 65 to 82 per cent, of kaolin, and (e) 3 to 10

per cent, of charcoal. Mr. Sykora recommends the following means

of detecting this adulteration. First of all, on being touched with a

brush moistened in distilled water, an artificially coloured cofles grain

becomes spotted or mottled. Oa washing the grain with distilled

water the latter becomes turbid in appearance. On evaporating a

portion of the fluid on a watch glass, it leaves a solid residue, consist-

ing of kiolin, charcoal, and various dyes, which may be then recog-

nised under the microscope. Another portion of the water should be

be dried and subsequently made red-hot in a platinum vessel, to be

similarly examined microscopically. On one occasion Mr. Sykora

fonnd that coffee berries had been dyed with yellow brown ochre.

UNMERITED SYPHILIS.

M. FoiTRNiEK, in a recent communication, has set forth the statistics

which he has taken the trouble to collect of "unmerited" cases of

syphilis. In 84ii out of 8S7 infected women, the disease was of

venereal origin, leaving 45 who had contracted it in some other way.

On analysing the latter group he found that in seven the disease was

hereditary ; four had contracted it accidentally in infancy ; eight were

wet nurses who had been infected by syphilitic infants ; five were

midwives who had caught it in the practice of their profession ; twenty-

two were cases of " domestic infection," either from nurse to child or

vice versa, or from diseased servants ; two of vaccinal syphilis
;
two in

which the infection was conveyed in catheterising the Eustachian

tube ; one consequent on rape ; and finally lour of unknown origin,

but certainly independent of sexual contaiuination. With respect to

the first group of 842 infected women, 366 were " gay " women ; 220

were married women, and 256 were of "doubtful" social status. Of

the married women no fewer than 164 had taken the disease from their

husbands. In view of these figures, M. Fournier maintains that the

doctrine which forbids discrimination between the different groups of

sufferers is one to be unhesitatingly condemned.

CUCAINE TOX/EMIA.

At the last meeting of the American Association for the Oure of Ine-

briates, Dr. J. B. Mattison, of Brooklyn, road an interesting paper on

the toxic symptoms observed after the administration of cucaine.

The object of the paper was to disprove Dr. Hammond's assertion that

he did not believe any dose that could be taken was dangerous. If

it were needful to produce more proof of the unsoundness of Dr. Ham-

mond's statement. Dr. Mattison has ellcctually done this. More than

thirty cases, reported by various practitioners in different parts of the

world, were brought forward. In all these dangerous symptoms were

developed, and in several instances there was an exceedingly narrow

escape from a fatal termination. Toxic symptoms were exhibited in

an adult after even so small a dose as four minims of a 4 per cent.

solution, given hypodermically. The leading symptoms were nausea,

emesis, headache, blindness, deafness, loss of taste and smell, profuse

perspiration, lividity, gastric cramp ;
pulse frequent, feeble, irregular,

intermittent ; respiration shallow, gapping, irregular, difficult, convul-

sive, suspended ; impairment of gait, speech, and swallowing
;
mus-

cular rigidity, palpitation, sense of suffocation and constriction of

chest ; loss of motion and sensation in limbs ;
restlessness, prostra-

tion, giddiness, faintness, feeling of impending death : convuhiv«

twitchings, paralysis, mania, delirium. The general conclusions ar-

rived at were that there is a lethal dose, though the fatal quantity is

uncertain ; that toxic effects may appear at all ages and in every

state of health ; that the drug should be administered with great cau-

tion, and never without the antidotes of amyl nitrite and hypodermic

morphine for immediate use.

PROGNOSIS.

Dr. Pye-Smith has contributed to the current (forty-fourth) volume

of Guys Hospital Reports an interesting article, entitled Observations

on Prognosis. It is likely to prove of great service to students, who

have better opportunities of studying the main clinical appearances in

disease than of acquiring prognostic faculties before qualification. -

Prognosis requires experience, and experience is just what every stu-

dent must lack. The look of many diseases may soon be learnt, but

prognosis requires the observation of many cases of the same disease

in e°very type of subject which it is likely to attack, and the student

cannot observe to this extent. Moreover, hospital patients recover

from some diseases, and die from others which are more or less dan-

gerous to private patients neither inured to hardships nor debilitated

by poverty ; so the limited prognostic power of the diligent .student

may serve him false after qualification. Dr. Pye-Smith dwells upon

the temperature question. He notes how a transitory ailment may

send up a child's temperature to 102° or 103=, whilst a high tempera-

ture, as 105' in scarlatina or pneumonia, in a child does not add to the

gravity of the prognosis as it would in an adult. 'Women resemble

children in this as in other respects. A temperature of 103' in a girl

of 18 may be caused by menstrual irregularity, by non-specific sore-

throat, or by slight gastric catarrh. A rise of temperature during

menstruation is often noted after ovariotomy. Dr. Pye-Smith's ob-

servations on fevers and tubercular meningitis are most instructive,

but cannot fairly be given here in a condensed form. He concludes

his paper wilh some interesting prognostic aphorisms.

THE LESSON OF THE EPIDEMIC OF SMALL-POX
IN MONTREAL.

A PAPER on the Outbreak of Small-pox in Montreal, Canada, daring

1885-86, was read by Dr. Henry Tomkins, oflicer of health to the

borough, before the Leicester Medical Society, on January 13th, 1888.

For so°me years previous to the outbreak the city had been free from

small-pox, and vaccination had been very much neglected, compulsory

powers not being enforced. A man from Chicago suffering from a

very slight attack, so mild as to be mistiken for chicken-pox, was

admitted into a large general hospital, and Irom him the infection

spread to several other inmates, from thence the disease was dU-

seminated in numerous parts of the town, and extended with such

rapidity that before the end of 1885 more than 3,000 deaths had

occurred. During the progress of the disease so great was the demand

for vaccination amongst those who had previcusly neglected it that more

than 80,000 vaccinations and revaccinations were performed in a popula- ;
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tion of about 100,000 at a groat expense and by tbe pattiug into force of

compulsory uoti&catian of iofectioua disease, vacuiiiatlun, and eflioieDt

isoUtiou aud ilUinfection, the disease rapidly abated, aud by tbe end

of April, 183(3, not a case was known to cxUt witbiu the city. Up
to tbe end of ISS^, 3,161 deaths wore recorded, of which no lets than

2,717 were children under 10 yeara of age, showing how severely these

sulTured compared with vaccinated communities. From the returns

supplied by the boipitals, the following figures were given :—The
number of patients treated in hospital was 1,832 ; the deaths amongst

these were 41S, or 31.3 per cent. ; of these patients, S05 were not vac-

cinated and 527 vaccinated : of tbe latter 103 died, or 19.5 per cent.;

of tbe 805 not vaccinated there died 315, or 39.1 per cent. As further

showing how many more children suffered than adalts, who had

mostly been once vaccinated, it is to be observed that out of the 1,332

patients admitted into hospital, 489 were under 10 years of ag.>, and

S43 above that age ; of the former 202 died, whilst of the latter 21t)

only died. -
SCOTLAND.

CHAIR OF BOTANY, EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY.
Various gentlemen are spoken of as probable candidatci for the Ch.iir

of Botiny at E iiuburgh University—namely, Professor Isaac Baily

Balfour (Oxford), Mr. Patrick Giddes (Eliubiirgh), and Professor

Traill (Aberdeen) ; but it may be conjectured that the list will be

considerably enlarged when notice of formal application has been

given.

THE PROPOSED NEW CHARTER FOR THE LONDON
COLLEGES.

Eeex interest has been excited in Edinburgh regarding the memorial

of tbe London Colleges. Considerable diversity of opinion has mani-

fested itself as to tbe effact this move, if successful, will have on the

Edinburgh Sledical School. Tbe S-sohman has taken up the cudgels

against the London Colleges, aud calls on public spirited citizens and

members of the profession to resist a measure so destructive to their

city's interests. Professional opinion appears divided, if we are to

jndge from the rumours of compromise ; but there is almost complete

tmanimity of view, even among keen opponents of the primary mea-

sure, that whatever is granted to the Lindou Colleges must, of neces-

eity, be granted to the Edinburgh Colleges likewise.

MATERNITY HOSPITAL, EDINBURGH.
The arrangement? in the Royal Maternity aud Simpson Memorial
Hospital, Ediubnrgh, during the next three months, will be

that Profewor Simpson will be succeeded as Physician on
dntj* by Dr. Underbill, '.with Dr. Barbonr as assistant-physi-

cian. The present house surgeons, Messrs. John G. Havelock, M.B.
and CM., and Christopher Martin, M.B. and CM., will be succeeded

byMes-srs. F. A. Ja:ke.s, M.B. and CM,, and Inglis Taylor, M.B.
and CM.

ROYAL INFIRMARY, EDINBURGH.
The series of entertainments given to patients, nurses, and students

which commenced with the kitchen concert iii the middle of December
in the Riyal Infirmary, Edinburgh, and consisting of soiries and con-

certs in various wards, have atl'orded much entertainment anl been on
a more extensive scale than in previous years. From the report sub-

mitted at tbe annual meeting of the subscribers to the Infirmary,

which was held on Monday, we learn that the total number of in-

door patients treated during t'ue year was 8,823, as compared with

8,OS3 in the prereding year, this largo increase being mainly dne to

the greater number of wards now open. This is the largest number
of patients over treated in the wards in any year, and becomes more
striking when it is considered that ni cases of infejtions disease are

now treated in the Infirmary. The proportion of medical and surgical

cases treated to a conclusion was : surgical cases 52 9 per cent., and

medical cases 47.1 percent. The average number of days of residence

was much the same as last year, 2G. 1 as against 2t).0. The number of

outdoor cases has also increased, and last year reached the number of

25,000. The namber of b-nU now available for use in the wards is

670, with 30 cots in addition available for children. The average daily

increase of beds has b.eu 27 compared with previous years, and the

rate of maintenance per bed has been £55. The financial condition ia

not so satisfactory as could be desired, the capital stock having been

reduced by £3,711, while the building debt remains the same. There

has been an unusually small amount of money derived from legacies

during the year, amounting to only £7,070. In 1880-81 it was

rather undor £7,000, but the ten years preceding that gave an average

of £15,000, and since that the avera,i;e lias been as high as £37,89$.

In their report the directors speik iu high terms of their appi-eoia-

tiuu of the services of the superintendent, Deputy Surgeon-General

Fasson.

GLASGOW LUNATIC ASYLUM.
The annual meetiug of the directors of the Glasgow Lunatic Asylum
was held last week. The report submitted stated that at the begin-

ning of tbe year the number of patients at G.irtuavel was 480. The

admissions during the year numbered 153, the discharges 137, of

whi.:h 60 were recoveries, and there were 25 deaths. Of the total 470

at the cljse of the year, 2S6 were private patients, and 184 chargeable

to their parishes. The report on the health of the inmates was ex-

ceptionally good, the percentage of recoveries being higher and the

death-rate lower than on any occasion ever recorded at Gartnavel. The

financial statement showed that the reserre fund of the asylum

amounts to £28,796.

CONVALESCENT HOME, GLASGOW.
The L^nzie Convalescent Home continnes to complete the good work

done in the Glasgow infirma ies and disp-'nsaries. At the twenty-third

annual meeting it was stated that last year 3, 4-11 patients were re-

ceived at the institution, aud their average stay was IS days. The

expenditure during the year included £403 for alterations and addi-

tions to the farmsteading, the cost per head for patients amounted to

Is. 411. a day, the total amount expended beicg £2,170 16s. 6d.

The annual subscriptions came to £902 9s. 6J., the contributions

from employes of works, etc., £303 2s. lid., and the legacies

£438.

THE LATE PROFESSOR DICKSON: A REMINISCENCE.
A cjree.spoxdent writes : Of five or six men distinguished by their

labours in various branches of science, who .taught in the medical

curriculum at Glasgow University, some fourteen years ago, there was

none who left a more enduring impression on a certain order of youth-

ful minds than the late Professor Alexander Dickson. In no sense

a brilliant orator, or showy dispenser of secondhand information, he

yet managed to gain a respectful hearing from audiences, who might

perhaps not unnaturally have been thought but slightly sppreciativa

of higher claims upon their regard. There was in him a sleepless in-

tellectual inquisitiveness, and he combined a rare gentleness and

modesty with a certain na'i^e self-pos.session and unaffected ease

of manner, the infallible marks, as all felt, of good breeding, and of a

fine character. Wnen interrupted in his discourse by more than

usually noisy demonstrations of applause or disapproval, he has been

heard somewhat pathetically to ask indulgence, on the ground that he

was "not without nervousness," and it was this very ex?ess of sensi-

bility which, pervading the whole range of his mental activities,

made him sympathetically alive to the perplexities and difficulties of

others, while it, at the same time, had no small share in iuspiting

those feelings of almost chivalrous devotion, with which he was wont

ere long to be regarded by the more '

' finely touched " among tho

students. As I write, the memory of our botanical excursions comes

back after tbe lapse of years, fresh as thoss early spring mornings,
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when we left the darkness and din of the great city, to wander in the

sunny lanes of Clydesdale, or on the Caraprie Hill. The figure of

the Professor is still before me, tallish and slightly stoopirg, dressed

in grey tweeds and small round cap, smoking a short pipe, with both

hands in trou'sers pockets, striding rapidly along one side of the road,

or pausing to describe some peculiarity of plant structure, with an

enthusiasm which regarded neither time nor place, and which would

constantly, when the discourse seemed to be near an end, as it were,

spasmodically hurry the speaker away on some fresh line of inquiry

and speculation, till at length he was brought up by noticing that his

audience had dwindled to not more than one or two, whose blank

faces indicated awe and dismay at the recondite and interminable

course of the argument, and then an amused smile would pass into

the dark blue eyes, and as if suddenly recollecting himself, he would

resume his walk. There are some to whom the earth will seem colder

and even the spring violats less sweet, by the death of such a lover,

but in that place where the " shades of the pious " still linger, after

their bodies have decayed, the grateful recollection of hundreds whose

intellectual life owes something to the kind friend and honoured

teacher whose loss they mourn, Dr. Dickson's memory will be a

perpetual inspiration while life lasts.

SANITATION IN ABERDEEN.
A CONSIDERABLE amount of work, directed towards the improvement

of the sanitary condition of Aberdeen, has been done during the past

year. No less than 3,180 nuisances were abated and 4,206 orders

were given for amendment of houses and premises. Patients, to the

number of 517, who were suflaring from infectious diseases, were re-

moved to the hospital, and 4,380 were supervised at home. Unwhole-

some meat was seized in 105 cases, and fines for dealing in it were

imposed to the extent of £19, the total weight seized was 32 tons, an

increase of 20 tons on that of the preceding year. Dr. Mackenzie

Booth has been appointed interim medical officer of health in place of

Dr. Thomson, who has been appointed to a similar office in Sheffield.

FEVER IN PAISLEY.
Paisley has lately had an unenviable notoriety for the number of

cases of fevers which have recurred in it. During the month of De-

cember, eighty-one cases of infectious diseases were admitted to the

hospital, comprising sixteen cases of typhus, sixty-three of enteric,

and two of scarlet fever. It is stated that no fewer than one hundred
and twenty-six cases of enteric fever which occurred during the epi-

demic were associated with the milk supply from one dairy in the

town. Tt is remarkable that so large a number should have been

allowed to occur from one source of contamination. Twenty-four

deaths from infectious diseases occurred during the month. There
remained ia the hospital on December 31st nine cases of typhus, fifty-

four of enteric, and three of scarlet fever.

IRELAND.

The death-rate of Belfast is said to be increasing to an alarming

extent. It has been 41.4 per 1,000—mora than double the rate in

London and one-half greater than in Dublin.

THE LATE MR. D. F. BRADY.
Mr. Daniel Feedemck Brady died at his residence, Eathgar,

on Monday, at an advanced age. He obtained the diploma of

M.R.C.S. Eng. in 1S36. He was inspector of anatomy in Ireland.

POISONING BY SEWER GAS.
Several cases of illness, believed to be due to poisoning by
sewer gas h.ive occurred at Sandymount, Dublin, and three

children of Mr. O'Callaghan have lost their lives. Dr. Murphy,
of IliTcoutt. Street, who was _iij_ a|teiidince. foqnt^. aboyi aged

11 years, suffering from ulcerated sore-throat, and having at

the same time sore patches over the body. The child was
then in a low typhoid condition and he never rallied. A second

child, a girl, aged 15 years, subsequently displayed the same sym-

ptoms, and she ako succumbed ; and the third child died soon after

being attacked.

JERVIS STREET HOSPITAL.
A i!.4.LL in aid of the funds of this institution is announced to take

place on January 25th. In the present state of depression in Ireland

all charities are suffering. There is still a balance of £16,000 due on

the new building of Jervis Street Hospital.

PROPOSED SCHEME FOR NURSING THE SICK IN

COLERAINE.
A IIEETIXG of those interested in the proposed scheme for the better

nursing of the sick in Coleraine was held in thq Town Hall last week.

A report was read from the committee appointed at the last public meet-

ing, which showed the estimated cost of a cottage hospital, with the

rules for its management. A committee was appointed to solicit

subscriptions and report to a public meeting which will shortly be

held.

EPIDEMIC OF MEASLES AT CORK.
Dr. Donovan, medical officer of health, in his monthly report for De-

cember, states that there is at present an epidemic of measles in Cork,

which has not occurred previously for seven years. It is difficult to

prevent it spreading, owing to the fact of the infection being so in-

tense in its early stage, and also because nearly all the cases are

treated at home, where, as a rule, the disease runs through whole

families. This clearly points to the necessity of having cases of in-

fectious diseases speedily removed to hospital, which is the only

proper means of isolating them. At the police court last week a man
named Noonan was charged by the corporation with a breach of the

Public Health Act by " waking " his child, who had died from

measles. Dr. Donovan expressed his belief that the recent spread of

measles was owing to such conduct as the defendant was charged

with. All the persons who attended the wake (about thirty) were,

he said, liable to spread ihe infection, and might communicate it to

200 or 300 persons. A fine of forty shillings was inflicted, but re-

mitted on his promising to go to the workhouse.

THE NORTH-WEST SECTION OF THE NORTH
OF IRELAND BRANCH.

The second annual dinner of the North-West Section of the North of

Ireland Branch of the British Medical Association was held on Wed-
nesday, January 11th, when the members spent a most pleasant and

enjoyable evening. Dr. Bernard, President of the Section, was in

the chair, and Dr. Warnock, Donegal, in the vice-chair; the great

majority of the members were present. After the usual toasts had

been honoured, that of "Success to the North-West Section of the

British Medical Association" was received with much enthusiasm.

Dr. Donaldson, the able and energetic honorary secretary, responded

in a few appropriate and eloquent words. He showed that the suc-

cess of the Society depended principally on two factors : 1. That the

medical men in the Noith-West of Ireland be imbued with the scien-

tific spirit and with love for their work. 2. That the meetings be

conducted properly ; and in this respect he dwelt on tho importance

of showing living cases and pathological specimens at those meetings.

He then went on to speak of the success which had already attended

the Section, and finished by an account of the outlook of medicine

which advancing knowledge rendered possible.

A CORRECTION.—In reference to the case of Dr. Hahn referred to

last week, we are informed that the report given in the condensed

extract on which our notice was based was incorrect in fact ; the

operation performed during life was tracheotomy, and that the larynx

was extracted after death.
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ANNUAL SANITAKY REPORT FOR 1986 BY THE
SANITARY COMMISSIONER OF BOMBAY.

Wg have alroa ly dealt with the Riport ou the Health of the European

"TfOopa in the Bomliay Command for 1SS6.
- ' Th«re is nothing more notabU th»n the rapid increase of the

population of India, in spite of the annual mortality from malarial

fevers, and the recurrence of epidemics of cholera, at intervals more or

less uncertain, and oceasional famines from destruction of the staple

prain crop by failure of the monsoon. Fortunately such visitations,

although prevailing over wide area-s, are not universal, and as year by

year the railways arc pushed iuto provinces and districts formerly

ill-supplied with the means of carriago, famines, when thiy do occur,

will be more easily dealt with and attended with less mortality. If

population in the Indian empire goes on increasing at the present ratio,

the food supply for the teeming multitudes of people will become a

serious question. The number of children born in the Bombay Presi-

dency in 1S66 was 572, -lai. They were 2,122 in excess of the number

recorded in the previous year, while they exceed the mean of the pre-

ceding ten years ending 1S?5 by 169,643. The total increase of the

Presidency was 10.12 per 1,000 of the population, above the mean of

the preceding ten years.

The deaths in 18S6 among the civil population in the 285 rural,

town, md cantonment circles in the Tresidency of Bombay amounted

to 200,140 males and 181,045 females, or a total 3S1,1S5 of both sexes.

As compared with the three previous years, 18S6 was a tolerably

healthy year. The death-rato per 1,000 was 23.17, against 28.78 in

1885, and a decennial mean of 26.16. It is very interesting to note

the "'reat improvement in the death-rate in Ahmcdabad for 1886, com-

pared with that of 1885 and previous years ; the Sanitary Commis-

tioner gives the credit of this improvement to the wide sanitary

measures introduced bv R-is Bahadur Ranchorebil, C.I.E., President

of the Municipality. Under this enlightened gentleman, Ahmedabad,

according to the Commissioner, "has certainly taken the lead of all the

municipSities in Western India, including Bombay, in having pro-

Tided a tramwav, by which all the night soil collected in the city is

romored to a distance of three miles from it." This would in any city

in the world be deemed a sanitary measure Of cardinal importance.

In an Indian city it is impossible to exaggerate the good effect certain

to spring from it. It is safe to prophesy that when cholera next visits

Ahmedabad, Mr. Ranchorchll will have the gratification of seeing a

greatly diminished mortality, to say nothing of the good already

obtained. The Government have acknowledged this gentleman's

benevolent efforts ; it would bo well to hold up hi.s good example to

every municipality in India.

The mortality from cholera in 1386 was a mere flea-bite compared

with that of the previous year, which amounted to 37,286, while in

1886 it was only 167. On this difference the Sanitary Commissioner

remarks :
" We know so little about the laws which govern the pre-

valence of cholera that it would be useless to speculate as to why the

disease, after causing 87,286 deaths in 1885, should s'lddcnly cease in

the first month of 1886," and he adds, " the lessened prevalence was

not due to any diminution of filth, in and around the villages and

towns in the Presidency, and the only way to account for it is by the

supposition that the factor necessary for its development (probably

atmospheric) was absent" Trrio ; hut this fact must never bo kept

out ot sight : that in every place in the world, be it city, village, or

hamlet, visited by cholera, the mortality has been in proportion to

the filth present.

The Sanitary Commissioner, in ohodience to a Government order,

has given a map, which illustrates the distribution of and mortality

from cholera in the different registration circles in which the disease

was present. Appended to this is a statement showing each collec-

torate affected ; the ^ame and number of each circle; its population
;

the dates of first and last cases ; the total cholera deaths ; their ratio

per 10,000 of the population ; the period of maximum intensity ;
the

number of villages in each rural circle ; and the number of those

affected and not affected by the disease. It is needless to say that a

map illnatrated in this way gives us instructive information as to

the course and progress of an epidemic. As is usual in inaps of

this kind, it is coloured in different shades of grotn, according as a

high or low death-rate obtained in the affected districts.

The deaths from small-pDX amounted to 876 persons ; the disease

was of a mild type. During 1886, 146,986 males and 134,464

females died from " fever," a total of 281,450, while in the previous

year tho death-rate from this cause was 314,237. This illustrates

an old Indian observation that a bad cholera year is also a bad

fever year. The same rule obtains as regards bowel diseases ; thus,

in 1886, a non-cholera year, 36,612 persons died from bowel com-

plaints ; in 1565, a cholera year, the deaths from this cause amounted

to 45,056.

It is satisfactory to road of the zeal with which vaccination is car-

ried on ; 855,972 persons wore primarily vaccinated, and 47,938

were re-vaccinated, a net increase of 1,585, or 0.19 pjr cent, under

primary vaccination. It is evident that tho people in the Bombay
Piosideucy are wiser in their generation than the citiz.ns of enlight-

ened Leicester. The former know what small-pox is, the latter have

to wait a little for their experience ;
when it comes it will bo found in

Leicester, as elsewhere, that Dame Experience keeps a dear schooL

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR THE
YEAR ISC').

(Conlintied from vol. ii, MS7, j>. rS.W.)

The foreign stations at which British troops were quartered during

the year 1886 were twelve in number, and included a wide diversity

of climates. They were Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Egypt, Nova

Scotia, Bermuda, West Indies, Capo of Good Hope and St. Helena,

Mauritius, Ceylon, China, and India. A separate section of the re-

port is devoted to a history of the health of the officers and men who

were serving in each of these twelve military commands. The leading

statistical and medical particulars furnished in the report ou some of

these foreign stations now follow.

The average strength of the troops comprising tho garrison of Gib-

raltar was 4,353. There were 4,587 admissions into hospital during

the year, giving a ratio of 1053.8 per 1,000 ;
the deaths amounted to

35, a ratio of mortality of 8.04 per 1,000 ; and the average number

constantly sick was 253.58, showing a constant inefficiency through

sickness at the rate of 68.25 per 1,000. These ratios are all

higher than the averages of the preceding ten years, and considerably

higher, as regards the death-rate, than that of the previous year

1884, when the ratio of mortality was 4.01 per 1,000 less. The

death-rate of 1884 was, however, the lowest on record at

Gibraltar. Brigade-surgeon Warren, in medical charge of the station

hospital, when remarking on the increase in the ratios of sickness and

mortality during the year 1885, points out that the rate of mortality

was increased by the occurrence of 2 deaths from cholera, 3 from

enteritis, and bv several deaths from injuries. Diseases of the febrile

group led to 730 admissions, and among these were 10 deaths, of

which 5 were due to enteric fever. In the preceding year there were

only 3 cases of enteric fever ; in 1835 there wore 25 cases admitted.

The medical report states that tho disease could not be traced to any

defects in the barracks or their vicinity, or in the water-supply.

Primary syphilis caused 747 admissions, and secondary syphilis 140,

giving ratios of 171.6 and 32.2 per 1,000 respectively, which are con-

siderably higher than the ratios of 1SS4, and much above the average.

Including gonorrhtta and its sequela?, the total ratio of admissions for

venereal diseases was 362 per 1,000, and the ratio of constant

inefficiency from these disorders was 21.91 per 1,000, both very much

above the average. One officer died from cholera. He was residing at

Europa, where another case had occurred five weeks earlier, but no

connection between the two cases, nor any cause for either of them,

could be traced. No other cases occurred subsequently at Europa.

The average strength of the troops composing the garrison of Malta

was 4,602. This number does not include the men of the Malta

Fencib'le Artillery. The force enumerated caused 4,249 admissions

into hospital, giving a ratio of 923.3 per 1,000 ; and among these were

68 deaths, a mortality of 14.77 per 1,000. The average number con-

stantly sick was 272.04, being at the rate of 59.11 per 1,000. All these

proportions are higher than they were in 1884, and are above the aver-

ages of the preceding 10 years. Enteric fever caused 93 admissions and

24 deaths. The deaths from this disease were equal to 35 per cent, of

the deaths from all causes. Of tho cases, 14, with 6 deaths, occurred

at Valletta ; 74, with 15 deaths, at Cottonera ; and the principal me-

dical officer attributes the disproportion in the number of cases which

occurred at the two places to the improved water-supply of Valletta,

while there was no corresponding improvement in the water-supply o(

Cuttonera. The remaining 5 cases took place at Civita Vecchia. The

medical officer of Cottonera remarks that the " enteric fever was very

fatal during the hot months, and the year 1885 was one of the hottest

ever known in Malta." Two cases of small-pox occurred among the

troops ; they were severe, but both the patients recovered. The dis-

ease was said to have been introduced by sailors at the lazaretto.

Thirty-nine cases occurred among the civil population, but, careful

precautionary measures being adopted, it did not spread among the

military beyond the two cases already named. Primary syphilis

caused 172 admissions, and secondary syphilis 102, the ratios being

37.4 and 22.2 per 1,000 respectively. Gonorrhoea and its 8eq,nel»
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catfsed 309 admissions, equal to 67.1 per 1,000 of the strength. Seven

deaths were due to injuries ; 3 being due to fall.s, 2 over battlements,

and 1 from a terrace at the Valletta hospital ; 2 resulted from drown-
' ing, and 2 were siiicidal.

i' Some remarks, whinh appear to demand attentioDj ati mdde by the

•'Principal Medical Officer and other medical officers with regard to

-the bad state of health of the Dorsetshire Regiment. This corps had
the highest ratios of admission and of constant sickness during the

lyear, namely, 1,465.8 and 114.48 per 1,000 respectively. These high
J ratios are attributed in the report to " the inferior physique and great

-•yonth of the men, -n-hich rendered them quite unable to endure the

^•Tinnsual heat of the summer." The medical officers in immediate

•connection with the regiment also point out that the spring of the

•year was the most unfavourable time in which the regiment could

• have arrived in the command. The Principal iledical Officer concurs

i^in this view, and adds he has noticed that regiments which have

arrived in the island in the spring have suffered much from fever

during the following summer and autumn.
The average strength of the Royal JIalta Fencible Artillery was 353

• non-commiasioned officers and men and 20 officers. The corps was not so

"healthy as it was in 1884, and the admissions into hospital were above
' the average of the previous six years, but only one death occurred

;

' thie death resulted from remittent fever. It would appear from the
J report on the recruiting for this corps that there is considerable room
for improvement in the matter of education in the island of Malta.

"Out of 111 recruits inspected during the year, only 1 was returned as

well educated ; and of the remainder, only 25 were able to read and
write, while 2 could read but not write, and 83 were unable to read.

The troops quartered in Cyprus averaged 852 in number. There
were P18 admissions into hospital, and 18 deaths ; being at the rates

• of 1077.4, and 21.13 per 1,000 respectively. These numbers show a

"Considerable increase by comparison with the corresponding ratios for

the year 1S84, and also as regards the average similar ratios for the

preceding 6 years. With regard to the increase of disease and
mortality in 1885, the Senior Medical Officer remarks that "the high
ratios are due to the arrival of certain battalions from Egypt, the men
being in a very sickly and debilitated condition from the hardships of

the recent campaign at Suakin, and to enteric fever having broken out

among them. A somewhat similar increase in sickness and mortality

occurred in 1882, when a regiment arrived from Egypt under similar

circumstances." Enteric fever caused 51 admissions to hospital, and
15 deaths. The greater number of the admissions and deaths occurred
at Troodos, and the medical officer in charge at that port remarks :

—

"During the two years 1 have been in charge of the military hospitals

at Cyprus I never saw aca.se of enteric fever amongst the men of the gar-

rison except among those just arrived from Egypt. " There was no death
among the commissioned officers, who were 37 in number, nor among
the women and children, whose numbers were 27 and 40 respectively.

The only station in the Dominion of Canada in which there was a

garrison of imperial troops during the year 1885 was Halifa.i:. The
average strength of the troops quartered there was 1,273 non-oommis-
sioned officers and men, and 66 commissioned officers. Among the
former there 910 admissions into hospital and 10 deaths, being at the
rates of 714.8 and 7.86 per 1,000 respectively. There were 24 attacks

of illness among the officers, but no death. Among the womtn, 89 in

number, there were two deaths from phthisis pulmonalis ; ani among
the children, who averaged 183 in number during the year, there were
11 deaths. One soldier, who had managed to conceal his illness for

a fortnight, died from enteric fever, and this was the only case that
occurred among the troops during the year at this station.

The College of State Medicine.—The following gentlemen
were elected Associates of the College at the meeting of Council

on January 13th, 1888, Sir Joseph Fayrer, K.C.S.I., in the chair :

—

'Adams, Charles, M.B., LL.B., Qual. State Med. Dub., Surgeon
I.M.D., Madras; Alexander, F. W., Dip. Pub Health R. Coll.

Phys. Surg. Eng. , Mile End Infirmary; Birch. Edwd. A., M.D.,
P.K.C.S.I., Cert. Pub. Health, R. Coll. Phys. Elin. ; Corban,' Lau-
rence, M.D., Dip. San. Sci. R. Irel., Surg.-Major M.S. ; Callen,

Peter, M.D., Cere. Pub. Health, R. Coll. Phys. Edin., Surg.-Major

I.M.D. Bengal ; Kvers, Benjamin, D.P.H.Camb., Surg.-Major I.M.D,,

Bengal ; Hehir,P.itrick, D.P.H.Camb., Surg. I. M.D., Bengal ; McGann,
T. f;., F.R.C.S.I., D.P.H.Camb., Surg.-Major I M D., Madras;
McNally, C. I., M.D., D.P.H.Camb., Sorg-Major, I M.D., Madras

;

Simpson, W. I. E, M.D., D.P.H.Camb., Med. Officer of Health,

Calcutta ; Thompson, S. I., D.P.H Camb., Surg. I.M:D., Bengal;
Weightwick, F. P. , M. 3. , D. P. H. , R. Coll Phys. Surg. Eng. , St. John's,

Horsleydown.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
An" extraordinary meeting of the Council was held at the College en
Thursday afternoon, January 19th. The minutes of the quarterly

Council, held on January 12th, were read and confirmed. A report

was read from the Secretary of a candidate found qualified for the

diploma of Fellow. It was resolved to issue a diploma of Fellow to

Mr. 0. L. Hudson, of Middlesex Hospital.

The Council then proceeded to the further consideration of the pro-

posed reply to the Privy Council respecting the statement made on
behalf ot the Association of Fellows in reference to the supplemental
charter. The revised reply, as proposed by the President and Vice-

Presidents, was read, and, after some discussion and amendment, was
agreed to, and ordered to be sent to the Lord President of the Privy

Council, without waiting for confirmation by next meeting of CooncU.

ASSOCIATION mTELLIGENCE.

COLLECTIVi: INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Connbction of Diseasb wtth Habits of Ui-

TEMPBBANCE, which was presented to the Section of Medicine in the

Annual Meeting of 1887, and a further portion of the Report upon
Old Age have been completed, and will shortly be published in the

JOITKNAL.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the Geographical Distkieution of
CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as soon

as ready.

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,

that on The Etiology of fHTHisis. -

Afresh inquiry into the Origin and Mode of PROPAijATlON "iIf

Epidemics of Diphtheria has just been issued. .:-

MemoraTida upon these subjects, andforms for recording observalions,

may be had on application to the Secretary of tht Collectvix Investiga-

tion Committee, 429, Strand, W.O.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

METBopoLn-AN CopNTiES Bkaxch : 'Westebn DISTRICT.—The nert meeting

will be held on Friday, January 27th, at St. Mary's Hospital, PaddiBgton (ky

kind permission of the medical staff). Thechairwill be taken, at S.80 p.m., by

H. Charlton Eastian, Esq., M.D., F.E.S., the Vice-President of the District.

Business : 3. Minntes of preceding meeting. 2. Clinical remarks on Chronic

Diseases of the Knee-joint in Young People : by Edmund Oven, Esq., ILB.,

F.R.C.S., Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital and the Children's Hospital; several

iliuatrative cases of patients will be shown. 3. Demonstration of cases of

Chronic Disease of the Spinal Cord : by D. B. Lees, Esq., M.D., F.R.e,P., Phy-

sician to St Marv's Hospital and Assistant Physician to tlie Childion'l Hos-

pital, i. Drs. Waller (Lecturer ou Physiology), B. Maguire, SUcock (Joint

Lecturers on Pathology, etc.), and Handtteld-Jones (Joint Lecturer on Midwifery

and Diseases of Women), St. Mary's Medical School, will exhibit microscopic

specimens, and give short demonsBations.—C A. Pattek, Honorary Secretary,

Marpool House, Ealing, W. ^
^ . i 1 .J J- -

DcBLiN Branch.—The eleventh annual general meeting of the Dublin Branch
of the British Medical Association will, by the kind permission of the President

and Fellows, be held on Wednesday, Jannary 25th, at i p.m., in the hall of the

King and Queens College of Physicians, Kiidare Street, The officers and Council

for the ensuing year will be elected by ballot, and any other necessary business

transacted. Edward D. Mapother, Esq., M.D., President-elect, will deliver the

annual Address. At the conclusion of the business of the annual meeting, the

portraitof the President of the Assiioiation, Dr. Banks, will be presented to the

President and Fellows ofthe King and ynecns College of Physicians by the Pre-

sident of the Branch, on behalf ofthe Mibscribers to the Keception Fund of the

late annual meeting of the British Jledical Association in Dublin. Subscribers fri

the Reception Fund, although not members of the Branch, are invited to attend

the meeting. Members wisl'iiiig to bring any subject of professional inttrest be-

fore the meeting, to nominr.te any ineniber to serve as an officer or on the Council

of the Branch, or to [vropose any geutlrman as a member of the Association, or of

the Branch, must inform the Hoinirary Secretary on or before January 13th. The

annual dinner of the Branch will be in the College hall, at 7 p.m., on the day of the

meeting. The charge for dinner tickets for members who purchase their tickets

on or before Tuesday, January 24th, is ITs. 6d. ; for members purohasm,? tboir

tickets after that da'te, and the guests £1. Applications for tickets and the name

and address must be forwarded to the Honorary Secretary. Members' guests

are not limited to their professional friends.-L. H. OnMsiiy, M.D., Honorary

Secretary and Treaaorer.

OxKOED AND DISTRICT Bbas-th.-The next meeting will be held at the Bad

-

clilfe luflrmary, Oxford, at 3 o'clock ou Friday, January 57tb. Notice of papers

to be read and cases to be shown must be given to either of the Honorary 8ecr«-
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t»rtM on or Wf.'rc Mon>lav, Janatry ;Sr.l. Mrmbirs arc requested to lend their

•Dnoal .ubscripUons to tlw AMocl»ti.>n and tlie Branch, dnc January Ist, to Ur.

DarbUhirc, l',. lI..lv»oll, Oxfortl. S. 0. Dakuisumik, W. Ltwis Morqak, 42,

Braid Stre'gt, Oxford, Honunry Stcretiirieji.

BocTiirRN BHAiica: Ibui or Wiobt Dibtkict.—An onlinary meeting of this

District will tw hold at Dal«h'i Hotel, Shanklln, on Thursday, January 26th, at

4rii J M Wllllamsor, M.D., rresident, in the Chair. Agcncla : J. Q. Sinclair Cog-

hill ''il.n. : AnUfelTin in the Pyrexiaof Phthi.ilH. B. RolKTtson, M.O. : Heart Con-

dition in Fifty Cases of Pulmonary Consumption. John Ellis, Esq. : The Dacil-

lua of DenUl Carles and Leptothrii Buccalla. W. E. Orccn, Esq. ; Vegetable Para-

site*
' Photos^l'hs and Microscopic SjK'cinienB. Goullemen who are desirous of

Introducing patients, exhibiting pathological specimens, or making communlca-

tiODS are requested to signify llieir Intention at once to the Honorary Secretary.

Dinner at 6 i-.-ii. ; charge 68., exclusive of wine.—W. E. Greks, Honorary

Secretary.

MrTROPOLrrim Cocstibs BRAKcn : Nobth Losbos Distbict.—The next

meeting of tlils District will be held at the Deaconesses' Institntion and Training

Hospital at Tottenham. N., on the evening of Thursday, February 2nd, at 8 p.m.

fDr Bridgwater, J. P., Vice-President of the District), when Dr. Dowse will read

> Mper on Massage, and demonsttato its practice. Several interesting cases

will also bo exhibited in tUo hospital.—Geoeoe He.ntv, M.D., Honorary

Secretary.

North or Irjund BRANcit.- A general meeting of the North of Ireland Branch

will be held In the Belfast Royal Hospital on Thursday, January 2(>th, ISSS, at

IS o'clock noon. Business :-The President (Dr. Palmer) will show a case of

Excision of the Knee-joint. Professor Dill will introduce a discussion on the

subject of Puerperal Fever. Dr. O'Neill will exhibit two patients on whom he

performed AmpuUtion of the Thigh by Sidlllot's method ; and also a patient

treated for a severe case of Wry Neck. He will read short notes of the cases.

Dr Dompsey will show an Ovarian Cyst and also a Uterine Fibroid which he

saccessfully removed, and will read notes of the cases. Dr. Byers will read a

short paper on the Local Treatment of the Uterus in Puerperal Fever.—John W.

Btebs, M.D., Secretary, lower Crescent, Belfast.

BERMUDA BRANCH.
A MKKTINO of this Branch was held at the Town Hall, Hamilton, on

December 13th. In the absence of Deputy Surgeon-General C. Graves

Irwin, P.M.O., the President, Dr. Park Tucker was asked to take

the chair. Five members were present.

Thanks to Late PrcsidcrU.—'Di. Tucker said that on the eve of the

departure of Dr. Irwin from Bermuda, they had all to offer him their

heartfelt thanks for many acts of kindness, and especially for the

manner in which he had discharged the duties of his office as Presi-

dent of the Bermuda Branch of the British Medical Association.

Xew Acting President.—Dr. Eldok Harvey proposed, and Dr. E.

C. Wilkinson seconded, that Dr. Park Tucker be asked to act as

president pro tern. Dr. Tucker consented.

Cases.—Dr. Eldon Harve? showed a case of Ulceration of the

Palate ; also a ca«e of Naso-Pharyngeal Growth of Adenoid Tissue.

Stone in the Hale Bladder.—Uc. Park Tucker, after an experience

of some forty years, had only hoard of two cises occurring in persons

who had lived all their lives m the island. Stone in children must

bo extremely rare ; no member present had ever seen a case.

Death of Dr. Knuger.—Dr. Richard 0. E. Krueger having died

since the last meeting, the Secictary was directed to write a letter of

condolence to the widow.

yew J/cjnicr.—Surgeon James Porter, R.N., was proposed.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARIS.
[from OCR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Professor Charcot's Clinijiic.—Faradisation of the Hight Pncumogastric

Nerve and the Urinary Secretion.—Physiological Effects of Gases

Resulting from Incomplete Combustion of Coal Oas.

Profe.ssor Charcot lately delivered an interesting lecture at the

Salpctriftre on hysteria and syphilis, and the influence which previous

affections or intoxiiition had \n detarmining the localisation and form

of hysterical symptoms. Infectious diseases, such a^ typhoid fever,

pneumonia; intoxication (alcoholi-sm, saturnism orhydrargyrism), trau-

matism, and syphilis may determine hysteria which had previously been

latent ; bat hysteria induced by traumatism, saturnism, alcoholism, or

other atfectiona remains identical. The localisation of the symptoms

may differ, and the form which ccrtiin accidentsassume will show what

part must be ascribed to the previous affection in the symptomatology

of hysteria. M. Charcot showed a patient in whom hysterical

phenomena had been attributed to syphilis. The patient was 28

yean old. He had syphilis at 18, which was not properly treated.

On retormng home one day seven years ago ho fell down uncoasc'oue.

There was hemiplegia and hemiaDacsthesia of the right side
;
the

muscles of the corresponding arm and leg were contracted. The end

of the tongue was forced up against the right molar teeth. A few

days later nocturnal headache' ramo on, followed by convulsions of

epileptic character. Mercury and iodide were administered. Two
attacks of convulsions occurred. The paralysis and nocturnal head-

ache persisted. These symptoms were regarded as .syphilitic

phenomena until M. Charcot pointed out the peculiar signs of hys-

teria by which tiiey were characterised. Hemiplegia was accompanied

by complete hemiantcsthesia, which is of extremely rare occurrence in

organic lesions. The patient was partially unconscious of the mus-

cular function of the regions affected. Finally, the spasmodic-

symptoms in the tongue, which closely resembled the glosao-

labial spasm of hysteria, and the peculiar nature of the at-

tacks of convulsions rendered the existence of hysteria unmistakable.

M. Charcot considers that the hemianaisthesia observed in certain

female syphilitic patients, especially during the second period of

syphilis may be attributed to hysteria, determined by mental depres-

sion and distress in patients of nervous diathesis. The nocturnal

headache was accompanied by marked byperiesthebia of the scalp.

This is a characteristic sign of hysteria. M. Charcot believes that the

localisation of the neurotic phtnomana was influenced by the previous

existence of syphilis, and that the hysterical headache was due to the

remembrance of syphilitic headache, and resulted from a process of

auto-suggestion. M. Charcot cited a curious case described by M.

Fotain of a patient suffering from lead p-jisoning, in whom the extensor

muscles of the right arm were paralysed. There was hemiauiesthesia ;

the paralysed muscles showed no traces of degeneration. M. Potaia

showed that this case was one of hysterical paralysis of the extensor

muscles in a case of lead poisoning. Hysteria had assumed the appew-

ance of saturnism, but its special nature was in no way changed. In

the same manner the hysteria manifested by M. Charcot's patient

assumed the appearance of syphilis. In describing a case of hystero-

ipilepsy in a syphilitic patient, M. Potain plainly showed that "the

patient in question was a hysterical patient. The syphilis mere.y

provoked the nervous disturbance and hystero-epilepsy." ...
MM. Arthaud and Butte, communicated to the Societii de Biologie,

at the "meeting of December 17th, a paper on the effects of faradi-

sation of the right pneumogastric rerve on urinary secretion. The

authors, in order to obtain the above effects by purely physiological

means, administered curare to animals until they became motionless ;

then, by means of induction currents, gradually increasing in inten-

sity, they successively excited the entire pneumogastric, and then its

peripheral end after being cut The quantity of urine eliminated

was measured by comparing the column of urine running, in a

given time, through a long horizontal capillary tube fitted to the right

ureter. The first experiment was on a sheep-dog, which had received

an injection of 0.03 centigramme of curare. In a normal condition,

the urine runs through a length ol tube equal to 4 or 4 i centimetres

in five minutes. During stimulation of the right imcumogastric by

a very weak current, the above length was reduced to 2.8 centi-

metres in the same time ; when the current was a little stronger the

lenothwas further reduced to 1.4 centimetre. The pneumogaitric

wafthen cut, and the peripheral end on stimulation with a feeble current

gave a normal figure— 4 centimetres. With a stronger current, the

length fell to 3 centimetres, and when the current was raised to its

maximum the urinary secretion almost completely ceased. When the

current was stopped, the secretion was restored to its normal condi-

tion. The experiment lasted two hours, and the animal was then

killed. The kidneys, examined under the niicroscore, showed small

red spots in the cortical substance. The urine passed during the ex-

periment was clouded, pale, slightly albuminous, and contained blood

corpuscles, and perhaps some epithelial cells. A second experiment

on another dog gave similar results. Experiments on other dogs,

without injection of ouraie, but with application of mechanical pres-

sure or the use of chloroform, did not give such definite results. The

authors conclude that the right pneumogastric has a distinct action,

through its peripheral branches, on urinary secretion.

In t'he Comfitcs-Rendw of the Socic'te do Biologie there is a commu-

nication from M. N. Grohant on the physiological effects of the gases

resulting from incomplete combustion of common coal-gas. M. Gr6-

bant placed in a narrow chamber 12 cubic metres in capacity a Bunsen

burner which he lighted in such a manner that the combustion of

the gas took place underneath and produced acetylene. While

the combustion was taking place ho prepared the carotid artery of ai

dog, from which ha extracted soma blood in a normal state, which

CDutained 44.2 centimetres per cent, of carbonic acid and 19 5 centr-

metres per cent, of oxygen. A ligature was then applied to the

central end of the artery, and a little water was injected into the glaaa
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tubo fixed in the artery, so as to be able later on to withdraw some

more blonl without a clot being formed. The animal was then left

in the chamber. At the end of forty minutes the confined air had

the disatTeeable and very pungent smell characteristic of acetylene.

The dog lay down on its side. At the end of an hour and twenty

minutes the animal barked plaintively and became unconscious ;
it

was then killed, and a second sample of blood, being drawn from the

carotid, gave tlis following analytical result: 30.3 centimetres per

cent, of carbonic arid and 6 centimetres per cent, of oxygen.
_
Fur-

ther chemical experiments showed that this considerable diminution of

oxygen was due to the presence of 20 centimetres per cent, of oxide

of carbon in the blood. This experiment proves conclusively that the

quantity of oxide of carbon given out by a Bunsen burner burning

Irom below during two hours, in a chamber of 12 cubic metres capa-

city, is sufficient to almost completely oxycarbonise the blood and

endanger the life of an animal exposed to its effects.

VIENNA.
[from otik own coreespondest. ]

Antipyrin.—Creolin.—Strophanlhus.—Disinfection in Schools.

General-Staesakzt Dr. Nbudorfbr of Vienna gives, in a recent

number of the Internationale Klinische Hundschau, some details on

the antiseptic eflcct of antipyrin and creolin. The chemical name

of antipyrin was dimethyloxychinicin, being a methyl compound of

the hypothetical basis chinicin, and oxychinicin, C i,. H i;, N 2 0,

and for practical reasons one of its properties served to give this

alkaloid its name. This property, however, namely, that of lowering

high temperature, was the least of its qualities, and the name

"antipyrin " did not represent the whole value of the drug. It had

to be administered in doses of at least three grammes, one gramme

each hour, in order to produce any temporary decrease of temperature.

The daily dose for diminishing pyrexial temperature was from five to

seven grammes, and in the case of children from ten to fifteen years of

B"e the daily dose consisted in as many decigrammes. Its anodyne

and antiseptic properties were of much greater importance, and

Dr. Neudbrfer, therefore, proposes the names " anodynrn " and " anti-

sepsin," as it tqually deserved both these names. These synonyms are

also used in Dr. Neudorfer's paper. In all affections attended with

pain, one, or at most two, Piavaz syringefuls ot the 5 per cent,

solution of anodynin, subcutaneously injected, sufficed to remove the

pain completely, or at least to diminish it to agieat extent. The

author has often observed that the hemicrania of women disappeared

for a long time after a single subcutaneous icjection of this solution.

He has performed several injections simultaneously, and repeated them

daily without having noticed any disagreeable after-effect. The drug

was decidedly preferable to morphine, and was in many respects quite

equal to cucaine. Anodynin had local as well as general anstthetic

properties without producing mental disorder and without giving rise

to any toxic symptoms, such as nausea, giddiness, vomiting, con-

stipation, anorexia, etc. The anodyne dose for internal use was from

30 to 50 centigrammes, to be administered from three to four times a

day at intervals of from 20 to 30 minutes. The synonym "antisepan"

was equally justifiable, because the alkaloid in question prevented

putrefaction, killed bacteria, relieved the pains caused by the

wounds, and did not affect the surgeon's hands or instruments.

Antisepsiu could bo used in a 5 per cent, solution, just in the same

way as carbolic acid, and it was in this degree of concentration much

more efficient than carbolic acid, gauze, lint, and ungreased wool, and

other materials could be advantageously impregnated with a 5 per

cent, solution of antisepsin and a J per cent, solution of glycerine,

and employed for dressing purposes. The high price of antisepsin

was still an obstacle to jts being generally used. Owing to the im-

perial patentee, the wholesale price was at present seventy florins

(about £5 12s. a kilogramme, or seven kreuzers a gramme—a little more

than a penny). It could now, however, be used as a powder, which

could be sprinkled over chancres, and in cases of scrofulou? ophthal-

mia, etc. Antisepsiu was also undoubtedly of great value in cases of

throat and ear disease, owing to its anodyne and antiseptic pro-

perties.
, . • J

Another antiseptic which Dr. Neudiirfer has advantageously tried

is creolin. This is a sort of tar which is obtained from the English

pit coals by dry distillation, and from which the poisonous hydro-

carbons have been eliminated. The chemical constitution is not yet

established, but owing to its characteristic qualities it can be very

easily recognised by the practitioner. It is derived from the aromatic

class of hydrocarbons, and is closely related to creasote, carbolic acid,

resorcin, hydrochinon, etc. The very first results which Dr. Neudorfer

had obtained with this drug were very favourable, and he had for

this reason at last abandoned all the other antiseptics and nsed only

creolin. The first success he had obtained with it was in the case of

a gir), aged 7, who suffered from erysipelas buUosvnn migrans faciei.

The skin of the nose, the upper lip, and over both zygomatic arches

was greatly stretched and much reddened ; some pustules were also

present. The lower eyelids were cedematous, the frequency of the

pulse and the temperature were increased, and the patient also suf-

fered from headache. Dr. Nendurfer said to the relatives that the

erysipelas would spread over the forehead and the ears, and that it

would disappear in from seven to ten days. He ordered a

2 per cent, solution of hydrocarbonate of sodium with syrnpus

simplex, and directed the erysipelatous parts to be brushed

thrice a day with undiluted creolin. The erysipelas did not

advance ; the pustules dried up ; the infiltration of the skin

disappeared, and the patient ceased to complain of any pains. The

symptoms of fever also disappeared, and the erysipelas was cured

in two days and a half. Dr. Neudorfer has, since that time, tried

creolin in two other cases of erysipelas with like success. In former

times h'j used always to treat severe cases of erysipelas successfully

with subcutaneous injections of carbolic acid, and he had therefore no

reason to resort to the method of Krascke. Since he had tried

creolin, however, he no longer used subcutaneous injections of

carbolic acid, which had recently been again recommended by

Fehleisen. The second case which had been antiseptically treated

with creolin was that of a butcher, aged 27, who had cut the last

phalaux of his left middle-finger and the terminal front of his

ring-finger. After treatment with a 2 per cent, solution of creolin

and the°application of creolin gauze, the wound healed, in eight days,

without any suppuration or swelling. In the third case, in which a

tumour in the region of the lower jaw was removed from a woman

aced SO, creolin was used during operation and afterwards as a

dressing, two silk sutures closed the wound, and no drainage-tube was

put in. On the third day the sutures were removed ;
the wound

was already closed, and the dressing could also be removed. The

author has since used creolin in several minor operations both in

the Polyklinik and in private practice, and has always observed

that it relieved pain, checked the hemorrhage, and limited sup-

puration. At first he used a 2 per cent, solution, but he has

now found that creolin is efficient in a i per cent, solution. Dr.

Neudorfer prepares a fresh solution each time by adding two drops of

creolin to 200 grammes of water. He uses only ungreased gauze,

which, being folded from ten to twelve times, is wrung out of the

mUky solution and applied to the wound, which is afterwards covered

with several layers of dry gauze. The dressing may be left until

healing has taken place. This dressing is very convenient, both for

the physician and tho patient, and it is also very cheap. The

surgeon's wards, the patient's skin, and the instruments can be

disinfected with a 2 per cent, solution of creolm. Dr. Neudorfer

concludes his paper by stating that he is so satisfied with

creolin that he does not desire any other antiseptic. For country

practice as well as for use in war creolin is, in his opinion, the most

trustworthy and convenient, as well as the cheapest and most harmless

antiseptic.
, , ,. . .

According to observations in Professor Bamberger s clinic, stro-

phanthus was used with success in (1) every kind of disease of the

cardiac muscle, in which its effect exceeded that of all other remedies ;

(2) valvular failures, in which the cardiac muscle could not do tho

necessary work, either owing to commencing degeneration or to slight

hypertrophy ; (3) those cases of renal diseases in which the action ol

the heart was impaired or normal, but where there was in any case an

increase of the cardiac activity, and thus indirectly increased diuresis.

Success was not to be expected in: (1) too advanced degeneration of

the cardiac muscles
; (2) valvular failures with great hypertrophy,

where the greatest possible quantity of work was already done and an

increase of the cardiac energy was no longer possible ;
and (3) in

renal diseases with cardiac hypertrophy. Though the indications

for the use of strophauthus were in general exactly the same

as those of digitalis, the new remedy had nevertheless the

advantage that its effect was produced in from ten to

fifteen minutes, and that it had no cumulative effect, and

could thus be given for a long period of time. Tne tincture re-

recommended by Fraser (1 : 20), or the strophanthin itself w.is used.

After the administration of the first dose nausea and increased action of

the bowels were observed in susceptible persons. Strophanthin could

be given by the mouth without any disagreeable after-effects. Ihe

following were the formula used : R Tinct. strophanthi 1-5—3-0

(grammes;; aq. distill. ISO.O ; syr. simp!, or syr. coit. aurant. 20 0—
30 0. M. Sig. The whole to be taken during the day. K Strophan-

thini puri 0.002—0.004 (from two to four milligrammes); aq. distUl.
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180.0 ; syr. sinipl. 30.0. M. Sig. The whole to be takeo during the
day.

The AustruD Miuiitor of Public Instruction haa forwarded to all

school aulhoritieji iustructions as to the carryiDs; out of disinfection,

based on the recommendations of the " Oberster-Sanitatsrath

"

(Su|>eriur Sanitary Council). Those in charge of schools are invited

to use tht'Ae measures for the purpose of preveutiug the spread of con-

tagious di^icases in schooU.

SHEFFIELD.
[from ofr own correspondent.]

TKc Smallpox Epidttnic ; its Incidence on the Vaccinated and Un-

vaccinaled resptxiively.—Lead poisoning by t!tc Totvn Ifater.

The opponents of vaccination wilt not find much comfort in perusing

the additional report which, at the request of tho Local Government

Board, the medical officer of health has just made as to the epidemic

of small-poi in SUetlicld. Commencing in March, the epidemic did

not assume alarming proportious until July. Altogether 2,738 cases

were heard of up to the end of 1887. Revaccination has been exten-
sively carried out in the town, and out of the 20,000—a small esti-

mate—that Dr. White presumes have thus protected themselves, only
a very few cases of the most trivial character have been reportei'.

Ninetyfive per cent of the children of Sheffield who live are vacci-

nated and 5 per cent, uuvaccinated, or for every 19 vaccinated chil-

dren there is 1 uuvaccinated. Now, 367 children under the age of 10
are reported as having small-pox ; I-i are excluded from calculation

for want of particulars as to vaccination ; of the remaining 353 chil-

dren, 207 were vaccinated and 116 uuvaccinated ; the vaccinated
formed less than two-thirds of the entire number. If vaccination
were valueless, they should have formed ninetcen-twentieths of those
attacked. As to death-rate : 2 died out of the 207 vaccinated, or

about 1 per cent. ; whereas no less than 70 deaths are recorded in the

H6 uuvaccinated, or -18 per cent Out of the whole total ot small-pox
cases at all ages, as given above, 2,198 as vaccinated, 3S2 as unvacci-
nated, and 148 as not known, the deaths are mentioned as being 157
in the vaccinated, 97 in the uuvaccinated, and 23 iu the not known.
The Sheffield Daily Telegraph has brought forcibly liome to its readers,

in more than one leading article, tho lessons to be derived from the
small-pox epidemic as to the value of vaccination, and enforces, as

the duty of the hour, vaccination and revaccinatiou. Taking it that

95 per cent, of the population are vaccinated, and estimating the

population at 300,000, there will be 285,000 vaccinated, and 15,000
Dot protected by vaccination. The lesson taught by the statistics in

Dr. VThite's report is that the chances of a vaccinated person escap-

ing small-pix are three tiaies the chances of the uuvaccinated, and
that if he actually take the disease, his chance of survival is ten

times greater than the chance of an uuvaccinated patient. The re-

port states that 3S2 uuvaccinated persons were alllicted with small-

pox, or one iu 39 of the 15,000 uuvaccinated population. Of these

382, as many as 157 died, or two in every five. Of the 285,000 vac-

cinated population, 2,198 had small-pox, which is equiv.alent to one
in 130. Only 97 of the vaccinated died, or one in 22. If all the
population liad btea uuvaccinated, and the rate of infection had been
the same for the whole papulation as it has been for the 5 per cent,

known to be uuvaccinated, there would liave been nearly 8,000, in-

stead of being 3,000 patients, and about 3,000, instead of not quite

300, deaths. Or, if the death-rate that prevailed among the uuvacci-
nated had done so among the vaccinated, tho number of deaths, in-

stead of being nearly 300, would have been 1,000. Tho report

shows that the rcvacciuated enjoy almost complete immunity.
Every effort is b> iug made to complete quickly the new small-pox
hospital at Ledge Moor. At night the men nork by the aid of the
electric light. I'he hospital is for 100 beds, which will give when
completed, together with tho present accommodation, 235 beds for

small-pox cases, in addition to which are those at the two workhouses.
It is reported that at Dronfield Dr. Rook has had 200 cases of lead

poisoning under his care traceable to the water supply. There are

several hundreds of empty bouses, and the Local Hoard has been urged
to cat off the water supply to these empty houses, and tlius diminish
the quantity of leaden piping in which the water may settle. The
Local Board advise the people to filter the water.

Dr. William Dyson has been elected president of the Sheffield
Literary and rhilosophical Society.

At a meeting of tho North-Westem Association of Medical Officers

of Health, Dr. Tatham in the chair. Dr. U. Falconer, Oldham (resident

medical oUicor of Monsall Fever Hospital), moved the following resolu-

tion :
- , «»»'yr;3

That this Association flcaires to draw the attention of the public to tho prcva-
Itttico of smftU-pnx in aholllnM at th« present time, and to the fact that *lnrinK th^
vast month .s^^veial casen of Htnnll-pox liavo occnrred in Manclicst^-r, Salford, and
tlio siirronudint; districts, of wliicli ttio 8ni)rc« of infection lias been directly traced
to Slietlleld. That thiii AtlsnoiAtion, therefore, advises uU those who fruin business
or other necessity innst visit Shellleld to be revaccinatcd, and thus protect both
themselves and the localities to which they may return from risk of infection.

That this AsHociatioD desires further to impress upon boards of guardians and
upon all tramp lodging-huuse and othi3r Iodgin>;-house keepers the importance of
exercising special precautions in tho cases of all persons who come from or have
recently passed through Shetneld, and npon the lodging-house keepers the resi>on-

HJbility that rests upon them of reporting at once to the proper autlioiities any
suspicious case that may come under their notice. And this Association has good
reason to hope that the danger wliich at present threatens of the spread of small-
pox from Shellleld will be warded off from any district or town protected by com-
pulsory notification of dangerous infectious disease in which the public will

earnestly co-operate in acting upon the prmciplos here reconimendod.

He said that four cases of small-pox had recently occurred in

Manchester and Salford in widely-separated districts, but in each case

the infection had been directly traced to a visit made to Sheffield.

The cases were promptly isolated, and no further damage had been
done, but if many such cases were to arise the time might come when
some ease would escajie detection early enough, and would become a

focus of infection from which an epidemic might spring that would
rapidly envelop Manchester and Salford and the densely populated

districts surrounding those boroughs. He had carefully avoided

recommending universal rovaccination, because uuless it was made
compulsory it could not be carried out. The resolution was seconded

by Dr. Vacher, and adopted.

CORRESPONDENCE.
DEGREES FOR LONDON STUDENT.?.

Sir.,—In a leading article in the .Tournal of January 14th, referring

to proceedings at the University of London, it is said :
" Inasmuch as

the Universities of Durham and Aberdeen, as was pointed out, confer

their degrees, the one after a very moderate amount of evidence of

preliminary education, and the other on the production of the ordi-

nary certificate of registration as a medical student"

—

Allow me to remark : 1. I should not have thought of classifying

Durham and Aberdeen together. In history, in nature, in aim, and
and in what the public and the profession owe to them, they differ

diametrically. 2. The regulations for preliminary examination in

general education for Aberdeen University are the same as those for

Edinburgh and Glasgow Universities. Anyone who will take the

trouble to look at the Calendars will see in what their preliminary ex-

amination differs from "the ordinary certificate of registration." 8.

In the present excited condition of tho great metropolitan medical

mind on the subject of degrees, we must expect an exacerbation of the

chronic de haul en bas to the rest of the medical world. On this side

the Tweed we have the fortification that the long medical war out of

wliich wo have come successfully has spread the reputation of the

combined excellence and cheapness of our education. Whatever may
be the outcome of the present "plan of campaign" of our London
friends, or of its successors when it has failed, London can never in

medical education compete successfully with Scotland in the above-

mentioned combination.—I am, etc., John Struthers.
Aberdeen, January 16th, 1888.

DEGREES FOR MEDICAL .STUDENTS.—THE CLAIMS OF
SCOTCH LICENTIATES.

Sir,— I am surprised that the determined effort of the Royal
College of Physicians of Loudon and the Royal College of Surgeons of

England to obtain from the Queen iu Council the power to confer the

degree of M.D. on their licentiates, that is, those of the new Conjoint

Board, has not been imitated by tho corporations in .Scotland. The
Scottish corporations have certainly an equal right to claim a privilege

as tho English corporations. It may be argued that iu Scotland we
have four universities granting medical degrees, and that we do
not require any further facilities. It may be replied that there are as

many universities in England, at which students may obtain a medical

degree if they choose to accept the conditions. But they object to

these conditions, tho expense, 4;c. Well, if there is anything unjust

iu the conditions euforccd, why not alter these conditions ! This

evidently will not be done. But instead a great scheme is drafted out

whereby great injustice will be done alike to Scottish universities and
corjiorations, namely, the facilitating by this scheme an M.D. degree

for a low pass examination. This is denied to the universities—to

confer an M..D. at the pass examination. But it is chiefly the
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Scottish corporations tbat will suffer. Students will not care for

studying for a degree in Edinburgh to obtain a liceuco when they can

get for a similar examination and same fees an M.D. in London

(this of course is unjust also to the universities). The Edinburgh

colleges will lose a large proportion of students, and also the licence of

thesr colleges will be at a discount. The only way left to them is to

open their examination to third-rate students and grant their licence

for the fees proffered, thus establishing an unhealthy competition for

the sale of degrees. The universities also will suffer ; for a pass

examination they can only confer an M. B. ; and besides, their exami-

nations are much higher than the Conjoint Board on Thames Embank-

ment examination. Tliey will have, to enable them to compete, to lower

their standard of examination or lose the candidates. It is utterlytoo

absurd for the English colleges to make such unreasonable and nnjnst

demands. Let them raise their' standard of examination and confer an

ILD. and proceed the same as the university, but incorporate the

Apothecaries' Society, and do away with lower examinations and try

as far as possible to make a one-portal system. Let the Scottish and

Irish corporations do the same. What is good for London is good for

Edinburgh and Dublin. Let all the licentiates of the Edinburgh

colleges urge the councils of these to be up and doing in looking after

their interests. This is a beginning on this subject ; I hope it will be

reiterated again and again until we are placed on equal footing and

receive honourable treatment and justice.—I am, etc.,

A. W. McFadten.
Lochinver, Sutherlandshire, January 13th, 1888.

HOW SHOOTING ACCIDENTS OCCUR.
SiE,—I am very glad to see that you have opened your columns to

a discussion on " How Shooting Accidents Occur," and that so ex-

perienced a sportsman as Sir William Dalby has followed up your own
remarks on the principle that " prevention is better than cure." Ko
one can doubt that this subject is particularly adapted to the pages of

a medical journal, and the frequency of these accidents, no less than

their preventable nature, makes the inquiry into their causation one of

real importance. My friend. Sir William, writes with the authority

of long experience, and I agree with much of what he says. But I

cannot help thinking that the dangers included under his first two
headings would be lessened, and perhaps removed, by the universal

adoption of hammcrless guns. This ingenious mechanism makes the

half cocking process so simple as to prevent that confusion between the

triggers and the hammers which is so great a stumbling-block to begin-

ners, andtheslipping awayof the hammer from the point of the thumbin
cold weather, the pulling back by a twig or branch when going through

a hedge, and, last but not least, the peril in which the sportsman is

sometimes placed by a careless or inexperienced loader. For it is

obvious that as the hammerless gun always closes at half-cook after

the insertion of the cartridges, no accident can possibly occur when
all tampering with the safety sliding cover is absolutely forbidden.

Grouse driving, I agree with Sir William to be the cause of much
mischief, and the foot must be put firmly down on the practice of fol-

lowing birds. But to many this habit is quite irresistible, and to

avoid mischief the recommendation of the Duke of Beaufort (Badmin-
ton Library Shooting Vol. ) should be adopted, that "there should

be some sort of screen between all batteries." This would enable the

guns to shoot freely all round, and would obviate the risk which I

hardly think is yet enough recognised, of shot, and more especially

chilled shot, glancing back or to one side from stones or roots, or even
from the ground hardened by frost. Nor am I quite sure that a high

wind may not deflect some portion of a charge from its right direction

and land some of the pellets in or near the occupant of the next battery.

The only accident which I have teen this year was caused by one of

the most experienced members of the party, who described to me the

horror with which he found that he had freely peppered his neighbour
after firing, as he thought, in a perfectly safe direction and well away
from the adjoining battery.

But what we have to come to is this : Putting aside all unavoidable

causes, are shooting accidents due to want of care, or to ignorance ?

You adopt the fir.st ; Sir William argues in favour of the second. I

agree with you. No one can have seen much of cover shooting

without regretting the culpable rashness with which some so-called

sportsmen handle their guns, and the reckles.«ness which is the result

of jealousy and wholesale rivalry as to the individual contributions to

the bag. Nor can it be denied that the arrangements of the ordinary

iaUtic are of a very dangerous character. Outside a wood we place a

certain number of guns, and inside an advancing line of beaters, armed
and unarmed, walk forward and drive everything to the outside.

Then the fire grows fast and furious, for the pheasants rocket up into

space, and hares and rabbits swarm in perplexing numbers, and tempt

the oldest hands into rashness. Shot now begins to swish almost as

though the opposing parties were seriously under fire, and hairbreadth

eacanes are made to be afterwards recounted at luncheon or in the

smoking-room. Caution and moderation are at this time all essential,

and whoever habitually disregards the first principles of sport and
pulls trigger at a low-flying bird or any creeping thing after he hears

the cry of "guns ahead!" or sees the advancing forms brushing

through the rough ground, should be carefully left out when invitatiots

to the next ".shoot" are being made up. Whether this is or is not a true

picture I will leave to the recollections of your readers, merely reminding
them of the old story of the beater who declined to take a message to

a well known nobleman stationed in the middle of a wood because,

US he said, "Lord always fires when he sees anything move."
This is evidently the motto of some modern sportsmen, and instead

of labelling them dangerous, and keeping as well as possible out of

their way, I would advise a tonic course of " boycotting " until they
recoonised the responsibilities as well as the pleasures of sport, and
the discredit into which it may fall by their means ; and it will do us

all good to take stock of our own individual experience, and see

whether the most careful among us may not have something to leam
or to unlearn.—I am, etc., Kobei'.t Fakijuhakson.

Finzean, Aboyne, N.B., .January 11th.

INTRACAPSULAR INJECTION IN THE EXTRACTION OF
CATARACT.

Sir,—A few observations on that part of the ophthalmic review

(Journal of December 31st) which relates to the above subject are

desirable.

Referring to the paper which I read at the annual meeting, the

writer says that the opinion of the meeting was decidedly adverse to

the proceeding, and that the Sectional President, Mr. Swanzy, ex-

pressed an opinion that my paper had given the " deathblow" to the

method. In the Journal of August 20th last a correspondent speaks

in much the same strain. These two anonymous contributions may be

from one and the same person, who may be one of the hostile critics at

the meeting—ciitics, who either had no experience whatever of the

method, or the most meagre one.

The statements in the Jquenal of August 20th last led to my
writing a letter (which appears in the Journal of September 3rd), in

which I compared results by my method and results by the other

methods. Of that letter the reviewer has taken no notice, neither

has he told us what has been his own experience of intra-ocular injec-

tion ; but ho tells us the method " has not met with much favour,

most surgeons who have tried it having reverted to the methods of

removing the cortex which have been in use for many years."

I suppose this assertion is based upon the discussion at the meeting,

a discussion of which the adverse critics were, I think, pretty tired.

If it be not, I shall be glad to see a short statement giving the names
of the surgeons referred to, and the grounds upon which they have

retraced their steps. I do not know whether the reviewer has thought

it his duty to confine himself to work done in these islands. But,

even sn, he omits to uotic* that it is much used in Liverpool, par-

ticularly by Mr. Lee. I know it is practised by other surgeons who
have said and written nothing about it.

Beyond our limits there are some men who have a world-wide repu-

tation, who do a large operative work, and who not only approve of

but pra:tise intra-ocular injection. The names of MM. de Wecker
and Panas are above cavil. The report of the meetings of La Society

d'Ophthalmologie of France and the journals published in France

may be consulted with much advantage. From them we leam that

intra-ocular injection has been most extensively practised in that

country, and we do not read of any condemnation of the method
there. Indeed, the invention of instruments to carry out the me-

thod mora perfectly occupy the attention of some of our Continental

con/rircs.

Pending the publication of my paper and the discussion thereon, I

shall merely add that intra-ocular injection has not only given results

in very unripe cataract such as have never been otherwise obtained,

but also brings within the range of successful operation cases that

without it have been regarded as outside the pale of operation My
paper comprises many cases of very unripe cataract, of which the

details are giveu, which are without parallel in ophthalmological

literature.—1 am, etc., William A. McKkows.
Belfast, January 10th, 1S8S.

*,* The remarks of our reviewer referred chiefly to British operators.

Intra-ocular injection appears to be practised abroad more as a means of

introducing antiseptic agents than for its mechanical effect, and the

details have been modified accordingly. Those remarks were not solely

based on the opinions expressed at the discussion, but, without consent.
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it would be unrair to name indiTidual surgeons, and impossib/e to give

tlitir reason?. lu the only paper by Mr. Lee with which we are

aoiuainted (Jouuxal, 1887, vol. i, p. 103), the experience given is as

meagre as that of the "hostile ciilics." No doubt before long we shall

hear Mr. Lee's further experience, as well as that of the other sur-

geons referred to by our correspondent.

I
» THE ERGOSTAT AND L.\TERAL CURVATURE

f Sir,—My colleague, Mr. Clay, has given so much attention and

original thought to the subject of scoliosis, and his views as to its

etiology and the broad principles of treatment coincide so closely with

those which experience continues to prove to me are correct, that I

regret I cannot endorse his remarks in the Journal of January 14th

respecting the advantages of the ergostat as an instrument of treat-

ment in such cases. The conditions of the spinal column are so

diverse and complex in such cases, and the bony, muscular, and liga-

mentous structures generally, so much involved, that it is almost use-

less to expect any great measure of success from attempts to treat

them in a stereotyped manner, as is unfortunately the case now that

surgeons are at last beginning to discard the old system of relegating

their cases to the tender mercies of the instrument maker, with " hero

a ratchet, there a ratchet, everywhere a ratchet," and a fee for each

turn of the cog.

While cordially appreciating the spirit which has led to a more
rational manner of treating deformities, which, in the great majority

of cases, are the result originally of bad positions and weakeneil

muscles, by aiming at improving those faulty positions, and

trengthening those weakened muscles, I hold that this treatment is

ar better carried out by such exercises as are adapted to each in-

dividual case, and without such complicated machines as the one

alluded to.
'

* Kinesi-therapeutics, to the perfecting of which Ling devoted

his lifetime, and which, while they have long been understood and

practised on the Continent, owe their enunciation in this county to

the untiring efforts of Dr. Mathias Roth and his son, Mr. Bernard

Roth, comprise several hundred exercises from which prescriptions

may be chosen or modified by the surgeon for each individual case as

it arises, commencing usually with simple exercises in a lying position,

and as the weakened muscles and the patient's general constitution

improve, gradually increasing the dosage and substituting other

exercises. I cannot here go fully into a description of the treatment,

but would refer those interested to the exhaustive works of Dr. Roth
on the subject.

If 1 may be excused the digression, I should like to state that out

ot the hundreds of cases I have noted in hospital and private practice,

1 have traced the majority to bad position of the paticuts during their

scholastic life, and I consider it is our duty to go beyond our attempts

at curative treatment, and considering the irrevocable injury that is

involved, to impress forcibly upon school authorities the necessity, as

a preventive measure, of rcdacing the length of time that children are

kept standing at class, improving their seats and desks, correcting

faulty positions, and, above all, ol making physical exercise a part of

the daily curriculum. 1 am pleased to say that this last desideratum

is being admirably carried cue in our Birmiagham Board Schools, but

the tunds have to be provided by a special subscription list, whereas,

considering the great importan'^e of its general adoption, it is our duty

to impress upon the authorities most strongly the necessity of pro-

Tiding for such systematic physical training oat of the grant.

In conclusion, "although for other reasons beiiJes those I have men-
tioned, I do not consider Dr. Gartner's invention suitable to cases of

scoliosis, I have no doubt of its utility in obesity, gout, and many
other ailments. I would, howtver, sugfjest that it might be made of

more practical value, i', by a simple addition to the machinery, tho

obese patient could be enabled to grind b'n own coffee or chum his

own batter.— I am, etc., Edward L. Freek, Hon. Surgeon,

Birmingham Orthopaedic and Spinal Hospital.

7, Newhall Street, Birmingham.

EL'ECTROLYSIS IN THE TREATMENT OF UTERINE
FIBROIDS.

Sin,—The comments on my case of electrolysis in your last issno by

Dr. W. S. Playlair are consistent with the doctrine I have been

inculcating the last three months at Soho Hospital ; and, without

•luestioning the propriety of using the high currents recommended by

onr American friends, 1 am at present feeling my way with mnch
weaker currents (from 70 to I'iO), and should be loth to resort to 250

or 300 milliamperes, unless, as I have repeatedly observed to our

pupils, everything general and local in the patient was /a TOitrai?e to

enucleation.— I am, etc., E. Holland,
1, Titchlicid Terrace, North Gate, R.>genl's Park, N.W.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

CAMBRIDGE.
Lectckes on CniLDHOOD.—At the reijuest of tho Teachers' Syndi-

cate, Dr. Francis Warner will deliver a course of lectures on the
" Growth and Development of tho Intellectual F.tculty." The
lectures will be six in number, and will be illustrated by casts, dia-

grams, and botanical specimens ; they will be delivered in the Liter-

ary Schools at 2.15 P.M., on Wednesdays and Saturdays during Lent

term, beginning on January 25th.

AiTOiSTMENTs.—Sir Frederick Abel has been appointed Rede

Lecturer for the present year. H. D. Rolleston, B.A., M.B., Scholar

of St. John's College, has been appointed Demonstrator of Pathology.

Oa Mondav, January 16th, at a Special Court of Governors of Addon-

brooko's Hospital, Mr. Frederick W. Burton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

lato house-physician and gold medallist of University College, was

unanimously elected house-physician, in the place of Mr. R. H.

Martin, who has left for Adelaide. The following have been admitted

to the degrees of M.B. and B.C. :—F. K. B. Bisshopp, King's; H. D.

Rollestou, St. John's ; R. H. Martin, Caius ; E. Lloyd Jones, non-

collegiate. The following have been admitted to the degree of M.D. :—

James Harris Lilley, St. John's ; Harry Groom, Magdalene.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A ME8.TING of Convocation was held at tho University building on

Tuesday last, January 17th. Mr. F. J. Wood, LL.D., presided.

The tirst resolution, to present the report of the Annual Committee

and to move its reception, was to have been proposed by Sir P.

Magnus. Being unadvoidably detained, he sent a letter, which was

read by the Chairman, and which stated that a deputation from the

special committee of Convocation on reform of the University, of

which he is chairman, had had a second interview with the Senate,

and that probably in the scheme which the Senate would eventually

adopt several points considered important by Convocation would be

embodied. The Senate had deferred the publication of its scheme so

as to ascertain if it might not be pos.sible to introduce into it such

modifications as might satisfy the legitimate requirements of the Uni-

versity and King's Colleges, and thereby render their petition to the

Crown needless. The University should resist the petition of the

Colleges, not for any sallish policy, but in the interests of higher edu-

cation generally. As regards the action taken by the Royal Colleges

of Physicians and Surgeons, the letter suggested that a Royal Com-

mission should examine the whole question. The report was then

received.
, , , „

Mr. T. B. Napiek, LLD., moved the adoption of the following re-

solution, recommended in the report of the Annual Committee : "That

Convocation expresses its approval of the Senate's action in objecting

to tho joint scheme of King's College and University College." He

thought that no scheme which could be proposed by these Colleges

could have an equal authority with that which had been so carefully

discussed on many occasions, both in the Senate ami Convocation and

of which the maiii object was the Fame as that of the promoters of tho

new scheme—namely, tho establishment of a teaching university for

London. London certainly did want facilities for higher education,

and better organisation of the metropolitan teaching bodies. The

views of the Senate and of Convocation were gradually approximating,

and agreement mightbe expected to ensue in a shorttime, when it would

be found that the scheme of the two bodies would give quite sufficient

authority and power to the teachers, as much, in fact, as any univer-

sity could properly concede.—Mr. Ross, M.A., B.Sc, seconded tho

proposition.—Professor Cahey Foster, in opposing it, said that Dr.

Napier's speech was full of misrepresentations. The main objection

brought forward by him affected only the minor principles of the scheme

whilst he (the speaker) contended that, in the true sense of the term,

London had no university to put tho highest education withm the

reach of all. The chief function of a university was not to examine

but to teach ; the University of Berlin, for instance, would not lose

its influence if it gave no further degrees at all. Tbc teachers of the

colleges desired to promote the interests of higher euucation, hence

their" anxiety to esublish the Albert University.—Mr. Robbbts,

D.Sc, moved an addition to the original proposal that no new uni-

versity should be established in London which did not make pro-

vision for the large class of persons who, though compelled to follow

their occupations during the day, could attend lectures, demonstra-

tions, etc., in the evening. The university should strike out a new

Hue in this respect, and meet the great wants of the London popula-

tion by providing evening instructions for all classes of students. It
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the curriculum wora exteuied ovar eight or tea years, too, such

students might at the end of that timo obtiin a degree. —llr. B. H.

OoOPEE, B.A., seconded the proposal, desiring that educational

facilities should ba extended in every direction.—Dr. CcRNOW
thought the establishment of the proposed Albert University would

do n't! harm to the University of London ; the former would ba onlv

for London students, and would include the medical schools atd

have a medical faculty. Scotland, with a less population than London,

had four flourishiug universities. The scheme of the Colleges of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons was not promulgated in the interests of higher

education, but for professional motives ; and such a degree-conferring

body the University of London did not oppose, though it did oppose

the proposed Albert" University, which will promote higher education.

—Mr. HuTTON thought the Colleges could organise themselves as much
as they might desire to further higher education, without forming

themselves into a second university.—Dr. (JUAIN thought it was a

question of common sense. He had heard no good objections otTered

to the present University ; then why desire the Albert University ?

The statement of the Senate was good, but it did not speak of the

p-eat benefits which that University had conferred.—Dr. SiLVA5iU.s

THOMP.SON thought the great drawback of the University was that it

was still under the control of the Treasury in Downing Street ; it

should be emancipated therefrom, and the sooner the bitter. The
proposed amendment was then withdrawn ; and the motion of Dr.

Napier was carried by a large majority.

Mr. H. A. Nesbitt, M.A., and Dr. A. Thomp.sox proposed a resolu-

tion by which standing order No. 5S w.is amended, so that at future

elections to the Senate each member of Convocation cm vote for three

candidates to be placed upon the list to be submitted to the Crown.

The resolution was carried.

Mr. J. G. FiTCii, M.A., and Dr. Silvanus Thompson, D.Sc,
next moved a series of propositions, the object of which is to econo-

mise the expense of circulars and notices, all of which relating to all

the proceedings of Convocation are now sent to all the 2,400 members
of Convocation. These propositions, with a slight verbal addition to

make clear one of the standing orders, were all carried as proposed

by the Annual Committee.
The remainder of the business on the agenda paper was then ad-

journed to the meeting which will be held on March 6th next.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

CHANGES OF STATION.
Thb following changes of station among the officers of the Medical

Staff of the Army have been officially notified as having taken place

during the past month ;

—

From To
Brigade-Surgeon F. H. Welch .. .. Xetley .. .. Bengal.

„ J. S. MacAJam .. Hllsea .. .. Aldershot.

8nrgeoii-Major T. M. O'Brien .. .. Bombay .. .. London.

„ G. Andrew, M.B. .. Madras .. .. Portland.

,
A. H. Ratigau .. .. Bengal .. .. Newcastle.

„ T. O'Reilly .. .. London .. .. Bengal.

„ T. S. Cogan .. .. York .. .. Bengal.

„ T. J. P. Holmes, M.B. .. Devonport .. Bengal.

,, J. A. McCracken.M D. .. Queenstown .. Barliadoes.

,,
J.A.Smith .. .. Newcastle.. .. Madras.

Surgeon F. H. 8. Minrli.v,5LD. .. Tipjierary .

.

.. Queenstown.

,, H. C. Kirkpatrick, M.U. .. Canterbury .. Netley.

„ O. E P.Lloyd .. .. Jcr-sey .. .. Sierra Leone.

,, M. F. Macnanwra .

.

.

.

Cork .

.

.

.

Tipperary.

„ T. Archer, M.D. .. .. Bermuda .. .. Portsraonth.

„ T. E. Lucas, M.B. .. .. Egypt .. .. Devonjiort.

„ C. A, P. Mitchell, M.U. .. Egypt .. .. Edinburgh.

„ E. J. E. Risk Bengal .. .. O.vf^rd.

,, H. J. Wvatt .. .. .. Honduras.. .. Dublin.

„ H. A. Haines . .. .. Colchester .. Gibraltar.

„ H. A. Cummins, M.D... .. CJork .. .. Queenstown.

,, K. E. Kelly, M.D. .. .. Cork .. .. Mitchelstown.

„ O. H. Barefoot .. .. Pontefract .. York.

„ C. W. AUport, M.D. .. .. Aldershot.. .. Cork.

„ G. Scott, M.B. .. .. Edinburgh .. Bengal.

,, J. Ritchie, .MB. .. .. Warwick .. .. Wrexham.
S. MicdonaW.M.B. .. .. Ayr .. .. Edinburgh.

„ 1). Stiell,M.B. .. .. York .. .. Pontefi-act.

,, L. B. A. Salr.ion .. .. York .. .. Newcastle.

,, J. W. Bullen, M.D. .. .. Cork .. .. Queenstown.

Order of the Bath, a Knight of the Legion of Honour, and an Honorary Surgeon

to the Queen.
The following appointments have been made at the Admiralty : TnoM.u FiscB,

M.B., to be Surgeon and Agent at Torquay and Babbicomlw ; H. W. Achesom, to

be Surgeon and Agent at Morris Castle and Cahore ; William Shaw, to be Sur-

geon aad Agent at Portmuck.

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
SuBGEOK R. R. K. Elmes has resigned his commission, which was dated'Feb-

raary 1.5th, ISSl. ^^
Deputy Stu-geon-Gcneral A. P. Bradshaw is posted to the administiatiTe

medical charge of the Rawul Pindee Division, iu the Bengal command, vice

Deputy Surgeon-General J. Ferguson, whose tour of service has expired.

THE NAVY.
Thr good service pen<;:on of £100 a year, vacant by the death, on December 2nd
last, of Sir William 11. E. Smart, K.C.B., Inspector-General of Hospitals and
Fleets, has been awarded to Inspector-General K. 1). M.vson, C.B., from that date.

The latter entered the service in lSi7 : became Fleet-Surgeon, February '2'2ud,

1844; D-'puty Inspector-General, September 21.st, 1S61; and Inspector-General,

November 3rd, 1S74 ; he retired February 4th, 1S7J. He is a Companion of th

INDIAN JLEDICAL SERVICE.
Scegeon-Major a. S. Reid, M.B., Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the

permanent medical charge of the Snd Battalion 4th Goorkhas, rice J. C. Moriee,

appointed Deputy Surgeon-General.
Surgeon R. Pemberton, Madras Establishment, Acting Civil Surgeon of Chittoor,

is appointed Civil Surgeon of Guntoor, in succession to Surgeon A. P. Adams,
deceased.
Surgeon J. W. Evans, Madras Establishment, is appointed Civil Surgeon of

Cochin.
Surgeon H. K. Folleb, M.B., Madras Establishment, is directed to act as

Assistant-Physician at the General Hospital, during the employment of Surgeon-

Major H. Allison, M.D.. on other duty.

Surgeon W. H. Karnet is admitted to the Madras Establishment from No-

vember 2nd, the date of his arrival at Bombay.
Surgeon J. Scott, M.B. , Madras Establishment, Medical Officer 4th Infantry

Hyderabad Contingent, has leave of absence from November 15th for one year on

medical certificate.

Deputy Inspector-General Herbert John Giracd, M.D., late of the Bombay
Establishment, died at Shauklin, in the Isle of Wight, on January 12th, aged 70.

Surgeon-Genfial B. H. Perkins, of the Bengal Establishment, died in London
on January Uth, at the age of 64. He entered the Indian Medical Service as

Assistant-Surgeon November 20th, 18o0, and rose to Deputy Snrgeon-Gcneisl

December 10th, 1877 ; he retired with a step of honorary rank May 4th, 1884.

He was engaged in the campaign against the Cossyah and Jyntiah Hill tribes

in 1S62-C3.

THE VOLUNTEERS.
AcTiKirSDROEON- E. TREVES, of the 1st Volunteer Brigade Cinque Ports DiWsion

Royal Artillery (late the 1st Sussex ArtiUery), has resigned his commission,

which dated from December 7th, ISSl.

Acting-Surgeon D. Jackson, of the 1st Volunteer Brigade Northnmberlar.d

Fusiliers (late the 1st Northumberland), has also resigned his commission, which

bore date November 27th, 1S72 ; he is permitted to retain his rank and uniform.

Acting-Surgeon J. P. Elliot, who joined the same corps on September 17th last,

is promoted to be Surgeon therein.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

MILLICAN V. ADMIKAL'SULLIVAN AND OTHERS.
Court 'of Appe.4.l.

(Before the Ma.ster of the Rolls and^Lords'Justices Fry and Lopes.

)

Thls was an appeal by the defendants, members of the Committee of

Management of the Qaeen's Jubilea Hospital, from the judgment of

Mr. Justice Manisty at the trial granting an injunction restraining

the defendants from interfering with the plaintiff in the performance

of his duties as medical officer of the hospital by suspending him.

Sir H. James, on behalf of the defendants, cited various authorities

for the purpose of showing that a Court of Equity would not inter-

fere by granting an injunction in a case where, even though there

might be a binding contract, relationship between the parties to such

contract was of a personal nature. It could not be contended in the

present case that the plaintiff, in his position as surgeon, had any

rights of property in the institution. On the point of damages, it

was not suggested that the plaintiff had sustained any pecnniary loss

whatever by being dismissed from his position, and therefore the de-

fendants were entitled to judgment on that part of the claim. The

manner in which the breach oS contract had been made did not. ex-

cept in cases of breach of promise of marriage, entitle the plaintiff to

damages.
The Plaintiff, in person, submitted that as a subscriber of a

guinea a year to the institution, he had, independent of his position

as surgeon, an actual interest in the property of the hospital, from

the use of which he had been debarred by the action of the de-

fendants.

The Master of the Kolis, in delivering judgment, said that their

lordships were not called upon to give any opinion as to the pro-

priety or the fairness or good sense ot what had been done by either

of the parties iu this matter, and they had nothing to do except;

to deal with their respective legal rights or legal wrongs. The fiist

question was, what were the rights of the plaintiff. The plaintiff

claimed to have the same rights in regard to this hospital as ,i mem-

ber of a club had with regard to his clab. Members of clubs had
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rights of property in their clubs, and it waa upon that ground, and

that groumi aloiio, that the Courts had interfered on their behalf.

No doubt the plaiutiil, as a ivibscriber to the hospital, might have an

interest in the property of the institution, but the claim he sought to

enforc.i hero was in reference to hi.s rights, not as a subscriber to the

institution, but as a surgeon, and it was impossible to contend that

as aurgaon ho had any legal or e<\uitable interest in the property of

the institution. As surgeon he had, no doubt, a liconco to use certain

rooms and furniture in the hospiUl, but that licence might be revoc-

able at any moment, and there was no ground for contending that he

had sustained any pecuniary loss by the revocation of that licence.

The relation between the medical ofliccr and the rommittce

of the hospital, whether it was a contractual relation or

not, and whether binding or not, was a strictly personal

relation, and the Courts of Equity had always distinctly re-

fused to afford relief in the form of an injunction where

the relations between the parties were strictly personal. The

perpetual injunction which Mr. Justice Manisty had granted in the

case could not be right, as the utmost that the plaintifT could have

claimed was that he should be permitted to fill the office ot surgeon

for a year, for which he had been appointed. Bnt, in his opinion, no

injunction ought to have been granted at all. There was another rule

by which the Court of Equity did not give its own peculiar remedy

when there was a perfect remedy at common law, as was the case here.

As the plaintiff had not sustained any pecuniary loss, it he were en-

titled to damages they would be merely nominal damages, and would

not affect the result of this case. In the circumstances, whilst it

would be unfair to make the defendants pay the costs of the trial

below, he thought that the plaintiff ought not to be called upon to pay

their costs in the Court below. The defendants, however, having

SQCceeded in their appeal, were entitled to have the judgment of the

Conrt below reversed, with costs of the appeal. —Lords Justice Fry and

Lopes concurred.

Judgment reversed, with costs.

VULVAR DISCHARGE IX CHILDREN AND CHARGES OF RAPE.

G. 8. IL—The only thing thatcan be doae is to determine, if possible, with certainty

whether the child is suffering from gonorrhrsa or not. Vaginal discharges are

very common in delicate children (the age of the patient is not stated).

If there wm no discbarge before the date of the alleged intercourse, and if it

appeared within a few days of that date, and was purulent almost from the llrst,

and was accompanied by itching and scalding during micturition, the proba-

bilities would be In fiivonr of gonorrhtea. If the discharge is gonorrhoea, there

would be a strong presumption that it wae contracted in the usual way. In all

other respects the ease must be decided on other than medical grounds. In

law the slightest amount of vulvar iienetration is sufficient to constitute rape,

and the absence of all signs after the lapse ot three weeks would therefore not

be any argu/nent that a rape had not been committed. The majority of these

charges arc false, and, as a rule, the most important function the jury has to

perform Is to decide on the credibility ot the child.

TENURE OF CLUB APPOINTMENTS.
MEMnR (Withnell) writes : A. and B. are in practice in the same neighbourhood.

A. holds all the clubs, but several members of one club prefer B. At a full

meeting of this club the majority decided to have B. as their medical officer.

Will it he necessary that A. should have six months' notice? He is paid every

six months, and there is no agreement
•,* Though there Is no written agreement, we presume that something must

have been Mid at the time of A.'s appointment which wo\dd constitute a verlal

agreement, and would, among other matters, dellne the term for which he was

appointed. The fact of his being paid every six months would be evidence that

the appointment wa« for at least that period, and he probably conld decline to

accept leas than a six months' notice.

USQUALIFIED ASSISTANTS. ^ ,

Mil B. U Hoors, L.R.C.8.I., L.K.Q.C.P.I., etc., (Ecclcs) writes: Mr. Charles

H. Harral, in one part of his letter in the .ToCRyAL of January 7th, says, con-

cerning unqtialill'"! assistants visiting, etc., in their employer's stead, and the

employers being sulufquently non-suited at the court for such attendance, etc.

:

" Surely this is unfair to the employer and also to the unqualili-d assistant, who

is generally conijielled to work for his living until he can obtain his diploma,

and who cannot in any other way learn the real practical part of his pro-

fession."
, , . . „ , .

Taking the employer first, I fail to see anything unfair in the decision alluded

to. Doubtless Mr. Harral is one of those practitioners who does not think it

unprofessional and unfair .towards the public to employ the services

of an unnoalWIed assistant, which can be had for a small stipend. How
can the judges decision bo unfair when it is strictly In accord with the

law of the land relating to the medical profession, which every |.ractitioner sets

at defiance when ho employs men not recognised by law (because they have not

passed any qnalif>ing examination), and sends them forlh tn visit and prescribe

lor snch ailmeaU as they meet with, and which tlieymay or may not undei^

stand anything about ? The real unfairness icema to me to consist in the fact

thit legally qualified medical men arc allowed to take such a mean advantage of

their less prosperous medical brethren who have to suiter from the encroach-

ments of the "maka believe' doctor. 1 have sull'ered not :i little through this

cause myself, which will account for my taking the subject up.

Now concerning tlie unqunlilled assistant. We ail know that most of that

class (or shall 1 say many?) are Idle " good for nothings," who not only have

passed no examination, but never intend to. There are, I aui itmt, honourable

oxcepUons to this rule, and for their sakcs I shall say little about the class.

Why could not such men do as I have known many do in my time in Dublin,

namely, get employment in some city where there is a medical school, at some

large chemists establishment, anil read during the spare hours and attend

classes at night, and dissect as 1 used to have to do, and others with uio, early

in the winter mornings for an hour before breakfast, as well as fi.r an hour or

two at night after class? I know youn;; men who have done this, and who to-

day hold responsible posts in Her Jlajesty's army, and other branches of medi-

cal service. They gained a very practical knowledge of drugs and their uses

both liehind the counter and at hospital where they attended as they had

opportunity. , ., .

This much to show th.it hard-working young men can get on by their own
honest endeavours without starting out and becoming unqualillcd assistants,

which, in so many cases, means never netting any further. 1 only hope that

the county court judges will set their faces against such tilings as are constantly

being practised ; I have seen two instances lately of young women with their

perineums ripped up, in one instance back to the very anus, in the other not

quite so far back, through the use of the midwifery forceps during lalmur, whilst

the patient was under chloroform, and all this done by an unqualified assistant

upon his own unaided judgment. Tliat such licence may be no longerallowed to

unqualified men by the General Medical Council is not only my earnest wish,

hut that of many another.
Now Sir, I have shown that a young man wishing to be a doctor can work and

get qualified without breaking the law ; and there is no reason in lift) why doc-

tors should have to emplov unqualified men when plenty of duly qualified ones

are willing to come forward for a reasonable salary, except the reason afore-

mentioned, the love of money, wjuch in this case is the root of a great tree

of evil.
, .

• 1/.

SCALE OK FEES FOR MISCARRIAGE.
V. was called to attend the wife of H. Symptoms of a four months' pregnancy

abortin" were found, and the case was treated until after the miscarriage to

entire recovery. In all the amount of attendance required was a special visit,

nine visits, and four medicines. WHien an account of .£1 10s iW. was sent to

H. he tendered a guinea in fall payment, saying that that was the amount he

had hitherto paid a doctor for attending his wife in her confinements. Should

W. have charged as for ordinary medicil attendance, or treated the case as a

confinement, and charged accordingly ?

*» If our correspondent will refer to the medico-chirurgical tariffs issued by

the late Shropshire Ethical Branch he will, we thiuk, find under the head of

" Miscarriages " a sojution of his difficulty in the case of his patient H., and

which is as follows :

—

".Visairnai;«.—In simple premature labour the same charge should be made

as in ordinary cases of midwifery. In abortions the necessary visits should be

charged as such, p!«s an additional fee for detention."

ADVERTISING IN NE'ffSPAPERS.

A Memuer.—It can scarcely be necessary after our repeated comments on similar

conduct to assure "A Member" that Dr. J. MacCormack's " card " alvert^e-

ment in the Belfast paper is contrary to professional rule and custom. We
would advise our correspondent to address a brief note to the university or

college in question, setting forth the simple facts, and enclosing therewith a

copy of the newspapers in which the objectionable advertisement has ap-

peared.

TheBkitishGyn-KCOLOGIcal SoriETY.—The following is the list

of officers and Council elected at the general meeting of this Society

held on Wednesday, January 11th -.—Honorary President : Robert

Barnes, M.D., F.K.C.P. (Lond.), President: Arthur Wellesley Edis,

M D., F.R.C.P. (Lond.). A'ice-Presidents : Fancourt Barnes, M.D.

(Lond.); John Chalmers, M.D. il.ond.); J. G. Sinclair Coghill,

M.D. (A'entnor) ; J. Halliday Croom, M.D. (Edinburgh); William

Gardner, M.D. (Montreal); W. Chapman Grigg, M.D. (Lond.);

William T. Lusk, M.D. (Now York); Arthur V. Macan, M.D.

(Dublin) ; Paul F. Mand6, M.D. (New York) ; F. L. Neugebaner,

M.D. (Warsaw); Thomas Savage, M.D. (Birmingham); William

Walter, M.D, (Manchester). Treasurer: G. Granville Bantock, M.D.,

F.R.C.S.Ed. (Lond.). Librarian: Bedford Fenwick, M.D. (Lond.).

Council: William Alexander, M.D. (Liverpool); F. A. Newton

Bateman, M.R.C.S. (Lond.); Thos. A. Cambridge, M.R.C.S. (Lond.);

Thos. M. Dolan, M.D. (Halifax) ; K. W. Edgington, M.D. (Birming-

ham) ; C. Egerton Fitzgerald, M.D. (Folkestone); A. Philhps HiUs,

MRCS. (Lond.): Francis Imlach, M.D. (Liverpool); K. Milne

Murray, M.B. (Edinburgh) ; Thos. Morton, M D. (Lond.) ;
F. Albert

Purcell, M.D. (Lond.) ; J. A. Rawhngs, M.RC.P. (Swansea) ;
W.

London Reid, M.D. (Glasgow) ; C. H. F. Routh, M.D. (Lond.) ;
John

Shaw, M.D. (Lond.) ; J. Herbert Simpson, M.D. (Rugby) ;
W. Japp

Sinclair, M.D. (Manchester) ; Brrco Smith, M.B. (Belfast)
;
J. Greig

Smith, M.D. (Bristol); W. J. Suiyly, M.D. (Dublin); W. Dunnett

Spanton, F.r! C.S.Ed. (Hanley) ; Lawson Tait, F.R.C.S. (Birming-

ham). Honorary Secretaries : J. A. Mansell Monllin, M.B. (Lond.) ;

J. Bland Sutton. F.R.C.S. (Lond.).
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

VOOK-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

ENGLISH URBAN MORTALITY IN THE FOURTH QUARTER
OF 1887.

The vital and mortal statistics of the twenty-eight towns dealt with
by the Registrar-General in his weekly return are summarised in the
accompanying table. Daring the three months ending December last,

73,235 births were registered in the twenty-eight large towns, equal to

an annual rate of 31.8 per 1,000 of their aggregate population, esti-

mated at about nine and a quarter millions of persons. In the cor-

responding periods of the two preceding years, 1885 and 1886, the
mean birth-rate in these towns was 33.3 and 32. 1 per 1,000 respec-

tively. The birth-rate in London last quarter was equal to 31.2 per

1,000, while in the twenty-seven provincial towns it averaged 32, 3,

and ranged from 25.5 in Brighton, 26.2 in Bradford, and 2S.2 in
Briitol, to 37.2 in Preston, 38.0 in Portsmouth, -10.2 in Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, and 40.5 in Cardiff.

The 48,533 deaths registered in the twenty-eight towns during the
fourth quarter of 1887 were equal to an annual rate 21.1 per 1,000, .

against 21.7, 20. 0, and 20. 3 in the corresponding quarters of the three
years 1884-5-6. In London, the rate of mortality did not exceed
20.0 per 1,000, whereas in the twenty-seven provincial towns it aver-

aged 22.0 per 1,000. The lowest rates in these provincial towns were
16.3 in Brighton, 17.2 in Hull, 18.3 in Norwich, 19.0 in Leicester,

and 19.8 in Bradford and in Sunderland; the highest were 26.0 in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 26.6 in Bolton, 27.4 in Manchester, 28.6 in
Blackburn, and 28. 8 in Pre.ston. During the three months under
notice, 5,757 deaths were referred to the principal zymotic diseases in

the twenty-eight towns, equal to an annual rate of 2.50 per 1,000; the
zymotic death-rates in these towns in the fourth quarter of the iive

preceding years averaged 2.60 per 1,000. The lowest zymotic rates in

these towns last quarter were 1.09 in Brighton and in Plymouth, 1.24
in Hull, 1.36 in Sunderland, and 1.38 in Cardiff; while they ranged
upwards in the other towns to 3.85 in Preston, 4.50 in Blackburn,
4.61 in Derby, 4.86 in Bolton, and 4.92 in Sheffield. The 5,757 deaths
referred to the principal zymotic diseases included 1,434 which resulted

from scarlet fever, 1,256 from whooping-cough, 951 from measles, 714
from " fever " (including typhus, enteric, and simple and ill-deiined

forms of continued fever), 622 from diarrhcea, 531 from diphtheria,
and 249 from small-pox. The 1, 434 deaths from scarlet fever regis-

tered in the twenty-eight towns during the quarter under notice were
equal to an annual rate of 0.62 per 1,000, showing a marked further
increase upon the rates recorded in the two preceding quarters,
which had been 0.26 and 0.39 respectively. The rate of
mortality from scarlet fever in London last quarter was equal to
0.63 per 1,000, and almost corresponded with the mean rate
in the twenty-seven provincial towns. The scarlet fever death-rates
exceeded 1. per 1,000 in Salford, Bristol, Oldham, Preston, Black-
burn, and Birkenhead. The number of scarlet fever patients in the
Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals, which had been 1,778 at the be-
ginning of October, rose to 2,602 at the end of November, and after-

wards steadily declined to 2,049 at the end of the year. The admis-
sions into these hospitals, which had been 466, 616, and 1,943 in the
first three quarters of 1887, further rose to 2,908 during the three
months ending December last. The death-rate from whooping-cough
in the twenty-eight towns during the quarter under notice was equal
to 0.55 per 1,000, and exceeded that recorded in the corresponding
period of any recent year. This disease was proportionally more than
twice as fatally prevalent in Loudon as in the aggregate of the pro-
vincial towns ; for, while the death-rate from whooping-cough in
London was as high as 0.79 per 1,000, it averaged only 0.34 in the
provincial towns, among which it was highest in Notting-
ham, Salford, Oldham, Wolverhampton, and Leicester. The
rate of mortality from measles, which had been 1.35 and 0.44
per 1,000 in the two preceding quarters, further declined to 0.41
during the last three months of 1887. The measles death-rate in
London last quarter was only 0.31 per 1,000, while it averaged
0.50 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, among whicli this dis-

ease showed the highest proportional fatality in Bradford, Black-
burn, Birmingham, Bolton, and Derby. The 714 deaths referred

to different forms of "fever " in the twenty-eight towns last quarter
were equal to an annual rate of 0.31 per 1,000, showing a turther
increase upon the rates recorded in the two previous quarters of the
year, which had been 0.14 and 0.23 per 1,000 respectively. In
London the fever death-rate last quarter was 0.25 per 1,000, while
it averaged 0.36 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, and was
highest in Derby, Sunderland, Blackburn, Leeds, Bolton, and Pres-
ton. The rate of mortality from diarrhcea was equal to 0.27 per
1,000, and differed but sUghtly from that recorded in recent cor-

responding quarters. The 531 deaths from diphtheria in the twenty-
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tight towns durinf; tho nuarter under notice ware equal to a rata

of 0.23 par 1,000, agaiust O.H and 0.16 for tho two preceding

quarters ; while the rate of morUlity from this disease in Loudou

Ust quartor was ciual to 0.31 per 1,000, it did uot average more

than 0.1 15 in tho twiuty-scven proviucijJ towus, among which, how-

or, diphtheria was somewhat fatiUy prevalent in Brighton and

udderjfield. During tho three laonths ending December last, 219

deaths resulted from small-pox in the twenty-eight towns ;
of these,

no fewtr than 230 occurred in Shetfield (against 3 and 45 in the

two previous quarters), 11 in Bristol, 3 in London, 2 in Hull, 1

in Birmingham, 1 in Preston, and 1 in Leeds. Only 7 cases of

amall-poi were under treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums Hjs-

pitals at the end of December, but 30 cases of this disease had

been admitted during tho qu-iriar, against only 7 in the preceding

quarter. .

The rata of infant mortality in the twenty-eight towns, measured

by the proportion of deaths of children under one year of age to 1,000

registered births, was mu»1 to 15i during the quarter under notice,

against 116 and 160 in ihe corresponding periods of tho two preceding

years, 1SS5-86. While the rate of inlant mortality did not exceed

145 per 1,000 in London, it averaged 1C2 iu tho twenty-seven pro-

vincial towns, among which it ranged from 111 in Brighton, 127 in

Norwich, and 127 in Birkenhead, to 189 in Halifax, 198 in Oldham,

217 in BjUod, and 233 in Blackburn.
.

Tho cause of 1.0S4, or 2.2 per cent, of the deaths registered in the

twenty-eight towns during last quarter were uot certitied, either by

registered medical practitioners or by coroners. The proportion of

uncertified deaths in London did not exceed 1.0 per cent., while it

averaged 3.2 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, and ranged from

0.4 and 0.7 in Portsmouth and Norwich, to 4 5 in Oldham, 4.6 in

Hull, 5.0 in Liverpool, and 9.1 in Halifa.x.

THE METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.

Thb returns presented to a meeting of the Metropolitan Asylums Board

on Saturday last showed the gratifying result of a decrease in the

total number of patients remaining under treatment for scarlet fever

of 523. It was pointed out that, although the metropolis was at the

present moment almost entiiely free from small-pox, the managers

were Uking energetic steps to meet any epidemic of small-pox that

might arise. The buildings as well as the ships appropriated to small-

pox patients were already in preparation ; and a letter was read from

the Local Government Board, authorising the managers at once to enter

into contracts for tho erection of a hospital for small-pox convalescent

patients at Darenth without the necessity of advertising for sealed

tenders.

THE ABERDEEN DOUBLE QUALIFICATION.
W X Y asks: (1) If an 11. D, CM. Univ. Aberdeen isarecognised double qualm-

cation for poor law appointment? {:) Whether an M.K C.S.EnR., L.R.C.P.Ed.

baa the priority of claim as a double qualiflcation in contesting a poor law

appointmcntT
• • (1) Yes. (8) No.

^

Health or Esoli.sh Towns. —In the twenty-eight large Epgli.sh

towns, including London, which have an estimated population of

9 398 273 persons, 5,875 births and 4,194 deaths were registered during

theweek ending January 14th. The annual rate of mortality per 1,000

persons living in these towns, which hid been 24.8 and 23.8 in the

two preceding weeks, further declined during tho week under notice

to 23 3. The rates in the several towns ranged from 14.2 in Sunder-

land 15 3 in Leicester, 17.7 in Birkenhead, and 18 3 in Brighton and

in Hull to 27.6 in Blackburn, 28.2 in Plymouth, 28 7 in Wolver-

hampton, and 34.9 in Manchester. In tho twenty-seven provincial

towns the mean death-rate was 23.0 per 1,000, and was 0.6 below the

rate recorded in London, which was 23.6 per 1,000. The 4,194

deaths registered during tho week under notice in tho twenty-eight

towns included 208 which were referred to whooping-cough, 68 to

scarlet fever, 60 to measles, 47 to " fever" (principally enteric), 33 to

diphtheria, 33 to small-pox, and 27 to diarrhu-a ; in all, 476 deaths

resulted from these principal zymotic diseases, against 503 and 493 in

tho two preceding weeks. These 476 deaths were equal to an annual

rate of 2 6 per 1,000 ; in London the zymotic death-rate was 3.1,

while in the twenty-seven provincial towns it averaged only 2 3 per

1 000, and ranged from 0.0 in Halifax and 0.4 in Brighton and in

Sunderland to 4.5 in Wolverha-npton and 5.4 in Sheflidl. Meisles

caused tho highest proportional fatility in Nottingham, Derby, and

Birmingham ; scirlet fever in Bristol, Wolverhampton, IVirkenhcad,

and Norwich ; whooping-cough in Preston, D;rby, Manchester, Nor-

wich, Leicester, Wolverhampton, and London; and "fever in

Preston. Of the 33 deaths from diphtheria rocordod in the week

under notice in the twenty-eight towns, 16 occurred in Loudon, 4 in

Liverpool, 2 in Nowcastleupon-Tyne, and 2 in Oldham. The 33

fatal cases of small-pox included 27 in ShefEeld, 4 in Leeds, 1 in

London, and 1 in Bristol. The number of small- pox patients in the

Metropolitan Asylum Hospitals was 6 on Saturday, January 14th, of

which 3 were admitted during the week. These hospitals also con-

tained 1,792 scarlet-fever patients on Saturday, Jaunay 14th. against

numbers steadily declining from 2,002 to 1,959 iu tho six preceding

weeks ; there were 148 admissions during the week. The death-rate

from di3eas;s of the respiratory organs in London was ciiual to 7.0 for

1,000, and slightly exceeded the average.

HF..VLTH OF Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Saturday,

January 14th, 845 births and 607 deathswero registered in the eight

principal Scotch towns. Tho annual rate of mortality in these towns,

which had been 24.3 and 27.1 per 1,000 in the two preceding weeks,

declined to 24.0 during the week under notic?, and slightly exceeded

the mean rate during the same period in the twenty-eight largo English

towns. Among these Scotch towns the lowest were recorded in

Greenock and Perth, and tho highest in Dundee and Paisley. The

607 deaths in these towns during the week under notice included 78

which were referred to tho principal zymotic diseases, equal to an

annual rate of 3.1 per 1,000, which exceeded by 0.5 the mean zymotic

death-rate during the week under notice in the large English towns.

Tho highest zymotic rates wore recorded in Edinburgh, Leith, and

Paisley. The' highest proportional fatality of measles occurred in

Dundee, Edinburgh, and Leith ; from diphtheria in Glasgow ;
frotn

whooping-cough in Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Paisley ; and from " fever"

in Paisley. The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs in

these Scotch towns daring the week under notice was equal to 6.6 per

1,000, against 7.0 in London.

He.u,th of Irish Towns.—In the sixteen principal town districts

of Ireland the 592 deaths registered during the week ending Saturday,

January lith, wore equal to an annual rate of 35.4 per 1,000. The

lowest rates were recorded in Sligo and Waterford, and the highest in

Armagh, Newry, and Dundalk. The doath-rate from the principal

zymouc disease's in these towns averaged 6. 7 per 1,000, and was highest

in Cork and Newry. Measles showed fatal prevalence in Limerick,

Coik, and Newry ; and whooping-cough in Belfast. The 242 deaths

registered in Dublin daring the week under notice were equal to 35.8

pe'r 1,000 (against 36.2 and 3S.6 in the two preceding weeks), the rate

for the same period being but 21.0 in London and 21.5 in Edinburgh.

The deaths included 32 from the priucinal zymotic diseases (equal to

an annual rate of 4.7 per 1,000), of which 10 resulted from scarlet

fever, 7 from whooping-cough, 8 from "fever," 4 from measles, 4

from diarrhcci, and 2 from diphtheria.

OBITUARY.

PROFESSOR TITO VAN7.ETTI, M.D.

Tni.s distinguished Italian surgeon ditd at Padua on January 6th,

after a long and painful illness, at the age of 78. His family belonged

to Padua, and he was educated in tho celebrated university of that

city. At the age of 26 ho settled in Russia, where he soon acquired a

great ropntation. Ho was Professor of Surgery and Ophthalmology iu

the University of Kharkov for fifteen years. On his return to Italy

ho was appointed Professor of Surgery in the University of Padua, a

post which ho filled with the highest distinction till 1866, when

political intrigues led to his dismissal. He was thereupon immediately

named Professor of Surgery at Palermo, and advantageous oltV-rs were also

made to him to migrate to Paris. Ho preferred, however, to continue

practising in his native town, and he was afterwards restored to the

position from which he had been so unjustly removed.

Vanzetti had a European reputation as a practical surgeon. To him

we owe the suggestion of digital compression in the treatment of

aneurysm, and as a means of cutting off the blood supply from inflamed

parts. He was not only venerated as a teacher of the highest order,

but was the object of tho warmest personal affection on the part of

his numerous pupils. Prof.s«or Vanzotti was a member of many

Uarncd bodies not onlv in Europe but in America, but, strangely

onou"h, no English society scorns to have thought hiui worthy of tuch

a disfinction, though his name is familiar to every student of surgery

in this country. By his will he left 100,000 lire (£4,000), together

with a most valuable scientific library to his Alma Mater. Ho

directed that his body should be cremated.
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T. K. WHEELER, M.D., Belfast.

Profottnd regret waa universally felt in Belfast when it became

known, upon the morning of Friday, January 13th, that Dr. T. K.

Wheeler had just died from a dose of hydrocyanic acid administered

by his own hand. So im probable did the event seem that the chief

feeling on the part of many was at first one of simple incredulity, but

all doubt upon the subject was soon dispelled. It seems that the

deceased gentleman left his own house early on the morning of Janu-

ary 13tb, and repairing to the medical hall of Messrs. Wheeler and

Whitaker ordered a lotion containing hydrocyanic acid. The dis-

penser left the stock bottle containing the acid upon the counter, and

went to another part of the shop to complete the preparation of the

lotion. When he returned he found the bottle had disappeared, and

feeling alarmed he proceeded to search the back premises, where he

found Dr. Wheeler insensible and evidently dying. Dr. O'Neill and

Dr. Strafford Smith were hastily summoned, but their efforts were

unavailing, and death resulted about twenty minutes after the acid

had been taken. From the evidence given at the coroner's inquest

it appeared that the deceased gentleman, although naturally one of

the most genial and cheerful of men, had lately been in very depressed

spirits, and his altered condition had excited the attention and alarm

of his friends. The post-mortcin examination, conducted by Dr.

O'Neill and Professor Sinclair, showed extensive disease of the vessels

of the brain and old-standing heart disease. The verdict of the jury

was "Suicide while in a state of unsound mind"—a conclusion

which the medical testimony amply warranted and In which all wiU

concur.
, , ,-, .

Dr. Wheeler was one of the original graduates of the late Queen s

University, and was one of the oldest practitioners in Belfast. He

had an extensive family practice, and was greatly esteemed and

beloved. He was in a very special sense not only the adviser, but the

personal friend, of all his patients, by whom his loss is deeply lamented.

His relations with his medical brethren were invariably cordial and

kindly, and his sudden decease has come as a painful shock in medical

circles. The tragic nature of the melancholy event is much increased

by the fact that Dr. Wheeler had been present at the marriage of his

son on the day preceding his death. The most profound sympathy is

felt for the afflicted family in their sorrow and bereavement.

PROFESSOR GUSTATUS WERTHEIM, M.D.

Professor Gusta\tis Werthbim, chief physician in the dermato-

logieal and venereal wards of the " Rudolf-Stiftung " Hospital,

in Vienna, died on January 8th. In 1851 he became house-physician

in the dermatological wards of the General Hospital under Hebra, and

from that time date several valuable suggestions as to treatment, such as

epilation in sycosis, etc. Among his later works may be mentioned :

experiments on the causes of death in severe burns ;
experiments on

the expired air in various febrile diseases ; the external application of

carbonic acid in sexual impotence in the male ; examinations of

the blood in psoriasis vulgaris, and of pus in syphilitic and non-

syphilitic infective ulcers.

INSPECTOR-GENERAL HERBERT JOHN GIRAUD, M.D.

Dr. Giraud, Inspector-General of Her Majesty's Bombay Army, has

died at Shauklin, in his 71st year, from general paralysis. Dr. Giraud

was born at Faversham, Kent, in 1817, and educated at the University

of Edinburgh. In 1842, after graduating in honours, he entered the

medical service of the East India Company. In that year his " Ob-

servations on Vegetable Embryology " appeared in the Transcn'iions of

the Limia-an Socidij, and were subsequently largely embodied in text-

books on botany. Dr. Giraud filled the office of Professor of Chemistry

and Botany, and subsequently that of Principal of the Grant Medical

College, Bombay, and he was also chief medical officer of Sir Jamsetjco

Jeejebhoy's Hospital, Chemist Analyst to the Bombay Government,

and in 1863 Syndic and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine in the Uni-

versity of the province. Dr. Giraud was a frequent contributor of

papers on botany and chemistry to the Transactions of the Botanical

Society of Edinburgh and other kindred publications.

Open Spaces for the Metropolis.—At a recent meeting of the

Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, presided over by Mr. Ernest

Hart, it was announced that an anonymous donor had generously

offered fourteen acres of land as a public recreation ground for Cam-
berwell, The Mansion House Committee of the Gardens and Pleasure

Grounds Fund have since placed £3,000 at the disposal of the Associa-

tion for converting the above and a part of the Tower Garden into

open spaces for the public.

MEDICAL NEWS.

ExAMiKiNO Board in England by the Botal Collegkb of

Ph-v-sicians and Surgeons.—The following gentlemen passed the

Examination in Anatomy only, at a meeting of the Board on

January 12th.
, „ „ j i_j x > ox

•A H Bird W. D. Lockhart, H. R. Carter, and G. Gerrard, studente of 8t.
'

Mary's Hospital ; H. Biehardson, of Guy's Hospital ; A. Guracy, A. C.

Fox -C Welch P. A. Colmer, and 'J. G. Wilson, of the London Hospital

;

E
'

J Hayford' and T. W. E. Morton, of St. Thomas's Hospital ; H. E.

Tracey, of St. Bartholomew's HospiUl ; C. H. milte. C. L. Howe and H.

B. Shepherd, of Middlesex HospiUl ; and H. de H. Morgan, of St. George 8

Hospital.

Passed in Physiology only. „ „ .. x. ,- j.i ^
J. M. James, -W. K. M. BerridRe, P. J. Atkey, E. W. L.vesey, B. Goddard.

and H S Lindsay, of St. Thomas's Hospital ; R. L. Thomas, of University

College Hospital ; V. P. -ffatkins, of Guy's Hospital ; A. E. Handcock, and

H wiccins of Charinc Cross Hospital ; H. C. Barnes, and H. Tallance, of

London Ho'spital ; L. E. James, and B. L. Hughes of Westminster Hos-

piUl ;
• W. A. Andrews, and -J. L. Kubel, of King s College ; R. F. Burry

of St. George's HospiUl.

Passed in Anatomy only on January 13th.
., , ,

H B S Stradling, W. P. T. ToUer, and J. Terry, of St. Thomas s Hospital
;
J.

H. Maund, E. Collins, J. R. Williams, C. 8. W«od, and G. J. Amy, of St.

Bartholomew's HospiUl; E. W. Branton, of Charing Cross HospiUl and Mr.

Cooke's ; F. P. Harris, and J. B. M. Kennedy, of King s College
;
F. R^

Lathbury, and R. C. Middlemist, of London Hospital ; -H. S. Challenor, of

Middlesex Hospital ; *S. T. Richardson, of Owens CoUege and Mr. Cooke s

-D. Thomas, of University CoUege and Mr. Cooke's.
* Under Old Regulations of Royal CoUege of Surgeons.

Royal College of Surgeons of England.—The following gentle-

man, having passed the necessary examination and having since

attained the legal age (25 years), was, at a meeting of the Council on

January 19th, granted his diploma as Fellow of the College.

Hudson, Charles Leopold, L.R.C.P.L.. Middlesex Hospital.

MEDICAL VACAi^CIES.

The following vacancies are announced :

BELGRAVE HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, 79, Gloucester Street, 8.W.-

House Surgeon. AppUcations by January 31st, to the Honorary Secretary.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL.-Senior House-Surgeon. SaUiy, £90

per annum. AppUcations by January 30th, to the Chairman of the Weekly

Board.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Two Assistant Hcuse-Surgeons,

Applications by January 28th, to the House Governor.

BRIGHTON HOVE AND PRESTON DISPENSARY.—Two House-Snrgeonc-

Salary, £140 per annum, with apartments, etc. AppUcations by Janoaiy

31st to the A.'isistant Secretary. „, . . „, „.»
BRISTOL 'GENERAL HOSPITAL.- Assistant Physician. Salary, fiO per

annum, with board, etc. AppUcations by January 23rd, to the Secretary.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.—Dental Surgeon. AppUcations by February

ISth, to the Secretary.

BRIXTON, STRBATHAM, AND HKRNE HILL DISPENSARY.-Resident
House.Surgeon. Salary, £160 per annum. AppUcations by January ioth, to

the Secretary, Dispensary, Water Lane, Brixton, S.W.

DOWNPATRICK UNION.—Medical Officer, KiUyleagh Dispensary. Sllary, £10.='

per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. James Heron, TnUyvery House,

Honorary Secretary. Election on January 30th.

DURHAM UNION.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary, £100 per annum.

AppUcations by February Srd to the Clerk.

FOREST HILL PROVIDENT DISPENSARY.-Medical Officer. AppUcations

by February 15th to F. J. Marriott, Esq., 2, Perry ViUas, Perry Vale, Forest

Hill, S.E.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, Great Ormond Street, W.C—Medical

Registrar and Pathologist. Honorarium, £52 10s. Applications by January

•24th, to the Secretary.

HUDDERSFIELD INFIRMARY.—Junior Honse-Snrgeon. Salary, £40 per

annum, with board, etc. AppUcations by January 27th, to the Honorary

Secretary.

MACCLESFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY. -Junior House-Surgeon. Sal^,

£70 per annum, with board, etc. AppUcations by January 21st, to the

Chairman of the House Committee.

NATIONAL .DENTAL HOSPITAL, Great Portland Street, W.—Anaesthetist.

Applications by January 27th to the Secretary.

NATIONAL DENTAL HOSPITAL, Great Portland Street, W.—HoQse-Surgeon.
AppUcations by January 27th, to the Secretary.

BOYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.-Assistant in the Patho-

logical Dep.artnient of the Museum. AppUcations by January 21st, to the

Secretary.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, City Road, K.C.—

Physician. Applications by January 2Gth, to the Secretary.

BOYAL NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR CONSUJrPTION, Ventnor.—Assistant

Resident Medical OIBcer. Applications to the Secretary, 34, Craven Street,

W.C.

ROYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL, Guildford.—House-Surgeon. Salary,

£80 per annum, with board, etc. AppUcations by February 15th, to the

Assistant Secretary.

STOCKPORT FRIENDLY SOCIETIES'.'MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. -Resident
Medical Officer. Salary, £170 per annum, and extras. AppUcations ny

January 21st, to A. Bouckley, Esq., Areley Kings, Btoorporb . - ^ -
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>h:dioal APPOiNTJi«sxs. :

BrcSAX. Wir.ijm A, MB., »i>r«li>t"l PhyjKSiin'n AisUiant to the Public DU-I

jKnaary, Plyiuoulh.
I

«*»iuiu..l.<>0B«rU, Mm M.B.Lon<l. M.B.C.S., •ppninte4 Hwst-^vgeon .(», tho'

^, .:..• f .u:,;i; (;[„i,i„n, Great Ormond Street.
' .'./....'

|

fixxi .
ii.\., M.r..C.S.,»pi)ofntpitnlc«l AMIstinttp th«(Jeiitr»JCoh.i

ti- ! K.ir H.Hpllil. I • - " ^1 '
- lf;il. • I

I

HT.fct.-i J^iuf.,, M.UC.S., appointed Clinical AssisUnt to the Contrtl Londim
Tlir<*t nmt Bar HospHsd.

ritiLLirs. J. t., L.K.Q.C.P.V. LJ.f.S.O.; t.M., I. A.H., appolntwl Mwtiwil OHicxr

ii the Anghniclojr Dlspcns-trv of the Cloghur Union, vitt L. M. Cordnor,

,
L.K.Q.C,P.I.,IjK.C.S.J.,L.Jt.; resigned.

'

^

XavMi ClMirUsJ., UiA.,<U.a, UaCP., iI.U,C,S., appointed, gtttiJjJjig'Factory

Burgeon for the K«ilsworth District. '

«vv>r.',v. rnn'», M.B.C.S.. L.R.C.P., apiwlnted Juuior Assistant HoWe-Surgeon
. Uqyai lullnua^y,. i'i«i it. Tearsou, M.R.C.S., Ij,{^0,p., re-

LivBBr.jOL ilF.DioAL Institijti0N4—At the annual meeting held

on Thurs'lay, Jiinuary 12th, the foUowiDg list of officerB, council, and

mirrosconicai rotnmittco waa adopted. President : William Carter,

M D., F.RCP. Vice-PresUlenta : R. Uobertson, 51.D.; WiUiura

ViHitms, M.D,; F. J. B»iley, L.RC.P.; G. E. Walker, F.R C.S.

H'JDorary Trea-sarer : J. N. Creueen, L.RC.P. Uonorary General

S<?jetary : A. Bernard, M B. Honorary Seoretary Ordinary Meet-

ings : G. Harrissou, M.K.C.S. Honorary Librarian: R. William^,

M.R.aS. Cdunoil: K. A. Grossmanu, JLD.; W. Irvine, M.D.; C.

G. Lee, M.RC.S.; W. P. Rowe, L.R.CP.; W. Whitford. M.D. ; R.

E;cles, M.D. ; J. R. Nevins, M.D.; E. W. Hope, M.D.; E. H. Diek-

iiUoni M.D.; W. H Eleitwood, M K.Q.C.P.; Robert Jones, M.R C S.

;

C.' Puaey, JUiO.S. Micros opical Cjmmittas : W. Alexander,

f.Ras.;.A, Barron, M. B. ; P.' M. Braidwood, M.D.:H. Brigga,

F. R 0. S. ; Q. Gibson Hamilton, I*. R. C. S. Ed. ; .T. S. Hicks, F. R. C S Ed,

;

J. R. Login, MB.; Robhton Parker. F.B.G.3.; F. T. Paul, F.R a,S.;

W. Williams, M.D.; J. Wipleswonh, M.D. Auditors : W. Whitford,

M.D. ; T. H. Bickerton, M.R. C.S.- .' " 'Jv; J .

Manchester Medical .Soctktt.—At the annnal meettnj; of the

M&Shester Medical Society, held on Jantiary llth, the following

W(i|Te' elected office- bearer.^ for the prevent year :—President : Julius

Dresdifeld, IT.D. Vice-Presidents : 0. J. Callingworth, JLD. ; James
Rjss, M.D.; George A. Wright, M.B.; Alfred H. Youn^, M.B. Trta-

soMi: Gharles E. Glascott, M.D. Seoretary: Frederick &.. Southam,
M.B. Elerled Membei^ of Committee: H. A. G. Brooke, MB.;
Thomas Jones, M.B. ; W. N. Ma'-call, M.D. ; Frederick Melland

;

Simeon H. Owen, M.D.; Frederick M. Pierce, M.D. ; Thomas C.

Railton, M.D.; Tdomas SniHh, M.D. ; Graham Stooll, M.D.; Alfred W.
S'-ock't ; John Williams, M D ; William Yeats, M.D. The above,

with the part Presidents of the .S.joioty and two representatives of the

Oflcns CDllege, form the Commiltee. Library Committee : A. M.
Edge, iLD.; A. Emrys Jones, M.D. ; Sfegmund Moritz, M.D. ; James
Rosa, M.D. ; Wiliiam Yeats, )LD. Auditors : William Coates iU- R.

UattOD.r •. .m; ,, I /
'

PaoTEcfrroiT iv TnE StaxIes,—Not long since, in virtue of a recent

l«iy,.forl^4diug the importation qf cuatt^ut labour, j. trained nurse

who iiad been eng>i:;ed in London to take charge of tlie nursing do-

nartnMot ' at the Pennsylvania General Hospital, was forbidden to

latd' at 'S&tr York, and was sent back by the next steamer, on the

ground that her engaeemeat constituted an infringement of the law.

The same fate is probably in store for Dr. Heneage Gibbes, late of

Westminster Ilospitil, who acce(ited an engagement as Professor of

Physiology at the Uoivvrsity of Michigan. Xhe local press, stimu-

lated probably by disappointed candidates or nnsctnpnlous rivals,

have lately called attention to the terms of his engagumcnt with a

yiiv^ to pattin" the law in force should ho venture out. A more, pre-

posterous law It would be difHoult to imagine.

LF.CTtrRE.s TO Art Sti-dknt.s at Kf.wuasti.b.—A series of public

lectures on atutomy and physiology adapted for aitistA, nrt students,

school teacher', and others, will be given in connection with
the Newcastle College of Medicine. The coarse will extend over two
months, and the lecturers will bo Dr. Mcars, Lecturer and Examiner
in Anatomy ; Dr. Oliver, Lecturer and Examiner in Physiology in the

Faculty of Medicine of Durham University ; the subject to be dealt

with being "The Mechanism and Force uf the Human Body." The
lectaroj will be given on successive Wednesday evenings, beginning

CD February Ist.
,/Tri.

'

'
'

'

. -,

'1h a paper recently read befbra the Vienna Hygienic Society it was
stated th>t the {loft inrt of a loaf is an excellent disinfectant for polished
wood. p*per,, aud like substanc^, and that expcrlzqwts jm,ie in
several hospiiaJekad given Tery iatjsEactory ^Mnlt«, ui ,j i- v-ini,ii?r.

Major Hfxtor TuIloch, R E., has been appointed by the Presi-

dent Of the Local Government Board to be the Board's Chief Engineer-

ing Inspootot, in place of Sit Robert Rawlinson, KG. B , who has re-

signed. Mujor Tutloch is well vi isod in the duties of the department,

having acted as inspector since 1S73.

Spaik.—Among other signs of medical progress, Spain now possesses

a lady doctor in the person of S^i^orita Dolores Lleonart, who has just

embarked On " medico-toco-gj'nfecological " practice in Barcelona.

This me.ans, no doubt, that the fair profusora will confine her profes-

sitjnal work to midwifery and diseases of women.

pjjrpr. Laino, of Elgin, who has just celebrated his 103rd birth-

day, is still able to follow his occupation as a carter. .,

A TBLKGBAM from Lima, dated January 17th, states that the

cholera is now decreasing at Santiago and Valparaiso.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

MONDAY.
U^DIciL Society or Lontiok, S.30 p.m.—CVnical Evening:.— Mr. Wnlshani will

'
'

exhibit a Case of Kpispartias and Partial ExMovrr.«lonarcer Opera-
tion. Mr. Clutton will show a Case of Recovery from Chronic
Pyjemia. Mr. Hurry Fen wick will give a Demonstration of the

Urtthroscope and the Vesicoscope. Cases also will bo shown by
' Dr. Hadden, Mr. Bernard Pitts, and Mr. Malcolm Morris.

'" '• '" ' TCEHDAV.
Royal Medical and Chirdbcical Society.—Mr. William H. Bennett: 'On the

Occurrence of Tubercnlar Diseaae of the Testis as a Local Affec-

tion, particularly with ri-forence to the Desirability of Early

Castration in Certain Caoes. Mr. W. J. Walsham ; Case of Intra-

peritoneal Rupture of the Bladder ; Abdominal Sieption ; Suture

of the Bladder ; Recovery. . ,

WBDSE9BAY.
Bbitish GTN.EC0L0OICAL SOCIETY, .».30 i-.M. —Introductory remarks by thc Presi-

dent, Dr. Arthur W. Bdis. Specimens will be shown by Dr. G.

Granville Bantock, Dr. W. Japp Sinclair, Dr. B. T. bmith, Dr.

Mansell Moullin, and others.

HvmEBMK BociETV, 8 P.M.— Mr. De Beidt HovoU : Tije Therapeutical Indi-

,,,., fiatioos Of Nearaatheiiia contrasted f»j,th those of Hysteria.

THIRHDAY.
Ophthaljiological Society of thr United Kingdom, S.30 p.m.—Living and

Card Specimens at S p.m. Mr. Critchett: 1, Small Fixation
Forceps for Cataract Extraction ; 2. A new Form of Linear
Knife. Mr. HigKenw : Result of Operation by Cantery, for

Conical Cornea. Mr. Gunn ; Growth of New Lens Fibres aft«r

Pjiontaneous Ab^iorptipn of Traumatic Cataract. Fapt-rs. Dr.
Milea MUey : On the ProKnosis as regards Life in Albuminuric
R'linitis. Dr. James Anderson: On Rub.Retinal EtJusion In

<'hronic Nephritis. Mr. Lane : On a Case of Hw^morrhage In

Roglan ot Hacnla.

FRIDAY.
Clinical BpCiEiv or LosnoN, 9. SO p.m.— Dr. Money and Mr. Facet : A CSse of

'ill I So-called Idioparhic Dilatation of the Colon. Dr. Barney Yeo :

A Caae of Einbolisin of tin- Ri|jht Axillary Artery, connected with
Mitral Stenosis ; Gangrene of the Forearm : AmputAtion; subse-
quent Embolic Pleuro-Pneumonla and Death. Sir Dyce Dnck-
worth: A Case of Tricuspid and Mitral Stenosis, in which Physj-
cal Signa of Pulmonary Arterial Reflux were present. Dr. J. Iv.

•I •' nij Towler: A Case of Disease of the Aortic and Mitral Vah-ea, of
' ' i'prolonpod duration. Living Specimen: Dr. de Havilland IJalli

Large ^'sevus qu tlu Back.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Tm rhnrrir /br itisfrtinfj anjiouiicemints >•'/ Births^ hfarrittgcs, and Deaths is 3s. 6(i.,

wliiiiii 4hould bt fbimaniUd In ilampi tiiilhtlu ontiounccinefif.

'..' BIRTH. '

,

'
' ',/,','

Ohsvkh.—January IStb, at 60,, 'Welbeck Street, Vf.,the wife of W. WataonChwae
P.B.O.8., of a son.' .

' i' "
. ,,

'
'

' MAIir.IAOE.S. \'
,

"

Bullock—Greathead.—On Januarj- llth, at fet. Jaiuc^'s. Veitgatc.on.Soa,
Joseph T;rne»t Brillock, M.D., of I.adbrnke 0^vl, Nottinu 'Jlifl, son of the
late Joseph Billlngsley Bullock, Solicitor, of Berkhflui.sted, Borts, to Ada,
only daughter of J. J. Greathead, R.N., of Sevenoaks.

JoNTs—Edwabd.s.- On January llth, at Bethel Chapel, Delflieiljr, J. Renrick
Jones, L.R.CP. and S., L.F.P.S., Eirlanfa, Llanrharadr, Oswestry, to Mary,
second daughter of the late Mr. Edwards, Plas.yn.du, Dolgelly, Mvrionfcth-
sliire.

DEATHS.
OiKAi'D On January 12th, at neathHeld, Shanklin, Isle of Wight, Herbert

Girand, M.U., iatie Deputy luepcctor-Oencral H.JL Bombay Army, in hi«
;iat year.

,

McDonald.—On January Hth, at 2.;, Glodstanea Road, Wast KBOHinctnn, Alas-
ander McDonlld, M.D., Fleet Surgeon (retired), Roy.il Sivy, 350 1 i').

Ri-DER.—At Barnwood House, Gloucester, on J|inu>ry 17th, B'cbard Ry(lw,
M.D., late of Bazelwood, Nailswortb, after three nbttbs' flln'^s^, 1^^ if.
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GiPjlRATION: DAyS AT tHip; LCNDOIT HOSPITALS.

tfdifDAY.

lUBBDAf
• !!r:l -A .-.'I

;iiiuom9r

WIDMB3D \X

THfJBaDAT _.

FRIDAY __

SAanBDAT

_10.80 !.«. ; Roysl Loudon Ophthalmli!.—1.30 ?.ir. ; Ouy'»(Opt-
thslmic Dopartmeut); and Ruyal W(«tmlD»ter Ophthalmic—

5

P.M. : Metropolitan free ; St. Mark's ; Oentrai liondon OpMhal-
niio ; Royal Orthopaidlo ; and Hospital for Women.—3.80 p.m. ;

0holflea HaspitaHor Women.
...9 A.M. : 8t. Mary's (Ophthalmifi DipsrtmeBt).—10.30 "A.M. :

Boyal London Ophthalmic—1.80 t'.h. : QayS ; St. Bartholo-

mews (Ophthalmic Department) ; 8t Mary's ; Boy»l Westmin-

ster Ophthalmic—2 P.M. c Westminster; Ht. Jl&rk's; Central

London Ophthalmic—2.80 p.m. ; West Loudon; Cancer Hospital,

Brompton.—4 P.M. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).

_10 A.M. ! National Orthopiadlc^lO.aO a.m. i Roy»l London

Ophthalmic—1 p.m.: Middleaet—1.30 p.m.: 8t Bartholo-

mew's
i
86. Thomas's ; Royal Westminster OphtL«lmic-2 P.M.

:

London ; University College ; Westminster ; O.-eat Northern

Oentrai ; Oentrai London Ophthalttiic—2.80 p.m. : Samaritan

Free Hospital for Women 'and Children ! St. Peter's.—* to 4

p. H. : King's College.

10.80 i-M. : Royal London Ophthalmic—1 p.m. : St. George a

-1,80 p.a. : St. Bartholomeiv's (Ophthalmic Department);

Guy 8 (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminstisr Ophthel.

Alio.—2 P.M. : Gharing Cross ; London ; Oentrai London Oph-
dhalnuc ; Hospital iSta Diseases of the Throat ; Hospital for

Women,—2,3(),p.M. ; North-west London ; Chelsea Hospital for

Women. .

..9 A.M. : St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 i.M.

!

Koyal London Ophthalmio.—1.16 p.m. ; St George's (Ophthal-

mic Dopartment).— I. SQp^m. [Guy's; R-oyal Westminster Oph.

thalmic—2 p.m.: King's College; St. Tljomas's (Ophthsapiic

Department) ; Central London Ophthalmic ; Eoyal South Lon.

don Ophthalmic ; EastLb-ndonHospitalforOhlldren.—S.SOp.m. i

"WestLondoii. '
'

..9 a.m. : Boyal Free.—I0.aOA.M. : Boyal London Ophthalmic—
1 P.M.: Kjn^s OoUegs.— 1.30 p.m.: St. Bartholomew's ; -St.

Thomas's; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. : Charing

Cross ; London ; Middlesei ; Boyal Free ; Oentrai London Oph-
tTislmic—'J.90 P.M. r Csnror Hospital. Brompton.

,««aOUB8 05" ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDQN
ii . HOSPITALS.

OdAiuBd Cbosb.—HWicnl %nd Sorgical, daUy, 1 i Obatotaio, Da. P.. l.SO:; SUn,

M. Th., 1.80; Dental, M.W. P., i). ^ „ L^ ~ , „„ ^ t,' n^
'

Oct's. -Med,ioal and Surgical, daily, 1.50; Obstetric, M fa. P., 1.30 ; Eye, M. Tn.

;

Th. F.,1.30; Bar.Tu. P.,12.-i0; Skin, Tn., 12.80; Dentil, Tn; Th. P.,12.

SiNo's (ioLLcOJ!.—Medical, dally, 2 ; Sorgioal, dally, 1.30 ; Obststric, 'Tn. Th. S.

9;op.,M. W. p.,1'2.80; Bye.M. Tli.,1 ; OphthalmJeDepar4ment,W.,l; Bar,

Ih., «•} Skin, Th. ; Throat, Th., 3 ; DenUl, Tu. F., 10. , „^ , . , „ _
LoNDoR.-fledical, daily, exo. 8., 2 ; Surgical, daUy, 1.30 and 2 ;

Obstetric, M. Th.,

1 30 p W 8 ,1.30 ; Eye, W. 8., 9 ; Bar, 8., 9.80 ; Skin, Th., 9 ; Dental, Tn., 9.
|

Middlesex.-Medical and auigical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tn. F., 1.30 ; o.p., W. S., i

1.30; Bye, W. 8., 8.80;-Ear»ndThroat, Tu.,9: Skin, Tu., 4 ; Dental, daily, 9.

St. BARTHOLOMEw's.-ModlcalandSnrRical, daily, 1.80; Obstetric, Tn. Th. 8., a;.

op W 8., 9; Eye, Tu. Th. S.,2.30; Ear, Tn. P.,2; Skin, P., 1.80; Larynx, P.,,

S.80;,OrthopiBdic,M.,2.S0; Dental, Tu.F.,9._ „^ . ^ „,_ c. ,
'

Bt. GEOROE's.-Medical and Surgical, M. Tu. P. 8., 1 ; Obstetno,Tn. 8.,1; 0^.,

Th 2 • Eye, W. S., 2 ; Bar, Tu., 2 ; Skin, W., 2 ; Throat, Th., ! : Orthopsedic, W.,

,

S; Dental, Tn.S., 9; Th.,1. ..,„,,. «'
Bt. Makt'8.—Medical and Surgical, daily, L45 ; Obstetric, Tn. P., 1.45; o.p., M.

Th , 1.30: Eye,Tn. P.S.,9; E», M. Tk.8; Xhroat.Tn.F., 1.30; Skin. M, Th.,|

9 30 ; Electrician, Tn. P., 2 ; D«ntal, W.jS., 9.30 ; ConsvUtations, M., 2.30 ; Ope-|

rations, Tn., 1.30; Ophthalmic Operations, P., 9. „^ ^ ._, „ ,m. « i

Bt. Thomas's.-Medical and .Surgical, daily, except Sat., 2; Obste.Jlc, M. Th., s ;,

op W, 1.30; Bye, M. Th.,2; o.p., daily, except Sat., LBO ; Bar, M., 18.30;

Skin, W., 12.80; Throat, Tu. F.,1.30; Children, S., 12.30 ; Dental, Tn. P., 10.

Ukivbbsitt Oolleoe.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 to 2 ; Obstetrics, M. Tn. Th.,

V 1.30; Bye, M. Tn. Th. F., 2 ; Ear, S., 1.80 ; Skin, W., 1.45 8., 9.15 ; Throat,.

Th.,2.>0; Dental, W.,10-B0. „,_, ^ „ - . i, «'
Westminster.—Medical and Smgical, dally, 1.80; Obstetric, Tn. F.,s

;
Kye.M.i

Th , 2.30 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Sktn.Th., 1 ; Dental, W.8. 9.16.
[

LETTERS, MOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

...CORRESPONDENTS.
u _

OoMMTmioi(TiOK>! re»p«ctlngedltoTlBlii!attorBshoTUab« addressed to the Editor,

429 Strand W London ; those concerning business mattarl, non-dollvery

of the JtroiaiAD', etc., should bo addraiaod ta the Munasor, »' tbe Oaice, 429-

Strand, W.O., London. ^ ^l ji*. _. J

III order to avoid delay, it Is particularly roqueste4 that all letters on the editorial

business of the Jocbhal be addressed to the Editor at the office of the Jodrnai,,

and not to his private honse.,... . . ^
.^^

|

AdtboBs desiring reprint" of Uhet »rticlefi pabhshed In the Bsmsa MroicAi,

.looRNiL, are requested o comjnnnioate beforehand with the Ift»nager, 4jy,

, CoaBESPONDENTs who wi.v no.Moft. tft be ,tiken of their communications, should

authenticatp th-m with "1r naiil*— of course not neces8»rily for pnhliraitlon.)

.
CoKRSSPoNDKNTs not an8>. ;red are requested to look to the Notices to Oorret

spondenrsof thti'ollo-viti^ tfcrlr. .

MASmcRIPTS XOKWARDPT) TO TffE OfPIOE OI THIS JOCIUJAl, CASNOT mJDER AKl

CiarUMSTANCES BE RETURNED. 1

PtTBLio HmXitH Dkpaktmext.—WeSh»;ihenmchobllg«dto Medical Offlcers ol

' Health If they will, on fdrwardiBg tJieir AnnOE! sna cftia Bejtorte, to>Woi-M

TiVi Xhi/piieate Omi&i. .-^jl'----' -""••^''" i 1

t^ To COEaESPOCOEKTS. ^BJ

OtJB cotrespondentii we reminded that prolixity la a great bar to pabUc«tlon,

and, with the constant tireasure upon every department of the Jobrsal, bre'Tity

of style and conoisenasa of sutement greatly faciUtaU early insertion. We

are compelled to return and hold over a great number ofcommonicatjons, ohieSy

by reason of their nnnecelsary length.

QrERIES.

C. W. asks lor refeicac* to^yaiithentic recflrds of (Jijihtbcritic pmlysts |Withoat

previous angina. ,r

W. I. C. asks to be enlightened as to tl»e causes and prevention of eczema iris.

and whether any treatment will shorten the attacks. -
.::<l

Associate a.sks for the formula of » good clieap.couglitiitiC(nie Or mixture forUnb,

union, and hospital practice.
, i ... .; '.

L.E.C.S.E01N. a*s anv reader who ha^ very recently passed the ftial ciamina.

tiiu for the J-ellowilup of the Boyal CoUege of b«f««°°^, «'
^f^^J'^VJ*

'"

inform him as to the best boo^s tofead oa the various subjects of the ei-

auiiuatioii. -,.'.-.';.; ..j ••/ ,,;rir ;
i

Mr. Hugh Heald (Ormskirk) writes : It'aiy of your "'''"f'y^'' "!,=™°^f^
with .a small cotuge hospital would be willing to g''^ """J^^'f^f^J^'^J^
regard to est or esUbli!.hing and of carrying one on, I should he very mnou

obliged. They might communicate with me direct.

1 .::, vicr
;.

'

SCITABILIIT OF FLORIDA FOR AsTHMA. ..„„j;„
iKDniREVs writes • A natient who is liable to occasional attacks of spasmodic

''a*^h"L',\^who itrarri^d, with three children U an^rious to ^no^ the suKa-

bility or otherwise of Florida, between degrees 29 and 'M, as a place of perma-

nent residence.

AS.SWERS.

no -n T «Tiivr»i5 <;hnnld in the fiist instance commtinicate with Dr. K.

^Bur^et!-6f Upper Wimpol" Street, who -was the treasurer of the liind re-

ferred to.

r,= V r TixrrvoArn Snreeon-Gcneral.—ieoutaKoTis ai (0 Df/ecls o/Fisioit lil?l•:c^

bv air Joseph Fayrer, K.C.S.I., is published by Messrs. ChurchUL o^"^ =°r^

spondentlilght have'a^certain'ed tui-, by referring to the " Index to Advertise-

ments" in the Joubkal for January Tih (ra gr.).

East Avolia who inquires about the removal of superfluous hairs, might refer to

the n^erous notes on the treatment by electrolys^ which have ^PP^jd 'u to

JocBNAL during the last few years, for example-1886, vol. I, pp. isi, ana

vol. ii, p. 976.
STPHU.IS.

Dr. C. B. Ili..>-cworth (Accrington)
.""'«„^,J°

""^^^ '"
^l^^^-^^'eh *ltave

be allowed to reconituend the loUowing method of tieatment, wmcn

foiind rapidly efficacious for some years past. -.,,;„„ tv^i^ ._Sn1 hvd
Internlllj^ the buiiodide of mercury in t^'^'^e of potassium thu» -Sol- hyd.

oleateof mercury twice a day. •

. : .. iiti !r :ir : .;

DtiDESl KNDKD TESTICLES. _,,Ji„,

MB. S. OSBORX thinks that, 1. It IS ""''^btedly the di^tv of fte medii^

attendant to examine the scrotum, to see a the condition of affairs ^sstui

previously diagnosed. 2. It would also be the d.-^'y
°f >,'^f,^fA'J.'imy Eoto

plain fullv the result of such a condition, prodricmg as t ^O'. stoUty K>m

ioutractiig parties should be made cognisant of t^« '»"„«*'"^'"'= •'^' *"*

ceedings mightin the future be taken to setasido the^contract.

XOTES, lETTERS. ETCV

Apl>Ll0^TI0^• OF Blectrioitv bv Me.vns of.Doucbbs.

Dr. J G Douglas ™RR (Bath) writes; I have recently been making some cx-

DerimeitfXch prove that the water of the douches employed in the massage

douche tethsh in suflicient continuity to conduct an electric cixrrent So far

iril^owth.risLrhrs attempt w-hich has been made to ut.lise thLS power-

fultbersTeuti^ agent in this way. Either the continuous or interrupted en-

roots mav be used The procedure is very simple. One pole of tte hatteij i=-

I?uchrf to thTmetalhc nozzle of the douche, and by moving the other to differ,

ent Dosition^anv part of the body can be made to complete the circuit, and thus

bb'rogh; under' the action of dectiicity. When it is desired to .-t^ up^n the

wrfhAatiBotsitsuDona fiat pole, and the limbs are douched, ior thearm

thlmiLuniin the hand.. Whin there is no need to limit the action to a

'r imb, the m°v'we pole is placed in the wafer which covers the patient s

feet" and rtie douche brought t» b«.r on thediflerant partsin ^C""'"":,. -.. „

Tins n.odeofT.i plication, which combines the effect oi; douching with elec-

trieitv has th. advantiuje over orl.nary electric baths of beii-s under better

conl rol 7ud also of locrsatiou. JIucVstronger ':»^'<'"".'?^''\'il«' "^/" S^
?tote only a^ acted upr.Ti than would te safe in a general body-bath where the

great nerve ceutres are also involved.

CHLORopoBJI IK DEStAL OpEBAIIOSS.

Mb =!ids-et Spokss, M. R.C. S. (Anesthetist to the Sational tlental Hospital)writcs.

PerSfJe to Jfcord a prr>rosV against the use of chlorolorm m dental operatr^ns

assSEj«.l«d und«r TherepmUo Momoraada-in the JotJRKAL for Juinars 'Tth^

-u. ife |^Sie\S?dfc to " nerrons l«ii« .ivbo aft, -pr«)na«»d .gamst any term
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«n.ploy .ora. other in conJiTnctiSn with ^«'^h^ in .^ i'
"'»>:'* J""

mult from chloroform M.gcDoral «n "it&c t . P'?/»«.<" ">" occslon.l

^s.;^^jii^7^Sll!SiSSrj^™.- .P..0.
m.n>^ .nd other forolKn countries,re not »lowH^f ;" '^'^'Bi'"". Oer-
hy v.rtue of those .L-r,-". The d.^^.tZ '° ™'=''^ '" *''««'e countries
»uth..rl.* their holdc » rpresent thomseC

»'""''>' ,?'=i™"'"! titles which
B.*r<l,«„d, on p«,i„K,i,VsriteoMminat?oi ^,r5 7 "l"

^^"^ Exami.mtiou
I think, therefore, it would l«unw?,^ to ™i^'^T'"'''''-''' K™"'"'' ^^ Practise.
donot.uthori.0 their holders to D?2ct^,e^in^L^*™f'"^''''' <=™'"^>- ^"hich
gr«nted. It is too .bsurd in this lee S .Mow h™"'"" '" '"'''"='• they are
reratin v«st«d In a few oiH Vfi^L^j '"""' "" "'"noi'oly in degrees to
physicUn^nd „^?KeonTho" W (afiTever?^"''',"'"- .^""^ '^S-''^ l""' fed
Britain) ,H„se,s t'fe rlght''?;"t''hl"ut',^ oVd7ct^r"or,j;edicin"'e."''

^"" ""^' ««"

"s-o^cr;,?t,iJrt'?e&sTi3^^!i) x^,^,i" '^/, j»r*-- "f
^'--^ ^•"

'

tlon of a small qoautity of yeast fthe naLnf uf^ \V" """' '^"'^''^ »" '"J"-

thing else, and maki rectil re yaver^slmr,l»nHV ',""''' ""'<"'" """' any.
I cannot .peak too highly of the pm-e7 or 1, .*"'' P?"'''^^-'' matter. Moreover,
tion.ol tK^allmentLI-y canal ThflSJ^'^'^^'i'V""'^ ''isher por!

;!o'p-.ji"""
"« "'^«- - this'^i>'»°ptr^?Lrrou"y.trrre""

''pnVrn-r„f,etriS\ire?o''.TJ3rl^I!rv74^r'"^./\';"''>' ""' » »-

-SSi^;^»ia»5lS?^^=5-.nr..ltha

«. indebted to him for em°pfeasis'rnL'thre',^ ,>fnl'l/.'-.°?f?.'.'?'=
«-="''/-''

.
Wo

[Jan. 2 1, 1888.

•"o^'^^'^^.yy.o:lJ::z,:z''T^ ^'"'n--, Te.g„:

Wiglesworth, Rainhlll; Medical Sn'r J n ti ^f""'"' Oalway
; Dr.

ford
; Dr. A T^ickel w.^e M, I """""r'

"""""''''
= "'' " SI"", Here-

oTth!Ht^::;'sXLVnd"n.'^"™C^trw^'''\'^"T^^«""^^
Manchester; Dr R Aldria^rV •, ^'"'!' ^arrrngton

;
Dr. McKeown,

Humphry, Cambridge M,"^ ^"r '
' ""'r

'''•"'• ^'"^"'^^
= «'• ^

OlasgowI'Mr. 8. UnL, Orang;mtth'T"d R""ni"„='';h"r^
'"'"'

C„n Uh-Lo;don°D'r^r''r^ ^k fr'""
"^"^^ ^°'""'"' ^urgeon-Oen" !

ir,. lon^„r n ? •' HutJbard, Herael Hempstead; Mr. R N Picker

d:J?:'aX l.l^fr^LrToL^' .^^A^he^-i!"^^^'
^'"^^^^^^

Sunderland
; Mr. J. Myer, Philadelnhia • T , ?

" „ '

f^''
^- ^^ Mushens,

C, Holman, Reigate; M^. B. j' p'!
Ma-'e Ma'hon, NonhleacV dTTc Lvm" iJ""'

Be^fort WestV^ro;y"%^; p^.^^' .'oXnl C."/- R^'Tt

'

Salford; Mr. J. Kirkt.y, South Shields; Dr. Jacob leed, Mr s nu

«. indeWd to him f^r empg s^sTng thre^x^ll^'nc'e'^of'^^htrtf/^T"''^
^»

Is at least due to the writer of the artiele on J^^^^- i""
remedy, but surely it

"/Mfdicin, to notice that he there mentf„n^ ^n^V^"" '" .^™'"'« Diaionar,,
Jected.in .mall quantltiea into the r"'-^-"

"" "glycerine in'

Tto T IT
MKMBrRfl OF THE COLI EGK

^'«^^^."ohifk'o^':rix^^^^^^^^ "-.^~ "bout
views with the PrIvTCounci fwi^shto knowif ».lVr'\r'''=t'"«'

'n" '"t"-

i^.iw?frrn' fai„r^f;fEf- '---- Kred-'to'tii-

^lijo^^^-f:{^^Ci^:c:;Su:r:?kS^^ ^
-

XU'ry!rj,j:,.^To:;r;:^';rr:'^^;.-''"'-- - --. --""

^5iMr;^?r.?:„m'.ry oVfe^k'o^f^r/^yfa"^ "^^n- ^

''li™" - -rolntout
and uaed the WniodldeVfme?cu?J in »cir?et fever ri".''T;'*

"" '"'""'' '"'"»'^^''

letter of May l.t, 188^ you wMn, ?cc[ve tLn L" 'h- i
"'"'' *"! refer to n.y

r^-'.''^o^Tt^r;v£<''''''"'«J;»^"

rcn=B^r^^xt4?r" - - --i.arnr;°;:'

,
A^uuou, L>r. K. J. fergnsnn, Barrow n Funip^« Mr w i.

Or^^ch
;
Mr. . Welah," -i.tJ;^?I?;/nr^=.:i.t^ ^t;

BOOKS, ETC., RECEIVED.

^"'i^acki^ird £'"^888.^' """"^"^ «<">""- «-^-. M.B., CM.
N-ote-Book for Dental Students. By James Rymer, L.D.8., M R C S

^^=Xt?aV?rton!?rTa°nVi°cf.Si„«^ ^^--'oP-- Heath.

Londoc

F.K.C.8.

''"
KSft'o^™''""

^^^"='" ^"--^ «'»' - Appendix. By EUas Longley. A New

"'''TZ^:t'^sl '^^^•^•J--on,M.D., F.R.C.P. Edinburgh: T.J.
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AN ADDRESS
OS

SURGICAL INSTINCT.
Delwred at the Annual Meeting of the Staffordshire Branch,

October 27th, 1SS7.

Br W. DUKNETT SPANTON, F.K C.S.Ed.,

Surgeon to the Korth Staffordehira Infirmary.

I

Gentlembn, I hope to bo able to interest you for a short time in con-

sidering what I will vcntnre to term surgical instinct.

Now what constitutes a surgeon ? I would say that the acquire •

ment of surgical knowledge, so far as is evidenced by the possession

of a diploma to practise the art and science of surgery, is no true

guarantee that the possessor of it understands his work. You may

perhaps mould an unlikely mortal into a being who calls himself a

surgeon, but his actions belie him ; and sooner or later, if he does not

discover it himself, his friends or his enemies will discover for him

that he has mistaken his vocation.

To begin with, the surgeon must have that inherent love of the

work ho has to do which will render it not an irksome task, but the

pleasure of his life ; he must have " a heart at leisure from itself to

soothe and sympathise " with those whom he has to treat. With his

surgical instinct to guide him, our ideal surgeon will seek to extend

his knowledge, and to allow no obstacle to turn him from the pursuit

of it through life. " Let men be assured that the fond opinion that

they have already acquired enough is a principal reason why they

know so little" (Bacon, Essays, p. 251); and "if a man has not

such a decree of enthusiasm and love of his art as will make him im-

patient of unreasonable opposition, and of encroachments upon his

discoveries and his reputation, he will never become considerable in

any branch of natural knowledge " (Dr. W. Hunter, ^fedlcal Com-

mentaries). , , .. . ,. r, J.

How far surgical instinct is a matter of evolution I cannot say, but

it is curious to hnd an illustration of it among fishes, such as_ the

telescope fish, where the male acts as accoucheur to the female in a

most amusing manner by rolling her over and over, and a still more

surgical proceeding in the hufo obstctricans, one of the toads, where

the male severs the gelatinous cord by which the ova are attached to

the female. I cannot, however, imagine that man's primitive sur-

gery was ever quite so simple as this, especially when we find among

some of the oldest writings e.xtant, which carry us back at least

twenty-five centuries, indications of advanced knowledge very little

behind what we know now. 460 B.C. we find Hippocrates, whUe

strenuously advocating Nature as the physician of disease, yet in sur-

gery a bold operator. He trephined fearlessly, opened the chest in

Sydrothorax and empyema, and treated fractures and dislocations

by means of wax bandages as we now treat them with plaster of Tans

while in the treatment of infantile clubfoot he practised and advocated

a plan of bandaging and fixation such as the most advanced surgeons

now chiefly rely upon.

This example will suffice for my purpose, to show that enormous as

are the advances which expetience has afforded to the present genera-

tion, we must not overlook the fact of instinctive surgery, and that

the ancients who wcro the fortunate possessors of it have paved the

way for modern advances far more than those who confine their

reading to the journals and modern textbooks would be led to

believe.

In the ages when mysticism in its varied forms was rampant,

although we find glimpses of the knowledge that Nature herself

would do all that was necessary, no practitioners were bold enough to

hazard their reputation by acting up to this belief, but almost invari-

ably resorted to some application or some mysterious performance to

give it due effect. To Hippocrates is due the everlasting credit of hav.

ing broken through these bonds, which the Asclepiadaj had so care-

fully striven to maintain by making the practice of medicine a secret

art. In his famous first aphorism is a sentence not often quoted,

though to ray mind far more significant than the better known " ars

longa, vita brcvi.i." He says : "The physici.an must not only be pre-

pared to do what is right himself, but also to make the patient, the

attendants, and externals ro-operate." Herein he displays his. true

perception of surgical treatment, the secret of his success. At. this

time and for centuries after, the surgeons proper were only, asSpence

riAISl

callsthem "hands for the learned doctors," and thus their sphere of

Xervatfo'n, and of power to act independently must have been ve^

limited It was in fact, a mechanical kind of surgery, confined

Sy to cuttTng for ston^, cure of rupture -'I ot^^- ^P^f-S^'P^™:

t^ons, many of which would probably have been far better left

undoke The true surgical instinct seems to have been handed down

throuch the physicians, and by a gradual process the modem surgeon

has been evolved, retaining the true hereditary instinct; necessity,

experience! and above all 1 keen knowledge of all his surroundings
^

"'^Thei'maVb: "ome danger, perhaps, that surgeons of the presenf;

day may become too mechanical, Ud that, '^^il^'h^ Pl>y»'"f."'°°^' "P°",i

evJrv affection he meets with as one amenable to therapeutic treatment,

or, as some would put it, the vis m^dicatrh-. ^tur<r only, tho ^"geo'> "

apt to go to the'opPO«t« extreme. The medical mind is apt to fa 1

into the error which even in the great minds of Abernethy, of Pott,

and of Astlev Cooper, almost led thim astray-that of argely ignoringW ditease in the importance of considering constitutional >.nfluences.

It is perfectly true! as Sir Astley Cooper has so well P^i^tel on',

tha the suscept bility of different individuals is a matter of vital fo-

ment At present we have no means of gaugng the resisting power

STndividuals, some of whom seem almost mjury-proof while others

succur^b ?mo t from being looked at. I remember a stnking instance

o"in a patient who w^ to have had an abdominal section per-

tm d but' he died suddenly the night before. Nothing was found

after death beyond an ordinary ovarian cystoma and a fatt> heart It,

?his had occurred after the operation instead of before there would have

bZ one more case added to the list of deaths ascribed to surgery, no

^"in'some instances we meet with the whole system seems imbued as

it were with a tendency for disease-for example tubercle-to mam-

fesTitself somewhere, as in the metastasis from the chest to the abdo^

men or as in a case of a man whose leg I amputated for tubercular

r/no'vitis! who went on very well as far as the leg --Xf This
"«

died of acute tubercular meningitis in three weeks after. Thi^ 'S

one mode of origin of local disease which is not infrequently ignored

h system is so'fuU of the tendency to it that it must -™e -4---
where But may not the converse be equally true ? W hUe "e one

Tonditioni^ essentially constitutional, probably f="'°"'f
""S

f^^J?
manv eeneratious, in the latter case it would be purely local

,
and

SthJugri mght'be of a character to become ''o°''^j°;'»°^l^,';;"f

aenerafons may be needed to endue it with an hereditary characer

ITp"eTea'chesusthat it is *" -/- ^° ^r^t here to tie surgica

instinct which savs,
" Remove the disease lorthwith ,

a^
/f^^?

whdom of o7r patients increases, so as to lead them to speak of local

diseases while in their earliest stages, who knows but, in course of

time their hereditary constitutional character may be stamped out ?

"The su .eon meets'with a case of local mischief ;
take for example

knowledge there can be no hesitation as to the course to P»"ue. We

cated I might refer to many instances m support of this pnnciple,

=r;:yj=,r»K r.. ,r.":i>r£' •».,...

be cured Six weeks afterwards ho presented himself »g»'»' ^^« "^"

pCand death occurred shortly after. Of course I ought to horte
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dowb.t.'" Then it ¥fas «ha. transition
,

from apaa-
ignan^ i^aditioti proW.Iy 't.y,9k;:j)l'a4 '".]

'"^"•"•

iji I will refer to la ouo of a! ijjfn ayir 06,' 'M^6\il]

op*r»f«d while "indoi^bt.
siva to oil iicliv* luali^

T)j9 only olhor ,cast!

soUier, whoax I saw incQiisultatiou fpr a Kro'Vth ^veT tli^ asceiifl^Bg'

nuns uf the lower jaw, involving the .skiii, \yhich was beginnirijf to
ulcorate. Tho Uws were DxcJ, so that (or soiiio timp only fici^ulds

roulil h« iioureJ. behinil the tfeth. The man was reJuttd to a skoloton,
and was kept alivo by morphine and stimulants, suiroriiig fxcruoiatiiig
p»ijUL Uu waji seen by sou^ very ^ood .surgoous, whft coBsidflred the
disea-se malignant, and dcchnod to interfere, as the suhm^jillary gland
w»» also enlarged on the same sida. The man's extromo sutfering,
and his williujjuoss to submit to any measure which might give even,
a tom|i*ravy respite, niaJe me resolve to operate. 1 removed one half
o( the lower jaw, with a largo elliptical pieco. of skin involved in the
growth [wbii-Ji was sarcomatous, growing from the periosteum), and
th» patient ramJI.y got well. After the operation the loc.il glands
increased greatly iu a^ze, and alarmed us considerably ; but, in .spite

of *U thoso adverse conditions, recovery was complete, and he is now,
five year* after, a hale, active man, in perfect health. The disease
Kero was clearly local, in spite of all its deceptive surroundings.
On the other liand, tlie surgeon will meet with many cases referred

to him which more prpfarly belong to the ph3-sici,\n. One of the
most common of thesa is gout or rbeuuiaiisra, so often the result of
an injury, but where general treatment is of course demanded.'
Some time since 1 met with a very interesting case, in which the

tables were, as it were, turned upon us by that goddess "Nature."
A )»d whom I saw iu consultation was sulfering from tlie usual indi-
cations of ordinary leuk;emia. He was extremely feeble, pale, putTy,
breathless on exertion, with rapid heart action and feeble pulse, and
had that well-known waxy look characteristic of the disease. He had
been a healthy, country-born lad, and his surroundings were favour-
able. On examining ttie blood from his finger, I was struck, not only
by the great disproportion of white to rod corpuscles, but by their
reUtive increase to tUo serum of the blood. Under the ordinary treat-
ment he made no progress whatever, took little food, and seemed
reduced almost to the last extremity. Then Nature, wiser than we,
somehow caused violent epistaxis, and from that time recovery was
rapid. I confess that it never entered my mind to adopt such a
romedy, and my instinct was clearly at fault. How did it effect the
cure J The only explanation I can oiler is this : assuming the blood
to be too viscid, as it was, for free circulation to take place, nutrition
would bo pro iaiUo seriously interfered with ; the heart would fruit-
lessly endeavour to overcome the dilRcuIty (giving rise to its own
symptoms), and a general suspension of the assimilative functions of
the body would occur. The bleeding from the nose released the
mechanical impediment by at once getting rid of the surplus of solids
in the blood, and the organs were left free to act again.

I am led to think this is the true explination, because it affords a
key also to tliose otherwise obscure cases we meet with in girls rising
into womanhood, which are common enough. The symptoms are
similar

; the girl keeps too fat, too flabby, pale, and weak, iron does
her no good, and her good appetite only seems to add to her trouble.
There is in these cases invariably amenorrhiea. As soon as that
passes away, the natural flow does for them wliat the epistaxis did for
the boy, .and they rapidly get well.

The number of cases which fall into the h.ands pf the surgeon,
having a local character, often completely overlooked or uudisoovered
owing to the manner in which a purely medical mind inspects
them, is rather remarkable. Chief among those are uterine or ab-
dominal cases. How often do wo meet with cases of monorrhagia
which have been under eeneral treatment for weeks or even mouths,
and find an unsuspected malignant dbease of the cervix, or perhaps a
small polypus uteri.

I .saw some time ago a lady who had been the subject of almost con.
slant hwmorrhag.!, asoribed to " change of life," but which at length
alarmed her and her friends. Ou examining her I found nothing
more or les-s than a small higlily vascular urethral caruncle, which
was removed, and her troubles ceased. No surgeon would have al-
lowed a case of that sort to remain undetected. I could mention
•core* of these ca.sea where the reliance on simple therapeutic or
homojopathic treatment (so called) almost led to the death of patients
in whom a timely surgical e.xamination and local treatment would
have put the matter right without risk and at once. In the opposite
condition, ameaorrhcea, I am afraid oven worse blunders of omission
aa well as commission occur. Quite recently a patient came under

1 Similarly we meet with Inrtanoes of Mtoomyelitis treated aa theumatism, andI6»Ber«not Infreqaentty the iMl) o( MptJoemia is o>i,^l«n for ncadel: toirenThey may BererthelcM b« look^ npon as flnt couHns.'
' ^We.WP'f

imy care with an enlarged abdomen, who was sent for operation as a
lease of ovarian tunv^ur, .Tlys, TI^oIb Sfirfaca of ,the abdomen was
istudded with pustul^^,(^l^l^ jivirfe, I} f6und,]/iau\ed by hypodermic
injections which had been employed by a nian with a medical turn of
mind for m^ijy w^eks, y-ljt;ther to disperse the tumour or no I cannot
say. .She wis jirttguant. simply., Ooi /nstinfe; 1 'Jnatl with of a
womaii' who had- been diligently tvuated ,with pmmeuJigogues, ,^tc.,

iu whom I failed to discover any uterus at s\\. She never had ttien-

stru.itcd, and never would.' ' OtheV frenuont causes of either of these
conditions, aildalni6s<l Always ao^iompanied witli' iiysmondrrh(ea, are
flexions of the uterus. Tho taedlcal mind prescribes tonics, perhaps
change of air and scene (often the very worst things), and trusts en-
tirely to general. tteatme'irt' of symptoms tii: effect a tfUre, DutihiWt
often does this succeed i The patient, .after weaiy^ijjj of thia,nus»jtj|i|-^

factory state), cpme%^p the siirgeou, who spiply applies liis instinctliyo

surgical knowledge ,to this, 'as he would tfe any itjicr pai't of the
ihody, and''fintling a'mechanicsl rausb; treats it Th(ichanically,''Whbtt"
the eubordinStfe syfnptoms speedily disappear. I have a latron^sastti
picion that niahy .praOtitioners who njeatwith .cases of; this, kiiiii,-wt
|f5om a soft flf, kindly wisdom, that ;ili. is safeslj npt to meddle, wil,h,

.

what they do not,vinderstand, .Tjid,. l.eavprN^tuie io do for tt^in what

'

they are themselves unable. Hut!is this fai.r to'.t'fie .fjiir p.iitierit*'"
'"'"'

'

Another class of cases are not nncftmnibhly referred tbiuVgefeiitf'1*^'

deal with as a dernier rework— abdominal obstructions of varioufs IrindH.'

:

In the course of my practice I have seen a large, ijujjoiber , of tlwic,
some of strangulated haruia treated for several days, in one case by
three medicai heads .without any suggestion of an operation untU
when 1 was asked to see the patient he was morihand ; some of hydro-

'

cele, one of whoin has lately seen me having worn a truss for siXteeU'
years, which has at last caused a ha^matooele. These are commonly
the product of that wiseacre the surgical instrument chemist, whof
always thinks if he does know one thing better than another it ii( ».
rupture. I look upon the truss in the hands of chemists as a most
dangerous weapon; the results of their ill-judged applications are offon'
most disastrous. Not long ago I operated oil a patient of my friend
Dr. Orton, in whom a truss had actually been applied by a London
chemist ou an already strangulated hernia, which almost cost th'a'

patient his life.
'

Similarly with intestinal obstructions. The surgeon only sees them,''
too often, when the friends of tho patient find death imminent under'
tentative treatment. I saw quite recently a lady at a distance whom
I was sent for to operate upon. There was a distinct obstruction in '

thp right iliac fossa, as plainly indicated as anything could be, with a'

history of old local peritonitis, i)robably a band. She had been well'
dosed with purgatives until sickness was iuce*sant—enemata, etc,,'

likewise. When I saw her she was moribund and almost pulseless,'

and I declined to operate. The medical nian iu charge of the case'

seemed to haye no idea of the real state of alfidrs ; to his purely
medical mind it was inflammation, and ho told me with the blandest
simplicity "it was nothing more." In another instance a more for-

tunate result occurred ; that of an elderly man who had been under
treatment for absolute constipation for ueiirly three w;eks. Obstruc-
tion was complete, vomiting incess;int, and when I saw him hu was
reduced almost to the last extremity. Ho had been under treatment
by two medical men the whole time on the usual expectant plan,
rational enough from a medical point of view, only it did no good.
Another surgeon was called in who asked me to see him ; and iiudJAg
frpg} the history indications of obstruction ou the left side of (lie

cpjoa, ill as he was we decided to operate. Colotoiny was perforroedi,
and an enormous quantity of undigested potato-skins came rushing
ojt, very mnch to our amazement. On iuipiry we found that tho
last meal he had more than three weeks before had been some potatoes
whole, of which he ate freely. Hence the result, and the wisdom 'of

treating the case surgically. He is row quite well. ___^.,
','

In no department has the surgical instinct been shovvn moVccW-
picuously than in what is usually termed abdominal surgery. This
has undergone a complete revolution during tho last twenty-live years.
Tho subject is now too familiar to need many words, but it is only
duo to our distinguished member, Mr. Lawsou Tail, to say that it is

mainly to his energetic an<l powerful advocacy that tho reformation
is due. Sir .Spencer Wells made ovariotomy a justifiable and successful
operation, Marion Sims gave the impetus to other pelvic surgery, but
to Lawson Tait the credit is certainly due of having inaugurateii a wider
fope, which brings almost allabdoiiiiual, certainly u)niost all pelvic, dis-
eases within tho range of not only ju.stifiable but eminently successful
operative surgery. When I was obstetric assistant at .Middlesex Hospital
iu 1862, two very illustrative cases came under my care, which indi-
cate the state of feeling iu the profession at that time, and which I
will briefly, relate. A married, worn an, ^gsd 28, ht^d $yie qMdr^^
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naturallv. The midwife who attended her in her sixth labour, finaing

ier after delivery still measuring forty five inches, sent, for me, sup-

posing there waj another child. I saw her with Dr. Priestley, and we

Found she had a large ovarian tumour At the end o( three ^e^^s she

was about again, her size undiminished. Tho poor woman d. d sud-

denly two mouths afterwards, frotu rupture of the cyst and peritonitis,

'as I found po,(morlcm. During the, whole time such a thing as an

operation was never discussed, so far as I remember
;
and steadied, as

90 many used to do and even now do, from rupture of the cyst.

The other case was one in which ovariotomy was performed by Mr.

Mitchell Henry, with Sir Spencer Wells at his clbow-the first ever

performed in Middlesex Hospital. The case was one which we now

should con.sider a simple one, with rather extensive adhesions. All

went well until at night, as I was watching the patient, every indica-

tion of internal ha^orrhage came on. I sent to the surgeon to know

what to do, and to ask if he would reopen the abdomen The reply

was that nothing could be done beyond givmgbrandy, etc., secu.idum

arUm \.i>. 1SG2. The young woman died in a few hours, and we

ioan<l,po.4im'riem, one bleeding vessel in the omentum and a quan-

tity of blood in the abdominal cavity. I venture to say that, under

the influence of Tail's teaching, such an event now would amount to

surgical treachery. I can recall, also, the instance of a young woman

whom I saw soon after this period, blanched, with a history of sup-

pressed menses, and evident internal ha-morrhage. I will .piote tne

words of the standard textbook at that time, referring to such cases

of what I assumed to be rupture of the Fallopian tube :
This acci-

dent is almost always fatal. If there be time for remedies, of course

the most active antiphlogistic treatment is the most appropriate ;

such, in fact, as would be prescribed for peritonitis under ordinary

circumstances" (Churchill, His. Worn., 1864, p. 494). I trusted to

this teaching, aud, as a consequence, my young patient c^ied

before night. Now that the ordinary rules of surgery are applied to

the interfor of the abdomen as to the exterior, such a lamentaole result

cannot occur without culpable negligence somewhere. In those days

we knew no better. , , , . » -t ,-„

So with regard to other affections of the female pelvic organs, it s

quite clear that many of these, which have formerly been m the hands

of the physician, will become proper subjects for the surgeon A

new light has dawned on many obscure conditions which have been

too often guessed at, frequently mistaken, and perhaps m many

instances entirely overlooked. The unhappy patient suQermg from

chronic ovaritis, frompyosalpinx, or some allied disease is often the

victim of everlasting medical treatment, sometimes a little better,

much more often worse, until the cause of her trouble is removed ;

and our united experience as a Society I am sure fully confirms Mr.

Tait's decided statement that nothing short of the removal of the

oflending parts will be permanently etfectual. Indeed, he has made

this no longer a question of doubt, but an established rule of surgery.

For mv paTt. I fail to appreciate the sickly sentimentality ot those

who raise objections to all such operations for removal of ovanes,

whether diseased or not, on the ground of unsexing a woman, because

I think the reasoning is founded on a false assumption. Has anybody

shown one of the converted masculine women as a complainant on her

own behalf I never heard of one and never expect to see one.

Kow to turn for a moment to some of those cases m which we are

so greatly indebted to physicians and physiologists such as cerebral

tumours. Although the brain has been dissected and knowu for

three thousand vears or more, it is only within a recent period, since

the localisation of the functions of the brain has been carefully ascer-

tained by physiological investigations after pathological observations

failed, that a sufficiently precise knowledge has been obtamed to justify

any specific surgical operation for their removal. ^^ e now know from

experience that the interior of the brain may he surgical v dealt with
^

like other interior parts of the body, provided proper skill and pre-

cautions be exercised. . ' v j

Mv friend and colleagno, Mr. John Alcock, some time, ago had .a

case in which he removed a depressed portion of the skull which had

been the cause of epileptic attacks continuing many years and did so

with complete success. There is every reason to hope that m this

happy union of physiological knowledge and practical surgery many

lives will in future be saved from some of the most distressing ills

which torment the human body.
, . , , , „ „,

Since I read a paper at Cork in 1ST9, by which T acquired a rather

unenviable title, the smouldering fire of attempts to cure herma under

modern systems has been fanned into a llame, as will be readily seen

by the mass of literature which has since appeared on that subject,

and I am disposed to hope that the old misdirected surgical instinct

(like that which does not prevent swallows Hying agamst objects m
their way) has been so far modified by recent knowledge and expe-

rience that operation for this affection has now become what it never

wis formerlT not only a justifiable proceeding but one which the

Sttte W a dght to look lor in the interest of future generations.

Bu I have al"fady had a good deal to say on th s -^tter dsewhere

and will now only add that the evidence of the last fe'^ y^*"^^

largelvn favour^ of some operative procedure, and that deaths

from strancailited hernia, ought in time to be almost nnknown.

'"u-t us nfw proceed to consider how the sui-geon -to •' make tie

^t^t:^^^'^^r pati^Ii'VTlo

S^Sr^H^=rirsrq^o^^^S
must blput into as favourable a condition as the circnmsUnces will

^^¥Se ;^nrS:^'ari-rortant one. However much may den^nd

on the sMlof tile surgeon, his etrorts may
^-.^"^^r^V™^^^*^!^^

an officious nurse or an ignorant but willing friend. Let him taKe

care therefore, to ascertain for himself that the attendant is one on

whom he can afely rely. Trained nurses are very niuch like trained

^edSal m?", ZZ are-lxcellently practical, -fe o^'^-
TorTS.

.sthetical. Many of the best
^-lf^^^:^^llll^^Z^:^:T^^Z

w^ltiSteT'wUh r^- fo^b'rs,Vhfkn'ows bf a sort .of surgical

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
other. There are plenty such, and a great comfort it is to have

^^^J^- , , vio „T, tVn "pTternals '" The experience of recent

yea^rs^rstus^JTlVntiJe^^chanteT the Me. ^|h forme.y pr.

bt:^::^^^^^^^ -[nf;:^ose^z'^^
^ndyTt the internal sanitary arrangements were such as to brmg

''sf.c3'i:s:tKi., M~ ».~, V.J
.-

-^.^^^^^^^^^

gated, whitewashed, and so on, before his patient enters it,, a^d that

those surgeons who can boast of the most successuu > u

r?,k«^to satisfy themselves on this ^^^\}^l'°^^^V'^ll'.

tr •jiifsitr.is'«... ^r,t'rfeirsi»t;i
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my Mticnt ? According to Listemn doctrines, such an effect was im-
I>osublo. But it occnrrcd, nevortheles.i, and to my mind it affords a
elus to some imporUnt consideration.s in connoction with this subject.
We all kuotv that Lister's theory is biisca on the principlo that to
produce morbid resulu nftor an operation or a broach of surface Kcrins
of soma kind must find an entrance ; and the object of bis practice is
to keoi) out if possible, or to render inert, any such morbilic bodies.
But I have long thought, and am now very much inclined to agree
with Sir Henry Roscoe C-\ddrc.«.s, Brit. Assoc, Manchester, 1887) w-lien
he says

:
" Present research points to the conclusion that the micro-

scopiat ^must give way to the chemist, and that it is by chemical
rather tuan by biological investigations that the causes of diseases will
DO discovered and the power of removing them obtained." I do not
think sufEcient regard has been had to the influence of ptomaines,
which must be far greater than that of mere germs, and which have
been proved capable of producing their speoilic poisonous effects "in
entire absence of living organisms." Take, for example, yeast, in itself
inert, and so far as I know quite harmless in a wound ; but place it in
some saccharine solution, and you get an active poison (alcohol) speedily
developed. Are there not analogous conditions of the blood or fluids
of our own body in which, when a certain germ is introduced, poisonous
ptomaines are developed which exert an influence which the germ
lUelf was quite powerless to effect ? Given a certain condition of the
body, whether due to influences from within or surroundings without
and the introduction of a certain kind of germ immediately leads to
such changes in the state of the pabulum as to create a poisonous pro-
duct. Take, for eximple, a case of osteomyelitis. We often wonder
why, in a case of this kind, in which there has been no contact with
outer air or any outside germs, we should have pywmia, perhaps sep-
ticiemia. set up. Now, we know how subtle must be some of the
agents which affect us in this world. Even Dr. Dalliuger has not yet
discovered the size or shape of an atom of scent. But let a minute
portion of some substances be inhaled only, and you will find evidences
of their having passed into the organism. If we assume, therefore
that a quiet process of living death is going on in the hone marrow
so long as it is permitted to go on quietly no harm results ; we know
this often goes on for months, or perhaps years, unsuspected even •

but so soon ascertain products to which the body may be exposed
find access to the part through the blood, then I imagine that change
takes :>Iace which onablus tbo micrococcus to set up its poisonous
fermentative action, and the result is soon manifested in the develop-
ment of the ordUary symptoms of septicemia. It is not necessary
for the bacilli or other organisms to fiud their way in ; thty arc pro-
liably there already

; but only for that special poison in the presence
of which they can do evil to find access to them. Therefore, it is
quite as important to see that the conditions under which organic
germs can work are absent as to trouble quite so much about the
organisms themselves. Antiseptics will do much, but common sense
will do more to effect this in dealing with wounds. The latter being
a not over-abundant commodity, it is as well perhaps for the majority
of us to use antiseptics in our work, notwithstanding what may be
argued in favour of their abolition. The perfect surgeon has not been
evolved yet, and until he is I cetUinly advocate the use of those anti-
septics which are best adapted for individual cases.

_
At this point, whenever anything surgical has'to bo done, surgical

instinct will show lUelf in strict attention to minute details A
careful preliminary examination is made—under an aniBsthotic if
necessary

; nothing is taken for granted, and the course of prooeed'in"
dfitermmcd upon. The surgeon must have brains in the tips of his
fingers as well as in his organs of sense, give definite instructions to
his nurses and his assistants beforehand, so that his sponges may be
properly prepare<l, silk ligatures previously boiled, instruments fault-
lessly clean and methodically arranged

; the patient's surroundings
in accordance with directions given as to bed, temperature, light, and
accessones. No detail ought to be too trivial to liave his attention •

It 13 the completeness of his preliminaries which goes far to ensure
success. In the case of hospiul nurses it is useful to have definite
rules drawn up, so that each one may know her duty, more especiallv
in abdominal surgery, when everything should go on like clockwork,
and as silently.

_
In the method of dressing wounds 1 believe we shall revert to the

Jimplost of which none is better than scorched lint. Some of the
best results in my practice have followed its use. Gamgee tissue is ex-
tremely useful for almost all purposes, though more comfortable often
when reversed. Much is said about drainage, and a recent writer
(Professor Turazza Lanccl, vol. i. 1887, p. 947) endeavours to show
that It is altogether a misUke. It m.iy be so in his country, but I
think not here. Dramage-tubes need dUcrimination in their use far
t)eyond ths pedantic daily shortening of some surgeons The

sooner the tube is removed the better—at any rate in private practice;
and I usually take it out at the end of twenty-four or thirty-six hours
nftor it has served its purpose of draining away the first effusion.
Chassaignac has immortalised himself by its invention, though it was
devised originally for sinuses and such like. There is a small point
regarding silver sutures I may mention, which is very useful ; and
that is, as soon as tension occurs, to nick them through. They main-
tain a sufficient hold, and need not be removed until union is firm.
Many wounds are torn open in removing them too soon, because they
cut, as they will sometimes inthebcut-regulatedsurgicalcKnii/uM. Then,
again, in the after-treatment of his cases, there is a tendency now for
our surgeon to revert to the practice of many years ago. The
simplest possible diet takes the place of repletion and bleeding, the
use of purgatives after abdominal operations superseding opium and
aromatics. On this point Abernethy wrote {On. the Conslilulional
Origin of Diseases, p. 13) :

" In many instances opium will not pio-
vent continual efforts to vomit

;
yet when, by sulphate of magnesia, etc.,

stools are procured, vomitingceases, thestomach retains both foodand me-
dicine, and general tranquillity of constitution is as suddenly restored."
This accords with the most recent opinions on the subject of abdo-
minal operations by Lawson Tait and others, and the view is com-
monly expressed that those patients who vomit freely after an abdominal
section make more rapid and more certain recoveries. The most
striking results obtained by the modem surgeon are the rapid
healing of wounds and the larger proportion who recover. It is usu-
ally safe, for example, to promise a patient whose breast has been
removed in private practice that she shall be quite well in a week, and
I have here some extracts taken at random from my notes of such
cases which show that four or five days often suffice for such wounds
entirely to heal.

Extract from Notes o/ Breast Cases in Private Practice.—1. Mias
B., aged 40, had fibroma of breast removed, with large part of mam-
mary gland, November 17th, lS8,'i. Whale-tendon ligatures, wire
sutures, and sublimate gauze dressings and drainage-tube. 18th. Re-
moved tube. 21st (4th day). Took out all sutures ; wound perfectly
united, without a drop of pus. Qaito well.—2. Mrs. M. C., aged 41,
on October 16th, 188-3, had large fibrocystic tumour of breast re-

moved, weighing a pound, and involving' a long incision. Catgut
ligatures, tilkworm-gut sutures, eucalyptus gauze dressings and drain-
age-tube. 18th. Tube removed. 2ist (fifth day). All sutures re-
moved. Quite well; no further dressings.— 3. Mrs. M., aged 42;
removed entire breast for scirrhus, September 26th, 1887. Wire
sutures, catgut ligatures, alembroth gauze dressings. Tube removed
next day. On October Ist (five days) perfectly well ; all sutures re-

moved. No further dressing.

Among such cases I have no death to record in private practice, and
I find there have now been forty consecutive breast amputations at the
North Staffordshire Infirmary without a death.

In looking over notes of operations in the old days of unhealthy
hospitals, one is struck by two significant facts; the patient's record
is either a very long or a very short one ; or, in other words, a large
number quickly succumbed to the evil influences around them, while
those who did recover had a long and oftentimes hard struggle for
life. To show what a change has taken place, I have collected some
statistics of our own North Staffordshire Infirmary, and some which
have been published as typical by Sir J. Lister.

Sir Joseph Lister has given the statistics of deaths from larger am-
putations in the Glasgow Royal Infirmary, before and after the intro-
duction of his antiseptic treatment. Here are the figures: For the
two years. 1864 and 1866 (old style), total amputations, 35 ; deaths,
16; mortality rate, 47.70 per cent. Tor the years 1867, 1868 and
1869 (Listerian), 40 amputations; deaths, 6; mortality rate, 15.00
per cent. And in 1879 the same surgeon published the results of 80
amputations performed at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, under his
own method, of which 16 only were for injury, the other 64 for disease;
80 amputations : deaths, 9 ; mortality rate, 11.2 per cent.

I think, however, the figures I am about to give from the records of
theNorthStaffordshirelnfirmnry will convince you thatother modes of
treatment are even better. The old infirmary at Hauley was a much
patched up building, containing about 130 beds, with nearly all the
defects of insufficient cubic space and sanitary arrangements of such
institutions built seventy years ago. The only redeeming feature was
its open situation. In 1869, this building was abandoned on the open-
ing of the new infirmary at Haitshill, built to hold about 190 patients;
and tlie addition of detached wards for children and for ovarian cases
has increased the number of beds to 212, of which a large proportion
are usually filled. The Listerian period began in 1871, and was con-
tinued with more or less strictness up to 1881. It was then gradn-
ally relinquished, and for the last four or five years has been used only
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in Buch operations as osteotomy and some excisions. Now, so far as

the epray is concerucd, it is not employed at all, or only as an olTen-

sivo instead of a dbfensive weapon. I have been obhged to take tor

our purpose the fijurea given in those years which contaia the best

kept records—some arc defective—but they are taken irrejiularly for no

other reason. They represent, I think, faitly the periods lor which

they are given.

Major Operations Performed at the Korth Staffordshire Infirmary

During Five Years.
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Mcgor Optration* ptrformed at the North Slaffordshire'^Infirman/,

during Three i'ears.

Operation.

AmpatAtion nip Joint
Thigh'

„ Lie or both .

.

,, Ankli- Joint ..

„ Shoulder Joint
Ann

,, Forearm
Kicision Hip Joint (Piscasc)

„ Knetr (Ditteasc)

,, Elbow ..

, Up. or Low. HaxllU
,, Sbotildtr Joint

,, Ankle Joint
, Wrist .

.

„ llreast ..

TcsUs ..
'

Lithotomy
Auipntation Tenia

,, Tonsue
lUilicul Cnre o( Uernis'
Ustcotomjr

1S&5.

No. of
Cues.

Total

Died.
No. of
Cajes.

Did.

1887.

No. of

13
1

i

3

3

Died.

Total for 3 years i—Cases. 101 ; Deaths, 4;^*2.42 per cent.

' A—Septicfemia prejtent boforo operation. C—Other Le^ also amputated for

Bma:<h. B— For Gangrene with Septicemia due to compound fracture week before
adml--ision.

» A— peritonitis.

Summary of Major Operations and Rale of Uortalily during the

Foregoing Periods.

Tears
inclusive).
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santly for the patient as your surgical instincta impel you. Let his or

her -welfare be paramount. Allow no golden apples like those of

Hippomenes to hinder you in your course of duty. Remember how
Atalanta lost the race, and let not such a fate be yours.

Gentlemen, we cannot stand still. The world will not wait for us,

and whether we will or no, we must go onward. I devoutly hope

that our course may be at the same time upward.

ABSTRACT OF AN ADDRESS

THE MEDICAL STUDENT AND HIS
ENVIRONMENT.

Delivered before the Earvciaii Sociely, January lOlh, ISSS;

By EDMUND OWEN, r.K.C.S,,

Retiring President.

One subject on which I wish to speak is that of medical education.

If it be asked how this can interest the Harveian Society, I shall urge

that every (juestion concerns this Society which afi'octs the welfare of

our profession. Similarly it might have been questioned twenty

years or so ago, what has this Society to do with so outlying a subject

as that of baby-farming ? But our Society not ouly interested itself

in that matter, but instituted an inquiry upon it, and issued a report

thereon, which went a long way towards the passing of a Bill in Parlia-

ment by which a scandalous waste of infant-life was, if not entirely

done away with, at least brought within comparatively narrow limits.

Honour to whom honour is due. Let us not forget that the two mem-

bers to whom not only our own thanks, but also those of the whole

State, were chiefly due are Messrs. Ernest Hart and Curgenven.

In this age of specialism the student is taught that there are special

centres for almost every operation and function throughout the

economy, a centre for heat, another for respiration, and one for mictu-

rition. It may bo that this is all correct, and that its acceptance will

be co-existent with the science itself. Certainly it is correct at

present, at least, as a subject matter for examination purposes, and

as affording a good working hypothesis. But it is quite within the

range of possibilities that, before another generation is set to work,

the entire science of physiology will have to be rewritten in the light

of fresh acquirements, and with entire disregard of such centres.

Froude truly says, " Philosophical belief at the bottom means a

' perhaps ' and nothing more "
; nevertheless, we are teaching it as if

we were assured of its being truth itself. Thus I have heard it urged

by an enthusiastic apostle of science that Haeckel's interesting work

should be straightway constituted the recognised authority upon the

history of creation, and that a knowledge of it should be rendered

compulsory in every student of art and science. Let it bo read and

enjoyed by all means, but at the same time let us remember the words

which its translator uses in another place {Degeneration, by E. Ray
Lankoster, M.A.): "In everyday life we have often to be content

without fully testing the truth of our guesses, and hurry into action

based on such unverified suppositions."

Twenty-five years ago physiology, as taught in our medical schools,

was not worthy of the name of science ; now she has developed into a

subject of vast importance, and anatomy has had to make way for her.

But I think that physiology has now raised herself to fully her proper

position as a subject in the education and examinations of the ordinary

medical student. The average student wishes to qualify himself as a

trustworthy practitioner of medicine and surgery, not merely as a man
of science. But with this increasing intellectual pressure the student

of to-day is himself somewhat changed. In obedience to a natural law

the individual student has adapted himself to tho environment. The
medical student of to-day is, by his previous education aud by intel-

lectual development, vastly superior to his homologue of a few genera-

tions back, and to what he was as I first knew him twenty-five

years ago.

The medical student of to-day is crammed with a store of teaching

which would do credit to a nineteenth century Solomon. He is ex

pected to know a good deal about most branches of natural science, from
the coniforre—1 would say, but for some reason it does not happen to

bo "ofiicinal"—from the cedar of Lebanon to the bacillus that grows
on the wall of the tubercular cavity ; and yet, with all this, the day

still contains but twenty-four hours, and the average weight of the

human brain has not perceptibly increased. His studies err in the way

of diUuseness, and he does not know how much or how little will be

eventnally required of him—unless, perchance, he has had the ad-

vantage of attending the special course of instruction by the gentleman

who is going to examine him. His examinations ought, therefore, to

be conducted on the broadest lines and in the most liberal spirit. Un-

fortunately, he is not sufficiently left alone at his work. It is a case

of lecture and demonstration, demonstration aud lecture all day long,

and sometimes in preparation for examinations, which are a test of

cram rather than of knowledge.

There are several matters in which the environment has, however,

recently been endeavouring to adapt itself to the student, in each case

with the best intentions ; but in each case with unfortunate results, at

least in my opinion. Its method of procedure seems spasmodic and

speculative. First, in the praiseworthy endeavour to insure that a

student works in his first summer—a part of the year which in my
time was chiefly dedicated to cricket and outdoor amusements gene-

rally—the powers that be have instituted a compulsory examination

in materia medica and chemistry, which is held at the end of the first

July. The idea of this first summer examination is excellent, if only

the inen would pass it. But, as a matter of fact, they do not
;
aud

the result is that, at the beginning of the second winter session, when

they ought all to be settling down to tho important work of the dis-

secting-room and the physiological laboratory, they are frittering away

golden time over flowering tops and sliced corns, over test tubes and

sulphuretted hydrogen. The occupation is harmless in itself, I have

no doubt ; but it amounts to little less than a crinae when it is carried

on at such a time. .

If the men who have failed at this summer examination start worK

in October on the studies proper to that season, they do it in an un-

easy, half-hearted way.

I sincerely believe that a knowledge of materia medica and

chemistry is of the greatest advantage to us all, but I greatly regret

that the medical student should be submitted to the risk^of having

his entire career wrecked over an attempt to acquire it. Yet so it is.

Aud I therefore take this opportunity of urging that the requirements

in these subjects be reduced to the minimum, and that the student

be compelled to pass the examination in them before being registered

at a medical school. This semi-professional examination would then

be a boon to the medical student, for it would set him free for his

proper school work ; to his parents and guardians it would he a sort

of test for his fitness for the profession which blind chance or stern

necessity seems to have chosen for him ; to the teachers of physiology

and anatomy the change would be most blessed.

Another " adaptation " is that by which the student is permitted

to break up the subject matter of his vaiious examinations into small

fragments. Chemistry now, materia medica later ;
anatomy without

physiology ; surgery divorced from mediciue, and medicine from ob-

stetrics. There is one particular in which, with all respect I say it,

this new system is directly productive of harm to medical education.

I refer to the power which the candidate now possesses of passing hu

examination in physiology when he is absolutely ignorant of anatomy,

and viec versa. Tho fallacy, it seems to me, is abundantly manifest,

but to make it absurdly clear let me cite an instance that occurred,

only last week. A candidate was asked by an examiner m physiology

a simple question, the answer to which involved an elementary know-

ledge of the brain. Thereon the candidate politely informed the

examiner that he did not know anything abont the anatomy of the

brain, that he was " only up for physiology " on that occasion.

There is an excellent way, it appears to me, of escaping from tho

dilemma without injustice to the student, and that is by issuing,

a

syllabus of those physiological functions aud processes m which a-

sound practical knowledge will be required. Better a sound know-i

ledge in a dozen of the chief physiological functions than what 1 will

call an official minimum thinly spread over the entire science.

Before ending my remarks upon medical education, I feel it my^

dutv to lay bare before Tou what I consider to be the most heartless

regulation of modern da'vs. It has been issued by the University of
^

London. After that terrible ordeal of the Preliminary Scientific Exa-

mination, there comes another of only slightly diminished rigour m
anatomy, physiology, materia medica and organic chemistry. At the

July holding of this examination, when the weather is apt to be hot

and sultry and the examiners would fain be getting away, they find

their labours shortened for them in a most delightful manner, but

entirely at the expense of the unhappy candidates. Formerly, those

who had succeeded in passing the examination, and had sufhcient

energy left, were allowed to enter the lists for honours. But the

Senate has recently enacted as follows :

—

Every candidata for tlie July examination, on sending iu Us name for the
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examlnitioD, Hunt ^t it'^ wtu^thor ho tatoDtU to Co in poU* for honours in any sub-
ject or snbjrrt*

; Knd, if he dojj so iDtend, munt specify tho subject or subjects.
A

'
* "ho uulers fur, but fsils to obtain, hououri in uuy sulijuct, may

be r
.
liy tho uxaiuiiiors for a p.nH in tliat subjuct, if thoy are BatistleJ

tha' ' 1 such a onipatcnt kujwlcJgo thoroof as is rcijuireJ by tho
ngulati.'tis r>ir the pass oxAmination.

That is to say, that if a young follow thinks that ho knows enough
organic chemistry to warrant his aspiring for honours in that subject,
and happens to have over- estimated his attainments by but a few
degree*, ho not only fails to obtain those honours (which must now
look very empty, 1 should think), but he even fails to get a pass-
place. You notice that tho regulation says that the examiners may
recommend him for a pass in that subject But, for my own part, I

would have little belief in the tender mercies of a gentleman who
could, without a murmur, luike himself a party to such a scheme.
Moreover, a foot-note to tho regulation honestly hints that when the
weather is hot and sultry, 13arliugton House is no place for rest and
grateful shade. Here is the foot-note :—
CandidaU's niu.st bear iu mind that the standard of attainment for the honours

exaniinatiou is mucli higher than that for tho pass cxamijiatiou ; and thoy should,
therefore, exorcise due caution iti inalcing their choice.

Of course they should be careful ! Bat it is hardly necessary for
the Senate to toll the student that it is much more difficult to attain
to a pvtj standard in an honours paper than in a pass paper. " Every
schoolboy " actually does know that.

To call an institution which could elaborate such refinement of
nnkindneso, alma inatcr, is to misapply two sweet words. Let us
lather call her injusta novcrca, for she is still the stony-hearted step-
mother of our student days. And this, be it remembered, is the only
institution through which Laudoo students can at present obtain a
degree in medicine. ,'.

,, ,, ,

ON ONE HUNDRED CONSECUTIVE CASES OF CATA-
IIAUT, MATURE AND IMMATURE, TREATED

hY INTRAOCULAR INJECTION.'
Br W. A. JIcKEOWN, M.D.,

Surgeon to the Ulster Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital, Belfast.

ThK question of intra ocular injection in the extraction of cataract,

brought by me before the profession in 18S4, has occupied so much
attention, particularly on the Continent, that I embrace the oppor-

tunity now presented of stating my views and my most recent expe-

rience before the repreaentativea of ophthalmology of various nation-

alities.

From the time I began the practice in 18S4 till the present time, I

have used intra-ocnlar injection in every case in which it was indi-
cated. I have followed generally the lines laid down in my address to
the Ophthalmological Section at Belfast in 1834. My views at that
time are my views now. I have projeeded cautiously step by step,
operating on cataracts less and less mature, until I have reached the
practical ]ioint of extracting lenses which are sufficiently clear to
admit of patients giing safely abrat, but presenting too much opacity
to enable them to follow their occupations. I consider it a blemish
on ophthalmic surgery that patients with opacities of the lens re-

quiring very many years to develop to anything like maturity, as
hitherto nnderstood, should be obliged to go about doing nothing,
losing health, strength, spirit, and, if without means or helping
friends, to become inmates of workhouses or private charitable inati-
totions.

I purpose now presenting to yon the statistics of the last 100 opera-
tions for cataract, of all (ie^Tees of maturity and immaturity, in which
I nscd intra-ocular injection, and I would remind you that you have
no analogous statistic!. There ia a largo number of cases of striated
cortex with clear triangles interspersed, and of casca in which the sur-

f
eon could .see more or less the dctiils of the fundus. All these would
rejected by the surgeon practising ordinary methods as unsuitable

for operation.

Of the 100 cases there were 81 c-iscs of idiopathic cataract iincora-
plicited, 5 complicated by affections of the eye or its appendages, and
14 traumatic. Of the 81, 13 patients before operation could see to
go about, and conld count fingers from two to fifteen feet, but had
not been able to work for a considerable period, and tho fundus conld
bo seen with more or less distinctnesa ; 9 had striated cortex with
triangular areas transparent ; miking in all 22 of various degrees of
immaturity. In the 81 ca.ies there were 8 esi'apes of vitreons, all

' Read in tho Sejlion of Oiihthalmology at the Aiuiuil Meeting of the I'riUsb
Medical Association h:ld ia bublin, August, 1SS7.

slight but one, and of these only 2 occurred duiing injection. The
proportion of escapes of vitreous, though a little more than usual,
has, thoretoro, no bearing on intra-ocular injection. As to the
sequences of the 81 operations, there were :

1. One case of panophthalmitis occurring three weeks after opera-
tion. On the sixth day I opened the eye, expecting everything
right, there having been no complaint. I found vitreous projecting
in wound enclosed in unruptured hyaloid membrane. Bandage for

two weeks having been continued without material improvement, I

cut oir projecting vitreous
;
panophthalmitis supervened. Tho opera-

tion had been perfect in every respect, and I think the prolapse oc-

curred from some injury to tho eye.

2. Three cases of pretty severe iritis ; fair vision still remaining, and
capable of improvement. One counts fingers at four feet, another at
one foal, and another at six inches. The first was owing probably to

syphilis and rheumatism, and tho other two to impaction of iris in
angle of wound.

3. Three cases of irido-cyclitis and choroiditis, a. One'in case of
patient (in whom double extraction was performed) who would not
allow bandage to remain on for six days after operation. Fortunately
only one eye sutfered, and when ho left hospital tho eye was quiet
and field good. b. Another in case of old congenital cataract with
thickened capsule in mau, aged 30. Eomoved thickened capsule with
forceps ; vitreous began to como ; used scoop syiiugo, as I have
sometimes done successfully in esca[ifl of vitreous, but iu this instance
was obliged to leave considerable part of lens behind. An iritis with
a nodule of pus and inflammation ot ciliary region developed after

some weeks. Made a section ; removed remains of lens with syringe

with complete relief. Saw him lately, when I found eye perfectly

quiet, perception of light good, and tension normal ; but as other eye,

also operated on, had good vision, I did not propose further operation.

c. The third in case of man, aged 70, very nervous, and accustomed
to stimulants in the morning, as I learned afterwards. Operation
normal. On sixth day wound unhealthy, showing a slight focus of

intiltration at one part of cornea, and a little pus in anteii'r chamber.
Iris became involved ; no pain. Treated by stimulants aud hot steep-

ing. Field of vision good, and could .'oe bulk when I saw him a month
ago. I have not setn him since, and cannot give furtler particulars.

Having entered into these details regarding the whole_81 cases, I

shall refer iu particular to tho 13 very uuripa cataracts.

Case i.—Female, C5. (Counts fingers at 2 feet before operation);
after operation reads 0.5 at 8 inches with -t- 18 D.S.

Case ii.—Male, 63. (Before operation counts fingers at 1 foot,

pupil undilated); reads 0.8 at 8 inches with -r 18 D.S. after operation.

Case hi.—Female, 70. (Before operation counts fingers at 15
feet); aft;r operation reads 0.5 at 7 inches with + 18 D.S.

C.isB IV.—Male, 61. Opacities in leas ill-defined, slight central

haze of cornea ; sees No. 3 So. at 4 iLches; cm see disc ; extensive

posterior staphyloma. After operation reads 2.25 Sn. at 4 inches with .

+ 16 D.S.

Ca.se v.—Male, 57. Before opeta'ion counts fingers at 3 feet

;

after operation reads 1.75 with -f IS D S.

Case vi.—Male, 51. Able to go abjut. After of.eration, iritis.

Syphilitic and rheumatic subject. After oparation counts fingers at

i feet ; iridectomy indicateii ; other eje perlectly successful.

Ca.se VII.—Male, 63. Beforo operation counts fingers at 2 feet, can
see lar£;e part of fundus; after operation sees 0.5 at 5 inches with
-f 18 D.S.

Case viii—Male, 55. Sees 1.75 at 3 inches, very myopic always,
vision same for years, can see fundus; after operation sees 0.6 at

4 inches with + 18 D.S. ; will probably be further improved by tear-

ing cipnile. After tearing captu'e he came tc Mo 0.5 at abou'.

10 inches with very weak convex glass.

Case ix.—Male, 61. Iridectomy performed by another surgeon
four ycais ago, probably for simple glaucoma ; always very myopic

;

small radiate opicities only ; can see fundus. Alter operation reada

1.75 at 4 inches with -f 16 D.S. The vision was only slightly imr
proved by operation ; slight irritation and flu 'tuition of tension for a
long time after operation ; slight haziness of cornea.

Case x.—Male, 55. Obliged to give up work a year ago ; left eye
simply a central cloudiness and some peripheral streaks of opacity

;

can .see fundus. After operation sees 0.5 at 8 inches with + 18 D.S.
Case xt.—Same patient. Right eyo same condition ; find he can

read with great effort smallest typo, but could not see far off, which
he required to do for his work, aud ho desired operation. After opera-

tion and sabsequent needling of wrinkled capsule sees 5 at S inches
with + 18 D.S.
Case xii.—Male, 50. Not able to work for four years, and vision

stationary ; can see fundus ; superficial radiate opa;itic3. On injection
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some vitreous came with transparent cortex. After operation could

read small type, but I have not note of exact particular3._

Case xiii.—Female, 64. Other eye operated en previously success-

fully ; can see fundus, but in a haze. On sixth day after operation

severe pain, which I found owing to impaction of ins m one angle ol

wound ; removed incarcerated iris ; eye became quiet, but requires

irideotomv. Counts fingers at si.^ inches.

Several" of these thirteen cases represent the ultimate point to whicn

ophthalmic surgery in the matter of cataract operations can be ex-

pected to reach.
, . i j .4..^

As to tlie other nine cases of immature cataract, with striated cortex

and transparent segments, the results were all excellent.

I have nothing to remark about the five complicated with serious

affections of the eye and its appendages, save that m one comphcatcd

with a chronic dacryocystitis, which latter affection was treated in tne

usual way for a week "before operation, the eye was lost from sup-

puration of the cornea, notwithstanding thorough antiseptic treatment

before, during, and after operation, including injection of M. Fanass

solution into^he interior of the eye, and application of Galezowski s

gelatine antiseptic disc over the wound.
. , ,

,

v

Of the fourteen cases of traumatic cataract, a considerable number

were immature, but I have only to note one mishap—namely, a

panoi.hthalmitis starting from the wound, notwithstanding ttorougti

antisepticism, so far as it could be carried out. The patient was be-

yond control. He would not allow bandage to remain tor ten minutes

"at a time after the operation.

I have entered into these particulars because without them bare

statistics would be very misleading. Of the three cases of panopb-

thalmitis in the whole hundred, not one can he attributed to the in-

jection, and not one could havs been avoided except by not operating,

or by putting the patients under a sort of prison discipline. Ot the tUree

cases of iritis in the 81 vision may be improved, and of the three cases

of iridocyclitis I can only speak definitely of one ;
but assuming that

the other two, which 1 have not seen for some time, have taken the

worst form, I should only have a total of 3 complete losses m 81 ope-

rations on idiopathic uncomplicated cataract, including the 22 unripe.

I shall now touch very briefly on some general questions.

1. Is injection of distilled water previously boiled and reduced to

the temperature of the body attended with any appreciable danger as

regards the introduction of germs within the eye ! lu all cases ex-

cept thirty (in which I injected M. Panas's solution), I have used dis-

tilled water, and in not one case have I seen any evidence of intra-

ocular inoculation. _ , , ^

2. Is injection dangerous because of the force employed to remove

cortex ' As may be observed from the notes of unripe cataracts ope-

rated on, the water must have exercised considerable force to clear

out transparent and sticky cortex, yet the results are quite as good as

in the ordinary operations for mature cataract.
. i j

3 Is the injection of M. Panas's solution desirable ? I have "ijected

it only 30 times in 100, and therefore cannot speak very decidedly

about it. I would remark, however, that in two cases it did not pre-

vent suppuration of the cornea and panophthalmitis ;
true, in one

case there was an affection of the tear passage, and m the other the

patient was unmanageable. I fear it has an influence, though it may

be a small one, in causing iritis. I have seen extensive posterior

synechirc and muddiness of posterior surface of the cornea arise from

its inicction into the anterior chamber after removal of a cyst ol tbe

iris. At any rate, I have found no advantage from it, and have

abandoned it.
, . , j • ui 5

4 Is the injection of M. do Wccker's solution of eserine desirable ?

I have injected it nine times, and I have used the solution a consider-

able number ot times by simjily pouring it into the conjunctival sac,

and easing the pressure of the eyelids on the hall, so as to facilitate

the entrance of the solution into the anterior chamber, and 1 have

found that the latter mode is quite as effectual in contracting the

pupil as the former, indeed, perhaps more so. I do not apply the

bamlaco till the pupil is well contracted. I have noticed in some

instances some adhesions, and have been obliged, because ot pain,

occasionally to apply atropine ; but I have so far found no positive

di.'iadvantage from the eserine. I wish to do strict justice to M. do

Wecker's eserine treatment, and therefore add that in one rtspect 1

have not followed his advice, namely, in removing a piece ot the

anterior capsule. I have simply torn it freely.

5 Should force be use.l in the injection ? I consider it impossible

to remove the cortex in the majority of cases of immature cataract on

which I operate without force. The more cortex lelt behind, the less

likely is force to do harm, and the more it is required. I am never

troubled because of the quantity remaining after the nucleus is ex-

pelled. It is a mistake to suppose that one injecUon—at least by the

old syringe whose piston was too easy—is always enough Sometimes

two or three are required ; but it is probable, with the iniproved

Son of the new syringe, the clearing out of the ='^'«
'TJt heTan

easily accomplished. Experience teaches the «°^?e<">
J^**

^? ^*°

safely do. He should use injection at first m eases in which he is not

ikelyto experience any difficulty; then take np cases of striated

cortex not far from being ripe ;
and, finally cases "fj^^l"-!/ P'""

eressin- cataract, such as those of which I have given particulars.
,

In this way he will acquire confidence and the dexterity born o^

'I'lTlicd to the qnesHon of force is that of the iistrurnent to be

used. One of the most striking things about this question of .ntra-

ocular injection is the number of instruments devised ^'°^« 18S4. I

at first used the force of gravitation, and changed to injection M.

WiSk ewlcz uses the force of gravitation from his 'undine, and

the force may be considerable. M. Panas describes his instrument

as follows : '^Kinstrument laveur du globe est

-fog"«^^X risTon:
Boutte muni d' un tube en caoutchouc durci. M. de \\ eckcr s con-

sists of a body like a small sized ear speculum, the wide extremity

betg covered by india-rubber, and the small end having a silver ter-

mtnfl to Tntroduce into the 'eye. He says : '' C'est evidem-ent le

meilleur instrument de contrGle car la pulpe si sensible du doigt

Sdicateur appliquee sur le tambour permet de regler avec la plus

Irantpreol'ion le degre de pression qu'on vent exercer pour mtrc

duire le liquide a injecter dans la ehambre anterieure
.^_.^.^^

M de Wecker also points out as an advantage of his instrriment

and method that the^danger of suction is avoided, and he tensio^ o

the eye estimated and regarded. It the tension '^^^'S ^- /«
'^^^Y^

aperture in the nozzle of his instrument may be obstructed. 1 hold

?hat he instrument should be so constructed and capable of exercising

such force as to clear out the remains of the lens, without regard to

nsion The very small instruments, with small capacity, vsith tiny

nozzles'and small slits and holes in the sides and m front are insuffi-

cien to cope with ease with unripe cataract, but are doubtless useful

i washing ouTthe anterior chamber and interior of the capsule m
orfTnlrv operations. My instrument is so constmcted as to yield a

?ree and broad flow reguUted in its force by the finger on he piston

ust as the force in M de Wecker's instrument is regulated by the

'fintr on the india-rubber covering of his compte-goutte The hnger

is fiist as delicate a re^-nlator of force in one case as the other

in the new nstrument I present to you you will find many changes.

There are two bodies of syringe of" different lengths, and various

:^^^:^^:t'elX?^^rt:^-thf.^S the water

'\^"sho7d iridS; bJperformed 1 In one of my papers I s^ted

Scrion^hra"malS;:en:^\n causing -t-tion of th^^^^^^ and

thirefore ensuring a g-ater immunity from he oUbM^the^oMfl^^

r?a°soTu't[ot!;frrUts^:d l^^.^^ n. ^..^.^

but in very immature cataracts with iridectomy. I do not now, as a rme,

idiopathic cataract and unripe traumatic cataract. Its universal
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applicability is ono groat feature. The gentle, moUerate, aud aiffus-cil
power of a lluid is subsututed for leversfje instrumeuts aud pressure
outside the eye. It rejuvenates old methods discarded, unsettles old
nations about ripeness of cataracts, aud brings us nearer the goal of
the surgeon—to give speedy and eireetual relief to suiTorers hitherto

. doomed by imperfect methods to long years of delay and misfortune.
I do not wish to say that any ono of all the instruments devised for

intra-ocular injection is perfect I wish to emphasise the method as
that of the removal of cortex by the force of a lluid. The operation
for cataract is a purely mechanical procedure, and I hope that year by
year wo shall more aud more perfect our appliances, and that all the
instruments we hare hitherto devised may he replaced by others
more etfectual, and tliat by our labours we shall increase the sum of
human happiness.

ON THE AFTER-TREATMENT OF CATARACT AND
OTHER OPERATIVE CASES TO THE EXCLUSIOIl

OF DARK ROOMS, BANDAGES, Etc.

By SIMEON SNELL, M.R.C.S.,
Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Shcffleld General Inflrmary, and to the Inetitntion for

the Ulind.

Whe.v a new method of treatment has been advocated, especially
when at variance with the plans usually adopted, it appears to me to
be only litting that he who is responsible for such advocacy should
at a subse.iuent date, state whether or not further experience has con-
firmed his views. These are the reasons for my reading this brief
oommumcatiou. For it may be recollected, by soma at all events,
that in an article in the Lano:l nearly twelve months ago (September
ISth, 18S6), I spoke iu high terms of a mode of treating cataract and
other caies alter operation without the stereotyped bandages, dark
rooms, etc. Instances of operation cases in support were recorded
and 1 said I was disposed to ador:t Chisholm's words, "From this
times hence all baudage.s, compresses, aud dark rooms will be among
the things of the past, to V-e remembered only for the discomfort they
occasioned."

My subse.iuent experience conlirms all I stated in ray first article.
The plaster method has now been used in my hands in forty-eight
cataract extractions in hospital and private practice, and in over one
hundred other operations, including several for traumatic cataract
ueedliugs for congenital cataract, opaque capsule, iridectomies,
.sclerot.<mies, and others. The stay in hospital of the cataract cases
has been shortened, an<l the comfort to the patients has been great.
Those who had previously undergone treatment under the old rei/ime
readily appreciated the altered conditions of the new plan. The mode
of cutting and applying the plaster recommended by me I have found
very convenient.

RIGHT

The fn jravinK Rivrn the metal .'hli-ld for cnttlnR (ho pla»t<-r in the dridicU
fh ipo. By rrvfruing it th« •amo d^ea for each eye, and la marlci-d n and lon th.f rc^iKctivc sides.

I have reason to believe that others in different parts, since the
app9araii'?e of my paper, have adopted the plaster treatment.
Chisholm (Amrnean Joumil of Ophtha'mnlo^j, June, 1887), who

u'j^*^.'"
the Section of Ophthalmology at the Annual Meeting of the Britigh

Medical Association held in Dublin, Augnst, U87.

with Michel, was iu America the advocate of this revolution in
the after-treatment, has advancid beyond the position to which I
alluded last; year. Now he finds closing one eye sufiicieut, aud no
longer requires the patient to take to his bed ; ho lies on a lounge,
and retires at ordinary bed time, and dresses before breakfast in the
morning. " His present practice is to treat the wound made in the
extraction of cataract as if it were an ordinary corneal wound, such as
we daily see resulting from accident." At the end of the first week
the patient can be allowed the privilege of the entire house.
From the first in cases of operation for traumatic cataract, and in

some iridectomies and sclerotomies, I have not always seen the neces-
sity of fastening up both eyes, and bed, has, after the" day of operation,
been dispensed with. As far -is cataract extractions are concerned,
there have appeared to mo to be advantages in securing both eyes,
and I should rather hesitate to regard them merely as ordinary cor.
noal wounds.

ON THE OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF ZONULAR
CATARACT.'

By DAVID LITTLE, M.D.,
Senior Sargeon to the Bnyal Bye Hospital, Manchester ; Leotorer on

Oplithalmology, Owens College.

In bringing the subject of zonular cataract before you, it is my inten-
tion to make a few remarks on the operative treatment, and I shall
confine my observations chiefly to those cases of ordinary uncompli-
cated zonular cataract in which there is no arrest in the development
uf the eye, no shrinking of the lens, aud no vitreous opacity or deeper
seated disease.

I may say at the outset that I have nothing new to offer in the way
of operation, beyond advocating a method which I have found from
ex])erionce to be the best for gaining good vision. It is this, that when
destruction of the lens is decided upon, I recommend a free crucial
rupture of the capsule with a needle, so as to make the whole lens
opaque and more soft, and two or three days afterwards to perform ex-
traction by means of a Teale's suction instrument.
The disturbance of vision caused by zonular cataract depends alto-

gether upon the extent and density of the opaque layer. If, on dilat-
ing the pupil, the zono is broad aud perfectly transparent, vision
may be fairly good ; on the other hand, if the central opacity is great,
considerable reduction of sight must exist.

My experience iu the examination of the refraction in these cases is
that some are emmetropic, a few only are hypermetropic, but the
great majority are myopic. I never fail to test the vision before and
after atropine, at the same using lenses to correct any defect in tho
refraction.

In the case of very young subjects whose vision cannot be accurately
ascertained I postpone all interference for a time, unless it is quite
manifest from the extent of the opacity that sight is bad. It ia upon
such an examination as this that I base my opinion for operative in>
terfnrence or otherwise.

I recommend destruction of the lens in all cases that are found to
be of a progressive character, also in non-progressive oases where
vision equal to at least twenty-fiftieths is not obtainable, after dilating
the pupil with atropine. I would go further than this in exceptional
cases, and say, if I found that twenty-fiftieths was not suflicient eight
for the requirements of the patient, and if he or she were between
tho ages of 10 and 25 (which I consider the most favourable age for
operation), with perhaps some myopia, and all other conditions favour-
able, I would not hesitate to recommend extraction. When the lens,
then, has to be dealt with, there is the operation by solution. This
is a tedious process, and I hardly ever adopt it in zonular cataract.

I have been most satisfied with tho suction operation. Having
dilated the pupil, I make a free rupture of the capsule across the
pupil extending from margin to margin ; a similar rent is made from
above downwards, keeping the needle well in the anterior part of the
Ions. Tho capsule is exten.sively ruptured in this way to cause its re-
traction well behind the iris, and so avoid secondary operations ; the
needle should not penetrate too deeply for fear of rupturing the hya-
loid or dislocating the lens. A light "bandage is placed over the eye,
the patient is kept quiet, and atropine freely used to dilate the pupil.
-Vfter two or three days, or more, according to the condition of the
eye, extraction is performed by a Teale s suction curette. This is ac-
complished by making an incision in the outer part of the cornea,
halfway between the limbus and centre, with a double cutting edged
needle from 3 to 4 millinutres broad. Through this wound the curette

' Read in the Section of Ophthalmology at the Annual Meeting of the British
Medical Association held In Dublin, August, IS87.
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is introduced into the area of the pupil, taking care not to pu?t the

op" end behind the iris or too deeply into tbe pup;1. ^-t>o° - t^^

applied by the mouth, and by this means the whole of the PiP^^J^"

be ea ilv and rapidly cleared. The patient is then placed in bed, with

a lilh bandage over both eyes; atropine is again used to keep the

;ilr dilated, "and in the course of a week or ten days recovery raay

'tlavVtriTd a Bowman's .suction syringe but I
-f^P-^-J-^?:^,

The advantages of the latter are th.it suction can be b<=tter regulated

b5 the mouth, and the hand is left free to guide the curet e wh e ,n

the case of Biwman's there is a dilBcu ty •" »ri'ly'°S ^°f""V^^^ T
hand, and directing the curette with it ^^ t^« .^^""^ *Xt the PUPil
vantages of suction over ordinary linear

^f^,f
''°'\ ^"

'f*'

f
' ^X

canbf cleared with greater certainty and there is ' " e or no d^s-

turbanee to the eye by pressure, .two conditions, I think, ot.the

^U if slTd'^by'me there is a danger of suppurative iritis or irido-

chore di IS in *is suction operation. Speaking from my own expe-

rience I have never met with symptoms so serious as o cause anx ty,

Tud I consider the operation a safe one, if performed with care and judg-

ment I am careful that the curette is absolutely clean before use

and of late years I have used antiseptics at the time of extraction. On

LokiD" over my hospital and private notes during the last eight years^

I find that I have performed this operation in fortytwo cases, and in

hegreatma ority of them I have secured brilliant results as regards

Iwit The 'records of some of them are somewh.at imperfect particu-

Urlv as regards the resulting vision, partly from the youth ot the

pa iLts, and partly, also, from the difficulty of following up hospita^

cases. The condition of the eye, however, has been noted in all In

no instance has there l.een a failure, in three cases there was synechia

anter or 'n ave cases secondary operations had to be performed on

account of capsule. In all the others there was a perfectly clear and

mind pupi and I attribute this freedom of the pupil from capsule to

its extensive rupture in the preliminary operation. The ages of the

patientrranged from 5 to 27 years and I have foUowed the usual

Tirai-tice of oneratina: upon one eye only at a time.
^
R larding^Wdectomy, I would say that if dilatation of the pupil

immwes vision to twentvfiftieths with or without glasses, this

^ration, generally speaking, should be adopted, with a few excep-

tions to which I have already referred.
,

I should prefer iridectomy also, even when only a moderate im-

provement of sight can be obtained, in all cases accompanied by some

LntaTdefeet in the patient, arrest in the development of the e^e

Liukinc of the lens, or when there is evidence or suspicion of posterior

dis ase When a small iridectomy is desirable, behest method is that

recommended by Mr. Anderson Critchett, in a paper he read before

ThisTsociation, at Worcester, in 1882, to which I would refer you
;

he ust a broad needle, and a Tyrrell's hook, ^VofrwUrv
almost at a right angle, and excises a small portion of the pupillary

margin of thi iris downwards and inwards, leaving the periphery

""CfOTink to the cnrrent belief that zonular cataract remains station-

ary throughout life, I have no conclusive evidence to show that opac. y

has ever become developed in a zone once absolute y transparent
;
but

I believe that later in life, when the lens becomes harder, the opacity

extends to the deeper nuclear layers, and so causes serious detenoratiou

ofsi<.ht. I have seen at least lour cases about 50 years of age, m
whom sioht had become slowly reduced to 20 Jager, a,jparently from

no oTher°cause than an increased density of the central opacity, m-

volving the whole nuclen.s. n j f„, ^,„-,a

In operating upon such cases by the ordinary method for hard

cataract I have always found the eye most intolerant of operation

In eveiy case, more or less, iritis followed, and many weeks elapsed

"''Z mrpCse'o^this paper is a recommendation to perform

extraction by su tion oftener ihan is generally done, because I thmk

that cases .are frequently treated by the easier method of ">dec omy

n which the resulting vision is disappointing to both patient and

surgeon. Another object is to elicit information reg.arding the pro-

gression or otherwise of this form of cataract,

Dr Emkys-Jones said that his experience led him altogether to

question the desirability of injecting any fluid

-"-X^tlJa "the"
anterior chamber after cataract operations ;

ho thought that there

was considerable danger of introducing germs in this way, and that

tt^ere must be greater liability to set up iritis and other complications.

He haTfor the last two years used Mayo Robson's dry e„ca,yp„,

spray apparatus in caUiract extractions, and he had about 130 cou

Sve^bases without a single case of suppuration of the cornea and

with ver%' few cases of iritis. The resulting vision had been in the

maiorlt?of™very good.-Mr. Bekp.t had seen three cases per-

3ed Iv Dr McKeoVn, and must admit that his method was fairly

Z nta^sTarasthe removal of cortex, which might otherwise pve

rke to difficulty, was conoemod ; but as it produced not a little irnta-

on he the speaker) had not adopted it until more experience had

Z acJumulared With regard to^Dr. Little's excellent paper i w^

interesting to find that Dr. Little used suction. He (the speaker) naa

itavsTound linear extraction, which must, however, be done by

mlans of a sufficiently Urge incision, 4 to 5 millimetres practically m
Terv wav efl"'ien° -Mr. McHardy considered that, having regard

the published analyses of the water supplied by the various London

compares Dr. McKeown's "pumping proceeding" must be fraught

^th preat danger from the introduction of germs He had been

hv friction In the cases of immature cataract in whicU opera

Z i'ntrX:i a' novel metLd. -^ich would revolutionise prentice

went beyond the merits of the case. His friend Mr Hodges wouia

for tears and he thought itching was rather more apt to occur than

£S tt-^KSii%~rs «^;=t "'.;^^^^^^^^

had used Dr. McKeown's method on ^e-eraU^^^T
J
'^^ l'^i%^t

of the t resuienc ubiuj, a^
_,i,„i„ ;„ relation to new operations,
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of Ihe molhod, or ovrn hurini; soon niivbody use intraocular iniec
tioii, had coiidtnined it. No doubt tli» most competont eritira were
thoae who know nothing practically about it—of course, they wore far
better able to jadfie of it than ouo who had been using it for three
years in a public institution, open to the profession, and who had on
oTBrj- o«Mion )>o39iblo, demonstrated its utility to studonU and modi-
col men. As to the cases mentioned by other speakers, they only
•mountod to sii or soTon, and thoy were not to bo taken into serious
oonsideration in face of the details Dr. McKeown gave in his paper,
and of the oxpononce of the most distinguishod'Continental ophthal-
mic surgeons. Mr. Pnestley Smith imiuired respecting the size of the
nozzles, it was well known that, if water be driven with force through
a Tcry small opening, the force exerted on a limited area was very much
greater th-in if the same force wore exorcised through a wide opening
The object was to direct s pretty uniform force on the whole ol the in-
ternal surface of the capsule, and not a strong force on any one point
1 he nozzle being broad and the slit long, this was accomplished. Be-
sides, the broad nozzle gave support to the vitreous humour. The ca-
pacity of the body of the syringe was considerable, as it was a mistake to
have only a few drops when force had to be used. When the operator
had more than he required, he need not use it ; when he had too
little, ho had to remove the instrument, and replenish it.—
llr. ON-KiL, replying to the remarks made on the treatment advo-
cated in his brief communication, pointed out that many of the sub-
jects raised had been dealt with in his former article. The mode of
cutting the pla.<.tor allowed for the escape of tears, and patients did
not complain of any discomfort ; hut those who had been treatea
otherwue on previous occasions acknowledged the greater comfort of
the plaster treatment. He was not aware that Mr. Priestley Smith
had used plaster so much in his practice. The method he had advo-
cated, however, appeared more complete than had previously been
adopted. Referring to Dr. Little's paper, he remarked that he had
not seen the danger from using the suction curette which in some
handg had been experienced. For some time he had used suction very
little because it appeared unnecessary, for if the leas were well hooked
np, the softened matter readily escaped through a smaU corneal
wound. His rule was to introduce as few instrnmenta as possible into
the eye.

A CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS THE ETIOLOGY
OF PHTHISIS.

Bt R. W. PHILIP, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.Edin.
Phyjiciin to the Victoria Dispensary for Consnmptlon and Diseases otthc Chest

Edinburgh.

It ia not my intention to discuss the morbid anatomy of the phthi-
sical lesions, nor the depen.lonco of the phthisical process on the
prosonco of the tubercle bacillus, nor the important questions of
here<lity and of climatic and other influences, 'which bulk so largely
in the etiological chapter.

For the present, I start with an acceptance of the doctrine of the
unity of the phthisical proce.ss, and of the immediate dependence of
the process on the presence of the bacillus. The rigidly exact obser-
vations and experiments of Koch and others have, in my judgment
placed this beyond doubt. I prefer, at least, not to raise the question
now. Bat, in spite of the comparative lulness and clearness of our
knowledge in these lines, it appears to me that we are far from a
rational conception of the actual cause of death in phthisis. It waswith the view of further elucidating this higher etiological problem
that the present investigation was nnderteken.
A gauce through the literature of the subject reveals how seldom

the attempt has been made to solve the problem, how comparatively
seldom indeed, the nuction has been raised. Where the matter hasbeen discnsnea, oxplanFitiouB have been offered, which may be claa-
.ifie|l roughly under four heads, namely: (1) progressive asthenia

:

M r °f '"^'"»'<'»'»
; (3) the lighting up of fres^ ^tlamraatory foci

llr..' f'""/P"°° of waate producU. Now, I have no desire to
depreciate the value of these as integral factors in the process. Mycontention is that, in view of the comparative regularity of the clini-
cal phenomena, and in the light of more recent work, they do not

?I ,1. ".
''*"' "P'*"*"""- ^<^^ of them was fully discus,ed prior

^W K
'''»*;*'<"•? »f the tuberMe bacillus, and .laccoud, more especi-

n„Ll„ ,K k''"''''-
°' /""P''*"'''"*! the importance of the fot^rth,

^. Th^ln^" '.'"fP",';''
°f "'"to products. Since the announcemeni

ot the tubercle bacUlus, coaparatively littlo ha« been added in this

case

are well

direction, though the features and clinical course of an ordinary
of phthisis and those of experimentally induced tuberculosis are
defined and strikingly similar.
What, then, ia the inodxa operandi of the tubercle bacillus in

leading towards death ? Its fatal properties cannot, I think, bo
regarded as merely irritant or privative. In all probability they
are attributable to a power )>088e8sed by it of elaborating new pro-
ducts, which are afterwards absorbed.

Before explaining on what facts I base that statement, I ought to
mention that Dr. Hermann Weber has hinted at the probability of
such elaboration and absorption. In the Croonian Lectures (1886)
Dr. Weber speaks of "the chemical poison which probably is originated
by the development of the tubercle bacillus in the tissues in an analo-
gous manner, as, according to the researches of Gaspard, Pannm, Bill-
roth, Burden Sanderson, and others, a powerful chemical poison
sepsin— is developed in the process of septicaemia." I am not aware,
however, that up to the present any attempt has been made to treat
the matter more seriously. Whether the suppositious product or
products are secreted by the bacillus or are elaborated from the tissues
which it infects raises another question which must be discussed
later. It is enough, meanwhile, if we recognise the probable
dependence of these new products on the presence and action of the
bacillus.

Such a process of elaboration or secretion has its analogue in the
more evident varieties of fermentation, which have been studied by
Pasteur, Schutzenberger, and others ; for example, the alcoholic, the
lactic acid, the butyric acid, and the ammoniacal. More particularly
the view appears to me substantiated by the following weighty evi-
dence. The association of special forms of microzymes with special
forms of fermentative action has been conclusively demonstrated by
Pasteur and a large school of subsequent observers. A distinct variety
of fermentation as certainly follows the admission into a suitable
medium of a given microbe, as the exclusion of the same microbe ex-
cludes the possibility of its occurrence. Further, the rearing of pure
cultivations has shown that different effects are obtained, though some
of the observations in this direction are open to question, and, cer-
tainly, marked differences in the rate of growth are observed, accord-
ing to the constitution of the medium in which the cultivation is
atteinpted. while certain organisms are most exclusive in their selective
affinities. Moreover, if the same medium, say Koch's gelatine, be
utilised for the cultivation in different tubes of different micropara-
sites, the effects produced on the medium are very different in the
several instances. Even in the gross, such differences, for example,
in the rate and amount of liquefaction in the production of certain
gases are marked. And it is in the highest degree probable that care-
ful examination of the medium after cultivation has been carried on
for some time would show important alterations in its chemical con-
stitution, as occurs in the better known forms of fermentation. In
other words, the living organism has the power of disturbing, or
rather, in order to the preservation of its own life, the organism is

compelled to disturb, the molecular arrangement of the elements in
the medium of cultivation.

These considerations open up a wide and promising field for in-
vestigation. This appears tho aspect of bacteriological observation,
which is pregnant with most results. In illustration of this, the work
of Panum, Selmi, Gautier, Brieger, Bergmann, and Schutzenberger,
need only he cited.

In practically applying this hypothesis to the problem of phthisis,
I directed my attention first of all to the uriue. The results ob-
t lined, which have been given elsewhere, were not sufficiently definite
iu character to warrant their citation hero. Examinations ol portions
of the diseased organs, or of their glandular appendages, was aban-
doned, as it was found impossible to have these .'•ufficiently fresh to
avoid the objections that would inevitably assail successful results so
obtained. This led to tho adoption of tho sputum as the maUries
morhi for investigation, and that, on the following, among other,
grounds :—

1. Tho sputum is the constant accompaniment of the morbid con-
dition, and stands in a peculiar relationship to the diseased organs.
2. It is always accessible in large quantity, fresh, and. therefore, as
much as possible free from such contamination as might be .supposed
to introduce fallacy. 8. It has been shown that the maiimnm amount
of the contagious element resides in the sputum. 4. Having regard
to tho conditions of growth of the tubercle bacillus, it seems likely
that the mucopurulent secretion is a jMculiarly good medium for
cultivation. 6. It has been proved that tubercular sputum retains
its virulence for months. 6. The presence of the tubercle bacillus can
be comparatively easily determined, while with greater care its relative
abundanpe in different specimens may be gauged. 7. 'The sputum.
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can readily ba subjected artificially to similar conditions outside the

body as within the chest. 8. Much of the experimental work already

carried out with reference to tuberculosis haj been done by the sub-

cutaneous and intravenous injection of unaltered phthisical sputum

(c/. the work of VillemiD, Cbauveau, Biffli, Vczi, Semmer, Tap-

peiner, etc.). 9. Collateral evidence from the side of other ptomaine

investigations seems to imply that the ready access of oxygen to the

centre of ptomaine production aids considerably in their rapid and

abundant development.

After approajhing the subjei;t in a variety of ways, with a remark-

able constancy of results, I thought it best to institute a series of

experiments with extracts obtained from different phthisical sputa by

such methods as could be least open to objection in respect of com-

plications introduced from without.

Method. —The sputum was carefully collected in a clean vessel, prefer-

ably a closed jar, with central hole for the entrance of the expecto-

rated materiil, such as is used in some of the Edinburgh Royal

Infirmary wards. In the selection of the patient the greatest care was

exorcised, a. Only such cases were made use of as showed undoubted

signs of advancing phthisis. h. No lase was accepted where the

temperature chart did not record a more or less persistent elevation.

c. After the lirst two or three examinations it was found bist to

restrict the selection to subjects where possible impurities from smoking

were absent.

Similar care was taken in the selection of the sputum, a. The

sputum was rejected when any foreign admixture was present, such

as vomited materials, b. It was rpjocttd when saliva was present in

appreciable amouat. c. The reaction of the sputum was tested, and

only such admitted as gave an acid or neutral reaction. This last

condition was found always associated with a peculiar odour which

may be regarded as sui generis, d. The presence, and approximately

the relative abundance of the tubercle bacillus was in every instance

ascertained.

The sputum, thus carefully collected for twelve or twenty-four

hours, is at oace subjected to further examination. Its bulk is mea-

sured, and three volumes of rectified spirits are added to it. Tho mix-

ing process is carried out guttatim, so that the separation of the

elements of the sputum may be rendered complete, and the admixture

made as intimate as possible. If the sputum be neutral, or but faintly

acid, a trace of tartaric acid is added to the rectified spirits previous

to mixing. The whole is transferred to a Florence flask. Its month
having been protected by a flue mu.slin rag, the flask is placed in a

Koch's steam steriliser, and exposed to a gentle moist temperature of

36° to 40° C. for twenty to twenty four hours. At the end of this

time the fluid is carefully filtered, first once or twice through fine

muslin, and then three or four times through filter paper, till the

filtrate runs ofl' perfectly clear. Its volume is then measured, and the

whole evaporated down in open beakers to one fifteenth of its bulk

[circa]. This reduces it to the consistence of a more or less muddy
extract, varying in colour according to that of the original sputum.

The latter pa>t of the process is conducted slowly, with the view of

driving off all remaining trace of spirits, and to prevent the escape of

other volatile pioduots.

The extract thus obtained was utilised for injection. With
regard to its constitution, it must be observed that it is as

pure an extract as can well be obtained of the carefully-selected sputum.

The only additions made are measured quantities of faintly acidulated

rectified spirit. This, in tho process of slow evaporation to one-

fifteenth of its original volume, was presumably entirely given off ; so

that, in observing the results, we have to deal with the tlfects of a

fairly purified extract of phthisical sputum—that is, sputum minus
the coagulable elements, separated out by the addition of the rectified

spirits and the afcerprocess of filtration.

It should be further mentioned that the extract, when properly pre-

pared, i.s most unstable ; and, being extremely liable to the attack of

fungi, breaks down in a few days, giving rise to new products. The
extract was, therefore, never used lor experimental purposes after it

had been prepared for three or four days.

Fourserius of experiments were conducted with the extractso obtained

:

1. To observe its I fl'ects on the system generally. 2. To observe its

effects on tho circulation ; that is, on the cardiac rate. 3. To test tho

antagonistic effects of certain drugs, especially atropine, as regards

tho system generally. 4. To test these antagonistic effects as seen

more especially in the cardiac rate. It is impossible here to give

details of tho numerous experiments conducted under these heads,

but the general rosuUs may b.i summarised.
Series i.—a. On Frogs.—Thirteen experiments carried out with

varying quantities, and under a variety of conditions, yield results of

striking uniformity, and point to the presence in the cx'ract of a

toxic principle, or of toxic principles, of considerable potency. Tue

results differ only in degree, a progressive increase in the intensity e!

the symptoms being observable with the increased dosage. The

general lino of symptoms is that of the gradual development of

voluntary motor depression. In no instance was a stage of excite-

ment traceable. This condition of depression appears, in part,_ ei-

plicablo by a toxic influence exerted on the higher centres. This is

evidenced by the general character of the depression, by the sluggish

nature of the movements while co-ordination remains little affected,

and by contraction of the pupils. The spinal cord appears to bo nn-

afrjctcd, tho rtflexes remaining normal throughout in the less Eeveic

cases, and in the graver being unaffected till later on.

1!. 0)1 Mammalia.—In mica it was found possible to induce distinct

symptoms with 0.3 cubic centimetre of the extract. Those symptoms

resembled in general character those observed in the frog, and passed

off gradually in the course of an hour or two. With increased injec-

tion, the intensity and duration of the symptoms were corre;pondiDgly

increased. As in the frog, the scope of the symptoms suggested im-

plication more especially of the higher centres. There was the same

early appearance of gradually advancing depression. This, as before,

was not preceded by any trace of excitation. In the course_ of ten

minutes tho animal invariably became quieter, the stage of quiescence

passing on to more or less complete passivity and ditincliuation for

movement, according to the amount injected. In the lighter cases

this was gradually recovered from. In the more severe cases it deep-

ened into death, or death followed after more or less complete approach

towards recoveiy. In addition to these symptoms, common to frogs

and mice, certain well-marked phenomena were observed. Among the

more striking of these should be noted fibrillary twitching of the sni-

face of tho body, and convulsive movements of the trunk and limbs.

Regarding chauges in the respiration, it has to be borne in mind that

the estimation of the rate of breathing is always difficult in mice. The

general impression, however, was that after the preliminary excit«-

ment there remaintd a certain increase in the re?piratory rate, to be

followed later, when symptoms were sufficiently prolonged, by

retardation. In those animals which died after prolonged sym-

ptoms, anorexia was a conspicuous feature, while water was drunk

freely.

In rabbits, comparatively large quantities of tho extract w,iro re-

quired to produce urgent symptoms. On economic grounds this line

of experimentation was less systematically carried out. So far as they

go, tho results obtained were in strict accord with those just detailed.

Of greater interest, however, in the case of the rabbit, was the effect

of daily repeated small doses. Thus, for example, two rabbits were

fed on measured quantities of oats and water, and their weights regis-

tered for some days, until the daily register became fairly constant.

The same conditions were continued, with the addition that one? in

the twenty-four hours each animal received subcutaneoasly small in-

jections of the extract. Presumably as a result of this, their v.-cights

progressively decreased by amounts varying from one-fourth of an

ounce up to one ounce per diem, and the amount of food consumed

was reduced to one-half, and on one occasion to one-quarter, of the

amount previously consumed in the corresponding time. After some

days the system appeared to grow more tolerant of tho morbid mate-

rial, as it was found necess.iry to increase the dose to produce the

same effect. At the end of ten days the inje:tions were discontinued,

and the weights, without increasing, remained almost constant for a

week or two. Then a gradual progression downwards, apart fioni

fresh injection, was observed, each animal continuing to lose a frac-

tion of an ounce daily until death. It appears likely that tho early

loss of weight was due directly to the action of the morbid produ«t,

which doubtless led to loss of appetite, etc. This is evidenctd by the

daily loss of weight corresponding with the dates of injection and by

return to a more constant condition when the injections were

stopped. The later progressive loi-s of weight, apart from injection,

is more dinimlt of explanation. We may suppose that, following the

earlier injections, a condition of marasmus developed. In neither of

the rabbits was there found, on post-mortem examination, the sJ.'ghtes;

trace of caseatiou to which rabbits are prone.

Series ii — Effects on the circalaiion, that is, on the cardiac rate.

A considerable number of expeiiments were conduced under this

heul. They prove conclusively the presence of a powerful cardiac

dcpress.ant. In each instance the fall is striking. Where large doses

were used it was remarkable, the cardiac rate being reduced, in the

course of four hours under the influence of tho extract, tr..m H »

minute to 18, and even 14. Coincident with the decieas* in rate, s

marked lengthening of the (lia^tolic in relation to the sj-sto!ic phase

wa? evident Those results, taken a'ong with those of Seiies iv(i«/i«).

imply, I think, that the depressed action on the heart is proanceii
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tkrongh the medium of the inhibitory fibres, ami not by direct action

on the cardiac ganglia.
, . . . ,

SRKiEti 111 and IV.—It is convoniout in tins bnef summary to

combine the rcsulU obtained in Series ill and iv. In each it was

attompted to ncutnliso the ascertained depressant effects of the extract

bv the exhibition of presumably antagonistic drugs. For the present,

I' limit myself to the results obtained with atropine. The double

series yield results in remarkable consonance with those obtained in

the earlier series. In the first place, they afford strong corroborative

oTidence as to both the general syslomic and the special cardiac elTccts

of the extract. But, in the second place, they prove that the com-

biaod exhibition of atropine undoubtedly modifies these results in a

striking manner. Of this there is evidence in all the experiments,

the degree to which such mollification is produced varying with the

reLitive quantitv of the antagonistic principle. Most perfect antago-

nism was produced by the combined injection of ,, milligramme of

sulphate of atropine with 0.6 cubic centinu'tres of extract. Under

such conditions the geneial systemic efTects—easily produced both in

frogs and in mice by 0.6 cubic centimi^tres of extract—were almost

completely absent, while the cardiac rate, which 0. 6 cubic centimetres

suffioei to depress considerably, remained practically constant. The

effects were similar, whether the atropine were exhibited simultane-

ously with the extract, or at varying intervals before or after. The

antagonising influence of atropine is most strikingly demonstrated in

thoie experiments where the injection of the extract preceded that

of the atropine by a metisured interval of time. In such cases the

effects of the extract were first of all well defined, and gradually de-

clined on the addition of the atropine. Similar results, though less

striking, were obtained when the atropine preceded the extract. It

should bo added that, in every instance where counter-experiments

were made with atropine, the extract was first tested, with the view

of establishing its physiological action.

This experimental record is necessarily too brief, and doubtless is

open to much criticism. But the results at my disposal—which I

hope to publish in more extended form—appear to me to justify the

statement that from the tubercular sputum there is separable one or

more products possessed oi well-marked toxic properties, these toxic

properties being more or less completely opposed by atropine.

The remaining question is, in how far this poisonous principle is

dependent on the presence of the bacillus ? Jlight not such toxic

effects be produced by extracts obtained from other sputa besides

those strictly bacillar ? There is, unfortunately, no time to give in

full the ground for my statement, but my belief, which rests on ex-

perimental basis, is that the presence of the bacUli is causally related

to the poisonous product obtained from the sputum. I incline also,

for similar reasons, to the belief that there is a relation traceable be-

tween the toxicity of the extract and the abundance of the bacillar

elements discoverable in the sputum.

On the line oi absorption and the therapeutic indications, regarding

which I had proposed speaking, I must not dwell ; but it may be con-

venient in closing to tabulate shortly the chief points which have

been briefly discussed.

Conclii-uoivs.—X. In view of the work of Koch, it is impossible to

aroid admitting that a causal relationship exists between the tubercle

bacillus and the phthisical process. 2. The mere predication of this

relationship is not sufficient in explanation of the clinical facts and

the generally fatal termination of such cases. 3. The usually received

explanations of the modus moricndi in phthisis are insufficient, i.

It appears probable that the lethal influence of the bacillus is due to

the production thereby of certain poisonous products. 5. Clinical

and experimental evidence appears tj indicate that the inorbid secre-

tions from the respiratory surfaces alford a good medium fur the

growth of the tubercle bacillus, and, presumbably, for the ekaboration

of such products. 6. Such a product is separ>able from the carefully

selected and prciiared sputum. 7. This product is possestcJ of well-

marked physiological properties, being eminently tuxic to frogs, mice,

and other animals. 8. The toxic jnoiierties of the i)roduct are, speak-

ing generally, dipressant. 9. More particularly they include a

marked depressant influence on the heart. 10. This depressant in-

Hiencc seems to be exerted through the medium of the cardio-inhibi-

tory mechanism. 11. The toxic actiun of the product is more or less

completely opposed by atroi)ine. 12. The amount of the product

which may be tepirated appears to bear a distim't relation to the

abuudunco of the bacillar elements present. 13. Absorption of the

poisonous product most probably occurs by way of the lymphatic

circulation.

ON CERTAIN NEPHRALOIAS SIMULATING RENAL
CALCULUS.'

By CHARLES HENRY UALKE, M.A., M.D.Cantab.. r.R.C.P.,

Physieias to Out- and la-patieDta at tlie l/oudou Hospita

Wfi are informed that Mrs. H. O'D. Bartholeyns has resigned the

Secretaryship of the Middlesex Ho9i)ital.

The purpose of the present paper is partly to draw attention to certain

painful alfectious ol the kidney which may be taken for calculous

disease of that organ, and to ssek for information from those who may
have had a wide experience of such cases as to the distinguishing

points that may be best relied on for diagnosis in cases in which

doubt exists. As a rule, the diagnosis of renal calculus is easy ; a

time usually comes, either early or late, in which the calculus en-

deavours to escape by the ureter, giving rise to severe colic, and caus-

ing blood and pus to appear in the urine ; to these is usually added a

symptom which writers have been accustomed to consider as absolutely

symptomatic of renal calculus, namely, retraction of the testicle on
the side alfectod. Though this latter symptom is of undoubted im-

portance, nevertheless, too much dependence must not be placed on

it, since the phenomenon will appear quite independently of renal cal-

culus, and is evoked whenever a tenacious mass of any size passes from

the pelvis of the kidney down the ureter; thus, it may be observed

in cases of hydatid of the kidney, or when tuberculous or scrofulous

masses are passed downwards into the bladder. It is also a well-

ascertained fact that a stone in the kidney may exist for a consider-

able time without giving rise to any of these symptoms, except pain,

and that in some instances may be quite unimportant, giving rise

rather to a feeling of weight and dragging than to actual suffering
;

whilst the urine may bo examined repeatedly with only negative

results. Thus, Dr. Murchison {Diseases of the Liver, third edition)

refers to a case which was under his care, and other physicians, in

which for years, the painful affection of the right side was referred to

hepatic neuralgia and treated as such, till after years of suffering the

patient was relieved by the passage of a renal calculus. One can

hardly suppose that such an acute clinical observer as Dr.

Murchison would have neglected to examine the urine, and had

blood or pus been present to have come to a speedy and right

conclusion. An interesting illustration of a similar incident was

reported in the March number of the Chicago Review for this

year (1887), in which the patient for eighteen years had suffered

from severe lumbar pain and whose urine had been frequently

examined, but with negative results, till at last pyelitis was

evoked, and then, after eighteen years of doubt, the nature of the

case was fully revealed. I have myself {Morbid Conditions of the

Urine, Churchill, 1882) recorded a case in which a gentleman suffer-

ing from severe lumbar pain consulted an eminent surgeon and a dis-

tinguished physician. The surgeon told him he was suffering from

locomotor ataxy, the physician that the symptoms were due to syphi-

litic disease of the spinal cord, and placed him on a course of mercury;

two years afterwards he passed an oxalate of lime calculus, which

completely relieved him of his pains. He assured me that during

the whole time of his sufferings his urine continued bright and clear,

and that it was frequently examined by his medical attendaiits, and

it was not till the day he passed the calculus that he noticed it thick

and bloody.

It would be easy to enumerate other cases in which stcne in the

kidney existed without being recognised by the usual symptoms, but

the converse of these cases, namely, when lumbar pains of long stand-

ing have been attributed to renal calculus, are not so numerous, and

are certainly more perplexing. Thus, some years since a patient of

the late Dr.Murchison, who was thought by him, and by the other phy-

sicians whoalso sawthe case, tobe suffering fromstone in the left kidney,

although the urine was repeatedly examined with negative results,

and who went on suffering excruciating agonies of paroxysmal pain,

died suddenly one night. At the inquest the post-mortem examina-

tion showed the peritoneum full of blood, which proceeded from the

rupture of an aneurysm of one of the smaller mesenteric vessels, but

which evidently pressed on some nerve plexus supplying the pelvis

of the left kidney. Here, indeed, is an instance in which a correct

diagnosis was impossible; but all cases of renal pain are not so ob-

scure, and I have endeavoured to classify them in the following order.

1. Neuroses of the Kidney.—{a) A. true neuralgia of the kidney is

of very rare occurrence. I cannot say I have ever met with an in-

stance. Delicate women at the menstrual period, and for some time

after, suffer from aching pains in the renal region, and these pains by

some have been considered neuralgic. Bat it has been shown that

' Ro«i) in the Section of Medicine at the Annual Meeting of the British MeJica

Aasoolatlon held in Doblln, Angust, 18'?7.
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there ia an intimate sympathy between the reuai otpaus and the

female generative apparatus, and that during menstruation slight en-

largement of the kidney occurs. In delicate women this physiological

engorgement may become exaggerated, and the distended capsule give

rise to pain, llenal neuralgia, itlis said, somatimos ocfiurs'in malarial

subjects—it may be well to note the possibility; but with seven

years' experience of tropical diseases at the Seaman's Hospital, where

the opportunities of watching the se'ciueiaj of malarial disease are very

great, I never met with an instance of renal neuralgia. (6) Reflected

neuroses of the kidney, howevef| are not uncommon. In 1878 the

late Dr. Murchison gave me the particulars of a pecnliar form of

neurosal attack which he designated as a renal storm, and which had
frequently occurred in a patient suffering from aortic regurgitation.

The attack commenced with excrnciating pain over the region of the

right kidney, exactly like renal colic, but there was no sickness or

retraction of the testicle, and the urine passed after the attack was

perfectly normal, nor was there jaundice, or anything to suggest that

the pain was due to either renal or biliary calculus. After lasting

some hours the pain passed off as suddenly as it came on. With
reference to this case I may mention the remarks :mad« by Di. Haber-

shon {Diseases of the Ziver, p. 13) with regard to the neuralgic pain

sometimes met with in organic disease of the heart, and which is. re-

ferred to as being situated deeply behind the first part of the duode-

num. " It is," he says, "severe, almost like that of gall-stone, but

it is without jaundice or other symptoms of calculus ; it is not con-

nected with the stomach, for it is not atfected by food, but

paroxysmal, and sometimes recurs with great regularity." In 1880

a man, aged 47, applied as an outpatient at the London Hospital,

solely on account of severe paroxysmal attacks of pain, which, com-

mencing at the angle of the epigastric region, where it joined the right

hypochondrium, passed downwards into the right lumbar region.

No disease of the liver or kidney could be detected, and the urine was
perfectly normal. On examining the chest, however, we found the

left ventricle considerably hypertrophied, the result of aortic regurgi-

tation. This case and that of the late Dr. Murchison are probably of

a similar character. Reflected nephralgias may occur in connection

with inflammatory affections of other organs. Thus, in -pneumonia,

the pain is often at first more lumbar than dorsal, and I have
known an acute practitioner taken in, fop hs sent for me saying

that one of his patients was passing a renal calculus, the symptoms
being intense pain in the right lumbar region and albumen in the

urine. Shortly after, on examining the patient again, he discovered

fine crepitation at the right base, but not before he had given the

patient a warm bath and a dose of opinm for the relief of the supposed

colic. In disease of the bladder the pain may be wholly nephritic.

A gentleman sent for me some time since on his arrival in town froin

Edinburgh, suffering from intense paroxysmal pain in the right

kidney ; the testicle on the same side was retracted, there was blood

and pus in the urine ; no irritability of the bladder. About a fort-

night after he began to get intermittent discharges of pu?, the renal

pain still continuing severe and no bladder symptoms. Dr. Murchi-
son, who saw the case with me, agreed that there was pyonephrosis

of the right kidney. About a week after this the renal pain suddenly
transferred itself to the neck of the bladder ; a finger passed into the

rectum detected a hard mass lying between the rectum and the

bladder. I then asked Mr. John Wood to see the case with me, and
he came to the conclusion that an abscess had formed in the cellular

tissue between the rectum and bladder, and had burst into the latter.

At first the discharge had been intermittent, bat was now becoming
continuous. The patient did very well, the discharged pus soon' ceas-

ing, and the urine clearing up, no symptoms of renal calcultts or of

renal pain ever again declared themselves. Had this case -occufred in

the present days of nephrotomy, lam sure that when the case first

came under observation operative procedures would have been taken
under consideration.

2. Ncphratijias from Disease of Goiiti(fu<yus Parts:—If we consider
the anatomical relationship of the duodenum to the right kidney, we
shall not be surprised to find that many morbid conditions of that
portion of the intestine may give rise to pain simulating a nephralgia
of calculous origin. Thus Sir. Cursham Corner asked mo some short
time since to see a patient who had many symptoms of renal colic

;

namely, attacks of paroxysmal pain accompanied by vomiting,- great
tenderness ou pressure over the right renal region, a urine loaded with
uric acid and turbid with mncus, but no blood or pus. Mr. Corner
had his doubts about the case, hut rather inclined to the view of renal

calculus, and so at first did I ; but, on strict inquiry, we found the
attacks of pain had a very constant relation to food, and that the
vomit was not so purely reflex as we generally meet with in renal

colic, but contained undigested food; jtheDj ,again, the patient .was

losiig flesh rapidly. The conclusion we finally arrived at w»a dno-

denal ulcer, and though -we did .not exclude the possibility of a stone

being present as well, and advised the usual treatment, we added to

this treatment substantial doses of bismuth, and a light farinaceous

diet. Under this treatment the patitnt made a complete recovery,

losing his pain a very few days after it was commenced. No 8U»-

]iicion of the existence of caicnlas was left behind after his re-

covery.
"!

Another instructive case illustrates this point of the connection of

duodenal irritation with nephralgia. About four years ago Dr. Ball

brought a patient of his to my house for consultation. This

gentleman had suffered for some time ft om severe paroxysmal pain in

the right hypochondrium. He had consulted many medical friendi,

and the general verdict was visceral neurosis, and I, at first thought,

had pretty much the same view. The nrine was examined, bat it

was perfectly normal. Then the idea of biliary colic or retained gall

stones without jaundice occurred as a possible solution, and a terebin-

thin mixture was prescribed. To our astonishment, a few days after,

instead of a gall-stone out came a large round worm. The symptoms
were greatly relieved, though not completely ;

probably some degree

of chronic ulceration of the duodenum was present as well. Bat the

patient being a medical man could not give himself sufficient rest

till he could take a good "holiday, -when 1 believe he became entirely

free from pain.

Gall-stones retained in the gall-bladder are often taken for stone

in the right kidney, and vice versd ; as a rule, however, the direction

of the pain serves as a guide. With gall-stones the pain radiates

from the right hypochondrium towards the epigastrium and umbilical

reoion. With right-sided nephralgia the pain comes forward from the

lumbar region into the right hypochondrium, and is then reflected

downwards towards the right hypogastrium.

Caries of the spine with psoas abscess in the early stage sometimes

gives rise to lumbar pain that' may be taken for nephralgia, but a

careful examination of the spine is sure, sooner or later, to reveal

a tender spot along the spinal column, and so lead us to a right con-

elusion.

3. Nephralgias from the Disease of the Kidney.—"The tender kid-

ney," caused probably by some displacement of the organ, with con-

sequently a certain degree of perinephritis attendant on the disloca-

tion, is often a condition extremely difficult to diagnose, and still

more to treat. Early in February, 1887, Dr. John Williams sent a

young lady to me with many symptoms of renal calculus. She had

constant aching pain in the right kidney, sometimes severe paroxysms

of pain ; the urine was turbid, contained some pus cells, but no

blood. The right kidney was exquisitely tender to the touch, and its

dimensions, which were enlarged, could be easily mapped out. Her

account was as foUows. One day, during the menstrnal period, she

was playing lawn tennis, when she felt a sudden rick in her side, so

painful as to make her quit her game ; since then she liad never felt

free from pain. I had no doubt that the kidney had been displaced

slightly downwards, with partial Rupture of th3 surrounding cellular

tissue during the act of using the racket at lawn tennis, the displace-

ment being aided by two conditions—the naturally enlarged state of

the kidney during menstruation ; tight lacing, pushing the liver

downwards. It was quite two months, with absolute rest on bed

and sofa, before she could move without pain, and then required the

support of an abdominal belt. This case I at first thought was one

of renal calculus, the pus in the urine and the paroxysmal pain

being misleading. I have seen two similar cases at the hofpital

;

both occurred after working at a mangle during the menstrnal period.

Dr. Samuel West, in a communication to the Journal in 1885,

drew attention to the frequency and Importance of hematuria occur-

ring in patients suffering from granular kidney, and observed upon

the fact that writers on urinary pathology had neglected to describe a

symptom of such importance. So important is it to recognise the

fact that ha;matnria does occur in these cases that Dr. West says that

in one the operation of nephrotomy was going to be performed under

the supposition that the hajmaturia was caused by oaloulns, when Dr.

West saw the case and proved the true nature of the hsemorrhage.

Other diseases of the kidney, giving ri.se to a semblance of renal colic

from time to time dnring their progress naturally occur to us; thus

tho passage of an hydatid vesicle, a mass of tubercle or cancer, gives

rise to a colic often indistinguishable from calculous colic till the

oll'ending mass comes under observation.

4. Nejthralgias das io Functional Dcrangemails of the i7rine.—Dr.

Prout some years ago drew the following graphic picture : a middle-

aged individual, who has lived an ea.'iy and somewhat luxurious life,

after soma slight disorder of the bowels or ex;>osure to cold, begins to

complain of uneasiness in tho region of the kidneys, which gradually
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inCTMsOT an '. extends forwards and downwards to the fjroin and tes-

ticle. Tbu 8la)mach now frcqaeutly synipatbisefl, tftid there i> either

ahaclat'^ nausea or at least inability to take food. The tongue is

miii-h furroj ; there is thirst ; the pulse is full, stronp, and usually

accelerat<d. There ii a tendency to drowsiness and head.iche. In

coDJunction with these symptoms the patient complains of a constant

desire to pass his urine, which is scanty, highly coloured, extremely

acid, and often loaded with bile. Under these circumstances the

nriaary symptoms sometimes increase to a great degree of severity,

only small quantitios of nrine being excreted at a time, and the

colicky symptoms strongly resembling those of renal calculus, being

decidedly pronounced—and yet under careful treatment—when the

medical attendant nnd the patient have come to the conclusion that

the symptoms arc due to ronal calculus, and to renal calculus alone ;

they dear up and give no farther trouble.

A patient exhibiting similar symptoms came under my care last

snmmer. EUrly in March Dr. AUt, of Clspham, advised a gentleman,

aged ii, to consult me, as it was feared that premonitory symptoms
of diabetes were making their appearance, that is, the amount of

urinary water was increased and the specific gravity considerably

•bovo tlie average, though no sugar was present. The patient had
lost ll-.sh, and his appetite was capricious. He had formerly led an

active life, riding many miles daily, bat since be had left the country

he had taken to driving in a closed carriage, took little or no walking

eiercise, whilst his social popularity being great, he was in demand
for dinner parties and other functions that led him in the way oi

more eating and drinking than was good for a man of his habit and
eoDStitation, and which was also against his natural inclination,

which was for plain and simple food. During the two years he had
been in London his health had certainly failed him, and the attack

in March was undoubtedly premonitory of something more serious. I

Itrescribed mineral acids and Carlsbad salts, and advised a less nitro-

geniscd diet than he had been taking. Under this treatment he
eemed to be doin;; well, when one day he took a long drive outside a

oosch to St. Albans and back. The day happened to be cold, with

a north-east wind. Oa his return he felt chilly, with general malaise ac-

.eompanied by severe lumbar pain ; the next day he took a Turkish bath,

in which he happened unfortunately to slip ; this seemed to increase

the pain in the back, which gradually localised itself in the left

'kidney. When I saw him the next day in consultation with Dr.

Allt, he had a ijuick pulse, a foul tongue, obstinate constipation,

constant nausea, often actual retching, scanty, highly-coloured, acid

nrine, with intense renal pain on the left side shooting down into the

left inguinal region. For some days the pains increased in severity

and the symptoms were decidedly aggravated, and the late Dr. Wilson
Fox was added to oar consultation. He held strongly for the view
of renal calculus, and though I was rather biassed that way myself,

ati'il, remembering Prout'a description, I had hopes that with due
purgation and a l<ght non-nitrogenous diet, the symptoms would pass

off and leave no trace of mischief behind. Time proved the correctness

of the sormiae, and a fortnight after, the patient made a good re-

covery ; and though he occasionally suffers from dyspeptic attacks,

still the renal symptoms have entirely subsided.

There is again another form of nephralgia which often gives rise to

the suspicion of renal calculas, connected with fnnctional derange-

ment of the urine, which is the converse of the above. In this class

of cases the patient, instead of being stout and plethoric, is usually

thin uid somewhat emaciated ; he complains of a sensation of soreness,

heat, or chilliness abont the spine, loins, or saorum ; in some instances

much increased bv pressure, and accompanied by shooting pains and
WD9C of heat or Hunhing extending to various parts of the body, some-
times by an occasional sensation of tinnitus annum, also with various

nervous affections in different parts of the body, as pain and soreness

in the epigastric region, along the course of the nerves of the arm,
thigh, etc. These symptoms are generally accompanied by groat

disturbance of the assimilating functions, and a condition of urine

leading to the deposition of oxalate of lime and excessive elimination

of phosphoric acid. Front, speaking of these cases, says their termi-

nation is often critical, and the crisis anfavourable. I have at present

a case of this kind under observation ; the pains in the renal region

(the right) have now lasted three years, and though resembling in

many respecU the pains of ronal colic, xtill the arine, with the excep-
tion of the deposition of oxalate of lime, gives a negative resnlt. The
patient continues to Io;e weight, though the dyspepsia is not marked,
and there is no orginic mischief to account for it. The case has been
ae«n by other physicians, who have from time to time given diiferont

opinions— rhtuoiacisni, gout, aneurysm, etc. The last time the
patient was in ti>vn Sir Andrew Claik saw him with me. Sir Anirew
Clark was doubtful whether the symptoms pointed decidedly to renal

calculus, as the nrine gave such a negative result, bnt he agreed that

the case was one resembling the description given by Front, and that

the nephralgia was due to the irritation of the urinary passages by the

passable of crystals of oxalate of lime. Treatment in accordance with

this view has been adopted, but I hear the patient still continues to

lose weight and to suffer from renal pain ; and the case, I fear, is

likely to terminate both critically and unfavourably.

CASES ILLUSTRATING THE ANTISEPTIC AND
ANTIPYRETIC TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS.'

Bt W. H. spencer, M.A., M.D.Cantab.,
Senior Physician to the Bristol Royal Inflrniary ; Lecturer on Ucdicine at tke

Bristol Medical School.

It is only in quite recent times that there could be said to exist any

rational treatment of phthisis founded upon scientific knowledge
;

and the past few years have witnessed a new departure in the rational

treatment of phthisis consequent npou the rapid strides made in the

new science of bacteriology and in all tha' relates to the share and

influence of micro-organisms in disease. New modes of treatment have

sprang up whose principles rest on experimental evidence and scien-

tific deduction therefrom, and now much attention is being bestowed

on the use of antiseptics in the treatment of phthisis. Already the

results of this mode of treatment jostily most favourable expectation,

and promise much benefit to the common humanity we work for.

1 propose to relate some of my experiences whilst using in acute

phthisis remedies now tolerably common, yet still the subject of ex-

periment and discussion—antiseptics and antipyretics, to wit—and
whilst using them under circumstances better adapted to continuoas

trial and careful observation than can generally be compassed in

private practice. And any thoughts and suggestions and practical

points that I may give as the outcome of my experiences relate not

only to these two cases, but are drawn from many other cases and a

much wider observation.

Case i. Acute Pneumonia of Left Lang, passing rapidly into Acute

Tubercular Phthisis ; Almost Complete Repair by Fibroid Suislilulion;

Bacilli, Abundant during Uie Acute .S'to;/cs, Disappearing as Recovery

Progressed; Complete Recovery Almost Assured, when Siuiden Profuse

Hicmcpl IIsis Caxised Death ; Duration of Case, Ten Months ; Treatment

by Kairin, Quinine, and Iodoform.— E. B., aged 20, a domestic ser-

vant, after definite exposure to severe cold, was seized with acute pneu-

monia on the day following the exposure, and was admitted to the

infirmary three days later, on March 15th, 1884. The patient had
b' en previously in good health ; she was somewhat subject to cold and

cough, but had never be<n laid up with any illness. On admission

the patient was found to be well nourished, but rather anaemic Fur-

ther was noted : flushed face; herpes on lips; profuse sweating; a short

hacking cough; temperature, 104°
;

pulse, 124; respirations, 44;
viscid sputa ; at the left base and up to the spine of the scapula

physical signs of consolidation, with fine crepitation.

The day after admission the temperature rose to 105°, and the aae

of antipyretics was commenced. Notwithstanding the daily use of

antipyretics, continued for a period of four weeks, the temperature

rose daily (sometimes twice in the twenty-four hours) to a point b»-

tween 104° and 106. 4°. At first kairin was used in ten-grain doses,

and it was always given when the temperature had reached 104° or

over. After each dose the temperature fell rapidly ; observations

made every quarter of an hour showed that the fall was continuous

for about two hours, the total fall being from three to five degrees.

There was a striking constancy in the effects produced by a given

dose of kairin, whether the dose was five, ten, or fifteen grains ; on no

occasion was more than fifteen grains given. A dose of ten graiiis

gave always the best results ; fifteen giains did no more than five

grains, and neither did so much as ten grains. The stationary period

variid, but at most it lasted only a few hours ; the longest time re-

corded was ten hours. The subsequent rise of temperature was

usually as rapid as the decline. Each dose of kairin was followed,

within halt on hour, by profuse sweating and symptoms of depres-

sion ; and when two doses were given in close succession (the inter-

val being three and a half hours) uiaiked cyanosis and collapse oc-

curred. Kairin was exhibited twice daily for ten days. At the end

ol this time, the fourteenth day of the disease, the miximum tempera-

ture was still 105" or thereabouts. JTeanwhile, tho sputa had ceased

to \>-i viscid and rusty, the cough v.ms looser, the crepita'.ion at the

left base ha<l become coar.e. Then llie sputa became viscid and rusty

> Bttd befor* Ui< Bath aad Brtetjl Branch sf the British Medical Aseociatioii.
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again, tbe cough more teasing, and tbere was evidence that the left

apex had become involved—consolidation and fine crepitation.

On March 29 th, the seventeenth day of the disease, the spata were

found to be loaded with the bscdlus tuberculosis. The left apex

rapidly underwent softening, and by April 10th the phvsical signs of

a cavity were well marked. From the date of leaving off the kairm,

the pyrexia had been treated by large doses of quinine. Quinine was

given from March 25th to April 5th, almost daily, ia twenty-grain

dosfs ; and only when the temperature was over 104' and rising. The

effect of each dose was to lower the tempsratureby four or five degrees,

to control the pyrexia from twelve to sixteen hours, and to ameliorate

the general condition of the patient. Little or no permanent effect,

however, was obtained, since, for some twelve days after discontinuing

the quinine, the daily maximum temperature was over 103°.

On April 10th treatment by iodoform was commenced. The iodo-

form was given in pills, each containing one grain, at intervals of four

hours. This was the time of greatest lung destruction ;
the whole of

the left lung appeared to be riddled with suppurating cavities ;_
the

expectoration was profuse and purulent, temperature hectic, night

sweats profuse, emaciation and weakness extreme. Htemoptysia also

had occurred.

After iodoform had been taken for about two weeks, the temperature

came down to a lower level, rarely over 102°, the hectic character

was less marked, and the patient began seniibly to improve. In two

weeks more, the temperature fell and continued upon a still lower

level, ami the improvement all round was going on rapidly.

On May 2Sth, forty-eight days after beginning the iodoforni, the

temperature was normal morning and evening, and it continued

practically normal for the next mx weeks. The patient now was

greatly improved in appearance, took her food well, and was vastly

better in every respect. At this time the physical signs showed that

repair had commenced, and made some progress at the left base.

Weight now, 6 st. 81b.
, i, ,

Passing on to June 17th, an interval of three weeks, the physical

signs showed almost complete repiir in the left lower lobe and as high

as the spine of the scapula. The whole left chest was markedly

retracted, but there was no curvature of the spine, the right lung ex-

tended beyond the left margin of the sternum, and the heart was

displaced, the apex being tilted upwards and three inches outside the

left nipple. No bacilli were found in the sputa, but after further

repeated examinations with the highest powers, a very few small and

partially developed bacilli were seen with difficulty.

By the end of June, the signs of repair in the left apex were unequi-

vocal. On August 1st the patient was so much better that she was

allowed to get up, but the temperature rose, and the eff.'ct generally

was such that the bed was kept for some time longer. Weight now,

6 St. 12 lb. Curvature of the spine had become marked. Things went

on much in the same way, with occasional recurrence of temperature of

the hectic type, and slight hemoptysis ; but with improvement in the

general condition and increase of weight for about two months.

Towards the end of September, an attack of colic and diarrhoea oc-

curred—the first during the progress of the case. (Tubercles and

ulceration were found in the intestine postmortem.) The tempera-

ture rose, and the patient was a good deal pulled down. The attack

did not last long, however. The iodoform was discontinued now for

about two weeks, on account of gastric disturbance, and resumed on

October 10th. At this time an effort to get up was attended by syn-

cope. From the middle of October to the beginning of November the

temperature was normal
;

progress was steady, and the weight in-

creased to 7 St. 7 lbs. The patient kept her bed during this time.

Early in November the temperature rose again, and continued

hectic for a week. The patient became very drowsy, and slept a good

deal, with snoring. She complained of severe pain in the head
;
the

pupils were dilated (contracting to light) ; there was nausoi._ without

actual vomiting ; the pulse became very rapid—144. The retina> were

examined, and found normal. These symptoms soon passed off
;
the

temperature became normal in ten days, and remained so until the

end of the case. From thia time to January 6th, the day the patient

died, there was steady though slow and gradual progress towards re-

covery. The patient began to get up daily, and was eventually able

to be up a good part of the day. The weight increased at the rate of

about 1 lb. per week, and on J.inuary 6th it was 7 st. 13 lbs. (6 st. 8 lbs.

on May 28th). The physical signs denoted complete repair at the left

base ; and, as to the apex, they had indicated progressive diminution

in the size of the vomica.', until only a few dry crackles were discovered

at the apex. There was much retraction of the left chest, and much

lateral curvature of the snine. On Jaunary 6th, 1885—ten months

after the onset of the acute" pneumonia—the patient was sitting no m
bet!, talking and cheerful, at 10.15 r.M., when an attack of coughing

came on ; this lasted for about five minutes, and was succeeded by a

sudden hajmoptysis to twenty ounces. The blood was bright red,

alkaline, and loim^d firm clots. There was no retching or vomiting.

The patient's fa=e becanne livid, and breathing ceaaed at 11 p.m.

There had been no haemoptysis since September.

Necropsy.-Oa. opening the thorax, the right lung was found to be

greatly expanded, extending far over to the left side. The left lung

was much contracted, and firmly bound to the chest-wall by adhe-

sions, reaching from apex to base. At the apex of the left lung wer e

two or three very small vomica;, and a larger one about tne size of »
j

filbert These contained verv small quantities of pus. The lung sub.\^

stance had to a great extent disappeared throughout this lung, and
_

had been replaced by strong firm hands of glistening fibrous tissue ;

,

this tissue was well-marked around the bronchial tubes. There was a

small deep seated cavitv in the apex of the right lung. The contents

of the head were healthy. Fat was prominent in the walls of the ab-

domen, and in the tissue round the abdominal organs. In the intes-

tines there were deeply congested patches here and there. In the

ileum there were several small tubercular ulcers, and near the valve a

few scattered tubercles ; other organs healthy ; no trace of the site of

the hemorrhage could be discovered.^
_ , . „, t i

Case ii. Aade Double Fneumonii, passing into Acute lutercular

Phthisis Phlebitis : Complete F^ecovenj, -maintained at the end of

Twelve Mmths; Duration of Case, Five Months; Treatment by

Quinine, Iodoform, and Eucalyptol Inhalations.—L. D., aged 22 a

domestic servant, admitted to the infirmary on January 16th, 1885,

having' been ill about four days. The patient was reported to have

beon a delicate girl, but had had no serious illness. There was no

family history of phthisis. On admission, she was in a very prostrate con-

dition ; she was well nourished, but antcmio ; she had mu^h pain in the

chest ; temperature 103 2'
;
pulse 132 ; respirations So ;

a tr.ace of

albumen At the left base were found dulness, tubular breathing,

bronchophony and fioe crepitation; and at the right base also there

were signs of commencing pneumonia. For two days the paUent was

verv bad, requirin? a good deal of stimulation ;
temperature between

103° and 105°. The temperature then came down, and in six days

from the time of admission, resolution appeared to have commenced

Ei^ht days after admiss^ion, on January 24th, the temperature rose to

103°,''pain in the calf of the right leg was complained of, and now the

patient suffered an attack of phlebitis of the right popliteal vem. This

attack ended favourably.
, , , ,. i-n

Bat on February 1st it was found that at both ba=e3 there was still

abundance of crepi-ation, yet not altogether that of a resolving pneu-

monia of the ordinary type. The temperature had assumed a hectic

character, and the physical signs showed that the right apex had

become involved ; indeed, there was evidence that both apices were

implicated. There was also extension and renewal of acute intlam-

matory mischief at the left base; the temperature rose to 104 and

over and the condition of the patient became extremely t^nt'cal. -tor

four'successive days the temperature remained persistently at betweeii

103° and 104°. Then salicylic acid with hydrobromic acid and ether

in mixture was given ; in two days the temperature was below 100 ,

and the mixture was discontinued. The temperature soon rose again

and the salicylic acid mixture was resumed and contimied for four

days ; during this time the temperature was kept below 1U3

At this time there was evidence of extensive breaking-down at both

bases and, to a slighter extent, at both apices ;
the patient was

de irious, had little or no sleep, sweated copiously day and night and

was extremely prostrate ; there had been someha^moptysis ;
the pulse

was dicrotic, the tongue dry and brown. BaciUi and elastic fibre were

^^
F°ebruarvV4'th,*the patient began to take iodoform in one-grain doses

every four hour^. For the five Mihsequent days the p.tient remained

in very much the same critical and prostrate state. Tten improve-

ment began. The temperature settled dawn to a Hectic form, with

maximui never above 103°; the general condition of the patient

be

The

t^S^^lU:Z:u7:Tt:n'ir:i:W^'i m;-rked ^saUations, twice reach-

ill.' 104° and twice touchiog the normal.

OuMarchlSthiuhalatiou of thovapourofeucslyptol was commenced

At this time there was dulness with coarse crepitation all over both

bases and signs of excavation in places ; coarse crepitation and signs

of excavation were present also at the right apex. The patient was

greatly emaciated , and, including the temperature, all the symptoms

••! The hipmoptysis was doubtless due to shrinllngof the cicatricial tis3i« in «»•

lung, and consequent laceration of vessoUi.

'ecame better ; the puhe got steady and the appetite improved greatly,

rhe iodoform had to be stopped on March Stli on account of gastric

listurbance. No change worthy of note occurred up to M^F'^l' IftJ.
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of pronounced hectic Thenceforward the patient im-

Oni March 24th the iodoform was resumed. Now an attempt was
made to coutrol the pyrexia. The tcmpcraturo w*s distinctly of the
hectic type, the daily maximnm being about 102 . Quiuino in ten-
CTain doses was given from March iTth for six days, at particular
hours corresponding with tho definite times in the day at which the
maximum teinp'>ratures were observed to occur. The idea was to
break a habit, so to say. The plan succeeded, but tho temperature
feu to adoptius' different hours at which to reach its maximum, keep-
ing at a markedly lower level than before. Accordingly tho times at
which the auiniue was given were changed. The temperature came
down to below 100° for four or five days, and tho pyrexia seemed for a
time to have been "scotched." Again tho temperature got into its

old ways, and took to rising, sometimes to 102", at an unusual time in
the afternoons. To meet tliis, an additional doso of quinine was
given at 5 r.M. ; and now thirty grains were taken daily. The next
day the temperaturo fell prac'.ically to the normal, and remained so,
with occasional and isolated exacerbations, to the end of the case in
tho midiUe of June. The quinine was gradually discontinued, and
was stopped altogether on May 16th, the temperature having then
been normal for about three weeks. On this day. May IGcn, tho
patient weighed 6 st. 7 lbs., as against 5 st. 9 lbs. a month before.
Meanwhile the lungs had been improving steadily. The evidences of
repair, fust detected at the end of March, were now very marked

;

there was only a little dry crepitation at the right base close to the
spine, and tho apices showed no signs of active mischief at all. At
the end of May the patient was so niuoh better as to be able to get up
every afternoon.

On June ITth, the patient was sent to the seaside. The weight now
was " st 7 lbs. Tho apices were quite clear, and the only remaining

aischief in tho lungs was a little dry crepitation at thesign of any m. _ „ ..„., „.....„ „,j v.^j...<.l.uu av „,

right siile, between the angle of tlie scapula and the spine. Three
weeks later, the patient came up to report herself ; she was then look-
ing well, had gained 2 lbs. in weight, and there was no trace of any
lung miichief at all.

In July, 18S7, twelve months after, the patient was still well, her
only trouble being shortncs of breath on exertion.
The pathological conditions and tho clinical features of these cases,

as set f.jrth in the foregoing histories, may bo recapitulated, by way of
summary, thus : An acute pneumonic condition of tho lower lobes of
the lungs at first—both lungs in one case—with concomitant general
and special symptoms, declaring tho disease to be acute croupous
pneumonia.
A transition from the pneumonic condition into an acute tubercular

and phthisical condition, beginning in tho parts first affected, namely,
the lower lobes. Thence, inva.-iion of tho apices, after the phthisical
condition of the bases was well a.«3ured. Rapid breaking down and
the formation of voniici; both at base and apex. Then, the discovery
of the tubercle bacillus in tho sputa confirmed the nature of the later
long mischi<-f, and gave significance to tho general constitutional sym-
ptoms—hectic temperature, night-sweats, wasting, etc.— as well as the
local characters.

After thii, we have the repair of the damaged lung-tissue by fibroid
substitution. This repair proceeding simultaneously both at base and
apex, and traced by physical signs most distinctly during its progress.

Finally, in the first case, the accident of profuse hemoptysis; caused
no doubt by the contraction of tho lung tissue, whoso building up, stop
by step through many months, had brought with it both healing and
destruction.

It will, I think, bo of advantage to recapitulate what has been set
forth as to ths treatment of these cases, and at the same time to add
some particulars, so that a complete view of the whole treatment
adopted may be gained. A distmotion into general and local treat-
ment spcms hardly possible

; yet it may be convenient to apply the
term "local treatment " to those means adopted with tho special ob-
ject of influencing the localised mischief in the lungs—the antiseptics,
to wit.

As regards the general treatment: For Case i, a mi.xture
of anlphuric acid, bark, and ether was used pretty continuously
throughout the case, and along with the other remedies. Cod-
liver oil was taken nt intervals and for short periods, but it
was borne badly. Kairin and quinine were nscd as antipyretics. Tho
former did .always effectually reduce teraperatuio, and quickly; but, as
is usual with all antipyretics ot its class, tho fall of temperature was
transient, and tho resulting depresnion was marked. Quinine was
used in large doses, at intervals only and for a short time, without any
effect as to the general progreos of the case.

In Case ii, a mixture of suTphnric acid and qninine (four grains), or

one of tincture of pcrchloride of iron and quinine, was used almost
throughout the case. Cod-liver oil was borne well and taken for a
considerable time. Salicylic acid and quinine were used aa anti-
pyretics. The former produoeil good effects undoubtedly as regards
steady and continuous reduction of temperature. 15ut, notwithstand-
ing its combination with other, tho depressing effects were sometimes
a source of anxiety. A special feature in the treatment of this case
was the mode of using quinine, in moderate doses, to control the
pyre-xia—a method attended with unqualified success.
As regards tho local treatment : This consisted in the use of, first,

iodoform. The drug was given in pill in doses of one grain, six
grains in the twenty-four hours. It was given for long periods in
both cases. In Case n it was given alone, and was tolerated remark-
ably well. In Case i it was lor a time combined with one grain of
quinine and one-eighth of a grain of hydrochlorato of moqihine, but
no advantage was gained. On more than one occasion the attempt
was made to increase the doso to two grains, but this dose always
caused pain and gastric disturbance. Tho iodoform was taken by this
patient for nino months continuously, with the exception of two
weeks. Secondly, inhalation of the vapour of oil of eucalyptus.
This was used only In Case ii, and here along with tho iodoform.
The vapour was inhaled by means of a celluloid respirator inhaler,
worn continuously except when taking food or sleeping. No nausea
or other unpleasant effect resulted. Finally, a liberal diet was al-

lowed throughout the cases. As soon as the patients began to expe-
rience the good effects of the iodoform, the appetite improved remark-
ably, and good food was supplied without stint. From an early
period after tho return of appetite some stout was taken with the
dinner.

Remarks.—As regards the general principles of the treatment,
everyone knows what they are ; and it would ill become me in this
assembly to reproduce them. But, as regards the special methods of
the treatment by iodoform and eucalyptol, or both together, let me
say:

1. I see no reason to doubt that, when iodoform is given in doses
which tho stomach will tolerate well, and given frequently and con-
tinuously for long periods, it is absorbed into the circulation ; and in
the lungs, in whatever form it be, manifests its antiseptic (shall I also
say, antibacillary '!) properties. The good effects of iodoform so ad-
ministered, in phthisical conditions, is too unequivocal to be gainsaid,
however they may be produced.

2. I see no reason to doubt that, when the vapour of the oil of euca-
lyptus (or other antiseptic vapour that can be tolerated equally well)
is inhaled continuously aad for long periods, it reaches the residual air

in the lungs ; and so externally, as it were, bathes the affected tissues,

or suppurating cavities, which may be open to the ingress of the
air.

3. That so, I apprehend, we may have antiseptic remedies, not anta-
gonistic, brought up on two sides to the sites of inflammatory lung
lesions, or the sites of bacillary activity ; and these antiseptics,

mutually co-operative, do affect for good both the inllammatory pro-
cess and the bacillary activity, and bring about repair by the mode of
organisation after .suppuration or fibroid substitution.

i. And further, let me say, that I think it is both correct and de-
sirable to treat the pyrexia of acute phthisical proces.ses, whether the
temperature ba high or moderate, by and for itself. I think Case ii

goes to show that there is both an .igent—quinine, to wit—and a
mode of using it, which will do great things for us in regard to this

object. I think no other special antipyretic than quinine should be
used in phthisis ; and quinine serves other purposes as well when used
as au antipyretic in moderate doses. And at least it is in evidence that
the deliberate intention and plan which was carried out in Case ii snc-
ceeded perfectly three times in aucfession in controlling the pyrexia

—

not the temperature only.

I may now sum up tho whole in some remarks en what I conceive
to be the practical outcome :

In our treatment and general management of these cases, it is onr
aim to promote or bring about healing of the damaged lung tissue,

and this by means of fibroid substitution. In order to attain this end,
wo must secure the same conditions and adopt similar measures, if we
cin by any means compass it, to those we find successful in dealing
with suppurations, ulcerations, and the like lesions, in parts exposed
to view. To secure these conditions, we should adopt measures for

supplying adequate nutrition—that is, a<loquate anabolism of tissue

and the storing of energy—in the body generally, and in the damaged
part in particular. We should deal with pyrexia on its own account,
as a general and constitutional state, apart from the local suppuration
or ulceration (as by quinine). ~\Ve should bring the lesion under the

influence of antiseptic remedies, both by internal medication (as by
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iodoform), and by external applications (as by inhalations of eucaj

lyptol) ; and the application and influence of the antiseptic shouW

be complete, continuous, and prolonged.

By G. F,

DERMEPENTHESIS.

CADOGAN-MASTERIIAN, L.K.Q C.P.I.

TUE valuable expedient of skin grafting is attended with several in-

conveniences. The donor finds the "snip" rather painful, the httle

sores are some days in healing, and there is danger, if_ alien skin be

used of conveying disease with it ; and, when there is a large sur-

face to be covered, the process is tedious and often disappointing.

Frog's skin has been used, but these amphibia are so repulsive to

many people, and especially to women and children, that after two

trials and failures I gave it up.
, , ,

About two years ago I was treating in the usual way a broad wound

surface in a young farmer, who while riding sustained, from the

shaft of a passing cart, a ragged, lacerated wound extending from the

middle of the thigh to Foupart's ligament, and involving the

muscles The wound was cleansed and treated aseptically, but tne

crushed integument at the back of the thigh and much of that in

front sloughed away altogether, leaving a surface of about ten square

inches to cover, and, after a week of human skin grafts, this was

speedily effected with portions of young wild rabbit s skin. The

second case was one of a large varicose ulcer, and quite successful
;
the

third, a middle-aged tradesman, had severe orchitis, the result ot

an accidental blow. Delirium tremens ensued, and probibly as the

result of further injury, the whole of the integument of the scrotum

sloughed away from the root of the penis to the perineum, leaving

the tunic of the testicles covered only by the pale, pink lattice of the

cremaster muscle. There was a border of but half an inch of healthy

skin lef: after the slough had separated, and the case was complicated

by large bed sores and the extremely bad state of the patient's health

generally. However, I found that a disc of skin, two inches m dia-

meter, would cover the testicles, and again tried the rabbit as its

source. The animal was killed by a blow on its neck, and the pre-

viously shaved and marked out piece expeditiously cut from the abdo-

men, pressed smoothlv over the wound, covered by a piece of wet

lint; then a fair-sized hot poultice, which was in turn kept at a

proper temperature by a frequently refilled hot-water cushion. At the

end of forty-eight hours the applied skin was cautiously examined,

and found to be adherent. It was re-dressed as before, and supported

by a special suspensory bag padded with sublimated cotton-wool. On

the fourth day "the outer layers of the skin separated, leaving a firm,

smooth surface more like the mucous lining of the lips than integu-

ment, and, except that it has greatly thickened, so it remains to the

present time.

The fourth was a pale, flabby ulcer, after a very tedious case of hip-

joint disease ; and therein, after many trials with rabbits of all ages,

the plan failed utterly. The fifth was a very severe case of burning,

in a little child ; the whole of the skin of the back from the shoulders

to the nates, the back of the arms and thighs, had been destroyed, in

some places down to the muscles. After the carbonate of soda treat

mcnt (which relieved the pain immediately), and the surface had been

pretty well cleared from sloughs by lotions of very dilute nitric acid

under an outer dressing of iodoformed cerate, a number of rabbit-skin

transplantations were made at intervals of about three days. The

greater number adhered, and I had succeeded in covering nearly half

the trunk, when the child unfortunately died from pneumonia, three

months after the accident.

In order to secure success, healthily granulating surfaces should be

selected for treatment, and young wild rabbits for the discs of skin.

These may bo from 0.5 to 1.5 inch in diameter, and, operating alone,

rarely more than one can be taken from each animal ; for, although it

is killed in tho customary manner by a blow at the back of the neck,

the skin must necessarily be still alive to be of any substitutional

value. If it were not for an obstructive Act, the best plan would be

to chloroform the animal, remove as much skin as necessary, and then

kill it before it had recovered consciousness. As it is, not a moment

must be lost in tho transference. Young wild rabbits are best, be-

cause their skin is very thin, contains no fat, and separates readily

from the subjacent fascia ; and I think discs not larger than a shilling

succeed best. There is no need to remove tho fur, it comes away

within a week ; and the skin should be pressed closely down on the

surface of the wound, so as to expel the air, and kept thoroughly warm

by a poultice or hot-water bag.

I have used the term " adhering" in place of " growing for I amm
doubt if the transferred skin really unites and grows with the surface

it covers ; in every case the fur-bearing layer separated after a time^

so, it can be only the inner, perhaps the sxiperficial, fascia, whicli is

revitalised ; and, although prolongations could be seen starting trom

tho edges of the adhering discs, they were neither so marked nor so

vigorous as those from grafts of human skin. The latter I have often

noticed to start the growth of new skin from sites in which they hare

themselves apparently perished ; and it is possible that the rabbit snn

may act rather by influence than substitution, and so determine t&e

conversion of granulation cells into integument under the smooth soft,

and, possibly, still living shield.

CASE OF OBSTRUCTION FROM GALL STONE-SPON-
TANEOUS FRACTURE AND RECOVERY.

By ARTHUR JAMISON', M.D., London.

The discussion at the meeting of tho Clinical Society on January 13th,

on the treatment of gall atones, and the question are we to interfere

at once in subsequent obstruction from them induces me to place on

record the following case. Probably early laparotomy in very urgent

cases is the best procedure, but at times cases crop up in practice with

such unanticipated endings, that they may rank as true eUnical ex-

periments. The patient, a woman 36 years of age, of very spare habit,

had long suffered from gastric troubles, slight jaundice, and occasional

attacks of severe pain. In the right hypochondrium she had a swelling

over the region of the gall bladder, moving up and down with respira-

tion, and general tenderness around it. I was sent for to see her in

great hast?, being told she was dying. When I got to her bedside I

found her in comparative ease. She told me she had had an attack of

the most violent pain and intense retching which had suddenly ceased.

The tenderness over the liver was much less and the swelling hardly to

be felt. Things wont on very well for two days, when another attack

of acute pain came on.now referred to the region of the umbilicus, great

retching and constant nausea; there had been no motion since the pre-

vious attack of pain. The pain now came on in paroxysms, the in-

testines could be seen moving tortuously about, and she said the pain

seemed to "stick in one spot." There was no rise m temperature and

the pulse kept fairly good. It was obvious that the case now was one

ofobstructionfrom a gall stone. I told her plainly that the issne

now might be fatal, and strongly urged her to submit to operation.

This she steadily refused to do,having heard of a fatal case, so matters

went on for four days longer, no motion had been passed nor any Batns.

I kept repeatedly urging her to have laparotomy performed, but she

stUl steadily refused, and I became more and more confident in telling

her of the outlook in her case. Judge of my surprise when in the

evening I found her much better, she said she was quite well, bne

told me that shortly after my last examination she felt something give

way during a violent pain, and almost immediately afterwards p^sed

a huge bn?-stained motion, and within an hour another copious motion.

This had not been thrown away, and on examining it I found two-

pieces of what had been a large gaU stone jf/"'}'^^ ,'=°"''\*^^^^„,,^

fancy the stone must hare been gripped and fractured spont-wously

from the force of the intestinal contractions. However the patient

quickly mended and got comparatively strong. She rather drily asked

me if i did not think she " was better unopened.

Of course, during the treatment, she was kept constanth under

opium ; but she was quite sure that, in the form ol morphine supposi-

tories, she got much more ease than when given either oy the ruouth

or hypodermically. This was not the first time I had heard patients

prefer opium by the rectum. This patient refused to have any hypo-

dermic injections of morphine, when she said she got so much more

relief by a suppository she could introduce herse f. ^^ hen the symptom^

of obstruction were obvious, she was kept to as little iced water to s^g

as possible. She said that all attempts at rectal feeding brought op_

her paroxysms of pain, and preferred to keep to her iced water These

two therapeutic facts I have seen brought out, in
f^« °f f^J^"f

""j

over and over again ; and I am perfectly sure that till the pulse and

temperature begin to rise, absolute starvation ^nd morphine by the

rectim only, give the best chances of success. But, i the temperat^

or pulse ri.se (and I think the pulse is the safest guide), then laparo-

tomy should be resorted to without delay. Ir '^q"'te possible Mr.

Tait's suggestion of trying to crush the stone might b 3
tried first It

would do no harm. At all events, this
=f« 8°". t°

'f^n. n^r cri
'

chances of spontaneous fracture should not be omitted from our cal-

culations.
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COLOUR-F.LINDNESS IN THE MERCANTILE MARINE
OF THE UNITED STATES.

By S. T. ARUSTKONG, .M.D., I'li.D.,
lissfJ Aa.iiitant-SurKeon UulU.! States llartne Uaipital Scrvic*.

Tbe Tory intercstinfc pspcr on " Colour- Blinaiiess : its Present Posi-
fion in the Merrantilo Marino Service ;" which was nad by Mr. T.
H. Hickerton, at the meeting of the British Madical Association in
Dablin, last August, and the Editorial comnicDts thorcon in the
JoirSN'AL of November 12th, have promijtej mo to present the ro-

•nlts of the experience with this question of that branch of the United
States Service which has supervision over the sanitary alTiirs of the
mwcantile marine.

It was a matter of some surprise to note the hif;b percentage of
colour-blind seamen in the results of the Board of Trade e.\aminatiou3,
but this seems eipUcable when it is understood that the names of the
colours are required.

Since 1S80, all pilots on harbour vcsfols and steamboats, on the
rivers and lakes of this country, have been required to pass an exami-
nation for colour-blindness. This examination is reqnirod of the
offioorj and seamen of the Revenue Marine Service (coastguard), and
of the surfmen of the Life Saving Service. The officers and seamen of
the nivy are examined by the naval surgeons.
The ex.imination is made vrith Holmgren's test. The names of the

worstcl skeins are not necessarily referred to, as very often the indi-
vidual examined does not know the names of any but the primary
colours. Occasionally the mental processes of the seamen are so slow,
that It is necessary for the examiner to first illustrate the examination
by making the entire selection before him, of course this would in no
wise assist a colour-blind person to make the proper selections.
From the appended table it is seen that during the past seven years,

•20,7*2 seamen have been examined for colourblindness, and 478, or
2.3 percent were rejected as unfit for service, on account of this
disability.

It should be understood that the law does not require the officers or
seamea of vessels engiged in foreign trade to pass this test. It must
also be noted that in reality the percentage of colour-blindne.s3, a.s

given above, is a little high on account of men who have been rejected

Examinaiions of Seamen for Colour-Blindness

at one city coming up for nn cxsmin.ition elsewhere. This was par-
ticularly the case when the law was lirst passed.

Several instances of this character may bo cited. Pilot J. F., exa-
mined and rejected on July 13th, 1831, was again rejected on July
27th. Pilot G. S. F., rejected April (ith, 1832, was again rejected on
July Otli. Pilot J. F., managed to secure examination on August
24th, and Doccmbor 16th, 1832, and February 7th, 1.SS3, each time
boing rejected. His experience was equalled by Pilot G. W. H., who
was lejectedou August 25th, November 20th, 1886, and February
9th, 1887.

•^

In one instance coming under my notice, a pilot, who had been
rejectol twice, had a friend persoL.ite him, and the Latter having
normal colour scnae, obtained a successful certificafe; the fraud waj
discovered, however.

Mr. Bickuton's inquiry to shipowners, relative to the employment
of colour-blind men, met with an affirmative response once in my ex-
perience. The master and owner of a steamboat, on tho Mississippi
River, brought a man to me for examination for colour-sense. The
man proved to bo colour-blind, and on looking over the records, his
rfjection several years previous wa.s found ; tho man said he had not
expected to pass, and stated that his steamboat had once collided
with, and sank, a steamboat, on account cf his inability to distinguish
the signal lights. His would-be enq 1 lyer was aware of these facts.

As tho iximination of all railroad employes has boon required by
law in several of tho United States, as well as in some European
countries ; and public opinion has been educated towards a recogni-
tion of the necessity of examinations of tho ability to distinguish
colours by nnployi'i of railroads and vessels, it seems desirable that
the State should regulate the examination of the first class ; and if
by international agreement, no person bo shipped, either as officer

or seaman, who has not passed a satisfactory physical examination, the
competency of the second class would bo assured.

Of course special provision should be made in the case of a seaman
of ten to thirty years' service, who is colour-blind. It would be as
manifestly unjust to absolutely debir him from following his vocation,
as it would be to prevent a man who has spent the same time in the
study and practice of medicine from pursuing it for a similar disquali-
fication. In such cases, in this country, day licences were issued.

It is to bo hoped that international legislation will soon be consum-
mated, ensuring tho safety of ships, and of those who travel in them,
from accidents duo to colour-blind seamen.

by the United Slates Marine Hospital Service. '

Tear.
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mixture containing liq. ferri perchlor. and liq. ammon. acetas. On
November 22ad he became sensible, and talked rationally, but had no

recollection of anything that had occurred since November 10th
;
on

November 25th, for the first time since the commencement of his

illness, there was no trace of albumen, and he improved rapidly ;
on

November 28th he got up and dressed, and from that time made a

good recovery, and is now again following his trade as a shoemaker.

I think we have in pilocarpine a most prompt and valuable diapho-

retic; the preparation 1 used was one of the hypodermic tabloids pre-

pared by Messrs. Burroughs, "Wellcome, and Co.

W. J. Fbanklin Chukchouse, LU C.P.Ed., etc.

Long Buckby, Rugby.

CLINICAL HIEMOEANDA.

NARROW ESCAPE FROM CHOKING.
I WAS called a short time since in great haste to an old man who, I

was told, had had a "fit" while eating his dinner. On my arrival

he was lying with his head over the back of the chair, livid and un-

conscious, his edentulous mouth wide open. Respiration appeared to

have ceased. Nobody had any explanation to offer as to what had

occurred, but seeing liis empty plate before him, I put my fingers as

far as I could get down liis throat to search for any morsel which

might have become impacted. I conld feel nothing, however, and

somewhat at a loss what to do, I put him on the couch and tickled

his fauces with a feather pen. In a minute or so he gave a desperate

gulp or two, and brought up a large piece of half chewed taeat. Un-
able to cut his meat himself, and impatient that it had not been cut

for him as usual, he had commenced masticating one end of the slice,

on attempting to swallow which the whole slice was drawn d^wn
the (esophagus, and had become fixed. It was fully five minutes be-

fore he recovered consciousness, when he showed every disposition to

recommence his interrupted repast.

The procedure is a simple one ; and although I am not the inventor

of it, any more than Ic fil d caliper le hcum, as the French say, it

might be useful to btar in mind as a ready and available emetic.

Alkrep S. Gubu, L.R C.P., M.R.C.S., etc.

The Grove, Hammersmitli, W.

OPHTHALMOLOG ICAL MEMORANDA.

ATROPHY OF THE OPTIC NERVES TREATED BY
PILOCARPINE.

The Journal of November 8th, 1884, contains notes of a case of

atrophy of the optic nerves treated by hypodermic injections of nitrate

of jiilocarpine. Prolonged treatment by recognised methods had been

fruitless, and when the pilocarpine was commenced (July 15th, 1882)

the patient reiiuired a guide, aud with difficulty could with cither eye

see the fingers at the distance of a few inches. The imjirovement was
soon .'uch that the guide was dispensed with, and when the patient

was shown at the annual meeting of 1884 he could with either eye

spell words of No. 3 at a distance of several inches, and sometimes

even words of 1.75. The case is one of whose subsequent history

there should bo some record. There was further treatment by jiilo-

carpine, and further improvement in vision. On the 26th of last May
the patient could with the left eye read 1.0 at 4^ inches with trouble,

and even make out some words of 1,25 ; and with the right eye spell

2.25 at 4 inches. He distinguished colours quii-kly. Tfie discs were
whito, with the exception of a little piece at the temporal side

(reveised image), which was slightly rosy. What is particularly grati-

fying is, he was then e.irniug his livelihood as a labourer in the ship-

building yard of Harland and Wolff.

Manchester. David McKeown, M.A., M.D , M CM.

Pasteurism in B^rance.—During the month of November last 115
patients were treated at the Pasteur Institute in Paris. Oi' these, 2S
had boen bitten by animals which were proved to have been suffering

from rabies, cither by the successful inoculation of other animals with
the medulla, or by the production of the disease in other persons or

animals bitten at the same time ; 64 were bitten by animals declared
to bo rabid by competent veterinary authorities. In 23 cases the
bites were iutiietod by "suspected" animals. No information as to

any case of deach has been received at the Institute,

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF GREAT
BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

NEWCASTLE ON-TYNE ROYAL INFIRMARY.
(Cases under the care of Mr. Page. )

[Reported by Mr. Maynakd, Houae-Sorgeon. ]

Cr.ntral Sarcoma of U^jper Eiul of Femur; Ampuiation aC Sip-

Joint.—h P., aged 16 (nearly 17), was admitted on February 9th,

1887, complaining of a swelling of the thigh of seven months and a

half duration. Seven months and a half ago he fell and hurt the left

hip ; ho WIS confined to bed and has never walked since, though the

doctor says he had no shortening or swelling. It was diagnosed as

morbus coxa;. Six weeks later, swelling began in front of the hip-

joint—painful, worse at night, and slightly tender. It hasgradually

increased, and shortening came on smoe. The hip was examined

under chloroform, and a spontaneous fracture found. When admitted,

the boy was found to be very feebly developed ; no hair on pubes ;

looks about 12 or 13 ; organs otherwise sound.

The left leg lies on its outer side, with foot everted ; 1 inch shorten-

ing. The upper third of thigh is occupied with a swelling, which is

evenly hard, elastic, not lobulated, and which extends all round the

joint, beginning above, just below Poupari's ligament (from which it

is separated by an interval), reaching up to perineum on inner side

to above the great trochanter on outer side, and to same level behind.

Its vertical extent is four inches and a half in front, less at the sides

and behind. It is fixed, and the femur, tumour, and pelvis all move

together ; no crackling anywhere. The skin is normal, except that

a few veins course under it. No enlarged glands to be felt, though

there is some tenderness in left inguinal region on deep pressure.

The left thigh over it measures three inches and a quarter more than

right.

On February 15, Mr. Pago amputated at the hip-joint by a short

anterior aud longer posteiior flap—Using Esniarch's tubing round

abdomen—no bleeding. The tumour proved to be a central farcoma

(spiudle-celled) of upper one-third of femur. The bone was expanded

and thinned, remaining only as plates on surface of a largo blood

cyst as it were-sarcoma tissue. The head was completely filled with

the growth, but its cartilage was healthy aud the joint not involved.

The muscles were not involved. He rallied well. February 23rd, had

done well. Temperature up a little at nights, and outer end of

wound had opened, and some bagging taken place.

Apiil 1st. Appetite improving, but is very thin. Can stand now.

Wound nearly healed. April 12th. Wound quite healed. June 3rd.

Stump firm and sound. Can bear weight on it, and is in very good

health.

January 24th, 1888. The lad has developed considerably since the

operation, and is to-day strong and plump, without any signs of re-

turn of the disease.

Huperlrophy of Leg. Rare Misplacement of Testis.— i. C, aged 16,

was "admitted oil March 26th, 1886. He was born with the right leg

thicker than the left. Nine years ago the foot began to swell after an

injury, aud the skin on the dorsum broke five years ago, and has

never healed.

On admission the legs presented a great contrast ; the left was

normal, and the right also as far down as the knee. The knee joint

contained some fluid. The leg was enlarged, three inches and a

quarter more round the calf than the left, with a flabby sort of

oed-nia ; no pitting on pressure. The skin is always sweating (left

not) and has erythematous rashes on it every few days, when his tem-

perature rises high. The skin is soft and supple, and contains a fow

large veins.

The foot is very large, aud on its dorsum is a large quadrilateral

ulcer with uneven, rough sodden base, irregulir, indurated, and file-

v.itcd margins. There are no sinuses, and no bare bone can be felt.

The tibia is smaller than the left, though longer (one inch and a

quarter).

Lyins? at the superior internal angle of Scarpa's triangle, over

the sapher.ous opening, is an oval swelling the size o( a pigeon's

egg, parallel to Poupart's ligament but one inch below it, and external

to the spine of the pubes. It is hard, not very tender, gives rise to a

somewhat sickening sensation when squeezed, and is movable. There

are several enlarged lymphatic glands lying round it, and there is a

hard indurated mass tunning along its posterior border aud ending
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>boTO in a rathor largo "head," very hard. It is evidently the right

testis ; ho says it has boon there since ho was born, and there is only
one testis in the scrotum—the left. After it had been cxaminnd
orchitis set in, and n sort of cord could be folt running from the testis

inwards to the perineum, though whether due to iutbiuud lymphatics
or whether it was the cord wss doubtful. Syme's amputation was
performed on the foot, and the tarsus found carious. He has never
consented to h.ive the testis removed, though ho has not infronuent
attacks of orchitis. i

PRINCE ALFRED HOSPITAI,. SYDXEV. NEW SOUTH
"WALES.

A CASE OF CAI.S.SON DISEASE.

(ByG. E. TwYNAM, M.R.CS.E., Assistant-Surgeon.)

G. H., a strong, healthy man, weighing 14 stone 3 lbs., went to work
for the tirst time in the cylinder at the IronC)ve Bridge on March
6th, 1SS2, at 9.30 A..M., aud came out again at 12,30 p.m. During
this time he was workieg under a pressure of 60 lbs. to the square
inch, or four atmospheres.

Whilst in the cylinder he soemed well, and especially did not notice

the pain iu the oars so often complained of. At 12 30 KM. he came
up into the airluuk, aud in three minutes the pressure was reduced to

the ordinary atmosphere. He left, and sliortly after, on the way home,
folt a sovere pain in the right elbow joint a.? though he hid been
struck on the ulnar nerve. Within half an hour his light knee sud-
denly gave way, and he fell, and in a few minutes became semi-
conscious.

In this stite he was taken home, when very acute pain set in in

both knees and both elbows, but there was no niwke.d swelling in the
joints. At 6 P.M. he was almost pulseless and ijuite chilled. For
two days his (aco was very swollen, and he spat blood slightly for

three or four days after tho accident ; it then cea.sed, hut began again
within the month with cough and night sweats. He had shifting

pains in various parts of the body for seven days after the accident.

From a week to a fortnight after the commencement of tho attack the
piin suddenly left the other joints and coiirentrated itself in the
right knee, which began to swell and contract. A month later the
limb was forcibly straightened uuder chloroform by Dr. Shewen, and
secured on a back splint. Within fourteen davs an abscess in the pop-
liteal space appeared, which alterward.s proved to be connected with
another some inches higher up at the back of the thigh. These were
opened early in July and drained, when another swelling with but
slight pain was discovered in front of the right trochanter. This was
aspirated twice, and about two jiints of fluid in all drawn oil'. The
afaiioesa cavity was afterwards drained, and finally in August laid

open, when a sinus was discovered loading up to the groin, of which
the ond was never reached by a probe. At this time the leg again
contracted, aud remained so during the patieut's voyage home to
England.

In April, 18S3, thirteen months after the injury, he was seen by
an eminent surgeon in London, who failed to discover diseased bone,
but advised the leg being straightened on a Maclntyro's splint, which
was done in nineteen days. Ho left England May igth, ISSS ; during
the voyage the leg caatncted again, and remained ho until I saw him
for tho tirat time in November, 1884. He then had two or three
sinuses on the outer side of the thigh and one in the popliteal space.

I enlarged two old openings, scraped out the sinuses, and followed one
beneath the femoral vessels to the inner side of the leg, and np into
the ])elvis, but could not touch dead bone. This, to my regret, did
him no real bonetit, for the sinuses continued to ilischarge, and I

saw nothing of him for a year, until October, 1886, when he appeared
at the out-patient department of tho Prince Alfred Hospital. Dead
bono was then detected in the popliteal space, and ho was advised to
come in.

On October 21st, under chloroform, the sinus was explored, and a
probo pissed thrnuzh tho condyles.

On October 23th, I amputated by anterior and posterior fl.ips

through tho lower third of tho femur. On section, the bone looked
anything bnt healthy, being of a greenish colour in the medullary
canal and cancellous part, with a suiell of sulphuretted hydrogen. I
should at once have removed it higher up had I not promised not to
do to ; however, I scraped out tho sinuses near the trochanter tho-
ronghly.

He made a good recovery, his temperature only once reaching
lOr F., and that on tho second night after operation. Ho was dis-

charged at tho end of November with a sinus at the point of tho
stump, the old sinus by tho trochanter still discharging a little thin
pus. He coctinoed thus notil the begisning of January, when he

came to be examined again. I then found necrosis when probing the

npi)er sinns, and consequently recommended the removal of the re-

mainder of tho femur, as bare bone could be folt at tho point of the

stnutp also.

On January 13th, 1886, using a strong india-rubber tube as tour-

niquet, applied in figure of eight round the limb and pelvis, and hold

in position by bandages, I removed the bone by I'arnoaux Jordan's

method.
At first the patient WA<i vorv low, but under opium and brandy ho

rallied, and the dressings were changed for the first time on the

second day. Two openings on the face of the stump were still dis-

charging at the time he lelt the hospital.

In June, 1886, I found a roughness at the end of one sinus which
had not closed. Some new bune deposited from the portions of peri-

osteum left behind ; two stout silk ligatures were removed, and after-

wards a painful nerve end was ex'ised by Dr. MacC^rmick when 1 had
left for England. This left him a very good stump or pad, and he
has since gained weight considerably, and now weighs 12 stone, 5

pounds.
An examination of the bone after removal showed that the peri-

osteum surrounding the whole bono from end to cud was about a
third of an inch thick, with a layer of new bone under it closely

applied to the old .shaft. The compact layer of the old shaft was pale

aud necrosed, but the cancellous part and medulla were stuffed lull

of a groeu coloured fatty material like putty, which no doubt was
the original medulla, changed probably by effusion of blood into it.

The decomposition of this gave the peculiar colour noticed on section.

Tho surrounding tissues were mttted together, and the openings of

the .sinuses wore in such situations that tho bono could not be reached

by a probe.

Remarks iiy Mr. Twtnam.—The most interesting point of tho

whole case lies in its causation ; for this I must refer you to the Croon-

iau lectures for 1881 by the late Dr. Jloxon. Some of his conclusions

are, shortly :—1. Having given the anatomical uses of the cerebro-

spinal fluid, he goes on to prove that the human brain is capable of

withstanding euormons iutra-crauiil pressure without real damage,
provided asphyxia or stranguUtion be not present. 2. The real

danger to the nervous system depends on the pressure being too

rapiilly removed. 3, Further on he shows how paraplegia is dependent
on the poor blood supply of the spinal cord, espicially the corda equina,

in consequence of the great length and small calibre of the spinal

arteries. Through the cervical dorsal portions of the cord these

arteries are reinfoiced by small branches which pass in on the nerves,

hilt in the corda equina, such as there are, are long and very small.

When the pressure is removed rapidly there is a great rush of blood

into the tissues of the surface of the body. Tlie spinal cord then
being very poorly supplied with blood is iu a state of marked anaemia,

and 1 may remind you that ana-mia in other cases is an early stage of

"white softening," as met with in ordinary paraplegia.

This, then, Dr. Moxon considers the reason why so many men who
have been subjected to great pressure have suffered from paraplegia.

But there is one factor in this description of which he makes no direct

mention as influencing the anipmic state, and which seems to mo
likely to have considerable bearing on tho prevention of these par-

ticular symptoms ; namely, tho prolonged extraordinary pressure of

the cerebrospinal fluid on the cord. It is true that in the earlier

part of his anatomical description he shows that as the brain fills with
blood, the cerebro-spinal fluid is driven out to press on tho cord, and
that whilst the brain is gorged with blood the men are lively and
work well. One more anatomical fact : in tho cord tho cavity of the

a-ac'hnoid is larger below than it is above. Possibly the anicmio con-

dition of the lower end of the cord may in part bo produced by the

pressure of this fluid, when we consiiler the hydrostatic relation of tho

long column of fluid pressing tho blood out of the tissues of tho cord.

Under ordinary atmospheric pressure this effect is not sufficient to

damage tho cord, as it is met by the emptying of the vessels in tho

loose tissues surrounding the dura mater. But with the increased

blnod-prcssuro in the brain, representing the power, and the lower

eid of tho cord tho body to be compressed—lying as it does in that

part of tho cylinder whore tho diameter is the larger, and therefore

tho pressure is the greater—an anivmic condition is produced, and tho

longer this is continued, tho worse for tho workman, hence the value

of tho " short spells," which have been found to bo tho best preventi-

tivc under these circumstances. Certain it is that a too long continu-

anio in tho air chamber was .almost invariably followed by oxhaustion

and paralysis dnring the sinking of tho caissons for the bridge at St.

Louis, whilst this paraplegic condition does not seem to have been
met with in any of those who remained under two hours in the

cylinder.
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Iftho piessarobe taken oir at once, instead of the circnlatioti

generally being evenly supported by the atmospheric pressnre being

reduced by de|rees, the bload will rush into those parts of the system

which have not such long arteries, and into those favoured by Sravi-

tation. as shown by Dr. Moxon-so continuing the anosmia Whereas

if the pressure be taken off gradually, there is more likelihood ot all

the vessels Retting their fair share of nourishment.

With rei'ard to the limb in question, the medullary cavity answers

in some degree to the cranium, as the compact bone takes the surface

pressure from the medulla, but it had no means for the regulation ot

its contents, similar to the cerebro- spinal tlmd, and I think it tiigti y

probable that under the great pressure of the circulation .some vessels

gave way, and this was the origin of the thrombosis which led to the

destruction of the bone, and so to a condition such as. Sir James

Paget calls " quiet necrcsis.

"

.

One more point regarding those cases : May not the v^ws so com-

monly noticed in the joints be due to an eugm-gement of the synovial

membranes, similar to that found in early joint disease ?

[The patient was exhibited at a meeting of the medical section ol

'the Royal Society of New South Wales.]

REPORTS OF_SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

TtTESDAY, Januaky 24th, 188S.

George D. Pollock, Esq., F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Before the papers were read, a very interesting case was shown by

Dr W R. GoWERS and Mr. Victor Hoksley to the Fellows ot the

Society. It was that of a gentleman of middle age, who had for more

than three years suflered with acute pain in about the middle ot the

back, iust below and inside the lower angle of the left scapula, the

spot was very tender as well as painful, but below the region of the

fifth nerve there was almost complete antesthesia as well as complete

paraplegia : the accuracy of the delimitation was more distinct oii the

left side than the right. After some discussion the diagnosis of

tumour of the spinal cord was agreed upon, and Mr. \ ictor Hoi^ley

undertook the operation necessary tor its removal On June atb,

1887, the spines and laminie of the filth and fourth dorsal vertehrn;

were removed without laying bare the cause of mischief ;
but when

the greater part of the posterior part of the third vertebra had been

removed, a my.xoma about the size of a filbert became visible in the

spinal canal, lying on the right side, and compressing the spinal cord

This was shelled out without difficulty, and no further new growth

was found. The pain was for a time slightly relieved, but again and

Bcain recurred with great severity, and the power of motion was only

slowly and intermittently regained during the first three or four

weeks. The pressure over the wound was treated by a pad and strong

iacket ; the local pain gradually diminished ;
the motor pow-er gradu-

ally returned to the lower parts ; and. after seven months, the use of

the lower limbs, though a little stiff, had become almost natural, and

the remains of the lamiu;B had come so near together in the well-

healed cicatrix that any further external support seemed unnecessary.

On the Occurrence o/ Tulcrcular Disease of the Testis as a Local

Affeetioii,, particularly with lleferencc to the Dcsirabiht;/ of Early Oas-

trationin Certain Cases. By William H. Bennett, F.R.C.S.-The

basis of this paper was a record of five cases of tubercular disease of

the testis which came under the author's obscrvaHons amongst his

out.patieuts at St. George's Hospital. The cases were selected with

great care from a considerable number of patients suficnng from this

disease as they possessed the following important characteristics in

common : 1. An absolutely perfect family history, and an entire ab-

senco of evidence of privation, excess, or other conditions predisposing

to the development of tubercular disease. 2. A perfectly clean bill ot

health up to the time of the onset of the disease in the testicle. In

this respect exception might peihaps bo taken to the case of patient

No h who bad suffered from syphilis twenty-three years previously,

but had never been troubled by any symptoms since. 3. The cause ot

the orifinal inflammation in the scrotal contents was due in all the

cases to direct local irritation, traumatic in four, gonorrhceal in one.

4 In each case the spinal column showed evidence of disease before

tiie opposite testis, epididymis, either seminal vesicle, or other parts

iu the immediate neighbourhood of the testis originally involved.

The spinal disease was so insidious that, with the exception ot case

No 3 iu which it w.as discovered accidentally, its existence uras not

suspected by the patient. 5. In neither of the cases did the affection

manifest itself in other parts untU after the original disease had

broken dowii. These points were fully discussed, and the following

propositions submitted: a. Inftammation of tho testicle or epid.d,^

mis the consequence of injury or direct irntation, ""R^t ra.nlt iu

tubercular disease of a purely local kind, which li left to itself, tended

sure'v to generalisation, b. The greatest tendency to general in ec

tion ias at a time subsequent to the breaking down o the onginal

disease c. Parts remote from the testis originally involved might be

affected before the opposite testicle, epididymis, or either temita,

vesicle, d. The rational treatment of cases like those under discus,

sion was castration, upon the appearance of
^'»"'fg^»"f ^^j^f^'^^

original disease-that is, at the commencement of what the author

termed, for reasons stated, the -'dangerous period. -Mr. How^K«

Marsh had found the results of bis experience different from the

cas?s which Mr. Bennett had brought f.,r«aTd. He could remember

no case in which spinal disease was resultant upon tubercuar testis,

and he was inclined to attribute the symptoms in the back to the m
fection of lumbar glands. He thought it very rare to find a gene^l

ub ?culosis spreading from such a focus. Among many cases of tulcr-

cular dsease if the hip-joint that he had watched there were very fe^

indeed in whom there was any phthisis ; it would be correct to say

that, as a rule, there was no sign of concomiUnt di.sea^e '^ t^^J^'^y'

He thought we were apt to exaggerate the dangers of dissemination of

tubercle and so be led to the unnecessary excision of some parK.'W

xample t?e kuee, for local tubercle. It was an operation m which

it wardifficult to be certain that all the tubercle was 'en^^ov^d. -nd it

sometimes happened that an operation merely excited the tubercle to

freTh Zwth, to wider spread, and ultimately caused rather than

checked a tendency to general tuberculosis. -Mr. Glutton had found

most ut patents lith^tub.rclc of the testis in a condition quite unh

for operat on, inasmuch as b.th testes were already involved when be

first «aw them. About nine months ago, however, he saw a pat ent

with a hard nodule in one epididymis and a discharging sinus, ihe

Trgans of the other side were healthy. The cord seemed healthy and

ttere was only one morbid mass, which was considered to be an oit-

larsed Aand, on the affected side. He tried to remove the nodule

without opening the tunica vaginalis ; but m the course of the opera-

tiot^^th enlarged mass proved to be the coid, so that it became adv,^

able to remov" both cord and testis; a sinus remained open leading

down to the stump of the vas deferens. The disease, m .act, proved

?o be too widely spread for unilateral treatment and m most cases he

had found disease "u one side accompanied by disease on the other

He had not noticed cases in which it had .spread to the spine -Mr.

Barker remarked that if Mr. Glutton's case could h;ive be.n treated,

fs Mr Bennett wished, by ca..tration before the disease spread up the

vas drferens a general tuberculosis would probably have been avoided.

Mr BRrcE Cl.?RK had found diagnosis o.ten difi.cult tor some cases

of chronic inflammation were hard to distinguish from tuberale

Another difficulty was to determine accurately whether there wei^ any

other foci It was not difficult to understand iha method of dis-

semination for a coloured material such .as Berlin blue, if in,eoted

To the t^kil spread upwards easily into the thoracic duct
;
and^ba^

as he took it was sufficient reason U explim why the tubercular

disease of the testis spread so much more readily than that of the

foint-Mr W H. Bennett, in reply, observed tliat he was afraid he

had not made his meaning clear to Mr. Marsh. He had not saul or

meant to imply that what he described was the common course of

Tuber uard ease of the testis, but merely what ha^ actually happened

in 5 ca"es out of about 160, from which he thought there was some-

hinc'to be learnt as to the method of rfitlusiun and ha mode ot

ar es"tin° it The svmptoms referred to the spine wvic beyond what

could be' caused by iuHamed glands. In one case there was carious oone

sCLltTpostJwrtem examination ; in another the spinal curvature

was half as large as his fist ; in a third the stUfness exteudea up to

The upper dorsal region ; iu a fourth the si.inal symptoms had m-

p^verbutrerapsed, with spread of the disease to the ot^" test.^

Mr Glutton's case was dissimilar in having a nodtile in the cord,

wherea, his ow^ point had been to advise operation before the loniia-

^on of a nodurin the cord. It certainly needed sonie practice on the

iv n" and the dead to acquire a thorough pracUcal ki^owledge ot the

on^^tionof the vesicuUe seminalcs and the ^ TCthe^crett

mews Hospital under the care of Mr. Walsham He had been dronk-

r. the ni|ht before, and in a fight was butted by his 0VP°"«°t in

1
the abdomin, his bladder being full at the tuae. He passed a night
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of pre*t agony, and was brought in » c«b to the hospital the following
morning, but he wa.t then sulTering very little shock, and walked into

the surgery with the assistance of two friouds. Ho complained of
pain in the lower part of the abilameu, and of having been unable to
posj any urine aiuce the blow, although his bladder was uncomfortably
full at the time. The perineum was natural, and there was no history
of stricture. On passing a catheter uo urine flawed, altliough the
point was ascertained to be in the bladder by the finger in the rectum.
On depressing the handle the catheter was felt to free itself with a
jerk, and its point could be then felt more plainly than natural through
the abdominal walls. Bloody urine now escaped, the flow varying
with respiration. About twelve hours after the injury Mr. Walsham
opened the abdomen, and having discovered an intra-peritoneal rent
in the posterior wall of the bladder, eewed it un with nine Lembort
sntures. The sutures were passed tlirough the muscular and peri-

toneal coats only, and one was placed above and below the upper and
lower angles of the wound respectively. The bladder having been
forcibly injected with eight ounces of boric acid solution and found
watertight, the peritoneum was irrigated with about two gallons ot

warm boric acid solution, and the abdominal wound closed as in ovari-

otomy. A catheter was left in the bladder for two hours, and the
patient subsequently reminded to pass his urine every four hours.
There was little shock, and the patient recovered. Daily notes were
giTen at length. The author remarked that there had now been
seventeen cases in which abdominal section had been performed for

rupture of the bladder, three extra-peritoneal and fourteen intra-
peritoneal. Of the three extra-peritoneal casts two died and one re-

covered. In the successful case the wound in the bladder was secured
to the abdominal wall but not sutured. In the fatal cases death was
due to shock. The rent in one was found securely sutured at the posl-
mortem examination ; in the other the rupture had not been discovered
on opening the abdomen. Of the fourteen intraperitoneal ruptures
the rent in the bladder was sutured in eleven, and in three a drainage
tube was placed in the wound but no sutures employed. Of th«se
three one recovered and two died, death being due to peritonitis and
nppression of urine respectively. Of the eleven cases where the rent
in the bladder was secured by sutures live recovered and six died,
death being due in three cases to jieritouitis, in two probably to

shock, and in one to hiemorrhage from a perineal incision employed
for exploration. In the three cases of jieritonitis the sutures had
given way in one, and a leakage had occurred in the lower part of the
wound in the other two. In thi live successful cases Lenibert sutures
were employed, and the perironeum was washid out, and in only one
was a drainage tube used. The author discussed: 1, the advisability
of early operation ; 2, the importance of using a suture which will
not become solteued too soon, and of ascertaiurng before closing the
abdominal wound that there is no leakage Irom the bladder ; 3, the
cleansing of the peritoneal cavity ; i, the inadvisability of a pre-
liminary incision in the tierineum, or of a subsequent incision in that
region lor the purpose of drain ; and, 5, the question of tying in a
catheter after trie operation. A table of the seventeen cases was given,
sixteen of which are in Sir William Mac Cormac's table appended to
his work On Abdominal Section.—Mr. Holmk.s took a peculiar interest
in the subject, and that, not only because he believed that he had been
the first surgeon to suggest this method of treatment. It was a sug-
gestion that must have become obvious as soon as we learnt how freely
It was possible to deal with the abdomen. The preliminary diagnosis
was sometimes very dilEcult. He had seen a case in which the post-
mortem examination showed a rupture, but in which the patient during
life had passed water without great diUiculty. Dr. Weis, of Philadel-
phia, bad suggested the preliminary injection of the bladder with fluid,

but that, he thought, added Uttle to the certainty in doubtful cases.
The reason of the retention of the capacity to jiass water after rupture
was still to seek. Jf, as he was inclined to think, it might depend on
the fact that the rent in the wall of the bladder was incomplete athrst,
then preliminary injection would be very dangerous. If it was due
to the temporary plugging of the rent by the intestines, the safer
course would be to cut down upon it early. It was important for
diagnosis to make a preliminary exploration with a catheter. In his
own case that had been sufficient to render the diagnosis quite plain.
He doubted whether it was a good plan to inject the bladder after
potting in the sutnres ; it might help to tear them out, and if they
were near enough together it would be probably unnecessary. In all
other points he cordially agreed with .Mr. Walsham'a treatment.
Perineal imcision had better bo avoided ; it was the cause of death in
Mr. Teale's cose, and had been merely vexatious in his own. Ho
thought we should come to regard these cases as comparatively easy,o great was the improvement in aUlominal surgery, compared to dis-
tant days when he coold remember seeing a patient with ruptured

bladder, but still looking fairly strong, come under Mr. Csesar Haw-
kins's treatment, who diagnosed his injury rightly enough, but had
nothing further to do than to watch him die of peritonitis.—Mr.
Bi'Ti.iN said that he had made & post -mortem on a case of Mr. Willett's,

in which an orifice bad been found in a sutured bladder after death,
and that had led several who had seen it to make up their minds not
to refrain from injecting the bladder after suture in any similar ca,'e.

—

Mr. T. Smith remarked that the operation could not bo called com-
pleted until the bladder had been proved watertight, as in cases of

vesico-vaginal fistula.—Mr. ISarwkll approved of the injeotions before

and after operation, though he had had no opportunity of ]iractising

them.—Mr. Walsham, in reply, had only a lew words to say. He
thought the preliminary injection might do a little good and no harm

;

and the injection subsequent to the sutures, he felt important, for in

three fatal cases a leak had been shown to exist.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDOK.
Monday, January 23rd, 1SS8.

J. HuoHLiNGS Jackson, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Clinical Evenino.

Case of Cimgenital (?) Deformity of ShovldcrJoiiUs.—Mr. Bernabd
PiTT.s showed a child who was brought to the hospital on account of

a supposed deformitv of the spine, remarked since birth. There was
a gap below the acromion processes, and the heads of the humeri could
be felt in the subacromial position. No trace of the glenoid cavities

could be detected. The muscles were atrophied symmetrically on
both sides. He asked the opinion of the Fellows as to whether it was
a case of congenital deformity or whether it was due to infantile

paralysis.

Xecvoid Growth of Tongue.—Mr. Prrrs also showed a child with a
Da?void condition of the tongue. This had gradually increased in size,

until it hung out of the mouth, necessitating the reujoval of a tri-

angular piece of the tongue to reduce its size. It wa^ still increasing

in size, and he proposed to try the effect of multiple applications of

Pa((ueliu's cautery.

Case of Kcerus of the Tongue.— ^Ir. John Morgan showed a male
child, on whose tongue a nsevoid growth was noticed when 18 months
old. As since that time it had only increased in size jmri passu with
the growth of the tongue, and as he had on several occasions wit-

nessed spontaneous disippearance of similar growth', he had decided
to await the result of Mr. Pitts's experiment with Paquelin's cautery.

Case of Sporadic Cretinism.—Dr. Hadden showcu a child, 3 yeari
of age, with some, but not all, the characteristic signs of cretinism.

The child was dull and lethargic ; the body was swollen and the skin
harsh. The child was a "bleerler," and belonged to a hemophilic
family on the maternal side, and although ho was unable to define the

exact relationship of the haemophilic condition with cretinism, he
called attention to the fact that in myxedema hiemorrhage was also a

common occurrence. He also showed a child, 10 months old, who
had various convulsive movements of the head and neck to the right,

with nystagmus, the pupils often becoming dilated during the attacks.

The child talked and walked well. He did not think it was really a

case of epileptiform or functional nature.
Case of Congenital Pemphigus.—A child, who had suffered from

bullous eruptions, which tirat appeared within a few weeks of birth,

was shown on behalf of Mr. Malcolm Morris. The eruption began
on the dorsum of the hands and feft—never on the i)alms or soles

—

but had spread, generally symmetrically. The child had been treated

in the first instance on the supposition that the eruption was due to

hereditary syphilis ; but the sequel had shown that this was not the
case, no other syphilitic manifestation having shown itself.—Dr.

CoLCOTT Fox, under whose care the child had been, had tried mer-
cury and arsenic without success. He attributed the success that had
followed the mercurial treatment in other hands to the more favour-

able hygienic condition of environment as an inpatient. He pointed
out the differences between pemphigus due to a specific cause and the
idiopathic form.

Case of Epispadias and Partial Extroversion after Operation.—Mr.
W. J. Walsham exhibited a patient, aged 9, on whom he had
operated for com|ilete epispadias and partial extroversion of the
bladder. The penis was ill-developed, but had a good glans, and the
urethra was open in the whole length on its dorsal aspect, except at

one spot, where a thin bridge of skrn about one-eighth of an inch wide
indicated an attempt at roofing in. The anterior wall of the bladder
was partly deficient, but tho mucous membrane did not bulge for-

wards, as commonly occurs in complete extroversion. Tho open
pouch which represented the bladder was about the size of the last

joint of the thumb. The scrotum was well developed, the testicles
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descended, and there was no hernia. On September 2Ut Mr.

Walsham made an incision aronud the margin of the opening into the

bladder, and continued it at each end on either side of the gutter re-

presenting the urethra, as far as the glans. The rauco-cutaneous

tissues having been dishectcd up, were turned inwards, so as to bring

the raw smfaces into contact, and united with chromocised catgut

sutures, after the method of Lembert. An incision was then mide

transversely through the skin of the scrotum at the root of the penis,

and a second incision parallel to the first about an inch and a half

lower down. The bridge of skin thus marked out was dissected up,

and the penis passed under it. It was then united to the skin around

the margin of the bladder and urethra by hoisehair sutures. The

bladder and urethra were thus provided with a double roof, the raw

surface of the lateral flaps being covered over by the bridge of skin

taken from the scrotum. The tiaps united by the first intention ex-

cept over the anterior third of the urethra, where, in consequence of

the excessive thinness of the tissues they gave way. Jlr. Walsham

intended at a future time to complete the covering of the urethra,

by making use of the abundant skin forming the prepuce. At present,

however, he thought it better to wait till the penis had become more

developed at the age of puberty, aud the restored parts had time to

consolidate. The boy could now hold his water for five or six hours,

and passed from five ounces to half a pint at a time.—Mr. HoKRT
Feswick said that in the only case he had operated on he had been

obliged to take a supra-umbilical flap to bring over the bladder, and

two flaps from the sidf s, which united very satisfactorily, although an

attack of scarlatina intervened.

Gase of Recovery from Chronic Pymmia.—VT. Clutton showed a

lad, 8h years of age, who was recovering from an attack of what be

preferred to describe as a case of multiple purulent synovitis. He
had suffered for about a year from a discharge from both ears which

latterly had become more profuse. He then had an abscess under the

chin, and subsequently the right shoulder-juint and both elbows became

filled with pus, the right hip-joint becoming also completely disorgan-

ised, with the femur on the dorsum ilii. He remained in a very pre-

cariouB state for six weeks, but ultimately recovered.

Ele'.lric lUaminatim', of the Male Bladder and Urelhra.—UT. HtJRRT

Fenwick showed a series of instruments made by Leitcr of Vienna,

and Harlwig of Beilin, armed with incandescent lamps for illuminating

the male bladder and urethra,and deo^onstrated their capabilities upon

patients and "dummies." He observed that endoscopy had attracted

the attention and efforts of the profession since the commencement of

the centurv, but th« candle power hitherto usedhad proved insufficient.

Quite recently (1887) however.the smallest Edison lamp had been em-

ployed, and the result had hef-n brilliant. Instead of a cumbersome,

costly, and fickle instrument like the Nitze-Leitcr endoscope of 1880,

we now po.ssessed a simple, practical, and safe apparatus by which the

bladder or urethra could be examined in as strong a light as if it was

viewed by direct sunlight. Every detail of the vesical or urethral sur-

face was discernible, 'under favourable circumstances, even to the

small vessels coursing over the mucous membrane. Mr. Fenwick men-

tioned certain elements neceasaTy for a successful bladder examination,

and explained that the vesical endoscope needed much practice and

patience before the observer could become proficient with it. He be-

lieved that the vahie of electric endoscopy could hardly be estimated,

and he predicted that it would at once assume a high rank in the

diagnosis of obscure vesico-urothral disease,and would become almost as

indispensable as the opthalmoscopo or laryngoscope. [Mr. Schall of

Wigmore Street (Mr. Leiter's agent for Great Britain) was in attend-

ance, and showed various batteries for working the endoscopes. ]—Mr.

Walsham bore testimony to the ease with which he had been enabled

to see a stone in a dummy bladder.—Dr. Routh asked whether the in-

strument had been applied to the examination of the uterus.—Jlr.

Fenwick in reply said that the instrument would doubtless be applic-

able to the examination of any orifice of the body.

Case of Unilateral Sweating.—Dr. Anderson showed a young man
who suffered from profuse perspiration limited to the right side of the

head, face, and neck. There was nothing in the man's history to give

a clue as to its causation, and no history of syphilis. Two years

ago, when on frontier service in Mexico, he had noticed what he called

" powerlessness " of the right arm. He was unable to raise his

right arm on getting up in the morning, hut this generally passed off

in an hour or two. The man's general health wns good. He (Dr.

Anderson) asked for cpiuious as to the cause of this curious condition

and suggestions for treatment.

A Bill for the utilisation of the sewage of Paris in the lower part

of the forest of St. Germain has been adopted by the Chamber of

Deputies.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBIJEGH.

Wednksdav, Jantjart 18th, 1888.

John S.mith, M.D., F.K.C S.E., Pre.sident, in the Chair.

Pati^.nls and Specimens.—Vi. Btrom Bramwell showed a patient

.'ufTeriug from Locomotor Ataxia, where Optic Atrophy had appeared,

prior to the more characteristic phenomena of the malady.—Ur.

Affleck gave details of a case of Progressive Ana;mia, with marked

corpuscular depreciation, both in respect of number and form where

recovery had been effected.—Dr. Byrom Bramwell exhibited a

plaster cast of a Thoracic Aneurysm of unusual clinical interest 'The

aneurysm projected as a considerable tumour from the anterior tho-

racic wall, and finally-ruptured. The patient had declined to hava

operative interference attempted. Dr. BramweU expressed the hope

that ere long they might discover some natural blood ferment, which,

on injection into the sac, would be able to initiate coagulation. They

would remember that Dr. Gamgee had conducted experiments in thia

direction ; but unfortunately the result showed that the ferment which

he employed induced coagulation, not only within the sac but in the

circulation generally. Dr. Bramwell inclined to the belief that they

might yet find some ferment which, when combined possibly with

gelatine, might be able to effect coagulation in the sac alone.—Ur.

BR4MWELL also exhibited photographs of the brarn in a case of Can-

cer of the Left Lateral Lobe of the Cerebellum and the LenUcular

Nucleus. During life, vertigo of a peculiar character had been tno

most pronounced symptom. -Dr. John Platfair showed the lungs

of a child, with a large pin impacted in the left bronchus. The little

patient, of 15 months, was said to have swallowed a pm. \ arious

unsuccessful attempts had been made, at home and in the Koyal

Infirmary, to determine the whereabouts of the pin. Soon after ad-

mission into the Sick Children's Hospital the chUd was seized with

grave dyspncea, necessitating tracheotomy. This relieved the patient

much ;md in due time it was dismissed, apparently well. About a

vearl'ater the resident physician was asked to go to see the child,

which he found dead. The cause of death was cancrum oris
;

l>ut on

post-mortem examination a large pin was found impacted in the left

bronchus, not far from the bifurcation of the trachea -Mr. A. G

Miller showed a Knee-joint removed for Syphilitic Disease, ihe

joint was so extensively disorganised that, when the patient was ad-

mitted Mr. JlUler was inclined to think it must be tubercular.

EK.miuation showed, however, an absence of any trace of tubercular

di>ease, while the evi.lences of syphilitic disease were abundant.

Comparison with other surgeons sbowcd that such cases were very

rare —Mr Symington showed a beautiful section to illustrate the

Anatomy of the Ear and Xaso-pharyngeal Connections. Among

other points of interest, it demonstrated that the autruni doi^ not

communicate directly with tho internal meatus, but with that pas-

sage through the medinm of the lufundibulum. 'The secUon aUo

gave further support to the view that the Eustachian tube is nor-

mally a closed lube.
, ,

The Place of Specialism in General Practice, with reference to

Diseases of the Em, Ear, Throat, and Kasal Camties—Dt. Georqb

Hunter (Linlithgow) read an elaborate paper on the above subject.

By means of illustrative cases, he showed the value which attached to

a fair working knowledge of these diseases, more especially in the case

of the general practitioner, and he advanced a strong plea for their

fuller study in our medical schools.

SOUTH INDIAN BRANCH.
Friday, August 5th, 1887.

Brigade-Surgeon Roberts in the Chair.

IrdesHnal Para.to.-Brigade-Surgeon Porter M D ^P^-'t^'i the

case of a young Singhalese domestic, aged 16, who died of fever fol-

lowed by dysentery a few hours after his admission into the hospital

at Madras. In the duodenum were found after death several speci-

mens of the anchxilostymum duodenale, some alive and some dead

adhering to the somewhat congested mucous membrane.-burgeon J.

H Pope made some remarks on the case of a Hindu who was infested

by ta-nia mcdiocanMaiM. Six of these parasites were e.tpelled after a

sinele dose (3u) of liquid extract of male fern.

Ainhum}-L papet by Surgeon J. Smyth, M.D., was r^ad, in which

he pointed out thatainhum had not hitherto been noticd inS-outhern

India. He described a typical case obstrved lu a nati- e aged .30, at

the General Hospital, Madras, in June. ISS-. The disease appear-d

to be commooi in Dacca, where the people call it sukhajaklf (drv

suppuration). Of the causation of the disease, which is characterised

by a peculiar annular atrophy afiecting the toes, and leading to rom-

plete disappearance of all the tissues, tendon, skin, and bone, being
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»U repUotd bf'.tutMdl 6^lfit(toaB tisane, ; potfitqgnu kno'm. Dr.
Smyth agreed with other obaarvfirs in compariuK the appearance of

the toe trt that wlii.-h Would l)u prodttccJ by tjiug a string firmly
I

•
•

.
• "

; it to ulcirate dot'ply into the tissue.s.

Hrig\de-Sargeon SliiTnouPE related the
; .. !

f,'
' . wlio snistaincd a strain or perhaps a partinl

frAi-ture of •i^nle of the nppcr cervical vertebrje. Thia was folliiwed

bj- spinal nieuin^tia tud spnstic rigidity of tbt lower limbs. Com-
plete rest to the injured jwirt was procured by tbe use of sandbaps,
BUj tnercury was aSministorcd ; he slowly improved, and after a year
w.V( a' lie to walk without help. He had become liable to attacks of

brini-hial asthma, and on one occasion there was a remarkable slowing

Tuikou:-! of Gtoin —Brigade-Snrgcon Sidthorpe related
' of cnUrgerfteut of the lymphatics of the groin, which had
b'.n under treatment at tne General Hospital, Madras, during the
previous' frw Tnontfcs. In one case the glauds were excised ; in another,
f^-veral attacks of fever occnrred, during which the glands enlarged

;

ill the third, and in that only, though cireful search was made in all

t' ' yos o( filirifi sanguinis hominis wei'o foimd in the blood.
! Fihromm.— Brigade-Surgeon Sibtiiorpe also showed a

I , ^ :i case cf cdngeuit.il tumour of the right eyelid, observed
in 9 .Mihomcdan, aged IS. Rapid gt-owth had taken place during the
(btir years before ho wrtit to the General Hospitil, Sladias. The right
nppof, eyeM formed a largo pendulous ma-sa of fibro-va«cular tissue

threa, inches aad a half long ; the lower lid was also enormously en-
lArged, and two pendulous masses were attached to the skin of the
face, on cjich side ; the skin behind the tumour, and between it and
the ear, was papillomatous. The eyeball was atrophied, having been
jirobably lost from inlUmniaticin at the age of 3. The youth com-
plained of neuralgic pains in the course of the fifth nerve ; these were
relieved by hypodtonit^'iijection of morphia.

CAMfeKIDGE i'ltblCAL SOCIETY.
) .,...; Fkiday, DKri'.MBER 2nd, 1887.

I -H. STRikR, IJLK.O.S., Vice- President, in the Chair.

./<**«»<. bMtiu^n Liver and Diaphragm.—Mr. J. Hottgh read the
note-4 of this canei and showed thu duodenum removed after death.
There was a .small pnnohed-out ulcer, which had perforated. The
]n)'l-mortfm examination showed an abscess extending np betwem
the liver and diaphragm, in close connection with the ulcer in the
duodennm. <

Unmt Fnnn-^ of TH*pnr6porti«n betteem the Foetal Head and Pelvis
'o'h^r thnn Pelvic f>t;'armily) as a Came of Protracted and Arrested
J.almir.—Dr. BoxAlL read a paper on this subject.

Cmiyenitnl f/ijdriicfphaht.i.—Mr. G.N. BuiF/rr exhibited a specimen.
Thu mother was delivered on Octobctanth. The breech presented. The
trunk being bom, the liead would not enter the true pelvis. It was,
thirefore, perforated behind the ear, and the fluid let out ; even then its
#izf> was so enormous that it hid to be delivered with the cephalotribe.
The chil 1 was fully develored, having no other deformity ; it measured
27 inches long, weighing l.S lln. The circumference of the head was
27i inchen, and it coaCained 4i pints of fluid. The biparietal diameter
niwwtin-d 8^ incies.

Suildfn Urnlh in Diphtheria.—Dr. RorKR said a boy aged 12 years
W.W tiken ill with sore-throat on October 2.3rd. IIu did not seem
very ill, and no medical attendance was obtained for him. On No-
vember 2ad—the eleventh day—he appeared weak, and on the evening
of that day he made an attempt to walk upstairs, but failed, and
B«ked his father to carry Mm up. It was observed thdt his voice was
nasal On the following d»v, November ."ird, his face was pale and
sdightlr livid. Th" surfice ol the body felt cold. The tone of voice
wa.s na»al, and lluida returned through the nose. The temperature
ill the rnonrh was »7. 1°

; the pulse was 72, small and weak ; respira-
tion Ifi, shillow ; the heart-mnnda feeble and rat!her indistinct. He
ilied at 5.30 the following morning, November 4th. On post-mortem
examination the ravitioj of the hoart wore completely distended with
clot, e«|ieeially on the right (ride. The lungs were healthy, but the
left one was att.ichcd to the cheat walls by old adhesions. The local
lesion in thi« case mu.st havo been very slight, as by the eleventh day
thfre was no evirlence in the stite of the mucous membrane of the
previous exiul«tion

; and the patient hal taken his food well until the
paralytic symptoms sot in.

Malignnnt Kndocardilix.—Mr, LAtTRENOE HtTMPHRT related this
c»ee. The patient, a laondry woman, aged 50. was admitted into
Addenbrooke's H >«pi«,xl on May «th, under Dr. Bradbnry. Pnysical
examinition of the ohest showed 7»«euraonia at the right apex. The

heart sounds were clear at apex and base ; the apex beat was not felt.

On May Cth she was evidently better ; the temperature was normal,

pulse 100, tongue moist and cleaning, and the physical signs at the

apex of the right lung were c'-aring. On May 8th the temperature

suddenly rose to 102.6°, and the pulse to 132, and came down, after a

l>rofuee sweat, to 98. On May 1 1th she had a distinct rigor. The
breathing was very feeble at the right a[ ox, and there were occasional

friction sounds, with impaired resonance at the second and third

intercostal spaces. The heart sounds were clear end regular. On
May 14th her temperature reached 105°, and she had a severe rigor,

and gradually sank after becoming unconscious. The pod-nwrtem ex-

amination revealed a small abscess in the anterior mediastinum, ex-

tending chiefly to the right under the mediastinal pleura, and back-

wards as far as the root of the right lung ; it contained about IJ to 2

ounces of green, offensive pas. The right lung was adherent ante-

riorly, and the upper lobe appeared to be undergoing resolution after

))iieumonia. The pericardium was normal. The endocardium of the

loft auricle was rooghened, and on the aortic cusp of the mitral was a

I)atch ot the size of a tbreepeuuy-pieco, rough, ulcerating, and fun-

gating ; near the centre was a siuall perforation. The aorlio valves

were thickened and atheromatous, and covered with soft fuugating

vegetations, easily detached. The first part of the aort.i was very

atheromatous, with projecting calcareous plates, but without vegetar

tions. There was slight hypertrophy of the muscular walls ot the

ventricles, and several white iibrous patches in thiir interior. The

atheromatous disease of the aorta and valves was evidently of old

st.anding; the ulcer and vegetations recent. There were extensive

infarcts in both kidneys, and a small one in the spleen. There was

diffuse purulent meningitis of the brain and spinal cord, with yel-

lowish pus surrounding the cranial nerves ; also a few patches of in-

flammatory softening in the brain substance. Mr. Laurence Hum-
phry remarked upon the frequency with which these cases seemed to

begin in a pneumonia, and the association of meningitis of the brain

and spinal cord. In this case the recent mycotic process had evidently

been engrafted upon old atheromatous disease of the aortic valves.

LEEDS AND "WEST RIDING MEDIOO-CHIRURGICAL
SOCIETY.

Fefdat, Januart 13th, I8S8.

Edward Atkinson, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Trephining for Compound Depressed Fracture of the Skull.—Mr.

Lawfokd Knaggs read a paper ou a case. He advocated a more
thor.jugh immediate exploration and cleansiug of the injured parts (1)

by a large skin flap ; (2) by a more liberal removal of bone
; (3) by

a semicircular flap of dura mater, if that membrane should be injured

;

(4) by careful cleansing of all the exposed and dimaged parts by
powerful antiseptic lotions. He pointed out that, in the case related,

the dura mater was found complotoly united by healthy lymph in

eighteen hours. The proportion of oases in which severe after-effects

occurred would probably be considerably diminished if operative inter-

ference at the time of injury was the rule. The experience of mem-
bers was solicited on the suitability of opium in cases of commencing
meniflgitis. Its power of contracting the cerebral arterioles suggested

its employment, iiuito apait from its anodyne effect.—Mr. McQill
understood Mr. Kuaggs's main point to be the desirability of imme-
diate trophiuiug in oil cases of compound depressed fracture, with or

without cerebral symptoms. Mr. MoGill's experience was entirely

opposed to this view, his own views being these ; (1), that in cases ot

simple depressed fracture, without symptoms, surgical interference was
not advisable

; (2) that if, by asepsis, we could practically reduce a
compound fracture to the condition of a simple one, wo should treat it

on the same lines. If it were impossible to purify the wound without

removal of bone, by all means let it bo removed.—Mr. Jessop treated his

cases on the lines indicated by Mr. McGill. He attached much import-

ance to the complete arrest of hiemorrhage, as bethought th.it the con-

stantly varying intracranial pressure presented a favourable mechanical
condition for the rapid spread of oxtrivasatiou and inflammation

thiougUout the subdural space. He considered that opium was of great

value in many oases.—Dr. K^UiAoLiATt said, with rcgord to opinm.

Was it i\ot a congester of the veins, and, therefore, a danger ?—Mr.

Mavo iioHsON thought much depended on the extent and character

of the fracture. When tlieio was much splintering or extensive de-

pression, or when the wound could uot be efficiently dressed, he ad-

vised trephining ; in other cases he trusted to antiseptics. He had
found opium of. service iu lessening haemorrhage.—Mr. Pkidoin
Tkale did not think the case for immediate interference was so strong

as Mr. Knaggs argued, as many cases recovered completely and per-

manently without it. He some time ago came to the conclusion that.
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the dictum, "opium is dangerous in head cases,' was a vulnerable one,

and began cautiously to use it, especially in cases marked by extreme

restlessness and a rapid rise of temperature.-Mr Littlkwood argued

in favour of the free surgical treatment of these cases.—Ur. b.U

Smith urged that it should be borne in mind what the trephine did.

It provided for free drainage, and he thought that many cases of unex-

pected recovery from severe cranial fracture were owing to the drainage

provided by the severity of the accident itself. On the whole, he ad-

vocated waiting for symptom.s.—Mr. Knaggs replied.

Suntrnumerarn Teeth.—Di. Helliek showed a cast from the mouth

of a child in whom there were six upper incisor teeth belonging to tlie

first dentition.

Uptic Keurilis in Chlorosis.—Dr. Wardrop GRirFiTH gave an

account of a case in which optic neuritis was associated with chlorosis,

and remarked on the dilllcuUv of determining the value of this sym-

ptom as an indication of functional or organic disease.—Dr. Churton

thought that in such cases optic neuritis was a mere coincidence.—

Mr Bkndelack Hewetson remarked on the difficulty of recognising

certain poisons, such as lead, which induced both chlorosis and opUc

neuritis. In some cases ho thought constipation, and consequent

fecal absorption, was a cause; and he referred to cases in which otitis,

leading to cerebral mischief, and a condition of leucocythamia, acted

as causes.-Jlr. Hartley thought it was easy to mistake the swollen

disc often seen in cases of hypermetropia for true papillitis, and that

very accurate observation was required.—Dr. A. Bronner referred to

syphilis as a common cause, associated with aniemia.

Lip Language for Deaf Mutes.—lAi. Bendelack Hewetsos showed

a bov from the" school of deaf mutes at Doncaster, who was being

taught to speak. He had been three years under treatment, and could

read fairlv audibly, though in a rather low voice.

Pathologiml Specimens, <!(c.—Mr. Lawford Knaggs : (1) Calculus

removed by Suprapubic Lithotomy; (2) Makins's Enterectomy Clamp.

-Mr Atkinson : Tumour removed from Prostate by Suprapubic

ProstateLtjmv.—Dr. Barus : Malignant Stricture of Descending

Colon.—Mr. 'Mayo Robson : a Double Hydrosalpinx, recently re-

moved, the tubes containing four and two ounces of fluid respec-

tively • (2) A Dissection of Intestinal Obstruction, due to an omental

band passing from the sac of a femoral lesion.—Mr. P. Teale: Diver-

ticulum causing Obstruction of Bowels.

magnet devised by Mr. Buckmastcr, of Oxford, was tnfld, but to no

purpose. Ten days after the use of the magnet the wool ot the needle

was coughed up, and a week after this, after a fit of coughing and

vomiting. Dr. Lvon, on examining the throat, saw the needle im-

bedded hi the wall of the pharynx, from which he easily removed it

with forceps. The child had made a fair recovery but there was still

dulness at the left apex.-In the discus.sion which followed, Drs

Murphy, Thomas Watson, Cave, Humm, and Drummond took

^'"mceralive £,uiocarditis.-TToU^soT Philipson exhibited specimens

removed from the body of a young man suffering from pleuro-pneu-

monia of the left base. The temperature remained high, but oscU-

latcd. The patient had a severe rigor when under observation, and a

few days afterwards a loud aortic bruit was heard. The spleen was

noticed to be increasing in size, and blood was found in the urine.

-Remarks were made by Dr. Oliver and Dr. Dru.mmo.vd.

Abclominal Aneur,ism.-Dr. Vanx exhibited a suecimen which was

removed from the body of a man, aged 50 He had never complained

of pain. The sac had not ruptured. The patient died from ex-

^TS^°pubic LUhotomy.-^lr. RnTHEKFOBD Mobibon gave detaUs

of a successful case in a man, aged SO.

Specimens of Uterine and Ovarian Disease were .e==l"0''«<l .>?? ^Jf;

MuRPHT. The series included specimens of pyosalpinx, hydatidiform

mole, and a variety of ovarian cysts.
^ ,i at- ,, .,„j

Thf. aaivano-cauUry in the Treat,nenl of Diseases of the
^»^«f''f

Pharynx.—L paper on this subject was read by Dr. William

ROBERT.SON.

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday, January 12th, 18S3.

G. H. Hume, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Orbital Aneurysm.—^h. Rutheri-qrd Morisox exhibited a boy

into whose orbit there had pasted the blade oi a clasp knife. The

boy could see immediately after the accident ; a few weeks afterwards

the eyesight was lost. There was no paralysis of the ocular muscles,

and there was no atrophy of the optic disc. A well-marked, inter-

mittent briUt could bo heard all over the head.

Thoracic Aneuriism.—Dr. Oliver exhibited a woman, aged 30,

sulleriug from a large pulsating tumour in the upper part of the front

of the chest. There was no history of syphilis. Three years pre-

viously she fell from the first floor of a house. Eighteen months

after this she noticed a small pulsating tumour over the manubrium

sterni. Within the last few months this had rapidly increased in

size, until it now measured 6i inches longitudinally. Under large

doses of sodium iodide she had complete relief from pain.—Professor

PniLirsoK remarked upon the sex of the patient, and cited a similar

case he had had under observation.
, - ,

Rheumatic NoduUs.—l}T. Drummond exhibited a boy and girl suf-

fering from cardiac disease, and rheumatic nodules were seen to be

freely distributed in each. The boy had a tricuspid, and the girl a

mitral, systolic murmur. Dr. Drummond regarded the coexistence

of rhaimatio nodules and cardiac disease as of grave importance.—

Dr. Mantle said he had seen similar nodules in adults.

Psoriasis of Wide Dislrib^it ion and of Papid Derclopment.-'i.U.

COLLINSON exhibited for Dr. Fknwick a case in which the disease

had, after beginning at the elbows, extended over nearly the whole of

the body in three months.—Suggestions as to treatment were offered

by Professor PuiLirsoN, Drs. A. Campbell, Mantle, Newcombe,

Drummond, Thomas W.a.tson, and Jackson.

Puff and Dart Needle Pemoved from Air Passages.—Dr. Lyon ex-

hibited sneciracus partly expelled by and partly removed from a girl,

aged 11.
' Immediately after the insufHation there was no laryngeal

distress whatever, but two days after this the temperature rose, and

five days after the accident tracheotomy was performed by Dr. Hume,

and attempts made to remove the needle, but unsuccessfully. The

needle was known to be imbedded at the left apex. An electro-

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

The Principles of Antiseptic Methods applted to Obstetric

Practice By Dr. Paul Bar, Accoucheur to, formeily Interne

in, the Maternity Hospital, Paris, etc. Translated by Henry D.

Fry M.D. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son, and Co. 1S87.

The author, Dr. Bar, is an enthusiastic advocate of the employment

of antiseptics in obstetric practice, and the translator evidently shares

his views on the subject. No one would dispute a imori the neccs-

=itv for strict asepsis in obstetrics as in other departments of surgery,

ibut it is necessary to bear m mind that cleanliness is after all tbe

most powerful aniiseptic we can emplny-cleanl.ness, that is, of atmo-

sphere, of persons, and of instrument.. With it chemical anti ept cs.

toeus^ of which is not unattended with danger, may be sifely dis-

pensed with ; without it all such a^jeuts are useles", or nearly so. In

the hands of the author antisep^is is an aggressive pohcy, a war of ex-

termination against the hypothetical little organisms whose Presence

is deemed to be the cause of certain pathological
f^^^Z^.^J.^l °^f

chapter is devoted to the discussion ot the nature of the infective pro-

cesses which are apt under certain conditions to fo low tTaumatisms-

processcs which it is clearly shown hava a close relationship with the

presence of specific organisms. Having discovered the enemy the

next step is to destroy him, or, at any rate, to prevent an invasion

The first point, and the most important, is to place the puerperal

patient in perfectly aseptic surroundings, and to keep them ase tic.

This advice is excellent, though not always easy of applicauon.

Should the object not have been att-aiued, we must "kill the germs

which have gained access to the surface of the wound, and if the

drculatory apparatus has been invaded, we must destroy the morbid

principles which have penetrated therein." This is. no doubt

what ought to be done, but many bacteriologists woiUd shrug their

shoulders if asked to advise as to the means of so radical an elimina-

tion The author happilv knows no such .lualms. He has ant,.eptics._

some of which "fix the germs and prevent them from incTOisng

and otherrniuch more powerful, which " act upon the germ Use f by

destroying it." E«h genus ot microbe requires a special strength of

soluUon tl ensure destruction, and consequently 'the real value ^d
power of each antiseptic cannot be recognised until a serie., of exp»^-

ments have been made upon each known microbe. Luckily we are

not obliged to await the reply to so far-reaching a question, since it

"s always possible to effect 'one's purp..se by a suong solution on he

principle that the whole includes the part. Some elaborae tables

Tre .'iven of the estimated strength of various antiseptic substances,

the more important of which are subsequently treated of sermtrvu

Of late years the mortalitv returns of maternity hospitals have

shown a verv marked improvement on those which obtamed at an

eS period, due in part to the observance of more scrupulous
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cl»iinlinm!i and tlie recognition of tl>o dnnger attending the conrey-
anr« ol infection from post-morUm rooms or the general wards. The
aathor «ppc»rs to favour r*course to antiseptic vaginal injoctiona oven
dnring normal labunr—a proceodiug wliicli many competent
obstetricians do not ap|>rovi'. A good deal of .space is given
to the various antiseptic measures and the method of their
application. While practicable and possibly useful in maternity
hospitals, some of them would bo dilficult of application in private
practice, and others would bo dangerous unles,s employed uuder strict

surveillance. The volume is a very complete and well-written mono-
gratih on obstetrical antisepsis, and the translation has liuen very
well done.

A Handbook on Disrase.<i of tub .''kis, vith fispkciai, kkier-
r.srr. to DiAnKo.si.-! and Treatmknt. By Roiir.nT Liveino,

A.M. and M.D.Cantab., F.R.C.P.Loud. Fifth Edition, Revised and
Knlargod. Loudon : Longmans, Green and Co. 1887.

Tuat Dr. LlvEiso's handbook on Diicascs o/fAe 5iw fulfils a useful
purpose is sufficiently shown by the fact that it has already passed to

• filth edition. This new edition does not, in its arrangements, ditler

materially from the previous one. New articles have been introduced
dealing with those diseases which have in recent years found their
place, mostly for the first time, amongst recognised specific atfeotious
of the skin.

Erythema serpens, an affection of the hand, which was first, wo be-
lieve, described by >Ir. Morant liaker, and has also been noticed by
Continental writers—a form of erythema speciiiUy affecting butchers,
and evidently due to some specific poison—is noticed, Mr, Baker's de-
scription being closely followed.

Dr. Liveing relates four cases of the rare and interesting affection of
the skin described by Wagner as colloid milium, and by Besnier as
colloid degeneration of the skin, and .ilso well described by Duhring.
Dr. Liveing's description refers to small, slightly raised, yellowish
tumours, varying in size from a large pin's head to a split pea, some-
what flat, of solid or semi-soliil structure, and looking ah it they con-
tained fluid. These little tumours undergo change by the formation of
a central depression, and, lastly, inflaming, scabbing, and drying up,
leaving a marked but not defined scar.

Short notices of rhinoscleroraa, mycosis fungoides, xeroderma ma-
lignum, scrofuloderma, Paget's disease, leucoplakia, and lymphangioma,
in which references to the best descriptions of these diseases are in-
serted, tend to bring the book up to the level of our present
knowledge. The brevity of these notices is, however, probably partly
resiionsible for slight inaccuracies in correcting the proofs. Professor
Gebor will hardly recognise himself as il. Gaber, of Vienna ; nor do
we think he will consider his views correctly stated when he is made
to assort that " the Aleppo evil is in all cases of syphilitic origin." M.
Vidal, surely sufficiently well known to dermatologists at least, after
having his name correctly spelt on one page, appears as Vedal four
times in three consecutive pages.

In the treatment of that troublesome disease ringworm. Dr. Liveing
has no hesitation in saying that the oleate of mercury ointment made
by Shoemaker's process is the most generally useful ointment, and he
speaks well of Dr. Cavafy's lotion, which consists ol a solution of
boracic acid in ethot and in rectified spirit.

SrtrrtTM : Its Mrcno.scopT and Diaonortio and PnonNo.?Tic
SioNiFiCATiONs. By Frakcis Troup M.D., St. And. Edin-
burgh : Oliver and Boyd.

This work is not presented as a complete treatise upon the examina-
tion of sputum, although its size would lead one to expect that no
point in this small department of clinical medicine had been omitted.
Nevertheless, the book treats almost entirely of the microscopy of the
sputum, and of the application of photography to the recording of its

mi rroscopical appearances, fhe auinor must forgive us if, in reviewing
the work, we give special prominence to its artistic points. It is

illustrated by no less than thirty-six photogravure plates and six
chrjmo-lithographs, all executed most beautifully. Microphotography
ii as yet in its infancy, and while the reproductions in this volume are
as [larfect as it is possible to make them, it must be admitted that
wooilonts or engravings give a cleirer idea of the structure. Still,
the author must be commended for his painstaking efforts to render
his pictures as true to Nature as possible.

While the illustrations form tuch a marked feature of the volume,
it mn»t not be supposed that they overshadow in excellence the real
matter of the bojk. Throughout this bears the impress of careful,
laborious work and personal observation. At one part of the work the

author stntes that he for three years has examined the sputa of every

patient admitted into the Longmore Hospital for Incurables in Edin-

burgh, no matter what his complaint might be, and .still fnrthor proofs

of tlui author's industry are evident in the volume. The chemical ex-

amination of the sputum receives but scant notice, since the author
bpli<ves it is of little value in practice. Ho mentions, however, that

ho himself has never been able to detect sugar in the true sputum of

diabetic patients, although it mii;ht have baen present in the saliva.

It is to bo regretted that the author did not see his wav to

insert some account of the researches of Bamberger and of Kussmaul
upon the chemical composition of the sputum, and its relation to that

of the lungs. Those observations have certainly not proved of practical

value, but they are of some importance as indicating the changes

going on in the processes of pneumonia and bronchitis.

The author lays great stress upon the search foreListio tissue in the

sputum, and considers that we are inclined to overlook its importance

in the fascinating hunt for the tubercle bacillus. It may be found,

he believes, in cases of tuberculosis, in which the bacillus is absent

temporarily or for a length of time. In nine-tenths of the cases in

which it is found, its presence is indicative of tuberculosis. For its

detection, the author considers Feuwick's method of boiling in a 20-

grain to the ounce solution of caustic soda as usually unnecessary and
liable to cau.se solution of the fibre. He examines a particle of the sus-

pected sputum directly, with or without a drop of a SO per cent, solution

of caustic potash. Several photot;ravure plates are given of substances

which may be mistaken for the elastic fibre.

An important and noteworthy chapter is that upon Corschraann'a

Spirals. These are scarcely mentioned in English works, and but a

scanty account of them is given in tho Continental textbooks, with
the exception perhaps of that of Striimpell. Dr. Troup gives a lull

account of the work already done respecting them and of his own ob-

servations. He showed specimens of them in 1885 in Edinburgh, only

two years after the exhaustive paper of Curschmann had appeared.

Ho has found them in asthma and bronchitis, but never in pneu-

monic sputum, thus differing from von Jaksch and Vierordt. He con-

.siders that the spiral is an evidence of bronchiolitis ; he finds, moreover,

that the central thread is conipo.sed of columnar and ciliated epithe-

lium cemented by some fibrinous or albuminous material, and that this

coie acquires a casing of spiially arranged, round and spindle cells

forming an actual cast of tho bronchial tubule.

An exhaustive and critical account of the methods of detecting the

tubercle bacillus is given. Here the author states—and we agree with

him—that Ehrlich's method is the safest, although requiring care in

its practice. He al.so describes and figures a bacillus resembling that

of tubercle, but prolwbly of pneumonic origin. It will not be found by

any of the nitric-acid methods, but by Gram's methoil might be mis-

taken for the tubercle gorm. Other chapters are concerned with pneu-

monic, bronchitic, and pigmented sputa, &c.

The hook is good, and the author and his publishers are to be con-

gratulated upon the elegant stylo in which it is presented to the

profession.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

llltistralions to Clinical Sun/cn/. By Jonathan Hutchinson,
F.R.S. Fasciculus XIX. Plates LXXI-LXXIV.—Three of the plates

in this fasciculus represent different forms of elephantiasis. Plate 72
is a fine drawing of a remarkable c.ise of elephantiasis of the prepuce,
simulating elephantiasis of the scrotum. The patient was a negro,

and llio affected integuments were removed by the author. FilariiB

were found in the blood. Mr. Hutjhinson notes that attacks of in-

flammatory ccdcma, repeatedly recurring, are the almost constant
precursors and causes of elephautiasis. Plate 71 will be of more general
interest. It represents injuries near to the wrist, and fractures and
sejiarations of epiphyses. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the conditions

mot with in recent specimens of Colles's fracture, and demonstrate the
truth of an important fact often unknown to practical surgeons,

nauitly, the occasional absence of any displacement. Another in-

structive figure represents complete separation and dislocation back-
wards of the carpal epiphysis of tho radius.

A'otes 0)1 Inorganic Materia J/edica and its Chemistry. By J. ScuijTZ
Shakman, M.R.C.S. Second Edition. (London : Elfingham Wilson.)
—The object of the author in preparing these notes was to explain
the elementary chemistry which is connected with the inorganic por-

tion of the materia medica. Under the heading of each compound
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the character, manner of proparat-on, action, doso, and officinal pre-

parations are appended. The principle of the ]Sulcs la to be com-

mended, as the student should never overlook the essentially scientihc

or chemical aspect of therapeutic resources, whUst he cannot learn to

prescribe without knowing more or Uss by rote the details _ot the

Fharmacopwia. Many a young practitioner distinguished m his

student days as a prizeman iu Chemistry and Clmical Medicine, hnds

with dismay th.it .Squire's Companion to the Fhannacopam \s more

serviceable to him than his old scientilic textbooks. Jlr. t-harman s

Notes demonstrate how far that which is scientific is useful, and how

far that which is of direct utility is also a matter of science. Ibe

Notes are interleaved, so that the reader may add annotations on new

drugs or record his own prescriptions, as he may think proper from

time to time.

SomeOlsermtions on ffeadaclus in Children, and their ReMion to

Mental Training. Read in the Section of Diseases of Children at the

International Medical Congress held at Washington, September, 1887.

By AViLLiAM Henky Day, M.D., M.R.C.P., Physician to the

Samaritan Hospital for Women and Children. (Loudon: J. and A.

Churchill. )—The author is already well-known for his writings on

headaches, and this paper displays his usual accuracy of clinical ob-

servation. Dr. Dav dwells upon the significance of headache ac-

cording to its locality, and rightly lays great stress on defective

accommodation. We need hardly say that a great deal is said about

"overpressure," but the author wisely remarks: 'We must admit

that enthusiasts are prone to exaggerate when they witness a tew

cases of breakdown, and fail to remember the thousands of children

who pass through their school life happier and better for the regular

hours and discipline that is maintained."

The Student's Handbook of Chemistry. By H. Leice.ster Greville,

F I C F C S. Second Edition. (Edinburgh : E. and S. Livingstone.

)

—This work is cleiirly written and accurate in detail, but it does not

appear to possess any marked advantages over the mass of chemical

textbooks, unless it be the great attention which has been paid by the

author to the elucidation of chemical calculations of all kinds. Ihere

are printer's errors (which suggest the need of more careful revision),

such as we should not have expected to find m a second edition
;
tor

example, in a table on p. 97, the boiling point of sulphur is said to be

114° C, a misprint for fusing point.

Handbook of Modern Chemistry : Inorganic and Organic. By Dr.

C Mkvmott Tidy. Second Edition (Smith and Elder. 1887.)—Ihe

second edition of this work is enlarged, but the same general plan is

adopted as in the first. The work is written with a special view to the

education of students of medicine, but may be read with advantage by

all chemical students. In some respects the arrangement of Dr. Tidy

differs from that generally followed ; for example, hydrogen is de-

scribed last of the non-metallic elements, instead of first as is usually

done. Although some reason for this may be found in the metallic

nature of hydrogen considered from the point of view of the chemist,

there are so many obvious advantages in introducing the lightest

known form of matter to the student's notice at the very commence-

ment of his chemical studies, that the older method of classification

will probably be still adhered to. There are no woodcuts or illustra-

tions of any kind in this work, but it abounds in useful and judiciously

selected tables.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, 8UR0ERY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

DUCKER PORTABLE BARRACK AND FIELD HO.SPITAL.

The chief advantage offered iu these buildiogs is the ease of transport

of the materials, and the rapidity with which they can be erected by

soldiers who have no special knowledge of construction, under the

direction of an officer who can superintend the work after a short exa-

mination of the system employetl.

A very practical proof ot the merits of the Ducker system was given

on Saturday, January '21st, at the Company's establishment in Parlia-

ment Street. Dr. Walter P,-arce, of the Artists' Corps, with tea

volunteers belonging to ambulance detachments of several metro-

politan corps, was aole to take down a field hospital 35 ft. by 18 ft.,

arranged for twelve beds, in thirtyfive minutes, and to re-erect it in

fifty-five minutes. The work could have been done more expeditiously

after the first experience. Much rain had fallen, which was a severe

test of the jointing of the woodwork. The whole structure i» put to-

gether in sections which do not require special position except at the

two ends. The floor is well raised from the ground, and the roof has

a good elevation and incline.

The material (leather board), on wooden frames, is very impervious,

and would give great protection in cold climates. Lighting, heating,

and ventilation are provided for, but in hot weather it would be ne-

cessary to open the sections in the roof, or replace them with canvas.

The portable houses erected in Parliament Street will repay an in-

spection, and have already received the favourable consideration of the

War Office authorities.

PITTROFF'S ALMOND BISCUITS FOR DIABETIC PATIENTS.

These almond biscuits ara prepared by Herr Pittrolf, a German baker

at Carlsbad. They are a very great improvement on any that we

have examined. As a rule, almond bread and almond biscuits pre-

pared for diabetic patients are more or less tough, nausecous, and dis-

agreeable products, and cannot easily be used as continuous artictes of

diet The formula? most in use are those of Dr. Pavy and Professor

Soegen, both of which are thoroughly reliable in their freedom from

dietetic ingredients likelv to be mischievous to diabetics. Kut the

results as to texture and flavour in the hands even of the most skUled

bakers, are, as a rale, very unsatisfactory. PittrolTs almond biscuits,

. prepared with very scrupulous care in respect to their ingredients,

hive the advantage of being skilfully compounded and admirably

b iked They are the only article of the kind strictly suited to a rigid

diabetic diet we have yet found which can be recommended without

qualification. They are very delicately and slightly flavoured with

.^cchariu, and, strange to say, for an article of diabetic food, they are

positively agreeable. We have known cases m which they have been

used with satisfaction for many months coutinuously, and they can

be strondv recommended to the notice of physicians who wish to pre-

scribe fo'r their patients almond bread in a form which is agreeable

and tolerable for long periods of time. They are forwarded by parcel

post as often as desired direct by Herr Pittrolf, of Carlsbad, and wiU be

found a great addition to a strict diabetic dietary.

LANGE'S ENEMA NOZZLE.
With a view to overcoming the difliculties experienced in the self-

administration ofan enema by the ordinaryappjratus, Mr. H. J. Lange,

of 47 Arthur Road, Tollington Road, Holloway, N., has introduceda new

enema nozzle. This nozzle, which is simple iu construction, can ba

inserted easily into the rectum with one hand without any fear of ita

slipping too far. With this nozzle the patient can, using any

k'ANeC'S PATENT.

ENEMA NOZZLE.

apparatus he may happen to possess, sit all the whUe in a perfectly

coraforta'ole position, with both hands free to manage the injecting

apparatus or svringe. Experience has proved these nozzles are easy of

application and satisfactory in their action. They are made of vul-

canite, and sold at a cost of three shillings and ninepence, postage

paid. ———-^-—=^z=::=-
H.iRVEiAN Society of London.-The following is a list of the

names of gentlemen elected as officers of the soMety for the year jSS8,

at the annual meeting of the society on the 19th inst. :---President :

"William Sedgwick; Vice-Presidents: T. Buzzard, M.D., John

Williams, M.D., 'Herbert W. Page, 'William Ewart M.D. ;

Treasurer G P Field : Hon. Secretaries : *M. Handlield-Jones,

Ml), *C. B. Lockwood; Council: F. H- Champneys, M.B., J.

Hughlings Jackson, M.D., F.RS,, J. Ernest Lane, R. ^. Mair, M.D.,

C. W. M^iusell-Moullin, R. H. Milson. M.D., A. J- P^PP"' i^J,"'"°^

Owen -Frederick Treves, '.Stephen Mackenzie, M.D., E. Clifford

Beale M.B., 'J. H. Drew. An asterisk is prefixed to the names ot

those gentlemen who did not hold the same office the preceding

year.
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HERP.ERT SPENCER ON SANITATION BY
COMPETITION.

It hit. been the weaknesa of the philosophers of every ago to seek to

measure and improve the conduct of the world by the practical appli-

oalaoQ of their own systems and theories, no matter how widely these

might be opposed to the common sense of mankind, how injurious

their adoption might prove to the welfare of the human race.

Herein lies the danger of every system of philosophy except the very

wisest, of every theory of causation except the most cautious and en-

lightened one.

So long, for instance, as Mr. Herbert Spencer was content to

occupy himself with the evolution of a theory of religion and life

from his own inner consciousness and the writings of M. Comte, he

remained a perfectly harmless and more or less interesting and useful

thinker ; hut the moment he began to apply his conclusions to the

practical affairs of daily life—the moment he began to formulate laws

for the government of society—he became at once a danger to the

well-being of the community of just as great dimensions as the extent

of acceptance of his views by the rest of mankind.

Dr. Russell, in an able address to the Philosophical Society of

Glasgow, has shown how extremely hurtful Mr. Spencer's conclusions

on the subject of sanit.ition, for instance, are ; how they attack the

whole fabric of our law of public health, seeking to replace it by mere

chimerical theories, which could only become operative as rules of

life, according to Mr. Spencer's own showing, after the nation had

passed through a probationary period of suffering and misfortune of

unite incalculable extent and intensity. Mr. Spencer starts from what

he designates ''a law of right social relationship," namely, "That

every man has freedom to do what he wills, provided he infringes not

the equal freedom of any other man." Prom this law comes his con-

elusion 'deemed even by himself " an awkward one") " that either by

general govtrnment or by local government the levying of compulsory

rates for draining and for paving and lighting is inadmissible as indi-

rectly making legislative protection more costly than necessary, or, in

other words, turning it into aggression," and, if so, he decides that

" it follows that neither the past, present, nor proposed method of

securing the health of towns is good."

Havings then, to his own satisfactfon, upset the whole sanitary

legislation of the lost thirty ycirs, he is kind enough to provide a

substitute o( his own :
" How streets and courts are rightly to bo kept

in order remains to be considered. Respecting sewerage there would he

no dilEculty. Houses might rightly be drained on the same mercan-

tile principle they are now sapplied with water. It is highly pro-

bable that, in the hands of a private) company, the reenlting manure

would not only pay the cost of collection, but would also yield a con-

sidernble profit. But if not, the return on the invested capital would

bo made up of charges to those whose houses were drained, the alter-

native of having the connection with the main sewer stopped being as

good a security for payment as the analogous ones )iossessed by gas

and water companies. Paving and lighting would properly fall to the

management of house-owners. AVere there no public provision for

such conveniences, house-owners would quickly find it to their interest

to funiish them, some speculative building society having set the ex-

ample of improvement in this direction, competition would do the

rest. Dwellings without public footways before them and with no

lamps to show the tenants to their doors, would stand empty when

better accommodation was offered ; and good paving and lighting hav-

ing thus become essential, landlords would combine for the more eco-

nomical supply of them."

It is nearly .as absurd to suppose that to cut off the house drainage

from the main sewer would oblige owners to pay a sufficient sum

voluntarily for the maintenance of an efficient system of general

sewage, as it is to trust to speculative building societies to lead the ad-

vance in general sanitary improvements.

The old system of cesspits, still existing in some towns, shows us

what landlords would do with the house sewage if there were no

stronger law than the laws of competition and convenience to compel

them to do their duty. The dangerous sanitary condition of houses

run up by speculative building societies, even under the salutary in-

fluence of local board inspection, shows how little we can expect

" meat from that eater."

It is possible that in the dwellings of the rich and educated, com-

petition and superior knowledge would secure that that there was an

outward observance of the laws of sanitation, that these houses were,

if sepulchres, at least well whited ones—but in those of the poor there

would be no such safeguards. The over-crowding of all large towns,

and the consequent struggle to obtain cheap shelter, would make

sanitation by competition a mere delusion. A landlord, for whose

undrained, ill-built, over-crowded tenements there is keen competition,

at rates paying an excessive percentage on his original outlay, must

become an enlightened philanthropist before he will expend capital

in unremunerative alterations whose sole object is the improvement of

his tenants' health.

Even Mr. Spencer allows that in the present condition of general

knowledge and education, sanitation by voluntary effort would bo im-

perative. It would only be in a community taught by experience and

such masters as plague, pestilence, and famine, that one could hope to

find the attainment of this ideal. Meanwhile, mankind must pass

through a probationary period of misery and misfortune, to be

measured perhaps by years, perhaps by centuries or ages, upon which

however, Mr. Spencer^looks with much complaconcy, for he sees in

preventable disease left unchecked, not only[an education, but also an

actual saviour of society and benefactor to the race of man. Like

Plato, ho censures those who by sanitary reform would keep .alive men

of crazy constitntions. Diseases, he says, act beneficially, for by them
'

' partly by weeding-out those of lowest development, and partly by sub-

jecting those who remain to the never-ceasing discipline of experience,

Nature secures the growth of a race which shall both understand the

conditions of existence and be able to act up to them Mark how

the diseased are dealt with. Consumptive patients with lungs in-

competent to perform the duty of lungs, people with assimilative organs
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that wUl not take tako up enough nutriment, people with defective

hearts that break down under excitement of the circulation, people

with any constitutional flaw preventing the due fulfilment of the con-

ditions of life, are continually dying out, and leaving behind those fit

for the cUmate, food, and habits to which they were bom. Even the

less imperfectly organized, who under ordinary circumstances can

manage to live with comfort, are still the first to be carried off by

epidemics, and only such as are robust enough to resist them-that is

only such as are tolerably well adapted to both the usual and incidental

necessities of existence remain. And thus is the race kept free from

vitiation.

"

There are here several errors and false deductions of quite astonish-

ing magnitude. Mr. Spencer seems ignorant of the fact that several

disease^ such as consumption and cancer, which seldom prove fatal

untn their victims are well advanced in sexual life, although they de-

stroy the individual, yet tend to infect the race in ever-increasing

and widening circles. To numerous offspring the seeds of these dis-

eases are transmitted ; from these they pass down to fresh and more

numerous generations.

Nor is it trae that those epidemic diseases which slay their

victims like the blow of the pole-axe and leave no inherited taint be-

hind benefit the race by removing only the weak, the vicious, and

the diseased. Take typhoid fever, for instance (that scourge so likely

to become prevalent under the competitive sanitation of landlord and

speculative building societies). Liebermeister says of it: "It is a

fict that can everywhere be demonstrated, that typhoid attacks by

preference strong and healthy persons, while it avoids those already

suffering from chronic ailments."

Mr. Spencer seems, too, to have studied only one feature of the

Darwinian theory, and to understand the lessons even of that very

imperfectly. He recognises the selective and destructive phases of

natural selection, but he ignores the doctrine of environment, and

the phase of improvement under improving condirions.

Under natural conditions suitable for the well-being of any race, its

strong and able push the weak and incompetent to the wall, to the

benefit ot the many ; but in environments unfitted for the prosperity

of the general organisation, the whole race gradually degenerates and

disappears before the advance of Some mora suitable creation, either

of higher or lower type, as the case may be.

In consumption, for instance, it is not isolated diseased beings

among a healthy race, who being placed under conditions of life fitted

only Tor the healthy, being unhealthy. cUe. It. is the unsuitable en-

vironments which, at least in the first instance, foster and make

possible the disease : for consumptives are certainly, either in them-

selves or their ancestors, the direct result of insanitary surroundings.

It is their environments which are or have been incompatible not

merely with their own existence, hut with any continued existence of

healthy humanity at all. Keep the surroundings as they are, and it

is not the diseased individual who will disappear, but it is the whole

race who wiU first becomo feeble, and then vanish. The struggle for

existence is not between a healthy and a diseased humanity, but be-

tween .anv humanity and such foes as the tubercle bacillus, under

conditions which makes the ultimate triumph of the latter certain.

But if it is true that unsuitable surroundings cause the gradual

degeneration and disappearance ot unsuitable organisms, it is no less

true that the removal of these causes of degeneration not only stopj

the weeding-out of the weak and feeble, but graduaUy produces an

improvement in the condition of the whole race. For just as under

unfavourable circumstances each generation becomes more and more

unfitted for a continued existence, so under fostering conditions each

generation will become more and more perfect. Even hereditary

disease would gradually wear out and disappear, and our race would

emerge from generations of wise sanitary legislation operating in

wisest care and forethought-strong, healthy, and vigorous.

But Mr. Spencer's own " right law " that " everj' man has freedom

to do what he wiUs, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of

every other man," is fatal to the sanitary conclusions he draws from

it. In no class of cases is the dictum "that no man liveth to him-

self
" truer than in sanitary affairs. One cannot live unhealthily one-

self without interfering with the just rights of others to live healthily.

Freedom from preventable disease is the condition of life which any

citizen has a right to claim. But this can be destroyed by the action

of one's foolish neighbours. Carlyle's story of the woman who, starv-

ing, went from door to door soliciting help and receiving none, but in re-

turn communicated deadliest typhus fever, has another lesson beside that

of a common brotherhood. It shows that the consequences of neglect

of sanitation, using the word in its widest sense, are not the injm^ or

disappearance of the individual alone who sets its laws at defiance,

but a widespread injustice to the community, which only the

strong arm of the law can prevent, or, being committed, adequately

punish.

IRRIGATION AND AFTER-TREATMENT IN

CATARACT EXTRACTION.

The papers and discussions which we pubUsh on page 176 raise several

important questions as to the mode of operating in cataract and the

best after-treatment. Improved methods have enabled surgeons to

operate without waiting for the condition of the cataract which was

formeriy considered mature. In the old flap operation it was almost a

sine qud nan for a successful operation that the lens should escape

entire. With the present mode of operating it is by no means un-

common for some of the soft cortex to be rubbed off and remain in

the eye as the nucleus escapes. For the removal of this. Dr. McKeown

advocates the injection of a stream of water, and he claims for this

method not only that cortical matter can be readily removed in cases

of moderately mature cataract, but also that it renders comparatively

safe the extraction of those which are so little advanced that some

would classify them merely as " incipient." The methodhas now been

before the profession for over three years, and does not appear to have

come into general use in this country. This may be owing to some ex-

ten* to the fear of introducing septic agents with the injection unless

precautions are taken which are so elaborate as to be to some extent

prohibitive, and also to the fact that many of those who have tried

the method have not reported favourably of the results. But probably

the greatest obstacle of all is the fact that operators generally have

not experienced much difficulty in removing cortex by friction, and

believe that they obtain results which are at least as good as those

claimed by Dr. MoKeown. This does not really touch his present

position, however, since he claims to remove cataracts successfully at

a stage when few surgeons would operate. Many ophthalmologists

consider that Dr. McKeown over-estimates the frequency of cases in

which, whUe the fundus is still visible, an operation is desirable

because the patient's vision is sufficienUy impaired to interfere with

his earning his livelihood. In most of these cases the vision can be
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eODsidenbly improved by nsing a weak mydriatic ; and, althoagh

than are some trades for which tbo patients are,incapacitated, it will

seldom be found that they can follow them even after a most success-

ful extraction. The introduction of cucaino has reiiderdl the removal

of cortex by friction both safer ami more certain. The operator can

take his time, and the patient can look do\vn ; while the retention of

coniciousness allows the visaal test to detect the presence of residual

cortex which otherwise would have been unsuspected.

An iridectomy done two or three weeks before the extraction often

hastens the maturation of the cataract, ami its effect in this direction

can be materially increased by manipulating the lens in the manner

recommended many years ago by Fiirster. At the same time, the

cortex can be much more readily removed, and its retention involves

less riik when a preliminary iridectomy has been performed. The
necessity of giving an ajicesthetio twice was an objection to dividing

the operation into two parts, but this has of course been entirely met
by cucaine.

As regards the after-treatment of cataract operations there is no

doubt that the elaborate precautious that were formerly taken, sonic

of which may have been advisable in the flap operation, are for the

most part superfluous. Among such may be mentioned the absolute

darkness of the room, and the avoidance of any examination of the eye

for ten days or more. The reaction from this, however, may tend

to go too far in the other direction, and some surgeons appear

to treat their cases as if they considered them less serious than a

simple wound of the cornea. It would have seemed obvious, had not

recent publications shown that the contrary view is held in some
quarters, that movements of the eye must hive a tendency to disturb

the coaptation of the lips of the wound, and that variations iu

li({ht, by altering the position and the blood pressure of the

iris, must interfere with that perfect rest which surgeons have
hitherto thought conducive to the healing of a wounded jurt. II

patients are allowed to go about after a cataract extraction almost
immediately it is not likely that they will attach importance to pre-

cautions which the surgeon appears to despise ; and if this plan of no-

treatment comes to be at all extensively adopted we shall before long
hear of many cases of escape of vitreous and intra-ocular h.Tmorrhage.

Opinions may differ as to whether one or both eyes should be oc-

cluded, as to the amount of light to be permitted in the room, and as

to how much support is to be given to the eye ; but there ought to be
no doubt that the avoidance of sudden movements, and of changes in

the blood pressure, and protection from accidents such as may readily

happen to a person with defective sight in a strange room, are
essential adjuncts to treatment, and these can only be secured, at any
rate in hospital practice, by rest in bed and a protective covering
to the eye.

Me. Thomas Bryant, who was a corresponding member, has
been elected a member of the Surgical Society of Paris.

PR0FF..S80R ViRCHOW will accompany Dr. Schliemann on his archmo-
logical cxcuraioa to Upper Egypt in February, and will be absent till

May.

Aldf.sman Sir J. Whittakkr Ellis, P.art., MP., has consented
to preside at the annual festival on behalf of the Earlswood Asylum
for Idiots at the Albion Tavern, on Friday, April 13th.

Mr. f!. E. Roberts, late of Hertford College, Oxford, has been ap-

pointed Secretary of the London Hospital, in place of Mr. i. H.

Hagg.ird, resigned. There were 179 condidites.

The Fifth International Veterinary Congress will be held iu Paris

in September, 1889. Professor Chauveau is President of the Com-

mittee.

The Ditke of Northcmbebland has, we learn, withdrawn his

name as President of St. John's Hospital for Diseases of the Skin, in

consequence of the refusal of the meeting of governors, held on

January 18th, to sanction an iui^uiry into the rules and management
of the hospital.

The injuries inflicted by suicides are often of a very extensive aud

terrible character, but seldom have they been of a more distress-

ing nature than in the case of Kear-Admiral Versturme, who died at

Falmouth this week. Dr. BuUmore found on his arrival that the de-

ceased had thrust the red-hot poker throe or four times into his

abdomen, inflicting injuries which ultimately resulted in death.

COURT APPOINTMENTS.
The London Gazette, of Tuesday, January 24th, contains the following

announcement :
—" The Queen has been pleased to appoint Sir Edward

Henry Sieveking, M.D. , LL. D., Physician Extraordinary to Her
Majesty, to be one of Her Majesty's Physicians in Ordinary, in the

room of Sir George Burrows, Bart, M.D., deceased. The Queen has

also been pleased to appoint Richard Douglas Powell, Eicj., M. D., to

be one of Her Majesty's Physicians Extraordinary.'

SUCCESSFUL TRANSFUSION.
On Friday, January 13th, Dr. Eustace, a young practitioner at Aires-

ford, Hants, was summoned at midnight, and found the patient suffer-

ing from uterine hemorrhage. This he stopped, but in the morning

the patient was almost pulseless and sinking fast. Dr. Eustace, with

no one to help him but an old woman, opened a vein in his arm aud

tried direct transfusion, but lost a quantity of blood, so, allowing over

six ounces of blood to drop into a basin, ho injected it with a syringe,

with the result that the patient after a week had recovered.

COW-POX AND THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Dr. Klf.in has written to us with reference to the vaccination of the

calf which was exhibited at tlie Pathological Society on December
15th, and subsequently on January 17th. It will be recollected that

Professor Crookshank took exception to Dr. Klein's dealing with

this calf, which he evidently regarded as his property. It deserves

to be stated that, at the firstjmeeting of the Society, the calf was

handed over to Dr. Buchanan by Professor Brown for the purpose

of its being tested at the Animal Vaccine Establishment as to its

susceptibility to cow-pox. It was, therefore, vaccinated with the

lymph of that institution by Dr. Cory, the director, in the pre-

sence of Professor Brown, Professor Crookshank, aud Dr. Klein, all

these goutlemcn inspecting it on subsequent occasions.

MEDICAL CLUB PRACTICE IN FRANCE.
The lot of the French "club doctor" does not appear to be a par-

ticularly happy one any more than that of his English analogue. A
proposal has recently been made to amalgamate all the clubs in the

department of the Seine under the title of " Union Midicale dcs

.Socicti's do Secours Mutuol du Dupartement de la Seine." The de-

jiartment is to be divided iuto a certain number of districts, each of

which is to be served by one medical ofliccr, who shall bo bound tu

attend any member of the club living in such district. The yearly

subscription is two francs for each adult person of either sex, and one

franc for each child under the age of 16. A reduction of from 25 to

60 pel cent, must be made when there are four or more children in
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one family. Nothing is said as to extra fees for midwifery. For this

magniiicent remuneration the medical officer is at the beck and call of

each individual subscriber, and must obey every summous "dans le

plus brcf delai possihle," and look, we suppose, as cheerful as he can

for the money. Ollicial statistics are said to show that in such societies

in France the medical officer has to visit each adult member of the

club on an average five times in the course of the year, and in

the case of children the average is considerably higher. In case

of illness or absence the medical officer is required to provide a

substitute at his own expense. As the Progris Medical, from which

we take these details, says, in these so-called benevolent societies all

the benevolence seems to be furnished by the medical men. Would

butchers, bakers, or shoemakers supply the needs of the members of

these clubs on such philanthropic terms as the medical practitioner is

expected to be content with ? After all, however, the fault lies mostly

with the profession itself, which has the remedy in its own hands, if

it will only agree to apply it.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

It is now definitely arranged that Sir Morell Mackenzie will leave

for San Remo to-day (Saturday). As we intimated last week, this

does not indicate that the Crown Prince's present condition is such

as to cause anxiety. The reports from ' German sources that any

special operation for the removal of dead cartilage is in contempla-

tion are, to say the least, premature ; and we are authorised to

state that no arrangements whatever have as yet been made for

another general consultation. As there appears to ba a good deal of

misconception as to the symptoms which have recently shown them-

selves, it miy be well to point out th»t they are precisely such as

were to be expected—and, indeed, hoped for—on the theory that the

disease is perichondritis. A certain amount of disintegrated tissue

has been throwQ off at the point where the growth was noticed in the

early part of November ; and it is thought probable that this slough-

ing process may be connected with disease of the cartilages. It is at

present, of course, impossible to say that there is no graver affection

underlying the perichondritis, but clinical experience is opposed to

the probability of such a complication.

294 in October, fell to 228 during November, and still further declined

to 148 in December. During the first three weeks of the current year,

the admissions have been 147, 148, and 122 respectively.

NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES AND
HOSPITAL OFFICIALS.

The organisation of this fund is, we are informed, proceeding satis-

factorily, and many hundreds of applications for forms and particulars

are coming in to the acting secretary, Mr. ,T. H. Hanning, 38, Old

Jewry, E.G., from institutions and individuals who desire to join. A
strong council is being constituted, and the deed ot incorporation has

been settled. Mr. E. F. Coates, of Ewell, Surrey, has given 250

goine,as to Mr. Burdett to defray the expenses up to the end of the

first year, because he understands from the actuary that that amount

will prove more than enough to give the movement an adequate com-

mencement. Lady Rothschild has given her name as a patroness.

There are to be not more than thirty vice-preiidents, of whom
four will be on the Council ; their names will be announced

shortly.

SCARLET FEVER IN LONDON.
It is satisfactory to note that the epidemic of scarlet fever in

London, which recently assumed alarming proportions, shows signs

of steady abatement. In the middle of April last, there were

368 cases of the disease under treatment in the Metropolitan

Asylums Hospitals, from which date the number rose, week by week,

until it reached the formidable total of 2,602 at the end of November.

Since that date, however, the epidemic has shown a steady decline,

and, as will be seen on reference to the article on the Health of English

Towns, page 219, the number of persons suffering from scarlet fever,

now under treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals amounts

to 1,729. The average weekly number of admissions, which had been

THE BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

The substitution on the front page of the Journal of the figures

"over 14,500 copies weekly" for those which previously marked the

weekly circulation of the Bkitish Medical Journal as upwards of

"14,000 copies weekly" indicates the large addition to the subscribing

members which has followed the extra issue to the profession outside

of the Association of our number of December 10th. The circulation

of the Journal has in plain words once more increased at a bound by

nearly 500
;
jthe majority of the new subscribers having, after duo

signature of the certificates and forms with which they have been

furnished from this office, and ;scrutiny by the Council of their cre-

dentials, become members of the British Medical Association by elec-

tion. The continued growth of the circulation of the Journal is phe-

nomenal ; its circulation having already some years since reached the

limits which it was previously thought possible that a British journal

of medicine could attain. It is now estimated that the weekly circu-

lation of the British Medical Journal is not only larger than

that of any other weekly journal by many thousand copies

weekly, but very considerably exceeds the combined circulation

of all the other medical periodicals published in Great Britain

—a circumstance of no small interest to soieutitic and clinical

contributors, as well as to those who desire to discuss departmental,

social, and aJministrativo questions in conference with the largest pos-

sible aggregation of their professional colleagues. We must, however,

once more remind our correspondents and contributors that the diffi-

culties of selection for publication are greatly enhanced by the multi-

plicity of our readers, which brings with it unfailingly a corresponding

increase in the mass of correspondence and contributions. The value

of COD ciseness, brevity, and reticence of style is, therefore, more than ever

apparent.

SCHOOL DINNERS : VEGETARIAN VERSUS MIXED
DIETS.

The work of providing dinners for school children in large towns is

not only useful ; it has become so exceedingly popular that we now

see a competition in good works which may load to the mutual benefit

of the various schemes contending in friendly rivalry. We have re-

ferred to the difficulties of the economic question in avoiding pauperi-

sation ; the competition between vegetarian and mixed diets has been

put prominently forward in a report of two conferences held in Man-

chester on cheap dinners for school children. The Vegetarian Society

naturally wish to demonstate the economical and physiological success

of their receipts, while others are not prepared to admit the desira-

bility of excluding animal food. Success or failure in such a matter

must be demonstrated by extended experiments. The value of a

special diet cannot be demonstrated simply by chemical .analysis of

the food that ought to be digested, but also must be proved by a pro-

longed series of observations on the weight and measurements of chil-

dren, repeated at regular intervals. At present we have no sufficient

evidence before us, but we look for such in the future .as the outcome

of present efforts. It has been found that starving children can eat

but little food at these free dinners, and it is said that they digest

vegetarian dinners better than animal food. Still many children

needing a provision for dinner at or near school are not starving ; a

separate experience is needed as to the diet most suited to Uiese chil-

dren, what is best to aid their growth and development, and what do

they like best ? What diet is followed by most growth and activity

in school ? Starvation disorders the stomach, producing dyspepsia,

loss of appetite, furred tongue, feeble digestion ; such is not, we hope,

the average condition of children for whom average diets are to be

provided. We urge then the desirability of careful and scientific ob-

servation of groups of children as to their condition, and as to their
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f««ding, valuable infotmation may thus be attained. It seems de-

sirable to place the vegetarian and uilied dinners in direct competition,

and 8«e how the children like and thrive on eaih respectively. Let

one word of warnini; bo given as to vegetarian diet; it has been

amply shown that infants under 7 months in large towns are apt to

become rachitic if deprirod of their natural supply of milk, or cow's

milk as its substitute ; vegetable food at this age is higlUy prejudicial

to their growth and future development.

A NEW FORM OF INFECTIOUS PNEUMONIA.
At the recent Jledical Congress in Italy, Professor Cnntani presented

a communication on a new form of intci'tiouii puonmonia which had

been olwerved by him. The clinical history showed broncho-pneu-

monia, which had been preceded by a dill'uso bronchitis, with re-

mittent and Tory pronounced fever, considerable emaciation, and

great enlargement of the spleen. The disease was contagious, and

was a primary affection of the bronchi, which extended downwards

through the lung, and sometimes over the pleura and upwards along

the trachea, and even to the larynx and pharynx. Bacteriological

examination revealed the presence of numerous diplococci, and

especially streptococci, similar to those found in erysipelas. The puro

cultures did not, however, produce erysipelas when injected siibcu-

taneously. When they were injected under the skin of a rabbit's ear,

only swelling and reddening at the site of puncture were productcL

All the cases ran a favourable course.

SEA SICKNESS.

M. OSSIA.N-H0NNF.T, on January 10th, read a long paper on Sea-sick-

ness before the Academic do Medecine, Paris. Ho had studied the sub-

ject on hoard ship for twelve years and had never seen serious results
;

in this respect his experience dilfers from that of many British

physicians. He believes that sea-sickness is oasentially a nerve disease,

the gastric symptoms being secondary or accidental. He denies that

it is caused by a shaking-up of the cerobro-spinal fluid, or by movements

of internal organs, for symptoms identical with those of seasickness

are sometimes seen in persons who look over a precipice or who stare

too long at machinery in rap'd motion, althou^'h their own bodies are

nnshaken. Still more important in this respect is the fact that al-

though the movements of the ship are more rapid and violent when

the rolls than when she pitches, it is pitching which most readily

cau-ies sickness. In rolling, the ship lies against the soa as she heels

to port and again lies supported along her own'longth as she heels to

starboard, thus rotating smartly on her long axis, her movements have

but a short range, and she is supported evenly on the side towards

which she rolls. In pitching, the ship passes across a largo wave, her

bows descend, she rotates slowly on her short axis over a wide range of

movement, and all the time her hull is unevenly supported by the isea

beneath. Daring the several seconds which the ship takes to de.«cend,

the sensorium of the snlferer is altected in the way in which it always

is affected when the body descends through spare, or even when the

idea of de.vcending through space is strongly inipreesed on the patient,

as when he looks over an abyss or dreams of falling from the clouds.

In this fact lifs the primary cause of sea-sickness; the effects are

entirely cerebral at first, the head feels empty, then comes a .sensation

of weight at the temples, and disordered vision of giddiness. A largo

nnmber of healthy landsmen feel these morbid symptoms mildly or even

severely during s short Channel passage, withoiit being sick. But

should the head-symptoms exceed a certain limit, especially in tho

case of a person who has eaten too much or too little before embarking,

the stomach soon sympathises and throws up its contents, or if empty

undergoes painful contractions, secreting after a time a tenacious, clear

mucus. ^Vhen still longer exposed to irritation, bile is ejected from

the stomach. Dr. Ossiau-Bonrct has fonnd that antipyrin is the best

thcrapcntic remedy for sea-sickness. Dr. Kngcnc Dupuy has already

spoken in its favour (Journal, December 17th, 1887, p. 135G). A dose

of from twenty to twenty-five grains is often sufficient to cure a case

w'hon the sea is not very rough and the patient is sinr^dy giddy, but

thirty grains are needed when sickness is present. Should the first

dose in either case fail to produce any elloot, fifteen grains should bo

given half-an-hour later, and this dose may be repeated should the

vomiting recur after the tompor.iry relief. Up to ninety grains daily

may be given, but such a dose is hardly if ever necessary. Subcu-

taneous injeotions of fifteen grains are useful when the stomach cannot

retain tho dose ; this is best done by injecting in immediate succes-

sion two doses of seven and a half grains in solution. Surgeon-

General Ogilvy, Dr. T. S. Robertson of NewYork.and Professor Germain

See have already testified to the value of antipyrin in "bilious head-

ache," migraine and neuralgia. It counteracts " nerve-.storms " and

hence is useful in neutralising tho severe disturbance to the sensorium

caused by the pitching of a vessel. Dr. O-isian-Bonnet's opinions will

be of interest to the Briton who may still rule the waves, but who

certainly cannot always prevent them frbm making him sea-sick.

HARVEIAN SOCIETY OF LOND9N.

TiiK Annual General Meeting and conversazione of this Soriety took

place on Thursday, January 19th, at the Marlborough Rooms, Regent

Street. A business meeting fjr tho election of olficers for the ensuing

year and for the usual comjjlimontary votes of thanks to the retiring

oCQcials, was held in the Lower Room ; and tho retiring President,

Mr. Edmund Owen, delivered an address which was heard with close

attention, by a large audience. Dealing chiefly with the subject of

medical education from the point of view of a hospital teacher, Mr.

Owen pointed out with considerable force the disadvantages under

which students of medicine must labour so long as the preliminary

subjects continue to be a part of the hospital course, and showed how

impossible it has become for any but the most brilliant to acquire real

knowledge, owing to the constant demand made upon his time by

periodical examinations whii;h leave no interval in which to assimilate

tho knowledge thus forced into the mind. Ho criticised somewhat

strongly certain recent enactments of the University of London relating

to students failing to obtain honours, which he considered were more

advantageous to the examiners than to the students themselves. At

the close of the address, which was warmly applauded, he introduced

the President for the ensuing year, Mr. "W. Sedgwick, who briefly re-

turned thanks for his election on taking the chair. The mtmbers and

their friends then adjourned to tho Upper Rooms, in one of which a

conversazione was opened, during which, in defiance of ancient tradi-

tions to the contrary, smoking was permitted, whilst vocal music

was kindly volunteered by Messrs. J. Ernest Lane, A. K. Tietkens,

and Orton Bradley. A recitation by Dr. Arthnr Evershed, 01 a scene

from Kiiig John, added greatly to the entertainment of the evening.

Exhibits of surgical instruments and electrical appliances, introducing

many novelties in electric lighting lor medical purposes, were shown

by Messrs. Down Brothers, Mr. K. Schall and Mr. G. Bowron, whUe

Messrs. Nelson and Cnrtie's photo-micrographio apparatus, specially

designed for use with Zeiss projector eyepiece, was lent for the occasion

by Mr. 0. Baker. The convermcicmn which was very well attended,

was continued to a late hour.

SPECIAL HOSPITAL SCANDALS.

We referred recently to the bad impression which could not fail to

bo produced by the refusal by a partisan vote of a meeting of some

of the Governors of St. John's Hospital (whose proceedings were on

the whole by no means of a satisfactory character) to assent to the

appointment of a Committee of Inquiry into tho rules and manage-

ment of the hospital. It was sufficiently obvious from the admissions

made in the official documents put forward at the meeting that such

an inquiry is far from being uncalled for in the interests of the jiublic

and as a duty to subscribers. Tho proccedingi niider which members

of the stair who have protested against that management were sum-

marily dismissed by the Board of Managers, the alloijations made as

to the general financial conduct of the hospital, the admissions
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in respect to those allegations in the financial report, the circum-

stance that the President, the Dake of Northumberland, insisted that

such an inquiry should be made, as a i-ondition that he allowed his

name to be coupled with the institution as that of its President, and

the attitude in support of tho Duke of Northumberland's legitimate

requirement on behalf of the public of Mr. Hamilton Hoare and Mr.

Henry Maudslay ought to have convinced those who were present at

tho meeting that such an inquiry is absolutely essential before due

confidence can bo felt by the public and the subscribers. To stifle

inquiry under such circumstances is to invito public censure, and is

in itself the severest condemnation of the form ot management which

under such conditions and circumstances refuses the inquiry which

the official head of the hospital and its most respected friends consider

to bo necessary. It is a grave misfortune of small special institutions

such as this and the Jubilee Hospital, that they are for ever bringing

elements of strife and disparagement into the area of hospital man-

agement. Such incidents ought to be a warning to the public against

the incessant multiplication of petty institutions of the kind which are

so constantly tho scene of the struggles of individual interests and

small partisan fights, and which become the cockpit of little official

contests among those who either professionally or unprofessionally

find their interest in establishing little special hospitals, which as

often as not, in aspiring, on a small scale to a public character, create

at more or less frequent intervals a considerable public scandal. The

aflairs of the .Jubilee Hospital, which is a sort of conglomeration of

the specialities, have again figured unsatisfactorily this week in the

1 aw courts.

EMMET ON UTERINE DISPLACEMENT.
At the twelfth annual meeting of the American Gynecological Society,

held in New York last September, Dr. Emmet read a " Study of the

Causes and Treatment of Uterine Displacement." He maintained that

version was a symptom, not a disease. In a case of prolapse, the

pulsation of some branch of the uterine artery could be readily detected;

but when the uterus was reduced to its natural level the patient felt

relief, and after a few minutes the pulsation ceased. If the uterus

were raised above that level, distress was again experienced. Ante-

version was certainly not an abnormal position ; and marked retrover-

sion was often detected accidentally, where it had caused no symptoms.

Dr. Emmet referred to the influence of pelvic inflammation in inducing

displacement. The only fixed point was in front of the neck of the

bladder, where tho subpubic ligament bound down the urethra. Any

traction on this point led to irritation and a desire to empty the

bladder. This often resulted from inflammatory adhesions, the uterus

might be retrollexed or anteflexed, but the traction would be upon

the urethra. Prolapse was, in Dr. Emmet's opinion, the more usual

consequence of pelvic inflammation, resulting from the increased weight

due to the obstructed circulation. The degree of displacement was

usually in proportion to the extent of the cellulitis. In pelvic

peritonitis involving Douglas's pouch the uterus was raised

;

versions always resulted from pelvic cellulitis. In cases where

the inflammation was confined to the ntero-sacral ligament there would

be anteversion. The uterus was, as a rule, comparatively free in

backward displacement, so that it could be corrected with the finger

if it were then held in its supposed normal position pulsation would

soon be detected in some of the neighbouring vessels. Were a pessary

introduced under these circumstances, it would soon be necessary to

remove it. A similar "correction" of extreme anteversion by any

instrument caused traction on the utero-sacral ligaments, and con-

sequent inflammation. Thus in the treatment of cases of displace-

ment following inflammation, pessaries must not be applied, but

local applications of iodine, and glycerine pids, with hot water injec-

tions were indicated. Dr. Emmet then spoke of tho pelvic circulation.

Much blood would engorge tho tortuous, valvelcss veins. When the

uterus was drawn down to the floor of the pelvis and held there, the

cervix and vaginal tissues became congested, through obstruction of

venous circulation ; but on increasing the traction till complete proci-

dentia was produced, the tissues became blanched through the con-

sequent narrowing of the tightly-stretched arteries. A pessary must

be so shaped and so applied as just to dispose of the traction whilst

relieving the prolapse. The relief which woiild then follow signified

the removal of a cause of congestion, rather than the reduction of the

displacement. Under the principles just indicated, and not otherwise,

the pessary was beneficial. No attempt should be made to remedy

he displacement, so long as any evidences of recent Imflammation

were present ; otherwise, harm might be done, and no good could

possibly ensue, as a large number of histories testified. Dr. Emmet

had employed cotton plugs soaked in glycerine to support the ntema

in suitable cases of prolapse ; when the plug was too large, that is to

say, more than sufficient to correct the prolapse, irritation was set up.

After the discus.«ion on Dr. Emmet's paper, which is fully reported in

the Journal of tlf- Ameruan Medical Associntim, he replied, admitting

that pelvic inflammation was more frequent in America than in Europe.

American women went early into society and contracted pelvic in-

ftsmmation as a result of imprudence in dress. Dr. Emmet had found

the eft'ects of pelvic inflammation more common among the single

than among the married.

SUCCESSFUL EXCISION OF A TUMOUR OF THE
SPINAL CORD.

Surgery is a science, or perhaps we should say a fine art, which

will tolerate no limits to its domain. It has of late taken up the ia-

vasion of the brain in earnest ; it has just made its first successful dash

at a tumour in the spinal cord. Last Tuesday evening, before the

meeting of the Medical and Chirurgical Society, apiivate patient of

Dr. Gowers and Mr. Victor Horsley very generously allowed the

Fellows and visitors of that Society the opportunity of seeing all that

had been done for the improvement of his condition. Hb had spsnt

about three years in severe pain, which was most intense just below

and inside the angle of the left scapula, and was accompanied by

absolute loss of motion and sensation of the body and limbs below

that level. The upper border of the amesthesia w.as distinctly in the

region of the fifth intercostal nerve on the left side, on the right it

was less accurately defined, but did not extend higher. All the

symptoms agreed with those of tumours of the spinal cord, and the

intense pain afforded ample justification for making an attempt to

excise the tumour. Mr. Victor Horsley accordingly removed the

spiues and parts of the lamina; of the fifth and fourth dorsal ver-

tebra; ; but not until the third vertebra had been similarly treated

did the tumour come into sight. It was a small oval myxoma com-

pressing and making a deep impression on the left side of the spinal

cord below the third vertebra. It was easily shelled out, and under

careful antiseptic treatment the temperature did not rise more than

r F. The wound healed rapidly, except at the uppermost point, where

a drain had been left in by which a little cerebro-spinal fluid flowed

away very slowly. For three or four weeks the former acute pain

did not lessen, and even at times seemed more agonising ; but after

that it gradually and intermittently decreased, and now, after seven

months, is entirely gone ; the sensation and motion of tho body and

legs are almost completely restored. This is, we believe, the first time

thlt such an operation has been attempted, and we must most heartily

congratulate both the patient and his advisers on the triumphant

character of its succdss. However far, and however quickly surgery

may odvance, it will long be a memorable day when it gained its first

victory on so new a field and over so formidable an enemy.

THE JURISPRUDENCE OF INEBRIETY.

Dr. Norman Kerr, President of the Society for the Study of Ine

briety, delivered his concluding lecture in the rooms of the

Society of London on January 25th. The subject was

prudence of Inebriety." He said that the old conflict between law

and medicine over the insane had now been more vigorously than ever

Medical

The Juris-
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TeDewod over the inebriate. By Roman law an allowanca wa3 made
lor intoxication, but there was none under Grecian law. In Tittacus,

in fact, for a criminal to bare been drunk at the time when the

nlleged offence was committed, was to receive double punishment.

Though inebriety had not been forinally acknowledged as a disease by
Unitetl States law, yet conhrmcd drunkenness was practically accepted

as a fair plea. According to New York State law ot half a century

back, coulinued drunkards were classed with idiots, lunatics, and per-

sons of unsound mind, as incapable of being entrusted with the con-

duct of their atfairs, and liable to be placed under the control and care

of the Supreme Court. By German, Austrian, and Swiss law there

was a dilTereuca in the punishment for crimes committed during

culpable and inculpable intoxication. French law made no

dilTerenoe, but the inveterate French inebriate lost his ciril

rights. English jurisprudence was characterised by contradictory

rulings, and appeared to aim at punishing drunkenness

through its elTects. It had been laid down that drunkeu-

ue.'is was no excuse for crime ; that it ought to involve

extra punishment, that frenzy from habitual intemperance was a valid

plea for exemption. One person was convicted of manslaughter,

though he knew nothing of the affair, owing to his drunken uncon-

sciousness, on the ground that his frenzy was brought on by his own
indulgence. A recent trial was a reproach toour present jurisprudence.

Two men were under the influence of liquor. One met his death
;

tha other was sentenced to death for the murder. The judge subso

iiuently substituted for the capitU punishment penal servitude for 20

years. As a rule, p.n alleged criminal's condition as to liquor did not

afTect the judicial decision. The remarkable phenomena of inebriate

trance ought not to be lost sight of. In this state criminal acts might

be committed without conscious volition, no recollection of the act re-

maining after the termination of the abnormal suspension of con-

sciousness. The following four affections ought to exempt from crimi-

nal responsibility : first, the inebriety of insanity, in which the

drunkenness was but a symptom of recurrent mania ; second, the

insanity of inebriety, the admitted and unquestionable mental un-

soundness induced by persistent excess in alcohol, morphine, or other

narcotic ; third, dehrium tremens, in the height of which the subject

often did not know the effect of his actions, or the nature of the ac-

tions, or remember the actions themselves ; fourth, mania a polu, a

common malady of police-court drunkards. During a paroxysm of

this form of alcoholic inebriety, consciousness was absent, and violence

was done with no knowledge of the deed or after-recollection of it.

Many inebriates possessed a minimum of inhibitory power, while others

bad so potent an innate tendency to excess that, having once tasted

an intoxicant, they were impelled to intoxicition. An accused person

having been proved to have been drunk, no pains were bestowed on in-

quiring into the condition of the alleged criminal before the drunken

act. Yet he might have been a diseased Inuatic or inebriate. Our
present jurisprudence was constructed on our previous want of ao-

qnaintance with the unhealthy state of many iuebriato criminals.

Science had revealed the existence of a disease of inebriety as of a

diaeuo of insinity. The latter, like the former now, hid at an earlier

period been regarded but as a Divine penalty for the punishment of

sinful deeds ; but, happily, was at this day seen to bo a veritable dis-

ease, yielding to remedial treatment. In order that the case of the

inebriate accused should be thoroughly investigated, Dr. Kerr sug-

gested the appointment of a mixed commission of legal and medical

experts, in the interest of the accused himself, of the bar, of the

bench, and, above all, of justice.

SIR SPENCER WELLS AND PROFESSOR BILLROTH.
"Wb learn from the volume just published of the Verhandlungcn of

the German Society of Surgery, that whi-n, at the Sixteenth Congress

of the Society of Iterlin, Sir Spencer Wdls and Professor Billroth were

elected honorary members, 142 members voted. Of these 137 voted

for oui countryman, and H for him only. For Billroth, 123 voted

who had also voted for Sir Spencer, and only one for him only. So

that the voting of 142 members resulted in the election of both, as

the rules require a majority of two-thirds, with 137 votes for Sir

Spencer Wells, and 124 for Professor Billroth.

SCOTLAND.

SANITARY LEGISLATION FOR SCOTLAND.
The Sanitary Association of Scotland has presented a memorial to

the Secretary for Scotland, containing a number of important recom-

mendations as to the necessity for further sanitary legislation for Scot-

land. It is suggested that, in the event of the Burgh Police Bill

being again introduced into Parliament, the section relating to public

health should be omitted. It is felt that public health is a matter of

sutiicient importance to be dealt with in a Bill by itself, when it

would have more chance of rec eiving adequate attention, than form-

ing as it now does a minor part of a large and excessively compli-

cated police measure.

EDINBURGH STUDENTS' SYMPOSIUM.
On Friday last, in ths Drill Hall, Edinburgh, there was assembled a

congregation of two thousand students of Edinburgh University for

tho purpose of doing honour to, and making the acquaintance of, the

Lord Rector, the Marquis of Lothian ; and also for the social purpose

of enjoying a thoroughly good smoking concert. Lord Lothian tra-

velled that day specially from London for tho purpose of presiding at

the symposium ; he was cordially welcomed by his constituents, and

addressed them briefly and pleasantly. The evening was spent most

happily ; the arrangements were conducted by tho Amusements Com-

mittee of the Stuaents' Representative Council.

EXAMINERS AND EXAMINATIONS IN EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITY.

The following gentleman were appointed examiners for degrees in

Medicine in Edinburf;h University by the University Court at a meet-

ing held on Monday : in Practice of Physio, Dr. Alexander Hughes
Bennett, London ; in Midwilery, Dr. David Berry Hart, Edinburgh

;

and in Chemistry, Professor W. II. Perkin, Jan., Ph.D. The appoint-

ment of Examiner in Anatomy was deferred until the next meeting

of the Court. The subject of the proposed alteration for the first and

second professional examination was also considered, and a letter was

read from Professor Sir William Turner withdrawing his appeal

against the alteration of the arraugemeuts for the first professional

e.\amiuation, as originally proposed by the Senatus. A letter was

also road from the Sub-committee of the Students' Representative

Council requesting to be heard on the matter. It was agreed to hear

them on Wednesday, February 8th, and also to request Sir William

Turner and representatives of the Senatus to attend, the Committee

being requested to lodge a written statement of the points they wished

to put before the Court. This courteous action to the Students'

Representative Council shows the position which has already hoen ob-

tained by it as a bjdy entitled to make known the grievances and

desires of the students.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.
The work done in tho Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh,

during the past year is summarised in tho report presented to the

twenty- ninth annual meeting of the contributors held last week.

There were treated in the wards of the hospital 750 patiiuts, and in

tho outdoor department 6,108 pa'ients, while 172 vaccinations had been

effected, the total number for all being 7,036. Of new cases treated

in the hospital, 386 recovered or were cured, and 142 were relieved.

A new feature in the management during tho year was the opening

of a surgical wsird, and Dr. Joseph Bell was appointed to the charge of

it as surgeon to the hospital. Great care was now taken in tho train-
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ing of nurses, and lectures had been delivered to, and cUsses had been

formed for them, s-x probationer nurseahad during the year completed

their course of training. The directors drew attention to the necessity

that existed for a convalescent home in connection with the hospital,

at present convalescent children wrre sent to the home at Gilmerton,

and sixty-nine had that advantige dm ing the year. Ko surgical casts,

however, or medical ca-scs requiricg nursing could be received there, as

there was no nurse at the Home to loc-k after them. The total income

for the year was £3,925, and the txpenditure £2,875, this was the

first occasion in which the ordinary income had been greater than the

expenditure.

IRELAND.

CORONERSHIP OF DUNGANNON.

This post is vacant by the death of Dr. David J. Hamilton, and

already about nine or ten candidates are in the field. The candidates

are pretty evenly divided between the medical and the legal profes-

sions. It is to be feared that the contest will be conducted mainly on

political lines.

THE OCTO-CENTENARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
BOLOGNA.

The Rev. Dr. Hattghton, F.R.S., Senior Lecturer, and Dr. D. T.

Cunningham, Professor of Anatomy, have been selected by the Board

of Trinity College to represent the University of Dublin at the octo-

centenary of the University of Bologna in June next.

DR. CROKER KING.

Dr. C. Croker King, Medical Commissioner, Locil Government

Board, has been confined to his house for some time, from an affection

of the foot which at one time give cause for serious alarm. It is

stated, however, that he is now much better, the more serious symptoms

having abated.

SMALL-POX.
ArXEB an interval of some weeks, during which no case of small-pox

was reported in Dublin, we regret to learn that two persons have been

attacked. Every precaution is being taken to limit the disease.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, CORK.

An entertainment of an unusual kind was given last week, in aid of

this institution. It consisted of a programme of vocal and instru-

mental music capitally rendered by children. One of the most at-

tractive items was a recitation by a juvenile, who was attired in the

uniform of the 4th Hussars. The proceeds will' be devoted to the

purchase of a musical box, for the amusemeni of the inmates of the

hospital.

THE DUBLIN BRANCH.

OtJK Dublin corre.spondent telegraphs that the annual dinner of the

Dublin Branch of the British Medical Association was held on Wed-

nesday evening, in the Hall ofthe College of Physicians. Dr. Mapother,

President of the Branch, occupied the chair, and there was a large

attendance. The guests included Sir \Ve,t RiJgway, Undersecretary
;

Mr. Gray, M.P., Mr. Andrew Read, Inspector- Gener.il of Con-

stabulary, and others. The toasts proposed were : "The Queen,"

proposed by the President ; "The Prince and Princess of Wales, and

the rest of the Royal Famils' proposed by the President; "The

Amy and Navy," proposed by the President, and responded to by

Colonel Sir J. West Rid^way, K.CS.I. "The Universities and

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons," proposed by the President, and

responded to by the Provost of Trinity College, Dr. A. W. Foot, and

'Mr. A. H. Corley, President of the Rny.il College of Surgeons in

Ireland. "The British Medical Association," proposed by the Presi-

<lent of the Branch, and responded to by Dr. Bankj, President of the

British Medical Association, Dr. Dulfey, and Mr. Hepenstal Ormsby,

Honorary Secretary of the Branch ; "The Irish Medical Association,"

proposed by the Presideit and responded to by Mr. H. G. Croly, Pre-

sident of the Iiish Medical Association. " Our Visitors," proposed

by the President, responded to by The Rt. Hon. the Attorney General

for Ireland, Colonel Frazer, and Dr. Finlay.

NEGLECT OF VACCINATION : WEXFORD UNION.

At a recent meeting of the Guardians, Dr. Costtlloe forwarded a list

of 75 children who had not, he believed, been vaccinated in his district

He complained that the people would not give him any information as

to whether their children were vaccinated or not. We believe that if

the children are vaccinated, the parents are bound to produce a cer-

tificate from the medical practitioner who vaccinated them.

BARRINGTON'S HOSPITAL, LIMERICK.

A .special meeting of the Governors was held recently to select a resi-

dent medical officer to this institution. Drs. Hayes, Riordan, and

McMabon were candidates, but Dr. Riordan was the only one propostd,

and was duly elected at a salary of £100 a year. At the meeting a

letter was received from the visiting medical staff requesting the

governors to insert an order on the minutes that no one except the

physician or surgeon in charge should be entitled to give any informa-

tion by certificate or otherwise with reference to any patient. This

was apparently intended to prevent the resident surgeon being allowed

to give evidence or a certificate, and thus obtain a fee, and

was refused by the governors, who marked the communication

" read."

THE INSPECTOR OF ANATOMY.

The vacancy caused by the death of Dr. D. F. Brady, Inspector of Ana-

tomy forDublin, Belfast, andGalway, has been filled by theappointment

of Dr. W. J. Martin, Secretary to the Dublin Hospitals Board, Phy-

sician to Jervis Street Hospital. No objection is made on personal

(-rounds, for Dr. Martin is very popular, but the daily papers have

commented upon what is called the undue haste with which the ap-

pointment was made. Dr. Brady died on ilonday, and was buried on

Thursday, but the vacancy Wis filled on Wednesday. Mr. Balfour

has not added to his popularity with his party by thus piling coals of

fire on the head of one who is said to be not one of his supporters.

There were many candidates, and the expression of disappointment

is correspondingly loud. The duties of the office are very light, and

the emoluments are said to be worth £200 or £300 a year.

HEALTH OF BELFAST.

The death-rate of Belfast still continues abnormally high, the rate

for the week ending January 14th having been 37.9 per 1,000. The

165 deaths from all causes included 11 deaths from measles, 3 from

scarlatina, 15 from whooping-cough, 1 from "simple" fever, 3 from

enteric fever, and 1 from diarrhcei. During the past tiuirter there

have been in Belfast 94 deaths from measles, 39 from scarlatina, o

from typhus, 29 from enteric fever, 13 from "simple " fever.

A CASE OF ALLEGED STARVATION.

An inquest was held at Coachford, County Cork, on January 20th, on

the body of Mr. Simon D. Crooke, who, it was alleged, died of star-

vation. The deceased was 70 years of age, and the evidence given

went to show that he had not been attended to as his condition

requireJ, and that he received very little food. Dr. Crowley and Dr.

Whyte proved that they had made a posl-tnorUm examination, and

that, in their opinion, death was Ciused by starvation in a man pre-

viously reduced by chronic pulmonary disease. The jury found a

verdict accordingly, and Mrs. Crooke was arrested. It is curious to

note that she is a cousin of the late Dr. Cross, executed for the

nuirdcr of bis wife'on the 10th of January. She has teen admitted

to bail.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE DUBLIN BRANCH.
Tbjb t'luvcnch nnnual mevting of thu DiibUu Branch of the British
Medical A&suciiiiou w&a held iu the Collego of Physicians, Dublin,
on WeJuejiUy, .lamiary '20th, at i o'clock. Dr. T. W. Gkimshaw,
Registrar General, President of the Branch, in the chair.

Amonest those present ware Dr. S. T. Banks, President of the
British Medical Association ; Sir William Stokci, Sir George II. Porter,

Dr. Little, President of the College of Physicians ; Dr. (Jorley, Pre.si-

dcnt of the Ivjyal College of Surgeons ; Dr. Foot, Vice-President of
the Royal College of Physicians ; Dr. Fitzgibbon, Vico-rresideut of
the Royal College of Surgeons ; Dr. J. W. Jloore, Professor E. H.
Bennett, Professor W. G. Smith, Dr. Myleg, Dr. McSwiney, Dr. Kidd,
Dr. Nui(cnt, Dr. Bill, Dr. Patton, Dr. King, Dr. Atthill, Dr. John-
ston, Dr. S. Gordon, Dr. George F. Dullcy, Dr. Nixon, Mr. Thom-
son, Dr. Cruise, Mr. Wheeler, Dr. Purser, Dr. W. Jloore, Dr. Doyle,
Mr. Tobin, Mr. Croly, Dr. H. Benson, Dr. W. T. Smyly, Dr. J. A.
Scott, Sir Charles A. Cameron, and Dr. Robert MacDonnell, F. R.S.
The HoNOUAUY StcRET.tuY, Mr. Laubert H. Ormsbt, read the

report, which referred back at souio length to the Dublin meeting of

the AssooiatioD, and to the aaccess which attended it. The following
may be quoted :

TliesubscriptfonstotheReception Fund amounted to £1, SOS 14s lOd.,
and proved sufficient to defray the various expenses of the meeting,
leaving a balance. At a meeting of the subscribers, held November
9th, 1887, it was unanimously resolved

:

Tliat th« surplus fiboutU b« applied to procure a portrait of Dr. Banks, the
Pr. sideut of the As.-iociation, to be liuag in the liall of the King and ^^accn's
ColiPB* of Physicians, as a memorial of the Dublin meeting of the British
Medical Association in IS^T, and of the able, courteous, and hospitable man*
nor in whicli he jiresuled over the meetiiig.

Dr. Walter Smith acted as Honorary Treasurer to the Reception
Fond, and the Council cannot sufficiently thank him for the time
and labour which he bestowed on the duties of such a responsible
post.

In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Branch at its last

annual meeting, your Council have had under its consideration the
necessity which exists for the provision of systematic instruction
in patholoKy in the various teaching bodies in Dublin. Your Council
appoijited a Committee, consisting of Sir William Stokes, Jlessrs. E.
H. Bennett, A. H. Corley, William Thomson, and the Honorary Sec-
retary, to consider the subject, and to report to the Council. The
Committee made the following report

:

The Committee appointed to consider the resolution in refei'encc to the teacliing
(, of pathology, pastied at the last general meeting of the Branch, have had the
^. qutstiou refeired to them under iliscussi(fD. They suggest that, as path-

ology IS now ci.riipnls.iry in the curricula of various licensing itodies, the
Council should seek to impresa n!»on the teaching authorities in Ireland the
great iniiH,rtaoce and ur,^ency of this question.

This Report having been submitted to the Council, it was unani-
monaly adop'ed, and the following resolution pasi^ed thereon -

Besolved : That the Council of the Dublin Branch strongly recommend that
steps Ik,' taken to establish chairs of pathology in the respective Schools of
Medicine In Ireland.

The Council, in concluding this report, hope the Branch will con-
tinne to progress in the future as it has iU>ne in the past. The ac-
counts of the Branch have been duly audited by Sir William Stokes,
np to January 24th, 1887, and show a balance in favour of the
Branch of £13 49. lid.

Dr. A. W. Foot moved and Dr. Fitzqibbok seconded the adop-
tion of the report.

Dr. DoVLE complained of the omission of general practitioners from
the honorary offic;s of the Branch.

,
He wished to know how candi-

dates were nominated.
Mr. ORtf,<inT exfilained that anyone could send in his name a.? a

candidate, and that a circular notice was sent to each member a fort-
night before the meeting.
Tho report was then adopted.
The Chairuas stated that the scrutineers had just reported that

the following oiricem were elected for the ensuing year :

—

President :

K D. Mapother, M D. rrcridcnt-etn-l : W. Moore, M.D. ViccPreisi-
dmh (two to be elected); J. K. Birton, M.D. ; Walter G. Smith,
M.D. Council: Lombe Atthili, M.D. ; John T. Banks, M.D. ; E. II.
Bennett, M.D. ; A. H. Corley, M.D. ; fltorga F. Dutfiy, M.D. ; A.
W. Foot, M.D. ; T. W. Grimshaw, M.D. ; E. namilton, MP. ; J.
W. Moore, M.D. ; Sir William Stokes, .M.D., F.R.CS.I. ; W.
Thornley Stoker, K.B.C.S.1. ; H. R. Swanzy, M.D., F R C.S I.

lieprtsentfUiita mi t/u! Council of the Ansociatim : George F. Duffey,
M. D. ; T. W. Grimihaw, M D. /i'-i>re3cnlalivc on the parliamentary
Bills Cmmittee : George F. DulTev, M.D. Honorary Secretary
and Treimrcr: L. IT. Ormsby, M.D., F.R.C.S.I., 92, Merriou
Square West.

The chair was then taken by Dr. E. D. MAroTHKR, the now Presi-

dent, who was warmly applauded.
Dr. William JIooue then moved and Dr. Corley (President of

the College of Surgeons) secoudo^l n vote of thankj to Dr. Grimshaw
for his vahiable services to tho Branch.
The motion was passed by acclamation, and Dr. Gbim.sha\v replied
The Pre.sibent then delivered his address.

TRESENTATION OF PORTRAIT TO THE PRESIDENT
OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

A r tho conclusion of tho meeting of the Dublin Branch, on January
25th, Dr. Mapother unveiled a portrait of the President of the British
Jledical Association, Dr. Banks, which has been presented to the
President aud Fellows of the JCing and Queen's College of Phj-siciansof
Ireland, on behalf of the subscribers to tho reception fund of the late
annual meeting of the Association in Dublin. He said he performed
the duty of presenting the portrait with pride and pleasure. Since the
first years of his studentship, he had enjoyed the acc|uaintinoe of Dr.
Banks, ami he had conferred upon him many kindnesses. They all

recognised in Dr. Banks an elegant scholar and eminent p.'ivchologlst,

and one of the most refined gentlemen that ever adorned their noble
hall ; therefore they hastened to honour him. They elected him Presi-
dent of the Irish Academy of Medicine for three years, and last year
with one voice the profession called him to the first place amonost the
twelve thousand members of the Bi-itish Medical Association. The un-
exampled generosity and distinguished ability with which he filled

the position, were fresh iu their recollection. Among the pictures
and statues which adorned that hall, the beautiful work of art before
them would be the only portrait of a living man. That it might long
so represent him was the prayer of them all.

Dr. Little, President of the King and Queen's College of Physicians,
said he attended by the will of the College to receive this portrait.

He would only assure the Council, in the name of the College, that
the portrait was received by them with pleasure, and that it would have
an honoured place on their walls. Speaking for himself, he felt that
the Council of the Irish Branch had made a very wise and natural
selection iu asking that College to hang a portrait of Dr. Banks on its

walls. Dr. Banks was one of the oldest of its Follows, aud had filled

the most distinguished offices whi jh it was iu the power of the College
to confer. He was for many years King's Professor by the
appointment of the College. He afterwards filled the office

of President of the College, and discharged his duties in such
a way as to merit and receive the cordial thanks of the College.
Dr. Mapother had referred to the portraits and statues they
already possessed. They were exceedingly proud of them, and they
looked on them with pleasure, especially those of their number who
were old enough to remember most of the men whose statues stood
around, or whose portraits hung on the walls. The penetration of

Graves, the energy of Marsh, the self-reliance of Coirigan, the subtle
intuition of Stokes, had all been presented to them by the chisel of
the sculptor, while in the portraits they were reminded of the industry
of Churchill, well known to all Eoglish-speaking people by his work

;

of Dr. Beatty, so ready in his art and so judicious in the advice which
he give at tho Council Board of the College, and so cheerful at
their festive gatherings ; of Dr. Hudson, so unselfish and sincere a
friend, so fertile in all the resources of accomplished physicians. Side
by side with those distinguished men they would gladly hang the por-

trait of Dr. li.iuks, whose many and varied attainments had secured
for him an entirely unique position in the social and professional world
of Dublin.

Dr. IJank.h, who was very warmly applauded on rising, said there
were occasions when one felt how feebly words could express the grati-

tude with which the heart was ovtrllowing, and this to him was such
an occasion. To tho Dublin Branch of the British Jledical Associa-
tion, and to its distinguished President for the gracious words with
which ho had presented the portrait, and to tho President and Fellows
of the College of Physicians who had accepted the gilt, his most cor-

dial thanks were duo. To find a resting place in that noble hall,

adorned as it was by Ireland's most illustrious physicians, was an
honour of which any man might feel justly proud. Hn had already
been the recipient of every honour and distinction which his own pro- '

fei'-iou in this city could confer, and to be considered worthy of the
mark of respect now paid him by those with whom it had been his lot

and his great happiness to be so long and so intimately associated
would ever remain among his most cherished memories.
The jiortrait is by Miss Sara Purser, sister of Dr. Purser, Professor

of tho Institutes of Medicine in Trinity College. It is one of tho best
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that has come from her hands, and was generally admired. It

represents Dr. Banks seated wearing his nniform as Physician to the

Qaeen, and scarlet robes as doctor of medicine.

orqanisation'of the out-patient depart-
ments OE HOSPITALS.

The latest scheme suggested for organising the dispensing of chari-

table relief in the out-patient department of our hospitals, with a view

to avoid imposition, is that put forward "by Dr. H. Burnes, a governor

of the Great Northern Central Hospital, contained in a circular issued

to the authorities of ttc various hospitals, which is as follows :

"In each district of which a hospital forms a centre an officer

should be appointed, styled the superintendent almoner, with an office

in or near the hospital. Here he would receive all applications for

admission to the out-patient department, and would make inquiries as

to the circumstances of the applicants. He would be able to recommend

them either free or on payment of a certain weekly fee, according

to their means. Cases in the first place would have to be taken

with an order, stamped by the superintendent almoner any one of

the extra-mural officers affiliated to the hospitals. These officers would

be registered medical practitioners of not less than three years' stand-

ing in the district ; and a list of sucli officers would be kept in the

office, so that the patients might select whom they pleased. The extra-

mural officer would see the case, prescribe for it at once, and, should he

be satisfied that it was of an ordinary nature and required no special

treatment, ho could continue to undertake the case. Should he,_ how-

ever think fit, be would at once endorse the order for admission to

the outdoor department of his hospital. The fees charged by the

almoner would be payable to him, and he would account for the

sime to the Committee ; the extra-mural officer being granted a

nominal sum per week (say Is. to Ss. 6d. for home visitation) for his

treatment of the case while it remained in his hands. The superin-

tendent almoner would report every case to the Committee, with the

extra-mural officer's report annexed, if tbe case remained in his hands.

Of course it would be provided that such patients should attend at the

hospital whenever required for examination, etc. , and that the extra-

mural officer should make a special report of every case which had

been in his hands for more than three weeks. The superintendent

almoner would be expected to make inquiries as to the case of each ap-

plicant, and to fix the fee to be paid per week (if any), in accordance

with the result of his inquiries. Hence, his first order for medical

relief would be only a temporary one, to be endorsed or canceUed as

might be necessary."

As for the financial part of the matter there would be, on the one

hand, the expenses of the superintendent almoner and his office, and also

the nominal payments made to the txtra-mural officers to cover cost of

medicine, etc.; while, on the other hand, there would be the money

received by the superintendent almoner in accordance with his deci-

sion. In case of a deficit he suggests that a grant be made from the

Hospital Sunday Fund in proportion to the number of cases.

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR THE
YEAR 1885.

iC^nclwhd /rom Tpagt 155.)

TlTE BTera^e strength of the non-commisaioned officers and men

serving in Bermuda in 1885 was 1,385. The admissions into hospital

during the year numbered 65i, or 491 per 1,000 ; the deaths IS, or

13 per 1,000; while tbe average number of men constantly sick was

38.83, or at the rate of 23.04 per 1,000. Enteric fever caused 29 ad-

missions and 10 deaths, and 27 of the admissions took place at Pro-

spect. The medical officer in charge of Prospect Camp stated, in his

report, that the sanitary condition of the station was very good, and

that the cause of the outbreak of enteric fever was to be looked for out-

side the camp; while the Principal Medical Officer, in his remarks on

the causation of the disease, observed that, "in almost every case of

the fever the origin of the disease was distinctly traceable to causes

—

milk supply, aerated drinks, and impure water—furnished from out-

side the military precincts." The drainage of the neighbouring town

of Hamilton is reported to be very defective. Out of an average

strength of 63 officers, there were 17 attacks of illness, but no death.

One woman, out of an average strength of 96, died from general de-

bility ; and among the children, averaging 175 in number, there were

six deaths. With regard to the water supply, it is mentioned that there

are no springs in Bermuda, but a few wells are sunk here and there,

their supply, however, being precarious, and more or less brackish at

high tides. Rain water, collected on roofs and stored in tanks, forms

the principal source of water for use. The tanks under military

supervision are carefully guarded from contamination, and are perio-

dically emptied and cleaned, whereas among the civil population there

exists a great want of care in this respect.

The white troops serving in the West Indies averaged 900 in nnmber

during the year under notice. The principal stations occupied by

these troops were Barbados, Jamaica, and Trinidad, a few men only

being in the Bahamas, Honduras, and Demerara. The number of

admissions into hospital was 830 ; there were 7 deaths, and the aver-

age number constantly sick was 38.77. Two of the deaths were dne

to enteric fever, 1 at Jamaica and 1 at Barbados. An outbreak of

yellow fever took place at Jamaica in the last quarter of the year, and

i men died from this disease. The advantage of removing troops from

the infected locality was well illustrated on this occasion. The medi-

cal officer in charge at Port Royal, where the 2 deaths just mentioned

occurred, reports: "The first death from the disease in this locality

occurred' on October 9th, in the person of a sailor. On November 3rd

a child in garrison was attacked, and died on the 7th. This patient

communicated the disease to a younger sister. Next, two boys were

attacked on the 13th and died on the 16th. On the 17th an artillery-

man was attacked, and the garrison was evacuated that day. Another

man in the same ward as the artilleryman was also attacked. Both cases

showed extreme malignancy, and both men died. Next, the two at-

tendants on the sick men were attacked, one case being very severe, the

other milder ; both of these men recovered." No fresh cases occnrred

in the garrison after it was removed to the camp of i.solation at

Papine There were two cases of yellow fever among the officers, and

one of these proved fatal. The disease was confined to the island of

The average strength of the black troops in the West Indies was

1 186 The admissions into hospital numbered 1,166, the deatlis IS,

and the average number constantly sick was 71-41. Two cases of

small-pix occurred in a detachment of these troops at Nassau. It is

stated in the report that the two cases were very mild, that the

disease did not exist among the civil population at the time, and that

the origin of the disease in tbe two instances referred to could not be

traced. Four of the deaths were due to pneumonia, and three resulted

from heart disease. „„
In Western Africa the average strength of the black troops was 422

,

282 of this number serving at Sierra Leone, and 140 atCape Coast

Castle The average strength of European officers was 2o, and there

were 11 white non-commissioned officers of the West India Regiment.

One death occurred among the officers from apoplexy, and 10 were in-

valided to Enalaud, 6 for the effects of remittent fever, 2 for enteric

fever 2 for dysentery, and 1 for hepatitis. The report contains a

very unfavourable account of Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone, as

regards neglect of sanitary arrangements. The first principles of

sanitation leem to be disregarded there. It contains -1^,^^ in^^-

bitants, and almost surrounds the low conical hill on wh ch the

barracks and station hospital are built. The report adds that no

attempt is being made to remedy its msamtary condition. No case

of yellow fever occurred among the troops, nor is any reference made

to ts occurrence among the civil inhabitants of the town, where it

wa, stated to have prevailed in a severe form during
^^V'^Jl^U'^'^t

1884 There were 109 cases of remittent fever among the troops, but

hey are described as having been generally mild, and yield.ng readily

to treatment. One man died from remrttent fever at Cape Coast

Castle. Altogether there were only 6 deaths among the troops during

thft vear in this comioand. , ,,

In the Cape of Good Hope and St Helena command there- were

3 939 troops and the nnmber of admissions into hospital during the

rear -las
3 '472 while the deaths amounted to 35. The ratios of

IZi^Z were therefore. 881.4, and of mortality ^-^^ per 1 OOO

The average strength of the detachment at St. Helena was 140, the

Lmissirns'into hospital 46. and there was 1 death, Jhe ratios of

sickness were, therefore, 328.6, and of mortality /.14 per 1,000

Enteric fever caused in the eommand 29 admissions to hospital and

9 deaths The cases were widely distributed over the Cape Colony ,

none occurred at St. Helena. At Pietermaritzburg there were 1 1 cs^es

and 9 deaths ; and with regard to these cases it '%"P;;^ted by the

medical officer in charge that they were nriamly due to the arrival of

detachments of Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders from Etshowe.

The Tatherwa-s excessively hot while they wore on the march and

the men drank the water from every sluit ant source on the road.

Therrwere also 7 cases and 1 death at Rorke's Drift, and the Principal

lledical Officer remarks that this post was so notorious for outbreaks

of enteric fever that the idea "f «^:^^>l?°i°S/' ^''%r°'!,1'J"' r*!

given up on account of the political importance of the place. The

SLZs for primary syphilis numbered 588, arui secondary syphilis

19™ showing ratios of 149.3 and 49.5 per 1.000, as compared with
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89.0 aaj St.-I p«r 1.000 in 1834. If tho casos of gonorrhcna and its

MqiMlc be inoluded, the total number of admis-ion^ for venereal

diMMOS was 1,233, being more than n third, or 35 5 per cent, of the
total Dnmb<r of hospital admissions for all cantos during the
year. More than half the total number of canes of both forms of

rraereal disease oocurred at Cape Town, and the medical officer in

charg;* remarks that a largo proportion of the cases of primary syphilis

was followed by secondary symptoms of extreme severity. Among
the deaths from injuries were 4 from gunshot, all suicidal. In ca;h
ease a verdict of temporary insanity w-as returned, no motive for thu
act being discoverable. There were two cases of enteric fevor among
the officers, and one of these terminated fatally. Among the improve-
ments carried oat daring the year, the establishment of a sauitarium
in a well elevated position at Wynberg is mentioaed.
Tke average strength of the troops quartered in the isUnd of

Maoritias was 353, but this relatively small foroe led to 898 admissions
into hospital, a ratio of 2508 4 per 1,000, and to 6 deaths, a ratio of

18.76 per 1,000. The average number constantly sick was 29.51,

showing a ratio of 82.43 per 1,000. The Senior Medical Officer

ranarks that " the general health of the troops is considered to have
been more satisfactory during 1885 than in cither of the two previous
years, for though tho actual number of admissions has been higher,

the number constantly sick has been lower. The increase in the
admiation rate was mainly due to malarial fever, which was more than
csnally prevalent in the earlier months of tho year, both in the civil

and military population. The improved state of health is believed to

be largely attributable to the removal of the main body of the infantry
detachment from Port Louis, and the prompt transfer of ai'k from
that place for treatment at Curepipo." The report sta'es that the
increase and improvement in barrack accommodation at Curepipe has
beon progressing during the year, and that in consequence a lurther
redaction in the strength of the troops quartered in the notoriously
unhealthy line barracks at Port Louis has boon rendered practicable.

In Ceylon the average number of white troops during the yor was
809. The hospital admissions numbered 950, the deaths 8, and the
nnmbeT of men constantly sick was 51.13. These numbers thow
ratios of 1174. 3, 9.89, and 63.20 per 1,000 respectively. They all

exhibit improvement as compared with the corresponding ratios in

1 884 ; only 1 case of enteric fever was recorded, but that proved fatal.

It is remarked that this disease is common among the civil population
throughout the island, owing to the bad water supply. Small-
pox was prevalent at Trincomalee early in the year, and later at
Colombo, but no case occurred among the military. The officers,

women, and children were generally healthy throughout tho year.
The general health of the native troops, consisting of a company of
Gun Lascars and the Ceylon Mounted Orderlies, is also reported to
have been good. Only one death occurred among them, the cause
being phthisis pulmonalis.

The portions of the report which refer to the health history of
67,000 troops serving in 1885 in India, and nearly 10,000 officers and
men in Egypt, have not yet been noticed. Want of space compels us
to poetpono a digest of these sections to some future opportunity.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON.
Aji ordinary meeting of the Follows was hold on Thursday, January
26lh, Sir William .Tenner presiding. C. J. Arkle, M.D., Loud.

;

K. A, Jamieson, M.D., Royal University, Ireland ; S. Little, M.D.,
Boyal University, Ireland ; E. Malins, M.D.Eiin. ; A. Martin, M.D.,
Lend. ; .S. II. Owen, M.D., Royal University, Ireland; T. C. Riilton,

M.D. LonJ. ; and H. K Spencer, M.D. Lond., were admitted to tho

Membership of the College.

Liccuca) were granted to 106 gentlemen who had passed the neces-
sary examinations.

The following were elected Councillors: Dr. Haudfield-Jones, Dr.
Pavy, Dr. Church, Dr. Pye-Smith, Dr. E. Long Fox.
On the motion of the Trejlsureh, the following resolution was

adopted :

" That, in rei-ognition of tho protection afforded to this College by
the police during the recent riotous proceedings in Trafalgar Square,
and of the admirable discipline exhibited by that force under pro-
longed provocition, the College do vote the sum of twenty-fivo guineas
as a contribution towards the funds of ' The Metropolitan Police Con-
ralesrent Homo,' or towards any project approved by the Chief Oom-
minionor of Police."

The r|narterly report of tho Finjuce Committee and the annual re-
port of tho examiners were received and adopted.
A report w»s received from tho Committee of Management recom-

mending that the University of Otago, Duncdin, New Zealand, be re-

cognised as fiiltilling the requirements of the Board in regard to pro-
fessional .study for the diplomas of tho two Colleges, but that the Uni-
versity of liulfalo. New Yoik, U.S.A., from which au application for

recognition had been received, he not so recognised. The Committee
also recommended to the two Colleges the insertion of the words " for

a degree in medicine" after tho word " examination" in line 2. para-
graph IX, Section II, of tho ReguUtions of the Board, so that the
paragraph may read as follows :

" IX. Any candidate who shall produce satisfactory evidence of hav-
ing passed an examination for a degree in modicini in any of tho
subjects of tho first and srcind parts of this examination conducted at

a university in the United Kingdom, in India, or in a British colony,
will be exempt from examination in those subjects in which he has
passed."

These recommendations were adopted by the College.

A report was received from the Collfgos Land Committee, consist-

ing of delegates apprin'ed by tho two Coll'g s to report as to the
lie.st use to which the unoccupied ground belonging to the two Col-
legos, in the rear of the Examination Hall, can bo applied. The Com-
mittee reported that the position and shape of the ground do not ad-
mit of any great deviation from the original intention of erecting
two lateral blocks in continuation of the wings of the present
building with a theatre in tho space b-twecu them ; but in view of
tho fact tfeat, owing to tho height of the houses erected or in
conr.ie of construction on either side of the building, tho light in

the lower rooms of tho wings would bo generally insufficient for

the purposes of research work, they recommend to tho two Colleges
tho erection of two galleries of rooms over the back part of the
theatre from wing to wing at a sufficient elevation to obtain a good
south light.

These two proposed additional galleries would provide eight rooms
20 feot long and 15 feet broad, with excellint light, and would not be
overlooked except from the Examination Hall. This plan also

admits of tho wings being slightly reduced in width from tho original

design, so as to enable tho theatrj to be enlarged to accommodate four
hunilrcd persons, which, in the opinion of the Committee, would be
desirable.

The plans ^hich have now been submitted by the architect, embody-
ing the scheme above in Heated, appear t) the Committee to be per-

fectly adapted to the purposes of "investigation and exposition," for

which they are intended.

The architect's approximate eetimata for the construction of the

proposed buildings is as fjl'ows :

For two wings of four storeys each containing four large rooms
which may ba subdivided hereafter, a theatre to accommodate 400
persons, and two galleries CDnt.aiuing ftur rooms each, £26,000.

In recommending these plans to the two Colli-ges, the Committee
desire to'aJd that assnu ingthat tho subjectsofinvcstigation.be restrict-

ed to such as relite to m-^dicine and surgery [for example, "researches
as to the nature, causes, and preventiou of disease, and experimental
research on the chomicd prop-jitios, physiological action, and therapeu-

tical usesof remedies "] they are enabled to state generally tbatan addi-

tional expenditure will bo required for internal fittings which need not

exceed £5,000, and that tho anruil expenditure fur maintenance would
not bo less than £500, and need not exceed £1,000.

This report was adopted, and Dr. Biirdon Sanderson, Dr. Lauder
Brui.tJU, and Dr. Rilfe, with two others to be nominated by the

President, wero appointed delegates to form, with delegates to be

appointed by tha Royal College of Surgeons, a Committee to report

ou the precise nature of the internal arrangements and fittings re-

quired.

A communication was received from tho Moxon Memorial Com-
mittee, with regard to the proposed Moxon Medal, the consideration

of which was rclerrod to the Council.

The Senior Cen.sor moved the following resolution :

"That it is undesirable that any Fellow, Member, or Licentiate

of the College should contribute articles on professional subjects to

journals professing to supply medical knowledge to the general public,

or should in any way advertise himself, or permit himself to be adver-

tised, in such journals."

Considerable discussion ensued, which by resolution was declared to

bo part of the " Secreta Collegii." Eventually the debate was
a'ljourned.

R/vniF.sis said by the official veteriuafy inspector to have again

broken out among the doer in Richmonl P.irk. No case has previously

been reported since September 24th. It was stitc I that the deer are

atill isolated.
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
^

Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law o.

the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any three

members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any recognujed

Branch Council. .,1,3 14
Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch

Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summoning

the meeting at which he seeks election.

Fkanois Fowke, Oerural Secretary.

BKiNCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Mctropolitan Codniibs Branch: Nokth Loxnos District.—The next

meeting of this District will be held at the Deaconesses' Institution and Traiunis

Hospital at Tottenham, N., on the evening of Thursday, February 2nd, at 8 p.si

(Dr Bridgwater J.P., Vice-President of the District), when Dr. Dowse will read

a paper on Massage, and demonstrate its practice. Several interesting cases

will also be exhibited in the hospital.—Geobok Hentt, U.D., Honorary

Secretary.

Metropolitav C0CNTIE5 Bhaxch : East Losooir avd Sooth Essex Dis-

trict —The next meeting will be held at the Town Hall, Walthamstow, on Thurs-

day, February lath, at 8.45 p.m. (sharp). The chair will \n taken by A. Diirham,

Esq President of the Branch. A paper on Pernicious .taKiuia, and the Diseases

Liable to be Confounded with It, will be read by Dr. Bristowo, F.B.a. Visitors

will be welcomed.—J. W. Hunt, 101 Queen's Road, Dalston, Honorary Sec-

retary.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH : EAST LONDON AND
SOUTH ESSEX DISTRICT.

The third meeting of the session was held, by the kind invitation of

Dr. Adams, at Brooke House, Upper Clapton, on Thursday, January

19th. Present, Mr. G. Weller in the chair, and between twenty

and thirty members and visitors.

Demonstrations.—After the usual formal business, the Secretaut

showed, for Dr. Stephek M.\ckenzie, some of Dr. Unna's Prepara-

tions for local application in certain Skia Diseases.—Mr. Silcock

showed a series of patients sufl'cring from Diseases of the Eye, includ-

ing cases of interstitial keratitis, sclero-kera'.itis, chronic glaucoma,

albuminuric retinitis, exostosis of orbit, pulsating tumour of the

orbit, pii,'mentary retinitis, optic neuritis, and others.— Dr. Major
Greenwood, jun. , showed two cases of Optic Atrophy.—Messrs.

PiCKARD and CuRRT exhibited the Electric Ophthalmoscope.

The room was most efficiently fitted up by Dr. Adams with the

electric light and other apparatus for the satistactory examination of

the patients.

Votes of 7%aj!/l-s.—Cordial votes of thanks were passed to Mr. SU-

cock. Dr. Adams, and to the Chairman.

BATH AND BRISTOL BRANCH.
The third ordinary meeting of the Branch was held at the Grand

Pump Boom Hotel, Bath, on Thursday evening, January 19th; Dr.

G. F. BuRUEK, President, in the chair. There were also present

twenty members and one visitor.

Jfew Member.—Vf. Cotton, M.B., C.M.EJin., of Clifton, was elected

a member of the Association and Branch.

Cfrnimunications.—1. Mr. Alexander Wauch read a paper on a

case of Puerperal Septictemia, in which he drew attention to the

analogy between erysipelas and puerperal septiccemia ; he also laid

especial stiess on the frequency o{ post-partuni hemorrhage after the

administration of chloroform for instrumental cases, and asked whether

any other anaesthetic, such as the A.C. E. mixture, would be likely to

produce the ssme tffect.—Dr. Goodridoe, Dr. J. K. Spender, Mr. J.

H. H. Lawrence, Mr. R. J. H. Scott, Mr. C. H. Collins, Dr.

Burder, and Messrs. Carr, Mason, and Bartrum joined in the

discussion.—2. Mr. C. Fleming read a paper on the Use of the

Glycerinum Arayli of the Pharmacopoeia either by itself or combined
with Bichlorida of Mercury as a New Surgical Dressing.—3. Mr. J.

H. H. L.\WKBNCE read short notes of two cases : a Burn of the Head,

Face, and Hands in a Woman 75 years of ago, and an obscure case of

Typhoid Fcvcr. 4. Mr. J. HlNTON exhibited a case of Feebly United
Fracture of tbo Olecranon treated by Wire Suture. In the unavoid-
able absence of Mr. Hinton the Honoraky Seoeetabt read the notes

of the case.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARIS.

[from our own OOREESrONDENT.]

Etiology of Contagious Pneumonia of Pi^s.—Action of AtUipyrin,.—

Antipyrin in Labour.— Toxicity of ExhaUd Air.—Aiudysii of St,

Lucie Eum.—Changes in Paris Hospitals.

MM CoRNiL AND Chantemesse have made a series of researches on

tho etiology of contagious pneumonia in pigs, which have led them.

to the following conclusious. Cont)gioU3 pneumonia in pigs M ui

alfection whi-h has been mistaken for measles. It has appeared jn

France within the last few year--. It is contagions, it termmatea m
fibrinous peripneumonia, and almost invariably proves fatal. At tha

outset the anii'jals are languid, and remain lying down ;
there la fever.

co""h and loss of appetite. The skin on the side and stomach pre-

sent a reddish hue ;
blackish patches, from which the hair is easily

detached, appear on tho neck. There is whirish, mucous, horribly

offensive diarrhcea, which sometimes continues throughout the lUneea,

and at other times is replaced by constipation. The affection lasts

from twenty to thirty days. It is distinguished from measles by its

d'lration, by marked pulmonary symptoms, and by the pec-dliar nature

of the micro-organisuis which produce it. This affection destroyed a

great number of pigs at the pig-rearing establishment at Gentilly

duriD-' more th;m a year. The animals were supposed to havecon-

tracted the infection at the market of La Tillette, to which animaU

are sent from all pans of France. MM. Cornil and Cbantemesee,

made the following experiments with fluid taken from the lungs, liver,

spleen and blood of a pig which was killed while sufi'ermg from the

affection. CaltiTations with tho blood and spleen remained sterile.

Th" lunf and tho liver gave pure cultivations, which presented the

ftllowin" characteristics. The cultivation did not liquefy gelatine
;
a

transparent patch, clotted in parts and thin in others, appeared on

the =arface. When the colonies were equally distributed, they pre_

rented the appearance of delicate tracery. On gelose, a milky patch

with a lace border was observed ; with potato, an abundant grey cul-

vation was obtaiced. These cultivations contained the same microbe

in a pure state, namely, a small oval bacterium measuring 1 fi to 2/i long

by 3 M wide. It is motionless, aerobic and anaerobic, according to

difi'erent conditims. A young pi? was inoculated with portions of a

pure cultivation in some broth, with a Pravaz's synrge The next

riav the animal was very ill ; the temperature was 40 C._ (104 i >.

Diarrhcea subsequentlv appeared ; the animal grew thin, its breath-

jncT was accelerated. There were crepitant and sub-creprtant r<H« m
the lungs, at the spot where the injections were made. The skm wjs

covered with blaek patches. The animal died four weeks after the

inoculation was mide. At the necropsy the right lung was found to be

attacked with generalised broncho-pneumonia. There were hepatised

lobules in the left lung ; the kidneys were affected with nephritis, the

urine was albaminoiis. The large intestine was covered with solid

tumours from the siz3 of a lentil to that of a small walnut. Most ot

the lymphatic glands were swollen. The pathogenic microbe was

found in the fluid taken from the lungs, glands, intestinal tumoim,

liver H'leen k-dneys, and in the urine, bile, and blooa. It was also

found in large quantities in the fsces. Similar inoculations were made

in rabbits, guioea-pigs, mice, and pigeons All these animals, with

the exception of the pigeons, died 'within a few days. The microbe
1 . , .

.' °, .1 .J -r n,„ „;.,« in which case it was
was most abundant in the blood of the mice,

larger, and wh.n coloured with methylene bine presented a clear

space in its centre. It was found iu the plasma of the blood, and m
the white corpuscles. Tho lesions described show that infectious

pneumonia in pigs is rather a general infection than a pulmonarr

disease. The virus nsuaUy gains a:cess by the air-passages ; this ex-

plains the pulmonary ssmptoms ; but the disease may alw be con-

tracted thiouah the alimentary canal or through a wound of tSe stm.

MM. Cornil and Chantemesse believe that this affection is analoRonf

to that which has b=en described in Gfermany by Loeffler and bchuti

as the "S^hwdneseuche," and in America by Salmon and Smith, as

the " swine- plaijue." . . ,

Dr Lueieu Denian savs that the action of antipyrin ou the organ-

ism is as Ci.mp'icated ^ the organism itself. In large doses it may

produce constipation, and it is supposed to cure diarrhwa and arrest

intestinal htemorrhaga. It U rapidly absorbed by the mucDus mem-

brane of the intestines, and is eliminated by the kidneys, s.iin, au4

intestiual glands. Cutaneous elimination is accompanied by profuse

perspiration in most cases, an.l in a few cases (one ont of ten) by a

special kind of eruption. In large doses antipyrin dilates the veins
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knd cspilUrics ; its antipyretic effects are partly duo to tho increased*
emuittion of boat ro^ultini; from vascular dilatatioo. Antipyrin is

said to modify tho action of tho hoart and the circulation, although
Professor Robinson, of Chicago, affirms that this substance acts as a
tonic on the heart, and slixhtly increases the blood- pressure. This
assertion may be correct as far as mild doses are concerned. Anti-

Syrin doos not act directly on tho resjiiratory function, but it has a
ecided intUipnce on tho nervous system. In large doses it produces

vertigo, nausea, or drowsiness in certain patients; in others it causes
excitement, hilarity, and a general sense ot well-being. These last

effects are most frequently observed after moderate doses in patients
whoso digestive organs or special norvo centres are not over sus-
ceptible. Antipyrin, when given in lar^e doses at intervals, reduces
the quantity of nitrogenous eicrementitious products eliminated by
the breath or other euuinctory agents. The doses vary from 60
centigrammes to 4 grammes iu twenty-lour hours. Antipyrin is soluble
in water and alcohol. It may be administered as a draught, in
wafers, or in eliiir. It may bo injected subcutaneonsly in an aqueous
solution ; tho solution is negative if the methylated oxymethyquini-
line is quite pure. Tho injection should not contain more than 50 centi-
grammes, and should bo administered every half hour or every hour
until the temperature is reduced. M. Germain See has shown that
antipjiiu, in doses of 4 or 6 grammes in twenty-four hours, is a valu-
able remedy for rheumatic symptoms of the muscles, obstinate
myalgia, lumbago, peii-articular rheumatic muscular pain, acute or
aubacute muscular torticollis. The successful results obtained by
SL See with antipyrin in cases which were unsuccessfully treated with
sulphate of quinine, salicjlato of soda, massage, liniments, etc.,
appear to show that antipyrin may bo regarded as almost a specific
in these casts. M. Sec also obtained excellent results with antipyrin
in_ neuralgia, sciatica, face and cranial neuralgia. Antipyrin cures
migraine, from whatever cause it may arise ; it appears also to act as a
prophylactic against neuralgia of the scalp. Cases of acute torticollis
and obstinate migraine have been cared iu less than an hour by
antipjTin.

In the Comptes-rcndus of the Society de Biolcgie of December 30th,
1887, there is an account of the successful use of antipyrin to ease the
pains of labour, by Dr. E. Laget, of the School of Medicine of Mar-
seilles. Dr. Laget was called to a young lady, who had already
several times miscarried, and who was taken with the pains of labour
after about five months' pregnancy. The pains, which were very
severe, resisted laudanized enemata administered at intervals during
forty-eight hours. On tho third day, the pains continuing almost
without intermission, and becoming sometimes insupportable, Dr.
Laget, remembering the recent communications of Dr Chouppe to the
Societc de Biologie (July 16th and November 19th, 1887), prescribed
an enema containing antipyrin (2 grammes iu 100 grammes of water).
The pains diminished a little, but still persisted with some violence.
One tour later another similar enema was given, and a quarter of an
hour later the pains diminished most remarkably. The uterine con-
tractions occurred every eight or ten minutes, with slight but sup-
portable pain

; the labour continued regularly in this manner for
three hours, when tho fa;tU8 was expelled ; the placenta followed
shortly afterwards. The patient had no after-pains, and her conva-
lescence proceeded normally. Dr. Netter calls attention to the fact

',.?'•, *'"'°"8^ ""* °°® °^ antipyrin diminished the pains, not only
did tho uterine contractions retjiin all their force, but that, the exhaus-
tion caused Iiy excessive pain having ceased, each contraction wasmo" effective. The quantity of antipyrin employed was moderate,
»nd It is possible that it might be administered in larger doses with-
out inconvenience, and with more decided effect.

o(^' , ol-T,'i"'^
'*'^ "'" ^''<='^'^ "^^ Biologie of Paris, on December

21tn, 188/
,
MM. Brown-Sequard and d'Arssonval presented a note on

some roccnt eiperimonts made by them to prove the toxicity of tho
»IJ exhaled from tho Inngs of man or of mammals. They assert, first,
that the air eihalid nearly always contains ammonia ; secondly, this
air contains m very minuto quantities, organic matter which, if not
already putrefied on leaving tho broncho-pulmonary passages, has a
groat tendency to rapid alttraUon, oven at a low temperature
thirdly, confined air charged with pulmonary exhalations is ex-
tremely noxious, oven when containing only 1 per cent, of carbonic
arid, with a corresponding diminution of oxygen, whereas atmo-
spheric air containing the aamo proportion of CO-, and a corre-
sponding diminution of oxygen, but conUining no pulmonary
exhalations causes hardly any disturbance. It seems probable,
taerclore, that exhaled air must contain one or several toxic sub-
stances, the toxicity of which, however, has not yet been proved.
10 test this ciuestion the authors injected into the circulation of
rabbita a small quantity of a liquid resulting from the condensa-

tion in refrigerated glass bulbs of air exhaled from the lungs of
several human beings, and also from the lungs of a dog (taken
from the trachea). The results were the following : First, more or
less marked dilatation of tho pupil ; secondly, slower respiration

;

thirdly, rapid decrease of temperature, varying from 1° to 5° C;
fourthly, paralytic weakness, olteu extreme, of the posterior mem-
bers. During the first hours after the operation tho heart is uni-
formly affected ; in general its frequency is little modified, being
sometimes augmented, sometimes diminished. But generally on the
following and succeeding three or four days the cardiac pulsations
often attain 210, 280, and 320 per minute, without a corresponding
elevation of temperature or febrile symptoms. This strange pheno-
menon may sometimes persist for two or three weeks. As for tho
respiration, slower during the first few hours, it becomes afterwards
rather more frequent than in the normal condition, and remains so
for some days or even weeks. It is evident that the water which
serves es vehicle to tho injections has nothing to do with the above
phenomena, for M. Ch. Bouchard has proved that .vater injected into
the circulation becomes toxio-only when the quantity injected exceeds
90 cubic centimetres per kilogramme of the animal's weight, whereas
in the experiments of MM. BrownSequard and d'Arssonval only a
fraction of this quantity was employed (from 4 to 7 cubic centi-
metres). On injecting double that quantity of liquid jiroduced by
condensation of exhaled air of a dog into the carotid of a strong,
healthy rabbit, there was violent tetanus, with almost complete arrest
of the cardiac movements and of respiration, and the animal died
within a minute. It is evident that this noxious action of the
exhaled air must be due to certain toxic organic substances, pre-
sent in very minute quantities, not yet isolated, and tho chemical
composition of which is yet unknown. The authors add that Dr.
Arthur Ransome, who has best studied them (Journal of Fhysioloyy,
1870, vol. iv, p. 211), estimates the proportion in which they exist
in the air exhaled from the lungs of a man in twenty-four hours at
not more than about 2 decigrammes. It is not known whether these
toxic substances are alkaloids, like the ptomaines, but it is evident
that, considering the very minute quantities in which their action
becomes appreciable, this action must be very energetic. MM. Browu-
Si'quard and d'Arssonval propose to continue their researches on this
subject.

M. Oeschner do Coninck presented to the Societe do Biologie at tho
meeting of the 24th of December last the following analytical results
of his examination of 13 litres of genuine Sainte Lucie (West Indies)
rum six months old : Alcohol, 54 per cent.; glucose, 1.08 gr. per litre

;

cane sugar, 0.40 gr. per litre ; dry extract (at 100' C), 6 grs. per litre ;

dry extract {in vaeuo), 6.90 grs. per litre ; ashes, 0.205 grs. per litre.

This rum energetically reduced ammoniacal nitrate of silver. A solu-
tion of permanganate of potash was immediately reduced when cold

;

when heated, there was an abundant brown precipitate. The residue
after distillation of the rum with water (rum = 100 c. c. ; water= 300 c.c.

)

immediately discoloured the permanganate when cold ; it was also
rapidly reduced when hot. In order to study tho superior alcohols,
12 litres of the rum were examined separately by means of Henninger-
Lebel's apparatus, heated by means of a bain-marie. Tho alcohol dis-

tilled was examined apart ; it all passed over between 78° and 81° C.
Tho watery residue was distilled on an open fire. The liquid, which
was at first clear, soon became cloudy towards 100°. This cloudiness
was due to a liquid of neutral composition, slightly solnblo iu water,
lighter than the latter, having a peculiar smell similar to that of
butylic alcohol. This composition gave the jirincipal reactions of
alcohols. There was not enough to permit of elementary analysis,
but the presense of isobutylic alcohol seems probable. It appears,
therefore, that perfectly genuine rum of agreeable flavour, sweet and
mild, with an agreeable bouquet, may still contain a certain quantity
of superior alcohols.

Owing to Dr. Cruveilhier having resigned his post of physician at
the Beaujon Hospital, the following changes have taken place at the
Paris hospitals. Dr. Kicholot is transferred from tho Bureau Central
to the Bic.tre Asylum ; Dr. Reclus from the Bicetre Asylum to the
Hopital Tenon ; Dr. Pey rot from the Hopital Tenon totho HOpital
Saint Antoine ; Dr. Marchand from the Hopital Saint Aitcine to the
Lariboisiere ; and M, Benjamin from the Lariboisiero to tho Hijpital
Beaujon.

Epidemics amo.so Savaok Kacim.—An iut«iesting oxamilo ot
the peculiar severity of zymotic diseases when they attack savage
races is given by Dr. Guppy [The Solonum islands and IhHr Kativcs),
who states that there is no reason to doubt that mumps is sometimes
a fatal diseasa among the races inhabiting these islands. We have
been anable to find any record of a fatal case of mumps among civi-

lised races.
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VIENNA.
[FROM our. OVm COREESI'ONDEUT.]

A Series of Thirty-eight Byskrectomics. — Hydro-therapeutical

Treatment oj Spasm of the Glottis.—Pathology and Treatment of

Coniraction of the Knee-joint.—Hygienic Aspects of tlie Electric Light.

Ik a recent number of the TJ^iener iledizinische Wochenschrift, Pro-

fessor Charles Brann gives an account of thirty-eight cases of

hysterectomy for fibroid, performed in the General Hospital,

With only six deaths, that is to say, a mortality percentage of 15.5.

The results which he had thus obtained were 2 per cent, behind those

of He"ar, Kaltenbach, Bintock, and Keith, and about 16 per cent,

better'thau the results obtained by the Berlin gTn£ecologist9._ Pro-

fessor Charles Braun is strongly in favour of the extra-pentoneal

treatment of the stump, as both the cases in which it was treated

intra-peritoneally ended fatally. According to him, the following are the

indications for hysteromyomotomy : 1. Attacks of pam during men-

struation or in the intervals between the periods, which recur Ire-

quentlv and render the patient unfit for work of any kind. 2 Func-

tional 'disturbances from pressure on the neighbouring organs (bladder,

rectum, kidneys, stomach, or lungs) involving risk to lite. 3. Severe

metrorrhagia, in which a cure cannot be obtained by any less radical

procedure. Instead of the aseptic sponges he in most of his cases

uses mull gauze which has been for twenty-four hours before the

operation boiled in a 1 per cent, solution of sublimate, and which

is afterwards washed in clear water. Immediately before and during

the operation the gauze is wrung out of a hot solution of

thymol (1 in 1,000), and used for stopping the bleeding from the

peritoneal surfaces after ligature of the blood vessels. A solution of

sublimate or carbolic acid is never brought into contact with the peri-

toneum. After the tumour has been brought forward the abdominal

wound is temporarily closed by means of hooked forceps. The peri-

toneum of the abdominal wound is sutured above and below the stump,

and the latter is fixed to the peritoneum of the abdominal wound by

means of a mattress suture. Both the oviducts and the ovaries are

separately ligatured with silk threads. Only after the closure of the

abdominal wound by means of silk button sutures the tumour is re-

moved the stump being touched with the actual cautery and covered

with benzoate of sodium. The extra-peritoneal treatment of the stump

in cases of hysteromyomotomy is specially advantageous when the myo-

mata are situated in the wall of the body and the fundus of the uterus

but less so in those myomata which aro situated between the walls of

the cervix, the lips of the os, and the broad ligaments.

Dr. Adolphus Schrotter, of Vienna, in a recent number of the

Jnternationale Klinischc Rundschau, reports the case of a girl, aged

3 years, who suffered from severe attacks of spasm of the glottis, whom

he had treated by wrapping the little patient in cold Imen ([or half

an hour or an hour, and then by rubbing with linen which had

been dipped in water of a temperatiue of ten degrees. In this way

he succeeded in cutting short twenty attacks of glottic spasm.

Docens Dr. DoUinger recently made a communication to the Koyal

Society of Buda-Pestb, on the pathology and treatment of contraction

of the knee-joint, llis communication was based on ninety-seven

cases, which were all under his observation, and, for tha most part,

also under his own care, since 1881. Seventy per cent, were due to

tuberculous inflammation of the joints. As an occasional cause he

noticed measles in two cases ; both the children were of a tuberculous

stock, and Dr. DoUinger was of opinion that the measles played, in

the outbreak of the inilammation of the knee-joints, the same part as

many other pathological processes which weakened the organisni. As

the longitudinal growth of the lower extremity depended chufly on

the epiphysial cartilages near the knee-joint, an inllammhtion

occurring in the neighbourhood of these cartilages and destroy-

ing them must necessarily affect the growth of the limb

No statistics were available from which trustworthy inferences could

be drawn as to the degree to which the growth of the extremity was

impaired in the various intervals of time which elapsed from the date

of onset of the inflammation. Dr. DoUinger, for this reason, made

exact measurements of twenty-eight limbs, in which the inflammatory

process had begun from one to twenty-three years before. He drew

from them the following conclusions: 1. The development of the

diseased extremity during the whole course of the acute inflammation

quite agreed with that ot the healthy one, nay, it eveu surpassed the

latter by from 1 to H centimetres, the shortening did not begin until

the acute inflammation had disappeared, and a smaller quantity of

nutritive material was conveyed to the epiphysial cartilages, owing to

the cicatricial shrinking. 2. The shortening of the extreuiity was

not in direct ratio to the number of years which had elapsed since the

beginning of the inflammation. It seemed that the degree of destruc-

tion caused by the inflammatorj- process in the epiphysial cartil^es,

or in the parts near them, had also to be Uken into account. 3. The

difference of length which became established between the lower

extremities never became less ; further measurements made several

years later showed that, though both the extreoiities had in the

meanwhUe grown very much, the difference between tnem remained

the same, or had increased up to the time when growth was com-

plete Dr DoUinger's measurements also showed that, except m
rare 'cases (2 out of 28), after each attack of inflimmation of

the joint which had completed its course during infancy, the

development of the affected extremity was considerably retarded.

The amount of shortening varied from 8 or 10 to as much as 19i

centimetres. This showed that there was a good deal of short-

ening, even in cases in which the knee-joint was not re3ecte<^

a fact which proved that the most important objecuou which had

been brougbt against this operation was groundless. In speakmg of

treatment, Dr. DoUinger said that ma.ss3ge was of no use in tubercu-

lous inflammation of the knee-joints ; he used it, however, with good

effect in contraction of the knee-joints dependent on articular neuroses,

gonorrhffia, or slight rheumatism. In cases of tuberculous origin he

did not stretch the limb by immeni ;arc<?, but at first stretched it

only to a certain degree, and then fixed it in this flexed position with a

plaster-of-Paris bandage. Owing to the teubion, hypeia;mia supervened

in the adhesions, which thus became loosened, so that the complete

stretching of the extremity could be easily performed after a week. Dr.

DoUinger insists that the patients should begin to walk with the

bandage on as early as possible. Some weeks after the complete

stretchintr, he had a plaster cast made of the extremity, and a telt

knee-cap made after the model of the cast. The support was connected

with the shoes by two rods joined at the ankles. The patients wore

this support for a long time, with the view of preventing secondary

curvatures. „,,-. r t. -n

In the annual report for 1SS7 the " Stadtphysicus of Prague, Dr.

Zahor, urges the introduct-'on of electric liehting into the pubUc

readin.' rooms. He states that Dr. Fr. Renk, assistant to Professor

Pettenkofer, has had the opportunity of making a series of experi-

ments on the utiUty of the electric light from the sauitary standpoint

in the "Nationaltheater" of Munich, which is supplied with 1,/ 00

Edison's lights. He has thus been able to prove that the electric

li"ht had hardly any influence on the deterioration of the air, whereas

the gaslight raised the temperature of the room, deprived the air ot

its oxygin, and rendered it injurious by increasing the carbonic

acid, especiaUy in the higher regions. It could also be easily imagined

that the elevation of temperature produced by the gaslight, the in-

crease of the carbonic acid, and the diminution of the oxygen in the

air reached a much higher degree in confined working rooms than ma
spacious, weU-ventilated theatre. Considering that when the electric

lic-ht was used such an increase of the local temperature could never

take place as when gaslight was employed, and that m the latter case

headaches referred to those parts of the bead which were directly

exposed to the influence of the rays of light, neuralgias, and local

hyperajmias supervened; furthermore, that no carbonic acid was de-

veloped, and that no oxygen was consumed by the electric light
;
and

lastly, that, although the electric li?ht was very powerful, its intensity

could be diminished by shades-it became evident that the more

general adoption of the electric light would be very advantageous

from the hygienic point of view.

GLASGOW.
[FBOM OtJK own COBKBSPOXDENT.]

Glasgow Sid- Children's Hospital—Glasgow Convalescent Rome, LenzU.

—Glasgow Eye Infirmary.—Glasgow Asylum for the £lvid.—Health

of Glasgow in 1SS7. -Epideviic of Measles at Shotts. — Glasgotr

Medical Societies.—Glasgow and J^est of Scotland Branch of the

Sritiih Medical Association.

The annual meeting of the Glasgow Sick Children s Hospital

was held at Glasgow, on the 20th instant, ""^^ the pre-

sidency of the Lord Provost of the city. The report stated that

it had been found necessary to provide increased accommoda-

tion, and for that purpose an adjoining building had been pur-

chased, altered to suit the purposes of the hospital, "t
»=f'°-

£17 000. This expense had been borne by the Chairman, Jlr. l-ariiie,

iu recognition of whose generosity the ward had be^n called ihe Carli.e

Ward. The Chairman had also agreed to give £200 per annum for

three years, for maintenance. The number of beds now available in
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the institntion was 70—32 for m(>iJir»l and TS for anrgicil case." Diirinf:

last year 470 pntunts had buen admitted, comiiarod with 4KS during
the prcvions jear. The proportion of surgical esses vrxa fi? •! percent.

No fewer than 20r> operations have boon iierformod, an compared with
184 the previous year. The avi-ragw daily nuniVr nnd«r treatment
was 5.7 ; the average duration of re-idenco was 44. fi. The pi>rcontaf;e

of deaths was 7, as compared with 7 6 the previous year. Dcductinf;
those cases in which death took place before the pitient had boen 24

honrsin hospital, the rata was 6 4 per cent. The ordinary expenditure
was £2,320 17s., being £210 in excess of income. A dispensary is at

present being built in connection with the institution, at a cost of

£2,867.
The twenty-third annnil meeting of the svibscribers to the

Glasgow Convalescent Home, L^nrie, was held at Glasgow on
the l7th inst. The report stated that 1,441 patients had befn
admitted to the Home during the yea"-, as compared with 1,515 in

1886. The average stay had ben 18 days. The ordinary expenditure
had been £1,762 93. 41., which was equal to a cost of £1 4s. 5Jid. per
patient, or Is. 4J1. per day, as against Is. 3Ji. in 1886, and 63. 4Jd.
in 18S5, The anunal subscriptions amountpd to £902, and the sub-

scriptions from emplotjis in works, etc, to £306, as against £254 the
previous year.

The nnmber of new cases admitted to the Glasgow Eve Infirmary in

1887 was 9,774, which, with 4,956 on the books at the close of the
previous year, made a total of 14,7.'iO, as compared with 13.701 in

1886. At the date of December 3lst last, of the total treatfd daring
the year, 5,506 remained on the bo^ks of the irfirmsry. The financial

repo. I howed an ordinary income of £2 532 17s. Hid., and an ordi-

nary expenditure of £2,804 8s. 11 Jd.

At the annual general meeting of the Glasgow Asylum for the
Blind, held on the 15th inst, the report fi>r 1887 was submitted
Here it appears that 161 blind persons bad received the benefits cf

the institution last year. Employment h.td been provided for 129,
who had earned as wages £2,560 12s. 3d. They also received special

8llowance.s to the total anionnt of £1 087. Tlic sales for the past year
amounted to £15,30!!, less by £767 than the previous year. This was
due to the work being hindered by a recent fiie. In the school there
were 31 children.

Dr. Russell reports that in 1887 12,128 di>aths were registered
within the city, as compared with 13,099 in 1886, a decrease of 971.
This represents a death-rate of 23, instead of 25, per 1,000 living.

Comparing simply the a' silnte number of deaths, it was necessary to
(JO back to 1862 to find a lower figure than that of last year
If the proportion of death? to population were taken, Dr. Rufsell
Jonnd that since the commencement of public registration in

1855, the death rate in Glasgow had never been so low. Up
to last year the lowest was that of 1879, when it was 24 6.

The years 1887 and 1879 sgreed in bsth bein^r free from any grave
prevalence of infections diseosp, and specially in the ab^^ence of
any severe epidemic of the infections diseases of children, which now-
adays was the chief cause in the csi^illations of urban death-rate.s.

Meteorologically the two yrars were very unlike; in 1879 a severe
winter leading to a cold year, and in 1887 a moderate winter extend
ing far into spring, followed by a summer of almost unprecedented
warmth and drought.

Measles is prevaleat in the di.strict of Shotts. about sixteen miles
from Glasgow. In one of the fchooli, out of 300 children, 200 have
been attacked, and the >chool has been closed. A nnmber of adults
are also affected. The disease is said to be of a mild type.
At the last meeting of the Gla.sgow Obstetrical and Gvnaicoloeical

Society, Dr. Garnett Wil.tnn showed nn anencepha'.ic fuitus, and Dr.
L Oliphant introduced a discussion on pessaries.
The Glasgow and West of Scotland Uranch ol the IVitish Medical

Association held its snnnal mrcling in the .Sick Children's Hospital
on January 12th, under the prevideccy of Dr. J-v-eph Coits. Th"re
was a large attendance. Dr. Finlavson showed cases of paralysis, rf
considerable interest ; and Dr. Cameron showed some children with
deformities productd by cancerous sores, on one of whom E'lnarch's
operation for ankyl )»is of the jaw had Vi^cn p'-rf.'rmed. Jlr. Mac 'weii

showed a child from whose br.iin a small tumour had been removed for

epilepsy with an entirely satiifactory result. He also showed » case
in which considerable interest was manifested by the members. It was
that of a boy with nretbral f trictnre, the rtsult of an injurv. Dilata-

tion not being permanently sn-ressful, Mr. Ma-ewjn decided toop'rat'.
He cut down on the siteof stiictnre, and entirely removed thatpoition
of the tube, s'.itcjirg the separated cads cf the t ibo together by means
of catgut. The rotult was quite tnrco.ssful, the position of the opera-
tion being detectel c» a fine tlircjd only when a large sired catheter
was passed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE HENDON COW DT3E.\SE.

SiK,—Kindly allow me to remove a wron:» impression that must
have been produced in the minds of some of those present at the last

meeting of the Pdthologicil Csuciety by soma expressions used by Dr.
Crookshank.

Dr. Crookshank expressed great indignation at my having ex-
hibited at that meeting, "without his permission," "his" calf,

thit is, the calf which he hid exhibited at the extraordinary meeting
on Docember 15th as being affected with alleged cow-pox. When I

exhibited this same cilf on January 17th it bhowed the same cow-
pox, due to vaicination from a calf at the Animal Vaccine Station,
Lamb's Conduit Street, on January 12th. Now, the fact of the mat-
ter is that thij calf was not Dr. Crookshank's property. It belonged
to Professor B.'own, and ha 1 been sent, with other similar calves, by
Professor Brown to the Auimal Vaccine Station in order to be tested
for their susceptibility to cow-pox. Professor Brown had said to

Mr Shitley Murphy and to myself that, short of killing, we might do
with the calves as we pleased — I am, etc., E. Kleik.

19, Earl's Court Square, S.W.
P. S — I ought to mention that the above experiment of vaccination

of the calf exhibited at the Pathological Society was performed by Dr.
C)ry, in the pre-ience of Professor Brosvn and Dr. Crookshank; and
that Dr. Crookshank had with ma inspected the calf on three subse-

quent occasions.

INTKA-CAPSULAR INJECTION IN THE EXTRACTION OF
CATARVCT.

Sir,—In Dr. McKeown's recent letter on the above subject (Joctinal
f.ir January 21st) elicited by your Annual Report on Ophthalmology
(JouiiNAL for December 31st) he again desires to compare results ob-

tained by his method with results obtained by other methods, to

the advantage of the former, and refers to a letter of his published in

tbe Journal of September 3rd last, in which he aUo drew this

favourable comparison, and complains that your revie^ver has taken

no notice of that letter. I5.it, although your reviewer took no notice

of it, I felt bound to do so in a letter addressed to you, which appeared

in the Journal for September 17th last (see also Journal for

October 1st).

I there pointed out that, amongst the results of other surgeons

quoted by Dr. McKeown in his letter as inferior to the results obtained

by him with his method were those at the National Eye and Ear In-

firmary of eleven and twelve years ago ; and, as surgnon to the institu-

tion named, I protested against these statistics being employed for

such a purpose. As Dr. McKeown now again refers to the same sta-

tistics with the same object, 1 must again protest against his doing so.

Does Dr. McKcown mean to s»y that his method of intracapsular in-

jection is the only improvement, if it be one, which has been made in

the oper»tiou for Mtaract since tbe years 1875 and 1876; and that, if

my colleague an^ I would operate now as we did then, with the ad-

dition of his intra capsular injection, our successful results would be in-

creased by 8 per cent. '! Or, does he suppose that we abide by all tbe

operative details of 1876, or would now ba satisfied with the results

then obtained ? But if Dr. McKeown does go so far back for statistics

with which to compare his own, why not then to a still more remote

period ? Very probably the results of operators, say, half a century

a[;o, might thow up the iiitra-capsular injection iu a better light

than those which he has selected.

I can only rejieat what I said in my letter of September 17th, that

it is with the methods and resultn of to-day that Dr. McKeown should

compare his method and results, and not with those of 1876

and 1876. It may be replied that no statistics of Citaract operations

at the National Eye and E>r li.litmary have been published since

then. That is so. But other surgeons and other institutions have

published their recent catiract tcsulls. anl 1 submit it is with the

best of these that Dr. McKeown should compare his results, if he

desires to place his method of intracapsular injection on a sure footl-

ing. A German friend of mine, wlio docs not use this method,,

recently stated that in the 200 extractions ho had per ormed by the

peripheral linear operation in the previous year, he obtained a

good result in every eye, and there are many other operators, at home
and abroad, who could produce statistics almost, or quite, aa gooJ.

How do Dr. McKeown's results compare with t*-ese ?

Dr. McKeown's method may bo a good one, but, I venture to thiolc

he has not as yet shown it to be so. His c immunic»tinn at the last

annual meeting, 'ar from inspiring confidence in the method, had tho
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opposite effect, because his percentage of losses were greater than we

expect in these days, and because (I speak from memory) those losses

were due to events which are now rarely met with—for example, loss

of vitreous, supnuratiou, iriJo-cyclitis.

Your editorial remarks at the foot of Dr. lIcKeown's late letter are

substantially correct in respect of the objects with which Drs. Panas

and de Wecker, to whoso practice Dr. McKeown refers, employ intra-

ocular injection. Dr. Panas uses it "de ponsser I'antisepsie jusque dans

les profondeurs de I'rtil." Dr. de "Weoker's object is different. He
uses injections into the anterior chamber "de provoquer, par la

contraction de I'iris et son fitalement regulicr, une coaptation aussi

exacte que possible de la plaie." If some cortical masses happen to

come away with the injected fluid, well and good, but neither of these

surgeons seem to wash the anterior chamber free of cortex after Dr.

ilcKeown's method. Dr. de Wecker indeed distinctly states he does

not irrigate the anterior chamber in this way, and disapproves of it.

He sometimes injects a few drops of fluid into the anterior chamber

in order the more readily to get rid of the cortical masses by a pro-

ceeding which Dr. McKeowu condemns, namely, " avec la paupiere

inferieure appliquee snr la cornee." Indeed, neither in the object

with which these two surgeons use intra-ocular injection, nor in the

way in which they use it, does there seem to be much in common
with Dr. McKeown's method.

I feel quite sure that Dr. McKeown wishes to introduce into

ophthalmic surgery something of the value of which he is himself

convinced. And I am also quite sure that any unfavourable criticism

with which his proposal has met has been given from the point of

view of men who, like himself, are aiming, so far as in them lies, at a

high standard of excellence in their profession. I believe, moreover,

that Dr. McKeown will readily allow that anyone who piroposes a new
method, especially a new operative method, in our highly cultivated

speciality, must be prepared to submit his proposal to the cleansing

fire of fair and reasonable criticism.—I am, etc.,

H. R. SWASZT.
23, Merrion Square, Dublin, January 24th, 1S88.

UOYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE, EPSOM.
SiK,—The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of London has promised to

take the chair at the biennial festival of the Royal Medical Benevolent
College on April 17th, at the Hotel Metropole, in Northumberland
Avenue. The Council of the Association will meet on April 18th.

May I hope that as many as feel interested in the work carried on at

Epsom College will favour us with their support, by allowing their

names to appear as stewards. If those who do not as yet know hew
good the work is, cither as regards the aged and distressed, or as

regards the foundation scholars who are boardeil, educated, and
clothed, without any charge, will come to the dinner, they will learn

how deserving of success the efforts of the Council are, and how
urgently the institution is in need of funds.

I am particularly anxious that the members of the profession should
b3 present in good numbers to show how they appreciate the kindness
of the Lord Mayor, and of the sheriffs who will support him, in re-

cognising the just claim of the profession on the public.

Gentlemen who are willing to act as stewards, or who desire tickets

for the dinner, will kindly communicate with the Secretary, at the
office, 37, Soho Square.—I am, etc., C. Holman, M.D.,

Treasurer of Epsom College.

RECIPROCITY OF PRACTICE.
Sir,—The case of Mr. White (whose name must be familiar to all

English visitors to Montreux) is an illustration of a widespread and
increasing inconvenience and injustice.

Many Continental health-resorts owe their very existence to the
English and American visitors who go there on the advice of their

physicians at home, yet if those who have "helped make the place"
venture to advise professionally their patients in their temporary
home, they are subject to troublesome and sometimes very unfair

restrictions.

I venture to think the time has arrived when there should he per-

fect reciprocity of practice for all duly qualified practitioners, whilst

the law might be made more stringent as regards those who pr.ictise

backed by no other qualification than their own audacity and pre-

sumption.— I am, etc., Francis H. Parsons.
The Hurst, West Worthing, January 11th.

A LECTURE on '

' The History and present position of the Germ Theory
of Disease" will be delivered by Professor E. M. Crookshank, M. B.,

:^t the Parkea Museum, on Thursday, February 2nd, at 5 o'clock.

DEGREES FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS : THE CLAIMS OF
SCOTCH LICENTIATES.

Sir,—I beg to endorse fully the remarks of Mr. McFadyen, in the

Journal of January 2]8t, and to venture to press upon the Scotch

Corporations the desirability of at once applying to the Privy Council

for power to confer the degree of M.D. upon the gentlemen who have

obtained, and are to obtain, the double qualification of those Colleges.

They undoubtedly possess equal rights with their English neighbonis

on the Embankment, and should not delay a moment longer in seeking

those privileges. They will then be able to steal a march on the uni-

versities ; for, after their students have passed a qualifying examina-

tion for registration, as such, they will be able to proceed with their

medical studies free from the cares of further examination in general

education ; and, at the end, after passing the usual examination re-

quired by the two Colleges, to assume the title of Doctor of Medicine.

In the universities I find, on looking them up, that three of them

actually require a man to go to the trouble of possessing a degree in

Arts before he attempts to graduate as a simple M. B. London exacts

a scientific examination, which entails a year of study before the stu-

dent enters on his study of medicine, and after having obtained his

certificate in general education. The Royal University of Ireland

insists upon a preliminary examination ; that passed, a year in Arts

must be taken before he is allowed into the first University examina-

tion in Arts, and this takes place at the expiration of one year after

passing the entrance examination known as Matriculation examina-

tion. "Victoria requires a scientific examination after the preliminary,

and, let us take Aberdeen, and see what it requires. I see by the

Calendar that this university insists, first, on a knowledge of the

subjects required by Edinburgh and Glasgow, and, before commencing

medical studies, in at least two of the following subjects—Greek or

modern languages, higher mathematics, etc.; and after all this, and

four years of medical study, the student, if successful, finds himself

only in possession of M.B. and CM. He has then to wait two years

in general or hospital practice, to write a thesis, and also to be exa-

mined again in one subject, snch as Greek, modern languages, or moral

philosophy; and, worse than all, I believe he has to pay £15 into the

bargain in order to obtain the degree ^f M.D.

The new English method will have every advantage to recommend it

1. A minimum of general education only is required.

•2. A short coarse of only three, or perhaps at the most fonr, years of

study only necessary.
, . ,

3. The unnecessary worry and work connected with getting up the

extra subjects in general education for the universities.

4. The fact of being able to add M.D. to one's name after the ordi-

nary pass examination of the Colleges.

For these reasons, I strongly recommend the Edinburgh and Dublin

Corporations to lose no time in asking for powers to enable them to raise

the standard of the profession ; and'by so doing, to increase the valu3

of their diplomas in the eyes of the public and the profesi^ion.—

I

am, etc., ^- ^^^""S.

Skipton, January 21st, 1888.

Sir,—Mr. McFadyen is not the only Edinburgh licentiate who has

marvelled at the absence of action, or at least the absence of declared

action, on the part of the Colleges. Would it not be possible to afliliat*

the Edinburgh Colleges with St. Andrews, just as Durham lately

aflSliated Newcastle ! This would give the Edinburgh student an op-

portunity of obtaining the M.D. degree of one of the oldest universities

in the country, and it would at one swoop raise the university to a real

place .among the medical institutions of Great Britaiu.

The one-portal system is, however, the real care for the disease ; and

I think it was Professor Syme who sketched a plan something like the

f dlowing : One board of examiners for the whole of the United King-

dom, sitting alternately in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin; the pass

certificate to entitle the holder to practise medicine and surgery in any

part of Her Majesty's dominions. Those who wished to practise pure

medicine would take, iu addition, the Fellowship of one of the Colleges

of Physicians ;
those who wished to practise pure surgery, the Fellow-

ship of one of the Colleges of Surgeons. All Fellowships to be obtained

by examination onlv, and the licences and memberships to be abo-

lished. The JI.D. to remain as the blue ribbon of the profession. To

place this within the reach of everyone, I would suggest that all uni-

versities should rescind their conditions as to residence, and that the

London University should abolish its foolish restriction about attend-

ance on classes between the passing of one examination and the ap-

pearance for another.

No doubt there would be many objections to this scheme, and many

difficulties in the way ; but then a scheme which has neither difficul-
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ties nor objections i^ not worth ooneijering at all, and no on6 will

deny that it would sot fbo iinostionB aliont qaatiQcations and degrees

at r«3t at once and for ever.— 1 am, etc.,
'

January 21»t, 1888. As EDiKBiJnon Mas.

DKGKEES FOR EXGI.ISII STUDENTS.

StB,—Mar I be allowed to draw your attontioa to a statement in a

leader ia the JouRKAL of .lanuary i4th which may be liable to some
iniseonatruction—a .statement to the effect that tho University of

Durham >;ive8 its de^Tcea "after a very moderate amount of evideuce

of preliminary education." As a r\atter of fact, four subjects at least

are rojuired in additiou to and independently of those passed for

registration as a student, and failure in any one of these entails re-

jection in all. Tho ex.imination mnst be taken not earlier than six

months after registration, and its standards, both as regards the extent

of the anbjeots and the percentage of murks required, ia much higher

tlian that ot the examination for registration, from which it is quite

distinct.— I am, etc., \Y. P. Me^vhs.

University of Durham College of Medicine,
Newca«tle-on-Tyne, January 21th.

Sir,— I should be glad if you would kindly allow me to make a few
remarks on that passage in a leading article in the .lounNAL of the 14 th

inrt. on which a correspondent from .Aberdeen eomment.s ; I refer to

the one which speaks of the preliminary education required by the
Universities of Durham :ind Aberdeen. 1. Durham University does

not admit candidates to the final examinations for degrees in medicine,

unless they have jnissed certain examinations for degrees or otherwise

in arts of a somewhat severer type than the ordinary preliminary ex-

amination required by the General Medical Council, without passing
what is known at Durham as the " extra arts." Now the Sonate at

Durham allowed till lately candidates to pass an equivalent examina-
tion at any of the recognised Universities if they preferred it to the one
held at Durham. Now Sir, it was found that the majority of candi-

date! preferred to pass this "extra arts" examination north of the

Tweed. In a matter of eximinatior.s students would appear somewhat
peculiar, sin.'e clearly if what Dr. Stmtherssays is correct, they prefei-

to pass a harder examination in a subject like general education, which
would make no dillerenco to their medical career, instead of an ex-

amination which is said to bo so much easier. The next point
;

would you allow me to thank Dr. Struthers for the high compliment
he has so unintentionally paid Durham when he points out that it is

so different from Aberdeen, a point one has no wish to dispute, I cau
honestly say, as I am sure all alumni of Durham could also, that I

would not exchange my Alma Mater for that of Aberdeen even were
that privilege granted, in spite of what so unbiased an authority as

Dr. Struthers of Aberdeen may say as to the merits of that University.

— I am, yours, etc., Duxeim.
January •Mt\u 1888.

:
' ,^''? -'•.lii!

VEGETARIAN DINNERS FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN.
Sir,—The interesting article in your issue of the 7th inSt., under

the above heading, suggests an important and interesting inquiry as

to the efficiency of the vegetarian dinners in comparison with "the
mixed diots snpplietl, at equally low rates, to the school children in

Uirmingham," adding, " it doe.s not appear that vegetarian dinuors are

more economical as to prime cost." I am glad to bo able to throw a
little light on this subject by extracting t«Po sentences from a pam-
phlet entitled, "Cheap Dinners for School Childron," containing

reports of two conferences hold in Manchester. At one of these con-

ferences Mr. G. II. Sargant, the able exponent of the scheme of

Farthing Dinners originated by him in liirmingham, was asked by tho
K«r. Joaeph Uutke, as to tho nature of tho dinners supplied, in the

wards, " were they thoroughly vegetarian and free from all suspicion

of animal taint
'

" To this, Mr. Saigant replied, "Tho food we give

is not nominally vegetarian food, but something very much like it.

I pat a little animal food in the soup, because I am not a vcgctariHU

myself; and I am afraid onr Birmingham friends wonld not appreciate

it if we tried to do without flesh meat. Sometimes a little dripping
goe.s into tho soup. It is not much, being, I should think, about
half a |K>und to a hundred children." Much further information of a
valoablo character was given at tbeso conferences, a record "f all—or

nearly all—the various elfortii made to provide school children with
cheap nieals-~whethor on the mixod diet or vegetnrian system

—

being contained in the pajicr by Mr. William A. Axon, F.ItS.L.
It will give me plearare to send to any of youf readors who may 'bo

interested in the subject a copy of the reiiort reforreJ |o, on receipt

of name and address. I might add that in Mr. Sargant's interesting

pamphlet, "Farthing Dinners," are two recipes for toups, each for

eleven gallons. The only animal food which enters into these recipes

is " Dripping, C oz." and that in one recipe alone. In a former

edition of tho work containing six recipes (five for eleven gallons each,

and ono for twelve gallons), the animal food ingredients were :

—

A—None.
B—Dripping, 6 oz. to Alb.

C—Dripping, lib.

D—Meat scraiia, 21bs.

E—Dripping, Vlb.

F—Meat scraps, 2lbs.

That the recipes contain eo small a proportion of animal food is

the result of a significant experience which Mr. Sargant records. He
says :

— " The astonishing fact is, that the very poor, or at any rate

their children, cannot and will not eat meat ; and that the longer

they have been on the verge of starvation, tho less meat they can cat."

These circumstances bring us face to face with the inevitable con-

clusion tliat in order to meet fairly the essential of cheapness in pro-

ducing meals for poor school children, the meals must be practically

of a vegetarian character, and that the flesh food used in such cases is

in reality little more than a flavouring ingredient.— I am, etc.,

Joseph Knight, Secretary of the Vegetarian Society.

75, Princess Street, Manchester, January 12th, 1888.

ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE SKIN-
SiR,—As I was not permitted to make my remarks at tho special

meeting of the Governors of St. John's Hospital held at the Hntel

Metropole on January 18th, I will ask you to give me space in your
JounNAL, so that I may place before your readers a short summary of

my action in this matter.

During the time I have been connected with this hospital, I' have
brought before the authorities several evidences of what I considered

bad hospital management. Before I had been on the staff many weeks
I objected to tho manner in which the patients were admitted into my
room, that is, those who contributed most towards the hospital were

allowed priority of entrance. The board of management recognised

this as unfair, and my patients have since teen arranged in the order

of their arrival.

I again objected to the sums of money whiolx were collected from
the out-patieuts, as much as fivo shillings being received for a week's

treatment. This objection the board of management again accepted.

I will here state it is my belief that the maximum sum now charged,

namely, ten shillings a month for attendance as an out-patient of

this or any other hospital, is ii^ excess of what a charitable institution

ought to ask for.

My next cbarge is against the nursing of tho in-patients. It fell to

my share to scrape away a quantity of scrofulous material from tho

nock and breast of a girl in the autumn of last year ; the case re-

quired a good deal of special care. On November 19th I received a

letter from Miss Ingleby (the matron), stating that she was leaving

the hospital on the following day, and that the Secretary had asked

her to instruct "the cook " in the dressing, so that she might under-

take the case. This tho matron objected to do. Tho Secretary also

wrote to the Registrar on the same day, saying: "We shall bo

without a regtilar nurse for a few days. I wish yon therefore to tell

tho dispenser that I .shall want him, unless tho doctor docs tho

dressings, to be present to-morrow (Sunday) when cook dresses Miss
IC. (my patient), so that he may superintend the complete anti-

septicising of all dressings."

I replied that I was very much surprised and vexed by his action,

and that I failod to see why my patient should bo left without skilled

nursing. I also added my request that no uus-killed or untrained

person should bo allowed to dress my patient. I may bo permitted to

add that the dressing was done during the remainder of tho stay of the

patient in the hospital either by my assistant or myself. Tlio matter
lime up at the next board meeting. I understand, on Mr. Milton
being asked by tho Treasurer what he thought of the cook's capacity as

a nurse, he said " he considered the cook was quite as capable as Miss
Ingleby."
As evidence of irregularity in the management, I may state that in

Whitatcer and the Hospital Almntiack for this year it i^ stated that

St. .Tohn's Hospital has "a matron and two nurses." At our meeting

at tho Hotel MiHropolo a recital of this nursing epi.sode Svm received

with a shout of ciorision. It is an innovntjon to my mind that

lapable nursing is not on^ of the essentii^l factors In. hospital adn;^-
stration.

_

'

'

i'- • •i .>

I pass over a great maiiy subjects which have vtwxi frictioii be-
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tween the board of management and myself, not wiahing to trespass

too much upon your space.

We heard a good deal at the meeting from the authorities of St.

John's Hospital aa to the advance of the institution, whereas, accord-

ing to their report, the gross attendance in 1886 was 44,510, against a

gross attendance for 1385 of 46,811.

The receipts for the year 1886 amounted to £3,295 53. 6d., whilst

in 1887 the sum was £3,074 17s. 4Jd. A comparison of these two

years will demonstrate that we have actually lost grouad, so far as

subscriptions and patients are concerned. Notwithstanding this,

the expense of management for 1887 was much increased.

It is now necessary to state that Drs. Campbell and Baurns and

myself have been dismissed by the board of management because

of our action, as detailed by ns in a communication printed in the

JotTRNAL of December 31st, 1887. To be definite, it is necessary to

state that Dr. Campbell received his congi before Dr. Bourns and

myself.

The dismissal by the present board of management, or rather the

majority of that board, is in no way objectionable to me. I have been

congratulated by my professional friends more on this dismissal than

I was on my election.

We ask for an independent committee of inquiry, which should have

the power to probe all issues, and report thereon. This committee

those now in power refused, and proposed a vote of confidence in them-

selves and by themselves, after a speech from one of themselves,

Alderman Gould, which was the most offensive I have ever heard de-

livered before a public meeting. The vote of confidence was carried as

an amendment to Mr. Eaymond's resolution.

Here, Sir, the matter now rests. The present action of the board of

management has resulted in the dismissal of three members of the staff,

the resignation of a fourth (Dr. Harries), and two gentlemen who were

recently appointed have since resigned. These facts alone are signifi-

cant indications of the line of action taken and the results obtained.

The history of St. John's Hospital has been a stormy one. I am not

in a position to affirm how many of our profession have joined the staff

and afterwards left it. The sole survivors are Mr. Milton and Dr. Dow.

I caunot hide from myself the hope that this painful discussion will

take the issues at stake before an unprejudiced tribunal. It is not

a question of individuals ; it is the question of the life of the hospital

which is in the balance. Personally, I would express my conviction

that it is only by restoring the confidence of the medical profession and

the public in the equity of the management, that it is possible to hope

or believe that St. John's has a prosperous future. This confidence can

only be restored by a complete and full investigation of all matters

connected therewith. For this investigation, I, and those who have

acted with me, most earnestly ask ; and surely, if a crisis such^ as the

present one arises in the history of any hospital—a crisis which has

eliminated the majority of the staff, which has caused three members

of the board of management to act antagonistically to the remainder,

we have some right to demand such an inquiry; and until this inquiry

is granted, wo shall be ceaseless in onr endeavours to attain this result.

^I am, etc., T. Robinson, M.D.
'

9, Princes Street, Cavendish Square, W., January 24th.

THE ERGOSTAT AND LATERAL CURVATURE.
Sib —My friend and colleague Mr. Freer, inthe Joubxal of January

21st comments lUpon my suggestion that the ergostat may prove use-

ful in some cases of lateral curvature of the spine, and were it not that

he has entirely misunderstood the bearing ol my letter, I should not

have deemed it necessary to reply. It would appear from reading Mr.

Freet'a remarks that he imagines, because I speak approvingly ot the

ergostat that I thiuk it will revolutionise the treatment ol scoliosis,

and therefore, take a prominent place in the treatment of all cases of

curvature of the spine, whether of a slight nature or in the existence

of marked bony distortion. His introductory remarks, wherein he

states that my views coincide so closely with his own, his knowledge

of my practice at the; hospital, and the valedictory address which I

read before the Q. C. M. Soc, and which was afterwards published m
fho JBirminyham Mediad r.ci-ieu; prove that he is not warranted in

arriving at that conclusion.
, , „ ^ ,,

In my original letter I was careful to state that amongst the

various callisiUenic exercises 1 recommend to patients suffering from

lateral curvature of the spine is that which has received the appella-

tion of the 'top-sawver' movement." This was supplementinl by the

statement that 1 proposed the substitution of the ergostat for the

elastic bauds, etc., employed in this particular exercise. Having so

written, how came Mr. Freer to conjure up in his own mind that I was

about to advocate certain stereotyped measures, and would not, in the

future study and treat cases upon their own special conditions.

Another remarkable feature in the letter under consideration is that

Mr Freer obviously declines to criticise or raise any objection to the

ergostat per sc. He is, I know, a strong upholder of kinesipathy,

and follows Dr. Mathias Roth, ilr. Bernard Roth, and the system of

Swedish gymnastics in every particular. I append an example of one

exercise from each of the above authors, and wish to point out that the

muscles which are brought into action during the drill are exactly the

same as those exerted in using the ergostat, the only diflerence being

that in one case the medical attendant resists, and in the other the

apparatus. I believe vrith Dr. Kjoelstad that the will-influence is

very important in retaining the norm.al form ;
and as the, revolution

of the ercostat " must be executed very slowly," it gives ample time for

the body to receive from the mind the desired impressions.

Excrcis3 1.—"Rack, crooked, thigh, opposite, close, standing,

trunk, back, flexion (G. R.)" (Mathias Roth).
, , . ,

Exercise 2.—Forwards lying, heels fixed, trunk extension and

flexion (Bernard Roth).
. , , , j < a i. a

Exercise 3.—Hips firm. Trunk backwards and forward iJend.

(Line's system). , . ,

I may conclude by saying I strongly deprecate any attempt, however

slight, at stereotyped rules in the treatment of scoliosis ;
but at_ the

same time consider the ergostat a wise addition to our armamentarium,

and that when its use is properly supervised, it cannot be otherwise

than useful. -I am, etc., Augusti'-s Cxay,

Assistant Surgeon, Orthopaedic and Spinal Hospital.

13S, Steelhouse Lane, Birmingham^

A HOAX.
Westfrv Scbcrb states that, od January 6th, a respecUble looking wonwn,

swln- herself Mrs. Ferguson, calle.l to engaw his profess.onal s^rricw to

Snd a y'lunt: la.ly the wife uf Mr. Alfred Davis, a rich genttemm who had

reSneVf om AilstVara. Before leaving the consulting room, he wriKS, men-

«on™as made of flfteen hundred pounds having come to one of her little g.rls.

wHch ft was desirable should be settled on the child ; could I recommend a

soUciJor t^bs depended on for drawing up a deed? I was induced to wnte an

"^On'aJr'ivauio ™ch people were known at .the residence, nor at the same num-

ber ?n Holland Villas Road. Nothing was stolen from my rooms, bat thinking

some trick was b-ing played and a thief had called, I wrote at "nee to my

sol"citoJ to caution himself and staff. It was,-however, too ate. as legal ad^^ce

bad been taken in the meantime under the pretence of obte.nmg a divorce. It

was saM she had been a patient of mine for years, and 1 could substantiate the

base fa sehnods The plausible tale and introduction given impose- on a kind

*e,,tlenmn wt offered legal opinion and granted a loan of thirty shillings

°
I re. ret having to inform you the woman referred to is confnuing h" jjcsigns

in tKeighbourhood. and Lucd on.a surgaon on Ihur*lay, January lath, w.tH

'
No"^Wng''was stolen from the surgery nor from the solicitor introdueea, aU

though doubtless fraud was intended.

% The trick is a common one. The hcaxer is still at large.

REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN DEGREES.
.

T HrRoWoor M.D.Edin., L.R.C.P.Edin. (Leatherhead) writes :
I notice in a

I?tto rom Mr. Wi nam Donovan, on the registration of f^'^Wi, 'J';f"iiS"letter irom ^i.
absurd in this age to allow the monopoly in degrees

?o1emat vestd n a ew old ffsSone'd Suiversit.es, and that -cry legaUy

qualilied phVsician and surgeon, should possess the right to the title of Doctor

""^T^fi'whv should the medical profession, which is already low enough in the
No« whj

.7,7™;^"^,°iu'^^ ^e the only cue where the possession of money
estimation "f t>^« R'^°«" P,""'f •

"';,,,i,,,„jtv bring no corresponding advantage,

same professional Itatus as the other : as well might the man who has passed a

with knights and baronets.
^^^

'
<5r„riT Progpbss IX SPAIN.—The eminent statesman, Sefior

CanoV^ has ?us?completed the elaboration of a Bill to be brought

beforlThe Spiuish Cortes, for the purpose of rendering employe^ of

labour responsible for accidents to their workpeople, unless the same

be due to ?he carelessness or recklessness of the latter. Employers will

also be made responsible for accident resulting Irom the execution of

Ters "Tv7u by their managers or foremen. If the workman be uica-

pacitat?d from work, the employer will be require,! to pay h.m his

Cs until recovery takes place ; and if the disability be o a perma-

ne^t character, in addition to the cost of mamtenanoe and attendance,

he will have to pay an indemnity of from 600 to 1,000 days wages.

In Ta ot'death I like indemnity is to be paid ^. the family of the de-

0.W woikmau. It may appear surprising that legislation of this

^nd should ™m remain Z hi done ; but aa . matter ol .fact even m
th"s country, the protection of the working classes against the acci-

dents of t^^*^ -^"'"S li»ve only recentiy been undertaken.
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

TUB SAW.
Tnr following »rpointment« hiw hrca maJe nt tho Aamirally :—8amui:i. John-
sox, Siirwon.'tn the /rm^m^•^ ; s. E. II, Honr^, tn ho SnrKcon nml Accnt atp„„.i., 1,1. <,!„„. w,,.^,^^ J coi-BORNi!, SurRpOTi, to tho RtoUtiit; J. H.
Srt ;fon, to tho B-^3oaicfn\ Johepii A. Moon, Surnoon, to tho Kzcft-
!"' <"S. SiirKiou, to tlio ilri/nuniu ; D. J. I'. M S\iiD, Surecoji, to
til- . .J.'nxK, WKiin, Sur(;con, to tho /ii.dis ; Iho last six additional,
for dl«|iOMl ; (iroROr HEwi.jnr, Snrgoon, to Plymnnth Hospital; Cn*Bi.K(i S.
WixitiwBioiiT, aurgoon, to tli« A.<:a, additional; Samuel Kkato, SurReon, tn
Uevoupurt Uotkyard ; Chari.« W. Siiarple, bWROon, to Plymouth Uoavntal

;

.loiiN Casiiix, Burgeon, to the Camhridgc ; John Axdbews, M.D., to tho
Miillrfnf.

Fltet-SiirRoon AtxxANnrR MrPoyAi-n, M.H., rtiod in London on .Tannary Uth
at the a^ of 46. lie rutorod the service Ueoember 6th, 1S03 ; Iwcanie Staff-
Siirgeoa April 14lJi. 1s;t ; and Flcot-burgeon April lat, 1SS4 ; ho retired from the
Navy S«rt«mbor 2nd, 1S$4.

THK MKDICAL STAFF.
Puroeos-Major Gkorok Perry, of the Cold.slream Graiiis, is promoted to be
Brigadc-aurgeon to the Brigade of Foot Guards, ii<v W. R. Laiio, retired. Brigade-
.Surgeon Perry entcnsl tho Army Medical Service as Assistant-Surgeon January
•-".Uh, is;.;,; lier.-ime Surj'on March Ut, 1S7:1, ami Surgeon-Major February 2Ath,
1878. BeRinnlng aa Assi.stant-SurRcon 2nd Scots Fusiliers, ho wa-s soon aftcr-
w«rd.H transrerri-il to tho 1st Uattalion, with which he remained till 1S74, when he
returned to the ;:nd Battalion till November, 1S7S, when ho was m,ide Surgeon to
the 2nd Coldstream Gnard.s ; in ISSil he joined the 1st Battalion, and now becomes
Brig«.le.8nrReon. He served with the Scots Fusilier Guards in the Crimean war
from June loth, ISSi, and was at the siege and fall of Sebastopol (medal with
clasp, and Turkish medal). Uo was with the '.'nd Coldstrsams during the war in
Egypt in 18S2. and was in the actions at Telel-Mahuta, and Tel-cl-Kebir (medal
with cla-sp, and Eg}'ptian bronze star).

Bargeon-Major C. 8. Close is promoted to l)o Brigado-Surgeon, ranking as
Lieutenant-Colonel, ri« U. C. Herbert, M.D., F.li.C.S.I., retired. Brigade-
Surgeon Close entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon October 1st, 1862 ; became
Surgeon March 1st, I.S73, and Surgeon-Major April 2Sai, IS76. Ths Amty Liili
Uo not assign him any war service.

Surgeon- .Msj.ir I). 0. W. Ukathf.r is granted retired pay. His commissions are
dated :—AssisUnt-Surgeou, October Ist, 1807 ; Surgecui, March 1st, lS7a ; and
Sorgeon-Maior, October 1st, 1870. Ho was engaged iu the Ashanteo war in 1873-74
(medal), and iu the Zulu war in 1879.
Surgeon S. L. Devbie, who joined the service May .lOth, 188.5, ia placed upon

t«mi>or»ry half-f4y on account of ill-health.
Burgeon S- II. Carter, M.B, who is serving in liengal, is appointed to the charge

of the civil medical duties at Barrackporc, in addition to his other duties.
Surgeon- Major O. B. HicKsox, who is .serving in Burmah under tho Madras

Oovernmeni, is appointed t«mi>orarily to the civil medical charge of tho Toungoo
district.

Surgeon H. E. Deane, serving in the Bombay command, is transferrcti from
the Preaidency district to general duty bind district.

IXDIAM MEDICAL SERVICE.
Sdbgeok D. G. Crawford, M.B., is appointed to act as Civil Surgeon of Backer-
gunge, during the absence ..n deputation of Burgeon-Major C. J. W. Meadows.

Surge.. n-Major A. Bakclav, M.B., Bengal Establishment Secretary to the Sur-
geon-iieneral with the Government of India, haa leave of absence for one year on
medical certillcata.

Surgeon L. K. t.'HiLDE, Bombay Establishment, is directed to ofllciato in medical
charge of the 12th Native Infantry.
Surgeon O. E. Fookh, Bombay Establishment, is ordered to ofllciato in medicil

charge of the lOth Native Infantry.

THE VOLUNTEERS.
SUROEOK AXD nosoRAav SuButo.K MAJOR W. C- WiBE, of theJJnd Kent Artillery
haa resigned his coramlasion, which dates from April 2Cth, isff : he Is allowed to
retain his rank and uniform.

„.*! ^- **-. Ei.uiooD, M. D., is appointed Acting-Surgeon to tho 1st Clnaue Ports
Killcs, and Mr. U. A. Ues Viku.\ to tho Queens Westminsters.

SCKGEOXCY VACANT.
The Senior Surgeoncy of the 22nd .Middlesex Rifle Volunteers (Central London

lunger*) has fallen vacant by the retirement of its Surgeon, after a lengthen! d
tenn of »»Tv!ce. and the commanding olllcer would have much j)leasun! in nomi-
1'

'
'O of suitable p.isition for the commission who wouM be willing

I -I duties. Further information is obtainable of the Adjutant
" '. 22nd MMdlosex Rifle Volunteers, South Square, Gray's Inn.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE : A WARNING.
IltniAS SERvirs writes

: Considerable surprise has been excited in India by tho
announcement that liiO surgeons arc to lie immediately added to the Indian
Medical Service, 4i Uing rei^uire.l for service iu tho llouiUy Presidency.
Th..ugh the annexation of Buruiah and theopening upof Beluchistan have neces-
sitated the employment of ertra surgeons, the numlier of new appointments
mentinne.1 far exceeds tho requlrrmenta on these counts.

I- ' luthat some attempt to play oif tho Indian Service against tho
'' ^ contemplated. There is an erroneous inmression that this " no
r :. has not degraded the Indian Service. The truth is that the
l--..ii..^ .., ,1 srnlor medical olllcer In a Native regiment haa always been far from
Hatisfactnry. Though a rcgimcnUI olllcer, he Is Junior to tho last-joined ptetiuner in the m-^s and at regimenul nterlainrn.jnts. Men in civil empi
»re n»t " rieace.l by any regulati.ms air.:etlng tho millLiry service.
our- !<and intending candidates sh.mid bo on their gnard that

™'» •"
1 '" »nter the Indian service »ith a view of being employed

In tb» piace oi .M..,i,c«l .stair men. Begar.ling the Indian Service I would
strongly advise any European not to think of entering it unless he has powerful

ro-

ploy

interest. If a man wants a military c.ireer the Medical Staff is the only service

he should think of. Few hononrs are given to Indian men, and not a single
member of tho Service haa ever gained tho Victoria Ctosh ; a man can live on
his pay in the British SerWoe.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

"DOCTnK.S' BILLS."
Sir Richard Harinoton, County Court .Tudge, in hia court held
at Droitwich on January 11th, had before him two cases of interest to
momhers of the medical profession. The plaintiffs were Jlesers. S.

Batten and E. Elliott, who formerly were in partnership as general
practitioners. The actions were brought to recover sums due for

medical attendance and medicine. In the first case, brought against
a farmer named Arnold, the claim was for a sum of £2 5s. 6d. for pro-

fessional attendance and medicine. The defendant had formerly been
attended by Mr. Batten, before ho entered into partnership with Mr.
Elliott; and iu the year 1884, soon after the commencement of the
partnership, he paid him a sum of £12 IGs., which he swore was in
settlement of all sums due up to that date, while Mr. Batten stated

that it was on account only of what was due to him before the part-

nership. The judge decided in favour of the defendant, and we cannot
say that he was wrong, as it lay upon the plaintiff to prove his case

;

and, iu the conflict of evidence which was presented to him, he
might well hold that tho plaintiff had failed to do this. He went on,

however, to make comments on the claim, which, as he had already
dismissed it, were quite unnecessary, but are nevertheless instructive.

Part of the claim was for medicines supplied ; and these had been
charged for at the rate of 3s. 6d. per bottle, irrespective of the cost of

the drugs used. The judge said that "the practice of surgeons
charging for medicines in this way was unsatisfactory. A registered

practitioner was entitled to charge for his attendance, and there was
no reason for charging more than their value for medicines. The
practice of so charging would not be allowed to stand iu his court,

and, if cases of this kind came before him, he should have to inquire into

the cost of the drugs supplied," The practice thus condemned is one
which no doubt is common, and in many cases has been found to bo
convenient ; and it certainly has often come incidentally under the

notice of judges of the High Court—especially in claims for personal

injuries, whore the coat of medical attendance is one of the items of

the damages—without eliciting condemnation. As a matter, how-
ever, of strict law, where tho " doctor's bill" is disputed. Sir Richard
Harington is apparently right. Where a medical practitioner sup-

plies medicines, he does so not as a member of a learned profession,

but as an apothecary ; and, like other tradesmen, iu the absence of an
agreed price, he is only entitled to charge what is reasonably the value

of his goods. In ascertaining that value, the liability of the goods to

deteriorate through keeping, the skill of the dispenser, and other

considerations which considerably enhance the price beyond that of

the wholesale cost of the drugs used, must, of course, not be lost sight

of ; but they apply equally to medicines purchased at a chemist's shop,

and a medical practitioner who supplies medicines cannot in law claim

to make higher charges for them than would be paid to a chemist.

It may be a hardship, in the case of patients who oliject to pay proper

charges for visits, that the practitioner should be unable to make
same extra profit from his medicines ; but the law clearly will not
enable him to recover such profit. It is well for those members of

the profession who supply medicines to be aware of this fact, and to

regulate their scale of fees and charges accordingly. A professional

man may, in law, estimate the value of his personal services at any
figure ho likes, and may refu u to accept less for them than he con-

siders due. If, however, he contemplates the neces.sity of having to

sao for his fees, he mu.st maki his client know at the time what their

amount will be, otherwise a court will be sure to bold that tho only
contract is to pay such fees as are usunl, and award a much smaller sum
than the plaintiff considers due. Ho may also, as a tradesman, chargB

what price ho likes for his medicines, if he tells his customers of it

at the time he supplies than, and so make.1 the ptico charged an agreed

price. 'What the law will not fanction is a plaintiff putting a lancy
pric« on his goods or his .services after they have been given and
when the defendant has no longer an option of declining to have
them. If there ha8 been no agreement, it is always opeu to a de-

fendant to dispute the amount claimed from him, and courts in

such cases must decide as best they can as to the amount really due,

and often, no doubt, inflict considerable hardship on members of the
medical profession in so doing.

In the second rase, tried at the same court, the plaintiffs claimed

payment from a 2tr. Lamb for attendance on his grandchild in March
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and April, 1884. Tho defeadint doniod tiving asked Mr. Batten to

attend the child, whose parents would, of coarse, be the persons pri-

marily liable to pay for such attendance ; and Mr. Batten, though

positive that he had been sent for by the defendant, was unable, after

the lapse of four years, to remember the words of the conversation iu

which he was engaged. This failure of memory was quite natural,

but it lost the case, for the judge had no option but to decide against

a plaintiff who failed to prove what was necessary in order to support

his action. The case is, no doubt, an example of what is constantly

occurring. Medical practitioners, and other creditors too, are often

reluctant to press a debtor of whose ultimate intention and ability to

pay they have no doubt, and constantly omit to press their claim till

it has become stale and the material facts are partly forgotten. Even-

tually they find, when too late, that their money is irrecoverable.

We have often pointed out that promptitude, at any rate in sending

.in accounts, greatly improves the chance of enforcint; their payment

in case of need. We fear, however, that the practice of not asking

for payment at the time debts are incurred is too firmly established

to be easily altered. The fate of Messrs. Batten and Elliott ought to

be a warning to the profession ; but we doubt not that in the future,

as in the past, we shall have from time to time to record instances

where medical practitioners fail to recover their dues because they

have delayed too long.

THE LETTER OF THE LAW.
Da. T. writes : On going to see a. patient of mine whom I had teen attending

regularly on the morning of December 26th, 1SS7, I was told a medical gentle-

man living about fifty doors from me had been called in during the night, and

prescribed for the patient. I told the friends I could not see the patient. On

returning home I found a letter awaiting me from the medical man in question,

of which I send you a copy. I saw the patient at 9 p.m. the previous evening,

and was at home until the morning. The patient is now being attended by

this medical man. Your opinion on the professional etiquette of the case will be

valued.
•,* Although a careful consideration of the several points involved in the

respective notes of Dr. T. and Mr. S. leaves no doubt upon the mind that the

latter erred in consenting to visit the patient in question, it is, we think, equally

clear, from the courteous note of explanation spontaneously addressed by him to

Dr. T. on the morning of the occurrence, that the proceedings arose not from

deliberate purpose, but Irom a regrettable lack of moral courage and determination

to resist the earnest entreaties of the apprehensive personal friend to return

with him ai)d see the "furiously delirious" patient.

At the same time, we cannot but think that Dr. T. is somewhat to blame in

the case, in that, and notwithstanding that the patient was seriously ill and

himself altogether blameless in the matter, he (Dr. T.), on paying his morning

professional visit and hearing that another practitioner had seen him in the

night, thereon refused to see him. Ere declining further attendance he should

in our opinion, have listened patiently to the reasons assigned by the fami y_

and, sitting the alleged facts, have at once sought an explanation from Mr. S.,

which indeed, as admitted, he found "awaiting him on his return home," and

which we are clearly of opinion that Dr. T. would have done well to accept. We

apprehend, moreover, that the patient's intimate friend, and not the family, is

especially rssponsible for the untoward incident by which our correspondent

would appear to have lost a patient, and at the same time unheedfully ignored

the friendly spirit of a well disposed, though, mayhap, a somewhat irresolute

brother practitioner.

RAISING THE FEES WITHOUT NOTICE.
.. , „

A MEMBEft writes : A. is a practitioner who is called in to attend a patient B. A.

in duo course renders his account and receives payment, but is asked by B. to

specify his charge per visit in future, which A. accordingly does for some years,

at a certain hgure, practically a nominal sum for a patient in B.'s position.

During areceut illness A. is asked to discontinue his attendance, and another prac-

titioner is called in. Is it legal for A. to double his fee, which is still moderate,

without first giving previous notice to B. to that ttl'ect?

B.'s solicitor asserts that there was an " implied contract " at the former

charge, and that A. was not entitled to change the rate without previous notice

to B.
Information regarding the above will be esteemed a favour.

*»* The solicitor's contention appears to be well founded. Unless A. can

show that there was something in the nature of the illness, or of the attention

demanded by the patient, to render the latter visits more valuable than the

earlier ones, no court would be likely to award a larger fee in respect of them than

that which A. demanded formerly. If it could bo shown that the latter visits

occupied Hvice as long as the earlier ones, or anything of that sort, it would be

reasonable to ask for increased fees, but unless this can be done they would not

be recoverable.

SOLICITORS' LIABILITY.
Dr. J. Dais SiNOock writes : Some two years since, a solicitor of this town con-

sulted me respecting the death of a client of his whom 1 had attended ;
the

question was whether his deatli could be ascribed to accident or natural causes.

1 gave my opinion advising the solicitor to compromise the matter with the

office in which the man was insured, by accepting their ofter. In February,

lbS7, I sent in my bill to the said solicitor, charging him one guinea for advice.

He denied his liability. There the matter rested till last month, when, having

to pay the solicitor a small sum, I deducted the guinea.
_
He refused to accept

the amount I tendered him, and brought an actiott against me in the coanty

court tor the whole amount. There was no question of fiCt in dispute. On the

point of Uw the judge decided that the plaintilT came to me M agent for his

client, and consequently he was not personally liable

If this is the law, I trust my eipenence may be of benefit to others. I have

made up my mind not to trust a solicitor acting as agent again, unless I have

written instructions from his principal.
^ , , „.. _»,.r.tl.»

I think Sir I have seen in the Jour-val the report of a similar case, where the

judge decided in favour of the medical man. If this is so, and you could

help ma to And the report of the case, I should feel much obliged.

*, We have no reference to the report mentioned. Such cases tarn on ques-

tions of fact, and not of law ; and one decision would be no guide by which to

determine another, unless the facts could be shown to be precisely similar. The

law is clear, that the person liable is the one who employs the medical man.

Who that person may be is a question of fact in each particular case. The only

way to avoid disputes is to give no credit, or else to have > definite promise to

pay, given at the time.

FORM OP AGREEMENT WITH ASSISTANT.

A.W B writes : There are two important objections to " the usual bond, so ofl*n

required with assistants : first, that an assistant, if he have money at command,

miTy find it to his advautag-s to pay the penalty and become an opponent to his

former principal ; secondly, that if the assistant be without means, he may

break the bon.land become bankrupt if the penalty be sued for the bond being,

ipsofwlo, null and void. This occurred in a case of which I know. >ow the

object of the principal is to prevent his assistant becoming a rival—not to.get

the penalty named in the bond. ,. ,

»

,
^

A better wiv to attain this end seems to be that mentione 1 to me by a magis-

trate (not a lawyer). It Is that an agreement be drawn up somewhat as

""A^B.Tiereby agrees to pay, and CD. to accept, the sum of £ per month,

on the following conditions, namely : ^ . „ • >,• „_,„»•„.
" First That 0. D. shaU assist the said A.B. as he shall reqnu-e in his practice

as physician and surgeon by visiting patients, dispensing and, attending mid-

"'"""secondly. Such duties to terminate at any time by a month's notice on either

^'
"^'Thirdly That the said CD. shall not at any time, either during the lime

he is assisting A. B. or afterwards, whether for himself or for any other prac-

titioner of mrdiclne or person, act as physician, surgeon, or accoucheur, \vittii.l

a radius of five miles from the residence of A.B., at X ,
except with the

written consent of the said A.B.
. r. r.

"(Signed) A.B. and CD.

If this agreement be broken the principal may, I am informed, obtain a per-

petual injunction restraining the assistant from practising as a rival.

1. Would the above agreement be legally binding?
" If so would it be equally binding on an unqualified assistant ?

3. What would be about the probable cost of oblaimug an injunction?

4. Would a 6d. stamp be required.

»,* 1. and 2. Such an agreement as suggested, If properly drawn no, would be

binding on the parties to it, and might be enforced against an un-

qualified assistant just as much as if he was properly qualified. There have been

cases before the courts in which injunctions have been granted.

3. It is impossible to say beforehand what the cost of litigition would be.

It is not necessarily an expensive process to obt-ain an injunction, but if the

application be resisted costs will, of course, be increased.

4. A 6d. agreement stamp seems to be the one required.

ARE MEDICAL PBACriTIONERS "TRADEBSr
Nos-TRADEn writes : It may be interesting to some of your readers to know that

a similar point arose a few years ago in a sister profession, in which it was held

that a solicitor was a " trader," because it w.»s proved that ho was m the Uabit

of making a profit on the parchments on which his de&ls were engrossed. It

appears, therefore, to be a question of fact whether medical practitioners care

to make themselves " traders " or no.

•,* We agree with " Non-Trader" that the question whether or not a»y per-

son has been carrying on a Uade is one of fact rather than of law. As we

have pointed out, its practical importance is now much loss than it waa

formerly.

ToKELAU KiNGWORM.—Tokelau ringworm is an inveterate form of

body ringworm observed among the natives of the Pacific Islands ;
it

was first identified by the late Dr. Tilbury Fox under the name of

tinea circinata tropica. It spreads very extensively over the body,

proh.ibly owing to the moist an I warm climate, so that the whole of

the skin, with the exception of that of the fice and scalp, may be

covered with wavy desquamating lines. Dr. Gappy states, in his in-

teresting work on 2'he Solomon Islands and Uicir Kativfs, that sul-

phur ointment is used bv the government agents on the labour ships,

andthat they report that when the remedy is thoroughly .and tysce-

niatically applied, the skin can be freed from the eruption balore tho

ships reach Queensland or Fiji.

Dr. Murubll's Massntic as a ifode of Tnalmenl has been trans-

lated into French by Dr.'Oscar Jennings, and will shortly bo published

with a prelace by Dr. Uujardin-Beaumetz, of Paris, under the title of

La Pratitjiuc du Massage.

Mkdicai, Aid for the WomkK of Ixiua.—The third annnal

meeting of Lady DufTerin's Association will be held on February Sth,

when steps will' bo tak-u to have the Association into in r .te 1.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

'POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE TRUE DEATH-RATES 01' LONDON DISTRICTS DURING
THE FOURTH QrARTER OF ISSr.

In the accompanying tablo will be found summarised the vital and
mortal statistics of the 89 sanitary districts of the metropolis,ba3ednpon
the Rcijistrar-Oenerars returns for the fourth quarter of last year. The
mortality figures in the accompanying table relate to the deaths of persons
actually belonging totherespecfive sanitary districts, andarc therosult of
• compfetesystemofdistribution ofdeaths occurringinthe institutions of
London among the various sanitary districts in which the patients had
previoujly resided. By this means the preci.se number of deaths of
persons actuajly belonging to the respective sanitary districts is known,
•sail deaths occurring in iustitntious of persons who had previously
resided in another district have been excluded from the total number
of deaths in the district in which the institution is situated, and
credited to the districts from which they came. By this means alono
can trustworthy data be secured upon which to calculate reliable rates
of mortilitv.

The births registered in London during the fourth quarter of 1887
were equal to an annual rate of 31.2 per 1000 of the population of the
metropolis, estimated at 4,216,192 persons. In the corresponding
periods of the three preceding years 18S4-5-6, the London birth-rate
was 33.3, 32.8, and 31.4 per 1000 respectively. The birth-rates in the
various sanitary districts last quarter showed the usual wide variations

Anali/sis of the Vital and Mortal Statistics of the Sanitary Districts of
InstilxUions, during the

the age and aei distribution of the popalation differing greatly. In
Kentiiigton, St. George Hanover Square, and St. .tames Westmiuster,
nhere a large proportion of thj po)inlation consists of nnmarried
females, chielly domestic servants, the birth-rates were considerably
below the average ; while in Fulham, .St. Luke's, Hethnal Green, and
St. George-in-the-East, where the population contains a large propor-
tion of young married persons, the birth-rates showed a marked
excess.

The 20,732 deaths of persons belonging to London registered during
the quarter under notice vere equal to an annual rate of 19.7 per 1,000,
which, though exceeding the exceptionally low rate recorded in the
corresponding period of 1886, was con.siderably below the mean rate

in the fourth quarter of the ten preceding years 1877-86. The lowest
death-rates among the thirty-nine sanitary districts last quarter were
12. 4 in Hampstead, 16.0 in Kensington, 15.3 in Plnmstead, 16.1 in

I'addington, and 16.7 in Hackney ; in the other districts the rates

ranged upwards to 26.3 iuifHlham, 26.4 in St. Ceorge-in-the-East,
20.0 in Hathnal Green, 29.2m St. Giles, and 29.7 in Holbom. Daring
the quarter under notice 2,J>80 deaths resulted from the principal
zymotic diseases in London; of these 828 were referred to whoop-
ing cough, 656 to scarlet fever, 328 to measles, 326 to diphtheria, 254
to dift'ercnt forms of " fever" (including 4 to typhns, 241 to enteric or

typhoid fever, and 9 to ill-defined forms of fever), 185 to diarrhcea, and
3 to small-pox. These 2,580 deaths were equal to an annual rate of

2.5 per 1000, which slightly exceeded that recorded in the correspond-

ing quarter of 1886. The lowest zymotic death-rates during the quarter
nnder notice were recorded in Hampstead, London City, I'addiugton,

Kensington, St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Marylebone, and Westminster,
in each of which sanitary districts it was below 1 per 1,000. The zymo-
tic death rate ranged upwards in the other districts to 3.7 in Holbotn,

the Metropolis, after complete distribution of Deaths occurring in Public
Fiiurth Quarter oj 1SS7.

3anitar]r Areas.
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3 8 in Stepney and in Jlilo End Old Town, 3.9 m lulham, 4.2 in

St Giles and 4.-3 in Bethnal Green. Compared with the preceding

quarter the fatality of each of tlie principal zymotic diseases, except

measles and diarrhrei, showed an increase. Only 3 deaths from small-

pot were recorded in Londm during the last throe months of 1886, of

which 1 belonged to Paddington, 1 to St. Giles, and 1 to Lambeth

sanitary districts. The number of small-pox patients in the Metro_

politan Asylums Hospitals, which had been but 2 at the beginning of

October, steadilv increased to 15 before the end of November, after

which it declined, and was 7 at the end of the year ;
the admissions

were 30 during the quarter, against 7 in the preceding three months

endino September last. Measles showed the high^t proportional

fatality '"n Bermondsey, Falh.am, St. James Westminster, and Lewis-

ham ; scarlet fever in St. George Hanover Square, Bethnal Green,

Rotherhithe, Stepney, St. Giles, Newington, St. Olave Southwark,

Bermondsey, and St. George Southwark ;
diphtheria in Lambeth,

"Wandsworth. Hammersmith, Holborn, and St. Giles ;
whooping cough

in Plumstead, Hammersmith, Islington, St. George-iu-the-l,ast,

Poplar, Shoreditch, Bethnal Green, and MUe End Old Town ;
and

enteric fever in Chelsea, Clerkenwell, and Strand. The number of

scarlet fever patients in the Metropolitan Asylums Ho.spitals, which

had been 1,596 at the beginning of October, had risen to 2,602 by the

end of November, and afterwards steadily declined to 2,049 at the end

of the year. The admissions to these hospitals of persons suffering

from scarlet fever, which had been 531, 475, and 68S in the first three

quarters of 18S7, rose to 2,186 during the three months ending

December last. r j ii

Infant mortality last quarter, measured by the proportion of deaths

under one year of age to births registered, averaged 145 per 1,000, against

136, 135, and 144 in the corresponding period of the three preceding

years 1SS4-5-6. Among the various sanitary districts the rates of

infant mortality were lowest in St. JIartin-in-the-Fields, Plumstead,

Haaipstead, Hackney, and Wandsworth ;
whereas they showed the

largest excess in Bethnal Green, St. James AVestminster, Shoreditch

Westminster, Stepney, St. Olave Southwark, and Holborn.

THE RECENT APPOINTMENT OF MEDICAL OFFICER FOE
THE CALDICOTT DISTRICT OF CHEPSTOW UNION.

Wb learn from the Chepstow WeeUy Advertiser, and from other

sources, that there has been a sharp fight for the appointment of

District Medical Othcer of the Caldicott portion of the Chepstow

Union. The succossiul candidate, though non-resident, has held the

position for twenty-seven years, having been subjected to triennial re-

election Recently a Mr. Slatters, who is described in the Medical

Baiisler and in the Medical Directory as JI.R.C.S.E. only,^ being resi-

dent in the parish of Caldicott, has applied for the position, and at

the election in the middle of December ran a tie with his opponent,

which Mr Slatler duly advertised in a letter of the 24th ultimo to the

Chepstow Advertiser, in wliich this gentleman claims to possess a

qualilication in medicine and surgery, and as such of takmg and holding

a poor law appointment, though he very prudently subscribes himselt

as a Member of the College of Surgeons only. This time he iailed_ to

score so many votes as his antagonist had, viz., 31, whilst he had but

19—majority, 12, It should bo known that the possessor of only one

qualification cannot hold a poor law appointment however well

qualilied ho may in his own estimation be to practise medicine and

surgery unless there is no doubly qualified gentleman resident withm

a reasonable district to bo got, and then the noldcr must ba subjected

to annual re-election.

DIPHTHERIA AT ENFIELD.

At tho last meeting of tho Enfield Local Board, a letter was read from

the Local Government Board, requesting the Enfield Urban Sanitary

Authority to instruct their medical officers of health to prepare a

report upon the outbreak of diphtheria at Enfield, with a statement of

the measures taken for checking the spread of tho disease.

Health op En-Olish To^V^•3.—During the week ending Saturday,

January 21st, 6,016 births and 4,145 deaths were registered in the

twenty-eight large English towns, including London, which ha^e

an estimated population of 9,398,273 persons. The aunu.U rate ot

mortality per 1,000 persons living in these towns, which had been

S3 8 and 23 3 in the two preceding weeks, further declined during

the week under notice to 23.0. The rates in the several towns ranged

from 17.0 in Brighton, IS.l in Hull, 18.2 in Bristol, and 18.5 in

Oldham, to 25.3 in Nottingham, 25.5 in Plymouth, 26.8 lu Man-

chester, and 28.8 in Portsmouth. The mean death-rate m the twenty-

seven provincial towns was 21.9per 1,000 and
7»!,

2.5 below the

rate recorded in London, wl''=^ "»^ 21* P'^1.00C. J7 ^t";^

deaths registered during the week under notice in the twenty-eight

towns indudod 481 wLh were referred to the pnncipal p-moUc

diseases, against 493 and 47G in the two preceding weeks; °f tt^s^

195 resulted from whooping-cough, 8o from scarlet f«"F,'
f^-f

°"

measles, 50 from "fever" (principally entericj, 3t. from diphthena, 30

from smaU-pox, and 29 from diarrhcea. The=,e 4bl deaths y.«e equal

to an annual rate of 2.7 per 1,000 ;
in London the i^y^o"<=J"^-

rate was 3.1, whUe it averaged only 2.3 per 1.000 m the twenty-

seven provincial towns, among which it ranged from 4 in Brighton

and in Hull, to 5.0 in Nottingham, 5.5 in Bolton and .6-3 "i Shef-

field. Measles caused the highest proporUonal fatality in Plymouth

Wolverhampton, Nottingham, Blackburn, Derby, and Bolton
;
scarlet

fever in Derby, Blackburn, Bolton, Cardiil, Preston, and Birkenhead

,

and whooping-cough in Salford, London, Wolverhampton, and Lei-

cester. The" 36 d°eaths from diphtheria in the twenty-eight towns

included 22 in London, 4 in Nottingham, and 3 in Liverpool. Of the

30 fatal cases of small-pox recorded during the week under notice in

these towns, 25 occurred in Sheffield, 3 m Bristol and 2 m N otting-

,

ham. The number of smaU-pox patients m the Metropolitan A»ylums,

Hon,italswas 5 on Saturday, J--^^^'^ 21st, of which 1 was admitto^^

during the week. These hospitals also contained 1, ,29 ^carlet-fe. or

patients on the same date, against numbers declining fj"^ 2^0

to 1.792 in the seven preceding weeks ; there were 122 admissions

during tho week ending Saturday, January 21st. The death-rate

from diseases of the respiratory organs in London was equal to /.2, ^^
1,000, and slightly exceeded the average. ... ij

! jrU

Health of Scotch Tow.\s.—In the eight principal Scotch towBsr

821 births and 588 deaths were registered during the_ week ending

Saturday, January 21st. The annual rate of mortality m these towns, I

which had been 27.1 and 24.0 per 1,000 in the two preceding weeKS,

further declined during the week under notic;. to 23. <, but slightly ex-

ceeded the mean rate during the same period in the twenty-eight large

English towns. Among these Scotch towns the lowest rates were

recMded in Leith and Greenock, and the highest in Aberdeen and

Dundee. The 588 deaths in these towns during the week.under no-

tico included 66 which were referred to the principal zymotic dis-

eases equal to an annual rate of 2.6 per 1,000, which almost corre-

sDonded with the mean zymotic death-rate during the week under

notice in the large English towns. The highest zymotic rates were

recorded in Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and ILeith. The highe.st propor-

tional fatality of whooping-cough occurred in Aberdeen and Glasgow
;

from measles iu Edinburgh and Leith : and from 'fever m Edm._

burgh Three deaths from diphtheria were recorded m Olasgow;^^

The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs during the^week

under notice in these towns was equal to 6.5 per 1,000, against /.2 m
London. .-i

Health of It.isji Towns.—During the week ending Saturday,'"

January 21st, 525 deaths were registered in the sixteen principal town

districts of Ireland, equal to an annual rate of 31.4 per 1,000. Iho

lowest rates were recorded in Armagh and Londonderry, and the

highest in Limerick and Sligo. Tho death-rate from .the principal

zymotic diseases in these towns averaged 4. 8 per 1 000, and was highest^

in Cork and Newry. Measles was fatally prevalent in Belf.ist, Cork,

and Newry ; and whooping-cough in Belfast. The 216 deaths regis-

tered in Dublin during the week under notice were equal to an annual

rate of 31.9 per 1,000, which showed a further decline from the high

rates recorded in recent weeks. The 216 deaths included 29 from the

principal zymotic diseases (equal to a rate of 4.3 per 1,000), of which 8

were referred to "fever," 7 to scarlet-fever, 5 to whooping-cough, 4 to

iiarrhcei, 3 to diphtheria, and 2 to measles.

WORKHOOSE MASTERS AND MEDICAL OFFICERS.
.

i

A JtEMDEB writes : I am medical officer to a country workhouse, and wish very

much to know how to act n.ider th» following circanlsUnce :

1. I wish to ranke 3. fost-mortcm examiMtion on a deceased pjaper, » io nas

no friend to object, but the master of tha workhouse suggests that it j» lUegai,

and shows me the rei:iilationa of the Local Govcrmuent Board.

I 1 Uko a pnpil tS see some c-nses at the ^TO^khouse ; the master gives me a

hint that the nupii cannot conic without his leave.

3 An outai.le pauper proposes coming into the workhouse hospital m order

that I may operate on him for cataract; but the master hinta that no other

surgeon can be admitted to help at the operation without the permission of the

"°"how "ong will strife be permitted to continue between the master and the

medical officer!

%' As regards tho first question, application should.bc mado to the board fcr

permission to make the post-morUm camination, pointing out that ilii^.gof &S.
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ptorincd of tbe master to give or withhold his assent where « pauper dica with*

oat frienilft, bat the board's only, and that it is customary for a board to pcnnit

a medical oOlccr to do so.

Secondly. It Is customary in almost every union that the medical officer

bo allowed to tal^ his pupils with hint when ^oing round the infirmary.

Thirdly. It would bo advisable to write to the board for the necessary per-

mission, af^ain stating what is the custom. Before writing to the board it would
Ite well to see tho chairman or some intlueuttal moiiibcr of the board, and ask

him to support the application.

OBITUARY.

SAMUEL HEV, F.RC.S.Eno.
Is tho death of this, one of the best known of her professional men,
whether as a snrgeoQ or a citizen, Leeds has sustained a heavy and
endurine lo.^is. Samnel Hey was the fourth link in a chain which has

stretched in unbroken strength from 1759 till now, and which has

bound together tho name of Leeds and the practice of surgery in in-

sepirable communion. To his predecessors in the surgical world Leeds
owes much of the great surgical reputation which she enjoys all the

world over, and in Mr. Samuel Hey they were followed by a not un-

worthy sncoossor.

He was the son of the Rev. Samuel Hey, Vicar of Ockbrook, in

Derbyshire, and grandson of " William Hey (Primus)," of Leeds, and
was born on August 22nd, 1815. His mother was Margaret, daughter
of Mr. William Gray, of York. His early education was of the ordi-

nary character of the day, and from his twelfth to his sixteenth year

was conducted by the Kev. Joseph Cox at Gainsborough. At the age

of 16 he went to Leeds, and entered upon his professional career by
pupillage under his uncle, WilUiam Hey (the second), aud throughout
Lis whole life he maintained that this was the most useful part of his

professijnil education. His later training was conducted in London,
and at University College and at St. Gcorgn's Hospital he had tho

advantage of studjing under Sir Beujimin Brodie, Shsrpey, Cooper,
and other of the meu most distioguished in their day as physicians,

aud surgeons, and teachers. His London life over, he spent three

further years in perfecting his education by attendance at the various

schouls aud cliuiimes of the highest reputation on the Continent, in

Puris aud in (leruiany ; and he thereby acrjairtd a knowledge :;f the

Kreuch and German languages, both of which he spoke fau'ly well,

and which proved of greit value to him in aficr-life.

In or about ISIO, ho joined his cousin, William Hey (the third),

in his practice, and therein became one of the best known men in the
profession, in the town aud country. At about tho time at which
Mi. Samuel Hey settled in Leeds, the subject of the institution of a

medical school was taking form in the minds of his cousin and other
leading men in the profession, such as Thackeray, Toile, Williamson,
Price, and others, and into this project Mr. Samuel Hey entered with
most lively satisfaction. He used to boast that he attended the first

lecture formally delivered in the " Leeds School of Medicine," snl, in

later life, as a lecturer on phy.siology— as one of the surgical staff of

the infirmary, and as, in consequence, the teacher of surgery in the

school—his interest in it as a Leeds institution never fijgged ; hi^ best

services were ever at its disposal, aud for many years he acted as its

treasurer.

In 1S51 he was appointed surgeon to the infirmary, and in this

capacity ho will probably be best remembered by the many pupils to

whom he endeared himself by tho kiudnesi and gentleness with which
he fulliUed his duties—virtues which he also sought to impart to them
and which he never failed to incalcate as among the highest attri-

butes of a surgeon aud a gentleman.
Those who knew him best, says a warm personal friend of the

deceased, wiil remember how carefully and with how groat a sense of

responsibility he was wont to ponder over all his cases, whether in

hospital or in private, and how earnestly he sought at all times t)
master thorn in their minutest detailv. Socially, Mr, Hey, in the
days of his activity, loved nothing so much as entertaining his frioods.

To see his table well spread and surrounded by gueits whom he de-

lighted to houour was supremo happiness to him, and as a guest him-
self, on public occasions, the making of an after-diuner speech was
uQalloyed pleasure. Id all tho relations of lite he was the soul of

honour, and nothing caused him greater grief than the story

of unworthy conduct or bjhaviour on tho part of anyone with
whom he had been connected. He was a sincerely religious man, and
his religion wai of a strictly practical and fruitful character.

Mr. Hey, who was "! years of age, was twice married, aud leaves

fooi children—oao son and three daughters.

AVESLEY M. CARPEXTER, M.D., NEW YORE.
Wb regret to notice the death of Dr. Wealoy M. Carpenter, Profes.sor

of Clinical Medicine in the Jledical Department of the University of

New York. Dr. Carpenter was largely occupied in journalistic pur-
suits. The full report of the meeting of the International Medical
Congress at Washiugton, published by the Xew York Medical Record,
was prepared under his supervision. Dr. Carpenter was bom at

Erievillo, Now York, iu 1S39, and received his medical education at

Ann Arbor University, Michigan, and at the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, where he graduated in 1S63. Ho established himself
in New York in 1872, and soon after became connected with the
Bellevuo Hospital. He served the Pathological Society, the
Academy of Medicine, tho Practitioners Society of New York, and
the Medical Society of the Couuty of New York, in a secretarial

capacity. He was the author of an Indce Mcdicus, contributed to the
Internatianal Cyclopadla, and was the editor of the E^iiome of
Ameruan Medicine and Surgery.

Dr. Carpenter died very suddenly, of kidney disease. He went to

bed, apparently in his usual health, on January 6th, and was found
to he dead the following morning.

Dr. Carpenter had more than once visited Europe, and was well
kuown in medical circles in London, where his iutelligence, tact, and
kindliness were much appreciated. He was one of the ablest of the
medical journalists of America, and dealt with dilllcult questions in a

spirit which aimed at the best interests of medicine.

THOMAS GODART.
We regret to announce the death of Mr. Thomas Godart, late

Librarian to St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Mr. Godart was known uot
only as an excellent performer of his official duties but also as a skilful

artist. He assisted Mr. Luther Holden by engraving the lithographs
for that surgeon's Osteology. The best samples of Mr. Godart 's skill,

however, were his coloured pathological drawings. We all kuow how
unsatisfactory are the majority of productions of this kind, repulsive

and uninstructive even, if not displaying a sensational appearance
savouring of quackerj'. Mr. Godart possessed the art of imitating the
delicate though unpleasing shades of colour which are seen in diseased

structures, with great faithfulness, therefore his drawings are of real

service for purposes of instruction. Mr. Godart difd on November 5th
at Sydney, New South Wales, having left England on a'count of ill-

health. Before leaving this country ho received a t-'stimonial, towards
which a large number of past audpresent students of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital contributed.

KOBERT R.A.TnERAM STILWELL, M.D.
Djt. Stilwell, of Backeuham, whose death it becomes our duty to

announce, was the second son of the late Mr. George StilwcU, a general

medical practitioner of Epsom. He was educated at tho Tonbridge
Grammar School, and subsequently entered Guv's Ho.spital, where he
pursued his medical studies. Ho took his M. R C.S. degree in 1856, and
two years later passed the examination for M.D. at St. Andrews. In
1857 he commenced practice at Beckenham, where he resided up till

his death. He was consulting medical oflioer of the Beckenham Cot-

tage Hospital ( which was founded at his suggestion), aud divisional

surgeon to the local police. Dr. Stilwell had a wide circle of attached
friends, by whom his loss will be much felt.

INDIA AND TH_E COLONIES,
INDI.1.

Dr. Charlotte Ellaj.y, who, in conjunction with Dr. Edith Pechoy
has been doing such excellent work at the Cama Hospital, has left

for Hyderabad, Sind, where tho luuuicipality is about to open a

Wjnien's dispensary.

Eemale Misdical Aid to thk Women ok India.—Tho first of tho

silver medals presented by His Excellency the Viceroy to the Countess
of Dulferiu's Fund for supjilyiug foa'ale medical aid to tho women of

India, has been claimed by the authorities of the (!rant Medical

College, Bombay, for presentation to Miss B. Bradley, the most suc-

cessful student during the past year at the first examination in the

certificated practitioners class. Sir Walter do Soiiza, whose libsrality

has enabled many female students to study at the Calcutta Medical

College, has placed a cheque for 2,400 rupees in tho hands of the

('entral Committee, being his final donation to the De Souza Trust

Fund, which has conferred so much good on scholars and sick iu the

Indian metropolis. A list of contrib itors to the J ubileo collection is

being prepared for presentation to Uor Majesty.
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MEDICAL NEWS.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following vaoaucies are announced :

BELGRAVE HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, 70, Gloucester Street, S.W.-

House Surgeon. Aprlications by January 3Ist, to the Honorary Secretary.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL.-Senior House-SurReon, Salary £M
per annum. Applications by January 30th, to the Chairman of the Weekly

Board.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Two Assistant House-Surgeons.

Applications by January 28th, to the Honse Governor.

BOURNEMOUTH FRIENDLY SOCIETIES MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.-
Resident Mertical Officer. Salary, £200 per annum, with re,sidence and fees.

Applications to Mr. K. A. K. Houuseth, Trinity Chambers, Bournemouth.

BRIGHTON HOVE AND PRESTON DISPENSARY.—Two House-Surgeons.

Salary, iHO per annum, with apartments, etc. Applications by January

3Ist to the Assistant Secretary.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.-Dental Surgeon. Applications by February

18th, to the Secretary.

CLAPHAM GENERAL DISPENSARY.-Medical Officer. Application by Feb-

ruary 3rd, to the Honorary Secretary, 42, Manor Street, Clapham.

DOWNPATRICK UNION.—Medical Officer. Killyleagh Dispensary. 8ilary,£lD5

per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. James Heron, Tullyvery House,

Honorary Secretary. Election on January 30th.

DURHAM UNION.-Medical Officer of Health. Salary, £100 per annum.

Applications by February 3rd to the Clerk.

FOREST HILL PROVIDENT DISPENSARY.-Medical Officer. Applications

by February 15th to F. J. Marriott, Esq., 2, Ferry Villas, Perry Vale, Forest

Hill, 8.E.

MENSTON ASYLUM, near Leeds.—Medical Superintendent. Salary, £400 per

annum, with hoard and residence. Applications by February 15th, to W. L.

Williams, Esq., West Riding solicitor, Wakefield.

NATIONAL DENTAL HOSPITAL, Great Portland Street, W.—Anesthetist.
Applications by January 27th to the Secretary.

NATIONAL DENTAL HOSPITAL, Great Portland Street, W.—Honse-Snrgeon.
Applications by January 27th, to the Secretary.

NORTH-WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Kentish Town Road.-^AssistantrPhy-

sician. Applications by February 10th to the Secretary,

ROYAL NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION, Ventnor.—Assistant

Resident Medical Officer. Applications to the Secretary, 34, Craven Street,

W.C.

ROYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL, Guildford.—House-Surgeon. Salary,

£30 per annum, with board, etc. Applications by February lath, to tht

Assistant Secretary.

RUBERY HILL ASYLUM, Bromsprove, Worcester.—Clinical Assistant Board

and residence. Applications to Dr. Lyle.

ST." JOHN'S HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE SKIN, Leicester Square.—

'Two Assistant Medical Officers, Applications by February 8th, to the

Secretary.

ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN, Quay Street, Man-

chester.—Honorary Surgeon. Applications by February 10th, to the Chair-

man ril" the Board.

WESTERN GENERAL DISPENSARY, Marylebone Road, N.W.—Junior House-

Surgeon. Salary, 60 guineas per annum, with residence. Applications by

February 1st to the Secretary.

YORK DISPENSARY'.—Three Resident Medical Officers. Sahiry; £130 per

annum, with furnished apartments, etc. Appplicatlon toT. W. North, Esq.,

Micklegate, York.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Arnold, F. S., M.B., M.R.C.S., appointed House-Surgeon to the Radcliffe Infir-

mary, Oxford, Vict G. H. Rodman, M.D , M.R.C.S., resigned.

AvEBiLL, C, M.R.O.S., L.8.A., appointed Senior House-Surgeon to the Maccles-

field Intirmary.

Barton, G. P., appointed Senior Uouse-Snrgeon to the Charing Cross Hospital.

Bedford, C. H., M.B , CM., appointed Resident Medical Officer to Gesto Hos-

pital, Isle of Skye, for five months, rice Dr. McNeill, granted leave of absence.

Bennett, A. H., M.D.Edin., F.R.C.P.Lond., appointed Examiner in Practice of

Phyt-icto the University of Edinbiu-gh, rice T. Barlow, M.D., F.R.C.P.Lond.,

whose term of office has expired.

Burton, Fred. W., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed House-Physician to Adden-

brooke's Hospital, Cambridge.

CoBDER, E. H., L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S.Edin., appointed Assistant Medical Officer to

the Worcester Amalgamated Friendly Societies Medical Association.

CooRTKKN, K., M.B., M.R.C.S.Bng., appointed Resident Medical Officer tn the

City of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, nc« J. Q. Harsant, M.B.,

B.S., resigued.

CoLUNiiwoRTn, C. J., M.D., M.R.C.P., appointed Obstetric Physician to St
Thomas's Hospital, via H. Gervis, M.D., F.R.C.P., resigned.

GOSSE, W., appointed Junior House-Surgeon to the Charing Cross Hospital.

Hart, D. B., M.D., F.R.C.PEdin.. appointed Examiner in Midwifery to the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, I'icc J. H. Croom, M.D., F.R.C.P.Edin., whose term of

office has expired.

iiABcoMBE, S. S., appointed Senior Hoose-Physician to the Charing Cross Hos-

pital.

Ukowood, E. H., appointed Resident Obstetrical Officer to the Charing Cross

hospital.

Penrose F"G.,M.D., M.R.C.8., appointed Curator of the Pathological Museum,

to St. George's Hospital, vice B. Sisley, M.B., M.R.C.8., resigned.

Perkin, W. H , iun., Ph.D., appointed Examiner in Chemistry to the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, rtc« Dr. A. P. Aitken, whose term of office has ex-

pired.

SNArn, E. A., appointed Junior Housc-Physician to the Charing Cross HospitaL

SwABY-SMiTn, C, M.R.C.P.Ed., M.R.C.S., etc., appointed an Honorary Medical

Officer to the Brixton Dispensary.

Taylor. A. E., M.B., B.S.Lond., M.R.C.S.Eng., appointed Senior Surgeon to Oat)

Patients at the Poplar Hospital for Acoidenti-.

Thackwell, J. B., .M.B. and CM., appointed Medical Officer for the parish ot

Portul, Isle of Skye, vice Dr. Ros.<, deceased.

Walker P H., M.B., CM., appointed Medical Officer and Public Vaccinator to

the Faringdon Union, vice J. B. Miller, M.B., CM., resigned.

Wells A P L R C P L.M.Edin., appointed Medical Officer t<3 the Bromley'

Union, No, 5 District, viv A. PigeoU, L,R C,P,, L,M,Edin„ deceased,
_

Whitwell, James Richard, M.B. and CM.Edin., Honours, appointed Pathologist

to the South Yorkshire Asylum, Wadsley, near Sheffield.

Wynne, E. T., M.B,. M.R.C.S., L.R,C,P,, appointed Re.sident Clinical Assistftot to

the City of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest

BEiTi.'in Medical Benhvolbnt Fund.—The annual general meet-

ing of subscribers tothia fund was held on Thursday, January 12th,

at the residence of the treasurer. The chair was taken by Dr. Jonson,

Chairman of Committee, and the first business which came before the

meeting was the election of a president, in place of Sir George Burrows,

Bart M D., F.RS., deceased. Dr. Broadbent, the Treasurer, pro-

posed the election of Sir James Paget, Bart, P.K.S., an old subscriber

and warm friend to the fund, and at the present time a vice-president

and trustee. His distinguished advocacy of the claims of the fund,

and the successful outcome of his exertions at the celebration of the

Jubilee, on which occasion he presided at the baniiuet, would be fresh

in the minds of subscribers, and the committee would find it difficult

to select a better president. This was seconded by Mr. J. F. France, J .r.

,

also a vice-president, and carried unanimously. The Treasur_er then

presented his financial report and the balance sheet for lSS,.lroni

which it appeared that in the donation department £,0t 63. 6J. had

been received, and as subscriptions £1,266 Os. od., together

£1 (170 6s lid • while returned grants and other items made tbe in-

come for the year £'2,139 '23. On the other side, grants to 166 appli-

cants had been made, amounting to£l,791 lOs., and the expenses had

reached the sum of £137. There was a hrger balance than usual at

the bank, accounted for by the fact that the last meeting of the com-

mittee had been held on December 21st, and also that some of the

local secretaries had paid in their collecrions before the close of the

year In the annuity department the investments had realised

£1 "3.3 13s 2d and there was an item to be noticed in the payment ot

£.5' 000, duty free, by the executors of the late Sir Erasmus ^\ iljon.

The annuitants number 64, and the suin distributed amounted to

£1 "60 which distribution is carried out by the Chairman of Com-

mittee,' Dr, Jon.son, the cost being very trifling considering the large

number of instalments. The Report of the Committee noticed that

the fund had laboured under some disadvantage, owing to the fact

that a special effort had been m:ide during 1SS6 and also 0° «^^0"°t

of the counter-attraction of Her Majesty's Jubilee The income of

the fund has thus somewhat fallen off, so that the money for dis-

posal was often insufficient, but it was hoped that the subscriptions

Ld donations during the coming year would show an 'n^rease and

maintain the average improvement which had aken P'^f °? ^o the

present. In the committee, two vacancies had occurred «-l'jfJf

»

filled by the election of Drs. M, Baines and Cooper Rose. It was a

matter of regret that there had been no addition to the number of

honorary local secretaries, a most useful portion of the machin ry of

this fund, as, by their means the committee is enabled to ascertain

directly, and with the least amount of publicity the
^''^\f/f°lX

pliciuts in the country. Subscriptions to the fund to be specially

noted were £21 from Sir AVilliam .Tenner, £200 from Mr Winter, of

Br ehton £100 from "A. 0. A,," £50 from the Faculty of Physicians

Tnd Surgeons Glasgow, through Sir G. H. Macleod, £25 from John

Morgan Esq. £21 from Dr. Cumberbatch, £20 from Dr. Frank, of

Ss' The' death of Sir George Burrows, President, waafdt as a

great loss to the fund, which he had joined '•^/Member of Committee

L 1S51, becoming Vice-President in 1859, and President in 1869. con-

Wnuii g to serve in that capacity until the date his ^^^th » pe icd

of eighteen years. The characteristics of this fund are-no >nstitution

no salaries, no rent ; the only exi^enses being those for P""''"! »°^

postage, and a small commission to a collector. ^PP''f°^ ''^^ °"iy
to send in a form, authenticated by a subscriber, and two or three

letters, one of which must have come from a medical man, jben, if

the case be otherwise suitable, a grant is made »'
""f

• ''"^^
4"*""

buted either in one sum or by instalments, according to the judg-
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qient oftbe committee; then, if tho »pplieant'8 ip) bo over CO, and
his ini-omo low eiiouuli to justify it, thu nnmo is placsd upou th« list

of caudid»to8 olifjiblo lor anuuitiiH, fiom which. l,i»t anijujtnnts aro
•electad twice a year as viumncie.s occair. 1 1

1
i .w

Society koe Eeliju' of Widows ash OartUKS or MunicAi,
Mbk.—A quarterly Court of Dijeotiirs of this Society was held ou
Wednesday, January 11th, Mr. Te(;art, V.P., in the chair. Two
new mumbera were elected, tho deaths of Qvo were reported, aad tho
resignation of two others accepte<l. Grants were made to the amount of

£1,402 109., to C4 widows, 7 orphans, and 3 orphans on tho Copoland
Fuud. Au application was read for a grant from a widow for herself

and two children, and assistance was given. The expeuscs for the
?iuartcr were i."61. A resolution was passed expressing tho deep regret

elt hy tho directors at the death of their late president. Sir George
Borrows, and their grateful sense of the eminent services which he
had rendered to the Society durinj; 3,1 years in which he was a

member of the Court, for 17 of which he was its president. The
treasurer announced that the small sum of £10, left to tho Society by
its Hrst secretary, Mr. Chamberlaine, now reached the desired amount
of .£100, and in accordance with the terms of the be^juest, the interest

wonld now be devoted to providing a frugal supper lor the treasurer,

anditors, and secretary, at the half-yearly audits.

OiisTETKirAl Society of Lo.vdon.—The following are the names
of the officers recommended by the Council for election at the en.'suing

annual meeting of the Society on Weduosday, February lat, at S i'.m.:

President: John Williams, M.D. Tue-Pnsidcnl.t : * V. H. Champ-
neys, M.A., M.H. ; W. F. Cleveland. MD. ; Robert Ciry, M.D. ; C. J.

CuUingworth, M.IV, Manch-tster ; W. Stephenson, M.D., Aberdeen
;

*J. Know.sley Thornton, M.!!., CM. Treasurer: A. L. Galabin, M. A.,

>LD. Vhairmin of the Hoard fi-ir the Rmminalion of Midtcires: J.

W^ttY^Wk, H.D. honorary Secretaries : Percy Boulton, M.D. ; *Alhau
Doran. /fiwzoriirt/ ifii'm-ian.- * Peter Horrocks, M.D. Other Memhrrs
of Council : * R. Boxall, M.D.; J. Mat'.hew.s Duncan, M.D., F.K.S.;
• W. Duncan, M.D. ;

• A. T. Gibbings, M.D. ; W. S. A. Griffith, M. B.

;

' F. B. Hallowes, Redhill ;
* E. Hollings, M.D. ; J. B. Hurry, M.D.,

Reading; Evan Jones, Abordaro ; M. Handfield- Jones, M.D. ;
* A. E.

Aust Lawrence, M.D., Clifton ; A. H. N. T,ewer.i, M.D.; G. I.owe,
I5nrton-on-Trent ;

* O. C. Maurice, M.D., Reading ; W. A. Meredith,
M.B., CM.; J. Phillips, B.A., M.B,; A. Roper ; A. J. McO. Routh,
M. D. Those gentlemen to whose names an asteri.sk is prefixed were
not on the Council, or did not fill the same office last year.

AlBTROPOLrTAN Hosi'iTAL SuNjiAY FuND.—A meeting of the
Council of the Metropolitan Hospital Sunday Fund washeldoti Mon-
day last at theMansiou House, under the presidency of the Lord Mayor.
It was reported that the total amount available for distribution, after

allowing sufficiently for liabilities and the annual current expenses, was
£39,r2(>. Of this total £37,525 was now recommended to 107 hos-
pitals 'and 50 dispensaries. Four per cent, of the total collected

(£1,600) had been set apart for tho purchase of surgical appliances.
The committee acknowledged with thanks the receipt from Mr.
Hankey of a cheiiue for iaoO, being a further donation to the funds
of the institution. The retiring members of the various committees,
together with the olhoers of the iuud, were thcu duly re elected.

The Small pox Epidkmio at Shefpikli).—At a meeting of tho
guardians of the Sheflield Uniou helil on Monday last, it was decided
to appoint a number of assistant othoers to make a houso-to-housc
Tisilalion with tho viewof a-scertainiug tho number of vaccinated and
revaccinated persons, and of persnading jicioploto take all precautions
to prevent the spread of the disease. Arrangements were madn for

the mddic*l offioera to attend at their respective centres as often

u possible, and in every way to faci'itate revaccination. Similar
rt*p3 will be taken in the Ecclegall Union.

The Metivoiolitan Hospital.—At the annual meeting of this

charity, held «u Monday last, reference W(i^ made to the great success
wbigh had attondttd th') provident department of tho hospital since it

had been opened in Xovember last. In three months upwards
of 300 b«oks had l)cen issued, representing, in round numbers, 1,400
lives. The now hospital affords accommodation for 160 beds, of

which 40, placed in a separate block, will be rogorvod for members of

Jewish i>t8UMion. Au appeal is being made for funds towards tho

f10,000 required annu;illy to carry on the work of the charity.

'•Prize K>isays on MbdicO-Lrual Suwrctk.—The Medico-Legal
Society of Xew York announces three prizes of the valno of 100, 7.1,

and f.O ilollars respectively, for the three beat essays on any subjwjt
within the domain of medical jurisprudence or forensic medicine. The
eanyi are to be sent to the Presideut of tho Society by April l»t, with
K motto, the aathor'a name being sent under separate cover. Candi-

dates aro required to join tho society as honorary, corresponding, or
n.livo members. Further p:irtieulars mny bo obtained from the
President, Clark Bell, Esq., :•!, Broadway, Now Tork.

The Extkrmination ok Kauiuts.—M. Pasteur's plan of extermi-
nating rabbits bv the sprea<l of fow| cholera has been tried in a
walled field near Rheims, where both gun and ferret had proved in-
ellcctual. M. Loir, nephew of M. Pilsteur, went down and poured ou
a truss of hay some broth full of tho microbes of chicken cholera.
The next day nineteen dead rabbits were found, and two days lajer
twelve more. In some of the burrows were discovered familiea of J

dead rabbit.s, and not one livinj; rabbit has since been seen. I

Fifth Congkks.s of Poilsii Puvsicians anu Mrn of SwbnVe
at Lkmiieko.—Towards the end of May, 188S, the Fifth ConKre.ss of
Polish Physicians and Natural Scientists, together with a medico-
hygienic and scientific exhibition, will take place at Lembcrg.

New Teachrm in the Vienna Medu.m. Facitltv.—The follow-

ing i5oc(«<<-« have recently been appointed: Drs. Xeusser (Medicine);
Hochstetter (Anatomy) ; Kolisko iind Paltauf (Pathologic.il Anatomy)

;

Ehrmann (Dermatology and Syphilis); v. Hacfcer (Surgery); ITn;i;er

and Friihwald (Diseases of Children).
'

The " holiday colonies " organised by the municipal authorities of

Paris have alroidy led to some interesting observations as to the
growth of children. Tho girls gained on the average 2 and tho boys
Ij kilogrammes in weight. They continued to increase in weight at a
still greater rate for about a month after their retuw.,The boya, gained
on tho average 2 centimetres in chest-girth. . . ! i

The will of Mr. John George French, F.R.C.S.Eng., of Cunning-
ham Place, St. John's AVood, lias been proved, the ptrsoualty being
upwards of £24,000.

Chakles Couper Cripts, MJD., B.S/.^ff^S.feS.VtM't'Waiwardcd
the gold medal for the best essay presented at the exan\inution8 for

the degree of Doctor in Medicine of the University of Durham during
the year 1S87.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

MONUAV.
Medical Society or Lokdon, S.SOp.m.—LettsomianI,ectiires, hy Mr. RoglnnM

Harrison. Lecture III : The Operativo Treatment f^f Ptonc aii<l

.Ml r; ioi.s'1 Tumours of the Bladder in Relation to solne recent VieA'a and
I ,1' -,.1 Practices. i -

ViMfk,:

. It i,,;, I. !..-.

THIR.SDAV.
Vi 5 P.M.—Professor E. M. Crooksjiank '. The Histbrj-anrt Present
Position of the Germ Theory of Disease.

' rRiDAV.
WK8T LoNDOJr MKDico-CHiRritr.K-AL S6(-iETT, 8.30 P.M.— Patients and specimens

at 8 p.m. }Ic Percy Punn : 1. I.arge Hydatid Cyst of I.ivor.

2. Secondary Deposit of Scirrhus in Liver. 3. Metastatic
A>isce9a In Liver. Mr. C. li. B. Kcetley (President) will

show two east's of Nerve Suture. Dr. Herrinf-ham will show
a case nf reripheral Neuritis. r.i])ers.— Dr. Richard Paramore :

On Insomnia. Mr. .lonuthun Hutehinson, jun. : Syphilitic Dis-
ease of tJio Ijvci' aiiU Spleen aud its Uymptonis.

BIRTHS, iURRlAGES, AND DEATHS.
Th'- rh'rfjr for insrrtitifi anjinnnrrm^nts of Birthn, Mnreiafjea, mid Dtnthx U .T'. '-VI.,

ivhieh s'novid br Janairded in stampt imth the unnouncemeiu.

niRTirs.
Ki.rTc

Pli

iiKR.—jinnary'iOth, 1888, at BathwJcH, Uttcixetflr, th* .wife ot W. H.
Ictcher, L.R.C.P:', L.ft.C.S, L.S.A., L.M'., bfaaoD. '

Mvm.Mi.TnK.nAv.-v.—On the 2JI)i iiist., at ri, St. Matthew's Street, IjawlcJi, tho
wife of K. H. Myddcltpn-Gavcy, M.R.C.S.Eni;., ofa son.

marriaoes.
ftrnftlJii:- RiKUor.—Ori3iini)*i7'25tli, at St. Marv's Chnrch, Atherstono, by Rev.

.lameR Edwards, John P. IlerrinR, L.R.C.P.,L.R.C.8.Kdin., CSan.Hcl.ranlali.,
to Hettlc, eldest daiiRhtor of tho late William Bisliop, Esq., of Athff-
atone.

Sfrott— ARMiTAOr..—On the 24th Inst., at Pendleton, Manchester, bv the Rev. J.

W. Kiddle, asalstfld by the Kev. Bernard J. Bnoll, M.A., B.Se., W. J. Sprdlt,

M.D., of Bee^t/^n, Not^lncham, and Dronjore,', County Down, t« Helen Oorioa,
yoonger daughter of Benjamin Armitagc, Esq., of Ghouilea, Pendleton.

DEATH.s.

BooKRY.—On the Uth Inst., at the Terrace. Devniiport, William John RrownriKK
lloakoy. Surgeon K, N., aged ;>(<, Itesidunt Medical UUlcer uf U.M. Duckyarif,
Devon port.

Mawh.—On the l^tli lost, at IS, Fitzroy Square, Loadoa, W,, Lqiy Harah ILD
M.R.O.P., of 49, Sackvllle Road, Hove, Brighton, aged M years.
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

HONDAT 10.80 a.m. 1 Boyal London Ophth»lralc.-1.30 p.m. ^J^:^y'^2'^\
thalmic Department); and RoyBlWe3tmm»t,erOphthalmio.-2

P.M. : Matropolitan Freo ; 8t. Mark's ; Oentrul London Oi*th«l-

mlc ; Boyal Orthopiedic ; and Hospital tot Women.—2.30 p.m. :

Chelaea HospiWl for Women. _^ ^, ,„ .n . „ .

I0K8DAT 9 A.M.: 8t, Manr's (Ophthalmic Departmentj.-lO.SO a m .

Boyal London Ophthalmio.-l.30 P.M. : Guys ; 8t. Bartholo-

mews (Ophthalmic Department) ; St. Mary's ; Boyal Weftmrn-

star Ophthalmic.-2p.M.; Westminster; St. Mark a ; Central

London Opbthalniic.-2. SOp.u. : West London; Cancer HospiUl,

Brompton.—4 p.m. ; St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).

WIDHBBD^Y _10 A.M. ! National Orthop»dic.-10.80 a.m. i B"/"! 1^°*°°

Ophthalmto.-l p.m.: Middlesei.-1.30 p.m. 1 Bt Bartholo-

mew's : St. Thomas's ; Royal Woatminstor Ophthalmic- 2 p.m. :

London ; University College ; Westminster ; G.-eat ^orthern

Central ; Central London Ophthalmic.-2.30 P.M. : Samaritan

Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Feter 8.-3 to 4

P.M. : King's College. '„

THORSDAT _ -10.30 a.m.: Boyal London Ophthalmic.-l p.m. : St. OeTg* «

"
_1 30 P.M.; St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department),

Guys (Ophthalmic Department); Koyal Westminster Ophthal-

mlc —a P.M. : Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-

thalmic : Hospital for Diseases of the Throat ;
Hospital for

Women.—2.80 p.m. : North-west London ; Chelsea Hospital for

FBIDAT 9 I^m!":' St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).-10.SO a.m. I

Royal London Ophthalmic.-L16 p.m. : St George's (Ophth^-

mic Department).-1.30P.i«. : Guy's ; Boyal Westminster Oph-

thalmio.-2 P.M. : King's CoUege ; St. Thomas s (Opbtbalmio

Department) ; Central London Ophthalmic ; Koyal South Lon.

don Qphthslmio ; EastLondonHo8pltalforChildreti.-2.8()p.M. I

WestLondon. „ , , j ,^i.ki,.i„i»
SATURDAY __9a.m. : Royal Free.-10.SO A.M. I Boyal London Opl)thaUnlc.---
"

1 pM : ^ng-s Oollege.-1.30 p.m.: St. Bartholomews; St.

Thomas's ; Boyal Westminster Ophthalmic— '2 p.m. ;
Charing

Cross ; London ;
Middlesex ; Boyal Free 1

Central London Opt-

thalmic-2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton^V : .T.i.,,,.

,1 1
• :.i-

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
.1 .,.r. J, ./. .:(! ::• HOSPITALS.

OaAMWi OBoaS;—Meaioal and Sorgical, daUy, 1; Obstetric, Tn. t.,lM\ Skin,

a^'s'^-illtokuT^'irlicTi; Ja^lUsO; Obst^ Bye, M. Tn.

Til P 1 30; Ear, Tu. F., 12.30; Skin, Tn., 12.30; Dental, Tn.Th. F.,15.

Krso's '6oLL60E.-Medicai, daily, 2 ; Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tn. Th. 8.

2 p M W F., 12.30 : Eye,,M. Th., 1 ; Ophlhainue Department, W., 1 ,
Bar,

Th 2 -'skin. Th. ; Throat, Th., 3; Dental, Tu. F., 10. ,^ „ _.

LoNo™.-Medlcal daily. «c S.,'2 j'Siu-gical, daily, 1.30 and 2 ;
Obstetric M.Th

ISO- OP W 8,1.30: Eye, W. 8., 9 r Ear, S., 9.30; Skin,Th., 9; Dental, Tn.,».

Mi^dlW^:-Medical and Snrgioal, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tn. F., 1.30; o.p., W. 8.,

130- Eye, W. 8., 8.30: Ear and Throat, Tn„ 9 ; Skin, Tu., 4 ; Dental, daily, 9.

Bt.' Babtholomkw's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30 ;
Obstetric, Tu.Th. 8., 3 |

op W 8 9- Bye, Tu. Th. 8.,2.30; Bar,Tu. F.,2; 8km, F.,1.30; Larynx, F.,

S.'so'; drtliopa-dicM., 2.30; Dental, Tu,F., 9. „"',''„^,,, „ = ,.„„
81. Gkoroe's.- Medical and Surgical, M. Tu. F. 8., 1 ; Obstetric, Tn 8., ij 0^.,

Th 2 ; Eye, W. 8., 2 ; Ear, Tu., i ; Skin, W., 2 ; Throat, Th., 2 : Orthopsdic, W.,

J; Dental, Tu. 8.,9; Th.,1. ^. .„„,.,..„«
Bt. MARv's.-Medioal and Surgtcal, dally, 1.45 ; Obstetric, Tn.^ F., 1.45, o.p., M.

Th., 1.30: Kye,Tu. F.S.,9; Ear, M. Th., 3; Thro.«. Tn F^. 1.30 :
8kin, M. Th.,

9 80- Kleftriclan, Tu. F., 2 : Dental, W. S., 9.30 ; Consultations, M., '.'.30
, Ope-

rations, Tu., 1.30 ; Ophthalmic Operations, F., 9.
„,,„„..„„.. M Th 4.

St. Thomas's.-Medical and Surgical, daily, except Sat., 5; ObstatrlO, M.TIU, J,

0. W., 1.30; Eye, M. Th., 2 ; o.p., daily, except Sat., 1.30 ;>.ar, M., 12.30

,

Skin, W 12.30; Throat, Tn. F.,1.30; Ohildren.S., 12.30; Dental.Tu. F., 10.

Univrb-sity Oolleok.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 to 2 ;
Obstetmcs, M. Tn Th

,

F , 1.30 ; Eye, M. Tu. Th. F., 2 ; Bar, 8., LSO ; Skin, W., 1.46 8., 9.15
;
Throat,

Th., 2.30; Dental, W., 10.30.
, _ _ . _ „

WraTMiKsTES.—Medical and Borglcal, daily, l.«0 ; Obstetric, In. »„ S ; Eje.X.

Th., 2.30 ; Bar, M., 11 ; Skin,Th., 1 ; Dental,W.8. 9.16^

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPOND ENTS.:. ..

OoriMTOiOATioiM respecting editorial matters should bo iddreBssd to the Bdllior,

409 Strand, W.O., London; those concerning business matters, noa-delivory

of the Jophnal, etc., should be addressed to the Manager, at the omoo, 4a»,

Btrand, W.O., London. , .. ... , ,

In order to avoid delay, it Is partlenlarly requested that all letters on the editorial

business of the Jocrnai, bo addressed to the Editor at the office of the Journal,

and not to his private house.

AnTHoRS desiring reprints of their articles published la the British MiDiaAL

JouRSAi^ are requested to oommunlcato beforehand with the Manager, 4.ii,

Oo^n'^KsporuieiTa who »i»n notlco to be taken of their commnnicatioas, shonld

authenticai« thoiu with their name»-of course not necessarily for publication.

OoRRKspoNPENTa not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre-

spondents of the following week. „.„„„ .„„
MANirarnjiTs eorwaroct. to the Ovfiok of this Joitr.-»al cannot ti\deb *>.\

OlRCLfMSTANCES BE RETURNED.
. . „ j, , rtrt»— - -•

PoBiic HE\Lru DEFABT.MEST.—Wo Shall be much Obliged to Medical Offlcers of

Health If they will, or forwarding their Annual and otter Beports, IhYOnr us

with tniplicott Coj>iM.
'""' '"' "

'fgf* To CORREflPONBEWre. ^1 '

QOE correspondents are reminded that prolixity U a great bar to pnblloatioii,

and with tho constant prossoro upon every dejartmcnt of the Joohkai, brevity

of style and conclseDess of statement greatly faclUtats early inaertloB. W«

are compeUed to return and hold over a great number ofcommunications, chiefly

by reason of their unnecessary length.

IT «iiekm;s.
1 ..-v;l'. •

Cause op Lead-Poisoning. •

M.O.H. writes : I shonld beglad if any of the readers ''« '^^ JoiTUS.w. m.Ud givein-

fonuation as to the likely aonriw of pluinhi.sm in a rural diatri.-t. AdillUs alfeeML

Watir free from bad. Homemade wines, etc., not D.ied m many cases). JJeer

i-nm IV one instance was found to contain lead. Artmles of cons-i,u,.t.on auA

IS bread tea etc etc, from dilterent vendors. More men are atlccted than

women, and to a greater extent. In no case is there any apparent cause.

Ambot-akce Lectcbesto Ladies.
, , j.

M D las been asked to give a course of ambulance lectures -to* claasof ladies,

and would be glad to live a Ustof the works recommamledft.r reference, guri-

ance, and textbooks
, j . .1 i - _>

- The best books for a ladies' ambnlance class arc : ,Ftrs( A^dt* Iht /ti/kv*^,

ti-a^slated from the German' by H.9.H: Princess Cairisflali ._4,c<:i^,lv^,I<rjurifi,

by Jamas Cantlie.
• -, •

M.D. Dei.ree Wanted.

GovpKNMEvr Medical Officer wiues: I am a Licentiate of the Royal

Co™™s^f Phisicians and Surgeons of Bdinburgh, of live years' sv.nd,ng; at

present holding an appointment in one of Her Majesty's colonies, and intend

proceeding home to BnRland this year on one year s l^ve.
„^,,fc,„, cai

1 am desirous of obtaining a British university degree (.M.D., if f^iMe)^ l.«i

1 do soin the time (one year)'? Perhaps some ol your rea^lers wouldmformn^

if so, what universities, and under what conditions '; I shonld be wUhng to pot

in one year's residence. _ .

Sprat Dipfpkeb.
. . .^ -i ,

\Y.R.M. asks to be reeommended a spray diffus* tor disinfecting Bitm htepitol

wards, to be constantly going.
.•.•

•... • SoFTBNiKc. Water.; /

De S T. Gwvn-s (Whitchurch, Salop) aaka whether there '3»ny 1>"^»'>J'^*'
the water supply of a moderately larRe house in the counlfy„can,be8(^iiefj».W

it is done by Clarke's method on a large scale?

,, Hair-'Wash.

Member ksks for a prescription for a hair-wash for falling out of halt sljier scarlet

fever.
rr* ~r-

ASSWEttS.

Roman CATHOLir Bo.ardiso School;

We are informed th.it M.S.C. may obtain all the information he requires by com-

municatiug with M.A., Chester House, Cambridge. .. ,,.

F.K.C.S.Edin. ;.' 'j, .,.

TV reply to a correspondent who asked wl.at were the best books to be re»d for tbe

linal examination of the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons of E.lin-

Imrih ilr R.Deuison- Pedley recommends for the genera subjects Er^hsen s

i,r««-V, Cornil and Rauvier's i'./AoIow. Quain's or l,ray s W..<i(<.mu, Heaths

ulJatiK Surq>ry. For the special subjects he must choose for himself. ,An()ther

cS^iSpondent Refers BeWsOp^raiivc Surgery. Maclachlan's Sur!„«? i..*o„,;,,

Treves^ Suraert, .Optional subject.lf medicine. Carter s .Mffin,.-.

. , JL Pasteur's Tbi:.vtuesi OF HvpROPBorjv.

T.M.E. asks where he can obtain the best authoratnJe
'''''J''^

"'t'^^'r^™:?^''

conducted by Pasteur, and his deductions tUerefrom en the subject of rabies,

wiufrview to prerarinsia paper to be road at a :Satural Science bocietj'.

^V In preparing such a iiaper, oux con-6»eop4^ whW ^^ w^U to make ^-
selfacquaintelwith M. Pasteur's previous.workin tho same direction This

may be conveniently studied in tlie article " Attenuation,'' prepared bt Dr.

D..wson Williams, f.ir Mr. Watson Chejno's J/,oro.P„rusi(« in P.Jfnjr (New

Sydenliara Society, 1SS6). This arUcle contains the eariier work on hydrophobia.

The report of tho Committee on flydrophobia, appointed by the L««0°"/."-

nient Board, cpntains a review of M. Pasteur's investigations on hydttiphobia,

with s^istics to' a later Sate. :, ',;

XOTES, lETTEHS. ETC.

HERiUJURODlTISM or HVI-088ADIA,*. _ '

!r' VHa
w„ ,,.« TiuRU-s L ifCP L S.-A... L.M., Jl.O.n. (N-ottiut-ham) write* : T fiaW
^

ead ^th in^st t'ie ca,ie ..f hermarhmditism Wpoateti in the f^BNAt^ot

Tamvirv 14t* P "1, anS <'""l>t «'hHUer the being so described is a troe

hem alro^tc. ^ la n scoptic.l .s to.tlie .existence ,.^ such fie^a of ^aluro^n

the hima" .wiies. A true hermaiOiodUe would possess the organs of g^ "J™-
?^,„ of b't .^«t-wouId, in fact be bi-sexaal,1iaviiig a P™'' «"<'

*'lt«l^
ea "ahle of secreting a fertile semen cnitaining 'l-^™"'";""

'.ndl^o^ ^TZ^l '

» vacli.a uterus an.l ovaries dUscharging ova capable 01 fcoundauon. i am In-

cl I .^ to the belief that reported cases of ^"niavhTrditlsm are hyno*v«du«^of

various extent, and (ail to see in Uie reyirt, auy evidence that Dr. LukomsLJ. s

else was any 'thei than an acgravatodc-ase of that description. But what cri-

dtuc^ot- tho^en^k se. ,K,e^ Dr. Luk,Sii„ky reporrt Merely an openmg in the

"eriiieum which corresponds to the ^-a«ina, will a short urethra, the

p"of Ihe openiug o'on-esponelinB to ""e labia mim«,and yiajora

But have the ovaries and uterus been made out Uas
f"^^ =r^

meiistnated' Has "slie- a fem,ilo pelvis or well developed breasts?

Se is no positive evidence ol^ thes^
H'"'?i^i.,^".'.°':!i:?.„™W Se

^fmeri existenwof a. p«.to«l*pe*lng. « ««l ,phy»tol0S>c«l MWeaca«t Sie
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fbnule MX. Bnt, <in the cnntmry, unch an op*nlnR murt exist in malos In cer-
tein caucvi of hypoMpadiAK, for normnlty in the male the genital farrow and folds
close at the third or fourth month of ftetal life to form the spongy portion of the
nrvthra and the scrotum ; but In the fcmnle thoy remain opon and form the
orlflce of the vadna and the labia majort anl minora. If, therefore, a male bo
andeveloped and left in the condition of hypospadias, if the furrow does not
dOTelop to form the spongy un»thra, and the urethra stops short at the mem

.

branouB portion, there is of necessity a cleft involving to a greater or less extent
a .separation of the lateral halves of the urethra and scrotum, or even perineum,
and giving rise to an appearance resembling the vulva. Is this the condition of
Dr. Luk"msky"s case?
On the other hand, what are the evidences of the taale sex and of hypospadias ?

1. A penis, small, without urethra or urethral orlhce. 2. Complete erection of
penis during sexual excitement. 3. Two testicles of size of pigeon's eggs in

acrotum. 4. During coition with women a whitish (lulrl is ejaculated through the
vmfInal (perineal) slit. 6. Otlier evidences of mal? sex : I'owerfully built

;

absence of rounded contour seen m women ; liair on lip and cliiit ; voice rough
and deep ; Adam's apple pr^irninent ; ill-fleveloped breasts ; male conilguratinn
of pelvis ; absence of menstruation ; fondness for male occupations. The closure
or non<loaar« of the median raphe must be a source oi great perplexity in
hypospadias, for the male organs must of necessity closely resemble those of
a feinalf, the smallness of the i>enis and the ab.sence of the penile urethra,
especially if the halves of the urethra and scrotum be separated, adding tn the
difflcnlty. In any such case, a search per recum should l>e made for the
oTariea and uterus, and coufirmed by means of uterine sonnd, for these, of
course, if found, are positive proof of the feminine qualities. In Dr. Liikomsky's
case no such examination Is reported, and their absence is negative evidence of
the female part of the " being."
On the other hand, we have positive evidence of the male sex in the existence

Id the scrotum of two testicles, whose tunction appears to be active, even if

Imperfect, as proved by the Inoculation of a whitish fluid per urethram during
coition with women.
The exiatenco of a perineal opening Is not, to my mind, positive evidence of

aither one sex or the other, and, apart from that tici, the evidences of the m.-^lc

sex preponderate.
A similar case was reported in the Journal of July 0th, 1SS7, under the title

of " A tiexlea^ Being," wh>ch I at the time considered was a cose of hypo-
spadias, but not having the Jorns'AL at hand I cannot just now refer to it.

Sr.\-aniSE at Usderclift (Isle of Wioitt) and Kew in 18S7.
Mb. J. B. Martin (Ventnor) sends us the following :;

Monthly Sunmnry o/Char Sunshine at the CndercUff^ Compared with the Record at
K'w dvring 1SS7.

Underclitr. Kew.
Hs. Ms. Hs. Ms.

Jintury .. .. .52 35 .. 35 —
Febrnary .. .. 82 10 .. 4.1 .SO

March .. . . 184 S3 .. 1'25 —
April .. 231 25 .. 157 —
May .. 16fl ,'S5 .. 131 —
June .. 255 35 .. 260 —
July .. »84 9 .. 251 —
August .. S0« SO 170 —
September ..159 8 158 —
October .. 131 45 97 —

• November . . 78 22 63 —
December .. 42 — S5 —

1,916 19 1,579 30

The foregoing tables contain the record only of clear sunshine, and do not In-

clude days which might otherwise come under the Ihoid of bright sunny days,
haze, mist, or the i>assing of a light cloud arresting the power of the recording
Instruments,

ffith regard to the UndcrcIIfT, some allowance must also be made In consc-
3uence of Ita falling Into shade between six and seven o'clock in the evening
nring the summer months, depriving the Instrument of a considerable amount

of sunshine which would otherwise be recorded in fine weather. There is

also the same loss from the snn rising In the morning behind the high ground of
Irannoae.
The exceaa of dear sunshine during 1687 haa boon very remarkable at the

UDdercim.
Undcrcllff. Kew.
Hs. Ms. ns. Ms.

I«n .. 1,70» 18 1,444 -
18SS .. .. 1,694 24 .. 1,476 —
1884 .. .. 1,561 8 .. 1,311 .30

1885 .. 1,704 12 1,476 30
18«« .. 1,679 10 1,415 —
1887 .. .. 1,916 16 1,579 80

COMMUN10ATION8, LBTTEB8, etc., bare been received from :

Surgeon Hickman, Chatham ; Dr. P. B. Males, Bowdon ; Mr. W. J. M. Flet-

cher, Uttoxcter ; Mr. W. U. MteTena, Droltwlch ; Mr. F. H. Davis, Dawley ;

Dr. A. Bandberg, London ; Mr. 8. T, De«ble, Matlock Bridge ; Dr. J. Hurd
'Wood, Lcatherhead ; The Rev. H. E. Bendcn, Rothbury ; Mr. R. Marata,

,
Bove ; Mr. U. 3. Bigg, Dover ; Dr. Clippingdale, London ; Mr. A. Goullet,

London : Dr. Bobaoo, Harrogate ; Mr. B. Page, London ; Mr. R. W. Burke,

Jnbbalpore India; Mr. W. A. Ellis, London ; Sir Morell Mackenzie, L<mdon ;

Mr. C. 0. Wheelhcuje, Leeds ; Dr. Nonnan Kerr, London ; Mr. E. Danlell,

London; J. P. Henry, M.B., Dublin; Dr. P. Drown, Bradford ; Mr. E. Dllll-

way, Chelmaford ; Mr. C. B. Ke«tley, London ; Mr. A. J. Johnston, Liverpool

;

Mr. O. B. Johnson, I.ondon ; Mr. J. Ilrown, Whitchurch ; Mr. K. 1). Pedloy,

London: Dr. C. Swaby Smith, London; Mr. J. Wright, Aberdeen ; Dr. F.

Fitch, Kidderminster ; Mr. A. Clay, Birmingham ; Mesara. Street and O.,
Loodon ; Mr. B. K. Lewla, London ; Mr. W. Poirt«r, London ; Messrs. Wat-
klna ftnd Osmond London ; Messrs. Thomas Christy and Co , Txindon ; Mr. 0.

P. Atkinson, Pontefhict ; O. R. Orilflth, M.B., Carnarvon ; Mr. K. A. HolwcU,
Leeds ; Mr. J. T. Qwynne, Whitchurch ; Messrs. Haddon and Son, Wellington;

Mr. J. Iredalo, Golcar ; Mr. W. R. Magulrc, Dublin ; Mr. H. Bigg, London ;

Mr. J. Gibson, West Vale ; Dr. Haslam, London; Dr. Maguire, London ; Mr.

A. WIgleswnrth, Liverpool; Mr. C. W. Dean, Lancaster, Messrs. Woodhous«
and Rawson, I.ondon ; Dr. E. Klein, London ; Dr. Andrews, London ; Surgeoa ,_

R. N. Buist, Pelemedia Camp, Cyprus ; Mr. W. A. Dickson, Baerhlcl, British

Guiana ; Miss Price, BnHeld ; R. F. Rand, M.B., Mineuqne, Jamaica ; Mr. C.

Roberts, London ; Dr. T. Oliver, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Mr. A. H. Benson, Dub-

lin ; Mr. F. Mulliner, Liverpool ; Dr. G. Stccll, Manchester ; Dr. A. Ayres,

Brighton ; Mr. H. W. Hoblen, Reading ; Dr. Maxwell, Woolwich ; Dr. &
Masterman, Stourport ; Mr. R. Greene, Northampton ; Dr. Luke Armstrong,

Nowcastle-on-Tyne ; Dr. Hunter, Nottingham ; The Johannis Company,
Limited, London ; Mr. C. II. Massiah, Mah.iic.i, British Guiana ; Mr. G. Davi-

son, London ; Mr. W. Wylie, Skipton ; Messrs. Maconochie, Brothers, Lowes-

toft ; Dr. P. O'Conncll, Chicago ; Mr. W. Tibbies, Nottingham ; Mr. H. W.
Stevens, Droitwich ; Mr. F. W. Clark, Croydon ; Surgeon-Major Keelney)

Hyderabad ;Mr. J. B. Martin, Ventnor; Mr. T. Browning, Manchester; Brigade-

Surgeon E. Leyton, Aden ; Dr. W. Sykes, Mexborough ; Dr. Goyder, Bradford ;

Dr. R. II. A. Hunter, London; Mr. B. J. H. Scott, Bath ; Mr. W. Soper,

London ; Dr. M. Rooke, Cheltenham ; Mr. J. Odllng, London ; Mr. J. McFad-
yon, Edinburgh; Dr. Lewis Marshall, Nottingham; Mr. Hurry Fettwili,,.,

London; Mr. H. O. Myles, Abbcyshrule ; Mr. E. Whisher, London; Mri'

Blackett, London ; Mr. O. W, Andrews, Dedllngton ; Mr. 0. AverlU, Maccles-

field ; Dr. C. Sajous, Philadelphia ; Dr. W. P. Mcsrs, Newcastle-on-Tyne

;

Mr. H. Rennay, M.B., Sunderland ; Dr. J. Hutchinson, Shawlands, Glasgow;

Mr. W. E. Thomson, Northampton ; Mr. C. E. Abbott, Braintree ; Mr. T.

Robinson, London; Dr. G. G. Bantock, London; Dr. Savage, London ; Dr.

Tatham, Salford; Dr. Ruxton, Blackpool; Dr. R. Irvine, Steyring ; Dr. Lang-

more, London ; Mr. R. Lovctt, London ; Mr. S. Snel!, Sheffield ; Mr. J. A.

Francis, London ; The Secretary of the Vegotarian Society, I.,ondon ; The

Secretary of the Sanitary Assurance Association. London ; Mr. J. B. Browne,

London ; Mr. T. F. H. Smith, Famingham ; Messrs. Calvert and Co., Man*

Chester ; Dr. J. C. Clendinnen, Bllston ; Dr. J. H. Scott, Camberley ; Mr. W. S.

Low, Kirkbank ; Mr. St. G. C. Beid, Thornton Heath ; Dr. A. W. McFadyen,

Lochinver ; Mr. E. White Wallis, London ; The Matron of tire Royal Ports-

mouth Hospital ; Messrs. Pridhara, Piper, and Co., London ; Mr. Armltage,

Pendleton ; Messrs. W. W. Bush and Co., Woolwich ; Dr. Barnardo, London;

Mr. F. W. Burton, Cambridge ; Mr. J. P. Crean, Bangor, Erris ; Justitla ;Mi8»

M. Colbcck, Teddington ; Mr. H. Collins, London ; Mr. F. Whitwell, Shrews-

bury ; Mr. T. M. Watt, Hovingham ; Dr. W. 8. Beade, Bristol ; Surgeon 0. L.

Anderson, NeUey ; Mr. Shirley Jlurphy, London ; Dr. H. F. Burnes, London t

Dr. H. R. Swanzy, Dublin ;Tho Income Tax Repayment Agency, London ; Dn
G. G. Bantock, London ; Dr. Robert Boxall, London ; Tlie Secretary of the

Volunteer Medical Association, Liondon, etc.

BOOKS, BTO., RECEIVED.

The Tcar-Book of Treatment for 16S8; Diseases of the Breast. By Thomis
Bryant, F.B.C.S. London, Paris, Kew Tork, and Melbourne: Oaaaell

and Co.

Hospital Prayer Book, Containing Prayers for Daily and Occasional tJric.

Arrangtd by E. J. Waring, C.I.E., M.D. Second Edition. London: J. and
A. Churchill.

Gout, and Its Relation to Disease of the Liver and Kidneys. By Bobsott Roose
M.D. Fifth Edition. London ; H. K. Lewis.

BOAIiB or CRAROXS TOR ADVSRTISIEBIIENTS IN THB
"BRITISH UEDICAL JOURNAL.'

Seven lines and onder.. _ _ _ — £0 S

Each additional line _ _ _ - _004
A whole column „ .. . . . 1 15

A page .. .. .. .. .. -500
An average line coutalns seven wor'ls.

When a series of Insertions of the same advertisement Is ordered, a disoonnt Is

ma^e on the above aoale In the following proportions, beyond which no reduction

oan be allowed.
For 6 Insertions, a deduction of„ .. — 10 per cent.

„ 12 oris,, „ _ .. _ M „
„ 26 .. M - - -36 „
„ 62 „ „ „ _ _ »0 „

Special terms for occasional change of copy during series ;

20 per cent. If not less than 20 i>ages b« taken ) or their eqnivalent

25 ,, 5'Z ,,
> In half or

SO ,1 104 „ ) quarter pagea.

For thex term the MtrUt must, in each cau, U ampUted vUhin twelve month* from

the dale o/Hrst insertion,

Advertlaomenta should be delivered, addressed to the Manager at the Ofllce, not

later than noon on the Wednesday preceding publication ; and, If not paid for at

the time, ahonld b« accomjianied by a reference.

FoatrOfBce Orders should be made payable to the British Medical Association,

at theWest Central Poit-Offloe, High Holbom, Small amoonta may be pfttd U>

postage-stamps.
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AN ADDRESS

DIPHTHERITIC AND RELATED FORMS
OF PARALYSIS.

MearJ hpforc the Thnmf/f ralleij Branch.

By J. S. BHI3T0WE, M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.P.. F.R.S.,

Spnlor Physician to St. Thomat's Hospital.

DlPHTHEBlTlC paralysis is so intere.sting in itself, and has such

interesting clinical relations with other paralytic affections, that

I need make no apology for introducing it for discussion, or

for plunging at once in meiiias rrs hy giving brief details of

a very instructive case of it which was under my care some years

Case i.—H. A., a clergyman, aged 3G, came into St. Thomas s

Hospital on November fif'h, 1870. He had had in the previous

June a bad sore-throat, attended with enlargement of the glands

behind the left angle of the jaw. But, although he had felt

feverish and ill, he had not considted any medical man, and could

therefore give no trustworthy information as to the nature of his

attack. Doubtless he had "then suffered from diphtheria. The

first evidences of paralysis had shown themselves early in Octo-

ber, and were impairment in the quality of his voice and a

tendency for fluids when being swallowed to return by the nose.

Towards the end of the month he had further observed that he

was getting weak in the legs, that he had numbness in the

tips of the fingers and in both feet, and that there was loss

of tactile sensation in the tongue and lips, and impairment of

taste.

On admission he was a healthy-looking man, complaining of

various paralytic symptoms. The tip.s of his fingers were numb,

but he had no oM-ious loss of power in the hands. His feet were

numb especially the left, so that he could scarcely feel the ground;

and he walked with n feeble uncertain gait and with a tendency

to fall over to one side. His eyesight would fail (words appear-

ing misty) after reading for a minute or two ; and there was some

degree o^ loss of accommodation, but the pupils were equal and

contracted to light, and there was no squint. He had numbness

of the lips, tip of the tongue, and point of the chin, and was un-

able to distinguish between pepper, mustard, and salt placed on

the tongue. The soft palate was pendulous, and did not contract

when inritated ; moreover, when he swallowed, the food wa.s apt

to pass into the nose, and also to lag about the level of the thyroid

cartilage. His voice was nasal. Smell was much impaired. In

all other respects he seemed fairly well.

During the next ensuing ten days S'-veral changes m his con-

dition were recorded; and careful special examinations were made.

The anresthesia in the fingers gradually disappeared, first on one

side and then on the other; but while sensation was returning

•weakness of the fingers and hands came on. The numbness became

more profound in the feet, and extended up the legs, and the lower

extremities grew weaker. At the same time he com^ilained of pain

and soreness in the feet. The numbness of tlie chin, lips, and tongue

diminished, and he recovered to some extent taste and smell. His

eyesight also improved, but his defective voice and deglutition

continued. It was about this time also that he complained of

numbness of the tip of the nose, of the glans penis and scrotum,

and about the anus, and al.so that he was unable to strain at stool,

owing to the fact that during the effort the air imprisoned in the

chest escaped explosively through the rima glottidis. Mr. Nettle-

ship's examination confirmed the fact that there was weakness of

accommodation in the eyes, but that they were otherwise healthy.

Dr. Kilner ascertained that there was some impairment of electric

Beiisibility in both forearms and both hands, increasing frorn alxive

downwards ; but that the only arm-muscles whose electric con-

tractility was impaired were tlie extensors of the first and second

joints of the thumbs ; that there was increasing loss of electric

sensibility from the knees to the feet, where the strongest current

could scarcely be felt ; and that, while none of the muscles of the

left leg below the knee responded to the induced current, the only

[1414]

ones that responded on the right side were the tibialis ant cus.

the peronei, and the extensor lirevis. They Tvere all unduly re-,

sponsive to the continuous curr.-nt. Dr. Greenfield's laryngoseopic

examination gave the following results: There was P-'irtia Para-

lysis of the muscles moving the vocal cords, mainly of the ao-

ductors, and slightly more on the right than on the left Bide and

considerable (though not absolute) aafesfhcsia of th%T8i°"it
and of the soft parts around the vocal cords, but not of the cords

themselves. In deep inspiration the cords separated to about one-

third of the normal amount, and tended constantly to approximate;

in phonation there was complete closure; and the '^•?'« Cexeept-

in<T that it was slightly nasal and a little hoarse, owing to sliglit

catarrhal swelling of the parts) was unimpaired.

Subsequently to November IVth the changes were very gradual.

The hands andlegs became more and more numb, and the pa lent pro-

cressivelylost power in them..«o that, about the middleof December,

he could scarcely use them for any purpose, and his grasp was

extremely feeble Towards the latter end of the month, also, it was

noted that all the fingers except the first wxre fl"-^^'
'""^f,;",'. '''^f-

info the palms, and could not be straightened. The numbntes

still extended up the legs, and became so profound m t^,'^f<^';t "n^

ankles that he could not there feel the pnck of a pin The loss of.

power also increased, so that by December 9th or 10th he was un-

able fo walk, or even to stand, without assistance He .still also

complained of pain and tenderness in the feet. On Ue-

ceSber '^Oth he first manifested some difficulty of breathing, and

had to <:it up in bed. It was thought that the resijiratory muscles

wer, weak: but there was no absolute paral^-sis of either the

intercostal muscles or the diaphragni. Thu. 'liffi'-"lt>'
;^;V^*':^„^ l^

days, and then subsided. The impairment of accommodation and

the loss of fast? and smell, together with the ""^^fl^ti dfort^v
tip of the nose, lips, tongue, and chin subsided gradually shortly,

af'rer admission. The nSsal quality of voice and the dysphagia a a

also the difficulty in straining at.stool, were not obsen^ed after he.

first week in December. The improvement in t5i%^ta'«.^^ '''|;

hands and legs took place later, the hands recovering first. He lett

the hospital well on March 10th. ,

The ca=:e was obviously a tnucal and an interesting example of

the paralysis which supervenes after diphtheria. The nervous

symptom., tended to be"^ symmetrical, and ^P^ead from r^on to

region, affecting the hands and legs '^ larger proportion tlu^notir

parts. The paralysis of the extremities was attended with the

?o-ca led "reactions of degeneration," and the anajsthesia of the

^erwUh a sense of sorentis and pain. I"
^'^^'ij^"";

"'^."^^ '°
re w 8

live accommodation and to weakness of the soft Pa.'atc^ »>"' y.^^:

anaesthesia of certain circumscribed tracts occuvjnng the midd e.

line of the body, including among others the epiglottis .and parts

about the rima glottidis ; and some paralytic failure of Vie muscles

of the laiynx, which contriVrated to render straining difficult, and,

of the muscles of respiration causins dyspnoea.
^ ^^ , , j^+h.-

c"sE II -In 1*^0 1 was not aware that any interest attached to the

condi\ionofthetendonreflexesindiphtheriticparalysis.MypersonaI

attention was first drawn to the fact that the knee-jerks tend to di.-,

app ar in this affection, by being called into the c""" O" to^e^^n

consultation a lady who ^"'P^tiany Paralysed, and who was,

suiipo.sed. on account of the absence of knee-jerk to be Miffer,^^

from locomotor ataxy. The patient was a middle-aged widow,.

who had been accustomed to somewhat excessive indulgence m
alcohol, but on the whole had had very good health

On close inquiry I ascertained that just two months prcviouslv

(under the care bf another practitioner^ she had been attacked

with sore^throat, which had laid her "P f^^r two or hree weeks^^

r. d rft her somewhat enfeebled in health. The affection had bee^,

declared not to be diphtheritic. A fortnight before my visit she had

oUced a little numbness across the upper ip. which disappeared

utile course of a day or two. Four days ater she had been at-

acked with numbness in the fingers and hands, no confined io

he region of the ulnai nerves, but ^^ P'^""i! , 'j'^
"l^"'"^"- Th^,

amr-^thesia was not absolute, for she coiUd still fee ,
and was un-„

anence'l with loss of power. Three days later she had notic^

impairment of feeling an.i ot muscular power in the feet, and thl^^

had since then reached the knees. ,.,

She was when I saw her, a healthy-looking woman. Her hands,

were still somewhat numb, but they had much ™prov ed in this

^tpect and were not weak. The numbness in her lower extremi-

He reached the thighs, and the we.akne.ss « lier. legs was s^.,

great that she could not stand or walk without assistant. The,

afiection of the legs was stflV increasing. The knee-jerks werri

wholly wanting.
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It wftj clear (cvpu tlioiigh a ili|)httu'ritic nriffiri hiid licoii <U<nied)

that tho ciisi! was nallv ow of (liiihtlUTilio jmralyfis. and, in con-
flrmntion of tho viow that it coiilil nnt ho dui' to ataxia, 1 may add
that till- eyi'3 were healthy in all respects, and that there had
nover bivii ftuy gastric, rectal, or urinary trouble, or lightning
pains. She recovered.

About the time at which this patient came under my notice, tho
abolition of the tendon reflexe.* in diphtheritic paralysis was recog-
nised also by other Jihysicians ; and .since then it lius hoeu gener-
ally observed in this affection, luid has come to he i^gftrued as

ouc of its distinctive features.
,

Lately, however, Dr. Herringham fir.it, and suhseiiuently I)rs.

Mimey and Barli>w, have shown that, although the tt.'iidon reflexes

do disapjiear in these cases, their actual disappearance is gener-
ally, if not always, preceded by a period of several days' dura^
tion, in which they presented excessive briskness. The fact had
probably not been earlier recognised, because such patients are

apt first to come within medical observation only after the
symptoms have been in existence for a few days, and after the
stage of exaggerated reflexes has passed.

Tne case 1 shall next narrate is interesting, because, not
only was there this excess of tendon reflex, but it was main-
tained practically throughout the whole of the patient's illness,

and was only replaced liy its abolition after paralysis and numb-
ness had ilisappeare'I, and the patient seemed to be iu good
health.

t'.vsK HI.—M. O., a married woman, aged 29, came under my
care on Febniary 18th, 1>*S~. She had had what was supposed to

be quinsy in the previous December. Her illness had begun
with feverishness and shivering; she had had lumps in the neck;
and her throat had been " covered with a .sort of skin." She had
recovered by ('hristma.s, hut had continued weak ever since. Her
present illness had been coming on for two or three weeks. She
had first okserved .some dilHciilty in swallowing ; that, if she were
not careful, fluids would return through her nose; and that often
two or three efforts had to be made before even solids could i>ass

from the )iliaryn>L into the ce.sophagus. Soon afterwards she had
observed numbness and pins and needles in the fingers, and at the
same time similar sensations across the upper lip. According to

her recollection, weakness of her eyes had come on a little later.

"this had comprised loss of distinct vision for near objects, with
inability to read, and some degree of diplopia. A week or two
before admission numbness had come on in the feet, with u feel-

ing as if of treading on cotton wool; and the hands had become
•weak, but had since improved. The legs, which had been simi-
larly attacked somewhat later, had contfnued to lose jiower. Her
friends had noticed some change in the quality of be^yoic^ ever
since the beginning of convalescence. .

She was a weakly-looking person, complaining mainly of de-
fective sight for short distances, numbness in t lie toes and finger

tijw, and inability to walk without assistance. Her eyes were in

most respects normal ; but the jwwcr of accommodation for near
objects was impairi'd, and there was .slight weakness of both
external recti, with ilouble vision on looking to the extreme right
or left, or at dist/int objects in front of her. The facial muscles,
the tongue, and the fauces ai)]i)eared natural, and she swallowed
without dilheulty, but her voice was still slightly nasal. There
was no absolute anfPsthesia, but the ti])* of the lingers and the
toes and the front of the left leg were obviously numb. The gra.sp

of the hands was feeble, and the movements of the left arm gene-
ralljr were relatively wtak. She could move her legs freely

;

but in standing or walking Cwhich she could only do with assist-

ance) her knees were bent and inclined to give way, and she
tottered on them. The. abdominal and thoracic organs were all

healthy. Tho knee-jerks were much exaggerated, the jJantar
reflexes wore normal.

On Februarj- 2l8t it was noted that she complained of stiff-

ness and a sense of twitching in the left arm ; that the hand
trembled when hejil out, and especially when carrying a glass of
watej to her lips; anrl that the hand and arm of this side re-

mained weaker than their fellows; that there was slight hori-
zontal nystagmus, and still slight dij)lopia as at the time of
admission. .\lso the left pupil was a little larger than the right.

During the next few days she regained the power of accommoda-
tion, and lost her diplopia and nystJigmus ; moreover, the numb-
ness disappeared from her Angers, and there was sojne improve-.
ment in the sensibility and strength of her lower extremities.
But the knee-jerks continui'd unusually brisk.
On March 1st, she was able to stand for the first time without

assistance, and with her eyes shut ; but the feet were still numb ;

the knee-jerks were about normal. She continued to imiirove,

and on the lOlh was discharged, apparently well. At this time
she had no anresthesia or olivious loss of muscular power, but the
knet?-jerks ha<l become mucli h'ss active than im admispionveiul|
were, if anything, less brisk lliiin natural. 1 - ! '

1 assumed that the case wmild prove an exception to the rule

with re.epect to the abolitifm of reflexes in diphtheritic paralysis.

I!ut the patrent, who still continued in somewhat weak general
health, came up periodically to see me at the hospital for some
few weeks after her dismissal, and to my siirjirise, I lie knefvjerks
(although apjiarently she had completely rtxiovered from her
sensory and motor paralysis) disapjieared absolutely at the end of

a week or two, and had not returned when she llnally" ceased
attendance.

. ,
-

, -r I , ,..i, ;,mci- .i'>:r"

Although as a general rule, the paralytic, phenoDfieni .of 'dipJi-[

tlieria are remarkable for their tendency to sj-mmetry of Qi^tqr
bution, as is illustrated in the foregoing cases, not merely bj' the
condition of the extremities, but also by the patches of atoses-

thesia distributed along the middle line of the body; the syw--
metry is not absolute ; and already iu two of the' ca.ses hints

are afforded that local paralyses due to implication of single
nerves are likely to be met with. The next case illustrates this

fact.
. ,

'

.""•
J

Cask i\-.— Mr. S., a gentleman, aho'ut 32 years of age, had TAd *'
^

sore-throat about a month before 1 saw him. He had not been
sufliciently ill to lie up, and did not know he had had diphtheria,

but had looked down his throat and seen a white patch on each
tonsil. Within the previous week or two paralysis had been coming
on, first in the left leg, then in the riglit leg, and later in the_

arms.
':''

I saw him in consultation with Dr. Mennell, in April, 1884j ''At'

that time he was confined to lied. Feeling was impaired in his

legs, from tho knees downwards ; he had very little motor power
at the knee-joints, and could scarcely move the feet or toes at all;

the muscles below the knees were tender, and the tendon reflexes

were absent. He had numbness of the hands and forearms, and
much impairment of muscular power in them. He also had numJ>-
ness of the upper lip, tip of the tongue, and in a circumseribed
area at the hack of the neck. He complained of slight difficulty

of swallowing., and he presented well-marked general jiaralysis

of the left portio dura, which had only come on within the pre-

vious two or three day.s. There was no obviou.s affection of the
eyes, no dyspnoea, no implication of the. rectum or bladder; and
iu all other respects he seemed healthy. 1 did not see him again,

but learnt that he reoovered perfectly in the coiu-ge of a. few
weeks.

,
' I : .''i' '

•
' ' '

I add the following cage< bsoau^e it is typical, and because it

contains an exhausti\e account of the electrical wnditioo of the
paralysed muscles by Dr. Kilner.

Cask v.—K, 0., a school girl, age<l 12, came under my care on
March 12th, 1880. Jn the middle of December last she had diplv-

thpria and was in bed for several days. This was followed by
some difliculty of swallowing (fluids especially returning through-.

the nose); by loss of visual accommodation, so that she could npt
see near objects distinctly; and, somewhat later, by loss of .power
and numbness, first in I he arms, and then in tin: legs. The muscles <lf

the trunk also became feeble, and liefore long her weakness grow BO

extreme that she not only was confined to bed, but could not
even turn in bed. During the last month her symptoms had
greatly improved; sho had recovered the power of swallowing
and the use of her eyes, and the paralysis iu her lirobs liaU

diminished. • i.

On admission she was a hefllthy-looking girl. Sho was unftbla.

to stand, and only able to flex tlie legs at the knee-joints. She
could move her arms jiretty freely, but these limbs Were obviously

much weaker than natural; and the hands, whim extended, as-

sumed a claw-like form, the wrists dropping, the first phalanges
being extended and the last two phalanges flex(;<l. The muijclec

were not noticeably wasted, but they were lim]) and flabby ; and
there was a total absence of tendon reflexes in the arms and legs,

liut all the mu.scleswere irritalile. and contracteil on being sharjily

struck. No loss of feeling. ,\o loss of control over the enuinc-
tiiries. There was no paralysis of the facial or ocular muscltiSi oi;

of the palat<',aiiil the eyes now act,ed to acromniodntion. Thoracis
an<l abdominal organs healthy, excepting that the urine presentedi*'

trace of albumen. ^ nA .: . . .i-. .-aj-

A few days after admission Dr. Rilner t«fcteid 'elaetri(tflU7'

the muscles of the arms and legs, and found them 'gffnertlly
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to present the xeiujtjons of degeneration^ Tlie patient graduallj

improved, and 3eft the hospital at her o-«-n wish iH'fore she was

•kS on April 8th; but she could at that tune walk with tittering

gait, and the patellar tendon reflex was just shqwins itself, in the

The^foreRoinpr cases arc all of them t^ical, and atford betiveen

them excellent illustrations 6f most of the more mtoresling inci-

dents of. diphtheritic paralysis. They show how the affection

comes on some little tiin.-. usually a few wet-ks after, the acute

illne.sshas subsided: how the. iwralysis (which mvolves sensory

and motor nerves alike) tends to be of symmetrical distribution,

to creep from part to part, and to subside in one region as jt in-

yadesanalher; how the sensory disturbances are not limited to

the extremities, but are apt to involve <iistncts situated in the

middle line of the body, incbiding the tongue and mouth, and

senses of taste and smell; how, also, the paraly.-^is is Uable to

affect not only arms, le.g3, re.spiratory muscles and muscles ol t le

trunk, niu>cles of dcconmocUtion, and of swallowing, but also the

vocal cords, and even single nerves; how the tendon reflexes in

the legs are first ejcaggerated, then disappear, and the, affected

muscles acquire the characteristic reactions of degeneration; and

how, finally, while, many of the phenomena are sucji as would

seem to be best explained on the assumption that they are due to

spreading neuritis, others (such as the sensory affect lous along tlie

middle line, the , early undue briskness of the kuee-ier.v, and

nystagmus^ seem rather due to some spreatUng central lesion, ^i

am inclined to believe that,' in ,
diphth*Titic,par,ilysJS, a wave, so to

apeak, of slight inflammatory mischief, spread*, not only through

the medulla oblongaia and cord, but along the nerve^trnnks also.

Tins brief recapitulation leads me on to speak of .some ot the

diseases pf the nervous system which present a. resemblance to

diphtheritic paraly3i_s,.and may«veu,\»uder certain arfumstances,

be confounded with it. .
...,.,. .

.

I have already shown how the association of numbness in the

feet, loss of.voluntary power over the legs, and abolition of tendon

reflexes (in a case wliich occurred when the condition of the ten-

don reflexes in diphtheritic paralysis had scarcely begun to be

investigated, and was certainly not as yet generally known), led to

Uie fear that symptoms, which were undoubtedly diphtheritic.

might be due to tabes. I do not think such mistakes can often be

made now. Yet it is well to rex^ollect that paralysis m diphtheria

often follows so mild an attack of the acute disorder, that the

patient forgets to volunteer any remark as to the previous occur-

rence of sore throat ; and, on the other hand^ that occasionally, m
tajjes. the paralytic symptoms are, or seem to be, of almost sudden

^%; ilie cases most likely,, 1 think^.'^fettus misinterpreted

ar£ Uiose of multiple neuritis of other, and especially, perhaps,

alcoholic, origin, ft will be recollected. that the lady whose case

was thought to be one of tabes had been Avhat is called a free Uver.

Case vi.—On Novt^mber . 19th, 1886, a policeman, aged 3U, came

under my care, lie had beefli a thoroughly healthy man. ,and had

never had syphilis ; but, though he was not a druntord. or even

» V'll With inducefl rurrent a njuch more powertul oirr.-nt was required to

ckmecoiitmcflon than in heaith; (M with constnnt current.

Deltoid

Triccp« ..,,..,y..,n^x

Biceps J. ij

r- '. 1.. .: li
Ex.teiiaotp,C.,..s,v.,

Flexors F

HlghiA^rm,

2..175-

^,800-

2.300-
. r'^!T^''l.r,

2.000+

Lett Arm,

1.725-

1..S25-

2.500-

3.125-

1.835+:'

2.150+ ;

1.000+

3.iso+
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I quote one other cn.10 of so-cnllod "nlcobolic" iinrnly.<tifi, he-
OMi.sn it pri'senteit two fenturi'.i wliidi bcnr some rclntion to
phi'jiomenn, iilso obsorvi'd in diphtlieritic panUvsis—nnmi'lv, loss
of power in the nv-^pimfory muscKs, nn>l a curious kind of clilll-

culty in .swnllowinjf.

Case vii.—The patient wa.-s a married woman, aged 2, whofi
came under my can- on .Septemtvr U'Otli, IWi, and wa.s di.sclmrced
ponvaleseont on .\u^ust I'lfli of tlie following- year. Slie lind in-
dulged exees.-sivcly in driiil;, especially of ardent spirits, for some
years, and had been sufferine; from loss of appetite, sicknps.s, and
racrensing weakness in the arms and le^js for three months. She
was fairly well nourished. There was some degree of numbness
in both arms and legs; the arms were weak, and the weakness
increased towards the lingers, wliicli conld not he straigliteued

;

the legs weh> so feeble that she could not stntid on them, or eveii
raise them from the bed. Her ankles were extended, the toes
flexed towards the soles, and she had no power of moving them.
The muscles of the forearms and legs were exceedingly tender,
emaciated, and irritable, and the- tendon reflexes were absent!
There was also slight nystagmus, Tlu' symptoms were in progress
at the date of admission, and within a few days it was found
out that she had diflieulty of breathing, liable to paroxysmal
aggravation, and diflieulty 'in the swallowing of fluids. As re-
gards the dyspnoea, it wa.s oKscrred that there was a rapid ex-
peniliture of breath, so that she could only utter a few words at
n time, that she had complete paralysis o'f the diaphragm, so that
her breathing was wholly intercostal, and that she was liable to
attacks of suffocative cough (induced mainly by swallowing fluid.s),
in which she became livid in the face, "and seemed in serious
ilanger of dying. She had no paraly.-is of the mouth or soft
palate, her voice wa.t not nasal, and, iis before stated, she could
.swallow solids -without diflieulty ; but whenever she took even a
mouthful of fluid, it -ivas ejected within a few seconds -witli the
symptoms of chaking. She hiul no difticuJty in carrsnng the fluid
to the back of thi' mouth, and performing the act of deglutition;
and it was not until a second or two had elapsed after the per-
formance of the latter act, until the fluid had presumably passed
some distance along the oesophagus, that the choking came on,
that she coughed, and brought up with coughing the fluid she
had 8wallo\<-ed. I confess I was puzzled to explain these attacks,
and seeing that they did not occur until the swallowed fluid had
had ample time to reacli the lower end of fhp o?sojihagus, I w.ts
inelinecf to associate tliem with the diaphragmatic paralysis.
The dangers which attended her paroxysmal attacks of choking
and cougli were manifestly due to the mechanical difficulty in the
•way of efTecti\e coughing, occasioned by-; the paralysis of the
diaphragm. ,

'

'

'
,

•

The affection of "the i-eipi^<a^' ftWlestafl of swallowing,
which had only come oh recently, .siibsiderl gradually and disap-
peared in the course of a few weeks. The numbness, wasting, and
tenderness of the muscles of the limbs increased progressively for
Sdme months; and then, after a period of apparent quiescence,
convalescence .slowly took place. The arms improved, even while
the di.sease was still in progres.s in the legs. When .she left the
hospital her general health was re-established; she had complete
use of her up])er extremities; and, although the movements at the
ailkles and knee joints remained much enfeebled, she could -n-alk
in clumsy fashion, but without assistance.

I will trouble you with yet one other case, not so much because
It has any direct bearing on the subject of my paper, as because it
throws suggestive light on the difTiculty of swallowing which was
oDserved in the last ca.se, and .shows how a similar difficulty might
have arisen in my first case, in which it will be recollected there
-was loss of power in the larj-ngeal muscles and impairment of
sensation in the Inrj-ngeal mucous membrane.

Ca.sr vrri. -.1. II! A., a clerk, aged 44, was sent to me by my col-
league. Dr. Semon, on December 7th, 1S8G. Ho had had swhilis
ten year.'! previou.sly, followed by secondarj- symptoms. Ihit other-
Wi.se be had had good health up to March last, when he was at-
tacked with .sori>tliroaf, the nature of which remains Somewhat
uncertain. However, during its continuance, he experienced some
imnairment of voice, and some diflieulty in swallowing both flnids
and solids. When the .soreness of throat had subsided, his voice was
left impaired, and he found that, although he could now swallow
solids with perfect ea.se, fluids invariably caused choking. After
a Ume ho placed him.self under Dr. .Semon's care, who recognised
some Braall growths below the vocal cord.s, and that there was
paralysis of the arj-tenoid muscle, in consequence of which the
arytenoid cartilages were not approximated wlien th6 vocal cords

were brnuKKt into apposition, and a triangular chii^k reraoined un-r
closed at the posterior extremity of the rima glottidis. This fact,
however, though it explained the hu,sldness of yoice, did not seem
fully to exi)lain the dilfioulty in swallowing fluids; for in recorded
cases of this foi-m of paralysis such choking had seemingly not
been observed. The manner of choking was very peculiar. I'hbre
was no doubt that the patient could swallow solids with perfect
freedom. He could also, when drinking, perform the act of deglu-
tition without any hitch. But invariably, within a seconder two
after a mouthful of fbiid had been swallowed, and at a time, there-
fore, when it had presumably passed beyond the lnr>-nx and
reached the lower part of the esophagus, he began to choke, and
presently coughed up some of the swallowed fluid. The pheno-
mena were just what might be expected to happen, and whttt'I"
have witnessed, when there is a communication between the
esophagus and trachea. And I at first thonght that .such a coin-
municution existed in this case. Tl-iat, however, was disproved

;

for Mr. C. Evans, my house-physician, in my ])resence tested the
suggestion, by feeding the pat ient with milk tfil-ougli an oesophagus
tube, first pcssed into the stomach, and then gradually withdrawn,
and thus found that no choking occurred urttil the" lower orifice
of the tube reached the level of the larynx. lie ascertained, also,
on further examination, that there was distinct impairment of
sensibility, and of reflex excitability in thelnrA'ngeal mucous mem-
brane, more especially in the inter-arytenoid jold—an observation
which was confirmed by Dr. Semon. The esploriatidii of the
choking was now clear; at least so it seemed to m'e. I assumed
that, in consequence of the non-approximation of the arytenoid
cartilages during deglutition, the portion of the laryngeal cavity
situate<l above the vocal cords remaineil incompletely cut off froiii
tlie tube along which food was passing; that, in consequence of
their ready diffusibility, fluids, while being urged onwards into the'
le.sophagus, were also driven through the inter-arytenoid chink
into the .space above the vocal cords ; and that actual choking was,
induced by this fluid remaining there up to the moment when the
inspiration which naturally follows the act of swallowing sucked-
it into the windpipe. The' obtuse sensibility of the mucous mein-
brane of course explained the absence of irritation due to the
presence of the foreign matter in this unwonted locality. I tested
the truth of this hypothesis by making the patient drink, and hold
his breath as long as he could'after swallowing. And although he
was apt to choke after a time, even before he inspired, there was'
no doubt that, by holding his breath, choking was retarded, and-
that choking always came on, or was aggravf ted with the first in-
spiration. The most interesting confirmation of the truth of my
hypothesis, however, was furnished later. After he had left the
hospital and passed from under my care, he continued to attend as
an out-patient of Dr. Semon's ; who one day sent him up to me to
show me how, though his paralysis remained, he had learnt to cir-'

cumvent the difiicultj- in swallowing fluids. lie had discovered'
that, when standing, and at the same time stooping so as to put
his head between his legs, he could drink without difficulty;
whereas still, if he drank in tlii> nrdinar>' way, choking followed.
I expressed my surpri,-.!- at his having thought of this manoeuvre;
when 1 was reminded that just prior to his leaving the hospital 1

had, in talking to him anil to the students, remarlced that, if his
affection should not be cured, he would have to swallow (if he
wanted to enjoy drink) while standing on his head; and thus
learnt that he had sim])ly put into practice the suggestion I had
half-jokiugly made. AlyVea.son for making the remark was that
it seemed to me that if the patient's choking were due to the in-
halation of fluid accumulated above the vocal cords, it would be
obviated if by any means this fluid eouhl lie marie to escape thenee
before the patient could draw a breath, and that if he stood on,
his head while drinking, it would, from the effects Cff gravity, a?
once trickle back into his mouth. 1 ,,, ,^l•^.

I do not know to what my alcoholic patient's difficulty in swal-
lowing fluid wa.s due, but it was .so exactly like that presented by
the case just given, that I cannotdoubl thiit she also suffered from
a combination of aniesthesia willi some jiaralytic affection of the
muscles which cut off the communication between the oesophagus
and larynx during the act of swallowing. I am sorry tmat his
lar\-nx was not examined at the time.

Dr. Romoi/) GHrTFixi died at Varese on .Tanuarj- 0th. aged ft"?.

He was for some years editor of the Annali Universalidi Mffiiicinit.

and took a leading part in the management of several medical
charities at M-ifnn. " '' i">v:ijjMr.i-!n,-iD.iii« ii..it.Mi u.i«v '
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liECTunK III.

—

The OrERAxivE Teeatment of Ston'e and

TUMOUES OF THE BlADDEE IN RELATION TO SO&tE

Recent Views and Practices.

The surgery of the bladder during the last ten years will, under

an circumstances, occupy a conspicuous position in the history of

our art by the introduction of litholapaxy, the revival of the

suprapubic or high operation under somewhat altered conditions,

and by an approach to a more sytematic method of treating

tumours and growths connected with the interior of the (•iscus.

It has been my pri'\'ilege to watch the progress of these several

procedures, not merely as a passive critic, but as an active parti-

ci^jator with others in all the advantages these measures have pro-

posed to confer. Within the period mentioned a vast amount of

experience has already been obtained bearing upon these various

proposals, and I think the time this evening cannot be better oc-

cupied than in drawing some conclusions in regard to them which

seem to me may now be fairly and advantageously done ; and, in

referring to these several procedures, I will endeavour, in speaking

of each, to indicate what appears to me to be their strong as well

as their weak points, and to what e.xtent our present experience

tends to show they have justified the anticipations with which
they were promulgated. In the course of these remarks I shall

not trouble you with statistics relative to operative procedures,
as I do not attach much importance to them. It seems to me
that in drawing conclusions from figures of this kind, gathered
from various sources, we are putting ourselves much in the same
position as the individual who, to make, sure about the weather,
consults three different kinds of barometer, and is rewarded by
finding them respectively indicating at the same time " stormy,"
"rain," and " very fine." From such variations as these most per-
sons would be disposed to conclude, not that it was safe to go out
•without an umbrella, but that at least two of the instruments
must in some respect be faulty. On the other hand, to the collec-

tive work of individuals carefully recorded, with all failures and
successes, the greatest importance is to be attached, as indicating
not only results, but how these were obtained.

. In the first place I will take a brief survey of the position that
the, crushing operation seems to occupy at the present day. Since
the procedure which is justly associated with the name of Dr.
Bigelo\y, of Boston, was brought under notice, exactly ten years
ago this month, it has been applied to almost every condition
under which stone in the bladder is met with in males, females,
and children. Without entering into the history of the modern
crushing operation for stone, or referring to discussions as to what
led up to the important changes it represents, I think most per-
sons wUl be inclined to admit that the lithotrity of to-day occupies
a very different position compared with what it did ten years ago.
At the latter there appeared to be a tendency to limit it's applica-
tion considerably, whereas now we have rather to fear its exten-
sion to conditions for which it could liardlv have been intended.
The removal of a stone at a single sitting, without leaWng behind
any cause either for its reproduction or for cystitis, represented
such a desirable combination of objects as at once to place the
matter before surgeons in a light which it had not previously
done. Let mo stop for a moment to inquire how far this has been
realised. In the case of stones of a moderate size, occurring in
adults in otlier respects healthy, I think it will be generally ad-
mitted that to those lithotrity may now be applied with a degree
of success which prior to this decade had never been obtained in
the history of either the cutting or crushing operations. JN'or can
there be any doubt, excepting in childreu perhaps, that by far the
larger niuubor of stone ea«es requiring operation occur under these

circumstances. But this, unfortunately, does not represent the

whole truth, as lithotrity has and is being applied, to a class of

cases where the anticipations formed in reference to it in its most
modern form have not been realised ; and this brings me to notice

what I would speak of as the weak side of this proceeding. In

corroboration of this, let me read a passage from a recent address

by Mr. Cadge (Hunteriau Lectures, Royal College of Surgeons,

1686). " Although," he observes, " the immediate and direct mor-
tality of lithotrity is small, the recurrence of stone is lamentably

frequent. In my own list of 133 cases there were 18 in which re-

currence one or more times took place, being about 1 in 7.
_
Sir

Henry Thompson, with a much larger number of cases, gives

about the same proportion. I am disposed to infer, however, that

recurrence is more frequent than this, because it is not likely that

aU who get relapse apply to the same surgeon again. Patients

may, and frequently do, apply to the same operator once or twice

;

but after a time they either apply to their own surgeon or they

decline further treatment, and too often their subsequent history-

is one of painful endurance of chronic bladder disease and gradual

exhaustion. If, moreover, there be added to the list those nu-
merous cases of phosphatic deposit or concretions, so frequently

noticed after lithotrity, the relapses would, I believe, reach to

nearly 20 per cent. This seems a heavy indictment to bring

against lithotrity, but I am afraid there is no gainsayiiig it ; and,

if so, it would be wrong to pass it over or to make Ught of it."

Though, with a very much less experience of lithotrity than that

to which I have just referred, I became impressed some years ago

with the conviction that in certain cases we could do something
more than merely remove the stone from the bladder.

It will, I believe, be generally admitted that the state of the in-

terior of the bladder relative to its shape, its power of contraction,

and the presence or absence of inflammation has, without being

precise, a determining influence in the production of stone. In
the majority of instances this is merely a matter of experience

deduced from obsers-ation, whilst in not a few this tendency is

not discovered until, as it were, the experiment of removing the

stone by crushing and aspiration has been tried and failed. And,

in connection with this observation, I think we have been rather

too much disposed, if I may judge from a good deal of literature

relative to this subject, to allow the physical properties of the

stone to determine for us, as it were, the selection of the opera-

tion, irrespective of the relative conditions to which I have re-

ferred. Though a large hard stone is, as a rule, best treated by
lithotomj-, this by no means implies that some small and soft ones

are the less advantageously removed by a similar proceeding.

Let me take, for instance, the case of a stone in the bladder oc-

curring in an adult, with some chronic cystitis and enlargement of

the prostate. The probabilities are that for many months, if we
look at the section of such a stone after its removal, the bladder

has been engaged in encasing it in a mould of phosphates just as

completely as if it were done by plaster-of-Paris. Now is it reason-

able to suppose that you can suddenly stop this stone-forming

process without leaving behind any contributing cause for its con-

tinuance. In connection with tlie subject more particularly of

prostatic h^TJertrophy, I have examined a verj' large number of

bladders, and, having regard to the distorted or pouclied condition

of the viscus, which so frequently accompanies this change, as

well as the cnntUtion of the mucous membrane relative to the pre-

sence or absence of phosphatic deposit upon it, it has often struck

me, not that lithotrity has its failures, but that, under these cir-

cumstances, its successes are so numerous.
Reflections such as these induced me, some years ago. gradually

to alter my mode of procedure in cases of this kind, where either

it was clear that the stone was the effect rather than the cause of

disease, or where this fact was demonstrated by the failure of

lithotrity. I could not help feeling that the bladder, under these

circumstances, was not unlike in many respects, a chronic absce*»

with a stone in it. and that it was just as necessary to open and
drain the one as the other. Let me briefly illustrate this by one

of my earliest cases. It was that of a man of 60 years of age. who
submitted to lithotrity on three occasions in two years, when large

masses of phosphatic stone were readily removed. In the inter-

vals between the operation, he never was free from vesical irrita-

tion. He could not empty his bladder completely without a
catheter, the urine was more or less ammoniacal, and, in spite of

careful catheterism, he suffered much from urinarj- irritability.

He lia'l some degree of prostatic enlargement, and some pouching
or sacculation. Two years after the first crushing, I performed

lateral lithotomy for him, and removed more phosphatic calculus
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ofrttntit foTtnnl itin. J put n l»rpo drainnHP-'i'l"' '•'•'^ 1''" l>ladder,

anM ho wiis ctraiiiifd utkI WHshod for ciplit weeks, until ho Toided
imrmal ncid iirinf, when thutnbe was removed, and the woand
nUowod to heal, which it Aid- in tho course of a month. Tliis' pa-
tient hu8 now lu'fB pi>r£titly -well l"<ir Mer three yuars. I would
refer to this mid simihir instanpdF.imti as liMDj;nioruly example of
mcxM-esftil lithotomy, hut of tueccasful drainajfo.

fhrii' years aijo 1 brought this sulijeot (Aimala of Surr/frt/, ,\\\ne,

It^iV under the notio' of the profi^sion. and described at length
ray mode of cqvntting and of drainin;?; and to these ptiinls I would
now. briolly diraotiattentioa. So fur as the method of operating is

coBourncd, mv object has hoen to remove the Btone by sucll aa in-
ciftiuu .m3 will permit the bladdur to bo readily and eihtiiently

ilmincd; hence the pixKX'edint; stands much in the same light us
ivacniatinK matter from a chronic abseess docs to the important
p»rt of tho treatment by ilraimige that is to follow.

in the performance of lithotomy inciises of this description, my
arm is to make a wound into the bladder which is not likely to

close up before the interior of the viscus is ready for the recejrtion

and continence of the urine. Hence I nm an advocate for lateral

lithotomy, Tvhich best foltila tho conditions that aro required. Hut
though the mode of opening the bladder is important, the jirocess

of dr»ining."(There the eouditinu of tho viscus or of tlieparts above
it.i« such as to require this, is still more so. As n nile, cases of

this kind reipiire riminaj^'e to bo continued from four to eight
weeks. I liavia ilraincd them as Jong as ten weeks before the state

of Iho bladder, aa evidenced by the urine, was such as to allow the
wound to hcAl 'up. The drainii|!;e-tubes 1 employ for this purpose
are lar^'er tluiu thosi! which ha\e been used temporarily by some
s»r{i(«ns after lithotomy, and some care is required in fitting them
tgemch case. [Mr. Harrison showed some specimens of his drain-
age^ubes.} By their use, with the exception, perhaps, of the first

ftiW davs after the operation, when some urine may escaijie by the
stdiulliave been ahlo to keep patients absolutely dry during the
wlii\le process of treatment, whilst, at the some time, antiseptic

(Iressinfs^ have been applied to the perineum: but I do not at-
t^jch hiMch importance to the latter, so long as tlie urine drainage
iaperfntt.

Let me illusttate Uiis practice by another case of somewhat re-

cent date. Jt was'that of a gentleman, 70 years of age, who, for
over four years hod never passed one drop of ^u^ne except through
a -catheter,' and who haxl for the last t^vo ye-ars of this period
aljp6Uitely hved with tho instnunenl in his bladder, both diiy and
night. J examined him in October last, and found that he had
a stone in his bladder, but one that I could have quite
e«sijy removed by crushing and aspiration. However, in
the presence of the symptoms mentioned, and guided by other
espf rience of the kiml-. to which I ha^e referred, 1 elected to per-
forin perinea I lithotomy, imd to drain. My colleague, Mr. Mit-
chell ilankH. held the stuHforme, and I rejnovad three uric acid
caicuii of moderate size, coated witji phos])hates. ] made, as I

iiBuaiiy do, a very fri« oponinf into tho neek of the bladder, and
put in one of my lnrge.'*-si7.ed <lraiiiogc-tubep, with two or three
siipiTficinl HUturi'S in the wound to keep it In positi'm. He was
drained continuously for eight weeks, -when it was found, co-inci-

dflntly with a much improvi.-d state of tho irrine, that the lattet
WW occasioBaHy forced out spasmodically through the normal
channel of tho penis. The dminagotube was then removed, and
the wound allowed to heal. Thimgh the function of tho bladder
bad lieen in abeyajico for four years, he has now comjileto control
over his urine, and ran expel it spontaneously withotit any assiat-

anco from the catheter, which he has entirely discarded since the
operation. At present ho has to pass his urine more frequently
tnan is desirable, a cirenmstance which is pndmbly due to the
elD7>ty state the bladder has been in ever since be commenced to
use th'' catheter continuously, day and night, two years ago. Not-
withstanding this inronrenifmce which, I believe, will improve in
time, it is remarkable that tho bladder should have entirely re-

covered its power aft<T .such a long period of inaction as four
years. Had I cnishol, as 1 could have easily and safely done in
tJiis case, I fuei sure that the power of the bladder would not have
returned in the way that it ha.s.

-ily friend, Mr. Cadge, in referring to Tecnrrences after litho-
trity, seems to think that in the matter of treatment We are
placed somewhat nn the horns of a dilemma, that is to say, if we
crush there is n considerable probabilitj- of the stone recurring;
whereas, if we cut, v;e adopt a harsh proceeding, and one more
itnmediately perilous to life. As 1 have .said before, I do not
attach mucn importance to statistics, for putting aside what may

lie due to the accidents of lithotomy, to nhich we are all more or
less liable, j»»i«< <^hiah brqrtjally respiSneible fiop iio' fiiifcAiderable
amount of tlffi'mhrtalftyfrtltiwing tttii Operatfoii, tli&Traults -will

be hirpely determiniid by the alti'nding circumstances of the in-
flividuiil fniie. If ii paUint ooniej to lie itreMwl /oria, s^on^ i]^i(i^,
bladder with dilated ureters, and wjtb, only about one-fourth" to"
one-tenth ot his normal aiaount of kidfaay tissue, and tllie balance
made up of pus cavities, i do not tliink it makes much mutter
what you do to relieve the suffering caused by the stone, as th^
result nill lue theeamp whether you cut or crush. Patting ca.ses

of this kind aside as being entirely outside the question, just as
they are beyond repair, and taking instances where the only
objection against lithotrity is that the stones are likely to return
or have been proved to do so, 1 have not obse^^'ed that the perils
of lithotomy are very great. .

• •
:,

,

In analysing my experience of lithotomy, I can refer to fifteen

cases ivhere the process of opening the bladder ivas followed by
f^

,

more or less prolonged system of drainage and irrigation, such a^
I have just described. Of this number, three terminated fatally
in the course of from three to five weeks, by reason of the far ad-
vanced suppurative condition the kidneys were in; This was
considered as probable at the time of operation, and was proved,
by post-murtem examination. 1 had no desire to operate at all in
these instances,, but the patients were in such a painful condition
that I had no alternative but to do as they -SN-isht^, and ruu my
chance. However, as drainage -was employed after the stones I

were removed, I must in fairness include them. In addition Ufi
observing the relief that was thus afforded to these persons, I r

would further remark bow importantly they illustrate, the dis-

astrous consequences that may ensue, when stone and cystitis axe,

comjilicated wth obstruction, or anything that interferes •with
tlie process of natural urine drainage, prior to the removal of fbe
stone. In two of these eases, there was some enlargement of the
prostate, whilst the third was complicated with an old urethral
stricture, i^'urther, they clearly point to the importance of drain-
age as a necessarj' port of the process connected with the removal
ot some stones. The remaining twelve persons so treated re-

covered, and remain well, or did so up to the time that I had cog-
pisanee of them. I think I should be pretty sure to hear of them
if they had any recurre;ice. Three of these cases had been previ-
ously treated by crushing, to one of which I have already referred
more in del^ail. In determining how long it is necessary to con-
tinile the drainage, I attacli considerable importance to twa
points—first, to the condition of the urine, and, secondly, to cer-

tain muscular actions of the bladder, which beconle more appa-,
rent in those cases where atony pre-existed. So long as a patient '

goes on discharging ammoniacal or very purulent urine, so long
must the drainage be continued, as to close the bladder under
these circumstances is certainly to favour the reproduction a?
those local causes which confribnted to the formation or gro'Wth.

of the stone. When the urine is becoming normal, one of the
earliest indications that the drainage-tube may be withdrawn in

the voluntary, or, I should rather say, the spasmodic, expulsion of
urine along the natural passage. After three or four weeJcs' drain-

age, according to circumstances, 1 have allowed patients to get up
for a little, and sit in a chair, with a clip on the edge c'f a arain-
age-tulie, directing them to remove it ^vhen they feel desirous
of urinating. It is under these circumstance.^ tViat tmne is

sometimes expelled independently of the tube along the natural
passage. This I have found a sure indication that the power of

t lie bladder will be restored in those instances where it had been
'

lost to a greater or lesser degree. ,\nd it not only applies to cases

where a stone is present as 1 have illustratefi, but to others.

This was evidenced in a remarkable vay in the follo^wing case,

which much impressed me at the time, in reference to what open-
ing and draining are capable of doing. It was tliat of a man aged
CiH, who was umier my care in the Koyal Infirmary in 188.3, for an
atonied bladder and retention of urine, where the regular use of

the catheter had become, in tho course of time, extremely difficult

by reason of the obstruction, .\fter three weeks' trial of various

plans of trcatmimt, I performed perineal cystotomy, di^vided the
prostate, and put in a drainnge-tube. This was worn for eight

weeks, when it was noticed that a certain quantity of urine forced

its way along the urethra. The tube was then withdrawn, and tho
wound gradually closed. After this the patient never had any
further diflieulty in urinating, though the power of the bladder

had been entirely suspended for some months prior to the opera-'

tion and drainage. Six months subsequently he was seized <^tb.

hemiplegia, which confined him to bed for the rest of his life, but
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I,apcertaipe<i from hie medieaa p^WndRnt itltat it had never been

found necessary ugain to make use of the catheter. Other cases of

the }cu»l mig'i^ b» adduced in sitppprt of tUe practice I am mKw
advocating. w

t u i »

'l^ two instances where the stonw were very largo 1 had to

dlvdfio both sides of the prostate. I could not help observing' thiit,

tfiese cases made very rapid progress. It is of much importance

that the wound should inToriably be made clean and straight, and

that the relations of the parts be not unnecessarily disturbed with

the finger, as thus pouches are made in which lu-ine may lodge. 1

should also mention that iji one case the progress towards re-

covery was somewhat retarded by two or three attacks of

secondary haemorrhage, necessitating the use of a plug outside the

drainage-trube. However, it was not sufficient to be of much im-

pbrtaace. In another in.stance the patient bad two or three slight

attacks of orchitis, which was probably due to some imperfection

in the drainage apparatus ; where the prostate is very irregular

tljis may liappen, unless care is taken in making the incision into

tHe neck of the bladder.

In these remarks I have thus endeavoured to illustrate what ap-

pears to me to be tlie weak aspect of lithotrity, and what aiter-

niiive seems to me, from some practical experience specially

directed towards this point, best adapted to meet the difficultyi

Fprtupately, I believe these cases are not now so frequent as they

used to be, owing, no doubt, in a great measure, to the better

means we possess of detecting stone in the earlier periods of its

formation, when it can be dealt with by crushing with the most

complete success. To eliminate the cases which are not adapt«3d

for crusMng is worthy, I am sure, of our most careful attention,

and fls a contribution towards tliis I must ask you to accept these

remarks, '
"'

Turning to another debatalile point, I wo'uld refer to the appli-

cation of lithotrity to male children. Some valuable records re-

lating to this operation have been furnished by surgeons prac-

tising in India, amongst whom I may mention Dr. lYeyer and Dr.

Keegan. The latter gentleman has more particularly demonstrated

the great success that may bo obtained in boys by the crushing

operation, and his testimony has been to a considerable extent

corroborated by Mr. Walsham and other surgeons. Having regard

to the great success of lithotomy in male children, 1 should not

feel disposed to 6.xteud the crushing operation in this direction

materially, except in the case of very small stones. It has, I know,

been alleged, that lithotomy means emasculation, but I am not

aware that sufficient proof of this has been aiforded. If this were

proved to be an occasional and unavoidable consequence, the

reasons for orushing in boys would be materially strengthened.

The suprapubic operation for stone owes its recent revival. in a
large measiu-e to the obsen-ations of Garson, the practice of I'eter-

BW, of Kiel, and the advocacy of Sir Henrj- Thompson. The fact

that the bladder is usually uncovered by peritoneum immedi-

ately above the pubes has for a long period been rendered ayail-

aV)le by surgeons for tapping -with impunity in cases of retention

of urine. . To increase this area, and to permit the bladder to, be

opened and stones removed without injuring or wounding the

cavity of the peritoneum is the chief feature in Petersen's method
of performirtg the high operation. Since the introducfrion of this

method of operating considerable discussion has been excited in

reference f the circumstances under which it is applicable, And
much variety of opinion has been expressed. If, however, we
merely content ourselves with taking the ejcperiences' of surgeons

where this measure has been practically tested, we shall have no
difficultj' in determining its value.

In the first place I do not think that anyone would attempt the

removal of a very large stone from the bladder by any otherpro-
ceeding. We have already had several examples where large

masses have in this way been successfully removed, which, judging

from previous experiences of the kind, cxiuld not have been safely

accomplishe<l, even if it had been possible to effect their removal

at all. And this applies equally to some cases of distorted pelvis,

where the outlet is so contracted as to render pefinejil lithotomy

impossible. I should have been very glad to have availed myself

of this method of ojierating in one of my earliast stone cases some
twenty years ago, where I performed lateral lithotomy for a boy
with liis hip ankylosed in on extended position.

In the second place, experience has already shown ns that the

suprapubic operation is well adapted for the removal of certain

foreign bodies from the bladder more or less coated with plKKS-

phates, where it is necessary that we should be able to see as well

as to feel, and direct what we are desirous of doing. Perhaps one

^offthe best illustrations of this practice will be found in a case re«i

cently recorded by Dr. GiUon (Joubnai., July 30th, 1*7). where a'

penliolder, over fiVe inches in lejigth, encrusted with phosphates,'

was removfd from the bladder of a man through a suprapubic tA-^

icision. Not only was the foreign body extracted in this way, hm'i

the operator was enabled to satisfy himself that no jierforation «€i

the bladder into the peritontal cavitj' had occurred. «

Thirdly, the suprapubic incision may prove servicealile in some'

cases of stone in the bladder complicated with a protruding pro-^

state, where the removal of > some portion of the latter may be^

further contemplated. :
•

.

• j

In the fourth place, the high operation will prove to maov^
practitioners an easier and, therefore, a safer access to the hl»ddCT'_

Than the lateral perineal route, and thus, for this reason, and inl

the best interests of their patients, many will avail themselve.s oft

it under almost all circumstances. Are not these sufficimit reanonsi

for finding a place in surgery for this method, irresjioctive (if thtC

value that most of us, I beUeve, stUl attach to perineal lithotomy?'

I have no belief in the decline of jjerineal lithotomy, as it 8*em^-'

to me to possess advantages as a ready means of entrance tol?

as well as exit from, the bladder which no other method po**?

sesses. - '.
.

'
'^

In the controversv that has been recently raging in reterence'

^0 the relative advantages of suprapubic and- perineal litho-'-

tomy, I cannot help thinking that much of the difficulty whieh

some liave associated with lateral lithotomy, or Cheseldeus ope--; .

ration, is, in a measure, due to a wrong conception of *he way!
this operation should be performed. The point where it seems t»*

me some surgeons are at variance with the description laid down'

by authorities OEL this subject is in reference to the employmebb

of dilatation with tke finger as a means of entering the bladdm:

I contend that such a process, whether there are grounds for \td>

adoption, so far as the literature of the subject is concerned, of
not, is not only unnecessary, but dangerous. It is unnecessary;'

because the opening into the bladder can be safely made with the

'

knife,, sufficient to permit of the finger being put. and not pushed^'

into theviscus; it is dangerous, because the risk is not incoK^'

siderable of wrecking the operation by rupturing the urethrsj

'

especially in young cluldren, and by destroying with the tinget"

the natural relations of the parts. It is a misconception of thi«

kind which alone imports an element of danger, so far as the-'

mechanism of perineal lithotomy is concerned. Of the advantage
.

ithat tlie latter operation affords as a means of draining the blaiidt*'

I need not again speak. .. i ... - •. -

But though, as I have incidentally hinted, suprapubic cysto-

tomy will probably commend itself to some practitioners, by the

comparative facility with which it can be accomplished, we must

not be unmindful that experience has already shown us that it,..

like other procedures having the same object, has its own difficul-

ties and dangers. Instances have been recorded where a weak-

ened bladder, under the pressure of distension, has given way,

and death has then followed; and similarly the rectum has suf-

fered in a corresponding manner, but without producing any

serious consequences. To mostrofTirthe simplicity and ea.-ie with

which lateral lithotomy can usually be performed is such ae -

strongly to prejudice us in its favour, in the al)seiico of Any. •

Special reason to the contrary, a*; I have indicated. .-^tilJ, oni

the other hand, as 1 have already said, there are places fi'B botjL
^

the high and the low operations in the practice of sursjery,
,

which they canfUlwith rdfttive advantage, and wifhbWf f;^_-

bf clashing. -J \...

i Jn the last place, let me say !l few words m reference to tn©'-

treatment of tumours and growths connected with the interior!

pf the bladder. And I would take this opportunity of ackuow-r,

ledging the important services Sir Henrj' Thompson has rendered,

in both adding to and applying our knowledge in reference to this
,

subject. In surveying the literature relating to the operaUve

.

treatment of tumours of the bladder, pd comparing it with some.

little experience of my own in eases of this kind, it seems tp
^

indicate the great caution that is necessary in the sslection of ,,

rases suitable for operation.
r , , , ,j '

'

I
Malitinnnt growths connected with the interior of the bladder..:

ire, I believe, just as much beyond the reach of surgery as those...

which are occasionally seen involving the cavity of the nose; I.

have, in a few instances, opened the perineum and explored them...

With the finger, but, beyond giniig vent to offensive urine, mixed

U-ith blood, and the debris from tlie growth, I cannot say that I

have seen any permanent good follow, and I am disposed to think

Vith others they had best be let alone. If exploration with the
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tiuK T from the jHTincum indicates, by reason of tlie limitnd oon-
noction.H .if tlii' f,TX)wth. the expeclioncy of attempting its comploto
roraovnl, or if the mass is consitlorablo. the suprapubic incision may
with «.lvnnta«.' be proceeded with. Tliu value of the perineal
iocLiiou for lirainnge has alreaily been demonstrated in .several
iulAQCcs of this kind. Still, on" the whole, the less intravejiioal
malignant growths are interferwl with the better, so far as con-
ceros iKJth the comfort and lif.s of the patient. Of tha cunible
formsof intravesical tiimourof the bladder, th.' simple papillomaor
yiJl.uis jrwwth fumisbes us with an e.xample. and this has undoubt-
edly witliin the present decade been brou).;ht within the reach of
surgery. In the coses of this kind where I have operated, I have
beou able to acoompll-ih all that I desired by a perineal incision.
The following instances illustrate some of the difficulties con-
necU'd with the diagnosis and treatment of tumours of the
bladder. The first was that of a young man I saw in 1883, who
w«« suffering from luematuria. I opened his bladder from the
pe/iueum, and removed a villous growth, which seemed to occupy
tlio oriHce of tlie left ureter; he was temporarily relieved, but in
the course of a month he died of exhaustion in consequence of
ropeated attacks of hojmaturia. After death, the left ureter was
found dilated: the pelvis of the left kidney was also dilated, and
couiained a villous growth resembling that which I had removetl
from the blaiider.

The other ease was that of a middle-aged man, who preaented
all the symptoms of calculous pyelitis of the left kidney. The
pain was so severe that 1 determined to open and explore the
kidney, which I did in the early part of December, 1AS7. I found
the kidiiey not much larger than natural, but it was simply a bag
of pus. 1 could find no stone or other cause for the renal o'bstruc-
tioD. The bladder was examined, but nothing abnormal was
<let<-c4.e<I. The patient had a good deal of lirematuria after the
ojieration. He ^ot gradually weaker, and died about four weeks
after the operation. At a pnsf-mortmi examination, a small epi-
thelioma of the bladder was found, which had completely occluded
the left ureter, and had thus led to the disorganisation of the
corresponding kidney. Such are illustrations of some of the diffi-
culties which attend the diagnosis of tumours connected with the
interior of the bladder; they certainly seem to indicate the great
caution that is necessarj- in coming to a conclusion that their
pxtirjiation should be attempted.

I have now completed the task which you, in your kindness
have imposed upon me. It only remains for me to thank you for
the patient and attentive hearing you have given me.

A CASE OF CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER,
wrrn chro.vic cerebr.\l symptoms depending upon the

CIBCULATION IN THE BLOOD OF DIGESTIVE IMPUKITIES.l

By D.\TID DELIIMO'D, M.D.,
Physician to the Newcastlc-on-Tyno Infirnmry, etc.

1 HAVB ventured to invite the attention of thejmembera inter-
eat«d in the Medicine Section for a few moments to a ca8e>hich
I confess puzrled me not a little when attempting to interpret its
clinical features. In addition to throwing some light upon cer-
tain nervous phenomena that have given rise to difference '•"of

opinion from time to time— I refer to some of the nervous 'sym-
ptoms of acute yellow atrophy of the liver, so-called biliou.i' at-
tacks, and allied conditions—it exemplifies the monner in which
an organic lesion of one portion of the economy may be respon-
.Hiblo for symptoms referable to another that practicufly mask and
overshadow those of the primarj- le.iion; just as in winter the
HCion mistletoe may usurp the importance of the apple by con-
cealing with Its evergreen leaves the naked branches of the stock
1 regret that the early history of the ca,so I am about to relate is
not as accurate as 1 could wish, owing to the fact that the
patu^nts memory was considerably impaired, and in consequencewo were dependent upon his wife, who lived at a distance, for the
mrijor portion of the details. It is also a matter of regret thatsome of the points were not more exhaustively worked up- butwn are nil wise after the event, and I suspect a poH-morte»'i ex-amination suggests to the minds of a goo-l many of us errors of

omission which good resolutions prompt us to avoid in the
future.

J. W., aged ."39, a sailor, an American by birth, was ad-
mitted into the_Newcastle-on-Tyne Infirmary on September 9th,
188(!. Ills previous history, as far iis it could be ascertained, was
as follows. For eighteen years he had sailed from English ports,
and during that time he was much exposed to malarial influences,
chietly in New Orleans. There was no history of sj'philis or of
alcoholic excesses. Nine years previously he had suffered from a
severe attack of intermittent fever, and some time later was ad-
mitted into Guy's Hospital for jaundice. On recovering he re-
turned to sea, and remained in good health until the beginning of
1886, when he began to complain of weakness, loss of appetite,
etc. He continued to perform his duty, though with difficulty,
until February 2nd, when he was obliged to leave the ship on ac-
count of illness. On his return home his wife remarked that his
skin was sallow, that he looked ill. and t)mt his mental con-
dition was altered. He was fitful, for example, and was inclined
to wander about the streets in an aimless way, which he did for
two or three days, when an attack of excitement with delirium
occurred, and it was with difficulty his friends could restrain him
in bed; indeed he occasionallj' eluded their vigilance, and rushed
into the streets in his nightshirt. For some weeks this condition
continued, though the excitement became more controllable, and
his mental state gradually improved.
On March 30th (1886) he was admitted into the Middlesbrough

Infirmary, having presented himself in the first instance as an
out-patient for right inguinal hernia, when an enlargement of the
spleen was detected. During his stay in the Middlesbrough In-
firmary-, which was for upwards of four months, his speech and
sight were noticed to be impaired, and his mental condition pecu-
liar ; his memory was defective, and be was as a rule markedly
apathetic, though occasionally emotional. The tendon jerk was
increased in both arms and legs.

Wliilst under treatment in hospital his general health im-
proved, but his nervous symptoms remained unaltered. Ho then
returned home for some weeks, when his wife found it verj- dilH-
cult to manage him. He took a dislike to his children, and made
free use of the most foul language, a practice that was foreign to
him. He would lie for hours at a time taking no notice of the
surroundings, and then break out into a state of wild excitement.
He now rapidly became weaker, and at the same time more un-
manageable, so that his wife was glad to transfer him to the
Newcastle Infirmary.
On admission ho was observed to be a dark-complexioned man,

fairly well nourished, with a peculiar earthy sallow pallor of the
skin, and looked older than his age. His speech was slow, drawl-
ing, and deliberate, and strongly suggested the speech of a general
paralytic. His memorj' was decidedly weakened, though at times
he appeared to have accurate glimpses of his past life. He was
highly emotional, laughing or crying easily. The sclerotics were
tinged yellow. The tongue was clean and was protruded tremu-
lously; there was, however, no tremor of the lips. Tha arms
shook on muscular exertion, as, for example, when he lifted a cup
to his mouth. A similar tremor affected the head on sitting or
standing. The gait was unsteady, swaying, and tremulous. The
tendon-jerk phenomenon was decidedly increased in both upper
and lower extremities. The plantar reflex was absent. The limbs
were much stronger on the right side than the left ; in fact, there
seemed to be a slight degree of left-sided hemiplegia. There was
no anaosthesia, but. on tne contrary, a certain degree of general
hyperaislhesia was remarked. The spleen was considerably en-
larged, rounded, and firm, and reached to the level of the umbilicus
and to within an inch of the middle line. The liver dulness was
diminished. The urine was passeil in considerable quantities, the
daily omount being rather above the average, varying from 50 to
80 ounces in the twenty-four hours. It was the colour of Madeira,
bright and clear, and contained more than a trace of bile, but no
albumen or sugar." Several specimens were sent to Dr. Bedson,
the i'rofessor of Chemistry in the College of Physical Science, who
was asked to examine it for iron, and he kindly furnished me with
the following report :

"Several lietenuinations of the iron in the first sample of urine
received in December. 1886, were made, and the most reliable give
38 milligrammes of iron per litre. 1 had some trouble with this
sample, .some of the iron determinations appearing excessively
high. The second sample was examined two weeks later, and

'Tlie tiMt for 8u;;;ir wan only made OQce by tlie'cllnkal aMutftnl-wnl liii

obwtvsUon waa bot.vttrlD«d. -jUI^j.i ju: '.'7; ;.;•;.7 T~^-. '•
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found to contain 39.6 milligrammes of iron per litre ; this sample

•was examined for bile, ami found to contain bile acids. The third

sample was received on December 23rd, and was found to contain

10.34 milligrammes of iron per litre. These amounts, expressed in

grains per ounce are as follows

:

1.—O.016 grains of iron per ounce.

1I.-O.0173 „ „ „ '. ,, .

III.—0.0O45 „ „ „ .lIA- :

"No. Ill represents, it would appear, the normal amount of iron

found in the ash of urine, whilst in Cases I and 11 the amounts

are between three and four times this quantity."

An examination of the blood showed a diminution in the number
of red corpuscles; some appeared to be crescent-shaped, and many
were below the average in size. In a cubic millimetre there were

3,460,000 red and 6,600 white, or about 1 white to 520 red corpus-

cles. There were no changes detected with the ophthalmoscope.

For some weeks little or no alteration was apparent in his condition.

He took food fairly well, and the bowels were opened regularly

every day. The temperature and pulse maintained an even line

of health, though as time wore on it was observed that the ther-

mometer in the axilla seldom indicated more than 97.4° F. in the

morning. The nervous symptoms gradually increased. The speech

became less distinct, more drawling, and syllabic; the sight

appeared to grow more and more dim; muscular power diminished

generally, and inco-ordination increased, so that he found it im-
possible to stand or walk alone. His mental obliquity became
more decided, and occasional attacks of excitement varied an
otherwise monotonous state of helpless apathy. The bilious

coloration of the skin developed slowly, and the urine became
darker, though the aspect of the patient was more one of profound
anaemia than jaundice.

The note on February 12th, 1887—five months after Iiis admis-
sion to hospital, and some time after the diagnosis of cirrhosis of

the liver was definitely made—is as follows :

Since last obserration the patient has been going down the hill

steadily; the speech is thicker, and even more suggestive of

general paralysis. Is very drowsy, quiet, and inoffensive ; the

conjunctivie are more deeply tinged. He trembles ver\' much when
he attempts to stand, and is quite unable to walk alone. No
ascites. Liver dulness is reduced to one inch of dull area in the

neighbourhood of the sixth interspace in the anterior a-xillary

line. Well-marked systolic murmur in the tricuspid area. Tem-
perature normal : pulse 70. Eeflexes the same as before.

On February 24th the nurse reported that during the previous

few days she had observed that the patient had become more
irritable and excited. He was now delirious and wildly excited

;

the pupils were dilated and fixed; the tongue was dry and
brown.
On February 2<ith, as the delirium still continued, one-sixtieth

of a grain of hyoscyamine was injected hypodermicallyi but with
very little effect. Next day, spasmodic attacks, chiefly of the
muscles of the back, arms, and face, were obser\-ed. During a
spasm the back was arched (opisthotonos), and the mouth was
twisted to the right side, and in the interval between these
attacks^ choreiform movements of the head, trunk, and limbs,

with marked horizontal nystagmus, occurred. The urine now
contained a considerable quantity of blood, and coarse crepita-

tions were audible in the lungs. These irregular choreiform
movements, affecting chiefly the legs and fingers, continued until

Alaxch 9th, when they subsided in great measure, and conscious-

ness partially returned. The jaundice was now pronounced, and,
rapidly becoming more and more prostrated, he died on March
16th, hfteen mouths from the date that was supposed to fix the
.origin of the symptoms.

Kecropsy.—Rigor mortis pronounced ; right leg edematous

;

universal jaundice, though not of a deep tint.—Heart: Both
rentricles dilated; the right contained a quantity of ante-mortem
clot ; aortic valves competent ; mitral and tricuspid orifices di-

lated, their valves normal. Lungs: Kight adherent; lower lobe
congested and edematous ; muco-pus exuded from the cut ends
of tlie bronchial tubes; a number of patches of catarrhal pneu-
monia ; the left lung presented similar appearances. Abdomen :

No effusion; a large tortuous vein, the size of the middle finger,

ran in the course of the round ligament of the liver, and, passing
on to the right side of the abdominal wall, it descended, covered
by peritoneum, in the position of the deeji epigastric vein, to join
the right external iliac just above Poupart's ligament. On tracing

I this abnormal vein down the round ligament, it was seen to enter
the left branch of the portal about an inch from the bifurcation

;

in fact, it was practically the direct continuation of the left

division of this vein. The liver was small, granular, and deci-

dedly cirrhotic. It weighed 40 ounces, and on section the sub-

stance was seen to be ibroken up into small yellow islands or

nodules, varying in size from a pin's head to a split pea. The
larger branches of the portal vein in the liver were filled with

firm blood-clot (thrombosis). The gall-bladder contained abnat

2 ounces of thick, tar-like bile. The larger bile-ducts were not

obstnict«l. The spleen was enlarged, and weighed 39 ounces. It

was soft and pale, and a section disclosed a large number of

dilated veins. The trunk of the splenic vein was dUated to abottt

twice its normal size. The kidneys were slightly enlarged, but,

beyond a somewhat adherent capsule, presented nothin" abnormal.

The haemorrhoidal and oesophageal veins were much enlarged.

The brain was pale, soft, and oedematous, but otherwise seemed
quite healthy ; the membranes, grey matter, and vessels showed
no morbid changes.
The view taken of the case in the light of ihe post-mortem exa-

mination was that the cerebral symptoms resulted entirely from
the poisonous effects of digestive impurities circulating in the

brain. It was quite obvious that the portal blood entered almost

directly into the systemic circulation, without passing through

the liver, and therefore was not subjected to the purifying in-

fluences of that organ, but passed at once to the brain, whose
functions were consequently disturbed. The occurrence of

nervous symptoms in the course of a case of hepatic cirrhosis is no

new obsenation, but as a rule they have inter\-ened towards the

end of the case, and 1 am not aware of any eases entirely parallel

with the one I have just related, though Frerichs cites the case of

a boy, aged 10, who, along with cirrhosis, suffered from difficulty

of speech, paralysis of the facial muscles, and general muscular

weakness, but 'without mental sj-mptoms until shortly before

death. He has observe<l, however, noisy delirium -n-ith spasmodic

muscular contractions ; and Dr. Hilton Fag^e refers to a man with

cirrhosis who lay for two or three weeks in a semi-comatose

condition.

The symptoms in my case resembled verj- closely those of a cas«'

of general paralysis. The attacks of excitement, the tendency to

melancholic depression, the slow, drawling speech, and the mus-
cular inco-ordination furnished a picture that could not fail to

suggest that disease. On the other hand, the noisy delirium and

extreme restlessness towards the termination of the case brought

forcibly to one's mind the features of a case of acute yellow

atrophy. The accessory portal vein running in the round liga-

ment has been met with by Sappey, and Rindfleisch describes a

cose in which the portal blood passed directly into the cava

through a number of dilated anastomoses between the mesenteric

and spermatic veins, but 1 am not aware that there is any record

of the symptoms in these cases.

ON ADDISON'S DISEASE AND THE FUNCTION
OF THE SUPRARENAL BODIES.^

By C. a. MACSIUNN, M.A., M.D.Drs., Wolverhampton.

No satisfactory explanation has yet been given of the bronzing of

the skin and of the peculiar train of symptoms which frequently

accompany disease of the suprarenal bodies, and this is not sur-

prising since anatomists and physiologists can give us no idea as

to the function of these organs.

In this paper I have collected certain bits of evidence which

may help to advance the iuquirj- a stage, even if my argument*

should fail to convince the critical.

1 propose to consider the subject under the following heads:

1, the comparative anatomy and development of the adrenals;

2, their physiological chem'istrj- ; 3, theories as to their func-

tion ; 4, res'ults of spectroscopic examination of the adrenals and

of the urine in Addison's disease; and 5, teachings of pathology.

Cmnjynratiie AitrJomy and I)evelopme»t of the Suprarenai

Jiodief—The great use of the adrenals in the life of animals is

proved by their wide distribution among vertebrates : since thoy

are found in mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fishes.

In fishes they lie on the anterior or posterior surface of the kiil-

neys as small paired or multiple bodies, varying in size from that

of a pin's head to that of a bean (Eberth)." In elasmobrancfcs

> Bead before the Pathological Section of the Birmingham Branch of tin-

British Me<iical Association. January 27th, ISSS.
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,^-y.,f»riu .1, liitublt! row o£ 1^<1U4, urraiigcdsogiuonttlly, lyiii^

.fMi,Vi<^ riK'liJ. mill loft uf the vortubrni roUimu. hiuI consist of .11

jjioioUii.-.lii: auU a symiiathoUi; purt. Tluiy niny Ixj wanting in

S^txu: ti'ldstoiin*, but wliou present lUuy sonmtimes n-prusout the
B^iiiuoriiliosoil ftutorior (lympboiU) part of tUo kidney, nud Bojue-
tiiui'« ure doaoly united wltli the kianey:i. It is proUible that in

ail vertobrato* they ariso in connection witU the pro- or ipwp-,
^ophroij (Wiedcrsheim).' ,,1,,, I

.J
111 amphibians thuy form Am&ll yellowiah granules, and ilio

leitUox on tbo ventral side (Anura) or on the inner side (Urodela)

^{ tJie kiilneys, receiving their blood suiiply both in aniphibiana
fuud reptiles from the reuul-portal vein ( Wiedersheim).

J
In reptiles the adrenals ure of a bright yellow colour, of an

fiongnled or lobulated form, and lie in close contact with the
;genital glands (Wiedersheixu). Jn batrachians, saurianschelo-
ipianH, auil birds, the cortical and medullary substances oxe placed
side by side, in rounded heaps or in branched CQrds or oolumas
.^Bbertli).

J,,
la biriis " the weblike arrangement of the branched cortical

^I medullary columns is still more distinctly marked " (Ebertli).

; In niiuimals the suprarenal of each side forms a definite and
^^luifonn mass, lying close to the corresponding kidney, and in it

&D ectodermal (that is, sympathetic) medullary, and a mesodcrm^il
cortical substance can always be recognised, th,e two elefliwis
here being closely united together (Wiedersheim).

i
: mi/;

iVs we ascend the vertebrate scale the adrenals become gradu-
ally belter clcveloped; the same remark applies to the respiratory
pigment*. In lishes and amphibians' the muscle hsBmoglohin, aad
tile iijyoh.i3matin are badly developed, in reptiles better, while
in binls and in mammals they reach their highest point of deve-
Jopmeat. ,..; . ,

c
It is not niy intention to iijefer : to all recent . wQr]|; on

tile development of the adrenals. I will merely briefly

lefor to Balfour's researches on the development of the
tjliwmobrauch fishes;' they are well known. He showed
that in these there are "(1) a series of paired bodies de-
rivi-<l from the sympathetic ganglia, and (2^ an impaired body of

BjesoWaslic origin. In the amniota these bodies unite to form
the compound suprarenal bodies, the two constituents of which
remain, however, distinct in their development. The mesoblastic
Con.-ilituent appears to form the cortical part of the adult supra-
reuuJ body, and the nervous constituent the medullary part."

XitKukuri' has conlirmed Balfour's views by studying the deve-
lopment of the adrenals of the rabbit and the rat, and finds tbat

the medullary part arises from the sympathetic ganglia, and the
cortical jiarl in of mesoblastic origin ; the former at fixst is outside
the cortical j)art, but becomes gradually enclosed by it, but still

retaining some connection with the neighbouring ganglia. JUeace
we know that the bulk of the adrenal is not of nervous but of

mejtoblaolic origin, for in the adult (mammal) the thinner parts of

the organ consist entirely of cortical substance (Schafer),'' so that
thi! adult suprarenal may be considered a glandular organ.

P/n/.iio/oi/inal Vhfmistry of the AdrenalH.—\io^'peSerj\<tT (Physiit-

loginclu' C/iemif) shows that the medulla of the adrenal contains a

subslanr/* which in easily changed (by decomposition) after death,

and bejfiiles albuminous bodies, a substance wliich is coloured dark
blue to blackish green by ferric chloride; carmine-red by oxidising

substances such as tincture of iodine, chlorine- or bromine-water;
and red l>y the sub-chlorides of manganese; cobalt, and nickel. The
watery extract assumes, by standing exposed to the air, especially

if expo.ied to sunlight, a red colour. On extracting the adrenals

lirith dilute hydrocliloric acid, and adding ammonia to the extract,

» beautiful red colour is produced. The substance giving these

colour changes is soluble in very dilute nijueous acid solutions,

insoluble in ether, alcohol, chloroform, bisulphide of carbon and
Iwnzol; it has not been isolated, and belongs, according to

Virchc)w, to the fluid bathing the tissue elements. [Kruke.uberg
oonsiderti that several cliromogeni) are present in the ailrenals.]

(Mom and Vulpian have found bippuric and taurocholic acids and
CAlciiim chloride in the adrenals of the sheep, and Seligsohn found
benzoic acid and taurin, the latter having also been found by
>iolm. K.ulz found inosit in them. I thiak it is higlUy impru-

1 Comparative Anatomy, Enu. tmn.. p. 161.
» E'N*<'*rchu« on Myohiematm and tuft Hlitobiematfns, 'PhUotophical Tritnsar

Uimi. P»rt I. ISSrt.

«' Trtatun on Contpnr/ititK Bmbryotogy, vol. 2, p. M7-M9. Cf. Wtlilun, (iuart.
fMTK. UtcTM. He.. IBM and lani.

< Ou the U«veU>puit'nt vt the Supnrenkl Do<Ue( In Uaramalia, Quart, Jtmm.
M\CT;t St.. I8S2.

, (

' Qiutin'a Anatomt/, eth »Ution. Se« ftlso Klein's Atla.% of HilUAogy, p, 43$.

bnUle that llieee constituents cmild baVdfouUd th^iriway into the
organ " by imbibition;" they must be produced in the organ itself.

If so a very octive downward metabolism must be taking plaoo
there.

Thmries at to the l-'unction f>f the AdrenaU.—^Tho toxtbook^s
agree in stating that we know nothing of the function of the
adrenals. In Carpenter's I'liysioloi/y (ninth edition, 1881) it is

staled: "Although llrown-SOquard found that ablation of the
suprarenals was found uniformly fatal, yet others "'-for 'ex-

ample, rhillipeaux—'' have shown that tills effect is rather attri-

butable to luTcmorrhage und the unavoidable injury to the nervuf,

and especially to the semilunar ganglia, attendant upon the ope-
ration, than, lis Brown-Seeiuard believed, to the retention of some
poisonous substance in the circulatiun, which it is the oflBce of

those bodies to remove." But of late Tizzoni has produced bronz-

ing of skin and mucous membrane by artificially remofing the

adrenals, so that the above statement may be set aside. The idea

that the adrenals are concerned in the elaboration of nutrient

material is negatived by the result of chemical examinotSon, and
that of their being nervous ganglia by the results of recent studios

on their development.
The view of Dr. Harley, lately supported by Spaimochi,* that

the adrenals are merelj' persistent foetal structures—eren if true

—would prove nothing, nor add to our knowledge of their func-
tion in adult life. But we have on the other side the opinion of

Professor Wiedersheim, who says : "Their extraordinarj' richness

in blood vessels, which is seen throughout life, points to the im-
portant function of these organs ; but it is impossible to say at

present what that function is." Besides, the distribution of tbe

lymphatics of the adrenals, which Klein has studied, shows that

these vessels must be concerned in carrj'ing away some product

o£ the metabolic activity of the gland, iis Klein, indeed, assumes,

a view recently confirmed by Stilling," who shows that the pig-

ment formed in the adrenals is carried away by the lymphatics to

those lymphatic glands which lie along their path.

The fact that the adrenals are relatively large in f«tal life—at

the end of the third month as large as the kidneys—proyas
nothing. The thyroid gland is of relatively large size during

fcetal life also; and although a remnant '• of one or more diverticula

of the ventral wall of the pharynx or floor of the mouth," and
"an ancient glandular organ," speaking from a phylogenetic point

of vi(!w, " the secretory function of which in relation to the ali-

mentary canal was of great importance in the ancestors of

exLsting vertebrates,"'" yfet -we know it must be. of importance

physiologically, for its atrophy from disease or its eoctirpatiob

surgically leads to the production of mj'xoedema. '' - '\''\
'

We. ought not to lose sight of the fact that during foeial life the

liver has to manufacture red blood-corjiuscles, and as the Adrenal

seem to be supplementary to the liver in one, at least, of its furic-

tions even in adult life, it maj' possibly bo concerned in fojtal life

-with the removal of certain waste products instead of the liver.

Itcjrults of iSpectroscopic £xa7nmaiion.—^Yhen carrying out an

investigation of the spectra of the organs and tissues of ver-

tebrates and invertebrates, I came upon the interesting fact that

the suprarenals show the presence of the bands of ha3mochromo-

gen or reduced hsematin, which I found to bo especially well-

marked in their medulla. In man, dog, cat, rabbit, rat, guinea-

pig, ox, and sheep the re.sult was practically the same. Wherever

I had previously detected hoemochromngen in the fluids or organs

of the body it had been excretory. There was indeed one excep-

tion—namely, in a beetle ( Utaphylinus oletifj: n« its testes seem to

contain this substance mixed %\ith hajmoglobin, but this fact does

not bear on the matter under discussion. In the liver" and in the

bile ha?mochromogen had been detected pre%'ionsly by me ; hence,

when 1 found it in the adrenals, I concluded that here also it must he

excretory. Moreover, the appearance of tho spectra differed in

some cases in such a manner a.i to lead me to conclude that the

sulwtance which was being changed into hremochromoguD was
found in dilTerent stages of metaboli.sm, and the bands of the

latUr were ctartainly made fainter vt-hen the blood-vessels of the

animal were wa-slied out with salt solution. 1 subsequently found

that it is highly probable that not only hajmoglobin, but also the

histohsomatms may fumu«h ha;mochromogen ; and one frequently

• Cor/, d^i/li Oipitati, Nos. v »ncl vl ; Land. Med. Itecord. vol. xUI. p. 103.

' "Zur Auatuniic iler Nebuniiieren." Vircllow'n Archiv, Dwiil cU, Heft *,

p. n21.
>o WlodorBhelm, loe. eit. , , _.^

.
II It aluo oocuM. M I luive provol. In tho " biW^ of «IuUUv *lug«, crayMU. »«»

Qommon limpot. /^oo. /Coy. *<«.. No. 226, 1833, ._ .il.J ;.> ;!>,....;«
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can (i(?teot a histoha;miitiii, esix'ciaHy in the cortical part of the

adrenals. Hf-noc 1 dre-n- the obvious cnndusmn that m thp wi-

•renals a downward metamorphosis of worn-out pigments—

•hromofflobdns and the histohrematins—is takmij place, and the tunc-

-tion of theso orgsins is to pick oat of the circulation these worn-

out or effete colourin;,' matters with their accompanying proteids;

for if the coloured constituent lie present, so also must the pro-

^\A, which together origiually built up the molecule of a hfBmo-

elobin or a histohreraatin. It then the adrenals discharge this

function, we ought to find evidence of the presence in the excre-

tions of incompletely metabolised pigments, when these pigment-

metabolising organs are unfltted by disease for^ the pertormance

of their function. And that is e.xactly what is found. I have

detected, by means of the siiectroscope, in the urmo of Addison s

disease, Buch n pigment, which I named " urohrematin, but, sub-

'aequently, I changed its name to " urohoematoporphyrin, since it

'ib akind of hasmatoporphyrin. The urinar>- pigments traceable

"back to bile and hfcmatin are two in number—namely, normal

fend febrile urobilin, but the above pigment is, as I have shown,

woduced only from h.Tmatiu by the action of such reducing

.agents as zinc and sulphuric acid and sodium amalgam, in ttie

JOUBNAL for 1883 (December 1st) I showed that it occurs m the

•tlrhie of acute rheumatism, but subsequent investigaUon has

sfebnTinced me that it is present in' various febrile conditions, and

te sum the matter up, it may be said to be present in urme under

-at least two conditions: (l)Tvhpii an excess of effete hfemoglobm

-otWstoha-matin"' is present in. the circulation, the blood-meta-

fcoMsing glands being healthy, but incapable of dealing with the

^cess of effete' pigment ; or (2) when the amount of effete pig-

«ih'ents may be not in excess, bnt the blood-metabolismg glands

•are diseased. In the urine of cirrhosis of the liver, where the

"Secretory cells are eiicroached upon by cnniiective tissue, it is

^tresent, and in the urine of llodgkin's disease, when the .slan had

'fecome 'bronzed, owing to disease of the adren.ils, it has been

-foilnd. In a case of thS kind Dr. Saundby actually labelled the

specimen " urohrematiii," suspecting its presence from what I had

told him, and it was present. In Addison's disease 1 hare found

"'it several times. In the later stages of that disease, when _the

•^lOOd has become deteriorated from the, pre.sence in it of various

'poisonous products of incomplete metamorphosis^ of course we
^ay have to acknowledge two sources of this urphfemato-

porphjTin—namely, effete pigment present from disease of the ad-

renals, and effete pigment diu; to subsequent excessive flestruc-

tionof thered blood-corpuscles. In many cases the simple addi-

tion of a mineral acid to the urine will bring out the bands ot

acid lu-ohrematoporphj-rin ; in other cases it may be nece^sap- to

•precipitate the urine with neutral and basic ace.tatf of lead, de-

"composc the precipitate with rectified spirit acidulated
_

-with

%ulphuric acid, and filter; this' filtrate then shows the bands ofi

'iacid urohrcmatoporphjTin well marked, and from this it can be

•isolated by agitation with chloroform, as I have elsewhere de-

Bcribed. C. Nobel has lately confirmed my conclusions with

regard to this pigment, and proposes calling it " isohfemato-

porphyrin."" Its presence, however, in the urine lends support of a

Substantial kind to my theorJ^ and teaches that, other conditions

feeing aKsent, it may Tie due to disease of the blond-metahojismg:

glands; and since in many, cases where 1 have found it the.

Only glands diseased Were tto'.adtenalfe, these must beblood-meta-

b(^hsing glands. '
•

,
,

- .,

' The discovery' by ICnilienberg" of the presence of pyrocatechm,

'01'. rf nearly related subst;ince, in the alcohol extract of the adrenals,

"Of herbivorous animals, has led some to supj'ose that his results

contradict mine. Krukenberg never said so ; he only stated that it,

-"Wfts incomprehensible to him that 1 should have found hifimo-

chrbmogen in perfectly fresh organs, but. he does not deny its oc-

^fctirreiice. It mu.st be remembered, as Krukenberg himself says,

'that several chromogens are present in the adrenals, and the onCi

Wliich Krukenberg investigated Was soluble in alcohol, whereas

"hiemochromogen is not. Possibly the adrenals of carnivora may

VJ'toc. lioi/. Soc. vol. xxxi, p. se, and vol. x.xxv, p. 3*1; Jmm. Phytiol..,

.vol. vi. p. ^2, «ii .Mc. . ,,,.,.," Hrtm.atonornliyi-in b present in the integimu-nt of mv-<Tft;^.mfi..f m winch

nohamoRlobin ran ho found. (Set- /our. Pht,iwl.. vol. vii. No. \ mfl vol \nii.

j»o. 6.) Honne,,in.t since it can baartSflciallvprPpiirod from,iuj-obimmtin..l
J tf^u. \y.} ncnoe, ana since 11, cHii uBiiiwiiL-iaiiv ^jitic.»iwu ..v.>' ~-;, ,.lcol -|

icluded it miclitbu a mctnbolituoft.be liistolirSuiatius. , _V'f J/,!l(I lil r, 'i i,
'i* Chem. CmtraWlatl.lSST, p.iSS. Origiunl in .JrcA./.rf. GuJ. /Tij^ipl,. *l.i 11|

Wld 13. p. ,101. „ , , , .^ ,. _ '

" Virchow's .ArcMv.. 101 Band, 1835. «. W3-571. KniUfnhpi-R dcsoribe* Mmei
chronioeens got hv the artitirial rtiffcstimrof tibrtn trhich lirarmmc rMeflihteiTre,

to thoseof th* adrenals, but. are different. •' Zur Charakt«ristlk, etc.. Verk.der

Phys- Msd. Gesell. :. Wiir.-iury, 1S84. band 18, No. 9. .Mjii... .sjA .vj... ,«.
I

not contain pyrocatfichin, for in the blood *erum;of hBrtJttta^'iinl

in their urine various '^ aromatic" Hub«tftncps are present -wbiclj,

a.« Uoppo-Seyler has shown, arts pecnliar.to them; but evou if present

in the adrenals of liesh-eatirig animals, it ^vmild lend Kupport t»

-my theory. We know that other aromatic bodies such «< indol.

skntol. kresol, etc., are produced from proteids by the ettion 'of

ferments ; and although putrefaction' seems -neoflSsary for the peo-

duction of some, yet with out present knowledge -we canHot say

that they are not produced within the body in the absence of

putrefaction ; indeed, skatol does not owe its increased produc-

tion, in diabetics, in all probability, to putrefaction. Tlwrefore,

i:.he presence of pj'tocateohin iu the adrenals -would merely sboj

tliat proteid metabolism is taking-place- thteoet which(i» oiie ofctte

points I wish to prove. .';*•"' '\''^'\!^

Tearhinn!, nf Patholoffy and OenenU fiummnry.—i do not p«-
pose considering the question • whether tniere is a spociflc mtf-

ense of the adrenal, suck as a' " strumou« " or tuberculous ooM-

dition present in thsjt class of cases known .now as Adilison's dis-

ease orwhether Dr. Addisonwished aft;er he had.published hisviewa

-to narrow the pathology of that disease to disense of the synj-

pathetic ganglia,'^ Because many believe -with Virohow that the

peculiar traitiof symptom.s with bronzing' of the ekin, which aite

eharacteristit; of Addisdn's' disease, may be bi-ought about by

various morbid conditions of the adrenals, and a perusal ot

recently recorded cases ehows that we - must extend our

view so as to include such moriiid conditions. • Nor should 1

consider the occurrence bf diseased adremals without bronzing ot

the skin or bronzing of (;he skin without disease bf thesfe organs,

an argument against 'the theory adopted here, becaiise the

-adrenals being supplem'entarj- organs, othtr. organs may do duf^r

for them to a great extent, under certain unknown conditions.

Bf'sides, if Addison's disease were to occnr in a patient m whom

by previous disease the hfemoglobins and the higtohffimatms tot

been diminished in amount; we should not expect to meetwitti

much effete pigment in that case.'" And even ifthe adrenals are

apparently healthy, we cannot always say whether there has not

been some interference with, their nervous iorriartenal' supply

sufficient to prevent the discharge of their functiona' J^opkii^

over the recent literature of this subject, one finds some •
vei^

interesting cases of Addison's disease described. ' in the case re-

corded by Dr. Wickham Legg," there were shortness of breath,

giddiness and vomiting, bronzing of skin, and paroxysm of fever.

In Monti's'" case thwe were several febrile a-ttaoks during: JtUf

course of the c^se, drowsiness and heai-j" sleeps. cxCTtement,

delirium and loss of consciousness, and death took place in a con-

nUsion In Rauschenbach's^*^ case there were rigors and;" he&t

at the beginning of the illnes?. restle.ssness, detinmn, and various

nervous symptoms. Ill Cacciola's^! Case febrile attacks ""-fre also

noticed, and the patient became delirious before death, and diedm

a con-inilsion. j ^i, v,_«i4.

In some of these cases the nervous i .symptoms and the nyjwr-

thermia are very remarkable (especially as it has teen said ttie

temperature is subnormal in Addison's disease, -n-hicli is a-very

doubtful statement), and these symptoms are explicable only on

the assumption that some toxic substance or substances must have

been present in the blood. That such is the casa seems more than

probable from the experiments of Foa and I'ellacam.*' which have

not met with the attention which they deserve. These observer*

inlected an aqueoHs filtered extract from certain <^if"«; °""^^-
the brain, the testis, ft-nd the atlrenals.mto the veins of i-a.t'l''ts and

found that death ensued, which was due to coapulatJOn of the blood

in the heart and lesser circulation. They pro^-^l that a tibnnogenou.

ferment, both chemically and physiologicftllraf.tive. 'was present m
the solutions, -which is due not to the blood cwcnlatmg rat he^>

organs, nor to destruction of white corpuscles m them, l^'.^to^

substance present in the organs; and when the solntions injected

were little 'active, marasmus was produced,fn>m which the animal

died But here is the most important result; they found tn*t

aqueous and alcohol extracts of the adrenals had a most toxic

~ir^;^r. Goodhart'a able summary in New .Sydenham's l^^i-^Jil-^^'iS?/

Paml^mXnA compare-AddjiSJu's works. .New gydcnliam Society,s.edft^on.

'"n'lnt^ht'adrenals from a ease of pernicious anwmla MBtufaWbTipriiWHAa-

sell of Edinburgh, the bands were extremely fAiot.. n........ '"

15 idiieet. June. 18S.i. p. 1027. Med. Kcc. \oLmu ',,

19 jreSii'/iir A'md«rAci'*Mn<fe. Band ri. Heft. 4. ^
" g:'-Sm. Vai'V^. r™*.. Ko: S. 1SS4: &«™^. M^r«a.. -.«.-&u

"Jai^A.' ^r! )Tk. Ued-., Tii. ». I8tt ; and SohmjdVa JoHrlmdun: B«id3ie.

1886.
"" '
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effect, an effect peculiar to tho extracts of those organs. Tlio poison
present in I ho Hdrenala is more like iin organic acid or a
"ptomatin" in its action; it paralyses tlio spiuiil cord, etc., nml
cauees death by paralysing the "bulbar centre," and especially the
wepiratory ci'ntre. Is this, then, the product of proteid disinte-
graiion which it is the province of the ailrennls to pick out of the
circulation and metabolise into a harmless substance, and which,
^hi'n these organs are diseased, accumulntes in the blood, and pro-
duces nervous symptoms and hyj)ertliermift ; for Foa and I'ellacuni
found that it also produced increase of temperature ?

We know that the poisonous alkaloids of animal origin, the
ptomaines and leucomaines,"^ are products of " proteid disintegra-
tion." The poison of the adrenals is, however, probably neither
the one nor the other, but a nitrogenous, non-crystaJlisable sub-
stance akin to I'anum's septic poison ; such bodies produce h>-pcr-
thermia, whereas the ptomaines and leucomaines produce hypo-
thermia. The bodies which ore nearer proteids, or themselves of
& proteid nature, appear to be even more poisonous than their
lower metabolitre. As is well known, "Wooldridge^' obtained a
proteid poison from serum which prevents shed blood from cougu-
lating for several hours; and another proteid poison^' from the
testis and thymus of the calf, which, injected into the blood ves-
sels of an animal, causes instant death, due to wide-spread intra-
Tascular clotting. Wol/enden,'" too, has shown that the poison of
the Indian cobra (Saja tripudians) and the Indian ^-iper are of a
proteid nature.
The presence of urohjematoporphj-rin in the urine of Addison's

disease led me to hope that I should find this or some other meta-
bolite of h»moglobin in the skin of patients sufBciently bronzed
for the examination, but in this I have been disappointed. Pro-
fessor Victor Horsley and Dr. Dingley kindly procured some skin,
and the latter some slate-coloured mucous membrane from the
mouth, from patients suffering from Addison's disease; but
although I detected traces of iron, I could not see any bands. But
this is not surprising, seeing how quickly blood becomes altered
in those situations.

Dr. Riehl^' and Dr. Ernest Kummer" have made some observa-
tions on the distribution of pigment in the skin in these cases.
Dr. Riehl concludes that the pigment is extracted from the blood
by the cutis cells, and that it is not produced in situ by metabolic
processes in the cells of the rete ; he also found thrombi in the
blood vessels of the skin. Kummer confirmed these results, and
thinks that we may assume a disease of the blood as a cause of
Addison's disease. But it seems to me that the pigment jirimarily
deposited in the skin is different in its origin from that deposited
later, -when the blood itself has become deteriorated from the pre-
sence in it of the products of incomplete metamorphosis. It is in-
teresting to compare with Dr. Riehl's statement that of Wieders-
heim"' on the pigmentation of the skin of lower vertebrates ; he
shows that the derma is permeated by leucocytes, especially in
fbhes. These leucocytes penetrate to the superficial layer of" the
epidermis, and carry pigment granules. Uere they take on amoe-
boid movements, and bruak up into numerous small, pigment-con-
taining particles, which are taken up by the epithelial cells.

It -would appear, then, that comparative anatomy and compara-
tive embryology, physiological chemistry-, the evidence supplied
by the spectroscope and by pathology, all point to the same con-
clusion.

Just as there has been a progressive development of ver-
tebrata in time, the fishes appearing in the upper Silurian, the rep-
tiles in the carboniferous, the birds in the triassic, and mammals
in the jumssic, or even in the triassic systems,'" so has
there been a progressive development in their organs. As
the animal body became more complex, and a greater abund-
ance of respiratory pigments had become necessary for in-
t.cmal and ordinary respiration, certain organs had to Ix; set apart,
or had to take on a new function, in the increased "division of
labour." This function in the case of the adrenals was the re-
moval from the circulation of useless and worn-out pigments and
their accompanying proteids."

" Cy. A. M. Brown. A TrcntUe m the Animal Alkaloids, 18S7; »l»o Sir W.
Altkioi'i Uttl« volume on the luno subject.
" Ptvc. Hoy. Hoc., xlil, 230-33a.
" />nd..x\. I.T4-1.%5.

" /ourn. I'h'jnr.l., vH, .127-S70.
*» ZnlscKr. /. Kim. Med.. %. (, aixl «.M Carr. HI./, tiehumt. Aerzle, xw\. 16. 16, 1886.
»• Comp. Anrtt. VerUbrntes. Knf;. tran»., n. 16.

.1 I .»• Oelklp'a Textbook of Geoiofn. p. 6*1, inh eH., 1888.« I'kiloi. Tram., P»rt I, ISM.

When the adrenals are diseased, these effete pigments and effete
proteids circulate in the blood; the former, or their incomplete
metaliolites, producing pigmentation of skin and mucous mem-
brane, and appearing often in the urine as uroh(cmatopori>hyrin;
the latter producing to.\ic effects, and leading to further deteriora-
tion of the blood with its consequences.

NOTES ON A CASE OF TRAUMATIC EPILEPSY
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY TREPHINING.'

By THOMAS OLIVKR, M.D., M.R.C.P.Lond.,
Physician to the Infirmary, and Lecturer on Practical Pliysiolopy, Univeralty

of Durham College of Medicine, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Two years and a half ago I admitted A. T., a boy aged 16 years,
into the Newcastle-upon-Tj-ne Infirmary, suffering from fits. lie

was a healthy looking and well nourished lad, but somewhat of a
reserved disposition. It appears that until four mouths before I

saw him he had never had a day's illness, and the history I got
was as follows. On a certain day he joined some boys of his own
age in the game of tug-of-war. When pulling with all their might,
some of the boys suddenly let go ; and, as a consequence, the
patient fell violently upon the side of his head upon the ground.
For a few moments he was stunned, but he soon regained con-
sciousness without vomiting, and was able to go home appa-
rently none the worse for the injury. For ten days he was quite
well. One morning, after getting out of bed and whilst in the act
of dressing liimself, he had his tirst convulsive seizure. It was
extremely sudden in its onset, without any prodromata, and was
accompanied by unconsciousness, lie -was put to bed, and on re-
gaining consciousness complained of pain in the right side of his
head. From that day he suffered from several fits daily—each
series more severe than the preceding—and followed by an altera-
tion in his disposition; moroseness and sullenness replacing a
character previously noticed for its liveliness.

His father is a healthy man, his mother, though the subject of
mitral stenosis, enjoys good health ; one sister, at the age of 9,
suffered from fits which were regarded as epileptic, and which
suddenly disappeared after a severe fall, which she had in her
twelfth year, after the closure of an extensive scalp wound, the
consequence of the fall.

When 1 saw him, his one complaint, in addition to the fits, was
severe pain localised over the right temporal bone, over an area,
an inch in diameter, located at a point almost midway between
a line drawn from the outer angle of the right orbit to the ear,
and about one inch and a half superior to it. He could not bear
any pressure applied to this point. Before, and immediately after
a tit, the pain over this small localised orea was increased in
severity, but no fit was ever induced by pressure made upon it.

There was nothing to be seen or felt here, the skin was perfectly
healthy, it had never been broken at the time of the fall. Whilst
the fits were of a purely epileptic character, there ore yet one or
two points that call for attention. An aura was now felt before
nearly all the fits, particularly those that became severe, and were
accompanied by unconsciousness. He thought he saw a cat, the
picture of which was still present in his mind, even after all his
motor disturbance had subsided, and while yet in the transitional
stage from coma to complete consciousness. It was noticed that
in many of the severer fits the left arm and leg were much more
convulsed than the right, and that as regards precedence, they
were the first to be affected, the two sides of the face suffering
equally. In addition, not only were the loft arm and leg fre-
quently the seat of marked paresis, which lasted for several days
after the fit; but occasionally they were the subjects of chorei-
form movements over which he had no control, and which at
times passed over to the right arm and leg, but were never of the
s.imo extensive range as on the left side where they originated. Fre-
quently, after a severe fit, the stage of stupor was very protracted

;

for two or three days the patient would lie speechless and d^of,
able to take liquid food when brought to him, but never asking
for it. On regaining consciousness, and whilst yet deaf, he always
at first made known his wants to us in writing. I had been told
frequently by the nurses of the great difliculty which they had
of keeping him in bed during and immediately after the fits, and
happening to be in the wards one night when he was seized with

___j

—

1 Reafl in the Section of Medicine, at the Ajinual Meeting of the BriUdi
Medical Association, held in DutUii, Augujst, 18^7,
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a severe fit, I asked the nurses, after the excessive mu,cular move-

ments had subsided, to leave hiin alone so as to see what lie would

do Whilst thus unconscious, he made an effort to get out ot bed,

but in doing so he slightly fell towards his left. With a little

difficulty he pulled himself together and began to walk down the

ward, it was all he could do to keep on his feet, owing to the

drooping and want of power in his left arm anil leg, and yet

whilst thus unable to m.n-e his left leg easily, he at once set off

half running, the gait lieing extremely awkward, from the causes

that I have mentioned, lie suddenly stopped at the foot ot one

of the beds in the long ward, knelt down and scanned closely the

whole of the floor under the bed. With a little tUfticulty he got

on to his feet again, walked to the other end of the ward, to the

table where the wash-Iiand basin and jug were kept and at-

tempted to raise the jug to his mouth; the accomp ishment of

which was prevented by the marked feebleness of the left as com-

pared with the right hand. On coming to himself, though quite

Iware of having had a fit, he knew nothing of all that I have

^lescribed. He told me, however, that he had seen a cat, the

imatre of which had lasted a long time in bis memorj-.

On ophthalmoscopic examination, beyond perhaps the slightest

hvperamia, the discs presented nothing unusual- the lungs and

•heart w(>re healthy ; urine was quite normal before, after, and

during the intervals between the fits; knee-jerk w-as generally

more marked on the left than on the right side ; no ank e-clonus was

ojresent, but it was noticed that the pnsh of the left foot and

the grasp of the left hand were much enfeebled compared to the

same on the opposite side of the body.
,. , , ,,

Painting with iodine, and blisters were applied locally,

tiromide and iodide of potassium, liq. hydrarg. bichlor., trnct.

Tjellad. were tried alone and in combination, and in increasing

doses without the least benefit.

Failing thus to relieve the patient, a general survey of the

histor,' "and symptoms of the case—namely, a healthy lad

-meeting with an injurj- to his head, this followed in a tort-

nicht bv a convulsive seizure, recurrence of fits, now accom-

panied "by unconsciousness, and associated with an excess ot

movement on the left as compared with the right side of the body,

iingerin<r left-sided paresis and choreiform movements, these at-

tended by alocaUsed painful spot on the right temporal boiie,pain

At whicli was said to be more severe just before or alter a ht—led

me to entertain the belief that the epUeptic seizures were due to a

localised irritation, possibly in the membranes lying upon the

motor areas in the convolutions of the right .side ot the brain

The absence of any break in the skin dissipated any feeling that

I might have had'of fracture of the inner table of the skuU. 1

«U2cested trephining as the only likely method of dealing suc-

cessfully with the fits. My surgical colleagues saw the case

svith me, and agreed as to the advisability of the operation, re-

commending, however, the application of the trephine over the

painful spot, rather than upon that part of the skull lymg upon

those portions of the brain now recognised as concerned with the

initiation of the movements of the arms and legs—I mean the

ascending frontal and parietal convolutions. The painful spot,

us 1 have already mentioned, lay anterior and somewhat inferior

to these two convolutions. The operation was performed by Dr.

Hume under antiseptic precautions. A jiiece of bone, the size ot

a shilling, was without difficulty removed. The bone was quite

heaUhT,'and was easily lifted from its bed. being in no way ad-

herent'to the underlying membranes. The dura mater was healthy,

in no wise thickened. As the dura mater was healthy it was de-

bated for a few seconds as to the advisability of opening it. By

degrees however, it was noticed that the dura mater was beconi-

ing tense, and shortly after this membrane was shot out through

the opening beyond the level of the bone, the tension now being

very great. Accordingly a crucial incision was made into it, and

in a few seconds there escaped from the w-ound several teaspoons-

ful of serum, containing a few flakes of lymph. The arachnind

and pia mater seemed healthy, as did also the surface of the brain

and the small blood vessels' whicli lay upon it. A very small

drainage-tube was inserted, the cut ends of the dura mater w-ere

drawn'toffether w-ith delicate catgut, tlie skin flaps w-ere gently

drawn together, a sponge applied, and the ordinary antiseptic

dressin<Ts placed over all, That evening the dressings were found

tobetKiaking, and on removal a few teaspoonsful of serous fiuid

-were squeezed out of the sponge. More than two ounces of serous

fluid escaped that day. The dressings were renewed, and never

>aft«rw-ards required to be changed on account of the escajie ot

fluicL The patient had one or two minor fits on coming out of the

chloroform, and also for two or three days after the operation,

but after this they became separated from each other by the in-

terval of a day, then two days, a week, a, fortnight, and so on,

until no lit occurred during a period of six months. The -Rjound

had healed kimlly and quickly, without even the least rise of

temperature. The patient having long left the infirmary, feeling

quite well, no longer having any localised pain in his head, fol-

lowed for a time the occupation of a telegraph boy, but latterly

became the cash boy in a confined counting house. Here he -was

much hara.sscd by the push of business, the one monotonous call

which was made upon him, and by the long hours spent in a

wretched atmosphere, and the result was that after being free of

fits for sux months, he had again to be admitted into the infirmary,

where he was placed under my care. The fits Tvere now quite

changed in character, the muscular movements were slight, and

were never attended by loss of consciousness ; the visual aura of

the cat was no longer present. The fits were rather those of

hysteria,' and with rest in bed, iodide of potassium and iron, his

general health soon improved, the fits disappeared, and for several

months have ceased to trouble him.

Trephining, as a method of treating epilepsy, is only applicable

to those cases where there is the history of an injury to the head

followed by localising symptoms or by convidsions, either uni-

lateral or more pronounced on one side of the body than the other,

or where an injury to the head has been followed by a depressed

fracture or separation of a portion of the inner table of the skull.

Macewen, of Glasgow, has operated successfully on cases of epi-

lepsy due to injurj- of bone, and in one case of Dr. Ralfe's—

a

patient who had been trephined for depressed fracture, and who
years afterwards was found suffering from epilepsy—an absolute

cure was only effected by the cicatrix due to the trephining opera-

tion being again opened up and allo-sving of the removal of a small

portion o? necrosed bone e-v-idently belonging to the inner table.

As soon as this was done the fits ceased. Gowers speaks of having

seen or heard of 6.5 cases of epilepsy owning a traumatic cause,

and of trephining as the only line of treatment likely to be suc-

cessful, and that, be it remarked, as in myo-mi case, -svhere neither

disease of bone, membrane, or surface of the brain was found at

the time of the operation. Relief comes either from the operation

acting as a strong counter-irritant lasting all through the period

of healing, or from the reduction of tension consequent upon the

escape of'pent-up serum.
. , ^ ^

It is several months since this paper was -nritten and read, but,

the last account that I had of this patient from his mother waa
that he w-as still keeping free from fits.

ON PUERPERAL APHASIA.i

By F. BATEM.^N, M.D., P.R.C.P..

Plivsician to the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital ; Corresponfllng Uember of

the Academy of Medicine of Paris, etc.

Aphasia, as a complication of the puerperal condition, dors not

find a place in our classical treatises on midwifery, and the litera-

ture of the subject is so scant that, in the course of my reading. I

have only met with one observation recorded in this countrj-,

although it has been made the subject of a most elaborate essay

by a continental obsen-er, to which 1 shall have occasion to refer

after the detailing of my own case, which I desire to head as

follows

:

Case of Loss of Speech occun-RiN-Cr as a Pferperai.

Svmptom; Lacteal Deran-gemem ; Kight
Hemiplegia; Fatal Termixation'.

On September 7th, IS.'^B, I was requested to see, in consultation

with Dr. Watson, of Norwich, Mrs. S., aged 23, who had given

birth to her second child eight days previous to my visit. Upon

inquiry 1 ascertained she had never been the subject of any car-

diac or rheumatic affection, that she had never suffered from any

nervous disorder, and, in fact, that she had always enjoyed good

health during her single life, srith the exception of a di,5po9ition

to occasionafheadaches. Her mother was insane, and died in the

Norwich City Asylum, but beyond this fact there was no neurotic

teudencj- in the family.

She was delivered of her first child in .Tiily. 1^^, and at the

I Read In the Section of Medicine at the Annual Meeiinj;ot the British Modi-

cal Aijociatifn he\l at Dublin, .\ugiist, 1SS7.
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prvouth month of her first prp(fnni\oy she Imd sninp nlispure sym-
ptoms witli some (>iiibiirr.ii>sin(>nt of s] cli, whicli histeil iitioiit n
month. Ilcr \\rA conlinvnu'iit im.'^si'il ->IT qiiiti' mitiiriiUy, (iiul tAw
nursed licr chiUl for ni no months, at first with both breasts, but
in one bn-nst (it is bWieved to Imvu been the MV) tlierowas gulac-
fcrrha'u for some weeks, and thon tlie supply ceased entirely in

tliis mamma.
^frs. .'<. continued quite woll till three months before her second

conlineinent. when a j.'rndual loss of power occurivd in the rifjht

ami and lep. but prineipiilly in the arm. A month before her con-
finement embarrassment of speech was noticed, which culminated
in complete aphasia ."ix days after delivery, which was (piite

nutnnil, and unattended by any straining' or unusual effort ; there
was no hiemorrhage. and the lochia were (juite natural. The
total loss of .speech was sudden, for on the evening of the fifth

day, although her si>eech was embarrassed, she could converse
and make herself understood; but on the morning of the sixth
day it was observed that she was completely aphasic; there was
no loss of consciousness, and her general appearance was as usual,

the only difference being the total suspension of articulate lan-

eunge. This sudden exacerbation of her symptoms could he attri-

buted to no apparent cause; she had not been exposed to any
mental shock or disturbance of any kind, but a thunderstorm of

verv unusual severity occurred the evening before.

On the .second day after her delivery there was a sudden tur-

ceseince of the breasts, with an unusual quantity of milk, the
lacteal secretion being .so abundant that, although the child
jucked vigorously, the milk had to be removed artilicially ; the
supply was eiptal on both sides. This lacteal overflow was but of

short duration, for the next day the quantity diminished jjercep-

tilily, and on the fifth day the child had to be weaned because the
supply was gone.

.\t my visit on the eighth day after parturition, I found her
with right hemipl"gia and aphasia, and I observed that she was
unable to protnide the tongue. There was no pyrexia: the tem-
perature was normal ; the pulse was 74, and there was no cardiac
tmuble of any kind : there was no pain or swelling of the body,
and no alnlominal or pelvic complication whatever; there was,
however, retention of urine, but nothing abnornial in the secretion
itself.

Although unalile to speak she evidently understood all that was
saiil, anil seemed annnyed, and became angr^' when too many
qnestions were ])ut to lier, and to every question, whatever it

night be, she invariably said, "The other day." I asked her how
many children she had, she replied. "The other day." I asked her
what she had taken for her breakfiist, she replied, "The other day.'"

She ciiuld say nothing else, and this recurring utterance, whether
appropriate or not, she repeated on all occasions; it' was a stock
ptirnsi', and, of course, had no intellectual value.

Without developing any fresli symptom Jfrs. .S. gradually be-
came weaker, and sank from exhaustion six weeks after her con-
finement ; and within an hour of her death, in answer to an inipiiry

as to how she felt, she replied. "The other day," which was the only
jihrase she had uttered since the commencement of her affiick.

The above ca.se is interesting from the association of u))hasia

with the pueqieral condition, llemiplegia is not an uncommon
symptom connecte<l with pregnancy and childbirth. Churchill
has recorded twenty-two cjises of paralysi-s during pregnancy col-

lated by him from various sources, but althougli <lilTiculty of

articulation may have been noticed in some of these cases, it was
sinrply <lue to paralysis of the tongue and the muscles which are
concim'vl ill the articulal ion of word.s, without any real disturb-
ance of the faculty of language.
Aphasia as a complication lUreotly connected with the pueqieral

condition seems to lie rare, at all events, it has escaped the obser-
vation of the writers on obstetrics, for, amongst 8,(J<KJ cases of
midwifery recorded by a French authority, M. Sireday, not a
single instance of the coincidence of aj>liasia is mentioned. The
only case that I have met with in my reading is one rea>rded bj-

Dr. Leith Xapier, the subject of whicli was a hi'Ij- who, seventeen
days after her confinement, on being sulijocted .

to considerable
vexation, suddenly Ixscame sp<,'eohleSs ; IJiis >va,s followed in three
days by partial paralysis, which culminatoil in complete hemi-
jilegia two days later. Dr. .Vajjier attribuU'J the above sjTnptoms
to occlusion of the h'ft miildh- c<rehnil artery from emlwlism. The
patient slowly improved, anil evuutually recovered.

It is only quite recently that prominent attention has been
called to the association of aphasia with the piicrp T.il condition
by a mo-^t lnt>-r'fting and ex'inn'tive arridu by M. Poupon in

T,'Enrf/)fia/t> for .Tuly, ]K'<,'>, entitled "Dos .^pliasies PuequJrales,"
undrr which name lie comprises the divers varieties of ilisturb-

ance of speech which occur either (luring pregnancy i>r during the
period of lactation, observing, however, that the occurrence of
aphasia under the above condition is extremely rare, although he
says that the traumatic and moral shock which recently delivered
women may experience cannut but seriously influence the nervous
system. Tliis imj>ortant communication is based upon a case ob-
st-rved by the ; uthor at La Charite, in the ward of Professor
Laboulbene. The subject of it was a woman, aged '24, J. M., who,
on the second day altera perfectly natural delivery, was seized
with right hemiplegia and ajihasia, her vocjibularj- (as in my own
case) being limited to three or four words in answer to all questions,
the expressions used being, "E/i hifii,''" Out, out," " Mai.tjnmaix." She
was also the subject of wenl-blindness, but not of word-deafness.

This patient is described as having had an attack of articular

rheumatism some years before, and as there was hypertrophy of

the heart with mitral disease, the author makes the diagnosis of
embolism of the left middle cerebral arteri', due to a mitral con-
striction, upon which was supcraddeil an endocarditis, caused by
her puerperal condition ; he explains the fact of the sudden occur-
rence of the symptoms of embolism on the third day, by the
hj-pothesis that the embolus might have been nearly detached
during the labour, but that a fresh effort was necessarj' to complete
its separation, and as she was suddenly taken spe(!chless whilst
at a meal, he thinks the change from the recumbent to the sitting

posture may have been sufficient to comjilete the detachment of
the embolus. M. I'oupon enters at considerable length into the
pathology of the above case, and also gives a short analysis of

others that have falhm under his notice, in two of which he says
there was an evident relation between the lacteal secretion and
the appearance of the aphasia; in one instance, however, the
lacteal disturbance preceded the cerebral accidents, and in the
other it followed them; in the latter case (which was one of

exceptional interest, from the fact of the subject being left-

handed, and the paralysis being on the left side) it is stated that
from the moment the left hemijilegia and aphasia wero observed,

the lacteal secretion ceased in the right breast, whilst in the left

(the paralysed side) it appeared to increase, and was much more
abundant than usual. According to the statement of the patient,

the temperature of the left or ]5arnlysed side, as well as that of

the con-esponding breast, was higher than on the right side; the
perspiration was also much more copiotison the left than on the
right side. i. ,

in commenting upon this last obseiwation, M. Poupon calls

attention to the iucrense of the lacteal secretion, under the in-

fluence of the paralysis, and he c(msiders the pathological con-
dition was probably vasomotor paralysis of the breast, resulting

in dilatation of the vessels, and a more abundant secretion of milk.

He adds that women who have experienced a first attack of

aphasia as a sequel of delivery slumld avoid a second pregnancy,
and he quotes a case occurring in the practice of M. (liignoux, of

Lyons, in which aphasia occurred in two consecutive jiregnan-

cies. Tt will be remembered tliat this was the ease in th(^ history

of the lady who formed the .sul\i(»ct of my own observation. We
know but little of the effect of lacteal disturbance on the nervous
sj-stem ; and in a recent interesting discussion at the Obstetricul

Society of London, Dr. Matthews Uunean commented upon the
neglect of the scientifi(! investigation of the process of lactation, and
the deficiency of litelrature connected with this important depart-
ment of ])racticp.

On reviewing the symptoms manifested by the patient whoso
clinical history I have described, it will be noted that Mrs. S.

never had any rheumatic affection, or cardiac complicalion of any
kind; the labour was quite natural, and there was no feature in

her condition to suggest the idea of septiciemia, or of blood dys-
crasio. The only unusual symiitoni was anomalous lactation, for

it will be renH'inbered there was great turgescenco of the main-
mip, and an excessive flow of milU-quiti! a galaclorrhcea for

twenty-four hours—and then a somewhat .sudden disajipearaiice

of the secretion. From the cnmjianitive rarity of the association

of loss of speech w-it.h the puerperal state I hesitate to venture
upon any decided opiTiion as t<S the pathology of the above case-

Tlie symptoms could scarcely be due to any merely transient

caused for they had existed in a modified form for tlin e ni<mths

before jiartiirition. and became intensified a few days ;itl,er laliour;

the absence of any cardiac lesion, and the gradual devdojimeut of

the nervous symptoms, would nit:her point to cerebral thrombosis

thon to embolism. i ., ''
i

'

<
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ON THE ETIOLOGY AND CURABILITY OF
PHTHISIS.'

Br W. R. THOMAS, M.D.,

Senior Physician to the Shiffielil Public Hospital
Sheffield School.'

M.R.C.P.,

Lecturer in Medicine,

PHXinsts is one of the most prevalent dkafasesm Sheffield; one

therefore has opportunities of treating it on a very large scale,

especially in hospital practice. There are several factors which

act conjointly in its production among the working classes, so

that one cannot be surprised at its frequency.

Many of the men, and women too, have to assume a stooping

position when at work, which does not permit of proper expan-

sion of the lunf,"'. and in this way predisposes to disease. They
have to work in shops where a number of others are present, and

where, consequently, from this cause alone, the air is the very re-

verso of pure. The" workshops and works are situated in parts of

the town where the atmosphere is veiy prejudicial to health

during a great portion of the year; for it is moist, it holds in sus-

pension a large quantity of diist, grit, soot, etc., which are inhaled,

cause irritation, and are coughed up frequently during the day

;

and it also is, in fact, composed of different deleterious gases

derived from \ arious sources. The inhalation of such an atmo-

sphere must necessarily be injurious to the internal surface of the

lining membrane of the tubes and air cells of the lungs, with
which it comes in contact.

Drinking to e-vcess has, according to my experience, done its

share of work in the production of this disease. Strong men in

this way bring on a diseased state of liver and stomach. Such
men, generally speaking, die of hepatic or renal diseases, or other

diseases, as tliose of the nervous system; but, net infrequently,

phtliisis comes on and rapidly carries the patient oif.

Amongst the poor, the habit of drinking tea is a very prevalent

one. The women have tea with every meal. This is a pernicious

habit, which does an infinite amount of harm; the tea being an
astringent, and almost constantly present in the stomach, acts

upon its glands and mucous membrane; the secretions become
depraved; imperfect and often painful digestion follows as a

matter of course; anaemia is the result, -n-ith general malnutri-

tion, and phthisis. These poor persons drink tea because they
cannot afford better food often, and think that they are taking

nutritious food, little knowing that they are taking a remedy
which is so injurious to the gastric mucous membrane, and ulti-

mately destroys the appetite.

J consider that many cases of phthisis may Vie traced in a great

measure to improper clothing. In winter all persons should wear
woollen clothing next to the skin, and in summer the same custom
should prevail, but the material slioidd be much thinner, and this

should extend from neck to toe. I have seen working men in the

third stage of phthisis glorj-ing in the fact that they have never
worn any warmer clothing than cotton shuts. Ladies, as a rule,

<lo not wear sufficient clothing. Tlieir undervests, bodices, and
other underclothing hardly extend high enough to cover the upper
part of the chest. The lower classes are ver\' careless, especially

when suckling: you frequently see the chest uncovered more or

less for hours. I often find delicate ladies who ought to be warmly
clad—much more so than I am—going about in the middle of the

winter with no close covering to the lower extremities but a pair

of loose linen drawers and stockings. The outer loose clothing in

the shape of dress, etc., gives comparatively little warmth.
Such ladies, in my opinion, should always wear flannel or woollen
clothes closely apjilied to the skin. Cliildren we see daily, delicate

little things, ruiming about with hardly any covering to their

lower extremities, nothing Init short dresses and petticoats hardly
reaching their knees, and thin liuen drawers, and yet the jMirents

wonder how they catch cold. Improper and insufficient clothing

is a very great factor in the production of jilithisis. Want of exer-

cise has much to do with its causation. I find that ii is a difficult

matter to persuade jiatients, especially ladies, to take outdoor
exercise. Tlu'y will go out shopping, and they will undergo severe

exertion for hours in a ball-room, but will not walk into the

country-. 1 believe that much of the benefit derived from residence

at some of the places recommended for resort is often owing to

' Read in the Section of Medicine at the Annual Meeting of the Britisli Medi-
cal Afso6iation, held in Dnblin, August, 1?S7,

the patient taking plenty of exercise, tempted to do so because,

the weather permits of it, and the cares of home do not detain

within doors. I have after much persuasion often succeeded in

getting my patients to take exercise when at home, and have,

always been well satisfied with the result. By such treatment

the appetite has been improved, digestion has been rendered less

difficidt, and owing to the increased circulation through the lungs.

healthy changes have taken place. 1 have always endeavoured to

prevent the patient from remaining all along within doors, closely,

confined to one room perhaps, with medicine bottles on the table,

by their side, moping and tliinking of their ailments ; and I think

tfiat we might much more frequently make use of the plaa-s of

resort in our own countrj", in England, in Scotland, in Ireland, and

Wales, at different periods of the year, than we do, instead of

sending them away out of reach of relatives and friends.

In no disease is hereditarj- predisposition more evident than in.

this. I have simply in this short paper mentioned a few of ther

most ordinary causes that I have met with, most of them pre-^

ventable.
Although, as I have shown, there are so many factors which.

assist in giving rise to jihthisis, still I have been astonished at

the number of cases which recover. Fully seven-eighths of those

I have had imder my care have received decided relief—many^

would say been cured. The patients have gained flesh, a most",

important sign ; the cough has disappeared; there has been entire'

absence of expectoration; the appetite has been good, and they

have been able to attend to their ordinary duties. Many of them
I have watched for vears, and have had to treat for other com-
plaints. Many—I may say the majority—I have lost sight of.

after a time.
_ ,,

Certain physical signs generally more or less remain, as no^

doubt the lungs have been permanently injured ; but 1 have fref

quently seen all the physical signs met -n-ith in the first stage

entirely disappear; those indicative of the second stage recovered

in a great measure, and vomicae closed by agglutination of their

walls, I presume, leaving no physical sign whatever indicative of

a cavity, but of other changes having taken place which have been

permanent and harmless.

With regard to the treatment of such cases, I have found no

local application to the lung in the first or second stages answer

much better to begin with "than a small blister, say 2by 2 inches,

applied to the infra-clavicular region, or wherever the necessity

seems to be. I believe 1 have seen in some hundreds of cases the

cough relieved, the local signs disappear, and the general sym-
ptoms much alleviated by such local treatment. Of course it is

verj' difficult to judge, when general treatment is adopted as -vvell,

whether improvement should be attributed to this one applica-

tion: but still I have often adopted a similar general treatment

in other cases without as beneficial a result, and. at the same time,

in many cases done but little else than apply this local irritant

for a time, and yet seen good results ensue.

1 have tried t'he inhalation treatment pretty extensively, have

used many of the inhalers generally recommended, and have had

patients placed in a room containing a medicated atmosphere.

Many patients have stated that they have derived much benefit

from' such treatment, that the cough has been ameliorated and the^

(piantitv of expectoration diminished by it. Others, again, and If

believe "the majoritv, although they have been pleased with the

treatment at first, I'lave at length given it up, finding that they

have not derived the slightest benefit from it. I believe that in

many cases it does diminish the amount of expectoration, and feel-

sure'that it makes the expectoration and breath when offensive .

less so, and 1 trust that, as our knowledge increases, treatment by ,

inhalation will be productive of more good every year. .

"

1 lun-e reason to be well satisfied with the success of iuy treat-

ment of the cases of phthisis which 1 have to take ch.trge of, and

consider that that success has been dependent not ujion any
,

special mode of treatment adopted. 1 believe every cjise ought to .

be specially studied. The medical gentleman who gives cod-liver .

oil, a tonic mixture and a linctus to every patient, will not ht,.

successful as a rule in his treatment. As 1 said before, aliout

se.ven-eighths of mv patients have practically recovexed. In all

these cases I have first of all endeavoured to remove the cause, if

found. The patient who had lived in an impure atmosphere has

been remo\ed from it. A constrained position when at work has,

been avoided. The working in a close room has been prevented if ,

I>ossibU\ The habit of taking alcohol or tea to excess has been,

put a stop to. Daily exercise has been recommended whenever.

the weather has periaitted of it, and good nourisliing diet recom-
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mcndeil to be tukin atregnlnr hours. A blister hn,s been applied

to tlie ctii'st, iind cirtuin mcdiciil Irontnicnt, as iiidicuted bj- the

symptoms, adopt f<l. and under llie intliioiico nf this troatmcnt t!io

patiou' lias frtHiuently got well. Quinine 1 have found to be one

of the ni'Vit useful nmedies; it imj)roves the ajipetite, it tends to

check the nocturnal perspirations, and nets as a ceueral tonic;

but manv patients cannot _ take quinine, especially those -vvho

suffer from gastric derangements, which have to bo specially

treated befori' it is administered. Iron in some form or other is

indicaU'd at some time. Tlie perchloridc I hardly ever prescribe,

«fi it destroys the teeth in time, however careful the patient may
be. 1 prefer tile syrup of the pho.sphates, the citrate of iron and

(jiiiuine, or of ammonui and iron, or ilialyscd iron.

1 think in the present day there is a great tendency to ride

hobbies. One gentleman does little else except recommend
tile use of certain inhalers, another prescribes a particular remedy.

1 believe that the pliysicinn who is most likely to cure his patient

i« the one who. having satisfied his mind as to the exact condition

of his patient, does his utmost to lind out wliat has brought on

tlie complaint, and having found out the cause, is firm, and if

possible compels his i)atient to avoid it. 13y avoiding the cause

of a diseus*! much is done toward the cure. AVe should always

icep in mind tliat great benefit is frequently derived from the

preat altitude treatment of phthisis in suitable cases, as by such

-treatment the patient is .supplied with air pure and rarefied, and

receive* many other bcnetits. .Sea voyages are also beneficial in

certain ca.ses,"liut at present 1 am not dilating on these two modes
of treatment, Init am endeavouring to prove that the physician

•who makes good use of the knowledge wliich we already possess

of the treatment of phthisis may feel pretty confident of success

in the mojority of cnsc.a, even without sending any away from

our own countfj-. Jleanwhile, whilst utilising this knowledge,

we should watch with care tlie discoveries which are constantly

being made by our friends the bacteriologists and others, and

ciamestly hope that some day a method will be found by which

this disease may be stamped out, as small-pox can be now, ami

tWs the lives of thousands may l)c saved.

THE ELECTRIC ILLXJMINATION OF THE MALE
BLADDER BY MEANS OF THE NEW IN-

(
•ANDESCENT-LAMP CYSTOSCOPE."

By e. hurry FENWICK. r.H.C.S.,

JU.«ls<itnr surgeon to the London Hoipltal; Sarccon and Patholojfist to St

.,. Peter's HosirilaHur I'rinary Diaeases.

Krom the very commencement of the century, endoscopy has at-

tracted the ottention and the efforts of the medical profession.

Since Barrini, of rrankfurt, introduced his " light conductor " in

1800, various instruments have been invented for examin-

ing the interior of the bladder and urethra. Practically, however,

the attempts have hitheTt<i proved unsatisfactory, for all endo-

scopes have failed from insufficiency of illuminating power.

"Twenty-five years ago Bruck, of Breslau, a dentist, conceived the

lirilliant idea' of utilising a loop of platinum wire, maintained at

» white heat by means of a galvanic battery, as tlie source

-of light. The conception was carried out, and a monograph
•wrillen upon it. The instniment was tried at the Vienna Hos-

pital, but proving a failure, it was discarded, and the attempt

forgotten. In l^'ll Dr. Nitzc grai)pled with the same problem,

and Ldti-r, tlie well-known instrument maker of Vienna, was en-

tnis'e 1 with its solution. After ten months of expensive and in-

defat.i),'al)le labour, Leiter constructed an electric endoscope, by

mpAns of which the bladder could be effectively e.xnmined.* The
ia^trument wa-s, however, encumbered by the necessarv- apparatus

for conveying currents of cold water "around the endoscope to

prevent overheating. It was liiimpere<I by a large Bunsen batterj-

luid rheostat, an'I it was. furthennore, complicated, costly, and
<'«pricious. On the introduction nf the incandescent lamp, Br.

y'AT.!' and Mr. I^eitcr proceeded to work independently of each

<ithf!r, and the result has l)een, in each case, the production of en-

<l0.'lopts simplified by the employment of the smallest Swan or

Kdiion lamp (" mignon" lamp) as' the illuminating power. These

J Ali»Lrw7t of ii<lemoust ration of tlie instrunif^nts tM>(-jre the Me4Uoal Society,

January Klrl. IMS.
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instruments were flaislied in 1887, and were brought by their

res|)ective makers before the German Surgical Congress at Berlin.'

Having used l)otli varieties upon a series of normal and jiathological

bladders, 1 have brought them here this evening to show liow

simiile, safe, and successful these cystoscopes are as compared
with their progenitors of 1.SG2 and 1879-18^0. Moreover, as they

liave not as yet, I believe, attracted the attention of the profes-

sion in I'higland, I venture to describe their construction, to

demonstrate their ca])abilities and defects, to lay down a few
rules for their use, and to critically compare the merits of each.

The Construction.—The three essentials of tlio construction of

_ both varieties of the electric cystoscopy

(Nit2e"s or Leiter's) are practically ideulicul:

1, a catheter (Fig. 1 ak) of Xo. 2:! gauge
(French) in size, with a .sliaq) elfxiw ; 2, a

ti'niiinnlly pl»ce<l incandescent lamp (Fig.

1 I.); ."), a' window (Fig. 1 v or F), do.sed by

a prism, placed near the bend of the

elbow to refract the entering rays, so that

they pass along the tube (Fig. 1 t/} to tho

observer's eye.

These points are worthy of a detailed de-

scription.

1. In Leiter's cystoscope the catheter is

bnilt up of two insulated metal tubes slii>-

pe<l one inside the other. The inner (" tele-

scope ") tulie (Fig. 1 t/) terminates abruptly

at the prism r. Both tuU'S serve as the

conductors of the current between the bat-

tery and the incandescent lamp.
•_'. The smallest incande-scent lamp (" mig-

non " lamp! (Fig. 2 L) occupies the end or tip

of the cystoscope. It is enclosed in a

screwed-o'n silver hood (Fig. 2 a), which has

on one side an elliptical aperture (Fig. 2 CF)

fitted with a plate of rock crystal for the

transit of the rays of light. But here

notable and important dift'erenccs exist in

the two varieties: («) in Leiter's cystoscope

(Fig. 2 I.) the carb<in filament burus within

its small glass globe, and is protected more-

over by the windowed hood (Fig. 2 o). In

Nitze's instrument the carlwn filament

bums within the hood and lacks a globe

:

(A) the lamp which Leiter uses is a remov-

able and a cheap globe (three shillings)

(Fig. 2), which, if it is burnt through, can

be replaced in a minute by another, by

merely unscrewing the hood. But the

lamp which Xitze employs is an integral

jiart of the instrument, being permanently
enclosetl in the end or tip. If, tlu'U, the

lilament be burnt through, the entire ca])

III! 1^^ uust be unscrewed and be sent back to the

J^^l' maker for repair, at an outlay of ten sbil-

lings ; (f.) moreover, in Leiter's lamp the
Via. I.—Tlie two forms of filament is longer, and gives a brighter and

"coDe°''^'an/-B"°' '"^ger source of light ; (rf) tho elliptical

window (Fig. 2 CF) is larger and affords a

greater egress to the light.

3. The window (Fig. 1, p or F) in the bond of the elbow has an

arrangement of rcfiectors and a prism.

Le

-F

K4

Fig 2.—Shows (1) tlie lamp ; (2) tlio I.imp (i.) ndjustcil ; and (3) tlic silver

liood (0) for the lamp (in Leiter's cj'Stoscope).

}. F.ach instrument possesses a "key" or "kick-over" (Pig 1 GC)

for turning on or off the current.

5. A small portable four to six-celled battery with corbon-zin.-

' Dr. Nitzc. Verh'ovllunjtn dcr DeuUchen GiitlUeK. far Chirurgie. Congress,

xvl, 1S87, p. 177: Dr. Bretiner (for Leiter), p. 89. Md.
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plates and chrom-sulphuric acid, supplies a current of four to

six volts intensity.

This is the con.st ruction of the electric cystoscope which -wjU

prove most often of use, but another form (Fig. 1 B) is made, both

by Nitze and Leitor, for examining the posterior upjier wall of the

bladder. In this, both the light and the windo\v are placed upon

the convexity of the bend, and not in the concavity.

Certain objections might reasonably be made to the use of the

cystoscope.

1. Bveaka<ie i.f the Lrimp.—lt might be supposed that the mere

contact of the urine with the lamp would crack the gla.ss. Such

an accident as that would be fatal to the use of the instrumeiU ;

but hajipily it is rendered impossible by the closure of the aper-

ture in the' hood by means of a "plate of rock cr>-stal 2 millimetres

thick. Tliese lamps have biu-nt for thirty hours under water with-

out a ilaw. 1 have tested these plates with over-anxious rough-

ness, and have only succeeded in cracking one by forcible linger

and thumb pressure. Such violence could never be encountered

in the bladder.
.

1 2. BttrniiK/ of (he Mucous Membrane.—'i\\e Cap or hood, with its

contained lainj), becomes very hot if exposed to the air; but when

it is under water the heat is 'rapidly absorlied and the cap remains

quite cool. This is exactly what happens in the bladder, for the

urine carries off the heat of the lamp as fa?t as it is formed.

Wlien 1 lirst began to use the instrument my patients complained

of a subsequent burning sensation, which I attributed coirectly to

awkward manipulation of tlie end, in keeping the lamp resting on

or pressed against the bladder wall. "They may be burnt for an

hour in a male Ijladder, holding 7 ounces of fluid, without per-

cei>tibly raising the general temperature " (Breuuer).

C'apaht/ities.—Hy means of the electric cystoscope every part of

the vesical wall can be examined in as brilliantly illuminated a

condition as if it were viewed in direct sunlight. Figs. 3 and 4

show the light thrown upon the floor and anterior wall of the

liladdcr, and represent fairly well the direction of the rays emitted

from the end of the instrument.'

rig. 3.

As an example of the power of the light, I quote from my notes

of a case of right renal hematuria which I examined with the

cystoscope. ""Thetrigone and _base of the ^bladder appear of

straw or sandy colour ; and not, as one would suppose, of a rosy

or reddish hue. The slit-like orifices of the ureters are clearly

^isible, and a drop of blood would be apparent if it were entering

the bladder. Here and there, this sandy-shore-like surface is re-

lieved liy a maroon coloured vessel wliich courses arlwrescently

across the field ; the entire picture reminds one of the oj)tic disc."

A fair number of cases are already recorded in the literature of

electric cystoscopy. Dittel has examined cases of chronic cystitis.

Finger has inve'stigate<l gonorrhoeal cystitis. Foreign bodies,

stones, vesical tumours (16 cases); diverticula, and other obscure

vesical diseases, have been discovered by its means, and subs*—

quently verified by operation ; but this is not the place either to

discuss or add to these results.

What advance has the cystoscope of 1887 made upon that of

18S0?
1. The water-cooling apparatus is dispensed with.

2. The cumbersome Bunsen battery is replaced by a small

plunge battery of four cells.

3. Little accumulators which slip into the pocket may be used

(these are not always reliable).

4. The instrument is one-third cheaper.

5. It is not complicated, and requires no special knowledge for

its manipulation.
What are the deficiencies of the electric cystoscope?

1. It cannot be used in irregularly enlarged or carcinomatous

prostatic cases.

2. It is diflicult to work in contracted bladders.

3. Ilsematurial urine causes a red fog to appear arotind the light

and oliscures everything.

4. Stricture of the urethra arrests its introduction until dilata-

tion has been effected.

Eiil^s and Birecthm for the use of the Ct/.9toscope.—Vlncc

the patient on his back nHth his legs bare. Cocainise the urethra

and bladder, or ansesthetise the patient. Make certain that the

bladder contains at least six fluid ounces of clear urine : a greater

quantity is better. If the urine be bloody, wash out the Madder,

and substitute clear water for the murky medium. Regulate the

light of the lamp so as not to fuse the filament with an unneces-

sarily strong current. Do not start the light until the lamp and

elbow are well within the bladder. Let the manipulation be

gentle and puriiosive. Do not keep the cap in contact with the

wall. Let the instrument remain for half a minute after the

current has been shut off, in order to cool the hood completely

before you witlnlraw.

That'the cystoscope of either maker i^-ill become rapidly popu-

lar, and lie largely employed in the diagnosis of urinary diseases,

may be argued from the simplicity, safety, and success of the in-

striiment ;'but it is indeed difficult to predict accurately its future

rank. It will oln-iously replace the large collection of instru-

m.^ntsor procedures which attempt the diagnosis of the soiurce of

hiematuria and pyuria ; for the ureteral orifices are clearly ex-

posed to view. Its use will tend to limit the size and number of

vesical papillomata by enabling us to detect and remove these and

other growths in their very infancy. It will, moreoveT, afford us

a clearer insight into the "physiological and pathological condi-

tions of the v-esical mucous membrane, and allow us to control

our clinical obsen-ations and speculations by direct visual re-

search. .

In conclusion. I can only regret that the conception and cbm-

pletion of this brilliant iiiiiovation emanate from our Austrian

confreres, rather than from an English .source. I must gratefully

aelinowled>Te the kindness of Mr. Leiter, and his agent m London,

Mr. Schan,°of Wigmore Street, for their prompt and courteous

assistance. '
.

Fig. 4.

* From Lcitfi-'s catulugue. as are the other (liagrams. In Figs. 3 and 4 the
Mack area is incorrect ; it is introduced for the sake of contrast. The entire

bladder is liglitcd up more or less.

The Annual Report of the Imperial Xa%-y of Japan, conipiletl by

Takaki Kanehii-o, F.R.C.S.Kiig., the Director-General of the Sani-

tary Burejiu of the Navy Department, shows that the aut^horities

have learned to appreciate the economy and the value of sanita-

tion A lar>'e proportion of the navy effective suffered, until very

receiitly. from kakke, due, it is believed, to the bad quality of

the food supply. Since improvements have been introduced into

tlie commissariat department, cases of sickness among the sailors

have decreased to the extent of 1.37 per l.tWO men—a very con-

siderable sa^ing, amounting in the aggregate to a daily average

strength of 70S men, and an economy of 73 lives. Some very ela-

borate tables are given of the diseases and of the results of trettt-

meut, some of wlucU bear favourable comparison witJi our own.
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nTDROXEPlIROSIS : NEPHRECTOMY: DEATH
FROM ACUTE PERITONITIS AT THE

EXPIRATION OF THREE
MONTHS.

Uy K. U. a. lll-NTKK, M.R.C.S., lIc,

UuttiTsea.

K. J., .ly,. li -t, hii^;lit ."i feet II inches, weijfht 13 stone, a clerfciWag
at'ueil wall a puiii in hU left loin iu May, l.S8r). wli>;n rowintj on
the riviT. The piiiii continui'il, uuj in February, I'S-SG, ho lirst Uis-
fovert'il u swelling on hi.< left side. Tlieri'UiHju he went into hos-
pital, and he remaiii.'<l four days, when, after a brisk aperient, the
«williiij{ ilUapi)eared. althoujfli the pain continueiU Iu November,
18*^0. the tumour retiirneil, and at^iiin disajipeared at the expira-
tion of ten days umler laxative treatmenl. From tliat time until
the liust illness he suflered sliglit attacks, in .Vugust, 1887, the
enlargement reappeared, and continued to increase iu spite of
treatment, until, ut his urgent rejpn*t, I decided to endeavour by
operation to remove the disease entirely.

t)n Septenilier L7th, I'vST, the date of operation, the foUowing
was the condition of the patient. Occu])ying the whole of his
left side was a lluctuatiug tumour, which extended two inches
across tin' middle line; below, its lower liorder was sharply de-
lined ill the pelvis; above, it extended under the ribs ; behiiid, as
far as the spioe. The whole of this space was dull on percussion,
with the exception of a small part just below the spleen. Along

- the outer surface of the cyst, and extending from alwve down-
warils perjwndicularly, was an elevated ridge, which 1 diagnosed
M colon. Ilia urine was normal, and ot her organs healthy.

f,-,.' Having placed a stout pillow under the patient's loins and ad-
ministered chloroform, 1 perfomu^l the operation as follows. I

made an incision fonr inches in length along the outer border of
the left rectus muscle down to the peritoneum. After securing all

blut-<linjg points, this membrane was opeiu-d to the same extent as
- my incision. I'pon uitroducing my linger the ridge proved to be
colon, which was tinuly ndherf-ut" to the cyst wall. In order to
reach it safely. I was .ibliged to make another incision three
inches long from the cimtre of the first and at right angles to it

outwardo into the loin. Having carefully separatinl the gut and
drawn it inwards (in doing which 1 Wi'is comjielled to leave a
large jxirtion of the peritoneum attached to the cyst), 1 tapjied

.and drew oflf alwut five pints of Huid. Finding that "inflammatory
adhesions were the cause of the obstruction, I proceeded to re-
move the kidney. This was done by enucleating it from its cap-
sule, the tissue surrounding it being so dense. When the kidney

-waa brought to the surface! secured the pedicle iu two parts with
a double silk carboli.seil li},'ature, pjussing another around all, and

- dividing it with wissors, leaving a small portion of the gland
attached. After tying the ureter with a couple of ligatures, I

diviiled it between them. With much difficulty the cyst was
freed from itsattaohmentp. and, when secured by a doublo'ligaturc

. passed close up to the p<'dicle, was removed. The sciiaration of the
cyst provefl the most troubles<mie part of the ojjerat ion, several

. vessels requiring to be tied. The cavity was then well washed
out with pints of warm water an<l sponged drj', the pillijw under

..-the loin preventiug any fluid entering the general peritoneal
cavity. The extenial winind was then carefully closed with silk
autures, and dressed with gauze strajiping, giiuze bandage, and
Hannel roller; and the patient ])lace<l in bed.
For the first few hours he sutlvred a great deal from shock, but

gradually rallierl under the administration of eni'mata, of beef ten,
brandy, and opium. During the night he slept well, and suffered
but little from sickness, at the same time pa.ssing water freely.
From this time to the seventh day, when I removed the stitches,
he Bpp»>ared and saiil he felt better than he had done for montlis.
When the stitches were removeil the wound was well united, with
the exception of a small part of either extremity of the transverse
incision, the intervening portion of the superficial tissues after-
wards sl.inghing and leaving the obstinate ulcer, which hail not
healed when the fatal event occiirrefl. With this exce])tion nil
went well until the evening of the tenth dav, when, for the first
time, the tempwntture rrwe to 11X1° F.. pulse ««. On the thirteenth
day the temp.ratiire was 101°; fourteenth day, Vrj^ ; fifti^nth,

- l(W: yet I was unable to detect fluctuation. l/uring the next five
days, till- temperature 101° was th." highest jMiint reache^l. On
the night of the tw< nty-ftrst day alvmt two ounces of sanlous pus

InVrst through the lower eiftremity r)f the incision in the loin. A
large drainagi>-tube was then ]>a..sed through the openin)j; and out

throu-jli the back. With the linger in the abscess cavity, while
introducing the tube, the examination proved that the general

cavit}- of tlie peritonium was tiriiily closed. IJuriiig the first few
weeks this cavity was sjTinged cmt throe times daily with car-

bolised water, afterwards mtli a solution of iodine, and occasion-

ally ^v^th sulphate of zinc lotion. Pus continued to drain away
daily to the extent of an ounce and a half. On November :i5th

the patient was allowed to get up for the first time, wearing a
.Martin's elastic bandage over the dre.esing. On December Kith

sym])toins of ])iieumonia of the lower lobe of the left lung set in,

and, as the sinus still continued to tlischarge, 1 laid it open on the

18th. The same evening peritoilitis set in, which proved fatal

on the y3rd, or three months and three days from the date of

operation.
1 should remark that, althongli tapping is the usual treatment re-

commended In such cases, in t his it wouldliave proved unsatisfactorj-,

for the reason that my patient w as in constant jniin from the com-
mencement of his illness, whicli, to use his own expression, "made
his life a misery." The onlj' ]>i isit ion in which he was at all free from
pain was on bis back. He was also more or less an invalid during
the whole time, which necessitated his resigning more than one
situation. Again, tapping at most would have only given tem-
porarj' relief, as the cause of obstruction was permanent; and
although, after much suffering and loss of time, the whole kidney
tissue might have been absorbol, he strongly objected to the

delay, preferring the risks of operation.

Jn reporting this case 1 wish to thank Dr. EarkweU and Dr.

Grigor, local practitioners, for the invaluable assistance rendered

during and after the operation.

TREATMENT OF ALOOHOLLSM BY NUX
VOMICA.

Br C. R0BEUT3, F.R.C..S.

It is very remarkable, seeing how quickly ijew^aetliods of treat-

ment are adopted in these days, that so li^h^ attention has been
directed in this country to the treatmeiit of conditions of the

body due to the excessive use of wine, 'spirits, and beer, by nux
vomica and its jireparations, as advocateil fur some time past by
certain Italian, French, and Russian physicians, and incidentally

referred to i» a note in the .(orR>rai. for .lanuary 14th. When I

was a student, cases of delirium tremens were treated in the sur-

gical wards, and as a dresser I assisted the late ilr. C. Hunter

—

then house-surgeon—in his original experiments of treating this

class of cases by the subcutani«)iis injection of morphine -a kind
of treatment which lirst led to the nse of subcutaneous thera-

peutics, and which made all the fornjs of/<rleoliolisra of special

interest to me. The treatment of the cVroitnon forms of drunken-
ness by nux vomica is not by any means netv. Many years ago
a medical friend used to treat such cases by full do.ses of the tinc-

ture of nu.x vomica combined with rhubarb, soda, and fuU doses
of carbonate of ammonia with great success, and I have been
equally satisfied with the results of the nu.x vomica in combina-
tion with alkaline solutions of bismuth, hydrocyanic acid, and
carbonate of ammonia for the more acute/ cases, and of the acid

solutions of strychnine with iron and (juiriine m chronic ones. I

do not believe, however, with l)rs. I't^'^ff/ Tolvinski. and Pro-
fessor .Vfanassein, that strychnine is an4ntidot,e to alcohol in the

ordinary- meaning of the word, and I/have lieen very much dis-

ap]ioirited in the few cases in which I have tried the subcu-
taneous injection of strychnini>, as i;«;()Omioended by the Russian
jihysieians. Indeed, I think it is a great error to speak of the
various conditions of the digesti\e ana injrvous systems resulting

from the excessive or injudicious use of alcohol as a specific ili.s-

ease. as they are similar to those which result from the excessive

use of other foods, nen-ous excitement, and mental and physical

excesses of all kinds. The setting apart of the trentnient of tlie.se

iliseasps as a speciality is one of the gi-eatest evils of the prevailing

evil of specialism.s, as is obvious by the nonsenso which is talked
by such specialists as to the hereditary charatter of the disease,

and the incurability of some cases... At present we have no evi-

dence that aciiuired habits are transmissible from parent to child,

and moreover there are no definite and uniform lesions resulting

from the use of alcohol to Iw transmitted, if such transmission
were fios.sible. That tlM> cliild of a drunken mother should have
feeble health is likely enough, as its mitrition has been inter-
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fered-wath -. ami that the children of intemperjite jiareiits should

acquire their habits from imitation aud the facilities for falling

into them is likely enough also. But this is not heredity, even

in the very loosest way in which the word is used by medical

As to the incurability of drinkins habits and the disease they

engender, they are, I think, just as curable and as incurable as

rheumatism or gout, dialietes or liright's disease, or the

hundred and onV forms of the diseases of the digestive

system. The real dillicultv in the treatment of alcoholisms

anises from the theory that they are of a specific nature,

and require specitie remedies, and the forgetting, or per-

haps I ou"ht to say the ignorance, of the long time the in-

temperate liabits have been going on before they come under the

notice of the medical man, and the, obstinacy of the patient and

his friends in acknowledging their true begmnings. Chrome dis-

eases require chronic treatment; and nervous sensations of a

periodic nature, the result of long habits, cannot be cut short by

the sudden removal of the stimulus which caused them. They

can only lie surely eradicated by the substitution of other and

better habits ; hence the advantage iu the treatment of habits of

intemperance of all kinds by travelling aud intellectual pursuits,

and the removal of the patient from all former associations. As a

contirmed disease, alcoholism is, I think, more nearly related to

gout than anv other constitutional condition, and in its more

chronic states 'it is most successfully treated by iodide of potas-

sium and bark.

THERAPEUTIC MEM0EA3TDA.

IDIOSYNCBjVSY with EEG.VKD TO AJs^TIPYEIN:

A WARNING.
A MBMBEfe of my family liable to migraine was attacked in the

ordinary way a few days ago, and 1 adininistered for the first time

a dose of 5 'grains of antip^Tin in powder, with the following

curious result: Fiveminutes'after taking it, the "deadly sickness"

which was previously x'resent seemed to give way, and an "ex-

panding sensation " was felt, rising from the stomach upwards.

Almost'immediately she sneezed violently for about twenty times

running without pause. The face and eyes became deeply suf-

fused; tears began to flow; quantities of mucus flowed from the

nose : the breathing became hard and laboured, .accompanied by

a feeling of suffocation ; there was complete inability to lie down.

A violent cough shortly came on, aud large quantities of mucus

were e.xpectorated ; at the same time there was very profuse

sweating.
After these phenomena had lasted for about half an hour, intense

itching was felt on the insides of both thighs, and on examination

there was found a thick outcrop of urticaria, which soon extended

on to the abdomen. There was also a strong coppery taste in the

mouth—not continuing, but coming on in violent bouts—and an

equally strong smell oif the same metallic nature, also intermit-

tent. "There was loud singing in the ears, which felt intensely

congested. The pulse was quick and very full.

Alter the symptoms had lasted about three-quarters of an hour

from the commencement, they gradually disappeared, some tight-

ness of the chest and running at the nose remaining for four or

five hours longer. The sickness accompanying the migraine dis-

appeared completely as soon as the drug had begun to work : the

headache also disappeared for a time, but came back slightly about

four hours afl erwards.
As antijiyrin is now being so largely prescribed. I thought the

above account miglit lie of use to the readers of the .Ioituxat., as

showing the necessity for caution when prescribing it for a patient

who has not jireviously taken it.

^ice. W. AilLen Stueoe, M.D.

would represent a little over 1 grain of cocaine ; but, aUowing for

a certain amount of waste resulting from the dripping from the

nostrils, less than 1 grain probably would have been absorbed.

This increased activity of the circulation wa:? attended by a very

appreciable sense of exliUaralion of spirits associated with a

feeling of increased vigour and capacity tor mental effort. Cocaine

applied in this manner, in the quantity I have mentioned, has had

the effect of distinctly rousing the individual ; aud I have seen the

same results in more moderate degree from smaller amounts.

Indeed, I have met with rarer instances, where repeated spray-

inir of 10 minims of a 4 per cent, solution to allay nasal imtation

ha's resulted in insomnia, and sometimes in active restlessness

lasting for several hour.s. So "far as I have seen, all these etfecte

have been generally quite transient, th.jugh a moderate sense of

stimulation may persist for an hour or two. ..

In usino- stronger solutions I have on two occasions seen their

application followed by vertigo and threatened syncope. A gentle-

man, iu whose nose I applied a 20 per cent, solution upon a plug

of cotton wool, and also in spray, prior to remo^ng a polypus,

comv)lained of vertigo, nausea, and famtness. These symptoms

subsided quickly, after he had rested a few minutes on the touch,

and he was well enough to undergo the operation before the local

anesthetic effect of the cocaine had passed off. I saw similar

effects iu a lady after the appUcation of 10 per cent solution

followed by a spray of the same strength. Although I have con-

stantly made these applications of cocaine prior to operations m
the nose and as a local sedative, these are the only two cases 1

have to record where depressing effects have resulted. It has

been more especially after using a spray, by which the solution ^
forced high up in the nasal foss.-e, and is more widely diHi^ed,

that I have noted the exliilarating effects that I have referred to.

From experiments made on myself I have found that the stage ot

exhilaration, when induced, is of comparatively short duration,

but if, after the first effect has subsided, the spray be repeated

once or twice in the course of an hour or two, these turther appli-

cations may be followed by somewhat more rapid action ot the

heart, producing more or less disagreeable palpitation, while the

sense of buoyancy is apt to be less than at first, though some

ner\-ous excit'ement may still remain.

Notwitlistanding these experiences, I should say, after long tnal,

that limited applications of strong solutions of cocaine la the

nose as a local ana;sthetic do not, unless verj- exceptionally, pro-

duce general symptoms. Spray solutions of a strength not exceed-

ing even 4 per cent, are more lialile to do so, and should not, as a

rule, be applied in greater quantity than ten mmims, especially it

used by the patient as a topical remedy in acute nasal fatn":" :

and then this application should not be often repeated. \Mth

such restrictions all risk of harm would be avoided. It is easy to

foresee, however, that an agent which can exert the pnmary stimu-

latine effects, which it has been found to do, would appeal to

some1 and that the unrestrained babit of resorting to nasal sprays

of cocaine by patients may lead to deleterious resiUts.

W. McNeill Whistlek, M.U.

Physician to the Loudon Throat Hospital,

GENERAL SYMPTOMS SOMETIMES PRODITED BY NASAL
SPIUYS OF COCAINE,

In applying sprays of a 4 per cent, solution of cocaine to the nasal

cavities', 1 have not infrequently not iced an accelerated action of

the heart as an almost immediate result. 1 have thus noted a pulse

which, prior to the application, was lieating at the rale of .SO pulsa-

tions to the minute, increase to 110 pulsations in live minutes, after

spraying into the nose 30 raiuiins of a 4 per cent, solution, while

its volume and strength were for the time increase<l. This amount

FORENSIC ]MEMORAM)A.

SUICIDE BY HANGING: A CASE IN WHICH THE SUiClDE

SECL-RED HIS OWN HANDS.

V FEW days ago I received a waiTant to examine the body of a

young adult n?gro, which had been found hiinging in the woods

not far from bis dwelling. The ^ot chosen by the deceased wa,

a romantic one, at the mouth of a shallow limestone '"^«'. fj"™

whose roof numerous stalactitic masses hung. The overhanging

ledge at the cave's mouth was topped by thick. hea^T vegeta ion.

froSi ^vhicll numerous cordlike withes hung dangling: some of

these the man had used for his purpose. These cordlile suckers.

sent down so profusely by parasitic plants and others, in the

tropics, will be familiar to all acquainted with tropical ^ege.a-

tion. A strong coffee-shrub, capable of sustaining a man s weight,

stood some few feet off from the mouth of the cave. I found the

body lying upon the sround. fully clothed. ^\ hen just disco%ered,

it was' still hanging, but the withes sustaining it gave way a litt e

later of their own accord. A slip knot, maSe with three of the

depending withes, intertwined into a naturally-formed rope.

ti4tlv encircled the neck, the loop of the slip knot being under

the ri'^ht ear. The han.is were fastened down to the side* and
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sliglilly !"!iiiiil liy n pii-oi' uf short withe, which liore a loop iit

endi eiul, bikI tliixmpli these loops the linnds had lieen passed up
to the wrists. The sfrnight piece of withe connectinj; the two
looi)8 passed Indiiiid the Ixidy, nnd wiis ahoiit n foot in length.

The tool's nnd sirniu'ht connect inp piepe were ninde out of n sinj;le

piece of strong withe. On trial, the loops wore found to puss over

the hands iiuite readily.

A prohnlde inteqiretntion of the sequence of events in this un-
witnessinl tragedy wonUlseera to he that the deceased first made
the loop arrangement for his wrists nnd jilaced it within reach.

Thereafter he seems to have climbed into the coffee-shnib. men-
tioneil above as standing at the entrance to the cave, s^nd whose
bark, chafed and dirt-stained nt 'the forks, and newly broken
twigs showed it to have been recently nccnjicd. From this tree

it was iKissible to make the slipknot for the neck from the de-

pendent withes. This being made, nnd its noose arranged around
his neck, he must have slipped his hands within the loop nrrango-
ment for the wrists, and have gradually eased himself clear of the

tree; this4ast of necessity, as the withes were not strong enough
to have stood the strain of a sudden jerk.

Hard by, in evidence of a previous and unsuccessful attempt,

lay another cord of withes. Its upper end, attached to one of the

stalactites above, had broken off short by the roof; its lower end
lay below, abandoned; and inside it there was another nrrnnge-
ment of loops for the wrists precisely similar to that found ui«m
the body. A boulder standing beneath the stalactite lind served
as a platform nnd enabled him to n-acli it.

With the exception of tile bniising nt the neck, the body bore
no trace if injury or of struggle. The clothes were not di,s-

ordered. T)is.?ectio"n showed the nppenrnnces usually seen in death
from asphy.Tia. Tliere was also a diseased condition of the aortic

valves. Tlie henrt troubles had given much pain, and had ren-

dered him unfit for work. He seems often to have suffered acute
distress nt night-time. He had recently lost his wife, nnd this,

•with his bodily suffiring, seems to have driven liim to an net

planned with much foretlfiought and carried out with singular de-
termination. He left his hut at some time during the night, a

bright moonlight one; and it was only at daybreak tlint his nurse,

an old negress, upon awakening, missed Iiim and gave tlie alarm.

H. *"RANK Rand, M.B.Edin., F.R.C.S.Eng.

Moncague, Jamaica;

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL [MEMORANDA.

OPHTHALMIA yEO.VATORUM: TRK.VTMEXT BY ALCOHOL
A.VD CORROSIVK SriU.IMATE.

I PUUMBU this plan of treating ophthalmia neonatorum in the
hopt; that members of the profe.^sion will nt least try what 1 hope
may prove to be a distinct advance in the treatment of this verj-

unpleasant affection,

Kvert the lids to the back fold; dry them with a soft piece of

clean rag; wnsli them freely with cthylic alcohol—n, soft camel-
hair brush; and flood with I to 2,000 of corrosive sublimate
watery solution.

The reason for the treatment is: Roux demonstrates that pure
alcohtd removes all loose gonococci. I'ure alcohol has an extraordi-

nary nflinity for wnter, so that it di.splaces the waterj- fluid of the
lid \>\ alcohol making it intensely hygroscopic. The alcohol is in

turn displaced by .solution of corrosive sublimate, so that every
jKissiblc nook and cranny is senrchiil by the gi rmicide. I lliiiik

this plan would answer "eiiunlly well with any other germicide,
hut corrosive sublimate is convenient and cleanly. Our cases have
been too few at prtacnt to form an opinion. So far wo find the

discharge nrrested, but the granular condition of the lid is not so

ra]>idly reducwl as by silver. I take it that that is a small matter,

compared to the prompt removal of the infecting organisms. The
alcohol ha.s no apparent effect upon the cornea. For home use wi?

order 1 to -1,000 of corrosive sublimate with weak boracic acid
solution. r. n. Mut.ES, M.D.

20, St. John Street, Manchester,

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

SPONTANEOUS DKTACHMENT OF LARYXOEAL POLYPUS.
T:ir. paragraph in the .lomxAt. for .Innuar\' 21st, headed "Spon-
taneous Detachment of I.,aryngeal Polypus.'' reminds me of a case

similar to the one related, wnich occurred when I was resident

medical oflScer to the ManchestfT Royal Inflrmnrj*. A patient

presented herself with larv-ngenl symptoms, and, on examination

with the laryngosc/){)e, 1 clearly saw a polypus in tlie larynx. 1

advised her to come into the liilirraar)' as an in-jintient, in order

that she might have the growth removed, which slic' consented to

dii. A few (lays afterwards she returned witli lier laryngeal

trouble jiractica'lly gone, and jiroduced a bottle containing a .small

mass, which she "stated she had coughed up. On re-e.vamiuing

the larynx with the laryngoscojie, the tumour was found to havo
disppenred, and microscopical examination of the substance

coughed up revealed the ordinary structure of a ])oly])US.

Manchester. CiUAUAii Stkkli., M.D.

REPORTS
OF

HOSPITAL A^D SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF GREAT

BRITAIN, IRELAND, ANT) THE COLONIES.

EYE, E.VR, AND THROAT LNPIRMARY OP EDINBURGH.
case of chkoxic laryngitis, probably trbekcct.ab,

tiieated by tiu.cheotomy and by endo-lakyngeai
hemoval op growth.

(Under the care of Dr. Hunter Mackenzie.)

J. D., aged 27, commenced attendance as an out-patient on Feb-

ruary 4th. 18^7, on account of hoarseness and shortne.'^s of breath,

which had been of gradual onset, and had existed for a year and a

half. There was no history of preWous illness, and no phthisical

taint in the family.

His general condition was poor, with a tendency to cyanosis of

cheeks and lint'ers. Inside the larjnix there was marked general

swelling, esji'viuUy over the arytenoid cartilages, which had a

markedly globular'outliue and a somewhat ashy appearance. Thu

vocal cords were reddened and irregularly thickened ; the left wius

completely fLxed in the middle line, and the mobility of its fellow

was impaired. There was no ulceration anywhere. Some medium
moist sounds were audible at the infra-clavicular region, and

riionchi were present over both apices posteriorly. Tubercle bacilli

were sparsely present in the sputum.
In spite of appropriate local and general treatment, the patient

became w^orse, and was admitted as an in-patient in the begin-

ning of April. On the 6th of that month tracheotomy was per-

formed by ilr. JIaxwell Koss. The patient rapidly improved after

the operation, and in ten days left the infirmary. He continued

as an out-patient during the' remainder of the year, and was sub-

mitted to a course of local treatment, first by lactic acid, and

secondly by mentliol. It could not be said that either of these

remedies liad any effect ujion the intra-lai-yngeal condition, for,

altliough this had greatly imjiroved, the amelioration took place

wliether the remedies were applied or not, A small, warty-looking

growth, which had been slowly growing for some time from the

posterior third of the left vocal cord, and was now appr.ciably

diminishing the glotti.s, was, on .lanuarj' Ulh, 1888, removed by

Dr. Mackenzie with larj'ngeal forceps, in'the jiresence of ilr. ilax-

well Ross and the members of the clinique.

On Janiuirj- 2.:'th, 18.K8, the tniclieotomy tube, which had beea

plugged for about four months, was removed. The patient's con-

dition at this date was fairly .satisfactory. The general iutra-

larj-ngeal swelling, as well as the inliltration over the arytenoid

cartilages, had greatly suliside<l. and tlie range of movement in

the right yocnl cord had increasi d. The patient was consequently

able to breathe with toleriible cninfort ver i-ia.i naturalef. .Some

drj- rale.'' were present at the right pulmonary ajjex. There was
no expectoration.

; ,: ;
>

Remarks by Dk, Hitnter .Mackenzie.— This' case is un-

doubtedly an example of chronic laryngitis which had eitheruncler-

cone or was about to undergo tubercular degeneration. WhiLst

there was no evidence that this change had actually taken place,

til.' well-marked lan,-ngoscopic appearances nnd the slate of the

lung, along with the bacillnry S]>utum, warrant us in as.sumii^

timt, to say the least, this .sjiecifie degeneration was not far on.

(Unless the laryngoscope be supplemented by the micro.scope. it is

fre(|uently inii>ossible to say wlii'tlier a given lesion of the larj-iix

is tubercular or not.) Tracheotomy was beneficial in two way*.

1. It relieved the breathing, whichi from the amount of swelling

and infiltration in the larynx, was greatly embarrassed, and, by
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doing so, benefited tlie hings by promoting their ventilation.

2. It reduced the irritation of the larynx caused by the acts of

breathing and coughing. The inefficacy of local applications of

lactic acid and of thymol was seen by alternating periods of their

application with others of abstention from treatment. Iodoform, for-

merly so much in vogue in this disease, has of late been largely sup-

planted, e.speeinlly in the ulcerative forms, by these two remedies.

By themselves they are all e(iually ineffective in this malady. In

judiciously selected cases, surgical measures, either on the lines

now indicated or by thonuigh removal and cauterisation of the

affected parts after tlnTotomy or by endo-larj-ngeal means, appear

to be the only method" of radical treatment which promises satis-

factory results. ^
GERMAxV HOSPITAL, DALSTOX.

TREATMENT OP ULCUS CRUHIS IN THE OUT-PATIENT
DEPARTMENT.

(By F. A. Philippi, JI.D.)

During a period of about eight months, the treatment of ulcers

of the leg and allied affections was carried out according to the

principle laid down by Dr. Unna, of Hamburg, at the Dublin

meeting of the British Medical Association. The subjoined table

shows the results obtained in a series of sixty patients, taken in-

discriminately as they came under treatment.

Nature of Disease.

Callous ulcer ...

Varicose ulcer ...

Healthy ulcer ...

Sloughing ulcer
Indolent ulcer ...

Syptiilitic ulcer
Diabetic ulcer ...

Inflammatory ulcer
Eczematous ulcer
Eczema cruris ...

Healed.

14

7

I

1

4

4

Discontinued
Attending.

Total

Unsuc-
ceesful.

Total.

22
7

8
3
1

2
1

5

The manner of applying the dressing may be brieHy described

as follows : On the carefully cleaned and shaven leg a moderately

thick layer of warm zinc-gelatine (prepared according to the sub-

joined formula) is applied by means of an ordinary brush up to

the limits of the ulcer, which receives a sprinkling of powdered

iodoform or any other pulverised antiseptic; for instance, sub-

nitrate of bismuth, boracic acid or naphthaline ; this latter being

especially serviceable in reducing the offensive smell of many
ulcers. A small pad of medicated cotton-wool is then added as a

covering for the sore, and a gauze roller (Lister) wound firmly

round the whole, care being taken to cause the traction to work
in the direction towards the centre of the ulcer. When no more

of the zinc-gelatine penetrates through the meshes of the gauze,

the dressing may be considered to be completed. It is allowed to

cool and become dry, whereupon the patient can be dismissed

without further precautions. In some cases, and especially in

the latter stages of treatment, the zinc-gelatine can be painted

over the whole circumference of the leg, including the ulcer.

This dressing should be removed at the end of three or four

days. In the cases on the above list, however, it was mostly

allowed to remain unchanged for a week, on account of the

patients not being able to attend more frequently, and although it

seemed evident that it would have been generally ad\'isable to

renew the dressing at shorter inter\'als, still the progress made
was, as a rule, satisfactory enough to permit of the longer period

being adhered to.

Tho dressing can always be very easily removed with a pair of

bluut-pointed "bent scissors and, in case of need, a little warm
water. It is of great advantage, for easy removal, to have shaved
the leg before applying the dressing ; the gauze which forms, with

the zinc-gelatine, quite a compact casing, can then be pulled off

the skin as readily as the peel from an orange. If the discharge

should penetrate the bandage before the end of the week, a

sprinkling of iodoform may be applied to tlie soaked spot, or a

piec« of clean lin(?n s-imply applied as a covering, to be renewed
when it becomes soiled. The zinc-gelatine is thus prepared

:

Oxide of zinc, gelatine, aa 5 parts ; uq. dist., 6 parts
;
glycerine

pur., 8 parts ; all by weight.
The gelatine is first dissolved in the water at a moderately high

temperature, the loss of water by evaporation being compensated

for. When the whole is reduced to a perfectly uniform and even

mass, the oxide of zinc, finely powdered and mixed with as much
water as is sufficient to produce a thin ]>a.ste, is added, with the

prescribed quantity of glycerine. The whole is well stirred, and

after making up fur evaporated water, poured out into cakes on a

cool porcelain slab. It will be found to be of the consistency of

common glue, of a pure white colour, and devoid of stickinese.

For application, a sufficient quantity is placed in a small pot,

which stands in a saucepan of boiling water, in the same manner
as carpenters' glue is treated. When dissolved it f-ould not be

thicker than thin syrup or common oil-paint. It generally re-

quires the addition of a little water, especially when the same
pot-full has been treated a few tunes.

The chief advantage derived from this method of treatment is the

possibility of curing the ulcerwithout confinlngthe patients to their

beds. Indeed, with the aid of this dressing, even large ulcerations

were rendered perfectly painless, so that our patients could per-

form all kinds of work, even long before the sores were healed.

It will likewise be found to be a great advantage that the treat-

ment is not entrusted to the patients themselves, who often lack

patience and sagacity enough accurately to carrj' out the instruc-

tions given them. "The uniform and furm compression it exer-

cises on the leg will be found to be most ser\-lceable in the treat-

ment of varicose veins. Further, the discharge arising from the

sores is effectually prevented from coming into contact with the

healthy skin, while, on the other hand, it is able to penetrate

freely "enough to the surface of the dressing. It was often also

noticed that the discharge of pus from the ulcers was considerably

reduced, and the disagreeable odour almost entirely removed. The
simplicity and cheapness of this dressing are like-n-ise greatly in

its favour.

The duration of treatment varied from about three to sixteen

weeks, which, it must be confessed, does not seem to indicate a

very rapid recovery ; but, taking into consideration that some of

the'patients had suffered for several months and even years from
their ulcers, and further that whilst under treatment the patients

were not incapacitated for work, I think the results will appear

fairly satisfactorj\

ROYAL INFIRM^VRY, NEWCASTLE-OX-TYXE.
SPASMODIC TORTICOLLIS, FOLLOWING INJUKT TO THE CERVICAL

spine: successfully treated by STRETCHING THK
SPINAL ACCESSORY NERVE.

(Under the care of Frederick Page, Honorary Surgeon to the

Infirmary, Newcastle-on-Tj-ne.)

In the year 1860, the late Mr. Campbell de Morgan published, in

the British and Foreign C/iirurffical Beviev: an exceedingly inter-

esting case of spasmodic wrj'-neck, following injury to the cervi-

cal spine, treated by excision of a quarter of an inch of the spinal

accessorj- ner%-e. The spasms were cured, but the sterno-mastoid

and trapezius remained permanently paralysed. In 1880, a care-

fully prepared paper, bv Dr. Sturge and Mr. Godlee, was read

before the Clinical Societ v. entitled " Stretching of the Facial Xerve

for the Relief of Spasm "of the Facial JIuscles." On April 26th,

1S87, D. L., aged '24, a strong muscular labourer, was admitted,

under my care, with the following history : While engaged last

December in a rough game of football, he was thrown, and fell

heavilv on his back, twisting his neck violentlv to one side. He
was unable to rise, and had to be carried home, having lost the use

of his Umbs. He was not unconscious. His head was twisted to

the right side. During the night he regained the power of using

his legs. In two days'the wry-neck had passed off, but his arms
remained paralysed" for a fortnight. For some days the bladder-

required to be'relieved with a catheter. In the course of a few-

weeks he recovered sufficiently to be able to resume duty. Whilt

at work, about March 19th, the patient struck his head violently

against an iron pipe. He fell backwards to the ground, and. on

rising, found that his neck was twisted as it had been for two days

after his former accident. On admission, the patient was in the

following condition: When at rest the right shoulder wa-s elevated,

and the face turned to the right side. The deformity was evidently

due to tonic contraction of the right sterno-mastoid and trapezius

muscles. Any attempt made to straighten his head, a touch or

movement, i)roductHl clonic spasms of the mnscles named, by
which the ri^'ht side of the face and shoulder were almost brought

in contact, his chin being at the same timetlrawn slightly towards

the left side. Considerable pain accompanied the spa.sms. Rest
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"taibeJ, toiintiT-irritation, and ilnijjs prodiicpti no effect upon t\w

'ttrformity. Ailrtptiiic; tlip (wincliialnns urrivc<l nt liy Or. Sturgi'

'htttl'Mr. Gmll.c "iis to tli<>clnRs iif cjisco in wliioli thj> oporation of

'Wprvi'-'tre't-chini; ih likrly to ])Mvc fffioucious." niiiii<>ly. thosfnlu'rc

'"llio spiism is fi'Mtinwl to iht> mu>>rli>s siipiili'-d hy one iiprvo only,"

lii-i sM>ni>il R tj-pioal I'si-^e for trentmont l>y nen-i'-st rot filing.

Aiconlingly. on June tilft, «iT months nfter the llrst aiiit thrw
months after the wofotiil nocidtnt, 1 cut down upon thi» right

• frpinal ACPi'?«otT nerve. M-hi-re it emerges from t he sfemo-mHStnid

on its path to the trape/in^ mnsele, passed my thigir henenth. ami
•tr'-tehed \K'\\ ith oonsidernltle force. Not feeling sure that itnii>;ht

-no; lie necest^arj-. uKimiilely, to re.^Jort to Mr. .Morgan's exiMwiient,

1 leioptitl ft plan sngge.sted to me by mv friend, Professor Annan-
i , , and surrounded the nerve w-ith a silk thread, so that, shouhl
<- •1111 lie found requisite. I eouhl reach the nerve easily ivithout

rt[K'iiinjj up the wonnd. The next day, though the t/mio contrac-

tion was unaffected, the patient expre.^swl himself as feeling much
TD'ir- pomfortahle- \Tctr from cdonic spasm and from pain. The
wound healed readily, and. fourteen days after operation, the Silk

ihre&il Was wit iKlrawn. On July I'lst , the patient was dif>chaT^„'ed,

411 clonic .-pasm having ceased entirely for some time. There was
"SHilf, however, some tonic contraction of the st^rno-mastoid. but it

"Iras' decidedly lesa. and gmdually decreasing. To-day (J anuarj-

MthV the patient is free from deformity, in good health, ami able

to do his ordinary dufv without inconvenience.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES,

' IJXIC.VL .SOCIKTY OF LO.VDO>.

t'BIDAY. Janiaey 27th. 1888.

W. i!. llnn.MiBFN'T, .M.D., RR.C.P., President, iu the Chair.

' &-cciW M'i'afh!<- Dilrt^firm f>f the Cnhn.—Vrt. Ajtoei. Monet

uJid ilr S. PiOiT contributed a paper on this case. Mr. M., aged

".') in habitiuJ clriuikard, .suffered fiom enormous disteasion of tin-

colon with dyspnaa and bronchitis; the girth was over sixty

inches, and the measure from the ensiform cartilage to the }m|)e8

twenty-six There was alhumrnuria. Tie was treated first by .Mr.

Paget at St. Tlmmas's Home by repeated punctures. These gave

CT^t relU'f ; he iraylTa^•e(l so much that he refusal further treat-

m.nt and returned to his drunken habits. He was admitted into

Univer-ity College Hospital a week later umbr Dr. Angel Money,

with the same enormous distension, lividity, and dysiiivoai.. ,
He

w,L^ much reUeve<l with the long rectal tube, but sahk and died a

week »fter admission. At the necropsy riU the signs of habitual

drunkenness were found, including typical "hobnail hyej. There

was enormous distension of the colon, principally of the sigmoid

flexure, which form<-l two huge sacs extending right aci'oSjS the

abdomiuol cavity. There was no organic stricture. Dr. Money

was of opinion tlmt a twist of the sigmoid flexure or a spa-sraodic

strij-lure might have been present, or else that some morbid state

of the blood, or else i\y.- mere presence of an eicfss of gas, might

have .started the disease. The bowel was hypertrophied as well as

dilated. Ue referred to Dr. Gees paiier in the 67. Rnrthnlmru-

s

Mimial BcwrU, and to Dr. Oooilharfs case {Chntcal S',n,t<j

s

Trnmartium. vol..xiv).-Dr. Uadpf.m asked if the patient had had

hubilual constipation. He referred to ca.ses which Drs. Dnstowe

an<l Peacock had published, and described two cases seen by Inm-

eelf. Tliu Hrst was that of a girl, aged 17, who had sevens pain iri

the alnlomen, with con.'^tilwtioii lasting ten days, and unaffected

by purgatives. The abdomen was opened, but no pbstniction

detcct«(t At the po.-i-vvrl'-vi examimition the sigmoid flexure

was found eJiormouslv disteudtxl, its circumference measuring

twelve inches. There' hiul been no chronic cimstipation. The

second case was that of a woman, aged 30, who had a copious

mueous ilischurge from the Ijowel, so that She comidainedof diar-

rhcea. >"o fuucu« were pastel, however, and the sigmoul flexure

was lound to be distended with motion. She recoviTed under

treatment.—Sir Dyck DfcmvaTU referred to the case of a girl

who had enormous dilatation of the c-ecum. with tj-mpanitos and

constipation, and in whom ttie rest of the intestinal tract seemed

to be normal. Dr. Kw.uiT asked U" there was any adlifsion of the

omentum in Dr. Money's case. He had seen cases in which

adherent omentum, or its invagination int6 thocnnal of a hernia,

had seemed to cause distension of the colon. One such patient

who recoverol from acute obstruction died a few days later of

pneumonia. She was then found to have an old hernia, and the

transverse colon was dnifrged down at its middle to Uie pelvis and
there lixed. so that it was V-shaix'd, and no longer transvrrsf.

lie objected to the term '• idiopathic " as applied to Dr. Money's

case, and thought the distension was due to .some ailhe>Jo», Cuua-

iiig obstruction, and thenpnraly.sisof the Iwwel. in Mich ciise, if

gas were formed, very acute distension would (.>ccur. He would
ask again if there was any displacement of the omentum or an
omentai hernia.—Dr. I'eabs'j!: thought tltt^ diJatutioii in such casss

as that describoil bv Dr. Money was due to the forranlion of gns,

cau-ieil by the imperfect digestion of food.—Dr. Moiusox thought

that no case should he termed "idiopathic" unless lluit diagnosis

were veritietl by poit-imortem examination. He mentioned th«

case of a gentleman whose sujiposed idiopathic "listeiision was re-

lieved by abdominal .puncture. When obstruction occurred a

second time it was tWftte<l with opium and belladonna, but with-

out suoco,i.s. After death a stricture was found between the sig-

moid flexure and the rectum, which might have been relieved by

colotomy.—Dr. K. ^"0•^^•rKR Hske<l if the moso-qolon of the sigmoid

Ue.vure was so long as to allow the colon to be misplaced and

obstruction produced.^The I'nK.siPEN-T had soen a c»se some yeUrs

ago in which great distension of the libdomeh was produced by

congenital elongation qf the sigmoid flexure, whi(ih' started in itfe

proper position, thence extended up to the liver, and then [passed

down again to join the rectum. U was full of gas, and so gigantic

that it tilled the abdomen. lu another case tile transverse coloii

was stOl more distended; it occujued almost the whole <if the

front of the aMomen, the dist^^nsion being apparently due to

chronic constipation. This had led to the bending do-rni of the

transverse colon, and, after a time, to obstruction of the left

flexure. There was vomiting, especially after aperients weri' givei}.

The obstruction coiUd only be reached by enemata whilst the man
was on his hands an.l knees. Little by little the obstruction

was overcome, and was afterwards treated in tlie same

manner.—Dr. 1!. O'Coxxon referred to cases of constipiiti&h

caused by the abuse of mineral waters.—Mr. Stephen Pahet said

that his punctures were made into the colon where the alvtomeji

was most prominent and t>-miianitic. The gas that escaped was at

ttrst foetid, then less so; and the needle was then drawn up as if

the colon wen^ regaining its normal position. The iMitient.who

Tvas-n drunkani, 1«<1 had constipation for months, and passed only

gas and liquid while under the speaker's oarc—Dr. .Vngel Money,

iniTplv, said there was eonsideraWe alteration in the omentum,

which had lost all its sharp outline, and was thickened and tough,

though not displacediAto ft hernial sac. The mcso-colon was not

luiusiiallY lonf:r. If Dr. Pearse'K 'sugv;esfion were adopted, the

"cause of' the ilisteiision was not mne"lvHdyancod. Dr. (lee's cases,

and others which had bi>en published, were apparently similar to

those mentioned by the President. Profo-ssor Hirsciisprnng. in the

Archil- fur KindfrheMimffo, had published an; iintoresting paper

on the subject in the new-hom. • : •
.

'
:_.

'

_
^

Tricu-md nniJ yfifrnl StmiM,,^ ni wJnrhPhmcal fif/n-i rf ±^l-

monnni Artfrial liefv.'- were />7-«w/.—Sir DyfE iJfCKWonxH.

MD describedthisea.se. M. S.. aged IS!, a roamed woman, wnth-

out famiiv, was admitted into St.' liartholoiueVs Hospital iindBT

his care in May, 1SS7, suffering fivmi generid drops}- and dyspnoea.

She had had scarlet fever in early life, hut there was no history of

rheiimati.sm or chorea. She bml suffered from dyspna'a from the

n^e of 14 and lieen worse for the last twelve months. Dropsy set

in in the Icfrs tlin^e months previously, ami then became general.

On admission she was vers- dusky and bloated. The pulse was

1-N barely perceptible. The cardiac impulse was diffuseil, the

apex beat" outside the left nipple line. There was a presystolic

thrill over the left ventricle, with an oxtetided area of cardiac

dulness in all directions. At the apex was a presystolic, followed

by a s\-sfolic murmur The systolic murmur was over the ngUt

vi'ulri'cle, and there was accentuation of the si-cond pulmonary

sAund The liver was enlargcil, and felt to within two iiiciieB ot

the navel. There was dulne.ss at the ba.se of liotli lungs, and «e-

pitation The urine was scanty and one-fourth albuminous. TUjR

legs were much swelled, dusky, and puH'uric. She was treated

with digitalis and nitrous ether. an<i two ounces of brandy, tom-

i.oiin.l jalap powder was occasi.mally giren. Improvement set in

after a few days, and the pulse fell to HS. The albumen greatly

diminisheilin'the urine. Later .m a regurgitant murmur was

heanl in the area of the pulmonftrj- arterj'. A second point of

rroystolic thrill was detecte.1 over the right ventricle, and a pre-

s^-stolic murmur was faintly heard in the tricuspid area. The

temperature was usually subnormal. In three months the patient

left the liospita'. Three weeks later she was readmuted in as bad
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a condition as lurmtrly, having spat boniu blooJ. On this occa-

sion she did not respond tu tnatment. She was niade worse by
prevalent foj/s in October. The signs (jf pulmonary arterial reflu-V

passed off. Alter increasing dropsy, dyspucea, ami jaundice, she

died on November 8th. At the necropsy the heart was found
much enlarged in all its chambers, weigiiing 24 ounces. Dilata-

tion and hypertrophy of the right ventricle were found. The tri-

cuspid valve was stenosi'd, barely admitting two tingers, its edge
being tliickened. The pulmonarj- valves were not markedly
altered. There was decided dilatation of the pulmonary- artery.

The mitral orifice was in a state of buttou-hole contraction, with
thickened cliord;e tendinea;. Hypertrophy of the left ventricle

existed. There was some hepiitisation at the base of the right

lung, but no iid'arctions in the pulmonaiy arler^. The liver was
enlarged and " nutmeggy." The kidneys and spleen were en-

gorged and hard. The points of interest related to the etiology of

the case and the interpretation of the physical signs on the right

side of the heart. Sir Dyce Duckworth had several times noted
accentuation of the second pulmonic sound along with tricuspid

refl-ux. The signs of tricuspid obstruction were explained by the

state of the valve after death. The pulmonaiy arterial reflux was
probably explicable by the dilated state of that vessel, and the

disappearance of the murmur was coincident with inereasing low
blood pressure, as the vital powers failed towards the last. It

was surmised that the disease began after scarlet fever, but the

author believed that in the great majority of cases of mitral

stenosis, so common in women, the disease had a rheumatic origin,

often in early life, the attendant articular symptoms being but

slight and commonly overlooked. (The heart was exhibited.)

Embolum <\f liif/ht A.riikiry Arferi/ connected with Mitral
Stenosis. Ga^i(]rene (if Evre-Arvi: Amputa tiuii : Subsec/uent Em-
bolic Pleiira-F/ieumuuia and Death.—-Dr. Buhney Yeo related the

case of a woman who was admitted under his care into King's

College Hospital in December, 18.S6, with great pain and loss of

power in the right hand and arms, which came on suddenly, ac-

companied with giddiness. Tlie lingers, hand, and forearm on the

right side rapidly became white, and motion and sensation were
completely lost. She had had acute rheumatism, and suffered

from dyspncea on exertion. No pulsation could be felt in the
radial, ulnar or brachial arteries in the right side; pulsation

could, however, be felt in the subclavian. The cardiac action was
rapid and irregular, the impulse and sounds were very feeble.

The patient also suffered from cough, dyspnoea and great restless-

ness. In a few days the forearm became blue and mottled, subse-
quently black, and dry gangrene set in. Opium was given to

allay the severe pain and restlessness, and iron, quinine and
digi'tttlis to improve the cardiac tone. As the ventricular con-

tractions improved in force ami regularity, a distinct, though
feeble murmur could be detected which appeared to precede the

impulse. After consultation with Sir Joseph Lister it was deter-

mined, as soon as the cardiac tone had sufficiently improved from
the administration of digitalis, to amputate. This was done,

about the middle of the upper arm, by Sir Joseph Lister, under
chloroform, on January 14th. The patient recovered well from
the operation, hut two days afterwards pneumonia with pleuritic

exudation occurred on the right side, and she died somewhat sud-
denly on the 19th. I'o.st-morfem e.xamination showed consider-

able constriction of the mitral valve, and a large, old and firm

clot in till- left auricular appendage, from which, no doubt, the
embolus in f hi' axillary artery proceeded. H.Temorrliagic infarc-

tions were found in the right lung, and considerable effusion of

serous lluiil and lymph in the pleural caA-ity. and on the surface of

the lung. The kidneys als-o contained old, small white infarc-

tions. Examination of the stump showeil tiie primary clot to bo
situated just at the beginning of the axillary artery. Dr. Yeo
added some comments on this case and its management.

i>Mc(T»(' nf the Aor/ir and Mitral Valrea of Lung Duration.—Dr.

J. Kingston Fowler described this ca.se, which was that of a

man, aged (56, a wood turner, working a treadle lathe. Physical
examination of the chest gave the following results:— There was
a systolic recession of the epigastrium ; the cardiac apex was in

the fifth interspace in the nipple line ; tlie impulse was forcible,

indicating a moderate degree of hj-pertrophy of tlie left ventricle;

at the apex the first sound wa.« accompanied by a systolic murmur;
at the base, in the aortic area, theri^ was a short ."ystolic bruit, and
the second sound was rejilaced by a rough diastolic murmur ; there
wa.= evidence of some hypertrophy of the right ventricle; the
valves on the right side of the heart were judgeil to be competent.
Tl.e pulse was 84. small and coUaps'ug. The urine was free from

albumen. Tlw interest of the casb centrejl iu the fact that in 1634

the patient, then a boy aged 13, was admitted into the iliddli^sex

Hospital, under Dr. (afterwards Sir> Thomas Watson, with juiute

rheumati-sm, for which he remained under treatment nearly ninfe

months. During the early part of the illness leeches were applied-

to the prtecordium on more than a dozen occasions, and sub8&-.

quently blisters were frequently used. The evidence upon wliicU;

it was concluded that the valve lesions now present occurred

during the attack of acute rheumatism in 18.34 was entirely citr;

cumstantial, no written e\-idence of the case liaving been fouxidL,

It might be summarised as follows : 1. The statement of the patient,

that on a certain occasion two gentlemen accompanying Dr. Wat-
son on his visit, having auscuUateil the patient's che-st, the one;

remarked that he heard a sound '-like an old woman blowing.
a(;

bellows in a back room ;" tlie other said the soiuid was more "like

to the whistling of a steam engine."' 2. The fact that Dr. Watsotti-

told the patient's mother on his discharge from the hospital that

he was never to leave home without telling her where he wasj

going. 3. That for three years tlie patient carried a card with his

name and address upouit, so that " if anything hapjiemd to him sud-
denly it might be known who he was and where he lived." 4. That he

had had no return of the rheumatic attack, and had scarcely teen

absent from work for a single day during the last tifty-four years.

The case was reported as being a rather remarkable example of a

stationary lesion of the cardiac valves of rheimiatic origin, in winch
compensation having been established, it had remained perfect,

for lifty-four years.and now showed no signs of failure.. :Thei

patient had been shown at a previous meeting of the Society.—

The Pbesidext thought that iu^ this case, which he himself had;

examined with much interest, there was satisfax-tory evidence

of valvular disease and of adherent periciu-diiim through all tbest>.

tifty-three years. He had seen cases ha\ ing a distinct histor>- o£

heart disease for thirty or forty years, who were yet leading ;aii

active life and doing good work. In Dr. Yeo's case he thought

that death had been nghtly attributed to the pulmonarj- em-.

holism and plem-o-pneumonia consequent on dislodgment of clot

from the axillary vein during the manipulation of the limb at tl«*

time of the operation. He considered it remarkable that thertt

should have been gangrene in that case. He had seen nearly all

the big arteries of the body plugged by embolism, and yet there

was sufHcient collateral circulation to keep the parts alive. The
mitral valve, too, in Dr. Y'eo's case, would admit the points of two
lingers. The great rapidity of the pulse was probably due to th«

oltf plugging of the basilar artery ; and the confusion in the heart's

action, probably so produced, led to gangrene of the hand and

arm. As to Sir Dyce Duckworth's case he thought the physical

signs could only have arisen from pulmonary reflux. Whatever

the degree of mitral stenosis might be. he did not think it ever

gave rise to the puiple condition of the limbs without there was
tricuspid stenosis as well. The recognition of this latter sym-
ptom he based on the same signs as those Sir Dyoe DuckworcU
had described.—Mr. Bowlby described two caaes of gangrene

which he had lately seen. In one. there was gangrejie of the

hand and of the forearm up to the elbow ; iu the othtir the thigh

was implicated. In the former case the aorta was diseased, ami
clots extended from it into the smaller vessels. The. seconil

patient was an elderly gentleman, who had drj- gangrene of the

thigh and leg, with mitral disease. At the iii,:~t-}wjrtem exami-

nation vegetations and clots were found on the valve, and thera

was a ]ilug in the femorid artery which was also atheromatous,

In the first case the smaller ve.*sels were plugged as well as th*

main ones. This, perhaps, caused the gangrene, or that was due

to the atheromatous state of the vessels an<l the embolism.—Dr.

D. DuEWiTT described tlie case of a girl at the West Loudon Uos^

pital, admitted with typhoid, wihl delirium, and a liigh temperar

ture. She was delirious for four weeks. .She then had a dark patch OH
the left foot, and the whole liaub btlow the knee became gangrenous.

>'o pulsation of the femoral artery could be felt. Probably a clot

from the heart plugged the iliac arterj-, as the heart was acting

very feebly. The limb had liecn amputated by ilr. Bruct^Clarke,

ami the patient wius on a fair way to recovery.—Dr. i>K II.\vh.t.ani>

Hai.i, described the case of an old gentleman suffering from

asthma, and sent to San Uemo. After being there four weeks he

had pneumonia, with intense pain iu one thigh luid lej;, coming ou

suddeidy at night. In the morning the leg was quite blanche<l

and cold. A line of demarcation formed, but he sank and died.

—

Dr. Peuct Kjpd referred to the combined si^us of mitral and
tricuspid stenosis. In one case there was lindity, with a prt>-

systolic murmur over the right ventricle ai the lower part of the
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^^l•^nura. Tlio diagnosis wiis veritiol at tlio /xwif-mor/fmexaminR-

tjon. AnotluT cast', however, wliicli lie minlioncd, seemed to I*

opposMl to this ojiiiiion. It was tliat of i\ young man who had no

raark.ll cyan.isis, hut mnrkeii mitral and tricui-pid stenosis, pro-

hnhlv of rontrenital orifi"- -l>r- Yfo, in rel>Iy,said tlmtn.i di'tailiHi

dissiVtion (if the vess.'ls of the liiuti had heen made in his ease.

hvit no disease of arteries had been found anywhere.—Ur. Kowi.Kjt

said that in four case.s of mitral and tricu.spid stem>8is he had

found all the sign."! mentioned l>y Sir I). Duckworth. In some

cases of mitral stenosis the ^)ulm"onary artery might hecorae so

dilated thr the valves might in eonse(|uence tierome inpompetenl

and not dose the op.'ning ac-ourately. 11<' tliouglit tliat this

h^^>othesis would also exi)lain the variahility of thi' murmur.—Sir
Dyce DfCKWOKTU quite agreed with the exijlnnntion.

Living 6>w/»i«i.«. - The following were exhibited: Dr. DE

1IA^^I.L.V^-T> H.M.i.: A Large .N'ic\nis on the Back.—.Mr. P.viikku :

An Infant I'resenting Symptoms of Struma and of Syphilis Con-

currently.

OniTIlAL.MOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE O'lTED
KINGDOM.

TnrasPAY, Ja.nuaky 2Gth, 1888.

Priestley Smith, M.U.C.S., Vice-President, in the choir.

A Case nf Suhretinal Effiisioti in Chronic Nephritis in a Child.

Ur. Jamks Ast>erso>- read notes of this case. The patient, was

a girl, aged U years, admittwl into the London Hos])ital on iliirch

14th, l.-^J^T, unlier the cnre of Dr. Samuel i'enwick, who kindly

allowe<b the publication of the case. The child complained of

sickness and headache, was extremely pale and wasted, hut

showe<l no oedema of face or limbs. She passed 50 to 05 ounces of

urini' in 24 hours, 1010 to IDlL' specific gravity, -with one-fourth

of albumen, .some free blood discs and casts of various kinds. The

heart wa.s h)i)ertrophieil and the arterial tension was high. The

ophthalmoscope showed double neuro-retinitis. The child had

been healthy till 18 months of age, then had an attack of measles,

and was never subsequently well. In November, 1886, slie was

noticed to have frequent nocturnal micturition, and five weeks

before admission she complained of headache and sickness, and

that she could not thread a needle. A fortnight before admission

into ho.spital, .she had a severe fit, was universally convulsed, and

then lay unconscious for three days. When she recovered con-

sciousness, she was practicuUy blind, but partly recovered vision.

He first saw the child on April lotli, and found severe

neuro-retinitis with numerous h.-emorrhnges and considerable pale

exudation in the papilla and retina, best seen with + 4 D. On
the na.sal side of each fundus there was extensive detachment of

the retina, greyish pink and glistening, the vessels seen climbing

over it with + '.) 1>. The surface of the detachments oscillated

freely but slowly when the head was moved. The child was
almf>st quite blind, but mentally clear. The retinal detachments

raiiidly increased. Drawings o{ the fundi were exhil)iteiL Tlint

of the'left eye showcl numerous bladder-like bulgings mund the

lower and nasal periphery. That of the right eye showed four

large detachments almost meeting in the middle, leaving only a

narrow quadrangular cliiiik, at the bottom of which the fundus

could Ik! seen. The child rapidly got worse, the face and limbs

got very slightly pufFv, the urine diminished in quantity and be-

came afmost pure blood. Treatment had no effect. She liecame

more drowsy, had vomiting, ipistaxis, and bleeding from the

bowel, and died omato.se on Ai>ril 24th. about three months from

the tirst complaint of visual defect. The necropsy showed ad-

vanced litmtid contraction of the kidneys, the left weighing

only three-(|uar>r3 of an ounce and being much distorted

by " a deep fibroid scar at its upper part, the right weighmg
two ounces and a half, not so severely affected, but both

showing fmicroucopicallv) marked fibrosis with hajmon-hage.s.

The mucous membrane of the pelves of the kidneys, the ureters,

and the bladders was infiltrated with blood, and that of the

blarlder was raised into soft ]>olyi>-like growths. The r.tm.c

were separated from the choroid by a clear straw-colourctl lluid.

The bram and other organs showed no gross lesions. Detachment

of the retina from any cause, and fibroid kidney were both rare

in children. One similar case in a girl, agi-d 14 years, had been

publishe<l in the Tranmeti<jtui. The rarity of such cases and the

nbnenre of o'dema might- very reaflily cause them to he overlooked

until di'chireil ur.fniic sympioms app<ared. An exaiithem such

lis measles or scarlet fever was jprobahly the starting point in the

great majority of Buch cast's. oiijvj.'.i ira

(hi the I'roi/riosii of Nmr.'-retinitis in liriykt'a Diseane.—Dr.

Mii.KS iMii.Kv', after referring to a case which tirst attracted his

itt lent ion to the subject of the paper, exjilained the method of

obtaining his statistics. The names .if all the ca.ses occurring in

th.. L..udon llo...pital .Medical llegister under the headings of

•Acute" and " Chronic Renal Disease"" for the years 1.HS4, 1886,

and 1880 were taken, and the notes examined and extracted, in all

447 (entries. This miniber was reduced by 21) for readmissions of

patients, and by 4(1 for acut.' scarlatinal cases, so that the total

number of cases under consideration was 37.'). In 211 of these, n6
sej>arate statement regarding the eyes had been made, but tliera

were good grounds for the assumption that t hi; number of eyes

examined and the number of eyes exiimin.'d and found

normal were both smaller than they shoidd have been.

Of the r.'inaining 164 cases. lt)5 were stated to be normal,

3 were affected 'with other cliangt^s, o from the nature of

the notes were rejected, and :>l were definitely stated to have had

the eyes affected. The mortality was as follows : 1. Total number

of renal cases considered, 37o ; total number of deaths in

hospital in 1884-5-6, 144. 2. Number of cases in which the

eyes were unaffected, 105; number of deaths in hospital in

same period, 28. 3. Number of cases in which the eyes were

affected, 51 ; number of deaths in hospital in same period, 27.

The mortality of the affected cases was, therefore, in hospital

double that of the unaftected cases. The 51 affected cases were

then separately considered. By various means, including inquiries

at Somerset House, 45 deaths out of the 51 atfected cases had been

traci'd. The 6 cases unaccounted for were all admitted into the-

London Hospital for the first time in 1886 ; and, since the Somerset

House indices were only available up to the end of the first

quarter of the past year, thev could not be traced with any cei^

taiiity after March, 1887. Sex: males, .'SS; females, 13. Age:

Mud.^r 2(1, 2; 20 to 30, 13: 30 to 40, 10; 40 to 50, 16; 50 to 60, 6;

60 to 70, 4. Durafirm of Life. As the majority of the 51 cases

were already affected with neuro-retinitis when admitted into the

hospital, it was possible (Uily to give the length of life after the

first note was taken. One case lived nearly eighteen months, and

two nearly fourteen months; all the re.st died within the twelve-

montlis. 'it was further stated that, if all the 6 untraced cases

w.'re alive at tlie "present date," not one would have lived

eighteen months from the time the eye changes were first noted.

The following 'J cases were quoted as of special interest, because

the eye changes occurred while the patients were under observa-

tion in the hospital.
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changes oecur late in renal disease. 2. That their presence appears

to affect the progno.^i.s ver^- materially for the worse, the mortality

in ho.opital amongst the" affected case.s being at least doubled,

a. Tliat the prognosis is so l)ad tliat not one has lived eighteen

months after the changes have been noted. 4. Tliat therefore tlie

ophthalmoscope affords a most valuable index as to tlie course

«ny given case of Bright's disease is taking u-xcept, perhaps, in

pregnancy cases), unless, indeed, it be supposed that the mortality of

the cases'considered happened to be exceptionally high, indepen-

dently of the causes at -n'ork which produced the coincident neuro-

retini'tis.—Mr. Simeo.\ Snkll (.Sheftield) also read a paper on thi.s

subject. He held that the subjects of retinitis .ilbuminurica that

came before the ophthalmic surgeon were to be regarded a.s ha\ing,

generally speaking, a tolerably dehned, or a short limit, to their

oxiet.ence. This referred to cases at all ages. He did not think

that the retinal changes ever preceded the kidney diseases, as some

asserted they might do. Jle referred to Dr. C. .S. Bull's observa-

tions before"the x\.merican (^phthalmological Society in l&SG. Out

of 103 cases 80 had died, 57 in the first and 12 in the second year ;

of the 17 living 14 were seen during the last six months: 1 had

been seen seven years previously. Dr.' Omening reported of \00 oases

that none had lived over two years. Mr. Snell alluded to the fre-

ijuency with which tlie diagnosis of ren.-il disease was made
through patients seekmg advice respecting sight, and notwith-

standing the numbers that thus passed before the ophthalmic sur-

geon, his knowledge of the cases was for so brief a period, that

the final results were not easily noted. He could only just now
trace eight cases to the end. flie respective ages were 37, 34, 56.

.59, 31, 66, 23, 39; and the periods of death after the retinal mischief

was diagnosed 6 weeks, 4i montlis, oh months, lOmonths, L'i months,

f4 months, 8 weeks, 14 months. Keference was made to the

better prognosis in the retinitis associated with pregnancy.—Mr.

CniTCHETT thought tliat all ophthalmic surgeons now recognised

tlie gravity of the prognosis in these cases. He recalled three

inst.ances oecun-ing in medical men who lived for five, thirteen,

and ten months respectively after the discovery was made ;
m the

first mentioned patient only one eye was affected.—Mr. McHahdy
thouglit a distinction must bo made between hospital and private

eases. He had only known one hospital patient live for two

years after the condition was discovered. In young persons, in

those in whom it was associated witli excessive drinking and in

association with pregnancy, the prognosis was not so bad.—Dr.

W. J. CoLLlN-g had seen one case of subretinal eft'usion in acute

nephritis preceded by blindness and se^e^e neuro-retinitis. He
remarked that Dr. Mi'ley's paper necessarily only dealt with those

who were ill enough to come into a hospital, and concluded by

discussing the proximate cause, with especial reference to hyper-

trophy of the left ventricle, and the hydremic condition of the

blood.—Dr. ^'an' Milt.ix&en had seen one case eight years pre-

vionsly where only one eye was affected; the patient was still

living.—Dr. Andehso.v, in reply, doubted wliether there was
much difference in prognosis between hospital and private cases ;

the prognosis was very biyl, though exceptional cases were occa-

sionally met with. He believed it was sometimes impossible to

distinguisli between cerebral and renal nenro-retinitis.

Toxic Amblyopia.—Dr. Van Milli.n'OKN read a paper on this

subject- During fifteen years' experienci' in Turkey and the Levant

he had not met with a single instance of alcoholic or tobacco

amblyopia iu a Turk male or female. As regarded the tobacco

tills could not be attributed to the kind smoked, for Turkish men
and women used such a large (luantity, that the amount of nico-

tine would correspond with the amount in the smaller quantity of

stronger t/obacco used in this country. lie therefore attributed

the exemption to the mode of smoking, and believed that poison-

pus .symptoms resulteil from the juice of tlie tobacco beting allowed

to coine into contact with the mucous membrane of tlie mouth in

a. moist state.. Turkish women did not drink at all: some of the

men drank raid to excess, but he had never known an instance of

alcoholic amblyopia from this cause. On the other hand he had
met with eight instances of alcoholic and two of tobacco

amblyopia in foreigners resident iu Turkey.
Liiniuj and Card Specim-etis.—Mr. CniTCHETT,: New Instruments

(new Fixation Forceps and Linear Knife).—Mr. HiGqEXS: Result

of Operation by Cautery for f!onical Cornea.—Mr. Gi'XN': Growth
of New Lens Fibres after Spontaneous Absoqitinn of Traumatic
Cataract.—Mr. Dotn'r: Condition of Retina Suggestive of Cy.<li-

cereus.—Mr. IlAiiTEiTiaB: Iridirtemia with Congenital Dislocation

of Lenses.—Dr. Wells: Case of Frontal Jlucocele.^Mr. Julkk:
<1) Albuminuric Retinitis. (2) Persistent Hyaloid Artery.

BRITISH GYNAECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

AVetine.sday, Jantaiiy 2.5th, 1888.

.Ynxiitni W. Edis, M.D., I'resident, in the Cliair.

The following specimens were exhibited by Dr. G. GBANVrU-E

Baxtock :

Ilcematosalpinx with Cystic Dispose of the Or.iry.—The patient,

aged 30, married, had given birth to a five month.s' fcetus five

years previously. Recovery after the confinement had not been

satisfactory. She had suffered from uterine lunemorrliage ever since,

which had' not been checked by the usual methods of treatment to

which she had been subjected. The uterus had been dilated and

curetted, but the hiemorrhage persisted. The diagnosis of the case

was by no means easy; it was supposed that there was a fibroid

tumour He decided to ojien the abdomen to find out wliat really

was the matter. It was found that the left ovary formetl a blood

cyst of considerable size, while on the right side there was a large

li'iematosaliiinx, the ovaiy also being much enlarged. These were

very adherent, and the peritoneal cavity liad to be washed out

and drained. The progress of tlie case after the operation was

eminpiitly satisfactory, but he was disappointed to find the patient

had not got rid of the hiemorrhage. Menstruation had returned

and was'^erj' excessive. The tubes were removed as close as pas-

sible to the litems. He alhided to the observations of Dr. John-

stone, of Danville, Kentnckv. in which it was shown that the ap-

plication of the ligatures close to the uterus was likely to check

biemoiThage. He tliought the failure in this case might be due to

the imperfect application of the ligatures, although he had

endeavoured to a]>plv them as near to the uterus as possible, or it

might be due to some condition of the uterus. This the future

would show. , ^, - ^1

Blood-Cyst of the Ovary and IIydrosalpiiu:—iat\ni case tlie

left ovary 'cons'tituted a blood-cvst. which in the recent state had

contained five or sLx ounces of liquid blood, and was veiw adherent.

On the right side there was a hydrosalpinx with enlarged o%-ary.

In this case also it had lieen necessarv- to wash out the peritoneum

and ch-ain. The result of the operation, which was performed on

November 20th, had been perfectly satisfactory-.

Bemoml of Appendfiqesfor Fibroid Tmivmr and Ilamorrhage.—

The case was interesting from the condition of the Fallopian tube.

The appearance of the specimen gave no idea of its appearance at

tlie time of removal. The sacculated left tube exactly resembled

a knuckle of intestine, greatly distended, with semi-transparent

walls. Adhesions added'^greatly to the difficulty of the operationL

On the other side, the ovary was large and contained a cyst, and

the tube was thickened and tortuous. The patient had had a

number of children, and was 4.5 years of age. The hfemorrhage

was troublesome, and he couM sugsest nothing but the removal ot

the appendages to check it. He had not anticipated finding any-

thin" of the kind he saw on operating. The tumour tilled the

caviFy of the pelvis and rendered it very diflieult to ])rovide for

drainage. He was oblised to put a tube down on the right, side of

the uterus, and this he removed three days later. The patient did

well. „ , . ..u »

C'y.siic Diiea.se o/' <fe Om/j/.—The history of this case was that

of an extra-uterine pregnancy. Eight years previously Dr. Savage,

of Birminr'ham. had removed an ovarian tumour of small size.

She was tlien 17 years of age. A year ago she married, and three

months am menstruation cea.scd. On lifting a weight one day

she felt a sharp pain and became ill. being obliged to keep her

bed and haA-intr a high temperature. t)n admission a tumour was

found on the right side of the utems. dipping down into Douglass

pouch behind.' It coiUd be distinctly felt over the pubes. and

there was a clear resonant note over the tumour, rendering the

diagnosis somewhat obscure. This was subsequently accounted

forTiy the discovery that the e.-pcum was adherent to the front of the

tumour and over the riLrht half of the fundus uteri, and had to be

separated during the operation. The cyst, which was the sue of a

goose's egg. burst whilst separating the adhesions : it contained a

quantity of hard blood clot. At the bottom of Douglass pouch the

fim^ers 'slipped into a cavity. The adhesions forming this were

broken down, and the i>elvis cleared out with a stivam of wat*r.

A drainase-tube was then inserted. The patient wa.s convalescent.

—Dr RoiTii pointed out that hirmorrhage occurring in cases of

fibroi.i tumour was often due t.> the presence of small mucous

polypi. The cavity of the uterus should always be exammed be-

fore proceeding to" the abdominal operation. This was the pro-

bable explanation of the favoural'le results of electrical treatment
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in sufli cnses.—Mr. Braxi) SrrroN, Dr. .Mwskt.i, Mnn.i.iN, Pr.
R. T. Smith, nnd tlir I'nKsiPKNT. todk i>iirt in \\w ilisnissioii.

()j.it.i fi;,m the I^liia Mimirn. Dr. 1!. T. Smith txliiliitcd two
cysts wliioh lie liftil riMTiovf'il from tin' liibiii minorn nf n ttoniiin

jitrrd '^, who l\iul hnd onp cliilil clovi'ii ynrs previously. Ttnv
viTO iilaccil symmetrically on eillier side williiii a tliinl of an hicli

nf thf clitoris. The POtUents were mucous.
Preridfnfs Addrens.—'VXw I'nusiDE.N'T then rtelivered his nd-

dress.

ROY.\L A('.\nKMY OF .MKDICIXK IN IRELAND.
I'ATIlnl.OOIC.VI. pKfTION'.

I^IPAY. .I.VN-lAnV l.'iTU, IRI".

('. B. Ball, M.U.. Pre.sident, in the Cliair.

Dytenten/.— Mr. Conollv Norman made a communication as to

the cause of tin; outbreak of dysentery with which lie liad to deal

in the Riclimond Lunatic Asylum, DuMin. Mr. Nonnan .slateil his

helief that the outbreak was due to defective drainage, and lai<l

down the following as prohaWe general hiws that regulate the

a])I>eanince of dysentery : 1. Dysenterj- is comraunicate<l through
«>xlialaiion.« from n soil saturated with the products of orgiinic
deconiiwsition. U. The incidence of dysenti'ry at piirticulnr times
and seasons is due to the increased rnoistiire of the .soil at sucli
times, y. When dysentery breaks out there is commonly a con-
current outbreak of severe diarrhoea. 4. Dysentery- ii])pears where
dysentery has been before. 5. When dysentery njjpears over a
large area, including its o-n-n haunt, it appears in the latter situa-
tion in its worst form and to the greatest extent, fi. Like other
malarial affections, dysentery- attneks liy preference those who are
not acclimatise<l to the conditions that have produced it. —Jlr.
i'a-vzKii believed that dysentery was and could be contagious, for
he remembered making a pont-mnrfrnt examin.ition in the Rich-
jnond Hospital from which he got a most severe attack of dysen-
tery-, and which he believed to have been produced by contagion.
lie was not 8atisfi(>d -with .Mr. C'onoUy Nonnan's observatiims upon
malaria. tVom the most remote times dysentery had been epi-
demic in Ireland. In the battles during'the reign of Klizabetli
the .soldiers were decimated by it : tlie same thing occurred
during the wars of CVomwell an<l William HI; and yet Ireland
liad always been remarkably free from miliaria. But that dysen-
tery miglit be as.sociate<l with malaria, on the other hand, was
possible. Malaria, as such, was confined to Ter\' limited districts
in Ireland. He knew that it existed along the Dublin river ; but
there had been no coexistence of dysentery- in those spots. Another
remarkable fact was that it occurred at oitain .seasons of the year.
It was well known to break out in autumn, e.S])ecially after the
first frosts, which was accounted for in former times by persons
<lrinking water containing animal and vegetable mati'rial in a
stale of decay. As for its mortality, he was resident in the hos-
pital during the years 1847, 184«, and 1*49, and had to attend
ppecially ujHm fever and dysentery-: and the mortality in cases of
<ly.senter>-—of which only the Ter*- bad were admitted—was three
times as great as in the worst fever ca.ses; it amounted at one
period to ruir out of every four cases. Dr. t'hevne used the remark-
able expression that dysentery was "feTtT turned in on the
bowels." Ili.s preparations illustriitive of the disease were in the
Riclimond llospitnl, and were described in the series of the Dublin
hospital reports.—Mr. .Vorman replied.

Hi lerii^u iif lirnin and iS/iinal Cord.— Mr. Walter IlRnxARD,
of Lonflonderr^-, read a paper upon an oliseure case of cerebro-
spinal discnse, and exhibited micro.scopic sections of portions of
the siiinid conl and central nervous system. The case in .some
})oints resemblnl one of insular sclerosis.— I'rofessor I'msEn said
thri-e specimens taken from the subjwt of the case had been sul)-
mitted to him by Mr. Bernard. The first was a section of the
upper part of the medulla obloiicnta, and he hnd been unable to
satisfy him.self that there was nnv sclerosis in it. There was a
spot in the centre which apj)eared unstained; but that might
have been owing to a defect in the staining. Anol her sjiot looked
somewhat os if the nerve tissue had gone, nnd hnd been replacerl
by connective tissue. Another specimen was from the middle
part of the cervical spinal cord, and the anterior cornu on one
side of this had disappearefj. Ho could not satisfy himself
that there was any increase of conni>ctive tissue ; it looked more
like atrophy. The third .specimen was a section of the optic
nerve, and in this there was on accumulation in some places of

round cells, wliich seemed to indicate neuritis to be [the patho-
logical CTpri'ssion of the optic neuritis which Mr. Bernard 8aw."-f-

Dr. Kin'Sy made some remarks, and Mr. Bkunarh replied. '"

Sin'ri'rldl Wound iif the Iliarl vifh a Pin. -Mr. William TiroM*
RON commuiiicnted a case of suicidal wound of the heart with a
pin. The head of a pin was discovered in the fifth intercostal

space, two inches and a half from the nipple—downwards and in-

wards. The pin had traversed the pericardium, and wounded the
anterior wall of the left ventricle. The pericardium contained
seventeen ounces and a half of bloody fluid, and there was a small
rent in the wall a quarter of an inch in diameter, which wa.?

tilled by blood-clof. The surface of the ventricle in contact with
the pin was torn to the extent of nearly an inch; a small vein
was also wounded.^-Dr. Foot refeiTed to the case of Admiral
Villeneuve, who commanded the French fleet at Trafalgar, and
who some time afterwards pierced his heart with a long needle.

.\ ease came under liis(Dr. Foot's) notice of a child into whose
lieart a needle went from its mother's dress as she was cla.sping

it to her Vireast. She immediately ran with the child to the
Meafh Hospital. He distinctly saw the oscillations of the needle
caused by the action of the heart, and drew it out with a rotatory
motion, in order to lessen the chance of luTcmorrhage. The
woman brought the child to him next day. nothingfurt her happened.
In Warsaw the latest treatment for cholera was puncturing the
lieart with a needle to stir up ^^tality.—Mr. FoY mentioned a
case of a nobleman of Turin a courtier of King Anmdeo—who
was killed while asleep by his wife, who drove a golden needle
into his chest at a spot asci^rtained from anatomical plates to be
over the heart. Fischer collected Abii cases of wounds of this sort,

in the majority of which death resulted from the pericardium be-

coming filled 'with blood. In a case by Dr. Moxon, exhibited
before the Clinical i^ociety of London, a large pin was seen Stick-

ing in thochest of the patient, and moving with each motion of
the heart, but apparently causing no trouble whatever to the
patient. Tn another case a knitting-needle, shot from a toy
jiistol, jierfornted the right ventricle of a boy's heart, went into

the auricle, and transfixed the valves, and yet the boy lived for a
considerable time. In another case a boy lived for five weeks
after his hi'art had been pierced by a -wooden peg three inches
long. In the Case of the woman who drove the thirty needles
into herself, death resulted from a wound inflicted by only one of
them upon tiie superior vena cava. In another case a pin found
its way into the thoracic duct, and the patient bled to death. A
most remarkable case was that of a medical

^
student,

who, while on a "spree," passed srtmo pins iuto his beart.

His pericardium was opened, and the head of a pin wa*
found outside the wall of the right ventricle. It was
gra.sped, nnd a slight incision was mnde in the Tentriele

to facilitati' its removal ; liut the systolic action of the heart car-

ried it in, and the pin wns still in the young man's ventricle, and
occasioned him no trouble. I'rofessor ('hristison recorded a Case
of a man wounded by a bullet, which found its way into the right;

ventricle of his heart, and it remained there for two years, occa-
sioning him no trouble, and he eventually died of pleurisy.—Dr.
FiNN'v said these ca.ses showed how tolerant the heart was of

injury, provided certain portiims of it were not injured. Tlie

walls of till' heart ^vere toliTarit of injury so long as there was no
h.'cmoiTlinge to stifle the heart's action. But there were cases of
death immediately occurring from very small injuries to the ner-
vous ganglia. -Mr. Fhazku said that among.st the Japanese punc-
turing of the heart wns a primitive mode of treatment for the cure
of certain affections. He had a note o^ i\ jwnf^ruirfi^m examina-
tion made while he wns a student, in which he found a needle an
inch and a half long in the surface of the heart, inside the peri-

cardium, the surface of it lieing covered with old lymph.—Dr.
Waltkii Smith mentioned a case of suicide which came within
his knowledge. It was a young lady who bi'ciinie ins'ine. One
day, while two nnr.aes were in the room with her.shedrovea hair-

jiin, which she had secreted, into her nbdomeu through the umbili-
cus, uttering no sound whatever or expression nf pain. She told

the suiierintendent next day that "she had done it." He looked
at her abdomen, saW no mark, and disbelieved her; hut .s^nnptoms
of ]ieritonitis soon appenreil, and she died, and on :\ jyi.if-nn>riem

examination the hair-pin was found lying amongst the coils of
the intestine,—Mr. Molont mentioned a case of a person who
attempted suicide by working n hole in the nlvlominnl wall, about
an inch on the left side of the umbilicus, with the end of a lueifer

match.—Mr. Cos gave a case of a man who, while suffering from
delirium tremens in an asylum, "wounded bim.oelf over the heart
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and in the arm with the shariJtned end of a spoon.—Mr. Thomson

l)ricnv replied. ]'."'" ^' T" ' ,',',."..
Miil/iple Ahsvessesofthe Lhfei-' anil Lumfs.—-UT. Hxny ex-

hihited specimens illustrating pyemic multiple abscesses of the

livrr and lungs, which had run a rapid course of aliout ten days,

and in which jaundice and the expectoration of pus had occurred

but five days 'before death. The patient, who had been admitted

under Dr. Finny's care into Sir Patrick Duns Hospital on Novem-

ber llith, 1887, gave a history of having been treated for pain and

suffering referred to the left side of the abdomen, over four years

previously, and of the question being discussed as to the existence

at that tijno of cancer of the stomach, lie died on December 21st,

tiudou puet-morfcm examination, in the situation to which pain

had been referred, there was found an aljscess, shut in by firm and

old adhesions of the peritoneum, and limited by the left kidney,

the lower third of the spleen, the tail of the pancreas, and the

superior surface of the splenic flexure of the colon. The abscess

contained a couple of ounces of grumous, cheesy matter. The

points of interest were (1; the long duration (over four years)

which had elapsed between the primai-y mflammation of the peri-

toneum iind its subseepient conversion into an abscess ; and, as a

corollary to this, the danger, remote as well as immediate, attend-

ant on peritoneal inflammations; (2) the mode by which the

secondary- abscesses of tlie liver and lungs were developed, namely,

by the pus directly entering the portal circulation through the

communication with the spleen, and thence again by the hepatic

veins it was carried into the lungs ; and (.3) the short tmie which

elapsed between the dii-ect infection of the blood and the occur-

rence of lung abscesses, a period which may be set down as under

five days ; (4) the formation of the multiple abscesses was embolic

in its nature, and accounted for the number and small size of the

hepatic absces.ses.—Dr. Waltee Smith made some remarks, and

Dr. FixxY replied.

BRADPOKD MEDICO-GHIRUTMSICAL SOCIETY.

.
December JIeexixg. •

T. AV. HiME, B.A., M.B., President, in the chair.

Mesenteric Ci/st.—lir. IIoheocks, Surgepn to the Bradford lu-

firmarj', showed a mesenteric cyst imbedded in the meso-colon.

Above it was adherent to the great, curvature of the stomach, at

its lower border the transverse colon was attached. It extended a

short distance between the layers of the gastro-splenic omentum.

The cyst was thick-widled, and lined by a smooth membrane,

which was shreddy at ijoxnts. On its posterior wall near the lower

part it communicated freely with the stomach. It contained pus.

The clinical history was notable in the fact that the pus had never

been vomitetl but passed by the bowel. Its origin was considered

doubtful, as suppuration destroys the distinguishing features.

Possible origin from rai^senteric cyst, hydatid tumour, suppurating

mesenteric gland, or localised peritonitis follo-n-ing gastric ulctr

was discussed. The patient had been under the care of Mr. W. L.

Eoberta. .v ' ' • ;
!'

Fia-ulent Ophthalmia of Infants.--Vvii&-&^r^& a communica-

tion on some destructive diseases of the eye, in the present case

with special reference to the purulent ophthalmia of infants.

After having dealt with the symptoms and progress of the disease,

he showed by means of figures the great fretiuency of the affection

and of blindness consecutive to it. lie urged the necessity of

early treatment, which should consist of frequent washings of the

eye "with warm water dropped from cotton wool at some height

above the face, and the application of a solution of sulphate of

zinc, gr. .XX to § viij, or of .sublimate of mercury, gr. j to gviij. or

of nitrate of silver, gr. j to 5 j. He had for some time been trying

to find a thorough means of spreading the requisite information

among the poorer cla.sses, and he was glad to be able to inform

the Society that he had been able to seciin^ the assistance_ of the

vaccination officer, who attached the following instmctions to

each vaccination form sent out in Bradfoixl

:

'

Instntrlions rmardinij Xm--hon !nfanls.—l( the ohilrVs evclirls becomered and

swollen, or twgiu to run with matter willun a few days after birtli, it is to he

taken without a day's delay to a doctor. The disease is very dangerous, and if

not at once treated'may destroy the sight of both eyes. _

Dr. Bell added that be hoped this mode of conveying information

would in a short time be extended, and adopted throughout the

kingdom. He had observed that the application of solution of

nitrate of silver to all cases of new-born infants in some lyiug-iu

hospitals had reduced the cases of purulent ophthabnia from o to

" per cent.

Cerebral Tumour.—Dv. Heebebt Majok shewed ft speouneu

from a case of cerebral tumoui-. The patient was a man, aged 31,
;

who had suffered from hewlache and at times giddinesti. lem-

perate; no historj- of syphilis. About 'ivf ^veeks pnor to admw-

sion hJ had an epileptic fit, which was followed by slight weak-

ness of left arm and leg. A week afterwards there was a second

fit of greater severity, with a further loss of power lu the lett

-

limbs In tins, as in the subsequent fits seven m all) the

sequence of the convulsive movements was sai<l to have been
:
lett

forearm, left ann generally, left leg, left side of neck head being

drawn to left side; right side of body not convulsed, "e com-.

plained <,f verj- severe headache, and had a dazed e.xpres3ion when

admitted. Speech was somewhat slow. There was no definite

paralysis of the face, lips, or tongue but marked paralysis, with

rigidity, of the left arm and (somewhat less) of the left leg. The

superficial reflexes on the paralysed side were lowered l'"t the

knee ierk was increased, as also the wrist jerk, and ankle clonus

was present on the paralysed side. Sensibihty apparently un-

affected; the special sen.ses normal, and there was "" "Ptic

neuritis. He was tr«Ued with bromide of sodimn m 30-gram

doses, but grew steadily worse, and dm! about on» mrmth after

admission. At ihe post->mrteni examination a caseous nodule was

found in the upper part of the right ascending ^''o^t"! convolu-

tion. The pia mater over it was thickened congested, and ad-

herent. The other parts were apparently healthy The case was

brought forward as one in which the g^"^^f'\f'^^ P°^iH>;X"=
been successfully removed by ."Pe™tion.-Mr. S.^mcei, LoDe-i,

iun detailed a somewhat simdar case in which, from failure to

observe the significance of certain facial symptoms trephin^

had faUed to relieve the patient, who post^ynortem was afterwards

proved to have died of cerebral abscess.
. . „,f ^„„,i

Post-Nasal Growfhs.-Or. Adolf Beonnee said that post nasal

growths or h-mphoid papillomata were a "local !>yPft™I'''\°^

the normal pli^m-ngeal tonsil or retinoid tissue situated at the

vault of the nas6-phar>nx." Post-nasal growths were of fe^e^t

importance in their relation to diseases of tl>%tl^^''=',\«°*i
^^j';

They were often the cause of bronchitis, pharyngitis, asthma, and

of d-iseases of the middle ear. Of 98 cases of diseases of tlie mid-

dle ear in children under 15, seen by Dr. Bronnerm the last twelve

months, 52 case.s, or .55 per cent., had post-nasal growths. Of 81

S.se of post-nasal growths 70, or 87 per cent., had diseases of the

middle ear The gfowths occurred mostly in cluhiren under- 15

Tn adults other diseases of the nasO-phars-nx and also disuses of

the nose became more frequent, and ^ef^/" '^eir way ]u»t as

important for the treatment of diseases of the '","i'J]« ':^JS P"'J_

nasal growths were in chiUb-en.-Dr. >Iajoe 'l^^^^f^°^^^°
*°

the effect of post-nasal growths in causing eontracted chest xn

children.-ilr. R. H. Mead and Dr. Goyder commented on the

paper.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF MANXHESTER.
Wednesday, Januaey 18th, 1688.

V V,'. Stocks, M.E.C.S., President, in the Chair.

cystoma of the Ovary nf a F'et^l Cat.-Dr K. Robixsox showed

sections of "a cystoma obtained from the lett ovar>- of a cat at

about the seventh week of f«tal life. The ^v^^ ^"I^^^^^l
number, commimicating with e..eh other by

V^t^^p""' tAa^'
both were lined by a low cubical epithelium. They were situatea

dose to the hUus, and were developcxl from the tubules of the.

^''TC^::i%hace,nn.--r>r. Beook^ showed -^o..oi.n.A^-
noma <.f the sebaceous ducts, which had been exceed from the

scalp of an infant. It was said to have b.um nt,ticed v^iy shortly -

after birth, but had grown somewhat rapid y of late 1^ measured

one inch by three-quarters, and was exceedmgly l^>\a xan oma

in its outWiird appearance. The siuiace was smooth, bald,
^y^f^fV _

Sisl^^and yellowish. HLstologically it
^"^^<'«"/Vh'e'^ef.^hbo u^

pure hyperplasia of the gland, causing atrophy of the neighbour-

ing hairs and sweat ducts by pressure.
„ftho«T.i.MLl,

Infantile Para It/sis. -Dt. -VsunY showed sections of the spuMUi

conffin -infant ,^ed 9 months, suffering from acute atroph.^ot'

"inlantUe" paralysLs. The paralysis occuiTed
.'»^'>"",,f^..^f rf^

before its d™th. Which was caused by pneumonia
J'"'

,^"^et of-

the paralysis, according to the parents, was somewhat sudden <md

accompanied by muscular twitchings and convulsion., The pa

_

resis of the legs was noticed first, then arms f ,^,f
«/ '^^"

later she could not sit up, and there was complete loss of >oice

The paresis of the limbs continued with but kttle improvement.

tilld^X Ml examination of the cord showed estensive changes:
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in tlie ccrvirnl nnd dors.i! onlar^^mont, being well marked in the
dorsnl nnd upper oen-irnl n>j:pon. Tli" vessels entering tlie ante-
rior honi< were gorged with blixvl imd sniTuuiuied l)y many leiien-

cytes. The grey substance rontaincl fatly granules, and detritus,
whieh was ver\' friable. The caudate n\fve cells had in many
pinces cnmplet ely disappeared ; in other plneejs they were under-
going ilegunerat^inn. In tlie pons and meibiUa the ])i'rivascular

spaces were iMilnr^ed, nnd the vessels gorged with blood.
iffpf^("wi<^».- Dr. II li.i.finiFFlTH showed i>reparationa illustrnfing

the Anatomy of the .Susjiensorj- Ligament of the Lens.—Other
l)reparatii'Ms were exhibiti.'*! as card specimens.

sHKi-'riKLD >rKmro-rnran!(!i<'Aii society.
TntTlSD.VT, jAXlAItV I'.lTII, IS8,S.

.\1. M. I>E B.vuToi.oME, >[.D., IVojident, in the Chair.

Neri-f Section/'>r H'rv-AVcA-.—llr. I'vk-S.mjth showed a man,
a^ed 31), in whom he had divided the right .spinal accessory nerve
for .severe cimvulsive wrj--neck. The raovemenis had almost
entirtdy cea.swl, enabling the man to re.suino work. The sterno-
ma.stoid and trapezius were much wa.sted.

Laparntonv/.—MT. rvK-.SMiTii relnte<l a case of successful lapa-
rotomy for iicute intestinal obstruction caused by a Meckel's
diverticulum from the ileum in a boy, aged 13. The patient was
shown at the meeting.

OiJfM.—Mr. SxBLL introduced the following patients : 1. JIan
with chancre of upper eyelid (healed). 2. JIan with piece of steel
in lens for nineteen years, lens remaining rl.nr e.\cept at the situ-
ation of foreign body (encapsuled) at the posterior part ; the vision
was good. The case was described in the Ophthalmic. Review of
1884. 3. Staining of conjunctiva with nitrate of silver.

Mi/jrrrilema.—Mr. W. Makkio Jonks showed a case of myx-
-cedeinn in a marrieil woman, aged rA). Tlie disease had been
gradually coming on for t he last four or live years. The symptoms
were great aiuemia, with limited rosy i)atches on both cheeks,
centre of forehead and lips ; swelling of cutaneous surfaces, which
did not pit on pressure : commencing al.ro)>liy of both optic discs

;

pnpils sensitive to light ; systolic b;isic /inii/'; exaggerated patellar
reflex ; urine about a pint in twenty-four hours ; specific gravity
1014-1020: full of phosphates but "not albuminous (it contained
albumen eighteen months ago) ; temjierature in mouth 90'

; pulse
48-60: general lethargy, slowness of S)ieecli, and stammering;
slowness of movement and sensation; unjileusant taste liut not
smell : the thyroid wa.s larger, esjiecially in its left lobe, than in
women of the same age; the hands" had the characteristic
spade-like apjiearance. Although speech was slow she could read
fluent Ij-.

Difen'e nf F^nur.—'SJT. OAnnAnn showed a thigh bone which
had been acutely intlamed, much thickened, and the medullary
canal filled from end to end with cheesy jius, which he had ampii-
tated at the hip-joint three weeks previously ; the patient had
made a rapid recovery.

Colntiimy.— \)T. GwY.VNP. gave the notes of a case where he had
performed left colotomy for obstinate constipation of several
months' standing relieved by occasional attacks of diarrhoea. The
palaent wa.s a woman, aged 40, unmarried. The case gradually
got worse, with great distension of alxlotiien, and frequent vomit-
ing. The patient tiow (n year nnd a half after the operation)
enjoyed gorvd health. There was no history of .syphilis. The pain
was always referred to the left groin, and since the operation she
occasionally sufferetl from pain in the same region.

Harvt:iax Sorrarv op LnSDON.—The following is a list of
the names of gentlemen elected by the Council as officers of
the Society for the year 1888:—l'ri*ident: *\Villiam Sel^g^viek.
Vice-Presidents: Dr. t. Ibizznrd; Dr. John Williams; ".Mr. II. W.
IVige; •Dr. William F:wnrt. Treasurer: Mr. (;. I'. I'ield. Honorary-
Secretaries: Dr. .\l. llandlield-Jones: *.\lr. C. 1!, Lockwood.
Conncil: .Mr. F. H. Chnmpneys, M.l!.; Dr. .1. llughlings ,)ncksoii
P.R.S.: .Mr. .1. Kmest Lane; Dr. K. .S. .Mair: Mr. (,". W. Mansell-
Moullin ; Dr. H. II. MiLson; .Mr. A. J. I'eppor; "Mr. Kdmund Owen:
•Mr. Frederick Troves; "Dr. ,''tei)hen .Mackenzie ; *Dr. K. Cliffoni
BeAl.': *Mr, .1. H. Drew. Those g.ntlemen to whose names an
asterisk is prpflxe<l were not on the Council or did not fill the .same
office last year.

ScriKS.sKrL VACcrx.\Troy.—Dr. ,1. R. Irwin has received the
Oovemment grant, amounting to £41 17s., for successful vaccina-
tion in the Whitehaven district.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.
Auk Ki'iDKMicsCo.vTAGiofs? Uy Joii.v I'auki.n, M.D., F.R.C.S.,

formerly Her Majesty's Medical In.spector for Cholera in the
West Indies. Popular Kdilioii. I. ndin: ,Sani])son Low and
Co. I.S87.

TliK author, who dii'd in ISAO, at liie ripe age of 8fi, had, during
his life, seen a great many cholera epidemics, and had evidently
pondered ()ver the subject. At the same time, the information
contained in the editorial note by the author as to tlie conclusive
results obtained on a "crucial test" of his discovery- of the anti-
dotal properties of carbonic acid gas in cholera, gives rise to a
feeling of diflidence on the part of the reader. If, as the editorial
note would lead one to suppose, bis successful treatment of
cholera in different parts of the world was " so notorious," that
Her .\Iajesty's Government again ajipointed him Medical Inspec-
tor, one can only express suqirise that so useful a method of
treatment has not become general. The introductory chapter is

a very interesting, if somewhat highly coloured, picture of the
progress and nature of the epid(>mics which have devastated the
habitable globe.

The author points out that far back in history, when
human intercourse was extremely restricted, the idea of
contagion did not and could not have e.xisted, since the inhabi-
tants of one town being ignorant of the fact that the disease with
which they were afflicted also prevailed in another, must have
considered all diseases as endemic or sporadic. Kven if this were
the case, it is a feeble argumentative weapon with which to over-
throw the accumulated evidence of the contagiousness of epi-
demics. Scarcely more to the point is the contention that, ac-
cording to the contagion hypothesis, those most exposed to its

influence ought logically to suffer most. No allowance is made
for the other factors which influence the conveyance and course
of any given disease.

The author combats the circumstantial evidence in favour of
the dissemination of cholera through a contaminated water
supply, in opposition to whieh he quotes isolated instances in
which the water sujjply does not appear to have been implicated.
.\ great deal of sj)ace and argument is devoted to discussing the
spread of the plague—a matter which, if interesting, is not pos-
sessed of present importance.

It would bo tedious and unprofitable to analyse in detail the
individual arguments advanced, which for the most part are based
on apparent exceptions to the generally observed method of disease
conveyance. AVhile the work shows that the author has had an
exceedingly extensive experience of epidemics, and had, more-
over, carefully read up the subject, it also proves liis judgment
was warped by a preconceived idea.

.\ Textdook of Midwifeht. By the late Otto Spiegklbeho
Professor of Obstetric Medicine in the University of Breslau.

Translated from the second German edition by J. B. Ilranr
il. A., M.D.Cantab. Vol.1. London: The Xew Sydenham So-

ciety. 1887.

I'noFESiiOR Spiegeijjkro begins his work, as is usual, with the
description of the female pelvis and of its contents, but that of
the embrj'o and its ap])endages is relegated to the second volume,
on the ground that, as it assumes at several points a knowledge of
the changes in the uterus brought about by pregnancy, the subject
cannot well be discussed earlicif. It is, however, a decided advan-
tage to the student to consider the foetus in connection with the
canal through which it has to pass, even at the ri.sk of forestalling
somi- of the details. The pelvic mea.surements given are smaller
all rounil than those generally taught in Knghuid, ami the same
remark applies to the vagina, though the latter is not of much
importance.
Leaving the topography of the pelvic cavity, which is very

tliorougliTy gone into, we come to Part II. This section deals
with the physiologj- ami hygiene of pregnancy, parturition, and
the pueqieral .state. The vexed ((uestion of tlie relationship of
o^^llation and menstniation is hardly settled by the luithor, the
twr) phenomena being described as " closely connectiMl but not
necessarilj' both present," so that we are left in doubt as to what
till' relationship is after all.

The subject of the development of the ovum, of the building
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up of tlic embrj-o, and its several organs, is not discussed, and the

reader is reffrrfd for information on this point to textbooks on
Embryolos^'. FurtliiT on, however, the usual explanations are

given of tlie develo])ment of the ovum. Tlie description of the
phj-siological development of the uterus during pregnancy does

not differ in any essential point from that generally received. The
calculation of the duration of pregnancy is made in lunar months
and not in calendar months as is usual with us.

Tlie translator obscures his meaning occasionally by the em-
ployment of unfamiliar expressions. Thus, on page 1.31, we are

told that the fcetus, till about the seventh month, always occupies

the pelvic "lie." The author's explanations of the position

assumed by the foetus are not altogether conclusive, though
given somewhat dogmatically.
Some practical hints are given for the care of the new-bom

infant, but the author falls into the common error of advising that

the millv for artiticially-reared children should be drawn from the
same cow, although it has been pointed out that much greater

uniformity of standard is likely to be obtained from an average
dairy supply, in which individual variations are neutralised by
the mixture of the milk of a number of animals. The direction to

warm the milk "until it no longer causes an unpleasant sensa-

tion when applied to the eye " is a trifle inconvenient of appli-

cation.

The remainder of the volume is devoted to the pathology and
therapeutics of pregnancy, parturition, and the puerperal state,

and comprises disorders due to a morbid intensity of phj-siological

phenomena; complications due to intercurrent diseases; anoma-
lies of the sexual organs ; diseases of the ovum ; and haemorrhage
fi'om the uterus.

A copious bibliography is given at the end of each chapter. Xo
index Ls furnished with this, the first volume, the only guide being
the table of contents. The illustrations are fairly numerous, and,
besides the stock engravings, there are a number of drawings which
will be new to the English reader.

A Manual of Vexekinabt Hygiene. By Feed.. Smith,

M.R.C.V.S. London : Cailliere, Tindall, and Cox. 1887.

The appearance of a manual of veterinary hygiene marks one
more step in the progress of veterinary science m this countrj-.

There has long been a need of a thoroughly scientific work of this

character to place in the hands of students.
The author considers that sanitary reform is not bearing fruit

in civil life so luxuriantly as in the army, but it is impossible
that sanitary measures should be so uniformly applied to civilian

animals as to military ones; nevertheless, civil life affords many
brilliant examples oif veterinary hygiene applied to large studs,
under far more disadvantageous circumstances than are found in the
army. Quoting from p. .57, we read: "Their healthy state (speak-
ing of army horses) is entirely due to the amount of pure air

allowed them, for in no other circumstance of life do they differ

from their predecessors of si.xty years ago." This seems to amount
to an admission that in no other circumstances of the life of
tlie army horse are improvements advisable or possible.

In his further studies we commend one point to the author's
notice : that whenever a civilian attempts to feed his horses upon
the army " pattern," and work them as civilian horses are worked,
they are very soon in a verj- weak and debilitated condition, and
we should infer that if suddenly called upon for work demanding
stamina civilian horses would prove greatly su])erior to army-
horses, and lluit sncli an atliletic condition of body as will enable
a horse to work well, and continue at it, needs "plenty of good
food, and is the outgrowth of many months, not weeks, even
after he has arrived at maturity.
The first chapter of the book is ujion AVater, and is excellently

written, no point of scientific interest being missed. The suc-
ceeding chapters upon Air and Ventilation are also very perfect

;

they exhibit mucli painstaking application on the part of the
author, and, although written in a too scientific form to be easily
assimilated by tlie general reader, they will at least rouse the
well-educated horse-owner and veterinary surgeon to a sense of
the high importance of the purity of air in stables, and explain
the principles which control that "purity. The author does not go
so far, but he may have well added tha"t urban stables should be
inspected by a properly qualified officer of the local authority, and
licensed as to tlie number of horses they should accommodate;
this would cause a cessation of that cruelty of denying horses
which work all day adequate room to lie down at night—a form

of cruelty by no means extinct. A law to this effect would do
almost us much as the Contagious Diseases Animals Act in dimi-
nishing glanders and farcy in largo cities, while it would pre-
vent much real cruelty.

The chapters on Stables, Removal of Excreta, Soils, Disinfectiqn,
are valuable, and well repay close study. The chapters on Labour
and Individual Hygiene especially are too short, and the subjects
are treated too superficially. The book closes •with chapters upon
the Eradication of Epizootic Diseases, Elementary .Meteorology, and
remarks upon Statistical Inquiry—a matter of considerable im-
portance.
The autlior must be congratulated upon having produced a

work of great vfilue, .and exhaustive from the scientific point4>£:
view.

MANCBpyBES- ja Opebatioss ir- i/Amphithkatbe. Par le^4)r?

CEorzAT, Preparateur des Cours d'Accouchement u la Faculte de
M^deciue de Paris. Paris : Delahaye et Lecrosnier. 1887.

In this handbook the author describes the various operations
which may become necessary- in difficult or abnormal labour.
After a preliminaiy dissertation on the fundamental principles of
obstetrics and the course of spontaneous delivery, the autlior goes
through the piractical instruction given to students in Paris with
the aid of the " dummy." This is taken up in French schools w4th
a thoroughness and completeness which we have not so far at-
tempted to imitate. We then come to the question of forceps, and
these the author diWdes into three t%-pes : (1) that of C'hamberleu
(1600) ; (L>) that of Levret (1747) ; and, (3) finally, that of Tarnier
(1877). It is almost incredible that French obstetricians should
hold so obstinately to the cumbersome and unwieldy forcepis of
Le^Tet. instead of adopting the English lock and something of the
English gradations in size. From the historical point of view the
chapter is poor, and from its being narrowed to the consideration
of Tarnier's forceps, which are never likely to come into general
use, its value is limited. The directions for the use of the Instru-
ment are clear and explicit. They are, of course, for patients in

the dorsal position, and are, thert f )re, hardly available for English
readers, who probably prefer that on the left side. The necessary
details follow for diagnosing the position of the fcetus and the
presentation ; and in this the student is always well drilled. The
various landmarks are gone over, and their significance pointed
out. The different methods of effecting version are expilained, and
the operation described in detail. The book is profusely illus-

trated with well-executed woodcuts, which add very greatly to

its lucidity and value. It is clear that a student who has con-
scientiously gone through this course—and it is compulsory'—must
be in possession of an amount of practical knowledge which will

enable him to go about his midwifery work with well-grounded
confidence.

We can recommend the work to students who propose taking'

out this course, and by its aid they can familiarise themselves
with the technical terms in French, and generally with the Conti-

nental methods of procedure.

EOYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIAXS.
Thebe was a large attendance of the Fellows at the adjourned

Comitia held on Thursday last to consider the resolution moved
by the Senior Censor:

" That it is undesirable that any Fellow, Member, or Licentiate

of the College should contribute articles on professional subjects

to journals professing to supply medical knowledge to the general

public, or should in any way advertise himself or permit kimself

to be advertised in such journals." .^(

An animated discussion ensued, in which considerable difference

of opinion was manifested ; but, as the debate was declared to

belong to the " Secreta CoUegii," wo can only record the fact that-

the motion was, on a division, adopted by the majority. 1

Fem.vle S.vnitakv iNsrECioiis.—At a recent meeting of the

Newcastle Sanitaiy Committee, one of its members suggested tbe

appointment of women inspectors, as they would be far more
valuable for going among the housewives, and pointing out what
had to be done ; to which another member replied that, if females

were appointed, some of the members' houses might be kept dirty:-
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: BRITISH MEDICAL AHSOC'IATIGN-.
- , SUBStUII'TlON.S FOR 1S*«.

SUBSCiuiTloxsto tlif Association fur W>H bocnmo (liie on .?amiiu->-

1st. Muubia^ of Brandies uro rtquosted to jiay the same to

tUeir respectivi; Sucruturii-s. Memlwrs of the Association not

lielonping to Branches uro r.<iu-.'st«<i to fon^•a^<l their romit-

tanCHS to the Gem-rnl SpfTpfnr>-, ^•^^. Strand. London. Post-

ofllce orders shonhl he made jviyaHe at tho We=t Cnfrnl T)is-

trict Office, liigU Jlolborn. ,, ,,,,^ .„f '...

(Tljc iBritislj ilXclJicil ^ouru.il.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY ,4th, i.;i888.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOClATIOlSf.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Conncil of the Associa-

tion induilu items of mucli promiso for the usofulness of the-

work of tlie Association during the year, and indications of its

continued proi^rcss iuid still rapidly iucre;»sing gro\vth. lududed

in tho business of the day was tho formal election of 2.54 new

members, following on the recent issue of a special nvmiber of

tlie JocBXAL, lui miusually lai-ge contingent, and one whicli

promises well for the total increment of tho j-ear just opened.

Another gratifyijig duty was the formal acceptance of the pro-

posals of the Perthshire Medical Associatidh to constitute itself

a Branch of the British Medical Association. The incorporation

as a Branch of the Association of the members of this influential

local niLHlical society \rill have tho good effect of aiiling tho

general organisation of the profession, so as to give effect to their

opinions and wishes.

By taking up a position among the Scottish Branches of the

British Medical Association, the members .' of .tjj,e' Perthshire

Medical Association, while retaining .%11 the advantages of social

communion and of scientific interchange of thought and

expedence, join hands with the great fraternity of. npwards of

12,000 medical men who arc represented in its local and central

Coimcils. Tliuy estabUsh a claim for representation of theu'

Opinions in the Coimcil of the Association, and accfuire a vote

in its proceedings. The autonomous powers of the Branches

enable each to mcxlify its times and places of meeting and'

its general proceedings in such a manner as best suits its

conveniejico or its circumstances.

Quite apart from any considerations of addition ' t9 ijie

numerical strength of tho Assodation—which is not neces-

sarily much affected by the formation of Branches—there is

reason to welcome heartily every accession to the Bnmch

organi-sation of the Association. Decontrahsation is the essen-

tial cuU(htion of healthy, vigorous, and independent growth.

In proportion as the Branches are nmnerous, active, well-

organised, and well-nourished will the whole organisation thrive

and flourish. Every thoughtful well-wisher of the Association

is fidly coiiscioiui of this.

Tho accession of this new Branch is peculiarly welcome

and ligmficant in connection with the forthcoming meeting

of the Association in Glasgow, in August nest, and testitiea

that tho preliminary arrangements announced have been made

with judgment and capacity, and that they meet with tho ap-

proval and will have tho co-operation of our Scottish brethren

outside tho limits of the city, It affords tlius a fre.sh earnest of

the success and the popularity of our forthcoming meeting on

Soottisli soil,, which is looked forward to ou all sides with so much

hiipeful interest,

Another part of tjho business of the Council was to xeceivo and

consider the report of the Subconunittee which it had appointed

in .August last, to consider the important question of tlie r.auk of

amiy medical officers. At that meeting a somewhat dramatic

incident had. occurred. Sir Thomae Crawford, the Director-

General of the Army Medical Department, rose on the presentar

tion of the report of the Parliamentarj' Bills Comndttee, and

declared with great emphasis that he had no reason to believe

that the discimteut idleged to exist in the Anny Sledical De-

partment as to tlie deprivation of relative rank, or the grievances

which had followed upon that measure, had any real existence,

and he threw doubt upon the existence of any extonsivo demand

for titidar mihtary rank. In the presence of this declara-

tion from so highly authoritative a som-co, the Chaiiinan

of the Pariiamcntary Bills Committee readily consente;! that

the paragraph of the report thus impugned sliyukl be referred

back to tho Coimcil of tlie Association for fiirtlier investigation

and report. Tliat course was siecordingly taken.

Tho Council appointed a Subcommittee, consisting of many

of its most experienced :uid judicious members, for the purpose

of such inquiry; The result is seen in their report, which was

presented to the Cowcil at its last meetuig and unanimously

iwlopted. Tho opinions wliicU Sii- Thomas Crawford had

thus challenged of upwards of nine hundred medical officers of

all ranks, including many of the highest, were obtained.

Official nde prohibits them from any collective exiircssion of

opinion; so much so, that when a large limiiber of medicid

officers, present in Dublin at the time of tho meeting of the

Association, proposed tu meet and make a statement on the

subject to the Committee, protesting against the statements 'of

Sir T. Craiyfoi;d, it was forthwith intimated tliat such a meet-

uig woiild be conadered a breach of military discipline, and

tiio nieetuig was stopped. The result of the ijiquiry of the

Subcommittee, after a labori<-»i8 analysis of tho facts h:id lieen

made, was, it will bo seen, wholly opposed to tho conclusions

which Sir T. Crawford had urged upon tho meeting. They have

reported in some detail, and their report will be ifonvarded to

tlio Socretaiy of State for W.or. Such a lepoi-t, comhig after

the intervention of Sir T. Crawford^ and as the rosiUt of patient

and laborious inquiry, can hardly be considered aS anj-thing else

than conclusivo. Armed with all possible information, after

having hoajrd all that can be urged against it, and wiih a fuller

knowledge of the whole matter than Could be obtainsd by any

i>ther machinery than that which this Asaociition and tlus

JouRKAL command, with tho whole mind of the departf||

ment b^^ose';, them, and speaking in the n.une.. o£ 12,000 •
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medical Wen, of whom fhey afe directly representative,

the Council of the British Medical Association earnestly call

upon the Secretary of State for War to give to the surgeons of

the Army Medical Department such substantive and titular rank

rn the army as shall leave their position plain and unequivocal,

both to soldiers and civUians. If the War Ofhce does not grant

this, the responsibility wUl rest with them for disregarding in a

very flagrant and very indefensible manner the sentiments of

the medical officers nf the array, now expressed with overwhelm-

ing imanimity, and supported by the most influential body of

civil medical approval and endorsement which could possibly

be arrayed on their behalf. The consequences of such an atti-

tude on the part of the War Office would be far-reaching, and

could not fail to make not only the most painful impression on

the department itself, and thus to affect injuriously the organisa-

tion of one of our most important mihtary departments, but

also to influence most unfavourably opinion in the medical

schools and colleges, and seriously to injure the prospect of

efficient recruiting for the Medical Service of the army. There

is no question of finance involved. We may, therefore, hope that

the Mini.ster for War wWl deal with the demands made in a

hberal and statesmanlike spirit, unbiassed by the petty pre-

judices which appear to have hitherto been appealed to in order

to influence his judgment mifavoiu-ably. The efforts of the As-

sociation to obtain a full and clear view of the facts, and its

deliberate and carefully considered verdict in favoiu- of the

medical officers of the army, will, we feel sure, not only cheer

those medical officers by the assiu'ance of well-considei'ed

sympathy and the substantial aid which it will afford them in

the redressal of their grievances, but it will be also highly

satisfactory to the profession at large.

APPLICATION OF THE SCOTTISH LICENSING
BODIES FOU POWERS OF GRADUATION.

We publish in another column a petition from the licensing

bodies of Scotland who constitute the Conjoint Medical Board

for Scotland, namely, the Boyiil College of Physicians of Edin-

biu-gh, the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, the FactJty

of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, for a charter under the

Privy ComicU to enable them to confer degrees in medicine and

surgery on such persons as may from time to time pass the ex-

aminations of their 5Iedioal Board. It is similar to the petition

of the Royal College of Physicians of London and the Royal

College of Surgeons of Enghmd. Tlie petitioners state that

they had no desire to disturb the existing arrangements whereby

the Universities alone had the privilege of granting degrees in

medicine, but in consequence of the action of the Royal College

of Physicians of London and the Royal College of Surgeons of

Englaiid, they have been constrained to apply for powers similar

to those sought by these Royal Colleges. In one important

respect the application from these Scotch CoUegos diflfers mate-

rially from that of the two English Colleges. It has already

been pointed out that the constitution of the new degree-

giving body which the two English Colleges seek, is in the

highest degree autocratic, imconstitutional, and non-represetf-

tative, seeing that it is to be constituted wholly out of the

self-elected Coimcil of the Royal College of Physicians and the

Council of the Royal CoUege of Surgeons, which is represeniative

onlj- of a very small minority of that corporation, and is, in its

mode of election and in its general relation to its constituents,

open to most serious objections. The whole of the body of

graduates of the new university and teaching bodies generally

are to be wholly imreprescnted on this self-imposed governing

body. The Edinburgh Colleges and the (Jlasgow Faculty have

taken a much more constitutional view of the proper construction

of the Senate for a new governing body. They propose that it

shall include nominated representatives of each of the Faculties,

and in addition to them representatives to be elected by the

recognised teachers of medicine i» Edinburgh and Glasgow, and

also bj- representatives of the graduates of the new body, so

soon as the nimiber of graduates of the Senate to be so incor-

porated shall have attained to 200.

Such a constitution possesses in it the elements of just repre-

sentation and of equitable and wise government. No doubt the-

Scotch universities will object to the appointment of any such- '

new degree-giving body in Scotland, and it camiot be said that

the difficulties of graduation in Scotland are such aa ^to compare

%vith the disabUities of metropolitan candidates, who havo at

present no other body to which to apply than the University'

of London. On the other hand, it would be difficult for the

Royal CoUege of Physicians of London and the Royal CoUege of

Surgeons of England to show that their examinations differ in

any material degree from those of the Scotch examining body,

or that their diplomates have any inherent claim to a dogrefe

wliich the diplomates of the hcensing bodies referred to do not

equaUy possess. .\-;J >.

This appUcation of the three great hcensing bodies rf Scotland

introduces a new and important element into the discussion, and

one with which the Privj- Council will have seriously to reckon.

We have already repeatedly pressed that the whole subject is

one of so much national importance 'and so much compUcation

that it can only properly be solved by reference to a Royal Com-

mission. •
'

It would bo regrettable in many ways if the application of

the London CoUeges were granted in its present fomi, or if it

were to be totaUy rejected in coTisequence of its defects in form.

Some remedy needs to be applied to the present state of things,

which is one of great hardship to the students of metropohtaa^

schools. It is much to be regretted that the remedy which the;

two CoUeges propose should be so framed as necessarily to arouse

indignation and ant:igonism by reiison of its crude, imperfect,'

and autocratic form. But difficulties in form sho\ild hot obscure

the cssenti;d equity of the principle involved, and on these

groimds we earnestly hope that the Pri\T Comicil wiU cause the

whole question to be thoroughly afted, wlien an equitable result^

wiU. we doubt not, be attained—a result consonant alike with;

the true constitutional development of university teaching and
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graduation and with tho pressing and lojcitimiito reqmreraonts of

the metroj^olitiin mtMlical schools and ^nuhmtes.

.MJtJJlCAI. AID IN OFTLYIXc; ULSTEICTS

IN INDIA.

AxL reasonable people must sympathise with tlie efforts of the

tiiivonunont i>f India in tho cause of odministnitivo economy.

But thuro is such a tiling as false economy, and this kind of

economy is often as cruel and unjust as it is false. A striking

uxamplo of this has causoil a good deal of unpleasant comment

in India. We notice it to sliow tho authorities there tliat,

ahhough tlie tragedy occurred in a remote ilistrict, it cannot be

ajlowod to ptiss without grave notice at homo.

Buokerganj, in the Sunderbuuds, is an exceedingly populous

but very unhealthy district ; tUe population varies from 700 to

900 per square mile. This being so, it cannot be wondered at

that the administrative and judicial work of tlie collector and

magistrate severely taxes tho powers of the civil servant charged

with the administration of the district. The late Jlr. H. I.

Fasson had tho misfortune to have to discharge, single-handed,

tho onerous duties of this position. This gentleman contracted

a malarious fever in the jungles of Cliittagong, which he was

unable to shako off. He was fiequently prostrated by this fever,

and, while labouring under the racking headaches and other

depressing symptoms of tliis depressiiig nudadj', went on per-

forming his daily duties, invoK'ing great mental exertion.

It will not surprise our readers to hear that he broke down,

and in a fit of utter despondency died by his own hand, " saeri-

fieed to the miserly spirit that pervades the present Govern-

ment in its dealings with its servants." ' Will it be believed,"

says a writer in the Calcutta Enfflishman, that an important

<listrict like Backorganj has been without a European surgeon

fur upwards of a year r" Yet so it was. Had a competent

medical officer Iwon within reach, this valuable public servant

would, long ere matters readied such a pass as wo liave de-

scribed, have been properly cared for, struck off harassing duty,

and removed to a better clirfiate.

This is not a soUtary example of the consequences of this

pitiful economy. Another civil son-ant, not much more than a

year ago, was cut off by an attack of fever, which imder rational

treatment would, in all hiuiian probability, have had a happier

issue ; but as the Government coidd not afiord to give the need-

ful help in the shape of a European medical ofHcor at tho stiv-

tion, this nnf<irtunato gentleman, whoso legal aajuirements were

.such as to mark him out for tho liighest houours of his service,

was cut off after a brief illness. Appointments in the Indian

Civil Service are much coveted, and able and highly educated

men strive for them, often to tho permanent injury of their

health. It does not appear from the above that the Govcni-

ment they serve sots a high value on their lives. Such a narra-

tjte as we have rekted is calculated to cool the ardour of com-

petitors.

' It is not only in the manner we have indicated that false and

unjust economy is being carried out in India. Tho members of

the Medical Service are always among tho first victims when

money is to be saved. Under a now rule recently promulgated

doctors are jnidcted a hundred rupees per mensem when they go

(in privilege leave: and this often when they are driven by ill-

health and tho pressure of work to seek a httlo rolaxation. Thi.s

ride applies to medical ofHcors only.

We have already called attention to the fact that the Medical

Service of India is kept so short-handed that, iluless on sick

certificate, furlough to Europe is suspended. There aro

nximerous officers whose regidation leave has been duo for

eighteen months or two years who cannot get it. In time of

wai' no one complains of this ; in time of peace it is a flagi-ant

breiich of faith. How long is this persistent ill-treatment of an

indispensable and most useful and hard-workuig class of officers

to go on ? We suppose until the "" worm tunis," and the Govern-

ment of India knocks in vain at tho doors of the various scliools

of medicine in the kingdom for candidates for commissions in a

service where such treatment awaits them. That day will come

soon, and the sooner the better.

Her Royal Iligbm-ss the Duchess of Alliany has graciously con-

sented to become patroness of llio I'arkes Museum, of which

II.K.ll. the Duke of Albany was Presiclont until his decease.

A MEETING of the Executive Committee of the General Medical

Council has been sununoned for Monday, February 27tli, !it l."'l

I'.M., for the. discharge of ordinary business.

Small-pox is said to be completely stamped out in the island

of Tasmania, and the temporarj- small-pox hospitals and quaran-

tine stations broken up.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
O.v Wednesday evening the annual meeting of this Society, tor

election of Fellows, -was held. After some specimens had been

sliown by Drs. W. Duncan and Carter, and Mr. Meredith, a pajier

by Drs. Herman and Fowler was read, and tho I'reaident, Dr.

.Tolin Williams, gave the annual n<ldress. The officers for the en-

suing year, whose names were given in la.st week's Jouhnal, were

electwl by ballot, and the proceedings terminated by votes eP

thanks to the retiring officers.

OUTBREAK OF TRlCHltvfOSIS.

Ax outbreak of Iriehiuosis i.s riportid from Cunewalde, near.

Liebau, in Silesia. Up to January 17th, no less than thirty per-

sons had lii'cn attacked. The sufferers were nil per.sons who had
jiartaken of .some smni! smoked sausages at a local fete, some of'

which were found, oh examination, to swarm with trichinic. The'

butcher who furnished tlie sausages is one of the sufferers, and,

afiirnis tliat all the pigs killed by him had been examined and

j)assed by the sanitary authorities.

ALUM IN TYPHOID FEVER.
Dll. I'AOLKTTI has treated si.My ca.^es of typhoid fever, Willi ex-

cellent results, with crude alum alo;ic. He remarks that this

drug had formerly been used only as a styptic and an astringent,

but now that its antiseptic properties had boon recognised it was

clearly indicatwl as n remedy for abnormal fermentations in the'

intestinal canal.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL
COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

The aimual meeting of tliL- Association of Members of the Royal

College of Surgeons of England took place on January- 31st, at

the llolborn Restaurant, when the annual report and balance

sheet were received and adopted, and a resolution passed in

favour of continuing tlie action of the Association for obtaining

the representation of Members on the Council of tlie College of

Surgeons. The meeting, -which was not numerously attended

was followed by the first Association dinner, over which Dr.

Collum presided, the gnests being Mr. Tweedy, Mr. Atherley Jones,

and Mr. Richard Davy. A cordial vote of thanks was passed to

the secretaries for their energy and perseverance in carrj-ing on

the movement.

THE RELATION OF HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL
SCHOOLS.

The next evening meeting of the Hospitals Association will he

held in the Board room of St. George's Hospital, on Wednesday,

February 8th, at 8 p.m., when Mr. Timothy Holmes, F.R.C.S., will

read a paper on the Relation of the Medical School to the Hos-

pital. Dr. Bristowe, F.R.S. (President) will preside. All members

of the medical profession, and others interested in this question,

are cordially invited. Cards can be obtained, on application, from

Mr. Howard Collins, Secretary, the Hospitals Association, >'orfolk

House, Norfolk Street, W.C.

NURSES FOR THE SICK POOR.
The Committee appointed by the Queen to advise Her Majesty as

to the disposal of the surplus of the 'Women's Jubilee Fimd are

desirous of receiving information from all the various institutions

for nursing the sick poor in their own homes throughout the

United Kingdom. Reports and other information should be for-

warded to Grosvenor House, London, AV., adtiressed to the Secre-

tary, the Duke of Westminster.

THE LATE MR. GEORGE GODWIN, F.R.S.

Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S., who died in London on January

27th, at the age of 73, was one of the pioneers of sanitary

science in this country. As the editor for many years of the

Builder, he did much to awaken liis brother architects to the

importance of such subjects as drainage and ventilation. As

the author of several popular works, he took an honourable

share in laying bare the terrible defects in the houses of the

poor, describing in forcible language the evil effects thus pro-

duced on life, health, and morals.

REDUCTION OF FEES FOR THE OXFORD M.D.

DEGREE.
On Januarj- 24th these fees, which have hitherto amounted to

£40, and, by their relatively large amount compared with

those at other universities, have certainly acted proliibitivcly,

were reduced by Convocation to £25. It is hoped that large num-
bers of graduates will avail themselves of the opportunities thus

offered.

NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.
We are oflicially informed that this fund, so munificently

inaugurated by the donation of £20,000 by four of the great City

merchant princes, is making rapid progress towards the com-
mencement of practical work. The Government authorities hare

"sanctioned its incoriioration under the above title. The trust

dewls have been a]iprove(l and settled, and are now in course of

signature. The Society haying thus received incorporation by
.\ct of farliament, its Council will hold its first meeting for the

desputcli of business next week at the office, 48, Old Jewrj-, E.C.^

wlien tlie actuarial tables and other business preliminaries are to

be completed. Another handsome donation has, we are informed,

been made to the Pension Fund of £2.tO by Mr. John Xorburj-.

The Countess of Rosebcrv* has added her name to the list of

patronesses of the fund. The hospital officials and nurses who
wish to join can forward their names to the acting secretary, who
will furnish any desired information.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

From: special telegraphic information which we have just received

from San Remo, we are pleased to be able to confirm on the high-

est authority the favourable reports as to the condition of the

German Crown Prince which have appeared during the last few

days. The slough which, as we mentioned last week, came

away on January 17th from the site of the gro^vth which

e.Kcited so much alarm in November was more than

two centimetres long. The raw surface left by the separation of

this piece of disorganised tissue has now almost entirely healed,

and the condition of the neighbouring parts is highly satisfactory.

There is, however, some thickening about the right side of the

larynx ; and though the present appearances seem almost to

negative the theory that the disease is malignant, a dangerous

amount of narrowing of the breath-way may be caused by simple

inflammatorj' swelling. Under these circumstances it is thought

not improbable by the physicians in charge of the case that

tracheotomy may become necessarj-, possibly at no verj- distant

date. This contingency, however, while requiring to be kept in

view, need not cause any special anxiety as to the prolongation of

the life of the illustrious patient.

PROVISION BY MEDICAL MEN AGAINST TEMPORARY
OR PERMANENT DISABLEMENT.

A SUMMARY of the general results of the work of the

Medical Sickness, Annuity, and Life Assurance Society for

1887, referred to in another column, has just been pre-

pared under the Friendly Societies Act for transmission to

the Chief Registrar. The results are in many respects remark-

able, and of great interest, as showing the singular success with

which this Society has achieved an object which had hitherto

baffled the leading assurance societies, namely, the provision of a

sickness fund making adequate payments to the professional

classes for permanent or temporarj- disability from sickness and

accident, as well as the customarj- provision for annuity and life

assurance. From this it appears that the Society commenced this,

its third year of active operation, with an available membership

of 728 ; 122 members had joined during the year : 3 had died, and

18 lapsed or withdrawn, leaving a net membership of 829, or an

increase of 101 in the year. The total income to the benefit or

assurance fund (including £491 ICs. 7d. interest on reserves) was

£.8,083 135., as against an expenditure of £2.010 19s. 8d., showing

an increase for the year of £6,072 14s., and a total reserve to these

funds at the end of the year of £19,118 Is. 5d. The annual income

for management purposes had been £911 17s. 6d., of which,

however, only £404 17s. 4d. had been expended, lea^-ing a gain

placed to the credit of the general assets of £.t07 on the year, and

a balance of saving in the management for the tliree years of

.£1,703 10s. 8d. The total erpenditure for management during the

year had been a little over 4 per cent. The net result, therefore,

of the financial work of the year was £6,579 14s. 2d., lea\-ing a

gross capital (the whole of which is the property of the assured)

of £20.821 12s. Id. These results are, so far as is known, un-

paralleled in the insurance world in respect to the remarkable

economy of management, the rapid and satisfactory growth of

assets as against liabilities, and the complete demonstration which

they afford of the success with which the organisation provided

under the Friendly Societies Act can be worked when due economy
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lit iir» iiiipliwl for tlio Iwiioflf of f liH pro-"''

,',(„ ' THE WATER SUPPLY OF LONDON.
,

Tbj» llill wliicli tile liranJ .liualioii Wiitcr Works U>uipRuy coii-

ti'm|iliit(' promotiii)} (luring tliH coming session is one of tispi'pial

intiTt-st to LoniloniTs, iniismucli as it may const iliito the first slip

townnls stciuriuj; to tlii! mi'trapolis gcniTiJIy a puror su4>ply of

ivntor than that whichls at presi-nt drawn from flio Thames, ami

w)rich, after u more or less imperfcrt system of filtration, is ilis-

frihtlteil to some tWtvanil-u-hnlf taillions of persons. The Company

ii^V iH>wers to erlnstnict un '• intake," and otlior works at Donicy

ChmmoTi, midway between Windsor and lirny.-wlierelry they "n-onlil

l>c enaMeirl to nHli.sp the pnrf water to he found in tlie elinik in

that Ibcfllity. 'In l.'^Kt A report showing tlmtit is practicnlile, and

wrnitil ho economical, to' rondtr 'availahhv for LondoW the tAst?

nnnntity of pure- water to he found in the t^eighbouritood of

Rorney, was made by Mr. J. Thomhill I[nrrison, one of; the

enfHtirerin!: stftff of the 'T.,ncnl Government llnftril, Atid <viis'feiii

bpfore Parliiiment. ' IJiit, liko mftny another Parliamentary piiper,

this vaUiahle and important report has never received the attention

•whirh it desen-cs. As long ago as 1881 Professor Fraiikland

reported that the' Thames Hnd Lea were becoming year by year

le.X8 .snitable for domestic purposes, and that opiniori has bceii

amply Terifted by subsequent experience. So long as the crude

se^STige of Staines, Givildford, and other toT^-ns above the intakes of

the itictropolitan wator companies finds its way into the Thames,

Londoners cannot feel happy in their water supply. Any iiulica-

tion, therefore, that the ample supply of pure spring water which

is obtainable in the neighbourhood of Dorney, and (since no filtra-

ti(>ir>-nrk8 wnuld benecUed>, cpuld bu substituted for thejfi-qsent

Thames supply at littlti, if any, increased tjxpendi^Uiy; will in time

bo made uvailablo for the whole,met^oj?olis, deservt- t i be cliri-r^

fully welcomed and fosterwl., ...

[Teb; 4,118881

Iweniuflictcil had he committed the same offence wlwu in the full

possession of his .senRes. It may bi) remarkod that the e.vpression

" rtrinlcs or other inebriating sub.stances " (hcvande. od allrc aoatanz»'

iiiMtruinti) might passibly be made to coVer a much wider field>

than '• intoxicating li<|uor8." ' :

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF !

SURGEONS.
The lecture arrangements for 1^S8 ai'c officially announcod by th«

titicrotary, -\ir. 'I'rimmer, as follows : The lecture hour will be 4 l>.M<

precisely eax;li day. I'rofesfor John liland Sutton, I'.K.C'.S. : Three

lectures on Evolution in J'atholngy, ou .Monday, Weduesday, aavd

I'riday, February 13th, l.'ilh, and ITUi. rrotes.sor William Watson

Cheyne, F.R.C.S.: Three lectures ou Suppuration aud Septio

Diseases, on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, February atth,

2L'ndi aiid 24th.'• Professor Walter Hamilton- Hylton Jessop,

F.R.C.S.: Three lectures on the rhysiologicul and Pathological

Conditions of the Pupil and .Vccommodation. on ilonday, AVed-

nesday, and Friday, Februarj- L7lh and '2'Jth, and March 2nd.

Professor Charles Barrett Lockwood, F.R.(::.S.: Throe lectures on

the Development of the Organs of Circulation and Kespiration,

including the Pericardium, Diaphragm, aud Great Veins, on

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, March .'3th, 7th, arid 9th.

Professor Charles Stewart, M.R.C.S.: Six lectiwes on Locomotion

and Allied Phenomena, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

March 12th, 14th, IGth, lath, 21st, and 23rd. Robrt^ Marcus

Gunn, F.R.C.S., Arris and Gale Lecturer, in June ; dates and sub-

ject will be Announced. Professor Arthur Fdwartl'James Barker,

F.R.C.S.: Tlirec lectures in June; dates and subject will be, an-

nounced. Professor Thomas Bryant, F.R.C.S.: Three lectures iti

June r dates and subject will be announced. '

-

.,) ,1) .;:' . •! :-Im< '•i

LEGISLATION FOR DRUNKARDS IN ITALY.

Wk commend the clauses of the new Italian jienal coduvv'i'ch relate

to <lriuikards to the attontion of Sir Wilfrid Lawson. Such enact-

ments seem to us to, bo bas,ei^ on a sounder principle, and to be

much better calculated to mitigate the evils of drunkenness with-

out undue interference with individual liberty, than sweeping

measures of restriction whicli weigh heavily on the just as well

as the unjuat. The following are tlu; regulations to wliich we

allude. Anyone found in a condition of complete and manifest

Uruukenaess in a public place j^hall be fined a sum not exceeding

tlilrty francs. If the druukenneas can bo proved to be habitual,

imiirisonment from si.x to twenty-four days may be inflicted. If

tl)o.()£feiideT is under 15 years of age, the father or guardian is to

bo reprijnaiulod, and
i
directed to look after the youtU^ uader

iicnally, in ciwe of neglect, of imprisoiuneut for a period not cx-

cteiliiig ten days. Auyow who, in a public placi' or in a plar;e

opi>n to the public, maliciously causes the drunkenness <>f another

person, or supplies driok or otiuT inebriating substances to per-

sou.1 iJready intoxicated, shall bo impri8one<l fur a period not ex-

cwcKliug U 11 days. If the person to whom the drink is eupplied is

tindor the ago of l.'j, or is obviou.-ily in an abnormal state, owing

to woakne.ss or di.'order of inteJlect, the punishment shall be im-

pris<iiied from ten days to II moBlJl. K the offender is a person

whaie trade it i.i to neil the said liquors aud inebriating sub-

staIK'el^, he shall, in addition to the ahme mentioned punishment,

forfiil his licence. When u person who has been guilty of a

criminal iu;t has the penalty remitted on the ground that he was

drunk when he committed the offence, he shall nevertheless bo

liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or to

» tine, in such wi.se that the punishtuint sluiU be, either in its

tengtli or its amoiuil, equal tq two-tliirds of that which would liavs

"''—' ANTIPYRIN AND IDIOSYhfCfiASfY'.

PitusciilBEits who have made much use of autipyrin as an tinial^

gesic have been for some limeawaiv that it was liable every 'fli's^

and again to give rise to symptoms of an e.\tremely disagreeable

kind. The graphic accotint by Dr. Allen Sturge, of Mce, of a case

in which this idiosyncrasy was very mafkcd, published at page

24.3, will be read with great interest, because it is, we believe, the

first instance in which pulmonary symptoms have been carefully

watched from the commencement by a skilled obsen-er. The

sjTnptoms referable to the air passages and lungs—tbe sneezing,

coi-yza, and copi(3US bronchial secretion—which formed so alarm-

ing a combination, made their appearance in five minutes; they

seem to point to a serious disturbance of the vasomotor system, a

surmise which is strengthened by the sudden development of urti-

caria ou tlu^ thighs and abdomen. Tlio only cases at all com-

parable which we at present recall arc two recently ilientioned in

the iW'«.' l'</rk Medical Remrd. In one case related by Dr.

C. T. Barber, of Brooklyn, a man took fifteen grains im,-

mediately before going to bed; Ire -v^Tis no sooner in bed

than intense itching, starting ^roJrt the fiicii and extend-

ing over the whole body, began to annoy him ; the

whole body was sooti covered by an erj-thcmatous blush, which

iiuickly resolved itself into characteristic urticaria. The face was

so markedly swollen tluit the patiout's features were entirely ob-

literated. The urgent symptoms quickly disappeared after the ad-

ministration of an emetic, and after mild purgation the patient

was again restored to his usual health. Dr. Barber does not state

how soon after the onset of the symptoms he saw the patient, so

that we eanuot do more than surmise that the pulmonary sym-

ptoms noted by Dr. Sturge were not present, or at least not very

marked. In the other case Dr. Whitehouse, of Santiago, gave

seven and a half grains to a child ; in two minutes there was in-

tense paiu in the stomach, followed by general urticaria, and

fiiuiUy by lo»« of consciousness ; one-s«vent»eth of a grain ot atro
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pine was iidministerH, find in a ft-w ntia.utt>3 the child was

vyell. • Like most otliiT remedie,s, ,the action . of nnfcipyrin in

migraine is vesry capricious ; in- some cases it acta like a charm,

wliencver resorted to, for montjis at a time, wlule in other cases

it -win succeed in one attack and utterly tail in another ; that

these difttnnccs in its action are not due to accidental impurities

has been shown by taking care to u.se. in making up the prescrip-

tions antipyrin frqm the jame sample. It will be noted that the

dose taken in Dr. Sturges case was a small one, and only one-

third of that taken by Dr. Barljer'slTatient.

P.- z" '"1 "I •..ir":' "' '
'• ^ )-!3"'0'-:;:2"-'i': :jHT

CARDIAC VALVULAR" DISEASE HiPFc 'LONG DURATION.

A fiASE e.thibited- by Dr. lviug.ston I'owler at a former meeting of

the Clinical Societiy, related by him at the meeting, on Friday

evening last, anil re|>ort<Ki at page 247, wa? remarkable from tlie

fact of the long continuance and stationary condition oti'the car-

iliac lesion, which was of rheumatic origin. The case may well

take its place by the side of the examples described by Sir Andrew

Clark and other: observers during' and since the discussion on the

subject at the Drighton meotdug in Augu.'rt, 1880. Dr. Fowler's

patient wa« a man, aged 6&, a wood turner, accnstomeci tJj work a

treadle lathe, who had <lise;ioe of the aortic and mitral valves,

which was probably of fifty-tlu-ee.-years' duration. In 1834 he had

been admitted to the Middlesex- Hospital suffering from, acute

rheumatism, for which he renuiiued under treatment by Dr. (a^'ter-

wards Sir Tliomas) 'Watson iorjiearly nine montlis. Theevidence

that the valvular lesions now prpseat occurred during the illness

In l.'jSi was circumstantial, but seemed relijible. At any jate, the

patient had bad no retiu-n of the rheimiatic attack since tliat for-

mer illness, and had scai-cely been^abseBjI^Jtrom work_fof ;a. si^«lp

day during the last fifty-four yeaxs, ^Hi^[,^eart.,was deSc^bje^.. 9S

still showini' no signs of failure. •- - -. - .

THE TENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.
"We have received , from t)x^\.X'f jGilion, Medical Director United

States Navy, a .communicatiun in wHich he takes, as it will, seeii

to most readers, unnecegsary pain.'i. to refute a statement of the

Journcl de Medeciiu: of Paris, with regard to the nest Interpationai

Medical Congress. Our esteemed «ontempoi;jry_ is reported to

have said that- American physicians had ".Ifeijt under the Prussian

yoke," and that " the next meeting will riot.' be. an .Inttrnatiojml

Congress, but merely a G erman_ reunion." This rhetorical flourish

Dr. Gihon sets himself seriously to refute. Congresses have

been'.liddin Paris (l«6'r)v Florence (ISfiS^T't^iwiria (ISTS), -Brussels

(1876), Geneva (1877), Amstprdam (1S791, London (1881), Copen-

hagen (18H4), Wishington (1S.ST). Germany and Russia are thus

the: only Eiti'opean cduntries of the first rank in which a C'ongre.ss

has not been held, unless the recent elevation of Spain in tlie diplc-

matic hierarchy entitles hor name also to Ix; mentioned. "What

more natural, therefore, than tliat the next Congress should be

held at Berlin '! At the meeting of the Committee appointed at

"Washington to select the next place of meeting. Dr. Seiiimola, the

representative of Italy, proposed, and Dr. Gihon, the representa-

tive of the United States, seconded a resolution naming Berlin as

the place where the Congi-ess- should meet in 18!)0. Professor

Reyher, representing Russia, supported the pr'<posnl, claiming at

the same time tliat the Eleventh Congress flsySI should be hehl in

St. Petersburg. Dr. Cordd-S; the representative of Switzerland, pro-

posed that the next Congnss sho\ild be held in Paris In 1889,

during the centennial celebration; but, on being put to the vote,

the proposal to hold the meeting in Berlin in 1800 was car-

ried, with only one dissentient voice (Dr. Cordfe'sV' The Berlmi>r

Klinische Woch-enxcfiriff of Jftnuary 2.3rd remark-s : "Frenchmen
of science—we cannot answer for the press in France—will
participate without any objections iiv the unificatioa of inter-

natiomi! investisation, and the f>min->nt me<iical fnen of France,

with few exceptions,; we put diapoeed -to bring national antipa-

thies to bear upon science. Unfortunately, the .influence of pulj-

lic opinion i^so-called) is paramount in France, It will be a praise-

worthy ta.sk intheJcauB^ of science to j'lead,;tki9 opinipn in,;tb*

right direction."' • ,'
:

''..! " -,(M ., .-
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THE EXEMPTION SCHEDULE, IN,.: ROARD SCHOOLS..
CoNSiDEEABLE differences of opinion exist omtlie subject- of ex.-

empting children in primary schools, from, the operatioa of fie

education;4 code, and, naturally, different -v-iews of the matter from

those hjeld by the teachers are sometimes taken by Uer Majesty's

inspectors when reporting on the, school work. A list of.sueli

exemptions was recently presented to anrinspector,and consider^

unsatisfactory. Of 67 boys in the, first standard, .29 were wjthr

drawn from examination. The- causes §taied were the. common

ones—" dull," ," backward," ".deJicatey" "ill-fed-"- Of .tiie G7..boy3,

only 3 were under 8 years, and 1 was S!*id to be;ovet 15 years and

an idiot. To speak precisely, it appears that thchead.teacher r&-

ported those boys not as incapable of being prepared forexaminar

tion—we suppose the idiot was an exception—but as a list xA

boys who in the opinion of the teacher were likely tQ break down

in health if the ordinarj- work of the school routa^^^ were pressed

on them. As to these cases, what is wanted is eom*^ impartial au-

thority who, after looking, at tiie- children presented by the

teatber or school managers as specially fee-ble in'bcxly or in brain

power, may decide upon competent knowledge who are unfit, for

the ordinary school routine. Such poi^its caimot, be satisfactorily

determined by the teacher, and this-duty is hardly a, fair respon-

sibility to throw upon any laj-man; what is. needed is tliat every

large school should^e visit^lajcw times in the year by a medi-

cal inspector, who may then decide such questions upon profes-

sional knowledge. Distinctions, wtmld. thus be made between

feeble and exhausted children and those who were merely lazy.

It i.s very desirable that the feelvle T;l(il?lreii, e^'Dn if they cannot

follow tiie routine work, should still Ije kept in school ; even the

idiot is better off there than in the streets, if n© better provision

can be made for him. We have urged many, times that School

Boards are bound by their duty to the irabUc to see that feeble

children are trained in school, and not deprivwl of the benefits of

such training as may -save them from mental and moral degrada-

tion in after life. Children below a certain physical standard can-

not pass through the code work without harm; when it is known

on cimipetent authority that a child is feeble, he should be ex-

empted from examination but not from school training. It cannot

be ti-)o strongly insisted on that national education is intended for

the improvement of the nation, not simply for the advancement

of the brightest and best. Jt is ampug .tht^se _ children for whom
exemption from the routine' of the'educational' Code is asked, that

we find many who ^ ill pr'obaWy fail in after life if neglected in

chiUlhood.

'

. ,,
TABETIC ARTHROPATHY.

tiTE sji^claf bfttie and joint losions mot with in a certain small

proportion of cases of locomotor ataxy were, ns is well kno-wTi,

attributed by M. Charcot, who was the first: to describe them, to

neurstropliicinfluences ; the absence of any adequate cause in the

majority of the cases, and the extraordinary extent of the destrue-

f ion of the articular surfaces of the bones without pain, or any of

the ordinarj- signs of inflammation, afforded strong evidence of the

accuracy of Charcot's view. It has not, however, met with uni-

versal acceptance, partly, no doiibt, because it has been found that

the implication of the anterior horns, to which he attributed it,

has not been alwaj-9 present. During the discussion at the

Clinical - Society in 1885, Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson and the

late Dr. Moxon wew among the opponents of M. Charcot's theory.

It was urwed th«t the condition might b«'due to cfronic ostetb-
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arthritis occurring in n joint so completely nnwsthpsicnstopormit

of fri'p motion. This suggestion is Ptrcngthoned by the fact thiit

though clestnictioii of lx)np i.i the mnin characteristic, new formn-

tion doe.i also occur. This -wns the case in a very interesting

.specimen shown to the Pathological Society of Loniion at its last

mw^ting, t>y Dr. Collier, of Oxford. It was the knee-joint of a

woman, aged 41, who had died in the Littlemore Asylum from

general paralysis following on locomotor ataxy. Enormous loss

of bone had occurred ; the external condyle of the femur had en-

tirely disappeared, and the cnicial ligaments had been destroyed,

yet a large amount of new bone had been formed in the imme-
diate neighliourhood of the destruction. All this had occurred

in alxiut six months. ,When the patient left the TJadeliffe Infir-

marj- in Januarj-, 1.SS7, there was some general swelling of tlie

limb, but no alteration of the joint beyond fluid effusion. When
she was admitted into the Oxford County Asylum at Littlemore

in .\ugust, IfVl?, Mr. Pilkington found that the bones were freely

movable in everj- direction, movement causing no pain, but being

accompanied by marked grating. The point of special interest is that

in the inter%-al between lending theRadcIiffe Intirmary and entering

the Littlemore Asylum, the patient was absolutely unable to move
about, owing to the extreme ataxy, so that the rapid disorganisa-

tion which had taken place could not be due to the free use of a

joint affected by osteo-arthritis. In this case the joint affection

commenced at a very much later period than in the cases observed
by Charcot. The patient had well marked ataxy two years and a

half liefore she died, and wa.s then quite free from joint disease,

which began abotit eleven months before she died, and had reached
its maximum in about six months.

SCOTLAND.

GLASGOW OBSTETRICAL AND GYNAECOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

The fourth meeting of the current session was held in the Faculty
Hall on Wednesday, January 25th. The following gentlemen were
duly elected Fellows, namely, John P. Mecklem, L.R.C.P.E., and
I. C. Kdmiston, L.F.P. and S.G. Dr. Garnett Wilson showed an
nnencephalous foetus, a twin of the seventh month. A discussion
followed, from which it appeared that most of the Fellows present

had had experience of such cases, but none in a twin pregnancy,
and nearly all occurred in multipara?. Dr. Oliphant then intro-

duced a discussion on the action of pessaries, in the course of

which the mechanism of the various kinds was debated.

GLASGOW ROYAL INFIRMARY.
In Gla.«gow Royal Infirmarj- last year there were treated 4,790
indoor patients admitted during the year, as compared with 4,817
in 1S.S6; the total number of ca.«es treated by the staff in 1887 was
41,7C>.'), as compared with 30,i''iO in I88G. Like most of the medical
charities in Scotland, the ordinary income had fallen off during
the year; this was, however, more than compensated for by the
imusually large sums of money received as legacies: these
amounted to £20,732, which not only made up for the deficiency
in the ordinary income, but which allowed a large sum to be
added to the capital account of the institution.

IRELAND.

S7EEVENSS HOSPITAL.
It i' atoted that Dr. Robert MeDunnell is about to retire from the
surgeoncy to Stoevcns's Hospital. The appointment of his euc-

cessor lies in the hands of the Board of Governors.

THE BOWMAN LECTURE.
Mn. 11. R. SwAXZY, Surgeon to the National Eye and Ear In-

firmary, Dublin, who was President of the Ophthalmological

Section at the annual meeting in Dublin last year, has been in-

vited to deliver the " Bowman " lecture before the Ophthalmolo-
gical Society of thel'nited Kingdom. This is a well-merited com-
pliment. Mr. Swanzy is a distinguished ophthalmologist, and
will justify the honow which has been conferred upon him.

THE PROFESSORSHIP OF SURGERY IN QUEEN'S
COLLEGE, GALWAY.

It is announced that the Lord Lieutenant has appointed Mr. W. W.
lirereton to the chair of surgerj- in Queen's College, Galway, vacant
by the death of Dr. J. V. Browne. The appointment is for seven

years. There were about ten candidates for the office from various

parts of Ireland. The direct emoluments are very small, but

ir.ictice is supposed to result. As usual, there is much outcry. Mr.

Brereton, who is surgeon to the Oughterard Worklxiuse Hospital,

i.>i objected to, first because he is not a univiTsity graduate,

secondly because he is a Protestant, while Catholics were passed

over. It certainly does not seem in the least necessar>' that a

professor of surgery should have graduated in a nniversity,

although it is desirable ; and it may be said that Jfr. Brereton

held office in the College many years ago as demonstrator of

anatomy under Professor Cleland, now of Glasgow. The religious

question is one with which we will not deal. It is right to state,

however, that two candidates—Dr. Mahon and Dr. Eagleton,

old students of the College and gold medallists of the

University—were candidates ; and the name of one of

these at least was sent forward by the President as one of

tlireo from whom a selection might be made. The Presi-

dent, who is a man of great liberality of sentiment, is roundly
censiu-ed, as if he had made the appointment. It by no means
follows, however, that he is in any degree responsible, as the

Government is not bound to accept the first name on the list,

and, as a matter of fact, does not do so in all cases. We cannot
help expressing some sympathy with those old pupils of the Col-

lege who are disappointed. Their university career was umisually

distinguished, and they naturally look to the Alma Mater for

approval of their work.

BELFAST MEDICAL STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION.
The second annual conivrsazione of this association took place ftt

the Queen's College on January- 26th, and proved highly success-

ful. About 500 persons attended, including nearly all the pro-

fessional staff, a large and influential representation of the

medical profession, and many visitors. The decorations were on
a very elaborate and artistic scale, and in the Examination Hall

an excellent stage was erected for the jK'rforraanee of the tableaiuc

iivants. Tea was served at 7.:iO, and at 8.30 a demonstration of

chemical experiments was given by Professor Letts. The rest of

the evening was occupied by a series of table&u.v virants, music,

and a comic lecture by Professor Fitzgerald, on The First, Second,
and Third Bridges. The tahieatu- vivanU left nothing to be de-
sired in point of completem'ss and artistic finish, and were
loudly api)laudod. Among the scenes represented were: Medical

Students I84S and 18.'*8, The Penance of the Duchess of Glouces-

ter, Othello and Desdemona, Tlie Uupe of the Lock, The Princess,

T\veedle<lum and Tweeilledee, and Ferdinand and Miranda. The
music was supplied by an excellent orchestral band under the direc-

t ion of Mr. Edgar Staines, of t he Theatre Royal, and by a number of

amateur vocalists. An interesting feature of the evening was
afforded by three scenes of an Ambulance at Work. The compony
separated at midnight, after a most enjoyable evening.
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APPLICATION OF THE SCOTTISH LICENSING
BODIES FOR POWERS OF GRADUATION.

The follo-ning petition has been presented to the Privy Council :—

To the Queens Most Excellent Majesty in Council.

The Petition of the Royal CoiLEaE of Physicians of Edin-

BFEGH, the Royal College of Suegeons of Edutburgh, and

the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow,

UNDER THEIK RESPECTIVE CoMMON SEALS,

Humbly showoth,—That your petitioners, the Royal Colloge

of Physicians of Edinburgh, are a corporation erected by Royal

Charter granted by His Majesty King Charles the Second, 3Uth

November, 1681, ra'tilied 16th June, 1G«5 ; and of new incorporated

by Royal Charter granted by your Majesty 16th August, 1861.

That yom- petitioners, the Royal College of Surgeons of Edin-

burgh, are a corporation erected by Seal of Cause granted by the

Town Council of Edinburgh 1st July, 1505, confirmed by Royal

Charter granted by His Majesty King James the Fourth of Scot-

land 13th October^lSOG.ratified'by Acts of the Scottish Parliament

passed on 17th November, 1641, 2-2nd August, 1670, and 17th July,

1695, of new incorporated by Royal Charter by King George the

Third, dated 14th March, 17"78, confirmed by Act of Parliament

27 George III, cap. 65, as altered and amended by Act of Parlia-

ment 53 George III, cap. 76, and incorporated with new and addi-

tional powers, privileges, and immunities by Royal Charter granted

by your Majesty on the 11th March, 1851, under the pro^-isions of

the Act of Parliament 13 Victoria, cap. 2.3,

That your petitioners, tlie Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons

of Glasgow, are a corporation erected by Royal Charter granted

by His Majesty King James the Sixth of Scotland, under the Privy

Seal of that Kingdom, on 29th November, 1599. ratified l)y an Act

of the Scottish Parliament passed on the 11th September, 1672,

confirmed and amended by an Act of the 13th year of your
Majesty's reign, chajiter 20, passed on 10th June, 1850, entitled

"An Act for better regulating the Privileges of the Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, and amending their Charters

of Incorporation.''

Your petitioners, under the provisions contained in Clause XIX
of the.Medical Act made and passed in the Session of Parliament of

the twenty-first and twenty-second years of your Majesty's reign,

united and co-operated in a scheme constituting an Examining
Board of the two Colleges in Edinbm-gh and of the Faculty in

Glasgow, and in making regulations for conducting the examina-
tions required for tlie purpose of qualifications to be registered

under the same Act, which scheme and regulations were approved
and adopted by your petitioners, the Royal College of Physicians
of Edinburgh, "on ISth March, 1884, and by your petitioners the
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh on iiarch 11th, 1884, and
by your petitioners the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of

Glasgow on 7th January, 1884, and received the sanction of the
General Medical Council on 31st March. 1884.

Your petitioners had no desire to take any step to disturb the
existing arrangements, whereby the universities alone had the
privilege of granting degrees in medicine, but in consequence of

the action of the Royal College of Physicians of London and
of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, they have been
constrained to apply for powers similar to those sought by these
Royal Colleges. Your petitioners are therefore desirous, and it is

expedient in order to eucourage proficiency in the sciences of

medicine, surgery, and midwifery, that your petitioners should be
cnabh'd to unite and co-operate not only in conducting examina-
tions for the purposes of the Medical Act. but also for the purpose
of conferring degrees in medicine and surgery on persons who
shall pass such examinations as may from time to time be pre-
scribed by the Colleges and Faculty, and on persons wlio have
already passed the examinations of the said Colleges and Faculty,
and who shall lia\e complied with such further regulations or
undergone sucli further examination as it may be deemed proper
to impose or require from time to time, and that for this purpose
a Senate of physicians and surgeons shoidd be constituted and
incorjiorated, composed of an equal numlier of Fellows of each of
the said two Colleges and Faculty and of persons chosen by all

teachers of medicine in Edinburgh and in Glasgow who shall
have been recognised as teachers of medicine by either of tlie said
Colleges or Faculty prior to tlie establishment of the said .'Senate.

who arc not members of the Senatus of any university, and by all

teachers of medicine in Edinburgh and in Glasgow who thereafter

shall be recognised by the said Senate, who are not members of

the Senatus of any university, and also of persons chosen by tlie

graduates of the Senate when tlie number of such graduates shall

have attained to two hundred; also of the Lord Provosts of the

cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow for the time being, and the

Chairmen for the time being of the School Boards of said cities.

Your ]ietitioners are desirous that they should have power to

apportion wiiatever surplus funds may remain after defraying all

expenses of carrying on the business of the said Senate, and of

conducting the examinations for degrees as follows, that is to say,

five-twelfths to the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh ;

three-twelfths to the Roval College of Surgeons of Edinburgh

;

and two-twelfths to the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of

Glasgow, for the purposes of providing and maintaining such

buildings, libraries, museums, etc., as may by these bodies be

deemed"necessary ; and one-twelfth to be expended in the aid of

medical teaching in Edinburgh, and one-twelfth to be expended

in the aid of medical teaching in Glasgow.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that Your Majesty

will be graciously pleased to incorporate the President for the

time being of the Royal College of Pliysicians of Edinburgh

and six other persons, to be elected by the Fellows from

among the Fellows of the said College; the President for

the time being of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh

and six other persons to "be elected by the Fellows from among

the Fellows of the said College ; the President for the time

being of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow

and six other persons to be'elected by the Fellows from among

the Fellows of the said Faculty ; the Lord Provosts for the

time of the cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow, and the Chair-

men for the time of the School Boards of said cities; two
persons to be elected from time to time by the recognised

teachers of medicine in Edinburgh as defined above, from

their own number, at meetings of the said teachers to be con-

vened by the Presidents of the Royal Colleges of Phy.ycians

and Surgeons of Edinburgh ; and two persons to be elected

from time to time bv the recognised teachers of medicine in

Glasgow as defined above, from their own number, at meet-

iniTS of the said teachers to be convened by the President of

the Faculty of Phvsicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, with the

addition (as soon as the number of Graduates of the Senate

to be so incorporated shall have attained to two hundred) of

five persons to be elected from time to time by such Gradu-

ates from their own number, under the name and style of

" The Senate of Physicians and Surgeons of Scotland," with

perpetual successio"n and a Common Seal, and with power to

grant to persons who have complied with the regulations and

passed the examinations prescribed by the Senate degrees in

medicine and surgerj-. and with power to sue and be sued in

their corporate nanie, to take, purchase, and hold lands,

buildings, and property, both heritable and movable, and

with such further jiow'ers, and subject to such provisions as

Your Majesty may think proper to grant or impose, and

your petitioners will ever pray.

Signe<l in name and by authority of the Royal College

of Physicians of Edinburgh,
Robert Peel Ritchie, M.D., President.

Signed in name and by authority of the Royal College

of Surgeons of Edinburgh^ Joseph Bell, President.

Signed in name aiid by authority of the Faculty of

Phvsicians and Surgeons of Glasgow,
James Morton, M.D., President.

VICTORI.\ bv the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain .ind

Irel.md. Queen. Defender of the Faith. To am. to whom these presksts

SKAl.l. COME. Grectino. WHEBflAS The Royal College of Physicians of Kdin-

l.iirgli nre a Corporation eretted bv Royal Charter, (rrante.1 by His Majesty

Kino Charles the Seeond. bearins date the ."ioth November. liiSl. ratilied Ir'th

June livV>- and of now incorporated bv Koval Charier lienrine date Inth

August. 18S1. in the Wth vear of Our Keign ; A>-D Whereas The Royal College

of Surgeons of Edinburgh are a Corporation erected by Seal of Cause, granted

bv the Town Council of Edinburgh on 1st Julv. 15l>5. continued by Royal

Charter granteii bv His Majesty King James the Fourth of Scotland, beannr
lUite the i:ith October. l.Wfi. ratified bv Acts of the Scottish Parliament, passed

on nth November. 1641. 22nd August. 1670, and 17th July, li's^ ; of new in-

corporatcd bv Ho\-al Charter granted bv His Majesty King George the Thirvl,

bearing ilatethe ilth March. 1778. confirmeii bv Act of the British Parliament,

made and passed in the L'7th year of His said Majesty. King George the Third.

Chapter 65, as altered and amended bv another .Vet of the British Parliament

made and passed in the Mrd vear of the reign of His said Majesty. King George

tl.cThird Cliapter76.andiucorporated with iiewand additional powers, pnvileges,

and immunities by Koval Charter tearing date 11th March. 18.51. inthe lith vear

of Our Heigu, and granted under the pr^n isions of au Act of the British Pai-
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lUm^nf'Tnrt.lr- nnl y^a^^ri In th» 13th yew of Our lletpt," Ch«l'trr 3iti Axi>
>\ I I . '

. iiiiirt uiitl SurufOiiH irt kilupUitvv juu iv Uitrptiin*

I: uli-'l I«v Hi- .M.iji ^Iv Kin- J:uih -. ilir Sixth uf
>. - ! tli:»t Kln:,'iioMi. ii'mt hcifhij; dnTi* the iMnli

N,.\f M ' -, ' ,ni Act tif tb*' Somtirtli l*arlii\me*nt. (uu«4i'<l on UtU
Hrjrfrii.t iT. 1- mill ftiiiumb-'niy uu Art wt llir i)riti»)i I'urliiuufiit

MiA.l. *..! T i -'i \<Mr nf Our IlriKii. C'liaptrr », Intltulnl "An Art
f. ..'•Hoftlu' F:ifUlty of l*hysic'iiin8 antl Snrecoiis

« hurtrr of Inr<iri>oi-att»m "
: And Whkheas l>y

t' ; in tht^ Srsiion <il llie '2\»i uinl 2Unti yiiars of
(• iliin^A fitucictl tliut luty tivn ur luurc ot thi,-

I 1 r^.-h.'.lnU* A r.. the s:vi.l An (wluch Srln'.hilp
II (< Hoynl Cnllfjrt* of Vhy«if!i»ns of Ktlinburgh:
Th-' i; m i>t' Kiltnhurjili, an-l I'hn t'ttfult.y of Physicituis
ikn<l Su Mii^Ui '\\itJi t>h(i snutition niul uLntcr the (liVt^etionv

ol the «> .TU'il fonstitnttMl hy the suiil Act uiiitt! (»r ('(viipi-ratv

in Ct'ii liiM i:ij; III-- . \ ,tii;iK»iiiins rcqnin'-t n»r <]n'ilifi'*:itif>ns to ho rojiijitcrri!

nnihT the !M»i.T ArT ; A>i» \VhkhkAsT]ic KovaI CxUitK'u »>' l*hysiol:i,ns of K'iiii-

bnrRh. the Ko\'nl Colh'^c oi SiirniMns of Kilniburt;h, aiut the Ftti-iilty of l*hy-
Bifi.uis and iur^tt>iift i>i UUt-ii^'uw have, with thi; sant-tion of tliu (Jcncnd
M(sii*-ivl Council nn'U-rtht' i)rovUlrtu<nf th<' Mcillral Act nnitoil and r<voj)er:\ti'i1

in a Schonn- t'onstilnttng lUi lv\Hniinin;; Boanl of the two Colh'gefi in Kdin-
bufKh aiiil of tli<t Faonity in (tIahjjxiv, aiut in niiikin;^ i'eKi>l»tion» tor con<lu<.*l-

ing the rxnininatiiMis ni|uiri'«l tor tlii' purpusL- nt (pialilicutions to be rf^isti-nnl

uuilrr thf SAiti A<'t, wUi^'h S-'hcme ami rfynlatiuu.s wwv appn'vcd anil a'toptrd
bythoKoyal Coll.'^c of rhv^t'-inus of Kdinhni-jh on thi^ iHfh day of March,
IHM. t)y thf lto\-nl C'ollcup of Surneon« of KiHnburgh on the 11th day of Manli.
1K>I, and by ttir i-'aculty of I'hygiciuus aibl £>ur;;eou3 of (ila^gow on the 7tli

January. l-vVl : Am» W'ltiiuV.AS It la i'Xp«lit,'nt in ordi-r to t'nL'Our;»);f prttfii-ieiiL-y

in the ^*i'itMU'«'s i>f Medirlne. Snrgery. and Midwifrry tlmt tlip Koyal CoH('j,'f of
Vh\ ^iriani* of Kdluhur^b. the Koyal Collf-ao of .Surgeons ol Kdinburgh. ami tlie

Pariilty of P!iy»irian» and Siir^;«i>n8 of (Haapow should Iw t-nablod to unite and
co-oiH^nit**, not only iu rondiK-Iing exiiininatloius tor the ijuiposfs of tlie Medical
Ai-r . Imt al.~o for tlif puri'itsc i>i" confining U''i;ri'fs in Medicine and Surgery on
p.T^ ;.- who. by I'lti'sini' the Kxaniinattons fomierly held by the said two Co!-
\. 41 .. and liy the said Faculty separately, orl)y passing the Examination held
\>y .'- I'lxaaiining Htiard of tli« said two CoUcg'j.s and the said PacuUv or by
P4ia>ing any other KxainiTiatioii to tie held by the two Colh^ges and the t'acxdty
jointly ur separattlv, Imvo alretnly acquired or may hew.ifter acquire the
quallliration-. for r<Kistratii>nfi under tlie Medical Act, "and who shall have also

conn 'lied wit li 'ueh furtiier regnlationa or un<iergouo uucU further examiua-
ti'Mias it niay Lie deemed proper to impose or require from time to time, and
th \f f'^r riii-^ purpose a Senate of Pliysicians and Surgeons shnuhl be constituteil
« .it»-«l, ^-omp^'st^ of an equal number of Follows of eacli of the said
'
' and Foenlty. and of persons ctiosen l)y ail Teachers of Medicine in

! lid iu CilftHgovv who shall have been recognised as Teachers in
M ii.f '>y fither of the said Colleges or Facility prUir to the establishment of
I '

> I! I Senate, who are luit members of the Ben'atiis of any University and by
a: I arlicrs of Mr-dicine in Kdiiiburgh and in Glasgow who thereafter shall be
rt<-,.,;iii^,l i>y the lUiid Senate who are not members of tiie Senatq^ ^f any
rni\-rsity. and also of persons chosen by the Onuiuates of the Senate when
t hr TiiimtKr of sTich Oradiiates «hall have attained to two hundred, also of tln^

Lord Frovo.tts of ttie Lities Of Kdinburgli and (ilasgow respectively for the time
being, and thi- Chairmen for tlie time l)eing of the Sdiool Jloardsof paid Cities
rcsiirctively, willi all such jiowcrs as are hereinafter conferred on such .Senate.

N*^iw Kxow vf: THAT W'v. l>y \irtne of Our Hnyal prerogative, special grm-c,
pertain kni>»'ledge, and pnqM-r motive, at tlie Inimble petition of the Uoyal Col-
lege of Pliyirieiatia of Kdlnhurgh. the Royal College of Surgeons of K<linburgli.
and the Faeullv of P)iysii;iuua Jiiid Surgeons of LHasgow, do by thes^e pncsents
for l"s, our Tleir-*, and Suree*8orH. will, urdaln, constifutc. graijt, and declare in
manner following, tliat is to say :—

1. Incorjifrrntton </.Vji/r(^.—liie following persons, nanely:—First. The Presi-
dent for the rime IxHng of the lioyal College of PhysieianR of Kdinburgh. and
•Ix other persunK to \>t' eleetiNl from time to time for the purpose l>y the Fellow*
front among (he Fellowji of the said '.College : Second, The Presulent for the
time being of the ;toyaI College nf Snrgrons of Kdhiburgh, and six other per-
sonjt to tic olected from tim« to time for tin-, purpose by the F<"llowB frimi among
the Fellowii wf tlitiMiid Ci>Uege : Third, The Preaidwn't tor the time being of the
Fa**iiItyof Physicians and Surgeons of Ghisgow. and six »)ther i>erHon» to be
elected from Time to time for the purpotie tiy the Fe!|r>w:4 from amcvng the Fel-
h'Ws of I lie ?iai.i Faculty : Fnurth, The Lortl Provosts for the tiino Iwonftof the
Citle* of EfJintmrgh and fllaagow respcrrtively. aud the Cliairmen for the time
b*-ini.' o( (lie Schi«<il IJoardi of the ?aid Cities rt3*pe<'tively : Fifth. Two m-rsons
to tw eloct4*d frnin time to time from their <)wn niimt>er by the Tf*aeners of
Mflli-inein F.diii burgh, reet>gn!sed as U-fore mentiinied. at meetingd of the said
Teachers to bo Oonvened by the Preslilents of theltoyal College* of Physicians
and SurgeonHof hnlinlMirgh. and two |H;ri4on« to he elected from time to time
fn>tn llicir own ivuinbt-t by tlie Tiiichur* of Sldicinc in filuflgow recognised as
beftire mentioned, at iimefitigs of the said Teacliers to l)e convened by the I'resi-

dent of the Faculty of PhyAlciaoft and Snrgeons of (llaagow: Ajid Sixth, When
the number nf f,iraduat^ lif the Si-aute f»hall have attained tt> two hundred. Five
persons to Ik- cl.Ttcd frnm time to tinn- t)y rtiich graduates from t heir own
liumt>er, as herehuifter providod. shall become Hn<l tor heneoforth for ever h?r(-
after •hall l>e and remain by \irtueof these prescritu one l>ody |H>litle and cor-
p"raf - hv thr iiiLii f T>ir- Senate of PhvHicijinii and Surgeons of Scotland."
' '-^ Patent call. si " The Senate." and by the name

I I Surgeons of Scotland" shall and may have |»er-

\ :i Heal, with power to break. all>M', and niaJvc anew
' \\ their will and ple-asure. and bytliesanie name

I m all court* am) In all nuinner of actions and
kill) linM Innil:* buildings, and property. b<ith

Ji-riL.io::- ^nd nwncaMe. uii I ^u U and dis[K)su of the sartM*. ttud may alfo exercise
th** other jKiwerm hefpinafier mentioned.

J h"- -f .•* / '/. »/iVrc '/.*>.n^'^ /,y /^r'l'/u'ife*.— Wh*'n the number of frm<liiate<i
' have attained to t wo huntlred. t he Pretldent of the Senate

' "rnnv otlier perwm whom tlM» Sf-nate mav from tiinotntimf!
i!' turning Officer for the election hv Boeh firaduateji of five of

MiemtHT^ of the Sonnte, and ^iieh Ilet iirningf>fticer "hall, not,

'1*. and not more than *\\ months, after th^ Clraduntes fihall

'
- number of two tiundnxl, intimate by publie advertisemeitt

iliat noMiiiiatifxi of (rntdunte^ will l>e reeelvcd !tv Idm on or before a day to be
•f^-^'ifte"! In *uch advertisement. The eleetimi shall beconduetpd tnftueh manner

iw may 1m- provUlcJ for bv Eegulaltniis made from time to time hy the
Senate;, provided ulwayt that the nuniination ahull be In wrilUig, and the
eleriioi uducl(«l by" voting j»ai.cr>. and that any person entitled to \ote at

^iiich ehvUnn may vole for as niAiiv camildal*s lu theie are pun9(»r»s t,o be
elected. The pci'jions so elected to be Meniliers of the Senate sliall eater ou
olliee on the lirst day of November Kueeeodingsuflli election. 1 ' T

:i. Dcmi^<inn 0/ OjHce liv Meintm of 'Scn-itt.-'Ol \A\ii six pe»*soH!* oteeted from
tlic Fellows of the Koval College of Pli\-*icians of Kditdnirgh. of the six elected

from the Fellows ot tlie iloval College of Stugei»y« ot lidinbuigJi. and ol the six

elected from the Fellows ot' the Faciilt v of Phy:*i<-iaiis atid Surgeons of «la«<^^.
one frtim eaeh of tha afurcHald botlies Hliall go out ol utHee In lw<l', aml.onv in

each of the following years till the whuie have goim out ot i>Iiiee. and thereafter

the Tnem!»er from eacli College and the Faculty longest In olTh-e t-hall go out of

oflice in ea<-h vear. Ol the two members tlrst elwtotl hy the Teachew of^Alcdi-

cine iu Kdinbiirgh, and of the two fn>t elected hy (he Teachers of Medicine
in aiasgow. one respectively shall g'> out of office in iHUO, wnA one In
lhit2. and tlierwitter the longi-^'l in oflice shall i-espw^tiveiy ko <>nl ol ofBue each
alternate year. The periodlur wlilch any member Is iirst elected shMl bo deter-

nnncd at the time tiythe electing body. The tiv« nu)»il»en* elected by the
gnvdtiates shtd! hold'ofhce for the peiiodof live yem-a. and jhall Jie elected to-

gether in the mannuv herchilM-fore pn.viiied for. The date ot entering on and
going out of oflice for Members of the SetmtiJ shall be the Ibst day Of 5o-
\cmher.

•1. A/*;/i/<T.<rt/.S^n/r(«e%iWc/orrtsW/T(ioii.—Any member of the Senate gomg
or aboutto goout of olHeoshiUl be Caimlile of re-eh«!llon. and any memlarot"

the Senate mav resign his otUce of Member of thy Sen.de by Ietl<T, addressed to

the President of the Senate, and upon the going oid of ni^c<f. resignation, or

death of any of the elected Members of the Setmte other than Members elected

by the Graduates, or any other vacancy in their number, including sucU a
vacancy as may be caused* by the appointment of any of such elected Members
toanv'oflico, the holder of which is ef officio a Member of the Seirate, some
other'Fellow nf the respective CoUetje or Faculty, or some other temiher of

Medicine in Edinburgh or Glasgow, shall he elected in Ids place by the t'eUowa

of that College or Faeulty, w by the TeacJiers ot Medicine iu btiinlHir^h or

Glasgow, as the oase may be, anr{ shall hold office f.vr tlie remainder of the tmn
of otficG of the person in'whose place he is so elected where such tei-m of office

1ms not expired. In tho event of a vacancy ownurin'j hy death, demission Of

oflice, or othei-wise as aforesaid among the Members ol the Senate electwl by the

Gmdnates. itshallbe Itlleil np bv the Senate, and the Graduate so appointed

fchall hold office till the next qidnquennialperiod of election t.y the (Iradnatea.

5 /VMti/wff.—The President for the time being of the Itoyal College of Phv^

siciaiisof Kdinburghshall bethe first President of the Senate, and shall hold

oftico until the first day ot November, 1H8 , and on the tirst President going

out of oflice. the next President of the Senate shall be the Presided for the

time being of the Itoyal College of Surgeons of Kdinburgh. who shall hold office

for such period not exceeding two years as the Senate shall have detwmlned at

a special meeting hol<l previously to hia entering upon ofhee, of which meeting

not lesrt than twent-v-oue days' previous notice in writing shall have b(>en gu'en

to each Mcmhor of the Senate, and on the second Presi.lent going out of oflice.

the next President of the Senate shall be the Presiiient for the time being of

the Faculty of Physicians an<l Surgeons of (jlasgow. who shall hold offica for

such perio<"i not exceeding two years as the Sinnate shall have .letermiucd at a

special meeting held previously to hi^ entering up<m office, of which meeting

not less than twcnt v-one days' previous noti<-e in writing shaU have been tjiven

to each Member of the Senate: and thereafter the Pvesiilont for the time l»eing

of each of the said Colleges lunl the said Faoulty in nitatiou shall be President

of tlie Senate for such period—not exceeding, in ciwh case, two years—aa the

Senate shall have determined in manner aforesaid.

ti Kice-;?'res'"/'7its.—The President for tlie time t>eing of the Iloynl Collftjfe of

Surgeons of Kdiuburgh. and the Pre.-^ideid- for the time being of the Faculty <>f

Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, shall be the first Vice-Presidenta ot^XQB

Senate; and thereafter eacJi of the Presidents of the aforesaid Colleges ftWl

T^icuUy wlio is not for the time being President of the Senate shall be a VlC*-

President of the Senate.

7. pTexi^eni mvu r«**/«.—The Pre^uUmt nmy resign his oflice hy a writing

under his hand addressed to the Senate, and delivered to the Secretary of the

Senate, and in the event of his resignation the then senior Vlee-PK-sident shall

l>6 Ppesiilent of the .Senate during the remainder of hia tenn of otUce. _

'

8. Cfunnnnn vi absence 0/ Ow PrttsuUnt.—Al any meeting of iheScimte the

Pre'iidcnt, if in attendance, and if not. theii one of the Vice-Presidents wljo is

in attendance, shall take the chair, and in the absence of the President and both

the Vice-Presjtlents some other tnember to he chosen from the monibons present

shall take the chair and act aa President,

i) Mathujsof (A(? iw-'/mff.—The Senate shall hold their first meeting wdhm
six calendar months from tlui .late of those Our Letters PAtebt In such place

and at such time as shall be appointed hy a writing nn<!er the hand of the

President for the time being of the Itoyal College oi Pl\yaicians ol" iMlinburgh. .

10. HuL-s a.t to MeH'tuiA mm/ U made. -The Senate may make such Uules and

Kegnlations as (o the times and places of sutjsequent meet in^s and the mode of

numromdnc the same a-i to the Senate may seem proper, which Rules and uegjl-

latlons shall remain in force until aItero<l at a sulisequent meeting, and In tfac

ttlneneeof any ruleor rogulatiou na to sumjuouiug a meeting, the President for

the tinu: I>chig, or either of the Viee-PreHideuts. may by a writing, under UU
hand addressed to e.ieh other memlier of the Senate, snihmon ft meeting at sucn

time and place aa he may think nroi>er.
, ,

' j
11. Vvtoiif lU'ijortty prhrnt to he dectwe.—Ml acts of the Senate shall 1k> de-

ciile-1 by the vote* of the majority of members present at a meeting of the

Senate, and the Chainnan shall, in *a<ldition to his vote as a member of the

Senate, have a casting vote In case of eqnality of \ oles.

13. f^twrum o^n .tfrwtin/;.— No business shall be transacted at anymeetinROt
the Senate unlesa there are at lea^tt twelve members of the Seiuilo present at

such meeting.
1.1. pro'-rMino" rinlid notwithftfrnriinf; I'fj<rrtncf/.—Notwithstanding any vacant^

In the nunit>er of the meinberH of the Senate, U»e Senate may exercise all poWOTS

conferred on them bv the«*eOijr Letters Patent. ,M "
II. O/ficrrs mat/ if. apponit«ii.—'TUv Senate may apiwint ft Treaajujer|antt SeOFp-

tary and such other olflcers as they think neceS!<ar\'.

^f>. PoHVT forim/^r />?^^<'».—The Senate shall hfive power to confer on any
jMjrson who, hy passing'the Kxarainations formerly held hy cither of the said

two Colleges "ir the said Faculty separately, or by passing the Uxiuninalion he|d

by the Kxamining Board of the said two Colleges and Fiu^nlty conjointly, or by

passing any other examinations to be held by the two Colleges ami I'aculty
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• joinm- or sep.irixt^lv. shall have already acquired or may hereafter acquirn the

qualilicatioiii tor registnitiun uii..k-r- th« MeUioal At-t. or any Act ftmendiug that
'

Act. aoii who blrnll have also complied with audi furtlier regulations and iinder-

gone such examination as Ihe Senate may from time to time see fit to impo(»e or

require as a qualiiiL-iilion for a Degree, both, or such one its the Senate may think

proper, of the following Degrees, namely, the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine,

and Uaclielor in Surgery, and also on those who. having acquired both or either

of the Df;,'rees of Bailiulor of Medicine and Bachelor in Snrgerv, shall have also

compHol with sucli fiirtlier regulations or undergone such furtlier examinations

as the Senate may from time to time see lit to impose, all, or such one as the

Senate may think proper of the following Degrees, namely, the Degree of

Doctor of Jledicinc, Master in Surgery, and Doctor of Sanitary Science.

16. Feefor Kxriminat ions.—The Senate may demand and take from each candi-

date for examination tiie following fees—namely, for the KKUuination required

for the Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor in Surgery, singly or botli.

a fee not exceeding ten guiue;is. and for the Examinations required for all or

any of the Degrees of Doctor of MedicLne. Master in Surgery, or Doctor of

Sanitary Scienoe. a fee not exceeding five guineas in respect, of each of the said

Examinations, but shall not demand or take any fee for granting any Degree.

Any stamp duties chargeable on Diplomas shall he paid by the Graduate.
17. Apportionmevt of .•Surplus Fees Ci/ wriyJ.—Ajiy surplus funds which may

remain after defraying all expenses of carrying on the business of the Senate,

and of conducting examinations for degrees, .shall be apportioned as follows,

that is to say, five twelfths shall be paid to the Royal College of Physicians of

Edinburgh. 'three twelfths to the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and
' two twelfths to the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, for the

purposes of providing and maintaining such buildings, libraries, and museums
as may by the sai'l Colleges and Faculty respectively be considered necessary;

one twelfth shall be expended in such manner as the Senate may consider

proper in aid of medical teaching in Edinburgh, and one twelfth shall be

expended in such manner as the Senate may consider proper iu aid of medical
teaching in Glasgow.

18. By-laivs mity i*e made—The Senate may from time to time make and alter

any B^-daws and Regulations (so jis the same be not repugnant to the Laws of

the Realm, or to the terms and general objects of these Our Letters Patent)
touching the qualitications for Degrees and the granting of the same, and any

^ other matters to be done under the proviaious of these Our Letters Patent, and
.all such By-laws when reduced to writing, and under the Common Seal of the
Senate, and approved of and countersigned by one of Our principal Secretaries

of State, shall be binding on Candiilates for Degrees, and for all other purposes
within the provisions of these Our Letti?rs Patent.

19. By-laws: to he approved.—Vvoxidtid that any By-law or Regulation to be
made by the Senate shall not be of any force until our approval thereof shall

have been sitrtiiiied to the Senate under the hand of one of Our principal

Secretaries of State, or the same shall have been otherwise approved in such
manner as shall be directed by Us with the adWce and consept of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal and" Commons of Our Realm in Parliament as-

sembled.
Genera/ Con/irmation C/ause.—'And we do hereby for L's. Our heirs, and suc-

cessors further grant uuto the Senate that these Our Letters Patent, shall be
in all things good, firm, valid, sufficient, and effectual in law according to the
true intent and meaning thereof, and shall be construed in the most favourable
and beneficial sense for the Senate notwithstanding any non-recital, mis-recital,

or imperfect recital, or any other omission, imperfection, or defect whatsoever
in these Our Letters Patent : Axi> V/a do furtkkr will and command that tliis

' Charter do pass the Seal appointed by the Treaty of Union to be kept and used
in Scotland in place of the Great Seal thereof, per saftum, without passing any
other Seal and Register, for which these presents shall be as well to the
Director of Our Chancery fur writing the same, as to the keeper of the said Seal*

for causing the said Seat to be appended thereto, a sufficient warrant.
Given at Our Court at the day of , 188S,

in the Fifty-fii-st year of Our reign.
By Uer Majesty's command.

DEGREES FOR LONDON MEDICAL STUDENTS.
PETITIONS TO THE PRIVY COUN'CIL.

The Petitiom of the Association for Phomotixg A
Teaching University in London.

The Associatinu for Promoting a Teaching University in liondon,
which came into oxistcnfi' in M:iy, 1.S,S4. )ias devoted a great deal
of time to tlie study of tlie very complex questions involved ill the.

organisation of university education in London. We say organisa-
tion for want of a better word to express the objects of the
Association, which has perhaps suffered in its appeal for public
support, owing to tlie difficulty of ]>rccisely describing to persons
who have not previously given attention to the movement the
means whicli it is projiosed to take to remedy the evils which all

collegiate teachers in Londcm admit to exist. The main contention
of the Association is that tliore already exist iu London institu-

tions giving university instruction, but that they suffer from the
Tvant of a common centre, such as a university would supply, and
that the severnnce from the work of teaching of the work of
examination for degrees, an<l the assignment of examination to
the existing University of Lniiilon as its sole function has had aii

iniurious etfect upon university education in London.
We ha^e from time to time so fully reported and ciunmented on

'- the useful work wliicli the Association has done that it is not now
necessary to repeat tlii> wliole of the petition which it has recently

" presented to tlie (^ueen in Council. The petition sets forth the
opinion that the e\-ils above mentioned cannot be fully remedied ex-

' cept by the establishmenl in London of a teaching university—that
'is to say. a university wliicli ill provides for the student in all

the subjects included in its faculties the best attainable teaching

with the neceasary aids and aiijiliances ; (2; rec|uires a regular

course of attendance ou such teaching as a preliminary to gradua-

tion ; and (3) secures to the teacher a direct and ade<juate repre-

sentation in its councils and a due share in its adniinistration.

Tlie objections urged to the scheme proposed by the Senate of the

Uniuersity of Loudon as a solution of the difficulty are (1) the

absence of a curriculum in the faculties of arts an<l science ; (2)

the admission of collegiate bodies outside Loudon ; (3) the absence

of any sufficient conditions for securing; that thie associated

colleges shall be doing effective university work ; (4> the want of

any provision for the direct representation upon the governing

body of the associated institutions, or of university teachers; (5)

the 'granting of an unduly large representation to the graduates of

the university. Referring to the proposed .Senate of Physicians

and Surgeons, the Association deprecates any severance of the

machinery for granting degrees iu London from academic
influences, many serious defects of university education in

London being in its opinion due to such a severance. With a view-

to avoid multiplication of bodies conferring a diploma or a licence

to practise, the Association advises that the possession of the con-

Joint diploma of the two Royal Colleges shoiUd be a preliminary

condition for obtaining a medical degree in the university, the

conferring of such diploma remaining, as at present, the function

of the Royal Colleges.

The Association suggests that the constitution of the governing

body of such a university as is proposed should be, in addition to

a Chancellor appointed by the Crown, members appointed by CI)

the Crown, (2) the governing bodies of colleges associated with
the university, (3) the Councils of Legal Education and of the Eoyal

College of PhVsicians and the Royal College of Surgeons, (i) }fy the

teachers. Tlie conditions to be fulfilled by a college would be as

follows:—(1) that the institution i.s giving instruction of a uni-

versity character ; (2) that it has established a complete curri-

culum", and possesses a sufficient teaching staff in at least one of

the recognised faculties; (3) and that it has furnished proofs of its

means and appliances for teaching being established on a satis-

factory basis.

It is" explicitly admitted that this scheme has the same general

effect as that presented by the CouncOs of University and King's

Colleges to the Privy Council last autumn. It has many points in

its favour. It meets the objections which have been urged with
some force against the creation of a university of one, and that a

professional, facultyrfor it would practically include the scheme

of the Royal Colleges as a part of a larger scheme. That it -^-Ul

be viewed with approval by those coi-porations is impossible, for

its realisation would somewhat detract from their dignity,

though it would not diminish the beneficial influence which they

exercise on meilieal education.

The same objection may, we regret to notice, be urged against

this scheme as has already been forcibly raised against the scheme
of the two Royal Colleges; in both the "rights of the future gradu-

ates ai-e entirely ignored. All tlirough the teachers have the air

of graciously pircsenting something to their pupils; the pupils, it

is assumed, e.xist to increase the dignity and to Hue the p>ix-kets of

the teachers. Once the state of pupilage is over then all connec-

tion between university ami jmpil is to cease. This is not a new-

form of pedagogic arrogance, but it is at the present day more
offensive than ever before ; no precedent can be found, in this

country at least, for such a proposal. The University of London
has been called a stepmother; the heart of this proposeil luiiversity

would be harder to her sons than the nether millstone.

The Petition or the University of Cambritige
(ill opposition to the Petition of the. lioyal CoHegeK uf Physidatis

and Siirff&'nu).

The Vice-ChanceUor has published to the Senate the following

form of petition proposed by the Special B^wrd for Medicine for

adoption and presentation by the Senate: it will be taken into

consideration at the meeting of the Senate ou this day (Saturday),

at 2.15 P.M.
.

,ij

J'n the Queen.f Most Excellent Majesty in Couturil.

The humble petition of the Chancellor, Masters, and Scholars of

the University of Cambridge humbly sheweth

—

That your petitioners have been "informed that a petition has

been addressed to your JInjesty in Council liy the Royal College of

Physicians of London and the Royal College of Surgoms of

England, in which the said Colleges "actiug jointly request that

the Presidents and a certain number of Fel'.owa ,pr Cpiincillora.of
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the naid Colli'gfs In- incorimrnted under the name of " The Senato

of I'liy-icinns ami Surgeons." and tliat tli<> saiil proposed Senate be

empowrnyl to ^'rant (Ic^tihs in medioim- and surgery;

That your petitioners desire to represent that the power ff

grant ing" such ilegrees lias horotofore been entrusted to universities

only

;

...
T"liat your petitioners believe it to bo an ftdvanta<;e tliat in uni-

versities the fjmntinj,' f>f def;reos in me<licine and surgery is con-

tn»lled by tluMipinion of a body of men interested in various sub-

jects, wliereas the said proposed Senate would represent a single

faculty only;
.

That there is already in London an exftmining liody, the Univer-

sity of London, which" ':n"R"*'' 'fs degrees to nil whose knowlodj,'e

is sutlicient to enable tliem to pass its e.vainination;

That in the absence of any arrangement for university teacliini;,

residence, or discipline in' connection therewith, the i>roi)osed

Senate would constitute a second merely examining body in Lon-

don, which would grant one class of degrees and on easier terms ;

That the distinction at present attaching to the degree of Doctor

of Medicine grnnte<l by this and other universities has enabled

your pel itioners to recpiire of candidates a longer and wider cour.*e

of medical study than that hitherto re<niired by the licetising cor-

iKirations. and your petitioners are of opinion that the science and

practice of medicine have thereby been advanced ;

That they therefore deprecate any proposal such as that made

in the said petition as tending serionsly to diminish the distinction

of this degree;
. . ,.,.,..•..

That for these and other reasons yoiu: petitioners submit that it

is contrary to public policy and to the interests of medical and

surgical science that the said jjroposed Senate should be invested

wita the power of granting degrees :

Your iwtitioners therefore humbly pray that your Majesty in

"Council will be graciously pleased to liear them by counsel or

otherwise in support of the allegations in this their petition.

Ajid your petitioners will ever pray, etc. •

ff. K. P.\ciET. M. Foster.

Alex. Mac.\i,i8teii. Charles S. Roy.

OcTAViis Stctrges. GEonc.E Wherry.
DoN-ALT> MacAlister. Lafrence Humphry.
A. S. Lea. M. M. Pattiso.v Mum.
Alex. Hill. Joun Clelant).

G. D. LivEixo. Gerald F. Yeo.

REFORM OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

Reply of the Council of the Colleije to the Statemmt presented

to the Lord PrcsideiU on behalf of the Association

of Fellows.

The IJnyal College of Surgeons of Kngland consists of about

18,(i(X) .Members, of whom about 1,'JOO are Fellows. The govern-

ing body of the College consists of a Council of twenty-four Fel-

lows, elected by the Fellows as directed by the Charters of 184.'5

and 1H.J2. Three members of the Council" retire every year, and

ore eligible for re-election.

Tlie Fellowship Kxamination was instituted in the interest of

surgical education, and to constitute a l)ody from whom and by

whom the Council should be electe<l. The Fellowship represents

a higher grade than the MemlM-rsliip. In order to obtain the Fel-

lowship, a longer time must be devoted to professional study than

is recjiiire.l for the Membership, and a further and more difficult

examination must be passed.
. . .

In reply to the complaint of some Members that certain privi-

leges are "e.vclu.sively in the hands of the Fellows, it should be

understood that it is open to .VIembers of the College to beconie

Fellows. .Access to the Fellowship Kxamination has been facili-

tated to such an extent that any Member of two years' standing.

who has been engaged in the study (or the study and iiractice) of

the profession during that jieriod, may present himself for it with-

out any further special curriculum of professional study involving

additional expense.

It has of lute licen repeatedly afllrmed that the Members have

no privileges within the fVillege. IJnt such a statement is not

correct. The Members have the privileges of admission to the

Haseiim. to the Library, and to all lectures delivered within the

College wall.s of competing for the College prizes, and of being

eligible for certain Kxaminerjliips and L'Xtureships. These

privileges (which include all those of the Fellows with the ex-

ception of the election of and the bein" elected to the Council,

and of being eligible as Examiners Tor the Fellowsliip) may
compare favourably with tlio^e of tlie graduales, not Meiub.;rs of

Convocation or the" Senate of Oxford or Canibridge respectively.

The au( hovs of the statement to the Lord I'resident aiipeiir to

coiiijilaiii of the aiipointmeut of a number of Fellows by electiou:

Init in tlie th-st instance this was necessary, as theleading surgeonsof

KiKdand could hardly have been subjected to examination. The

prtS.'iit proiKisal of "the Council to obtain power to extend the

iniralx'rof Members annually elected to the Fellowsliip without

examinalion from two to ten, as a maximum, was mainly to meet

liie view of some that certain Members of the College were entitled

to the honour of the Fellowshi]) by distinguished services in their

profession, and yet were too advanced in life to be subjected to

any further examination.
. ,. , , ^

the proposal on behalf of the .Association, tliat ilembers of ten

years' standing should take part in the election of the Council,

'and that Members of twenty years' standing should be eligible as

cuiincillors, would substitute mere seniority for professional dis-

tinction, as proved by examination or by distinguished professional

If no by-law could be made or modified without the consent

of a general meeting of Fellows and Members, the delay and

(Uniculty would be so great as seriously to interfere with the

(fflcient conduct of business. The process by which alone a by-

law is made or modilied is already a verj- elaborate one, and

affords, in the opinion of the Council, ample safeguard against

its abuse, and, in fact, everj' proposal for such a change is

made public before it is submitted to the Secretary of State for

his sanction. . ,

To the suo-»estion that the election of the President should be

in the hands'of the Fellows at large, [the Council submit the fol-

lowing objections, namely :— tiU wu
{a) That there is no evidence that the great body of the ieliows

themselves desire this change.
.

ib) That no arrangement bv which it could be carrieft out has

been suggested that would liot be in itself objectionable, and in

many instances .so disagreeable to the candidates themselves, as to

deter some of the most distinguished from coming forward.

(c) That the Council, who are chosen by the Fellows, must ot

necessity be better judges of the c|ualiflcation of any one ot their

number- for the office of President than the general body of

V"Vliat election by the Follows might in some instances te»d

to interfere with the independent action of those members of the

Council who might aspire to the office of President.

(e) That it might lead to contested elections, and thereby encon-

rnge the practice of personal canvassing, of extorting pledges, and

of holiling out ])romises.
,

(f) That it would practically place the election, not in the

hands of the body of Fellows generally, but of a comparatively

small number who would make themselves active m the business

of the election.
. , . . ' ,

(o) That the .system of annual election by .seniority merelj,

which until recently prevailed, and against which strong objection

has existed in the Council itsi'lf, has been discoiitiuued, the pre-

sent President being now in his thir.l year of office.

The Council would submit that the College is a scientiHc, e<lu-

cational, and professional institution, and not a political one.

Their earnest desire is to uphold surgical education and, with this

obiect in view, to encourage .Members to take the I'eUowship.

the ffreat pun)ose for which the (Allege exists being the pro-

motion of the science and art of surgery, the chief means at pre-

.sent at its command for effecting this puriiose would be seriously

impaired if changes such as those proiiosed were carried out.

The results of the incpiiries made by the Council .show that the

majority of the Felh.ws ure opposed to the claims set up on behalf

of the Members, and there is no evidence bef.ire the I ouiu il tliat ttie

maioritv of even the Members themselves are in favour of them.

The Council think it right to point out the iollowing i"«tanc^.

among others, of inaccuracy in the stulement which has been

drawn up on behalf of tlie " Association of Fellows.
„,,:„„„

It is stated that the necessity for some coutr,)l over he actions

ot the Council is shown " by the arbitrary way in which the Council

settle such questions as the amalgamation for examination pur-

poses with the College of Physicians, and tl_e l'^^
.usio.i from tlmt

Scheme of the Society ot Apotheeancs." and also ' by the schema

now in progress for acfiuiring powers along with the College oi
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PhTsiciaii.«! to grant degrees iu medicine, a acheme •p'hich may or

may not lie acceptablo to the general body of the College, but on

wliich they have never bci'n consulted, tliough the matter is one

whicli toufhcs their interests most nearly.

"

At a meeting of the Fellows and Members at the College on

March 24tli. l.S.-<4. tlie following resolution was passed, namely:

—

"That this meeting of Fellows and ilemliers of the Royal

College of ,Suri,'cons of Kugland begs most respuc-tfully to recom-

mend' that the Council of the College do obtain a Charter to enable

the Council to combine witlv the Royal College of Fhysioians of

London, with a •\iow to the amalgamation of the two Colleges

into one great College of Medicine, to be endowed with authority

to examine and grant licences to practise in all branches of

medicine laid surgery, and to confer on its licentiates the degrees

and titles of Doctor of Meilicine and Master of Surgery."

The scheme proposed by the two Colleges is in accordance -witli

this resolution. -
'

So that, in taking the steps complained of, tlie Council are act-

ing in harmony with the desire expressed by tlie Fellows and
Members at tlieir general meeting, and since confirmed by a

memorial presented to them containing over six hundred signa-

tures.

Again, it is aflirmed that " no longer ago than last year a pro-

posal was attributed to an eminent member of the Council to

admit, by a vote of the Council, llfty Members each year to the

Fellowship—a measure which, if it had been carried out, would
have destroyed the academic value of that diploma. This pro-

posal was vigorously resisted by the Association, and did not pass

the Council."

Tlie question here alluded to has never been discussed by the

Coimcil.
Should the Lords of the Council desire any further information,

the Council of the College will wait on their Lordships.

January I'Jth, 1S8S. AVilliam S. SAVonY, President.

THE EAZsK OF ARMY MEDIC^VL
OFFICERS.

HEPORT OF RESOLUTIONS OF THE COU^^CIL OF THE
BRITISH MEDIC.VL ASSOCIATION.

The Council of the British Medical Association having had

before them the report of the Parliamentary Bills Committee of

the Association referred to the Comicil by a res. )lution moved at

the general meeting of tlie Association iu Dublin on August 2nd

by Sir Thomius Crawford, K.C.B., Director-General of the Army
Medical Department ; and also an analysis of the statements of

923 mediciil officers of the amty, many of tliem of tlie liighest

rank, have imanimously ailopted the following report and recom-

mendations, which will lie oflici ally forwarded to the Secretaiy of

State for M"ar.

Report of the Commit fee of Council on thf subject (f the Hank

of Army Medical Ojficers.

Your Committee in considering this subject have had before

them

:

1. The paragi-aphs of the Report of the Parliamentary BUls Com-

mittee on the suliject of army medical rank, referred to them for

consideration.

2. The replies of 922 army medical officers at home and abroad,

to a series of questions issued by the Chairman of the Pajlia-

mentary Bills Committee with the view of ascertaining precisely

what are the sentiments of tlie individual army medical oflicers of

all grades, iu reference to the question of rank, whether honorary,

relative, or substantive. >
,

'!„.

3. An immcdfate ma,ss af correspondence fi'om officers of all

ranks expressing iu detail the grounds and arguments by which
they support their views.

An analysis of the above documents has I'een printed for

the use of the Committee, and copies are submitted with this

report.

Without entering into any prolonged statement or discu.=sion, it

mt y be statetl that the abolition of relative rank by the Warrant

of January, 18.S7, was the immediate cause of the present dissatis-

faction, and that subsequent steps taken by the War OfBce have

not had the effect of giving satisfaction to the Army Medical Ser-

vice generally.

From an examination of the documentarj' evidence submitted to

this Committee it results

:

{a) That the abolition of relative rank has, in the almost unani-

mous ojiinion of those interested, inflicted a grave injurj* on the

status of the Medical Department in the army by leaving the

officers without any definable or namable army rank.

(4) That, to an army like ours, serving in every climate and all

parts of the world, a thoroughly organised, efficient and contented

medical service is essential for the health, discipline and physical

well-being of the soldiers ; and that, therefore, the present anoma-

lous position of the medical officers iu the army is indefensible, an

evil to the troops, and against sound policy.

(c) That, as both officers and men of the Medical Department

equally share with their combatant l)rothren the ii<ks of climate,

the dangers and privations of field sers-ice, and are not infre-

quently killed and wounded in battle,' the deprivation of bund-fide

rank, title and status in the arm}- is not only unjust and un-

generous, but an administrative reproach.

{d) That namable and definable rank should be accorded to

medical oflicers, whether of a substantive, honorary, or relative

nature.

{e) That, should it be determined to give medical officers a

hybrid professional and militarj- title, such should clearly indicate

the actual rank of the holder by affixing tha military title to the

professional designation.

(/) That, when medical officers are gazetted, on appointment or

promotion, their military rank should be fully stated.

(f/) That the substantial military rank and status should be

stated in commissions of all medical officers.

Your Committee recommend to the Council to submit these con-

clusions to the Secretarj- of State for War, and to urge upon him

these considerations, seeing that the efficiency of the Army
Medical Department and the prospects of recruiting it in the

future from the abler sections of the younger members of the

medical profession cannot but be seriously and prejudicially

affected by the present anomalous position held by medical officers

in Her Majesty's Army, and the general dissatisfaction arising

therefrom. It should be pointed out that 75 per cent, of the army

medical officers whose communications to the extent of 922 have

been received regard the concession of army titular rank to

medical officers as essential to the efficiency of the Medical Depart-

ment.

1 " We cannot conclude the retrospect of the ycAT without once more inviting

attention to tlie fact that it is a niucli safer thiui; to serve in the Artillery and
Entjiueers on the general staff than on the medical stafli iu our little wars. The
percentage of deaths to strength in the

Artillery iu Egypt was ... ... ... ... 0.00

Engineers ,, ,, ... ... ... ... 0.00

General Staft „ ... ... ... ... 4.4.^

Commissariat Department... ... ... ... 0.00

Me.iiea.1 Staff ... ... ... 6.93

fav Department ... ... ... ... O.OO

Veteriiuiry Department ... ... ... ... O.CO."
—Dbitish Medicai. Joubkal, Dec. 31st, 1867.

Cextexaeians.—The death is announced In Dublin of Jlrs.

Bridget Dempsey Coolehan, at the advanced age of ItHj years. On
the family tombstone is recorded the death of her grandfather in

1.^21, at the age of 126 years.—Mrs. Elizabeth Stillman has died at

Newbury within two months of reaching her 102nd year. She was
in good health and retained her mental faculties till a short time

aso.
Tiu! annual report of the City of London Tniss Society shows

that no fewer than 9,.3n patient's of both sexes and ages, varj-ing

from a few weeks to ninety years, were relieved.
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

NUTU'E OK iH'AUTKULY MKCTlNfiS t'OR 1888.

Moetinusxf Uu' Council will Uc li.ld .m April 18th, .Inly IStli,

ami OctoW 17tli, 18,'<'<. ('an.lianti's for .lection l>y the Oounril of

the As-fociat ion must .seiul in their forms of ni>iiliciitioii to the

Oonornl Serrptary not later than twenty-one (lays before each

meeting, namely. .March 28th, June 27th, September 26th, anil

Uwember28tli.18.S8. -

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Any f|uali(ie«l me<lical iirnctitiouer, not disqiinlifiea by any by-law

of the A.'ssooiation. who .«hall be recomraondcd as eligible by any

three memlwr!', may l>e elected a member *y the Coum-il or by any

P(>ooi»ni.<ed liranch Council.

Caudiddtes seekinK election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. Xo member can be eliicted by a Branch

C'yuncil unless his name has be<'n inserted in the circular gummon-

Snc'the tneeting at -which he seeks electi.m.

Prancis Fowke, General Secretary.

"' COLLKCrriVE I?r\'T;STIOATION OF DISEASE.
Thb Reiwrt npf>n the Connkctiox ok Disease with Habits of

Intbmpera.nck, which -was presented to the Section of Medicine

in the Annual ileeting of 1887, and a further portion of the Report

\\\ma Oi,n AoK have been completed, and will shortly be published

in the JornxAi..
. , , • .

Rep-vrts upon the two remaining inquiries, nomely, that into

DtriiTURni.v, and that into the CiF.otiRAPHiOAi. DisTiiinrTiox of

CKUTAIN- Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

goon as read V.

The foIlow'inginquir>- only of the first series remains open, namely,

tliat on TiiK Erioi/KiY of riuiiisis.

A fresh inquiry- into the Ontr.iN anh Mode of Propagation or

KriiiKMirs or Dii-iithkria has just been issned.

Memoranda icpon thene mlijecfs, andfomuifor recording ob.ierta-

iionn, may lie had on api'Ucation to the Secretary of the Collective

itcestiyrition Committee, 4^:>, Strand, W.C.

S&XSCU MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

SfETiwTPOLrrjix C"i:sTiK3 Braxch: East Lon-don and South Ea«Ex Bis-

TUtOT.—Thf nrat iii»>t1n(; will IX" held at the Towa Hnll. Walthamstow. oi\

TliiirBl.iy. rcbruary IGlti. at s.4.i P.M. oJiftrp). Tlio olialr will l>e talcen by A.

Durh.-ini. Esq , I'rfni.li'nt of tin- Draniti. A luipcr oil Pfrnioioiis Anjcmia. and

tlip DifnviM Llablo to b« Coiifoundi-a n-ith It. will be read by Dr. BrlBtowe.

F.U.S. Visitors will be welcoraed.—J. W. Hcsi, Xf)l, Queen's Eoiid, Dalston.

Honorary Sixrctary.

OtovcEBTKWiBlBE Bravch.—The ne-xt ordinary raeoting will be held on
Tuesday. Fet)ruarv 21«l. ISSti. at 7.30 P.M.. at the Inlirmnry. rrloueoster, under
the pn-ildeney o("l>r. Carrie. Agenda : 1. A petitliiii will no laid on tlie table

tor jiKTialure' bv nienil»T» in cupport of tlio ArchiteiU and Knginors Bill, a

liill 1.1 1"- iiroint-'d In Parliament next session l>y Colonel llunean. H.A.. C'.B..

M.H. 2. Aill«iiwi"ii will be o|i<niit bv Dr. Currlo On the Pre.'ient Position of

BumuMi«tliy In K^l ilioii to Hefciilar .\tedicine. 3. Cases ol Interest in the lu-

flrmary.—O. Abtbi a C'Aanvnv, llononiry Si-cretary.

IVtnnFR roi'XTIFS Branch.—A meeting of this Branch will be held at the
r ' '' '

I Carlisle, on Friday. IVl'niary 2ttli. at « i>.M. Dr. Byrom Bram-
\s 'irgh. win read a pn|ier and Introduce a diseini«ion on the Prorcss
.

. luT! and It* Bearing on Proj^nn"*!* and Treatment. The Se<'retar>-

wii; '>•
i:;.i I to re^-cive notie««t of ihiiht* for reading, and patieiita or morbid

oneelmen" for exhibition. Supper in the liotel at 9 P.M.—H. A. 1,EI>IAIU>,

Uouorary Sern-tarj-, 41, Lowther Street. Carlisle.

Aixnumnt, BA'trr. akd KixcAHniNK B»Axcn.—A me.-»lng of this Braneh
will tie hel.l at 11". Union Street. Alierdeen, on W^lneMay. Fel>rnar>' l.Mh. at

Sl.M.. the Pn-.i.l.nt. Dr. Sniilli. of KInnairdy. In the eluilr. BiiKlness ; 1.

Minuted, nominatl.iii of new memh«T». ete. 2. Hallot for thi' admisHion of Dr.
.1 \!.,.i.,n I ,.,..1. |t.,rTie<>. :i. Mutionof Dr. WiuhHo memorialise the Town
1 [k lliiit tie- .iplioiittrneiit of int.'<lieal officer uf health at

1
Hed up bv a fin.allfiM medb-a! pr.ictltloner, who [thall be

. ' ..n.-.f 1. . »...! vrhiiee whole time dtmll be devoted t.rt tlie

'iiorandum of the di(tie« of the m''vUcal
.. ..r date .March i;th. issii. 4. ()a»e of

' ;:., rtr..pihy of the Slomaeh. by Dr. BInikle
M.-iiii ; I O KaiiiVhoril Toe-nail, by Dr. Garden ;

^-Ation of Ankle*joint, IjvDr. (iafilen. 6. Com-
... ::.i;.7.— Uoucnr Jonx GAiUpr..v and J. Macke.x7.ik

II'-Mjit, Honorary .SeiTelartes.

Dr. S. L. rRA«rE, Stirgeon-Oeneral of Trinidad, has been nomi-
nated Companion of the Order of St. Michael and St. George.

METROHOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH: WE.STI-aiN DISTEILT.
Till? second meeting of the session was held (by kind pel-mission

of th.' medical staff) in the library of St. .Mary's Hospital,

l'addiii),'tim, on Eriilny, January 27th. The chair was taken by

Dr. t'biirlton liastian. F.K.S., the Vice-president of the district,

and iilmut forty members and visitors were jirescnt.

lUneane of Knee-Joint . -Sir. I'.pmunI) Owr..v, h'.R.C..''., Riirgeon

to St. Marj-'s and the Children's I losjiitals. Rave a very int«'re8ling

and ]iractical description of certain chronic disea.ses of the knee-

joint in young children. Mr. (Iweu e.vhibited several patients,

and showed the adaptation of certain apparatus, such as Thomas's

and plaster-of-l'aris splints, etc. .Mr. Owen also showed a ca.so of

synovitis, which he treated by nsiiiration and the immediate

application of a plaster-of-l'ari.s s|!lint.—A di.scussion ensued, in

which Dr. Bastian, Mr. Noblk Smith, and Dr. Campbeu, Popk

took part.

Disease ofSpinal Cord.—'DT. LiiES. physician to St . Mary's Uosin tal

and assistant physician to the Children's Hospital, then described

certain ]>oints connected with different kinds of chronic disease of

spinal cord, subsequently illustrating his remarks by the exhibi-

tion of patients suffering from locomotor ataxy in various stages,

infantile paralysis, spastic jiaraple^ia, hemipleuia, etc.

J'otex of T/iank-g.—Ihe proceedings ended by cordial votes of

thanks being jiassed to Mr. Owen, Dr. Lees, and the Chairman.

NORTH OF IRELAND BR.VNCH.
K oenerAi, meeting of the Branch was held in the Royal Hospital,

Belfast, on Thursday, January 26lh, 1>SS«. Dr. Palmer (.Armagh),

President of the Branch, occupied the chair, and there -was a good

attendance of members.
Omvn 11 ):icati'>n.^.—The minutes of the previous meeting having

been read, the following communications were 'broiight forwar<l

:

The I'ltESiOENT (Dr. I'almer) showed a young woman on whom ho

had performed excision of the knec-joiiil.— Dr. Nei.son road notes

of an Ear case, in which perforation of the mastoid and trephining

of the skull had been performed for septicremia, and showed the

specimen.-—Dr. Dempsby showed an Ovarian Cj'St and a Sulj-

mucous Fibroid removed from the Uterus, and read notes of the

cases.—Dr. Byers showetl a new Antisejitic Confinement Sheet,

and a Multilocular Cystic Tumour f.f the Ovary, which he had

successfully removed by abdominal section.—Professor Dill intro-

duced a discussion on Pueqieral Fever, and Dr. Byers read a short

paper on the Local Treatment of the Uterus (illustrated by instni-

ments, etc.) in Puerperal Septicemia. A discussion followed, in

which several members took part, and Dr. Dill replied.—Dr.

O'Neill showed two patients on whom he had performed ampu-
tation of the thigh by SiSdillot's method, and also a patient treated

for severe Wrj-neck.—lYofessor Sinclair exhibited a Segment

of the Small Intestine removed by Enterectomy for Arti-

ficial Anus, of eighteen months' standing ; also a Cancerous Tumour
of the Rectum removed for excision.

Neil' Metnbers.—At a meeting of council held previous to tne

general meeting, the following were elected members of the North

of Ireland Branch : Dr. Sproulle (Saintfield, co. Down), Dr. Hunter

(Armagh), and Dr. Mc^Uister (Carrickfergus).

OXFORD AND DISTRICT BRANCH.
An ordinary meeting was held at the Radeliffe Infirmary, Oxford,

on January 27th ; .Sir. Ciieati.e, President, in the chair; twenty-

four members were present, and one visitor.

New Me7n/m:<.-rhos. O'Killv. M.D.Q.U.I., Chipi.ing Norton;

Bertram Hunt, .M.B.Oxon.. Oxfi^rd; F. S. Arnold, .M.B.Oxon.,

Oxford, were elected members of the .Vssociatioii and Branch.

Seven gentlemen were proposed for electicm at the next meeting.

Alteration of Hy-lair.—Ur. Dahdisiiire gave notice of propos-

ing an alteration in By-law 1 at the next meeting.

Commmiieafinn.i.—fir. Bywater Ward read a pniier on a case

of Papilloma of the Bladder, and showed a specimen. -.Mr. \izx)X-

soMK read notes of a case of Anthrax, and showed microscopical

jireparations of the Bacillus Anthracis.—-Mr. -MoRciAX rend notes

of a case of Primary Chancre on (he Lip, ami showed specimens of

Disease of the Knee-joint.—.Mr. Winkkiei.h read notes of a case

of Lithotrity, with specimens of Calculi, and showed a case of

Sarcoma of the Shoulder, and of S>7ihilil ic Eruption on th" Hands.

Dr. Collier showed a speeimen'of Ligature of the Carotid .Vrtery

for Thoracic Anciursni, and (for Mr. Pilki.ngton) a specimen of

Charcot's Disea.so of the Joints.

Vote of Thankf.—K cordial vote of thanks was passed to the

President.
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THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE BRANCH.
An ordinary meeting wiis held on Tuesday, January 17th, 188vS, nt

7.30 P.M., at tlie General Hospital, Cheltenham, under the pre-

pidency of Ur. Currie. Letters of apology ^ve^e read for non-
attendance from Messrs. liower. Fowler, and Wilton.

President's Address.—Dr. CuBRiE delivered his presidential
address:, taking as his subject " Scepticism in regard to Medical
Treatment."

It was proposed by Dr. "WilSOX, and seconded by Dr. Battkx,
that a cordial vote of thanks be given to Dr. Cnrrie for his able
address, with a request that he should publish it in the Journal.
Carried by acclamation.

PROCEEDINGS OF COUKCIL.
At a meeting of the Council, held in the Council Room of the
Association, 420, Strand, London, on Wednesday, January 18th,

1888; present:—
Dr. T. Bbidgwater, Txesidejit of the Council, in the chair.

Dr. C. Holman.Reigate, Treasurer! Dr. James Harflie, Manchester
Dr. J. S. Bristowe, F.R.8., London

[
Mr. G. E. Hodgson, Brighton

Mr. 11. T. Butlin, London
Dr. A. Carpenter, Croydon
Surgeon-General W. R. Cornish,
London

Dr. J. Ward Cousins, Portsmouth
Dr. G. W. Crowe, Worcester
Dr. V. M. Deas, Exeter
Dr. J. L. H. Do^^'n. London
Dr. G. F. Duffey, Dublin
Mr. George Enstes, London
Dr. W. A. Elliston. Ipswich
Sir B. Walter Foster, M.D., M.P.,
Birmingliam

Dr. J. H. (Talton, Upper Norwood
Dr. C. E. Glascott, Manchester
Dr. Bruce Goff, Bothwell

Professor G. M. Humphry', F.R.S.,

Cambridge
Mr. W. D. Husband, Clifton
Mr. T. R. Jessop, Leeds
Mr. Evan Jones, Aberdare
Mr. H. R. Ker, Halesowen
Dr. W. G. V. Lush, ^Veymouth
Dr. J. Mclntyre. Odiham
Mr. F. Mason, Bath
Dr. C. Parsons, Dover
Dr. R. Saundby, Birmingham
Mr. S. W. Sibley. London
Dr. E. M. Skerritt. Clifton

Mr. T. Sympson, Lincoln
Dr. T. W. Trend, Southampton
Dr. E. Waters, Chester
Mr. A. Winktield, OxfordDr. W. C. Grigg, London

The minutes of the last meeting having been pri7ited and cir-

culated, and no objection raised, they were signed as correct.

Read letters of ax^olo^y for non-attendance from Dr. Brj-an, Dr.

Sheen, Mr. Vincent Jackson, Dr. AVithcrs Moore, Dr. James" Taylor,
Dr. Needham. Mr. Prankerd, Mr. Wheelhouse, Dr. J. Barnes, Dr.
Bartolorae, ^\r, J. Wright Baker, Mr. Arthur Jackson, Dr. Jones
MorriSi and Dr. W. Russell.

Read letter from Dr. Cowans, Perth, of which the following is a

copy:—
6. St. Leonarfi's Bitnk, Perth. .Tannary Ifith, 18S8.

Dear Sir.—I Iiave much pleasure in forwarding the enclosed petition (si^ed
by 25 members of the Perthshire Medical Assoniation). desiring; to be recognised
as a Braufh of the British Medical Asaociatiou. Althoujjii only 1*5 signatures
are exliibited. ^till a minibcr more could liave been obtained liad time permitted
and had it been necessary.

1 should feel niucli obliged by your kindly letting me know the result after
Couiu-il meeting.— 1 am. yours faithfully,

F. i-'owke. Efq., Londou. ' W. B. Gowans, M.D., Secretary.

To the Council of tlie Jiritisk Medical Association.
Perth. N.B.. January Ifith. 18.«8.

G-'ENTtKMF.V.—We. the undersigned, membet-s of ttie Perthshire'Medical Asao-
cid&ion, and also mcn^t^ers of the British Mediciil Association, hereby make
application to be rccognised'as a Branch of the latter Association, muiertaking
that, said npplication being granted, we shall conform in all respects to the
by-law^, now exij-ling. or which hero;ifter may be made, regarding the formation
and regiiUii ion of such Uimucjlieft :

—

K. M. Uruce Trotter, President.
A. K. I'iquhart
Jobn McXuughtan. M.D.
J. Holmes Morrison. M.O.. F.R.C.S.K.
D. Sinclair Kennedv. M.H.. CM.
James P. BramwcU, M.U.. L.K.C.S.
George Kindlav. M.B.. CM.
Leigh Hunt. M.B.. CM.
Davitl Fleming.
Jas. Fergitson. M.B.. CM.
Thns. II. Mfiklo, M.n.
A. Thorn. p.R.t'.S.Kd.
Alex. Thorn, jun.. .M.D.. C.M.Kd.

John Haggart. M.B., CM.
\Vm. S. Irvine. M.D., F.K.C.S.E.
George W. Dickson. M.B.. CM.Ed.
Joseph H. Keav, M.A.. M.B.. C.M.Ed.
John Lowe. M^B.. CM.Kd.
J. Beghie Laiug, M.B., CM..
L.K.C.P. audS:K.

Thomas Brown. L.F.P.S.
Andrew McMillan. M.D.
Colin MacIvrrCimubell. M.D.
Roltt. Itobcrlson. L.K.P.S.
Peter MeCnnum. L.F.P.S.G.
Wm. Bruce Gowans, M.D.Edin.

Resolvt'd: That the Council nf the I>riti8h ^f^Hlict^l Association
has much pleasure in recognising the Perthshire Hrancli of the
Briti&h Mcflical Association, subject to the contirmulion by the
next meeting of fViuncil. when the members be rt'questi*d to send
a copy of the proposed by-laws of the T3ranch for consid^-ration
juid approTal. '

,

Read letftTr froth tlie Registrar-Gentr.il in r^ply to the one of

the Council of October 26th last, of which the following is a
copy :

—

General Regiet-er Oflfice, Somerset Houpe, Norember li>th. 1887.
Sjk.—I am directed by the Kegistrar-General to acknowlcige the receipt of

your letter of the 10th instant (riate of receipt as letter was undale»l). and to
eay that be regrets that, after giving the matter full consideration, he is un-
able to accede to the request that he shall cause the deaths from malignant
diseases, wldch are now tabulated in his Annual Report under a single heading,
to be tabulated for a Feriea of years under separate headings, according to the
part of the body affected.
Probably the'gf'iitlempn who with you signed tliat letter are not aware of the

great and regrettable lack of precision i\ith which very many members of the
medical profession state causes of death in their certificates; the result of
whieli is that these certifieates can only he tabulated with utility under wide
and general headings, and are quite unsuited to terve as materials for xirecise
pathological inquiries. In a very large proportion of the deaths aacrlbed to
malignant diseases, neither the part of the body affected nor the precise char
racter of the malignant structure is state<I on the certificate; so that an at-
tempt to break up the heading "Malignant Diseases " into nnmerous smaller
Bub-divisione would be practically of little use. But even were it not so. the
Registrar-General would be unable, to accede to the request now made to him.
The headings under which the causes of death are at preaent tabulated are no
fewer than 173 ; and the labour of arranging the deaths under tliese is such aa
to tax to the utmost the clerical force which the Registrar-General lias at his
disposal for statistical purposes. If any aUei*ation were made in thie list of
headings, it would be to diminish their number ; and a proposal to incresse
them, and this so considerably, as is invohed in the request now. piade. is one
that tlie Registrar-General regrets that he cannot possibly entertain. He
would venture to suggest, however, that returns gathered from the numerous
hospitals of this country, in which full and precise records of causes of deaths
are kept ; or collected, as your letter at its cIo?e seems itself t" suggest, from
the mwlieal practitioners who belong to the Association in all parte of the
country, would famish you with a much more suitable basis for your proposed
investigation than a complication from the very imperfectly fiUed-in certiOcates
in the possession of tliis office.

As regards that considerable portion of your letter in which it is argued that
the increase iu the deaths ascribed to canGer corresponds to a real growth of the
diseases so designated, and is not due to improved diagnosis and staternent, the
Registrar-General cannot of course think of putting any opinion (*f \ns own on
Bucli a subject in opposition to that of medical men of wide experience and long
practice. He would, however, point out that the numerical arguments adduced
in your letter are based upon the erroneous assumption that the headings in
the Annual Report for 1867 correspond completely to the similar headings iu the
present Annual Reports ; whereas this is not the case, a great change having
been made in the classitication in 1881. as is fully explained in the Report for
that year. And, secondly, he would point out that your letter appears to im-
ply tiiat the Registrar-General has expressed an opinion in his reports that the
u•^o^,• of the increase under the heat.ling "Cancer" lias been due to improved
diagnosis and more careful statement. This, however, is a mistake. All that
the Registrar-General has done is as follows. Finding that the deaths from
cancer were year by year increasing in number, and more rapidly than the
population ; he has iu several reports called the attention of medical men to the
fact; but. in 60 doing, has also pointed out that much of tliis increase—how
much he cannot say—is almost certainly due to improved diagnosis and more
precise statement of cause; and if it be admittcl—and the Registrar-General
scarcely supposes that the British Medical Association will not admit—that
meiUcal diagnosis has, as a fact, been impro\ing. and that meiUcal certificates
are now given ^itli greater care than formerly, it appears to tollow almost as a
necessary consequence, that at any rate some part of the increased mortality
under the heading " Cancer" must be so caused. It may p<issibly be that the
Registrar-General is inclined to attribute too large a share of the increase to
this cause ; but this is a question simply of degree ; and that some part of the
increase has been thus caused is in his judgment indisputal)ie.— I am. ^Sir. Your
obedient servant, W. Oglk, M.U., Supt. Stat. Dcpt.
The President, British Medical Association.

Also suggested letter in reply, of which the following is a copy

:

To the Itegistrar-General of Sirths, Deaths, and Marriajjes in England.
Sir,—We have to acknowledge and thank you for your letter of November

19th. si^ed by Dr. William Ogle.
In reterence to the several parts of it, we may state that we were perfeclly

awai-e that the lack of precision in tlie existing certiticates would rentier thein
useless in framing statistics for the years that are passed. It is for the future
that we hope for more detailed statistics, and we trust that puflBcientJy precise
certiticates will be forthcoming when the purpose for whicU thej- are ueeded
has been made known.
Your letter speaks of "precise pathological inquiries." We hasten to assnre

you that we have no intention of asking for sucli an inquiry. We do not evea
ask for a division of the eases of malignant disease into their differeut varieties,
but only for a di\isiou according to the part of the iKKly afTecteti.

In reply to your suggestion that we should giither returns froui the hospitals
of tlie country, we mav say that snch returns would be incomplete, and might
even be misleading, 'fhey would de;d only with poor people. They would vary
according to the relation of each indi\ndual hospital to the surrounding popu-
lation, and to its attraction in cases requiring opertwion. ^ etc. 3l^^^t•o^•e^,

couiparalively few of tJii: patie-iits who are treateil tor cancer iu tjie hospitaU
die there. Although, then, hospital statistics are of value in sliowing the
comparative frequency of cancer in the different organs of the Itody. and the
various forms which it assumes in different localities, tdte statistics from ibis
^ouix:e are valueless as indicating tlie proportion of the pQpulutiou attacked l>y
the disciise.

With regard to the last paragraph, we fully informed oureclvc? of the changes
which luni been made in the Annual Reports, antl used those tables which most
nearly correspond and which contain similar headings of difiea:^e iu the Reports
of ditterent years. In relatiim to this point, we venture to quol«* two para-
graphs in your Report for IS.'*!. Tlte first paragraph run? a.s follows:—"One
of the most important uses of a classification of deaths by their alleged canse*.
when it has been L-.xrrip<l out year alter year for a considerable period, is that it

enables those who an- engaged in preventive medicine, in- who are stu<Iying the
natural historv of diseases, to compare the mortality from, each cause iu suc-
cessive yeai-s.'* etc., etc. (page xix). The second paxagtapJh is.:—"' If these
considerations (i. f., caprice of medical oomenclatAire. ini|>rovemen( in djag-
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oitt «tr>»» to IliK lliiilt««1thla»liiPh romp&rUotn c»n Iw friaUiiUy miulc

iT./,*.'..., !i,.. ...,.,1 ihiv li^-.ir.v. ,.t .mvi-Mive VPaf!. !>.• iKirlU' III liiln 1. t llo <-luui((es

^,, _,
:,.,! will be l.)uiiU to offer uo mntcrill hlmlraili-e to

'"Jy •
.1 part of tlu> Inrn'a*!' oKiirvablo In tlic mortality

,„,. .l.»l.lv Jii.' to uioro piwiw »t;it.-ni.-iit ot i-ails.'of druth jliul

1"

.

,,.1, »>• ruimot tUliik lh»l tli.'^>> xh\u^^ mcouiit f..r more tliiui

"„,, ..uofthuliicr.«.i'. W.'.lli.Mcior.'.lHxoii.M. more toil rwt your

.ttiuUoni.', il,.\wt incn-Mf In the mortiilltv .lurloFliU ,lis.-aw imlto oxnr.-sj

o ,r ,% th.it von will ..-. vour «„y to provi;!,. us with u.oro ,lft«IlHl »tat,(sll.-»

on tUc .ulvcci; mnJ of n klii.l wl.icU mnuot b« obtaiu.^1 from any other source.

—We riMnaui, Sir. your olxiUent •ervautfl,

Reoolved: That tlio li-tlor be received and npproved, ami for-

wBTilivl t.. the R.-pixtmi^fl.>norttl, simiert ns the Inst ono, «tiil thftt

ft>Ieimtulioii coiisiftiuH of the sk'urttori.'s W nimointoil to meet

Ur Okrb'. if iieifssiirv. to discuss tlu; subject with liim.

Rend b'ttcr from the Hoiwrarv Sccretnrvof the Reading isrnnch,

reauoniiu: that the jiropiisals of n si)ecial Bi'iicral mectiriK "f nie

Ueailinu Brunch to chiiu^'e the name of the Uraiich to the llciiclnin

an.l ri.i>erTharaesl!ranch,nn<l that an annual meeting and <\inmr

be held in the first wok in July in each your, and that the

Council shall have power to arrange for furl her meetings if

considered desimble, be approved and contirm.'d by the Council.

Resolved: That the pn>p.isal.>* containe.l in Ur. Heygate 1 hil-

lips's letter relative to the alteration in the name of the Reading

Braneti and the annual meeting of the Branch be approved and

continne<l. .• i\, » •

Read letter from Surgeon J. J. Lamprey, suggesting that in

tho'se districts in the Colonies which are too s))arely populated

and the medical men live too far apart to form a Branch, a Member

of the Association should be appointed as Ilonorarj- Secretary tor

the District.
, , , . „.

Resolved: That the letter bereferred to the Journal and J inanee

Committee for consideration.
.

Read letter from Mr. Xelson Hardy asking for the occasional use

of the Council Room for the .Metropolitan Police Surgeons ^Issocia-

Tlie consideration of the letter wa.0 postponed till the

reading of the minutes of the Premises and Library Committee.

Resolvivl : Tliat the '.'.')4 Candidates whose names appear on the

circular convening the meeting be, and they arc hereby, elected

members of the British >Iedical Association.

Resolve.l: That the Minutes of the Journal and Finance Com-

mittee of to-day's date be received and approved, and the recom-

mendations contained therein carried into effect, with the

exception of the recommendation relating to the increase of

salanes of the officers.

Tlie Mlnutei of the Journal and Finance Committee contain the jccounts of

the ouarter in.linn Ueecn.lior :Uat. 1S.S7. amounting to £6,927 13s. 8cl.

au.lit'irs' quarterly cert ilirate. liecommcndations for the investment of

£3.1X10, and the increase of officers' salaries.

Resolved: That the recommendation on the increase of salaries

of officers be referred back to the Journal and Finance Committee,

and reported upon to the Council at the next meeting.

Resolved: That the Minutes of the Habitual Drunkards Com-

mittee of the 17th inst. be receiveil and approved, and the recom-

mendations contained therein caiTied into effect.

The minute* of theHiibitiial Urunkanls Committee contain a recommenda-

tion that the Home Sccretarv be roquealid to receive a <leputatioii of the

fomniittee upon the subject of further restrictive legislation for Habitual

DrunkanI*.

Resolved: That the Minutes of the Therapeutics Committee of

the 17th itist. be receivwl and approved, and the recommendations

contained therein carried into eHEeCt.

The Committee met toeonslder resolutions passedby the Tlierapcutic Section at

theai.nualmeetinK at TluWln In .\uKust last. and totakesuch steps torarry

Into effect the sugRrstlons for Therapeutic Ileform made in the sectional

Presl.lent's address.

Resolved: That the Minutes of the Premises and Librarj- Com-

mittee of the -.'Ist day of November last and of the 17th in.st. be

received and approved, and the recommendations contained

therein carried into effect.

Tlie minute, of the Pre.nl.." an I T.lhnrv Committee contain several olters of

l>,v,k'< the HeiKirt .>( Dr .VKr-l C'.-\rp"enter relative to the Inipn.vement In

the v.-ntilation. an, I re.v.iiiiu.-ii Ulloin wit h certain eondilioii'. upon which

•cienlilic associations may h:ive tlielr meetings In the Conneil Koom.

Resolved: That the Minutes of the Relative Rank Committee

of the 2.'>th of October Us^t and of the 17th inst., together with the

Rep-jrl of the Committee (see page 20."i). lx> received and approved,

and t!>e recommendations contained therein carried into effect.

Reoolved: That the Committee lie re<iue!>ted to continue their

services, and to take any further steps that may be nece.ssarv.

Resolved: That the Jrlinuteis of the Fees to Witnesses Subcom-

mittee of the 17th inst. lie received and approved, and the recom-

mendations contained therein carried intu effect.

Tin- minutes of the Fees to Wiluesses Sub ommittoe recommend that the

oueslion he j.lneed beton> the Hninehes ol the Assrx-iatioii forovtdenco as

tothe pniolieeof the courts in the various parts of the United Kincdom.

The further arrangements for the amiual meotmg at Glasgow

were then consideretl.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

SAN KKMO.
[rnoM orii own coiiuesposdent.]

Afteu a week's continement to his room owing to a catarrhal

attack and some change in the laryngeal condition reported

elsewhere in your cohimns, the C^rown l>rince is a^ain to be seen

taking daily "drives, apparently none the worse. There has been

no sug;'estion here ot any fresh consultation taking place.
'
Sir

MoreU'^Iaekenzie contiiuies to enjoy the most absolute conh-

ilence of his august patient and that of the Crown Princess and

the family generally. Sir M. Mackenzie arrived here on Sunday

afternoon^ being met at Ventimiglia by Dr. lYeeman.

On Wednesday and Thursday the annual bazaar in aid of the

poor of all nationalities was held here, under the patronage of

the Crown Princess, who contriliuted two terracotta plaques

iiaiuted by herself. Prince Henry also sending a sketch. The

roval party lunched at the buffet, which was kept and served

entirely by the Engli.sh. The room and tables were most tast^

fully decorated, and the young ladies attired as waitresses and

the'gentlcraen as cooks made an effective scene. In the evening

a dance was held, at which Prince Henry thoroughly enjoyed

himself, dancing until 3 a.m., when he left by the early morning

train for Milan, to meet his future bride, the Princess Irene,

who. with her father, the Grand Uuko of Hesse, have arrived

to stay for some time.
- , ^ t>

On Wednesday, the thirtieth anniversary of the Crown Prince

and Princess's wedding-dav, addresses and bouquets were pre-

sented, and a display of fireworks with illuminations of the

iioteU 'took place in the evening.
. , , , r< wi i

On Wednesday next a subscription ball in aid of the Ophthalmic

Institute is to be held, and it is expected it will be a great suc-

cess, Prince Henrj- and the Princesses having promised to bo

There have been many vbitors to San Remo and to the Villa

Zirio the last week or two, amongst others, the Princess Louise

and Lord Lome, the Marquis of Hartington, and Sir Henry and

Liidv Lavard.
, ^. ^ j n,„

Mr Edward Lear, the eminent water-colour artist, and tlie

author of the famous books of Notisense, long resident here,

died on Sunday last. '

]\L\XCHESTER.
[from orn own couufspondent.J

Vacant Chairs in Owen.i Co !In/e.—Ship Canal and the Pollution

of the InceU.—SmaU-pox.— Univernity CM)S.

So far no official intimation has been made of the vacant Chairs of

Obstetrics and Surgerj- in Owens College. We believe that the

authorities of the College are seriously considering how they can

most efficiently till these important posts with most beneht to tlie

medical students of Owens t:ollege. The Owens College is now so

lar>'e and important a centre ot medical instruction (the ayerage

number of students attemling classics during the wnnter session on

purely medical subjects being about three hundred), that its

iiutln'iriti.s are bound to secure for these posts the ver>- best avail-

able men men who will throw themselves into their work with

vigour and enthusiasm. The following local gentlemen are, we

heTieve likely to be candidates forthe Chairof Ohstetncs, namely,

Dr William .lapp Sinclair, Dr. Walter, and Dr. Lloyd Roberts. A^

to the candidates forthe Chairof Surgery, rumour is busy witli

the names of several local surgeons, but, so far, nothing is dell-

nitely decided on this matter.

The Ship Canal is likely to have far-reaching effects, apart trom

its commercial advantages, on the Manchester district. At a con-

ference of local authorities the question as to what means can be

taken to prevent the pollution of the Mersey and Irwell wa,s dis-

cussed last week. The canal will depend upon the waters fur-

Uis'wd by these rivers ; and if the water be allowed to remain pol-
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luted with sewage and the refuse of manufactories wliich these

rivers and their tributaries pass, then tlie caual will become the

main sewer of the greater part of South Lancashire instead of the

great waterway of the county. The rivers must be cleansed, and

the directors of the Ship Ciinal and the various local bodies of

Lancashire have taken steps to see how this can best be accom-

plished.

The Manchester Board of Guardians have adopted suggestions

drawn up by their medical officer in view of a possible outbreak

of small-pox in Manchester.
The members of the f:dinhurgh and Aberdeen University Clubs

have iust held their annual reunions. At the dinner of the former,

Dr. Little presided ; at the latter. Dr. Sinclair. Dr. Paterson, of

Owens College, was elected Secretary of the former, wee Mr. Hardy,

who has resigned, ilr. Hardy has been Secretary since the forma-

tion of the Club.

NEWCASTLE - UPON - Tl'NE.
[fbom oun OWN corhespondent.]

College of Medicine.—Death-rate of Newcastle.—Annual Report of
the Dispensary.— Tfie Clinical Society.

The Council of the College of Medicine have instituted a series of

lectures on anatomy and physiology, intended for artists, art

students, and others interested in higher education ; these will be

held in February and March annually, the lecturers being Dr.

Oliver, Lecturer on Physiology at the College of Medicine, and Dr.

Mears, Lecturer on Anatomy. The course comprises in the

anatomical part :—The construction of the skeleton, showing use

made of arch, girder, buttress, spring, wedge, and buffer; the

formation of the various kinds of joints, the mechanism of the

muscles, and the internal mechanisms connected with respiration,

circulation, etc. In the physiological part, the forces in action in

the human body and their relations to the phenomena of life.

Examinations will be held at the end of the course, and certificates

awarded to the successful candidates.

The mortality returns of the city of Newcastle have for some
time been unusually high ; there is reason, however, to believe

that the returns have been estimated on a lower population than
exists in the city ; the Registrar-General has intimated that in

future he will deal with the health statistics on the assumption of

an increase of 20,000 inhabitants. This alteration will bring the
mortality returns more in keeping with the actual state of things,

and will enable Newcastle to compare more favourably with the
other large towns of the kingdom.

Dr. Ridley, the resident medical officer at the dispensarj-, pre-

sented his annual report to the committee of the institution this

week; it is the report for the 110th di'^pensary year, and shows
an increase of 1,973 cases over that of the previous year; there

has been an increase of 2,024 in those cases recommended by a

subscriber's letter, and a slight decrease in the number of casual
patients ; the letter-patients are, in the majority of cases, attended
by the ^-isiting assistants at their homes ; Dr. Ridley ascribes the
increase as largely due to an epidemic of measles which occurred
in the spring. The report gives a talile of the cases attended at

home, tabulating them in their proper districts ; in each district

the work has been much heavier than in past years, and it seems
probable that an increase in the number of visiting assistants will
he required if the work goes on increasing and is to be properly
carried out. During the past year. Dr. Ridley says, he has insti-

tuted a series of investigations into the circumstances of patients
under the dispensarj' through the medium of the Charity Organi-
sation Society, and in no case was it found that the charity was
being abused. The number of casuals treated during the year was
15,08.S, the largest number treated in one year, the increase being
probably due to the closing of the ca.sual department at the
inftmiarj-. Tlie mortality returns for all the patients amount to
2.5 per cent.; amongst tlie home patients it is 9.4 per cent. The
highest death-rate occurs in children under 1 year and from 1 year
to 5 years of age, the former being 19.0 per cent, and the latter 10.4

per cent. ; 1,.314 cases of zymotic disease were treated during the
year, with a mortality of 7..3 per cent.; measles was responsible for
733 cases, with a death-rate of 5.6; scarlet fever, 1.59 cases, death-
rate 1.8 per cent.; 15 cases of typhus fever occurred, but were re-
"moved to the fever hosiiital. Tlie report concludes with special
reports from the spoc'ial departments—aural, .skin, and dental.
Dr. Atkinson, in his report of the aural department, says the cases
cannot well be grouped, owing to his ignorance of tlie condition
of many of the patients treated iirior to his receiving the care of

this department ; he also suggests the inclusion of disease* of the
throat in this section. The reports of the dental and skin depart-
ments are meagre in tlie e.vtreme, the total number of cases alone
being given, without any attempt at classification ; it would be a
great improvement if the reports of these departments were treated

in the same exhaustive manner as that of the resident medical
officer.

The annual dinner of the Clinical Society will be held on Feb-
ruary 16th, 1888, the President in tlie chair ; representatives from
nearly all the learned societies in the district have been asked,
and I understand the evening will be even more successful than
that of last year ; the January meeting of the society was held
last week. Dr. Ridley showed a stone removed by lateral litho-

tomy successfully, also a case of varicocele cured by subcutaneous
ligature. Dr. Limont showed a well-marked case of pseudo-
hypertrophic paralysis in a little boy. Dr. Hardie showed two
cases of abdominal tumour, one renal the other splenic. Dr.
Robertson (Gateshead) read a paper on infantUe diarrhoea, which
gave rise to an interesting discussion.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE HENDON COW DISEASE.
Sib,—1 had hoped that the Hendon cow discussion would have

been allowed to rest for a while. I must, however, ask you to

kindly permit me to reply to Dr. Klein's letter in the Joctinai, of

January 28th. Dr. Klein writes :
—

" Dr. Crookshank expressed

great indignation at my having exhibited to that meeting ' with-
out his permission,' 'his' calf. Now, the fact of the matter is

that this calf was not Dr. Crookshank's property. It belonged to

Professor Brown, and had been sent with other similar calves by
Professor Brown to the Animal Vaccine Station, etc."

The protest which 1 made, Sir, was a firm but not an indignant

one, and is expressed in the JomNAi, of January 21st, p. 135, as

follows

:

" It was one of those calves which had been vaccinated at the

National Vaccine Establishment which Dr. Klein had brought to

the meeting. He, Professor Crookshank, thought that if this was
to have been done it would only have been fair to have shown one
of the first calves that had not taken when revaccinated. He
thought that for one observer to publish part of the. as yet un-
published, researches of another, and to show one of his animals

without his having been consulted, and to be allowed to ^ve his

version of the results, was an event unparalleled in the history of

the Pathological Society of London."
It was not a question of the actual ownership of the calves.

Strictly speaking, they are the property of the Agricultural

Department of the Privy Council. But they were handed over to

me for my experiments, and I could therefore surely speak of

them for the time being as mine. It was I myself who, on the

morning of the special meeting, arranged that the calf which was
to be exhibited should go straight on to the Animal Vaccine Sta-

tion, and I (not Professor Brown) farther arranged for two more
to follow afterwards from the Royal Veterinarj- College. I did

this under the distinct impression tliat the experiments to be done
were to be jointly done ; and I distinctly understood at the time

that Mr. Murphy would co-operate with me. Mr. Murphy had
expressed himself as most anxious to work with me at the cow-
pox aspect of the question, and he accepted my in-s-itation to visit

the Wiltshire farm and to cross-examine the milkers. He was
greatly impressed with what he had seen and heard, and on the

journey back even went so far as to say that, if it was not vac-

cinia, he did not know what it could be. Yet his co-operation

fell through. Why ?

I attended vers- regularly at the Animal Vaccine Station until

the calves were ready. The first inoculation I made jointly with
Dr. Corj- ; the second inoculation I made jointly with Mr. G. W.
Collins," Dr. Cory being away at the time; the third and fourth

inoculations were made by Dr. Corv', and in each animal in about

forty places, and in the presence of Professor Brown, Dr. Klein,

and myself.
Now. Sir, my protest was directed to the fact that, although

Professor Brown and I met Dr. Klein, and we together inspected

the calf on the ver\- morning of the meeting at the Pathological

Society, yet Dr. Klein gave us no intimation of his intention to

exhibit it at tlie meeting. Had the proposal been made to me to

show the calf, 1 should willingly have acquiesced ; but I should
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Tiave shown also the other calf (the first removo from the boy's

thumb> -n-hifh hnd rrtisted the tost of rovaccimition. To keep

this calf (Kick, and to show only the fooond reino\T or jmstular

calf, which did tako, will hardly commend itself to anyone as

fair criticiam or impartial co-operation for the advancement of

science.

The second part of my protest was directe<l to the fact that Th-.j

Klein endeavouTf^ to explain away certain experiments of lainel

which are not yot pvihlisl\ed, and at which he was not e\vn an;

onlooker. From some niiigli notes of the.se experiments which I

aketchtil out for the henetit of those interested in watching the

revaccinations, Dr. Klein presented to the Societj- a pedigree, with

certain comments, which was printed in leaflet form and dis-

tributed by an attendant to members of the Society as they

entered. 1 am surely justified in taking exception to this when
i have promiswl thiit all these experiments will shortly be pul)-

lisluil in full.

In conclusion. Sir, the subject of cow-pox has been pressed to

the front ; hut it must be remembered that the main question

•which is at present before the profession is, whether a certain

vesicular disease of the teats of cows at llendon—a disease com-
municatee! from animal to animal by the hand of the milker—was
the very iliseuse which we in man call scariatinei? In other word.",

was the Ilenilon cow disease a disease new to science, which might
be called the llendon or scarlatinal pox? The results of my
inve.stisatiou have forced me to verj' different coucluBions, and
titiese it was my duty to lay before the profession.—I am, etc.,

\ . January 30th, ISiid i ,[ -Mir,/) .lU Epqab M. Cb^okkhank.

Angusto Comte for his Theorj- of Religion and Life, we must re-

fil.se to enter into a controversy unsuitod for our paj>.!i. Wo are

aware that Mr. Spencer has denied his indel>tednes.s to Comto for

ftTr\- of his doctrines ; we are also aware that this was in answer

to those who held, on what they deemed to bo irrefragable proof,

that without the pn^^-ious existence of Augnsto Oomte, Mr.

Spencer's dpctjrinea would never have, seen the light.

"HERBERT SPENCER ON SANITATION BY COMPETITION, i

*- Sib,—Will you allow an admirer of the writings of Mr. Herbert

iShpencer to point out that your article in the JotrBNAt pf Jaunatyi

Wth does him injustice ? , ..
:

j

Tou say :
" Mr. Spencer seems, too, to have studied only one fea-

ture of the Darwinian theory, and to understand the lessons even]

of that very imperfectly." Now nil that you quote from 'Six:

Spencer is in Sorial Statics, published in 1850 ; while the ioint|

pape.r bj' Darwin and Wallace on Natural Selection was read ati

the Linnasan Society in 1858, and the Origin./)/ JSpeclh aiiieaxeA.i

in IWO. '.'"'".''' .''','
.'

'

'

In the preface to the American edition ot Social SfaUcs,'^\xb-

lishcd in 18C4, Mr. Spenciar .says :
" During the fourteen years that

"ha'TC elapsed since the original publication of the work, the general

theory which it enunciates has undergone, in his mind, consider-

able further development and some accompanying modifications."

Ai>d, again : " In restatiTig the doctrines he would bring into

greater prominence the transitional nature of all political institn-

,tions, and the consequent relative goodness of some arrangements
which have no claim to absolute goodne,ss."

' You say, "So long, for instance, as Jlr. II. Spencer was content

TO occupy himself with the evolution of a theory of religion and
'Kfe from his own inner consciousness and the writings of M.
'"Comte," etc N'othing could be more unlike than the religious

"views of Augiiste Comtc and of Mr. Spencer. The object of

'tJointist wors^'P., ''' " Humanity "—past, present, and future. Mr.

Spencer says. 'No such thing as a 'religion of Humanity ' can

erer do more than temporarily shut out the thought of a Power
.of which Humanity is but a small and fugitive product—a Power
which was in course of over-changing manifestations before Hu-
manity was, and will continue through other manifestations when
Humanity has ceased to be" {Study of S'^cioloify, chapter xii).—

I

am, etc., .\LmE!) R. IL\i,i..

Sunnybank. Shoot-up Hill, K.W.

*,* We must decline to accept our correspondent's apology on
behalf of Mr. Herbert, Spencer. In the light of Darwin's publica-

tions, Mr. Spencer has permittMl at least one ni-w eilition of

Social Statics to Imj jHibljshed without any modilication of his ob-

iectionablo theories in the text. Nay, so far from that (and this

IS a proof of that ignorance of the complete bearing of Darwinism
with which we chargiKl him), in a publication (The Man versus the

State) issued thirty-three years later than Social Statics, Mr.

Spencer refers specifically to Mr. Darwin's doctrine of natural

Belection as strengthening his objectionable position, and ex-

presses surprise that, despite the general acceptance of tJiis doc-

trine by cultivated people, " now more than ever before in the

history of the world are they doing all they can tp further sur-

vival of the unfittest."

As to the extent to which Mr. Herbert Spenc«r is indebted to

DE, CEEIGH'TON ON COW-POX AND VACCINAL SYPHILIS.

SiB,—The reviewer of a, small work of mine on cow-pox has

allowed two or three errors in matters o£ fact to creep into on

otherwise learned, witty, and pertinent criticism. I send the cor-

rections, both on account of your habitual care in reporting upon

books, and from a natural unwillingness that those who may have

read the review, but may never see the book, should go. away

thinking the thing which is not. " ' '
'

.
. -

.

1. " He gives us no assistance trfwUMs ' i^ediicing whatever risk

there may be in the operation lof vacciiiating) as nowadays ^B,e-

tised." Can the reviewer have read the book through ? There

are numerous examples in it of what follows fr(^m neglecting

Jenuer's " golden rule ", (see especialV>-' p. 117). lu^ more than a

dozen places 1 adwrt to the danger of using late lymph. I adopt

and endeavour to elucidate the practical teaching uf the late Dr.

E, C. Seaton, as to the avoidable causes of the great, vaccinal OW-

asterswhichhaveoccurred mostly abroad, as well as the correspond-

ing teaching on the no less obnoxious than mi;5leading^doc;triiie of

invaccinated syphilis. I endeiivour to illustrate the folly of

vaccinating from a child with an eruption on its arms by refer-

ence to the well-known ca^e of a vaccination inspector, and by

reference to the same case, to show the conveiueuoe of knowing

the date after vacoinatipn at which lymph is proposed to be taken.

One' of mv principal themes, illustrated from the writings of

Ceely, Estlin, Bousquet, and Jonner himself, is the peculiar and

even surpri^iiig properties of primary lymph; I point out, _Uie

danger of " goii)g back to the cow," and I may here remark that wnat

I ha(l to say on"^that point had acquired special relevancy within

the la.9t few weeks. DoubUess t he author of a set of directions or

instructions for vaccinators would hove fallen into a more didactic

turn of style ; but I shall be surprised if my reuioned statement

of the natural history of cow-po,x does not help vaccinators to

understand how and when the risks arise.

2. •• Of evidence we have none." This is said of the substance

or main cohttsntion of the book, which occupies the greater part

of it, and to which every part of it leads up. I w.iU charitably

suppose that the reviewer here speaks in some non-natural,

Pickwickian, or constructive sousa The book is pretty nearly all

evidence ; it is so compact with evidence, as any onhnary person

will understand the word, that it needs close reading lo appre-

hend it. Not more than an eighth or tenth part is taken up with

comments ; all the rest is a relation of evidence, collected and

put together at the cost of much tnae and pains. The evidence

is constantly authenticated by full and precise references in the

notes ; it is summarise<l in sevea-al pages of contents ; it is alplia-

betically registered in an index ; and if the Agricultural Depart-

ment had only been a few months earlier with its shocking reve-

lations of recent cow-pox, the evidences would have been

corroborated in an appen<lix, dealing also with the humanitarian

aspect of cow-pox in the cow, with the coiitiumuation of milk by

scabs, pus, and blood, BJid with the BCOfH ^Ver traceable to such

sources. ,
, r .i„_„

a The word " falsehood," winch 1 nm accu-sed of usmg along

with " sophistry," does not occur in the Ixiok, nor any equivalent

4. '"Readers will do wisely to verify each stati>ment of our

author licfore accepting him""—whatever accepting "him ^^7
mean. In form this is not a misleading assertion like 1 and i\ U
is merely a gentlemanly insinuation ; it is the sort of caution that

one might give, in a parallel case, agnin.st a habitual liar or a

detected impostor. Readers of this book, as the reviewer patheti-

cally tells them, may have scant means of going to original .sourcei

of information ; and, in the very same breath, ho throws upon

them a task which ho has thus far declined to take upon h>M3«"-

Perhaps the simplest way to deal with this gentleman will be for

me now to challenge him to point .out one single missUtement Ot

fact (for it is to mattern of fact that liisfiwesping innuendo relates)
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in those chapters of my book agiiiiist wliieh he specially cautioaod

your readers.
i

In gi\-ing a challenge of that sort I know thajtl am inciting a
-closer scrutiny than a n-riter's work is ordinarily subjected to; but

1 give the challenge deliberately, and 1 slinll feel obliged to you,

Sir, if you will undertake to deliver the cartel to the person who
has to "ansvi-pr it.— 1 am, etc., C. OaEKrH^O^f, M.D.

Januarj- Kith, 1.SS8.

MEDICAL EX-UUXATIOXg.
, , _

Sib,—The address by Mr. E. Owen wiiich appears in the J^OUB-

.NAL of January L'Sth refers to several points to wliich my atten-

tion has been oftentimes called during the past few years, and

which are so important that they should not, I think, be allowed

to pass without comment. With your permission 1 will refer to

them in order.

1. The Conjoint English Board's examinations in chemistrj' and
materia medica. 1 .'-appose the experience of evers' teacher of

jinatomy must be somewhat similar to my own on this point. I

constantly, at the commencement of the winter session and during
the month of October, find myself engaged in some such conversa-
tion as the following :

" Mr. So-and-So, I don't si'e you dissecting."
*' No, sir, I am reading for my examination in materia medica " or
" in chemistry," as the case may be. " How is that ?" " Oh, I got
ploughed in July," or " I didn't think I knew enough to go in last

summer."
Now the Conjoint Board is careful to fix the examinations in

these subjects towards Uie end of October, the result being that a

certain number of first year's students are irregular at lectures,

and dissect little or not at all until November begins, thus handi-
capping themselves more than they are aware in their anatomical
work. It is natural that students should wish to clear off their

materia medica and chemistry before going on to other subjects,

and the Conjoint Board should see that this may be done without
Interference with other work. If it were compulsory that a stu-

dent should pass in these subjects prior to registration, as Mr.
Owen suggests, the difficulty would be most easily surmounted

;

but if this is impossible, then surely the examination might be
held in the latter part of September, or at least early in October.

2. The subjects of materia medica and therapeutics may now be
studied prior to registration and passed in immediately after-

wards. Surely it is ridiculous that a student who is or may be
totally ignorant of physiology' and anatomy shoidd be expected
to know the physiological action of drugs, and that he should
learn the theory of the administration of medicine before he has
made any acquaintance with the diseases for which they are

given. If materia medica is to be taught at all, one would think
that it might form a primary subject, therapeutics being entirely

relegated to the final examination, as is or was the rule in the
University of Dublin when I was a student there.

3. I fully agree with ilr. Owen as to the absurdity of permit-
ting students to pass in physiology and anatomy at different

times. A man ought reasonably to be expected to know enough
of both subjects at one given time to pass in them, or he is cer-
tainly not fit to become a medical practitioner.

4. I also endorse every word which he says as to the recent
regulations with regard to the honour examinations of the Uni-
versity of London. If the present scheme has been devised solely

for the purpose of lightening the labours of the examiners, there
is nothing more to be said about it. Its devisers may at least,

however, congratulate themselves on having discovered an infal-

lible method for cutting down the number of students competing
for honours to the minimum.

It has sometimes occurred to me that if (ho Deans and Hono-
rary Secretaries and others concerned in the manaijement of medi-
cal schools had the opportunity of meeting annually, matters such
as these might be considered, and possibly a joint remonstrance
or recommendation from such a meeting' might have its efiect

upon the rulers of our licensing bodies.
This is perhaps too much to hope for, but I trust that Mr.

Owen's admirable address will not be allowed to pa.ss without
some expression of opinion from those directly interested in
teaching.—I am, etc.,

Behthast C. a. Wistdle, M.A., M.D.,
Professor of Anatomy and Honorary Secretary,

Queen's College, Birmingham.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

EED CROSS ASSOCIATION.
Heb Majes'TY the Empress of Germany ha.s placed at the dis-

posal of the International Conference of the Red Cross Associa-

tion, which met at Carlsruhe in September last, a sum of 6,01/)

marks, as well as three gold and nine silver medals bearing her
eftigy. The object of this generous gift is to offi.T the Conference

an opportunity of introducmg something caJctilat^d to promote
the inPerests of the International Institution of the 'Red Cross, and
more e.speciallythe reljef of the wounded. The Conference has

Cpnsequently decided on devoting Her Majesty's gracious gift to a
competition on the best interior arrangement for a portable lazaret

(hospital), that is to say, the Indication of the most suitable

objects and the best means of procuring them, for arranging and
working a portable hospital intended for a certain number of

sick and wounded. Inquiries or particulars as to taking part in

the competition should be addressed .to the " Comity Central des

Soci^tfe Allemandes de la Croix-Rouge, Wilhelmstrasse 7-3, Berlia."

All correspondence in reference to space in the exhibition should

be addressed to the executive committee in Brttssels; Eue_ du
Palais "2.

•Tf rrrr.

VOLUNTEER MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
We are asked to state that the inspection of the class now being

held ujider the auspices of the Volunteer Ambulance Department
will take place on Saturday, Pebruarj- 18th, at 5 pji., at the

Guildhall, when the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs -n-ill attend in state.

The members of the Association and their friends will dine t(>-

gether at the Holbom Restaurant at 7 p.m. the same evening,

after the inspection. The Council will be glad to see any army or

volunteer medical officer either at the Guildhall or at the subse-

quent mess meeting, and such gentlemen are invited to com-
municate with the Houorarj' Secretary, Mr. Alfred Lingard, at

THE NAVY.
The following appointments have been made at the Admiralty : Georqe S.

Smith. Surgeon, to the Kingjisher ; JoHJf S. Fogebty. M.D.. Surgeon, to the

Jtiexndeer : Graham. E. Kexsedv. Surgeon, to the Orwell ; H. W. Macxamaba,
Surgeon, to Malt.i Hospital ; Alexander J. J. JoHNSTOM, Surgeon, .to the 5ur-

prise; James M. Rogers. Surgeon, to the DvJx of Weirtn^Am: DrxcAS
HILSTOS. Deputy Inspector-General of Hospitals, to Bermuda Hospital ; R. R.

SiCCAMA, Deputy Iuspectoi>C}eneral of Hospitals, to Chatham Hospital; J0H5
JJ'HuTCHlN GieI. to be Surgeou and Agent at Ramsey, Isle of Man.

Staff-Surgeon jA>rES Booth died at Montrose on January 21tli. He
entereil as Surgeon June Ist, 1S25 ; became Staff-Surgeon, August l.Mb, 1688 ;

and retired in lb57.

THE MEDICAL STAFF. 'J'

Depltt Surgeox-Gexkbai. W. M. Webb is promotcul to be Surgeon-Genwal
(ranking as Major-General). nice H. T. Reade. V.C.. C.B., granted retired pay.

His previous commissions are dated: Assistant-Surgeon, March 24th, l.'^l

;

Surgeon, January 15th. I.S64; Surgeon-Major, Mnivh 1st. lS7:i: Brigade-Sur-

geon, Novejuber '27th, lS7tl ; and Deputy Surgeon-General, July Mh.IiSSl. He
served with tlie lilt h Regiment throughout the Crimean war in lSM-55, and
was ai the b,attles pf the Alma and Balaclava and at the siege and f.all of Sebaa-

topol. He h.aB the medal with three elasps an.l tlie Turkish medal.
Brigade-Surgeon E. W. Wade is made Deputy Surgeon-Qeneral (rankinf; as

Colouel). vice W. M. Webb. He entered as AssisUmt-Surgeon. September astb,

IS.'S' \ became Surgeon, October ."^th, 1S72 ; Surgeon-Major, March 1st, 1S73 ; and
Brigade-Surgeon, rebruarj- 1st, ISM. He has no war record.

Surgeon-Major O. A. Macxseli. M.D. . is promoted to bo Brigade-Surgeon

(ranking as Lieutenant-Colooel) vice F. W. W^nle. Briga.1i--Surgeon Mauusell

entered as Assistant-Surgeon. October 1st. I.'<(i2 ^ became Surgeon. March 1st,

1S7.1; and Surgeon-Major, .\prll 23th. lS7i5. He wiis with the Royal Artillery

during the Bhoolan campaign in 1SM-Ii5, and was at the capture of Fort Buxar,

the Bala Fass, the Tuzgaon Stockade, and Fort Chamoorchec tmedal with

clasp). He was also engaged in the war in Egypt ill ISt^, and has the medal
and the Egyptian bronze star for th.at campaign-
Brigade-Surgeon F. P. SrAPLKJt is granted retire,! pay. His commissions are

dated: AssistantrSurgeon. April Ist, I<61; Surgeon. March 1st. 187:i ; Surgeon-

Major. April 1st. 1876 ; and llrigadc-Surgeon. September '^Mii, 1*S7. He served

with the 1st Batt.aliou of the li'th Regimeut in the na7..ara cami^ign iu I.*f>S,

and took part in the expedition against the tribes on the Bbek Mountain
(medal with clasp).

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SBRVICB.
Deputy Surgeos-Ge-neral R. F. Ui:tchl.vsox. M.D.. Bengal Establishment,

has retired from the service, which he entered as .\ssistant-.^urg«-in Dceember
;ir'i. 1S.>1. attaining to Deputy Surgeon-Genenil December i'th. 1SS2, He was
engaged in the Afghan war hi 1879. and has the medal thcri'for.

Surgeon A. R. EcwARPS. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the officiat-

ing medical charge of the 1st Sikh Infantry, vice Surgeon -\. SlLCuCK, who liaa

been posted to Belaspore as Civil Surgeon.
Surgeon-Major 0. W. Oalthbop. Bengal Hstablisbmwit. Medical Officer

fth Native Cavalry, has leave of absence on madii»l certificate for one year to

the Kangra Valley and adjacent hllU.
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Surgfvn- Major A. H. C. Da^k, BomliAV K«t*ltU8hmrnt. in nipdlcRl chnrffp of

Dip ffliupiU BiktUlioD, lial Inkve to Kuropi- fur vltiliUcn niuiltb!i od pnvuto
aflUn.

THR VOLrNTKKRS,
ACTIXt;-SfRr.EO?f J. M. CAMhntrty. M.l*.. 1« Diimharton, lina rcsljjnpd >ii»

KpiMMnlnirnt. vrhich Ih>iv (l.'itoUctnlit'r Ith, lti«4. Mr. J. K. P. Cui,LK.v, M3.,
Is aiij-iiilitf^l A(Min({-Sur(;poii in til» Rlt-a*!.

Air. J. .V. Joxt:s in i\p[HtiiittHl Ai'tinK-SiirRfHrn to the 2lul Voluutoor Battalion
Wrldi HcRinipnt i\%Xr thp Ist QIiimorRnn*.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICQ-ETHICAL

UNQUALIFIED MKDICAL ASSISTANTS.
A LROAl, corrcspoiulont -n-ritos:—A case of very consideraWo
interest to those practitioners who employ unqualified assistants

has recently been reported. The case is a most useful one, as

gho\«-uig and defining in a fairly distinct manner the duties -which

«re within the scope of nn unqualified assistant, and those duties

which should only be performed by a. duly qualified medical man.
The action was one brought by the trustee in bankruptcy of

Louis Fitzmaurice for fees for seri-ices rendered and medicines
supjjlied by an unqualified assistant to the defendant. Fitzmaurice
carried on business in Burj-, and had a branch business in a neigh-
l>oiiring village, wliich was conducted by Joseph Alphonso Fitz-

maurice, who was unqualified. At the trial it was admitted that
Louis Fitzmaurice liad not rendered any services personally to the
defendant, and that Jose^)h Alphonso Fitzmaurice who had rendered
the sen-ices had no qualification at all. The judge of the Salford
Hundred Court on tliese facts, and relying on the thirty-second
section of the Jledical Act, 1858, non-suited the plaintiff, who
appealed to the Divisional Court, and it was contended on his

behalf that the only effect of the Act was to incapacitate the
unqualified person uom suing, the Act containing no provision
rendering the employment of u qualified person compulson,-, as in

the Apolnecaries Act (55 George III, c. 194). These argiiments,
however, did not prevail with the Court, and Lord Coleridge, in
his judgment, defined very reasonably the sphere that an
unqualified assistant should occupy. It is not necessary that the
services should be rendered personally by the qualified prac-
titioner, if lie really directs the attendances and prescribes the
medicine. The unqualified person may be, under certain circum-
stances, " tlie hand employed and g\uded by the directing brain of

the qualified person." In this case, however, the action was for

nervices which the quahfted person did not render, and it was
found at the trial that the qualified person rendered no services at

all, either by directing the services M the unqualified assistant or
in any other way.

Mr. Justice Denman said, in the course of the argument, that if

the plaintiff was right, a medical man could send his butler to
visit his patients and yet recover his charges, and the contention
of the plaintiff practically did amount to t^is.

Mr. Justice Denman's judgment was so clear and concise that
the following extract may be useful:—"Here an action has been
brought by a qualified medical practitioner for services rendered
and me<licines supplied, and he must make out he has rendered
such senices and supplied such medicines. This he does not do,
but shows that another person has done the work for him without
consultation with him. Can it be urged that this is a compliance
with the 32nd section of the Medical Practitioners' Act, 185.H?

Ijooking at the provisions of that Act, I do not think it is com-
petent to a medical man to give a roving commission to another,
and, in this instance, an un(|ualified person, to do work in his
own name, ond then sue the patient so attended. To permit such
a state of things to go on would ho contrarj- to the clear inten-
tions of the Act. Again, so far as this case is concerned, it would
be a mockery and a misuso of the words 'master and servant'
to hold them to Ik- ajiplicable under the circumstances detailed."

I*ractitioners cannot, tln-refore, be; too careful not to leave cases
in the hands of unqualified men, but should carefully 8uperinten<l
and oversee everj-thing entru.sted to them to do; otherwise, and
rightly so, not only will the fees be irrecoverable, but practitioners
may lay themselves open to most serious claims for negligence.

COUMRB V. HANSON AXD BHODHITIST.
This wns an action to recover moneys, twing the balance due for
racilirni attendance, me<licine, and board and lodging. ilr.Coumbe,
M.R-C.S., practising at Twyford, was calle<l on September 6th to
Colonel Brodhurst, who had been thrown from a carriage, and sus-

tained a fracturoof the thigh and other injuries. Being at the time
on a visit to Sir I!. Hanson, wlio was going awny in three weeJos'
time, Cohmel Brodhurst asked (o be taken into ilr. Coumbe's
house. Sir R. Hanson told Mr. t'oiiinbe tliat he would hold him-
self liable for the e.xpenses incurred. Colonel Brodhurst reraain(*l

under treatment in Mr. Coumbe's house for eight weeks; his wife
and a hospital nurse from Heading were also in the liouiie. He
was then removed to Brighton, Mr. Counibe going with him, for
which a charge of £21 was made. A fortniglit later Mr. Coumbe
again went to Brighton, for which a fee of fifteen gtiineas was
rimrged. A sum of £.>*'d was charged for medical expenses, and
£10 a week for board and lodging of Colonel and Mrs. Brodliurst
and nurse. The plaintiff stated that he charged 10s. 6d. a visit.

He sent a bill tor £210 to Sir R. Hanson, who tendered £100 in
payment.

I'he jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for £55 beyond the
.€UXl paid by Sir R. Hanson and the £25 paid into court by Colonel
Brodhurst.
Mr. Justice Stephen gave judgment for the plaintiff, with costs.

dispensaky:chahoes.
Dr. Jamks Lkatham. a physician in practice in Rodnpy Street, Liverpool,
Bought in the Liverpool County Court, on January ;(lPt, to recover the sum oC
£'22 tor niertical and eurpical attendance from a butcher named Dunbar. The
defence was that Dr. Leatliam's services were sought through his dispensary
in Seacome Street, and that it was antieip.ated that the charges would be at
the low rates obtaining there, namely. 2^. 6d. a visit, an.'! the defendant had
paid into court £5 14s. (h1. in settlement of the claim. Dr. Leatham stated
that the defendant was informed that his charge was 10s. 6d. for each attend-
ance, and he made no demur.
The jury held that Dr. Leatham was called in as a dispensary metlieal man,

and gave a venlict only for the sum paid into court, and awardeti the defen-
dant his costs.

ETIQURTTE FOE NEWCOMER.
iGKORAMt's asks ^ Which is the correct etiquette? Should the newcomer call

on the resident or the resident on the newcomer, or does one follow the role*
of ordinary society ?

%* If "Ignoramus" had been an observant reader of the JouBUAL, hjB

could not well have failed to note that the question he submits has been re-

peatedly answered therein. At the same time we have pleasure in respond-

ing thereto by qvioting from the Code of Medical Ethics, second edition, pag^
90, the following extract ; and, for further information ou the subject, we
would refer him to the Code itself :

" The custom or etiquette (diverse from that pursued in ontinary social

life in relation to new residents) expected from members of the profession on
commencing or changing the locality of practice in town or coimtry en-

tails on each newcomer, young or old. an obligation to call, with as liltre

delay as may be, upon every duly qualified legitimate medical practitioner

resident within a reasonable distance of his own selec-ted place of abode, and
courteously announce his intention to practise in the locality."

KTIQITETTE OF CLl'B PliACTICE.
Fair Plat asks for an answer to the following : A. has for three months regti-

larly attended a club patient who was suffering from a chronic disease; a
brother of the patient callwi in a local practitioner itt.K who pi-escribed for
the case, and continued in attendance till death without informing A. A.,
however, saw the jiatient once more, and informe<l him that he would not
crall again as B. was in attendance. A. and B. ha\'e never met, and there has
not been any communication Itetween theui. Has li.'s conduct been contrary
to medical etiquette ?

*„* Assuming that B. was cognisant of the fact that A. was, and had been
for some time past, in attendance on the patient in question, his conduct, as

related by " Fair Play," was contniry to medical etiquette, and should, more-
over, have t>een strictly governed by the following Rule 91, extractetl from the
Cotie of Medical hthirs, second edition, page 70, to whicli we may refer our
corresponilent ;

" When a practitioner is called in to or consulted by a patient

who has rtvently been, or still may be. under the care of another for the same
illness, he should on no account interfere in the case, except in an emer-
gency, having provided for which he should request a consultation with thp
gentleman in previous attendance, and decline Trtrther direction of the ca«e

except in consultation with him," etc.

UNQUALIFIKD AS.SISTANT.S : ANOTHKIt DIFFICI'LTY.
B. writes: A. and B. are tlie only niwlical practitioners in a small town, and
have been accustomeil to attend fur p;ich other in case of absence from liome
or emergency. A. Is also B.'s substitute as district medical officer. Some
months ago A. jjrm-ured an assistant, anil informetl B. he was a qualified
man. B. could tind no name corresponding with the assistant's In the 1888
Director;/. On the first (ipportunitv B. mentioned this to A., who said the
assistant was not registere<il but, ha'l a certain qualiUcation. After examiDiDK
the regulations of the imi\-ersity referred to. B. came to the conclusion that
this could not ho correc^t. and wrote to A. pointing this out : also saying that
unli'^s the assistant coulfl satisfy him he missessed a dijiloma. B. objected to
his seeing patients for him. A. replies tfiat he cannot see what B. has to do
with the qualifications of his a.ssistant. and as B. objects to the assistant see-
ing his patients. A. dtt'lines to act as B.'s substitute. A. is the senior of B.,
and though B. is quite indei>endent of A., and can find another substitute.
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he has no desire to seek a qii.irrel. Both are members of tlie BritUh Medical
Association. ShouUl A. have aati.sfied B. that the assistant was legally
qualftied, or had B. nothing to do with it as A. contends ?

*#* IE the above statement correctly represents all the material facta

of the case, it is. in our opinion, to be regretted, and especially

under the circumstances of the reciprocal professional arrangement be-

tween the parties, that either should fail to recognise the expediency,
to say the least, of mutual frankness ; if, therefore, it be that the
assistant in question is not legally qualified, we should in no wise (notwith-
standing the convenience of such an arrangement as has hitherto existed
Iwtween ''A." and "B.") be induced to dissuade "B." from severing all

«ODnectiou with the assistant; for it is desirable that the "assistant"
should bo a duly qualified practitioner to enable his principal to recover
bis professional charges in case the account for his attendance be disputed.

-."A." should, therefore, ill our opinion, ** have satisfied ' B.' that the assistant
was legatly^qualitied."

' > i; - . > !'-
i in*j-''>'r''^T —
MEDICO-CHIRl-RaiCAL TARIFFS.

M.D.DuRnAM.—In response to • .M.D.'s " cuiiry aa to whether "any small book
exists containing information on medical tariffs," we are informed on inquiry
that the corrected proof sheets of the fourth edition (revised and enlarged l of
the Medico- Chtrurgical TnriJ/s, issued by the Council of the late Shropshire
Ethical Branch, are now in the liands of the printer, and will shortly be pul>
lished ; and, moreover, that he will find therein all the information necessary
to guide him in making his professional charges. The Manchester Medico-
£tmcal Association has also published a tariff of medical fees.

COVERING UNQUALIFIED PRAOTICB.
BAQNAI, writes : A man who lives about a mile from here, and who is in prac-

tice duly qualified, has taken a house here and put in an unqualified man,
who practises under his name. On the door of this unqualified man appears
the plate of his "cover," Dr. Q. S., M.D., so that strangers imagine when
they consult him they are having advice from a duly qualified practitioner
Can anything be done to stop this disreputable conduct ?

*«* If proof were furnished to the Society of Apothecaries of the unqualified
man himself prescribing for orlvisiting patients, ;the Society would at once
institute a prosecution against him. There is necessarily, however, great and
obrious difficulty iu obtaining convictions where a qualified medical man
"covers" an unqualified one, conduct justly described by "Bagnal" as "dis-
reputable."

A. W. (Liverpool).—If the solicitor's opinion which has'been had on the case is
not sufficiently authoritative, the proper course is to take counsel's opinion.
Ihe case is notone which we can take upon ourselves to decide.

"CHANOING THE DOCTOR."
&.. N. G. writes : 1. Mrs. A., the mother of two children, the younger aged sir
months, who has been attended hitherto by Dr. B., a leading accoucheur butwho also takes family practice (he was last in attendance about two months
previously) requests Ur. C, a junior practitioner living near, to call and see
her chikl. Mr. 0. does so, and is told by Mrs. A. that she does not like Dr.
J3., that his fees are high, and she would like to leave him. Mr. C. prescribes
Tind says he will call again two days later to see the child. On that day Mr

receives a note from Mrs. A. saying the child is much better, but shewould like Mr. t. to call to see her and give her a tonic. \VTiat should Mr.
l^. s course be ? Should he simply attend as requested, or must he first re-quire Mrs A. to write to her late medical man and tell him that she has
called in Mr. C. ?

a. Also what is the etiquette to be observed when a patient wishes tochange tlie family medical m.in. supposing the late medical man not to have

famll "»
''"^°''''"™ '°'' *'^'"'= """*- =>nd a fresh illness to break out in the

V In reply to our correspondent's first question,' there-can, in our opinion
-be no doubt that, under the circumstances related, -it is not necessary for
Mrs. A. to write to her Mate medical attendant (B.). and inform "him
that she has called in Mr. C. inasmuch as such a notification is only
required (from a professional point of view) when a family, for some
Teoson or other, are desirous to supersede the practitioner 'in actuarattend
»nce on a case. -When, however, such attendance has terminated, consequent
on the recovery or death of the patient, or in tiie event of a new case of ill-
ness, the family would, in either event, be justified in changing their medica
adviser should such be their wish. The preceding remarks are also applio
able as a reply to our corre.sixindenfs second question.

A »ni n
PARTNERS' SHARES OF SPECI.^.L FEES.

\H^^},t„„\ ," .Partners; one of the partners receivea a largo fee for

of J ft^ce for"Jil"'^
'""^' "^"y*. "l "" important case at the Royal Courts

witl I.,!?!,*^
•- ""'<""9V'

'he trial, and for services connected there-jnth. Is there any rule which enables you to say whether such a fee is tobe considered a partnership asset or not? Or, to enable vou to d<iwe the
f^Z^T"'^ l^" 'r'^"'

"^'' '-''^'^ ^^ """" f""y stated to you ' The^r uerlhave agreed to refer the matter to you, and to accept your decision ^
. Fees paid to medical mtnesses are paid to them personaUy as a solatium^r the time ami trouble devoted to attending the case and giving evidenceWhether the partner of the witness is entitled to a share of fees so paid de'pends on the pnrtne,-ship agreement. If " all fees received " are to he shared".uch fees would be included, but otherwise they would belong to the parttieJwho attended a, a witness. If this answer does not solve The dimJulty »<wpy of the mutenal pari; of the partnership agreement should be sent.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

Health op Exgush Towns.—In the twenty-eight large
English towns, including London, which have an estimated popu-
lation of 9,398,273 persons, 6,10t) births and 4,0a6 deaths were
registered during the week eniling Saturday, January 38th. The
annual rate of mortality per l,OX) persona living in these to^wna,
n'hich had declined from 23.8 to 23.0 in the three preceding weeks,
further fell during the week under notice to 22..5. The rates in
the several towns ranged from 14.3 in Brighton, 15.2 in Derby, and
15.9 in Bradford, to 29.0 in Norwich, 29.4 in Blackburn, 31.3 in
Wolverhampton, and 31.9 in Manchester. In the twenty-seven
provincial towns the mean death-rate was 22.8 per 1,000, and ex-
ceeded by 0.7 the rate recorded in London, -which was 22.1 per
1,0(X). The 4,056 deaths registered during the week under noti(»
in the twenty-eight towns included 214 which 'were referred to
whooping-cough, 61 to scarlet fever, 47 to measles, 40 to diphtheria,
39 to fever (principally enteric), 39 to small-pox, and 32 to diar-
rhoea ; in all, 478 deaths resulted from these principal zymotic dis-
eases, against 476 and 481 in the two preceding weeks. These 478
deaths were equal to an annual rate of 2.7 per 1,000; in London
the zj'motic death-rate was 3.3, while in the twenty-seven pro-
-(•incial to-wns it averaged only 2.2 per 1,000, and ranged from 0.0
and 0.5 iii Hull and Cardiff, to 3.7 iu Bolton, 3.8 inNottLngham,
and 6.6 in Sheffield. Measles caused the liighest proportional
fatality in Blackburn ; scarlet fever in Norwich and Blackburn ;

whooping-cough in Birkenhead, London, Derby, and Wolverhamp-
ton

; and " fever " iu Brighton and Nottingham. Of the 46 deaths
from diphtheria recorded during the week under notice in the
twenty-eight towns, 29 occurred in London, 3 in Manchester, and
3 in Oldham. The 39 fatal cases of small-pox included 37 in
Sheffield, 1 in Bristol, and 1 in Leeds, but not one in London or in
any of the t-wenty-four other large provincial towns. The number
of small-pox patients in the Metropolitan Asyliuns Hospitals was 9
on Saturday, Januarj- 28th, of -whom 5 had been admitted during
the -week. These hospitals also contained 1,641 scarlet fever
patients on the same date, against numbers steadily declining
from 2,602 to 1,729 in the eight preceding weeks ; there were 135
admissions diuring the week. The death-rate from diseases of the
respirator}- organs in London was equal to 6.5 per 1,000, and was
slightlj- below the average.

Health of Scotch Tcw-ns.—During the week ending' Satur-
day, Januarj' 28th, 830 births and 567 deaths were registered in
the eight principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality
in these towns, which had declined in the three preceding weeks
from 27.1 to 23.3 per 1,000, further fell to 22.4 during the week
under notice, and almost corresponded -with the mean rate during
the week in the twenty-eight large English towns. Among these
Scotch towns, the lowest rates were recorded in Greenock and
Leith, and the highest in Aberdeen and Perth. The 507 deaths in
these towns during the week under notice included 65 which were
referred to the principal zjTuotic diseases, equal to an annual rate
of 2.6 per 1,000, wliich was slightly below the mean zymotic death-
rate during the week under notice in the large English towns.
The highest zj-mptic rates were recorded in AberdeenjDundee, and
Edinburgh. The highest proportional fatality of measles occurred
in Edinburgh ; from scarlet fever in Dundee ; and from whooping-
cough iu Aberdeen, Greenock, and Glasgow. Four deaths resulted
from diphtheria in Glasgow, and 3 in Aberdeen. The mortality
from diseases of the respiratorj- organs in these Scotch towns
during the week under notice was equal to 0.0 per 1,000, against
6.5 in London.

Health of Ibisu Towns.—In the .sixteen principal town dis-
tricts of Ireland, the 517 deaths registered during the weei end-
ing Saturday, January 28th, -were equal to an annual rate of 30.9
per 1,000.

_
The lowest rates Were recorded in Sligo and DundaJk,

and the highest in Kilkenny and Cork. The death-rate from the
principal zjTnotic diseases in these towns averaged 5.2 per 1,000,
and was highest in Kilkenny, Cork, and Newry. M.-k?
showed fatal prevalence in Cork and Newry. The 224 dcatJia-
registered in Dublin during the week under notice were^
equal to a rate, of 33.1 per 1,000 (against 36.8 a',i-l S1."V in the

'
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twopr.^c<'<linKivoi'kP>, the rate for the same period being only

221 in London. «n(lT*» ini^«imlfurAi Tjlfl4<fl>8 included 33

from the vrincipal iVnfcti««SiB8 MM ^•o'^^' "?°""^ V"?
4 9 per 1 iVk)), of which 10 re!iuU<i(l from scarlet fever, 8 from

whoopini>cougli, CftonnUplitheria. 4from"fe\1pr,' 8 from diar-

rhoea, and -J from measles.

- rsUFCT-NRSS OTP by-laws as to KEW Bl'ILDlNaS. Etc.

Oim wtD-iiiwiKJ-nt. ••L.R.O.P.r.onrtm.' tms nniloiitrtoflly girrn his sMiitary

»u«ior«y K>un.l nchicp (n r.Tomrn«nalng them to mirtpt a proper ecAt of

\)fiii\\t for tUoir dlttrict. Thi' pmvlslons of tlio rutilic Hwltli Aet iirp very

^ompwlienilw. hut In »onie respents nre iiemiissive nnd not compulsory.

Thut. under BecUon 15T. '• ev.Ty iirtmn anthority may make by-laws " with

i»pectto theconrtruction of new streets and bnil.UnKB. "to the drainaCe of

bulkliiiRS. to wator-rUrtCta. mrth -closet a. privies, ashpits, and cesspools in

oomu-clJQn with bulMings. and to the closlnj; of buildinRs. or parts of bulW-

ing», unfit for human habitation, antt to proliibltion of their use frtr such

hiLbi'tiaion i" and under Section <4 thoy may make bj^laws as to the cleansinf;

of f.iotways anit pavements, the removal of house refuse, the cleansing of

eMtU-oloscU, privies, ashpile, kbA cesspools, and for tho prevention of

nuisances arisiue from snpw, 61th. etc. Unleus. therefore, the sanitary

authority oi.rcisi; these permissive [lowers, and supplement the provisions ol

««• Art by adoptlnR bvlawti applicable to the particular circumstances ot

their distriit. tJiolr sanlt.v-v ("owers remain so far defective. As a matter of

fact, the a.l<>pt ion. and iinioroement under penalty, of adecjuate but reason-

iWe by-laws, lused ou the niydeU issueit by the Local Govemment Board, is

me of the most effective ^ays of securing wholesome conditions, especially

in l/rowinir hxialltits. _ ,

At regard- water supply, the Pnblio Health Act. 1878. gives sanitary

Authorities power to provide proper supplies; but where a public supply is

'not provide.! and surface wells are depended upon, by-laws prescnbiug the

mlnimnm distance to be allowed between new cesspools, ashpits, etc.. and

sources of wiitcr suniily are imperativelv necessary. It should also be re-

membenJ Oiat although the PuhUc ifealth (Water) Act, 1878. concerns

primarily rural sanitary aulhoritica. Section 11 provides that "the Local

Government Board may. if they think fit. by order Invest any urban sani-

tary authoritv with all or any of the powers and dirties which are by this

Act given to "a rural sanitary "authority, and such investment may be made
eith'-riuicon.litionallv, or subject to any conditions to be specified by the

Boarri as to the time, portion of the district, or niauner during.at. or in which

tho pi iwers and d ulies are to be eitercised ;" but we tJelieve this course has not

often been taken. ... . ,

As regards t lie powers of sanitary ofBcials to enter private premises, such

powers are gfvctt by Section 102 of the Public Health Act. but are severely

'circuniscritwd.
.

AJPrOINIMENT, OP INSPECTORS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BOABD.

Mmitx?.—The medical inspectors of the Local Government Board are ap-

pointed bv «1B President; of the Boarri. The salary begins at fcVlO, and, of

^urse, eaiiU has Iwfore him tho prospect of becoming medical olficer to the

BkMfcL Them is the usual pension on retirement from office.

SMALL-POX AT SHEFFIELD.
Db. L. T. HOBSOU (Harrogate) writes: In the interesting note upon Sheffield

aod its opiilemic in the Jodrnjx of January aist appear some rather mis-

l«a.|ing deductions as to proportionate mortality in vaccinated and unv.icci-

'tiated ea.«es at all ages, ft Is first stated that of the 2.198 cases of small-pox

tn the ^•aoolnated and of the S82 In the unvacclnated, the deaths are 157 in

the former and 9? In tho latter. Ibis should make the mortality in the vac-

cinated at about 1 in 14 instead of " 1 in 23." and in 1*0 nnvaccinatod at

about 1 In 4 instead of " ? in every .^." Moreover, the chances of eunival of

Abe vaoclnated mer the nnvacclnated In case of small-pox -wonm then be de-

4uoed at three and a half t imei instead of •' ton times greater,

. The fljmres 157 and «; woulil seem to have Ixen tronsfiosed in making the

erroneous calculations, tiut, with the aliove corrections, tho l.icts should re-

henaln sufllciently striking to the "anflvacclnationlsts."

".• Dr. IInl>wn Is correct in his criticisms. Onr correspondent gives first

fiftnres taken from t he report of the medical officer of health—namely .
2,198

vaccinated with Ihl deaths; )1»3 nnvacclnated with 97 deaths. Later he

ignotes from Uio Shfffitld Daibj TtUgraph. which transposes the fignres thus :

3,186 vaednated with »7 deaths; 381 unvacdnated with 1*7 deaths.

MEDICAL OKFICKIt OF IIKALTH FOU ADBRDEE.N.

im 3 -WionT WTites : This oBice is vnaint just now by the removal to Sheffield

of lir Thomson. Duringthe past, six or seven years the nuHiical officer Of

lualll. l,asl.adto.levote\is w^ole time to the duties of 1, s oflli'. «n(t hlU

Wn disallowed prirate prartlco. The present chairman of tlie Public Iffallh

Cumminee--a medical man-has. it is said, proposed a scheme by which a

small .alary would be given to a regularly qualilie<i practltiouer but allowed

foake private o,-aclice. or to get a young man to at end the C'ty Hi^pdul

for Infectious diseases alone, and as a sort of consultant one of tV medical

men of the city to consult with the sanitary Inspector when he had any dHB-

oultv. Compulsory notilicat km obtains hero.

Ai Uhairniaii of the I'arliamcutary Committee of our Branch here. I brought

this matter before my Committee. Did I do right? Is it t-<,mpetent for me

to do so ' As some ol-jected I agreed to bring il before the Branch at Its first

meeting b\it this does not take place until the middle of February. In the

meantime the battle may be fought and won. A representation from us a* a

Committee might have inlluenced the matter either way. and as it Is, the

Br" id nuetiug will take j.lace only two or three days bejore the Town Coun-

ci?ilieet to decTde the matter. Kindly say if I did right . and .exprt;8s your

opinion on the whole situation.

• • Certainly every effort should be made to prevent the Town Council of

Aberdeen from" adopting a course so prejudicial to the liealth interests of the

town.

B/OTTT.VnT EE0ISrRAT105 OF BUILDTNGS BILL.

A PUBLIC conference will talte place at the Society of Art.'' on

Saturday, Fihruarj- 4th, at 4 o'clock, when an introductory addresa

will lie given hy Sir Joseph Favrer, K.C.3.I., F.R.S. Short papers

will he road by Mr. Mark H. Judge, A.R.I.B.A., and Sir Vincent U.

Kennett Barrington, who will pioposa and second the following

resolution:

—

. ..... v j

A. That it Is deslraMe that the law should forbid any building hclng used

for public or semi-public purposes. unli»sand until the arrangements 'or the

water supply, arainajje, and v.<ntiUtiou of such building have been certified as

satisfactory by some properly qualifled permu. and that tho provision of a

pnblfc sanitary register for the voluntary r.gis1ratlon of private houses would

be instrumental In promoting sanitary Improvement. _ . . ., .

B. That in the opinion of this Ccpnfenmco. the Sanitary Registration ot

Buildings Bill, 1888 will, 11 passed into l.^w. have a great inauenee for good on

the health of the community, and. without pledging Itself to all the details ol

the in««surr. Uiis Cnnforcnce authorises the Chairman to sign petitions, asking

Parliament to pass the Bill into law. with such mo<liflcatlons as consideration

ia C^nunittec ma^ abow to bc^^Htnble.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.

Health of Tkoops in China and Stbaits Settlembnts.—

The -Vrmv Medical Department Report for 1885 states that the

troops serving in China and the Straits Settlements consisted of

KurSpean anS Asiatic troops. The average strength of the wlute

troops during the year under notice was 2,188. Jhe hospital ad-

missions from this force were 2.4.^ in number, the deaths 25 and

there were 94 men constantly ineffective from sickness. Tberatiqs

tier 1000 of strength were, consequently, hospital admissions,

1121.6; mortality. 11.43; and for constantly sick, 42.9o. Theratio

of admissions into hospital was much higher in the Straits betye-

ments than at Hong Kong, but that of mortality was considerably

less The average strength of the troops quartered at Hong Konc

was 1 114 the number otailmissions into hospital 98/, and th« total

number of deaths 18; while in the Straits Settlements, out of an

averaee strength of 1,074, the number of admissions into hospital

w!^ 1 «7 but the total number of deaths only 7. This difference

in the proportions of mortality in the two divisions of the com-

mand is explained by the occurrence of an outbreak of cholera at

Hone Kong, whUe no cases occurred among the troops in the

Straits Settlements. The epidimic of cholera at Hong Kons took

placein June; it was fortumtely of a limited character ;
^toge-

ther onlv 19 cases were admitted, but of tbese 12. or 63 per cent.,

T«rove<l fatal. It is stated that cholera was known to be prevalenr

EI Tonouin, Annam, and the Philippino Islands for some timepnot

to its appearance among tho troops at HongKoug.. As soon as the

^seos^ ma^ested itsS, the troops among whom it occiirred were

Placed under canvas at Kowloon, on the opposite side of the har-

bour and were subsequently moved to Stanley, on the other side

of the island. It was here the last case of the outbreak occiirred

;

this casi recovered. It is remarked in the report that " with most

of the conditions necessary for the development of the disease pre-

sent it nevertheless did not get a firm hold on either the civil or

mill ary population, and it is presumed that there was some con-

^Tition wlntW either in the atmosphere, soil, or ^i^iat^e that gave

the locality a£ immunity from a severe epidemic. In the t-bmese

quarter of the town there was overcrowding and every insanitary

Condition necessary to favour the spread of
'f

disease, yet the

number of cases reported were comparatively few. Fevers ot

various tv-pes appear to have been prevalent at Hong Kong,

I^ especSly at Tanglin in the Straits Settlements. Entencfeyer

caused^4 admissions and 1 death. Three cases of typhus fever, 1

with a fatal result, are reported tohave occurred atf^^nglin-^Other

continued fevers returned 419 a.lmissions, and of these 3^-2 "nfe

shown in the returns from Tanglin alone; they were at tnbuted

chiefly to climatic causes, heat and exposure Cnder V^^y^^f
fevers there were 349 admissions with 1 death ;

of these 301 were

r^e and 4S remittent fever, many of the latter being described as

y?rv severe, and followed by cachexia, anrcmia, and debility. tJi

hPamieTse cases, and of the remittent fever. W cases, occurred at

Honn Kontr It wa.s suppo.sed that the malarial emanations from

he r^atliTr^tiisintr^atecf feTanite of which the soil in Hong Kongis

composed, some o? whieli )iad been frenhly upturned, had a share

in tC production of these fevers It is remarked in the report

that, in cases of debility consequent on fever, cl'^nf '» t^^ ««"

loriiim was found beneticial; but when
>^'^l'^'^\„=»^';^^;L^re

O'^tablisbed, a complete change of cbmate was necessary to restore
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health. The average strength of the officers Tras 91, and among
them were 2 deaths; one of the deaths resulted from hepatic aln

geeos, the other from Iiydrophohia; in the latter case the officer had
been })itten hy a rabid dog some moriths prenously at Tanglin, but

so slightly, the injury being only a scratch, that he did not think

it necessary to have it cauterised. Among an average strength of

75 •women, there were 67 attacks of illness and 1 death, and among
134 children the number of eases of illness treated was 53 and there

were 10 deaths. The Asiatic troops in the command, consisting of

the headquarters and two eompaliies of Gun Lascars, were 188 in

average strength ; among them were 208 admissions into hospital

and 8 deaths. The principal cause of sickness among them was
malarial fever. Various sanitarj' defects in the command are re-

ferred to in the report, but appear to be in progress of ameliora-

tion.

OBITUARY.

PROFESSOR ASA GRAY, M.D.

By the death of Professor Asa Gray, which occurred on Monday
last at' Cambridge, Massachusetts, from paralysis, Amerita has
been deprived oi its greatest botanist, and the world of science
mourns the loss of one of its most eminent teachers. Bom at

Paris, in the State of New York, in 1810, he ^aduated M.D. at

Fairfield Medical College at the age of 21. His inten.se love for

botany, however, soon decided his future career. In 1834 he was
offered the position of botanist on the United States Exploring
Expedition under Captain Wilkes. Though he declined this ap-
pointment, he afterwards worked out the botany of the expedition on
its return, and the results were published in 1854. In 1842 he was
elected Fisher Professor of Natural History at Harvard College, a
position he held until 1873. He twice visited Europe—first in
1838-9, and again in 185{W1. He spent many months at a time in

England, where he made many friends. He was one of the earliest

to give a somewhat qualified support to Darwinism, and stoutly
defended it against great opposition in his own countrj-. He was
one of Darwin's most constant and eateemed correspondents. He
wa."! in 1874 chosen a Regent of the Smithsonian Institute, and in
1878 was elected by the AcadiSmie de Sciences of Paris a Corre-
sponding Member in the Section of Botany. Dr. Gray was a pro-
lific WTiter,and in the Royal Society's List the titles of his contri-
butions to science occcupy something like seven columns. Among
his best known works are \a?> Elements of Botany, •^\x\>\\s\tcA\r\

1836, subsequently enlarged into the Botanical Textbook ; Struc-
tural and Sy^tmiatic Botany ; Manual of Botany ; and other text-
books. In 183S he began, with Dr. Torrey, The Flora of North
America ; and in 1884 he published the Synoptical Flora of North
America.

DR JOHN .THOMAS IRVINE BOSWELL.
The eminent botanist. Dr. J. T. I. Boswell, died on January 31st,
at Balmullo, Fifeshire. Dr. Boswell was for many years Curator
to the Botanical Society in London, and was a" lecturer at the
Charing Cross and Middlesex Schools of Medicine. His largest
work was the rewriting of Sowerby's Botany, consisting of
twenty volumes, a task upon which he was engaged for twenty
year^. Dr. Boswell's family has been located at Balmullo in one
successive line sinOe the reigrt of David II, and his mother was
the daughter of Lord Balmullo, one of the Lords of Session. He
leaves a widow and several children.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

UNIVERSITY OP CAMBRIDGE.
Dn. HuMPHKY, Professor of Surgery, has been nominated an
Examiner for (he Winchester Reading Prizes in 1889. Lord Ray-
leigh has been nominated a member of the Board of Electors to the
Jacksonian Professorship of Natural Philosophy.
On Thursday, January 26th, F. C. Servaes, M.A., King's College,

was admitti;d to the degrees of M.B. and B.C.

Pboposkd Sm.*.u,-pox Hospital fob Derrt.—The corporation
have agreed to pay half the cost of a hospital for small-pox cases.

MEDICAL NEWS.
RoYAi CoLXXGE 01* Physiciaxs OF LONDON.—The following

candidates for the College Licence, having conformed to the by-
laws and regulations, and passed, the required examinations, were
granted the Licence to Practise in Physic

:

Name.
Anderson. G. R.
•.-Vnrtrews. L. W.
Ashley, S. D.
Benson, A. H.
•Bowman. R. O.
»Bray. G. A. T.
»Bromhead, F. H
Brooks, R. P.
•Brow-n, W. G. S.

Browne, B. H. J.

BnenodeMesquita.S. Guy's
•Calder, F Bristol
•Carter, W. J. B.
Castle, B. ...

•Gautlev, B....
Caven, \V. P.
•Clark, C. M.
Clarke, G.

Medical School.
...St. Thomas's
...St. Bartliolomew's
...London
...Bristol

...Manchester

...King's College

...London

...King's College

.. .St . Bartholomew's
...Guy's

St. George's
..St. Bartholomew's
..St. Bartholomew's
...Toronto
..St. George's
..St. George's

Cleveland. H. F. UniveraityCollege
Cockerill, J. W. ...St. Bartholomew's

...St. Mary's

... UniversityCollege

...St. Thomas's

...Middlesex
.Bombay

•Collier, H. S
•Cotton, W. M.
Cox, C. A. S. B.
Cree, J. D. ...

fDa Costa, F. X
•Daniell, B. P.
•Darroll. W. B.
•Davey.W.H.H.C
•Devis, H. F.
Draper, J. W.
Drew. H. V.
Drew, H. W....
Duckett. C. A.
•Durrant, T. A.
Eccles, C. H....

•Edwards, C. S.

•Elpbick, H. W
Ferraby. G. A.
•Forster. J. E.
•Francis, T. W.
Freeman, C. D.
gedge. A. J

—

ough. H. E.
Graham.W.A.S.J,
•Grenfell, W. T.
•Guiselin. F. W.
•Hardy, W. B.
•Heaton. G. ...

Heffernan. H. H.
•Holland, C. T.
Holt, A. K. ...

House, F. M..
Jeeves. F.
•Jermaine-Lulham

F. S. ... ...St. Bartholomew's
Jones. R St. Bartholomew's
Kershaw. E. E. ...Middlesex
Kirkliouse. G. ...St. Bartholomew's

. . . UniversityCollege

...London

...Charing Cross

...Bristol

... UniversityCollege

...UniversityCollege

...Guy's

...UniversityCollege

...St. Thomas's

...St. Thomas's

...St. Bartholomew's
... UniversityCollege
...Birminghana
...Westminster
...St. Bartholomew's
...Charing Crass
...London
..Manchester
..St. Mary's
...London
...St. Mary's
.. .St . Bart holomew's
...Sr. Bartholomew's
...St. Thomas's
...UniversityCollege
...St. Bartholomew's
...St. Thomas's
...Charing Cross

Name,
Lakeman. T.
•Langley, R. J.
•Lajmg, H. ...

Lissaman, T....

•Lucas. A.
Maberley, J. ...

Maisev.'C. T. B.
•Marriott, H. B.
•Miller, A. D.
•Mothersole, R. D.
•Mould, G. T.
Naumann, J. C. F,
Ogilvie, P. M.
Ord, W. T. ...

A.

Ovens. T.
Pedler, Vi . F.
Pettingill. A. E
Phillips, J. N.
•Randall. E. B,
Raywood, J. R. I.

Rees. J
•Bees, J. L. ...

Reeves, J. K.
Roberts. A. C.
•Robinson, T.
E0S3.-1II, J.C....
•Salisbory. C. R.
•Sapp, J. G.V.
Scadding. H. C.
•Scott. A. ...

Scott, H. J. H.

Seagrove, H. A-
Shaw, ff. R. ...

•Shipton, H....

•Smeeton. C. W.
Somerset, E....

Spencer, H. A.

•Spink, C. P.
•Starling, E. H.
•Streatlleld. P. W.
•Symonds. H.
Thomas. T. N.
•Thompson. R.
•Tyaoke, N. ...

Tyrrell, A. F.
VP.idliam. F. J.
W.ilker, J. H.
•Wayt*. J. ...

•Weekes. C. J.
Weatherly, A. 3.

WTiite, F. J. ...

•Wise. H. W.
Woodyatt, J. F.
Wyatt, W. L.

Medical School.
.St. BarthoJomeVfi
St. Thomas'!
.Westminster
.St. Bartholomew's
.St. Bartholomew's
.Middlesex
Guy^B
.Gny's
.Birmingham
Gny's
.St. George's
.Charing Croee
.St. George's
.St. Mary's and

Bristol
.Toronto
.St. Bartholomew's
.St. Barthoiometr's

...Guy's

...UniversityCollege
...Guy's J

...Middlesex-

...London

...Guy's
,

...Guys ''

...St. Bartholomew's

...St. Mary's

..Xeeds
...Charing Crosj
...Toronto
...Guy's
...MeIl>oume and

King's College.
. . .UciyersityCoHege
...Toronto
...King's College
...Leeds
...King's College
...St. Thomas's and

Bristol
...Leeds
...Guv's
...GuVb
...St. llartholomew's
...London
...Guy's

,

...Middlesex

...Middlesex

...St. George's

. . . UniversityCollege

...St. George's

...UniversityCollege

...Oxford. "Middfe-
se^ and Bristol. ?

....Montreal
...Edinburgh
...Manchester
...Midiilesex

* Approved by the Bxaminiog Board.

RoTAX Colleges of PHTsiciAys and SntoEON's, EpnrBrBoH,
AND Faculty of Piiysician-s and StnioEoxs. Glasgow.—The
Quarterly Examinations in Edinburgh for the Triple Qualification
took place in January, with the following re.sults

:

First Examination. Of the 58 candidates, the follotving 37
passed

:

P. F. O'Hagan. Longford: G. S. Pope. Madras : G. T. Tuke. Eilinburgh : A.
H. Barstow, Spofforth ; J. F. Rodcn, Eilinburgh ; G. A. Ings. Canada ;

E. V. Eames. Donegal ; T. J. Tonkin. London : T. S. .Mian. GLasgow ; J.
Stevenson, Dundee ; W. H. Walker. Ripon ; P. J. FIa%nn. DoncasTer ; JT.

F. Curry. Limerick; T. H. Hosfor.!, County Cork: R. R. Workman.
County Derry ; H. Stedm;in, London; H. Shaw. Ennisrorthy; H. A.
Holmes. Manchester; P. R. Crofton, Ireland; C. J. A. Coates. County
Cork ; W. Yeates, County Down ; R. S, Jaques, Scarborough ; A. B.
Douglas. Newcast le-on-Tyne ; D. C. Caruduff, Berbampore ; R. Milling, -

County Down ; G. G. Smrlair. Hamilton; W. W, Margenout. Ceylon ;

'

G. M;iiiigot, Trinidad ; K.Love. County Antrim ; A. Bums. Chatham ;

Miss Beatrice Mary Harrison. Brighton; C. E. Dodd, Cheshire; P. C.
Rogers. Cheshire ; 'N. J. Newbold. Cambridge ; .T. H. Hart, Yorkshire;
A. H. Dubourg. London ; and C. R. G. Bat.emau, Norwich.

Second Examination. Of 63 candidates, the follo'wing 34
passed

:

J. Round. Dudley; J. P. McLaren, Glasgow; R. Aldous, Norfolk; C. J.
Milligan. Belfiist ; T. S. Hogg. County Derry; S. W, Wolfe, Conntj
Cork ; C. L. Strangman. Waterford ; C. E. Do.1d. Minshul 'yemon

;

N. H. Newbould. Cambridge; F. C. Rogers. Cheshire: W. C. Lan-
caster. Dublin; K. Trehame, Glamorganshire; R. W. Morrow, ConntT
Dowu ; J, B. Griffiths, Stroud ; J. H. Carson. County Down ; W. W.
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Msrc^nnnt. Cpvl.Tn : K. U. Camill. Coiuitr Cork: J.L.Smith Co.mty

Llm..rl.l, : T. i. MiwMkIiciu I.m.itfonl ; T. B. Brook.;, Canibri, R';'!''"; ;

J M»okciiil». Siithi-rUli.l : K. E. Wricht. OWhmn : J. Sloho. lliil iwvll

;

J C. Tliompsoii, Yorkshire; J. liiilKl.'y. l.on.lnri.l.Try ; J. O hulllvttn,

DuNln; A. liAmatte. Kllmnril.«-k ; A. M. l-or-l. Ula»KOw; T.
1;

SimUium.

Clu-shlr.-; R. J. Stlrlliic. PwWra : J. Mah.r. Wiitertorrt
;
W. h. Cniw-

fonl. County Down ; J. B. Mi>iv.Utb, Quwins County ; auil A. H. Uubourg,

Final" Kxamiiiation. Of 80 canJi-lates, the following 40 passed,

ul wero adiuittwl L.R.C.l'.E., L.R.C.S.E., and L.F.l'. ami S.G.:
, •. > 1. TIT ... A. 1. 1... .1.. l,..7.M>(>h \fiua Martr PtMIU-I^l>

and wftu uuiuii-n-^» Lj.»»..^.i .*j., .-^— I
—— T'~;;." "»; ' "A" »

A. A. J.rvi» Pcn-lni. In.liii ; J. Hoy. .\>l.l.y.li-UiSom-h ; Mihs Mary Crawloy,

Nortluunpton: S. Kvan». Mft.inn: W. A. Gibson. Dublin; K. I., tauntix.
• Oonnr»ll ; A. J. Ilvan. County Lini.Tl.k : M. J. OConnoIl, Cork ; K. J.

Cuurt^nay. Sbo<.rni>M ; K. Brook.. Ulankburn ; W. J. FralR-e. Shr<'W»bury;

J II. Lloyde. Abt-rystwltb; J. M. Crawford, Imlia; J. C. Scotchburn,

Vorksbln-t C. Matt.t. Mall.^ i J. C. Palmer, Melbourne: T. S. JIokk.

County Uerry ; J. Stod.lart, l)umfrii-»nhlre : J. C. MacDiarmui. Argyk-

.liin> K. M. Sprncfr. TavisUwk; J. Colter. Cork ; J. McDowell. Newrv ;

M. McLauchlin. County Donep>l ; J. C. Heyiisbergh, Coylon; M. h.

Leicester, lon.lon ; K. k. Mitter. India ; A, ^V . Douglas. Alilershot; M.

T. Ca.«-y. County Limerick : A. S. Taylor. Walker-on-Tyne ;
D. J. t.

Wriiht, London; J. C. French. County Durham; G. h. Rawlinaon,

Oxford; J. T. Kennedy. Kerry; C. Uolierty. County Donegul ;
J- P.

KerKuson. Ireland; W. K. Loukliead, Now South Wales; J. W. Kelly,

8u.-ln.town; C. Bc-csley, Soulh.ea ; T. Ireland, Germany; and Ci. i.

ilUard, Intlaod.

RoTAL tV>Li.EQB OF SmGEONS, EpiyTimoH.—During the

Januar>' sittings of the Examiners, the followinfjgpntleinau passed

the Final E.xaminatiou, and waa admitted L.R.C.S.E.

:

W. O. Syra, KiUuburRh.
. „ ,, . .,

For the Licence in Dentjil Siirgerj'. the following gentleman

passed the First Professional Examination:
A. Turner. Aylesbury. ,„., -r, • i- i

The following gentlemen passed the Fmal E.xamination and

were admitted L.D.S.Edin.

:

B. A. White, Stoke Holy Cross, Norwich : and J. Turner. Edinburgh,

SocrETT OF ApoTmsCARiES OF LoTJDox.—The following gentle-

men having passed the Qualifying Examination in Medicine,

Surgery, and Midwifery have received certificates entitling them

to practise in the same, and have been admitted as Licentiates of

the Society.
Bampfvfde, James. Malabar House. Be.xley. Kent.
Blackluck. John. Kast Bank. Uaslingd.n.
Brydun Francis Wm. Augustus. Beech House. Uffoulme. Devon.
Oaney. Henry Patrick. 11. Thome Terrace. Bamca. Surrey.

Handcock, G«orgp. Leathley Lodge. Hunslet. Leeds.

KilUck. Charles Kowc. 33. London Koad. Dover.
Modlln. Isaac Gibson. 0. Featherstone Street, Roker. Sunderland.

The following gentlemen passed the Surgical portion of the

examination.
C. K. Adams, ot St. Thomas's Hospital ; W. S. Brown, ot Guy's Hospital

:

W. Marrls, o( the Mld.ilesex Hospital; T. W. Mead, of St. George's

Hospital: C. F. Stovln. of the London Hospital; W. Watkins, of St.

Bartholomew's Hosj.ltal; J. Westwood, ot Queen's College. Birmingham ;

T. C. Winn, of the Loudon Hospital.

The following gentlemen passed the Medical portion of the

examination.
W. Met<»lfe, of St. George's Hoapital : H. C. Sugden, of Edlnburgli Uni-

ver«lty.

The following gentleman passed the Primary Examination.
B. S. Snell, of linlvcrsity College.

The following passed the first part of the Primarj- Examination.
P. P. Baly, of Queen's College. Birmingham ; C. A. Thrfa.lgale.

The following passed the second part of the Primary Exami-
nation.

A. C, Baca, ot St. Bartholomew's Hospital; E. 0. Corlis. of Aberdeen
rnlverslty: W. M. Ke.al. of St. Bartholomew's Hospital; W. 0. Lattey,

ot St. George's Hospital ; F. H. Laienby. of Cnlvehlty College ; H. B. T.

byraons, la the Cbarlng Cross Hospital.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The follnwing Vacancies are announced

:

BIBMIN'GIIAM BOKOUOH ASYLUM.-Cllnical Aulstant. Application to

B. B. Wldtc.imU-. Ksq.

BOL'RNKMOrTIf F1{IKNDI.,Y SOCIKTIKS MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.—
Krvldent M.'.ilcal ( ifflcor. Salary. £:**.) per annum, with re^i.l.-nce and fees.

Applications to Mr. F. A. K. Ilounsuth, Trinity Chambers, Bournemouth.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIIlMAnY.—DenUI Surgeon. Applications by February
l»th to the Secretary.

CANCER HOSPIT,VL. Bmniplnn.—Pathologist. Honorarium of £30 for twelve-

months. Applications by K.-Lruary 2lHt to the Sccr».tAry.

FOUKST HILL PKOVIDKNT IlISI'K.NSAItY.— Mc.lir.-\l OfBcer. Appllcfttions

bv February l.lth to F. J. Marrii>tt, Ksq., 2, Perry Villas, Perry Vale, Forest
llni. S.E.

MBNSTI)N ASYLUM, ne.ar Leeds.—Medical Superintendent. Salary, £.|(10 per
annum, with hoarri and residence. AiiplU-ationa by February I5th to W. L.

WUlian\s, Ksq., West Jii.Iing solicitor. Wakefield.

NATIONAL OUTHOP.EUIC HOSPITAL. -Surglflal Hegistrar and Anesthetist.
Honorarium. £JU. Appllcntions by February iilst to the Secretary, Great
I'littlandStte-t, W.

NOBTH-WBST LONDON HOSPITAL, Kentish Town Koad.—Asslstant-Phy-
Biciao. Appli.iatlonB by February loth t.o the Secretary.

, ;j

OLDO.VSTLli UNION.—Medical omcer. Old.-aatlo Dispensary District. Salary, ^
i!l:tt ijer annum and the usual f.'.'S. Applications to William Harmao. ,

J.P., Honorary Secr<-tary. Crossdrum. Klectlou on February 13th.
"

KOYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASKS OF THE CHKST, City Hoad.—AsslataUt

'

Physician. Appllcitlon by February llth to the Secretary. ' '

ROYAL NATIONAL IIOSPI'IAL FOR CONSUMPTION. Vontnor.—Assistant
Kesldeut Me<iical OQicer. Applicatioua to the Socretary, 34, Craven Street,

W.C. .,

ROYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL, Guildford.—House-Snrgoon. Salary,

£«U per annum, with board, etc. Applications by February loth to the'

Assistant Secretary.
'

'
'"•

RUBKRY HILL ASYLUM. Bromsgrove. Worcester.—Clinical Assistant, Boaid; .i

and residence. Applications to Dr. Lyle.

ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE SKIN.—Leicester Square.—
Two Assistant Medical Officers. Applications by February 8th to the

Secret arv.

ST. MARY's" HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN. Quay Street. Man-
chester. Honorary Surgeon. Applications by February loth to the Chair-

man of tlie Board.

YORK DISPENSARY.—Thrco Resident Medical Officers. Salary. £1.')0 per

annum, with furnished apartments, etc. Application to T. W. North, Esq.,

Micklcgate, York.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Abbott, Cliarles Edward, L.K.Q. C.P.I. . M.R.C.S.Eng., reappointed Medical

Officer of Health for the Braintree Rural Sanitary District, Essex, lor ono
year.

Bninnr. Eustace. M.B., M.E.C.S.. appointed Resident Clinical Assistant to the

Hospital for Consumption, Broiuptoo, vice B. de B. Carey, M.B., M.R.C.S.,

L.S.A., resigned.

BLoMriKi.n, Artliur G., M.D.. appointed Physician to the Devon and Exeter
Hospital.

Diiv, J. P., M.D., House Surgeon, North InQrmary. Cork, appointed Medical
;

OfRcerto one of the Dispensary Districts, Cork Union, vice Dr. Hlordab,

resigned.

Davif-s. a. T.. B.A., M.B., M.R.C.P., appointed Physician to the Royal Hos-

pital for Diseases of the Chest, vice J. J. Pringle, M.B., resigned.

EDWAKE.S. p.. M.K.C.P.. L.R.C.S.. appointed Assistant Medical OfBcer to the

Manchester Hoval Infirmary (Monsall Fever Hospital;, vice H. L. Williams,

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. resigned.

Fox. R. G.. M.B. and C.M.Edin.. appointed Junior Assistant Medical Officer to

the Sussex County Lunatic Asylum, vice M. O. Manson. M.E.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

resigned.

Sauxdehs, C. B., M.D., M.R.C.P.. M.R.O.S., appointed Medical Smierlntendent

to the Sussex County Lunatic Asylum, vice S. W. D. Williams, M.D..
.

resigned.

Etruoxell, W. T., M.B., M.R.C.S.. appointed Senior House Surgeon to the

Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, vice P. Q. Lewis, L.S.A., resigned.

Treveltas. B. R. T., M.R.C.S.Eue.. L.R.C.P.Lond.. appointed Assistant Phy-

sician to the Bristol General Hospital, nice J. B. Webb, M.R.C.S.Eng.,

L.R.C.P.Lond., resigned.

Waikeb, p. Hunter, M.B., CM., appointed Medical Officer to the Leohlade

District, Faringdon Union, vice J. B. Miller, M.B., CM., resigned.

Wallace, A.. M.A., M.D.Oxon., M.E.CP.Lond., appointed Physician to the

Essex and Colchester Hospital.

Wetherep. Prank, M.B., M.B.O.S., appointed Resident Clinical Assistant tlo

the Hospital for Consumption, Brompton, rice W. A. Evelyn, M.B.,

M.H.C.S., resigned.

The Metropolitan AsYLtTus Boabd.—The return presented

to the Board on Januarj- 2.'?tli, with respect to fever and small-

pox, showed that at the beginning of the half-year (the end of

June) there were ,528 cases of fever in the hospital. During the

quarter ending September, 2,005 cases were admitted, of these

1,921 were scarlet fever, 147 enteric, and 8 typhus. During the

quarter ending Christmas there were atlmitted 3,21.'i cases, of

these 2,943 were scarlet fever cases, 4 tj-phus, and 244 entenc

cases. At the end of the Christmas quarter there were 2,20.5 cases

under treatment, of which 2,045 were scarlet fever cases nnd 146

enteric case.s. The returns up to Thursday midnight (January

2Rth) showed that in the fortnight there had been 21)7 cases ad-

mitted, as again.-it .302 the previous fortnight. There had been

diseharge<l 505 in the lii«t fortnight, as against 519 in the previous

period, and there remained on Thursday under treatment 1,833,

as again.1t 2,083 a fortnight .unco. With regard to small-pox, 7

case.-i had arisen within the fortnight, as against 4 in the previous

fortnight. In tho same period G had been discharged nnd 10

remained under treatment—an increase of one since the last

return.

A Mkmcal Club.— .\ rliil), called the Cirrolo Medico Milaneso,

has been established at Milan, and many of the medical men lU

the town have joined it. Its objects are stated to be to provide a

place of social intercourse, together with the ordinary conveniences

of a clul) for its meml)ers, and to promote a feeling ot professional

brotherhood among them.
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Bequests and Doxations.—Colonel Machen has bequeathed

£1,000 to the. Warneford, Leamington, and South 'Warwickshire

Hospital.—The Britisli Home for Incurables has received £380 8s.,

beinjj the balance of share of " residue " under the will of Dr. G. G.

Gardiner, one of the physicians.—Mr. Christopher James CorbaUy
has bequeathed £100 each to the Dispensaries, the Royal Infirman,-,

the Infirmary for Children, the \orthern Hospital, and' the Southern
Hospital, all of Liverpool.—Miss Clara Frances Gladstone, of Bow-
den Park, Chippenham, lias bequeathed the "residue" of herestjite

to her sister Alice, but with tlie request that she would give £200
to the West of England Sanatorium at Weston-super-JIare, and
£100 to the West London Children's Hospital and Dispensary for

Women at Shadwell.—The Worcester Infirmary has received £200,

less duty, and the Dispensarj- £100, less duty, under the will of Mrs.

Kliza Woodward; ancl the former has received 100 guineas, and the

latter 50 guineas, from >Ir. J. Waldegrave Stone.—The Northamp-
ton General Infirmaiy has received £100 under the will of Mrs. E.

I'ell.—Miss Elizabeth Norman has bequeathed £100 to the Adelaide

Hospital, Dublin.—Lord Burton has given 100 guineas for the

second time to the British Home for Incurables.—Mr. Henry Brown
has given £100 to the Victoria Hospital, Southend.—The Doncaster
Infirmary Ball realised £67 6s.—" G. W. C." has given £30 for the

third time to the Convalescent Home Fund of the Chelsea Hospital

for Women.

The Third Report of the Medical Mission at T'ai-YUen-Fu,

Shansi, North China, for 1887. shows an amount of practical work
which is creditable to the workers both as medical men and mis-
sionaries. Altogether, about six thousand patients (including 298

in-patients') came under treatment, and the diseases varied from
typhus fever to dyspepsia, and from phimosis to ulceration of the

cornea. They are enabled to record a successful case of operation

for strangulated hernia, and twenty-three cases of successful re-

storation of sight after cataract. It is easy to understand that

surgical work in these distant regions is hanipered liy the lack of

efficient assistance, and the want is one not easily remedied. Dr.

E. H. Edwards may be congratulated on his zeal and ability

in compiling a report amid the absorbing duties of his responsible

position.

Roi'.^L Meteoeological Society.—At the monthly meeting
of this Society, held on January 18th, the foUo'n'ing officers and
council were elected for the year 1888:

—

President: William
Marcet, M.D., BMLS., F.C.S. Vice-Presidents: Francis Campbell
Bayard, LL.M. ; William Ellis, F.R.A.S. ; Charies Harding

;

Richard Inwards, F.R.A.S. Treasurer: Henry Perigal, F.R.A.S.,

F.R.M.S. Trustees: Hon. Francis Albert Rollo Russell, M.A.

;

Stephen William Silver. F.R.G.S. Secretaries: George James
S\Tnons, F.R.S. ; John William Tripe, il.D., M.R.C.P.Ed. Foreign
Secretari/: Robert Ilem-y Scott, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. Cmivci!

:

Hon. Ralph Abercrombv; Robert Andrew Allison, M, P. ; Edmund
Douglas Archibald. M.A.; William Mon-is Beaufort, F.R.A.S.,

F.R.G.S. ; Henrj- Franois Blanford, F.R.S.. F.G.S.; Arthur Brewin ;

George Chatterton, -M.A., il.Inst.C.E. ; William Henry Dines, B.A.;

Henrj- Storks Eaton. .M..V.; Baldwin Latham, M.Ins't.C.E., F.G.S.

;

Edward Mawley, F.R.H.S.; Charies Theodore Williams, M.A., M.D.,

F.R.C.P.

Manchester Mbdico-Ethical Association.—At the annual
meeting of this Association the report of the Committee .showed
continuous prosperity, with a steady increase of funds. The fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected office-bearers and members of Com-
mittee for the year:—President: H. Simpson, M.D. Vice-Presi-

dents: J. Foster, Esq.; T. N. Dean, Esq.; J. lirOadbent, Esq.; and
A. Emr\-s-Jones. M.D. Trea.-iurer: D.Lloyd Roberts, M.D., F.R.S.

Edin. "Secretaries: A. Wahltuch, M.D. ; "and F. H. Collins, M.D.
Committee: R. Crean, JI.D.: A. Denholm, Esq.; F. M. Pierce, M.D.

;

C. Holmes, M.D.: H. P. llderton, Esq.; E. Jackson, Esq.; W.
Lauder, M.D.; W. Y. Martin, M.D.; S. II. Owen, M.D. ; T. C. Railton,

M.D.; R. C. Smith, M.D.; and W. Walter, JI.D.

PROISTITUTION IN Bri's.sei.s.—The Royal Academy of Medicine
of Brus.sels have unanimously passed a resolution to the effect

that " the regulation of prostitution is necessary to check the pro-
pagation of venereal diseases." Other resolutions were passed,

with few dissentient voices, in favour of prohibiting prostitutes

from frequenting "streets, promenades, and public places," and
providing for the periodical medical examination of recognised
prostitutes.

SlANCirESTBB WAtER SiTpPLT.—The Manchester water supply
is said to be lower in quantity than it has been for many years

past. The conBumption is upwards of 2,000,000 gallonsi a ityii^

excess of what it was in 1879, when the stock fell very low, but

this year the water in stock is even less t;han in that year.
, •.,[/

Successful 'Vaccination.—Mr. C. Haycroft, of Bow, North
Devon, has obtained a Government ^ant for successful vaccination

in his district. ;;'..„
''

y, „.;,,
The Ormskirk Guardians have increased the salaiy of Dr"

Jfoore, medical officer for the Southport District, from £60 to

£100 per annum.

Dh. WiixiAM II. Fitzpateice, the late medical officer for the.

rural district of the West Derby Union, has obtained a Superrinnii-

ation allowance of £80 per annum.

Dr. C. E. Saunders, medical officer of Health for the Middlesex

and Herts combined sanitary districts, has been appointed medical
superintendent of the Sussex County Asylum. Dr. Saunders hfia,

discharged his duties as medical officer of health with ability and"

assiduity, and has had some experience in lunacy as medical

visitor of the private asylums in the eastern division of Sussex.

MEETmGS OF SOCIETIES DURENG THEx/oim
NEXT WEEK.

HOKDAY.
Medical Society or Loxdox.—Pr. Churton. of Le<'<l5 : Emryema. Mr. Pearce

Goulci ; Four Cases of Thoraco-Plastic Opt-rafion for Empyema.
Dr. F. fie Havilland Hall and Mr. J. Astley Eloxam will re-

late Similar Cases,

Odontological SocrETT. 8 P.M.—Casual communications by Mr. Storer

Bennett : Dilaceration in the Incisor of a Porcupine ; and Dr.

St. George Elliott : A Svstem of Crowns. Papers by Mr. J.

Bland Sutton : Ortonfomes ; and Dr. Harlan, of Chicago : TB?
Management of Pulplees Teeth from the StandMini

<j^
I)aily

TCESDAV.
Pathologicaj, Societt or Lo>i)os.—Mr. B. H. Fenwick : Etiology- of Vesical

Growths. Mr. R. "W. Parker: Specimens of Bone Disease. Mr.)

Eve : Specimens of Dry Caries. Mr. Spencer : Deformity bt

Sternal Ends of Clavicles in Rickets. Mr. Treves : Melanosis of'

the Skin. Mr. E. Owen : Anomalous Appendages in a Case of

Spina Bifida. Mr. Shattock ; Imperforate Urethra. Mr. D'Apojt

Power: Parosteal Lipoma. Card Specimens—Mr. Eve: Bil-

harzia Hamatobia. Mr. Treves : Tumour of Spermatic Cord.

Mr. D'Arcy Power ; Angeioma of Cerebral Membranes. Mr. -J.'

H. Morgan; Femur from Cose of Pysemia in nn Infant. Mr.
Mansell Jloullin : Transverse Fracture of Patella United by
Bone. Mr. W. K. Sibley; Double Intussusception in .a

Baboon.
' "^

WEDXE8BAV.
British GTS-.tcoLoniCAi Societt. S..TO p.m.—Dr. James Aveling : The Diaft'i

nosis and Electrical Treatment of Early E-Ttra-Uterine Gesta-

tion. Adjourned discussion on Mr. Lawson Tail's Cases of

Ruptured Tubal Pregnancy, successfully dealt with by Liga-

ture of the Broad Ligam'ent. Specimens will be exhibited

by Mr. Lawson Tait, Dr. G. Gram-ille Dantock. and others.

EpinEMioLooicAi, Society of London. 8 p.m.—Justin F. Donwan. MJJ..

Surgeon R.N. : Tellow Fever and theMicrobiart Doctrine. -"S

Royal Miceoscopical Society. S p.m.—Annual Meeting. President's Address

Rev. Dr. DalUnger. F.E.S. ;

HrxTEBIAN SoctETT, 7.30 P.M.—Annual General Meeting. 8 P.M. The Annual
Oration : E. Clement Lucas. B.S. :

, I . , If

FRIDAV.
Clisicai. Society of Lontdos, 8.30 p.m.—Mr. Mayo Robson :

Cases of Ruptured

Intestine without External Wound. Diagnosis and Treatment.

,

'

"^
Mr. Bennett :' Case of Intestinal Obstructiotf. fh Vhfch tlie'Colon

Gave 'Way outside the Peritoneum. Mr. 'Waleham : _Ck.«e of

Intestinal Obstruction ; Nslaton's Operation; Death; Volvulus

of Ciccura ; Malposition of Ascending Colon. Lmng Specimen

—Mr. Bernard Roth : Case of Arrested Growth of Ulna.

BIETHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announrement.^ of Births, Marrxagts, and Deathi :.! ;.i. ii .,

viMch thouli befor%mrded in stamps Kith the aiutounceiaent

.

,|

BIRTHS.
^ . j!

Ad>,ms.—On Januarv 27th, at 1S4. .\ldersgat« Street. B.C., the'jrife of Jo%
Adams, L.R.C.P.tond., of a daughter cMary Dora). ., ,. r.

Davidsox.—At 2. Bon Accord Square, Aberdeen, on January 38th, tlie wife -ot

James McKenzle Davidson, M.B., CM., of a danghter. ';•;;
;

'•' •

DEATHS. '
'

MuBPHY.—On January Mrd. »t Aspatria. Cumberland, WniSam PbnsonB^

Murphy. L.R.C.S.Ireland, aged 6S years.

Palmer—On Januarv 3Sth. at PutnevJCaroUnc Margaret Palmer. reanUv of

Barnwood, Eastbourne. Sussex, widow of Hemy Smith Palmer, il.K.l, J^..

of St. Leonards. Mortlake, Surrey, aged M. .. e^u ,
!' -.i
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lUBSDAY..

OPERATTOtf DAYS At •THB LONDON HOSPITALa

MOSDW 10 no A.M.: K<ivi>l Lon.lon Oplitlmlmlp.-l.sn r.M.
:

Ouy'«

lOphthnlinln li,i«rti>anll ; nii.l Kcj/inN tv-lmmMir Oi.*"^"'-

niil' -2 P.M.; MrtT..,«i|Hsn Kw ; St. Murk s : C olitrnl London

Oph'thilnilc: Kovnl (Jrt liopirdto : and Hosiiitnl Jm Women.—
JMi P.M. ; t'hfUcft llo(<l>ll.'\l for Woinin.

9 AM • St M«rv'» il)|ilitlmlmic D.-imrtmrntl.—lO.TO A.M.:
' Koyal'London Oi.lithaln.ic-l.a' P.-V;: «>»'» St. ainrtlioli>-

mfwXOulitlManilo Dcpiurtni.-ut) : Sit.Mary h ;
Hpyiin\<;ftimu-

,t.T ()|.htVln.U-.-2 P.M. : Westminster ; St. Mnrk . :
t''n'rM

London Ophtlialmk-.--:'.:Vi P.M.; West London; taneerllosi.lOl.

Bromnt<m.--t P.M.: St. Thomas's i,t)W>'lmlnnc- l),i.,irlm.-nt).;

10AM- National lirlliopwdlo.--Ui.;«i A.M. ; lio\i.I Lon.lon

"Ophthalmic.-l P.M. :
Middlesfx.-l.a>P.«.St.Bnrtholoniew'i..:

St. Thon.uss; Koval WrrtminsK-r OpldlmliiiW.-2 P.M. ;

Lomlon; Cnlverslt'v ColUne ;
Westminster; Creat^Nortliera

Centr«l; (Vntral London Ophtlmlmic.-?.30 P.M. ;
>amar[tnn

l»ree Hospllnl (or Women «nd Childn-ju St. Vetera.—J to I

P.M. ; KiUir's ColleKe. _, „ .

.ll)..TO A.M.VUoyal Lomloii Ortitlmlmle.— 1 P.M.j St. GeorRe s

WKDSBSDAI

THITHSDAY

FBIDAV

SATURDAY

;oVal Lonnoil ^.iprno.vinm-.— i ,-..-n. . Kji. ^"."p,- -

—I.TOPM St. Bartliolomew's lOphthnlnilo llepait nient )

;

Otry'itOpl.tlwlmic Uepnrlmenti; lioyal Westminster Oplillml-

mlc.—a P.M. : ClwrinK Uross ; London; Central London Opli-

llialmlc; Hospital for Diseases of the Tliroat ; Hospital for

Women.—2.:)0P.M. : Nortli-West. London ; Chelsea Hospit.il for

» A m'.-' St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Departmentl.—10.»i a.m.:

lioval London OphthBlmic.-l.l.-i r.M. : St. Georce s (Oplithnl-

mil- l)el>artment).-l..'»0 p.m.: Gny's ; Koyal Weslmmster Oph-

thatmie.-l' P.M.: KinR's College ; St. Tlu.mas s (Ophtlialnne

Department); Central Loudon Ophtlialnue; Royal ^oulU

LomUm Opiitliahnic ; East London Hospital for Children.—

2.30 p.m. ; West London. « , .i , ,
9a m Royal Kree.—lO.M A.M. : Uovnl London Ophthalmio

—

"iPM KinK's ColleRe.— !..•*> P.M.: St. Bartholomew s; M.

TlK.nas's; Koval Westminster OphfhaImie.-£ p.m. : Ch.inns

Cross ; London : Mldrtlesox ; Ilov.-vl l-Yee ; Central London

Ophthalmic.—2J0 P.M. : Cancer llospital. BrOmpton.

Otrit enfrwpondfnla'iirftrcrolml^e'Itluvi iirollxllyla a Rri'.it' har In piilifteatlbn,

and, vvlfh the ebnslant. pressure upon everj- department of tlie JorRNAir,

brevity of style and conciseness of statement preatly facilitate early insertion

ive are compelled to return and hold over a great number of coniitiuiilcatloM

chleily hy reason of their nnneccssarj- letip:lh.

HOURS OF AT^E^^)ANCE AT THE LONDON
HO&PITALS.

CSABITO CROS9.-M«ilo»l and SurRicl. daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30
;
Skin,

Gv" V-M'e:i"i.'':nd*S«;gier;; Jil^ 1.30 ; Obstetric, M.Tu F. 1.30 ;
Eye M. Tu.

Th F l.;W; Kar. Tii. F., 12.30; Skiir. Tn.. 12.30; Dental, 'Tu. Th. i.. 1-.

KWO' 'coLLKaK.-Medi.»l, daily, 2 ; Surgieal. daily, 1.30 ;
Obstetne, Tu. 'Th. ,S.,

J- OP M W F. 12.30: Kye, -M. Th.. 1 ; Ophthalmic Department, W.. 1;

TUr Th a • Skin. Th. 1 Throat. Th.. 3; Dental. Tu. i\. 10.

L<S^o^-Mertliii;iai ly, elc. S.. 2 ; Surgical, daily. 1..30and2; Obstetric, MTh
TT o o W S 1 30 kye. W. S., 9 ; Ear. S., 9.30 ; Skin. Th., 9 ;

Dental, Tu. 9.

MmniiraKX -'Medl.-:vl and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstttric, Tu. F., 1.30
;
o.p.,'i.\ .

S..

^L»^^e, W^S <.i« ; Kar a?d Tl;roat'. Tu 9 ; Skin Tu , 4 ;
Dental, daily, 9

St. BARTnoi.oMKWs.-Medieal and SurRieal daily. 1.30; Obstetric Tii. Th. b. 2;

op W S » Bye, Tu.Th.S., 2.30; Ear, Tu.F.,2;Skin,F..l..!0;Lar}T«,F.,

>.V'- Orthorwdlc. M., 2.30; Dental, T«. F., P.

81 OKoiuVKV-Medtcal and St.rRical. M. T. F, S., 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. S„ 1
;
op..

Tn, 2; Kye, W. S.3; Bar, Tu., 3; Skin. W.,2; Tliroat, Th.. 2 ;
Orthop!rdic,->V.,

ST*'iuirT'1.'-Medlckrand'surKic»I. dally. IM: Obstetric Tu.F., 1 .4.^
; "-r. ^I-

-hT I .•»> ; Kye. Tu; P. 8., 9 ; l-Iar, .M. Tl.., 3 ; Throat, Tu. F., 1.3o
;
Skm M. 1h.,

Vfl.l')- Kl«tncian Tu. F.. 2; Dental, W, S., 9.30 ; Consultations, M., 2.30;

Ope^tions, lu.. l.*l ;
(Jplilh.xlmle Operations, F. 9. „....„ ,, _,, ,.

St. YH.iMAS's.-Mclicul and Surgical, .tally, except Sat.. 2 ; Obstetric, M. Tl . -,

on W I'M- Eve M Th.,2; o.p.. didlv. ereept .Sat., 1..30 ; Ear, M.. I2..I0;

sfln W'., 12.30 ; fh™t. Tu. F., I.3i, ; Children, L 12..T0 ; Dental, Tu. F 10.

U?.VKi."iTV CotLroF..-Medical and Surgical, daily 1 to 2; Oh.tetrks, JL Tu

Th F., I.'V*: Bye. M. Tn. Th. F., 2 ; Kar, S., l.;*n Skin, W., 1.45, b. 9.16;

Throat Tli., 2..ir; Dental, W., I0.;iO. „.„„».
WnsTMlMSTFR —Medical and Surgical, daily. 1.30; Obstetric, Tu.F., 3; Eye,

M Th'. 2M : Ear, M.. 9 ; Skin, Th., 1 ; Dental, W, S.. 9.15.

QIIEBIES.

G. li. d.'iui<» B«"<o tlje siillabllltv of tile climate of Meldnesla and Norfolk

Island fer apaWerit, In the rtrst staRt- of phthisis.

.
.

'

, il - !'
,

"i

'I
' ThEATMEXT or TixNrruo. I'll:'

MK,PBASCwW.Cl.ABlt.L,H.C.F.L,..\l.U.C.S.(BastCroydon).asksforPURce»tion»
forthetreatmeni otthefolIowinReasc. A man, aRcd 16. of neurollc temper^

nment, has been sufferiuR from slnRiiiRnoises in the ears of varyinglntonsity. ami

alternatinR from one lo tlio other si.le lor the I'ast three months. Mwur a

mouth prior to the onset of tllis trouble he suffered from delachmcnt ol ino

reliua, ncccssitaline complete rest for two nionlhs, nnil a was during tins

period that the noises suddenly developed. The heart, and Hood veswis are

normal, and so also Is the urine; and the patient has never sufterr<l from

ROut. After McludinR local causes, Mich as concretions in the mmtiis, aim

blockina of the Eu5l:ichian tube, the following remedies were '»;^"'}y<''\

trie.l Imt all without success: Col.lucum, hydrobromic acid, iTromine oi

potassium, and faradism. The jmllent is at present taking small .do»e« ol

Kilicylate of soda.

TREATMTnrr OF PnOFfSK SWEATI^IG.
. _

Mr. J. E. CLENntXNF.X (Coseley) asks for advice in t he t real ment of the follow ing

CISC. .Mady. aRed'W, not haviiiRvet re.vhed the menopause, suffers froin prolnse

perspiration on awaking in the morning, R.-neriilly lasting from 4 to « » c OCK.

The sweating is preceded by a hm burning condition of tlie .»'">''"'»!''"

profuse that her bed cannot" be made until it and the bedclothinR have been

drieii. It does not occur ever\- mornioR. but about two or three morningB n

the week. She has been nervous, but. is now in excellent health, looks well,

e^its well, and sleeps well till thesweating begins. The to lowing remedies tla^_e

been tried: nelladouna, bromide of potassium, strychnine. o,M<le ot nni,

valerianate of zinc, and hot sponginR. Most relief has been dcnved from the

zitic valerianate.

COKVAI.ESCFntT HOMK WA.METI.
» v t

Dr. E. L. Archer (Kensington) wishes to hear of a convalescent homo »t.

Honrnemouth where a young man, who is probably 1" "<'/«J'y ?'*«%,"!

consumption, w ould be admitted on paj-ment of a moderate fee for a few

weeks.
Dl.SINFECTITJG CHAMPER.

M. O. H. wishes to learn the name and address of the maker or agent ol the

Schummel Steam Disinfecting Closet of Berlin.

Massaoe. t/ 'T?""
SovKE having gathered, from ifassage. as a Mode of Treatment, by Dr. W llliam

Murrell tluit the art can only be acquired after at least two years practice,

and only by practical instruction, asks if this is really the case, as he had

hoped to hi able to use it after studying the subject from books ?

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

CointirxirATtnxs rwpwrtlnR editorial mutteni shonid be addressed to the Editor,

429. Strand, W.C., Loixloa; those oonnernUig business matt«r». norwielivery

of the JoiRHAJ., etc., should be addressed to tlie ManaRCr, at the Office, 429,

Strand, W.C. I.ondon.
, ., , „ , ,. .u

Is order tn arold deUv. It la particularly reqnetiled that all letters on the

'editorial business of tlie Joi rmai. b<^ aildrcssed to the Editor at the oirice of the

JOUR.NAL, and not to bis private house. ,, ,
Authors desiring reprints of their articles pnbll«he<l In the Driti.to MKniear.

JouBXAl,. are requeste.1 to communicate l»>foreh«nd with the Manager. 429,

CoRRMPoxi>tn»T^ who wish rolloe to l)0 taken of Ihelr communlcatlonj, should

authenticate them with their names ..f curse not necessarily for publication.

CoRRKjuiixPFSTS not answered arc requested to look to the Notices to Corriv

sp.indenl« of the ("Mowing week.
Maxiscripts roRWARPm to the Qrrncn or ram JacfixkL CJiXfVr tTTtnra xsr
ciBCfMSTAfcF-s nr nm-RXEP.

Fcrn-TC UFAr.TTT DrPARTMPXT.—'W'e shall h» mueli ohllgrd to Medical Offioors

of Health if they will, on forwarding their Annual and other lieports. favour

us with fhipltente Cnpxex.

AM4WERH.

11 E Matthews.—Obviously the proper course Is to pursue the necessary

tre.itment. and not to violate profcssionol oonfidencei, wlijcli. under the cir

cumstancca. is sacred, " ,'r ^^

TfATRWASn.

DR,Mi-RTLE (Harrogate) writes: The best application for falling hair or pro

niotlng growth of hair Is a quinine hairwash made by bchiitte and Co

Widniore l^uinine WorKa, Broroley, Kent.

Tbeatmext or Stammebino.
Mll.C.S. wlitps: In reply to Mr. E. regardiUR a puIilic.Mion likely »o M ol

service in the training' of a little boy who stammers. I can recommend tho

arammin of Elocution, by John .Millanl. Professor of Declamation in the Koysl

College of Music (fourth edition), which contains, cmbodii-d as an appendix,

directions and exenises lo assist in the removal of slammering. Having been

for years, when a child, a stammirer myscll, I am able to judge to someex;^

tent of tlicir worth, besides having had practical pnmf of their emclcnoy. ine

book referred to is piibllshol by Longmans, Green and Co. - '" "'

TEAcnixo the Dumii'^to Speak.
.

Mr a J. Jons&ToJt (Ni-fhwav, Kiugsley Koad. Fiever's Gate*, Liverpool)

writes I am much interested In » girl of about IS years of age who, through

some r^'alfomiittioir of the mouth or tongue, has never been able to speak,

with tho exception of a f«w wools. I believe she has all her tnoulliea and.

thmigh small tor htr age. is undeformed. I am t.r>ing to persuade her

friooSs to fend lier lo school, so llial she may at, least !«.. al.l., to alk with her

tloRers. My object in writing is to ask if you know ot a suitable school

whi-re she w'ould be kindly treated.

',' It wouhl be a mistake to teach the girl to t»lk on her lingers, and tJius

divert lier from lip-reading and iialuml speech. Dr. E. Symes Thompson,

t0Avli»m welliavf rejcrred tin- question, recommends that the friciuis should

pay a visit lo tlic Itafuing College for Teachers of the Deaf, Ca.stlebar Hill,

ICaling, W..; the, rriucipal .: v.l,i,i,. M,-. I^iiisev, vnuld 1- „Me I., glMt

iuvi':h uietii^ljiriipmation.

1,'HoM.MF-FEMMEi Our correspondent Is prolmbly right In his surmise. A
recent Anu'rican writer has staled the percentage of " cultivated " marrUd

( \mericau) women who do not possess any sexual feeling to be as high at

flfev-slx. It shoald b« clearly recognised ttmttlie »bwnce oT such feehnK" hi

II wtin^dflcs not imply sterility. • ,
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HepaVmtst of Ixcome Tat.
The Income Tat Hepavjient A«E\CT<2n. Colville Ttrrarc. W.) wi-ifo; Allow
us to mention in your columns a most important point we have .just oarried.
A medical man in the north of London was last year assessed at £8.50 ; this
year the notioe came in for £100. We made out hi's statement on our forms,
and his assessment was reduced to £.300, not only a Ba^inp of tax on £100,
but givlnc him a riRht to abatement on £130. consequently £fi .Us. 4d. in
pocket this year. But the following ia the point we wi.sh to call attention to.
We adviserl our client to make a claim for repayment of tax overpaid last year,
basiiij; his claim on the fact that he had paid" on £;.Wi, whereas he luid now-
proved to the satisfaction of the General Commissioners th.at his average was
only £."too. Wo have just heard from him that he has recei^ed a post office
order for the amount. We shall be glatl to assist others in the same way.
Our being able tu cite the cas« to surveyors U a great advantage.

Diphtheria dcbino Preoxancv.
Dr. p. 0'Cox>'ELL ('Chicago) w rites : The following may possess points of in-
terest to merit record in the JorRNAl.. On Deeendier *:?lst, 18.^.5, I saw Mrs.
Mcy.. aged 29. Both tonsils were so enlarged as almost to meet, and were
covered with well-nuirked, (liariu;teristic exudation. Temperature 1U2^ F.
The attack was a sharp and se\ere one. Slie was out of danger on the
seventh day, and sat up for an hour on the eighth day. The urine was al-
buminous until .Tannary 13th, 188ii.

When told on the third day of her illness that she was two months preg-
nant with her fourth child, 1 was startled, and e.\pected an abortion, with
probably fatal termination. During her illness, besides topical applications,
she toolc internally iron with two gi-ains of quinine every four hours. On
July 2flth, 18»0, I delivered her, at full term, of a healtiiy female child of
average size.

Here permit me to ask : Has quinine any action on the gravid uterus? Four
orfive years ago, if I correctly remember, some of the Indian medical officers
said it was dangerous to gi\'e qinnine for intermittent fevers during preg-
nancy. a,s it was ijrelty certain to induce labour. During the annual meeting
of the British Medical Association at Dublin last year. Dr. T. More Madden (ride
JoL'BSAl.. November 12th, I,",'*?, p. 1U4.5) advised the use of quinine, with iron
and chlorate of potash, during the last two months of pregnancj", as a good
prophylactic to pu( rperal fever. I frequently employ it with ergot, strych-
nine, and capsicum in cases of subinvolution "of the w-omb ; also to rouse the
uterus to action on sudden cessation of p,ains during t he progress of labour,
and always with suceess. I cannot say, however, if alone it would induce
contraclions, since I always used it in combination with one or more of the
drugs mentioned.

Drujune.
John Reio, M.A., M.D.Aberd. (Melbourne) writes : In consequence of the pul)-

licationln the JoiRXAl. of Professor Aleji. Ogston's report on Drumine, and
also of reports published elsewhere, I instituted inquiries as to the action of
rectified spirit solutions. I may preface by stating that I have used weed
obtained in \'ictoria leuphorbia drummondii). and that I have obtained the
alkaloid by boiliug the weed in dilute acetic acid, percolating and precipitat-
ing with sodium bicarbonate. .Solution of the acetate was then made and
employed. I have nol been so successful in obtaining so well formed crystals
of this salt as of the hydrochlorate obtained from South Australia (Fi.D.).
Subcutaneously a solution in boiling rectified spirit has protluced the smart-

ing of sp. vin. rec. moflilied, but no after-effects, Similarlv a solution of the
alkaloid or salt (previously decolorised by animal charco;"d), applied to the
scrotum on an eczematous patch, from which the scab was removed, caused
first slight smarting and afterwards no pain. .Subsequent applications were
not felt. Compare the action of reetilicd spirit alone, in which subsequent
applications are very painful. In addition, the disease is cured, scabs, etc.,
disappear, the intolerable itching and annov,ance v.anish, and a life of ease
succeeds. One or two applications to the nostril cure a common cold. In
tonsilUtis a single application caused pain and annoyance by swallowing
to vanish. Solution in rectified spirits is weir preserved, and .acts well
enough when not used hypodermically ; the transitory smarting is not very
preat exeepliug where the patient is over-sensitive. A fresh aqueous solution
16, of course, preferable.
Recent observation has brought to light that when drumine is heated

strongly (to ebullition) with glycerine (as I did in order to obtain solution
needlessly I, it is evidently in part decomposed, emitting the odour of burnt
feathers, or transmitting to the solution, as a friend ou whose gum I applied
some for toothiiche said, the Ibiviiur of urine. This is interesting only in so far
as pointirig to a chemical reaction, and ought not to OLfur if the solution is
made at a pro])er temperature. Some was no doubt decomposed. The fact
that the alkaloid canses>i precipitate with phosphomolybdic acid has not as
yet beet) reported in the .Ioi-rnal.
This year has been \ery fatal to the growth of euphorbia drummondii on

account of the excessive ivct ; but in all probability it will soon be possible
to pl.-u-e drumine in the market, and to allow the profession an oppor-
tunity of testing its qu.alities for themselves. Were it only used for "com-mon col. is" an.l •eczema of the scrotum," its vullie 'could scaroelv be
estimatecl. ';;-.,

. . c /

.St. .Iohv's Ito.spiTAL FOR I)lsr.lSE.S OF THE .SkIV.
A Late Me-Moek of the ,Sj-aff writes : As the existing Boani of M.vnagement

of this mstitutmn ha.s again advertised for two assistant pbysicLans, f think
it oidy fair to candidates that they should know something "about the system
of management and the circumstances which have brought about the present
vacancies.

It is important to know in the fii-st place that these appointments are made
by the Hoard <if Management and not by a meeting of governors, and that
this board, (hough supimsed to be elected periodieallv. ha.s not been re-formed
.for some time^ moreover, two members of thi» board can form a quorum.
It 19 doubtful, therefore, whether it lias the right to appoint. The
appointment again is for no certain period, and the medical officer is liable
to Instdiit suspension of dismiswil. The vni-ani-ics created a iow weeks back
were filled up, but two at least of the gentlemen elected liu.Uugout thestateof
affairs and the einum^tances under which (heir predecessors were dismissed,

, -almost immediately scut in their resignation.s.
The matter app"eara in reality to come to tliis. 'U von do not act with

two or three members of the Board of Management,' wlio liav,^g^-ti.i;l,ic*Jjj

uncont rolled sway, you will find your position rendered uosatlffaelory. and
you will sooner or later either feci yourself obliged to resign, or you wHl'be
summarily dismissed.
The financial affairs of the institution will probably lie Investigated tjefpw

long by an independent inquiry, but the staff of the hospital will never tale
a high place in the profession nor be respected unless its election, tenure of
oflice, and general course of action are altered. . ,

Mr. Mojbeis of .St. Bartholomew's Hospital. "
Messrs. .Axthoxv A. BoWLiiv (St. Bartholomew's Hospital. E,C.) and JosEV^

M11.1.S (15, Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square, W.) write: .V circular has
recently ticcn distributed to old students of St. Bartholomew's Hospital
stating that it has been resolved to present a testimonial to .Mr. Mark Morris,
the Steward. It is suggested that the testimonial should take the form of a
portrait or bust, to be pl.aced in the hospital ; and it is to be hoped that the
funds subscribed will be sufficient to allow of some personal gift to Mr. Morris
in ;i.ldition. The precise form, however, of the testimonial will be left to the
decision of the subscribers. Mr. Morris's connection with the hospital and
school extends over a period of forty-seven years; and although it is hoped
that he may long continue to fill his present post, it is felt by m.any that the
time has arrived when his long and valued services should be thus formally
recognised. All who have been brought into contact with Mr. Morris must
be well aware of the tact and judgment he has always displayed. His kindly
consideration for others, his constant good nature, and unvarying willing-
ness to render assistance must be especially well known to those who haye
held ofhce on the resident staff, Siihseriptions, which should not exceed two
guineas, may be sent to either of the Honorary Secretaries.

"

1 Committee. -t\

Bon.' freisifrei-': W. $.,i5AyoBY, Esrj,. F.li.s.

£
Dr. K. Martin 2
Sii- James Paget 2
Luther Ilolden, Esq. ... ^,,. 2
Dr. Andrew ... ..,

'
.„ 2

Dr. Church 2
Dr. Gee „ , 2
*Sir Dyce Duckworth... .... .2

Dr. Matthews Duncan ;.,. 2'

*\V. S. Savory, E-q. ... ... 3
T. Smith, E.s'q ;„ 2
A. Willett. Esq a
J. Laugton, Esq.

f g
W. Morrant Baker, Esq. ..,. 2
Dr. Lauder Brunton ,3
Dr. Norman Moore 3
Dr. Sarpuel West ... .i. ,2,

Dr. Gotlson .-S-

"Howard Marsh. Esq a
H. T. Butlin. Esq '.2

".v. E. Cumberiiatch, Esq. ..i ,2

*W. H. Cross. Esq. ... ,.', 3
C. O'B. Harding, Esq.... i,; -i
O. Lankester. E.sq 3
W. Bruce Cl.irke. Esq. ... 2
A\'. J. ^^alsham. Esq 1

W. Harrison Cripps, Esq. ... 1

Dr. Hensley 1

Henry Power, Esq 1

Bowater Vernon. Esq I

Dr. Vincent Harris 1

Dr. J. A. Ormerod 1

Dr. H. H. Tooth 1

D'.-Vrcv Power. Esq 1

H. Gill. Esq I

Dr. W. E. .Steavenson 1

Dr. W. S. A. Griffith 1

Dr. Oswald Browne 1

'C. B. Lockwood. Esq 1

J. Berry. Esq 1

Edgar Willett. Esq 1

E. W. Rougliton, Esq 1

.Stephen Paget, E.sq , 1
W. H. Je.ssop, F^sq -.,J.,

I,. A. Lawrence. Esq ^^ L
I'^. Jessop. Esq ,.,1

W. Lenton Heath, Esq, ... , 1,.

J. O. Sanke.v, Esq 1
Reginald Harrison, Esq. ... 1

J. F. Stcedm.au, Esq 1

F. A. Napier. Esq 1

A. C. Fletcher. Esq.' I
K. F. Jowers. Esq 1

•A. .\. Bowlby. Esq 1

3
2
S
2
2
3 »
2
2 U
2
2,

"Joseph Mills. Esq. ..

F. Ewbank. Esq.
W. B. Patersou, Esq. ...

J. Ackerv, Esq..
A. S. ila"ekrell. Esq. ...

Dr. P. W, Latham
Dr. A. G. Davev
Henry Baker, J-Isq.

F. A.'Hall. Esq
G. S. A. Waylen, Esq....
Henry Bott. Esq.
H. W". Mason, Esq. ...

F. W. Strugnell, Esq....
John .\dams, Esq.
J. K. Barton. E.sq.

Lovell Drage, Esq.
F. C. Wallis. Esq.
Dr. Calvert
F. W. Jowers, Esq. ...

F. Womack. Esq.
Dr. H. L. Jones
Dr. .\. E. Garrod
Leonard Mark. Esq. ...

Dr. T. A. Shore
Ern&st Clarke, Esq. ...

E. .1. Lewis, Esq.
H. G. Barling, Esq.
H, B. Tait, Esq
Dr. Spicer
Dr. Robert. Jones
L. M. Gabriel. Esq.
H. R. Cholmeley, Rsq.
Dr. Rayner Batten
John lilliott, Esq.
Swinford Edwanls, Esq.
Dr. Webster
H. W. Gardner. Esq. ...

Dr. W. H. Hamer
Dr. E. J. Sidcbotliam ...

Dr. H. Tylden
C. L. Davenport, Esq....

Dr. R. J. Reeoe
E. M. Sj-mpson, Esq. ...

F. C. Evil. K.sq

H. Davidsou, Esq.
P. K. .Santi, lisq.

A. Lyndi'U. Esq.
R. Farrar. Esq
P. Wlute, Esq
O. C. P. Evans, Esq. ...

C. W. F. Young. Esq....

H. Walt*. E.sq

A. Bright, E.sq

£ f.
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I have no doubt (1) this man contracted syphilis as the result of the tattoo-
ing; (3) thrtt it wfts through the saliva of tfip operator. But. that the saliva
per se, and not as the vehicle for some other discharge, has the power of con-
veying the \iru9 from a syphilitic patimt.the evidence Is not quite con-
clusive.

HoiT SiroOTINrt ACCIPFNTS ARE TO BE AVOIPED.
Dr. John lUfXTox. late Leicestershire Keglment. recommends, as means to pre-

vent shooting accidents

;

1. Impose a tax on all firearms except sanctioned by Government, and on
all who use or borrow them, besi.ies their owner, levying a heavy fine in case
of non-compliance.

3. Make the very act of pointing a firearm at, or in the direction of, any
person, a criminal offence.

3. In cover-shooting, the head of a party ought to call both shooters and
beat-ers together, and obtain their sanction to the rule " that anyone using a
gun who is seoa interfering with trigger or hammer while the gun is pointmg
in the direction of any person, either when walking in line or crossing a
fence, should be at once disarmed, and become a beater for the rest of the
day." The discipline of keeping in line must be very strict ; the gunners
who walk with beaters should halt 120 yards from end* of beat; beaters ad-
vance, leaving all wiuc-ni game going forward to guns placed in front, and all

going backwiird to those behind, neither firing till bird has risen well;

&round game to be shot only when it has passed either set of shooters. After
?at is completed, the forward guns and beaters may again drive back to

other guns, observing similar rules of shooting. Excitement will thus be
miniraised, and a good average of game bagged.

4. In grouse driving the butts must be sufficiently low in front to allow
free scope for shooting game coming towards one, and sides so high that shooter
cannot fire into butt at either rignt or left, even if wishful to do so. To
accomplish this, the floor of the butt must be excava*ed. and trenches dug at
the lowest parts to allow escape of water. The back of the butt must be open
to give full swine at game which is passing low, or has passed. The keepers
and beaters to whistle loudly when within 150 yards of butts, after which no
forward shots may be fired. ' The shooter on no account to leave his butt til \
beaters have passed him.

The Parasitic Origin of Malignant Growths.
Dr. Harry Campbell. M.D., B.S.(Lond.) writes : The following is an abstract

of a paper which was prepared some time ago independently ot any published
writings on the parasitic theory. As much has been recently written on this
subject, it is unnecessary to give more than an abstract of my paper. I shall
dwell chiefly on such points as have hitherto received httle or no attention.
Malignant tissue is of inferior value to that of the surrounding parts ; the

change is retrogressive ; it is not. as in development, a change from tlie
homogeneous to the heterogeneous, but the reverse. Herbert Spencer, indeed,
especially singles out the malignant groi\-ths as exceptions to his great prin-
ciple of evolution, assuming that the change is from the homogeneous to the
heterogeneous. A careful study of their structure and mode of growth would
eeem to show that this is not so. The tissue of sarcoma is of a verj'^ elementary
order, but the carcinomata have no such simple structure, bnt there can be
little doubt that, in their case also, the change is a backward one. In tlie

Bquamous epitheliomata the epithelial cells dip down as in the development
of all open glands, but the down-growing cylinders never become hollowed
out. The glandular tissue is therefore of a very crude immature form. In
the cylindrical-celled variety a more perfect variety of tissue is approached;
for the cylinders contain a distinct lumen ; nevertheless, the process is dis-
orderly and the gland tissue, taken as a whole, is decidedly imperfect. In the
acinous form of cancer the glandular type is maintained, but it is of an erratic
kind. Wherefore we may say that the carcinomata consist of an immature
and disorderly form of gland tissue. But the malignant change is not of the
nature of a simple degeneration, for along with the deterioration in structure
there is an actual increase in tissue activity.

In considering the etiology of malignant grovrths.it is very necessary to
decide how far the malignant tissue is due to a simple transformation ofthe
affected tissue, and how far it results from a multiplication of the few celU
initially constituting the tumour. Although primary carcinoma is largely a
transformation, yet it is certain that many of the cells are derived by a multi-
plication of the cells already constituting the tumour. Elements are every-
where present to share in the formation of the gro^vth ; for when it spreads to
tissues in which there are no epithelia. the growth is evidently solely by a
multiplication of the cells already belonging to the tumour.
My \iew of the matter is this :'Under the bacterial irritation the tissues are

unable to keep at their normal level, and revert to a tissue of a lower order,
thus exhibiting some one or other »i their many potentialities. The type of
morbid tissue thus produced depends (1) upon the nature of the 'tissue
primarily affected. (2) upon the nature of the parasite. We have seen that
the secondary growths are not always due to the transformation of the affecteii
tissues, wherefore the theory of reversion cannot apply to such cases. Such
secondary' growths depend^ I believe, upon the transference of tissue cells
pUc^ the bacteria from the seat of the primary affection. Under the specific
parasitic stimulus these transported cells take"on the same morbid action as at
the primary seat of infection by virtue of their potentialities. It is impos-
Bible, however, to deny that cells of the tissue secondarily affected take some
ehare in the process. There are probably several varieties of "malignant"
bacteria; the carcinoma parasite must be quite different from that causing
sarcoma.

COMMUNICATIONS, LETTERS, etc, have been received from :

Mr. L. M. Myers, London; Messrs. J. F. Edisbury and Co.. London; Dr.
Hunter Mackenzie, Edinburgh ;l Dr. Abrath, Sunderland; Dr. Lambert,
Sunderland; Dr. J. Braxton Hicks, London; Mi.ss H. E. Brown, Buxton ;

Mr. M. C. Rimmer, London; Dr. Goyder, Bradford; Dr. R. Keutoul,
Liverpool; Mr. J. Robertson, Edinburgh; Dr. J. Wallace, Greenock; Mr.
H.N. Peddie. Edinburgh; Lord Wantage, London; the Secretary of the
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh ; Mr. C. L. Williams. Liverpool

;

Sir James Paget, Bart., London ; Mr. A. R. Hall, London ; Dr. A. G. Blom-
field, Exeter; Dr. Railton. Manchester: Professor B. C. A. Windle. Birming-
ham; Mr. J. R. Irwin, Whitehaven; Dr. T. Partridge, Stroud ; Mr. R. J.

Pye-Smith, Sheffield ; Dr. Myrtle, Harrogate; Mr. F. W. D. McGachpn,

Bletchley Station ; Mr. L. A. Mott. Cheltenham ; Messrs. Sell. London ; Dr.
Cuff, Scarborough; Mr. Crocker. Bingley ; Mr. R. P. Grace. 'Aneriey

;

Dr. Barnardo. London ; Dr. E. D. Mapother, Dublin ; Mr. Page, London;
Mr. W. J. Behb. Burton-on-Trent : Theodore Richards, M.B.. Birken-
head

: Deputy Surgeon-General J. Watts. London ; Dr. J. D. Gillespie. Edin-
burgh

; Mr. G. King. London ; Mr. T. Vincent Jackson. Wolverhampton

;

Mr. J. Willing, jun.. London; Dr. J. F. J. Sykes. London: Dr. Otto
Hehner. London; Mr. G. H. Hardie. Manchester; Dr. Adams, Mailing Place.

Kent : Our San Remo Correspondent ; Dr. Ratton, London : Dr. C. R.
Illingworth. Accrington ; Dr. Gerard Smith, Loudon; Mr. H. Trueman
Wood. London; Mr. H. E. H. Matthews. Levensholme; Messrs. Stevens and
Howell, London; A. McCulloch, M.B.. Tarporley; the Board of Manage-
ment of the Chelsea ^Hospital for Women; Dr. G. Cowen. New Maiden:
Mr. E. Brooke. Durham ; Mr. G. P. Atkinson. Pontefract ; Mr. A. K. Benson,
Dublin; Dr. W. Galletly, Elghi ; Dr. Coates, Streathara ; Mr. E. Owen.
London ; Dr. T. Robinson, London ; Mr. W. J. Walsham, London ; Messrs.
Burroughs, Wellcome, and Co., London; Mr. J. Wei^t, London ; Our Man-
chester Correspondent; Dr. R. Park, Glasgow; Mr. J. H. Bebb, Bradford

;

Mr. W. F. Sheard,' London; Dr. M. Handfield-Jones, London; Dr. F. S.

Palmer. London ; Our Newcastle-on-Tyne Correspondent : Dr. P. J. Freyer,

Moradabad ; the Secretary of the Hospitals Association, London ; Dr. J.

W. Moore. Dublin ; Mr. P. Turner, London ; Mr. T. L. Wilkinson, Birken-

head ; Mr. Churchown, Daventry ; Dr. E. R. Nicholson, London;
Dr. Major Greenwood. London ; Dr. Chestnutt, Howden ; Mr. A. Faulkner,
London ; Mr. J. B. Coumbe. Twyford ; Dr. W. Wylie. Skipton ; Mrs. A. M.
Hubbard, London ; Mr. J. Kelland, Salisbury; Mr. F. T. Simson, London ;

Mr. E. M. Maclaverty, Oxton ; Mr. Alexander Anderson. London ; Mr. AV.

Adams Frost, London : Mr. P. G. Lee, Liverpool ; Mr. T. F. Pearse. London ;

J. M. Smith. M.B.. London; Mr. C. J. Boyd Wallis. London; Dr. W. D.

Spanton. Hanley ; Mr. Ti-aill, Edinburgh ; Dr. J. Hedlej', Middlesbrough;
Dr. F. C. Turner. London; Dr. Cosgrave. Dublin ; Mr. E. A. Watcrworth,
Newport ; Mr. G. M. Dent, Southport ; Dr. Tat ham, Salford ; Dr. A. Wahl-
tuch, Manchester; Mr. J. Kirkley. South Shields; Mr. W. Sykes, Mex-
borough ; Mr. G. W- Homan, Lickfield ; Surgeon-General McKinnon,London;
Mr. T. A. Jones, Aberavon, Port Talbot ; Mr. W. H. Day, Norwich ; Dr.

Davies, Swansea; Dr. Thin, London ; the Secretary of the Sanitary Assur-

ance Association, London; G. B. Todd, M.B.. Glasgow; Mr. J. Poland,

London; E. Baily, M.B.. Oban; Dr. More Madden, Dublin ; Mr. W. W.
Shrubshall. Edinburgh; Mr. Shirley Murphy. London ; Mr. W.S.Elliott.

Donaghadee : Mr. J. Arthur, Llaudaff ; Mtfssrs. Mayer. Meltzer and Co.,

Leeds ;
" Brigade Surgeon ;" Mr. Kenneth Millican, London; Mr. E.

Knight, London ; Mr. Josiah Williams, Sheffield; Dr. Burton, Stone-

house; Mr. J. Chapperton, Winchester; Dr. J. Brown. Bacup; Dr. George

Harlej-, London: Mr. Sinclair White, Sheffield; Dr. J. Mackenzie Booth,

Aberdeen; Mr. E. White Wallis, London; Dr. Gream, Hove; "A Member
B.M.A.;"' Mr. W. A. Bonney, London; etc.

EOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED.

Practical Physics for Schools. By B. Stewart, M.A., and W. W. H. Gee. B.Sc.
Vol. i. lileetricity and Magnetism. London: Macmillan and Co. 1888.

Shepherd's First Aid to the Injured. Revised and rearranged by Robert
Bruce. M.R.C.S. St. John's Ambulance Association. St. John's Gate,
Clerkenwell. B.C.

The Student's Manual of Psychology. By E. D. Drought. London: Swan
Sonnenschein. Lowrey and Co. 1-^8?.

The Trance of Fitzerse. a Tale of Two Centuries. By Alfred Fltzerse. London
The London Literary Society.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
"BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.'*

Seven lines and under ... ... ... ... £0 3 6
Each additionalline ... ... ... ... 4
A whole column ... ... ... ... ... 1 15
A page ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 C

An average line contains seven words.
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Special terms for occasional change of copy during series :
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in half or

30 „ 101 ,. ) quarter pages.

For these terms the series must, in each case, be complete within twelve monthsfrom
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Advertisements should be delivered, addreesed t^5 the Manager at the Office,

not later than noon on the Wednesday preceding publication ; and, if not paid
for at the time, should be accompanied by a reference.

Post -Office Orders should be made payable to the British Medical Association,

at the West Central Post-Office. High Holborn. Small amountfl may be paid in

postage-Btampe.
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51;tR HbsPiT^X'LS ANI) THE INTERESTS
OF PATIENTS AXD PUPILS. -|';

I

\,^,'.VfUttered at the Annual Meeting of the Dublin Branch ef\--

the Britiih Medical Aamciation, January, 18SS.

By EDW.VRD DILLO.V MAPOTIIER, M.D.,

Pw«M»nt of the Branch; Ex-PcMldent o( Uie Hoyal CpUeRO of; Surgeoua,

Ireland ; Consulting Surgeon to St. Vlncepfs Hoaj)Uaf, Di^bJin*

Du^^O.thc past year our Brivnch iu>?, oepn itioved, tK>wr9f:48i W^
provision iii Dublin of propiiro]i]*)rt unities for patliolofricirl 8tU(ly,

and a ISliif Book of extreme vulue, toucihing the curative imd edii*

c&tional faoilities of our hosjjitalf), has been presentpd. On tltese

topics 1 propose to briefly comment, being, of course, solely re-

sponsible for. ajiy suggestions offered. The flnuncial points, and

the modes of govainment; and of ulection of oifijcers, ^viU not be

defllt With, having TBigard for yoilr patience nad'iiijii' cwni'TUn-

fttness.
',•: [ ;-> - ' • • -. ' '- '-- 'I'

•

The teaching of pathology, macroscopic and microscopic, is at a

low ebb in DuUin. a city in which an active society originated an

interest in the former. The number of hospitaU, general and

special, will bar all progress unluss consolidation or, at least, nsso"

ciation is brought about. The pliysicinn.s and surgeons cannot,

and I fear their pupil assistants will not, give time ta a full exa-

mination of all the organs, and the decent re-arraugement of the

cadaver. The proceedings will occiqiy from one to two hom'S,

even when, after removal of the nscera, the spinal cord is taken out
by cutting the bodies of the vertebrre from the pedicles by chisels,

spurred for each side—a quick way J lately 6a\\' ^^•orked in Viemia.
it is usually thought better that "the officers of lying-in hospitals

should not undertake /)o,5N??wr<COT examinations. In each of the
ten general and six special hospitals there could not be a teacher
of pathology. It seems to me that the two great bodies in Dublin
which alone ha\ie pathological rauseuius should found chairs. In
one there is a great teacher of thu most cognato subject, whose
OOltjpetency is uncjuestionable, and'who miRlit find time ; in the

other there is an officer of ^ibd promise; but ti-aching has been
iojrbidden, altliougli a hundred years ago tlie sj-.stem of demou-
atratingr such specimens was there in voRue; The stipends should
come from the conjoint Imdios and tho University, on condition of

free admission to ttU candidates who Imd passed the first half of

their estiminatioiiSi aud from the usual school fees from others.

The physicians and sur^ceons woidd give notion of any easel de-

WKible tor examiiiittion. and of course they wnll rejoice to have
their diafjuosip tested by a pathologist who only sit-s the speci-

mens. The rough .duty ehould bo done by trained workmen who
would bring the valuable parts for full 'examination aiidipreaenra-

tiou to thostt colIege.s resiiectively. . :
>

•••.'.
i ni j'-

:

• As such specimens would be varied and irregularly supplied, it

ie only in these museums that systemiitic courses coiddlK' given.

4. lino drawn north-west to -south-east from the Midland Bridge,

North Circular Road, i to Leeson Street Bridge, fairly bisects* l;he

eity. Tlie hospitals which might thus group with Trinity College

would be llie Mater, Rotunda, Jervis Street. Sir I'at rick Dun's,

Baggot Street, St. Joseph's, the Adelaide, and -Mercer's ; and'with
the College of Surgeons, the Kichmond, Steevens's, Combe, iMejith.

Cork Street, and St. Vincent's, ouch group containing about &5()

beds oscupied, but let the selection be by fitness, affection, or in

iViijr dblier wav. The pupils of each ho.spital would attend the

necropsies in it, but only those franked by the colleges or by the
special fee would be present in the museums at the systematic
courses, imluding pathological histology.
, As children's bodies are not procured as dissecting subjeoti, exa-
minations of them in some of these dead-houses would supply a

want in anatomical science. Hereafter changes in the Royal Uni-
versity might demand readjustment of thp project.

It could not be contended that in three of the sdiools of Dublin,

as at present constituted, a full course of patholog>- could be de-

livered, or that the teacher could be fairly paid ifor exhaustive

labour in this most espanding of oUr 8:ienccs. The same being

[1415]

true of many other subjects, especially the puPely scientific oweiC,

wherffrom the stipend cannot exceed £100 a year, so t'hat earn'^t

and original work cannot be hoped for, is it not time that in^i-'

vidual interests and sentiments should be mfTge<l townrlS ari

amalgamation of schools? Amongst other great things then attainr

ablf' would lie the pstAhlishment of a residential hall. Howl!\-ii',

those topics are to be discupsed in a practical way e^ewherr.
,

"

Post-graduate courses have long been pop^ilar in Ammi'a'iiHd
On the Continent ; for instance, three hundred oftJiJ attend i\\h

Polyclinic in New York. In the great hOf>pir«U of' that city fli*

ordinar>- clinics are verj' thinly attended—examinHtiofi instead of

education being in view"—and the Iwtter class. nfterpn>sing, either

work in llieir own hof^pitals or come to Rnrn]ie to adapt th(7ri'-

selvcs for immediate scientific practice ; bnt some may tresjMJ^i

on the public field without fitness: '
;;.'mic

Our licensing bocUes could encourage clinical and pnth<>1<>/*}t|i!

work by setting those studies alone for the final ^-ear's examfn«.»

tions ; iiiit do our hospitftJs give opportunities ? if an officer "f it

few years' standing in the army, wwy, or disjiensnry sen'icei

hopes to refresh or to mark his fitness by passing tor tlie Fellow-

ship of the Royal College of Surgeons, he can iii Dublin efUcieijtlj'

study the diseases of the ey. of the female organs, anrf <«

children; but in the present subdivided way, groups of disease? nf

skin, heart, lungs, joints, digestive and urinarj- organs could noD

be presented in number and variety for the three or four weeks'

course which the practitioner couM attend. Several hospitals

could unite in giving instruction for a common fee. The Felli^w-

ship examinations is-ill now be held at three stated periods, KpA

the courses might be fixed accordingly. In London and in Eng-

lish proN-incial towns, Leeds for example, large hospitals haTfl

afforded these opportunities.

In Dulilin it would seem that, with an examination ahead, nrthe'

but the old lines will be voluntarily followed. For a fee of five

shillings, third and fourth year students can attend the splendiifl^vj

instructive meetings of the Royal .\cademy of 5ledicine—a liri\ri-

lege unknown elsewhere—but "of some six hundred students who
could do so six have entered. Attendance should be ma(le egp-

pulsory for follrth yeaf stnidents, if pAtholbgieal tbuftes tA'nn<^t

be arranged.. • '

.^ . i,,

In the winters of 18.'>2-.'i3 such masters as CYamp.ton, Cotyjg'ilH,'

Stokes, OTerrall, Mayne. E. \f. Smith, Adams (omitting the'

living\ taught in the Pathological Society pupils of my day, and,'

liesiries the knowledge we could imbibe, they filled us with pridV

that our country had such grand exponents of medical scienrt., " '

As ft sanitarian, twenty years ago, in my Lectures on Public.

t
Health, and in my Carraiehael Essay, 1 urged thqt fever wards','

or eviyi ailjnining" buildings, should not be connected with general

hospitals: otherwise, despite till efforts, infectirtii will be spreafl^

bv liurses or st\ideUt3. Still less should they be parts of our work^'

house hospitals. I never tire in gnoting Corrigyin's Axiom. laiti;

down in 1^0. regartling this point—" Sickness should not be

made a chain to drag a man into a poorhouse'.'' Convale.scene?^

' from fever being slow, sunh patients would lie necessarily asso--'

ciated with paupers. - Cork Str^t^t Hospital, come tlie moneij^''.

! whence it mav. must be supportfd as a well-sited flnd hdmjfanly'

I Workul institution, having separute buildings, nil extensible W,'

i

epidt-mu- pressure of any variety. It liirgelr serves the ndjotning'

townships, Rathmines and Kilmninham. So also is the H^rtf-
'

wiclte newTed for the north half of the city and subnrlis. Its site

is very geod, sutliciently isolated from the union buildings litid

'

from houses. If tliere' was not accommodation enough on the

1 north, the south side would hAve.to bear the expense bf ;it!<'

patients, which is plolulyulijust to the taxpayers there.' '
•

'

'"

lint surely there is' wantt'd foi- the ea.st.^ and for the Pem'lirtRA"

Township, a fever hospital. If Sir Patpck Dun's 'be not fufl^'J

available and^ a new .site be wanted, the waste ground on the''

Pigeon House road, either east <tr west of the Coastguard Stntiofl

would suit ; and so infectious eases—small-pox and cholera esjie^';

cinlly rencbiiig us by sea could lie ea.sily intercepted. The nCVif

'

road", running fnmi near Irishtown Church, makes tl)C place, e«^
of access, anil aifter disinfection there is a safe ontlet for the' e?l'

creta by the main of the Rathmines and P^jmbroke T<?wnship< to

near Dublin Bar. ...
The two late small-pox warnings (for h;)ppil.v they were no morf

)

give some hints of value. On .\ugnst L'Oth. 18.97. a Dublin shop-

man staved with an officer of ari institution iivHsterwho had.

v-isited a "small-pox patient. he being safe.so that our citizen suffered

through a middle person. He lay ill for five days, and on Sep-

tember 1st, when the rash had been tliree days very largely out.
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WM AUjBiiUutl t<) the llanlwicki'. Vncciiintion and very complete
MoUtion of lliK oi((lit iumattui of Iiih lumsf, buruiii')? of their
doLhiw anil IwiUlinx wore instantly carried out, and thence no
other CASH lins ari«en.

In OcHobsr K foreign Ktiilor, with sunie unrecoj;iiist>d rash, lodged
in Grant's Row, nud the illness of an unvaccinnled cliild wAa
afterwards enncalod for day.s. On the 2(>t,h she was removed to
Cork Street Jlobiiital to die. that being the only fatal case. From
this focus nine eased were traced. One came to hospital well
emeared with fnlphur ointment. Oh for the diffusion of derma-
tolof^cal knowledge

!

The only caoe arisinfj far off was that of a lad who sent his
washing to that district, and lie ]>rodueed the <lisease in I'orto-
bello. After seven weeks' fret>tloiii a child with the disease was
unnotiliiHl from this district, and up to the present tivo cases are
traceable to this hcnI. .Small-iiox beiiiK palpably enthetie, iiml
cholera being as rUarly importable, any pirson, peer or pauper,
suflering therefrom should be forcetl to'go to hospital, if he hap-
pened to be one of the Hrst ten cases after an absence of the con-
tagion for three months. So many foci would liave been then set
Mp, and the preventive steps would W so exptuisive—for instance,

f^y was dejuanded for loss of clothes by one of the recent
patients—that the ordinary steps for stemming epidemics must
8u£fica

After majiy years of freedom some imported cases were, in 1872,
concealed iu Malpas Street, and thence arose an outbreak (the
word " epidemic" has no meaning here, if, indeed, it has anywhere ),

•ad over 20,000 oases were recorded for Ireland. In 188'o a case
taken into a general hosjiital, Montreal, infected many patients;
by them outside it spread, 3,01K) deaths occiirrinc; in a few months.
We are not sure that other zyniotics mav not in like way be
scattered.

In Choltenliam nil classics submit Id isoliititui in hospital, and
thanks to this, after si.v separate iutroduelions of the disease, it

has never gaineil a footing. .Some of our hospitals which admit
Other zymotics refuse small-jjox, as it has nearly always burst the
bounds.
The Public Health .Vet, 1878 (sect. 141) authorises the removal

of an infectious ease improperly lodged to hospital, but does not
enforce it»s ret-ent.ion there. However, any unsafe patient leaving
could bo punished under the next section,' or arrested for larceny
of hospital clothing, if such had been supplied. A hospital for
treating children with infectious diseases is most desirable, but
Dr. Gairdner, our I'residunt-elect, reported in 18W (being then
Medical Officer of Health for Glasgow; as to the difficulties iu
its way:

—

" -is a general rule, the habits and traditions of the family life,
even iu the m'jst poverty-stricken and degraded classes, oppose an
insuporabh- barrier to the removal of verj- young children ; nor,
even if the consent of parents could be obtained, are the means of
treatment in hospitals adapted to such cases. Jt is, therefore,
with a feeling of complete helplessness that the sanitary officer
sees .such (liscases as measles, whooping-cough, and scarlet fever
running riot in the hou.ses of the poor; he feels that in most
instances nothing can be done beyond a general instruction to
open the windows, and attend, if possible, to cleanliness. In some
instances he is paralysed in the face of greater emergencies: ho
has no power to enforce removal, even should an infected family
settle in a crowded neighbourhood hitherto free from disease ; he
cannot ilisperse a school in which cases of infection have occurred,
and any atti^mpt even to give publicity would only result in their
more careful concealment. Kveu, as has repeateilly hai)peiii;d
within our obiier^ation, provisions are publicly sold from infected
apartments. In one instance a woman with the eruption of small-
pox actually on her hands was found selling aweetmeats to the
children of a sehool in her neighbourhood. In this instance a
threat, partly of exposure and partly of legal consequence^, put
an end to the scandal ; but legal reme<lies can have a very limited
application, and self-iulerest will often be much too stroiig for all
suggestions procediiig merely on public grounds. In truth, the
spread of epidemic disease among children can hardly be met
otherwise than by the gradual diffusion of eidightenment, and by
the improv.-d habits wliieh niuy arise from the remodelling of the
dwellings oi the poor over a long cr)urse of years."

Every general hospital should have observation wards in wluch
CMpg indcllnablo for two or three days conid be lodged, and there
the students would learn much, but only in great special hospitjils
wouUl they see enough of all iofectivA inalatlies. Let us, howovcr,
restrict the att«Ddanc«> at fever ha^pitals to third or fourtli yi'Ar

men. Fresh country youths take infection^ost readily, and can-
not profit iu exchai^'e'for the rlskJ Whe«r!tney have worked at
such subjects as the non-infective lesions within the thorax and
abdomen, the ordinary, rashes, the treatment of bed-sores, dis-
tended bladiler. and'tlio jiko for tlirefe months, or at most sU
months, they should acquire the power of applving such informa-
tion in the fever hospital, where such compAcations arise. An
equal period usually suffices for tlie gain of ophthalmic and aural,
and of obstetric knowledge. The fce should be subtracted from
tliat of the general hospital, and on hygienic grounds the fever
months should never tally with those of work at midwiferj*.
Kept at fever alone students will master the subject in a fyw
months; but, reaching the hospital after 'earnest worlf at^a
general hospital for a couple of hours, their receptivity of learn-
ing would be vers' much less.

In this country fevers are fortunately becoming leM endemic;
and our graduates who go abroad will have to learn what they
could not stud.v here of other localised pests.

The hospital which Surgeon George Doyle founde<l in 1755, tliB
Lock, was the most difficult which tlie Commissioners had to dea^
with. However, every benevolent citizen will feel that such a,

separate refuge must exist, ns it would be grossly wrong to inijc

the fallen with the virtuous poor, and to put them into separate
wards would be equal to branding them with " the scarlet letter.'^

The dress and manner of their female visitors, decently as they
might strive to act, must be objectionable. There should be power
to keep these patients till cured, or at least coutngionless, provided
they had signed on entering an agreement analogous to. that by
which the drunkard can imprison himself for twelve months. '

'

But surely the cases in the Lock can be studied by seniOB!

students, or at least by post-graduates, without fear of moral con-i
tagion. In other hospitals veueroal diseases, except those in tlW|

female genitals, can be freely seen, and there can be no obiectiop.
to carry suitable patients, with faces fully veiled, to the theatre,
the students liaving access there alone. The small fee which'
should be charged should be allowed in the total expense Of
hospital education. If surgeons are not taught the mode of recog-
nising chancres in females who subsequently become mothers,
racial degeneration must ensue, and wrong diagnoses in family
practice may ruin many a household.
Two facts point towards a change to be wished for ns regards

the eye and ear hospitals, and against their specialisation ; they
are but 370 yards from each other, and four of their six officers
teach iu general hospitals. In two other hospitals there are oph-
thalmic surgeons, so that in Dublin we have eight eye clinics.

What can be the objection to attach all their strength in the latter
places consolidated, as vastly more available to patients and
pupils, all appliances being, of course, fully provided iu place of
those generously supplied in the present special institution?

Again, is it not regrettable that so many orthopiedic coses are
diverted from the general hospitals, where students could profit
by them, to the one special institution ; the more so ns the
specialist there would be so remarkable a gain to the staff of any
large hospital which established such a department?

Since Evory Kennedy's preat paper in 1869, with a most ex-
haustive debate for seven nights, I have felt that lying-in hospitals
ought to be limited to cn.ses in wliich difficulties had been foriv

seen, or in which very special circumstances coiui)elled the re-
moval of the exfiectant mothers. In the normal state of any com-
munity, surely the home, be it ever so humble, is the tit place for
the function of childbirth; affectionate aid is assured for the
mother, nnil she is able soon to direct at least the care of tllo

household. Uemoved from it, her anxieties must tell against her
well-doiug. When Mosse founded the most famous lying-in \\otr

I)ital in the world, the roimis of the poor wer<^ so tilt by and
crowded that removal of thi' parturient was necessary. Wliite-
law's survey in' 1798 showe<I great density of population. For
instiince, in St. Luke's Parish, l.").9o per house; in St. Michnn's,
li;.r)(i; and in Plunkett Street, omt 2>>. Half a century before,
when jMosse began his enteri)riso, the population was. it is believed,
L'oii.iXK) in much fewer houses. N'ow our working class are better
lioused. ami every year iin|)rovement goes on: so that we hope for
belter things, oven in this ]>oor-ladin town. Take tlw cases of the
two healthiest I'inglish towns: in the lying-in hospital of lirighton,
with about 120.(XX) inhabitants, twenty-five deliveries yearly take
Jilace; and iii Ha.stings. with t'lO.tKK) peojile, there is lio such in-

stitution at all. I do not urge the crippling of such grejit hos-
pitals as the Kotundn or Coombe, but that they should ti^nd towani
."-preading thi'ir fnTictions a"* hospitals for diseases of women, and
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by their maternities succouring those who lie-in at home by the

best medical and nursing skill, and by food and clothing. The
Bill of last session would disendow them unless they had at once

80, and after five years. 100 occupied beds, although the Commis-
sioners waived that point in their favour.

In 1854 the Master of the Rotunda, at the House of Commons'
Committee, was asked :

" Do yoit afford any external relief to

lying-in women ? " lie replied :
" Xot ordinarily ; in an extreme

case, if they send to the hospital for assistance, we send one of

the senior pupils or assistants."

Since then changes have gradually tended toward.s using

hospitals for the troubles of parturitive science. Is not the

adjective just used better than that perversely derivetl word
"obstetric?"

I still warmly favour the plan which Earl Spencer conceived,

ond which mainly moved him in appointing the Commission

—

namely, tlie abolition of the Richmond Hospitals (a title far

better than their usual inclusive appellation or separate names),

and of Steevens's Hospital, and the erection of a new medico-
chirurgical building, Cork Street, to be the fever hospital in con-

nection. Some degree of unfitness of the Richmond surgical

block, and the sites of all on the edges of the city remote from
medical school.s, were good reasons for the change. A site near

Christ Church has been proposed, and Steevens's would be l,o7G

and the Richmond 900 yards distant therefrom. A large,

cheaply available space in and about Meath Market, Thomas
Street, would give a healthier site, more convenient to the ter-

minus, the great breweries, distilleries, and barracks, and the
Kilmainham township. Even greater advantages would result

by the clearance of ruinous tenements. The Richmond, Stee-

vens's, and Cork Street Hospitals would be respectively 1,1.50,

840, and fi60 yards distant.

This 'Western Hospital, as it might be named, could be built

on the most modern hygienic principles without extravagance,

and the sums got by the sale of the Richmond and Whitworth
(that the North Union wants these premi-ses is only an enhance-
ment of their value), and Steevens's would go a good way. The
great manufacturers and merchants who abound in the district

would be generous towards a building fund. For maintenance^
surely institutions which for over a third of a centurj- have
been well earning half the Government grant would be still

worthy a large share, and the properties of Dr. Steevens and
Hdward (,'usack (the larger donor, whose name is so usually
ignored), although now depressed, are of considerable value.

Tlie financial fact just stated appeals against any sentimental
objection to the abolition of a name. In olden times the re-

moteness of Steevens's, although its teachers were illustrious,

kept away a class except that resident—now the staff is strong
und progressive, but their energies are wasted for want of

learners.

If there was any hospital at all contiguous in which the gover-
nors and officers (if these designations were there separable) did
not form a happy family, perhaps an adroit peacemaker might
bring about a union more or less complete. No hospital shouhl
be "an incompatible," to use a pharmacist's expression.

In contrast to the medical staff domination just hinted at .stand

out the cliarters of Sir P. Dun's and .Jervis Street, which exclude
the medical officers from their committees.

If the fusion of the Richmond Hospitals and Steevens's be not
favoured, surely the former tried friend of the poor need not be
wiped out because the adjoining workhouse covets its premises.
Rather let the guardians send their serious acute medical and
surgical ca.aes on fair payment, as at present they do their fever
patients ; the pauperising point wouUi not arise, as State funds
would be still available; or let them buy one or two of the
buildings, when tlie remaining couhl be converted into an im-
proved medico-chirurgical hospital. The facilities for taking
grounds for hos])itals should be at least equal to those under
Railway .\cts. and tliereby the persistently noxious dairy yards
in front of the Wliitworth Hospital would be cleared.

If the Richmond Hospitals be abolished or con.solidated in the
-louth-west, north Dublin could bo hospitalled by the M.ater

Misericordiic. of great available capacity, and by Jervis Street
Ho.^pital, also cif great capacity. They are 1.:170 yards asunder,
«nd they are distant from the Richmond 1,].')0 and 800 yards
respectively. Then as a North Fever Hospital, the Hardwicke or
the Wliitworth (which slight changes would make a more suit-

aWe building) sliouKl be maintained. It would serve for the
classes of the Mater and Jervis Street, and fever might be ex-

cluded from the former. The Sisters of Mercy nurse these hos-

pitals and those of the North Union, and we may feel sure that

these devoted ladies would gladly e.xteud their ministrations to

the adjoining fever hospital, funds for the patients' support being
derived from the State, the Corjioration, or the North Dublin
Union, or all projiortionately.

Both the Commissioners and the framers of the Bill of last

session propose to deal justly with the officers of the Richmond
Hospitals, and doubtless the I'reasury will do so if a Government
Bill be introduced. To deprive these eminent physicians and
surgeons of their clinical facilities would be somewhat like

closing law courts to some leading Queen's Counsel, and our
brethren should get as ample compensation as the latter assur-

edly would in a like case. The agitation for change during the
past three years has, of course, les.seued the classes, and the
suspense has injured the interests of the officers.

On the south side two institutions, which are but 700 yards
asunder, showed symptoms of conjunction—Sir P. Dun's and
the City of Dublin, 'fo avoid costly building, surely they could
join their classes, and keep one hospital for surgical, the other for

medical cases ; or let Baggot Street be enlarged to accommodate
both these classes, and let Dun's be the great Eastern Fever Hos-
pital. If, as urged, infectious cases be treated apart, poor patientj

thus afflicted should not be carried to the Hardwicke and Cork
Street Hospitals, across two-thirds of the city from the eastern

edge and the Pembroke District. Of course that wealthy town-
ship should be roused into greater generosity than appears in Dr.

Haughton's justly indignant evidence.

The Meath Hospital is of good size, and is just completing
considerable additions, and serves a most extensive area. If iti

fever cases, which mainly come from country districts where they
should be treated, were diverted to Cork Street, and the £600 a
year it has received for their treatment was applied to general

cases, this old and famous clinical institution should be regarded

as a large hospital.

Of St^ Vincent's, with which 1 have been connected nearly thirty

years. I will only say that, although it is large asxegarfls occupied

beds and paying pupils, the managers desire to acquiesce in any
conditions which may increase its usefulness to the sick poor and
to the cause of medical education. Its distances from neighbour-

ing hospitals are, to Mercer's 740, to Meath 1,000, yards.

Hear a pricis of South's separate report, which has not been
brought enough to the front, pt^rhaps because two large hospitals

had not been then founded, and others have been enlarged. He
would lessen our general hospitals as follows:—North side: Move
the hospital at Jervis Street eastward to a larger building on a

better site, and leave the House of Industry for the north-west.

On the south side of the Liffey, combine, as regards funds,

management, and staff, Steevens's and Cork Street—the former as

the surgical house, the latter as the medical and fever depart-

ments. Such would be the south-western hospital, ami the south-

eastern he woiihl constitute of " Sir Patrick Dun's, the Meath, and
Mercer's, or, in its stead and united with it, the City of Dublin

HospitiU." The first to bo the medical, the second the fever house,

and the surgical building to be provided by the enlargement of

Baggot Street buildings,"tliat in Mercer Street being abandoned.

MeVcer's and the Adelaide are within 340 yards of each other, and
the latter is ."iOO yards fnuu the Meath.
His views were, however, dominated by the erroneous idea of

having the scientific medical schools necessarily combined with
hospitals—a system not to be thought of her(\

There is oiily one piece of evidence in the 131iie Book to wliicli

strong language might be applied. It is as follows:—"The police

have instructions to bring all ca.ses (accidents) occurring on the

south side of the city to (blank hospital), except tho.se occurring

near the steps of another hospital, and to ^blaiik hospital) on the

north side of the city." The instructions always have been to

bring accidents and other cases wanting prompt relief to the

nearest hospital.

It may be well to state very briefly some of the advantages

which would follow the reduction, say by half, of the general hos-

pitals, by consolidation or otherwise.

Clinical ]>ositions are too numemus—twenty-five physiciancitw,

t'lirty-cight surgeoncies—beds being, therefore, relatively too few.

Mr, Thomson's evidence on this point is exhaustive. With wider
t'.e'ds, greater aiKlitions would be made to medical knowledge.
-Although Dublin has d<me her duty in the training of practitioners,

her original observers and positive additions to science might have

been luore numerous. Tlius may be partly explained the striking
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laot th»f not one Dublin practitionor holds a British or foroi^'n

honiirarj- ilcijn'e. I-nst year alono our Ii^•t^n6in^,' bodies conferred

thirty-three upon strimiiers, ijueb diKlinelions here woul(l tend

towunls cheeking party and [wrsoniil favouritism, which is ex-

tinffuishiiifc "'« luiibilion of hone.it sdiutilic workers. In Kii^'-

land. and still more on the Continent, every year hosjiital and

(ioNt-rimiental me<iioal posts ore becoming more assured as the

rewards of speeial illness.

A lartfe hospital could afford a resident physician and a resident

surv.Kjn, either to be present at all hours to instantaneously meet
emeriieucies.

If man enlarged institution the class becomes unwieldly it

could, and indeed in any case should, be divided amon>,'st different

tpeaehers, according to bhe four yeai's' curriculum now definitely

Bett led.

Some patients are over-treated, or often treated, as they have so

many hospitals or dispensaries close by and free, and are trained

to l)ecome the veriest hypochondiiaeal Imres.

Amalgamation will bo justly broujiflit about if the ^f^neral lio.s-

pitais must show, seven years hence, a minimum of 150 occupied

beds. It is always well to quote points which may be cited

against as well as for aiv anrument. On November 4tli. 1811, the

(Jollecre of Bur^jeons decided not to recof^iise any hospital which

had less than twenty beds. How s,'ratefal should the poor

patients and pupils of 'Dublin be that they do not live under the

system of " the good old times." The application for recognition

was from a building in I'etor Street with twelve betls, the pro-

perty of the surgeon.

It is clearly just that the Corporation grants, reacliing fc'i.OOO a

year, slioiUd be in favour of citizens only, and that other autho-

rities, townships, jvior-law guardians, and the like, should eon-

tribute to the support of patients from a distance. This is

already done with us in the ophthalmic hospitals, and in the case

of a few fever patients, and is universal in Continental hospitals.

If till' hospitals be governed by a board for the allotment of the

public funds, the Continental system of a central bureau whence
applicants would be drafted to the several institutions seems in-

ad'snsable, as the poor as well as the rich should have the power

to setk advice from any physician or siu-geon whose fame had
attracted them. l)ur city is too small to need such a system.

That Dublin has a right to the grant every one of the State

reports show, especially for the support of the education of public

medical officers ; that it has a need fur it was most forcibly e.\-

prtssed by the House of Commons' Committee (numbering fifteen),

in IKVt. "It is a metropolis for the poor, but not for the rich.

The value of its property has within the last fourteen years de-

creased, while local taxation, population, and |)au])erism have
increased. " How sadly intensified does the statement apply to-

day, the only statisticjil fact changed—smaller po{)ulation—telling
for the argument ; year by year our higher class go, the poorer

crowd in.

All the suggestions in this brief address are jnade with due
humility when so great a tojiic has to be faced, and if any one of

them shall prove of value it will not have been written in vain,

incidentally, approval of the report of the (Jomniissioners has

l)een noted^ but it is right to say that this Blue liook, unani-

mously signed, is, from that astounding circumstance and its own
merits, a gem.

BEtiUBSTS AND DoKATio.Nfl.—Mrs. Hannah Sarah C'hadwick, of

l!alli;im, lMi|ueatlied £l,fKX) each to the Earlswood Asylum for

Idiots, th(! Royal Free Hospital, the Hospital for Consumption and
III i-.-s of the Chest, the Charing Cross Hospital, the Middlesex
llo-i,ual, and the Western Disptmsary, and £(iOO to the London
t'evex Hospital, all free of duty, and tiaj.tKIG l.'is. 4(1. consols suIh

ject to the life interest of her sister, and to the payment of legacy

duty, to the Westminster Hospital.—Tile Bolton liilirmary liasre-

ceiv'<l £3,5(J0 imder the will of Miss Alice Lowe, of South Shore,

IJlaekpool. -Mr. Kraiicis Deakin, of Kastbiiry, Watford. Herts,

bequeathed tUKioach to tln^ (lenerul Hospital, the Free Hospital

for Sick Children, the Kve Ilosjiital, and the Queen's Hos]iital, all

at Birmingham.- .Mr. Thoiniis Mack, of .Heabank. bequeathed £200
to the Kilmarnock Infinnary.—The Shell'ield General Infirmary

has received £100 under the will of Mr. Kdward Hudson, of Kast

Cliffe.—The annual report of the Committee of the .Northeni Hos-
pital, Liverjiool, acknowledges the receipt of Xl.'MK) under the
wUl of .Mr. (i. H. Thompson, £1K)0 imder that of Mrs. .\. M. Hcy-
wood, £;">00 under that of Mr. Roger Lyon Jones, and £"J00 nnder
that of Mr. Robert Little.

A LECTURE
THE THIRD STAGE OF LAliOUR.

Deliuered at the Post-dradunte Coume in Edinburyh.

By a. H. PREELANI) B.VRBOUR, M.IX, F.R.C.P.E.,

Lecturer *on Midwifery in the l']*lint>urgli Medical School ; Junior Aafiifttaat-

Pliysiciun to the Maternity l£o.-*pitat; Assistant- rijysician for Diseases of

Women to tbe llnyal InOrraary, Kdinburgb.

TUE third stage is undoubtedly that part of normal labour which

is of the greatest interest and importance to those of us who are

engaged in midwifery practice. While with regard to the manago-

ment of the first and second stages tlien^ is not room for much
difference of opinion, each of us has his own ideas with regard to

the third andj^has formulated for Iiiinself rules for its manage-

ment.

To turn this demonstpation into a vigorous and interesting dis-

cussion, I should only need to propound the question. What
would you recommend as the best mode of munaging the third

stage ? But if we were asked on what basis our princijiles of

management rest, we should havo some difficulty in replying.

Probably, we should not venture to say more than that our mid-

wifery experience has taught us that it is best to do so-and-so

;

in other words, our management of the third stage is not yet

scientific, for our knowledge (or science) of this stage is as yet in

its infancy.
,

Let me suggest some very elementary points which we do not

know. 1. When is the placenta separated ? 2. By what Ineans

and in what way is it separated':' ;). How are the membranes
separated ? 4. How are the placenta and membranes expelled ?

.). What is the natural mode of stopping bleeding from the

placental site ?

And I need only mention, in passing, a number of more remote
questions, questions bordt-ring more on pathology, which start

up at the same time. What is adherent jilacenta ? W'hy are

membranes most often adherent round the lower portion of the

uterus? Why should a bit of retained placenta in one case en-

dang(!r the patient's life, immediately from hjeniorrliage or after

a day or two from septicaemia, and in another be apparently

harmless ? What is the relation of endometritis to retained frag-

ments of membranes ?

1 should like this morning to say something with regard to u.

few of thes-e questions : not so nuicl'i, ])erhup3, in the way of an-

swering them as of seeking to (b>tiue the pre.sent state of our

knowledge.
1. First with regard to the time at which the placenta is sepa-

rated. And here we luust frankly admit that we know at present

nothing definitely as to when this occurs. It has been taken for

granted by many that the placenta begins to be .seiiarated during

the second .stage; that is, when the child is being bom. Of this

no jiroof has been advanced. The only clinical fact apparently

supiiorling it is tbe appearance of asphyxia in the child if it lies

for a little with only the head born. But the interference with

the placental circulation which Ihi.s asjihyxia implie.s. may be due

to compression of the cor<i, or to disturbance in the circulation of

the placental sit« from uterine contraction and retraction.

We shall see when we have discussed t.he mode of separation

that there is reason to believe that the placenia is usually not

separated until, at least, the commencement of I he third stage.

2. By what force, and in what way is the plar'enla separated?

Thougii I have thrown these two into one <|iiestion. they are quite

distinct ; and the non-recogniti.in of tlii^ difference has led to great

confusion. When we are asked, " What is the cause of the sepa^-

ration of th(! placenta?" we have, like the proverbial Scotsman,

to answer with a question. What do you mean by "cause?" l^o

you mean the forces which effect the separation or the mode in

which they do so?
There Clin be no hesitation. I think, in an.swering the first ot

these queries : the force is labour pains or uterine contractions;

not the pains of the second stag(! but those of the third, the evi-

dence for which we shall refer to later on. Gravity, which is the

only other eflScient force in labour, scarcely desen-cs serious con-
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ddtration, from the small weight of the placentti relatively to its

extont of attachmnnt and from. the. -jiatiom's being Tocumhent.

As to the seormd part of this qucsititui, "Ijn.what way is it

separated? How do the pains acb ?"'
• The old view was tUaithoy

operati-d by diminishing the area of the placental site. Tliel pla-

cental site diminished in area; the plaeenta-was unable to follow

it, and hence it separated. In the German. ?cbuol
,

of midw^ery,
effusion of blood between the ji'laefJnta and^M ^Hte hds been held

to play an importiuit ri5fe. ]3audeIocilue fps-iiki of the occurrence

of blood-effusion, but it was SehuUze who formerly taught that

it was an important factor in 'Reparation. Most of j-ou will be

familiar with hi.s drawifig, wliiiih has' passed into many of our

textbooks; in it the uterus is represented like a thick walled

inverted bell-glass, and tho' placenta at its mouth like an in-

verter! sviekcr with a large blood-clot behind it.

While still asserting the importance of this'.' ratJro-uterine

hsematoma. German v.-riters are changing their standpoint as to

its mode oC jiroduction. From Ahlfeid's account of it, we should
gather Uiat the uterine contraction maiie the placenta spring

up and aspirate blood between \i and the uterine wall. But this

implies that there is bleeding dm-ing a contraction. Cohn, a more
recent writer on this subject,- piakes the placenta sink down by
it.s weight in the interval between the pains, and thus draw
blood in. Further, a fall in the intra-uterine pressure, conse-

quent upon the emptyiug of the utejine contents, has been
brought forward by another recent German authority (Stratz),

as explaining why the placenta, which should (if the German
view be correct) separate during the second stage, does not as

a matter of fact do:so till the third. , .• , .'_,-.) .H jvlt'n'

And here let me warn you against the |aUa,eious. vie'ssr.^of jrg-

garding tJie placenta in the uterus as a piston in a pump^the
placental site of course being tlie marshy ground, in which the

sinuses are like springs. It is. a fascinating theon,-, and I could
construct a beautiful picture from the similitude ; but the ana-

logy breaks down at every point. For the placenta has not
the consistence of a piston ; the genital tract is not like an iron

cylinder. The pump theorj- will not work. In fact, the physics
of the third stage offer so many pitfalls to the unwarj', that a

man wouJd need to know his ground well before we could accept

as a giude either him or his new hyjiothesis.
i

With regard to this question of how the pains act, let me
you two facts :

—

, ,

(«'! That the placental site Can diminish to an area of 4J in.'.lay

4 in., or until , the utenis has iipt\iing in it but placenta, without
the placenta being sep^rjitedV(^ that *here,j&ii,6. cavity^iif' the
post-parimnntams. ,', '' '..,''' ''-;,'

These are facts the demons'tration of which you will find ^n.the
first pamphlet" put into your hands this morning. These are facts.

Now let me give you my view of the production of separation.

You will find it stated in detail in the concluding paragraphs of

the third pamphlet.* "Diminution in area beyond that (4 in. by
4^ in.)-|-the action of the uterus as a whole on the placental mass,
I regard as the formal cause ; the pains of the third stage as the
efficient" cause of separation." " The third stage I regard as a
second labour in miniature. After the pain that expels the child
come.s a pause, during which the jilacenta is still as a whole or in
^eat part attached; then labour comers on again, and the placenta
IS first detached and then expelled. This second labour is not
always marked off by a distinct interi-al from the first ; sometimes
one long pain expels the child, and then detaches and expels the
placenta." Note that it is thle ".action, oi the, iiterus.as a whole,"
not merely "contraction." ;'V ... . '.V.

','..'

_
3. How are the menibrane.<( separated ?' Tii one word, liy crump-

ling lip and stripping off. What 1 am about to describe is what
happens in the I'orro uterus, as we liave not yet seen the process
in the normal uterus. When the uterus is emptied of its contents
in Porro's operation the different layers of its walls behave dif-
ferently. \'ou will find the detailed account of hov\- they behave
in the second pamphlet (page 4).^ Here we have only time to
mention (lud the chorion with deci'dua is thrown into" folds, and

' The Anatomy and lielntions of the Uterus during the Third Stnee of Labour
and the First Dnvs of the Puerperium. Reprint from £>//«' «r/;/i Medical. Jowmai,
Septemhor and October, 1884.
'The Sectional Anatomy of the Tliinl Stage, Eeprint from Edirthurgh

Medical Journal, Oct ober and November. 1SS7.
> It may not he pedHntic to reejill the .\ri9totella11 distinctioTi between the

effieieniand the formal cause. The former is the force or agency hy which a
re«nlt or efTert is produced ; the latter the manner in which or the instrument
with which it is produced.

< Some Practical Points witti regard to the Membranes in the Third Stage of
i4ibour. Reprint from the Edinburgh Medical Journal, June, 1885.

.thedecidua tears through', so that a portion 'of ft is left on thi;

.DOiLscular wall. In what plane exactly it tears through is of hie-

t*»logical interest ; the jiractit-al point for the obstetrician i.s to exa-
mine the membranes as well as the placenta after delivery, to
see that the decidua has come. Not that, supposing we find a
portion of it absent, we should think of passing our hand intotlie
uterus to remove it; lest in steering clear of theCliarj-bdis of endo-
metritis we might be dashed on the Scylla of s<fi)tic*mia. '^r

4. How are the placenta and membranes expelled? Here, agaul,
gentlemen, is a double question ; By what power, and in whit
manner, are the placenta and membranes born? '1'

A. By what power ? And here we must keep before ue the dif-

ferentiation of the uterus into two parts which occurs in lalwuii.

It would take us too much aside to bring for\vard the anatomieiol
and physiological proof of this. We must content ourselves 'with
stating the proposition, that the uterus in labour becomes dif-

ferentiated into two parts : an upper, whicli is active and shortens
and thickens; and a lower, which is pas.sive, elongates, and thins. A
glance at these frozen sections (See Figs. 1 and 2^ of the ut^ms

iij-ii.;

, If.

\

Fig. 1.

Frozen SectiQ7i made irfimediately ctfter Delivery (|).

The section shows the peUis and lower part of the abdomen. Tlie body ie in
the dorsal posture, with the promontory of the sacrum to the right aqd
below, and the symphysis pubis to the leit and above. The genital canM
falls into two portions at the line a (see text), c is on the lirm. thick,
contracted portion ; c on a fold of canal below ; V on vagina. Note the
folding and doubling up of the canal at and below a, showing its limp-
ness. The small diagram to the left, representing the genital tract
alone, is intended to make clear the special point.

^'.:

Stratz's Frozen Section made immediaielv after Delivery. , J
Position of pelvis and letters as in Fig. I. Note the thinness of the walls-6^'*'

of the canal below a. The horizontal direction of the vagina (vertical, 'f

of course, were the body erects is abnormal, being due to tlio fact that
,f

the projection of the rickety promontory has kept the uterus high iu the .

alxlomen and the walls of the canal twlow taut.
' ". 'i*
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ut]nir<liat('ly iifJor ilolivery sUows tlie dilTdrt-ace Iwtwi'en the firm,

coiiUiicl>'<l,' upper piirtioii of the l)()dy, mill llu' tliininr, llnbby,

lowi-r ,•.^^;lm•Ill aiul t-iTvLx folded bulow it. This proposition ia not

tally of soiciitillo. but of priietical import unoe: it hns a wide bear-

ing iii patlioloi;y, for fXamplc, on nipturo of the uterus and on

]»l«i-<nita pnuvia.

book now at the third atane of labour in the Iijflit of thi» pro-

IKwition. The lower si'utnrut, in its patkiivenes.-*, is more allied to

the cervix and vaniua than to tlie aetivc part of the uterus iibove

it. The genital trait falW into two parts Ihrougli a lino corre-

sponding to the upp«'r end of the lower uterine sej<mrnt (a in

tho \v.x>dcut). Ab<,)ve that line the muscular wall, of the genital

tract is able to force on a body lying in it, while, below, it ia un-

able to do so.

Now for the practioal bearinR of this. The placenta can be

ilriven out of the ujiper portion of the uterus by the action of the

walls alone, that is. by the pain.s of the third .stage. But once it

lian passed that line," some other force must operate—either in-

ortwse of intra-abiloininal i)ressure, gravity, or artificial inter-

foronce.

(a) Increase of intra-abdominal pressure-is the first force we
think of. The pinch of snuff which the old wives gave to bring

away the after-birth is quite sound treatment. It rests on this

acioulilic basis: theplaci'nta will be born (expelled from the lower

negnient, cervi.x, or vagina) by any action of the abdominal

muacle-s which suddenly increases the intra-abdominal pressure,

for example, the forced e.\piration of sneezing ; and there is no

more effective stimulant of the centre for sneezing than snuff.

In fact, whatevej makes the patient bear down favours the birth

of the placenta. In this respect, the lower segment, cervix and

vagina resemble tlie bladder after delivery, and an interesting

parallel might be drawn between them. May not the difficulty of

oniplying the h\m\i\<^r pout-partum be due, not, as is often said, to

the removal of the weight of the pregnant uterus, which allows

tlie bladder to expand, but to the removal of the volume

of the pregnant uterus, which makes it more dillieult for

the elongated abdominal muscles to increase the intra-abdominal

proftfiure sutlicienlly to force t ho urine out of the bladder ? The

change in intra-abdominal pressure by the substitution of a volume

of ten cubic inches for one of eighty-three (I estimate the bulk

roughly from two frozen sections I have made of the uterus at the

commencement and at the completion of labour) is consider-

able, and its effect on the alxlominal circulation and the action of

the viscera is well worthy of study.

(6) Gravity will be brought into play by the patient's being made
to sit up.

(c) Artificial interference belongs to the management of the

third stage, which lies beyond our present paper. Will you just

nolo in passing that:, the Dublin method assists the natural mode
of expulsion: and thq CrediS one, also, in its two parts (first jjrasp-

iiig the uterus antero-posteriorly, then pushing downwards in the

axis of I lie pelvis) adapts itself to the two stages of expulsion,

rxirresponding to the placenta being in the active or passive por-

tions of the canal.

II. In what manner are the placenta and njembrane.s expelled?

'Two views have been brought forward : one hy ,SchuUze, that it

comes fcetal surface first ; the other by .Matthews Duncan, that

it comes e<lge first. There is no doubt that it comes out in

liolh thise ways. .Vly own observ.itions, recorded in the third

piunphb't. make me believe that Duncans way is (lie more fre-

i|uenl; but \vi- miLxt remember that the presence of the hand in

the uterus will favour that mode. Champneys has recently made
» much more (ixten-sive series of observations on this point

;
and

his tables show that in «.'> per cent. (59 out of Oil) the preseUting

part was either the edge or within two inches of it.

5. What is the natural nuKle of stopping bleeding from the

placental site? Though this is a qneslion of the most immediate

practical imjiortance, involving often directly the life of the

mother, it has not txvn specially investigated. We know that

strong contractions stoj) bleeding" -a cricket-ball uterus and post-

partum hiemorrhace are incompatible—but how they oporute we
do not know. The question is a more complicated one than

appears at the first glance. We know of at li.'ast three factors

which operate: the change in the mu.scular wall of the utenis in

uterine conlractiiui and retraction ; thrombosis within the vessels,

-which occurs "spontanwusly " even before scpartlion of the

pUctmta begins, and is a very iin|K>rtant factor during and after

thO third stage; the condition of the blowl itself. All of there

muat be taken into account, and their action is different; the

first compresses the vessels, the second chokes the channel, the

third is subordinate to the second. Free bleeding from a Hrmly
contracted uterus, noted in a ca.so of phosphorus poisoning, shows,

I think, that this last has an important, though as yet unrecog-
nised, action.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ANTERIOR AND
POSTERIOR DISPLACEMENTS OF THE

UTERUS.'
By J. HALLID.VY GROOM, M.D., F.R.C.S.K,.,

PliynUUn to, ami Clinical Lecturer on Diseases ot Women, Koyal Infirmary,
Edinburgh.

I AM fully alive to the responsibility which anyone incurs in

venturing to lay down definite lines of treatment concerning

anterior and posterior displacements of the uterus, for I believe

I am safe in saying that upon no subject in gynaecology has

greater diversity of opinion existed, and upon none have more

opinions been expressed with equal confidence. This subject

has been the bone of contention between different schools of

gynoecology for many years. That this should be the case is

easy of explanation, and that for various reasons: 1. Because

many teachers and practitioners have regarded the conditions

as merely mechanical, and directed their treatment accord-

ingly ; 2. Others have considered the conditions as the result of

inflammatorj- action, and their treatment has been in strict accord-

ance with their views ; 3. Others, perhaps the largest class of all,

have regarded symptoms alone, and treated the conditions empiric-

ally ; 4. It must be further kept in view how frequent are devia-

tions in the position of the uterus, and how jjrone we are to

seize any seemingly pathological condition as an explanation of

symptoms and to treat it vigorously when the condition is all

the time only a coincidence, not a cause.

Jfow, in venturing to offer to you a sketch of the treatment of

the displacements under consideration, I would have it clearly

understood that anterior and posterior displacements occur in

two great groups:
1. Displacements in virgins or ni lipane.

2. Displacements in parous women.
In regard to the first class I am inclined to look upon thera,

speaking generally, as being congenital conditions; the ante-

flexion being in tlie direction of non-development, and the retro-

flexion in the direction of deformity. These conditions in virgins

are not infrequently associated with diseased conditions of the

annexa, and when they are it is the inflammatory condition of

the annexa which reciuires treatment, and not the congenital de-

formity or non-clevelo])meut. A well-marked illustration of _tlii»

came under my observation lately when a patient had for eight

years been nniier treatment w ith pessaries for an antcflexed un-

developed uterus. Her distress was so great and persistent that

I removed the ovaries, which were extensively diseased, and the

woman has had comfort ever since, the uterus still remaining

antelli!xed. The progress wliicli gynajcolcgy has made in recent

years in advancing our knowledge of the uterine annexa has

shown conclusively that many cases of pain and dysmenorrhoea

wliich were formerly attributed to uterine displacements are due

entirely to conditions of tlie ovaries and tubes independently of

a concurrent displacement wliich may mean nothing. Deviations

in the jKisition of the uterus of minor degree give rise in the

single woman to no symptoms, and require, t herefore, no treatment.

Marked versions uncomplicated with some pathological condition,

such as a fibroid, are rare in single women, and when uncompli-

cated give rise to verj- slight symptoms, and nei^J no mechanical

inlerferiMice. When the flexion" backward or forward is verj- acute,

1 do not deny that it may be associated with severe dysmonor-

rha'tt. Kveii admittin„' that these displacements in virgins give

rise to some discomfort, what treatment is at our disjvisal ?

Vaginal jic.ssaries are seldom if ever curative, and intrn-utcrino

pessaries arc surrounded with such risk in the direrliim <if inflam-

mation, hreraatocele, ami ovaritis, that so far as I am concerned

I have discarded their u.se altogether. I^et it be distinctly

understood tliat I by no means wish to say tliat, in the hands^f an

> Head In the Section of Olntotrlc Mi-diciiio at the Annual Meeting 6f ttie

nutlsh Mifdical A.vi0^1.->tlooh(>Vl In nuUln, August, law. .„. li,"
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oxperinncefl g^'niccolofrist. there are not cases, especially of rptro-

Itexioii iu virgius, in whicli tlif pressure symptoms from liypcr-

tropliy an<l enlargement are to be remedied in no other way
than by stem pessaries, but these cases are, so far as my experi-

experience goes, extremely few, and do not fail to be discussed in a
general A'iew of the case. It is only fair to say that intra-uterine

stem pessai-ies have within my knowledge, in some exceptional

cases, rendered benefit ; but on 'looking back over an experience

of nearly twenty years I mean to say that I have known them do
more ha"rm thaii 'good, and as a teacher of ^-niEcologj- I have
fouiul it my duty to -n-am students and practitioners against their

use.

But the question naturally arises as to the cure of dysmenor-
rh03a, which unquestionably is often associated with, although not

necessarily dependent on. these displacements. Is no mechanical
treatment to be adopted? Now. upon this point there seems to

be too great a tendency to local interference for dysmenorrhoea
in virgins. I should withhold local treatment altogether unless

its severity be such that, after all otlier means failed, it inter-

feres with a rich woman's social engagements or a poor woman's
means of livelihood, for it must always be kept in view that

dysmenorrhcea is Init a relative term. When, however, local ex-

amination and treatment became necessary, then vaginal pessaries

are of little avail, and intra-uterine stem pessaries are unsafe.

Dilatation of tlie cervix with a dilator bougie or an occasional

passage of the sound, with the persistent use of tlie hot vaginal

douche, will often effect a cure both effectively and safely. Here I

must enter a caveat against the indiscriminate use of tlie sound
and dilators, unless accompanied by careful precautions ; and
these are (1) that there be no recent or remote peri-uterine in-

flammation ; (2) that the greatest care betaken as to the perfect

cleanliness of the instrument.
iUich as we owe to the sound, yet I feel sure that its indis-

criminate and routine use has been a fertile source of uterine

mischief.

In a word, then, in unmarried women and nnlliparre, with some
exceptions too few to affect the general statement (the conditions

being usually congenital), vaginal pessaries are of no avail, and
intra-uterine are always dangerous and usually hurtful. When
;vggravated dysmenorrhcea is concurrent with a simijle displace-

ment, then the use of a sound, bougie, or dilator, along with hot
water, will often effect a cure. If there be the least pathological
condition to be found in the nnnexa, there should be no mecha-
rdcal treatment, but only the hot douche.
With regard to parous women, the case stands differently. In

them, unlike the others, the displacements are usually, if not always,
:u;quired. In the case of anteflexion and anteversion. which in

parous womeu are so often induced by various forms of peri- and
parametritis, and by inflammation of the utero-sacral ligaments
.specially, mechanical treatment in the shape of pessaries is seldom
indicated. The sphere for anteversion and anteflexion pessaries

in parous women— if, indeed, they have a sphere at all—must be
when the displacement does not depend upon any inflammatory'
condition outside the uterus, but is solely due to ,nn increase in its

weight. Even in such cases, which are rare, the trotible and an-
noyance to botli physician and patient attending tlieir use is

more than suflicicnt to outweigh their temporary comfort. Of
stem pessaries in forward displacements of the uterus in parous
women, I have no experience, and I have yet to see the case in

which I consider their use desirable. The majority of these ante-
rior displacements give rise to verj' unimportant symptoms.
When they do, the .symi)toms are due to some inflammatory pro-
ducts outsid<' the uterus, and the treatment is to be directed to

its removal (1) by tlie liot vaginal douche; (2) by blisters; (3)

by iodine ap])lied to the vaginal roof; and (4-) by small do.ses of
icKiide of potassium and jierchloride of mercurv- internally.

Sometimes a soft glycerine ring pessar>', by relieving tension and
elevating, may do good, but as a rule even this is contra-indi-
cated.

Coming now to posterior displacements in parous women,
namely, retroversion and retroflexion, we are bound to recognise
the fact that they are specially prone to arise mechanically.
This will appear olivious if we consider tlie frequency with
which these conditions occur after pregnancy as a result of im-
)>erfect involution, dorsal decubitus, increase in weight, and too
e irly rising.

The origin of these parous posterior displacements being
usually, though not always, mechanical, and the symptoms to
which they give rise, such as sterility, leucorrha'a, mtnorrliugia,

and pressure, to a greater or lesser extent being well reoog^

nised, their treatment must be mainly based on mechanical prin-

ciples.

1. Tone must be given to the uterus by the use of ergot and
hot-watfr douching.

2. The utenis must be carefully adjusted in one of seyeral

ways: (a) by pressing up the fundus; (A) by pressing back the

cervix ; (r) by the genu-pectoral position ; (d) by dragging down
the lip of the cenix with avolsella; and lastly, by the sound.

In any case, accntate and careful reposition of the uterus in any
of the ways I have mentioned is essential. I place the sound
List because I really think that the bimanual replacement of the

uterus is the safest"and most thorough, and because the introduc-

tion of any body into the cavum uteri is always to be avoided

when practicable.

3. The uterus must be retained in position by a pessary. In

the case of a well-marked retroversion, a well-adjusted Hodge, or

some of its many modifications, will be found to act efficiently,

whereas in the case of a well-marked retroflexion the ordinary-

ring pessary will act better than the Hodge. The Hodge in such

circumstances is inapplicable because of the difficulty of adjiisting

it so as to act with much advantage on the fundus, and it is apt

to get into the sulcus lietween the cervix and uterus, and so

aggravate the condition it was intended to cure. In such cases

the ordinary ring pessary, by elevating the whole uterus, vwBl"

give most relief.
'"'''

In some aggravated cases of acute flexion with hypertrophy,

stem pessaries may. under exceptional circumstances, be required,

but this must always be regarded as a dernier ressort.

In that class of cases—which is exceedingly frequent—wher*'

there is some degree of flexion and version combined, the Hodge
will most frequently meet the requirements of the ease. Should

there be any adhesions or any ovarian prolapse the soft india-

rubber glycerine ring will be most generally serviceable.

Dr. LoMBE Atthili, expressed his disbelief in anteflexion as a

disease, or even as a condition demanding treatment. If it oc-

curred in connection with dy.smenorrhoea in a multiparous woman,
.Tud depended on uterine causes, those causes would generally be

found to be a conical cervix and a contracted cervical canal. The
virgin uterus being naturally anteflexed, pessaries in such cases

were u.seless, and stems most 'objectionable. Cases of retroflexion

were always acquired, and in many of them a pessarj', such as a

Hodge, wa's very useful, and a great aid iu curative treatment, but

it must never be looked on as beinfj itself curative ; in some casen

the retroflexed fundus pressed against the rectum, and interfered

with def.i^cation. In these a well-adjusted pessurj- often gave

marked relief : but the mere fact of the uterus bein^ retroflexed,

provided that it caused no discomfort or symptom, did not neces-

sarily demand treatment.—Dr. Baenes said Dr. Halliday Croom
objected to Hodge's pes,sary in extreme retroflexion, because it got

between the cennx and the retroflexed body, and resorted to the

ring pessarv-. Now he (the speaker) contended that all depended

upon a projier choice of pessarv. The true ideji of a good pessary

was Hodge's ; it must act as "a lever, and, theTefore, the uterus

must be movable, and the pessarj- must move with it. forming, as

it were, part of it : and for this it must be well adapted to the

particular case. The ring pessarv- had become to him an abomi-

nation ; it stretched the vagina, weakemxl the natural supports

of the uterus, and thus left the patient worse than before. On the

other hand, by first reducing the uterus, the patient lying on

her hands, a t'entle touch of the finger would push the fundus

over to tlie left side of the promontory, where it would easily

rise to its position, and then a glycerine-pad pessary passed in

would keep the fundus from falling back. Dr. Barnes belie-ved

that cases of distress from anteflexion were quite rare, and he

had seen good from Grailv Hewitt's cradle pessary, but great eare

was retiuired in adapting the pessary to the case. With reference

to the statement that, before applying a pessary, you must reduce

the congestion or swelling of^ the uterus, that was attempting

^^haL could not be done. The removal of congestion depended

on keeping the uterus in situ. .Ml depended upon judgment

in selecting the pessary.—Dr. John A. Byrxk said that whilst

he had learned a great' deal from Dr. Barnes, he could not agree

with him about the non-necessity of previously replacing the

utenis. (Dr. Barnes here explained that he did not mean to

assert this.") He (the speaker) had a good deal of experiCTCC of

uterine affections, and he was of opinion that retro-displacements

were very frequent, whilst anterior displacements were extremely
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ra^ >'i) lUmlit this UtAplaueiutMit wius somotimi'S oljsurved iu
Utoae oasn)* wlitrf llic utenis iiml appi-iulajjos were bound down
by olil iiilliimiiiali'i V prodiu-ts; Imi as an oriijiiially aluioruml dis-
^Uwmt-iU. il was lu his (ipiuioii tatrfUitOy rare, llo could not
iiiTTiv with Dr. Attliill, oven in casc.i whore a, relroviirsion or
tloxittu wis oliservfhi. and where no urfjeut symptoms were niaui-
tontivl, that ;j|ill \w should not attempt ii'plaeement ; the reposition
and retention c<>nld not l>y any pvisjihility do any harm. We sliould
djij all in our po^ver to remove any liyjxrpUistic uterine condition,
aUhoujjh he was o£ opinion that loo much "(niporlauce was
tiUached to lliia ao-oalUil metritis ; and in an orj^an like the uterus
Mffl should e.vpect (hat there must be occasioually engorgement
iunl,'perha|w, liyperpla.-ift ; but hp thoUf,'ht that there was a good
deal of o^caicgernliuu ou Ijiis »ubjiH;t. lie entertained a very strong
objection to tlie use of the stem ])essarv. There was one
circutnstauco that occasionally aocoiupanied retro-displace-
ment, namely, sterility; when in consequence of the cur-
vature the w.imuii did not cimceive, the replacemeat had
in hid hands lH>en attended by the most beneticiiU results.—
Dn MouK AL&DOKN .'Said the importance of flexions in relation to
th|» causation of sterility was a subject brought daily under his
ob^volion. and one which could not be too strongly "insisted on ;

fi»r in the great majority of cases of sterility and dysmenorrhota,
wiictluT there was stenosis of the cervical canal or not, he was
tinnly convinced that any operative treatment would generally be
useless unless the coexisting displacement or ile.\iou were at the
sA^ie time remedied, oa either might be by a properly adjusted,
wsU- fitting )l<xlge lever pessar>-.— Ur. William Duncan said it

always seem>;d to him remarkable that, when gynaecologists dis-
cua»ed uterine displacements, some considered all cases required
meohaaieal treatment, and others deprecated any treatment vvhat-
erar. Dr. Duncan, whilst a<lmitting lliat cases sometimes re-

quired local trejitment, considered the majority of cases of ver-
sions or tle.xions causeil per fe no trouble, and required no treat-
ment. He thought that it was bad |)ractice to introduce a vaginal
or'.atem pessary in any case of antetlexion, but that the raising up
of- the uterus in the pelvic cavity by a Ilodge or ring ]>essary in
CMea of backward displacement relieved the circulation in the
utetino and ovarian veins, and thn.s did good. He did not believe
th«t ft pessarv- ever cured a versiim or llexiou. Jle thought tliat a
gnwro reaponsibiiity rested on teachers who practised and advi-sed
the frequent use of pessaries in the treatment of versions and
Ht«ions.~L)r. Roirrii said no one would thbik of treating a case
which had no symptom.s. Patients came to us when they had
sorere aymptoms which required treating; but even here pe.ssaries
were not always to be at once apjilied. Simple measures, such as
local di!|ileti<in, purgatives, etc., should tlrst be tried; if these
failed, then pessaries might be tried. As to stem pessaries, they
were csondemned mostly by those who hatl never -used them, or
onijr to B very small extent. If proper measures were token at first

toipri'Tcnt inflammatory eom])lications, ami the stem pessaries were
not' too long, and rest were insisted on for some days after their
appliostion. accidents were few and far between. - Dr. li.HNU-
WOKTU endorsed Dr. Uarne.s's remarks u)jon the import-
anee of the mechanical treatmeut of uterine displacement,
and bore testimony to the value also of the stem pessary, ancl

particularly to that form invented by Dr. Gordon 131a(:k, of
llarTogate. He had used this in two cages, which bad only
boeh partially relieved with Hodges pessaries, but which were
rapidly n-lieved by this form of stem. —Dr. M. Cameuo.n said
casori of displacem''nt did not remain as when first met with,
but went on from bad to worse unless properly treated. Tie
wvtald also like t.) state that satisfactorv results had bein irl>-

taoneri in (ilasgow from shortening of the round ligaments, the
uwiof the tampon, and hot-water injections. He had every
confidence in the usi' of iiessaries.—Dr. W. J. Smvi.y said the
uterus wn-i maintained in position by intra-abdominal pressure,
but its disijhu^Pni'.nt was prevented by the ligaments. When
the latter were subinvolutixl, then they could not perform their
fuvctions when the uli-nLs wa< r'i>!aced, so that lh(! intestines
cnaie tn pr^ss ujion the pusterior surf;ice ; a Hodgi^'s jiessani-, by
prketically shortening the ute.ro-saural ligaments, would pniveiit
ltd aiapUcem.'nt. When the uterus was in ))osition, and the
prwary acting properly. thr< fundus wiis about three inches re-
moied from the jKisterior bar, and therefore to sjieuk of support-
ingif the funrlns was iTTOOimin, and to invent Boft jKs-iaries
tllloil with glycerine, so na not to hurt it whim tender was
unnooesser)-. — I'rofefsor A. W'axi-ach said he agreed almo.st en-
tirely' with Dr. Ualliday Crooin's methods of treatmodt.i There

wim one plan which had not been noticed—namely, the use of
lam]i<U)s, which were first used by Marion Sims. These were
made by saturating cotton-wool with glyciTine, which might be
medicated by various substances, as astringents, antiseptics, etc.
He had useil this method for many years as a preliminary to the^
use of a i>ess;iry. The pessary which he always used for cases of
posterior displacement re<|iiiring mechanical support was the
.Vlbert Smith's modillcation of Hodge's, made of soft, pliable
metal wliich could bo l)ent and fitted according to the require-
ments of the individual case. - Dr. J. Wali^vok (Liverpool) re-
ferred to the difficulty of discussing this largo suliject in the
short time permitted. As a teacher and practitioner he had heea
guide>d by certain principles. First, the pathological conditions,
!Uid secondly the mechanical, were to bo observed ami treated as.

stated seriatim. But no case could be scientifically j)ut under
treatment unless its etiology as well as its morbid conditions,
pathological as well as mechanical, were determined. In Wrgins
displacements wei'e often proihiced by straining at stool, by pro-
longed standing, as in shop girls, schoolmistrussos, and in ladieai

who followed fashion in tight lacing, dancing to excess, and a re-

laxed muscular system and health generally. Anteflexion of cer-

vix, the OS uteri pointing forward to tho pubes, slight procidentia'
of the body of the uterus, and n^troversion of tho fundus uteri,

often retroflexion—in short, the sigmoid uterus. This form did.

not always give rise to symptoms, but they came at last, local or
reflex, and refjuired treatment. These might bo cured by consti-

tutional and local treatment without pessai'ies. In married
women with sterility, posterior section of cervix would frequently
cure. In women who had had numerous chUdivn in a few years,

sub-involution of the uterus and of the Fallojiian tubes and liga-

ments, with diseased con<lition3 of the endometrium, was common.
Dr. Wallace drew particular attention to the open Fallopian
tubes, which he had found to be almost the rule in these -post-

partum cases of displacement. Engorgement might depend upon

.

flexion, but he felt sure it arose from displacement. Local trealxi

ment such as the hot douche, applications to the cervLx according
to the intensity of the morbid conditions, and sedative pessaries'

would relieve the local tenderness, after which a pessary adjusted
to the requirements of the individual case might be safely placed.

He confessed that he was sui-prised at the statement that pessaries

did not cure. They certainly did, pro\-iiled the pathological
conditions were also cured.— Dr. HttiGO stated he quite agreed
with all that ft^ll from Dr. AVallace and Dr. Smyly with refcrenoe

to the impiu'tant function. tho ligaments performed in relati<in tO'

the retention of the uterus in its jiroper position, and instanced

cases of primiparous women, whose uteri w^ere perfectly normal
antecedent to pregnancy, recovering from the puerjierium with
Tet.rovsrsion, coupled witli the descent of the whole pelvic organs.

AVith regard to Dr. Wallace's statement that he could pass a
uterine sound through the Kalloiiian tubes shortly after dwivery,
this Dr. Origg controverted, and stated lie had never succeeded in

jiassing even a probe through t he I<'allopian lube in tlte cadaver

of women confined within a few hours to three or four weeks. .
'

THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF
DISEASES OF THE ENDOMETRIUM."

By W. J. SJIYLY, Sl.D.,

Qyoucologfait to Uie City of Dublin Hospital.

] KNOW of oni! method only by which the diseases of the uterine
muciMLs membrafle can bo diagnosed with accurac.y, and that is by
the microsco|)ic examination of portions removwl by means of tho

curette. In the majority of cases a fairly correct diagnwiis may
be arrived at without resorting to the microscope, but not with
eertaint.y. When, for example, a mediuui-siztMl curette can easily

iiass into the uterus, ami is there found to be freely movable
n an enlarged cavity, and over a.soft and velvety but irregular

surface; and when its cutting edge is used long strips of hyper-
plastic membrnne come away, we should prol>ably lie correct in

suppotiing the caA' to be one of fungous endometritis, but it might
be luie in which the deoi<lua had been retained, or a simple or ma-
lignant adenoma; for the appearances of these to the nak(!<l eye
jiri'seiit a very close resemblance to each other, but microscopic- .

ally they differ very widely. Should onjy a few small shrisls of

* Itf-nd In ttio iSeottpn of Obstetric Mefllcine at tlie Annual Meeting of the
Britiah MiKlical A-iMclatiou held ut Dubliu. iu August, ISST.
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thin membrane be obtained, even after very \-igorous scraping, we
believe tlie case to be one of atrophy, but could not tell to what
variety of this condition it appertained. Small, friable, wliiti.sh

particles are strongly suggestive of cancer, but even then the

microscope will be necessary ; and here we meet with the most
important, and often I believe the most difficult, problem, namely,
to determine witli certainty from specimens obtained the ma-
lignancy of the disease. 1 must confess that I never have done
this myself, but I do not think that during the four years since I

have adopted this method such a case has come under my care.

It has, however, been done by others ; the uterus e.xcised in conse-

quence, and the diagnosis conlirmed by the subsequent examina-
tion of the specimens obtained, and it is a very remarkable fact

that, consiilt-ring how few are the recorded cases of malignant
disease limited to the body of the uterus, so many as eleven should

have been diagnosed during the last seven years by a single indi-

vidual, namely, Dr. J. Veit, of Berlin. This is to my mind
strongly suggestive of the belief that a lai-ge proportion of such
cases arc not detected until after the disease has involved the

cervi.x: or the neighbouring organs, because of imperfection in

the methods of diagnosis usually employed ; and that were the

curette and microscope used more systematically, we should
more often succeed in discovering this terrible malady at a

time when its removal would offer a reasonable prospect of

permanent relief.

This method of diagnosis was introduced by Recamier about
forty years ago, and it is from it that most of our knowledge of

the "diseases of the uterine mucous membrane has been derived.

He devised the curette by means of which he removed "fongosites
"

or vegetations, and subsequently applied some caustic to the de-

nuded surface. The particles removed were examined microscopic-
ally by Robin, who gave a very exact description of their struc-

ture, corresponding with what is now generally known as fungous
endometritis. De Sjiu^Jtj' and Rugi5have distinguished in the same
way three distinct forms of endometritis, according to the relative

development of the glan<ls and inter-glandidar tissue ; but as all

these i()rms may occur simultaneously in the same uterus, this

division appears to be rather too artiftcial. If, however, Martin's

opinion that the more the glandular development predominates,
the more liable is the disease to assume a malignant character,

and Wyder's that the more the interstitial tissue is developed, the
greater is the hemorrhage, prove to be correct, then it will be a

very important one.

Retention of the decidua after abortion is one of the commonest
affections of the uterine mucous membrane. When examined
microscopically it contrasts very strongly with fungous endome-
tritis, owing to the absence of glands, and it will, I believe,

always be found in a state of inflammation. Whether this is

the cause or the result of its retention, I am unable to say ; but,

in either case, it indicates the advantage of its early removal. Of
the atrophic f(;rras of endometritis, two appear to me of especial

interest—first, that described by Schroeder as dysmenorrhwal
endometritis, in which there is a development of the inter-glan-

dular tissue leading to the obliteration of the glands them-
selves, and a subseijuent cirrhosis or atrophy of the membrane

;

and secondly, a condition described by Zeller as " psoriasis uterina,"

in which the uterine cavity is lined with scaly epithelium. I men-
tion these forms especially, because it was by the microscopical
examination of particles obtained by means of the curette that
they were discovered. The curette and microscope are accord-
ingly most efficient means of diagnosis, but their use is, in this

country at least, generally regarded as advisable in exceptional
cases only, and after the orduiary methods, by means of the
sound and introduction of the linger after dilatation of the cervix,

have failed. Xow, as regards the latter method, it is not only
more painful, and involve.s greater risk to the patient and a much
greater expenditure of time on the part of the practitioner than
curetting, but, what is of more conse<iuence, it seldom yields
much useful information. Only gross pathological changes can
be distinguished by the finger, and in proof of this I would refer

you to the wTitings of those who practise either metliod e.xclu-

sively. There you will find that by tlio.se who advocate the
curette and microscope not only are definite pathoK)gical con-
ditions described anil figured, but there is a remarlcable unanimity
in their opinions as to the nature of these condition.s,

whilst amongst those who do not employ tliem we find such vague
and unsatisfactory terms as "granular conditions,'' "pulpy states,

"

"irritable membranes," etc., expressing not the nature of tlie con-
ditions prusent, but only the impressions which they conveyed to

their fingers ; whilst in such conditions as are not palpable in this

way only two courses are oi)en to' them, either to deny their exis-

tence altogether, or use .some indefmite term such as "intra^ ,

uterine disease," witliout any attempt to define it more e.vactly,.^

Let me quote an example from the work of such an eminent ,

gyna;cologist as Dr. Emmet, who speaks of the curette as "an in-

strument which has proved a most oljjeclionable one ;" and as re- ,

gards the instrument of Dr. Sims, " he honestly believes that the-,'

ingenuity of man has never devised one capable of doing more in-
;

jury." "ills knowledge, therefore, we may a.ssume, has not been
derived from the use of this instrument. He mentions four forms

of disease to which the uterine mucous membrane is lialile. First,

a form of disease usually theresult of pregnancy, and characterised

by hemorrhage, whicli, he says, " is common but little understood,
.

,

microscopists not having, to his knowledge, fully iuve.-ligated tie ,,

subject ;" a second condition is frequently met -n-ith, " which somfr
;

writer has compared to granular conjunctivitis ;
" and a third " re-.^

sembles the pile of velvet, and when floated in water it seems tftf,

consist of prolongations of blood-vesstds from the muscu]ai;'f

tissue;" and lastly, "a thickened condition of the membraneij,,

which could be easily detached in long strips like theskin which.,!

has been scalded, and is blanched in appearance." Xow I would
point out that in not one of these cases is the real nature of the .

disease described. In the first he says it is unknown, the second

is like granular lids, the tliird like velvet, and the fourth like

scalded skin; but what we want to know is, not what a disease

is like, but what it is. What should we think of an oculist who
described granular ophthalmia as a disease resembling decidual

endometritis? I have selected Dr. Emmet's work in. order to show ,

that no matter how brilliant and observant a man may be, igno-

rance and confusion must result from the rejection of the only

source of knowledge. . - - -
.

In spite of the obvious advantages of the curette as & means
of diagnosis, its advance towards general acceptance has been

but slow. Recamier's results were very brilliant, and although

he perforated the uterus in a few cases, I believe that no evil

resulted therefrom. However, its introduction met with such a

storm of opposition that, in spite of the advocacy of Sir James
Simpson, Olshausen, Marion Suns, and others, it made but little

way until about four years ago, when a revidsion of feeling in

its 'favour occurred. Certain dangers naturally suggested them-

selves as likely to follow its use, and especially that the mucous
membrane liaving been thoroughly removed, it would be replaced

by cicatricial tissue, and thus .sterility would result. Reasoning

from analogy we should expect this to occur, but analogy doeSij.

not hold good in this Instance. The uterine mucous membrana ..

differs from everj- other in its rapid and complete regeneration,

as wa.s clearly proved by Dr. Martin, of Berlin, and his assistant

Dr. Dlivelius, and it was the publication of the investigation of

this subject by the latter which marked the epoch to which I

have already referred, since which this method of diagnosis and

treatment has rapidly gained in popularity. The most remark-

able cases recorded by Dr. Martin, were those of two women
who had been repeatedly curetted and cauterised for adenoma

of the mucous membrane ; but were at last reduced to such an

auKmic condition that as a last resource the uterus was re-

moved In one of these cases the last scraping took place two

months, in the other four months, previously. The microscopic.,

exiuuiuation of the organs after extirpation showeil that theji

newly developed membrane was related to the muscular and in- >

termiiscular connective tissue in the usual manner, nor was a

cicatrix to be found anj-where in the mucous membrane, or be-

tween it and the muscle. Theoretically there is no reason why-.

pregnancy should be interfered with, but on the contrarj- it,,,

sliould rather be favoured by the removal of a diseased mem-;,j,

braue, aiul its replacement by another which we have every;,,

reason to hope may prove a liealthy one. >'ow as a matter o£t-

experience this has been found to be tlio case. Dr. Diivelius

found that out of the patients operated upon by Dr. Martin and

huuself between ISTD and 1883, 60 were known to have subse-

quently become presnant, ami of my own cases I know of six,

but as' I ciHild not t'nu-e all mv patients, the number is protiably

greater. It is therefore, evident that, no matter how thoroughly

tlie curetting maybe canied out, the membrane will be regene-

rated, that this new membrane is not cicatricial in structure, and

that the operation favours rather than hinders the occurrence of

pregnancy. - i>-;

Let us "now consider the treatment of these diseases. Tne,(j

chief indications are, first to remove the iliseased membrana.
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n» complotciv ns possililp, and thrji cinli-nvoiir ti> indiico n Iipnltliy

^rmwtli in tfie ni>w one. These two iiidiciitiniis arc lii'st ful-

rtlliHl by tlip lisp of tlie oiirpftp, niul l>y siilisp<iuont iiijectioiis of

stroiip solution of iodine or iodised plienol. Why sliouUl wp sjjend

months mid ypiirs in rankini; apiilientioiis to ii membrnne which
may be removed in n few minutes, with tlie certainty of il.s being

su<^dilv n'phired by nt least ns good, but ;iri)lmbly a better onp '!

Tnat ttip new nieinbnine may be disease<l is true, but this ob-

jection will apply to everj- form of tn-atment, and siienking

gpnprolly wp may say that the suceess which has attended any
therapeutic agent ha.s been in direct jirojiorlion to its power of

destroying the diseased membrnnp. Thi.s pxplains to us the

marked iH-netit dprive<l from the nsp of powprful caustics, espe-

cJnUy the fuming nitric acid. In Dublin we have had remark-
ablpsuccess witTi this agpnt, but it is infprior to the curette in

three ways 1. It npcessitntes previous dilatation of the cervi.x.

2. Its action is rendered uncertain by h;emonliage and other
discharges. 3. It destroys the tis.sues uiion which we depend
for diagnosis. .My present practice is to curette in everj- case

of disea.sp atTpcting solely or chiefly the uterine mucous mem-
brane, which docs not yield to attention to general health, douch-
ing and astringents, and I can strongly recommend it to others

as having the following advantages, which I may briefly reca-

pitulate. (!'. It is efficacious both as a diagnostic and as a thera-

peutic acent ; and ("21 its employment is safer and simjiler than
any method wliich involves the dihitition of the cervix.

li

ON MARTIN'S METHOD OF DEALING WITH
THE PLACENTA AND SAC^ IN LAPAROTOMY

FOR EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY.

By ERNEST ANNACKER, M.D.Beblxn, M.U.C.S.,

Uoiis«-Sur(reoD and Resident Obstetric .-b^sistaat-Surgeon to St. Mary's

Hobpital. MaiK-li6«ter.

O.VR of the most interesting questions in connection with the
treatment of advan 'ed extra-uterine fcetation by laparotomy is

the method of procedure in regard to the placenta, upon which
the failure or success of the operation is believed largely to de-

pend. My object in this paper is to draw attention to the plan
proposed, and successfully adopted by Dr. A. Martin, of Berlin,

according to which it becomes possible to remove the placenta
with the ftetus, at any period after its formation, without any
serious risk of hnemorrhage.
Most recent wxiters on this subject, including Thomas, Ilicks,

Barnes, KnetierK', and Tait, are agreed that the jilncenta shouhl in

most cases lie left behind on account of the severe hremorrhage
which frequently attends its removal, instances being indeed very
numerous where death ha.s resulted from this cause. That it is a
point on which the experience of competent observers differs very
widel.v may be gathered from the fact that Schroeder removed
the ]>lacenta as early as three weeks after the death of the fa-tus

withont e.vjiirienr'ing any untoward result, while Depaul, on the
other hand, removing the organ four months after the activity of

the placental circulation hud had time to diminish by reason of

the death of the frvtus, had thi' misfortune to lo.se his patient
from hspmorrhagp. This is n by no means isolated experienci'.

The di.^ttdvantages of leaving the placenta behind are (1) the
tedious and |>rotracteil convalescence; VZ) the danger of deatli

from hectic and exhaustion owing to long-continued suppuration
of the sac and its contents during the process of disintegration

and throwing off; (.3) the possibility of secondary hipinorrhagi'

iiuch as occurred, for example, in a case related by Braxton
Jlicks.

Parry, of Philadelphia. WTiting in the year l.'<7'>. states that the
frequency of secondars- Irn'morrlmge afti^r spontoneous separation
of the placenta, as com))ar(.d with that after its forcible separa-
tion, is as one to Ave.
Most authorities are agreed that the organ may Iw safely re-

moved some months after the death of thefivtus, when the ves-
gcl.s traversing the placenta have atrophied and contracted, the
venous sinuses having become thrombosed, and the whole organ
very much diminished in size; hut it wa.s reserved for Dr. .Martin

to devise a means by which the placenta may be removed at any
period with hardly any greater risk of hB?morrhage than attends
an ovariotomy or an extirpation of the uterus.

The reasons which led T)r. Martin to work at this subject mnly
be given in his own words. (|iioted from a communication road
before the International .Medical Congress held at London in 1881.

He says: "It is, however, evident to all that convalescence is con-
siderably endangered by this jirocedure (avoidance of the placental

site) for even if the snc, as .>^uch, were dosi d, nnd the diligent

irrigation of the .sac should jirevent stagnation of the secretions

in tlie cavity, still it is clear that the recoverj- is thus retarded
greatly, nnd the patient liable to such dangers ns accompany the
processes, even with strictest antise])tic precautions." He ac-
knowledges that the ligature of separate bleeding points on the
placental site is not feasible, but by ligature en mnsxe "large
bleeding surfaces can be tied (|uickly and safely, so that we need
not fear secnndarj' danger from the luemorrhage."

It might be objected that the placenta may be fixed to the

intestines, or some part from which it is irremovable; but to this

Martin rejilies that it is more of theoretical than practical import-
ance; not that he denies the possibility of its occurrence, but, not
having met with a single case of this nature in eighteen lapa-

rotomies for extra-uterine fa-tation, he comes to the conclusion.

that, in discussing the question broadly, too much stress mu.st not
be laid on these rare nnd exce])tional ca.ses, in which, if necessary,

and if the placenta cannot be removed without danger of fatal

hiemorrhngu, it may he left in si'iu and allowed to disintegrate.

I had the privilege of being present at the operation on the f6]i-

lowing case of Dr. Martin's, in which the successful removal of

the placenta, which 1 wish to emphasise, is well illustrated, as
well as the method of treating the sac by jiartial resection, a pro-

cedure generally employed by Dr. Martin in these cases. For the-

notes of the case I am indebted to Dr. Czempin, house surgeon at

Dr. Martin's clinic.

The patient was a married woman, nnd sterile up to last March.
.Since that time she had complained of pain in the hypo-
gastrium, especially on the left side. She had menstruated
regularly for fourteen years ; but in March, after menstruating at

the commencement of the month, there was again some loss ft,

fortnight later, while throughout the whole of April she did not
menstruate at all. In May there was slight haemorrhage on two
occasions, but none between that time nnd her admission to the
hospital in .luly.

The vagina was fairly capacious ; the cervix behind the sym-
physis pubis; the body' of the uterus was short, and behind the

uterus a tumour, rather larger than a man's fist, was felt on the'

left side, and diagnosed as tubo-ovarian.

On July 7th the operation for removal of the tumour was un-
dertaken! Chloroform was administered, and the abdomen opened
by an incision four inches long in the middle line, when the peri-

toneal cavity was found full of recent and old blood-clot—the

t umour having evidently burst. The intestines were spread out on
the wall of the abdomen, ami covered with a damp cloth, after-

which the clots were easily removed froni the pelvic cavity

with sjionges. To the left side of nnd behind the uterus was
seated a tumour corresponding to the one felt on examination;

on attem]iting to loosen the latter from its connections a rent oc-

curred in the anterior wall, nnd through it n four-month-old foetus

nnd some blood-dots escftped. The foHus was still attached by
the umbilical cord to the i>lacenta, which remained in the cyst.

Introducing the hand into the cyst it wa.s possible to remove thfr

whole placenta without any severe lupmorrhnge. A large portion

of the sac was next resected, and the remainder stitched together

with continuous catgut suture, after introducing a drainage-tube

through tlie ]ioucli of Douglas into the vagina, so ns to shut off

i]u: sac as much as possilde from the abdominal cavity. The ab-

dominal wall was then united by silk sutures. The operation

lasted eighteen miniitps. The patient recovere<l without a bad
symptom, the temiierature never rising above :!8.:i° C. The tube

was removed on the thirteenth day after the oiierntion, and on
the sixteenth day the jiatient left the hospital convalescent.

In nnotbercase upon which Dr. Martin operated at the pnd of

the sixth month of pregnancy, the ])lncenta vvas seated upon the

anterior wall of the snc, which was formed by the back wall of

the uterus nnd the left lateral ligament. After the removal of the

fietus hsemorrhage took place in spurts, ((iiickly filling the sac.

As soon ns Dr. Martin recognised the nature of the case he cut off

the communication with the uterus by three deep sutun's. carried

by means of curved needles through the broad ligaments, nnd em-
i)iacing the left side of the uterus. The placenta was (hen re-

moved and found to be very friable, but entire ; no hirniorrhage

Mlowud its removal. The 'sac n'aa treated by resection, and the
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operation was concluded in an hour and a quarter. The patient

made a perfet-t and speoiiy recovery.'

The method of dealing with the sac of ah extra-uterine foetation

employed by Dr. Martin is different from that of many operator?.

Instead of stitching the sac to the abdominal incision, he removes
as much of the walls, as possible, drains through the pouch of

Douglas into the vagina, and unites the edges together at the
highest part of the sac, thus being enabled to close the abdominal
wound entirely. By tliis means healing by first intention is pos-
sible, drainage is obtained through the most dependent portion of

the sac, and recovery is much more speed}'.

During the last si.x months I liad an opportunity of examining
a patient on whom Dr. Martin liad oper.ited some months pre-
viously for extra-uterine pregnancy in the manner here described.

The uterus was fairly moliile, and the only remains of the
patient's abnormal burden was a thickened cicatricial band,
about the size of the little finger, extending backwards from
the cervix, on the left .side of the uterus.

Three years ago Dr. Martin described his method in a paper read
before the Copenhagen Congress, but it was the opinion of Werth
;and most of the authorities present that time was needed to test

its efficiency.

Dr. Martin has now had nearly twenty cases in which he has
put in practice his method of dealing with the placenta and the
sac, and he considers that the results quite justify him in main-
taining its superiority over the methods hitherto in vogue.

ABSTRACT OF AN ADDRESS
O-V

THE RELATIONS OF GYN..ECOLOGY
TO GENERAL THERAPEUTICS.
Delivered before the British GyncBcolmjical Society.

By ARTHTR IV. ED IS, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Preaident of the Society ; OhBt«tric Physician to the Middlesex Hospital

;

Physician to the Chelsea Hospital for Women.

AriKB thanking the Fellows most cordially and sincerely for the
honour they had conferred upon him, the President proceeded to

make a few suggestions as to the objects of the Society.

He drew attention to the importance of avoiding the error of

cultivating this specialism to the exclusion of a more general

consideration of the subject, asserting that a specialist, in the
oiily true sense of the word, was one who was a good all round
surgeon and physician, and something besides—one who paid
special attention to the study of gynoscology, and who conse-
quently attained superior knowledge of it, and possessed greater
skill in dealing with it.

,

He referred to the narrow views of specialism held by some,
whose opportunities of studying disease from a general .stand-
point should guard them from that fallacv, citing instances of
monorrhagia, which, without sufilciently inquiring into the pro-
bable causes, and endeavouring to ascertain the conditions which
led up to this result, the practitioner was too apt to treat em-
pirically by Some accredited formula, such as sulphuric or gallic
acid, ergot j or hazeline.

Stress was laid on the importance of ascertaining the condition
of the heart, liver, kidneys, and other organs, so that we should
n6t overlook the existence of some mitral incapacity, hepatic
congestion, or renal degeneration which possibly might account
tor the menorrhagia, and necessitate general iii place of local
treatment. A few grains of calomel, some saline ajierient, ab-
stention from alcohol, and attention to simple hygienic details
often proved of more service in checking any inordinate men-
strual flow than the most elaborate prescription for uterine
hsemorrhage.
So with dysmenorrho^a, which was but a symptom of many and

various conditions, not only of the uterus and its so-called appen-
dages, but also of the general health. In place of gravely rccom-
men<ling patients to submit to some surgical operation" for the
relief of pain, all that was necessary, in many instances, was to
relieve the anajmia, du" often to imperfect nutrition, improper
clothing, and neglect of ordinary hygienic precautions.

The tendency of gynaecology for many years past had been to
advance in a surgical direction, and Unquestionably much had
been gained by this. Cases which scarce a generatioti ago were
regarded as hopeless, over which medicine had no power, were
now rescued from their impending fate, and restored to health
and usefulness. The triumphs of abdominal surgery were still

the wonder of the age. Ovariotomy alone had been the means of
saving countless thousands of lives. Removal of the uterine
appendages—whether in the case of bleeding mj'Oma, or of
clironic incurable diseases of the ovaries or tubes—had enabled
the surgeon to convert useless, suffering, and miserable invalids
into useful members of society, able to earn their own living,
or to fulfil the duties of their station, with comfort and free-
dom from suffering. The treatment of extra-uterine gestation
by abdominal section, bold in its conception and successful ia
its issue, appealed alike to the profession and the public.

'

Shortening of the round ligaments, raising the prolapsed ovar
'

ries and attaching them to the parietes by a plastic operation,,'!
repairing the ruptured perineum, remoWng the hypertrophied
cer\'ix uteri, or restoring it to its normal condition, when ex-
tensively lacerated, by the operation of trachelorrhai)hy—all

these and numerous other operations of a like nature might
well be quoted as evidence of what surgery had accomplished
in the domain of gjmaecology. Might we not hope that in time,
when gj'nsecology was systematically taught in our medical schools
as an integral part of medical education, we should be enabled
to prevent the development or retard the progress of numerous

'

conditions which now inevitably eventuate m surgical inter-''

ference?
'**

Our practice, in many instances, did not keep pace with oiuf!^

knowledge. As a fact, we knew that the process of involution
of the uterus, subsequent to deliverj', took at least six weeks
under favourable circumstances, and still longer in anemic, under-

.

fed, or unhealthy patients, where the hygienic surroundings were'^
unsatisfactorj- ; and yet we kept still to the traditions of ih»-'',

past, and allowed our patients to get up after the ninth day,''
provided there was no haemorrhage or elevation of temperature'^
to suggest a more prolonged recumbency. ^l

Could it be doubted that we had here a most potent factor in
the production of uterine disorders ? The heavy, subinvoluted'^
uterus not only dragged upon the already weakened and dis-
tended ligaments and supports, giving rise to prolapsus uteri and
other displacements, but the ovaries also, in place of remaining/
in a position of safety, became prolapsed, and gave rise to conr^.'?

siderable discomfort.
Even the growth of uterine myoma, apart altogether from'the.^

more direct methods of treatment, might be lessened or retarded ^
bj' attention to numerous details as to diet and hygienic manage- '•

ment, such as abstention from alcohol, lessening the amount ofT

nitrogenous food, preventing congestion of the pelvic organs by
wearing appropriate clothing, and refraining from unnecessary'
fatigue or exertion at the ordinary monthly periods, regulating.''

the bowels, and improving the tone" of the general health by meAnS;'
of such remedies as quinine, arsenic, strychnine, and other agents

*

of this class. '
'

The extreme importance of forming a correct diagnosis wa^'
then insisted upon. We should at all times endeavour to ascer-

{
tain the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. It',

was not sufficient to detect a retrofiexed uterus and treat this,';

when possibly some old-standing pyosalpinx or cirrhotic condi- '

tion of the ovar^- "n-ns in reality the chief cause of the patient's
suffering. Instances were not infrequently met with where the ^

ovaries and tubes had been removed, and rightly so, for some
.

well-marked pelvic trouble, and yet the conditionof the patient
some months afterwards ivas not anj"thing like as favourable as

;

we were led to predict—and why ? Because some chronic uterine
trouble, coexistent with the ovarian mischief, had been over-

y

bjoked or not attended to, and now interfered with the perfect
'

convalescence of the patient, thus robbing the gj-noecologist of
;

his full measure of credit, and, in some cases, unquestionably
bringing the operation of removal of the appendages into needlesa.
discredit.

'

The reflex symptoms due to uterine derangements were then','

considered and tlu'ir importance insisted upon, as deserving of
more attention by the practitioner than generally met with. The

'

synergic action between the stomach and the uterus, both as re- '.

gards secretion, sensation, and motor action, were amongst tho^
most remarkable phenomena of roflox nervous action. Nature,,
gave us a very palpable 'illustration of this in the morning sick-
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ncas of prvgnnncy. In placi' of pourinj; iiiti) tUc-etonwch—wlioeo
ciily fault Wttb ft too miinifest sympiifli^' witli ifs auffuring acigu-
bOur lowtT down -InsmntU, hydrocyunic iwul, in^luviu, oxjiUlo
of ccrmm, anil other vuunted tiwcifics, iittciitiou should hn
durci'ti'd to rfmcdYing any conditiou of the uterus likely to jjro-

d(!iee vomiting. The application of cocaiui:. carbolic, acid, or other
appropriate agent t<> the cervix uteri, or the iiL'<ertion of a mor-
phine suppository in the va(,'iijtt, would uioro often check tho
sickness ttian any of thu above remedies lulmiuistered by the
mouth. _

_ _ ..;^ - )!, nil .

C4^es of chronic metritis, 'where nausea or sictaes? w^re promi-
nent symptoms, were too ofttm treated by remedies directed to

srimiUating the action of the liver or improving the digestion, in

pjace of treating the disease of the uterus, which was really the
fohi et on'ffo mali. All the diet lists and leugtliy prescriptions too
often sugecsted, even though tried patiently for many consecu-
tive montns, and in some cases years, were as nothing compared
•wit;h appropriate uterine treatment in affording relief, ilr. llenrj-

I'«(wers reniarks in his recent Bowman Lecture On the Rela-
tion of Ophthalmic Disease to Certain Xonual and Pathological
Conditions of the Se.xual Organs were alluded to and endorsed.
The operative trwitmeut of cancer, more especially of the

u(enis, was then considered Although the results, thus fur,

Were encouraging, we should never be able adequately to cope
^th this terrible malaily until Hki practitioners scattered over
the length and breadth of the land had their faculties cjuick-

eoed to appreciate the vcrj' earliest manifestations of the disease,

and even t6 anticipateits advent by a more careful consideration
of the predisposing taiises which, where a strong hereditary
predispt^ition e.\isted,, were likely to eventuate in such ia con-
dition.

Sir James Paget had indicated the direction in which our minds
should tend, lie Imd recently stated that " all cancerous diseases

were apt to form in parts congenitally defective, and still more as

a result of injuries. More commonly still they appeared in parts

that had long been, the seat of some irritation, as we called it, as

ill the scars of bums, or in syphilitic tongties or gums, or cheeks
irritated by bad teeth, or in lips irritated by pipes, or tongues by
hot tobac«o smoke." And to this list might be added, in y»,nimiE
wnere eczema of the nipple had existed, and in tji©; cerifix, uteri

from old standing laceration and irritation.

^n Ivis recent ilortion Lecture, Sir James Paget encouraged the

hope thf^t we might yet (iijd some medicine as efficient against

cancer Iw mercury or quinine were against syphilis and ague.
Professor Clay, 66me seven years ago, asserted that he had dis-

coviered tlie long ami anjuqusly sou^t for xomedy in the form of

Chian tunientine. Only recently, in one of our leading medical
journals, he had reported three cases of cancer cured by this

runjedy. If this was all his charity could afford, his poverty must
be great indeed. If it were really such a specific as he as.serted,

why had we not thousands of cases reported as cured, not an in-

pigniftoant trio like this. .Surely the matter ought not to be
allowed to rema,in in its presoii unsettled and unsatisfactory
condition. Tlie remedy had been fairly tried in the cancer wards
of the Middlesex llosjiital, as had many and various vaunted
specifics wliich had been brought before the public during the

present centurj-, and still Dante s motto inscribed above the por-
tal in the Inferno, '.' Laaciate ogni speranza voi ch 'entrate "—" all

hopo abandon ye who enter here "—might not inappropriately be
placed over the entrance to the cancer wards.
The subject of electrotherapy in gj-niecology, recently brought

prominently fomard by Dr. Apostoli, was one which was attract-

ing considerable attention. Not only were we promised the dis-

persal or arrest of growth of fibroid tumours, and the arrest of

hsBmorrhage by the influence of eleictritity, but also the resolu-
tioi) of peri-uteriue inflammation and the relief of ovarian pain,

so as to preelude the necessity of removal of the appendages.
Amtnorrluea. dysnienorrhcea, and menorrhngia. were amenable to

ite influeiii-. :i.- ,..11 as numerous other conditions too often intract-
able to 0! s.

Thede.-i i' studying the effects of remedies upon uter-
ine and pelvic disorders was then insisted upon. Miieh might bfl

dpne by careful clinical obser\-alion< recording minutely the sym-
ptoms, and how these were modified or relieved, not by a combi-
nation of half-a-dozen different (tnigs, as was too often the case,
but by some specially selected one, given with the definitt- idea of
testing its trUe value under certain well defined conditions. The
''in;)9rtancc of leaving the culinary department of tho organism
fre« for, its intended purposes, and not converting it into a drug

store for the reception of nauseating compounds was urged There
,

wen' many and various methods of applying remedies directly
to the locality affected, which should always be resorted to when
fea.siblu; for example, rectal and vaginal suppositories or pessaries,
iuiectious and enemata, hypoderuiic injections, local applications) <

whether as plasters, fomeiilution, or poultices, or applied to a
blistered surface, medicated baths and fumigations, or as loieali

applications to tho cervix uteri.

The ijiijection of a drachm of glycerine into the rectum, 08

recently advocated, would ofton succeed in affording relief to
the bowels cito, tute, et /ucuiije where pills and aperients proved :

of little service.
,

( -i ,
,;.'

In many critical cases, where the life of the patient ofte^ bang
upon tlie powers of assimilating nourishment, much harm w«8
done by drugging the stomach with opiates unnecessarily and
unreasonably. >\ e first impaired the digestive capacity of the
stomach by ilrugs, and then attempted to convert the rectiua
iuto a stomach bj' injections or suppositories of peptonized
materials. , • 1'

The emploj-ment of antipyrin in gynaecology as relieTring paim, •

dysmenorrheea, quieting the nervous system, procuripg sleep,

arresting haemorrhage, bringing down the temperature in febrile

conditions, and in many other ways proving very serviceable, was
dwelt upon.

[

The so-called "dry treatment" in gynaecology was then re-

ferred to and advocated in place of glycerine tampons. Powders
such as bismuth, iodoform, boracic acid, borax, alum, tannin,
oxide of zinc, soda and others, applied either by the aid of an
insufflator or blower, or incorporated in cotton-wool tampons, or
placed in the ragrna, and kept in by meaiis of dry cotton-wool
tampons, were often of great service.

Much had yet to be aeeomiilished in gynsecology before wb oonW
sit do'tvTi satisfied that we had learnt all that was necessary, and
hod attained to such skiil in diagnosis and treatment th»tw had
nothing more f!o desire.' " ''

A CASE OF ACUTE TUBERCULOSIS.
By OWEX LAXKEjSTER, M.R.C.S.,

With Remabks by Sib DYCE DUCKWORTH.

On November 4th, I was sent for to see H. H., aged 25, single,

a cook, who was complaining of a sharp shooting pain at the tip

of the left thumb, so severe that it kept her awoie at night. On
inquiry, sheliad been out of sorts for several days, her appetite hod
failed, and she had felt listless.

Examination of the thumb revealed nothing to account for

the pain ; her tongue was slightly furred, and the temperature
102' F. ; she was told to go to bed and have a' poultice aiipiied to

the thumb, to take an aperient at bedtime, and to use a fluid

diet. Iler hi.story was good; her father and mother were both
alive and well ; seven brothers and sisters were also living. There
W'as no history of phthisis or rheumatism in the family ; ner pre-

vious medical history was also good. She had been m a cottage

hospital two years beifore, with what seemed to be aggravated
dyspepsia. •'

On November 5th she expressed herself as better; the aperient

had acted, and the pain had left her thumb, having passed to the

ring finger of the same hand. She complained of breathlessness

in coming upstairs, but after a careful examination no sign of any
mischief m any organ of tho chest or abdomen could be detected.

The temperature at niglit was 102°, and in the morning 100°. She
was given quin. sulph. gr. ij thrice doily.

On November 7th she again expressed herself betteir ; there wes
no pain in the fingers, but the calf of tho left leg was so painfnl

she could not put her foot to the ground ; there was no swelling,

no rednes.s to bo seen, and the calf of thi^ left leg was precisely the

same in measurement ns that of the right, but it was very tender

on pressure. Her general condil ion was much the same ; the tem-
perature was 100° in the morning and 10*2° at night ; pulse 96,

regular, full; the tongue was furred in the centre and red at the

side; there was no enlargement of the spleen; no abdominal

tondcmess; the urine 1020, acid natural. Bellad and glyc. ws.s

applied to the leg, which was wrapped in wool and raised on a pillow.

The jialient's condition remained much the same for the next

few days; the pain in the calf continued, but as she did not get

out of bed it was not very troublesome ; the temperature remained

raised ; the pulse was strong and rtigular, but rapid ; the tongue

became gradually drier, and cracked She "was tdways cheeritol,
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deolBrinc herself better, and took her food/ which consieted. df
milk ana beef-tea, verj' "svelL

At this period typhoid fever seemed possible, but there was no
splenic enlargement, no si^otg, and the stools were solid and had
no special characteristics.

On Kovember 14th the patient complained of a sharp pain in

the left forearm, in the bones, as she said, quite different from the
pain in the calf, which was of a dull, aching character. I again
examined the chest and abdomen carefully, but discovered
nothing abnormal ; she had no cough, slept well, and took her food
well; the temperature in the morning was 100°, and at night
102.3°; pul.?e viirying from 98 to 102, strong; urine 1030, faint

cloud of albumen. Treatment as before.

On November 18th Dr. Oswald Browne saw her with me. At
this time she complained only of pain in the muscles of the calf

of the left leg, where there was marked tenderness, with some in-

crease of resistance on palpation, nothing more. There was no
suspicion of tubercular disease. R-espiration was perfectly
natural, and there was no cough. Physical examination of the
chest revealed true pericardial friction at the cardiac base, over
an area of the size of a crown piece. The temperature taken in

the mouth was 103°.

Though articular symptoms were absent, Dr. Browne considered
that the pericarditis and pyrexia were manifestations of acute
rheumatism, and advised the application of a blister over the area
affected, and treatment by full doses of salicylate of soda every
four hours. This treatment was adopted.
On November 19th friction was still slightly audible. The tem-

perature had fallen from 103° the previous evening to 100.3°.

On November 20th friction was no longer heard. The tempera-
ture in the morning was 99.6° and at night 100°, the lowest record
since the commencement of the illness. Pulse 89. She took nou-
rishment well, and slept well.

For the next few days the improvement was maintained. The
temperature never quite reached normal. It was 99.4° in the
morning and 100.2° at night, varying a few points from time
to time.
On November 23rd salicylate of soda was given thrice daily.

On November 25th the temperature began to rise again, reaching
101.8° at night, and for the first time her appetite failed; she
slept badly, and wandered slightly. There was no cough, and the
physical signs in the lungs were natural. On November 27th the
temperature in the morning was 101° and at night 102.4°

; pulse
104. A small patch of friction (pleural) was detected in the left

axilla. There was no pain on breathing and no cough; the respira-
tion was 22. On November 28th the temperature was still high,
the pulse 10(5, and she seemed confused. The friction was spread-
ing in front : pain was still present in calf. The retinfe were ex-
amined ophthalmoscopically with negative result. Salicylate of
soda, which had been given thrice daily since the 23rd, was dis-
continued, and quin. sulph. gr. iij was ordered thrice daily. On
November 29th there was slight crepitation in the right a.xilla ; in
the left a.xilla there was pleuro-pericardial friction ; the heart's
apex was in the nipple line, and there was no murmur; the spleen
was not felt ; the tongue was dry and cracked ; respiration 23. On
December 2nd, it being impossible owing to domestic reasons to
keep her where she was. she was removed to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, under the care of Sir Dyoe Duckworth. Dr. Tylden,
house physician, has kindly allowed me to use his notes.
The unne contained a cloud of albumen. The spleen could be

felt on deep inspiration. She wasordered quin. sulph. gr. iij every
six hours, milk, beef-tea and brandy ; the temperature in the
mornjng was 102°, and at night 103° ; the pulse was 104.
On December ."itli the spleen was still palpable ; the temperature

in the morning was 102.4° and at night 103.2° ; the pulmonary
signs were rather less ; sibilus was still present. On December
6th the temperature was stUl high ; there was no remission ; she
was more dusky ; there was sharp crepitation over the right front
aa high as the apex ; the spleen was still felt ; crepitation over
old area of friction; slight sub.sultus; the temp-raturc in the
morning was 10;i° and at night 103.4°. On December 7th she still
took nourishment fairly: the crepitation in the lung.i was in-
creased

; th« pulse was 120, the respiration 32 ; the temperature in
the morning was 103"^ and at night 103.4°.
On December 8th rales were heard over both backs, e.specially

the right, and harsh breathing over the upper scapula. On De-
cember 9th she was worse; the phy.sical signs wera increa-scd;
the respiration was 36, and the pulse was 120 ; she passed a normal
motion; the temperature in the mornmg was 103.2° and at night

i04°. On December lOth'the temperature wa.9 lOl.4°; sevefj,,
(doubtful) rose spots were noted; breathing had been mucltworsj;
(luring the last twenty-four hours. She died at 4.30 p.m. ..^
k post-DUjrtpjn examination was made on December 12th by \)x^i

Ormnrod. The visceral pleura and the whole of the right lun^
\

were full of miliary tuljercle.
,
The right pleura contained a^,

largish, thickened spot on the anterior surface, also some rece^ij; '.

shreds of lymph. The parietal pleura was deeply congested. The-
pleural surface and the interior of the lung were fuH of iniliaiy[\'

tubercle. Tubercle was spread uniformly through the whole 0,?i'

both lungs; there was no ' caseation, no breaking down. Thdijl
bronchial glands were not enlarged nor caseated. The peric^-ii
diuln and heart were normal, except slight beading of the oulii^
edge. There were some patches of tubercle on the. serous surftwsei'!

of the intestine, and small deposits of tubercle in the ileum, one'
lust ulcerating. There was also tubercle in the capsules of th*"*^

liver, and one or two .spots in substance, and tubercle in the caip'i
sule of the spleen. There was no enlargement of the mesenten?,
glands. In the kidnej-s were several small deposits of tubei'ol^JT
some beginning to look yellow. There was a- cyst in one ovarV;

j

the mucous surface of the uterus was red. (No incision was ^jikil^'r

in the left calf, o'n-ing to objections by the family,) ' -
. _ . .

,'' ",';

Remaeks by Sm Dyce Dcckwobth (added b^'jfguest of Mr'.'.

O. Lalikester).—The case narrated above was one of extreme' i

interest. The patient was admitted under my care with a history
'

of rheumatic symptoms, including pericarditis. There were no
'

articular pains, and no signs of pericarditi? on admission. .Ipfti^"

pain referred to in the calf was stOl present. No physical signs"
explained it ; in particular, no venous thrombosis. The patiei)l-„

was clearly very ill. My first impression, which remained for a
,

few days, was that the case was one of enteric fever. The generilTii

condition went to support this view, the state o^ the tongue an<I,

spleen, and several of the motions, too, being ochrey and powdery;^ !

still further lent support to it. The pyrexia was not, however,^'

'

characteristic of enteric fever. In discussing the ease at the,;
bedside, I stated that the diagnosis lay between acute tubere«-j^
losis and enteric fever. Ulcerative endocarditis was congiilerijd,,;

but negatived by the condition of the heart. For some. time|-

'

indeed, an exact diagnosis was hardly possible. Xhe occiirrene<>,'

of patches of dry pleurisy on each side was significant ofi'tubeTr
culosis. When, to this, signs of involvement of both lungs wiit'
bronchitic sj-mptoms, manifested by fine crackling rdks, which
increased day by day, were added, the diagnosis became alm(^iiy

"

cejtain. With these signs, there tame on extreme frequency Of'
respiration, a verj- significant indication of acute pulmonari'

.

tuberculosis. The necropsy fully verified the diagnosis. Tfie

case is very noteworthy, because nothing in the family history"
pointed to the malady, and no evidence was forthcoming of any,
original seat of tuberculosis in the body. The diagnosis uetween""
enteric fever and acute tuberculosis has always been in certard^l^

instances a matter of extreme difficulty. It was so for some timl^'j

in this ciise. In the earlier period of the case a diagnosis wa^__
impossible. The patient appears to have plunged sudcYenly froii|i'

'

previous good health into tubercular fever, and succumbed Jti,,

about five weeks. The treatment latterly was by quhime in fuH^!
doses, and large quantities of strong nutriment with stimulant',
were well taken to the last. , ,

'

:

' 'J^i

NAPIEiEl,AND KURIPAPA^sGA (HAWKES 3A1;^
PROVINCE, XEW ZEALAND) AS HEALTH

RESORTS FOR PULMONARY
!
biuow INVALIDS. . ;:

By J. II. LESLIE ALLEN, M.B., M.D.

About two years ago I wrot^ a lLtti.1 to the Bhiiish MKnicA.!.'

.lomNAi ou the climate of the seaport of Napier, the capital.of

the llawkes Bay Province. I had at that time been otily four,-

months resident in Napier, but had derived so much benefit from .'

even that short visit that I felt fully justilied in recommending the
climate. The air is bright and clear, from the abundance of sun-

shine and cloudless skies; and it is dry, as the result not only of

tlie comparatively small amount of rjiinfall, but from the taet

tlmt the rain usually occm's in bursts, and is succeedeil by h)ng,^

periods of fine weather. The soil also is light and absoiptive.m^jt'.

t nds to prevent accumulation of water on the surface. . i

,

The position of Napier is favourable. In latitude about 39" S.
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i\» 8vi>rn(;i> ti'nuxTiiturp is inti'nnedinte Iwtween the grentot hoat
of Aucklnnd niul tlio colder roninn furtlicr soiitli. Tliero U a
marsh in eloso proximity to thf soulhiTii cxtrfuiity of tlui town,
which is (locideiUy n disadvnntngo, isinHMiiIly in tlic hout and
drought of summer, though the scawanl hills and northern parts
of the island are heyond the range of its influence. It is unwise
to remain in Napier all the year round. The autumn is simply
pt^rfect, and the winter months are generally Hne. My principiij

ohject is to draw attention to a locality wliich is already much
favoured as a health resort l>y the inhabitants of Xapi(!r during
the aummer months. The jilnteau of Knripapanga is situaliKl in

the'Ruuhini5 mountains, at an altitiule of ooout 1,700 foot ahovo
tho soa. It is tifty miles inland from Napier, with which commu-
nication is maintained once or twice a week tiy coach. Tl\e pla-

teau prciper, in itself of small extent, is hounded on three sides by
precipitous mountains, and on the fourth by the river Ngnrororo,
which runs ]>artly round the northern angle and divides tho pla-

teau from the more open and undulating ground, through which
winds the road to Napier. The climate here during the summer is

dry and invigorating, and, although the temperature may pro-

bably bo as high as it is at the coast, there is no relaxing or ex-
hausting effect. The surrounding hills protect Kuripapanga from
the hot winds of the north-west in summer, and from uie cold
winds of the south in winter. The average temperature is, there-

fore, higher and more equable than that of the surrounding
country. This is a great advantage in winter; and, though the

heat in summer is for the same reason greater, yet a ride or climb
of a quarter of an hour will make a considerable difference, as a
C4)ol breeze is nearly always to be met with among tho hillsides.

During the winter the mountains around Kurijiapanga are covered
with snow, which falls in the valley also, but quickly melts there.

There are occasionally hea\-y storms of thunder and rain, and of

ourse bleak and cold days during the winter; but the configura-

tion of tho country tends to promote dryness of the soil and of the
air, as the mountain sides rise abruptly, in some places sheer from
the river Ngarororo, which winds among them, the result being
that, when a hea\'y fall of rain occurs, the water rushes bodily

down the gullcys and ravines, and is carrie<l away at once by the

river. The plateau is elevated about 80 or 100 feet above tho betl

of tho river. The .soil of the valley is productive, and good
country fare can he always obtained.

Tho health-seeker must have some resources in himself, and
must make up his mind to forego in some measure the pleasures
of society. There are, however, many ways in which he may
amuse himself. He can always procure a horse to ride. Should
he care for sjwrt, he may have a day's pig-shooting, or may ])ick

up wild duck along the river banks. Then, shouhl he be anything
of an artist, he will not be likely to suffer from ennui amidst the
magnificent and varied .scenerj'. The geolo^st also, or mining
engineer, will find jilenty to occupy his leisure, as the mineral
resources of the range are supposed to be great. Traces of gold
have been frequently found, while coal and iron are known to

eiist in considerable quantities.

Leaving Kuripapanga, the road into the interior ascends to an
elevation of alxjut 3,000 feet above sea-level. A stretch of the

true New Zealand bush or furest can be reached by a drive of

alMUt eight miles, and a little further on a view can be obtained
of tho great volcanoes Ruapehu and Tongariro, rising snow-
capped to the height of «,000 feet.

A personal experience enables me to .sjioak in the higluMt terms
of the Kuripapanga Ifotel. New arrivals are astonished to find a
really first-class hotel in the heart of those nioimlains. This
liot.ei, however, is not asanatorium; and, as I ^vrite without lli(>

knowledge of tho proprietor, I cannot afHrm that liu would be
prepared to receive confirmed invalids.

Tho cases which should do best at Kuripapanga are those in

which the lung is merely threatened, or when the ilLsease has

made but little progress; and in such cases a residenci^ there all

the year round would be desirable. Patients differ much, how-
ever, in their power of resisting cold, and those wlm feel a winter
in the mountains too frying may return to Napier at that season.

.\ r,'jtidence at Napier and at Kuripapanga alternately will secure
a fine climate all the year round.

Athy WonKJiorsK.^The hospital accommodatiim having been
found insufficient, steps ari' being taken by the guardians to ex-

tend it, and the Local Governnvnt Ii"«rd Iim giv^n i's sanction

to.tUc proposed additioi).

STRANGULATED C^CAL HERNIA IN A CHILD :

RADICAI, CURE BY TWISTING THE ,'!,';}'"

NECK OF THE SAC.

Br A. QUARRY .SILCUCK, M.D., B.S.Lond,, F.R.C.S.Kno..
Surgeou to St. Mary's Kosjiitul, unci AMistaiit Siirgraii to tlje Royal London

Ui>LxLbuUiiu- Hnitpitii], MourtiuhlB.

Cjscai. hbunia should bo rare in children,! if one may judge <

of the frequency of such an occurrence by the sparsenesa of
recorded cases in medical literature. Mr. Treves, in an excellent
summary of the subject, states that c.xcal hernia is practically
limited to adults; he quotes a case by Saudifort (/cone* Jlerrace.

Congenita, 1781), in a male infant, aged three months, and refers
to others reported by Mr. Lockwood, Cloqiiet, and Wrisberg. Mr.,
Wright, however, gives five examples verified by operation, cases
which occurred at the Children's Ilospital, Manchester, and avers
that "c;ecal hernia is not very rare in mali' children" (JotntNAL
of March 6th, 1887, p. 50G). It is noteworthy that in all those
cases the hernia was of the congenital variety, as in the present
instance.

A male infant, aged fifteen months, was brought to the children's
department of St. Mary's llo,spital, having a large right scrotal
hernia, on May 4th, 1887. The child had suffered from sickness
dui-iug the day previously to achnission, and had passed no motion
since May l!ud. The rupture had been noticed since birth, but the
mother stated that it had become mucli larger on May 3rd. The
hernia was irreducible when the child was placed tinder the in-
fluence of chloroform, and therefore herniotomy was decidetl upon.
The strangulated jiortion of gut was found to consist of thecsecum
with vermiform appendix, contained in a perfectly distinct sac, at
the fundus of which was the testicle; the vermiform appendix lay
somewhat posteriorly to the exjiosed porticm of the caecum, and
could not be seen until the relations of the parts were disturbed
in order that the protruding intestine might be thoroughly
examined. The gut involved was moderately congested, and
much difficulty was encountered in reducing it, even after the
external ring had been notched with the knife, a difficulty which
was no doubt incidental to the large size of the hernia ; and, al-

though carefully manipulated, the coats of the cajcum were
bruised, and its jie.ritoneal covering—which completely surrounded
it—was lacerated during reduction.
With a view to producing a radical cure, the sac was dissected

up from its attachments, divided circumferentially above the testis,

and its neck twisted by the fingers, a catgut ligature being tied

tightly around the twisted pedicle just inside tlie external ring:
the sac was then cut away immediately below the ligature.

The whole opi-ratioii was carried out antiseptically, but con-
val(!scence was retarded by an attack of orchitis and suppuration
in that portion of the sac which lay around the testis—circum-
stances attributable to the failure of the antiseptic precautions
after the third or fourth day.

When seen on December 28th, the scrotum and testis were per-

fectly normal, and there was no evidence of any tendency to hernia

on tho right side. On the left side a congenital scrotal hernia
existed, but this was considerably smaller than it was when the
child was first seen. A double inguinal truss had been worn since

;

the wound had healed.

The radical cure obtanxMl in this case may be cited as confirming
t;he experience of Mr. M. Hall, of Dublin, of a method of procedure
adopted aud fully described by him in the Jouunai, of December
loth, IH,M7. li,. there advocates the use of torsion forceps as a means
of twisting the sac; but the .-^nme result was easily attained in the

Jire.sent instance by tlie lingers alone. Whether or no the diminu-
tion in the size of the hernia of the left side can be ascribed to the

"far-reaching effect of torsion of the sac," as Mr. Ball maintains
may bo the case, is, of course, an uncertainty.

Vaccinatio.n GBANT.-Mr. W. F. Sheard, L.RC.I'.Rd., iniblic

vacxiinator, I'utney district, has received an award of £14 tis. for

elliciency in vaccination, this being his fourth award.

A NKW medical ward has been opened at t)io Rotherham Public

llosjiital aud l)is]ieiisary, affording incrimsed accommodation to

the extent of twenty beds,

" A Lady" has given one hundred guineis to the British Home
tor Incurables.— Mr. K. Armitiige and the ^ev. V. Jacox have cacti

:

.'

given £S0 to fSt. Morj-'s Hospital.
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OBSTETRIC MEMOEANDA.

ERGOT AM) ACETIC ACID I.\ POST-PAJITUM
lUEMORIlIIAGE.

It must have occurred to everyone with a few years' experienco in

practical midwifery to have encountered cases of inertia uteri

after delivery. The labour may have been normally rapid and

. strong, and the placenta and membrane.s discharged entire after

the usual interval, leaving a tirmly contracted uterus ; but pre-

sently, notwithstanding the continued pressure of the hand, the

uterus elongates and acquires a feather-bed feel, and, refusing

again to contract, hiemorrhage results ; or the uterus may have

been inert from the first, barely effecting delivery, or requiring in-

strumental interference ; and all this notwithstanding the previous

administration of large doses of ergot. In cases where the uterus

does contract firmly at first, I take it to be but a continuation of

the routine of labour, and the uterus, finding no opiwsition and
nothing to expel, relaxes instead of passing into a state of tonic

contraction. I should like to insist on the value of a pasty or of

a hectic complexion as a warning, and that an accelerated

pulse, be it strong or weak, is an almost certain forerunner of

hasmorrhage.
The liqiud extract of ergot is verj- luu-eliable in these cases, and

I have been grievously disappointed with preparations of ergot

and ammonia in several instances. I have been equally pleased

at the quick action of vinegar, given after ergot has failed, espe-

cially when followed by brandy or ether. Having experimentally

given a wineglassful of vinegar several times, without ergot, I

nave found little benefit result. Arguing by analogj', I made the

following mixture : B Liq. ergotse, acid, acetic, concent, aa § j

;

tether. sulph.(s. g. .735) 3iv. This should be put into a three-ounce

bottle, well corked, and shaken thoroughly. T administer of this

mixture three teaspoonfuls in a wineglassful of water, and having
used it now for a considerable time I am delighted with its efficacy.

in causing contraction and giving a refreshing sleep after a short

interval, with little or no complaint of after-pains. I combine this

with the good old-fashioned pincushion pad wrapped round with
a napkin. I look upon the ordinary binder, with or without the
two or three napkins usually offered by the nurse when a pad is

asked for, as a delusion and a snare. With the lower edge well
below the hips (where it ought to be to prevent slipping up), the
direct pressure on the uterus is almost nil, and it seiwes merely to

hinder the pressure of the hand in manipulating the uterus.

Ladbroke Grove Road, W. John A. Fbancis.

THE USE OF ACIDIFIED CORRO&IVE SUBLIMATE AS AN
ANTISEPTIC.

The annotation under the above heading in the JouitNAi, of

January 21st opens up several important questions. The first is

this. In what chemical form does corrosive sublimate enter the
system ? Tlie primary effect of bringing bichloride of mercury
into contact with 'albuminous substances is doubtless the forma-
tion of an insoluble albuminate. Thus, to borrow the words of
the annotation, "the mercury becomes mordanted, as it were, on
the surfaces with which it ftrst comes in contact." The matter,
however, does not rest here. This solid albuminate is soluble in

excess of albumen. Now, as in every part, the albumen must
sooner or later gain the ascendency, the mordanted mercury is

- gradually redissolved and carried away by the circulation. Tims,
the mere fact of fi.xing the mercury for the time being ultimately
results in a large influx into the system.

Does, then, the sphere of its activity become greatly diminished ?

Before a definite answer can be given to this important question,
- it is necessary to determine whether albuminate of mercury in ex-
'cess of albumen is itself an antiseptic, and also whether the anti-
septic action of corrosive sublimate is exerted directly and solely
by its coagulating action on albuminous matters with which it

comes into contact. In the latter case its sphere of action wotild
' necessarily be limited to the part to which it is directly applied.
'Until these points are settled no definite conclusion seems possible.

^Therefore, if to tlie sublimate solution sufficient acid be added to
prevent precipitation of the mercury, I nm still in doubt whether

'•its antiseptic power is thereby increased. It may bo that under
these conditions the mercurj' would be readily taken Tip into the
system in a large dose at the time of application (possibly giving
rise to sudden mercurialism), but its action would not be con-

tinuous. On the other hand, the coagulating effect of the norv-

acidulated solution may exert a beneficial influence by sealing thf

surface against the incursion of noxious matters, and in the

meantime mercury is gradually absorbed into the system in the

form of soluble albuminate.
Corrosive sublimate, in common with many other antiseptic

agents, has been hitherto employed to a great e.xtent empirically.

It is most desirable that such potent agents should be applied on

scientific principles, which alone will serve as finger-posts to warn

against the many pitfalls which lie in the way of their employ-

ment. An era is now dawning when a rational understanding of

their mode of action will prevail. The experiments of Laplace

may be hailed as a step in the right direction, but much still re-

mains to be accomplished.

In the discussion which took place at the Obstetrical Society of

London in December, 1886, following Dr. Dakin"s paper on Mer-

curialism in Lying-in Women Undergoing Sublimate Irrigation, I

advocated acidulation of the solution on totally different grounds.

It is well known that when London water (which is slightly alka-

line) is employed to dilute a concentrated sublimate solution (even

when chloride of ammonium has been previously added), a precipi-

tate sooner or later appears. This precipitation, which miwt

necessarily deteriorate the solution, may be entirely prevented by

the addition of a small quantity of acid, sufficient to neutralwe

the alkalinity of the water. Dilute hydrochloric acid iB.P.)

in the proportion of 3iv to §j of solid sublimate (whicn

would give no more than mj in g iv of 1 in 1,000 solution)

is quite sufficient to effect this purpose, and to maintain tbe

strength of the standard solution. In this form it has been

employed at the General Lying-in Hospital for the last two years,

the acid being added by the chemist to the concentrated glycerine

solution. The amount of acid added is but one-tenth of tbat

recommended by Laplace, and is insufficient to prevent the

nrimarv precipitation of albuminate of mercury.
'

^ J i- ^ RoBEET BoxALi., M.!)!:;

6, Nottingham Terrace, York Gate, N.W. ' '['

SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

C.VSE OF DISLOCATION OF THE THUME FORWARDS.

H. P., aged 9 years, was brought to me on January 27th last. He
stated that he had been thrown do-rni by a boy in the school play-

ground, falling on his right hand. On examination, 1 found a

deep depression on the dorsal aspect of the thumb, at the meta-

carpo-phalangeal joint, the first phalanx of the thumb being djs-

located and displaced, so that the base of that bone reached nearly

to the centre of the palm. Failing to reduce it without, I put him

fully under chloroform, and then found the base of the first

phalanx apparently held tightly by the two heads of the flexor

brevis pollicis, exactly as the head of the metacarpal bone is held

in the common backward dislocation. I pressed the phalanx stiH

further into the palm of the hand, and tried extension: but the

most powerful effort I was capable of failed to produce any re-

sult. I then placed the fingers of both my hands on the dorsal

aspect of the joint, and held the muscles firmly forwards and to-

wards the centre of the palm ; then, applying both my thumbs to

the base of the phalanx, I pressed it upwards and towards the

radial side, when I was pleasingly surprised to find the bone slide

easily into its place. The thumb was then flaxed a few times to

disengage any tissues that might have been in the way, and the

hand put up In a stifi case for a few days.

The case may be of interest from its rare occurrence. Mr.

Holmes, in his 'Treatise on Siirr/eyy. dispatches it in three lines.

merely saying that four examples are related by N^laton, one of

which remained permanently irreducible.

FRAis-cis Tayloe Simson, L.R.C.P., etc.

110, Lavender HiU, S.W.

INFLATION OF THE EUSTACHIAN TUBES.

Some time ago, a medical man consulted me on account of deaf-

ness, with distressing vertigo and tinnitus. I found it quite im-

possible to pass the catheter through his right nostril, on account

of malformation of that side ; it was, therefore, necessary to ca-

thcterise the right tube from the left nostril. I found it so easy

to do this that^ ever since, when it has been necessary to inflate

both tubes—and cases have been abundant—I have adopted this
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IlnvinK inflaWd the one tube, tlu«; catheter is withUniwn about.
naif-oo-iiu-h, so as to diseocugi! Us jioint, a half turn w luiulc with
thp point (lownwarjs, aiiatUo oritlco of the other tube is foimil
at ofioe. It is ailvLsablo lo use two o(x)scopes, as it is (liflicuU to
t>liHnKi' its ))ositi.>n when only one is used during the process,

1 claim for this ujelliod these advantages: 1. Tlie poia And
anno.VHiice lo the patient of passing the cathetor twice is avoided.
2. Hrtviui; ob.s<'rved the direction of the catheter in the ono tubal
orilloe, the exact position of the other is much more quickly found
than when the instrument is wiUlidrawn and passed again tlirougli
,nie other nostril. 3. The free movement or otherwise of thopoiut
of the c*theter, behind the posterior uares, is helpful in tlie dia-
gnosis of the ptosenco or absence of jiost -nasal growths or abnor-
malities. I have no doubt that this method is practised by raouy
aurists, but to sonw,! hope it may bo a uhicful hint.
Plymouth. J, Eij,iqt SuuAn^;, P.R.C.S.

T11EG.\PEUTIC 3IEM0EANDA.

AXTirVKIN AM) Ir)IOST^'CE.AST.
,

,0n Febniar>- :.'iid I saw a girl who for twelve days hod taken
three dosei of antippiu daily to reduce liigh tempor?iture in a
,tp)icaJ cji.se of typhoul fever. The antjpyriu iuranably reduced
WH;t<>mperaturos and showed no bud effect's until the twelfth day
fit jt<* uso, when a msji appeared pn Ihethighs and abdomen, and
9n tUe foUo\\ing <lay everj- part of her body (arms, hands, legs,
aftd f(u't) was covered with a most copious rash of characteristic
^urticaria, e.xcupt the face, which remained quite clear of the rash.
There wore no symptoms referable to the air passages in my case.
,hi the casus of Dr. Sturge of Xice, Dr. Barber of Brooklyn, and
pr. Wbitoliouse uf .Santiago, the urticaria seems to have come on
.^fto*

,
the-,first dose of antipyriu, whereas in my case tho patient

had taken it with impunity for twelve days. I discontinued the
antipyrin, audi the. rash rapidly faded away. 1 was extremely
puzzled to account for the rash until J read'tbe paragraph in, the
JoiiR.vAi.. Alex. Macdonald.

Kirkoswald, R.S.O., Cnmbfriand.

.: my t ':

' ''/''i ':
'

•
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AN OBJECTIOX TO THE USE OF SACCHARIN.
1 BHom.n like to call the attention of the profession to thesin^ar
effwt which saccharin has had on a patient of mine.' '"••'

< 1

1

- Inaca.»eof glycosuria I had prohibited the use of sugar, and
.4UbM,itute<l .saccharin, with apparently excellent results; butafter
almut twelvH or fifteen doses had been used, my patient began to
fsel so much nausea that he was obliged to leave off taking it.

llis mouth got to have an " abominably sweet taste always in it,"
wwl, without the addition of any sweetening material, everything
hp tnuche<I tasted of saccharin; indeed, so pronounced was this
that his pip.\ usually such a solace, had to be given up in disgust,
on account of the smoke having such a sweet tlavour.

This intensity of swoetmws occurred on the fifth day after Ih"-

tOnning the saccharin; and prol)ably an explanation will be found
in the fact that it passns unchanged through the .system, and will,
I am afraid, produce a sweet saliva, unless it is used with occa-
sional intermi-ssions. Jojin IIedley, M.D.Durh.

• Yestpr Uotise, Middlesbrough,

OLINICALr MEMORA^^)A.

,JPASE OF ALCOHOIJC PARALYSIS, WITH rilTIIISlS; .t^
1

MIXATJNG IX F-VTAL LEi'T UK.VIlPLEtilA.
Mrs. W., a widow, aged 44, complained lirst, in .March, of sliort-
aess of breath, mentioning incidentally she was unable to movn
much in bed, owing to ioss of power "in her legs. There was a
cavity in the left apex and moi.st rd/eg. at both bases. Tholieart
was weak, hut free from valvular disea.se. The temperaturo
was slightly raised, tho pulse rapid, the breathing shallow. She
had bo'n in bed some weeks, having first been laid up with
'; rlioumatie " pains about the legs, and witji cough. The urino
was load'il with lithates, though otherwise healthy.
The lower extremities were paralysed, and there was con»i<lcr-

?J»)e difficulty in raiaina one foot over the otlier; tlun; waa tondor-
;a«S3 vver the whole body on deep pressuri;, and sharp pains
qccurre<l frequently about the legs, lasting but a short timet but
bad enough to make her call out and to keep her ,*w«ke.i

No patellar, plantar, or other usual reflexes could be obtained,
and there was no ankle clonus, but acute pain was caused by
slight attempts to get this jOienomenon. The toes were rellexed
and the feet hung helplessly. Slie could distinguish. heat and
cold fairly well, but the prick of a pin gave an indistinct impres-
sion. The i)almar grasp was feeble ; the co-ordination of muscles
of the upper extremity was fairly good. The sphincters Sicted
satisfactorily. Tho muscles were greatly atrophied. '
On April 'isth she was attacked with left hemiplegia, which

left her spt'cchless, and with only the right upper limb unpara-
lysed. The left pupil was dilated to twice the diameter ot the
right. There was no recovery from this attack, and the patient
died about twenty-four hours from the onset ; no necropsy was
permitted. In all, the paraly.sis ran a course of six or seven
weeks. When I was first called in it was so slight as hardly to
attract the patient's attention, but rapidly became worse, so that
in about a month from tlie first symptoms the patient was prac-
tically helpless. S. H. Applhfohd, L.R.C.P.Lond., M.R.C.S.
Finshury Circus.
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(By Geoboe OBANVitLE Bantoce:, M.D., F.R.C.S.Ep, Suigaon
to the Samaritan Free Hospital.)

hlsa. C, aged 28, was admitted on December 11th, 1888, uoder
my care, and gave the following liistorj-. She was married on
December 26tli, 1885, and was then apparently in perfect health.

Soon afterwards she began to feel some fulness in the lower
abdomen, and became sensible of some decided enlargement.
She continued to increase very gradually, but at the end of
summer the enlargement became more rapid. About the third
Week in October the distension of the abdomen was so great
that she could scarcely lie down, and immediate relief became
necessary. Accordingly, Mr. RejTiolds, of High Wycombe, tapped
her of twenty pints of ovarian fluid, and in the course of two
or three weeks sent her to me. 1 was unable to admit her
before the above mentioned date. She had in the meantime in-
creased considerably, and'on admission measured 4<H inches at
the umbilicus, and 12| inches from the ensiform cartilage to the
pubes. Her last menstruation occurred at the end of May, and
up to that time she had been quite regular. The evidence of
pregnancy was complete and need not be detailed, while the
size of the uterus, wliich occupied the left side of the abdomen,
corresponded with the above date.

The question now lay between tapping again and ovariotomy,
and the following arguments presented themselves to my mind.
If tapped again there was no guarantee that she would escape
some degeneration or inHamiiiatory process in the cyst. But,
provided no inflammatory or other mischief ensued, or prema-
ture labour did not supervene, the history of the case made it

probable that before the natural term was reacheil, this pro-

ceeding would have to be repeated, and probably more than
onc(>. Assuming that she escaped these dangers—on,assumption
scarcely warranted—and labour came on at full term, she was
then liable to injury to the tumour in the throes of labour—how
probable will be seen by the account of this process—^which
would ))rove to bo a formidable cjimplication, and if she even
recovered from, this accident and its consequences, it must be
evident that her prospects tmder ovariotomy would not be ^-
proved. 1

On the other hand, it was probable that a cyst of this kind
could be removed through a small incision, and it was certain

that, if she recovered from the operation—a not unwarrantable
as»uju))tion— the abdomen had bej'U already distended beyond
what would be reached by the enlargement of the uterus at full

term, so that the cicatrix would not be, subjected to any great

strain, but would have time to get quite solid before labour

supervened. But premature labour might be induced by the
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«beration,' as had already happened more than once in tlio Sama-

THan Free Hos])ital. Yet this was h^gs likely to happen when

Mtii peritoneum was not irritated by the carbolic acid, a.nd es-

pecially by tho spray, as under the Listerian method. Even in

1;his event" the slitclie-s, boinR closely placed, would hold the

f»ound together and it would suffer no harm, while the labour

occurring within the eighth month, would probably be rapid

and easy. For these reasons, then, I had no hesitation in decid-

ing upon the railtcal treatment, as presenting the fewer dangers

and the greater probability of success. Accordingly 1 operated

on December iJOth.
, , , ,

An incision under tliree inches in length exposcjd the cyst.

From its not having been distended to its capacity o£ six weeks

8go the cyst was flaccid, and the wall yielded to the thrust of

the trocar, so that I was obliged to sei2e it with a volsella, and,

Tirawing it to the surface, open it with a knife. Mter the evacu-

ation of the thick muciue colloid contents of the large cyst,

there remained a multilocular mass too large to pass through

the incision. Accordingly, I broke up several minor loculi, one

of the largest and most deep-seated of which contained a thick,

•dark fluidV Shoi^nng that degeneration had already commenced.

As the now collapsed cyst was being drawn out, a large patch

of parietal adhesion on the right side, several square inches in

extent, was separated, and then two tags of omentum came

into view. These were ligatured and divided
'• The uterus at once assumed a central position. The pedicle,

•ftfem the right side—about the thickness of two Angers, and

ftbout an inch and a half long—was first conipre.ssed by large

pressure forceps, then transtixed with a double thread, which

was arranged and tied vrith my usual figure-of-8 knot, and finally

secured by encircling it with the satne thread, and divided.

The peritoneum was now carefidly sponged clean, and a large

'flat sponge was placed between the uterus imd the torn surface

an the abdominal wall while the stitches were being put in, to

'the number of eight, placed close together, aJxjut a quarter of

an inch apart. This done, the spongeVas removed, and, as the

oofiiig had apparently ceased, the wound was closed, and three

sttperficial sutures were added to ensure perfect coaptation of

the edges of the skin. Two large cotton-wool pads were placed

oorer the simple gauze with which the wound was coveredi; a

^any-tail'ed bandage was applied, and the patient was placed

'In bed at the end of about twenty-five minutes.

J'i Little remains to be said of the period of convalescence, which

•Vas without any special incident. No opium was administered,

as has been my habit' for several years; there was no sickness;

the stomach was kept enipty for about eighteen hours; tho

highest temperature observed (taken nearly every two hours for

two days) was 100° F. oh two occasions, and the highest pulse was

94 for about twelve hours. On Cliristmas day the three super-

ficial and five of the deep sutures were removed, and the wound,

which now measured barely two inches and a half, was quite dry

land without the slightest blush in the skin. A strip of plaster

-was put on to support the wound. The patient felt very -Well,

'tnjoyed her Cliristmas dinner of turkey, etc., and only complained

:of'the activity of the child, which kicked unmercifully, i On^ the

27tb the remaining three sutures were removed. On January 5th

TShe was out of bed,and'on the 10th returned home in excellent health.

- Mr. Reynolds, under date March 13th, wrote as follows:
" .....Mis. C has safely got over her confinement, which toolc

place on February '28th. She was several hours in labour, ,and

was finally delivered by forceps of a large female child. The ab-

domen was well supported during labour, and not the slightest

inconvenience or discomfort was experienced in consequence of

the operation. Both mother and child are doing well, the former

leaving her bed to-day for a short time, having previously had

-fier abdominal belt altered to her present size."

For the benefit of those who' are interested in the <loc.trine. of

,

>)chaiices, it may be worth mentioning that my patient .W(u<) her

4tt8b&nd's Bfrcond wife, and that her pVedeeessor died aftdi" oYilri-

4E>tDmy performed in one of the London general hospitals.

-' Btcmahks by Dn. (Iranvtu.e BAiJTocK.—The reconl (St 'cases

"Wf ovariotomy during pregnancy is now so long that Httle in-

'terest attaches to any .'ingle case, 'except tluTa be peculiar cir-

^cumstances connected with it. The foregoing case Appears 'to me
\o ipossess features worthy of ."nxieial notice. Adverting het« to the

period of pregnancy only, it may he remarked thiit the Cases

"hitherto recWdid vvere instances in which the operation was per-

'fo'rmed in the'fedrly nionths of pregnancy, while 1 am not aware

^hftt is hae eVer been done so late ."^s in this case. . 1 1; ji.
.

i.

pa- I.EICi:STEK INFIElL\3ir. ' ^
BL'PItAJDBl6~'lJT'H0T0MY :

" BLADDEn WoCnI) SUTt^BD : PBIMABY

(Under tVii^^iW-^^C^^.il'M^^^^^^M^ill^ Surgeon.)

R. M.. a boy aged id, wiife' aflni'it¥^d,^itTi'-B "TJi^fcry of symptoms
of stone in" the bladder Uftiu'efi'iaoatfcs':xiuratioiizA5'tolfcW<ler

was distended with 8 ounces of boracic fluid, and a small sponge

introduced into the rectum. The bladder was then opened above

the pubes in the usual way, and a uric acid stone weighing'

5

drachms removed by forceps, after enlarging the wound in the

bladder upwards on the stone to a sufBcienC extent. The bWdder

incision, measuring an inch and a quarter, was now held up by i

blunt hook at its upper angle, and Very carefully sutured wit^

fine carbolised silk, the sutures being introducetl
. by means of k

long-handled needle, with the eye at the point, having a doublb

curve, a horizontal lateral one in the extremity and a vertical onfe

in the shaft, allowing the point to dip down through the wonnfl

in the abdominal wall. Ten suture.5 were used, especial care being

taken that the incision was kept stretched to its full extent during

their introduction. This is an important point, for, as the bladder

soon contracts after the escape of the fluid,,if the suture? are

introduced in the contracted state, dangerous ^aps are apt to be

left on subsequent distension. The Ijladder was then again washed

out and distended witli boracic fluid and found to be water-tight;

the wound in the abdominal wall was closed ancj dressed ,4utl-

septically, a drainage-tube having been inserted. '. .;',

No catheter was left in the bladder, nor was one passed at MJ
time after the operation. The patient, passed the first .urme (S

ounces) with but little pain five holirs after the operation, arid

2 ounces four hours later; On the day following, urine was 'passed

at intervals of from two t9 three 'and four hours, m quantuvep of

from li to 3 ounces, and the' security of the bladder wound Tsjas

proved by the fact that in the following night a small scale oj

calculus was passed, with some straining. T.his. had beea (Jetachea

from the stone by the forceps at the fime'c)I|i|hp, opera.ti,6«..^a

was thought to have been removed with it.
' , .'„ .''., T, ,„ '

. ,
The further recovery was uninterrupted, the wound healing by

primary union, and the temperature remaining normal throughout.

The boy was up and about m thirteen days.
J'

'

Ebmaeks.—The points of interest to which I wpidd draw atten-

tion in this case are: First, that the bladder was allowed to empty

itself from the first without the aid of any Catheter: and this,.!

fancy, will be found to be the best way of dealing with thsae

cases provided that the bladder wound has been accurately and

closely sutured while in the distended or stretched state, with

fre.quent sutures of very fine material. For we had prevwiisly

noticed that it is at the time of passing the catheter on the lu^t

or generally second occasions after the operation that the gre.ateat

risk occurs, the straining produced forcing the urine between the

sutures; this accident, though very undesirable, does not neces-

sarily do away with primary union,.as will be seen on. referring

to a case of primary union in the adult, reported by .ine elsjf-

where in Februar^•, 1887. Secondly, the sutures, especially

the lowest ones, are'difficult to introduce, especially ui thestoHt

adult, unless one uses some such curved needle as the one .J^^rp

'^Inconc'lusron,it appears tome that tve are jusUfied in .tryii«

to get primary closure of the bladder wound in most of tbe^

cases of suprapubic lithotomy, as the superiority of the operation

when so conducted comes out very strongly in the after-recovery

of the patient; and if we- fail—which, after careful suturing, in

an unbruised, healthy bladder, should be a rare occurrence—no

creat additional risk" is run. provided that a good-sized drainage-

tube has been inserted down to the bladder through the abdomi-

nal incision. ..
"

1 • ix.i;- ij-i'iM

• ENTkniC FEvnn at BoncTiArx.—Bordeaux has for some ni>3»ths

past suffered rather exceptionally from enteric fever, especially

during December, when as many us IM patient.'! are said to have

been under treatmejit at one time. The epidemic appears to haw
crreatly abated during the last few wbeks, but there is still a large

number of cases in the to-rni. Bordeanx is in some respect* in a

bt-tter sanitary condition than many other of the large Frendi

tbwna but the persistent prevalenro of enteric fever shows that it

is far from perfect. The local nuthorities' will do weOto; ascer-

tain wlu-r.> the defect lies, and apply the needful tomedyjrevel^it

the exjienJiture involved be heavy. :
:

..[.: j
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REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Tuesday, Fkueuajiy Tth, 188S.

W. MORRXNT Bakkb, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

EtioJiu/y nf Vesiral O'rvict/if:.—A series of fjucimens intended to
show that irritation of viirious kinds plnye<i a most important
part in the production of Vesical growths were- demonstrated by
Jlr. Hurry Fknwick. He pointed out that the very earliest form
of villous papilloDui was to be found in a small patch of stunted
papilloma known as subvilloid or cropped villi, and in most of
these specimens there existed definite evidence of irritation. Thus.
in d ca.se of Dr. Heaven Rake's the patch was found at that part of
the bladder wliich impinged against a straw coated with phos-
phates four inches and a half long. In Dr. Newman's case the
tumour was at the apex of the bladder, and seemed due to the
irritation of a la^e oval stone, Mr. Fenwick then alluded to age and
to the position of villous papillomata as corroborative evidence. In
carcinoma he believed that the irritation of residual iirine was a
most important causative fac.tor,and quoted cases in the museums
of Stockholm, Glasgow, and London.—Mr. MARMADtrKE Sheild
referred to a case of carcinoma of the bladder which had followed
at a considerable interval on epithelioma of the penis; amputation
of the penis was followed by stricture : the new growth was
attributed to the prolonged irritation of instrumentation and of
putrid urine. The specimen had been shown to the Society two
years ago.—Mr. Eve said that in the specimen he showed of a
urinary bladder from a case of billmrzia the thickening of the
organ was purely inflammatory.

Oateitu and Penn.ifeitit.—MT. R. "W. Parker showed specimens
of bone disease in children which he described as chronic osteitis
and chrome osteo-periosteitis. Case i was a child, aged about 9
years. .Vfter a very slight injurj- severe symptoms set in, and a large
extra-penosteal abscess, involving the whole thigh, supervened.
After many months' treatment amputation at the hip-joint had
to be resorted to. The femur, on examination, was found greatly
thickened, and in its interior a small central necrosis was de-
tected.

_
The abscess cavity was situated between the muscles and

the periosteum: the latter was firmly adherent to the hone, which
•was greatly thickened and altered in character. Case ii, a boy.
about the same age. Following a fall, a chronic thickening of
the femur took place; no definite cause for this could be dis-
covered until after removal of the limb, when a small central
necrosis was discovered. In this case, also, the bone was greatly
altered in character ; it appeared to consist entirely of cancellous
bone; the periosteum appeared unaltered, and easily separated
irora the shaft of the femur. Case lii, an example of acute ne-
crosis of the shaft of the femur. The periosteum Was widely
separated from the bone, which appeared dead; there were no
Bigns of repair either in the periosteum or in the bone itself. Mr
barker contended that the specimens showed that repair in such caspa
depends very largely on vitality in the bone itself, and that such
part as the peno.steum played in the repair depended on its bcin" in
contact with living bone. The third case, he thought, seemed" to
indicate that in cases of acute necrosis the periosteum often
penshed with the bone, and that tlien repair was impossible. Te\t-
pooks, he thought, attributed too much function to the perios-teum and too little to the bone itself, a circumstance all the more
curious considering that bono was the foundation on which the
KKJy was built m>, and that the periosteum was only an acces-
sopr structure.—Mr. MoBJiANT Baker coincided with Mr. Parker's
Ttew of the first two cases, that the disease was primarily an

-Ory Can>.».—Four specimens of dry caries were shown by Jfr
15VB, who referred to the occurrence of this condition in syphilisMd tuberculosis. One specimen, from the museum of the London

iP'ijS
'"** "" example of angular curvature taken from a man,

•ced JJ. ui which no aKsccss ever formed, and no pus was found
after death. A second speeimeji. from the Museum of the Hoyal
College of Surgeons, was also an example of angular curvatitre
from the dorso-lumbar region. There was caseous material and
.necrosis, but no evidence of suppuration. Two other specimens
ithowtd extensive destruction of bono without suppuration. In
-one (presented to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons by
jMt. Jonathan Hatchinson) there was complete destruction of the
cancellous tissue of the os calcis, which was replaced by fibrous

tissue ; there was no evidence of tubercle. The Casts ought not to
be confounded with rarifyiiig osteitis occurring in connection with
simjJe intlammatiirysction. or with tuberculosis.—Mr. MajiMA.-
liuKB SiiEiLi) said that many of the cases of dry caries of the
spine were associated with caseation, as in one of the specimens
shown. In such a case, where thi; caseous matter was enclosed in
a distinct sac, he thought it most probable that there had been
suppuration, and that the tluid part had been altsorbed, leaving a
caseous mass. Paraplegia was not infrequent where abscess was
not present, or at least apparent, while where suppuration was
present paraplegia seldom occurred.—Mr. Morrant Bakerthought
this was an interesting clinical observation which his experience
confirmed.—Mr. R. \V . I'.uikkR had found from the examination
of a large number of reporttd cases that abscess occurred less
frequently the higher up the vert;ebral column was diseased, which
might account for it.—Dr. Angkl Money agreed with Mr. Mannar
duke Sheild's statement.—Mr. Walsiiam thought there was no
doubt about its being coiTect.—Mr. Eve briefly replied.
Hicketty deformity iff Ulerno-Clavicular Joint.—A ricketty

child, presenting a deformity at the sternal ends of the Clavicles,
was shown by ilr. W. G. Spencer. The ends appeared to be dis-
placed forwards at the stemo-elavicular joint ; the sternal end was
bent forward and thickened. The deformity first began to develop
at about six months of age. He attributed it to rickets.—Dl.
Penrose suggested that in these cases there was a green-stick
fracture; in one such bone which he had examined there Jiad
been a green-stick fracture, and callus had been thrown out. He
also mentioned a green-stick fracture of the humerus in a ricketty
child with very soft bones.—Dr. Anuel Money had examined one
similar case where the deformity was produced about one inch
from the sternal end. He believed that the mechanism of the
deformity was a green-stick fractiure in the first place, followed
by the outgrowth of callus.—Mr. Bhodie asked whether the action
of the stemo-mnstoid muscles had anything to do with producing
the deformity.—Mr. J. B. Sitton thought that the deformity was
thus produced during whooping-cough, from which the patient
had recently suffered.—Mr. Svencer said that the deformity was
noticed before the whooping-cough. As to the theory of fracture,
he pointed out that the deformity was symmetrical.

:

Vase of Anomalous Sacral Appendage.—jVn infant under the
care of Jlr. Edmund Owen was shown to the Society. On the
lower part of the back was a rounded swelling measuring 3J by
.Jj inches, and projecting about seven-eighths of an inch. The
lower limit was just above the fold of the nates; the tumour,
which was situated a little to the left of the middle line, pre-
sented in the exact centre an umbilication. Half way between
the dimple and the lower border, and slightly to the left of the
middle line was a soft appendage about 2 inches long, and having
somewhat the appearance of a fat " little fingex "

; the base of the
appendage was constricted. On the left side of the base of the
appendage was a second small excrescence a quarter of an inch
long. Both hands were badly developed, being smaller than
natural, all other parts of the body appeared to be normal. The
child was born at full term, and there was no historj' of deformity
in the family. Mr. Owen suggested that the rounded swelling
was the result of spina bifida, while the appendage, and perhaps
the tumour also, was the result of an imperfect attempt to pro-
duce a double monster; the sacral region was by no means an in-
frequent site for the atiaehmenl of a fairly developed or rudimeD-
tary fcetus.—Mr. Morrant Baker and Mr. J. B. Sctton ixith
agreed that the case was an example of parasitic foetus. Mr.
Sutton observed that if during development the medullary fold
remained cleft, two comidete foetuses were formed from a single
ovum; this was probably the explanation of twins of the same
sex in one amniotic sac. From this there was every degree tif

combination, from Siamese twins to such a case of very ruuiinent-
ary fcetus as that shown by Mr. Owen.
Imperforate Urethra.—Mr. SiiATTOCK showed a foetus of ftbout

4 months ; the abdomen was greatly distended, and when opened
was found to contain a relatively immen.se cavity which almost
filled it : opening into this large cavity the two ureters could be
seen. The kidneys were in a condition of cystic disease. The iiv-

testino terminated in a well-formed rectum. The urethra was
closed. Mr. Shattock discussed the mode of production of this
and other similar deformities in a paper of some length, and great
ability, but involving very technical embryological matters.

,
,,

Card Specimens.— )iiT. Walter K. Sxiii-ey: Double IntussOfl-
ception in a Baboon.—Jlr. C. Manskli, MoianN : Trnjisvta'se

Fracture of Patella with Bony Union.—Mr. F. S. Evb : Urinary
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Bladder and Kidney, from a case of Bilharzia Hsematobia.—Mr.
D'AnCY PowEH : Angioma of the C'ereliral Membrane.—Mr. John
I£. Morgan ; Femur with Newly Formed Bone, from a ease of

Pyaemia in an Infant.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OP LONDON.
Wednesday, Feebuaby 1st, 18S8.

John Williams, M.D., Pres dent, in the Cliair.

Specinums.—Mr. Meredith showed two large Pedunculated
Fibroid Tumours, in both of which a.Kial rotation had occurreil,

and in one to an extent invohing occlusion of the cer\-ical canal

and retention of menses.—Dr. Lewers exhibited the Cervix Uteri

removed by Supra-vaginal Amputation on account of Carcinoma,
from a patient in whom abortion had been induced at the fourth

month a fortnlRht previously.—Dr. Carter showed an Epithe-
liomatous Growth removed from the Cervix by Galvano-cauterj'.

—

Dr. W. Duncan exhibited Ovaries and a Piece of Jejunum, the
latter showing perforation after ovariotomy.—Dr. W. S. Grikfith
showed a specimen of ilyxoma Fibrosum of the Chorion.

On the Effect of Ergot on the Involution of the Uterus.—A paper
on this subject was read by Drs. G. E. Herman andC. O. Fowler.
They pointed out that the recommendation of a mixture contain-

ing ergot during the lying-in period was based upon a general
knowledge of the action of such drugs and of the process of in-

volution. No observations had been made, so far as they were
aware, as to the actual effect of this treatment upon the process
of involution. They had sought to ascertain its effect by measur-
ing the height of the uterus above the pubes on successive days of

the lying-in, in two sets of patients—one set (fifty-eight in num-
ber) treated with an ergot mixture for a fortnight after labour,
the other set (sixty-eight in number) given a single dose of

ergot after labour and no more. They found that in the cases
treated by the continuous administration of ergot, the uterus
diminished more rapidly in size than in those in which one
dose only was given. They compared the two sets of cases as

to the duration of the lochial discharge, but on this they did
not And that the ergot treatment produced any appreciable effect.

—

Dr. BoxALL contrasted two series of cases, each refen-ing to 100
patients. E\-erj- alternate patient admitted to hospital was given
a mixture three times a day, containing ext. ergotse amm. mxv
for a dose, during the first three days of lying-in. To avoid fallacy
in the comparisons, the two series of observations were carried on
simultaneously. The ergot mixture was given in the first series.

In the second its routine administration was omitted, but in the
series were included thirty-one patients, for whom, on account of
haemorrhage, severe after-pains, etc., ergot was subsequently pre-
scribed. The results were presented in a tabular form. By con-
trasting the two Series of cases Dr. Boxall concluded: (1) That
though the routine administration of ergot during the first three
days of the puerperium exercised no appreciable etfect on the date
at which the lochia ceased (in this respect confirming the observa-
tions of the authors of tlie paper), the practice of giving ergot mix-
ture during the three days following deliverj- tended to jirevent the
formation of clots, and to hasten their expulsion and to diminish
the frequency, intensity, and duration of after-pains. (2) That if

omitted at first, but given after, the ergot mixture tended to pro-
mote the expulsion of clots and to relieve after-pains. Dr. Boxall
considered that (a) the routine practice, which he had followed,
of administering a douche at 110°— ll.y° F. not only immedi-
ately after labour, but also twice a day during the puerperium
until the lochia ceased ^a powerful stimulant to the uterus); (i) the
ergot which was given in every case immediately after labour, and
(c) the ergot mixture which was prescribed subsequently in thirty-
one of the cases included under the second series, all tended to lessen
the difference which he had shown to exist between the two, and
that in C(uisequence the beneficial effect of the ersjot mixture was
even greater tlinn tliat shown by the figures given in the tables.—
Dr. p.Uvix had made observations as to the effect of systematic
administration of ergot for some days during the puerperium on
CB8C9 in tlie General Lying-in Hospital wiiile he was hou.se-
physician. They did not support the view which tlie authors
toolf, but showed that the average day when the fundus had
sunk to the brim was 9.1'2 when ergot was given once only, and
10.3 when ergot was given daily for three davs. There' were,
however, other fallacies than those named by" the authors, for.
in addition to the condition of bladder, rectum, thickness of
abdominal wall, and weight of the uterus in the pelvis, there was
the condition of the uterine axis, whether Hexed or inclined

antero-posteriorly or laterally. He had found in a number of

consecutive cases taken at random that one-sixth of the uteri

were in the axis of the body. These ought not to be compared
with cases of anteflexion and version usual to the uterus during

the puerperium. as there might be a difference of three inches or

more on this account alone. In one of Dr. Dakin's cases the fundus
was found one day in the left hypochondriac region nine inches

from the pubes, whereas in the next it was to the right of the

middle line, and only measured five inches and a half. He agreed

with Dr. Boxall that the lochia were a better criterion of the rate

of involution, and in this his own figures did not agree with the
authors, for wnth one dose of ergot the average was 9.8, with
three days of ergot 11.6. With reference to the retention of clots

and the occurrence of after-pains, he found that, out of !)2 casies

where ergot was given for tliree days, .51 (.55.4 per cent.) had after-

pains and 22 (23.9 per cent.) passed clots. Out of 103 cases where
only one dose of ergot was given, 64 (62.136 per cent.) had after-

pains and 141 (3.592 per cent.") passed clots, so that the ergot cases

had fewer after-pains but passed more clots. The unergotised cases,

like Dr. Boxall's, passed clots up to the tenth day, whereas the ergot-

ised ones passed no clots after the sixth day. It seemed that the

continuous use of ergot, by keeping up a tonic state of contraction,

instead of allow-ing normal alternate contraction and relaxation,

would tend to favour retention of clots, and to prevent the nor-

mal process of involution. This was, to a great extent, borne out

by his figures.—Dr. Swayne wished to know if chloroform -was

used during deliver^', and in how many of the cases? In order to

ascertain accurately the effect of ergot given after delivery, in

his opinion it was necessary to remove all disturbing influences,

such as the administration of anfesthetics during labour.—Dr.
Herman, in reply, said that the eases observed by Dr. Dakin
(which seemed to support an opposite conclusion to that arrived

at by Dr. Fowler and himself) were only given ergot for three

days, while their cases took it for a fortnight, and he did not
therefore regard the two sets of cases as strictly comparable.
The sources of error from the mode of measurement pointed out by
Dr. Dakin had been present to the minds of Dr. Fowler and him-
self, but there was no other mode which was not attended with
sources of fallacy. Such errors as arose from anteversion arni

anteflexion of the uterus were equally distributed among the two
sets of cases, and so did not vitiate the comparison. Dr. Fowler
and himself had paid particular attention to the occurrence of

'

lateral displacement, and had found that it depended, in the

majority of cases, on the position in which the patient had been
lyiiig. They had not referred to it in this paper, as it did not

seem to have any important bearing on the subject of the paper.

In reply to the question of Dr. Swayne, chloroform had been
given in six of the cases, namely, three of each series.

The business of the annual meeting then commenced.
Financial Report.—The report of the auditors of the accounts of

the Treasurer for the year ending December 31st, 1887. was read,

and showed a considerable increase of invested funds and balance
at the hank.— It was proposed by Dr. C. H. Rofth, seconded
by Dr. Rogers, and carried, that the report be received, adopted,
and published in the Transactions.

Election of Officers.—The Ust of officers for 1888 nominated bj-

the Council were declared to have been elected by ballot.

The Librarij.—A satisfactory report was read regarding tllc

Society's libra'rj', together witli a list of donations of volumes and
specimens received during the year.—Dr. Herman proposed.
Dr. Ginnoxs seconded, and it was carried, that this be adopted.
Examinationsfor Mididres.—The report of the examinations iii

midwifery for the diploma of the Society showed that 96 candi--

dates had satisfied the examiners during the year, and that in
this department valuable work was being done.—Dr. Gai^bfn
proposed, and Mr. Mekedith seconded, the resolution adoptiilg
this report.

!;

President's Address.—The President then deiivereil the annual
address, at the conclusion of which a vote of thanks was passeH
on the motion of Dr. Buaxtok Hicks, seconded by Dr. Swayne.'

Votes of Thanl-s.—Dr. Potter proposed a warm vote of tharilcs

to the retiring ollicers, which was seconded by Dr. Bosall, ami
responded to liy Dr. Champnets and Mr. Alban Doran. '

The Medical News (Philadelphia) states that the first recorde*!

case in -Vraerici. of fatal oedema of the larynx was that of General
Washington. He was treat e<l in accordance with the antiphlp-
g'stic methods of his time. No local treatment, beyond the fli-

halation of the vapour of vinegar and water, was employed.
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i MT!DIC;Uj SOCIKTV of LONDON.

•Monday, Kkbri-ary Orn, 1R88. '
•'''''

.1. llrGin,isGs .lACK80\, M.l>., I'.R.S., IVsidcnt, in't'rie"tlmir.

Oil Jimpyrmn. Dr. Cui kiun dh iddl cfojiyvma for prui-lical

purpiv^i'S luto l\\T\x ctUi'^jorii's, acconliiig U> tliiir posiLinii oil Ujc

uutitr, lUc Iwi-ittl, ami tljc imuir aspects of theluuj5- Ho. smiil

varii<tii'3 were cau8<Hl by ndhusioiis uiij by difleri'iices in tlie pus,

by differrm-t'S in the sizu and .slmi«.' "f ^'"J t'hrst wuU. Distiasi; of

olbor organs might also Lx^^t I'ilber as causing or complicating it..^

trt'jilmunt. Tlio first kind guvi; risi;, us a nde, to liltb; trouWc,

but tlu> tii.'cond and third w<ro difTon'nt. Hu alludud to two lafcs

of basal empyema, where the absee^4S cavities were wjth difUculty

got &U He dwelt iijion the neees.vity for any methodical explora-

tion in such eases. In three cases out of eighty under his oaxe

tbo pus-like tluid waA in two cases found to contain no pns-culls

but cbolesterine. and in one (vise minute fat-globulei. The latter

case and one of the formex were cured by aspiration alone. lie

mentioned Ave cases of ftetid empytuua, four nf which readily

recovered. The treatment of double impyeiua, and the dangers of

aspiration and of too suddeoi removal of tension even by incision

in cases associated with heart -diseusi^ or great debility, were dealt

ilrith and illustrated by cases.
^ ;

: !
i

., Thoracoplasty.'-Ms'V^A.v.c^ Gouu> reada. paper pnitlfipraw)-

"plasty, or Ksllauder's operation, and related the histories of four

.case^ under bis care. (. asjj J.— A girl, aged 0, under the care of

Dr. Gilbart .Smith, at the Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest,

hod in May, ISSG, suffered from left empyema for two years. The
left chest was considerably rotc;u-li^d, and there \yas a profose

discharge of pus from a sinus in the eighth interspace iu the

anterior axillary line. ilr. (lOiild made a vertical incision up
from the sinus, and removed about an inch and a half from each

of the fourth, fifth, sixth, and .seventh ribs. The girl left the

hospital in August, much improved in her general health, and

losing only a small iiuantily of sero-piu-ulent fluid from the old

ainus. Slie was readmitted in January, 1S87, as the discharge had

become purulent and m(jre abundant, and the cavity had not

shown any further tendency to close. Mr. Gould repeated the

former operation, and removed parts of the second, third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth ribs, dividing them at the anterior and posterior

limits of the empyema cavity. The child recovered, and was
recently shown at a meeting of the Society. Tlie cavity in the

chest is completely dosefl, and the girl's condition is very good.

Cask ii was a boy, aged 'J, ab>o under Dr. Gilbart Smith's care at

the Koyal Hospital fur Diseases of the Chest. He was admitted in

Januaj^, 18.'<7, for fistulous empyema, from which he had suffered

for two years. The left side was retracted; in it were two sinuses

in the se"cond luul sucth spaces, which discharged pus freely. The

boy was anamic thin, ami very delicate looking ; his urine con-

tained one-third its volume of albumen, and his liver was cousitler-

ably enlarged. The sinuses were dilated, and the cavity was care-

fully draiui.-d and cleuiLsed daily. L'nder tills treatment he im-

Sroved,
butafter two mouths matters came to a standstill, and on

larch i-Sth Mr. Gould exploreil the chest, found a considerable

cavitv, and through a vertical incision removed consideraWe

Jengtlia of the secoiul, tliird, fourth, fifth, and si.xth ribs. The ribs

were severed in front at their junction with their cartilages, and

behind at the limit of the cavity. The very tliick pleura within

the ribs was also freely excised. The boy recovered well, and was

shown to the Society." The left side of the chest is greatly llat-

tened on all sidiw, and there is still a sinus which discharwes

a few drops daily. His general condition is excellent. The

urine is free from albumeJi, and the liver is not to be felt below

tbo ribs. Case hi was a boy, aged VI. who had measles followed

by imi'umonia. and pleurisy six ye^irs before, raraeeiitesis was
perlormed twice. Kurtlier surgical aid was refused, and a year

after the emjiyema burst extenially, and had continued to discharge

freely ever since, a period of five years. On admission the left

cheat was (juite fixed, and presented three sinuses. The heart-beat

•was displaced outwards and upwards. On July 1-lth the sinuses

•were c«)iinected by an incision, and li;d into a cavity through the

second sjiace, and the tissui'S were removed from thesecond to the

geventh ribs, which were then removed in toto, together with

much tbickined pleura, Ha;raorrhage was considerable but was

C introUed by irrigation; a counter-optning was made.'an<l the opi'n-

ing closed. The lad left the hospital on August loth with the

•wound almost healed, and in very much improved health. Cask iv

was an adult, aged 25, who had jileurisy in 1884, which wa.*

aspirated. After a varied hospital experience, she was admitted

with cqiuidurable flattcninft of the right chcM, and wit h a fista-

lousojiening at the angle of the scapula, and another in thepovcntJi

sjvace below the nipph), wiiicli discharged aliumlancc of fcetid pile.

l!y means of an iiicisicm ten inches long in t lie axillary line, the ribs

from the s.-cond to tile ninth were exciwd. lifty-four inches in all.

Tlie pleura, which ,\v)is luarlv.iu^ inch tjiigk, was also freely ex-

cised. She died suddenly the iiext morning. Th^' heart was ad-

herent throughout. nnd"^TniicH dii?l>lnCed and fAtty. Mr. Gould
explained the ohjeot of tho36 ofierations and tlieit indications,

but he deprecated .resort to them merely to save time. He
insisted on the necessity for exploring the cavity before

opernting in orib-r to adapt the operation to each case. Tlie

SUCCW.S of tbo ojiunitiou varied, but he maintained that this

would be increased, as it was more extensively pnvctised.

—Dr. H. i)E lUvXiitANi) ILu-L related the case of a man, aged 25,

who was treated for empyema at the Westminster Hospital in

1884. He gave tu history of fistulous empyema on tlie left side

from Xovcmlier, ISS'J. lie was a thin pale man, with a trace of

alliumen in his urine. A counter-oi>ening -nas made by Mr.

Boyce Barrow in the eleventh interspace behind, at the angle of

the scapula, the tenth being gouged to allow the passage of the

drainage-tube through the pleural cavity. Thepalient immediately

improved, but it was found impossible to dispense with the tuljc,

so he invited a more nidical operation. Mr. Barrow consequently

remo\ed lUjout an inch of the eighth and ninth ribs, after whicli

the cavity filled up, and the patient made a perfect recover>-.

—Mr. J. AsTLKY BuiXAM showed a man, aged27, wbohadcoughetl

upWozs. of pus on one occasion. The right side of the chest

move<l badly, and was dull on percussion. There was also bulg-

ing. He miule an incisimi below the angle of the scapula, giving

e.xit t<i a quantity of feet id pus, and inserted a drainage-tube. On
June 20th it was' found necessary to remove three inches of five

ribs, after which the patient (piickly recovered, though the opera-

tion was very severe. A piex-o of necrosed rib had subsequentily

to be removeil, and recovery was tluai complete.— Dr. Symb-s

TiioMi'BoN observeil that it was often tliflBcult to know how maay
ribs to remove. He agreed that it was best to remove a few ribs

to begin with, and then remove more if necessary-—D""- Whiti:

said it was as good to remove small portions.—iff.
.
K.

W. I'jJiKKii suggested that a free incision should be made, and the

cavity scraped.
" He quoted a ease of sponge-grafting which had

proved successful. In rejily to Mr. Bloxam he explained that the

sponge was introduced after the cavity had been scraped—ilr.

Bi.oxam expressed some incredulity on this point, as he had never

before heard of a successful attempt at sponge-grafting in such

cases.—Dr. Symks Thomi'Sox had seen several unsuccessful at-

tempts when the cavity had not been scraped.-Dr. CuntToN, in

rejily, said that he thought the eleventh space too low; it did not

matter where the opening was so long as it was high enough.—

Mr. Goui.u, in reply, explained that he did not intend the opera-

tion to be considered as a routine operation, but only as applicable

to particular cases,— Dr. Hai.l, in reply, said he preferred to open

in a deiiendent part with through tbminage.—Dr. CHfRTON added

that the site he i)referred was the ninth space in the posterior

axillary line.—Mr. Bloxam said that it had only been by cutting

away rib until enough had been removed that ho had effected a

HUNTKRIAN SOCIKTY.

WEDNBSnAV, JaNPAKY a."")!!!, 188.'?.

Hkxhy Gervis, M.D., President, in the Chair.

7'/ie T/ierajteufuat Iiidli'.ntwn^ of yeiirtxi^themn mntraKted

with t/me of Jlysteria.—Slr. Us Bkudt HoVkll said that

as long as the pains and disabilities of the disonler termetl h.Ya-

teria were treatetl by coercive severity, by indifference and ui-

attention, on the ground that they were due to wilfulness, obeti-

nacy and fancifuhnss, so long must that condition not only

remain unrelieved, but be aggravated and prolonged. On the

other hand, if irresolution and iiuaipuUilit y. tluit Is, loss of physical

IHUver and moral control represented the condition of the nervous

system, whether it were t erme<l " neurosis," " neurasthenia," " neu-

rophtliisis," or any other mime lie given that philologists might

determine, the nature of the case undoubtetUy demandinl that

means sboubl be taken to improve the strength and raise the

moral tone. Bearing in mind the dinsion of this class of case

into (1) simple, (2) irritative, and i.'i) depravt^l, it was obviouis

that, before this could be done, all source.? of irritation, both

physical and moral should be removed. The great susceptibility
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of tikis condition to both puin and irritation made this imperative,

is^othins could be more annoying, or wiw actually the cause of

more mischievou.s irritation to the patient, than that Ijer valid

complaints should be received with iiifredulity, and treated with
indifference. The cases of AI. Charcot, alluded to by Dr. Graily

Hewitt, in which pre.ssuro over the ovaries produced convulsiom*,

might verj' properly be termed " hysterical." At the same time, it

was clear that this effect would not he produced if the nervous
system were not in a very excitaljle condition. They clearly

pointed out that a broad dicitinction should be drawn between the

state of the nervous system, and the source of " hysterical '' irri-

tation. It was much to be regretted that these two things, so

perfectly distinct, should have been so frequently coirfouuded.

There was something very morbid about these cases, and he (the

speater; did Jiot discover any therapeutic indications in the treat-

ment adopted. It was also to be regretted that some practitioners

still regarded the valid complaints of patients deemed to be hys-
terical, as lictitious, and tliat others avowed that they still treated

them with severity, because, M-ithin the last six months he had
seen patients so treate<l. who declared that their lives had been
marred thereby ; some were rendered indignant, and others were
humiliated by the treatment they liad undergone. The true

therapeutic indications were to improve physical strength and
raise moral tone. This was best done by restoring confidence and
resolution, and promoting and cultivating self-reliance. Lady
nurses might be trained to assist most carefully in this work, and
it was e.specially desirable that the milky treatment so strongly
advocatetl should partake of that of human kindness.—The Pkesi-
DENT, in thanking ilr. Hovell for his veiy interestLng and learned
paper, said that he did not think that so great an authority as

Dr. Playfair could have stated that patients cured of this affec-

tion never relapsed. In considering the etymology of the word
" hysteria," he believed that its use was liable to lead to mistakes,

but adopting the term "neurasthenia," it must be remembered that

the change was a moral as well as a physical one, yet it was a
real and not an imaginary disease. He thought that love of

sympathy was certainly a motive in cases of malingering.—Mr.
GiIjBEEt, from his e.xperience in general practice, did not believe

that Mr. Hovell's treatment was of any efiect in a large number of

cases. There was no real disease or paralysis except that of the

patienfs will. They might suffer pain for years, yet did not get

thin, but on the contrary fat. He asked what was the explana-
tion of eases lasting for years, and then often suddenly getting
well. There was the greatest difficulty in diagnosis when this

condition was associated with or came on after organic disease

or injury.—Dr. Graily Hewitt said the subject was an exceed-
ingly complicated one, the meaning of the terms used being very
indefinite. Therewere strong reasons for using the term "hysteria."

His attention was directed to cases of hysteria associated with
attacks of convulsions and due to conditions of the uterus ; these

patients he found were almost always cured. Hysteria compre-
hended cases in the male, such as Professor Charcot's cases of

hystero-epilepsy, in which the character of the convulsions was
the .same in the male as" the female. An hj-pothesis might be
brought forward to cover both of these classes. Might there not
be a central exciting cause indistinguishable from the reflex form.
He then referre<l to cases under Professor Charcot. The condition
of the central nervous system was the most important considera-

tion -. the nervous tissues were in a state of extreme malnutrition,

and hence liable to disturbance, and irritable to refle.x stimuli.

The Weir-Mitchell mode of treatment by enforced food certaitUy

rendered the disturbances less. On the other hand, the pains and
disalvilities of the patients were often very real, and due to condi-
tions of the uterus. In this lie agreed with Mr. Hovell.—Dr. Haxe
White thought it diflicult to separate hysteria from neurasthenia;
difiercnces however could bo distinguished, for instance, hysteria

I was common amongst persons of an emotional type, so was to be

I

met with mostly in females, and was more common in France;
I neurasthenia, on the other haml, was more common in persons
who worked hard, as in >i'ew Vork. Therefore he would not put
aside the term "hysteria." Thediseasewascertainlynot voluntary,
hence punishment and coercion were wrong methods of treatment.
Rethought Mr. Hovell had overdrawn the picture. Coercion,

I

properly so-calleil, was not adopted in homes; it was re.ally an
attempt to make tlie girls help themselves. The medical profes-
sion did not disbelieve in the reality of the disease. It was hypo-
thetical to suppose that cither of these was due to the symjia-
thetic nervous system, as nothing was known of the working of
this system.—Dr. E. J. RYLBdiscussedand contrasted thootymofogy

of the terms "neurasthenia," 'neurophthisis," and " neurotabes."
^Mr. DeBekdt Hovsli-. in reply, said that his object was not to

insist on the actual meaning of the terms, but to separate cases,of
hysterical origin from those of neurasthenia.

H.\RVEIA>' SOCIETY' OF LONDON'.
Thl-bsday, FEBJiriuT 2xD, 1888.

William .Sedowick, M.E.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Iriteftinal Obstruction.—J>T. Down read a case of fatal intes-

tinal obstruction, due to a rare form of internal hernia. The
patient was a woman, aged 06; no children. The symptoms of
obstruction were fairly acute. Manual exploration of the rectum
gave no result. Abdominal section was discussed, hut not per-
formed. After death the ctecum was found near the middle of
the abdomen, ami, together with the ilium, was obstructed by a
band, which pro^'ed to be the right Fallopian tube, wliich was
greatly elongated and adherent to the ilium and duodenum.
Death was due to perforation of the csecunji, followed by fajcal

extravasation. Dr. Down thought the post^nortem appearances
showed that abdominal section might have been successful,

although the Fallopian tube would have required division.— ilr.

LoCEWooD remarked upon the position of the perforation,

and said it was in the usual place. He thought an exploratory

operation would have afforded a chance of relief.—Mr. D'Aecy
Power wished to know whether there was any history of pre-

vious attacks of peritonitis.—Dr. IlASDFiEiii-JuXES spoke of the

rarity of the condition, and wished to know whether the Fallopian

tube was adherent to the cajcum.—Dr. Down, in reply, said there

was no historj' of pre^^ous attacks of peritonitis, and that the
Fallopian tube was adherent.

Treatment of Loose CartUar/e in Knee-Joint.—Mr. HEaBEBT
jVllixgham read a case of suture of the internal semilunar car-

tilage of the knee to the head of the tibia. The patient was a man,
aged 3;"), who had been constantly laid up by slipping of the in-

ternal fibro-cartilage of the knee. An mcision two inches long

was made, with its centre over the cartilage. The knee-joint was
opened, and a strong catgut passed through the fibro-cartilage and
the periosteum of the upper end of the tibia. The joint was washed
out with carbolic lotion, and the sjTiovial membrane united with
deep catgut sutures ; the wound was then closed without drain-

age. The patient, who was shown to the Society, made a good
recovery, and can now follow liis employment.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICI>'E IS IKELAXD.
Surgical Sectiox.

Fbiday, January 20th, 188a

A. H. Cohley, M.D., President, in the Chair.

The Treatment of Advancer! Conditions of Equi7io- Varus.—Mr.

Swan read a paper on the treatment of advanced conditions of

eqmno-varus, which he maintained to be curable by proper treat-

ment, carried out before the expiration of the first year of life, or

before walking had commenced. After three or four years had

elai^sed a modified result might be obtained, but the treatment

would be prolonged and difficult. When the patient had reached

the age of 10 the tarsal bones were thickened; the large adven-

titious bursa was dense, and included in its base the cuboid and
the tarsal end of the fifth metatarsal bones. In such a case abla-

tion of a portion of the tarsal bones was indicated. The portion

removed should consist of the anterior three-fourths of the cuboid

bone, all the external cuneiform except its posterior part, the

proximal extremities of the third, fourth, and fifth metatarsal

bones; and the apex of the wedije would consist of a portion of

the middle cuneiform. The mobility of the foot would remain

almost unimpaired; and, as the metatarsal bones had their epi-

physes at the distal end, it was probable the development of

the foot would not be interfered with. He had performed this

operation in thirty-four cases since 1876.—Mr. W. Tuouklby-
Stoker and Dr. Guxx took part in the discussion, and Mr.

Swan replied.

The Surgery of the Thyroid Oland.—ilT. FoY read a paper on

the surgery of the thyroid gland. After tracing the history of

operations for the ablation of the gland and extirpation of tumour,

he compared the modem operation of Dr. P. H. Watson with that

recommended and practised by Desault at the Hotel Dien in 1791.

He condemned the many minor operations of setons, caustics, in-

jections of irritants, and tapping, and gav* the history, of .a,si\c-
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rtwsfiil rommnl of a pysto-adeTiomn from the right lohe of n young
nmrrii'il woman's tliyroid.—The I'iihsidknt suid tliiit Dr. 1'. 11.

Watson lia<l nilv<K'«t"e<l the opemtion for the complete removal of

the glaml, while at the eame time imlicating that the surgeon

must he jirepared to seethe patient die on tlie table—a fatality

which oociirrUl at least once in that distinguished surgeon's prac-

tice ; ami he dwelt strongly on the neces.sity of lea\-ing the cai)-

gulo untorn, »'specially the cai>sule surrounding the vesi^els.- Mr.

St<}RY inquired what the indications were for operating on

tumour on the thyroid gland.~.Mr. Kkndai- Franks did not

think the size of a"t\imiiur in the neck ii guide to operative pro-

cedure. Small tumours indicating a temlency to press backwards

and pometimea down under the top of the sternum caused great

dyspnoea and endangered life.—Mr. W. Tiiouxley Stokkr had

operated in several cuses of Koitre, both by removal and by divi-

sion of the istlimus, and in his experience the operator must hv

prepared for terrible luemorrhage. lie condemned, with Mr.

fVanks, tlio practice of passing a seton through the gland. The

ratiiinalf of the oj)cration of the divisiim of the isthmus was that

it limited the hloo<l-supply of the gland. He found it gave relief

for the time and set the trachea free. As regarded the opening

of the capsule he had no decided opinion, being unable in his opera-

tions to find out where or what it was ; for, when he cut down on the

disea.sed structure, he came on tlie gland covered by enormous
veins, some as big ns his thumb; and whether these were inside

or outside the capsule he had not been able to determine.—The
Pbp.sidf.nt said that thirteen years ago he had a case of acute

goitre, and, at the suggestion of Dr. Purser, he had given live or

ten grains of cpiinine three times a day, and in a week or ten

days the growth stopped. Happening to bo with Sir William

MacCormac in St. Thomas's Hospital, he saw a patient with a

tumour on the front of the neck that grew- rapidly, and he men-
tioned the quinine cure. Sir William Mac C'ormac tried it, and in

fourteen <lays the growth ceased and the patient recovered.

—

Mr. FoT, in reply, considered that the operation was justilied

when the tumour was growing quickly, when dyspnoea or dys-

phagia was marked, or when any evidence of malignancy was
present, and also when the most improved internal and external

medication had not given good results. In the swampy districts

of the Carolinas a malarial t>-pe of goitre was prevalent, which

•mas amenable to treatment by quinine ; but the occurrence of

such CAses in this country must be very rare. Setons, tapping,

and caustics were not free from danger, and in many cases did

not give favourable results. As for Sir Monll JIackenzie's method
of injecting perchloride of iron, ho mentioned it only as a treat-

ment most unsuitable and to be avoided.

Secttov of Anatomy and Physiology.

Fripay, Jantary 6Tn, 188«.

II. St. JoHJT Brooks, M.B., President, in the'ChiKr.

2!utef <if somi' Nervous and Arterial Anmnalien.—'Ot. AxiBIlOSP.

BniMiNriHA.M read a paper on this subject, which Was discussed

by the Pjieside.nt and Professor CuNNiNonAM.
An EJFcct pruUiu-cd by Direct Sttnmlatwn </ tfie IIrart.~X)r.

PtRSEii made a communication on the results which follow direct

stimulation by single induction shocks of the different parts of

the heart of the frog. Attention was particularly called to the

pause which is sometimes observed without the occurrence of any
extra contraction. •

,. finf D'jrsal I/iteroaseouf Miuclf supplied hy the Median Nerve.

._-—T)r. Br<X)K8 read a short paper on a remarkable case of variation

in. nerve-supply Ihiit he had recently observed. Tlie branch of

the me<liaD to the first lumbrical muscle was larger than usual,

and, after supplying that muscle, pierced it, and united to

form a ntirvous arch with a twig from that branch of the median

wbich divides to supply the contiguous sides of the index and

middle fingers. The Utter twig had no connection with the nerve

to the seof)nJ lumbri(Mil. The arch thus fonned by twigs from

the median nerve lay uuder c^)ver of the long fle.xor tendon of the

index fing.-r, and gave off in this situation two twigs to the^eta-
carjHj-phalangeal articulation of the inde.x finger, and a strong

twig to the first dorsal interos.si'ous muscle. The nerve was traccfl

into the muscle, and was found to end chiefly in its distal i)art ;

the proximal jiart of tlie muscle was supplied by the normal

branch from the deep palmar division of the ulnar. The ulnar

twiK commuxiicati'd by two or three excessively line filaments

with till' abnormal mcilion twig in the substance of (he muscle.

A microscopic examination showed that there were not any

•' nerves Without ends " in the loop above described. The two
factors of the loop entered about eijually into the composition of

the nerve to the interosseous muscle. He believed this variation

to be unique. It appeared as if there were in the limb several

main lines diverging from the brachial plexus, and meeting again

at their terminations in the hand, and tliat at the jKiints of diver-

gence a shunt of fibres, as it were, might take place, and almost

any nerve pass to its destination by an unusual route.

On the Distribution of the Cutaneous Nerves on thf Dorsum of
the Human Uand.—Vr. Brooks also read a paper on this subject,

in which he showed that the areas of distribution of the nerves

often overlapped one another. In five cases, which he had dis-

sected for the purpose, he had found the radial and dorsal branch

of the ulnar nen'es overlapping for a certain extent. In the case

that he had examined with the greatest care, they overlupi)ed in

their distribution for the extent of three fingers (index, middle,

and ring), with a corresponding area on the back of the hand. He
had ahso succeeded in tracing lilament? of the musculo-cutancou

and external cutaneous branch of the musciilo-spiral overlapping

the radial and ulnar : the musculo-spiral in one case reaching the

metacarpo-phalangeal articulation of the little finger. He fouml

that the dorsal nerves extended in the case of the thumb awl

little finger as far as the naUs, in the index and ring fingers as far

as the second interphalangeal joints, and in the middle finger only

as far as the first interphalangeal articulation. He had found the

palmar ner\-es taking part in the dorsal supply of all the fingers,

not excepting the thumb ; in several cases he had traced strong

branches of the median passing under the thumb nail, and rami-

fying in the bed of the nail. It was well known that the median

and ulnar nerves encroached on one another's domains ; some re-

markable and instructive cases of this had been recently described

by Dr. Hepburn, but he had not met with any record of the nerves

overlapping in the literature of the subject except that in one of

Henle's figures it was shown to a very slight degree, but not de-

scribed in the text. Through the kindness of Mr. Wheeler, the

author had had the ojiiKirtunity of examining a patient in the

City of Dublin Hospital who had undergone the operation of sec-

tion of the ulnar nerve. Sensation was completely lost in the

little finger, and half the ring finger, and over a corresponding

area of the back of the hand. Over the greater part of the dorsum

of the hand, as far as the base of the index finger, the sensation

was yen,' perceptibly dulled.—Dr. Cct.nningham said there was
not the least doubt that Dr. Brooks had made out a perfectly new

point in regard to the intercrossing of nerves. All were familiar

with the great variation in the nerve-supply of the skin, but thc^-

considered hitherto that when one nerve advanced into the tem-
torj' of another, the nerve so invaded retreated. Now Dr. Brooks

had shown how completely erroneous in this respect their impre.<-

sions were.—Dr. Brooks, replj-ing, said the point he contended

for as new was the overlappin'g of the nerves ; for it was already

well known there was a struggle between the two nerves—some-

times the ulnar nerve going to the radial side, and the radial to

the ulnar side.

SOUTH IXDIAN BRANCH.
Satctbday, Sbptembkb 3bd, 1887.

Deputy Surgeon-General S. B. Roi:, C.B., in the Chair.

Lithdtomy.—A series of cases of suprapubic and lateral litho-

tomy were related and specimens exhibited.—Assistant Surgeon

ST\rvTo>! submitted two ca.ses of Suprapubic Lithotomy : (1) a

Brahmin boy, aged 13, who had suffere.! from sj-raptoms of stons

for probably nine years; after the stone had been removed (wiOi

lithotomy "forcei^"), a large drainage-tube was inserttnl at the

lower end of the wound, and the ujiper part brought together by

thick silk sutures, including the whole thickness of the abdominal

wall- the highest point touched by the temperature curve was

10.S° F. on the fourth dav : the drainage-tube was removed on the

twelfth day, and th(- fist'ula w.i8 quite healed on the twenty-tmid

dav (2) an eniaciate^i man, aged 21, who had sufft'red from sym-

ptoins of Stone from the ago of 7 or H; at the operation the

bladder, whioh was much inflamed and thickened, contained

ffftidpu*- two narrow tubes were in.serted, and the ujiper part

of the wound brought tog..ther with deej) silver and superflcul

«ilk sutures; the patient did not do well, the wound did not heaJ,

vomiting and insomnia persisted, and he pa.ssed into a typhoid

condition and died on the twelfth day. Mr. Staunton oon.sidereU

that it was best to distend the rectum before filling the bladder.—

Brigade-Surgeon Fox related two cases in which he had romovett
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a mulberry calciUuH by the latt;ral opejation ; iu one case tiie atoae

weighed an ounce and a li:ilf ; botli cjises 04ime from the same
vill^e in the North Arcot District, where calculus was very rare,

lie also showed a stick, G^ inches lo^jj, thickly cout.e<l with phos-

phate, and having a piece of cotton at on!^ end and a phospliatic

calculus, measuring 4^ inches by 3A- inches in circumference, at

the other; it liad been removed" from the abdomen of a young
woman, aged 22. A midwife, with the object of procuring abor-

tion, had intended to pass the stick, armed with some irritant,

into the womb, but had passed it into the bladder instead, where

it appears to have remained rather more than two years ; then a

fistula formed at the navel, througli which pus and urine, and

.sub.sequently faces, escaped. In order to extract the stick an

incision four inches long in the middle line of the abdomen was
found to be necessarj-. She remained in hospital a little over three

months, and shortly afterwards the fistula closed completely. She

•was again seen about sixteen years after the operation, when she

was in good health.—Brigade-^.Surgeon Sibthobpe showed a cal-

culus the size of a hen's egg, weighing four ounces, and consist-

ing of a nucleus of o.xalate of lime, coated with phosphates, which

had been removed by the suprapubic operation from the bladder

of an emaciated Hindu, aged 40, of intemperate habits. The

patient made a remarkably good recovery, the wound healing in

twenty-three days. It was found to be impracticable to suture

the wound in tl>e liladder owing to its length ; a drainage-tube

was accordingly used. This patient also came from North Arcot.

Dr. Sibthorpe also sliowed specimens from a case of urethral cal-

culus, an account of which will be published subsequently.

Ovariotamy.—Surgeon J. Smyth, il.L)., read the notes of a case

of large multilocul.ir ovarian cystoma in which he had performed

ovariotomy. The patient made a good recovery, though she was
for some time troubled by severe neiu-algia of the anterior crural

nerve.

Severe Injury to the Spinal C'orrf.—Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe
related the case of a young man who was admitted into the

General Hospital six days after a severe blow in the interscapular

region, which was immediately followed by extensive paralysis.

When admitted he was paralysed in both upper and lower ex-

tremities, respiration was almost purely diaphragmatic, the acces-

sory muscles of respiration also moving the upper part of the

chest somewhat ; there was ansesthesia below the nipple level,

and in the upper extremities below the elbows. He gradually

sank and died on the seventh day. A few hours before death the

temperature began to rise rapidly, and thially reached lO'J^ F. in

Uie mouth. At the necropsy the anterior part of the body of the

fourth cervical vertebra was found to be bruised, and the mem-
branes of the cord were at this level injected; the cord appeared

normal externally, but on section a patch of red softening, the

size of a large pea, was seen in the centre, just below the third

l>air of cervical nerves. The cord appeared to be otherwise

healthy. The internal organs were congested, especially the pos-

terior border of the right lung.

Cases of congenital sebaceous cyst and of impacted intracap-

•sular fracture cf the femur, also reported by Dr. Sibthorpe, will be

subsequently published.

THE CLINICAL SOCIETY OF MANCHESTER.
Tuesday, Jancaby 17th, 1888.

S. 'Woodcock, M.D., President, in the Chair. •

£tiolo</y of Pelvic Disease in Wmnen.—Dr. Le I'AtiE read apaper
•on the etiology of those pathological conditions in woman which
had their origin in the pelvis. The principal points iu which
woman differed ])hysiologically from other females were con-

sidered. In the lower animals, the rut was short, the anti-rut

long—that is, sexual activity was of short duration ; sexual repose

"Was prolonged. In woman, there was no interval during which
the sexual passion was in abeyance. The life of a woman natur-

»lly divided itself into three periods: 1, the pre-menstrual ; 2, the

aenstrual ; 0, the post-menstrual ; and many of the diseases of

"women may be traced to the first period, the whole of which was
•Ccupied in the development of the organs of sex. The causes of

pelvic disease, operating iu the period bounded by the maturation
«f the se.xual organs and the decadence of generative functional

activity, were then reviewed.
Hydroyiepkrosi.1.— .Mr. Bisirop showed the kidney of a patient

suffering from hyilronuphrosis, which ho had removed a month
before ; also, a microscopical section of the degenerated renal

tifisue, showing the atrophied Malpighian tufts and tubules. The

operation was post-peritoneal and extracapsular. Some collapse

followed, but the patient made a good recovery.

Convulsions in Preffnancy.—ilT. W. Bain read notes of a case

of convulsions in a pregnant woman, associated with albuminuria.

—In the discussion wluch followed. theraEsn)EN-T, Drs. EAiLToa

BniEBLEY, BoDDY, and Mr. Frank 11olme.s took part.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

The Volcanic Obigin op Epidemics. By John Parkin, M.D.,

F.R.C.S., formerly Her Majesty's Inspector for Cholera in the
.

West ladies. Popular edition. London : Sampson Lo"W and. Co.

1887. :

This volume is o sequel to the author's e.ssay on the non-con-

tagiousness of epidemics. It is the outward and \Tsible sign of a

desire to supply a h)-pothesis in place of the one which has been

demolished—to his own satisfaction—in the earlier work. The

various and changing theories which have prevailed on the sub-

ject of the causation and nature of diseased conditions give a

certain plausibility to the author's attack on the views which now
obtain of the operation of contagion and the communicability of

epidemics. The author first deals with the influence of the

different factors which go to make up niatter, and he shows that

neither heat nor cold, dryness nor humidity, are perse possessed of

a constant power in the spread or othersvise of most of the

so-called conts^ious diseases. Having disposed of electricity as a

possible causative agent, the author arrives at the conclusion that

the morbific influence is contained in the atmosphere, an inference

which he supports by numerous instances of the effect of particular

winds on the course of prevailing epidemics, and by statistics

which tend to prove that during certain cholera epidemics in

England the persons who sufiered most severely were tjiose whose
occupations were outdoor.

Having demonstrated to his own satisfaction the existence of

the morbific agent in the atmosphere, the author proceeds to in-

(luire into the nature and origin of this agent. Not beinjj able to

account for it by any alteration in the chemical affinities and

properties of the air itself, nor by anything generated on the sur-

face of the earth or on the bodies of men, he suggests a glance

into the interior of the globe. The willingness of the reader to

follow the author in this Jules-Verne-like excursion is promptly

repressed by the information that, as we caimot very "well act on

his suggestion, we must content ourselves with what information

we can glean from the manifestations of intra-terrestrial changes

as seen in volcanic action. Close observation of these phenomena

has enabled the author to formulate the following laws: (1) That

the effects of volcanic action are felt and witnessed along parti-

cular lines of the earth's surface; (2) that these phenomena are

regular in their progress, both chronologically and geographically ;

l^a'that they are characterised by a Jiinited duration and a peri-

odical return.
.

These peculiarities, the author urges, are strictly noticeable in

the evolution and progress of epidemic disorders, both sorts of

phenomena being governed bv the same general laws. He argues,

therefore, that the one set is on effect of the operation of the other

set, and, as it would be hazardous to pretend that epidemics

started volcanic activitv, volcanic action is credited with pro-

ducing the epidemics. It would be unkind to discuss the logic of

such a proposition from a scholastic point of view ; it resembles-

the well-known transition from pigeon pie to fish pie.

The author has collected a large number of intelligent obsen-a-

tions which, while useless and even pernicious as evidence, ar«

nevertheless of value, if only to demonstrate that the e-xccption

proves the rule. ^^

BEiiUKSis.—Jlr. John Godfrev ilorris. of BirkenlKad, be-

queathed £5t)0 to the British Home for Incuiables, £3(»0 to the

Stratford-on-Avon Disjiensarv. and £:»t) to the l<>esham Lying-m

Hospital.—The H^difax Inrirmarv has received £4-lU 10s. under the

will of Mrs. Hargreaves.—Mr. Jaraed Johason Ellis, of West Far-

leigh, bequeathed £l(X) to the West Kent General Hospital, and

£rot> to the Kent Countv Ophthalmic Hospittd.—The Queen's Hos-'

pital, Birmingham, ha-s become entitled to £100 under the will of

Mr. Francis Deakin, and £100 under that of Mr. Jolm Stubbs.—

Mr. Robert Caddell. of Harbourstown. Me&th, bequeathed XM to

Uie ilater Misericordiaj Hospital, DubliiL
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NOTES ON BOOKS.

Cont(mi>oranf>itis rurtrai'titre." Vin\cT the title of Men and
Women of llio Day; a I'ortnut Oallory of ('<intem^)orancous I'or-

traiturf. Messrs. Ru-harJ Uentley iiml Sons iire issuing a series of

l)hotoj^aplis t>y Mr. Ilr.xnT lUnuAiti, the well-kno-n-n photo-

craplier of 2t>.'t, Oxford Strei^t, whose uiwlicaJ Jiliotographs liave

louj; lield u virv higb position, and wlioae portrait groups of tlio

International Medical Congress were a great sucoe.ss. The present

issue consistn of permanent photographs printed on thick mill-

board (ony of which can be framed) issued in monthly parts at

two shillinga and si.\pence; each part contains three large panel

portraits, .«o that the annual volume will contain thirty-six panel

portraits for thirty shillings, each picture being considerably less

thiui half an ordiiiarv cabinet in price. Tlie portraits in this lirst

part arc of political and other public i)ersonagcs. The forth-

coming numbers will contain portraits of Sir James Paget, Sir

William Gull, Sir Morell Mackenzie, Sir Joseph Lister, and we
believe also, at an early date, M. Pasteur and many foreign medical
celebrities. Such a book forms a delightful record of our most
eminent contemporaries as seen in the life, and the three photo-

grai)hs issued are triumphs of photograi>luc portraiture and of

permanent prloting.

OiJlf Lyi»ph Culture and Vaccinatfkia.'' 'By 'W 'Pektold-
M.R.(.".S.EnB.—This jmmphlet o])i)ears to be written for non-
professional readers. Mr. I'enfold has probably not studied the
manner in which calf vaccindtion is carried out in England, or he
would know that the eighth day is certainly not the best time to

take lymph, as, tiy that time, it has umlergone marked degenera-
tion in its powvrs of kee^riing; an<l, if transmitted from calf to

calf, the reeiiltiiig vesicles, in tho course of a few generations, be-

come useless. The addition of any preservative substance to lymph
is unnecessarj-, and strongly to be deprecated; for, if lymph be

taken on the fourth or fifth day (ninety-six to one humlre<i and
twenty hours after vaccination), on ivory pointvs, and allowed to

•Irj', or in capillarj- tuties, and luTinetically sealed, it may be used
with satisfactorj' results, the former method of storage being pre-

ferable for the vaccination of children. The author prefers calves

from eight to twelve months of age ; this is, in Europe at any rate,

too old, the best age being^ about four months, the skins lieing

much softer and the animals more easily managed. The case of

vaccination with human lymph whi<b is quoted is decidedly not
typical of the current vaccination in this country; the lymph was
probably taken from a degeneraled source. Ivastly, we are sur-

I)rised to find Mr. IVnfold upholding tlw nnticiuated quarantine
system, which ha,'» so consj>icuously failed whenever tried, ex-

ccj>t on the very smallest scale. Upon vaccination and revaccina-
tion only c«n a community safely rely for freedom from small-

I>oi.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCIIIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
I.V MEblCI.VB, SmOKttY, DIF.TKTICS, AND THE

AJLLIED BCIENCJiS.

NEW CCLTIVATING TUBE.
\S the belief that any simple contrivance which is likely to
diminish the risk of accidental contamination in the empjoj-ment
fif liquid cultivations will be welcomed by bacteriologists, I am in-

duced to send you a drawing and description of a form of appa-
rirfus which I have recently made nse of. It may be described as
an ordinary test-tube with n blind lateral arm about two inches in

length. Tliis arm joins the main tube about two inches from its

lower end, and forms, with the i)roximiil part of the tube, an
angle of abont 4.''>°, Th« tulw» is plugged with cotton-wool and
sterilised. It is then tilled for ab<mt an inch and a half of its

depth with the liquid medium, and sterilised in the usual manner.
When the tut>e is to he, inoculated it is slowly inverted, .so as to
aUow its liquid contents U) How into the lateral arm. While the
tube is thus inverted, the cotton-wool plug is removed, and the
seed material is introduced uj) to the bottom of the main tube, in

precisely the some manner as aao inoculates a tube of solid gela-

tine or near material. The inoculating needle having been with-
drawn, the plug is replaced, and the tube returned to what may
be called its erect position, the liquid being thus Irrought into

contact with the seed material.

Iut« invcrt«d for inoculation. Tube erect.

The only special precautions to be obsen-ed in using the tube

are—(1) to use of the liquid medium a volume slightly smaller

than the capacity of the lateral arm, and (2) to invert the tube

slowly, turning it iu a vertical plane towards the lateral arm. By
attending to these points one can avoid the risk of part of the

contents being poured out of the tube. The tubes necessarily cost

a little more than the ordinary test-tubes, but, if made of stout

glass, they can be used again and again. There is no difficulty in

cleaning the lateral arm by shaking with a small quantity of shot.

Edinburgh. J. McFadtean, M.B., C.M.Ed.

GVMBLES I M PROVED METHOD OF W.VRMING AND
VE^"T1LAT1^"G DWELLING HOUSES. OFFICES,

ANl) TILE LIKE.
_ ,

Tuis is a system of warming and ventilating rooms by means
of heated air which ha? been patented by Mr. J. IT. Gamble. It

is in princii)le a modification of Oalton's grate and the .Manchester

school grate, in which fresh air is warmed by circulating round

the back of a stove, and is tlien admitted into the room about on

a level with the chimney breast. In Mr. Gamble's method the ex-

ternal air is conducted to a conipiirtment surrounding a stove of

special construction or an ordinary kitchen range situated in the

basement of a house, and tlien passes up a shaft to be distributed

to the upper rooms. The products of combustion of tht* stove in

the basement are carried off by a metal flue which passes u^
through the warm air shaft, and by this means the waste heat W
made to contribute to the heal ing of the fresh air supply. It i«

claimed by the inventor that rooms thus sujiplied wilii warm air

will not require open fireplaces, which serve under his method ffl*

the admission of warmed air, and are provided with valves for

regulating the .same. In .Mr. (iamble's system means are also pro^

\nded for carrying away the vitiated air by exhaust shafts, nut

at)out these there is nothing special. It is difficult to see how the

system could bo applied to existing houses without great stnic-

tiiral alterations, but for new boildinga in course of congtructi<ni»
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system(ispecially for workhouses, hospitals, public offices, etc., the

might very probably be eflfecti\e and cheap in T,Yorking.

ST. JAilES'S RUM.
It is a well-known fact attested by M. Girard, the official analyst

in Paris, and much deplored • by French growers, that, owing to

the ravages of the oidium a comjiaratively small ])art of what is

sold as French brandy is the unadulterateid produce of the grape.

Enormous quantities of cheap rectified potato spirit are imported

into France, and re-exported after manipidatjon as cognac. Such

doctored and mani])ulated spirit, which constitutes a very large

proportion of what is now being innocently used in hospitals and
sick rooms as old cognac, is made up of this falsitied iuid delete-

rious material. I'mler the circumstances it may be well to turn

attention tci the imadidterated product of our own colonies, and

it wUl not lie surprising, if the pure, old-fashioned, and well-

mattired rum of the British colonies should come into more general

use where it is desired to pre.scribe a stimulant. Hum and
milk used to be a favourite form of medicinal stimulant and
nutritive, and in the na^-y grog made -nnth rum is we believe at

least as popular as cognac, and has the advantage of being

cheaper and purer. The " St. James's Kum," of which specimens

have been sent us by Jlessrs. G. W. Cliristie and Co., 25, Milton

Street, Cripplegate, EX'., hasan established reputation for age and
purity, and we are inclined to- think, that the considerations to

which we have referred shoiild frequently recommend it in place

of the artificial compounds which now so largely pass current as

French brandy.

AURAL TUBES.
We have received froni Messrs. Creswick, of Great Portland Street,

\V., a collection of their ear tubes for deafness. They are con-

structed of thin pasteboard, with ear pieces of tinned iron covered

with india-rubber tubing. They are made in various sizes and

shapes, and some of them by means of a telescopic arrangement

can be drawn out and lenrthened when necessary to several feet.

They are light and portable, can be used for close or distant con-

versatiou, and are entirely free from the confusing roar of the

ordinai-y metal tube. Thev were originally made from a pattern

supplied by Dr. C. J. B. "Williams, who speaks of them in his

Meniovi: in high praise. We can fully endorse his opinion: "The
superiority of these pasteboard cones over those of metal lies in

their conveying the sound vibrations through their light material

by ccinduction as welt as by reflection and iu their being more free

from the echoes and ringing sounds developed by metals.'' These

tubes possess the further recommendation of cheapness, varying in

price from 4s. '6d, to 10s. 6(I.'v/^ loori-ifi /iehl iy.iii nerfJ ion IskT

EXTRACTUM CQLLIXS0XIJ3 CAX'.ADEXSIS WqUIDUM
(IIOCKIX).

(-'Ol,t,iNSOMlA C'AXADENRi.s is a perennial herb of the nat. ord.

Labiatas, growing iu North .Vmerica from South Carolina west-

ward. Although it is not official ia the British or nifed States

Phammcopieias. it has acquired some reputation as being of value

in affectionsof the genito-uriuary tract. Messrs. Uockiu. Wilson,

and Co., of Duke Street, Manchester, Square, have prepared a liquid

extract of such a strength that the dose is half to one fluid drachm,

and recommend its emploj-ment in cystitis, gonorrhcea, leucor-

rlicea, and similar affections.

EOYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
An ordinarj- Council Jteeting was held on Febnuiry 9th. The
minutes of the extraordinary meeting of January 19th were read

and confirmed.
, ...

The Museum Committee presented an ordinary report.

'

Mr. J. 11. Targett was appointed assistant in the Pathological

Department in the Museimi.
' The Council authorised the architect to proceed with the con-

struction of the new buildings on the Embankment.
"the Council elected Mr. C. A. Ballance as Erasmus-Wilson
Lecturer.

'

[ Mr. SiBLBY moved •.— ".

"That, in view of the increasing complication of the accounts of

the College, it is desirable that a Finance Committee be appointed
to superintend the accounts and finance of the College, and to

report thereon not less than twice in each year to the Council."
' The motion was carried.

BRtjlSH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SuBSCRiPTjpNS to the Association for 1888 became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the AssociaHott iK/S

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their renlit-

tances to the General Secretarj', 429, Strand, London. Po6t«»

office orders should be made payable at the j'ff'est Centrfd,Die-,

trict Office, High Ilolbom.
'

tri)e ^ritist) iHctiial JouniaL

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11th, 1888.

DR.., ilAPOTHER ON THE DUBLIN SCHOOLS
.,r, Fro -. AND Their teaching.

Whtt.p. the General Medical Coimeil keeps a perennial and ex-

pensive watch over tlie portals of our profession, lest any

should enter them who ' are unfit or remain within thein whc(

are unworthy, we are startled from time to time to discover, by

chance as it were, how somnolent is the guard it maintains,

how careless it is of the interests entrusted to it.

It comes to us, for instance, as a shock, when an ex-Presrident

of the Royal College of Surgeons iii Ireland assvu-es lis that, in

the great teaching centre of Dublin, the study of pathology

is almost wholly neglected ; that of the six or seven medical

schools of that city, only two possess pathological museums;

that in the case of three of these institutions at least a

proper coiuse of pathology is an impossibility ; that tho

Pathological Society, now a section of the Royal Irish

Academy of Medicine, throws open its doors in vain to the

students of medicuie, only 1 per cent, of whom avail them-

selves of the generous offer of the Society, although it was

to this body that Graves looked so long ago as 1843 for the

new birth of Irish pathologj-, when he levelled his satiie agiiinst

its absence from the curriculum of many an Irish sm-geou. It

seems almost iis though forty years had passed in vain, and

that it was to tlie student of 1S88, not to those of 1836. liat

that distmgxushed physician diew his picture of the climc«l

practitioner, taught solely at the bedside, armed with a know-

ledge of a formidable system of symptomatology, of nosology,

and of therapeutics, but ignorant of morbid anatomy, the mothea-

of them all. He describes such a nuui attacking a case of

dropsy, trying remedy after -remedy, while the patient grows

worse and worse \mder his tretitment, and finally dies. " But,'

says Graves, •' the friouds ;u-o not dissatisfied with the medical

attendant, who excuses liimself by asseiting that he h:is suc-

cessively resorted to every remedy which has been reci>mraended

in di-opsy ; and. in truth, if you look over the list of medicines

exhibited in rapid s\iccession, you will probably find that his

excuse is not imsupported by facts. But, gentlemen, these

cases in which everj-thing has been tried are precisely those in

which notliing has been tried, in which medicine has foUowed

medicine, and each sjinptom of disease has indiscriminately
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been the object of attack, until death approaches with accele-

rated steps, and charitably closes a scene disastrous to humanity

and disjjraccful to the cause— I was going to say of science, but

wlio will venture to give so ennobling a name to this pseudo-

practical knowledge, this worse than actual ignorance ?"

And we have reason to fear that these just reproaches apply

not only to the schools of Piiblin. but to several of the siuallor

in.stitutions of a like nature in other parts of the United King-

dom. What worth, then, can the Medical Council's iTsitation

of examinations have when the original teaching, of which

examinations are only a test, is totally and confessedly non-

existent ?

Is it right that men should be poured into oiir profession

ignorant of so important a part of its essentials ? That they

should be declared fit to liold appointments under the State ; to

give evidence in cases of jurispnidence, where life and death

hang in the balance ; or to treat the sick and suflfering through-

out this vast empire, where necessarily in many instances the

possession of legal qualifications is the only test of knowledge the

people can apply ?

;It is well that Dr. Mapother should have exposed, with

a rare courage and faithfulness, this weakness in the teaching of

his colleagues ; but it is not well that, with officials excessively

paid, whose principal duty it is to see that such scandals do not

occur, it shoidd have depended on the patriotism of a private

individual to publish them to the world, and to devise means for

their removal. .;;ij i , .

The Medical Council could, with one stroke of the pen, have

removed the reproach. It had only to declare that no medical

ichool should bo rooogiii.sed which did not possess an efficient

»nd growing pathological museum, and did not provide a

properly qualified pathological lecturer, and to decide that in

future, to merit recognition, the teaching of morbid anatomy,

both m.acroscopic and microscopic, nuist be far other than the

sham it too often at present is.

We can only tnist that the elective members of the Council

will rouse that sonuiolent body to a due recognition of its

Tosponsibihties and shortcomings in tlii.s and some other in-

stances.

Another suggestion of Dr. Mapother's cannot be quite so easily

accepted. Tliat the amalgamation of several of tlie Dubhn
flchoob and the refusal to receive certificates of attendance on

clinical institutions containing fewer than 160 beds woidd in

some ways be teneficial, wo cannot doubt ; but the advantages

are not all on the side of large schools. No one wlio lias olv

served the overcrowded condition of the clmigues in the Edin-

iHirgh University, for instance, or has inquired into the oppor-

'tunities tlie uidividual student has in that vigoro\is school for

obtaining a practical :icqnaintaiico \rith the smaller operations,

such as catheterism, etc., which are so necessary in practice,

€Mi deny that something at least can be advanced on behalf of

smailer and less crowded schools. It was (Jravos, again, who
said with much truth :

" Kverythiiig like monopoly tends to

retard the advancement of science, and I see no refison why a

hospital with 50 beds should be inferior to one with 100. It

is not the quantity of disease a teacher treats which renders his

lessons instructive ; his diligence and iux;Mracy of observation

are the best moans of instructing his pupils." And perhaps one

of the strongest arguments .igailist Dr. Mapother's proposition is

that it would close the Moatli Hospital itsolf, rendered illustrious

iis it is by the teaching of Graves, and where Stokes received a

great part of his clinical training.

Certain members of the Medical Council have proposed to

meet the difficulty by making a close and exhaustive inijuiiy

into our medical schools, and the opportunities and af-

pliances they possess for instructing their students. It ought to

be recognised that the existence of any particular medical school

is only a necessity in so far as it ministers to the welfare of

himianity by thorough and successful teaching. Such inspection

of schools would do much for the settlement of controversies like

the present, but wovdd be very costly.

It has been proposed to extinguish every school, be it lar^e or

small, where the teaching is inefficient, paying especial attention

to some smaller schools, whose sole excuse for existence

seems to be that they may afford a back-door for the admission

of middle-aged dniggists and unqualified assistants into our

already overcrowded ranks. We hope and trust that the medi-

cal schools of Dublin, under this or like necessary pruning, will

soon take their proper place among those of Europe. There is,

indeed, no reason why they should not. National questions

ought not to affect them, for science is independent of Govern-

ments, and shoidd floiu-ish in every political climate. From

autocratic Russia, from aristocratic Germany and Austria, from

constitutional Britain and Belgium, from republican America

and France, have come the leaders of scientific thought, without

distinction and without preference.

Let not then that Irish school which produced Graves and

Stokes, Corrigan and Mac Cormac, Crampton and Mayne, be

contented with anj-thinj; lower than the first position in our

empire. If her children, wise in cheapening the means of learn-

ing, are equally sensible in exacting a high standard of attain-

ments, her fut\ue is secure. For those children are exceptionally

fitted to adorn our great profession ; their warmth of heart,

their brightness of wit, their vigour and versatility of intellect,

are qualities which, if properly directed, will raise their many-

headed mother, " dear old Dublin," to that place in the medical

repubUc which slie now occupies in the loyal hearts of her

faithftil sons.

THE GERM-THEORY A CENTURY AGO.

In a pamphlet of 87 pages, published in London in the year 1788,

thero is a curious anticipation of the modem germ, theory of

disc;vse. The author docs not give his name, but the pamphlet is

annoiuiced to have 1)oen produced as an answer to certain ques-

tions, proposed by the Royal Society of Paris, on the cause and

most effectual method of preventing the progress of infectious

disorders. It is entitled A Treatise on Fevers, wherein their

Causes are exhibited in a nev point of vifip, fo prepent ^pontaffion

;
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and Putrid Sure Throat, Injlammafon/ Fluxes, Influenza, Con-

fumptions, as well as the Low Nervous Fevers that terrihly affect the

Spirits, may he cured with Ease. It is written in a popular way,

and was issued at the price of a shilling, and declared to be

" noccssaiy for aU families." To fulfil this intention, it is written

in a '-plain and intelligible rather than ornamental style," for the

WTiler lays no claim to eloquence, and tliinks too great a show of

teaming out of place ; "if the world does not chuse to make the

apphcation, ho is content to have done his duty in making the

communication ;" but he " is sure that it is a key to health, and,

if adopted, fevers will then no longer be the terror of mankind."

He is certain that contaminated air is the sole source of all "fevers,

consumptions, fluxes, gouts, rheimiatisms, whooping-cough, dis-

eases of the stomach, limgs, Hver, head, and kidneys, of putrid

sores, St. Anthon}''s fire, and nervous disorders generally." A
tolerably comprehensive Ust, which perhaps is meant to include

surgical fevers, though these are not expressly mentioned ; and

so, by directing our attention to the removal of the cause, " epi-

demic disorder will be prevented, just as smaU-pox is prevented

by inoculation."

At the commencement of the treatise, the author states that

the remarks he offers were suggested principally in the years

1779-70, when all parts of England, and some foreign countries as

well, were extremely affected by contagious disorders of aU sorts
;

animals (especially horses) as well as men being struck down,

often suddenly and fatally. Numbers of men were killed in a few

days by putrid sore-throat ; some were affected in the head, and

l)ecamo deUrious ; others in the stomach, and were seized with

sickness and purging ; others had gout, palsy, or rheumatic fever,

or were attacked m the eyes, or laid down with erysipelas
; many

others suflored in the lungs and became consumptive ; and many

more grew depraved in spirits, had low nervous fevers, and be-

came hypochondriacal. Almost all the cases were contagious, and

though usually each disease bred true, yet the maladies were

sometimes interchangeable—for instance, an attack of erysipelas

was caught from a patient suffering from a sore-throat. Such is

tlie general resiilt of the author's observations ; and it will be

readily'admitted that he had a considerable practical acquaint-

ance with the phenomena and spread of epidemics, and did not

.spoil his wide'experience by a too hasty judgment.

Then follows the speculative and explanatory part, consisting

of an exceedingly ingenious argument, an example of that most

useful and profound of logical methods, analog}', based on ad-

mitted facts, followed by a clear and coherent chain of reason-

ing, and is perhaps as convincing, and even more free from falla-

cies, than if he had attempted to prove his case by microscopical

demonstration. Ho states, in the first place, that the cause of

these multiform disorders is generally allowed to bo some in-

visible noxious matter in the air ; of its intimate nature there

JTore various opinions, but perhaps very little curiosity felt

:

" Some consider it to be a sulphurous exh;dation from the eaith;

but this cannot be, for, if so, acrid and sulphiu-ous fiunes wovUd

increase it instead of checking or anniliilating it. Another theory

is that it is due to the products of putrefaction ; but how can

dead and putrid matter ever get such skrt.ivity as to work such

astonishing results ?" It must, therefore, be something endowe<l

with a more powerful activity than anything belonging to the

mineral kingdom or simply putrefying, and must, therefore, be

something actually living. In this he shows considerable pene-

tration ; and there being no " cell theory " in his day, he does

not stop to consider whether the poison may be embodied in

vitiated cells or particles detached from the body, though retain-

ing their specific activity, but concludes that it must be organ-

isms having an^independent existence. For this view, surprising

and novel enough at first, loses some of its singularity if we

search for resemblances elsewhere. Now, just as it was well-

known that itch is due to the presence of acari, insects visible by

aid of the microscope, so " close attention to those matters In

mmiberless cases during many years has proved beyond a doubt

that the gaol distemper, putrid fever, plague, and infectious epi-

demics generally, proceed not from matter putrid in itself, but

from invisible insects also, that, floating in the air at times, are

lodged in the skin in immense quantities; feeding here in

clusters, they produce pimples, pustules, etc.; for instance, the

eruption of small-pox." He overlooks, or at any rate makes no

mention of the possibility of their entering the body by the air

passages, and working their way from the limgs and alimentary

canal.

Moreover, " medicines which poison insects without injuring

the constitution have always proved specific." He asks if this is

the way that mercury will cure obstinate and foul sores, thus

anticipating an explanation of the jnodus operandi of this specific

remedy for syphilis, which has lately been put forward again ;

and that James's powder cuts short fevers ; for these drugs are

so acrid and corrosive that their action can be nothing else than

a destructive tendency, and tliis is the very reverse of a healing

nature. These insects which constitute contagion are communi-

cated by the air, the raiment, or by contact. Not only animals,

but vegetables also, sufl'er much from the ravages of such animal-

cules, the smallest bemg most mischievous, fr<-)m their greater

numbers and bemg least suspected. Marsh effluvia are due, not

to putridity simply, but to the myriad forms of minut« life to

which the abimdant decomposition gives life and nourishment.

A corpse which has died of an infectious disease is known to be

able to convey the same disease to persons brought into its

vicmity ; but it is noteworthy that it is most infectious while

quite recent, and the specific infectio\isuess ceases as soon as

genuine putrefaction has fairly begim, thus proving the radical

difference between the specific virus and ordinary putridity. By

maonifying glasses it may be seen that many disorders to which

corn is subject are due to animalcules " so small that by the

solar microscope they eqiial in size a pig two or three montlis

old, though they are as well-pniportioned in their liml>s as

elephants, and have their internal oi^ans as perfectly construeteil

;is iu animals of ordinary dimensions ; and they have probably

the same senses, ideas, and passions, only their sphere of action

is more limited." Tliese are only instances of what had already

been shown to exist ; but he thought it not only reasonable, but
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QttNiqely liltelyr thoi^tiU sntaller onea exiat, tbou^ of cuurso

moie «naily eliuliu^ iliacuvery ; and it is such as these that are

iinswor.iMe f<.>i' I'uv tioute sixjciiic iliiietiSOB. Of cuiireo, theruforo,

the a\ithi)r <K)U8 unt atteuipt to pm-tiinilarisc or Uelino their

obatucttirs roller tlwn to Uti«i{^iate them as " auimaioules
;"

tliou^'h it may be reinftikml by Uie way that ho always speaks of

theu- c>rigiimtiiig fruui eggs, iiuvor hinting at their aiipeiirunco </e

nrao. A^j.wAi ,vli'iJ oiii nin": Ijoihajjfi y-A-jifuni m Ma i,

- The cxiStBnco of bacteria as such,'with sp^al forma and at-

tjibutes, diies not roviso liis attention, though they had aheady

been se«n and doscril)cd by Leeiiweiilioek a hundred years before

(i'Ct'i). He was ttilorably faiuihar with jtho habits of these

iniiuit* parasites in many of these diseases which blight plants

;knd uttuok animals. Those commonly foiuid in wheat fluuv

arise hi the soil, where the eggs remain during the winter ; being

hatched by the warmth c*f Slimmer, the young insects creep up

the stcOks of the growing plants, feed on the ears, and some-

times leave their eggs in the grain ; these escape destruction by

grinding, and may Ixs seen ui plenty duijuig; the winter, the

nninuUooles themselves being discoverable only in the summer.

They are not produced in all kinds of land, or on the same land

in every gciison. These facts being known, an easy method of

preventing smut and blights is easily suggested and adopted

;

for instance, steeping the seed, before it is sow^l, in wood aehes

hoilcd with arsenic, or qiiickhme spread over the land will be

oquidly efficacions ; or else tlie insects after being hatchetl, and

while invading tlie com, may be killed by burning vegetables to,

windwwd of the fields. Soot phwed in trenches roimd the

tnmks will preserve fruit trees. The foot-halt of sheep is hi-

fectious to others in the same track ; in this instance also the

cause is nothing corrosive, for it is destroyed by a corrosive

agent, thus a single application of diluted oil of vitriol tt> the

affected feet will cure the complaint, or else laying quicklime on

the track the sheep pass over. Similarly, strong tobacco water

will cure the-scab of cattle ; and in the same way our epidemic

fevers may be cured, as suggested al>ove, by destroying the

animidctiles by mineral or vegetable antidotes given intenially,

though attention must always be paid, in selecting appropriate

remedies, to the particidar constitution of the patient. As ox-

[>erioi«ce allows. o<x)Ung metusures are indicated in fevers, and, on

the other hand, anythuig which tends to increase the heat is

prejiKlicial, and this is to bo explained by the heat helping to

Ijring some eggs to life, and thereby aggravating the dLsordcr.

He Bays, " I have an account in writing of many extraordinary

complaints cured on the same principle ; idcerated lungs cured

thereby, and some coses of dro])sy and gout so caused." Udt-

fortimately, in the treatise now under examination he gives no

details of the remedies which prove so successful, or the method

of using :^hem/ ' Hje promises tc/ give the rest in another book,

to draw the attention of medical men, but it is not apparent

that tills was «%'ur written, the author's name being omitted.

Ite riTtof sheep (adineasoof the liver— I'flukoB) is produced by

insects inhabiting murshy ground, and is to be got rid of by re-

moviiig the flocks to liilly ground or by spreading quickhme on

the surface. The swampy grounds on the borders of the hill

brood large quantities of tliese pestiferous creatoree, but the

perio(Ucal fiverflowing of the river wjishes them away, and thus

cleanses the grouuil and purilics the air. In the same way

heavy showers will wash away diSeiiios in our country. The

mischifeVyUs matter of the plague is •' effluviatod " from the

earth
J
and thus he erplauis the fact that earthquakes are fre-

quently succeeded by the outbreak of a severe epidemic. The

apl.K'arance of the auiX)ra b(jreali3 in the air is due to the warmth

in the bowels of the earth, and indicates a disturbance and

escape of it, and it is commonly attended by a prevalence of in-

fectious complaints. To clear infection from a house, wash the

interior well with vinegar or soap, and fumigate the air by burn-

ing sidphur or frankincense (which is as efficacious as the former,

while it is better tolerated by our respiratory organs, and does

not blacken furniture). Smoking tobacco is an excellent pre-

ventive, and tJie author remarks that a tobacconist's shop gener-

ally remains free. Living near a tanner's yard, according to

common behef, gives efjual safety. He also recommends as pre-

cautions to chew bay leaves, wormwood, or tobacco, and to

smoke and drink,brapf(y.,pij,.oTt si!^ \v> it

In summnig up his theory, he says that, generally speakhig,

there arc only two sources of the animalcules : subterranean,

which opei^tes in all sorts of weather, and is chiefly accom-

panied by electric phenomena ; the other is the surface of the

e;uiih—swamps, hlthy lakes, stagnant ponds, etc. The eggs left

on the soil develop in the summer, and " the multitudes elllu-

viate into- the air." Though recommenduig draining- the land,

and fumigating or watering tlie air, it is rather strange that

the author overlooks the value of heat in disinfecting clothes,

etc.
,

. , . ; I / . •
, :

The above sMScount justifies, we tfaink, the beUef that the

author was sufliciently practical and experienced to command

respect and confidence, as well as to interest us in his views ; he

rightly cared more for simpUcity and usefulness than for refine-

ment ;uid barren speculation. C'ould he have lived to-<lay, he

would no doubt have trodden much of the ground of Piwiteur,

and would have thrown himself into the stUl misettled question

of the exact relation of micro-organisms to disease.

SMAIiL-POX AND VACCINATION AT
SHEFFIELD.

Til* President of the Locid Government Board, when speaking

at Sheffield on Monday last, naturally rofonwl to the severe epi-

demic of amall-pox which for some months past has prevailed in

Uio town, ond has caused oonsidcnible alarm in the northern and

midland comities. The opponents of vaccination have eagerly

embraced the opportunity of endeavourhig to create in the public

mind a distrust Of the efficacy of vacouiation, and the bare fact

that sraall-poi has inv;ided a well-Tacdnated town and gained a

f I lOthold there has been held to he a sufficient condemnation of the'

system. Sheffield, in fact, has been held up as an awful example

It is well, therefore, that the responsible mhdster has had an

opi>>rtuiiity of pubhcly refuting these sophisms, and of testify"
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iiig to the beneficial effects of vaccination as demonstrated by

the Sheffield experiences themselves.

, Bearing in mind that the protection afforded by vaccination in

infancy is most effective diuing the early years of life, and that

after the age of ten it decreases imless renewed by revaccination,

Mr. Ritchie examines the statistics concerning the cliilch-en imder

ten years of ago. Ho finds that there are about 100,000 children

\mder that age living in Sheflield ; that 95,000 of those children

are vaccinated : and that 5,000 are imvaccinated. Oirt of the

95,000 vaccinated children there have been 189 attacks and 3

deaths ; out of the 5,000 imvaccinated children lindec tear there

have been 172 attacks and 70 deaths. If for a moment it is

assimied that all children mider ten were vaccinated, there would

have been 200 attacks, and hardly more than 2 deaths. If all

under ten had been imvaccinated, there woidd have been .3,277

attacks and 1,330 deaths, or exactly 600 times greater mortahty.

Here is a reproduction of the metropoKtan experience of 1881.

In that year there were in London some 916,000 chOdren under

the age of 10 years, and of these 861,000, were .vaccinated and

56,000 were unvaccinated ; whilst in that year, amongst the

861,000 vaccinated, there were only 125 deaths, among the

65,000 imvaccinated there were 782 deaths, tl^at is to say;, upon

equal numbers of the two classes, the mortality from smaU-pox

amongst the imvaccinated was about a hundredfold the mor-

tality from smaU-pox amongst the vaccinated.

As regards persons above the age of ten, the Sheffield experi-

eftce also supports the efficacy of vaccination, though not so

conclusively as does that of the yoiuiger persons, inasmuch as

the protective value of primary vaccination diminishes year by

year, and re-vaccination has not been the rule. The lesson,

therefore, is once more taught by these experiences, that if pro-

tection against small-pox in the later years of hfe is to be secured,

revaccination must not be delayed beyond the age of ten or

twelve years. We are glad that the Government are about to

facilitate this early revaccination by reducing the minimum age

at which the operation can be obtained at the public expense.

Apart from the question of decreasing protection, it is im-

portant that the operation should be performed in each case

before the actual business of life is entered upon. If it is not

so pcrfomied it is likely to bo indefinitely postponed, if not

altogether forgotten, until a scare of smaU-pox increases the

applicants for revaccination, strams to the utmost the resources

of the pubhc vaccinators, and increases the risk of the operation

being inefficient.

We would venture to impress upon Boards of Guardians the

importance of promoting revaccination systematically during

non-epidemic periods much mora than has been tlie practice

hitherto. Practically no efforts have been made in the past in

this direction, except in the presence of sniall-pox, and conse-

quently revaccination is by no means as general as the public

welfare requires.

Dr. W. Tixdal Robertson, M.P., attended at Osborne on Wed-
nesday to receive the houour of knighthood.

Thk Budget Committee has recommended the Chamber of
Deputies to vote a small sum of money to provide the professor 6f
hygiene in Paris with the means for opening^a laboratory for pnitf^''

ticalinstructiom''iI '(••
' -run !::;: .It;: v-ni -itw

The Committee of the Association of Fellows of the Collegfl of.

Surgeons met on Tuesday to deliberate on the recent action of
the Council of the College. -TMe'^prWcefidings -were adjourned till

ilonday next. _^
.

'

'
I'

We are glad to leam that the drainage of Margate is to undergd"
further improvements, the Town CouncU having decided to procure
plans for a thorough system of drains, wliich it is suggested should
be submitted to Sir Douglas Galton or some other eminent authoriCy-
for approvali -

'"''l

:
'

'
.r-^ '?ir

The first number of the Revue MSdico-Pharmaceutigue vfA,
published in Constantinople on ^Januarj' 31st;. it is designed tO;

make known in Europe the work done by the physicians and
pharmacists of the East, and at the same time to give a fair reflex,

of the progress made. _in. medicine and pharmacy, throughout the

j

world. The new journal is. edited by M. Pierre AptSry.. .r„.j.

Mb. Jam.es Anstie,- B.A., Q.C., a Charity; Commissioner, and for-

merly Examiner in Law to the University, has been nominated by
an influential body of graduates for election by Convocation to be
a member of the Senate of the Universitj" of London, in- the roon»
of the late Sir George Burrows. Mr. Anstie has taken an active-

share in the recent reform, movement in Convocation.

The twentieth annual banquet in connection with the FrencJi

'

Hospital in London will take place this (Saturday) evening at-

Willis"s Rooms, His Excellency the French Ambassador in the.-

chair. The Lord Mayor has also promised to attend. Special

efforts are being made at present, to pro\-ide funds for building the .

new hospital premises on land which has been purchased in

'Shaftesbury .,i.yenue. Upwards of £12,j()0Q .h^y^ already b^eij,

subscribed.-, -
. - .-(•

'
- _-,:

BRITISH NURSES' ASSOCIATION.
A JTEETIN'G wUl be held at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, on
February 13th, at 4 p.m., Mr. Savory in the chair, with reference

to the formation of the above Asspciatiqn,' .It.is announced that

H.R.H. Princess Christian Tvill be present. '
.

• .'",

FRENCH SURGICAL CONGRESS.
The third session of the French Surgical Congress will he held

in Paris, from March 12tih Lo the 17th, in the large amphitheatre

of the Adraini.<itration do I'Assistance Publique, 3, Avenue Victoria.

Professor Verneuil will preside. The following questions ate

down for discussion ; 1. The Treatment of Gunshot Wounds of

Viscera. 2. The Value of Radical Treatment of llemia as regarde

Permanent Cure. 3. Trejitment of Chronic Empyema. 4. Recurrence

of Malignant Growths after Operation : its Causes and Prevention.'

Surgeons wishing to take part in the Congress are requested >*

communicate with the General Secretary, Dr. S. Pozzi, 10, Place-

Vendume, Paris. The sub.^cription is 20 francs. "i .inr.- e.p,fr

SNOWED UP FOR TWENTY DAYS.
An extraordinary- cii.^e of prolonged fasting is rejKirted from
Vicuna. On Decemlier 22nd n peasant woman from Oljergrabem

went to receive some money syhich was owing to her at a small

village a few miles distant. The amount was not paid, and the

woman had only four kreutzers in her pocket, with which she

bought two rolls of bread. On the way home she was caught in a.

heavy snowstorm, and took shelter in a small hut in avineyari.
The storm continuing, she decided to spend the night where she
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•wiLS, and divestwl liojsilf of some of lur ujipor ganuenU to wraii

up her foi'U Thi> noxt momiiii; when sliu owoko she coulj not.

risf, Uing i>arluilly iwirttlyst'' ''y '•'« «*''J- ^'p' "'* f'"' ''"'P

•were unheard, and it was only on Jiiniiar)- lltli that she wus

found by ft woodcutter's wife, iiaving been twenty days without

fttod.

THE WILL OF SIR GEORGE BURROWS, M.D.

SiK Gkokgk BniRDWS, M.U.. l>y his will dated April Gtli, 168:2,

with a codicil made October Itth, IK-tt), beqiicatlis to the library

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital such medical Ixmks and pamphlets

of his father-in-law, ,lohn .\bernethy, his father, and himpelf, ns

nay not be selected by his sou-in-law, Mr. Arthur Willett. To his

son, Krnest Penuinfiton ilurrows, he bequeaths the silver inkstand

presented to the trstiitor by (lonville and Cuius College. He de-

vises and bequeaths all his real estate and the resiilue of his per-

sonal estate in trust to make up the portions of his daughter, Mrs.

Willett, and his younper son, Ernest Pennington Burrows; and

the residue in trust for his elder son, now Sir Frederick Abernethy

Burrows, and his male issue, with remainder to the said Ernest

Pennington Burrows, or other the successor in the baronetcy. The

value of the personal estate has been declared at £104,628.

MR. CHADWICK ON THE SANITARY NEEDS OF
THE DAY.

Mr. Edwin Cuapwick. C.B., speaking at the annual dinner of the

Association of Public Sanitary Inspectors on Saturday last, ob-

served that it was important that time should be given to the

Boundary Commissioners to make their examinations full and

complete, as much of the reform needed would only come from

larger areas than the present small administrative ones being.pro-

vided for poor-law and sanitary purposes. He also urged that the

scattered and weakenefl functions now spread over several

Oovemment departments should be consolidated under a Minister

of Health. In conclusion he referred to the fact that the Lanca-

shire manufacturers had an offer now made to them to work their

engines by gas at two-thirds the price of working them by the

flame of coal. This plan was proposed by the speaker thirty years

ago; and there was no doubt that this might be done, and, when
done, down would fall the big chimney which befouled all around

with its smoke and dirt.

mums the vote is a simple farce, wliih: in 1,822 the sum allotted

varies from threepence to fivepeuce. In consequence vaccination,

which is not compulsorj-, is not sy.stematically performed in the

rural districts. It is highly probable that the vaccination laws

will shortly be amended and enforced in a more satisfactory

manner by the central authority.

METROPOLITAN POLICE SURGEONS.
.\t a meeting of the Metropolitan Police Surgeons' Association,

held on Thursday, at the OHiciS of the British Medical Associa-

tion, Mr. Timothy Holmes in the chair, u discussion took place

with reference to some recent orders affecting di\-isional surgeons

made by Sir Charles Warren. It was proposed to send a deputa-

tion to the Home Secretary ; but a satisfactory statement having

been made by Mr. Mackellar, Chief Surgeon of the Metropolitan

Police, further action was, on Mr. Holmes's suggestion, postponed.

VIEWING THE BODIES.
Me. D. Wiohtman, coroner, held an inquest at Sheffield on

February 6th, on the body of a man who had committed suicide by

cutting his throat wbiUt suffering from small-pox. He pro-

ceeded to swear the foreman, and omitted the usual words " of

vhose body you shall have present view." The rest of the jiury were

swom. The Coroner then remarked that he had no law to war-

rant him allowing the jury to escape viewing the body, but in this

case, when he looked at the consequences which might probably

arise, he was not at all surprised at the jury objecting to go into a

room reeking with small-pox, and in which was the body of a man
who had died from that disease. He thought that was a reasonable

excuse for not going to see the body. It was his duty, he knew,

to insist, but he intended to brave the consequences and see what
was said. He would not, as a juryman, like to go and view the

bo<ly, not so much for himself as for his wife and family. U the

jury said they did not like to go, he felt he would not be justified

in making them do so. The inquest proceeded, and at the close

the jury thanked the coroner for his consideration.

VACCINATION, PAYMENTS IN ITALY.

NoTwrrHs^ANDiNO a Oovcrnment decree enjoining local autfiori-

ties in Italy to provide funds for the payment of the vaccination

officers, in no less than 4,192 communes—that is to say almost half

the total numher—no such fund« a^e voted. Ip 2,344 other com-

INJURY TO SIGHT BY SHUTTLES.
.Mn. .1. 'WrxKi.EV Langdon-, the honorary o]ihtlmlmic and aural

surgeon to the Preston Infinnnrj-, in his annual report notes the

large number of extirpations rendered necessary by wounds from

shuttles in the weaiing rooms of cotton mills. The contemplation

of this fact, he says, leads one to wonder that some ingenious

spirit has never de-\-ised means to avoid so dread a calamity, ren-

dering subsequently, as it does, the sufferer almost useless in this

walk of life.
'

-'-' '-' 'r' '''"'J .i'"^':''

OPEN SPACES AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
OxE of the most gratifying signs of the increase in the park and

open space accommodation of large centres of population is shown

by Mr. Ellis Lever to be manifested in a correspondingly diminished

death-rat«, the metropolis being a striking illustration of this.

London possesses nearly 10,(XX) acres of parks and breathing

grounds, or about 2} acres per 1,000 of the jiopulation, and the

death-rate during the year ending October 1st last was 19.8 per

1,000. Leeds, with a population of 345,080, has .528 acres of parks

and recreation grounds, or Ij acre per 1,000 of the population, and

the death-rate is 21.7. Manchester (parliamentary borough) has a

population of 423,801 and a park area of 16.5 acres, including open

spaces and recreation grounds, equivalent to 2-5ths of an acre per

1,000, while the death-rate is 28.2.

METROPOLITAN PROVIDENT DISPENSARIES.

A MEETiN'3 was held at Xo. 1, Old .Serjeant's Inu, on February 3rd,

to discuss the above scheme ; Dr. Paramore in the chair. Drs.

Carpenter, nentsch,'Kisch, Smith, Sargent, Thomas, Wainwright,

Maunsell, and Corbyn, were present. The chairman stated

the object of the meeting, and referred to the scheme as

one more attempt to stane out tlw medical profession. The

scheme was not a provident one, as patients were admitted

when ill, and the scale of charges was so ridiculously low that

under the sclieme human beings -were treated at one-twentieth

the sum charged by similar institutions in the veterinary profes-

sion where the patients were dogs and hor.-ies. During the discus-

sion the chief arguments in opposition to the scheme were: 1.

That as an ailvertising concern it is repugnant to the ethics of the

profession. 2. That it is not needed,' because those who are too

poor to pay are amply provided for "by hospitals and parish relief.

;!. That the intermediate class are amply provided for by the!

different clubs of general i)ractitionors. 4. That its scale of r^;

muneration is such as to degrade those practitioners who consider

its fee." as "generally acceptable to the profession." in the eyes of

the public. The following motion was then proposed by IW.'

Maunsell, and carried unanimously: "That a committee be

formed, with power to add to their number, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the scheiae of the Metropolitan Woj^^j,
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dent Association, and that they be requested to report to a subse-

quent meeting of general jjractitioners the objections to be taken

to such scheme, and tlie steps -which it may be desirable to adopt

for the improvement of the position of the profession. .A. com-

mittee was then formed, consisting of those present ; Dr. Paramore

being elected Chairman; Dr. Maunsell, Vice-Chairman ; Dr. Thomas,

Treasurer ; and Dr. C(irt)yn, Secretary. The Secretary to the Com-
mittee would he obliged if all opposed to the scheme would for-

ward him their names and addresses on a post card, addressed, T.

H. Corliyn, l.**, Abercom Place, N.W.

THE OPPOSITION OF CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY TO
THE SCHEME OF THE LONDON COLLEGES.

\Vb published last week the petition drawn up by the Special

Board for Medicine of the University of Cambridge, setting forth

tho grounds upon which the University opposes the grant to a

Senate formed by a combination of the two Royal Colleges in Lon-

don of the power to grant degrees in medicine. At the debate

which took place on Saturday last on the question of adopting the

petition, the scheme of the two Colleges was defended by Profes-

sor Humphrj', while Sir George Paget, Dr. Donald MacAlister, Dr.

Octavius Sturges, Professor Alexander Macalister and others spoke

in favour of the jiroposition to present the petition in opposition.

Letters were read from the Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Durham, Victoria, and Loudon approving of the Cambridge petition.

The general result of the debate was, our Cambridge correspondent

states, decidedly in favour of the petition. The Council of the

Senate accordingly has proposed to affix the Common Seal of the

University, and on February 16th a vote will be taken on the

((uestion. No notice of non placet has yet been issued.

THE NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.
Tius Society has now been incorporated, and its memorandum of

association has been registered. The memorandum of articles is

signed by Lord Rothschild, Mr. Ilenrj' Ilueks Gibbs, Mr. E. A.

Hambro, and Mr. Junius S. Morgan, the four merchants who have
contributed each £5,000 towards the £20,000 which had to be de-

posited with the Court of Chancery as a security for the jiroper

working of the fund. It is further signed by Mr. F. C. Carr Gomm,
Chairman of the London Hospital ; Mr. Percival A. Xairne, Deputy
Chairman of the Seamen's Hospital ; Dr. Bristowe, F.R.S., Senior

Physician of St. Thomas's Hospital ; Mr. Tbomas Bryant, Senior

Surgeon of Guy's Hospital ; and Mr. Henry C. Burdett, the founder
of the fund. The Council includes Mr. John Watney, of the
Mercers' Company ; Mr. Brudenell Carter, Ophthalmic Surgeon to

St. George's Hospital; Dr. J. C. Steele, Medical Superintendent
of Guy's Hospital: Mr. Alfred de Rothschild, Mr. Clifford Wigram,
Mr. W. H. Burns, Mr. Charles Rawlings, and others.

GOOD MEALS FOR SCHOOL TEACHERS.
It is proverbial that to keep an Englishman iu good temper he
must be well fed, and the teachers in some primary schools appear
to find it hard to work in the afternoon when unable to get any
mid-day meal. The new schools must be built where they are

wanted, ami where .space can be obtained at reasonable cost. This
has led to schools existing in poor aud densely populated neigh-
bourhoods, without necessarily having any adjacent coffee-house

or restaurant giving facility to the teachers for obtaining a good
mid-day meal. Whenever there are cooking centres iu connec-
tion with Board schools, no difficulties are experienced by the
teaxihers and pupil teachers in buying well-cooked food for their

dinners at a reasonable cost, but there is no systematic arrange-
ment by which provision of this kind is made. In very poor
neighbourhoods there is, but little choice for the teachers : they
must oither live near the schools, so as to get something t<5

•i^Jjit their io<lging.§ in Wis .inidiUe of the day, or dine off

sandwiches, buns, etc., as some young teachers do. Teachers pre-

ferring to live at a distance would not get home till six in the

evening, or later. There is a "teacher's common room" at each
school, but it is not possible for teacliers to cook food there, and
in summer there is no fire. In every school a woman is placed a.s

caretaker ; it might reasonablj' be arranged as a part of her duty
that she should cook a plain mid-day meal for the teachers, say a

joint and vegetables with pudding, the teachers themselves pay-
ing the cost. To become a teacher in a Board school is to under-
take important and onerous duties, and it is very important that

the health and strength of teachers and pupil teachers should
not suffer from want of properly prepared food. When food is

wanted in schools, the means of providing it are at hand, and we
trust that School Boards will see that the necessarj- arrangements
are made in cases where local circumstances show that they are

needed, especially as no question of expense would be involved
thereby.

BURIAL REFORM.
A iLEETixo was recently held at Margate under the auspices of

the Burial Reform Association, to which Dr. Rowe addressed some
verj' timely remarks upon the desirability of an alteration in the
present system of burial. Dr. Rowe once more pointed out that
the decomposition of the body after death is, when viewed from
the cliemical standpoint, always a combustion, aud he admitted
the logical consequence—namely, that the most perfect, rapid,

and elegant form of combustion was cremation. The "earth-to-
earth" system advocated by Mr. Seymour Haden, where the bodT
is placed iu a coffin of stout millboard, which rapidly decays, and
permits the products of animal decomposition to pass directly

into the surrounding earth, is undoubtetUy a distinct advance
upon the system still prevalent of burying in leaden or stout

wooden coffins of many casings, wliich have the effect of retard-

ing disintegration, and lead consequently to a storing up of huge
aggregations of human remains in every stage of decay. Such a
system is not consonant with reason, and the Bishop of London
has declared it to be " inconsistent with the principles of the
Christian faith ;" it cannot therefore be defended upon any other
ground than an unreasoning acquiescence in a comparatively
modern and most unhygienic custom. The Burial Reform Asso-
ciation, of which the Rev. F. LawTence, Westow Vicarage, York,
is the Honorary Secretarj-, advocates early interment! and the use
of perishable coffins to permit rapid disintegration after burial in

the earth. As to the first, there can be no room for difference of

opinion ; and as to the second, those who are unwilling to carry

the matter to its logical conclusion may fairly be asked to resort

to this system, to which the term " Eremacausis " has been
afiplied. A conference will be held by the Society in the Portman
Rooms, Baker Street, on February 23rd, at 3.15 p.m., in which Sir

Edward Sieveking. Dr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., the Hon. Dudley
Fortescue, and Dr. Danford Thomas will take part. Medical offi-

cers of health and other persons interested in burial, funeral, and
mourning reform are invited to be present.

THE DIET OF NURSING MOTHERS.
TiiD influence of the diet upon the function of lactation is a

subject of such importance for the rising generation as to warrant
frequent investigations by scientific authorities. It seems to be
one of the e\Tls inherent in a high degree (so-eallod ) of civilisa-

tion that women, in a large proportion, especially among the
upper and middle classes, should suppress and ignore the physio-

logical function of the secretion of milk, and absuidon the privi-

lege of nursing their children in the natural way. But this being

the case, it is desirable that the best substitute be provided. The
feeling-bottle is but a poor substitute for the mother's breast, an^
of late there is a tendency to give too diluted a milk. A wet-nuist
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U the b«et «\ilistiitute fortha mother liersiOf, aud a 'knowledge of

the iofluoiico of tlio food iiiMti tUe cumito^itiou of uiilk ouj^lil t>)

be widi'ly clrciUutoU, »t least iii its chief feuturos. Dr. /alivski,

Doo(\nt iu tlie I'niivi'raity of Dori»iit, is llui latest worker (lierl.

KUn. H'"c.*''«'*nA''.. ^'<J8. 4, .^ 18;<.'^> in this i<ul>jfct. lln Ims made
cariiful anulysus of tilw i)ro.\iiiiate const it iiciit<i of milk, bolli iii

tlieU'wor ftnimals and itt wouicu, under various conditions of diot,

and lu« cUiof qoucluifions are: X. ^ilk ^liioli contains au undue

proportion of fat may liave* very injurious effect upon the child.

•2. A luglily nitrogoiviiuK diet causes a jjreiit increase of fat in milk;

tl)c damu kind of diet lowers the proportion of milk-sugar, butlui.s

very little iuilueuce o-\or the other constituents. Alcohol lexerts

the samo ijdlueuco as a nitrogenous diut. 3. A proper coniposilion

of the milk may lie attained, speaking ^^eueraUy, by the use of a

proi)er dietar)-. -1. Tlie,lower animals are subject lo the same laws

us human being* in the above respects. .V A large proportion of

milk is derived, directly or indirectly (.that is, by changes in the

blood itself or in glandsj, from albuminous sources. The above

conclusions are directly fvJ)i)OsM-to the "liews of the laity on

the subject. The wct-n>iTS«>, as a rnle, is a highly privileged beinf;,

who must be allowed nn unlimited <|U(intity of butcher's meat and

a good .oupply of Rtout. The amount of exercise usually taken is

a gentle saunter at her mm sweet will ; active exertion is out of

the unestion. Probably the diet b»s been previously very plain,

and too often the sudden chansje iniluenc*'S the composition of the

milk to the detriment of the child. Diarrhoea, of a more or less

fatty chanictrr. is often tlie consp(iuence,nnd Dr. Zaie.ski instances a

cnso in point, (.'hemical analysi.s of a specimen of the milk of a

>rBt-niir30 revealed over ti per cent, of fat, and inquiry was made

as to the condition of tho child. It appeared that the child was

ailing ever since the services of the -wet-nurse had boon called into

requisition. Tlie latter iras a poor girl, whose diet anil whole

course of life was clianginl when sho became a wet-nurse, and that

this injuriously affected the lacteal secretion was proved by the

fact that her own child had been far from well since then. An
immediate return to the previous mode- of life was ordered for the

nurse, with the best results. -. i. •
' ;

li b-)"' lii ;-.u.'

ANOTHER ANTIVIVISECTIONIST MARES NEST.

IP We may judge by the straits to which the agitators are put for

materials, and the admission that there prevails "too great

optimi.sra in regard to what goes on in Rngbind in the matter of

inWscction,'" it wonld seem thiit the public mind has become aware

of the obsunllty of the distorted and often unfounded statemi-nts

put forward a.'* ground for imi)nsing still further restrictions beyond

those whicli JiBvemore than attained the desired end. At the last

meeting of the Pathological Society in 1*(''T some verj' uncommon
kimU of fracture were discussed, and Sir James Paget referred to

some expiriments made by him years ago which liad impressed him

with an idea of the enormous force which must be suddenly

applied in order to fracture a bone in an adidt, and suggeste*! that

it would be uH(>^1l to make fresh experiments in this direction.

A correspondent of a contemporary n'producos our report of Sir

James Paget's remarks (Journai,, December 24th, p. 1.184), and

adds:—" Remark from me is nee^l'less. Tlie fact that Sir James

Paget ejrpresoes this wisTi, and that Mr Stepbcn Paget is secretary'

of o society which hohla vivisection to W> an allowable and laud-

able metho<l of rew-arch, is sufflcierrtly ominous without any

further words of mine." This reminds us of a storj- nl)0ut Bi,shop

Berkeley and his tor w«ter, a rt^markable fluid which was beli^-ed

l>y him to jiossess tli* most wonderful curative properties. A
committee, of the Royal Society, if we remember rightly, was
appointed to in\estigatO the remedy and collect cases. At one of

its rauetings it received a letter from a gentleman, who said that

he liad fallen and broken his leg, but that, by the use of suitable

iMindages aud tar water it was so rapidly and soundly cured that be

was able to walk about on it the ii«xt> day. 'Tha committee -rwas

overjoyed, and began to noise abroad this marvellous care, until,

at ita next meeting it received another let,li;r from tlie same
goullenian, who said that h<j had omitted to muntioa.ia' his pre-

vious communication that tin; leg wus a wooden one, JBisbop

Berkeley fell into a trap which wa-wlaid for him, but the antivivi-

sectors dig pitfalls into i>hicli lo tumble. Thu e,\perimeut sug-

gested by Sir James Paget would be performed on a dead body^as
was evidoid to any medical reader of our report from the context,

and our reports are addressed to medical readers only. . vTo adopt

the phraseologj' of our opponents, " Remark from us is needless."

r YTisPHvi-'-u 3pgi nn'.-'A0—"O roirisoTio 3HT
"-Ol '.:C : PARASITIC 'FCETUS. ":•"- ~riT

In the discussion which f<>llo\ve<l the (>xhibition of Jtr.'Owen's

spccimeti of an anomalous sacral appendage, at the Pathological

Society on Tuesday, Mr. B.iker and Jlr. Wand Sutton expressed

their opinion that the appendage ought to be considere<I as a

parasitic foetus. Mr. Sutton also referred to an examj)le of

this mon.strosity which is at jiresent being exhibited in London.

The subject, " Laloo," is a lad from Oudh, aged 17, about

ftvo feet two inches in height, and of a very dark com-

plexion. His expression is pleasing and intelligent, and his

disposition very cheerful. Tliere is no family history of any

monstrosity. The mass, which appears to be of, at the most, very

limited .sensibility, is attacln^d cliiefly to the epigastric region. It

consists of the structures forming the shoulder-girdle, including

tho integuments, which boar a jiair of nipples ; and of a second part,

including the buttocks and lower extremities. The pubes is hairy,

tho penis well-formed and its glans uncovered, urine occasionally

passing from it. The anus appears to be imperforate. The anns

are,verj' long, like those of an American spider-monkey (^<efc*)

;

tho buttocks form a projection rather bulkier than a cocoa-nut ; the

left foot bangs down nedrly as low as the knee. Both extremities

present numerous deformities, which cannot be satisfactorily de-

scribiMl in this paragraph. >"ext to the fact that thereis a la*ge

Jiarasitic fwlus dependent from the epigastrium, the most singidar

"feature of the case is the complete separation of the shoulder-

girdle from the lower parts of tho parasite. The two parts appear

to be separately united to the boy's trunk by freely movable

joints ; they are Invested by a common integument, and divided

from each other by a deep groove. We understand that Mr. Sutton

and .Mr. Shattock examined "Laloo" on Weduesday, for the pur-

pose of furnishing the Patliolo;,'ical Society with a full report of

the case,

THE HISTORY OF THE GERM THEORY.
PnOFKS.soR KDOAfl t'jtooKsiiA.NK gave an interesting lecture at

the I'arkes .\fusevmi of Hygit^ne on February 2nd. After some

preliminary observations he referred to the wriliiigof Kircher, and

to the discovery of micro-organisms by Leuwenhoek, whose re-

searches were eagerly caught up by some physicians. Xicolas

Andry and his school regarded the.se minute organisms as worms,

ond attributed small-pox and other di.seiuses to their octioii.

Lancisi believeil that the (b'leterious effects of marshes were dUe

to such minute creatures, and the rapi<l extension of tho theory to

account for all sorts of diseases brought it into ridicule. The

micro-organisms themselves, however, continued to Iv studied,

notably by (lleichen. Hill, and MiiUer; and subse(|uently the dis-

cussion which arose with refeicuce to spontaneous genertition in-

veste<l the investigation with profound interest. Af t( r giving an

account of the scientiflc controversy which raged on this subject

for .so many years, Professor Crookslumk mentioned the discorery

by CagTiard de la Tour and Schwann of the depemlcnce of alco-

holic fermentatirm on the yeast plant, and ))ointed out that,

owing to relations wliich were believed on theoretical grounds to

exist between the process of fermentation and that of certain die-
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enses, again brought. the gorm theorj- of disease into prominence.

The discov.Ty liy Bassi of a fungu.^ in thfi silkworm disease on-

eoiirage<I tlie theory, which was adopted and ablj' defend<>d by
llcnle. Pasteur took up the .study of the yeast plant, and in bSoO

Davaine discovered the bacillus! of s'plonrc fever. Then followed

Pasteur's researches on the diseases of wine, and the silkworm
disease. Davaino, again, studied the anthrax bacillus in 1863; but
it was Koch who first published its whole life history, and, by his

subsequent olxservations. placed the existence in some diseases of

contnffium rivum beyond a doubt. The new field thus opened up
was soon crowded by investigators, and the results were liable to

be received either with inoreduUty or with too eiithusia.stic I)elief.

The lecturer concluded by pointing out that we as yet had no
adequate proof of the existence of contagium vivum in hydropho-
bia, small-pox, vaccinia, typhoid fever, scarlet fever, and measles.

The lecture was illustrated l)y numerous diagrams, by copies of

the works of ^Titers mentioned, and by niierophotpgrapb,s pi ha.e-

teria, projected by^ oxy^iydrogen light.

iinjiotl

—

•

NEW CLINICAL INSTITUTION IN ROME.
^BS Rifvnna Medica of January- 20 states that the foundation

stone of the Policlinico Umberto I was laid on Januiiry 19tli by
the King of Italy. The (|ueen and the Prince of Naples were also

.present, together with the Ministers of State and a large number
of Deputies, Professors, and public functionaries. .Vn adilress was
delivered by Profes.sor Guido Baccelli, President of the Roman
Academy of Jledicine, to which the King made a suitable reply, in

the course of which he said that, gratifying as the present occa-

sion was, it would be a h.appier day for him when the building

was completed and he could visit the sick in it. The site is out-

side the Porta Pia, and the plans have been prepaxcd by Cav. Giulio

Podesti. The buildings will cover an area of 160,000 metres, and
wUl be constructed in accordance with tlie most advanced hygienic

principles. The new institution is intended not only for the

treatment of disease, but as a school of medicine, on which great

hopes are founded for the restoration of Italy to the leading

position which she formerly held in science. The arrangements for

clinical study and pathological researck are designed on a scale of

the utmost completeness. The foundation of the Policlinico Um-
berto I is tile work of Professor Jjaccelli. and is only a small part

of a compfehensive'scheme for the refprm of university teaching

througliout Italy which be brought forward some years ago

when Minister of Public Instruction. His enlightened efforts

failed owing to causes which, \ve ip this cpnntry have no difficulty

in understanding. It was the old story of hesitation and delay

on the part of the powers that be, and excessive tenderness for

vested interests and traditional abuses, complicated with the

usual personal and corporate jealousies.
'

INOCULATION FOR SMA1,L-P0X IN ALGERIA.
Db. Pren'GKI'KBEIi has recently written a pamphlet on variolous

inoculation as practised by the natives of Algeria. .Sometimes the

inociUation is made by a linear inci.«ibn between the thumb and
forefinger, and this may cause an indolent local ulcer, lymphang-
itis, or phlegmonous erysipelas. The practice is one of many em-
ployed to procure aliortion. The most serious result of inoculation

is the frequent artificial production of very severe epidemics, which
it undoubtedly effects. Dr. Prongrueber witnessed an epidemic in

1878. In the midst of a population of ir!,7(io inhabitants, be noted

710 cases of severe and confluent small-])ox, with 04 deaths. The
origin of the epidemic was satisfactorily traced. A soap merchant
of the tribe of Amon-.Vlls was found, on his return from the city

of Algiers, to be suffering from confluent .small-pox. The entire

tribe, including the children, nished to hi.s al)ode and iuocidated

themselves. The epidemic soon developed, and spread to the
Kracbnas, Bouderballahs, Mosbahas. and Senhndjis, apparently in

the same manner as caused its outbreak amongst the Anson-Alls.

It only ceased when there',was nobody left to inoculate. Dr.
Prengrueber obsen-es thai these Kabylian tribes fcmu an endemic
focus of small-pox which spreads to' the Europeans'and Ariibs. Ili-

oculation should 1)6 suppfessed [ami vaccination enforced by Itftr,

supported, on account Of the obstinacy 'of the Kabyles, by Lebel
guns and rifled caimon. He advocated the establishment of stables

for calves all over Kabylia; this .would avoid vaccination froiti

vaccinated infants, to tvhich the 'native mothers strongly object.

The ekeikh might readily b<' made en ally, which would encourage
vaccination from the calf. British'sportsmen often select Algieria

for hunting large game ; they should not overlook the X'revaivnoe

of small-pox up c<5unti^.'' - '

> s:

"

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF HYGIENE AND
•. ,,

_
. DEMOGRAPHY.

,

Ai the.meeliijg of the International Congr'e^ of llygiene and
Demography in Vienna last autumn,'a permanent committee was
appointed to perpetuate the organisation of the Congress, and to

initiate the necessary steps for holding the next Congress' in

London in ISOl. A preljminarj- meeting of persons nominated -by

societies interested in hygiene^was^held this week, at which tlfe

Englishimembers of the'permanent'commiftee—Sir Douglas Galtoh

Professor ^V. II. Corfield, and Mr.^Shirley[,Murphy—were requested

to take steps to bring the subjectjiefore the universities, medical

corporations, and engineering, archlt,ectural, and • statistical

societies of the United Kingdom. r.^ t..-.j. •; .. j?r[i-

.

PICRONITRATE OF' AMMONIA IN MALARIAL FEVER.

In the Bulgarian Medit~i»skol Sj^isanie, Nos. 31 and 3.3, 1887, Dr.

A. Golo^•ina, lady physician to the Varna To-vnr Hospital, writes

that, at the suggestion of Professor Fr. Goll, of Ziirich, she tried

picronitrate of ammonia, in 3-centigramme pills, four times a day,

in seven cases of malarial^[fever'of quotidian type. In fire the

paroxysm ceased to recur (in one case from the second day of the

picronitrate treatment, iir three cases from the third day. and in

one from the sixths Three of jthe successful cases were of recent

origin, and two fairly old. The quinine treatment had been pre-

viously tried in three of them (including the inveterate ones'

without result. In a sixth patient, however—a lad with quo-

tidian fever of two and a half months" standing—a seven days'

course of the picrpnitrate utterly failed to arrest the paroxysms.

the latter subsequently disappearing in two days under quinine

(50 centigrammes twice daily). The picronitrat* apparently gavr

negative results also in Dr. Goloviua's seventh case. Xo unpleasant

, .^Qcoudary efiecis 'wer.e fj^i observed.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

Wk learn by special telegram from San Remo that the Crown

Prince's symptoms had become so urgent that tracheotomy had

to be done on Thursday morning, ^\e are pleased to say that

the operation was perfoi-med with complete s>icce8«. It is

natural enough that some alarm should be felt by the public

that this procedure shmtld have become necessary-. Our

readers, however, \\-iiI no doubt remcmlier that we- havi>

more than once hinted that such a contingency was not un-

likely to arise, and last week we intimated, as plainly as

was i)OS,sible under the circumstances, that the time was not

far off when the operation would be imperatively required.

It Is qiiiteinacciu-ate to speak of the Prince's present condition as

a "relapse"; the local symptoms have simply become rather sud-

denly intensified without any substantial change in their charac-

ter. The possibility of such au event has been clearly foreseen all

along, and it has "beep .obvious for some, months^ast to. those
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acqu&int«Hl with the facts of the case that tracheotomy, sooner or

later, was iuovitaUlo. We are in a position to state that all these

poiuts were fully ejci)li''"'*l> " considerable time a<?o, to the illus-

trious patient liimself, and to his relatives both in Germany and

in this country. It may be well to ejnphasise the fact that the

necessity for surgical interference which has arisen does not in

the! least degree contradict the more favourable reports as

to llis Imperial' Ilighness's condition and prospects which

we have lately been able to give. It is still highly probable that

the disease is not cancerous, but obstruction of the larynx,

however " innocent * in itself, is a complication that can

only be dealt with effectively by the surgeon's knife. It

should be distinctly understood that the operation, when done

as in the present instance merely as a security against possible

accidents in the future, is not only very slightly dangerous in

itself, but is one of the most succe^ful in surgerj-. There is no

reason why a man suffering from' a disease which obstructs the

upper orifice of the windpipe, but does not spread to neighbouring

parts, should not, it tracheotomy is performed in time, live out

his full natural lease of life. If at any subsequent period the pas-

eage becomes clear again, the tube can be removed; if not, it

may continue to be worn with comparatively little inconvenience

or discomfort. With a properly constructed instrument the patient

is not only free from all risk of suffocation, but is able to speak

with perfect ease and distinctness, and can discharge the duties

of life, and take part in most of its pleasures, without trouble to

himself or distress to others.

SCOTLAND.

ROYAL INFIRMARY, ABERDEEN.

Kt .special meeting of the Aberdeen Eoyal Infirmary Corporation

recently held, regulations were adopted for the joint management

of the infirmary and the asylum.

LIGHTING A LUNATIC ASYLUM BY ELECTRICITY.

At a meeting of the Fife and Kinross Lunacy Board, the (juestion

of lighting the asylum by electricity was brought up, and it was

agreed to apply for estimates from some of the leading electric

lighting companies. A committee was formed for the purpose.

EDINBURGH ROYAL INFIRMARY SAMARITAN
SOCIETY.

Thk -Samaritan Society in connection with the Edinburgh Royal

Infirmarj- continues to do much real good work. At the ninth

annual meeting, presided over by Sir Alexander Christison, the

Secretary stated that they had every reason to be grateful for the

work done during the past year, and for the generous support they

had received from the public The ftnances of the Society were

good. During the year, 895 weekly allowances had been paid to the

families of 110 patients, giving an average of eight payments to

each family. .\ number of gentlemen spoke of the great work

done by this Society as a supplement to that of the infirmarj-.

pitients resident on December Slst, 18S7. The'urarde WBTe

fully occupied during the past year, and the committee

had dealt with 128 applications, of which 4 were declared

un.suitablo, 37 were withdrawn or held as withdrawn, 13 died

before vacancies occurred, 44 were admitted, and now 30 were

standing over for consideration and opportunity. We regret to

observe a very consideroble falling off during 1887, both of sub-

scriptions and of legacies, the former having fallen off by £197

and the latter by £599 ; donations, however, showed an increase

of £68. The meeting of subscribers, presided over by Lord

Trayner. at which these details were made known, was addressed

by a number of leading members of the community, who spoke

strongly in favour of renewed efforts being made to increase thn

usefulness of the institution.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SCHEME.
Aftee considerable delay the Senate of Glasgow University has

constituted a Board for the extension of university teaching by

local lectures and classes similar to the Boards already established

in O.xford and Cambridge. The Board consists of the Senate and of

a large number of the most eminent citizens of Glasgow, such as

the Hon. the Lord Provost. Sir John Cuthbertson (of the School

Board), Jlr. Cochran Patrick, Dr. A. B. McGrigor, and Dr. W. G.

Blackie. Professor JlcKendrick is one of the honorary secretaries.

A scheme has been prepared, of which the most important point*

are as follows. Courses of lectures will be arranged for in (.Jlas-

gow and the surrounding districts. The Board will determine the

subjects and appoint the lecturers. Each course will consist of

twelve lectures, delivered once each week during a period of three

mouths. An examination will be conducted at the termination of

each course by an examiner appointed by the Board, and to those

who pass certiflcates will be granted in the name of the Uni-

versity. The local arrangements will be undertaken by special

local committees, who will pay the fees required by the Boartl

and other expenses. At a large meeting of the Board hold in

Glasgow on February 1st the proposed constitution was adopted,

and a committee was appointed to take steps for carrying the-

scheme into immediate effect.

EDINBURGH ASSOCIATION FOR INCURABLES.
TliF. committee of the Rdinhtirgh Association for Incurables re-

IKirt that, had the accommodation at their disposal been much

larger than it is, it could have been fully utilised during the

past year, during which time they have admitte<l 21 males and

23 females, which, added to 33 males and .33 females who were

in the home on December .Slst. IPSO, gave a total of M males

pnd !)0 females who had received the hi'nefit of the institution.

During 18S7 32 inmates died, while IB left of their own

accord or •were discharged, leaving 31 male and 32 female

GLASGOW MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
,,

At the last meeting of this Society on February 3rd, Dr. tl. C.

Cameron made remarks on a case of extra-uterino pregnancy, on

which he had successfully operated. Full term was consideriibly

past, and the death of the child before the woman came anto

hospital had made the diagnosis unusually difficult. After! re-

moving the child, which was a well-grown fcelus at full teurm,

Dr. Cameron stitched the cyst to the abdominal wall, loavjiw;

the placenta in its position. Thorough cleansing of the cyst 'i V
performed twice daily. After some days fraginwit* of the phc" >

begaoi to come away, and finally the remaining mass, consid.
:
/

shrunk, presented at the wound, and was easily removed. I

covery was throughout uninterrupted, the cyst gradually becom

contracted to a very small size. The fuetus aud placenta w
shown to the Society. , . ,.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.

TuKKE were treated by the staff of the Uoyal ilospitul for iiii

Children, liilinburgh, during the month of Juuuary, 5J9, patienti

of whom 52 were in the wards at the beginning of the monllj

while 51 were admitted during it, 20 were discharged as cured i^

recovered, and 8 were relieved ; the average number daily resideul

in the wards was 43. In the <lispensary department 421 out!

patients were treated, and 5 children were vaccinated. ThJ

majority of the new cases were from Kdinburgh auii Leith, oiilj

13 being from the country. MouiA
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< THE NATIONAL REGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS,

."a PUBLIC meeting of those interested in the expeiliency of

registering jilumbers and providing for their special training, in

view of tlie imiwrtant bearing which the plumbers' craft has upon

public health, was held at Aberdeen on February Gth. The meet-

iag was called by Mr. R. E. Coles, clerk to the Worshipful Com-

pany of Plumbers of London, and there was a large attendance of

pliunbers from the city and representing Aberdeen, Banff, and

Kincardine. Lord IVorost Henderson occupied the chair. Professor

Matthew Hay, who addressed the meeting at considerable length,

e'xipressod the opinion that the decrease in mortality in Aberdeen

.and other cities had been more largely due to improvement; in

plumbing and in architecture than to any improvement in medical

treatment. He concluded by moving that the following gentle-

men should be elected as representing the public, and adding to

ttiose representing the masters and operatives: William Hender-

son, Lord Provost of Aberdeen; Dr. Maitland Moir, chairman of

the Public Health Committee; Dr. Matthew Hay, ex-Provost

;

. James Matthews, architect ; William Smith, city architect ; George

Rose, convener of the Incorporate Trades; Dr. Alexander Ogilvie,

head master Gordon's College ; John Miller, Sandilands ; William

^Boulton, burgh surveyor; Kenneth Cameron, sanitary inspector;

with Mr. A. M. Bj-res as secretary. This was unaninously agreed to.

IRELAND.

a;-)-' , DEATH OF DR. D. D. TATE.

tote-iD-SD. Tate, lately resident medical officer, North Dublin

Onion, died on Tuesday. He had recently retired on pension,

^flwing to severe illness, from which he never thoroughly re-

iCovered,

DR. CROKER KING.

We regret to learn that Dr. Croker King does not make the satis-

'factory progress which was hoped for, and that it is unlikely that he

'(WiU be able to resume his duties as medical member of the Local

GoTemment Board.

l^j:
THE CAVENDISH LECTURE.

'Sir W. Stokes, Professor of Surgery, Koyal College of Surgeons,

-Ireland, has been invited by the West London Medico-Chirurgical

.Society to deliver the Cavendish Lecture.

*^"' '' THE ROYAL UNIVERSITY IN IRELAND.

'The Senate of the Royal University has determined that in future

the degrees of B.Ch. and B.A.O. shall be conferred in addition to

the M.B. upon all candidates who pass the examination for quali-

fication as required by the new Act of Parliament. Candidates

:Vin not be required to pay any extra fee. The higher degrees of

^Jt.D., M.Ch., and M.A.O. may be taken in three years subsequent

to the primary degrees. The privilege now given to old students

of the Queen's University of proceeding to the degi-ce of M.D. on

the course recognised in that university will be withdra^wn at the

close of the year 1891.

RELIGIOUS MANIA.
A VERY singular occurrence has recently taken place at Gortley,

a village not far distant from the famous Gap of Dunloe. On
Saturday, February 4th, six members of one family, in a fit of

, madness, murdered an idiotic boy aged 13, and threw his body

-into the yard adjoining the house. The perpetrators of the deed

"are now inmates of Killarney Lunatic Asylum, but the mother of

the lad has confessed to have had some hallucination that so long

as he lived the family would be subject to evil influences. On
this account she acknowledged having killed her spn "sritj^ a

DR. MAGNER.
De. Magnf.r. of Cork, having been sentenced to t^o months' im-

prisonment for having taken part in a National League meeting

contrary to law, the Local Government Board issued a sealed

order dismissing him from his position as dispensary medical

officer. At the annual meeting of the Cork iledical Associations

resolution in reference to the matter, but the terms of -n-hich have

not been made public, was passed unanimously, and ordered to be

sent to the Local Government Board.

BRITISH MEDICAL TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION:-^

NORTH OF IRELAND BRANCH. ! r!
Tttf. annual meeting of this Branch was held in the rooms of tie

Irish Temperance League, Belfast, on January 26th. The President

(Brigade-Surgeon M'Farland) occupied the chair. Brigade-Surgeon

M'Farland was re-elected President, and Dr. Wm. G. Mackenzie

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer for the ensuing year. Dr-

Thompson, J.P., Anahilt ; Dr. J Dysart M'Caw, Portglenone ; Dr.

Dickson, J. P., Ballyuahinch ; Dr. Taggart, Antrim; Dr. Elliott,

Deny ; Dr. H. JI. Johnston, Stranorlar, Donegal, -n-ere elected 'Vice-

Presidents. After a discussion as to the best means of securing

the interest and co-operation of those members of the profession

who do not now sympathise -with the principles of personal ab-

stinence, iu which Drs. Bamett (late H.M. Indian Army), Arnold,

Osborne, Scott, Sinclair, and the President took part, it was re-

solved that the Secretary be instructed to send a circular to all

the members urging upon them to bring the claims of the associa-

tion before the medical brethren in their various districts.

THE LATE DR. DAVID J. HAMILTON, OF COOKSTOWN.
At a meeting of the Cookstowu Board of Guardians, held lust

week, the foUo^wing resolution was adopted :—" That this board

desire to express their sense of the loss they have sustained in the

death of Dr. Hamilton, who had been for forty-six years medical

officer of the n^orkhouse, and their deep .
sympathy with his

daughter and other relatives." The board have appointed Dr. C.

Graves as locum tmens in Dr. Hamilton's place, and will elect ajs

successor on February 11th.

THE ROYAL BARRACKS, DUBLIN.

We publish elsewhere some particulars, which will be found very

interesting. The report of the commissioners appointed by Govern-

ment to inquire into the outbreak of t}T>hoid fever has not yet

been made public ; but we believe we have been able to collect

and present as full a history of the case as is so far available. It

is quite plain that there is a fever nest in the Royal Barracks.

We think the starting-point has been clearly traced to the venti-

lating shaft of a sewer at the cavalry mess, and we do not doubt

that fresh centres have been established tlirough the impure

latrines and the adidterated milk, The ventilating shaft has been

removed, and already all improvements that can l>e rapidly made

are being carried out. The pulling down of buildings as recom-

mended will get rid of the narrow lane ways, and the erection of

a proposed new cavalrj- barracks nearer to the Phcenix Park will

remove another source of mischief. We are sure that the report

will prove a valuable one, and it is to be hoped that, with the

changes which must be carried out, the plague spot will disappear.

Danoeh of Enterinu a Train in Motion.—Mr. Mortimore

Smith, L.R.C.P.. of Southport, met with a very serious accident on

Tuesday night, whilst attempting to enter the tram at Formbj,

when in motion. Having stepped between the footboard and the

platform, he was draggec'l for some distance, and sustained a com-

pound fracture of the thigh in the lower third, complicated by

extensive crushing of the knee-joint. He was immediately re-

moved to the Southport Inlirmary, where the thigh was ampu-

tated by Dr. Arthiu- Jones. The patient sank and died on

Thursday morning. Dr. Smith had only been in practice at

Southport for about two years.
'
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.„THE NEUEOLOGICAL SOCIETY pF LONDON.
^

rtpin general nanual mtsctiiig of this Society took plnce at tl>o|

'<H«lbom Rostaiirant on the evening of Kebruurj- 2nd. The follow-,

office-bearers, nomiiintid by the Council, wire uniuiiinously elected:

—President : 8ir J. CricJiton Browne, 31. IJ., F.R.S. Vice-1'residents:

J. Hutchinson, i'.R.C.S.. K.K.S.; Tliomiis Buzzard, M.D., F.B.C.l'.'

CoimcU: H. Charlton Bastian, 41.U„ K.R.S.; A. Hughes Bennett,

M.D., F.R.C.r.; D. Ferrier, M.I)., I'.B.S.; J. Uughlinga Jackson,<

U.D., F.R.S.; G. J. Romanes, F.R.S.: 0. H, Savage, il.D., F.R.C.l'.;!

E. A. Schafer, F.R.S.; James Sully, M. A,;. D. Hack Tuke, M.D.,;

F.R.C.r.; Samuel M'ilks, M.D., F.R.S. Treasurer.- J. S. Bristowe,'

M.D., F.R.S. Honnrari/ Secretaries: James Anderson, M.D.,

i

F.R-C.r.; A. deWattevillc, M.D., M..\., B.Se.
'•

'_ I

" After the business meeting the members! of the Society dined

together; Sir James Cricuton- Bhowne, I'residenI?, in the chair.

About forty membtrs and u number of |E;uests were present, and

amongst the latter was the I'resident of the Royal Society, Jlr.

Joseph Thomson (the African e.\plorer), and I'rofessor Mivart.

Alter the loyal toasts, the CHAntMAN', in proposing the toa.st of

the evening, "The Neurological Society," said that division^ of

i

labour, it seemed to him, was ever characteristic of advancing

civilisation, and that localisation of function might be observed

not less in tlie community than in the individual. The manufuc-.

ture of cotton had its centre iu Lancashire, that of woollens in

Yorkshire, that of gloves iu 'Worcestershire ; and in every

great hive of industry in these days, like Birmingham, they

found that various operations were carried on in different esta-

blishments and by different artisans, which in more primitive

times would have been conducted in one workshop and by one

pair of hands. In science, he ventured to think, as in industrj-,

aa that prominent repre6CHtati>-B of scienc? who had honoured

them with his presence there to-night—the President of the Royal

Society—would testify, the same Kind of division of labour was
perpetually going on. It was no longer possible for any one man
to emulate" Solomon, and talk wisely of beasts and of fowl and of

creeping things and of fishes, and to be as encyclopedic as Aris-

totle, and every student of science who would be a profitable

student must now be content to toil diligently, after a compre-

hensive general training, of course, in some allotment of one of

the fields into which the great domain of science had been broken

up. The growth of the tree of knowledge implied the multipli-

cation of branches, and the law would seem to be that in pro-

portion as any branch of science became less abstract and more
practica.1, so the division of labour must be pushed further and

furthar in order that those who followed it might be endowed
with due skill and insight. Biology had been broken up

into botany, zoology, anatomy, physiology, and so forth ; and

medical science, which was abrancli of applied biology, had been

specialised to an extent which was almost a reproach, for they

had been told that there was no organ in the human body except

the umbilicus, which liad not a group of physicians esclusively

devoted to the treatment of its diseases. Vi ell, perhaps specialism

had been carried a little too far, and they might in some instances

have sacrificed breadth to iusight,'but specialism in medicine was
to gome extent inevitable, and, in certain directions, it was not

©nly inevitable, but desirable, as in the case of the diseases of an

organ, or a system of diseases wliich were peculiarly complex ami

Taxied, that required to be investigated by special methods and
gpecial in-struinents n-^eding special dexterityin their use, and

that required to be reviewed from time to time in connection wnth

ihe development of certain rapidly progressive branches of pure

Bcience. And on thi-sp groumls lie vi.-ntured to oliiim that the

diseases of the nervous system, which were certainly very complex,

very obscure, and very varied, which nsjuiriKl to be invitstigated

by special methods and fii)flcial instruments, and which had con-

stantly light thrown upon them by physiology on the one

hand and psychology on the other, constituted a natural

and real speciality in medicine which well might demand
the undivided attention of a group of physicians a.s well

as the collateral ansi.'rtance of other physicians, who, though

not making nenous diseases their special study, were particularly

interested in them. If nervous diseases constituted, as he claimed,

a natural and a real speciality in medicin<', they weje entitled, hf

thought, to a Society of their own, in which those that studied

them might meet and compare notes—a sort of thought exchange

to which the workers might bring their producU to be sampled by

those who understood them, to have the actual Value attached to

them by debate or the haggling of the market, as it might be

called. It had thus come about that a few psychologisU, who
had been accustomed to study mind in coinieclion with its ona-

tomical sulfslrutu, a few arcient physiologists who had made a

special and particular study of the functions of the nervous system,

and a large number of plivsicians who were engaged in grappling

with the disorders and diseases of that system, had found it con-

venient to band themselves together for mutual encouragement

and support into the Neurological Society, the second anniversaiy

of the birth of which they were met to celebrate that evening.

Having survived the perils of infancy the Neurological Society

had now attained to the enjoyment of solid food and its ftrst

dinner, and seeing that the rudimentary brain was a suprft-

oesopbageal ganglion, it seemed to him but right and expedient

that the Neurological Society should not altogether overlook the

great function of deglutition, and hence their dinner. A number

of those who were there that evening had been at the making^of

the Neurological Society, and it was not necessary to rehearse Its

oritnn or progress, but he might merely say that, thanks in a great

dep-ee to their indefatigable secretaries—Dr. do Watteville, who
was fondly thinking of them on a peak of the Engadine, and Dr.

Hughes Bennett, who was blandly smiling upon them at th^t

board—thanks to their exertions, the Society was already in a

flourishing condition.' Its roll of members was long and lengthen-

iuT ; its meetings had been well attended, and had given rise to dis-

cussions of the most thorough, searching, and practicaldescriptioa;

and not only had it reached, as he (Sir Crichton Browne) had

pointed out, to the enjovment of solid food, but obtained the

command of an organ "pt- ^ticalote speech, for the journal

Brain had passed into thrt* • irands^h journal which, he ven-

tured to say, had already obtained some scientific standing, not

only in this countrj', but nn the Continent and in .\merica.

He'ventured to augur well for the future of the Neurological

Society which they inaugurated, and he founded his favourable

prognostications upon the knowledge of the stuff of which the

members were made, and of the spirit which animated them,_ of

the significance to the comnumitylDi much of the work in which

they were engaged, and of the high and abounding interest of

some of the subjects which occupied their attention. As to the stuff

of which the memliers were made, ho was quite sure there was no

medical society which included a larger number of members devoted

to scientific work for scientific work's sake. Happily they had

amongst them a large number of practical physicians, whose sklU

and experience were at the service of the public whenever thoee

silver cords, the nerves, were loosed, and whenever that golden

bowl the brain,-was broken, and who obtaihed substantial rewards.

But the netirological work of these practical physicians, like

Huehlings Jackson, Buzzard, Ferrier, and Bastian, if looked

into would be found to l)e of the most thorough and laborious

and 'patient character, with no facile element of display in it; and

besides these practical physicians, they had some students of pure

science: a niunber of gentlemen who were devoting
'
themselves

to neurological inquiry-, animated only by intellectual zeal. The

members of the Neuro"logiciil Societj", ns a body) seemed to hun to

be made of the true scientific material, which was Ukeiy to give

strength and durability to its organisation. With regard to the

sitirit which animated the members, he might say that it was one

of sanguine expectation. Remarkable discoveries on the, structure

of the brain and nen-ous system had been made of recent years,

striking n(h-anee.* had been achieved in thejr knowledge

of nervous diseases, and those discoveries and those aOr

vances had stirred Up a spirit of enterprise and of curiositnr.

which, if he might compare small things with great, he would

compare to that spirit which moved this country after the dis-

covers' of the New World, and which filled " the spacious timea

of great Elizabeth with sounds that echoed stUl." NeiurologistS

had two hemispheres to explore, and the promise of rich treasures

of discoverj- to those scientific adventurers who would embark on

the voyage of research. Ho thought he might say that, stirred by

those discoveries and advances that had been made, the members

of the Keirrological Society wcto now moved by fervid expectar

tion iind anticipation. He was well aware that such fervid antici-

nations were sometimes fallacious and disappointing, and perhape

aome of them would recollect what Oliver -Wendell Holmes had

told them of his fervid anticipation when he was, as he thought,

about to read the riddle of the universe. Having observed thlt

when unconsciousness is consciously approached, as during the
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linhalation of an anajsthetic—when the mind is on the confines of

two worlds—there arise sublime and voluminous, but fugacious

"thoughts, and having satisfied himself that in these thoughts, if

) they could only be caught and transcribed, there lay enshrined the

secret of the universe, lie determined that by a sujireme eifort

of the -nill he -would catcli and transcribe them ; so, placing him-
self in his armchaii-, with pen, ink, and paper at hand, he inhale<l

the vapour of cMorofonn. As drowsiness stole over him and just

as uneonseionsness was impending, those sublime and marvellous

thoughts arose, and by a vigorous effort he seized his pen and
wrote, he knew not what, for before he had finished he fell back
unconscious. When he awoke, -nath trembling anxiety he turned

to the sheet of paper, on which he could read, in scrawling
characters but quite legible, the secret of the universe -n-ritten in

the words: "A strong smell of turpentine pervades the whole."

Now that anecdote, he thought, taught that mere fervid anticipa-

tions were not to be built upon, but neurologists had momentous
discoveries already made to found on. Touching upon the signifi-

cance to the general community of the work in which the Neuro-
logical Society is engaged, he would remind them that the present

was a nervous age. The nervous temperament was in the ascend-

ant. The burden of the world's work, which used formerly to be
borne by muscle, had been transferred to nerve in devising, guid-

ing, and superintending machinerj'. Education, which had been
so diffuse, had a nervous tendency, and their greatest neurological

philosopher. Dr. Ross (of Manchester.) had told them that those
mental disturbances, which were so prolific a source of disease

must ine'S'itably exercise a more and more predominant influence

in their production as civilisation went on. Then they must re-

member that the nervous element in our population was constantly

. being increased by the preservation of sickly lives which they
'owed to modern sanitary science. Those epidemics which used to

"devastate the country carried off a number of those of the least

nervous resistance, and now that these epidemics had been re-

stricted in their ravages, a large number of persons of weakly
.^pen-ous organisation and unstable equilibrium, who would for-

merly have been cut off, were allowed to grow up and to suffer

'¥rom every variety of nervous disease. " Take," he said, " infantile

convulsions as an example. Within a period of twenty years the
Tnortality fell from 26,000 to 22,000, and that notwithstanding an
enormous increase in the population. Now, it was quite certain
that under infantile convulsions there used to be classed a
-large number of maladi&s which were now recognised of

« different nature. But, allowing for this, it was incon-
itestable that a large number of infants, ovring to improved
JHetliods of feeding and nursing, who would formerly have died of
: convulsions, were now reared to swell the nen'ous element in our
population." The tide of nervous diseases thus rolled on, and that
:it did so might, he tliought, be inferred from the fact that in the
-very same period in which the mortality from infantile convnl-
sions diminished so notably the mortality from other nervous
diseases, rose from thirty to forty-nine per thousand per annum.
Nervous disease being the disease of the future, the Neurological
Society might, he thought, render important services in safe-
guarding the public health. It had an important mission, and
affecting the general community in connection with mental and
nervous hygiene. To bestow just one word on the lofty and
absorbing interest of some of the questions which must be
deliberated on from time to time by the Neurological Society, he
T^Ould point out that those questions lay on the margin of that
great unbridged gulf which separates the psychical from the
physical, that unbridged gulf which was as alluring to the specu-
lative philosopher as the lamj) was to the moth. Not, perhaps,
until the veil of Life's temple was rent in twain would they rightly
comprehend the incarnation of mind in matter, but it was a law
of our being to press as closely as may be upon that great mysterj'
and to reail with eager interest such" fragments as were decipher-
able of the crj'ptic records of the t)Tain.

•;' Donations.—Mr. T. Dyer Edwards has given £1,500 to the
Chekea Hospital for Women, to be applied in reduction of the
jtortgage debt.—Mr. Matthew Whiting, of Lavender Hill, lately
.paid a visit to the Royal Free Ho.spital, and on leaving handed to
the Secretarj' a cheque for £1,000.—Jlr. James Simcox has given
£400 to University College Hospital.—The ilereers' Company have
girrai 100 guineas to the building fund of the Great Northern
Central Hospital.—Mr. Matthew Dobson has given £50 to Uni-
•versity Cgllege Hospital.—"A.B." has given £50 to the Metro-
politan Seaside Convaloscept .C^SIiage 4^?pciation at jJqgQor.^^ ;^

THE HAYA POISON: ITS LOCAE ANESTHETIC
PROPERTIES.

De. L. Lewin, of Berlin, who has already enriched our knowledge
of the kava-kava and sassy bark, has, the British and Colonial
Druggist reports, just concluded an interesting research upon a
new arrow poison, called haya poison, that Messrs. Thomas Christy
and Co. sent to him, and wluch they had received from Africa.

The statement of our contemporary runs as follows ; Dr. Lewin,
in his report states that he received from Messrs. Christy a boi,
containing some shapeless fragments of an average length of one
centimetre. A superficial examination of the poison showed it to
consist of pieces of two different shapes. The first to be examined
were amorphous ; dark brown, but lighter in the fracture, where
the colour was more of a brownish green ; easily broken up and
showing a smooth section when cut ; when squeezed it became
flat, and could only be reduced to a fine powder with difficulty.

In this powder, as well as in the fracture of the pieces, numerous
glistening particles were observed. The other pieces were almost
black, somewhat of the colour of the alc^e, and presented wheo
splintered the translucency of the latter ; the pieces had mostly a
decided shape, being convex externally, and having on the inner
surface a sharp-edged furrow, suggesting almost that it was oc-
casioned by a narrow angular instrument having been pressed
on the surface.

Dr. Lewin is of opinion that the mass had been attached to the
barb of an arrow, and this, he says, is all the more probable, as in
some of the furrows he noticed a good deal of iron-mould. The
pieces which coiUd not be cut up were brittle, fractured, and
splintered, like the aloe, and were easily reduced to powder,
which, unlike that of the pieces first described, was not sticky.

In the powder similar glistening particles to those observed in the
first were seen. Upon carefully examining these particles, which
were freed from the powder of both the amorphous and the shaped
pieces by an aqueous Solution, Dr. Lewin found them to consist of
gold spangles.

Both powders were odourles8 and tasteless, readily absorbed
moisture from the atmosphere, the amorphous powder doing so to

-a much higher percentage. Both were soluble in water, especially

boiling water, the solution of the amorphous powder varying from
a straw to a brown colour, and that of the second powder being
of a blackish colour, reminding him of a solution of apomorphine ;

both solutions, in a minor concentration, showed a distinct opal-

escence. Upon filtering the solutions there remained a residue

containing tlint and mica, and having a shimmer like mother of

pearl.

Twice did Dr. Lewin separate from the residue some seed husk,
which, however, could not be defined even by an expert. The epi-

dermis of a bark was also obtained which, by careful and close

examination with specimens in Dr. Lewin's collection, led him to

suppose that they consisted of pieces of sassy bark, the ordeal

poison of the Africans (erythrapkleeum judiciale). This supposition

was confirmed by Mr. Hemings, of the Botanical Museum of the

University of Berlin, and by Dr. K. Schumann, who kindly com-
pared it with specimens of sassy in their possession.

From the amorphous poison about 60 per cent, of the solid sub-

stance was extracted by water. The reactions of the aqueous
solution were alkaloidal, and remained unaltered when heated in

Fehling's solution. The solution of even the smallest particles,

when boiled with mineral salts, became yellow, and when treated

similarly with Fehling's solution, a bulky mass of oxide of copper
was separated. A glucoside was also found. Phosphoric acid,

picric acid, and tannic acid j-ielded from a strongly acidulated

aqueous solution of the poison a flaky precipitate. The precipitate

from phosphoric acid, when treated with baryta, yielded a minute
quantity of golden-brown sul>stance, having a decided effect upon
animals' eyes, and which gave certain reactions with a sulphuric

acid.

By repeatedly testing the poison with alcohol, a pale yellowish,

active principle was obtained, which, in the case of the dark-

brown pieces of the poison, was colourless. By adding water to

this alcoholic solution, it became opalescent, and after a short

time a colourless^aky. and amorphous substance was ptfecipitated,

which does not affect the eye when aplpied to it. With a view of

ascertaining the quantity of soluble matter in alcohol, two
grammes of the amorphous poison were well soaked in a little

colli alcohol, and then in a little hot alcohol : and, after exhaust-

ing the alcohol, G..3& gramme.§f.aj;ellowish residue were Obtained.
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This residuo was repeatedly washed, and finally a micro-crystalline

tn«9S wiis vieUled, whose crystals melted when heated, and re-

crvstallisod on conling; these crj-stnls wire dissolved by ether and

nli-oluil, produced no effect ujion animals, and were separated from

the alcoholic residuo by treutinj? it with a little water, and then
' tUtcrin);.

.

After distillinj; off the water, there remained a substance which,

by Lassaipne"* jiroceBs, showed glucosido reactions, which, though

not very markitl, were capahle of being ascertained ; this sub-

. stance had an enerpetic local and general action on animals.

.' Dr. Lewin calls particular attention to the fact that the residue,

ifei solution, and one of the whole poison, placed on a porcelain

palette with concentrated sulphuric aciil, afterwards cautiously

and perseveringly manipulated until dry and then heated, gave

when warmed a clear jiink colour. Aftir the addition of a dilute

acid to the aquious solution of the alcoholic residue, microscopical

crystals, niostlv rhomboid, were isolated.

•Y After a careful treatment of the poison by alcohol there still

remained a substance soluble in water, which seemed to possess a

atoxic effect unliko that of the alcoholic extract. Treatment with

lether yielded no active principle; after passing off the ether, the

residue was micro-cn,stalline, and showed fine needle-shaped

crystals. Want of "more materials prevented a more ample

-chemical examination of the poison.

I Having often heard of an arrow poison which produced in-

sensibility. Dr. Liwiu made experiments to ascertain whether the

haya poison produced aniesthesia of the cornea, and he was not a

little surprised to tind this effect to be obtained with nil the

aiiimals npon which he tried it. Anaesthesia took place later than

Iby cocaine, but lasted for eiiilit or ten hours, gradually dimiiiish-

,ing in its strength during tliat period. The application produced

tk posting irritation on the eye.

! The action of i t" 5 concentrated aqueous solution, injected

irith I'ravBi's syringe, on the frog's heart was to diminish the

Ipulsations from ao to 8 per minute, with paralysis of the ex-

^tremities. These effects were also noticed in warm-blooded

animals. The after-effects were most remarkable, especially in

'small dogg, in which the respirations, after about twenty or thirty

-minutes, became arhythmical, very rapid, with pauses of short

"(duration, becoming, later on, protracted with dyspnoja and lan-

iguor; the head drooping, while the position of the body remained

, normal ; there was free salivation. Then the head began to tremble,

: the animal lay on it« side, and the extremities becaine paralysed
;

-dyspnoea set in, and with it i)eculiar convulsions, during which the

head was drawn clo.so up to the body, the eyes were convulsively

"i closed, and an undulating spasm passed over the whole length of

the muscles of the body, and which appeared also to affect the

intestines ; the almost paralysed limbs were not subject to these

couTulsions. Decri asing sensitiveness of the surface of the body

followed, and death ensued -^nthout convulsive effort. The con-

' Tiilsions were noticed to be more severe when using the poison

'extracted by alcohol and <liluting it with water.

The aqueous or alcoholic solutions, injected subcutaneously into

•

ft jiigeon, produced constant vomiting and frequent evacuations,

protracted breathing, as noticed in the previous case; dyspnoea

then appeared, and death took place, with convnilsions of short

dilation. A<lministered to pigeons by the beak large doses only

produced constant vomiting and diarrhoea, while small dogs and

pigeons, when even so small a quantity as 0.3 grammi! was in-

iecU'd subcutaneously, died from the effects. Pigeons remained

'liealthy when oven ns much as 0.i;2 gramme was given through

"the beak.
,' Dr. Lewin concluded from his experiments that the haya poison

Ifflay safely be classitted with the African poisons already known,

or perhai* is identical with tlii'in. The effects of the haya poison

•reminded hira virv much of those he had noticed with the poison

of the Somali, the so-called Ouabaio, and the effects of the latter

resembled the intoxication produced by the erythrophlonim.

liisidrs these coinciilents his suspicions were more or le.s.s con-

firmed by the fragments of epidermis which he had found in the

poison, and which so strongly reminded him of the erj-throphloeum

hark, which 13 years previon.«ly he worked upon. It was not,

however, known that the erytlirophlaMim contained a principle

having a local anirsthetic action, neither was tjie sulphuric acid

reaction which he discovered in the haya poison known.
His suppositions were found to b«' correct, for a 2 jier cent, con-

cenlrati'd solution of hydro<ddorate of ervthrophlo'ine ohtaine<l

from Merck, immediately produced, with contraction of the

pupils, insensibility of the eye, lasting from 10 to 24 hours ; but

the irritating principle the erj-throphloeine contains is present in

too great a quantity for it to be neutralised in the concentrated

soluTion ; and this was proved by it producing in cats irritation

ill the cornea, much salivation, running at the nose, and violent

sneezing.

It is worthy of notice that solutions of 0.25 per cent., or cyon

0.10 per cint."of erythroplila-ine produced, without apparent irrita-

tion, in cats, dogs, guinea-pigs, etc., anit^sthesia of the cornea after

about 1;') to 20 minutes, ns was the case with the haya poison, the

inipil remaining unchanged for many hours.

A solution of the haya poison was injected subcutaneously mto
a guinea-pig, and produced an insensibility of the part treated so

great that he was able to cut down as far as the muscles without

any discomfort to this moi^t .sensitive animal. I'Vogs in which

tetanus was produced by injecting erj-throphlaine into the leg

showed no reaction of that limb when pricked, and the tetanus

could not l)e removed.
Dr. Lewin said he was aide to obtain, with the salts of erythro-

phlceine, that wonderful reaction with sulphuric acid which he is

surprised has so long been overlooked. In conclusion. Dr. Lewin

says, he has shown that erytlirophlteine is contained in the haya

poison, if only in minute quantities, and that the action of the

poison is partly due to its presence. As soon as he was able to

obtain more materials he intended to go further into these matters,

and he expresses his satisfaction at the discovery he was able to

make of a new antcsthetic.

THE OUTBREAK OF TYPHOID FEVER AT THE
ROYAL BARRACKS, DUBLIN.

The Royal Barracks, Dublin, has gained an unenviable notoriety

on the score of its insanitarj' condition. It has figured in the

House of Commons from time to time when some new case of

tjqdioid has occurred, but for some years the authorities have been

unable to discover or cope with the cause. Sufficient has now

been revealed to show that there are probably several causes in

operation.

So long ago as May, 1887, Sir Charles Cameron, medical officer

of health for Dublin, and Dr. T. W. Grimshaw, the Eegistrw-

General for Ireland, were appointed to report upon the state of the

building and to endeavour to determine the circumstances con-

nected with the prevalence of enteric fever among the troops

stationed in the barracks. Xo one could have been selected better

suited for such an investigation. The work was of a most

laborious character, and the Blue Book, which will come before

I'arliamint, will show how thorough has been the inquiry.,

The geological structure of the site upon which the barracks

stand possesses some peculiarities which arc of considerable im-

portance. The Dublin district generally stands on the " boulder

clav " of the " glacial drift," which is one impervious stratum.

There is, however, in the centre of the city of Dublin, extending

alon" the valley of the Liffev, a gravel bed formed by an old raised

sea beach. This gravel lies on the "boulder clay" before men-

tioned—the latter clay being an impervious strntum—the gravel a

very pervious one. As the ground rises on each side of the Lifiey,

the gravel is found at the bottom and the clay on the higher sides

of the valhy. The result is that the drainage on the higher lev^

of the valley tends to run off the clay and accumulate m the

gravel bed at the lower level. It necessarily follows that tJie

irravel receives not only the sewage and drninage proper to its

own area, hut also that of the clay above. It so hapi)eus that the

Royal Barracks are partly situated on the clay and on the gravel,

and therefore all drainap' not carried off by proper seiVers aiid

drains for that part situated on the clay tends to flow down to-

wards the south and accumulates in the gravel. In terracing the

LTound to accommodate the buildings of the barracks, retaining

walls had to bo constructed; the dampness of these walls shows

that a considerable amount of water is always passing from tlie

hi.'her to the lower ground, and this must ultimately hnd its way

info the gravel bed b.'low. Thus, while the aspect of the barracks

is good, its site, from a geological point of view, is defective, ana

tlierefore the drainage arrangements require special attention w
make the site a healthy one.

, . , . ,k-.».
The period over which the statistics of typhoid fever m thflie

barracks may be consider«l extends from 1S7'J to the latter part

of 1887 Diiring that time .W ca,«es occurred, with a mortality oi

about kt per cent. But in 1879, while there were 218 cases la
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Dublin with 3 iu the barrrtrks, in the first tliree quarters of 1887

;

vrith 90 cases recorded for Dublin, 'Si occurred in the barracks.

The record of cases in the .several militarj- centres Ls important.
Dublin district, which e.xlends right across Ireland to tlie west
coast, shows 2..5 per 1,(HX); Dublin garrison, 3..5 ; Belfast, 0.7;

Cork, 1.8 ; Woolwich and Home, 2.5. Deaths from all causes were,
in the garrisons of the United Kingdom, G..55 ; Dublin district,

6.82; Dublin garrison, 6.63; Home and Woolwich, 6.7. The death-
rate in typhoid fever was, in Dublin garrison, 22.6 ; in the United
Kingdom, 23.1.

That the geological structure on which the barracks stand has
some influence is shown by the comparative death-rate. In the
five years from 1.882-7 the death-rate was 1 in 36.5 on the gravel
bed, as compared with 1 in 531 in the rest of the citj'.

The Plan and STBccTrnE of the Bdtxdings.
The distribution of the buildings of the Royal Barracks over the

site is somewhat peculiar, and by no means conducive to the
health of the inmates. The eastern group of buildings consists of
Palatine Square, closed in on all sides, entered by archways, one
of which is situated in the centre of each side of the square. To
the south of this square is Brunswick Square, which has buildings
on three sides only, the fourth side being open to the south. On
the north side, and to the rear of Palatine Square, is a terrace
rising to the level of the first floor of the buildings. At the eastern
end of this terrace stand a number of buildings, which still further
intercept the air and light from the windows of the north side of
Palatine Square. At the other extremity of the terrace the boun-
dary wall of the barracks is so close to the buildings as to pro-
duce the same injurious effect. In fact, all the north structures
of the square on the lower storeys have their light and air inter-
fered with. On the eastern side of this eastern group of buildings
runs a roadway, with some low buildings on the public side. On
the western side there is a totally different state of things. About
half of the western side of Palatine Square, and the whole of the
western side of Brunswick Square, have their western windows
looking into a narrow lane, the opposite side of which is formed
of a row of buildings. The lane is but twenty feet wide ; the
buildings on the Palatine side are four storeys high, and on the
other side three storeys. The lane itself contains cook-houses,
ablution rooms, washhouses, etc. Thus, the space between the
eastern group of buildings, comprising Palatine and Brunswick
Squares, and the middle group, is confined by a narrow lane closed
at one end, and partly occupied by small buildings scattered irre-
gularly through it—a state of things found in old and overcrowded
towns, but not now to be expected in a barrack. An arrange-
ment more calculated to lower the health of the occupants and to
spread disease could scarcely be contrived. Similar unhealthy condi-
tions prevail along the western as along the eastern side of this lane.
The state of affairs on the western side of Royal Square is almost
as bad as on the eastern. The occupants of the buildinas cannot
ever be expected to be healthy untU the insanitary conditions are
mitigated. The western group of buildings comprises Cavalry
Square, the Horse Stjuare, certain buildings to the north of the
Horse Square, consisting of stables, with cavalry soldiers' quarters
and recreation rooms over them. To the west of the group of
buildings runs another lane, but in this case there are no high
buildings; but, on the other hand, there are latrines, cook-houses,
stables, and other obstructions. On the eastern side of the western
group there is a long narrow lane separating this group from the
centnU group of buildings, with all its unhealthy conditions. The
air in these lanes was found to be decidedly biid, and abounding
•with micro-organisms.

Probable Causes.
The cases appear to have first appeared in the Cavalry Square

occupied by about fifty persons. Here are the cavalry iuess and
the cavalry oflicers' quarters. There were four cases among the
officers, one of an oflicers servant, and some amongst the sergeants
and troopers on the opposite side of the square. A servant's
water-closet near the mess room was found to be in a very bad
condition. Running up outside the wall of the mess room was a
ventilating shaft from the main sewer, not from the closet. When
this was tested, it was found that the smoke, as soon as it became
cool, began to fall, and then passed into the mess room windows.
In summer tins room became hot at night, and the wind.^ws were
nlwavs open, so that the gases from the sewer below were con-
stantly passing into the chamber occui)ied by the oflicers. A
further examination showed that this .sewer comes direct from the
hospital at Arlxnu: Hill, where infectious caaes nre ti^ated. ' .

The Palatine Square is occupied by infantn,-. and is geparatc/1
from the Cavalry by another square (the Royulj, also for infantry.
In the Palatine Square two officers were attacked, but they had'
been in the cavalrj' mess. The men in this square were soon at-'
tacked also, and some cases followed in the Koyal Square. It was"
found that the latrine is common to the infantry of both these/
squares ; but sometimes cavalry men use it also, although that M^
against orders. Here the poison was probably deposited \rv tbte"
troopers, and in due time spread to the infantn,-. It was found'
impossible to flush this latrine effectually. With an enormoiLs
force of water only the sides were washed, and there still remained
a quantity of decomposing filth. Thus when enteric fever poison
got there, it remained there, and was propagated from man to
man. The latrine became in turn a regular nursery for typhoid
fever.

It is a point of much interest to note that typhoid fever pre-
vails to a greater extent in the army at home than in the troops
aliroad, and it may be that it is propagated in the way here indi-
cated by the change of regiments from station to station, where
the system of drainage is on the same plan. A further interest-
ing point is that in Dublin the death-rate from typhoid is much
higher than among the civilian population, the proportion being
11 in civilian males to 22.6 in soldiers.

Milk. 'I

On a particular day, all the mUk supplied to the several
barracks in Dublin was seized at the request of Sir C. Cameron
and Dr. Grimshaw, and it was found that while in several casea
the supply was bad, in the Royal Barracks 12 supplies showed
11 to be adulterated with from 13 to 56 per cent, of water. In
the total amount of 29 supplies, only 5 were noted as good. Now,
this was in the summer, when the cattle were in the fields. The
mUk was adulterated no doubt from the small streams in th« '

neighbourhood, which were probably impure with cattle droj)- •

pings. At all events it was from this period that the cases began '

to increase.

Steuctuee of Boildings.
All the buildings are old, many of them very old. The age of

the buildings is in itself a source of great dilBculty in providing
healthy conditions for the inmates. There is a considerablei
amount of old timber in the floors and elsewhere, which is somer,;
what detrimental to health,

ti

Sewees and Drains.
i

The questions connected with old drains are necessarily veryi
difficult of investigation in such a building as the Royal Barracks.
In the many cases in which we have examined the connection be-
tween the main sewers we only met with the remains of a very few
old drains, none of which contained any reci^nt sewage matter, and
must have been completely disused many years ago. In connec-
tion with the subject of old drains, it should be mentioned that in
some places these drains still exist, and are in use. Such drains
are probably harmless when they only carry complete surface
drainage, but under all tliese circumstances " they may become'
sources of danger, and therefore pipes should be substituted.
There are no plans of the old drains in existence. We are distinctly
of opinion that there are no grounds for believing that the health
of the inhabitants of the barracks can be affected by neglected old
drains. Important drainage works have recently been carried out
bjr the Royal Engineers, and others are in progress, and cannot,
fail to have a beneficial influence upon the health of the troops'
quartered in the Royal Barracks. The latrines are of an unsatis- '

factory patteni, as are also the arrangements.
|

Recommendations.
A thorough subsoil drainage of the whole site of barracks, and

an extension of the dry-e^rth system ; removal of all irregularities
and rendering surface of ground impervious—covering polluted
ground with some such material as hygienic cement ; removal of
I'onsiderable portions of the present buildings; complete destrue--
tion of the narrow lanes. Buildings to be removed—the whole o£

]

the eastern side of Royal Square ; the whole of the eastern side oi,\

the Horse Square, of the Cavalry Square, the ea^itern end of th©i
block of buildings separating Cavalry Square from the Horsej,'

Square, the riding school north of Royal Square, the cook-houses*'
near the riding school, and several small buildings; removal of
boundary wall along Arbour Hill ; removal of the magazines on tlie

,

terrace to the north ; the terrace to be sloped down; terrao-to thai
eastern side of barracks in front o£ officers' stable^, to be' slope*'
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down: remo\"al of nl! thesmsll bnildincs nt present in the lanes

and yunls : irround lloor of north side of Palatine Scjmire to bo dis-

useU fi>r hni>itntion: removal of all very old timber; vcntilntion of

barrack nwrns by " Tobin's tubes." Urjiiiiaffe from hospital to he

to armn),'e<l that sowirage containing discliarpes from patients

with infectious diseases sUould not be admitted to any of the

general sewers of the barrack, and slioiUd be disinfected before

ft<lmisslon into iny sewer. A few other recommendations are

made.
CoucUidinc opinion :- That if the fopegoing recommendations are

adopted the iiealth of the troops in the Royal Barracks will be

much improved, and the predisposing' causes of enteric fever in the

barracks mitigated as far as po.»sible.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE OF QUAETEELY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

Meetings of the Uouncil will be held on April IStli, July 18th,

and October 17th, 18S8. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of api)lication to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, March 28th, June 27th, September 26th, and
December 28th, 1888. .-

ELECTION' OF MEMBERS.
Any qualified medical priu:titioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shaU be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

CMididates seeking election by a Branch Council sliould apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch
Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summon-
ing the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE HiTVESTiaATION OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Conxection of Diskase with Habits of
iNTEMTEK.iycE, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
in the Annual Meeting of 1887, and a further portion of the Report

upon Old Aoe have been completed, and will shortly be published

in the Joitinal.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, nomely, that into

DrpirrttERiA, and that into the Geoquaphioai, DiSTniBtmoN- of
o.nTAlN Diseases, ore in preparation, and will be published as

soon as ready.

The foUn\%-ing inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,
that on The HhioLooY of I'hthisis.

A fresh inquiry into the Omgin ajtd Mode of PiOPAGAtlOlf OF
BFiriEMics OP DiPiiTHEniA has just been issued.

Memoranda upon these .subjects, and formsfor recording ohserva-

tion; mny he had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Jnvettiffation Committee, 4S$, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Abekpben. BiSFF. AifD KixCARDrNE Dra.nch.—A meeting of this BranoV'
will to lield at ICS. Uiilou Strict. Alwrcteen. on Wednesday, February ISth, ntr,

S I'.M., tlie I'resirleivt, Dr. SiniUi. of Kitiuuinly, tu tlju chair. J)usiiu-.ss : \j-

.Minutes, nominatif^n of ne\\- menihers, etc. 'i. Ralint tor the admifisian (it Dr.
J. Miiretiall I.amb. Uornf^. -t. Motion of I>r. Wl^ht to memorialise ttu* Trtwtf

'

Council of Aberdeen ttuit tbe apiKjintmeiit of medical officer of hi.«lt,h ab •

present viwyint be liUed up by a qo.ililieil medical pra-iLlliouer, who shall b«
;

excluded from private practice, and whose whole time shall be dovolcd to tbo
dvities of the otlice. in terms of the mein»irand\im of the dilties of the medical
oBicerof health of thocity of Abenleen. of date March 15th. 1886. 4. Casa o(
i'yUiric Obstruction, with great Hypertrophy of the Stomach, by Dr. Ulaikie

Smith. .^). Exhilntion of Specimens : (1) Itam's-horn Toe-nail, by Dr. Garden :

(2) Specimen of Compound Disl<M'ation of Ankle-joint, by Dr. tjafdpn. 6. Com-
munication by Dr. Barclay, Banff.—UoBOiT JOKM G^Rum and J. Mackkmzik
Booth, ifonorary Secretaries.

Stafforpsitire Branch.—The second general meeting of the present session

^vill be held at the Itailway Hotel. Stafford, on Thursday. February 23rd. Mr.
W. D. Spanton, the Presideiit, wilj tiike the diair at .1.:fu P..M.—V4Spp(T J.t.OK-

soN. General Secretary. .. „,
. i ) ill Mil '.

Gi.ov^CTL'JTKRSHrRE Brawoit.—The next ordinary meeting will be hcifl on
Tuesdtiy, February 21st. 18S8, at 7.30 P.M.. at the iTnfirmary. Gloucestar. under
the presidency of Dr. Currie. Apenda : 1. A petition -will be laid on the table

for signature" by members in support of the Architects and Engiuetirs Bill, a

Bill to be presented in Parliament next session by Colonel Duncan. R..\.. C.B.,

M.P. 2. A discussion win be opened t>y Dr. Currie On the Present Position of

HomcEopathy in Kelation to Itegular Medicine. 3. Cases o£ iabereStio ttw' In-

firmary.—G. jUvthur Cardew, Honorary Secretary, r , ,
.

; .,

METRnpoi-iTAK Coithties BraxoH: Kast I,o!«i>ox Atrn South Hssex Viis-

TBICT.—The next meeting will ht' held at the Town Hall, W.dtlwmetow, on
Thursday. FebruAry 16th. at %a;> p.m. fsharpi. The chair will tie taken by A.
Darh&m, Ksq.. Pretiident of the Branch. A paficr on Pemlciotis Anjrmia. and
tbe Diseases Ll.able to bo Confounded with U. will be r«!*<l by Dr. Brlstnwe.

F.R.S. Visitors will ha welcomed.—J. W. Hunt, 101. Queen's Road, Ualaton,
Honorary Secretary.

Metropoi ITA!» Cot'XTtra ^BA^CH : SorTH LoyDos Di.«TRICT —A moctinK
will be held in tlip Queen's House. Greenwich Hospital School, on Tuesclay. Fet>-

ruary Mth, 1S6(>, at. « p M. The elialr wUl be taken \r,' Dr. Frederick Taylor
(Vice-Prcaiilcnt of the District). Business :—l. To read the minutes of the last

niP^'ting. 2. IntrfMlnctory Address hv Dr. Frederick Taylor, as the iirst Vice-

President of the District. .1. Mr. W. Johnson Smith fResidcnt Surgeon to the
Seaman's Uoapital) will read a fiaper on the Radical Cure of Hernia. 4. Cases

of interest from the Seaman's llasytital will U- shown by lit. Cumow. Ocn-
liemen desirous of reeling papers, exhibiting specimens, etc., at future meet-
ings, are requrflte<f to communicate with the Ifonorary Secretary. All medical
pmctitloners will be welcomed. Tliero will be a meeting of the Committee at

the same place at T.'JO pj«.— R. PjaicY Smite, Honorary Secretary, Bcthlem
Boyaj Hospital, S.E.

TrHKsrrmE Brakcs.—A meetljig of the mmnliers of this Branch will be held
at the Clavton Hospital. Wakefield, on Wednesday, February 22nd, at 3 P.M.
Memtx rs intending to read papers arc requested to commimicate at once with
AjtTHtB Jaouo*, SecretMT, Sbeflield.

Border Counties Braxch.—A niecting of this Brancli will bo held at the
County Hotel. Carlisle, on Friday. February 24th, at 6 p.m. Dr. Byrom Bram-
well. of Rlinburgh. will read a paper and introduce a discussion on the Process

of Compensation and Its Bearing on Prognosis and Treatment. Tbe Secretary

will be glad to receive notices of papers for reading, and patients or morbid
specimens for e-xliibit.ion. Supper in the hotel at ,9 P.M.—-fl. A. LbxiIAIID,

Honorary Secretary, 41, Lowther Street. Carlisle.

METROrOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH; NORTH LONDON
DISTRICT.

A MEETING of this district was held on Thursday evening,

Februarj' 'Jnd, 1888, at the Training Hospital, Tottenham, Dr. E.

Hooper May in the chair. Several interesting cases from the

wards were exhibited.
'

Neiu Instruments,—Messrs. Kroune and Sksemann showed
many new instruments, the most important being a modification

of Thomas's splint for spinal disease, and the electric light applied

to the laryngoscope.
Massage.—Dr. Stretch Dowse then read a pajier on Mns.<iBgo,

demonstrating its practice on a male patient lying on a befl by an

assistant "masseuse." The paper an<l illustrations gave great

satisfaction to the many gentlemen present (thirty in number),

and was witnessed also by all the sisters of the hospital.

Votes of Thanks,—Votes of thanks were duly recorded to the

President, Dr. Dowse, and the other gentlemen.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
VIENNA.

[from OtTE OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Magruto-therapy.—Calomel Injections in Syphilis.—Influence of

Erysipelas on Syphilis.

Professor Benemkt, in a lecture which he recently delivered at

the Vienna Policlinik, made some intere,sting remarks as to the

value of magneto-therapy. The opportunity was offered by a girl,

aged 18, who had suffered for several months from very frequent

convulsions, which, owing to their being complicated with laugh-

ing and weeping, showed th-it the case was one of hysteria.

The expression of the patient's face was very timid, and her com-,

plexion continually changed, jire.senting at one time an excessive

pallor, and at others a glowing redness. The dorsal vertebrre, tlie

left intercostal spaces, both ovaries, but particularly the left one,

were very tender on pressure, and pressure on the ovary during

internal examination brniiglit on a fit of weeping. Profes-

sor Beni'dikt pointed otit tliat such irritable forms of hystena

were particuliirly suit alili' for magneto-therapy, whereas most of

the other methods, such ns cloctricity, hydrotherapy, etc., might

aggravate the disease, and the suppre.ssion of such attacks by

means of narcotics frequently rendered the malady incurable. He
applied the metallic magnet over the sensitive dorsal vertebMB

without having the patient undressed, as the magnet could act at

a distance, and the dress presented no obstacle to its action.
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After some applications the p*feient became quasi-para-

lysed; she could only with great (Jifflculty ajid very slowly

execute the movements which slie was ordered to per-

form. It thus became e\'ident how the magnet influenced

the nen'ous system ; it increased the resistance of conduction

in the motor nerves, and this resistance could easily become

absolute. During the general relaxation of the muscles,

the respiration became sighing, and consciousness gradually dis-

appeared. This became evident, not only from the. complete want

of reaction to external impressions, but also in part from the

absence of recollection when the magnet was removed, and the

patient aroused from the hypnotic st&te by slight irritations.

This was the usual form of hypnosis which was observed after the

application of the magnet. The direct therapeutic effect in the

case under consideration was that the sensibility of the vertebral

column disappeared after the application of the magnet, while that

of the intercostal nerves became diminished. The ovarian byper-

sesthesia, howevtvr, in contrast with many other similar cases,

did not show any decrease. On the following tiay the patient

stated that her attacks had become less frequent and less severe.

Aa the ovarian sensibility could not be removed by the application

of the magnet to the vertebral column, the patient was directed

to lie down on the abdomen, and the magnet, wrapped in a doth,

was flrst applied with one of its poles to the left ovary, and then

to the right one. A few of these applications were suiHcient to

cure the patient. The chief indication for the application of the

metallic magnet was a condition of increased irritability and

active symptoms of irritation. With regard to the question,

how, in a cose like this—which was due to disappointed love

—the treatment could remove the consequences of a psychical

alteration, Professor Benedikt gave the following explanation:

the irritability of the nervous system becomes increased by the

psychical irritation, and though the primary effect loses much of

its intensity later on, a slight irritation is nevertheless sufficient

to produce "pathological phenomena. When, however, the irrita-

bility is diminished by an adequate course of treatment, the

pathological condition is liable to disappear, when the cause of

the affection has lost somewhat of its primary intensity. This is,

of course, true of all therapeutic effects on neuropathic condi-

tions, including the psychical ones, and. for this reason, we
cannot expect to influence such patients before the primary irri-

tation has diminished in intensity. Professor Benedikt went on

to say that he had no doubt that we could also injure the patients

with tlip magnet ; he himself had, however, only once had the

opportunity of ob.'^erviiig permanent bad effects from this treat-

ment. We "had to take into consideration the peculiarities of each
'

case. When the magnetic treatment did not produce a favourable

effect -at the very outset, he discontinued treatment, and in

the same way he took care not to prolong the experiment, when
he saw that "the patient's reatliness to fall into the hypnotic state

considerably increased. Professor Benedikt remarked, at the con-

clusion of his lecture, that since he had employed the treatment

with the metallic magnet, he found hardly any further indication

for hypnoto-therapeutical attempts. There was no doubt that the
hypnotisations and suggestions augmented, in a rapid and pro-
gressive manner, the paradoxical belia^-iour of the nervous system,

and particularly the psychical function. More hysteria was
thus jiroduced than had been present before, and strange to say
the mind (" psyche") of the experimenter.^ was so easily brought
into ,a condition: of e.xalted confusion, that they allowed them-
selves to be more influenced in the way suggested by the, patients

than tlxe latter were by them.
At a recent meeting of the Imperial Eoyal Society of Physicians

of .Vienna, Professor Neumann discussed the value of the calomel
treatment in syplulis. This method had been recommended in

1864. by Searenzio, who stated that calomel was to be preferred in

the treiitmeut of syphilis before any other preparation, owing to

the fact that it was first converted into sublimate and slowly
absorbed, and that toxic symptoms were thus avoided. In modern
times calomel liad repeatedly teen tried in Germany and Austria
and several observers, among whom might be named Professor
Neisaer, professed to have obtained admirable results with it.

They said that a few injections were often sufficient to make
the secondary symptoms of syphili.s disappear. Professor NeumRnn
had for some time past experimented with calomel, using a
solution prepsired according to the following formula:— 5.
calomelanos, sodii chloratis, aa. 5.0 (five grammesX .\q. distill.

50.0, M. Sig. for injections. A Pravaz-syringeful, containing 0.10
(ten centigrammes) of calomel to be injected at once. With this

solution he had treated thirty-sis patients suffering from,,

macular, papular, pustular, and tubercular syjjhilides. The.*
injections were made in the region of the buttocks, add'.
not, as was formerly the case, into the affected parts,

the "materia peccans," according to the expression of Lewilii_.

The results which Professor Neumann had obtained were not,,'

.

however, so favourable as those claimed by other authors. Ac^'
cording to his obserrations more injections were required in order,"

to produce the effect, and in one case he had even to make
eighteen injections. To appreciate the value of an anti-syphilitic.

^

method of treatment, its action as a preventive had to be taken
into account. Latterly the experiments which had already beeil'.

recommended by Hutchinson, namely, to delay the outbreak of'.

the syphilis, in spite of the presence of the primary affection, by"*
means of inunction, had been taken up by several authors, an4^4
Professor Neumann, who had also tried this plan, found the ap^-^-

pearance of the eruption could indeed be thus delayed, in one'.'

case even for 160 days, but that no advantage was obtained by it;',

the course of the disease only became irregular, and moreover a '

greater number of inunctions were required than in other cases in

order to cure the disease. As to injections of calomel, he observed
that their effect was in this respect still less intense ; and accord-

ing to his own experience the calomel treatment was indeed a.
.^

new, and in some cases valuable, method, but in general its effect

was inferior to that of inunction.
Professor Neumann also communicated to the same Society some

important facts relative to the influence of erysipelas on the
course of syphilis. It had recently been stated that erysipelas

had not only a favourable influence on the course of the disease,

but that it also cured the whole process. Dr. Schuster, at the'."

Congress of German Naturalists, at Berlin, opposed this view,,''

maintaining that the influence of erj-sipelas in these cases was'*?

only local. Professor Neumann had an opportunity of observing'.^

two cases. One of these was that of a woman with tubercular''

syphilide, who had three attacks of erysipelas while she was '

under Professor Neiunanu's observation. After the first of these '/

the knobs became quite flattened, and after the third the exan- '.'

them completely disappeared. A patient affected with recent;
'

induration in the " sulcus coronarius " was attacked with erysi-
'

pelas, which lasted for fourteen days. The induration was not
J

influenced by it in any way, but the outbreak of the exanthem '.

was delaj'ed, supervening only eleven weeks from the date of in-^
fection. These facts proved that erysipelas, whil.st having a ;

certain influence on the course of the sj-philis, did not produce '

any alteratioii in the syphilitic process itself; it did not even
'^

make the attack milder. Erysipelas was not the sole instance of this
,

kind ; it was known, from inoculating experiments, that inocula-. '

tibns with the syphilitic virus in persons who were at the same
'.I

time affected with acute infectious diseases were not attended'''

with success, and it was also known that syphilitic exanthema,
disappeared in persons suffering from such diseases though only '

for a time. In cases of small-pox, the maculous syphUides,'^

indeed, disappeared, but the ulcerous forms became more severe!'',

and covered with purulent exudation.

SAN REMO.
[PEOM OUB OWN CORBESPOjrpENT.J 'i

The Crown Prince's general liealth has not been so satisfactory;'''

during the past week ; he has suffered a good deal from headache.^J

his nights having been somewhat disturbed. This is prob-'^j'

ably due to the confinement to the house, which was necessary '

owing to the weather, and the catarrhal attack which he had, and '

it is iioped that it is due to no other cause. The weather is now
very fine and mUd, and Ilis Imperial Highne.'s is out daily, driv-

,

ing and walking. The last few days there has been some slight

dyspnoea, which has caused a good deal of anxiety to those who
have observed it. There has been no question of his leaving San'*

Remo for any other place, and ho continues perfectly satisfied/'^

with his surroundings here. Sir Morell Mackenzie left on Friday
^

to see a patient at Barcelona, and retiirns here on Tnesday: every '•

minute of his time is occupied whilst here, patients of all nation-'

alities with throat affections being anxious to secure his opinion.''^

The social event of the week has been an art exhibition, which is

held annually at San Remo, and enables artists, arnateur and'.'

otherwise (of whom a great number congregate on this coast) to

exhibit their works, the same being .sold either for their own -

benefit or that of some charitable object. On this occasion the'"

Crown Princess, at the request of Dr. Freeman, graciously con-^l
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neiiiad to Vib l*alronp<>s bf tlio pxhiliition, with the unUerstatdmg

tljatiuiy profl's arising siiould bi> devotoa to the Homo for Inrnlid

Ladio* wliich, owing to tho bad season of last yonr, is mucli in

want of funds. To aid this object, llor Imponal llighncsa cun-

tributod a wator-colour sketch, the subject beint; the head and

bustof aSau Komose girl. Tho Crown rriuccsss talent as an

artist i^-l well known, and great interest has been excited about

this sketch. Kn offer of £.'-0 was made for it immediately the

exbiUition opened, and it is expected it will realise considerably

over this sum. Prince Ilenrj-, Count SeckendorfT. and many others

also contributed sketches, and a goodly amount will be realised for

the institution. The Crown Princess, with the Princesses and

suite arrived at the exhibition at the hour of opening, and were

received by the Syndic and Dr. Freeman. She took a great in-

terest in the collection, and expressed herself much pleased with

it The ball in aid of the Ophthalmic Institute, given last week,

w'as a great success, the Royal party watching it for the greater

part of the evening from a balcony.

PARIS.
[FBOM OCR OWN COnRESPOKDENT.]

CoTMic Add in the Treatment of Carbuncle.—" Chemical Vac-

cine."—Ance.ithesia and nespiratioiu—Antipyrin in Epilepsy.—

PelUtitrine as a Vermi/uffe.—Adulteration of Wine.—Meeting

of the Conseil dHygiene. -Laicisation of the Paris Hospitals.

—Case of Trance.— The Pa.^teur Institute.

At the AcadtSmie de Medecine, >I. Verneuil lately described the

excellent results he had obtained with carbolic acid spray m cases

of boUs and carbuncle. He employs a -' per c^nt. solution of car-

bolic acid. Tlie spray producer is placed at a distance of twenty-

five to thirty centimetres from the skin. In the case of small or

medium-sized tumours, Collins small spray-producer may be

used but a large one is more efficient in the case of tumours ot

considerable size. The tumour is surrounded with a roll of linen,

in order to proU'Ct the adjoining region from the irritating action

of the acid. The spray is applied three or four times a day for

twenty or thirty minutes at a time. In the intervals the car-

buncle is covered with a cirbolic acid compress. This method is

infallible in arresting the development of small or moderate-sized

tumours. lu the case of large tumours, it often renders surgical

interference unnecessary. In every instance it soothes the pain

which accompouies the development of boils and carbuncles.

MM. Roux and Chamberland are engaged on a series of researches

to determine whether immunity from certain diseases may not be

obtained by introducing soluble substances into the organism,

without introducing the actual virus of the disease. The hrst at-

tempt in this direction was made by M. Pasteur in the case of

chicien-cholora. The microbe, placed in chicken-broth, developed

during a certain time, but then ceased to do so. The medium,

however, retained sufficient organic substances to nourish other

kinds of micro-organisms. Tho development of the microbe

ceased either because it had exhausted certain substances indis-

pensable to its existence, or because it had produced substances

which arrested its development. JI. Pastetir concluded that broth

in which the cholera microbe had existed, injected into a fowl,

would preserve the bird from contracting the disease. The notion

that immunity from a disease may be obtain.4 by inoculations

with substances in which the virus has existed, without the intro-

duction of the virus itself, although not actually demonstrated in

this instance, was favourably regarded by many biologists. Tins

artificial attenuation of the virus in tho case of septicfcmiaof ratibits

has been the object of M.M. Roux and Charaberland's researches.

MM Pasteur, .loubert, and Chamb.jrland have called attention to a

micro-organism the germ of which is found in tho earth, and in

the intestines of sheep, cattle, and horses. This active organism

was termed the " septic vibrio," because it produces a special kind

of .septicajraia in guinea-pigs, rabbits, and sheep, rapidly followed

by death. MM. Koch and Gatfky described this microbe as

the bacillus of malignant oedema. Guiuea-piga inoculated

with this microbe presented the following symptoms: the

hair stands erect: the animals scream if they are touched,

and are attacked with convulsive jerks from time to

time. Death occurs within twelve hours. The necrop.'^y reveals

sanguinolent ced^ma in the subareolar tissue of the axiUte and

groins; the muscle.'* at the spots where the injections have been

made are red; the intestines are red; the liver is discoloured.

The septic vibrio swarms in the oedomatous ar-.'a, the muscIO

juice, and the peritoneal serosity; it 'emits gases which make the'

connective ti.ssue in the axillfo and groins yield a crackling sound

when they are pressed. The mierobe develops in veal broth to •

which an alkaline substance hiis bfen aiMed, in serum, and in^

nutrient gelatine, but thi- euUivation must be protected from the
'

ttir In these mediums it produces germs which, when subjected

to a temperature of 80° C. (17<>° P.), die in ten minutes, and in less

than five minutes at a temperature of 95° to 100"^ C. (^03" to '2V2

V) Bv iilacing the serosity from the fedema or tho blood from

tlie heaVt'of a giiinca-pig wliii-li has died from septicaemia in yeal

broth, as above described, a cultivation liberating equal quantities

of hydrogen and carbonic acid gas is obtained in twentv-fonr

hours. At the end of three or four days the gases are no longer

evolved ; the microbes, though very small, cease to develop
;
the

medium retains a certain quantity of nutritive substance. The

liquid of the cultivation is no longer capable of nourishing the

microbe; if, after being passed through a porcelain filter, some

fresh septic vibrios are placed in this liquid, it still remains^

sterile. If a portion of this liquid is added to .some fresh broth,'

it has the effect of checking the develojiraent of the vibrio. This '

faf-t proves that the vibrio produces substances in the medium

in which it develops, which act as an antiseptic and arrest its

further development. MM. Roux and Chamberland inoculated

some truinea-pigs with sterile cultivation liquid, and by this

means the animals were preserved from septicemia. The tollowr-

in" experiment was made, amongst others : injections with culti-

vafions of septic vibrio, rendered sterile by exposure to a tem-

perature of 11)5° C. (221° F.), were made in the peritoneum ^f

some guinea-pigs. The doses were gradually increased; 10, JW.

40 60 cubic centimetres were successively employed. Two
other <Tuinea-pig3 were inoculated twice in two days -with

40 cubic centimetres of the same cultivation. Forty-eight

hours after the last injection, all the guinea-pigs were

subcutaneously inoculated under the skin with diluted

septic blood. This last operation was repeated on three tresh

•niinea-pigs, and on the two guinea-pigs which had been twice

inoculated through the peritom-um with 40 cubic centimetres of

pure broth. The guinoa-pigs which were inoculated with the

septic blood only died in tw.4ve and sixteen hours respectively.

Those inoculated with pure broth died witliin eighteen hoiirs.

Those inoculated with the sterile cultivation died in the following

order- Those to which 20 culiic centimetres were administered

died in 10 hours ; ^0 cubic centimetres killed the animals in 48

hours- and 60 cubic centimetres killed them in 144 hours. Ihe

euinea-pig which was inoculated with 40 cubic centimetres was

ill but ultimately recovered, and was completely protected against

septicicmia. A small eschar was formed at the spot where the

inoculation was made; this disappeared in a few days. The f«;o

Buinea-pigs which were twice inoculated with 40 cubic centi-

metres of the cultivation appeared to feel no ill effects ;
the ^rus

evidently did not develop i^„ this case. These experiments show

that every degree of immunity from septiciiemia may be obtained

without 'introducing the actual virus into t^e
'"g«"f

™'
"J"^

demonstrate the influence exercised by the different cultivation

media The serosity removed from the oedematoiis tissues of a guinea-

pig which has .succumbed to septiea-raia is a more
Y,'"' «"?^?n"S

than broth in which the septic vibno luls developed MM. Roux and

Cliaraberland conclude that, in a given medium, the microbe may

produce certain vaccinal substances which it cannot produce in

others, and that the conditions under which ''^'cultivation is pre-

pared have an important influence on the
f^»'«7«

yl"^*- "«

formed in it by the microbe. The authors believe that a means

will be found by which " chemical vaccine " for recurrent diseases

will be obtaine,1. The present method of preventive ."joculation

has so far proved inefficient, l>ecause the microbe which causes a

recurrent affection .levelops indefinitely in the body of an animal

it is unable to produce ptomaines (which '•'>'^<'\

''Vff"rel?c'!InSi
with the materials it finds in the organism In different condi-

tions this pathogenic microbe might form .suKstances wh ch, inocu-

Tted in thV orLranism, would prevent
'^•''"•'^'"^™':'n,h.r action

of its own kin^, or render the organism ""F^'""" f ^^J.^^^
It is probable that these substances woul.i be found in cultivations

,1 which the development ot the microbe has ceased rapidly.

MM Canemesse U Widal lately succeeded •" ^"•'""'K

some mice refractory to the action of the typhoid bacllus, by ino-

?rting a few cubic^entimetres of a cultivation ,n which yphmd

bacilli Imd been destroyed by the action
."Vl''"!,,, ,

'r
"

red
active sub.stanco of these cultivations can be isolated ""d I^'J?^^*^

,

"nsuSt quantities, it will serve to inoculate human being.'
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attacked by ty])Iioid fevf-r. M. Jletchnikoff has shown how the

cells of the living organism resist tlie microbes -nhich are intro-

duced into the body. The inliuenee of tlie phagocytes in confer-

ring immunity from disease is considerable. This influence is

only ineffectual when the microbe finds a peculiarly favourable

medium for development in the tissues of file body. When these

tissues do not offer such favourable conditions (as is the case

when inoculations of attenuatetl virus have been made) the
microbe falls a prey to the phagocytes. During the attacks of

intermittent affections, ,>iuch as recurrent fever, the body acts as a

faV'Ourable cultivation medium for small spirilla which are found
in the blood. During the intervals between the attacks, these

spirilla are not observed ; they are imprisoned in the cells of the

spleen. The substances produced by the parasite during the

attacks check their development, and they become a prey to the
phagocytes. When the blood has eliminated or destroyed these

antiseptic substances, the .«x)irilla reappear. This process would
explain the intermittent nature of tlie disease. MM. Eoux and
Chamberland believe that the action of the phagocytes is regu-

lated by the chemical changes which occur in the body, and which
confer immunity from disease.

At a recent meeting of the Academic des Sciences, M. de Saint

Martin communicated the results of his observations on the in-

fluence of antesthetic sleep on the activity of re-spiratory com-
bustion. M. de Saint Martin stated that these results were
directly opposed to those obtained by Paul Bert, who, in his

Lectures on lienpirafion, published in 1870, maintained that

during sleep produced by chloroform, the quantity of oxygen in

the blood is increased. M. de Saint Martin, by his recent experi-

ments, showed that during an«sthesia the proportion of oxygen in

the blood diminishes, while the proportipn of carbonic acid in-

creases. M. de Saint Martin is evidently not aware that Paul
Bert arrived at a similar conclusion in his later researches in 1885,

and that he then affirmed tliat the o.xygen in the arterial blood
diminishes progressively while the carbonic acid increases during
sleep produced by chloroform. M. de Saint Martin also described

the different variations which occur in the quantity of carbonic
acid exijelled from the lungs during anesthesia. Paul Bert like-

wise gave a description of these variations in 18S5, in which he
showed that the quantity of carbonic acidproduced diminishes pro-
gressively during an;csthesia, while the quantity of oxygen absorbed
decreases in the same manner. He proved that the proportion of

CO
-J' gradually diminishes.

M. Geo. Lemoine, Professor apr^iji at the Faculty of Medicine at

Lille has studied the effects of antipyrin in epilepsy. He con-
cludes that antipyrin diminishes the number of epileptic attacks,

and even causes them to disappear under the following circum-
stances:—(1) When the attacks occur at the menstrual period,

and are apparently provoked by menstruation; (2) wlien the patients

are subject to neuralgia and migraine. In every other instance M.
Geo. Lemoine believes that antipyrin produces merely transient

effects.

M. K. Labb(^ recommends the following as an excellent trcnia-

fugc : For adults, 40 or .'iO centigrammes of sulphate of pelletierine

are dissolved in ordinary sjTup ; for children 8 years of age and
upwards, this quantity is reduced to 25 or 30 centigrammes. This
remedy should not be administered to children below the ago of 8.

It is well to add .W centigrammes of powdered tannin to the mix-
ture above prescrilied. The evening before taking this remedy
the patient should take only a little milk. An enema should he
given at bedtime, and early next morning the mixture is ad-
ministered. The patient should remain in the horizontal position,
in order to avoid vertigo. A quarter of an hour after taking the
mixture he should take W) grammes of German brandy, or an in-
fusion containing 10 to 15 grains of senna. Castor-oU (30 grammes)
and sulphate of soda have proved equally efficacious. The tape-
worm is usually expelled in throe or four liours.

A French publican was lately charged with selling wines com-
posed of the dregs of different white and red wines, filtereil t hrough
felt. The liquid wius analysed at the Municipal Laboratory ; it

contained 9 per cent, of alcohol, 23 grammes of dry extract, and
over 4 grains of reducing sugar. The defendant was acquitted.
At a recent meeting of the Conseil d'llygioue du Departement de

la Seine M. Lancereaux reported a fatal case of h'prosy which
occurred at the Ilopital St. Louis in iS'ovember.—M. Riche pre-
sented a report on the system employed by all the fishmongers
at the Halles of preserving fish wliicli they have not succeeded in
selling in ice chests lined with zinc or lead. M. Riche considers

that this plan "should be prohibited, on account of the toxic pro-

perties which may be communicated by the lead to stale fish.—M.

L^on Collin presented a report on tlie epidemic of typhoid fever

which has recently appeared at the Dupleix barracks and in the

neighbouring streets. M. Collin believes that in the second case

the epidemic was independent of its appearance in the barracks,

and merely resulted from the unhealthy condition of this par-

ticular quarter of Paris. He accounts for its appearance in the

barracks by the arrival of a regiment of recruits from the pro-

vinces, who, by their youth and the fact that they were not

acclimatised to Paris, were specially liable to contract typhoid

fever, from which Paris is never free. iL Collin suggested that

the regiment which suffered from the epidemic should be sent

away from the barracks. This measure was adopted, and the

regiment was sent to Saint Germain. Only two cases of typhoid

fever were recorded in fifteen days in this regiment after leaving

Paris.

The laicisation of the Paris hospitals will shortly be complete.

The religious staff at the Charit<5 was dismissed a short time ago.

The laicisation of the Hotel Dieu and the Hopital St. Louis will

follow in the course of the year. The laicisation of the hospitals

was begun in 1878, with the Ilopital Laennec. Since that time

the Administration of the Assistance Publique has organised a

training school for nurses at the Hopital de la Piti^. The nurses

are taken from there to replace the religious nurses, whenever a

fresh hospital is laicised. The post of superintendent^ of a ward
is only confided to those who have obtained a certificate at the

examinations, pro\-ing them competent to undertake such an

office. The contract made between the Admiui-stration of the

Assistance Publique and the religious orders which have hitherto

supplied the hospital nurses gave the option to either side to

annul the engagement if it appeared advisable.

A curious case of trance is reported from Bordeaux. A woman,
aged 57, who had been ailing for many years, fell asleep after an.

attack of the affection from which she was suffering. Several

days passed, and the patient still remained asleep. She was per-

fectly still, and her breathing was regular. According to a wish.

previously expressed by her, she was conveyed to a village at

some distance from Bordeaux. Shortly after her removal from

that city she expired without any apparent suffering, and with-

out waking from her state of torpor.

The Institut Pasteur is being constructed in the Rue Dutot, at

Vaugirard, on a piece of ground measuring 11,030 metres, pur-

chased by the Conseil Mumcipal for the purpose. The whole cost

of the building will amount to over 1,500,000 francs.

SHEFFIELD.
[fIIOM Om OWX CORBESrONDENT.]

The Water Supply of Sheffield.—Hospital Sunday.—Revao-

eination.

The Water Committee of the Sheffield Corporation has lost no-

time in trj-ing the effect of placing limestone in the conduit*

and elsewhere to mitigate the action of the water on the lead

piping. The amount of water stored is small, and does not

amount to one-half of the total capacity of the resen^oirs. The

drought of last year told seriously on the storage supply. The

autumn rains, usually those of October and November, are relied

upon, under ordinary circumstances, to fill the storage reservoirs

and provide for tlie coming year. The rainfall during those

months last year was, however, abnormally low ; the water in the

reservoirs continued to descend, and it was not until the early

part of December that any substantial increase was made in the

quantity in stock. No restriction has been placed on the water

supply since 1870.

Hospital Sunday collections were taken at the different

churches and chapels on .lanuary 2',1th. It is anticipated that the

amount collected this year will be a little below the sum obtaiued

last year.

Arrangements have been made for tlie public vaccinators to ra-

vaccinate every evening and to attend two days weekly for pri-

mary vaccinations. Large numbers are being revaccinated. Dr.

Barry, Local Government Board Inspector, who has visited the^

town, has been successful in giving an impetus to the revaccina-'

tion movement. He may be congratulated on the way in whicb

he has succeeded in getting the different authorities to work to-

gether in taking steps to encourage revaccination.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
To CoKBtSI'ONPFNTa.

OrR rorn'spoii.lf'nts an? rfmiin!cd (1ml pn»Hxity hj & jpt'jit bur to publtcAtion

and, *ith the coh^t&nt pn^sui* »ii>on i'v*'ry *lfi>itrtment of the JotrR^•AL,

bfm-ity of stylo ami concl»eno5.i of stAtoineiit gpeatly fnoilitAtt' early insertion

Wo aft' roiiii»4;Il^ to return Ai)>l hold over ii f^ivnt numburuf communicatton
cliit'lly by reason of their unnccossary length.

IIRRIIOSIS OF THE LIVKR.
Sill, -The cnsp of cirrhosis of tlio liver in which tlui pdilal

bloo<l ran directly into the sj-stcmic circiilution, rend at tlicanmiul
meeting of tlie Association, and described in the .lotTjNAl. of
Febniarj- 4th by I>r. Uninunond, is full of interest. In this case
tbe conservative formation of compensatory vessels to relieve the
portal system led to the patient's death by bile-poisoniug. I had
WT many years been jierfectly sure of the fact that the portal
bloml did take the course more recently demonstrated by Sap])ey,
judging from the ^reat enlargement of'the superficial veins of the
abdomen seen daring life. au(l the extreme vascularity of the liga-
ments and tissues around the liver as obseiTed after death. Sappey
proved that tlie umbilical vein, or other veins near it, enlarge
sufBciently to carry off the portal blood into the epigastric
Tessels and general circulation. It is rare that the new vein is so
large as that in Dr. Drumraond's case, although Dr. Goodhart put
up in (lUy's Museum a specimen, where, possibly, the vessel was
as large. This new clumnel of relief explains M-liy, in many cases
of cirrhosis, drop.sy does not occur, or, if fluid has" formed, ^hy it

sometimes disajipears ; and also why, after its removal by medi-
cine or by tap])ing, it may not recur. This subject was not, I

think, referred to in the discussion on Dr. Gooding's paper at the
Brighton meeting. This gentleman brought forward several cases
where ascites liad not returned after the removal of the ttuid. I

have met with a large number of such instances, and never been
able satisfactorily to explain the cause of the occurrence. It
would_ appear that, after cirrhosis has advanced a certain stage,
some little extra <listurbance in the secreting organs will determine
a dropsy ; but, after these have righted themselves and an equili-
brium restonxl, that the drojjsy will depart, although the cirrhosis
remains. A better explanation is now forthcoming in the jiroduc-
tion of collateral or compensatory circulation. Meeting constantly
with these cases of temporan,' recovery, it is interesting to note
the value put upon the treatment by the medical man in charge of
each patient. One repeats to me the case where ialmrandi has
cured a man who had been previously tapped ten times; another
vaunts the value of copaiba, which has got rid of the fluid, of
which there is no return. A well-known shopkeei)er in a suburb
of London never cea.ses to prai.so his neighbour, tlie honnvojiatli,
who cured him of thedropsy after many other regular practitioners
had faileil. But lately, I have had a patient die of dro|)sy which
did not return until three yeajs after paracentesis ; and! had a
hospital patient who went on the .same number of vears. Neither
of these patients, 1 am sorry to say. profited by their narrow
eecapi-, for they both continued to drink, though in less amounts
than before. 1 can, therefore, scarcely encourage the hope which
Dr. (iooding clings to, that a total al).sl ineiice may be the means of
promoting a cure. It is, no doubt, to be recomnn-nded, but 1 fear
that no conclusions can be arrived at from the observation of one
or two cases, .seeing that the .symptoms may for a time subsiile in
those who continue to livo intemperate lives, or at least do not
desist from the use of alcohol either in the form of wiiio or .spirits.

—J am, etc., Samuel Wilks.
WOBVenor Street, February 4th, 1888.

VKNTRAI, .VKITIUKCTOMV FOR HYDHOXKPnKOSIS.
Sir,—Although one cjin Imtudmire Mr. Hunt er's courage in under-

taking tbe formidable operation published in last week's .Joi una i,. it

would seem right that one with experience in such cases should
offer .some criticism on the method of treatment adopled. In the
treatment, of hydrocelo it Is always laid ilown that it is first advis-
able Ui gi\e the patient the rare chance that the fluiil may not re-
eollict after tapping, and I think such a rule apjities with increased
foro' in cas's of hydronephrosis, esj.eiially a.s thin: are well
auUienliejited casj'S in which the fluid hius "not ro-collert,ed after
simple aejiiratjon. Supposing liie cyst to have refilled, it might
bo ttien lulvisable, aittT ascertaining the secreting power of the
other kidney, to explore the tumoui tlirough the loin, and then

drain or perform nephTectomy according to the eomlitioils foUnd';

but to commence with f/angenbuch's incision through the pori-

toueum appears to me to be rather heroic treatment, and of a kind'
which expo.ses the patient to unnecessary risk, e-speciaily, as in
the ease in point, when thei)eritoneum is adherent to the capsule'
of tile kidney. The ease, however, reads as thcjugh it might have
been successful had free drainage through the h>in been secured'

in tlie first instance. .St ill, even had the ca.se been c(mductml to a.

successful issue, 1 should have maintained that the meanS'
employed Were unnecessarily severe.— I am, etc., '

R. t'LK.MENT LCOAS, B.S., F.R.C.S.,

Senior iVssistant Surgeon to Guy's Hospital; .

INTBACAPSULAE INJECTION IN THE EXTRACTION OC ;

CATAK.\CT. '
'

Sin,—Mr. Swanzy is aggrieved because 1 (pioted statistics Of'

the National Ej-e aiid Ear intinnary for IfST.")-?!!, and he suggests-

that the re-sults of operations have been better of late years

'

through certain improvement s, and therefore that I should have'
chosen only " results of to-day'' to compare with ray owni •

I now invite Mr. Swanzy to give (1) details of the extraction of'

cataract, ripe and unripe, in the National Eye and Ear Infirmary^

since he had at his sen'ice tlmse improvements to which he refers;*

(2) like details of other public institutions. When ho has sup-

plied these he will have made his first contribution to reasonable

criticism. Of assertions and questions suggestive of erroneous'

inference he has not been sparing; but of material facts he has
been parsimonious if not miserly. The "cleansing fire" of fair*

and reasonable criticism is what 1 desire.

The improvements Mr. Swanzy indicates are (1) antisepticisin/

(2) modification in the station, (S) Fovster's maturation operation.'

It is not proved that antisepticism, as cuiTied out by sprays, •

lotions, dressings, has accom]iiislied anything for catiiraot opera-'

tions in any hosjiital in a gooil sanitary condition, and in which
cleanliness has been strictly enforced.

_

'

Let us note what has happened in abdominal surgery. 2. Anti-

septic spray and antiseptic solutions are completely discarded by
some of the most successful ojierators. 2. Recent modifications of

the section. I siippose Mr. Swanzy refers to the 3-inra. Hap of

M. de Wecker. I see, however, from the reports of the Moortields

and other large hospitals for last year that Graefe's method was '

almost exclusively practised. So far from this method being ob-

.solete, it is probably more largely practised than any other; aild'

from long before 187.') till the present time, it has for statistical

purposes held its own. 3. Forster's artificial maturatioii. This is

very little practised, and if .Mr. Swanzy have any considerable

experience of it, it would be well to let us know it.

I have not desired to limit the statistical in(|uir>-. The letter

which appeared in the JoujixAi. of September yrd last dealt with
all the reports I then had ; and when Mr. Swanzy's lirst letter

was published, 1 endeavoured to ascertain piu'ticulavs of the

operations for cataract in the United Kingdom. I wrote to all'

the chief hosjiitals, 1 examined the special medical and surgical

reports of London liosjiitals, and 1 only found in addition to what
I have already summarised, the rejiorts of Mr. Nettleship for":

the yciirs lHti2, 18.S;3, l'S.S4, and 1«85. In the four years Mr.

.Nettleship operated on 1(12 senile cataracts; tliuro were 21 (14

per cent.) escaiies of vitreous, 3K cases (22 per cent,) in which
cortex was not completely removed, 20 ciuseS (12 per cent.)

severe iritis, •'52 cases (19 jier cent.) mild iritis, 40 cases (24 per

cent.) of .secondary ojH'rat ion, and 17 cases (10.5 per cent.) abso-

lute hiss. I musi. qualify the above statistics by stating that

when Mr. Nettleship used .\1. de ft'eckor's section, he had fewer

escape of vitreous, and that some of the losses in 1885 were due to

an untoward and exceptional influence independent of the mere
ojieration. Do these details of the operative work of a reliable!

and painstaldng surgeon support the statement that by the ordi-

nary method of friction corlexcan be easily removed, and that

iritis, etc., are very rare nowailays?

The only statistics which are of valun for analysis and com-'

piirison are those which give details regarding (l)the degi'ee of

maturation of the cataract, (2) accidents and incidents during

o])eration, (3) the course of all unfavourable cases.

M V method, namely, the i-inioval of the cortex by the force and

inlliienie of a fluid, is eiiqiloycd by .VI. 1'ana.s and M. de Wecker.

Mr. Swanzy gave ipiotations from M.M. I'anas and de Wecker, and

these 1 will tuiiplement. .\t. I'anas says:—
" Proceder le plus comjiletement possible i la toilette du champ

pupillaire, couches corticales du crystallin, sang, pigment noir.
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bulles dair, tout iloit sortir quelle que soit la peine qu'on sodanne
pour attt'inilre If but."

There may be no germs witliiu the eye to be killed, but the

antiseptic liquid which is to be forced "jusque daiw lea pro-

fondeurs de Tail" will olttii enough liud these" couches corticales,"

etc., and M. Panas is vei'y exacting as to the completeness of their

removal. M. d»! \\'ecker proves that M. Panas's solution is useless

as a germicide, and he writes:—
" Je suis done absolument partisan des lavages do la chambre

ant^rieuro, mais je pense qu'on doit leur laisser cette designation

et ne pas y substituer le mot de desiufection." This is surely

plain enough.
Mr. Swanzy should have given a more clear account of the

essence of M. de Wecker's practice. There are two preliminary

points. 1. In "la pratique us-uelle," that is, in ordinary opera-

tions for ripe cataract, he says : .

" Le nettoyage ou lavage de

la chamlire ant(5riuure n'est pas oe qui nous pr6occupe le plus."

The pupil being clear and black, he injects afew drops of solution

of eseriue to contract the pupil, but mark well what he says about

this simple injection primarily used for its myotic effect: " S'aper-

Qoit-on que, pendant 1' injection, la pupille s'obscurcit pari 'appa-

rition de masses corticales rendues opaques par le liquide injecte,

on prolonge quelquo pou 1' injection et 1' on reprend la toilette, en
r6pi3tant cette manoeuvre jusqu'a ce qu'une deruiere injection

laisse une pupille absolument noire ,et libre d' opacites, meme a
r inspection a la lumiere electrique. A cet effet on pent promener,
pendant I'injection, la canuh; en argent dans le sae capsiilaire et

meme sous le bord pupillaLre oppose a. la section."

Leaving aside the evidence afforded of the use of force, we
have a striking testimony to the remarkable fact that the cautious

introduction of a few drops of eserine solution may, by causing
the appearance of unsuspected cortex, reveal the fact that the

operation had been imperfectly performed.
2. In luiripe cataracts il. de Wecker is of opinion that tlie mere

washing is the prime consideration. He writes: Ici 1' on pent
faire iin veritable lavage des masses corticales opaciliees ou non
opaques, mais rendues opaques au moment del' injection. Dans
cecas encore je priSfere 1' injection a deux ou trois reprises et re-

prendre apres chaque injection les nettoyages de la toilette,

plutot que de faire un lavage i)ar injection violente.'' But no-
body makes violent injections so far as I know. My injections

are gentle and more effectual than pressure. I thinlv I have
quoted enough to show that both MM. Tanas and de Wecker
use the injection for the same purpose as I do myself. M. de
Wecker may not go quite so far as I do, but we cannot expect per-
fect uniformity in views and practice.

The antiseptic treatment of M. Panas and the myotic treat-

ment of M. de Wecker are simple adilitions which are to be
judged from a totally lUfferent standpoint from that of intraocular
injection to remove cortex. If only an intraocular antisepticism
is desired, or if only a myotic influence is sought, then it is

necessary only to inject a drop or two of the antiseptic or myotic
liquid, as the case may hv, and not to j)ractise the prolonged and
repeated washings, as MM. Panas and de Wecker have done.—

I

am, etc, AViLLiAM A. M'Keown.
Belfast.

SiE,—On January i2nd, ISSi, after extracting the nucleus of a

senile cataract, 1 washed the remaining cortex out of the anterior

chamber. 1 used a new Teale's syringe as a siphon, with distilled

water, previously boiled, at a temperature nf 07° F., the tempera-

ture of the anteri(.ir chamber. I was very careful that the conjunc-
tiva, the instrtnnents, the water, the air, and everything -n-hich

came in contact with the eye was as free as possible from germs.
The result was encouraging, with + 12 D. V. = tV- The eye had
been blind forty-seven years ; therefore I yc-nturcd on a new pro-
ceeding not expecting such success. Since then I have frequently
had recourse to this method of removing lens cortex, and generally
with favourable, sometimes with brilliant, results.

In one of my early cases, before cocaine came into use, the
patient was very restless, and there was some escape of vitreous
immediately on the introduction of the water. The eye did fairly
well, V. = ,\.

'

In another early case the operation was followed by severe
pain, which kept the patient awake most of the following night
I expected the eye would be lost, but the pain gradually sub-
sideil, and I W!vs surprised to find the pupil clear. The subse-
quent progress was good, V= 3S. All my other cases have done

well. I have th erefore never had occasion to regret having in-

jected water into the eye ; on the other hand, several times when
I ha^i'e left apparently only a little cortex, I have afterwards re-
gretted that 1 had not washed it out.

My practice is to wash out only when a considerable quantity
of lens matter remains which cannot be removed by simpler
means w itliout much risk. In such cases it is pleasing to see
how readily and gently the water removes the opacity, and tlie

pupil is left beautifully black.
,

In some cases of traumatic cataract, at the proper time, the
anterior chamber may be irrigated, the softened lens matter re-

moved, and the ej-e saved, when no other method would have
been successful.

In cases of unripe cataract I believe with Dr. McKebwn that
intra-ocular injection will give " results such as have never been
otherwise obtained ;" but 1 am sure that " a preliminarj- iridec-
tomy, combined with Fijrster's artificial maturation," and after a
few weeks extraction under antigermic precautions and washing
out of cortex, will give still better results.

For three years 1 used the siphon as mentioned ; during the'

last year I have used Ur. McKeowns sj-ringe, but I do not like it

becaiLse (1) it cannot be used with that delicacy which is de-
sirable when the nozzle is within the eye; i'l) the force is

imcertain
; (.3) the action is not sufficiently continuous for some

cases.

To my mind the main objection to its more ready adoption is

the length of time A\'hich is required to have everything exact,[

and free from germ contamination. The success of cataract ex-
tractions depends very much upon the absolute purity of every-'
thing which 'comes in contact with the eye. '

I am at a loss to understand the hostile—shall I say unscien-'
tific—attitude which has been taken by many eminent specialists'

with regard to this simple procedure. 1 suppose it is to be ex-
pected that some viiW commend it unduly, and that others wiU
condemn it unjustly, but whatever may be said I am convinced
from experience that it will make its way and will iiold its place
as a useful addition to our resources in the extraction of cataract.

In conclusion, allo^- me to state that I think the profession is

under great obligations to Dr. McKeown for his distinguished ser-

vices to ophthalmology, and that, in my opinion, they have not'

yet been sufficiently acknowledged.—I am, etc., . J. H. BelI..

Bradford, January 30th.

Sib,—It affords me gratification to see that you have deemed
the above subject of sufficient importance to devote an editorial

note and also a leading article to-its discussion.

In the note referred to, you allude to my paper published in

January, 1887, and contend that "the experience given is a3.

meagre as that of the hostile critics," If you will do me tha

kiudness to refer again to my paper, you will see that the desire<

that actuated me in reading it before the Ophthalmic Section at'

Brighton was simply to invite other ophthalmic surgeons to'

make experiments of McKeown's process; and I also took the'

opportunity to recommend that the water should bo introduced'

by means of an iiTigating apparatus rather than by a syringe;

the length of time during which 1 had employed it was obviously-

too short to afford opportunity for a large number of cases to be'

operated on.

Lest my experience should again be analogous to that of the
" hostile critic*," some little time may have to elapse before I

fulfil your anticipations, to furnish my "further e.xperiences ;" it

may, liowever, happen that, by the time the Glasgow meeting is

held, 1 shall be prepared with a table so strong, numerically, that;

even your apparently prejudiced contributor will not venture to

stigmatise it as meagre.
Meantime I need only add that I continue to adopt the practice

with increasing appreciation of its value, as 1 see more of the
beneficial effects it is capable of conferring on those patients in!

whose cases it is necessary to employ it.—I am. etc., '

73, Rodney Street, Li verjKiol. GnABi.E3 6. Lee, [

*,(* Our application of the epithet "meagre" to Mr. Lee's sta-

tistics in the foot-note to Dr. McKeown's letter on p. l.'iO was in-

tended .solely as an nusw-er to the insinuation that we had sup-
pressed important evidence. We quite admit that Mr. Lee's paper ;

was as full as was possible or desirable at tlie time it was re.id,

and shall be very glad to hear his further experience.
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EARLY OVARIOTOMIES.
Sill,- My old friend niul tenchor Mr. T. W. Numi has called my

attention to an error in the address you published in the Journal
of January- 28tli, where it is stated that the lirst ovariotomy at

Middlesex Hospital was performed by Jlr. Mitclull Henry. The
operation had twice previously been performed there by Mr.
Nunn, the first being on July 3()tli, ISiJO; and in referring to it

in a paper read before the .Middlesex Hospital Medical Society

Mr. Nunn expresses his belief that in one oi these cases also death

took place from hitmorrhane from the omentum. This only serves

to show that such an occurrence may have been more frequent

than ray statement would infer in the hands of tlie best operators

of that day.^1 am, etc., Vi. D. Sl'AXTON.

Haaley, January 31st, 1888.

AITOIXTME.XT TO IIAYW.UID'S HEATH ASYLUM.
Sm,—It is perhaps of little service to complain of things which

cannot be altered, yet, though the past may be irrevocable, the

future is in some way in our hands, so I write. The valuable

appointment as Superintendent of the Sussex County .\sylum

became vacant by the r< signation of Dr. J. W. D. Williams. The
advertisement appeared in due course, and the requirements were
at once seen to be higher than is in any way usual in a county
asylum. This n-.ade tlie candidates question whether these were
not specially arranged to suit some one man. Candidates who
were eligible sent in their applications, and though the require-

ments had greatly reduced the number of good and suitable men,
yet some very representative men who had gone through the
apprenticeship of county asylums contended, but the result was
that a gentleman with absolutely no practical training by residence

in a.sylums was selected. Because a man happens to be a friend

of the representatives of the Court of Chancery it seems shameful
that his deficiencies should be overlooked, and men who have
wrought for Mie good of the speciality should be passed over. I

should have thought that it would have been in better taste if the

representative.', of the law refrained from giving testimonials and
using influence in such cases. Xo one has a w^ord to say against

the successful candidate as a man, but he is simply unknown in

lunacy.
I trust this miscarriage of justice may not disgust rising men

and prevent them from continuing to work for this honourable
but badly-used speciality.— I am, etc., G.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL AT NETLEY.
The distribution of prizes to the successful students in the Indian
Medical Service, at the close of the fifty-fifth session of the Army
Mwlical School, took place at noon on Priday, Fobruarj' .3rd, in the
lecture hall of the Royal Victoria Hospital at Netley. Mr. George
Pollock, Consulting Surgeon to St. George's Hospital, London,
and examiner in surgerj' for Her Majesty's ^Vrmy, Na^y, and East
India Medical Senices, presented the prizes.

The following is the list of surgeons on probation in Her
Majesty's Indian Medical Service, who were successful at both the

London and Netley examinations. The prizes are awarded for

marks gained in the special subjects taught at the .\rmy Medical
School. The final positions of these gentlemen are determined by
the marks gaintMl in London added to those gained at Netley, and
the combine<l numbers are accordingly shown in the list wliich

follows

:

•1.
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The services of Surgeon-Major G. CoMKORn, M.D., Hcngal Establishment,

officiating Professor of Pliysiolojiv. CfiU-utta Medical Opilegc. uow on leave, are

temporarily placed at the' diapoial of the Govcmineut of India in the Home
Department. ^. ., r. « , j
Surgeon E. PF.sn)ERTo!f, Madras Estahlishment. Civil Surgeon. Guntoor. and

now Acting Civil Surgeon, Chittoor. is appointed to act as Civil Surgeon at

Berhampore, during the alisenoe of Surgeon D. Kleum on other duty.

Surgeon-Major G. F. Dkvax. Madras Eatablithment, is appointed to act as

Secretary and Statistical Officer to the Surgeon-General Her Majesty's Forces,

Ua<Iras during the al.sence on leave of Surgeon-Major W. B. Johnston.

Surgeon W.G. M'KvoT, Madras Establishment, doing duty in the Eastern

<nstrict, is directed to do dutv at Bellary.
^ . »

Surgenn-Majof S. O'B. Banks. Bombay Establishment, is appomted to act as

Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgeon in the Grant Me.iical College, dur-

ing the alMence of gurgcun-Major W. Gray, JI.B.

Surgeon-Major J. LrCAS, Bombay Establishment, haying returned from leave,

ia placed on general duty in the Presidency district.

Siirgeon->lajor A. H. C. Dane. Bombay Establishment, in medical charge of

the Bhopal Battalion, is allowed furlougii to Europe for eighteen months, on

private affairs. ^ ,.„,,,., ^ , ,

The undermentioned gentlemen, all of the Bengal Establishment, have leave

nf absence on private affairs for the perioils specified :—Brigade-Surgeon E. O.

TiMDY, 8th Native Cavalry, for 31.5 days ; Surgeon-Major C. CamekuS. for one

Surgeon-M.ajor G. li. Daphtary, M.D., for two years : Surgeon-Major H.

„. Kay, for 20.S days ; Surgeon-Major W. A. Simmomis. 12th Native Cavalry,

for one year and 212 days ; Surgeon-Major W. M. Courtney. 8Sth Native In-

fantry for one year ; Surgeon-Major F. A. SMYTH, 2nd B,attalion. 3rd Goorkhaa,

THE VOLUNTEERS.
Mb. R. B. Wrigbtson, M.D., is appointed Acting-Surgeon to the Ist Volunteer

(Norfolk) Brigade Eastern Division Royal Artillery (late the 1st Norfolk

Aitillerv).
Acting-Surgeons J. F. MrBIsox, M.B.. and H. M.lRTrs, M.B.. of the 1st

Dumbarton Rifles, have resigned their appointments; that of the former was
ilated March 10th, 1883; that of the latter March 2oth. 18«5.

Surgeon P. YonxG. of the 3rd Volunteer Battalion Royal Highlanders (for-

merly the 3rd Forfar), has also resigned his commission, which bore date June
23rd, 1883.

We thank a " Surgeon." Medical Staff, for his communication on the duties and
pay of army medical officers, the substance of which we hope to be able to

place before our readers on an early date.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL

"ANOTHEU MEAN FRIEND."
F. H. D. writes : F. 11. D. ami C. B. H. S. are surgeons in the same town, who
have always been upon the most friendly terms until about six months ago.

Five years ago F. H. D. hail a very good offer made to him of practice in

another town, which he then declined. 'VVithin the last few months this

offer has been repeated, and F. H. U. had nearly made up his mind to accept

it, because of the bad state of trade, shutting up of ironworks, etc.. in his

own district. F. H. D. offered his practice to S. In the meantime, C. B. H. S.

had heard that. F. H. D. had an idea of lea\'ing. and wrote to S. informing
him that "all F. H. D.'s patients had been his (F. H. D.'s) father's, who. out
of respect for his father, stuck to F. H. D.. but that if the practice changed
hands, the patients would go to him " tC. B. H. S.^ This seems to be a de-

liberate attempt to spoil any sale between F. H. D. and S. F. H. D.'s father

has been dead eighteen years, and F. H. D. has been in practice twelve years,

and very many of his patients have been C. B. H. S. s, and have called in

F. H. D. for reasons of their own. C. B. H. S. next writes to the secretaries

of F. H. D.'s clubs before he has resigned or mtimated in any way to the
members that he is leaving, informing them that F. II. D. is leaving for prac-

tir<^ in another town, and asking to be appointed surgeon in F. H. D.'s place.

%* Regrettable as is such an incident, the question involved has especial

relationtto the general moral obligation of man to do unto others as he would

be done by. rather than to medical ethics proper; and. therefore, however

morally indefensible " C. B. H. S.'s" alleged conduct may be held to be, we
are not in a position to express other than regretful surprise that our corres-

pondent shoyld have experienced such unfriendly treatment from an assumed
friend of ao many years' etaiiding. Possibly, however, (our remarks on the

•cose may lead to reflection, and at the same time promote a healthy reaction

in the mind of the practitioner alluded to.

CERTIFICATION OF STILLBORN CHILDRKN.
L. K.C. P.Etc. writes : A woman takes to a medical man the body of a child,
and asks hini to certify that it was stillhorn. Caa be legally do so without
Imving seen the mother, and without .making a post-mortem exanduation of
t lie body?

*•»* By the Registration of Births "and Deaths Act. 1371 CSS and 39 .Vic. c. 83.

'. 18), it is enacte<i that the body of a stillborn cliild shaU not be buried un-

.ioM at the time of burial there is pro<lueed (a) "a written certificnte that such
child was not born alive, signed by a registered medical practitioner who was
iuatteudance at the birth, or has examined the body of such child ;" or (W

a declaration that no registered meilical practitioner was present at the
With, or that his certiticate cannot ibi- obtained, and that the child was not
Imrn alive. This declaration is to be made not by a medirivl practitioner, but
by a person who would by law ^have to give information concerning the
hirth. By Section 10 it is made an offence, punishable iu cerlaiu cases with
penal servitude, " wilfidly to make any false certificate or declaration " under
>he Ai;t. Our correspondent will thef^j^ 3eQ,t^ia^t<ijgi^-e a.j;jertifi.pate _uQ<l^r .

thecircumstancesstated would be clearly contrary to^law, and might entail

very serious consequences.

M.D.Yeovil.—Inasmuch as we have, after a careful and unbiassed but weari-

some consideration of the lengthy corresponileucc relating to the dispute in

question, twice expressed our deliberate opinion on the points submitted for

our judication; and believing, moreover, that no practical good, personal or

otherwise, can accrue from its further discussion, we cannot, in justice to

other correspondents, and the ever increasing demand on our limited space.

accede to '"il.D.'s " request for a further exposition of our views upon the

later statement. We are constrained, therefore, to close the discnsslon

in 80 far as relates to the JotritVAL.

AGREEMENTS WITH ASSISTANTS.
Mb. PKRClVALTUBNER(AdelphiJ writer: With regard to the discussion going on

as regards "the usual bond," permit me to remark that this term as was ap-

plied does in fact mean an agreement somewhat similar to that indicated by
your correspondent " A. W. B.," and not what used to be understood as a

ijond, a formidable looking document, naming a heavy penaltv. but practically

a much le^ss .serviceable document than the " usual agreement" now in vogue,

which is equally applicable and binding on qualilied or unqualified assist-

ants, and effects the principal object with less chances of dispute and difficulty

than any bond can do, and which, as you remark, if properly drawn and im-

pressed with a sixpenny stamp, will hold good in any court.

CANVASSING FOR PATIENTS.
A coBRE.-spoxDE>-T has forwarded the following advertisement, cut from a Lewis

" Large Bontts.—Wanted, influential Persons to obtain Clubs, Friendly

Societies, etc., for medical attendance by a Doctor ; also to Canvass."

%* A *' doctor" who seeks to acquire practice by such exceptional and pro-

fessionally reprehensible means as those indicated in the above advertisement

must, we apprehend, have mistaken his true vocation. Such practitioners are

untrue to themselves and alike insensible to the honour and dignity of the

profession, and of their relative duty to it. In reality they are a law unto

themselves, and pursue their own course, regardless of the rules (leges scripts

et non__script<p), by which the profession of medicine has been ethicallr

governed from time immemorial.

CHARGING FOR MEDICINE.
A SirBSCRiBER asks whether a general practitioner holding the M.R.C.S.Eng.
and L.R.C.P.Eihn. has a right to charge for medicines supplied to hU
patients.

%* Although Section 6 of the Medical Act. 18S6. Is not so clear as Section 31

of the Medical Act. 1858; it is, we think, quite clear that "A Subscriber's
"

qualifications entitle him to charge for medicines supplied to his patients in

addition to his fees, and that his charges are made out in the proper way.

SIGNATURE OF LUNACY CERTIFICATES BY PARTNERS.
M.D. (Scotland") writes : A. and B. are in partnership. A. grants a certificate of
insanity in the case of C. Does the fact of a partnership existing between A.

and B. "disqualify B. from giving the second certiticate requisite for C.'s ad-

mission to an asylum ? I always understood it did ; but I can find nothing in

the Lunacy Act under Section " Disqualifications," which confirms my
belief.

*^* In England and Wales medical men in partnership cannot'sign the cer-

tificates of insanity under which a patient shall be sent to an asylum, forth?

same patient on the same occasion. 16 and 17 Vict., cap. 96, Sec. 4.
-^

QT7ACKS AND PRACTITIONERS. *

M.D. writes : I should like the opinion of the medical profession on the follow-'

ing ca~se, as it appears to me to be very contrarj- to etiquette, and extra-

ordii!ar\'. ,, .

A is "asked to call to' see B. B. states that she is tal^mg medicine ("can-

cercura'"). amongst others, from a quack in London, and that he will not, or

doe5 not care to, send more medicine unless she is under the supennsion of a

nicdi -al man in the phwe whom she wished to correspond with the quack, and
still to treat herwith thequack remedies. A. refuses to attend under such con-

ditions, considering them unprofessional. B. then calls in C. an M.D. prac-

tising in the place ; he attends, takes up the case, corresponds with the pro-

fessor or quack, and gives or allows the patient B. the quack remetUes. and.

therefore, is really acting as the quacks assistant, and. if anything goes

wrong, of course would l>e convenient to sign a death certificate, and. there-

fore, avoid an inquest. If qualified medical men are allowed to do these

things, one rannut wonder that qu;ioks get on ; and surely such men cannot

bo met in consultation or treated as brother practitioners.

*»• The course described is so unusual as to be almost incredible, and cer-

tainly contrary to all professional rule. It seems possible, however, that there

may be some errors in the facts of the case as stated. We only hope that this

may l>e so.
^

FEES TO WITNE.SSES.
F. W. D. MoC. K. a>k- what fees he is entitled to in the following case : He has

received a subpoena to appear as witness in an action brought by a patient

whom he attended against a railway company, lie is_di*trict surgeon lo the

company, and has received a j>ubpo?iia from the plaintiff.

%* According to the authorised scale, the allowance' to professional men

for attendance as witnc?.<ies in a common law action is £1 Is. per diem, if resi-

dent in the to\vn in which the action is tried ; and ^£2 2s. to £3 ;?6. per diem.

inchisive of all except travelling expenses, if resident at a distance from the

place of triad. I| t^te ftrtlpn v* in the county court the scale is lower.
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LIABILITY TOR SCHOOL FBIW IN CASKS OP INPBOTIOUS
niSKASK.

A MrJlTiFR a.ik« : Am I llahlf for boIhkiI Ucs ulu'ii oliiMren hnve liocn prcventc<l

returntufE to nrhot'l aX thn commrmvmnit of n ni-w term, owhij; to the rbk of

their ronimunlcftfhiij an iTifwtlons rti-'oivo to nthfW?
« I'utfs* there Is an express ttmtnirt on the point, the oWinoiy contract

for ftchooliop is for a te-mis notion <>r a tonnViiuy ; tlio niiu*t<Trouiii, thcrrforr,

claim i^ynit'nt for the* torni. ultlioujih the ohild lost part o( tlie t4M m thrmijrii

UlnCos. In nnr caso, in 1877. Mr. Justice Pciimivn hrhi that, wlicrt'tlu- iniister

aenta boy lu>nic on aroouut of Ulnoss, and be was too iiinvi<1l to return the

next tomi. payment rouM not l>c enforced ; but the clrcumat«>ne.«4 tlwro were

exceptional. As a rule, the illness of the child is no reason for depriving the

schoolmaster of his foes.
^

.,.

ACTIOXS TO HKSTKAIX NUTSANCnES.
B.C. aakA where he can obtain a full report of the case of Wullasej hocal Board

V. Graooy. under the Publi<- neiilthArt.roiH>rtedi;i theJouba'^Xou November
35th. p. '1190.

•«* The CMC. havin<; be«'ii tried at Nisi Prius. does not appear in any of the

rei^ilar reiwrtn. Tlu- only way to p't at the fnot^ would Ite to apply to the

solicitor of one of the parties, who coiitd say whether a shorthand note wa.**

taken. Actions to rc&tmiu nuisances should not be undertaken without {cood

legal advice.

MRDICAL MBN AS TR.VDERS.
Nemo writee : I havp notic*e«l by the reports ot cases at County Courts, etc.. in
your paper th.it a me<iic:il man who supplit-s medi<.'ines and charges for them
to \\Va patients is a "trader." May 1 ask in what position a man is who
amiri^f* with a chemist to supply them by making up his prescriptions and
ch.'vrginn tlie patient and giviuK tiie doctor a commis^ion on amount paid, or
if the din'tor, making up his oook fr(>ra tlie chemist. <'harge9 for medicines
himself? Both of the<ie things are done liy men who would he very indignant
at being termed " traders." Arc they not so reaUy ?

*,* Under tlie circumstances stated, the medical man would certainly he

Interested in t tilde, and might fairly be termed a trader, just like any other

partner in a tmding liusiness.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE RRGISTRAR-OENERAL'S QUARTERLY RETURN.
The Registrar-General lias just issued his quarterly return relat-
ing to the births and deaths registered in England and Wales
during the fourth or autumn quarter of last year, and to the mar-
riages in the three months ending September last. The marriagi-
rate, although it showed a slight recovery from the exceptionally
low rate in the third quarter of ISMfi, wn,s considerably below the
mean rate in the corresponding quarters of the ten years 1877-S6.
The birth-rate and the death-rate were also Iielow their respective
averages. The mean Lempcnilure of the air during the quarter was
conaiJerably below the average, but the weather was, on the whole,
favourable to the jiublic health.
The births registered in England and Wales during the three

months ending neeemher la.it wern 217,74!), equal to an annual
rate of 30.6 per 1,0(10 of the population, estimated byf he Registrnr-
General to be about twenty-eight and a quarter millions of per-
sons. This birth-rate showed a further decline from the rates
recorded in the corresponding quarters of recent years ; it was as
much ns 2.4 per I.OOO below the mean rate in the fourth quarters
of the ten years 1S77--SG. and was actually lower than that re-
corded in the last quarter of any year since IHli), when the regis-
tration of births was admittedly defective. The birth-rate in the
nnarter under notice in the several counties ranged from Sfi.l in
SShropshiro and 2C.2 in Sussex, to 33.9 in Northumberland, .V).4 in
Monmouthshire, and 3.5.0 in Essex. In the twenty-eight large
towns for which the Registrar-General i)ublishes weekly returns,
the birth-rati> la.^^t iiunrter averaged 31.>< jier 1,000, ranging from
2.\h in Brighton and 20.2 in Brailford, to 3«.0 in rorlsminiMi. -10.2

in Newcastle-ujiou-Tyne, and 40..') in Cardiff. The births regis-
tered in England anrl Wales during the quarter under notice ex-
ceederl the deaths by R"i,0.=)7; this represents the natural increase
of the population (luring that period. Prom the Hoard of Trade
returns it ai)pears that 70.7:tP, emigrants sailed from the various
ports at the United Kinirdnm at which emigration officers are
stationed; of the.se, :!0,0:i0 were English, O.Gitl Scotch, and it,2Kfi

Irish. The proportion of British emigrants to a million of the
respective populations of the three divisions of the United King-
dom were 1,27(> from England, l,67fi from Scotland, and 1,013 from
Ireland.

During the last quarter of 1887 the deaths of 133,792 persons

were registered in England and Wales, eqnni to nn nnnnnl rate Of

18.8 jier 1,000 of the estimated population. This dvath-rate,
although it slightly exceeded the ver^- low rates recorded in the
last quarter both (if \0K> trnd IHSO, was 1.0 per I.IXXI below the
mean rate in the fourth quarters of the ten preceding years,
lw77-y(;. .\mong the urban ijopuhition of the cimutry, e.slitmited at

about eighteen millions of iiirsons. the rate of mortality during the
quarter under notice was equal to lit.8 jier 1,(HK); in the remaining
or chielly rural population of little more than ten millions the ratii>

did not exceed lO.fl per l.tHXI. These urlian and rural rates were
both below their respective averages for the six preceding corre-

sponding quarters. The rate of mortality among infants under
one year of age, and of jiersong aged between one and sixty years,

was below the average; while the death-rate of persons aged up-
wards of sixty years exceeded the average of the ten preceding
corresponding quarters.

The i;?3,792 deaths registered in England and Wales during the
three months ending December last included .'?,104 -which were re-

ferred to measles, 2,921 to scarlet fever. 2,404 to whooping-cou^h>
1,914 to diarrhoea. 1,83.5 to "fever" (including typhus, typhoid,
and simple fever), Ij.^OS to diphtheria, and 3.">f< to small-po.x ; in

all, 14.1.59 deaths resulted from these principal zjTnotic diseases,

equal to an annua! rate of l.d'.i per 1,0(X1, the average annual rate

in the ten preceding corresponding quarters having been 2.44 per
I.OOO. The mortality from measles, diphtheria, and small-pox
showed a slight excess; while that from each of the other zymotic
diseases was below the average. The deaths referred to small-
pox, which had been 30, 47. and 70 in the first three quarters of

last year, increased to .3.5S during the quarter under notice, of

which no fewer than 2.30 occurred in Sheflield. .50 in other parts of

Yorkshire, 3.5 in or around Bristol, and only 43 in the remainder of

England and Wales. In London only 3 fatal cases of small-pox
were recorded during the quarter. '

The rate of infant mortality, or the proportion of (leaths und*
one year of age to registered births, was Tast quarter 136
per l.CKM, and was slightly below the average proportion
in the ten preceding corres]ionding quarters. Wljile (lie rate of

infant mortality in London during the last three months of 1887
did not exceed 145 per 1,0(X\ it averaged 162 in the twenty-seven
provincial towns, among wliich it ranged from 111 in Brighton
and 123 in Norwich, to 198 in Oldham, 217 in Bolton, and 233 ih

Blackburn.
i

,

-.
. .

SANITARY REGI.STR.\TION OF BUILDINGS.
K CONPERENCE Convened by the Sanitary .\s.sur.'mce Association
was lieM on Saturday, Februaiy 4th, at the Society of Arts,

Adelphi, for the purpose of considering the proposed Sanitary
Registration of Buildings Bill. Sir.fo.seph FajTcr, who presided,

said he knew by sad experience what an immense amount of dis-

ease and impaired health was entailed on the populations of great
cities by insanitary dwelling houses, ami tluy also knew that
those evils being preventable, it was their duty to do all they
could to prevent them. It was their wish that all yiublic build-

ings and dwelling houses should be registered by law, the regis-

tration to be optional in tbi^caseof private dwellings and com-
pulsory in that of public buildings, such a course to be taken
after they had been examined and certified as being in a s.atisfao-

tory sanitary condition, and this was what the Sanitnrv- Registra-

tion of Buildings Bill proposed to do in the interests of the
])ublic.

Mr. Mark IT. Judge read a paper explaining the provisions of
the Bill, and moved a resolution approving them. It was further
resolved that all dwelling houses erected after .lanuarj-, 1890,

should come under the comjuilsory clause of the Bill, '

THE PRESIDENT OF THE LOCAL OOVERNMEST BO.\!BD,
.\N1) THE VALUK OF VACCINATIO.X AT SHEFFIELD.

Mr. (.'.. T. RiTCHTE, the President of the Local (lovernment Board,
in addressing a political meeting at ShetHeld, on .lannary 30th,

took the opportunity of, in the first place, making public the
lessons as to the value of vaccination to be learnt from the epi-

demic of small-pox at present afflicting that town. "Overwhelm-
ing evidence," he said, "had been given during the course of the
epidemic of the enormous value and protection of vaccination.

It was estimated from clear evidence that the number of unvacci-
nated children under 10 years of age in Sheflield is about ."i.OOO,

and the number of vaccinated al)Out 9.5.000. Out of the 95,000

children who have been vaccinated, there have been 189 attacks

and two deaths. Out of the 5,000 unvaccinated children, there
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haTe been 172 attacks and 70 deaths. This is the position of

affair.s. ff -n-e -n-ere to aspurae for a moment that all the children
of Sheffield under 10 were vaccinated, yoji svould have had li'X)

attacks, and two and a fraction deaths. But if all the children of

Sheffield, under 10, had been unvaccinated, you would have had
3,277 attacks, and 1,830 deaths, or just exactly COO times greater
mortality. \ow. gentlemen, it is almost an established fact that,

after the age of 10, vaccination loses a great deal of its effect, so

that the moral of this visitation is, as fur as I can see, that all

those above 10 should get revaecinated, and by that means there

is little doubt that in a limited space of time Sheffield will be
free of the disease. It gives almost entire and absolute protection
to thoee who are revaecinated, and as an illustration 1 may tell

you that during the whole time that the Hampstead Small-pox
Jlospital was open, only one person out of the numerous em-
ployfy engaged at that hospital took small-pox, and he was the
untler gardener, who by some mistake had escaped revaccination,
and I am informed by the medical inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board who has beeji down here, that out of more than 290
men and hoys employed in the Sheffield Post Office, not a single
case of attack has occurred. Well now. gentlemen. I think after

stich evidence it is impossible for even the most rabid antivacci-
nationist to gainsay tlio beneficial results following from revacci-
nation."

RECOBOe OiP VACGtNATION IN THE IIO.SPITALS OF TUE
MRTROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD.

On the suggestion of the Local Government Board the Metropolitan
Asylums Board have recently adopted a new form of " bed card"
for the small-pox patients in their hospitals, in which fuller in-

formation than has hitherto been given win be required to be re-

corded. The general character of the disease and the position of
the eruption are to be stated amongst other particulars; but the
most important alteration is that which relates to vaccinition.
Hitherto the efficiency or othem-ise of the pre%-ious vaccination of

the patient, as shown in the character of the cicatrices, has not
as a rule been recorded, and patients have simply been classified

under the general headings of "vaccinated," " unvaccinated,"
"doubtfid." In future the " bed card " is to show, fit the state-
ment of the patient or his friends as to primarj' vaccination, CJ"!

the number of vaccination cicatrices, (3) their collective area, (4)

the fraction of cicatricial area that can be described as foveated
;

(5) the numl)er of cicatrices noted as (a) depressed, (6) not de-
pressed, (c) puckered, (d) glazed, (e) not deftned in margin. It is

also to state the date in case of revaccination. and the character
of the cicatrices. Where a child is presented for admission by a
person who can give no account of the primary vaccination, means
are to bi' taken I o obtain the needed evidence from the nearest
relative. In calculating the collective area of the cicatrices it is

suggested that the diameter of each should be raensured and the
area calculated in hundredth parts of a superficial inch. Eventually
these " bed cards " may he bound together, and form a convenient
" case bonk."' Careful record of the vaccination of officers and of
visitors is also to be kept.

Obviously it is important, in view of the existence of much im-
perfect vaccination amongst us. that efficient .ind inefficient vac-
cination shoulil be separated wherever possible. In 1876. the late
Mr. Marson, surgeon of the London Small-pox Hospital, prepared
a table, summarising bis ob-seJ-vations during twenty-five years
in nearly t>.000 eases of post-vaccinal small-pox, and showing the
different degrees in which persons vaccinated in different ways
had been safe against death by small-pox. He showed that
amongst those stated to have been vaccinated, but having no
cicatrix, 21 J i)er cent, died ; of those having one cicatrix, "i per
cent.; of those having two cicatrices, 4^ per cent. ; of tho?a hiuing
three cicatrices, IJ per cent. ; and of those having four or more
cicatrices, only ^ per cent, died ; whilst 35.V per cent, of the un-
vaccinated perislied. The new arrangement' in the metropolitan
hospitals will involve some additional trouble and expense ; but,
from a scientific point of view, the advantages of being able before
long to issue an authorised and revised version of -Mr. Marsons
valuable statistics outweighs other considerations.

MARGARINE AND BUTTER.
The effect of the Margarine Act has hitherto not been to diminish
the supply of imitation butter, the demand for which seems to
be largely on the increase. It has been pointed out that, rigorous
as are the provisions of the Act, the keepers of refreshment and
boarding houses, coffee-shops, and the like, are still allowed to

I

foist on their patrons an article as butter which costs less than
tallow, and which lias little or none of the ingi-edients of the
genuine commodity, and tliat in this respect we might well follow
the example of the American margarine inspectors, who liave be-
gun to summon the keepers of refre^jliment and boarding houses
tor palming the counterfeit articles pff on their customers foe
genuine butter.

>

COMPULSORY CT^OSING OF A SCHOOL.
In the Queen's Bench Division, the case of Roberts 2'. Falmouth
Urban Sanitarj' Authority came before Justices Mathew and
Smith, on appeal under the Summary Jurisdiction Act, 1879. The
action was brought by the head master of the Falmouth British
Schools for Boys to recover compensation for loss of emoluments
suffered by the appellant from the compulsory, cla<;ing of the
schools for about three weeks during an epidemic of measles. The
schools were closed by the managers after receiving a warning
from the respondent authority tha^ they would communicate witn
the Local Government Board on the subject. The Falmouth
magistrates held the view that the schools were closed by the
managers by reason of the obligations imposed on them, and the
Judges, endorsing that view, dismissed the appeal with costs.

Heaxth of English Towns.—During the week ending Satur-
day, February 4th, 5,739 births and 3,94.5 deaths were registered
in the twenty-eight large English towns, including London, which
have an estimated population of 9,398,273 persons. The annual
rate of mortality per 1,000 persons living in these towns, which
had steadily declined in the four precedingweeks from 23.8 to 22.5,

further fell during the week under notice to 21.9. The rates in the
several towns ranged from 13.4 in Bradford, 17.9 in Bolton, 18.1 in
Hull, and 18.2 in Birkenhead to 25.9 in Blackburn, 27.3 in Man-
chester, 31.8 in Preston, and 32.2 in Plymouth. The mean death-
rate in the twenty-seven provincial towns was 20.0 per 1,(XX), and
as much as 2.2 below the rate recorded in London, which was
23.1 per 1,CKX). The 3,94.5 deaths registereii during the week under
notice in the twenty-eight towns included 506 which were re-

ferred to the principal zj-motic diseases, against 4-51 and 478 in
the two preceding weeks: of these, 248 resulted from whooping-
cough, 75 from scarlet fever, 52 from " fever " (principally enteric),

42 from diphtheria, 35 from measles, 35 from diarrhoea, and 19 from
small-pox. These 506 deaths were equal to an annual rate of 2.8

per l,tXX) ; in London the z\-motic death-rate was as high as 3.7,

while it averaged only 2.0 in the twenty-seven provincial towns,
among which it ranged from 0.3 and 0.5 in Newcastle-upon-Tj-ne
and Cardiff to 3.9 in Blackburn, 4.5 in Sheffield, and 4.9 in Derby.
\\'Tiooping-cough caused the highest proportional fat-ality in

Brighton, Salford, Bristol, London, and Leicester; measles in Bir-

mingham and Derby : scarlet fever in Manchester, Oldham, Hud-
dersfleld. and Blackburn ; and "fever "in Nottingham and Derby.
The 42 deaths from diphtheria in the twenty-eight tONvns included
29 in London, 3 in Birmingham, and 3 in Manchester. Of the 19
fatal cases of small-pox recorded during the week under notice,

17 occurred in Sheffield, 1 in Leeds, and 1 in Bristol. The Metro-
politan Asylums Hospitals contained 7 small-pox patients on
Saturday, Februarv' 4th, of which 2 were admitted during the
week. These hospitals also contained 1,.5.5S scarlet fever patients
on the same date, against numbers steadily declining from
2.603 to l,ti41 in the nine preceding week.s; there were 95 admis-
sions during the week. The death-rate from diseases of the re-

spiratory- organs in London was equal to 6.3 per 1,000, and was
considerably below the average;

WANTKD : A MODEL SMALI^POX HOSPIT.VL.
Dr. Browv.—There is no smaU-pox hospit^al vhifli gireasprurity apainst infec-

tion aerinily caiiveyett. Of fever li'tspil-aU. none are \^itliout some f.-inlts. but
lessons emild i)e lecirut from the Liverpool (Grsftou Street) Hospital. Aston
Manor Hospital, Bromify Hospital. Guildford Urban Hospital, aud that which
is now beinji eivcted for Le;unington and Warwicic is cfpocially deserving of
not ice.

E. B. P.—We consider that the expression '* a pcrpotual or perennial endemic
of typhoid fever " means that the disease is peculiar to a lo<."Alitv. and de-
pejident upon some cases special to it. and that this disease is always

. existent.

It is satisfactory to learn that small-pox is on the decrease at

Leeds, no fresh cases having been re])orted to the sanitary autho-
rities. The hospital now contains only thirty inmates, compared
with forty-nine a fortnight ago.
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MEDICAL news:'"
' KoYAt, roi.i.KOK OP SrndKONS OF Kvoi.ANn.—The following

Cfntlpmen, Imviii); passed tho iK-cossnry Kxaminntions, wpre, nt a

nipctinj; of X\\f Council on January lOtli, admitted Members of the

CoUepe. namely :

—

•L W An-lrfws. T,.K.C.P.L.. St. Bartlinlomow';* Hospital : A. B. Avamo,
' LS \. «. King Ueiirv'f Kooit. iN.W.; A. Biuleot-lt. L.K.Q.C.P.I.. I. Hil-

Urv SIroot. LciNl" ; J. lUmfvMf, L.S.A.. W, Kii.lw.U lioiul. Broikli'.v. S.U.;

J T Bnvcs. L.S.A.. Ouetiii StirM., PetcrtiorouKh : "R. O. Bowman.
I.'.B.C.l'.t.. Spriim B«nk. Woodli-v. Clioihire ; "Q. A. T. Btot, L.R.O.P.I,.,

41, Great Kiisifll Stri'it, Blonnisbury ; "F. H. Bromhead, L.K.C.P.L.,
" \\Vst Lclph." I.ountiN>ronKh. LclfObtershiro ; *\V. G. S. Brown,

L K.C.P.I-. 4.'., TollinL'ton Park. N.: A. J. Bulger. L.S.A.. Wellington

Road, Oiidlev : "P. Calder. L.R.O.P.L.. lliRhlan.l ViU.i. Bristol ; "W. J. B.

C«rt»r. L.R.O.P.I.., ». Thistle Urove Lano. Soutli Kensinjrton ; *K.

Cautley, L.K.O.P.L.. Branilev, T,ce.ls: "C. M. Clark, L.R.C.P.L.. Dorking.

Surrey O » CUrke. I-.R.O.P.L., .^t. Orosveniir Hil.. S.W.; H. P. Cleveland.

L.R.C.P.L.. 2«. KidlTOOk (Jrovo. Blai-kheath ; "H. S. Collier. L.K.C.P.L..

Intirinarv, Leicester: "W. M. Cotton. L.R.C.P.L.. .'tr. Marquis Road.

Camden "Square. N.W.; C. A. S. B. Cox. L.R.C.P.L.. Fonlwick House.

Fordwlek. Canterhnry: J. D. Cree, LUC.PL.. 2, Pemherton Villas.

Upper Hollowav: W. H. Cundell. L..S.A.. 1. The Avenue. Kew ; "F. X.

D« Costa L.R.C.P.L.. 7. Delvine Road. Fulham ; "K. P. Daniell,

L R C.P.L.. 6. ColleEe Street, Ialin({ton ; *B. W. UarroU. L.R.C.P.L., Ciuu,

Shropshire ; 'W. H. H. C. Davev. L.R.C.P.L., Norwood House, Elder

Road, West Norwood; A. O. Daviea. L.R.C.P.Kd.. Compton House. Bar-

mouth. North Wales; *H. F. Deris. L.R.C.P.L.. Sii. Clarence Road. New
Cut Bristol ; C. J. Devns. L.S.A., 20, Palace Road, Upper Norwood. S.E.;

C. A. Dneket. L.R.C.P.L.. Great Yarmouth; "T. A. Durrant. L.R.C.P.L..

•' Avomiale." Crescent Road. Kingston Hill;C. H. Eccles. L.R.C.P.L..

Brigg Lini-olnshire ; *C. S. Edward. L.R.C.P.L.. Lindficld, Sussex; *H.

W iKlphick. L.R.C.P.L.. .1. Mecklenhurgh Street. W.C; A. M. Ewing.
M.D.Toronto. 50. .Vvenue Road. Toronto; G. A. Perrabv. L.R.C.P.L.. 3«1.

Summer Lane. Birmingham : *J. E. Forster. L.R.C.P.L.. Blue House
Farm, Maiden. Surrey ; "T. W. Francis. L.R.C.P.L.. 14.5, Isledon Road,

Finsburv Park. N.; J. Gootl, L.S.A.. .\flton Court, Tenbury. Worcester-

shire- W. Ap S. J. firaham. L.R.C.P.L.. Wenlock House. Burt<in Road,

kilhurn; "W. T. Grenfell. L.B.C.P.L.. 29. St. Stephen's Square. Bays-

water; 'F. W. Ouiselin, L.R.C.P.L.. 13. Messina Avenue. West Hamp-
ntead; *W. E. Hardy. L.R.C.P.L.. Wellington. Salop; N. C. Haring.
L.S.A.. •I.'H. Upper Brook Street. Manchester; E. M. Heumden. L.S..\.,

Down House. Sutton. Surrey; *G. Heaton. L.R.C.P.L.. Church Hill.

Handsworth. Birmingham; H. H. Heffernan, L.R.C.P.L., Alma. Victoria

Road North Soul h.-*ea ; "C. T. Holland. L.R.C.P.L.. Stanhope House. Morn
ington Road. N.W. ; A. K. Holt. L.R.C.P.L.. Tuttand. Pcrrv Vale, Forest

HUI. SB.; *F. M. irouse. L.R.C.P.L.. S. Cowley Street. Westminster; V.

Jeeves. L.R.C,P.L., S9, Esplanade, Scarborough ; "F. S. Jermaine-Lulhara,
L.R.C.P.L., 70, Castle Street, Famham ; C. S. Johnston, L.S.A., 9, Eas}'

Row, Birmingham; J.Jones. L.R.C.P.L.. Northcote. LermardKoad, Penge;
E B. Kershaw, L.R.C.P.L.. Pitton House. Shepton Mallet. Somerset

;

•H. Lavng. L.R.C.P.L.. 63, Aldeniev Street, S.W.: *R. J. Langlev,

L.R.C.P.L., Park Cottage. Tilehurst.' Rending ; P. Lishoa. L.M. and S.

Bombay. 21. Wobum Place; T. Lissaman. L.R.C.P.L.. 30. Millm.an Street.

Bedford Row ; C. E Lister. L.K.Q.C.P.L. Shibden Hall. Halifax. Yorks ;

•A. LucM. L.R.C.P.L.. 71, Lecontield Road, Highbury. N.; J. Maberly,
L.R.C.P.L.. 19. Devonshire Buildings. Bath; J. B. MoHrov, L.R.C.P.L.,
Dcrwenl Villa, Egliuson Road. Shm>ter's Hill, S.K. ; il. Magauran.
L K Q.C.P.L. Crechan. Cavan. Ireland ; "C. T. B. Maiscv. L.R.C.P.L..

Charlhur^-. Oxon.; 'H. B. Marriott. L.R.C.P.L.. Malton. Ipswich ; "A. D.

Miller. L'K.C. P. L.. .1)6. Dudley Road. Birmingham; "H. D. Mothersolo.
L.R.C.P.L., Tlio Infirmiiry. fiast Dulwic.h Grove, S.B.; »G. T. Mould.
L.H.C.P.L.. 4. Tavistock Crescent. W(?stlM>urne Park; F. M. Ogilvie.

L.R.C.P.L.. 12. Park Lane. W.; W. T. Onl. L.R.C.P.L.. Canloss. Boumi^
mouth; J. W. Peaker. M.B.Toronto. Brampton. Ontario. Canada; J. N.
PhilUpa, L.H.C.P.L.. Goginan. Abervstwitb ; H. P. Prankerd. M.B.Ed..
40, Queen's Roail, Bayswater; •>;. B. 'Kiuidall. L.R.C.P.L.. B.^ssct. South-
ampton; J. Rees. L.R.C.P.L.. Penyffos«. Rhvdlcwes, R.S.O.. S. Wales;
•J. L. Reea, L.R.C.P.L.. 4.'i. St. Peter's Street. Mile End. B.; J. K. Reeves,

L.R.C.P.L., Heathfieia, The Avenue, Beckenham, Kent ; A. C. Roberts,

L-R.t'.P.L., Badleainen, Kasttxtunie ; A. H. Robinson, L.S.A., Low Moor,
near Bradforfl ; "T. Robinson. L.R.C.P.L., Station Street, Burton-on-
Tront; J. C. Rossall. L.R.C.P.L.. 3n. Alwrdeen Place. Maida Vale ; *0. R.

Salisbury, L.R.C.P.L., Car« of Mr. Crossloy. Scaitcliffn House. New Walk.
Ijeiceater ; V. G. V. Sapp, L.R.C.P.L.. Palinerston Roa/l. Southsea ; *A.
Scott. L.R.C.P.L.. North End House. North Kml Hna.1. West Kensington;
H. J. H. Seott. L.R.C.P.L. 2. Heathcote Street. Mecklenburgh Square;
•H. Shlpton, L.R.C.P.L., Buxton. Derbyshire; "C. W. Sm(K>ton,

L.R.C.P.L.. K. Reginald Terrace. Leeds; T.M. .Smith. A.M. and O.. «.

Brunswick Walk, Cambridge; F. W. B. South. L.S.A.. Downham Market.
Norfolk ; H. A. Spencer. L\R.C.P.L.. 5. Lansdown Place. Clifton, Bristol

;

•C.P.Spink. L.R.C.P.L.. 1. Cavendish Terrace. Leeds ; *R. H. Starling.

L.R.C.P.L. 116. Alexander Road. N.W. ; -P. W.Streatfielri. L.R.C.P.L.. Col-

lege Roail. Maidstone; 'H.Symonds.LR C. PL.. 1.1.John St reet.Hampsleail;

E. 'Telchelmann. L.K.Q.O.i'.I.. JAi. Great Vincent Street. Birmingham;
*R. Thompson. L R.C.P.L.. 10. Dartmouth Terrace. Lewisham ; N. 'Tyacke,

L.R.C.P.L.. Kemick. Penrj-n. Cornwall ; A. F. Tvrrcll. L.R.C.P.L.. 16.

Colinett. Rood. Putney; F. J. W.vlhaiii. L.R.C.P.L.. Walton Lodge, New
Hampton. Middlesex; J. H. Walker. L.R.C.P.L., 23. Albert Street,

Regents Park; 'J. Wayte. L.R.C.P.L.. l;t, Sloane Terrac*. S.W.; A. J.

Wmthorlv, L.R.C.P.L., Soi-en Springs, Ox(or.l;»U. J.Weekes, L.R.C.P.L..
.M, Harrington Street. Ham|«itc.i,l lio;iil. N.W.; A. S. Wilson. .M.R.Cantab..

7. Warrior Squ.ire. St. Leonar I'.s oiiSea ; II. K. Winter. L.R.C.P.L., fl,

Elliott Place. I)lackheath;»H. W. Wise, L.R.C.P.L.. 1.'.. Lvmdock Place.

F,dlnhurgh ; J. P. Woodhyatt. L.R.C.P.L.. 10. Market Placi. MaeolesBeld;
W. L. Wvatt. L.R.C.P.L. Ci>r»e Vicarage. OlouccJtfr ; T. B. Young.
L.E.C.P.Kd., The Laumls, Ualwowcn.

* Candidates under the regulations of the Examiniog Board in Eoglan.l.

Umvkbsity op Lon,dojj.—Preliminary Scientific (M.B.) Exami-
nation. Januarj-, 1888. ra.ss list. Entire Examination.

First Division.—J. H. Griflitbs. L'nlvorsity College. Ahcrystwith. and St^

Bartholomew's Hospital ; W. N. Soden, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; P.
W. Wesley. University College.

.Scronrf /Jivmon.—Fanny iVrmitagc. Yorkshire College; J.Hall. B.A.. private

study and University Correspondence CI.; W. J. Johnson. Guy's Hospital

;

A. B. Jone«. Epsom and University Colleges; C. H. Mott. Uldversity

College and University Correspondence 01.

Two Subjects of the Exnniination.lf
V. J. Batteson (c. B.). University College and private study; C. Butcher

(u.. P.)I. Guy's Hospital; B. Collyer (c. P.IJ. St. Bartholomew's Hoe-
pltal; P. S. "Kves (c.. I'.l. University College and School; H.W.Jacob
(C. p.). Trinity College. Dublin ; H. M. Moore (p., B.), private study ; H.
S. Revell (c, p.). University College and School ; L. Rogers (c. P.), St.

Mary's Hospital ; W. Turner (C, P.), King's College and School ; J. B. B.

Wells (C, B.;, St. Mary's Hospital and private tuition.

One Subject of the Examination.^
G. J. Arnold (C). St. Thomas's Hospital; L. W. Bathurst (p.>J. St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital and private tuition; Alice McW. Bu.lgelt (O;, Univei^

sity College; F. J. Carter (P. )I, St. Bartliolomow's Hospital; T. Car-

wardine (.p.)I, University College and Middlesex Hospital; J. H.
Crawshaw (P.)!, Archbishop Holgatc's School, York, and private tuition ;

W. B. de Korte (B.)!. University College; H. J. Jager (c.)I. King's Col-

lege ; H. W. Lane (c), University College; H. E. Pace (P.)I. University

College and London Hospital; C. S. Pant in (p.). Blackheath Proprietary

Si-hool and University College ; A. W. Peako (li.V^. Universitj- College,

Bristol ; A. F. Piercy (P.i;. Queenswood School. Birkbeck Institute, and
private study; F. ft. Howlan<l (n.)I. University College ; W. Stokes (P.).

Trinity Hall. Cambridge, and King's College; H. S. Taylor (c). Uni-

versity College ; J. P. Tildesley (p.)}. Mason College, Birmingham ; K. B.

J. "Pickers (c), Westminster School and St. Thomas's Hospital.

^The subjects taken up by these Candidates are Indicated by inittaU after

the name—c.=Chemistry; p.=Physics ; n.=Biology.

; These Candidates have now completed the Examinatioa.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced :

ATHLONB UNION.— Medical Ofiicer, Moate Dispensarj-. Salary, £140 per

annum and fees. Applications to Mr. Luke Egan, Honorary Secretary.

Election on February 21st.

B.VLLYSHANNON UNION.—Medical Officer, Kinlough Dispensary. Salary,

£120 per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. M. Clancy. Honorarj- Secre-

tary. Stracomer. Election on February 13th.

BIRMINGHAM CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL. —'Assistant Resident Medical

Officer. Salary. JWO per annum, with board, etc. Applications by February

21st to the Secretary.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.—.^ssistantHouse-Surgeon. Applica-

tions by February 2.^th to the House Governor.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMAEY.-Dental Surgeon. Applications by February

18th to the Secretary.

CiVJ^CKR HOSPITAL. Brompton.—Pathologist. Honorarium of £80 for twelve-

months. Applications by February 21st to the Secretary.

KAHI.SWOOD ASYLUM FOR IDIOTS. Redhill.—Medical Superintendent.

Salary, £oOO per annum, with apartmeut.s. etc. Application by February

21st to the Board of Management. 38, King William Street, B.C.

E-\ST SUFFOLK HOSPIT.\L. Ipswich.—Assistant House-Surgeon. Applica-

tions by February 21st to the Secretary.

FOREST HILL PROVIDENT DISPENSARY.—Medical Officer. Applications

by February 16tb to F. J. Marriott. Esq., 2, Perry Villas, Perry Vale, Forest

Hill, S.E.

LIVERPOOL NORTHERN HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-SurMon. Salary,

£70 per annum, with board and residence. Applications by February 22nd

to the Chairman of the Committee.

MKNSTON ASYLUM, near Leeds.—Medical Superintendent. Salary, £400 per

annum, with board and residence. Applications by February 15th to W. L.

Williams, Esq., West Hiding solicitor, Wakctield.

METROPOHT.\N HOSPITAL. Klngslaml Road, K.—Ophthalmic Surgeon.

Applications by February 2oth to the Secretary.

NATIONAL ORTHOPAEDIC HOSPITAL.—Surgical Registrar and AnMthctist.

Honorarium. £20. Applications by February 21st to the Secretary, Great

Portland Street, W.
NBNAGH UNION.—Medical Officer, Silvermines Dispensary. Salary, £100 per

annum and fees. Appliaition to Mr. Joscpli Ryan, Honorary Secretary.

Election on February 17th.

OLDCASTLB UNION.—Medical Officer. Oldcastle Dispensary District. Salary,

£1.3.') per annum and the usual fees. Applic-atiims to William Harman,

J. P.. Honorary Secretary. Crossdrum. Election on February 13th.

OUOHTBK\J{l) UNION.—.Mediial Officer. Ougbt<"rar<i Dispensary. Salary.

£1 12 |)er annum and tees. Applications to Mr. Robert Mons. Honorary Sec-

retary. Drumnakill Lodge. JOIeclion on March 7th.

KOXBUROH DLSTHICT ASYLUM. Melrose.- Assistant Medical Offlwr.

Salary. £80 per annum, with board and residence. Applications to Dr.

Johnstone.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OP THE CHEST. City Road.—.IwlJUnt

Physician. Application by February llth to the Secretary.

ROYAL SURREY COITNTY HOSPITAL. Guildford.— Ilouse-Surgeon. Salary.

£so per annum, \vlth board, etc. Applications hy February 16th to the

Assistant Secretary.

STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL INFIRMARY. — Assistant House.Surgeo».

Applications by February l.slh to the House-Surgeon.

TUNHRIDGK WELLS BENEFIT SOCIKTIK.S' MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.-
AsslsUnt Medical Officer. Salary, £130 per annum. Applications by Feto-

ruary 13tli to Mr. J. WallU, 3.'>. Scwcomen Roail, Tunbridge Wells.
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YORK COUNTS' HOSPITAL.—Spiilor IIouse-SurRMn. Salary. £100 per
annum, witli board, etc. Applications by Marcli 1st fo the Secretary.

yOHK DISI'ENSAKY.— Tlirip Reairtent Medical Officers. Salary, £130 per
annum, with furnished apartments, etc. Applications by February 29th to

S. W. NoHh, Esq., 81, Micklegate, Yori.

I'-'-
MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.

B£o:\rFIEI.D. A. G.. M.D.^Vherd.. A.K.C.Lond.. Physician to the Exeter Dispen-
sary, elected Physician to the Devon and Exeter Hospital.

Carter. Eouland Wimhurn. M.D.. M.H.C.S.. L.S.A.. appointed .Surgeon Wey-
mouth Hoyal Hospitol and Dispensary, vice F. C. G. Griffin, M.A., M.fi.,

M.li.C.S., resi^iL'd.

ClARK, C. M.D., appointed Superintendent o£ the Roscwell Asylum, Mid-
lothian, vice R. \V. Cameron, M.D., resigned.

Hanly, Edward. M.D., appointed Visiting Physician to the British Hospital.
Buenos Ayres.

H.twKcs. L.A.. M.B., CM., appointed .^ssistAnt Re-sident Medical OflBcer to the
Royal National Hospital for Consumption. Ventnor.

Hinhe. p. K. Borthon. M.B., C.M.Edin.. M.R.C.S.Loud., appointed Junior
House-Surgeon to the Macclesfield Geueml Inffrmary, vice j. M. Gell, M.B.,
CM.. M.R.C.S.. resigned.

Letti.s. C. M.. M.R.CS., L.E.C.P.. appointed House-Surgeon to the Western
Branch of the Brighton, Hove, and Preston Dispensary, vice L. Phillips,

M.R.C.S.. L.H.C.P., resigned.

LiviXGSTOx, J. Lockhart. M.D.,M..S.. M. A.O.Roy. Univ. Irel., appointed House-
Surgeon to the Bristol Hospital for Sick Children and SVomen, vice H. F.
Semple, M.K.CS.. L.R.C.P., resigned.

M.nmiA,v, James. M.D.Brux.. M.R.CS.. L.R.C.P.Lond.. appointed Lecturer on
Histologj'to National Dental College, vice Thomas Gaddes, L.D.S. Eng. and
Edin., resigned.

MlLL.s-KnBERTS. If. H.. M.R.CS.. L.It.CP.. appointed Assistant House-Surgeon
to tlie Birmingham General Hospital, vice J. Erringtoa Ker, M.R.CS.,
resigned.

Peake. W. Peraherton, Esq., M.R.C-S., L.R.C.P.Lond., appointed Assistant
Medical Officer to the St. Maryleboue Infirmary, rice Haj-mond Courteen^
M.B., resigned.

"

' -

SpROui.f:, E. H.. M.D., M.Ch.,L.M.,appoihted Medical OflScertothe Killyleagh
Dispensary of the Downpatrlclc Union, vice R. G. Shiel, M.D., resigned.

Watsox, W. J.. M.B.. M.R.CS.. appointed House-Surgeon to the Northern
Branch of the Brighton. Hove^ ftjtd Prestoa Dispensary, vice E. S. Hasell,
M.R.CS., L.S.A., resigned.

WooPHALi, Sp.\-, Lixcolxshire.—.\mong recent considerable
addition,? and improvements made for the accommodation and
convenience of visitors to the 'Woodhall Spa, there ha.s, we learn,
just been completed, from the designs of Major Da-vis, F.S.A., of
Bath, -niio, tAvo years ago, made a tour of the chief European Spas
at the request of the Corporation of Bath, a splendid series of
baths anil pump-room fitted up n-ith every modem appliance and
convenience, including shower, vapour, douche, inhalation, and
local btillis. In the pump-room accommodation is provided for a
iirst-class orchestral band. Plans of a new hospital have been
preijared, and in addition to the valuable site given by the present
proprietors, subscriptions to the extent of £1,000 have been raised
towards this object. Several new villas have been erected, and
others are in course of building. The hotel to which a new wing
has been added lias been entirely remodelled and furnished to
meet all the ri.'quirements of patients and guests, and the gardens,
which have been newly laid out, are surrounded by a charming
park of seventy acres, Messrs. Robey and Co., of Lincoln, are, we
learn, putting down new machinen,' for the elevation of the
water, which, when completed, will deliver about 20,000 gallons
a day : and new tanks have also been constructed to hold some
IX),000 gallons of water. It is anticipated that this spa, whicli was
largely attended by rheumatic and other patients during the past
year, will, in consequence of the greater conveniences provided,
be more generally resorted to.

Thr Ixtkr-Hospital (Rugby) Football Cup Ties,—The
following are the results of the first round:—The matches are
played on the Richmond Athletic Association Ground. St. Jlarj-"s

a bye, 'Westminster scratched ; Jliddlese.x a bye. King's scratched.
St. George's beat Charing Cross on .January i3rd, a somewhat easy

I

victory, l2 goals. 2 tries, and 5 minors ((5 points) to 1 try and 1

minor (11 points). St. Thomas' beat Guy's on Janusiry 27th. Con-
. trary to e.vpectation, Guy's was defeated, the Lambeth forwards
1 so penning their ri\-als sis to prevent their three-quarters getting

j

off. After a most stubbornly contested game the score was 1 goal
to2niinors(27 points) to one'try (lOpoints^ London r. St. Bartholo-
mew's resulted in a draw, both sides scoring two points. London,
though unable to score, liad slightly the best of the game.
University a liye. The draw for the second round is as follows :—
Monday, Februarj- 1,3th, University v. St. Thomas's; Tuesday,
February 14th, St. Bartholomew's v. St. George's; Thursday,
February IGth, London v. St. Mary's, Middlesex a bye. •

The Hesthorpe Accident.—At the meeting of directors of the
Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company, held at
Manchester on the 25th January, Sir Kdward Watfcin, Bart., in
the chair, the following re.solulions were passed :—" That the
best thanks of the Board be given to the governors and committee
of the Doncaster Infirmary for the valuable aid thej' had rendered
to the parties injured in the Hexthope accident, and for the care
and attention bestowed upon them during the time they were
in-patients in the infirmary. Further, that a sum of 2.50 guineas
be handed to the funds of the hospital towards meeting the
additional expenses incurred in consequence of the accident."
" That a sum of fifty guineas be voted to Mr. Penny, the house
surgeon of the Doncaster Infirmary, in recognition of the additional
labour imposed upon him in connection with the accident at Hex-
thorpe, with the best thanks of the Board."

Small-pox at Xottingiiam.—.Vt a meeting of the NottiMham
Town Council on Monday, a report was submitted to the Health
Committee of the Corporation recommending the erection of a
permanent small-pox hospital at Bagthorpe at a cost of £26,000.
The matter was deferred for two months. It has, we believe,

already been under consideration for four years. There are still

eighteen patients in the temporary hospital. Another death from
small-pox is reported. Nearly three weeks ago a man was removed
from a house to the temporary hospital. All the inmates of the
house consented to be vaccinated, except a young woman, who
resolutely refused to adopt this precaution. She alone caught the
disease, was conveyed to the hospital, but never rallied, and died
on February 6th.

Lurqan Union.—A special meeting 'of the Lurgan Guardians'
was convened recently in order to consider the liability of the
Board to pay the salary of a substitute for one of the dispensary
officers of the union. It appears that on September l.'ith last, the
Lurgan Dispensary Committee allowed Dr. /Vgnew, medical officer,

of No. 1 District, three weeks' leave of absence on the occasion of
his marriage, and the Committee appointed Dr. Magennis, J. P., as

locum tenen.i at a salary of £2 2s. per week. The Board of Guar-
dians, while confirming the grant of leave of absence to Dr.Agnew,
declined to pay his substitute, on the ground that, all things con-
sidered. Dr. Agnew was liable. A resolution reaffirming their de-
cision refusing to pay the amount was unanimously agreed to.

Pasteubism in Poland.—Dr. ilonin furnishes the following'

statistics concerning the number of preventive inoculations for
rabies practised in Warsaw by Dr. Bujwid, and the results oI>-

tained. From the beginning of 1887 to July 1st, 220 persons were
inoculated ; in 85 per cent, of the cases the bites were inflicted by
animals proved to be suffering from rabies. In 15 per cent, of the
cases this fact was not certified ; thirty-five per.«ons who were
bitten were not inoculated, owing to the insignificant nature of

the bites. Two of the patients inoculated died ; the mortality w.ns

therefore 1.06 per cent. This proportion is much the same as that
shown by the results of similar experiments at the Institut

Pasteur.

Ceemation in Feance.—At a meeting of the French Crema-
tion Society held in Paris on January 2',tth, the President an-
nounced that he had received from the Ministry the assurance
that an edict rendering cremation legal would very soon be pro-
mulgated. A requisition to the general commanding the army in

Tonquin that French soldiers dying I here might be burnt and
their ashes sent to France for burial had been answered by the
usual official formula, " It is not tho custom."

The Leeds Trained Nurses' Institution seems to be doing a good
and useful work. The staff consists of eighty engaged in private
nursing ; seven engaged in district nursing ; and sixteen proba-
tioners in training at the hospitals, giving a total of one hundred
and three. The number of cases attended during the year was
eight hundred and seven : and one hundred and seventeen cases
had to be declined, owing to inability to supply a nurse at the
time she was needed. Tlie Honorary Secretary is Mrs. Edward
Walker.

.^^dulteration or Pepper.—.\ number of Liverpool grocers

have recently been convicted for selling adulterated pepper. The
fines and costs, however, we are informed, are in each case paid
by the grinders, who are the real offenders, and whose names are,

by this means, not disclosed. If the same attention were given
to the detection of fraud among manufacturers as is now given to
its detection among the retail (dealers, such instances of evasion o
the law would be less frequent. -'•"^ -''"• ' —

'
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The Committeo of Management of the City of London llospi^l,

inurt's<?nting the I37th iiniuial raport, ex.pros6e4 their groUfica-

tion in the satisfuctory clmractor of the year's woriung, both as

regards the siuiitary condition of the hospital and its fijiwicinl

position. During the year, Xr> women Ivtve been delivered ip the

hospital, as ngainat 38.3 in Jgf^G : 35!^ children were born, namely.

177 boys and 1?1 girls; V children wore slillliorn. and one \\oniaJl

has died, the death of the mother v from t^\truneous cauiies) being

the only one since Mav. lS8C..Qiit o£506 deliveries, tke mortality

being under 2 per 1,000.. ,
.

EDlNBim&H Dbntal Hospital.—The necessity for the erection

of a Specially designed an'li enlarged hospital on a suitable site

for the recieptionof the staff and patients of. t ho present Edin-

Imrgh Dental Hospital becomes more apparent every year. During

1S.S7 there was an increase of "So patients registered a-s compared

^yith IS-Sfi. The staff of the hospitul devotes a considerable amount

of tinje to iliet ^tppping,»n(i.j)re^9ryat4on,,as well, *a;.t% <j.xtr)ic-

tion, of tce.tli,
, ,; '

' [;.-.;:r: i'j:. i

'
':' -.') ••h i 'lo -j.!'.'-'

'

Mb. Tjiosias Monk, 6ursreon,'Df Preston, has died atthe vene-

rable age of 'JO years. The deceived gentlemiin vras for many
years a member of the Town Council, was made alderman in 1845,

and P'lrved the office of mayor during the year 18r)l-52i Up to

about a year ago Mr. Monk continued in active practice. • -i!

A Tramp's Pahapise.—Orders have been issued by the Chief

Constable of Derbyshire for the revaccination of the members of

the police force as a precaution against the smnll-pox epidemic

prevailingin the adjoining county. >'o vagrants or merely sus-

picious characters are to be apprehended until this order has been

carried out. • u.i '' ' > '' Ir.-i:: .
- ..v i- i v.'/:'.ni

TnALEE Untoj.-.—The guardians recently passed a 'resoKitidYi in-

creasing the salan- of Dr. Hayes from £100 to £120 per annum.

As. Imwever. Dr. Haves had only lately been appointed a medical

officer of the Haion,"the Local Government Board have refused to

sanction the proposed increase.

Gi-ASOOTV Sajiaiutan- Hospital.—This is one of the j'oungest

ot thi medical charities of Glasgow, being established for tbe

treatment' of disehses o? women. During the past year tbe totnl

number of patients was 293,, and the number of operetiobs 93.' No
deaths occiirTed. .,' ,,

ACcoRDlS'G io M. lefoy-Beaulieu, the medical profession in

France pay to' tbe Treasury an annual Siiiri Of 12,3B4,SSO francs. ibr

tlieir " patent es," a tax levied on the exercise of eVerj' trade, prp-

fession, and occupation in that_ country.
'

! ,!

UtAsaow DferrAi,' fl<5si>iTAI,.—The annual report' of
'
this h|(Ss'-

piUl shows an increase of 1,416 cases treated, tKe total Wing
t<,B42, which included 62 special ' operataoiis K^normed ,iiader

anaesthetr6s. y
'

, ,
,

,
.

•

A SEW medical journal, called EUctrnfMrapic, . hap recently

appeared in Franco undex the editorship of Dr. Loon Danion, who
has giveji much attention to electricity as applied to medicine.

From Dr. Diplock's annual report it is seen that considerably

over one-fourth of the inciue.sts held in West Aiiddlesejf„l(y5^ ye^r

were upon children nnder tbe age pf 12 montli?. '

.'

i' .,
,.'. > ,

:

i, "piasT aid" cla.is of the St. John .Vmbulance .Vssotiation has

bisen formed by the Ducluas of Albany at Esber, iler Royal lligh-

np9s her-seif attending the lectures.
. .

Uiiu 7«i Ij'^"^j ilt^i'. 'm:-1 I

f-.r-

was also the author of a satire entitled ifjrffa Part, and a cwif

tributor to the medical journals and Morning Star.

MICHAEL LEAHY, M.D.Ed. '

Dr. Leaht, the oldest pra<^:titioner in Bridgend, died on January

29tli, aged 76, from a cold oontracted when out attending his

patients. Dr. Leahy studied at Dublin and Paris, as well as at

(lie Tniversit V of Edinbiu-gh, whore be was a distinguished student

iu the class of the late Sir .Jnmes Simpson, and aftprwards his class

assistant. He obtained the qualification of L.R.CS.Edin. in 1830,

and that of M.D.Edin. in tbe following year. He was a good

French scholar, and well ver.scd in French medical literature.

He acted as chief surgeon to the workmen in the Tondu iron-

works for upwards of fortv Years, and be and bis valued friend,

Dr Prichard' ffho attended him during bis illness, have been the

two leading'prarlitioners :it Bridtrend for nearly half a centnry.

His un«elti«h devotion tn dutv. his invimable kindnw'S and cha-

ritable dealinc, and honourable and .straightforward action under

all circumstances, won for him deservedly the respect pf all and

the affection of a wde 'fi^rcle ^to wliom lie w«8 njore, intimately

known.
,

' ' '

'
'
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; '".MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

^••OBlTUARYi-'
...Vf, ,-f r-' -f -__

.
.<|i/ r .

.11.'

;.n'M. nOYD ML'tiHCT, M.B.Lond,, il.R.C.P.- Iiii ir I •.:

Dik'MEiSHKT, wboHedfalh owiured at AMershot toward* theieiui

of laet- yeiir, t^'a.^ a man of varied aceomplisUjuentiS, and htRlily

eateeraM J»y a lar^e eircJe of jxirsouul frieiubtj Hi* ediwatioilal

career WW ft uromihiii^; one. Ho took tiie: d»fgreii of. M.I}.l/7ild. in

1S,V». and btwainw .\liiml«T-of the Itoyiil College of Pliysiriiaiis of

Loudon in, 1«C.'!. Hr Nva« l^niversity Medallist in, .viedicinb, and

took Honours in Sur(;ir>-. .Mi<lwiferj-. and Miiti-ria Medicii. /liBr

was late Upnfjiifrjf l-'onsiiUiug rii,vsi"cian t<} Hw ilgrJBef*',V9B)e,

Kgr^raont^; Pliysician , tp the London Hofi^iitp), iVprwooidn ftpd

Resideiit Physician to tlie St, Mifylelxiiie lahruiaxy.. Ue,w»*.ali»

a member of the Ilarveian Society. He was lliBHiitborot many
works on-a variety of siibjects. "In 1864 he puWislied j1/«»i «'"l

4Jix>i. He waf ftlso the author of a. rrar,ti£aiT>:^iti^< nnApi>pka<l-

fi^e Pathok'Sy o//l'l7«'^^'It>c/-/w(call|tl•ibul*4,to tJi« Jpltwalmb
ISoJt); Cholera; it! rathohxi. Con'

r, -r- ...

SIOSOAV.
HQVAi College of Sikgeons of Esglaxd, ^J-.^t'^''"^'^',"'!.^^"^}!'"^"

'

V >f^
gut^„„, Lecture on Evolutiou ill Tathologj-. I. Coalcscenco.

• , , tttio Fever, iv t i especial refereiioe trt tlie l « "'.
'"J o, ' ,*

',^\^., „Dr. Kent St^nder : Some liitherto UnUoscnbed Symptoms
'

'In the Early History of O.-iteo-.^rthriti:'. . ,/

WEDSBiSD.W. It

ROYAL COLLEGE OE SuROKoxs oE EKGLA.vn, 4 P.>t^--rrofess°r JohyBf";*

Sutton : Lecture on Evolutton in PatholoKJ • ". l-oalesceijce

ROVAL M«..ag^^ ^nSJr^i^^»o^^S»!?S;
Me.i5urement8. : ' .; .,i:',

V''

'''"'.'' iHcnsb.iV.'
"

'

'

!;:;.;

HAStElAX. Sicre^V.-tlr'':Sfenlieu Mackeinie : Some Ca.-^w of "jf'*?^JP^"'
'- ' ''' i>« ! Cniie of llv=terin. Mr. Silcocls and Dr. Ma?""*^ •

^^o*^""

*
' ' ;. with Svmptdmsof Hv5t«rla. •

PakkM McdEOM OF Hyoiexe, 5 p.M.-Dr. J. F. Payne : PlagiiM, Anelroir «nrt

Modern. '

FRIDAY. '

UoiAL CaLLZQE OF ScRGE-xs OE Eso''*^T>.
.
< ?,'';-P'^f»^"r/?V"tomt«1'

,, Sutlcn: Lecture on Erolutioii in Patiiology. .III. A''»tomic»i

-Peculiarities ai"l Their MptUfyiug Effects upon Disct;^*.

SOCIETY or l!rFJ>iCAL OrricER* OF Health. 7.so p.m.-H. E. A'-™"ronKj

M.H.O.S.: Port Sarltarv.\rtmlnistratlmontlieTyne; »S^^fW
Ytfari' Betrospeii. Oiuupbell Muiiro, M.B. : Sanitary A.imiiuj<

I Vrnt^o;* ill ,*he United Stiffes,

^Ilf.'CBS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS. . ,,

ne cUmtfor inttriiM,aniiau«r(mmt! of Birth', .Varriages, and Deaths if *f.\^.'>\

K%ichAMiSteforwxrded in stamps vith theamxc/itieimeHt,\.,..,,.!

„,.,.( .,,11 -.itniiN ?tfi'.1irq 1 •'^^'tiii|i^;'.|
'''="'"•'' '.' ''.;•••"

rtxw'fc'K.^t S. &I(t"Bur'l't'n'Kt'on StWetV».,'«! jthc 2nil Fehrvinrv,'

E. Hurrj- Fenwick, of a daughter. '

r/(i;vi5Ti .1 "T

lite sTf John HoseCbrmack, M.l>.

uT -I l'> .1.'
;inT

ite^»mfi«»,.a«(i l)««(/w>A„ili«i.

i Ckrillhe ToUltfcSit^iUislWin'OrthiHteSif JohVi HoseCbrmack, M.l'-l'd'"

luvfPdrii.'. .-, ,. .l:-;:° /-ii^Hi:.:!.'!.' . .
!

.
. 1. ' <;. '

Oe'*Ti.v-KDi|Nfl».-Oni7tJi n^icmbor: )S.S,7. at Bishop's Court. Aoiklar^n. ^ev

Z<.iil;inil bv the, JlicUX Hev. tLe-llislini, ot AlirkUlld. »s«Ut«l hv t:"e > (
r.

Anl,'N.J;Vol'.Du'\tev'^ FranU ^l-tou. MJ>.. ^-r^^V-J^ ^"»'i'> ^'^y,'

,

I

,tn,u» fim^o lfi!l%Vi~.ity. Buiiedhi, to Kate srarj-,.elvU.st. daughtA' o'^'
' .ihtDO'iwrKCHieUMga, Elq^ii -.;; ;:i ./...;.. I ?!...,. /i i ' •'.".,'
•VVAr>»>-r\Viuex.—F«l«narv Ittcnt St.' Ifettt's, Bontl«iniptolt.by Dha R<,'v- A. i-

"
Tlev C. i:. .STeirar.l. Vi.-nr' of ll..- j/iWi-li, ..Vrtluir Ilro...lnn Wade, M-^j. 9}

8o<r*h«mnl/m. to Aiiiile, cl.l-.H d.Mightcr of the lat<? Col. Wilson, 'D.S-l.. 01

»I»'4'o^gBnilflouth»lnptdn. ''
'

'

.:>//;uI|r.1;,-;. .i|.r!;i;.i;"t 'ttii^:}'/.'/'-'

:

Ar.v't''—Ol^'Ul•^nfl Feliroar^. al'Si." LconaM'irfin.^ea, Charle? Au)ri-**\»,A4»J'|
"

. W.D.. F.R.C.P.. pon«Jilt>ii^ P+ivsiciaa to th« Hastings. St. Leon*™'- "u"*!

\. East Susses UiO»pilal.ag«atlSijiaie;"' '
•

\
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THE HUNTERIAN ORATION
' ' OB THB

LIFpr-'WOtlK"dF -J'dW' HUXTER, AXD
HIS I\FLUE]STE OX SURGERY.

Delivered be/ore the Uuntnian Socifty on Felmiary 8th, 1888.

By R. CLRMENT LUCAS, B.S., F.R.C.3.,

I'resldent.of the Society.

The bioErrepbips of great men form conspicnou? lanflmarks in tlip

liistories of nations Tike the mountains to our plains and the capes

and promontories to our oeean shores. Without them the records

of time would he as uninteresting in theirmonotony as the tedious

columns of a bankers ledger, -nhere every figure must fall -with

wearying regularity into one of the three spaces devoted ^to pounds,

shilli'nfs, and pence. There would be reiterated repetition with-

ont rel'ef, and a dull monotone would be the only sound heard in

a chorus of universal phttitudes. But, happily, high above the

hum of the multitude, back from infinite space wliieh time over-

shadows, come the voices of the great, ever calling to us to follow

in their footsteps, and to spiirch out the labyrinths of Xature by

tlip aid of the lamp of truth. First among surgeons of immortal

renown will ever remain the name of him in whose honour we
have met together to-night, and after whom this Society takes its

name, the illustrious John Hunter. By his beacon light the repu-

tations of all future generations of surgeons will be tested ; and

whereas it mav be safely predicted that the flickering light of

many will disappear like'the light of the stars before the rising

eun, yet it may still be hoped that the world may create and this

nation produce surgeons whose genius will in after years shine

with as steady a light as that of the planets in the universal ether.

Let us turn to the" history of this great man's life, to see if we
can discover in it the secret of his power, or learn how to train

ourselves, in however distant a way, in the direction of this ideal.

Was it by birthright, by the aid of parental wealth, that he gained

a start over his fellows in the race of life? Anything but this.

AVas it by early mental culture, by the careful and exact training

of cultivated "minds in his early childhood, that he learnt the

lesson iif his life ? No, far from this. The youngest son of a Scotch

laird, his home was in the wilds of rugged Scotland, and his early

education only that of a village school. Till early manhood his

mind lay fallow, like his father's acres under the leaden sky of

winter. " True, his parents were persons of keen intelligence, if not

of the highest culture, and under their roof his mind would be

steadied in virtue and guanled from vice. But thexecords of hi.s

boyhood show no promise of pre-eminence. The fime was idly

spent and uneventful. We cannot even discoTer thflt'he di.^played

«lny inquisitive interest in the structure of the birds or reptiles

that in boyi.sh mischief he may have captured. There is no indi-

cation of the future biologist in the boy, and nothing whatever to

indicate the great scientific mind that lay in him as yet unde-

velope<l. But, mark you, he comes of that sturdy yeoman stock

that in the previous century had produced a Newton, and his two
Mder brother.s had already shown signs of high intellectual power.

These two, migrating to London, were becoming distinguished in

the medical profession. The eldest dies young, but the second

son, William, is destined to be the magnet that attracts the

yriungest towards intellectual pursuits, and through him John
Hunter derived that inspiration which roused his hitherto

cHrysalid mind to the mighty e.vertions of after years. Little can

*e*learn from such a boyhood. It is devoid of those little inci-

dents upon which biographers delight to lay so much stress a.s indi-

cating the bent of the developing mind. There is nothing corre-

ibonding to the boyhood of the greal general who loved more
than other boys to play with cannon, or to that of thepreat
engineer who deligbteii in mechanical contrivances. .\11 we have

ttt contemplate is a widi' uncultivated field, but the adjoining

acres indicate that the soil is fertile if sown with the appropriate

seed. The first venture is unsuccessful. At the age of 17, ,lohn

Hunter is sent to assist a failing brother-in-law, who is a cabinet

maker in Glasgow. As well might his friends have attempted to

grow a succulent water-lily on the Surrey sand hills as to force

such a calling upon the unwilling youth. The result is failure, and
he returns again to home and idleness. Thus the first twenty
years of his .sliort life of .sixty-five are, as we now judge, lost—or,

at least, unproductive. Whether years that in theirown time prove

[1416]

unproductive are, when added to the human cycle, to be regarded

as lost ia an interesting problem. If so, then hours spunt m
healthy exercise—inasmuch as tliey seldom lead to immediate

intellectual results—may be regarded as lost also. And sleeji,

even, that " foster-nurse" of Nature," may be blamed for her appa-

rently unproductive hours. But if those twenty years of mentaj

repos"e led to the storing up of energies which in after years pro-

duced such magnificent results, then must they not be regarded

as lost, but a-s potential. It is possible even that thi.s storing up

of energies by lack of opportunity had been present in the family

of Hunters p"rior t(j the generation in which John wa« born. It

IS certain that the strain of blood derived from Hunters paxenta

was capable of supporting the highest intellectual attainmeut(sa»

evidenced not only in Hunter and his brothers, but afterwards ui

the family of Bail'lies, one of wh(jm marrie/1 his sister.

John H"unter was the voungest and tenth child, but only five of

the family lived to adult" age. It may be interesting to those iu

search of the origin of genius to note that there was a,gre«5

difference between the age.-* of Hiuiter's parents, and that the

father was verging on his seventieth year when John was born,

He lost his father when 10 years of age; to this circumstance

and to his mother's indulgence is attributed the negleet of his

early education. This defect followed him throughout life. His

grammar is often incorrect, his sentences clumsy and obscure,- and

his expressions coarse, or ul least inelegant. But a vigorous

intellect and irrepressible will stmggle through all the diffi-

culties resulting from his defective tuition, and iu this ^^•e

recognise the impulsive force of true genius. To how many
would such an education have proved an impassable barrier to

hit'her intellectual attaimneiits '. Ignorant of any language but

that of his birth, and but little skilled in using even thi.s, we hnd

him twenty years of age before his mind commences to unfold.

Then comes the turning-point of his whole life, that

Tide in the affairs of men.
Which, taken at the flooU. leads on to fortune ;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life
,,7;

Is Iwimd in shallows and in miseries. ^.

This turning-point is a letter which he addressed to his dis-

tinguished brother William, "requesting to be allowed to join

him in London, and offering his services as an assistant in the

dissecting-room." The reply was favourable, and contained a kind

invitation to visit London. Now, mark you, this is apparently

the first time that Hunter attempts to (Urect his own path m lite

It is his own initiative. Before, he shows no liking for the parental

acres. He is said to be attached to coimtry sports but negligent

of farming. His fond living parent, having neglected his educa-

tion, thinks that he may earn an easy living by, falling mto tUe

business of a dissipated brother-in-IA-W.' . f>om. this,he returns m
disgust and failure. :. ,;

the tendency of parents generally is to place their sons as soon

as possible into positions of ease, regardless of their inclinations ;

but there is this consoifttion, that men of genius commonly break

tlu-ough all restraint, and eventually determine for themselves

their paths in life. It was so with the Hunters. Why parenUs

too often fail t.i direct aright their children's futures it is not

difficult to understand; for votith strives for distinction, aj;e

for affluence. Having arrived at a time in life when they begin

to feel the burden of work and the luxury of rest, they desire to

defend their sons from the toils and dangers by winch alono

distinction can be secured. Happily for the world, the two

Hunters broke loose from parental guidance, and found in the

medical profession that scope for inteUectiial aotivity to which

their minds were best adapted.
.

Let us rest for awhile from the contemplation of John Hunters

life to study the character of that elder brother, William, who

henceforth i.= destined toexert so powerful an iufluenceon hiscareer.

William is ten years bis senior, and was sent to Gla.«gow University

at the age of 14 to read for the clerical profession. After five years

of study his tastes lead him in another direction, so that at the

aire of I'O we find liim at Hamilton, with a young doctor named

CuUeu Three years with t'ullen intensify his love for the

medical professio"n, and he proceeds first to Edinburgh, then to

London, to study, with the object of becominsj CuUeus partner.

At the age of -'ii he is in London, residing with Dr. Douglas, a

celebrated anatomist of that day, whose house he enters in the

double function of anatomical" assistant and preceptor to his

children. Here wider fields are opened for his talents, and once^

more we find him asserting his own judgment. Uis father doubts
^

the wisdom of this .step, and writes strongly urging lum to adhere.^
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to his nripjrtnl tnf6rttion of rrttirninp to llhmilton to he Dr. Cul-
len's imrtniT. " wlirn," lii' writes, "yen may lie vory comfortalily
ppttltMl (vnil make nicuicy ; nn<l if you miss this oiiiiortuiiity now
you cannot be sure of it at nnothir tinu-." Tliis parental ftilvioc,

tinctufivl as it is with Gaelic pnulcncc, is not followiMl by William
Hunter, who, continuing to pursue his .stuilies in London, nipiilly

rises to he the most distinguished anatomist and most hrilliaiit

lecturer of his time, hater in life he direi-ted his attention spe-
cially to miitwifery, and puMislied, nine years before bis death,
his great work nn tlie gravid uterus. lie collected a large museum,
the muterinls ef whidi cost him £lf»0,0()(), and this collection, to-

f:ether with iS.iXK) for its maintenance, ho bequeathed to the
'niversity of fliasgow. .\<lanis thus describes him: "His person,
though small, was graceful; his cast of features regular and
interesting; his voice musical; his manners attentive and flat-

tering. In short, Hr. Hunter was a polite scliolar, an accomplished
§eutleman, a comjdete anatomist, and proba1)ly the must perfect
emonstrator as well as lecturer the wtirld had ever seen."
One sentence from u letter to his old friend Cullen, who rose

to be Professor of Medicine in the rniversity of Edinburgh, will
show at once the manner and character of this truly distinguished
phvsiciiin. ".Since I began to think for myself," he writes,
" Nature, when' I am best disposed to mark her, beams so strongly
upon me, that 1 am lost in wonder, and count it sacrilege to
measure her meanest features by my largest conceptions. In
that one .sentence we note tlie humility of scientific thought, a.s-

8ociate<l with breadth nf view and beauty of expression, which
were characteristics of William Hunter. "Had the whole world
been searched over to find an ajipropriate teacher for a young
dijvelo]>ing genius, it would have been difficult to discover a more
able ami accomplished guide and instructor. For not only was
William Hunter recognised as u scientific physician and anatomist
of the (greatest eminence, but he possessed in the highest degree
the power of communicating knowledge. John Hunter rode from
Scotland on horseback in 174.*^ to join his brother in London.
What anew world for the uncouth .Scotch lad ! Picture the in-
differently educated, awkward, ungainly youth, now suddenly
imported into the centre of intellectual activity. How keenly
must he have felt the distance btitween his limited knowledge
and that of the circle in which his elder brother was already dis-
tinguished. At first it would seem he displayed little love for
refinement, and becftme a leader among hLs brother's more noisy
pupils. The higher civilisation acted slowly upon him, and come
toolate to remove all the angularities of thought and expression
which had become deeply rooted in his northern home; but he
brings a robust constitution and a determined will to carry him
through his future studies, and in liis brother's dissecting room
he finds that ntnv interest which su])i)Iies the requisite stimulus
to e.xcite his dormant energies into activity. His brother starts
him in the usual way by giving him an upper extremity to dis-
sect, and the pupil acquits himself so well that the master pre-
dicts for him a distinguished future in anatomy.
Thus is Hunter's mind inoculated by his brother towards the

Btudy of life through death, and henceforth the feverish thirst for
knowledge, thus e.xcited, grows more and more intense witli in-
creased acquirement. Hut for this one .sphere of knowledge
only is his mind adapted, and that the widest sj)here of all ; every
creature or thing that may be accounted to have life will, iii

future years, when brought within liis ken, command his earnest
attention und study. As yet he treads but the lowest steps in
the study of life, but his intercjst is awakened, and he is, thus cu-
courngi'd to labour on without sense of weariness.
The following summer, again tlirough his brother'a influence,

he is enabled to sturly surgery at the Chelsea Hospital under
Cheseldon, the famous litliotomist, and he returns to a.ssist hi.s

brother when the autumn session of anatomy commences. After
Chcselden's retiremt.'nt he studies under Percival Pott, und thus
five years are spent between anatomy and surgery. Then, in
17.1.'*, a new clejiarture is made, and we find John Hiinter entiriMl
a.s a gentleman commoner ut St. .Mary's Hall, f.'xford. This
change is attributed to the desire of his brother William to see
him better trained in classic lore, but the ex])eriini-ut is a failure.
Hunter's mind is one strong in its own lines, but showipg little
adaptability to thi' teaching of others, and at the age of 2.5, after
five years spent in anatomy and surgery, he cannot be persuaded
as he says "to stuff Latin and Orcek at the university," so hn
returns again to I/ondon to enter a« a pupil at St. Oeorge's Iloa-
pital, where, in T756, he is appointeil house surgeon. In'the same
year he joins his brother as a jiiirtner and joint lecturer in his

anatomicfii school) ami this must therefore bo wgardod ns the ter-

uiioatiou uf his student's eiireer. He is now 2.S y(<ar3 of ago, well

trained in surgery, and an abli' and laborious aniitomist ; but as a

lecturer wu find him, wlieu brought into contrast with hie

brotlier, a comparative failure. This is duo in no way to a lack

of knowledge, but to the rtifiiculty he experienced in nxprcssing

his thoughts in words ready for immediate service. Perhaps it

may be regarded in some degree as fortunate that ho was not

possessed of natural eloqueuee, inasmuch ae a popular teacher is

apt to be diverted by his popularity from those close studies and
laborious investigations with whicli Hunter's name is henceforth

to be associated.
'

'\'

Thus he labours on with scalpel and forceps in the dissoctingf

room, and now begins to widen his views by original researches lu

conjunction with his brother William, or indejiendently of him.

He works at the descent of the testis, and employs liimscJf in a

series of observations on the anatomy and uses of the lymphatic*.

But this close and continuous anatomical work begins to tell on
his health, and in the spring of 1750 he is seized with inflamma-
tion of the lungs. The effects are slow in clearing, and as his

elder brother James died of consumption, he is strongly advised

to leave London, and seek change in a warmer climate With this

object h(! applies for an appointment in the army, and is soon on
his way as staff-surgeon with the expedition seut in 1701 to lay

lay siege to Belleisle. The army has proved destructive of many
an early reputation, and there might have been a danger to Huntej
of a renewal of those dissipations to which he appeared to havo
some inclination when he first came to London. But the love o£

science has taken too stnmg a hold upon him to allow him tp

break away from her influence. Although engaged in practical

surgical duties and the study of gunshot wounds, we find him
employing his leisure hours m observations on the hearing of

fishes 'and the digestion of hibernating animals during the torpid

state. The following year he is sent with an e.Yi)edit ion to sup*

port the Portuguese against the Spaniards, and peace being pro-

claimed in the spring of 17113 he returns once more to Loudon.
Jolui Hunter's second entry into the metropolis at the age of 'Ah

may be contrasted with that he made fifteen years before under

his brother's guidance. Then he was ignorant, uncultured, anil

without prospect in life. .Vow, thanks largely to that brotl\er's

influence and training, he is recognised as an accj5mplished anato-

mist and able surgeim. He still displays some roughness of man-
ner, some uugoverneil impulses of temper, and perhaps a little ten-

dency to quarrel with other workers in the same field, but he is

thoroughly imbued with a love of scientific inquiry, and has shown
an in<lust"ry, perseverance, and originality of thought which iu

futun.' years will raise him to the highest pinnacle of surgicjil fame.

The position he held as demonstrator in his brother's dis-

secting room has been worthily filled by a Mr. Hewson in his

absence, and the independence of thought which was one of John
Hunter's characteristics may have rendered a reunion with his

brother inadvisable even if again possible. Ho is still poor, buti

possessed of resources which may command wealth. an<i he has

his half-pay from the army to contribute to his support. Ho
starts in practice in floUleii Square, but the public are slow to

di.scover his talents, and thus ha is left with plenty of time in

which to pursue his bioloyical studies. In order to increase his

income he gives a course of h;ctures on anatomy and surgery, but

these are not largely atti'iuled. Thus his two chief defects, rough-

ness of manner and lack of fluency in si)eech, debar him at the

commencement both from pulilic and professional favour.

About tliis time he purelia.sed a piece of ground at Earl's Court,

then two milejs from London, and built there a small house, which

ho converted into a kind of menagerie for the study of animals

anil for the carrying out of experiments, There bulls and leopards,

eagles, dogs, pigs, poultry, l)ee8—inrleed, almost every •iviDK

creature ho could collect arouml him—were subjected to his critical

examination and study. This bouse came under the auctioneer's

hammer on February'lOlh. !.'<-'<i;, mily two years ago, and it may
111- interesting to hear a bi.-t description of it, which I take from

the BitiTisii .\Iki>icai. JiiriiNAi, of February L'Oth: "Behind a

birge brown brick hou.«ti stood a tine lawn, at the right extremity

of which wns a grassy mound, in form like a small brick kiln.

This mound was siinnoHntp<l by a low machicolated brickwork

turret, for which various explanations have been advanced. In-

deed, this tower has been made the basis of Hunterian legends;

but it was most probably erected before Iltinter's time, and meant
for ornament, after ideas due to influences derived from Versailles

anrl Tlnlland. Tliree dens were excavated in the mound, the
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central den bping fairly caiiaoious; but, according to modern ideas,

they were ill-adapted" for the reception of live carnivora. Tho

story of the escape of two leopards from the den i.f probably well

known. Close to the dens grew some fine trees, including a flue

mulberrj', in the bark of which the late Mr. Frank Buckland be-

lieved that he could trace old incisions, made by Hunter, for the

introduction of a thermometer in his experiments on the physio-

logy of the circulation of the sap. At the left hand corner of the

grounds, beyond the lawn, was a small workshop, with a loft,

evidently as old or older than Hunter, but what use he made of it

remains unknown. Turning back to the house, a long, low, sub-

terranean passage led from the grounds under the building to the

yard in the front part of the premises. It was hardly six feet in

height, and midway it led to two small chambers well bricked, the

one was used for tlie famous madder-refuse experiments on swine,

the opposite chamber contained two copper furnaces. It was in

the larger copper, concealed in this little apartment, that the

skeleton of the Irish giant, Byrne O'Brian, and many other speci-

mens, were x^repared. Doubtful as may be the original meaning

of the passage under the house, it cannot be doubted that Hunter

found It verj- useful for the introduction of 'subjects' and the

prosecution of work away from the dangers of popular prejudices

and inquisitiveness."

But to return to Hunter's life. Although as yet he has found

little favour with the public, in the scientific world his eminent

abilities now command respect, and it is to the credit of the Royal

Society that he was elected a Fellow in 1707, at a time when he

was poor and little known apart from anatomical work. The fol-

lowing year, again through his brother's influence, he is elected

surgeon to St. George's Hospital. One last benefit he obtains from

that elder brother, when Dr. Hunter gives up to him his house in

Jermyn Street, after moving his museum and school to a more

spacious house in Great 'Windmill Street. This change was made

in 1770. Thus we find John Hunter, at the age of 42, acquiring

that success in life which he so well deserved, living in a large

house in a situation favourable for practice, surgeon to a hospital,

and a Fellow of the Royal Society. His income is further increased

by taking resident pupils (of whom the afterwards celebrated

Edward Jenner is the first), and in 1771 he marries Miss Home,

to whom he had been engaged for some years.

From the time he left the array till this year, when he pub-

lished a treatise on the teeth, there has simaved no paper from

his pen ; but he doubtless was, by his laborious dissections, laying

the foundations of many of his future researches into the study of

lift"-

When 40 years of age he began to suffer fr.im gout ;
and at

the age of 4.") he had his first attack of angina pectoris, during

which his pulse could not be felt at the wrist, and his respiration

was, according to his own account, only carried on by voluntary

effort. This was the first indication of ossified coronarj- arteries,

to which he succumbed twenty years 1 ater during a fit of excitement.

John Hunter's first paper before the Royal Society was commu-
nicated five years after election, on the suggestion of the Presi-

dent, Sir Jolin Pringle. It was on Post-mortem Digestion of the

Stomach, a subject that brought him into court some nine years

later as an expert in the trial of Captain Donellan for the murder

of Sir Theodosius Bronghten. To the legal mind, which requires

a positive affirmation "or denial of even,- question. Hunter's evi-

dence appeared worse than useless. Ho could not be in-

duced to give any opinion that his knowledge of facts would

not warrant, and this caution (which is characteristic of a philo-

sophical mind) brought down upon him some severe and sarcastic

remarks from >Ir. Justice Buller, who ])resided at tho trial. It

would be impossible for me to notice the many different contri-

butions to biolog>', physiology, and pathologv" from Hunter's pen :

but this may be 'said of all, that they invariably indicate a mind

trained to exact obsenation, ever on the search for truth : and,

where possible, observation is always supplemented by experi-

ment. Over what a wide field he travelled will be sufficiently

indicated by naming a few of them : OI)servat!onx on Animals and
Ver/etables'nnth respect to the Poirer of Prndurinij Heat: An
Aeeount of Certain JReeeptaeles for Air in Birds; Proposalsfor the

Peeovery'of People apparently drovned: Ohserrations tending to

show the tVnlf Jrrrknl. and Tinq are all nf the same Species.- Some
Ohserrations on Loose Cartilagesfound in Joints: Ohservattons on

the Stnicture and Economy of Whales : Ohserrations on Bees

;

Ohserrations on Fossil Boiies.' These and many other scientific

papers were written whilst he was a surgeon and lecturer at a

hospital and occupied more or less with private practice.

As a lecturer he appears never to have been a great success, not

simply on account of his difficulty in finding words to exprees his

views", but because he dared never make any statement beyond

what his facts would warrant, and consequently never spoke with

dogmatic emphasis. The difficulty appears to have been felt as

much by the teacher as by the students, for one biographer states

that " tlie task was so formidable to him that he was obliged to

take thirty drops of laudanum before he entered the theatre at the

beginning of each course," and, as a result, I imagine the lecturer

and class must have gone to sleep together.
, ^ , r> i

His friend and pupil, Edward Jenner, had now settled at Berke-

ley in Gloucestershire, and Hunter enters into a correspondence

with him, which is full of the ideas which are occupying his mind.

He thus stimulates his friend to exert himself m ori.ginal inqu-UT.

and asks his assistance in obtaining specimens for himself. The

following is a typical sentence from one of these letters
:
" I want

vou to pursue tlie experiments on the heat of the hedgehog this

winter • and if you could send me a colony of them 1 should be

glad, as I expended all I had except two—one an eagle ate. and a

ferret caught the other."

Hunter's fame as a surgeon is now rapidly on the increase. Jn

1776 he is appointed Surgeon Extraordinarj' to the King, and his

pathological labours be.gm to excite a mixture of admiration and

envy He commenced to erect his museum in Leicester square in

1783, as the house he lived in would no longer hold his numerous

specimens, and the new premises were completed m 1785, the year

which is renderecl noteworthy in the annals of surgerj- by the hrst

performance of his operation for aneurysm.

In the spring of this year he is seized with a ver>- severe illness,

accompanied by cerebral symptoms and a number of curious

secondary sensations, from which be imperfectly recovered. After

this date" any exercise or mental emotion wasapt to bring on acute

spasmodic a"gony, but his work was by no means finished, and he

laboured on. _, , ^ ., .

In 1786 he was appointed Deputy Surgeon-General to the Army,

and he soon after published his work on the Lues '/"fea. Ihis

work shows much philosopliical reasomug, but he falls into two

serious errors : one that two diseases cannot exist in the body at

the same time, and the other fwell known as the result of sacrific-

ing his own bodily health to experimental inoculation) that

gonorrhoea, chancre: and soft sore were all the result of one poison

In spite of these errors, his description of the hard, or, as it is still

called, the Hunterian chancre, is as true now as then, and with

its signs well developed secoudarj- sj-mptoms invajiably follow, l

will quote from this work to show how wide was Hunter s reason-

ing •'' Nature," he says, " has not been able to apply any one part

to two uses with advantage, as might be illustrated m many in-

stances in different animals. The animals whose legs are contrived

both for swimming and walking are not good at either, as seals,

otters, ducks, and geese. The animals, also, whose legs are in-

tended both for walking and flying, are but badly formed for

either as the bat. The same observations are applicable to nsn,

for the flying fish neither swims nor flies well, and whenever parta

intended"for"^5Uch double functions are (Useased, both are performed

imperfectly. This is immediately applicable to the urethra, tor it

is intended as a canal or passagc.both for the urine and the semen.

Th.' urine requires the simplest of all canals, and of no greater

lennh than the distance from the bladder to the external surface.

as we find the urethra in women, birds, the amphibia, and hsh ;

but the passage for the semen in the quadruped requires to be a

complicated canal, and of a length capable of conveying the semen

to the female, provided with many additional and necessarj- parts,

as the corpus spongiosum urethras musculiaeceleratore.=,C<DWTM^8

glands, prostatic gland, and vesicula; seminales. As all these part^

are to serve the purpose of generation, and as the diseases of the

canal are principally seated in them, we at once see how much

the urinar\' organs must suffer from a/''°n'\'^t'^V7 ^^I^Hll^
numerous and so liable to disease : and what adds to the e^^l is

that the actions of the urinarj- organs are constant ana absolutely

necessary for the well-being of the machine, whereas the evacua-

tion of the semen takes place only during a certain portion of Ute.

is then only occasional, and never essentially necessary to the exis-

tence of the individual."
. , , . r

In another place we find him. with philosophical fairness, fram-

in.r an apology for the exaggerated praise with which Daran in-

troduced the"use of the bougie : " Such extravagant recommenda-

tions of particular remedies." he says. " are not at all times -"^thout

their usv^. Inoculation would still have Ix^en practised with

caution, had it not been for the enthusiasm of the Suttons. fre-
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JM^aHniis of load would not h*ve boen so uni^•e^sally appliod, if

thpyliftiiiint l«><'n n'COinmpiiiliMt hy Onnlnrcl in the most cxtravn-

ttant fiirms; linr wouM tin- lu'mlock Imvi' ((imc into 8iich ponernl

"=.-, if itstnii> mi-rits only hail h<>'n h-l.i forth. Improvements

„-. .,ften ov.T-rateil: but" they come to their true value at last.

s r' Ml hn.i tnlrt us that the eoM regimen in extreme is intlnitely

'. •. r tlian the oM method: hut fnim gpneral practice we have

;. irue.l'thnt moflerntion is best, which i.« all we yet know. When
JUr.in published his observations on the bnutjie, every purpeon set

to work to lUseover the composition, and each conceived that he

lia't ro\ind it out. from the housjies he had mado]>roducing the effect

des.'ribed byDaran. If never ciceurre<l to them that any extraneo\i3

body of tHe same shape and consistence would do the same

In Sfife of flie '*rti*8 to which I have alluded, this work did

mucii good sen-ice, for it was an honest endeavour to free an un-

luvilVng branch of surgerv from the monstrous quackery with

wjiich ft was then associate<l, and from which, even in our day. it

'Mimot be considered to be absolutely disentangled. The s.ime

Year that he published this work, he received the Copley Medal of

five Rovnl Society, and he opened his museum in Leicester Square,

in 17^. he is appointed Surgeon-fieneral and Insjiector of the

Army and he has a ratlier severe illness, accompanied with cere-

Val symptoms. The attacks of angina now become frequent;

vet in the year before he died, we find him printing his great

work on the blood and inflammation ; and he is at work framing

a catalogue for his museum. So well did he know his dangers,

that he used frequently to say "his life was in the hands of any

scoundrel who chose to p\it him in a passion." The sudden death

ie ha(i,so trulv predicted actually took place in St. fieorge's Hos-

pital, in 1793, when he retired from a meeting at which he had

'K-ijii (Jtibosed to die in an adjoining room.

Siidi was the life of Hunter, a life of infinite labour. Yet, what

sururiseg us most is the immense amount accomi)lished in so

•Jimiteii a si)aceof time. For the first twenty years cannot he

'r.,.;nt,,l lis part of his mental life. This was a period of mental

. Then followed ten years of arduous preparation, re-

11 illness, and the rest of his days he works on with

Uucoitfortitude, under conditions of health that would have ile-

termined any other man to have relinquished all ideas of f.ime

and fortune, and to have retired to a life of rest and obscurity.

During the la^it twenty- years of his life he was subject to attacks

,of agonising angina," and no one knew better than he what

dangers to life these symptoms foreshadowed. Yet. with a perfect

knowledge that any sudden emotion might resiilt in immediate

dis-solution, he labours on to the very end. Truly this was n

Jeoufageous life, ending, like the soldier's on the bnttle-lield, m
Tierqii: death. He might well have said, with Cicsar

:

' ' Cow.lrcli illi" niiny times twfori' their deaths;'"
The vnHftnt lipvpf tRotp of ^It-ath but once.

Of nil the woiLlersthAt I .vet liavir heard.

It ^.-erati to MR' more htmiiKe that men sJioyWiear,

Se<ing tb.1t iliMth, n iii'ce-.«arj' end,

Wilt C(mie when it will come.

I,..' u^ endeavour now ro trace .some of th* distinguishing facul-

ti i of this master mind. In many qualities John Hunter re-

seral;led his elder brother, whilst in most he surpassed him. In

^i)Olh there was the same insatiable love of collecting, which was

nil confined to objects of professional or even biological in-

tirest, but extended to coins, pictures, armour, or indeed any-

thing out of the common. Tn both there was the game industry.

'pcr-severance, and love of original research. In both we trace tb«'

'same nelf-wiJI and integrity, combined with a jealous det.rmina-

tioil to defenci any incroachment upon supposed or actual rights.

"thw jealous care over the fruits of their lalviurs ends eventually

"in ail, estrangement between the two brothers, which is only

jiealed when the elder is on the point of death. .Much as it

WU.S to be ri'grettrd, it probably arose from the natural antago-
'

uLsn'i of tb.- = nv rpialities in each, rather than from any actual

rivulrj-. ! find that the .stndy of life and of death, with

a view if their fellows, was the one overruling passion

in th,'> mind 'ji :m-!,i,.
, < i i

It may be an Interesting speculation how much ot ,ionn

j£u,-..
....,;,..„.,« tran-smitted to him by his parents, and how

"
niu ',. influence of his elder brother. I think w.-

'
mil- 1 these factsrs as contrilniting to his success.

, Jbe gliw; re.«tiiiiblaiice we have traced in many of the mental at-

trpiutea of the two brothers indicates their origin froin a common
abock, .as clearly, perhaps, as any resemblance in their feature>.

It' was tho elder brother, William, who flr«t discvi-ered for himself

that the study of lifo was the direction in which his mind felt the

greatest pleasure, and he had advanced far along the road o£

science before John attempts to follow him. Rut when once John

is brought under his influence, he suddenly develops a thirst for

knowledge which is in extraordinarj- contrast to his former in-

difference. It call only be compared with the inoculation of

virgin tissue with some virulent poison, or, what we now begin to

regard as a similar l)ruce^-!^, the fermentation of some mmuto
fungus in its a}ipropriato nidu-. His love for scientific research

grows into a raging lust, which governs his whole future, and

causes him to sacrifice both wealth and health in its pursuit.

.K\\ here will ejisily bring to mind a parallel between two

biMthera now living and the two Hunters. 1 need not mention

name-s to remind vou ot an elder brother, distinguished in medi-

cine, who has been more than equalled by a younger brother who
has devoted his life to the science and art of surgery.

John Hunter married about the middle period of life, and had

four children, two of whom grew to adult age, but neither of

these left issue. .Vlthougli (iiilton has attempted to trace heredi-

tary genius, his observations would tend to show that it is more

likely to make its reappearance in side-heirs than in the imme-

diate offspring of great men. 1 have often thought it a pity we
cannot slip geniuses as tliiv do rare plants and shrubs. The

children of highly intellectual parents are too often the outcome

of mental and'^ph'ysical exhaustion, and the race becomes '"'''ak,

erratic, or extinct. Doubtless great cities, which are the hotbeds

of intellect as well as of vice, are largely responsible for t^is de-

generation. .\s Emerson puts it: "The city wi.uld have, died

out, rotted and exploded, long ago, but that it was reinforced

from the fields. It is only country which came to town the day

before yesterday that is city and court to-day." The proper

children of great intellects are the intellects of their pupils rathex

than those <)f their flesh-begotten offspring. Traced m this way
Hunter left many children, and his race has spread far and wjfje.

It must ne\ er be forgotten that Kdwanl Jenner was his most in-

timate friend and pupil, and the Hunterian mode of thought de-

veloped in Jenner led to the immortal discovery of vaccination.

What inestimable benefits have accrued from this discovery oy a

child of Hunter may be gauged by the foolish opposition that im-

munity from small-pos has enabled agitators to develop against

the Vaccination Act. 1 would the antivaccinators would take to

heart Punch's parody on Hamlet:
To varainate or not ?—that Is the question

;

^yhetlKr 'tis better for a niiiu to sufTer

The painful pniiKs ami hi^rinn marlis of smalt-pox.

Or to bare arms before tlie surgeon's laneet.

And. hy being vaccinated, endtliem? Yes,

To feetihe tiny )>oinI. and say we end
The chance of many a tliousand awful sears

That flesh is heir to. 'tis a consummation
Devoutly to he wished. Ah: soft you now

—

The vaccinator 1 Sir. upon your rounds.

Be my poor arms remembered.

But not Jenner only, but Home, Cline, Astley Cooper, .\bernethy,

Travers, and lilizard were Hunter's intellectual descendants Jljr

direct contact, and they have handed on his teachings to those

known in our own day.

What was there in Hunter's mind that made such great men

his apostles, and led all .subsequent ^venerations of surgeons to

regard him as a guiding star in surgery ? If we inquire '«liat im-

provement, that might he regarded as an invention, he added to

tho art of surgery? the answer comes at once; the Hunterian

operation for aneiirysm. Nearly e^•e^y great surgeon devises one

new operation, to which his name is apt to become attia^lted ;
hut

if hisrqiutation dei>ended on this alone, how little wouIiJw his

worth. . - i, e

Hunter was the first to perform tho operation for Xbe cure or

aneurysm by ligaturing the arterj-, on the pro.ximal side, at a dis-

tance 'from the sac. Astley Coopers name is associatetl with a

hold attempt to ligature the aorta, but his remitation resLs mainly

on his philosophical work On ti-uctun.t ami l)i.ilucalw».i. Listers

name is a.ssociated with a not ver\' siicce.ssful method of excieuv?

thi> wTiat-joiut, but his fame will be handed down by his scientific

investigations for the protection ot wounds from external influ-

ence, which resulted in the "antiseptic system." Even I, who do

not desen-e to be mentioned in the .same hemisphere with such

men. have jierformed one operation of which a small iiund mi^nt

be proud. 1 allu<le to a case of total suppression of urine la.sting

five days, which i relieved when the patient was in eutre7>iui by

cutting down on the one remaining kidney, and removing a stone,

which was plngginR ite outlet. This patient, two yeara and a halt
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after the operation, remains in perfect health. But such advances

in operative surgerj', though of importance to the world as tend-

ing to preserve life, will ne^er alone serve to support a great

reputjition. Kunter was far more than a mere operation-inventor;

though this, when it can ho shown to have been deduced from

prmious observations, is not a thing altogether to be defpised. He
was far greater tlian this. Ho was aljovo all the greatest surgical

philo.sopher tliat every Lived. He was constantly searching for

new facts, and adding to his museum preparations which, acted as

a Idnd of index to those facts ; and from these facts, when, accu-

mulated in sufficient numbers, he deduced general la,ws./, Thus he

Worke<l a revolution in surgical pathology, and he >?jsed the

s^ieuco of surgery, from the doubtful position that it occupied

before bis time to a level with the sister science of medicine. Over
what ft desert the river of his tlioughts has since flowed! How
many diseases and deformities, then thought to be incurable, have

since been brought within the riuage of surgical relief ! The old

lumber room filled with inciu'able disease? and misunderstood
jiatholopy, that wa.s left to the cure of medicine, has since been

ransiujked. over and found to contain much that surgery could

relieve, qr ci^e. Within our n^\^l time the kidney has become a

surgical organ, the .£;a]l-J)ladder has had to yield up its obnoxious

stones to the captivating infiuonce of.., thy surgeon's knife, the

stomach and intestines, the lung) and even the brai<i itself, have

in turn been brought witliin the range of surgery, i,
'.

. . q ,. ,.

To aid us in> our labours, two great disco\Briea hOiVe been made
since Hunter's time : the introduction of chloroform, which makes
operations painless, and the use of antiseptics, which renders them
safe. But jn spite of all the great advances made since his tune.

Hunter's name and Hunter's fame shine through them all. So far

from detracting from the merits of his labours, they simply add
lustre to hi.s achievements. But, we must not be deterred by the

contemplation of his grtjatness from exerting such talents as we
may possess in the hiunble sphere.tbat we mayoccupy.^ Though
it is allowed to few like Hunter ;to touch immortaJity on this side

o eternity, yet- let us take coui;Ago hi the thought that, there is

notliing in Xature, howeve,r minute or obscure, that has no,t some
power ov^r. its immediate surroundings. With (his thought, let

me close my address in the words of a philo.sopher 1 have already

quoted : " ,U1 things are engaged in writing their history. The
planet, the pebble, goes.attemled by its shadow. The rolling rock

leave.S;its scratches on the mountain, t-lip river its channel in the

S.oil, tue animal its ,b{Vnes in tho stratum, the ferniand leaf their

motV'st cpitaph;in tile c^ial. The falling drop .makes its sculpture

in the saml or stone. Xot a foot steps into the snow, or along the

ground, but prints . in charactprs more or liyss lasting a map of his

march. Evc^ry act of the man inscribes itself in the memory of its

fellows, and in liLs own manners and face. The. air is full of

soimds, the .sky of tpkepi^i.thf^grquud is; all- m^ioranda.aud signa-

tures, anil every qbj^9t,coi;eiie(l, oyej-^^ith iJjipia.whieUr^pSsk-tO
the intelligent.'.'; ;|i-..,.v , -iii n 'il:.."!' ^r i v'y.'- ' ' y'''r 'fi •

'
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DISEASES- OF THE NEI^>^:OtTS'',^^S^j:^
By A. HUftllES BE.NNET^T. lil.D.i R!R.CW^"'''i-' I'

Pliy5iomti'(<. thf ^Vl•.<tmini!t(>r Hosiitnl ; and to thr TTr.<pit;i^ ^AffeodSAW'
'

I luitt Paraly.M.... •,! ,'TTir^.l ni

-i—:,.."; nidi Jiiodn

;-
^''

,, Lkctt-re .TX.—Sbvsoby Aphasia.,
."-."'

'rM*tnA'i;llfold forms of npjtasia have lieen variou.-^ly classified by
(JiffeT^iit Authorities. The comparati-\e'plaims of the diverse divi-
sions of the .MiViject it is at present unncccsst\ry to discuss. It

wilt be convenient in tliis lecture to regard the disorder, simply
from a dual aspect— namely, from the influence the sensory. or
rtiofor element? of the nervous system havjj in its jirpdu.ction. In-
t'cTlfrttinl-lhnjiuage, taken in.'iis liroad sen.'^e, is Hie' medium
^hrMf!^fI"' w-TSirh-i 'indiTid'iiaI.=!''inf'erfcSminunio,'ite, ,1*1113, Imay be
effected in a variety of ways, but. i.* ehiotly cajried im b.y. menus
of,speech, writing, ami gestuVe. ]-'or the '.successful pviformaueo
of these, a double attribute must exist: first, we have Yu appre-
ciate and uuilerstand the Indications given liy our neighbours

;

and, secondly, we have in turn tri con\ey our thoughts and pur-
pose's to them. As a knoAVledge of the former is derived through
our senses, the coUective phenomena iuvolved, in its .production

may be called the ingoing, impressive, centripietal, or,' in ampler
terms, the sensory function of intellectual language. On the

other hand, the latter, which, as a rule, is accompanied by the

performance of a mnsculor act, may be named the Outgoing, ex-

pressive, centrifugal, or tlie motor function of speech. Kach of

these sensory and motor functions is reprtsented by a corre3]iond-

ing special nervous mechanism, which may beconle diseased and

give rise to a characteristic disorder of speech, and which may>
for convenience, be; termed respectively eensorj- or motoor aphasia.

That form of aphasia, which results from interrupted functional

activity of the motor nervous elements includes dieorder. not only

of speech, but of writing and gesture ; in short, of all those means
by which an individual attempts to convey his wishes or thoughts

to another. Each of these modes of expression is presided over

by a complex system consisting of muscles^ nervee, and centres in

the cord, medulla, and cortex, which may lie- independently de-

ranged or lost, and, iii consequence,, aphonia, agraphia, or

amimia, is induced. These varieties ,Qf .so-called aphasia are of

tolerably frequent occuxrence ; they, are, »3 a role, capable- of eaij"

recognition, and so many instances have Jbeen recorrled in medical

literature that their existence has beeai amply e.stablished.

The condition of what has been termed sensory aphasia is much
more complex, and uncomplicated examples are- of much less fre-

quent occurreuce. It is through the senses, and especially 'tiirough

tiiose of hearing and sight, that the faculty of inteUectuallangnaKe

is accjnired, and by. wlrich it is organised in th&iridividnal. The
association of the senses with the acqui.sition of Srp^tchjis effected

by certain nervous elements, including theorgaasof sense, varioTO

conducting media, anfl centres ii? the medulla andi cortex cwbri.

By sensory aphasia, ther^itore,|is understood' thft.BeauUs cffi inter-

ruption or disease of any of these centrijiptal . paths or .centres

which induce an imperfect appreciation of langiujg? or it* sym-
liolsj.and which, as a, consequence, may indireetjy leailfCo disorder

of tlie. faculty of expression. In addition, to, tlise-sen-sory organs

themselves, and the qomplex nervons arrangemsnts which connect

them with the surface of the lirain, there must be other and more
extensive cerebral structuref engaged in the aoquisitioit or forma-

tion of spefjch. These supply wiiat lias lieen termed _the apjier-

ceptive faculties, or the mental .attributes involved in the jprocMS

of human iritercourse or communication, the exact nature and
locality. of which is not accurately determined. Therefore, on the

sensory side aphasia may arise either from disease of the centre?

associated with thf) senses themselves, and especially those «{

hearing and sight, or wyith a derangement of the nerve elementfl,

whatever and wherevt? they may be, wbich preside over the so-

called apperceptive faculty. ;
Tliis results in what has beenrtermed

re.spectivuly word deafuess, word blindness, and, wtml forgetiill-

ness, or verbal apinesia, each being due to diBorder-of .
t Inr spe6ial

nfervou.-i Bjechiinism which originates and regulates th«! corrd-

spqndi^ig, function.
;

.Uncomplicated examples of these forms- rif

seijsory apliasJia 5\r^ rare ; apcordingly, J now demonstrate an il-

lustrativii* CJise of e^civ '. ^ .'

1. Ca.-!C o/'tCori} lilwfhipxs.^G.h., aged 52, » shipwright.- This

patient complnjns o,f.,blinrine6s,to'xli(*right side: oi both i^yee, and

althougli on thn; left he can see fairly we-H,. of inability to read «•

understand -nritten or priiiteii wor<ls,. He .stale.s that his family

Jiistrory was uDimuort .tut.; that ho ntjverliad.suffered from ,SjypUilis.

and tliat he lyid always be^p a. teinptrate- man. For swse; yeare

before he Cfinle undor olJKer-vatiou he had comjilaine*! of indfjinito

pains in his.fower extremities,BccompaaiHd with general malnix^.

neiLher of whicii,- however, had incapi^citaUxl him from worij.

With these e.vceptions he was in all respects a healthy man till

some twenty months before examination, when one da.y he sml-

d.iily fell dti\yn unconscious, and remained so for alxiut an IwBl.

He tUd not know whether or not ho was. coiivifJUed. Soon aftar

this attack lie.regained his foi-mer condition and returned to-work,

but liB fancied that his right side was -wj^aker than before, and

that his eyesight was not so go,od as formerly. He, however, .con-

tinued «t hi.s ordinary occujiation till five- months beforii Qoming

under obseryaAion,-.when he.gcadually became incjipaoitAted from

giddiness anil, slowly inurea^ing inabili,ty to.foad. .-/ .i;- . '

On ejiamination lie isfoupj. tp I'O^ a robust.and -healthy-looking

man. The,org»nsaud functions are normal, except tliose. about to

bv mentiouedji Tht'rc is nowhere any si<?n of paralysis or tremor,

but there is a siLspicion that the" power of the right side is

slightly impaired : but if this is so it is saircely noticeable. Both

knee-jerks are somewhat exaggerated, especially on the ripht side,

and here also there is imperfect ankle clonus. Sensibility is every-

wljere nornoAl. The vessels throughout are somewhat hard and
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ortuous. Vipion is stnted to lif> di'fcctivc. The piipilB niv iqunl
anil normal ; there is well rnnrked nrcuo senilis; tm moTements of

the eyebnils are nntiiral. Investipntion ohowB the presence of

well marke<i hemiopio in both eye« on the left side, and especially

in the ritjht eye, thus inducing right honionjTnous hemianopsia.
(Circurastancfs unfortunately pre\Tnted a complete perimetric ex-
amination.) The discs of botn eyes are somewhat pey and ill-

deflned, but the fundi are otherwise normal. The patient is very
intelligent, and Rives an accurate account of himself and his ill-

ness. He says that he thinks his memory is not so retentive as

formerly, but of this there is no definite proof, as he seems to re-

member all the circumstances of his life, and to intelligently

describe them. The articulation is distinct and natural, and there

is no trace of thickness or hesitation in speaking. The patient

expresses himself in lanpuage unusually apt for his station in life,

his choice of words is that of a man of education, and his words are
delivered with ease and facility. He is somewhat deaf on both
Bidee, but this is due to a chronic catarrhal condition of the ears.

When spoken to loudly he understands everything that is said,

and responds by appropriate answers in a perfectly rational man-
ner. Tue patient cannot read a single word of written or printed
matter. This is not from inability to see, as he names all indi-

vidual letters correctly, the vision on the left side of lx)th eyes
being fairly good. Although he names every letter without mis-
take, he is unable to tell or understand a single word, no matter
how short, unless he spells it out aloud like a child learning its

first lesson. For example, when shown the word " cat," he cannot
read it, and does not understand what it means. When, however,
he spells it out cat aloud, he at once says " cat," and recog-
nises the meaning of the word. The same occurs with all words
of two, three, or even four letters. With longer words, when they
ore spelt out, he is doubtful and uncertain, and frequently makes
mistakes in naming them. With very long words, such as "Con-
stantinople" and " Hippopotamus," although all the letters are read
in turn, the patient gets confused, and either miscalls them, or
altogether asserts his inability to name them. It may also be
mentioned that he cannot even read his own name. This difficulty

in reading applies equally to writing and print. The patient,
although he cannot read a single word, can write a letter like any
educated man, and his handwriting is excellent. He can spon-
taneously indite and write anything he desires with as much ease
and facility as formerly. I asked him for example to write out
for me an account of his case. He did so in a very intelligent

manner, giving a fair history and description of his complaint, and
did not make a single mistake. On showing him his own letter

he is unable to read a single word of it, and can only make out the
shortei words by spelling them over os he does with print. When
asked to copy writing or print he does so with perfect accuracy,
but very slowly, letter by letter. Printed letters he transcribes
into mitten characters. He does not understand what he is copy-
ing unless he spells the word out loud. His writing to dictation

is without fault. He can read figures correctly, and nis powers of

arithmetic are seemingly intact.

Kkmarks.—This ca.se is an example of pure word blindness, as,

with the exception of the homonymous hemianopsia, the man may
be said to have little else the matter with him. On the left side

of both eyes %-ision is jjractically normal, so that the inability to

read is not due to an ordinary defect in sight. The patient recog-

nises and names individual letters with facility, but cannot
understand or pronounce even the shortest words except by
spelling them out aloud. While totally unable to comprehend
written or printed language the remarkable fact remains that he

can put his thoughts into writing without any difficulty, but imme-
diately after he is unable to read a word of liis own composition.

In short, his intelligence is normal ; he can express his ideas in

Bjieech and writing, and he retains the power of understanding
spoken language and of recognising inili\-idual written charac-

ters, but he has lost the faculty of appreciating the mean-
ing of composite symbols, and the visible signs of words fail

to revive in consciousness ideas previously connected with
them. As regards reading, he is in the position of a child

who can speak and who can understand all that is said to

him, who, while he knows his letters, has not yet learnt to recog-

nise the smallest words, until he laboriously spoils them out aloud
so as to appeaf to his sense of hearing. He is also like an ordinary

individual in regard to n piece of music, who, while he may be

able to see or recognise the name of each printed note, is unable,

like a practical musician, to feel and appreciate the harmony at

which he looks. The resemblance to the child and musician

is not, of course, in all respects complete) becaiisfe this prltiSiit faft

express himself in writing, which lieithei' bf tliese Could do. This

ca.sB constitutes ati IhtWi'stlhg example of dissolution of the

faculty of trading by disease, in which the most early acquired,

and, therefore, the most highly organised, functions remain, while

the later and less stably organised have been destroyed. As Dr.

Ross aptly puts it, " In partial diseases of the nei've centres tha

latest evolved structure is the niost liable to injui-y. The ii11-6aai

to disease conform, both US i'egRt'ds structure and function, to the

law of dlesolatioh, the mode of invasion being from the complex
to the simple, from the special to the general." This man recog-

nises and names letters, the most highly organised symbols, whfle

he does not know words, a faculty of later development, and,

therefore, of lower organisation. While unable to comprehend
the meaning of words by sight, he can, by spelling them out

aloud, name and understond them, showing that he Arrives at thi«

result through his auditot^' arid ftot through His visliftl faculties,

probably translating the lattt>r ioto the fdrttlelr, In maily cufjns at

word blindness, the pow-er of recognising even letters is lost.

Betw-ee» this extreme and the case under observation are various

degrees, still further illustrating the law of dissolution. I have a

man at present under observation, who, in addition to other

ailments, is completely word blind, with the exception that he
can read only his own name and the letters which compose it.

When a heap of letters are placed on the table he can pick out all

the g's, e's, o's, etc., composing George Smith, and leaves the a'a,

b's, c's, and other letters of the alphaliet untouched. In short, his

name and the letters of which it consists are those which have
become most automatic and most highly organised, and these are

retained in his memorj', all the others having been forgotten. The
original patient under observation can express his ideas in speech

and writing, and can write from dictation. When, howevet, he
copies he does so letter by letter, without understanding -what ho
writes. If, however, he spells out a short word aloud, he can thi'll

write it down with a full comprehension of its meaning. This

further shows that he translates visual into auditory impressions ;

otherwise he only mechanically copies such letters, without having
any idea of the meaning of the words which they compose. No
better example could be given of the remarkable phenomena of an
individual who, while able spontaneously to indite and execute

a well-written epistle, a few minutes afterwards is unable to read

or understand a single word of his own performance. In this

case there is an absence of paralysis and all other objective sym-
ptoms except the homonjTnous hemianopsia. It is probable that

the condition is due to interference in the function of the angular

gyrus and its neighbourhood on the left side, or to that portion of

the cortex in which reside the elements concerned in tne acqui-

sition of written characters. This has been partially interrupted,

and hence, according to the principles of dissolution, while the

knowledge of individual symbols in the form of letters is retained,

the memory of their combination into words is lost. All tho

other faculties of intellectual language remain intact, which seems
to show that the lesion is limited to this special centre. If the

disorder was the result of a more diffuse partial disease, by the

same law we should expect that -n-riting, which is acquired later

than reading, would have been affected the first.

2. Case of Word Dea/hess.Sarah G., ^aged 55, complains of

inability to comprehend spoken language and to make herself un-

derstood by speech. Her friends state that until seven weeks ago
she had enjoyed excellent health, never having had a day's illness

in her life, and that her family history was unimportant. One day
about this time she slipped off the step of a tramway car in

motion, and fell somewhat heavily on the ground. She was raised

up, felt stunned and confused, but gave her name and address, and
was carried home in a cab. An hour afterwards she could not un-

derstand what was said to her. although perfectly conscious of

what was going on around, and her speech also was noticed to be
unintelligible; otherwise she did not appear to be any the worse
for the accident. Next day she got up, physically apparently

quite well ; but the inability to understand spoken language and
to make others comprehend what she wanted by speech continued,

and has remained so ever since.

On examination the patient is found to be in every respect a

healthy person, with the exception about to be described. All tho

organs" and functions of the body are normal, and there is nowhere
any trace of paralysis. The superficial and deep reflexes are

normal, so also is cutaneous sensibility. The special senses are as

in health, and hearing especially is acute for all ordinary sounds.

The patient cannot understand a single word of spoken language.
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'Wcr friends assert that they cannot get her to comprehend any-

thing they say, but that she is very intelligent in anything which

(Iocs not require language, and quick at giving and understanding

signs. Since her accident, she has performed all her household

duties as before, ivith the exception of being unable to com-

prehend what is said to her, and to make herself understood. If

she wishes an article, she makes signs whicli are sufficient to indi-

cate her wants. For example, if she requires an egg she produces

an egg cup, and points interrogatively to its inside, and so on with

everything else, and she is especially ingenious in making her de-

sires known by pantomimic demonstrations. Her friends say that

they cannot discover that she understands any single word spoken

in her presence, not even her own name. On examination, 1 can-

not satisfy myself that she comprehends any word. When told to

do the simplest act, if not accompanied by any clue in the way of

signs, the patient does nothing, looks puzzled, evidently under-

stands that she is being asked to do something, and although anxious

to oblige, fails to comply. The slightest hint in the shape of a

sign is quickly interpreted. So great is her anxiety to succeed

that she often does ^^Tong things, simply because she fancies they

are required. For example : asked to put out her tongue, she does

nothing and looks puzzled ;
question repeated, the obser\'er look-

ing at the patient's mouth, the tongue is at once protruded. A.sked

to''shut her eyes, the observer as before looking at the patient's

mouth, the tongue is promptly put out, and so on with all other

actions, proving that the patient does not comprehend words if

they are not accompanied by gesture or some visual indication,

which latter she is very quick to translate. If several objects are

placed on the table, and the patient given to understand that she is

to give me what I call for, she never, except occasionally by chance,

hands the right one, if my back is turned to the articles. If I

look at them, she often selects the right one, being, like the so-

called thought reader, ready to interpret my glance towards the

right object. In short, various tests all combine to show that the

patient is incapable of understanding the meaning of any word

spoken in her presence. The powers of reading and writing can-

not be ascertained, as, unfortunately, this woman is uneducated,

and has never been able to do either. The patient has no affec-

tion of her vocal or articulatory organs. She talks with the

greatest distinctness and volubility, all the words themselves being

properly pronounced and enunciated without the slightest hesita-

tion or error. None of these, however, are apropos, but constitute

an unintelligible jargon of meaningless strings of words, all rightly

pronounced, but, taken together, signifying nothing. She is always

ready with this voluble and purposeless torrent of conversation,

and is constantly making attempts apparently to explain her

wants, or to reply to questions which she does not understand.

The following is an attempt to describe what takes place. Doctor:
" How are you to-day, Mrs. G. ?" Patient (with the greatest readi-

ness, rapidity, and distinctness of articulation) :
" Yes, why should

I not do, for' really, you know, it could be." Doctor :
" Are you a

hundred years old?" Patient (with the utmost gravity): "Well

but then I will so. for why it is. No. Yes." And this goes on

ad infinitum. She also bursts out into long spontaneous floods of

the same incongruous speech, in which she is evidently trying to

explain something, and which often end by the woman bursting

into tears. Although she does not know that the words she uses

are wrong, she evidently appreciates the fact that she is incapable

of making others understand her explanations, and is distressed

in consequence. Not only is spontaneous speech lost, but the pa-

tient is unable to repeat a single word correctly when prompted to

do so. As far a.s can be judged from the general demeanour, the

i)ationt seems to he intelligent, and she continues to perform all

her household duties as well as formerly. Her friends say that,

with the exception of not understanding spoken language, ami

inability to express herself in words, the woman is precisely in the

same condition as before her illness, and my own observations co-

incide with this opinion.

RKMAnics,—This woman, although retaining natural hearing

for all ordinary inirposes, seems to be a case of \>\\Te word deaf-

ness, the accompanying paraphasia, or inability to express herself

intelligently, being"the result, not of any impairment of the motor

functions of speech, but the secondary consequence of incapacity

to associate the sounds of wards w'ith their proper execution.

The motor mechanism of speech is intact, as e\-idenced by articu-

lation being in every respect normal, and because a large vocabu-

lary of words is pronounced in a natural manner. These utter-

ances, however, are not properly applied, and, therefore, constituta

mere jargon. The patient evidently knows exRotly what she

wishes to say, and in response to this desire articulates a copioua

flow of words, but she is incapable of applj-ing them properly, and

is ignorant of the fact that they are misapplied. ^otWlth8tandlIlg,

as far as can be determined, the intellect is not affected,for although

she cannot express her desires, and does not know whether litr

uttered words are right or wrong, she thoroughly appreciates

the fact that she does not succeed in making herself understooa,

and shows corresponding signs of annoyance. A suitable idea is

apparent to her mind, but, when spoken, it is replaced by unfit-

ting words unknown to the speaker; the connection of thoughts

with word images is so disordered, that, instead of appropnate

terms, those of a totally different meaning are used. There is

ample evidence to show that not a single word is understood by

the patient, who, however, is very quick to appreciate and express

herself by gesture. In pure motor aphasia the sensorj- side may
remain intact, so that a person who cannot speak is able to com-

prehend what is said to him. On the other hand, when sensory

aphasia exists, the motor side is, as a rule, secondarily involved,

although in itself unimpaired, and paraphasia results, as in the

present case. An individual who cannot understand spoken

lancniage must, as a consequence, be unable to speak it, because he

is incapable of mentally recognising whether or not his efforts to

do so are correct ; hence the volley of words in response to a de-

sire to speak, all of which are in themselves perfectly articulated,

and constituting an extensive vocabulary, but in no way express-

ing the meaning they are intended to convey, the patient all tue

tiiue being ignorant of her failure to succeed. Hence the inabUity

to express thoughts in intelligible spoken language, and even to

repeat words when required to do so. It is a disputed pomt

whether in such a case as the present intelligence can remain

intact. Abstract thought, it is maintained, is the outcome ot

language ; and as this has usually been acquired through the

auditory perceptions, if the organs of these are destroyed, internal

as well as external speech must be impaired, and the faculty ot

thouo-ht interfered with. The congenital deaf mute possesses his

faculties of thinking intact, because he has cultivated ideas and

powers of reasoning through other sensory channels. » it& an

ordinary person, however, when the auditory centres are suddenly

destroyed, there have been no such opportunities for developing these

accessory paths: hence the belief that abstract thought naust ui

consequence be disordered. A decision on this point is one of great

diificulty, especially in uneducated persons, asm the case ot barah

G It can only be said that no evidence could be produced to

sliow that the mental powers, so far as they existed, were in any

way affected, and that, with the exception of her inability to un-

derstand and be understood, she performed all the duties of lite as

well as before her illness. As a person who is word deaf is some-

times able to understand printed or written language, there seems

to be no reason why the reasoning faculties should not be exer-

cised without the aid of internal auditors- impressions, and be

translated into some other sensory channels. It is also possible

that the power of abstract thought ha^-ing once been acqiure.1

may be retained, even x\-ithout the use of words. In this case there

is no paralysis or other objective complications, and, therefore the

lesion 13 probably a local one, involving those centres presiding

over the faculties for the appreciating of the auditory- perception

of speech. These are believed to reside in the superior temporal

convolution on the left side. j;,,;„
3. Case of Word Forqetfulness.-ysi\\i<ym H., aged iO, a distin-

guished divine and author. This gentleman belongs to a gouty

family, and has himself had occa.sional slight attacks of that dis-

order. With this exception he has been in every respect healthy

all his life. He has led a very active life, both physically and in-

tellectually, and has been well known as a man of exceptional

mental capacity. For some years past he has been supposed by

his friends to have gradually become verj- "absent-minded and

" forgetful," and latterly this has reached a lii"h degree, in the

manSer about to be described. His general health reniains good,

and his intellectual faculties are said to be in no way affected.

On examination the gentleman (for he is not a patient) is in

remarkably good health and vigour for his years All his organs

•uid functions are normal. His vessels are somewhat rigid and tor-

tuoM.':, but not to any great extent. Mr. H. is a highly-educated

anl uvellectual man, and takes the greatest interest in his owti

ci-^r and thus, although his powers of verbally describing liis

condition are limited, the main facts can be easUy elicited by

means of cross-examination. His chief, and indeed only, com-

plaint is that he has forgotten the use of mast words.
;
nd .•speci-

ally of nouns, place?, persons, etc From him it is elieite I that
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ho'Km^iilers hi* intellectual {uciiluus toibe as good as ever they
iwere, luul tiis reasoning powers to bo mttrt. He can recall uvtiry

xAjoct in his hiinii, but has simpl.r ful-ROtton tlio mime ot it,

aiiil of voluniorily reproiluciiiu il eilliur in spt-nkiiif; or writing.
Kftorts, thtrrfart, Bt 8(>outQnc<>iis cunvi'rsatioii or expifSsiiiK his

-thoughts on pnporiure seriously iuJ(>ain;U, llwiring nnil .si«ht iiro

.«s good as in in<«t mun nf liis ngt>. and lie umlurstanils upoksii
• laiii^ago and priutvd or •vvTJtttii niottur as well as eveT he did.

-Althongh spontaui'on^. 'i\-ritinK is impaired, that to diuliitiuu is

•natural, and he copiid with |.K-rft!ct oiisi;; and his «rlica-
latioii anil liaiuUvritiiiL,' are iwrft'ctly nunnal. On utlcmplint,' lo

read iJoiul his effcrt.s ure viry iiupurfoct, and words uru uiispro-

niiuncud. Tln' mennini; of tUf tuxt is undt-rsljood, nntlhe kuvws
when mistakes are ouide. Jiis diiUcidty consists in having for-

gotteii his own laDjjuage tu n greut ejctent, and he is exactly in
tbe coliditioa of a man who, ha vbij; formorly been a proficient in

n fon?ipi lanifuagi', has lost tUc art of speaking or writing it,

i

althoiipii retaining the power of understanding it when reminded
of it either by ciiarcrsaliou or literature. In this wa.v he cannot
voluntarily n-peat or write Imrdly any miuii and many other
words. lie genenilly cannot toll his own name and age; not that
he has forgotten them, but that, he cannot recollect their verbal
representatives.' Jlo has forgotten, as a rule, the names of his

wife and children, and therefore, it need scarcely be said, of everv-
thing belonging to him. Many verbs and other parts of speech
are also not remembered, and it may. therefore, easily be sup-
posed that his powers of expressing his thoughts are very im-
piirfeot. This failure to express himself is always most marked
whoii he jnakes the greatest efforts to remember anything, or
when he is especially anxious to maike himself understood, At
other tiuie.s, wlion. listening to general conversation which hej

understands perfectly, he frequently joijis in quite d /)/-o;>os, using,
apjiropriate language, in short sentinoes, as it were automatic-
oily, for. if asked to repeat what he has just said, he is unable to

do so. i'oc example, at dinner, the conversation being on politics,

of which he is a keen follower, and to Avhieh he had been paying
intelligent uttontion. he suddenlv exclaimed, " We will never have
panc« till tbeso wretched Radicals are kicked out." When point-
edly afiked what he had just said, he. was totally unablo to rejieat

at, although he perfectly recollected the nature of his remark, as
eviden('ed by the fact that. wh<n it was repeated to him, he
acknowledged it to have been correct. Iji short, conversation
'*ith him is a slow, laborious, and roundabout effort to try ami
eKpress himself, in which nearly every substantive and many
adjectives and other parts of speech ore left out. Not only are
words not forthcoming at will. but. when produced involuntarily,
they are often distorted, verj- much after tlve fashion of Mrs.
Malapmp: of which mistake."?, howevejr, as soon a& they are made,:
ho is perfectly consciou.s. lie might say, for example, "constitu-
tion " for " constituency.'' " illiterate " for " litexarv. " and " (ihos-

phoreacent '' for '• jihilosopher," and so on. Voluntai-y attempts to

ex^>ress liis ideas ore. thurofore, so imperfect, either in .s]ieaking or
wnting, that tile effort only makes Air. H. annoyed and depressed,
as Iwi is perfectly conscious of his failure, for tlie mo.st part he
romains silent, »iid passes his time either in listening to the con-
versation of others, which he perfectly understands, or in reading
books, of which he Is lui inordinale lovej.

Kkmaiiks.—This examjile of sensory aphasia is unlike the two
others, inasmuch a.<( the individual coinpivhenils- bath spokon and
written language, and has forgotten neither ideas nor things, but
only fails to remember their names and the words which repre-
Bent<>d them. Hois, in short, incapable of spontaneously revivijig
and reproducing by means of speech the thoughts which exist in
his mind, but ho recognises these when tliey are reproduced to

him through his ear or eye. It is not an instance of men," loss of
memory, because thirp is no midencu that either events or things
are forgotten. All that is wanting is the spontaneous power of
putting them into word.s. Although this e.tists to such a degree
as t;H render voluntarj- eonvursatiim almost impossible, connected
sentence? aiid appropriate observations are nftcn made involun-
tarily in eonvirsatioji or uniler emotion, which .some remarks im-
weiliately afterwards caiuiot be reproduced nt the wish of the
patient. H the.se art) supplied by another person he can at onci;

repeat them. Here the centres associated with the auditory and
:rtsunl verbal mechanisms are apparently intact. There is n dis-
'Order of sows higher structures in the .cerebral organism, thn
failure of which prevents a spontaneons revival of names or
•words, although t lie ideas they rtJiireiient remain. Here again it

may be questioned whothct au individual who cpnnot voluntarily

recall W\t) names of things even in internal speech, can retain his

full intellectual vigour and his power of abstract thought. In

this case there is no positi^ c evidence that either of these is in

any way affected, and the i]atient himself, while ])erfectly con-
scious of his peculiar failing. maiuUiins that his reasoning facul-

ties aro^inimpaired, altliougli I he power of exprtaising them is so

imperfect. As has lieen already stated, it would appeiu'that ideas

once acituired may remain independent of words, although, doubt-
less I without themi t>r some other form of sensorj- impression, they
never would have been obtained. If not jiroduced spontaneously,

they can lie rBviVifiod both by spoken and written signs from
without. The patient cauuot tliink aloud, but silent thought re-

iQain.s. If any impairment of intellect or mrmoiy for things

exists which is always difficult to <letermine in such cases, it

certainly is in no proportion to the loss of memory for words.

Whether verbal, amnesia can be localised is a matter of s[jeculation,

and we have as yet no positive information on the subject; The
perceptive centre is probably a union of all the sensory centres.

Perceptive conceptions and abstract thinking have all probably

different levels of development and degrees of directness, one or

more of which may be speciall.v affected, It might of course be

maintained that the loss of memory for certain words is only the

symptom of an incipient general mental failure. A stud.V of tli«5e

cases, however, suggests that the faculty of memory, for words has

some more or less sjiecia! position in the cerebral hemisphere, and
there is no •neeqsaary relation between its lo88iaad,thBit[Of- iatelli-

gence. i I ; w mh- ,

•

ik tm; jml !(ia ,''.'i

ine. iiltKl ie,l!l .'/

wHi^^.;i';ist',,:i'; STOKE 'W, the bladder ?•

;' By sir IIE.N'RY THOIIPSON', F.R.C.S., M.BXonb.,

, Consulting .Surgeon to }Ii5 Majesty tlit King of tlie Belgiiuis; Consulting

Surgeon[au(^,Profea8or of Clinical Surgery to l/uiversity

College Hospital, etc. '

. .

'Ai.a ;iectureAvhich I gave at University College Hospital in Sq-
vember last on the subject of vesical calculus, embracing a sketch

of the physical and chemical characters, frequency of appearance

in regard of j^ge, etc., I obsen'ecl that it was becoming desirable

to consider the question, "AMiat is a stone in the bladder?" M'hen

there was only one method of removing it, and that by the knife,

there was rarely any doubt in offering a reply ; but -\\\i\\ our pre-

sent facility for remo^ng small formations, the term is sometimes

looselj' employed. By way of endeavouring to define it in a sense

whicli, may commend, itself to the judgment of surgeons generally,

I suggested that we might still retain a practice followed by our

predecessors, which may bo thus expressed. Any calculus wliich

can lie T)V any means removed entire through the urethra, inclu-

ding one impacted therein and removed thence hy the knife, can-

not be admitted to rank as a vesical stone, nor can such an opera-

tion be regarded as oiio for stone iu the bladder. And I added
that for those which are crushed, only formations of a certain

weight can lie fairly described liy the word " stone,"

It was indeed for the express purpose of distinguishing the

various small formations from " stone ' that the terma " gravel

"

and " concretion " have been long employed.
,1 little thought, however, that so apt an illustration of my re-

marks woiihl appear as that presented by a paper I'lititled "A
Hundred Ca.^es of Stone in the Bladder," by Surgeon-Major J'. J.

Fruyer, jiubliflhed in tlie Jour.nai. of December 24th. 1 ha\e pur-

posely waitu<l,some weeks in the liope that someone else might
raise this question, and I now write with much reliictanCH as a

matter of duty, lest a precedent should be established which I

think it is very undesirable to follow.
, , ,

Among the hundrexl cases of stone thus reported, I ob8MT>"B no
fewer than a dozen cases, the largest, of which does not e.xceed

12 grains, and this not merely in children, for ten of them are

adults. IJut what Is more remarkable still is that o tiny concre-

tion weighing only 2 grains is twice reported as " a stone" in tho

adult bladder, as are also two of 3 grains each, besides others of

4 and ft grains )-esi>ecl,ively. Indeed, the total weight of the

"Btoues in the bladder" for which in eight adult ca.ses "the opera-

tion of lithotrity " has been performed amounts to no more than

37 grains, an average of about 4 grains each, the total weight of

the eight being only that of quit*) a small stone. Such tiny pro-
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ducts are easily removed for the most part bj' washing out the

Madder, from which indeed they usually escape spontaneously. I

append outlines of the exact size of such concretions, scores of

n-hich now in my possession have been so removed, and which it

has never occiured to me to regard or to report as cases of stone in

the bladder. I may add that exact outlines present to the eye

an idea of magnitude exceeding tliat conveyed hy the body

itself, as anyone may observe by placing one within the outlines

given.

4 2 3 4

O O O CD
1. A concretion weighing 2 grains.
2- „ » 3 ..

3. „ ,, H ,, (this is a rather flat one).

4. .. ,. 7j ,. (tills is cylindrical, or nearly so).

The largest measurement is of course given in every ease.

Thus in my cabinet of calculi, now numbering about 950 cases

removed bj- operation, with the history of each appended, there is

not one weighing less than liU grains, and I have never accepted
or reported an example beneath that weight as a "stone." I

have crushed many from that weight downwards to 5 or 6 grains,

and had I so regarded them could report at lea.st 1,100 cases instead

of UoO. I still venture to think that most of my brethren will

agree with me that 20 grains is the verj' lowest weight, in the

adult, the remo\al of which should be esteemed an operation for

stone in the bladder. And in chronic prostatic retention cases,

where the phosphatic concretions so frequently and so rapidly
form, I have never recorded anything as a stone which has not
reached at least half a tlrachm.
There is another aspect of the matter, too, which cannot be lost

sight of. I think that it is very undesirable, from more than one
point of \-iew, to convey an impression to any patient from whom
a Ijit of gravel weighing 2 or 4 grains has been removed that he
has undergone an operation for stone in the bladder, and that the
custom might give support to objectionable practice.

I beg to submit the.se remarks to the consideration of my pro-
fessional brethren, in the belief that it is desirable to have some
general understanding as to the meaning of the term in ciiiestion,

and to adopt, if possible, a uniform method in the employment of
it in future.

CASE OF RAYNAUD'S DISEASE, OR
SYMMETRICAL GANGRENE.'

By J. W. F. SMITH-SHAND, M.D.,
Professor of Practice of Medicine. Aberdeen University ; Senior Physician to

the Royal luiirraary.

fiEN'TLEMEN',—I must premise that the case I am going to bring

under your notice to-night is that of a girl of excitable nervous tem-

perament, of but moderate intelligence, and of questionable habits.

Great difficidty has been experienced in getting an accurate

account of the previous history, more especially witli reference to

the occurence of •' chilblains" and other points, for what she afBrmed

to-day she would contradict to-morrow. My examination of her

always seemed to make her very nervou.s, particularly in the pre-

sence of students; and thus I a.sked Mr. Shirras, the house-

physician, to undertake the naiTative of the case, as J supposed

she would be more at her ease with him. Consequently it is

mainly to him that we are indebted for the following history.

.1. A., aged 20, a servant, was admitted into the Royal Infirmary

on May 24th, 1887, complaining of pain in the hypogastric and

lumbar regions, with frequency of micturition, whicli symptoms,
she stated, had been present for the last four days. Her appear-
ance was striking, as the face was much flushed, the lips swollen,

with the mucous surfaces of a purplish olour. and a general ery-

thematous redness all over the body. Tlie skin was moist, and
the patient said her body felt hot. "Her face was heavy and dull

in expression.

Three hours after admission her temperature \^'as 104°, respira-

tions 40, pulse 125 per miimte. On physical examination, heart

J Keaii befom the AUerdson Medico-Chirurgical Socinty.

sounds normal, pulmonary percussion normal. On auscultation,

breath sound.s harsh. No"cough or expectoration. Liver normal

;

spleen slightly enlarged: tongue dry and coated with white fur;

great thirst; appetite bad; bowels confined. There was marked

tenderness on pressure over the lumbar regions. Unne scanty,

specific gravity 1030, acid reaction, dark yellow in colour, with

sediment composed of lithates and pus; upper portion showed

trace of albumen. ' „ , , , -

On the 2.=)th the temperature was 104.4°, but, under the use of

antipyrin, fell to 101.6° in the evening. As she said she was un-

able to pass urine, the ward sister used the catheter and drew off

42 ounces.
. , , • , , ,.

Twenty-four hours after admission .she complained of great pam
in the ears, and shortly afterwards symmetrical black patches ap-

peared on the lobes, and after some time became filled with dark

serum Soon after this other black patches appeared symmetric-

ally on each cheek and on the point of the nose. Still later, on

the following day (2Gth), other symmetrical spots were seen on

the face and°neck, on the arms, liands, and legs above each knee.

Xo patches appeared on the trunk, fingers, or feet. The largest

patches were on the arms. The one on the right measured seven

inches in length and three and a half in breadth ; the patch on the

left arm measuring five and a half in length and three m breadth..

Before these patches appeared the patient complained of a severe

burning sensation in the parts, which was greatly intensified on

pressiu-e. Thev appeared suddenly, and were of a ver>- black

colour- the margins were distinctly marked, there being no

shading of colour. The surface of the patches was covered with

moisture. After the patches appeared the general erj-thematous

condition diminished very considerably.
. ^ , , , .

For eird-.t days the patches remained as described, but after that

a reddish border appeared around them, and by the tenth day

thev bet^an to shrink in length and breadth, and by the thirteenth

dav slnu<Jhing sores had formed on the arms, and were dressed

with carbolic oil and enveloped in cotton wadding. The ulcera-

tion was quite superficial. The patches on the ears, cheeks, and

neck shrank and disappeared, leaving a small thick crust, which

(Ti-aduallv got smaller and dropped off, leaving on the left ear a

Certain amount of atrophv of tlie tissue. On ilie ninth day after

admission the lumbar pain and frequency of micturition began to

abate the pus and albuminuria diminished, and by the eleventli

day these symptoms had completely disappeared. Since then her

only complaint has been of thirst, and pain when the arms were

being diessed. The temperature ranged high for over three weeks.

the maximum being marked on May 28th. when it was 104.6 .

nurino-the second week of her illness she had diarrhoea for several

davs havino- five stools on June 3rd. The treatment consisted m
criming ten-|rain doses of antip\Tin for the first three days every

six hours, and afterwards a mixture containing arsenic and

strychnine every six hours.
.

P,-eviou.'< Ifis/ow—Patient, up to the age of 16 years, enjoyed

.rood health, but since she fii-st menstruated (when 17 years old)

?he has always suffered more or less from dysmenorr]irea and

irrecrular menstruation; she menstruated last on May.'"'-, ^j'*'

told" Mr Shirras that sheoften complained of chilblains in the

winter time, and sufferi>d more or less from cold hands and feet.

She denied this to me, but said th.at four years ago. when she was

in the House of Xa/.areth, she, along with many others, had little

red lumps about the size of pins' heads on her fingers and that

the nails cracked and came off, and at present the nad of the fore-

finirer of the left hand is fissured. This winter she told me she

suffered from cold hands and feet, and her hands were blue and

swollen, but "not like chilblains."
_ . , ^

On Vpril 28th of this year she was admitted into the Infirmary

under me, but during niv absence from home, complaining ot

severe pain in the lumbar and iliac regions, and ^e^entlon of urine.

Mr Milliamson, then house-physician, consid"red this last

symptom as hysterical, and refused to draw off her urine, and in

a short time she passe.l it all right. At this time a l-ulla. about

thesizeof a five shilling piece, developed on her left hand. It

was ven- painful, containing at first clear serum, but rapidly

becoming purulent. H was punctured, and in thrte days had

uuite healed ; she was dismissed on May 7th " cured, i

Under the date of July 4th I have to report that the patient

savs she is quite well, that the ulcerated surface on tlie left arm

has been perfectly healed for the last three days, and; that on the

ri^dit arm there are now two ulcerated spots, one aboiil the siff ot

a sixpence, and the other being half an inch in length and half an

inch in breadth.
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Remaeks.—This is the first case of Kaynaud's disease which I

have observed, eo-called after Raynaud, wlio made it tlie subject
of a thesis in I'aris in lStJ2, and wlio tlien brought together
twenty-eiglit examples of this morbid condition. It lins, as a re-

sult of this and of an article n'ritten by him in the IHc/immaire de
Midecine et de Chirurgie, of late years been brought more promi-
nently before the profession. But for many years previous to this

isolated instances of this disease have been recordc-d.in th§,Jiie<li-

cal journals. -— .-r-'^ v o.

Krom the special character of the symptotes it has ,fiT5D'-re-

ceived the names of symmetrical gan^ene and local asphyxia,
and the opinion now held of its nature is that it is a neurosis due
to vasomotor disturbance. At my first visit this was the view 1

took of the case before us, but I was at first inclined to believe that
it had been brought about by some toxic influence—that the
patient had been taking some drug such as belladonna, which had
produced the great dilatation of the cutaneous caj>illarie», but she
stated that she had been getting no medicine before admission,
and when the gangrenous patches made their appearance, the
nature of the disease then became apparent.

Notices of this affection are singularly rare in systematic works
of medicine. Quain's Dictionary of Medicine gives three lines to

it. It is not mentioned in Ziemssen's Cyclopaedia of Medicine,
beyond a short reference to gangrene from ergotism, a condition
which it somewhat resembles, but in this ca.se the nature of the
patient's food did not allow of such an explanation of the sym-
ptoms. A good description of tlie disease is given by Dr. Allen
Starr, in Pepper's System of Practical Medicine, an American work
of great value. My case, however, differs in certain important re-

spects from the picture there drawn.
It is there stated that while the disease commences suddenly in

all cases, the local symptoms as a rule are more marked than the
constitutional, and that these local symptoms begin with pains
•usually limited to the tips of the fingers and toes. Tlip(5e' pains
are commonly followed, and rarely preceded, by a condition of (1)

ischaemia, (2) cyano.sis, or (3) erj'thema
. 1. Ischaemia. This first stage Kai,'naud described as the condi-
-tion of local syncope, in which the' fingers more frequt-ntly, and
the toes more rarely, are involved, and look pale, shrnuken, and
dead, owing to t!ie diminished quantity of blood flowing through
the contracted arterioles. This condition may pass off in a ^hort
time, in which case the arterial spasm relaxes, and the parts re-
sume their normal i Appearance ; this change, however, being
generally accompanied by a feeling of burning pain. Butif this
arterial spasm bo. of long dnratiori, then the second stage of cya-
nosis is certain to be reached.

, 3. Cyanosis. This stage, Starr says, must result from one of
-two conditions; "either the arterial spasm is so complete that no
blood passes into the part, in which case venous blood from lack
<>t vis a tergo, or in response :to gravitation, regurgitates into the
capillaries, distending them ami producing a state of blueness ; or
a venous spaam occurs, preventing the exit of blood from the part,
which tlien becomes actively congested, and the blood in the
capillaries, from want of renewal, soon becomes venous and pro-
duces the cyanotic appearance. 'This stage of local aspb.yxia may
be of variable diiration, from hours to days, and may terminate
in a gradual return to the normal condition, but more usually it

Inllowed bygangene.
>. Erythema. Some doubts have been expressed by various

nhscrvers as to this being a true stage, becau.se it has sometimes
I'infonndto be of a more permanent clinracter, while at the
.-iiiine time it is .seldom followed ))y the deatli of the part.
The experience of my case, however, I consider warrants us in

t li'> conclusion that it is a true stage. This condition of erythema
m;iy be ascribed to a paralysis of the vaso-constrictors, or to an
irritation of the vaso-dilators.

\\'\\fn the stasis of blood in the vessels has been e.xtreme, this
is followed liy gnngrene and death of the part, and the sj-nune-
trical manner in which this is brought about constitutes the
special character of the disease. The most frequent .site, as I

have said, is in the tips of the fingers, the least frequent tlie arras.
As a rule the gangrene is limited and superficial, although m rare
eases the terminal phalanx of the fingers may be entirely lost.
"This gangrene, it lias to be observed, is not dependent upon'embo-
li.sm or upon any diseased condition of the coats of the vessels.
and as a rule is only noticed in the tijis of the extn-raities, so
in this respect also my patient forms an exception to the rule.
The constitutional symptoms consist of headache, mental de-

pression or irritability, disturbed sleep and loss of appetite. Tem-

porary albuminuria, hfematuria and glycosuria, have also been
observed. Starr says that " fever never occurs as a symptom of
the disease, and if present, must be ascribed to some other comii-
tion." Now, in my patient I could find no other condition to,

account for the quick pulse and high temperature, and I looked
upon the latter symjitom as being purely nervous, and solely due
to irritation of the heat-regulating apparatus.
This brings ns to a consideration of the nature of the diseaec.

Raynaud beiieved it to be of central origin, while Weiss, a recent
writer, consijcrs it to be a reflex neurosis dependent upon any
peripheral irritation. Certain it is that it is most common in
young adult.s, in females rather thau males, and that menstrual
disorders have Ijcen observed in a large number of the female
cases, while in one third of all the cases a recurrence of the
disease has been found to take place within a year of the first

attack. ' • s /,

Fearful ii the appearance of my patient was at the height of
the disea.se, so much so that the ward sister thought it impossible
that she could recover, I yet gave a favourable prognosis, as no
fatal result lias yet been recorded, so far as I know, of a genuine
case of the disease.

No .special plan of treatment has been found beneficial, beyond
general tonics, the occasional use of sedatives when pain is severe
and when gangrene is present, using some antiseptic dressing, and
raisiiig the afJected limbs well on pillows, while they are kept
warm and enveloped in layers of cotton wadding.

/ ABSTRACT OF A LECTURE

AMBULANCE WORK m CIVIL
b 0) nos, PRACTICE.
:-jJ.(c;,T. .

vSs:i!E!I.€HAKD DATY, M.B., F.R.S.E..

Surgeon to the Westminster Hospital.

Gentlemen,—There is scarcely a daj- passes in hospital or private

practice without some special form of conveyance being required

for our patients, either for convalescent or urgent necessity. Con-
veyance of a patient may be a very simple matter, as, for instance,

the use of a stretcher or chair to carry him from one room to

another, or a really complex imdertaking, such a,s the transport, of

an enfeebled or injured man from one point of the kingdom to

another, or from Great Britain to the Continent. I have en-

deavoured to practically overcome many of these difficulties, and
have now the pleasure of explaining to you the construction of

our hospital ambulance, which is the generous gift of one of our

governors, the Kev. T. S. Echalaz, M.A., and which has been de-

signed throughout by myself.

The woodcut will give you a good general impression of the

carriage and a patient placed in it ready for transport. The cai-

riage part of the mechanism, the stretcher, the cradle, and hood
are all portable and easily detached, and will be described separ-

ately. The caiTiage part consists of four 26-inch iron wheels, sup-

porting on springs two grooved bars firmly braced together on
either .side for the stretcher poles to fall into: these poles are fixed

at any point liy means of two clips, so that there is no danger of
tilting, and the weight trimming is adjusted to a nicety. Four
wheels have been usi'd in this hospital ambulance, for the general
advantage of the stretcher being ever safely on the wheels, and
for the whole arrangement being used as a convalescent couch or
airing vehicle. For my own use (and I have now superintended
many hundreds of journeys') I have two wheels only ; but. for

careless or nervous hands, four wheels are safer than two; this,

moreover, is the common experience of carriages in general. TAv-

member that by proper adjustment this ambulance can be driven
on two or four wheels, so the wheeled framework consists only of

a sort of perambulator pattern, receiving the poles of the stretcher
instc^ad of the carriage body. The stretcher itself is so well
known now as not to call for any full description; it consists of

two hickory poles, two cross bars, and a sheet of red duck canva.s:

the two cross bars are of iron, and at either end have forged on
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the -n suspending liooks. I have used this, my own fonn of stretcher,

for fiftein veiirs, and have never yet had any reason to distrust it

;

on the contrary, it has done hard work and very good service.

The form of cradle here used is quite new, andjanswers well. It

tits on and upon the stretcher poles, and may be used either at

the head or foot of the stretcher, thus giving support to the hood,

and playing also the part of a surgical cradle in the event ot a

smashed head or broken leg. It is a wrought iron framework,

and is well shown in the woodcut. The hood is made of canvas

or waterproof ; it rests upon the poles and cradle : its presence

or not depends upon the state of the weather and the wishes of

the patient. Its fashion also varies according to the taste of the

surgeon.
, •. , j:_

Let me now suppose that a patient has to be shifted from our

accident ward to Margate ; and we will assume him to be the

subject of a compound fractured thigh, knit, yet sinuses refusing

to heal. Having seen that the whole machinery is in order, wheel

the ambulance to the patient's bed; place him on the stretcher by

roUino- him on to it ; then tix the stretcher poles to the frame-

work of the wheels; put on the cradle and hood; then one porter

can drive him to Victoria Station, another porter walking at hia

Fig. -. side. On reaching Victoria, a guard's van—having had two hc»tt»
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driven by screw into the rnof of the car—receives the stretcher

carried bj' tlie two porters, nnd it is immedintely slung up by two
elastic conls, the patient himself being absolutely free from pos-

sibility of harm. Next wheel your four wheels into the same
van, and let the porters go down with the man to Margate—the

faster the better. At Margate the procedure at Victoria is re-

versed, the patient being driven from the station to his own home
on the ambulance ; the porters roll him off the stretcher on to his

new bed ; then pack up stores and return to Westminster with

them.
But at this point let me put you up to a valuable hint. Many

of our English houses are extremely small, especially about

the staircase, which is frequently crooked and angular ; no
stretcher carried by two porters can pass—no chair of ordinary

dimensions can pass, either. The means that I have successfully

adopted is to make use of a good strong jack-towel as a support

to the patient in getting up these defiles, and its method of usage

is shown in the woodcut. The carriage upstairs must be done
with care; but the jack-towel will twist a little, and that little

makes all the difference.

By passing the loop of a towel across the patient's chest, be-

neath his arm-pits, he can be securely bound to the back of the

leading porter; generally speaking there is no fear of falling,

but far more of anj' blow or injury to the leg in passing

corners.

This woodcut shows my hammock van and stretcher slung
within ; it has now run over most of our lines of railway

—

the wheeled ambulance can easily go inside the horse ambu-
lance.

At the present time much inconvenience results from the sur-

geon having to make special arrangements with each railway

companj- over wliich the van has to pass. I look forward with
pleasure to the time when all our public railways will be handled
by one superintending power; and that power should be the
Government.

I have every reason to speak in praise of the principle of sus-

pension as applied to the transit of invalids, and I entirely dis-

agree with what Mr. John Furley stated at the meeting of the St.

John Ambulance .Vssociation, that the patient's bed should be a

fixture, for thovigh there may be individuals who object to any
swinging motion, yet in cases of necessity this objection ought to

be overruled by considerations of far higher moment, namely, the

actual safety of the patient and the prevention of further injury

to a part already injured. An attendant by the side of the sus-

pended patient during a railway journey is the best agent for

overcoming any undue oscillation, the touch of a gentle hand
being lighter than the restraint of fixed elastic cords.

It is a humiliating reflection that in civilised Great Britain

property receives more consideration than human life. There is

no court of criminal appeal, although trivial disputes may be
carried from court to court. Ship cargoes are heavily insvu-ed,

but not the crew who man the ship. Furniture is most carefully
removed, but, until lately, no regard was given to the removal of

an invalid. I have endeavoured to practically refute this last

accusation, and commend ambulance work to your notice, as being
one worthy object of your high professional training.

ABSTRACT OF
A PAPER ON THE RELATION OF THE
MEDICAL SCHOOL TO THE HOSPITAL.

Read before the Iluspitah Assiciatim at their mee'.iig in the

Board-room of !St. Ge irt/eU Hospital, February tth, ISSS.

By TIMOTHY HOLMES, F.K.C.S.,
Consulting Surgeon to St. George's Hospital.

After apologising for ajipearing on a short notice to fill a vacancy
left by Dr. Gilbart Smith, who was to have treated this subject,

but had been prevented by illness, Mr. Ifolmrs went on to observe
that a hospital miglit be regarded in vnrious aspects:

1. As a body of governors, to regulate and administer the whole
institution; und lie endeavoured in this connection to show how
great assistnnce the authorities of a school can give, from their

intimate knowledge of all the arrangements and their direct per-

sonal interest in their success, and consequently bow important
it is that teachers and other qualified members of the school
should be admitted on terms of equality to a voice in the manage-
ment of the hospital, and showed from the experience of St.
George's what good results follow from this plan.

2. Looking at the hospital in its financial aspect, he insisted on
the great aid which a good medical school give^ in the way of
providing subscribers and procuring donations and legacies, in-
stancing on the latter head the splendid bequest made to St.
George's bj' Mr. Atkinson Morley on account of his old connection
as a pupil of the school. On the other hand, the medical school
assists the hospital materially in obtaining efficiency by well-
considered expenditure in all departments. 'This docs not neces-
sarily mean saving money. It may involve increased expense, aa
in the recent great increase in the cost of surgical dressings ; but
if this increase is accompanied (as has been the case in that
instance) by a diminished mortality, it is true economy.

3. Regarded as a body of medical officers engaged in treating
the sick, the hospital derives the greatest benefit from the medic3
school. The school keeps alive the esprit de corps by which ona
hospital is stimulated to surpass its rivals, if possible, in medical
progress, and one part of the country to try and outstrip another,
and to this hcalthj' competition much of the extraordinary
activity and success of the British school is due. The intimate
acquaintance between members of a staff who know each other aa
teachers, fellow-students, and pupils is also a great advantage to
the patients; and, again, the necessity for climcal instruction is a
great benefit to the sick. The idea sometimes entertained that
the presence of students in the wards is one of the drawbacks of a
hospital was combatted, and it was, on the contrarj-, contended
that the need for clinical instruction, by compelling the attention
of the physicians and surgeons to the patients, greatly improves
their prospect of recovery.
But though a school ought to be able to supply to the hospital

the great bulk of its medical staff, yet it ought not to be a " close
borough," but should be ready on proper occasions to recommend
to the governors persons from outside if their election would pro-
mote the good of the hospital.

4. Looked at as a place for the study of the medical art, the
hospital derives still more important aid from the school. The
great advances which have been made of late years both in medi-
cine and surgerj- have been secured for the most part by the co-
operation of many men working together in the same school,
and many schools working together infesting theories by prac-
tice, and this is especially true of the progress of pathology, which
is the basis of all improvement in medicine, and which promises
such brilliant results in the near future.

5. .\ hospital ought also to be the centre of the medical charities
of its district, to which such institutions as poor-law infirmaries,
dispensaries, fever hospitals, and lunatic asylums should be af-
filiated or connected ; but this idea has not yet been realised. If
it were, the aid of the junior practitioners and students of the
school would be most important, and they would in return obtain
experience of kinds of practice not at present well illustrated in
hospitals.

Again, the out-patient department is most important to the
school and the school to it. The main object of the reforms pro-
posed in this department is to make it more efficient both for the
use of patients and the teaching of medicine; and, on the other
hand, the need for teaching is a great stimulus and assistance to
the medical officers in charge of out-patients. And here also a
medical school, so far from being a nuisance or a disadvantage, is

a very great benefit to the patients.

These being some of the advantages of the school to the hos-
pital, they are requite<l on behalf of the hospital by the indis-
pensable ser\-ice of prodding the school with its whole material
for clinical teaching, and this should be pro'vided as freely as pos-
sible ; that is, no class of disease should be excluded which can be
admitted with safety to the patients, and the pupils should have
the freest possible admission to the wards consistently with the
regular service of the hospital and the comfort of the patients.
But it seems doubtful whether the hospital is justified in under-
taking any expenditure on behalf of the school, such as is in-
volved in the erection of premises. The great principle seems to
be that the governing body of a hospital should accept the teach-
ing of medicine and the presence of students working in the
wards as a great benefit both to the institution and to the individual
patients, and endeavour in all legitimate ways to encourage both
the one and the other.
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I
THti BtlARING OF ALBUMINURIA ONk, l

|

-
. LIFE ASSURANCE. ''•"'"'" '

Jo iu -JjUJ'l'i _
Bt F. UK HAVILLAND ITALL, M.D., P.R.C.P.,

' TbyrfcUn lor Qut-pstlenU. WWtmlnsMr Hospital.

'Sliicv. Dr. Grainger Stewart read a pnpt'J before the Royal Society

b£ Edinburgh, in June la.st, on the discharge of allmmen from the

ti(JneV3 of healthy people, the attention of tlie profes-sion has

>een (Wcted to this important subject. I would suggest that

Jiefore the -wonl " healthy " be inserted " apparently," so that the

sentence would run :
" the discharge of albumen from the kidneys

of apparently healthy persons." It is, 1 think, begging the ques-

tion to call "persons healthy who axe passing albumen
;
and I

gather that this is also the view of Dr. Stewart, as in tlie report

fii the mjceting in the JoVRXAl. for .Uine Uth, from which I get

fay information, be is said to have arrived at the following con-

i5usion, amongst others : "That there is no snflicient proof that

albumen L-^ normallv discharged from the human kidneys."

The p<iint, however, to wbicli 1 wish to direct attention is the

.bearing of albuminuria on life assurance. The question at once

jxises. Are medical oflicers to life assurance companies justified

in xeie(;Uug or referring all applicants found to be passing albu-

men? I am distinctly of opinion that at the present time tliere

IS not sufbeient evidence before the jirofession to allow of any

«D«wer exci'pt an afbrmativc being given to this question. If

tk. Saundby could give us the result of his experience of the last

"ten years a littl^ more de;fiiu^lj>ii i|^ ,Ti«'g\U5i,niake a good com-

mencement. .:.".,';;
The only attempt with which I am acquainted to follow up in

a sy.itematic manner the after-history of cases of albuminuria is

that made by t-he medical staff of the United States Life Insur-

ance Company in their annual reports to the board of directors.

Struck by the fact that nearly lU per cent, of all the deaths of

policy holders in their company occurred from Bright's disease,

an examination of the urine was required in the case of each

Applicant. In. the first year, twenty-four cases of olbuminuria

were detected. " In each the heart and lungs were found to be

jiormal, and nothing could be leornrd from the past history to

Jead to the suspicion that albuminuria existed; furthermore, the

pbysicnl appearance in every case (with, perhaps, two exctrptions)

iidicate<l a healthy condition. Kach one considered himself in

perfect health, and really appeared as if he were. They were all

excluded solely on account of albuminuria, and formed 11 per

cent, of those presenting themselves to me for examination. In

nearly every case two or more specimens taken at different times

were examined and albumen found in each." A similar procedure

was adopted in 1H79, with the result tliat nineteen cases, or 12

jer cent., and in ISSO twenty-six cases, or 10 per cent., were found

to be suffering from albuminuria.

, In his conduding report Dr. Munn sums up his e.xperience of

,Uie 60 cases n.s follows :
" In view of the fact that four of the

number have dioii.and that tlie general appearance of the majority

,of those, who have been under observation for more than one yeiir

JS; gradually deteriorating, I am led to believe that albuminuria

should be regarde<l as of grave signilicanee. In some cases, how-

ever, it may be of slight imjjortance, and further research may
.possibly enable us to discriminate t)etween them."

The reports are accompanie<l by tables recording the occupation,

age, weight, height, frequency of pulse, amount of albumen,

presence or absence of casts in each case.

In fovour of tlie linn of action that I am recommending, namely.

.that persons suffering from albuminuria should not be accepted, is

the fact that the vast majority of apiilicants for assurance are e.\-

^unwned some hours after breakfast, so that tjiose cases in which
albumen in only found immediately after that meal would not be

^excluded from the benefit of life assurance.

In analysing Dr. Stewart's tables contained in your issue of

OfitolM^r l.ith—and I only take into consideration Tables II, III, and

iv, tho other tables, embracing children and scarlet fever patients,

having rti practical bearing on the assurance asjwct of the ques-

tion—-! find that, of cases of Bright's disease including those

probably (hie to Bright's disease), in forty-nine instances the albii-

men was detected by nitric acid, and in five instances by picric

acid only ; grouping all the other conditions giving rise to albu-

roinuriu together, in forty-seven instances albumen was detected

by nitric acid, and in twenty-eight instances by picric acid only;

therefore if picric acid had beep dispensed with, five case* of

Bright's disease would have lieen overlooked ; but on the other

hand, twenty-eight instances where there was no evidence (if or-

ganic disease of the kidney." would not have been included in the

categ(jry of ]iur.'ions unauiiable for assurance purposes on account

of renal disease. Using nitric acid only, forty-nine cases were re-

ferred to Bright's disea.se and forty-seven to other causes. The

outcome of this analysis is that in more than half the cases in

which albumen was "detected by cold nitric acid Bright's disease

was the cause. I am therefore of opinion, as I have already

stated, thet medical oflicers to assurance companies should not

recommend cases of albuminuria for acceptance where the albu-

men has been detected at mid-<biy or in the afternoon, on boiling

the urine, or by means of cold nitric acid. From an assurance

point of view I think it would perhaps be better not to exnploy

picric acid, as otherwise fairly good lives might be excluded.

Before concluding, I must express my admiration of the able

manner in which Dr. .John Munn, one of the medical officers to

the United States Life Insurance Company, has drawn up his

tnbles, and of the verj- careful directions he gives for examining

the urine.

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

A CASE OF "QUINTA'N" A«te.";^"?.'

Mes. B. M., a widow, aged 46, consulted me in Oct(5ber last. She

was suffering from an attack of ague, which had commenced in

the preceding June. The symptoms were very typical, the cold,

hot, and sweating stages being well marked. The temperature

rose during the cold and hot stages, reaching 10.5° F.,_ and fell

during the sweating stage, being normal during the intervals.

The spleen was slightly enlarged, the other organs normal.

The most interesting feature of the case which leads me to

record it was the rare interval between the attacks,' namely, four

days. I have consulted most of the books' dealing with malarial

diseases, but find that, while they all mention the ordinary types

—quotidian, tertian, quartan, and the double varieties of thesfr;-

none of them mention what may be called a " quintan " type, in

which the interval was four days. Another interesting point -was

that a spot about the size of a shilling, near the tip of Uie tongue,

hecjime pale, cold, and an«>sthetic during the height of each

attack, and was accompanied by an eruption of herpes on the

inside of the lips and cheeks. Those sj-mptoms subsided during

the interval, to return afresh on the fourth day, with the next

paroxysm of agut\
. rv i.

At the I'lymouth and Devonport Medical Society, on December

ICth, Dr. W.'ll. Tear.se said that in India herpes and ague some-

times alternate, but in this case thev occurred concurrently. The

patient had hpe.n in Massachusetts, U.S.A., in her youth, but dods

not remember having had ague there, but may possibly have fot-

cotten.as it is twenty-sixyearssinceshereturnedfromthat(;ountry.

There is a large swamp adjacent to her residence, which was

lately in process of drainage, and the drying of this under the

intense heat of last summer -was probably responsible ^w the

malarial infection.
, . , , j'

I put the patient on treatment by quinine, which produced an

immediate improvement. The next attack was much reduced in

severity, while the one following that was only represented by a

slight rise of temperature, headaohe, and malaria. After tl)is all

thi' s>-mptoms disappeared; the spleen decreased in size; she had

no return of the heriies or anresthesia of the tongue, ller general

health also rapidly improved, and I had aletter from h(-r shortly

hefon' Christmas, in which she stated that she felt in better health

than she had done for several years. „,,„,, t^

Uublin. John P, Hrnry, M.l?., B.Ch., T.C.D.

A CASE OF MKLA.VCIIOLIA PRESENTING SOME EXCEP-

TIONAL FEATURES, PROLONGED REFUSAL OF FOODj/'

AND FORCED ALIMENTzVTION.

Inteuest attaches to cases of melancholia of the kind herevM-

ported owing to the relation which they bear to, and the light

which they tend to throw upon, the cause or causes m operation

which sometimes lead to prolonged fasting in so-called "fasting

girls" and others; for I muv iit once say -with reganl to this case,

Ix'foro enl(>ring upon any (ietails, that, a« a result of delusion, no

less than 123 days have elapsed since food or nourishment of any
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kind lias bcon partaken of voluntarily, or without resistance;

forced alimentation has been nece.^sary to] sustain lift! during the

whole of that period, and the determination to refuse all sus-

tenance remains to-day as firm as it was 123 days aj,'o.

The patient in question is a young lady, aged 25, unmarried ; she

was pale, tliin, exhausteil, sad^ and taciturn when she came under

my care in August, 18^7; at that time, when asked to take food or

nonrishtaent, ghejilaced her hand firmly upon her mouth, clenched

her teeth, and tightly compressed her lips, thus clearly indicating

her very fixed resolve not to do so; the pupils were dilated, there

was hysterical quivering of the upper eyelids, the pulse could

scarcely be felt at the wrist ; the tongue, teeth, and lips were dry,

and tluckly coateil with sordes; the lu-eath was very offensive,

and of that jieculiar odour which indicates prolonged abstinence

from food.

The attack of mental disease was described as the first, and was
of [sixteen days' duration. Suicidal and dangerous propensities

existed, and no food had been partaken of for eight days. The

reasons for this abstinence were found to be beliefs on her part

that she had been directed by God to abstain from taking all food.

Finding that it was quite useless to try to induce her to take

food, and it being absolutely necessary that the process of nutri-

tion should be recommenced without further delay, forced ali-

mentation was resorted to, and, as already stated, it has been con-

tinued daily since, the three hundred and forty-fifth feeding in

succession having been performed this day. Exhaustion had, how-
ever, already proceeded so far, and the strength was already so

much reduced when this was begun, that it was feared for some
time that she would sink ; the pulse rose to 120 or more ; the tem-

perature also rose to 102°. She lay motionless and torpid, and as

if in a trance ; respiration, however, continued normal ; there were
marked pallor and prostration, also a statuesque condition, but

without the muscular rigidity or catalepsy so often observable in

such cases, neither was there the usual stupor accompanying me-
lancholia of this description ; the intellectual faculties were appa-

rently perfectly clear.

During the progress of the disorder menstruation has been alto-

gether absent ; the calls of nature were not attended to, diarrhoea

also was persistent for a time, but was relieved by the usual me-
dicaments, and alteration in the diet as forcibly administered.

The present physical condition may be described in a few words.

The strength is well maintained, the patient has gained in weight,

the pharynx and oesophagus are free from congestion or tumefac-
tion, the tongue is dean and moist, the mucous membranes are

generally quite healthy in appearance, the breath is free from
offensive odour; the delusions still continue, but 1 am disposed to

form a not altogether unfavourable prognosis ; with impro\'ing

nutrition and brain-rest a change of ideas will come, it may be

suddenly, but more probably there will gradually be a return to

mental health.

James Adam, M.D., formerly Phj^sician

Superintendent Crichton Royal Institution, etc.

West Mailing.

THERAPEUTIC MEMORANDA.

ALARMING SY.MI'TOMS PRODUCKD BY SPRAYING THE
THROAT WITH COCAINE.

Dr. McNeill Whistler's note on cocaine reminds me of the

following historj- which I lately had from the patient and her

husband, both persons of great intelligence. The lady, middle-

aged and stout, but otherwise healthy, had been prescribed a spray

of cocaine (2 per cent.) for '• irritability of the windpipe and
cough." The solution was made up abroad, and there is some
doubt as to the strength actually used. She sjirayed heavily for

the first time about t> p.m. for about a quarter of an hour. The
symptoms then commenced, with coldness and numbness of th(>

tongue, weakness of the lower limbs and staggering, mental dis-

tress and great depression from the very first. Her husband states

that she was unconscious before 9 p.m., and remaiuMi so more or

less until 2 a.m., but .•^he saya that she had glimmerings of con-
sciousness most of this time, although she cfluld not articulate,

thought there wore strange objects in the r(X)ni, and feared lest

anyone should speak to her. Great prostration followed, and I

am told it wa» some weeks before tliis lady regained her usual
strength. .

: Fobtescue Fox, M.D.Lond.
Strathpeffer Spa, N.B. ;i ,i)w,' ivy.isii 'j-U-J !iiil« r-jMi ;--i:^ -> i( i.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.

ANESTHESIA DURING STRABIS.MfS OPERATIONS.
; f

Mb. Edoab Browne, in the Joitinai, of December 10th, describ-

ing an ingenious irrigating strabismus hook for producing loca^

anesthesia in strabotomy, says, " squint operation, even in ner^
vous, frightened children, can be done painlessly." _.,i

Mr. Lloyd Owen, in the Jolen-UL for December iMtb, describedj

a method by which the same effect can be accomplished very wellr

without this special instrument, saying that l>y this means "thOf

operation can be completed painlessly"; while Mr. PriesHejft

Smith, in the JoruxAL for January 14th, explaining another v^rjff

good means by which local anaesthesia by cocaine can bo inducatjrf

says with a nearer approach to accuracy that the operation C4ft
thereby be performed " in most cases without pain." ,,a

In my experience, while cocaine does abolish the pain caused bjb,

cutting the conjunctiva, and even the actual division of the ten-

don, I liave not found it suifice to annihilate the very uupleasantr

sensation, I might say pain, occasioned by stretching the tendoQ
with the hook, which, if the patient is unruly, may be consider-

able, and become very inconvenient to both the surgeon and the

patient. I have, therefore, since cocaine was introduced, in addi-,

tion to using it, administered nitrous oxide gas as well for this

operation ; by this means all the early steps of the operation, ren-+

dered painless by the cocaine, can be performed before complete

ana;sthesia by the gas is reached, the drawing forward of the ten-

don on the hook, and its division, being reserv'ed for the stage o£

complete nitrous oxide anaesthesia wliich lasts long enough to,

complete this part of the procedure in comfort.

Having employed this plan frequently for the last three years,

or so, I can strongly recommend it for this operation, the patients-

requiring which are so many of them of tender age. My chief

object in writing is to draw the attention of my colleagues to the,

use of an ansesthetic which, I fear, is not generally sufflcieutlyr

appreciated except by dentists, and which I have found valuable-

for many short operations, especially when assisted in this way by
the local effects of cocaine. \

In conclusion, I would say that I hardly think any plan ot,

applying cocaine locally wUl be found to anajsthetise the whola.

of tlie internal rectus, running back as it does to the apex of fUa.

orbit —1 am, etc., Hexry Eai.es.

Birmingham.

REPORTS
OF

HOSPITAL AND SURGTPAL PRACTICE IN" THE
HOSPITALS AJTD ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

GENERAL HOSPITAL, MADRAS.
'

(Cases under the care of Brigade-Surgeon Sibthoepe.*)
,

C}s^^ 1.—'Large Collection of Urethral Calculi : Operation: Se-

covery.—A thin, slightly anaemic native Christian, domestic ser-

vant, of intemperate habits, aged 35, was admitted into tha

General Hospital on Mav 24th, 1887. He stated that twenty-one

years before admission he had gonorrhcca, which was cured in the

coiu-se of about six weeks ; that he enjoyed fairly good health tiU,

about six years before admission, when he contracted a second

attack of gonorrhoea, which was followed in twenty days by a,

bubo in ejich groin, together with a sore in the meatus urinoriua

Bxternus. This sore gradually affected the whole marjjin of the

opening, and was followed by some cicatricial contraction of tha-

orifice, which steadily went on to complete closure, and led t»

formation of a urinarj- fistula just behind the meatus, through

which he had since been passing urine with great difiiculty. Fi\-a

years before admission he began to pass gravel in his urine, ac-.

companied by severe pain over the region of the bladder, ana
feverishness; he continued to do so for a month; during this tima

he suffered occasionally from symptoms of cystitis and renal colic.

He had never since passed gravel ; hut, on the other hand, he had;

noticed a swelling near the root of his penis, which had cradu>^

ally enlarged. Ever since the appearance of this swelling the act

I These three c»ses were reported at the meeting ot the South Indian Bruiohi

on September 2nd, 1937. ;. i tej:. . ,^,.j.i-j-'ij^ -j ..'u.r/ri i.. v .,-. .-j ^- —

J
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of micturition liwl been attcofleil with preat dLfBoulty ami strain-

ing, ti> ovrroomi' vliicli lie liml Wm in till' Imliit of pri'ssinj; llie

welling liownwiinls ftuj backwards with his tiugors during mic-
turition.

During the Ave years before ndmission, after any unusual
exertion or excess in eating or drinking he had been subject to

dight febrile ilisturbnncos. attended with jinin in the hypogastric
region, pain during micturition, passage of l]loo<l and mucus in the

linne, and occasional attacks of renal colic. When admitted he
was passing urine seven or eight times in the tvrenty-four hours :

there was pain and tenderness on pressure over the hypogastrium,
and scalding during micturition; blood was not then passed in the
lirine, whicb was opaque-yellowish, slightly turbid, the turbidity
being unaffecte<l by heat; reaction was alkaline; there was no
albumen. The deposit under the microscope showed amorphous
and crj-.<talline phosphates and mucus cells. The size of the
stri^am of urine was narrowed, the urine sometimes coming away
in drops. There was a pyriform tumour, the size of a lime, under-
neath the root of the penis, situated a little to the left side; it

had the peculiar feel of the crop of a bird, due to small calculi

having collected and distended the lower urethral wall into a sac;

there was some degree of tenderness on pressure over this sac. On
sounding the urethra, two strictures were detected, one at the
false meatus and the other two inches and a half from it, the
former admitting a No. B silver catheter and the latter a No. 1.

No instrument could be passed beyond the seat of the gravel sac.

May 27th. The patient having been placed under the influence
of chloroform, both strictures were di^nded by means of a
butnuri cnrhi, and a No. 8 silver catheter was passed into the
bladder. An incision two inches and a half long was then made
over the gravel gac antero-posteriorly ; the sac was opened and
the gravel removed. The superalniniiant portion of the sac wall
was remove<i bj- scissors, and the bladder was washed out. The
edges of the -wound were brought together with four hareliji

pins, with silk sutures twisted over them in a figure of eight.

The parts were dressed with lint soaked in perchloride lotion.

The sac wall was about one-eighth of an inch thick; the opening
by which the sac communicated with the urethra was a large
one. The calculi, numbering about, eighty, varied in size from
a pin's head to that of a tamarinil seed. Thej* were sharply
angular, and finely polished, of hard consistence ; on analysis,
they were found to consist of uric acid, x>hosphates, and organic
matter.

. He recovered well from the effects of the chloroform, and was
quiet during the day. In the evening the temperature rose to 101° F.

At r> P.M. he pa.ssed his urine in the knee-elbow position. Some
urine esca[)ed through the wound ; the bladder was washed out
with warm perchloride lotion at 5 p.m.

May 28th. He felt better ; the temperature had come down to
normal. The bladder was washed out.
June 5th. lie pa.ssed fifty-si.x stones similar to those which had

been removed through the wouiid.
June Gth. The temperature had been keeping normal ; the

wound was looking clean and granulating ; there was some drib-
bling of urine throuLdi it ; there was no discharge from the wound.
Urine was slightly cloudy.
June 10th. The wound was healing; there was dribbling of

nrine still through it ; he passed urine four or si.x times in the
twenty-four hours.
June 11th. The urine was almost clear, with only a slight de-

posit of mucus at the bottom of the glass. There was no diffi-

culty or pain during micturition. Some urine still drihhlcd
tTiTough the wound, especially when he micturated in the sitting
or In the erect posture. The silver catheter which was tied in
fran- May 27th was removed, and the bladder washing stopped.
June Hfli. For the last three days the urine had been turbid

with 8 hea\-;\- deposit. lie passed his urine four or six times in
the twenty-four hours. The wound was contracting.

_
June 12th. lie had jiossed about lOO jiieces of gravel of varying

txtPi, similar to Ih'o'^e he had passed on June .5th ; ho passed ten
more on June lOth and five on June 14tli. These came away
mostly at night through the scrotal wound, unaccompanied by
any symptoms.

<ln June 2.'5th a No. 7 silver catheter was passed, and on June
30th thero was no dribbling through the scrotal wo\ind, which
was contracting, lie retained the catheter without any trouble.
August 2.1rd. The urine continued quite clear. No calculi had

been passed since June 14th. The urine occasionally dribbled
through the scrotal wound, especially when he strained in defeeca-

tion. The wound had contracted to about a quarter of au inch,

hut showed no further temlency to contract, and seemed to bo un-
affected by stimulating injections.

A No. 8"gum-elastic catheter had been retained and renewed
every week, to prevent the contact of urine with the wound, but

without any effect.

August 24th. An attempt was made to close the opening by the

following operation : he was chloroformed ; a No. 10 silver

catheter was pa.ssed, but met with some obstruction at the seat o£

the second old stricture ; this was divided with a bistouri cachi,

and the catheter was passed into the bladder. The edges of the

wound were freshened with a scalpel and brought together with

silk sutures ; a No. 10 gum-elastic catheter was tied in. The next

day the sutures gave way on account of the impossibility of pre-

venting the contact of urine with the wound. No constitutional

disturbance followed the operation, the sutures were removed,

and the catheter retained.

September 1st. The edges of the wound had healed, leaving the

fistula oi)en. He insisted on going home, as he was satisfied

with the result.

Remarks by Bmoadk-Subqeon Sibthorpb.—A very interest-

ing and an unusual case, for the notes of which I have to thank
Civil Apothecary Rama Row, L.M.S. ; such a collection of gravel

in a sac formed from the walls of the urethra behind a stricture

is rare. It was difficult to say where the stones came from which
he pa.ssed subsequently to the operation, for the sac was com-
pletely cleared out ami its walls removed ; he has had no sym-
ptoms" of calculi in the bladder, nor have any been detected in it,

though it has been sounded on several occasions. There is little

chance of closing the opening in his urethra, which rendered him
impotent. Another attempt would have been made if he had
consented.
Case ii. Congenital Sebacfozis Ci/sf.—A young, healthy, muscular

Hindu (Malayalee), from near I'algluiut, was admitted on July

;30th, 1887. He stated that the turao\ir e.xLsted at the time of his

birth, and had gradually grown till two months before admission,

when it had attained the size of an orange ; since then it grew more

^^^

;V

rapidly. The tumour, which was of the size and shape of ft larg*

cocoanut, was soft, fluctuating, elastic, and painles.i; it could

not be moved on the cranium, and pressure on it caused no dis-

tress; thoscalp over it was reddish, shining, and somewhat hot to

the touch ; two large tortuous arteries could be seen, one on either

side of it ; it measured fifteen inches in circumference at itsroot^

and twelve inches from before backwartls in the middle linft

After exploration it was removed on .Vugust 3rd, about a third

of the distended skin being taken with it ; it was found impos-
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sible to take away the sac without opening it, the wall heing so

thin; it was closely attached tn the pericranium; its contents

consisted of the usual imtty-like substance, full of short hairs and

a quantity of dark greasy fluid full of fat cells. The operation

was performed under strict aseptic con<litions ; the haemorrhage

gave but little trouble, and the wound, was dres.sed after the

method of Sir Joseph Lister. He made a good recovery, except for

a curious attack of inflammation of the glands of the neck attended

with fever, which came on suddenly, and without any apparent

cause, on August 6th, and left hirn on the 9th. During this

attack the wound was perfectly aseptic, and free from any sign of

inflammation. He left the hospital on August 25th with the

wound completely healed.

Cask hi. Impacted Intracapsular Fracture of the Left Femur.

—A young and healthy-looking Hindu horse-keeper, aged IH,

was admitted on August l(5th, complaining of pain in the left

hip-joint. He stated" that about a month before he fell from a

tree., from a height of about twelve feet, on his left side. He
was conscious after the fall, but felt some pain in the left hip-

joint; he, however, managed to walk with a limp and reach the

stables, about a quarter of a mile distant, where he sat down.

After a while, on attempting to rise, his leg became everted, and

he felt considerable pain in the hip-joint, with inability to walk.

He was taken home in a cart, and fomentations were daily ajn

plied. In about a fortnight's time he was able to limp about, and

felt only slight pain in doing so. He did not bear any marks of

sj'phUis' or other constitutional diseases. In walking he limped

a" good deal, but did not evince any pain or discomfort in doing so.

The left limb was straight, but looked shorter than the other. On
measuring, there was a difference, the affected side being about

half an inch shorter in the perpendicular line of Bryant's triangle.

On manipulation the trochanter major could be felt rotating with

the shaft of the femur, and distinct crepitus could be detected in

the joint. He refused to remain in hospital after September 2nd.

The leg was kept for a fortnight in a long splint, but he found

this so irksome that be wished it removed. There was little or no

improvement when he left the hospital, but Dr. Sibthorpe thought

that as time passed on the leg would doubtless get stronger.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AXD CHIRURGICVl, SOCIETY.

Tdesday, Februaky 14th, 1888.

W. H. Dickinson, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Relapsing TyphUtis treated by Ojjeratiin. — Wj. FnEDEaiCK
Treves read apaper on this subject, in which he said that in the

majority of the cases of .so-called typhlitis the appendix was the

cause of the trouble, and the perityphlitic abscess wasmore usually

an encysted peritonitis due to perforation of this process, than to

disease in the c^necum. The appendix might become the starting

point of inflammation, by reason of congenital deformities, of

clianges that took place in its mesentery, producing bending ; of

the lodgment of foreign bodies or concretions that were encouraged

to remain unmoved, on account of the feeble muscular coat of the

tube. This source of manifold disturbance could tie destroyed by

removal of theajipendix. or by coiTecting any simple deformity of

which it was the seat. The question of such interference was only

considered in reference to relapsing typhlitis. The statistics of

Fitz showed that in 11 per cent, of the examj)les of this affection

the patient was the subject of successive attacks. In (me case

quoted five attacks occurred in a jieriod of eighteen months.
The author was of opinion that relapsing typhlitis was due in a

very large proportion of instances to some apjiendicular trouble,

and was, therefore, a condition which might jiossibly be relieved

by operation during the period of quiescence that followed an
attack. A case of relapsing typhlitis, in a man aged S4, was re-

ported. After the subsidence of the second attack, and during a

period of freedom from all symptoms, the author performed
laparotomy, and found a di,sease<i appendix, which was (l(?altwith.

The patient made a perfect recovery, and had remained free from
further relapses. The mode of dealing with diseasetl appendices
was discussed.—Mr. Timothy Holmes remarked that Mr. Treves's

very interesting paper reminded him of a case that he had treated

some years ago which was somewhat similar, but in which his

operation, though giving great relief, had not proved such a com-
plete success as in Sir. Trcvea's case. A man, aged 30, had been

admitted into St. George's Hospital under the care of his late

colleague. Dr. Barclay, in 188(J, for vomiting, constipation, and

pain in the right iliac fossa. He was a worker in lead, and that

was supposed to have been the origin of his symptoms. Relief

was given by medical treatment, but he returned to St. George's

Hospital in 1884, with a more severe attack of the same natnre,

under Dr. Ewart. Operative treatment was suggested, on the

hypothesis that the svmptoms were due to a foreign body in the

appendix, but was ncJt adopted, as the indications seemed instiffi-

cient. There was considerable improvement in two months, and

he was discharged, but the day following came back to the ho6-

pital in great pain. Examination under ether showed an im-

movable tumour in the right iliac fossa, which felt more like a

foreign body than a mass of faces. There was much thickening-

round it, and great pain followed the examination. As constipar-

tion was obstinate, and purgation verj- distressing, he cut down
upon the mass by an incision such as would be suited for tying

the common iliac arterj'. He found a mass in the cfecum, and the

suiTounding tissues much confused, and matted together by old

inflammation. An elongated body adherent to the cscum was re-

cognised as the appendix, was somewhat torn in dissection, and a

probe passed up it into the small intestine to ensure its diagnosis ;

the torn end was removed, and the remaining portion secured by

ligature. No accurate sewing of peritoneal and mucous surfaces

was possible in such thickened and adherent tissues. The resiilt

was satisfactory for the time, for the man lost his pain and vomit-

ing, and could'go to work again. His health, however, was not

perfect, for whenever he ate too much, he got fresh attacks of

pain, and came again under treatment at St. George's and else-

where. The appendix was hTng vertically on the caecum, and the

adherence was so close that it would probably have been impos-

sible to detach it completely without wounding the bowel. The

case was one which helped to justify ilr. Treves in sapng that

the removal of the appendix was sometimes advisable :
and he

agreed that if the tissues were clearly defined both peritoneal and

miicous coats should be sewn together. Many years previously,

when house-surgeon to St. George's, he had to deal with a woman
in whom the right iliac region had all the appearances of acnte

cellulitis. On that he had'thought it his duty to make several in-

cisions, and to his surprise and dismay faeces came out through

them, and continued to do so. Nevertheless the patient lived

some three months, and at the post-morfeyn examination it could

be shown that the wound was in a very much enlarged appendix.

.

Mr. Treves's paper had contributed to his opinion that there was

a field for active surgerj- in these cases.—Mr. Howakd
Mabbh congratulated Mr. Treves on having supplied sugges-

tions that would maJie the treatment of many cases clearer. He

related a. case of acute general peritonitis, in wliich he had opened

the abdomen and found the c?.^,e in fscal extravasation through

a perforation in the appendix. He had amputated the appendix

and washed out the abdomen, but the patient died after a few

hours. If the case bad been brought under treatment a day or

two earlier it might have been possible to save life.—Mr. Bryant
cordially agreed to the propriety in some cases of sur<;ical inter-

ference," and considered the appendix as the cause of many of

them. A surgeon might be quite justified in trying to anticipate

the recurrence of them. If he had understood rightly that Mr.

Treves had only found an appendix curled up and not perforated,

he doubted whether he should have himself operated. He had

made oblique incisions to look at the Cfccum, and had washed ont

f;ecal an<l other abscesses, but he had not amputate an appendix.

—Mr. WAi.snAM could hardly regard all cases of typhlitis and

pentj-phlitis as due to the appendix. He related, however, a

case of acute abdominal obstruction which he saw with Dr.

Andrew at St. Bartholomew's on the fourth day, and. on cutting

down, found localised peritonitis around a gangrenous appendix,

in which a gall-stone was lodged. He amputated the appendix,

which was sealed over with plastic lymph and needed no more

than a ligature. Another patient had had many attacks of

abdominarpain, for which no surgical treatment had been used at

first, but lately the abdomen had been opened, and a pint of foetid

pus withdrawn from a localised peritonitis, of which no definite

cause had been ascertained, but which was probablv to be traced

to the appendix. The man was now nearly well.—Dr. Hark
admitted that it was hardly his province to speak on a surgical

subject, yet remarked with some emphasis that he had never

found aiiy need for surgical interference in his own cases of

typhlitis 'or peritvphlitis. In ca.ses of acute tenderness, swell-

ii'ig, fever, etc., he advocated the free use of leeches to the part.
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luid WH* fre«n>eot>;y 8Ur}>ri6«i td lind sUoli a sure soivrco of reliel

inylcrUHl nii\v»Jivys,—Mr. Hllkj: iilxsrrviil tlint niosli of Ihoee
linwiit iiiiisl n'^jrt't to Imvo sefu iiiics in wliicli leeches wore
ftvely used, but witlioiit avuil. in a ciise of his o«n. in which lie

W(»» iiu'Jiiied ti) oporution, n consultation led to iibmiildmnoiit of

^urxirfti mertsures, ii resort to leeches, niid a terminiitiim in death
by yerli.riiliiin of the appendix. Jt mifjlit t'liirly bo siiid of Biicli o
ciwo Miiil tentative measures deprived him of ids ehiiiue of life.

.UjDtlier patient who had had dyseutery three times, and had led

an irrejjuliir life, came under his treatment three weeks ago with
avule puin and much swelling nf the ritjht iliac fossa. He cut down
upon the swelling; and found inllamed omentum, which he removed,
ftjid as he found no further dutinitu disease, took no further steps.

Tliie patient was relieved fora week, but then showed signs of a deep
aliocess, which wa.s opened, and he was now convalescent. He
wL»he<l to call attention to a very interestinij pamphlet on this

.»ul»j«ct by Ur. Henry B. Sands", of Xew Vork.—Dr. Dodglas
l*«iWHM, regretled that typhiiitis and perityphlitis should have
be«n confused in this discussion, as they were in reality as separate
aA pleurisy and pneumonia, though their diagnosis was often diffi-

cuill. If a foreign body was present he adjinitted the use of sur-
gie»l treatment, but typhlitis was generally the result of errors of

diet, and could not be benefited by surgery. lie thought " re-

lapMLiig typhlitis" an unfortunate title for Mr. Treves's paper,
which had. as he understood it, dealt with the treatment of re-

litphing perityphlitis.—Ur. Dickinson thought that perityphlitis,

&a far as we could judge of it accurately from the post-^moriem,
tabl<s was chiefly due to diseases of the appendix, more especially
ti> oonereta. which were not foreign bodies, but of home manufac-
ture, stratitied lumps, looking at first sight like calculi. Ho con-
.sidered Dr. Uare had quite established his right to speak on old-
fashioned treatment, and agreed with him as to the great use of

looobcs in the earlier though acute stages of the disease.—Mr.
TaKVBS thanked the Society for much interesting information and
(lucussion. Dr. Powell had opened up again the old difficulty of

estimating the distinctions between relapsing typhlitis, typhlitis,

and.porityphlitis. Of typhlitis properly so called he thought we
knew little : museums certainly did not illustrate it, and he was
nat aSiirare that intestinal inflammations restricted theni-selves to

sucli namw boundaries. In the cases of Fitz and Sands the
original trouble had Ijeen almost always in the appendix; and ho
felt justiiit-d in holding to his opinion Ihat relapsing typhlitis was
due chiefly to the diseases of the appendix, and not to a moss of

faeeee. Mi. Holmes's ease might be int<'rpreted as an argument
for earlier surgical interference. He thought that -Mr. Bryant's
disinclination to operation was probably ilue to his own imper-
fect description of the circumstances, and would have disappeared
if he had ;«een the curliKl and rolled up mesentery of the appendix.
Dr. Hare's remarks made him hope that earlier treatment might
bo made more serviceable, but they could hardly influence the
CJ)nchisions of most surgeons who had not shared his experience.

As the hour of ailjoummcnt wos nearly reached, Mr. Henry
Morris's paper on Hydrocele was postponed till the next mooting.

CL1N1C'.\L .SOCIETY OF LONDON.
''*.

;. .
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'. FbIDAY, FEBRrAIlY IOtji, 1888.

yt. "M. BnOADBE.NT, M.D., F.E.C.P., President, in the Chair.

Tlif DiarmosU and Treatmi^tt nf Ruptured Inteetine without

External H'ouitd.—Hr. ilATo RoBSON, Leeds, read a i)aper, basing

hi& remarks on six coses which had come under his own obst^va-

tionjor under the care of his colleagues, Mr. E. .Ukiason and Mr.

Ward, in two of tho cases abdominal section and enterorraphy

had Iwen performed, .\fter a detailed description of the coses,

Mr. Robson remarked that in some cases of ruptured intestine,

the .lyroptoms were so distinct as to bo almost pathognomonic;
that other instanced of abdominal injur)' might present most of

tt» sinus of rupturt-d intestine, and yet recover; the shock being

due to disturbance of the sjnopatbetic nervous system, and the

diminisheil liver dulness to ilistendcd intestine; that the usual

symptoms might be entirely absent for a time, only becoming
evident after some hours; and that a failure in diagnosis might
oi^cur from injury to other regions taking the attention from the

abdomen. In discussing the diagnosis, Jlr. Eobson considere^l the

symptoms ami signs separately, and then collectively; remarking
ott the variability of the cause, the differenco in the degree of

sbock. the usually rapid and feeble pulse, tho couitant ^jrosence

of vomiting and of pain, and later, the usual signs of perituuitis;

'l)utt<8pecially dwelling on the importauco of altered live)! dulbeas^i'

which when normal was almost proof of absence of perforatinig'

'

woundof alimentary canal; when diminished, was suspiciousof per- i

foration, but when absent wus almost pathognomonic of ruptujre. ;

He considered the combination of symptoms most to be relied on/
were shock more or le.ss sevtTe following immediately, or within
a short time, on an accident; iiain in the abdomen; moderately
<iuick and flabby pulse; vomiting of contents of slomacli, followed
by bilious vomit ; anxious countenance; and diminished or ab.sent

liver dulness. After showing that on expectant treatment no re-

liance could be placed, Mr. Uobsou remarked that the only hoixj

of success lay in early operation, and consequently that a timely
diagnosis was of vital importance, to attain which it would seem
necessary that all cases of intra-abdominal injury should be both
accurately observed and fully reported. For his own guidance he
had adopted the following rule. In cases where there was areason-
ablo belief that the intestine was wounded, as evidenced by the
history, symptoms, and signs, exploration by a small median in-

cision must be made: when, if there were any rupture of the bowel,
flatus or serum, tinged with blood or fajculent material,would escape
through the small peritoneal opening, which could then be en- .

larged, and necessary treatment adopted; but should no flatus or

fluid appear and the peiitoueura prove to be healthy, the small

wound coulii be closed, and no harm would have been done.—Mr.
Got-BiNG-BiBD said that the late Mr. Alfred Poland was wont, in

cases of abdominal injury, to ascribe pains radiating from one
point of the abdomen to rupture of the bowel; and his treatment
in all such cases was very strict. For example, he would not
allow the patient to suck ice. He considered that the surgeon '

knew not how much was taken, and that pounds might be given
by the nurse in twenty-four hours. Often at a post-mortpm exa-

niination there might be pints of blood-stained liquid tchiefiy the ^

melted ice) found in the abdominal cavity. The speaker asked
how Mr. Robson's patients had been treated, re food, prior to

operation. Some ot the cases showed the symptoms early, some ''

late. Was it known in each case how long before the accident

the previous meal had been taken?—Mr. UliYANX thought there

was room for improvement in the surgical treatment of these

eases. Mr. Robson had emphasised the fact that patients might
have received a considerable rupture of the bowel, and yet have
scarcely any indications in pain, pulse, or even local .tenderness.

Acting on this knowledge, he himself always instructed his

dressers to admit all cases of abdominal injury, and keep them for

twenty-four hours in bed, to see what might eventuate. He
would give one instance of the value of tliis plan. A child

fell on a sharp pointed piece of wood. 'Wlien admitted to

the ward, she had scarcely any external sign of injury,

but she had cried much at the time of tho accident. She
had no pain on admission. Scarcely any food was given, btit

in twenty-four hours there was a slight tendency to vomit, and it

wa.M thought probable that peritonitis might be coming on. Next
day there was acute peritonitis, and on the fifth day the child

died. At the necropsy, rupture of the intestine was found,

(iranting the diagnosis, which was often a matter of difRcultry,

there could be no doubt about the treatment to be adopted in the

way of surgical operation if the diagnosis tended to support the

theory of rupture. In a former volume of the Gui/'s lloxfntal

JiejMrt.^, Mr. Poland had published a valuable poper on these

ca.si«. If one could not find therein the materials to support the

line of treatment recommended by Mr. Robson, he feared it would
he obtained nowhere else—Sir Wilmam MacCormac had lis-

tened with much pleasure to the paper of Mr. Robson, which
endorsed the line of treatment that he himself had recently incul-

cateil. He thought that surgeons should adopt in these co-ses the '

same plan as in hernia—namely, "when in doubt, operate." He'
was glad that Mr. Uryant had also endorsed that plan of tn>at-

niimt. Mr. Robson's cnsi^ sliowed that the old idea of collapse

was not reliable. He himself had seen patients with ruptured,

bowel walk to tho hospital and have no pain for some l»tfcl»i'i

time.—Mr. W. H. Bknnett said that often, in case.? of ab*'"!

dominal injury, the symptoms wore so .slight that he thought
|

Mr. Bryant's proposition to watch them for twenty-four
'

hours was not enough. Thus, in th" case of a yontil

struck by a cricket-ball, who was sent to bed and kept on

a spare <iiet for a week, there were scjircely any sym])toms of '

severe injur)'; he was then allowed to leave his bed, at (mco felt '

faint, and in a short time was ilead. Upon inspection there wo»
found to he rupture of the duodenum, extending half round the

bowel, allowing extravasation of fieces. The amount of symptoms
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might he due to the amount of peritoneum invohed in the rup-
ture; for, in tlifi case Cited, tl)ere was very little peritonitis found
at the y;os^-7no)-^e»j examination, and at the first the peritoneum
was probably not involv(Hl. f'erhaps, even if laparotomy had been
performed, the rupture might not have been in that case dis-
covered.-— Mr. RoBSO.N, in reply, said that sliock due to the injurj'
must be distinguished from tfiat due to its after-effects. When
absorjition of the e.xtravasated material set in, the symptoms were
rapid and violent. It livould be rather inconvenient to keep all

cases of abdominal bruising in hospital for a week, though he
agreed with Mr. Bryant that detention for twenty-four hours was
most advisable. But even the rigorou.s adoption of this plan
would have been of no avail in his first case, as that patient came
to the hospital for the injury to his head, and did not mention at
the time that his abdomen was at all hurt. In all cases where the
injury was indirect the pain was of a general character ; it was
only radiating from one point when caused by a direct blow. As
regarded treatment, he always starved these cases, and allowed no
ice in any abdominal case. Even in ovariotomy he only allowed
ice in pieces the size of a pea, and if thirst was" great, he ordered
nn injection of one pint of lukewarm water into the bowel, whence
II large amount of it was absorbed,
A Case of Litestinal ObstnicHon, in which the Colon gave way

Oiitxirle the Piritoneum.—Mr. WiLi.iA>r H. Bennett brought for-
ward this case. The patient was a gentleman advanced in age,
svho for many years had been habitually constipated. At frequent
intervals he was in the habit of using violent purges, without
which the bowels never acted. About the middle ot September,
1887, the constipation became more obstinate, and attacks of colic,
'rom which the patient had also often suffered for years, were
reiiuent and most severe. He was able, however, to obtain suffi-
cient relief by means of his usual medicines up to October 17th,
.vhen a very small hard motion was the only result of this treat-
iient; the colic, which was very acute, did not completely sub-
side. Gradually the abdomen became distended, and great dis-
•omfort ensued in consequence. Further purges were taken
vithout any good effect, although there was a frequent urgent
lesire to defecate. On the 21st, whilst stooping over a letter, he
elt a sudden acute pain passing down into the left loin. Some
lausea and faintness followed, from which he soon rallied. He
vas seen by Mr. Bennett on the 22nd.- His face was pinched and
nxious in aspect ; the tongue was brown and dry ; the pulse very
s-eak. The belly was much distended, especially on the left side,
vhere the loin bulged very prominently. The rectum was empty,
lut a hard mass could be felt through its walls, situated in the
'Owel higher up. The distress from the distension was e.^treme,
nd the patient begged for an operation. As the case was clearly
ne of obstruction above the sigmoid flexure, a left lumbar colo-
omy was performed. On opening the abdominal cavity there
iished out, before any gut was exposed, a large quantity of gas
nd some liquid faeces

; on introducing the finger, the intestine
ould be felt in front of a space, from which the eras, etc., had
ome; manipulation of the colon, which could be easily made out,
laused the air which remained in it to come through an opening
|i the gut at the lower part of the space mentioned, just below
'hich could be felt a hard mass in the bowel. The distension at
tnce subsided, but the patient became collapsed and did not rally.
'he ease was regarded as a clear instance of rupture of the colon
jatsule the peritoneum, -which explained the mildness of the
•niptoms following immediately upon the giving way of the gut,
hull it was assumed took place when the acute pain, mentioned

1
tile account of the case, suddenly seized the patient. In the

111'' way the one-sided character of the altdominnl distension and
!' iilisence of peritonitis could be accounted for, and a curious
irruboration afforded to a statement of the patient, to the effect
liat atteippts at defalcation only increa.sed his distress, for it was
'sy to see how such attempts coidd force the contents of the
•Ion more and more into the surrounding cellular tissue. The
8e was considered remarkable for its rarity, and on that account
id been thought worthy of record.

\
Intestinal Obxtrurtion) N^latons Operation: Death: Volvxdus of
> Cfeeum,- Ma/position oftheAseendin// Co/on.—Mr. Walsiiam re-
ted the ca.se of a man, aged C.% previously healthy, suddenly seized
ith severe abdominal pain and vomiting, and the bowels, which
pre regular up to the time of the seizure, became obstinately
nfined. On his admission, two days later, into St. Bartholomew's
Jspital, under the care of Dr. Gee, nothing could be found to
count for the pain, either on palpation of the abdomen or rectal
amination, save some slight fulness and tenderness in the right

iliac region. Temperature, tongue, pulse, etc., were fairly normal.
On the 18th, two days after being in the hospital, he began tc
vomit continuously. On the 20th he seemed better, and the
vomiting ceased, but the bowels remained obstinately confined.
On the i4th, stercoraceous vomiting set in, and he became col-
lapsed. A consultation was held, but no diagnosis could be
arrived at, save that the obstruction was probably situated low
down, though too high to admit of relief by right "colotomy. As
the patient s condition was such as to make it appear probable
that he would die on the table were exploration of the abdomen
attempted, the abdomen was opened in the middle line, and a
portion of inflamed and distended intestine—the portion w-hich
first presented—was secured by suture to the abdominal wall.
Only a small quantity of faeces escaped. Though vomiting did not
return, the abdomen continued swollen and tender, and the bowels
remained unopened. He died on the afternoon of the 2.3rd. At
the necropsy a volvulus of the cnecum was discovered, as shown
in the specimen exhibited. There was general peritonitis, but
neither extravasation of faeces nor collection of fluid in the peri-
toneal cavity. It was found on tracing the gut backward that
the colon, beyond the splenic flexure, instead of passin:; across
the abdomen to form the transverse arch, descended vertically to
the left iliac fossa, and thence returned to the lower border of the
8tomach,_forming a U-shaped bend. It then turned to the right,
and, having reached the median line of the abdomen, again ran
downwards to end in the caecum, which was situated over the
last lumbar vertebra almost in the middle line. There was no
ascending colon in the right loin, and the ctecum was absent from
the right iliac fossa. The gut that was opened proved to be the
cecum, which was situated at the apex of the voh-ulus. It was
ulcerated in places ; but, owing to the surrounding adhesions, no
f.-eces had escaped, Mr. Walshara remarked that the suddenness
and acuteness of the symptoms pointed to some internal strangu-
lation or volvulus: but, after careful watching, no definite dia-
gnosis could be arrived at. Laparotomy W'as not undertaken, be-
cause of the patient's collapsed condition; and N^laton's opera-
tion—varied, however, by making an incision in the middle line

—

was accordingly performed. As it turned out by this operation,
the caecum, the apex of the volvulus, was secured to the wound,
and subsequent untwisting of the gut prevented. Sir. 'Walshani,-"'
however, did not believe that the gut could in any case have be-^'-''

come untwisted without surgical interference. Some surgeons
held that primary enterotomy was not to be ad-\-ised, while others
thought highly of it as being less dangerous than exploration of
the abdomen. In the present case, enterotomy was performed as
likely to give the patient a better chance. Mr. IValsham thought
that the consideration that like an^' -imilar conditions, though rare, '

were of occasional occurrence, should influence us to some slight
extent in determining whetherlaparotomy or enterotomy should be-
performed, and, when taken in connection with the other objections
that had been raised bj' some surgeons, should, he thought, dispose

'

'

us to resen'e enterotomy as a priman,- operation merely for those •

desperate eases in which it appeared that laparotomy must inevitably
prove fatal.—The President considered both cases unique, each in
its own way.—Mr. Bryant recited the case of a lady, aged 73, liable
to attacks of spasm and nausea, with difficulty of defa'cation, fof'.'
which she was constantly taking aperient medicine. She watf''^
seized at Folkestone with intestinal obstruction, and was thence
brought back to London. Being summoned by Dr. Cumberbatch,
Mr. Bryant found the case to be one of chronic obstruction, with
ax;ute symptoms superadded. The abdomen was swollen, with
large coils of intestine bulging its anterior wall. Nothing could
be felt from the rectum. Right colotomy was performed. Init the
ascending colon was found empty. XiJlaton's operation was then
performed between the umbilicus and right anterior superior iliac
iipine, where a large coil of intestine was especially evident. For
three days the bowel continued to empty itself; and on the fourth
day the stitches were removed. Tlie patient rallied much after
the operation, and did well for a time; but unfortunately she re-
mained very feeble, aijd eventually died on the fourteenth day.
from exhaustion. At the necropsy a large distended sac was found
in the abdomen; this was the cfficum. which had fallen over u
band, so that what should have been its posterior had become its

anterior surface, and its lower end was also turned upwards. The
volvulus of the caecum caused obstruction in the ascending colon
near the seat of the first operation. Failing to find the distendinl
bowel in the colotomy, it was right to do "the NiJlaton." It re-
lieved the patient ; and had she been younger, he believed sh<-

would have recoAered. In cases where constricting bands or in-
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toTVfiX hcrnue were expected, or iu oUier doubtful cases iwhoje

i-<ilal')my wiisout of court, linjnrotomy was called tor. He hud

httdtliree cases; one lived for live months, and aiiotliur for two

mofitlis, much reluived hy the opirutiou. lie. miglit cito ouother

c«4* of colotouiy which boro ujioii Mr. Uinuett's case. Uponcuttinj;

into the subperitoneal tissue, a puff of fajculent t;as escaped, llpou

traction being made upon the colon, ficces pas.-^a also from bobiud

tha .iKJweL The wound was then llioroughly -washed out w ith

iodJMO water, and a drainagi-tul)e inserted. On the third day the

bowel was opened, and the luitient went ou to recovery, lie now

Uioiight that the case must have been such a one tts that de-

scribed by Mr. Bennett.— Mr. Howard Maksii said that as re-

tmrtled Mr. Treves's adverse- opinion of Xolaton's operation, there

wore iu;jUmces in whidi the patieut was 80 ill from obstruction

that laparotomy could not lie done : then to open the abdomen

in Uie micldle line, aud perform >elnton'3 operation, sometimes

oaya great relief. A iMitunt so operated upon by Mr. Morrant

B&ker some years ago had recovered, lie would ask if there wa.s

anr, consiiliTable resistance under the abdominal wall iu Mr.

VrajLu»ra's case to point to the trouble being at the region ope-

ratiai upon. If s<3, possiblv the patient would have bad more

chaifce if the operation hail been done farther from the actual

site of the trouble. He had lately operated upon a patient by

oiteiiing the c»Jon in the loin, and so large a quantity of faeces

had immediately escaped tluit he believed if the operation had

not beejx done the boweJ would soon have ruptured.—Dr, Iljiii-

BR^T Hadekshon said that he had recejitly made a fxtst-morteia

examination on a man suppost^i to have malignant disease of the

sigmoid flexure. Fourteen days before dt-atli he had great pain

in the abdomen, but went to his woik until two days before

death, when peritonitis began. The ascending colon was, parallel

and close to the descending, and there was cancer of the sigmoid

Uexure.- Mr. Uobsox askid if any pus was foimd behind the

colon in Hr. Bennett's case. Might it not be that an abscess had

broken into the bowel ? lie had twice performed Ni51aton's opera-

tion, once successfully, whiht the other patient died two days

after the operation, in the first case the patient had cancer, aud

upon colotomy U-ing done, the bowel was found to bo empty. A
large coil of intestine was then discovered beneath the anterior

abdl)minal wall; it was brought to the surface, stitclied there,

and opened, and the patient was probably living now. It was a

great comfort to have S^latoii's operation to fall back upon when

the abtlomen could not be explored.—The Phesident mejitionod

a cose that had peri)luxed him. Upon an exploratoij incision

being made the c«!cum was found distended, and lying in the

pelyis, and encircled by a coil of adh. rent small intestine, whicli

had, blocked til epa-ssage. Tlie ciecum liad given way during the

operation, and the patient died from peritonitis.—Mr. Bbnnbtx
saidi Mr. Bryant's ca-se was evidentl-y like his own. There was

no trace of pus in the cavity behind tlie bowel, and it wjis not at

all iie an atiscess cavity.—Mr. Wxjjuam said that it was

thought that there was some fulness in the left iliac fossa, but

notliing dt'linite was ma<lo out. An. early operation would pro-

bably have saved his patient.

Ltiring ."^)fci>rt<'7ui.—The following living specimens were ex-

hiUitfd. liy Mr. H. I^.tu : A Girl with Arrosteil (irowth of Ulna

from E.tostosia. Dr. Tasteux: A case of Congenital liypurtrophy

of Qne Lower Limb in a Girl. Dr. Fox: A Girl with a Cliancre

on tlw Lip. Mr. Mausu : A Successful Cast- of Laparo^jjpy fpr

Tubercular Peritonitis. tUu.-/:'\

MKDICAL SOCICTY OK LONUO.N.

MoNiMY, FHBurAnY 13tu, 1888.

J. IIr(fiii.ij;o8 Jackson-, M.T)., F.R.S., President, in the Ohair.

Xie Treatment «/ liheumatic Fever. -Dr. Don'ai.ii Hood read a

pa(M)r on the Ire.'itment of rheumatism, with esi)ecial refereuw to

the use <ii the Hilieylates, aju abstract of which we sliall publish. -

Dr. S. West said tlmt the value of statistics such as those drawn
up by Dr. Hood, depended, to a very great extent, upon tU<^ way
that the items were classitled and grouped. Probably no disease

was so diOicutt to clasfiify and properly group as rheumatic fever

and, the different diseast^s which wore closely allied to it and so

difficult to di.'itinguish from it. It was veJy curious, on coiniiar-

ing the .stati.''tics of different hospitals, to see liow those ditler-

onces were grouped in so many unexpected ways. He thought

that Ihe high percentage in recent statistics of nwriiu cordU was
due to the fact that the statisticians were much more careiul.

Thjj were now gnidually apiiru.ximating to the original

statistic^' when the connection between the two was ftrat do^m
scribe(i. He said that a great deal turned upon the anomal-

ous groups of cases which might be termed clu-ouic rheum-

atism or chronic rheumatic fever, according to the relation

which it was supposed they boro to rheumatic fever. He
observed that tliere had only been one or two cases of

hyperpyrexia under his notice during the last seven or eight

years, whereas when a student they were of comparatively fre-

ipient awfurrouce. Another important point which tended to

vitiate, the conclusions was that drunkards suffering from acute

rheumatism were very liable to get delirium.- Dr. ^\HIP^A.M ob-

si^rved tliat, when that method of treatmeoit wa.s first introduced

in London, they found exactly what Dr. Hood had said - namely,

tliat relapse aftex relapse occurred. It then became clear that the

salicylates were anodynes more than anything else. Since tlieu

it had always been the custom to combine alkalies with the sali-

cylates, according to the condition of the urine. With such a

mixture, relapses were comparatively rare. He was iwilined to

attribute the toxic effects to impurity of or imperfections iu the

drug. He mentioned that iu G.Jo cases of rheumatic fever brought

together for the Collective Investigation Committee, only four

cases of hypenjvrexia were reported. The best remedy forde-

lirium was alcohol.—Dr. WiciiHAJtf Leoo said he had noticed

symptoms resulting from the use of the salicylates respecting

vvhich further inquiry was uecessai-y. He said they would have

to find out what the cause of these effects was.—Dr. DiiKWip ob-

served that the appearance of the artificial acid differed in totu

from that obtained from the oil of wintergreen; and, moreover,

that if one compared samples of the acid at different hospitals or

from different chemists, the greatest variety was found of taste,

appearance, and effects.—Dr. jUiCHIBAID Gakbod mentioned

several instances of very severe symptoms following the adminis-

tration of salicylate of soda, and expressed an opinion that differ-

• ences in the preparations u.-;ed were responsible for many of these

effects. He said he had certainly noticed epidemics, so to speak,

of toxic effects in patients during particular periods of time. He
added that discrimination was necessary in the administration of

the salicylates, and iu persons who could not be closely watched

their use had probably be better dispensed with.—Dr. llouiH re-

commended the employment of cold baths as a means of combating

the tendency to hyperpyrexia.. He pointed out that the connection

had not been made clear between the delirium recorded in Dr.

Hood's paper and the hyperpyrexia. He thought that delirium was

often due to an impending attack of hyperpyrexia.—Dr. Donald
Hood, in reply, said he had not intended to convey the idea that

hyperpyrexia was mpre common, but only that it would some-

limes occur in spite of antipyretics. He mentioned that hyper-

pyrexia occurred in cycles ot intensity. He wished to contest

lir. Faggc's assertion that hyperpyrexia might be averted if the

patient only took enough salicylate.

Simie hitherto Undf.scribcd tiymptuma in the Early Jlmtory of

0.iteo-ArtJtiitLi.—t>T. Kjent SpeiNDEii read a paper on this sub-

ject.,
,

KOYAL ACSDEMY of medicine IN lEELAND.
Medical Suction. '

Friday, JAyuAiiY 27Tn, 1888.

'James Little, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Nervous Diseases: Congenital S})aetic I'ara/jlityia: Ataxic Para-

plegia.—^V>t. C. J. Xlxo.N made a ct>nimimic4ition upon congemtal

spastic paralysis and ataxic paraplegia, and e.xliibited two cases

illustrating both di.seases. He divided cases of congenital paraly-

sis into tho.'ii) which were cerebral and those which were spinal

in origin, and dwelt at length upon the various conditions wita

which both forms were lussuciated. One of the oases e.vhibited wa«'

paraplegia, due to compressiem of the upper part of the Rolandic

area during an instrumental delivery by the forcei<s. In the case

of ataxic paraplegia Dr. Nixon J'lrst detailed the evidence which

had been afforded by recent investi«atious as to the probable

course taken by the sensory muscle-tructs iu the .spinal cord--

niunely, Ju the columns of t'ioU, the direct cerebellar tracU, auO-'

in tho sliort vertical fibres which connect the posterior horns ol

grey miMlcr at different levels iu the spinal cord. The last was

the part iu which the iiunma-shaped degeneration was found, in

noting the motor paralysis which existed in ataxic paniplegio,.

H])e.uial reference was made to the dilHculty of di.'*tingui.-.hing *!

lesion of the delicate fibrillary network which coujiects the ter-

ihiuBlitms of the pyramidal tracts with the network of Oerlach,
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though a slight lesion' in th'p situation, as being tlie furtlmst point

from the influence of tlie trophic centres, would most probably be

attended with serious disturbance of the motor function. Dr.

Pfixon also adverted to the different pathological lesion.s which
might be sst up in the cord, the results of which, as regards tlie

Intensity of the symptoms and their duration might be vitt dif-

ferent. Many cases of the most profound disturl)unee of'^bolh

sensibility and mobility got well, though this result was usually

:on.sidered as phenoiUL-nal. .Vllusion was made to the effect of

treatment in certain affections of th»*}>iB«.l cord.—The Peesidknt
jbserved that it was evident Dr. NLxon did not share the opinion

jf a distinguished phj-sician that " all diseases of the nervous

system are either syphilitic, or they are not ; if they are not, you
will do them no good ; if they are syphilitJic, treat them with
iodide of potassium."—^Tlie Kev. Dr. IIaughtox said the distinc-

tion drawn by Dr. N'ixon between, the sensory and muscular
nerves was of gre;it importance. There was one thing they had
certainly determined, although the difference . was exccecUngly

small—namely, that the rate of transmission of a sensation and
the rate of transmission of an order from the brain to use mns-
;utar action differed slightly. EverythLng seemed to show that

the mode of communication with the external world, which topk
place from the sensorial nerves and from the nerves that triins-

nitted orders for mu.'!Oular action, differexl.—Dr. .BKWLKy related

tho symptoms presented by a man suffering from nta.xic para-
plegia under hi.s care. This maji, aged 38, with no history of

syphilis or alcoholism, had been in perfect liealth until April last,

when he began to suffer from pain in the lower lumbar region of

tiis spine on going to bed. The case was remarkable for the great

rapidity with which the symptoms had come on. Within a fort-

oight after the first trouble had been noticed in the legs ata.xV

was extreme, and within two months the man was unable to

move his legs, owing to their rigidity. The affection of Uie

sensory nerveswas indicated by the anaesthesia and pain at-

tributable to sliglitssclerosis of the postero-extcrual column in

the lumbar region, which was sufficient to cause irritation of

thesensor\' nerve roots, but not sufficient to cause paralysis. Loco-
motor at'a.xy and spastic' paraplegia were two extremes between
which might be found almost any combination of .symptoms.

—

Dr. W'AiTEa SmjtH mentioned a case in Sir Patrick Dun's Hos-
pital as illustrating one of the most interesting phenomena. of

spinal diseases, namely, the different modes of transmission of

lifferent sensory impulses. Pricking the patient with' a piri or
twisting the skin he did not perceive ; yet in all parts of the limbs,

lown to the very toes, he could feel and localise accurately the
;ouch of a feather, while he was thoroughly insensible to. the most
painful'impressions, and unalile to discriminate between heat and
;old. The symptoms pointed to acute destructive inflammation of

,he lower part of the spinal cord.—Dr. Nixon, in reply, said it

i!va3 not to be e.xpeoted that all cases of ataxic paraplegia would
^e precisely similar. On the contrary' they must var>', inasmuch
IS the pathological changes in any two casps would vary, .and
iccordingly as the disease became more pronounced in the lateral

;racts in one ca^e or in the posterior.

Heredity in Hrrmitrrhagic Purpura.— Dr. J. F. Kxott read a

japer on this subject. - Mr., Foy, 'Dr. J. F. Polt.ock, and Dr. C. F.

HooaE made sotne remarks,' apd Dr. Knott replied.

CAAIBBIDaE MEDICAL SOCIETV.
FniDAY, Januaby fiTir, 1888.

E. Cautbb, F.R.C.S., President, in th^'Chafr:' ,

'

"Note on Subhitaneatis Xndulfs iVi[M(> 2f(7;i(7s.—T'be.PnftsfDENT
ead a short paper on subcutaneous noilulos in the bauds occurring
n rheumatic individuals. His remarks were ba.sed on two cases
vhich had somewhat recently eo'me,under his notice. The patients
Ivere gentlemen on the .shady side of 50; each was rheumatic,
ily'speptic, and somewhat gouty. The nodules were painful only
j'n pressure, and fixed to the deeper textures, but unattacKed to
ihe skin, which preserved its normal healthy condition. In (he
ine case the nodules disappeared under treatment by alkalies and
lolchicum ; in the other case the nodules diminished under alkaline
Ireatment. Roth caseii .showetl evidence of gotit in the contracted
ngor and enlargement of the phalangeal joint. The fibrous nature
i the nodules was alluded to, their microscopic appearance being
lentical with that of the vegetations on the valves of the he.ort.

ho President brought these eases before the Society in.ismuch ns
he behaviour of the nodules \\fas different from tlia't described by
thers. In the youiig and n\< to early adult age the nodules hail

been observed to come and go, sometimes in successive crops, dldr [

appearing altogether in from a few days to a few months. 'Where

'

these nodules had appeared later in life, thej' liad been noticed to',

last for years. '
' / ' ..,,',

,
r

Cases of Abscess in the Tibia.—IJrbfftssor Humphbx '''6?^^'^^'!,

cases of this disease, whicli presented the ordinary symptoms of;

abscess in bone, but were situated rather lower down than usual.

He remarked on the length of the previous history of il^o

symptoms in these two cases. Remarks vrere madelsy Dr. EiSBX^
and Mr. WHEnnv. ,'

'

. .1
•

Wound ofPalmar Arch: Abnormal Blood Supply.—^Mr.VftrEB.s.Y
related the histoly of a middle-aged woman, who broke a.glasa!
bottle with great violence into the palm of the hand. iThe siirgeon'

in attendance had tried all the usual means of stopping h;emor- ,

rliage, but without lasting success, so that during four weeks'
there were si.x considerable and sudden losses of blood. When
Mr. "Wherry first saw the hand, a month nftei- the accident, tlie

'

lingers were becqnaing.gangrenou.s, anjd. the gi'neciil condition of
the patient was feeble and anaemic. Amputation of, the -hand
was followed by a good recoverj'. A large traumatic aneurj-sm
Vvas found iu the palm, fuU of clot and pieces of glass. A lar^e

ulnar arterj- communicated with the sac, and no deep arch formed
by the radial existed. There was no deep or communicating branch.,
from the ulnar artery passing between the little finger muscles.

'

The small representative of .the radial appeared to communicate,

.

with the wounded palmar iirch by a branch passing through the,j

second interosseous space. This absence of the deep arterial arci(i.

,

with the enlargement of the superficial (ulnar) supply in the hand, •

was, according to Quain, the most uncommon of abnormidities, auH*'.

miglit explain the great difficulty in controlling tbe haemorrhage, ',

and also the, ready tendency to gangrene of- the digits in a laxge,,!

flat han4.
.

"
',, . ,,;

",,
^.\\

Utilari/emeiit of ' the Prostate.—Mr. Gbiffiths showed
! tijis,^

specimen. ' Tlie patient was an elderly man, whose. urine .con- .,

tained a, .small quantity of albumen; attacks of urremic cpa^|J
vulsions came on, and he died comatose. The heart was hyperTij
trophied, and the ureters and pelves of the kidneys muclx di^ieg^./j

The third lobe of the prostate was remarkably enlarged and-

-

prominent, and there was a saccule in the bladder. Jlr. Griffiths^;

gave a detailed account of the morbid anatomy and hLstologu^aL^

characters of this form of enlargement of the prostate. It cor- .

responded entirely with the adenomata, and might, be well com-
'

pared ;^i^ ^ftch tljinours as adenoma of the nsijimma.

uir

MIDLAND MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, .Iantry 'I'ns, 1888.

W. Ross JoHdan, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Congenital Sncral- Tumour.—Mr. William Thomas e-xhibiieffi*

a child, aged 11 rnonths, which had a large cot).genital sacraj'^

tumour. The tumour was of a mixed character, containing sevetal
.^

cysts, much fatty tissue, and some firm cartilage-like masses coo- .

tinuous with, but movable on, the sacrum. No communication
^

was evident between tlie t^imour and the spinal caaal. Tbp
tumour projected downwards and backwards, its lower limit

^

reaching the middle third of the thigh. The mother stated, that
^

it was relatively as large at birth. Mr. Thomas intended kpepj^j^^

it under observation for a time with a view to remoyal.
_

.'.;
•; t

An undescribed Fallacy, in Testiny for Albumeii i)i .llj^ifi-

^

with Nitric Acid.—Dr. CaRTEH drew attention .to the import: 7
ance of securing complete piu-ify of nitric acid for ..the piir; ,

pose of testing for albumen in urine ; and showed a specimen of .

ijcid which he had obtained from a druggist of good position, and, ,

which, evidently from the presence of some impurity, gave re^Cr
,^

tjions indistingn'i.shable from those of albumen. Siibseciuent ana^
[

lysis of the nitric acid, had showix fhat. it cc«taine^'^.,liya,Qe;.^<^'

nitrate of silver. '

,
, ,,",'/ ,'^, ,

' ,',. },,

Cardiac Thrombo.sis.—'DT. CABTEn also showed a specimen of ,,

flardiac thrombosis, taken from a lad of 13 years of age, who '[

about a fortnight previously had been attacked with. sore throskt ,
qf a low type. The lad was very emaciated, had been greatly,

|,

lieglected, and his surroundings had beenuuhealtliy. A few days,.,^

before his death he had been attacked with aouti> pneumonia, and. ,

vyas admitted into the Queen's Hospital in a state of. collapse, and
,

died shortly afterwards. Ou post-mortem exarainajtion adherent :

clots of various sizes were found iu both ventricles, many of ,;

which had undergone central softening, and were beginning, to
,1

bi-eak up. The greater part of the right biug was in a' stateot '.

l^utumonic consolidation, and presented two or three recent in-
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farcts of considerable size. The loft lunc -wna congested, but free

from consolidation and infarcts. The other organs were normal.

Dr. farter drew attention to the importance of the nutrition and

vitality of the blood as a tissue of the body, as a factor in throm-

bosis, to which he was inclined to attack even greater patholo-

gical significance in these cases, than to such conditions as altera-

tion of the vascular walls, and retiirdntion of the blood-current.

Abscfsn of Frontal 6Vn«,«.—Mr. Li-OYD OwKN showed a case of

chronic absces« of frontal sinus successfully treated by opening

and free drainage.

Tubercular Necrosis of Cranial lionaf.—Hi. Barlinq showed a

case of tubercular necrosis of the cranial bones, causing perfora-

tion, in a young cirl.

Use of 'Ekctnciti/ in Ot/ntPcolotft/.—MT. J. W. Tatlok read a

paper on the Use of Electricity in Gynaecology.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX MEDIGO-CIIIRUIIGICAL SOCIETY.

Thvbsdat, J'^BnuAHY 2nt>, 1SS8.

E. Mackey, M.D., afterwards J. Haeris Ross, M.D.,

in the Chair.

Lujnu Erythematosus.—Dr. Mackey showed a case of this

disease in a woman, aged about 43, of three years' duration. Treat-

ment by resorcin, and scarification was just commenced.
Nephrotomy.—Mr. Jenntch Vkiihall rend notes of a case of

renal calculus with nephrotomy. The patient, a married woman,
aged 47, first noticed pain in the right tlank five years ago, after a

confinement. At times there was hsematuria, but never severe.

The pain had steadily increased, and after her last confinement,

three years ago, pus first appeared in the urine. The quantity

passed had been variable, the urine being at times almost wholly

purulent. For some time there had been swelling of the right

side of the abdomen, which had more than once disappeared with

eu(id-"n passing of a quantity of pus, and again reformed. It was
present when the patient was admitted into Sussex County Hos-

pital under Dr. Mackey. As she was getting gradually worse, and

there was distinct evidence of a calciilus, Mr. Verrall, on Decem-

ber 10th, 1887, exj)lored the kidney from the lumbar side, and ex-

tracted a large stone, weighing when removed three ounces and a

half. The cavity was at hrst drained, but the tube was removed

on December 2t)th. The wound was closed with the exception nf

a small sinus, discharging about a drachm of pus in the twenty-

four hours. General condition much improved, though there is

etill some nocturnal rise of temperature, and about one-eighth of

pus in the urine.

Tubercular Pyosalpinx.—Dr. Chaffey showed a specimen of

endometritis and meningitis from a child, aged 12 years, who died

with chronic tubercular peritonitis. The body of the uterus was
enlarged to the size of a pigeon's egg, its cavity, along with that

of the Fallopian tubes, being distended with cream-like material.

The 09 internum was plugged with glairy mucus ; cervix natural

;

no displacement of uterus. Destructive changes had taken place in

the walls of the organ, so that no definite tubercular growth
could be distinguished.

Cliniral Remarks on Resorcin, Antifchrin, Naphthol, and Naph-
thalin.—Dr. Mackey read a paper showing the value of resorcin

in gastric ulcer and catarrh, as illustrated by fifteen cases ; also

on the power of moderate doses of antifebrin to lower pyrexial

temperatures, of naphthol to relieve pruritis, etc., and of naph-

thalin to control intestinal catarrh and offensive stools.—Mr.

VBnnA LI. mentioned two ca.ses of gastric ulcer without ha^mateme-

818, which rapidly disappeared under the internal administration of

resorcin.—Mr. Ckksswki.i. Bajikii had found in a case of epi-

thelioma of the fauces more relief to the pain from a spray of 20

per cent, resorcin combined with cocaine than from a spray of the

latter alone, although it had no effect in arresting the disease.

P/tosphonu Poisoninff.—Mr. LlNOAUD Stokks gave particulars

of a case of phosphorus poisoning in a woman, aged about 20,

who was seen to swallow some green-coloured paste five days

before she died. The gjTnptoms were vomiting, slight jaundice,

coldness of extremities, sivere pain in the abdomen, especially in

the epigastrium, great thirst, etc. On examination the muscles

were found soft and fatty ; the pericardium contained some brown
serous fluid; heart full, otherwise healthy; lungs healthy ; liver

greatly enlarged, of the consi.itence of dough, breaking down on

the least pressure, of pale yellow colonr, not a trace of liver colour

being found. The stomach showed the usual symptoms of gas-

tritis ; no ulceration. The intestines were much inflamed, but

presented no luminous pctchos. The kidneys were large, white,

and fatty, the pyramids natural in colour and| cortex white.

The stomach contained a large quantity of chocolat(vcoloiured

grumous fluid, which, on first opening and heating, gave off a

slight smell of phosphonis.^Mr. Uoi'Cii.A8 Koss referred to a case

of phosphorous poisoning he had brought before the Society (see

JouBNAi, for December lird, l.S«7). and thought that the state of

the liver left no doubt as to Mr. Stokes's case being of this

character.—Dr. IlAnms Koss, Dr. Chaffey, and Dr. Mackey also

took part in the discussion.

MANCHESTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.

AVednksday, Febkuary 1st, 1>888.

JtTLius Dreschfexp, M.D., F.R.C.P., Pre,sident, in the Chair.

Bacteria.—The President, on taking the chair, delivered an

Inaugural Address on Bacteria.

Plastic Surgery.—Mr. Whitbhead showed a patient on whom
he had performed a successful plastic operation. The skin had

been taken from the arm, and the object of the operation had been

to restore the surface of an extensive rodent ulcer which had been

excised. During the period of union the arm was fixed to the head

by plaster-of-Paris.

Osteitis Deformans.—Ht. Southasi showed a man, aged 70, with

osteitis deformans. The bones generally were affected, especially

the cranium, spinal column, and shafts of both tibi». The disease

commenced thirty-five years ago, and was apparently induced by-

exposure to cold and damp. The patient was also affected with

contraction of the palmar fascia, and it was suggested that both

conditions were of rheumatic origin.—Mr. Bishop showed a woman
suffering from the same disease.

Spina Bifida Occulta.—ilr. Stocks showed o case of spina

bifida occulta, in which the lumbar region for about the space of

six inches was covered with a considerable crop of long hair.

The arches and spinous processes of several of the lumbar vertebrse

were wanting. The patient was a woman in good healtli, the

mother of several children, who had never suffered any incon-

venience from the want of development.

Unnoticed Symptoms, and UnrecordeA Re/lejr.—i)iT. Henbt
CoLLEY March communicated an unnoticed symptom in sep-

ticsemia, and an unrecorded cutaneous pain-retlex, producible at

wUl.
.

LEEDS AND WEST RIDING MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL
SOCIETY.

FRIDAY, February 3rd, 1888.

Edward Atkinson, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Intestinal Obstruction.—Mr. McGii.i, showed a case of acute

intestinal obstruction due to a Meckel's diverticulum snccessfuUy

treated by laparotomy (see Jocrnai. for January 14th).

Ileo-ctscal 6'rou'M.—Mr. Jessop related a case in which ob-

struction was caused by an ileo-csocal growth. G. J., aged 33^

signalman, was admitted into the Leeds General Infirmary on

November 22nd, 1887. Nine weeks previously, there was a gradual

onset of abdominal pain, and at the end of twenty-four days he

was .seized with symptoms of complete obstruction, the vomiting

becoming stercoraceous. This lasted for seventeen days, when
diarrhcea supervened, and there had been no vomiting for eight

days before admission, at which time ho. was verj' ill and wasted,

the abdomen much distended with constant borborygine and visiblo

peristalsis. On December 1st, the alxlomen was opened by tho

usual median incision, and a hard, fixed, irregular ma.ss was at

once felt at the junction of the ileum and cecum. The colon was

collapsed. \n incision was made a few inch<>s above the obstruc-

tion, and an artificial anus was established, the whole of the small

intestines having been passed twice through the fingers in order

to empty them and facilitate their reduction within the abdo-

minal cavity. The patient made a good recoverj-, and "(vas dis-

charged on "January 21st, 18.'<8.

Intestinal Divertimhan.— iir. T. Pridcin Teale narrated the

case of a man, aged 28, who had previously suffered from attacks

of colic, and who, on December 24th, after a hearty supper was

seized with colic, vomiting, and obstruction of bowels. « hen

seen on December 27th by Mr. Teale, there hud been no vomiting

for twelve hours, and it was decided to wait. On tlie 281 li vomit-

ing came on again, and grew steadily worse ; and on the 20th the

abdomen was opened liy a median incision below the umbilicus.

A coil of intestine was seen to be bound down by ft slender .'hou({^

firm band, from the cut ends of which, when divided, a thin liuxa
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e^cudad, having a distinotly stercoraceous odour. The ends were
seouretl by ligaturo. Upon irrigating the peritoneum a clubbed
diverticulum was waslied up out of the pelvis, where apparently
he free end liad been inipaeted, and had in that way been enabled

to give rise to symptoms of obstruction. The patient died imme-
diately after the operation.
Rupture nf Intestine.—ilr. Atkinson, related the case of a porter,

aged 28, who was admitted into the infirmary at 2 p.m., August
15th, 1887, having shortly before received a severe contusion of
the abdomen from falling against the edge of a table. On admis-
sion he was somewhat collapsed. The breathing was thoracic

;

the abdominal walls retracted ; there was no pain but there was
tenderness over contused spot ; the flanks were resonant, the liver
dulness normal. A catheter was passed and clear urine drawn off.

He shortly afterwards vomited some undigested food free from
Ijlood. Intense abdominal pain afterwards came on above the
level of the umbilicus, and at 10 p.m. abdominal section was per-
formed by median incision below the umbilicus. Bubbles of gas
and some blood-stained fluid escaped. The intestines were deeply
injected, and glued together in places by patches of lymph. A
perforation about half an inch in length was found close to the
duodenum. The mucous membrane was everted close to the
mesentery, which, as well as the intestine, was severely contused
and ecchymosed. The wound was closed with six Lembert's
•sutures of clvromicised gut ; the peritoneal cavity irrigated with
a 2 per cent, solution of boracic acid at a temperature of 96° ; a
Bantock's tube placed into the recto-vesical pouch, and the aWomi-
nal wound closed witli wire sutures. He grew steadily worse,
with occasional vomiting, hiccough, pain, tympany, and com-
plete obstruction. On August 15th, there being ob-vious peri-
tonitis, the abdominal wound was reopened at midday, and the
peritoneal cavity again irrigated -svith boracic lotion. Acute peri-
tonitis was found, but no fiecal extravasation. He died at
4.30 p.m.

Acute Dilatation ofthe Stomach.—Mr. Jessop communicated this
case.—The patient, a lady, aged 26, had a month before undergone
excision of the hip-joint for disease of seventeen years' duration,
originating in distinct traumatism, and which Mr. Jessop believed
to be non-tubercular. Her general health and her family history
were remarably good. At the operation the disease was found to
be limited to the head of the femur, the section being made
through healthy bone, and the acetabulum intact. The wound
was nearly closed, and she was rapidly improving, when one day,
in the absence of the nurse, she obtained an apple, the whole of
which she ate greedily. She was shortly afterwards seized with
severe continuous vomiting. An aperient was administered, and
she was put on milk diet. On the following two days the vomit-
ing was intermittent, and was associated with extreme thirst.
On the third day it was observed that before vomiting the abdo-
men was tumid, and the outline of the stomach, much distended,
was clearly visible. After vomiting, the abdomen became flaccid,
and nothing abnormal could be made out either as regards reso-
nance, resistance, or tuuKiur. There was no tenderness, but the
extreme thirst continued, and the patient was obviously rapidly
sinking. On the fourth day, as a last resource, the abdominal
cavity was explored by the u.sual median incision, when the
istomach, duodenum, and the first six inches ot the jejunum were
foiind^ enormously distended, the whole of the remamder of the
iiitostines being remarkably collapsed and small. The stomach
was opened by a small incision near the pyloric end, and a finger
ini riiduced. The pylorus could not be distinguished owing to its
'\ I feme dilatation, a condition which also affected the duodenum
IS far as the finger could reach. The patient died in a few hours.
At the necropsy nothing more could be made out. There was no
uiechanical obstruction anywhere. The intestine simply
jieemed to pass from a condition of extreme dilatation to one o"f

'extreme contraction at a point six inches below the duodenum.

—

In the discussion which followed. Dr. Ci-TrFOiiD Allbftt said it
>va.s difficult to account for acute dilatation of the stomach ex-
iJCpt on the theory of a neuroparesis in patients of feeble consti-
.ution or weakened by long illness, in whom an acute condition
aad supervened. In Mr. Jessop's case the collapse of the intes-
-ines was remarkable, and might possibly have allowed of the
listension of the stomach; on the other hand, it might be
lecondary, and due to compression by the stomach.—Mr. Tt;ai.e
laid that in his experience one third of the cases of intestinal ob-
itruction got well without* operation, and thought that this con-
sideration was mainly responsible for the unfortunate delays
vhich so often terminated fatally within five days. He had

never seen a life thrown away by operation, but could call to
miad four case.? where death had resulted from the operation
being performed too late, and he thought that it would be better
occasionally to risk opening the abdomen unnecessarily, and
especially in cases of chronic obstruction, or in acute cases where
there was a history of former attack. There were undoubtedly
grave intrinsic dangers from the damage done to the intestines
by the enormous distension, and he had seen one case of ileo-

caecal rupture where the patient had been watched for four weeks
before a malignant stricture was discovered high up the rectum.
—Mr. Jessop, in operating upon all cases where there was danger
of asphyxia from hemorrhage or vomiting, had the patient's
head brought well down over the edge of the table, so that the
upper part of the pharj-nx became the most dependent.—Dr.
Jacob referred these cases of acute dilatation of the stomach to
a purely mechanical causation. It usually occurred in invalids
in whom, as the result of careful and limited diet for a long
period, had supervened an atrophic condition of the intestine.

After a meal of indigestible or unsuitable food a large quantity
of gas was evolved, and immediately produced a condition of
extreme distension and paralysis.

Pathological Specimens.—Mr. E. Atkinson' : Bladder from case
of Suprapubic Prostatectomy.—Mr. Mayo Robson: Hydrosalpinx.
—Dr. Jacob : Microscopic Sections of Laryngeal Papilloma re-

cently removed.

ANATOMICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,
Wedxesdat, Febefaet 8th.

Professor IIcmphky, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Sinuses of VaUaha.—ilr. Mayo Collier read a paper on the

functions of the sinuses of Valsalva and auricular appendices,

with some remarks upon the mechanism of the heart and pulse.

He began by discussing current views of the formation and action

of the sinuses of Valsalva. Those pouches were not pathological

formations, but were essential to the action of the heart. Their

closure was not sudden but gradual, and the second sound of the

heart was due to the sudden distension of the aorta. The force of

the ventricular contraction was expended in distending the aorta

rather than in propelling the main column of the blood. The
auricular appendix was the part of the auricle which forcibly con-
tracted and propelled the blood into the ventricle during its dia-

stole. The current views as to the flapping of the valves of the
heart were next refuted, and it was maintained that the first

sound of the heart's beat was in no way caused by the closure of
the valves. The pulse was afterwards spoken of, and the
dicrotic wave was considered not to be due to a back wave, but to

other causes.

Ossification of Skull.—Mr. J. Bland Sutton showed specimens

of the ossification of the superior maxilla, inferior maxilla, and
malar bones to illustrate his paper on the morphology of the skulL
There was no discussion.

Cranio-Cerehral Topography.—Professor CrrrrNiNGHfAK then
showed and explained a series of models which illustrated cranio-

cerebral topography. The series consisted of plaster casts, made
before and after tlie removal of the skidl cup, and comprised
specimens of 5, 11, 12, and \b years, and of adult male and female.

The suture lines had been left, and the convolutions placed in

relation to them.
Mu-mdus Sfemalis.—Professor CtrNNlNGHAM- next read a paper

on the musculus stemalis. After re^-iewing the literature, the

results of his own dissections were given, and he maintained that

the muscle was not a part of the panniculus carnosus, but a down-
ward dislocated portion of the pectoralis major. This assertion

was chiefly based upon its nerve supply, which wa- exceedingly

long, and came from the anterior thoracic nerves, and upon the

fact that the anterior branches of the intercostal nerves wefe
recurrent round the inner margin of the stemalis.—Professor

IIumpuhy considered the existence of the stemalis due to incorn-

plete segmentation of the great muscular sheet.—Professor Maca-
LISTEB discussed the question of the origin of the stemalis, and
thought too much stress had been laid upon the last point. The
muscle was present in 3 cases out of 11.^. but this was a low aver-

age. He c<;nHrmed Professor Cunningham's observations that the

muscle was absent in other mammals.—Professor Thanb was in-

clined to agree with the author of the paper. He discusseil the

question whether themuscle was vestigial or developing, and^ ia
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j,.H»;ntt«i:iia^ aslVoEtSfior Ciiuuiiit'llftin had rtmarked, devoU'd

'to costal respirntion.— Mr. SitrroN iil.w made siime niuarks,
1'

. it<,rp/>olu'/!/ nf lUti-ntKir ,W«.-(/<'.s-(-/"/<i'mfo,—I'tofesftor (JiNXi.wi-

1, HAM ruud ii"i)ai<vr bv I>r. St. John- ISkooks oi» tlio iiitirt>Uolo({y "f

^Ul«' mujifli'ii oil llip\'.\trn!'or uiipiHt of the middle and ilistid stij^-

',. TOonts of tlio limb». Tlic pajHT sliowod that: 1. The extensor

jJliuiiuJ diKiti \vu8 ori^jiiiaUy tlio liflh helly of rt sliort extensor.

\ % Tbi- aiiiiiinHVf ht'kin>{«Hi inort! jiroperly to thi! totteiv^or cariii

J uWris thaja tjotUn triot-ps. A. That the occsisional extensor lirevi.s

digitorum uianus in luau wa.s not lioraologous with the extouaor

. hr.'vi.-i iliKitoniiu jH'dis, but txj the occasioiuil deeper slip of that

y ttuacJe. Fiiiilly.tliat liie nerve to the anconeus was liomolo^ous

[ to the hraniih oi the anterior crural, which sometimes 3upplieUthe

^tibialis nntiuus.
.

,

VestwiuL Mw< kf. -"SU. .1. Bi.ANi) Sltton" then read his paper

.'OP VBSttgiaJ raiisvh'.'*, whieh, he said, reviewed the subject of Ur.

-Brooks's eoainiimieation from an entirely different standpoint.

Man, in eoniiuon with the quadrumiina. originally had a de*']) as

w^ as a buporticial set of e.\t<?nsors for the finRers. The deep

fet- originally arose from the external condyle of the liumerus and

adjaoent oleornnon ;
gradually they migrated down the ulna. As

. they dttsoejided they carried the posterior interosseous nerse with

.them. Uy degrees the middle slips regressed into fibrous tissue

1 and thnir nerT^beoftrae imbedded in their remains on the buck of

the carpus. (Rimbemat's ligament and the triangular fascia

were then argued to represent a ligament which binds the epi-

pubis to the ilio-pectineal line in the marsupials, and the ilio-f

.'feriidraJ ligament was said to represent the gluteus quartus.

Specimms.—The foUowing Specimens were also shown : Pro-

fessor TxiANEc Obliteration of the Coeliac Axis: Collateral Circular

tion
' established through the Pancroatico-diiodenal Arteries.^

-"rrOfes.eor ('t-R\ow : Interparietal Bone; Double Arch of Aorta,

• enHosiog Tmrhea and Oesophagus ; Constricted Arch of Aorta,

. Trith enlarged Anastomotic Branches.—Mr. KeWNY: Abnormal

i.Ad&tlQQ.of Flirenic Xerve to the Subclavian Vessels.

iil-ji'^:
.[('.' ] < .: .- — '

littdT EIBMJNGITAM AND MIDL.VND COUNTIES BRANCH.

edJ lo bn' -. ' ThubsdAy, Febeuaiiy 9th, 1888.

lo-ji'' l}A^ysoN Tait, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

• tti^oUnumteei Fracture. -^Mt. Vincent Jackson exhibited a patient,

Q,fEed/27. who was seen last March on account of an ununited fnic-

.ftur^of l>otJi bones of the right leg at the lower third, injuries rp-

. ()«»ved night, foonths previously. The operation consisted in m<)6t

,,'f«refully removing by cutting, snipping and scraping all the soft

j^tjssues cojin*>citii)g the ends of the bones, then placing these in

^*ppositioiv, and, after each fragment had beenpierced by a bradawl,

„;they wereperiiianentlv fixed by being nailed together by two wire

(.paiJg two inqlt***' inleiigth, the he-ads of which were buried in tho

soft parts, and at the present time were to be felt subcutaueously.

ijheiopuration wound healed within a fortnight, and when the

j,plasU)T-of-Paris case, aftej- being worn for eight months, was per-

imanently removtKl, it was evident that the most perfect union of

the fractured bones had resulted.

„ SuprapvJnc Li/Mnfnmt/.—Si r. Vincent Jackson exhibited a man,

aged ^, uiion whom he had, in Deceml)er last, performed the

operation of supraiaibic lithotomy for tho removal of ^a uric acid

calculus wbighinji lifty-one grains, tightly fLxe<l in a iliverticulum

•SVthe extreme posterior limit of the bafls of the. bladder oii the

JMtsWe- .It had previously been attempted to romovo the cal-

culus bj- perineal lithotomy.

1 , LfOClViu-lUai/et^Mt. \'iscF.m Jackson showed a loose body

.,Hec(?iit.ly rejBoved from the right knee-joint of a gentleman, Bged|

iJJ7, The measurements of its longest and shortest diameter, as

infill as of its thickness, were iij, IJ. dwl
.J

inches. Within a;

,,fortnight the operation wound into the joint li(»d quite healed.

Y Succei^/ul jytphrc^Ufhofomy.—SlT. Hennett AIat brought to

.jtlie,meeting a young man whose case presented some unusual

'^Mturea. The number of calnili removed from the left kidney was

nfour; they Wele very small and facette-1, the total w<'ight being

-iwelvo grains. Jn spite of the fact that the kidney, when operated

-on, wa« enlarged and dilateil. the patient Was now (four months)^

• perfectly well in eve^^' refll>ect. ]Iiemftt.ijU|ia occurred eight years

•ago, on<i since then he' ha<l never l>een free from symptoms. I'or

-•*ho last year tlui poin after exerci.se had been unlnarable, and he

oJiad beeji in bed f<rr a month. There was much jius in the iinne.

..Jterasrking or the gOO<l fortune which had att*niled the exploni-

ei)t.K"». Wr. May Fftid he thought these small cahiili must logitlieij

fli^vp acted iu a ballrvalve in the ureter, ftpd <hftt ..tl<.^.:?udUen

recoU and ontflow of urine which took place on incising the

kidney siibstiuice brought them within oasy reach of the hnger.

They were all he couhl lin<l on a careful and prolonged search.

The patient rapidly rtxtovt^ed, had remained perfectly free from

pain.thongh'eiigagedin a laborious occupation, was now in perlect

heuUh, and his urine'showed no trac(^of thi^ former deposits.

&)caimc>is—ill. JoEDAN Li.oyi) exhibit.'d a t.M.ical raspberry-

like adenomatous polypus, removed from the rectum ot a

man nearly 70 years of age. Ilsemorrhage ot between t\yo and

three years was the only symptom. He also sliowed a large seUa-

oeous cyst which he had ."'Xcised from the abdominal wall of a

woman 50 years of age, and which presented all the phenomenaof

irreducible umbilical hernia.
, i,-i,..,.i

,
Ch^kciMtotomyM dall-Stones.-nr.hAVfSO^ Tait exhibited

a. large solitary gall-stone, from a ease of suppurating gall-

bladder, which he had operattnl on about a fortnight previously.

At the time of the operation, the gall-bladder was in a condition

of suppuration, and was adherent to the surrounding viscera, but

not to the parietal peritoneum. Its walls were .very thick and

friable, and it was with great difficulty the stone was brought to

the surface. The patient made an easy and r8i«d recovery, tins

was the last of a series of forty-one consecutive cases m wlucH

Mr Tait had performed the operation of cholecystotomy. ana ue

had only two fatalities in the series, in both of. which the opera-

tion did not seem to make any difference as to the progress ot the

disease, as it was malignant, associated with gall-stone.

, Utenne Appendage.^.-llv. Lawson T.ut also showed the

.uterine appendages of a case recently published, in which the

operation was performed for intense hystero-epilepsy. Professor
''

Porro had made an effort to remove the, appendages six weeks

before, but had completely failed on account of the donae adhe-

sions, evidences of which were to be seen all over the surfaces pf

both ttibes and ovaries. Both tub?s were occhided, and I'fd been

occupied by a small amount of serous fluid. The patient had had

no return of the symptoms sine* the operaUon, now nearly lour

"^iMification of Taifs Trocar.-llx. Lawson Tait sliowed^a

modification of his trocar which had been forwarded to him by an

American surgeon as an improvement. It was made of vulcamt^

and consisted of the old-fashioned arrangemeJit of an '"^'•i'',''""?

and outside slide, and the apertures, of the trocar could be closed

either by intention or by accident. This, in Mr. Taits opinion

was the great drawback, b.!c,au.-ie if the trocar was m.a cavi y and

tliere was any fluid, left in the cavity, under no cV^^^-astanm

ought the apertures in the trocar to be closed, for the intention

was that the fluid should run out of the CAVity. U, on the con-

trarv. there was no fluid in the cavity to run out, no luirm was

done- but if there,was fluid to be extracted, and by an acculent

the apertures of the trocar were closed, serious mischief niignt

arise. Therefore it could not be necessary, under any conceivable

circumstances, to close the apertures of the trocar, and in his

ouinion the so-called improvement was a mistake.

Galt-stones.-hiT. Lawson Tait also showed a PrsP'raUonJ)'

three gall-stones of large size impacted in the common ga -duct

They were so situated that they might '"ive l^eeji.Macl ed from

within the peritoneal cavity and <^"8l"=d. as Mr.; Tait had donem

several instances, from outside the duot, the fragmenta then pa»-

in-- on. The preparation was sent to him by Ur. 1 orty, of W otum

umler-Kdge, an<l showed clear evidence of the evil results wl ch

would hafe acx..rued from removal of the gall-bladaer--theso-caUed

operation of cholecystectomy. If this had been fl"n«
J^:'''' '^d

gall-bladder occlude^l as it was, all the bile would hR>^Jl°^«^

fnlo the peritoneal cavity. As it was, the patient I'ved for maDT

years after a cholecystotomy for the removal of a large numbefoi

gall-stones, and thest^ were left in the duct.
h„n<,tive

Tunumrs of th<- BUi<Uh'r.^)>U. G. Bajsung read an exha^fltive

paper upon this subject.

Thk LAnoCRF.RS' Act.—The Clonmel guardians have agroedto

pay their medical officers a fee ,of five shillings for ^ach cottage

examined and repor,ted upon under the provisions orthi* Act.

ijNUBU.n. DBATI.-RATK,.- The Medical Officer of Mo^,f^"^
ports for the month of .lauuary a death-rate equal to

f^.^l^^
per annum. During the montli, 10 out of the total of '•* deaths

weco caused by zymotic dis.ase, 22 being < ue p
measles, 13 to

whooping-cough, 4 to scarlet fever, and 2 to diphthHrm. __
TuK w-ill of Ur. James f«to de Casljo, formerly of Ilmde Strwt.

.Manchester .Square, but latt.rly of Torquay, has been prqved; We

personal estate valued at upwards of £22,000.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES.
T

jr^E, VfB 9F JJfECTEIC^IY.rl^- Gy^JJ^COLOGIOAIj RbAGTI^JB.".

Qeokoh J. Engei.maxn, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and l)is

eases of 'Vromen, St. Louis Po.<;t-gra(iuate Scliool of Medicine.

(Reprinted from the Transaciions of the American Gt/)iceco-

logical Suciety, vol. xi, 188C). >'ew York : 1), Appleton and Co.

Db.. ^^'GELMANiJ, of ' St! Louis, has, earned tne nghp to be con-|

Bide'red as an authority in tlie application of electncity fb gynfe-'

cology, along with Ajjostoli, Cutter, and Steavenson. This

memoir includes a definite .system of electric measure and dosage.

The author rightly dwells on the difficulties which attend the use
of electrical apparatus. lie distinguishes nine radical errors into

which practitioners have fallen. These errors are, fir.st, the em-'
pirical use of electricity, and tlie want of proper indicatiorls for

the use of this powerful agent ; secondly, ignorance of the power-
ful action of the pole direct and use of the interjiolar current, in-

ferior as a remedial agent ; thirdly, indiscriminate use of the

various forms and modifications of galvanic and faradic current;

fourthly, indiscriminate use of both poles ; fifthly, want of locali-

sation ami diffusion of current ; sixthly, lack of exactness, if not
total absence, of measure and dose ; seventhly, the use of currents

too weak to be effective, and the too ready limiting of their in-

tensity by the pain which they inflict; eighthly, the long dura-
tion of sittings long continued; and ninthly, the lack of. proper
electrodes and of instruments of precision.

An instructive commentarj' is given on each of these errors, and
the right path is indicated. Some good comparative tables of the

effects of galvanic and faradic electricity are placed alongside

each other. In the essential part of the memoir are paragraphs on
the management of the apparatus and the application of the polee.

Dr. Engelmann agrees with M. Apostoli in his, theory of the action

of the positive and negative poles when the galvanic current is

employed. A long series of cases concludes the memoir. We need
hardly say that, on the whole, brilliant results are claimed, but
the cases are fairly reported. Each demands close scrutiny, and
we know the great diificulties which attend any attempt to de-

termine the precise agent which has brought about the cute of

any given case. We do not wish to be sceptical about Dr. Engel-
mann's system ; we rather commend his method of teaching it

through a literary medium. The matter, at first eight, looks
very heavy; but the man who takes to electrical apparatus must
work hard, and cannot expect to find his preliminary instruction

light. Dr. Engelmann has altogether been merciful to his pupils,

that is to say, his readers ; he does not terrify them with long
scientific tables, loaded with figures, decimal points, and still less

familiar mathematical symboLs. We regret, however, that, owing
no doubt to its publication as part of the archives of a Society, it

is not illustrated. Some good diagrams of the parts of a. battery
and some drawings of the method of application of the poles
should have been added. Lastly, we cannot share the author's
confidence about the partial cure of a case of ovarian sarcoma with
perimetritis by electricity. The most experienced authorities may
take many curable abdominal affections for ovarian tumour ; and
a sarcoma of the ovary is not always easy to recognise, even
When exposed by abdominal section, which does not appear to
have been done in this case; adhesions, too, are not so readily
diagnosed as the author here implies. Electricity may, some day,
be made to cure malignant tumours, but first we must be sure both
tif the electricity and of the tumour.

Light Dibt: a HANDnooK of Dibt and Cooktbby for. ajj,

ClASerBS OF Tn\'AI,id8. By II. W. Shaukr, M.B., etc. London

:

Simpkin, Marshall and Co." 1887:'''"- : '.'

Some acquaintance with, at least, the elements of the art of cook-
ing is a A'cry necessary- part of the outfit of a successful practitioner
o£ the art of medicine ; Dr. Si:AOEE's book is intended for the use
and information of the lay patient, and the receijjts it contains
may be handed to any intelligent cook. It is, however, likiily td
be of great use to the ph.ysician ; it is a careful compilation of

receipts for the preparation of wholesome and palatable disheS
from all varieties of food, which are classified in thirteen chapters,
each provided with eomt' general introductory observations. Therq
are chapters also on enemata and predigeetod fooAb, on th« feedingof

infants, atid on drinlcs. Dr.' Seager seems to have taken great ^ains
to obtain trustworthy information, and to lay the results of his

researches before bis readers without prejudice, and the boot is

quite free from the "fads" which sometimes dimini.flh the va!lie

of works intended for the lise of invalids. The author has taken
the wor»l invalid in a wide sense, as may be gathered from the
foUoTving quotation! "Sucking-pig is too rich for most people,

but is so excellent a dish that it seems a pity to forbid it arfco-

gethcr," ;-—rrr-- .—

The introductory obsert'ations prefixed to the various chapters
are short and to the point, giving trustfrtorfhy' particulars as to the
properties of each class of food; but the collection of receipts could
only be really judged by experiment in the kitchen, though the
majority are fairly well known and approved. The directions for

prep:iring predigested foods ought to have been more preciseTy

given, as the method is unfamiliar to most people, even to many
trained nurses ; it may be observed in passing that the glycerine

extract of pancreas will keep for a longer period than " several

diys," and the quantity directed to be used for each injection- is

unnecessarily large. We have noted a few statements which are,

to say the least, open to question, and contrary to opinions founded
on long experience, as, for instance, that snipe is better than wood-
cock, and that both are very digestible ; that pheasant is " a much
over-rated bird; he has little more flavour than a chicken, and. is

not nearly as digestible. ' The remarks on wines are on the whole
sound, but it is not correct to say that " marsala is an inferior,

madeira a superior, sherrj-;" neither does it seem verj- judicious to

write :
" Sweet wines, for example, tokay,malaga, maLmsey, port,

Lacryma Christi, etc., should only be taken in liqueur glasses with
a plain biscuit when the stomach is not full, and are good as a

stoi>-gnp between meals," Aside from the danger of inducing

habits of intemperance, by advising or permitting such " nips

between meals, the best opinion is that port wine should be taken
after dinner, no wine, or very little, being taken during the

meal. -

'

'
"

Manual of Hypodermic Medication. By Drs. BoiniKBTitEB

and BnicoN. Translated from the second edition, with

additions, by Andkew S. Chrbie, M.D-Edin. London: U, K.

Lewis. 1887. , il -.y
' .'li i-.i i I iT'.i'iif.i ;i v- .:Vj-

Tbt. method of administeritf^ driVgg "by injSeHon of flJmf '^iOTh-

tiorLS into the subcutaneous tissue is not much more than thirty

years old. It is true that a few physicians had from time to time
resorted to the method in an experimental kind of way for so^Be

years before the publication of Dr. Wood's treatise in 1855, but the

method did not come into general use until after that date. Ques-

tions of priority are always rather unsatisfactory topic-s of dis-

cussion, and this is especially so in this instance, for physiologists

had used the method since the beginning of the century at lea^,

and the application of the method to the human subject is harifly

to be accounted a stroke of genius, though creditable to l;he

adopter, whoever he may be, whether Hynd, Taylor, Washingtftn,

or Kurzak, Practically,* in this country- at least, the method hfts

been used for a very limited number of drugs only, and it Will

probably be a surprise to many readers to learn that "Drs. BooR!*B-
vn.T.E and BRircv treat of over one hundred drugs which Wave
been (with var\'ing frequency and. success it is true) administered

hj-podermically in disease.
''

The Manuel of these two authors is ^ frell arranged, accurSrte,

and portable, that it is rather surprising that it has never l;»wn

translated before. It has not been a difficult book to translate 'or

adapt to English measures. Dr. CMrrie has done his work, so far

as we have Wen able to judge, well, and his notes and additions

are, as a rule, judicious. It is a pity that the publisher has not

better seconded the translator's effort's by bringing out the voWme
in a neater and more portable firm. i ..

The main body of the Manual consists of a series of articles on
the various drugs arranged in alphabetical order, a'terthe manner
of the liritiih Phannnrojya^ia. The physical properties of 4he
drug aro first described, then its physiological effects, and
antidotes, next formuliB which have been employed are given.

and, finally, the therapeutic uses aro indicatetl. A.s the authors

confess, many of the formulfe given are not good, and it is dQubt-

ful whether any useful purpose is sers'ed by preserving them;ii a

work so woll-icnown and so highly valued as JIM, Boumeville
and Bricon'f Manuel. Many of the drugs also have never come
into actual use. and it is hardly probable that they will ever pass

btyond the experimental or tentative stage. •
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Dr. Curriu lias incrcAsod the value of t\\o Manxuilior reference

in i»mnr(»i'ncics by ndilin);; a tlierapoutic inilt>x Imsid on those oon-

titincd III the nell-known work.s c.f Dr. lJiii(,'(r and Dr. Lauder
Bninton. Ho has al.-io drawn \x\i a lalile of anlidotcs imd antago-
nUui.s a jn'-'ologioai table, and a (jciu nil iiuh'.x. lli; linti written

am-ex-.d iirtich's. which are well uj) to the mark, and has throughout
the work taken jjreat pains to make the information furnished

complete and aeourate.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IX MEDICINB, SraOKRY, DIETETICS, AND THB

ALLIKD SCIESCRS.

vtLonffley* Student's Pockft Medical Le^-icon. (Etlinburgh

TounR J. Pentland. INHH.)—This is a neiv edition of a little work
•which u.^efuUv fulfils its puqiose. It places in the hands of stu-

dents a dictionary of over seven thousand words, embracing all

the words and terms in most general use in medicine ami the col-

lateral sciences, with the pronunciation of each word fully and dis-

tinctly indicated by means of the American phonetic alphabet, which

requires very little patience to acquire. The meanings are tersely,

•ocurately, and well expressed. Of course such a work as the

present is not intended to supersede the larger and more com-
prehensive wc.rks of Thomas, Dunglison, and the like ; but as a

pocket medical lexicon for students it fulfils in an admirable de-

jjree its useful object. An appendix, giving a list of poisons and

their antidotes, renders the work additionally valuable. There

are also given the abbreviations used in prescriptions and the

anetric scale of doses. As a compendious pocket guide for medical

students, a veritable multum in paroo, we can warmly recom-

...mend it.

., Travels i>i 1M Interior, or the Wonderful Adventures of ImHc
• and Belinda. By LrKE TnEormms CotrBXENEy. Edited by a

London Physician. With Illustrations by Harry Fumiss, and

Original Scientific Drawings by L. T. C. London : Ward and

Downey, 1887.—It is rather curious that Alice in Wonderland has

found so few imitators ; other works of imagination and humour,

far le«s successful in catching the popular fancy, have set a fashion

followed -n-ith a brief period by many writers; in this volume,
" edited by a London Physician," we have a sort of Alice in Won-
derland with a piu^jose. Alice, whose name however is Belinda,

is accompanieil by her brother, a new-iledged M.R.C.S., and his

friend ; like Alice, they incautiously eat a magic sweatmeat, and

decrease so rapidly in size, that thev are accidentally carried into

thoir uncle's mouth, wliere two of the party find a temporary re-

fuge in a hollow tooth. The M.R.C.S. is an inventive genius,

aomowhat ahead of the day perhaps, who is provided with a

pocket electric light, a wonderful apparatus for waterproofing

clothes, and a stilfmore remarkable respirator; thus armed, the

pigmy travellers visit the tympanum and the larynx, travel down
, the oesophagus, watch the process of digestion in the stomach and

duodenum, bore their way into a lacteal, journey through the

receptaculum chyli and thoracic duct, gain a cutaneous vein, and

fijuaUy after many hairbreadth escapes, reach the surface, and re-

gain their natural dimensions. The M.R.C.S. and his friend dis-

course pleasantly at the various stages of the journey, explaining

to the inquisitive Belinda the significance of the various structures

and processes obser\-ed. The information thus conveyed is always

accurate, and we have indeed noted one point, the mode of ab-

*jrptiou of fat by the lacteals, where the statements are an

advance on these still made, if wo mistake not, in the ordinary

teittxjoks. The story is well told, and if young people can be

induced to get over a little natural repugnance to the subject, and

to being taught under the gui.se of amusement, they will become
aofficiently interesteel in the fortunes of the ad^nturous travel-

lers to follow them to the end. Mr. Kurniss's illustrations will

conduce to this; th'V are well and gracefully designed, ftn<l realise

the ideas of the author, without the least suspicion of coarseness.

I);i Db. Wrst asks us to correct the statement in the roll of the

•Boyal College of I'hysicians, to the effect that he has taken up his

rwidencc in Rome; he continues to reside and practise in London,

and is merely absent on a short holiday.

Prksent.^tiov.—On the occasion of leaving Byers Green, for

Whitburn, near Sunderland, Dr. McKane has been presented by
some of his late patients and friends, with a handsome microscQpe

as a token of esteem, . . ; / I

NEW GAG WITH THROAT GUARD.'

By JOHN WARD COUSINS, M.D.Lond., F.R.C.S.,

Senior Surgeon to the Royal Portsmouth Hospital, and to the South
Hants Kye and Ear Intirmary.

The instrument exhibited in the engraving consists of a gag in

combination with a throat guard, mouth mirror, and tongue de-

pressor. The gag is small and square-shaped (Fig. 4), and it can

be opened and closed when placed in position in the mouth. The

dental surfaces are made of steel, covered with thick pads of red

rubber, and they are supported on either side by sliding bars and

a metal collar. The bars are expanded by a central spring, and

fixed by a rack and screw adjustment. The lower dental bar is

tunnelled for the purpose of carrying the stem of the guard or

mirror. By rotating the stem in the gag, the mouth-plate of the

appendage is readily

shifted, and then, by
turning a binding

1! screw, it is securely

Mixed. The gag with
the throat guard at-

tached to it is shown
in Fig. 5. The plate of

the guard is spoon-

shaped, and half of its

surface is perforated

with small openings,

so as to permit tne

passage of air (Fig. 1).

It is also flexible, and

can be easily bent to

fit a shallow mouth.
When placed obliquely

on the fauces, its pos-

t erior edge rests against

the anterior pillar, and

it thus forms a com-

plete protection to the

throat. The guard

divides the oral cavity

into two parts, at the

same time it acts as a

very efficient tongue

depressor.

The gag is especially

designed for tne pur-

poses of dental sur-

gery, and for other

minoroperationson the

mouth and gums. It

can be used with safety

during the administra-

tion of chloroform or

nitrous oxide gas, and

the guanl is a great protection against the slipping of a tooth

into the throat, an accident which may happen even to a careful

and dextrous operator. It, moreover, enables the mouth to be

readily cleansed of blood, and prevents it from entering the respi-

ratory passages. The guard is generally verj' easily adjusted

without causing any discomfort to the patient ; but, whenever the

fauces are extremely sensitive, it must he introduced with cafe

and gentleness. In many cases the irritability is removed at tmce

by the application of a solution of cocaine to the throat. The

mirrors serve for tongue depressors, and they are adapted to illu-

minate the mouth in any direction. They are made in Several

size^, and with both straight and angular stems (Figs. .2 and 3).

The buccal mirrors are not represented in the engra-t-ing; they

1 KshlliiUHl in the Section of Surgery al\he Aunaal Meeting of th« BrtWli

MQdiwl A«taci»lion held iu UubUo, August, 1847. > < ' 1< • > '"
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consist of narrow reflecting plates, which are fixed at right angles

on flexible steins. The right upper buccal mirror can be used for

the outer surface of the left lo-n-er molars, and the left upper

mirror can be lixed on the right side for a similar purpose. When
in position the buccal plate gives a complete view of the outer

surface of the tooth and gums, and act.s also as a clieek distender,

and compressor of Steno's duct. All the mirrors can be very con-

veniently used for dental operations, such as stopping and scal-

ing, and they are intended as substitutes for the ordinary dental

mirrors, which are often encumbrances in the hands of the opera-

tor. The gag is manufactured by llessrs. Maw, Son, and Thomp-
son, of London.

ILlKTilANN'S SiiJS'lTiVRY WOOD WOOL SHEETS, ASJ)
IIAKT.M.VN'X'.S SUBLIMATE LOTIFORMS.

These new preparations have been submitted to our notice by the

Sanitary Wood Wool Company, of 11, Hatton Gardon, E.G.

The sheets consist of a good thickness of Ilartmann's well-

known wood wool enclosed in gauze, and secured so that when
used the wool does not shift its position. They are made of

various sizes, those of about three feet square being, perhaps, as

convenient as any. They can be used in place of mackintosh
sheeting in lying-in cases, as well as in other cases where there

is a large secretion or discharge from which the bedding requires

protection. These sheets possess the advantage of having no
odour. Tliey are verj' soft and absorbent, and, being antiseptic,

the secretion and discharges absorbed by them do not tend to

decompose.
.. The lotiforms consist of small pledgets of colonrexl wool, en-

closed in a little gauze bag. They are impregnated with corro-

sive sutilimnte to such a degree that one lotiform cut open and
placed in two pints of hot or cold water, and stirred, will give a

solution of a strength of 1 in 10,000. This strength can, of course,

be varied by using a larger or smaller quantity of water. The
lotiforms are cheap and portable, and very convenient for making
extemporaneously a solution of corrosive sublimate, either for

vaginal injection or for general use as a lotion. Owing to the
nature of the material of which they are made, there is no danger
of their being swallowed by mistake. -il. ,in"0--.

»'- CALVERT'S C.\RBOLI0 LOZENGES A.\D CAMPHORATED
oil CARBOLIC SOAP.
These preparations are made by Messrs. Calvert, of Manchester,
the well known manufacturers of carbolic acid. The lozenges
contain one-tifth of a grain of pure phenol, and are as palatable

03 any lozenge can be containing such a proportion of carbolic

Bcid.

The campliorated carbolic soap is recommended to prevent
chapped hands and insect bites. As a bath soap it will be found
useful in destroying the odour of perspiration, and leaving the
skin in an agreeable condition. It can also be used generally for

those skin diseases in which the application of a mixture of car-
bolic acid and camphor is indicated. The soap lathers well, and
it has a wholesome and pleasant odour.

GLASS STETHOSCOPES.
Mb. Ai.ex. FxrlKXEH. M.R.C.S. (Lonrton). -nTitPs : I shoiiM like to lirinfj to

notice au impro\e(l stethoscope which I iiart made for nxyself. anii which I

have used for some time. It is made entirely of glass, and there is no loss of
continuit3' in its construction. It3 cylindrical portion being either solid or
hollow, and its shape is similar to other ordinary stethoscopes in general use.

'
. It is an excellent conductor of sound.

TrjTDRinr.E Wei.i.s rnB.\N'.—.\ comparison of the death-rates
, of this district with those of the twenty-eight large English
towns for 18.SG elicits from Dr. Stamford tlie boast that no town

''of the same population suffered so lightly, judging from the
rinortality statistics, as Tunbridge Wells. Jloreover, he was so
^satisfied with its condition at tlie close of the year that he had
•nt) further measures of sanitary improvement to recommend.
:.Oiily 20 deaths resulted from zj-motic disease, and half of these
were due to diarrlia>a. The sufferers from tliis disease wore nearly
all infants, and tlie deaths were in the third quarter of the year,

'"facts which Dr. Stamford remarks upon, and which lead him to

4oubt whether the deaths were due to zymotic origin. He attri-
' bates them rather to fermentative change in the food.
Twenty-two cases of scarlet fever were removed to the sana-
torium, and all were discharged convalescent. One death from
this disease took jilace in the town. The general death-rate was
14.4 and the zymotic Tate O.V per 1,000. , • .

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. '

• Jiiom
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

Sltssceiptiovs to the Association for 1888 became due on January
1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

oiEce orders should be made payable at the West Central Di^
trict OfiBce, High Holborn.

3rt)e 6ritisl) iEctical JouriuL

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18th, 1888. -
, , ..„

LESSONS FEOM SHEFFIELD. r

StTRELY something must be ^v^ong in the education given to the

people, or it would not be possible in a town like Sheffield, at

the close of the nineteenth century, to find such an amount of

ignoriuice, prejudice, credulity, and foUy as was seen in the

Temperance Hall of that town, on the evening of February

the 9th.

A Mr. Herring, of Leeds, gives out that he can cure small-

pox in two days. At once a memorial is signed by 2,000 per-

sons requesting the Mayor to convene a meeting before which

Mr. Heniiig could explain his plan o£ treatment. Tbe

requisition further stated that, notwithstanding the fact that

Mr. Herring could get no recognition from the Corporation, he

had come to Sheffield, and already successfully treated a number

of cases, particulars of which could be produced at any time. In

response to this document the Mayor, very foolishly as we think,

called a meeting, at which he himself took the chair. The

haO, a large one, was crowded to its utmost capacity, and so

great was the attendance that many persons were unable to

gain adnuttance, while the ^vild enthusiasm shown by the audi-

ence was a noteworthy feature of the meeting. A e mill oJ

A person named Adams moved the first resolution, which was,

like the remainuig one, canied by acclamation. It was this

;

" That, in the opinion of this meeting, the fearful state of small-

pox in the town, the damage to shopkeepers and trade in general,

the fearful loss of life, and the consequent sulfering therefi-om,

demand that prompt action be t;iken by the health authorities

to extinguish the disease, and so lift the towa fcom.its present

unemaablo position." ''• *' " I'OX (f-

Mr. Hill, the seconder of tliis resolution, made the statement

that when a man suffering from smaU-pox got into Mr. Herring's

bath, with the water up to liis neck, and hatl his head sponged,

it WiiS '• domino" «-ith the disease : he does not explain, however,

to what extent it is hkowise " domino" with the patient.

The second resolution waa, if loss grammatical, more dcfimte

in its recommendation ; it ran as follows :
" Tliat this liieotiiig

having had produced before it such evidence of Mr. Heiring's

abUity to reduce the disease in au incredibly short time, and

having regard to his offer to the town of Sheffield, which he now

repeats, we request the Towu Council to engage him at once, and
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place hiru in a position .for «hpvJMjt^i|^ffic!J^»93[^jh{8jtreat-l

mcnt of .smiill-[H>x ciise?," >/,,',''' I!' I

In tho coucso of tho discussion, Sfr. Hcrrii:\<; pave his auditors

an account of tlio rationale of tliis treatment; it wnis beautifully

simple. " The blood wae reduced to its natural heat ; and asthe

blood was stopped fn>ni bHinwinflam«>(l, th^ flesli was prbventod

from boinff mortified. The disease was stopped' in two

nunules.
il .•.)IUO jniT

An admirer of Mr. Herring, to whum tUo latter might justly

say " save mo from my friend^" at this stftge iiskad him how

many cases of small-pox ho had dealt with before lie came to

Sheffield, during tho twelve years he had been in practice, and,

what had been tho residt of his treatment in these cases.
|

Tliis W.1S Mr. Herring's remarkable reply, reported in his own

lucid and elegant language :
" He had cured hundreds of

poople who had been crippled with rheumatism and drawn all

shapes." " As regards small-pox," contintied he, " I have only

had four cases, whidi was cured direct in a state of fever—no

spot on them. One yomig man that come, he had got into a

state while his flesh was beginning to inflame a bit, and under

the treatment it simply showed where he would have a spot, and

that was gone away when the medicine was dried in. As regards

typhoid it is as bad as small-pox, and it is as readily cured by

I this treatment. Scarlet fever, I have cured hundreds of children

•nd grown-up people—hundreds. Once at Batley I cured twenty-

•aix children in three days."

Mr. Paul Gill asked Mt. Hcnrting if it was true that a person

had died under this treatment ? But he was promptly es-

f tinguished by n woman who crietl out from among the aiidience,

" How many have died imder doctors ? " and by Mr. Herring,

who, amid loud and prolonged cheers, said: "The answer is

iraply this ; the man was dead when I wont to him." At this

'tho Chairman interposed, and declared himself shocked at

-Mr. Herring's statement, for that person, in speaking privately

to him a few minutes before of this very case, had said that the

man was not dead when ho was called in to him, but so ill that

he dare<l not give him a Imth, but simply bathed his face with

the remedy. Mr. Herring, however, was equal to tho occasion
;

ho repUed : " I did not say ho was lifeless, I said he were dead

;

his flesh wore dewl ; he was simply breathing in and out of his

mouth, and that was nearly closoil. His llesh were all gfme

;

no life in it. Of course, if tliere is no life in your flosh you are

dead, are you not ? I did not mean to say the man were life-

less, I said ho wero dead."

After this luminous explanation, which, however, drew forth the

taont from one of the audience :
" You ain't had a school-board

edncatiOD,'' tho resolution was passed nnanimously amid loud

cheers. On his way from tho meeting Mr. Herring wsis followed

for some distance by an cnthusia.stic and cheering crowd.

"While tho people of Borlin'pross round Prince Bismarck with

their enthusiiistic applause as ho walks from the Reichst.'ig after

making a speech which echoes throughout Europe, tho inhabi-

tants of Shofiiold can find no better object for their hero worship

.'Uian a mischievous and ignorant pretender. We trust tills is no

s^ptom of .a'dogBnera*i*n of oui! countrymen, but only a pass-

^ing exampte.pf the tnitii' iif* Ciriyie'a- diotiim, "That Englandjs

inliabited l>y thirty millions of people, mostly fools." -u

Both this meeting and its caiiso have several lessons evetl %r

wise and scientific men. Tlicy show that an epidemic, if not pre-

vented by isolation and separation in tiie first instance, may, in

spite of all subsequent efforts, become an endemic plague,

throwing the people of the affueted district into panic terror, and

making them tho easy prey of (juacks and charlatans of all kinds.

They show, too, that without local ot gehotalActs for' the lijom-

pulsoiy notification of infectious disease, preventive measures

are merely a delusion and a snare.

^. lieicester, with its. explosive pcipulation and imder an Act fqr

compulsory notification, stamps out each case of small-pok as' it

arises. Sheffield, partly protected, which refuses such a clause,

becomes a very pest-houae, injurious to its own inhabitants,

their trade and life, and a source of danger t(^ the whole

country.

Another lesson is the impi irtaiice of instructing tho people in the

causation and course of disease by means of classes and lectures

and private instruction, in order'that they may he protected from

sudi folly as the Sheffield Temperance Hall meotiug. Lot them

learn the etiology and course of this and all kindred diseases,

and lihey wUl npt be prone to believe that what the wisest and

most learned of our physicians, from Sydenham to Murchisoii,

have declared to be impossible, an uneducated pretender from

Leeds can accomplish with ease.

Let the public also learn from the actioa of ourown.bpdy,

from our private conduct and our pnblic pretensions, that the

days of empiricism and theoretical pathology are passed away:

—

that we are not believers in the jwssibility of cure by the vagne

and indiscriminate axlihinistration of drugs. That in some (fejjy

diseases there are specific remedies ; that in others we can guide

the patient safely through an illness, which we can no moi'e

check, or seek to check, than the skilful pilot quiets tlie raging

storm, through which, however, he steers his labouring ship to

its desired haven.

Let us also insist, both publicly and in private, that no valu-

able discovery in healing has over been made by tho compounders

of quack medicines, and that they are simply impostors, growing

rich on tho crodiUity of silly people. Lot us also agitate for

some such wise law as that of France, that the composition of

every patent medicine shall bo declared before it is permitted

to bo Sold. As to Mr. Herring, if the Corporation of ShefiieM

docs not ignore his modest request to treat patients in tl^e

Fever, Hospital, it should bo granted on one condition, that, in

case of failure, ho siibmit himself to bo '
publicly whipped a^i^fi

cart's tail from tho hospital to the Temporanco HaD, 4B'>a

detected impostor, a rogue, and a vagabond. .
'

,j„

The thanks of the people of SheUiekl and of our profession tie

duo to Sir William Leng, the e;litor' of the Sheffield Telegraj^^,

for the judicious metliod in which he has reporte.l this meeting

and exposed and ridic ile 1 this nineteenth century repetition of

the folly and ignorance of the Middle Ages. .'.I
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studies' in '.'Therapeutics :

III.

—

Recent Caedlac Tonics.

. DloiTAlls still holds its own as the most powerful heart tonic

•which we as yet possess, and the most permanent in its effects.

But its use is more or less contra-indicated in certain forms of

disease of the heart; and; on the other hand, it is sometimes

found that digitalis is not well tolerated even in cases apparently

:isuitable. Li ftict, a watchful care is required whenever this

drug is given, not only at the beginning of treatment, but as

long as it is continued, bajanse alarming symptoms ..may arise at

any time during its use, although its so-called " ciunulative

"

, effects are questioned by several recent observers. Of late years

ceaseless efforts have been made to fLud some other means of

strengthening the heart's action jSafely as well as certainly in

cases of failure of compensation.jj,,fnyr ..

Oertel, dispensing with drugs altogether as far as regards the

heart, effects this by muscular exercise, grj^duated to suit the

patients. He finds hiU climbing to be the best means of stimu-

lating the heart muscle to increased action, and thereby pro-

moting increased growth of its fibres. The excess of water con-

_-aected with, venous stasis is for the most part previously re-

moved from the blood, and altogether it will be found that the

treatment adopted is exactly that calculated to put the patient

„f'in good condition," just as a horse is trained for racing.

Grooms are sparing in the amount of Water they give to

hunters and racers during severe exertion ; when cool the ani-

mal will not driuk too much even with water constantly before

j_^him. But man is a very different animal, and there is no doubt

th^t most people, imbibe nyioh more liquid, of one sort or

another, than is necessary for the physiological requirements of

the body. Oertel'.s work on circulatory disorders is now to be

had in English, and it is to be hoped that it will receive, the

, serious attention wliidi it deserves, but whioli it has not yet

..obtained in this country. The manner in which the heart

muscle grows larger under increased exertion still requires ex-

.
planation. Strieker is of opinion {Vorksvngen, \&iZ) thatto-

,,gether with impulses to the motor muscles of the body during

work, impulses are also communicated to the vasomotor nerves

. of the viscera, causing a rise of blood pressure, wliicli would es-

iplain the persistency of the increased blood pressure after the

,
exertion is over. Nothnagel attributes this increased bloo<l

5,pressure to compression of the peripheral vessels during mus-

,
oular exercise, and, moreover, regards the inorease of carbonic

.acid in the blood caused by work as a stimulant to the heart.

4 Practically speaking, it is of course \mderstood that hill climbing

)a only suitaWo in cases of insuffidency of the hqart mnsclo

when this coutUtion is not too far advanced ; if this be the case,

Nothniigel very properly calls tJie method a " two-edged sword."

..But Oertel does not advocate sending a patient—for example,

jrith severe valvidar derangement, an irregular pulse, and

f.C^ema about the ankles—straight to tlie mountains to bo

;
walked up and dowu. Von Bamberger advocates Oertel's method,

. but he also would confine its agphcatioa to commencing in-

sufficiency of the heart muscle, with or without ralvufeir

derangement. .ijc

The double salts of caffeine, as examined and recommended

by Riegel, have attracted some attention as a means of

strengthening tile heart's a<rtiion ; but their use is not altogether

free from danger, and again they sometimes faU wholly in efiject.

They have not succeeded in coming into general favour.

Sparteine (sulphate) i8 the next claimant of our attention.

Sparteine is a base derived by Stenhouse from spaitinum sama-

rium, and pronounced by Mills to be a tertiary diamine having

the formula C,, H^j N^. It is a colourless alkaline liquid, lx>iling

at 287° C, of penetrating, disagreeable odour and very bitter

taste. It is heavier than water, and only sUghtly soluble therein,

easily soluble in ether or chloroform. It forms crystalline salts

Tvith acids, from which it is precipitated by alkalies. The sul-

phate is the best salt medicinally. Fick studied the action pf

sparteine on the animal organism, and Froumiiller estabhshed its

diuretic eflect. Recently it has been rescued from oblivion by

Germain S6e {Cornptes Rendus, 1885, No. 21), who recommends

it warmly as a cardiac tonic. This observer declared that spar-

teine had a stronger effect in prolonging systole and increasing

the energy of the cardiac contractions than even digitalis or

convaUamarin ; also that rhythmic action was re-estabhshed, and

that the pulse was rendered fuller and slower. A diuretic effect

was not observed. Voigt ( Wiener med. Blatter, 1886, Nos.

25-27) concluded that sparteine was a valuable drug, worthy to

be plsiced beside digitalis, but that it Jlad .not the persistency of

the latter in its effects, which, however, were superior to those

of caffein, adonis vemalis, and convaUamarin. Increased diiueais

frequently resultedj but in this respect sparteine was easily ex-

ceeded by other medicines. Voigt recommended sparteine in

iusufiiciency of the heart muscle, with or without val\-tilar dis-

ease, in pericarditis, and as an adjunct to digitalis, or rather qn

occasional substitute. Leo (Zeitschrift f. klin. Med., 1887, p.

143) found that sparteine acted as a powerful diuretic, and was

beneficial in exactly those cases in which digitalis failed. The

diuretic action Leo ascribes to direct irritation of the renal epi-

thelium, and not to lie increased blood pressure from increased

cardiac action. Palpitations and cardiac asthma were much

reUevcd, but whether from some narcotic influence or from in-

creased cardiac action is left undecided. The hist obsen-er in

tliis department is Dr. Prior, Docent in the University of Bonn

{Berliner kliii. n'ocAen.-;chr.,iSS7,l!!o. 3(5). According to Prior,

sparteine only occasionally acts us a diuretic in health ; and this

effect is probably due, whem it occurs, to increased blood pressure.

He found it to act better in.valvular failure than in simple in-

sufficiency of the heart muscle from other causes. Its effects

were, on the whole, fairly amstant, rapid, and miu:ke<.l, but did

not persist long. Li some oases the heart's action was regulated

for a long tiiuo by sparteine, the vuine being increased, aad

twloraa (Uminislied or removed. Dyspna^a and pidpitation wete

rehoved within two hours, often leas, in severe cases of heart

disease, even when the heart's action was untlltered; but the

drug was of no use in bronchial asthma. A grain and a half of
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' the sulphate was found the best to be^rin u-ith. No cumiUatiTa

aotioii was iiiiule out. Prior advocates the use o£ sparteine sul-"

' phate in th<w© cnsiw in wliiuh <Ii<<it<tIi8 liii.<! fiiilod to do any good

;

also wlion it is iv<^nii'ed to ivlievo .severe stenocanliuc attacks as

speedily ii« f>>8«ible, as sparteine often etfeots this oven when the

heart's action is nnaltered by it. He also regards it as a valu-

able (liiirotio.

.lb rWe have not sjiaco for lonviillamarin mid some other drugs,

-mt will ooncludo with a fow words on strophanthin, a powerful

rival to dif^taUs. Fraser first isolated the glycoside strophanthin

from stToj)hanthus lii.spidns (Komb^), and has written more than

once about its uses. Hut it is oidy recently that tlie plant has

been imported from Africa in soifioieut bulk to allow of general

investigation. At ]>reseiit, strophanthus, whether the tincture

or stii>phanthjn bo \ised, is the strongest rival against digitalis in

the fiehl. Zenier and Lew have recently roport;ed on the new

dnig in the Wiener vied. Wochenschrift , No. 36. They support

FrasiT in his assertion that, unlike digitalis, strophanthus pre-

parations d<i not cause arteriid contraction. As regards the

heart, diastole is prolonged, while systole is rendered shorter and

more energetic. Irregularity of the pulse usually disappears

onder the use of strophanthus, but sometimes only a sUght im-

provement in this res[>ect is obtained. They found that for

hypodermic injection of strophanthin, a milligramme (a little

under a sixtieth of a grain) was a moderate dose, but preferred

to give it by the moutli in doaes between the thirtieth and the

sixteenth of a grain. Exjioriments showed that in health no

appreciable diuretic eflbct was exerted, while in disease the urine

was often considerably increased by the use of strophantliin, and

sphygmograpliic tracings showed that this effect was due to in-

creased cardiac action, causing increased blood pressure. In one

case of pleuritic effusion, increased diuresis persisted for some

time, the i)atient taking forty-five minims daily of tincture of

strophanthus, and tlie area of dubiess steadily diminished. These

observers strongly oppose the statement, often asserted, that

strophanthus acts as an irritant to the healthy kidney ; and, as

above remarked, ascribe its effects solely to increased cardiac

action. They are also against Fraser in his assertion that it is

able to lower the temperature of the body, as they tried in vain

to obtain this effect in batl cases of pneumonia. Indeed, unless

in the stage of collapse, when stn)phanthus is eminently useful

from the rapidity of its effect in stimidating the heart, they con-

sider that this medicine is contra-indicated in pneumonia anld

fevers gonenilly. The tincture is well tolerated if a little .syrup

of orange peel V>e a<lded ; a slight diarrhoea may follow, often

beneficial; but strophanthin causes no discomfort in the proper

closes. Ono case of myocarditis, with pulmonary and hepatic

wmgestion, was cured by strophanthus after digitalis had been

tried in vain. Two cases of fatty degcneraticm of the heart<

which were not Tery far advanced, were also greatly benefited
;

bnt in a third extreme case no advantage was obtained from the

drug, tliero l)eing scarcely any hoart-inusele left to act upon.

But it is in valvular di-soase with failure of compensation that

stropltanthus is so useful. In one mitral case the writer was

surprised at the earnestness with which the patient begged for

" more of the last medicine." He had been taking digitalis for

some time previously without any marked benefit, but felt better

after every doge of strophanthus, and lus pulse became regidar at

once. Stroplianthus does not appear to possess any "cmmdative

action,'" but time is required to show how far its undoubtedly

good effects in appropriate oa.scs are persistent.

THE SCHEME OF THE LONDON COLLEGES FOR
DEGREE-GIVING POWERS.

As the weeks wear on, the opposition to the scheme promoted

by the London Colleges of Surgeons and Physicians for obtain-

ing for themselves exclusive powers for granting medical

degrees to their members and licentiates in the future, widens

and gathers strength. The University of Oxford has thrown its

weight into the balance against the two Colleges, and the Uni-

versity of Cambridge is preparing to take the same course. More-

over, the London medical schools, although largely controlled by

cmmciUors of the two Colleges, and therefore slow to move in the

matter, are beginning to awaken to the imperfections and

dangers of a scheme which, wliile pl-omising them much, offers

the gift in so doubtful a shape that not even a supposed self-

interest can blind them to the serious defects by which the

scheme is disfigured. We have already pointed these out, iild

some o! them are clearly indicated in the memorial from the

Westminster Hospital Medical School. That memorial, which

is drawn up with a full recognition of the advantages to London

medical schools of reasonable facilities for acquiring the degree

of medicine in London for the students whom they train, points

out the palpable fact that of all the schemes which are now bo-

fore the Privy Council, that of the two Colleges is the least

satisfactory.

It is imsatisfactory for three main reasons—first, because it

fails to give to the body entrusted with this new degree-giving

power even a reasonably representative constitution. Neither

the teachers as such, nor the competent colleges and medical

schools as such, nor the gi-aduates are represented in it. The

degree-giving power would bo given to a Senate, in which the

teaching bodies of London would have no representative voice.

The colleges and medical schools would have no power of appoint-

ing delegates to express their united opinions on any subject of

teacliing or examination, nor would the persons who sit on the

Senate be in any way responsible to the schools for their votes

or acts, or on any occasion be called upon to give an account to

them of their proceedings. Again, the graduates of the univer-

sity, to whom its interests, its repiitation, and its development

will bo (it least OS dear and as important as to any other persons,

would, by the proposed constitution, be totally excluded from

any right to representation on the governing body of their

own university. This is an anomaly of which we know

no other example. ITie whole constitution of 'tlie

university is imposed upon it by the salf-olectod "arid

non-representative Council of the College of Physicians, and

by the taost- itiadei^hately constituted 'and imperfectly repftre-
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seutative Council of the College of Suigeons. No security is

taken that the University would be administered otherwise than

in the corporate interests of those two licensing bodies, and, in

in fact, every precaution is taken to prevent any interest which

can be supposed to conflict with the individual and joint

interests of those two bodies from being allowed even to have a

voice in the management of the new University.

TIio spirit in which it is likely to be administered is further

indicated by the fact that it is not proposed to constitute this

new body as a degree-giving power for the students of the medical

schools of London, all educated alike, under the same conditions,

with the same curriculum, and with the same clinical and scientific

advantages. But it is proposed to take from them the right of

choice as to the portalsthrough which they will present]^themselves

for this higher grade, aud to confine their selection exclusively to

these two particular licensing bodies. In^the name aud iWth

the object of granting degrees to the London medical students,

an effort is made by tliis proposal for a charter practically to

tie them up to selection of the Membership of the College of

Surgeons and the licence of the CoDege of Physicians as the sole

mode of entrance. Thus, whether it be regarded from the point

of view of the relation of the teaching bodies to the examining

bodies, or from the point of view of a just and fair constitution

of the University, or from the point of view of fairness to the

medical students themselves, the proposition stands condemned.

Most persons will agree with the memorial of the Westminster

School in the opinion that of all the schemes before the Pri\-y

Council that of the CoUege of Physicians is the most objection-

able.

With the immense body of opposition which has now arisen to

that scheme, in the profession at large, as represented by
the Society of General Practitioners and the Apothecaries' So-

ciety, by the Scotch Universities, by the EngHsh Universities,

and by the feeling in the medical schools which the Westminster

memorial expresses, it is hardly conceivable that the Privy

Council can adopt any other course than that which we have
from the first advocated, of appointing a Royal Commission fully

to inquire into the whole subject, and to arrange a scheme which
shall meet all the just requirements of the case.

Mb. E. II. Busk, M.A., LL.I5., who had much to do with the
throwing open of the London University to women, has been
nominated for election to the Senate, in opposition to Sir. James
Anstie, Q.C.

Db. Steaus has been unanimously chosen by the Professors of
the Paris Faculty as the successor of Professor Vulpian in the
chair of E.xperimental and Comparative Pathologj'. The regula-
tions require two names to be submitted to" the Minister
of Public Instruction, and that of Dr. Hanot was clicxsen as the
second.

MEDICO-PSYCHOLOCICAL ASSOCIATION.
A SPECIAL general meeting of tlie Medico-Psychological ;\,sso-

ciation wiU bo held at Bethlem Hospital, on Friday, Februarj-
24th, 1888, at 5.30 p.m., " To consider the recent appointment at
the Ilnywards llcath Asylum."

CREMATION.
We are informed that during the prestut year already five crema-
tions have taken place at the Woking Crematorium of the Crema-
tion Society. One of them was a chiM eight months old, and the
ashes weighed only eight ounces. Up to the prp.^ent time thirty-

one cremations have taken place at the Society's Crematorium.
A gold medal was awarded to the Cremation Society of England
at the Yorksliire Jubilee Exhibition latelj' held at Saltaire.

THE SECTION OF SURGERY AT THE GLASGOW „
MEETING.

The President of the Surgical Section (Professor George BucbanAB)^
will take it as a favour, if those gentlemen who propose to bring-.

forward papers or cases in surgery will kindly give early notice

of their intention, either to himself at 19.3, Bath Street, or to Dr.

Knox, Local Secretary of the Surgical Section, India Street.
,1

il

PROFESSOR LANKESTER AND THE VICE- ;i

CHANCELLOR. >

Pbofessoe Ray Lankester has been defeated in his action

against the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford I'uiversity. Professor

Lankester had objected to go from London to O.xford to hold a

preliminary i-ivd voce examination in animal morphologj' on the
ground that it was useless, and not required by the statutes.

The University authorities held that it was an integral part of the
examination as required by the statutes, and dismissed the recalci-

trant examiner. The Queen's Bench decided not to issue a
inandamus requiring the Vice-ChanceUor to reinstate Professor i

Lankester. (

.I

THE NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES. „

The first meeting of the Council was held at the Offices, 38, Old
Je-«Ty, on Friday, February 10th. Mr. "Walter II. Burns (ilessrs.

J. S. Morgan and Co.) was appointed Chairman, and ilr. Burdett

Deputy-Chairman of the CouncO. Sir. Tliomas Bryant (Senior

Surgeon of Guy's Hospital), Mr. K. Bnidenell Cartej (the St.,.j

George's and National Epileptic Hospitals), aud Major Ross, M.P.- f
(Chairman of the Middlesex Hospital), were elected members of the,^

Council. The tables, rates of premium, and other forms which the:j

actuary had prepared were submitted, and arrangements were made-rr

for the completion of the necessary prospectuses, etc., for the in-
,

formation of those waiting to join the fimd. The Earl of Aberdeen,

Lord RothschUd, Messrs. E. A. Ilambro, Ilenrj- Ilucks Gibbs, and
Junius S. Morgan were elected Vice-Presidents; and the Countraa

of Roseberj- and Lady RothschUd patronesses. It wa.s reported

that several hundred names of those anxious to join the fund had
been registered diunng the last three weeks, in addition to the .

1,400 previously announced. Mr. Philip Grove was appointed.)

Secretarj-, and all names and inquiries should be addressed to him ]

at the offices of the Fund, 38, Old Jewry, K.C. ,/ ..//
,

TREATMENT OF INEBRIETY.
Following the example set by the Ualrj'mple House, Mr. Harrison
Branthwaife has tabulated the records of the cases of inebriety '

treated by him at High Shot House. Twickenham. It would be '

well if the licensees of other retreats for inebriates followed suit.
"^

llr. Branthwaite reports '*} ca.ses of alcoholic inebriety in 2^ years,

morjihine eases being exeludeil. Of these, 27 were \inder the
Habitual Drunkards' .\ct and 23 were receivtxl as private patients.

The average age was 3U.38 years ; SO were married. 18 single, and
2 widowers; all but 5 had had a good education; 9 were merchants,

7 in the army, 4 clergymen, 2 doctors, 2 artists, 3 hotel proprie-

tirs, 2 clerks, 2 gentlemen. 2 wine merchants, 2 timber merchants,
besides a barrister, a solicitor, a journalist, an architect, a sur-

veyor, a land agent, a builder, a student, a civil servant, a com
merchant, a linen drap-r, c grocer, and a boot mt<rchant. There
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was a history of hpmlity {i'S8l»«>r *eht., of insanity in 12 per

cent.; 47 ust-U tobooco; 45 wyro r(V"lnr undTi i)eri(idioal inehriliteB."

TUe aviTn^f lenjjth of addiotion w«s t).!f4 years ; 1 1 used wliisljy,

6 spirit.". 4 Lratuly, ;) boiT and whisky, 1 hrandyAiul whiskj-, 1

wino. and 1 b«er. In all hut 0, vilhor company, or oecti!>etion, or

some other exciting cause, was present; this in one case heinjf

accident, snd in another sunstroke. Somo complicating disease

was present iu 11 cases. The avera^ time under treatment -was

bJt month.-i. Of the patients, M \50re doing well, 9 hadjelapsedj

were still under treatinent, ami Thad died. -
HOI

'
-.^-^ ^l" '

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL CONGRESSES IN GERMANY.

The seventh German Medical Congress will talie place at Wies-

baden, from April 9th to the 12th, under the presidency of Pro-

fessor Leube, of Wiirzburg. The follo%\itig questions will be

discussed:- 1. Chronic diseases of the myocardium and their

treatment. 2. Alcohol as a medicinal agent. 3. Prophylaxis and

treatment of Asiatif cholera.—The seventeenth congi-ess of the

Gennan Surgical Society will be held at Berlin, from April 4th to

the 7th. -On' the evening of April Ord, the German Surgical

Societj- and the Berlin Medical Society, will hold a special meet-

ing in common for the purpose of celebrating the anrtiv(Tsar>' of

the death of the. late Professor von LangenbeCk.

vahced by a, well-considereil modifloAtion of the constitution «f'

this University, such aa the Senate haw had under consideration,

and would be pr^ptireijL to 8ijbi»iit, rather than by the foundation

by its si4e of a new and probabjy leps.comprehensiye University.

j

],,:"[ lum I'liif'"' STONE" OR "GRAVEL."
THE -short !but pregnant paper of Sir Henry Tiiorapsou raises the

question of nomenclature, which' has a real surgical interest in

the determination of surgical methods. to be; adopted in the treat-

ment of stone in the bladder. It is.^of coiwse, important to know .

whether the various authorities are discussing what is really the

same thing. We all know the old-fashioned designation of

" gravel," and we know also that it has not been customary for

surgeons gravely to discuss surgical operations in connection with

the evacuation from the bladder of small calculous particles of

insignificant size, which can often be washed out or spontaneously

expelled. Sir Henry Thompson refers to certain instances in which

there appears to have been rather an abuse of the ordmary nomen-

clature of stone in this relation, and it is, at any rate, of import-

ance—especially for statistical purposes—that some sort of agree-

ment i^hould be general as to the siz(? of a calculous particle which

should be dignified by the name of a " stone," otherwise statistics

of the kind would soon come to have very littliB or no value.

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS ON THE ILLNESS OF
THE GROWN PRINCE.

The foil text of Professor Virchow's last report on the case of the

Crown IVincp, together with an important statement which Sir

Morell .Mackenzie has presented to the Emperor of Germany will

be found at p. 370. Prom the former it will be seen that the

most «areful microscopical examination has failed to detect any

conclusive evidence of malignant disease. The substances ex-

amined consisted of one large and two smaller pieces of dead

tissue, which had spontaneously become detached from the inner

surfaee of the larynx. The larger of these sloughs contained a

considerable amount of muscular structure, but no cartilage.

The disintegrated tissue was thrown off from the site of the

growth on which .the diagnosis of cancer was founded.' It is,

therefore, a fac-t of the verj- highest importance that in this

material no evidence of any morbid process beyond violent intlam-

mntion was detected. The two reports taken together seem fully

to justify the best hopes for the future.

THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON AND THE PROPOSED
NEW UNIVERSITY.

The Senate of the University of London at its last meeting ap-

pointed a committee to watch the proceedings in the matter of

the petition of the University aiid King's Colleges for the constitu-

tion of a Teaching University in London. The members of this

committee are, we believe, Lord Ilerschell, Lord .lust ice Po', Sir

Julian Goldsmid. Sir John Lubliock, Dr. tiuain, Dr. Wood, Mr.

Button, and Mr. Fitch. At t>e same meeting a resolution was

adopted calling the attention of the Homo Secretary and the

Lords of the Treasury to the petition, and asking fur a full iuquiry

into the effect of iuch a charter on academic organisation, and

on the interests of learning in thecountry generally ; and without

determining (a) whi.'ther the independent functions and duties of

this University, which have been exercised for mure than fifty

years by virtue of charters griuited by the Crown under regula-

tions sajictioned by the .Sectetarj- of State, and with the aid of

fuu<U annually voto<l by Parliament, will not seriously be inter-

fered with if a second Univ.rsity, composed exclusively or essen-

tially of teaching colleges, be established in Loudon; and (6)

wUttbir, im the Senate are of opinion, the objects jjromotcd by the

pet^^niiig Cwllegi3.s, so. far us consistent with the interest of

higiior education in London, would not be more eflectually ad-

SMOKE ABATEMENT. [ ,,.,.:. :

Tim .\ational Smoke Abatement Institution,- on Saturday, Feb-

ruary- nth, inaugurated a series of lectures at the Society of .^Jt3,

Johii Street, Adelphi, W.C. The chair was taken by Sir W. Aitkin,

F.R.S., and a lecture on " Town Smoke and House Warming " was

delivered by ilr. A. K., Pletclier, chief inspector under the Alkali,

«tc., Works Regulation ^(jt. In hi«. official capacity the lecturer

tas had great experiencij of factories and districts where black

smoke was produced in tnuch larger voliunes than in the Jletro-

polis, and he congrratutated Londoners that in the absence of

smoking manufactories they had really far from the worst con-

ditions to deal with. , The chief source of smoke in Loudon wos

the domestic fires. The factories were admirably d(jalt with under.

,

the Smoke Prevention' Act, which was well carried out under the

Commissioners of Police, who were independent of personal in-

terests. Although London had, during recent years, greatly im-

proved, there was every, reason tor getting rid of the very con- ,

sideruble residue of black smoke which still affected its at,mosjghere

and its fogs.' Primarily, he laid great stress on the use of gi^sepus.

,

fuel ; secondly, on the more perfect combustion of the coal itself
^

when used direct aS fuel. A discussion followed, in which it was '

stated that 600 tons of coal are daily burnt in the bakeries of

Loudon iu the early hours of the morning.

I REVACCINATION.

The Local Government Board have adopted the advice that the

limit of age prescribed by the regulations of February 18th, 1868,
,

,

respecting revaccination at the public expense, should be rer,,,

duced, and they have issued an order, dated February 3rd, 1888,

providing that in future revaccination may be performed by a

public vaccin(\tor upder contract when the applicant has attained

the nge of 12 years (instead of l.> years as heretofore), or, in cAse "

there is any immediate fliangei of small-pox, the age of 10 years '

'

(instead of 12 yeare us heretofore), and has not before been su<V;''

eesstuUy revuccinated. The term "public vaccinator" inoludee''

the medical ofllcer of a workhou.se, sei)arate workhouse school,'«e «

infirmary; and, as regards children in tho.se institutions, the order

very wisely loaves' aT'dieerotion in the liands of the medical oiBcer

iby providing that he may, in any case in which he doemstbe.

^

iirimary vaccination to have been inadbqudtc, rcvadcinate ,artjr,\.

child under the iwesctibed age who has' Aot'before been success-
"

fpUy revaccinated. The experience Whibh'is accumulating day
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bjn-diy as to the great value df revaccmation in mitigating the

seTOrity of small-pox epi<Iemic8, shouhl etimulate local vaccina-

tion authorities to promote revaccination as well as primary vac-

cination in their districts. The step which has been taken by the

Local (ioTurnment Board wUl greatly facilitate any such action

by' enabling the revaccination to be performed whilst children

are still at school, and before they have actually entered upon the

serious battle of life:. We trust that boards of guardians will, as

wfe have often urged, take more special measui-es in the future

than has been the rule in the past, to encourage the revaccina-

tion of young persons immediately the age of 12 years has been

reached.

LORETAS OPERATION ON THE STOMACH.
Some two months ago Mr. Treves performed this operation at the

London Hospital upon a man suffering from fibrous strictiire of

the pylorus. At the time of the operation the patient was very

much reduced by pain and constant vomiting, and had been for

some time unable to take food .by the mouth. The abdomen and

stomach were opened, and through the incision made in the viscus

the pylorus was dilated with the lingers. The man made a rapid

recoverj', and has not vomited since the operation. He can now
take any food well. The case will be shown at the nest meeting

of the Clinical Society.

DEATH OF MR. J. H. WALSH.
We regret to see the announcement of the death of Mr. J. H. Walsh,

who, though a medical man, was best known as the author (under

the nom de plume of " Stouehenge ") of a number of very popular

works on British sport, and who since 1857 was the editor of the

Field. Mr. Walsh was born in 1810, and became a Fellow of the

Royal College of Surgeons. He practised as a medical man in

Worcestershire until 1852, when he quitted the provinces for the

metropolis, and subsequently spent some time abroad. He ulti-

mately settled in London, and devoted himself to literature as a

profession, lie was an acknowledged authority on sport of all

kinds, and published the following works: Horse in the Stable and
the. Field, Shot Gun v. Rijle, but he was best known perhaps as

the author of British Rural Spurts, a work which went through

many editions. He also published Domestic Economy, and Domestic

Medicine, and in 1858 the Dog in Health and Disease. Some years

later he wrote the Dogs of the British Islands, which passed

through several editions, and in 1882 he produced the first volume
of the Modern Sportsman's Gun and Rijle, the second following

in 1884.

A CONTRADICTION.
A stATEMfeNT has been going the round of the jrablic'prfes, which
has caused a good deal of severe comment, to the effect that

a poor woman, in a condition which demanded immediate care

and succour, was carried by a policeman and some women to the

Lying-in Hospital, Endell Street, which was near at hand, and
that the authorities refused to admit her; that, suffering as she

was, she was taken from there to the workhouse, though she pite-

ously begged to be taken " anywhere but there." As might have
been anticipated, we find on inquiry that the facts as stated, with
respect to the Endell Street Hospital, are a pure invention. No
application, we are informed, was made to admit the woman at

that institution. She was, it appears, delivered of her cliild in the

6tieii close by, without any attempt being made either to summon
one of the staff or to take her to that hospital. She was, as a

matter of fact, on her way to the lying-iu ward of the workliouse
next door, imd had not thought of going to the hoi^pital. Had the

incident be'ii known to the medical staff, no question would have
beeuliisked as to whether she was married or single, but the woman

'

would have been taken in and kept for at least eighteen days.

MEMORIAL TO THE LATE SURGEON-MAJOR , it

, T, R. LEWIS. V,ii,.|

Thk subscribers to the above memorial will be glad to learn that >

the reprinting of Dr. Lewis's collected scientific works has now
i

nearly approached completion, much delay having been occasioned,

by the reproduction of numerous maps and lithographs. The. (

volume, in crown 4to., when completed will contain about 800 pagea r

illustrated by 5 maps, 24 copperplate engravings, 15 chromo-
(

lithographs, and numerous woodcuts, with a portrait of tha

,

author, in autotype, forming a fitting memorial of one whof
devoted his life to scientific medical research. It is hoped tbatf

intending subscribers will give in their names as soon as possibte-j.

to the Honorarj' Secretaries, care of Messrs. Holt, Laurie and Co.,
,

17, Whitehall Place, S.W., as it is especially wished that the ;

names of all supporters of the memorial (each subscriber of &l\i

receiving a copy of the reprinted works) should appear in the liat f

of subscribers, which will appear as an appendix to the volume. .;

ZOOPLASTIC GRAFTS.
SUBOEONS are familiar with skin grafting in the human subject,

.

but it is rather a novel procedure to substitute the skin of birds i

and poultry for snips from the patient's own healthy ski n. Wies- ji

mann twice transplanted skin from pigeon to pigeon with success,

and three times from fowl to fowl. Under the title of Derm-

epenthesis, Mr. G. P. Cadogan-Masterman published some interesting

cases a few weeks since in our columns, in which he had sue-
j

ceeded in utilising the skin of young wild rabbits for the purpose ,^

of bringing about the cicatrisation of raw and ulcerating sur- ,,

faces. Several others have repeated and varied Wiesmann's ex-,,[

periments, but before Mr. Masterman none of them seem to .,

have been enterprising enough to .spare their patients the disagree- ,;•

able snipping incidental to the operation as it is usually practised.

At about the same time Ur. Kedard communicated to the Paris

Academy of Medicine some observations of his own with animal

grafts on wounds in human beings. In a case of severe bum of

the scalp of eight months' standing, in a cliild 2 years of age, he.f,

obtained a rapid cicatrisation bj* means of grafts from a fowl. He,

)

first tried grafts of frog's skin, but as these proved to be repulsive.^

to patients, and did not give very good results, he substitutedrK

others from the fowl, and the wound, which measured three,

[

inches by two and a half, had completely healed in two months.tn

He had been equally successful in other and subsequent case6,(io

He takes the skin from beneath the wing of a chicken, carefully ; i

securing the subjacent cellular tissue, but avoiding adipose lis- 1

sue. The transplanted pieces varied from a sixth to a third of an^a

inch in size, and they were maintained in position by means of a II

little cotton-wool and iodoform gauze. The skin of birds and
-q

fowls has the advantage of being supple, delicate, and vascular; ij

it adapts itself readily to the surface of the wound, and adhereaii/

without undergoing absorption. lol

THE HUNTERIAN SOCIETY. .t

TuE annual dinner of the Hunterian Society was held on Friday ti

evening last ; Dr. Gervis, President, in the chair. There was a u

large attendance, including Dr. Robert Barnes, Mr. Clement Lucas 'o

(l*resident-elect). Dr. Holman (Rtigate), Mr. Ernest Hart, Dr. n

Savage, Dr. Galabin, Mr. de Berdt Hovell, Dr. F. Charlewood Turner,.'!

Jlr. Bland Sutton, Mr. Stewart (.Conservator of the Hunterian

Museum'), and other guests and members of the Society. After

proposing the usual loyal toasts, the Chairman referred to tlie^
'^

long-standing prosperity of the Society, and the valuable contri-"*

butions which its members had made to clinical and scientitJe''!

medicine, enumerating a long list of eminent sitrgeons and phy-'J'

sicians— Buzzard, Curling, Bright, Herbert Davies, and others- -'*

who had taken a deep interest in the work of the Society, It Tr;vS
''

one of the specialities of the Society that it had liitherto pursuit™
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its coiftj* ^rfrliout (M^ltln^ finBliritv ior iUwotk, (Wft in the

belief tlint ronfon'nc(> witliout imltliiiRtiim was a vnliiiililt' menus

for pniinotinsr srientiftr iirOjjTeSd. l>r. Ilolmnn responderl for the

British McIichI Association, Mr. Stewiirt for the lluntoriiin

Museum, nml Mr. Kriicst Hart for the visitors. In propnsiiiK tlie

health of thi» Chaimiiiu, it was mentioned llmt after thirty-seven

vear* of sctive.eerviee at St. Thc.ma.s'.'i llcspitnl, he %vas now pro-

posinp to lessen the work uttacho<l to his luihlic appointments, in

view of tlie lieft-\-j- ocoupationa of private onK"Ke""'"'^'*' o'"! "'f*^""

hftvins; made n contribution of tlie liest work of the best years of

hie life to the (vrviee of his hospital, and to the furtherance- of

svetpmatir and clinicol teaehing. The toast was received with

much enthusiasm, and duly acknowledged. In the course of the

meeting it -vvas mentioned that an important announcement was

shortly abont to be made, of a character gratifying to the mem-

bers of the Rritish .Medical .\ssoci«tion, on the unanimous recom-

mendation of the Council of the llunterian Society, with reference

to the disposal of its valuable library. Mr. Hart, iu referring to

this, gave a brief sketch of the present promising position of tlie

newly founded library of the Britisli Medical Association, aad of

its -probable development. The dinner was enlivened with admir-

able music, and broke up at a late hour.

" ' ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS.

TffR pnllihility of the public has seldom been rendered more

evident than in the ease with which they are fleeced by empirics

•who trade on the unknown potentialities of electricity. A few

pie<^*s of feebly magnetised clock spring .sewn into flannel or

leather constitute a magnetic appliance which is nd\ erts -d to

cure most of the ills of suffering humanity. Pieces of metal

•welded together in defiance of the most elementary laws of electric

science are credited with powers for good bes'de which the elixir

of life itself would pale. As the prices asked and received for

such articles from a confiding public are calculated, not on the

cost of production, but on the claims of their introducers, this

department of industry is about the most remunerative yet dis-

covered, and 8ucces.<! has brought numerous rival magneticians

and electricians into the market, who vie with each other in the

audacity of thiur assertions. What one regrets is, perhaps,

leas the fact that the yMiblic ore induced to part with their

money—p^iili'-i '•"" dfcipi—'but that discredit is thereby brought

on wliat promises in the future to be a very useful branch of

therajieutics. The absence of any organised means of providing

for the electrical treatment of disease, and the scanty supply of

apparatus too often found in hospitals, are responsible for much of

the public gullibility. This deticiency may, if the undertaking is

properly managed, be romediod by the Institute of Medical f^lec-

tricity, which has just been orgiinise<l with the approval and

under the control of a. number of distinguished hospital physicians

for the express piiq)ose of providing a place at •which, or in con-

nection with which, people of limited means may obtain electrical

treatment under the direction of their own medicol attendants at

moderate fees. There is no reason why such an institution should

not fulfil a useful purpose in the treatment of disease, the names

of the hospital physicians and men of science connected with it

affording a guarantee of its being restricted to its proper

functions.

REMOVAL OF A HAIRPIN FROM THE PERITONEUM.
Dtt. FKF.iJ.su.of Sir.i.sburg, de-scrilics in the C'enlraWlatt fur Gt/nd-

ko'.ogU (December 17tli), a case where a hainiiu was found in the

peritoneal cavity in t! e course of an e.vploratory operation for

su.spected disease of t e utcr ne aj)pendng<»s. The patient was a

sickly and emaciated woman, aged 41, who had symptoms of

tertiary syphilis. Her period had 1 een regular till about four

months before a'.e flrjt applied for hospit-U relief ; then it di<l not

appear for t-wo months i a* the end of that period metj-orrhagia

Set in, with the discharge of small sdireds, and spasmodic pains in

the s.ieral region and the hypogastrium. The discharge of blood

continued for five weeks, then ei)ileptiforra fits occurred. The

uterus was found antevcrted, and a small oval tumour lay to its

left side, connected by a tough cord with the pelvic wall. Tubal

jiregtiancy w.-.s suspected. On March 2nd. 18H7, an exploratory

incision was made ; the adhesions, which bled freely, had to be

broken down, and a cyst of the left tube, " the size of an apple,"

was removed. It was universally adherent to surrounding struc-

tures ; and. in securing some bleeding vessels to the great

omentum, a piece of hairpin, an inch long, and consisting of part of

t'le two shanks pressed close together just below their jioint of

unicm, was discovered and e.xtracted. A drainage-tube was left

for twenty hours in the wound. The patient did well for a fort-

night, then the stump of the tubal pedicle sujipuruted, and the pus

which escaped contained ligature-threads. The first period after

operation was attended with attacks of convulsions, which lasted

eight days ; hut the second was only represented by the molimen

without show, and by .slight convulsive attacks. Ten days later a

hard substance was detaclied, on vaginal examination, to the left

of the cervi.x. The woman was in good health when last seen by

Dr. Freund; but there were slight couvnilsions at every menstrual

period. Should a portion of the hairjiin yet remain in the pel-vis,

the persistence of the neurosis is readily comiirehensible ; should

the liard body be simply an inflammatory deposit, the persistence

of the symiitotns would be a feature already observed in other

cases, where self-evident causes of nerve irritation have been re-

moved, the neurotic condition remaining for a long time after their

removal. It appears that in this case the shanks of the hairpin

had been pressed together, and introduced into the uterus

for the destruction of the imaginary fcetus, amenorrhoea

having followed cohabitation. The pin had broken, found its way

into the left tube, set up salpingitis, perforated the tube, and

re.ached the omentum. Dr. Freund shows, on carefully considered

evidence, that the prevalent tlieory that hairpins are introduced

into the genito-uriiiary tract, eitlier in the belief that the practice

may produce abortion, or for another repulsivepurpoee, is perfectly

correct,
^

SCOTLAND.

INCREASE OF MORTALITY IN EDINBURGH.
The mortality for January in E linburgh this year shows a very

considerable increase when compared with tlie two preceding

years. There were 529 deaths, equal to a death-rate of -24.16 per

l,(XX)of the estimated population; in January, 1887, there were

440 deaths, equal to 20.09 per 1,000-, while in l.HSO there were 302

deaths, and the average death-rate for Ave years was 20.13.

Diseases of the chest accounted for 100 deaths, while zymotic

diseases caused 72 deaths, of wliieh no fewer than 44 were from

measles. The above death-rule for January, 188.S, is the highest

that lias been recorded sinqe 1872.

INNOVATION AS TO MORTALITY STATISTICS.

The I'liblic Health Committee of Kdiuburgli Town Council dis-

cussed at length and unanimously adopted a motion by the Dean

of Guild (Sir James Gowunsi, wliich is a decided innovation as

regards the publication of mortality statistics in Kdinhurgh, and

which will likely yield abundant material for geuerilisution as to

the effect of house environment in the death-rate of the dwellers

in that city. The motion proposed was that, instead oT t'.e pre-

sent system. Dr. Littlejohn, the medical officer of health, s'lould

make a return of t' e deaths in tl;e city, wit i tie r<entvl of t'.e

houses in which they occur, the necess ry information regarding
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rental to be supplied by Mr. Paterson, the assessor. This stato-

mpiit would be prepared every four weeks and submitted to the

Council, the convener of the committee giving at the end of each

year a summarj^ showing the results of the preceding months.

This scheme of Sir James Gowans was thoroughly gone into by a

subcommittee, and by it unanimously recommended foradoption.

It was agreed to classify the rental as follows : Under £5, from £3

to £10, £10 to £15, and so on up to £50, all above that beiag

classed the same. '"'^'^ ''-
'
^ '"•''

^ ' ^ • '^

^

ROSEWELL ASYLUM.
The appointment of Dr. Campbell Clark as Medical Superin-

tendent to Roscwell Asylum is not to be carried out. Dr. Clark

having elected to remain at Bothwell Asylum. The directors

have now appointed to Kosewell Asylum, as Medical Super-

intendent, Dr. MitcheU, at present senior resident in.Morningside

Asylum.

CASE OF LONGEVITY. •
.: li.

A HRMARK.iDLE case of longevity, the circumstances of' Wnich
have been carefully looked into, is that of Mr. Michael Smith, of

Larkhall, who has reached the age of 111 years. Smith was born

at Auchnagurgan, and baptised at Ballymaenab in the month of

October, 1770. He was married in 1818, at 42 years of age,:

and had eleven children, the eldest of whom would have been 69
years of age had he been alive. A movement is on foot at Lark-

halj to present Mr. Smith with a testimonial.

Ax the last

McKenilricli

polarimeter

paratus for
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various new

GLASGOW PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. ,'

meeting of this Society, on February 8th, Professor

,

; exhibited and described E. von Fleisclil's spectro-,

for the estimation of grape sugar, a centrifugal ap-

separation of blood into corpuscles and plasma, and
electromyographion. Sir 'William Thomson exhibited

electrical measuring instruments, amperemeters, etc..

GLASGOW MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
At the last meeting of this Society, on Februarj' 10th, a vari^ty^

of specimens were shown by Dr. Samson Gemmell, ifr. A. E. May-
lard, Dr. C. F. I'oUock, and Dr. Parrj'. The specimens included

lung with bean impacted in bronchus, a larynx with papUlomata
cultivations of the organisms of pus, and microscopical specimens
of meibomian glands and cysts of eyelids. Dr. Macewen showed
the parts in left inguinal hernia, removed pos^-mortou,from aman
who had undergone Dr. Macewen's operation by " internal ab-

dominal peritoneal pad, and the restoration of the valved form of

the inguinal canal," and who had been able afterwards to carry on
his work as a carter without any external support.

ST. MUNGO'S COLLEGE, GLASGOW,
The agitation for the erection of the Glasgow Iloyal Infirmary

Medical School into a College of the University of Glasgow has

been brought to a head by the introduction into Parliament by
some of the members for Glasgow of a Bill for this purpose. It

proposes to establish in the East End of Glasgow a College of the

University, to be called "St. Mungo's College," with which the

medical scliool of the University shall be incorporated, and to

wllich all the premises and effects, etc., of the inflrmarj- school

eWl be conveyed. The Bill provides for the manggfrnent of the
^

afEairs of the College by a body of governors, who aUall ui)pointi,

the professors and lecturers. The teaching at the t'oUoge is n«t

IHuited in the Bill to medicine, but includes the sciencps and artd

and other branclies of learning as the governors may deem fit.

The status, rights, and privileges of the profes.^ors.are to be the .

same as those pejtaining to the University professors, and each

faculty of the new College is to be adequately repreaeiited in th»,

Unrversity Court. It will thus be seen that the Bill has been

drafted in a bold spirit, and tha,t it wiU commend itself to the

public mind is obvious. ' 'Nonft the less id it 'certain to meet with
.stubborn op|)ositjon from the Senate of tha Uni^tar^ity. But so

many guarantees for tlie proper management of the College have
beexidutjoduced intothe Bill, so fulL ia the UnivftKity rfprBBentit-

tion on its board of governors,, tliat it will be diificult for the

University authorities to convincethe pubKc that it is not a Bill

worthy of becomibg law. The board of ^overtiors, it is'^mSiSosed^

shall CQn.-a.st of nineteen personsy of whom sis are University re-

presentatives and live representatives of the Jloyal Infirmary.

The Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons^ i& accorded one represen-

tative. The Lord Provost of the city is named one of the board,

and the Town Covmcil tiames a representative. The other repre-

sentatives are sent byTarious other important public bodies, "the^

six University representatives are the Chancellor, Vice-Chancelloft '

two elected by the Senate, and two by the General Council The

'

proceedings of the governors are to be subject to the review of

the University Court. The details of the Bill thus bear out its

profession that it is drawn in " the interests of learning, and more
especially of medical education and science." Even though it

does not succeed in passing into law, it will not fail to have

a stimulating effect upon the authorities of the University.

..IRELAND.

I

ST, JQHN AWyUilANCE ASSOCIATION, BELFA,ST
'^(.-m: ti., : . •.

, ; '- CENTRE. .

',''

I CoT?asES of ambuliiilce". instruction have recently been giyen in

Belfast .by Professor Sinclair,' Dr. W. .G. Mackenzie, and Dr.

Strahan. They have been very largely attended ; the utmost in-

terest being shown in bhe w.ork, and th6 excellence of the in-

I struction given has been attested by the very. satisfactory resulta

of the examinations, conducted by Surgeon Fagan, Dr. Walton

i Brown^ and JJrigade-Surgeon McFarland, ..

EPIDEMIC OF MEASLES AT SCHULL.
Another epidemic of measles has broken out in Schull and dis-

trict, near Skibbereen, County Cork. The disease first made its

appearance in the coastguard station among the children. The

schools have beeil closed, and steps taken to prohibit the holding

of " wakes." Up to laab week there were about fifty caaeB, with-.

only one death, ''t?" ir'1 ') • Injjriq

DUBLIN HOSPITAL FUND.
At the annual meeting of the Dublin Ho.?pital Fund; held last

week, it was stated that the amount received was less by £200

thaninl8.S6. The total received was £3,957 93. 3d. The follow-

ing is the resTtlt of the distribution for the yeSr :—Sir Patrick

Dun's, £238 12s.; City of Dublin, £587 18s. 9d.; Doctor Steevens's,

£99 18s. 7d. ; Meath, £483 2s. ; Mercer's, £106 4s. 6d. ; 'Vnutworth

(Drumcondra>, £40 Os. lOd. ; Coomlie (Lying-in), £118 5s. 7d.

;

Rotunda (Lying-in), £114 5s. Sd. ; St. Mark's (Ophthalmic),

£184 3s. 5d. ; National Eye and E;ir Infirmary, £102 Os. 9d. ; Con-

valescent Home, £233 12s. 8d. : Cork Street (Pewr), £111 Is. 8d. ;

Adelaide, £847 16s. 6d. ; Monkstown, £154 6s<. .M. ; Ortliopsdio

(Great Brunswick Street), £160 18s. 9d. : Nktional Children's,

J£99 5s.7d.—total, £3,081 LSs. Sd. The Committee felt bound to'

I

inquire whether any of the ordinary funds would ho employed to

defray the expenditureof tlie investigation at Mercer's Hospital.

They were informed that tile *• only expeAdes which woiild fall on

the hospital wrmldbe the assessors' fees, and the cosfe of tepcirU'

and printed evidence, and the charge for thcinquity in the rooift'

at the Four Courts." The grant. to the..hospital.will therefpre-b^

paid. .v^lr:.>ru-^:;..:i-;; iWiJI
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THE CASE OF
HIS IMPERIAL HIGHNESS

THE CROWN PRINCE OF GERMANY.
By SIR MORELL MACKENZIE, M.D.

Ilia ImiMflal lligLnefS the (>own Prince of Germany ha-i-ing

npresaeU bis -wish tliut 1 sliouUI now place on record my opinion

of his cust, the opportunity is afforJi^d of correcting some of the

statements which from time to time have been inaccurately attri-

buted to me.

The general idea is that I am of opinion that tlio disease from

which His Imperial Highness is suffering is not cancer;' the vi 'W

en the other hand, whieli I have consistently maintained is, that

there never has been any proof of the existence of cancer.

To enter more into detail : When I arrived in Berlin, last May,

1 stated to my collengue.s that, in my opinion the appearanrcs

seen in the throat were of a negative character, that is to say,

that the disease might be either benign or malignant, and that

its nature could only be determined by microscopical examination.

A portion of the diseased tissue having been taken away by me

from the throat of His Imperial Highness, it was submitted to

Professor Virehow. who could not detect in it anything of a ma-

lignant nature. Repeated examinations by Professor Virehow of

other portions removed by me yielded similar results.

In the month of July, whilst His Imperial Highness was staying

in the Isle of AVight, 1 pointed out to more than one of his august

relatives that the danger that I most dreaded was the occurrence

of perichondritis at a future date, and three months later this

fear was proved to be well grounded. At the end of October and

early part of November entirely fresh symptoms appeared, and at

that time the local disease presented an appearance which was

consistent with the diagnosis of cancer. It was then impossible

to obtain any fresh microscopical evidence in the matter, and I

considered it safer accordingly to treat the case as one of a malignant

nature; at the same time, however, 1 drew up and submitted to

my coUeagnes a protocol, in which I stated that although the

disease at that moment looked like cancer, I could not agree that

the malady was proved to be malignant until a further micro-

scopical examination had been made. The document in which I

set forth ray views was forwarded to Berlin to be placed in the

State Archives. Although the unfavourable symptoms then

present were explicable on the ground of the existence of cancer,

yet it was clear to the majority of the physicians at that time in

attendance that perichondritis had supervened.

In the middle of Uecembcr, however, the unfavourable signs

had passed away, and there were no longer any clinical symi)toms

of cancer, ilicroscopical evidence on the subject was, howi^ver,

sUll wanting. This was furnished at the end of January, wlien a

slough was expectorated from the very spot which had presented

such a highly suspicious appearance in November. This slough

was most can-fully and repeatedly examined by Professor Virehow,

and Uie result (which is now published) again shows tliat cancer

could not be detected.

To recapitulate: In my opinion the clinical symptoms have

always been entirely compatible with non-malignant disease, and

the microscopical signs have been in harmony with this view. I

need only add that although in nearly every case of larj-ngeal

disease it is possible at the tlrst inspection to form an accurate

opinion as to the nature of the disease presenting itself, yet, in a

few rare instances, the progress of the complaint alone permits

its character to be determined. Unfortunately, the case of Ills

Imperial Highness is among the latter number, and at this

moment medical science does not permit me to afiRrm that any

other disease is jiresent than chronic interstitial inflammation of

the larynx combined with perichondritis.

San kemo, February PJth, 1888.

> In this «t«tcmpnt the words
DMd synonymously.

* cancer," *' cancerous," and " mftllf^ont," are

REPORT OF EXAMINATION OF THE SLOUGH
FROM THE LARYNX OF HIS IMPERIAL

HIGHNESS THE CROWN PRINCE
OF GERMANY.

On- the morning of the 2Cth of Januarj', b'^'*-". Dr. Wegener brought

me a sealed box with a letter dated 2.3rd from Dr. Sehrader from

San Itemo. It was accomiianied by a report, dated Januar>' 17th,

from Dr. Krause respecting a large piece of tissue which had been

expectorated on the same day from the larj-nx of H. I. H. The
Crown Prince.

The portion sent was the whole of the matter expectorated, with

the exception of six small ]iarticles removed by Dr. Krause for

examination in the fresh state. The piece of tissue was in a sealed

bottle containing absolute alcohol. In addition to the large

portion referred to, there were also two other separate and some-

what harder piece.s—a larger and a smaller. The former, according

to Dr. Krause, was originally a jiart of the principal mass. The

examination offered great difficulties, the nature of which could

not have been anticipated, either from the form or the appearance

of the pieces submitted for investigation.

The large mass greatly resembled certain portions of imperfectly

masticated pieces of meat, which are sometimes rejected m vomit-

ing after being swallowed. This view seemed to derive support

from the presence here and there of small yellow and brownish

particles of fine cellular vegetable stnicture. and from the exist-

ence in the innermost portion of the large piece (expectorated) of

an abundance of elastic fibres.

In consideration, however, of the verj' precise information con-

veyed by Dr. Krause to the effect that the substance had been

observed before its sejMirat ion (from the larynx) extending from

beneath the left ventricular band from the middle to the anterior

angle, and also below the glottis, and even extending round below

the anterior part of the right vocal cord, there could be no doubt,

on further examination, that we had to deal with a large slough

spontaneously separated from the inner surface of the larynx,

and not with'a purely exudative (fibrinous) mass.

Inthe substanf-e which, according to the report of Dr. Krause,

when first expecforateil, measured 3^t centimetres in length, whilst

at the thinner end it was half a centimetre in wudth (its thick-

ness being 4 miUiraotres),and at the thickerend one centimetre wide,

a small smooth semicircular spot in the long diameter of the sub-

stance could be seen. .\11 the rest of the surface was occupied by-

long and very closely arranged fibres. Although there was no epi-

thelium on "the smooth spot, and no glamls beneath it, it cannot

be doubted that this was the free surface of the mucous membrane.

l''or beneath it could be seen microscopically a thin layer of aJmast

homogeneous coimective tissue, and a great mass of elastic fibres.

Beneath this, there was, deeper down, a very thick layer, consist-

ing especiallyof tubules with granular amorphous contents. From

this thick layer originated the long fibres observed with the naked

Cye. It was not once possible to recognise in these tubular layers

aiiy transverse stripes, but they seemed to contain only amor-

phous matter, in which, on more minute examination, numerous

micrococci were found. Here and there numerous but verj- small

clear brown bodies, or cn-st al-like deposits, were obser\-ed. Never-

theless, I have no doubt that these tubular layers and fibres are

primitive muscular fasciculi which, through a necrotic process,

have been destroved.
.

The slough must tlurefon- be regarded as a necrotic and decom-

posed part of the larynx, which in parts has been separated from

the surface to a depth of 4 millimetres. The verj- rich mu.scular

structure could only be attributed to the thyro-arv-tenoid muscle.

I could not determine what kind of morbid jirocess had caused

the gangrene, nor what kind of process had produced the demarca-

tion and exfoliation of the substance. Neither puf-.-orpuscles nor

granulati<m-cells couhl be distinguished; and, in fact, in most

places there was nothing of a heterogenous nature to be dis-

covered. Only in the larger (of the two smaller picci's) which had

been cutoff the main mass by Dr. Krause from a somewhat hard

spot, and which had the form of a flat wart on section, with the
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naked eye a central wliiter and an external and opaque rather

thick covcrinfj could he distinguished.

In every microscopic section so-called nests {ziviebeln) of epider-

moidal cells, for the most part of liomoscneous character, were

seen. As a rule these nest-cells were in tlie most external layer,

or in that lying immediately beneath it. The external layer had

also most I'ikely consisted (if an epidermoidal formation, though

these cells could only be here and there partially distinguished.

I could not find epidermoidal cells in the deep parts, and dis-

tinctly isolated alveoli were nowhere to be discovered, in spite of

assiduous researches.

These examinations will be continued, and if any fiui,her result

is obtained 1 will send a report instantly.

(Signed) Rudolf Vircuow,
Director of the Pathological Institute, Berlin.

January 20th, 1888.

We are informed by Sir Morell Mackenzie, who has for-

warded the above translation to us, that Professor Virohow has

since sent several private letters, in which, however, he has

not been able to add anything to his original report. Never-

theless, he remarks that he has not found any cartilage in any

portion of the slough.

THE BRITISH NUESES ASSOCIATION.
A ITEETINO in furtherance of the aims and objects of the British

Nurses Association, was held on Jlonday last, at St. George's

Hall, Langham Place, at which the Princess Christian, of

Schlesweg-IIolstein, the President of the Association, was pre-

sent. The chair was taken by Mr. Savorj-, President of the Royal
College of Surgeons, who was supported by Sir Henry Acland, Dr.

Quain, Sir Joseph Lister, Sir Dyce Duckworth, Mr. John Marshall,

Sir Douglas Powell. Mr. Brudenell Carter, Sir Joseph Fayrer, Mr.

Gant, Dr. Norman Moore, Miss Mollett. Miss Stewart (St. Bartho-

lomew's), and other matrons of metropolitan hospitals, together

with a large gathering of representatives of the nursing profession.

PaiNCESS Christian, in opening the proceedings, said : I

have been asked to say a few words to open this meeting, a meet-
ing of which the importance and interest cannot be overrated.

We are met together to-day to lay the foundation stone of an
Association, which should not be inferior to any other great insti-

tution of this kingdom. I said lay the foundation stone, but that

is already laid. \\'e have, rather, come together to enlist the

public sympathy and support in furthering it, in building it up.

The British Nurses Association seeks to unite in common action

all who are engaged in doing woman's highest and noblest work,
namely, that of nursing the sick. The first object of the Associa-

tion is' to obtain for the calling of nursing the recognised posi-

tion and legal constitution of a profession which shall from hence-
forth be inseparable from the noble profession of medicine. It

will follow from this, that in the future ever\- member of the

nursing profession must have been educated up to a definite

standard of knowledge and efficiency. The importance of this

guarantee to the public cannot be overestimated. Another object

IS to enable the members of the Association to assist each other

in illness or old age. But the British Nurses Associat ion has also

a deeper, a wider, and a grander meaning. I believe it is the first

example of a large number of women combining together, not
only to help their overworked or weaker sisters, but also to

further and advance their calling, and to raise their work to a
higher level than it has hitherto held. If the Association be suc-
Cfssful—and its success now depends mainly on the united efforts

of the nurses themselves—who can foretell where the influence of

their example will end? It will perhaps bo the means of showing
women in other walks of life that they, too, can combine success-
fully for the manifest advantage of themselves, their fellow
workers, and society in general, in a united striving after higher
thi'ngs. I should like to say how much I feel personally the great
honour which has been done me in your allowing mo to become
a fellow worker in this groat movement, and I will conclude -with

some words winch seem to me to embody the true spirit of nurs-
ing. They are :

—

" Perfect service renitored, dniios done.
In charity, soft speech, and stainless da5^,

These riches shall not fade away iu life.

Nor any death dispraise."

The Chairman said the cause they had at heart was so good
and strong that it needed no advocacy to corainend it to the
acceptance of all. Even those who thought lightly of doctors

were able to appreciate good nursing, and who, when illness came
upon him, dreamed of refusing such help? in no department of

their art had there been a more signal advance than in that of

nursing. Some of them «'ere old enough to remember by what
class 01 persons the nursing in their wards and sickrooms was
formerly carried on—the lineal descendants of the old hospital

nurse, as she was called. Those of them who could remember
these and knew what our wards and sickrooms were now might
perhaps realise the vast improvement which had been effected.

He who watched most closely would be able to appreciate most
fully the debt they owed to good nursing. For many years their

faith in drugs and specific remedies had gradually declined, while
they had learned to attach more importance to matters of hygiene
and to good nursing. The time had come when some definite

organisation should be established for those who devoted them-
selves to the duties of nursing. In the first place, a system of

registration by a body of competent authorities would secure a
'

simple guarantee to all that those whose names appeared on the
register were duly qualified for their work. It would accomplish

for nurses what the registration of the medical profession secured

for them, and they and those ladies who were at the head of their ._

department would see that the character and credentials of the

Association were such that no question could be raised v%-ith regard

to its competency or worthiness. Such an Association, by the

judicious distribution of distinctions, might do very much to in-

crease excellence and to bring to the front those who were best

qualified to help and advise others. As in the church, in the law,

and in medicine, by a recognised course of study and by examina-
tion, security was given to the public that those who offered their

services were at least in some degree qualified for the -n-ork, so in

the case of nurses for the sick should the public look for such

evidences of character and education as that Association would be

able to offer. With all his heart he said God speed the Association,

might it prosper as it deserved to do. The loyal and devoted

work which the nurses did had been recognised by the Queen

;

her recent gift had expressed her sympathy -n-ith their work.

Sir Dyce Duckworth moved the first resolution: "That this

meeting, desiring to express its cordial sympathj- with the

British Niu-ses Association, pledges itself to support the Associa-

tion by every means in its power, and urges upon all nurses in the

United Kingdom who are eligible for membership that they shoidd

join the Association for the sake of promoting the advancement of

their profession." He regarded the present meeting as very strong

evidence that the whole body of nurses, and those who were int«r-

ested in their career and good work, v\-ere not satisfied with

things as they were, and that, therefore, it -was intended that

something should be done to put those good women -nho ware enrl

gaged in that useful work in a better position, for the benefit o£t

both themselves and the public. It was now difiicult to give a

definition of what was meant by a " trained nurse." When that

Association was set on foot that difficulty woidd no longer exist.

Ile'thought it would certainly be one of the duties of the Associa-

tion to lay down the conditions of education, and to instruct the

public as "to what was meant by a " trained nurse.'" He had no

doubt that in the future a three years' curriculum -would be re-

quired for a trained nurse. He regarded nurses as units, who
n-ould be better for a little cohesion ; by cohesion and co-opera-

tion very great benefit might be derived, both for the sick and the

public. Such an institution as they were proposing to build up
could only be carried on and regulated by those -n-ho understood

the work "best. They believed it was not a work in which the laity

could take any active, if any, part at all, for the work required

very special knowledge. By the adoption of a register the publicl'

would be able to distinguish those nurses who were thoroughly

trained from those who" were not. Those not accepted by the

Association might be safely taken as inefficient and imperfectly

trained. The time, he thought, had come when they might fairly

stand by themselves. He would urge the nurses very strongly to

come forward and enrol themselves in the Association, because he

could not conceive under any circumstances whatever, either now
or at any future time, that such an opportunity as now existed '

would present itself again.

Mr. BnTOENELi. Carter seconded the resolution, which was

supported by Ur. Matthews Duncan and by Dr. Norman Moork,

who reminded them that the attempt hud been made before under

much less auspicious circumstances in the year 1634, when the

then existing nurses of London endeavoured to became incor-

porated to the College of Physicians, having a very powerful oAtii

vocate in Dr. Peter Chamberlain. They were at that time an un-
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edacntixl nnd alma'ft untniineil body, nnii they were then unable

to grteiirn til" sU|iiiort of tliu C'o11hk« of I'hysiciuna.

Miss Wood ^tlle iiecretury) siiid tiny all knew what a large

number of peoplo were iiressini; iiili) the nursing profession, and

it BfW"mod necessary that they should huvo Homo means of distin-

gtiishing hetwocn those who were suitable and those who were

not. -No such guarantee was at presout affordoil by the hospitals,

a3 somi>timis uin-ses \TOnt out ^v-ilhout sutlicient training, and

called thtnnselvos •' trained nurses." Nurses who had been pro-

perly trained wished to band themselves together to promote the

advancement of th.^ir profession. The way in whicli that would

bo doni' would be, of course, a matter to be considered in detail

as time went on. No nurse would bear thH name of a trained

nurse until she had been in training for a period of three years ; as

to that she t honght they would have a consensus of medical opinion.

They did not want to'mako it in any way a trades union ;
they

h»tl no idea of dictating terms of contract between employer and

employed. What they aimed at was that when the nurse went

forth to do her work s"ho should do so as a trained nurse, ;md for

that object they were seeking to obtain a charter which would

give them the legal right to register nurses tifter examination

either by their own hospital or a centnd body. Having satisfied

tho loading members of the medical profession, an<l of the nursing

profession, that they knew by practice as well as by theorj' what

thoy professed, they would then be regi3tere<l, and have the right

to practise as nurse's. The Association would not interfere with

hospital custom, but they did intend, a.s far as possible, to prevent

nurses who were insufficiently trained going out to nurse in

private families as " trained nurses." The public were not yet

educated in the matter of nursing. She concluded by urging nil

nurses to come forward and make the Association what it ought

to be, a very great success.

Mr. Cross and -Miss Mollett having spokeh, the resolution was
carried unanimously.

Sir He.vey Acland, in proposing a vote of thanks to Princess

Christian for accepting the presidency of the Association and for the

active interest and work she was devoting to its progress, recalled

the fact that Hftr Royal Highness was the translator of Esmarch's

F-irst Aid to tkf tlick and Woun/ied, and spoke of the great

Interest shown by her in tho work of nurses and in nursing iiisti-

tutions, referring also to the great national association organised

by her sister in (iermany for that great purpose. They were at

the present meeting responding to that splendid national senti-

ment which would raise one of the grandest monuments to the

greatest monarch of England, who had decided that that mag-
niflcent gift which the nation had given to her should be given

back to assuage the sickness and sorrows of the people under their

care.
Dr. QrAiv seconded the vote of thanks, which was heartily

ftccorded.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman, proposed by Sir Joseph
Fatrbr and seconded by Dr. Douglas PowBlii closed the pro-

ceedings.

MGBBES FOR LONDON MEDICAL STUDENTS.
-sn ..j..-. PETITION'S TO THE PRIVY COUNCIL.

Thb Pbtitios of Westmin-stee Hospital Medicai,
SOHOOI,.

(In Support of the Petition of the As»ociationfo;r Tromoting a
Teaching University).

The following petition has been signed, by tho majority of the

teachers at Westminster Hospital School, ami forwarded to the

Privy ijouncil.

We. the undersigned teachers of the Westminster Hospital

Medical School, and members of the staff of the Weetmin'ster Hos-

pital, respectfully beg to lay before the most Honourable JVivy

Council, the following reasons, in so far as they concern the

mediciil faculty, in support of the petition now before the said

Council from the .\ssociation for Promoting a Teaching University

in London
1. We fully admit the necessity which exists for providing a

medical degree for students of the m'^tropolitan meilical schools

on conditions less restrictive and less prohibitive than those at

present imposed by the University of London.
2. We are of opinion that in any plan proposed to meet tliis need

then' should be an intimate association of the teacliing and exa-

mining functions ; both being directly controlled by the aajne

governing body. In such way do we conceive that the true prin-

ciples of a university are to 1)C satistted.

3. We regard the proposal made by the Royal Colleges of I'hy-

sicians and Surgeons as the least satisfactory way of mcSoting the

acknowledged requirements; since it maintains only an indirect

association of the ti>aching and examining functions, and would.

merely confer tho title of university on an examining board. Such;

a plan we feel sure would not provide a satisfactory medical de-:

gree, nor one that would be valued as it should by jjosiessors,

lUthough we fully recognise the excellent general character of the'

present examinatii)us of the said board for qualifying puTpo8e8._

4. We are of opinion that either the proposal of the Association

for Promoting a Teaching University in London, or that of the

University and King's Alleges, now before the Privy Council,

would satisfy the requirements, and by associating together the

various teacliing bodies, properly qualitied, womd establish a

university that would be real, nml not one in name only, offering

also the opportunity for compelling some general training in arts,,

which is in .almost universally accepted accordance with the

spirit of a university degroc, and is virtually disregarded by
the proposal of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.

'

5. Having regard to the legitimate interests of existing medical-

schools, we are of opinion that the objects, sought will be beet

i

attained by the plan proposed by tho Association for Promoting a

Teaching University in London.
^

,

TuE Petition op the UNirEBSiTY OF OxFOBP. ",-

(In Opposition- to the Petition of the Royal Colleges of Physiciani

and •'Surgeons.)

On Pebruarj- 1.5th, the Convocation of the University of Oxford'

resolved by ninety-eight votes to thirty-four to affix the

seal of frho University to a petition against a proposal now
before the Queen in Council for conferring upon a Senate of the'

College of Physicians and the College of Surgeons the power of

granting medical degrees to persons qualitied under the Medical

Act. The petition objects that these titles should be conferred

only on those who have undergone a preparatory education in

literature and science, and whose proficiency in these subjects has

been tested by examination. It points out that Oxford medical'

decrees are conferred only upon Bachelors of Arts. Professor

Price explained that University College and King's College, London,

had presented similar petitions. The Regius I'rofessor of Medi-

cine, Sir Henrj- Aclnnd, urged that the two great medical Colle.gea

might surely be tnisted to' take such steps as were best for the

profession. It was a mistake to suppose that culture was notpro-

Wded for nor tested.

The Petition of the UNivEit-siTY op CJamhridqe.

OtTR Cambridge correspondent telegraphs that tho petition tO'

the Privy Council against the scheme of the Royal Colleges passed

the Senate on Thursday without a dissentient voice. No discussion

takes place on such occasions. The common seal of the Univer-

sity was duly affixed. '

It is statexl to be the intention of the members of the West

Herts Medical x\s.sociation to invite Dr. C. E.Saunders, Medical

Officer of Health for the Combined District,s of Middlesex and

Hertfordshire, to a dinner, on bis retiring from that official con-

nection, as a mark of respect and regard, and an ackjiowledgment

of the efficient manner in whicli he has performed his duties for a,

period of fourteen years. In

Lady Duffbbin's PoNn.—The third annual meeting in conueo^r

tion with Lady Dufferin's Female Medical Aid Fund was held at-

Calcutta on February 8tb. The Viceroy presided. Among the

speakers were tho Governor of .Madras, the Lieutenant-Governor

of Bengal, the Maharajah of Durbunga, and the Nawab of Moor-

shedabad. .\ resolution was passed that tho Association should

be incorporated. The report showed that tho financial position

was highly satisfactory, and that the Association now possesses

investments giving an annual income of ;3l),(_KK) rupees. '

Beqi-ests.—By the will of the late MiSs J. A. Peterson, Cum-
bernauld House, the following legacies have been paid by the

trustees:- The Glasgow Royal In/irnmry and the Western In-

fh-mary, £1,(K)0 each; .^association for the Relief of Incurables,

£20(0; "the .Vlaternity Hospital and a number of Other charities [lOn

Glasgow npt ,inedical,^50 each. .i [ .i
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.
KOTICK OP QU.\RTRRLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

Heetings of the Council •will be held on April 18th, July ISth,

and October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each
meeting, namely, March 28th, June 27th, September 26th, and
December 28tli, 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Any qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law
of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch
Council unless his naftie has been inserted in the circular summon-
ing the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secrefaiy.

COLLECTIVE INTESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits of
Intempehance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
^in the Annual Meeting of 1887, and a further portion of the Report
upon Old Age have been completed, and will shortly be published
.in the Joubnal.

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into
DiPHTHEBiA, and that into the Geogeaphical Disteibution of
CEETAiN DisEAjsES, are in preparation, and vnll be published as
soon as ready.
The following inquiry only of tlie first series remains open, namely,

.that on The Etiology of Phthisis.
A fresh inquiry into the Oeiginand Mode of Pkopagation of

Epidemics of Diphtheeia has just been issued.

Memoranda upon these subjects, and formsfor recording observa-
tions, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

.Inyestiffatio7i Committee, JfiO, Strand, W.C.

-'.If- \\

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

STiFFOBPSHiTiE Brakch.—The second general meeting of the present session
'irill be held at the Railway Hotel, Stafford, on Thursday. February 23rd. Mr.
W. D. Spanton, the President, will take the chair at 3.30 p.m.—Vincest Jack-
Son, General Secretary.

GlouceSTEMHTRe Braxch.—The next ordinary meeting will be held on
'Tuesday, February 21st, 1?8S, at 7.30 p.m., at the Infirmary. Gloucester, under
the presidency of Dr. Currie. Agenda : 1. A petition will be laid on the table
for signature by members in support of the Architects and Engineers Bill, a
Bill to he presented in Parliament next session by Colonel Duncan, R.A., C.B..
.M.P. 2. A discussion -will be opened by Dr. Currie On the Present Position of
'Homceopathy in Relation to Regular Medicine. 3. Casea of iuterci^t in the In-
.ilrmflry.—G. Arthuk Cardew, Honorary Secretary.

YoEKSniRE Branch.—A meeting of this Branch will be held at the Clayton
H(^pital. Wakefield, on Wednesday, February 22nd. at 3 p.m. The following
•papers vill be read : Mr. Snell : On Prevention of Blindness by the Ophthalmia
,of the New-born. Mr. T. R. Jessop : On Transfusion as a means of averting
.death from Haemorrhage. Dr. Adolf Bronner : Ozcena ; its Nature and Treat-
ment, Cases : Mr. A. W. Mayo Rubson : Tliree successful Cases of Transfusion.
Dr. J. Gordon Black : The Treatrnenl of Chronic Ulcers of the Leg. Mr. H.

' Bendelack Hewetson ; <1) Suggestions as to the Relationship existing between
Chropic Constipation, Chlorosis, and tjccasional Optic Neuritis ; (2> Salycilic
Ohiua Grass, with remarks.—Arthur Jackson, Secretary, Sheffield.

,
Border Copkties BRANCn.—The next mepting will be held at the County

Hotel. Carlisle, on Friday. February 24th. Dr. McLeod will take the chair at

6 P.M. Dr. Byrom Bramwoll. of Edinburgh, will read a paper and introduce a
discQSSiou on the Process of C'ompfn<;atiou and Its Bearing on Prognosis and
Treatment. Dr. Muir. Selkirk, will read notes of a case of Hypertrophy of the
Mamnirr. Dr. Altham. Penrith, will read (I) A Case of Hrcm'orrhage from the
Rectum treated by removing the redundant Skin around the. Anus ; and (2) A
Cft«e of Strangulated Heniia with Cysts in the Omentum extrnct^rt. Br.
Hamilton. Hawick, will read a paper on Pneumoparesis. Mr. T. P. Devhn.
Carlisle, will read Notes of a Case of Intracranial Haemorrhage in a Young
Subject. Supper in the hotel at 9 p.m.—H, A. Lediard, Honorary Secretary.
41, Lowther Street, Carlisle.

Correction'.—In the report of the meeting of the North London District of
the Metropolitan Counties Branch it was erropeously stated that Dr. Stretch
Dowse dcmnnstriite,! the practice of massage on a male patient with the assist^-

ance of a inassrtisr. Thi- word ought to have been mafseur. and tlie correction is

im^Kjrtajit, as it ie inadvisable to employ a female for performing massage on a

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES liRANCH: SOUTH LONDON
'

I
'

'

DISTRICT. •

'

,

A MEETrrrR^ of thiB' District Tvas held in the Green\nch Hospital
School (by permission of Captain Collins, R.N., the Superin-
tendent) on February 4t.h. The chair -was taken by Dr. P^ede-
niCK TAYLon, Vice-President of the District. The minutes of the
previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Cases Erhihited.—Dr. Trevei.yan, House-Physician to the
Seamen's Hospital, showed for Dr. Curnow the following cases:

—

1. Early Locomotor Ataxy, with Atrophy of Optic Discs; 2. Para-
lysis of the Muscles of the Front of the Right Leg of Doubtful
Origin ; 3. Left Hemiplegia from Syphilitic Thrombosis ; 4. Phthisis
with a Large Dry Carity at the Right Apex; 5. Tubercular Llcera-
tion of Epiglottis; 6. Syphilitic Disease of the Larynx.—Dr.

Fredeeick Taylor and Dr. Pitt discussed the cases, and Dr.
Tkevelyan replied.

Vice-President's Address.—Dr. Frederick Taylor, as the
first Vice-President of the District, then read an introductory
address. He thanked the members of the District for the honour
they had done him, and reviewed the history of the District from
the first meeting in 1878 under the presidency of ilr. John Wood,
specially mentioning the loss sustained of late years by the death
of Dr. Carrington. He referred to an idea which had become cur-

rent in one part of the District, that in having a meeting at

Greenwich the Association was trying to compete with the local

West Kent Medico-Chinirgical Society, and pointed out that meet-
ings could only occasionally be held in Greenwich in consequence
of the size of the South London District, and also that the present
President of the local Society was a member of the Committee of

the District, which facts were a sufficient guarantee against any
clashing of meetings or subjects of discussion. He further drew
attention to the fact that only about half of those members of the
Association who reside in the South London District were mem-
bers of the Branch, and hoped to see a large increase in nunaberg.

He reviewed the progress of medicine and surgery during the

past twenty or thirty years, and ended by congratulating the
District on having again started on an active career after a period

of quiescence.—Mr. Sangster moved, and Mr. Johnson Smith
seconded, a vote of thanks (wliich was carried unanimously) to

Dr. Taylor for his valuable address.

Radical Cure of Hernia.—Jlr. Johnson Smith then read a
paper on the radical cure of hernia, after which there was a short

discussion. A vote of thanks was passed.

Vote of Thanhs.—The proceedings concluded with a vote of

thanks, moved by Dr. Fbgan and seconded by Dr. Pitt, to Captain
Collins for the use of the room.

NTIW SOUTH WALES BRANCH.
The sixty-ninth general meeting of the New South Wales Branch
of the British Medical Association was held in the Royal Society's

Room Sydney, on Fridav, December 2nd—present : the Hon. Dr.

Creed, M.L.C" (President) in the chair; Drs. Clubbe, Sydney-Jones,

McCormick, Brady, Chambers, Hankins, Scot-Skirs'ing, Fiaschi,

Contie, McCullnch". Worrall, and Crago were present.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Fracture of the Acetabulum.—Dr. Clubbe read some notes on a

case of fracture of the acetabulum.—A discussion ensued in which
Drs. Sydney-Jones, Brady and McCormick took part.—Dr.
Clubbe replied.

By-Laws.—The by-laws 'were then considered and discussed,

and after some slight alterations were made they were passed.

Digestive Fenncvfs.—Dr. MoCoemick, of Mocquarie Street, read

a paper on digestive ferments. Some very interesting demon-
strations were made, illustrating the action of certain ferments.

Royal Visit to Ventnor Hospital.—The Queen, who was
accompanied by Princess Beatrice and Princess Victoria of

Schleswig-Holstcin, paid an informal visit to the Royal National

Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest on February

11th. This is the first time Her Slnjesty, who is the Patroness of

the institution, has vi.sited the hospital, though she has on many
occasions shown her sympathy with it and contributed liberally

to its funds. The whole of the 120 patients, with the exception

of a tew who were too ill to leave their rooms, a.«.sembled in the

new dining-hall to greet the arrival of the Royal visitors. A bou-

quet of Howers was presented by Aiaster Coghill to Her Majesty,

who then visited se\eral of the blocks, and expressed the deep

interest she felt in all she had seen.
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

VIENNA.
fFBOM ova OWN CORHESPOXnENT.]

Copaim Eruptwn.—Antipi/rin in XoctunmlEmmions.

TilB appearnnci! of i\n onijit ion after the use of balaamum copaivw

ifl not a rHre occurreneo, l.iit the iiimtoinical chanRCS m these cases

have not hitherto been investigated. Professor Ne.nmann recently

excised a part of the skin in such a case, and examined it micro-

scopicallv- Tl>u papillary layer was normal, and the affection hart

its seat c'hiolly around the blood-vessels, the sebaceous glands, hair

follicles, and sudoriparous glands, just in the same way as in

In a' recent number of tlie JVifner Medizininche BBtier, Dr.

Thor of Bucharest, gives some particulars as to the effect of anti-

pvriii in ca.-.-es of nocturnal emissions. Lupulin and camphor had

been justly abandoned in such cases. Curschmann (" Functionelle

Storancen der mannlicheu Genitalien," in Ziemssm'.': Hand-

book, iA~», p. ^l"^) states that the st^dative effect of lupulin

on the genital organs, in spite of all tlie recommendations, was

not provtHl. As to camphor, it has, according to his opinion, no

better effect. VdrhTiagi-r (Krankheiten derHam- und Ge/schlechU-

oraane, 1884, p. 347) is of the same opinion. Zeissl (Si/pkdis,

1882, 'p. 112) recommends it in the first place, as do

Purgsz {Recept-Taschenbmh fiir »enerische Krankheiten, 1883,

p 21), ond other writers. The effect of mix: vomica,

arsenic, and atropine is also often uncertain. Among all

the remedies hitherto employed, bromide of potassium

or bmmide of sodium was the most useful. Diday (La Pratique

da Maladies venirienne..% 1886, p. .538) recommends it to the ex-

clusion of ever>' other drug. Bromide of potassium, from two to hvo

grammes in a glass of water, taken just before going to bed, will,

according to his experience, e xert a i)rompt effect and check the pollu-

tions. The prolonged use of the preparations of bromide, however, as

is well known, produced an acne-like eruption, and the use of the re-

medy had, for this reason,often to be discontinued. Dr. Thiir states

that he has found antipyrin an excellent substitute for the bro-

mides. He gives it in doses of from half a gramme to one gramme,

to be taken by the patient a short time before goini^ to bed. In

seven cases it had proved very successful, and checked the pollu-

tions. Ko disagreeable after-effects were observed. In " iieuro-

asthenia sexualis" in the sense of Beard (Die sexuelle Neuroa.itheme,

1885) antipyrin could also be used with good results; but the

dose had in these cases to be sometimes increixsed from one

gramme to two grammes a day.

PARIS.
[from OUn OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Is Pelada Omtani'msf—Actum of Nickel.— Clinical Photo-

yraphy nf the Eye.—Cheap Artificial Arm.

At a recent meeting of tlie Academic de A16decine the question

whetbcT pelada is oris not contagious was hotly discussed. In

187.'> an epidemic of this affection appeared at the Colli5ge de

Vannes. M.\t. Hardy and Hillairet, who were consulted by the

Minister of I'ublic Instruction, made the following recommenda-
tions. Newly arrived pupils were to have their heads closely
.— -'••.-..:./;^„j .'7Vo/-.,.xxAniined by the school jihysician. The

"ea<Jaof
jji^ n "i'"

be '.examined every fifteen days."' I ra-

liodiately
a. eV'i'^

'*'^''« tc8.Vmptoras of herpes tonsurans or
IjelmJu ;„. ,^.,|^^"'"' s'loived a "and not allowed to return until
'"e aflfectio,, I?.., •'"''It Jio?.''PP«"'"'^'l- A law rendering
'nese njea.,,,.,.. "" ''ntj>(,;., -chools and colleges was subse-
'jix'ntly

n,i„nf, r""P''''''>iT in „iVhat this law should be with-
tlram,.

Af
',''•, W. OnCvVr ,, '"ting examples of the con-

¥''''iat this affection is not in-
St. pfrtain conditions. M.

—>wpr Ktntfri
'?,'•"'• t)ut „„,'"• 'nr[\ m contagious as w;is

•""""'vs-.nnnl '*^ M'lda "7 ""''M. Hanly had cited cases
'" '''"c'iTS • "" '>-mnru",

""'
'"'u.

l>"t had ignored the

,';:',^"'-o..s n,'.";"
'""I prov", ;' "-«' i proved contagious.^ M.

^^r''''^'>"""fc? '"'^'"^ "T^f^''-'^
''"gin,a,^l that in

""^« Pn.se., ,
"""^ "int p„,„^

'

"f
''"'J not a'Pd are useless. The

rroZ:!, '^^'nS;^''^^tZl --.''ff-ted with, ,ehuM
'"""'y intPrf„i^'" s.P'iool of

•"reed nNor.„' ;"^"''>e mr„„ ' lervor-lffectw with peliidii

Larret, and Bergeron suggested that, before resuming the discus-

sion, M. Ollivier should endeavour to procure some proof of his

assertions, which at present rested on no sure foundation.

M. Riche is engaged in studying the action of nickel. From his

experiments he concludes that nickel is absorbed without danger

by guinea-pigs and dogs. He believes that vessula made of thig

metal may bo used without risk for the purpose of holding

iood.
, • V .1.''

M. I'anel has invented a photographic machine by which the

fundus of the eye may be photographed in a few seconds. This

machine will enable a physician havin» a certain knowledge of

photography to produce the image of a lesion situated in the ej-e.

M. Gripoiiilleau has invented an artificial arm, costing only

forty francs, which will allow tlie wearer to dig, load, wheel a

barrow, mow, etc. This arm, which is applied to the shoulder

where the limb has been amputated, is made of wood, zinc, and

sheet-iron.
;

SWITZERLAND.
[from OUn OWN COnnESPONPRNT.]

An Administrative Campaign agtaitvit llr-iti^h Practitioners in the

Cirisons; Protect of the Enyadine British Colony; Protest of

the Swiss Hotel-keepers' Society; Opinion of the Swiss Daily

Pi-esf.— The Cirisons Health Resorts and National Wealth.

Thb Chur Sanitiitsrath has recently prohibited, under a heavj-

penalty, any further medical practice to several English phy-

sicians who reside in the Engadmc and other health resorts in the

Grisons, and are practising exclusively amongst the English-

speaking community. The prohibition may be regarded as a

somewhat late retaliation for the fact that a Swiss medical man
is not permitted to practise in England until he has obtained a

British qualification. To judge, however, from a correspondence

in the Berner Zeitung (February 7th, 1888), tlie step so abruptly

taken by the Grisons sanitary authorities seems to be directed im-

partially against all foreign physicians who may choose to settle

at any of the local health resorts for the purpose of practising

there without previously obtaining a Swiss diploma. As a matter

of principle, every lover of fair play will readily admit that the

Grisons Sanitatsrath was under present circumstances fully jus-

tified in taking this step with the view of protecting the interests

of the native practitioners, who have long complained most bit-

terly of the gross injustice done to them in this regard (vide the

Journal, June 12th, 1880, p. 1130). It is not quite so clear, how-

ever, that the measure, though doubtless legal, is expedient. As

a matter of fact, it has, as might have been expected, caused a

revolt amongst the English community.
According to the Bund (February Gth, 1888), as many as l..)0

British'subjects, residing in the Engadine, have withoutdelay sent in

a petition to the British Ambassador at Berne, in whicli they pro-

test against the Chur decree, and request him to take such steps

as may be necessary to allow thc^m to retain the indispensable

services of their old medical attendants. The Bund (a semi-official

and most ably conducted organ) observes, in referring to the epi-

sode, that " though the Sanitatsrath is fully in the right, its de-

cision all the same must have an injurious effect on the Swiss

healtli resorts." Similarly, the influential Berner Zeitwu/ (Feb-

ruary 7th, 1888), the organ of the Berne Radical party.which is

now'in the ascendant, calls the Chur edict " umiel/erleyte" ("incon-

siderate" or "rash"). It states, also, that the Schweizerischer

Hoteliersverein, which has just held an extraordinary meeting to

discuss the situation, has unanimously passed a stronp resolution,

disajiproving of the action of the Sanitatsrath, and at the same time

demanding that " all foreign jiractitioners, whether they possess

the Swiss diploma or not, should be allowed to practise freely at

health resorts, especially amongst the foreign colonies."
_

To show how foreign visitors enrich certain sections of the Gnsons

population, the Bund .iMnvt-a the following remarkable statistics.

TIk' til xable capital (.S7/•»'-;•(•«;)//«/) at Davos in the twenty years 18(.(>

to 188t> rose from 3,2.'i(l,000 francs to 8,87'.),()0U, that at St. Mont?,

from M%l)m to .'),2.')0,000, and that at I'ontresina from l.TlS.OfXi

to .'J,7.')G,0()f). The Sehweizerische Mon/en-Zeitunp (January 31st,

ISSS) adds that in 1866 tlie cajiital subiect to State taxation at

Chur amounted only to ID.OOD.OOn francs, while in 18.H6 it riise

to 2'.),nOO,rK)(). According to the Frrier Jihaetier (January 20th,

IS.S.'^), in Grisons there exist now as m.ony as twenty communos

(Oemeinden) whose taxable cajiitals eipial and exceed 2.(XX),00(-

francs. Since so consideralile an<I rapid an increase of wealth call

be ascribtd only to a growing " hotel industry " in the canton, an<J

career.
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the Grifions population, naturally enough, looks to foreigners as

the most welcome guests, one may venture to prophesy that the

Chur Sanitatsrath will soon be compelled to yield to popular

pressure, and to cancel its edict as suddenly as it was promulgated.

NEWCASTLE - UPON - TYNE.
[fEOM OCB own C0HEESP0N1)EN'T.]

The Neiccastle Infirmary.— The Inquiry at the Wurkhouse.—The

Durham Guardians and their Medical Officer.

The annual meeting of the governors of the inlirmary was held

last week, and a very favourable report was presented. This was
the first report since the hospital has been made free. During
the year many changes have been adopted ; the system of ad-

mitting patients by letter has been abolished, the Committee and
Medical Board have been amalgamated, the out-patient and casual

departments have been remodelled, the special out-patient depart-

ments of the skin, throat and ear, and diseases of women have
been closed, the only special departments kept on being those of

the eye and teeth. A fee of £2 2s. for one session, or a composi-
tion fee of £6 6s., is now charged from all students for the privi-

lege of attending the hospital. The working-men subscriptions

have increased verj- considerably during the past year, though a

perfect state of equilibrium has not yet been arrived at between
income and expenditure. The number of patients treated during
the year was 3,020, as against 3,175 diuring the previous year

;

the average number of patients in the hospital per diem was 241.79,

last year it was 257.5 ; the average stay of each patient in the

hospital was 29.2 days ; the average cost per patient was
£3 12s. 7d. ; the death-rate for the year was 6.82. Of general and
constitutional diseases there were 19 cases of rheumatic fever, 14

of diabetes mellitus, 3 of purpura hsemorrhagia, 2 of pernicious

ansemia, 3 of beri-beri, these last occurring in Chinese sailors stay-

ing in the Tyne, awaiting the completion of war ships for the
Chinese navy ; of diseases of the circulatory system there were 10

cases of thoracic and 2 of abdominal aneurysm. Twenty-three
cases of poisoning were treated during the year, 2 being fatal,

1 from phosphorus and 1 from coal gas. There were 89-8 opera-

tions during the year, with 16 deaths : ovariotomy was performed
8 times without a fatal case; 5 cases of abdominal section are

recorded, with 3 deaths, 1 being a uterine fibroid, the 2 others

being cases of intestinal obstruction ; there was 1 case of suc-

cessful gastrostomy, and a successful case of laparotomy. Twelve
cases of stone were treated, 5 by suprapubic lithotomy and 7 by
crushing, without fatal result. There were 17 primary amputa-
.tionswith 2 deaths, and 43 amputations for disease without a

death. There were 6 excisions of the hip, 7 of the knee. 1 of the

ankle, 2 of the shoulder, and 3 of the elbow, all successful.

Nephrorraphy was successfully performed by ilr. Dodd, the senior

assistant surgeon.
Some weeks ago an inquiry was held by Mr. Knollys, the Local

Government Board Insjiector, into existing irregularities at the

workhouse. The decision of the Board has just been pulilished.

The following is a copy of portions of the letter addressed to the
medical ofBeer, Jlr. X. Ilardcastle. " The Board have carefully con-
sidered the inspector's report, and have arrived at the conclusion
that it is proved you have been guilty of very grave neglect of

duty as medical officer of the workhouse." The letter then specifies

the distinct charges of carelessness in examination of the patients
in a recent outbreak of scarlet fever, devotion of insufficient time
to the cases during the progress of their ailments, incorrect enter-

ing in the medical relief book, insufficient precautions in disin-

fecting own person after visiting the fever cases. The letter

finishes by saying that " the Board are unable to consider they
would be justified in allowing you to retain the office of medical
adviser, and they regret they must call upon you forthwith to

. place your resignation in the hands of the guardians." Dr. Hard-
castle has held the appointment of medical oflicer for many years.
Latterly things have not gone smoothly between him and the
master of the institution. The unpleasantness has at length
.culminated in a Government inquiry and the dismissal of both the
medical officer and the master. 1 understand that Dr. Ilardcastle

. has appealed against the decision of the Board. Should the
decision be upheld, the Guardians will most probably elect a
resident medical officer whose whole time shall be devoted to the
duties of the office.

At the last meeting of the Durham Bof.rd of Cuirdians, Dr. E.

- Jepson, the medical officer to the Durham ^Vcrkl ouse applitd for

permission to make post-^mortem examination of all paupers dying
in the institution, providing the relatives make no objection: alao

to introduce a pupil to ottend him during his risita to the
hospital ; also for leave to perform any operation which he con-
sidered necessary on any pauper, and to obtain the necessary
medical assistance, leaving the question of remuneration for the
after-consideration of the Board. One would have thought there
was nothing very alarming in Dr. Jepson's request, but the
members of the Board were strong in their language and in their

refusal. One gentleman said if the request was acceded to, it

would make them worse than the days of Burke and Hare. The
request was most unjustifiable and repugnant to the ri^ht feeling

of every Knglishman. Finally, as it appeared that Dr. Jepson had
performed a post-mortem last July without asking the permission
of the Guardians, it was decided to report him to the Local
Government Board.

SIANCHESTER.
[feom oub own coeeespondbnt.]

Small-po-t Epidemic.^Owens College and the Royal Infirmary.—
Victoria University.—Secretary to Board of Medicine.

In the neighbourhood of Manchester several cases of small-pox
have occurred; several new cases have occurred at Stalybndge
and at Ashton-under-Lyne, while at Accrington one death from
this disease is recorded. At Stockport also there are several cases.

We understand that the authorities of Owens College are
anxious to establish more intimate relations between the Boyal
Inlirmary of Manchester and the Owens College Medical SchooL
To this end we believe a conference of certain authorities of both
institutions has been held. There cannot be any doubt that the
more intimate the connection between the theoretical teaching on
the one hand and its practical application as exemplified in the
wards of a hospital, the better it will be for everyone concerned.
There will soon be one or more vacancies in the medical staff of

the hospital, owing to the retirement of certain member? of the
staff, who have almost reached the age laid down by Infirmary
rules in such cases.

Sunday last was hospital day in Manchester, when, as usual,

collections on behalf of the hospitals were made in churches and
elsewhere. The sum collected has not been announced. Saturday
next will be Hospital Saturday.
The written examinations for the intermediate and final examina-

tions for M.B. in Victoria University begin simultaneously in Man-
chester and Liverpool on Friday, March 16th.

Owing to his removal to London, Dr. Cullingworth has resigned
the office of Secretarj' to the Departmental Board of Medicine and
Surgery in Victoria University. Professor Stirling has been
elected to the office. Dr. Cullingworth officiated as Secretary for

about four veiirs.

CORRESPONDENCE.

REFORM AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEOXS.
SiB.—The first thought that must strike any reader of the

manifesto of the President of the Royal College of Surgeons, which
is likely for many reasons to become a historical document, can be
none other than one of deep regret. Xot only is it an illustration

of the time-worn saw parturiunt 7nontes, but it does no credit to

an ancient corporation such as this that, even in the defence of an
untenable position, such a lamentable gathering of ill-assorted

arguments should be marshalled. The battalion might well have
been collected from Ihe anthropophagi; for the reasoning employed
is of such a nature that one proposition devours its neighbour.
We are unfeignedly sorry to reflect how little such a reply as this

will add to the reputation of the College, for it does not need a
man of the legal acumen of Lord Cranbrook to spy out at once the
inconsistency of this remarkable fulmination. The "reply" is

nominally directed to the statement of the Association of Fellows;
but as it deals as much with the claims of the Members as with
those of the former body, we beg your indulgence for a few remarks
thereon. We should tresjpass too much upon your space did we
deal with each clause seriatim, and therefore must single out one
or two of the most glaring defects.

The very first statement contains a misstatement, for it numbers
the members at 18,000, though both Mr. Holmea and Dr. Dinford
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Tkoman informal the Grnncil »t the last RPtienU meotinR of the

.TesultK of oirr scrutiny of the " List of Members." Lender 12,(XHi

••wii« tli.1 numl>er wB arrived at after most cnrpful nearch throiiRli

-the last jVrt/iwi/ lifijitter. Surely tho (Vniucil might hnve lu-

«(3Ticted the Colleen Socretary to verify nr disprove our nssprtioii

before makiiic public so incorrect ii computation 1 No, there was u

nurposelo serve in iillowini;thelni{herti>,'ure9to8tand. Thepetition

of the M embers had been siK'nod l.y -t .f'.ti.S Members, and that, ol courge.

•was a muoh smaller proiwrtionof lH,0Ot) than of V1,(M0. The Coun-

cil states that there was " no evidence before the Council that the

maiority of even tho Memlwrs thcimselves are in favour of the

claims set up on their behalf." Has the Council ever sought for

such evidence? No; yet it has been abundantly siippliod to it,

not only when it was ihforme<l on Novembe.- .'Jrd, l-^ST, of the num-

ber of signatures, and that in many large towns from two-tliirdsto

three-quarters of the Mi-mliers living there hAd actually signed:

not only in the ridiculous number of dissentient Members (four-

teen) who had recorded, their disapprobation of the petition, but.

also in the enormous majorities in favour of the resolution.s passed

at the College at successive general meetings. Is this evidence ?

If not, -why did not the Council poll its own Members ? The Mem-

bers would not have grudged the expense involved—considerably

under £100. As to its poll of the Fellows, the disingenuity of that

you liavo long ago exposed. Yet the Council, which treats so

Ughtly a matter of nearly 5,000 signatures, plumes itself upon a

document signed by the magnificent total of "over six hundred,

and on a majority of six out of eighteen in the first, thinly at-

tended and badly advertised, of the series of general meetings. It

is careful also to include two propositions in one sentence, and to

make its lame answer to one only do duty for a judgment on both.

This is a very poor feint. It has been maintained ere tl"s, on

behalf of the Council, that it would be unfair to deprive the Fel-

lows of the electoral value for the extra money defrayed by them

upon an extended course of professional study; hut now the Coun-

cil tries to make a point out of the present possibilities of obtain-

ing the Fellowship " without any further special curriculum of

professional study involving additional expense." One clause ob-

jects to Members of twenty years' standing being eligible to the

Council on the ground that ii would substitute mere seniority for

professional distinction. There is no question of substitution, for

the proportion of seats asked for by the Members is small, and they

may be trusted to take care that they elect men of " professional

distinction," for such are not nnknown among tlie ranks of the

general practitioners. The time limit may also be looked upon as

a self-denying ordinance on the part of the Members.

We are not at present so directly interested as the Fellows arc

in the question of the election of the President ; but may point

out that Clauses c, d, e, and/ are mutually antagonistic in their

Ix'arings. and tha- Clause/ where the Council speaks of the danger

of placing the election of the President in the hands of " a com-

paratively small number," is an instance of the Council being

judged out of its own mouth, not only on this, but on the larger,

question of the Members' claims. We are informed, however, on,

the higliest authority, tlint the Privy Council does not look so

slightingly as does the College President upon the petition pre-

sented by 4,065 ilemljers of tlie Royal College pf Surgeons, and

that that body looks upon it as a most important and weighty

document, over the discussion of which much time must yet be

' spent. We have no misgi\-ings as to the result.—We are, etc.,

Wabwiok C. Steele, \ lion. Sees. Assoc.

Wm. Asmxi.N- Ei.T.is, i M.R.C.S.

February 8th, 1888.

TJEfilSTRATlON OF TRAINED NtTRSKS.

SlIi__Bping present at the remarkable gathering of medical

men and nurses at St. George's Hall, 1 desire to nsk, through tht-,

medium of your columns, a question to which, although I listened

atfntively'to all the admirable speeches, I could find no answer.

The Briti.oh -N'urses Association (President, Her Royal Highnp_ps

Princess Christian) is fonnded to supply the jirofe-ssion and tht'

public with a really good article in the shape of thoroughly

trained nurses, who are to be registered, and form members of a.

new and rising profession. My question is, " What is this trained

nuree of the future to be like, and what are to be her quallhca-

tions and training ?" .... .u t-v j
The medical profession is fairly well marked ont into the tnrea

gri-nt diTisions of medicine, .lufgery, nnd obstetrics, besides' tmi

army of general practitioners. There are the two separata

plomas of medicine .and aiu-gory with Irheir Colleges, obstetrics

not yet standing alone.

In nursing, as fur as; I: understand it, these tliroe classe.i, the

monthly, the me<lical, ami the surgical nurse are still more clearly

(lilTereiiliated. Most women wlio enter the jirofession now display

a marked aptitude for one or other, and the training for each must

be distinctly. specialised. - . '
i ! >

''

Are the truiued nurses of the future to be a vast body of general

practitioners trained in medicine, surgery, and obstetrics, -or axe

we to have the three branches specialised, with diplomas ahd "rfe-

gistration for each? I venture to think the latter arrangement

va.stly preferable. A highly trained .surgical nurse is not always

a good hand at washing a'lmliy. or a medical nurse at dressing a

wound; and considering the distinctions are as well marked as in

our profession, I was surprised, when so much allusion was made
to the difference between a surgeon and physician, that this point

was not touched on at all.

In conclusion, I venture to think that both the public and th-j

profession will better value nnd better understand the meaning of

a trained and registered nurse if it W stated what slie is trained

for, and if her studies bo specially shaped far that end.'^I aia

gtc.^ A. T. SCHOFIELD, M.D-'

141, Westbourne Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

THE METROPOLITAN PROA'IDENT DISPENSARIES AND
THEIR OPPONKNTS.

Sm,—It is to be hoped that the committee lately formed, and

over which Dr. Paramore presided, are really in earnest in helping

on the above movement, but are equally determined to make the

scheme as perfect as possible. They give several reasons for oV
jection, and only one of these has any solidity in it. They object

to allowing anyone to enter wlien ill, or in other words to paying

a "sick entrance fee." To call such a scheme an "insurance

against sickness, during health," is absurd, and altogether opposed

to any system of solid insurance. In fact, if any other society

started an insurance with such a clause, it would crack up in a

few months. Their income from premiums would not supply the

demands for benefits. If the " sick entrance fee " were a keystone

of the provident scheme, one could n-ish it to he retained ; but it

is not, and more certainly, it never can be, therefore it should be

dropped. . .

As to the objection that it is " an advertising concern,- this wUl

not hold water. Our annual hospital reports, our insurance com-

pany's prospectuses, our health-officers appointments, our having

our names printed in the directories, are all advertisements, more

or less, just as the provident prospectus is.

The Committee object also, that it is not needed, for the hos-

pitals and club doctors, and parish authorities are omply suffi-

cient. This is not so. In the Sturge Prize Essay, 1 lately showed

that in twelve months, and at 136 hospitals, 60,'Ja5 in-patients,

and l.lT'J.Otil out-patients received treatment; now it is -well

known that the majority of these out-patients can pay the fees of

a provident system. Indeed, the fear is that a good many woula

he disqualified from joining a pro^-ident dispensary. However, a

well worked " wage limit " would look to this. At 72 of these

hospitals the patients paid .£.'!r),;i.34, while at 82 hospitals the

doctors were paid £15,225 19s. Now if these people had been m
a provident scheme they would have paid more, and the doctors

would have received larger salaries. This statement then does

away wnth their objection—that the scale of payments to^^' pro-

vident dispensary is ridiculously low. _
'

' '''_ \ ,

If again one takes the club-doctor system, it is found to be

very poor as regards payment of doctors. I know of one doctor

who has seven clubs, lie savs it does not pay him, and to prove

this he has an unqualifie<l assistant at £.'ll a year. He cnlcu!ate.s

that, if he gets the confinements, vaccinations, and treatment Of

th.' children of club members, this goes to repay him ;
but he cort-

plains bitterly that, when he .sends in his account for the treat-

ment of the club members' wives, the men threaten to have hiffl

kicked out (xic) if he insists on thi-ir paying. It is well known

that a club doctor's life is a broken-lu-arted life, full of insults and

worries. Then look at the fearful abuses of the club-doctor svf-

tera. Anyone can join ; they sneer at the idea of a " wage limit.

Take the Clerks' Association lit Liverpool: any member, even those

making £G(X) per annum, can have a doctor and medicine for/oiir

skillinns a year ! The Foresters and Oddfellows are the same.

Now granting some go to the hospital who shouhl not, and

that the same holds good of clubs, is there not room for a provi-

dent scheme in London? It is sad to gee that the chief oppo-
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nents of the system are our club doctors and those at the hos-

pitals. It is a matter of observation that many club doctors shift

their patients into the hospitals, so as to get rid of them. In this

way the two classes help each other.

The Committee point out that the scale of fees is degrading.

Well, for that matter, so are all our fees, even those of club

doctors, hospital men, ship surgsons, and general practitioners.

But we hold the remedy in our own liands. For years 1 have

asked my medical neighbours to fix the minimum fee for the

district ; but will they ? From fourjieuce to tenpence (not in-

cluding the supply of drugs) is the rate per visit of the provident

dispensary system to tlieir doctors. This miglit be improved
upon, and I liold that the working expenses of a provident dis-

pensary should be defrayed by honorary subscriptions. All provi-

dent societies have such. The Foresters have 13,971 such, paying
from 10s. 6d. upwards. Each club has its concert or raffle. In

Germany, where there is compulsorj' national insurance against

sickness and accident, the employer pays one-third opposite the

two-thirds paid by the workman. Capitalists sink their money in

insurance companies before a single premium has been paid.

I shall be glad to send anyone information on the provident

dispensary system. Let it have a fair trial. But, to be a success,

it must have hospital co-operation, without which it will be a

farce and a complete failure.— I am, etc.,

Liverpool. Kobebt R. Rentoul, M.D.

THE NOMEXCL.VTLTIE OF >"ELTIASTHEXIC COXDITIOXS.
Sib,—The enclosed communication from Mr. Ilovell is a sort

of note or postscript to his paper on Hysteria, read before the

llunterian Society, an account of which appeared in the JotniNAi,

of February 11th. There can, I think, be no doubt that a revised

nomenclature will be of service in connection with the theory of

the subject in question.—I am, etc., H. Gebvis.

40, Harley Street, Cavendish Square.

February I2th, 1888.

" Neiteokinesis : Neijbasthenia : Hysteria.
" Me. President,—It seems to me that some word is needed to

define the condition of the nervous system whicli ensues upon
shock, either physical or moral, or breakdown from overstrain

more closely than neurasthenia, which may mean a natural state,

or hysteria, which implies a special source or cause. This con-

dition—which is attended by loss of physical power, paresis, etc.

;

by loss of moral power, irresolution, etc.; by susceptibility to pain,

hyperaesthesia, and irritation in all forms ; by a readiness, to take

on perverted action, paroxysm or emotion, on the one hand, or to

fall to pieces, as it were, as" if the screws were loose or fallen out,

prostration of power, on the other ; by a loss of integrity of ner\'e

power, or of some element that is essential to it—might, perhaps,

be represented by neurokinesis, that is, nerve shock or shaking

;

a nerve commotion.
" Revision and improvement in nomenclature necessarily attend

upon advance of science. No one, in the present day, would think

of confounding typhus with tj'phoid fever, or of adopting in the

one case the treatment suitable for the other. So the emotion

which ensues upon shock is simply emotion ; it is not hysteria ;

to call it hysteria is to attribute to a natural consequence a special

cause that "does not appertain to it. Obviously the treatment of

emotion jBcr se, and of hysteria, per sc, ought to be essentially

ilifl'erent.

" Again, loss of power of the will, of self-reliance, irresolution,

etc., is another effect and result of shock. This condition palpably

stands in need of help to restore the will which is in alx^yance,

and to rouse to resolute action the power that is temporarily sus-

pended and prostrated. If this need of aid is ignored because it

is either not recognised or not understood, it becomes an unrelieved

want, the repeated representation of which by the patient is very

liable to be misinterpreted into a craving for sympathy by the

doctor, who thus fails to see the true state of the case. Let the

patient once see that her condition is rightly understood, and that

U will meet with attention, and this reputed craving will cease ;

at least, this is in accordance with my experience, M'hen once

hysteria ceases to be a " disorder with which everyone is familiar,

tut which nobody understands," the treatment will become more
rational and more successful. Hitherto it has represented neither

the science nor the art of medicine.— 1 am, yours truly,
" Februarj- 10th, 1888. " D. De Bebdt lIoTELr..
" To the President of the Hunterian Society."

INTRACAPSULAR INJECTION IN THE EXTRACTION OF
CATARACT.

Sin,— I took part in this correspondence chiefly with the object
of protesting, as I w'as bound to do, against the use, twice made
by Dr. McKeown, of statistics of my hospital of some eleven or
twelve years ago. Having entered this protest, I should not
trouble you further in the matter, but that it might be taken as a
want of courtesy on my part were I to pass over in silence some
points in Dr. McKeown's last letter (JouENAi,, 11th February;. I

hope, therefore, you will permit me once more to intrude upon
your space.

And, first of all, referring to an observation in Mr. Bell's letter in

the same JorBNAL, I do not know whether I am included amongst
those whose attitude with regard to this procedure seems hostile

or even unscientific, but, to my mind, neither of these epithets
can be applied to an attitude which consists in declining to coll a
certain procedure good, when the results of its principal advocate
do not show it to be good. I have no " hostile ' feeling towards
the intracapsular injection, nor would it be inconsistent with
anything I have said were I to adopt the method at some future
time, when it may have been placed on a surer footing than at

present.

With respect to Dr. McKeown's letter:— 1. Quite apart from his

invitation, it is my intention to give the results of my cataract

extractions as soon as I possibly can. For the present I may say
that I am almost, if not altogether, satisfied with those results.

But, whatever they may be, I fail to see how they can be of use
to Dr. McKeown, for I operate only on ripe, or very nearly ripe,

cataracts. If, therefore, my results are better than his, this may
depend upon the difference of the material operated on ; indeed.

Dr. JIcKeown has himself reminded us that " we have no analo-

gous statistics." If my statistics are bad, or are only middling.

Dr. McKeown wdl not wish to compare his with them at all, but,

if comparison there can be, will prefer to place his statistics beside

those of more successful operators.

2. With regard to Dr. McKeown's suggestion that I should

supplj' him with the details and results of cataract operations

performed by other surgeons, I am afraid I must ask to be ex-

cused, for the task would involve some hours' work over the back
numbers of about a dozen jom-nals, not to speak of hospital re-

ports, in different languages. I may, however, mention that, in

a publication I received to-day, there is a table giving the results

obtained by 17 operators, and they are all better than Dr.

McKeown's results. The number of operations opposite the names
of some of these surgeons is too small to render their percentages

of results of much value ; but the series recorded by five of them
is sufficiently long. No. 1 operated on 101 cataracts ; losses, 2.0 per

cent. No. 2 operated on 381 cataracts ; losses, 2.88 per cent. No. 3
operated on 155 cataracts ; losses, 1.29 per cent. No. 4 operated on
116 cataracts; losses, 1.18 per cent. No. 5 operated on 107 cata-

racts; losses, 0.94 per cent.

3. Dr. McKeown said it is not proved that antiseptic measures

have accomplished anything for cataract operations, if only the

hospital be sanitary. To this I can only say that I hold precisely

the opposite opinion as do all the most successful operators in

Europe and America. The proof lies in the almost complete free-

dom from suppurative processes which we now enjoy.

4. With respect to the modification which, in the hands of

most operators, has or has not taken place in the section, I am
not well acquainted with the present practice at Sloorfields, but 1

should not be surprised to learn that what is there called Graefe's

method receives that name, and properly too, because the opera-

tion is done witli a Graefe's knife, and includes an iridectomy,

wliile the section may be much less peripheral than von Graefe

made it. On the Continent (Germany and France) I know of only

one operator who still clings to the old von Graefe's section.

5. Dr. McKeown states that Forster's artificial maturation is

very little practised. " Very little " is a relative term, but I can

a.'isiire him that it is used'by verj* 'many ophthalmic surgeons

whenever occasion requires, and that it is coming more and more
into use. My experience extends to some half a dozen cases in

which I thouglit it indicated, and it acted well.

6. The quotations from MM. Panns and de Wecker. with which
Dr. McKeown supplements mine, do not bear him out in his view-.

except in so far as that, in some exceptional cases of unripe

cataract, the latter author evacuates cortical ma.sses partly by
washing them out and partly by pressure with the lower lid.

As I do not think that a "correspondence in the Joi-rn-al Ls a
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snitaWa picdiain for tjfce thorougb discussion of such a sulJject.i

mill n.s there is nhviivs danger of the, iiersoniil element creeping

into a corresponaence like this, 1 shiill usii yon, Sir, to cousider

this one »iovr closed, so far ft.^ I am ccnconied.— I am, etc.,

2S, Merriiin Sipiare, Dublin. 11. K. SwANZY.

, ,
Fchruarj- 15th.

• - • -APPOINTMENT TO HAYWAinVS HEATIT ASTLUM.
,

Sn,,_^Yoiir correspondent "(?." has certaitily not iTt"f)-stated his

'casi>, for he has omitted to point out that the new medical super-

intendent ba.o. for manv years, held a post as district medical

oftieer of health, and has'been presumably debarred from the prdj-

narv practice of his profession.
.

lie is at least fori v-flve years of age, his earliest tiualifications

Wnpr (hited three veiirs after those of his predecessor, -(vhose pen-

sion of £500 per annum has been strongly protested against by the

Sussit Guanlians; in face of this, the Committee of the Asylum

have electwl a man who, in five years, might also be pensioned at

£.^("10 per annum. I'nfortunately', the antagonism to pensions this

is likely to raise \vill extend to other counties.

"O.'s"" letter Suggests the idea that if one of the Lord Chan-

oelloi's visitors were shortly to n^tire, it would be very natural

and probable that their vmtei/^ should be nominated to the

vaeaney. The possibility of such promotion is calculated to harm

the Asyhnu Medical Service by deterring good men from entering

n sjWiiilty, in which the prizes may thus be withdrawn from

competition.— 1 am, etc., H,

'14th Februar^^ l.a»8.
i. -

*,» We have'received a copy of the rules of the Sussex Liinatic

A.eylum, Hnvwanrs Heath, approved by the Home Secretary in

1K7() and 1>^7.'?, and we are informed that the requirements as to

the onalifications of the medical superintendent therein contained

are those which were advertised as applicable to candidates for

the vacancy recently filled up. The opposite was implied in the

letter of our correspondent "R." {mblishcd last week, and the

correct inn was received too late for insertion then. '

;

IN.imY TO SIGHT BY SHOTTLES.
Sin,—In the ,Toms-Ai. of February' lltli you quoted from the

''annual report of thi! Preston Rye Infirmary- (Mr. Wmkley Langdon)

tV'gretling' that shtiftle accidents cannot be proTented. In a

memoir which I had the honour to present to the Society for the

Prevention of Blindness (Paris), ISSfi, this subject wa!» fully and
• pximustively discussed, statistics given from the ilanchester Eye

Hospital showing the alarming nature of the accident, and aecom-

pjinying this was n drawing to scale by a mechanictil engineer of

great skill. showing a weaver's loom with the patent shuttle guard

6f "Wirth" attached; the patent is u German one, but 1 am
K.esnred admirably fulfils its intention. Shortly it consists of

three rods in a hinged fall, which is attached to the beam of the

reeil; the guard rods are sufHciently near to prevent the shuttle

flying through; and when we know that a full shuttle weighs

nenrlv one pound, is tapered at either end, shod \Vith iron, and

thrown 8 feet from side to side 120 times a minute, some idea can

be formed of the formidable nature of this engine of destruction.

Happily, improye<l machincn' has much ndiiccd this accident, so

ftlso has the Employers' Liability Act, but no knowled>'e nor skill

can prevent an occasional knot in the yarn, which deflects the

point of the shuttle an^ forces it to leave the simple groove in

'"Which it plays, '

'•

"
. ,, , .

' 'Tliere can'be no'iifmlbt'df thie 'adTnirablo sonice Mt. Langdon
does by calling attention to these prcn-entable accidents, but the

operatives are often to blame, for they refuse to use safeguards

which slightly hinder their work.—I am, ttc,
,. ...

20, St. John Street, Manchester. P, H, MtTlBS, M.D,

VENTRAL XEPIJRECTOMY FOR lIYDRON'RPimoSlS.
Sm,— In reply to the letter of Mt. Clement Lucas m the

JouKNAi. of F.ibrunr\- 11th, I desire to state that 1 entirely dis-

agree with him that"the treatment adopted by me was what he

coiuiUcrs as heroic, or other than tlie case demanded, and fpr the

following reasons: ,
i . .

In the first place, the correct treatment of hydronephrosis is at

',,the present time an open qui-slion. and is, in my opinion, eyr
!, likely to remain so, each case requiring to be treatedon its own merit s.

,, Again, there is no analogy betwixt hydrocele and liydro-

' nephrosiii, either in their pathology ortreatment. Aspiration in a

case of distended kidney pelvis is a much more risky proceeding

than in that of hydrocele. The fact of the cyst so often refilling

was sufficient evidence that simple tapprag would have been use-

less as a permanent euro, which was what the patient desirefl.

Incision and drainage I look upon as a -von,- unsiirgical proceeding,

and quite unsuited to snch a case.

As regarrls removal through the loin. 1 question if in any case,

more especially in a very stout .subie<^t, there isany le.-s danger in

this operation than in the other ; but, m my case. 1 am conlldent

froni'the extensive adhesions, the operation -would never have been

completed, even by one who had had experience in such cases.-tl

am, etc., R- "• ^- Hdntbb, M.R.C,S., etc..

Clifton House, Battersea, S.\Y.

l.iii -,'1 —

—

.1 l.w -,[ PATHOLOGY IN DUBLIN.

gtn,—While in the main I agree with much you have written

bv war of commPntar^- on Ur. .Mupother's remarlcs regarding the

teachin" nf pathology- in Dublin, there are one or two points on

which fshould like fo express my dissent. It is quite incorrect

to say that teaching in ].athologj- is "totally and confessedly non-

existent
•'

Tt could hardly he so in the city which gave an iiu-

pulse to the teaching of pathology everywhere by the foundation

of the old Pathological Society. In the hospitals it is taught, not

systematically, I admit, but with all the force and a-^^" «e«

which come from an intimate knowledge of the elinica listor)

of the cases. Several of tlie hospitals have small palhologici

museums. The Richmond has one of considerable extent and

wide fame, and with the specimens there the teaching in the

^ards is mide clearer and more forcible. In the Tnmty College

School, Professor Purser gives a full course on pathological his-

toloffv, and no more able teacher is to he found.
^ ,> „

The fault lies not in the difficulty of having the subjects we 1

taucrht but in tlie omission of the licensing bodies to have attend-

ance on a course of lectures and demonstrations made compulsorj-.

Vs a member of the Senate of the Royal Cniversity 1 have moved

and carried the introduction of such a course into the curriculum.

Followin.^ u). that success, I brought the matter formally before

the Dublili Branch of the British Medical Association in 1.^87, and

a motion was again carried this year enforcing the miportance of

systematic teaching. It is now for the other l.'^."n-^>"K
^'°f'<'f

'"

Ireland to foUow the example of the ^ioy^' '^"'^'^'^^'pi^ " %^,
will only require attendance on a three months' course, there Jin

be no difficulty about the teachers.
„,,„»,*,„

But I wish" to sav. nevertheless, that wo are not such jin

i,rn "rant class as your leader implies. With many di-sttdvant^-s

to struggle against, we do know something about Vffop-
here arfsome branches which have been wo3ced as fully heiv as

nnvwlere else ill the world. We do not ijitend, however, to rest

srusfled ; to use your own words, we will not " be contented with

anything lower than the first position,"-^! am, et<^-,|..:„
,^ ^^•

34, 1 larcourt Street , Dublin.
,

. ,, ,

"
•
•lH'?f^^y,'r,

CIRRHOSIS OF THE LITER, ^.^ ;'„
Sin —In connection with Dr. Drumuionds case of cirrbosis fftid

Dr W'ilk's interesting rem.irks thereon, 1 send you the following

a'^tnict of a case that was under the care of Dr. Churton in the

^itlnfalZt'k was admitted with ascites. He had great en-

largement of the veins about the umbilicus, and hei,iatic cirrhosis

was diagnose.1. He was tupped once an.l steadily »mr™^-''f.-
,*''«

abdomen rejnaining small. I then venturcl to offer to t -e elimeal

eliss as an explaiTation of the non-reaccumulat.on of the fluid

the establishment of collateral venous circulation. A year after-

wardfhe was readn,itted with a very extensive purpuric coiidi-

Uon of the skin of the legs and trunk, and. slight reacctimulation

of ascitic fluid He slowly sank into a semicomatose condition.be-

ea^ef. ntly iauudice.l.anddiedgra.lually. J'o.s^.«^

Sos of tlelivca^ well marked, and retroperitoneal extrarata-

m of blood. In the free mar-nn of the falciform ligament a

arge ve n pa sed from the left dfvision of the portal trunk to he

suiHrfKial veins around the umbilicus. This vessel was thick

wnlled, and as large flS a goose quill.
. ti,„ „„,„ nf Dr

I can call to mind one case of ascites,, under the care of Dr.

Clifford Allhutt. who, diagnosing cirrhosis, '^"'^cted me to tap

repeatedly, the case not having >en m any ^v.iy effected Ma
lei.'tlieu^useof diuretics. Tins was done, and the «u"l "

';

mau • idnotreaccumulate. In tbis case there was no /nuch

r .1 arL'ement of the superficial veins, and possibly a collateral

drcXtTon may Uvo^.een established thorough the ductus

venasus or other channels,-! am, etc.,

^ ^^^^^^, G„nMTH.
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

CHAXGES OF STATION.
The following cliunses of station among the officers

Staff of the Army liavii been officially notified as
place during the past month:—

From
,
,Surmon-Gener»lW, -i. Mackiiinon. C.B. Londoa ...

'" '^ „ Sir J. A. Il.inburv.
•• M.B.,K.C.fi. GibraWiir ...

of the Medical
ha\-ing taken

To
Glbmltar.

Madras.
Aldershot.
York.
Madras.
Bengal.
Canterbury.
Aldershot.
Cork.
York.
Hulnie.
Dublin.
Portsmouth.
Newcastle,
Jamaica.
C.ihir.

Dublin.

Coj-lon.
Nova Scolia.
Hong Kong.
Bengal.

Ceylon.
Dover.
BOEcrea.
Sts.Settlements
Madras.
Sierra Leone.
Preston.

THE NAVY.
Mr. Michael Roxax, D..V., Staff Surgeon, has been appointed to the Fearless.
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MEDICO-LEGAL AND_MEDICO-ETHICAL.

THK .\rOTlIK('.UUKS' SOCIKTY AND ILLEGAL PR.VCTICK.

An iraiKirtiuit nuse uihUt the Ai)otlu>carie3' Act came before the

judge of the Uurslem County Court on Monday last. Edward
Middlebrook, of Uurslem and Smallthornp, was sued, at the in-

stance of the Apothecaries' Hall, for jmictieing as an apothecary

without havinf? obtained a certificate under the Act. It was stated

that the defendant had for some time past carried on an extensive

business in Burslem as an apothecary and surgeon without any

qualilications. lie had also a dispensary, called " Middlebrook s

iSroviilent Dispensary-," at Smallthorne, aiid described himself as

" E. Middlebrook, L..M.Dublin, Surgeon Accoucheur," etc.

It was contended, on behalf of the defendant, that the Act of

George HI, under which action was taken, was not intended to

apply to a case like the present, and that a surgeon, merely as a

surgeon, was not entitled to practise under this Act of Parliament,

under which men holding the qualilications of M.R.C.S., M.D.,

and F.R.C.S. might be prosecuted. The meaning of the Act was

that a man of absolutely no qualification should not be allowed to

o about holding himse'lf out as a medical man. But Mr. Middle-

brook was a Doctor of .Medicine of an American University, and

had obtained a qualiflcation from the Coombe Hospital, Dublin,

which would entitle him to practise in midwifery and diseases of

children. It was contended that there was no evidence that Mr.

Middlebrook had held himself out as an apothecary.

The Judge, in giving judgment, said an apothectiry had been

defined by Mr. Justice Creswell as one w^ho judged of internal

diseases by its sj-mptoms, and who set himself to cure that dis-

ease by medicine. It was proved to his (the Judge's) entire satis-

faction tliat the defendant had practised as an apothecary

without a certificate. A verdict was given for a penalty of £-0

and costs.

COnONKRS AND UNQUALIFIED ASSIStANTS.
J M Smith M.D.. CM. (London, N.i. forwards us an account of an inquest

n-cenlly hcKl in the eastern district of the metropolis, in wliich it appe.ir»

tliat our corre9pon.ienl ha) come somewhat into collision with the coroner

who presided on the occasion. The subject of the inquiry was a domestic

•ervanf , t.%e<\ 4H Tears, who died at her sister's residence after a short Illness

of less than three hours' duration. In her evidence at the inquest the sister

•tilted that the deceased—who was single, suffered from delusions, and was ec-

centric in her habits—paid her a casual visit one afternoon, and soon afterwards

complained of a severe pain in her back. Becoming worse, our correspondent

was sent for. and, not being at home, his unqualified assistant attended, saw

the deceased, and prescribed for her. the friends lieing under the impression

tliat the deceased was receiving the services of a duly qualified medical man.

On Dr. Sniltli's return, some hours after, he went to visit the patient, and

found she w.is dead. and. not having seen her alive or diagnosed her case, he

declined to certify as to the ciiu»c olthe death, and an inquest in due course

was held, to which Dr. Smith, his assistant, and other witnesses were

•umnioned. . _,„... ,, .

No fxal-moTtim examination was ordered, and when Dr. Smith was called

upon to give evidence, he stated that he knew nothing about the case, and

could assign no cause of death, he never having attended the deceased woman.

Tlie coroner then examined the assistant, who stated that he was a dispenser

of drugs to the last witness ; that, in the absence of his principal, he li.id

visited and preacril«d for the deceased. In answer to questions, he further

suited that he considere.1 the case • a very serious one indeed,' but did not

think it necessary to tell the friends he was not qualified, or to send for a

medical man. as he was expecting Dr. Smith to return. .... ,.,

The coroner iseverely) : "That has nothing to do witli the patients lue.

You thought the case a serious one, and the Iriends were under the impres-

lion that the deceased was being treated by a fully qualihed medical man,

and so did not trouble. I think It Is seandalous. It is over and over again

that I have cases where people think their friends are being attended by duly

qualilied medical men and they are not."

Dr Smith then aniw-ars to have contended that this was a case where a

foHmoTtrm examination should have been ordered ; but the coroner evident V

at Orsl look an opposite view, presumably on the supposition that, had a duly

aualificd medical man attended the deceased in»tea<l of the dispenser of

rugs, a proper diagnosis of the case wouht have been made during the

three houm' Illness prior to death, and an opinion given at the Inquest,

which wouM, from a legal coroner's point of view, have been sufBclently

satisfactory without a poit-mortcm examination, and thus, as Iniputed, ' nut

have wasted the public money when it might be avoided." The Inquest,

however, was ailjourneil. anil a medical man unconnected with the case ma.le

a pitft-morttm examination, which showed that death was due to failure of the

hearts action from tally .Icgeneration, accelerated by excessive Indulgence in

alcohol.

•,* Apart from the question of poil-morUm or no post-mnrttm In this case,

our correspondent naturally feels aggrieved that he should b« expected to

Buign a cause of death without knowing it, an<l that unpleaaant obscryatioiu

should he made at the inquest alxiut himself and his assistant. Having no

knowledge of the deceased person till after death, he could not under the

circumstances state the cause of it; but wo would venture to remind him that

11 he employs an unquallAed assisUnt—or, as the aasisUnt described himself,

'•adispenserofdrug5"—to conduct his practice during hia absence, he will

from time to lime lind himself In collision, not only with the coroner, but

with the public generally au.l his patients In particular ; and he must not be

surprised U some amount o( Indignation Is expressed when it is discovered

that his representative has not even attained that minimum of knowledge

which the State requires to Iw verified by registration before it sanctions an

appointment of a medical officer to attend upon the very poorest in the laitd.

We are sorry to gather from the statements of the coroner that this objec-

tionable mode of practice is not uncommon in the eastern district, and that

it has necessitated expressions of opinion <rom him which were distasteful to

our correspondent.

With regard to pi>.it-morttm examinations, it Is usual for the coroner to send

his order to the medical man who last attended the deceased, or who was

called in at the time of or immediately after the de.ath ;
nevertheless, it is

within the discretion of the coroner to iss\)e the order to any other duly

registered medical man. In the present cose he appears to have departed

from the usual rule: possibly he feared that, if our correspondent's drug

dispenser was considered sufficiently to represent him at the bedside of the

sick and the dyinj;, he might be thought by his principal competent to pfe-

side at the post-mortem table.

BHANCH SUnOERIES.
X. Y. Z. writes : A. has for over thirty years had a few privat« and several club

patients in a village four miles from the nearest medical man. B. has the

parish appointment and the bulk of clubs. Is A. justified in U) setting up a

surgery or place of call ? and (2) if so, is it necessary to acquaint B. ol the fact

before doing so ?

\* If our correspondent's statement had been more explicit and definite we

should have been able to answer the two questions submitted. In the absence,

therefore, of certain details, our reply is unavoidably based on the assump-

tion that B., as well as A., is at the present time a non-resident practitioner

in the village alluded to. In such case, unless a mutual arrangement existed

between them to the contrary, A. would be "justified in setting up a surgery

or place of call, without previously acquainting B. with his intention to do

BO." At the same time, we deem it judicious to add that, in our opinion,

duplicate surgeries, unless absolutely necessary for the convenience of the

practitioner, are more than objectionable, and tend more or less to degrade

the profession. _^_

A CASE OP ETIQUETTE.
S. asks for an opinion on the following : A. B. is medical superintendent of a

union infirmary of 600 beds, and 0. D. is the assistant medical officer there.

C. D. is laid up for two days through an accident. A. B. does his work in the

wards during that time, and sees a case for whom C. D. has prescribed a fevv

days previously. The patient has had some vomiting following the original

Bvmptoms. 'One of the items of C. D.'s prescription is vin. ipecac, in

;-drop doses. A. B. ordered (J. D.'s prescrirrtiou to be repeated, with the

omission of the vin. ipecac, but docs not mention the alteration to C, U.

When C. D. returns to duty, he writes to A. B.. accusing lum of committing

a "gross breach of medical etiquette" in altering his prescription without

consulting him. Has A. B. done so or not, and in either case is C. U. justitieu

in using these terms under the above circumBtances ?

•,• The one essential point for consideration in the above case is the manner

in which the change (by the simple omission of a di'ug) in the medicine was

carried out. If it were effected with scrupulous care, so as not in any way

injuriously to affect the repute or wound the feelings of the assistant

medical ofBcer in question, the latter's imputation against his responsible

senior is, from our point of view, altogether indefensible, and, strictly

speaking, constitutes an act of insubordination. At the same time,

although A. B., as the responsible superintendent of the union infinnar)',

and in actual charge of the case, was fully justified in omitting the vin.

ipecac, (as the probable cause of the supervening symptom of vomiting), with-

out previous consultation with the temporarily incapacitated assistant, ho

would have done well—as a matter of courtesy, if not of right—to have Inti-

matetl to his touchy subonilnate the nature and cause of the change made

In the prescription. In neither case, however, can A. B.'a conduct, in onr

opinion, be regar.ied as, or approaching thereto, a "gross breach of medical

etiquette."

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
UOUSE OF COMMONS.—Fridat/, February 10th, 1888.

The Duhlin liarrack^.—U answer to Mr. NoRKls.Mr.STANHOPE

said: Thirty-nine deaths occurred in all the Dublin BarracKs

during the year 1887 among the warrant officers, non-commissioiiea

oOicers, and men of the garrison. No olUcer died during that periotl.

It is impossible to say how many of these deaths were attnbutaliie

to causes intrinsic to the barracks. Four were due t" ^"'""^

disease and eight to pneumonia. Refernng to the report Dy pir

Charles Cameron and Dr. Orimshaw, of which we were enali eU to

publish a full account last week, he said under many of •'« ''«"""

the requisite measures have been taken, or are in hand, liut inert

are two of grave importance as to which no final action lias yet

been taken. On* ia the erection of a new hospital for the isola-

tion of infectious cases. We are trying to set aside anotner
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hospitnl for this purpose. Tlie other is the demolition of a large

portioti of th« barraclcs on the groirad that some of the old build-

ings are too much ero-n-ded together. Unfortunately, it is very

difficult to pro-iide other accommodation in Dublin at this time of

the year for the troops, who would thereby be turned out of the

Roj'al Barracks, and the new barracks now being commenced
cannot be ready for .'^ome time. We are, however, trying to make
such arrangements as will enable the most unhealthy part of the

Royal Barracks to bo vacated as soon as possible. As regards

Dover, I caused aninsjiectiou to be made by an inspector of the

Local Government Board. A considerable expenditure has been

incurred in carrying out his recommendations, and the sanitary

condition of these barracks is believed to be satisfactory.

* Mondax/, Februai-y ISfh.

Imanitan/ Dwellings.—In reply to Mr. Thorbubk, Mr. Ritchie
said that, in view of the work which the Government had in hand,

they could not undertake to deal with the question of the com-
pulsory periodical inspection of dwellings.

Tuesday, February Hth.

Thf Treatnient of Accidents at Sheerness.—ln reply to Mr.

KNATCHBrLL-HrGE.s.SEN-, Lord G. Hamilton said : It has been the

practice to send accident cases occurring in Sheerness Dockyard
to the Royal Naval Hospital at Chatham, for treatment, when the

nature of the injury admitted of theix removal. Injuries of a

nature to render removal undesirable would be treated locally at

the tlispensary of the Royal >raval Barracks at the dockj-ard.

Under these circumstances it appears to be unnecessary to ask the

militarj' authorities to receive accident cases. Since Januarj\
l-^ST, there have only been three cases necessitating removal.

Local Government, Scotland.—Mr. W. H. Smith, in reply to Mr.

Earclay, said: It is not anticipated that there will be time this

^•'ssion for Parliament to consider the Local Government Bill

for Scotland. Leave will be asked to bring in a Bill dealing with
the question of local government boundaries in Scotland so as to

facilitate the passing of the Local Government Bill in the ensuing
^i 'ision.

T/ie Stveating System.—In answer to Mr. FiCKBHsarLL, Mr. W.
H.Smith said: The Secretary of State sometime ago instructed

the Chief Inspector of Factories to institute special inquiries into

the sweating system at the East End of London, with the help of

inspectors drawn for the purpose from other districts. The report

nf the Chief Inspector is daily expected, and it is hoped that
ir will materially assist the Government in deciding whether
anything can be done by legislation to remedy the evils com-
plained of.

Scotch Sanitary Legislntitm

.

—Upon a division being taken, leave

wasgiveu to introduce a Bill by the Lord Advocate forregulating
tile police and sanitary administration of towns and populous
places, and for facilit.iting the union of police and municipal
administration in burghs in Scotland.

Wednesday, February 15th.

Xeir Bills.—On the motion of Mr. Elton for leave to introduce
a Bill for the better regulation of temporary dwellings, Dr. Tax-
yr.R objected. A Bill to facilitate the better housing of the
working classes in London was introdticed by Mr. Reid, and was
rrad a hrst time.

Notices of Motion.
iVmong the Bills and motions of which notices have already been

given are the following:
Mr. QciLTER : Hill for the lietter periiring the purity of beer.
Mr. GiLHOOLY : Bill for the better housiii>; of the working classes in Ireland.
Mr. Isaacson : liill to amend the law relating to tlie election of coroners.
Mr. Dixon--HahtlanD: Bill for the better regulation of theatres and music

halls in tile inetjtipolis.

Mr. G. O. MoiiiiAX : Bill further to amend the law relating to burials.
Mr. S. Hill : Bill for the sanitary inspection of dwellings.
Sir K. GrkY: On Tuesday, March 6th, to move a resolution in favour of the

repeal of the carriage tax.
Mr. PiCTOX : Bill relating to the practice of vaccination.
Mr. MlLVAlx : Bill to amend the law in relation to punishment by whipping,

and for the better protection of women and children.
fr' ' —
A FIRE broke out last week at the buildings of the Faculty of

Medicine of Paris just at the hour when students adjourn to the
library. It was due to overheated caloriferc:, and spread to the
grand amphitheatre. Fortunately plenty of assistance was at
hand, and a disaster was averted oefore much damage had been
.done. ' - I . r' I, • .-• .

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE. '

University of London.—Intermediate Examination in Medi-
cine. January, 1888. Pass list. Entire Examination.

First Divtsion.—y.. S. Ballance. King's College; A. B. Berrv. Owens College :

A. W. Boning. University College ; C. R. Box. St. Thomas's Hospital ; P.

H. Dodwell. UniversityCollege; J. McD. Gill. Guy's Hospital ; F. W.
Hall. Guy's Hospital ; E. V. Hugo, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; R. K.
Lord. B.Sc, Owens College ; A. W. Lyons. King's College : H. J. M. Play-
fair. King's College ; H. S. Sandifer. King's College ; J. H. Sykes, Owens
College.

Second Division.—Pl. M. Cass, Owens College and Manchester Royal Infirmary:
B. E. Dawson, London Hospital and University College ; H. Distiil,

King's College ; P. W. Dove. St. Bartholomew's Hospital ;E. VL. C. Earle.

University College; C. J. Girling. Guy's Hospital; G. S. Johnston.
Queens College. Birmingham ; H. B. Kitchin. UniversityCollege; T. F.
Kicketts. B.Sc, Guy's Hospital; L. Roberts, St. Bartholomew's Hospital. ,

Excluding Physiologj'.
First Division.—\V. A. Clark, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Second Dwtsion.~E. L. N. Pridmore, University College;! J. A. Waring,
University College.

Physiology only.
First Division.—\. vf. W. Lea, Owens College ; S. W. Morgan. Bristol Medical

School ; J. A. Pickels, Owens College.

Second Divtsion.—'B. G. Hall. Bristol Medical School; H. Langdale, Owens
College ; F. R. P. Taylor, Westminster Hospital.

Uottersity of Cambridge.—The following were on February
9th admitted to the degree of Bachelor of iledicine.

B. Cautlev. King's ; T. Redmayne. Trinity; E. T. Wynne, St. Catharine's;
C. J. Whitby, Emmanuel ; R. Major-Brown. Downing.

The following gentleman was at the same time admitted to the
degree of Bachelor of Surgerj'.
E. Cautlev, King's.

Mb. Francis Darwin, M.A., M.B., has been nominated by the

Council of the Senate a member of the Special Board for Medicine,

in the room of the late Mr. Coutts Trotter.

University of Dublin,—At the Spring Commencements of

Hilarj' Term, held according to custom on Shrove Tuesday, Feb-
ruary' 14th, 1888, the following degrees in Medicine, Surgery, and
Midwiferj' were conferred by the University Caput, in the presence

of the Senate assembled in the Examination Hall of Trinity Col-

lege.
Bachelor of Obstetric:.—S. W. AUworthv, E. B. Ftennell, H. N. H. Joynt, A.

G. Price. J. D. Wright.
Bachelor of Surgerv.—a. W. AUworthv. E. B. Ffennell. J. B. Hadden, W. M.

Jennings, H. N. H. Jovnt. J. F. Knott. A. G. Price. 1. V>. Wright.
Bachelor ofMedicine.-U. S. H. Joynt, A. G. Price. J, D. Wright.
Doctnrtof'Medicwe.—'R. J. Baker ("in Colomis) . H. T. Bewley (stip. ctmd.J. C.

Mallins (in Cotontis), J. P. Henr>'. E. Hogben (."tip. cond.).

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

IIE.VLTH OF EXGLAXD AND WALES DURING 1887.

From the last quarterly return of the Registrar-General we are

enabled to summarise the vital and mortal statistics relating to

England and Wales for the year 1887. The birth-rate was equal

to 31.4 and the death-rate to"l8 8 per 1,000 of the population, esti-

mated at twenty-eight and a quarter millions of persons. The
birth-rate was lower than in any year since 18.18, and the death-

rate was actually the lowest on record. It is worthy of note that

in each year since 1880 the death-rate has been lower than in any
year on record prior to that date. This marked and continued re-

duction in the national death-rate implies that more than 400.(X)0

persons in England and Wales have survived whose deaths would
nave been recorded had the rate of mortality remained the same
as that which prevailed during the ten preceding years, 1871-80.

The natural increase of population during 1887, or the excess of

births over deaths, was .35,5,440, which showed a further decline

from the numliers in recent years. According to returns issued

by the Hoard of Trade, it appears that •2.*G.i)li9 emigrants cif British

origin left the various ports of the United Kingdom during the

year under notice ; of these, 17'J.3.'}4 were English, 35.0,39 Scotch,

and 79.596 Irish. The amount of emigration from each division of

the United Kingdom showed a furtUer increase upon that recorded

in the two preceding years.

The 530,577 deaths from all causes in England and Wales during
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last vear includi'd 64,fi7<> from thp principal zymotic disenses, of

whii-li l'.>..Ta.' \T6ro filfiTro") tiv(li»rrlia>n,n6,3!)7 tji ineoslee, lO.fifil

to wlioopinR-coiiRh. 7,71'.' to scnrl.t fcvT, f>,('inS to "fcS,-er" (in-

rliiilinc tvphus, (?nteric, nnd simple or ill-(lofin?fl fever), 4,339 to

fliphtluTia, nncl 50r> to smnll-ppji. Th.iso OiX-TG dentils were equnl

to an aJiiiuiU rate of S.'.n) per 1,000, against i.M!1 and 2.30 in the

two privedinK years. lS.S=>-,<!6, IVmipand witli the numbers n-

cor«i«Hl in IfWfi. the fatality of nuasles, senrlet ferer, diphtheria,

an'l snuill-pox showed an iiuTeiise. while that of diarrhoea, -n-hnop-

inR-coiish, and fever had declined. The deatli-rate from meoslcs

pxet-.-ded that reeonled in any year since IMO. The rate of mor-

tnlitr from scarlet fever, altlioncrh slightly exceeding the ver>-

low ratj^s in 18S5 and 18-S6, was lower flian that recorded in

any previous year. The death-rate from diphtheria wa.s lower

than in any of"the three previous years. The rate of mortnlity

from smalf-pox showed an increa.se upon the unprecerientedly low

rate in 18.%, although it was considerably below the average of

the sbtptecading years. 18>Sl-8fl. The death-rate from whoopmg-
couph was lower than in any year on record, and that from
" fever" was also the lowest on record. ,

.

The'S.'W..')7*7 deaths at all ages re^i^tered intlnglfind and Wales

durinst ISiKT includiti 128,430 of infants under 1 year of age, equal

to a proportion of 14.') per 1,000 of the registered births, against

1.38 and 141) in the two preceding years. In the seven years of

the current decade, 18.S1-87, the rate of infant mortality has aver-

aged 141 per 1,000, against 149 iu the preceding ten years 1871-80,

Among eUlerly persons the rate of mortality during 1887 differed

but slightly from that recorded in recent years,

llKALTH OF English Towns.—In the twentj--eight large Eng
lishtowns. including London, which have an estimated population

of 9.398,'.'73 persons, 0,182 births and 3,993 deaths were regis-

tered during the week ending Saturday, February' lUh. The an-

nual rate of mortality per 1,000 persona living in these towns,

which hail steadily declined in tlie first five weeks of this year

from 2-3.8 to 21.9, r'mr again during the week under notice to, 22.2.

The rate.i in the sevcjaf towns ranged from 1.').2 in Brighton, 16.8

in Derby, 17.4 in Sunderland, and 17.ti in Halifax, to 28.1 in Wol-

verhampton, 28.'2 in Manchester, 28.9 in Plymouth, and .36.4 in

Prcalou. In the twenty-seven provincial towns the mean death-

rate \Va9 22.0 per 1,000', and was slightly below the rate recorded

in Londou, which was 22.0 per 1,0(X). Tlie .'5,9;)3 deaths registered

iluring the week under notice in the twenty-eight towns included

212 which were referred to whooping-cough, 7.') to scarlet fever,

.itUo diphtheria, 40 to mcasle?, 38 to " fever " (principally enteric),

.36 to diarrhoea, and 36 to small-pox ; in all. 492 deaths resulted

from these principal z^Tnotic diseases, against 478 and 500 m
the two preceding weeks. These 492 deaths were equal to an

annual rate of 2.7 jx-r I.OOO; in London tlin zymotic death-rate

\vas 3..3, while in the twenty-seven provincial tOwns it averaged

only 2.3 per 1,(KT0, and ranged from 0.0 in llrighton, Birkenhead,

ami Halifax, to 4.9 in Oldliam, .'.3 in Blackburn, and 0..")_ in Shcf-

tielil. •Measle.'? caused the liigliest proportional fatality in Derby.

Blackburn, and Plymouth ; scarlet fever in Hull. Blacklnmi, and

Oldhanj ; whooj)ing-cougli in Sunderland, Bolton, London, Wolver-

liampton, and Portsmouth; and "fever" iu Xottingham and

Blaeklium. Of the .'>G deaths from diphtheria recorded fluring the

week under notice in the twenty-eight towns 40 occurred in Lon-

don, 4 in Manchester, 2 in Liveqiool, 2 in Oldham, and 2 in Hud-

d«rpiti..hL The 30 fatal cases of small-pox included 31 in Sheffield,

2 in Oldham, 1 in Bristol, 1 in Xottinghara, and 1 in Leeds. The

number of small-pox patients in the Metropolitan A.syliims Hos-

uitalawas 8 on Saturday, February lltli, pf %vhich 3 had been

admitted during the week. The.se hospitals also contained l,4.i3

*f«rlet fever patients on the .same date, against numbers stea-

dily declining from 2,002 to l,o.')« in the ten prectKling weeks

;

there were, howevir, 140 admissions during the week, against

133 and 90 in the two preceding weeks. The death-rate from dis-

eases of tl^e respiratorj' organs in London was equal to G.l per

;),jfi0O,'9n^,|va8 conaidfirably lielow, tlie average.

ii HEAr.TFi OF Scotch Townk—Iii the eight ^principal Scotch

towns, 798 birtlm and 5<i(>' deaths were registered during the

week ending Saturday. F<ibriiur>- 4tli. The annual r.ite of raor-

taUty in these towns, which liad l'"t,n 2;J.3 and 22.4 in the two

,prece<;ling weeks, was a^ain 22.4 during the week under notice,

and slightly exceeded the mean rate during the same period )n

Lhe iwenty^ight large -English town*. Among these Scotch Ur^ns,

ithe- lowest rates were recorded in Loith and Greenock, and the

highest in Perth and Glasgow. The .WO deaths m these towns

during the wrek under notice included 09 which were referred to

thi' principal zymotic diseases, equal loan annual rate of 2.7 p«
l.tKHi, which almost corresponded with the mean zymotic death-,

rale during the week under notice in the large English town^

Tlie highest zymotic rates were recorded in Greenock, Lcith, and

Perth, The highest proportional fatality of whooping-c*ugh 0<i-

curred in Leith and Glasgow ; from scarlet fever in Dunde*;, plaa-

('ow and Perth; from mea.sUs in Leitli and Edinburgh ; and from

diphtheria in Greenock and Perth, the mortality from diseases-

of the respiratory organs during the week under notice in these

towns was equal to 5.9 per 1,000, against 6,3 in London.—

During the week ending Saturday. February 11th, 822 births

and ."'68 deaths were registered in the eight principal

Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality, which had been

22 4 per 1,000 in each of the two preceding weeks, was 23.5

during the week under notice, and slightly exceeded, the.

mean rate during the week in the twenty-eight lai^e English

towns \moni' these Scotch towns the lowest rates were re-

corded in Pertlfand Leith, and the Jiighest in Glasgow and Aber-

deen. The 508 deaths in these towns during the week included

72 which were referred to the principal zymotic diseases, ecpial

to an annual rate of 2.5 per 1.000, which was slightly below the

mean zymotic death-rate during the same period m the largo,

English' towns. The highest zymotic death-rates were recorded

in "Glasgow, Leith, and Edinburgh. The highest proportional

fatality of measles occurred in Leith and Edinburgh ;
from scar-

let fever in Glasgow ; from diphtheria in Edinburgh ;
and from,

whooping-cough in Leith, Paisley, and Aberdeen. The mortality

from diseases of the respiratory organs in these Scotch towns
' during the week under notice was equal to 5.4 per 1,000, agau^t

0.1 in London.
'

,

'

iHBAMH OF iBisg Towns.—During the weekending Saturday,

February 4th, 493 deaths were registered in the sixteen pnucipaL

town districts of Ireland, equal to an annual r.ate of -•'•5 per

1 (K)0 The lowest rates were recorded m Londondetry and VVex-

f.ird, and the highest in Belfast and Newry. The death-rate from

the principal zymotic diseases in these towns averaged 4.8 pel

1.000, and was "highest in Cork, Newry, and Kilkemiy. Measles

showed fatal prevalence in .Newry and Kilkenny, and whooping-

cough in Belfast, The 202 deaths registered in Dublin during the

week under notice were equal to an annual rate ot .9..I per i,iAJU,,

which sliowed a decline from the lligli rates m recent weeks, a he

•^02 deaths included 25 from the principal zymotic diseases (equal

to a rate of 3.7 per 1,000), of which 10 were referred to whoopingr

cough, 6 to scarlet fever, 4 to " fever," 3 to dian;liffia «na 3 to

measles.—In the sixteen principal town-districts of Ireland the

deaths registered during the week ending Saturday. 1 ebmary
' 11th, were equal to an annual rate of 29.0 per l.lXK). The lowest

rates were recorded in Drogheda and Kilkenny, and the higliesl:

' in Newry and Lurgan. The death-rate from the principal zymotic

diseases'in these towns averaged 4.5 per 1,000, and was highest m
Cork, Lurg.'in, and NewTy. Measles showed showed fatal preva-:

lence in Cork and Newry, The 202 deaths registered m Dublin

during the week were ecpial to an annual rate of -J-J per

1,000, corresponding with the rate in the preceding week, the

rate during the same period being only 22.0 in Lone on and 2-.-

in Edinburgh. The 202 deaths included 21 from the prinwpal

zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate of 3.1 per 1,000, of w-luch

9 re.sulted From whoopin,g-cough, 6 from scarlet fever, .5 IV)B^

diarrhoea, 2 from fever, and 1 from measles.

MHDICAL PRACTITIONERS AND OFFICERS OP HEALTH.

In- his annual address as President of the Birmingham and Mid-

land counties Association of Medical Officers of Healtn, Dr. Bos-

tock Hill complained of the manner in which some practitioners

failed to co-operate with medical officers of health m preventive

measures. He said "A medical man in practice was openly stating,

much to the alarm of the inhabitants of the district, that he had

at one time under bis care fourteen cases of diphtlieria. I was in-

formed of this, and wrote to liiin asking if what I had heard was

true and, if so. whether lie did not think it desirable to give me

pome information that 1 might endeavour to trace the cause ot

tho disease. His reply was unique. He said that as there was no

chance of an improvement in the condition of sewers, he did not

see the use of giving any information as to the whereabouU or
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the cases. I pointed out to him the neoessity of the sanitary
auMiorifY endeavouring to prevent the spread of the disease by
disinfection and other measures, and the impossibility of doing
this in the aKsence of information os to where the cause existed.
His replies are agjain worthy of being recorded. He did not see
w!iy lie should do my work, as it was my duty to inspect the
district in such a way that I should discover all cases of infec-
tious disease for myself. I should add that the gentleman was
careful to sign himself ' Rx.M.O.H-"*

VACCINATION ANq ^JIALL-POX AT SHEFFIELD.
With reff*reiife to the iuqujrv of Our correspondent respecting the statistics

qnot(>fT by Mr. KItchie. in hia recent speech at SheffieM. showing the bene-
lii'ial cfTects of vaccination amongst the chilrlren under 10 years of age, living
in Slicllield rluring the current epidemic of snuiH-pox. we are Tiot aware that
the correctness of Mr. Hitehie's figures has been impugned. In the local
publicition of some earlier statistius respecting the epidemic, some accidental
error ocenrred in tlie printing, but this was immediatelv corrected. We have
Bvery reason to believe that the figures quoted by the President of the Local
Government Hoard are quite correct. \Ve would remind our correspondent
that Mr. Jiitehie did not say that his information as totiie number of vacci-.
natetl and uuvaccinated in Sheffield waa obtained by a house-to-house visi-

'

tat ion.
Tiie calculation was probably made from the published returns of the Re-

gistrar General and of the vaccination officeiS;. and can therefore be readily
verities. So also ran the facts as to the vaccination of the children under 10'

years of age. who wore attacked with small-pox and died. It may interest
our correspondent and others to know that, in a recent report Mr. Willey. thei
medicAl oftieer of the Sheffield liorough Hospital, et-ates that during the
month of January 160 cases of small-pox were admitted to the hospital (37 of
1 hem l)eing uuvaccinated), which, added to the 136 alreatly in the hospital
from the previous month, made a total of 296 under treatment within the
month. Amongst these tliere were 33 deaths, 21 being amongst the uuvacci-
nated, and 11 amongst adults who had not beeu vaccinated since infancy.
The average age of these latter oases was 30 years. Experiences of a similar
;:nrt are reported by the health officers of the Chcstertield lUiral and Staple-
t(jn Urban District, where sniall-pnx has lately beeji somewhat sev^^relj- pre-
^aIent. In fact, such experiences arc rejjeaf ed during every epidemic

MEDICAL NEWS.
King and Qdeen's College op Physicians in Ireland.—

The undermentioned Licentiate in Medicine of tlie College, having
complied with the by-la'n-s relating to Membership pursuant tn

j;he provisions of the Supplemental Charter of Queen Victoria,
dated December 12th, 187S, has been duly admitted a Member of
the College.
: M. A. Bov.l, Lie. Med. 136n, Phvsiclan to the Mater MisericorcUoe Hospital.
: Dublin.
•' At the e.xamination for the Diploma in State Medicine, held on
Tuesday, Wetlnesday, and Thursday, February 7th, 8th, and 9th,
1888, the following candidate wa.s .successful.
W. Hartigan. M.K.y.O.P., 1.S8U, Hermitago. Hong Kong.
At the usual monthly examinations for the Licences of the Col-

li'Se, hold on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thiu-sday, Feb-
ruary (Ith, 7th, 8th, and 9th, 1888, the undermentioned registered
inrdical practitioners were successful.

I'or the Licence to Practise Medicine and- Midwifery.—3 . J. H. Jackman,
L.K.C..S.I.. 1883, Duiimore Bast. Co. Watertoid.

For the Licence to Practise Afidwifen/ oiih/.^ll. Brvan.s. M.B., H.U.I.. l.sSf,

Monaghan.
"

MEDICAL VACAKCIES.
The follnwing Vacancies are announced:

.VTUI.ONE UNION.— Medical Officer. Moate Disrensary. Salary, £140 per
anniim and fees. ApplicJvtionB to Mr. Luke Sgan.'Honormy Secretary.
Election on Fehruarv lilst.

iilUMINOHAM CHILDHKNS HOSPITAL. -"A-s-Mslant Hesident Medical
Oflicer. .Salary, i'lu per annum, with board, etc. Appliiiitioiis bv February
zlst to the .Secretary.

lUHMINGIIAM GBNKRAL nO.SPITAL.-ABsistantHousc-Surgoon. Appllca-
lious by February 2.=ith to the House Governor.

r.IMSTOL ItOYAL INFIRMAliY.-Dental Surgeon. Applications by February
IStb to 1 he Secretary.

' •:

lANCBU IICSPITAL, Brompton.—Pathologist. Honorarium Qf£SO for tweUe-
months. -Vppliciitions by February L'lst to the Secretary.

ClSKTliAL LONDON OPHTII.VLMIC HOSPIT.VL, Gray's Inn RoRd'StCr-
Assistant burgeon. Applications by March 8th to the Sccr'ei^\ry. ' '

'

CIRENCESTER UNiON.-Mcdical Officer. .Salary, iill.i per anaum, and
extras. .Applications by February I'uih to \V. L. Cooke. Esq., Solicitor.
Cirencester.

•BARL,SWOOD ASYLUM FOR IDIOTS. l!e,Uiill.-Medl,-al Sur.erinlenricnt.
salary, £M per annum, with afiartments, etc. Application bv February
ilst to the Board of Management, 36. King William Street. B.C.

"

BAST SUFFOLK HOSPITAL. Ipswich.-Assistant Hon'=e-Surgeon. Anplioa-
t ions by Fchi-uary 21st to the .Secretary. ..„,,:/ ....

Salary,FRENCH HOSPIT.VL. Leicester Square.—Resident Medical Officer.

£^ per annum, with board, etc. Applications to the Secretary.

LINCOLNSHIRE COUNTY ASYT,UM, Bracobridge. near Lincoln.—Assistant
Medical Oflicer. Salary. £l.'iO per annum, with board, lodging, and wa.shing.
Applications by February 2.^th to J. W. Marsh. Esq.. Superintendent.

LIVERPOOL northern' HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-Surgcon. Salary,
£7tj per annum, with board and residence. Applicatioua by February 2an<i
to the Chairman of the Committee.

MANCHESTER HOSPITiVL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OP
THE THROAT. Bowdon. Cheshire.- Resident .Medical Officer. Salary,
£60 per annum, with board, etc. Applications by February 23rd, to the
Secretary, Manchester.

METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL, Kingsland Road. E.—0phth.almic Surgeon.
Applications by February 20th to the Secretary.

N.A.TIONAL ORTHOP-EDIC HOSPITAL.—Surgical Registrar and Anesthetist.
Honorarium. £20. Applications by February 2Ist to the Secretary Great
Portland Street. W.

OUGHTERARD ITNION.—Medical Officer. Oughterard Dispensary. Salary,
£112 per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. Robert Mons, Honorary Sec-
retary, Drumnakill Lodge. Election on March Ith.

OUGHTIJRARD UNION.—Medical Officer to the Workhouse. Intirmarr. and
Fever Hospital. Salar\-, £70 per annum. Applications to Mr. J. Giiiitiore
Clerk of Union. Election on March 7th.

ROXBURGH DISTRICT ASYLUM. Melrose.— Assistant Medical Officer
Salar\-. £30 per annum, with board and residence. Applications to Dr.
Johnstone.

ST. GBORGES AND ST. JAMES'S DISPENSARY.—Physician. Applications
to S. L. Biinnett, 60. King Street, Regent Street, W.

STAFFORDSHIRE GENER.AL INFIRMARY. -Assistant HeuserSurgeon,
Applications by February ISth to the House-Surgeon.

TiVEBAT (ROSS-.SHIKE).—Medical Officer. Salarj-, £115 per annum. Appli-
cations by February 29th to Finlay Munro, Esq.. Rockfield-by-Fearn, N.B.

THURLES UNION. Templemore Dispensary.—Medical Officer. Salarr, £lt«
per annum, and fees. Applications to Sir. John O'Meara. Honorary Secre-
tary. (I'ollegshill. Election on February 22nd.

UNIVERSITY OF GL.\SGOW.—Four Examiners in Medicine. Annual lee
£40 and £30 respectively. Applications by March .5th to the Secretary of
the University Court, G. D. McLellan, Esq., 14.5, West George Street!
Glasgow. .^

WEST BROMWICH DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary. £«n
jjer annum, with board. Applications by February 2.5lh to William ^Bache,
J'^q.. Churchill House, West Bromwich.

'

YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Senior House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 per
annum, with board, etc. Applications by March 1st to the Secretary.

YORK DISPENSARY.— Three Resident Medical Officers. Salary. £130 per
annum, with furniiheii apartments, etc. Applications by February ''gth to
S. W, North, Esq., 84. Mieklegate. Y'ork.

"'

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
AnnoTT, C. E.. L.K.Q.C.P.I.. M.R.C.S.Eng.. appointed Medical Officertjf Health

for the Braintree Urban Sanitary" District. Essex.

Barkley. C. H.. L.B.C.P.. L.K.C.S.. L.M.Edin.. appointed .\nssthetist to the
National Dental Hospital, vice H. F. Wiuslow. M.D., resigned.

B-vraiEiT. C. W. Sessions, M.B.. CM., appointed Honorary Surgeon to the
Hunts County Hospital. Huntingdon.

BowiR. Alexander. M.D.. M.Ch.St. .\nd.. appointed Assistant Physician to St.
John's Hospital for Diseases of the Skin.

DoCKnKLi,. Morgan, M.D.. M.A.. B.Ch.Dub.. appointed Assistant Physician to
.St. John's Hospital for Diseases of the Skin.

Floop, E. F.. L..V.H.Dub., appointed Medical Officer for the South Dirision of
the Dundalk District of the Dundalk Union.

Frost. Fr.aneis T.. M.R.C.S.E.. appointed Junior House-Surgeon to the Hud-
derstield Inlirmary. vice W. L. W. Marshall. M.R.C.S.E.. resigned.

GlBn.s. A. N. Oodbv, L.R.C.P.Lond.. M.R.C.S.Eng.. L.S..\., appointed Honorary
A»sj,s1ant Surgeon to the Bristol Eye Hospital.

GiLi.ABP. It., M.R.C.S.Eng.. L.S.A., appointed Meihcal Officer and Public Vac-
cinator for the Ugborough and I3rent Districts of the Totnes Union.

IlATTES. Clements D. O.. CM.. M.D.. etc. Edin., appointed Honorary Assistant
.Surgeon to the Bristol B3'e Hospital.

HiTCHiNS. T. J.. L.H.CP., M.R.C.S.. appointed Assistant Physician to S*.
John's Hosjiital for Diseases of the Skin.

JoNK.-;. B. Lloyd. M.B.. CM.. B.A.. appointed Junior Bouee-Snrgeon to the
Western General Dispensary, Maryletx>ue Road. i

PIUESTLEV, R. C. M.A., M.B.Camb.. M.R.C.S.. .appointed Registrar and PatUo-
lopist to the Hospital for Sick Children. Great Ormond Street.

SKLtiBs. J. C, L.K.Q.CP.I.. appointed Medical Officer tor the North Division
of the Dundalk District of the Dundalk Union.

Sv.MlxciTo.x. Johnson. M.D.. F.R.S.E.. appointed Examiner in ..^natomy to the
University of Edinburgh, i-ice Professor D. J. Cunningham, M.D., F'.E.S.E.,
whose tfrni of oflioo has;expired.

Trevelvax. E. p.. M.D.Lond., B.Se., ^.R.C.S., appointed House-Phvsician to
the Seamen's Hospital, Greeniricli, vibe B. H. Booth, M.D.Lond., 'M.B.C.S.,
L.R.C.P., resigned.

Royal Commission on the Bund, Deaf and Dumb, and Iir-
nmii.K.—-On Tuesday, February 7th. Dr. Fi-ancis Marncr gave
evidiuce as to weak-minded children in public elementary
sclidols, and on '\Vednesday, February 8th, Dr. George Shuttle-
worth, medical superintendent, and Mr. J. Wiggens, secretary,
Koyal .Vlbert .\sylum, Lancaster, were examined as to the provisions
in Engla;^!l,,e^VCfi!,i9flu'vl und otherwise.for the imbecile class.
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Sawitary AesrRANCH AssoriATioy. -Thosoventh annual rnopt^

ineof the members of this Association was l.el.i on February l.tth.

rn-.fe"or Koi^er Smith. F.Il.l.lJ.A.. i^resided. Mr. Jos.ph Undley

r.a,tT.e annual report, which stated thai with newly "built pro-

rroDi'r V ll'ere had been a continued improvement, u.ees.sUaling

Her alterations to secure the snnitar>- certihcates. Annual m-

suoetions for the renewal of sanitary certificates continued o be

made Mr. Mark 11. Judse. A.1M.H.A.. proposed. " That the 1 ig t

Ho Lord Chelmsford, O.C.li.. be requested to take charge of the

Sanitary Registration Bill in I'arliament this session, am to lutro-

d CO the Bill into the House of Lords at as early a date as pos-

siWe "Sir IVter Lumsden. O.C.B., seconded this resolution^ which

was "supported by Mr. 11. Rutherford. b.irrister-at-law. Dr ^Vi'"W 1 rand others, and was carried unanimously. The retiring

memb.>r;of the Council were re-electe<l: Sir Josepli Fayrer Avas r«-

Sert^ i^sident of the Association, and Professor T. Roger Smith

were re-elected Vice-l'resident.

INTBR-HOSPITAI. (RfOBY^ FOOTBALL CHALLENGB CUP.-«eCC.«.Z

Jiound.-Orx February 13th St. Thomas's beat University. The

etronK forward team of St. Thomas's quite overpowered Iniver-

li^v whose three-quarters were unable to show tlie.r powers. R.

l Thomas of the osing team, unfortunately bn.ke his collar-bone

hforeT«lf-t me-4 goals. 6 tries, and 1 minor (161 pomts) to «;/.

On February 14th. St. Bartholomews .. St. George's resulted in

aWin for tL former by 1 try 1 minor (11 points), to 1 minor

n point). This game was played with a layer of snow over the

™d; the game was almost entirely contlne.l to the forwards,

fnd steVnly contested. On February 16tU London v. St. Mar> .- .

Middlesex," a bye.

TuE French HosriTAi..—At the annual banquet of the French

Hosi.ital at London, which took place on Saturday evening last _at

Wiilis-s Rooms. His Excellency the French Ambassador m the

chair: supported by the Lord Mayor, the report for 1887 was read

bv tie Honorary Secretary, M. RUffer, showing that he total

receipts for that year amounted to £;i.5ol 15s. >ui being less than

the preceding vear by £126 10s. 7d. The expenditure amounted t^o

£0 aw 18s 6d."for maintenance and £274 ISs. Id. for management.

rnwanls of ll.OOO out- and 422 in-patients were relieved during

that time. These figures reflect every credit on the management

of the hospital for economy in administration.

TitE Metbopolita.v Asylois BOARD.-The last fortnightly re-

turns from the fever and small-pox hospitals of the MetroHitan

Asylums Board showed 260 patients admitted, as against -J. in

Uie previous fortnight. In the .same time 39 had died as agams

4'> in the previous period : and ,370 had been discharged, as against

:m in the previous fortnight. There were, on the morning of

Tebruary 10th, under treatment 1,68.5 patients m the various

hospitals.

The Cambridge Sanitary Authority have decided to adopt the

"broad irrigation" system for the disposal of sewage, provided

that land can be purcliased at a reasonable price. They also Oe-

cide.l that no .scheme for the conveyance of the sewage to the

puraping-station be ado,,ted unless it be connected with a scheme

lor the reconstruction of all existing sewers and drains which are

found to be sewers of deposit or otherwise defective.

Thk rA.BKE8 MusEUM.-The Merchant Taylors Company have

recently voted ten guineas to this museum, to aid m its work ot

practical teaching and demonstrating sanitary science.

M». William E. Cas.^. M.R.C.S.F.ng.. late medical officer to the

Goole Union, has obtained a superannuation allowance ot k.iW

per annum.
. j .

PrBLic Vaccination.—Mr. Crocker, Bmgloy, has reoeived for

the fourth time the Government grant for efficient vaccination.

Shattock! Heport on n cane n( I'anuiiUc lietui. Mr. U Arcy

Vowor: ConKdiilal Fntty Tumour councctfrt wlUi Bone. Mr.

T F Chnvasse P.irotltl Tumour. Dr. Crookp :
Pulmonary

KndartCTitis. Mr. blouham : ComplM or Vprtlonl Herm-

apliro.mi»m. Mr. Domn : Papilloma o( tallopian Tutx-s. Sir

\Vm. MaoCormar: Epitlielioma of Kidlioy, assodalwl wltU

Calculus Mr P:it» : Villous Carrlnoma of Breast. Ur.

WooWriiice- New Constituent of the Blood. Card Spetimcm.—

Mr. Stonliam: Tumours of Bone. Mr. Chavawe
:

Peculiar

Vesical Calculus. Mr. Bruce Clarke : Stone ui RetroprostoUc

Pouch. Mr. Walsham : Volvulus of Caecum and Lower Portion

of Ileum. Mr. Shattock ; Dermoid Cyst from the Third Bran,

chial Cleft. Dr. Lcllard : Enclioudroroa of J Ingers.

WEDNE8DAV.
novAL College of Sdroeoxs of Engla-to, 4 p.m.- Professor W 'lll»ni
uoiAL u iLLi. .K.^^^^

Oheyne, F.It.C.S.: Lecture on Suppuration and faeptic

Diseases.

Bbitish GyN.EC0L00icAL SociFTV. 8..50 P-M.-The adjourned dl«!ns'ion on

Ectopic Gestation ^ ill be opened by Dr. Barnes A larKO collec-

tion of specimens illustratinK Ruptured Tubal and other fonns

of Ectopic Gestation will be exhibited by Mr. Lawson Tait.

Council, 8 P.M.

Hi'NTFRIAN SOCIETT. 8 P.M.—Mr. R. Clement Lucas :
President's Address. Dr.

Hi >TF.BIAN
»"<^^'=^'^'g^^(jj^

, ^^ inHuence ot the Discovery of Mlcro-or^nlsma

on Treatment.

THURSDAY.
Royal College of Phtsioi4xs of London. .5 p.M.-Inspeotor-Gcneral Lawson

:

R01AL COLLEOE^OF rH
^^^ Leoturcs.-Lccture II. Epidemic Influences.

Burial Reform Association-, 3.1.S p.m. (Portman K""'"'- ''»''" Street^.-Con-

ference on Burial, Funeral, and Moumine Reform ; fcirB. Sieve-

kinT Dr. B. W Richardson, F.K.S., Hon. Dudley Fortescue,

Dr. uanford Thomos, and others.

FRIDAY. ^„„
Royal College of SuBnEoxs of E.n-glakd, 4 '-"-I'^'e"'"-

'^i'"",";Royal college^^ o^^
cheyne, F.H.C.S.: Lecture on Suppuration and Septic

Diseases. . , . .

States^A sp«ial meeting will will he held at 5..T0 P M. " to

consider the recent appointment at the Hay>vard s Heath Asj-

h°m." The members ^11 dine together in the evenmg at 7

PM at the Holborn Restau.-ant. Members mtendmg to dme

are requested to communicate with Dr. Paul. The Terrace, Cam-

QUFKETT MiCROscr^'ckL CLUB (University College, Gower Street). 8 P.M.-
^

Annual General Meeting. I'res.dent s Address,

t. .- T ^-T,„v s p M —Mr Holmes: (1) Case of Laceration of
CLINICAL SOCIETY OF Loxpon 8 PM^ Mr Hoin^e^^ U.^_^

^^ Dislocation of

ShouMVr; Death from Exhaustion, with sympoms of Septlc-

^S (2) Sequel to a case reported in vols ix and x,

under title of Ligature of Left 6ai-otid. Mr. J., R. Lunn .

Case in which the^uperlictal Feu>oral Artery was Ligatured for

a Ponhteal Aneurysm without Rupture of "'emails of the

?;p^^.h>^m^=•^o^."l"oTo^^hfsto^r^^
two months ago.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING
NEXT WEEK.

THE

MONDAY.
Royal Collegk of SiriuiEONS op KsoLAnn. 4 p.M.-Pr..fes50r Wl"[»"'
Ho^AL ^°'-"<'^,^„ c,^.yne_ r.R.c.s. : Lecture on Suppuration and Septic

Medical Socirrv or Lonkox. S.m p.M.-Mr. Uutchioson. The AborUvc

Treatment of Syphilis-

Tl'EMDAY.
-Royal COLLEGE OF Physicia-ns of LoNi.os, .'> P.M.—Inspcctor-Gencral U^rson:
Ko^ Ai. COLLEGE^r y.«u:

l7ecturM.^X«ture \. ?pldemlc Influences.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

BIRTHS.

BKVVTos.-On February 13th, a. 10, StnUfor.! Place. W., the wife of T. Lauder

DAV.s.-On February 11th. at U. St. .James's Square. Bath, the wife of Koherx

rA^r'^on'rrr>»"^tt^-- ^^r
^-'^"^<'- """°' '"•

^"tift- of H Heath Parsloe, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P,, of a son.

MARRIAGES. ;

RoBKBTS-PBicF^On Februa^' 7^, _at

^^^^^'t U;r5J:^S;:^?n ^^n^

'^^^T^^ «J?e\^ill^.^:^^Xu^of^;;^Clowe.
Sllcock, Wood House, Bly.

PEATHS.

„ARB,So>-.-On Februarv «h, a^The range York^R^d^
'Ji[.>?r„.«rit''&^;

ITCSI ^and daughter of'Th-flal^' J. j'JLlf«y,''M,K,C,S.. "ij^^^^

SMITB^^n mmarvMh at SO th rt from t^-«ec« of an^a^cc^ident, B4

ward Mortlmore Broitb, L.R.C.P.. L.K.L.^., agea ... >,=
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY 10.30 A.M.: Royal London Ophthalmic—1.30 p.m.; Guy's
(Ophthuhnic liepartnient) ; and Itoyal Westminster Oplitbal-
mic— J P.M.: Metropolitan Free; St. Maria's ; Central London
Ophthalmic; Itoyal Ortliopa'dic ; and Hospital for Women.

—

2.30 P.M. : Chelsea Hospital for Women.
TUESDAY 9 a..m. : St. Mar.y's (Ophthalmic Departmentl.—10..% A.M.:

lioyal London Ophthalmic.— 1..'JO p.m.: Guy's; St. Bartholo-
mew's (.Ophthalmic Department) ; St.Mary's ; Roval Westmin-
ster Ophtlialmic.

—

2 p.m.: Westminster; St. Marli's ; Central
London (Ophthalmic.—2.30p.M.;AVe3t London; Caneer Hospital.
Brompton.—f P..M. ; St. Thomas's (Oplithalmic Department).;

WEDNESDAY ....10 a.m.: National Orthopaedic.— ^..-JO a.m. ; Koyal London
Ophthalmic.—1 P.M. : Middlesex.-l.SOp.M. St. Bartholomew's.
St. Thomas's ; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic.—2 P.M. ;

London ; University College : Westminster ; Great Northern
Central ; Central London Ophthalmic.—2.30 P.M. : Samaritan
Free Hospital for "Women and Children ; St. Peter's.—3 to 4

THURSDAY...
P.M. ; King's College.
10..'?0 A.M. : Hoyal London Ophthalmic—1 P.M.j^ St. George's

FRIDAY ....

—1.30 P..M. : St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department).
Guy's (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic—2 P.-M. : Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseases of the Tliroat ; Hospital for
Women.—2.30 p.m. : North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital for
Women.

,...9 a.m. : St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 A.M.

:

Royal London Ophthalmic—1.15 P.M. : St. George's (Ophthal-
mic Department).—1.30 p.m.; Guy's; Royal Westminster Oph-
thalmic—2 P.M.: King's College; St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic; Royal South
London Opiitlialmic ; East London Hospital for Children.

—

2..30 P.M. ; West London.
SATURDAY 9 a.m. : Royal Free.—10.30 a.m. : Royal London Ophtbalmio.—

ip.M. : King's College.—1..30 p.m.": St. Bartholomew's ; St.
Thomas's; Royal "Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. ; Charing
Cross; London; Middlesex; Royal Free; Central London
Ophthalmic—2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDAJSTCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

Charin-o Cross.-Medical .and Surgical, daily, 1; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; S'ldn,
M. Th., 1.30; Dental. M. W. F.. 9.

Qirv's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1..30 ; Eye. M. Tu.
Th. F., 1.30 ; Ear, Tu. F., 12.,30 ; Skin, Tu., 12.30 ; Dental, Tu. Th. !>.. 12.

KlA-(3's College.—Medical, daily, 2; Surgical, daily, 1.30: Obstetric, Tu. Th. S.,
i ; o.p., M. W. F., 12.30 ; Eye, M. Th., 1 ; Opiltbalmic Department, W., 1

;

Ear, Th., 2 ; Slcin, Th. ; Throat, Th., 3 ; Dental, Tu. F., 10.

LoSBo.-j.-Medical, daily, exc. S., 2; Surgical, daily, 1.30 and 2; Obstetric, M.Th.,
1.30; o.p. W. S., 1.31); Eye. W. S., 9; Ear, S., 9.30; Skin, Th., 9; Dental, Tu..9.

Middlesex.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; o.p. W. S
1..'10

; Eye. W. S., 8.30 ; Ear and Throat, Tu.. 9 ; Skin, Tu., 4 ; Dental, daily, 9.
St. Bartholomew's.-Medical and Surgical daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. Th. S.,2;

o.p., W. S., 9; Eye. Tu. Th. S., 2.30; Ear, Tu.F., 2 ; Skin, F., 1,30; Larvni.F,.
2.30 ; Orthopa-dic. M., 3..30 ; Dental, Tu. F.. 9.

St. George's.—Medical and Surgical, M. T. F. S., 1 ; Obstetric. Tu. S.. 1 o p.
Tu., 2; Eye, W. S. 2 ; Ear, Tu., 2 ; Skin, W.,2; Throat, Th., 2; Orthopedic,W..
2; Dental, Tu.. S., 9. Th.. 1.

St. Mary's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.45 ; Obstetric. Tu. F.. 1.46 ; o p M
Th., I..30 ; Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9 ; Ear. M. Th., 3 ; Threat, Tu. P.. 1..30 ; Skin, M. Th.,
9.30; Electrician. Tu. P., 2; Dental, W. S., 9.30; Consultations, M., 2.,30-
Operations, Tu.. 1.30; Ophthalmic Operations. P.. 9.

St. Tuo.MAs's.—Medical ami Surgical, daily, except Sat., 2; Obstetric, M.Th. 2-
o.p., W., 1.30; Eye, M, Th., 2; op., daily, e-xcept Sat., 1.30 ; Ear, M,. 12.30:
Skin. W., 12.XI ; Throat, Tu. P., 1.30 ; Children, S.. 12.30 ; Dental, Tu. P.. 10.

UsivERSlTY College.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 to 2 ; Obstetrics, M. Tu
Th..-F., 1.30; Eye, M. Tu. Th. P., 2; TSar, S., l".30 ; Skin, W., 1.4o, S. 9.15:
Threat. Ih.. 2.30; Dental, W., 10.30. ..

WESTMiysTEB.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu.F., 3- Eye
M. Th., 2.30 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skin, Th., 1 ; Dent.il, W, S., 9.1,5.

i".

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO
CORRESPONDENTS.

CoMMTTXiCATlONS reanectinft editorial matters should he addressed totlieErKtor,
42i\ btrand. W.C. London

: those concerning business matters, non-delivcrr
of t ho J.H'RNAL. etc.. should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office. 429
Strand, W.C. London.

Ix order to avoid delay, it is particularly requested that all letters on the
editoriii! busme^ss of the Journal Iw addressed to the EdiU'rat the office of the
JouRNAi,. and uot to his private house.

Authors desiring reprints of their articles published in the Briti^it Medical
JOURNAX. are requested to comniuuicate beforehand with the Manager. 429
otrand. W.C.

Cf0RRF,spnYPENTs who wisli notioe to be tnken of their communirations. should
authi^ntmate tliem with their names—of course not nerossarily for publication.

«I^''T"*^:^*7'^?
not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre-

flpondeuts of the following week.
MAxrscRiPTs FonwARDKn TO TUT. Office of this Jourxai, cannot i-jtber aitt
CIBCUMSTANCFJl BF RI-rTURNED.

^fil^ ui'^^Iu
DKPARTMKST.~We shall be much oblige<t to Medical Officers

«; «^f> JJ^ !^^-Y ^';i'^-.""
forwarding their Annual and other Reports, favourus witli JJupncate Copies.

ai'ERics.

A CofNTRY Member asks where to purchase a cheap couch or chair-couch
suitable for ordinary gynaicological necessities such as one has to attend to
in one's own surgery.

,

EiCAxvPTi's Lotion.
M.B. wishes to know what formula is generally used In the preparation of euca-
lyptus lotion for surgical dressings.

%* Oil of eucalyptus is only used, so far as we are aware, ia^various forms
as a dressing ; it is not employed in the form of a lotion.

Does Cider tend to PRonrcK Gout and Gratel?
O. V. writes : Is cider drinking beneficial or otherwise in cases of a gouty
description? More particularly, does it t^nd to produce or to prevent tlie
formation of stone in the bladder? or does it have no effect cither way,?

Climate for Hay Fetkr.
M.D., who has not been able to lind the desired information in books, wishes to
hear of the best, localities inland, both in this country and abroad. fOr inta-
lids who wish to a\oid the cold east winds of spring, and the hot weather

—

and especially attacks of hay fever—in June and July.

XiGHT Blindness.
Charles a Coubt writes : The Cologne Gazette, in describing some niglit
mana-uvres which recently took place in Itiissia. stated that much con-
fusion arose owing to the large number of men in the ranks affiict^l with
"hiilinerblindheit"—that is. Uteraliy, *" hen-blindness"—and it further
ascribed the frequency of this affootiori. which prevented men from acting
ani-thing on a moderately dark night, to the inferior diet of the Kuseian
peasant class. Can you oblige me with any explanation of this curious
statement? '

*,j* Swanzy and other authorities believe that defective nutrition plays 'an

important part in rendering patients liable to nyctalopia, or night-blindness.

Nyctalopia is aconstant symptom in syphilitic retinitis, evenwhen hcredilarA',

and in retinitis pigmentosa. It ma^" accompany scurvv.

AXSWFU.S.

Dt'PiTANS might consult Dr. De Watte\iUe's Praettcal Intr<xUfctwn to Med^l
£'('ecir)ci(y, second edition.

'"
,;

M.R.C.S. should communicate with the Clerk to the Society of Apothecaries.
Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars, E.C.

A'OTEii, lETTERS, ETC.

SVfiGEON-Major S. Smith, W.C.E., M.V.I. . F.A.S.. M.S.A.. etc.. informs oe
that he was unanimously elected a Vice-President of the Association of Mem-
bers of the Koyal College of Surgeons at its last meeting.

An Appeal.
James McDonald, L.F.P.S.Glasg.. isr.*, late medical officer for Bar\-as, Stor-

noway, oV.B., died suddenly of an attack of apoplexy in July, 1S84, leaving a

widow and four young children wholly unprovided for, Mrs. McDonald's

health had broken down some time before her husband's death, owing t-o a

blight hemiplegic attack, after which she never quite regained the use of her

right hand. But, through the help of her sister, she has been able to do a

little towards her own and her tamilj-'s support by keeping lodgers in a

rented house in Stornoway. However, there is reason to believe that of late

she has been in very straitened circumstances ; ami. as if to crown her mis-
fortunes, her only son, the eldest of the family, a fine promising boy of IQ
years, was cut dow^l about two months ago by an attack of measles.

Mr. McDonald was highly respected as a conscientious and painstaking
practitioner, who never spared himself in the interests of hi*' nimierous but
poor patients ; and it is to be hope*! that the members of the medlca! profes-

sion, and others as well, will respond liberally to tliis appeal ou behalf of his

helpless widow and three orphan girls. Subscriptions will be gratejully

received and acknowledged either by C. M. McRae, M.D.. Stornoway, N. B.
or by R. Ross, L.R.C.P.and S.Kd., BaVvas, Stornoway, S. B.

The Title or Dr.
L.R.C.P.Ed, writes : In answer to " vVnxious One." in the Jocbnal of February

11th, you say :
" The Edinburgh College of Physicians have discouraged all

the Fellows.' Members, and Licentiates from using the title of Dr." 1 should
like to say that this answer, though correct as far as relates to the last ten
years or so, is not correct as regards licentiates admitted, prior to 1S70.

Karly Mexstruatios.
Dr. W. F. Shkabp. Medical Olhct^r to tho Pntnej* District, writes : The follow-

ing case of youthful prectKity is now inuler my care. M. S. was born in

August, ISTi*. The catanienia appeare<i last .\ngust (18S7>. and she has con-

tinued regular everv inonth sine*. She is a dark, swarthy cluld. of small si/*

for her age. but with a large head, and she lias hatl fairlv g«Hi tiealth, with
the exemption of a severe attack of acute rlieuuiatism. Her father is a cal>-

man, wiio suffers much from rheumatoid arthritis, and her mother is a strong
healthy woman.

Sacchahin.
Db. C. J. R. MacLean (Ycadon) writes : I see a correspondent last week \mtcs.
stating saccharin to liave produce^i some nausea aud persistently-remaiuiug

sweet taste, and suggesting that the cause might be that some of the saccharin

is excreted with the saliva. I have at present a patient who has taken saccharin

tabloids instead of sugar for his breakfast and tea. and also to?sweeten aerated

waters, for a space of three months with scarcely an iutermissiou, and with-
out experiencing any nausea or after-effect wluitever. I would here state,

however, that some of the cheaper siiecimens of saccharin which I have tried
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ri,. I«rr n tsjtr tor r.om<- Hmc, hul th»t tho.r «.ipplW hv Mossr. HurrouKli«.

Wi-llcnmr »n<1 O.v i>n> vfry pur*.' und CAiuf no uiiploasiint or 111 .-fff^t litl.r a

thrc« uoiltha' tri.il.

.l-Mi.. . 1 ,'

..II. '! .

MrvR.^. BrRRni'cm-). Wki.lc.-ime \-M< Co. ^^^lt(• ; In \\w lolli>r of Hr. H.Mlry on

plainMof "iln nhnormillv »w.-fl 1-i.tc iilwu.vs I" Iho moulU. after nbout

l,elvi.,.rti(t.TU.lo«-»l.«.lb.-..n Kivon. In ll.ls «is«. a .otn<;wl.»t larR.- .l"»o

mwti«w»wii*lminl>trr<-l. rnrtlvW..nl5 .llfffr »o mn<-li in rPRnrrt to tl.o

t«t.. tor ^»,-.-l tliinK» that a .liifht .toos* will otn-n .li»K»«Miomo. Ooi.sirtrr-

ing I ho iMlormoin swiH-tenlnK iMm.^r ot .w.-hariii -impartlnK as it ^l"'"' "•'

flavour to n»i.v lhou«li.t Um-» it. quaulitv ol «»tor-Ur. Hortloy s Irtt.r

eu«»;i'»t» llial in UMiiy CiisM tlm miulinurn amoiuit. tluit will ivnswer tUt pul^

po« sUou|<l bo inrclully ascerudiied in Mu' buKiniiillg.

Mkmohiii, I'orthaits of Dr. Wii-sos Fox.

(Fuurtli List ot Sulucrijjtiont.)

Tlif Mnrehionm ol Biclcr
SlrW. Uoberts. Miiiioliniter

Dr. All.-liiii. I.on.lon

C. nnvllcy. Nottiiii;h«m ...

K. Cheviio. Lon.l.'ii

W. R. Chryn*. Lonilon ...

J. Diinlop
Dr. J. Kaaton. Ix>n<lnn ...

•W. F. Fox. Noltingham... i

K. F. Ooul.l. LoToIon
ProfrewrlirwnlieW. M.D.,

K.litilmrKh..

G, \. Ililiots.m. Sorwoixl...

Dr. TaUourd Junes, liast-,

lioiirn*?

J. J. Merrlman. London ...

G. Macki-Mjrt?. Loiidnii ...

Mis.1 Anna S. Meti-ollo.

Ilpndon
Miss Fanny Metcalfo, Hen-
don

Sidney Parsons. London ...

TOr. t*rie.*tlev. London ...

Dr. W. Price'. Canlilf

George Kussell. London ...

¥. W. Sallliiann. Brightoa

W. Beiley Thome. London...

Dr. Tmvers. London
J. J. Tweed. London...
Kdgeom^'O Venning. London
Dr. T. Wakelield. London ...

T.G..\.Wiilie-Walker.Watford
Mrs. Wak(-Walker. Watford
Dr. H. G. Walker. lA>ndon ...

D. W. Wilson. Florence
From .-Vostralia, per G. B.

TiT^-nam

;

K. O. Biaxland
J. Bonnefin
W. Chisliolm

J. M. Cr.-wl

I). CoUinpwood
C. H. Harper Cr<*we

H. L. F;tithful

.'Sidney Jones
G. Miinndcr Jones

1 SJ. K. Jefferies

K. E. Doth
A. Sheiven

I
15. T. Thring.

I

M.W.Traill
I G. E. Twyuam

£
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REPORTS
•G6i4LE€;^ITE INVESTIOATION
::z:^::^"^'iu!: committee
• • • or TnK

:::bkitish medical association.

KEPORT ON INQUIRY No. III.

ACUTE RHETJMATISM. -

Pbbpaeed by THOMAS- WHIPH am, M.E., F.R.C.P.,

iPhysician to St. George's Hospital.

The invitation to the laedical practitibners of the Uiiilfetl Kingdom
to furnish reports of cases of rheumatism which had come under
their obseriTition was issued by the Collective Investigation Com-
mi-ttee of the British Medical Association on April 22nd, 1882, and
the last report came to hand on June 5th, 1886. The result has
been that observations on 655 cases have been sent to the Com-
tnibtee for comparison and analysis. It "will be at once agi'eed

that such a number of cases, recorded more or le.ss in detail, is

tetremely creditable, when the arduous labours and the scanty
leisure at the disposal of busy country practitioners (most of

whom supply these records) are taken into consideration. It

shows, moreover, how great is the interest which such men take in

the advancement of the science of their profession. .

The recorded cases have been considered for the most part in

the order following :—1. Sex ; 2, Age ; 3. Occupation ; 4. Habits ;

6. Food ; 6. Locality and Atmosphere ; 7. Previous Illnesses ; 8.

Recent Antecedents; 9. Severity and Sweating; 10. Influence of

Treatment on Duration of

—

a. Fever, b. Pain, c. the whole Attack ;

11. E.^tent of the Joint-.Vffection ; 12. Complications ; 13. Relapsing
Cases ; 14. Deaths ; 15. Skin Eruptions ; 16. Subcutaneous Nodules

;

17. Common Ailments ; 18. Sequelfe.

. • ., -.Sss.-,-.

Of the 655 cases, 375, or 57.25 per cent., were males ; 279, or

42.59 per cent., were females. In one case (133) the sex is not
mentioned.
The difference in the numbers is not great, and it may be ac-

coutned for by the greater exposure to weather, etc, which the
occupations of men entail upon them ; added to which is the fact
that men are, as a rule, more addicted to the consumption of beer
and other forms of alcohol, which, though not perhaps an actual
cause of rheumatism, certainly increases the liability to it in

those who have once suffered from the disease.

Age.
Of the whole number (055) of cases recorded, the ages of 6

males and 1 female are not mentioned, leaving a total of 647, or
360 males and 278 females, in which to calculate the average age in
which the rheumatic attack occurred, including !N'o. 133, m which
the sex is omitted. The figures come out as fallows :—In 360 males
the average age of rheumatic attack. 26.55. In 278 females the
average age of rheumatic attack. 23.82. Average age of the 647
cases, 25.38. Thus it is evident that the age difference between
the two sexes, so far as the age of incidence is concerned, amounts
practically to nothing.
Arranged in decades, the cases give the following result.

Males. Females. Total.

Under 10 ... 18 14 33
20 ... tK) 106 196

„ • 80' ... 1.35 91 226
„ 40

,

... 76 32 108
„ SO ... 37 2;3 60
„ CO ... 11 10 21

70 ... 2 2 4
„ 90 ... 1 , _ 1

,1 Age not mentioned 7

• - ... ... «>. ". ',< 655
It will be seen from the above that by far the greater number

of cases occurred between the ages of 20 and 40 -namely, 80.94
per cent.; that is, males 45.98 per pent.,, females 34.96 per cent.

[1417]

The greatest proportion in any one decade was between 20 and 30
—namely, males 38.74 per cent., females 30.07 per cent. This is

probably in accordance with general experience.

Casks occuaniNa at Exceptional Ages. 1,^n PKaso5a>l
OP Abvanced Age. .1. ..i.-'- iulv^

Under this head Ave cases require especial notice* naXnely!tt-»
No. 14 (E. W. Barrow, Liverpool). Female, a^ed 66, married:;

third attack, the first occurred at the age of 33. Temperate habits

and sufficiently feiL Locality, high, drj% and exposed ; atmo-
sphere wet and cold, T\-ith S.E. wind. Had previously suffered

from sunstroke, glaucoma, and cardiac dropsy. The determining
cause was attributed to over fatigue. Attack moderate in severity,

vrith slight sweating. Duration of the fever and pain were 5
days and 8 days respectively ; and the whole attack lasted 9 days.
Many joints were affected; the pains migratory. Mitral syslolic

murmur of old standing ; the apex being half an inch external to

the nipple. The patient suffered frequently from urticaria and
sick headaches. Recoverj* was complete.

No. 146 (J. W. Martin, JI.D., Sheffield). Male, aged &3, a weigh-
man, of temperate habits and sufficiently fed. Locality, low, dry
and confined ; atmosphere, wet and cold ; wind N.E. He had
had no previous illness, and the attack was attributed to expo-
sure. It was a severe attack, with considerable sweating. Dura-
tion of fever and pain 20 days respectively, and the whole attack
26 days. Pains migratory, affecting many joints. No cardiac

affection, and no pre\-ious rheumatic attacks. Recovery complete.
No. 153 (Thomas Fuller, M.D., New Shoreham). Male, aged 62,

wheelwright, of temperate habits and sufficiently fed. Locality,

high, dry and exposed ; atmosphere, dry and mild, -n-ind S.^V. lie

had had no previous illness. The attack was a severe one, with
considerable sweating. Duration of fever and pain 2 days re-

spectively, and of the whole attack 21 days. Many joints affected;

no record of any cardiac affection ; third attack. Recovery com-
plete. A relapse occurred 18 days after convalescence, and lasted

12 days, yielding to same treatment ; namelv, sodium salicvlate.

No. 281 (E. A. Gibson, M.D., Edinburgh). Female, aged 68,

widow, of temperate habits and sufficiently fed. Locality, high,

dry and exposed; atmosphere, dry, cold, changeable; wind E.

There had been no previous illness ; the attack was ascribed to ex-
posure to cold on the previous day. Attack severe, with con-
siderable swelling. Duration of fever and pain 30 days and 5 days
respectively, and of the whole attack 30 days. The muscles only
were affected, and severely. She died of meningitis, there being
no evidence of pre-vious cardiac disease. No previous rheumatism.
The case was complicated by pericarditis, and threatened pneu-
monia of the left lung.

No. 367 (T. H. Morehead, M.D., Cootehill, Cavan). Male, aged 80,

farmer, of temperate habits and sufficiently fed. Locality, low,
damp, confined ; atmosphere, wet and cold; wind N.W. No pre-

vious illness. Tonsillitis was a recent antecedent, and the attack

was attributed to exposuro to wet and cold. It was a severe one,

accompanied by night sweating. Duration of fever and pain 12
days respectively, and of the whole attack 42 d.iys. Many joints

were affected, and the pains were migratory. Thexe was no car-

diac affection ; it was the first attack of rheumatism. Relapses
occurred at interi'als of 2 or 3 weeks. Eecoverj- was complete.

The most remarkable of these five cases is the last, in which a
first attack of rheumatic fever occurred at the age of 80, the
attack being one of great severity. In this case recovery was
complete. In a severe first attack, however, in another case (281).

a woman of 68, death occurred after 30 days' illness. In a third

case (143) a first attack occurred in a male aged 63.

'i

2.

—

Im YorxG Ciiii-DaEJf. Eight Casks.
No. 13 (C. H. Hill, M.D., Islington 1. Mole, aged 3; insufficiently

fed. Locality, high, dry. an(i confined ; atmosphere, wet and
changeable; wind S.^V.

" The attack was attributed to exposure
to cold 3 days previously; it was mild, but attended by consider-

able sweating. Duration of the fever was 7 days ; of pain 4 days ;

and of the whole attack 8 djiys. Few joints were affected; the
pains were fixed; the child was liable to tonsillitis and bronch-
itis. iJecovery was complete, k mitral murmur became audible
during the attack, but afterwards was inautlible, the apex beating
in the fifth sp.ice.

No. 109 (S. C. Smith. M.D., Halifax"). Male, aged € ; sufficiently

fed. Locality, low, damp, and confined : atmosphere, wet and
Colli. The patient had scarlatina just Ijefore. .Attack a moderate
one, with considerable sweating, lasting about 5 weeis. Many
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ioints wiv affectod ; the pains wi m jiii|tratory. TUcro -was o sys-

Juilic mitral murmur drveloiji'd duriuy the attack. iVo previous

rlieumalifm. Uccovery parlial. ~ . ,

Nil •J-l.') (J. T. Collin, M.D., LincohO. Mulp, aged 4; Hufficiently

fid. Locality, WkIi. dO'- »i'l exposed; ntmosplmre, -wot and cold

;

•wind N.E. Had measles 2 years prctiously. Attack ascribed to

eiposare to cold 3 days before; it was a moddrate one, but

attended by considjprable swenting. Duration offerer and pain

1!1 days and 14 days nspoctively ; and of thu whole attack 21

-days. Few joints aftocted; pains mi^raton,-. No previous rheu-

'matisro. l>eath from pericartlial effusion and eiiiaustion.

No. 450 (Kdwin Jackson, Whiiliov Hause, Manchester). Female,

acixl H : Bulficientlv fed. I.,ocality. dry and flat ;
atmosphere,

iwet and cold ; wind W. WlioopinR-cough at i^. The attack was

attributed to exposure to wi-t two days previously: it was a moderate

one, attended by slight sweating. Duration of fever and pain 8

duys and G davs respectively, and of the whole attack 8 days.

Many joints were involved, there wa.^ no cardiac compUcation,

and no antecedent rheumatism. Kecoverj- was complete.

5o. Ml (D. J. Mackenzie, M.D , (ilossop). Male, aged o ; suffi-

ciently fed. Locality, low, damp, contined ; amosphere, dry, hot

sun. "Had measles six weeks before; attack attributed to ex-

posure to wet and cold three days previou.sly ; it was a mild one,

with -light sweating. Duration of fever and pain 6 days and 5

days respectively : and of the whole attack tj days. Few joints

-were affected ; the pains beini; fucod. licrth pericarditis and endo-

carditis (mitral regurgitation) occurred during the attack, which

.was further complicated by bronchitis. No previous rheumatism.

Becovejn- complete.
, ,. , , . «•

No. 587 (D.J. Mackenzie, M.D., Glossop). Male, aged 4; sutli-

cientlyfed. Locality, high, dry. exposed: atmosphere, wet and

cold ; wind W. Sliglit chorea 10 days previously. The attack was

mmlerate.with very slight sweating. Duration cif fever and pain

« davs and 12 days respectively, and of the whole attack VI days.

J''ew" joints were affected: the pains were tixed. A systolic apical

bntit was developed. The child was subject to catarrh and con-

vulsions, but had had no previous rheumatism. A thread-w-orm

WU3 said to have betn expelled by santonin before the child came

tinder observation. Kecovery was complete.

-No. 620 (J. Mackenzie Booth, M.D., Aberdeen). Male, aged 4;

sutticjently feiL Locality, low, damp, contined :
atmosphere, wet

;

wind E. There had been marked anremia for some weeks. The

attack was attributable to exposure to wet and cold, with over-

fatigue 2 da)-8 previously; it was a severe one. with slight sweat-

ing. Duration of fever and pain 6 days respectively, and of the

•wliole atUiok H days. Many joints were involved : the pains were

fi\e<l. There was'an ni)ioal systolic murmur, and the disease was

complicated by conjunctivitis atid keratitis. No previous rheu-

jnstmm. Bronchitis supervened 2 days after convalescence became

established. Recovcrj- was complete. ,-„ n-
No. 627 (C. P.X'oinnbs, M.D., Ca.stle Gary). Male, aged 6; suffi-

cienblv fed. Locality, dry, contined; atmosphore, dry, cold,

cliiingenblo ; wind K. The attack was severe, with slight sweat-

ing. Duration of fi'ver 17 days, and of the whole attack till clejith

about Mi days. Pericarditis was developed, and the disease was

•complicated' by chorea of one arm and aphasia ; then by indica-

tions of spinal meningitis. Death was the result of embolism.

The child had previou.sly suffered from three or four attacks of

nobacute rbeumatism; the first at the age of 5.

[^' OCCUPATIO.V.

1 .,rt%e occupation of the patients who were the subjacts o£ the re-

cord are varied, and are as follows.

Domestic servants 71 Colliers Sempstresses 4

School chihlren ...n» Tailors .- 8 Bakers 4

Married women ...46 Ma*ms .l;„.i;rJ._'8; Bricklayers .......... 4

Labourers 24 .Soldiers ...litui...v 7 Bnckmakers 4

<;lfrks 21 Ironworkers ,..:.. ?/' Sailors 4

Agricultural la- Cotton hands ..;... 7- Carmen ............ 8

bourers... 16 Kngtne drivers ... 6 Nailmakors S

Karroers ....!•'* Carpenters .'. 8 Furnace cokers ... 3

Shopmen - 13 Waggoners ......... 6 Navvies 8

At home (females Nurses 6 Painters 8

•chiefly) 13 GovTmesses 6 Weavers ..i;:i. S

Innkeepers 13 Coachmen 6 Druggists... 8

Factory harols ...U Laundresses ..li.J'5.' Shoemakers ••'-

Grocers 10 Black.'tmiths ...i.u-SI Brewers, etc 2

Medical practi- Gardimers .......i.. -6' Gamekefijierg ...;.. 2

-tioners 9 Dressmakers ;~.;4;-4- l:'lulnbera..~.j....J'2

MiiuTiil borer 1 I'orter 1

Bleacher :..4.;4"! I Circus tent maker 1

Weighman ..l..":!.. 1 .Assistant warder 1

AVhuelwright 1 Barmaid 1

Cabman 1 Open air ..,......;.. 1

Gentleman ......... 1 Purser's clerk 1

Undergraduate ... 1

Commis.^5iou, agent 1

IJay dealer, ......... 1

Grinder I.'..... 1

Railway guard ... 1

Signaltoan 1

Canal boatman ... 1

Higgler 1

Milk carrier 1

Cabinet designer.,

Printer .,...,...f.."-
Fisbermad
Prostitute
Bookseller
Reformatory boy
Literary 1A*i^^At-i .-... ••i-- «... J - ~

Pilot ..;..... ". 1 I^ipil in colliery... 1

Stationer ;...;..i..!w.-'I Vice maker 1

machine 1

1

Electric worker ... 1

Mercantile 1

Tin opener 1

Rope maker 1

Dancing mistress 1

Fitter ...i^.„...\,,. 1

Fireman '.... ., 1

Servant in asylum 1

Vinegar maker ... 1

Builder 1

Casting dresser ... 1

Laco darner.. ..;...<,*

Stone printer 1

Boot tip stamper 1
Bookkeeper ., t
Skin dresser ^i..„[l

Potter <
Card room hand ...

,

jt

Message boy .....,,4

Ship chandler t 1
Upholsterer '.l

Bandsman .........1 Aualyticalchemist i
Watchmaker 1

Quarrymen 2

flaslitters 2
Fruiterers 2

Diiirymen 2
Whitesmiths /..,.^. (2,

Charwomen....' 2
Maltsters 2
Warehousemen ... 2
raj)er mill .Jn^nds ?
(.'oopers . B
Various trades ... 2

Police constables 2
Postmen 2

Telegraph messen^,
gers 2

Tube makers ....... 2
Solicitor , 1 Saddler...

oilman 1 Drilling

Railway porter ..pi 1, hand
Screyer i...,.,..\X

Postmaster ^\ 1

Cutler 1

Machine maker ... 1

Filler , 1

Brick carter .;. 1

Traveller _ with
.steam engine ... 1

Gunner ••• 1

Infirmary matron 1

Pupil teacher 1 .

lusi)ection of the above list ot first sight appears to negative

the explanation advanced above, of the difference between the

numbers of males and females in the table.", namely, that the ex-

posure necessarily entailed on men by the nature of their occupa-

tion is a cause of their being more frequently the subjects ot rheu-i

raatism. It must, however, be remembered that the cases rfir

ported arc sinjply those which different medical practitioners havd

been able to record during the time allowed them for furnishing

the results of their experience. They are by no means to ha res-

ceived as a record of the prevalence of rheumatism in various

trades or occupations. If it were, common experience would lead

one rather to place such occupations as sailors, soldiers, brewers,

bricklayeri?, coachmen, cabmen, police constables at the head of

the list. It cannot be denied, however, that the number of

domestic servants (71) is a remarkable occurrence. This may be

partly accounted for by the inordinate consumption of alcoholic

drinks—especially beer—and meat to which persons in that

station of life are addicted. To this may be added want of proper

exercise, with its consequent accumidation of nitrogenous com-

pounds in the tissues; '

.J
.

One important omission must be noted m the tables, namely, an

inquiry as to any hereditary tendency to rheumatism. Had this

been available for analysis, it might have afforded an explanation of

the great number of children (63) which comes second on the list.

Class in Society. ' '""
"ij^

Instead of grouping the cases in the different classes, namew,

upper, middle, and lower, it has been deemed preferable to give the

list in full, lis showing more accurately the class to which the

majority belong. It will be seen at a glance that the lower

greatlypreponderates over the middle and upper classes. • '

V.]

Habits. ' '•

In calculating- the numbers given in the tables under the three

heads—temperate, intemperate, and total abstainers, it wa*

thought well to group separately children under 14 years of age

who were under dose supervision either at home or at school.

Such young persons who were engaged in any occupation whicn

necessarily removed them from the supervision of the parents or

school teachers, when not under 14 years of age, have been placed

among the adults in the class to which they belong. There are,

therefore, 647 cases to be dealt with under this head, excluding

those in which no mention of the habit is made, namely :—
Chilitrea under

Feitniles.

. 177
Hules.'

Temperate ••• Ij'-'I'O'AO :' fSeS

Intemperate ... 32
Total .\hstainers ... 47

No mention made.'..' 6 '

M.alen.

.. 9

M.
Femalca.

15

Total 347

2
... 54

,,7f„(.n .g(l

236

rffl T^ 1

22
.M;i

26

_ I'.

4lT'fI

J
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' In order to trace the effects Of habits in acute rheumatism, it

will be necessary to make an analysis of the tables, and by so
doing the following results come out :—

Total Abstainers (including Children).
Males ... ... ... 69 or 10.53 per cent.
Females ... , ,.. 80 „ 12.21

Total
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Brougirt forward

Murmur ftt base...

AorSif yn\<\)

Mnrmiir (a\t\) ...

•• Murmur and aortic systolic" (oM)

Ha-mic...
Tcricanlitis and aortic obstructive

Kiidocanlilis (old) ...

rcricarditi.i and endocarditis

I'nwystolio and mitral systolic ...

Mitral stenosis (old")

I'pricnrditi:! nnd mitral systolic (old)

" IVrii-arditis, aortic and'mitral" (old)

I'ulmonary murmur
Pulmonary systolic

Aortic repurgitant
Endocarditis

121
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Heart affections

:

Mitral regurgitation ...

Pericarditis and mitral regurgitation ...

Pericarditis ...

Aortic obi^truction

Aortic ami mitral
Pericarditis and murmur

„ „ aortic obstruction

„ „ mitral regurgitation(old)

Hales.

7
4

Females.

6
3
3

18 13
Percentage of heart affections... ...72 GO

Inspection of the above figures brings out one fact, namely, that
the percentage of children in whom the articular affection was
severe and extensive is 36 per cent, in males and 42.30 per cent, in
females. This is contrarj- to the received opinion, but the dis-
crepancy may perhaps be accounted for by the small numbers here
available. The duration of the fever, pain, and of the whole
attack is about the same as in adults of the most approved habits:
and this remark applies, generally speaking, to the percentage of
complete recoveries. In the percentage of heart affection among
males, the excessive liability of children is clearly shown by the
figures, namely, 72 per cent, in children, against 54 per cent, in
total abstainers, 40 per cent, in temperate males, and 46 per cent.m intemperate males. In the case of females the diflference is
much less.

Food.
Apparently but little information is to be gained under this

head, the numbers being-
Food sulBcient ... ... ... ... G26

„ insufficient ... ... ... ... 27
„ more than sufficient ... ... ... i

Not stated ... ... ... ... ... i

655
It 18 unnecessary therefore to state the proportion of males to
females.

Locality.
__The numbers come out as follows :—

High, damp, confined ... 9
Low, confined ... ... 8
Low, damp ... ... 6
Damp ... ... ... 5
Dry, confined ... ... 5
Damp, exposed ... ... 5
Low ... ... ... 4
At sea ... ... ... 3
Confined ... ... 2
Damp, confined ... ... 2
E.^posed ... ... 2
Medium ... ... 1

Travelling ... ... 1

Dry, flat ... ... 1

Flat, dry, confined ... 1

_. . . 9
This IS a somewhat remarkable list. It is a general opinion that

rheumatism is more prevalent in low and damp locaUties, and it
IS certainly surjirising that by far the greater number of cases
(in 24 92 per cent.) occurred in a " high, drj', exposed " locality,
and that, on the other hand, only two eases out of 646 in which
data exist m the tables, occurred in a "damp, confined" locality.
It IS true that the next number (98 cases) occurs under the head-
va^ low damp, confined," but this is followed by 62 cases in a
High and dry 'locality: the result of examination of the .ibove

net being that no facts of real value come out under this head.

Atmosphebe.
Wet or damp, coM, and cloudy
Wet, mild, and changeable ...

Dry, hot, sun for the most part
Drj' and cold
Dry, mild, changeable
Wet ... ; ;;;

Damp
Not mentioned ... ... 21

Under this head the numbers come out in accordance with pre-
vailing opinion. By far the greater number (307, or 47.6() per
cent.), occurred in a wet, damp, cold, and cloudy atmosphere.

High, drj', exposed
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TTo had Rn aortic niurmuf (systolic) when ho came under ohserva-

tioii. tint at th(^ tfriuitfattriX of tlhp nttack it hud dtiniuisheJ in in-

toMRity, and tlic appx Ivat wUs in it? nfirraal iiositiou.

..\o.i:i<l (.liiin^.-! Bafr. ' BoltonV Male, aged IS; gasfttter.

)lsd »oftrl<af.'V«>i' S 7-<«nr» aiid inrash'S 10 years previously. He
litd an oH Ky<t(ilic iwrlk; and mitnil murmur, and at the end of

the rheiiuiatie attack the. apex vas 1 iiudi external to the nipple.

Me hail liml nn pn>vinus rheumati.-sm.

i No. Irti) «.'. llarrisiirt. M.t>.. Lincoln). Female, aged 23, single, a

cook. Had ineH.iles 21 yi-ars and scarlet fever 2 months pre-

viously. She had a svstolic murmur observed during the attack

of rheum.iti.^m, Vnt itis.not stated whether the murmur existed

at tho onset Of tfte rheiimatism, or *n-hether it persisted after

the convalescence was estahlished. She had had no pre\-ious

rheumatism. '

'

'i.,,.„;.i ., „ ,

- As in tlip casp of scdrlfet feVer, tfi'e mea'sies ,occtirred''xtt eArly

life, and before 20 years of age.

-•Measles tras assoeiatedwith scarlet fever as an antecedent in

7 caaes, of which -Vos. 44, l(t3, 117, 130, 277. 30.'), 434 were males,

and 1,.N6. Ifl'J', -was a temale. It was associated with vaticella iu

1 male (No. 3(:f.)); with tonsillitis iu 2 males (,>'os. 1 and 11), and 1

fetnMe (Nos. .Tli2»; with tonsillitis and pertussis in 1 -male (>'o.

1U8>; with pertnssis W'l ttiale (No. 420), and 8 females
'

(Xos. 1.32,

.*«)2,.'>74): with tonsillitis and scarlet fever in 1 female (Xo. 229)

;

with tonwllitis and eliorea in 1 male (No. 433). In the remaining'

LI ciises measles was X\vk only antecedent—namely, in •>< males and

7 females.
TypHoii> as an Antecedent.

• This ocfUrrt'd inll cSfies, erf which 6 ^205, 35t), 389, 483, ."^IS, 612)

weremalei and 5 (94, 139, 357, 300, 481) -were females; of these,

wnteric and scarlet feS-er were antecedents in Ti cases.

. . INo, 139. Female, aged 2-l, had enteric fever 20 years previously,

»nd Bcarl^t fever in childhood ; 1 previous rheumatic attack at

lit. No morbus cordis.

jiiNo, »'>7. Female, aged «, recovered from enteric fever 2 months
mtec*wfi»\y trt the rheumatism, having had scarlet fever; 14 iripntns

fcfow-. N() previous rheumatism ; no rnorbus cordis.

•j-'-V^-ZiSi. Male, aged 17, had scarlet fever 8 years previously;

the date of the enteric was uncertain. No previous rheumatism;

no morbus cordis.

No. 360. Female, aged 22, had enteric fever, scarlet fever, small-

pox,'.and -whooping-congh as antecedents, but the dsjtes of the

fever^i are tint stated'; 1 previous rheumatic a,Ctack at.^d. Ncj mor-

bus corrlis.
'

,

• Nft. 481. Female, aged 28, had scarlet fever 19 years previously ;

thodateof the enteric was .unknown ; 5 prerious rheumatic at-

tacks. Old morbus cordis.
. ,

No. 518. Male, aged 20, had enteric fever 6 years and tonsillitis

6 months previously; 1 previous rheumatic attack at 18. >'o

IBorlHis corilis.

11 Of the remaining ."5 cases, enteric fever was the only antecedent,

IkaMefyi nte2'males and 4' females.

'

ii.'.' .T ' 11 v,"'' : .
'

"'

Typuus AS AM Antecedent
"I'OcOuried in—
!• lKo.'174'W! Easby, M.D., March). Male, aged 18; 11 years pre-

vlo«WV- No jirevious rheumatism. No morbus cordis.
•

NiJ. '373 n'y. B. Richardson, M,l)., Brighton). Female, aged 21;

-I'VyenrH previously ; this patient had scarlet fever when young ; 1

Wttoiis rheumatic attack at l.">. Old morbus cordis.

N<A. 441 fJ. W. Miller, M.l)., Pimd<e). Male, aped 47 ;
twice pre-

viously ; the patient liad broncliilis 7 years, and otitis .') years be-

fore; 3 pr^j^-ious rheumatic attacks, the first at 12. No morbus

VsAnliA '

"

I. 1 Vaeiola as as Antecrpent
i' 'Occurred in 4 cases—3 males and 1 female, namely

:

•: • Nft. 13li (J. H. Jackson, M.B., Wigan). Male, aged .36, had rariola

ifl yi'ars, and pneumonia 20 years previously ; 1 previous rheu-

matic attack at 19. No morbus cordis.

No. .370 (Thomas F. Raven, Broadstairs). Male, aged 40, had

variola 7 years previously. No previous rheumatism. Nq morbus

cordis. '

No. 4.51 (Je»hn Reid, Rochdale). Female, aged Ifi, had variola

7 months jireviously. No previous rheumatism. No morbus

cordia. .»«,,
J'!No.(M&rB."RobertSi •~M.D.,'BftStboume). Male, age.d 29; Variola

'JS ysiifti ; scarlet fever 24 v^ars {ircviously ; 1 previous rheumatic

attack at 20. Old aortic ({isease.

:'-;nn Sfo..4&l' a mitraJ, syatolic.fliarmvur wos heani daring the
jastlaaiv'im vo lv.-i7rior .!.•. li'.ijj ni c-.-i. 'i .'•-" ....n- -

but inrheumatic attack, and in No. 64.5 an old aortic murmur,

none of tht' others. is any cardiac disease recorded.)

Otheu Acctb Si'Ecifk- Diskaseb as Antecepbhi*.
Whooping-cough occurred in cases, namely, 3 maltes and 3

femal(>S. - ...

Rotheln occurred in 2 cases,' both females.

.Mumps „ 1 case, namely female.

Erysipelas „ 1 „ ,i ..

Varicella „ 1 „ ,. ..

"Fever" „ 1 „ •' . " L . . j
In none of the above was there any heart affection unconnected

with the rheumatism.
Syiihilis is specially noted in 4 cases, namely, 1 ttale 'and, 3

females. „ , .,.'

No. 2 (Charles Ede, Guildford^ Female, aged 40; BJ^)hl!^8 was

doubtful ; the patient hud suffered from eczema for 1 year pre-

viously. _ , „« ,

No, 167 (T. Hyde Hills, Cambridge). Male, aged 33; cabman;

the date of infection, etc., not stated. '

,
'

No. 332 (W. Shaw, M.D., Jlaidstone). Female, ftged 36, mamed

;

infected 4 years previously.
^ oir -.^

.

No. 424 (Thomas F. Raven, Broadstairs). Female,' ag*d;35;:mJ

feu-ted 4 years previously by husband. '

: ' ';' ''.'''(,

'*'
."'

\ Anjemia as an Antecedent. •
.

Aiifemtais i^ecorded in 17 cases, or 209 per cent. ; of which 3 or

0.45 per cent, were males, and 14, or 2.13 per cent., females. ,,i

No. 37. Male, aged 6 ; anEemic child ; 1 previous attack of rheu-

matism at 3 years of age. : , : ..j.,, ,,: iii;' . l' i!''
No. 47. Female, aged 14, singlej errand,, gwl:;. *>*»»» fWtwQ

months previously. in .i i:".ii- J.
No. 59, Female, aged 19, siiigle; dressma](ier:;,«^naBgBua,. no date

gi\'eii. '

'

.
'

.

No. 78. Female, aged 28, married ; an.Tmia, no date given.

Phlebitis after parturition aS days preWous to rheumatism ; 1 pre-

vious rheumatic attack at 14.

No. 94. Female, aged 1.5, single; house work ; anaemia, uo date

given. Enteric fever 3 years previously.

No. 138. Female, aged 22, single
;
j servant

;

ansemia, ho date

given. 'T

at home ; aniemia, no dtite

insufficient diet; 1 previous

servant ; anaemia, no dalis

°
No. 2.52. Male, aged 26; joiner; anremia, no date .givear. ."WW

aloia ; 2 previous rheumatic attacks ; first at 22.
^

:;,:i^ ..-i .1

Ko. 802. Female, aged 24; servant; an:\;mia, no date given;

ileuraigia, scarlet fever in chQdliood; 3 previous attacks of , rheu-

matism, first at 13. •
' A

No. 340. Female, aged 24, married; ari.'emia, no dategiren;^

previous attacks of rheumatism, first at 18.

No. 3C)0. Female, aged 22, suigle; milliner; anrcnua, no date

given; 1 previous attack of rheumatism at 19. Scarlet fever, en-

teric fever, variola. Fertussis iu former years.

No. 372. Female, aged 21, single ; shopgirl ; anaemia, no date

given ; 1 previous attack of rheumatism at 15. Tj-phus and bronch-

itis 5 years before second rheumatic attack. Scarlet fever in

former years.

No. 423. Female, aged 20, single

;

given ; migraine, debility, hysteria

;

rheumatic attack at 16.

No. 499. Female, aged 18, single

;

Riven ; bronchitis, otitis in former years. .
, .•;' -''j^'

No. 549. Female, aged 24, single; servant;; ai(i«m^ »«•?*««

invcn- 1 previous rheumatic attack at 15.
, 'all

No. 520. Mole, aged 4; antcmia some week? ,previpuslyyt, ponr^

junctivilis, keratitis.
.

••:
'

No 622. Female, aged 27, married; anromia, no date given;

abortion and flooding 8 months previous to rheumatic attack

;

5 previous rheumatic attacks, tlrst at 8.
• j »

No. &47. Female, aged 17, single; servant; antemia, no date

given ; scarlet fever at 5 years of age ; tonsillitis 21 months before

the la.st attack of rheumatism; old cardiac disease; no previous

rheumatism. . , , i
• m„

In 5 of these cases cardiac complication existed, namely, in no.

37 a mitral systolic bruit was developed during the rheumatism,

there having been one previous attack at the a«e of 3; 78, an oia

svstolic mitral murmur, the patient having had an attack of acute

rlu.umati.sm 14 year.« previously ; ,3(rj. a mitral systolic murmur

iprobablvof old-standinn). there having been 3 previous attacks

of acute'rheumatism ; .372, a mitral sygtohc murmur (but w-hetUer

old or recent is not state.l), with an attach of rheumatism G years

previously ; 047, a mitral systolic bruit (possibly of old standiiigj,
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with] previous historj- of scarlet fever, but without any focord of
rheniriatism.

.

J t will be scon, therefore,^ that anaemia cannot, so far as these
casps arc concerned, be regarded as a cause of. cardiac disease, but
tlwt in those, instances in wliich it axiisted it must be attributed
rather to rheumatism (4 cases), or to scarlet fever (lease). -

PtnLMOXAEY DiSKASES AS' AnTECEXiENTS.
• Btrtnchitis occurred in 15 00863=10 male.?, 5 females.

Pneumonia „ „ 7 „ = 3 ' „ 4 ' „'V'"',
• Pleurisy

,
. , ,„^, „ 2 „ =2 „

Pli^ujopnenmoin^ . . „ „ 1 „ = 1 „

WHOori.vo-Coran as an Antecepemji;,,,.,.,, „.j
In 6 cases= 3 males and 3 females." ," . . . .

• Namely...No. 199. Kale, aged 31; no date gfren.
--^''

;

'„ 392. Female, ,,. , 7.
•

„, „ .

•--''j,- 420. Male, -,,,.; '8 ; 7 years •pteWously,

r -f, IT 450. Female;"'^,'' -§''U „ '
.

" ,> / '
,,,,

j T.q 574. „•
629, Male,

ChoseA.

It is not a little remarkable, considering the recent observations
of Dr. Stephen Mackenzie and others, that chorea is mentioned in
this series of 6.55 cases as an antecedent or concomitant of rheu-
matism in 13 instances only, or 1.98 per cent., namely, males, 0.76
per cent.; females, 1.22 per cent. No apology is needed therefore
for a statement of the chief particulars in each case.
No. 49 (F. Marsh, Stafford). Female, aged 24 ; single ; house-

maid
; temperate ; sufficiently fed. Locality, low, damp, exposed;

2 previous attacks of rheiunatism, the first at 13. Scarlet fever 12
years previously; chorea at the same time. A mitral systolic
murmur -^vas heard at the commencement of thS rheumatic attack,
for which the patient was under treatment ; but at the termina-
tion of the attack the apex was normal inposition, although the
murmur persisted.

No. 74 (S. Moritz, M.D., Manchester). Female, aged 25 ; single;
factory hand; temperate; insufficient diet. ...Locality, low, damp,
confined. Chorea 4 months previously, during pregnancy ; no pre-
vious rheumatism or other illness; no cardiac affection.

.
N0..209 (G. W. Homan, Lichfield). Male, aged -27; single;

Clerk i temperate ; sufficient diet ; 1 previous attack of rheu-
inatigm at 19; chorea in childhood. A systolic . mitral murmur
was heard at the commencement of the present' attack, and re-
mained during the attack ; the apex beat being then half an inch
internal to the nipple. The patient did well till the seventh day,
when sweating ceased ; and in the evening the temperature rose
to 110° F., and he died in 5 hours, the temperature being then
106.9° F.

'
.

^ s

No. 238 (W. F, Brook, Fareham). Female, aged U; sufficient
diet. Locality, high, dry, exposed. No previous attack of rheu-
masism

; chorea 2 years previously. The attack of rheumatism
•was severe; pericarditis complicated the attack, and death
occurred on the seventh day, from asphyxia, the. ^^3uIt of peri-
carditis and " great bronchial secretion." .' /'
No. 433 (F. Wacher, Canterbury). Male, aged 14: cabinet

maker; sufhcient diet. Locality high. No mention made of pre-
TO3U8 rheumatism. The patient had mea.-^les with enlarged
tonsils, but the date is not given ; 2 attacks of chorea 7 and 2
yedrs ago. A mitral murmur was audible throughout the attack
ana at the termination of rheumatism after 21 days. The apex
beat was normal in position. Eecovery complete.
-No. 469 (K.J. Allan, M.D., Dock Street, E.). Female, aged 24,
single; temperate; sufficient diet. Locality, low, damp; 1 pre-
yitJus attack of rheumatu>m at 16 ; liable to bilious attack.s ; choream childhood. A mitral systolic murmur was audible throughout
the attack, and at the termination of the rheumatism on the
eleventh day. The apex beat was one inch to the left of the ster-
numj the murmur had been present since childhood, and was
Heard before tlie chorea attacked her. Recoverj- was complete.
No. 466 (II. S. Ren.shaw, M.D., .Salel. Male, aged 9; temperate

:

eufticient diet. Locality, dry, exposed. No previous attack of
rhoumatiam; aortic and mitral mnnuiirs during the rheumatic
ittaok; apex 1 inch below, and internal to nipple; murmurs dis-
appeared 21 days after the onset of the rheumatism ;

" chorea re-

""^"^^^no
^•""'^'•ry from rheumatism was complete.

Jrijo. 493 (W.Frew, M.D., Galston, Ayrshire). Female, aged 19;

single; lace, darner; total abstainer; sufficient diet. Locality,
low, damp. One preWous attack of rheumatism at 16; cI(orea9
years previously. A systolic mitral murmur audible throughout
the attack (14 days' duration) ; at the termination the ajjei beat
was in tlie sixth interspace, 1 inch external to the nipple line.

Recovery was complete.
No. .524 (G. If. Mackay, M,B., Elgin)'. Female, aged 19 ; single

;

no occupation ; temperate ; sufficient diet. Localitj\ low, damp:
No pre-vious rheumatism ; chorea 18 months previously ; tonsil-
litis 4 days before. A mitral and aortic murmur was heard during
the attack, and at its termination at the end of SAVeeks; the apex
-was just •witliin the nipple. The patient had dfopsyfroto lieari

disease. ' '
"

No. 547 CW. H. Dobie, M.B., Chester). Female, aged 17 ; single ;

lady ! temperate ; sufficient diet. Locality, low, damp, confined.
One previous attack of rheumatism at 12; chorea 6 years pre-
viously ; .'lystolic and presystolic mitral murmurs audible during
the attack ; no mention of position of apex. Chorea accom-
panied the pre\-ious attack of rheumatism, which was attended by
\'iolent delirium and severe pain

;
present attack mUd, and termi-

nating on the tenth day.

No. 587 (D. J.Mackenzie, M.D., Glossop). - Male, a'ged 4 ; total
abstainer ; sufficient diet. Locality, high, dry, exposed. No pre-
vious rheumatism ; chorea was slight, and oocurred 10 days pre-
vious to the onset of rheumatism. There was a systolic' mitral
murmur from the third day of the attack, but the agex was
normal. Recoverj' was comjjete. •

-i.
:

r;

No. 589 (D. J. Mackenzie, M.D., Glossop). Female, aged 14

;

temperate ; sufficient diet. Localitj-, high, damp, exposed ; 2 pre-
vious attacks of rheumatism (age of first not given) ; chorea is

said to be " still present." A " murmur " was noticed when the
patient came under observation; the apex was •svidely diffused.

Recovery was complete. _
No. 699 (C. H. Milbum, M.B,, Durham). Male, aged 16 ; wearer;

temperate ; sufficient diet.- Locality, low, damp, coiifined ,' I pre-
vious attack of rheumatism at 12. A mitral systolic murmur was
noticed when the patient came under observation ; the apex beat
1 inch below the nipple ; chorea had occurred 3 years previously.
Recovery tvas complete.

In 5 cases (74, 238, 466, 624, 587) there had befen no previoua
rheumatism.

In 1 case (483) no mention is made of previous rhewmatism.
In 2 cases (49 and 589) 2 previous attacks of rheumatism had

occurred, whUe in the remainder, 1 previous attack had occurred
in each case.

In Nos. 74 and 587 no cardiac disease existed after recovery from
rheumatism; the patient having had as attack of chorea 4
months previously".

In No. 238 no cardiac disease was known until the rheu-
matic attack under which the patient succumbed ; but chorealiad
occurred 2 years previously.

In No. 4.33 there had been no previous rheumatism, but there
had been two previous attacks of _chorea, and there had been no
previous cardiac disease.

In No. 524 there had been no previous rheumatism. One
attack of chorea 18 months previously ; the patient suffered

from cardiac dropsy ; an evidence of old-standing Talrular
disease.

In these re<iords, then, no valvular disease oan be traced in con-
nection with chorea alone, and, though in the majority of these
cases in which chorea occurred valviflar disease of the heart ex-
isted, it was presuraablv of rheumatic origin, and in all save one
(524) the mitral valve alone was affected.

In one case (460) there had been one attack of rheumatism 8
years previously, and chorea in childhood, the date not given; it

IS specially noted that the mitral systolic murmur was heard
" before the chorea attacked her."

In No. 49 chorea occurred at 12 years of age, the pati«\t being
aged 24, female.

In No. 74 chorea occurred 4 months previoHS, the patienfe being
aged 25, female.

In No. 209 chorea occurred in childhood, (no dat^ ^ren),. the
patient being aged 27. male. "

In No. 238 chorea occurred at 9 years of iM;e, the patient beiny
aged 1 1 , female. •

In No. 4.'i3 chorea occurred at 7 and 9 years of age, the patient'

being aged 14, male.
In No. 460 chorea occurred in childhood (no dfitfi, glTto), the

patient being aged 24, female.
i.' r,.-^ -a

. vr 'ioi ^.M.<J4
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In No. 493 chorea occurred at 10 years of age, the patient being

iwitHl 15>, firmnle. ... ^ i
•

In No. IfH oliorea occurred at 16 years of age, the patient being

acod I'J, fi'malo. .. . , •

In No. M7 chorea occurred at 12 years of age. the patient being

aged 17, female.
, , .. ^ ,

In No. 5W chorea occurred ten days previously, the patient beuig

aged i, male. ^. ,. , •

In No. OiCJ chorea occurred at 13 years of age, the patient being

ageil Ui, male.
, , . ., ^ ui

Various other " pre\-iou9 illnesses" are recorded in these tables,

but the numbers in each case are so small that analysis of them

•would be useless.

lUCHNT AN-TKC-P.DKNTS TO THU RHEUMATIC ATTACK.

Under this head M^- stated certain previously existing conditions

to wluch the rheumatic attack might probably he attributed, or

without which the patient might possibly have escaped.

y.Qver-fatigue and exposure to wet and cold-

[

Males
Females
Not mentioned

61
37
1

..,.; Total ...

[jj^posure to wet and cold

:

gj-.„ Moles ,..,-,hniiii-.Mij i' •••

Females ... ... -.)'.-.

^k"1 !rotal

f\ Exposure to <!Old

:

f„;j
Males M, i

*«•//•

_[>,i,
females u -#»,' ..

.,,,T .-, rTotri .'"M .'rff-: 'f .^
'

liOy^-l^igue—more or less prolonged

:

g„v, - *«le6_- -
^^... Females

^•'
Total

fiExposure to wetjinJ ovuit k\''.''-
.«-•

Males
[females

{,.,,, ., ,
Total ...

Oyer-fatigue—prolonged

:

n,r.-.: -AW^a., • .-...;... "

.,,, ,
. Total

fijPiver-fatigue—sudden

:

Males
Female8tnnif»«ffT snoi-

-
,i' J '

-'

Total ...

...Pharyngitis:
Males
I'umoles

.,,,, Total

. Parturition:

99 or 15.11 percent.

76
30

106 or 16.18 percent.

55
36

91 or 13.89 percent.

12
18

30 or 4.58 per cent.

38
32

70 or 10.68 percent.

12
11

23 or 3.51 percent.

7
4

11 or 1.52 per cent.

10
4

14 or 2.13 per cent.

ft If

J;

I

2 cases (125 and 406) weeks previously.

(.305)

(391)
(a64>V"

X
1
I
\

1

1

Shock:
Males
Fumalee

.i.4 ,.

36 days
22 ,„

J4 „

The numbers in order stand as follows

:

Exposure tn wet and enld ...

Over-fatigue and exposure to wet and cold ...

Exposure to cold ...

K.\posuri! to wet ...

Over-fatjguo, more or less prolonged

Over-fatigue, prolonged
Phar>'ngitis ... ... -•• rir;vo«.i i4"

Over-fatigue, sudden ... -• • -~ -'fh'

Parturition
Shock ... ... ... "' n r

'"
\ nr\\"

No recent antecedent disea.-ses (males, 39 females, du;

No mention of antecedent diseases (males, 27; females, 18)

106 c

99
91
70
30
23
14

11
8
7
79
45

PnENOSTEyA COKNECTED WITH THE PBESKNT ATTACK.

Under this head returns are made: 1, as to the severity of the

attack and the sweating; 2, the duration of tbc fever, pain, and

whole attack; 3, extent of joint affection; 4. result.

The figures come out as follows:

The rheumatism was severe in ... 178 males, or 27.17 per cent.

„ ... 116 females, or 17.70 „
"

mild in ... 191 males, or 29.15 „
... 160 females, or 24.42

Cases in which no mention is made
as to severity, namely , 133, 319, 320,

ai2, 377, 415, 420, 505, 539, 588

Sweating was considerable in ...

„ slight in

615

10

655
255 males, or 38.93 per cent
1G6 females, or 25.34 „

116 males, or 17.70 „
107 females, or 16.33 ,,.

644

Cases in which no sWeatiii^bccurred "j

or no mention is made os to sweat- I
-j j

ing,namelv,9, 46, 132, 133,336,407,
(

493,520,673,608,638 J

655

Examination of the tables were then made with the view of

oEcertaining the influence of diaphoresis on recovery ;
the toUow-

inc is the result:^ Males.

Sweating, conslrlerable
j. jj„ „^ gj gg p^.^ cent.

Kecovery, complete S

13.62 „

Females.

105. or I6.2i perrceat.

83

,„j, , Total ... ... ... 7 or 1.06 per cent.
'

rtf' the other mentioned recent antecedent disensen. such as

gout, gonorrhroo, of each one cose; jaundice, catarrh, diphthenii,

injurj-, parotitis (two caseS), for example, the numbers are so

smal) OS to bo valnelea*.

The expression "recent antecedents " hero signifies a disease

which occurred within six we<k.4 previouily to the rheumatic

attack for which the patient came under obserration. i n ' , [

Sweating, sliglit t gg -^^^ ga „ 13;69
'

Recovery, complete \ h .;,.'•!.

Sweating, conaiderable
(. g., j go ^^ 52 „ 8.04 t^

Kecovorv, partial S
.. •

Sweating, slight » ji „ n.35 ,. 30 ,, 3-09
Recovery, partial f

Sweating, considerable
(. jj ^ ;y ^ 9 ,. 1.,'>1

Death *
•-

•

.»

Sweating, Blight (. , 1

Death S

Sweating, none ^ 1 .. 1

O^The'eos'^eases data were insufficient for the above calculation

in 9 males (Nos. 46, 151, 249, 255, 325, 407, '''78, 579, .W)8), and in

females (Nos. 9, 81, 132, 150, 322, 520, 567, 573, 638); in 1 case (133)

the SOX is not mentioned, leaving 646 cases to be dealt with.

The figures lend bnt partial support to the presumption ttiac

free diaphoresis produces a beneticial effect on the course ana

result of neute rheumatism, when the number of complete re-

coveries with sliglit sweating is compared wnth that when sweat-

ing was considerable.
; , j_ „v,i«ir

Under "slight" sweating have' been grouped caws in wmOH

diaphoresis is described as modorate ; under. " considelrablo tnow

in which it was profuse. ,,

iNFLCENOKlOF TBEATMENT ON THE DtTBATION OF IHE
RuKUMATic Attack.

With oidy four exceptions, the cases recorded in the t^ables wfiro

iiQtler one or more of various remedies ailvocated for the reliiit or

the disease, and it has been, therefore, thmiRht odvisablo t" calcu-

late, the average number of days' duration of the fever, pm"; »"«

of the whole Bttack (where a sufficient number of cases MuM De

onlleete.l to strike an uvernge). under some of the more usual

mBthpds of treatment. In a large number of eases: Uie treatment.
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is different in each; no grouping of them, therefore, is either
profitable or even possible.

Avcrajfe (Juratloij (In dkys) of
Whole

Treatment. FcTcr. PbIb. AtUck.
^iicyUtes (sodium or potassium) (173 cases) (171 ca.ses) (167 cas(:-.s)

K6j iluys lal.sdays Ii).U3days
Salicylic acid ... ... .., (9 cases) ('J cases) (D cpses)

13.8 da-ys 10.7 davs ' 10.7 <lay8
Salicin ... ... ...(14 cases) (14 cases) (14 cases)

aas days 16.07 days 23.92 days
Alkalies ... ... ... (2t! cases) (2('> cases) (26 cases)

13,23 days 19.0 days 36.30 days
Alkalies and then .?alicylates ... (.22 cases) (22 case.«) (21 case.s)

11.04 days 13.90 days 22.22 days
Salicylatesandalkalies(combined) (12 cjises; (11 cases) (13 eases)

10..S3 days 1.5.54 days 34.92 days
Salicylates and then alkalies ... (19 case.s) (18 cases) (17 eases)

10.78 days 13.16 days 30.64 days
Salicin and alkalies ... ... (3 cases) (3 cases) (3 case.?)

11.6 days 19.3 days 24,0 days
.Solicylates and potass, iod. ... (7 cases) (6 cases) (7 cases)

.. . 17.14 days 24.16 days 46 days
Salicylates and iron ... ' ... (18 cases) (19 cases) (18 cases)

, :: , ;^ .-,r„^,.'f 11.77 days 10.89 days 27.7 days
•Salicylates and tonics ... ... (16 cases) (16 cases) (16 cases)

8 days 10.18 days 18.68 days
Alkalies and opium ... ... (8 cases) (8 cases) (8 cases)
J.: 10.7o days 12.60 days 1S,75 days
Salicylates, then iron and. quiniae (5 case's) (5 cases) (6 cases)

^fi fc. ill ! 10 days 13.8 days 20.33 daj-s

Salicylates and opium 'jiii.iiitiv,'.,. (10 casts) (11 cases) (9 cases)

9.9 days 8.45 days 30.3 days
Sklicvlates and Wiatets...! .-•.... (7 caaee) (7 cases) (Ceases)

.:i; I I .' 6.14 days 12 days 15.83 days
Alkalies and then quinine >.,i.... (6 cases). (6 cases) (5 cases)
•

• 13.5 (lays 31.6 days .35 days
Salicylates and quinine... ... (6 eases) (6 cases.) (6 cases)

10.5 (Uys 17 days 31.6 days
; Case No. 655 has been excluded from the calculation under
-salicin as the data are insufficient, The patient ^vas ill 7 days
before she came under observation; the pain lasted 1 day, and
the duration of the w-hole attack was 7 days.

In most of the cases treated the dose of salicin was 1 scruple,
repeated in inte.rvals of from 1 to 4 hours ; and in once case (654)
.the drug wa.s taken in 1-scruple doses ever^' hour till the patient
was -mjll (about the i6th day).

. ':,,,: : : -
- in, Case 444 the dose was grains xij, given every. 2 houM .till

-bedtime, and then repeated thrice daily. The patient was not
iScen until the 10th day, and on the 2nd day of treatment the
temperature became normal.

.Cases in which Salici.v, Salicsxic Acid, dr its Salts FAiLsb,

. So. 19 (W. Bruce. M.D., Dingwall), ilale,ag«d 42 ; shoemaker;
temperate ; sufficiently fed. Locality, low, damp, confiued ; atmo-
sphere, changeable ; wind W. Xo previous rheumatism. Present
attack attributed to e.xposiu-e and over-fatigue. The attack was
severe, attended by considerable sweating, and many joints
ringers chiefly) were affected. Sotlium salicylate was given, 10
grains every 2 hours, and then every 4 hours. Sul)Sequently
potassium bicarbonate was administered till the urine became
alkaline. Recovery was partial, pain persisting in several joints.
The reporter remarks: "Salicylate seemedii tjoi havSi :JU>- reffectj;

treatment carefully carried out."
i

"
, :

No. 22 (J. A. Krskine Stuart, Ilealy. Batley), Male,' aged 23

;

single: blacksmith: temperate; suflii^iently fed. Locality, high,
dry, exposed; atmosphere, damp and cold; "wind .X. The patient
.had had several previous attacks of rheumatism, and had " con-
"igenital mitral diseaso inherited from mother." The present attack
Cwas ascribed to e.xposure to wet, and cold, and over-fatigue ; it

I t»a8 severe, and the sweating considerable. The duration of the
(le\ia-, pain, and wliolr attack was 7 days. The dose of sodium
-sslicylate was 15 grains evety 3 hours. The joiijt affection was
•Telieved in 2 days. The salicylate caused gnstro-enteritis and
haematemesis, and the patient died.

^ No. 52 (J. Munro. M.U., Barnanl Castle), ilale, nge<.l 21 ; single ;

aabourer; temperate; sufhcieutly fed ; locality, higli, dry; atmo-
iBphere, mild and changeable; wind E. The patient had bron-
.Kshitis C years prei-iou8ly, but jio rheumatism. For the prewit
attack no cause is assignej;!; the.^att«ck was severe, with profuse.

sweating. The fever and pain lasted 6 days, and the whole ft.tUclc
35 days ; many joints were involved. During the attack a Ctop
of sudamina appeared. Sodium salicylate, half a scruple to one
Scruple, was given every 3 hours. 'The reporter remarks that
there was an absence of effect of the salicylate on either the fever
or the pain. The patient made a complete recoverj'.
No. 79 (A. A. Cohen, yi.B., Burwash). Female, aged 25; singlp;

housemaid ; temperate ; sufficient food. Locality, high, damp,
exposed ; atmosphere, wet and cold. The patient had one previous
attack at the age of 8. Present attack attributed to wet, cold,
and over-fatigiie ; it was severe, and the sweating was consider-
able. The duration of the fever and pain were 12 and 14 (lays^
and of the whole attack 14 days. Many joints were affected,
Patient was chlorotic. Sodium' salicylate was at first adminis-
tered, and then potass, bicarb, and iod. The reporter remarks^
"No benefit from treatment No. 1; rapid effect, of .yo.'S.", Rte
cpverj- coihplete. ,.';.' "'"*^

No. 105 (Edward Cureton, Shrewsbury). Jlale, aged 25 ; railway
labourer; temperate; sufficient food. Locality, low, dainp, con-
fined : atmosphere, mild and damp ; wind S. Patient had ton-silr

litis 1 year previously but no rheumatism. Present attack
attributed to e.xposure to wet ; it was severe, with considerable
sweating. Duration of the whole attack was 49 days, ilaajf
joints were affected, audsudamina were pre^sent during the attack.
Salicylates were administered for 3 days, and then potass, bicarb.
Reporter remarks: "Salicylates failed; bruit appeared at the en4
of first week; caie of a relapsing nature throughout.. BJ^
covery was complete. ,

*

No. 127 (F. E. ilallett, M.D., Bolton). Feinale, aged 22 ; single t

sempstress ; temperate ; sufficient food. Locality, liigh andS^,-

;

atmosphere, changeable ; wind S.TT. Patient had scarlet fever 5
years previously but no rheumatism. Present attack attributed
to pr(5longed. over-fatigue ; it was severe, with considerable sweat'
ing. Duration of fever and pain were 21 and 30 days respectfvely|
and of the whole attack 42 days. Pericarditis and endocarditis
supervened during the attack. Sodium salicylate. 2 drachms in
.24 hours for several days was the first treatment: afterwards
salines were substituted. The remark is: "No relief from treaty
ment I

; good from No. 2." Recovery partial.
, . , \,.l

No. 14;3 (Heur^- Davy, il.D., Exeter), Male, aged 20 ; single ; cuttet;
temperate; sufbcient food. Locality, low, damp, confiued; atmor
spliere, wet and mild. One previous rheumatic attack, at 1^
Present attack moderate ; slight sweating. Duration of fever aJad
pain 7 and 5 days respectively, and of the whole attack 14 days.
Salicylate was given at first in one-scruple doses, and afterwards
iron and ammon. acet. Remarks :

" Salicism produced no effect
on temperature. Relief from treatment No. 2." Eecoverj' was con^j-

.plete. '

., , .
.

. .'.vj

No. 201 (C. A,McMunn,il.D., Wolverhampton). Female,- pgeiil^
single; schoolmistre.<s ; temperate; fbod siifiicient ; locality, low,
damp, exposed ; atmospliMe, damp and culd ; wind N.E. Patient
had had no previous illness. Present attack attributed t<j ex-
posure to cold and over-fatigue: it was a mild one, but attended
by considerable sweating. Duration of fever and pain 14 and 10
days respectivelv, iUid of the whole attack 21 days. Few jointe
were affected, t'ericarditis and pleurisy supervened during the
attack. Salicin was first administered, and sul^equentiy "sodium
salicylate in one-scrnple doses every four hours, witJi, alkalies."

The reporter observes, "No benefit from salicin." Recoverj- com-
plete. ,

'

No. 212 (M, Messiter, Dudlej-), Male, aged 17, single : engine-
driver; temperate; sufficient food. Locality, high, damp, exposed;
atmosphere, wet and cold; wind N.E. No previous illness.

Present attack was severe, with considerable sweating. F^yer
and pain lasted 28 and 20 days respectively : tlie whole attnek
43 liays. Few joints were affected. Sudiuuina appeared during
the attack, and roseola afterward.-^. The dose of salicylate is not
given, but the re]X)rtnr remarks : "Salicylate produced so little

relief and so much sweating tliat it was stt^pped. No .otb^E dinVi
affected the rheumatism."
No. 244 (A. A. Cohen, M.B., Burwash). Male, aged 35 ; higgles

temperate: sufficieut food. Locality, high, dry. exposed ; al|DO>-

sphere, dry. cold wind S.W. Patient had two previous rheuniatie
attacks, the first at 27. Present attack atti'ibuted to sodd-m over-
fatigue and pxiwsurei it was moderate, with slight sweating.
The fever and pain lasted 7 and 8 days, the whole at tact 21 days.
Many joints were involved. Salicin (dose not stated; was first

given; subsequently, two grains of quinine every fpur liours and «
blister to knee. The patient was anivmiij, "No benefit fr^un
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sallcin. After the first dose of quinine, said, ' 1 felt it take all the

fever out of mc' " Kecovery partial ; pain persistent in one joint

No. 'Jyil (Jas. McXee, M.D.. Inverness^ Male, aged IS, single;

grocer; temperate; sufficiently fed. Locality, low, damp, confined.

Nopreviouslllnes-s. Present attack nttrilmtedtoexposure. Fever and

pain lasted :30 and 2 days, and the whole attack 35 days. It was

a moderate attack, but attended by considerable sweating. Sudu-

mina appeared on the 9th, and lasted till the •24th day. A mitral

systolic murmur came on during tlie attack. Sodium salicyl. was

flrst given in doses of one scruple every two hours; then salicin in

the same doses ; and, thirdly, ((uinine with alkaline efferve.scents.

The reporter remarks :
" Temperature fell and murmur disappeared

with the salicylate. With salicin in same doses, temperature rose

and murmur returned."

No. :i32 (W. Shaw, .M.D., Maidstone). Female, aged 32, married;

paper-mill hand ; temperate ; sufficiently fed. Locality, low, damp.

exposed; atmosphere, wet. Patient had four previous attacks of

rheumatism, the first at 8, and four years previously suffered from

syphilis. Present attack preceded by prolonged over-fatigue ; it

was a severe attack, with considerable sweating. Duration of

fever and pain was .5 and 21 days respectively, and of the whole

attack 56 days. Many Joints were involved. The treatment is

stated to have been alkaline, but the remark of the reporter is,

"Almost complete inutility of salicylic acid."

No. 372 (C. B. Richardson, M.D.; Brighton). Female, aged 21,

single; shop as-iistant ; temperate. Locality, low, drj*; atmo-

sphere, wet, cold ; wind E. Patient had had a previous rheumatic

attack at 15; also scarlet fever when young, and typhus with

bronchitis five yeaW previously. Present attack follo^n-ed ex-

posure to cold ; it was severe, and attended by considerable sweat-

ing. Duration of fever 40 days, and of the -n'hole attack 280 days.

Many joints were involved.
" During the attack thepatient suf-

fered from pleurisy, pericarditis, and double pneumonia. " Salicy-

lates in large doses frequently repeated had no effect on the fever

or pain," and recovery was eventually complete on quinine, digi-

talis, pot. iod., ammonia, and stimulants.

No. 390 (\\. Brooks, Kareham). Male, aged 25, single ; man-
««rra-nt ; temperate ; suftieiently fed Locality, low, damp ; atmo-

sphere, drj-, hot. No previous illness. Present attack followed

prolonged over-fatigue on the previous day ; it was moderate in

severity, and attended with slight sweating. Fever and pain

lasted "20 days respectively, and many joints ^vero affected.

Sodium salicj'late for one week failed to relieve the symptoms,

and recovery was eventually completed under potassium bicarb.

and potass, iod.

No. 418 (H. O. Orlebar, M.D., Elizabeth Street, S.W.). Female,

aged 18, single; servant; temperate; sufficiently fed. Locality,

low, damp, confined ; atmosphere, wet and cold. No previous ill-

ness. Present attack attributed to exposure to wet 8 days pre-

viously; it was severe, but accompanied by only slight sweating.

Duration of fever and pain 21 days and 20 days respectively; of

the whole attack 24 days. Many joints were affected. Patient

suffered during the attack fmra pericarditis and intense pain in

the cervical spine, and was usually dyspeptic. Sodium salicyl. in

15-grain doses every four hours failed to give relief ; slight relief

followed potass, acot. and bicarb., while quinine produced great

benefit. Recovery was complete under iron and potass, iod.

No. 419 (H. O. Orlehnr, .\I.D., Elizabeth Street, S.W.). Female,

aged 23, single ; dressmaker; temperate; sufilciently fed. Lo-

cality, low. dry, confined; atmosphere, drj-, mild. No previous

attacks. Present attack followed exposure to wet and o^\'er-

fatiguft just before; it was severe, with consi<lerable sweating.

Ferer lasted 19 days, pain 17 days, and the whole attack 21 days ;

few joints were affected. .Mi'mbninous pharyngitis supervened

on the 18th day. Pericarditis during the attack; the patient

was, moreover, subject to" I rmchiftl catarrh and sluggish liver."

Quinine was administered flrst, and then sodium salicvl., lo grains

every four hours, with no r.>suU. Recovery was linally completed
under potass, iod., potass, bicarb., and digitalis.

No. 425 (T. V. Rav.'n, Broadstairs). Female, aged .12, married;

temperate ; sufficiently fed. Locality, high, dry confined ; atmo-

sphere, dry and hot ; "wind W. One previous attack of rheuma-
tism at 12. Present attack attributed to exposure to cold and
sudden fatigue 14 days previously; it was of moderate severity,

but accompanied by considerable sweating. Fever lastwl 40 days,

pain 40 days, and tlie whole attack 84 days ; many joints were ih-

toIvihI. I'he patient was subject to migraine and was anaemic.
•• Salicylic acid relieved the fever and pain from time to time,

but failed eventually." •n^-i i-.^-i:

No. 448 (0. C. Dickson, M.D., Carnoustie). Female, aged 48, mar-

ried; temperate; sufilciently fed. Locality, low, dry, confined;

atmosphere, dry, cold, changeable; windW. No previous illness

recorded. Present attack followed prolonged over-fatigue and ex-

posure to cold on the previous day ; it was of moderate severity,

but attended -n-ith considerable swelling. Duration of fi^ver and

pain 11 days and 21 days respectively, and of the whole attack 21

days ; many joints w"ere affected. The patient suffered from

ha'niorrhoid's. The drugs employed were ; (1) salicylates, (2) sali-

cin, (.3) citrate of iron, as to which the reporter remarks, "No
benefit from No. 1 ; relief from No. 2."

No. 494 (W. F. Brook, Fareliara). Female, aged 38, married

;

housekeeper; temperate, sulUciently fed. Locality, low, damp;

atmosphere, wet, cold; wind N.W. No previous rheumatism.

Patient had suffsred from tonsillitis and pharyngitis 11 years pre-

viously, and from erj'sipelas 5 months before the present attack,

for wiiieh no cause is assigned; it was a moderate one, with

slii'ht sweating. Fever and pain each lasted 25 days, and the

whole attack 66 days. Many joints were affected. Sodium

.salicyl., 12 grains, with sod. bicarb, and ammon. carb., was ad-

ministered every 4 hours, and Dover's po'n-der at night. The re-

porter remarks, " No result from salicylate." Recovery was com-

plete.

No. f>30 (W. E. Green, Sandown, I.W.). Female, oged 14; nurse;

temperate, sufficiently fed. Locality, low, dry, confined; atmo-

sphere, drj-, cold ; wind N.E. One previous attack of rheumatism

"at 9. Present attack, not traced to any cause, was of moderate

severity, with slight sweating. Duration of fever and pain 15 and

20 days respectively, of whole attack 28 days. Few joints -^vere

involved. Patient" suffered from acne and dry bronchia! cough.

The disease was " persistent, notwithstanding salicin," but reco-

very was eventually completu.

No. .'iSl (W. E. Green, Sandown, 1. W.). Male, aged 51

;

carter ; temperate ; sufficiently fed. Locality, low, damp, exposed

;

atmosphere, dry, hot. Three previous attacks, the first at 39.

No cause could "be traced for present attack, which was of moder-

ate severity, with con.siderablo sweating. Fever and pain lasted

7 and 5 days respectively, and the whole attack 10 days ;
many

joints were affected. Salicin and act-o^a racemosa were at ih-st

administered, and then salicylic acid and guaiacum. Reporter re-

marks :
" No. 1 failed. No. 2 gave great relief. In the former

attack salicin alone was of no service." The dose is not stated.

Recovery was complete. ,^-,
No. 5.38 (J. Neil Whitfield, Ebbw Vale). Female, aged20 ;

single;

dressmaker; teetotaller; suftieiently fed. Locality, high, damp,

exposed; atmosphere, damp and mild; wind S.W. No previous

riieumatism. Patient had suffered from measles. Present attack

followed exposure to wet 2 days before ; it was severe, ivith con-

siderable sweating. Duration of fever and pain 12 days and 10

days respectively, and of the whole attack 14 days; few joints

we"re involved. Treatment was (1) sodium salicyl. ; (2) alkalies and

blisters over the heart ; (.3) digitalis, ammon. carb. and strychn.

Reporter remarks: "No good result from treatment 1. Patient

died of asthenia from endocarditis."
.

No 644 (G. Fisher, Aberdare). Femole, aged 21; married;

temperate; sufficiently fed. Locality, high, drj-, exposed; atmo-

sphere, wet, cold. No jirevious rheumatism. Present attack fol-

lowed tonsillitis 12 davs, and exjiosure to wet 2 days previously ;

it was severe, with considerabli' sweating; pain lasted two days, and

the -whole attack 28 days ; many joints were involved. Treatment

was (1) salicylates; (2) alkalies. Reporter remarks: "No effect

from treatment 1 ; marke<l imimiyement under treatment 2.

646 (G W. Stevens, M.D., Liverpool). Male, aged 29; single;

clerk- temperate; sufficiently fed. Locality, high, damp; atmo-

sphere, wet, cold; wind E. Patient had scarlet fever and measles

in childhood. Present attack followed exposure to wet and cold

on the previous day ; it was severe, with consider.able s-weating.

Duration of fever and and pain 8 days and 12 days respectively, ot

the -whole attack 21 days; many joints were involved. Patient

suffered from neuralgia and general debility. Treatment was 1

sodium salicyl., 15 grains every .3 hours for the first 2 days
; W

sodium salicyl. (dose reduced) and alkalies, blisters, etc. re-

porter remarks : "Salicylate treatment had very little, if any,

control over pain." ...

Of the total number, 6.55 cases, 636 were treated with salicm.

salicylic acid, or its salts. In the majority of the .cases other

dnigs were combined with the supposed specific, which laileam

only 22 cases, or 4.10 per cent., namely, 10 males and 12 females.

Of "these, salicylates failed in 16 cases. "<*'-- -' - --
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No. 22. Sod. salicyl., 15 grains every 3 hours caused gastro-
enteritis and lisematemesis.
No. 79. Salicylate failed, 'while rapid effect was obtained from

alkalies and puta.s.s. iod.

No. 418. Salicylate failed, in doses of 15 grains every 4 hours,
while quinine was successful.

No. 419. Quinine and salicylates (15 grains every 4 hours)
failed, while alkalies and potass, iod. gave a good result.

No. 448. Salicylates failed, while salicin succeeded.
No. 644. Salicylates failed, while alkalies succeeded.
In 5 cases salicin failed. Of these:
No. 201. Salicin (dose not stated) failed, while salicylates (1

scruple) with alkalies every 4 hours gave good results.
No. 290. Salicylate (1 scruple everj- 2 hours) gave good results.

With salicin in same doses the temperature rose, and the miuruur,
which had disappeared under salicylates, returned.
No. 531. Salicin and actfea raceniosa failed, while salicj'lic acid

and guaiacum gave great relief.

In 1 case (332) salicylic acid failed; dose not .stated.

In 1 case (212) a failure was experienced, but the form of the
drug, that is, whether salicin, salicyUc acid, or its salts, is not
stated.

From recent experience of the treatment of rheumatism by
salicylic acid and its salts, the conclusion to be drawn from its
failure in the above quoted cases is that the dose administered
was far too small, or was not repeated at sufficiently short in-
tervals.

Salicism.
Untoward symptoms are noted in the report as resulting from

the employment of salicin, salicylic acid, or its salts in 14 cases
out of the 536, or in 2.59 per cent.

No. 10 (Basil G. Morrison, M.B., Canonbury). Male, aged 30,
oilman, temperate. Had 1 previous rheumatic attack at 23, and
an old regurgitant mitral murmur. Present attacks moderate,
with considerable sweating. Patient was dyspeptic for a fort-
night before the attack, which began with seVere muscular pain
in the neck and back, but with little or no fever at this stage.
Sodium salicyl. 15 grains every hour produced " salicism."
No. 22 (J. A. Erskine Stuart, Healey, Batley). Male, aged 23,

blacksmith, temperate. Had had several previous attacks of
rheumatism, and had " congenital mitral disease inherited from
his mother." Present attack severe, with considerable sweating.
Sodium salicyl., 15 grains every 3 hours, relieved the joint affec-
tion in 2 days, but produced gastro-enteritis and hrematemesis.

I

Patient died on the seventh day from " serious cardiac compli-
cation."

No. 61 (A. G. McKenzie, MuchWenlock). Female,aged 19, single,
living at home, temperate. Had had one previous attack of
rheumatism at 17, which had lasted 6 weeks under alkaline treat-
ment. Present attack moderate, with considerable sweating.
Sodium salicyl., 12 grains every 4 hours, was administered till
salicism supervened, and was then repeated thrice daily. The
attack lasted 4 days only, and recoverj- was complete.

No. 87 (E. B. ilansell, Hastings). Male, aged 24, carpenter,
temperate. No previous rheumatism. Patient had scarlet fever
in childhood, and an ischio-rectal abscess 3 years previously ; had
been exposed to wet and cold a fortnight before. The attack was
severe, and all ended with slight sweating. Sodium salicyl. was
administered first, in one-scruple doses everj' 4 hours, and then
salicin in the same doses. The salicylate caused great nervous
disturbance and delirium, but did not ease the pain; salicin pro-
duced marked benefit. The attack lasted 16 days, and recovery
was complete.
No. 1 10 (J. McEwan, M.B., Helensburgh). Female, aged 24,

single, living at home, temperate. Had had 1 previous attack of
rheumatism at lo ; biliousness I month ago ; unwell and shiverj'
ever since; was liable to sore-throat and asthma (?). The attack
was of moderate severity, with considerable sweating. Salicin was
administered, half a drachm everj- 2 hours, from the fifth day ; (3)
sodium salicyl. (dose not stated) on the eleventh day ; (3) salicin
again. Patient became deaf, " probably due to salicism ; an acute
attack of delirium about the time that sod. salicyl. was given,
lasting about 2 days." The whole attack, inclusive of a relapse
irom slight exposure, lasted 28 days. Kecoven,- was complete.
No. 187 (Edward Williams, JI.D.', Wrexham)." Female, aged 29,

married
; temperate. Had had one previous attack of rheumatism

at .0. Present attack moderate, with considerable sweatinir.
Sodiiun salicyl. was first administered, and then potash in large

doses. The salicylate produced tinnitus, and was then dropped.
The attack lasted 21 days. Recovery was partial.

No. 223 (A. S. Underbill, Tipton). Male, aged 41; innkeeper;
temperate. No previous rheumatism, but had had peritonitis
(date not given). The attack was severe, with considerable sweat-
ing. Sodium salicyl. was administered in half-drachm doses, and
caused vomiting, diarrhcea, and headache

; pain recurred when it
was omitted. Under tonics recovery was complete in 56 days.

No. 229 (E. A. Laurent, M.B., Bediford). Female, aged 25, single;
nursemaid ; temperate. Two previous attacks of rheumatism, the
first about 18. She had had 2 attacks of tonsillitis between 15
and 17 ;

measles and whooping-cough as an infant. The attack
was severe, with considerable sweating; many joints were af-
fected. Treatment was (1) sod. salicyl. ; pot'ass. iod. ; potass,
bicarb, for 2 days only ; (2) alkalies. Patient was " unable to take
the salicylate;" the pains were aggravated at the menstrual
period, which occurred on the sixth day of the attack. She was
convalescent on the eighteenth day.

No. 297 (L. W. K. Phillips, Hove). Male, aged 13, schoolboy.
Measles 11 years previously ; no previous rheumatism. Tonsillitis
12 days before present attack, which was of moderate severity,
with slight sweating. Many joints were affected, and pericar-
ditis supervened during the attack. Sodium salicyl., half a
scruple to 1 scruple, was administered every 2 hours at first, and
produced delirium. It was therefore omitted for 1 day, and then
recommenced, and gradually reduced for a month. Patient con-
valescent on the twenty-first day.
No. 428 (T. F. Raven, Broadstairs). Female, aged 35, married ;

lady ; temperate. One previous attack of rheumatism at 23.
Patient was anmmic ; parturition 14 days previously ; " over-
fatigue from suckling." The attack was' of moderate severity,
but sweating was considerable ; many joints were affected.
Treatment was (1) salicylic acid ; (2) quin., iron, arsenic, and
alkalies. Salicylic acid was not tolerated ; all drugs failed ; and
the case " gradually emerged into a condition resembling rheuma-
toid arthritis."

No. 50S (D. J. Mackenzie, if.D., Glossop). Male, aged 34; mason;
intemperate; hitherto free from rheumatism. Present attack
severe, with considerable sweating, and many joints were affected.
Treatment was : (1) sod. salicyl, 15 grains, every 3 hours for 2
days

; (2) potass, bromid. and bicarb.: (3) salicylate resumed. The
salicylate produced deafness and delirium ; no fall of temperature
tUl Jto. 2 was commenced.

No. 566 (U. B. Pullen Burry, Liphook, Hants). Male, 31 ; car-
penter; teetotaller. No previous rheumatism. Diarrhoea 12 days,
and exposure to cold 6 days previously. Present attack severe,
with considerable sweating. Few joints were affected. Treat-
ment was: (1) alkalies for 36 hours; (2) potass, salicyl. was given
when the temperature was 105.3° F., and 6 days later was 102.8°,
when the patient was nearly poisoned, with blackish urine (the
drug being presumably contaminated with phenol), and very
dicrotous pulse. Delirium was absent. Recovery was complete.

No. 598 (G. Birt, M.B., Stourbridge). Male, aged 30; firebrick
maker ; intemperate. Patient had had 2 previous attacks of rheu-
matism; the first 5 years ago. Tonsillitis 9 days previously, and
was liable to sore throats. He was fat. Present attack severe,
with considerable sweating. On the second day sod. salicyl. was
administered in 15-grain doses every 4 hours, but was omitted
on account of distressing tinnitus. Pericarditis supervened
during the attack. On the fifty-sixth day recovery was "nearly
complete."
No. 642 ("W. E. Green, Sandown, I.W.). Male, aged 24; soldier;

temperate. No previous rheumatism. IVesent attack severe, with
considerable sweating; many joints were affected. Tre.atment
was: (1) sod. salicyl. for 2 days; (2> salicin for 1 day ; (3) alkalies.

Patient "unable to take either salicylate or salicin," "conse-
quently the case ran the old-fashioned course," and recovery was
complete after 40 days.
The toxic symptoms which occasionally follow the administra-

tion of the salicylates may doubtless often be accounted for by
phenol contamination, as was the case in No. 566: but from the
immunity of the great majority of the patients from such evil
effects, it may be assumed that these drugs, as used in this
country, are tolerably pure. In hospital practice it is by no means
uncommon that a contaminated supply is sent in, and then toXic
symptoms are the rule, even with small doses.

Of these 14 cases, 9 were males and 5 females. The most ad-
vanced age of the patients was 41 (No. 223) ; the youngest 13
(No. 297).
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Twooftho raalc»(Xo3. oCS, i)i>6) wRre intemperate ; J(Na66fi)

wn< el total nt'stftinexj tlia rem»inder wera tiiMperat'O-

Tlu' jvttiibk was Rovore in 7 mixl^ wiil 1 fttpalts.

„ irnxlerale in 3 „ 4 feinolfs

„ cfliisiilerable in 7 « '> " I

„ tilight in 'J

Toxic SVMPTOMS.
: ,; , . .:;,..- :/d„

. Salicism (.U>(initrt symptoms not Btuted) in.Sosi.lft 61j 23a< 428

..igAJiii muWs nnil .'JfcmiiU's. ,i . -, ..: ,;','','
r,I)<;afnoi.s and delirimu in >'06, IIG, 5QS~X male apd 1 female, •

Tiniut«i# in Nos. \S7, jfl3=l malqand 1 fenifUe.

Delirium in Xo. 297= 1 male. .

Xwvous disturbance in >'o. S7= l mnle. .

Vomiting, diiirrhcBa, headacho, iu Xo. 2:^3= 1 male.' ^ ... .

|

Delirium, dicrotous pulstsaiul blackish urine, in No, 506=1 male,

Gastroonteritjs aiid luBmatemesis iu No. 22=1 maUi.

,
Dose ADMisiSTEnEP,

the dose of the drug is omitted, or it is not 8t(ited ihow often

the drug wad repeated in G of the cases, so that no couclusiouscan

be lirawu under t his head ; suffice it to say that the largest dose Kiven

was in No. llG, female, aged 24, namely, salicin half a

dracbm everj- two hours, followed on theliftU day by sod.

salicj-l., with a reversion to salicin i^dabe not ,giv«n) ; that the

acute delirium supervened about the time the salicylate was com-

menced: that deafness probably existed before the patient took

the salicylate. ...,.'
, ,

•
The smallest recorded dose wj^ich produced toxic symptoms was

(Xo,<">l.i gr. xij, of- sodium salicylate, given every fqiix hqiirs, to a

female, aged. I'J, >vith a jnoderate attack, butiConaiperWle

'liswi'aling. • A „
Kxamiuation of tlio 14 ciuses slio-ws no relation between ttie

amount of sweating or the severity ,;i*f the, attack and the to.vic

effects of tilt} drug. i.i n oliii itr^fjin, ^Ir

.ji
,

,

ExTBXT OP JonfT Affection.
'

! Tte ;»uwl>^'^ imder this head came out as follows;

Thatth^wiad w(|8:

w
6a>

MiiSTio -uv/'tl'i-jil-* 'M<

g.E.

iV.V.

N.

N. to E.

S.

t -r-j

lasea.

60
41

38
34
24

I.T.J n ,.!.

N.W. toE.
E. to X. ...

W.S.W. to K.yy.

W. to E.... .

Variable...

Xot mentioned

ijvjvjOlIa a-iny.Xili

Cusps.

,.. 1

... 1

... 1

... 1

... 1

... 140

383

Of the 2.37 Pffses ™it of th4 total of 8S3 in which the direction of

wind was mentioned, it had an easterly direction in 141 cam, or

59.4.5>pcrcent.
' - ',;'

, ,

„:'
..- j'ii«

B.—Wheris'th^ paitt wasmigratory and few ioint's.affeotea, (,.

That the' locality was:

nigh, dry, and expo8ed,|, .•:•

Low, damp, and confined .'»".

Low and damp ,..( , .,j".;

L(iw,damp, and e.tpesed ..;

Low and dry ,.. ,, ....

nigh and dry ,..

Low, dry, and conftned ...

High, damp, and exposed ..^

Damp ...

High
High, damp, and confined...

Ca^es.

18
S

'7

7
4

"4'

3
3

• 2
>

ThfLt'the jifinospljere Was

:

' ' " '
'Cases.

2\o llxed aljo.le ...

Dry and conthied...

.tow, dry, and e.xposed

Low
Low and confined

High and damp ...

High, dry, and confined

Damp and cha^geiiWe
.'

Damp and cold ...

! ;'r'(ril.'

flakes.

1 V

I 'a inis.'injigrfitorjj-—niatiy joifltft .afff^f * •''

'

,'V,.'// t^"^.. .,y'.\'\ i'lr'

/

ManyjIiirits'i^i^tiiA'''^;'^':;?-

-.11
y ;k'

,'"1

villi
1

lil:
I

Out; joint afl'i'i''

?s'ot mi^itioucd

fR'"
t

A,—It was found that in ca.««s.wiu't8-.tli»fpain8.jwere uiigratorj',

and nEuiy joints 4iflectpd, • ' ' - " " ' ' ' '

'''

'JVet and cold

Dry- '...^ ,: ,

•
'\T,et and iiuld ... ,.,|

Dam]> and cold .,, .,

Dry, cold, with suiishUVe

Dry and hot

Wet ...

..VV^t_,arid pjijvtigfflble

20 ' Changsftble ...
,

,

Tfi Damp and Til ild ...

o; Damp, mild, and chanj^J
'

8. No fixed abod'' ...

ti' Not nientioiircl ...

t

1

1

1

1

I

1

;'. 1

73

That tfi^lbwtlibr.'W-tt''

VI;.'

.Vi'!

luo

:tfi

•10

'17

Ifi

ItT

12

High, ...;

Not ni*>nlioined ...

Low and confined

Damp and exposed

Damp .... ,..

.\t sen

Crises.

6
... f>

... 4

... 4

... 3

Low, dry, ntid-e^iiHWd

Oortftnea' •'''"...

Medium... ^ ., ...

10 tmvclling
IndDamp rtnd confln

Lhw ...

' "Higli, dih,-, and exposed

,

Low, damp, and ronfmed
•High and dry ...

!>*:, damp, and exp'>-. d

Lo^^ and ilamp ... :

\ High and.'Xpo.^d" '",.'

' Low, dn*. and ebhflnefl, .,.

'.'Hi'eli, damp; nrid>rfp'6!!ea';.'.

Low and dry „
High, dry, and confVnWl ..

'' iii^h, dump, and confiitnl.:

Xtrs
LiiW, 'tlry, and expo", d

High an(l damp"...

That the atmosphere was

:

^ .
'

•: . <;»«».
I

: ,; ' •;
Cmh*.

Waamlc^dd ... ... Hi Pry,.mlia,n,n4chai«e«,We .;,

Damp, mild,and changeable ,33 Do'
Damp and cold ... .• 31 1

Mill

Dry and hot ... ... .'iO

Dry and cold, with sunsliiJW ^
Changeable ».. • ^
'Wet, mild, and changeable," IC

Not oii'iitioind ...

Wet aud thungeahlo
., ,..,

Cold and changeable

'1.,'

'W'.

N,\V

S.K.

iiiii'V'.''';
"'

'" i't

y ..111 .-, .Ill'l

;
?t.Ji;toK\V
E.«:E'

lM,i;

>^

.or v>. \'\

.'E.N.'t;

V.;,

:ii

1

73

7

i;
I

'ibolit-I>!o

.3Mi!

% ^^^. ™fflf '.9?','*^ .;t.7i \-\ . •./:

i-gi ..j|j-,Tj(jm'j'

t;--.-. .. ,,..R;!l I)i',il il-iii!v.f .

Of the 3.'-) cases out of tlie total 6f73,ln -R^lich the diivctioii.of

the -wind -was mentioned^ it had an easterly directiom in -flT.or

49.09 per cent.
,

= '
'•' ii' 'u { A'-

C —Where the pain \^a» fixed lilnd ipa^j^ ioititS J^-WC, aAect^a,'-

Thattheiocaiity'wfis: ,_,•,,':;; .;^;„j';.' a
,. Cbsm.

.
i m ^f\1**;

High, dnVai?* expd'sfed ' ...'IS ['Exti61^ea',.v
^ ,

,

:

Low, damp, knd conflfied ... 11
|
DrJ' .. ;;.. r , ,

•••

5| Kdrj?;W'pxittiseyi
''"'>

3 fTighatlddaVnJ) ...'

^ I 'Confined
'

Mild
, ... " uir

I

Dry, cold, and chaiigeaplp.

1 Damp and mild ...

Dry, colli, with sn)o,w : .

Cold

;t'f:'ii

11 1 Damp

%\^
.(T...

7
7
6
3
«j

1

1

283

' High and (k-y

;Not mentloti^^j

L(,)W, damp, anq i^xposrd ...

High, drj-, and eoriilTifd .

.

Low and damp ...

Ifigh and drj- '

..; , ^....

Low, drs-, and cohflilea' ..

Low and dry ., ... ,
, ,

,•;

High and rrp6Sed, •, ". •

High, damp, and lexposrtf:;

Low and confined

That the atiftosphere was

:

Wet and cold ;

-1

Changeable ... ••• Ij;

Damp and cold ... ...

Damp and mild ... ... 'j

Dry and hot ... .•• •_'

Wrt and. mild ...
•''

Dry and cold •• •••
_[

|
,.,; ..•

;:nMb

Damp and cold ...

.Mild

Drj-

CJdd, with suusliine

fold and olmngcable
Notmantioned ...

73

Cages.

... 3

tj.,. .l-ij;lij!: u: iiiio'P-
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rERSISTENT.

Aortic systolic

Aortic diastolic ...

Mitral systolic

Mitral diastolic ...

Presystolii- mitral
pulmonary
Murmur...
Endocarditis ...

m <y

o .

3 a

20
1

94
1

1

4

In addition to these, 1 case of mitral regurgitation recovered,

but the treatment is not stated; 5 cases recovered on salines, and
1 case on iron ; 1 case of pericarditis recovered on saline treatment

simply.
COMPLICATIOXS.

The rheumatic attack was complicated bj'

:

Males. Femalea.

Pneumonia
Pleurisy
Epistaxis
Bronchitis
Pharyngitis
Erysipelas
Suppurative otitis

Ha;mophilia
Meningitis
Pyelitis

Naso-pharyng. catarrh
Larj-ngitis

Diphtheria
Delirium tremens
Parturition i . :..

Chancre
, ^^

Lactation
' ""

'

Gout
Urethral discharge
Thrush and tympanites
Dysenterj'
Epilepsy
Diarrhtea
Scarlet fever

Rotheln
Angina
Enteric fever
.\cute tuberculosis „ 1 —
(Chorea is treated of in a separate section, see page 393.)

Hypbrpybexia.
Four cases are included under this heading, in n-hich the tem-

perature at any time exceeded 107° F. Of the 4, three vrere fatal

and 1 recovere<l.

No. 21)8 (G. W. Homnn, Lichfield). Male, aged 47. baker, of tem-
perate habits. Locality, high ; atmosphere, dry but changeable ;

•wind S.AV. There had been four previous attacks of rheumatism.
Present attack mild, but attended by considerable sweating.

Patient had been exjiosed to cold, and shock of his son's death.

Many joints were affected, and the pains were migratory. There
was nn cardiac disease. Treatment was: (1) potass, bicarb, and
iod. sod. salicyl.; (2) quinine and opium. For the first 5 days there
was wandering pain, but no fever or constitutional disturbance.

On the sixth day temperature rose to 101.4° F., and remained
between that and 102.2° F. until the nineteenth day. On the
evening of the nineteenth day it rose suddenly to 107.4° F., and
death ensued,

No. 209 (G. W. Iloman. Lichfield). Male, aged 27. (This patient,

in tlie preliminary report published by the Subcommittee in .Inly,

188,S, is said to have been a Son of the above, 208). Single, a cleric,

of temperate habits. Xo mention is made as to locality; atmo-
sphere, mild and eliangeable ; winil (?) N.W. There had been one
previous attack of rheumatism at 19, and the patient had chorea
in childhood. lie had been exposed to cold 3 weeks previously.
The attack was moderate in severity, attended by considerable
sweating. Many joints wore affected ; the pains were fixed. An
old regurgitant mitral murmur existed at the time of the present
attack. Treatment was : sod. salicyl. 15 grains every 3 hours, and
ice packing for the high fever. The esse did well till the- seventh

7
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The following table, talton almost vorbatim from the ta

i.i

a
4;

118

lai
181*

-
soa

309

381

4«3

S3«'

838

ri

s«o

£93
S94

637

-47

Umrt COmpUcKtI<»^

Mitral rti^iirKltal Ion

• i.'i ..a.i'-

rcrkWiHtk ,1 ...;t..,

Pr»i\-stollc imirmnr'

l'i;rl«>r. li! is

^ulat|qd Ttspilort, gives the more important facts conneqted -with each case

;

Vestment.

.4 M.

' I

:'

F.

it.

?•

M-

U.
M.

ir.

P«Tl<anUth undmitnd regutgitntion

Mitral b-tcuosis

Euilocardlti^

Pericaitiitls

Aortic ubst^-uttiui^i. . ,

? Mitral regiirgitsHoU _'

SeN^M

Several

1

'11" .<[ ,

S&UcyH«ai4il.- t:ftloni

Sod; sivllcvl.. culbm
pp., blister

and opltim,

le^chM (olVeart

Sod.^aollcyl., aU(.,'op.. quinine

.; .. if^^ pacic ,,.

1 sallnea, 3 9od. salleyl.' ''
(

-'

(,Xiii»W opiiai'. tjljsiier over-hearty

,

"
' ' .Sodinm salleyl.

iSalitsUo acid, amnion., port wine

Sod. siilicyl. and stimulants

' Sud. salicyl., allt.

Sod. salicyl.. alk., l)li<ter over heart,
digit . , atnl lion . . jrt rychn

.

. .'. Sod. sttllfj-l.

Keceut Antecedents.

Bxposure^to cold and over-

fatigue

Exposure to cold and over-
latlgue

Exposure to cg^ oiidsliouk

Pc rlcarditla

i-+
^ or 4

ubacute

.r to;'-:- odJ.!

,
Sod. fftlicj;!., anjipon., aU'h.

Al«i:» pot. ititnl., coldhlc, quin.,
cord sponging

Sod. Balifvl., Mister over heart"

Kest^stlmuWit*. varmth to joints

Sod. salicyl.. all*., quln., bromides
aud chloral for cboirea

[ Exposurp to colf^

;; c 'i; I

r. -r

Exposure to cold and over-

fatigue
Exposure to cold and wet

Habitual exposure to sud-
den chills

Expo.«ure to cold and damp
Exposure to wet and cold

-th

7th

14th

18th

nth
Sth

l»th

7th
7th

2l£t'

:!Ath'

7th

11th

18th

14th

23th

23rd

6th
7th

40th

Salicvlate caused gastro-eil-

terltls and hicmttteral^sls.

Death from enteric fever.

Dilatatlbn of lieart. Tempar-
Bture, 106.6° F. ou latb doy-

Apparentlv a case of primary
endocarditis, followed by
congestion of lungs.

Temperature 107.1° F.. sud-

den rise before death.
Temperature llu° F.

Death from bronchitis and
asphyxia.

Death 'from pericardial effu-

sion and exhaustion.
,

,

Death from meningitis. '

Purpura, sloughs on but-
tocks. *]

Death from acute bronchitis,

temperature 10.'».4° F.

Temperature 105.8° F.
I

Death from asthento-:
..-I'i

Death from cardiac^ oorfi^Ii-

eations. '

Death from aortic pulmonary
and mitral disease '^j

Temperature, ou M«i ' dnr,
110.4" F. I -"t '

lit.

Heart's actiou .su4l

ceased. ' '

\
Death from eml)oU»m.

'

r)

u

iSKIN EBri»tlON8.

Skin eniiitions are rec»r(led as shown in the following table:
'I'

Before (the attack).
" Durihg. After.

Eczema ...

Urticaria

Acne
Krythema
Brjthem. noUois.

Psoriasis
SulwrrhaB
Papular

R«6bea
Aone rosacea ...

Pustular (JO yrs.;

TIa^A tonsuj-ans

Sycosis

n .
"

'

;

Hf.

-i;-

-0"

01

Ca8e9>

... 46
13

10

8
,")

A
• 3

Urticaria!

Sudamina
~

Miliaria ...

,\cne

Krjthwna
i'urpura ...

Herpes zoster;,.

Papular...
Lichen ...

Er^siptlas

Cases.

. 1

. 1

. 1

. 1

. 1

. 1

.',.1,

. 1

. 1

Sitdamina
11 Miliaria ..

.5 Erythema
1 Urticaria

1 JKc7,ema

1 Purjiurii ...

I Urythera. ;iiod<^

1 Ac.no ...

1 Psoriasis

1 Lichen
1 Ve.sicular

1 HexiHis zoster ...

1 Papular
1 Pefiosis riieunlat.

Macuiw ... r--

HerpBS labialis...

Sypliilitic roseola

To whieU may Itfe

added:
Ikkoe rafcli

Krysii)elaa

^ ., Typhus ...

Sudamina being such a frequent concomitant of rheumatic

fever, it was thought desirable to investigate, the connection (if

aiiy) between the iniption atitl the severity of the attack and the

extent of diaphoresis. The following table is drawn with the

view of showing this

:

Attack severe, sweatiojp conaiderable ; males, 20.-, females, i) = 29

„ mo<lerate „ „ „r 8 : ».. :6i=?!'M

(?)»' .Wt-- ''"... .. --'air.-,: i-Tt: 2
., severs „ slight „ . .1 — 1

46

1

1

1

Sdbcittaneous Nodules.

Of this affection 36 cases or ."i.^ per cent, are mentioned— d
namely: Males 20 „ 3.05 „ :',

Females 16 L'.44

Age.
57
.53

52
,50

49
4»
42
41

38
37
.35

34
33
.32

30

They occurred at the following ages
Male. Female.

1

1

;.. 1: ' ...

I ij;!V tWi\" ni .41'!''

,'1 OTlW U'J'hII .1 '"i.l.l''

1

2g
25 '

24
23
21
ljj.,.i

17 .

is
13
19
10

7

Ma
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Table showinr/ the liahilify nf those afected with Subcutaneoiti
Nvdules to Skin-lHsease or other Ailments.

Age. Sex. Disease.

67 ... AI. ... Eczema for 15 years.
53 ... M. ... lironchitis.

52 ... JL ... Trickly heat in India.
50 ... F. ... Sciatica ; erythema, left leg.

49 ... M. ... Miliaria on tenth (iaj- of the rheumatism.
45 ... M. ... lUcoholic dyspepsia ; debility.

42 ... F. ... Eczema on wrist and ankles second to twelfth
day of rheumatism.

42 ... F. ... Great debility.

38 ... F. ... DebUity.
37 ... M. ... Sudamina during rheumatism ; anaemia.
35 ... il. ... Syphilitic roseola.

34 ... F. ... ISeuralgia.

53 ... M. ... Lumbago.
33 ... P. ... Urticaria often.
32 ... F. ... Gout.
30 ... M. ... Eczema on twenty-sixth day of rheumatism.
25 ... M. ... Acne often; erythema and miliaria during

rheumatism.
_ 24 ... M. ... Urticai-ia 7 days before rheumatism.

24 .,, M. ... Acne for years.
24 ...' P. ... Eczema.
22 ... M. ... Erythema and miliaria during rheumatism.
22 ... P. ... Dyspepsia.
21 ... P. ... Erythema nodosum on ninth day of rheu-

matism.
19 ... P. ... Anaemia.
19 ... F. ... Eczema 7 years; herpes labialis and con-

junctivitis during rheumatism.
19 ... P. ... Eczema 5 years; dyspepsia.
1- ... M. ... Urticaria on fifth day of rheumatism.
17 ... F. ... Erythema nodosum in first week of rheu-

matism.
? ... M. ... Gout.
Of the abovea tendency to skin disease is noted in 17 eases, or

47.2 per cent.

Previous Attacks of Rheumatism.
Previous attacks of rheumatism are mentioned in 280 cases, or

42.74 per cent., namely

:

Males ... 156. or 23.81 per cent.
Females ... 124, or 18.93

Of these

:

The average age of previous attack of the whole number= 18.27.

>f ,1 „ males =18.58.

•1 )• „ females =17.89.

Common Ailments.
Under this head are mentioned various diseases to which the

patients were liable apart from the rheumatic attack for which
they were under treatment.
The numbers are as follows

:

Neuralgic headaches ... 55 cases, or 8.39 per cent.
Dyspepsia ... ... 36 „ 5.49 „
^Neuralgia ... ... 20 „ 3.05 „
Biliousness ... ... 18 „ 2.74 „
Broncliitis ... ... 15 „ 2.29 „
Anaemia ... ... 13 „ 1.98
Dyspepsia and constipation 9 „ 1.37 „
Epilepsy 4 „ O.Gl
Iliemorrhoids ... ... 4 „ OGl „
Dj'smenoiThoia ... ... 3 „ 0.45 „
Eczema ... ... 3 „ 0.45
Urticaria ... ... 2 „ 0.30 „
Epistnxis ... ... i> „ o.30
Glandular abscesses ... 2 „ 0.30 „
Herpo.-i labialis ... ... 2 „ 0.30 „
Syncopic attacks ... 2 „ 0^30 „

And one case nvspectively of boils, ulceration of the cornea,
gout and bronchitis, alcoholic dyspepsia, fever and ague, hfemo-
ptysis, worms, dyspepsia and chronic Brighfs disease, gout and
headache, osteo-arthritis, chilblains, erythema nodosum, gonor-
rhoea, psoriasis, facial paralysis, periostitis, strumous, colic, con-
vulsions, otorrhea.
Although neuralgia occupies the first and third places in the

aboTe list, the total number of cases in which a " nervous element"

prevailed amounts onlj- to 79 (neuralgic headaches 55, neuralgia
20, epilepsy 4) cases out of 6.55. Xo verj- strong support, there-
fore, is furnished by the tables to the theory of tue nervous origin
of rheumatism.

Sequels.
Under this head the following ailmonts occur in order o£ frfe-

quency.
Malci. Females. Total.

An»mia and debility ... ... ... 11 9 20
Chorea... ... ... ... ... 4 ' 7 11
Stiff joints ... ... ... ... .6-

'

""
'S 11

Great debility ... ... ... ... .'« ' -^ 8
General debility ... ... ... 6, •,— C
Bronchitis ... ... ... ... ^ 3 6
Slight recurrence of rheumatism ... ... 4 1 5
Second attack ... ... ... ... 'j — 3
Increasing cardiac disease ... ... 1 2 3
Obstinate constipation ... ... ... 1 1 2
Dropsy ... ... ... ... 112.
Desquamation of cuticle... ... ... — 2 2
Pains in joints ... ... ... ... 1 1 2
Boils ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 2
Phlebitis ... ... ... ... I — 1
Neuralgia and debility ... ... ... 1 — 1
Gout ... ... ... ... ... — 1 ^-x

Acute nepliritis ... ... ... ... 1 —
Dyspepsia ... ... ... ... — 1

Tonsillitis ... ... ... ... i _ j
Hiemoptysis, syncojpe, infarcts ... ... — 1 1
Embolism ... ... ... ... — 1 1
Rheumatic node in sacrum ... ... 1 — 1
Abscess in calf of leg ... ... ... 1 — I
Enlarged finger joints ... ... ... — 1 1
Pericardial effusion and adhesions ... 1 — I'f

Sciatica, oedema, erj-thema (right leg end
foot ... ... ... ... .;. — 1 1

Syncope and loss of memory ... ... — 1 .1
Sciatica and meUiena ... ... ... 1 — I'.

Pneumonia (.left) ... ... ... 1 — 1''

Chronic rheumatism ... ... ... — 1 .1

Diarrhcea ... ... ... ... — 1 1
Intense headache relieved by epistaxis ... — 1 i

J!

Jl'

Urticaria



r^ TflE BJ^Usn MJSVIC'Al^ J^;fiA'^. [mi- .^ im-

quarrior ; t»'nii>«'rate ;
previously free from rhpumatism. A double

mitral nnirmur ilevt'U>]ic(l ilurinK tlu' attiick, iiiul "raiiid diliita-

"Uon of the honrt occurred between the second and ughth day,

accompiiuied by a rapid rise of temperature to 105.4° P."

No. ll'.l ^.*ame rejiorter). MiJe, af;ed l.'J, prev-iously free from

Tbeumati.«m. Had " rapid dilatation of Uiij hejirt from the seventh

day till death on the thirteenth dav. Before the ninth day the

temp«'ralure was between 101° and W2° V.: from the ninth day

it (fraduallv rose to lO^.ti" F. on the twelfth day.'

No. -SiS \\y. Macfle Campbell, M.D., Liverpool). Female, aged

17* ; temp«'rate. Had had one previous attack of rheumatism. In

the present attack " fever was the sole primary symptom, followed

by ervsipelas. Diagnosis was, therefore, diiBcult."

No." 2iS2 (J. Lardner Oreen, Salisbury)- Male, aged 25; clerk;

temperate ; previously free from rheumatism. " Rapid consump-

tion set in within a fortnight, of which the patient died (having

made a partial recovery from the rheumatism). No obvious signs

of phthisis were notioi^l at the onset ot the rheumatism."

No. 21)6 (R. r. Ogleby, Leeds). Female, aged 25; temperate;

free previously from rheumatism. Suffered irom acute pyelitis

during the attack.

No. 299 (A. W. Mayo Robson, F.R.C.S., Leeds). Male, aged 10;

pork butcher; teraiWate. Had pericarditis and mitral regurgita-

tion during the attack, with absence of joint affection.

No. ;J25 (,T. F. Pearse, M.D., llaslemere). Male, aged 16; inten^-

perate ; no fixed occupation. Pericarditis existed 6 days before

the joint affection.

No. :J3f> (O. G. Whitwell, M.B., Shrewsburj'). Male, aged 12;

total abstainer ; diet i)robablv insufficient ; previously free from

rheumatism ; subject to weekly epileptic fits before the onset of

the rheumatism. During the attack he had no fits ; since recovery

the fits have recurred, often more severe tluin before,

No. :i6l (II. R- lladden, M.D., Dublin). Female, aged 42; tem-

perate ; subject to tonsillitis, but previously free from rheumatism.

The rheumatic attack was accompanied by " tonsillitis and vio-

let fever," which rapidly subsided under sodium salicylate. From
the secoijd to the tliirteentli day the patient had eczema on the

•wrists and ankles, "the eruption being strictly confined to the

jQints, and attacking one after the other, just as rheumatism

does." ,

No. .398 (G. H. Lilley, M.T)., Portland). Male, aged 2."); prison

•warder; temperate, and previously free from rheumati.sm. "The
onset occurred while the patient Was in bed for a fractured leg."

No. 419. (II. O. Orlebar, M.D., Elizabeth Street, .S.W.). Female,

aged 25 ; single : dressmaker ; temperate. No previou.? rheuma-

t&m. Pericarditis and mitral regurgitation were developed

during the attack. On the eighteenth day the patient had an

attack (>£ severe pharyngitis, with membranous exudation. Re-

covery complete on tbe twenty-first day.

ILcmorrhage occurred in three cases •worthy of note ; namely

:

No. 337 (J. P. Willis, M.I5., Bexhill). Female, aged 9; suffi-

ciently fed ; free from rheumatLsm hitherto. Patient had profuse

epistaxis; slight vaginal discharge of blood.

No. .'i^W (same reporter). Male, aged 17. brother of the above.

Had had one slight rheumatic attack previously. He suffered

from profuse epistaxis before ajid after treatment commenced.
No. WT (TTarold Swalc, .M.U. Tavistock). Female, aged 20;

nurse; total abstainer; previously free from rheumatism. She

had severe epistaxis on the second, third, and fourth day (three-

jquarterg of a pint cac]> time). Mother and brother both lioomo-

phfitc, . .

J ,

These three patients •wfere treated 'with sodium salicylate.

The tables were eiamine<l with the view of eliciting any facts

as to— 1, the effect of stimulants : 2, evidence of heredity of rheu-

jnatism ; .'!, thf period at which cardiac complications occur; but,

as no special in<|uiry was directed to these points in the formula

submitted to the reporters, no information can In- obtained from

their rrports. '.'•'.'

U MTi\.

TiiK will of Sir Joseph Ritchie Lyon Dickson, physician to the

British I,cgation at the Court of Persia, has been proved ; the

personal estate valued at upwards of £7,000.

The senior medical dtiidents at the University of Pisa have

aipreod upon a strike of a novel kind. They have decided not to

attend lectures until the five important chairs of clinical medicine,

medicine, hygiene, general pathology, and materia medica, •which

have now been vacant for some time, have been fille<l up.

.«o,,„>^». LECTURES

SUPPURATION AND SEPTIC :DISEASES.

Delivered at the Royal College of Sitrgeons, Febnla^y.m^^
\

By W. WAXSON Ch'kYNE, F.R.C.S., .
''

SuTReon to King's Collego Hospital. iHul to tlic PaddiiiKton Orcen Chll<^«n'»

lIo«pitiil ; Hxaiii tier in Surpry at the University of Eilinburgh. -

' f

Lecttoe J.
' '

In studying the effects of pathogenic bacteria oil animals,, we- fre-

quently see great differences between the effects, of the same

bacteiia on different species of animals, and even on the same

species under varying conditions. Inoculate guinea-pigs With

tubercle hacilli aiid we constantly produce a rapid.and 'general

disease •svhich has little or no tendency to remain localised,! and

no tendency to undergo spontaneous cure ; we are naturally, there-

fore, tempted to look on the bacilli as the only noteworthy factor

in the causation of the disease, and to think that •with the dis-

covery of the bacillus the etiology of the disease has beeU'settled.

On the other hand, if we turn our attention to man, we see that

opportunities for infection with tubercle bacilli are frequently

present without being followed by infection ; that the disease

assumes a variety of forms under a variety of external conditions ;

that it has comparatively little tendency to become generah^d,

and that it has a strong tendency to get well, either spontaneously

or under the influence of tre.itment not directed against the para-

sites. It cannot be a matter of surjjrise if, under these circum-

stances, the clinical observer concludes that the etiology of the dis-

ease has not been solved by the discovery of the bacillus, or that

he is inclined to regard the organism as a very' small portion, of

the cause, or eveh as a secondary, and perhaps tmnefcesiaiy

accompaniment.
,

The fact is, however, that in these diseases vre hare two oppos-

ing forces before us—on the one side the bacteria, on the other the

body, and these forces are by no means always equally matched,

nor do they always bear the same relationto each Other m differ-

ent species of animals. In some atiimals the bacteria are more

powerful than the body, the resistance on the part of the bo4y

being scarcely, if at all, evident ; in other species of animals the

same bacteria are much weaker than the body,and if they Succeed

in entering the animal organism afall, they only"do so by tWe aid

of other conditions, and when these conditions "cease to a« the

bacteria again die out. In e,\treme cases these conditions, by

determining the seat a£i4 the exafit n^iture of the resulting disease,

are, apt to, give ripe'to^.tUe :eri'ot^9iaS j.))e)i,e? ,thftt my, .m,m[
essential ones. '

'

^., '^ • , - •'
''i:''!

This is well illustrated, not only by the example given, hut

also by the case of anthrax. Introduce a single anthrax bacillus

into a gniiiea-pig, aJid the animal dies with certainty of a general

disease with only cedema at the .<eat of inoculation. On the other

hand introduce anthrax bacilli into rats, and we have; a very

different result, and onB which varies according to the a^e of the

animal and the other conditions of the experiment. The result of

the injection into a young rat, fOr e^tample, is that the^animal

becomes vcr\' ill—It niav be, in some cases, even dies—while there

is a production of serft-imrulent fluid at the seat of inoculation.

The older the Tat, up to a certain point, the less are the general

svmptoms manifest, the purer is the pus Which is formed at the

s-:it of injection, and the sooner do the anthrax baciUi die out

In spite Of these different results we mUst none the less admit

that in each case the bncillus ha.s been the essential cause, of the

disease the difference in the cliaracters of the disease being due to

differences in the strength of the opjiosing forces. In the case of

the cruinea-pig infected with antlirhx, the bacillus is so much pore

powerful than the body, that the symptoms of rusistanoc o", tfte

part of' the latter are completely obscured. In the case of the

rats on the other hand, the opposing forces are more or less emtw

in strength and consequently other conditii ns, such as age, seat oi

inoculation, etc., come into play, and modify the charactjer df.th?

ro,sulting disease. r.ui -•, . t< ^ "i«. '' iiJ/f-u
In our surgical -wOrk w6have ^o a(),]Snth ^vo d^seMpqi^-WP"*
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illustrate, in a very marked maimer, the action of the various con-
ditions necessnry for their production. These are local tubercu-
losis and suppuration with its allied diseases. I had at first

intended to discuss both these diseases from this point of view,
and such a discussion would have led to important deductions as

regards treatment, especially in the case of the tubercular surgical

affections ; but when 1 came to put the material together I found
that it was far too great for the time at my disposal, and I there-

fore resolved to limit myself to a short sketch of the present

state of our knowledge with regard to suppuration and septic

diseases, with especial reference to the various conditions on the

part of the body and on that of the organisms, which are of

importance in the commencement and continuance of these affec-

tions ; and I may at once say that, as regards suppuration, I shall

only refer to tlie acute form, the question of chronic suppuration
being intimately bound up with that of surgical tubercular dis-

eases, and differing greatly in it^ pathology from the other.

Description pf the PyoGENic Organisms.
. Before going into further details on this subject, it will be most
convenient to glance briefly at the various organisms which have
been found in association with acute suppuration. These organ-
isms are distinguished from each other by their microscopical ap-
pearances, by their characters on cultivation, and by their effects

on animals. The. information obtained by means of the micro-
scope is not much ; in fact, beyond telling us whether we have to

do with bacilli or with cocci, and whether we have to do with
streptococci or staphylococci, the microscope does not aid us. In
order to obtain more precise information, it is necessary to employ
various methods of cultivation, and, fortunately, as some of the
organisms produce pigment, while others do not, as some liquefy
gelatine, and others do not, and so on, we get further information
of great value as regards the species present. In some cases, also,

it is necessary to resort to the study of their effects on animals, in

order to ascertain the existence of any differential character be-
tween the organisms.

1. Staphylococcus Pyogenes Aureus.—This is the organism most
commonly present in acute suppuration. As its name implies, the
organisms are cocci, which tend to arrange themselves in the form
of bundles. They grow readily at the ordinary summer tempera-
ture, but most rapitUy above .30° C. When grown in gelatine they
soon cause liquefaction of that medium, with the development of
an orange-coloured deposit. When grown on agar, kept at the
body temperature, we see, even after twenty-four hours, a whitish
or light yellow opaque layer at the point of inoculation, which
soon becomes more distinct and of a bright orange-yellow colour

;

on potatoes it grows very readily, and presents the same appear-
ance. These organisms peptonise albumen very energetically ; they
also give rise to a peculiar sweaty smell, like that of decaying
starch. They retain their \itality in the cultivations for a long
time, and, in the dry state, they remain alivei'or at any rate some
weeks.

Injection of these organisms into animals gives varying results,
according to the number injected and the other conditions of the
experiment, but in the case of rabbits it is comparatively easy on
subcutaneous injection to produce suppuration ; on intravenous in-
jection to set up abscesses in the kidneys, and also in other organs

;

and, on injury to bone, to cause suppuration in connection with
the injured part. Injection of moderate quantities into the knee-
joints of rabbite usually causes acute inflammation with suppiu-a-
tion, and ultimately the death of the animals ; and in the case of
dogs, abscesses result, but not as a rule (leath. This organism is
the same as that described in acute osteo-rayelitis, and.ftt first

supposed to be the specific organism of that disease. ;. .

'2. Staphylococeux Pyoyenes Albtm.—This organism resembles the
fonner in its conditions of life outside the body, in the character
of its cultivations and in its effects on animals, Imt it produces no
pigment. As regards the effect on aiumals, it is generally stated
that it is somewhat less virulent than " aureus," but my own e.xiperi-

ence is that, on the eimtrary, it is rather more virulent.
• 3. Staphylococcus Pyogenefi Citreus.— This organism, like the
former, liquefies gelatine, and grows both at the body and siunmer
temperature. After twenty-four hour.«' growth on" agar, kept at
the body temperature, tlie cultivations present a light yellow
colour, indistinguishable at that period from eultivalions of staphy-
lococcus pyogenes aureus: the latter, however, .;oon becomes
darker and orange-yellow in colour, while "citreus" remains of a
light yellow or citron colour. In both species the development of
pigment only occurs wliere the colonies are in contact with, tlie

air. The pathogenic properties of " citreus" are said by Passet to re-

semble those of " aureus" and "albus," though it is noli quite .so viru-

lent, abscesses following subcutaneous injection, and injection

into the knee-joint, while deposits in the kidney occur after injec-

tion into the veins. In my own experience these organisms have'

proved much less virulent than " albus" or " aureus."

4. Streptococcus Pyogenes.— These organisms are also copci

which are arranged in chains, often of great length. They grow very
slowly on the ordinary culture media at the summer temperature,
but with greater rapidity at the temperature of the body. On
gelatine they form small, colourless, round colonies, but they do'

not spread to any appreciable e.xtent on the surface of the geJa-*

tine. On agar, kept at the body temperature, they have a tepfl-

ency to grow in small points, which may attain the size of a pin's

head, but, on the whole, the growth is very slow, and, when quapr^

titles are sown on agar in the form of lines, tlie growth does np?.

even after weeks, attain a greater breadth than that of two to

three millimetres. They do not liquefy gelatine, but. like the
others, they exert an energetic peptonising action in the absence
of oxygen.
When injected subcutaneously into rabbits, unless consideraWo

numbers are introduced, the result is only a slight and transient

redness ; when larger quantities are employed it is said by aom*^

authors that small circumscribed abscesses, resembling chrbnic

abscesses, are formed ; when injected into the knee-joint or into the
pleura of rabbits they at first apparently cause slight inflamma-
tory effusion, which, however, soon becomes absorbed without
further bad consequences. Rosenbach was inclined to think thai
this organism differs from the form obtained by Fehleisen from
cases of erysipelas, but that is a subject to which we shall

presently allude.
. j,

5. Micrococcus Pyogenes Temiis.—'iins species is of rare, occurr
rence ; in fact, Rosenbach only met with it three times. On agar
it forms an extremely delicate, almost invisible, layer. The indi-

vidual cocci are irregular in shape, and larger than the preceding
forms. No experiments have been made on animals.

6. Rosenbach found an oval coccus in one case of acute abscess,

which rapidly liquefies gelatine and causes suppuration when
injected into the eyes of rabbits. This organism has not been,

further studied, nor has it as yet received a name. •

|

7. Staphylococcus Cereus Alius.—This organism was found ^iii

abscesses by Passet. It forms a white, dull, wax-like layer bii

the surface of gelatine, and grej-ish-white patches on jiotatoes.

Its name is derived from the appearance of the growth on gelftT

tine, on which the individual colonies look like drops of wax. ^K
is not pathogenic in rabbits.

8. Staphylococcus Cereics Flavus.—This organism was also founil

by Passet, and closely resembles the former, with the exception

that the cultivations have a beautiful • eitron-yellow colour. U.jg

not pathogenic in rabbits.

9. Passet has also found an organism in the pus of acute absces-

ses which closely , resembles Friedliinders pneumococcus. This
organism forms greyish white semi-circular elevations on the sur-

face of gelatine, which may attain the size of a pin's head. .In

the early stage of growth it is indistinguishable from Pritd-:

lander's pneumococcus, but at a iater period marked differences

between the two can be made out, and that not only as rt^ards the

mode of growth, but also as regiu'ds the effects on animals. In
the case of the pneumococcus, growth oci'urs not only on the sur-

face of the gelatine, but also along tlie entire track o\ the needle.

In the case of this organism, growth occurs only at the surfaci'.

the organism being thus a tj-jMCiU aerobe. As regards the effects

on animals the pyogenic organism, when injected into the pleural

cavity of mice and rabbits, causes pleuritis, and when injected

subcutaneously it, in many instances, lemls to the formation of

abscesses in the same animals. On the other hand FriedlanderV
pneumococei are not mthogenic in rabbits.

,
-

10. Sfripfii/lococcit-i I'lave.'iceiis.—This organism was found in an
abscess by Babes, and occupies an intermediate position between
"aureus" and "albus." On gelatine it forms a colourless layer and
liciuefies the gelatine; on agar the growth becomes yellow after.

about eight days. It kills mice, sometimes causing abscesses,

and sometimes, when in larger dose.s, septicremia. i' ' .;i. '1

11. Bacillus Pyogenes Ffctidus.—Passet found this organism in

an ab.scess in the neighbourhood of the rectum. It is a bacillus

which grows on nutrient jelly, forming a delicate white or greyish

layer oh the surface, but it does not liquefy the gelatine. Itf

growth on agar and potatoes has the appearance of a light brown
glistening layer, which has a very foul smoU ; in milk this smell
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u'notproducml. Traces ot the cultivation inoculalod into mice

ao no Krm: the injection of several drops causes septicemia; in-S of "bout tin minims of an emulsion of the cu.vatK.n

1^0 a cunea-pig causes an abscess m which the baci li alone

i^ found: injection into the blood stream causes septicemia.

This oreanism is not pathogenic in nibl.its.

12. In some cases o^ empyema occurrinc: afu^r ac"te Pnoumon.a
VI In some cases oi umi)>t-iu.i u^i .......v, i ^„.. ,

the orcanism found in the pus is the pneumonia coccus deseribed

bv \ Triinkel, and regarded by him as by far the most fretpient

cau2; of^ie luionia. On the other hand, in ordinary empyema.

noUn L^ociation ^vith pneumonia, the ordinary pyogenic cocci

°"d^neort''wro"ther organisms have been described jn »cute ab-

8ceL^3, but as they are of no importance, I need not take up time

'^vrGon:^>ccZ-'ri^. gonococcus is constantb; present in, and

U undoubtedly the cause^f, acute gonorrhcsa. The cocci occw m
pa rs or groups, the individuals notljeing completely spherical, bu

Ctened^n their opposed surfaces. This ^Wf'i™"'^^^.^^^^^^
f^^^:*

suDPOseii to be characteristic of the gonococci, but of late it liaj.

b^en fmind that a number of other cocci, yrhich grow rapidly.

DrLenrrhe same characters. In gonorrho^al pus tlie cocci are

^u^tlv present in numbers in the interior of the pus cells and

oS^r girds this appearance as peculiar to these organisms

ThS^iv^been cultivated outside tlie body, thou-h with great

difflculrv; in fact, Bumm was not successful until he employed

human blood scrum. On this material the organisms form at the

Sody temperature a delicate layer, which ceases to increase after

about twentv-four hours, and must then be inoculated on fresh

S theygJow only on the surface of the serum. Bumm has

d^Ltely pToved that this organism is causally connected w.

the dUease by two observations on man. in one of which e

second generation gro^N-n on blood-serum, m tl'c^otli"- "

"

twontietS generation were introduced into the healthy female

urethra, and caused typical acute gonorrhcea. ^, . ,. „„^-t
ts this is a specific organism only occurring in tlus disease, it

n«^ not be considered further in these lectures; it may be men-

tioned, however, that in a certain number of cases, the ordinary

pyoeeAic cocci are also present in pus from acute gonorrhoea and

Ihat it is just in these cases that suppurative bubo occurs, the

pus from the bubo containing the ordinarj- pyogenic organisms,

and not the gonococcus. Hence the occurrence of suppurative

bubo iii gonorrhoea is e^•idently accidental, and due to a mixed

14 Fe'hleUens Coccus of JSry...p?/a.'..-Although not a pyogenic

organism, Uiis coccus m<ist be shortly referred to Micrococci

have been observed by many investigators in the 'ympbatic

veasolsof the skin incases of erj-sipelas, in largest numbers at

»nd beyond the 8prea<ling margin of the redness, but lehle.sen

was the first who succeeded in obtaining cultivations of the.se

organisms, and in demonstrating that they can cause tins

di^e. As has just been said, they are present in the lymphat c

vessels at and beyond the margin of the redness, but m the parts

X?e the redness is passing^r has passed off the ly^P ^atic

vMsels and the tissues in their neighbourhood become inhltrated

^h leucocyte,, and the cocci "pidly die out Fehleisen has

succeeded in cultivating them on a number of media; on nutrient

jMly they grow very slowly, and the individual colonies always

remain siniU. Thev do not liquefy the gelatine, and the growth

closely resembles th'at of streptococcus pyogenes
, , 4„ .„,

If these organisms are inoculated on the ear of rabbits, redness

occurs, which spreads towards the root ot the ear and, on making

sections at the margin of the redness, the lymphatic ves.sels are

seen to be filled with the cocci as in man. Fehleisen has abso-

lutely proved that these organisms are the cause of erysipelas in

man by inoculating persons, the subjects ot incurable tumours with

pure cultivations of the cocci. Of seven individuals so mocnlated,

iir developed tj-pical erysipelas ; in the seventh case the natient

hid suff..red from an attact of erysipelas only a few weeks iire-

viously, and was, in all probability, still protected from a fresh

attack.

Relation of Stbbetococccs ProQE.vES to Erysipklab Cocci.

.\n important question, and one whirh has been much discussed

of late. 13 the possible identity of thes.- organisms of eiTrsipelaa

with the ordinary streptococcus pyogenes. The streptococcus

pvogones is found especially in cases of spreading suppuration in

the subcutaneous tissue; and when, along with this, ery-sipelas

1.1 also present, it was at llr.U asiumed that we had to no

with a mixed infection by tlie erysipelas cocci and the strepto-

coccus pyogenes ; but the belief seems to be gaining ground that

^e have leTe roally a .lifferent effect of the same organism. In

fact, a number of observers now a.ssert that the organisms are the

same and that the different results depend on differences in the

other conditions, such as variations >" >"'™l«"Ce, m dose seat ol

inoculation, susceptibility of the host, etc. The earlier observers

pointed out certain points of distinction between the cultivations

of the erysipelas organisms and the streptococcus pyogeiie,s but

closer examination and compari.son of the mode of g^owt .. "f 'he

the two forms under similar conditions has failed to establish any

constant difference between the two.
, , ^ .„ ,u„

In the case of animals, chietty rabbits, the statements as to the

results of inoculation are very contradictory; for while some

observers seem to have been able to make out very detmite points

of distinction, others have entirely failed to conhrm their resulW

Thus Ilaiek states that the erysipelas cocci, when inoculated into

the ear of rabbits, cause a wandering indammation, without any

marked swelling at the seat of inoculation; and that they

cbiellv inhabit the lymphatic vessels, and are seldom found out-

side them; while the streptococcus pyogenes, inoculated in tlie

ame manner, causes wandering «^0'9ipelatou,s inflammation and

the production of an inflammatory swelling at the seat o .nocula-

tion; and the cocci rapidly pass into the tissue, being found

esDeciallv in the neighbourhood of the blood-vessels, the walls

of^which they penetrate and thus reach the blood.-Hoffa a so

has obtained "results of a somewhat similar character He also

notes that a doughy swelling and ultimately a large inflammatory

Lmour develop at the seat of inoculation of the streptococcus

pyogenes, although suppuration does not occur; while the ery-

sk)elas cocci simply caise redness, without the development of

any inflammatory timour.-^n the other hand, several other ob-

servers-Biondi,Passet, Bumm. von Eiselsberg, and others-ha e

entirely failed to establish any such differences in the effect^ on ani-

mals, and have come to regard these organisms as one and the same

It s thus evident that the whole question is stil subjudice. In

any cose these organisms are very closely all ed ; they are, indeed

probably varietie! of the same species, but tliat we have to deal

with ab^solutely the same organism, and that the i-fferences in

action do not depend on differences in their physiolog.cachiurac-

ters, but simply on differences in the conditions under which thejr

arttseems to me somewhat difficult of belu^ and
^.f

e-«-hjt d^fi'-

cult to reconcile with clinical experience. It is quite possible, on

the other hand, that two organisms may have the «ame microsco-

pioal characters, may grow in a similar manner in various culture

med a. and may have much the same effect on certain species of

Silma s, and yit they may not be the same, for when some other

species of aniiial is tested differences may be brought to light the

existence of which was not previously suspected. In proot oj

thislneed only refer to the example of chicken cholera, rabbit

eptici^mia. and swine fever, the organisms of which very closely

eSe each other, but apparently «h.nv differences when inocu-

lated into certain species of animals. In the casejjf the organisms

under dscuss on, it may quite well be that the differences between

them are only brought clearly to light when they are inoculated

°"ATa matter of fact, in the cases where erysipelas has been pro-

duce.! by inoculations of pure cultivations, only
"''f»"'«'"?,^'"'i':

vated from cases of er>-sipelas have been «"P °f
"l;

,f
°
,^'i!' ^^

have no absolute evidence as regards this matter; ''ut there are

. , , i_ .1 tK»t ,„/N/.,ilot on nf strentococcus p\ o-have no aosoiute eviueiitB n;> i^j^u.^..^ "....- „....-„. „,„„,.«

facts which seem to show that Tnoculation of streptococcus p> o-

eenes into the human skin does not cause erys.pela,s i or

Example, streptococcus pyogenes is not '"f^l"^"^'? F^^^^^j^
closed abscessis. and when these are opened the ^km s uoculated

with the organisms; but so far as I am aware we ha-ve no e*i

lencethat erysipelas has ever resulted in such a case, nor that a

surgeon with a wound on his finger gets ^O'^'P*'''"' f;:r„,t men-
in PUS containing streptococcus pyogenes.-Kosenbach also men-

tion a fact whfch shows the action of streptococcus Pyog^-°«» «°

the human skin; he states that, after opemng an empyema which

contS streptococcus pyogenes a dense inflammatory indura-

tion what wa.s practically a boil, developed around the .'ncision,

.,; i^l-las <hd n!.t occur. 'tHI, therefore, more definite evdence m
favour of the unity of these organisms is produced than ^e at

pre.°™t possess. 1 km inclined to uphold the specific character of

the coccus of erysipelas.

OXnUlKNCB O.' rrOOENI : ( BGANI3MS IN DWEASE.

The diseases in which thess or^'cn^-ns occur are very variou*

;
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in fact, they are present practically in all affections accompanied
by acute suppuration. Thus they are found in acute abscesses, in

boils, carbuncles, ivhitlows, spreading suppuration, acute osteo-

myelitis, suppurative inflammation of joints, suppurative periton-

itis, empyema, ulcerative endocarditis, pysemia, puerperal fever,

the pustules of small-po.x, vaccinia, etc.

As regards the frequency of occurrence of the individual species,

Zuckermann has put together the results obtained by a number
of different observers in 495 abscesses, and he states that staphylo-

coccus was present in 71 per cent, of the cases, streptococcus in

16 per cent., the two organisms together in b.b per cent., and the

remaining pyogenic organisms only exceptionally. As regards the

pyogenic cocci individually, in 172 cases in -which definite state-

ments are made, we found that staphylococcus pyogenes aureus

occurred alone or in combination with other staphylococci 123 times,

and that streptococcus pyogenes was present alone 35 times, and
in combination with staphj-lococcus 8 times. Staphylococcus
pyogenes albus occurred alone 25 times in 133 cases, and in combi-
nation with "aureus" also 25 times. The other pyogenic organisms
occur comparatively rarely ; thus " citreus "' was only found 7 times
in 133 cases. 4 times alone and 3 times in conjunction with other

forms; staphylococcus cereus albus was found 3 times in the same
number of cases, and staphylococcus cereus flavus only once.

Micrococcus pyogenes tenuis was found 3 times by Eosenbach
in 39 cases (two of these were cases of empyema, and one a case of

acute abscess): the organism described by Passet as closely re-

sembling FViedliinder's pneumococcus was found in 2 out of 33
cases (in one case in an ordinary' acute abscess, and in the other

in an acute abscess after pneumonia); and the bacillus pyogenes
foetidus was only found on one occasion, in an ischio-rectal

abscess.

The organism, therefore, which most frequently occurs in these
diseases is staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, and the next in fre-

quency is the staphylococcus pyogenes albus. Both are associated

with closed acute abscesses, also with boils, acute osteo-myelitis,

etc., and "albus" is apparently associated with somewhat more
sevene inflammations than " aureus;" the combination of the two,
in acute osteo-myelitis, for example, seems to be particularly un-
avourable.
The streptococcus pyogenes is also frequently present, but is

especially associated with phlegmonous and erj-sipelatous pro-
cesses, where the pus occurs in the form of inftltration of tissue,

accompanied by death of portions of tissue. It also occurs, as

pointed out by Ogston and Rosenbach, in progressive gangrene,
and is the chief organism of pyaemia, having been present in five

out of six cases examined by Rosenbach.
Mastitis in women offers a good example of the different mode

of action of these two species of pyogenic organisms. The abscesses
in the mamma, which are caused by the staphylococci, always
begin in the deeper part of the organ, and spread towards the sur-

face, while in the case of the suppurations, which occur in

connection with streptococci, the disease commences with a
rapidly spreading redness of the skin, extending from some fissure

or crack on the nipple, and the suppuration in the deejier parts
follows this superficial affection. The explanation of these differ-

ences is that the staphylococcus generally sprejids up the milk-
ducts, and acts from their interior, whereas the streptococcus
spreads along the lymphatic vessels, and its pathogenic action
commences at the surface. I may say that the action of the
staphylococci from the interior of the ducts and acini was ascer-
tained definitely by Bumm, who excised a portion of the wall of a
commencing mammary abscess, and was able to demonstrate the
presence of the cocci in the acini and their penetration from
thence into the interacinous tissue.

These Organisms can catjsb Scppitsation.
We must now pass on to the evidence which leads us to believe

that a causal connection exists between the pyogenic organisms
and acute suppuration. In the iirst place they arc constantly pre-
sent in acute abscesses and in suppurations generally ; and, as has
just been pointed out, certain species are constantly associated
with certain types of inflammation ; thus the association of strep-
tococci with spreading suppurations and of staphylococci with
circumscribed abscesses, being constant, can hardly be accidental.
Numerous experiments have been made on animals which show

that these organisms, when introduced under suitable conditions,
can set up .suppuration; and 1 have previously mentioned some of
their effects on animals. The conditions necessarj- for infection
areTery various, more especially as the animals usually employed

for the experiments are not very susceptible to the action of these

organisms, but I need not refer to these conditions at present. One
experiment will suffice to show that these organisms can cause

suppuration in rabbits. Knapp performed experiments in connec-

tion with the process of healing of wounds of the eye in rabbits.

A similar operation was performed on both eyes ; on one eye the

operation was performed aseptically, the hands, instruments, etc.,

being carefully disinfected, and care being taken to exclude organ-

isms during the operation, but no antiseptic was applied to tfhe

wound ; on the other eye the operation was performed in the

same manner, but, after it was finished, the wound was infected

with pyogenic cocci, chiefly with the staphylococcus pyogenes
aureus. As a result, all the aseptic ej-es, though very roughly
handled, healed without any trace of suppuration; whUe almoet

all the other eyes were destroyed by suppuration, and only in those

cases where the operation was superficial and not extensive did

suppuration cease without complete destruction of the eye.

Absolute proof of the causal connection of these organisms with
suppurative diseases has been furnished by experiments on man,
of which we have three kinds. We have, first, a considerable

number of experiments, where superficial abscesses have been in-

duced by the introduction of organisms under the superficial layer

of the epidermis ; secondly, a number of experiments where im-

petigo pustules, boils, etc., have been caused by inunction of these

organisms into the skin ; and, thirdly, e.xperiments where abscesses

have been caused in the subcutaneous tissue by subcutaneous in-

jection of the organisms.
As all experiments in which superficial inoculations were made

yielded the same result, it is unnecessary to mention more than
one as an example. Take, for instance, one of Bockhardfs experi-

ments. He introduced a trace of the mixed cultivations of "aureus"

and " albus " into the cutis of his left forefinger ; after forty-eight

hours, an abscess, the size of a lentil, had formed, and was opened,

and the pus contained staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

GaxrtJ's case of inunction of staphylococcus pyogenes aureus

into the skin is probably well known, 'but I may mention it for

the sake of completeness. lie thoroughly cleansed the skin of his

left forearm with distilled water, and) taking a cultivation of
" aureus " in gelatine, rubbed it well into the arm, in the same man-
ner as one would rub an ointment into the skin ; for purposes of

control, he rubbed a small quantity of sterilised agar jelly into

the skin of his right forearm, in "the same manner, and it was
noted that there was no wound or pustule on the skin of either

arm. It may be said at once that the result on the control arm-

was nil. In the case of the other, a burning sensation began at

the seat of inunction six hours later ; this burning sensation be-

came more intense, redness and swelling developed, and on the

evening of the same day a number of pustules, the size of a pin's

head, formed especially in connection with the hairs. On the

following day, these pustules had attained the size of a lentil,

contained a small quantity of pus. and were surrounded by an

inflammatory area. The inflammation increased in intensity, and

on the fourth day the seat of inunction presented the appearance

of an enormous carbuncle, surrounded by a ring of pustules.

Ultimately, more than twenty openings formed, discharging pus

and portions of dead tissue.

Bockhardt performed simil ar experiments on himself. inoculating

in the same manner a part of the skin of the forearm, about the

size of a five shilling piece, the part having been cleansed and dis-

infected, and slightly scraped in parts with his finger nail. The or-

ganisms used we're a mixture of staphylococcus pyogenes aureus and
albus. This mixture was rubbed into the arm at 4 p.m. ; at 10 p.m.,

that is to say. six hours later, the seat of inoculation was slightly

reddened, and somewhat painful; at 6 a.m. on the following

morning, fourteen hours after infection, there were at the seat of

inoculation, twenty-five closely aggregated impetigo pustules,

varying from the size of a pins head to that of a lentil, a few, but

not" the majority of these being traversed by hairs. These pus-

tules contained the cocci employed, and by about the sixth day
they had dried up and disappeared.—Some days later a similar

experiment was performed with the same mixture. The inocula-

tion took place at six in the evening; similar cultivations, mixed
with stcriliscil salt solution, being rubbed into the outer port of

the forearm. >>xt morning, at 6 a.m., the seat of inoculation was
covered partly with impetieo pustules, of which he counted

thirty-five, anil partly with small slightly red patches; between

A.M. and 11 A.M. he'saw twenty-five impetigo pustules form on

these red patches before his eyes, most of these pustules being

perforated by a hair. After eight days, most of the pustules had
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IriiKl up niicl ilisiipiwliriul, bxeept tTTO, which iluvelopeU into larRe

iml gainful boils, uiid lor llie uirvLt two or three niontlm he wius

ttubjoct lo a n'ourreiu'o of tho iniiwli^jo imslulea iiii thi! skiu of

U^Wt lorvtuni. As wiJl be peiin, tlio rtisult in liockhardt's i>xj>i)ri-

ui«nU wvt<' inildiir thau inOurro's: and biiunifjartiMi attributes

itii*. iinil \>ixil>ably oirrittlv. Ut thu fact llial HijckharUt ciiiploytd

a lauL-li nioro ililiitu mixtiirccif lUeoiv«u'8nis, ami also a sinallo-r

.(iiantil; of thHju. That thif. fully uia>uutH for tho differencieR

will bo evidrut when we come to consider the ciuestiou of the dose

irf.organisuiy.

Btunm injected puee cultivations oi what was apparently

st«pliyloci>ccU8 pyoj^nes aureus into the subcutaneous tissue of

hih own arm, ami into the aniis of two other persons. The eiil-

tiv»tiuug were mixod with a. ivvi drops of salt solution before in-

i<seliun. On each occasion lui abscess dbveJoped, which varied

ftojn the sire of a pigeon's eps to that of u raaus list, according to

the timo which elapsed before they were opened, and these ab-

sdessrs contained large numbers of the organisms employed.

,n J ' -

..1

,

.^Alomr OF Abscess. .Si -

- As regards the mode in which an abscess is produced by these

.irj»ftnis™9' " considiTublo number of facts have recently been

.(btaintMl from the e.\Qiiiiuation of parts after infection. ' Where

tho org-.uusms are circulating in the blood and become deposited

iBr t-ho smaller capillaries in the form of plugs, as is seen in

I»yt3CDua, the first effect is the change in the tissue, termed by

Weig.Tt "coagulation necrosis," and ligured by me in a paper on

Micrococci in ilelation to Suppuration, etc., published some year.s

»f5o. On staining sections of tissue in which these plugs fire

IHWWDt with the orilinarj- aniline dyes, it is found th:i/t, while

the mass of organisms is intensely stained, and while the nuclei

in. tlie R"Ction have become well coloured, there is a ring of tissue

afouod the centruJ mass of organisms which does not take on the

.-itain. and which presents a liomogeneous translucent appearance ;

this ring erideutiy results from the action of the concentrated

jiroductsof the micrococci, the tissue being brought into the con-

dition of coagulation necrosis. After some hours, a second ring

iippoars. at a greater distance from the mass of organisms, this

ring being composed of a dense layer of leucocytes, apparently

cAllectii^ where the chemical substances are more dilute and do

not interfere with this life of the cells. As time goes on, the

intcmnediate translucent layer becomes iufiltratea, on tho one

hwid with cocci from tho central plug, and on the other hand

with cells frr)m the outer ring, and the original tissue rapidly

illBappears, probably as the r. suit of the peptonising action of the

coeci. At the lame time the liuiil effu.sed does not coagulate,

pn^bablv also on account of the peptonising action of the cocci

Ml the fibrinogen, and thuS'We come to have a central collection

(rf fluid containing leoxyjcytes and micrococci, surrounded by a

Wdll of leucocytes and cocci—in other words, an abscess.

When the cocci .s])road into:the surrounding tissue after injec-

tion, or from wouikIs in tho skin, etc., they apparently at first

frwiiiently follow the course of the lymph channels. In the case

of injecti"c>D3. as in Bumm's cases, we find at the seat of injection

It cjjntral ma.s8 presenting a yellowish appearance, due to the pre-

.lence of large numbers of leucocytes and cocci infiltrating the

in}nre<l parts, this central yellow mass being surrounded by

iin inflamed area, in which are also leucocytes and micrococci.

At the margin of the iiillamed area the coeci are seen to be multi-

nlying and penetrating into the surrounding tissue in all direc-

tions, the mode in which they spread varying according to the

density of Uie Ci.-isue; thus, where the tissue is fairly dense, they

rtpreail in ma8se.s, while in the loose cellular tissue they form

4iDall groups and chain.* 'of frntr to 8i.\ members. The cellular

ta«.sun attacke<l soon lasi.-s its fibrous appearance, the flbrillio

swelling up'and a hi .mogencous maas forming, this mass ultimately

iimlergoing liqntfaction. fust as in the case previously described.

Bevoud the urea of intiltration with organisms a layer of leuco-

cytes Ls formed, but at lir^t this layer does not seem to be able to

.ippme the' spread of the organism. In rabbits, however, after

about the third—and mrire especially the fourth—tlay, their spread

b.>gini< to be limited, and the zone in which the cocf;i are pene-

trating into the titsiie become.? tliinner. In rabbits, by the nint h

day t4ie tis.snefl hare, as a rule, completely got the upper hand,

and the micrococc^l growth is surrounded and limited on all sides

hy n layer of leucocytes (Ernst). The sequence of events in man
is quite similar, but. as a rule, the cocci become enclosed more

qiriokly than in rabbit.*. I may say that I have hem bpnn speak-

ing of "ih« effects df staphylococci ; the mode of spread and action

of tho 8trei)tococci is, lis Ogston Hrst pointed out anil as 'Will be

afterwards mentioned, somewhat ditterent, and these differences

apparently bear some relation to dittereJices in the peptonising

iiower of ihe two s^iecies of orgunLsms. ,. r

As regards the mode in which the cocci act on the skin, for

e,\am|ile, ill the experiments made by Bockhardt, the followinfj

.seem to be the facts. Tho points at which the pyogenic coCci

penetrate into the skin are the ducts of the sweat glands, the on-

Hces of the sebaceous glands and hair follicles, and portions of the

skin where the protective epidermis has been scratched or de-

stroyed. If tbn micrococci penetrate by one or other of these

piLtlis into the skin, they multiply either in the wall of the ducts

,.f the sweat glands and the adjacent part of the ilalpighian

layer, or they penetrate into the external root sheath and into

the Malpigliian layer at the orifice of the hair folUcles, or they de-.

velop at some part of the ilalpighian layer which has been d&-

prived of the epid.jniic covering. They multiply rajudly at the

seat of infection, and set up violent suppurative inHammation m
the neighbouring papilla;, the violence of this mflammation being

evident from the rapidity with which the pustules appear after'

inunction. As a rule, when the micrococci only set up impetigo

pustules, they do not spread beyond the epidermic tissue ;
if they

do so we have the conditions necessary for the production of an'

abscess in the skin ; tliis, however, generally only occurs after

cjiirse mechanical injur}- to the skin. A boU develops, especially

from impetigo pustules which hove formed in connection with

hair follicles, or with the orifices of the ducts of the sweat glands

in the following manner : After the micrococci have entered these

iiarts and set up the impetigo pustules, they gradually spread m
the wall of the ducts until they reach the end of the sweat gland,

or sebaceous or hair follicles. Coagulation necrosis occurs around

them, and violent inflammation is set up in the vascular tissue sur-

rounding these ducts and glands, with the result that a layer of

leucocytes is formed like a wall around the affected epithelial tLssue..

As theneero.sed wall of the duct or hair foUiclo becomes infiltrated

with pus cells, the core of the boil is formed ; pus forms around

the core, and ultimately the skin gives way and it is expeUed.

Can Suppubation OcctrB withoitt Miceo-ouqanibmb ?

•Vlthough it is thus evident that these orgamsms can cause

suppuration, a very important question, and one which has

been much debated. stUl remains for consideration, namely,

whether acute suppuration can occur without the action ot

organisms. It is only in a very few instances tliat pyogenic

organisms have been missed in acute abscesses. KosenbacU

failed to find any micro-organisms in two cases of suppurating

hydatid cyst, and he was inclined to think that a hydatid cyst

could, under certain circumstances, exert a pyogenic property.

15ut the cases of this kind which have since been investigated have

always shown the presence of micro-organisms in the pus.

The bther cases of acute suppuration in which micro-organisms

have occasionally been missed are cases of suppurating bubo

after soft chancre; in a certain proportion of these cases the

ordinary pyogenic organisms have been found just as in buboatter

gonorrlicea. but in a considerable number, and more especially in

those abscesses which, after being opened, become chancrous sur-

faces no organisms have as yet been demonstrated. In this

instance, however, tho abscess is without doubt caused by the

virus of soft chancre, a virus which is, in all probability, of a

bacterial nature, but which has not as yet b..'en satisfactorily

demonstrated. As this is the case it can hardly be a matter of

sun>ri3fl that organisms have not been found in a certain propor-

tion of these buljos ; and tlmt, under certain cu-cumstances, pyo-

L'.nic organisms are present is only what we should expect as the

result ofthe mixed infection which is so apt to occur. Although,

therefore, organisms have not been found in some of these cases,

we cannot, umler the circumstances, conclude that none are

present With these e.xceptions we always find that acute suppura-

tions occurring naturally are associated with micro-organisms.

Numerous exiieriments have been made with the new of ascer-

taining whether it is possible that suppuration can occur as the

result of injuries of a muchanical or chemical nature without the

intervention of micro-organisms. As a result it may be regarded

as settled tlmt, in the lower animals at any rate, mechani(»l

injuries, though frequently reiieated. cannot of themselves lead to

mippnration ; and, as a mutter of fact, the whole discussion at

the present time U limited to the effect of a few acnd chemical

substances, namely, croton oil, ammonia, and oil of tnnientine.

With regard to "these substances, a large number of inrestiga-
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tiotis have 'bcnn made -writh.- contradiiitory results^', ,Qti'''tf»e one
hand a numlier of observers state that one or all of these substances
can cause suppuration in animals. I myself came to the conclu-
sion some years ago that croton oil could cause suppuration in

rabbits. Omitting the earlier experiments, which were not free

from objection, I may mention the method I ultimately adopted
with the view of excluding all possible coutamiuatipn with organ-
isms. I took a mi.xtureof equal parts of croton oil,and olive oil,

sterilised it, introduced it into sterilised glass capsules, which were
then sealed at both ends. An incision was made antiseptically in

the muscles of the back of a ralibit, and the tube introduced into

the muscles; the wound was then stitched with catgut, and an
antiseptic dressing applied. The result was that in a certain
number of cases the wound healed by first intention, and the
glass capsule remained embedded in the muscles as an unirritatLng
foreign body. After a certain time had elapsed the capsule was
broken by slight pressure against the spine, and thus the croton
oil was brought into contact with the tissues. In one experiment
performed in this way the capsule was broken fifty-four days
after its insertion, and the animal was killed twenty-seven days
later. On making an Incision into the part a quantity of putty-
like material was found. In another experiment, forty-five days
elapsed between the operation and the breaking of the tube, and
the result was the same, except that there was a much less quan-
tity of this putty-like material. No organisms were present in

either case.—Councilman and others who have follovsTi'd the same
plan mention similar results, as do also other observer*, s'oeli^as

Orthmaun, Grawitz and de Bary, etc., who have adopteii diftarent
methods. • .; - j i- ; ,' i: ;

On, the other hand, we have a number of experimeDti, darefoUy
conducted by a number of independent observers, :in.Sthich no
suppuration has followed the introduction of irritating chemical
siibstanoes. Thus Straus took especial care that organaBms should
not be introduced along with the material injected by cauterising
the surface of the skin at the seat of injection, so as.t* destroy the
orgajjisms on It, and he is positive that these substances 'do not)

cause suppuration. Perhaps the most valuable of these researches
is that by Klemperer, who adopted Straus's method with still

greater precautions. He states that he has failed to cause suppu-
ration by the injection of these substances except in cases where
micrororganisms wer« present at the same time. 1 may also men-
tion a research by Ruijs, where the materials were injected int;o

the anterior chamber of the eye, and where the effect" 'could . be
watched. Here also it was found that if organisms are absent,
suppuration does not~follow the introduction of these chemical
substances.

In weighing the evidence it is clear that most stress must be
laid on the negative results. If a number of careful observers
have failed entirely to produce suppuration b}' the injection of

these irritating chemical substances, then those who have ob-
tained a contrary result must either have brought some other
factor unwittingly into play, or there must be some other ex-
planation of the result.

The explanation of the positive results given by tiiose who hold
the opposite view is that organisms were really pr«;sent in the
pus, but wera^ither missed from imperfect examination or had
died out before the abscess was opened. Speaking, dtf my own
results, 1 am positive that organisms were not presapJLin a living

state when the animal was killed, and although it>is quite pos-
sible that they may have been present at an earlier period, and
have died out before I opened the abscess, I do not think that this

explanation is -ft-satisfrictory one, foi other investigators have
examined the seat of injection after a shorter period than I did,

and have likennse failed to find micro-organisms ; and, besTdes.
the character of the disease induced is different from, that caused
by micro-organisms. In the latter case we have a progressive
suppnration, an abscess which goes on spreading, whereas those
who speak of suppuration occurring after the introdutit^On of croton
oil, etc., state that it is not a progressive inftammafcio'n, dnd dbes
not resemble that caused by micro-organisms. '

.
'

'

On the other hand, it seems to me that we are po|=sihly. •disput-
ing about the same thing, that what the one set of observers calls

pus, the other set looks on as librinou!^ exudation, for Elernperer,

Ruijs, and others speak of the occurrence of flbrindus exudation
containing many leucocj-tes as the resnlt of their injections.

Certain it is that, after the injection, of these chemical substances,
true creainy pus is not obtained luiless micro-ortjarrijms ari^

present ; the most that one gets is a collection o? puttV-liko
material, and it becomes a question whether this''putty>-likc

material may not simply be a Ti'urther change in what has been
found at an early stage, and bias then presented the appearance of(

fibrinous exudation.' Klemperer states that on 4;xamining a part

into which croton oO has been injected, the tissues at the cenir«f

of the irritation are of a yellow colour, infiltrated with fibrinous,

e-xudation and large numbers of leucocytes. Where the pyogenic
organisms act, their peptonising action rapidly dissolve.'* this

original tissue, and prevents the coagulation of the fresh exuda-
tjon, and thus a cavity, containing fluid pus, is rapidly produced.

On the other hand, w'here these organism s do not act, there are,.

still grounds for believing thatthe tissues.themselves can, very,

slowly i% is true, dis&ojve and remove the dea4 materi^J, an^.

thus we may quite well find, as the result of the prolonged actioO|

of li\-ing cells on the '.extensive dead masf, a putty-Uke; ina*!i(

wbich ha.s been described by some as pus.', '

.

.,'':-' l')
This seems to me to be the most pr'obahre e,xplanation of (th^*)^

discrepant statements, but oii this view we -must admit tatjc,

these irritating substances cannot- eai^se true acute suppuration

when micro-organisms are absent. The result which they pro^
duce isa diffei-ent pathological process, corresponding more closely

with the fomjatien of chronic absce.sges that; with .that of true

siippuration. 'Bar the'formation of acute abscesses we apparently

require the preseuccof Qtk peptonising ferment produced by the

micro-organisms, or, at aiiy rate, of a chemical substance which
prevents coagulation of the exuded fluid:. Thus ,we have to. note

that both Grawitz and Soheuerlen, the latter of whom, denies the^

occurreaoe of suppuration ^e the result of irritating chemical,

s_ubstances, have succeeded in inducing acute abscesse's • by the;

injection of cadaverine, an alcaloid separated by Brieger froxn;

putrefying flesh ; this suistance is not only an irritant, but also

prevents coagulation. '
,

. As a matter of fact, in Ifature the only situations where we have
to consider the possible, occurrence of suppuration without organ-,

isms are the surface of wounds and the skin. '\Vith regard to thi^

possibility of acute suppuration from a wound as the result of the,

uiitiation of the antiseptics applied ,to it, I must -confess that I

have never yet seen-tfue creamy pus coming from the surface of a^

wound withxnif finding at the same time micro-oigauismsin it^

aiid I suspect that tlie only effect of Ihei antiseptic substance is 1^
increase the amount of exudation aud' the number of leucocytes,

and thus cause at most a semi-purulent discharge. The only othet

instance in which I have seen suppuration in man without mjero-;

organisms as the result of the action of chemical substances is on
the skin at the margin of the new alembroth dressings, where
pustules are apt to occur when the discharge is at all free, the

contents of these pustules being a sticky semi-purulent material

and not containing any micro-organisms. This is the nearest

approach that I have seen to true acute suppuration in man with-

out the action of micro-organisms.

A LECTURE
ox

ANATOMICAL PECULIARITIES
RELATION TO DISEASE.

IX

Being one of a Course, on Evolution in Patholosy delit^V^ at the

Royal College of Surgeons. > '

By J. BLAND SUTTON, F.E.C.S.,

Unnteriau Professor; Aasistant-Surgeon to the Middlesex Hoseital.

.Mr. Pkesidkn-t and Gentlemen,—Not the least interesting

investigations in the province of comparative pathology are those

which relate to morbid conditions, depending in a great measure,

or almost entirely, on anatomical peculiarities. The material at

my disposal to illustrate this question is very large, hence, on the

jiresent occasion, only the more striking examj)les will be chosen

for description, iiy first illustration is taken from the lamelli-

branchs. _. - ._1-,.L.. -

Lining the concavity of the shells is a membranoi^ structure,

which may be reghnled as the integnment. and knbwir-&s:,tfce

pallium or'mantle." The shell itself is the direct result of the ei-

cretorr efforts -of the lobes' of the- mantio. and i? compo^tt Ot

animal mattet hardened by depoaits ofCarbonate qif llmet ' X - ^
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Occupying the space between the mantle of opposite sides, we
fltwl the animttl proper consisting of brnnrhin, intestines, foot,

nervons system, heart, reproductive organs, etc.

These linimals obtain their food in a somewhat lazy fashion.

The margins nf the gills an- cov.red -with cilia, which, by their

constant movements, set up inhalent r\irri'nt.'J, which not only

serve to oxidise the blood in the hranrhi.T, but convey concrete

particles, many of which are seized upon by the mussel and utilised

as food.

Some lamellibranchs have animals commensal upon them. Com-
mensalism differs from parasitism, in the important fact that an

animal commensal on another lives upon the food of its host,

whereas a parasite lives in the cavities or tissues of, and draws

nourishment from, the blood of its host. It would seem that as

long as the animals commensal on a lamellibraneh keep within

the space between the mantle they are safe enough, but occasion-

ally they are rash enough to penetrate the space between the

shell and the mantle.
This trespass is resented bv the lamellibraneh, and the trespasser

is punished by being entombed in shell-tissue, and in some cases

bv pearl.

'a very beautiful example of this has lately been recorded by
Dr. Qiinther (I^o. Zool Soc, June 1st, 188G). The specimen is

represented in the accompanying woodcut. Fig. 1. It had been

in Dr. Giinther's possession for many years. It is an old shell of

Margarita wirgaritifera, in which there is embedded, behind the

impression of the attractor muscle, a perfect individual of a tish

belonging to the genus Fierasfer. Tlie fish is covered by a thin

layer of pearl-substance, through which not only the general out-

lines of the body, but even the eye and mouth, can be seen.

In this case the fish, instead of keeping between the two halves

of the mantle, penetrated between the mantle and the shell. The
irritation thus caused induced the mollusc to cover the intruder

with pearl. The secretion must have taken place in a very short

time, at any rate before the fish could have been destroyed by
decomposition.
Specimens of this nature arrest attention on account of their

novelty, and many similar cases could be adduced. This encyst-

ing process may be studied in mammals, particularly in the molars

and tusks of elephants. In numerous cases, spear-heads, bullets,

and other foreign bodies have from time to time been found com-
pletely embedded in ivorj-. Even in the human subject foreign

bodies encysted in connective tissue come under observation.

Fig. 1.—A (it'.i ol lie gcnuJ Ficra.";' r iniix

G tint tier.)

•.'\ in i. r<irl cjstcr (After

incisors that we are concerned. It will be seen from the drawing
(Fig. 2) that the upper incisors are three in number, and preeent

B ..'>*^"

Fig. 2.—The upper and lower incimn of a kangaroo.

little that is exceptional, but the lower jaw possesses only one,

and this, in order to antagonise with the upper incisors, is of large

size and procumbent, projecting horizontally forward. They are

flattened from side to side, and are slightly convex in the outer

surface ; the inner surface is flat, with a median ridge ; the mar-
gins are sharp. These incisor teeth are provide<l with a large and
persistent pulp, which extends an unusual distance along the

tooth, reaching nearly to its distal extremity.

The points of these teeth, shaped something like a lancet, are

exceedingly thin and brittle ; as a consequence, the tips are fre-

quently broken, and if only a small piece is detached, the pulp is

readily exposed. Kangaroos, like mammals of even high moral

pretensions, have domestic differences, which occasionally lead to

unpleasant consequences. In the encounter the tips of the in-

cisors are broken, the exposed pulp becomes inflamed, suppurates,

and leads to alveolar abscess, which, in some cases, terminates in

death. In Fig. 3 two views of the symphysial portion of the

The Incuors of Ann^ortxw.—The dentition of kangaroos is, in ^^ . ...
ttany rtspeclf, peculiar. In the prt sent cast it is only with tlie ' impacted in it, induce ulceration, perforation, and peritonitis

Fig. 3.—Portion of tlio lower jnw. with thejincisor [teeth of a kangaro<v
showing the effect of alvcolnr abscess. M. the nientiil foramen.

lower jaw of a kangaroo are given, showing the disastrous effects

of an alveolar abscess arising in this way. Such cosea are by no
means uncommon.

The Vermifurm Appendir.—ln that man has connected with

his ca!cum a vermiform appendix, he agrees with tlie anthropo-

morpha, but differs from all other mammals. This appendix i8

the vestigial rHpresentative of the largo cnicum found in very

many mammals. Though u-seless, it is not harnile.<w, as a careful

attendance in the m$t-mortem theatre of any general hospital in

this metropolis will show. The inconveniences which may arise

from the possession of this rudimentary structure are threefold :

1, not infrequently foreign bodi.s, such as fruit stones, small

pieces of pencil, and other similar indigestible substances becomcr
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its orifice may become obstructed, and the appendix dilate into a
cyst ; 3, containing, as is common witli vestigial portions of tlie

aJimentary tract (vitello-iutestinal duct, post-anal f^ut, etc.) a
large amount of lymphoid tissue, ulceration may occur indepen-
dently of a solid irritant and destroy life.

On the present occasion, however, 1 am not desirous of drawing
many instances from man, but shall deal with one other incon-
venience lie suffers in common with many members of his class,

and even birds; fortunately one that is rarely serious, but interest-
ing nevertheless.

ISebaceoiis Glands.—The normal anatomy of a sebaceous gland is

so well known that it is unnecessary to describe it here, so we
may pass at once to a consideration of some of the disadvantages
which may arise from their presence. Xot infrequently the orifice

of the duct of one of these glands becomes obstructed, whilst
secretion continues within the alveoli. The acini of the gland
thus become distended with tlie result of their own activity, and
a retention cyst is the result. In man such cysts mayoccur
wherever sebaceous glands e.\ist, varying in size from a pin's head
to an orange. The walls may be thin and pliant, or laminated,
thick, and hard. In man they are very common on the scalp,
face, and back; on the scrotum and perineum they are rare. The
contents of a sebaceous cyst are epithelial scales, granular fatty
matter, and flakes of cholesterin.
The most curious condition associated with a sebaceous cyst is

when the contents burst through the capsule, become dry and hard
through exposure to the air, and of a brownish-black 'colour, re-
sembling horn in appearance. If the dried mass is allowed to
remain, growth continues at the base, and at length a long
cutaneous horn is produced. (Fig. 4.)

' Pig. 4.—Ciitaneouif^Mte on the faee of a womaok The one on Uie forelieacl
*V-.- "3^ is 5 inches lonf;. K

The most elaborate collection of cases illustnvting this singular
Ciiijdition is to be found in a small work by Dr. Hermann Lebert
(i\bcr Kenatose, Breslau, 18(34V He furnishes an account of one
hundred and nine cases, with full references, the earliest dating
from the year 131KI. The horns were found on the scalp, temples,
lorehea4, eyelids, nose, lips, cheeks, shouhlers, arm, elbow, thighs,
h'gs, knee, toes, axilla, thorax, buttock, loin, penis, and scrotum.
In length they varied from a fraction of an inch to as much as
ten or twelve inches, and in circumference some of them measured
eight inches. Tlie majority of these cutaneous horns occurred on
tlu^ head.
An excellent account of human horns is furnished by Sir

Krasmus Wilson in his well-known work on Di.iea.te.s of the Skin,
•>;h cd., p. G.53. Besides furnishing details of some goqd examples
ot these abnormal appendages a brief but interesting siunmary of
some of the niore striking cases is given. The Trumactims. o}
TAe lat/io/o/jftcnl Sncipfij of London contain accounts of many
curious examples of cutaneous horns, including one which grew
frorn the prepuce of the clitoris. The i'/«7. Trarumctwrn for 1791
oonttiin nn interesting communieatitm from Sir E. Home, in
which some extraordinary cases of cutaneous horns are described.
Morns groMung from sebaceous cysts are not infreipiently seen in
tile out-parient rooms of large hospitals, but they are as a rule
very small m size. Cases such as those described in Homes paper
must lie very nire at the present time.
Leaving man, and extending our inquiries to lower animals, we

Bhall finii that sebaceous cyst.3 and their consequences are by no
means confined to him. They may occur in horses, dogs, sheejj,

oxen, and birds.

Leiiert gives references to cases of cutaneous horns in sheep, be-
goats, horses, rams, hares, cows, and dogs. JIalpighi described one
growing from the neck of an ox, ten finOTr's-breadths in length,
and eight in circumference at tlie base. Home described in a foot-
note to the paper already mentioned the case of a sheep about four
years old, which had a large horn, three feet long, growing on its

flank. It had nn connection with bone, and appeared only to be
attached to the external skin. It dropped off in consequence of
its weight having produced ulceration of the soft parts to which
it adhered. On examining it there was a fleshy substance, several
inches long, of fibrous texture, fillifig up its cavitj-, on which horn
had been formed.

In the teratological collection of the Royal College of Surgeons
there is a horn three feet five inches in length, and eleven inches
in its greatest circumference, said to have grown on the flank of

a ram
;
preserved in a jar near it is the soft core of the same, ex-

actly coiTespondiiig to Home's descri])tion. The specimen is

labelled Iliinterian, and 1 have no doubt it is the one referred to

above.

5.—Head of a cow with a cutaneous horn.

In the same collection, near it, two other specimens of cutaneoiK
horns are preserved. The first. Fig. ."i, a Hunterian specimen, is

described as "the head of a cow with a very large hornlike ap-
pendage growing from the forehead immediately between the
eyes. The second is the head of a sheep. Fig. 6 ; in this case the
horn causes it to resemble the head of a cassowary.

Fi^. 6.—HeA<l of a sheep with a cutaneous horn.
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JudfrinK from the general cliiirncter and texture of tlu-so horns

«n.l llif niiture of tin' softer material til ini,' tlnin, 1 htive no doiibl

tli.'y .>^i^'inlltld in sfbuoeous cysts. Tlii-si' hum.-., and that which

ha.-" just been nitajtioni>d ad growing; from the Hank of ii abe<*p. are

the Iar(,'e3t 1 tiave seen or of whicli 1 can find tny record.

. We n-ill now proceed to consider some cases which have been

•found in birds.

Through tlie kindne.'JS of Mr. W. Roger Williams I am able to

tiL'ure anil ilesiiihe a pretty cai^e of sebaceous cysts and horns in a

tliTUsh. In this inslaiioe the liird presented n cyst upon its heafl

( Fig. 0), whilst cutaneous Iwirns, as shown in the drawing, were

y, .. -.-A cockatecl, Cahpsittiiiov,Tholla7id,a. with Bymmetrical iaebaceoua
"

cyets ou tl|e wings (/Yoe. Zoot. Soc).

It is usual to believe that in birds sebaceous glands are wanting,

except in the case of the one over the coccyx, known as the oil or

tiropygial gland, wliich is especially developed in watir fowl, and

serves aa A^^re of ointment in which the bird dips its I)^ok and

anoints fhefeathers in the act known as preening. It^i.'tavery

significant fact that no known bird ever has its neck shorter

than its trunk : that is to sav, it is always of sufficient length to

allow the bird lo reach the oil gland. This structure is not in-

variably present, for the struthious birds, some of the Columhff.

and others, lack an oil gland. In the pigeon it is bilobed, of a

whitish colour, and a quarter of an inch in length. A duct which

is directed backwards has its orifice indicated by a papilla, buch

an oil gland as this is described as being nude. In others it is

surrounded by a circlet of small feathers, and is then described as

tufted. The majority of birds have two ducts to this gland, in

the hombUl tlie gland is of a deep orange-yellow colour, which

stains very freely things brought in contact with it.

Sebaceous glands exist in other parts of birds' integument, such

as tlie wings, head, neck and breast. They resemble the glands ot

man in structure, in the tendency to form cysts and in grownng

liorus. Thus in I'ig. 7 a cockateel, Catopsitta novce-hollandta, is

sketched with a sebaceous cyst on the under surface of each yi^g;

"and many specimens are preserved in the Museum of the lloyaJ

College of Surgeons, occujring in pigeons, paitridges, linnets, etc.;

some of the cysts are of large size. .

The tendency of sebaceous cysts to form horns in birds is as

marked as in the case of mammals. Thus in a mule canary a

horn of this nature grew from the under surface of the wing, and

was curiously curved and twisted. This horn was shed each time

the bird moulted, and ineiuiry seems to show that with birds this

i^ the usual rule. The lioni must grow very rapidly to attain

such a length in so short a time (tig. 8).

Fig. 9.—The head of a. tlir\ish with u seljarpous cyst,

two cutaneous horus existed.

On the leg ol thi«.bird

attached to its thigh. In this instance the horns were detached

when the bird moulted. The thrush was under the observation

of Mr. Williams for some time previous to its death.

Sebaceous cysts in birds pre.sent characters similar to such cysts

in man • in some instances the contents are pultaceous, in others

laminated and hard. This is well shown in a cyst growing on the

head of a blackbird in the College Museum (Fig. lOj.

Fi» I) —The wine ot » mvile canary wltii n ciitancoiu liorn growing nu
Natural BiJC. (Museum ot the Koyal College ot Surgeomi.

)

F.g. 10. -Ilio liead ot a Llackbini with sehaccoui cyst,

laminated.
Tlie contents oro

Uefore leaving cutaneous horns it may be interesting to draw

attention to a singular cluster ot these structures which occur

normally on the foreann of JIapalemur. These were first described

by Mr i\ E. Beddard {Proc. 'Awl Hoc, 18.S4, j). 391) in JIapalemur

gri.ifu.t: underlying this cluster of cutaneous horus is a gland of

oval shape and corr(^sponding in size to the patch of spines. The

rin"-tailed lemur {Lemur catta) presents when adult a curious

C itaneous hornlike .structure on its forearm, in a situation corre-

sponding to that on the arm of JIapalemur (Fig. 11).

This horn or comb-like structure was first noticed by Dr. Jen-

tink in specimens contained in the Leyden Museum. The simi-
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Inrity of this structure with the small spines on the arm of Hapa-
lemur induced me to pxamini> the adjacent smooth patch on the
forearm of Lemur catta, and I had the satisfaction of finding a

large collection of glands, the secretion from which, when dried,

gives rise to the horny projection in qU'&stion.

Fig. 11.—Arm of HapnUmur with the patch of cutaneous spines on its

, forearm (Froc. Zool. Sdc:)

These structures are interesting, inasmuch as thej' may be re-

garded as intermediate to the pathological cutaneous horn on the
one hand, and the cutaneous nasal horn of the rhinoceros on the
other. They also furnish some light as to the nature of the sin-

gular patch of hard integument known as the castor on the inside

of the foreleg of the horse. In addition, we may use them as
physiological types of cutaneous horns which in man only occur
under pathological conditions.

ON THE ABORTIVE TREATMENT OF
SYPHILIS.

Read before the Medical Society of London, on Monday, February
SOth, iSSS.

By JONATHAN HUTCmNSON, F.K.S., F.B.C.S., LL.D.,
Emeritus Professor of Surgery at the London Hospital.

Foa many years past I have been in the habit of assuring patients

who came to me with indurated chancres but without any other

symptoms, that they would in all probability wholly escape the

secondary stage. As years have gone on I have found myself
Uolding out this hope with increasing confidence. My treatment
has been almost uniform, and has consisted in giving mercury in

the form of grey powder in one-grain doses three times a day, at

least, and more frequently if the sjTuptoms did not quickly yield.

1 have always told the patient that he must take these pills for

sii months at least. The results have also been very uniform, or

hive varied chiefly according to the period of the disease at which
the treatment was begun. The effect of the medicine in softening

the induration is usually quite evident within a week, and may
be expected to be complete in the course of a nionth or a little more.
After this the patient remains without symptoms till the end of
the course, except, perhaps, some sUghtpersistingenlargementof the
inguinal glands. At the end of the six months, if the treatment
is left ofi, there not very infrequently follows in three weeks or a
month an erythematous general eruption. This eruption is never
severs, never becomes papular or scaly, and always vani.<;hes in
a few days if the mercury is resumed. It is never attended by
failure of health, and but rarely by sore throat. On account of
its frequency after six mouths' courses, I have lately been in the
habit of continuing the treatment for nine or twelve months, and
am willing to admit that it might be v^^se to continue it for still
longer periods. As regards relapses at still longer period.*, I mu.st
state that, in a certain proportion of cases, sores in the mouth or
scalypatches in thepalm.s, or a liability to transitory erythemata on
the skin have occurred, but they have generally been in connection
with some special kind of irritation.
The statement wliich 1 wish to make quite clear is this : that I

j

believe that it is quite possible, by the early and continuous use
ofmercury,to suppress the secondary stage—in other words, to make
It abortive. In exceedingly few cases where it has been possible
to use mercury without interruption in this way have I known a.

well characterised secondary eruption or a typical sore throat to
occur. In cases where diarrhoea or sudden ptyalism have caused
the course to be interrupted, the success has been less complete [

but where the patient is careful, and can bear the drug, I may re-
peat that I believe that it is easily possible to prevent secondary
symptoms. This a^tsertion is not by any means the same as say-
ing that it is possible to cure syphilis, for it does not concern'
itself with the tertiary stage. It is desirable, I think, in orde*
that we should arrive at sound conclusions, that we should tako'
our problem in i)arts. In making the proposition which I desire'

to submit to you this evening, that mercurj' is a specific antidote
for the syphilitic virus, and that by its use the disease may be
made abortive, 1 will divide my argument into several parts.
The first statement shall be one with which all will agree. It

is this : that in cases in which induration is well characterised'
and considerable, it always yields quickly and definitely to the
influence of mercury. The very rare apparent exceptions to this
which we witness occur to those who in a peculiar manner resist

the influence of mercurj'. 'V7e never see sores remain typically
hard when the patient is Under the influence of mercury.
The next is that in cases in which high temperatures have been'

observed in sj^jhilis they always abate under the influence of
mercury.

Thirdly, I believe that all will agree that when a patient
receives no treatment until his eruption is well out, the use of
mercury will usually in the most definite manner cause the erup*
tion to disappear. There is but little less certainty about this
than there is as to the disappearance of induration in the sore,

and the exceptions occur only when the treatment disagrees, and
has to be interrupted.

If these several propositions be true, if mercury always cau.se8
induration when present to soften down, fever when present t<>

subside, and an eruption when present to disappear, I cannot
think that any will see much improbability in the assertion thaf
if used before the fever, rash, etc., have shown themselves, and'
steadily continued, it will prevent their development. It would
be extraordinary if these symptoms should develop de novo
under the very conditions which all but invariably secure their
removal when extant.

Those who object to the statement that mercury is an antidote to
syphilis, and decline to employsuch terms as "specific," "abortive
treatment " and the like, do so because, as they allege with truth,
it can seldom or never be asserted that the disease has been.
wholly or, at any rate, permanently cured. This is, however, I
cannot but think, putting a too strong meaning on the words. It
may easilv be the fact that we have not yet" hit upon the best
method oi using the remedy so as to secure permanent results. It
is not fair to demand of a " specific " that it shall always prove
its efficacy nnthout regard to differences in the mode in which it

is employed. A remedy may be fairly called "specific ' if it always
and invariably manifests its power over the phenomena of a
disease. It is for the presoriber to find out how so to use his
specific as to bring about an actual cure. As regards the term
" abortive treatment," its appropriateness may surely he justified ill

any case in which it is designed to cut short"the development of a'

malady and prevent the evolution of its natural sta'ges. 'We must
not strain the vrord to make it mean absolute annihilation of the'

thing concerned. If a scheme of treatment of syphilis, begun in
the primary stage, is planned to prevent the secondary phe-
nomena, and usually does so, it may, I think, be fairly styled
"abortive " in contradistinction with others which make no pre-
tence to prevent the ordinarj- evolution of the malady. Abortion,
as regards preventing tertian,- s^^nptoms, is, as I shall endeavour
to show immediately, another matter. It is possible that in our
present modes of use of mercury we neither begin early enough
nor continue long enough to secure that result.

The term antidote, when use<l in reference to mercury as against
syphilis, must be sustained by resort to more hypothetical
reasoning as to the nature of the disease. In the year 18ti0, in a
paper read before the llunterian Society, I first ventured to
claim a place for SN-philis amongst the exanthemata, and argued
that in its phenomena as regards stages, period of incubation, and
other points, it resembled the diseases which we attribute to
specific animal poisons. Amongst those who took part in the
debate on my paper were Mr. Acton, Mr. De Jl^ric, and others who
at that time were the leading authorities on the subject. Some
years later I read before the same Society another paper, claiming
for mercurj-, on much the same grounds that I have this evening
advanced, the position of a specific. My riews were on each occa-
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gion warmly opposed, but 1 believe that the progress of investi-

gation since lln'U 1ms tlono much to fftcilitnlo tluir acwptanco.

For myself, 1 mav siiy that I have always, in spcculatinjf about

the causa and evolution of swhilis, heUl tinnly to the belief that

it is due to a sjiecitW ]iurticulate virus, just as small-pox is, or in

the laaguaye of ttwlay, tn a liviiiR microbe. Other observers, with

most praiseworthy loal and industry, have occupietl themselves

with the endeavour to brinsc this microbe to actual demonstra-

tion, nor have 1 the slightest doubt that their search will some

day be .crowne<l with success. In the meantime, if we would un-

derstand the disease we must, 1 think, take its existence as

granted. It is in reference to this as yet hypotht^tioal microbe,

that we justify the assertion that mercury is an antidote; we
know how powerful that drug is in preventing the development

of plant life, ond that which we know fits well with what we
observe of its efficacy and its failures in the treatment of syphilis.

It is antidotal to the virus, and so long as present it prevents its

manifesUtions of activity. In some cases, but by no means in

the majority, it probably kills it outright. The more usual re-

sult is a repression of vital octivity in the virus, which lasts as

long as the drug is used. This repression, if continui'd for long

periods, would appear to amount to a very important modification

of power, for 1 believe that if the secondary phenomena be kept

in alieyance for many months, their subsequent development, if

then permitted, will never be severe. If continued long enough it

Till wholly prevent the secondary stage, and yet I fear it is true

that even in these the patient ma"y be liable to tertiary affections.

If it be rejoined that no remedy can claim to be antidotal or

specilic respecting which it is admitted that it does not prevent

tertiary sequeloc, a reply is yet possible. There is a sense in which,

without any hair-splitting, tertiary symptoms may be said not to

be syphilis at all. There is neither proof nor probability that the

microbe or virus is present in their lesions. They do not develop

symmetrically, and they are not contagious ; they are due to pro-

cesses of inflammation occurring in tissues which have formerly

been under the influence of syphilis, and have been modified by it.

If this be their true position, it will easily be seen that no anti-

dotal treatment directed to the killing of the microbe can prevent

them, unless it is commenced before the system has been contami-

nated. If we wait till the sore is well developed, the patient

feverish, and the eruption on the eve of appearance, we have

waited until the patient has had syphilis through him, and though

we may then proceed to cure the disease by klUing the poison, it

is too late to prevent its remote effects. In saying this, do not

let me be understood to say that the use of mercury late makes

no difference as to proclivity to tertiary symptoms. On the con-

trary I believe, although it is impossible to prove it, that it does

make them both less common and of milder type.

The practical questions which come, then, before the surgeon

are these—In what manner and at what stage ought mercury to be

given so as best to secure its antidotal efficacy?

The verdict that mercury given in short courses is not preven-

tive of the development of syphilis has been recorded in unmis-

takable terms by the surgeons of the past generation. Mr. Judd,

indeed, whose reports are full of interest, and contain proof alike

of ability and of candour, thought that such courses favoured the

absorption of the virus, and made the disease eventually more

severe. Ilis courses were, however, of a fortnight, a month, or

six weeks at the most, and were always attended by freeptyalism.

The modem introduction of the small-dose system, with the avoid-

aiu:e of ptyalism, makes it necessary that we should investigate the

whole question anew. I do not suppose that there is much difference,

OS to the special prep.aration ofmercury which is employed, though it

will not do to taJte this for granted. Some of the records of M. Diday

as to his failures to prevent symptoms would odd to the susi^)icion

that the iodide of mercury', as employed by him, is less eflicient

than the mercury only, in the form of grey powder. The great

point is that a preparation should be used which can be pushed

without producing symptoms which necessitate its temporary

discontinuance. It* Vflicacy may be taken as proved by the

prompt disappearance of the primary induration. The do.se which

IS efBcient to this result will, if steadily persevered with, probably

be efficient in preventing the development of other symptoms.
The question arises, I think, naturally, at this point of our in-

(,uiry as to whether it may not be advisable m the future to

attempt the abortion of the primary stage itself. I am not aware
that any large amount of evidence is in existence as to the pos-

sibility of preventing the development of induration in a chancre

by using mercury before it occurs. Kver since the recognition of

the fact that some chancres are not infecting, and that the pbe^
nonieuon of induration is the most valuable one by which to,

diagnose the true or infective chancre, we have l>een in the habib

of waiting till the character of the sore declares itself before beH
ginning to use the specific. Many, indeed, esi»?ctally those of thi^

French school, have advocated waiting till constitutional sym-

ptoms in the form of eruption occur. Our forefathers, ^e well

know, did not so wait. For them a venereal sore was a chancre,

and they poured in mercurj- as soon as the patient presented him-

self, and often within a week or two of the contagion. It may
have been that in manv cases they succeeded in aborting syphilis

as a whole, and in jirVvonting alike the primary and secondary

stages. It is to be feand, however, that their success was but

too often prevented by the manner in which they prescribed the

antidote. They were accustomed to give large doses during short

periods, and were constantly obliged, by the occurrence of jityalism,

to interrupt the treatment. Indeed, as a rule, a short treatment

was all that was contemplated, and the production of free

ptyalism was regarded as essential. As I have already suggested

mercury mav sometimes, when given in this way, possibly prove

an abortive treatment—that is, it may kill the virus. Facts, how-

ever, would seem rather to point to the conclusion that it only

temporarily suspends its activity, and that in many cases a

severe outbreak follows soon after its suspension. It is otherwise,

I think, when small doses are long continued.

I wish to avoid giving any exaggerated impression of the extent

and kind of evidence upon which my statements are based. It

is not my intention to produce before you any statistical evidence,

nor even to quote individual cases. To do so would be very easy,

for I hold in my hand a large number of extracts from my note-

books which bear uponthe matter. To read them to you would how-

ever be very monotonous, and I think unprofitable. They are for

the most part repetitions of the statement that the patient came

under my care with a well-indurated chancre, that I adVised a

long course of small doses of mercur>% that the induration meUed
away, and that nothing else ever followed. There is a weak poin»_

in many, but by no means in all, and it is this, that I have no re-

cord as to the patients beyond the first six months or so. My
practice has for many years, in respect to primary syphilis, been

solely in private, and it is of course not practicable to compel

patients to come and report after they believe themselves well. I

feel sure, however, that this negation of evidence is in itself ot

considerable strength. For long, as I have said, I have been i*

the habit of holding out hopes of immunity, if the remedy were peiv,

severed with, and I assume that if my foretellings proved fallacious,

I should in the majority of cases hear of it. On the contrary, so,

far as my own observation of primary syphilis has for many
years past been concerned, I should certainly never have dis**

covered that an eruption on the skin was a usual part of thft

malady. I have of course seen plenty of secondary eruptions m.

those who had not been under treatment, but in those whom I

had myself prescribed for in the primary stage scarcely any._ J

could count on my fingers the number of cases in whicli d«rin£|

the last five years" I have watched the patient from his primary'

sore through a well-marked syphilitic eruption on the skin. Aj
\

few I have seen, probably because not sufficient mercury wo*
given, and more in whidi some very slight and transitory erup-

tion showed that the poison, though restrained, was stnigglmg

to show its powers. Of really troublesome eruptions, such as are

common enough when mercury has not been used, I may say con-

fidently that 1 have seen none.

I miist admit that the gross total of cases of primary syphilis-

which have been under mv care has not been so large us that

which falls to the share of specialists, particularly those holding

hospital appointments. More patients come to me in the second-

ary, or later stages, than in the primary. Still, my experience

has been considerable, and justifies, 1 think, the general state*

ments which 1 have ventured to make to you this evening. It w
to be cleariy understood that I have been speaking only of cases

in which the induration was characteristic, and in which an inter-

j

val of from five to seven weeks had occurred since the exposure:
^

I have never allowed myself to diagnose a sore as infectious, <W

to begin mercury, except under these conditions.

There is another class of cases which bear testimony which if,

1 think, very valuable a-s regards the antidotal efficacy of mer-

cury. I allude to those in which the patient comes under calre

with his rash fully out, and having as yet had no treatment. The

possibility of aborting the rest of the malady in these is less COT-

fiin, yet' I think we may generally expect it with much conn.-
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dence. If such patients will take mercury their symptoma will

disapi>ear, and if they will continue it there will l)e no re-

lapses.

In concliLsion, I may express my hope that it will have been

clear to all that my object in this paper has not been to claim
credit for any particular method of treatment, far less to make
boast of personal success. My wish has been to draw attention

to a clinical fact which, although hitherto much ignored, or even
denied, must have been for long more or less under the cognisance

of all engageil in the treatment of syphilis according to modern
rules. The fact to which I refer is that the early use of mercury
does not only greatly shorten the duration of the primarj- phe-

nomena, but that it also much modifies, and in many instances

entirely prevents, those of the secondarj' one. I have indeed ven-

tured to assert that, when circumstances favour, the febrile stage

of the exanthem, syphilis may be rendered wholly abortive. If

we can accept this proposition, I feel sure that we shall have
gained a step in the orderliness of our future work, and in refer-

ence to this the following problems seem to lie before us.

What plan of treatment is most successful in suppressing the
febrile or secondary stage .'

Does the suppressing of this stage tend to prevent what are

called reminders, or those minor, and for the most part local,

symptoms which often intervene between the febrile stage and
tertiary phenomena ?

.\re those in whom the febrile stage has been aborted by arti-

ficial means more or less than others liable to tertiary phe-

nomena ?

Is it possible by anticipatory treatment to prevent or abort the

phenomena of the primary stage ; and, if this be done, what is the

mfluence upon the further course of the disease ?

It has been well said that all men use syllogisms, whilst but few
have studied logic ; and in like manner I may remark that most
of us have been practising more or less completely the abortive

treatment of syphilis, though without giving it that name.

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

TUMOUB OF THE INTESTINE : SYMPTOMS SIMULATING
BILIAKY COLIC.

Colonel M., aged 45, who had lived in India for some twenty
years, was seized about 2 a.m. on 4th June with agonising pain
referred to the right side of his abdomen. An injection of morphine
gave relief. But in the course of the following night the pain
returned with even greater intensity, so much so, that recourse

was had to chloroform inhalation. The case seemed obviously to

be one of gall-stone colic, and directions were given to wash the
fajces through muslin. On the 6th June the patient passed what
he thought was a " piece of tiesh," but which was a lymphoma of

nearly square outline, measuring about one inch and a-half along
each side, and a quarter of an inch in thickness. This is not the
place for a description of the tumour. As the textbooks give no
warning of this source of error in the diagnosis of biliary colic, it

1

seems worth while to place the case on record. Kegarding the

!
patient's subsequent history, a dull pain in the abdomen, chiefly

I

on the right side, continued for some days, at the end of which he
regained his usual excellent health. There has been no recurrence

I of symptoms up to date. J. Lbwtas, M.D.Loud.
' Henrietta Street, W.

PUERPERAL APHASIA.
The interesting remarks made by Dr. Bateman on the above sub-
ject in the Jodbnai, of February 4th lead me to record the following
case.

In April, 1886, I was called to see, in consultation with Dr.
Maguiro, of Che.sterton, Mrs. B., aged 35, who had given birth to
her tenth child ten days lieforo. For some time she had suffered
from aniemia with a hrcmic murmur, but had improved in health
before her coutinement, which was quite natural ; and she went
on perfectly well, suckling her child until the tenth day, when
she sat up in a chair for the first time. She was suddenly taken
speechless and helpless, the right side being completely paralysed.
In this condition I found her. Like Dr. Leith Napier in bis case,
quoted by Dr. Bateman, we attributed the symptoms to occlusion,
by embolism, of the left cerebral artery. Jlrs. B. was perfectly
conscious, and understood everything said to her. There was no
increased flow of milk ; in fact it went thu same night after the

attack. The use of the arm and leg wa.s soon regained, so that in

live weeks she was enabled to walk about the house, and in five

months to walk a distance of some miles. In June, 1887, I saw
her at Llandudno with Dr. Dalton. We then detected no haemic

murmur. Her general health had greatly improved, but her

speech remained very defective : and, as it has not improved
much, if at all, since then, 1 fear it never will.

Newcastle-under-Lyme. Chables Obtok.

REPORTS
OP

HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PEACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES...

ALB.ANT GENERAL HOSPITAL, GKAHAMSTOWN,
SOUTH AFRICA.

A CASE OF HYSTERECTOSTr.

(By J. B. Gbeatheab, M.B.Edin., M.R.C.S.Eng., Surgeon to the
Hospital.)

J. A., aged 33, a spinster, was first seen on September 5th, 1886.

She had had persistent metrorrhagia and monorrhagia for twelve

months, and had become very anaemic. The abdominal tumour
had grown more rapidly for three months, and, from its size and
weight, caused much inconvenience. The cervix was obliterated ;

and the os externum, somewhat patulous, was pressed forwarda

against the upper edge of the pubes. The sound could not be

passed, but with the aid of a gum elastic catheter the uterine,

cavity was found to extend eight inches upwards and forwards in

front of the main portion of the tumour.
On September 22nd, 1886, chloroform (with ether at intervals)

having been administered, a preliminary incision four inches loiig

between the pubes and umbilicus was made. When the diagnasis

had been satisfactorily confirmed, the abdominal incision was
gradually enlarged until it extended from the pubes to within an
mch of the ensiform cartilage. Only then could the tumour with
difficulty be brought through the opening. An elastic tourniquet

was placed round the uterus just where the vaginal walls joined

it. AV'ith a large trocar and cannula a pint and a half of black

fluid blood was drawn off from the highest part of the tumour.

The broad ligaments were next tied in sections and divided as low
as possible ; but, in order to reach the lowest portions, it wa3
found necessary to cut into the uterus and remove a large portion

of the tumour. In this way the pedicle was more readily handled.

The uterine arteries were tied with silk and divided. The uterus

was next transfixed just above the junction with the vaginal

walls, and tied in two portions with strong silk ligatures. The
remainder of the uterus was now amputated half an inch above

the last ligatures, a small posterior flap of uterine tissue and peri-

toneum being reserved for the closing in of the end of the stump
(pedicle). After all haemorrhage was well controlled and the tour-

niquet removed, the flap was brought forward and firmly sutured

(with five silk sutures) to the anterior edge of the uterine wound.

The loose peritoneum was gathered in with a continuous catgut

suture, and closed over a neat stump. The abdominal cavity

ha\-ing been cleansed with warm water and all fluid sopped up
from the pelvic cavities, the abdominal wound was closely sutured

with silver wire in the customarj- way. A dressing of lint and
carbolic oil (1 to 20), with a liberal supply of cotton wadding, was
used.

On September 24th the evening temperature was 99.6° F., the

pulse 120. On September 26th the wound was entirely healed

;

the evening temperature was 99.6^ F. On September 2J?th the

evening temperature was 101.6° F. On October 3rd the evening

temperature was 102° F., and the pul.se 114. Flatulence caused

pain, and was relieved by an enema of soap and water. On Oc-

tober 4th the evening temperature was 101.6° P. After this date

the temperature gradully became normal, and on October 1.3f h the

patient was considered convalescent, and allowed to recline in

a semi-recumbent posture. On October 28th and 29th she men-
struateil, with nil her usual .sj-mptoms. On November 17th to 19th

she menstruated again, with "usual sensations. The patient wrote

saying that she had again menstruated on December 8th and 9th.

Slie had been in the habit of menstruating every three weeks be-

fore this illness. .! •:!: ;- .i.'. --..»•. i^i:!."!'-'!-'" '"•' '
"
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Note.— Dwinp to absencp from home 1 linve not liod an oppor-

tunity of hi'Hring wlu'th«r nienstnmtion occurred nfter December,

but Its reupi)eurttnce on three ociusions with a oertaiu deifree of

reguhirity nfter the removal of uteni« (iiid npjiendaRes seeincd to

me to be of sutlicieiit importance to wnrrant the iiuldioution of a

few notes of the ease, 1 urn quite aware that euch a phenomenon

has been observed after double ovariotomy. The spe<;imen of

uterui and ovariea is now in the Museum trf St. Bartholome-w's

Hospital. —

-

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

"' JPATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LO.\DO.\.

TusaD^^v, FEnitnAiiY 21st, ISSS.

Sir James Taoet, Kart., 'F.R.S., F.R.C.S., President, in tlie Chair.

Paranitic Fivtus.-X Ilimlu, aged 17, presenting a large para-

sitic fonus, was exhibited to the Soeiety by Mr. Bland Sutton

and -Mr. S. G. Sihttoiic; .1 full description of the fretus was read

by the latter gentleman, who stated that the parasite was in-

capable of spontaneous movement, but sensations were perceived -.

urine was passed through the penis of the parasite; the penis

was capable of erectaon; the parasite perspired when the boy per-

spireil ; the surface temperature was low ('Jb° F.). The report, in

discu.ssin^ the origin of such para.sites, favoured the theory that

they were due to an abnormal cleavage of a single ovum. [A

fuller description uud illustration is published at page 43G.]—The

Presiuknt asked whether spontaneous or reflex movement, or

moTemant in response to electrical stimuli, had been noted in this

or other cases.— .Mr. Doran inquired whether ia other instances

tibe parasite had suffered from visceral disease; such an occur-

rence would prol>ably have an injurious effect on the autosite. lio

obserN-ed that in this" case there was certainly one kidney, and the

report stated that intestine also was present.—Mr. Shattock
stated that no gjiontuneous or reflex mjovemejits had been ob-

•enred.

r Ftriotteal Lipoma.— 'i\i. D'Abcy Powbk exhibited a specimen of

a comparatively rare form of congenital fatty tumour, to which

the name "periosteal lipoma"' has been applied. The patient, a

boy, Bgedt it, under the care of Mr. Thomas Smith, presented a

soft, painlessj elastic swelling, occujying the outer aspect of the

^pp«^r third of the left thigh; the skin was freely movable, but

the superlicial veins were distended. The tumour was incised and

removed ; it was (irmly attached to the periosteum, just below the

leeser trochaiitej ; it weighed 15 ounces, and measured

by ,") inches. It was oiUy partially oncapsuled, and consisted of

jeveral lotxs held together by areolar tissue ; the growth was

verj' lirm, and on microscopical examination was found to consist

of cnlljjctions of fat (•(•Us, with thick intervening bundles of con-

nective tissue. Mr. Power referred to Mr. Hutlin's opinion that

such growths commence as fibrous or tlbro-cellular tumours, the

formation of fat being a later change, and suggested that there

was no special reason why lipomata should not .spring from t ho

periosteum, since they are connective tissuu growths which might

comn)en(;e as localist^l proliferations of cells, which rapidly be-

came iulUt rated with fat. He also commented on the absence of

4 capsulo over the greater part of the grow th, and stated that

whereas the fat in the encapsuled portion was mingled with so

much IJbrous tissue that the growth niicht in this part be re-

garded as a tibro-lipoma, in the diffuse p< rtion it was sunple fatty

tlBaiie.

Miied Tumour nf Pan'till,—.\ .specimen of mi.ved tumour of

the parotid containing cartilage ctdls wa.s shown by Mr. Cir.<-

TA<8B. The jiatient wae a woman, who first noticed the tumour

•t the age of l.'i. It was the siie of a pea. and did not enlarge

much for fifteen years; then it grew rapidly, and still more so

after an ineffectual attompt at removal. The tumour was success-

fully nmove<li'Ubhequently, and weighed 20 ounces. The growth

oonaisted mainly of lolmli of tibrd-adenoma with acini in certain

p&rta; there were an.-as of cartilage; in others Ihematri.T was
nadergoing myxomutous change, which was probably a secondary

degeneration. As to the origin of the cartilage, Mr. Chavasse

thought that it was duo to misplac'd aural cartilage. whi(-h.

acting as an irritant, had led to adimnmatous growth from the

parotTd. He thought that the prognosis in these so-called enchon-

iromata of the parotid was favourable, except where the sarcoma-

tona ilcmcnts predominated.— Mr. Stephen I'aoet supported the

theory of their emliryonic origin, and referred to a paper by

Mr. Jacobfiui in the aiitfy Ilaipitai Ileports. Most of the casca

recorded had been wonu'U.
. . _ _

Congenital Mitral Stinosiit and I'ulnumni-y EndavtKritts.—OT. G.

F. Gb(')OKE showed specimens from the case of a man. aged 34;

who had had scarlet fever when a child, and rheumati.sm in one

shoulder ut the age of 20. There was no history of syphilis, and

his occupation was not laborious. About (iightecn nrnnths before

admission Ik; b(^gan to suffer from pain in the left side and short-

ness of breath. When admitted there was ffidema of both legs^

and a loud systolic nuirnuir was heard at Iwith bases and at the

aortic area : "the urin(^ contained albumen and hyaline casts. Ho
died somewhat suddenly after slight exertion. The post-mortem

examination showed pericardial effusion, pulmonary dilatation,

incompetence of the tncu.spid orifice, and narrowing of the

mitral orifice, but no evidence of valvular lesion. The right side

of the heart was h>-pertroi>lued and dilated. The mitral stenosis

was proliably congenital : the subdivisions of the pulmonary

arteries in tlie lungs and the vessels were found to be the seat of

endarteritis and alheroma.—Dr. Wilks had seen two such cases.

They negatived the theory that atheroma did not affect the pul-

monary "artery and its branches. There was always great hyper-

trophy of the right ventricle where there was this pulmonary

arteritis and mechanical causes were at work. He did not think

that it was a sequence of congenital mitral stenosis or of such

stenosis occurring in early life, that led to imperfect growth of

the lungs, so that the chest and all the pulmonary organs were

dwarfed.—The Peesident asked whether there was e-xtensive

clotting in the diseased vesself.-Dr. C?ooke said there were no

clots in the larger vessels.-The I*TiEs:DENT said that he

had described in papers contributed to the 'Jran.iactwns o/tM
Itotml Medical and Chintroical Society some forty years ago

the" occurrence of clotting in arteries, and had e.^ressed the

opinion that the process was exactly analogous) to thrombosis

occurring in veins, that, in fact, it was due to arteritis. It was a

curious instance, he thought, of intellectual blindness that the pos-

sibility of embolism had never occurred to him during that inves-

tigation ; several of the cases would, now that our eyes were open

to the possibility, at once suggest embolism.

Complex or Vertical Hermaphroditism—k specimen of complex

or vertical hermaphroditism was sho-n-n by Mr. C. StonhaM. The

child had died after an opf^ation for the relief of a h(^rnia, which

was found to contain a uterus. On the right side was a hernial

Pac, containing organs which appeared to be those of a normal

female, but the apparent ovaries were found to be testicles ;
there

was a uterus ending in a vagina, which was in relation with a

prostate gland; there was a well-formed bulb; no >-esieulsD semi-

nales were seen. The external organs were those of the male,

with undescended testicles; there was partial hypospadias ;
the

bladder was normal in size and shape, and its neck -was sur-

rounded bv the prostate; the uterus was well formed, and ojM-netl

into the vagina ; the testes were attached to the comua of the

uterus- immediately below the testes was the Fallopian tube; tlie

epididymis lay below the testis. The mother had had fourteen

chiMr(^n and eight miscarriages; the fifth and six children pre-

sented a well-marked penis and scrotum, but no testes ; one of the

n)(*ther's sisters was reputed to be an hermaphrodite, but

had Ixime a child. Mr. Stonham referred to the literature of

the .subject, and said that Foerster had figured a very similar case

in his J//««.—Dr. Wii.i.cocks mentioned a family in which one

boy had hypospadias, while a younger child, aged ^, & girl, had

large mam'mip, hair on the inibes.and had menstruated four times.

— Mr HuNii StTTON- said that the ca.se bidonged to the class ot

free-martins; it showed that the tluwrv that the pro-state repre-

sented the ut(Tus was a mistake, and that at most it represented

only the cervix.-ln rejily to Mr. .loSATiiAN IttrTriiiNSOx 3""-;

and Mr. C. B. Lockwood. Mr. Stonuam said that the bladd(>r

was not pulled down, that there were no muscular fibres represent-

ing the guhernaculum. and tliat in using tho U-nn "Tertical her-

mapliroditism " he had fcdlowed Sir J. Y. Simpson.

I'nvillama of both Fallnpian Tubes and Orarics.—These speci-

mens wore exhibited by Mr. AiBan Doban. They wen^ remo%^ed

from a woman aged 31. married twelve years, and .'<tcrilo. Seven

years ago she had a severe attack of pelvic inHamraation; a

tumour was noticed, but it disappeared. Twelve months ago it was

again discovered. Ultimately Dr. liantock performed an exploratory

operation. Two tumours were found and removed. They provexl

to be cystic ovaries united to cystic tubes. Both tubes and

ovaries bore abundant papillomatous growths. There -was no tree
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fluid in the peritoneum, and no papillomata were diffused beyond
the cysts. The patient recovered. She had menstruated till within
a month of the operation in Uecembor, 1887, although both tubes

and ovaries must for long have been degenerate. The disease

appeared to represent a form of atrophy due to old chronic inflam-

mation, resembling in this respect the most frequent form of tubo-

ovarian cyst. Only two other cases where papilloma of the tube
constituted a distinct disease had been described. In the tirst, the

tube was unobstructed at its ostium, and the peritoneum was
filled with fluid; in the second, the tube was closed, and there

was no peritoneal effusion. The latter conditions existed in the

present case, which differed from the others in Ijeing bilateral and
involving the ovaries.—Dr. Hobrocks inquired whether there was
any history of gonorrhoea or syphilis.—Mr. D0R.4.N said that in

the first case infection was impossible, in the others it was pos-

sible but not very probable.
Card Specimetis.—^Mr. C. Stonham: Tumours of Bone: (1)

Spindle-Celled Sarcoma of Femur ; (2) Cystic Sarcoma of Femur

;

(3) Cystic Myeloid Sarcoma of Femur and Tibia ; (4) Spindle-

Celled Sarcoma of Tibia ; (.5) Spindled-Celled Sarcoma of Humerus
with Fracture.—Mr. John C. Lunn: Special Meningitis following

Disease of Ear.—Mr. T. F. Chavasse : Vesical Calculus.—Mr. S. G.

Shattock : Dermoid Cyst of Neck.—Mr. H. A. Lbdiard : Enchon-
droma of Hand.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LO.XDO.N.

Monday, EEBErAET 20th, 1888.

J. HuoHLiNQS Jackson, M.D., F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Abortive Treaftnent ofSyphilis.—Mr. Jonathan HncHiNsoN read

a paper on this subject, which is published in full on page 413.—Mr.
James Black quoted the case of a woman who, after having given
birth to eight healthy children, became infected, and then had six

consecutive miscarriages. She was put under mercurial treat-

ment, and subsequently gave birth to a perfectly healthy child, at

term, free from any murk of the disease. He e.xpressed a doubt as

to the propriety of commencing the mercurial treatment before

being sure of the diagnosis.—.Mr. J. Astlet Bloxam expressed the

interest he felt in the subject brought before them. The thought
had often occurred to him as to when one ought to attack a patient

with mercury. The great question was as to whether or not the

patient had s;*'philis. So far as the induration went, an experi-

ence of some "90,(XI0 cases had led him to conclude that it was
quite without value in the diagnosis. He said that only a general

and symmetrical enlargement or hardening of the glands sufficed

to place this beyond a doubt. He thought that six months' treat-

ment was altogether inadequate to effect a cure of the disease,

many of his patients carrying it on with benefit for from twenty
to twenty-three months. So long as the induration of the glands
persisted, so long the patient was liable to syphilitic manifesta-

tions on cea.sing the treatment. With respect to the mode of

administration, he had tried pretty well all the plans, but preferred

the subcutaneous injections which he had practised since 18S4.

He had seen many eases in which the secondary sjonptoms were
apparently absent, but maintained that on close examination some
manifestations were always to be found, especially in the loins.

He agreed that sj-philis was probably due to the presence of a

parasite, and that the sooner mercury was given the better.—Mr.

Beenahd P1TT.S acknowledged the indebtedness of the profession

to Mr. Hutchinson for the diminution in the dose wliich he had
brought about. Ho mentioned that the advantage of the small
dosi'S was the non-liability of the patients to ptyalisra, involving
a tUscontiuuance of the treatment for a time, lie observed that

it would be hard on the patient to condemn him to a long course
of treatment without being sure of the diagnosis. His own plan
was to commence the mercurial treatment if the sore resisted

local measures, or showed a tendency to spread phagcdenically.
If the sore yielded at once to the influence of the mercury, he con-
tinued it.—Mr. MARMADrrKE Sheili) asked Mr. Hutchinson to

give a definite opinion as to tlie merits of e.xcision of the primary
sore. He also asked for an opinion as to the combination of iron
and quinine with the mercury, to comb.".t the anemia and debility

which often followed the use of the latter.—A Fei.low said he
was the tirst to suggest excision of the primary sore when a sur-
geon in the army, lie had been led to suggest this by obsoTving
the good results whic-h followed e.\cision in cases of sores, com-
plicated with phimosis. Cases where this operation was prac-
ticable were of course rare, but the results obtained by the sur-

geons who systematically excised were better than those obtained
by the others. He added that in the army it was often impoil-

sible to carry out an uninterrupted treatment, but even with an
intermittent treatment the results were far better than
when no treatment at aU was resorted to. He said that
the best preparation of mercury was the one which cause<l

least irritation, and attributed intolerance either to too large

doses or to error in the form or time of administration. Mercury
was a tonic, and when it produced debility it was advisable to

stop.—Mr. H. De Meric said he had never seen a case of syphilis

in which mercurj' had absolutely prevented secondary sympt<im6.
He did not attach much importance to induration of the sore ; ia-

duration did not necessarily imply S)-philis, nor syphilis indura-

tion. The great point was the induration of the glands.— .Mr.

MAT.roT.M Morris said that surgeons generally waited for the ap-
pearance of secondary symptoms before resorting to mercury. He
suggested that as induration of the glands indicated elaboratioti

of the poison, the effect of the early administration of mercury in

stimulating metabolism might really aid in the prompt dissemina-

tion of the virus.—Mr. Jonathan HtrrcHiNSON, in reply, pointed

out that in his opinion the infection of syphilis consisted in a

specific microbe. Mr. Morris's views as to the possible effect of

mercury on the glands in facilitating dissemination of the poison

required to be put to the test of experience. He thought that the

character of the sore afforded much more information towards a

diagnosis than the glands, respecting the condition of which he
had often been in doubt. Well-marked induration of the sore, in

his experience, meant syphilis, but he added that many specific

sores did not show this induration. He had admitted that slight

transitory eruptions might be found even in the most successful

cases, but nothing that could be compared with the ordinary-

secondary symptoms. Although some of his patients had been

apparently cured in six months, he did not consider that this

period -w&s sufficient in the general run of cases. He thought iron

might be given where required, but he objected to quinine, be-

cause it prevented ptyalism, and might be supposed to oppose a

resistance to the action of the mercury. With reference to exci-

sion, he thought that the operation m"ight be desirable whenever
practicable, but its influence would depend largely on the site and
age of the primarj' sore. Once the induration was marked the

system was infected. With small doses of mercury, its depressing

effects were done away with. He said that the "fear of mercury
dated from the time when it was the custom to give it in large

doses. He did not advocate beginning a mercurial course indis-

criminately before a diagnosis could be made ; but many patients

who were nervously alive to the consequence of syphilis gladly

consented to begin it at once, so as to reap the advantag'es. Tn

any case it should never be postponed beyond the period of indura-

tion of the sore. He alluded, in conclusion, to the value of the

thermometer as an indication of the approach of secondafy

symptoms.

HAil\'EIAN SOCIETY OF LOXDOX
Thursday, Febbfart 16th, 1888.

WrLLiAM Sedgwick, H.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Some Cases of Hystfr{a.—X)T. Stephen Mackenzie read a

paper on some "cases of hysteria, with remarks on the nature of

hysteria. He narrated two cases. The first was that of a girl.

aged 21, with emaciation and profound anaemia, complaining 'of

constant and severe pain, increased by food. There had befen

much vomiting. There were no physical signs of orgtinic disease,

and it was regarded as hysterical. Fiiod was regularly and. if

necessary, forcibly given; iron wa."* administered, and sedatives

withheld. The patient made a slow but steady recoverj*. the cor-

puscular richness increasing from 50 to 93 per cent., the haemo-

globin increasing from 30 to 70, and the body weight from 4.2 to

0.7 stones. The patient had remained well two years, in all ex-

cept the non-return of the menses, which had disappeared before

the commencement of the disease. The second case was that of a

young laily, aged li). who, from gastric pain, had graduidly ceaseil

taking food until she was reduced to a condition of extreme

emaciation and weakness. The cases were regorded as apepsia

and anore.xia hysterica. The term " hysterical " being employed
occa-sioned the author to explain whiit^c understood by the t<"mi.

He thought the current view in the profession, as well ,".s out cf

it, was that hvsteria was " a want of self-control," '"a giving way
to the feelings." The author fiointed out that this, though in his
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Hropinion correct, was n purely metnvhysicftl pxplanation.

tlioiiglit tlmt th.' terra " liyst.'rin, " tluniKli etylnoloRH'iilly iiiror-

ivct. uii.-U'J luilKxiv nowudays, and it was a cunvenn-nl label, dis-

tinct ivn not descr"ii>tive. It was aibuilted by nil tliat hyatprla

was soiuitinu's seen in the male. The jrreater friMiii^-ney of hys-

Wria in woman was <lue to education and the whole circumstiinci-.s

of their lives favourinc the dovolopment of their emotional

natur<>. I'a.ssing to the physical aspect of the (|uestion, he pointed

out that, whether regardeii from the psychical or the i)hysical side,

hysteria utTordwl an illustration of the dootrino of iliasolution

fonnulaled bv Herbert Spencer, and extended by lluKhlinR.s

Jackson. He" drew attention to the widely representative cha-

racter of the physical basis of the emotions, so that wlien these

were powerfully excited there occurred the most widely spread

and varied movements of the muscular system, not only in the

whole musculnr system, but in the vascular and secretory. On

the other hand, tliere were still hipher iirrangements of the nerv-

ous system which " inhibited " the nerv-ous arrangements (called

centres tor convenience) forming the anatomical substrata of the

emotions. This was clearly admitted by the expression "the con-

trol of the emotions." In hysteria there waa a suspension of func-

tion of the so-called inhibitory "centres," which occasioned tlie

negative element—loss of inhi'bitorj- power (psychically, loss of

control), and the positive element—overaction of the nervous ar-

rangements constituting the physical basis of the emotions

(psychicnllv, outburst of the emotiuns). This "suspension of

function" (if some of the highest nervous arrangements which in-

hibit the nervous arrangements forming the physical basis of the

emotions, might be brought out by all kinds of debilitating in-

fluences, including organic disease. The jiractical bearings of

these views were pointed out, but the gist of the paper was to

put on a physical basis the metaphysiciil theorj- that in hysteria

there was a "want of self-control, and a " let go " of the emotions.

Case-i of Hysteria.—'Dt. Lees narrated two cases of hysteria in

boys. Tlie first was a boy of 8, who had vague pains, capricious

appetite, asserted inability to swallow and to walk, with some

tonic spasm of the muscles of the lower limbs, especially in the

adductors of the tliighs. There was marked increase of the knee-

jerks, normal cutaneous reflexes, no spine disease, and no annes-

tUesia. The treatment was mainly moral, and the boy was prac-

tically well in three weeks. The second ca.se was of a different

type. It was tliat of a boy, aged 11, intelligent and patient, who
had severe headache, patches of an-Testhcsia, amblyopia of the

right eye, and defective hearing in the right ear, but no motor

weakness, and no si)asm. The anaesthesia changed its site several

times during six months, affecting different areas, sometimes in

the right side, at others in the left. The amblyopia was found tn

. be due in part to posterior polar cataract, but only in part, for it

amounted to mere perception of light. One day it was found that

he had double temporal hemianopia, the temporal halves of both

retina; being insensible to light, but the next day this condition

had vanished, and so had his auditory defect and much of his

anxsthcsin. He improved considerably niider treatment, and

when last seen had lost his headache, and almost lost his anics-

tliesia. No <loiibt these two cases must both he classed as " hys-

terical," and yet they differed from each other completely. In the

first the affection was mainly a moral one, and the objective

gymptoms were purely motor ; in the second there was no moral

element, and the symptoms were entirely sensory, and discover-

able only bv cliniciil investigation. Yet it seems likely that the

difference in sNTnptoms may have been a result sim})ly of the

different brain-areas afficted, and that a similar condition, a kind

of torpidity of some of the nervous centres, may have exi.sled in

both.

Veath with Si/mpiom» of Hyiteria.—Vtr. Maottirk and .Mr.

SiLCOCK reportc'd a case of death from functional neurosis, in

-which the s^-mptoms at one time resembled those of hysteria.

The patient had complained of pain in the liack of the head and

failing sight for twelve months. Two months after a blow on

the back of the head sight was lost almost entirely. On admis-

sion into hospital the cait was tottering, memory impaired, spwoh
slow and drawling. There was no loss of power or of sensation,

and the knee-jerks were exaijgernted. No change could be de-

tected in the fundus or ine<lia of either eye, nor was any other

physical sign of disease discovered. The patient became re.sth<ss

at night, and three days later was found comatose, not responsive

to aiiv fonn of stimulation, lying with the mouth open, nnd

breathing stertoroiisly. Coi>iou3 jwrspiration was oKserved ,iii

tho right side of the face and neck, none on the left, and the pup ,

of the right eye was slightly contracted. No diaphragmatje

respiration could bo detect.'d. The patient <Uod about twenty-

four hours later; and al i\w [Mst-mortcm examination, after tUo

most oireful search, no morbid con.lition, ma.roscopic or niicro-

scopic, was found. Dr. Maguire relate<l two similar cases which

had been followed by recovery. The patient, a medical man, was

comatose f.)r more tiinu two months, and during this lime had a

temperature never below lUO" F., and occasioniUly reuching

wA Perfect recovery followed: but a second and similar

attack followed, four years after the first. Dr. Muguore

considered that at tho present time such cases as these were

of the utmost importance, in that grave organic disease,

for which possibly operative treatment might be proposoU,

was so closely simulated by purely functional disturbance.—

Mr lIovELi. advocated an improvement in the terminology ot the

subiect, and described a state to which he thought the term

" iieurokiucsis " was applicable. He also suggested a more

rational aud considerate treatment of those who were usually

considered to be hysterical.—Dr. Huohi-ings Jackson said many

so-called cases of hysteria were cases of nothing, and a number ot

cases were narrated to illustrate this proposition.—Dr. (iKAILY

Hewitt thanked Dr. JIackenzie for his lucid exposition ot the

mechanism of the hysterical derangements. His own experience

of hysterical cases iii women had taught him the fact that general

malimtrition was almost invariably present, and probably the

bisis of the whole case. Certainly the uterus showed signs of this

malnutrition in such cases, its tissues being soft and dehcient in

normal tirmne.ss to a remarkable degree. Probably the central

nervous system was in like condition of malnutrition, and thus

t here arose increased liability to reflex disturbances. He had ob-

seried several cases of hysterical convulsions in women, where the

excitation plainly came from the uterus, as was prove*t by the

cure of the convulsions bv appropriate treatment of the uterus.

As regards the pain described by Dr. ilackenzie in his first case,

he had seen a case very like it where the pam was undoubtedly

due to anteflexion and version of the uterus.-Dr. Iitzpatbick

thought that during the last Hfteen years hysteria had become less

prevalent, and attributed this to the better hygienic conditions

un.ler which young ladies lived.-Dr. Scjuibk agreed with Dr.

Hughlings Jackson that it was necessary to distinguish between

hysteria and shamming: the former class was characterised by au

absence of motive, the latter had originally a motive.—Dr. hWAUT

thought nerve inanition was an important factor in hysteria, aua

ought to be especially treated.

EDINBURGH MEDICO-CIIIRUEGIC.VL SOCIETY.

Wednesday. FEBEUAny 15th, 1883.

John Smith, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Suncexf/ut Trephining over Motor Areas for Arreted Devehp-

ment of iimha and Complete Los^ of Functional }(ilue: Cnmmmc-

ina lleturn of Functional Actirity.-Dr. Felkix showed a girl,

aced 17, on whom, at his suggestion, Mr. Hare had operated, with

a view to the recovery of lost functional activity in the right arm

and leg. When a young child, the patient had sustained serioiw

injury to the head. Apparently as a result of this, an arrest ot

development had taken place in the right nnn and leg, while there

was an almost compl.'te disappearance of functional activity, in

many of its features the case simulated poliomyelitis anterior

acuta Dr. Felkin, into whose hands the case had fallen but re-

cently, was able to trace a slight depression in the scalp over tHe

leftniotor areas. He c.msulted Mr. Hare, who, after careful ex-

amination, agreed with Dr. Felkin that it was a case for operation.

Mr. Hare accordingly operated three or four weeks ago. <.>n ei-

posing the skull, they discovered ..vidence of the existence of <m

old deprf«sed fracture, over who.se site Mr. Hare tr,.phined. Two

complete circles of bone were removeil, while additional portions

were removed by means of Heys saw. From the space thus ex-

posal a cyst was found to project. This wa.s evacuated and '"

connections disturb^i. Projecting internally from one of the por-

tions of bone removed was a horn-like process of bone which

doubtless had been the cause of additional irritation, llie dura

mater was not incised. Small portions of bone were P <int*'d on

the exposed surface of the dura, and the ,^^''''"'1 '^'<'5,»'''- ^
""f''

eatgut drain being inserted. The W9und heale.l by l'"' "f;;""-

tenlion, and the patient <lid not present a bad symptom ff'"" first

to last. No rise of temperature occurred. Careful 7'""'"; "

with the dynamometer revealed distinct evidence of r';>">-n"'«

functional activity, while certain movements of the forearm were
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nccomplished for the first time. In addition to the great interest

of the operation itself, the additional interesting problem was
raised as to how far they might look for an improvement in the

state of arrested growtli of both upper and lower limbs.

Animal Tuberculosis iti Itelntion to Consumption in Man.—Prin-

cipal Walley, of the Royal Dick Veterinary College, Edinburgh,

read a paper on this subject. After dwelling on the comparative

neglect with which this important subject had been treated, he

sketched the history of the pathology of tuberculosis. So early as

1872 he had been inclined to think that tuberculosis in cattle must

be due to some specific poisonous principle, and this opinion he

had indicated in an essay published that year. The liovine tribe

were most liable to the disease ; sheep showed a remarkable im-

munity. As to the horse there was some diiference of opinion. It

was sometimes said that the horse was not attacked. Certainly

there had been confusion, as there had been in considering the

question as a whole, through the confounding of lymph adenoma
and tubercle proper. Some of the cases described as cases of

tubercle in the horse were undoubtedly Ij-mphadenomatous. His

colleague, Professor MacFadyean, however, had recently had oppor-

tunity of studying a true case of tubercle. There was also some
difference of opinion regarding the pig. It was usually regarded

as easily atfected, but a recent authority had contradicted this

view. In the dog it was a very rare occurrence, as in the

cat. Water fowl were seldom attacked, while barn-door fowl

were very liable to it. Wild animals were far less prone to

it, in their native state, than domesticated animals. Speaking of

the chances of propagation. Professor Walley indicated his belief

in the possibility of congenital tuberculosis. A number of observa-

tions pointed to this, while theoretically there seemed no diflBculty

in supposing it possible for the tubercle bacilli to pass from mother

to foitus in the same way as it was admitted that the bacillus

nnthracis did. It had not yet fallen to his lot to observe a case,

but several such were on record, both abroad and at home. Pro-

pagation might further result from the ingestion of various

affected foods (meat, milk, etc.), and by inhalation. E.xperiment-

ally it had been induced both by the subcutaneous, intravenous,

and intraperitoneal methods. Professor Walley then discussed fully

the different secretions and organs which became affected, and

illustrated his statements by exhibiting a large collection of

morbid specimens. In opposition to the statement that the

trachea and bronchi were never primarily affected he was able

to show specimens. Turning to the practical side of the question,

he deprecated the statement of the Lancet that veterinarians had

been apathetic on this subject. He was of opinion that a charge

of apathy might be lodged with much greater justice at the door

of the medical profession. .Vs to the identity of bovine and

human tuberculosis, bethought there was now no room for reason-

able doubt. All the lines of evidence pointed in this direction.

The immediate practical issue was what should they do with a

view to minimising the possibility of infection from animals to

man ? There was no doubt that the milk from tubercular cows
was distinctly dangerous. The work of Professor Bang and others

had proved this conclusively. He was inclined to believe with

many observers that there was danger from the milk of such cows
only as showed tubercular sores on the udder. They must have

powers granted to them to C(mdemn cattle which were manifestly

tubercular. This was a most important department of hygiene,

in connection with which he held that medical men ought to

combine with them in asking from the Privy Council that

8uch powers lie granted to their inspectors. As inspector for

the city of Edinburgh, he occupied the happy and unique

situation of being allowed by the Lord Provost and magis-

trates to exercise his own discrimination in the matter.

—

The Presidext congratulated the Society on being the recipient

of so important a paper. The subject was one worthy of their

fullest consideration. Theirthanks were due to Principal Walley.

-'—Professor iUcFABYEAM, of the Royal Dick Veterinary College,

'Congratulated the Society on taking "up this important subject.

In his opinion, the identity of bovine and human tuberculosis

Was clearly established on an experimental and a histological

basis. Alleged differences in size of the specilic bacillus iu the

two cases were capable of satisfactory explanation. Infection

might be conveyed from cattle to man by the ingestion of meat
^nd milk. It was their duty to endeavour to obtain such regula-

"tions as might be expected to meet so serious a danger. Human
and comparative pathologists would find mutual benefit by com-

" bined action. In illustration, he refenvd to Dr. Philip's recent

work on certain morbid products obtainable from tubercular ex-

creta, and suggested the possibility of obtaining these in larger

quantity from their public abattoir.—Dr. Woodhead thought

Principal Walley rather hard on the medical profession. Discus-

sing the question of identity, he thought too much had been made
of mere difference of size. They all knew that the same organism
varied somewhat under different conditions of growth. Further,

he had prepared, in exactly similar way, specimens of the bacillus

from human and bovine .sources, and had submitted them to a

number of qualified observers, and not only could they not say

which specimen came from a given source, but it was impossible

to find any difference in the series. Regarding the diEBcultj- of

inoculating certain animals from certain others, they must bear

in mind the difference of temperature which existed among
different species of animal.-?, iluch had been made of the compa-
rative influence or non-occurrence of tubercular mammitis in the

human subject. But the conditions were very_ different. The
udder of the cow was made to afford milk considerably beyond
the normal period of lactation, and it was submitted to less deli-

cate handling.—Dr. Littlejohn spoke of the importance of this

question from the point of view of public health. He founds

for example, that of forty-two cows slaughtered in Edin-

burgh on account of disease, seventeen had suffered because

of tubercular disease. They ought to combine with their veteri-

narj- colleagues and petition the Pri%-j' Council for powers to

destroy all animals manifestly tubercular. But they must re-

member such a measure could not be a local one, else Edinburgh

would become a sink for all the tubercular animals of the country.

The whole thing became a question of money, as compensation

must be granted" to the owners of such cows. With regard to the

question of infection by sewage, it became an interesting problem

whether the Craigentinny meadows (which receive much of the

concentrated Edinburgh sewage) might be unsuited as pasture

ground. A practical difficulty occurred as to the date at which

they should condemn animals. It was matter of common obser-

vation in the human subject that phtliisis was curable, as was
proved by post-mortem examination. Doubtless the same curative

process occurred in animals. In addition to all this, there was
need for the utmost care in the inspection of byres and dairies.

—

Professor Greenfield thought Principal Walley had unduly

magnified the work done by the veterinary profession in com-

panson with what had been effected by the medical profession.

He should have been inclined to reverse the order. As to the

main issue, he felt inclined to say that, in spite of much that had

been stated and written, no satisfactorj- points of difference be-

tween human and bovine tuberculosis had been established. While

they could not expect to have the more exact experiment under-

taken—the inoculation of the human subject directly from the

cow—much important assistance might be afforded by a series of

experiments in which inoculation of the calf was attempted from

the human subject. He did not wish to say too much, but he was

doubtful if they could expect all the good results suggested by

the compulsory slaughter of cattle.—Dr. James admitted the

identity of the'two affections. But in both instances the nidus

was tlie more important factor. The bacillus was probably

ubiquitous. It depended on the state of the individual whether

it became noxious or not. In other words, improve the vital

activitv of the tissues and the liacillus remained harmless either

to men or animals. Their preventive treatment of phthisis illus-

trated this. It was further suggested by the comparative rarity

of tuberculosis in the more active horse and dog.'as distinguished

from the sedentarv cow. Their best line of treatment of the pre-

sent evil lay in improving the sanitary conditions under which

their cows lived. The mere stamping out of the diseased animals

would do no lasting good.—Mr. Cathcart and Dr. Peel Ritchik

also took part in the discussion.-A vote of thanks was accorded

to Principal Walley.

ROYAL .\CADEJrY OF MEDICINE IX IRELA>-D.

Section of State Medicine.

Friday, February 3bd, 1883.

CHAjai.E8 F. Moore, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Presidetii's Address.—The President delivered an address on

the importance and advances in preventive medicine.

Thf Coachford Poisoning C'a'c-Dr. C. Yelvehton Pe.\bson (of

Cork) read a" paper on the medico-forensic aspects of the Coachford

poisoning case. The history of the case was shortly related, then

an account was given of the /Mst-mortein examination, and the

i

various points of interest and peculiarity in it were discussed at
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some length. A very full description followed of tho different

steps of the chcmicnf analysis, and some of these were specially

commented on. Suiili evidei\ce as was necessary for a medical

consideration of the caje was then related, such as the symptoms
olwerved (luring life, the nature of certain drucs found in the

house of the aecusinl, the purchase of poison, and the destruction

of somo dru"S by the prisoner's sister, etc. The theory of the case

as presented by the Crown was brietly described, and certain

omissions pointed out, after which the w'eak nature of tho defence

was commented upon, and numerous mutters raised were dealt

with in a critiad manner. It was ari;uetl that there was notlung

in the evidence that was necessarily inconsistent with the termi-

nation of life by strj-chnine.-The Rev. Dr. UxromoN said Dr.

Pearson had taken the .straightforward, manly, and wise course in

appealing from the newspapers and the lawyers to a court of his

brother medical men, who were the competent judges of the man-
ner in which he had discharged a most responsible and painful

duty. It was a difficult thing to avoid mistakes in a complex ease,

and Dr. Pearson had made c>ne which would teach him not to

trust to memorv before lawyers, though nothing but the art of

lawyers could distort his evidence into the statement that two and
three-quarters or three grains of arsenic were found in the liver.

But suppose he had stated he found three grains in the liver itself;

that was a perfect possibility. It was not generally known that

had Palmer (who was hangei for poisoning his horse-dealing friend

with the, in his time, new poison, strychnine) been acquitted, he

would have been placed in the dock again on a charge of poisoning

his mother with antimony. Both arsenic and antimony made for

the liver, and he had himself weighed in London a packet of anti-

mony which was taken from the liver of Palmer's mother, and it

scaled between six and seven grains. If the arsenic was slowly

administered such a <|uantity as three grains in the liver was ex-

ceedingly possible. lie bad, however, more experience of strych-

nine poisoning than of metallic poisoning. In conjunction with

Dr. .-Cpjohn and Dr. Kraerson R<;yn<)lds, he had the task of ascer-

taining whether or not the celebrated greyhound, Master Uagrath,

had died of strychnine, and he established the fact that he had not

died of 9tr>-clmine. In other cases he established the fact to

which Dr. Pearson had cjillcd attention, namely, that strychnine

was an indestructiWe poison for many weeks, in fact, remained
absolutely {x;rfect, nndisturl)ed and intact in the bodies of animals

that had lain ten weeks in their graves. The strychnine part of the

poisoning in Jlrs. Gross's ease was, however, a difBculty in his

mind. There was no solution for the screams. But suppose,

when "he found his wife would not die, he adopted a practice

kno-wn in his (Dr. ITaughton's) native county of Carlow, of putting

a pillow on the objectionable person's face and sitting on it for

ten minutes, she would give a scream first; and it was quite pos-

sible that in Mrs. Ooss's case a pillow was the immediate cause of

death and not the strychnine. In any case, he was certain the

whole world waa convinced that a righteous judf^ent was come
to.—Sir CnABU.s ("amkbos said, from the conclusions drawn from
his experiments, he thought Dr. Pearson had conducted the investi-

gationin an admirable manner, and that the results were such as any
competent chemist would have arrived at under the .same conditions.

lie agreed with Dr. Ilaughlon as to the length of time strychnine

might remain in the stomach and viscera and body generally "f

an animal In the case of a Mr. King, wlio wa.s poisoned at

Limerick, it was necessary that the viscera of a dog should be ex-

amined, and he produced nearly half a grain weight of strychnine

from the body fourteen days after death. A. dog had been given

some bread and butter, and the animal died shortly afterwards.

Four months later an in-spector of constabularj' brought him the

dog, ami, having operated on the animal, he extractid more than

a quart'j- of a grain. With regard to the Palrai.r poisoning case,

there was no strj-chnine detected, and Professor Taylor was sub-

jected to verj- strong animadversions on that account. Tfe did

not agree •with the statement in Me)Tnott Tidy's Medical Jurif-

pnidencf,t\\iit when arsenic was taken in small quantities extend-

ing over a lengthened period there were greater lesions.—Dr.

PEjvnaoN observed that the statement wa.s that when taken for a

long thne the intestine* were more apt to he affected.— .Sir

CnAJii.R9('AMnRON- Said he met with a ca.se in which a very small

quantify of arsenic was taken by cows, and four or five died from

arsenical poisoning. Thf.'y had bi-on given each atx>ut a ponnd
and a half of Glauber salts, containing 0.4" percent, of sulphuric

acifl. A very small dof causefl death, but no lesions were de-

tected in thestomach. Being interested in the fact that the one-

hundredth part of a grain could be weighed, he asked whether

any crystalline bodies from muscular tissue might iiossibly be
iucluded in that very minute (juantity. He had often found crys-

tals of sulphur assuming the fnrm of crystals of arsenic, so as to

deceive biiu. Sulphur gradually precipitated in the crystalline

form, and he had been deceived iii the appearance of crystids, think-

ing they were arsenic until he found they were uothinj^ more than

crystulsof sulphur.—-Mr. Duyi-K said he was one of t he minority who
as yet did not see evidence brought forward on which to condemn Mr.

Cross. A witness wassworn to tell the truth and tlie wliolotruth,and

thexefore he .should give all the facts connected with tho cose;

and yet Dr. Pearson now stated he found in the body ptomaines,

of the discovery of which he did not tell the jury at all. They
all knew tliat ptomaines constituted a most dcadlv poison—the
most deadly poison they knew of, which was formed in tlieir own
bodies. Suppositions should be put out of the question in a

matter of life or death. There was tho supposition about using

arsenic as a cosmetic. Dr. Pearson supposed that, if used as a

cosmetic, it must have been in the liquid and not in the solid

form. But they knew that, even if u.-^ed in the liquid form and

applied' externally to the body, it was a curious fact that it always

made to the stomach, and would be found there. As to the

absurdity of Mr. Cross not recognising typhoid fever, there were

hundreds of medical men who would not recognise a case of

typhoid fever. There might have been typhoid and the poisoning

too. The two conditions were not inconipatible.—Dr. Tichdobnb
suid there was no difficulty in detecting strychnine. The only

difficiUty was in getting chloroform sufficiently pure to stand the

reaction of the sulphuric acid. As regards the arsenic, while he

did not like to dogmatise, ho doubted about the liver being able

to absorb 3 grains. At the same time Dr. Pearson stated there

were 1.20 grains. lie wished to know did that mean As or ASj 0,.

—Dr. Peabson- : It is the oxide.—Dr. QriNLA.v thought the case

was a plain one. The idea tliat Mrs. Cross took arsenic for her

complexion, as was the custom of women in the eastern parts of

the Austrian Empire, was not be entertained, for Mrs. Cross was

a woman of mature age. The next hypothesis was that it was
administered medicinally. From his own experience, arsenic was
al^ways given in the fluid form in minute doses, and it would be

impossible in that way to produce the crystals in the stomach and

duodenum. Moreover, the condition of the arsenic in the undissolved

state showed that the quantity found must have been admin-

istered in the last few hours. As rej^ards Dr. Haughton's view, he

did not believe the " Carlow method ' had been used, or Mrs. Cross

would have exhibited symptoms of suffocation.—Sir CuABiES
Cameron asked whether the ptomaine -n-as not an oily ptomaine,

and quite unlike a crystalline body such as strycnnine.—Mr.

BnnoMFiELD did not see any force in "the argument as to Itow the

arsenic was administered. Mr. Cross n'ould not be more likely to

give it in the crystalline form than any other medical man to pre-

scribe it, or conversely, he would be "just as likely as any other

medical man to administer it in the fluid form. -Dr. Quinlan
suggested that it could be easily administered in sago or other

food.—Mr. Kenn-edy inquired whether there was anything in the

evidence pointing to the way in which the strychnine was admin-

ist^red—for instance, any found in unfinished food.—Dr. Pr.AKSON

—There woa no evidence on that point.—Mr. ilCtiLLAGH, without

questioning the justice of Mr. Cross's sentence, said he knew or

ladies taking arsenious acid diluted, again and again ; it was quite

common.—Dr. Peajisom, in reply, said most of the criticisms

would not hare been called for luul be read his paper in extenso.

That Mrs. Cross's screams were due to smotliering, as suggested |)y

Dr. Itanghtnn, he did not believe. Mr. Cross was a man over B«
feet high and extremely powerful, and if he wi;re to employ force

he would not he likely'to do so in such a way as to allow a, weak

woman to continue screaming four or live minutes. Therefore^ \a

assuming smothering, the screaming was out of the questiop.

But there were two possihhi explanations. The screaming might

be due either to the painful convulsions produced by strychnine it

administered at the timi; in a poisonous dose, or tho arsenic nii^W

have caused convulsions at the close. He did not swear she died

of strychnine poison. The quantity he found was a medicinal one.

But assuming the strychnine was not given with the intention of

shortening life, it mu.'^l. be accounted for in another way. lie

accxjunted for it as having' been given accidentally. Mr. Cross did

did not keep his medicines in a very careful manner, and the

strychnine might have been left knocking about the surgery. In

like manner, if tho evidence went to show that the lady dieil from

a single dose of arsenic, Mr. Cross could never have b(a/B con-

victed ; because it might be shown she took it by accident. But
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the symptoms dfisfribt'd by Miss Jefferson, commencing on tlie

lOthof May, precluded the "idea of arsenic having been adminis-

tered in medicinal doses or taken by accident. ilr. Doyle

had observed that it was his duty to have mentioned to the jury

that there was a ptomaine. J3ut a ptomaine could not poasibly be

confounded with strychnine, and was to be regarded as a product

of putrefaction, as he believed it was, and therefore a normal pro-

duct of the body ; so that he might as well be expected to tell the

jury he found fat and all the other components of the human
body. He had satisfied himself that he also found strj'chnine.with

which no ptom.iine could be confounded, having regard to the

manner in which he tested for strychnine, as described in his paper.

Mr. Doyle had also suggested that arsenic applied externally pro-

duced the physiological effects on the stomach; but did he sug-

gest that external application would cause white arsenic to be

present in the solid form in the intestines?

SHEFFIELD MEDICO-CHIEUEGICAL SOCIETY.

Thubsday, Februaet 2ni), 1888.

M. M. DE Bartolom^, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Small-pox at Swinton.—UT. W. MAKEia Jones read a short

paper on an Outbreak of Small-pox at Swinton, and how it was
dealt with. He had long urged the Local Board to make provision

for such cases, but it was not till the outbreak really occtirred

that they consented to do so. The first cases were reported on

November 20th, 18S7, and on December 3rd was commenced the

work of transforming an old hovel of a disused pottery into a

hospital. The entire work was designed by the surveyor, Mr._ J.

C. Haller, M.I.C.E., and under his personal supervision was carried

out with such despatch that on December 14th it was completed,

and four cases were removed into it, and four more on December
10th. The hospital consisted of a brick building, 30 feet in

diameter, divided into two semicircular wards, each 12 feet high,

surmounted by one of Boyle's 3-feet ventilators. The administra-

tive department, adjoining the wards, built of double-lined wood,

consisted of an entrance passage, kitchen (16 by 14), bath-room

(10 by 8) with hot and cold water, and a nurses' bedroom (12 by
10), all IQifeet high. The cost was: for materials and labour,

£128; stoves, water, bath, hot and cold water fitting. £44; 16 beds

and furniture for all the rooms, £.50 18s. ; total. £222 18s. Up to

the present only twenty-four eases had occurred, and only two
during the last' fortnight. In an adjoining village, with rather

more than half the population, and where no steps had been

taken to isolate the cases, nearly 200 bad occurred.

Small-Pox at Sheffield.'-'QT. "Sinclair White related the his-

tory of the small-pox epidemic in Sheffield from its commence-
ment in March last up till the end of last year. In the absence of

compulsory notification it was impossible to be accurate as to the

number that were attacked ; it was thought that 10 psr cent, were
not heard of. In one way or another 2,728 cases had come to the

knowledge of the Health "Department. Particulers as to vaccina-

tion were ascertained in respect of 2,580 cases; 2,198 were said to

be vaccinated, and 382 unvaccinated. It might he said that about
90 per cent, of the people of Sheifield were vaccinated ; 277 deaths

were caused by the disease ; in 23 cases it was not known whether
vaccination had been performed. Of the remaining 254 deaths, 97
occurred among the 2,198 vaccinated, and 157 among the 382 unvac-
cinated. These figures corresponding to a death-rate of 4.4 per

cent, among the \-accinated, and 41.3 percent, among the unvac-
cinated. Taking only the cases occurring in children under 10,

much more accurate and striking facts were disclosed. Of the

100,000 children in Sheflicld, from ofiicial reports it appeared that

95,000 of these were vaccinated, and 5,000 unvaccinated. Among
the vaccinated there were 207 cases, and 2 deaths, while there

were 146 cases and 70 deaths among the unvaccinated. In other

words, among the vaccinated children, 1 in 4,58 caught the disease,

and 1 in every 47,500 died, while among the unvaccinated, 1 in

erery ,34 caught the disease, and 1 in e^-ery 71 died. The epidemic
showed that primary vaccination should not he relied on after 10,

and he alluded to the eihcacy of revaccination as exemplified in

upwards of ,50.0(X) who had been revaccinated during the last year.

He did not tliink smtdl-pox was to any great extent infectious

during the first three days of the eruption ; early removal to hos-
pital, and sulphur fumigations had proved in his hands very suc-

cessful. Referring to the regular periodic epidemics, it was
mooted whether, having regard to the fact that small-pox
was terribly fatal when contracted for the first time by
any race of people, the children of persons who had not

suffered from small-pox were not more liable to the diseaso

than the children of parents who had suffered from it.

—

Dr. Babey, Local Government Board inspector, pointed out that

the figures quoted with respect to small-pox and vaccination

should be accepted with caution, as the returns had not yet been
finally verified. From the information which he already pos-

sessed he believed that considerable corrections would have to be

made in the published figures. Dr. Barry alluded to the statis-

tics of the outbreaks of 1857-58 and 1871-72, showing that in

1857-58, in the north district of Sheffield (the only one he had yet

worked out) there were 179 deaths among children under 10 and
only 11 at other ages ; and in 1871-72 the deaths under 10 were 167,

and above 10, 88. In the present outbreak these proportions had
been reversed, and up to December 31st, 1887, the deaths under
10 had been 72, and those at other ages 182. It was to be noted

that at the first period vaccination was practically voluntary, at

the second the Vaccination Acts were badly enforced, and at the

third the Acts were efficiently enforced.—Dr. WHiTELEfiGE (Not-

tingham) supported Dr. White's contention as to the liability of

pregnant women. They had had three such cases out of a total

of twenty-three cases at Xottingham. He did not think that the

excreta were so infective as some supposed. He entirely dis-

agreed with the assertion that small-pox was not infectious

during the first week. It was very infectious then, but might be-

come more so later on. He related cases in support of this.

—

Mb. E. Sxell (Nottingham) spoke of the advantages of fresh

vaccine lymph over stored. He thought the profession should

urge on the Local Government Board to instruct public vaccina-

tors to supply fresh lymph—with the source—to practitioners in

their towns, and for them to be remunerated for so doing. This

was preferable to the present plan of sending it first to the autho-

rities; fresher lymph and proportionately better results would be

obtained. Referring to the undoubted popular prejudice in favour

of calf over humanised lymph, he thought animal vaccine stations

should be established in the provinces, as in London.—Dr. Dyson,

referring to the marks after vaccination, remarked that the size of

the cicatrices depended a great deal on the temperament of the

subject. Information was required as to what constituted " tak-

ing " after revaccination in many cases.—Remarks were also made
by Mr. A. Jackson, Dr. Boobby'ek (Nottingham), and the Presi-

dent.—Mr. Jones, in reply, said he thought small-pox was not

contagious in the early stages. He agreed with Dr. Dyson that

the size of the cicatrix depended in a great measure on the

patient's constitution—strumous, etc. He did not think that old

lymph always failed; he had had good results with lymph five

mouths old, "and referred to Dr. Cory's opinion that after a time it

recovered its efficacy.—Dr. White also replied.

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA BRANCH.
Thursday, January 12th.

W. B. Slayter, L.R.C.P.Lond., in the Chair.

Bhulphide of Carbon in Pulmonary Diseases.—1>t. p^ Witt read

a paper on the treatment of pulmonary affections with bisulphide

of carbon as a substitute for Bergeon's treatment, and the

administration of water impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen

gas. He used 2 to 3 drachm.s"' of the bisulphide in 24 ounces of

peppermint water, and gave 1 to 2 ounces of this mixture daily in

milk. A number of ca.ses successfully treated were detailed. Its

action as a microbe destroyer was supposed to be equal to that of

the sulphuretted hydrogen injections. Cod-liver oil and the usual

appropriate dietetic treatment were prescribed at the same time.

—The Hon. Dr. Parker stated that he had had but a limited suc-

cess with Bergeon's apparatus. He cited a case of dysmenorrhea
treated by Sir James Simpson and himself in Edinburgh, many
years ago, by injection of the gas per vaginam—the first finie he

had seen it in use. He had no experience of carbon bisulphide.

—

Dr. Campbell considered carbon bisulphide as one of the hydro-

carbon group, others of which, such as kerosine oil and sweet

spirits of nitre, had been found equally useful in ptilmonary aflPec-

tions.—Dr. Slayter, speaking of Bergeon's apparatus in phthisis,

proposed at the next meet ing exhibiting some preparations showing

the action of sulphurette<l hydrogen gas on the bacilli in phthisical

sfiuta. In cocaine spray we had a more efficient drug than carbon

bisulphide in spasmodic a.sthma. - ^'

Cocaine Poi.ioni7tf/.—X)T. StAYTERrelatjed a case of cocaine poisoil''

ing. He had hypodermically injected \!> minims of a 10 per

cent, solution of cocaine hydrochlorate into the toe of a patient

previous to operation. In ten minutes the patient became cya-
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nosed, nnd ilovolopwl an epiloptifonu fit. Tliis passoii off after a

foiT minutrs, and tho operation wiis procieiled with, but he re-

mvnetl dnieil for a couple of hours, and suffered fnjni paii» and

omartint: in the eyes for twenty-four hours. He had never

fuflFerHl from epilepsy. ,,-., , ,.

Tetephnnic Sti-thnscope.—Dr. Si..\YrEn then exhibited a patent

stethoscupe with a telephonic urrangeuieut for intensifying

sounds. . , „
Specimens.—XiT. Campbk 1.1, showed tho foUowini; specimens :—

\ Humerus with a well-develope<l Hook-shaped l^rocess at the

lower end of the internal Border; an Atliis and Axis abnormal in

character, there being a Oap of (piarter of an inch in the posterior

\rch of the Atlas, compensated for by an over development and

widening of the spinous process of the Axis; a detached Septum

Nasi (due to a blow) removed from a patient on plugging the pos-

terior nares for epistaxis. ^ . ,

Certbral Lenion in a Heifer.—T>T. CAMrnELL also desired a com-

mittee of the Branch to examine and report on the tirain of a

younc heifer which he had lately obtained in the country. The

animal, somewhat stunted in gr.nvth, but with normal muscular

and joint development, had a peculiar gait in walking on the

level, with a strong inclination to the left, and a peculiar rotatory

motion in descending a hill. He diagnosed a brain lesion or

defective development on the left side m the fissure of Rolando,

which is supposed to preside over movements of the right

hind leg.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ilAXCIIESTER.

AVednksdav. Febbuaby 8ih, 1888.

A. W. Stocks, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Hare Fonn.t of Eijn Dufeaxe.—Dr. Mules showed specimens

illustrating the rarest forms of eye disease. Amongst these were

examples of ciliary tumours comp"ri.siiig (1) a Ciliarj- Myoma (Vose

Solomon's ease, kindly lent by Jlr. Priestley Smith) ; (_') a Myo-

sarcoma of the Ciliary Muscle ; (3) a Sarcoma (spindle-celled) of

the Ciliary Muscle -which had become Extra-ocular ; (4) a case of

Intra-ocular Thickening of the Sclera, so great as almost to

Obliterate the Vitreous Cavity. With these were sections of Two
Ciliary Tumours, one of them being from Professor Hirschberg's

collection.

Abnormal Shoulder-joint.—\)t. Basil showed a specimen of Dis-

eased Shoulder-joint, with Fractures of the Clawcle and Acro-

mion Process of the Scapula.

Leucin and Tt/rofin.—Vr. J. DrxoN Mann showed some prepara-

tions of leucin and tyrosin from a case of malignant disease of

the liver. He also showed preparations of leucin illustrative of

its varied physical appearance in relation to its degree of purity.

Bone Grafting in " Club Iland.'—ii.!. G. A. Wkigut showed a

specimen from a case of so-called " club hand " in which the

radius and thumb on each side were absent. The ulna had been

fracturetl and repaired in utero. Bone grafts from another child

were implanted in the position of a radius, and were apparently

growing, but the child died from intestinal catarrh a fortnight

later.

Shugkinf Ulceration of the Lan/>u:—T>r. T. Hakbis exhibited

a preparation obtained from a man, aged M, who had been suffer-

ing from incompetence of the aortic and mitral valves. The laryn-

geal lesion was not suspected during life. During tho last three

or four days of life his voice was very feeble, somewhat hoarse,

and his breath wa.s very offensive ; he had also expectorated a

sjnall amount of blood; there was no evidence of laryngeal

obstruction. At the po»t-mi>rtem examination there was found, in

aildition to the cardiac lesions, a patch of sloughing on the left

.side of the interior of the larynx, extending from thi; base of the

left aryti-noid cartilage to just below the true vocal cord of the

same side, tho posterior half of which was destroye<i. Tlie patch

was about the size of a shilling, was of greyish yellow colour,

had cl.arly defined and shari)ly cut, but not indurated, margins,

and was half an inch deep, extending down to the inner surface

of the left wing of the thyroid cartilage, but there was no necrosis

either of that or of any other cartilagt\ The patch was evidently

of quite recent and acute origin. The remaining part of the

mucous membrane of the larynx was congested, and the ary-

epiglottidean folds were oudematous. Thore was no foreign body

in the larynx, nor any evidence of syphilis in any of the organs,

neither witv 'Awrr anv infarcts in any part.

Sluughiiifj Pharyngitis.—hT. Habbis exhibited a rare prepara

tion of sloughing of the phao'i^

diphtheritic, had extended to the larynx, and rendered tracheotomy

neeessar}-. The specimen was from a man, aged tW, and the dis-

ease had commenced six days before death.

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday, Febbuahy 9tu, 188.S.

G. H. IIuMK, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Case.t.—\)T. Bradlky showed a man, aged SO, who had amputa-

tion of forearm performed for injury. Though the patient was the

subject of Bright's disease the operation had been successful.—Mr.

Black exhibited two boys upon whom he had successfully

performed amputation for disease of hip-joint. In one the ace-

tabulum had been perforated by disease.— Dr. Limo.vt showed a

maji, aged 38, suffering from Charcot's joint-disease.—Dr. Oliveb,

in the absence of Dr. Heatu showed a patient with deformed

tibiii. There was a history of injury- twenty-six years previously,

and again five years before. The disease was regarded as chronic

osteitis or pathological hypertrophy.—Dr. Cane, m the absence of

Professor PiiiLiPSON, exliiljited a man in whom empyema had been

successfully treated by incision and drainage.—Dr. H. S. Baoi-
GABTNEB exhibited a child with deformed hand, the supposed

result of maternal impressions.-Dr. Cane showed for Professor

PniLlPSON a woman subject to epileptiform attacks, who was
believed to have a cerebral tumour.

Empyema Treated SuccesrfiUly by Incision, Perflation, and

Drainage.—T>T. Oliver exhibited a man who had suffered from

pyo-pneumothorax. A quart of pus had been removed from his

chest previous to admission. An incision anteriorly, also one

latero-posteriorly, was made, and perllation by means of car-

bolised air was carried out. The patient made a good recovery.

Nephrorrhaphy.—Dr. Dodd showed a man previously under the

care of Dr. Dbummond, who gave to the members th'j history of

the case. After experiencing severe strain eight years ago, he had.

since complained of pain in the back. The right kidney was

freely movable ; the left also, but very slightly so. Jlr. Dodd

operated in the usual manner, employing silk sutures. The man
made a good recovery, and was fit to follow his employ-

ment. . , ,

Dislocation of Lens.—Ut. Page exhibited a boy whose right lens

had been dislocated as the result of accident. There had been

rupture of the eyeball. The lens could be seen undergoing changes

of colour and texture.

Lavarotojnyfor Extra-Uterine Prepnancy.-^lT. Ri-thebfobd

MoEisON showed a specimen removed in the early months of preg-

nancy. A cyst-like mass could be felt ly-ing behind the uterus.

There was severe uterine haemorrhage. At the time of the opera-

tion ha:morrhage of such a severe character occurred from the

sac that plugging had to be resorted to, the operation for the

time being abandoned. A few days subsequently, after repeated

intercurrent haemorrhage, the fittus was removed, and the patient

recovered.—Dr. Mubphy, who assisted at the operation, alluded

to the difficulties encountered.

Museum of Anatomy and Phyaiolopy, Newcastle.—Dr. Mbaks
read a paper on this subject. Three thuigs he thought were neces^

sarj- for a museum to be comj)lete ; (1) a full series of normal

specimens, and the notes and histological descriptions; (2) al>-

uormalities : (3) pathological specimens.—The Pbesident regarded

Dr. Mears's paper as a valuable contribution to the Transactions

of the Society, and hoped members would aid Dr. Mears in carry-

ing out his scheme.—Dr. Mantle, Mr. Page, Dr. James Deum-
MoND, and Dr. Oi-iveb, made remarks also in favour of the

scheme. , _, , , • .

Specimens.—Vt. Oliver showed specimens of Tuberculosis oi

Heart and Pericardium : and Heart and the Cord stretched trans-

versely across Anterior of Left Ventricle.—Dr. Bradley showed an

Aneurysm of the Aorta, which had burst into the (Esophagus.

—

Dr. BnADi,EY also showed an Umbilical Cord with True Knot upon

it.—Dr. MiTBPiiY showed a Parovarian Cyst,—Mr. Dodd showed a

Sarcoma of the Tibia.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES BRANOflj. '

Patholooic.u. ANn Clinical Section.

Friday, January 27th, 1HS8.

A. S. Undebiiill, M.D., in the Chair.

Pecoveryfrom Paraplegia due to Spinal Caries.—Dr. SnCKLlNO

showed a case in which" recovery from complete paraplegia, of

The diaeMe. wVicii was not
\
over two years' duration, due to spinal caries, had taken place
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The patient, a man, aged 22, was admitted into the Workhouse
Infinuary in August, 18Sj. He had lost the use of his right leg

three weeks before admission, and a week later that of the left

also. When admitted he was completely paraplegic, there being
ankle clonus and ex.iggeration of knee-jerk on both sides, with loss

of the abdominal reflexes. The epigastric and cremasteric reflexes
were present. There was also analgesia of both lower extremi-
ties, but no complete anaiSthesia. The seventh dorsal spine was
prominent, and tender on percussion. During his stay in bed,
which lasted two years and three months, he had four plaster
jackets put on, wearing each for about three or four months. He
had cystitis and bedsores. At the end of two years and three
months he could move his toes, and power gradually returned, till

in a month's time he could stand, and in another month could
walk. The curvature of the spine luid increased very consider-
ably, but there was now no pain or tenderness. There was now no
ankle clonus or anesthesia, and the patient walked perfectly
well.

LympTio-sarcoma of Posterior Mediastinum. — Dr. Carter
showed a specimen of lympho-sarcoma of the glands in the pos-
terior mediastinum, extending thence into the right lung. The
patient was a railway porter, aged 37. His family history and
previous history were good. His symptoms dated from a year
back, with a succession of bad colds, from which he never com-
pletely recovered. Some two or three months before admission to
the Queen's Hospital he was troubled with dyspncea on exertion,
constant cough, and abundant muco-purulent expectoration. lie
began at the same time to emaciate rapidly. At no time had he
any pain. At the time of his admission the symptoms and signs
were those of progressive consolidation of the right lung, w-ith
dilated bronchi ; there was some dulness on percussion in the
right interscapular region, and slight stridor. A diagnosis of me-
diastinal tumour was made, which was supposed to have caused
secondary broncho-pneumonia by direct pressure on the right main
bronchus. He grew weaker, the stridor became more marked, and
he died in a paroxysm of dyspnoea three weeks after admission.
Dr. Carter also showed a gelatine model of the specimen, which
had been prepared according to Professor Cathcarfs method.

Addison's JJisease.—DT. MacMunn read a paper on the pathology
of Addison's disease, and the functions of the adrenals.

Cerebral Cyst.—DT. Cbooke showed a specimen of cystic cavity
of right cerebral hemisphere.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

The Duties and Conduct of Nurses in Private Nursing.
An Address Delivered at the Boston Training School for Nurses.
By William L. Richardson, M.D., Visiting Physician of the
Massachusetts General Hospital, etc. London; Field and
Tuer; Simpkin, Marshall and Co.; Hamilton, Adams and Co.

1887.

Sick nurses, or nurse tenders, as they are perhaps more happily
called in Ireland, have received so "much indiscriminate praise,
that it may well be that a little plain speaking may sometimes be
useful

;
if this be so, it is not to be wondered at that " the lady

superintendent of the largest hospital in London." after reading
Dr. W. L. Richardson'.s address, " at once asked for fifty copies,
for distribution among her own staff of nurses." The address was
given at the end of a year's course of hospital training, and it is
creditable alike to the lecturer and his class; only an accom-
plished and experienced physician could have spoken so much to
the point, and only honourable and earnest women could have
been so frankly addressed.
Very wisely. Dr. Richardson spoke first of tho nurse's duties in

the household
:
" Always." he said " enter on your new oiUce

quietly, as one who is willing to assist, and not" ns though you
were a trained professional who had come to usurp tho place of
tho.se who are only too anxious to administer to the wants of- the
P/^'"?"' 15'' e,specially careful as regards your relations with
the servants. They will naturally look upon "you as an interioper

If you have occasion to go into the kitchen for any pur-
pose, make friends with the cook, who will usually be found in
on aggressive mood, but who can be very easily persuaded to be
your fneud." There are, in fact, a gi-eat many injunctions as to
what not to do in the addres.s, as for instance: "Never have a

prescribed line of duties beyond which you are unwilling to go.
it should be a nurse's aim to do whatever can be done to comfort
or relieve her patient, to assist the physician, and to help the
family." "Be careful never to appear mysterious in what you
are doing, and never to whisper in the sick room, a fault which
many people have, and which is sure to awaken suspicion in the
minds of nervous patients that something is going wrong." " Be
careful never to have confidential talks with the physician, the
nature of which you afterwards endeavour to suiround with
mystery." "Never under any circumstances relate your experi-
ences. Kducated in a hospitul and familiar with the daily lacl-
dents of surgical and medical wards, nurses are apt to forget that,
to the laity unaccustomed to such scenes, their description is

painful and often disagreeable.'' To this last maxim exception
may be taken, it would perhaps be to expect a perfection to which
the female se.x will never attain, and after all the laity do not
always dislike to have their unaccustomed palate tickled by the
relation of astounding operations, or awful accidents ; too often,
indeed, the nurse and the patient have few topics in common, and
the wonderful hospital stories are heard with a kind of incredu-
lous interest. " No greater nuisance exists in the sick room than
a talkative nurse," Dr. Richardson truly says, but even he allows
her to take part in the conversation if "the "patient leads the way.
Some sound advice is given on the duty of a nurse to the physi-
cian, and to other nurses in attendance on the case.

If nurses in attendance on private cases would act in the spirit
inculcated in this address, we should cease to hear of cases where
women technically competent have made themselves dreaded by
the household and the physician, for whom or with whom they
have been engaged to work. The volume, which is well printed
and daintily got up, would form a suitable present for a young
woman about to leave the training school and commencing
private nursing.

De l'Etat dk la Dentition chez les Bnfants Idiots ex
ARBiiiRES. Contribution a I'^tude des DSg^mSrescences dana
I'Espece Humaine. Avec 32 gravures dans le texte. Far Alice
SoLLlER, nee Mathieu-Dubois, Docteur en M(?decine, Ancienne
Externa des Ilopitaux de Paris et de THopital des Enfants-
Malades. [On the State of the Dentition of Idiot and Backward
Children.] Paris: Aux Bureaux du Progr'es MMcal.

Madame Sollikr has taken advantage of clinical work amongst
idiot and epileptic children at the Bicetre, where she devoted her-
self to the study of the dental pathology of the patients. This
work contains over 100 clinical reports. Each report includes a
heading which consists of a summarj' of the family history and
the .sj-mptoms of the patient, together with a note of the general
peculiarities of the dentition ; then follows a full description of
the teeth, which forms the main part of the report. In some cases
good drawings are given. With the general histories we have
nothing to do, excepting that we feel surprise at the nomencla-
ture, which is as specialised as in all other forms of special
literature. Those useful gentlemen the compilers of dictionaries
of scientific terms must bo ready to explain the meaning of^

Gdfisme, Mirycismc, and Cl/istomanie ; for in this case, where the
book is meant for dentists, its readers cannot be expected to com-
prehend the dialect of psychologists. " Gatisme," it ouglit to be
said, means the iuvoluntarj- passage of urine and faices ; whilst
"Mt^rycisme" is a tertu applied to cases where the patient
ruminates, not mentally, but literally. Both terms refer to
lunatics only.

The authoress finds that idiocy, with or without epilepsy, pre-
disposes about 91 per cent, of its victims to dental deformity and
disease. Congenital idiocy has no more special influence iii this
respect than idiocy developed during the first dentition. The de-
formities and lesions are almost exclusively associated with the
second dentition. In Dr. Sollier's experience the first was found
to be precocious in eight out of sixty cases, but in a quarter of
the whole series the first dentition was retarded. Early casting
of the milk teeth was very rare (1 per cent. \ whilst in II per cent.
it was delayed. In 3t; per cent, of the series the second dentition
was del.iyed : this phenomenon was commoner in the idiots (2S
out of (iOi than in the epileptics (10 out of 40\ In 14 per cent.
there were dwarfed teeth; in 11 per cent, giant teeth. Abnor-
malities other than giantism and dwarfism Were found in 53 per
cent.; absence of teeth, excluding retanled eruption at the period
of second dentition, was noted in 11 per c^nt. Giant teeth were
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often found when- otli.-re had not deyeloi>ed ;
or pise they repre-

s*nU'd ankvlosia of two ixdjaoent t.-clh. In only 2 per ccrtt. were

^upomumcrarv terth discovorod. Anomiilits of impluntation were

very i-omm..nV« per cent.) ; but »nomalii's of actual position in

r^hitioti to other teeth were very rare anil ill-marked. Anomalies

in the direction of the tooth—crookedness, obli(^ueness, etc.. were

the nio^t frequent of all malformations, and chiefly affected the

canines and incisors. Erosion (los:» of suhstanco of the enamel

OTor a in-eater or les.i area of the surface of the tooMil was often

asaociat.d with convulsions, but was most frequent m cases

where there had been no conyiilsions ; thus Dr. Sollier concludes

that idiocy, with or without opilepsy. can by itself cause erosion.

In 41 per ceat. of the whole series there -was longitudinal grooving

of the enamel : in 58 per cent, the wlges of some of the teeth were

notched. Both these peculiarities, especially the notches, more

often coincided with convulsions than did erosions. Canes and

crustation of tartar were evidently accidental accompaniments ot

idiocy and opilepsy. The articulation of the upper and lower

dental arches was defectiv.- in 4;i per cent. In 38 per cent, each

arch showed deformity. The authoress turns attention to an un-

deecfibed anomaly of this class, where the level of the two halves

of the arch is unsymmetrical. In 45 per cent, of the series the

palatine vault was deformed. Yet Dr. Sollier carefully describes

casas of idiocy, and imbecility -with epilepsy, where none ot

the characteristic lesions above def^cribed could be discovered. In

conclusion, we may say that Dr. SoUier's Etat de la DenMion chez

leu Enfanto Iiiiyts'is a valuable clinical record, representing one

of the best features of French medical literature.

load to the curative adhesion of a hernial sac. But it is of valud

in smoll, narrow-necked hernije, femoral an.l inguinal, of ono or

both sides; and is an admirable protection when lieniia is threat-

ened, but not yet descended. This condition, noticeable in .some

persons who have a flabby abdomen, is more striking in similar

cases where h.Tniotomy has be.'ii done, with closuro of the sac,

whether for strangulation or not. It thus usefully supplements

an operation foi- radical cure in cases where a too obviuus impulse

threatens a return, and may be an essential factor of success,

tardilyisecored ufter^previoufe^failure -without it.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Annalf.i des Maladies de l Oreille, du Larynx, etc. (Edited by

A OocoDKNHKiM. Januarj', 1,S88.)—The present number of this

ioumal contains the following original articles: 1. One by U.

Chatellier in the form of a letter on acute otitis media produced

by pneumococci, as described by Professor Zaufal. 2. An article

by Dr Couetoux, of Nantes, on deafness from a medico-pedagogic

point of view. 3. A report by Clarence J. Blake of two interest-

ing cases showing the effects of pressure exerted by polypi in the

middle ear (between the external tympanic wall and the long

process of the incus) : and 4. The conclusion of Hooper's memoir

on the anatomy and physiology of the recurrent larj-ngeal nen;es.

Numerous abstracts, a bibliography, and a supplement containing

full particulars of the forthcoming congress for the study of tuber-

culosis (in man and animals; which is to be held in Paris in July.

188.S, compli-te the number.

I think vers- hi"hly of this truss in the selected cases for which,

it is useful, and talce this opportunity of recommending it to those;

who have not heard of it. By trying on oneself even a casu^,

sample a good idea of its value is readily had, and a sense ot

secujity, protection, and comfort felt in the parts to which it is

apDlied The weight varies with its strength, but the heaviest

kre not irksome when in place, and are about the strongest and,

most durable trusses made. But even these get inevitably worn

after prolonged use, in the severe wear and tear of artisans.

In ordering give the usual circumference round the pelvis, and

make a paper pattern roughly htted to cover the hairy pubes, and

cut out below to fit around the genitals m the case of males.
_

KusHTON Pabkeb, Professor of Surgerj- in Univei-sity

College, Liverpool.

EEVERSIBLE NASAL SAW.

This instrument has been designed and made for the removal of

cartilaginous and bony obstructions in the nasal passages. The

advantages it possesses are, fineness of the blade, and, by means

of a screw at the junction of the blade and the handle, a reversi-

bility which enables the operator to work from above or from

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICI.VK, SUBOERY, DIETETICS, AND THE

AU.LED SCIENCES.

A TRUSS FOR INGUINAL AND FEMORAL HERNU OF ONE
OR BOTH SIDKS.

The accompanying woodcut shows a form of truss that has been

made for the last four years or more^by Mr, Joseph Critchley.

88, Upper Pitt Street, LiverjHJol, and which I prefer to

any other under certain circumstances. It consists of a

padded steel plate that covers the pubes and both inguinal

and femoral apertures, being held in place by a strap round

the waist and two between the thighs. The plato i« almost

triangular, its upper side with rounded corners lying horizontally

above the pubes, but instead of a lower angle there are two

wings, and between them a space cut out to lit around the male

gcnitaJs, which are thus closely embraced at their root.

The instrument was copied or adapted by Mr. Critchley from a

simple one sent to him for repair, and from an illustrated descrip-

tion in some journal, the recollection of which he has quoted to

me, but the reference to which neither he nor 1 have yet found.

This truss is not of use for large, unwieldy, or wide-necked heruiae.

Nor is it in any sense a spring truss, or one that can by pressure

^
^^S

^

below, or at any angle that may be necessary. The serrated ei^
extends along from half to three-quarters of the blade, so as to

avoid injuring the skin of the entrance to the nares. I havtf

hitherto had two sizes made—one for fine, the other for coarser

work. The maker is Mr. Young, Forrest Road, Edinburgh.

G. Hr.vTEB Macke.nzie, Edinburgh.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOK 1888.

SuBSCBlPTiONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January
1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not
belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tance* to the General Secretary, 4:29, Strand, London. Post-

office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Holborn.

m)t ^Srxtisl) iEctJial JouxnxU

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2oih, 1888.

DEGREES POR LONDON MEDICAL STUDENTS.
The official document which we publish on another page indi-

cates drj'ly the extent and character of the opposition which is

likely to be made to the scheme of the two Colleges, and the

status accorded to claimants for alternative schemes. We may
say at once that although the discussion of the points at issue

by the aid of ^counsel learned in the law will no doubt do much
to clear up various questions of right and justice involved in

the issue, we do not think that any merely legal arguments

can cover the whole ground, or lead to a result likely to satisfy

the interests of the public and the profession. The limits

within which legal arguments must necessarily be confined, and
the technical character which lawyers instructed by brief are

bound to impress on their subjects, are apt to narrow as well as

to complicate the broad issues, which are the most important in

such a question. What we are all concerned in is that arrange-

ments shall be made by which the most satisfactory elements in

the various schemes now before the Privy Council can be fused,

and the best possible institution provided for graduating Lon-
don students of medicine under conditions favourable to the

adequate testing of their qualifications as practitioners. Such
an institution should be conducted by persons so weU in touch
with the educational institutions of the metropolis, that the

examinations shall have a useful influence on the progress of

medical instruction, and not, as often happens, tend to cramp
and fetter free development to meet the ever-changing needs
of scientific and social progress. Such an investigation, we repeat
bnoe more, can only effectually be made by a Royal
Commission, and we see with satisfaction that the view
which we have steadily urged on this subject has been
adopted by tho Senate of the University of London. An
important and very fully attended meeting of that body was
held on Wednesday hist, to discuss a motion in this sense stand-
ing in the name of Lord Justice Fry. Tho upshot of the pro-
longed debate which then took place was a practicaUy unani-
mous decision that a Royal Commission on tho pro\-isions at
present existing in London for gi-anting degrees in the various
faculties had become a necessity, and Eari Granville, the Chan-
cellor of the University, undertook to urge tliis \-iew upon the
Lord Pi-esident of the Council. Should it be necessary to bring

the subject before Parliament in order to attain this end. Lord

Granville will have the powerful support of the Earl of Derby,

the Earl of Kimberley, and Lord Herschell, who are also mem-
bers of the Senate of the University.

It is mifortunate that the metropolitan medical schools,

which are so deeply interested in this question, have been so

slow to more. They have at length begun tardily to act^ and

are only beginning to consider the question at a date when it

will be difficult for them to acquire a locus standi before the Privy

Coimcil, and under circvmistances which are otherwise unpromis-

ing, and portend, it may be feared, inadequate action.

It is of course obvious that many of the most influential per-

sonages on the staff of those schools may consider that their

mouths are shut and their hands are tied by their connection

with the two Colleges which have taken the first proceedings in

the matter, and it is broadly stated that very powerful influences

are at work to paralyse their action now, as they have availed to

delay them imtil this late hoiu-. Of course platitudes have been

freely used to suggest that inasmuch as a large nimiber of

the senior teachers are at one time or another members of the

Council of one or other of the Colleges, schools will have an in-

direct representation in the government of the new graduating

University for which the two Royal Colleges seek.

It ought to be a sufficient answer, in the minds of men of

common sense, that indirect representation is one of the worst

forms under which abuse cloaks itself ; still more so, and most of

all, when that representation is not a representation ad hoc on

any fixed principle, but a mere matter of chance combina-

tions devised for altogether other purposes. W'ithout implyino'

any disrespect to the other qualities of the Council and Board

of Censors of the Royal College of Physicians, it wiU not be pre-

tended that they are elected with any reference to the special

capacity of their members for the management of medical educa-

tion or for the organisation of medical schools. On the con-

trarj', it is precisely those persons who have least time, and

least direct interest in such matters, who are most apt in their

advanced years to have acquired influence and position on

various committees of the Colleges. No definite rule could be

laid down in this respect in one direction or the other, and the

exceptions on either side would probably be as numerous as the

examples which wovJd be quoted in favour of either pro-

position. It is quite obvious, however, if the schools and the

teaching bodies of London claim, as we think they should

most strongly and justly claim, to be represented as such

on the governing body of any graduating institution or univer-

sity in the metropolis, that representation should be direct, and

should have a speciid reference to its piuposes. The representa-

tives should be selected by the schools themselves, should be

in direct contact with the teaching bodies which they represent,

and responsible to them for the expression of the views of those

bodies. All this is well set out in brief in the memorial of the

Westminster Hospital School. But it is idle to conceal thai not

only what are called higher influences ai-e adverse to the bold and

defimte assumption by the various schools of the position which
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tljey are entitied to take up, but there ia apt t(0 bo a divifiion of

opinio and an iuconsiatoncy of action arising
,
9}Jt, of uncx-

pressctl, but still active, jealousies. [,{

The great schools, as they are sometimes called, are not a

little jealous of the smaller scliools; and tlie initiative action of

King's and University CoUegcs, however carefully guarded

by a formal statement of a full respect for the rights and powers

of other institutions, could hardly fail to cxoitq some feelings of

alarm and some pf jealousy. ,,,If, ,)i,owe.Yer, hyvag .aside

smaller considerations, the schools could satisfy- themselves that

in a new scheme for a toacliing university in London all claims

would be fairly recognised, and all rights fairly represented, and

all 'duties equitably enforced, there ought to be no difficulty in

such c >njoint action as sliould enable the schools, oven at this

late hour, to assert themselves before Parliament and before the

Priv7 Council, to aid in obtaining for Ltmdon a teaching

miivefsity founded on the widest and most secure basis.

"°*'
THfi BIRTH-PLACE OF CONSUMPTION.

TaAT phthisis is cultivated, if it dees not actually originate, in

overcrowded and ill-ventilated dwellings, is a truism of sanitary

scienco yet it is very difficult to produce reliable statistics

which support this dictum by quite unimpeachable evidence.

The reason of this difficulty is not because there is lack of

materiid for an inquiry, or because there is any want of eager

pbservers to deal with the materi;d existing. It is that there are

80 many factors to be considered, so many sources of fallacy to

be avoided, that the results obtained have hitherto, for the most

part, been Uttle better than valueless; nay, in some respects even

worse, since they have left the etiology of consimiptiou a hope-

l^ly cctfifused and heterogeueous mass of contradictory facts and

deductions, which not even the most industijwus.apd al^J>

sighted can reduce to order and coherence;
. , i: ' j

Nothing, for instance, seemed more conclusive than the result

"of Dr. Buchanan's inquiry into the effect of the drainage of towns

upon the death-rate fn>ra cofisumptiou, and his subsequent and

more extended one, in 1867, into the relation existing between

the moisture of soils and the incidence of that disease. Yet Cr.

Kelly, the Medical Officer of Health for East Sussex, has recently

thrown the greatest doubt upon the trustworthiness of Dr.

Buchanan's deductions, by showing, in the first place, that a de-

crease in the death-rate from phthisis had been by no means cou-

a«od to towns where the drainage has been improved, but was

universal throughout England ; while in the districts examined

bj i)r,. Buchanan, in his second inquiry, the t<>pographic;d mci-

denoe of phthisis during the period 1861-70 was quite other than

it hiul been in Uie years 18o 1-60, the time to which his statistics

apiJy. ., /j,; .,..,,. ^i,._ : ;:i:;^
-v,-

\Ve fear, too, thftt Dr. Artl^ur Kansome s, ipquify i^tqthe

Ibreeding-ground of consumption must be reli^ated, jto tlje limbo

of uureUiible statistics, jybere saman^ previous ©ajijfl. have pro-

ceded it. ^ I
. i; J. ;....

In ^ paper, read before the British Association at Manc^eate.-

in ISf 7, and subsequently published as one of that remaifcible

and creditable series, the Manchester Health Lectures, he

considered certain portions of Manchester and Salford, and the

conclusions to be drawn from an examination of their death-rate.

Ho selected one district ot Manchester and.two of Salford, as

boing among the most unhealthy districts of those towns. He

first visited each selected area for himself; and then, obtain-

ing from the various health-officers the death-statistics of each

region, from those fiu'tors he drew the conclusion that Such

places as these were the actual breeding-ground of consumption.

In Dr. Ransome's first tlistrict (Ancoats No. 1) there was a

popidation of 5,600 persons; of these, 150' had died from con-

siunption in a period of five years, giving a jilithisis death-rate

of Tj.S per 1,000 per anmun. In his second district (Green Gate,

Salford) there was a population of 2,609, with an annual phthisis

death-rate of 6.2 per 1,000. In Ids third district (Regent Road,

Salford) tliero was a population of 791, and a phthisis death-rate

about equal to that of the last^raentioned area.

Dr. Ransome notices, as a first deduction, that the phthisis

death-rate in these clistricts is more than double the rate for

Enghuid and Wales. This seems to us an extremvly unfair com-

parison. These eminently unhealthy districts of Manchester

and Salford should have been compared with the whole dty ol

which they form a part, and again with bettor sanitated districts

of other towns occupied by the same class of workers. Indeed,

it appears from some statistics published in volume YI of the

Sanitary Record by Dr. RiUisome himself that during the period

18C.5-7ti, while the consumption death-rate for England was only

3.54, that for Salford was.0.1 2; for the registration district of

Manchester, 6.10 ; and for the township of Manchester m 1874,

7.7. So it appears that the districts selected by Dr. Ran-

some as the breeding-grounds of phthisis, instead of owniing »

phthisis death-rate considerably higher than the more healthy

regions of the whole area of which they form a part, have really

one slightly lower. Tliis seems to us a grave element of fallacy,

vitiating all Dr. Ransome's subsequent conclusions. ;

Of course the generally high death-rate of the iidiabitants of

Manchester from consumption is at least partly accoimted for

by the cold and humid climate of Lancashire, pai-tly by the ua-

healtliy occupation of the majority of the inhabitants. In the

latter relation some remiu-ks of Dr. Greenliow's made iu 1861

still retain their importance. He said that the ijihalatiOn <rf

dust in factories was one of the main predisposing causes of

phthisis, and that another cause was the working in ill-ventik*ed

and overcrowded fiictory rooms or workshops. Among the trad*

and places which he specially instanced as examples of tlds fac*

are the cotton-mills of Blackburn, a town having a hke indu*

dustrial population and a Lke excessive phthisis deaUx-rate with

that of Manchester,
- ''

Dr. Ransome's further and mor©' important observations <A

the exact incidence of consumpti<in in speoiid streets and housBB

of his district are vitiate<l by tliis initial faUacy, and moreovo?

possess certain elements of uncertainty of their own. His re*

maining conclusions are us ftiUowg :

—

'
*

"
2. Tliat, although the phthisis deaths are distributed throu^-
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out the [Ancoats] district, yet it is noticeable that at least lt5

per cent, take place in the comparatively few houses contained

in the same courts opening by passages into the street.

" 3. The longest and widest streets in the district are Jersey
Street, with ten deaths, and George Leigh Street, ^vith eight

deaths
;
but the number of deaths in these streets is approached

by the mortality of eight in Hood Street, which is only half

their length, but which is a mere lane, blocked at each end
so as to obstruct free ventilation. Silk Street and Primrose
Street are each credited with nine phthisis deaths. Again,

Henry Street, which is a long thoroughfare, has only four such
deaths, while Boord Street, a narrow cul-de-sac, only a quarter

its length, has seven.''

" 4. The reappearance of the disease in the same house, as

indicated by the occurrence of two or more deaths in them
within the space of five years, is also most common in the more
confined areas."

In the first place the element of inesactiWde'is introduced by
the use of such comparisons as the relative length of streets.

According to Dr. Mapother the smallest and least sanitary houses

in Dublin until lately possessed an average population of twelve

per house, and even more. A comparison of such a district as

this with a larger street whose population was only the normal

six per house, would be most inexact, unless this were taken

into fiill account, since the smaller district would contain the

larger population. Again the question of occupation intrudes as

a disturbing element—it is likely, prima facie, that the larger

street would possess some shops, a portion, at least, of whose

occupants would be kept out of the cotton factories, while the

smaller lanes would be exclusively occupied by inhabitants,

almost the whole of whose adult members would be employed in

these places.

Again, an examination of the ages of those retiUTied as dying

from consumption requires to be made. Are many of them young
children ? If so, how far does the fact of the employment of

their mothers out of the home during the day and their conse-

quent neglect and mal-alimentation while infants enter into

the question of the etiology of their deaths ? It is certain that

during the cotton famine of 1861-5 the infant mortality in the

cotton district decreased, owing to the enforced presence at home
of the female popidation.

We by no means seek to impugn the accuracy of Dr. Ransome's

conclusions ; we only desire to show that they are imperfect. We
are strongly of opinion that sanitary statistics, to be of any real

value, must be so exhaustive as to exclude any source of doubt
or fallacy to the furthest extent, otherwise they are valueless

and misleading. Nothing, or very little, must depend on pro-

bability, everything on proof.

Dr. Parkes collected in his great work on hygiene a num-
ber of accurate and model statistics, which prove that over-

crowding and improper ventilation are fruitful causes of phtliisis.

It is to support and enlarge these that newer statistics are

desirable, but at present they remain almost alone.

We require patient and accurate observers, whose observa-

tions extend over wide areas and through prolonged periods;

who have no bias as to probability of causation, but who will

collect a mass of accurate statistics as to population, both gross

and relative, as to ventilation, as to food and clothing, occu-

pation, heredity, climate, and race. Then, and not till then,

the etiology of consumption wiU be made clear, and one of

the most fearful scourges of the human race traced to its true

breeding ground, and, being so traced, made capable of diminu-

tion and perhaps of ultimate destruction.

We understand that a considerable number of casrs of diph-
theria have again occurred among the nurses and students a6
Guy's Hospital.

A LETTER in similar terms to that addressed to the Association,

of General Practitioners (published at page 434), has been received
by all the bodies which have presented petitions relative to the
petition of University and King's Colleges, in favour of the crea-

tion of a teaching university, to be called the Albert Univefeity.

THE LATE SIR GEORGE BURROWS.
We understand that a Committee has been formed of Fellows of
the College of Physicians and others for the purpose of obtaining,

with the consent of Sir Frederick Burrows, a replica or copy of the
portrait of his late father. Sir George Burrows, painted by G. Riclh^

mond, K.A., to be presented to the College, and that a subscription'

will be opened for carrying out this intention.

POST-GRADUATE COURSE FOR DENTISTS.
We are informed that arrangements have now been made for the

establishment of a post-graduate course at the Dental Hospital,

Leicester Square. The course, which will commence in April,

will consist of lectm-es and demonstrations by members of the
staff, and will be open to all registered practitioners. The instruc-

tion will be as comprehensive and at the same time as practical

as possible.

THE PATHOLOGY OF CHRONIC ALCOHOLISM.
At the end of the meeting of the Pathological Society on Tuosday
last, the President, Sir James Paget, annoimced that the Council

had decided to set apart three evenings in the early part of next

session for the discussion of the pathological changes produced by,

chronic alcoholism and the exhibition of specimens relating:

thereto. Dr. Payne has been invited to open the discussion.

CHARING CROSS HOSPITAL SCHOOL.
A STBOXG representation has been received by the Council from.

the staff of the School, with reference to the urgent necessity for

increased accommodation for students, the number of whom has

increased from 134 in 18.81 to 224. The Council are convinced of

the immediate necessity for enlarging the building, and negotia-

tions are now proceeding for acqiuring a site on the east side of

the school of the Bedford estate, the lease of which ha^ just ex-

pired. The estimated cost of the extension is £5,000, towards

which special contributions are invited.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.
A jiKETixG of the British Medical Temperance Association was
held in the rooms of the Medical Society of London, on Tuesday

last, at which Dr. Alfred Carpenter, J. P., read a paper on Diffi-

culties of Diagnosis between Symptoms Produced by Disease and

by Drugs, lie gave two typical cases in which most serious

symptoms of coma were due to the pre^nous administration of

alcohol. Dr. Xorman Kerr gave particulars of 115 completed cases

which have passed through the Dalrymple Home for Inebriatea

diu-ing the last four years and a half; 54 had been under the Act,
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and 61 prinite. Of tho 115 cases. 8 percent, were produced hy

vmc niul beer only, the rest took spirits a-s wiiU, or alone. Kight

p<ili«(its UnU boon e.^pelled. The aven.go tiaie of residence was

seven mouths ; 5? cases were reported doing well, 4 improved, 3G

iad ndt impitived, 1 instine; 4 dead, ISnot heard from.

••mt; ;
'

' -
*• •> '

THE NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.

Steai'Y progress is. we are infoiiuoJ. beinn made with this fund.

Sir Edmund Hay Currie has been elected a vice-president, and the

General I'urposes and Finance'" Committees have now been

orgnnised. Twentv thousimd pounds has been paid into the

Cburt of Chancery as security for the p.dicy-holders and annuitants,

an 1 s-veral thousands of pounds more have been promised for the

Bonu^ Fund, .\pplications arc coming in daily from nurses in all

rtdrt' of the eounlrv to the Soeretary at tlie offiee, 38, Old Jewry,

abl-somefea-Tc been received from Malta and one from Australia,

'iil.i 'I vi'i'.I

*'' THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND THE PROPOSED
*'• TEACHING UNIVERSITY FOR LONDON.

A MEETiNO-of dolegatos of thA metropolitan madical schools was

held at tho Middlesex Hospital on Wednesday afternoon to con-

sider the .scheme for a teaching university put forward by Uiiivur-

sily and King's Colleges. The delegates present were Dr. N'ormuu

Moore (St. Bartholomew's Hospital), Dr. Mitchell Bruce (Charing

Gross Hospital), Dr. Frodericfc Taylor (Guy's Hospital), Dr. Curnow

(King's College), Mr. Frederick Treves (Loudon Hospital), Dr,

Coupland and Mr. I'earce Gould (Middlesex Hospital), Mr. Malcolm

Morris (St. Mary's llDspltal). Dr. K. "iV. Reid (St. Thomas's IIo...-

pitalj, and Mr. Berlceley Hill (University College). It will be seen

that all the metropolitan medical schools were represented at this

mrtitiiig, with the exception of Westminster (which had already,

as was'stnted last week, petitioned in favourof the proposal of the

Aflsocialionfor I'romotins a Teaching University) and St. George's

Hospitai. After considerable discussion the further consideration

of the scheme was postponed to a meeting which will be held on

February 20th.
.

, -,-, i

ROYAL COMMISSION BLIND, DEAF, ANDON THE
- ; DUMB. , ,,.,'

i%bT3U,iDoitT*is8iosr is hbw sitting to doiisid^r ftie'.Mucational

rtbsition of "the blind, deaf, and dumb, as well as such other cases

as 'from special circumstances would seem to require exceptional

methods of education." K.lucation is a part of hygienic science,

for no brain is likely to ^yo^k well in social, lifp, and bear without

harm the shocks and strains it is sure to receive, unless it be

train 'd and exercised during early yearS; A knowledge of and

the care of tlics unfortunate children come within the scope of

professional wor",<, and lead us to coia^ider the?; questions of

cerebral hygiene. .As to tlie wol-k of tbe Koyal Commission to

which we have refcrr(;d, diagnosis is as important as treatment,

the children must lie known and selected before they can be sub-

mitted to "exceptionitl methods of education." Diagnosis of the

blind, tiic deaf, and dumb, nuiy be easy, and tho teachers and

ordinary inspectors may pick out such children; hut when wc

come to the cases of idiots, the feeble-brained children, and other

cnsM wliiofi^ Bwni t<^ ^V'"*" e'^c'^l''''*'"'' mokhods of educatSOM,

more knowledge and skill are lequired to make a wise selection

among tliA children in the school. It is well known that a largti

class among the school population differ from the average of

normal and perfectly strong rbildren, being often unable to attend

school on account of fVef|Uently r.Turrent headaches, nervousness,

slight chrtren—children who are altogether over-mobile; such cases

are often unable to follow the ordinary curriculum, ami certainly

require exceptional methods of education. It is to be regretted

that the definition of mental and other brain states is sq diiBcult

to piit in words; but after all it is not a wordy definition <W cer-

tain brain .states that we would wish to bring under notice of the

Royal Commission, but a class of chil<lren whom we can define by

wlittt wo see in them, though no one terra indicates them as a

group. As to the cxcirptional methods of education that such

children require, we would rather say upon what principles it

should be conducted, than name any " special system." We have

seen infant-classes in Board Schools, and tho work in the upper

classes of schools for imbeciles conducted in very similar manner.

It must not be thought that such " exceptional children," as we

speak of in schools, arc necessarily feeble minded ;
to be feeble

brained is not necessarily to bo imljecile ;
nervousness, headache,

over-mobility, over-impassionability, etc., need not prevent mental

action being quick, but do prevent a chilcl from running through

' an immovable curriculum. To exempt such chUdren is not -to

mond the evil, they ought to be kept in school, in classes suited to

their requirements.

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

As so niany discour.iging rumours have been put about during the

past week, we ar > gratified to be in a position to give au assur-

ance, on the highest authority, which will hare the effect of

diminishing the public anxiety. The Crown Prince is now begin-

ning to make satisfactorj- progress ; the cause of the unfavourable

local symptoms mentioned in the bulletins published at the.

beginning of this and the end of last week was mainly mechanical

Tlw tube at first inserted into the larj-nx did not fit well, and there

was some delay in obtaining one which could be worn com-

fortably. Surgeons are famUiar with this difficulty, which ^
often a source of still greater suffering to the patient ami anxiety

to his medical attendants than in this case. Every iniUvidual

must be pro\'ided with a tracheotomy tube of a size exactly adapted

to the contour of the throat and windpipe, which are subject in

individual cases to many variations. This difficulty, we now leanij

has been overcome ; a tube of large calibre, specially con8tructe4

in this country, has now been adjusted, and the irritation prcf-^

duced by the ill-fitting tubes has passed away. The Crown Print*

is now not only able to breathe through the tube with ease, but

by stopping the opening is, we are informed by telegram, noW

able to speak in a strong, though hoarse, voice, and to carry on ^

conversation with ease. As the operation was only performed
^

fortnight ago, this may be considered an extremely satisfactoit

result. As to the true nature of the disease of the larynx, wlucH

has caused the obstruction of the larjTUx and necessitated trach»

otomy, no new light has been afforded, but wo learn that th?

swelling on the right side of the larj-nx is much less.

THE OFFICIAL REPORTS ON THE ILLNESS OF

THE CROWN PRINCE.

Tm mrlmer Klin. Wochemchrift of February SOth refers to the

recent publications of Professor Virchow and SirM.irell Mackenne

to the following effect:-" The above publications come at an

opportune moment, for both of them are ealeulated to allay thf

excessive anxiety of the public caused by the perfortnance of,

tracheotomy (on II.I.H. the Crown Prince) and the possible con-,

sequences of that operation. It is now clear even to the non-

medical public that tracheotomy does not constitute a ver.Ucl in

itself either for or against the previous treatment and opinion o

the disease on the part of the surgeons in charge of the case, u

Is cleir, too, that the operation has not come unexpectedJy m

those surgeons, and that it ts by no means a last resource. Tto

everything is being done in the nfter-trcatment-and this u loi

the present the. most urgent part of tho task-^hat human agencj

can do is beyond question. We have at least the satisfaction ol

knowing that our first surgeon, von Bergmann, is present in tm

ease and we hope that he will not remdin apart (/em bUihen) "
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its further truatment. At ftr.st sight the mention by Virchow of

epidermoidal nusts ' might ruise ttlarm ; but the samo conditions

are ovidoutly present as tliase referred to by Virchow in his re-

ports of last year, his address on pachydermia laryugi, and his

publications regarding his previous reports. Therefore we may
not yet give up the liope of a happy termination of tlxis painful

crisis ; but no one, and least of all we medical men, ought to be

surprised if, in sucli a tedious and severe affection, various con-

tjageucies arise, and one day cannot be prophesied from another."

EFFICACY OF VACCINATION AND REVACCINATION.
T-HE report by Ur. Sinclair White of the liistory of the small-pox

epidemic in Slieflield from its commencement in March last up till

the end of bust year fui-nishes some very strikiiig and instructive

figures which ought to convince even the most obstinate oppo-

nents of vaccination of the unwisdom of their course. Thus it

appears that 00 per cent, of the people of Sheffield being vacci-

nated and 10 per cent, unvaccinated, 97 deaths only occurred

amongst the 2,198 vaccinated persons who were attacked, and 157

among the 382 unvaccinated persons who were attacked, the

death-rate among the vaccinated being 4.4 per cent., the death-

rate among the unvaccinated 41.3 jjer cent. This, however, relates

to the whole population, including those who, not having been

revacoinated, had in adult age lost the protection which revacci-

nation would liave afforded, and were but imp6rfectlj' protected.

If the cases of children under 10 j'ears of age be examined the

result is still more striking. Of the 100,000 children in Sheffield

96,000 were officially reported as vaccinated and 5,000 as unvac-

cinated ; among the 95,000 vaccinated children there were only 'i

deaths, and among the 5,000 unvaccinated there were 70 deaths.

It should be noted that in tiie outbreak of 1857-8, when vaccination

was practically voluntary and not compulsory, the figures were
e,xactly reversed. There were 179 deaths among ehiltlren under

10, and only 11 deaths among the whole population above that

age. i^ui.,.:..

AN OUTBREAK OF DIPHTHERIA AT CHELMSFORD
SCHOOL. 83ijn

Thuke has been a serious outbreak of diphtheria at the Chelms-

ford Grammar School, as to which contradictory reports have
been published. We have received an authoritative statement,

from which it appears that two of the pupils, Thompson and
Belcher, returned to school on January 24th. On the evening of

the same day Thompson was taken ill, but being a weekly boarder

returned home in the usual course on Saturday, the 2Sth. He
came back to school on Monday, the 30th, in good health, com-

I

plained of headache on Thursday, February 2ud, and of sore

,
throat on Friday, the 3nl ; in the evening of that day he was

i

driven home in an open trap, and was seen later in the day by his

! medical attendant,who pronounced the case to be one of advanced
diphtheria. He died on the following Tuesday, February Gth.

Belcher, who on his way passed through London in a railway
carriage with the windows open, had on the 2tith sore throat and
discharge from the nose, which it is stated bled two or three

]

times. On February 5th Dr. Holland found his throat to bo red
'and injected, but did not, it is said, pronounce it diphtheritic, and
|the boy returned to his fellow boarders. Dr. Gimsou is said to

have attended tliis patient on February 12th, and found liim suf-
fering from diphtheria. jUiother boy. Hardy, was also attacked,
ibut recovered. Tweed, who complained of sore throat, pronounced
jto be diphtheria on February 5th, died on Sunday, the 12th.

There, were two other boys, but they escaped. All these five boys
were in- one dormitory, and all of them were bo,irders in the
liouse. No case occurred among the daj- boys. The boys were
aolated on February 5th, the day on which Belcher's tonsils were
•wundtq be reddened-and injeotexl, the master having their throats

examined in consequence of being informed by Mr. Thompson
that his son had diphtheria. It is difficult to fii absolutely the

date of contagion, but tho opinion is held that the disease was
imported by the boy Belcher, who it is thought might have con-

tracted it in the railway carriage. The mischief was undoubtedly
aggravated by the fact that the disease was overlooked by the
head master, and by his failing to call in medical advice ; it is

felt that Thompson should not have been moved as he was, but
for this the father was equally to blame with the master. The
case of Ilammett, seen by Mr. Carter in his capacity of medical
officer of health, hap not^ as reported in the press, ended fatally.

It is satisfactory to hear on trustworthy authority that there are

no defects in the sanitary arrangements of the schoolhouse. The
school itself has been shut up since Sunday, February 12th, the

only boy remaining being Ilammett, who is still ill.

THE DONDERS MEMORIAL FUND.
SuBSCBiPTioj;.s to the Donders Memorial Fund may be sent to,-

either of the secretaries of the Joint Committee appointed by the.

Ophthalmological and the Physiological Societies, Dr. W. A.

,

BraUey, 11, Old Burlington Street, W., and Professor Gerald YeOi;

King's College, London. As we stated a couple of months ago, the^

occasion of the memorial is the approaching retirement of the

em inent pjiysiologist and ophthalmologist from his professorial^

chair in the University of Utrecht. Professor Donders attains hia-

seventieth year on May 27th, 1888, and the law requires hi*

resignation to take effect from that date ; he has been connected

with the University for more than forty years, and is at present

Professor and Director of the Physiological Laboratory. It is.

intended that the fund now being raised shall be devoted to some
purpose approved by Professor Donders which shall connect his

name in a permanent way with the spot where he has lived and
worked for so many years, by the creation of a fuad de-

voted to a scientific purpose, and which shall be known as the
" Donders Memorial Fund." The rules and special destination of ,

the fund will be drawn up and fixed with the concurrence of Pro- •

fessor Donders, and will be in full accord with his wishes. It is

intended that the co-operation of our countrymen should be rather'

for the purpose of paying a tribute to the world-wide reputation

of Donders than of collecting any large sum of money. It is pro-

posed that the amounts contributed by the several donors be nob'

specified, but that they be grouped into a common sum for trans-

mission to the Dutch Committee for any scientific purpose Pro-

fessor Donders may choose, and that the names of those contri-

buting be inscribed in a suitable form for presentation to Professor'

Donders. For this reason, smaller as well as larger subscriptions

will be acceptable. The English Committee is working in connec-

'

tion with tho committee forhied in Holland for the same purpose. '

THE HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION, BROMPTON.
Ijf consequence of cases of sore throat occurring among the nurses;

and servants in July last, the committee of the Hospital for Con-
sumption, Brompton, ordered a searching inquiry to be matie by-

Mr. Rogers Field, ^M.Inst.C.E., into the drainage of tho old buUd-
iug. Portions of this were found defective, jMirtly owing to bad:

workmanship and partly to the low level of the portion of the.

building containing the kitchen, the inmates of which had suffered-

from time to time from sore throat. The committee, therefore,'

wisely decided to close tho old building for some months, and to'

execute the necessary repairs whicl), in addition to a complete new
system of drainage, include the building of a now kitchen at Si

higher level, and two commodious dining halls Lu connection with
the Victoria and Albert Gallerie.s. These works are approaching

completion, and half the old ho.^pital has been already reopened

for iiatients. The usual Wednesday lectiures and demollstrat^Ol:^s

,

are now heUl at 4 p.m., in the large Recreation Theatre (>f tjie ^ew^
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luiiMinL'. -which is fpociftlly- mUptotl for clinical domonstnition?.

Tho<ie by Dr. .^rlnnd, on Mitral Strnosis, linvo bopn largely

ntten.l.'d. Dr. Tlieodorp WiUiiims will lecturo on Febmnrj- L'Oth

nnd March 7th on the Pntliology an<l .Mn.Vrn Treatment of Bron-

chial .\sthma; and on March lltli will demonstrate tho Uses of

thePnenmntic Cabinet in Lnng Disease. This instniment, in-

vented by Ketchener. of New York, ingeniously combines b<rtli

atmospheric rarefaction and compression, and is a new departure

in acro-thernpeutics.

THE NEW SMALL-POX HOSPITAL AT SHEFFIELD.

The erection of the small-pox hospital at Lodge Moor

was practically completed on Saturday, Kebruarj- 18th. It is less

than thret- months since the contractors, Messrs. Bissett and Sons,

were commissioned to proceed with the work. The electnc light

has been made use of to expedite the construction of the hospital.

The building iit entirely composed of wood, and contains a dozen

wards, which are faced with red wood, and painted; the roofs are

covered with thick tar felt. The walls and roof are constructed

of a double thickness of boards, with an air-tight ca-iaty of nme

inches, with a thickness of felt under the outer boarding of the

walls, and the whole is lined with thick Willesden paper. Kach

ward'is heated bv a large stove in the centre ;
air is admitted by

OTfttings near the floor, and is heated by passing over hot-water

pipes. Arrangements have been made for the escape of foul air.

At present there is accommodation for 90 patients, which can

be increa-sed to 120 if neeessarj-. Each ward building has a space

of 12 feet by 12 fet-t, and a cubic space for each patient of 2,000.

Close to the patients' rooms are the nurses' bedrooms, whilst in

convenient places are attached to each ward nurses' duty rooms,

bath room, lavatory, earth closset, closet tor sink, coal, coke, and

stores. The situation of the hospital will expose it to cruel

blasts in the winter. It is four miles from the Sheffield parish

Church, but communication by telephone with the town is being

established. When the hospital is fully occupied there will he a

staff of eighteen nurses and sixteen servants. Dr. J. Pearson has

been appointed resident medical officer, and Miss Batchelor matron.

This building is additional to the Borough Fever Hospital, which

is also available.

THE ASSOCIATION OF FELLOWS OF THE COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS.

The Committee of this Association is about to present to the

Lord President of the Privy Council a rejoinder to the "reply ' of

the Council of the College to the Association's statement previ-

ously submitted to his lordship. The rejoinder in full will shortly

be published in the Jouenal. The "reply" appeared in our

columns on February 4th. In the rejoinder, the Committee of the

Association declare that the reply is so misleading that the Lord

President's attention is directed to a criticism of its clauses. 'With

regard to the number of Fellows, the electors of the Council, it is

steadily diminishing. Though the Fellowship is a requirement

for mo'st hospital appointments in London and the provinces,

other important surgical qualifications have recently arisen which

may make those who hold them eligible for similar appointments in

future ; then the supply of Fellows by examination would decline

yet more rapidly, and the electorate would thus become too small a

body for the i.roj.er ciischarge of its functions. Increase of the

Fellows by large nnnual elections would deteriorate the qualifica-

tion. Sir Benjamin r»rodie is then quoted to prove that the Fel-

lowship was initiated by him and originally intended for the

intro<luction of men of higher professional and scientific educa-

tion, rather than for electoral i>ur]io3es. It is not correct to sny

that any Member of two years' standing may present himself for

the Fellowship examination, which demands time and money. The

so-called privileges of Members are trifling, and their admittance

to the College Museum rests on Act of Parliament. Members are

not eligible on the Court of Kxarainers, but only to certain jumor

examinerships. The passing of a by-law by appeal to the Fellows

and Members would not cause "delay and difliculty,' as the

'• reply" endeavours to make out. The question of the election of the'

I

President is then explained, and the rejoinder notes that the recent

salutary change is the result of pressure from without, which may

not continue; and that, if the Council are the best judges of the

qualifications of their own members for tho Presidency, they

have never exercised such judgment, but have, until eighteen

months ago, passed the office round in rotation. The CoUege is

truly a political institution, and not private. The results of in-

quiries recently made by the Council are misleading. The Associ- .

ation justly complained that the complete conjoined scheme was

not submitted to the whole body of the College of Surgeons as it

was to the Fellows of the College of Physicians, and the "reply"

attaches undue importance to a resolution on the scheme hastily

passed at the general meeting in 1884, neglecting others of equal im-

portance passed almost unanimously in recent and fuller meetings.

It is true that the proposal for wholesale annual elections of Fellows

was never discussed at a Council meeting, but this was owing to

opposition from the Association; and it is certain that the pro-

posal was made. On the above grounds, and on others which will be

open to the perusal of our readers next week, the Association de->

Clares that the reply leaves the statement unrefuted. In order to

prove that the sentiments of the rejoinder are not unrepresented

on the Council, the Lord President's attention is directed to the

amendment, which was moved and seconded by Mr. Macnamara

and Mr. Willett, at the meeting of the Council at which the reply

was settled. We publish the amendment this week. Thanks are

cordially due to the two members of Council who proposed and
j

seconded it, and we must all feel satisfaction that there ore such ,

bold advocates of reform amongst the elect at Lincoln's Inn Fields,
|

men who are doing their best to make into law the recent un-
j

proved procedures in respect to onnual meetings and the election

of the President. .^ ^ , ^

PLAGUES ANCIENT AND MODERN.

At a meeting held at the Parkes Museum on Februarj- 16th, SbT

Douglas Galton. K.C.B.. D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., in the chair, Dr^ J.

F Pavne gave a lecture on Plagues Ancient and Modern. The

lecturer compared the distribution of certain specific diseases over

the globe to the geographical distribution of plants and animals.

They were native or indigenous in certain centres or regions, from

which they had at certain times migrated. The historj- of their

migration was the history of epidemics. From the history of the

oriental plague-of which the Black Death in the fourteenth

century was the most destructive outbreak-it appeared that this

great pestilence was derived from Asia. Contemporary witnesses

had observed, and indeed accompanied, its march from the bor-

ders of Tartars- to Italy. The probability was that its original

starting-point 'was still further Kast, in China or possibly in India

and in confirmation of this it was shown that the true plague ir

a form closely resembling the Black Death, still exists or ha*

exis'ed within the last few years in both India and China. Th<

original seat of the disease must therefore be placed in oneo

these countries, probably in China, and its invasion of Europe ii

the fourteenth centurj- was an instance of migration from it

i

original homo. The historical sweating sickness, which prevaUe.

in England in the time of the Tudor kings, was next spoken ol

It was thought to be a dis-nse imported from France by th

foreign mercenarj' soldiers of llenrj- VII, and owed its extn

onlinary severity to the fact that it was a new disease m Englnn

since disea.scs often spread in a new country with great r^pi< '

and virulence. Another instance was afforded by the introducti.;

of European measles into the South Seas, where, especially >
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Fiji, it had caused an inormou3 mortality. A disease closely

resembling the sweating sickness .still recurred from time to time

in certain parts of Kranoe. and a considerable epidemic of it was

observed only last year, when it spread through numerous villages

and caused a not iiicon.siderable mortality. In toth these cases

the old historical pestilences were to be found still existing in

modem times, but at a distance from countries inwhicU tlxeir most

destructive visitations had occurred.

DOG MUZZLING AND RABIES.

A DEPtrrATlON consisting principally of members of Parliament

representing divisions of Lancashire, introduced by Sir Cghtred

Kay Shuttleworth, JI.P., waited upon the President of the Pri^-y

Council (Viscount C'ranbrook), on February 16th, asking that the

game regulations with regard to the muzzling of dogs should be

enforced in boroughs as existed in other parts of the c&untrj-. Sir

Ughtred Kay Shuttleworth pointed out that the regulations enforced

by the county authorities were not adopted by the borough autho-

rities, and consequently the efforts of the county authorities were

defeated. Other speakers advocated that an order should ema-

nate which would apply to the whole of England. Colonel Moor-

son, the chief constable of Lancashire, cited statistics showing

decrease in the disease as the result of muzzling regulations being

enforced. Viscount Cranbrook said, in reply, that the subject was

not so easy to deal with as some persons imagined. Tlie House of

Lord*' Committee, on the subject last 3-ear, found that there would

be some 300,000 dogs exempted from registration, but he thought

it quite possible that it might be well to give extended powers for

the destruction of stray dogs. He thought that Lord Mount

Temple had a Bill before the House of Lords, or was about to in-

troduce a Bill, which might make it unnecessary for the Govern-

ment to introduce one of the kind. No doubt such regulations as

had been enforced had done a great deal of good. In London the

disease had been reduced materially, the number of cases had

been brought down to units where it had been tens. He could

not hold out any hope that the Pri\y Council would take the re-

sponsibility of making a law for the whole country, but perhaps

the deputation would be satisfied with the assurance that the sub-

ject was very strongly before him, and that he was very anxious

to assist in getting rid of the disease.

A SELF-SUPPORTING PROVIDENT DISPENSARY.
We have received last year's report of the Eattersea Provident

Dispensary, and can congratulate that institution on its continued

success; it may be fairly considered to be self-supporting, the

small amount of voluntary subscriptions (£82 9s. 4d.) not seriously

affecting the working of the institution. The rules for benefit

members are for the most part well adapted for successful work-
ing, and the insisting on a wage limit, with payments in propor-

tion to earnings, is decidedly to be commended ; on the other

hand, we must emphatically condemn the principle of admitting

members when sick on the pajinent of special entrance tees ; this,

in our opinion, is altogether contrary to the provident principle.

There can be no doubt that institutions of this kind are a boon to

the industrial classes of our great cities, and that by their means a

large proportion of the working classes are enabled to obtain efficient

medical attendance in sickness at a very moderate rate. While, how-
ever, duly estimating the great advantage of this to the community
at large from a public point of view, it cannot be denied that it

bears somewhat hardly on the profession as a class ; we do not

consider the lis. id., which seems to have been the average
confinement fee, adf(|uate remuneration for attendance on mid-
wifery cases by qualified medical practitioners, and we also think
that any institution which undertakes midwiferj- at such low
rates competes somewhat unfairly with the neighbouring practi-

tioners. We observe tlittt '.'0,000 prof(ssioual visits were made in

the year at patients' own houses, by the five modical offi-

cers, for a remuneration of £893, or at the rate of

£179 for ;">,000 professional visits, which we may assume

would have been the amount received by each had the

work been equally divided ; the payment for work done does not

seem very munificent. 3Iany bu.sy practitioners would consider

5,000 professional visits, with corresponding consultations at home

or at a dispensarj-, a very fair year's work ; and for our own part

we do not think there are many who would have the inclination

or the time to do much in addition to this, so that it would seem

that the medical staff of the Battersea Provident Dispensary must

devote nearly the whole of their time to the duties of their ofiice,

and, under these circumstances, we cannot consider the scale of

remuneration by any means liberal, although we are told it is 60

per cent, of the entire contributions of the members. On the other

hand, it is observed by the able and public-spirited clergyman who
is the chief promoter of this flourishing institution, that if the

rate be " not liberal," it is the profession itself which reduces it.

The Battersea Provident Dispensary is described as surrounded by

dispensaries, at which, " Advice, 6d., and medicine. Is.," is giv-en

to persons when sick, and where 10s. is charged for confinements.

The medical men of the neighbourhood are said to show great

willingness and even anxiety to be put on the staff of the dispen-

sary. It is to be remembered, too, that the medical man gives

nothing but his advice. The medicine is made up at the drug

store in the building. There is no booking of debts, or collecting

them, or unpleasant reception of sixpences and shillings from poor

folks. It is stated that a medical ofiicer who was most sought

after during the last year, a comparatively young man, received a

cheque of about £300 clear for each half year.

SCOTLAND.

SMALL-POX IN PORT GLASGOW.

A CASE of small-pox has occurred in a densely populated portion

of Port Glasgow. The Greenock Infirmary authorities refused to

admit the case to their institution. In the meantime the case has

been isolated, and revaccination has been performed on those who

were at the time in the same house.

A DANGEROUS WATER SUPPLY.

The town of Xewniilns, in Lanarkshire, seems to be ina vfirj' bad

way as regards its water supply. The prevalence of fever in cer-

tain districts led to an examination of the water, which is ob-

tained from a number of wells. The report stated that the water

of one well was a mixture of 1 part of sewage, with 9 of

water ; of another, 1 part sewage, with 25 of water ; of a third, 1

part sewage, with 3 of water : a fourth, 1 part sewage, with 2i of

water ; and a fifth, 1 part sewage, with 4 of water. Four other

wells were contaminated to a large extent, and only one supplied

water free from sewage contamination. A public meeting is to be

called to consider this serious state of affairs.

QUEEN MARGARET COLLEGE, GLASGOW.
Tms College is the only one for women which exists in Scotland

on lines similar to that of Girton and >'ewnham. Some years ago

an effort was made to ensure the permanence of the institution

by the raising of an endowment fund. The buOdings of the Col-

lege, which cost £12,000, were purchased by Mrs. Elder, widow of

tlfe well-known Clyde shipbuilder, but will not be absolutely con-

veyed to the trustees of the College till the endowment fund

reaches £20,000. The effort to raise that sum was allowed to

pause for a time owing to the extreme depression of business, but

it has been again revived, and a sum of 'nearly £12,000 has now
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be«n rotichcd. Dviring llu> few years in which the institution

has existed its value in affording e.luentioniil facilities to women

has been abunduntly pro\-V(l. nnU the advantages it offers have

been extensively made use of. It is to be hoped that the endow-

ment flmd will soon reach the desired amount, and that by the

endowment of chain and the adilition of new lectun-ships, the

value of the institution may be still more increased.

ST. MUNGO'S COLLEGE, GLASGOW. .

Thr prevailing impression with regard to the IJill for the erection

of the Glasgow Koyal Infirmary into a College of the Uiuvprsity

8 that there is not the remotest prospect of its being advanced to

any considerable stage. It is believed that this session the

Government means to push forward the Scottish Universities Bill

in earnest, and that the chances of a Universities Act coming into

existence are better than ever liefore. Obviously, the question of

the nfflliation or erection of colleges is one which should come

•before the Commissioners appointed under such an Act. The

satisfactorj- thing is that university reform, so long talked of, is

likely, in part, at least, to be soon realised ; and it will be in every

way "advantageous that the universities as they are be reformed

froin within before they become extended by the addition of new

"colleges. ' '

DIPHTHERIA SUBSEQUENT TO MEASLES.

EniNBmaH has recently been visited by a somewhat severe epi-

demic of measles, and in several cases croup or diphtheria has

supervened or complicated the disease. Two or three cae^s of the

latter have required the operation of tracheotomy.,,n vaiii'b rii

CHAIR OF BOTANY, EDINBURGH.

TlTE following are the camUdate* for the Chair of Botany in Edin-

burgh University (vacant by the death of Professor Dickson), from

whom applications and testimonials, have been received
:

Isaac

Bayley Balfour, Sherardian Professor of Botany, Oxford ;
James

W.ll. Traill,. Professor of Botany, Aberdeen University ;
William

Ramsay Macnab, Professor of Botany, Royal College of Science,

Dublin ; Patrick Geddes, Senior Demonstrator of Botany, Edin-

burgh University, and Lecturer on Botany, Heriot Watt CoUege

;

and George R- M- .Murray, Senior Assistant, Department of Botajiy,

British .Museum, and Examiner in Botany, Olasgow University.

The curators of Edinluirgh University are the patrons of the

Chair, and will probably make an appointment to it this week.

OVERCROWDING AND FEVER IN GLASGOW.

At a meeting of the Glasgow Town Council held on Monday, a

inost> interesting report was presented by Dr. Russell, medical offi-

cer of health, bearing on the relation pf overcrowding to the pro-

duction o£ the exceptionally large number of! cases of enteric and

tj-phuB fevers which have occurred in Glasgo* during the past

fortnight. Tlie number of cases of fever ri'.gistered wa-S thirty-

nine, as compared .w:ith twenty-six, namely, twenty-two cases of

typhiia and 17 of enteric fever. This is the largest number of

cases of f>-phu8 registered in one fortnight since December, 188.1.

As usual, the first cases were certified and admitted as enteric

fever. Xhe first case, a boy, aged 11, wr.s admitted to hospital

on January IGth, but in two of the families from which cases

were next removed there was evidence of previous illnesses of

cliildren dating back to the new year. It is a frequent experience

thai typhus begins with the youngest children, (ind passes unrecog-

nised among the frequent illnesses of children in these localities.

Of the fourteen families infected, nine occupied houses of one

apartment, four of two apartments, and only one of three apart-

ments. This latter was a case in which a respectable old couple

had the services by day of a girl aged 14, who slept in an over-

crowded house of one apartment in Richard Street. Tliis was one

of the houses in which the appearance of recognised typhus was

preceded by sickness in a child. The giri and the old lady she

served both sickened with typhus on the same day, which gives

almost a demonstnilion that tyjihus was in the house and was

transplanted by the servant to the mi.stres.s, so us to take rootin

both at the same time. That is the only assured ca-^e of indi-

vidual infection traced. The circumstances of the other cases «»

the commonplace ones of overcrowding and dirt. Special house-

to-house inspection revealed great overcrowding in certain streets.

The want of compulsory power to effect removal to hospital is

most felt. There is no other way of getting the clothing of sut^h

persons disinfected. One young man thought 80 inUch of his new

suit of clothes as to abscond with thorn.
->,

1

-

MEDICAL OFFICERSHIP OF HEALTH. ABERDEEN.

TUK public conscience of Aberdeen is greatly exercised at present

on the subject of the duties of the medical officer of health, and

the extent to which the individual who i.i appointed to that office

should devote himself to its duties. A public meeting for the dis-

cussion of the subject wis held in Aberdeen on Saturday last, and

a resolution was adopted to the effect that the medical officer of

bealth should devote his entire time to the duties of the office,

and that he should either r(>side at the city hospital, or that regu-

lations should be made whereby frequent Visits might be made to

the hospital so as to secure ample merlical supervision and general

efficiency atthe institution. The same topic was the subject of a

prolonged discussion in the Aberdeen Town Council on Mcfnday.

It was resolved that the salary to be paid should be £300 per

annum, and that the medical officer of health should visit the City

Fever Hospital at least twice a day, but that he need not neces-

sarily reside there. The Public Health Committee had recom-

mended that the officer should reside in the hospital, but by

twelve votes to nine the above resolution was adopted. As a

sequel. Dr. Maitland Jloir, convener of the Public Health ConlJ.

mittee, intimated his resignation of that office.

IRELAND.

DR. CROKER KING.
. , .[

This gentleman, who has been suffering, from gangrene of th^

foot is somewhat better. A deliuite line of demarcation has

formed,. and4t is hoped that the result .TKiUie ^Usf^ct^gC-

NORTH DUSLIN UNION.

A SWORN inquiry was held at the Xorth Dublin Unicin OnTuesdaV,

Febniary' 21st, regarding the quality of meat supplied to the

paupers. Dr. Kenny, Jl.P., one of the medical officers, said be httd

often rejected meat as, unfit for human food. He had found piecSs

actually green. On one other occasion he found the meat too

fibrous and fat. On one occasion he rejected the wh6le ^f tbe

meat for the inmates of the new buildings. Dr. Minchin -

had never obiserred the meat to be bad.

. . : -I •• :• MERCfeR'S HOSPITAL.

Ar ameetirig k the Hospital Fund Committee last week, a motion

was passed omitting Mercers Hospital from the list of hospitals

entitled to a share of next year's grant. This action Was proposed

by the Rev. Dr. Haughton, and there were owly one or two to BftJ

a word in defence of the hospital. It was pointed out that the

inevitable result would be that the Corporation would also with-

draw itsgmtit. An ex-governor stated that he was dissatisfied

with the management, and particularly with the inteht.onj^

spend some thousands on new wards while it ^"•'' f"""''
""J*"*"

sible to keep all the existing beds open. Finally, the Com-

mittee adopted Dr. Ilaughton's proposal with but one 'l'"-'™ '""f

A morning journal calls loudly for the ''etirement of tho

feovemors who have never given a penny to the funds. As to
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expenses incurred by tht; late investigation, it says :
" We think

that these expenses ought to he borne by the indiWdual members
oi the Board, and that those who have so long posed as philan-
thropists at a che;ip rate ought now to put their hands in their
po3ktt3, snl pay up the costs involved by their own incompetence
and mismanagement. " Tliis is the general opinion.

FOOD-POISONING.
A NTWBEH of adult inmates and children of the Belfast workhouse
have suffered poisonous symptoms after eating portions of buns
supplied to them. The medical officer found twenty-tliree chil-
dren on the floor vomiting, and some of them screaming. Ten of
the men had to be removed to the hospital, but all have recovered.
The gnardians have directed an analysis of the remaining buns
to be made.

THE DISMISSAL OF DR. MAGNER.
.^ MEETING of the Timoleague Dispensarj- Committee was held
recently, in reference to a communication from the Local Govern-
ment Board relative to Dr. Magner, who had been elected a few
weeks since to the post of medical o;Ecer of the district. The
letter stated that the conviction and sentence of Dr. Magner, for
criminal conspiracy, ha\-ing been confirmed on appeal, the Board
declined to sanction the appointment of Dr. Magner as medical
officer to Timoleague dispensarj- district ; and requested the com-
mittee to appoint another person as medical officer. The com-
mittee adjourned untU this week to consider the matter.

DEATH OF THE PROVOST OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
The death of the Rev. J. H. Jellett, Provost of Trinity College, oc-
curred on Sunday evening, after a few days' illness ; it has caused
widespread regret. He was a ver>- distinguished mathematician,
but in medical circles his loss will be most felt, because of the en-
lightened encouragement which he gave to the development of the
medical school connected with his university. He died of acute
pyaemia. On Thursday he complained of sore throat, followed by
rigors. On Saturday an abscess had developed near the elhow,
and it was at once opened ; but he gradually sank, and died on
the following evening. His funeral was very, largely attended. -

ALLEGED DEATH FROM STARVATION.
MBfl. Cbooke, of Coachford, County Cork, who was arrested on
a charge of having caused her husbands death, has been allowed
oirt on bail until the trial takes place. Jhe following is the evi-
dence of Dr. Crawley, who made a post-mortem examination of the
deceased with Dr. White :-The body was greatly emaciated, in
fact it was a mass of skin and bone. There was hardly any sub-
Cutaneous fat, and only a trace in the omentum. The bladder
Was contracted and empty; the lower bowel was also empty, the
intestines were empty and collapsed ; the stomach contained some^s and a small quantity of some coloured fluid and a little mucus-
^Ue coats were thin; the kidneys were healthy, no surrounding fat •

lyer small, hut healthy
; gall bladder greatly distended. On open-

tog the chest some old pletiritic adhesions were found, and in the
upper portion of the lungs a number of caseous deposits ; all the
organs were bloodless; the heart somewhat enlarged, with a
tendency to fatty degeneration ; the right ventricle contained a
small quantity of blood, the other chambers were empty; the
aortic valves wore defective. In his opinion the cause of deathwas due to starvation in a man reduced by chronic pulmonan-
flisease

;
he believed if he had had proper treatment and diet he

nugMAave l^ved for a number of years.

THE MEDICAL SERVICE AND THE IKTERESTS
OF THE PLANTERS AND COOLIES IN

BRITISH GUIANA.
TTb have already on several occasions referred to the agitation
against the new constitution of the medical service of British
Guiana, which has indirectly led to a political crisis in the colonv.
The main issue has been obscured by the introduction of a-variety of
collateral interests and subsidian,' incidents, but the broad facts,
as they appear in the official reports of the colony, are of suffi-
cient importance to warrant firrther reference to them here.

The Medical •'Service.—By the passing of the Medical Ordinance
in August, 1886, the position of the Medical Service underwent a
complete change

;
in particular the Immigration Medical .Service

ceased to be a suli-department of the Immigration Department
and became an integral part of an independent Medical Depart-
ment, which, among other duties, was responsible to the Govern-
ment for the medical and sanitary state of the immigrants.

hnmiffranff.—The immigrants' are chiefly coolie labourers from
the East Indies, who enter into indentures" to work for tive years
on the sugar estate for which they are required. At the end of
that time they are free to move to other estates or to leave the
colony, but cannot claim a free return passage until after the ex-
piration of ten years in the colony. It will be admitted to be
the duty of the Government to see that the rights of the coolies
are maintained, since they have themselves no constitutional
meajis of asserting them. • "

Constitution of the Colony.—The constitution of the colony is
peculiar and obsolete. Legislative authority is exercised by the
Court of Policy, a body of ten members, divided into two sectiors—(1> the official section consisting of the Governor and the four
heads of the principal Government offices, and (2) the elective
section consisting of five persons, who must be owners of land in
the colony, chosen by the Court from a double nomination sent up
by seven persons who form a body called the College of Electors
holding office for life. The elective section thus represent the
planters, and from the perusal of official reports and of the local
newspapers it may be gathered that Sir Henrj- Irvine, the
(fovemor, who has just retired, when advising improvements in
the sanitary and other surroundings of the coolies and of the free
laboiu-ers, has frequently found himself in conflict with the
elective members of the Court of PoUcy.and with the organs of
planter opinion in the press. ° .

The Medical Inspector's Eeport—hxlSSS, ns has been stated!,
the medical and sanitary care of the immigrants was amono- the
duties taken over by the Medical Department ; it therefore became
the duty of that department to make itself acquainted with the
existing state of the dwellings on the estates, and of the ho=pita'.s
required to be provided on each estate. The office of medical
officer to the Immigration Department hai-ing been merged in
that of medical inspector under the new Medical Ordinance, this
officer iJ)T. A. D. WilliamsV undertook to make, dtiring the course
of his inspections, a detailed report on the medical and sanitarj-
Ktate of the immigrants. Some idea of the magnitude of the
human interests involved may be gathered from the fact tbkt
the population of the estates inspected was estimated in th<>
middle of l-SSB at 70,312, the total population of the colony at the
same date being p.stimated at 274,3U. The report pointed out a
number of particulars in which the planters were represented to
have failed in their duty. With regard to the Estafe Hospitals,
overcrowding, especially in the wards for women and chSdren,
imperfect ventilation, bad latrines, general faulty design, and in-
sutUcient supply of bedding and clothing were "among tlie chief
defects noted separately ot simnltaneouslv in a large proportion
of those inspected. M'itli regard to dice'lli}iff.<:. bad desitrn, dis-
repair, defective vendlatiou, absence of any pro^-ision for removal
of excrement, defective drainage, contamination of water supply
by excremental products and surface drainage," were defects found
very frequently to exist. With regard to immiffrant i^hips, de-
fective ventilation and inadequate hospital accommodation aw
noted. The report concludes with a nurtiber of statistical tables
and comments thereon.
_The dffith-rate among indenture*! immigrnnts is stated to be

27.4 per mille, which; when it is remembereil that the immigrants
are young adults selectwl in Calcutta as healthy, is undoubtedly
high ; it must however be noted that in anothty- part of the re-
port it is stated that a large proportion of them are affected by
chronic Tisceral and intestinal diseases when landed; the death-
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r«t* in hospiul was .-qual to IS.S por mill." nf the estate poi.ula-

"on o hi deaths occurring ou the «slato», b«t out of ho.pital a

^^°'l^J.l.r«iK.rlmu. estimStoJ at G to lU ,« cout.. were due to

ucc^a'mt o> Xr forms of violence. Su.c.Jo ftiul ^ife luurder

acco . t for a certain numKT. and the majority of the others were

atSed to unprotected machinery aud faulty construction of

^;W-Dr. WiUiams-s rejwrt staled that the larger villages,

inl al.U?J chiefly by the negroes boru in the colony had been

^ea Iv imi-roved b>- main drainage, but that many ot the sma ^^

fmLls wiere this-had not been done were "•'^';^!«.

""^J
'»« f'f

'\'

dwe^ings: the most oxaggwalod insanitary CJ"J'tions were fouiid

i^certaL free coolie coXiunilies squatting on uncultivated part,

°^7^fi;r«a?i.no/iA*P/««/«--Tlie elective members of the

Court of /olicy. r/presonting the P'''^^'^'-^^^^';!"^' '\En
accuracy of the statements in the reixirt, aiid asked Dr. ^\ ilUam»

loSantiate them by givi.ii; specilic details. Dr. Williams ^^ as

about to leave the colo„%nTeave.of absence, b«t in consequeuce

of the demand made by the elective members of the Court ot

roUcy.the ^fo eruor, si Henry Irving, required him to stay or

aTtUer month, iu order to furnish explanations to the Go^•em-S At the end of this period, and having discharged his

duty. Dr. Williams was allowed to proceed on leave. The elect! t

memk.rs took great umbrage at this, and demanded that Dr

WilHams-s report sliould be withdrawn. The Governor offered t^o

furnish to them the additional particulars reported to him bj Dr.

Williams, in explanation and extension of his previous report

The elective members, however, being exasperated by what tbtj

io^idered the unconstitutional course of the ^ov-^uor withdrew

from the Court of Policy, and thereupon ensued a deadlock in

the government of the colony. Appeals were made to the Colonial

Offi^ by both parties; the Secretary of St^te decided that the

re^^ could not be withdrawn, but directed the Governor to make

pubUc all the information in his possession bearmg on this sub-

ieOL The further facts and details which Dr. \Villiams had been

reouiredto furnish were then published, and the elective mem-

iSs subsequently resumed their duties; before this however. Di.

Se. tt^ surgt-on-general of the colony, who had been absent

onleave returned, and in a report dated October 24th. which he

haa forwarded to us, had stated that the requurements of the im-

^Zn ordinances, and the regulations under them, had no

^n enforced in their entirety anS, passing in review the various

heads of Dr. Williams's report, continued their general accuracj

.

We are informed that ilr. .\lexander. the mimigration agent, has

recently issued a report on Dr. Williams's report, in wh|ch he enters

iSo a minute analysis, and traverses a large proporUon of the

statements, but this has not reached us.

Present ,S/<i<f.—Improvements have already been made m the

KsUte Hospitals. Aidressing the Surgeon-General on >ovember

3rd. 1887, t!.e Government Seoretarj- writes: "As regards the

sanitary condition of the immigrant popu ation on the estates,

the report of Dr. Williams appears to disclose a state of thing,

which is prejudicial to health, and which, in the event of an lu-

msion of epidemic disease, might be productive ot serioug conse-

uuences . .?!...The conclusion to bo drawn from Dr. W Uliams s re-

liorl i^ that there has been mare or less sickness and mortality

Lmonir the immigrant population which is preventable, bemg due

rcau^selwhichlre remediable, the chief amongst which causes

we iManitar>- conditions." Dr. Grieve is requested as soon a.s

pc«.siblH. to satisfv him.^elf as to the actual sanitary condition of

?^ ^tate.,. Sir Henry Irvings term of office having 8"'ce ex-

pired, he has been succeeded by ViBCOunt Gormaaston^aud w ma

venture to express the hope that the new Governor will 'ol^ th

balance true between the pecuniary interests of the planters and

the welfare of their coolie lalxiurers.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
At the cxtraordinarv meeting of th<! Council of the College, on

January 19th, after tl.e reading of the reply of the Council to the

state^nt presented to the Lord President of the Pr..-y Council

hyZ Association of Fellows, the following "™.'7 '"••"t >);''«

moved by Mr. .Macnamara and seconded by ilr. WUlett, but was

lost, two members only voting in its favour

:

„„in„,i
" That paragraph 5 and all the succeeding paragraphs be omitted,

and that in pTace thereof the following be inserted

:

" 5. The Council desire to state that they are in accord >^th the

ibtir resolutiona passed at the meeting of Fellows and Members on

the 24th March, 18.S4, which are set out in paragraphs 9 to 12 of

Mr. Pollock's statement to the Privy CouucU.
•• The Council believe that the authority and influence of the

College would be enlarged and strengthened if the proposed sup-

plementary charter containeil clauses giving effect to those reso-

"'•'7"
The Council are of opinion that the precedent established

in 184.'5, when in the charter obtained in that year provision was

made for calling an annual meeting to elect members of Council,

should be followed now that the Council have decided to call an

annual meeting to which a report from the Council shall be pre-

^"^^
8 Seeing that the practice of annual election of the President

bv seniority merely has ceased to e.xist, the present President

being in Ms third year of office, the Council are ready to consider

whether the continuance of this altered custom should not be

ensured by empowering the Fellows to elect the President and

V ce-Presidents on somt scheme of the candidates for these offices

being nominated by the Council and the Fellows S^ch^^, scheme

wheS settled, would re.iuire to be enacted by the charter, as it

would entail the calling of an annual meeting of the lellows.

" 9 The Council recognise the fact that, unless the calling of

the annual meeting of Fellows and Members and the alteration m
the customs ot electing the President are made o>^l>.g''tory by the

terms of the charter, there is a risk of these concessions becoming

inoperative, inasmuch as at present their continuance depends

onlv on the decision of the Council.
^ _ . 1 ,._ Vw.^

'•'10 The Council regret that, when issuing a circular to the

Fellows in 1887. with the object of obtaining their opinion on the

questions of Members of the College being empowered both to

?ote at the election of members of Council and to be eligible for

seats in the Council, they, did not address ""l"\0' to tl e 1 ellows

with the object of learning their opinion as to tbe Fellows elect-

ing the President; but, seeing that during the four years the

acntati.m of this subject has lasted no remonstrance from ariy

f!'i ow has been received by the Council, it may be assumed tie

Fe ows at large really desire this change. Moreover, it would

appear inconslten? to^ speak of the Feliowship. representing a

Mgher Zde than the Membership, and to admit the qualiflca-

Uon of the Fellowship as an elective body ^o^ the membershm o£

th "council, and yet to doubt the capacity of the Fellows to e|ect

heir own President, or, if capable, to infer that they are not to

be tnisted with the duty. The Council feel .that this diange wdl

h^ve the effect of approximating the constitution of the College

olhose of all the Ro^^^l Colleges> rby^icians or o Sur^geons m
Eneland. Scotland, and Ireland, in every one of which, ^'th one

except"on (namely the Royal College of Surgeonsof reland) the

Sws meet at stated periods in their respective CoUeges to dis-

cuss and approve the acts of the CouncU.
_ ronnril

The above is published as part of the mmutes of the CouncU

whi^h arVs^pended in the hafl of the College. Bemg of consider-

able importance, we publish it in full.

MEDICAL DEGREES FOR LONDON STUDENTS.

Thk following letter has been received by the Honorary Secre-

taries of the Association of General Practitioners.

59 550 Council Office, February 1 ( th, 1888.

Siii-I am directed by the Lord President of the Council to in-

fo^ i^ou tl?at the Lor^s of the Council have '^^^'^^'^^'^^^^^
rounsel in the matter of the petition of the Royal College ot

nu"ic ans o L^don and of the Royal College of Surgeons of

Kn'gan'l'r a charter to incorporate the rresi1entsa„S certain

M,.mb.rs of those Colleges under the name of The benate 01

tL • ivsic an" and Su^oons." with power to gran degrees in

stnicts me to state that you will be duly informed of the day and

hour when they are defmitely hxed.

The Lord President further instructs me to transmit to jou ft

list of petitioners, together with the names and addresses of their

agent. Ctb a tiew. ^here practicable, to a joint case bemg eub-

'^^''.^rtradttl.Ttlwrnty.nve copies of the case .to be submi«.J

(prin™d in accordance, with the direotion.s
^,«|

"'"^^
^''^i^^^iT^^

established by Order in t'ounc.l of March .4th. 8<1^8hnuiQ

Indged at this ofr.ce on or beforeMarch 3Ut next I am.^

your obedient servant, (,s>igneu;
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SENATE OF PHYSICIANS AND SUKGEONS.
,

From, Precis of Petitions, etc. Agents and Othera.
•itoyal Colleges of Petition for a charter to incorporate Messrs. Field. K(»ti-

Physiciansof Lon- the Presidents and certain Mem- coe and Co.. .16.

dou ami of Sur- hers of tho^e Colleges with power Lincoln's Inn
gcons of England. t« grant degrees In medicine aud Fields, London,

fturgerv. W.C.
Association of Gene- Letter requesting that thev may H. W. Verdou, Esq.,

Tp\ Praot^tiDnon. have an opportunity of "urging M.D.. 4U. Clap-
their views with regard to the liaiu Koad, Lon-
application for the grant of the don, S.W.
charter.

Cambridge Univer- liequest that they may have an op- The Vice-Chancel-
sity. portunity of making a repre- lor. St. John's

sent at ion before the charter is Lodge, Cambridge
granted.

London School ot Bequest that in the event of the Mrs. Garrett Ander^
Medicine for Wo- cliarter being granted provisions son.M.D.,30. Hen-
mcu. may be made that examinations rietta St., Bruns-

ehould be open to women as well wick Square, Lon-
as to men. don, W.C.

Faculty of Medicint) Pray that in the event of the char- A. H. Carter. E.«iq.,

ofQuecn'sCollege. ter being granted the students of M.D.. 3, Temple
Birmingham, and Queen's College and other pro- Kow, Bhming-
assdciated hospi- vincial medical schools may be ham,
tals. admitted to examinations for de-

grees.
Tlie Owens College, Pray that in the event of the cliar- The Principal. The
Manchester. ter being granted the interests of Owens College,

provincial students may be pro- Manchester,
j

-, tected.
The Victoria Uni- Pray that the charter may not be The Vice-Chance!-
versity, Manches- granted. lor. The Victoria
ter- University, Man-

chester.
Trinity College, Suuilar praj-er. Messrs. Law,Hussey
Dublin. and Hulbert., 10,

New Square, Lin-
coln's Inn, Lon-
don, W.C.

Edinburgh Uui\er- Similar prayer. Messrs. Dumford
eity. and Co., 38, Par-

liament Street,
West minster,Lon-
don. S.W.

Durliara Univer- Similar prayer. The Warden, Uni-
sity. versity of' Dur-

ham.
London University. Request that tlie charter may not The Registrar, Lon-

be granted without their ha\ing don University,
an opportunity of bemg heard on Burlington GaV-
the subject. dens, London. W.

University and Request to be heard before the The Secretary. Uni-
King's Colleges, charter is granted. versity College,
London. London, W.C.

Glasgow Univer- Pray that the charter mav not be W. A. Loch. Esq.,
wty. granted.

"

3. Westminster
Chambers. Vic-
toria Street, West-
minster, London,
S.W.

Aberdeen Univer- Similar prayer. The Principal, Uni-
sity. versity of Aber-

deen.
The Yorkshire Col- Similar prayer. The De«n of the

lege.
*

Medical Depart-
ment, Yorkshire
College. Leeds.

Society of .\pothe- Oppose granfexcept on condition Messrs. Upton, At-
caries. that their Licentiates shall be at key, and Upton,

liberty to present themsehes at 14.' Austin Friars,
the examinations, and that their London, E.C.
diploma shall be a qualification
for candidates at such examina-
tions

Royal University of Against the grant of the charter.
Ireland.

Association for Pro-
motinga Teaching
University for
London.

Oxford University.

Request to be heard in the matter.

Pray that tlie charter may not be
granted, at least until provision
is made to ensure that candidates
for degrees shall have recelvtwl a
sufficient preliminary education
in literature and science.

The Secretaries, the
Ro>*al University
of Ireland, Dub-
lin.

John Marshall, Esq.,
10, Savilfe H<Jw,
London, W.

The Registrarof tlie

University, Ox-
ford.

THE PARLIAMENTARY BILLS COMMITTEE OF
THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AND
AMENDMENT OF THE PHARMACY ACT.

Thb Council of the 1'liarmacout.ical Societjy has made an-aiige-
iDcnts for the reintrodiu-tion of the Pliarniacv Arts iVmendment
Bill. It will be remembered that, in laying ttiis Bill before the
Parliamentary Bills Committee, the Chairman pointed out certain
claueeb which were objectionable, and to which it was thought

\L

desirable to rai.'ie opposition iu I'arliament, and to communicate
thereon witli the Medical Council and with the P^i^y Council. It

[

will appear from the folloT\-ing statement bv the President of the
Pharmaceutical Society that amendments have been made in the
Bill as now put forward with the object of meeting these objec-
tions. In submitting the amended Bill to theCouncU of the

! Society he sjMjke as follow.* :

The objection to the waiving clause was raised by the Parlia-
mentary Bills Committee of the British Medical Asso"ciation, who

I

were under the impres.sion that at some time or another the Council
i
might possibly waive everything to everybody with a view to
'making money. It appeared that that sort of thing had been
done by certain medical examining bodies, and consequently it
was thought, rather unfairly, that it might be done by a pharma-
ceutical e.xamining l)ody. To meet that objection the waiving
clause had been struck out. Lastly, there was an objection by
the Parliamentary Bills Committee of the British Medical .\ssc-
ciation, which was pressed so far as to result in a ^isit by the
President of the Medical Council to the I'rivj- Council on the.
subject. That Committee seemed to think there was a possibility
in future that chemists and druggists qualitied under the Act
might be considered medical men, because one of the subjects of
the course of study was materia medica. This objection seemed
rather far fetched, inasmuch as this subject had already been

;
examined in under the Acts of 1852 and 1868. But as there was

;

so much jealousy nowadays, and young medical practitionerg, no
doubt, like others, felt tlie struggle for existence very keenly, it
was thought as well to paj- some attention to these scruples.' In
the House of Commons materia medica meant " medical materials,"
and perhaps in that House there might not be a clear distinction
between an understanding of these things and the practice of
medicine. He did not think it was a compliment to the House of
Commons to suppose such a thing. The Society had no desire to
encourage medical practice among chemists and druggists, its
desire being to produce educated pharmacists, and as the better
this was accomplished the less likely were such men to attempt
to practise medicine, the Committee had fallen in with the sug-
gestion of the authorities of the Privy Council that certain words
should be introduced, to the effect that this Bill should be read as
one with the previous Pharmacy .Vets. Accordingly, in Clause 4
the Committee had inserted the words :

" and this Act shall be
construed as one with the Pharmacy Acts, 1852, 1868, and 1869."
That meant that, as there was in the Act of 1852 a clause which
stated that nothing therein contained should entitle the Society
to examine in medicine, surgerj-, or midwifei-y, that clause would
be considered to be incorporated in the present Bill. These were
the changes which had been introduced into the Bill of last year
to meet the olijections which had been raised ; but as it was pos-
sible that still further objections might be raised during the
progress of the Bill, he hoped that the Committee would be em-
powered to deal with them if they arose.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
IN LONDON.

We have authority to state that Lord Granville, as Chan-
cellor of the University of London, supported by Lord Derby,
Lord Kimberley, and Lord Herschell, members of the Senate,
will at once urge upon the Government the desirability

of appointing n Royal Commission to inquire into the present state!

of the higher education in London, as well as the claims raised by'

various bodies to confer degrees in medicine. We may add that,

in the meantime, the Pri^y Council have received no less than fifteen

petilions from universities and other public bodies a^inst the
application of the Colleges of Surgeons and Physicians of London
to grant such degrees, and that on or after April 16th these various
bodies will be admitted to appear by counsel before the Privy
Council. The question is one of such great complication
and importance, that we can confidently assure the Government
that the course pursued by Lord Granville is that which will best

meet the views of the medical profession.

Rksorcix in- DiPHTHEBi.t..—Dr. Taja has treated 36 cases of
diphtheria with resorcin spray. .'U of these recovered. The mor-
tality in tlie same epidemic, where this treatment was not ioif
lowed, arhounted to 93.28 per cent:
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THE CASE OF PARASITIC FCETUS.

In the JofaNAi, for February Utli wo montioned the case of Laloo,

thi> Indian youth who is now being exhibited ni London, ilo-^^srs.

Sutton andShattock prtsented a systematic report on the case to

the PiUhological Soeietv, at its inp.-tini,' on luesday lost. A short

account of what is known of \ai\oo mny interest our readers.

When the practitioner is caUed in to a latmur, and hnds that a

monster is born alive, the chance ot its livinii must be a mutter ot

hieh iraiwrtancc for him to determine, l.aloo and A-Kee lK)th

lived to he youths, and Laloo lives still in very good health, with

a whole trunk h.tnging from his epiRastnum. Uartholin s case,

Lazaro Colloredo, of Genoa, born in 17:t5, lived to manhood with

a parasitic foitus, consisting of a head, trunk, arms, and one lower

extremity"; the face of the parasite had closed eyes and distinct

ears and'lips. The mouth bore teeth, saliva continually dribbled

from it, ami it did not take in any nourishment, yet was said to

breathe distinctly. A small beard p-ew from the parasite s face

at puberty. Colloredo was probably the most extreme case ot

monstrosity who ever lived beyond infancy.

Of double monsters, there is one division where the two organ-

isms are each .self-supporting (autosites), and of nearly equal size.

The union may be very close, the trunk or even the cranium being

more or less fiised : such monsters cannot live ;
or it may be le.ss

Ultimate, the lower part of the trunks being partially united, as in

Millie Cliristine, the "two-headed nightingale; or. lastly, tlie

union may consist of a mere band jnining two perfectly distinct,

developed minute fatus has been discovered in a .subcutaneous

cyst in the epigastrium of a child not quite 3 years old.

Laloo, of Oudh, is thus an example of thoracopagus parasiticus.

Trom notes taken from a previous rejiort made abroad, and from

what we have observed, we lenni that ho is now 17 years of

ntre At birth the head of the autosite presented, the hands of

the parasite encircling his neck. Laloo's father, mother, brothers

(two), and sister were n..t deformed. His mother was about 25

when he was born, and her firstborn saw the light a year before

Lnloo. This excludes any tlieorj- in the present case of early

Oriental marriages as a cause of monstro-sity. At the age ot -i

Laloo had small-pox; the parasite and autosite are sightly

marked. Lahio is short, slenderly made, of very dark complexion,

with shani Asiatic features and straight black hair. He, the auto-

site, bears no other deformity beyond. his parasite. The parasite is

firmly adherent to the autosite, at the lower part of the^nght side of

the sternum close to the ensiform cartUage. The woodcuts, from a

,.hotogTaph taken two years ago. give a fair idea of its appear-

ance. The parasite is divided by a verj- deep groove in the in-

teguments into two parts. The first and smaller part includes

both upper extremities and the rudimentary shoulder-girdle, the

integument bearing mamma?. This part appears as though it

were attached to th% autosite and to the other part of the parasite

by two ball-and-socket joints. The larger dnnsion of the parasite

consists of the lower part of the trunk, a well-deyeloped glutseal

region, which looks forward and to the left, and the lower ex-

well-formed human beings, as in the Siamese twins. Jn the second

division of double monsters, one of the twins undergoes arrested

development ven- early in life, and becomes a "parasite, hanging

from its brother the "autosite."
, ^ ,.,•», ,.

The imrasite neariy always consists of trunk and limbs without

head, rarely ot head' and trunk, with arrested development of the

lower extremitiea, very rarely of an ill-formed head alone. The

parasite is generally attached to the lower part of the sternum

of the autosite (thoracoi)agus parasiticus, Lnloo s case), but it may

lie posteriorly, joined to the sacral region (i>yt'"l"ip'is parasiticus),

or very randy to the fare of the autosite (prosopopagiis para-

niticus) In pvgopagus parasiticus the parasite may be repre-

sented 'by a mere rudimentary- limb growing from the sacral region

of a weU-forraed autosite. IJul there is evidence that the " con-

genital sncral tumour," even when destitute of any trace of the

formerl stnictures of a human body, really represents a parasite.

The anomalous sacral appendage in the case which Mr. (Hvcn ex-

hibited at the Pathological Society on February /th (JorBMAL,

February lltb, p. 20»\ was in all probability a parasitic fcetus.

Laetlv, the pirasite maybe entirely »^b(;utan»o^s•^ thus oaiU;

tremities. This division appears to be attached to the autosite an

nch telow and to the right of the smaller part and .8 not so

freely movable. The skin hears the mark of an old burn from a

paramn lamp. The anterior part of the parasi es body lies to-

?™nls tl.e^utosite, and bears a well-formed penis (.shown in he

woodcut) surrounded by pubic hair, but "° .t^;=:'"=^'J-. ,^^,f!,^:*J
notch between the glutjc . which bears a distinct though Tiidi-

n en an luud nvoluUon of the integument. A rudimentary iliac

c est7nd a diminutive sacrum can be felt. It nins_ be remem-

bered that a parasite is destitute of a vertebral column This

curious deficiency is well shown in ^Pecimen .12^) in he Museum

of the Royal College of Surgeons, Teratologica Series. I is a

kitten's .skeleton bearing a thoraeopagous P^asite Th. atter

consists of the bones of the lower extremities, [^ee, and the bones

of the upi-er fused together. A ligamentous band, running to a

wide ovaVfissurc in the sternum of the, autosite. IS the sole repre-

sentative of anything like a central axis.
mt«t«liil

The upper extremities in Laloo's parasite can be freely rotat«flm

evcn-poVsibledirCctionat the shoulders; t'ie«»fO"«f;^»".""
fit^T

to claip his own nsck, as shox.-n in the woodcut. The right elbow-
-

1 r(.-. i»
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joint is ankylosed, the forearm disproportionately short; the hand,
which bears four fingers and no thumb, is flexed on the •wrist.

The left thumb is flexed on the malformed wrist ; the fingers are

finelj- formed, but small and webbed. The thighs are n-cU-developed,

the knee-joints appear imperfect, the legs are strongly flexed on
the thighs, and a sharp fold of redundant integument lies over the
popliteal regions. Tliere is talipes varus on both sides; the feet

are not disproportionately small. The left toes are perfect, the
riglit foot bears but three.

The integuments of the parasite are not highly sensitive. Urine
flows away from the urethra frequently, and the autosite cannot
recognise any desire for micturition from the parasite, nor feel

any sensation during the passage of urine from the parasite till

he feels that fluid damping his body. This we could prove when
we superficially examined Laloo ; the day was cold, the parasite
was exposed naked for ten minutes whilst the autosite was well
wrapped up, and felt no desire to make water. The parasite is

evidently acardiac, but there is distinct evidence that it has in-

testine. In a fretal pig with a thoracop;igous parasite (Museum
R. C. S., N"o. 123) the parasite has a small piece of intestine con-
nected with that of the autosite by a long narrow gut. Such an
arrangement would be a source of danger to an autosite, especially
should the parasitic diverticulum be to the least degree pervious
where it joins the autosite's intestine. One kidney at least must
be present. Whether the presence of a urinary apparatus is or is

not a source of danger to the physiological commonwealth of

which the parasite and autosite must necessarily consist is a
question not easily solved.

These cases of " heterologous union," or " heterodidj-mus," are
developed apparently in a manner succinctly expressed by Jlr.

Benjamin Lowne :
" a second embryo becomes wedged in between

the visceral arches or lamina; of another before they unite."
Hence, the development of the second is arrested. .Abnormalities
of the viscera of the autosite adjacent to the attachment of the
parasite are frequent ; thus the liver may bear an unusuallj' large
number of lobes, or there may be two gall-bladders.

Of Laloo's adventures we need say little. He was in this
country- a few years ago, but was prevented from exhibiting at
the Indian Exhibition, owing to POme question of the right of his
guardians to make a show of him. We are informed that at one
place where he was displayed to the public his exhibitor was
ordered by the authorities to desist, as he constituted an "indecent
exhibition." Any attempt to amputate the parasite, or even a
part of the parasite, would clearly be dangerous ; surgerj- of this
kind is known to be higlily unsat isfacton,'.

A very complete description of parasitic monsters may be found
in Dr. A. Fiirster's Misshildunr/eyi des Mnischen: of Laloo we shall
hear more when the ne.xt volume of the Transactions of ihe Patho-
logical Society, containing Messrs. Shattock and Sutton's report, is

published.

_
St. Giles (Population, 45,178).

—

Insanitary Areas: Glanders
in a Horsekeeper.—Some years ago, theShelton Street area, apart
of this district, was reported upon as insanitary, and in each suc-
cessive report has Mr. Lovett drawn attention to its defective con-
dition. In the report for 1886, we again find it referred to as
exercising an injvu'ious effect on the death-rate; but during the
past session, and since that report was made, Parliamentary powers
have been obtained for dealing with this area. In the subdistrict
of St. Giles South, which comprises this group of streets, there
was an increase in the death-rate, but in both the other subdis-
tricts a considerable reduction. In Shclton Street itself the rate
for the year was as high as .^3..5 per 1 ,000. The zymotic death-
rate was slightly in excess of that for all Loudon! deaths from
measles, whooping-cough, and diaiTha?a being above the average.
Mr. Lovett states that in no two diseases are the dangerous sym-
ptoms more commonly overlooked than in whooping-cough "and
measles. The latter disease was particularly fatal among thecliil-
dren in the poorer parts of Bloomsburyj especially during the
cummer months. Many of the nights being unseasonably "cold,
the disease became complicated with bronchitis and pneumonia,
which quickly produced fatal results. Deaths from tyi^hoid fever
were verj- few, and so were those from scarlet fe\er. IVphus fever
attacked four cliildren, member* of one family, residing in Xot-
tingliam Court. .Vfter removal to hospital, no further case was
reported. Towards tlie end of the year a milk seller's horsekeeper
was stated to have died from gland'ers. -Apparently there was no
Hlness among the horses, and a veterinary surgeon had certifiedto
•fleir healthy condition. >

o

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

ELECTION OF JIEMBER.S.
Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law
of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

Candidates seeking election bj' a Branch Council should apply to
the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch

'

Council unless his name has been insertefl in the circular summon- '

ing the meeting at which he seeks election.

Fbancis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE INTESTIGATIOK OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Conxection of Disease with Habits of
Intempebance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
in the .Vnnual Meeting of 188", and a further portion of the Report
upon Old Age have been completed, and will shortly be published

in the Joitixal.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

DiPHTHEBiA, and that into the Geogbaphical Disteibition of
cebtain Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

soon as ready.

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,
that on The Etiology of Phthlsis.
A fresh inquiry into the Oeigix axd Mode of Pkopagation" of

Epidemics of Diphtheeia has just been issued.

Memoranda upon these sidtjects. and formsfor recording observa-

tions, mxiy be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 4-5, Strand, IV.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Sovth-Eastebk BEAXcn : Bast Axn West Sussex Districts.—A conjoint,

meeting of the above districts will be held .it the Grand Hotel. Brighton, on
Thursdiiy, Marcli 22ud. F. W. Salzmann. M.K.C.S.. will preside. Meeting at 3..T0

p.:m. ; dinner at 5.30 P.M. ; charge 6s.. exclusive of wine. The following papers

will be read : Dr. Starling : A case of Fibroid Induration of the Stomach (with

specimens). Gentlemen desirous of making any communication to the meeting
should » rite to the undersigned or to Dr. GostUng. West Wortliing.—T. Jexxer
Vekraix, Honorary Secretary, 97, Montpellier Road, Brighton.

Sotith-Easterx Branch : East Kext District.—The next meeting of the

above District will be lield at Ashford. on Thursd.iy. JIarch 1-ith, Dr. Wilks in

the chair. Anyone wishing to send communications sho\ild inform the Hono-
rary Secretary at once.—W. J. Trsox, 10, Langhorue Gardens, Folkestone.

Bath axd Bristol Bhaxch.—The fourth ordinarv meeting of the session

will be held at the Museum and Library. Bristol, on \Vednesdav eveuing. Feb-

ruary 29th, at half-past seven o'clock : G. F. Burder. M.D.. President. The
following cases will be exhibited at 7.30 p.m. precisely :—F. St. John Kemm,
M.D. ; Graves's Disease Treated with Strophanthus. C. A. Wigan. M.D. :

Pseudo-Hvpertrophic Parolvsis. J. Michell CMarke. M.B. : I. Infantile Hemi-
plcria (Without Atrophv>—three cases. 2. Infantile Paraplegia i.with .\trophT).

3. Infantile Paralysis of Muscles passing from Spine to Scapula. K. MarKham
Skerritt. M.D. : 1.' Advanced Bulbar Piu^lysis. 2. Complete Special and Gene-
ral Heniiansesthesia. The following conlmunicatioue are also expecte<i :—H.
Ormerod; Spina Bifida, with Specimens. C. P. Coombs. M.D. : On Splenic

I.euka-mia. N. C. Dobson : \ Case of Hydatid Cyst of the Omentum. C. F.

Pickering: The Treatment of Discharge from the Kar. W. J. Penny : A Case

of .\cute Intestinal Obstruction, with Karly Operation and .Successful Kesult.—

E. Markham Skkrritt, K. J. H. Scott. Kouorary Sccretiries, Clifton.

Bast Sibket Distbict : Soith-Easter.n Braxch.—The spring meeting of

this District will be held at the Queen's Hotel. Upper Norwood, on Thursd.ay.

March Sfh. at 4 P.M.. W. F. R. Burgess. M.D., of Sfre.-uham. in the chair.

Dinner at ti P.M.: charge. 7s.. exclusive of wine. Tlie following papers have
been nromised : Mr. Noble Smith : On Hip-joint Disease, with diagrams. Dr.

P. T. Diuican : On Simple Catarrhal Fever. Members desirous of exhibiting or

reading notes of cases are invited to communicate at once with the Honorary
Secretary-. P. T. Dl->c.o>-. M.D.. Croydon.

BRITISH C.n.iNA BRANCH.
The annual meeting of this Brauchjn-as held at the Public illos-

pital, Georgetown, Januarj- tJth, 1888. There wen> present Dr.

OniKVE. the Surgeon-Oeneral, in Ithe chair-.TDrs. Anderson,

Hillis, Wallbridge. Honiball, Veendain, Massiah. Delamere,

Raiinie, Reid. llill, Hulton, Law, Pulton, Texeira, E. G. Leary,

Ozanne, and the Secretary'.

Letters of apology and telegrams were read from ^t hose who
were tiuable to attend.

_

~"
Chairman's Ad/lre^f.—After the miuutes'of last meeting had

been read apd Qoufirmed, the Chaibmak deliver*^ a short address,
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in which refaronee wns inftU*> to tho very ttuoooxefu]; year the

Branch haJ just closfd. A gom'rul view of the iimijress Of mcdi-

cin«> wiis taken, si)i'i'i:il nii'iiticm lii-ini; miuU' of the trnnsmissiou

of disease from low.r aniBials to man. Tho political status of the

pjofe-ision in the eolouy ^^-as toiirliuil upo^.
,

.

. Vote of r/iaiiks.—i. vote of thinks was giyen toj the Surgeop-

Geut;ral for his address.

Dr. ^fa.>.^'ia/l'.1 Motion.—Tir. .Mas.siah brought forward the mo-

tion standing in bis name; this was seconded by Ur. K. (j.

Ljeaby. Dr. Law moved au nmendmeiit to the effect that the

Committee shouki strictly confine itself to the pathological condi-

tion of the bone, and after some discussion this was carried by a

majority of seven. ,t ...
Notice of ^fotion.—J)r. Ho>fiBALL handed in notice of motion

as to theSurgeon-Qenerai being frv officio President, and as to

voting by proxies!.
.

Snf^-iwJMJ.— N'otice was read bv the S^fretary of specimens

sent by Dr. A. Dickson of Ovarian Pregnancy, Guinea Worm,

etc.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARIS.
[from om OWN CORRESPONDENT.] i r i

Oimine Poisonmg.— Variations of Microbes under Cultiuati6k,'—
Transmission of Tubercle hy the Air Passarjes.—Farcy in Man.

Dr. J. DWEBINE records an interesting case of poisoning by sub-

cutaneous injections of cqcaine. The patient was a young dentist,

aged 26. M. D6jerine found him in a semi-comatose state, ^\^tb

generalised muscular contraction of the arms and legs. The arms

were slightly l)€nt. the legs were stretched out ; the knee-jerk was

not discernible owing to contraction. The pulse was quick but

reKiilar if-l)), the breathing hurried; the eyes were closed, the

jjupils dilated and insensible to light. There was complete un-

consciousness. The follo-nang lesions were detected on the skin

:

There was a pustular crusty eruption, consisting of pustules the

size of a pea, covered with a blackish-grey dry scab, on the anterior

external surface of the two arms and on the anterior part of the

legs and thighs. This eruption resembled the scalis of syphilitic

rupia. On returning to consciousness the patient rose and walked

about, with his eyes closed on account of the painful sensation

caused by liglit on the eyeballs, lie gave the following particulars

as to the cause of the attack: Six weeks previously he began to

give himself subcutaneous injections of cocaine. He began with

rtosesof 1 centigramme, and gradually increased the quantity until

he used ."iO centigrammes. The injections produced agreeable sensa-

tions and sexual desire followed by emission. The evening on

which the attack above described took place he had injected

1 gramme of cocaine at 10 o'clock. He employed three syringes

and a warm solution. At the third injection he fell down uncon-

scious. The next da.y Dr. D6jerine again examined the eruption,

which seemed to be due to localised gangrene of the cutis, result-

ing from the injections with cocaine, which the patient introduced

into and not under the skin. At the spot where the injections

were made there were white patches insensible f o t he touch. The

patient stated that when M. Di^jerine pinched him in different

places during the state of coma he was aware of the fact, but felt

no pain whatever. Tie was, therefore, sensible to the contact of

an cvtemal object, but in-sensible to pain. The patient recovered.

M. Dejerine considers that if the patient had not gradually accus-

tomed himself to progressive doses of cocaine the dose of 1 gramme
would have proved fatal.

M.M. L«5on (hiignard and Cliarrin, at a recent meeting of the

Acad^mie des Sciences, described the results of their exijeriments

on the morphological variations of microbft-s, and more particu-

larly of the pyocyanine microbe. This microbe, in broth cultiva-

tions, appears ns "an active bacillus, alK>ut twice as long as it is

broft<l. The cultivation, placed in a stove at a temjierature of

35° C. (95° F.), becomes covered with a film, beneath which a

greenish-blue colouring matter is ob.ierved, which gradually turns

yellow. The bacilli collect their contents into one or two cor-

puscles; tho membrane swells round those corpuscles, which

constitute encysted cells or arthrospnres. Tho raicrobn may be

made to assume various forms by adding different mineral or

organic acjds to the broth. If a small quantity, of carbolic acid

or creasote be added, it ati ftars as a bacterium

at 0.25 perl,000, thytnol ati 0..50 per 1,000, or alcohol at 4fi,wt
^

l.tmf), bacilli of different lengths are obtained. These are either ,.

separate or joined together hy pseudo-fllamenta or lUnindDtS ,.

tangled togetlier, forming a network on the surface of the culti-
,

vation. Tliese different forms are transitory, and the normal
^

bacillus shortly reappears. If bichlorato pf potasBlum at 0.10

per 1,000 be added to tlie l)rotli. tho cultivation presents a collec-

tion of tangled niaments duiiui,' five or six days ; at the end of
'

this time they are repbu-e.l liy the normal bacillus. If 3 per

1,000 of boric acid be adde<l, the development of the bacillus 18

retarded, but it continues to produce pyocyamn6._ With 5 per

1 ,U0() of boric acid short filaments are obtailied; with 6 or 7 per

1,000 of the same substance straight or eiirveii bacilli, crescent or

ring-shaped, are obtained. If these bacilli do not divide they as-
^

sume spiral forms. The microbe then ceases to produce pyo-

cyanine, and gradually reassumes its normal form. Bacilli cul-

tivated in broth, to which 0.75 of creasote, or 2 grammes of
^

salicylic acid has been added, form ; a Collection of durable,
^

spherical cells, which reseml'le micrococci: These cells constitute

,

a means of reproduction, for wheji replaced in the cultivations of

pure broth tliey reappear as normal baCilli, and produce pyo-

cyanine. These experiments show how far expenmental PO'V-

morpliism may be carried, and the variety of forms which the

pyocyanine microbe may be made to assume. These forms, how-

ever," are but transitory."and the normal bacillus which produces .

the pyocyanine invari"ably reappears.
.

At 'the'same meeting MM. Cadfec and Malet gave an interesting
^

'description of theii- experimental researches on the transmission

of tuberculosis by the respiratory passages. Three senes of ex-
,

periments were made. 1. Forty-six animals (rabbits and^uine*j,

pigs) were made to inhale a portion of tuberculous detntus
;
ol

^

this number two only became tuberculous; the respirntorj- pas-,

sages of these animals were irritatedby inhalations of bromine,

2. The atmosphere in boxes containing

With nanhthol

rabbits was saturated

with tuberculous fluid. AH the animals contracted tuberculosis.

,

3 Tuberculous substrtuc<?s were introduced into the trachea of

some rabbits by means of injectioiis ; the animals shortly became
^

tuberculous. MM. Cad<5ac and Malet conclude from their expen- ,

ments that when the tuberculous bacillus enters the respiratory,

passages by means of an inert fluid, these passages constitute a
^

favourable agent for the development of tuberculosis. The bacilli,

are almost unable to introduce themselves into the respiratory,

passages when they are incorporated in a fine dust.
,

AI Bucquoy had a cast' of chronic farcy under his caye.

,

The patient was a man. aged 46, who had suffered from abscesses

in the muscles and areolar tissues in different parts of the^ iKXly
,

for several months. The first of these abscesses proceeded from a ,

wound ill the hand, accompanied by lymphangitis of the. arm,

with suppurating glands in the axilla. Fresh abscesses appeareO,

the general condition becp me worse, and the patient died. At_ the

necropsy a number of farcinous abscesses were found, two of them

were intracranial, one in the meninges and another in the brain;.,

the mucous membrane at the base of the tongue and glofSO"

,

epiglottic folds was ulcerated ; this last symptom is regarded by
^

veterinary surgeons as characteristic of glanders. The patient
i

had driven a horse belonging to a stable in which several cases of i

trlanders had occurred. While the patient was alive Dr Bucquoy

made inoculations and cultivations with the varus. He found
|

that asses resisted the action of this virus, if. Bucquoy regards ;

this as one of glanders. The farcinous character of the affection
|

and its marked appearance were probably due to the q"n'»ty <?•
i

the virus, its mode of transmission, or the medium in which it

|

developed.
, ______

VIENNA.
[PBOM OtIR OW.'J CORRK8P0!TDBNT.]

Pilocarpine in Briyht's Di.iease.— Thoracocentesis in Einpyema.—

The Chair <f Anatomy in th^ University of Vienna.

DBS D Beneziir and S. Csatiry, assistants to Professor Wagner in

ihe medical facultv of Bu.la-IVsth, give in a recent number of the

Hungarian medical periodical. Orvosi Hetilap. tliu follo%ving sum-

marf of a series of articles on the effect of pilocarpine

chloride in Bright's disease, published in that journal: 1. ine

mtients become accustomed to the pilocarimie, and even large

doses, such as 6 centigrammes, do not at a later period produce such

disaKreeable after-effects as doses of 1 centigramme at the begM-|

ning of the treatment. The injections of pilocarpine shoujd not

be discontinued in conseauence of siTnntonis which had been con-
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eidcred as being dangerous. 2. The effect of pilocarpine on, the:

daily secretion of saliva, sweat, and uriile, as M'ell as on the d'aily

oscillations of the amouut of hsemoglobin in the, blood, is in most
cases regulated by the stage of the disease and by the quantity

of liquid wliich had Ireeu taken. 3. The oedema disappeared

the more rapidly the larger the dose of pilocarpine given,

and the less the quantity of liquid which the patient has

taken. 4. . Pilocarpine considerably increases the density of

the blood for from four to five hours. 5. The hydremia in

Bright's disease does not depend on the amount of the cedema.
'

6. the quantity of haemoglobin in the blood diminishes, that is to

say, the liydraimia increases when the general condition of the

. patient, becomes impaired during the course of the disease.
_

7.

J

When used according to the above-mentioned xirineiples, pilo-
" carpine will be found in most eases of Bright's disease, even when
hot baths and other diaphoretics prove useless, always to diminish
dropsy to such an extent tliat the patient is more or less pro-

tected against dangerous urwmic suffocative attacks. In this way
it may be possible to obtain a relative cure ; that is, in secondary
granular contracted kidney. ,

Professor Wtilfler, of Graz, recently coinmUnicated to the Society

,, of , Physicians of Styria a case of empyema cured by simple punc-

'jture. The empyema had developed spontaneously, and was
probably, due to tuberculosis. Puncture was performed with a

trociir between the sixth and seventh ribs, on the left side, and
the pus was e\acuato<i by siphon cb'ainage. The lower end of the

''india-rubber tube communicated with a bottle filled with anti-

. septic fluid, and was left in till no more pus escaped. Healing
•j tppk place veiy rapidly, and this method was apparently preferable

.,,to extensive resections of ribs. Pj-ofessor Wilfler had lately success-
' hdly treated three patients by this simple method. Tney were
instructed to carry the bottle," together with the. drainag6-appa-

•^ ratus, until no "more pus escaped.

jii
, The professioniij, body of the Vienija Medical Faculty appointed,

(. ftt a. recent meeting, a committee to choose from among the canr
' didates one to be recommended for the chair of Normal Anatomy
;, vacant by the death of Professor v. Langer. The committee .con-

sists of the dean of the iledical Faculty (Professor Kiin;drat).'',^,;id

Professors Billroth^ Albert, Meyuert., and Joldt. ', • .
,

|'.
'

[from Orfa OWN CmiBBSPOJftlENT.J

TitE condition and progress of th? Crowii Prince has been the one

absorbing topic here for the prist ten days. The dyspnoja to

which I alluded in my la.st lett.er increased so much on Wednesday
;' ,aight, that on Thursday morning Sir Morell Mackenzie requested

Dr. Bramann to perform tracheotomy. Dr. Bramann asked that a

few hours should be given in orderto see whether the breathing
might not become less embarrassed, and Professor von Bergmann;
according to arrangement, was telegraphed for. During the day,

however, the stj-idor increased, and at 3..S0 the operation was
,
ekilfullV performed without any complication occuning. 1 under-

'itrfod that Sir llorell Mackenzie was opposed to the administra-

[XipiJ of chloroform; but tlnding that Dr. Bramann invariably used

i.tljis- anaesthetic he advised the Crown Prince to submit to it,, so

.jjthat the statement telegraphed by fhe Berlin correspondent, of the

Tinie.fthat "the Crown Prince t-nnsented to take chWrojfOrm in

,.jBite of t.he opposition of Sir Mofell '.Mackenzie" is quite without
lO'uridaiion.

"

.

' ''' '
""' '.','

'

',''',
\ r' ' .

-'

* Tlvc a^ter-ftiiafnijjttt; haW'i!ie6ti'eAtSi'% 'v[i%i Hand?*' qf thSifJer-

flifln siirgeons Professor von Bergmann and Dr*. Brrtmai'ih. Id

is said there has been great diffieulty with tlu' cannulas,

several
^
different tubes having been tried, but all of them

,^pa,iis)ng' irritation of the m'ncpus membrane of the trachea j

;,Md,'up to the .prfse'nt ' t.im'oV the mufcous diseliarge con^

.
,l{iliie3 to be tingecf with -bloo'dj but the phvsicinns in charge

.'^W very reticent on this point. 'Thereis a goor! deal, of coughing

. -^t njght, due to tracheal irrifatfon; and narcotics are adroinis-

i.tered, but they are not allogcther elTectual ; so that the OrOwn
Pirince htvsall the disadvantages of this class of remedies without
the Usual benelil. In this Way it, is fe^ired his general health may
Bpflij'r,. and the recovery fl'om the.' .operation may be long and;

_ teilious.. On Closing the canuiila th(.'' hreathing'is found to h<i

.,
jcpxtph feore free than liefoif,the .operation. ' The voice also is conj
siderably stronger. The patient is never'leit •H'ithout a mpdiciit

pan! .Sir M. Mackenzie and 'Profe,ssor von Bcij^mahn taking theii!

The Crown Prince rises at 11 o'clock and remains up until 9,

and is frequently to be seen at the window of the villa bowing to

the people. His appetite has quite returned, and he has shown
throughout this trying time, with the Qrown Eriocess, the greia,test

bravery and fortitude.
...

.

-

At the frequent consultations tliat have been held the essential

nature of tlie malady from which the Crown Prince is suffering

•has never been made the subject of discussion, so that the sup-
posed differences between the English and German medical men
on this point have no foundation whatever.

Sir Alorell Mackenzie is remaining, at the urgent request of both
the Crown Prince and Princess ; but his position at the presetit

moment is more that of a spectator than an active participator,

and it is stated that he is not at all satisfied.

The Grand Duke and Duchess of Baden (sister of the Crown
Prince) are staying here.

The Prince of Wales arrived on February 20th at the Victoria
Hotel, and San Remo is verj' full, never certainly having had so

many Royal and distinguished visitors at one time before. The pic-

ture painted by the Crown Princess and sold at the recent art exhibi-
tion for the benefit of the Home for invalid ladies, realised £6.5, and
was finally percha^ed by Dr. Schidrowitz, the London correspondent
of the Berlin Tafjeblatt. The institution benefited to the extent of

over £100 l)y the exhibition. After over a month of fine weather
we have had a short spell of sharp cold, but it is now warmer, and,
heavy rain haying fallen, tjlte,, early ,lt^ian spring is to he anti-

cipated.
""' ' ciiw

- - . .

'

SWITZERLAND.
[from oub owx correspondent.]

Rai/wai/ Medical Service.^i^tudents' DueU.
As the Iiitellif/emblatt filr Stadt Bern (February .3rd) .?ays, all

the stations on the Amalgamated Swiss Railways ( Vereim'ffte

iSchweizeriscJie Bahne) have recently been supplied with the so-

called •Sanitiitfilcuten (manufactured at the well known Inter-

national Dressing Materials Factory, at Schaffhauseni, that is,

with cases containing all necessary articles (bandages, splints,

drugs, etc.) for first aid in cases of accident.' Each cjise also con-
tains printed directions how the appliances are to be used.

Practical instruction has also been given to the officials at each
station. .

.
:

•
' -

The absurd and- barbarous custom, of duelling, which still sur-

vives v^-ith astonishing pertinacity amongst Crerman students from
onegeneration to anotlier, has recently given rise to two sad accidents

in Berne. One of the combatants bad the whole of his nose slashed

off, while another, who was on the' point of taking his M.D.
degree, had his right arm so entirely disabled by a foil that his

medical career has come to a premature end. These accidents, how-
ever, did not prevent another series of duels, which took place on
February 4th (that is a couple of days after the above inentioned

accidents), in Berne, between several member.s of tlie Cbrporation

Helvetia, and as many .students from the Cniversity of Jiurieli,

who had come to Berne expressly for the purpose. We learn fqom
the Bevner Stndiblottoi February 7tb, l,'S.-<«,tbatthi3 time no noses

were lost and no limbs were maimed, though a good many ffesli

woUuds were inflicted. The police, acting on " information they

liad receiveil." .succeeded! in surprising one set of combatants in
the morning, and in conAscating the weapons and other fi^'^^i'^S

gear. This did not, however," cool the ardour of these notie
" sportsmen,' who managed to bring off some exciting "events

'

at another place the some afternoon.
' - '••[ li"" '

'

'
: "";:;' '

' '

CORRESPONDENCE.

THB ELECTRICAL TRBATMEXT OF LTERIXE TUMOURS.
Snt,—In the last number of the Binni>ig/ia7/t Mfdical Revifh:

for I'ebruary, ISW. there is a report of a met'tiiig of the Midland
Meilical Society, at w hich Mr. J. W. Taylor read ah TiuiK>rtaht

j]aper on the Use -of Electricity in Gyiiwcology. A disCUssiSn

followed, in which, as a matter Of course. Mr. Lii'n-son Tait -made

himself cdflspieuons; 'Taking it for grant(.>d that his ' j)rt?indicfe9

vVei-e realities, and je!.ilous that any one should make an aQVanfce-

in ijvu'ef'ology beyond his own standpoint, without his sanotion

or '^I'ssistk'neei iie'ladnched out into a reiterati-on of assertions

aboil* my ttfeatfaont off W,te?^k}'tnmoar8, in VliiclV ea&iaiYry tffld

'•i'im l>nii .bnoi'to •!•;' ua;i(iil ni wiina .uoajjim -^gv;* io eaman yd J
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error are so intermingled that I feel obliged to contradict and ex-

^r Mr Tnit declaroa that my method " is full of dangers, and

we 'shall hear in future of some of thi> disasters wlueh are occur-

rinc from this treatment of to-<liiv. Six deaths were known to have

occurred in a single month in patients wlio were under Apos-

toli's care." . .^ . •> , . „.,,*

There is here as much misrepresentation as it is possible to put

into so many words. In the month of August hist. I gave, at

Dublin, a full and complete account of the statistics of my prac-

tice Not one case was omitted. I may safely affirm that since

then the innoxiousness of my treatment, ns 1 have earned it on

myself, has been uninterrupted. Xot a single " disaster, so far as

I im aware, has happened. I call upon Mr. Tait to bring forward

proof of what he says.

I wish that the fullest light should be thrown upon the un-

warrantable insinuation, which 1 defy him to substantiate. And,

that he may have no excuse on the ground of imperfect informa-

tion 1 offer to present to any honourable and competent delegate

he may choose to send over all my patients without exception,

and to facilitate in everj- possible way any researches he may

wish to have made, so that he may obtain an independent report

upon the results of my practice from the year 1882 to the present

Science is never advanced by equivocal statements. Incontest-

able facts are what is wanted, and on this score I am conscious

that I stand upon unassailable ground.

But how is it that Mr. Tait lets himself fall into montnly self-

contradictions ? On the 10th of December last the honoured Thomas

Keith announced in the Journal that, following my example stpp

by step he hod made no fewer than 1,'2C0 applications of the elec-

trical treatment of uterine tumours on 1()0 patients in less than

five months, with success. He finished his remarks by saying:

" So strongly do 1 now feel on this subject that I should consider

myself guilty of a criminal act wt-re I to advise any patient to

run the risk of her life— and such a risk—before having given a

fair trial to this treatment."

Mr Tait's comment (Journal, December l.th, liHii) upon

Keith's words is this: "That the great point of Dr. Keiths im-

portant paper is the evidence he gives for at least the primary

•uccess of Dr. Apostoli's treatment. With such a witness, the

conclusion is inevitable that the treatment must be tried, no matter

•what difliculties may be encountered in the task."

, On December 17th, then, he (Tait) must have been in total

iimorance of my reputed " disasters" (the six cases of death in one

month), which "he brought up in array on Januarj- 29th, 1888, as

an utter condemnation of my system—the same system which a

month before he had pronounced it to be an inevitable duty to

put on trial.
, >r m i i i

His attack upon me personally thus refuted, Mr. Tait would

probably fall back upon a denouncement of the treatment as

practised by others. But who wUl believe his prognostications of

dAnger, when it is known that my method has been adopted and

applied some thousands of times by the most enlightened British

gVnJECologists, who ore not unknown to Mr. Tait and among the

Americans, by such men as Engelmann (of St. Louis), Munde, fc. is..

McGennis (of New York), A. H. Buckmaster (of Brooklyn).W Baker

and John Homans (of Boston), Franklin Martin (of Chicago).

J. H. Kellogg (of Montreal), and many others whom I might

mention. ..... ,

Assuredly everything badly done in medicine is dangerous, and

women have died after uterine or even vaginal exammation. But

is this equivalent to saying that such practices are lethal in

themselves ? -My cauterising operations are much the same thing

as mas.sage or scraping of the uterine mucous membrane. ever>--

day performances not in the least jeopardising life. W ill any one

presume to characterise them as ip>o facto dangerous operations ?

Yes ; such they may be, supposing them to be done by dirty and

unskilful hands. -ui t .
Would anyone in his senses think of holding me responsible tor

all the Btupiiiities done in my name ? I have written and laid

down rules for the practice of my method; they ought to bo

obseryed. If, from ignorance or wilfulness, they lie neglected,

neither I nor the electricity ought to be blamed. On this ques-

, tion I think my long experience of so many thousand cases gives

me a right to speak with some authority.
.

However, if Mr. Tait still remains unconvinced, I will give him

another means of calming his unnecessary fears. He shall have

the names of every surgeon, either in France or abroad, and more

particularly in England, to whom my electrician, M. Gaiffe, has

supplied batteries and instruments. It may be conclnded that 1.)

this time they have put them to use. Let Mr. Tait inform hin,-

self of the consequences of what they have done. There may

have been some malpractice, but 1 am persuaded that upon a

review of the whole of the .skilled work, Mr. Tait will be forced i..

honour to admit that he has exaggerated the pen s of my pro-

cedure I expect no more than this, and I certainly am indiffer-

ent as to whether he, recants his objurgations, or professes u

repentant conviction of the excellence and all-sufhciency ot my

"^Perfection does not exist in medicine, and I, at least, have n..

such exalted notions. 1 am modest enough to be satisfied and

shall feel myself fully compensated if 1 see electrotherapy take an

honourable place in gynrecology side by side with the knife

2 Mr. Taft adds a reproach which I need only mention to sho^^

its absurdity. He ironically says that, till the present time I an'l

my system were unknown to my compatriots. It is true 1 ha^ .•

never sought an illegitimate notoriety, but have contented mysell

"^th scientific approbation. If Mr Taifs " leading Pansun.

eynfccological entertainers" refrained from mentioning my nam,.

Tn his presence, knowing the susceptibility of their guest it i.

only a proof of their tact and good sense, and shows that neither I

nor they were offensively fussy. But, after all, what does my

obscurit^' matter ? WhatVas known of Mr. Tait fifteen or twen y

years ago? It would have been inexcusable if I had prematurelj

asked for adhesion to my views.
. , ^ ,

3 "Skilled electricians assured him (Mr. Tait) that the galvano-

meters used by Apostoli are absolutely worthless as indicators ot

dosage." This is'^really frivolous, and Mr. Tait again shows how

easily he can be led into error. The galvanometers made by

Gaiffe, medically speaking, give on exact dosage, with an outsi.l-

deviation of from one to five milliamperes. ^N^ich actually is e

no practical importance. If my word be not ^"ft"™
• '

^.
!'

send the galvanometers I have in use to be tested by Mr. Taits

own " skilled electricians." , . ...
4 Air Tait repeats the old tale of Dr. Althaus haying practwed

my' method before my time. Really there are
f,'°l^

"""'i?"

which are irrepressible. I thought that my letter (JfTJ^-^^-
^°-

vember 26th, 1887) to Dr. Althaus, whose merits in electro-thera-

peutics all acknowledge, was conclusive. Not^ so, it appears to

Mr Tait, though it is for me, seeing that Dr. Althaus (the impijted

though silent father of the electrical method of treating uterine

^3rofds) hafpublicly (Joubnal, December 3rd,
18f7)

waived his

claims to the said priority, and admitted my priority in this par-

ticular application of electricity in gj-nrecology.

In all the correspondence on this subject, the contradictions of

Mr Tait and Dr. Althaus stand out most prominently :— (a) He

(Mr Tait) maintains that he and Dr. Althaus employed a current

stronger than any I name. Dr. Althaus denies tins (JouiiNAl,

29th October and 3rd December, 1887), pointing out that his

battery was defective, and that he had no such cun-ent as mine

A) Mr Tait pretends that the practice of Dr. Althaus was better

ban mine. Althaus again deposes against his own colleague, and

admits that his method was imperfect and fell short of mine._ He

cawUdly closes his observations by an assurance that it 1

should by the use of higher currents and greater attention to

details, prove my case to the satisfaction of the profession, no one

would be more delighted than myself."
t,„foro

The question between Mr. Tait and Dr. Apostoli 18 now before

your readers. Let them form their own conclusions.-I am. etc.,

^
Paris. Februarj- 20th. G' APOSTOLI, M.D.

VENTR\L NEPnEECTOMY FOR HYDRONEPHROSIS.

Sir—In answer to my criticism on the above named case,

wWn I suggested that' the patient should first bejdlowed he

chance of recovery by simple aspiration, and lUustra ed it by the

usual practice in hydrocele, Mr. Hunter --^'Pl'M.that' there is no

analoL^r between hydrocele and hydronephrosis, either in their

pathohU or treatment." As regards treatment this .s '"correct

since both affections have been known to be permanently cured by

simple tapping, and I can-ied the analogy no farther.

aS regards pathology I did not suggest """'ogJ'' ^"t ^'hew »^l

resemblance breaks Jown the advisability of, taPP'^g. » bydxo^

nephrosis becomes the more parent for in this affection we we

seldom dealing with a perfectly closed sac as in hydrocele and

tapping gives a chance for the temporary obstruction to be re

moved That such an operation is harmless, and that it Has
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J)roved effectual, should be a strong argument for its adoption as
a step preliminary to nephrectomj-.

I am not one to decry operations, however complicated or severe,
provided the ends to be obtained Justify the means employed.
But it ia scarcely reasonable to pass througli the peritoneum to
reach an organ that lies altogether behind that membrane if the
organ can be removed through the loin. That the latter is the
safer operation recent e.xperienco abundantly proves. Mr. Hun-
ter thinks his ca.se could not have been removed through the
loin, but the report of the case does not convey to me that impres-"""

^
'"

B. Cleile.nt Lucas, B.S., F.R.C.S.sion.—I am, etc..

18, Finsbury Square, E.C., February 20th.

THE OATH OF HIPPOCRATES."
Sra,—In a book entitled Uriconium, by Thomas 'Wright, F.S.A.,

remarkable oath preserved inI have found a translation of
Greek, and attributed to Hippocrates, which in early times all
students were obliged to take before they were allowed to prac-
tise. Do you not think it would be a good thing if we were
obliged to subscribe to some modified form of this oath ? Would
it not perhaps prevent that column of complaints about medical
etiquette which appears weekly ? If you think it is of enough
interest, I shall be glad if you would print it.—I am, etc.,

Frank Beoapbent, M.D.
South CoUingham, near Xewark, February 10th.

" I swear by Apollo the Physician, by ^Esculapius, by Hygeia,
and Panaceia, and all the gods and goddesses, calling them to
witness that I will fulfil religiously, according to the best of my
powerand judgment, the solemn promise and the written bond
which I now do make. I will honour, in the same degree as my
parents, the master who has taught me this art, and endeavour to
administer to all his necessities. I will consider his children as my
own brothers, and will teach them my profession, should they e.x-
press a wish to follow it, without remuneration or written bond.
i will admit to my lessons, to my discourses, and to all
my other methods of teaching, my own sons, and those
of my tutor, and those who have been inscribed as
Dupils and have taken the medical oath, but no one else.
I will prescribe such a course of regimen as may be best
suited to the condition of my patients, according to the best of
my po\yer and judgment, seeking to preserve them from anything
that might prove injurious. jS*o inducement shall ever lead me
to administer poison, nor will I ever be the author of such advice;
neither will I contribute to an abortion. I will retain religi-
ously the purity and integrity both of my conduct and of my art.
I will not cut anyone for the stone, but will leave the operation
to those who cultivate it. Into whatever dwellings I go, I will
enter them with the sole view of succouring the sick, abstaining
from all injurious views and corruption, especially from any im-
modest action towards women or men, freemen or slaves. If,
during my attendance, or even unprofessionally in common life,
I happen to see or hear of any circumstances which should not
be revealed, I will consider them as a profound secret, and observe
on the subject a religious silence. May I, if I religiously observe
this oath, and do not break it, enjoy good success in life, and in
the practice of my art, and obtain general esteem for ever; should
I transgress and become a perjurer, may the reverse be my lot."

*,* Although this so-called Oath of Hippocrates is in many
respects a most excellent one, we do not vecommend its compuf-
sory adoption by the General Medical Council. The day of Test
Acts is past, partly because the feeling of the age is against such
compulsion, principally because they have been found utterly in-

The man, for instance, whoadequate to accomplish their aim.
would perform any of the dishonourable actions'mentioned in "the
oath," would not hesitate to take it without the least intention of
keeping its promises. The only persons who would object to it
are those men of tender and morbid consciences, who would be
qiute incapable of wrong-doing, but who would scruple to take
the oath.

We regret as much as our correspondent the unsatisfactorj' re-
lations too often existing between members of the same profession,
who should be as brothers. But we see the remedy for this con-
dition of things, not in oaths and asservations, but in the cultiva-
tion and inculcation of a noble spirit of mutual trust and tolera-
tion, which we trust will be impressed UDon the students of the
coming generation by their teachers, both "in word and example.

In proportion as homoeopathy and other quackeries are relegated
to obscurity

; as every member of our profession devotes himself

to the cure of disease, rather than to pleasing his patients ; as we
become men of science and gentlemen, an end to squabbles and
disputes will be found. Meanwhile, how far courts of honour,
subscribed to by members of our profession, before which cases
of difficulty and -m-ong could be brought, would be of use is a
matter for controversy. M'e recommend rather the old-world
precepts for the conduct of members of oiu- profession : To love
one's neighbour as oneself, and to do to all men as we would like
them to do to us.

THE APPOINTMEXT TO HAYWARD'S HEATH ASYLUM.
Sir,—Both your correspondents have failed to grasp the true

significance of the recent appointment of medical superintendent
to Hayward's Heath Asylum, and I think that your note appended
to H.'s letter is quite aside from the question at issue. I appeal
on behalf of the asssistant medical officers of English asylums against
the insult inflicted upon them by the gross injustice of this ap-
pointment. Although the terms' of the advertisement excluded a
large number of otherwise good candidates, still there were several
who possessed the necessary qualifications, and these gentlemen,
from want of personal influence with Chancery Lunacy Com-
missioners, have been superseded by a candidate whose only
recommendation, if we except his age, was the energetic support of
certain Commissioners, no part of whose duties consists in active
interference in such appointments. There is little encouragement
in the results of this appointment to men who are devoting the
best part of their lives to obtaining a practical knowledge of in-
sanity and the management of asylums if such appointments, for
which they are most eligible, are to be given to men with no such
experience. It is gratifying to note that the Medico-Psycho-
logical Association intend taking the matter up and have called a
special meeting to discuss the question in all its aspects.—I am,
etc., J.

Sni,—With reference to your editorial note underneath a letter
referring to the above matter in the JoraNAL of February ISth, I
should, with your permission, as a matter of simple justice to the
present generation of assistant medical officers, like to point out
that at least six of their number (all of whom were candidates)
actually more than satisfied the exceptionally restrictive require-
ments of the Sussex committee as to medical degrees and qualifi-
cations. A list to verify this statement accompanies this letter.
A public announcement that these men included those who have
had many years' experience at such asylums as Bethlem, Colney
Hatch, Rainhill, Xorthampton. and Devon is sufficient answer to
any statement as to the age of the present regulations, and it ia
surely all that is required"in the way of criticism as to the extra-
ordinary nature of the recent appointment.—I am, etc.,

A ME.MBEI!, OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOy.
February 18th.

RULING OF THE JUDGES IN C.\.SES OF LVSAXITY.
_
Sir,—Ha\-ing been subpcenaed as a witness during the past week

111 two murder cases in which the plea of insanity was raised, it
might be interesting to state the different view entertained by
the two judges who tried the cases.

I attended at Maidstone on Thursday, in the Ramsgate shooting
case. Mr. Justice Mathew presided. Tlie medical men who
tendered their evidence were asked whether at the present time the
accused was of sound or unsound mind ? On their answering that
he was of unsound mind and unable to plead, the jury so found.
On arriving at Leeds the same evening, I found that Mr. Justice

Day had refused to allow the experts to state whether they con-
sidered the prisoner of unsound mind ; he said they could oiUy
state facts, and that he would not allow any medical expert to
usurp the functions of a jury. The jur\- were, Mr. Justice Day
remarked, the proper persons to decide this question. Such contra-
dictory ruling makes it awkward for those professional gentle-
men who are summoned as experts, and there should be a meeting
of the judges, as in Macnaughten's case, to decide what questions
a medical expert might answer in a court of law.—I am. etc.,

L. Forbes Wixslow, D.C.L.Oxon.
70, Wimpole Street, Cavendish Square, W.

SrccESSFi-i, Vaccination-.—Mr. T. Garrett Horder, L.R.C.P.Ed.,
has received the Government grant for efficient vaccination in the
Cardiff district of the Cardiff Union.—Mr. W. Duncan, public
vaccinator for the Nunney District of the Frome Union, has re-
ceived the Government grant for efficient vaccination.
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MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

lIOrSE OF LORDS.- nursJai/. Febniary inth.

The rhannm-v AcU-tht.' K.irl of Mu.ltoww present..! a Bil

tor the lUuumUiu^ut of the riiurmHcy Acts, which wiw ren.l a lust

tune.
Fridaii, Ffhruanj 17th.

, . ,,

The Safety of Theatre.".—"the Karl of STnAFFOijiD, in a^^king the

Government wht'ther there ^^-ns nny obifction to produce tlii' re-

port mada by Cnptain Shnw in 1W2 u].nn the condition of the

Lomhm theatres, and their probahh. .s«fet> from
""•J^^"'?''

''

the fact that there were oO tlieatres m London, with a holdin^r

capacity of TO.tHW persons, and upwards
"f

,'17'' «>"«c l^"".^' :*,\<-;;°-

cert hails and so-calle<lpalac.e.s, with « holding capacity of 44.),tKHJ

Within the last tew years there have been some terrible calumitie.s

from the burning of theatres; the- Riiif,' Theatre at \ lenna, he

OpL^ra Comique at Taris, the principal theatre at l^eter the

Grand Theatre at IsliuL'toii, the theatre at Bolton, had all suffered

in this respect : niid it was clear that better precautions ouijht to

be adopted for the security of the audiences.—Lord JIaohbka-

MOBXE. ns Chairman of the Metropolitan Board, stated that every

thetttre in I>ondon had been thoroughly and efticientiy inspected. Jn

his opinion the public^atioii of the report wouhl produce unnecessary

alarm, because it had been consider.Kl and acted upon and many

of the def»-ct.s which it jiointed out had been remedied. Some

theatres had been shut up U'cause they were not in a proiwr con-

dition as to safety, and every new tlieatre had been thoroughly

inspected, Many music halls had bi*n dealt with, and others

were atiU iindar the consideration of the Board.

Monday, February 20th.

Sa,i!taru State of Ihihlin narracl^x.-KwX BEArcnAMP move<l

that the return of all cases of febrile disease in the Dublin gar-

rison since January, lf<Hl. ordered to be l'™ted September ilth,

1887. be continued to December 31st. 1S87. Taking the return for

1^ he found, in regard to enteric fever, that DubUn showed the

ereatest number of cases and the highest ratio of admissions to

hospital per 1,(XK) men.—Lord IIek-schell said he had reason to

believe that matters were not in thc.slighte,st degree better during

the last part of 1KS7 than they were during the earlier part of the

year The fact that the remedy would lie costly was no justihca-

tion'ore.xcusefor sending men to a place where they mu.st con-

tract a serious an<l dangerous disea.sc.-Lord Habkis said the

Government di<l not shut their eyes to the serious condition ot

the barracks in Dublin. The report which had been received from

Dr. Grimshaw and Sir C. Cameron showed conclusively in what

an insanitary- condition the barracks, and especially the Koyal

Barracks, y^^'vv. The Duke of Camdiudok thought it was possible
barruCKS. were, lue j/uivi: ui %^.»mi.»>a-.. __,,..--- «

to exaggerate the condition of these barracks. He liad lived m
them himself for years. Knt#ric fever was exceptionally preva-

lent IhM. now, and 'Dublin baiTacks were having a share ot it. He

acreea, however, as to the importance of in(|Uir>- to see what was

the reason why the barracks were less healthy now than t i.iy

were formerly, and of measures being taki.n to remedy the evil us

far as possible. In future the dilTiculty would be met to .some

extent by the new barracks now in the course of erection.—Karl

BHAlfHAMV expressed his readiness to substitute m his motion

tlie medical report for the retum.-Lord ILuiiiis assured their

loriLshipsthat the present Government, having the information of

the experts, did not intend to delay dealing with a matter of .so

piuch imiiortanco.—Thei motion for the i.roduction of the medical

report wa.^ agreed to.

' ' MOUSE OF COMMONS.— ThWiday, Fehrmnj ICth.

Rahim m />o(,j..—Mr. RlTflllK, replying to Viscount CiMOK.

aaifl that tlie su'bjert of rabies in dogs was receiving the attention

of Her Maipsty's Government, and the Pri\->' Council OfTice were

in communication with some local authorities with referenc-- to

the restrictions which might be necessarj' in connection with it.

If it should be consiilered that further powej» vt^T<i reyuirert, they

would lie a.sked for. The average annual number of deaths in

Knglnndand Wales during the fen years referred ta was *), aiid

the average number in London from 1S7S to 1W</ was 7. Tlie

total number of deaths in England and Wales from^ hydrophobia

in rws was (», of which 27 werl' in Lon.lon ; in \m)_ it was -I', ot

which were in London. Tlie number of deaths m Lvndon in

1S87 was 2. He was unable to supply the total niunber in England

and Wfthps for 1887.

Oroaimation of the Medical Department of the (4n"y-->Ij- E.

Stanhope, in answer to a question put by Sir W. BAnrrELOT,

said the whole question of the orgnnwation of the Medical Depart-

ment of the army had been engaging his earnest attmtion. f'everal

points of detail were still under consideration; and on inl_roducing

the .\rmy Kstimates he would endeavour to explain fully the

iirranaements contemplated. . .

TkeSafet,/ of Theatres.- Mr. Matthews, replying to a question

nut by Sir S. \oiiTHroTr., said the Government had under their

consideration the question of the greater safety in constnic^on

of theatres, both in London and the provinces, and the expediencjt

of introducing a Bill dealing with the subject.

Friday, February nth.
, ,, „

Taccmation.-yU. Rixcim;, in reply to questions by Mr. Brad-

lAi-GHnnd Mr. PicKKRSGli.i., said that the Order of the Local

Government Board dated October 'ilst. 1S74, relating to prosecu-

tions in vaccination ca.ses, was not binding upon 'WfIs «
anardians. The Order was merely a communication, and it restejl

entirely with boards of guardians to exercise their discretiou^

^%Tvinol/ Life at Sea.-Sii J. Ferousson informed Mr. H. VltJ-

CENT tliat it was the intention of the Government shortly to m-;

troduce in the House of Lords a Bill for the better saving of life

at sea. _ , ,„,.
Mondaii. February SOth.

The Water Suppli/ of theCouvfry.-^ir H. RoscOE called atten-

tion to the printed correspondence which has appeared from

eminent authorities as to the possible danger of a water fammfe

occurring during dry summers, and asked whether in view of the

vast importance of the question of the proper storage of water

throughout the kingdom, the (Jovernment would consider the afl^

visability of appointing a R.^yal Commission to inquire and report

on the whole subject.-Mr, W. H. Smith, in reply, admit ed the

seriousness of the question, but thought it impossible for an*

steps to be taken now which would affect the water supply of th*

ensuing summer. Looking to the fact that lai^e sums of mone^

had in late years been borrowed by local «"th'>"t'r' ^^f.^'^^P"':

pose of providing water, the Government hardly thought a Royal

Commission, such as suggested, advisable.
.

Measle..in the. Mand of Len-i...-'i\x^ Umv> Advocate, in rep^-

ing to a question of Dr. Camebo.\, stated that in Sto™oway bu^H

there were a large number of cases of measles, and 4 deatUB,

Sornoway parislt many cases and 18 deaths; Ban-as pansh,

nearly :Wi cases and 1 death ; Lochs parish, -W eases and If, deathst

ng -leases and no death. The disease has been on the whole of

a mild type, and in all these places medical att.-ndance was given

and the sick supplied with medicine and such necessaries M were

ordered by the medical men. Isolation, wherever practicable, wM
insisted upon. ^, ,, ,

, , Wednefdai/, Febitian/ 2-2nd.

6J< the motion of Mr. Stuart-Wortlkv, il was rwolvf.! tliat the OommJWej

nf^.Wtiw. "osnrolnt n Committie. m.t exri-e.lin(: nine memlH-ra. to whom

lnll\"..efemvla\? private Bill, ,,ron>nte<l l.y nu.nl.Vl "".I other I™""' '" ho-

"
t"e» .V wWc it s prn,,o.e.l t<. It.-.U.- ,K>were reUUinK to ,,ol>.-e »"-'

""""f^
LnrJimn wbi.h .ievinte from, or ure in exten»ioi> of. or «re ropuRnant to. th»

V.ni™V w 1 at StamiiiiE OriUr \:Xk U- applicable to all Bills referred to ti»

?ai?iToVnnit\'ertharilVegon,n,ltt..^ to .e„,l for person., paper.,

tlmt five 1* the quorum of th« Commlttw.
iinil r^<*<>ntB ;

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

PRIZE OFFERED FOR PUBLIC COMPETITION BfY HER

MUESTY TlIK EMPRESS OF flERMANi'.

On tlie" occasion of the fourth Internatioiml Contoeucg of R..1

Cross Societies, which was hold at Carlsruhe last yejir. in liJt

m3hSpteml,er. the Empress of Gertnaiiy g7'«>;"-|^ ^«
,

at the disposal of the meeting a sum of r,,(X)0 marks "bouti^ i

louether with three gold and nine silve mt'dals, to be employed

L'*^p i es In any co.^petitive undertaking ^yhicll the con^en^
mightco.isider'likelytobeu.seul m F""'"'"?*? ?^/'^/f"^.J^^Sjl I

.\fter fuU discussion of the subject it w.w <lecided at t ^co^ \

fercnce to devote ller Majesty's gift to a
'^'^fVw i^ to'sav

best interior arrangements of a portable hospital, thot fj°^l
an ia.Ucation of the most suitable articles and the

^f'^^f""*,'^ |

procuring them, for furnishing and carrv-ing on t'le work of a
|

iKjrtable hospital calculated for u fixed number of wck ana
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•wounded patients." It was also settled that the Central Com-
mittee of the (xermnn Red Ooss Societies, of whioli Count von
Stolberg is the president, should undertake the arrangement and
publication of the detailed programme for the competition. This
programme has now been issued, and we are requested to make
known the conditions agreed upon for the competition. They are
too lengthy for us to publish them in extenxo, but an indication
of the leading points among them will suffice, as it is announced
that information in all particulars regarding the competition may
be obtained by inquiries adiLressed to the Central Committee of

the German Associations of the Red Cross, No. 73, Wilhelmstrasse,
Berlin.

1. It is assumed that hospital accommodation for GO patients
has to be provided rapidly, and that to meet this urgent need, 3
huts have been erected, each 15 metres long by 5 wide, with walls
2.25 metres high, and an elevation of 3.65 metres to the top of the
roof. Each hut can contain 18 or, in case of need, 20 beds. One
or two other huts, with interior partitions, are destined for the
accommodation of a staff of 2 surgeons, 2 purveyors or stewards.
1 cook, and 6 attendants on the sick. The question is how to
dispose of these erections to tlie best advantage, keeping in view
the attention to be given to the needs of the sick and wounded
patients. All objects intended for the purpose named must be
capable of being readily packed and transported, either by raU-
way, or by country vehicles. Attention must, therefore, be given
to reduction of bulk and weight as far as possible.

2. The objects aliove mentioned have reference to the bedding
and all the furnishing of the space reserved for the patients, in-
cluding the means of heating and lighting, the utensils fof the
sick, surgical instruments, medicaments, bandages, linen, cloth-
ing, cooking utensils, table articles, and, lastly, aliments and
beverages necessary fer three days. All articles must be furnislied
of their natural size, but only a single specimen of each. Models
of reduced dimensions will not be admitted.

3. Each competitor will furnish a description of the objects he
exhibits either in German, French, English, or Italian, and, if

needed, explanatorv drawings. The description must include (a)
a plan of the constructions intended for the steward's duties; {b) a
list of the different objects for the service, and an indication of
the number of the sick and of the personnel they correspond to ;

(c) the precise cost of the various articles, where they are procur-
able, how tliey are to be packed, and the cost of packing ; and {d)
an approxima te estimate of the number, dimensions, and weight
of the packages, with a statement of the number of vehicks re-
quired for their conveyance.

4. Objects intended for the competition must be sent to Brus-
sels before August loth, 18S.S, and should be addressed : " Au
Comity Ex^cutii du Grand Concours International des Sciences et
de rindustrie. Rue du Palais 22, i Bruxelles." Each competitor
must send to the same address a notice specifying the amount of
space he will require before July 15th next. 'This space will be
allotted free of cost.

5. An international jury will be appointed to award the prizes.
6. The exhibition of the articles sent for competition will take

place in an annexe to the Bru-ssels Universal Exhibition, and will
last from September 1st to the 30th, 1.S88.

It may be remembered that an international exhibition of hut
portable hospitals took place in Antwerp in the autumn of the
year 1885, in competition for a prize of 4,CkX) marks and a gold
medal, which the Empress of Germany at that time placed at the
disposal of tlu^ lUsl Cross Societies. The present competition, if

it excites the same interest and attracts as many competitors as
the competition of 1885 attracted, will complete the humane and
valuable undertaking which was then commenced.

AN AMBULANCK COMPETITION TROPHY.
The suggestion made by Sir (iuyer Hunter, M.P.. at the Mansion
House, last Satiu-day, on the occasion of the distribution of certi-
ficates to the succes.s'ful candidates of the Ambulance Department of
the Volunteer Medical Association, was one which if carried into
effect would bo likely to do much to create a healthy rivalry, aud,
as Sir Quyer Hunter observed, "be of service in i'ncreaairig and
making more perfect the work of the Ambulance Department."
He e.xpresscd the hoi>e that in course of a sliort time they might he
able to obtain a shield, or some other similar object, which might
be as the Elcho Sliield was to the volunteers. The sutrgestion
met with rea'iy approval, and tho Lord Alayor testified his con-
currencdby offering to give five guineas towards the object, an
axample which he lioped would be followed by others.

THB NAVY. ' -

Inspf.ctok-Gkxkral JkHVS Nicholas Dick, C.B., has been appointed
Director-Geuoral of the Medical Departiueat of the Navy. His commiE^ionslace
thus flatoti :—.Surgf-nii. Aiigiist 17th. l.'j.W; ,StafI-.SurKeon. Septcnil*r 27th. ]S61 ;

Fleet-Surgeon. Aupuat 14th. lHt38 ; Deputy Inspef!tor-GeneraI. February 26th,
1>1S0 : and Inspector-General, yebruary 27th. 1^>(4. From the ifoyaf .Vary Z,ilt

we learn that he was Assistant-Surgeon during the Russian war in lfe.S4-6d, and
served in Prfsid'mt, flag of Uear-.vrimiral Price, being pre&ent at the attacks on
l*etropaulovaki tty the combined Englisli and French Squadrons on Anf^nst .list

and Septcmljer -1th. 18.M, when he wa.** specially mentioned for his care of the
large number of wounded. In September, 18.^4, he was alsf. present at the cap-
ture of the Kuhsian vessels. SUka. of 10 guns, and Anadir, uf 4 guns. In AprU,
lSfi2. as Surgeon, was present in the Ijoats of Flying Fish at the capture of a
slaver in Rio Nunez. West Coast of Africa. In July and August. 1S68, when in
iSatelltte, was Senior Medical Officer in charge of the naval forces and Indian
troops; in the operations on shore against pirates in the Nicobar Islands. Bay
of Bengal. Was Senior Naval Medical Officer during the Abvssinian wax.
1S67-6S. and for his services was speiially promoted to the rank of Fleet-Surgeon
(Abyssinian medal). During the civil war in Spain, when Fleet-Surgeon of the
Lord Warden tlag-ship in 1S73, he proceeded into Carthagena during the bom-
bardment as a volunteer to assist the wounded. Eeceived from the
Admiralty an expression of their high estimation of the zeal, energy, arid
skill shown by him in the performance of his duties in connection with the
Koyal Naval llospital, Malta, of which he was the principal officer during the
Egyptian campaign. 1SS2.
The following appointments have been made at the Admiralty :—T. D* A.

ItROMl.ow, Fleet Surgeon, and G. T. Collixgwood. Surgeon, to the Imptrieusf r

W. 11. O'Meaka, Surgeon, to the Cambridge ; J. H. Dawe, Surgeon, to the
Grijfon,

The following gentlemen who competed at the examination
recently held at Burlington House, for appointment as Surgeon
in the Royal ^a.\y, have been granted commissions :

Acheson, J. H.
]\IcEIwer. J.

Fraser. V. W.
Harvey, D'.\.

Marks.
.. 3.130
.. 3,130

.. 3,100

.. 3,04.5

Collingwood. F. W.
Levinge. B. T. A. ...

Ferguson, J. C.
Mowrilyan, E. P. ...

Marks.
.. 3,020
.. 3.92l>

.. 3,01()

,. 2,990

THB MEDICAL STAFF.
SURGEOXS P. J. B. 0'SHAFG>->iESsr and J. F. McMllLAX, who are 8er\-ing in
Bengal, have passed the examination in Burmese by the elementary standard.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
SuROKON H. A. Sheppard. of the Beugal Establishment, has heen superseded
for absence without leave. He entered the service April 1st. 1SS6.
Surgeon U. N. MrSERJT. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to fhe officiat-

ing me».iical charge of the 5th Native Infantry, vice Surgeon C. J. Bamber, who
has been transferred to civil employ.
Surgeon D. O. Wari.ikkr. Madras Establishment, has passed fhe examina-

tion in Burmese by the higher standard.
Surgeon-Major G. BuMFoaD, M.D.. Bengal Establishment, is directed to offi-

ciate as Secretary to the Surgeon-General and Sanitan,- Commissioner with the
Government of India during the absence on leave of Surgeon-Major A. Barclav,
M.B.
Surgeon-Major G. Ki?(g, M.B., Superintendent of the Royal Botanical Gar^

dens at Calcutta, has leave of absence on private affairs for 213 days.
Brigade-Surgeon C. Sibthorpe. Madras Establishment. Fort Surgeon and

Acting Surgeon at the General Hospital, is appointed to t)e Surgeon at the
General Hospital.
Surgeon-Major H. .Allison, M.D.. Madras Establishment. Assistant-Phy-

sician at the General Hospital and Acting Fort Surgeon, is appointed Fort Snr-
ge«in. with fort aud marine duties.
Surgeon T. H. Pope. M.B.. Madras Establishment. Ciril Surgeon at Nega-

patam, is appointed Assistant-Surgeon at the General Hospital.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

CASEY V. THE GUARDIANS OP ST. GEORGE'S-IN-
THE-EAST.

(Before Mr. Baron Ilfiiiii.ESTON and a special jury.)

This action was brought under Lord (.'ampbell's Act by a widow,
for herself and her children, to recover compensation for the death
of her husband. The case as oi)ened by the counsel for the plain-

tiff was to the effect that it had become necessary to restrain the
deceased, who was at the time an inmate of the workhouse infir-

mary, liut that, the straps not being properly fixed, he got loose

and threw himself out of the window. The case for fhe plaintiff

was that the guardians were guilty of negligence by their ser-

vants in not having the deceased properly secured in the condition

in wliicli he was known to be at the time.—.Mr. Baron Huddleston
asked whether the point raised in this case had not been before

him previously. —.Mr. Finlay replied that it was before his lord-

shij) sitting without a jury." Tlie Court of .\ppeal thought there
was no case of negligence made out against the guardians.—Mr.
Baron Huddleston: I thought there was.—Mr. Finlay: Yes.

—

Mr. Baron Huddleston: That was the case of a window not being
projierly barred ?— .Mr. Kinlav assented. The question of law as

to whether an action would lie in such a case was not decided in
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that casi'. Lonl Justice Bowen said the question was one of verj-

BTsat (lilliculty. It hud lnon ilci-idod in the Irish ca«e of '• Hrnnnnn

T. the Limorick I'oor Law Union." The deof^sod hnd in tliat case

bwn suffering from Jolirium Iremeii;:. The cUci.sion .'ihowed tU(it

no action hiv ntjiiinst the gimrdians, on the ground tliat they were

acting mini.iteriftllv in the matlor, and that by the I'oor Law Acts

such a liability is not imposed ujion them. There was, he sup-

posed, uo substiintial difrereuee Injtween the Irisli and the Knghsh

Poor Law.—Mr. Banm Huddleston said that ca.se was not quoted

when the point was previously before him.—The evidence of some

of Uie nurses and doctors having biH^i heard, the learned judge

ruled that there was no evidence of negligence in this case, and

by his lordship's direction the jury found a -rerdict for the

defendants.

MEDICAL AID SOCIETY.
AcoBRrarorfDESTwriies to us with regard to tho artion of the Medical A\J

Socli'tT at HanlcT. In the Jol'K.Ml. of January 14th vrc gave our opinion o(

thi- chamrtcr of "this Society, and .idnsed medical practitioners desirous of

malntalninR the dignity of the profession to have as little to do with It as

'^jinpiaint has alsr. re.-u-hed us as to the system of •• touting" for patients

allegwf to be practised l>y agents of the London and Mancliester and other

Inlliranco soel.ties : it Is stated that they not infrequently dall on the

patients of different ].nictitioners and persuade them to leave their own ine-

Sical men. and to eniiiloy the scrrice* of tho medical men of their society for

;-^ small additional premium pavment.
It has always lieen <;ou8iiiered leKitimat*' for insurance agents la the way

of husines-s to call on members of the public in the hope of getting theni to

take fK>licies in their ritepective offices ; but if, under the pretence of ()on(I/?J.f

insurance business these societies arc through their agents simply carrjiiig

on a wholeaalo t raffle in cheap medical atten.lance. we cannot but think such

timcticea worthy of the strongest reprobation of the profeaaion.

W. J. B.—Our correspondent was well advised in leaving a situation for which

he wasaiimittedlv imqualified. and continuance in which would probably

have brought hini into difficulty. Without a full report of the proceedings

we are unable to form an opinion whether the decision of the county court

iud^e waa right or not. The solicitor, if properly retained, might be liable

for negligence in failing to appear to conduct the case.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.

NISETEK.vril ANMJAL REPORT OF THE S.VNITARY

C0MM1.SSI0NER FOR BENGAL (Deputy Sitbseo.v-

GE.VEaAi, E. LiDDERDALE, M.D.) FOE THE
YE.VR 1886.

In the year under review there was a marked reduction in the

prevalence of cholera, as compared with its incidence in ISA"!. In

1886 the deaths from this disease amounted to 118,36.3 persons,

among a population numbering 66,163,884, that is, at tho rate of

1.78 per 1,000; while in 18.^0,173,767. or 2.62 per 1,000 of the

population perished from this cause. The disease attacked 21,567

viJittges, or U.33 p.;r cent, of the total number of villages in the

province, against 20,230, or 12.61 per cent., in 1&S.'>. In the urban

circlee 9,^i-'> persons died of the disease, at the rate of 4.12 per

1,00(1 of the iifipulation ; in the rural districts 108,433, or 1.70 per

1,0<.)0 of tjie population. As usual, the rainfall exercised a power-

ful influence on the prevalence of cholera. In 1886 the province

was severely inundated, so much so that a large portion of it

wa.s kept under water to a late period; this, in the opinion of the

Sanitary Commissioner, has the effi^ct of materially reducing the

usual sfverity of the winter i)rcvalence of cholera in that year,

and this abatement was prolonged into January and February of

laSC. The first four months of the year had a rainfall below tho

overage of several preceding years, but this was not followed by

any marked exacerbation above the usual seasonal increase of

^U^r.. March, April, and May hare a smaller mortality than

There was heavy rain in May, June, July, August, and Septem-

ber, attended by a very c<msi<lerable diminishe<l mortality, but the

winter prevalence of tlie disease was high, and culminated in

severity in December.
It appears that the Government of Indiii directed a table to be

prepared, showing the meteorological peculinrities which obtained

during defined periods of cholera outbreaks in certain selected

thanns and towns. The Sanitary Commi.ssioner does not seem

to think that much, or indeed any, useful information has n'Sulted.

lie thinks the whole subject has already l>..-en exhaustively con-

sidered by Drs. Lewis and f^unningham, and he adds the following

significant paragraph :
" We already know the conditions which

foster the disease, and what the Sanitary Department reqoiresiis

uiori' and more money to remove them, leaving to savants to

puzzle out the prfiblcm" of causation, while in tho meantimo we
save useful lives." It is certain that until the health officersof

Calcutta and the other great cities have either " more powers" to

deal with the known causes which foster cholera, or the obstnio-

tive municipalities are by some means made to caase from ob-

struction, the death-rate from tliis disease will continue to

be what it is, and Calcutta will continue to be what is i)<

—a terror to Continental nations. Again and yet again, we
have warned the Government of India that unless some stringent

measure in the direction indicated is taken. Continental Qovertt-

ments will take steps to protect themselves by international

action that will affect the commerce of India very seriously.; At

this time a measure of municipal reform from Bombay is Under

consideration there, and it is a lamentable fact that great pressure

is being brought to bear on the Government by nearly the whole

of the wealthy and educated native community to emasculate the

measure, by striking out the clauses which are intended to pror

mote the health of the community, or indirectly to effect the samB

bad end by restricting the power of health ofiicers. Cities thiat

have grown up, no matter where, without knowledge of the laws

of health, can only be made even tolerably wholesome to live i^l

by a considerable expenditure of money under the supervision of

sanitary engineers, and this is exactly what municipal Ixidies in

India, under the almost sole guidance of wealthy but, as regards

sanitation, ignorant native gentlemen will not permit. Has. the

governing race lost the art of governino;? Has it becomeiso

emasculated in india that it must " lie low ' at the bid<Mlig of tbe

ignorant governed

?

i'.m'-. ,-.I'ji^

-. ,\iii

REGISTRATION IN CEYLON. ''

A Registered Practitioneh writes : In the JouiKfAi, of Janna^
7th it appears that an Order in Council has been published e«-

tending the provisions of the second part of the Medical Act, 1S66,

to Ceylon. That tliis is a ftep in the right direction is unqu**-

tiona'ble, but, at the same time, I venture to hope that tlie privii-

leges which are associated with the act of registration will be ex--

tended to us in their entirety, and that thereby we shall o«

enabled to overcome satisfactorily the present unjust and undi^
nilied restrictions that are imposed upon the medical men of tTO

Ceylon. Medical Senice by the Oovermnent in the matter of fee^

charging. At the present moment, no medical man in charge e<

an out-station is permitted to demand a fee from any Governmfenft

ser\-ant who draws a salary under £25 a month. The largest

number of my patients consists of Government servants with

salaries ranging from £10 to £22 a month, and the majority of

them are, in addition, landed proprietors, and yet, by reason of

this grossly unfair ordinance. 1 am forced to attend upon them

and their families without the smallest remuneration. Now, why
should this be so ? The " free '' patient and the medical ofBo*f

are both servants of one and the same Government, with the iiiii

portant difference though that, in my case, 1 am registere<l, hold a

British qualification, and am privileged to claim a monthly salary

of £7 4s. only. This bein<; the case then, wherein lies theneces*

sitv or the justice of drawing this fine distinction ? ''

it strikes me very forcibly that the '• free patient" derives a Con-

siderable amount of gratuitous benefit by this curious arrangeH

ment. Without entering into a lensjthy recital of th« -tvTOnga

that are thus inflicted upon medical men drawing a meagW
salary, 1 may mention that any number of instances could be

cited where medical oflicers have had to go some distance tO

attend Government servants for fractures, tyiihoid fever, etc.. ana

who, on forwarding their account for payment, have received th«

terse and pithy ri-ply of "
1 am a (iov'ernment ser\'ant." It is

therefore only to hv hoped that the (Council will take into con-

sideration the existing state of matters, and that, before extending

the Act of Kegi.stration to Ceylon, it will exert its xwwerful influ-

ence to amend the anomalous po.sition which medical men'in the

island are forced to occupy.

Tms Indian Medical Gazette states that Sir James Hanbury.

K.C.B., will Rbortly be gazetti"!! Principal Medical Officer. Madrafl,

and will probably be the .successor of Surgeon-General Madden Sri

Chief Medical Officer of the Forces in India.

Medical Maqistbatb.— Surgeon-Major Keogh, J. P. for Co.

Kildare, has been placed on the Commission of the Peace for the

Queen's County.
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UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

';;,:;,;'; uNn^ERsiTY of oxford.
.

':','.",';'..'.'

MAINTEJfAkcE OF THE PUYSIOLOGICAL DErAimirR'N'T.—At a
meeting of Convocation held on February L'Lst, the onlinary motion
was made to continue the grant of £.5rx) per annum for the ex-
pense of the I'hysiohjgical Department, a minimum whicli Pro-
fessor Fowler said Dr. Burdoii Sanderson had eked out by an
annual payment of £100 from his private purse. Professor Free-
man opposed the grant as an antivivisectionist ; so did the Bod-
leian Librarian, wlio reviewed the history of the contest over the
Physiological Department, ami complained of the inequity with
which an important minority had been treated, ilr. Macray said
that he and others would feel bound to vote again.st grants to the
department so long as the University left the question of vivi-
section unrestricted by its statute. The grant was carried by 102
votes to 22. ___^

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE. -
•

OUB Oambridge correspondent telegraphs:—The following' '%'ere;

0n 'February 23rd, admitted to the degree of M.B.

:

- Harri.son. H. I,.. B.A. (St. Johii'3) ; Light, B. M. (Clare). Mr. Liglit was also
admitted to the degree of B.C.

UMVERSITY OF BRUSSELS.
At the recent February examination the following gentlemen,
having passed successively the first, second, and third Doctorates
Examinations required by the University, were admitted to the
degree of M.D.

:

De»Voeui, H. A.. M.R.CS.Eng.. L.IS.C.P., L.S.A. ; Pver, S. G., M.E.C.S.
Eng.. L.It.C.P.. L.S.A. ; Hubbard, W. L.. M.R.C.S.Bug., L.E.C.P., L.S.A.;
Mathews. W., M.K.C.S.Bng., L.R.C.P.EJ., F.R.C.S.Ed.

OBITUARY.
PROFESSOR WAGNER.

The death of Professor Wagner, the distinguished pathologist, on
February 10th, is announced from Leipzig.

Professor Ernst Leberecht Wagner was born in Dehlitz in 1820,
obtained his degree at Leipzig in 1855, was made extraordinarj-
professor in 1859, and in 18tK> ordinary ijrofessor of general patho-
logy and pathological anatomy. After Wunderlich's'death Wagner
took over the direction of clinical medicine in the University of
Leipzig. His profound pathological acquisitions were evidenced
by numerous publications—for example. On Uterine Cancer
(Leipzig, 1858), On Fatty Metainorphnsis nf the Heart (1864), On
Lymphadenoma liesemb/inff Tubercle (1871), and these labours
throw his clinical activity into higher relief than is usually the
case with physicians. " Of his many-sided and profound know-
ledge of pathology- " (Berlmer Klinische Wocheiuchrift, February
20th) "his distinguished exposition of Bright's disease is a wit-
ness; of his comprehensive medical culture his llandhonk of
<TCT6ra/P«^.^o/nyy, a truly clas.sical work, of which Uhle wa.S co-
editor. Subsequently to l.-iCO Wagner edited the Archiv der Ileil-
kunde, which, iu 1878, gave place to new undertakings. Wagner was
distinguished as a diagnostician and teacher, and in general cha-
racter, and his work will ever be remembered far beyond the scene
of his activitv."

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICES.

REPORTS OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF nEAI.TH.
,|'\"'HiNQT0N UiiBAN (Population, 21,000).--Dr. Railton's .account

ot the incidence of epidemic disea.se during 18SG in tlie four town-
ships comprised in this district is very interesting. The year's
mortality was low, although two rather extensive" epidemics of
lever prevailed, which, but for the mildness of the disease, might
have proved very disastrous. Measles also prevailed to a great
extent in Chorlton-cum-Hardy in the early months of the year.
Mid especially in tlie month of April. Six cases of diphtheria
were reported, and of tliese 5 proved fatal. They were quite
unconnected one witli the other, the milk supply being from a
•iitlerent source in each c^ise. Dr. Railton devotes a fair portion

of his report to a consideration of the mortality at the varioas
age periods. Deaths of infants were at the rate of 9 per cent.,

which is slightly lower than in 1^5. All the deaths from diar-
rhoea occurred in children under 5 years of age. The general
death-rate was very low—12.0 per 1,000.

Kensington (Population, 173,500).

—

Honpitals of Asylums
Board: Notification of Disease: Disease in Jrost Offlee Officials.—
Dr. Dudliehi's annual reports may be regarded as exliauBtive
treatises on sanitarj' science, of which ho not only expounds the
theory, but relates the practice. His influence and interest are
widespread, and acting under his advice the vestry of St. Mary
Abbots, has become a real power in promoting imjirovements, and
in controlling sanitary legislation. Dr. Dudiield has always at-
tached the greatest importance to the work of the Aletropolitan
Asylums Board in connection with hospital accommodation, and
may justly claim cretlit for originating many useful features of its

present system. He for many years contended for the free ad-
mittance of aU infectious cases upon the application nf sanitary
officials or of registered practitioners, audit was mainly at his
instance also, that the plan of removing small-pox pa-
tients out of London was adopted, and that the hospitalr.

ships were instituted. His report for 18JS6, especially that
part which deals exclusively with the prevalence of zymotic
diseases in the district, shows that there was not a great
deal of epidemic sickness during the year. Measles, whoop-'
ing-cough, and diiUTlioea were the most fatal, but the number of
deaths in each instance was below the decennial average. Diph-
theria was the only one of these diseases which showed a mortality
in excess of the average. This increase. Dr. Dudfield tliinks, may
be apparent rather than real, and is possibly due to greater ac-
curacy iu diagnosis. The decline in the prevalence and fatality of
certain diseases is taken as evidence of the beneficial results of the
system of voluntary notification. The action of the postal au-
thorities in reference to the notification of several cases of scarlet
fever in the families of letter-carriers, etc., did not quite satisfy

Dr. Dudfield's requirements, information having been withheld,
until the senices of the disinfecting staff were called into requisi-
tion at the termination of the respective illnesses. The death-
rate for the whole parish was 15.9 per 1,(X10, comjiared (vith 15.5,

15.1, and 16.1, in the three preceding years, being 1.4 per 1,000
below the decennial average, and 4.0 below the metropolitan rate.

The infant mortality was lower than in some recent years, the
number of deaths under one year of age being 666, or I^A par
cent, of the total registered birtlis.

' ""

Chelsea (Population, 97,710).

—

Diphtheria: Typhus Feoer:
Conviction fur Careless Dispensing.—The number of deaths regis-
tered in this parish during 1886, including the tliree subdistricts,

was 1,909. The death-rate, therefore, was equal to 20.4 pier 1,000.:

No deaths were recorded from small-pox. and there were only 7
deaths from scarlet fever. Dr. Edward Seaton states, as a curious.

fact, that exactly the same number of scarlet fever deaths occuireJ.
in each of the two preceding years. Diphtheria caused 28 deatlis

—a high mortality, as compared with other urban districts. Dr.
Seaton's experience leads him to the conclusion that defective
house drainage has verj' little to do with the production of this

latter disease. " It is beyond question,'' says Dr. Seaton, " that
many outbreaks of diphtheria, like scarlet fever, have been traced
to milk, and it is also beyond doubt that in these cases the milk
has not become contaminated by human agency, or by a polluted
water supply. As in the case of scarlet fever, thereare facts which
point to a disease of the cow as the source of the mischief."
People are careless about measures of isolation and disinfection
in connection with diphtheria; but Dr. Seaton insists verj- strongly
on the need for treating the disease as one of an infectious cha-
racter. Some cases of tviihus fever occasioned considerable
anxiety, occurrmg as they did in a court occupied by poor people,
necessarily living under unfavourable sanitarj' conditions. 'The

utmost precautions were taken, and the patients removed to the
hospital, and Dr. Seaton procured the assistance of the guardians
an<l of other charitable societies in relieving cases of distress,

which would otherwise -Jiave fallen ready victims to the disease.

The new disinfecting station afforded valuable help, and its use-
fulness is becoming more generally recognised. One of the chief
events of the year was the successful prosecution of a chemist and
druggist for carelessness iu dispensing a medicine.

Poplar (Population: South district, 58,530; North district,

115,p00).

—

Prevalence of Measles and Diphtherin: Cuttiii^
.qjf,
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Water fl«>i./v.-Men8lo« wtts the only rymotie diacttse that v.as

^riZw'llroic chvriuK 188«. In ....ch aiyis.on the jl-aths ore

reix.rteJ to have l-«-n excessive. So privnlent ivns tlu-.l.sense

Kelou^h distriet .luring the month of Uecemher t hut Mr

CVnier caused a si.eeial iutpoction of houses to be made, with

thrvU of ascertaining if defective house sanitation were con-

trllmtinc to the fatolitT. The results, however, showed that

wh wa^s u>t the ca.0 l^enerally. Dr. Russell Talbot/s explana-

t on is. perhavs, more vrobaMe: that sufficient means for -solat on

were not avaiable. Mo death oceurred from s.nall-pox during the

vear. and only G cases were recorded. Biijlit heria and "-'P were& in 36 instances in I'oplar and 14 each .,. Bow and Bomle>^

Had BtoraRf of water, the presence of sewer gas in hou^fji^f t"

aultv .Iraliis and rtt tings, want ''f ^ter to closets, and deecte

or Blwent traps, were not infrec,uently found in connection Mth

°he Uses. In a fatal case at ilUlwall the susinc.ous connect on

of want of water and diphtheria was shown. The premises 1 ad

^n without water three days, the company having cut off tie

^ply to enable alteraUon/ to be made. Twen y-four de^a hs

ociir^ from enteric fever. If. in the north and 9 in the south

duS^ t'ue death, undoubtedly due to defective sanitary con-

d u"ns. was specially lamentalAe. the victim, he head of the

house h.i>-in^', on entering it nine months previously, expended

money freely with the ol.ject of securing a ^f.'^ltl'y
^ome

:
a

daughter, who sickened later on. nearly lost her hfe ^'^' „'^^3
\n Poplar were 1,04.3, and in Bow and Bromley 2,481, Diarrhoea

prevailed but little during the summer.

'health op English TowNS.-During the week emUng Satur-

day 18th February, 5,516 births and 3,7ti4 deaths were registered

^Ve t wenty-eigli ikrge Knglish towns, including London, which

h^ye an Mtimated population of 9,398,273 persons. The annual

^e of Ct^lity per^,000 persons living in these towns jyhich

hBA been 21.9 and 22.2 in the two preceding weeks declined

duriiStL week under notice to 20.9. The rates, in the several

tow^ ranged from 14.1 in Birkenliead, 14.2 in Sunderland.

anri5 4 In Bradford and in Cardiff, to 20 7 m Morw ch,

^8 in 'reston. 29.3 in Mancliester. and 29.4 in ^yo verhampton.

The mean death-rate in the twenty-seven provincia own« was

"1 o tier 1.000, and exceeded by 0.6 the rate recorded in London,

which was 20.6 per 1.000. The 3,764 deaths registered dimng the

week under notice in the twenty-eight towns >°=l«ded 405 which

were referred tto the principal zymotic diseases, against .W* and

Tgi in th" two preceding weJks: of these, 170 resulted from

whooping-cough, 61 from scarlet fever, 40 from '•fever (Pr'f;Pf"y
TnWc^.l^ from measles. 37 from small-pox. 3o from diphtheria

^4 from diarrhea. These 405 deaths were equal t;> «" a"""^'

rate of 2 2 per l.tXX); in London the zj-motic death-rate was

26 per l(m, while in the twenty-seven provincial towns

ft averaged only 2,0. among which it ranged from 0.2 m Bradford

^d 3 fn Hull, to 3.0 in Nottingham, 3.8 in Oldham, and 0^0 in

Sheffield. Meosles caused the Tiighest proportional fata ity n

Wolverhompon, Nottingham, and Plymouth ;
scarlet fever in

Halifax Oldham. I'resron. and Birkenhead; whooping-^ough lu

BriKhtnn. Salfonl and London; and "fever" in Nottingham and

Kch. The 3.5 deaths from dij.htheria
'V'of'H.r^rfa^t"

towns included 18 in London and 5 in Liver]>ool. Of the .37 fatal

?aIS o? small-nox recorded during the week V"d" "otice .0

occurred in ShetVield. 2 in Bristol, 2 in Leeds, 1 in London, 1 in

^t"^gham, and 1 in .Manchester. The M^''-"P"'''"V^J,Z ISth'
pitals , nntaino.1 6 small-pox patients "" S,aturday, Febman 8th

of which 1 had been admitted during the week. These hospitals

also contained 1,.3»5 scarlet f^'','^ Pf^t^ on ho ame da e

acainst numl*rs declining steadily from 2,000 to 1.45.i >n
<

tfeVTn preceding wc-ks; there were m admissions during the

week. The death-rate from diseases of the respirator,- organs

7n London was equal to 6.U per 1,000, and was sl.glitly

below the average.

Health of Scotch Towxs.-Tn the eight principal Scotch

towns^ 781 births an.l rm deaths were^registere, during t^ho

week ei ding Saturday, Febniurj- 18th. The annual rate of mor-

ZjSW "these toTS-ns. which had been 22.4 and 22.:, per 1,000

iTtL two preCKling weeks, was again 22.5 during t^e week

nJi nXrand ex^ceeded by 1..0 per l.OOMhe mean rate during

the same period in the twenty-eight large English t"^^"'- ™^
these Scotch towns, the lowest rates were reco'rded in Grco^^c^

and Leith, and the highest in Glasgow and I'ais ey. TheSbs

nt»« in these townslluring the week under notice included 62

which were referre<l to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to

Ii annual rate of 2.5 per l.tKKl. whVh slightly exceeded the mean

"v.." c death-rate . urii.g the week under notice in the largo

|.-> L' iVh towns. The highest zymotic rates were recorded in

; lusg; V, IV. 1, and Paisty. Tl.e highest proportional fat all y

f whooping-cougb occurred in Glasgow, and from measles in

Dundee. TlPo 13 Jeaths from diphtherm recorded i" these Scotch

towns included 6 in Glasgow aii<l 5 in Ediuburgh. The mortality

r^i dUellses\f the -spiral ory organs during the week^^^^^^^^

notice in these towns was equal to 6.5 per 1,000, against O.J

in London.
^

Hfalth of Irish TowNS.-During the week ending ?aturd^

F "ruary 18th. the deaths registered Tn the ---'7° l-^^^l^.tg"^

districts^ of Ireland were eciual to an """ «' ;"^'
.^"^^:fJ ^f

1 fXKI The lowest rates were recorded in Kilkenny and » exiora,

nTthe h ghest'in Limerick and Drogheda The death-rate from

?he principal zymotic diseases in these towns -y?^"!"' ^-l Per

1 (XXI and was highest in Belfast and >ewry. The 175 deaths

nSsiere il Dubfin during the week under notice were equal to

aifaunual rate of 25.9 per f.OOO, which showed |
°-^l-^j^^-^>°°

from the high rates in recent weeks. The 17o deaths mciuueu i»

frZ e pnncipal zymotic diseases (equal to an annual rate of

•' n^er l.SS" of ^^•hich 7 were referred to scariet fever 4 to

whrping-cough. 2 to •' fever," 2 to diarrhoea, 1 to measles, and 1

to diphtheria

REPUDIATION OP OVEKSKERS OKDEE BY A BOAED OF
G C AJiUlA-N O.

A CO..THV M.Ml,rH ^^^-^J^^:^^:^ „^ "L^Hen^aX 1^,^
sufferii.g f«>"

"'«V"^'y '"i^" The ope?a"ion Satisfactorily conch.rted, .the
rtiate amputation of '"""I'- /i f„, },pi,,... ^uc nor her husband were in a
inother of the child inforaertmc that neither MIC nor

a ••note"
position to P?.v (" a n'?f.''-»\"';\" 'vnion for ^vhich I^l t niedicnl officer)

from the parish authontiesot "« I- " "" t"^ ^> °'™ '
,,^ ,e of an overseer*

this v>as brought n.e tl'<^ ';•''""'«
"'n.auncr o tlVc ioard of Onardians

:^ f^r?^?^i:t1t!i'Hn^''niy '^«en7ate"Xi o,,,y ce.sed, owing to Uie

s:^"*rity of th'e injury, about ten. ays or a week a^^^^^
._^ ^^ ^^

I hear nothing from .the Board n ' « suWet' "" '

,^J ^^ ,„
Christnms, when I am '"''>>;"";''>"';

'd,nmndh>K the reason subsequently
attendance on tlio case, and on no dcn.aiimng

^^^ overseei

1:^:^'^^:^^^^:^^'^.^^^^^^'- toconarmit.- can the,

'^''C' Our corr^pondenfshould immediately take out a -^^'l' »«;^^

liable for the claim, and cannot dispute the legality of the same.

CUUTIFICATES OF SUCCESSFUL VACCINATION.

M.B.. CM. ^P-J.
:- --fi,:::^s^:;-S\Sffio!^^^r3

,

;;ii^?^on;sr^u;;Mng'.^s^j.;hec«^
country district, and children

";ff ' '^'•"'""J,,'';"^;^^^^^^ to hringing
from a distance of six or eight "''"•^„^^* ^^.Z' distttuce^iud\^ this time oT

the child back for
Jj'*?''"" ^"JiV; V\tovl"ec^^ o^^^^^^^^ of Vxpense to mj

tlievear) tad weather. *'™''"'^l^ ''';-,
"";}:„,i,,r the vaccination be success-

making a visit for the purpose /''
'f"";?

'
l^!';",,,„,,Vsecing the child, and

"-yk-.r:i:::-:i:^A^ >;'= =cchiat,o.i—^:^::t
i:ri^;^=ru:ey=:=:^^-;^/::;'^

Board wouKlloubttcss procure (or you thc.r memoraudum.

candidate to reply to every guesHon.

VTa meeting held on F.l.ruary lIHli, 18KH, the U igau Weclica.

'

?helcsTproduced scientific results of permanent value.
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:.Lir. MEDICAL NEWS.
-u MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacaneies are announced :

DIKMINGUAM GENKKAL HOSPITAL.-AssistantHouae-Surgeon. Applicar
tions by February 25th to the House Governor.

BRISTOL piSPENSAKY.—Surgeon. Applications by March 8th to E. Stock,
Jiaq.. -oi, (^ueen Square, Bristol.

CANCBK HOSPITAL. Bromrtnn.-Ee^strar. Salarv. £.TO per annum with
boarrt and resiilenie. .Ai.plieatinn.^ bv March lifh to the Secretary

CENTRAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL. Graj-'s Inn lioad W C -Two Assistant SurgeoTis. Applications by March 6th to the Secretary

'''^^i??.
"'^^ LUNATIC HOSPITAI..-As3i3tant Medic-al Officer. Salary

£100 per .annum, with board, etc. Applications by March loth to the Medi-
cal Superintendent.

DEWSBURY AND DISTniCT GENER.\L INFIRMARY. - Honse-Siir.'eon.
Salary £30. with board, etc. Applications bv March 6th to the Chairman
of the House Committee.

FKENCH HOSPITAL. Leicester Square—Resident Medical Officer. Salary
»*) per annum, nith board, etc. .\pplicatinns to the Secretary

LEICESTER INFIRMARY AND PBVRR HOUSB.^Assistant House-Surgeon
Salary. £jO, wirh board, etc. Applications by March 10th to the Secretary
2A, rnar Lane. Leicester.

''"'m?]^^! n« "^ COUNTY ASYLUM. Brecebridge. near Lincoln.-Assisiant
Medical Officer. Salary. £1.^0 per annum, with hoard, lodging, and washing
Applications by February 2.5th to J. W. Marsh, Esq., Supirintendent.

METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL, Kiiigsland Road. - Junior House-Surgeon.
^^lary. £40, with board, etc. -Applications by February 27th to the Secre-

MO0NTMELLICK UNION. Ooolrain Dispensary. Medical Officer. Salary
£11.:. per annum, and fees. Applications to Mr. P. Kelly, Honorary Secret
tary, Uerrydiiff, Mountrath. Election on March .ith "

OUBHTBRARD UNION.-Medical Officer, Oughterard Dispensary. Salary
£112 per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. Robert Mons, Honorary Sec^
retary, Dnimnaki II Lodge, Election on March 7th. -

OUGHTE^\RD UNION.-Medical Officer to the Workhouse. InBrmary. and
iever Hospital. Salary. £70 per annum. Applications to Mr. J. Gillmore
Clerk of Union. Election on March 7th.

'

ROXBURGH DISTRICT ASYLUM. Melrose.- Assistant Medical Officer

J h n
^" annum, with board and residence. Applications to Dr.

ST. GEORGE'S AND ST J.iMES'S DISPENSARY.-Physician. AppUcations
to S. L. Bunnett. t;o, king Street. Regent Street W l-i-uvjinuus

TAEBAT (ROSS-SHI KE).-Medical Officer. Salary, £11.5 per annum, .\ppli.
cations by February 2Rth to Finlay Monro. Esq., Rockfield-by-Fearn N B

''''^fi^^.^Ll? °/ GI-ASGOW.-Four Examiners in Medicine. Annual' fe'e,

cf,,ri r n 'iF'T"n*'"°^
^"^

^?'"';'A
="' «" ^^^ Secretary of the University

l/ourt, G. D. McLellan. Esq.. US. West George Street, Glasgow
WEST BROM^VICH DISTRICT HOSPITAL.-House-Surgeon. Salary- £80

Kn*"rbTr'b-l'i tr "'^W'^P'il'''''""'.",
''y F'^l"-"ary 3oth to William "Bache.

fcsq.. Churchill House. West Bromwich.
YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL.-Senior House-Surgeon. Salary. £100 perannum, with hoard, etc. Applications by March 1st to the Secretary
iORK DISPENSARY.- Three Resident Medical Officers. Salary £130 per

S"rjiorth!X't MiSfe^'ttYoS:
'^ro"-«°- "y F^b-^n^ ^^th^to

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
*'^?,l;>?i;P- ^^^'fy ^PP"V;ff '

''''*''i«"'' House-surgeon to the Brixton.Streatham, and Heme Hill Dispensary, Bice A. G. Peacock, L.K.C.P.
Al.lf.L.S., resigned,

• ^ -,

Caltobt, James. B.A., B..Sc.. M.D.Lond.. M.R.C.P.. M.R.C.S., appointed As-S London'^"
^^' ""'P"*' f°'' Diseases of the Chest/CUy

^"'"Z'vlIfmV.'.BT"!;'""'
^''"'''^' A^'i't^n' to the Birmingham BoroughAsyium. vice K. J. Fox., resigned. "

"^'li^io".h?i,'^'n'"'"? n-
'^•¥-

.H;P;''"'-
"Pix'intea Consulting Surgeon-Ocu-list to the Redland Branch of Clifton Dispensary .-

.

"'"''we.S.J'n-^'''-
'^f"-,^-«v ,H-V.,^ap„ointed Junior House-Surgeon to thewestern Dispensary, Marylebone Road, N.W.

''""'Nortirw^,''f
''^'^•T^^'1-.M-KCS., appointed Assistant-Physician to the

M? mh London Hospital. Kentish Town Hoad. ..,« T! Glover Lyon

*'""«?n^skJ^''N;nf/-n"^--'''''''''''r*'?,*;'''t"'^'
«'"«'' t° *l>e Silvermines Dis-

s„„r 17c ^'' ^""'"- ''""'^- "• '' """• L.K.Q.C.P.I.. resigned.

theVrl^n'h^H
«'"• ^^i-KC S.Kng.. anpointed Senior Hou?e-Surgcon to

Tripled
B<"-0"gh Hospital, v,u S.Hughes, M.B., C.M.Ed., MK.C.S.°

"^"mamor^fnanSMo"'*-
r--K-C.P.Lond., appointed House-Surgeon to the

M.a, rSignCi.
'"°"""'""' '•»fi™^'-.V and Dispensary, vicf: Donald Patsrson,

xliMeTnfp';^"'' ™.]?'f-
^V^^.^^-EST rocoCE,-At the half-yearly

<Sn °"/';^™'"-y l«tl'.. of tlie Brussel., Medical Graduates Asso-

ahand;o^»'r/'"''^' \'T'\'^^
Folke.stone, President, in the chair,

raS ,Tk
'""™'"^'*^'.1 "•^''re'.^ ^itl> a Rold repeating watch and™

Em™t P.
centre-piece and soup tureen, was presented to Dr.

1-i.rncstPocock, who has been honorary secretary of the asso-

ciation for nearly ten years. The presentation wa.9 made jointly
by Dr. Jeryis, the president, and Dr. I. Beresford Ryley, the
founder of the As.sociation, both of whom spoke in the wannest
and most cordial manner of the indefatigable energy and acumen
shown by Dr. Pocock in carrying out the work of the association
It was entirely owing to Dr. Poeock's effort.s that the Brussels'
degree had been (under the recent Medical Act) placed upon the'
Medical Register. Dr. Pocock suitably responded, and thanked
the association for their kind recognition of hia services. Dr
Bowles, F.E.C.P., of Folkestone, in replying to the toast of his
health, said that Indian medical students were at a great disad-
vantage in obtaining a degree in medicine, but that he hoped thiS'
was soon to be remedied. Among the other speakers were Dr
Danford Thomas, Dr. William Gavton, Dr. Nix, Dr. Barraclouph
and Dr. Orwin. ° '

The WoKKHOrSE iNFIBMAItY XUESING .^SSOCIATIO.V.—H.R.H
Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein, patroness of the Work-'
house Infirmarj- Xursiiig Association, has written to the com-
mittee: "If I have an opportunity, I will certainly urge the
claims of the Trained Nursing Association in workhouse infir-
maries. I know from personal e.xperience what good work it has
done." The eighth annual report of this association showed that
there haa been during the past year a steady increase in the
demand for nurses trained by the association. Sixty-three have
been appomted to twenty-two infirmaries. Seventy-three nurses
of whom fifty-four are in London and the remainder in the
countrv, are now at work. ' Four vacancies were filled during
the year at new infirmaries. Midwives from the association a^
at work at the infirmaries of St. Pancras, Camberwell, St. Luke's
(Holborn), Marylebone, Kensington, and Hampstead. The Board
of Guardians of St. George's-in-the-East have consented to fill the
vacancies which occur in their infirmary with trained nurses
under the super\asion of Miss Hughes, the 'matron appointed last
year. Miss Louisa Twming has promised a donation of £100
towards meeting the increased outlay of the association in car-
rying out the work it has set to itself—that of abolishing the old
system of pauper nursing, and replacing it by placing trained
ladies and nurses in all our infirmaries. It is encouraging to find
that fifteen boards of guardians subscribe to the society's funds.

Huntehian Society.—The following oflScers of the Hunterian
Society were elected at the annual general meeting on Februan'
8th for the ensuing twelve months :—Pr6s*'dfn^- R. Clement Lucas",

5,
J^'^<-'P'-<-sidents:'SiT. G. J. B. Stevens; Mr. G. B. Hicks;

iletcher Beach, M.D. ; Heinrich Port, M.D. Treasurer- H I
Fotherby M.D._ Trustees: ILL Fotherby, M.D. ; Mr. D. de Berdt
Hovell. iiAranan : Mr. T. Rowing Fendick. Ora/or; G. E Her-
man, M D. Secretaries: F. Charlewood Turner, M.D. ; Mr. John
loland. Counci/.- Messrs. S. H. -ippleford; T. E. Bowkett- P L
Burchell, M.B.

;
F. M. Corner; J. S. E. Cotman; H. Gen-is, M.D. •

Dundas Grant, Jl.D.
;
W. Rivington, M.S. ; Isaac Scarth, M.B. ; J.

H. Stowers, M.D.
; C. J. Symonds, M.S. ; R. G. Tatham. Auditors :

G. E. Herman M.B.
; Messrs. Waren Tay, T. Rowing Fendick. J. S.

E. Cotmnn. Library Sub-committee : Messrs. F. if. Cumer S H
Appleford, Walter Rivington, M.S. ; Heinrich Port, M.D. J S e"
Cotman. In our notice of the dinner of this Society last week, the
name of Buzzard was misprinted for that of Sir WUliara Blizard, of
the London Hospital, who in former years adorned the presiden-
tial chair, being the first president, and delivered the first
oration.

"^^^^.l^-}^ ^- ^^^^^ Memohtai, Prize.—The first triennial
prize of 2oO dollars, under the deed of trust of Mrs. W F Jenks
will be awarded to the autlior of the best essay on " The Diatmosis
and Treatment of E.xtra-Uterine Pregnancy." The pri2e is'' open
tor competition to the whole world, but the essay must be the
production of a single person, and must be written "in the English
langTiage, or if in a foreign language must be accompanied by an
English translation. All essays to be sent to the College of "Phy-
sician.? of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. U.S.A., addre.ssed to Ell-wood Wilson, M.D., before January 1st, 1889. Each essay must
be distinguisheil by a motto, and accompanied bv a sealed en-
velope bearing the same motto, and containing the "name and ad-
dress of the writer. The Committee T^-ill return unsuccessful
essays If reclaimed within one year. If the successful essay be
published, which the trustees have the power of doing, the distri-
bution of It IS to be entirely under the control of the trustee*
under the deed. If not published, it is to be the property of the
College of Physicians of Philadelphia,^,, ..-^ w.'^iiM :„ ..:.:^,.:.
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tlem.Xn l.e^.n ,ulmitte.l «« honorary rnvmber, of tins foc-ety :v-

Srr",.arew\'U\ London). Dr.. Mattl.rw. Duncan O^omlon). Da^ d

K^ri"r'(U.ndon>; Alex. Harvey ,
London*. Tl.oma. 1-;" ''''l'^rtrni.iu;.

i)r,„.p (Dinirwnll). Samnel Davidson (Wurllo),

Kk j\Sn 0;ru.rh!.::dt W.Uiam (Petorculter), Alex-

and.T Mdn^on Uinnff). Charles .^raith (Kmnairdy).

iiTFa-ll^«*i- TAX (ttuonY) Cup Ties.—Sec.on.l round: St. Mary s

,. Lon.U.. r^Lult^l in « ^vm for tho former by 1 try (10 po.ntB

aiid r nno,^ to V' minora Ci ,.Dints). The Ramo ^"^ ''1°^,^^'

i,.o^ .[n...l to the forn-artls. and the result somewhat un-

::^Sed Thrse^ilal tZ^i is played this week, the fm^ on

""TntrI-Hosi-itai. (Association) Ctrp.-PemOtimate round- St.

nithoro"^'s'n St!Mary-s, Tlayed ^n
^^^^^^^^J^^^ ^^^^^

in a draw, each side sconng one goal. ht. Ihomass i. uuj &

(holder^ Played on Kebru<5y 17th. resulted ,in, ^ wm for the

'S«oVCneni.'of tho University of Pavia/iias. just been

snSed by ministerial dJ-cree on the ground that he incited the

students to rebellion against his colleagu. s.

OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MEETINGS OF SOCTETraS !
DURING THE

NEXT W'EEK.

MONDAY

TTTBSDAY

WHDHBSDAY.

TH0BSDAY...

FBIDAY 9

-7 lUt l!l'

MOITDAV. ii i '
iiT 1.

«0»Ai Oot.«. ". S-orn>, o. E,v^..^ 4 .M^

';:,:: ,

!*j;::ll*T„"C»i3gloTl Condition, ot the Pupil, .mi Accmn-

mixlation. «, ^ e t?_'„ i

T A«T^^* q 'in T> V —Dr Omerod : Twf> Cases of r t\z<X-

M^eu. SogiKTV or I-okpo^. „'f„^^-„,,D- Ome_^
^^^ Unv,uU..l Krac.ur.-

of Arm (?1 Loose Bo<iio* in Ivi,«-joint. Mr. Black: Case of

Svpbiiii.. CasM ^vill also I* shown by Mr. Stephen Paget. Mr.

Pitta. Dr. Samuel 'ft'cst. ami others.

TDEHDAV.

^»^ coixi».^op ^^^^^^,':ji^^ii!-^r^v:^:^^s:^.T]i^^.
Yellow Fever.

?wo (»»" ..f l':xciMon of the Tui.ica Vaginahs. followed by

It^a rcare of the Hyrtrocele. Mr A. Marmaduke i'he.ld
:
A

rSeof Neelected Dislocation of the Humerus, foUowed by

Paralysis of the Nerves of the Hand and Forearm, treated by

Kxeidon of the Htoil of the Humerus.

WEnjreHDAV. ^-"'
„.

. „ _ c...».>.-^va ot- Kvf;i AVl> 4 'p.K.
—
'Professor naUer

lo^al andi>athologicilConditiqnao« the Pupil, and Accom-

modation. «,.,,.

x.~™,.,.T Ton C.rrerMTTio-f. Brompton. 4 p.M.^Dr. Theodore Williams

:

"'«»'"""'"
p^SogyandMo-len. Treatment of Bronchial Asthma.

THVRMDAV.
« n«. . »,-i- no Piiv<irnAS3 OF LoltDoN. ^ P.M.—Inspeetor-fleneral Lawson :

B<»lI..0oiXKor^oFP.n«ciA!«9OFLB_^^^.^^
IV. Epidemiological Aspects of

Cholera.

BoviL Hi-PICAl XKB CniRl-BolOii. SooiETT, 8.31 r.v.-Annual meeting.

PaIk^ M^^t-v, ^f:Hv«.bxe. 5 rj<.-Profes,or 0. Sim. Woolhcad, M.D,. on
rAKKHj

Milk-and Dlseaae.

«..,«.. SonrTT S30PM.-Mr. Mansell-Moullin: The Surgical Treatment of
HabvDa:* SoCICTT^i<^«^«-

^^^ ^^ , .^_.
^ ^^ ^,,, Functions of the Uvula an.l

Epitflotlis.

FRIDAY.
n/.».t rot-LRcr or SiB'iF.os.4 of Knolaxp. 4 p.m. - Professor Walter
BOTAI

Co^-^^fi^^^i^fnSivlton Jessop. F.K.C.S.: Lecture III. On the Physli^

lom^iu and ktholoKk3iil Condition, ot Oie Pui.il, and Accom-

modation, -r v-

.

T.—M« - "„*'., '"'
* ".„

W»*» t0K)0N llEnic.^CiiIRiBOiCAL SociKiY, 8 p.«.-Mr. Percy Dunn will
wan I^nHJS «En

.^_^, spcclinens. _ Mr. Roche Lynch wU show a

S l«imen of Cancer of Il.Klle. of t he Vertebnr^ Dr Kccles «.ll

Jve a.l.«nonsln.ti(mof MamaRf- Papers: Mr. Limn
:
On a

gucces.ful Ca.-.e of Oiphoroctomy. I>r; ''»'" Pamon-s: The

Treatment by 'Electrolysis ot Flbrol^. of the Uterus.

SATUBDAY....

10 10 AMlioval London Ophlhalmlc.-l.W p.m.; Gay]*

Ophthahnic S-partment); and KoyalWe.tu, niter pnhtbO-

r,2 ivv- Metropolitan Free; St. Mark's; Centr^ London
"
phthKlmk:- i,oy„i'^(>rtbop^ic; and Uo,pit*l for Womoi.-

! Vi p M • Chelsea Hospital for women.
, ,„ „.

olv St Mary's (Ophthalmic Departmeiit).-10.no A.M.:

KovalLondon fVthal'mic.-1.30 p «.: Guy's; S'- '.'prtho^

mew'. (Ophthalmic Department) ; St.Mary , :
«oy»lMertjrte-

IV,.; (inhtlialmi.- -2 P.M. : Westminster; St. Mark s ;
Central

? ^.5in Onhthalmic -2.30 p .M.; We.t London; CancerHospital,!

B^ompto^.'^" P.M •; sf. lhon,as's .Ophthalmic »^P»,rtn,ent)^

IoTm • National Orthorstaic.-lO.aO A.M. ;Koyai London)

OnlftMrnic -1
'

M. Mid<llesex.-1.30p.M.St. Bartholomew.,

St*^ Thomas's; I oval Westminster Ophthalmic.-? P.K^

limdon- University College; Westminster; Great ^ortiera'

C°eStS; Ce"nt7:iL?ndo„ ^PMh-'-'^i-^'l" ^eiert -sIH
Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Peter-.. J lo

^

ToM'a''M"?'noS'f"ndon Ophthalmie.-l P.M. : St. GeorRe".

-iiM PM St Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department):

«£kr'i;i^ri;rc^rr'i!™"d^rcer.;r^^

Tl
T"'

St Marv's (Ophthalmic Departroent).-10.»<) A.M.:.

Dei^rrlm7nt,VCenrra7 London Ophthalmic ; lioynl gouth

ffim Ophihalmio; East London Hospital for Cluldren.-

of« "ilUIrFree.-ro"io A.M. : Eoyal London Ophtialml^j-

1PM Khig's CoHege.-1..30 P.M.: St. Bartholomew^. ;
St.

Thaw's; ifoyal Westminster Ophthalmic.-2 P.M. :
Clianng

Crmondun; Middlesex; Koyal Free ; Central Londow

,

Oplithalmic.-2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital. Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

.
I'/

BIETHK, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
TStdiarcefor .mtrUn^ oMmxrmmt, nf Birth.. Hnrria^r,. nnd /te^ffcc is .It W.

BinTHfl.

Boi.-OnFehru»rylMU..>tMor.lu.nlllishop Devon, the wife ot Thcodor*

Bell M.B., B.Ch. (Univ. DuWini. of a dau^fhter.

oToiniri 1 -On January .'iOth. at Xecn.uch. Central India, the wife of Surgetm

D?"tI-6^nSl.M.D"AnnyMe<llcaISta(t. of a daughter. ;

» DBATH. ,', '.

Clltt»mi.-On rebroary lUh. at Rlvemldc. Cardaj, ^«i<>ri« Omce, InfM.t

daughter of Michael and Florence Greener.

CSARP.0 Ci,oss.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ;
Ob.tetric, Tu. F.. IJO; gUn.

O.".^^lL-k^ea^<iKsur^cS;rail^.l.30;Obst^^^^^^

in., l..tu, aye. iu. I. " • • n ,
. w s. 9.30; Consultations, M., -!.»>.

9.30 ; Klectncian, Tu. ».. ^^ ".^'V''"' ,,',:' nil
Operations. Tu.. 1.30; Ophthalmic Operation.. P., 9. „,,,.„,.;. jj Th., 3;

s °^-«-;vX"M"Th'''2T"'p: l*ii""x?ipt1a': °!itM^^
|il;^;.^|il;^f^r^?j;>.:^L:f; Children S^ ^^-^^^^^^^ \^^.

^"ih"-"?'" S^-^Kyf M Tulth^ R. -'re!' S. l^iD^' sun. W., 1.4.., S. 9.1»,

w'^Fs'^'^.^^FH.-Mid^arand^^^^^^^^^ daily. 1..30; Obstetric. Tu.F..3; Ky*

M t",2.30 ; Ear. M., 9 ; Skin. Ih., 1 ; Dental, W, b .. B.lo.
^

"l^TTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO "

CORRESPONDENTS.

CVmiiKSPOKnCTTa not «nswere<l are requested toJook t« the non«.

»poniU-nU o( tlie lollowing wee".
Tnm.»At oAinfOT wmO- AJnr

MA><l'SCBlPTa FOBWARPro TO THE OFFICK OF THIS JOUSKAl. OAJOiPT K'

CIRCI'M!rTA?«cra nK BFTIBXETI.
. „ . ^„ , .Mi_«rt to MecBcal OfBCBrt

j

Pum.ic Health DFPAnTMKKr.-'We '^'^^ ^^'y-^. 'Z^F^^^^^ Henort., faW* '

of Health if thoT «-ill. on forwarding thdr Annual and OUICT nepor.

u. with Duplicdtt Copia.
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aCBRtEg.

CiKIs hM^dase befbte him now (in advanced life) where a «imbl» toeHia.though satisfactory enough to empty the howel, leads to great acceleration

^U^,'«!l' "''fj?'"'?
"" '','"'""" '""irise of tfmprrature. What is the ex-

toe heart?
'"'*"'''*'' <'«• "iJ<'«tlon reverse the periitalsis and react Upon

Nationaip.Bpensary ?- A ' cheap" (possi'bly " nasty - al.o1 di.pensaVy ba.been opened at Tunbndge recently as the "Tunbrldge Branch" otthe above.

SPPPLV of MEBICISKS fob a ChABITABLK IK9TITUTI0M.A llEMBKR asks: What would be a fair .urn for a charitable institntion, con-taining sevdli adult female bods ajid one cot, to pav their medical officer forthe supply of medicines ? Professional services are 'given gratuitously. Tliecases admitted are non-contagious and snijacute ones. Kach patient pav-s 5t.a week towards her niaintenance.
f f j

J. .

AXSWERg'.

Db. a. has (ipiitted to forward his name or card.

T. L. L.—Dr. Albin Meunier's products for the treatment of pulmonary affec-Wons can he obtained at Roberts's, 76, New Bond Street. London. The generaldepot 18 at Pans, Pharmacie Vicario, 17, Boulevard Haussmann. .
•,

^VJ'-
(^infiel<l)---^nother point of view is that it is for the respective Colleges

to enforce their own by-laws in respect to titles, if thev wish to do so.Sut

totedalTthSiel
'"y"'*"' ^^omM be brought befori the properly consti-

'^^^y^-J>^'^ (^Av.-'KV).~'S:'m case described biv our'oprrMpondent ouehtalso to be referred in the first place toMr. East.
"'^ uf ,ifvnwpooaeai ougnt

r> r. T T, •.« T
Gl-yCEHINE AS AN iKJEXTtOjr. '

,

',

L»R. C.J. K. McLean neadon) writes, in reply to W. H. B., " I have given
^^l^H^-fT ^ ^""^"^ injection in a number of cases with very satisfac oryresults with a common glass syringe such as is used for urethral" injections."

"Li^i^'be"r
^'""•'^E state^ that glycerine is quite as effectual in stimu-latmg the rectum when it is diluted with an equal quantity (or more)

Mtton ;,I }Lr-f'}
•"'•

V'^*
K'.vcerine is no cSrc for habUual cSnsti-

rthi r^.?oL, 1 P '! t'\™"^<- a P<-ristaltic action of the lower bowel
i .If ' '"'.! \"'* '•"'•'nly 'If" n«t remove any cause existing higher
hf;„,i vV

i» the transverse or descending colon., the injection ,,£n e£ilybe^adewith a small indi.vrubber bottle, taking care to wash ,it out^d

n. t.^,^ T.
f"J-5RA'"^K of-Laroe Doses OF MoRPHisK.

riie?s^hc,,T'"'^r'"''T''''''' ''.•".•'^'' '!°^"'"y''f'"'''-pf'inewhich maybe
S^etl "? "''^.'^'•'', ""P""».v i" » O'lse of carx^inoma uteri. He his a

S,^.TvHw f'"-''" '""f
l^^^" '«>" f^ven since March last in doses ranging from

ministered forl'ifc'l
*"*7«l'''e"™ d^ily, The latter quantity haf been ad-

Seted ?bricL d.,ilv '"A
"•'''

Vl™ '"; ^\ '"'°'"' of a 1 in 5 solution being in-

),^!r S ,y- I*>'""f-' 'he last three weeks beneficial effects seem tohave ceased, as f.ar as rehevmg pain and obtaining sleep are concerned. Tendays since his patient made up her mind to give up the drug, as she seemed
^,ffe h'?

"'>..'^';"''ht from it. .Strange to'' say. she has not apmreiTtly

He St ftl ,Tt'*'.'"l"' ",!''
r'"'

'^ "°" "•'"'=• than she was two mont*^ s siicZ

s^ven hL ?
fhehashad one bad attack of morphinomania which histed

Thl?
'i^.V\rt"n"B four days of which administration was stopped. Before

v^^^?^"'^ '"V''"^"""''f''""' ""' '^"^ time she was suffering frSm incessantvomiting and very great prostration. The vomiting has now ceased and she

limnK b""-7
"" r"' ""!> ''^^P'^S "«"• ana tSking morrnouri^hme ?

mS^t e^ T '" '°""' '"'!.^ P^"- She is very mucTi emaciated, but hermind IS clear and memory good ; no diarrhtea. •

y It is difficult to fix with precision the degree of tolerance of opium.
Idiosyncrasy and habit vary greatly in their infiuence.

„ „ „ Trees for Towns.

sanYti^i,!
^ ^^ asks what kind of trees are niost, suiuble for tbwjis. both to»sanitary purposes and beauty.

""i-m lur

V The following is a list of trees and shrubs which have been found to do
best in smoky districts, furnished us by Miss Wilkinson, hon. landscape gar-dener to the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, S3, Lancaster Gate
i^lane rone of thd b*>«t. rr„.T^„.T— ttrM,.... , ' . ..Plane (one of th<< l)ost for London,
but does not thrive in north coun-
try towns)

Poplar-
^

pTars (very qni{* growing)

Ash
Maple
Sjrcamore
Silver birch
Lime (is often attacked by vermin)
Horse chestnut

,

Purple beech
• .^.e'Jk-vL

Tulip tree '

"

HUM been found by experience that for London planting planes, popIi«,

Ca^y':;;^;;:™"
""""'"" "'-^ -<',n--"g ^hruh, grow bet.e;

' •'::!''/.

Si,«eL of Winr«^^.??f 1^*"*^^^ ^^<^ Society for

8Crib"« Thec2,^w^uH V^ ^\"^'' ^^^ informed, conlhied tcs\^^\^Kj-ioers. lUe case would, however, probably come within the scope of th*

Willow (especially good for moist

Thorns of sorts
Laburnum '

Almond
DouMe chcrrj- \ ,

•' ''^ ^''^

Pig (prow3 well inLbndipn''tnd the
south) •

Mulberry-
Lilacs
Kouhtain ash • .1

Eidere of sorts
I Alder (gro.we in moist place^

p'^^raSiV^rMtsk^^^^
faquare. London, W., Honorary Secretary fwSS. ****''' Street, ?ortman

II -n- „ Constipation nrRiNo PregnanctMr W ILLiAM Prowse. in reply to " Rhnl.arh." whotik, for k-Vm^i^ , •
stipation in pregnancy, recommends the administration of 3rt>^it^

f"r o-ju-

Prnssian tincture of colocvnthnulr, fwith or wthT.iJl ""','""' "' *'"'

wine^lassful of water at bc,IMn," L "
a w^rk t l/'iL^ hi^''^" ^'L^habitual constipation. The dose should be Tariedacc^rdl^tntbe'"'.:'^ tfiJ'rength of the patient, and rare should be f.nken n<rt Jo^eMos^.n^^/'S'?to produce one solid evacuation, and not more

PTOrdose-suffl^Iettt

Dr. W. KAsbt write* : In reply to •• Rhubarb-."' I wouM idri». I.i™ U''»s.i —icara sagrada, twenty to thirt.y minims of th^ fluM eSract Sro o?rt?v.*^-*^a dav until a regular action is obtained. I cannot SBeaTloo^r„bK. .^fi'™^of glvcerine as an injection
; I We used It very rrSTentlr ofSSi ^itb""

""^

.hfu?S'^:f;h'a Virerpo^?uTTwa.fr tT^^B^'^T^^

°cum';'^^L'x"^o™iS''"'^*"'^^^'r""''^ " ^.".' «»*=^-^«--«. 0^-

n„ n 'A T, „.
G'ST'^COllOSICAI. PnAmcE. "• I'i -^1

Dr. da. Fraser (Totnes) thinks " Country Member"*<siiM finri f~,.
geon's combination chair, made by Mr W Ilarris Ll>Tb7t m,?? ?^? ' "f

'

Surnham, likely to suit
;
complete^£5 6s, in^k o^'iSiolIn^

''' ^'f''"""'*-

m XI T^ , „ , "
Biskra Pfsti-le. .

'
'

'

r^«T.^" ^"i' ^i''"^
Pustule (.Bulletm dc la Soci&e de BioUoie li^i -

' • . 10 Al.\.\ .,.. ...
. . I , -.n, .r, <

[

r T p M Tf
Taxes oN-'CiteAOES ATO HOKSE^. ''

~ ' '

J^^\ tC °'"' '""•"P.ondent refers to licence for carriage and man-servant, there is no exemption by reason of their being necessa?? t.,^™?-This is one of the hardships of the carriage taV as one o? th^ b^. J i h-^^iH^"
inhabited house duty is th\t full duty" s?harg'e5Vn°f house'wwfa^Vro^'sion IS carried on whereas two-thirds of the duty only ar" payablewWthere IS a shop. If he alludes to income tax. the expenses of hfs itrtalT
docfed V'^'V'^rilV"''-''

P™f"^i™al e.vpense, au.i as such SLrST:

. „ "PSEUnoMANIA."' .
'

'"

pltWo^C^"™^',';, ^yl''8..«l'« theft, may be a s'j&'ptom of taiii^.
^l^io !?f™ "','

''n
taken m conjunction with other symptoms, anHfi.whole condition and :,ll the circumstances of tho individual "case te Sika^

sanHy
" ^'"^ *"'°'' " ^^'''^' ^'™''' "™''i "^^ constitute to^

Pri'chard and others have described cases of so-called " moral insanitv "
^not

l^^^i'^l.l'.VZytZt'.-
'" "'^''^'^ l3r-gC.nusual to Uie pati^r.^'^s ^S^

....... .... . . -1 ij-ii >. U.
•

; orij {'. t- 1 no b- y,-. j.»

JTOTBS. lETTERS. ETC.
'

' IT O H
RECiPRocixr OF Practice. *= "• -

Dr. Kdwarh Drummond (Rome) writes : 1 very much doubt if any good is
likely to>rise (rona a petition to the Swiss Federal Government on the'Sub-
ject of permission being given to Eaglish medical men topraclise in.Switio^
land,

I.had a correspondence some years ago with til8 Swiss authorities at a time
when I thought of alternating my winter work In Rome with summer prac-
tice in the Engadine. Although influeutially supported by our own emhassy.
I found that, if I practised ia Switierland stjall, i»£»iuat be mi nai, -wbiabmy own dignity forb.ade. •

.
'

. ; x

I had a like difficulty about Homburg, where my name was not allowed to
appear in the A'uWiste, and where my right to practise was denied unless I
passed a "Sta.ats-E.xamen.' The late Lord Ampthill did his best to procure
me a special permission, but in vain, although the shrewd Teutons did not
disdain in advertising Uomburg to refor to my artdd^ oA the .baths, dlmite,
etc.

It is not sufficient to have oWained a Gcrm.>in degree. The Staats-EninUn
IS essential, and yet half the prosperity of Homburg is due to English money,
hnglish visitors would prefer an English physician, but he can only practise
under penalty. The German iihysician pri-iising in Bnglaud ran"cosily ob-
tain some «or» of diploma on easy torms from one of our own corporatjone.
and If he did not he would not bo likelv to be moleste.1.
The Italian law seems trt me the most equitable. No one can attend Italians

in Italy without 4 degree from aii ItaHkn university, but any me<lical man of
a foreign nationality can attend foreigners in Itnlj'. provided that he shoWs
himself to be legally qualilied to praotise iu his own country when caae.!
upon by the authorities. To this Is due the circumstance that whereas when
I came to Rome I was the fourth English physician, there are now eight or
nine. Still I feel sure the Italian law is the best solution of tb« difflcuMv.
toll migLt very wall be adopted at home. i.i^. „ <.-..,,,-,„-
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TaK Title of Db.

""i'ho'pi'iu i;[a U.:::^l"u;'a.a Memb«n vvill make a note of ;the law as laUl

4own by the CoUoKe iu tlair letter U> Dr. Grace.

SS™ ^^n^;^;i,i:^;:rf^^^m^ro??i!c^^^slt^J^{^o;s^
iJ'Ii^th.lio .em monthly rtw'ntffive in.titufion, in twrn Br>ch «em-

TaJrious hospitals.
Women- as Pharmacists.

M« IsinFi LA S Clark Keeb. herself a pharmaceutiral chemist, reeonimends

,^rmi^"'LM.'enpUn-mentforwomen.m a.i intcrcstiaf; paper o" "'ej"
>:

«^ m'^Mten^ for thb month. There are at present ten women ptormacuts

i^the rec^strvof the Pharmaeeutieal Society, of whom four are m J'"''""'.

?h.l^ inTnVlind and one in Wales : ot tlie others, some hold appointments

Inh" ."tTls'a^ <fS^u^ries,and one or two give private lessons ,n ph..r-

mftcy. _

»^, H and J I5r''iS".o°?ard''l.?™dTnrHo«t'-i?f;et. Lan^ham Place

^ES^on write We^otTce in the JofRNAL^f February ISth an Ulu.trateei

»rtWe fV^m Mr Kichard Davy, of the Westminster Hospital m the last^para-

^raoh of whiSIhe states "that until lately no reRard has been given to the

Sl^nr.iln^ an invalid "we mav beg le.ive to mention, as must be know;n to

mSrot you? reXn,, that f?;t^,el!;st fifty years our invalid's cot carnages

We V^ used for that purpose, and with such gratifying results tfiat not

SSe siVe complaint of a*^ Injury done to an invalid during ransit has been

miulc among t\ie thousands wetrnve moved to all parts of tngUnd. Ireland,

^?,;rc;lrS"a^eXVe'?"hrIS:-r,'iUge of conveying an invi^id from
^^^^^

S^^ng^hrpatien? out, and transferring him to a railway carnage or guard s

van, wherefie runs a great risk of taking cold and being mucbsUken

We mav also mention tliat we never have any 'ncon%cnu-nLe with the riu

way c^paniM : on the other hand, they facilitate our object by even » ow-

w onrcarriaM to be Dlacetl in the middle of a train to lessen the little

,Krortl7at^mayen?'ieTlnit as we have special means of strapping our

carrtagi to the Truck, in addition to their arrangements, sucfi vibration is re-

''Te^ha^^bil've™^•greate.t pleasure in .howing and describing our c«-

•rl>S« to Mr Rlchard'Saty or any other medical gent eman i°'J«f^
n tl.e

«h?ect of the removal of Invalids, and we are sure that wo sliall conMucc

ThimtlmtourmXof removal supersedes all others, and will eontmue to

merit the patronage hitherto bestowed on us by the profession.

IDI0S1-XCKA.?T TO QUINISE.
I 1 .J „„

H G H. write: A patient who cnnsnlted me the o her day after I'l^^r^''-

scribed for him Slid' lenly asked me if I had ordered him " qmnine In any

f^or other, and on iifforming him that I h^i not. I asked him the r^son.

••Why' well," be eaid. "I really cannot take it. I ha>e tried it. several

»lm;Si and everv time it produces the same eticcf." namely, intolerable itch-

n?all over the^bodv't^ut more pariirulariy the hands, hetween the fingers.

whWilnlMforaN.ut two<,r three hours. The first time he tned it wa.

Ttou I "e y^™ ago. with the wme result then a, now. and every time tfia

betakes I (unaware;, of course, as lie will otherwise not take it upon anv

',^!^.nT)heCThis'^o,t fearful itching of -'''* '^
^Te'ad"? i;ave" no

:Z\Srmen1ion'e?''^'fVSiam"toir;'a"do;eor\wt;itr^^^
7S>m"'nTn7rwth.omXuor "rsenicalis.a, a preventive to this mo,.

InSliTeltcMng; but nothing would induce him to try it, although he said

he wishe.1 »o much to be able to take quinine.

COMMUNICATIONS. LETTBHS, et«., have been received from:

J Walters M.D., Reigate ; Dr. Longford. London; Surgeon H. O. Wyatt.

Curragb Camp ; Messrs. Ingram and Royle. London ; l)r. O. Coleman, Sur-

biton • Dr. Webb. NeulUy-sur-Seine ; Miw F. Wilkinson, London
;
Mr. «.

H. Jo'hnBtott. Bungav; Mr. J. M. Balfour, Moniaivc ;
Mr. S. J. Llller,

Ix-iee«t<r ; Mr. T. J. Verrall. Drighton : Dr. A. M. Bdge. Mam heJ'er: Mr. H.

WilliAms, Uverpo.,1; Dr. J. Wight, Aberdeen; J. Ferguson. M.D, Perth ;

T H T PuUin, M.B., Sidmouth; Dr. F,dwarde«, London j Mr. A. W. Mayo

Hob«.n, Leeds; Mr. A. Durey. Paris; The Secretary of the Income T«
Repaj-ment Agency. London; Messrs. Pally. Kelly and Co.. Re.lruth

;
Mr. M.

Sharm.in, Leicester; Mr. W. K. Bridge.. Purandhee. near I'oona; Mr. II. ^ .

Kolly. Loodon; Dr. D. A. Fr.wx, Totne. ; Mr. W. Ikrr,-. Wigan; Our

Swi« Corrwpondeat ; Vesical CalculM! Mr. J. Q. Border. OatdlS
;
Mr. T.

S. Kllis. Gloucester; Dr. D. A. C. Hood. London Mr. J. "• T^;"--.J^^"

llngborough ; Dr. P. Trc«ilian. Kbbw Vale ;
Mr. M.

"""f
•«'"""'•'> •!''•/•

K. Spender. Bath ; The Dir^tor-Qeneral of the A™y ""^^ -',»^«>»;,""t2*-

London; Dr. W. Sedgwick Saunders. London; Dr. Mlckle London
;
Mr.

Davlea, Sherborne; Mr. W. Duncan, Bristol; Our Glasgow Correspondent

,

Dr. Andrew Currle. Sydney ; Dr. T. Oliver, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ;
Brl^de-

Surgeon li. P. Ferguson, Shorn,:Iirfo ;
Dr. N'^'"""'" '^"'•' L™''''"

' "f;/^-

Dowllng, Tipperary; Mr. A. F. Hawkins. Birmingham; Mr. 0. Mahom«i,

Bournemouth; Dr. Railton, Manchester; Dr. S. D. Chippingdale London :

Me" "s Slack and Brownlow, Manchester; Mr. A. E. WilmoU Burnham;

The Honorary Secretary of the Jamaica Branch of the B"|-h Medical Asso-

ciation, Kingston; Mr.T. H. S. Pullin, Sldmoutlr; Dr P. de IHvilland HaU.

London ; Dr J. Kogers, London ; Mr. A. Evans, West Bromwich ;
Mr T. J.

Gallwev Newcastle'; Mr. S. M. Dyer, London; Mr. W. P. Feltham. Newry;

Mr C."f. Holier, Bilston ; Dr. R. Barnes, London; The Secretary of the

British Guiana Branch of the British Medical Association Georgetown ;T.

D. Oreenlees, M.B., Stone ; Dr. Apostoli. Paris ; Mr. J. J. H. Jackman, Dun-

more East; Dr. J. W. Moore, Dublin; Dr. W. Sykes, Mexborough
;

Mr.

Holland, London ; A Member of the British Medical Association, Tunbndge;

Dr, Beaven Itake, Trini.lad ; Mr. B. White Wallis, London; Mr^J T. Neech,

Oswestry ; Mr. H. Clement Luc^s, London ; Mr. S. Wliite. Sbefheld
;
Mr K.

Stock. London; Dr. Robertson. Ventnor ; Messrs. H. and J- Kead.ng London;

Mr. W. H. Powell, Boss ; Mr. W. D. Moore, Cardiff ; Dr. E. Markhan, Sker-

ritt, Clifton; Dr. H. A. Gor.lon, London; The Secretary of the British

Medical Temperance Association, London; Dr. C. Hailes, Clifton
;

Dr.

Ritchie. Saltburn-bythe-Sea ; Dr. F. C. Turner. London ;
Dr. W. l

.

laslam,

Birmingham ; Mr. F. J. Dixon, West Bournemouth ; Dr. Greenwood, ,un..

London; Dr. R. Paramore, London; The Proprietors of the Cr^;.A^, London;

Mr Francis Hawkins, London; Old Subscriber; Mr. T. W. Hannatord.

London; Mr. B. Davies, Petersfield ; A. Gray. M.B., Dalton-m-Furness; Mr.

W. H. Greening, London; Mr. G. P. C. Masterman, Stourport ;
Messrs.!.

Noakes and Son, London ; Mr. W. Smith. London ; Mr. M. Greener. Canliff;

Mr. F. A, Southam, Manchester ; The Honorary Secretaries of the ^otting-

ham Medlco-Chirurgical Society; Surgeon M- W. Kerin, Cork ;
Mr. J^V ,

Orr Wellingborough; The Secretary of tlie Cancer Hospital. Bro™Pt«n •

Mr. E.N. Close, Streatham ; Dr. M. C. Furnell. The Riviera; Mr. J. W.

Macalister. London; Dr. E. Llveing. London; Dr. R. Haygard H" ': The

Equitable Telephone Association. London ; Dr. Tatham, Salford ;
Dr. I. 1.

Duncan. Croydon; Mr. K. D. Young. London; Mr. W. W Patterson Lon-

don; Mr. K. 0. Barnes, London; Dr. A. W. Orwnn, London; Mr. A. Am-

brose, Buckhurst Hill ; Mr. E. S. Reynolds, Manchester ;
Mr. W S. Low.

London; The Secretary of the Volunteer Me^lical Association. London

;

Messrs. H. Sell and Co.. London; T. Bell, M.B., Morchard Bishop; Mr Dean

Manchester; The Editor of the Uverpool Journal ^f '^;™'""f% p'' "„^-

Hamilton, Liverpool; Mr. B. H.Carter. Chelmsford; Mr. F. F.German,

Seaford ; Mr. E. Trimmer. London ; Dr. Wallace, Greenock ;
The Librarian

of the Societe MBdioo-Chirurglcal de LiSge, Li^ge
;
etc.

BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVKD.

Tmnsactions ot the College of Physicians Philadelphia. 3rd series. Vol. ix.

Philadelphia ; P. Blakiston, Son and Oo. I»li7.

Transactions of the Academy of Medicine m Irdaud Vol.- Edited l.y

SiiuX.TSland'ctx. ^^.linb^urghr Maciachian and Stewart, im,.
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Seven lines and under
Each additional line
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A page
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When a series of insert^ions of the same advertisement is ordered, a <3i»«iuntU

nmdeon thcXve scale in tho following proportions, beyond which no reduction
|

can be allowed. ,
, ., . inner cent
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^ ••

. ... 30 ...
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at Uie West Central Pos^Office. Higb Holbom. Small amounts may oe p»
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REMARKS
ON

ALBTJMIIVURIA A FREQUENT RESULT
OF SEWAGE POISONING. lis's^aQ.

By GEORGE JOHNSON. M.D., F.B,.S., ,,.„,,n,,i'

Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine ; Consulting Physician topTlng's

College Hospital.

It is notorinns that a great variety of diseases may result from

drifiin poisons. With onr present system of drainage a town sewer

may contain, not only excremental matter in various stages of de-

composition, but with this may be combined the specific contagia

of such communicable diseases as cholera, typhoid, scarlet fever,

erysipelas, diphtheria, etc. That typhoid fever, some forms of

diarrhoea and dysentery, diphtheria and various forms of sore

throat, not presenting the specific characters of diphtheria, may
result from defective drainage is a matter of daily observation.

I have seen several cases of profuse purulent discharge from the

inflamed mucous membrane of the fauces demonstrably the result

df septic sewer poisoning. In other cases, with less apparent in-

flammation of the mucous membrane, the lymphatics beneath the

jaw have become swollen and painful, and in one case this re-

sulted in an abscess.

Pl«>Uro-pneumonia is another form of acute disease which not
rarely may be traced to the same cause. I have seen many in-

stances of this. Last summer 1 was asked by a friend to see his

groom in a mews at the West End of London. The young man
Bad been in good health until the day before, when, without pre-

vious exposure to cold, he Was seized with a rigor. I found him
with a temperatiin? of 104°, the piilse and breathing were rapid,

and he had pain in the right side of the chest. Although the
physical signs had not then become developed, I felt sure that the
disease would prove to be pleuro-pneumonia, and I at once sent
him to the nearest hospital, St. George's, where, under the care of

Dr. Whipham, the disease took the usual course, and ended in a

speedy and complete convalescence. He had come up from the
country with the rest of his masters establishment a fortnight

before, and had slept in a room close by a filthy untrapped closet.

Looking upon this as the septic source of his disease, I had a

double reason for insisting upon his prompt removal to the hos-
pital ; first, that he might have better attendance; and, secondly,
that he might escape from the poisonous atmosphere in which his

disease had been contracted.
The coachman, who had come up at the same time, and who

occupied an adjoining room, after feeling uhwell'for some:days,

got an absce,ss in one eyelid. " ' '
•

The coachman's mother, who was acting as houspkeeperand
nurse, immediately after the removal of the groom, had a rigor,

followed by severe pain in the limbs ; temperature, 102°. 1 sent

her at once into King's College Hospital, where, in a few days, the
pain (x\ased, the temperature becnnie normal, and she was con-

Tftlc-scent.

There can, I think, be noquestioii that these three distinct forms

of illness, occurring within a few days of each other, were the re-

sult of septicemia, from the one common source of drain poison-

ing; and the master, on being informed of the insanitarj- condition

of the premises occupied by nis sers-ants, at once gave orders for

tjie defective drainage to be made good.

In addition to other forms of disease, the result of drain poison-

ing, I have met with a number of cases of a/hunn'm/nn yhich have

feeen clearly traceable to that cause, and the main object of this

fomnjunicft'tion is to direct attention to the fact that amongst the

^aay causes pt blood contamination and consequent albuminuria,

pewage poisonirig is a by no means infrequent one.

7'he o<-curreni-e of a case of tyjihoid or diphtheria in a house

irould, as a matter of course, excite attention to the drainage and

ihe water and milk supply, I am anxious to show that, in the

;&bsence of other probable excitiu" catvies of allniminuria, the jios^

fiibility of sewer poisoning should be constantly borne in mmd.
5i is Deeiiless to insist upoh_ the practical importance of discover-

ing ,tj)e,e?ceiting qause of; _a , disease, and thereby enabling the

patient to avoid cdntin^ied PxpOstire to the morbific agencv.
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Cask i.—The following typical case was seen by rae with Mr.

Galton, of Brixton, and Dr. Langford, of East End, Finchlej-, on

January .3rd, 1887. Mr. L. H., aged ¥1 had been ailing on and off

since .Vugust, 1886, but he had l)een worse during the last month.
There had been soreness of the throat and neck, with occarfonal

rigor and a temperature of 102.°. A week before my visit the

unne had been tested and found highly albuminous. It wae now-

turbid with urates ; specific gra-vity 10.30 ; contained (as ascer-

tained by Esbach's method) 7 grammes per litre of albumen, and'

when cleared by warmth many small hyaline easts, -with some
epithelial and leucocyte casts, were seen.' The urine was scanty,

the pulse full and throbbing; no oedema. The patient was of
temperate habits, he had not been exposed to cold, and in the

absence of other apparent exciting cause I expressed my convic-

tion that drain poisoning had been the cause of the sore-throat,

occasional rigors, and albuminuria. On subsequent inquiry, it'

was found that sewer gases had been escaping into his house from

two untrapped waste pipes, one connected with a washing basin

in a lavatory, the other with a bath, and both going direct into

the drain. At the time of ray visit the patient was staying at %he

house of a relative, and he 'remained there until_ he recovered.

He was treated in the usual way by rest in bed, milk diet, warm
baths, and purgatives. In abou't a week the albumen began to

decrease; in three weeks it had entirely disappeared, and it has

not recurred, I saw him in May last year and in January' of the

present year, with Mr. Galton, for another complaint, and on each

occasion the urine was found to be quite normal. •. - •
It is higMy probable that if the cause of this man's illne* 'had'

not been discovered and removed, continued exposure tff the

sewer poison would have resulted in an incurable disorganisation

of the kidneys, as it had done .in several cases that have <^ome

under my observation. '

,.

I will 'now give an outline sketch of three of these cases, omit-

ting dates and details, the publication of which might giVe pain

to fhe relations and others connected with the cases;

Case ii.—A national schoolmaster consulted me at my house.

He had been out of health for a year. For six month-s the urine

had been blood-tinged. Now spe'cific gra-s-ity 1010, slightly Wtiod-

tinged, albumen 3 grammes per litre, many epithelial casts, and

some blood-tinged." There was a double aortic murmur at the

base and a single systolic mitral at the apex. A modified 'col-

lapsing pulse (see Chapter xxxv of my Mftf^faJ L<'cfwe*' and

Efsay^ "On the diagnasis of co-existing aortic 'arid mitral

incompetence "I. The legs were, oedematouS: there- ' was

much dvspnoea: he was pale and emaciated, and hope-

lessly ill, It is probable that the double Valvular disease

was' a result of uremic endocarditis. He was living in the

basement of a schoolhouse, where there was conclusive evi-

dence of a blocked drain in the fact that after a rainfall the area

was always flooded. His wife had suffered from dysentprv soon

after they entered the house four years tiefore, and ofteii since

from diarrhrea. The doctor who at'tended her foi" the dyseritery

said they ought not to remain in the ill-drained bouse. I «*5*e to

the clergs-man who sent him to me, and expressed my conviction

that the illness of his schoolmaster was caused by the insanitarj'

condition of the schoolhouse. The poor man was a total abstainer,

and had been exposed to no 'other probaWe etbiting cMi* of

disease. •, ,

Case iir.—Mr. W., aged .3.^, had ehjoyed umnteirupted ^od
health until, two vears before I saw him fin December. 1887*. he

went to live in a'recentlv built house a few miles from London.

From that time he began to suffer from disorder of the stomach

and bowels, with almost constant diarrho-a. On two occasions, in

IS.'^G and 1887, while he was nwny in Scotland for three weeks,

these troublesome symptoms entirely pa.ssed away, but flieV re-

appeared \vithin a fe'w days after his return home. Six we(<ks be-

fore rav ^•isit general dropsv appeared, and then the urine, n'hich

had not before been examined, was found to contain a large

amount of albumen. It was of the rather light coloiir indicative

of chronic disease, sjieciflc graiity 1020. and contained fifteen

grammes of albumen per litre—the largest amount I have ever

found. It deposited a cloudy sediment containing numerous

bvaline and oily ca.sts, with scattere<1 oily cells. In the

absence of other probable exciting cause of the renal dis-

ease. I inquired about the drainage. There werP two clbsets in

the small house—one on the ground floor, the other oi\ the first

floor" near tlTe pafipnf's'~hedroom_.,-.The patient's wife ha(? occa-

sionally noticed a bad smell, and a 'friend who often Tisitedthem

bad complained of an unpleasant ' earthy smell " whenever he
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• nterwl tlix liouse. A ciiie of typUoid fmrj: had recently occurr«d

no the premises. 1 expressed a decided opiiuon that a drain

l>oi60n was the cause ot the rtninl disease, and advised that the

, ondilion of the drainage shouUl be thoroughly investigated.

I have since lenmt from the genlleiuan whom I met in consul-

lation, and from the patient's wife, that after my visit the

Irftinage was examined, with the following result. Peppermint

water ha\-ing been poured into the upstairs closet was at once

<l«itected by its odour in the hall : and beneath the hall floor

there was "found a defective joint in the soil pipe from the closet,

so that sewajjo had escsped into the earth uix)u which the floor

nt the hall rested. The sitting room, which was generally occu-

died by the patient and his wife—they ha\e no children—opened

into the smalt hall. Here then is the explanation of the " earthy

smell" wliich had often been noticed; and I have no doubt that

the chronic diarrhcea and the albuminuria were directly due to

the same cause. The fact that the health of the patient's wife,

who had been even more continuously exposed to the same poison,

had not apparently suffered, is quite consistent with this ex-

planation of the husband's illness. We have frequent opportunities

of observing that out of a number of persons exposed to the same

laorbiAc agency, only a small proportion become seriously

ill. Additional evidence that the diarrhcea was excited by the

sewer poison is afforded by the fact that this symptom, wliich

had continued until the time of my visit, and for some days after-

wards, ceased almost immediately after he left home to stay with

ft friend for five weeks. The defective drainage was made good

during his absence, and during the fortnight since his return

home there has been no return of the diarrhoea. His general

condition, too, is reported to luive improved, and the albumen has

diminished by one-third.

Case iv.—Miss B., aged 35, had been more or less ill since she

bad undertaken the management of a countrj' hotel six months

before I saw her. During the last six weeks the urine, which had

not before been examined, was found to be blood-tinged. At the

time of my visit the urine was brightly blood-tinged, specific

gravity 1012, contained albumen (8 grammes per litre), anddeposited

granular and hyaline casts and oily cells. The secretion was
very scanty. Tlie patient was very pallid and feeble ; there was i

frequent vomiting ; temperature 102^ : much dyspncea, wdth a

mpid and feeble pulse. The prognosis was most unfavourable.

When I saw her a second time three days later, the symptoms were
worse ; there was almost complete suppression of unne, and she

died on the following day.
This lady was in good health when she took up her residence in

the hotel. The drainage was found to be bad, and the drains were
cipened and repaired wnile she remained in the house. I have no
doubt that the illness, which commenced soon after, and which
culminated in fatal degeneration of the kidney, was the result of

{irain poisoning.

The medical attendant who sent me the account of the defective

drainage which was discovered in connection with Case 3, ended
his report by saying :

" 1 very much doubt whether the profession

»t large is sufficiently alive to this subtle cause of albuminuria."

It is hoped that the publication of these illustrative cases may
s*rve to oirect more general attention to this frequent, though
often unsuspected, source of renal disease.

In connection with this subject, it is not without interest to

remark the t amongst the numerous diseases which may result

from defective drainage and consequent sewage poi.soning, diph-
t.iieria is, in a very large proportion of coses, associated with
Hlhiuninuria, a fact which Dr. Wade was the first to make known.
The history of such cases as have been here briefly recorded

serves to illustrate a principle which cannot be too much in.sisted

ufion, namely, that tne treatment of symptoms by drug.M forma
hut a small part of the art of healing, and that one of the main
objects of rational medicine ia to trace disease to its cause. What
n melancholy exhibition of unscientific impotence is the attempt
to arrest by opiates and other astringents n diarrhoea, tlie result of

perpetually inhaling a septic drain i>oison I

It can scarcely be doubted that the diarrhoea and the albumi-
nnriahaving such an origin are the result of a physiologicol effort

liy the bowel and the kidney to eject the poison and its noxious
products from the system: and it is obvious that an essential con-
(li'ion of successful treatment in such cases is the discovery and
removal, or avoidance, of the exciting cause of the symptoms.

Si. Thomas's Hospital was visited by the Queen of Sweden on
Tuesday last.

LECTURES

SUPPUHATION AND SEP;riC DI^^A^P^,
Delivered at the Rpyal QalUge of Surgeons, Febrijffrt/. 1SS8.

By W. WATSox CHEYXE, F.E.C.S.,

Hunterian Professor i Surgeon to King's CoUeRO hospital, and to tho

PacWlngton Greon Children's HosplUl; Examiuer In Surgery

at the Univorslty of Edinburgh.

,. . LECIUaE II.

We have thusfound that these pyogenic cocci are constantly present

in suppurative affections ; that they can cause suppuration both

in animals and in man, as evidenced by experiments, and also by

the microscopical observation of the changes which occur at the

seat of infection ; and, farther, that true acute suppuration docs

not occur naturally when these organisms are absent. It would

therefore appear as if, with the discoverj- of the pyogenic, orga^-:

isms, the etiology of acute .suppurative affections was satisfac-,

torily settled. This, howevei-, is hardly the case, for thefollowiogi

considerations, among others, render it evident that in most ca-ies,

other factors in addition to the micro-organiiims must come into,

play. Thus we find a great variety of morbid processes caused by

the same organisms. ,
The staphylococcus pyogenes aureus can set,

up a superficial inflammation of the skin, a boil, an abscess, acute

ulcerative. endocarditis,, or even pyaemia; and the streptococcus

pyogenes causes sometimes phlegmonous inflammation, sometimes

peritonitis, sometimes puerperal fever, and sometimes pyaemia.

Then, again, we have the fact. On which I have not as yet dwelt,

that, in order to produce these suppurative affections in animals,,

various conditions, such as the injection of large numbers of thp

micro-organisms, are essential.

That these organisms are not of themselves able in most cases,

j
to set up these suppurative diseases is eyidtnt also from the fact;

that they are frequently present in the blqod without produciw

any suppurative affections. Thus Ogston states that in cases c^

septioEmia in man the micrococci are pre.«'nt in the blood, and

are excreted in a living state in the urine, and he makes, no

mention of the occurrence of secondary accesses. Ogston

»

statemejit has been confirmed by von Eiselsberg, who exa-

mined the blood of almost all cases in BUlj-oth's clinique who
were suffering from septic fever, and -was ablo to demoftr.

strate the presence of staphylococci and streptococci, mostf

frequently of staphylococcus pyogenes albus, in the blood {.

find yet apparently no abscesses formed. In the case of acute

osteo-myehtis also Garr^ias found the pyogenic staphylococci in

the blood, although the patients did not suffer from abscesses in

more than one situation. In connection with acute osteo-myelitis,

perhaps the most interesting observations as showing that these

organisms may exist in the blood without doing any harm ara

those in which children have been born suffering from this disease

while the mothers, tlirough whose blood only the organisms could,

have corae, have apparently been in good health. As an exampW
of this I may mention a case published by Rosenbach in a paper

on acute osteo-myelitis.

E. A., aged .30, was delivered of her fifth child in June, 1S58:

slie had been married ten years, and all her other children were

living and healthy when born; she 'vvas not aware of havinjj

suffei-ed any fright or injur\' to account for the disease in the

child's leg. The latter, a full-grown hoy, was born dead at full

time, ond had apparently been alive quite recently. Attention

was at once drawn to the "right leg, which was swollen and Showed

distinct fluctuation both in front and behitid. Immediately below

the patella there was a bulla on the skin; the whole leg had a

marked erj'sipelatous character, and on making an incision a larg"

quantity of pus -was evacuated, and -it was then found that the

greater portion of the soft parts of the leg was destroyed, and that

there was scarcely any muscular substance to be seen. Further

investigation showed that almost the whole of the periosteum of

the tibia was detached and the bone was in a state of necrosis.

At the lower part a small portion of the periosteum was in,'

flamed, but still adhering to the bone ; at the upper part the

epiphysis of the tibia was almost entirely separated from tnp
"

'

' '

[81*1,
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shaft, and was only connected with it by a few membranous
threads.

Then we have a very interesting paper by Escherich on the
presence of pyogenic cocci in the milk of women suffering from
puerperal fever. In a considerable number of these cases he
demonstrated the presence of the same pyogenic cocci in the milk
from both breasts, and in these cases there was every reason to

believe that the organisms had reached the milk from the blood;
more especially there was an entire absence of any disease or

ulceration of the nipple ; and yet in these cases there were appar-
ently no abscesses either in the mamma or elsewhere. Escherich's
obsers'ations liave been confirmed by Longard, and both of these
investigators have made experiments on animals which had just

brought forth young, which show that very shortly after the
injection of these organisms into the blood they appear in the
milk.
These pyogenic cocci have also been found in the blood in

various febrile diseases, and not necessarily in association with
suppuration. Thus, in scarlet fever Loeffler found the strepto-
coccus pyogenes, or an organism indistinguishable from it, in the
diphtheritic membrane in cases of scarlatinal sore-throat, and he
observed that in some cases these organisms penetrated from the
surface into the body. Frankel and Freudenberg have also

investigated the organisms of scarlet fever, and have found that
the streptococcus pyogenes is present in the blood in a consider-
able number of cases, without, however, apparently giving rise to
any suppurative or septic affections.

I need not go into further details to show that these micro-
organisms do not necessarily of themselves set up suppuration
and septic diseases when present in the body : in the following
considerations sufficient e^dence of this will be brought forv\-ard.

CoNBiTioxs Necessahy fob Infection.
The conditions which are necessarj- to enable these organisms to

live and act in the body may be considered according as they chiefly
affect the body, or according as they chiefly affect the microbe.
We have also some conditions—such as temperature, season of the
year, locality, moisture, etc.—which must be grouped under a
third heading ; for, with regard to these, we do not know whether
their influence is due to some action which they exert on the
body, or to some effect which they produce on the microbe. In
considering these conditions, it is not possible to draw a sharp
line between the various groups, because a number of these con-
ditions are almost always combined in the same case ; but 1 shall,

as far as I can. endeavour to avoid repetition, and at the same
time to treat of the various facts under their chief headings.
Had time permitted, I should have liked, before entering on the

consideration of these conditions, to have traced the fate of the
pyogenic organisms in the body when they fail to get the upper
hand. And we should have found that these organisms disap-
pear in a very remarkable manner from the blood; that they are,

in fact, apparently rapidly killed in the blood, or deposited from
it in various tissues and organs, or possibly excreted through the
various excretory glands. The rapidity with which some organ-
isms disappear from the blood is very remarkable ; it is in many
cases a matter merelv "f minutes, certainly of an hour or two ; and
this disappearance oi the organisms from" the blood must be due
to an active destructive action of the constituents of the blood on
them : mere unsuitability of soil is not sufficient to account for the
rapidity of the phenomenon. We should also have seen that there
is good reason for belienng that these organisms may be excreted
by the various excretorj' glands, although this is a matter about
which there is still considerable fhspute. That they are so excreted
by the kidneys is shown by various ohsen-at ions ;" and this is an
importaut point to remember, as probably explaining certain
cases of pyelitis occurring in patients who "have never had any
instrument passed, and whose urethroe and bladders are perfectly
normal, the occurrence of these cases being explained on the sup-
position that the organisms had entered the blood in a living
state, were excreted by the kidneys, and afterwards, as in the
example of which 1 showed a drawing at last lecture, found a
suitable pabulum in the urine and grow in the pelvis of the
kidney As regards excretion from the mamma, I have referred
to the observations and experiments made by Kscherich and
Longard : and these facts are of interest in connection with mam-
mary abscess, as showing that the organisms which set up these
abscesses may arrive at tlie gland from the blood, and either grow
in the tissues or in the acini of the gland after excretion : although
without doubt the great majority of abscesses of the mamma are

caused by the spread of the organisms inwards, either along the
milk-ducts or from cracks in tlie nipple. We should also have
seen reason to believe that the salivarj- glands, more especially

the parotid, occasionally take part in this excretion of pyogenic
organisms, thus again offering a possible explanation of the not
infrequent occurrence of abscesses in the parotid gland after sup-
puration elsewhere.
The study also of the exact mode in which the body carries on

the battle with the microbes, more especially the study of the in-

vestigations which have been set on foot as the result of Metech-
nikoff's experiments on phagocytosis, would have fumislied us
with much interesting and suggestive material for consideration,

and we should have seen what an important part the leucocytes

play in the destruction of micro-organisms and in the limitation

of inflammatorv affections, although the evidence does not as yet
seem to be sufficient to support MetschnikofFs idea that these

cells act by taking up the organisms into their interior, and there

killing them.
I must, however, omit the consideration of these matters, and

pass on to the discussion of the conditions which enable or hinder

these organisms to act ; and the first condition, and an essential

one, which we have to notice, is that an opportunity must be

afforded to the organisms of resting for a time in the part in

which they exert their action. If they are floating in the blood

current they must be arrested at some part, and not only must
they be arrested, but, as we shall see, they must find, at that spot,

conditions suitable for their growth.
Embolism.—Such mechanical conditions, causing the arrest of

organisms, are brought about by embolism, thrombosis, injury,,

etc. The importance of arrest of organisms has been beautifullv

shown by Ribbert in some experiments which he performed with
a pathogenic species of mucor. When the spores of pathogenic

aspergiili are injected into the blood, deposits are formed in vari-

ous organs,»and also in large numbers in the various muscles. la.

the case of mucor, however, Ribbert noticed that while the spores,,

when injected into the blood stream, gave rise to deposits in vari--

ous organs, the muscles remained only slightly or not at all

affected. On looking into the matter, it was seen that the spores .

of mucor were verj- small, much smaller than those of aspergillus ;

;

and Ribbert thought it possible that the reason why masses
occiu-red in the muscles in the latter case and not in the former,,

was that, on account of the larger size of the aspergillus spores,.

they were caught in the capillaries of the muscles, while the
mucor spores passed through them. He therefore sought to in- -

crease the size of the mucor spores before their injection into the

blood, and this he did by keeping them for a short time in a nu-
trient fluid, at the temperature of the body. As a consequence,

the spores swelled up and commenced to sprout, and when he
found, under the microscope, that this had occurred, he injected

the material into the circulation. The result corresponded en- •

tirely to his expectations ; in contrast to the control experiments,

he found that in these cases fairly nmnerous deposits of fungi

were present not only in the organs but also in the muscles of the

back and extremities.

Referring, however, more especially to exj>eriments with the

pyogenic organisms, we have several facts of a similar nature

with regard to their action on rabbits. The injection of moderate

quantities of staphylococcus pyogenes aureus into the circulation

of rabbits is followed, as a rule, only by abscesses in the kidneys,,

the other organs ajiparently remaimng unaffected ; but a number
of experiments which have" been made, among others by Ribbert,

on the production of myo- and endocarditis in these animals,

have shown that abscesses can be set up in other organs if the

pyogenic cocci are attached to gross particles, which cannot pass

the capillaries of these organs. Thus, Ribbert was able to pro-

duce myocarditis by using a cultivation of staphylococcus pyo-
genes aureus on potatoes if he took care, in removing the culti-

vation from the surface of the potato, to scrape off also the super-

ficial layer of the potato itself. If this mixture of potato granules

and organisms was rubbed up with water, s<i as to form a fine

emulsion, and then injected into the circiUation, the result was^
tlu^ production of deposits of organisms in the muscular tissue of'

t he heart, as well as in other organs, leading to myocarditis; if
the particles of potato were very fine, only myocarditis resulted,.

but if they were coarser, endocarditis occurred as well.

Bonomt^ investigated nine cases of gangrene of the lungs in

man, and found in three of them staplijdococcus pyogenes aureus

alone, in five staphylococcus pyogenes albus alone, and in one

both organisms toge'ther. He tried to set up gangrene of Jhjs
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'Will!'! in riib'->iis l»r th« injection of these orpiiiisros into tlie cirai-

latlV.ii. but h*> fnilP<i t« do so if i.nlv thf cnltivutions of tlwsr

>'«waiiiBm< were employed. He siiecpoded, liowevcr, by taking

i>ip«>^ <>! the pi'h "f "*'" <*'''<"' *''''• '"™'^'>"5-' """^ ,^.''

iftto very tine frnfiinents, mixinjr tliese frKHTOont,^ Willi the culti-

-ttttion of the pvoRpnic orgoTiisms, nml then injoctinK this mix-

ture into the jugular vein. The result was mimeTOUS doposits of

!i«)cci in the liinK'<"i l>*<1iTitf. up shoyrn in the lust lecture, to extoii-

-m^^ooasjulHtimi iieiffosis of hirRP Irncts of these oriians, and, ns

-»H!(inieuuen('e, to estensive ijangrene. Injection of t he truginents

-of 'l>ith kKmio cftMsed no effect.

.'. in the same -wav RniJR found that if he injected a sninll qunntity

-lor* fluid cultivation of Btiil>hvloooccn^ pyngones aureus into tht;

itt*iniured eye-> of rabliitB siippuTntion did not result, and he con-

Clude<l thnt'the reason was that the o^Kci were carried away too

'quifkly bv the lymph stream; for if lie soaked steTilised_cotton

tftreads iii the cultivations, and then introduced portions of thost;

thn-ads into the anterior chamber of the eye, suppurative paii-

I'flWhthalmiHs occurred.
, „ , i„.

1 'The last experiment that I shall mention is one by rawlowsky.

ll^ho fonnd that, by the simultftneous injection of sterilised cinna-

bar, and of cultivations of Btaphylococeus pyogenes aureus int<)

'tlieoitculation, he produced absc'asses in various organs—in fact,

WW' typical picture of pyspmia. ;
' '

. , ,,

J«"T!ie Wat importance of these fbcts in explanation of the

.fe«oloj?v of pva-min ^vill be at once cvidi^nt. Whetlier cases

of pvaJmia occur in m:in, like those described by Koch in

!«h€ case of rabbits, as the result of the growth of cocci

•in the blood, their entanglement of blofKl-corpUscles, and the

/Consequent formation of emboli, -we do not know ;
but it

^ very doubtful if this takes place, for the same tocci which

>A«em to be the cause of pv.-emiii may, ns we have said before, be

-Wten present in the blood' in considerable numbers without caus-

:^n abscess or embolism. It is easj", however, to unfK'rstand that

the ordimin' pyogenic cocci mat caiLse pyremia if they enter the

Wood attached" topoHions of blooil-clot, or other solid material,

irhis. in fact, is evident from the experiments mentioned, and thus

the imwrfance of thrombosis niMl emboli.sm as factors in the pro-

duction of p^•wmia is clearly established. Those emboli are not

alway.'' nect'ssarily emboli composed of detached portions of blood-

clot Tin some cases, probably, especially where the streptococcus

pynaenes is the active agent, the organisms grow in the lymphatic

vessels, and the emboli are forme<l there and arrive at the blood

with the lymjih stream, rrobnblv in j^iy^emia other factors also

come into" play, such ns large dose ot the organisms, general

depn-ssion of vitality, possiblv also greater \nrulence of the organ-

ism • but it is evident from these considerations, and from the

«linicfll and pathological fnctj?, that emboli.sm must play an

important part, rvfcmia must thus be clearly di.stinguishud from

multiple abscesses, 'the Br>-cn11ed chronic pynemia, where embolism

does not probably plav any part but where the cocci are ablo to

circulate in the blood" and are deposited in 8om*part treafcened

by injury or other depressing cnuee. '.'''_ '','.''''"

The mere arrest of these jiyogenic organisms m the circulation,

«Uhoug1i nn imp*irtant factor", is not. however, as a rule suflieieiit

'M itself tolead to thepro<luction of disease. This is very well

fseen in the ca.«e of rabbits. Inject a considerable number of pvo-

'feenic cocci into the circulation of a ralibit,and kill it trithin

ttventv-fonr bonrs, it will be found that ma.sses of ..rgnm.sms ar.'

^rexent in the capillarieii of the lungs and other orgifns of the

-Wly- but allow such an animal to live for foTty-<ight or seventy-

SnVh'ours, and it ivill beseen,onkillingit. that the organisms have

sntipenred from tlie^arious organs, with the exception of the kid-

^ws niibbertV H.rewehav'e evidence that, although theorganisms

-hid bt-n able to stick in the various organs, the other conditions

-^•er<' not favourable for their growth and action ; and m the case

of emboli«m it is probable that the material to which the cocci

are attached of itself aids their growth by causing injury to the]

endothelium of the blood-vessels, and thus leading to the jiroduc-

,

tion of a weak s^vot : in the case of emboli comp-ns.d of blood-clot

'

the emboli are saturated with the jiroducta of the cocci, and are i

thus still more likely to injure the part. We must therefore pass

on to the cnnslderiition of other conditions which aid the action

of these organisms, and the chief of these is what we may vaguely

term general and local depression of Tifulity.

Omrral ami T^al Dfprfx'inn <,/ ri/n/i/y.—That gP'**'*' 'J''"

wession of vitality can enable these organisms to live m the blood

fjr a considernble"time has been shown by a number of nxpi-n-

Bients. For (xamplc, I fourd, in cxperimonts on the presanc* or,

absenco of organisms in Uie living tLsaucs, that wlub> organism*

were absent whc^n the animal was in a good slate ol lieulth.yet

if the \-itality o£ I ho imimal was doprc6sed-*ay, by adminiBteaing

large dosos of phosphOnis for same time-nrgonisms could
)
bp

found lit tim&sin the blowl and tissues of the hotly. Iheisamp

conclusion must bedrawif from tho following experiment. If M
a pulTefyrng tluidni>t ciintjiining pathogenic organisms, varyi^

quantitiis are injected into tlic circulation of animoLs, it will

aenerally ho fouiid that after twenty-four hours the organisms

have entirely died out in those animals which recemsl a snUiil

doso whUe"in those in which a larger quatitity--suy, 1 cuh«

cenCimetre—was iujected, in other wonls, in those wliose vitality

WHS depressed by tho intro<iuction, at the same time, of a quantity

of tho poisonous chemical products of these bacteria, organism*

may still he found alivo. , This is a fact which has been couftrmed

by a number of observers ; but as I shall have again to reierto

experiments from which similar conclusions may be drawn,! shall

pass on to what is much more important for the matter iinitor

discussion, namely, the result of local depression of vitality.

V number of ex'periments show that when the vitality of a part

has beeji lowered by cutting off the blood-current for a compara-

tively short time, o"rganisms grow in that part much more r^dfly

and luxuriantly than if the blood stream had not been interfWed

with To mention one or two examples : according to Comil. t

septic nephritLs is readily obtained by ligaturing the renal arteries

for some hours, and then, after removal of the ligature. injectaDg

Dvosenic organisms int.j the blood.—Ueubner's e.xperiments on

the artificial production of diphtheria also show, m a very marked

manner, the effect of local depression of vitality as the "'.suit oC

cutting off the blood stream Umporarily. Heubner arrested the

circulation in the fundus of the bladder for two hours by the

application of a ligature to the vesical arteries. After removal ol

the ligature there >esnlted iutcuse congestion and cedema of the

submScous tissue, while, at the some time, as the consequence of

the temporarj- in,inition, the epithelial cells died
;
after the ca^

culation was again restored, there was a groat exudatum of blood

plasma an<l cells, in fact, coagulation necrosis occurred on tW»

mucous surface. Heubner found tliat if, at the same timtv-tha^

the circulation was restored, septic bacteria were injected into

the blood they accumulated in large numbers in the aficcted'paM

of the mucous membrane of the bladder, and set up extensirt

(,ispn,e —In order to obtain these results, it is, however, necessary

that large numbers of bacteria should be present in the blood, and

this factor can only very rarely come into play m/a' "«. jwhart

the number of KicteriaissGldom sufficiently groat. Thus, in the

case of strangulated hernia, even where the cirenlation has been

arrested for a considerate time, comparatively little liarmLsdone,

and unless actu.il gangrene of the bowel wall h;us occnrred, baj

teria are very seldom found in the fluid cont4imed m tho saO'*

•the hernia, nor does bScteric peritonitis occur.
.

In conclusion.! may mention an experiment ot Cornil's who

states that if a slight ne].hritis is .sot up. either, by cantliandes OT

in some other ^vay. and if then pyogenic organisms are injected

into the blood, a" septic n.^phritis occurs. This last expwiment

loads us to the consideration of a very imiiortant factor m tu

production of local depression of vitality-namely. inHammatioru.

/n#ffto»rt/i//on.-lnflammation is frequently looked on as a pre-

disposing cause of these siqipurative disea.sc_s. and it, ha.s b^n

Um that inflammation lends to the formation of a r'^"K spcB

whore bacteria can .sotth^ and d.^velop; and that, while, inttamm*

tion CAti ht' set up by other causes than micro-orgrtinsms, tho pw-

eenic cocci are v.Vv'apt to become added to it, and then sirppu^

ti^n results. On the other hand, in old times, when vvonrols wem

a^loJed o hBc^me seiitic, it was generally held that the patieiA

was safer when tlm surface of the wound had become covered

-n-ithgrnnulati.ns than b.-fore granulation '•''d if^'^*^"
T;''^f,^

;?•

have also seen, in considering the anatomy of absciss, that ss.tne

granulation tissue increa.sed in amount, .so tl>':,|?«''*,f'""?".'l*^
ortmnisms into th- b.Mly was rendered more dilhuult, and theiy r^

mained more and mor.. limited to the interi..r of t'"'
;''»'-«f'^-

'^

the case of erysipelas, the cessation of the inflammation .seems to

stand in some" re'lalion to the accumulation of l»."C"''y"^« '" /^J
part In the cjise of tubercles, al.so, which consist of n centtw

mass of epithelioid cells and an ,mter wall of leucocytes, I belieW

that the external circle is purely an intlammatory ^ircl.), and is ra

R^eat im,«.rlance in limiting tho spread of the '•'*-";'« '""^
That preliminary inflammation is not e-ssential to ^"» '«

f'^
W^

genie organisms to act is shown I'y many facts such as OorrtB

and Bockhardt* experiments on themselves, an.l similar expon
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mentB performed by Grawitz with reference to acne contagiosa
of horses, where the organisms which are the cause of tlie disease
produced it when rubbed into the skin.

To explain the facts of the case, I must shortly recall the chief
points as regards inflammation. Inflammation which has gone on
for Bome time may bo divided into three stages. In the flrst stage
we have the preliminary dilatation (or it may be, in some rare
cases, pontriLCtion) of the ressels, the increased flow of blood
through the part and idong with this, increased flow of Ijinph,
soon followed by slowing of the circulation, and ultimately by in-
flammatory stasis, with, at the same time, exudation of blood
plasma and corpuscles. In the second stage the irritation is con-
tinued, and the tissue originally attacked by the inflammation is

removed and its place taken by granulation tissue. In the third
stage the irritation has ceased, and retrogressive changes occur,
leading to the formation of a scar.

If we consider the state of the tissues in these three stages we
see that in the first stage, as was long ago pointed out by Sir
Joseph Lister, the A-ital activitj' of the tissue is suspended, the
functions of the tissues are, so to speak, paralysed: in other
words, the tissue has become an extremely weak tissue, and one
unable to resist in any way the entrance of the parasites. In
the second stage this weak tissue has been removed, and its

place has been taken by young, vigorous, healthy granulation
tissue, wliieh has probably great power in repelling'the attacks of
the organisms. Lastly, in the third stage this granulation tissue
is getting older, and becoming converted into less active tissue.
The first stage of inflammation is partly defensive and partly
reparative, and always occurs after every injury. The second
stage may be looked on as a purely defensive stage, the irritant
still contuiuing to act. In the third stage the irritant has gone,
and processes leading to permanent repair take place. The rela-
tion of inflammation to infection may perhaps be best illustrated
by regarding it as an instance of iiistinctive action. The first

effect of the irritant is to damage the part, and the first result is

dilatation of the blood-vessels and increased flow of blood and
lymph; the part, in fact, is flushed with blood, as if an attempt
were being made to wash away the irritating cause (Landerer).
This is a process which is probably constantly occurring in our
bodies with satisfactory re.sidts. if the irritant continues to act
it is very soon found that these attempts are ineffectual, and the
next instinctive method of protection is to get rid of the injured
tissues and to supply their place by young, strong, henlthy tissue
—granulation tissue. Finally, when the irritating cause lias been
got rid of, the vigilance of the part is, so to speak, relaxed, and
the tissues proceed to develop into a less active and less vigorous
tissue, namely, fibrous tissue.

Clinically, the organisms enter during the first and last stages,
more especially during the first, and not, as a rule, during the
intermediate stage, unless, indeed, while growing outside the new
tissue, on the surface of the wonnd, they can so injure it as to re-
duce it again to the position of a weak tissue—to the first stage.
In fact. This is very well shown in a series of experiments made
by Iluber on the localisation of virus. Huber pert'ormed his ex-
periments on rabbits, and set up inflammation in one ear by rub-
bing in croton oil, the other ear being left intact for purposes of
TOntrol ; the infective material employed was virulent anthra.x
bacilli, and these were introduced into the body as far as possible
from the seat of inflammation, namely, at the root of the tail.

According to the stage of inflammation which he ilesired to study,
Huber applied the croton oil before or after the infection -n-ith

anthrax bacilli. The result of these experirnents was, in the first

place, th.1t the bacilli were not found outside the vessels in the
tissnes of the inflamed part in anystage of the inflammation; and.
in the second place, that their presence inside tlie vessels was de-
pendent on the stage of the local affection. Thus in the first
stage, where there was inflammatory oedema, this stage reaching
Its height in about seven hours and a half, there was a very-
marked increase in the number of the biicilh in the capillaries of
the inflamed part, as compared with the niunber which were pre-
sent in a simil,<\r p:irt of the opposite oar. As the inflammation
passed into the second stage, the number of bacilli in the capil-
laries of the inflamed part gradually diminished, till, when this
stage wa,s at its height—after forty-eight hours—the bacilli had
completely disapyieared, although thev "were present in large num-
bers in the capillaries of the other ear. During the third stage,
where the inflammation had subsided, and where new tis.sue was
bemg formed, bacilli again appeared, and were found in cousider-
able numbers in the newly-formed vosseU. Ultimately, when the

scar had been formed, there was no difference a^ regards the num-
ber of bacilli in the capillaries of the scar and the number in the .

capillaries elsewhere.
It has bei'n found, as regards the pyogenic cocci, that if they^

are circulating in the blood, the induction of & severe iaflammiw
tory action does not lead to their deposit in the part, while if the,
inflammation is leas severe, they can apparently pass out of tlw';
blood-vessels and set up suppuration. Thus, Einne concludedi
from his experiments on suppuration that a violent inflammatory-
action did not produce a iociis minoris reaistenti<s, but that the
slighter injury Caused by the chemical products of the bacteria
themselves suJficicntly weakened the part to enable the organi*ma
to grow in it. ,;

Acute osteo-myelitis and local tubercular diseases frequently
stand in some relation to injury, but they are not, as a rule, attri-
buted to severe injuries, but usually to some slight blow or sprain.
In a phthisical individual fracture of a bone or some other severe
injury is not followed by the development of a local tuberculijsis,
whereas a slight sprain is very commonly mentioned as the excite-;
ing cause of such a process, the probability being that the severe,
injiiry sets up too great reaction to enable the organisms to act,,
while the sUghter injury simply weakens the heart.

Void.—Another i)oiut which "has been much discussed, in. rela-
tion to inflammation and suppuration, is the effect of cold. It is
generally assumed that cold is a frequent cause, or at least a very
predisposing cause, of inflammation, as, for example, in the pro^
duction of pneumonia. That cold may play an important j)art as
one of the factors in that disease is very probable, but it is need^
less for me to say that we are constantly subjected to violent
changes of temperature without the production of inflammatory
disease, so that it seems as if when a result is obtained some other
factor conies into play.

.

That cold can cause inflammatory affections where the condi-
tions are suitable is evident as regards the external surface of the
body from the production of chilblains, the tissue thus weakened
being brought into a condition rendering it very liable to attack
from organisms.
As regards the effects of cold on the internal parts of the body,

some verj' interesting observations have been made by Las.sar. A
number of rabbits were shaved, or deprived of their hair in some
way or other. These animals, when kept at a suitable and equable
temperature (about 20^ C.J and well fed, remained in good healtli-
But on being taken out of the warm room and plunged into ice-
cold water for from one to three minutes, then dried carefully,
chafed, and warmed again, they almost always, in the course of
one or two days, showed albuminuria, increasing at a later period,
often to a great extent, and accompanied by the presence of hya-
line cylinders in the urine ; at the same time, the rectal tempera-
ture was as much as 1.5^ C. above the normal. These animals
often recovered from the albuminuria, but were again sinularly
affected when again exposed to cold. On microscopical examina-
tion of the organs, they were seen to be in what Lassar terms a
state of "interstitial inflammation;" the organs chiefly affected
being the kidneys and liver, but also in some cases the lungs,
muscular tissue tif the heart, and the sheaths of the nerve.^. In
the organs it was seen that there was no degeneration of the
interstitial tissues, but the blood-vessels, especially in tlie liuigs
and liver, were often enormously dilated, the arteries filled with
thrombi, and large numbers of leucocytes in the tissues in the
neighbourhood of the veins. The effiict of cold in these expeii-
ments seems, in fact, to be the production of what is probably a
weak tissue, and one therefore liable to attack from organisms.
As to the relation of pyogenic organisms to animals acted on by

cold, I only know of experiments by Gfawiu on the relation of
peritonitis to cold, but his experiments are not sufiiciently satli?-

factorj'. He shaved t he skin of the abdomen in young animals,
covered it for from half to one hour with warm compresses, and
then, suddenly removing these, allowed a draught of ice-cold air
to play on the part for twenty to forty minutes. This caused no
bad effect on the peritoueum, nor was any bad result produced on
that membrane when orgaaisras were simultaneously injected
into the intestinal cjinal or info the blo<id ; and in one experiment
the cocci were injected directly into the aMominal cavity, also
without setting up peritonitis. " In the last experiment, however,
the cocci were injected three-quarters of an hour before the com-
mencement of the exposure to cold; and it is highly probable
that, under the circumstances, they had died or had been removed
by the healthy peritoneinu before the applic^ition of the cold, and
this is the more likely to have boon the case seeing that the
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ufiivitvof the iwritoneum WAS rrotml.lv increos.Hl 1.8 tho result

of the warm com,.n ..es applied to tl.o ski., over the nbdom™

Inrlry. -An important cause pru.lisp-.s.nt' .to the occurrenre of

ouwuration is injurv. which pnNbal.ly acts in two ways; n. the

nTp™eeTv netting up tho eirlv <=tapo of inflammation, and in

th^M^ond place l.yleading to elusion of blood, and tbus enabling

anv\^-oKen\ccoccr which may be circulati.>K in the blood to pass

T^r. < ?the vessels, and find in the cellular tissue a suitable place

I

%'^lffS^-vUwell sho.-n in experiments which have

be^n made on the prb<luction of ac.Uo endocarditis. In order t.

S^Sc^this disease^in animals by injection o the pyogenic cocc

Tnlo the blood, it has been foun.l either that the '>';'"''''[^;_' J 7,
emplovcl must be very large, or that they must

^'f.
"t^^^^'i'V^

CTO.'* {.articles, as has already been mentioned, or that some in-

%^^i be caused to tho valves before their "-Ject.on Vv s^

ko^-it«ch and others have performed experiments of this kind.

Save found that, by introducing a rod into tt>V,"fV'«
^

'^•

thev were able to cause laceration of the valves, and that th. n

on Subsequent injection of staphylococci into the .Woo<l. '"^^tive

endocarditis occurred. Tho effect of the injury m ""^ '^^'"^^^

is no doubt chiefly to lead to loss of resisting power in the endo-

theUal and connective tissue cells, as the result of the early stage

of inflammation inducetl by it.

The relation (.f injury to certain inflammatory diseases in man

is cenerallv accepted, and 1 need only instance the case ..f acute

ost?c^m7-Utis, which is frequently attributed to an injur)- n

expe^S?ents on animals, on the production of acu e ostec-myehtis,

uTs'Ts a rule, necessary not only f. inject the Yi'-f^^^^^-
ganisms into the blood, but also to cause some iniurv- to the bone.

ff this is done, especially where large
"r'""er!!U?'d\e Tn from

duced into the circulation, the animals generally die m trom

twelve t^ fourteen days, much emaciated, and showing pus at the

seat of fracture, pus in the medulla, and necrosis of '""«•
J^i'>

regard to man there are several cases on record in which the rt

lationof injury to this disease is very strikingly ^'i"^'"' a"*! t^«

fact that the disease occurs much more often in ma es than

femaletand especially in young males, is "^"^ 'X ''""
"ff,,„'

the fact that injuries are sustained more frequently by boys than

Kiris. At the same time, the number of cases of acute "steo-mv.^

litis in man, in which the direct relation to an inpiry can he sati>-

factorilv traced is, in reality, comparatively small; and that in-

iurv Vhou^h it plays a part- in some instances, is not an essentialS ionl" the production of the disease is shown by its occur-

rence after acute fevers, and also by the fact that it >« hmited. as

a^le. to certain favourite seats
.
When, ''"^ever, the d^^ase

affects bones, or parts of bones, which are not usually attacked a

histon- of injury or cold can generally be obtained to explain is

o^cui?ence in tSse abnormal situations.-Iu the case of wounds

aTso wemust not forget that the injur," d,.ne to the surface of a

wound during an operation by the knife an.l the manipulations

^"s up th^ea^riv stage of inflammation, and that thus the ^"rf"ce

of a wound is. for a few hours at any rate, a weak surface, and

unable to resist attacks from organisms
. „;j:„„ .hb

That one great explanation of the value of injury in «''•"? the

occurrence ff suppurative diseases i%th.M.xtravasat.on of bloo

from the vessels Is shown in a very striking manner by ex hh

mcnts on symptomatic anthrax, a disease to which I shal ha\e to

Sfude in del^ail presently. I may say here th"t tjns disease s

caused by bacilli, but is not
»'V'H

''^
^'':^ ' thrhncillTmus

into the Circulating blood ; in order to produce it the >'«"">""«'

Let in the cellular tissue. After injection of t>'<;,.'^'-P«">^"'' "^^^

the bloo<I the animals remain well, and tho.bac.ll. very soon d-
Bppear; if, however, shortly after the injection of baeil >nto t.

K, a bruise lis produced' in some part of the bod>% !-« l«^cill

pass out of the vJssels into the cellular
V.'"'%^'h^lw'cter-

{.lood, grow there, and soon cause the formation of the charac er-

stTtumours, the spread ..f the disease, and.. ts f-^t."

J
^;;";.>"' "^

'

-In man it is som..times seen that bruises in weakly '"''7 '"'"
^^,

are followed by sn,,pumtion, and 1 have alrea.ly
V"''"'''';^ .'''^^

case of a dnmkar.I who had albuminuria, and was in a verv low

^U?e of heaUh. and who, whenever he receive.1 a bruise, developed

an absces.s at that part. In his .lei.ressed state the i:y"P.^">«^J,r'-'

were probably ablJ to live in his bfoo.l, and the injuries, by setting

up the eariy stage of inflammation, an.l thus further weakening

Jhe tissu^^ndTilso by leading to the effusion of blood contaming

the orcanisms. Rave rise to the formation of abscesses.

preseion of vitality i« the action of imtating chemical sub-

stances The effect of these chemical substances is probably that,

when concentrated, they destroy the vitality of the tissue by then-

eaustic effect, and, when more dilute, they set up the earijr stage

of inflammation, which also occurs in the former case m the

vicinity of the dead part.
, » » _i,;.u

The iffect of these substances in procuring a weak spot at whica

the organisms can develop is. no doubt, the explanation of Kocher »

results with regard to acute osteo-myelitis in dogs. He found

that if digestive disturbances were in.luced by tho introduction of

largo quantities of septic material into the intestmal canal
;
asd

if at the same time, a bone was injured by the injection of am-

monia, or other irritating chemical substances mto it. acute osteo-

myelitis occurred at the seat of injury, while the -njection of

thl chemical substance alono only produced temjoorary reaction

These experiments, however, were only few in number and are

n t comjSetely satisfactory because it is poss ble that t'.e organ-

sm« spread in along the needle track, and did not reach the part

r"m tCblo<,d.-lt has also been found that f imtating cliem.ca^

substances are injected subcutaneously mto rabbits, and if at

the same time large numbers of pyogenic cocci "«
'"f

cted into

the veins, suppuration frequently occurs at the seat of injection,

he suppuration going hand m hand with the dey'-loP»«»fc

of the pyogenic organisms which have reached the part from the

'''Many of the former experiments on the production of '"PP^^ra-

tion by means of irritating chemical substances ""-hich frequently

resulted in growth of micro-organisms in the part and, as a con-

4quence, tl^ occurrence of suj-puration, show how the presence of

^ritnt inc; chemical substances placed the parts in a condition which

toinislfed their resisting power against the action of micro-orga^-

,^s -Orawitz and de uliV found that if croton oil was inject^

Z rabbits suhcutaneously, it caused inflammation and sometimea

suppuration; if, however, the pyogenic organisms ^ere.ah,o pr^

sent suppuration always occurred; although these cocci alone m
small numbers are unable to produce suj.puration in the normal

subcutaneous tissue of dogs or rabbits.
*„„fment of

If I mav venture to apply these facts to the treatment 01

woundrit^seems to me thlt if the views which 1 have "ttempted

UiTvelop as to the importance of a granulation wal as a barner

against nficro-organisms are correct, it is questionable ^vliether

"ftl"c case of wounds which have become septic, it^is well to waah

hem out with irritating antiseptics, as '=^° °ft,<^"

t"r^fS by
That it is well to remove the decomposing discharge, t-otn »y

free drainace. and also by washing out the wound 111 some cases,

L'^ courfe^evident. but, where strong, irritating antiseptics are

employed, unless they are able to kFu all the micro-organ SD^8

^.rCitiV the wound, and thus render it a!=eptic. the result of

the r njection nl^ght be. 1 think, that they will injure the granu-

rion"fan, and .h'us produce a weak spot -
-^^-'',;'-,X>irf^y

cocci present in the wound can develop, and through ^">';'i ^""^y

may be able to enter the body. Thus it has been found that in

"ases of tubercular disease of joints and ^ones accompaiued by

s imuration general tuberculosis-more especially tubercuiw

menrnStis-oS^urs by far most frequently where the sinuses have

becomfseptic and more esj.ecally when, in addition, these septic

sTnim-s have been much irritated by futile antiseptic injectioM.

1 e ce i slems to me that, except in cases where there >s reason-

ibi™d"r believing that the injection of these antiseptics

"nto i^ptic wounds will completely eradicate the organisms it «

bet^erTo Rv,.id theuse of irritatingantisepticssuc lascarbolic ac.d.

^nd if It i' thought well to wash^iway the discharge, to employ

some fluid which will not injure the granulation wall.
. ;^

Kxcept in the case of wounds, the chemical substances which (ua

in ^b^ ng the bacteria to gain a foothold are the
P^f'

<«!'
°f ''^^

organisms themselves. That various bacterial prcKlucts are highly

rh:;£^rr^;^d,ri^^-t^f::SJ^-BS
2:S irf^:e;=:f^tK^"^s^r-^^
U a in 1"

t books on surgery we find, in a.Uli.ion to «ept>e»m^

'"^'i:'.;: or, as Dr^Matthews _l^unc- has tenned U^

!7 bacteria and their action in enabling the organisms to live ana

"'\'l:''somc' Ix^SnU which I performed recently with an
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organism described b^- Ilauser, Under the name of proteus rulgaris
—an organism not uncommonly present in putrefying materials

—

I diluted the growth in gelatine, with a certain amount of water
before injection. In some cases, however, I used for dilution, in-
stead of ^\ater, boiled meat infusion, in which the same organisms
had been growing, that is to say a fluid containing the products of
the growth of these bacteria, and ] found, for example, that while
\ cubic centimetre of the mixture prepared by the addition of
water never killed tlie animals experimented on, where the dilu-
tion was made to the same degree with the boiled meat
infusion, they died from the same dose after about forty-eight
hours. Jn the second case a larger quantity of the products of the
bacteria, these products being very poisonous, was introduced
than in the first case, and to this we must ascribe the difference
in the result.—In experiments on guinea-pigs with the cholera
•bacillus, Hueppe has found that infection occurs more certainly,
and with less material if there has been preliminary action on the
intestine of the poisonous products of the cholera bacilli, or even
of the ptomaines of other bacteria; and Fliigge and Wysso-
kowitsch have shown that bacteria which are not usually patho-
genic in the animals emploved for the experiments can penetrate
into tissues previously wealcened by bacterial poisons.
Among the products of the putre"factive fermentation, there are

two substances which have been found to be highly irritating,
namely, cadaverine and putrescine, and I have pre^viously referred
to the experiments made by Grawitz and Seheuerlen, which show
that, as the result of the injection of these substances, inflamma-
tion and suppuration may occur, according to the strength and
•quantity of the solution employed. Grawitz found, further, that
suppuration certainly occurs if, at the same time that a compara-
tively dilute solution of cadaverine is injected, pyogenic cocci are
introduced.—The chemical products of the pyogenic cocci are also,
according to Grawitz, irritating to the subcutaneous tissues of
dogs and rabljits, when introduced in sufficient quantity and con-
centration. Thus, he found that if sterilised cultivations of
pyogenic cocci were injected in large quantities into dog.s—for
example, 4 cubic centimetres of a sterilised cultivation of staphylo-
coccus pyogenes aureus—suppuration occurred, the pus being "free
from organisms.
As regards the products of these pyogenic cocci, Brieger, who is

the great authority on this subject, states that he has been unable
UB yet to obtain any toxine from the cultivations of these organ-
isms. Cultivations of staphylococcus pyogenes aureus on moist
beef or veal yield large quantities of arnmonia, as does also the
staphylococcus pyogenes albus ; the latter produces, in addition,
considerable quantities of trimethylamine. Streptococcus pyo-
genes like-n-ise produces ammonia and trimethylamine. That the
ammonia must irritate the tissues is, of course, evident, and it is
probable that in the nascent state it is still more irritating;
while as reganls trimethylamine, though it is not an alkaloid, it is
in Brieger's opinion probably a descendant of, or very closely
related to, the ptomaines, and, when present in considerable
quantities in the body, is very hurtful to it. These organisms
also produce a peptonising ferment, and can thus peptonise and
dissolve coagulated albumen, and this property is of great im-
portance in suppuration. When sown in milk they rapidly set up
« pure lactic fermentation, leading to the production of large
•quantities of lactic acid, as the result of which the milk coagu-
lates if kept for some days at the temperature of the human
tiody. This production of lactic acid is an important fact, as it
probably also takes place sometimes in wounds, causing acidity of
the discharge, and in abscesses causing the well-known watery
pus. Whether ptomaines will yet be found in the case of pyogenic
cocci we cannot say ; but the occurrence of fever in suppurative
diseases may po,ssibly, as Baumgarten suggests, be explained
simply by the increased tissue change, as the result of their
growth, the products thus formed requiring increased combustion,
and perhaps al.so stimulating the thermic centres, and hence
causing elevation of temperature ; and in support of this ^iew
Baumgarten refers to the fever which occurs in trichinosis, where
there is no idea of any action of ptomaines.

Seat of Inocjtlation and Anatomical Arrangement of the Part.
—Much depends also, as regards the effect of these organisms, on
the seat of inoculation and the anatomical arrangement of the
pan. These conditions are of importance in two wavs. In the

^A l''?'^''' PfTtain organisms will not grow everywhere in the
oody, they will only grow in certain tissues ; and in the second
place, in some cases—especially in the case of the pyogenic organ-
isms—the resiUtiug disease varies chiefly according to the anato-

mical arrangement of the part in which the organisms are
growing.
Some organisms, such as the higher fungi, seem only to be able

to act if they are present within the capillarj' blood-TesseU or
large serous sacs ; the bacillus of malignant cedema acts only in
the cellular tissue; the micrococcus of erysipelas possibly only in
the lymphatic vessels. As this is an important matter, I may
refer in some detail to a few examples which show the great in-
fluence which these conditions exert on the development and the
character of the resulting disease. In some experiments •which I

performed with Hauser^s proteus vulgaris, I met at first with
some very interesting difficulties. I injected the cultivations into
the backs of rabbits, and I found that the results obtained varied
in a manner very diflieult to understand. After con.siderable in-
vestigation I found that the differences depended on the seat of
inoculation: that, if the material was injected superficially to the
muscles, a different re.'Sult might be obtained to that which fol-

lowed injection into the substance of the muscles. Thus quanti-
ties of a cultivation which, introduced into the subcutaneous
tissue, would only have caused a large abscess, were followed,
K'hen injected into the muscles, by the death of the animal ; and,
further, a small dose, which would have been without apparent
effect on the subcutaneous tissue, was sufficient to produce an
abscess when injected into the muscles. What the explanation of
this difference is I am unable to say. It is possible, however,
that some chemical substance in the muscle is readily broken up,
and readily gives rise to poisonous compounds ; and that this sub-
stance does not exist, or is present in less amount, in the subcuta-
neous tissue. Similar differences, according as injections were
made into the subcutaneous tissue or into the muscles, •were no-
ticed in the case of several other bacteria.
Perhaps the best example of the great influence exerted by the

seat of inoculation and anatomical arrangement of the part is

furnished by the disease known in this country as " black leg," in
Germany as Rajuchhrand, and in France as symptomatic antlirax.

This disease has been investigated by a number of obsen-ers,
chiefly by three French observers, who have worked together,
namely, MM. Arloing, Cornevin, and Thomas. The disease
affects cliiefly cattle and sheep—more especially cattle—and
is characterised by the rapid appearance of irregularly limited
swellings of the skin and muscular tissues, these swellings
being at first very painful and tense, but rapidly becoming pain-
less and crepitating. The disease is accompanied by fever, which
is often very high, and it is almost always fatal, usually after a
duration of from thirty-six to forty hours. The cause of the
disease has been demonstrated to be a bacillus which grows with-
out oxygen, and thus belongs to Pasteur's class of anaerobes.
These bacilli are remarkable in various ways, more especially in
the conditions under R'liich they exert their pathogenic action.

In order to cause the death of the animals, the organisms must ba
introduced either into the subcutaneous tissue or into the mus-
cles; if they are injected into the veins or into the bronchi they
do not cause the death of the animal; but apparently after a time
die out, leaving the animal, however, protected against the
disease. And I have already mentioned that if, after the virus

has been injected into the veins, a bruise is caused in some part
of the body, the organisms reach that spot from the blood, gro'W
there, and set up the disease. If inoculations are made quite at

the tip of the tail in cattle, the result is only a moderate amount
of reaction, even when large quantities of the material are intro-

duced ; the more proximal on the tail is the seat of inoculation,

the more readily is a result obtained. The explanation of this

fact is apparently partly the dense nature of the connective tissue

at the tip of the "tail, and partly also the low temperature of the
part. That the density of the tissue in the tails of cattle interferes

with the spread of the infection is evident, because sheep, at the
tips of whose tails the cellular tissue is loose, react markedly on
inoculation in that part. As regards the temperature of the part,

it has been found that if, after inoculation, the tail is wrapped in

bad conductors of heat, the local temperature can be so raised that

considerable reaction occurs, and vice rer.^a in the case of sheep,

if, after inoculation, the part is kept cool by the application of

ice-bags, the violence of the local reaction is much reduced.
As regards the pyogenic organisms, most of them act in the

cellular tissue to which they gain access, as a rule, after the
destruction of the epithelium. The gonococcus is, so far as we
know, the only pyogenic organism in man which is able to pene-
trate uninjured epitlielium ; and with regard to the gonococcus, it

is very striking that it only attacks certain mucous membranes.
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Mid npnarently cannot develop in nny other tissue of tho body,

xinlr.'?, [uTlidps, in tlio joints in whirli. aconnliiit; to Kammernr, it

is Tir«>sc'nt in some cases of fjonorrliccul rheumatism. (It muHt 1"<

said, however, that some inv.'Sti^'ators have failed to confirm this

ohfiTvation.^ Bumm states that pure gonorrhoea! pus may be

injected into the subcutaneous collular tissue without causing any

reaction, and that if, after twenty-four hours, an incisi(>n is made,

and some of the pus which was "injected is removed, it will be

found that the cells are still in pood condition, but that the cocci

have disappeared : this fact is of interest also as showing that

pus. apart from tho micro-orpani.'ms which it contains, does not

eiirt any pyogenic action. Also, as 1 have previously said, when

supimrative bubo occurs after gonorrhttn, the staphylococcus pyo-

genes aureus or albus is present in the pus from tho gland, and

not the gonococcus; suppurative bubo being therefore the result

of a miied infection, and not a necessarj- complication of gonor-

• rhcea. The same is the case in abscesses outside the urethra in

Connection with gonorrhoea.
. . .

Kitt has found that, in the caise of the coccus of mastitis in

cows, the orgonisms only eiert their pathogenic action when they

are jireeent in the ducts or acini of the mamma; if injected

-directly into the tissue of the mamma thoy cause no suppuration,

r The anatomical arrangement of the part is probably a very im-

portant factor in the "production of acute osteo-myelitis. This

disease is, as we havo seen, due to the action of the pyogenic

.>Cocri. and it not unfrequently stands apparently in some relation

-to an injury. But the injur\' and the presence of the cocci do not

explain the whole of the etiology of the disease, more especially

thev do not eiqilain why it is that the di.-oase is almost entirely

-limited to certain bones and to certain parts of bones. Not that

most of the bones in the body may not, under certain circum-

stances, become the seat of this affection, but as a rule the disease

has ccirtAin very favouraite seats, such as the femur, especially

its lower end, the upper and lower ends of the tibia, the upper

fnd of the humerus, and the radius. Now these are the bones

which grow most rapidiv, and in them the disease commences

during the period of growth, and most usually in the neighbour-

hood of the epiphysial line, where the growth is of course most

active. Thusthe'fact that the bones arc growing helps ajipa-

rently to determine the seat of the disease, possibly because there

is a large amount of young indefinite tissue at these parts, pos-

sibly also because there are plenty of blood-vessels, and also per-

haps because the circulation in the ends of the bone is apparently

less rapid than elsewhere (Neumann). It is interesting; also to

note, as showing probably the inflnence of similar conditions, that

-when this disease attacks infants, it is usually limited to the

neighbourhood of the epiphysial lino, giving rise to acute epiphys-

itis. At the same time, t"he annt<>mic[il peculiarities will not

suffice to explain all the facts because in growing animals, be-

longing to species not insensitive to this poison, the disease is not

produced by injection into the circulation, unless some other de-

termining cause, such as injury, comes into play ; and because

also the disease not infrequently occurs after acute fevers, such as

typhoid fever. As regards tho anatomical arrangement of the

part in its relation to acute osteo-myelitis, all that we can say

therefore is that there is some peculiarity in growing bones, not

neces.sarily limited to the growth at the epiphysis, which has an

important" influence on the production of the disease.

PLACENTA PREVIA.'

\
By EGBERT BARNE.S, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

^onorery PrMiUent of the Britieh GjTiKColo((ioal Socitty : Uororary Fellow of

... the Kiaf{ and Quoen't College of FhyBiciaai ia Irel>u<l.

fSm theory and trentment of placenta pnevia have been so fre-

•qnftntly the subject of discussion, that it may seem to require an

jiliology for bringing it before the Section. But it must, I think,

tc conceded that the conflicting ideas or dogmas urged as to the

•proper treatment prove that the true theory that can alone govern

a rational scheme of treatment is not yet fairly rpcognised.

It will he my endeavour to put this fundamental point in a

clearer light. I cannot better expose the unsettled and irrational

practices that prevail thaifby briefly stating some of them.

"•Heiui In t*e ge^lnn o( Obst<-tric« »t the .fnbual Meeting of the Britiib

.Uedlcal AHOcUttOD held In Dublin, AnguM, 1687.

Some stUl advocate the old " QccoiKhement ford" pure au<l

simiile, or with slight mitigation, and these Uaye the recent au-

thority of Spiegelberg.
. , , ^ L

Schroeder, perhaps the greatest representative of modtm Uer-

nian obstetric science, sums up the treatment thus: "Rupture

the membranes, draw down a foot, and wait during extraction.

Some contend that the whole treatment consists in bimanual

turning. This operation finds, as I long ago pointed out, useful

application {Lancet, 1861) ; but it is really the " accouchemml

furci," mitigated. Some think the whole treatment consists in

^
tIc following criticism by Ludwig Miller in his work on Pla-

centa Pravia (1S77) is, with few exceptions, singularly just

:

" .Smellie did not follow any one method exclusively, but acted

accor^ling to the indications of the case in hand. In this he made

a step in advance, which places him higher than aU his predece*-

Bors, and many of his successors," . .

,

It may bo urged generally against tho more rapid or forcible

methods that they are fraught with danger to the chUd. follow-

ing the practice o"t the elder Simpson and of some of the older

teachers, those who advocate these methods assume that the con-

ditions are so perUous to the child that they ore justihed in leav-

ing the child out of consideration, well satisfied if theyLcan save

the mother.
. , . , , , ..i

• '

I cannot stop to discuss the fallacies which entangle this argu-

ment. 1 will simply state, as the result of extensive climcal e.x-

perience and anxious casuistical analysis, that those methods

which are the most successful in saving the mother are often

exactly those which give the best chance to the child. Her(^ as

in other of the great cUnical problems in obstetrics, the guiding

principle should be to seek for a solution which offers the greatest

security for both mother and child, not condemning either.

It is no longer permitted to us, without ample proof of clear

necessity, to sacrifice the child in order to save the mother. Iho

cases in which the two lives are supposed to stand in antagonism

are vanishing before the light of modern science and ekiU. And

in no conjuncture is this more true than in the treatment of pla-

centa pnevia. Countless infants have been sacnhced on the altar

of false theories. My own experience gives 33 per cent, of chil-

dren born alive; ond that, conciurently with a larger saving ot

mothers than has been secured by other methods.

A gross fallacy, which vitiates the teaching and practice of

many men, is to regard the particular manipulation which they

most affect as constituting the whole treatment of I'lacenta

praevia. If they had grasped the true theory, and had the faith

that leads to action, they woidd have seen that there is no one

method of treatment, but that sevexal operations come into use

in accordance with the stage of the labour, and the particular con-

ditions of the case in hand. .

Sinco I first sketched my theory of placenta praevia in ttie

Lancet in 1R47, and especially since the publication of my Lett-

somian Lectures in 1867, the leading idea of that theorj- has been

largely recognised. Thus it is now admitted that there is a well-

defined boundary between the lower zone of the uterus and the

body of the uterus proper; and that the lower zone is distm-

euished from the upper zones of the uterus by pecuUar attributes.

The theorj- of placenta pr;cvia, developed from my original con-

ception is depicted in the foUowing diagram, (No. 1), and is sum-

marised as follows

:

^,

Tho pregnant uterus is divided into three zones: the upper or

fundal ( f.z., Diagram 1) : the equatorial (e.z.) and the lower (/.«.).

The fundal zone is divided from the equatorial by an imaginary

line (1-2), the upper pobr circle. This line has not been anatonur

cally demonstrated, nor has it been recognised by anyone but my-

self- bub it serv-es to mark a distinction, which I believe is real,

between the properties of the upper and the equatorial zones in

their relations to placental attachment and to htemorrhage.

The equatorial zone is divided from the lower f.one (commonly,

of late, called the lower uterine segment), by the line 3^. Itns w

Bornes-B boundary-line (1847-1857). since then sometimes called

Braune's OS internum, Bandl's ring, or Schroeder s contractiona-

^10 fundal zone (^ is the seat of fund.al plocenta, the region of

safest and most typical normal attachment. The equatorial zoM

(7) 13 the seat of lateral or equatorial placenta. It disposes, »

1 belierc, to what is called accidental hemorrhage, but may oe

fairly regarded as a comparatively safe normal attachment, i n»»

is still more true when the placenta is attached partly

-in the fundal zone and partly in the equatorial, a»
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seen (6). Danger especially begins -when the placeata descends
partly into the lower zone, as at 8-9. This tcmstitutes
partial placenta pnevia. The part of placenta invading
tJie lower zone, is liable to premature separation. Complete pla-
centa pr.-evia, or placenta prsevia centralis, occurs when all or the
greater part of the placenta grows within the lower zone, and
covers the os internum.

Erplnnatimt of Diagram 1.
i-2. Upper polar circle. 3-4. Lower polar circle. (This lower polar circle is

Baraess boundary line, is ir-lSS7 ; Branne's OS internum. 1S72: Bandrs
nng. 1876. more l,%t<-ly Scliroeders eontractions-ringi. /.,-. Fundiil or
upper zone. cj. Equatorial or middle zone. l.z. Lower tone or lower
uterine segment, b. Bladder, v. Vagina, o.i. Os int^mura uteri. -

0.C.OS externum. 6. Fnn.lal or sate placenta. 6. Fundu-lateral pla-
centa. 7. Lateral or equatorial placeiita. S. Partial pla<-euta prjevia.
V. i-lacenta pra-via lateralis. 10. Placenta prwrta ceutr.ilis. c.c. Con-
jugate diameter of hrim. c.n. Conjugate diameter of cavity. c.B. Coii-
jugate diameter of outlet. The tJiick interrupted line repreeents the
position occupied by the fcetal head presenting.

In such cases as the last the gestation may not inaptly be called
ectopic, inasmuch as the ovum, or an important part of it, is
Oevelopod in the lower zom oI tke .uterufi,.a region not adapted bv
Nature for the process.

,

The tliick interrupted line in the lower zone marks the position
occupied by the fcetal head. The boundarj- line 3-4 nearly corre-Wnds with the equator of the foatal head, and frequently nearlv
with the pelvic brim.

^ ' •

t^ '^^U'^
ISandl ha.s ex;iggerated the anatomical differences between

tin^ middle and lower ^ones of the uterus. In specimens that have
come under my observation [Drawings by Dr. Barnes were ex-

wi-"* -'
^^^ course of the miiBculature is continuous, the wall not

CKung materially thinner in the lower zone before hibour. Of
course, under the distension caused by the passage of the head,
the lower zone and cervix may be thinned to the extent he
a«)icts.

I will not in thi.s place attempt a full discussion of the various
tJieones emitted us to the cau§^ of the^hpefflprrhag,^ J.iwill.pn^ji;

state briefly some of the conclusions, more or less provisional, at
which I have arrived. We may fairly start from two fundamentalj
propositions: 1. The source of the haemorrhage is the uterinej
vessels; 2. The^e vessels are torn across by the detachment pf(
placenta from its uterine connection. The difficulty is to demorirj
strate what causes this premature detachment. Is it contraction
of the uterus, causing such a (Uminution of its area that thu»
placenta cannot follow? If this diminution of area of the uterin)>,

wall be the cause, we must postulate active uterine contraction,,
This is usually assumed to take place. Xo doubt sometimes ii^

does. Possibly the frequent peristaltic movement of the uterine"
wall may occasionally pass the normal limit, and thus a degree o^
contraction may occur sufficient to throw off adhering placenta-t
Possibly uterine contraction more active, even spasmodic, may
occur. But it is a matter of clinical observation that in many^
cases hfemorrhage sets in before there has been any ob^-ious con-f,

traction of the uterus. It comes on when the subject is asleepj-
she is awakened, not bj- pain, but by the flooding. The most fre—
quent time is at a menstrual epoch. One factor then preserite-
itself : increased vascular tension. This tells upon the uteria^
vessels and upon the placental vascular system. This tension disf("

poses to rupture of the vessels. This rupture takes .place at
, tU^;

weakest part, that is, in the vessels running between the uterus^
and placenta.
Another factor cannot be overlooked. The spongy celluliir,

structure of the placenta favours accumulation of blood in at.

The uterine arteries continue to pumi) in blood, but the return bg>
the venous sinuses does not keep pace with the inflow, ir^a^i
the rapidly distended placenta becomes larger in area than tlve

corresponding area of uterus. Frequently the distension of th«?
placenta is so great that its cavernous structure gives w-ay, and,
there is hemorrhage into the substance of the organ. Thus the-
placental bulk becoming suddenly too large detaches itself from
the uterus. This process does not necessarily involve, in the first,

instance, contraction of the uterus. Contraction is. indeed, pretty-
likely to follow under the reflex irritation induced. But it does
not always follow, at least not to any appreciable degree. Why,
does the flooding so often persist ? Because contraction does pott
set in. r ,. -^

The form of contraction that prevails in the lower zone or segrr
ment is retraction. Longitudinal muscular fibres are continHet}f
from the middle zone along the walls of the lower zone, even^intfif
the cervix !iud vagina. Their action ig to pull up or retract th^r
lower zone, opening the cervix, thus aiding the driving, power .pff
the body of the uterus and the abdominal muscles in canalisingr
the passage aud forcing the fatus through it. When thip retrae-,
tion is retarded there is hiemorrhage ; when retraction goes ovu
well hemorrhage ceases. An obstacle to efficient retraction isr

the partial adhesion of the placenta. Detach tliis, and frequentlyo
the vital power not being reduced too low, efficient retraction setsf
in. This is a matter of direct cHnical obsers'ation, that is, to those^
who have the faith and courage to observe, not bliridly thwarting
,Xature by rushing to the brutal expedient of "forced delivery..;,

Those who intercept the natural order of a physiolc^ical procesfr;

are not entitled to give evidence hi contradiction of those wh^>,
have watched the process throughout.- They are out of court. -^

. There is still another conditior^ of the placenta that disposes tif\

self-detachment. This is alteration of ha texture from fibrinowsii

indurations, fatty degeneration, or other condition impairing tU^
natural homogeneity. Some such change is especially apt toocciPo
in the prajvial flap of placenta. In my Obstetric Operati'riu aodf
in the System of Obstetric Medicine a>td Surgery, written byi
myself and Dr. Funcourt Barnes, I started another theory of tb^
causeofpreniature detachment and Uasmorrhage; this is tliat the'
placenta, growing more rapidly than the corresponding uterin«t
area, shoots out beyond this sirea, and so leads to detachment. .iH„
has been objected that there is no proof of this. It is tructhf^r^
is no direct proof ; but. on the other hand, it is not disproved by
simply denying it; and the argument from analogy with the histoiyj
of tubal ectopic gestation is very strong. In'cases of this kini},

the rupture d the sac and hseniorrhage take place mainly becau^ft
the sac ie not adapted to keep pace with the rapid growth of thg,
ovum about the tliird month ; the sac bursts, and there is effusiony
of blood. Now I have shown that placenta. prsevia is a fomj-oft
ectopic gestation. It is a legitpnate^advcftioa that t^te piQC^P'S
of both are fimilar. >•,:;'- r,: ,'-,

-, ^ ^i -[•'<^- •}•^n
The case may be summed up in the following propositions ;-vr;ip

1. The ha?morrhngeoome.<! mainly from the bareAuterinesurfafe,
and is arterial. (Sinipson thought it was from placenta.). ,,„-j .,,(j
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2. In the propress of many labours, there is a stngi> when the

floiidiiig is 8l>oiitnn.>oii^ly nmsled. (The old (l(it,'mu ^^as, that tho

ha>n)iirrhn(;e was unnvoi'iInWe, and must j;o ou until delivery ; and

this diifjma still (joverns the practice of many men, precipitating

them into rush action.)

3. Tliis spontaneous arrest does not depend upon total detach-

ment of the placenta, nor upon death of the child, nor upon syncope

of the mother, nor ujion jiressun' upon the lower segment of the

uterus bared of placenta, although one or more of these conditions

may favour it.

4. The constant conditions of this physiolomcal arrest are con-

traction of the uterus, active or tonic, thrombosis, or clotting at

the orifices of the vessels, and
5. The physiological arrest of flooding is neither permanent nor

secure until the whole of that portion of the placenta which had

adheretl within the lower zone is detached, this being the portion

which is liable to be detached during tlie opening of the lower

segment of the uterus to the extent neces.sary to give passage to

the child. The limit of dangerous placental attachment corres-

ponds to the equator of the child's head (vide Diagram 1, 3-4).

Below it. the lower segment must dilate; above it tne placental

attachment is normal, and the uterine region need not and does

not dilate. On the contrary, it contracts to force the child into

the lower zone, which undergoes canalisation, continued by the

cervix and vagina.

This Iwundary line, revealed to me by close clinical observation

and physiological study, has since been demonstrated by anato-

mical research by others. The illustrations exhibited show this.

My boundan,' line, described in 1.S47-18.57, and many times since,

became Bratine's os internum in 1872, Bandl's ring in lR7f>, and

more lately Spiegelberg's lower boundary of contracting part of

nterus, and Schroeder's " contractions-nng." I think 1 am en-

titled to claim it as my discover^-, if priority goes for anything.

But I go further, and submit that these and other writers, al-

though recognising this fundamental fact of a definite boundary

line, and attaching their names to it, have failed to grasp its full

«igniftcance. Had they formed a clear conception of its importance.

they would have drawn the obvious therapeutical deductions, and

would have made it the guiding principle of treatment. Instead

of this, their treatment remains simply empirical. Imperfect in

physiological conception, it is barren in therapeutical issue. At-

tempts have been made to define the extent of the lower zone by

measuring the distance from the os internum to the boundary

line. These are based upon the fallacy that all cases are alikc>.

The uterus and the fcetal-presenting part varj' in absolute and

relative proportions, according to the development of the uterus

and tho size of the child. It is idle to pretend to fix a constant

houndarv line, measured by tape or rule. My estimate is ba.sed

on tho observation of cases at term, and the measurement of

foetal heads at the equator. Tho true limit is the height from the

cervix to the equator of the fretal head.

6. When this stage of detachment has been reached, by Nature

or by art, there i.i no physiological reason why any further de-

taeliment or flooding should take place until after the expulsion

of the child, when, and not till then, the remainder of the pla-

ce-nta, which adheres to the middle and upper zones of the uterus,

in oAst off, as in normal labour. This preservation of the connec-

tion between placenta and the body of the uterus is commonly
enough to preserve the child. It is cliiefly in the extreme cases

of central placenta prtevia, in which th>f jilacenta is in greater

Eart or wholly within the lower zone, or when as not seldom

appens, labour sets in prematurely, that the child's life is com-
promi.sed.

7. Adhesion of the placenta over the os uteri internum impedes

the regular dilatation of the part : and, consequently, whilst such

adhesion lasts, the ordinary course of lalwur is hindered or per-

verted.

8. Injury and inflammation of the uterine structures, particu-

larly of the crvix, are especially likely to ensue upon delivery in

placenta ])rtcvia. One of the purposes intended by Nature, in

fixing the seat of the placenta in the fundal and equatorial zones,

in the preservation of the parts, rendered highly vascular by con-

nection with the placenta, from distension and contusion attending

the pa.ssage of the child.

The treatment logically flowing from the foregoing physiological

propositions is set forth in the following therapeutical propo-

sitions;

—

1. The greatest amount of flooiling frequently takes place ct

the commencement of labour, and frequently even before there is

any clear indication of labour; generally at what would have been

a menstrual period. The cervix is always, from its being near the

.^eat of placental ottachmeiit, highly va.seular, and is freciueutly at

this stage very rigid. Any attempt to force the hand through this

structure at t^iis stage, to detach the whole placenta or to deliver,

must be made at the risk of injuring the womb. The dragging

the child through the cervix, even wlieii it has not been necessary

to pas.s the hand into the uterus, is a proceeding affording slender

chance of life to the child, and fraught with peril to tlie_ mother.

Hence the indication to pursue a course of treatment as free from

violence or precipitation as possible.

Diacriim 3—Showinp; a flap or pnevial placfnta. and tlie demarcation be-

Tween the pravial and equatorial portioua of placenta corresponding

with tho uterino l»undiiry line. The fiuger allows how the previal fl»p

can be detached from the lower zouc.

2 The entire detachment of the placenta is not necessary, and is

not' to be depended upon, to arrest the hremorrhage. (Smce my
demonstration of this point, Simpson, I believe, abandoned the

practice, an<l I do not think anyone now advocates it.)

3. Since the dilatation of the cervical portion must take place

in on
stagi

rder to give passage to the child, and since during the earli. r

..„,,e3 of this necessary dilatation hemorrhage is liable to ocrur.

it is desirable to expedite this stage as much as possible, avoiding

4 In cases where lal>our appears imminent, with considerable

h.Timorrhage, whilst the os internum uteri is still closed, the arrest

of the flooding and the expansion of the os may be promoted by

rupturing the membranes and the use of tents.

h Since a cross-presentation or other unfavourable position ot

the' child is apt to impede or destroy the regular contractions of

the uterus which are necessary to arrest the Hooding, it is mostly

desirable to deliver as soon as the condition of the os uten wUl

'''*R™in some cases the simple use of means to excite contraction

of tlie uterus, as nipturing'the membranes or the employment Ot

salvanism, may suffice to arre.st the hteniorrhage.
. • ^.,

7 In some cases in which it is observed that the os uten hrw

moderately expanded, or to a diameter of 1 25 inch or 4 centi-

mitrea, the placenta being felt tobe deta.'hed from the lower zone,

and the hsemorrhage having ceased, it is not necessary to intertere
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with the course of labour, now bec<5ine normal. Hfemorrhage
rarely persists after full canalisation of the passage.

8. At the critical period, when the total detachment of the
placenta or forcible delivery is dangerous or impracticable, the
introduction of the index finger through the os, and the artificial

separation of that portion of the placenta which adheres within
the lower zone, is a practicable and safe operation. This proceed-
ing is illustrated in Diagram 2, which represents the foetal sui-face

of a placenta drawn from Nature. The (lap at the lower part was
pnevial placenta. The shaded line exactly corresponds to the
uterine boundary line. The flap itself corresponds to the lower
Jione of the uterus. It shows the compression of the foetal head.
I have introduced the index finger to show how it is made to sweep
behind the pra^vial flap to detach it as far as the boundary line.

9. The artificial detachment of that portion of the placenta
which adheres within the lower zone will at once liberate the os
internum from those attachments which impede its equable dilata-
tion; and, by facilitating the regular contraction of this segment
of the uterus, favour the arrest of ha;morrhage, and convert a
labour complicated with placenta prxvia into a natural labour.

10. The immature uterus, partly paralysed by loss of blood, can-
not always be trusted to assume the vigorous action necessary to
effect delivery ; it is, therefore, necessary to aid canalisation by
dilating the cervix artificially ; this can be done safely and quickly
by my caoutchouc water dilator. This has come into general use,
and the testimony in its favour is conclusive. But one or two
German teachers say it is not effective. The bags they have
tried must be bad specimens, or skill in using them was wanting,

11. SulTicient dilatation being obtained, delivery may, if neces-
sary, be accelerated by forceps, by turning, or by embrj-otomy, ac-
cording to the special indications dictated by tlie condition of the
child. If turning be resorted to, I insist strenuously upon the
importance of delivering the after-coming head by the forceps, if

there be any difficulty or delay in the passage of the head under
manual traction. The forceps so applied takes off the constriction
of the imperfectly dilated cervix from the child's neck ; and trac-
tion bearing upon the head, facilitates moulding, and takes off all
strain from the neck ; axis-traction also is to be observed. In my
hands, this proceeding has contributed materially to the saving of
the child.

The measures that come into successive use are :
—

1. Rupture of the membranes.
2. Apply a firm binder over the uterus.
3. A plug may be used to gain time, but it muit not be trusted

;

"watch closely.

4. Separate all the placenta that adheres within the lower zone,
and observe closely. If no hoemorrhage, wait awhUe. The uterus
may do its own work ; if not, dilate the cervLx by the water bags.
Again pause and ohserve. If Nature fail to deliver, we resort to
the forceps, which gives the best chance to the child, or turn.

In following this order of procedure, we strictly follow the law
of physiology. AVe do not force Nature, but obey her. Cuirent
medical literature i.s full of examples proving the"value of these
precepts, and not a few cases published as illustrations of the
success of other methods, especially of turning, are more correctly
explained by the fact, probable in many, certain in some, that in
carrj'ing out the operation of turning, 'the placenta had been de-
tached from the lower zone. Where the principles enunciated by
me have been thoroughly and intelligently observed, as has becii
done on a considerable scale, as by Dr. Murphv, the success has
been unexampled.
An emphatic illustration of the treatment advocated by me is

found in the following summary of the experience in placenta
prscvia in the practice of St. Thomas's Hospital for 1887 (St.
ihomas s Hospital lieports) by Dr. Cory:—"Five cases occurred
during the year. In one case there are no particulars ; in two the
placenta was partially separated, and deliver^'- effected by for-
ceps; both children were saved. In two the" placenta was par-
tially separated; version was performed, and the children were
lost

;
all the mothers recovered.'' Dr. Cory adds :—" The lesson to

be learned in these cases is well shown, namely, never attempt
version if the head is presenting, and hemorrhage"has been stopped
by the partial .separation of the placenta."

LoNQEviTY IN IRELAND.—Among the deaths registered in Ire-
land for the December quarter were the following :—Two at 100
years, two at 103, two at 104, one at 110, and one at 111 years
respectively.

PATENCY OF THE UTERINE CANAL AS
AFFECTED BY FLEXION OF THE UTERUS.

By GRAILY HEWITT, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Emeritus ProfcMor of Ob.stetric Mc-<licine, University Cotleye; Coasutting
Obstetric Physician to University College Hospital,

The effect of flexion of the uterus in interfering with the patency
of the uterine canal is a subject on which a diversity of opinion
exists. In the healthy normal uterus the tissues surrounding the

uterine canal are of considerable strength and thickness, and
under such circumstancoB a great degree of bending of the uterus

does not occur ; but when circumstances are otherwise, and the
tissues are soft and non-resistant, possibility of severe bending is

greater. When flexion is present, the thickness of the walls of
the canal tend to preserve the patency of the canal, but it is evi-
dent that the calibre of the tube will be more likely to be
diminished if at the same time the walls of the canal are relaxed,
soft, and wanting in tonicity.

— J- 13.1.

From the various conflicting descriptions of the state of the os
uteri internum in eases of flexion, it is difficult to arrive at de-
cisive conclusions, observations by means of the sound being difli-

cuItUolmake in a sufficiently uniform manner, and the sovind
itself being liable to alter the conditions actually present.
The following, as a piece of pathological evidence as to the con-

dition in regard to patency of the canal in a case of anteflexion,

may be considered worthy of attention.

In the MuseuJiif University Colle>;e tl ere is one of the few
existing preserve 1 SI ecimeus of acute anteflexion of the uterus.
This specimen 1 had before dwScribeJ. Five years aj,o the speci-
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laep in (luestion nguiu attractcxl my uttontion, it haviug been

niPRnwhilc biscctiil nntero-postoriitriy so ns to show the cnnal.

Mr. Silcock kimlly hail phut npniphs of the specimen token for mo
so Bs to exhibit (he conJition of tlio canal inore completely. The

HCfompanying drawngs axo the result.

Fig. 1 e.ihibits Iho bispctud antotlexod uterus as it hangs sus-

pended, the cnvitv of the uterine body being very evident, so,

also, the cavity of the lower part of the cervix. But the upper

part of the cervical canal for a, length of three-quarters of au inch

13 hardly visible, and it looks as if obliterated at this situation.

In rig. 2 is shown the same specimen, biit cords have been

attached to the two sides of the apparently closed part of the cer-

'\-ical canal, and it is now seen that the cervical canal is only

potentially, but not actually, closed. In jjoiut of fact the canal is

really eices-^ively compressed in the antero-posterior direction,

t lie anterior closely in contact with the posterior wall(a3 shown

ii\ IHg. 1), and until opened out by the stretched cords, was virtu-

ally much blocked. It must further be noted that the section of

the canal, which no doubt was intended to be made exactly in the

middle line, was really made a little to the left of the middle line.

The view of the intiTior of the canal of the cervix in Fi^'. 2, there-

fore, shows considerably more than half of the width of the

canal. The shape of the canal at the virtually occluded partis

not circular, but verj- much tiattened froin before backwards ;
in

this case the !<linpe o"f the canal, indeed, resembles very much the

shape of a small, thin, india-rubber tube, compressed at a par-

ticular spot between the thumb and finger, and the result is that

there is verj- great narrowing in one direction, but a widening in

the opposite direction. Comparing, again, the uterine tube with

one of india-rubber under compre.ssion, it is endent that the in-

creased width of the tube is of no service so far as patency is

concerned, so long as the comjjression in the opposite diameter

continues to bo exercised. It will be further obnous that, so long

as the cervix continued flexed, as in Fig. 1, there would be an im-

pairment of patency, which would be relieved or diminished by

taking oSf tlie compression in the antero-posterior direction. This

might be done in the way showni after death; during life the

straightening of the canal by a sound, or a dilator or a tent, would

\\e effectual in procuring a free passage out of the uterus. It is

also evident from inspection of the drawings thot a forcible ex-

]iulsive force, that is, uterine contraction, acting on fluid con-

tained in the uterine cavity, would or might be sufficient to open

out the canal at the compression-narrowing spot, and thus to

secure an outlet for the retained fluid. It is also evident that

any increase in the degree of flexion present would tend to still

further close the canal.

Nothing is kno'wn of the history of the above specimen, but it

evidently belonged to a rather young woman. The slight indenta-

tions in the body of the uterus are accidental, and due to pressun-

of a piece of glass placed so as to expose the interior of the body
of the uterus.

The specimen undoubtedly favours the ojiinion previously ex-

pressed on the subject, that the patency of the uterine canal is

liable to be greatly affected by presence of mark(!d flexion of the

uterus.

ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION OF THE MALE
URETHRA BY MEANS OF THE NEW

INCANDESCENT-LAMP
URETHROSCOPE.'

By E. HUKRY FE\WICK, F.R.CS.,

AMistant-SurgeoD to the London Honpltal «nd to St. Peter'» IloapituI

for Stunc iiiKl other Urilmry I)i:«fattc-ii.

rally useful of any endoscope yet invented, for it can' be

adapted to every orifice of the body, even to the cesophamw.

The instrument has been invented by Leiter, of Vienna, out

it is only fair to explain that it combines, in reality, thoap

various additions to Bozzini's " light conductor " of 1805, which

mark the successive epochs in the development of urethral

endoscopy. Thus its general construction is somewhat similar to

the now twenty-five years old endoscope of Desormeaux-Cruisei*

but instead of the hot and cumbersome paraihu lamp of that

perioil, or the still hotter and more complicated Nitzu-Leitar

urethroscope of 1879,* Schall, of London, has substituted the in-

candescent lamp.* Leiter has simplified the entire instrument, and

has furthermore cleverly adtti)ted a concave non-perforated re-

flector, which is the bone and marrow of the innovation. Although

much good and sound work has been done by Oberlauder by means

of the Xitze-Leiter urethroscope,.yet f'at instrument has never

found favour or been in general use, because of its costlimss, nn-

wieldiness, and complication.

SiJfCE April, 1887,' a simple, practical, and most efficient urethro-

scope has been placed in the hands of the profession, by means of

which the entire urethra can be brilliantly illuminutcd ; so that

those diseases of that eannl grouped for ct>nvenience under the terra

"gleet," which sometimes proveso rebellious, and are often obscurq

in their causes, can now be a« scientifically studied as they can be

effectively treated.

I have used the instrument iji over fifty cases of gleet ami
stricture, and believe it to \m: the best and the most geiie-

I Ab«tract of a dcmonstrntinn of tin* in^triinirnt upon normal urethnca* wel|

a« upon p»tient« sufT*Ting from varioui nrftliral .Uttjv-'Ci—j[Icet of Bpven ycars^

»trtctore. Kr.—k» thr Mwllml Sc-lrtv. Januarv JMnl. isss.

' Dr. Brenner upon Loiter'i Urotfiroscopc, Vtrbaitd dtr limiUcha Gtt^Uchafi
/ar 6'Ainir^K. ivi Congr., IW". p. »2.

,

Leiter's Electric Endoscope for Urethral Examination.

Construction.—1\iG incandescent-lamp urethroscope is mftde up

of three pieces, t), nc, and T. These iiieces may be descrihiyl as

follows : 1. The handle D is made of caoutchouc, and carries on

its upper end a small incandescent lamp, which is connected with

the two binding screws which project from its lower end. A
li.dit steel spring forms the key. The handle fits into the botf.om

of the lantern nc. 2. The laiitem n c is a roofless gutter-shaped

box, carr,-ing at one end a fixed, obliquely-placed, concave mirror A

for refiecting light along the urethral cannula T, and at the other

the nozzle c lor fitting on the urethral tubes. Two additional and

important items of the lantern consist in small perforations around

the lamp for ventilating off the heat, and a small movable lens B

for mvopic or hypermetropic observers. 3. A series of urethral

cannuW T of various sizes and lengths. (Those supplied at present

by Leiter are not long enough.*

A glance at the figure will show that the light from the lamp Is

cast directly along the tube, and that the observer's eye, which is

i.luced at is, is shielded from the blinding light emitted by the

lamp. It is worked by a small plunge batten,- of four cells.

Direction!! for f/»e.—Select a long cflnniila. and of a size suited

to the meatiil calibre. Use glycerineas the lubricant. I'ass thecan-

nula up to the hilt after injecting n few dro])S of a 4 per cent, solu-

tion of cocjiine. Kverv part of the urethra can now be examined BS

the cannula is withdrawn. If the cannuhe are marke<l in incheOjB

note of the exact position of thediseased mucous membranecanoe

made for future reference. Fre<iuently a drop .)f mucus, gleet, or

the lubricant will obscure th(r surface of tlie mucous membrane;

a i>ledget of cotton-wool on a .stylet removes it, hence it is w^s*" *"

use as little glycerine as possible. Should the wool slip off tlie

end of the stylet it will be passed on urination, or may be removM

by a hook-ended stylet applied through the cannula.
_

^-

Capahilitief.-^Tho ill uminating power is very CQiisiderfMe-

P. K. Cruine. Trio HnJoacopt, »!*> DesormeBiix. Dc VEniotcopt, rarli. ISflSi

(Jiiirf. your.. Slav. ise.^.

* Die Nltz^Lelterwhen trrethmnenpe, Wm. khnttrh.
' Leitor, Aeue Jielruclitunfjr-Ayparittr. Wlen.'t.'<SS.

XTofh., l«Tft. No I'
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Every section of the urethra can he thoroughly examined, and
every detail of its surface can he as easily studied as if the canal
were exposed to bri^'ht sunlitjht. Any change can, with practice,
be detected immefbately. But more than this : ever)' diseased
patch can be treated topically -without -svithdrawing the cannula,
for the reflector is so deeply placed in the lantern that bougies, or
stylets armed with wool or medicaments, can be i>assod over its

summit (Fig. 1 A, after twisting away the lens B), and down the
cannula in the very axis of the light. Thus, as in the Desormeaux-
Cruise instrument, the observer can govern the method and extent
of his treatment, and watch the effect at the same time. The
urethroscope has never been a popular instrument, and I believe
it is due to this fact that so many of the long-standing, neglected
gleets lapse into stricture. It is certain, however, that with
asimplo and ])ract.ical urethroscope such as this is, and a greater
visual knowledge of urethral disease, we shall have fewer false
diagnoses of stricture ; and, doubtless, fewer instances of normal
urethrse " worried into stricture " by unnecessary and harmful
instrumentation.

ABSTRACTS OF THE MILROY LECTURES
OS

SOME GENERAL CONDITIOXS WITH
REGARD TO EPIDEMICS.

Delivered at the Royal College of Physicians of London,
February and March, ISSS.

By BOBEXT LAIV^SOX, L.E.C.S.Ed.,
Inspector-General (Retired) Army.

Lectuee I.

—

Epidemic Infutinces.
Amer thanking the President and Fellows for the honour done
to him by selecting him to give the first series of lectures under
(he bequest of the late Dr. Jlilroy, the lecttirer quoted two para-
graphs from the testator's " suggestions for consideration by the
Council of the Royal College of Physicians in relation to his
bequest." In one the opuiiou was expressed that no question of
medical doctrine stood " more in need of strict inductive examina-
tion than that of determining with accuracy the part which con-
tagion—the comxnunicability of disease from the sick to the
healthy—plays in the development and spread of various maladies.
...The correct solution of this problem thus becomes one of supreme
importance in State medicine. This can only be effected by the
patient investigation of numerous verified and authenticated
facts in various localities and regions, and imder different cir-
cumstances and conditions, apart from all prenous speculation
and any mere traditional or customarj- beliefs." In the other a
strong desire was expressed " that more diligent and continued
attention may be paid than has yet been attempted in this
countrj- to the study of the accurate geography of diseases, to-
gether -n-ith the exact chronologj- of the appearance and persist-
ence of those diseases which are of only occasional and temporars'
occurrence

; also the exact date of each epidemic prevalence or
extra severity of the ordinary endemic maladies in different
countries and localities, together with a brief notice of any
exceptional feature, or peculiarity characteristic of each aggra-
vated manifestation of the malady in question, so that some
record of its varj'ing natural historv- may be preserved for the
benefitof future times."
Passing then to the subject selected, the lecturer said that the

tenns "epudemic constitution," "epidemic influence," "pandemic
mflueuce," were merely conventional expressions embracing those
factors which led to the diffusion and intensification of liisease
from time to time which were not referable to the individuals
who suffered or tlie localities in which thev resided. A study of
the statistics provided by the Medical Department of the army
Showed that, though causes of insalubrity were more or less per-
manently present at various stations, severe epidemics of fever
appeared at intervals only, leaving the respective stations com-
paratively healthy during the intermediate years, thus indicating
tUe operation of factors during the epidemic j-cars which werem abeyance during the intervening periods. From this it was
concluded that the epidemic factor embraced large portions of
cue earths surface at the same time, and that records of disease
over an equally extended surface, and for many years in suc-

cession, were required to Indicate the Course these factors pirfi
sued.

A study of a large collection of notices of the occurrences of
epidemics of fever and several other diseases led to the conclusioa
that in the case of fevers these outbreaks, besides embracing a con-
siderable space in longitude, gave rise to epidemics in the respec-
tive localities tiiey invaded, for the most part in a year with an.
even, or odd number. This conclusion was illustrated by quota-,
tions chiefly from the reports of the Army Medical Department.
In Jamaica, for instance, the number of deaths from fever in the
odd years (1817, 1819, etc.) was far greater than in the even years
(1818, 182(.i, etc.), while the reverse held goad in Ceylon. "

,.

An examination of the large body of evidence collected led to
the further conclusion that epidemics of fever, which became de-
veloped at various points, from time to time, passed uniformly to
the northward until they finally disappeared. The length of "the
course of individual epidemics varied much, but the disease gener-
ally appeared in each locality in the odd or even year which cha-f
raoterised it. From the combination of several details the period,
occupied in passing from the Cape of Good Hope to this counti^-
was found to be about six years. ,;,

A large mass of statistics was quoted in favour of the lecturer'e.
views, and the general conclusion drawn was " that there is a
factor concerned in the production of fever which determines its
appearance at points more and more to the northward in successive
years; that this factor revives periodically everj- second j-ear, or
at some multiple of two years, passing like a series of waves over
a more or less extensive portion of the earth's surface. These
waves can be traced from Buenos Ayres and Cape of Good Hope
in 35° south, to northern Europe and Iceland, and in longitude
from Ceylon and China to the west coast of America. To distia-
guish these I have named them pandemic waves. Of their inti-
mate nature nothing is kno-rni at present, but as their position
from year to year seems defined, apjiroximately at least, by lines
of equal magnet ic dip, it is inferred they may be dependent in
some way on that force."

THEEAPEUTIC JVIEMORANDA.

SYRUP OF TAR IS WI>'TER COUGH.
Tab is undoubtedly one of the best remedies for chronic bronchitis
and winter cough, but the difficulty is to know how to give it. la
an article which appeared in the JousxAX in 1875 I recommended
that it should be given either in capsiiles or in pills made with
lycopodium. Both these methods have their disadvantages, and.
1 now use the sj-rupus picis liquids of the United States Pharma-
coposia prepared as follows :

" Tar, six parts ; cold water, twelve
parts ; boiUng distilled water, fifty parts; sugar in coarse powder,
sixty parts, to make one hundred parts. Upon the tar contained
in a suitable vessel pour the cold water, and stir the mixture fre-
quently during twenty-four hours ; then pour off the water and
throw it away. Pour the boiling distilled water upon the residue,
stir the mixture briskly for fifteen minutes, and set it aside for
thirty-six hours, stirriiig occasionally. .Decant the solution and
filter. Lastly, in forty parts of the filtered solution dissolve the
sugar by agitation ^^'ilhout heat."

It is stated in most of the dispensatories that the syrup con-
tains six grains in the drachm, but Mr. Tanner, of the Westminster
Hospital, tells me that in reality it is not much stronger than the
old-fashioned tar water. This, however, is a matter of little im-
portance, for by the addition of a few drops of ammonia or other
alkali it can be prepared of almost any desired strengtli. I usually
give it in doses of from two to four drachms everj- three hours, or
even oftener. It is by no means disagreeable to take, but should
the taste be objected "to it can be flavoured with syrup of Virginian
prune made according to the following formula :" " Wild cherry- in
No. 20 powder, twelve parts; sugar in coarse powder, sixty parts;
water, o suflicient quantity to make one hundred parts. Moisten
the wild cherry thoroughly with water, and macerate for twi-uty-
four hours in a close vejsel ; then pack it firmly in a cylindrical

tlass percolator, and gradually pour water upon it until thirty-
ve parts of percolate are obtained. Dissolve the sugar in the

liquid by agitation, without heat, add the glycerine and strain,"
The tar IS an excellent stimulating expectorant, whihit the wild
cherry is not without influence in allaying cough. The eflBcacy of
the combination may be greatly increased by the addition of a
little apomorphine. I use the 2 per cent, solution of the Britiih
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Phaniiacopcpiii, and find that six minims may bo Riven frequently

without exciting niius..n. Many patients take ten minims per-

fpftlv well : but iu a few c-ases, in delicate womcu especially, it

indu'ces vomiting. During the la.st two years 1 have used this

method of treatment in nearly a hundred cases of chromic bronch-

itis luid winter cough, and have every reason to bo satistied with

the re.sult. The cough is relieved, expectoration is rendered easier,

and thr i)atient usually sleeps well the very first night. Ihe syrup

of tar alone without the apomorphine is admirably adapted tor

the treatment of the coughs and colds of childriii. and has none

^f the disadvantages of preparations containing opiates.

Weymouth Street, W. William iUnnELL, Jl.D.

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

OrilTIHLMOPIiKGlA F,.\TERX.\ DUE TO ALCOHOL.

The common causes of ophthalmoplegia externa are locomotor

ataxv. syphilis, diphtheria, and exposure to cold. Though para-

lysis' of "the ocular muscles has been observed in chronic alco-

holism. I am not aware that the condition to which the term

oi.hthnlmoT.legia externa is applied has been met with, and its

occurrence would seem to show that it may be produced by lesion

of the nerves as well as by lesion of the nerve nuclei, alcoholic

-paralysis having been proved to depend upon peripheral neuritis.

The following case of chronic alcoholism, with ophthalmo-

Blecia externa, Ts at present under my core.

J B a man a^ed .50, was admitted into the workhouse in-

firmary' on January 'i.-ith. His relatives stated that he had been

drinking heavily "for some years; and my friend, Mr. Newton,

•who attended him b<'fore his admission into the workhouse, tells

side leaving the latter bones dislocated inwards. As usual, tli.>

dislocation was incomplete. The following signs wore noted:

Tho forearm was iu a stale midway between pronation and supi-

nation, and lleXL'd at tho elbow to an angle ot 13i°. There wn-

marked iKUiding of the forearm to tho ulnar side, giving to tli.

outer border a strongly convex outline, an appearance largely due i

the prominence of the external condyle. This process, with tli.

greater part of the capitellum, was easUy felt from the .surtaci

and 80 extensive was the lac.ration of the ligaments on the outer-

aspect of the joint, that the head of the radius could bo separate.1

from contact with the smooth ridge between the trochlea am!

capitellum to the extent nf half an inch by forced ulnar flexion

The head of the radius had an inclination to displacement for-

wards and the freedom of its movements was such as to suggest

considerable yielding of the orbicular, as well as the external

lateral, ligament. The greater sigmoid cavity of the ulna articu-

lated with tho under aspect of the internal condyle, which i.rocess

was buried deeply. Very severe pain was complained of at this

spot intensified by pressure and movement, evidently due to the

ulnar nerve being pressed. The olecranon, though prominent

behind, v.-as not raised above the iuter-condylar line. Thero was

no fracture of any of the bones, and passive movemenU were noi

so restricted as in some other elbow dislocations.
, , , , .

Reduction was easily effected by the usual method of placing

the knee against the upper part of the forearm, and first extend-

ing then flexing, the joint, at the same time that tho forearm -svu.

lifted outwards. When splinted it was thought desirable to pla.--

a pad on the front of the head of the radius to overcome the slight

tendency to displact;ment forwards of this bone.

Tugs. Si.n'claik, M.D., F.R.C.S.1<J^G.,

Professor of .Surgery, tjueen's College. Belfast.

-WHO aiteiioeri mill uy-i^'i^ f"-^ ^ ->-'" •
----

^, J . r

me that he has been drinking for years, and that the dropping ot

the eyeli.ls came on about a month ago, the patient having com-

plained for some weeks previously of pains and cramps m his

Ws The patient, on admission, was incoherent, constantly ask-

ing 'for drink, and unable to tell where he was or to give any ac-

. eount of himself. He was unable to raise his eyelids, there being

- dropping of both eyelids, the left being less affected than the

• right There -was slight external strabismus of the right eye. Ho

-was unable to rotate his eyeballs either upwards or down%vards,

but could move them readily from side to side. The pupils re-

sponded to light and accommodation, but sluggishly, and were

small. The knee-jerk was lost on both sides, the plantar refiex

increased. There was no paralysis of the legs or arms, but the

calf muscles were exquisitely tender on being grasped, and pres-

sure along the course of the posterior tibial nerves elicited great

naia Ue could point his toes, and there was no marked weak--

ncas of the extensors of the wrist or leg. The first metatarsal

bono was fractured, and he said this was due to a chair fallm" on

his foot. The muscles of the legs responded normally to faradism

and galvanism. His memory was much affected, and he did not

kno-w where he was; he had no knowledge of time or place.

When asked if he had been out he always responde<i in the anirra-

ative, declaring that he had been several miles, and that he hart

bdd several glm<ses of whisky: in fact, ho talked of nothing but

• drink. He took Iiis medicine readily on being told it was whisky,

Hiough he thought the tastr of it was very jieculiar; in fact he

thoroughly illustrate.l thi^ truth of the proverb, " In vino Veritas,

his speech" betraying his previous habits.

Since his admission the patient has much improved, bemg now

. able to open his eyes, and the lids only drooping slightly. There

18 still considerable restriction of the movements of the eyeballs,

but this is daily diminishing. The patient has had no a cohol

: since admission. C. W. SfCKLiNO. M.D.. M.R.C.P.

Jiirmingbam. -_=——====^=
SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

DI'lI.OCATION OF TIIK RADIUS XSD ULNA IXWARD.S.

An example of this comparatively rare accident seems worthy of

being recorded on account of the clearness of tho signs and sym-

ptoms and more particularly of the methml ot its production.

A young man, in .Iriving a trap too slmn-lv round a corner, cajv-

«\zt^iit. ami was thniwn out of it on the convex side of tlie curve.

He alighted <m the (fiecraiion of the It-ft side. The forearm beiii^

thus arrested by contnrt '^ith the ground, while the rest of his

bo<lv, including the left humerus, was still iu projectile force, the

»)umei-u3 was carried b.>yond the forearm bones towards the outer

REPORTS ,AJ
OF

HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

BRADFORD INFIRMART.
A CASE or H-nrnOPHOBIA TREATEn BY THE BHI.SSON METU'

[Under the care of Davu> Goydee, M.D.j

J D aged 49 farmer, a quiet, sober man, had alwaj-s enjoy,

g'.)0d health. About the end of August, 1887, he was bitten by a

strange dog on tho outer angle of the left orbit, just under the end

oftheeye&ow. The do- was killed. Another dog, bitten by it

just previously, was isolated, but had smce shown "" signs of

rabies The wound was not cauterised, and healed readily in a

few days On October 30th the patient complained of a cokl in

the heail and running from the eyes and hose but did iic^t com-

plain of these symptoms ufterwards. On this day he^first noticed

1 slight pricking sensation in the seat of the bite, and comi-himed

of "neuralgic pain spreading from it. and also of headache on the

loft "d" atld S4,readin^ acr.fss the forehead." There was also some

pain deep in the ncct-. iinnu>diately behind and below the left

mastoid process, and a stiffuess of the neck abi.ut this region and

downwards from it. These .sensations continue.l up to 4 P.M. ot

November 2nd. the pains and headache being almost constant,

whilst the pricking sensation became less marked. On the morn-

ing of November 1st the patient felt "cod and s arved, and m
the evening his wife noticed a strange look m his eyes ^^hICtl

.seemed " standing out," an.l also that he was contiiuially gasp-

ng"a"'l'l™^vini in his breath.' He described his ^valkW
th.it evening as terrible, having to ;'':o^-i;r

V^ V-
'""1Tnod hU

backwards '^0 avoid the effects of the wind, which ' «" PPJ''
''"

br.-alh." He exhibited slight .spasms on taking some brandj-anO

water and subsequently refused his tea. saying he co"''' "«

swallow. In the night he once swallowed some bnin<ly-ana-

wafr without dimculf y. Shortly after^vards he started up, say

ing he felt " so low and' queer," adding, " 1 ,
'"I'l'V. ' "T"ScL^

leave you; 1 feel such a wanting liero." pointing to his cllesr

^ine larin milk was offered to him, when ho got alarmed, and

several times attempted t-i jump out of bed.
,,„,,;„_ -„,1

In the niomiug he procured sftmo ludia-rubber tubing, ami

thiougl; this swalTowedklf a cup of millc. in "';?''
'«'f^-^„';"b"[:

,

lir. Hirst 8,iw him at 11 a.m., and, reco-mising tho
"f

"re ot m.

c, so, advised his removal to the Dradfor5 Infirmary, where he was
|
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placed under the care of Dr. Goyder, and of the house-physician,
Ur. Viiiighan. Dr. Herbert .Major and Dr. Dime kindly leiit their
TahiaWe assistance. It was decided to give the sweating method
of Buisson a thorough trial.

On the patient's admission into the ward at 6.30 p.m., on Novem-
ber 2nd, an attempt was made to sponge his face, but the pouring
out of the water into the basin, as Dr. Hirst had already pre-
%-iously observed, brought on a spasm, and he begged so earnestly to
have tlie jug and basin removed from the room, as he could not
bear the sight or suggestion of water, that his request was acceded
to. He complained of "catches" in bis breath, and a feeling of
suffocation from the slightest causes, either from a draught of air
or the attempt to remove his clothes. Whilst being carried into
the ward he exhibited this peculiarity, frequently giving vent to
a high-pitched crj' of a very suggestive character. Swallowing
liquids, except in verj' small quantities, through his india-rubber
tube, produced a sense of choking, and was dreaded by him. Solid
food he masticated and swallowed without difficulty. He com-
plained of throbbing in his chest, and of a sense of sinking in the
pnecordia. There was no priapism or salivation. His face and
conversation were of a depressed character, his mind clear. Pulse
100, temperature lOO..")". Face anxious, pupils dilated, the right
more than the left; skin moist and warm

; general manner nen'ous.
The application of a cold hand to the cicatrix on his forehead pro-
duced a sudden violent shrinking and a deep inspiration, almost
spasmodic in character. A whiff of air blown on his face
caused him to spring up from the lying to the sitting posture

;

then followed a prolonged, strong, "and spasmodic inspiration,
during which the jaws were set half open, the angles of the mouth
drawn downwards and outwards, the eyes staring, the facial ex-
pression entirely changing to one of great distress and wildness;
the hands were doubled and firmly clenched. This spasm lasted
a few seconds, during which the 'pupils were extremely dilated,
and assumed their more contracted condition after the spasms were
over.

At 8 P.M. a combined steam and vapour bath was applied. On
removal of the shirt a spasm was caused. During the bath two
or three spasms were brought on by water dropping on to the
body oif the blankets. There was 'profuse perspiration during
the one hour and a half the bath lasted. He was then rubbed dry
with warm towels. He i)erfpired gently for some time, express-
mg great satisfaction at the bath.
Between midnight and 2 a.m. one grain of morphine was given

nypodermically to produce sleep and to allay the frequent spasms
but without effect. The pulse was then 120, temperature 98.5° F.
Thirty-grain doses of chloral were then given every hour untii

/u**'
°^ '^'"vember 3rd, but mthout any risible effect whatever

although 240 grains were administered.
'

At 10,4.'') A.M. half a pint nf coffee was fairly well swallowed
ttirough the tube. The combined bath, aided by pilocarpine hv-
podermically, was then repeated, and also in the afternoon, pro-
ducing as before profuse perspiration. About 3 p.m. the spasm
appeared to be less frequent, and the restlessness not so great
Ibe temperature was then 98°. Solid food was eaten, and enjoyedm the course of the day. During the night three-quarter-grain
aoses of morphine wexe twice given hypodermically, and seemed
to produce a little sleep towards morning.
.

During the morning of November 4th the restlessness steadily
increased. At 11 a.m. the temperature, which had risen to 100 2°
in the night, measured 103°. The pupils were now equal, and
measured one-eighth of an inch in diameter. Thick, ropy
saliva appeared, at first excitedly rubbed off the tongue with a
nandkercluef.afterwards violently hawked up. The patient now got

n 1 f 1,
^"^' °" '"^ drawers and trousers. He said he felt stiffami that he was going to die. When spoken to he answered'

rationally but when left to himself he rambled and muttered.
ADout 1_.30 P.M. he became gav and shouted. Temperature 100 4°
puise irregular in force and volume. Although but lightly clothed,
ne_wa.s bathed in profuse perspiration. At 12.4.5 p.m.' he spoke
rationally to the nurses, and for quite fen minutes did not have a
• pasm. At I.O p.m. he walked to a chair, talking plea.santly totie nurses. He tried to swallow some beef-tea, wliich brough't on

Ln ''J'I'"™°"""' inspiration, accompanied bv an expression of
"lid effort in face and manner; then suddenly he successfully
^.Iped a mouthful down. This was repeated, the swallowin'e
tieing accompanied by a kicking-out of the legs. At 1.30 he be-
oinio riolent, sulivating freely, 'and excifedlv^rubbing away the
^,'^'\}'^- Three-quarters of a grain of morphine were injected \t
-.00 the pulse was 150 and weaker, temperature 104.4*. Sixteen

ounces of clear urine were passed, specific gravity 1024, and pale
yellow. Four minims of tinct. strophanthi were given. At 3.5 he
was so excited that three-quarters of a grain of morphine were-
again given. At 3.18 and 3.40 there were outbursts of violence,
but without spasms. At 4.10 a grain of morjjbine was injected.
D. now became more and more violent, spittin» in his attendants'
faces, and at 4.40 he became so uncontrollable that chloroform
was administered, under which he rajndlj' fell asleep. He died
quietly at 6..55, having had one or two spasms at about 6.30, and
one shortly before death. At 7.10 p.m. the temperature was 101.8°,

and at 8.10, 103.8°.

In commenting upon this case. Dr. Goyder remarked that as^

Pasteur's method was here out of the question, the case haff

seemed to be a favourable opportunity for trj-ing the so-calleff

"eliminative" treatment of Euisson, although this treatment
had already failed in the hands of some of the staff of Guy's Hos-
pital. If the treatment consisted in producing diaphoresis, this

had been essentially fulfilled, for from the commencement of the-

treatment until death the most profuse perspiration was present,

not only during the baths, but also in the intervals between-
them. It had been objected that the Russian method advocated
by Buisson had not been carried out, as the patient had not been
sponged -with cold water afterwards. Dr. Goyder submitted that
this would have been impossible to earn,' out on account of the
intense dread of water—" hydrophobia " in every sense of the
word—exhibited by D., and he thought that no man who had seen
a case of true hydrophobia would propose such a thing. He wa»
reluctantly obliged to question the value of the Buisson method.
The character of hj-drophobia itself rendered it doubtful whether
perspiration, however produced, could eliminate the poison, as it

seemed to show an elective affinity for the nerves and brain,

whilst zymotic poison generated and culminated in the blood.

The outset of D.s case illustrated this peculiarity. It began with
pricking at the site of the bite; the irritation spread along the
nerves, eridently towards the spine and brain, after which fol-

lowed the spasms, direcflj' proceeding from the medulla along the-

nerves of respiration and deglutition. The poison thereafter

seemed to exhibit a stationary character, for a time at least, as

the spasms were confined to the face, throat, and chest. During
this interval the temperature sank to normal, then the patient

began to he restless, the temperature gradually rose, the nervous
system, though getting excited, was at first only pleasantly

exalted, and at last, when it would appear as if the poison had
.spread to the imiversal cerebral structures, general, maniacal, and
destructive excitement set in, rapidly speeding on to a fatal

termination. This elective affinity for the nervous structures, ia

which the poison seemed primarily to generate, kUIing the patient

by its excess of action, did not, it appeared to Dr. Goyder, offer a

sufficient interval of time for its elimination by diaphoresis. The
patient was practically beyond hope long before the first natural

eliminative efforts—that is, the secretion of saliva—were estab-

blished. Still, Dr. Goyder thought the Buisson method ought
not to be decisively condemned before more exhaustive trials.

As to the post-mortem appearances, although it seemed so natural

to assume that such violent spasms could not be produced without
observable abnormality in the medulla, the most careful observa-

tion by Drs. Major. Vaughan, Hime, and Goyder had failed to detect

the changes in the medulla recorded by D'r. Clifford AUbiitt. The
microscopical examination of portions of the brain and medulla,

conducted by Dr. Major, whose large experience in this branch was
a sufficient guarantee for its value, revealed no observable changes.

LoNDOM SANrrARY Pbotection Association.—The report of

this Association, presented at its annual meeting held on February
25th at the Society of Arts, showed an increase of members over

last year of lOS. TThe number of inspections made during the year

also showed an increase, the total being 1,4*!8, including 451 first

inspections and 602 annual. It is satisfactorj- to learn that the

condition of the houses inspectetl for tlie first time showed a
lower average than usual, the percentage of bad (rather bad and
ver\' bad) being 6.5, whereas on the average of the preceding sis

years that jiercentage was only 56. The treasurer'.s report showed
;i small balance of income over expenditure. Regret was ex-

pressed that charitable persons and public bodies had not made
more use of the A.ssociation as a means to the improvement of the

sanitary condition of working-class dwellings, a work in which
the Association would be always willing to co-operate. It was
remarked that large houses were often found to be more defective

than small ones. •
•-..•.•
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REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
He WB9 » man agfid 2f, ivlio hart got hyilrooele of the left sidO;

after a fracture of the thiph ami a blow oa the scrotum about two

Ue wiia at lirM simply tapped and relieyed for a time.years a^o.

ROYAL MEDICAL AXD OHIRl'UOICA'L SOCIETY.

TcEsn-VT, FEimrAKY "iSth, 1888.

C. D. PoLl/JCK, Esq., F.R.C.S., rresidont, in tlie Chairi

Soiiu- Iicnuirk.1 on the Hadiral Cure uf llyiiioreU, with NoUs of

Two Cafe." <if EicUion of the Tunica VoginalU,fulli>wed by litvur-

rencg of the Uudrocele.—hlr. JIenuy Mouum read a paper on thia

subject. The history of hydrocele and its radical treatment were

hrieHy n'fenrod to, as showing the freq\ient alternations between

what might be called the " closed" and " open" methods of treat-

ment, namely, injections on the one hand, and tents, setons,

cau8tic-<, incision, and excision on the other. To be quite certain

of a permanent cure the vaginal cavity must bo entirely obliter-

ated, either by lirm universal adhesion of the two surfaces of the

sac, or by the tilling up of the sac by granulation tissue; but there

wn« reason to believe that permanent cures had been effected by a

siroplo change in the secreting capacity or character of the mem-
brane. Altlioiigh.on the whole, a more satisfactory mode of radical

cure did not exist than the injection of small quantities of some

irritating fluid, incision or excision was preferable under certain

conditions. From a comparison of cases there did not seem to be

mucli to choose, either as to duration of treatment or certainty of

rtault, between injection on the one band, and incision or excision

oa the other. The comparative values of injections, and of incision

or excision, were alluded to. But it waa pointed out that there

was no method of radical cure yet devised which was not liable to

ocoJi-^ional failure. The circumstances under which incision or

incision was to be preferred to injections were the foUowinfj : 1.

When we were in doubt as to the precise nature or relations of the

Uydnicele sac, for example, wliether the tumour was a congenital

hydrocele, or a hydrocele of a hernial sac. 2. In some cases in

wliich hernia complicated a hydrocele. .3. When a foreign body

in the tunica vaginalis was the cause of the hydrocele. 4. When
wo hail reason to think that the hydrocele was caused by, or asso-

ciated with, a diseased condition of the testes, for which castra-

tion would be the right treatment. 5. When, as in a case lately

under the author's care, a vaginal hydrocele was associated with

an encysted hydrocele of the cord and a bubonocele on the same

side. The author's treatment of the cavity after incision was de-

gcribed. In conclusion two cases were related of recurrence of the

hydrocele after excision of the sac—The Piussikent observed that

the belia>-iour of these cases of hydrocele was often capricious.

In one case wliich he had long watched there had begn no recur-

rtaicc after one ta5)ping. On the other hand, another had been

twice tapped, and twice injected with iodine, with constant recur-

rence. A silver wire waa then introduced for thret^ weeks, with

ample suppuration, but no permanent recovery; the sac was
Anally laid open, ami lint put in day by day for a fortnight, and

gtill, though it healed very well for the lime, it recurred later on,

until the patient finally declined any further treatment than

simple tapping.—.Sir Joseph K.waEii said that durint; the years

ho had been iti India hyilrocelis had come very fn(|ueiitly under

hi.'* hands ; they were not only much commoner tlmn in England,

but also niucli larger and with thicker walls. He hatl been in-

clined to con.<iider them as part of a constitutional state, as being

at least connected with, if not caused by, malarial fever. They

were frequent precursors of elephant ia.sis. He had never

removed a scrotal tumour without finding some liydrocelo (luiil.

The sac waa sometimes rigid, willi cartilaginous plates, and bone

wa.^ occasionally found in them. The fluid containeil in such cases

yras full of plates of cholosterine. It was sometimes pale; some-

times gramous and mixed with blood. J'or these no treatment

aT»ile<l tojir.vent recurrence except excision such as Mr. Alorris

hail de3crib.;d. His master at Edinburgh, IVofossor Syme, had

shown how necessary it was to use a strong injection of iodine,

antl to bring it in c<mtact with all parts of the interior of the sac

hy manipulation. Some pain and thickening of the walls oc-

ciuTtid, but cure at the time followed, and a recurrence was very

rarely noticed. He was strongly of belief that the injection of

two drachms of tinct. iodi, undiluted, would cure ver>- nearly

all simple hyilroCeles. That certainly should bo first tried ; and

of other injections, of which he had tried many, none was nearly

aogood; for many cas«s one tapping was sullicient; and .some

Indian cases got well in England without any operation.—

Mr. Witi.KTT had brought up a patient to show the Society in

whom, as in Mr. Morris's case, operations had n<?t .M :,(,», qiire..

then 2 drachms of tinct. iodi were injected undiluted into a sac,

iuidajid well diffused. Ih'containing a, certain amount of fluid and well diffused. This WM
followed by a good deal of intlammation and by temporary relief,:

but subsequent return of the hydrocele, and tins treatment waa

reiieated three times at intervals of about six months. On UiB

ureeimting himself for the fourth time it waa determined to ex-

cise a portion of the tunica vogiiialis ; the tumour was grasped,

an incision made, some 3 ounces or more of hydrocele lluiU-

escaped, but it was found that the cavity was completely obat«-,

rated, and that the fluid had come from the meshes of a bulwiO,

growth. An attempt was made to peel off this buboid tissue, but:

its adhesion was too complete for that ; it was broken down, and

the wound closed.—Mr. Bryant remarked that there could be no

doubt there was not much imanimity in their treatment of hydro-

cele. It had been the universal custom in former days for &U

operators to inject iodine, and the questions then -raised were

chiefly as to the strength which it was best to employ. Jn his

o^vn practice he generally used 2 drachms of an equal mixture ot

the tinctura and liquor iodi undiluted. He advised that no tlma
should be left in the sac before injection, for that was equivaJenl

to dilution, and dUution to an unknown degree. Under tneM

oondititms he had had very few faUures as fax as he knew, ne

did not wish to be harsh on the plan of excision, which was be-

coming more popular with the growmg confidence in the treat-

ment of wounds. He described one case of incision and one ol

excision in which those operations lia<l failed to brmg

about a radical cure, but injection with nxline subse-

quently had succeeded. StiU excision was usefid in some

old cases of hydrocele with plates of cholesterine in the

fluid. Next to iodine for injection he should choose.

hot water, which he had employed at someone else s suggestion,

and had found to cause suppuration and radical cure t)y granmao

tion tissue.—ilr. Willktt asked to be allowed to observe that

the fluid left in the sac in his case before injection of iodine waa

not left in accordance with his orders. He thoroughly agreed

with Mr. Bryant in advising the injection of a stronjj solution o

iodine into an empty sac. In reply to further questions he sai.l

that microscopical examination had done no more than show that

the buboid ti.'^sue he had described was fibrous.—Sir J
.

1' AYltEB

observed that he had several times found similar tissue, and had

peeled it off if possible, or else excised it.-Mr. BnYANX thought

ft was probably organised lymph, such as he had found m some

elderly subjects after operation.-Mr. CmPfS said he was quite

unfamiUar with the irritant action ot hot water, and was ip<-'i'ned

to attribute it to something other than the water.--Mr. li«^»»

wished to express his opinion that Mr Morris had been of con-

siderable service to the profesi^ion in calling 0"'^°','°'^.
n,lv it™

that there was no safe radical cure for hydrocele, which they were

a little apt to fnncv that there was, unless they took A ii'"^\'^^

of trouble in following out the hLstones of their patient.s. He had

been in the habit at the London Hospital of u.sing for 'Ejection a

solution of iodine known as Curling's, which was stronger than

the tinct. iodi, Ji.P.,aud of leaving two draclmis of that in tne

sac. He had followed out a great many of these ewes, and founa

failure, that is, sulxsequent r.^currenco, in at least 2:> per cent, ui

ca.se,s of incision and excision which had been graced he had found

about the same percentag... of failures, and he confessed that be

thought that would be a not unusual percentage if the cases wMe

thoroughlv well followed up. He knew of no adequate "J^plana-

tion of tile supposed curative virtue of incision or
^^9'f'°%^

they were practised in a truly antiseptic manner, and lilt e dur

turbance ion..er,uently involved. They cou d cure onlj^
the accidents of wounds. His present practice '"JT'"]'*^

was to open the sac and have it all swabbed ouv

nearly pure carbolic acid. Even in these cases the

part of the sac covering the epididymis ""ji
t««"f,J^

mained untreated. - Mr. WAT.8nAM fiad "°'^'^«<i. /«' .^
after injection with undiluted tinct. !0<li, and honght radical

cure was only possible by grauulation-tissue, and that «' > oP^"

tion involving that was too serious to be risked in >""'> cM^.

especially among the' working clas-^es, considering 1'"^' \*^e> nw

the alternative of getting the tumour safely tapped o^ery six

months or so, and of suffering very 1>"1« '"cony-^n'tri^.^i!^^.,

lime—Mr Sukili. remarked, apropos oi the yellow llaiy tiMU

Xh Mr?Willett ha.l described fiin/self as finding, that he shonU ,

expect it to be similar in origin and character to a substanct i

cases
with
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which he hnil sometimes found in other serous cavities, such as
the pleura and peritoneum, and had taken to be an unusually
good specimen of lihriu. If hydrocele fluid and serum were
mixed in a glass, a similar specimen of fibrin svould bo obtained.—Mr. MoEBW was glad to think the subject had not been too
commonplace for discussion. The capricious character of hydro-
celes, as the President had remarked, had been widely recognised,
and had caused much oscillation in the methods of treatment
even in one man's practice. lie had himself seen one case in
which no obvious change was produced immediately by an injec-
tion, and in which cure nevertheless resulted. Mr. Willett's case
he took to be probably an exaggerated instance of trabecular
adhesions rendered edematous by hydrocele fluid. In using
liquor iodi for injection, the increased strength iu iodine was
counterbalanced by the loss, of the spirit as compared with the
tincture. He had not any explanation to offer of the action of
hot water, lie had been much interested by Mr. Treves's experi-
ence, as he had not found a record of a case relapsing after treat-
ment by excision.

CLjyjCAL SOCIETY OF LONT)0>'.
Feiday, Fedbitabt 24th, 1888.

W. II. Bboadbent, M.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair.

Se/juelofan Old Case of Ligature of the Carotid.~UT. IIolmbs
furnished these notes. The case was published in the ninth and
tenth volumes of the Society's Trantactions as one of distal liga-
ture of the left carotid for aortic aneurysm. The patient survived
the operation for twelve years, and then died of phthisis. On
post-^nortem examination it proved that the thrill, bruit, and
pulsation, which were thought to be caused by aneurj'sm of the
aorta, depended on stenosis of tha valves of the pulmonary artery,
with dilatation of its left branch. There had been weakness and
occasionally total absence of pulse in the left arm ; but the cause
of this was not explained by the post-mortem examination, which
had been somewhat hurriedly made. The aorta and its branches
were healthy as far as they were examined. The left carotid was
obliterated in its whole extent. As the case had been used in dis-
cussing the propriety of liistal ligature in aortic aneurysms, it was
thought right to publish this correction.—Mr. Chkistopheb
Ueath said that he took particular interest in this case because
he had ligatured the carotid for the first time a year or two be-
fore. When he saw Mr. Holmes's case he certainly was doubtful
as to its being an aortic aneurysm, though he was unable to sug-
gest what else it might be. There was a distinct pulsating tumour
after ligature. On the other hand, the age of the patient and the
duration of the disease militated again.st the hypothesis of aneu-
rysm, though the relief which followed operation might be
thought to point the other way. He said there were no cases
more difficult to diagnose than those of obscure tumours low
down in the neck. He ([uoted a case which had been diagnosed
as innominate aneurj'sm and turned out to be purely aortic. He
hoped that a drawing would be made of the specimen, for inser-
tion in the Transactions, before it was put in a bottle.
Laceration of Ancillary Artery.—^r. Uolm.es described the case,

which was that of a man, aged .54, in fair health, with no symptom
of disease of the vessels. There was a systolic bruit. He had dis-
located the left shoulder three weeks before. Attempts were made
(January 24th, 1887) to reduce the dislocation by manipulation, by
the kuee iu the axilla, and by extension Tertically upwards. This
was fallowed by the appearance of a large blood tiuuour. The
progress of the case showed that this extravasation must hove
been caused by the rupture of some large vessel, though there was
no loss of pulse at the wrist, no pulsation in the swelling, and no
bruit. An operation was proposed, but the patient would not con-
sent. Ultimately he liegan to sijik rapidly, and died on April 23rd,
apparently from septicremla. Posf-ynortem examination showed
no serious visceral disease, and only slight atheroma of the
thoracic aorta. A small hole existed in the axillary artery. The
vessel Itself seemed healthy. The case wa.s published as being
jprobably the first in which the lesion had proved fatal from re-
fusal of operation, and in which the parts had been obtained. It
showed the great importance of timely operation in all cases
where the extravasation went on extending, though there was no
rea.?on why so small a hole as existed in this instance might not
close spontaneously, and similar symptoms had been present in
cases which recovered without operation.—Mr. LfXN alluded to a
case m which he had lacerated the axillary artery in an attemptM passive motion in an ankylosed ami. Soon after thera was pain

and swelling in the axillarj-, with all tlic symptoms of ruptured
vesseL Matters remained quiet for a day or two^ when suddenly
the arm swelled up, and the pulse on that side ceased to be per-
ceptible. He then cut down directly on the tumour, but not being
able to control the haemorrhage he amputated at the shoulder-
joint. The patient never rallied from the operation. At the post-

mortem examination they found a great hole in the axillary

artery. Although he had been blamed for doing so, he ha<l pub-
lished the case at the time, because he thought that they had often
learned much from unsuccessful cases.—Mr. Stepubs Pagei men-
tioned a case which had occurred in Sir James Paget 's practice.

The patient was a lady, who had a stiff arm, the re.sult of rheu-
matism. For this, rubbing, galvanism, and passive movements
were employed ; after several applications movement wa.s largely

restored, when one day, to test the strength of the recoverj-, the
patient rested her elbow on the mantelpiece, and threw the
weight of her body upon it. She was soon after seized with paia
in. the axilla, with swelling. It soon became necessary to do
something, and Sir James Paget cut down and found a rent, a
quarter of an inch in diameter, in the long axis of the vessel. He
ligatured the artery above and below the seat of injury, and the
patient made a perfect and uninterrupted recover}-.—Mr. Holmes,
in reply, said that Mr. Poget's case served to show how little vio-

lence sufficed to cause tills grave injury when the parts had been
matted together by past inflammatory changes. The noteworthy
feature of his own case lay in that it was the only case on record
in which the injury liad been allowed to run its natural course
in consequence of the refusal of the patient to be operated upon.
Ligature of Superficial Femoral Artery for Popliteal Aneurysm^

without Rupture of'the Coats of the Vessel.—Mr. J. H. LcNN gave
particulars of this case. He said that the researches of Messrs.

Ballance and Edmunds on the subject of the ligature of the
arteries, which were published in Vol. 69 of the iledico-Chirur-
gical Society's Transactions, clearly demonstrated that it was un-
necessary and inadvisable to rupture the coats of a large artery if

it were desired to occlude it in its continuity. He determined,
therefore, to adopt the method which was shown by the paper to
be as efiicient as, and apparently more safe than, the usual prac-
tice of dividing by the ligature the internal and middle coats.

The question of the ligature of completely divided vessels, such
as the main artery in an amputation stump, was quite another
matter. He had usually employed catgut for large arteries, but
in Messrs. Ballance and Edmunds's paper it was sho'mi that even
the. best catgut might not hold for more than a few days when
subjected to an environment of living tissue ; and, on the other

hand, that kangaroo tendon suitably prepared woidd resist the
absorption process for two mouths, and also in other respects was
admirably adapted for use in the operation of ligature in con-
tinuity. 0. W., aged 45, widow, by occupation a needlewoman,
was admitted in May, 1887, into St. iiarylebone Infirmary, dotting
Hill, with pulsating tumour in the right popliteal space. No his-

tory could be obtained of a blow, straiii,- or syphilis, etc The
urine contained no albumen. She noticed a pulsating swelling

about the sire of an egg behind the right leg, in the popliteal

space, which gradually enlarged, and she was obliged to give up
her work. The circumference of the pulsating tumour measured
ll>^- inches. After giving a fair trial to different methods of treat-

ment, and having failed to make any impression upon the

aneurysm, it remained only to ad'idse the patient to submit to the

usual operation of Ligature of the superficial femoral arterj-, which
she consented to. The usual antiseptic precautions were taken.

When the sheath of the artery was opened, the vessel wall was
noticed to be of a tallowy colour, and not the usual pinkish tinge

of health. Wishing to try Mr. John Smith's suggestion, and ligate

the vessel with a clove-hitch, and as Mr. Ballance had had some
experience of the clove-hitch in his as yet unpublished experi-

ments on the carotids of horses and asses, Mr. Lunn asked him to

pass the kangaroo tendon, and occlude the vessel bv means of a
clove-hitch without rupturing the coats. This he did. The pul-

sation of the tumour was arrested immediately, and the woman
made an uninterrupted and perfect recovery. The patient was
kept in bed for seventv-two days after the operation. The case

was offered to the Society as a contribution in aid of the advance
of knowledge of the sui^ry of the arteries.—Mr. Heath
pointed out that they had two cases in which the clove-hitch with
kangaroo tendon had been employedj which was a surgical no%-elty,

lnv(ilving as it did occlusion of the vessel withoutdividing the coats.

—Mr. Keetley quoted the case of a man, aged 2", who came to the

hosjiital with aneurj-sm of the femoral artery in the lower part of
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Soarpa'8 triiinnlo. about 4 incUis lon^'. He hal only uot ced it a

fort \\aM U'Utn; ninl it rauidlv iiicr.ii.<ird in fize. The upper

Hmit of it cnnio within :i iiiclus <if Pouimrls !i(,'anient. Notwish-

ing to tie the .wtemal iliar, he lipatureii thecouinion femoral with

kanearoo t<'nilon. usiii); a clove-hitch, with a reef-knot to fix it.

The operation was performed on Jaiuuiry l.'4th,and there had been

nor<>luni of pul8:ition. and the man was doing well.—Mr. TURNKU
mentioniHl a case which occurred liome three years since, in which

he had ligatured the common femoral artery with common cat-

gut <lividin)i the coats of the vessel. The artery had previously

been limit ured with a silk lifiaturo, which, in coming away on the

sixteenth dav. had given rise to profuse hrcmorrhage. The man

made a good" recoverj-. The cases which had been brought before

them showed that it was possible to deal with a ve.>^scl which they

were formerly forbiddon to touch.—Mr. HE.NaY Morris said the

nuestion woiild require some time before it could be authorita-

tively settled. It had vet to bo ]iroved that the method of liga-

turing arteries without dividingthe coats of the vessel presented any

-ndvantaces. He thought that experience might show indeed that

it was not as reliable. He mentioned the case of a man under his

care who came to him in .August with a tumour in the popliteal

space of sudden onset, and rapidly increasing in size. There was

pulsation in the arteries below. He cut down and turned out the

clot. The arterv was soft, and a good deal of arterial blood

escaped from between the vessel and the bone. Ligatures of

chromicised catpit were applied, and the man did well. Some

days later pulsatiim returned at the upper part of the popliteal

space, and that time he ligatured the femoral arterj- m two places

with kangaroo tendon, dividing the artery between. He did well,

but his leg became contracted, and he was subsequently anresthe-

tised to straighten the limb. No undue force was used, but within

two or three davs gangrene set in, and amputation was performed.

Examination showed that the ligation was satisfactory in both

cases. He called attention to the fact that pulsation was felt,

although there was considerable extravasation. He approved of

ligaturing the vessel above in some cases in preference to opening

up at the site of extravasation.—Mr. Timothy Holmes said he

always believed in ligaturing the common femoral instead of the

external iliac arterN-," and he thought the prejudice against the

course was based on a mistaken idea. He expressed hirnself m
favour of the old-fashioned practice of tying a stout ligature

tightly, so as to rupture the coats of the artery. The method of

compressing the vessels was as old—at least—as John Hunter. In

any case the advantage of such a modification was not obvious.

Ampufafion at the Hip-joint for Sarcoma of the Femur;
Sicundary lUemnrrhage : Ligature of the Common Femoral;

Recovery.—Mr. IJrun.\ri> I'ifrs described the case. R. T., a

drap«T, aged 30, came under ilr. I'itts's care in St. Thomas's Hos-

pital on August I'Jth, 1SS7, with a hard tumour firmly attached to

the left femur, at the junction of the middle and lower thirds.

The tumour was first noticed four months before, and was then

only a« large as a pea : its measurement in August in the long

diameter wa» between four and five inches. On August 24th, after

an cxploratorj- incision, a circular amputation was performed, and

the limb rem'ored just below the les.ser trochanter, four inches

clear of the periosteal growth. Whilst the vessels were being

8ecuro<l a longitudinal section was made through the removed

bone, and the tumour sliowed the tN-fiical appearance of an osteoid

«arcoma. The medullarv' cavity was involved as far upwards

as within one inch of the" lesser trochanter. An incision was then

made on the outer side of the trochanter, and the remainder of

the Iwno rapidly and easily disarticulated. The patient progressed

well till the fifth dav, wh"en secondary haemorrhage occurred from

the stump. The bleeding into the dre.ssings was considerable, and

the patient was greatly exhausted. Finding that pressure on the

common femoral controlled it. and since the patient would cer-

tainly have died if the flaps had been opened for a search for the

bleeding vessel, a clove-hitch of kangaroo tendon was placed

round tne common femoral just b»dow I'oupart's ligament, and

above the profunda. No return of hrcmorrhage took ]ilace, and

the patient made a good recoverj-, and left the hospital (juite well

early in .\ovember. .Mr. I'itts," in his remarks, advocated the

Furneaux-.Iordan method of amputation, both on account of its

safety, and also because it enabled the surgeon to stop short after

the high amputation if tho patient's condition, or the nature of

the tumour, required it, and he proposed the following nile,

namely, that in anv jieriosteal sarcoma of the lower half of tho

femur, to amputate" high in the thiph. and well clear of the dis-

ease ; to have a longitudinal section of the femur made whilst

the vessels were being secured ; and if it were found that the

medullary cavity was infected, to remove the remaining ])ortion;

at the time, if the patient's state permitted, but, if not, at » subB^

quent opiralion. Mr. I'itts then stated the reasons why ho had;

ileparted from the usual practice of opening tho flaps when the

secondary luemorrhage occurred. He thought that ligature of th»

common femoral might now be safely tried, and the old fear or

hemorrhage at the seat of ligature was not felt bv a surgeon who
placed a flat tendon ligature on the vessel, and did not

divide the coats, but merely closed the lumen of the vas.sel Ueter-

encewasniadetotheexperiments by Messrs. Ballance and tdmunds,

which so cleariy proved that such a method of ligature was etlicient.

In conclusi<,n, a case was referred to. A boy, aged 13, wa*

brought last August to the hospital with a fracture of the thigft

and a rupture of the popliteal artery. The effusion of blood h^
extended to Scarjia'a triangle, and the boy was almost moribund,

Mr i'itts tied the common femoral with a flat ligature, without

rupturing the coats. The boy died the next day, and at tho post^

mortemTxamimifion it was found that the artery was impervious.

to water, although the coats were entire. The ligature was

placed on the vessel in order to give the boy a chance of recover-

in" from his collapse, when an amputation was contemplated.—

Mr Bruce Clauke said that two years ago he amputated a.

child's femur for a sarcoma in the popliteal space. The mother

refused to allow amputation to be performed higher than ]U6t

above the seat of disease, and subsequently tho disease recurred

high up, where intervention was impossible. He advised removing-

the whole of the bone, but leaving the periosteum.—Mr. CBTliS-

TOPHF.R HE.\Tn recalled a case already published m the Jrans-

actionf. in which he had tied the femoral artery in the early

davs of cnttnit ligatures, and in a few days pulsation returned, this

was bv no means the only case on record, and they tended to show-

that it was not safe to rely on anything less than the rupture of

the coats He suggested that it would not be safe to divide tha

artery between two ligatures in some situations, and mentioned

a case where this had been done in respect of the subclavian,

with death from the slipping of the knot. He expressed suriirise

that the question of the knot had not been discussed. Personally,

he would prefer a reef-knot to a clove-hitch. He pointed out that

Jordan's operation was not always applicable. He observed that

present-day surgery was apt to be rather slow surgeons not at-

tributin" sullicient importance to mere loss of blood.—Mr. HBNBT

Morris pointed out that his remarks as to dividing the artery

between two ligatures only applied to the limbs.-Mr. Lunn IB

reply, thought that in old people the employment of the broad

ligature obviated the danger of tearing the coats of the "tery---

Mr Bfrn-ard Pitts, in reply, asked Mr. ilorris whether he would

be inclined to divide the el.mmon iliac between two ligatures.
;

He was satisfied that absolute security resulted from the change»
|

which took place consequent on occluding the lumen of th» <

vessel The principle of surgery was that when the same result
,

could be achieved with hss damage, then it was to be preferred.

He objected to leaving any periosteum when removing a bone tor
,

sarcoma as it would facilitate recurrence. He did not adyoo«t&

Jordan's operation as such, but modified to suit the circumstances

°
Livino%ecimmf.-T\\e following were exhibited. By Rr. Baii-

MW • Case of Cured Subclavian Aneurysm.—Mr. Silcook: Case of

Traumatic Meningocele.-Mr. Frep. Trevk.s : Patient upon whom

Loreta's Operation on the Stomach was performed two months

atro—Mr. J. T. Morgan: Case of Lymphangiectasis of„>^I'P*

Lip!— Mr. Marsu : Case of Hairv Mole.—Dr. Broadbent : CaseOf 1

Subclavian Aneurj-sm cured by Pressure.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OP LONDON.
MoNPAY, FEiiurARY 27th, 1.<<88.

J. Hl-ouunus Jackson, M.U., F.K.S.. President, ia tbe CTiair.

Clinical Evening. i

Cai>e of Svphilis-.-UT. James Black showed a woman who*
|

after twelvl- miscarriages due to gyphUis, bore a healthy child

under mercurial treatment. .;„„»

/martial Fpir„>liti..-iAr. H.trry Fenwick sho-«ed M'^tient

aged 20. who had suffered from Cape ha-maturia f"y "''e J^"""'"."?

who had come under observation nn September i-ird, 1^87 w t

n

symptoms of extra-peritoneal perforation of the bladder of nme

.lavs' duration. Ten days previously, after severe <''';':;;';"''

'.'^l
patient sud.lenly passed large qiiantities of blood,

"'"L^^f
«."=^

with extreme suprapubic pam. The abdomen was tympanitic m
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its upper two-thirds, but absolutclj* dull in the suprapubic region.

The dulness was not removed by catheteri.sm of 8 ounces of clear

urine. The entire recto-vesical pouch was found to be filled with
a softieh foetiil-head-sized mn.s.s. lie believed that pericystitis had
heen set up by incomplete perforation of, and leakage through, the
.posterior wall of the bladder, and that epicystitis and adherence
of the intestines had resulted. A suprapubic incision was made
for drainage purposes, but the prevesical space was found, on
examination, to be free. The swelling in the recto-vesical pouch was
gradually absorbed, and the patient recovered. He still passed
Dilharzial ova. Electric illumination of the bladder revealed mul-
tiple punctiform hemorrhages of the base.—Mr. Been'ARD Pitts
asked whether any collection of blood was found on incision, and
whether any oozing took place afterwards.—Mr. Fenwick, in

reply, said the dulness he found was due to matting together of

the intestines.

Tvio Casex of Friedreich's Disease.—'Qt. Ormebod showed a boy
and a.girl, the subjects of this peculiar form of hereditary ataxia.

Both cnildreu walked imperfectly and awkwardly, and the patel-

lar reflexes were wanting. Speech, vision, and hearing were ap-
parently normal. A sister was quite healthy. Father asthmatic,
and formerly a drunkard.—Dr. Jackson asked whether any
choroiditis was present. A patient of his own had nj-stagmus, anil

the pupils did not react to light.—Dr. Oemebod, in reply, said he
had not thoroughly examined the eyes. There was no history of

syphilis or nex^-ous affections iu the parents.

Case of Ununited Fracture of Humerus.— Mr. MABMADrKi:
Sheild showed a lad who had sustained a compound comminuted
fracture of the right radius, from which pieces of bone had been at

various times removed. No union had taken place, in spite of re-

iterated efforts with that object in view. The lad could use the
hand fairly well, and Mr. Sheild insisted on the desirability of
avoiding amputation in injuries of this sort in young people.—Mr.
TuENEB mentioned a ease in which transplantation of medullary
membrane was tried in a similar case, but without success, lie

mentioned that out of 48 specimens of false joints in the
London museums, 16 were of the humerus, and 14 of the femur.
—Sir \Vm. Mac Cobmac thought, from the atrophied condition of

the bone in this case, that efforts at inducing union would pro-
bably not be successful, lie expressed a desire to see an attempt
made with transplantation of bone, that being the only possible
way of bringing about union.—Mr. Shelld, in reply, asked Mr.
Berrj', under whose care the patient passed immediately after the
injury, whether the fragments had been wired—[Mr. Beeby re-
plied that he thought not]—because he thought that tliis ought
to be done in sucli cases. He was afraid transplantation would be
difficult to carrj- out successfully. He attributed the frequent
occurrence of false joint after fracture of the humerus to the em-
ployment of four short splints, thus allowing considerable move-
ment. He alluded to the danger of opening up the wound to
secure union from the matting together of the nerves, vessels, etc.

Congenital Cysts in Mouth and on Chin.—Mr. Beenaed Pitts
showed a boy, aged 14, with fluid swellings, one in tlie middle line
of the chin, and the other in the floor of the mouth. The cysts
had been tappeil, but refilled, and he indicated the necessity for
more radical meiisures of treatment.

Loose Bodies in the Knee-joint.—Mr. Sheild showed a man,
with a history of syphilis two years previously, who had loose
boiUes in the knee-joint, one of which was the size of a filbert,

causing continual irritation. It was suggested that the bodies
might be ossified gummata, but he tliought they were more pro-
bably synovial outgrowths, and advocated their removal.—Pro-
fessor Humphry agreed witli the latter suggestion. He expressed
himself sceptical witli regard to the possibility of detachment of
portiousof thearticular cartilages, and thought that the depressions
found on the articular cartilages simulating the site from which
such pieces had been detached were in reality due to absorption
from pressure.— Mr. Edmund Owen asked whether there had been
any synovial inflammation prior to the sj-philis ; also whether the
patient was gouty. He mentioned two cases in which he had suc-
cessfully effected thi! removal of similar bodies, without the spray,
merely washing out the joint with sublimate solution.—Mr.
Shbild, in reply, said he regarded the spray as an ailditional safe-
fuard. There had been no prior synovial inflammation, so far as
e could a.'^ertaiu.

Case of Limited Atrophy of the Face.—Dr. A. GAKnOD showed a'
girl, in whom, after a period of great anxiety; epileptic fits had
superii-encd. with a curious atrophic condition of the forehead.

flpamiodic T.vitcliiny of the J^irs.—T>r. EkhVop showtiji a, iTery:

remarkable case of spasmodic twitching of tlie ears in a young
^rl, consecutive to general chorea. The twitching was rhythm-
ical and persistent.—Dr. Jackson said it was a most curious
case, and he had never seen anything resembling it before.

Disease of the Nails.—Mr. Sheild showed a case of disease of
the nails, modified by treatment.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IX IRELAND.
Obstbtbical Section.

Fbiday, Febbuaby 10th, 1888.

John Rdtheefoed Kiekpatrick, F.K.Q.C.P., President, in
the Chair.

Specimens.—Dr. Colclotjgh IIoey exhibited specimens of riile
pregnancy and fwfus compressus. In the latter specimen the
foetus seemed to have reached about the fourth and a half month
of utero-gestation. It was expelled a short time after the birth
of a full-time child and before the expulsion of the placenta. The
whole specimen seemed to be nothing more than a mass of
adipocere. There was no trace of an umbilical cord, but the
placenta -was very large and apparently healthy.—Dr. S. M.
Thompson exhibited two large calculi which he ha"d removed by
dilatation from the urethra of a woman 52 years of age.—Dr.
Macan said the stones were the most remarkable he had ever
seen. Their extreme smoothness was most striking ; they ought
to be examined for the purpose of ascertaining of what they were
composed. Professor Simon, of Heidelberg, had shown that^ after
the dilatation reached 2 centimetres the operator was on very
dangerous ground. If he (Dr. Macan) had to deal with such a
case, he would rather extract by means of an incision in the
septum.—Dr. Macan showed four specimens. The first was the
head of a child born a few days before in the Rotunda Hcspital.
The woman had been undergoing a very protracted labour, and
was brought into the hospital. On examination the head of the
child was found to be encompassed with an elastic tumour fUled
with blood, and so disposed that it was difficult to detect the
child's hair. Before delivery the child was known to be alive,
although the festal heart could not be heard. The child was de-
livered with some difficulty with forceps, and was a very lai^e
one. The whole surface of the tumour was then of a bright Crim-
son colour. Next morning it was incised, and the hair underneath
was found to be cut off" as sharply as if it had been shaved ; he
had never before seen anj-thing exactly like it. The labour lasted
twenty-four hours. While examining with his finger before
delivery, the epithelium of the vagina came off under his finger,
which he believed was due to an acrid secretion. The second
specimen was an ovarian tumour, which was removed from a girl.

When she first came she was in the seventh or eighth month of
pregnane}-, and had a very large abdomen. The tumour after-
wards got smaller from day to day, and when he (Dr. Macan) first

saw it, it was not the size of his hand. He thought this might
have resulted from a rupture of a cyst, and the absorption
of contained fluid. The next time he examined htr, the tumour
was almost as big as ever, and he diagnosed that another cyst
had developed. W hen he operated he found an extremely short
pedicle. The next specimen was a tumour removed from an un-
married woman, which had been eight or nine years growing.
On the morning of the operation her temperature was 102.8°, and
she had great pain in the abdomen. After making a large in-
cision he first got hold of an enormous tube, from which a quan-
tity of pus escaped, and then the opening was closed by a wisp
of hair, which showed the tumour to be a dermoid cyst. She got
on verj' well for some days, until suddenly one iro.-ning her tem-
perature rose to 103°, her pulse being only 88, and a great swell-
ing appeared in the right parotid region, from which it was ob-
vious that she had parotitis on that side. This was an unknown
complication to him until his attention was drawn to the
Journal of December 24th last, cont.aining an account of seven-
teen cases, collected by Professor Bumm, of parotitis following
ovariotomy. In nine out of thirteen of these cases suppuration
followed, in two death resulted from inflammation, and in two
others inflammation contributed to a fatal result. He (Dr. Macani
was unaware of the complication imtil Dr. Kidd told him that he
saw the same thing after the operation of ovariotomy. The girl

had since been going on extremely well, and that day" she was up.
but that evening her temperature was 101°. for which he failed to
recognise any cause. The remaining specimen was an ovarian
tumour, which lie removed on the preceding day from a w6maii
in the Rotunda Hospita'. The diagnosis was very ,diffiCUlt, and
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-ii» deration was approaclitHl with great .loubl. She ^nus ox.i-

iboruuacrctUL.r.auaihu posterwr wajl of Ihe uterus fouh.l to

be TtTY thill, l>ut the tumour couUl bf srparatca from tlie uterus

with the s«una. Tliere was great .UfficuUy m getting the tumour

out through the pelvis, and there was an enormous pedicle, part

of which was U'ft behind. It was a ligamentous growth. There

was a cousi.lerable quantity of pus iu the tumour Lp to f'o .pre-

sent the woman was going on very well the only danger be ng

that some change might take place in the position of the pedicle

that had been left Uliind.

Jlnmi-al of Fibrout. -Ut. M'MonmK read a paper on the suc-

cessful removal of a large fibroid tumour.-Ur .Airniii, Dr.

ilACA.v, and Dr. Bakboi-R, of Edinburgh, took part in the tUscus-

'^^Seport ofthtRotwula Ro.wital.-V)T. Smith read the report of

'the Ilotunda nospilal for lS.>^t. The gj-nsccological wards contain

thirty beds. Four hundred and fifty patients were received

durinc the year, being an increase of lOG over the previous twelve

mouths. It was remarkable that retro-utenne hrematocele oc-

curred eight time^ carcinoma thirty, aud serious tubal disease

only once. All the cases of carcinoma were too far advanced on

admission into hospital to justify any radical operation. >othing

was left to he done except to palliate by thorough curetting and

Tihe application of Taquelin's cautery. The treatment in incom-

plete aliortiou and endometritis consisted of curetting down to

the muscular coat of the uterus, and injecting equal parts of the

liniment and tincture of iodine. Abdominal sections were per-

formed eight times for the removal of ovarian tumours, once to

remove the ovaries in a case of uterine fibromyoma. once to per-

form hysterotomy, twice for the radical cure of herma, once tor

",the removal of a double ovarian abscess, and once in a case oi

V-beritomtis, which proved carcinomatous, making in allU, witn

'Tdeaths. The uterus was curetted 105 times, mcludmg incom-

,Dlete abortions IS, carcinoma 30, and endometritis .'i,, without

any reaction following, showing that when properly performecl

this operation was entirely devoid of danger. The hinianual

•method of examination was practised and taught, with the

'
paueut in the dorsaf position on a Schroeder chair. The uterine

£)imd had been found most useful during the year as an aid m
"
dLaoBOsing many diseases of the endometrium. It detected with

ac^racy the patulous condition of the internal os, whether the

mucous membrane were hypersensitive, thickened, or roughened,

and it wouhl demonstrate its tendency to hemorrhage, li that

condition were present. Schultz's pelvic diagrams were used to

encourage accuracy ot .Uagnosis, and AVyders transparent plates

as illustrations of pathological conditions. Antiseptic solutions

were only employed where the hands or instruments had been en-

caced in septic case,".. The stages of disinfection practised were,

L7the hands, 1st, thorough scrubbing for a couple of minutes

with carbolic soap and a nail-brush iu a 5 per cent, carbolic solu-

tion- 2nd. rinsing in fresh carbolic solution ;
3rd, soaking for one

minute in I in .WO corrosive sublimate solution. All in-struments

were disinfected by boiling in a r, per cent, carbolic solutioi^. i or

some time past irrigations of ordinary Vartry Water had been em-

ployed in all ordinary operations about the uterus and vagina,

such as curetting in the case of incomplete abortion, and as good

results had been obtained as when solutions of carbolic acid or

corrosiTo sublimate were used for this purpose.--Dr. Attuii-i.

said the proportion of cases ot hrcraatocele appeared to bo un-

usuaUy large. He was glad to find that cases of abdominal .sec-

Uon w-ero mtreasing in number. He would not say that m any

of the 105 cases recorded the curette had been used injudiciously ;

hut ho thought there was a tendency to resort to it too otten.

He thought that in cases ot uterine cancer it merely aggravated

the symptoms, and iu some cases accelerated death. For the pur-

pose of washing out he thought that Vartry water was as good as

the solution of carbolic acid.—Dr. JlACiN said, as to curetting. )<

thought tlmt, in cast's of lia>morrhage with fojtid coiil.nts nl the

uterus, the method, from its expedition, had a decided advantage

over dilatation and removal by the finger. Pe only regretted

that he had not been more energetic in the use of the curette in

cases of cancer than he had been, because of the improved condi-

tion and ease it gave tlie patients before they died. The niortality

in ca-ses of hematocele had heen increased by the inclusion under

that head of case^s of extra-uterine ftutation. ^^

XOTTIN'QHAM MliDlCO-CIIlRiaiGICAL SOCIETY,, ,

Fripay. JanuabtJOth, 1888.

W. 11. Ransom, M.D., F.K.S., President, in the Chair. "

JIudatid '/XiVcr.—Mr. I'liYCK showed a case of hydatid of
'^^

liver in a man aged .5R. which was associated with a separftte

tumour of the abdomen due to the same disease. ,^ .'

'

Cominwncations.-\)r. Ki.per read notes on-<l) A Case of

Missed Labour, and showed the patient; (2) RemoTal of the

IJreast for Intractable Eczema.—Mr. GlDDi.VGsread a paper on tBe

Medicine of the Hippocratic Era.
. /^ -ui,

Soecimcn.-Dr. Elder showed: (1) Ovarian Tumour; (2) .^-
chondroma; (3) Vesicular Mole.—Mr. Kingdok showed ft micto-

scopic specimen of the Bacillus Anthracis.

Guy's 1I<,spital.—The Treasurer of Ouy'ri Hospital received last

week on anonvmous donation of £1,000 from H. A. N. toward* the

'Gil/s Ilospitai special appeal.

FaiDAY. PEBBtTAUT 3KD.

W. H. Ransom, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair. '•'

Necrosu of Bone.—Mr. R. C. Ciiickest showed a young man Jn
whom he had operated for diseased bone. From the humerus he

had removed a sequestrum 4^ inches long mjolving in half »8

length the entire thickness of the upper third of the niimeras.

From the internal and external condyles, cuboid sequestra bM
been extracted. The elbow-joint was limited m ™otion owingto

thickenine, but a strong useful limb was left. From the right

foot of the same patient the internal and middle cuneiform hones

w-ere excised, and two-thirds of the first metatarsal bone The

arch of the foot was supported by an accurately fitting cork J^e

had free movement of all his toes, and could walk long disttmc^.

The next case was a sequestrum from the middle and lower thii^

of the femur, 5 inches long, involving the entire tl^x-^nf« of tHe

shaft The sinus occupied the line usually taken by Huntert

canal'. The femoral artery could not be felt ;
it was prohaWy

enclosed in new bone. The case was of eight years standing. The

patient made a good recovery. In both o^ these cases ^PU«a««>

had been recommended. Mr. Chicken pointed out that m ope^

tions on large diaphysial necrosis of the femur there were thrte

poTnts^^^ch might prove sources of failure: 1. The method of

operating. Two ways offered themselves; the removal of t^O

sequestrum entire, or its division m s,fn bj' an ol.lique ope™^
and^thdrawing in two parts. This might bo called the "but^
hole" operation The first requurd the cutting away of ajMg8
portion of new bone and a very largo inasiop through the w^
parts The second method required only a small incision, and the

sequVstrum could be removed through a verj- small oPf'°g:»*^«

new bone. 2. The drainage of the wound was often a sonrce of

^eat trouble. Sometimes the operation to establish drainage for

a small exfoliation of the femur was more fomiidable than the re-

moval of the bone. If the patient lay on the side opposite to that

Tera ed upon, and then flexed the hfp- and knee-joints. causing

t^e resected femur to cross the sound limb, the drainage was per-

fect ^d the position comfortable. 3. The button-hole operation

could not be performed except with instruments which wovdd

divide the sequestrum as it b.y imbedded in the new bone. The

chisels of single bevel an.l the bone-forceps as supplied, were

utter V inademiate. The great objection to the use of even the

finest tempered double bevelled chisels was the injury caused by

fhe haSring to the healthy bone. Mr. Sutton, of ^ottingham^

had i^^dT (from Mr. Cliicken's design) a pair of
"><''"«

J-one^

orceps which divided a femur with ease, and were therefore ca^

able of dividing any sequestrum. They were forged with care

?omthe fine"fs?eel and tempered most ac^''^*',' ^./'^^ P.^H
beak slipped easily aW^und the dead bone, an.l heUl it whdst ,.

bit The screw gave any power required. Th^ holes m t'

handles were roomy and smooth, to give play to the screw.

Ma^onant DiJ^e of Laryr,.r.-Ur. Josrph WuitE. related two

cases Tcarcinoma (one intfinsic, the other extrinsic m its origm)

and drew artintion to the influence of locality in its '-'^^''R "P«°

u"c comparative malignancy of this disease as ''"P"'' '"«
j^^^^^

imner or lower part of the larjnx; and pointed to the greats

raTdity o To^^h. Kreater tenSmcy to involve !he ueighbounng

gZds and Slier tissues, and more speedy termination in deatK

of extrinsic as compared with intnnsic carcinoma He r. latea

other cases; showing the frequent obscurity of thK disuse n it^

earliest stages. He then .liscussed the question of "F'-a'"-!,<'«'«!^

ment and came to the conclusion that in eases of 'ftrcoma. r^

moval by operation was indicated; in
."'/;";;'^^"[e'r;™^^^^

might afso be tried, but not in tl'«cxtnn.s.cform^
iSneflc",!

and carcinoma, early tracheotomy might be very beneficial.
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MIDLAND MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, Febbuaey 8th, 1888.

W. Ross Jordan, M.R.C.S., President, in tlie Cliair.

Papilloma of Bladder.— Mr. JORDAN Li.oYD showed a specimen
of papilloma of the bladder removed from a man, aged 51. by
suprapubic incision. The first symptom was slight hematuria
with clot.s occurring during perfect health more than two years
before. He remarked on the diagnosis of bladder tumours", and
thought that spontaneous hcematuria with clots in an apparently
healthy man beyond 35 years of age, recurring from time to time
without vesical symptoms of any kind, and without any objective
evidence of other disease, ought to suggest to us the presence of
vesical papilloma. Such growths could often only be discovered
by suprapubic incision, which oiight to be perfoimed in preference
to perineal incision.

Specimens.—Dr. Hoqben showed some specimens of Cirrhosis of
Liver in a Yonng CliiJd, due to Alcohol.—Dr. Suckling specimens
of Trichocephalus Dispar.

Communications.—Mr. BnACF.T read a note on the Treatment of
Tinea Tonsurans by Hot Oil.—Dr. Holmes Joy read a paper en-
titled Notes on Puerperal Septicfemia.

Ata.via in a Brass-worker.—Dr. Sucki.inq showed a case of
ataxia in a brass-worker. The patient was a man, aged .54, who
for many years had worked at bronzing. During the past eighteen
months he had suffered from numbness of the feet and hands, and
unsteadiness of gait. He had suffered also from attacks of vomit-
ing, and shooting pains in his legs. He was very unsteady in
walking, especially on turning round, and static ataxia 'was
marked, for he could not stand with his eyes shut, swaying
about and falling on closing his eyes. The pupils were unequal,
but responded to light and accommodation ; there were no changes
in the fundus ocuTi. There was no decided anfesthesia or anal-
gesia.of the e.xtremities, but he stated that he felt as though he
was walking in wool. The knee-jerk was diminished, but conid
readily be elicited by Jeudrassek's method. The man gave no
history of syphilis, but there were pigmented scars on the legs.
There was no green mark on the teeth, and he had not suffered
from attacks of sweating or catarrh. Dr. Suckling pointed out
that ataxia with numbness of extremities had been observed by
Schloehow in workmen at zinc foundries, the ataxia being due to
loss of muscular sense. The muscular sense in the above ease was
decidedly impaired, for he was unable to distinguish any weight
less than four ounces suspended from the toes, and he could not
distinguish between a four-ounce and an eight-ounce weight. He
had decidedly improved under the administration of iodide of
potassium.

BRADFORD MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
jANtJARY Meeting.

T. W HiMB, B.A., M.B., President, in the Cha"r.

Itetino.icopi/.—Dr. J. Johnston read a paper on retinoscopy, de-
scribing brierty the history of the test, the method of using it.

and its adventages as a qualitative and quantitative test, espe-
cially in dealing with children, and in determination of astig-
matism generally.—Remarks were made by Drs. Goyder, Hoit-
EOCKs, HiME, and Bell.

Destructive I)isrn.'!e.i nf the Ht/e.—Dr. Belt, read a communica-
tion on some destnictive diseases of the eye, with sijecial n-fei^
ence to iritis. He stated that iritis was no't common during the
-middle period of life, and that its causation was either traumatic
or depended on some dyscrasia. He then showed how various
classitioations of iritis might be made, and mentioned several ; at
the same time, many of the different forms of iritis reacted on
each other in such a way as to render the symptoms distinctive
in only a few cases. In children under ti months, and in certain
rare cases where rusty spots appeared on the iris, the iritis was
always due to sj-philis, while serous iritis was always accom-
panied by white spots on the posterior layer of the cornea. The
other symptoms of iritis which might or might not be developed,
but which were common to all its forms, were a vascular zone on
the sclerotic, change of colour and immobility of the iris, muddi-
ness of the aqueous humour, pain and impairment of vision. With
respect to treatment, special attention was drawn to the frequent
use of atropine untU the pupil was fully dilated, while mercurj-
alone, or combined with iodide of potassium, was useful in all
forms of iritis, with the exception of the traumatic.
Hydrophobia Treated by the Buitson Method.—Or. Goydeb re-

ported a case which will be found in this day's Joctinal at page
464.—Drs. Hime, Bell, Whali.ey, Vaughan, and others took
part in the discussion. ,

j

MANCHESTER MEDICAI/ SOCIETY.
Wednesday, February 1.5th, 1888.

Ji Lies Dreschfeld, M.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Cha^r.

Xanthelasma.—Dr. Leech showed a case of xanthelasraa. ,, i,.

Forcible Feeding.—Dr. Basil described several methods ,M
forcible feeding. lie thought that if it were resorted io
as intelligently in general practice as it was in the best
asylums, many oases would be greatly benefited by it. Sucfi c6jx-
ditions were tj^hoid states in many of the continued fevers, pro-
longed coma in diseases not necessarily fatal, after some operations,
especially those about the mouth, m cases of deliriiun, severe
chorea, etc. Many forms of insanity could be treated at home if

the general practitioners were to resort more often to (he use of
the stomach-tube.

Treatment of Phthisic.—Dr. Ransomb presented some noti-s on
the treatment of phthisis by pure oxygen and ozone. Pure oxy-
gen prepared by Erin's process had "been supplied by that com-
pany, and had been largely administered, but without very defi-

nite results until it was ozonised and administered under pressure
by means of Waldenburg's apparatus. Beneficial results had then
been obtained in three patients who carried on daily inhalations
for from three to five weeks.
Sarcoma of Choroid.—Dr. Hill Griffith showed a patient witU

iutra-ocular sarcoma of the choroid, and read notes of a ca^e of saxr
coma of the choroid growing from and confined to the central
region of the eye, and exhibited the specimen. Dr. Griffith also
made some remarks on the diagnosis of the aSectiuu, anil illus-

trated hia remarks by preparations.

LEEDS AOT) WEST RIDING iflEDlCO-CHIRURGlCAL
SOCIETY.

Friday, February 17th, 1888.

J. Spottiswoode Cameron, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Incision of the Cyst in Hydatid Disease of Liver.—ilr. Mayo
RoBSON described the case or a patient admitted to the Leeds In-
tirmary under the care of Dr. Churton. with a history of a swell-
ing in the abdomen of fourteen days' duration, with pain for the
last five days. He was looking ill and anxious on admission, with
a temperatiure of 101° F., and there was a tumour in the abclomen
yielding an impulse on percussion. The cyst was exposed by an
incision outside the rectus muscle, and a multitude of small cysts
were withdrawn tlirough a trocar, the whole contents amounting
to r20 ounces. The edges of the sac were stitched to the abdo-
minal woimd, and the cyst was irrigated and drained. The
patient made a good recoveri'. Mr. Robson referred to the various
methods of treating this condition, namely, simple ptinct.ure,

punetiu-e with the injection of a solution of mercuric chloriile

( 5 ij of a 1 in oOOO solution) as advocated by Dr. Sennett, incision ct

deu.v temps, and opening by means of caustic paste. He preferred
in such a case as above, when the s^iTuptoms were urgent, to in-

cise the cyst in one operation, and clear out the daughter cyst-s.

—

Dr. Eddison thought it was very important to know whether
secondary cysts existed, as, if not. recovery would follow tapping.

Even if the daughter cysts were killed by puncture they would
remain as foreign bodies.—Dr. Major thought that "hydatid fre-

mitus" was rare and fallacious.—Mr. Mayo thought there was
danger of the escape of fluid after simple tapping.—Dr. Griffith
had seen many cysts aspirated, but even when the fluid was very
thin there had been no extravasation. He had seen only two
cases of suppuration after tapping.—Mr. McOill advocated tap-

ping as easy and safe. He had tapped one cj'st six times. The
severer operation could be done afterwards if necessary. In doing
the operation described by Mr. Robson. he would prefer stitching

up the peritoneum before the cyst.—Mr. Mayo Rouson. in reply,

said he would always tap in non-urgent cases. He had seen
serious symptoms from drawing off small quantities of fluid.

'J'he Treatment ofEmpyema of the Ma.xtUury Situs.— Dr. Adolf
Bron.ner describe<l this condition as liable to bepri'duced by dis-

ease eitlu^r of the teeth or nose, but in most cases he thought it

was seco^idary to a condition of hj-pertrophic rhinitis, the dis-

ea.se of the teeth being secondary- to this. In all cases of uni-
lateral recurrent chronic rhinitis, this condition should be siis-

pectied. He preferred the method of opening from the middle
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mPMus o( tlip nos.- l>v in"nns of in.^tnim.-nta dovis.-d for tlio piir-

poso by Dr. IlRrtnmnn. of lUrlin, nn.l by Dr. Kraiis^, which ho ox-

hibito.l. The iisiml phm of i.t-rforntiiii; through the iiWeolfir pro-

cess had tho ndvniitiijje of nllowing pnod dniiniigi'. Inil t.hcro \vii«

a cointiint dromiinR of pus into the mouth, iind food pcnelnit.cd

from the luoutli into the cavity. He (h'scribed four ruses in which

the antrum ws.-: opened from the nose, and washed out with boric

acid or mercuric chloride sohition. In one case the sense of smell

returned after being lost for sixteen years.—Mr. Tkai.k said he

had been treating chronic diseases of the mucous meanbrane ot

the nose bv more vigorous measures than he used to adopt.

namely, forcible scraping. -Mr. Jkssop had been using ttw curette

miirli of late, operating -nith the patient s head hanging down.

He referred to a case of lupus in which he had soraped a large

amount of periosteum from the hard palate, but a complete cover-

ing to tho bone was reproduced. He said that a similar condition

raiRht arise in the nose after forcible abrasion.—Dr. jACon prc-

fnired the galvano-canterj- to the curette in hjiiertrophic condi-

tions of mucous membraiu". .„ „ ,.
" Tht Prevenlion nf Opht/inlmia Neonrttorum.—Vr. Bkll, after re-

minding the Society that 72 i>-r cent, of the blind in England were so

from this perfectly pn'^'*;nt"'>'"-' coiulition.and that there were lO.tXJO

blind in the country, urged the Society to make some organised

Attempt to stay the spread of this disease. The affection occurred

mostly among "the children of the poor, attended by ipiorant mid-

wives \ntiseptic midwifery had reduced the mortality in lying-

in hospitals from 8 per ceiit. to 1 in 500, and a similar result

might be obtained by applying the same principles to the preven-

tion of ophthalmia. A petiti<m from the Ophthalmological So-

ciety to the Oovemment that the registrars of births might dis-

seminate the information had been referred ou the score of the

exiKsnse which would he incurred ; but this was much overrated.

The Committee of the Bradford Eye and Ear Hospital supplied

the registrar of births with slips of paper on which were printed

plain directions, which he gave to each person registering a birth ;

and the total cost for the Bradford district did not exceed 253..

At this rate it would cost hut £W f.^r the whole of England.—Mr.

.iR-s-soi'. Mr. .Mavo RoasoN-. ami Dr. rruPT made some remarks

Pafhnhyicnl Spfdmms.—A. Kidneys; Suppurative Pyelitis with

Oilttted Ureters; Bladder with slight Enlargement of Middle Lobe

of I'rosUte. 2. Double Ovarian Cvsts removed from a Pregnant

Woman. ^. Ovarie.? and Tubes sliowing early Broad Ligament

and Parovarian C'vsts.

..47)n/7r(7^i«.—Dr. Tempkst ANnEESO>r: 1. A Simple Eye Specu-

lum : 2. A Bench for Operations on the Eyes of Children ; 3. A
varjnng Cylindrical Lens.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

TUK DISP.A8E9 OF THK BKEAST. By THOMAS Bryaxt. F.R.C.S.,

M.Ch. (Hon.) Royal University of Ireland; Senior Surgeon to,

and Lecturer ou Surgery at, Ouy's Hospital; Vice-President,

Chairman of the Court of E.xamincrs, and Hunterian Professor of

'

Surgery, Royal College of Surgeons of England, etc. London

:

Cassell and Co., Limited.

.V MANfAi, written by an experienced hospital surgeon must
nnoessarily he. of high value ami interest, more especially when,

fw in thi.s cjise, the author has already shown literarj- capacity in

the same dejiartment of medical education. A good surgeon and

lecturer cannot alwars teach by his i>en. but Mr. BliYANT is en-

dnwi'd with that talent. In this work, the author has epitomised

his clinical and surgical knowledge, whilst he has been aidiKl in

preparing the soientillc dejmrtment by Dr. fioodhart and Mr. C.

Symonds, likewise making full use of the researches of Oeighton,

Biitlin, and many other British and foreign pathological authori-

ti«i. At the sariie time it must he understood that IHnratexnf tlie

Jirrast is e.ssentially practical rather than scientific. The eight

pages of chrorao-lithographs show, by the excellence of their

I'xeeution and the lruthfulne.<s of their colouring, how greatly this

branch of art has imimiveil in this ciiuntry. Mr. Bryant's subject

in not the most difficult to demonstrate by the resources of tho

II 'ncil and paint-brush, but diseased breasts have often been very

liiidly drawn, whilst in this work they are delineated and coloured

witih great care. There are but thirteen woodcut.s all either

drawings of di.seased breasts and nippb'.s or of thi> microscopical

^pearanc*s of tumours, with the solitary exception of I'Ng. 6,

whieli represents the operation of excision of the breast. Operations

on t he breast, it is true, are not readily explained by drawings, but

a few sketches explaining the devices for retaining druinagi;-tube8

and other technical details would have been advisable. No in.stru-

mentsare tigured, but in the surgery of the breast special ap-

paratus is hardly ever employed.

A manual on Mr. Bryant's subject must be chiefly devoted to

tumours, for obvious reasons : stiil we are glad to hnd that nearly

one-tifth of tho 351 pages of JJi-ieaws of the Breast includes de-

scriptions of the nature and treatment of other morbid conditioiB.

The management of abscess, and the prevention of suppuration in

the early stage of inflammation, are subjects of the highest impor-

tance to practitioners. Mr. Bn-ant has quite rightly allowed an

entire chapter to supernumerary breasts and nipples, not omitting

the remarkable mUk-producing tracts of integument or axillarj-

lumps described by Dr. Champneys. Any medical man may come

across pathological curiosities, and therefore naturally expects to

find some account of them in his manuals. He has not always the

time or oi>i>ortiinities required for searching for desired information

in archives of learned societies, ilr. Bryant has not overlooked this

truth. The latest researches have been noted, as, for example, the

facts brought to light during a discussion on galactorrhea, at the

Obstetrical Society, in February, 1.S87. Amongst rarities which

are particularly instructive, we may quote the author s remarkable

c.a.se of .syphilitic disease of the breast, which was infiltrated with

(jummata and sloughed out entire within two years. Mr. Bryant

has not overlooked the singular cases of inflammation of the breast

which last for months without suppurating, and where the chief

symptom is oodoma. . .

The chapters on tumours, however, are the most important m
this book. Clinical facts in relation to the subject, very abundant

as we all know, are well condensed, and the cases which illu.strate

the history of special tumours and special symptoms are carefully

selected, and reported in a readable and instructive form. Mr.

Bryant directs, in his description of the operation for the removal

of a benign tumour in a young woman, that the growth should be

shelled out of its capsule after a free incision of the latter, m
apparently does not believe in any attempt to remove the tumour

elegantly, with capsule uncut. Ho notes that large benign

tumours, even up to seven pounds, may be removed from a gland,

the breast thus left intact being capable of performing its true

functions, and, that, under these circumstances, it is the surgeons

duty to attempt to save the gland, even when it may appear hope-

les.s especially in the case of a patient still in the child-bearing

period of life! Mr. Bryant publishes cases which illustrate the

frequency of enlarged axillary glands in a.ssociation with adeno-

fibroma,'tlie enlargement disappearing after the removal ot the

tumour. . II 111 •

Mr Bryant writes, in his first chapter on carcmoma: All evi-

dence tends to show that carcinoma of the breast, as of other

parts, is in its origin -more a local than a constitutional diseiise,

and t'hat.tt becomes a general one in a secondary way by what has

been described as ' local infection,' and ' vascular or secondary in-

fection.'" The author finds that out of his own 360 cases of cancar

in women who had borne chililren puerperal mastitis had occurred

at some antecedent period in W), but it was almost impossible to

make out that the cancerous tumour originated at the seat of SOM

or induration. Mr. Bryant has much to say on the obstinaSB

eczema of the nipple which Paget and others have described as

the frequent precursor of cancer. In the GOO consecutive cases Ot

cancer in the author's own practice (see table, page 149), he has

only recorded 3 ca.ses of this form of eczema ; but he also pufr-

lislied notes of 3 more wliicli have occurred in his expenenee,

3 out of the entire f> proving their malignancy by a fatal termui*.

tion without any operation l)eing performed. "

In conclusion,' we may note that .some instructive observations on

the curious pedunculated papilloma of the nipple are to be found

towards the end of tho volume; and in tho same portion ot the

work are some valuable clinical reports in cases of galactocel^

and a useful " .Summary of tho Diagnosis of Tumours of tSp

Breast."

Trf.atmknt of HvDATti) Cysts.—Professor Baccelli, ot K"""":

reconimendtt that a measured quantity (10 centigrammes) 01

fluid .sliould be withdrawn with the aspirator, and a corresponding

quantity of a 2 per 1,0*)0 solution of corrosive sublimate at onCe

injected into the cyst. In two cases in which this plan wfts

ndojited, the luniour"grndiially diminished till it almost entirel>

disapptared, and in ten days the patients were able to get up.
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EUTHANASIA; on Medicai. 'Treatment in aA of Aj* Easy
Death. By Wili.iaji Munk, M.D., F.S.A., Fiillow and late

Senior Censor of the Royal College of Physicians, etc. London:

^Longmans, Green and Co. 1887.

When the medical art can do no more to arrest the progress of

di.'ease, and when medical science can but sorrowfullv attempt to

estimate the short .span of days or hours yet remaining, it is too

often assumed by the laity and accepted by the profession that

the physician has no further duty towards the patient. How
erroneous this opinion is it does not take much experience of

medical practice to learn, and most physicians worthy of the

name will have learnt for themselves the lessons which Dr. Munk
has to teach in this essay on the means for procuring an easy
death. The term "euthanasia" has been somewhat narrowed in

its meaning during a controversy which took place in the maga-
zines a few years ago, and is often made to signify the procuring
death by easy means, whereas it ought to be understood to mean
easy or painless dying.

'fhe means for procuring euthanasia are well worthy of study ;

but there is one objection which may fairly be urged against this

volume, namely, that the subject is not one which ])ermits of

being treated in a detached essay. Dr. Munk himself observes
that " the process by which death is brought about varies greatly
in different instances, and this according to the disease or the
organ of the body from whicli it essentially results

;

" and we
confess to being of the opinion of Sir Henry Halfonl—"a master,"
says Dr. Munk, "in all that concerns the management of the
dying"—who by his example showed that the subject ought to

be considered in relation with each type of disease, and conse-
quently made his observations " incidentally in the course of his

various essays."

Apart, altogether from any objections which may be urged on
general principles to the selection of the topic, the book is dis-

appointing in its performance. A lively recollection of Dr. Munk
as the reviser, aunotator, and continuer of the (iold-Headed Cane
led us to take up his new volume with expectations which have
not been fulfilled. An unnecessary amount of space is given to

the quotation of authorities to prove that the last few moments
of the death struggle are not attended by pain ; in a work ad-
dressed to physicians, as may be jiresumed from the author's

official connection with the Royal College of Physicians this is,

it was hardly necessary to discuss at such length a matter about
which there is very little question, even in the minds of the laity.

Chapter I, on the Phenomena of Dying, and Chapter II, on the
Symptoms and Modes of Dying, consist of little more than a long
string of quotations from the published works of Sir Henry Hal-
ford, Sir Benjamin Brodie, Sir Thomas Watson, and other WTiters
who have treated of the phenomena of death in its various forms.
We observe incidentally, as an instance of the great advance
which has been made in the education of the profession, that it is

hardly possible to imagine any practitioner of medicine in this

country at the present day falling into the mistake attributed to

a colleague by Sir Henry Halford in a passage quoted at page 38.

When at length we reach, on page 65, the real subject of the
book, we lind the author, when he has to put before us know-
ledge which he has really assimilateil, capable of many judicious
obaen'ations ; he comments, for instance, on the mistaken kind-
ness of administering food, except in small quantities, adapted to
the diminished digestive powers of the stomach ; on the value of
alcohol, especially of madeira, tokay, and brandy wdien taken
with food; of champagne as a rapidly diffusible stimulant; of
opium for the relief of pain, or of the sinking feeling in the epi-
gastrium ; and of ether in dyspncea.

In conclusion, we may quote with approval, if not the English,
at least the opinion expressed in the following sentence :

" The
fewer the drugs and the less of medicine we can do with in the
treatment of the dying the better."
The volume is well got up in the old-fashioned style dear to

assthetic poetasters. As a matter which also concerns the pub-
lishers as well as the author, we may mention that tlu; volume
contains too many examples of bad reading, as, for instance, on
page 9l', lines 1 aiid I.'.

CONSliMPTION OF A<JT;AVIT ANB BEEB in St. PETEnsmTRO.—
In 188(5 the inhabitants of St. Petersburg (about O.W.OOO) have
con.sumed 1,951,701 vedros 1,1 vedro = 2.7 gallons = VIM litres) of
spirits (40°), or 2.1 vedros per person; and 3,230,yO5 vfdros of
beer, or 3.5 vedros per one inhabitant. ( TntMi, No. 4, 1888, p. 77).

The Year-book of Treatment fob 1888. London: Cassell '

and Co. ' ' ' •' -

TuE contributors to this Year-book of Treatment undertake eaiill

'

a department, and as they are twenty in number, and each of

them competent for critical discrimination of the materials of the

year, the result is the production of a condensed and handy book
of about 334 pages, which aifords a very useful retrospect. As ih'-

convenient in a book of the kind intended for English readers, a.'

good deal of attention is given to foreign periodicals ; and as cut^'

tings are more easily made from American papers than from those

of which the extracts need to be translated, the American journals

come in for a very full share of attention. It would be idle to

attempt to review a book which is itself made up entirely of

small abstracts, but after careful examination we can sav that

the work is very well done, and we would select for especial com-
mendation the articles of Dr. Mitchell Bruce, Dr. Ooodhart, Mr.

.

Arthur Cooper, F.R.C.S., Dr. Berrj- Hart, and Dr. Charles Hemy
Ralfe. That of Mr. Edmund Owen is somewhat diffuse, imperfect;

and not altogether free from egotism. The section contributed,

by Mr. Reginald Harrison shows indications of haste and is not

very complete. There is a very useful index of subjects. It may
be a matter of some interest to the readers of the JontNAl, to

-

learn that, as might have been expected, the immense sources of

information and mass of original matter contained in its volumes

are laid heavily under contribution, and that the acknowledged
extracts from our pages are more numerous than from any other

periodical. Moreover, it is noticeable that a considerable number
of the articles referring to papers read at the annual meetings of

the Association and of the Societies are really quoted from our

pages, though not so credited, and so with various articles from
'

Swiss, German, and Russian sources. It would be more judiciouB

and more correct if in all cases the double reference were given.

As in most compilations of the sort, there is a notable deficiency

of the sense of proportion; thus, while some subjects of little

moment are treated at great length, especially in the department

of surgery, it may be noted that in more than one instance the

leading subjects of the year are either passed over almost un-

noticed, or but slightly developed. This is especially notable in

the surgical parts of the book. Thus, to the work of Lawson Tait

there is only one reference, the name of Apostoli occurs only once -

in the index of authors quoted, the name of Spencer Wells only

once, and the name of Victor Horsley not at all. To those who are

competent to form an opinion of what have been the chief surgi-

cal work of the last twelve months, this speaks for itself. Geoi^i

finds a place four times and Friinkel sLx times, Senator three

times, Cohn three times.

It would be well if the editor of such a book were to make up
his own mind what were the principal subjects of the year, and
to give his departmental compilers instructions accordingly. It is

one of the disadvantages of a book of this sort that in respect to

really moving topics of the year, as to which, of course, it should

be the most useful, it is out 'of date almost before it is published.

Thus Apostoli's treatment, which receives such a meagre notice, is

dealt with in a way which gives no idea of the present position of

the question, which has been so much influenced by the experi-

ence of Keith and others. Little insight can be gathered from

this year book into the achievements of gyn;rcoIogical surgeons,

or of the surgerj- of the nervous system. Still, taken as a wbole*
[

the book is interesting and instructive.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Anivuil Magnetism. By Ai-frep Bixet and Chables FAhk,
Assistant Physician at tlie Salpetricre. (London: Kegaii Paul,

Trench, and Co.) 1887.—This work is an addition to that valuable '

collection, tlie Ititernatwnal Scientific Series, and deals in a popu-
lar and untechnical manner with the history, progress, and pneno-

mcna of the condition which, under various names, has been ex-

jiloited by charlatans and, more recently, investigated by scien-

tific ineii. The authors, in their descriptions, apply to facts

observed in the Salpetriere Hospital, in accordance with the

method inaugurated by M. Charcot, to whom we are indebted for

so much of what we now know of the recondite phenomena of
hypnotism and suggestion. The reader is warned at the outset"

that the work only aims at giving an account of special researches,

'

which, notwithstandiiig their niiiuber and variety, will not justify

general conclusions. The earlier history of mesmerism is toler-
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iil>W woU known, l>iit tlio subjiot has not been aerioiisly etudieil

»o far ill lliis count rj-. nit liough r>ne of tlir tarliist lulcpts, Mr.

Jlinu;< liridil, was a surgiim iiractising in MunclRsti-r. lie it ^yus

\xl)<'. Hi n tiiuc wlau Llic luatlir wiis practically given up to

lumcloi ujid UHHUiti^baiil;s, diivctcd the q\icstion mfo its proper

lleW-tliatof obsiiTationand expcriincut. AVitli all Ins uraour

and auccws, however. Braid left no successm worthy of the niuiie,

«ud it remained for Trotessor fliarcot. to take up the subject and

iuveatigate it on scientific principles. A clmpter is devoted to the

ai>|ilicat ion of hj-puolism to therapeutics, but it would not stem

that any services are to he onticipateil from it except in the troatr

monl of .symptoms which, for want of a better expression, it ha.s

lnvn agreed to call " hysterical." There is much reason. indeed, to

credit hynuotism or its collateral conditions with the curi>tiye

results which follow pilj^rimoges and the operations of "f''i*"-

healers." A far more serious and thorny ynestion is that which

bears on the m-'Jico-legal aspect. The impairment of Tnlitioii

which results from reiieuted induction of this condition is a factor

of which the law ougiit t,o take cognisance, though at present our

knowledge is not such as to wafraat a didactic treatise of jun.s-

prudenc' based thereon. The book is well written and exceed-

iWly inU'ro.iting and instructive, but the subject is not altogether

a^csirable one for perusal by the general public.

iMkoUiU : a Satire <m Modern yfedicine. By Thomas C. Misob.

(Cincinnati : Robert Clarke and Co. 1887.J—This satire, conceived

and executeil in a style which is now fortiuiately out of date,

intri>diic».!S to the notice of the reader Doctor Pauliis Androcydes

a«U birt pet cat Anubis, the latter being in reality a ceDtaui

E(CTptian, Athothis by name, who dated from forty-five hundred

years before the dawn of Christianity. Out of gratitude to the

doctior for having restored to him his human and corporeal being

by the aid of divers incantations and uncanny gestures, affer so

many centuries of meterapsychotic vicissitudes, the Egyptu"!

ra*'wVi« fort liwith d«slocat<^ liis benefactor's soul from his body,

and took him (or, rather, that part of him) off on a jaunt rouiid
,

the city, peering on their way into the modern sickroora, lii,(

which they found much to excite their ethereal hilarily,_or, a^,,

tUe author expresses it, they indulged in "ripples of spiritual,

laughter." We need not follow the unhallowed couple on their

ntund, which comprised visits to the modern consulting-room,

hwpitaU and pharmacy. Wherever they went and whateTer they

aa.v afforded them an apparently much-relished opportunity for

saying di.sagreeable things about the present condition of the art

and practice of medicine. Among many valuable diacovcnes,

they found that the modern hospital was run in the interest of

the doctor rather than that of the sick, and that the label "U a

battle in a modem pharmacy was no sure guide to its contents.

Nqtwithstandiug the large demands which the author miikes ou

ouj lit*>rary credulity, the book is uncommonly dull readii^'. and

the author's friends should ilUsuade him from carrying his obser-

vations in tl'.is direction any further.

is frequently larger than the end of the instrument, and has an,

attachment greater than the length of its cuttmg edge, and a

Irireer surface from before backwnr<l9 than that covered hy the

blftdefl. It ia evident, therefore, that tho instruments hitherto

employed cannot remove such a piece entirely by cult^iug

I

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIO'I^B,
IN MEDICINB, StrnOEnT, DIETETICS, AND TBTK

"— ALLIED SCIENCES.

FORCEPS' FOR POST-XASAL GROWTHS.
Wiiii,«T removing post-nasal growths with Lijwenberg',') forpojis

aa,d the several modiflcationa of it, I have found a ceruiji _def(.ct

ia connection with all these instruments. This is that owiiig to.

tbe^hAtp cdg>- only occupying a portion of the end of the instru-

ment, it is frequently impossible entirely to cut off the piec<: pf

growth heJd between the blade.s, the portion not cut off having to

by torn away, thus producing, in coses where the growth is thi,c]j;

and tough, more subsequ-nt intlommation than -woijliJl.iOt.l^er^YJs^

have resulted from the operation.
, „, .

»

The ri-a«on given tor tlie cutting edge being made only on the

upi>or and posterior part of the instruments is that the ^owjjis

arc iLsually attached exclusively to the upper and posterior walls

ot the naso-phnryux, and that, therefore, a shori) edge is only rt--

quired in those situations. ^Vlthough what is thus stated vi'ith

.

regard to the usual position of the grjwth is a fact, the deduction

i4.pjTpncous, bec4\«Si "? {>}SC(i,<?f .gW'^'.^.B?"*!'?.^ . Vy M'Vj^.Rf.'^^

'tn tte instrument wliich ;ha8 been made for dro hy Meyer and,

Moltzer, of 71, Great Portland Street, the defect pientioned above.ueit:6ei, vi i 1, viiuiiu * wii.Aujiv.t t^„»,.u.i, v*.^ ^^..^.^v*- f——"—^-- --7

lias been remedied by the entire circumference of the blades being

made sharp, so that the piece of growth between them can be cut

out comjiletely. To further ensure the piece of growth which ha8(

been seized being thoroughly divided, one blade of the instrument,

has been made to pass inside the other, after the manner of punch

forceps. The end of the instrument has also been fenestrated, to

)>revent a thick piece of growth interfering With the complete

,

severing action of the blades. .

The edge of the instrument has been made only moderately,

sharp Tiecause I have found that when the cutting edge of the.

forceps is very keen, the hajmorrhage which follows the operation,

'is more profu-'ie than when the blades are blunter. ;,

The instrument was exhibited in the Annual Musounj at; tb^.lftte

meeting of the Association in Dublin. „ „ „ « •u,--M
3. Jiansfield Street, W. T. Mabk Hovbllj P.E.C.S.Ed.

,;
,

•^'.AliJTOMATIC APPARATUS FOR DISINFECTING AND
! 1 DEODORISING SEWKR-GAS AND SEWAGE
I

;M . (R. HARRIS REEVES'S PATENT). 1

"MiB is an apparatus for the evolution of sulplmrous acid easand>

oxygen by means of an automatic mixture of strong sulphuric'

acid with a solution of permanganate of soda. The apparatus IB;

placed in a chamber under the roadway, which is in commumciUi

lion below with the sewer by a ventilating shaft, and above with^

tho external air by a grating. The sewer air. in its passage

tlirough the chamt)er, is deodorised by the sulphurous acid andri

oxygen before escaping into the outer atmosphere. Tho solution^'

fornied by the mixing of the sulphuric acid and permanganate of'"

soda, which contains a considerable percentage of pormanganie^

acid, is allowed to overflow into the sewer below, where it be-*

'comes mixed with the sewage, and—if employed in sufecientj

quantity—deodorises it.

A very large number of processes for deodorising sewer air are

now known to the sewage engineer, but very few have be<m

found to by practically useful. Putrid sewage which gives «H,

foul-smelling gases ia undoubtedly a dangerous nuisance, but tne^

propter remedy is to improve the construction of the sewers aao-

iform proper gradients, rather than to allow the nuisance to ttnae'

and than seek to r.'medy it by chemical disinfecting agents.'

llVevontionisbetter than cure in sewerage as in other matters,

land is also in the end a gn'at deal cheaper. To deodorise putnJ

sewage or foiil-smelling sewer air successfully, enormous tjuoli-

'titiefi of chemicals must be used, at a proportional cost, or the

Vesult is not satisfactory. It is far bettor to replace the oW.

jsowers of "stagnation and deposit "by sewers constructed on

modem principles, which convey everything away from the town

'in a fri'sh and undecomposed state. It this is done, sewer venti-

hilion loses nearly all its difficulties, ilr. Hams Reeves also

claims for his system that the solution containing permangamc

acid which overtlows into the sewer, acts as a jirecipitant as weu-

as a deo-lorant. It appears to us thot it is not wise policy to adfli

precipitating agents to sewage at a distance from the oul'a-" *°2!

.titling tanl^s. Such a pmcee.ling, except in g.>od soweft 0«'

rapid gradient, is likely to lead to deposit of sediment in th*

sewer, with consequent obstruction to the flow of .sewage.

PRI.NCKS.S Chuistian- paid a visit to the London Hospital,

Whitechape'l, on Sunday afternoon, walking through apvcral 01

itljttwarda and to the nursing home. .•.,
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SUBSCEiPTioNS to the -Association for 1888 became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tance! to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Hoi born.

3ri)c iBritisl) ftlet)i«l Journ.^I*

lii odi o:

SATURDAY, MARCH 3rd, 1888.

ABERNETHY ON TUMOURS.
XT IS a fault of the present age to ignore the work of preceding

generations. We imagine that discoveries we have inherited

frpm our fathers are really to be.pjaced to our ownjjredit. Thus

a writer in a modem Si/stem of Surgery says of tumours : "Their

anatomical classification was, a few years ago, little more than a

Btiggestion."' Yet eighty years before this was written, John

Abemethy had published in his monograph On Tumours^ a new

classification, which was a purely anatomical one, carried to as

high a degree of perfection as was possible with the inferior his-

tological knowledge and apphances at his command.

His system was eagerly adopted by his contemporaries as a

great advance over all preceding ones. Even his initial defini-

tion of the word '• tumour,'" though by no means perfect, was a

real improvement over that of any previous author. They

understood the word in its widest meaning of " a swelling," and

included in their descriptions diseases of arteries, vems, glands,

tendons, joints, and boneSj which had really nothing in common

save the one featiure, with what we understand to-day and what

Abemethy understood by the word "tumour."

So widely was Abemetliy's system accepted by his contempo-

raries, that it was not until many years after his death, and then

only by a gradual process of replacement, that a clinical classifi-

cation drove liis anatomical one out of the field, to be in turn

discarded in our own day in favour of an anatomical system not

differing materially from his own. .

Abemethy's theory of pathology was complete and attractive

enough in itself; and it was perhaps the requirement of this theory

vbich originally led him to attempt an anatomical classification

of tumours. He began with an observation of John Hunter's,'

"that the cavity "(of a certain abdomen) '•being opened, there

appeared lying on the peritoneum, a small portion of red blood

recently coagulated. This, upon ex;unination, was fomid ' con-

nected to the surface upon whidi it had been deposited by an

attachment half an inch long, and the neck had been fonned

* Holmes's .*^s(flm o/.Siirytfry, tUird edition, 1, 243. . ^

* " An Attempt to form a CKltsification of Tumours according to iheir Aoa-
tomical Structure "(Ahernethy'i Ji^r^ca! A'ljoys, 1804, 1,1.

' *' Such swelKngs as arise from some new production which made no part of
the original composition of the body." Abernethy. toe. cit.

* Belated hy Sir E«orard (then Mr.l Home ( Ttunstctiii>is. of a Sxiity far the
/mprouMKit of Medical and Chiruj-gical Knoickdc/e, I, 231)..

before the blood lust its red character." From this Abemethy

concluded " that there can be little doubt but that tumours
j

form everywhere in the same manner, the coagulated part of the,}

blood being either accidentiilly efi'used or deposited ia^ conse- ^^

quonce of disease, become afterwards an organised and living ,

part by the growth of the adjacent vessels and nerves into,i)(.^f,

When the deposited substance has its attachments l^ a- singly.

^

thread, all its vascular supply must proceed from that part, but i

in other cases the vessels shoot into it_ irregiilarlyr.at .varioi\s

points of its surface. Thus an unorganised concrete becomes, a r

h^-ing turnotur, which has at first no perceptible peculiarities ae..

to its nature. Though it derives a supply of nourishment from..t

the surrounding parts, it seems to five and grow by its own iu-« -,

dependent process. And the future structure which it ruay-n

acquire seems to depend on the operation of its own vessels,"f,

Abemethy goes on to remark that the tumom is in structure,;

sometimes like, but more frequently unHko, the. part ^ear whiqh

it grows ; and on this ground he comes^ to- the ^pame ,c0nclusiQ^.j

as that set forth in the last paragraph, namely, " that' in many
,

cases the nature of the tumour depends on its , own action and
^

organisation; and ,that;j.like,,tha ei^b:yfl% . itrio^erely- rec^ires
,

noiurislunent from the surromiding parts."- : ; _. -

,

He explained malignancy by the following theory.:—"The
,

efiused coagulable part of the blood," which on liis hypothesis,

was the origin of all tumom-s,-might be deposited from the effects .

of accident, or from a common inflammatory process, or on the >

contrary it might be the result of some diseased action of the/

surromiding parts and vessels, wliich would influence tlio organ;-,,

sation and growth of the consequent tumour. In the former^

events he saw the origin of all iimocent tumours, in the latter of .

malignant ones. Innocent tumours did not return after opera-

tion, .because the parts surroundingj being merely the- source ,

whence the new growth procured its nourishment, had no power
.

of reproducing it when once it had been removed. While ma-
,

lignant tumours, being originally produced by the diseased

action of neighbouring vessels or tissues, was, upon removal^
^

owing to a continuance of the same action, at once replaced by
,

a second unhealthy effusion, which had in general the finther
.^

development into a fungous growth, ... , , ,j

Misled by the classificatory craze of hJ8; day, which psw ap^^

difficulty in arranging the morbid products of disease in as

complete and mterdepeudent a sj-stem as that introduced by

.

Linnceus into the kingdom of Nature, Abemethy. classified^

tumours as follows :

—

.,

Class :—Local disejises.
,

^

Order :-Tumours.
. ,; r,,^^ ,^^^,j^^, ^j; „; .„,,,,,, ^.^pr.., .,f

Genera;—^I. Sarcomatous, tiunours. .JI. rEncysted • tumours,

III. Osseous tumoiurs. IV. Cartilaginous tumours.

The first genus (sarcomatous tumours') ho subilivided intO_

eight species : 1. C"-^™wfw vascular, .,or,. Qrgaiiised sarcoma. 2.

Atliposo sarcoma. 3. Pancreatic . sarcoma., - 4. Cystic sarcoma.^

5. Mastoid or mammary sarcoma. • 6. Tuberculated sarcoma. 7.

JleduUarv sarcoma. 8. C-arcinomatmis sarcoma

5 Abernethy, loc.cit;, pp. a,' J, lO.I ,\.>
.-"*''»-''"''' ''
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By " sareoma ' and " sarcomntous," Aliomethy of course only

indiw^ei trimours havrnj a firm or fleshy fcol, and those

terms are roost -nearly represdntcd in modoni nomonclaturo by

the expTecsion "solid tumour."" They boar the relation to modem

sarcoma of an original term of widest signification narrowed

down in conrro of time by a fjradual process of eliniiiintion, to a

special significance which etymologicnlly the word was never in-

tended to bear.

Of Abemethy's " sarcomatous tnmours," the " common vascu-

lar or organised sarcoma is represented nowadays liy the word

"fibroma," and his clinical description of the kind is admirably

true and graphic. He believed this to be the original form

of tumour produced by the organisation of an effused clot,

and was even inclined to think that all tumours are, in the first

place, of this structure. His second species " adipose sarcoma,"

is of course the same as the modem " lipoma."

It shows how far Abemethy was in advance of his contempo-

raries and successors in close and accurate observation, that

Chelius should write, so lately as 1847: "The pancreatic and

mammary tissues are to be considered as accidental modifications

of the medullary."' This is no doubt tme of Abemethy's mam-

mary sarcoma, but in his pancreatic sarcoma ho was evidently

describing "adenoma," the following characteristics being

derisive. It was, in the first place, like the pancreas in appear-

ance of structure, generally occurred in yovmg adults, and most

frequently in the female breast ; although it sometimes caused

lancinating pain and enlargement of neighbouring glands," it

was most amenable to treatment, did not recur when removed,

was encapsuled ; while any enlarged glands at once subsided

after the tumour was operated on.

Abemethy draws a clear and just distinction between cysts

and cystic degeneration, making of the former a distinct class,

and placing the latter as one of the species of his solid tumours

under the term " cystic sarcoma."

It is almost certain that, in his tuberculated sarcoma, he anti-

cipated WiEcs by nearly fifty years, and that this species is the

same as Hodgkin's disease. But by Abemethy's immediate

successors, it was compared with quite other and distinct patho-

logical conditions ; they were not mifficiently observant to ac-

cept at its fidl value his careful diagnosis.

His remark on medullary sarcoma could be inserted in the

most modem work (but only in the most modem work) on

tumours :
" The term cancer is objectionable, because it con-

veys an erroneous idea of the nature of medullary sarcoma ; for

this disease, though perhaps equally destructive, will be shi>wn to

be unlike cancer in its nature and progress."

Abemethy, then, deserves credit for having worked out an

anatomical classification of tumo\ir3, which was far bettor than any

which had preceded it, or rather was the first intelligent step in

such a direction ; and it was also a giant step, for his system will

bear a very favourable comparison when viewed by the light of

modem research with that of his successor South, or of Liston^

» EicludInK cartilaginous and osMOUS growths.
' Scmth's Tranilatlnn of Chcliiui Surgrry, 1847, II, p. M8.
» When Inflamed (?).

and, indeed/oomos'noui'or to our present classification than any

pre\-ious one we know. His clinical observation was most accu-

rate, and, with one exception (that of manunary sarcoma), every

one of his species is accepted as a distinct one, evan in the

present fierce light of new histological processes and modes of

research. 2;. His opinion that malignant tumours were of local

origin isjalso in advance of his ivge. Yet few among ua repog.-

niso this of Abemethy; wo know^lmu as a distinguished snrgeojj

in his day, eelebwvted for brasqiienees and impatience of manner,

but^occupying a larger space in oiur jest book than oor system

of surgery.

And thisjs the quo great loss we have, sustained by modem

methods of original observation and research. Up to the time

of John'_Hunter, men were obliged to read and quote the works

of deceased;[authors,'>ack to [the very earliest age, in order to

procure acceptance for their own views and discoveries. Thiff
"

was'destructive of all originality, but preserved from oblivion

the name and fame of^tho mighty dead. To-day we neglect the

works of our fathers in>vour of those of our own contemporaries

and immediate predecessors. Our students grow up with a

pitying contempt for the benighted conviction of the elder-

'

writers on disease. They are accustomed to rely on originar'

observations for knowledge and for success. And so science is

^

the gainer, but^the individual is the loser; our discoveries are'

either falsified or forgotten when we die, and our very name slips
'

into the sea of forgetfulness.

^^^lo will undertake the great task of research required to"

bring out the great successes of our forefathers, to write a history

of medicine, if only in mifinishod portions, and to' replace such
^

men as John Abemethy on the pedestal they oiight to occupy in'

the Temple of Fame ?
^

THE METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY. ^
The somewhat unceremonious rejection by the House of OommoMT

on Tuesday last of, the Bill promoted by the Grand Junction

Waterworks Company, is not a cause for immixod satisfaction ;

but if, by the attention thus drawn to the matter, the settlement

of the important question of the water supply of the metropolis

generaUy can be brought a stage nearer solution, Londoners

are to be congratulated. We have long insisted Upon the in-

creasing imsuitablencss of the Thames as a source of domesticwater

supply. At present the supply for more than half the inhabi-

tants of "Greater London," that is to say, some two and a half

millions of souls, is drawn fr.)m the Thames after that river has

received the crude sewage of Staines and oilier towns, as well ad

such polluted tributaries as the "V^ey. It has been estimated

that the sewage of some 70,000 persons enters the Tliames above

the intakes of the Metropolitan Water Companies. Wo would

have been glad, therefore, looking at the matter simply from the

point of view of the sanitarian, if the first real incUcation of an

effort to obtain a purer supply had been allowed to receive a

fuller and more scientific consideration than could possibly

be given to it on a motion for the second reading of the BilL

The course of the discussion seemed to show that the HouflO
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was not acquainted with id] the circumstances. The Grand

Junction Waterworks Company have at present power to draw

20,000,000 f;allons of water daily from the Thames, and this

limit has not yet been reached. For this privTlege they pay an

annual rent to the Thames Conservators. Formerly they took

all their siippl}- direct from the river, but in 1882 they obtained

permission to construct works at Hampton, by which they were

enabled to intercept the pure spring water to be found in the

gravel beds in that neighbourhood before it reached the Thames,

and also to utilise those bods as natural filters. Tlie good re-

sults wliich followed this experiment led other companies to

take a sinular course ; but recently the progress of building opera^-

tions in the vicuiity of [the works, and the erection of houses

draining into cesspools, have seriously endangered the purity of

the subsoil water. Hence the proposal of the water company to

obtain their supply farther up the river, and to adopt the plan,

advocated in 1884 in an interesting but neglected report by Mr.

J. Thomhill Harrison, O.E., one of the engineering staff of the

Local Government Board, of tapping the chalk and gravel beds

in the neighbourhood of Domey and Windsor, where vast

quantities of pure water are obtamable.

The opposition to the scheme is based on the assumption

that, if adopted, the volmne of water in the Thames would be

seriously reduced, that the mud would silt up, that even the

foundations of Windsor Castle would be affected, and that the

trees in the Park woidd be injured. It is urged that the beauty

of the river would be impa'ied, and that the pleasure of a num-
ber of people would be interfered with, whilst the river would
become dangerous to health in its upper reaches. If these con-

sequences were certain to follow, no arguments could justify

sanction of the scheme ; but they are disputed by the promoters

of the Bd], and Mr. Ritchie, with his official knowledge as Presi-

dent of the Local Government Board, could not accept them as

proved. As Lord Randolph Churchill observed, it is a scientific

question, which coiild only be satisfactorily ventilated before a

Select Committee.

It is unanimously admitted that at some time, which hiis

already been too long delayed, and which at the present moment
seems as remote as it has seemed at any period since Sir R.
Cross's ill-fated scheme fell to the ground, the water monopohes
must disappeiir, and the ratepapers must take the matter into

their own hands. It is very necessary, therefore, that Parlia-

ment shoiJd continue to look jesdously on any tendency on the

part of the water companies to increase the value of their mider-

takings. But, although the companies deserve Uttle sjmipathy,

their powers of supplying wholesome water must be the first

consideration for s;initariaus. We hope that ere long the whole

question of the London water supply may be fully investigated

by a Special Commission.

Meanwhile, the legal proceedings instituted by the Thames
Conservators with the view of putting a stop to the discharge of

the unpiuified sewage of Staines into the Thames have received a
check. The Local Sanitary Authority contend that they do not
own the sewers in question, and that they have no power to

prohibit the discharge of the sewage. The question is to b» 7

argued in the Queen's Bench Division on some more or less

remote date, and, pending the legal decision, London must coiiiTiu

tinue to wait and endure. j ' ;an;i3

—
•juii.iJnix \ii

RECENT RULING AB TO EXPERT vm
EVIDENCE. -jL

A recent ruling by Mr. Justice Day, at assizes in the Nortli-

Eastern Circuit, will scarcely commend itself as a means best 'I

tending to the promotion of equitable verdicts in criminal cases, '

when the plea of insanity is raised on behalf of the prisoner. In

the case referred to, a prisoner having been indicted for the

murder of two individuals, a jiuy was empanelled in order that^

it should be ascertained, in the first place, whether he was or-^

was not in a fit condition to plead. A medical witness beings

asked the question whether, in his opinion, the prisoner, when C

examined by him, was sane or insane, it is reported that the

learned judge woidd not allow the opinion of the medical wit-
j;

nesses to be given upon that point, and restricted their evi- I

dence to matters of fact as to what they saw or heard, in their -^

examination of tlie case, bearing upon the question of sanity,

which the jury were sworn to try, and with regard to which I.

counsel were not permitted to eUcit the expression of medical '

opinion. Practically, this ruling reserved to the jm-y, and to the'/

jury alone, the right to express any opinion in the court—any

opinion, that is, haring influence on the trial—as to the exist-;

.

ence or non-existence of insanity, that is to say, of a form of

disease. The importance of this ruling is magnified, and not

lessened, by the fact that the judge is stated to have expressed

his intention to deal in a similar manner with tihe evidence of
:'P

scientific and expert witnesses in any and every kind of case,

whether medical or other.
,

In the case affording the basis for these remarks, evidence was .

given as to the existence of numerous and extraordinary delu-

sions ; and, after an inquiry lasting more than three hours, the

jury found that the prisoner was fit to plead, and he was put

upon his trial accordingly. Eventually, the jury found the

prisoner guilty, but also foimd that he was insane at the time .-

he committed the acts, and he was ordered to be confined «tiaf'^

criminal lunatic during Her Majesty's pleasure.

The ruling above mentioned is all tKe'more open ta criticism,

as regards what its effect might be in certain cases, inas-

much as it followed immediately after a trial elsewhere, in

which, as reported, the expression of medical opinion as %o the -

sanity or insanity of a prisoner was permitted by Mr. Justice

Mathow, and acted upon by the jury, imdor circimistances

apparently quite similar to those imder which the expression of
'

such opinion was prevented by Mr. Justice Day, as we have"^

aheady briefly recounted.

Earnestly desirous as the members of a jury are t-o hold the .

balances evenly, it is quite impossible that they can form as '

accurately-grounded an opinion as a medical expert upon the
'

ficquently difficult and dehcate question of the existence or non- .

existence of insanity. For a maiQ to have close and intimate
{
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practical kiiowledpo of some part of the field of soionce i^ in

stTfne quArtoTS. iipparently o reason why his deUberately-fohned

opinion on a enbject within the sphere of his studios should bo

suppressed in a court of law, and the point at issue he decided

by untraine*! minds. Carry this to its logical conclusion, and we

must set up ipioranee m a chief qualification of those fitted to

decide scientific q\iostions !

lb cases of the kind referred to, it w»ald be well if- inde-

pendent and expert medical evidence was secured by the

initiative of some public authority.

*

The honour of knighthood has been conferred upon Dr. J. W

.

Tyler, C.I.E., the well-known superintendent of Agra Gaol. Sir

John Tyler's duties brought him at the time of the Indian Exhibi-

tion, and again last year during the Jubilee, under the personal

notice of the Queen, and it is, the Pioneer believes, at Her

Majesty's own wish and instance that the honour comes to him.

00! 3: THE LUNACY LAWS.

Tsi Lord Chancellor's Lunacy Bill was issued on Wednesday last.

In a memorandum it is stated to be substantially the same

measure as that which passed the House of Lords last year.

RETREATS FOR DIPSOMANIACS.

In perpetuating the Habitual Drunkards' Act of 1879 (limited to

expire next year) a Bill introduced by Dr. Cameron, !a.P., would

enable the licensee of a retreat to appoint from Ume to time a

deputy to act for him during his temporary absence. Such an

appointment, however, must be approved by the inspector of re-

treats. Another modification of the Act deals with the attestation

of an habitual drunkard's signature On his applying to be ad-

mitted to a retreat. The attestation by one magistrate is sub-

stituted for that of two. ' ^ [
'

THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

Thb next meeting of Convocation of the University of London

will take place on March Gth. Mr. James Anstie, Q.C., Mr. E. H.

Busk, and Mr. H. A. >'esbitt hare been nominated for election to

the Senate on that occasion, but the contest lies between tlie two

first named. I'rofessor Silvanus Thompson has given notice of a

motion requesting the Senate to consider whether it would not be

desirable to confer ad eundem degrees upon those graduates of

other universities vrho hold professorships in University and

King's Colleges, so that they might be admitted members of Con-

voeation. Several motions referring to the schemes for reforming

the universities and asking for further information or suggesting

amendments also appear on the agenda paper.

POST-.GRADUATE LECTURES, CHARING CROSS
: .. HOSPITAL.

Ths second course .commenced on Friday last by a lecture. on

Dyspepsia, by Dr. Julius Pollock. At the conclusi'in the members

held their business meeting. Dr. Walford in the chair. The Sec-

retary's report showed that 140 practitioner.s had jointKl, and that,

on aa average, T.'i liad attended each lecture. The isstto of

coupons, wluch arc available for twelve months, and give the

members more than two opportunities of using them, liAd given

great satisfaction to the members. The staff and governors had

greatly assisted in jiromoting the success of the' class. The Trea-

surer's report stated that, afUT paying all debts, there remained

in hand sufficient money to cover all the coupons in the hands of

the members. A proposal to publish the U;ctures had
^
been

warmly taken np by the class, and arrangements were being

made for carrying it out. It was felt by all concerned that the

pneVisioQ of systematic post-graduate teiwhing was a great boon

to the praetitioners of London and the surrounding district.

Totes of thanks were passed to the govpjnors and the staff for

their assistance, and to fhe Secretary and Treasurer for originat-

ing and organising the courses.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE. ..,,,;;

Tms May electious of the Knyal Medical Benevuk-nt College.?^,.

Epsom are once more at hand, and the governors and subscribers

are being importuned to pledge their votes for particular eandi-

dates in whom the writers take a kindly and special interest, and

fur whom they solicit support from their personal friends. CucularB,-.

moreover, are being distributed with influential names attached to
,

them specially to solicU such votes from the governors. 'Without

any reference to any particular case, it is our duty once more to'
^

express our regret at the disregard of the conclusions arrived at •

after thorough investigation and discnssion at the meetings of the J

governors. At these meetings it was resolved that, in the best ja, ,

terestsboth of the candidates and of the mstitutiou. such caij-rv

vassing should be discontinued, and that the selection of candj-
^

dates should be entrusted to a committee, who could carefully'

and dispassionately weigh the special claims of one candidate '•

against another. A system of canvassing by which the candidates
'

•

whose friends have funds ,at their disposal, or who may have the t

advantage of the sj-mpatliies of a few influential persons, or of per- ,.

sons attached to some especially large hospital or school, or have

in other directions a large connection, ought to be condemned;'.'

by virtue of these quite adventitious circumstances, such candi-

dates acquire unjust advantage over others whose claims may be

o-<,erwhelmingly greater, but whose very necessities and friendless-
.

ness, which should constitute their best claim, are thus turned to
,

'

their disadvantage. Everyone must desire that the election to''

the benefits of the College should fall to those persons who stand •'

in most need of it, and not to those who are most influentiaUy

connected, or .who have the largest command of funds for the.f

costly process of sending out circulars and of organising a canvass .

for votes. We would earnestly recommend the governors to
^

abstain from all promises, and to reserve all votes until they have^

the opportunity of seeing the full list of applicants and the report '•

thereon by the'Committee of the Qovemoisofthe CoUegarq ,,',},>

HWALSALL COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

The medical profession has ever recognised the great discretion

which nurses as a body have brought to the discharge of the
j

important duties confided to them, and it is comparatively seldoto"!

that any individual member oversteps the sphere of duty which

properly belongs to a nurse. An instance has unfortunately,

recently been afforded by the "sisters" of the Walsall Cottage,^

Hospital. The sisters, we are informed, do nearly all the work of

tlie out-patient department, and a recent inquiry has shown that
|^

they treat fractures without surgical supervision, and it is

reported that over a thousand fractures have been thus treated.

A well-informed correspondent relates.tho following incident: " A

lad with a fractured fibula was sent there by a medical man.

Several daj^ after he inquirtvl of the mother how the lad was

;

her reply was: "The sister says it is not broken ;
it is only a bad

eprain." He told her to bring the boy out again. Ho said at o^oe it
;

wae broken, and ought to have been put up four or five days ago.

These things are of daily occurrence. The sister in charge cam-

things with a very high hand, and gives the wretched patien'

herrings on Fridays throughout the year, even if the doctor orders

meat for them." Such high-handed proceedings oDly need to be

known to be condemned, and it is not surprising to be told that
.

|

the people of VCalsall. for whose benefit the Cottage Hospital
,

exists, are losing confidence in the institution under its present
j

management. It" would also seem to be desirable that the funds

.

of the Walsall .Sea-side Home should be audited and published,
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and that this institution—now, we are informed, managed by
" Sister Ellen,'' of Walsall—should be put under the control of

a committee properly elected by the subscribers in the customary
manner.

REFUSAL TO ADOPT PASTEUR'S METHOD IN NEW
SOUTH WALES.

Eecentlt representations were made to the Minister for Mines,

New South "Wales, in favour of the introduction of disease amongst
rabbits with a view to their extermination. The proposal was re-

garded by Mr. Abigail with disfavour, and a notification has been
published to the effect that hea\-j' penalties will be strictly en-

forced against persons who introduce diseased rabbits, and that

the officers of the department have been instructed to guard against

tte introduction of such animals. The reception which awaits

M. Pasteur's emissaries, who have just sailed for the colony in the

Orient Line maU steamer Cuzco, is therefore somewhat doubtful.

Mo.st bacteriologists share to some extent the fears of the Minister

of Mines; it is felt to be doubtful whether we yet know enough
of the potentialities of this minute organism to render such an ex-

periment justifiable. M. Pasteur himself has done more than any
other investigator to teach us how profoundly their virulence

may be modified by environing circumstances. It is impossible

to foresee what may be the ultimate consequences of the experi-

ment which it is proposed to make on so gigantic a scale. The
mere fact that the microbe ig capable of producing fatal disease

in two animals so dissimilar as domestic poultry and rabbits

ought to serve as a warning that it may possibly develop into a

pestilence affecting other ,'species of animals, and even man
himself; for it ought to be remembered that, once the disease is in-

troduced into the rabbit warrens, it has passed beyond human
control.

THE MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
The quarterly meeting of the Medico-Psychological Association

was held at Bethlem Hospital on Friday, February 24th, at 4 p.m.

The chair was occupied by the President, Dr. Needham, and there

was a very full attendance. Dr. Hughlings Jackson read a paper
" On Post-Epileptic States." A special general meeting was sub-

sequently held to consider the recent appointment at the Hay-
ward's Heath Asylum. Letters expressing great indignation were
read from Drs. Clouston, Yellowlees, Brushfield, and others ; and a

petition, numerously signed by assistant medical officers, was
read, protesting against the circumstances of the appointment.

Hesolutions were passed, "That this Association is of opinion

that it is highly desirable that medical superintendents of asylums
should have spent, before their appointment, some time as resi-

dent medical officers in asylums, or in the study of mental dis-

eases in these institutions;" and "That the qualifications in

medicine and surgery required for the medical superintendent of

an asylum should not be such as to preclude the application of a
large proportion of suitable medical men engaged in the depart-
ment of mental medicine."

THE EDUCATION AND REGISTRATION OF
PLUMBERS.

Labge and representative meetings have been held recently at
Kdinburgh and Dundee in connection with the national move-
ment for the education and registration of plumbers. This move-,
roent is now spreading extensi\-ely over the United Kingdom, and
we are glad to learn that at both these meetings, at which the
trade, the medical profession, and the public were well repre-
sented, resolutions were passed such as those which have been
passed in so many other great cities of the Icingilom, warmly ap-
proving of the scheme, and appointing representative liersons

identified with health and public interests as well as the plumbing
trade, to form local co\uieils. The Edinburgh meeting had the

great advantage of the presidency of Sir Douglas Maclagan, thaa
whom no person is better qualified to form a judgment on the sub-
ject, or possesses more entirely the esteem and confideace of his
own profession, and of the public generally. It is obvious that
the system of e.xamination must be arranged so as to secure an
adequate minimum; and the advantage of hating representatire
local councils in each of the great cities acting together, and in co-

operation with a central body on which they are fully repre-
sented, is very considerable. This is, indeed, the only condition
under which public confidence can be secured, and a downward
competition prevented. The pettj' local movement which has
been started in Edinburgh will not, we are convinced, receire

serious consideration when the true bearings of the question are

generally understood, and we are glad to see that Sir Douglas
Maclagan, as well as the plumbing trade generally in Edinburgh,
fuUy appreciate the importance of establishing the movement on a
national basis, while leaving adequate local freedom to the local

councils. _

NEW WING OF THE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.'
A SPEClAi, court of the governors of the Hospital for Sick
Children, Great Ormond Street, was held on Wednesday, February
29th, under the presidency of Lord Aberdare, for the purpose of

sanctioning the commencement of the eonstruotion of a new wing
when the building fund amounted to £15,000. It was pointed out
that the fund had been found insufficient for completing the new
hospital proposed in 1S70, and that onlj' a part of it was finished

in 1874, since which every effort had been made to secure funds
for carrying on the work. They were enabled to raise a fund of

£6,000 last year, and £10,000 was now available for the building.

The Council had fixed on £15,000 as the sum necessary to have in

hand before proceeding to build further structures. The meeting
was asked to sanction expenditure for constructing the founda-

tion and drainage of the new wing, and to authorise the com-
mencement of the new wing when the building fund amounted to

£15,000.
"

'^

_ HOW TO SPREAD SMALL-POX.
;

Mr.'Hebki^g, of Leeds, continues his efforts at Sheffield " for the
special treatment of small-pox and the stamping out of the

epidemic." The "stamping out" process is illustrated in the con-

tents of the adrertisements calling his meetings. At one it i»

advertised that "several cured patients will give their experience,",

and that at another " a number of persons benefited by their treat-,

ment will be present and testify." An advertisement in the, daily,

papers of February 25th appeals to the public for funds to " meet
the necessary expenses of a treatment which has done and is

doing so much to rid the town of the disease." It states also that

it is three weeks since the man Herring came to the town, so that

the dangerous condition of at least some of the people advertiseji

to attend and testify at his meetings on February 16th and the

later one may be realised. Is it any wonder that infection

spreads ; especially when the character of the gatherings he calls

together is considered ?

TO Tt!"rv"":9T. JOHN'S HOSPITAt. rTnirOJOT
The Editor of Truth, in a characteristically bold and fearless

maintenance of public rights, has taken up the case of the alleged

mismanagement of St. John's Hospital, as to which statements o£

considerable public interest have recently been made. The Duke
of Northumberland and otlier' leading jwrsons connected with the

hospital having resigned in consequence of the refusal of the
Board to permit a full inquiry into the management on behalf of

tile subscribers, the Editor of TnitA haa repeated and rc-enforced

a challenge, and applied for permission for an independent inves-

tigation in the public interest. This having also been refused, he
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Mxi' s^mmt^nscs serious chnrg.-s of mi.mnn»g^ment ;
«nrl «ftor

fbiifflrtnliiS them in n entogoricnl nntl !.trLrroi.sivp form, ho challfnfTM

m, issue fit In-R-, and invites those %vlio hnv n-fuse<i the inquiry to

a legal investigation by the onlintiry course of legaUction. It

remains to l.e seen whether the mnnagrrs, after refusing investi-

gation by a committee on behalf nf their subseribers ^vill submit

(6 the ittpntations of mismanagement thus publicly made, or

wbetj/erthey will take action for their self-vindication.

II Hill 1' J ;
.

""' GALLANTRY REWARDED.

Miv IIKAPXET Ihl-I, student at the Bristol General Hospital, has

been presented bv the Mayor of that city with the Stanhoro gold

medal of the Koyal Humane Society for having performed the

most meritorious and gallant rescueduring the year. Thecircum-

stances are worthy of record. Leaping into the Avon at Clifton

Bridge Station on October 18th last, he, under most difBcuIt cir-

cumstances, rescued a voiing girl from drowning, and, though

greatly exhausted by his efforts, brought her ashore, and

adopted prompt measures to restore animation. On being restored

rd^COhsciousness he removed her to the Bristol General llosintal,

•where, under the care of Dr. N'ewiiham, she was ultimately re-

etbred to her friends and family.

Hui" NEW MEDICAL CLUB.

i"irew (flilb, entitled the "Galen Club," has been founded at

3b, Sackrille Street, Piccadilly, in convenient quarters and a

central position, for the puqiose of affording to members of the

mMical profession the conveniences of a club-house, haying the

game advantages of social intercourse as are attainable in clubs

devoted to the political, literary, dramatic, sporting, and other

classes. The Galen Club will be controlled by a committee of

medical men of undoubted character, as is evidenced by the list

of the first committee. The club will be i)ro\-idcd with bedrooms,

as well as the other usual features of a London clubhouse. There

is'at present no entrance fee, and the annual subscription for town

members is four guineas, country members two guineas. While

the club-rooms are being prepared, communications should be

addressed to the secretiirj', Mr. Walter Paterson, 47, Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly.

SEA-WATER FOR TOWNS.
At tt time when ominous reports as to the abnormally low con-

dition of the water supply in many populous places are being

published, it may be interesting to call attention to a proposal

emanating from Mr. Kllis Lever, of Bowdon, near Manchester,

who, looking to the fact that many of the busiest and mo.st popu-

lous towns are within llfty miles of the sea, suggests that not only

London, but other important towns, might have a plentiful and

unfailing supply of sea-water brought in pipes from the coast,

where it is clear and free from pollution. Mr. Lever recounts the

many sanitarj- purposes for which sea-water can be used, and

refrrs to its invigorating properties ; its use for watering streets
;

for closptg, flushing sewers, and e.ttinguishiug fires, for which

purposes it is more effectual than the ordinarj- water supply.

COLOURED LIGHT IN THE TREATMENT OF
INSANITY.

Dr. Ponla, medical superintendent of the lunatic asylum at

Ab-ssandria (Italy), reports some e.xperiments which he has made on

the effect of coloured light on lunatics. The idea was .suggested to

him by the observations of Hobert Hunt on the favourable effect

which light transmit! e<l through violet-tinted glass ha<l on the

development of animals and plants. l)r. I'onra selected rooms

with as many windows as possible, and he had the walls painted

of the same colour as the window-panes. A patient suffering

from melancholia, who would not eat, wa« placed in a room with

liright red walls and windows ; in three hours he became quito

cluorful and asked for food. Another lunatic, who always kept

his hands over his mouth to keep out air and nourishment, was

pbiccd in the same room, and the ne.vt day he was much better,

and ate witli a hearty appetite. A violent maniac was placed m
a blue room, and became quiet in an hour. AnotluT patient, after

spending a whole day in a violet-coloured room, was completely

cured. Theoreticully this appears to be a very interesting e.xpen-
.

ment but we have good reason to believe that in practice it is of

little'real service. " It had one very good effect, which was that it

induced the medical men who were making the experiment to

spend a "ood deal of time and attention on the patients who were

under treatment. One German medical man who visited

Alessandria said it was " most e.vcellent for the doctors." It is

probable that in some future day electric light may be used for

the darker parts of asylums, and then we shall be able to see

whether electric light will serve to develop vitality in men as it

has been proved to do in plants. In many persons of unsound

mind the whole vital energy is defective, and the medical officers

often feel a sad want of something which will produce energy.

Stimulants of one kind and another are tried, and do some good

;

hut we should welcome some more general natural means of im-

proving the general health. The asylum physician looks to food,

warmth, and exercise as his great assistants ; and if electricity, or

blue or yellow rays, can be added, so much the better;

THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

We learn by special telegram fmm a most authoritative source at

San Remo that the Crown Prince of Germany is slowly improving,

thouTh he has not made such good progress towanis recover}- from

the tmmediate effects of the operation as it is considered he

ought to hav.' done. There is still great irritation in the trachea,

which is probably attributable to ulceration of its inner surface

caused by the tube, or to extension downwards of the laryngeal^

disease. We are deeply grieved to say that it appears to be only,

too probable that the case has now entered on a phase which, un-'

fortunately, gives grounds for the most serious apprehensions.

Sir MoreirMackeuzie is no doubt technically justilied in dediiung.

to accept the diagnosis of cancer as proved until it has been con-

furoed by a microscopic expert of unimpeachable authority, but the,

hope thiit the judgment of men of such high scientific position as-

Professors Von Bergmauu and Kussmaul may be reversed on

appeal is, it must be confessed, very slender. It caimot be

too much deplored that, in a case of such importance to the worM

at large, national jealousies should have been allowed to interfere

with the harmonious working together of the medical men in

attendance, and we cannot lielp feeling that the publication of

their mutual recriminations in the lay press is undignified and in-

jurious, not only to themselves, but to their profesiiou. We say

this with the fullest appreciation of the difficult and even pain-

ful position in which they have throughout lieen placed, partly

owing to the obscurity of the case itself, but mostly to the diplo-

matic reticence which has been imposed on them. We do not feel

it necessary to discuss the relative advantages of Knglisli and

(ivrman tracheotomy tubes, and we can only li<ipe tliat the diffi-

culty of linding an instrumi'iit to tit comfortably has by this timo

beeii happily surmounted. It is a curious commentary, by the

way, on the" officious" denial which was given in the Time»t0'

the statement on this subject which was made in the JouRKAI.

last week, that Sir Morell Mackenzie, after having had two dif-

ferent tubes sent out from England, is said to have been obliged

personally to superintend th<! construction of n new one at San

Remo. In connection with this matter, we may mention that Sit

Spencer Wells, on reading the paragraph referred to in tWi

JovTCSJi.J. last Saturday, at once sent off to Sir MoruU Mackenne

by post some simple contrivances which he had succcssfuUy.used
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as substitutes for traclieotomy tubes more tlum twenty years ago.

These are small dilators, of a shape which may be described as

something between an ordinary eye speculum and a aerre fine;

this is introduced into the tracheal wound, and keeps its edges

apart. Mr. Golding Bird, we believe, brouglit a soraewliat similar

instrument, designed for the same {lurpose, before the profession

a few years ago. We are informed, however, that it has not been

considered necessary to use these instruments in the case of the

Crown Prince.

METHYLAL IN DELIRIUM TREMENS.
A^f interesting note on tho value of metliylal, the new hypnotic,

described in these pages on October 22nd, hS-S", in the ti-eatment

of delirium tremens, has been contributed to the Therapeutische

MonaUliefte (February) by Professor v. Krafft-Ebing, of Graz.

Acting on the advice of Merck, the well-known pharmacist, he
employed an aqueous solution of the strength of 1 in 10 as a hj-po-

dermic injection ; each injection contained 0.1 gramme of methy-
'

ial, and in this strength produced only slight and transient smart-
ing. Thus administered it was found that the drug only produced
its effect after an interval of about two hours ; if sleep was not
produced after between two and three hours, the injection was
repeated. Twenty-one persons -were thus treated, about half the
number being slight cases ; in 6 instances sleep was induced by 1

injection, in 10 by from 2 to 4, in 3 liy from .5 to S, and in 2 by
from 10 to 20; deep, phj-siological, refreshing sleep, which some-
times lasted twenty hours, was then obtained ; in other cases, the
patient slept for two or three hours to wake again delirious, but
the treatment being persevered with, the prolonged so-called

critical sleep always ensued. Professor v. Krafft-Ebing considers

methylal to be the best sedative and h.>-pnotic in delirium tremens
which he has ever used ; it has no depressing action on the heart
but rather the contrary, and it is followed b.y no unpleasant after-

effects. He considers that it is likely to be useful in insomnia
and restlessues.s due to inanition or cerebral anajmia, but that it

is contra-indicated in cases where there is cerebral hyperemia.
The very small doses which were found to be adequate . give
special importance to this communication. \ t i. . av/olio'tl

'

LORETA'S OPERATION ON THE STOMACH.
Digital dilatation for fibrous stricture of the pylorus, which -was
first practised by Professor 1'. Loreta, of Bologna, in 1882, has
already in his hands given' most satisfactory results in a large
number of cases. The Rifoi-ma Medica of February 18th con-
tains an account of a case in which the operation was recently
performed by Dr. Loreta, which is of special interest owing to the
detailed way in which it is reported. In January last a
man, 54 years of age, but looking much older, owing to his
wasted and careworn appearance, came under the professors
care with the following history :—He had been excessively intem-
perate both in eating and drinking, and had suffered from severe
Jlyspopsia since 1872. In 1,S80 he began to be troubled with
vomiting, which occurred regularly four or five hours after taking
food. The stomach was visibly dilated, and a splashing sound
could be heard on suecussion. Microscopic examination of the
vomited matters gave negative residts ; neither blood, starcli-
grauules, nor saroiaa- could be detected. No tumour could be felt
in tile hypochondriac or ejjigastric regions ; the abdomen yielded
readily to pressure with the hand which, however, "caused
a Bliglit amount of pain. At the place where this tenderness was
most pronounced, a hard fibrous cord was felt at a point correspond-
ing to tho situation of thepyloru.s. On .January 30th, after washing
out the stomach with an alkaline solution, Professor Loreta made
an incision along the Ibiea alba from the xiphoid cartilage to the
umbilicus, and exposed tho stomach, which was drawn partly out
of tlie wound and opened al;ciut midwuy betwaen th? greater and

lesser curvatures. The index fmger was then passed into the viscus
in the direction of the pylorus, through which, however, it could not
be pushed. A large-sized urethral bougie and afterwards an oesopha-
geal sound were then passed through into the duodenum. By tlus

means the stricture was so far dilated that the operator was able

to get his finger through the pylorus and draw it over almost to

the abdominal wound. The index of the loft hand was t!i«n

also passed through on the right as a guide. The pyloric orifice

was then dilated by forcible di\-ulsion with the two fingers, a pro-
ceeding which the tightness of the stricture rendered verj- difficult.

Finally, the wound in the stomach was closed by continuous,
and that in the abdominal wall by interrupted, suture, and an
antiseptic dressing was applied. On February 9th the wound was
healed, and the patient had completely got rid of his troublesomte
symptoms. Digestion was perfect, vomitting had entirely ceased,

and the man had lost the look of suffering which had been £o
marked before the operation. Dr. Maurizio Bufalini, who reports
the case, says that not a single instance of relapse after Loreta's
operation has yet been heard of. '.

A MEDICAL ACTS AMENDMENT BILL IN FRANCE.
The practice of medicine is regulated in France by a law passed
on the nineteenth of the month Ventose, in the year IX, other-

I

wise March 10th, 1803 ; during the past five years a series of pro-
I posals have been made by various individuals and societies for a

I

new law. Two rival Bills, both having some sort of official sanc-
tion, are now before the Chamber of Deputies ; one of these, drawn
up by the Standing Committee on I'ublic Hygiene, has been
adopted by the Government ; the other has been drafted with much
care, and after very full consideration of all the interests involved,

by a Parliamentary Commission nominated ad hoc, on the motion
of Dr. Chevandier. Both measures maintain the distinction be-
tween the two classes of medical practitioners, the doctors of
medicine and the officiers de santS, and the Government Bill would
restrict the latter to practice in country districts and towns of

less than 10,000 inhabitants. Dr. Chevandier's Bill contains no
restriction of this kind, and further, has a clause gi\'ing officiers

de sante of two years' standing the privilege of obtaining the de-

gree of M.D. after undergoing two examinations and presenting a

thesis. Dr. Chevandier's Bill is framed in a much more liberal

spirit, also, towards foreigners practising in France ; it accepts
the principle of reciprocity, and enacts that qualified foreign

physicians, of whatever nationality, possessing diplomas which
have been recognised to be equivalent to the French diploma, shall

be authorised to practise, in France and her colonies. Where re-

ciprocity does not exist the candidate would be subjected to two
examinations—would have to sustain a thesis, and to obtain a
special dispensation. The Government Bill does not recognise the
principle of reciprocity, and would require every foreign M.D. to

sulimit to one or more examinations ; Dr. Chevandier's Bill, more-
over, would empower the Minister of Commerce to grant special

licences permitting a person possessing a rt^coguised foreign degree
of M.D., who is in attendance on a patient to practise in a French
waterirg-plac* or winter resort. The regulalioUiS with regard to

the illegjil practice of medicine, of pharmacy by a M.D., orof mid-
wifery by an uncertificated midwife. Would be very stringent

under either Bill ; the chief difference is that the CTOvernment Bill

would attempt to regulate the practice of dentistry, whUe the
Parliamentary Commission thinks suCb proviaionS premature. A
medical practitioner, whether M.D. or vgicicr df sand, is under
the existing law forbidden to dispense his own drugs, and this

regulation would be fully maintained by both Bills, the only ex-
ception permitted being where there is no pharmacy within four

kilometres. Dr. Chevandier's Bill is framed in a wise ond iiiieral

spirit, and under it the position of Kuglish practitioners
.
desiring

Coiiractise in Franco would be grefttjy, improved, si«ce tie Medical
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•ct (l.'^'C) reor-Rnises the principle of Teoiprocity, and contains

elub^rnt.^ provisions for its application.

^

SCOTLAND.

EXTENSION OF ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS.

iNTiMVTiuN Un^lHvn given U.tho Senalus Academicus of Aber-

deen University of the inteution of the Government to offer a

fftant of £5,400 (subject to certain conditions) towards the carry-

W out of the proposed extension of the University Buildings. At

ameeting of tho Plans Committee of Aberdeen Town Council last

we.'k a plan of the proposed extension was submitted, but decision

in tho matter was deferrtnl untU a more detailed scheme has been

formulated.

THE GLASGOW OBSTETRICAL AND GYN/ECOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

TlTE fifth meeting of the present Session was held in the raculty

Hall on the evening of February li2nd. Dr. Abraham Wallace, Pre-

sident in the chair. Dr. Nigel Stark presented his report on the

dvsmenorrhceal cast shown by Dr. Park at the meeting of

December -i-^th. He found it did not yield under the microscope

any of the classical features of such membranes; it gave, for

example, no evidence of utricular glands. Dr. Park then read a

clinical history of the case, which ;exhibited the combined pheno-

mena of dysmenorrhcea, metrorrhagia, and hydrorrhcea, extending

over a prolonged period. The patient was a lady, aged 36. Dr.

Park also showed a number of specimens from Bases of mucous

^sease of the colon.

The number of admissions was 31 over the «TPmge for the pre-

vious years, and had only once (in 1878) been equalled in the his-

tory of the in.^titution. As I o private patients, 1(14 had been ad-

mitted ; this was VS over the average, and tho rate-paid class 261,

or 1(5 over the average. More patients from the higher closspB

had to bo refused admission than in any previous year owing to

want of accommodation. Dr. Clouston's report was favourably

received, the Chairman speaking of him as undoubtedly the right

man in the right place.

,, ROYAU EDINBURGH ASYLUM, MORNINGSIDE.

-As usual. Dr. Clouston, Medical .Superintendent, Morningside A.sy-

lum, Edinburgh, made some interesting observations in his an-

nual report submitted to a meeting of the corporation of the insti-

tution held on Monday, and presided over by Lord I'rovost Su-

Tliomas Clark, Bart. One observation showed that, allowing for

increase of population in Midlothian during the last ten years,

-there was only 1 per cent, addition to the insane admitted into

the asylum from the county during that period. The death-rate

was only (> per cent, during last year in the asylum, and a large

number of the deaths was of patients who had only been in the

BSVlnm for from three to six months. The general health of the

inmates was shown by the fact that the mean age of death had

risen during the last fifteen years ; in the five years 1873-77 in-

clusive, the mean ago at death was 40.4 ; in the next five years it

rose to 51, and during the last five years it had risen to .'S2.4, and

la.st year it was 5.1. Dr. (Clouston mentioned these facts specially

in connection with tho recent structural alterations, improved

dietary, larger nursing staff, and new hospital arrangements, to

which the results were undoubtedly largely attributable. Of a'ie

patients discharged during the year, 1.S2 were recovered, 24 re-

lieve<l, and 20 not improved. There had been an unusual numlvir

of c«3"fl treated where the mental condition wa-s coincident with

adranced cardiac disease. The number nf cases of general para-

lysis of the insane kept low, and Dr. Clouston said there was .some

connection b..twe»n this and tho enforced sobriety and hotter

living of the^e unprosperous years, on roraparid with tho years

of plfmty and of inflated wages, lH7:J-77. With regard to the

total returns for the year, it was stated that in tho beginning of

the year there were 7»3 patients, and on December 31st, 1887^

there were 8^6, including 14 absent on probation ; there were .%.'>

patients admitted during the year, of whom 185 were men and

180 women; altogether there were 1.1.''>8 patients undiT trcat-

' V frnt. During tlie year 282 had been discharge*!, 1.14 men and US

•wVir en. The deaths numbered 70, and were those t<f 47 men and

23 wcmen. The average mimber «f patient* resident was 803.

IRELAND.

DEATH OF DR. CHARLES CROKER KING.

The illness of Dr. Croker King, Medical Local fiovemment Com'

niissioner, terminated fatally on Tuesday, February 28th. He had

been suffering for some weeks from gangrene of the foot, which

followed the cutting of a com. The appointment thus left vacant

is worth £1,200 a year. There are alrea<ly several candi<late8,

amongst whom are mentioned Dr. O'Farrell and Dr. Hamilton

Burke, Local Government Board Inspectors, Dr. Archibald Jacob,

and Dr. Henry Fitzgibbon.

DEATH FROM HYDROPHOBIA. ..

A DBATH, reported to be due to hydrophobia, has occurred this

week at the Mater Misericordiic Hospital, Dublin. The patient,:a

woman named Marj- Curtin, was bitten by a greyhound on the hip

about a month ogo. On Februarj- 22nd she had a shivering fit, aad

was removed to the hospital, ^"here she died on February 26th.

The greyhound, it is said, did not exhibit any signs of rabies, but

had strayed from its owner, and received no food. At the inqu^B*

the jury found a verdict that death was caused by hydrophobia.

THE IRISH CONJOINT BOARD.

On Wednesday, Februan,- 29th, in the; Chancery Division, before

tho Vice-Cliancellor, Mr. Serjeant Hemphill applied, on behalf of

the Attorney General, acting at the instance of the President- aUd

Fellows of the King and CJueen's College of Physicians, for aa

injunction directed against the Governor and Company of the

Apothecaries' Tliill, the College of Surgeons, and against Dr.

Robert L. Heard, Registrar of the Irish Branch of the General

Medical Council, declaring that the Governor and Company of the

\pothecarie8' Hall were not entitled to hold a qualifying exami-

nation under the Medic.d Act, 1886, or to grant a tUploma m
respect of medicine within the meaning of that Act, and also that

tho .Vpothecaries' Hall and the College of Surgeons were not

entitled to enter into a combination for the purpose of holding a

qualifjnng examination -under the Act. The caae is proceeding.

MERCER'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN. '

{

TirE case of Mr. O'Grady i'. Dr. Knight an.l other Governors tlf ;

Mercer's Hospital wn^ again before the Vice-Chnncellor on Mon-

day, on a motion to hiivc the action dismissed for want of prose-

cution. It was brought by the plaintiff for an injunction to re-

strain the defendants from removing him from his office of sur-

geon The Vice-chancellor decided that there was a fomm

dwnr.tin.m. and the inquiry- was then held, the result of which

ha.s been alrea.ly report,ed in our columns. Mr. O'Grady now sub-

mitted to the application of the general body of Governors that

his action should be dismissed with costs, but resisted the appli-

cation for costs on the part of Dr. Knight. The Vice-Chancellor

dismissed tho action in both ca.ses, with costs. With regard to

the case of Dr. Knight, it was admitted that the plaintiff had no

intention of proceeding with the action, and therefore, of course,

an order to dismiss it for want of prosecution must be made. MC'

regretted, hat he was oblige<l by the practice of t«e ootfrt;
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to award costs against the party -whose suit •was dis-

missed for want of prosecution. He expressed that re-

gret because he thought it only just to the plaintiff to

itate that lie considered that great public good had
resulted from the action he liad taken, although it appeared to

have been in point of form, and in point of form only, a mistaken
proceeding. lie trusted that what had occurred in the case would
make a change in the way in which this Board of Governors had
been acting in reference to the institution, a great part of them
entirely neglecting duties which, .by the fact of their being
Governors, they must be deemed to have undertaken, and others
allowing matters to go on in connection with that hospital which
came out on the former motion. The result had been practically

to acquit Mr. O'Grady of the charges brought against him. In
dismissing the action against Dr. Knight, therefore, he dismissed
it with £10 costs, to be paid by Mr. O'Grady in connection with
the injunction motion, and si.x guineas costs of the present appli-

cation.

WESTPORT UNION: PUERPERAL FEVER.
In the Achill district about a dozen deaths have recentlj' taken
place from puerperal fever—a large number considering the scanty
population. The guardians consequently have requested the Local
Government Board to send down Dr. Todd, their medical inspector,

to investigate the matter.

NAVAN UNION: SLANE WATER SUPPLY.
Db. Richard Cronin, medical officer of health, states, in a com-
munication to the Local Government Board, that the water which
is about to be supplied to the inhabitants of .Slane for domestic
purposes is quite unfit for use, and dangerous to health. The
'upply is from a disused quarry where cats and dogs are frequently
drowned, and where liquid manure is drawn in from a large dung
heap above the level of the quarry. Dr. Cronin, although the
medical officer of health, very properly complains that he was
not consulted directly or indirectly in a matter of such import-
ance. The only excuse the guardians have given ie that they
intend to filter the water. '• """''^ ''/•'' -"' •'

'

;;,; SCHOOL OF pharmacy.
Thb directors of the Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin, amiounce the
opening of a School of Pharmacy in which teaching will be pro-
vided for students proceeding for licence under the conjoint
jsoheme. The following is tlie course. I. Preliminary.—Pharma-
ceutical nomenclature and abbreviations ; the weights and
measures of the British rhamiacopceia. and how to use them ; the
processes and apparatus of the British Pharmaenpa-ia. namely,
filtration, maceration, percolation, trituration, pill-making,
plaster-spreading, etc. 11. OJJiciiml P^nr»!rtcy.—Systematic exer-
cises in the preparation of officinal compounds, and the applica-
tion of the PAffrnMco^jai'a tests for purity. III. Ertemporaneoua
Pharmnry.—The reading in full Latin, compounding and dis-
pensing of prescriptions, and the study of incompatibles. The fee
for a three months' course will be £3 3s.

BRAIN SURGERY IN DUBLIN.
At a meeting of the Surgical Section of the Royal Academy of
Medicine on Fi-iday last three successful cases of trepliining were
reported, and the discussion upon the papers was adjourned to a
future night. These cases were all remarkable. Professor
Thomley Stoker read particulars of a case in which a man fell

from a cart while drunk. He came to the Richmond Hospital
some days later, rather stupid, and with some lightly-marked
paralytic symptoms. It was not easy to determine whether he
had not had an attack of apoplexy. The paralysis becoming more
marked, Mr. Stoker tTephined in the region of the fissure of

Rolando—there was no fracture—and struck the margin of a
blood clot. He again trephined and more fully exposed the clot,

which was washed out. The area so compressed was about three
inches, and the clot measured nearly an inch in depth. The
patient recovered and was exhibited. Sir W. Stokes read a paper
on a ease of successful trephining for cerebral abscess, and ex-
hibited his patient. The man had been struck with a poker on
the left side of the mesial line of the head, and about an inch
anterior to the coronal suture. He was treated as an out-
patient at another hospital, but ultimately applied at the
Richmond, when he was admitted, several weeks having
elapsed from the date of the injury. He soon presented
brain symptoms, became convulsed and comatose, and it was
determine<l to trephine, A small fracture was found under the
scar; the dura mater bulging into the wound, an exploring needle
was introduced to the depth of an inch and a-half, and pus was at
last found. The dura-mater was then iilcised, and one otmce and
a-half of pus was evacuated. The patient completely recovered,
and is now attending to his ordinary work. The paper noted
eleven other cases of abscess which had been operated upon by
various surgeons, and discussed the questions involved. The third

case was brought forward by Dr. C. B. Ball, of Sir Patrick Dun's
Hospital, and the patient was also produced. The lad had
been struck with a small knife over the squamous portion of the
left temporal bone ten days before admission. The wound was
healed, but he had some aphasia. Pain in the head and ear super-
vened, and the aphasia increased. It was determined to explore.

He was trephined some weeks after the original injury. A wound
was found in the dura mater corresponding to the punctiire of the
bone. A sinus forceps was passed in, the wound opened up, and
some blood clot escaped. The patient was decidedly better
but nest morning he was again aphasic. The wound was washed
out, and more blood clot escaped. The aphasia almost disappeared,
but two days later it returned, and the wound was again washed.
After this the patient progressed favourably, and is now well. Dr.
Ball pointed out the role of the brain lesion, as indicated by the
various symptoms of aphasia. The group of cases was a very
remarkable one, and the record of them cannot fail to influence

the views of surgeons on the subject of brain surgerj-.

THE SIR GEORGE BtTRROWS MEMORIAL
PORTRAIT.

President: Sir Wtt.t.tam Jennek, Bart., K.C.B.

Committee:
Sir Alfred B. Garrod, M.D.
Robert Martin, M.D.
James Andrew. M.D.
William Selby Church, M.D.
J. Matthews Duncan, M.D.
Robert L. Bowles, M.D.

Sir Henry k. Pitman, M.D.
Henry Monro, M.D.
Richard Quain, M.D.
William Munk, M.D.
John Wm. Ogle, M.D.
George David Pollock, Esq.

Treasurer: Sir Dyce Duckworth. .M.D., 11, Grafton Street,

Piccadilly, W.
Secretary: Edward Liveing, M.D., 62, Queen .\nne Street, W.
The above Committee has been formed for the purpose of ob-

taining a replica or copy of the portrait of the late Sir George
Burrows, Bart., painted by G. Richmond, R.A,, for presentation to
the College of Physicians, London.

Subscriptions, not exceeding one guinea each, may be sent to
the Treasurer, Secretary, or any metnber of the Committee, who
will also be happy to receive the names of gentlemen wishing to
join the Committee.

TirR " Queen's Register " is the title of the superbly bound manu-
script vohmie containing the names of all donors and collectors of

cards received by the Central Committee of the Countess of

Dufferiu's Fiuid in lionour of Her Majesty's jubilee year, which,
together with an address, has been transmitted to the Que«n-
Bmprt^s.. -1 l^AiA Jwa oI> unUU'Uwuj <m^v *u tw^'-jijui,u;^i
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' " REFORM OF TILE ROYAL COLLEGE OF

SURGEONS OF ENGLAND, „ ..„ „ ,!,l.i „

JUioindtr of the Association of Fellows to the Replyof the Council

«f the cilUge to the Statement presented to the Lord President

on behalf of the tame Auociation.

To the niyht nonourabh theUrdPresidentof thePrhy Councl

_lhe Committee of the Association of Fellows of the Rojal

ColWee of Surgeons httTO seen in the raedica journaU of I'eb-

^anr4'»» »he "reply" of the Uouucil of the CVUeKe to the

"BtSement" presentJl b>- the Association to tUo Lord President.

Thit "riaTly" is in so niLuy respects misleading that they axe

reluctantly compelled to ask your lordship's attention to the

^"l-hrnrTclause of the "r.ply- deals with the number of

Members and FeUows. Without criticising the accuracy of these

staUitics. we would call your lordships attention to the fact that

tlu^ number of Fellows, who are the elective body, has been for

^me Ume steadily diminishing. In the yoar 1S74 1,-9;. Fellows

IZoared in the College Cilcndar. and this number has diminished

Ely blu almost uniformly eyery year, till in 1887 it was only

rilft. The number of Fellows by examination m the year 1887

was 645 It should be rBmembered that the chief means by which

the Fellowship examination is maintained is the requirement now

leiiexal at all large London and many provincial hospitals that

^surgeons must be Fellows of the Col ege. There have how-

ever re(»ntlv arisen many other surgical qualifications of rival

importance, such as the Slastership in Surgery at some uuiversi-

tiek If these were admitted by the hospita s as qualifying for

SSr appointments (wliich is highly probable), the supply of

Fellows^.y examination of the College of Surgeons ^.o^'J; P^«-

baWy decline rapidly : and then the privileges which the Council

we so anxious to confine to the Fellows would be in the hands of

a body evidently too small to administer so unportant an msti-

tution Nor w6iild the defect be remedied by the proposal ot the

Counul of the College to maie large annual elections to the

Fellowship, inasmuch as, even if the selections were always

judicious such elected Fellows could scarcely be recognised as

representatives of the highest surgical culture.
, :„ .u„

Ve are unable to agree with the second and third clauses m the

Teplv' dealing with the objects of the Fellowship, and slating

that all Members of two years' standing can obtain it by ex-

'"r'hough'it is true that the Fellows constitute t'ie flectoral body,

the following extract from thi- Autobiography oi Sir B. Brodie to

whose initiative the Fellowship owed its origin, will show that

this was not its sole object:—
,v ;„f„sHn,.tir.n

"The object of thU institution is to ensure the introduction

into the profession of a certain number of young men who may be

Qualified to maintain its scientific character, and will be tuUj

eciual to its higher duties as hospital surgeons, teachers and im-

provers of phytiological. pathological, and surgical science after-

wM-dB. With this view, if they have not university degrees, they

are required to undergo a preliminary examination in classics and

mathematics, while thoir professional education luivuig been con-

Unuedlor a longer period of time, they are expecte.l o show hat

hey hay. a more perfect accmaintance with those sclen«^s which

are the foundation of m.Mlical and surfjical knowledge than can Ix-

expected of the gmit majority of those who are candidates for

practice, If this system be properly and '''"•/^^'y 9""'";\ °"V
Lprehend that the result will be that Hie I'^'^^^'f.'"!' "^^ '« ^^

"

J^Je of Surgeons will he the most honourable distinction that is

oWerH.1 to the junior memliers of the medical profession. (Sir B.

Brodie's TorK vol. i, p. 108). . , „„ ,. „„„„,
This shows b..vond question that the FeUowship was never

intended for I hcsame class of men as the ordinary Membtaship,

which is, as Sir B. IJrodie saye, a minimum qualifying exaniiua-

tion It was inteiid.d as a professional .Ustmclion—a marl: ot

lionnur iinil it is a creditable feature in the management of Uie

CoUese that the character of the Fellowship examination lia.s

l*eu upheld. But it is a mockerj- to wiy that any .Member of

two yeirs- standing may present himsel/ for the examination,

when it is perfecllv well known that only the very small pro-

p.,rtionwh..hiive hM.l the tiu.e, mom y, and taient neceisary to

pn>pare themselves have any chance of passing. The reply

-8av» the Kellowghip can !>. obtained without additional expense

Few. indeed, ot the candidates do not find it necessarj-.to spend

money on tuition. Ail must spend their time, which is money to

a young surgeon or his friends. As evidence of this, we may aay

that la.st year of 142 candidates who presented themselves for thfe

first examination for the Fellowshi]., 67. or 47 per cent., were

reiocted; and of .'kS who presented themselTes for tf ™«
examination, 27. or 46.r. per cent., were rejected. All these

candidates had gone through the special traming required b> tae

''"'rhe''*'' m)ly "'" h^'n details the so-called privileges of Meinbers.

Host of these are merely the ordinary rights which no member ot

any society can be denied, of entrance into the common rooms

;

and some of them (for example, admittance to the Mi^eum) rest

not on the pleasure of the Council, but on Act of I'ailiament.
not on lue pieusure ui vuc v^uuuw, y"- "" "r „ ,, c t\.^

But as to the eligibility of Members, who are not Fellows, lor tUe

Examinerships. the "reply" is most misleading', t^ use no

stronger term. It is true that certam of the Junior Examiner-

ships have lately (and since the beginning of the agitation

carried on by this Association) been thrown open to Members

;

but it is distinctly the reverse of the fact to say that the Members

are allowed admissions to all Examinerships except those tor ttte

Fellowship. They are not eligible on the Court of Examiners, tne

only body which admits to the Diploma of Member.

The authors of the "statement" to the Lord President made no

complaint of the original creation of the order of Fellows by elec-

tion On the contrary, we would remind your lordship that we

merely eave a critical explanation of the transaction, and ex-

pressed the opinion that no such order should be perpetuated

now, but that the only entrance to the ordinary Fellowship should

be by examination.
, ^, j. « -w-k

The next clause, which relates to the proposal that a MemW
should he qualified by a certain seniority before he can vote and

before he can become a candidate for a seat m the Council, seems

stranc-e to us. Such seniority qualifications exist m the present

consttlution of the College, an.l will continue to e.xist even if the

modifications proposed by the Council are introduced mto the

charter But the weakness of the argument of the reply on

this particular is so obvious that we need not labour the point.

Still stranger is the clause about by-laws. The " reply states

that " delay and diflicuUv" would be caused in the passing of a

by-law by an appeal to the Fellows and Members AVesay.on

the contrar^•, that such an appeal need not involve one days

delay In the vcr,' " elaborate" process of makmg a by-la^

there are intervals between one act of Council and another amp y

suflicient for calling a general meeting, so that no delay would

occur if the Council chose to call this meeting in the interval

(at least a month) between the first vote at which the by-law

s accepted and the next meeting of the Council to confirm this

vote That the proposal would entail " difhculty m passing

by-laws condemned by the general opinion of the profession, sucn

as that relating to the Fellowship examination, referred to in our

"statement," we cordially admit, and for that reason we press it

on your lordship's consideration. Even, however, if the prog^?^

of new by-laws were to be somewhat slower, where would be the

hann' The Council has had a working experience of 87 years,

and it is scarcely conceivable that any occasion should arise for

the urgent and hasty alteration of a by-law. And we -^^f"°»'
tor-

bear aiain to remind your lordship that the Fellows and ilembws

are bound to observe the by-laws without at present the po^^er of

opposing any addition or alteration made in them.

iv'ith regird to the election of President, we may say, withou^

fear of contradiction, that the routine method uniformly followed

up to the time of the first re-election of the present i;'-«f"^ent »

July. 1880, is generally disapproved, and that the fact that the

President has now been twice re-elected does not affonl any

guarantee that the former custom will not be resumed « soo" "
ft is thought that public interest in the matter has sul^^ided^

With regard to the objections to our proposal stated in tne

"reply," we answer (a) that while the great body of the FeUoWS

may never have been specifically consulted in tlie ma l^er^ the

general principle was adopted at themeetingof f^llowsaiul Mem-

bers held in 1884, and by even,- member of this Association
;

(«)

that tho proposed arrangement is exactly that which prevails tor

MemlH-rs of Council, aiul which has not proved an
V'*"^'"rJX^

obstacle to the present couiiciUors con'^'g f"^^'''*^ "f,,'^";'^'^
nor has the fact that the President of the College "f l'l'y^"-"\°»

"f

elected by a general meeting of the I'''^l'."-V^«^-''„"^-i 'I'L'^it
eminent menln the profession from coming forwar.1 f^yJ^'V'' jP;
sidencv of that body ; (c^ that if the Council are the I'Pft.J^"

of the qu..liflcatiois of their own Members for Iho presidenc).
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they have never exercised any such judgment, but have, up to

eighteen months ago, passed tlie oii'ice round in rotation ; (d), (e),

and (/) that these supposed objections apply equally to the pre-
sent mode of election to the Council, and trom their not producing
any of the supposed results, may be inferred to be imaginary.
We cannot but most earnestly protest against the assertion in

the " reply " that the College is not a "political" institution. A
body liaving functions and j^ivileges derived from the State, and
having such important duties and responsibilities both to the
public and to individuals, cannot be called private, and its well-
being and good government are matters of general concern.
As to the results of the inquiries made by the Council, they are

perfectly worthless for the present purpose, since the opinion of
the Fellows was not asked as to the actual proposals of either the
Association of Fellows or that of Members. Still, as we have
shown to your lordship, the result was clearly to prove that the
majority of the Fellows have e.xpressed no objection to the prin-
cipal claims of the Members. The number of the Alembers who
have signed tlie petition presented to your lordship (4,6Co) is, if

not a majority, we believe, nearly half of those in the United
Kingdom who can be reached through the agency of the Post
Office.

With regard to what in the "reply" is brought forward as an
instance of the inaccuracy of our " statement," we are justified in
retorting that the inaccuracy is not ours. We never said that the
principle of a union between the College of Surgeons and that of

Physicians had not been sanctioned by a resolution passed at a
general meeting. What we complained of was that the completed
scheme had not been submitted to the whole body of the College,
as it was to the Fellows of the College of Physicians ; and that a
portion of it so vitally important as the exclusion of the Society
of Apothecaries had been insisted on, in spite of the protest, not only
of the Fellows and Members (also assembled in general meeting), but
of the General Medical Council. It is, however, surprising to find
the Council of the College now sheltering themselves under the
authority of the resolution passed at the meeting in 1884, which
was proposed without notice, and was carried by twelve votes
against six, at the end of a long meeting, when the room was
nearly empty, while they treat with entire indifference the reso-
lutions lately passed with only either one or two dissentients, at
one of the fullest meetings that ever assembled in the Theatre of
the College.

With regard to the proposal in the Council for admitting fifty

Members a year to the Fellowship, it was no doubt never brought
on for discussion—a result which we have reason to believe was
largely due to the opposition of this Association. But the fact
that such a proposal was made, and (as we have also reason to
believe) that it was suggested to elect even 100 Members annually
to the Fellowship, shows how strong the temptation may be for
the Council to resort to measures of this kind, by which the order
of Fellows can be recruited without any regard to the " profes-
sional merit" of the persons elected. The present proposal of the
Council is only somewhat less objectionable; and the " reply" of
the Council itself tacitly admits that it has been emphatically
condemned, by the voice of their own Members, as inconsistent
with the high objects for which, according to Sir B. Brodie, the
Fellowship was instituted.

On all wliich grounds we submit to your lordship that the
" reply " of the College leaves our " statement " entirely uurefuted,
and confirms our contention that the petition of the Council for a
modified charter should be referred back to them for reconsidera-
tion and discussion with the general body of their constituents.

(Signed) G. D. Pollock.
-_ Postscript.— In order to prove to your lordship that our sen-
timents are not unrepresented on the Council of the College, we
beg to call your attention to the following amendment, which was
moved and seconded at the meeting of the Council at which their
s'reply " was settled.

. (This amendment was published in the Journai, of February
26th. )

•'

Dr. II. C. Reid, of Coatbridge, was recently presented by the
Coatbridge Foresters with on excellent life-size portrait of himselfm oils.

Op the 10,070 students of the Universitv of Paris, S.fino are
studying medicine, and l,7r>7 pharmacy. There are 107 female
students—108 of medicine, 7 of science, and 1 of law. There are
593 foreign students of medicine, 58 of science, and 21 of phar-
macy.

THE DUTIES AXD PAY OF THE MEDICAL
STAFF.

A coRfiESPONDEXT, Writing on this subject, has sent us some de-
tailed remarks, of which we can only give a summary. His ob-
ser\-ations are, however, of special value just at present, because
they bear directly on the line of attack which in all probability
will soon be made on the medical vote by certain economists. He,
in tnith, but makes a little plainer what everyone who cares to look
below the surface already well knows, that the life of the army
medical officer is anything but the one of ease and idle swagger
which the enemies of the Department would fain have the un-
thinking public believe. Neither are his functions merely those
of the "good doctor," which even some who must know a great
deal better are too fond of reiterating ; but rather, and far more,
those of the good all-round officer, whose well-performed duties
are not only essential to the discipline, but to the very fitness of
the army as a military machine. His duties, in fact, are essen-
tially those of the thoroughly trained life-worker, and cannot be
suddenly, much less systematically, assumed by any medical
volunteer or tyro, however willing; still less successfully farmed
out haphazard in casual medical "contract."
When the fit of economy (which seems to recur regularly at inter-

vals of years) recently set in, the medical vote, as on former occa-
sions, was about the first attacked; not, indeed, in the " service"
papers, which are posted up in the real facts, but in so-called
" Society" journals, hitherto, at all events, not distinguished for
accuracy in military matters. Now, the medical vote may be a
very bloated one ; or, as we believe, only sufficient for the wants
of a great and important army department ; but, whether or not,
we would not seek to defend it on narrow professional, but on
broad public, grounds. We do protest, however, that, in discussing
it, fairplay should at least be shown to the officers and men of the
Aledical Staff, and all unworthy and scurrilous detraction
avoided.
The cry " Ye are idle " is as old as the Pharaohs ; and it is not

the first time it has been most unjustly resuscitated against
medical officers ; but now it is combined with another clamour,
that these officers are overpaid both on pay and pension for the
little they do ! Let us remind virtuous economists why the
present scales of pay and pension were granted ; simply in strict

obedience to the inexorable law of supply and demand, which,
whether they like it or not, governs the value even of medical as
it does of all other work in a free country. It is quite useless
for them to draw comparisons between, say, the British and Ger-
man rates of army pay ; it will be time enough to do that when
the conditions of service in the two armies have any similarity ;

when, for instance, we adopt compulsory service, and the Ger-
mans, having acquired a great foreign empire, exact military ser-
vice from their soldiers all over the world and in all climates.

It should be particularly noted that whenever an economical
clamour has been got up against the Medical Dep:vrtment, it has
always had reference to its peace duties, never to its functions
in war; indeed, this is very necessary' to make the outcry any way
effective in the all too forgetful public ear. Every reminder of war
has to be avoided; the ugly word might recall Crimean horrors,

the result of attenuated and unorganised departments ; it might
even straightway raise the question, how, from an attenuated
medical list, Lord Wolseley's " two army corps, always ready for

mobilisation," are so suddenly provided with 4iX1 trained medical
officers fit to take the field.

" The.se are awkward questions, but
we are not without indications of the sort of answer with which
the shifty economists would trj- to meet them. They would, in
effect, say: "Are there not plenty of medical rolling stones,

chronic students, anti women nurses to form a scratch medical
sen-ice for the two army corps when wanted ? Can we not, when
in difficulty, play off (financially) the needy civilian against the
greedy, haughty army doctor ? Can we not leave things to chance,
or boldly put "up the lives and limbs of our soldiers, both in

peace and war, to civil medical 'contract'?" Fortiuiately, there

are arguments probably sufticient to nip such happy-go-lucky
proposals in the bud. Would the humanity and common sense of

the countrj- consent that the health and wounds of our soldiers

be left to such chance medical and surgical aid as can be best

picked up by civil " contract " ? Would "our responsible military
authorities accept for field service, without protest, a scratch
medical seriicegot together anyhow at the beginning of a great
war ? What if the soldier himself should resent a purely heart-
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less economy which s.eks to plnco his life on the battlefield in

tW hnrtdi of undifciplined lir.l im^ionsiWe strangere? .

We think, therefore, thut when the country is July informed on

this Mihject, it will not for a tnoment ix-rniit the Army Mcdicftl

r>el>artmfnt to he crippled or stnr*-.Hl to meet the exigencies

of partv i>olitic?. U is much more likely to insist that a well

manned and thoronjjWy orpanised medical service be maintained,

even although it does cost money.
j . *v„

Our ciirrespondenfs remarks are almost wholly confined to the

mcdicBl duties durinp peace. Kven these can be shown to

be8n^-thTnp Hut unimportant, and jiist as eTacfinff^and never-

ceasiiip as professional practice in cinl life. It is well that those

-who are ill informed, or perhaps altopether ignorant of their nature,

should know what they are. His observations are limited to the

medical care of the. army at home and in the colonies, altogether

eicludinc the treat interest of India, which absorbs one-third of

the entire Medical Sti^ff. He classifies t^e peace duties as

follows:—
'

' • '

,

.'
,

a: With rejriilar troops.

B. With militia.

0. As officers of the Medical Staff Ctorps.

''b. Miscellaneous.

Under A he mentions:

—

.

1 Aitmdance on Sirk in IToi>pHnl.-lle states that m 1885 the

SicV (exclusive of India) admitted into military hospitals numbered

114 'SS and the average duration of the cases was 18i days. He

points out that these sick are visited by the medical officers twice

daily or oftener, if necessary; that prescriptions, diets, and

records of ca.s.>s, with the entrj' of every little "extra'; and

" medical comfort,' have to he in the officers own handwriting;

that he is responsible for check and countercheck of all expendi-

tare Is this necessary? Most asiiuredly, if the sick, on the one

hand are to have proper treatment, and the public, on the other,

are to be snfeguarded apainst inordinate hospital expenditure

The smallest r.^flection will show that unchecked and unauthorised

hospUal expenditure would speedily run up totals ster''".?

which woiild make the economist stare, and beside which th/3

mere salaries of the medical service, at which he grumbles, would

look small indeed '.

, . . , .. „ i

2 T>a(7y SiVfc—Besides sick admitted, there are naturally and

inevitably a large number of men who receive slipht tP>atment

while Tcmaininc at their duty, but nevertheless involving con-

siderable medical labour. For. let it be noted, the medical officer

has not only to be careful that none really sick are refused

admission, but he has to discriminate and checkmate schemers

wishinp perhaps, to escape some unpleasant duty. Let those

who imidce the medical officer his pay. and sneer at or minimise

the value of his services, consider what would be the state of the

daih- sick lists, what the hospital expenditure, if there were no

trained, expert, and responsible me<iical officers keeping watch, as

it were' at the entrance to the wards.
• Jfot only -•ire the medical officers constantly on duty in relation

to the patients under their immediate care, but in all the larger

hospitals they have besides to take their turn, every third or

fourth daV, on "orderly duty " for twenty-four hours at a time,

durinc which thp>- must not leave the precincts of the ho.spital.

It Ls wen Itnown that medical officrs prematurely break down

and die in a' much greater proportion than any other class of

armv officers, and we cinnot help thinkinp; the perpetual grind

of ordinary duty every day in the we<'k has mo«! to do with

undermined health than even trying for.>ign service

''3 Rfrrw'fina —OwT correspondent states that (2.249 recruits

>vreTe t-ramined by army medical officers in 18.-!.->. Tliere are few

more -fatipuinp -and resjionsible medical duties than the thorough

examination oT a recruit ; it is truly the work of an expert, and

should only he entrusted to officers of wide exp<menee. It is the

medical officer, and he almost alone, who guards the portals of

entrance into the service, and stands between the State and

hamhcrlpss methods of chicanery nn<l fraud : all who have a

ftlonry interest' in the recruit are apninst him ; the admission of

^rasuitable mfn anil fraudulent re-enlistment, if not checked by

the finesse and skill of the meilical officer, would cause enormous

loss to the public. Besides recruits, all men re-enpaginp or

pa.ssing into the BesftTe have to undergo medical exami-

'\]^Vaceinafion.—ln 1?86, we are told. »0,4.'53 rten.W(*iein, and

Children were vaccinated of- revftceinate.1 in the army.
' 5 Litpertirm o/Pri'onerf. -1M.0-.T, minor punishments were in-

niWed and 7,T90 men wero trlod bv courts martini. <lunng 1886.

Now n.> soldier can be awarded or undt^rgo any piinishnient With-

out being previounly medically examined and certified tit
;
and no

court martini can proceed without a medicAl certilicute as to the

prisoners fitness or otherniise to undergo iinprisiinment, wilU^or

without hard labour. Kverv prisoner in couiineraiait must also

be daily visited by a medicnl officer. Are these unimportont

duties? It simply comes to tliis, th.it the medicnl officer plays a

most important part in raaintiiining the discipline of the army.

Without his discrimination, skill, and firmness, the best com-

manding officer would be powerless ; the prisoners would lough at

his awards, and find means of avoiding punishment.
.

6 Attend/incf on Officers, their Wive." ami lamthes, iiervanis,

and on Soldiert' Wives and C/iildreJi.—this forms no inconfiideis

able part of a medical officer's duty.
, • j -xu

7 />ortr(/jt—These may be strictly profwsional, or mixed witn

other branches of the service, on sanitary deliberations, stores, etc.,

nil reiiuiring technical knowledge and training. How, we should

like to know, are such duties to be earned out by civilians on

" contract " ? , . , _, ,

8 Sanitan/ Duties.—yo duties of the medical officerare of more

vital importance to the army than these; thorough and incessant

sanitary supervision of barracks, quarters, camps, and their sur-

roundings has to be kept up. Through unce^ing watchfulness of

this kind at home and abroad, the Medical Department has been

instrumental in enormously reducing the sick- and death-rate of

the army during the past thirty years at a saving to the btata

many hundredfold more than any increase of medical pay and

pensions. Such services may be conveniently forgotten when

suitable, but they stand recorded and cannot be ignored.

9 C<>rre.'>p'yndence and Returns.-ln a wide.spread army, and

with ft public demanding statistics and information of every kmd,

the returns are naturally of a complex and T"'""'™"' «'"'/•

requiring much special knowledge of the regulations. Would thU

work be successfully handled by •' contract ?
_

• '. ^
in. Jle.v>onsihility for Public Property.-T^^^ iB an nnportaitt

medical duty, that might touch tho heart of the ^'fuous econo-

mist, if nothing else would. The unthinking and "?";fo™fd

may ask. "Why saddle the medical officer with this ? ^ ell, some^

body must be responsible for hospital property, and if not he

medical officer, then there must be some other well-paid official,

Mucing an^additional and fre.sh element of e^P^^/^ /ut
the proper man is the medical officer, who must be master m hM

own hospital, and in the interest alike^ of the P'^'^'^t
f.^f.^i^

mblic unsheltered behind conflicting and divided responsibility.

Wil it be proposed to put up the care of much valuable hospital

beddino- furniture, equipment, and stores of all kind to "con-

tract"?' Or do the War Office authorities. expect civilian pra^

titioners, or any others, will accept "financial responsibility for

°°b"5?J^/c..ic,YA Mtlitia.-k^ the old militia surgeons have Jis^

nT>oea7ed their duties tor years past have been assumed by the

Zy medical officerwithout additional emolument, ^>th a conse-S considerable sa.-ing to the State. The P«°>''"''f .

'f
«

°f
the militia are now attached to the various regimental distncts.

as well as recruiting and training. ,„, ^^^,„. These are of
C Dutie.oa." Officers of the Medical '^'"i^ C-orp*.—!

hese are oi

the irli importfnce, and involve,
^.-^"l^f^^l'^f!^;'''^^^

economy and pn'V-ment, and the training of 2.W0 men. ihey nece.

sHate a^so a ?ertain knowledge of drill and military '-vw. Certain

innocent civilians may ask. as certain ealous ^"M'''^"^]^.^'^
ike to deprive medical officers of all army rank and status do,

with a sneer " Is this ' doctors' ' work ?" The answer is. it 18 with-

:jt doubtone of a military medical ofho-'s proper duties, e^nnal

to bis training for peace and war, ns well as for the due penorra

nnceof^s daily «v,rk. Divided authority in a military losp.ta

BS;sri^s;r;^:vs'f£f;,ra^!»cs

llo'nV;i,'i',rS.;icf. in.tilalta. .. the E..J.1 "'"'J^'
*"'','£

ESS"" MIlB.r,- Cll-eo. S,n,Ui..r.l , »..>;" •"'t^l'^X
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Table shoicing the Daily Rates of Pay of different Brandhes of the. Army taken from the Royal Warrant on
'~'/T •.' Pau and Promotion of 1884. i

i, •)/ 1884. TAaHD

No. of years'
Service

ftequirwl.

Msdioal StoS.

IJank.
Daily
Pay.

- Cominissariat
Department.

Kauk. Daily
Pay.

Chaplain Pepart-
meat.

Kank.
Daily
Pay.

Ordnance Store
Department.

Hank. Daily
Pay.

Pay Departmeqt.

Rank.
Daily
Pay.

Boyal Eogineera.

Baok.

I .yr--i:i i -:

DaiJy
Pay,

On appoint-
ment

After 5 years'
Ber\-ifp

After 10 years'
service.

Afljer 16 years'
tervice.

After 20 years'
service

Aftir 25 years'
ser\ice

Uncertain '

' '•
1. i '

'

Surgeoa'

Surg.-Major.

( Surg.-Maj,
.; Bri^aile-

f Surgeon
Dep. Surg.-
Gencral.
Surgeon-
General.

£ s. d,

10 10 D. A. C. Q.

n 9

lb

1 a BjA. C.GenI,

Do. from 3 to
5 years

Oo, 10 years

5 Do.&fter5 yrs
in the rank

1 7 (5

1 10

2

3 1.5

I Do. after 10
C years.

Dep. Cora.-
General

Com.Generl.

£ s. d
12 «

13

1

1 3

1 10

1 10

2 e,

3

Chaplain
itli olass

3rd class

2nd class

Ist class

Chap.-Genl.

£ s. d.

10

12 6

15

17 6

10

£800
yearly

D. A. C. 0.

Do. years

Do. 10 years

A. C. Genl

Do.StolOyrs

Dep. Com..
General
Com.-
General

£ 8. d
12 6

15

10
1 5

1 10

1 10

2

3

Paymaster

Do. 6 years

Do. 10 years

Statt Pay-
master

Do. after S
years

Chief Pay-
master

After 5 years
as Sen,

£ s. d.

15

17 6

1

1 2 6

1 5

1 10

1 12 6

£ 3. d.

Lieut, undergo 9
3 years

Do. after 3
vears

Do." after 10
years

Captain
Do. higher
{.Ijrevet rank)

Major

10 10

11 10

17
19 7

Lt.-Colonel

Colonel

Generals

LieuU

Do. after 3
years.

Do. after 10

1 13

1 8

15
to

9 17 9

Captain
Do. higher
O^repet rank)

Major

after 3 years

Lt-Colonel

Lt.-CoToneI
CO.

Generals

s. d.
» 1

19 i

11 4

19 2
1 3

a loi

» 3*

11 id'
-) ..

.5 ,0
to

'•

tract

"

From this Table it will be seen that medical officers (who are professional men) are paid very much atthesame rates as the ofiBcers of other
departments for wMch very little special training is required. It will also IJe seen that the Guards and Engineers are paid very nearly, if

not quite, as well as tlie medical officers, and hare other advantages, such as mess allowances, etc., besides. The only real advantage
medical oiKcers have is the higher rate of pension. Against this must be placed the foreign service and the mortality, which exceeds
greatly that of any other branch of the army.

lie should hare included also among miscellaneous
duties attendance on inspections, parades, field-days, etc. We
would ask, who but a commissioned, uniformed medical officer
should or could perform such duties ?

Having thus sketched out the multifarious duties of the army
medical officer, which go far beyond those merely of the "good
doctor " kind, our correspondent proceeds to estimate the money
Talue of these duties as- measured by what civilian medical men
would expect to get for their performance, supposing they could
or would undertake them. We fear our correspondent here enters
on a somewhat futile and unprofitable task. After what we
have said, surely no reasonable man will afHrm that the army
medieal officer's special training and skill can be bought ready-
made in the civilian market, whatever the price offered ? It is no
doubt true that the sick soldier might, in certain places, be duly
"physicked" in a civil hospital by "contract." But at what
cost ? The surroundings of such an establishment would speedily
unsoldier him ; unless the military discipline of the barrack and
the parade follows the sick soldier to ho.5pital, he would very
soon become no soldier at all. That would be one fatal result of a
" contract " system.
But our correspondent—taking no account of such trifles as

command of the Medical Staff Corps, responsibility for equipment
aad stores, and the many miscellaneous duties daily performed by
the medical officer—proceeds to work out the value of the merely
professional treatment of the soldier at home and in the colonies.
At the shabbiest rates of " contract," what would be the cost ?

Ho assumes as data I's. for each day of each man sick ; a lump sum
for care of daily casual sick; a lump sum for militia, chiefly for
recruiting

; 5s. for each army recruit passed ; 2s. Gd. for each vac-
cmation; and arrives at the following totals:—

;• Attendance on sick in hospitals ...

Treatment of daily casual sick ...

Hilitia

Recruiting of Kegulars ... ...':: .

Vaccination „ ...

£211,445
8,.'372

10,000
' ''lO.tMW

6,0(X)

Total 245,017

'i,^^
VJH not attempt to criticise, much less Terify or vouch for,

these figures. They may bo too little or too much, but as they
Stand are, at all events, no improvement, from an economical
point of view ,on the medical vote of £246,000, which includes pro-
vision for all the dutie.s.

.^"* ^^ven supposing they represented a ;iarge peace saving, do
they furnish the smallest jirovision for war ? An army is no array
if unfit to take the fiel4,jind^ii],^the?9.day3 no army dare take the

field, with any chance of success, unless thoroughly organised
during peace. The truth is, the efforts to get rid of the medical
officer by substituting civU "contract," show the most lamenfrr
able ignorance of, or indifference to, the perfecting of military
organisation, and a most misguided statesmanship.
Our correspondent concludes by offering some remarks on the

pay of medical officers, and by way of comparison with those of
other officers, furnishes a table, which we here reproduce.
From this it appears the mere pay of the medical officer is not

much superior to those of other officers who bring with them into

the service no e.xpensive special education acquired at priyate
cost. Then, again, medical officers have few or no stafi and other
appointments giving additions to pay, such as the combatant
officer can look to. ^Te should like to know, what with frequent
moves and the thousand and one expenses consequent on a
nomadic sort of existence, how much a medical officer is expected
to save from his pay for himself or family—if he has one ? Hej
in truth, has nothing to look to but his pension, or more properly,
deferred pay, an annuity which dies with him. Consider, also,

the risks he has to run before he can get a pension. We hear
rumours and threatenings, that in future a longer period of full-

pay service will be exacted before he can claim pension ; this,

according to well understood actuarial calculation.s, would hare
the effect of increasing the risks, and lessening the value of the
pension when obtained. A pension only held out to a man when
years are on him and health has gone is but a lure and a snare

;

the odds against him rapidly increase, and become more and more
in favour of those offering the pension. If too vigorous conditions
of full-pay service are exacted, this ultimately may become so ap>-

parent, that double or treble pay will be demanded, and pensions
allowed to go by the board.

In conclusion, we regret we cannot help thinking.'that not zeal

for public economy alone has prompted late unfair attacks on the
medical vote, but there has been mixed with it not a little hos-

tility to the medical profession at large.

llEAi.TU OF Italian" Tuoops at Massowah.—A correspondent
of La Semaine Medicate states that tyi>hoid fever and acnte rheu-
matism are very| prevalent among the Italian troojis at Massowah ;

the number of sicK is between twelve and thirteen hundred, aad
two or three deaths oc<;ur daily.

The iloscow Methcal Faccxtv in 18S7-&?.—According to

the Vratch, No. 4, l.'?88, p. .75, on Januarj' 1st, 1888, the iloscow
University numbered 3,259 students, 1.21S of whom belonged to the
medical faculty. During 18S7, 231 obtained the diploma of medi-
cal practitioner (lekar).

.1 jiiiijj
,
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GREAT KORTIIERN CENTRAL HOSPITAL.

On Satunlay, February i-Hli, tlio now l.uiUlin-s of tliis institution

wore shown to visitors by the architects. Mr. Ke;th Young and

Mr Henry Hall. So far as at present constructed the hospital

consists of three rectangular wards (.twenty beds in each), one

alwre another in a building of three stories, with a block for

administrative punx-sos. and separate buildings for the out-patient

department and mortuary chambers. It is ulso in contemplation

to erect a block containing three circular wards (twenty beds in

eaclO, so that when the hospital is funnily completed, it will be

cap.ible of making up 120 beds, besides the accommodation of the

special wards Cone bed in each), and provision is also to be made

for the reception of 24 paying patients. As at present an-anged

each bed in the rectangular wards will have 127.5 square feet of

floor space and 1,669 cubic feet of air space, each ward having a

length of m feet, a breadth of 29 feet, and a height of 13 feet.

The circular i\-ards will have a diameter of 57.5 feet and a height

of 13 feet, which will give practically an identical amount of door

space and air space to each one of the twenty beds which they are

to contain. It will thus be seen that when finally completed an

interesting experiment will be carried on within the walls of this

institution, which should go far to settle the claims made as to

the rival merits of the oblong and circular ward systems.

It is, perhaps, needless to say that, in the general design, the

best approved and most modern principles of Tiospital construc-

tion, ventilation, warming, drainage, and genera convenience have

been evervwhere applied by the architects. The lowest ward is

raised some feet from the ground by vaults open on each side for

their wliolo length for thorough vcntUation ;
there is, thus, no

nOBsibility of ground air gaining admission into the wards, ine

Srangements made for the ventilation of the wards are most com-

plete In winter fresh air is admitted warmed by passing through

one of two stoves (Boyds Hvgiastic Hospital Grates) placed in the

centre of the ward ; whilst in summer the outer air can enter m
an upward slanting direction by revolving on its lower border ttie

upper TKjnion of each one of the windows, and special fresh air

wtOl inlets are also provided near the floor at tlie heads of the

beds. For the escape of vitiated air there are four extraction

shafts for each ward, which are kept warm by the flues of tie

etoves in winter and by Bunson gas burners in sunimer lUe

wards can be licated as"well by hot water pipes leading from a

boiler house. Each ward is pa\ ed wit h solid wood-block flooring,

and the beds are fitted with spring wire mattresses and movable

fracture boards. At the further end of each ward are the water

closets, bath room, and slop sinks in a turret h\ock eeparated

from the ward by a cross venlUated lobby. The r.x.f of the build-

ing i* flat, and is to be used as an exercise ground for the pa-

tients- there is besides a covered balcony attached to each ward

for the use <if i.atients. The kitchens and sculleries are placed at

the top of the building: all the cooking is to be done bv gas and

steam. A very commodious operating theatre lighted from the

roof is in coniiection with the first floor, and a liydrauhc I'ft jarge

enough to carry a hospital bed runs the whole height of the

building from root to basement. Attache<l to the boiler house is a

small destructor furnace for burning dirty dressings, poultices,

bandages, etc.. which are usually relegated to the dusthole. Ihe

water supply and drainage appliiuices are the best of their kiml.

Great care has been In^slowed on the ventilation of drains, soil

pipes, and waste pipes, and we were glad to see that siphonage

of water closet traps- -a possibility often overlooked by architects

—18 rendere<l well nigh impossible by the system <if vejitilation

pursued. The main drain is a 9-inch pipo which is laid outside

the building, and is disconnected from the sewer m the usual

manner.
Th.- out-patient department has been designed to .secure at once

the cTfatesl amount of comfort to the patients during tlieir long

hours of waiting. a» well as the requisite fnciUties for the ou

-

patient surgeons and physicians m their exiiminatiun ami treat-

™H is only to be regretted that to such a hospital there is no

medical school attached, but it is intended that the institution

shall be open to medical practitioners in the neighbourhood, and

it may possibly ad.l to its usefulness by becoming an important

post-graduate teaching centre for the north of London.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE OF QUAKTERLY MEETIXOS FOR 1888.

Meetings of the Council will be held on April 18th. July 18th,

and October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretarv- not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, March 28th, June 27th, beptember 2bth, and

December 28th, 1888.

ELECTION OP MEMBERS.
Any Qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member Ay the Council or by any

reeojinised Branch Council.
ij „„„i,.f«

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council «l'°"l'i^igPjy ^^

the Secretarv' of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch

Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summon-

in" the meeting at which he seeks election.
, c. ^ ,° "

FaASCis FowKE, General Secretary.

COLLECTrVT: INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.

The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits of

INTEWERANCE, which was presented to the Section »/
Medicine

inThe Annual Meeting of 18.^7, and a further portion of the Report

upon di.i. .^OE have been completed, and wiU shortly be published

'''EeDor"rupon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

DiPHTUEBif. and that into the GeSguai-hicai. DisTniBXTTioN of

CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

'°The""Zv^g inquiry only of the first series remains open,namely,

''f^TJ.TnX'^oZE'Ino Mobe ok PztoP.a.T:ON o.

til^may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 429, Strand, H.C

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

'rL'rVs^retar^ at oncer-\^ J. Ty sc... 10. Langhorne Gardens. Folkestone.

March 8th. at i P.M.. "•.*•".,,'>,.,,> „i„e The (oUoH-inR papers have
Dinner at 6 P-«- :.^hart,e

i';;
«^>'

^ 'j^'^'JZt Disease, with .Uagrim,.. Dr.

been promised : Mr ISo e Sn^"J •

\.,^
lup-jo^

^^^.^^ _^ ^^ exhiWtinR or

^^^Z^'o^:l^:lSl:'^^p^^'^^rn..^o^<' at ouc. with the Honorary

Secretary, P. T. DCKCA-f, M.D., Croydon.

M«KoroUTA,Co,;K™Ba.xcn:E.sT^

IT'^HTvh' M s' "p m'^A paper - •" eadbv A ? l'em>er, K.q.. "n Medicrf

Sn e in Cou^ Ifi^^ '^C'litor^ .111 be «eleomed.-i. ^V. Hunt. Houorur,

Secretary, 101. Queen's Road, Dalston.

meeting of the ahovc ,lu-tnHs ^>^1 ;''';'
itc S. wlM preside. Meetf-nRat.S.SO

Thnrrday March Knd »-^^^S"J'£ »;;'•".!« of Vine!^ The following f«»P!«

''•.n-; .^rr l)r SarUni ArLeof KiLroid Indurution of the S omach (w.th

will he read: »f; ^'"''"K,-
Ji„^,, , Keonery after I.aparolon.y for Intestinal

ilrightou.

&!^?^;r''lf^i.^.jTheMIowin«me,nher^

c^x«;:r^&Vh,^^S.-^*j,^^
T^'^^ TJl^'Z'^y W^n" Tn^tment '• '- Perf<,rutlo,, from I 1«^ ^
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bers ape Invited to exhibit patients, pathological specimens, new druga, instru-
ments, and appliances at the commencement of the meeting.—Robert SAUXPBr,
M.U.. Wa. Kdmtind Street; JordamLlovd, F.E.C.S.. 23, Broad Street, Birmlnt-
hani. Honorary Secrctaried.

SOUTHERN BRANCH : ISLE OF WIGHT DISTRICT.
An ordinary- meeting of this District was liuld at Daisli's lintel,
Shanklin, on January 26th, 1888. The chair was taketi by Mr.
Chables Meere.s.
Nev} Members.—The following new members were admitted:

G. Bernard Uoffmeister, M.D., Cowes; Henry Harland, M.D.,
Eyde.

The Heart in rkt/iisis.—DT. Robebtsox gave notes as to the
results of a careful physical and sphygmo^aphic e.xamination of
the heart and pulse in fifty cases of phthisis.

lJemo>istratio>i.—Ui. Ellis exhibited sections of a Carious Tooth
under the microscope, showing the manner in which, after erosion
of tile enamel, the leptotlirix buccalis inserted itself, wedgeshape,
and split up the tooth, allowing decay to progress rapidly.—Mr.
Gbee.v exhibited Tinea Trichophyton, and also photographs of
the diseased and natural hairs as seen under the microscope

;

also Microsporon fur-fur, Gregarines, the Bacillus of Anthrax,
and Diplococcus of Pneumonia.

Antifebrin in P/tDdsical Pyrexia.—~T)t. Sinclaie Coghiij;, read
a paper on this subject. He began by reference to his previous
paper on the Action of Kairin, Thallin, and Antipyrin. He had
entirely given up the two former, but had continued to employ
antipjTin, but in cases in which that drug had failed to reduce
temi>erature be had latterly employed antifebrin with much suc-
ce.ss; indeed, he thought it preferable to antipyrin. It produced
no unpleasant effects, and seemed to be tolerated for indefinite
periods. In commencing its administration it was as well to test
the tolerance of the patient by giving a dose of 5 grains, but
usually 10 grains would be found the best initial dose. The tem-
perature should be taken every three hours, and a dose of from 5
to Ts grains given each time it registered above 99°. lie had
found the control of the pjTexial state, when treated by anti-
febrin or nntip^-rin. much aided by giving tincture of strophan-
thus in doses of from .3 to .5 drops three or four times a-day, to
sustain the action of the heart, and reduce the vascular tension,
which was certainly increased by the action of these drugs.
From 5 to 10 grains of quinine should also be given as often as
the temperature was found under 98.° He also showed a chartof a
case of enteric fever in which antifebrin had kept the tempera-
ture steadily under control.
Dinner.—'Y\\e members afterwards dined together, and a

pleasant evening was spent.

KOVA SCOTIA BRANCH.
The third ordinary meeting of this Branch was held at the Hon.
Dr. Parker's oftice, Halifax, on Februarj- 16th, 1888. Present

:

Deputy Surgeon-General MacDowbll, C.B., President of the
Branch, in the chair; Hon. Dr. Parker, Dr. Farrell, Surgeon-Major
Bolster, A.M.S. ; Dr. de Witt, Dr. Wickwire, Surgeon Deeble,
A.M.S.

; Dr. Trennman, City Medical Officer of Health ; Drs. Black,
Campbell, ('urr\-. Sitrgeon Fowler, A.M.S. ; Surgeon Grier. A.M.S. •

Drs. Cameron, Goodwm and Chisholm ; and Dr. Tobin, Honorari'
Secretarj'.

'

_
Injurie.t to the Et/e.—Dr. Tobin read notes of three cases of

Jnjury to the eye. involving the cornea and iris ami the lens ; in
*wo instances producing tranmalic cataract. In all, the woundWM in the ciliary region or dangerous zone. In one the sclerotic
ihad been freely opened, and required a suture to retain the contents
of theglobe

;
yet t Ills case had recovered with a fair amoimt of vision.

In all an indelible cicatrix occupied the oi-oa of the pupU, extend-
ing across the cornea, but leaving the rest of that membrane ti-an.s-
-parent. Tlie eye, in all tliree cases, had been saved, and no sym-
pathetic trouble ha<l, so far, arisen though several montlis" (in
two of the cases) had elapsed since the receipt of the injury. The
patients were brought in and examined by tlie members present.
_
Proposed Piih/ic Health Act.—A letter was then handed

D* i!"
*'"" ^"'""''- harrister-at-law, asking the h^lp of the

Branch towards iirocuring from the local Legislature a Public
Uealth Act, the samo being much needed in this province. The
letter was discussed, and a Cnminittee ajipointed consistimr of
J;liree civilian (Drs. Treiiaman, city medical officer ; Drs. Campbell
«nd

,

Curry) and two military^ memb^r^, (^urgeona.Detjbli; i^i,^

Grier), to report upon the matter to the Branch at an extraor-
dinary meeting to be held a fortnight hence.
Appointment of Trea.nirer.—DT. Tobi.v then proposed that a

treasurer be appointed to collect subscriptions from members for
the British Medical JorBNAi., and to forward the same to the
General Secretary in Kngland ; also to collect the local subscrip-
tion for the Branch. A motion to that effect was moved and
seconded, and carried, and Dr. Tobin was himself desired to act as
treasurer as well as secretary to the Branch. The meeting then
adjourned.

JAilAICA BRANCH.
The annual meeting of tliis Branch was held at the Public
Library, Kingston, on January 27th.

Office-bearers.—The following are the ofBce-bearer.s for the
present year :—President : Hon. J. C. Phillippo. President-EUct

:

Dr. F. II. Saunders. Konorary Secretary and Treasurer: Dr. G.
F. Da Costa. Members of Council: Dr. A. L. Saunders ; Dr. J. L.
Cox ; Dr. C, Gayleard ; Dr. Plaxton ; Dr. G. C. Henderson ; Hon. C. B.
Morse ; II. Strachan ; Dr. J. Scott.
Dinner.—The annual dinner was held in the evening at Park

Lodge, at which eleven members were present.

ABERDEEN, BANFF, AND KINCARDINE BRANCH.
The February meeting of the Branch was held at 198, Union
Street, Aberdeen, on Wednesday, February loth, at 8 p.m.. Dr. Urqu-
hart, in the chair.

Minutes and Nomination ofNew Meinbers.—The minutes of the
last meeting were read and approved, and seven new members were
nominated for ballot at next meeting.

NeiD Member.—I)T. J. Marshall Lamb, Borneo, was admitted a
member of the Branch.
Medical Officer of Healthfor Aberdeen.—Dr. Wight proposed

a motion that the Branch memorialise the Town Council of Aber-
deen that the appointment of medical officer of health, at present
vacant, be filled up by a qualified medical practitioner, who shall
be precluded from private practice, and whose whole time shall be
devoted to the duties of the office, in terms of the duties tf the
medical officer of health of the city of Aberdeen, of date March
15th, 1886.—Dr. Uequhabt seconded the motion.—Dr. Angus
Fbasee moved as an amendment that the Branch do not memor-
ialise the Town Council, on account of being beyond its province.
—Professor Stephenson seconded.—The amendment being lost,
Professor Ogston proposed that the words following " private
practice " in Dr. Wight's motion be altered to read " and who
shall devote himself to sanitary and medico-legal work."—Pro-
fessor Stephenson seconded this amendment, which was lost on
being pitted against Dr. Wight's motion. The latter accordingly
became the ruling of the meeting, and the secretaries were in-
structed to have the memorial prepared and submitted to the Town
Council of the city.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BR.\:NCH: EAST LONDON
AND SOUTH ESSEX DISTRICT.

A meeting was held at the Town Hall, Walthamstow, on Thurs-
day, February 15th. at 8.30 p.m. Present, 21 members and -^-isitors.

Dr. Adams, Vice-President of the District, was in the chair.
Pernicious Ajiremia with Jaundice.—Dr. Bbistowe read a most

interesting paper on Pernicious Anemia with Jaundice, and Cases
illustrating it, and he compared those cases with others of jaundice
which were not due to pernicious antemia. A discussion followed.
Specimen.—Ht. G. Welleb showed a specimen of typMitis due

to perforation of the vermiform appendix, and read notes of the
case.

Votes of Thanks.—Hearty votes of thanks brought the meeting
to a close.

Saxol in Cystitis.—Professor Demme, of Berne, has recorded
(Therap. Monatehefte) a case of cautharidin poisoning following
the ajiplication of an enormous blister over the sacrum. The
patient was a boy, aged 5, and the blister was recommended by a
"friend" as a cure for nocturnal incontinence of urine. The
general symptoms were very severe for two days, and subse-
quently the boy suffered from cystitis, which, however, yielded
to salol. The quantity given daUv was gradually increased from
twenty-three grains to thirty-eight grains; improvement com-
mencetl on the second day, and the cure was complete on the four-
teenth diy of the treatment. In another case of cystitis, which
had been caused by measles, salol was also given with benefit.
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARI8.
[i^ba' 6tni~0ws coanwpoNPEuT.]

"

ThiZ -Local AnLthe,ia.^Enlarge,ne,it of Supra^l^mcutar

Glands in Uterine Cancer.-Salicylic Acid m Phthms.-

. Puridin Malation, in Dy^pnfta.-rrepar-atvms of Calytit-^

'-%ra,m.^cnlar Injections of Quinine in
^"'^"f-^'l'-f^fj:

,„:m« and Marria!ft.^C<ue ofNcttookpiy.-N<iphtMl<» anAnti-

*hifcH had served for microscopicvl ex.uninatiou in M 1 etit 8

-S^omt^rv Aft.r a tim. the ioIT^wing symptoms -re ob^^^;^^^

the aniiial tTew tli u, Us hair stood i-rect, tho e>es were

btear amucnussocrotiou o..caped from the nostrils; there wer.

«Mnck8 Tf sneering and cnu<^hing, followed by vomituiR. Koch.

Su, w^°<le""fed m thelecretion from the nose, winch appa-

T.^ntIv pr^eed^d from the bronchial tubea- At the end of two

montLCd a half a complete change took place; the n^^b^d phe-

nomena -teoame modirt^ and th.^ atiimal appeared as if she were

nbwt t^^^ver. She had *even kittens, one of which she nursed

Cflve month*:durinc; which time she presented no 8%-mpt<,ms o

cachexia A SI ght dfy cough however persisted, feix months

X'r ?hekitt«.. were bon. tho cat was killed. At the necropsy,

tt^UerpartTof botl. lung.shom>dsi^sof congestion. Oncutting

into the lun^ a small quSntity of lis^it, muco-sanguinolent fluid

^^P^d the"re wa. a collection of small, hard, cretaceou^ lunxf« m
^iXwer piirt of tho lower lobe, which gave arough ^^^ce to this

W*i^ Xse little Islot^ which were of a greyish hue were

.Slnded by a dense pale tiMue. Th.ro were no lesions m the

ft^x^or in the pleura. The p^ritofteum. intestine, mesenteric

gK ki'ln^yA. and liver were' normal. lfi<=^''^'>l''°; ^I^Xl'
%iL n've*led alveoli in the indurations above described. Tliest

*h-^» werfe filled with filaments which conttt.nod^ swollen and

Sef^meTl epithelial cells, lihrlich-s proc.>ss «™f^^he pre^nce

-ma. number of larg,; bacilli coUected in the p.ripheir near to the

henauiSl spot. I few taberaulous bacilli were found in the

muco-.^ca no ent fluid which exuded from the small bronchial

Tul^t TheTuberculous miture o£ the uftection was unmistakable

PreSancv harcavused tbQ appetite to return, and a consequen

imn^temen iiTthe aniialV condition. >(. Petit belie ve.s tha

-Md thcTatli"cd,the improvement would have cmitm«ed..«nd

Iwven- woutd have ensuc'^d. It iB aditiitted that the orgamsn s

of dn!.? and cat^ resist the intrndufrtiou of tuberculosis; it is

?heipn.baWeu!a? they are equally refractory to the ov6lu-

*^'?'ro1essor&"t,of tlu= Val-dc-GraCc. has lately studied U.e

legions produced in the eye by tubercular leprosy lie examined

aTxFc^fanumberof Z^^of leprosy, which >- divides into

three forms; the leonine, or tuberculous ;
'1'"

»"!""'f;
"^'^

.

ormulilatinK; and tho macular, l^zanne or ulcerated form. H'.

•has received from Dr. Lambucco some water-colour drawings of

lenrous ocular lesion.s. and also two entire eyes of lepers. Dr.

Kcet ."nvs'Ihat ,in ihe eyelids the bacilli of eprosy soon leave

thTenidermUto attack, the deeper parts. I'
'.J'>>«

^'''"•:'^"
Vi

mucoiH surface; the epitheUmn i.<i respected. The corne.i is m-

^aTd fr™ p.,-ripherj- to centra and the accumulation of m.crc^>es

J^v cause aWisses.' The microbes penetrate the back of he ey

SSoUch the zone of tho pericorneal circle ;
from this point tlie

-.pSe^X.tho iris an^ the ciliary- P^lf
"^^^'^f

- ^f"X*?. '^hS
and more rare towards the optic nerve. It seems, therefore, triat

the mi^rol^of tuberculous le^ro.sy seats itself in tV>-.conjunctival

issue in the cells and sacs, after pas.<nng through the cutaneous

epUhVlfum,and penetrates but slowly Tnto the Bpecial t.ssnos

snarinc the alandular epithelial elements, without taking t_lu

tSIr or nervoui. roaS. It forms at first a limited superhc.al

lesion, and th6 tubercle may not be the sign of an affection

already generaUsod. This view may be of capital importance ili

'''At'Tr" cent meeting of the Soci6tc5 M«licale des llopiUux, M.

Gaucher read a papex on Brighfs disease, inwhich he maintained

that the ordinan^pathogeniS conditions which caused parencliy-

matous epithelial nephritis were due to an excessn^. pro-

portion of extractive principles in the organism. The epithelial

Form of Brtghfs diselse might b, caused by these condition^

alone If chronic nephritis resulting from some other anterior

cause existed, the rena^ mischief ^v<nlld be aggravated by«3efect.>^

elimination of the extractive matter. From these facts M. Gaucher

deXced valuable therapeutical indications; for instance, tl^

din-er of administering meat broth to patients suffering from

Kts disease. He considers that extracts of meat m d'Aeren

foms besides containing toxic mineral salts, such as salts of

pSium contain orgaiSc poisons highly injurious to sick and

'TGaLCa'is'o™apaperonthetreatmentofdiphtheriab^

mo^in^the false membrane, and cauterising the places from wliich

Zv were taken with a concentrated solution of carbolic acid. He

dissolvS 5 to 10 grammes of carbolic acid in 10 grammes of alccn

hoi and^adds to this mixture 15 to 'JO grammes of camphor with

11 7^„n^tUv of oil M Gaucher obtained excellent results
a sma quantitj of oU. M^^^J^ ^^^^^j ^^^^ i,g

^'l-d^SafaTa local application in diph(heria^ This sub-

stance had more powerful parasiticide properties than carbolic

acW M Joffroy washed the throat with a>' per cent, solution of

chloraf he then applied a one-fifth solution to the false mein-

found t efficacious « >°^«'-^^"
.

.
' o;,rca,e"'f lead colic and one

pains, lumbago toothache, »"4 \" °"' '^*;;
"\,„rd found that, at

patient. M. Daillj
"f;

J^"}''
';'„ jncisin" whitlows, removing

ffisthesia before ''P''"n,S/V„'^^''Vdftl stated that he had per-
growths, and in anal fistula,

^^ff.w 1- nds durinc anro>.tlii8ia

^rmed over 12(1 operations of ;.ff-^

"^^J '^J^C Xu't :3G0tim'e6

it would t'^a^lv'':"''!'' to >nterpo8ea^Pceeo^^^^^^^^
Method of

thanks to M. naiUy for 1^"""^
P?,^'^«?5Vdar and was unaai-

loral refrigeration was propose.! by Dr. Vidal. ana wu«
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meeting of Januarj' llith, on M. Andru Petifs observations on the
existence of enlarged supra-clavicular glands in cases of cancer of
the uterus. M. Troisier stated that he had met with several case3 of
utenne and ovarian cancer, accompanied by enlarged glands, in
the supra-clavicular region in -which no intermediary glands could
be detected elsewhere. This symptom may also be met with in
cancer of the abdomen as well as in cancer of the stomneh or of
the thorax. It should bo looked upon a-s contra-indicating surgi-
•cal interference in such cases.
' The lievue de TherapetUiiiue of February 1st contains a note on
pulmonary tuberculosis by Professor Jaccoud. He regards it as
an acute infectious di.sease. The only effectual method of treat-
ment IS to substitute the form which develops slowly, and may
therefore, be arrested, for the form which develops rapidly and
quickly proves fatal. It is generally admitted that salicylic acid
IS the best agent for reducing the fever, which is the chief factorm producing the pulmonary lesions. This substance should be
given in doses of 1' grammes daily for three days, and in doses of
1^ gromine the three following days. The doses are then sus-
pended for two days, after which tliey are resumed as before. If
the fever diminishes, 1 gramme of sal'icvlic acid is then adminis-
tered daily.

Dr. W. Kelemen has observed the following results in the course
ot hia experiments with inhalations of pvridin. In nineteen cases
of dyspncoa caused by different lesions of the heart and lungs this
remedy invariably produced beneficial results. Pyridin is an
energetic anti-asthmatic agent, and is principallv efficacious in
asthma of nervous and cardiac origin. In emphysema it acts
merely as a palliative, its beneficial effects lasting from eight to
twelve hours.
At a recent meeting of the Surgical Society, M. Lucas-Cham-

pionmero showed different samples of catgut, prepared in various
ways, some by the ordinary method, and others by a special pro-
cess which renders it very resisting, even when dry. This catgut
IS made from three different kinds of sheep's intestine twisted to-
gether, and IS far superior for ligatures to the ?«i fiddle string
which IS usually employed. M. Pozzi highly extolled the method
of preparing catgut with oil of juniper wood, which renders it
supple without making it less resisting.
The Journal de Medecine states that hypodermic and intra-mUs-

cular injections of hydrochlorate of quinine are most effectual in
obstinate cases of malaria, when internal treatment has proved
inefficacious. One-third of hydrochlorate of quinine is mixed
with two-thirds of water. The alkaloid is dissolved by the action
ot heat. A Pravaz's sjTinge is introduced perpendiciilariy in the
gluteal region, and fifteen centigrammes of the salt are injected
This method is not painful, and neither irritates nor hardens the
tBSiies.

With regard to the question whether young girls affected with
an organic lesion of the heart should be allowed to marr^-. Pro-
fessor Jaccoud, m opposition to the views expressed by Professor
mer, believes that no absolute rule can be laid down. If the
.yalvular esion has never produced disturbance, then miirriage is
•permissible. If symptoms of asystolia (especially in lesions of
the mitral valve) have been observed, then there "is considerable
.nsk in marrj-ing. Pregnane}' would be very dangerous, on ac-
fount of the pulmonnry congestion which it would cause.
, A ca.se of narcolepsy was recently treated at the Hopital St.
Antome, by Dr. Dieulafoy. The patient, aged Ifi, a waiter in a
wineshop, complained of attacks of irresistible ilmwsinees re-
curring at short intervals. Uis grandfather was asthmatic
and ^is lather died of diabetes, but there was nothing otherwise
wortliyof note in the family historj'. The patient was not a
anuker, and had never had syphilis or malaria. He had a sister
aged 1,, who was decidedly hysterical. From the age of 7 up to
the present year he had always suffered from a slight tic of the
nead and neck, causing him everj- now and then to raise the head
suddenly and turn it to the right, the mouth being at the sametime (irawn the same side. A short time ago he contracted itch, forWhich he wa.s treated at the Hopital St. Louis, where he undenvent
the usual '•.scrubbing." ThTGO days afterwards tlie sadden attacks
ot sleep commenced. At any moment, while he was standing
walking, even at meals, his eyes would suddenly close, his headuroop and he would fall sound asleep for twenty, forty, or sixty
seconds, sometimes longer; lie would then as suddenly awake andmstantly recover consciousness. These attacks we're more fre-
jiueut in the afternoon and after meals ; they amounted to seven-
teen or twenty in the course of an hour, and to upwards of L'm during
one day, there being sometimes as many as thrtje or four in fifteen

minutes. The attacks cquM always be brought on voluntarily by
inclining the head fon^•ard, and the patient could not pick up any-
thing from the Hoor without instantly falling iisltep and falling
violently forward on his face. His sleep at night was natural anS
quiet.but onawakinghe felt fatigued.and Ids limbs were heavy Wis
health was othenvise good. The sight was good, the heiriiig
normal. Careful examination revealed a slight degree of am^
thesia on the arm and chest on the left side; on auscultatibrf'a'
slight systolic .toj^c of the he,irt, more distinct towards the bas^
could be heard. The urine showed no trace of sugar or albumetf'
Dr. Dieulafoy prescribed 2 grammes of bromide of potassiuiii
daily, and cold shower-baths every morning. There was rajiia
improvement

; the attacks diminished in number, and the patieAf
was soon able to resume his occupation, whicli was verj- fatiguing-
as he never got to bed till 2 o'clock in the morning, and had to get
up again between 6 and 7. The treatment was continued forthre^
months, when the bromide causing nausea, he ceased taking it, b^
went on -with the douches three times a week. The attacks ce'asIS
almost entirely, except in the evening between 6 and 7 o'clocf
before supper, when he .still fell asleep suddenly, in whate-r^
position he happened to be, remaining unconscious" for about hjflf
an hour. On the days he had the douche this attack often did not
occur. In March, eight months after the first attack, he was aK
most cured

; he seldom fell asleep, and could even stoop and picK
up things from the floor without inconvenience. A year after ffi|
onset of the sj-mptoms the cure seemed to be complete. Thei4
was still slight anaesthesia of the left arm and on the left siirf
between the third intercostal space and a transverse line crossing
the umbilicus. The cardiac scnijle was no longer perceptible. X>r.
Dieulafoy believes that the case was oneirf hysteria, probattf
brought onby the "scrubbing" towhich thepatient was subjected fpt
itch, and that it was a degeneration in the neuropathological seni'^''
M. J. Maiimovitch has determined the antiseptic propertied

of naphthol by comparing fourteen different microbes in nutritive
solutions, containing differehj; proportions of naphthol-x, thus
ascertaining the proportion of naphthol which retards or prevents
the development of each microbe. In ordinary cultivation broth,
0.10 gramme of naphthol per 1,000 entirely prevents the
development of the microbes of glanders, mammitis of sheep,
chicken cholera, bacteridian ulcer, micrococcus of pneumonia, thje
two organisms of suppuration—staphylococcus albus and staphy-
lococcus aureus—the microbe of Diskra pustule, tetragenes, the
bacilli of t>-phoid fever, and pigeons' diphtheria. >"aphthol-j, in
the proportion of from 0,06 to 0.05 gramme per l.ttix), retards
(from three to eight days) the dfivelopment of the same microbes,
and prevented it entirely in the cases of bacteridian ulcer, typhoid
fever, and the two staphylococci of suppuration. Though tbe
same doses of naphthol-.r in gelatine, as in broth, suffice to prevfeat
the development of microbes, in gelose 0.12 gramme to 0.15 per
1,000 are necessary to prevent the developmentof those of mammiti'^
of sheep and Biskra pustule. For the destruction of the other
microbes the doses are the same as those indicated for cultiva-
tion broth. In the proportions of 0.20 to 0.25 gramme per 1.000
naphthol-.rentirelypreventsthegermination ofthetubercle bacillus;
in the proportion of 0.10 gramme it retards it. In doses of 0.20
gramme and of 0..3o to 0.40 gramme in solids, naphthol-.c com-
pletely destroys the multiplying power of the bacillus pyoeyaneus
and bacillus chromogenes of MM. Charrin and Roger. L'rine does
not ferment when shaken up with nnphthol-.r, either in solution or
in powder. Human fieces cause only a slight cloud in cultivation
broth containing naphthol-.!- in the proportion of O.JO to 0.12
gramme per 1,0(X). Xaphtiiol-.!- is nearly three times less poisonous
than naphtliol-6. and nearly seven hundred times less poisonous
than bi-tniurate of raerciiry. It would take a dose of 685
grammes of naphtliol-j- tQ kill a n^an. Albuminuria is produced by
subciitaneous injection of 2 gramtues in a saturated alcohobe
solution; the injection of 3.5 to 4 grammes per lb. causes death.
When injected into the portal system, naphthol-;?- is not poisonous
in different degrees, as is the case with naphthoW, These results,
when compared with those obfained by M. Bouchard with
naphthoI-A, prove tlie inferiority of the "latter, which is more
poisonous and less valuable as an antiseptic.

TuERMAi. Si'iu.VGS OF \kw Zealaxo.—The sum expended by
the Governmeiit of Xew Zealand for imia-ovement of the thermal
springs was £,.Sli in ISS6, and £A200 in ISif; ; £aX) will this
year be expended, principally on the completion of the water-
supply at Rotorua, and in the planting and improvements of the
baths and grounds.,

, ,. ; , .^.; :, , ,.,•:,,, ^,;, .,.., y.^^.^^
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SAN REMO.
iFBOM OrB OWN ConUESPONDENT.J

SlNCB nTltinc to vou last the Trown I'rinoo has made a slight im-

Drovemeut. The iiucus is still tinned with blood however, more

80 I believe, than the physicians care to ailmit. At the time when

the sloUL'h separated the expect.)ration was as misjht have been

exnected. discoloured to a certain extent, but this tinging had

c2tfed altogether for a week or two before the operation Two

dws after tracheotomy had been performed great quantities of

mucus began to bo discharged, tinged freely with blood A

number of tubes of different angles, curves, and lengths, have been

tried, but slight haemorrhage still contini-es. It is stated that

Professor Berijmann believed that a secondary deposit had taken

STce hi the^ungs: and, although Sir Morell Mackenzie would

not agree to this view, ho raised no objection to Professor Kuss-

maurbcing called to determine the matter. The eminent professor

of Strasburg University arrived here on Saturday evenine, and a

consultation was held on Sunday morning. No disease of the lungs

could be detected. I hear that Professor Kussmaiil takes an un-

favourable view :of the case entirely, from the microscopic ex-

aminations made at San Remo. Sir ilorell Mackenzie, however,

without wisliing to discredit these investigations made by the

German surgeons, naturally attaches more importance to the ex-

aminations made bv Virchow, and is not prepared to assume a dif-

ferent attitude in tlie case, unless a microscopist of equal standing

to Professor Virchow (who is now gone to E^ypt states that he

has found nest-cells in the deep tissues or an alveolar structure.

The last few nights have been decidedly better-less coughing

and more sleep—and the patient has been able to take some walk-

ing exercise oSTthe balcony in front of the house. This he does

TfTth apparent strength and vigour, and as I saw him to-day

(Februs^y '27£h) one would little think what he has undergone.

VIENNA.
[FBOM OUE OWN' COBBESPONPENT.]

Gaseotti Treatment of Lung Disense.~nygiene in Amtria —
Legacy to the Imperial Ruijal Society of Physicians.

Ik a recent number of the Wiener Medizinische Presse \iT. Anton

Karikatrives some important details as to the treatment of pulmon-

arv affections by inhalations of sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic

acid He had used these inhalations in the case of pulmonary

tuberculosis during several years. He had already, in aS.S,, re-

ported the case of a girl affected with tuberculosis, whom he

had treated with inhalations of carbonic acid without having ob-

tained the results desired. As to the results which he had ob-

tained with inhalations of sulphuretted hydrogen, he could give

the following particulars, basing himself on obsen'u-

tions made on more than fifty patients: 1. In several

cases the verN- first inhalations with sulphuretted hydro-

gen gave a certain amount of relief. The cough and

dyspncea diminished, the expectoration became easier, and

the patients felt refreshed and invigorated. In some this im-

provement took place very rapidly, so that after three or four

inhalations they declared themselves to be cured. In other cases

this result was obtained much later, and in others not at all. -. A

special advantage of the inhalations with sulphuretted hydrogen

consisted in the fact that the vital powers of the patients were

not impaired, as was the case after the use of anticatarrhal nar-

cotics, a No radical cure with these inhalations was observed in

any case. Among the tuberculous patients treated with sn -

phurettcd hydrogen inhalations six years ago, three were still

livine, who were said to be healthy ; among these was the girl

referred to above. They were, however, also treated with other

medicaments, and especially with antiphlogistic remedies

4 Only the first inhalations produced any appreciable good

effect; after the eighth or tenth inhalation the condition

of the patients umlerwent no change, so that it 8(wmed

to be useless to continue the inhalations. 5. In cases of re-

lapse—namely, when the cough, etc., came on again, the inha a-

tions generally did no good. fi. The best effect with the inhala-

tions was obtain.'<l in (a) rapid breaking down an.l suppuration ot

large tubercular foci in the lungs, (A) inflammatory irritation ot

the walls of the pulmonary cavitie.s, (c) acute or chrome irritation

of the bronchial mucous membranes, (</) paroxysmal cougn.

7. The »ulphiirette<l hydrogen inhalations did good in about bu

p«r cent, of the patients thus treated. It must, however, bo

added that the author had used this course of treatment

most frequently in severe and advanced cases of pulmonary

tuberculosis. 8. The inhalations caused patients no discom-

fort, and were well tolerated by feeble and sensitive women

and children. These observations, in Dr. Karikas opinion,

Droved that sulphuretted hydrogen was not a specihc remedy against

luberculosia ; it was, however, an agent winch sometimes pro-

duced excellent results in tuberculous persons, which we were

quite incapable of obtaining by any other means The observa-

tions showed, moreover, that (I) by means of sulphuretted

hvdrosen alone, without being mixed with carbonic acid, the same

results could be obtained as those produced by the intestmal

injections recommended by Dr. Bergeon; (2) this effect could a^so

be obtained by inhalations. The use of tliis treatment would thus

be more general and could be used without expensive apparatus,

and without causing disgust to patients. „ , ... n.>=,„„i
The establishment of an Austrian Sanitary Board (

Gesund-

heitsamt ") on the model of the German one, was, as is well known,

proposed long ago. The committee to whom the preparation of

the scheme was entrusted recently recommended to the Austrian

Parliament theadoptionof the following resolutions: The Imperial

and Roval Government is requested to : 1. (a) Create in eacn

medical faculty special chairs for the te^iching of hygiene and

bacteriology, and to supply them with the necessary means
; (6)

to issue a decree making the study of hygiene compulsoir in

future for ordinary students in the Austrian medical faculties.

2 To improve the organisation of the public sanitary service by

increasing the number of State medical officers, and nommating

sanitan,- mspectors. 3. To increase the inHuence of the Uindet-

sanitiitsrathe (country sanitary councUlors) and the oberster-

<a>iitdtsrath (superior sanitary- council) by the appointment ot

well-known specialists in hygiene, architecture, statistics, etc.

4 To cive the public sanitary officers greater independence in

their relations with the political authorities. 5. To make ade-

quate provision for the creation and endowment of laboratories

for chemical and microscopical examinations 6. To take care

that the druggists should have a more thorough practical

education nt the beginning of their career.
d,,„„:„;„„.

At the last meeting of the Imperial Royal Society ot Physicians.

the President, Hofrath Bamberger, informed the members that,

under the will of a Portuguese physician, the late Dr. Ua (.oBta,

the Society had received a legacy of 12,000 florins.

SWITZERLAND.
[FEOM OUB own COnilESl'ONDEST.]

Petition of the Engadine Hotel-keepers; Decision of the

Federal Council.

The question relative to English practitioners in the Grisons {vide

JoiTiNAL, February 18th, p. 374) has entered upon a "ew and

more important stage. The Engadine hotel-keepers addressed a

petition to the Grisons Kleiner Rath, requesting that English

medical practitioners settled in the Engadine who wished to

obtain a Swiss diploma should be permitted '» ^e examined m
their native tongue. This petition was immediately referred by

the Kleiner Rath to the Bundesrath. We learn from aji offlinal

report in the Bund (February 25th, 1888) that the Federal Council

having duly considered the petition at their meeting on February

24th, Satlv refused to comply with the request, for the foll"^:^'°g

reasons: First, because such a permission would be a P"vilepe

cranted to English practitioners which is denied to the bwiss

Sical mnnSn Great Britain; ^nd secondly because if

such a favour were granted to English Pract''"^"""' '**

Bundesrath would be logically bound to extend t'le same

facilities to medical men of any other nationality or language,

which would lead to obvious practical inconveniences. in

coming To this decision, the "Federal fathers {Bundesmeter)

have not perhaps, displayed tlieir usual sagacity. ine

deJuion cannot possibly' satisfy either their P^'ifonf? «.°^

the important section of the Swiss population connected with

the " hotel industry." or, indeed, anyone of ordinary common sense

outside official circles. Of course it is a great P">- "^a'.f«'*,

does not yet exist anj-thing like »» '"'«"\''!-'"°''> "8''' "^

medical practice; and that, amongst other tilings
^^JZfo

medical man, on his coming to England, is not even allo^*-^ t?

pass his examinations in his native (^™?"/ ,* ^™^^ "^'fj^
tongue. The Swiss Federal Council might find many less

mp^ortant matters to occupy ''self .with than. or in^

stance, the initiation of a reform m this direction, m
it has already more than once tried to do, with regard to tne
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international regulation of factory labour, and the estab-

lishment of an international standard of working hours, etc.

Its present line of policy in relation to English practitioners

appears to be purely vindictive. The attention of the Bundes-
rath ought to be drawn to the following simple facts : Their singu-

larly beautiful and attractive little c<iuuty, with its industrious

and kindly population, is a convenient and excellent health resort,

(see the Journal, June 18th, 1887, p. 1350), which does an immense
amount of good to mankind, by giving year opportunities to

legions on legions of people to restore their shattered physical and
mental health, or to recruit their strength, exhausted by
overwork. A verj' large proportion of the foreign visitors are

English or English-speaking. The Bundesrath will probably admit
that a well-organised medical service at everj' health resort is

as essential and reasonable a condition as good sanitary surround-

ings. Patients, rightly or wrongly, prefer to be treated by their

own fellow-countrj-men, who know more of what may be termed
their national constitution, and are, therefore, more likely to select

remedies suited to each individual case than a foreigner, however
learned and skilful in his profession.

In conclusion, we cannot help thinking that the fears of the
Federal Council as to other nationalities claiming to be examined
in their native tongues are quite groundless. A couple of years

ago English medical students in Switzerland could claim to be ex-

amined in English, and even published their inaugural disserta-

tions in that language. In spite of this "privilege" nobody—no
Russian, Servian, Spaniard, or Chinese— ever came forward
to claim similar rights. We may assure the Bundesrath
that if they had granted the prayer of the Engadine petitioners

nothing of a revolutionary nature would have taken place in re-

spect of medical examinations. The matter really concerns one of

the three principal languages of this curious world, because every-
one might naturally expect that such a highly educated person as

a professor would know English as well as German and French.

On the other hand, there does not yet exist any other human
speech (except, perhaps, Volapiik) which can claim to be regarded in

the same light as the tliree named above.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE ELECTRICAL TREATMENT OF UTERIXE TUMOURS.
SiE.—Dr. Apostoli's wrath carries him far beyond the point up

to which it is necessary for me to follow him after I have said that
you have granted him most unusual grace in taking up a dispute
from the columns of another journal ; I, therefore, snail be brief.

I spent last Easter week in Paris as the guest of one of i'.s most
distinguished gj'noecologists, and during that time I met nearly
all the gyuKCologists of that city whose names were known to
me. My astonishment was not small, therefore, when a few
weeks afterwards I read in your columns such glowing accounts
of Dr. Apostoli and his electrolysis, that I had never heard his

name nor anything of his treatment from friends in Paris, who,
one and all, evinced the utmost anxiety to show me everything
worthy of notice.

On my return to England I wrote asking several of them if it

were worth my while to return to Paris to see about this new
method of treatment. They all replied that it was not, and
within a month I had letters indicating deaths traceable to Dr.
Apostoli's treatment in six instances. I am not in a position to
publish these letters, but that they exist is ea.sily proved. You,
Sir, have had at least two of them in your hands and have read
them.

I said (December 17th) that the treatment must be tried. It has
been, and I have heard nothing yet that will induce me to give it

ttny countenance. It is a significant commentary on Dr. Ajxistoli's

letter that by this morning's post I have been summoned to Paris
to a patient "atteinte d'uno tumeur fibreuse que la fait garder le

lit depuis dix mois ct la met dans rimpossibilitiS de la rendre chez
Tous. Elle est abandonnt'e de tous les m(5decins." Are Dr. Apos-
toli and his electrolysis still unknown in Paris, or what other ex-
planation is there of this curious fact ?—I am, etc.,

February 27th. Lawson Tait.

SlE,—-As one of the English surgeons who have profited by M.
Apostoli's teaching, and as I have put the teaching into practice,
I may be considered to bo in a position to say something on the
question. In the first place, I have seen no appearances threaten-

ing danger to life from the use of electricity, and I have now used
it sixty-two times. Secondly, I have used it in seven cases of

uterine myoma, and of this number three are already practically

cured, the tumours being so much reduced in size as to have
become insignificant. As I only began the electrical treatment in

December, I claim that three recoveries out of seven cases in the
short space of about two months quite equals the success ob-

tained by castration operations. Indeed, I look upon the latter as

regards the treatment of the tumours under discussion as dead as

amputation of the finger for whitlow. Wiseman was a good
surgeon, no doubt, in Charles Il.'s time, and when he advocated
amputation for whitlow, the treatment he recommended was
right and proper, and remained so until a better became known.
So castration for myoma was right and proper in its day, before

the safer, quicker, and surer method introduced by Dr. Aj)OStoli

became known; but the former treatment by castration is now,
as I said before, as much a thing of the past as amputation for

whitlow.— I am, etc., J. E. BrsTON,
Liverpool, February 27th.

L.M. COOMBE HOSPITAL, DUBLl.V
Sir,— It is interesting to read together your leading article in

the JorEXAL of February 11th on fhe "Dublin Schools and their

Teaching," and the paragraph in the JorB>fAL of February 18th,

on the prosecution for illegal practice of the man Middlebrook,
who sheltered himself under the Coombe Hospital, Dublin. But
it is still more interesting to inquire about this hospital, which,
according to the " master," gives a " qualification " of " L.M." to

anyone " who attends thirty cases of labour in the hospital in a

period of six months," and of course pays a fee and passes an ex-

amination in " midwifery and diseases of women and children."

The candidate need have no other qualification : more than that,

he need have had no other hospital training, need not know any-
thing of anatomy, physiologj-, or pathology, and need never have
dissected ! What a farce this is !

It is all very well for the authorities of the Coombe Hospital to

say, "the L.M. does not license a man to practise, as it cannot be
registered," but they know that men do practise on it alone'

and represent themselves to be qualified in virtue of the "L.M.,',

and why do they not interfere to stop it? Is it because they are

willing for a fee to act as cloak to unqualified practice ?

In my own neighbourhood is a man, imperfectly educated and
without any hospital training, who, having acted for years as dis-

penser and assistant, and having been summarily dismissed by h_i«

employer, goes over to Dublin for six weeks (or lessl, takes his

"L.M.C.H., returns brandishing his "diploma," calls himself

qualified, sets up for himself, is appointed " surgeon " to various

friendly societies, vaccinates, signs death certificates, and even
gives evidence at an inquest ! Is not this a case for the Medical
Council ?

If the Coombe Hospital would confine itself to relieving humanity
and imparting special instruction to those qualified toleam, well

and good ; that is what the special women's hospitals and chest

hospitals of London do, and do well, but they do not pretend to

give "qualifications" (L.M.'s or L.Chests) to men without any
training. That the Coombe Hospital should do this appears to me
to be a great .scandal, and one that calls for exposure and discussion

in the Joubnal.—I am, etc.,

JlAtJEicE Parry Joxbs, M.D.Londi
Piniton, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

February 23rd.

PROTECTION IN THE STATES.
Sir,—A paragragh appeared in the JorRXAL of January 21st,

headed "I'totection in the States," in which it was stated that
there was a probability of Dr. Heneage Gibbes being preyented
from taking up the engagement at the University of Michigan
which he had accepted. I am happy to say that I have received

a letter from Dr. Gibbes, informing me of his safe arrival at the

university, and of the kind reception he received. From this I

conclude that no difficulty was raised against his entering on the

duties of Profes.sor of Pathology—the chair to which he has been
appointed.—I am, etc., F. ee Havtlland Haix.

47. Wimpole Street, W., February 20th.

Accident to a Medicai. Practitioner.—Dr. Nelson, ot Bel-

fast, by a fall from his horse while out hunting on Saturday,
February 2.^th, sustained a fra:ture of the right arm.
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MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL

rnXROKS TO VATIKKTS. ^V , ., .

T P S —A rrctor In the position to maintain an Mtnblishm«ttt coniUtlnR «i «

n«.k hmiwrnjild. nar«'. (fnwin. and pony c»rrl»(!U, cannot ba rttjardml (hU

own'stutcment to tl..^ contniry notwillwlanJluK) a? a ' poor clerKymiiii. and

»»«uch. nndiT tho-truo Sunmritan ' rulf ot the proffssion cntillod to a

mr<lloal attendanrc. as would «•<•». to hiiv,- lieeii tl.u caiO In one or more in-

•tancos. Be that as it, may. an indopciulont .tammatlop o( the resptelivo

it»ins .pcoili«t in our corrcsiK.nd.-nls ^tat.nlent o( account, and a .ubscquent

comparison with the («, m.^k.-sIcI in the Modi<-<>Cl..n.rKlcal Tariff, leave

no doubt upon our mind that the charges mado in the cases in question are

^T'p's'^ntay', WB think, consult with a<Uanta«o the now edition of the

MeJico-Cliirurgical Tariffs, in which the question of charge* U> the clergy ii

reviewed.

ASSIST.ANTS AND PARTNERS.
R L. D. writes; I came hen- as tcmi>orary assistant, and in doing so signal the

usual bond not to practise within a certain .listance tor five vcars unless under

written authoritv. I am now to W adopted as partner (paying (or my share).

If we separate bv the present principal's desire, say. after livo or six years

does the lond still hold j;oo<l (or a further period, or does the partnership deed

absolutely set it aside ?
'

- ; "»,• Without scfinR tho eiact wonU used in the bond, it i^irapossiblo to say

.wbnt It docs or does not prohibit. The safo course is to have woriU ipserted

In tho partnership deed putting an end to the previous agreement, .»n^ pro.

Tiding (or what is U' happen at the termination of the partnership.;;^
.. i

! rr,

•, LEASES FOR LIVES.
'

Ai OU) BniSOiaiira wrttjw : Is there any law to prevent ones life being put- on

property agahisti hU consent ? In addition to taking such a liberty some time

ago as mine is now theUitt life on very considerable and valuable property. 1

was asked to submit to an ciamiuation by an insurance agent and uiedlcal

man in order that my life might be ijjsurcd to compensate for the loss ot

propertvat mvdwith. This I very promptly declined, but my death would

moautlio falling to the lord of the manor (not too HCh a manj of the valuable

property above named.
',• We prosumc^tlie qucsUon'rcfers to a lease for lives. VTe know ot uo law

to prevent the life of a stranger being inserted in such a lease; and the namo*

of people »f public potitioB have often been selected. The pci-son whose

Bune is insortc4 is, ot course, vndcr po obligation to submit to a medical ex.

j^ninat ion for the purpose of l^iirance. .1*)^, been pTpptoed to forbid| 1646M

•WUro altogether. ,-^\
.;' • ', '

^ ,',.,
'

.,i:'.;,\ . ij ;,
'.. ,,,,.

"
• bEATTITOCS ATTEIflUKCE O.V MILlLVKY MEDICAL OFFICERS-

WIVES.
kt Er-BmjJCB-PSESiiiEtT writes : I am in consulting and general practice.

Plentv to do. Have a good reputation as a skilful and successful accoucheur.

In consequence. I am called upon to attend the wives of naval and military

hospital mcdi'-at nfflccrs here. I have spent a whole night in a bouse, and

concluded labour bv a verv dKHcuIrfon-epe openillon above the brim, succcss-

fullj all round. I'aid cab-hire, bridgo t/ills. et«.. tiiroughout five weeks, more

than once. Get verlal thanks. One case is coming off again I am told, and I

am a.skcd to attemL (Jught I not clearly to h.lve a fee? The husbands,

though medical men. are not civil praotit loners, and therefore not obste-

trician]. It is a very sflrioui matter to be detained from one's patients, and

have to render skille.) aid at such a cost to one's self. If in civil life or circlea

r«commendation might result, butas it is, such runs on the same Ujlcs.

',• lo response to our correspondent's request, wo would remark that,

"Although It has always lieen (so far as our personal knowledge crteods)

''^f rule and custom, as laid dmvn In the Code of Uedicat tCthics, that

'"all legitimate prartitioners (naval, military, and civil alike) of medicine,

"iheir wives, and chlldttn while uljtfer tlie pat<Tnal care, are entitle<l (not as

amirtferof right, bnt) by professional emirtesy to (he reasonable and gmtui-

tods service* of the faculty resident In their immediate or near nelghbourhoiKl

whose assistance may be desired." It Is as distinctly emphasised therein that

••railway and like e»pen«e« are excepte-i ;" our correspondent, therefore, is

clearly and justly entitled to all expenses out of pouiet, such tti the oih-hlre,

bridge-tolls, and the like. •
.

'• • ^
It may be well to add that It Is not of Infrequent occurrence, especially in

cues which give rise to unoBual faflgue. anxious rospotwibillty. and prolonged

. aittn/tuice. that an honorarium. In some form or other, is presented (mid

, rightly so. wo think) to the Attendant ptsctitloner by a grateful ;iiaticnt or

1 family. I : --'I " . '

Axsoviui. It the facts of the case be as related by 'f Annoyed.'' the conduct ot

Dr. A. In (ifR.loUsly obtruding himself on the patient, and subsequently ri-

pening the visit, and pr"ee,,.\lng to examine him. regardless of the fact jn-e.

; vIoiKly made known to him (Dr. A.) that Dr. B. was in professional attend-

. tniv. clnariy eori»titul<'<l a gross breiuh of medical etiquette, which, it ro-

Dewed, aiu «(arc-clj tall to evoke severe pratc«sloli«l censure.

II.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE AR.MY ESTIMATES.
u- ., -j

In anticipfttion of tbe discussioa on the Army EstimfttM, •whjclj w
put down for Monday next, tlip. Sfcretary of State for War has, in

accordance -n-ith the precedent of last.J-ear, issued a memorandtim

\yluch replaces the yerhal statement formerly made by the

Minister in the House of Commons,
'

"
' . bnrii

The memorandum states that there Tias been a decreMU'or aw
in tho Medical Staff Corps, and that it had befen decided dtifing

the year to enlist men for the Royal Engineers, the Commissariat

and "Transport Corps, and the Medicjil Staff Corps, for three years

service only -n-ith the colours. " This is an important step, -which

-ivill, as time goes on, materially increase the reserve of these

valuable corps." .,,,., .„ .i,^
The Secretary of State makes the follo-sving reference to .tti«(

uuestion of finance

:

1^ „ . jx;-i. i

"The cost of the Army Medical' Department (Vote 47^88 iin-J

dergone careful examination; tho rapid gro-svth of the fehi^gefoi'

non-effective services having called special attentiort to,the pre-

sent system. The scale of remuneration now m force -was adopted

ttmATIC IN SINOLE CH.VRGH. ' ' ,. 1'
''

B. W. n. asks : Is it legal for a qnallflod meiMcal man or i ucymm to. Iinvo

-»upervbion over a patient who has been undercharge »t a private lunatio

.^M^'lofli without tiWng cerii&ed?

., %• JJu. not lisgal. without compliance with itatutoryrcquirtmcuts as to

onler and ccrtittcaU-s of Insanity, transmission ot copies, and visitation by

lunacy authorities, etc.

ession Lu ciii't'i i*^ All. VI*.-. ^— -- — — ... , .

offers inducements to officers to retire upon a pe-nsion after oniy

t-wenty yejirs' service is expensive to the State, and not e-ren ac-

ceptable to that large sectibn of the profession -who, vhile feeling

themselves unfitted for furtlier service abroad, are ready and

anxious to continue their duties at home stations. It is proposea

to utilise in this manner the services of a large number ot retireq,

officers, and, further, not to allow any medical otticer to_ retire on

the pension attached to his rank until he has served in it for ft

reasonable period. By tliese ,
means a large reluction -mil be

eflected in the pension list; while, by extending the term Of

foreign service by one year, and by other steps now upder con-

sideration, we hope to make a considerable reduction in the

estaTiUshment. For the present, therefore, all admissions to«ie

Service are suspended, and it is probable, that by t^ie end of the

financial year twenty-eight ojficere -ivtll have beeli absorbed The

net result this vearis a saving of .£19,100; but tlie effect of these

changes, especially upon the non-effectiye votes, -will ^e.m^re

marked in future years." ,. .,:
;

, ,!;: i «.,., ii^i .. '''! ^iv.
It is added that it h^sb^en fpvmd pppahle to dispeflSfl.:^tIi.A

deputy surgeonTgener^l at headquarters.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

Tnn follo'win« is a list of the candidiites for Her Majesty's IndiMi

Medical aer\'ice wjio were successful at the competitive oxaniina-'

tion recently held at Uurlington House. Seventy-three cauduhvt^.**

competed for fourteen, appointments. All -tvere reported quali-

Mnrshall. D. G. :L.

Moir. I). M
Uoberts. J. It.

Whitchurch. H. F.

Arnini. II. C. L. ..

Grant. A. F..

Hojel, J. ti

.1 iijill ii;' Marks.

:iioi\a (),(.. •J.410

./. 3,.'».'>

„. 3.:t.'.o

... a.27R
3,2.'0

3,160
3.14.'.

Gray, -W. H. .,

Gee. 1'-. W
O'Ciorman, I!. W. .

I>erein.. F. C.
Prasad. K
Mould. G. T.

Thomson, (jl. S. j.

I J I"

'!1j

lioi

::!.., 3.100,

.. .:. :t,l('0

'..i .„r;',u-'«)

... ...'53,050
111 u nil.. •'.'

.-ils'ili.^- tA
THE NA\T. ,._, . - a;

STAtT-SVBOi;oNG.n.'M*iii^i.in-hastK'en promoted tothe rank of,F1ee^SnrgeoM.

He was appointe<l Surgeon, July 5th, 1867, and Staff-Surgeon December J«lh,

THE MKniCAL STAFF. ' VJ"^'.} 'k.li -ttiJ'w«
SiiwiEON (J. S. nomxso^. of the Scots (luanis. ''^P^<^«^'^'^^«^^^^
Major, in succession to IlrlBmle-Surgeon W. U. Lane, retired. Ue Entered t««

service March («h. IHSO. wFicn he «:». sent, to Bombay. In t'j", ""^'-^ '^fe
tsM however, he. was appointed to tlic 2ud Scots G.mr.U..and has rcnjivinf

He erved with his battalion, in the Soydau^l
with th.il corjis ever slucii.

oaten in 1(W>. and was jn-esent in the engagement at

structioa of T»lhal (medal with clasp and Egyptian broure star)

(asheen and at>U>sdM

nurham Lloht Infantryulahl. 1

Major.

THE VOLUSTBEBS.
SuxrauoK W. O. EtACKETT. •tth Volunteer Dattadion

(late the 4th Durham), is grante.1 the honorary rank of Surgeon-
n,„.,i.„

Hotu.r»rv .AB«i'"-'"'t Surgeon W. F. « ••'ACKSO.-. l.t Volunt.|.-C aiHaUon

Rrmth Staftordshlre Regiment (labe tho 2nd StaBordshiro), i» appoiiitcrt AiOnj^

Surgeon.
'

'
'
_ . r

Aeiing .Surgeon W. E. G
roent (late the 4th West
ilatcxl December 7lh. IWl.

AscnioKE, 1st Volunteer Battalion Wcsf. I!i£in« B«t
Biding), ba»i ribfgned 4il8 appoWtmejif, *hi6h w«
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

ENGLISH URBAN MORTALITY IN 1887.

In the accompfinying table will be found summarised the yital

and mortal statistics issued by the Registrar-Gt'nerul in his weekly
returns relating to the twenty-eight large English towns. Weekly
summaries of these statistics have already been published in these
columns.
During the year 1887 the births of 296,951 children were regis-

tered in the twenty-eight large English towns, equal to an annual
rate of 32.2 per 1,000 of their aggregate population in the middle
of that year, estimated at 9,250,000 persons. This birth-rate

showed a further decline from that recorded in recent years ; in-

deed, sLnco 1876, when the birth-rate was as high as 38.1 per 1,000,

it has year by year steadily declined. In London the birth-rate

last year was equal to 31.7 per 1,000, whUe in the twenty-seven
provincial towns it averaged 32.7, and ranged from 25.8 in Brighton
and 27.7 in Bradford and in Iluddersfield to 38.5 in Preston, 39.1

in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and 41.1 in Cardiff.

The 191,887 deaths registered last year in the twenty-eight
towns were equal to an annual rate of 20.8 per 1,000 of their esti-

mated population, which, with the exception of the rate in 1885,
which was only 20.6, was lower than in any year on record.
During the ten years 1871-80 the rate of mortality in the large
towns dealt with by the Registrar-General averaged 24.0 per 1,000.

During the first seven years of the current decade, 1881-87, the
death-rate Ln these towns has not exceeded 21.4 per 1,000. This
reduction in the death-rate implies that nearly 16_,000 persons in
these twenty-eight towns were alive at the end of last year whose
deaths would have been recorded therein had the mean rate of
mortality equalled that which prevailed during the ten years
1871-80. It may be noted here that the estimated saving of Ufe
in England and Wales during the same period of seven years,
1881-87, as the result of the marked decline of the general death-
rate of the countrj', is no less than 400,000. The rate of mortality
in London during last year was only 19.6 per 1,000, while it

averaged 21.9 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, among which

it ranged from 16.9 in Brighton, 17.1 in Derby, and 18.7 in Jfot-

tingham to 25.3 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 25.5 in Blackburn, 27.0
in Freston, and 28.7 in Manchester.
During the year under notice, 29,615 deaths were referred to the

principal zymotic diseases in the twenty-eight large towns, equal
to a rate of 3.21 per 1,000, which, though slightly exceeding the
low zymotic death-rates recorded in either of the two preceding
years, was below the average rate in the ten previous years, 1877-
86. The lowest zymotic rates last year were 1.3 in Halifax, 2.2 in
Brighton, and 2.3 in Plymouth ; while the highest were 4.4 in
Blackburn and in Salford, 4.5 in Preston, and 4.9 in Manchester.
The 29,615 deaths referred to these zymotic diseases included 9,1.51

which resulted from diarrhoea, 7,248 from measles, 5,075 from
whooping-cough, 3,609 from scarlet fever, 1,983 from fever
(including typhus, enteric, and simple or ill-defined fever), 1,617
from diphtheria, and 332 from small-pox. The rate of mortality
from diarrhcea was equal to 0.97 per 1,000, which almost corre-
sponded with the average rate in the preceding ten years, 1877-86.

This disease showed the largest proportional fatality in Wolrer-
hampton, Bolton, Salford, Leicester, and Preston. The death-rate
from measles was equal to 0.79 per 1,000, and exceeded the rat§
in any year on record. In London the rate of mortality from
measles was 0.69 per 1,000, while in the twenty-seven provincial
towns it averaged 0.87, and was proportionally highest in Hudders-
field, Salford, Norwich, and Manchester. The death-rate from
whooping-cough was equal to 0.62 per 1,000, and although
exceeding the rate in either of the two preceding years was below
the average ; this disease was much more prevalent in London
than in the aggregate of the pro^'incial towns, among which, how-
ever, it caused high rates in Liverfjool, Oldham, Brackbum, and
Birmingham. The rate of mortality from ,«carlet fever was equal
to 0.39 per 1,000, and although considerably below the average
rate in the ten preceding years, 1877-86, showed a marked
increase upon the low rates in the two previous years: the
highest death-rates from this disease were recorded in Salford,

Oldham, Birkenhead, Bristol, and Blackburn. The rate of
mortality from "fever" (principally enteric), which had been
0.20 to 0.23 per 1,000 in the two preceding year-;, was again 0.22

during the year under notice, against an average rate of 0.32 iu

the ten preceding years, 1877-86. The death-rate from fever in

London last year was only 0.16 per 1,(X)0, and was lower than in any

Puilic SeaM Sfatistici relating lo Ttcenfy-ei^ht Large English Towns, for the Year 1S87.
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ST Provincial Towns
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London
BriehtoQ .

Pommouth
Norwich
PI.vmouth .

Bristol

Wolverhampton
BirmitiKham
Leicester .

Nottingham
. Derby
Birkenhead
Liverpool .

Bolton
Manchester
Salford
Oldham
Blackhiim .

Preston
Iluddersfield .

Halifax
Bradford .

Leeds

.

Sheffield .

Hull .

Sunderland
Newoastle-on Tyne
Cardiff .

9,24.').099

5,028,907

4.216,192
ns.ise
i.s;.9i7

92.S48

77.127
223,695
S0.S47

441.095
143.1.53

224.230
94,006
97,703

592.091
112,.'!.i4

377,529
218,668

1.14.1.5,S

116.844

102.2Si
90,034
"9.207

224.507
34S.f>80

316.2.88
lp6.,'i.55

129.684

167.048
104.580

296.951

16:j,875

133.075
3,035
6.059
3.13«

2.428
6.628
2.675

13.963

4,679
7.438

2,810
3,161
1R.414

3.639
13..501

6.956

4. 183
4.164

3,920
2.4S5

2.245
6,203
11.446
10,.3S6

6.443
4,471

6.121
4.288

191,887
109,679

82.208
1,988
2.682
1,891

1.748
4,.54S

1,746
8,663

2.785
4.1S1

1.605
2.044

14.006
2.;iS6

10.786
4.827
3.188

2.967
2.846
2,063
1.6.54

4.460

7,241

6.803

3,776
2.,549

3.963
3,285

32.3

32.7

31.7
26.8

36.8
3;i.9

31.5
29.7

33.2
31.8

32.8
33.3

30.0

S2.5
31.2
32.5
.\5.9

31.9
31.3

35.?
38.5

27.7
2R.4

27.7
33,3
82.9

32.S
.34.6

39.1

41.1

20.8
21.9

19.6
16.9
19.5

20.4

22.7
20.4

21.7

19.7

19.5

18.7

17.1

21.0

23.7

21.3

28.7

22.2
2S.S
25.5

27.9
23.0

21.0
19.9

21.1

21.6
19.2

19.7

25.3
21.9

Z3
3.4

3.0

2.2

2.4

3.7

2.3

.3.0

2.5

3.1

3.1

2.6
•2.4

3.2
3.9

3.3

4.9
4.4

4.0

4.4

4.5

3.3

1.3

2.9

2.7

4.2
2.8

3.1

3.4

2.5

29.615
16,631

12.684
26Q
336
343
174
873
202

1,347
4,39

570
226
311

2,.%'il

a59
1,829
969
.539

509
459
30O
99 I

«40
'

925
I

\?P» I

.^5^

405
529
263
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year on record; in the twenty-seven provincial towns it averaged

0:26 por l.iHH), anil wks highest in lilaikbiini, Nowcastle-npon-

Tyne, Salfonl. I'ortsmouth. ami Preston. Tlie riito of mortality

from <lii>litlifria was 0.18 por l.i)i>ii, and exoeedeJ that rt-ooraed in

any pn-oedins year ; in London the ilipUtheria death-rate was 0.23

per l.tKlO. while it did not overai,'!- mon' than 0.13 in the provincial

towns, amonu which, however, tliis disease was fatally prevalent

in Portsranutli, Dldhara, and lludilerstield. During the year under

notice 33'J fatal cases of sraall-p^x were recorded in the twenty-

eight towns ; only 9 occurred ill London, and 32a in the twenty-

seven prtnincial towns, including; L'7S in .Sheffield, 13 in Bristol, 11

in Cardiff, f> in Manehester, 4 in IMackbuni, 3 in Portsmouth, 2 in

Hull, 2 in Birmingham, and 1 each in Liverpool, Preston, Leeds,

and XewcastU'-upon-Tyiie. The highest number of small-pox

patients under tn>atraent in the Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals at

any time during last year was 15, and only 7 remained at the end

of December: ('i3 cases were admitted during the year, of which

30 were admitted during the last quarter.

Infant mortality, measured by the proportion of deaths under

one year of age to" registered births, averaged 168 per 1,(X)0 in the

twenty-eight towns during the year under notice. In London the

rate did not exceed 158 per l.ObO, whereas in the twenty-seven

provincial towns it averaged 17ti, and ranged from 142 in Derby,

143 in JVrtsmouth, and 149 in Bristol to 195 in Salford, 201 in

Blackburn, 209 in Leicester, and 214 in Preston.

SANITATION OF DWELLINGS.
A BILL having an important sanitary object has been introduced

by Lord llenrv I'.ruce. On a representation to the Local Govern-

ment Board, signed by at least sLx ratepayers of a district, to the

effect that the local authority of a district has failed to put in

force, as occasion required, its powers for securing the proper sani-

tary condition of the premises within its district, the Board will,

according to his scheme, proceed to hold a local inquiry as to the

truth of the representation. If on the report of the inspector the

Board are of opinion that the representation is well founded, they

•will dissolve the defaulting local authority, and direct a fresh

election of members. The obligation is also imposed by the Bill on

local authorities of making by-laws respecting lodging-houses.

The penalty is increased to which the owner of a dwelling is

liable for disobeying an order as to the abatement of a nuisance.

Provision is also made for the inspection of cellars or underground

rooms occupied as dwellings in London.

THE POST OP PUBLIC VACCINATOR AT WALSALL.
The action taken by the Walsall Board of Guardians in calling

upon Mr. Willmore to resign his appointment of public vaccinator

at the end of the year, and in announcing their intention of ap-

pointing someone else in his place, has caused some feeling of dis-

satisfaction. A circular has been issued signed by two medical

men, expressing the opinion that Mr. Willmore has been the

victim of a series of attacks from the guardians, and protesting

against the arbitrary conduct of the guardians. It is stated that

the guardians are unable to bring any sufficiently grave charge

against Mr. Willmore to make the Local Government Board dis-

miss him from the post of medical officer for the No. 1 District

;

that he has been public vaccinator for years, and has received the

Government grant as often as it is possible to receive it. The

circular calls upon the medical men of Walsall " to stand together

as a body and pledge themselves that they will not offer them-

selves as" candidates for the vacant post," as a protest against the

arbitrary conduct of the guardians.

Health of ENOLisnTows.s.—In the twenty-eight large English

towns, including London, which have an estimated jiopulation of

9,398,273 persons, 8,478 births and 3,8.88 deaths were registered

•during the week ending Saturday, Februarj- 2oth. The annual

rate of mortality per 1,000 persons living in these towns, which

had been 22.2 and 20,9 in the two preceding weeks, rose again

during the week under notice to 21.C. The rates in the several

towns ranged from 13.0 in Cardiff, l.'i.7 in Derby, K>.~ in Norwich,

and 10.8 in Hull to 2.''i.4 in Manchester, 26.5 in Salford, 28.5 in

Blackburn, and 32.2 in Plymouth. In the twenty-seven provincial

towns the mean death-rate was 21.0 per 1,000, and corresponded

with the rate recorded in London. The 3,888 deaths registered

during the week under notice in the twenty-eight towns included

173 which were referred to whooping-cough, 70 to scarlet fever,

4r> to measles, 43 to "fever "(principally enteric), 40 to diphtheria,

29 to .small-pox, and 28 to diarrhcea ; in all, 429 deaths resulted from

the.'<eprincii)al zymotic disea-sen, against 491 and 40.') in the two pre-

ceding weeks. These 429 death.s were equal to an annual rate of

2.4 per 1,000; in London the zymotic death-rate was 2.8, while

in the twenty-seven proviiieial "towns it averaged only 2.0 per

1,000, and ranged from 0.3 and 0.4 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne and

Brighton to 3.4 in Plymouth and in Manchester, 4.4 in Blackburn,

and 5.5 in Sheffield. AleasU'S caused the highest proportional

fatality in Blackburn and Plvmouth; scarlet fever in Blackburn,

Cardiff, and Birkenhead ; whooping-cough in Derby, Manchester,

Leicester, and London ; and " fever " in Derby. Of the 40 deaths

from diphtheria recorded during the week in the twenty-eight

towns, 30 occured in London. .'! in Liverpool, 2 in Salford, and 2 in

I'reston. The 29 fatal cases of small-pox included 20 in Sheffield,

5 in Manchester, 1 in Leeds, 1 in Oldham, and 1 in Blackburn.

The number of small-pox patients in the Metropolitan Asylums

Hospitals was 6 on Saturday, the 25th ult. of which 4 had been

admitted during the week." These hospitals also contained 1,308

scarlet fever patients on the same date, against numbers steadily

declining from 2,600 to 1,395 in the twelve preceding weeks;

there were 93 admissions during the week, against 146 and 104

in the two previous weeks. The death-rate from diseases of the

respiratory organs in London was equal to 5.8 per 1,000, and was
slightly below the average.

Health of Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Saturday,

Februarj- 25th, 835 births and 571 deaths were registered in

the eight principal Scotch towns, The annual rate of mor-

tality, -n-hich had been 22.5 jjer 1,000 in each of the two
preceding, weeks, was 22.6 during the week under notice, and

exceeded" by 1.0 the mean rate during the same period in the

twenty-eiglit large English towns. Among these Scotch towns, the

lowest rates were recorded in Greenock and Aberdeen, and the

highest in Glasgow ond Pnislej-. The 571 deaths in these

towns during last week included Gl which were referred to the

principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate of 2.4 per

1,000, which corresponded with the mean zymotic death-rate

during the same period in the large English towns. The highest

zymotic rates were recorded in Perth and Paisley. The highest

proportional fatality of mea.'^les occurred in Edinburgh and Leith,

and from whooping-cough in Glasgow and Paisley. Three deaths

from diphtheria were recorded in Glasgow, and 2 in [Edinburgh.

The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs in these

Scotch towns during the week under notice was equal to 5.6 per

1,000, against 5.8 in"London.

Health op Irish Towns.—In the sixteen principal town

districts of Ireland, the deaths registered during the week ending

Saturday, February 25th, were equal to an annual rate of

31.2 per 1,000. The lowest rates were recorded in Armagh and

Kilkenny, and the highest in Limerick and Dundalk. The

death-ra"te from the principal zymotic diseases in these towna

averaged 2.9 per 1,000, and was highest in Belfast and Lurgan.

Measles showed fatal prevalence in Belfaiit. The 192 deaths

registered last week in Dublin were equal to an annual ratd

of 28.4 per 1,000, against 29.9 and 25.9 in the two precediiig

weeks, the rate during the same period being only 21.6 in

London, and 21.0 in Edinburgh. The 192 deaths included 17

from the principal zymotic diseases (equal to an annual rate of

2.5 per 1,000), of which 8 resulted from scarlet fever, 4 from

whooping-cough, 3 from " fever," and 2 from measles.

REPORTS OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.
Walsall (Population, 65,220).—It must always be a matter for

congratulation when a low death-rate can bo recorded, and as

this was Dr. John Wood's experience of the year 18S6, he has

everj- reason to look upon his report as satisfactory. A severe

epidemic of measles visiteil the borough and caused 90 deaths, for

the most part the result of bail nursing. There were ,37 cases of

small-pox, of which 3 terminated fatally. Nearly all the case*

were treated in the hospital, which, as Dr. Woods observes, J»

growing in popularity. Scarlet fever appeared to have died out

entirely, and only one death was recorde<l. There was the usual

prevalence of autumnal diarrhoia destructive to infant life. Ty-

phoid fever caused 14 deaths in widely separate<l localities. No

special insanitary conditions are recorded in connection with

these coses, except that in some instances vaulted privie-i existed
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and suspicious well water was being made use of. Tlie general
death-rate wa,s 18.2 per 1,000, of which the zj'motic proportion
was 3.25.

Lambeth (Population TH,\'Xi).—Diphtheria in St. Thomas's
Hospital.—Dr. Verdon's report for the year 1880 is in reality a

very able and comprehensive essay on the agencies which have had
an effect in amelioratinfj the condition of the poor and the relation-

ship which the mortality in a district bears to the degree of the
poverty of its inhabitants. He views with special satisfaction the
progress made of late years by the temperance movement in all

classes of society, and points out that pauperism has been attacked
and partially overcome by the advance of eilucation. The death-
rate for the year was 19.2 per 1,000. and the zymotic death-rate
2..5, the metropolitan rates being 19.9 and 2.(3 respectively. He
mentions the following peculiar circumstance. .K child that had
been under treatment for an injury for several weeks in St.

Thomas's Hospital had recovered from the worst effcts of its acci-
dent when it was suddenly attacked by diphtheria and died. No
other person in the ward was suffering from diphtheria, and no
one could throw any light upon the manner in which the child
had been infected. A month later a little boy was taken to the
hospital on account of a rupture, and an operation was success-
fully performed. The mother had already made arrangements to
remove him from the hospital, when he was taken ill with diphtheria
and died. Within a period of eight months seven cases of a like
nature, received into the hospital for operation or from accident,
died of diphtheria. The origin of that complaint remains a mys-
tery, but Dr. Verdon is under the impression that the precipitated
filth exposed at low water in the Thames at the bsise of the hos-
pital may have had something to do -n-ith it.

Stamtobd (Population, 9,2^).—Epidemic of Scarlet Fever an.^o-

ciated with Cases of Renal Disease.—The statistics compiled by
Dr. T. E. Carter for 1886 were remarkably favourable, the general
death-rate of 15.6 per 1,000 being much below the average, and
the lowest on record in Stamford. Scarlet fever was the chief
infectious disease which Imd to be dealt with. The epidemic
broke out in November, 1885, and lasted more or less through the
following year, causing 6 deaths, and terminating at last becau.se
there was hardly any more material for it to feed upon. In con-
nection with this epidemic, Dr. Carter states that he has since
met with a larger number of cases of renal diseases. His belief is

that the inflammation of the kidney is of scarlatina! origin. Of
the other zymotic diseases, diarrhoea caused 5 deaths, typhoid
fever 1, and diphtheria 1.

Tau.\ton Urban ano RraAL (Population, 17,437 and 19,367).
—Increasing Appreciation of Infectious Hospital.—Of both these
districts Dr. Alford had a very favourable report to make for
1886 in respect of vital statistics. Not only were the death-rates
materially diminished, but there was an almost complete absence
of any epidemic. The Sanitarj- Hospital did good service in pre-
yenting the spread of infectious sickness. Dr. .^Iford states that
it is more freely used than formerly, and that the prejudice
against it is fast passing away. The good nursing, well-yentilated
wards, and general comforts are. moreover, of great benefit to the
patients. A case of small-pox was brought into the borough, and
a second occurred in the rural district ; both were removed into
hospital, and tlie disease did not spread. Cases of scarlet-fever of
ft mild type cropped up at intervals. Where possible isolation
was ensured, disinfection of houses and bedding, etc., was carried
out, and in no ca.se did the disease spread. The early part of the
year was remarkable for the inclemency of the weather, easterly
winds and low temperature prevailing". Hence diseases of the
pulmonary organs were common, and caused an unusually heavy
mortality. Two cases of diphtheria were reported in tlie rural
district, one of which appeared to be attributable to the cleansing
of a pond, which for years had been a receptacle for manure.

MEDICO-PARUAMENTARY.
HOUSE F LORDS.—Fridai,, Fehniary 34th.

Vhannacii Acts Amendment Bill.~fhe Earl .of MlLl.TOW.v
moved the second reading of this Bill, which had, he said, the full
approbation of the Council of the t'liarmaceutical Society. The
Bill, which made certain changes in the procedure of qualification

under the Pharmacy Acts, would not come into operation until
more than three years had elapsed from the present time, the
object of the postponement being to safeguard the interests of
those who were now going through an apprenticeship. The
motion was agreed to.

Tuesday, Fehruary 2Sfh.

Fires in Theatres.—The Earl of Milltows moved that a.

humble address be presented to Iler Majesty praying for the reply
of the local magistrates to the report of Captain Shaw on the late
fire at Exeter. The motion was agreed to.

The Sweating System.—Lord DrKRAVEX, in calling attentioa
to the report to the Board of Trade on the sweating system
in the East-end of London by the labour correspondent of
the Board, read numerous eitracta from the report to
prove the severity of the work done by the poor people
of both sexes. He showed that not only is their remunera-
tion on a scale that scarcely affords them the means of bare exist-
ence, but that the number of hours worked by them is dangerously
excessive, and that in very many cases they perform their task in
miserable rooms, which they are obliged to overcrowd, and in
which the most ordinarj* sanitarj- laws are entirely disregarded.
He moved for inquiry into the question by a Commission or Com-
mittee empowered to examine witnesses on oath, and he concluded
by moving for a Select Committee.—Lord Onslow accepted the
motion, which was agreed to. He stated that nineteen-twentieths
of the persons who did tailoring under sweaters in the East-end
were German and Polish Jews and Jewesses, and the habits of
these persons, even in their own countries, were very different
from those of the English working-classes. They threw obstacles
in the way of workshop inspectors.

HOUSE OF COMMOXS.— Thursday, February 33rd.
Hydrophobia.—On the motion of Viscount CuEZOX, a return was

ordered, showing the number of deaths from hydrophobia during
the ten years ending in 1S86 in the United Kingdom.

Monday, February S7th.

Rating of Lunatic Asylums.—Mr. W. H. Smith, in reply to Mr.
KiMBER, said: The Government do not propose to bring in a Bill

dealing with the assessment of rates on lupatic asylums, but an
opportunity will arise for raising the question when the Lunacy
Acts Amendment Bill is before tne House.

Compulsory Notification of Disease.—In answer to ilr. Howahd
Vincent, Mr. Ritchie said the system of compulsory notification

of infectious diseases was in force in England and Wales in forty-
three boroughs and four local board districts. He had no precise
information at the present moment with regard to Scotland and
Ireland, but, if wished, he would procure it. The question as to
the introduction of a Bill to extend the system of compulsory
notification was, he said, under consideration.

Tuesday. Febmary 2Sth.

Flogging.—Mr. Matthews, in reply to Mr. Powell Williams,
said the Lord Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice concurred
with him in the opinion that Act 7 and 8, George IV, c.ip. 28,

should be repealed (thus reserving the punishment of flogging for

offences attended by violence). Steps would be taken by the
Government to effect its repeal.

Lonr^on Water Supply.—The second reading of the Grand
Junction Water Bill was under discussion for some time, and, on a
division, tlie Bill was thrown out by 188 to 1(H.

OBITUARY.
CH.\RLES CROKER KING. M.D., D.Sc, F.R.C.S.I.,

Commissioner, Local Government Botird, Ireland.
We regret to announce the death of this most highly esteemed
member of the profes.sion. He descended from a very distinguished
family, his griin<lfather, Samuel Croker King, having been the
first president of the Royal College of Surgeons as nominated in
the charter of 1784. A fine portrait of him now reverts to his

College. He was almost e.xclusively the atten,dant of the
numerous noblemen who had residences in Dublin towards the
end of the last centiir,-, and his most famous case was that of an
infant, who in time became the illustrious Duke of Wellington.
The subject of our notice became a Licentiate of the College of

Surgeons in 1S37 and a, F.ellow in lcJ4-t- ^^'lU^ acting as Demon-
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stmtvir in Trinitv Oollepp, he jravp valiidble aid to Professor

Hi»rri.«on in the " prppurofion o( thiit pnjiular ti^xtbonk The

ItiMtn Dirsfetor ns noknowlwlgwl in the pr^faco, and ht^ delivered

^(•Tfral fx-iiirscs of dolightful leetures on artistic anatomy at the

Royal Dublin Sociotv. Tlieso services and the publication of

several scientific papers cnsurfxl hia election to the Chair of

ijiatomv and Physiology in Quecii'!' College, Galwaj-, on its

foundation in 184U. This jwst be filled with striking ability until

1863, when he accepted an inspectorship under the Local Govern-

ment Board. His skill in carrjiiijj out the sanitary Acts and

controlling the epidomics of cholera in ISGG and of small-pox in

1871-2 induced the Government to select ^im for the Commissioner-

ahip which became vacant in 1876.
i . j

l)r. King while in practice was a veryexcelleht operator, and

he helped in no small degree to the success of the Medical School

at Galway. He contributed several papers on surgical subJecU to

the ioiimals. He was an excellent lecturer. In the position of

Medical Commissioner ho was regarded as a most fair-minded and

kindly cuperior.and his death will be much regretted by the mem-

bers of the department which he so long controlled.
' This office is somewhat analogous to that held with

such renown by Sir John Simon (who had before been medical

officw of health for London'City), and at present by Dr. Buchanan.

In Ireland, however, the holder of this position is not merely an

adviser, but a Commissione' for directing the medical chanties,

vaccination and sanitary Acts, and framing by-laws and stitistics

under them. Questions touching water supply, sewerage, dwell-

ings for the working classes, closure of burial grounds, and

adulteration of food are those which are mainly presented to him

For consideration and decision. The honorary doctorates in

Medicine and in Science of the Queen's University were amongst

the distinctions conferred on the late Commissioner. Dr. Croker

King wa.s in good health until December last, when a slough was

ca<i.sed by rasping a com on the little toe of the left foot. The

severe pain felt when the limb was dependent, and the feeble

pulsation of the arteries, at once gave a grave aspect to the case.

Senile gangrene supervened and proceeded to the tarsus, where a

moA line of demarcation formed. All hope of recovery was,

hQ-wever, abandoned last week, when septicaemia was developed,

and he sank on Tuesday morning. He was attended throughout

by Dr. Mapother and Sir George Porter, and other senior surgeons

as consultants. His genial and benevolent character had so much

Wjdeared him that the widest sympathy is felt for his widow and

their only child, Colonel K.ing, now of Cheltenham.

,
FRAXCIS HIRD, F.R.C.S.,

'";',' Consulting Surgeon to Charing Cross Hospital.

Ok fVulay, February ^Ith, Mr. Francis Hird died at Brighton, at the

age of 74. He wa.s bom at Darlington in 1813, and re-

ceived his medical education at tlie Westminster Hospital

and in Dublin. When Charing Cross Hospital was foumled

he joined its teaching staff, and for forty-tlu-ee years after

that date he remained an active oflicor in the school and

wards. Amongst his pupils, when he wa.s Lecturer on Anatomy,

were Dr. Livingstone, Professor Huxley, Sir Joseph FajTer, and

8ir Guyer Hunter. In 184.3 he became Honorary Fellow of the

College, having taken the Membership in IKJtJ. He was appointed

assistant^surgeon in ia55,and remained surgeon to the out-patient

department for fifteen years. In 1*<7U he was elected full sdrgeon,

resigning in February, 1S81, when he was made consulting

snrgeon. On the occasion of his retirement, a service of plate and

a testimonial engros-sed on vellum was presented to him by the

Governor's and staff. '

"
^ -,,:, ,

Mr. Hird wrote but little. He wa»' orator at the Medical

Society in 1848 and in 1850. In la'iS he delivered the Lettsomian

Lectures; the subject was "Some Special Points in the Anatomy

of the Uterus and its Stmctural Lesrons the Result of Inllamma-

tion." He was a gentleman of commanding presence, handsome

fcatnres, and conciliatory manners, thoroughly suited for a

medical school.

Mr. Hird was one of the warmest supporters of the late Mr.

Propert in the foundation of the Royal Medical Benevolent

College at F.piiom, of which he was a Member of Council for

more than thirty years. He succeidcd his oltl friend Mr. Hancock

'A« tt-easurer of the College, on the resignation of the latter in

JS7K, and it was only in May XmI. year that ho resigned the

tfea^urrrship. having retired from practice and gone to live at

TSrighton. Mr. Hird leave* a son, who ia a clergyman of the

Chnrch of IRngland, and three daugliters. He was buried on

h'eliruarj- »ith, at Konsal Green, several members of the staff of hii

liospilal being in attendance.

The following resolution was passed at a meeting of the School

Committee on Wednesday :—" The School Committee of Channg
Crl^ss Ho.spital have learnt with the deepest regret that

Mr. Hird, late Dean of the school, died suddenly on Friday last,

imd beg to express their warmest sympathy with his family in the

loss that they have sustained, a loss which is especially felt by

the officers of this School, with which ho was for many years so

closely connected." ^
FRANCIS BOASE, M.R,.C.S.

Mb. Boasb, whose death at the age of 09 occurred on February

7th, was an old and highly esteemed inhabitant of Penzance. He
was bora in ISI'J, in the room in which he died ; he studied at

University College, and became a member of the Royal College of

Surgeons' in a841. For a period of thirty-five years, Mr. Boase'

filled many important local offices, and identified himself with,

every laudable and progressive movement. He .became a member

of the To-(vn Council in' 1833, he was elected alderman in 1861, and.

became a justice of the peace for the borough in 1809. No better

instance of his well-deserved popularity could be given than the

fact that he tilled the office of mayor no less than eight times.

Mr. Boase was an ardent volunteer, having connected himselft

with the movement at its verj- commencement, and attained, after:

successive steps, the rank of captain, ultimately retiring with the

rank of honorary major. At the time of his death he was vice-

president of the Penzance Board of Guardians. He has been a

warm supporter of the West Cornwall Infirmary and Dispensary.

ALEXANDER McBEAN, JI.R.C.S.

We have to announce the death of this gentleman, at the ageof

78 He was a native of Aberdeen, and for a period of forty years

he practised at Hanley, where he made many friends, and wa8

highly esteemed. He was of quiet and unassuming manners. lie,

retired from practice about seventeen years ago, being succeeded

bv his former partner, Mr. W. D. Spanlou. For many years past

the deceased gentleman hud been in the habit of spending his

winters in Haly, but this year was prevented by his growing

infirmities. He was unmarried.

M. l6ox (BASSEREAU.
M. LiON Bassebeau, whose name was so familiar throughout

Europe in connection with the theorj' of dualism, died lately m
Paris at the age of 77.

, .. j c. i •;

From a memoir in the Annales de Derniatologie et de Ayp/ulo-

araphie it appears that M. Bassereau, who was born in the year

1810 was a cousin of (he beautiful and celebrated Madame

R6camier, and at first studied for the law, which, however, he

soon abandoned for medicine. He became an tnterne of the Pans

hospitals in the year 183.'', and took his doctors degree mltm.
Under the guidance of Brett and Ricord he devoted especial at-

tention to venereal diseases, and in 1852 published his well-knowTi

Train des Afl'ections rf« la Tenu, Sympiomattgues de la -iypAt/iA

This book was the chief means bv which the confusion winch

then reigned between syphilitic and non-syphilitic primary sores

was brought to an end. By a large number of careful observa-

tions, including the confrontation of syphilitic persons with those

from whom their disease bad been contracted, it was shown tliat

when the former developeii constitutional symptoms, the latter

were also .syphilitic. M. Bassereau was also the author of an

essay on the influence of iodide of potassium in syphilis, which

gained liim the silver medal of the Paris Society of Medicine in

184 *>

Though ho continueil throughout his life to take great interest

in the subject of venereal diseases, Basser.'au was not a specialist,

but practised as a general physician. Ho was [made a Chevalier

of the Legion of Honour in 1801. ——-—^-=:
L'lLOO THK C\Rr, OF P.VRASiTi'- FcETUS.—Mr. M. D. Fracis, who

is at present exhibiting Laloo. w-rites to state that the statement

that Laloo was prevented from appearing at the Indian Exhibition

owing to a legal question is incorrect. .Mr. Fracis brought hun

to England and exhibited him at that exhibition untd its close.

Mr Fracis also states that he has never been forbidden to exhihit

'LbI'oo on the score that such an exhibition would be indecent.

Laloo has been exhibited without any interference in thepnn-

cipal towns of England, Scotland, and Ireland.
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mund Lyall, 1. L;ih?dt"twne Vilki. Scarborough.
42, Orchard Road, Kin{:f3ton-on-Thamcs.

*'','Scf(ii!rt',4jr' ArdxHifCVPTfes OF Lon-do:^.—The following gfetle-
Boen having pa-^sed the Qualifj'ing Examiiiati6h in Medicine,
Surgery, and Midwifery havo received certificates entitling them
to practise in the same, and have been admitted as Licentia-tes of

the Society.
Carter^ Ernest, 4, Beaconsfield Villas, Brighton.
Croftbn, Edward Kegaii, Clcbeeii House. Carrick-on-Shannon.
Ducket, Charles Alexander, Grpat Yarmouth^
Fletcher, Frederick James. 1.3. St. John's Jioad. Dudley.
Fox. Hugh Ctayton, CaddenhaDi, Necdham Market, Suffolk.
Haynes.Kd ' 7. .

Howard, Arthur Bertram Marlagan
Moss, Arthur James, 11, Royal Crescent, Whitby
Sugden, Henry Clapham, Broad Oak Par^, Worsley.
Thomas. Charles Ernest, I2S, Leadenhall Street, B".C.

The following gentlemen,-, passed the Surgical portion of the
examination. '

J. O. W. Barratt. of University College Hospital ; Gr. A. Gunton. of St.
George's Hospital ; S. H. Hughes, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; W.J.
Midelton. of St. Bartholomew's Hospital; H. H. Phippa, of University
College Hospital; P. H. linberts, of King's College Hospital; T. H. A.
"Valintine. of St. Bartholomew's Hospitdl : L. L. Verano. of St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital; J. S. Walton, of the Newcastle School of Medicine ; R.
B. Wejgall, of the UniTersity of . Melbourne ; G. H. Whitaker, of St.
Bartholomew's Hospital.

The following gentleman
examination,

yj .A^.Jf.Eead,^ of Hiomfv^'s ^oaj^tal.

;,d the Medical portion of the

TtJM.—In tbe pass list ^or the final examination of the Royal Colle|;e of
PWsiciatig of Ediuburgh, published in the Journal of February 4th, Mr. J,
Hoy, Ashbj-de-la-Zoach, should liave been Mr. J. Hoyle.

MEDICAL VACAifCIES.
The foUo'ning Vacancies are announced:

BRISTOL DISPENSARY.—SurgeOT. AppUoations by March Sth to B. Stock,
Esq., 67, Queen Square, Bristol.

BRITISH SEAMAN'S HOSPITAL. Cronstadt, St. Pet<Tshurg.—Resident Medi-
cal Officer. Salary. £180 per annum, with furnished apartments, etc.
Applications to H. Bell, Esq., H. M. Consul. St. Petersburg.

•CANCER HOSPIT.^.L, Brompton.—Registrar. Salary, £50 per annum, with
board and residence. Applications by March 6th to the Secretary.

"CENTli.^L LONDON OPHTH.VLMIC HOSPITAL. Gray's Inn Road, W.C—
Two Assistant Surgeons. Applications by March (Sth'to the Secretary.

CITY OF ABERDEEN.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary. £.300 per annum.
Applications by March 14th to W. Gordon. Esq., Town Clerk, Aberdeen.

CITY OF ST. ALBANS.—Medical OfHcer of Health and Analyst. Salary, £6.5
S"i per annum. Applications by March 7th tb I. N. ' Edwards, Esq., Town

Clerk, ,St, Albans.

CLOGHER t^NION.-Medical Officer, Angbnacloy DispensarV. Salary. £11.5
per annum, and fees. Applications tfl Honorary Secretary of Committee.

;
' Election on Mjirch Ilth.

.jCJpTON HILL LUNATIC HOSPITAL.—Assistant Medical Officer. Salarr,
£100 per annum, with board, etc. Applications by March 10th to the Medi-
cal Superintendent.

pEWSDUEY', AND DISTRICT GENERAL INFIRMARY. — House-Surgeon.
^. Salary. £80. with board, etc. Applications by March Bth to the Chairman
7 of the House Committee.
.SAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Shadwell. E. — Resident
1,:- Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications by March 22nd to the

•-•;' Secretary.

MICESTKli INFIRMARY AND FEVER HOU.SB.—Assistant House-Surgeon.
.0 Salary, £.50, wirh board, etc. Applications bj March 10th to the Secretary,

24, Friar Lane, Leicester. ., -

LUDLOW UNION,—Medical Officer, .Munslow District. Salary, £70 per
aimum, and fees. Applications bv Mareh'lOth to W,i J; Hplyoake, Esq.,
Clerk, Poor-Law Office, Ludlow. "

.i,,r.'

1IO0NTMELLICK UNION, Coolrain Dispensary,—Me^lical Officer. Salary.
£115 per annum, and tees. Applications toMr. P. Kelly. Honorary Seci'e-
tary, Derryduff, Mountrath. Election on March .5th.

OUGHTKRARl) UNION.—Medical Offii-er, Oughterapl Dispensary. Salary,
; £113 per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. Robert Mons, Hoiiorary Se'c-
' rctnry, Drvminakill Lodge, Election on March 7th,

OOOHTERARD UNION.—Medical OHicer to the Workhouse, Infirmary, and
Fever Hospital. Salary. £70 per annum. Applications to Mr. J. Gillmore,

• ' Clerk of Union. Election on March 7tb.
OWENS COLLEGE. Manchester.—Professor of Obstetrics. Applications by

March 20th to the Registrar-

9T. HELEN'S FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' MEDICAL AID ASSOCIATION.-
' - Resident Medical Officer. Applications by March 20th to Mr. H. Whittle
^^ocretary, 85, Argyle Street, St. Helen's, L'anca-shire.
tWrVKRSITY OF GLASGOW.-Four Examiners in Medicine. Annual fee.

JK30or£40 Anplirations by March ,5th to the SecreUlrv of the UuiTcrsitT
• Cotut, G. D. McLsllan, B>q,, US, Wo«t Qeorg« Str»»t, Glaseow-

MEDICAL APPOrNTMENTS.
AcKXAsn. W. R., M.R.C.S., L.D.S., appointed Dental Surgeon to tiie Boyal

Infirmary, Bristrjl. .-

.

Calvert, James, M.D.Lond.. B.A.. B,Sc.. appointed Assistant-Phyaidan to the
Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Che^^t, City lioaU, vux J. J. Pringle,
M.Jl., CM. Edin., resigned, ,.." •

' '

.

Clark. A. F. CM.B.. CM., appi^inted Aaslatant Medical Offlbef to the DU-
trict Asylum, Roxburgh. ^

Harpwick. p. S.. M.D.. CM., appointed Medical Officer tothe Weet Aahford
Union, Second District. , .

~ - -

Jo:<E3, F. W. Brandraro. M3., CM., appointed Medical Officer to the Mon-
mouth District of the Monmouth Union.

MiCKraxos. Charles. M.B., C.il.Glas., appointed Medical OlEcer to the Ciren-
cester Union, vice C. P. Hooker, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S.Bdin., resigned.

Mitchell, Gerald, M.D., appointed Medical Officer to the Templemow Dig
pensary District, vice Win. I-'ennelly, L.JC.C.P., deceased.

£US3S!U., W., JSLD., appointed Pathologist to the Boyal Infirmary. Edlnborgh.

Prize Essay.—Prizes of the value of 1,500 pesetas (£60) and
750 pesetas (£.30) respectively, are offered by the Royal Academy
of Medicine and Surgery of Barcelona under the will of the late
Dr. Francisco GariS y Boix, for the two best essays on the follow-
ing subject : Pathogeny of Gonorrhoea (with illustrative prepara-
tions) ; its Clinical Features, with Special Reference to the Chronic
Forms of the Disease, and to Recurrence ; the various Morbid Pro-
cesses accompanying and follo'wing it ; its Prophylaxis and Treat-
ment. In addition to the money prize, the title of Corresponding
Fellow of the Academy •will be conferred on each of the successful
candidates. Essays, which must be written very legibly either in
Spanish, French, or Italian, must be sent to the Perpetual Secre-
tary of the Academy, Dr. Luis Suiie y Molist, Banos Nuevos No. 9,

Barcelona, before midday of June 30fh, 1889. No essay must bear
the name or address of the author, which must be sent separately
in a sealed envelope, bearing a motto corresponding to one on the
essay. The successful essays are to be the property of the authors,
who will be at liberty to publish them, but without any correc-
tion, addition, or suppression.

Iin-EKHOSPITAL FOOTBALL MATCHES.—In the penult imaet round
(Association), the match .St. Bartholomew's v. St. Marj-"s was de-
cided on February 22nd. These clubs had previously played a
draw, but St. Bartholomew's got together tlieir best team and
gained a decisive victory by five goals to one. In the penultimate
round (Kugby), St. Th<omas''s !'. St. Bartholomew's was postponed
until ilonday last on account of the frost. It was expected that
the St. Thomas's forwards would effectually prevent their oppo-
nents backs being dangerous, and the result was a victory for St.
Thomas's by one goal, five tries, and four minors to nil. Up to
half-time only a ti-j' had been scored, but towards tlie end the
game was one-sided. St. Mary's v. Middlesex (Holders) : Unfortu-
nately for the holders, they lost both their half backs about half-
time—one -with fractured clavicle, and the other with a crushed
malar bone. The game was fairly even, but the St. Jfary's men
held the scrimmage. The result was one goal, four tries and four
minors to 7>it.

In connection with the Royal visit which the Queen paid to the
Royal National Hospital for Consumption, Tentnor. oii February
11th, Her Majesty has been graciously pleased to forward eight
engravings of herself and other members of the Royal Family,
including one of the late Duke of Albany, who was I'resident of
the hospital at the time of his death. Tile Board of Management
have receive:" » pommunic^tion from the Home Secretary stating
that Her Majest jhas been graciously pleased to command that
the block of houses which was inspected by tho Queen shall be
kno'mi hereafter by tl,ie title o£ "The Victoria Block ',' of the Royal
National Hospital for Consumption.

Se.vmes's H08PITAI,, Gbeenwich.—The report presented at the
annual court of governors of the Seamen's Hospital. Greenwich,
stated that tlve justitution had extended its operations to Graves-
end, for the benefit of tlie sick sailors arriving there, and that,
during the last ye.ir, 2,SS2 patients? had been treated in the -wards
at Greenwich, in addition to the treatment of 0«f-piifienfs. There
was a lessened income, owing to the falling in of annuities.

Paisley Ixfirmary and Contalescent Home.—During
l-WT. tllere Wcfe treated in Paisley Infirmary 1,2(J7 patients, of
whom 114 had died. It is satisfactory to observe that thi re has
been an increa.<!e in all items of income, and a previously existing
deficiency on Tevenue account had been reduced from £630 to
£350.
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Gkeknock INFIUMABY.-The report of thi3 infirmary for 1S8,

.hows the total niimbtT of casts trcatoJ .luring tho year to l)e

<?M an incr^eof 61 on l.'^'^. Of these, :.75 were. admitted to

themS Md surgical wanls, 19 fewer than during the pro-

cllinry^- A very- large proportion of the cases consisted of

a^c dents and other urgent cases. The mortality; was 8.8 per cen

To tl>e fever hospital ^MO had been admitted, an increase of 80, and

the mori^ity in this department was less by 2 per cent, than in

18.^ Scarlet fever had prevailed during the whole year, and

had been epidemic in September, OotoU.r, and ^ovember ^o

lis t^n 2t>S children of 10 years of age and under had been ad-

mitted? of whom 7 died. The- calls at the dispensary numbered

10,750.

TuE METiiorouT.^N Asm-t-MS BcvRD -The returns prP-'entod

at the meeting of the Metropolitan Asylums Board, held on

Saturday last, stated that during the fortnight up to midnight

on Februar%- i;3rd, 2;V.) patients were received into the te\tr

a°Tlumra?against 26.. In the previous fortnight^: 33 died and

3*t wer^ disTliarged, leaving 1,.W cases under treatment in-

cluding 1,35a of scarlet fever. The number under treatment on

Frida^moming, February 24th, was 178 fewer than a fortnight

liefore.

IvsPECTioN OF TnEATiiBS.-The Bill for a reform of the present

sysiem of licensing and inspecting «fmfropoUtan theatres and

music halls, which bears the name of M-"-
.P'™"-"'"^*!""'^;

*^,^-

Woodhall.Mr. Lawson, and Sir .Mbert Rollit proposes to place

these places of entertainment un<ler the Home Secretary who will

have tlie power of app.iinting inspectors, whose duty it will be

to make an annuar inspection of the arrangements and to

report thereon. Xo licence will be granted until the Uome

Set^tary's certificate is obtained. This is a step m the nght

direction.

The roi.i.CTiON of the THAMBS.-In the Queen's Bench the

case of the Queen v. the Staines Local Board recently came before

the Court in the form of an indictment against the Local Board

under the Public Health Act to recover penalties for the pollution

^the Thames by the influx of sewage. The Thames Conservancy

were the prosecutors. The Staines Local Board agreed to a verdict

against them on the facts, with the view of ha^-mg ihe points of

law involved discussed on a future day.

DRATn FROM A FooTBAT.i. ACCIDENT.—A man named Murphy

has recently died inBootle Hospital from injurie.^ siistained at a

football match. In the course of the game in which he •^asj'"-

gaged Murphv received his opponent's elbow in his throat with

inch force as "to burst the trachea. A tube was inserted, but the

deceased never rallied.

\ Stomatologicai Society.-" Stomatology" appears to be

the latest development of specialism. It has not yet spread to

this country, so far as we are aware, but a Society has, it is said

been founded in I'aris which is to devote itself exclusively to the

study of diseases of the mouth and its " annexes.

Dn T LArDEiiBiiUNToy,F.R.S.,has been elected a member of the

^theAjcum CTub by the Committee under Rule 2, which empowers

them to elect nine persons annually " of distinguished eminence

in science, literature, or the arts, or for public services.

THE Parkbs Museum (Margaret Street, W.).-The following

donations to the funds of the museum have just been received :

The Richt Hon. Earl of Derby, £25 ; the Leathersellers Company,

£21 • Mr. Robert PuUar, £10 10s. ; and also a donation from the

officers of the Army Medical Staff, Netley.

West London- HosfTTAi-.-The Duke of Cambridge has signi-

fie<l his intention to preside at the fe.stival dinner in aid of the

funds of the West London Hospital. Hammersmith R»iad, on Tues-

day, May 1st, at the Hotel M6tropole.

P\ruTiE OF ANTiFEDniN TN Epii-EPSY.—Antifebrin has been

tried in epilepsy hy I"". Corosnyoc, of the Ilermannstadt Asylum.

He found (Therap. Monatshcfte) that it had no effect on the

fits.

Vrdee Union.—The Local Government Board have sanctioned

the appointment of Dr. Bradley as medical officer to St. Marys

Dispensary.

LiMEHicK Workhouse.—It appears tliat the hospital paj' "f

the workhouse is greatlv overcrowded ; and a committee ot the

guardians has been appointed to consider the matter.

Successful Vaccination.—Dr. Charles J. Jones, Justice of the

Peace of Rhondda Valley, South Wales, has for the third time re-

ceived the Government grant for efficient vaccination.

Mr. Ernest Shbaf, F.R.C.S.Ed., M.R.C.P.. of Toowoomba, ha«

been appointed Justice of the Peace in the Colony of Queensland.

The next meeting of the American Medical .Association will be

held in Cincinnati in May.

JIEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING
NEXT WEEK.

THE

MONDAY.
HoTAL COLLSGE Of StTEGKOSS cF Ekolakd, 4 P.M.— Profe.Mor Charlw
BOTAL

^°^^°^^°l^^^l^^,^^„x. F.H.C.S.: L«!turel. On the Development

of the Organs of Cir.ulation ami Hcspiratioii, including tHo

Pericardium, Diaphragm, and Great Veins.

Mkdicjj. Socikty of LoNUON-Geueral meeting at 8 P.M. BaUot. Ordi-
MKDICAI. ootiK^i "

meeting at .«.30 : Dr. Ferrier and Mr. Victor Hor»-

lev" A Case of Su.-cessful Treatment of a Cerebral Abscess m
connection with Otitis Media. Dr. IJrd : A Paper on Some

Curious Kelations of Gastnc Ulcer. Dr. Broadbent : A Paper

on tlje Prognostic Significance of the Blood Preasuro in Acute

Eenal Disease.

ODON-TOIOGICAI. SociFTT OF Gkeat Bbitaij. -Casual communication,

bv Mr. David Hepburn and Mr. Bovd Wallis. Mr. trea-

erickEve- Communication on Actino-Mycosis and some Micro-

parasitic Affections of tlic .laws and Mouth. Inaugural Addrees

l)j the President, Daniel Corbett, M.K.C.S.

TUEBDAV.
noTii CoixKGE or PHTSICIiifS OF LoNPOS. 5 P.M.—Dr. W. J. Mickle : The
BOTAL CoiiEGE^or ^rirrsic^

Lectures: Lecture 1. Insanity in Eelation to

Cardiac Disease and Phthisis.

Pathological Society of London. 8.30 P-«:-SP'^!m«''^--S'^W.Mac Comae:
Epithelioma of Kidney associated with Calculus. Mr. B. Pltte.

villous Carcinoma of Breast. Mr. " f',''"^'='<
^X'"n"m^:

lomata and " Contact " Carcinoma ot Bladder. Dr. N. Moore :

Two Cases of Kenal Disease. Mr SiU-ock :
Acute NecT06|..

Mr. Clutton : Osteitis Deformans. Mr Treves : Homy Tumour

on Neck of Mouse. Card Specimens.-Mr. bhattock : 1. Osseous

Ankylosis after Gouty Disease. 2. Gouty Djpos.t in Bone.

Mr. Treves : Tumour ot Spermatic Cord. Mr. Mansell-MouUin

:

Syphilitic Crania.

WEDNE8DAV. „^ ,

Pnv.T CoiinfiF OF SmoEoss OF ExGLATO. 4 P.M.—.Professor Charles
ROTAL COLLBGE^OF b^^GEo.Sj

jj^,g^ Lecture 11. . On the Development

of the Organs of Circulation and Respiration, including the

Pericardium, Diaphragm, and Great Veins.

OnsTffTRiCAL Society of Loxdok. S p.M.-Specimens will be shown. D».
OB8TBTBICAL =""*•'

g^j^ri^tina during Pregnancy and the Puerperal State.

DrChampneys : Description of a New Operation for Veaeo-

ulerine Fistula.

HOSPITAL FOR CossPMPTioN. Brompton. 4 r.«--pr. Theodore WJllMn.

:

HOSPITAL «o«
p^^j^gj^gy j,„4 Modern Treatment of Bronchial Asthm*.

TRIIB8DAY.
HOYAL COLLEGE^OF PKYS^IAN^^OF^LON^^S P.M^r. W. ^^M^^ J-

Cardiac Disease and Phthisis.

UOYAL C0LL.O. OF S.HGFONS - KNGL.NP,
_^4 ^^-^^^^^^-^^^

Of the Organs of Circulation and liespiratlon, mcluding the

Pericardium, Diaphragm, and Great Veuis.

Clivical Society of L<.ndo». 8.30 p.M.-Mr. Croft: Case of Dislocation of

CUMCAL
'=""'^;f„„^r Cartilage of Knee-joint; Excision: Cure. Mr.C.

S™onds Two Cases of Dislocation of Index Finger :
Reducing

bronening the Joint and Division of a Ketaining Band a«er

t-^ilure o°?)ther M.th«ls. Mr. G. U. Turner :
Case pf 1>'»1"«;

tin Backwanls of the Metaiarpo.PlmlanRe«l Joint of the

ThumbTn which li.-se.tion of the H«u1 of the Metacarpal Bone

was Dractise.1. Mr. Bland Sutton : Case of Adenoma of tb*

pStna. Dr. Hadden : Caae of Dry Mouth or Suppression of

Salivary and Buccal Secretions.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
- ' ' "— ia^ex, and lieat —

e annoxtncement.
l-AicA i/ioufl beforwarded m stamps u-dh the i

MABBIAGE. „ „ ..

dara Bamby. youngest daughter of the late J. E. llariiby, usq.,

Yarmouth.

-"'^-tb^-e^«"^r»^^^^
aBe<l two years and seven months.

william

san:^:^,::^"^.^"-;^^^?"- «-' -"- ^"""
M U.St An.!.. ir.R.C.S.. and L.S.A.. agc.1 72.

TsRBY.-On FeUruuy 23rd. at MelU. Frpme, George Terry. M.K.C.S., •geftW.
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

TUBSDAX

MONDAY 10.30 A.M.: Ro5'al London Ophthalmic—1.30 p.m.; Guy's
(Ophthalmic Uepartment) ; and Hoyal Westminster Opbthal-
mic.—2 P.M.; Metropolitan Frt-e ; tSl. Mark's ; Central Loudon
Ophthalmic; Hoyal Orthopedic; and Hospital for Women.

—

2.30 P.M. : Chelsea Hospital for Women.
,9 A.M.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 k.yt.x

Royal London Ophthafmic—1.30 p.m.; Guy's; St. Bartholo-

mew's (Ophthalmic Department) ; St.Mary'e ; Royal Westmin-
eter Ophthalmic—3 P.M. : We&tminster ; "tit. Mark's ; Central
LondonOphthalmic—2.30 P.M.; West London; Cancer Hospital,
Brompton.—4 p.m. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).;

WEDNESDAY. ...10 a.m.; National Orthopsedic—10.30 a.m. ; Royal London
Ophthalmic.

—

1p.m. : Middlesex.—l.SOp.M.St. Bartlioloroew's,

St. Thomas's; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m.;
London ;

Vnivrrsity College ; Westminster ; Great Northern
Central; Central London Ophthalmic—2.30 p.m. : Samaritan
Free Ho.'»pital for Women and Children ; St. Peter's.-3 to 4

THURSDAY...
P.M. ; Kinpj's College.

Royal ^ondon Ophthalmic-.10.30 A.M. Royal Xondon Ophthalmic— 1 p.m. : St. George's
-1.30 p.m.: bi. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department);

Guy's (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic.—2 p.m. : Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseases of the Throat; Hospital for

Women.

—

2.30 p.m.: North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital lor

W^omen.
FRIDAY 0a.m.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department^.-10.30 a.m.:

Royal London Opltthalniic- l.l.S p.m. : St. George's (Ophthal-
mic Department;.—1.30 p.m. ; Guy's; Royal Westminster Oph-
thalmic—y p.m.: King's College; St. Thomas's (.Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic; Royal South
London Ophthalmic; East London Hospital for Children.

—

2.30 P.M. ; West 1 ondon.
SATURDAY 9 a.m. : Royal Free.—10.30 a.m. : Royal London Ophthalmi >.—

1 P.M. : King's College.—1.30 p.m.: St. Eartholomew's ; St.

Thomas's; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. : Charing
Cros^ ; London -, Middlesex ; Royal Free ; Central London
Ophthalmic.—2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital. Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

Charing Ciwss.—Medical antl Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric. Tu. P., 1.30; Sidn,
M. Th.. \.m : Dental. M. W. F.. 9.

Gl'v's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30 : Obstetric, M. Tu. F.,1.30; Eye. M.Tu.
Th. F., 1.30; Ear. Tvi. F.. 12..30 ; Skin. Tu., 12..30; Dental. Tu. Th. f.. 12.

Kixg's College.—Medical, daily, 2; Surgical, dailv. 1.30; Obstetric. Tu. Th. S.,

2 ; o.p.. M. W. F.. 12.30 ; Eye, M. Th.. 1 ; Ophthalmic Department. W., 1

;

Ear. Th., 2 ; Skin. Th. ; Throat, Th., 3; Dental, Tu. F., 10.

Lo.vDOX.—iledical. daily, exc. S.. 2 ; Surgical, daily, 1.30 and 2; Obstetric, M. Th..
1..TO ; o.p. W. S., 1.30; Evo.W.S.,9; ilar. S.. 9.30 ; Skin. Th., 9 ; Dental, Tu.,9.

Middlesex.—Medical and" Surgical, daily. 1 : Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; o.p..W. S.,

1.30 ; Eye, W. S.. 8..30 ; Ear and Throat. Tu., 9 ; Skin. Tu., 4 ; Dental, dailv, 9.

St. Bartholomew's.—Medical and .Surgical dailv, 1.30 ; Obstetric. Tu. Th. §., 2;
o.p., W. S.. 9; Eve. Tu. Th. S.. 2.30; Ear, Tu. i"., 2; Skin, F.,1.30; Larynx, P.,
2..30; Orthop.-edi"o, M., 2..30 ; Dental. Tu. F., 9.

St. George's.—Medical and Surgical, M. T. F. S.. 1 ; Obstetric. Tu. S., 1 ; o.p.,
Tu.. 2; Eye. W. S.2; Ear, Tu., 2; Skin, W.,2; Throat, Th., 2; Orthopa;dic,'W.,
S; Dental", Tu.. S.. 9, Th.. 1.

St. Mary's.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1,45; Obstetric, Tu, P., 1.45; o.p., M.
Th., 1..30; Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9 ; Ear. M. Th., 3; Throat, Tu. P., 1.30; Skin.M.Th.,
9.30; Electrician, Tu. P.. 2; Dental, VI. S., 9.30; Consultations. M., 2.30;
Operations, Tu.. 1..30 ; Ophthalmic Operations, P., 9.

St. TH0^LA5's.—Medical aud Surgical, dailv, except Sat.. 2; Obstetric, M.Th., 3;
o.p., W.. 1..30; Eve, M. Th., 2; o.p., daily, except Saf.. 1.30 ; Ear. M.. 12.30;
Skin, W., 12.30; 'Ihroat, Tu. F., 1..30 ; Children. S., 12.30; Dental, Tu. P.. 10.

U.viVEB.stTV College.—Medical and Surgical, daily. 1 to 2 ; Obstetrics. M. Tu.
Til.. P., 1.30; Eve. M.Tu. Th. P.. 2 ; Ear, S., 1.30; Skin, (¥., 1.45,8.9.15;
Thro,it. Th.. 2..30"; Dental. W.. 10.30.

Wk3t,mix9Ter,—Hedical and Surgical, daily. 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. P.,SrEye,
M. Th., 2.30 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skin. Th., 1 ; Dental, W, S., 9.15,

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

CoMMrvic\TinvF! respecting editorial matters should be addressed to the Fditor,
439. Strand. W-C.. London ; those concerning hnsineps matters, non-delivery
of the JornxAJ,, etc. should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office. 429.
Strand, W.C.. London.

IN" onler to avoid delay, it is particvilarly requested that all letters on the
editorial business of the Jovrnai. be addressed to the Kditorat the office of the
Journal, an' not to his private house.

AuTHOTw desirtug reprints of their articles published in the British Mfdical
Journal, are requested to communicate beforehand with the Manager, 429.
Strand. W.C.

CoRBKSPONnEXTS wlio wish notice to be taken of their communications, should
dtithenticate thorn with their names—of course not necessarily for publication.

OoRREsrf>.vpFNT5 Hot snswcred are requested to look to the Kotices to Con*e-
spondents of the following week.

Manuscripts for^tarped to the Office of this Jovrxal caxvot vnper axv
CIRCUMSTANCES BE RETUpyirP.

Public Health DepartaceKT.—We shall b* much obliged to Medical Officers
of Healfeh if thev will, on foirvardirg thMr Annual and oth^r R#portfl, favotir
ue with rhtpiienU Copies. ^iivVi.*-- ;.

QUERIES.

A Cask of "Qtri>TAs" Ague.
T. B. L. L. writes : In the Journal of Februar>' l>-th Dr. J. P. Henry cl6ftcril.p«

a case of " quintan " ague. It would be interesting to know If the [jatieuts

blood was ever examined for filaria sanguinis hominis. &« the febrile attacks

occasionally occurring in persons who nave filarial In their blood Bomewhat
resemble ague with a long interval.

Sea-Sickness.
M.R.C.S. would be glad to have the practical experience* of any member as to

the value of antipyrin as a cure for sea-sickness.

PODOPHYLLIN.
M.D. writes: Will 'any of your readers who are in the habit of oeing retina

podophylli kindly answer the following question: Is podophylUn in solution

as effectual as a purgative or cholagogue as the same dose given in tiie s^li-i

form to the same patient ? I say tne same patient because this drug variee in

its effect in different cases.

OlLT DlABRHCEA.
Deputy Surgeon-General writes : A healthy-looking lad, aged 10* years, hss

suffered for the last five years from discharge of oil irom the bowels ; the dis-

ciiarge is most frequently at night, and involuntary—occurs during sleep; tlie

discharge is not constant, nor i^ it of the same amount always ; uf^nal quan-
tity about one drachm and a half when rao=t severe. Ordinarily it is suff*-

cient t^ stain his clothes or sheets. He is bright, intelligent, and very active,

e.-tcept when the discharge is greatest, when tie is dull and looks depressed.

His motions are very offensive, never natural in colour or consistence, whitish

and clay- or chalk-like. He does not suffer apparently from disease of liver,

spleen, or pancreas, except so far as the oily discharge points to disease of tl^^

latter. He has had iron and bismuth. Parrith's chemical food, and atf entii rt

to diet ; but, although with benefit, not with such marked improvement as lo

encourage a continuance of the treatment. Anj- indigestible food increasf^

the disorder. Appetite is very good, often too much. Tlie lad bad choleni

in India about eight years ago, but this complaint did not show itself until

some three years afterwards. Suggestions regarding this case are requested.

ANSn-ERS.

B.—The publication of the addresses of medical oflRcers on the Illustrated adver-

tisement of the Chelsea Hospital for Women is not in accordance with profes-

sional rule.
'

Dr. Johk Wight.—Yes.
IdiosyiN"cra5t to QriMNt:.

D. L. R. writes : In reply to " H. G. H..*' I may state that I know of two cases

in which quinine produced exactly the syrnptoms mentioned. One was a

lady I attended for malarial symptoms dunng a voyage from India, in whcm
It produced redness of all theskin and intense itching. The other is in mv-
self. Ever since taking an overdose some years ago I cannot take even a

small dose without Its producing redness and great itching of all the bod_> .

accompanied by diarrhoea. Arsenic did not prevent the sj-mptoms in eitti*^r

case.
^ J

. .

NOTCH. EETTER8, ETC.

MKTROPOLITAN PBOVIPENT DISPE>-SARIES.

Dr. Richard Paramork (2, Gordon Square. W.C.) writes: Your correspondent

Dr. Rentoul says :
" It is well known that a club doctor's life is a broken-

hearted life, full of worries and insults." The provident dispensary is an ex-

tension of the club system. Yet Dr. Rentoul hopes that the provident sy«;t,cra

will be given a trial in London. It ha? been tried, and i» "has been found

defective. Its warmest advocates admit that it is merely a tentative measure.

There never has been before the profession a more absurd and nii.^hievons

attempt to improve medical matters than the est.iMishment of pro\ident dif-

pensaries. In endeavouring to relieve the conge.^ted state of the out-patient

department of hospitals, the interests of the great mass of the profession haye

been jeopardised, and all that makes life worth having, namely, happiness, in

danger of being sacrificed. ... ...
I challenge anyone to show any difference between the club pystem. wnicn

Dr. Rentoul holds up to contempt, and the prondent dispensary, for which

he ha=i an affection. Surely love is blind '. When the controversy was raging

on the Metropolitan Provident Medical Association in 1S31. Mr. Timothy

Holmes said he was proud of his connection with the movement, and extolleti

the Leicester Provident Dispensary, which, according to the l^icester Jourval

of January IMh. 1888, has exemplified its inferiority to ordinary- club practice

by giving'quassia in a decomposed state, methylated spirits to make the tinc-

tures, and the price of one hundred bottles of medicine being the same as one

I ventured to write a letter, which was published in the Lancet, in answer

to Mr. Timothy Holmes, in which T said ;
" Contract work is notoriously bad.

espei:iallv when the greatest amount has to be done for the least remunera-

tion Club practice is degrading nnd is a loophole for dishonesty, and it is

rare for a club patient tn receive the same amount of attention and quality of

medicine that mdinary pri^ iite patient^ obtain, and j-et this dispensary

."scheme i? merely an anlplitiide of the club systpm—with this important dit-

fcrenfp that in clubs and tritndly societies none but candidates of a certain

age and in good health can be adinitted."

It is sad to see men of intelligence lending thempelves to bolster up a

system which has nothing to reconuncnd it beyond pandering to those mean.

imltry niggardly, and contemptible persons who gladly avail themselves of

cheap doctoring* esi^ciallv when thev-read. in one of the handbills exten-

fively circulated by tlie Metropf>Iitnn Provident Medical Association

:

• Farnilies may ioin and insure against, the risk of heavy doctors' bills, often

The stamp of respect.iMlity has been endeavoured to be put on that touting

which has hitherto been looked upon as disreputable. What may be forgiv.-u

tmder extenuating circumstances in a youug. needy, and struggling practi-

tinner is unpai'donablc in a company of medical men who are firmly seated

on the f.iddleof successful pursuit.
, .. „ . „_

The following are some of the objectaons to the scheme of the MetropoMtan

Fro\ident Medical Association : 1. That it is destmotive to the lnteres\s and

welf.are of the member? of the medicnl profession, whose peac^ of mind 1*
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«M«ntUil
colour*

1 to 11.6 l.roiwr .ll.<-hivrgi» of lhi<lrmit !.•,.. I. ThM It wiU <nia.T fi»Isi'

bvoflprini; liid.'iH-iulMU-f. no rhnrtlv. «.'U "ipport, sclfmminKfmoiit.

fa .loi-tor to tlio»« who wtll join it. »n.l liy Mvfnu evrrv inc'<llail ninii

,luii; Our Mimohotw Cnrrreponrtetit ; Mr. J- V. SoVynon, Bi"ni»?J>»»n

SUssIOoff. London ; Dr. W. Ali-xanclcr, Streatliam; Mr. J. E. Hiirton. tlver-

of rwlM^iiMniv nmv ty on the .t«(T ot tho .ll.™>n..»ry. S. Tll«t If. 1» Injurlovi

to thB miMio t.V cr^vtinit <1i«trupt and want f-f <-.„,t)<Vnio In tlip m<><lic»l pr.

f««lon. and <.n;^umKtn(j mHl.-«l m«n t,. .mmp lliolr work hv nnrtrrpnylni;

• thrm. 4. That It (mt^r* iriTOmiMi.. Irirkfrv. IvlnR. ami docpplloii on tlif pnrl

of the meniheri who join it wh.> ar,- w.dl al.k to ,*vor.tin.iry mfrtU-al har(^l^.

*. That it ,-ondoni-» and .MU-onritjM fraud by ol.taininK for an niilimitpit llni-

...vbalouiihl to !•• valuable «..rvi,:M imder lUr prfti-nc<> of p»y"»'nl wlnc^li

amounts to ni'xt to nothliiK, ao that wh lu.'mber <-»n get ' ou demand aiid

a. • a matter of right ' " the sort of I r.-atni.-nt that the familv doetor Riyei. to

the rich men." rt. That It Ij foundf.1 on the eluh system, whi.h hw continued

to exi»t thronph eretvl on the one hand and Impeennlomty on the otl.*r to

derrade t he medlonl iiro(e«slon and to demomli«e t he pubhc.

f reivMt what I WTot ven Tearx aRO ;
" Wi.wrer the pnn-ldent^ dispensary

mmement ha. been tided, it ha« done more hanu than Rcod Kndcnee !•. not

• antluB to prove that its intnviuition has lmra!>.<ed and underminefl tlie pro-

fession." The happiness of the many Is saoritl.ed by the more tlm.i dm.l.t ul

benefit of the few. We have already t,^ many mertloal monoiwlle.s and qim<

enouch to eontend aitalnst. without" the ntanouvres of provndent dlspensnri.s

.iranvereat wholesale plan of treathii; .iisease. If there were a aewcity of

medii-almenanda de.irth of medi.-al relief there would be some Kteuse for

the eniel. wanton, and needless experiment on the Uvea of suffennj; humanitv

In the form of pniTldent dispensaries. I know it has some upholders
;
so htn

every wronjj that has dls^jraeed the wiirld !

VKTmuL Nepitbectomy for HmBONEriTROSIs.

Mb. K. H. a. HlNTER (Battersea~) writes : In reply to the letter of Mr. Clement

Luaw, I can only repeat what I stated in my last communication that as in

my opinion escli case of hydronephrosis requires to he treated on its own

merita, it is a waste of time io continue this controversy. .\s Mr. Lucas dirt

not see the case. I maintain he is not in a position to judge as to whether the

treatment adopted by me WHS riKlit or wrong. My own impression, as well

«« tho.e who were with me. repirdlng the case is that I acted rightly, so

much so that should a similar case fall into my hands I would treat it in llie

same manner, with the addition of the drainage-tube, when I would liave but

little fear as to the result . .Such operations 1 am confident do not depend so

much .upon thjlr magnitude a« the manner in which they are performe.l.

IXVltRSIOV or TWF UTEBrs.

DR. Mark Shabmax (Lelcesteri writes : .Shortly after 12 A.M. on February 16th

I waa called to the assistance of a midwife. On arriving. 1 found the patient.

aged 40. pulseless, collapsed, and dying. I gave two hypodermic njections

01 ether, and raised the foot of the bed. There had been considerable ha>nior-

hage. but not sufficient to account tor her condition. On examination, tlie

uterus was found completely Inverted, protruding beyond the external geni-

Uls as far as It was ixwalhle to do, the pl.-wcnta being hrmly adherent over the

(undua. I replaced the organ and removed the placenta. The patient died

within five minutes of my arrival. The midwife said : •' The child was de-

livered alive without difRculty. and"—pointing to the uterus and placenta—

•this came ten minutes afte^Tvards." Of course I was unable to verify my
suspicion that the cord had lieen pulled upon and undue pressure applied to

the fundus uteri. . . .

I may add that the woman had been in a very destitute state during this

winter; probably causing a relaxed state of her system. There was no history

of any appreciable difficulty In her former labours.

BBITISH QfALITICATIOXS.
Mb. G. H. PtxHEB (Manchester) writes : I was asked the other day to sign a

certificate for a patient who is a raemlier of the Railway Ouar.ls f niversal

Friendly Society. As I am only a College and Hall man. having been untor-

tuiiatoenough tobean English student, I was unable to do so. Rule fH ol

this society states :
" In all cases this certilicatc must be signed by an M.f>.

And attention U specially called to the letters M.U.. which in the certiHcate

are underllntsl. Thus, a man with the qualification of F.R.C.S.l'.ng. and

M R C P Lond. would he unable to sign this certificate, whereas one lioldmg

that of one of the numerous Scotch universities could settle I he matter at once.

If Scotch .legOH'S were thrown oiii-n t.> English students as English qualiti-

lons are to Scotch, we Englishmen shoul.l not Imve so much reason lor

nplalnt. For many years the (Aasword to Manchester appointments ha.s

.^.!U
•• Scotch M.D.r'^an.l. as a rule, to liave been a Manchester student was

quite enough to damn any chance which a ean.lldate might have, fa Sco < i

quallficatl.ui was In the fray. We have lieen Inundated for years with Scot.),

qualifications, from the M.D.Edln. to the Licentiate of the refuge for the

destitute. Many a man, after having been plucke<l in England, has wendcl

his way North, ind, to the surprise o7 his fellow students, has reappeared as

•• Dr. Smith," or " John Jones, Physician and burgixin.

"

Everything English now seems under a clond, and until wv. get a j;<«.l

sound nritlsh qualification, which every man practising in rfreat_ Britain

ought to be compellot to possess, the only consolation which most of us I n -

lege of Surgeons men liave is the satlsfaci inn of knowing that Mr. S.van.l-

So. Surgeon," practically means •English student, Lfmdon qnnhficallon ;

get your bread and cheese as best you can,"

A Porr-oBAni'ATE Cocbsk in S«im Diseases.

Mb. W. StfabT Low, n.K). Waterimi Road, S.E., writes : For two or three weeks

i«8t an advertisement has been Inserted In the Joubmal stating the desire ol

a number of mwllcal men to get up a course of post-grndimle le.-tnres on

skin diseases. As we have not yet got a sufficiently large nnmlwr of names

to form a good cJass. ami as we know that this Is a lourse that is inucli

wante.1 by pr».-t.ltloners. perhaps you woul.l U' kind enou«h to give all an

opportunity of joining by giving a prominent notice m the JOtnWAI. or our

ileslre and intention, .

COMMUNICATIOKS, LBTTERS, etc.. have been received from :

Sir C. n. W. ,So«me. Dawley ; Mr. 3. Bunting, Torquay ; W. 11. Newnham.

M.B.. Bristol ; Mr. W. Parker. Bath; Dr. J. A. Myrtle. Harrogate ;
Mr. J.

Ts Robert!, Rhonda* Valley , Yi. G. Owen, MB., Carnarvon! Mr. T. S.

t«C»y. RoTton ; J. Letteh. M.B.. Slllofh ; Messrs. F Walters and Co.. ton

cations
comp
been

"Upool- Mr. O. Kendle. London ; Mr. J. T. Clouston. RUnhurgh
;

Dr. P^
Trtlor. Manchwter; Dr. A. KeinrK-. Kxclw; Dr. U, Wa<l« Savage. Tendon:

Mr 0. Palmer, Burton-on-Trent ; Mr. W. H. Maling, Sunderland
;

Dr, A.

llansome. Bowdon ; Dr. E. Mapother. Dublin ; Dr. Tatham. Salford ; Mr. i.

C Culling. Colchester; Mr. VT. H. Watson, Oovan ; Dr. W. O. 01)in»<¥i.

,

Exeter ; Dr. J. E. Shaw, Clifton ; The Honorary Secretary of the Hampden

Club, London; Professor George Buchanan. Glasgow; Mr. J. J. Ideson.

Colne; F. J. Wether^d, M.B., london ; Mr. H. F. C. Bagle, London ; Mr.

R N Day. Harlow; Messrs. Wm. Edwards and .'on, Barnsley ; Dr.C. Orton.

Newcastle, Staffs. ; Mr. R. W. Dillon, London ; Mr. P. Fori.es, Bdinburgh ;

The Secretary of the National Sea Fisheries Protection Association, London ;

Mr W Smith. London: Dr. Mackay, Inverness ; Dr. W. H. Walton, South

Petherton Messrs. C. Green and Co.. London ; Dr. Louis Parkes. London

:

Mr R R. Weir, Loudon : Dr. Rayner, London ; Dr. T. W. Hime. Bradford ;

Mr Lawson Tait. Birmingham ; Mr. T. R. Humphreys. London : Mr. J. Gib-

son Bromley ; Dr. T. Churton. Leeds ; D. L. Ritchie, M.B., Salthurn ; Dr.

Park Glasgow ; Mr. Blan.l Sutton, London ; Dr. W. M. Campbell, Liveriiool

;

Dr W. liicliards. Old Swiuford ; Dr. Bristowe, London ;
Surgeon-Major

R N Macpherson. Rawal Pindi ; Mr. R. Mosse, London ; Dr. Grant Bey.

Cairo- Mr S Pattey. Paris : Mr. W. P. Morgan. Scaford
';
Mr. W. Donovan.

Birmingham; Mr.R. H. A. Hunter. London; Mr. W. W. Pike Curragh

Camp; Mr. W.Brown. Salford; Mr. S. W. Foster. Chester; Mr. P. H.

Har\ey St. LeonardVon-Sea ; Brigade-Surgeon F. R.Wilson. MB.. Perth.

Mr H A. Lawton, Poole; Mr. Butler. Reading; Mr. H. E. Matthews.

Levenshulme ; Dr. Maurice Parry- Jones. Alfreton ;
Deputy Siirgeon-Oeiie

ral Gardiner. Newton Abbot ; Mr. G. H. Warren Thomas, Teignmoulli
;
Dr

K Paramore. London: Mr. J. S. Robertson, Shiriey ; Mr. W. O. Barre,

Motley Manchester; Mr. G. Quarrie. Birmingham ; The Secretary of the

Parkes Museum, London; Dr. Uliugworth. Claytxm-Ie-Moors ;
Sir William

Stoke'i Uabiin; Mr. E.B.Barnes. London; HerrG. FiscJier. Jena :
Dr. P.

G Uniia. Hamburg; Dr. A. Erarys-Joues, Manchester; Dr. Maxwell. Wool-

wich- Messrs. Pratt and Co.. L.mdon ; Mr. A. Salter. Thursd.ay Island.

Queensland • Dr. J. B. Okell, Leicester ; Dr. M. Coates, Btreatham ;
Messrs.

Savory and Moore, London ; Miss Morris. Hereford ; The Militan- Secretary.

India' Office, London ; Mr, F. W. E. Kinneir, Horsham ; Mr. A. "^Benson.

Dublin; Medical Staff; Mr. Arthur (hooper. London; Mr. H. H. Coalfc)

Loughborough; Dr. Crossman, Hambrook ; Messrs. T. Christy, Londoo:

Mr. Adams Frost, London ; Mr. C. Moxham. Stroud: Dr. Mickle. ^°a^<^'

Mr J W. Hayward. Whitstable; Mr. J. Dickson, Dorking; Dr. Hewitt,,!

Kersal • Dr. K. Drummond, Rome ; Dr. E. Liyeing. London ; The Seoretaty

of the National Hospital for Consumption. Ventnor; Surgeon-Major C.
^

ChutchUl, Colchester ; Messrs. Street and Co.. London ; The Board of Man-'

agement, Chelsea Hospital for Women: Mr. J. B. Gate, Morristoii: Me«Oi'

Ledger, Smith, and Co., London; Mr. Shiriev Murphy. Loudon: Mr.JVa*«»,

Cheyne. London; Mr. C. S. Kilner. Bury St. Edmunds ;
Mr. R. Browns,-

King's Lynn ; Dr. Symes Thompson. London, etc.

BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED.

A Practical Treatise on Diseases of fJieSkin. By J, V, Shm^maker. A.M., M.U.

.Now Vork : D. Appleton and Co. 1888. '
j

Birkenhead Literary wid Scientific Society. Session 31. 1M17 and 1888. W
graicrs and Engraving. By Francis Vachev, I resident.
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"BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL."
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THE GOULSTONIAN LECTURES
OS

INSANITY IX RELATION TO CARDIAC
AXD AORTIC DISEASE AND

PHTHISIS.
Delivered before the Royal College of Physicimis nf London,

I5y Wm. JL'LirS MICKLE, M.D., F.R.C.P.Loxd.,
Medical Superintendent, Grove Hall Aayhim.

LEciriiE I.

When deeply but unexpectedly honoured by the invitation to de-

liver the Goulstonian Lectures at the Royal College of Physicians,

and the choice of a subject became necessan,-, my mind turned, in

the first place, to the therapeutics of insanitj-. Ascertaining,

through the courtesy of Sir II. Pitman, that it vs'as neither usual
nor deemed to be desirable that therapeutics should occupy the
Goulstonian lecturer, I next turned to the pathologj' of insanity.

Having recently -nTitten on the pathology of general paralysis, the
most interesting, and a very frequent form of mental disease, I

could not well deal with the pathology of insanity, except in its

general aspects. This course seemed to be undesirable, unless in
conjunction with the exposition of a new and more scientific

classification of insanity, an ambitious task to which I did not
feel adequate, and for the successful accomplishment of which,
indeed, the time is not yet ripe. Therefore the subject selected
was one of more common medical interest. In general terms,
these lectures constitute an attempt to assist, however slightly,

in the work of bridging over the chasm which unhappily has
separated, more than is necessary, the study of mental disease
from that of the general body of metlical science, and the treat-
ment of insanity from that of other forms of disease ; and, in
particular tenus, they constitute an attempt to clear up the exist-
ing obsciuity on some important relations of mental disease, to
more accurately tnd definitely subdivide and arrange the phe-
nomena concerned, and in accordance with the teaching of my
clinical and pathological studies.

In the relations of insanity to visceral affections one is dealing
with a subject which should interest other medical men as much
BS mental specialists ; a subject which lies in the " border-land,"
which blends mental with general medicine, which at least, in
some of its phases, may be equally studied by the family or con-
Suiting practitioner, and by the one engaged in the care of the
insane, which, in other of its phases, can scarcely be studied ade-
quately by either alone.

Intending to deal in a general way with the subject of visceral
affections in the insane, I analysed the clinical and necroscopic
records relating to all the viscera in nearly 250 cases, constitutmg

'

slightly more than half of my necropsies at disposal, but found
that persistence in that intention and work would reduce these
lectures to a dry statistical record; and, in the event, it wa.s
found impossible to do more than deal— and even that inade-
quately—with some of the forms of heart disease, aortic disease,
and pulmonary phthisis, in certain of their relations to insanity.
Tet, over those of most others, my cases possess the advantage
that the clinical and pathological material come from the very
same cases, the clinical phenomena, being noted and the necrop-
sies made by the same observer.

General considerations as to visceral affections producing or i

modifying insanity.
Our emotions are closely bound up with our systemic condi-

tions, and tliero was some degree of truth in Bichat's' notion that
ui the organic processes are located the emotions and passions

;

but upon this general aspect of the subject—upon the broad ques-
tion of visceral states affecting mental—I need not dilate, and the
less so as it has been eloquently set forth by Dr. Maudsley= in
his Goulstonian lectures some years ago. His argument I need not
reproduce ; but let me, at a stroke, place the matter before you by

' Cited tiy Dr. >I. Fotliergill. Jour. Mmta! So., October,' 1874, p. 39S.
= Korfy nnd Mind. By Henry Mnudsley, M.D.

[1419]

a citation or two. " The internal organg'are plainly not the agent^
of their .special functions only, but by reason of the intimate con-
sent or sympathy of functions, they are essential constituents of our
mental life." Again, "mind sums up and coniprehends the
bodilj- life." Xow, if this be so, " the question arises whether
each of the internal organs has not also a special effect, giWng
rise to particular feelings ^\'ith their sj-mpathetic ideas." Com-
paratively slender has been the clinical and pathological evidence
hitherto brought forward in support of that the-sis, and for dej-

cision of the questions involved. To add to that evidence will be
one of the endeavours in what I subsequently place before yo\i.

^

I^•SA^^TY in- Relation to Diseast: op the IIeabt astd Aosta:
The Cebebeai, Ciuculatiox.

'

'
,, '

Before turning to the special groups of cases, let us glance at
some general a.'pects of the subject.

That so little is known of the influence of heart affections on
insanity or its production, so little of the influence of insanity

upon the heart, so little, in a word, of the play of mutual action

and reaction between the heart and the cerebral (psychic) pro-

cesses and their results, is .surprising when we consider how easily

and ob\-iously the heart is affected by every emotion, and how
dissimilar upon the heart and circulation are the effects of each.

Moreover, in reference to some of the factors yet to be named

—

the factors of insanity in heart disease—it has been denied that

any marked changes of repletion or depletion can take place in

the state of the cerebral circulation ; it has been denied that active

hyperemia or antemia of the brain can occur ; or that, if it

occurs, congestion of the brain can produce any decided cerebral

symptom, or even any noteworthy influence on the tone or activity

of the mental operations. Thus we know how -i-igorously the

theory of cerebral congestion as the alleged basis of several forms
of brain symptoms was attacked by the late Dr. Moxon' in his

Croonian lectures before this College, and liow. be attempted to

show that the symptoms, so-called, of cerebral congestion came
neither from visibly forcible arterial action, nor from visibly great

venous congestion of the vessels of the head.

Obviously, with questions at once springingTup as to the rela-

tion of cardiac disease to the nutrition of the bram. through the

cerebral circulation, it will save much repetition and reference,

later on, if at the very outset the salient conditions of the intrit-

cranial circulation are brouglit under view.

In proceeding to, examine the conditions of the intra-cranial

circulation, one meets the gravest discrejiancies as to the mo.«t

elementarj- facts. For example, while Ilaller' alleged' that oni'-

fifth of the whole mass of blood in healthy man con,«titutes Xhfi

supply to the encephalon, and while SpehP found in the rabbit

in the waking state one-eighth to be the amount of blood con-

tained in the head at a given moment relatively to the total bulk

of blood in the system, yet we find it stated'in Foster's Phi/si-

ohxiy" that in the rabbit only about one per cent, of the total

blood is at any one time in the brain, and that the blood supply to

the human brain must be small. Making some allowance for the

difference between the amount ot blood in the rabbit's head at a

given moment, and that in its brain only, there is still an enor-

mous discrepancy between the estimate of 1 per cent, in the

rabbit's brain, and the estimate of Vlh per cent, in its head, which
latter share indeed, for the rabbit, does not offer any incongruity

with the Hallerian estimate of one-fifth of the total blood as the

supply for the relatively more developed, tnore preponderant, and

more active human encephalon.
"'

,

Leaving this subject of the share' ctf fcM total blood contained in

the cranium, we pass to the question whether, so long as the

brain remains the same in size, the amount of Wood \\athin the

cranivim is, or is not,' a fixed and definite quantity, an invariahle

amount. That, under all circumstances, it is an unchanging

amount appeared to be evident from the theoretical considera-

tions that the skull is a closed cavity, a complete sphere, the

total bulk of whose contents, removed from the more usual con-

ditions as to atmospheric pressure, must at all times Ite the same,

and loss of the fluid portion of these be prevented, and therefore

that, so long as the brain is neither shrunken, nor compressed, nor

enlarged, the amount of intra-cranial blood must remain the same.

Experiments by Kellie appeared to give reinforcement to this

view, experiments widely accepted, and of which the reported

' Jjinret. April l«th, IW". p. Mfl.

«n)r. W. B. CarpeJiter's PhytMagy, p. 5i'S>.

^VRncephaU, JAnuarv. 1SS7.

«2.4 rexf Book ti<P!lyaiMyjy. «h edition, 1883, p. 615.
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resuWSj wiiro ;tTi4t, imJijloetlJuj; ixuinittls to cU'atli (.tluur skull iiifuct,),

tTif' ii^iuil Aitii'iini" of Moyil was touml. jio.ft mortan, in tin;

cwniuiu, mill ill nt^^i with thu (.'X^unguina iStote[^^£iU«

rest of till' I'riiii , .. ' iV:

It is uiuuci'.v^iirv luT,' tor^ftT incVtail, trt the nuinorous c.\-

pOl-^nchts unil 'ibsiicviVtions wlvicli, since then, liiivf cUmrly slinwu

that physiulonlc'iil iluiiij;i's- occur in the brain circulation, nndthut

the amount of Wood iji llie visibl'i; jmrts of its uioninges, or iui\k-

iuH exit fronv its f-innsc-'^. vnries constantly, i^ud iu ,ii. .very cou-

sideriiTjlc uieasiire ; of these iihsftvations I nceil ynly mention that,

on the vastly .lifferent stfttes of the circulation of the hrani. and
,

the ajpouut' o£ ,it^;artoii4,s\ipply,,^iji,tli^,-pf*'""|[ 4^ comiuvrcd

with the sleeping stttte ,1)111'
i

But still thi,» skull has remained to sotne extent a doped

cavity, and there still existud n ucccs-sitv for an unchanging

amoiint o£ ita total contents, and still has there bceu^ a

disinciiniUion to admit the ejciateuco of ([uautitativo pathological

chfuiges iu the circulation, that is to .say, of amonuts of blood not

njtlim the llniits of physiological. fluctuation, but springing %yil.lt;

theW-from oii the line either of delicieucy or of excess.

lli.this rtdation much ha* been nlade of tha peculiarities of the

intra-cranial circulation, and of the provisions for placing checks

oh excess, or grave deficiency, iu.the amount of bjood supplied to

the iirain ; and much has been made, also, of any great change in

the Wood-pre-ssiire un the walls of its ycsstjls, and of the impossi-

bility of any cliu,uge whott-yer iu these, e.tcept through the

medium of the blood-vusselis enterijig or leaving the skull, or

through the medium of the cerebro-spinal fluid. These same

check.s. also, are conci;rned in the mechanism preventive of ill

result from alteration in the pressure in the "brain, wljother froui

changes iu atmospheric pressure, or in posture of the body, or in

the force and activity of the blood circulation. So, also, arc Uiey

intimately connected with th(i structural arrangements wljcreby

the erect posture of man is made possible, and whereby the blood

supply ifl kept up, and kept up sv.ricWy^ .|;op, ^ tjl^ej,lo|fjf, elf)y?,-

:

lion of the brain.
i nvi' •' i

The checks on over-active entrance of Wood to the danuim, and

on too great a blood-pressure in the vessels of the brain, are.

chiefly, tliat the cjirdio-inhibitory centre in the medulla olilon-

gata is stimulated, that the heart in this way Ls .slowed, and thus

the incoming overflow of blood is automatically stayed, and the

balance of local circulation maintained. Moreover, that au 111-

crea.sed supply of blood is stimulating to the brain is sliown by

experiments, for example, those of Li^pine,'' in which stimvdalion

of the anterior part of the cerebrum (of dogs) influences the heart-

beats, and iu .so doing operates through the vagus, for on dividing

one vagus no change followul stimulation of the o^jposite side of

the brain, wherea.s stimulation of the same side of it lessened the

frequency of heart and pubic. And, as Dr. Moxon jiointjed out. in

man there is a supplemental contrivance whereby, when blood is

streaming too freiily, and under too severe pp'ssure, into the brain.

the finger-like vascular process, the comu of the choroid plexius

of the fourth ventricle, comppsed 0! thick tufts of blood-vessi'ls,

lodged in the lateral offset of the veutricle, anil .swollen by the

incoming tide of blood, promptly presses ou the adjoining and;

ten.se nerve-roots of the yagua, retarding thtv action of the heart,

and thus shutting off the overplus of WuikI which would other-

wise continue to arrive within tlie cranium. TlHit tlieso. plexuses
^

are so promptly swollen by the extra inrush of blood is due to the

,

fact that thev receive their arteries directlyfrom tho great yes-'els '

inunpdifttely"the' latter enttjr the skull; hencu they .swell up, and

promptly press on tho pneumoga-stric ne.rve roots.
j h

Anot hej way in which a choJ: is placed upon too great an influx

of blood is connected with the fact th|it a change of pressure in

or on thebriviu is necessitifted by evep' change in the intra-cranial

circulation. WUen^ inaetive states of; molecular movciiient uiul

function on the part of the brain, )l^'re ia more . rapid blood-

mov«nu]«t and increased intra-caiiillary pressure, the swelling of

the brain in yohime is checked, not merely bythe unyielding

walls of tho cranial vault, but also by comprtission of tho pial

voins. Associated, as shown by Dr. Cappie' with inerenseil ten-

sion in tho brain itself, with increased tension to which all the

cranial contents are sabjeoted, thi;j compression of th(' veins plaei-s

a brakw on the over-octiivity of circulatiojj, and tends to bring it

to a stop. I'laced between tlie onward driving forces of the heart.

arteries, and capillaries.^nn the one hand ; and, on the other, the

Licking or backward driving force of atmospheric prpcsiire on the

. . "t -GaltlU dm llopitaux. No. 90, lS7o.
» Bmm : 11 Joumiil ./.Vciiro/oyy. vol. ii. p.."!?:!.

blood -iivm fin\iTOs.find/-tl»enay; mi thi'i? tTitv'<>''y:^'trr"'«*
siili}eeHed w'itii Art-y'cxpaiisiiin of rh«t lir«irt1(> j.t-essurii hil- tlie

their lumen

the voinsiof tjie, Iwaiinue.niuges vccupy a jiosition icxp^scd ,-tp

sfp<'si«. If tlie forWs'on onV .Mde stiik, those on tli^ rttFi<*r rixei frir

example, (taking u3l-iHil.<ration couV(>r.se of Hie pteW'^ngMf in

flux of blood fails; (he forces prrventiu" ' — '

of these the elf
' -•—•... i.:.J. .J .1...

side of theirwalls, les.sening and tending to oMitcniti

__ ^ pthux are onhailced, and

lief liiis no^1l><'^i>ilHtlle''(ltmo.spheric jiressure, tho

suction action of (he sinking brain on the blood in yejns and sinuses

teiMling to fill them, mWthnstrf^brlng febdutte-PtmaUs ftilhess Com-

pressive of thr brain iiurUcw. 1/ -I 7 -[i.r;!. .>/.',' v'l .

13y experinu'uf, <Tva,slii)Y
' al.si,) .showed tliat, under certain cir-

cumstances, an increase of the arterial blood-]iressiire retards the

circulation in till' skull; th)it, inasmuch as the blood-iu-essure in

the liraiii-raiiillaries is greater than in the large cevebrul veius,

with increase of tlie'brain preisurc comes com'ilression'of thehii-gb

cerebral veins rather than df the capillaries, us also a ch*>kiiig and

retardation of tlui blood stream. Another provision ,for relui of

disorder of ,the cercbtyJ blood movement, is I In; so-caUvil " deriva-

tive " circulation o? the head, n side cliojiiiel, so to speak, wliereli.y

pdnift relief is afforded when the ilitra-Craidal circulation IS em-

ban-as-si'd and soi-e pressed.
, v. ^^i »

On the other hand, the automatic mechanisms for chec*»nff mtfent

ofbloodfrom the brain are chiefly the lUTangemvlit of th«C«r6t-

brai and meningeal veins, whicli never accompany theij'. ^rt'ines,

ascend against the force of gravitation to the sulniuit of the brain,

pass forward: many of them, and enter' the gupenor loiigiliidinal

sinus against the "backward flowing stream, this ojiposition of

curreuts^in the simisof and in the veins tending strongh-fo Tetawl

the yeuons flow, and lanJie the venous side of the iuiTarCranml

circulation leisurely, .or evf^u stagnant; and, in fact, the^ bl|O0^

api>oars to issue from the sinuses only under jiressiiro jn '
"";;y.WW

while, if' in active and strong states of 'the circulation <2>" otlj

become.? too stringent here, relief is afforded' by escalic of 1)1000

through the inferior longitudinal and .straight simifes at the hn*i*

of' the braiui .and out of the way of the lock jiisli ;mentionod

(iloxon). Of atmospheric pressure we have ulready sjiukou._

Jloreoyer. the choroid plexuses soak up, ivs it were, and accoiintior,

much of the' incoming blood for the time, thus assisting in another

way in giving easement. Andindoingtliis they displaceportionsof

the certdiro-spinal fluid, forcing it down from the vrntncles of the

brain to the subarachnoid -Space Of .the .spinal cord; this ujiward

and doAynward flow of the ccrebro-spimil fluid, according to

some,' idax-ing an important part in making changes po.ssiblo in

the bLood'sunply to the brain. For a. discussion ol the automatic

chocks on great changes of the intra-ci-anial circulation involves a

consideration of the mechaiu.sins whrrcljy variation of tlie, blood-

supply is permitted in health, l^orae hold that this iscliiifly

'eft'ected by the Upward and downward J-Jay of the cerebro-siuiial

fluid, and by the chartges of high and low tide m (heI>uH'li

fhan.liels and lymph spaces of the brain, especially tho.se that aye

subadventitial" and those that are perivascular. M hen tlie brain

is active, when the incoming tide of blood attracted to it swvl s

it up and it expands, the hypothesis h^s been that room is made

for the dilating' vessels and for the larger amount of arterial blooi.l

they contain fiind cvntnin under inrroa.sod pr.ssure, piTha]is), by

tfif absorption of thfih-nipli circulating in the liner pu.ssages, and

ppT'iii'ellular, perivascular, and 'subadventitial lymph siiacis. in

?ir«l)ortion as the blood-vessels liat bed in it dilate; and that tlic

chWoid plexuses prp.ss the cerebro-spina! fluid out of the ven-

iricular siiaces of the brain into.the suliaraclmi.id of (h6 cord.

Wvertheless it is' not oltogothcr' clear to ipy miud. why the

sniniil cord should be deemi^d -tii) be yi'pparcil to .receive wi|houl

embarni'ssment or 'disorder 'tfo', of ithrA?.' M' rtioro ounces ol

-('^i'chrrt-spihal' fluid o\-pr and above tTu^ il.«iiftl i-inanliiy, and a» a

momimfs notice, on the behest of the'bra'in; thos-. who '.''H'ls al

about the brtcdnvard nnd'Torwafd flow of the cvn-bro..-].nl.'il Uuu

have not Tirovidrd for this exigency, .or explained hmt the spinal

cord adapts itself, without moteado, to the altered Circumstaiiees;

thoy have not pointed to anV mechanism in the'cord wlirretiy, v.

a nmmont, it may rid itself of tlv^ iniindation. IVrhaps '!"' lavt,'

and soft-wa^l^d veins 'of' the m.-ninges of 1 h ,; eonl a nd of
,

"

bodir^v of thc'vcriehi^' tasily permit outHow of blood inMer II)'

ilre-vUrr^'ofVerCbrivspinal fluid ; or it may He that when the hram

circnlation rs Extremely nctiye, that of the ':or/^, 's hvss so
;
for

when the amount of blood sent to the brain is increased duniig

intellectual activity„the omouut going to the arm is Icsseped, as

tested Tiy the plethysmograph ; for, during inteHectUgj^a_ctmt}[;

» AUyemeine ZtiUchnftfur Pstji-hmlrie, Band xli, IWi.^jf.'W.
,
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whilst the volume of the brain increased, Mosso'" found dimin-
ished calibre of the arteries to the forearm, together with a more
frequent, smaller, pulse in them, and now catacrotic instead of
anacrotic, as it had l^en ; a change not due to respiratory influ-

ences. During mental attention and activity K. Gley" found
the numl)er ot lieart-beats increased, and the carotid artery and
its pulse becoming cUcrotic, wliilst a contrary stale ot the radial
pulse existed; effects attributed to vasomotor influence. Thus
It may be that if tlie cerebro-spinal fluid is forced from brain to
cord, the concomitant conditions of lessened blood-supply to tlie

cord enable the vertebral canal to accommodate the increased
amount of cerebro-spinal fluid by an automatic arrangement.
But be this as it may, there are two lines of discrepant view on
the .subject: the importance of tlie cerebro-spinal fluid, or its oper-
ation as above described in provitUng for easement and for con-
siderable variations of the cerebral circulation, having been up-
held by ilajendie. Burrows, Carpenter, Uilton, Moxon and others

;

whilst, on the other hand, this importance and operation of the
cerebro-spinal fluid have been called in question (amongst others)
by Prof. Foster, Dr. Cappie, and il. Franck. Some of these affirm
that changes of the brain circulation are provided for by the
venous sinuses of the skull; that these form reservoirs of the
blood—temporary reservoirs for extra blood in times of emer-
gency—and that when the blood-pressure is increased in the brain
the blood flows with greater freedom away from the sinuses and
out of the skull ; so that when the brain is anaemic, as in sleep,
the sinuses become correspondingly and compensatorily fuller of
blood ; thus the amount within the bony cranium remaining the
same, a much larger share of it than in the waking state is now
external to the brain, a smaller share within the brain itself.

In the young and healthy, rapid and extreme changes in the
position of the head may take place without any evil or incon-
venient result ; but in old age, when the vessels become altered
and their elasticity is impaired, when their vasomotor apparatus
is worn out or deranged, when the meninges become thick and
tough, the choroid plexuses sodden, or stony, and the brain is

less elastic, similarly sudden and marked changes in the posture
and relation of the head occasion giddiness or syncope.
That marked changes are constantly occurring in the brain and

in its circulation appears to be shown also by the fact that, if the
brain is exposed, it and the quantity of blood in it rise and fall
with the respiratory movements—the brain rising in expiration,
lalling in inspiration; and also rise and fall with each beat of
'the heart and the interval before the next ; as well as rise and fall
•in a slower manner than with respiration, doing so in response to
.various influences, such as changes in mental activity, in relative
position of head, movements of limbs, respiratory moditications.

.
.
Inspiration also assists to unload the sinuses, promoting a rush

ithence to the thoracic vessels and heart. Without entering upon
the complex causation of the respiratory undulations just men-
tioned, we may notice if. Francois Franck's '^ observation, that
.when the heart is arrested the pressure on the sinus remains equal
. to the general encephalic pressure, the veins swell, especially in
.the deep parts, and particularly in the cranial ca\-ity, so that the
arterial anajmia is replaced or counterbalanced by venous con-
gestion. Yet against this view is the result of Spelil'g " experi-
ments on rabbits, in which the blood in the head during the chloral
sleep was diminished, being now only 8.7 per cent., instead of 12.5
,per cent., as in the waking state.

,
,

.
,
AU the above facts, including those concerning the existenceof

-checks on wide variations of blood-supply and blood-pressure in,
and tension of, the brain surrounded by various structures, go to
show that considerable \ariations may exist in the supplj', in the
-distribution of the t supply, and in the pressure under which it

-circulates. And pathologic states show this increase or diminu-
tion, as the case may be. Obsen-e not merely the exudation but
hypersemia of inflammation within the cranium ; observe the
intensely gorged, congested—passively, if you like, but gorged—
blood-ve.ssels in cases dying In epileptiform seizures ; observe the
blanched brain of the lunatic dying of purpura luemorrhagica, or
of other maladies attended with rapid or severe loss of blood—
and you will admit pathologic hypencmias and anjemias of the
cerebrum. •

.

i
,

,

,

In reference to this subject of the, relative amounts of Jirterial

;

and venous blood in the cranium, and the alternate ebb and flow

1" Cited by Oley.
~~~"

'

Wl^'^'^f''":!.'.-^^^- ^"'•^ 'i^' Scimces Aftdicales, T. :iix, liS2:a. 3i.
.. '^"ttt des Bopitaux, March 23, 1882, p. 394." Zmc. cit.

of the amount of each, are experiments showing the relation of
active cerebral hyperemia or aniemia—of changes in the blood-
pressure within the skull—to degreea of free outflow of venous
blood from the cranial sinuses, and its return to the heart. Thus
Gartner and Wagner" found that, whilst the calibre of vessels
remains the same, the higher the pressure under which it circu-
lates the more blood must stream through them ; and thus, without
any change in the calibre of the vessels, a larger amount, per unit
of time, may circulate under a higher pressure, and a correspond-
ingly larger amount keep outflowing from the sinuses of the skull.
Compress the aorta above the diaphragm, thus raise the blood-
pressure, and in a parallel way the quantity of blood issuing fi'om
the cerebral veins and the sinuses is augmented. On the other
hand, compress the ascending vena cava, and with the lowered
blood-pressure the outflow from the veins and sinuses immediately
sinks ; and, indeed, when the blood-pressure sinks to 30 to 40
millimetres of Hg., *' the elBux of blood from the brain quite
ceases." Now, under irritation of sensory nerves, strychniiie
poisoning, asphyxia, etc., contraction of blood-vessels of variotis
organs occurs, together with rise of blood-pressure ; but that the
cerebral vessels do not thus contract, under similar circumstances,
appears from the fact that the outflowing amount of blood" from
the brain sinuses, instead of lessening, actually increases then,
and in direct proportion to the increase of blood-pressure induced
by the experiment. Whereas, on the contrary, the outflow from
the sinuses would be lessened if the brain vessels contracted, or
at least their contraction would proportionately subtract from the
effect of the increased blood-pressure. .\nd direct electrical
stimulation of the often so-called " motor area " of brain cortex
(" kinsesthettc centres" of Dr. Bastian") appears to cause, not
brain anaemia by contraction of vessels, as usually supposed, and
hence convulsions, but, active hyperaemia of the brain, and this
sometimes independently of an increase of the blood-pressure,
although the latter usually assists in the result. Intimately
bound together in this relation are the local vasomotor changes
affecting branches of the circle of Willis, end the local molecmax
activity of portions of brain tissue. Let definite parts or centrqg
be roused by any unusually active incitations oi psychic or of
somatic origin, and instantly the circulation thereto becomes, at a
leap, more active and the blood-supply richer.

' Inpluenoe of Caediac Disease on Mextai. State ako '.'

Production of ilENTAX Symptoms.
The chief factors of the brain circulation being the heart's

action, the vasomotor apparatus of brain, the molecular func-
tional activity of brain, and the atmospheric pressure (opposing
return from skull, whose contents are partially withdrawn from
its influence), it is evident that cardiac disease may play an
important part in modifj'ing that blood-supply and the cerebral
functions. And the shrewd forecast of the late Sir G. Burrows,"
as to its frequent connection with insanity, has been justified by
actual observation.
Speaking of the mental disease with which so frequently an

accentuation of the aortic sound is allied. Professor Rudolf Arndt'"
said that it often takes origin when degeneration of the heart has
followed its overstrain, and here the mental disorder, grounded in
a disposition of the affected individual, is to be taken as an ex-
pression of general disease rather than as a brain disease, strictly
speaking.
The influence of heart diseases in the production of brain affec-

tions is chiefly to bring about functional disorders of the brain,
including insanity. Although Dr. R. Law and Dr. Wm. Stokes'"
held that, independently of arterial disease, which Rostan con-
nected with white softening of the brain, the latter might be
brought about by heart disease, yet I have never seen a case' of
such " exsanguineous softening " fairly attributable to cerebral
an;emia the effect of cardiac disease ; for in all cases where disease
of the ve.ssel3 locally was insufficient to account for the circum-
scribed softening, I have found embolism, or haauorrhage, exuda-
tion, or new growth. But whatever their comieet ion with cardiac
or other disease, these several forms of local gross cerebral lesion
may originate mental derangement, chiefly with dementia. An
examination of this department of the relations of cardiac to
mental disease would occupy too much time, does not fall within
the scope of these lectures, and will now be dismissed for good. ,'

** Cited in Brain. July. 1S87. p. 2S1.
15 Brain : a Journal of Xeuroloi^v, April. 1887.
l« On Disorders of the Cerebral Ctrculalton. etc., 184fi.

*

" Ikutsche Medicmiscke Wochenschrift. June 2oth. 1881, p. 3Sft.
'» The Diseases of the Heart and the Aorta, by Dr. Wm. Stokes, 18&1. p. 390.
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how. thpn. may cardiac disease either modify the sj-mytoms of

pre^ri.t^nt inx/nitv. or of that ^vhicl> npi-ars n ,.ut s.tnn!-

tancou^Iv with itself ; or give oripn to rh.- nietital ili.<cn^o, p ii>

h" .art of a chief factor of the Whicnl mala.ly? A 'I'.rs lO,.

of d.illculty and complexity. ComlMiied ns thoy usnally are m
opealion,t\e several elomenT. may bo .lisontangl.d in some ex-

ttLinies. They are as follows: 1. The lienrt disease may act by

di>.turt.ii.« the halance of the general oircalation in vanons Avays

giul deurees. 2. .Similarly, if may act by liisorderinK the intra-

cranial circnlation (this includes its effect on the local vasomotor

meohanismsV :?. It hiav operate by leadins to a change in the

composition of tho blood within the cranium; or 4 of the blood

Kon.'rally. 5. Tt may act by the pulmonary disorder it induces,

andthe morbid impression, and sensations resulting therefrom,

L that eventually some of the effects arising are of pulmonary

origin, or partly so. C. Through the iierVes it may become a

source of peripfieral irritation, and influence ceT6f)ral functions

refiexly, by sympathy, inhibiting some forms of activity, deranging

"'le^t the above statements should bear a dotoiatic impress, I

must add that M yet they are not actually demonstrated an-l

aenerally accepted facts. Some, indeed, while admitting a change

of balance of general or of local circulation in heart disease

chftnced blood-pressun> within the vessels, and altered quality of

the blood therein, yet deny any effect, worth mention, of these on

the production of luental symptoms, and hold that the onginal

endowment of the ner^'ous system, and the preMous mental quali-

ties, govern the state of psychic functions during the existence of

heart or renal disease, of changes of pressure and circulation.

Nevertheless, as regards the first two of the above-mentioned Te-

sulu of cardiac disease, and factors of mental, the preceding dis-

cussion shows their importance in determining the state ot tlie

brain, and therefore in producing du^orders of it In relation to

this come cases" with feeble circulation and ,^vlth cerebral vessels

imperfectly tilled, in which the mental .state or the sensorj- brain

functions varied with the oscillations of arterial_ anrenaia ,of the

brain.'according as the subject was in the erect or m the horizontal

position ; as where one. feeble-minded, apathetic, and peevish

whilst in the erect position, becamfe intelligent, lively and con-

versational in the recumbent; or the studejit, mentioned by 15ur-

rows who owing to defective bulk of blood in the cerebral vessel-s

when sitting up, could study only in the recumbent position
;
and

Witkowski''' found two patients with aortic stenosis lie abed

with head low: whereas other persons with congested head held

it stiff and high erect, as in a case of mitral insufticioncy witli

swollen red bead, most carefully balanced., Then from the asylum

ward come aises in which maniacal excitement, is often cleared

up, anddisuui.-ting delusions abated or dispersed, by moderate doses

of digitalis, as shown in my paper ^' on tlie su,bject ;,
and I need

only mention v -'=— '' t.-r,,.nr,o

often connected

^^Theii as regards the third of the factors enumerated, what has

Kone before demonstrates that in disordered conditions of its cir-

culation parts of the brain may be poisoned by yenpus blood, re-

latively too venoiis, and relatively too long stagnating m the

Vein^ and Sinuses, and dammed backward upon the, capillaries.

Asregard-s the fourth ami fifth of thr factor?, also, we n.M'd only

araw attention fo the frcqu.-nt disorder and imperfection of re-

spiration, or even pulmonary dis.-ase, .-^ecoudarv' to cardiac disease,

aid the interference with normal ha;matosis thereby (.ng..>ndered,

and th.-rffore defective nntritiftn of tho brain, as well as the

mental effects of morbid jmiwreesions conjing frora su(;h pulmonary

disorder or disease. , ;. , j \.. ,'..
The si.xth manner fii wliich heart disease inav occaaioa or

modify mental symptoms is one which has been almost entirely

ignored, but which I deem to be of great efficacy. When we

consider the painful impressions, the distress, the physical

anguish, the e.xtraordinary variety of abnormal sensatjons. that

may arise in cardiac disea.se, the closely, urgently pressing nature

of many of these, the vague discomforts, the oonng aw;ay of

strength and courage and nerve, the easy access to the brink or

depth of syncope ; we shall see in all these a fertile field for the

growth of depressed or hypochondriacal fueling and ideas of a

delusive character. That peripheral local morbid states often

directly occaiiion deflnite mental gymptomg, and even gaHicular

'» H)irr«w«. Com!*. AlKTiromtlo.
» Allyrmtine Xeitxkrifi f>ir Pwi/r/i.. Hnnd TXXtl. p. 35.1.

'• J^armU of ittntnt ScimM-e, July, 1873. p. IW.

.V< .'I
.I'.-i . '•1.5 .1:

s shown in my paper-" on the su,l)ject ; ana i neeu

vertigTj and s'vncope as active cerebriil syi^ptouw

ed with defective or disordered eiicejihuUc arterial

delusions, I have had many necroscopic proofs; and, had I space.

iiiiL'ht relate many cases in ilWstfation 0? tliat thesis, ahd rdlg^t

select abdominal and other cases, in order that, what I shall s9y

hereafter about the heart might exhiWt con«pieUous1y a parallel-

ism with these other pathological f<"•»:, but space fails me.

Moreover, this doctrine is not a new one. Thus, the\*ide employ-

ment of " sympatlietic insanity " as a' general etiological term.

was litrcelv built upon occurrences similar to those long ago

spoken of liy Brown-S(5quard,»^ and others, as insanUy by reflejic

effect of irritation of centripetal nerves. *.u„;lu«4.
One may describe the above methods of action of the .graver

maladies of the heart; more difllcult, nay often impossible, is it to

apportii^n to each one its place and rule in particular cases, or in

the several forms, of cardiac disease.
_

With disabling heart disease, and especially if thereupon pul-

monary disease supervenes as a secondary result, or even inde-

pendently, come a general disturbance of the balance of the_ cir-

culation
" and impeded return of blood to the right side of the

heart including impeded return of blood from the cranial cavity,

and all the more so as here comes into play the closed nature ot

the skull. And not only is the venous blood m the sinuses and

laree cerebral and meningeal veins brought to a state tending to

stagnation, but it also acts backward towards, and upon, th^

arteries, in this course giving rise to irregular circulation locft

retention and blood-sta.siS, poisoning of the parts with retained

effete products of tissue-metaViolism, and to changes m the pres-

sure of the blood upon the vascular walls, and m the tension ol

the brain. Lung disease greatly enhances this condition ot tlie

intracranial circulation, a condition which also is accompanied

with arterial cerebral ahiemia, which we have seen the afore-

mentione<l changes tend to produce. And this being the state

of affairs, should there now be also histological changes in the

walls of the cerebral blood-vessels, their partial occlusion starvds

the brain substance, their diminished elasticity further aggra-

vates the stasis and promotes gravitation of blond. Of the evil

effects of persistent passive congestion of the membranes and

brain substance I need not tarry to speak. Yet the heart disease,

in some forms particularly, and eventually in all, of it.self directly,

often mechanically, occasions a defective arterial supply *? t«e

brain, with or without venous congestion, and in the train ot

this arterial ana!mia (and venous congestion) follow all tile

chances in the circulation and nutrition of the bram to which 1

have referred, but which I need not recapitulate. Anfl utterly

mistaken are those who in the diseased or healthy state of the

brain v.-ssels, respectively, would seek the complete solution of

the seeming mystery that one case of heart disease « attended

by mental symptoms, and one, apparently similar, is,»eethe(rt-

""

Notwithstanding the effect of emotions on the hearty and the

frequent effect of heart disease on the spirits of the sufferer, ana

that some have attributed mental symptottis, and even the pro-

duction of insanity, tc chronic heart disease, J-^^ others have

denied the existence of any such influence by cardiac affections,

or if not denying it, have minimised its importance and effect,

holding, rather, that when they co-exist, the heart Jweaseis

secondary to the mental. An.l of those who do admit that i*-

fluence nearly all have .lescribed the clinical results in brief and

general terms, as applying to chronic heart, disease, in a wide sense,

have failed therefore to distingui.sh the mental effects flowing from

its different forms. Thus, Solfanelli" opined that whileh>-pertrophy

affecting the left side of the heart is connected w^th more active,

and valvular disease with more passive, hyperwmia, atid its re-

sults ; and while cerebral ancemia will arise from nortnc-vTiW;

stenosis, and cerebral venous congestion, and (edema will follO'R

upon mitral regurgitation, yet a correspondence fails ^ ^e ou-

served between the variety of heart disease and the form or in-

sanity found accompanying it. ...•.•„„„ >,„.w
Those who have brought forward large statistics on heart

disease in the insane have drawn tho clinical fft_8 from one set

of cases, the necroscopical from another set, and the latter frotti

records entirely or largely made by others. Not only we tnerr

fliscrepancies between the facts adduced by the severs crt^

'^T\cTs\ and not only do the conclusions drawn from the Uving

fail to harmonise with those drawn from the dead, >"Jhe stat»-

tics of each observer; and not only have some pathologicj^

n Lancet. July ZTth.' 1891, p. 79, and Physiology nnd'.Pathol, p^ CfntT..fffft.

'''nA':^i.'vt'Halmo «r Mai. Ntn, rt 41- J/f«t.. dte.1 Journ. Ment.:}^^,;:^

,8;,'., p. 140; nmlby Wltkowlki.- " ' .Vn.oo.V"
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tions and factors been lost siglit of, in tlieir figures, but also when
these obsen-ers turn to the clinical features of the insanity pro-
duced by heart disease, or the modifications wrought thereby,
their statements are not drawn from the cases and statistics pre-
ceding, which, indeed, so fai as they go, would lead us to very
different conclusions. -.• a '

Of insanity where heart disease is the chief factor it has been
said that hypertrophy of heart goes with exalted conditions, dila-
tation with depression; or, again, that aortic-valve affections
mostly occasion excitation, whereas, on the contrary, mitral
affections livvd to melancholia chiefly; while states of excitement
are often attended by temfiorary 'murmurs originatinn- at the
aortic valve. Yet most or all of the existing statemenfs on this
particular relatiwi of heart disease to insanity are vague, general
indiscriminate, insecurely based.

'

The clinical and pathological sketches to follow are entirely
from cases under my care, and many of them so for years, and of
which I made both notes and necropsies. A few other eases are
utilised, of persons who are li%-ing, or did not die imder my care
or on whom a necropsy was not made. Thus the clinical and the
pathological facts are drawn from the same cases and by the same
observer, and, it is beUeved, are sufficient in numbers to elucidate
the ditferent relations to insanity of the several forms of cardiac
and aortic lesion; and, moreover, are reported without bias, preiu-
dice, or preconception.
Acute affections of the heart may he the Source of mental dis-

order, as the insanity observed in some cases of rheumatic endo-
carditis by Burrows and others, or as in ,cases of ulcerative
endocarditis in the childbed state, causing derangement taking
the form of puerperal mania.'^* But I am about to "speak of some-
thmg other than the delirium or other mental symptoms occa-
sionally observed in the acute and febrile affections of the heart—
of something other than its functional affections, or even than its
milder organic changes ; for not only is it more difficult to trace
the effects (if any) of functional disorder or mild organic disease
on the mental state, and not only are these producible by many
causes, and easily engendered by the mental disturbance itself,
and by states such as lithasniia and renal inadequacy—thus ren-
dering them less suitable for our purpose—but also 'in omittinn-
them there are twi> further advantages ; the one an avoidance ol
being overloaded by a throng of cases of little use for our
present purpose; the other, that by selecting only the severe cases
of organic disease the necropsy is conclusive "as to the cardiac
condition, and therefore we can be spared that recital of the phy-
sical sigrts alid somatic symptoms of the heart affections which
would become almost necessarj- in dealing with functional cases
and mild organic ones. ' And still another reason is that it is not
part of my scheme to furnish a new and ostensibly complete set
of statistics as to tlie proportions, percent., of the se'veral foi-ms of
insanity affected with this or that cardiac condition or lesion—

a

matter of seCondaiy interest from otir point of -i-iew.
Continually do we find mental sympt6ms cropping up in heart

cases. For example, in Dr. Bristowe's"' article on " Recun-ent
lalpitation of Extreme Rapidity in rer.-;rras otherwise Apparently
Healthy" we find that even in some of these cases of purely func-
tional affection witli only incidentally present cardiac disease, or
slight dilatation and h>-pertroj)hy .secondary to tlie palpitation
he noticed an irritable, tidgety condition, and sense of being always
in a hurry, or a feeling of being ill, fainf, atid weaty, Cdiiicident'lvwth the paroxysm of palpitation. '! ^ i"., •-/'I

. ,

-^

Jo illustrate the effect of heart disease on the'm'eiital state I
need not confine attention to the insane. Their attendants and
others occasionally furnisli me with effective examples. One such
n_iH be mentioned under aortic regurgitation. A second case was
•nat of one disabled elsewhere for attendant's work by n heart
Tippled by rheumatic fever, and to whom T £(ave the sit'uation of
|Jorter. In bis chest was always to be heard a loud chttmin* of
ommmgled murmurs, which Soijletimes be<-iime worse, the piilse
jirdmarily abo\e 100. running to a great frequency then ; asthma-
jUie attacks of dyspncea being severe, the congestion and cedemti
I'l

lungs adding to the distress ; the face becoming blue and \\\i(\.
|nd the lips more everted. Now at these times I

omitant mental change
noted a con-

imprinting itself on the man's visage.
ui eiiiotly manifesting itself by suspiciousness and a .substitution
t the usual cheerful, lively buoyancy by moroseness, withdrawal
I sell, and a mental attitude as of one standing oti' defence
gainst unjust reflections upon, unjust feeling toward, himself-

=* Arch, far Path. Anat. md Ph.,.,., Bnn.l xx, p. r,42.« Bram, Jijly, 1881;, p. 164.;

an incipient morbid idea of the ho.stility of.those around him, and
the misinter^iretation of their actions and motive.^ ending occa-
sionally in his briiging to me some suspicious suggestion rather
than definite accusation—suggestion which T was wont to ignore.
Finally, the kidney becoming affected, he died albuminuric, but a
few days before death confessed to me that, when in his " bad
turns," he for years had had visnal hallucinations or illusions, and
that, as in dyspnceal lividity he .spoke to me, he could see ajn^
and dog at the foot of his bed ('hallucination).' ;;:ar: ~7I

Still another attendant became changed 'in dispo.sitioii ariS
feeling, but was unaware of his heart disease until, on examina-
tion, I found left hypertrophy and double aortic bruit.
Nor can I forget the case of a medical friend with heart disease,'

chiefly of the aortic valve, so far as valvular, and a l)ruit in the'
aortic arch; whose life became overcast by restless anxiety. Op^
pressed by apprehensions and vague disquietude, dnd with m«
thoughts ever returning to revolve around his morbid sensation^
and vague mental and physical discomforts, hi.? conversation kepf
recurring to his sensations, his disease, and his impending death,
the constant themes with which by day and night he worried
those around him. Mirth or pleasantry- grated upon his feelings,
circling around their sombre centre. Fidgetv, restless, perturbed,
anxious—a hundred times a day he would b'eg of nle to feel bis
pulse, or seek the expression of my opinion on his state ; and in
the night, when sleep failed, he would rouse one up in order to
seek suggestion of .some new soporific plan, to be reliered of hi?^
dread, and to have his pulse again felt.

, ;

'

'

And here I may mention the case of a deteriotTited imbedle
monomaniac, not in the following statistics, who, after several
rheumatic attacks leaving damage of the mitral valve and of the
lunate cusps of the pulmonary arterj-, had vast increase of what had
previously been Only a slight tendency to occasional, sudden,
quasi-impulsive, transitorj' outbursts ofiexcittjment, violence, ami
destructiveness.

' .'•.•.
.

,r^

Insanity in- Relation to Forms or Cakdiac Diseask.'
'''•'*

Passing to Heart Disease and Insanity, ani the groups I haW
formed

:
all the cases were males. Once for all, it must be stated

that under each of the following heads 1 hare two objects in
view, the one being to trace the clinical aspects of the insanity
produced, or the modification of pre-existent insanity -n-rought,
by the particular variety of heart disease ; the other, conversely,
being to indicate the several forms of in.sanity in the course of
which each cardiac aft'ection is most liable to appear ; for both
the cardiac and the mental may be deeply rooted in one and the
same diathesis or diathetic tendency.
Mitral Talve Di'sw.^c—Three s'ub-groups. In the first and

second sub-groups, mitral valve disease was the chief or pre-
dominant somatic condition, both clinically and pathologically ;

in all the sub-groups it was the chief or only cardiac abnormality.'
The twenty-nine mitral cases I bring forward are grouped as ('l')

marked regurgitation
; (L*) marked obstruction ; and (3) compara-

tively iilight or moderate mitral valvnlar disease. Of those in'

which mitral disease was severe, the sole or predominant cardiac
condition, and of considerable influence on the fortunes of the
case, six were examples of mitral regurgitation, seven of mitral
obstruction. One might well anticipate that disease of tlie bicus-
pidates, whether giving rise to obstruction or to regurgitation of
the blood stream, would practically be of the same effect on the
nervous system, and therefore on the mental state; or if thebicus-
pidate disease is later in time than tlie mental, that there 'would
be no special difference in the liability of the subjects of the
several forms of mental disease to

.
oite or the other lesion^tO

stenosis, or incompetency, as the case, might be; and that thi"
modifying eft'ect (if any')' of_ eitliCT iipoii the pre-existfTit mental
.-^tate would be the same ; hut the facts I have ohSer^-ed, and will
mention, point to a different conclusion.

First iiub-groiip: Mitral Reffur^ifation.—Let me give a
smumarj- of the cases of regurgitation due to incompetency
of mitral cusps. The patients were aged from 37 to 59.
and on the' average 47. M death, the insanity had lasted
from a few weeks or months to twentj- years. In some
the cardiac aft'ection supervened on mental disease, in
some it preceded the latter. For reasoiis already specified
1 need not give the physical signs of the cardiac disease, so well
marked in these cases, or the other somatic symptoms, although
noting incidentally the comparative frequency of Cheyne-Stok,e9's
re.opiration in this .«ub-group. The heart -v\-as enlarged in t hesp
cases, weighing on the .average ITJ^ozs. Ar., the left ventricle "ber
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inu liYPertrophied and dilatt'd. tbo loft auricle somewhat so. as

SS. u\?rLht ventricle; the heart uuiaclo was m some cases pale

t^J si iL'hl^y granulc^fatty. and its coronary arteries atheroma-

^t "tveu when leaat affected in structure the .ncomp«tent

m rul ct ; weralso more or l.^s thickened and un.luly opaque

Tie other valves may be so also, the tricuspid, liowever, often

S^pt^ We marfind in the lu,^s congestion, pneumonia

K^iage : the Sidneys smallish (4 to 4i ors.), and slightly or

"TtSt'Z^e'in some of these cases prece<led -ther ^ela„-

cho a or suspicious delusional insanity. In others the heart

di;el^e was s.Lequent to religious or to persecutory «onom.mi .

oT to expansive, maniacal, hostile, irritable general paraljMs,

?^m\U^ aberrant course in one with hereditary P.^ycl"'= J-

X'mion. Of the two sets of cases, the more interestuig is that

of mitral disease preceding mental disorder and influencing its pro-

'^

mien rheum'atic- fever has founded the chronic l>eart disease

an mental svmptoms have been noticed for six months, one i»

^otTona ly c\epresstHl. melancholic, acknowledges morbid feel ng

t^the head for a long wlule. as if the vertex was cut off and ifttd

up. To him it seem^s as if something "
^V°"? /"^'f t „nen -d

h; is to be shot or hung; he believes it. and wishes to be open d

at once for the benefit of medical science, by the discovery; ot the

Ltermd pathologic state. He fancies that imaginary voices ad-

dress him ;
people turn round and speak to him ;

the Lord talks

to h m.Tnd says he is to be shot ; he feels. wicked, and as i ca.t

out bv the Lord. At times his description is that he had felt as ^i

th cilvaria was off and the heart down. From the cardmc region

he hears voices say. " It's a shame to keep him here
;
but this t

^plaiS. in a sense unusual for asylum inmates, as nieamng that

hi has bl-come too wicked to be liere. and therefore ought to he

«hot or kille<l At one time the hallucinatorj- voices had sug-

gested Ids e.xual mutilation, and he confesses to past onanism;

fall ng on his knees he tells of youthfulf^"'^'
^'^".^"''•ir"^.^,

bv his oresence in the bedroom to which his v,adowed mother

o t brSrhome a paramour. At times he had felt mcreasecl

in heieht, lifted up. and as if he was not a natural being bome-

thin^feemed to be blowing on the top of his head; he fel as £
a

8 u^- worked from right thigh to slioulder. Sometimes he per-

ceiTedTtrange smells without external cause.. These were audi-

torv tactile, olfactory, and visceral hallucinations and illusions.

?n the next case tlie coming on of mitral regurgitation was p..>-

bably subsequent to the insanity. A religious monomaniac ^^^o

had settled down as a quiet, respect ul. pleasant.
J"f"f.™. ";

mate fell at last into physical and graver mental difficulties.

Wtth his wrdiac and renal disease came, first, pulmonary en-

gorgement muco-aqueous expectoration, cedema.of 'o^'er limbs;

l^d later on. marked albuminuria, defective vision, mental dul-

^si. drowsiness; from congestion of lungs, at times dyspncea or

orthopnuja and cyanotic livid hue of face and hands, b the

dyspnoea.was in part renal. And so the case progressed.jv ith re

curring uyspncjeal attacks, a les
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currma uy>y..«:». »..».».. - .essened amount of the now highly

X^nuout urine, mental heaviness and 'IfO-'^-n'^f^-^^"^
,f
"""|

these latter and evil days, wlien the cardiac and ^enal di^easts

were tellin« upon him. the state of miiul was modihed
;
for in

contr^t\v¥tU liis former mental character sties, heha-i ^become

deurer^ed verj- quiet, somewhat sombre, and showed a marked in-

clination to tlJit^urnity and silence, as if the mental sky had become

'^AotS^r^morma'^ilc had had delusions as to po-ned food ana

persecution ; hallucinations! of sight and heanng, and a Mir a U.

emotional state-now amiable and "'dn^t"""-^- ""^^^ «""\°;

moody, and menacing. That he was persecuted by men who

«noyed him by blasphemy and by tramping
,''1^7'

fo af.
*° f

'

him to commit himsJlf. that he was kept to be tort'ired
^J*

some of the various delusions under the influence of ^hif^ ^^

Umes he became noisy, excited, threatening, or violent. Later on.

he destroyed his bedding, declared he was tormented at night,

e^peciau/by women and the Que-n ; therefore he threatened an.!

Xm'd toUsault the omc.Ts of the a-sylutn, or. to smash win-

dows, if not shifted away. Subsequently, becoming more quiet

ind suien he slid he had no flesli on his bones or those about

him were
''

against" him, or that he was persecuted. .The marked

L^ dis..as7had now become manifest, and now neither ex c.l

nor noisy, he ^'as sullen, reserved, taciturn, of f"' "-'^^'ng
'"^'^i'

and the delusions were somewhat in abeyance. Later on he said

the patients were " all against him ; his testicles were eaten away,

he w^tXented:" everything not agreeable to h.m he looked on

Sra':: I'ncK itd";L''menTal'state : changing it /roni a chrom^;,

=^rJ^r::Sr^se-^^;s;^i[;:nc^^
bined with a quiet! tractable docility, m strong contrast with the

'"Wh!?r"""p.^trrcted erratic case of general, paralysis, at first

Rn \donLs is all-powerful to strike or heal. Subseqmnu>, wiui

b"/i Uas he still at times was irritable, angry, quarrelsome, dis-

an ful LaUerlv. with m.irked mitral, also with aort.c-^ aUe,

Si and in contrast with his previous
f'^'^-.^^jitT^^^^

i,^,
t

Si^^^bJTSieS?:^!/^?^p^ offering

lut\ov ci^ir alXughthe total stateddurationof the insanity was

statements loss of mental perception and of memory, extreme de-

mentk-a condition as of premature and intense senile decay .1

Sind L^^^ markeS examples of mitral regurgitation occur in th-

'"K'^fSe^itral regurgitation most evidently^ifli™ the

k:-";^'^txrSde^as1i%=I;c^^^;nlS™

"^ST.X.o., :
Mitral«~uT^T^iT^^r i^fsa'nilj'/.lul

-- ^r^o^i^-side^-^or^sSi kno^ wi^f;-^
bta" afhaTtl"°in/rinsic cardiac lesions Bronchit^emph~

r:'w^^::pt rb^t^nd^sS^irv^^r^sf^'-^ pt

'Thfa'^fraae weight of the heart was 13.188 ozs In all

^ere dePs^of Sriction at the.left ostium .
atrio-venncul re.

r;.d of ttiickening. rigidity deformity or cohesion o^
"i jfo^ fen -t ^f tlio fn«M were of the "button-hole, anu pari, ui <»•=

S ated ; the left ventricle not markedly "^ n°^°\''^;^^]> g^^
trophied as a rule. In most the right f^l f ;"

^^;';^',cle was

in -vLal Vericardi.il fluid "Jton increa^ed.^Jpl-n. .i^^t^^^

:;;i:^; /e^^ir^laW^^dlickened ^^n^ oi-i;^. ^
-casionaUy

scarred, pig^en.ted, .brownish Liver a^^rage4..o „
< V

Slaspllgiil
stenosis ; the carcuac uisease •"»^'^;'^",^„ r' -j-r- tjen^pted siucide

i,:tnd'mffi:^trm"^Zry:ri?^^—
3«ljr. Uoinjlaa i'owell, Lanctt, 1880.
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recollection of his mental attack iii India ; but he was not merely
stupid, simple, unable to take proper care of himself, and ignorant
of the value of money; he was also irritable, suddenly, as if im-
piilsively, violent and destructive when displeased; jealous of
others Retting better things or larger shares than he ; made griev-
ances of notliing

; frequently transferred from ward to ward at
his own wish, he was not contented in any; was excitable,
quarrelsome, resentful, readily and impetuously made sudden
attacks if he thought (delusion) that he was insulted or called
names; excited about grievances, he imagined injustice; would
not occupy or amuse himself, demanded his release; later, he
made assaults under the influence of hallucinations of hearing.
In anger he hurled his dinner away, smashed plates, threatened
to and did commit sudden quasi-impulsive acts of -i-iolence. For
a time he continued to attack others imder the delusion that they
annoy, push against, talk about, or even look at him. Finally,
he became quiet, depressed, reseri-ed, subdued, answering in
monosyllables.
Another case, in which the cardiac affection long preceded the

mental, comes here in order, but was aged and less characteristic.
He had some active symptoms, being noisy, shouting "murder,"
and delusionally asserting that people came and assaulted him,
that there was some criminal charge against him, that he had
been out and robbed on his way to a bank, or had lost a cheque
belonging to his employers, lloreover, he became suicidal, tried
to get out of and smashed a window to go and throw himself
over a bridge. Later he was petulant, irritable, struck at an at-
tendant about to feed him, confused persons and places, was
rambling and incoherent in conversation, imagined he had to pay
for his maintenance, had just left his business situation which
still depended on him, and was the subject of a criminal charge.
Letter for a time, but latterlv worse, with vague depression, dis-
content, dissatisfied with his food and his position, occasionally
ramblmg and odd in conversation; he talked of having been over-
dosed with chloroform. Subsequently, says he " is dying fast

"

his " brain is going," or he is " disturbed," has not slept for weeks
or months, will soon be dead, and was troubled by the delusive
notion that he must go to see a " dying sister and nephew."
Latterly were delusions about his dying or being dead, dreams in
which he saw corpses laid out, desire for death.
The order of incidence of the two affections was .somewhat

doubtful in a case of religious monomania with excitement, be-
coming querulous, an<l finally deteriorating, and the querulous
maniacal elements continuing. At times, restless and excited, he
asserted that he was St. Patrick and suffered on the cross, that
voices from the other world .spoke to him. Declaring his inde-
pendence, and not brooking the slightest interference, he was
qiiarrel.some and assaulted his companions. Later were notions
that true angels tell him what to do ; his fixation on a bed at Malta
Jio took as comparable with the Crucifixion. Excessively
(luerulous, he complained of his treatment and diet, and was in-
clined to fight. A marked stenotic mitral bruit was heard, and
now came frequent pulmonary complications and dyspnoeal at-
tacks. .Vfter the heart condition became worse he was querulous,
moro.se, discontented, was growling, grumbling, making absurd
complaints of being injured and treated in a hostile wnvbyeverv-
one, and absurd statements as to the imaginary bodily injuries
inflicted upon him. & j j j

As in the last, so in another case, the funnel-shaped mitral con-
striction may have been congenital; othem-ise, knowing them
only in the later years, one would have said their heart disease
probably appeared later than the querulous persecutory mono-
mania. This one had delusions as to men being murdered and
boiled to lard, and their skins tanned to leather; as to the army
officers being against him ; delusions of being annoyed, ill-treated,
ot cverj-thing being -nToug, of the food being deleterious or stink-
ing, or poisonous. But with these were occasional delusions as
to lus valuable clothing or wealth, as to his being proof against
snares, sword, or gunpowder. Yet usuallv he was suspicious,
querulous, (lisconlented. Latterly, when more in trouble with
neart and lungs, he said the food was dead men's lard, or made of
Uead men s yeast, that •• bad stuff "was intentionallv put in it,
rnat voices told him he annoyed his comrades, that American in-

/^Iw^"?
?™5"'"'''"'''" '" slopwork, but that he had "raised

jtotHi. Jn low .spirits, he yet became e.xeited. noisy, and abusive
It ques loned, and had delusions of persecution. Latterly he de-
clared he was poisonexl, often refused food, and the delusions on
inis subject became predominant. Peevish and irritable, he in-
sistea that the milk was poisoned, that his medicine burnt him

up, that the attendants smelt offensively. Even at the last, under
delusions of persecution, he shouted about " blood-sucking ' and
about his being " tormented." Besides the heart disease there
were caseous bronchial lymphatic glands, and some cheesy-
nodules in the lungs.

In a case in which insanity probably preceded the heart affec-
tion there were early despondency and desire to be killed, then
usually querulous, but sometimes expansive, symptoms—sullen-
ness, restlessness, irritability, mental confusion. Later he was
noisy, quarrelsome, dissatisfied, querulous, and by his own wish
transferred successively from ward to ward ; at times were ex-
pansive ideas, such as "that he was " next to God." Later, im-
paired in memorj-, he was confused, incoherent, now and then ex-
cited, threatening, and on those occasions refusing food and re-
sisting interference. Subsequently hj-pochondriacal, baselessly

'

asserting that he was ill, that his tongue hung loose, that his left
eye was blind

; and now, strange to say, came recollection and
mention by him of his early lonw-past despondency and desire to
be killed. Still later, absent in mind, confused, of defective
memory, and repeating words and sentences with an odd smiling
look, as of a chronic maniac. He died of an acute inflamma-
tion.

Of the above cases, the first, third, fourth, and in less degree
the fifth, show this association of obstructive mitral disease with
chronic insanity characterised by delusions of persecution, annoy-
ance, injury, or hypochondriacal one^; and often hallucinations,
at first with, and then superseding, expansive ideas, chiefly of the
religious order; also with another group of symptoms—queru-
lousness. irritability, ill-temper, discontent, grumbling moro.se-
ness, and peevish cross-grained cantankerousness. It is partly
the sj-mptoms of this latter group which grow worse in propor-
tion as disabling mitral stenotic disease tells on the vital forces
and the functions of the brain. And in some of these the cardial,
in others the mental, is the earlier malady; if preceding, the
mitral stenosis appears to foster the production of symptoms of
the kind described; if, on the contrary, apparently supervening,
it seems to intensify the similar symptoms, and to assist in the
supersession and gradual extinction, by them, of formerly co-
existent symptoms of the expansive order.

In two less marked cases the order of incidence was unknown,
and the mitral affection probably not of verj- much influence.
One was mixed monomania, persecutorj-. expansive, hypochon-
driacal. Patient says he " is tried, accused of crimes, is "annoyed,
apparatus is applied" to him, is the object of conspiracy; is perse-
cuted by Orangemen's secret, or by a ' piercing wind with a
voice,' which once he saw ; it pains him all over; this is done to
prevent proof of his grievances. To him the power of Orangeism,
Freemasonry, and Devil are applied ; he can be pained by others
at their will ; is worked on at night ; Freemasonry is dragged
from him, so is his nature, and the flesh is dragged" through nis
body.'" Later, refused food, declared he would starve himself if

not discharged, and should lie starve the world would be de-
stroyed ; " Is Saviour of the 'World, has spoken to God ;" becomes
excited about his imagined persecutions. Here, there were also
some cheesy and calcareous nodules in the lungs.
The other had lieen grotesquely irrational in demeanour and

language, alternating between melancholic depression and agita-
tion, with monotonous repetition of ejaculations on religious sub-
jects. There were also delusions of conspiracy, and tliat his soul
was lost, and that his food was poisoned, with obstinate refusal
of it. Subsequently, TOp/(j?ic/(()/in agitata; still noisily repeating
some words or phrases, and refusing food. Later, silent, reticent,
depressed, unsociable, and refusing to be examined.
Comparing the most charactenstic, respectively, of mitral re-

gurgitant with mitral stenotic cases, broadly speaUing the former
show more tendency to melancholy, the lattejr to intense queru-
loiisness, and delusions of persecution, annoyance, injury.

The third sub-ormtp of morbid mitral orifice or ralre consists of
those in which there was slighter mitral change and effect. For,
in sixteen mitral cases the valve disease was comparatively slight,
or somewhat overshadowed by important clianges of other organs,
or the valve change, although the chief cardiac abnormality found
was not of grave import, and probably did not exerci.se any
markedly noxious iiitUience on the course or symptoms of the case
in reality. However important these may I* as showing the
tendency and hne along which disease works in some groups of
per.sons, they are of comparatively little usefulness for our. par-
ticular pre.sent purpose, inasmuch as their inUueme upon, or
their relation to, the mental state of the patient, or to the con-
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ItUutionftl Btate or cJ^ill»t(tfyfcon<tition which fav6ufS the pro-

duction of that m-'iitnV slnto. w«s iiotjvory cloai' mM O.stimt.

Th.'rifon, nlth.-ugl. they wrrw aii4l.Vs»'«l,ll slmll .-xchul..' t'lo six-

keen f^>m further onnpidomtion, .xccpt to add t)iat nipst of these

cast's nf U^hter mitral . .li.-rn*e. iiltJi.niph mnny of them wore

'encTal ininilyties. exliiblted an inclinalion to depresMOn, irritu-

.nlitv, d'luMons of annoyance, dnn-er. ill-trentmeut, jMrsecution,

or show,Ml inclination to dementia.
,
hnxotional Jacahty was

marked in sOme. Only a few had rtccasionfrl fes^ansiT? .Jelusions

i

P%««.—A study, of thd'i uce. of ,
plague af various

::' ABSTRACTS OF THE MILROY LECTURES
ox

SOAIE GENERAL CONDITIONS WITH
REGARD TO EPIDEMICS.,;

? JJeiivered at the Jioi/nl OMcffe of J>h;/sioiaru of London,

C,. Febrttarjj and March, XSSS. j >
-

Ry ROBEUT LAWSOX„,L.E.C.S.En.,
In»j)ector^Oefierttl (ReOlied)jSrml^.

-•' ' LUCTUBB II ~Knl>*MTC iNTT-rRNCES f^cort/wKci^;.

SmaH-phx. -Vtit Parlv part of thi.^ lecture wa.'. deVote«d to prov-

inc thiU small-pox, like fever, was under the influence of a iian-

demic factor wliicl. determined its development as an epidemic

at some point in thM first instance, and its subsequent extension

to the northward in successive years. Tlii' illustrations s,nren

Avere mostly taken from tlie Indian returns, and such notices; of

its occurrence in Europe and America as ga^-e specific intormation

flS to dates of commencement an.l <leeliiie of the disease, or state-

Wients of the dfath* in partieulal- years. Small-pox generally

appeared in tliC southern fart "f Hindustan between the^isoclinals

0° and .W=> north in th-i first instnnc*', and extended to the portion

hevrtnd the isoclinal ^"i" sul.sei.|u.-ntlv. varyinirin force in different

Wrts of the conntrv iiivnde<1 in different epidemic, but stil! pre-

.sentinga wave-like mode of proirression fn th^ same direction.

•Thus the epidemics reached a maximum m the Sfadras Presidency

in l«6fl l.'<72 1R77. an.l 1H'12 : in the North-West Provinces and

BentrarinHfin, 1H78, 1.^78, and IfWJ; and iii Punjab in 1S70. 1«.4,

1870 and 1.H84. The want of information regarding Central Asia

preVButrd the ware being traced further north :
huf in 1860 small-

n,,x commencHd at Marseilles, became epidemic in tile north ot

Wane in 1870, in Holland and f>cu<lon in 1871, and in the north

of Encland, Scotland, and Ireland in 1872; on the other side of

the hemispher.', it could b« traced in Teneriffe in 18,0, and in the

Cnite.! Ktate« in 1«T1. The Madras epidemic of ISJ-', if was sug-

gest!^ -mis part of the sahie wave -which reached Western huroiie

and the Unit.-id States in 1875.
, .

Prtnr/cmt'r H'rt(v.«.—.Vothing, It was said, is known of the inti-

mate nature of these pnndemie waves, nor had any explanation

been given as to wh^- they should proceed from south to north.

Further the kind or'fei-er developeil, as it was assumed, under

their iii'nuence vari'sd very much at different period.s and tins

was ennugll to show that the pandemic wave of itself was in-

sufficient to account for such varied results, and that recourse

must be had to other factors connected with each locality tor tlie

tiro- With regard to intermittent and remittent fevers, the en-

demic oource? of malaria must be all that was requisite in most

cases : but with yellow fever and plague and some other fevers

something else ««'(« necessary.
. , . , ,, ,

- relh>rFrrpr.-~.\n examination of tlie epidemics of yellow fever

ohserved nt Sierra Leooe, wh.re tlie or<linan,- fever is the remit-

tent led to the inference that the immediate ejteiting cause of the

di.sease is generated by a special factoracting on a suitable locality

in a place -ivhere the disea.«e appears, and which is either absmt

or in abH-ance during the intervening periwls. And a more ex-

tende<l series of statistics showed that from time to time there is,

over a varring extent of the earth's surface, an mercased activity

of the factors -which lead to yellow fever, under the influence of

which that disease becomes (ieveloped when local circumstances

are nuitaMc. Of these the most important were the state of the

weather and the presence of a certain amount of moisture in the

soil Too much water or too little stopped the disea.se
-.
thus at

Sierra Leon>', -wherVi the rainfall ivas heavy, the epidemics came

in drj- gea.sons: while at Goree and Senegal, when- the climate was

dry, the epidemics fell on years irtore than usually wet.

point? where it hail foriiuTli' Deen epMemit afforded some evi-

(\ence as to the factors concerne.V in the production of the disewe.

Special r.'ference was madi' to the cases of lieiugii plague, ae-

serihed by Tholozan as prececUng severe outbreaks of the disease.

Though this secpience had not been proved to be invariuble. it

indicated the operation of a .separate factor, concurring with the

piuidcmic wave in those localities where that form of disease

presented itself. It did not appear that plague was coramum-

cated from the sick to the healthy by coiiluct, but that the

dancer really arose from remaining in an apartment occupied by

the sick Sf'veral authors who had personal experielico of plague

had described it as "a poor, man's disease that never went up-

stairs," and the sufferers, in additiou to delicient food, had

inhabited apartments badly ventilated, : apd often in the most

insanitary condition. Whether there w^ere a ?pccilic faetoT^e-

quired to excite the fully-developed disease, or whether that

rausiiiL' the benign form mrrdy boGarac inteu.sified .^n ceitain

lo,-alities,from ciroumstaners existing temporarily, were pomjs

which must be left for future investigation, which the progress

of bacteriology might hereafter facilitate.

ON A NEW METHOD OF ST.UNING^ SECTIONS
' OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SlfSTEM.

Bv FRANK J. WETIIEREI), M.B. (Lond.), M.R.C.P.

I Axi indebted to Dr. .T. Pal, of the I*athold^cttl IriStitijle hi Vienna,

forperinissionto publish a new method, recently introduced by

him, for staining secti.ms of the br.iin and spinal cord

rt is in reality a modification of the method hrst introduced by

Professor Weigert, but dift'ers fi'om.it in many particulars. Dr.

Pal claims the following advantages for this niodihcation.: llie
,

iiicture produced is sharper in outlijie ; the nuclei and nerve-cells
!

can be separately stflined, and the ' iiroccss is a more speedy one.
j

Not the least advantage is that the treatment of the sections by a
1

solution of the acetate of co),per is entirely done away ^nth.

Haviti" worked with both processes myself, I can fully conhrm all

I hat l)r Pal .states. Dr. Pal's method is as follows :—

The spinal cord or brain is hardened in MiiUers fluid m the

ordinary manner, and wheji ready is embedded in paraffin, and
.

the sections Cut into absolute alcohol. An aoueous solu ion of
!

h;cmatoxylin of the strength S per cent, is tlien made by dis-

solving tlie ha^Tuatoxylin by means of heat, and afer cooing,

some alcohol is added. This solutmn must not be keyt very long,

or allowed to stand in the sunlight. Immediately bef..re using, a

few drops of a solution of carbonate of lithium are added
;
on the

additi..n of this salt the solution assunies a violet red c^loor.

ttr I'nl uses three or four drops of the lithium carbonate .solution

to' 10 cubic centimetres of the hematoxylin. The secti.uis are

allowed to remain in this stain for about five or six hours at the .

en.lof which time they should be of a bluish black colour; they

are then thoroughly w.'ishe.l in water until .10 more colour comes

out; if they do not appear to be deeply enough stainwl a few

,lrops of the solution of lithium carbonate may be added to the
1

water in which they are washed.
, .. ^ „ • „ „ n,™

The sections are next to be " differentiated ;
forth.spurpose they

are first placed in ajpercent.solution of penuanganaeofpo«^^^^^^

1.'-,-->0seconds,andtlienforashorttimeinto"Par,ssnlution, ntilthe

white and gi'ey matters are plainly defined; this is Efenerally com-

pleted in oneortwo rainut.'S. If black specks an-seen on tUesectioM.

or if the whiteand grey matters are not quite distinctly defined, the

lirocess is to be repeated. "Pal's solution" has tfie following

^Composition; Oxalfc acid, 1 J.art, sulphid,. nf pn,„ssuim

fK SO,) 1 part, distilled water, 200 part.s.

.\fterha^igbeen taken out of this solution, he ^<;ct'™«
»J«

thoroughly wished in water, and the nuclei may then be stained

n eosin or cannine. the stain which aqts best b.ing fj":-^™^
After another wa.shing the secficms are dehydrated by "'«"'»«

ale, .hoi clVared in oil ..f cbn.'s or creasote, and mounted in balsam.

Stain-d in Ihis manner, the u.e.lullate.l nerve-fibres are co oured

blue, and staiKl out shari.lyon awhile background, presenting u

strone contrast to the red nuclei.
., j „f.„,. the

In order to bring out the nerve-cAlS P">'n'"<'"'j>V '^'•^1v„i
!

sn "imens have been " <lifl\.rentiat..d " (hey are placed for a short

mcTn picTo-cnrmine, which should be only ""ghtly alkaline,

„n^ aft.^r bring ^vaslied in,wa^,^,tbe nuclei;^a5;,)>,e^t|}^^^^ «
.ntr^rf, in o 1 iim-Tftrminc.

I

and. alter neing -ivasneu

before in alum-carmine.
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REPORT ON INQUIRY Ncuir.

AGED PERSONS.
PUBPABED BY PROFESSOR HUJIPHRY^ Bi^E,?.

Rbpobt on the Pbesent Conditio.v, Habits, Cibcombtances,
ETC., Of AoED Persons,

THE following report, which relates to the present condition of
the aged (that is, their condition at the time when the several
reports were made), is, like the report on the Maladies of Old
I oople, which appeared in the Jouknai, of July 30th, 1887
loundedupontheanalysesprintedatpageolSei'aeo. These analyses,
a* there stated, were derived from the returns respecting 824 per-
sons, made for the most part by medical men, in reply to the in-
quiries of, and upon the forms issued by, the Collective Investiga-
tion Committee of this Association."
Of these 824 persons, »iO were males [and 2^2 were females be-

tween the ages of 80 and 90, and 92 were males and UO were
females between the ages of 90 and 100. Of the whole number,
89 per cent, were, or had been, married; 48 per cent, were poor
ii per cent, were in comfortable circumstances, and 10 per cent'
only were described as being in affluent circumstances. This must
not be regarded as representing the relations of poverty and alflu-
ence to ongevity, because, in the first place, the poor at all ages
and m all distncts bear a large proportion to the affluent ; and,
secondly, our returns are largely made from the lower and middle
classes, and, in many instances, from the inmates of union-work-
Tiwses, where a good number of aged people are found, and where
mrormation respecting them is most easily obtained.
The important questions of the relative longevity in different

classes and among those following different occupations scarcely
comes within the range of our inquiry. Indeed, they require care-
fully CO lected statistiis of varj'ing kinds, and much labour for
.tneir solution.^

.•• It does not appear that the Shakespearian sequence of the " lean
and sUnpered pantaloon" to that "fair round iudce" is by anyme^s the ordinarj- one, for the 'spare' condition aSd the 'aver'-
age condition between • spare ' and ' fat ' greatly predominates in
our old people at all ages between 80 and 100. The • average

'

condition IS noted in 47 per cent, of the whole number, the 'spare'm 41 per cent., and the ' fat ' only in 11 per cent.;' and the ac-
counts of their condition at earlier periods of life indicate the
same, by the far larger proportion having throughout life come
under the denomination of ' spare ' or ' average.'
The average height of the men (67 inches).' and the women (62

inches), if wo take into account the lowering of stature at-
tendant upon age, which may be estimated at not less than 2
inches, ^ves a high standard, the average height of Englislimen
at A) being 67i inches, and of Englishwomen 62 inches. This as
in the case of the centenarians (JoPuxAi, December 11th iaS7)

f^^oS-^*®*
'*"" ol'^P"at'0"s of Mr. Roberts (.lotrBNAL, January

ist, 188/1, -who found, " on .'grouping the measurements of a large
number of indmduals together, that the curve of stature con-
tinued to increase up to the age of 70, which was the limit of the
statistics; and he expresses the opinion that " this increasing
stature of the population throughout life was due to the greater
viahility of jiersons whose stature was up to or aliove the average-
or, m other words, to the weeding out by disease of .UiekmaUer
told worst developed niBmbersof the community."
The lowering of stature attwidunt upon ;age" is due partly to

t6e loss of elasticity of the intarvertrebal substances and crther

her ml!'r^6"
°'^ C"'"'™''ri''"'. with table, «ppe.-.re.1 1., the Jour.n-ai of Dec^^

IsIt^.^.^'T,?''"''*"'^;
Statistics, by Dr. Grimsh.ivr, Joi.'K<al, August 13th.

Jto.'.AugmfaStr"
°* ^'^'^' C^rcutrntance, on Longe^ity, hy Dr.^brysdale.'

in'mb iS^,1n'"""'^"u'''-^n"'
^^' P*nc»ntaKes and not the decimals are Riven,

ob.T,^^h « . I"'
"^'^'"^

'^'l'
»«»""' ft"- the alight. di.crepanoie. occaaiSwUvobMr%-able, such as abore, where 47+ 41 + 11= only Ofl, insteaaTof 100 "" '""^

parts of the frame, but chiefly to the inability to attain and main-
tain the fully erect attitude, which requires a certain effort on the
part of the extensors, especially of the knees and hips, fatiguing
at all periods of life, and often impossible in the aged. A lower-
ing of the heads of the thighbones, owing to an alteration in the
angles of their neck, is, according to my observations, of less and
less common occurrence than is generally supposed. The fair
maintenance of elasticity and erectness shown in the tables to be
one of the attributes of great age may lead us to infer that the
lessening of stature in our old people was less than is usual; and!
have accordingly estimated it at not more than two inches. .'

' '

The importance of this relation between physical development
and Ionge\-ity acquires increasing force in proportion to the value
of the evidence which is being adduced as to the diminishing
physique of our people, ascribed to their transfer from rural dis-
tricts to large towns. In reference to this point I may allude to
the words of Sir Thomas Cra-n-ford in his recent address at DubKn
(JouBNAL, August 13th, 1887): "A careful examination." he says
of these tables (tables of the causes of. rejection of recruits for the
army), "leads to the inference that the lower classes, from whom
recruits for the army are chiefly taken, are of inferior physique
now to what they were twenty-five years ago." If the physique
is becoming less good, must we not expect to find a proportionate
diminution of. the instances of great longevity? Sir Thomas
Crawford's statistics have not passed without criticism ; but, at
any rate, it is a matter desem-ing serious attention.* '

.'

.
The average weight of 227 men in whom it is given under 11

stone, and of 114 women about 9 stone, is, especially in the women
small in proportion to the height and well-developed forms of
these ^old people, and corresponds with the ' spare' condition no-
ticed in so many, and shows that people usually become of less
bodily weight as they' grow older, these well-developed, and for
the most part slender, flCTures maintain gallantly that erect atti-
tude which^is the special feature of the human form, fotaamuch as
we find 62 per cent, are stated to, be 'erect, ' and 28 per cent, only
to be 'bent.'

'

.

'

'

The 'anaemic' and 'pale' condition of a large proportion (re-
spectively 58 per cent, and 30 per cent.) accords with the fact noted
in my account of the pisf-jnortetn examinations of centenarians
(JorRNAi,, March 12th, 1887) that the spleen, lymphatic glands,
and other blood-making organs are in a comparatively atrophic
state in the aged. >feyertheless, it is to be remarked tliat a good
proportion (28 per cent, and 35 per cent., making together 63 per
cent.) are noted to be 'strong' or of average strength, as against
36 per cent., who are described as 'feeble.'
Among these old people, as in the case of the centenarians, a

large number (SO per cent.) retained good sight; and the evidence
is confirmatory of the view, derived from the records of the
centenarians, that the occurrence, even the early occurrence, of
presbyopia (83 per cent, used glasses) does not militate against
the continuance of good sight to a very late period of life.
Hearing faUed in a larger proportion than sight, being reported

as ' indifferent
' or ' bad ' in nearly half the number of returns under

that head. The failure of this sense in a greater number than
that of vision is probably due in great measure, as I have before
said (JornxAL, July .30th, 1887), to the liability of the delicate
mechanism of the middle part of the ear—the tympanum, with its
bones, joints, membranes, muscles, and lining membrane—to im-
pairment from colds, shocks, and a variety of other causes.
The good general condition, the good jie'rformance, that is, of the

various functions, in a large number of these old people, is, as in
the case of the centenarians, a noteworthy fact, and contributes,
it need scarcely be said, in very large measure to the comfort and
happiness of old age. In 71 per cent, the digestion, and in 62 per
cent, the appetite, is stated to-be ' good.* In only 4 per cent, is the
former, and in only .'5.4 per cent, is the latter, said to be ' bad.' In

« Mr. Charles Kobertj. for instance (The Physical Condition of the Masses, in
tile forUtghUy Ueim-. October, 18S;). has been led bv a careful examination of

JJ"^i2"iS'u"^''*'''^*'"
"'"ilus'ons quite opposite to those at which Sir Thomas

Crawford has arrived. He finds that improvement in snnitation has not only
inaile the population more healthy, but has materiallv lengthened the term of
life. " Stat lire and weight of body. "he says, "aro very much matters of race
and vary m different parts of the country according to the racial origin ol the
inli-ibitants. In Scotland and the Sorth of England the men are tall ar.i
heavy (from 5 feet S to 10 inches, and from II to \3 stoneK while In the East of
England they are tall but less bulky. In the southern parts of England men
are much shorter and lighter of weight than in the north and east 1.5 feet 6 to 7
inches, and ^ to 10} itone). while in Wales thev are also short, but verv hea^-v
in proportion to their stature. The adult inhabitants of towns do not fall much
below that of the adjoining districts in either stature or weight. The average
•t^itura ol the mueh-abu>e<fcockney it 5 feet 7 inches, onlv half an inch short oi
that of the whole kiAgdom. and kigher than tliat of all th"e home counties."
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CO Dor cent, tl.o bowels acted daily, and in few do ^''^y npr"
\l

V ' !J, .n tr.Mihle Verv few resort to aperients; and it cmild l>e

;Ts1kS thatT'teater^nlber of the -oung and mUl;»o-aged

p.r'on. in tlie uj^er ranks of life ^vov.ld follow the example of the

"'^rScl^/of mlSion is found to he natural in 8f, per c^rit

of micturition appears to he a source of annoyance m not more

''^^^^:Z1 ;;;;:[n:^n^l;tou is-furnishod hy the .port

otan 'avejago- amount of intelligence ,n 74 per cent; n 15 per

cent it is stated to be ' high,' and in 11 per cent, only to be

^W- The memo^^• also Xs in most instances reported to he

•l^d- especially (m 78 per cent.) for past events. The recent

iCre'Jont as is the case with most of us after youth, are less

ZK siiu as many as SO per cent. Of these old peop e are

So lac good memorj- for recent events A fu-ther evidence

of u^d brain-c^onclition is burnished hy the observation tlmt only

Oce^^^ent arebad sleepers, whereas (A per cent, are said to be

i^l sleepers and 27 per cent, to be moderately good sleepers.

fh^s does noTqulte accord with what seems to tje a generally re-

lived frnpresslon that the sleeping faculty of the ^r^ '^
mdif-

fprent It may be, and it probably is the case, that the worn

which shouW go on in sleeping, thit is the re^ir of the orduiaj

weir and tear associated with the exercise of the various func-

Uon' and more pai-ticularly of the brain functions, proceeds

slowly, and that a proportionately l^.S.Per.od is requirea for it

so that although the *s eeping faculty' may be good, the sltep

iL power' may be less than in earlier life. This sluggisnness of

SSSuTritiT? processes in carr>-ing on renewal after the wear at-

endant upon functional exercise, and which is a"/?P^"«
associate with the sluggishness or diminution of fupctional

TcUvUv in the aged, seems at first thought to be scarcely com-

patible with that good performance, in these same persons o

?epair afTer the greater lesions by wounds and ulcers to which I

We called aUeiUion in former reports. The apparent paradox,

however is probably explained, as mentioned in the report on the

raaTaies of old people, l-y »!'« '"^^'^^ sensitiveness, excitabUity,

^nd aSty of tIjrtLues'in the aged, arid by the he^f^ oppor-

tunity thus afforded tor the qui«t operation of the.,heaJing^pro-

•Tt'does not appear that much is to be i"f«"-.«,'^. ^^"^ "\^'P':^?f"?:

or absence of tke arcus senilis, forasmuch as i ,'^ ""^f '^'-^'^\;",
••

considerable -degrue in 2.5 per cent, in 'slight degree in 3< p^r

'oent.. and to be 'absent' in 37 per cent.
,

:'^Thc disappearance of the teeth also, as remarked '" form«r re-

"ixirts, doe.s not jwrtend so much as is C""^""""!!- supposed In 41

•^r c^nt they were all gone, and in some this had I'^'en the case

For many years. 'iVe fiml, moreover, in the.'.e analyses (Jorn-NAi.,

Juu"oth l4-i) confirmation of tlw observations lu-fore made as a

result of thiTinvestigation, that the teeth disappear at an earlier

Si and more commonly in women than in men, hough the

Cn;; „?e the more long-1 ve.l the proportion m -^^^^'^
absent being r.2 per cent, in the women and 30 per cent, in t t

men llso t"h1t tlfey disappear in the uj.per "--"F
'".^J^^";"

;!

lower iaw Our reports are drawn chieny from the c nss ot p( r

Im w lo are n% able to make amends for natural delleienc.ns by

MTficaTawl Thus thirty-seven Only out of the whole number

"had artifirial teeth ; some of these had u.»e.l them for "'nny year .

Ve can scarcely, therefore, from our tab es <lraw inferences re-

peoting th" advantage to health ni„lth.. prolongation of lifo

whicl. may be. affonh.l by th... dentist's skill
;
although it can

scarcely hi doubt e,I that benefit in these '•espc-c «, a« well a. m
comfort and other ways, will be found to result from the science

an.l art of dentistry, which is making such ^^^^
.•J''''^';'\„„^,,.

The hair seems to have held its ground wel in
»''"^;;

"'^ P^"P^^

for we find that baldness took place late in li e or not at all. m
Tii .HT cent., and that 'JB per cent, only are said to have been ball

'nrly ; also tliat greyness occurred early in '24 per cent, and late in

''"'u'L^'intivfiling to note that the pulse-rate between the ages of

«) and lim. -which in the whole number of Ihc'CaBesohsen-ed

averages 77 is about the same a» that of middle-hfe. The sUght

.•x»ew abo%-e the average of middle-life may be accounted for h>

the plUnce of a certain amount of "^''^st-affw-^ion m «orne of

these pja people. 1« the womepthe ayfrage i^^^.sojne.Tj'J^t, ?y-

iiiiiiliS
iililiiliii

, sviration, and 3.5 in expiration, in --l^^^

""^^'/^^.^'^^^uT' ami

movement IS well mamtain..h It ^s also to l.e

^^^ ^^^^^^

is known to have laid much stress.
" n^:^ ^f cl^

"
t" find^at nearly a half are reported to

and taking n,on> or '-^^^

';^'f
;™-1^°^'r ^''^^p^ to bed.' Though the

•sedentar^v and 14 P^-" ^^"^^^ ^'.rbe rememhoi^d that many

which are tne lausii lo lit ur>>^. 1 ,iM.;iifv Tliere is no doubt
most prone to defect. „^>^'-"^;' »"^ 4'"^" ^^s ?o prolongation of

proportion (4« per cent.) are in the '" ^"
"'X tVv fwdtobe a

food; 32l-centp«mkeof I mod n ..^^ ;^^,,,.,^. ,

ntall; ""^ l-M ''^ (ent o is i o »
advance in years and

mnv commonly.be '•'j;'''".'''' '''"^"' 1^'
ft,,im„i food d minishe*.

We now and then meet wit
i

oin j
-r

„(.n,.«siirv to do

msly and fn.quently, thinking perh.,ps th^t is .
ee.sary

^
.0 in onler to maintain their ^^f^*:"'';. ""•^."

, V „niach which

and quickly swallowed apoun(; of food.
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Repobt on titb Past Life Histoiiy of Aged Pebsons.
The following account of the past life history of aged persons is a
sequel to the account of their present condition (see p. 511), and,
like It, 18 taken from the analyses of the returns respecting 824
persons (432 men and 392 women) between the ages ..f 80 and 100
made upon the uiquiry papers issued by the CoUecti\e Investiga-
tion Commiltee of the Association.'

It is worthy of remark that, of the 824 persons, nearly a fourth
(-4 per cent.) were ' first children,'" and at least 17 of the number
were ' only children," though the greater number were about the
third or fourth in the family. In 19G instances, in which the
ages of the fathers and motliers at the time of the birth of the
children were included in the returns, the average age of the
fathers was 34, and that of the mothers 32. This would indicate
the age of about 30 to be, as we might expect, so far as the off-
eprmg are concerned, the most favourable for child-producing
live are stated to have been 'twins.' A gentleman of my ac-
quaintance, himself a tirin, married a twin, and has a lan^e family
of verj- healthy children and several grandchil.iren, thu" proving
that the reproductive as well as the enduring qualities may be
fully possessed by twins.
Of the 335 who are stated to have been married, the average age

at which they married was 29, the average duration of theirmamed life was forty-live years, and the average number of their
children was six.

Of the 292 women who are stated to have been married, the
average age at which they married was 26, the average duration of
their mamed life was forty years, and the average number of their
cluldren was six. The shorter term of married life of the women
as compared with that of the men is explained by the fact thatmen are, on the whole, somewhat shorter-lived than women, and
also that they marrj' at a rather later age, the term of
the married life of the woman being, therefore, curtaUed
by the earlier deaths of the men. Not much information
has been given respecting the labours of the women; and it may
therefore, be proljably inferred that they did not in most instances
present any very remarkable features. One woman is stated to
have had severe flooding after a confinement at the age of
4L, and to have rallied with difficulty. Two had many mis-
carriages. In the case of one, each of her fourteen labours
was by the aid of instruments, and most of the chUdren
were born dead. One had twin daughters, both of whom
were alive at the age of 56, and had large families. Fifty-seven
ot the married women were childless. It appears, therefore, that
longevity was about equally shared by the single and the married,
6y those who had borne children and those who had not. At the
«ame time, among those who had children, fertility, which means
sountoess and actmty of the generative organs, is indicated to
nave been an a-ssociate of longevity.
The greater proportion (55 per cent.) of these old people had

lived m comfortable circumstances, 35 per cent, had been ' poor
'

and 10 percent, had been 'affluent.' The greater number had
fceen of average stoutness or of spare habit. Eight per cent, are
said to have been 'delicate,' whereas 54 per ceut. are reported tohave been 'robust throughout life, and 37 per cent, to have been
1,?."

.average m this respect. Ninety per cent, had always
enjoyed good health. In the categorj- of 'good health' are com-
prised good digestion, which is reported with regard to 92 per
c«nt., good appetite, which is noted in 88 per cent., and cood
regular action of the bowels, which had taken place, and in niost
instances daily, in 85 per cent., costiveness being noted as habitualw frequent m only 10 per cent.
With regard to diet we find that the smallest proportion (15 per

^l^^i
..""'''" '"''?''."''\'y ''''K'^' eaters, 20 per cent, had been

^

small eaters, and the largest proportion (61 per cent.) had been

l,"T-.tl'T,
,'" ^'"' ^'^H'?<=''

.

Five per cent, only had been in the

f^ °5i'\f
°g,','"»ch animal food-that is, more than a pound

,i^!i l^'l,'^
^""^ ''""', '""^ ' '"'« '-"'at is, less than half apound; and 53 per cent, had been accustomed to partake of it

moderately -that is, from half a pound to a pound in the dav.

hi fi" r""
'^*'"'- '"''^ '"''<'" "" alcoholic drink at all throughout

,„hiT^f f T-
P^'^'^^l."!';' ?f t''""- lives, 40 per cent, had been in the

rilic J •"^'
""^i'"''"

~""',^ '"• '"^^ ^"^'"i a Pi"t "f ''CtT or two
,da86es of wine

; 33 per cent, had been accustomed to take it in

See remarks on tUis poiut in - Centccarlans." lot. eit.

moderation '—that is, one or two pints of beer daily ; and less
than per cent, had taken more than this. The last number is com-
po.sed chiefly of men who lived to between 80 and 90 ; with re«ptcti i

to the men between these ages, of wliom there were 298 returns •
under this head, it is to be observed that 15 per cent, appear to -
have drank rather freely—2 or more pints of beer daily—and 10 •'

or 12 had drunk ratlier heavily for a portion or throughout thei f
greater part of their lives. These exceptional cases scarcely de- i
tract from the value of the important confirmation which our »
tables aff.ird of that which good sense suggests and which ordi- ir
narj- observation tells—namely, that abstinence from, or a spare or -J

moderate partaking of alcoholic drinks, as well as spare or
moderate eating, and spare or moderate meat-eating are most '

compatible with health and most conducive to the prolomja- i
tionof life. In this respect the poor are at some advantage as '

!

compared with the rich, for it is quite possible—indeed veryeasy '
to have too much of good things in the way of food, especially .

when they are made agreeable to the palate ;'and out of the abun- .

dance of what is good much that is evU is likely to ensue. Per-
sms are apt to forget that limitation in quantity in any article '

of food is one of the requisites for its wholesomeness and good '

nutritious effect, that what is wholesome in moderation becomes
unwholesome when the bounds of moderation are exceeded, those
bounds lieing set by the real requirements of the system, and the
brisk, complete appropriative powers of the stomach and nutritive
organs

;
and they need the caution, as I have elsewhere expressed,

that " the body quickly finds for idle food some mischief sure to
do."

A greater number and a wider range of statistics would be
needed to give trustworthy information respecting the influence
of different occupations, modes of life, and places of dwelling upon
the duration of life

; but we find that by far the greater number
(94 per cent.) of those included in our tables had been 'active"
persons, and had led active lives, only 6 per cent, being described
as • sedentarj-.' The greater proportion (77 per cent.") of the men
had been occupied much out of doors ; this being the case as
might be expected, to less extent (33 per cent.) -n-ith the women
Of several it is remarked that they were good walkers, athletes
sportsmen, etc. Notliing. perhaps, more surely thau good endur-
ing power in walking, running, or similar exerci.se, indicates that
soundness of frame and nutritive energj- and good balance of
organs which lead to longei-ity. Moreover, the opportunity for
nutrition to do its restorative work was in nearly all provided by
the faculty of ' good sleeping.' to which was commonly added its
appropriate attendant, the habit of 'early rising.' I say 'appro-
priate attendant

'
for ' good ' sleeping is, for the most part

'quick' sleeping, that is. the reparative work which has to be
done in sleep is done briskly and well. Good sleepers, in the
prime of life, do not usually sleep very long, especially when they
are well and actively and happily employed during the day • and
we are sometimes suqjrised at the smali amount of sleep" which
those who are actively employed seem to require, the fact being
that activity and energj- of the will and the volitional system in-
duce activity and energy- in the sleeping or restorative operations,
and, conversely, a dawdling day is commonly followed by dawd-
ling sleep or drowsiness at night. When we speak of early rising
It must be observed that the word -early' has a relative signiff-
cance with reference to the time of going to bed. A person who
retires to rest four hours after midnight and gets up at 10 a.m
may be strictly regarded as an ' early riser.'

As we found in the case of centenarians with regard to the hair,
so in the old people we are considering it held its ground and its
colour well, the proportion of those who were bald ' early ' lieing
about 2<3 per cent., whereas those in whom it was noted that this
had not taken place amounted to 72 per cent. Those who were
grey ' early ' are 24 per cent., whereas in 75 per cent, this change
IS :iaid to have been 'late.'

Sixty-nine per cent, had been of 'energetic' temperament,
giMug us the satisfaction of finding energ^• thus associated with
the <iualities that promote longevity, and" that good working and
gi>od wearuig qualities are commonly linked together. Thirty-
six per cent, are rejuirted to have been of 'placid' temperament,
aud 13 per cent, to have come under the designation of ' irrit-
able. In a few (5 par cent.) onlv is the intellect described as
having been ' low ;

' in 21 per cent, it is said to have been 'high;'
and 1 3 per cent, are said to have possessed an 'average' amount
of intelligence. .

It may seem somewhat remarkable that nearly one-half had
suffered illnesses, more or less severe, at some period or periods of
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life Of Uieso illnrssos ninnvVNere cousi-kI l>y some extcrniil in-

fliw'nces or poisons, 8\ich us tUose of fever, small-pox, or sfarlatiim,

and Ihev therefore lind no siwcial reliition lo weakness, disorder

or defect in the lH.dv, TIiouhIi ofl.'U directly destructive of life and

seriously daiiia«im,'"ti> orpins, they do not infni|ueiitly, even when

severe, pass awav like a cloud and leav,' the hody quite unscathe.1,

the only remaininj; vestipe of incoiuplele recovery, that is, of in-

complete n-slorution to the previous coiuUtiou, being perhnps t le

ehanne. whatever it be, which renders the system insensible to the

inlluence of the ix)i.^on, and so confers lui immunity from the ro-

curreuoe of the particular disease. Mureo\er, certain local mtlam-

matori- affections, those of the Iuuks. for instance, and

some other part^s, ervsipelas. and a variety of aflec-

tions, art! in like manner eiip'iidered by. or attribut-

able to. poisonous or malarial aRoiicicf introduced from without,

while some, of which pout nii.y be taken as a type, are the result

of noxious materials engendered within the body. Whatever view

may be taken of the causes ami nature of the illnesses which had

been undergone by these old pe<iple- and they were of various

kinds— it is interesting to learn that in .^o many instances illness,

though severe, did not j.revent the sufferer from reaching old age.

Doubtless the qualities which lead to old age are those which l>cst

promote complete recovexy from illnes.s as well as complete nutri-

tive reparation under other circumstance-s ; and, in relation to this

subiect, I may refer, especially with regard to affections of the

nervous system, to th<- rvraarks on the Maladies of Old People,

in the Joitinal of J uly .'iOth, 1*7.
, , ,

The minor ailments with which a small proportion had been

troubled at various periods in their lives may not have been

altogetheT without their compensiitiiig advantages, forasmuch

as these disord<,-rs not infrequently clear away slight accumula-

tions of evil which would otherwise have increased and festered

into graver maladies. These ailments, moreover, often serve as

kindly warnings against indiscretions and exposures which, if con-

tinued, might prove disastrous. Though it is better not to err at

all. it is a saving thing to he stoppt>d or recalled in time. Thirty-

nine of the whole number (824) had suffered occasional attacks of

bronchitis; 41 had been troubled with dyspepsia; and 30 with

rheumatism. A few gave accounts of skin-ei-uptions—eczema or

psoriasis—more or loss troublesome ; others of gout, varix, or sore

leg : but 72 per cent, appear to have passed their lives in freedom

from the^e and other maladies. Our statistics, therefore, are con-

finnatofy of the view that the qualities which lead to old age are

those which for the most part give immunity from ailment and

diMiase, and also promote recovery from them when they occur.

With regard to family history, this subject has been so much

dwelt UfMjii and So worked out In connection with life-insurance

that little remains to be said. In many of our cases no sufficient

information respecting it could be obtained. Still, 4(IG are reported

to have belonged to long-lived families, tluL^e only being incUid.d

in this number in the case of whom four of the immediate relatives

(grandparents, parents, lirothers, or sisters) had attained to the age

of 70, or three to the nw of Hi). In six instances the families are

stated to have been "short-lived."

In 367 instances, in which returns on blood-relationship are

given, it is stated that none such existed between the grand-

parents or between the parents in ii-'yl. In four instances the

grandiiarunts were said to have Iwen cousins ; and in six instances

the parents are said to have been cimsins; and it is probable that

in all these the relationship was tliat of first cousin. I do not

know the proportion which the marriages of consins bear to those

inwliich no such relatinnshiii exists, or what is the numerical

proportion of the. children of cousins to the jiojiulation giiu-nilly ;

but the fact that 10 out of .3(17, -with respect lo w horn a return on

this point was made, or rather more than •-'.7 per cent., were

the children of cousins, seems to )A&pu the offspring of cousins in

n very fair position with regard to the prosjiects of longenty.

The results of this collective investigation resjiecting aged

I>eople have not been to evolve anything very novel or startling,

or to give rise to any fresh theories with reganl to longevity and

the means tjf attaining it, but rather to dissipate certain i<ieas

which are more or less current though founded upon too limited

Iwervation, and to show that the maxims and laws whiol) com-

mon sen-He and found reason would dictate hold gix)d, and that, as

a general nile, thosi' persons liw the longest who might be ex-

jKicted to do 80 BO. Thus :

—

1. The prime requisite is the faculty of age in the blixxl by in-

heritance; in Other words, that the body has Iw-en ^(mnd up, as

it wete, «n(l sent into the world -with the initial force necessary

to carry on the living processes through a long period, that

this is t"he case with every organ, and that the several organs are

so adiiisted to one another as to form a well-balanced whole. The

various functions will then be e(iuably and harmoniously peT»

formeil, and there will, consequently, throughout life, be little

coL'iiisance of imperfecticm or ailment of any kind.

•• The bmly is usually well developed, and though there are

mailv exceptions to thisi rather exceeds the average standard of

heioht. It is capable of much eiuiurance and of quick and com-

pleFe restoration after fatigue, this latter faculty gi\nng the hfttat

ot and prolmblv the desire for, early rising; and with it also W
,

•issociuted a good power <.f recovery from the disturbances caused

by accident or disease. The cerebral or intellectual powers ac-

,

cord with the general good quality, and tile whole nervous system
;

is active and energetic without being irritable.

3 Owing to the inhen-nt good iiuality of the nutritive processes,

those degenerative changes which, in advancing years, always

more or less diminish the elasticity of the arterial coats and of

other parts, are slow to occur, so that the pulse retain.s, in gt^at

measure, its softness and the thorax its vital capacity, while stiff-

ness of limb and general feebleness are late in their manifestation.

The decadence of the teeth, which in the animal world generally

soimds a death-knell, inasmuch as it deprives the body of the

means of obtaining its subsistence, does not seem to augur much in

the case of civilised man, to whom the teeth are less <liivctly needed

for his maintenance, while another cuticular appendage, the hair,

seems to share, to Bome extent, the enduring quality ef -the' -reBt

of the system. - ,,,,* ' » '•

i To this natural long-livedness must be added the fairopportuni-

ties for the career of the body through the ascending and descend-

incstages ofthe course aS8igne<l to it ; that course will not be ex-

ceeded; but it may be, and usually is, curtailed. Indeed, as vre

know even in those endowed with the greatest perfection of

physique, the natural life-period is, owing to a variety of circum-

stances more or le.«s 'unfavourable and often unavoidable, rarely

comi>lete(l, and the normal processes of decay and dissolution are

schlom allowed to have their regular course. In the domain of

Nature, as I have said on a former occasion, these processes are

not suffered to advance very far, for the simple reason that the

weakness associated with them causes the animal to fall a vnctlm

to some one of the various methods of killing which may hence be

said to constitute the natural m.mner of death. I'n.ler the saving in-

fluences of civilisation, by which the r.nigh and rejidy law of kill-

ino is modified, that which most contributes to the prolongation

of''life and the consummation of the inherited period, is '• tem-

perance in all things," especially in eating and drinking, and above

all in alcoholic drinking, and to a large extent also in meat-

eating If the world did but realise, and would have the giKKl

sense and self-restraint to act upon the knowknlge, how large a

pr.n)ortion of the ills to wliich man is regarded as the heir to, and

which are therefore looked upon as inevitable, are sunply the^ re-

sult of excess in eating and drinking, a large addition would be

made to the average term .if human life and health, as w-ell ftS a

large ewmoniy in the consuiniition of the materials—the to,>d-

stuffs—by wliich life is siist .lined. This saving would proliably

more than compensate for the additional requirement made by the

addition to life. Under the term "excesses" must especially be

included those small day-by-day superlluities which attract little

attention and are thoiight little of, but the insinuating evil of

which accumulates surely, inducing often, m the first^ instance, a

sense of -ft-eakne.ss which is th.night to imply a need for more ot

that food or stimulus which is the cause of the weakness, and

which gradually sows the scc<ls of disea.^e that is attributed pro-

bably to sonie'other cause. "Temperance" is the great lesson

under this head which our tables teach ; and its importance over-

shadowing all others is a reason,for, hot diverting attention from

it by menlioning them. • ' •
i .^

,')' To the reirovering power -the good and otteTi the quick ir-

covering i.ower—of t he aged after operat ions, fractures and other

accidents, ulcers, inflnmmaton,- and other affections, manifeste<l

in many of the returns, 1 luiv,. alrea.iy, and perhaps sufficiently,

directed\.ttention fsee theJon.NA.,, .luly 12th, IW December

Uth IH.%, and July 30th. 1^7). In confirmation of these olwer-

vations many ca.ses have been published in the Jot'ttNAL and

elsewhere, and others have been privately communicated to me

by medical men living in various parts of the kingdom.

fi Our returns give geni-riil evidence of the comfort and hap-

piness of old Age. Indeed, when the body remains sound, and

when the aspirations aro, as commonly is the case, toned nito re-
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lation with its (liminishing capabilities, when the surroundings

are favourable, ami the mind, freed from the struggle of the world,

can enjoy calm reflection on the past and the future, and liy a

genial sympathy with others can fulfil the mission which remains
to it here of promoting yieace on earth and good will among men,
the declining days are often the happiest ones of the long life.

Finally, when the deTelopmental processes have carried the body
through the stages of its allotted span, the gradually thinning
thread of life yieUls without a snap, and the aged one passes con-

tent(^dly and gently away.
I cannot close this report without bearing testimony to the

comfort and kindne.ss which the old people receive in the various
union houses that 1 have visited. They are well fed, kept warm
and free from exposures, walk out when they can, and lie in bed
when it suits them to do so, and great attention is paid to their

cleanliness. It was obvious that mutual attachment had grown
up, in most instances, between them and the master and mistress
Di the house and t!ie medical and other attendants. It would, I

think, tend to soothe the feelings of the unwilling ratepayer if he
occasionally visited the poor-house and witnessed the comfort
which the aged and infirm are deriving from that largest charity
ever known—the English poor-law system—to Which he contri-

butes.

&NAXTSES OF BETrraNS BESPECTING THE PBESENT CONDITION
AND Past Histokt of pehsons between eighty

AND A HUNDBED YEAES OLD.
For the following analyses of the returns respecting the present

condition, including the habits and circumstances, and the past
history, including tlie family histon,-, of 824 persons between the
ages of 80 and 1(X), we are indebted to A. Francis, M.R.C.S., who
also assisted me in collecting the tables from which the analyses
were made. I do not publish the tables, because they are long,
the printing would be costlj', and the analyses are sufficient.

Of these persons. ."40 were males and 282 were females, between
the ages of 80 and 90 ; and 92 were males and 110 were females
between the ages of 90 and 100.

Xo. I.

Analysis of Retithns relating to I'resent Condition,
H.U5IT8, ClKCrilSTANCES, ETC.
(Males, 80 to 90. 340 Eeturns.)

Single : Mabbi>:d : Widowed.—335 returns ; S. 86, M. 80, W.
219.

Affluent: Comfortable: Poor.—337 returns; A. 40, C. 138,
P. 159.

Fat : Spare : A^^3RAGE.—333 returns ; F. 37, S. 114, A. 182.

FVLL-BLOODED : Pale : Average.—321 returns ; F. 54, P. 57,
A. 210.

Strong : Feeble : Avueage.—329 retm-ns ; S. 106, F. 100, A.
123.

Heigut.—313 returns ; average, a little over 5 feet 7 inches.
Weight.—1S8 returns; average, a little over 11 stone.
Figure.—299 returns ; erect 198, bent 101.
Voice.—32.1 returns. Weak, 31 ; loud, 57 ; clear, 81 ; full, 16

;

oud and clear, 77; clear and full, 44; clear and weak, 11; loud and
'ull, 7 ; loud, clear, and full, 1.

I Sight.—267 returns; good, 224; cataracts (both sides), 19;
I'ataract (one side), 3 ; faihire of sight, apparently independent of
!)resbyopia, 21 ; one of them had been "blind for ten years," and
pne had had '• opaque cornea; for twenty years."
Glasses.— 259 returns; none, 42; orie "of these \i9,eA them for-

iHerly; 217 used glasses. In some of them the number of years
luring wliicli glasses had been used was given :

" All life,"3 ; " many
j'ears, ' 17 ;

" occasionally," 1 ;
" for small print," 1 ;

" not long," l'

;

;' none till SO," 1 ; 1 vear or less, 3; 2 to 3 years, 11 ; 4 to 5 years,
13; C to 7 Years, lO'; 8 to 10 years. 20; Vl to 15 years, 20;" 16 to
» years, .39; 21 to 2.5 years. 6; 20 to 30 vears, 23 ;" 31 to 35 years,

; 36 to 40 years, 19 ; 4"l to 4.5 years; 4 ; 46 to 50 years, 7 ; 62 year.s
; 65 years, 1.

'
' '

Hearing.—329 returns; good, 188 ; indifferent, 98> trai^'43.
Joints.—3.30 returns; natural, 2K7; sfitT, 17; deformed, 15; stiff

Jid deformed, 9; Dupuytren's contraction, 2.

Digestion. -337 returns; good,2.53; moderate, 72; bad, 12.

Appetite. - a'!5 returns
; good, 224 ; moderate, 95 ; bad. 16.

E.*.TER.—320 returns; large, 24 ; moderate, 211 ; small, 8.5.

NuMTiER OF Meals.—275 returns r average rather over three
ally. '.. ^ '

Alcohol.—320 returns; none, 120; little, 120; moderate, 67;

much, 13; one of these took three glasses of wine and half an .

ounce of spirits.

Animal Food.—304 returns ; none, 9 ; little, 182; moderate, 109;

much, 4.

BowElJ-.—313 returns; daily, 219; alternately, 23; irregular,

()8 ; rela.ved, 1 ; costive, 1 ; 3 to 4 times daily, 1.

Aperients.—294 returns; never, 85; occasionally, 1; rarelyj

149; frequently, 59. •-
- , ..„,

Disposition.—328 returns; placid, 140; irritable, 33; lethargic, .

7; energetic, 100; placid and lethargic, 6; placid and energetic, ,

25 ; irritable and energetic, 17.

Intellect.—322 returns ; high, .55 ; average, 242 ; low, 25.

Memory.—Past Events.—307 returns ; good, 253; moderate, 34 ;

bad, 20. Recent Events.—2S0 returns; good, 166; moderate, 56;
bad, 38. < .:•_.

r
r [,.

Habits.—327 returns ; active, 202 ; sedentary, 93 ; qne of these- -

"could work, but for deafness;'" bedridden, 32; of these, one for

5 weeks, two for 6 mooths, one for 5 years.

Oi"T-or-DooR Exercise.—306 returns ; none, 45 (including 32
who were bedridden); little, 81 ; moderate, Co ; of these one works- r

still; short walks, 44; much, 71; of these one "in river daily,"^ ?

" two still work," one " worked until stopped by an accident 4
months ago," one "gardens," one "walks much, ' three "walk 3
miles," one " walks for 2 hours," one " walks and rides," two " walk.
8 to 10 miles," one " walks 12 miles a day," two " hunt," .one of-y

them twice a week. ' _
;

Sleep.—326 returns ; good, 230 ; moderate, 78 ; bad, 18. Xumr
ber of Hours.—213 returns : average, 71 hours. Hmtr of Going-
to Bed.—275 returns ; average, about 9 o'clock. Hour of Rising.-i- .

271 returns; average, about 7.10 a.m.
Chbst-Girth in Inspiration.— 167 returns ; average, ilittlie

over 30 inches. ' w
Chest-Gibth in Expiration. — 167 returns ; average, little

over 35 inches. Only those cases are here included in which the >

chest-girth both in expiration and in inspiration were rttumed. ;

Elasticity of Kib Cartilages.—209 returns; distinct, 10^;,

indistinct, 103. ,

Pulse.—280 returns ; average, about 74 per minute. This aver-

'

age is rather high, owing to the frequent occurrence of chests;
_

affections ; a large number had pulse-rate below 70 per minute.
Reyular, Irregular.—262 returns ; H. 2«)1, I. 61. Lar</e. Small.— ',

237 returns; L. Ill, S. 126. Compressible, hicumpre-mble.—261 re^

turns; C. 208,1.53.
Arteries.—252 returns; even, 144; visible, 7: tortuous, 19;

tortuous and even, 9 ; tortuous and visible, 20 ; \'isible and even,
22 ; tortuous, visible, and even, 2 ; knotty, 12 ; visible and knotty,

6; tortuous and knotty, 7; tortuous, visible, and knottv. 4. So
that they were even in 177 cases, knotty in 29 cases, risibk in 61
cases, tortuous in 61 cases.

Respiration.—Number, 237 Returns. Average, 30 to 21 per
minute. The average is high, owing to the frequent occurrence of '

chest affections. Regular, Irregular.—252 returns. K. 242, 1. lO.i

Arcus SENrLis.—266 returns. Absent, 94 ; little, 98; much, 74;

one of these had had arcus senilis since 44 years of age.

Teeth.—3tX) returns : average alxjut 6 each ; but 87 ha<l no
teeth, and one of these not for 20 years. In 2.'^2 cases the teeth weni ;,

specified. Vpper incisors, 235 ; canines, 147 ; molars, 249 ; lower '

incisors, 4.'58
; cjinines, 221 ; molars, 33*X

Artificial Teeth.—195 returns. 158 did not use them, and of

these 46 had not any teeth, and one had not had any teeth for 20
years, another not for 30 years : besides the.se 46 cases, many
others had verj' few teeth. 37 used artificial teethe for many
years, 3; 35 years 1; 32 years, 1 ; 30 years, 2; 28 years,!; 'M

.

years, 10 ; 17 years, 1 : 15 "years, 4 ; 12 years, 1 ; 10 years, 5; 9
years, 1 ; 6 years, 2 ; 4 years, 2;' " yes," 3. , ,

Eyidenoes of Failure.—285 returns. Koue, 102 ; heart, 16*

'

heart and lungs, 5 : heart, lungs and brain. 1 ; heart, lungs, anil '

urinarj' orgalns, 4 ; heart, brain, and urinarj' organs, 1 ; heart an<^
urinary organs, 12; heart, lungs, brain, and urinary organs, 3

:

lungs, 29; lungs and brain, 2; lungs and urinary organs, 18;
brain, 11 ; brain and urinarj- organs, 7; urinary organs, 74. In "^
cases the heart-sounds are returned as "normal."
So that the heart was affected in 42 cases, the /wip.-- in 62 cases,

the brain in 25 coses, the urinary organs in 119 cases, lij^ th^
case of the urinary organs the failure was in many case5 vejfj;"-i '

slight, not affecting the general health (ride Micturition^. , 'v, "i
^^

Micturition.—267 returns. Natural, 1.57 ; frequent, 14; one
occasionally : slow, .56 ; incontinence, 7 ; one of these " f^ir ye:(rs,7

one for 3 montli«, an i one "noctumil;" quick, 1: di|Bf.u.|t, ^^; ;
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A i;m«,.l» 11 nno of thim " for 30 years," anotlur used ft

«.. T.iinful •-'; slow, .lifficult, ana ,mit.l.i!, l'
'. <:«""';">

'Jl'f^;

ZU one ;io.. daih-. one 4 tim.^ daily, cue ti t.mes daily, one for

•I ve^r* one daily fof 40 years (r.V/f Present SLiladies).

'PK^ENT MU.AI>IKS.-The roUims are ver>- me.jraplete
:

in

th! mVladi.s have t^-refore been grouped in relation to the organ

•whirh appeared most affected.

>-, poie< DufOtura.—teases. Emphyi'emn.—V.^&^i-"^^''}^^-

J^I*e died. CA,v>mc A'«,^v.-{.A«.y«i;.a C-«f«,TA^-l c^e. ,

7v./„7,7» —''4 cases ; one for U months. fFcaA: Heart.^l- cases,

'''K;:;i:w«^rc!:s;s!'''i^rr;i...-6 cases-, two occasionally,

onelfrmonths, one for 16 years, one for 4 days, with death.

^•L -2 c^es. Fi>>tula.-one case for 30 years Prolap^.u^ Ani.-

^eises- one for 1.3 years. Enlarged Liver.-l c&ie. Hernm.-^

i«T- i double one^or 10 vears, one for 56 years. Jnffumal

^**-„^_^l°"case°l double,! large, one large for 12 ye^^s oneS for 30 >"a«, one for W years! one for 60 years. Umb,lu^l

"Vt-'lrPro,faf:^lc^e7- iTor several years, three for 2 3,

anf"4 v7a.^ ^^H^t^vely. anTone gives less trouble now than for-
nnd 4 J-nr*J;i^,»'' "

„a|' . 1 died Pu" in Urme.-i case. Irnt-

«M^B/«$i^^^a«eTon. for 18 months, 1 for a few ^ears^

.: -.f Kh^lpr —" cases Gravel— \ CJise. Uainnturia.--3

jiefcnfion —2 cases ; 1 occasionally, 1 with death.

^'^^^m<z^i:«».-19 cases; one for 12 months, one o^n. for 4

^^::^-S"^-^.S cas^^^^e;;^. "f^!^>^^
/case recently! 1 fit everj- 2 months. Oco(r».««<z/ ><f.-.-l case

f;mn''bral^ congestion." Cerebral H^rmrrhme-J. cases all

1^ one was the " third attack at eC.." FarUal UemipU'jia.-

o';„Ves one for 13 months, one for 4 years. Paralysis o/i-'aceand

rr7a,iiuz raiudly, with little effect on Reneral health.

(E,7;^««7W-5 cases, one for 14 weeks. Enlarged Lej^^.-

a S^rd^brawny^ ^^"^ot^^r^ =1.%^.^1^^
<>ftse T arirone Ulcer'.—* cases, i>"c «> r-.-™,,
JZCr^ oil' for 20 years, now h.'aling ; one for 6 years. Eczema.—

'''>vh'«r;.<»/i=Vvi«r.-2 cases, one -impacted, one month ago."

VNAI.T9IS OFKETl-nN-S Km,™ W l'A8T IHSTOBY INCLUDING
•* Family HisTonv.

(MALKS,HOtoOO.)

Affe ^hen Married.-^ «tum8. Average a liHle over 28 years

"^IMrathn of Married Li/e.-^ retnms. Average about i^

^'TirnVr 0/ Childrm.-ViO return* ; average ab n.t 6 each, but M
liad no children.

"

Affluent, a^mfi.rtahle, P..or.-326 returns : A. 83, C. 190, P. 103.

j.f'\ ,„ L. Child ,>/ Parcnt^.-SfXi returns; average 3rd to 4th

child.' In 50 cases the number in the famUv was also given
;

in

these tlie average position was 2nd to 3rd el.ild, amUhe average

mmber in the fa.nily was tl to 7 children ; 72 were " 1st child and

f these 10 at least were " only child; " one of them was a twin,

his twin sister dying at age of G months ; another had twins, who

were both alive at 5« years of age. „ „. „„.__„ ,40
Fat, Snare, Average.-^Vl returns ; 1'. fi9;S. 100, *'^'"^[«^' »^*^-

Delicate. Rohmt. kverage.-^n returns; D. 12. » ISO, A. lia

Health. Good, Moderate.-3\5 retiirns; G. 304, M. 11. Often,

Rarelu, Ailing.— i-^ returns, ; 0.7, 'R.'i.
, ,- v , 1

l}i,,e,ti<m.^y2o returns ;
good, 307 ; mdifferen ,

1
, ;

bad, 1.

Boiveh.-m returns ; good (daily) 2t>6 ; irregulai-, 12 ;
costive, 35;

''fiaW;i^^«.-191 returns; early, 55; late, 135; not bald, 1

f;rev«M.».-24S returns; early. 58; late, 189
;
not grev,

.

I)7pnition.-30S returns ;
placid, 98 ; irr.tab e. It

;
ethargic, 2

energetic, IXS ;
placid and energetic, 3o; placid and lethargic, 2,

irritable and energetic, 19.
...o..= „o o.^l

J/ifeWecf.-308 returns; high. OS; low. 16 ;
average, 224.

Hnhit.^.—308 returns ; active, 293; sedentary, lo.

Out-of-Door £rerme.-298 returns; little, 31; of these one,

"cm Id walk 50 miles," and one • always worked indoors;

moderatr39- one of these travelled much in Gennauv and

Her ca -'much, 2:» ; of these 13 were great walkers. 1 walked 20

^30 mUes a di^v. one " 30 miles on 4 days a week one 5 to 20

mies^aily one " 50 miles, many a day;" two 10 miles daUy.l

B, sides Uee. six had much walking, riding, or driving or worked

hardTone^^san "athlete, walked 20 miles;" one " great ath-

11^ t*..> ••»^ *-*- .

""huntTn^-^^dnnking; 'shooting, fishing
;

" one " in saddle as doctor

for«)vews™one"led an irregular gipsy life ;
" one was at sea ;

one'"much exposed in India lor'over §5 years ;
one was engaged

in whaling, and in India, lea.iing an adventurous life.

HoUES IN BED.-243 returns, ^^.era^e.-^ ear y 8 hours.

So™ OF RI8ING.-203 returns Average.-A Wtle before 6 A.M.

^rTJFPPR—311 returns. Good, 278; average, 2h; bad, 7.

1™'™:^% returns. Good. 289 ; indifferent, 6.

F*TFR -305 returns. Large, 52; average, 194; small, 59.

free 1 e^^ one " verj- much beer," one "much beer
F^^.f "y i'-^^J'

one "much of all kin^Us,''' one " much port," one ''

"r'^rf^V.^teW

., half of -n-ine and spirits daily for years, one tlireo « 'i»- '-

twskv and wine," one " 6 ounces of whi.sky." one "drank all
,

=»sf..'is; »; 5";:.'^K.t* Shs^^
one" took r, pints of beer and much spirits was a

g^f
"^^ dnnWr

;i4, 35, 40, 40, .W, and
ere, one - u jeai o^v, "-—

-ii: „aaM-
,„d74 respectively. Tmf^'^'ever;-}C, cases.

childhoo<l,ande.ghtatl4 2.,i4^^.i-.4fl.4^
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four at IS, 40, and 40, severe, and 65, severe. Influenza.—1 case,

at 60. M'hnopit}f/-counh.— 1 Ciise, at 56. Sniall-jiox.—9 cases; one
in childliood, one sligntly, one at 16, severe, one at 74, one "con-
fluent at 19," one 77 years ago, one twice, one " in 1825 after vac-
cinia." African Fever.— 1 case.

Ague.—5 cases; one " prolonged at 20," in three at 40, 44, and 68.

Intermittent Fever.—\ case. Eiysipelas.—5 cases ; one " of leg

often," one at 81 recovered, one severe 50 years ago. Cellulitis.—
2 cases; one at 82 with incisions, one three times at 65, 75, and 80.

Cholera.—3 cases, one at 30. Dt/sentery.—2 cases, one at 82, one
in 1S83. Sypkili)'.— 1 case. Carbuncle.—5 cases, one had two, one
20 years ago, three at GO, 74, and 75, the hist \N'ith incisions and
quick recovery.

Brain Fever.—2 cases at 30 aiid 46. Sunstroke.—1 case at 50.

Adder Bite.— I case.
" Cerebral Affection."— I case, 30 years ago. RTieumatic Fever.—14 cases, two " young," two 30 and 40 years ago, nine at 20, 34,

40, severe ; 42, severe, with complete recoverj* ; 45, bS, GO, 63, and
65. Chorea.— 1 case. liheumatism.—6 cases, one twice, one 12
years ago, one for 12 years. Rheumatic Gout.— 1 case at 37. Gout.—10 cases, one occasionally, one frequently, one frequently for 10
years, one for 17 years, one since 21 years old, chalk stones in
fingers. Sciatica.—3 cases, one at 69. Lrimbayo.— 1 case. Neur-
algia.—3 cases ; one at 55, one in legs with insomnia at 55, with
issues for 8 years.

—

Rheumatic Iritis.— 1 case, 25 years ago.
Lithotomy.— 1 case, 15 years ago, removal of large uric acid cal-
culus. Lithotrity, 1 case, 24 years ago. Lithuria.—1 case. Renal
Colic.—1 case, 50 years ago.

II(S}natemes:s.— 1 case. Jaundice.—3 cases ; one at 84 severe,
one at 81 recovered. Gall-stones.—4 cases ; one for 34 years. He-
patic Abscess.—1 case bursting into colon at 43. Hepatitis.—

2

cases, in one two attacks at 30 and 35. Bilious Attacks.— 1 case
occasionally. Hepatic Congestion.—1 case occasionally. Colic.—
2 cases ; one severe a year ago. Dropsy.—1 case, 5 years ago,
tapped 6 quarts, recovered. Dinrrhtea.— 1 case at 85. Typhlitis.—1 case at 40. Inflammation of Bowels.—2 cases, one at 21.

Hcemafuria.— 1 case, 3 attacks in 6 months. Albxtminuria.—

2

cases ; one 4 years ago, one 1 year ago for a few days. Irritable
Bladder.—2 cases ; one a few years ago, one from 50 to 00. Reten-
tion.— 1 case, catheterised twice dailj- for one month, with reco-
very. Difficult Micturition.— 1 case at 68, catheterised then and
occasionally since. Disease of Bladder and Prostate.—1 case,
severe, from 72 to 78, now quite well. Stricture.— 1 case when
young.
Diseased Hip.—1 case in infancy, lame. Syncope.—1 case at 74.

Bled.~2 cases ; one for illness at 40, one for transfusion. Epi-
sta.ris.—2 cases ; severe at 30 and 73 ; one was thought to be dying
15 years ago. Fi-ttula.— 1 case .50 years ago. Sarcoma of Eye.—

1

case.' Abscess.—4 cases ; one of thigh 50 years ago, one " strumous
when young ;" one of " shoulder at 76, recoverj^;" one in " side, at
30 in bed 8 weeks."

Bronchitis.—23 cases ; one " severe," three severe at 47, 60, and
84; two at 65 and 68 ; four 6 mouths, 6 months, 10 years, and 17
years ago; one "several attacks since 80;" one "3 attacks
severe, with recoverj- at 50, 83, and 84;" one "5 acute attacks in
successive winters from 77 to 82 years;" one "two attacks at 50
and 75;" one "several severe attacks;" one "severe 2 years ago,
recovery." Broncho-jmemnonia.—1 case at 82, recovery. (Edema
of Lungs.—1 case. Asthma.—1 case for 10 years. Pulmonary
Congestion.—2 cases, at 30 and in 1875 respectively. Bronchitis
and Pleuro-pneumonia.— 1 case, three times in last 7 years, last at
84, good reco\ ery. Pneumonia.—i cases, one " two attacks at 45
and 50," one severe 10 years ago, two at 06 and 79. Pneumonia
and Pleurisy.— I case at 78. Pleurisy.—6 cases ; live at 16, se-iera,

28,60,72, 82 re.spectively. PhthisK.-S cases; two had "slight
symptoms when young;"" a third had " luemoptvsis at 40, in bed
8 weeks;" one \va"s "delicate in early life;" one fiad "breakdown
from anxiety, with iliplopia and intermittent pulse at 64. Tvith re-
coverj';" one had "in-egular heart 10 years ago, from study; re-
covering with change."

Epilepsy. 2 cases ; one 20 to 30, fits in last two years, failure of
memory. Insane.— 1 case. Apoplery and Paralysis.—\G cases;
one "20 years ago, partial paralysis of right arm for 5 years, reco-
very;" one "inl8.i0, witli right hemiiilegia;" one "convulsions
on ri^ht side with unconsciousness, a year ago with recovery ;"

one "tit at 79, with hemiplegia, complete recovery except" of
voice ;" one " hemiplegia a year ago," one " left hemiplegia at 76."
one "3 attacks at 82. 8,"., and 86;" one "i)aralysis at 65;" one
"slight stroke at 85, slight paralysis after;" one "slight stroke

lately, weak after ;" one " paralysis of both legs and left arm. not
unconscious, quite recovered ;" one " paralysis at 84, partial reco-

very, died of apoplexy ;" one " hemiplegia at 4.5, recovery ;" onf
" hemiplegia at 84, nearly recovered ;" one " right hemiplegia and
aphonia at 84, recovered. Congestion of Brain.—1 case at 62.

Slight Ailments.—2.56 returns ; none, 1.56.

Bronchitis.—16 cases; one "several times," four- chronic.

Cough.—2 cases ; one frequently. Catarrh.—1 case. Asthma.—

1

case, 28 years.

Dyspepsia.—16 cases ; one lately, one at 70, recoverj-. Bilious

Attacks.—3 cases. Giddiness.—2 cases ; one occasionally, one
" after meals." Flatulence.—1 case. Gall-stones.—1 case. Palpi-
tations.—3 cases; one occasionally, one "for 20 years."

Headaches.—3 cases ; of these one " sick headaches every 3
months," one "sick headaches frequently." Constipation.—i

cases.

Diarrhrca.—8 cases ; one " in summer," two occasionally, one
has " tendency to diarrhcea," one " for 15 years, since injury to
abdomen." Piles.—3 cases. Epistaa-is.—1 case.

Rheumatism.—16 cases; one at 68, one "lately, in bed 3
months." Gout.—7 cases; one slight, one annually for 30 years,

two occasionally. Sciatica.—2 cases. Neuralgia.—1 case. , .4m-
gina.—1 case rarely.

Ague.— 1 case. Orchitis.—1 case occasionally. Hernia.—

6

cases ; one double, one " from infancy," one for 30 years, one " in-

guinal," one " right inguinal," and one " inguinal for 30 years."

Difficult Micturition.—1 case, few years ago, from stricture.

Eczema.—7 cases ; one " of legs," one at 46, one " .30 years of
leg," two for 2 and 4 years, one " grocer's eczema all his life tUl

lately." Psoriasis.—1 case, alternating with asthma. Vari^r.^1

case, many years. Z'lcer of Leg.—4 cases; one "20 years, now
healed," oiie " for 30 years," one " from 60 to 80, now healed." one
was " ailing till .50," one had " feeble childhood and youth, health

and appetite better after 80."

Accidents.—175 returns. None, 128.

Concussion of Brain.—3 cases; two at 62 and 70; the third
" four times, was bled each time." Spinal Concussion.— 1 case at

34. Severe Railway Accident.—one case at 56. Knocked Down.—
1 case at 76. Severe Fall.—1 case, three weeks ago, scalp wound
healed rajiidly. Run Over.—1 case, by a cab at 80. .'Severe

Bruising.— I case at 64. Kick on Head.— 1 case when yonng,
large depression of right frontal bone. Fracture of Skull.— 1 case

at 49. Injttry to Chest.—1 case at 16, with repeated hfemoptysis

and venesection. Injured Abdometi.—15 years ago, diarrhoea

since.

Dislocation : Shoulder.—& cases ; frn-o at 65 and 79 : three 1, 8,

and 40 years ago. Ankle.—2 cases ; one at 50, one 50 years ago.

Hip.— 1 case, 20 years ago. Injured Hip.—1 case at 71, lame
since.

Fracture: Patella.—2 cases; one 8 months ago. one "muscular
at 78, with bony union." Ann and Leg.— 1 case at 45. Arm.-^l
case at 83. Leg and Thigh.— 1 case iit 86. Right Humerus.—

1

case at 85. Ribs.—5 cases ; three at 64, 70 and 70, one a year ago
with recovery in 3 weeks, one "8 ribs at 68." Sterntim.—

1

case at 30. Shoulder.— 1 case, "compound, after 70." Leg.—
2 cases ; one at 45. Thigh.—6 cases ; one 5 years ago, one " ia

1880, close to knee," one "left, at 66," one "at 83, in bed
nine weeks with perfect union," two of neck of thighbone, one of

them in Januarj', 1883, the other "at 79, recovered after being' in
bed nine weeks."
Amputation : Arm.—'[ case at 47. Leg.—2 cases; one for "dis-

eased ankle at 25." one from " accident at 46."

LoxGKviTY.—Taking as a standard of a long-lived family one
in which of the near relations (grandparents, parents, brothers,

sisters, and subject of inquiry) 4 attained the age of 70, or 3 the
age of 80, we have at least 182 cases ; two of them were 'ttn

mother's side only; one was returned as short-lived family.

liKlop-HELATlOSSHIP BETWEEN PARENTS OR GR.\NT'PARKM'S.
— Kh'S returns. None, 157. In two cases "grandparents were
cousins," in one "maternal grandparents were first cousins," in

one "paternal grandparents were cousins," in one "parents were
cousins," in one "parents were first cousins."

Age of Father at Birth ofScbject of Ixqctry.—96 retorus.

Average, about 36 years of age.

AoE OP >foTHER AT BiHTH OF St'BJECT OF iNQriRY.—96* re-

turns. Average, about 31 years of age.

Only those cases are included in which both age of fatlftr

and mother are given.

Diseases in Family (in relations and subject of inquiry): '
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familie.^.

42 families.

Cancmr i lualiKnant, gro'wrths)

CtMiiumftion. -<>."> familit'S.

tkro/uh. - 1 family.

Oout.-SO fiimilic.^.

Afn'pltJy nnd Varalysix nfter iO

J?Acuma/i>7n. —'>".' families.

EpileiMi/.—^ famili^•s.

Insanity.— 13 families.

,Vonf.--40 families.
No. 111.

AS1.LT8I8 OF BKTUBXS RkLATINO TO rRESBNT CoJjDmON,
Habits. CiBCOisTAXCKS, ETC.

(Males, iX) to IW. 02 Keturiis.)
, :

Sit'ole, Married, H'iiluwed.—76 returns; S. 4, M. 18, W. .>4.

Amuent, Cmnfnrtable, Poor.—'!! returns ; A. 6, C. 42, P. 2i).

Fat. Spare. Arera(/e.—7>^ returns ; F. H, S. ai, A. .3.i.

FuU-BloodeJ. Pale. Avera{/e.—7i returns ; F. 12, P. 16, A. 45.

Stro>w, Feehi.e, Averaqe.—~if> returns ; S. 81, l'\ 31, A. 14.

Height—~0 returns •.'average, 5 feet 61 inches; one, now 5 teet

« inches, was ,j feet » inches ; anotlusr, nqw; 5 feet 5 inohes, was

, 5 feet 7^ inches. „ j
1,,1 Weight.—^ returns; average, 10 stone Opoimas.

Figure.—'^ returns ; erect. 40 ; bent, .30.

Voice —76 returns ; loud, 10 ; clear, 10 ; loud and clear, 33 ;
clear

and full, 7 : full, 3 ; loud and full, 2 ; weak, 5 ; clear and weak, 6.

Sight —61 returns ;
good, oO ; Cataract (both eyes), 4, m one case

at 88 years. CW/nrnci' (one eye), 1. Failure, apparentlyindependent

of presbvi'pia, (5; in one case " blind for 20 years.

'

(ilaMes.—i9 returns ; none. 10 ; .39 wore them ;
of those m

which period was given, many years, 3 ; 2 to 3 years, 1 ; 8 to 10

V years, a- 12 to 15 years, 4 ; 16 to 20 years, 6 ; 26 to .30 years, 5 ;
40

. years, 3; .tO years," 2. In two cases " can read for live minutes

,; without spectacles, and then ' goes all of a piece.'

"

Hearing.—77 returns ;
good, y.'^ ; indifferent, 20 ;

had, 19.

,/o(H^^.—77 returns; natural, 64; deformed, 7 ; stiff, 4 ; stiff and

flexed, 1 ; stiff and deformed, 1.
, ^ o

i>)i((MfiV)n.—74 returns ;
good, .57 ; moderate, 14; bad, .i.

Appetite.—74 returns ;
good, 52 ; moderate, 17 ; bad, n.

I. Eater—'l returns; large, 12; moderate, 46; small, 13.

yun\her of Meals.—to returns ; average rather over 3 each

Alcohol.—IZ returns ; none, 21 ; little, 26 ; moderate, 26 ;
1 " takes

occasionally a little too much." ,,.,', ,
'

„c
Animal Food.—6')) returns; none, 1; little,. 41; moderate, 26

;

much, 1. ..,.,, ,i i^ 1

Boweh.—li returns ; daily, 49 ; three times daily, 1 ;
alternately,

,8; every third day, 1 ; irregular, 13; costive, 2.

. ApertentK.—Ti returns ; never, 24 ; occasionally, 1 ;
trequemtly,

10 ; rarelv, -37.
. ^ i

• i

Duimintion.—lf, returns; lethargic, 1; energetic, 28 ;
placid,

.28; irritable, 12; placid and energetic,, 3; irritable and ener-

/n«e//ec«.—72 returns; high, 12; average, 61; low, 0.

1 Memory, Poft Event«.-nO returns; good, 58; moderate, -j;

Meinory, Recent Eventf.—ea xct\xm%; good, 34 ; moderate, 14 ,

bad, 12

ifaAi<».—7.') returns: active, 46 ; sedeatarj', 21 ; bedridden, 8,

one for I year, one for 2 years. .
' ."-_'.,„

Out-'>f-Door Ererci'e.—fiSi returns; none, 17;.of wniChSwere
be<lriddeu, 1 not out for >-e8r8, 1 not for years; little, 7;

moderate, 2, one travels by train alone ; much, .3, one of these

attendwi-Norwich market as a cattle dealer a few days before

death, another works in garden 3 hours daily ;
short walks, 23;

walk and drive, 2: walks 1 hour, 1 ; walks 2 to 3 hours, 1 ;
walk 1

mile, 3, one of these could do so " easily at 94 ; " walk 2 mile.s, 2

;

walk 3 miles, 3 ; rides on horseback, 1 ;
" work as labourere, 2 ;

"works on farm,"' 1; one "at work ia hayfield 3 days before

death." ,/, , , -
5/^c.—70 returns; good, 47 ; moilerate, 10 ;

bad, /.

S!eJ'i>, Numher »f lfr,ur».-30 returns ; average x} hours.

i/.-ur of Goini/ 'to Jied.—irl returns ; average, S..30 P.M.

H"ur of lli*iiig.- f>6 returns ; average, 8 A.M.

Che.it hirth in In.'piration.- -.30 nitum-s ;
average, 3o| inches.

Cheit ffirtA in Bn>'ralion.—'MnAums: average. a5 inches. Only

those cases are includcl in which chest girth in Ixith inspiration

»nd expiration are given. .• ,. i ..,/.. j-

F.'n.'t!r;tg '/ Rih Cnrtilage».—4\ returns; distinct, 16; rndis-

tinct, 2.'. '

PaUe —57 returns ; average, little over 75 per minute. Reguiar,

//•m/«tor. -51 returns ; R. .38, 1.13. />,r^e, 5maW.-49 returns

;

L "i) S. 29. Cimpregsible, Incompre.iMble.—i}l returns ;
i^. 4- ; 4. v.

'

4w<.ri>«.—;>5 rotunis ; even, 38; visible, 1 ;
visible and even, 2;

tortuous, 1 ; tortuous and even, 2 ; tortuous an<l visible, .i; knotty,

.3- visible and knotty, 2; tortuous and knotty, 1. So they were

riV(/./a in 10 cases, eren in 42 cases, tortuous m 9 cases, knotty in

'''^%%pirntion Number.—iS returns ; average, about 23 per minute.

i?w"/a'',/'-'-''y"'a'"—"t"' returns: R. 4.3,1.5. ,

Areas Senili.'!.—bn returns; much, 13 ; little, 22; absent, 20.

T-efM.-t^ returns; average, 4 to 5; but 27 had none, and two

had " several," one had a " tliird set of bicuspids at 89 years of

aee " in 62 cases the teeth are s^ecifled. Lpper incimrs, H;

canines, 23; molars, 57. Lower incisor^.m-. canines,^; molart,

''

Artificial Teeth.-ll returns; 66 did not use them, and of these

26 had no teeth, and several others very few ; 5 used them ;
onelor

3 years, one for 10 years, one for 20 years.
, , , . .„j

Evidences „f Fai}ure.-:-<S returns; none, 18; heart, 1 ;
heart and

brain, 1 ; heart and urinary organs, 2 ; lungs, 9 ;
lungs and urmary

orirans, 2 : lungs, brain, and nrinarj- organs, 1 ; brain, 4 ;
hrain and

urinary orgiuil, 1; urmarj- orp;ans, 19; so the heart ^v&s affeot*d in

4 cases, the lungs in 12 cases, the brain in 7 cases, the «;-inary

organs in 25 cases. Heart sounds returned as "normal m 7

'^'^MicturiHon.-nSTetmn^: natural, 32 ; slow, 8 ;
frequent, 5 ;

in-

continence, 4, one partial for 18 years; difficult, 3, m one case

catheter used occasionally, in one from contraction of urethra

after amputation of penis. Slow and diftu-ult 4 ;
slow and fr^

uuent, if slow, difficult, frequent, and painful, 1 ;
in this case

"micturition has been frequent for several y-ears, so?aetme8 t

quarter of an hour before he can make water. ' .
:

;

Pre.'<entMaladies.~Ji3TetaTns;noue,2r).
, „ ., , c.-,,

DeAiViVy.—10 cases. Jl'eak Heart.—1. Mitral Bruit.— I. SenxU

Decau.—l ; died. Cardiac Dropsy.—\. .

BroMhitis.-^ coses; three slight, one for 8 years, one %Mth

death. Cough.—2 cases, one clironic. Emphysema.—1. Longes-

titm of Lwifjs.—1 case for 2 weeks. . ," ' j

IndigeltiL-l. Ulcer.^l from injury. "Gouty erysipelas and

eczem/."-l case. Hernia.-\ case. X)«,ieni)a.-2 cases ;
one for »

few years, one since l.'vl? in St. Luke's.
^, •„ 1 f„m

Ue>niplegia.-\ case. Brain impaired-TecwMY m 1, trom

''"S GangreM.-2 ca^es ; 1 of foot, 1 of toe ; botli died. Rhm-

Tnntitm—4 case.s ; 1 often, 1 of hip.
, „ .._

j2r>,edProstate.-ul^. Albuminuria.-pne case for6 montte.

Atony of Blad.ier.-Ouc case for 14 years, «nth occasional relentiwr

6Ww and death, 1 case, difficult mioturition fr°i". co"*'*""""

of uretliral orifice after amputation of perns for epithelioma ^

''Xrm^«ri'l3 returns; one of 9.5.0°, two of 96.0- one of

these "under the tongue." In one case, aged 99, some head mea-

surements were given : cucumference around temples, 21 mclie».

coronal from ear to ear, 14J- inches.

No. IV.

Analysis bblating to Past IIistobv, including Family

IIisTony.

(MAI.F.S, 90 TO 100.) .v

Age when Married.-fv2 returns ; average. 30 to 31 years ot ^•
duration of Married Life.-ai returns; average, httle orer,

'

^\onl'er of (;/«Wre«,-0S n«tums ; average, little over 7 eadv

AfHueiit. Comfortable. Poor.—Ti returns ; A, 6, C. 42, 1
.
^-

..

tf,,t or --Child of Parenfs.-m returns; average, about

third, but 18 were " first chil.l," and of these one »t
j«»?^J":

"„nJy child." In 19 cases the number m *>>''/'»""'>, ?f ''^.^^V,.

turned; nf these, the average position w^ about ll"^'; ""»^"^

aN-erage number in th.. family was 7 to 8 children. One was

twin, second born, the other being a girl. .„„„,_. on
Delicate, Rot,u^t, Average.-^,') returns;, D. 2, R. «. A. 20.

Health: Gond, Moderate. ^lO returns; G. (0, M. 9. UJlt"

Rarely Ailiiuj.- I return :
O. 1, K 0.

Dige.ttion.--i returns; good, (2; indifferent, 2.

Bouels.-m returns; good (doily), ^\ irregular, 3, coetn

loose, 1. _„
Baldness.—38 returns ; eariy, 12 ; late, 26.

Greynesi.—^iO returns: early, 13; late, .37.
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Disposition.—68 returns ; placid, iS ; irritable, 5 ; lethargic, I

;

energetic, 32; irritalilf and energetic, 6; placid and energetic, 6.

InteUect.—09 returns; liigli, lo; average, 44; low, 2.

Habits.—72 returns ; active, 70 ; sedentarj-, 2.

Out-of-Dour Evercue.—68 returns; little, 5; moderate, 6. One
" worked hard, often late at night ;" one was a " good walker."
Much, 57; of these, si,v were great walkers, one "walking four to

five miles daily till 87 ;" one " ten to twenty miles daily, at 80
could run two miles -nathout stopping;" one " on horseback till

85 ;" one a " sportsman,"' one had " laborious occupation as a steve-
dore;" one "worked hard, often late at night;" one "had a good
deal of night-work ;' one " often had night-work as a coastguard ;'

one, " a cattle-dealer, often twelve hours mthout food."
Hours in Bed.—14 returns ; average, 8^ hours.
Hour of Rising.—53 returns ; average, 6 a.m.

Sleeper.—67 returns
; good, 61 ; average, 4; bad, 2.

Appetite.—67 returns ; good, 65 ; indifferent, 2.

Eater.—66 returns ; large, 13 ; average, 48; small, 5.

Alcohol.—67 returns ; none, 1 ; little, 27 ; moderate, 32 ; one of

these "took much when he had the chance;" much, 7 ; of these,
two were " free eaters and drinkers," one " took two glasses of
beer and four glasses of wine daily," one " took three glasses of
whisky a day,' one was " often drunk and in gaol," one was
" drunk about once a week," one " boasted that he smoked and
drank more than any man in the town, and was most irregular in
every way.
Animal Food.- one of them-58 returns ; none, 1 ; little, 14

" once a week ;
" moderate, 41 ; much, 2.

Ulnesse,^ Undergone.—69 returns ; none, 32.
" Fever."—& cases ; at 18, 21, 33 severe, 40, 65, and 76. Yellow

Fever.—1 in West Indies. Typhus Fever.—i cases; one at 15, one at
45, one when young in the Peuuisular war, one at 65. Typhoid Fever.—4 cases; one young, three at 45, 50, and 67. Ague.— 1. En/sipela.i.—4 cases ; one at 60, one severe at 80, one severe, with recovery at
89. Brain Fever.—1 with much venesection.

Bronchitis.—8 cases ; three at 80, 88, and 96, one had two attacks
in last four years, one severe at 94 with ultimate recoverj-, one at
98 severe with recoverj'. Pneumonia.—2 cases ; one at 75, one
within last 4 j-ears.

Phthisis.—1 had symptoms, when 15 was at Brompton Hospital.
"Abscess.—1 in hack at 45.
"' Jaundice.—2 cases ; one at 60, one when young. Fistula.—

1

at48. _

Epithelioma of Penis.—1 with amputation at 70.

, . KheumatUm.—2 cases, one as a boy. Glaucoma.—1 case, in left

eye.
Strangulated Hernia.—1, with operation at 84. Gangrene.—1 of

left foot at 77. Venesection.— 1, several times when young.
Ecxema.—2 cases ; one acute at 90, with complete recovery.
Dementia.—1 case since 1847, in St. Luke's.
One had slight paralysis at 72, one slight apoplexy and hemi-

plegia at 89, one 3 " strokes " with temporary paralysis, one during
last 15 years had occasional loss of consciousness and use of left
side, with quick recoverj-.

Retentum.—One 4 years ago. Atoiiy ofBladder.—One for 14 years
from over-distension, occasionally catheterised ; one for several
years has had frequent micturition, sometimes a quarter of an
nour before he can make water.

Slight Ailments.—63 returns; none, .38.

Bronchitis.—3 cases ; one slight, one chronic for 8 years. Asthma.—1 case.

^
Jiheumatism.—5 cases; one slight, one at 80, unable to walk

since. Gout.—4 ; one for 20 years.
Diarrkaa.—l lately. Piles.— 1 for 70 years. Bilious.—1.

Ague—1. Grarel—1. Renal Hmnorrhage.—one case, copious 4
times in last 20 years.

Dizziness.—2 cases ; one occasionally for 10 years.
Hernia.—3 cases ; one " all life," two for 20 and .50 years.
Ulcer of Leg.—I case, healed at 98. Eruption on Legs.— 1.

Eczetna.—l. Ailing in Youth.— 1.

Accidents.—49retvim3; none, 3,5.

Concusi^on.—l at 84 from fall of 10 feet. Dislocated Thumb.—

I

mm fall from scaffokl at 81, recovered. Sprained Ankle.—1 at 98,
quick recovery. Scalp Wound.—'2 cases ; one severe lately with
quick recover^', one from fall at 89, healed quickly.

Fracture: Ribs.—3 cases ; one at 84 with speedy recovery, one
at 93 healed well. Ofei'jcfe—Spontaneous at 90 in raising himself
from chair, united. Thigh.—1 at 82. Humerus.— i at 92, perfect
union. Xeck of Thighbone.—2 cases ; one 87 not united, one at 20 at

Quatre Bras. Leg.—4 cases; one at 85, one compound, one both
bones at 80 with recovery, one at 80 in middle, "leg slipped off

fender as he sat, he did not fall, not united, quite flexible, in bed
7 weeks."

Longevity.—Taking aa a standard of a long-lived family, one in
which of the near relations (^grandparents, parents, brothers,
sisters, and subject of inquiry), 4 attained the age of 70, or 3 the
age of 80, we have at least 40 cases; one was returned as "short-
lived."

Blood RelatioTiship between Parents or Grandparents.—29 re-
turns ; none, 29.

Age of Father at Birth of Subject of Inquiry.—IL returns;
average, -35 years of age.

Age of Slother at Birth ofSidject of Inrjuiry.-r-W returns

;

average, nearly 32 years of age. Only those cases are included in
which the ages of both father and mother are returned.

Diseases in Family.—(in relations and subject of inquiry).—Can-
cer (malignant growths).—8 families. Consumption.—13 families.

Scrofula.— families. Gout.—8 families. Apoplexy and Paralyses
after 40.—9 families. Rheumatism.—10 families. Epilepsy.—
families. Insanity.—5 families. None.—5 families.

In one case almost every member of family except the subject
terribly addicted to drink ; in another case his son, daughter, and
4 nephews and nieces were deaf mutes.

No. V.
Anaiysis of REirBNS Relatikg to Phesent Conditio.v,

Habits, C'lnctTMSTAXCEs, etc.
(Females, 80 to 90. 282 Returns.)

Single, Married, Widowed.—2S0 returns ; S. 32, M. 26. W. 222.

A^uent, Comfortable, Poor.—280 returns ; A. 23, C. 112, P. 145.

Fat, Spare, Average.—277 returns ; F. 36, S. 119, A. 122.

Full-blooded, Pale, Average.—i>75 returns; F. 18, P. 104, A. 153.

Strong, Feeble, Average.—274 returns ; S. 58, F. 110, A. 106.

Height.—218 returns ; average, a little over 5 feet 2 inches, j

Weight.—86 returns, average, about 8 stone lOj pounds.
Figure.—242 returns ; erect. 146 ; bent, 96.

Voice.—268 returns ; clear, 103 ; loud, 40 : weak, 32 ; full, 11

;

clear and weak, 9 ; clear and full, 23 ; loud and clear, 49 ; loud and
full, 1.

Sight.—220 returns; good, 184; cataracts, 15; failure apparently
independent of presbyopia, 21.

Glasses.—^227 returns ; none, 32 ; 195 wore them. In some the
number of years during which they were worn was given ; many
years, 19 ; 2 to 3 vears, 2 ; 4 to 5 years, 6 ; 6 to 7 years, 4; 8 to 10

years, 14 ; 12 to 15 years, 10 ; 16 to 20 years, 31 ; 21 to 25 years. 10;

26 to 30 years, 34 ; 31 to 35 years, 6"; 36 to 40 years, 28 ; 41 to

45 years, 3 ; 46 to 50 years, lO'; 54 years, 1 ; 58 years, 1 ; 60 j'ears,

1 ; 65 years, 1.

Hearing.—279 returns'; good, 175 ; indifferent, 77; had, 27.

Joints.—278 returns; natural, 243 ; stiff, 12 ; deformed, 13 ; stiff

and deformed, 10.

Digestion.—280 returns ; good, 169 : moderate, 94 ; bad, 17.

Appetite.—278 returns
;
good, 144 ; moderate, 115 ; bad, 19.

Later.—275 returns ; large, 22 ; small, 105 ; moderate, 148.

Number of Meals.—225 returns ; average, 3 to 4 dailj'.

Alcohol.—-270 returns; none, 105: little, 117; moderate, 44;
much, 4.

Animal Food.—2i9 returns ; none, 10 ; little, 164 ; moderate, 72

;

much, 3.

Bowels.—2GG returns ;' daily, 183 ; irregular, 61 ; alternately, 30

;

costive. 1 ; once a week, 1.

Aperients.—26o returns ; never, 58; rarely, 150 ; frequently, 62 ;

daily, 3 ; occasionally, 2.

Disposition.—207 returns; placid, 119; irritable, 28; lethargic? 4;

energetic, 93; placid and energetic, 14; irritable and energetic, 9.

Intellect.—266 returns ; high, 33 ; low, 36 ; average, 197.

Memory. Past Events.—268 returns ; good, 186 ; motlerate, 41

;

bad, 31. Recent Ei'ents.—221 retiu-ns ; good, 120; moderate, 58 ;

bad, 43.

Habits.—275 returns; active, 128; sedentary, liK); bedridden, 47;

of these five for 2, 3, 4, 4, 15 years respectively, and two for 3
weeks and 3 months respectively.

Out-of-Door Erercise.—259 returns; none, 88 (of these 47 were
bedridden); little. 102; moderate, 34; much, 14: short -walks, 18 (of

these one walks 2 miles). Besides these, three walk 3, 4 and 6
miles respectively.

Sleep.—267 ret'urns ; good, 146; moderate, 89 ; bad, 32. Number
of Hours.—147 returns; average, a little over 7 hours.
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^

-204 returns; average, a little past
Hours of Ooinff to lied.

9 o'clock P.M. _ .

//..Kro/ifwin^.—-'OiTetiinis; averaRe, <.4.> A.M.

CAe>t 'Girth in Inspiration.--,:'' returns; uveraj;e «>^'>"t SU

inches Eiyiration.—Ti returns ; average, about 30J inches. Unly

those are included where botli iuspiration and e.xpiraUon are

^"maMicity of Rib Cartilages.— \2ld returns; distinct, 65; indis-

"jPuije.—228 returns; average, nearly 79 per minute; high,

owins to chest nff.'ctions in many cases. Jler/ulnr, Irregular.—

201 returns; B. UM, J. 37. Large WA-IW retun^
;
L bO.

S IW Cirnipressi'ile, Inc<mipre.ifil)le.—2-M n'tums ; t. Ibl, 1. W.

' Arierif,.-2n return^; even, 138; visible. 13; tortuous and

even, 8; visible and evrn, 11; tortuous, 13; tortuous and visible.
|

6- knotty. 6; visible and knotty. 2; tortuous and knotty, 1_;

tortuous, visible, and knotty, 1 ; tortuous, visible, and even,!; ^o

that they were eren in l.">8 eases, tortwju^ in 41 cases, risible in di

cases, ftno/^V in 21 cases, .w,,,,
Reft,irati'm. — y\itnheT, 204 returns: average, nearly 22 per

minute; rather high, owing to chest complaints in many cases.

Reaular /rrroutor.—212 returns; B. l'J8. 1. 14.

!lrc«« iS««<Vi(..-224 returns ; much, 48; little. 80 ;
absent %.

Teeth —2.^3 returns ; average, little over 3 each ; but 122 had no

teeth • of these, two had not bad any for 40 and 55 years respec-

tively In 241 cases the tcx-th were specified. Upjm- inciKors. U«;

eanina, 75 ; molars, 96. Lower incisors, 201 ; canines, 112
;
nwlars,

'Artificial 7'c(>M.—20S returns; none, 176; of tlie.se. 89 had not

any teeth, and 4 had not had any for 4, 30. 40, and 40 years respec^-

tivelv and 3 had not had any " for years," and many others had

vers- few teeth ; 32 used artificial teeth, in some cases the number

of years during which they had been worn was given. Many

vew^. 6 ; 5 years, 1 ; 7 years". 1 ; 10 years, 2; 12 years. 1 ;
l.i years.

1 ; 20 years," 4: 21 yeari, 1; 25 years, 3; 30 years, 4; 36 years, 1

;

40 years, 1; 55 years (full set), 1.

Evidences .,f Failure.—i^S returns; none, 117; heart, 11 ;
heart

and lung.s, 6; heart and brain. 5; heart and urinary organs, 5:

heart. l\ing.'>. and urinarv organs. 2; heart, brain, and urinary

organs, 2; heart, lungs, brain, and urinary organs, 5; m 14 cases

heart-sounds returned as normal; lungs, 21; lungs and brain, 3;

lungs and urinary organs, 7 ; brain, 18; brain and unnary- organs,

3- urinary organs, 23 ; so that the Acarf was affected m 30 ca.ses,

the hiJu/s'in 44 cases, the brain in 36 cases, the vrtnary organs in

47 ca.ses : in the case of the urinary organs, the failure was often

slight (rt<i/' Micturition).

.. Micturition. -207 returns; natural. 166; incontinence, 13; slow,

11- slow and ditficult. 3; frequent, 8; painful. 1; dithcult, 1;

hseraaturia, 1 ; dilhcult and painfull; slow, difficult, and pain-

ful 2
Present Maladies.—^S returns; none 91. IM/Wi/-—34 cases.

Weak Heart.—b. S,/nc',pe.—2. Palpitations.—3. ] ertign.—'-i. An-

,,ina.—\, occasionally. " Aortic Disease."—!. Muniivr "f/if-"^;—

2 cases, one of them systolic. Senile (Edema.— I. dwelled J'cet

""Duspn)sia.—9. Diarrhcea. — h. one slight, one occasionally.

PilM—i Flatulence.—2. Constipati'm.—\. Hernia.—i>, onv ioT

40 years, one strangulated, with death three days after herniotomy,

; one umbilical.

Bronchitis.—S2 cases. 6 of them chronic

setna.—2. J'neumonia.-l.
Rheumati.im, liheumatic (rcmt—26 cases,

fn^ine Hemorrhage.— \. Polypus Uteri.—\. Prolapsus Uteri.

—4, one for .'id years. Irritable Bladder.—2. Retention of Onne.

—1. Intennitient Hffm^ituria.— I, ioT 20 xii&Ts.

Caries of RUk-I. Lame (Hip).— 1. Diseased Ankle.—1, icn:

. many years. Fracture of Aeck 'f Femur.—2. „ , . .r.

' CancerofBreast.—5. F^nthelioma of tace.—\. Rddent Lancer.

—1. Carlmncle.— \. large. Periostitis.— \.
„ ^, „ ,,

• Sczenui.-S. Erythema of Leg.-\. Sore Fa/cs.-Z. Sore Mouth.

—1. JSra<?mao/"Ai>/'/f.—l (no cancer), b leer of Leg.—I. Jn-

ftamed Leiis.— 1. , rr ^ •

Xeuraigia (FaceJ.—>% Sciatiea.—2. Lumhago.—!. Hysteria.

—1. Parali/sis Aiitans.—2. ••Lunatic."—!. Dementia.— Uc>ife<i.

Besides these, one with epileptic attacks, and occasional delusions

and e-tcitement, and one "light-heailed for one year. '
Epilepsy.—

1. occasionally. Mania.— 1, chronic; well for 17 years, recurring

at 57.

Paraplegia.—

I

Hon iplegia.-—6.

Senile Fits.— 1.

Temperature.—6 ntums
;

98.0°; in one, 98.2°.

Paralysis of Left Amu— I.

in two cases " norma! ;" in three,

Cough.— '2. Emphg-

. Gout.—6. Swelle/]

-1.

No. VI.

.U-AI.VSI6 OF EeTHJISS BELATINO TO PAST IIlSTOnY, INCLODISO

FaMLLV lIlSTOUY.

(Fkmalks, 80 to 90.)
, „„ . I f

Age whci Marned.-220 retiu-ns; average, about 26 years of

''^Duratim of Married Life.-lOO returns; average, nearly 39J

^XmWo/rAiWre«.-228reliu^s; average. 5 to C'

^f
'>• ''Vt^

had no children; one had "prostration at 41, from child-bearing

one "often ailing since a bad labour 4b >;ears «B^' """l ^^^f
severe flooding at 42, with .lifficulty rallying, one nursed 8 chil-

dren for a year each," two - many miscarriages, one <
nj'*^";

riages out of 10 conceptions," one ^lad " only ""? ..'='"''^;.^".'/^"™•

Oll?" early infuse eatamenia, menopause at 48, one catamema

commeuEing at 16, moderate," oue " catiunenia from 17 t,o W,

'^'^AffuJit, Comfortahle, I'oor.-iC-A returns; A. 23. C. 138' P. 102.

d-st or- Child of Parents.-2i^ returns ;
average abou 4 h

ehil.l. In70casefi the number in the f»°^7 ^"^ ^.^Z ^Am-
these the average position was 3rd to 4th. and the « 7i^«

"l^'^,

ber in the family 7 to 8 chUdren ; 58 were '' A^M '3^' ^lw^
the.se 4 at least'were " only child;" three were t\^"}'. »^^ '^"^

twin brothers of one of the .subjects l^otl' f''>. K1 l^n ^iiJd the
th^ mother of one not included in above ha,l 22 chi ••^"•.,''°^„*^|

maternal grandmother of oue included above had 22 cluldren^ot

"l>SrS?^ ^.«-.,..-240 returns; D. 37. R. 100, A. 103.

Health.—2^2 returns ;
good, 207 ; moderate, -O.

Often Ailing, Rarely -4ift»y.-2^; ""turns; O. -5, K. l.

D!geMon.--2.i&r^tvm%: good, 211 ; indifferent, -37.

i;»m*.-226 returns; regular, 184; irregular, 9 ,
costue*,^,

relaxed, 3; twice daily, 1.
, ^, „ .7

Baldness.—9-Q returns ; early, 17; late, 61 :
none. -.

^
fr',-wn<M«.—210 retiurns ; early, 53; late, loo ;

none, -.
.

Di?position.-2i2 returns; placid. V4 ; m-table 20 leUiarpc^

2 ; energetic, 128 ; irritable and energetic, 13 ;
phicid and ener

^''^InMleet.-2:^ returns ; high, 43 ;
avcr.ige, 180 ;

low, 1^

//«AjV«.-23i returns; active 215; sedentary, 1 J.
. -g

Out-of-Door E,ercke.--2iM^ returns; little « .moderate .-^

one a moderate walker; much. 59, one hard
'•"['^'

Jg-, .^^^'"^**

these, eleven others: one worked ''"«
• °"^?y;;"^^'\,f

^'^' one
"good walker," oue "walked 3 hours, hye t«°l^ 3^^^' .°°t
" could walk 30 to 40 miles when young, one ^^ as nt> er m r>

""h^-s in Bed.-m returns; average a "ttle over 8 hours.

Hour of Ri.^in<,.-VM returns : average a litt e past a.m.

.sy«-»pr.-232 returns ; good, 18S: average. 33; bad, ii.

Atmetite.--2SS returns ;
good, 209 ;

mdifierent, -^- -

/i/^er.-230 returns; large. 2t1 small b3; average, 138. .

^/coAo/.—232 returns; none, 54: very little, -, ,.""
; uf'iT."

of these "none till 35;" moderate, 60. one of tll-^s" "^'"'- '^^^
much 7, one of these was a " notorious drinker, l°[^r'^y„^Pj^

dmes for U-ing .Inn.k, father died aged 90. and brother died aged

70. both heavy drinkers.

Illnesses Undergone.-231 returns ,mneni.
•• Ferer"—V.) cases; three "young, two severe ai -" "" '

,.i.ht at •;8 3 . rZ 00, 40, 60, 63,^ and 70 respectively, f^««'",-l
"^ "k,^.V/,V/..-rcase.. Typhus ^•---lO ^^iJ_ 'S'

:

five at 15, 20. 28, 30. an.l 4.; respectively. Scajet I-eier ^

two severe at 40 and 42 ; mw at 72. lyphoid Lfpei.-^ V"l!^a _-l
4-' severe five at 12, 19, 30, 47, and 70 re.spect ively

. J'>J['^;-„..

tJZ'i cLp.-\ case at 16,
--,''!-' f.^f^'^-^'seXft

cou<,h.-\ case. iy^v-Wa,,,-.^ raises ; 1 .f^« 1
'^.'^'^V.^a'^i case

.57.'three of face at 20, 57, and 62 respectively. -^'{'
'f, ,^^.^^74.

at 08. Rheumatic Ferer.-U cases ; one t^-ice^ one ^^^^^^
one at 2( , deaf since; five at 21, 24, J., sa ami J-j- S /Ij,

lLonatilm.-3 cases. Gout.-3 case^ ;
at 31. •;^ffJ^'ZM.- 1 ease at 52. Cholera.-l case at 30. Dysentery.-! ca»t

,

6u>«

""^ndice^i cases ; three at 12, SI, and 83; <^^^;'^^-^.
teritis.-A cases ; two at 44 and 80, one ^^f^J^^"^"^l^^
—lease at 60. I>iar»Aaa,-2 cases; one at 88, se\ere, rtw>
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Bilious Attacks.—2 cnses ; one at 60, with gall-stones ; one " severe
to point of sinking." Gall-stones.—2 coses ; one " badly when
young." Gall-stones and Jaundice— 1 case at 66. Injlammation of
Liver.—1 case at 73. Strangulated Hernia.—2 cases, at 50 and 85,
with death iu latter. Intestinal Obstruction, 1 case at 76.

Pneumonia.—7 cases ; one at 82, recovered ; one at 72, with
pleurisy ; one severe at 69, and four at 57, 67, 79, and 80 respec-
tively. Congestion of Lungs.— 1 case at 83. Pleurisy.—6 cases; five

at 20, 40, 50, 60, and 72 respectively. Bronchitis.—26 cases ; five at

25, 81, 86, " 86 for four months," and " after 80 " respectively ; four
severe at 62, 74, 80, and 88 respectively ; two died ; one 6 months
ago ; three " winter bronchitis one of them for 5 years) ; one 15
years ago, one at " 80 with complete recovery," one 3 severe attacks
at 76, 77, 78 ; one with pneumonia at 86 recovering ; one had " two
attacks in last 2 years."

Uterine Fibroid.— 1 case. Nephritis.—1 case at 77. Phlebitis.—
case at 75 recovering. Gangrene.— 1 case at 75 recovering.
Herpes.— 1 case at 77 never completely recovering. Glaucoma,
with removal of eye.— 1 case. Peeble Heart and Anasarca.—

1

case for several years. Poisoned Hand.—1 case, 12 years ago ; laid
up several months. " Inflammation."—1 case at 30. Abscess.—

I

case of thigh at 57. Eczema.—1 case for 2 years at 78 ;
" ill three

years at 50 ;" 1 case with recovery.
Insaiiity.—1 case. Paralysis Agitans.—1 case at 66. Paralysis.

^•2 cases nt 79 rerovprincr. nnd S') Hemiplegia.—8 cases ; one 2! cases at 79 recovering, and 82
years ago, one 3 years ago for a week, two at 81 and 82, both re-
covering ; two at 77 and 78, with " partial recovery :" and two at
72 and 81.

Cancer of Breast.—3 cases ; two doubtful and removed, one of
them at 50, the third, "from injury 16 years before death, did not
trouble her until ulcer of leg healed one year before her death."

_ Slight Ailments.—218 returns. None, 119.

Dyspepsia.—21 cases ; one for 5 years, 1 " all her life." Bilious
Attacks.—3 cases. Piles.—4 cases. " Spasms."—1 case. Congestion
of Liver.—2 cases. Costive.—1 case, since typhoid fever at 47.
Diarrhwa.—2 cases ; one occasionally.

Headaches.—7 cases ; cue " all herlife," one " terrible from 20
to 50 years of age." Pruritus.—1 case for 40 years. Neuralgia,—

1

case.

Palpitations.—4 cases ; 1 " all her life," 1 for many years.
Menorrhagia.— 1 case. Amenorrhoea.— 1 case. Hysteria.—

1

case. Prolapsus Uteri.—2 cases. Hernia.—5 cases ; three for
many, 20, and 40 years ; one " femoral " for 15 years ; one large um-
bilical.

Gout.—5 cases ; one frequently, one " for 15 years."
Rheumatism.—16 cases ; one for 20 years, one since 76 years

of age.

Bronchitis.—14 cases ; one '• slight, occasionally," one " not for
10 years," one " for 10 years." Coughs.—2 cases ; one for many
years. Catarrhs.—1 case.

Eczema.—1 case. Sore Leg.—lease. (Edema of Leys.— 1 case,
recently. Ulcer of Leg.—4 cases ; one for 8 years.
Hcematuria.—2 cases ; one in "3 successive springs," one "in-

termittent for 20 years." Lame.—1 case, " from birth."
Melancholy.—1 case. Debility.— 1 case. Delicate.—2 cases ; one

"throughout life," one "in early life." Lateral Curcature.~l
case. One took Ith grain of morphine daily for many years.

Accidents.—188 returns. None, 150.
Burn.—1 case, " when a child." Concussion uf brain.— 1 case at

36. Head injury.— 1 case at 79. Jarred by railway accident.—

1

case, 30 years ago. Injuri/ to Back.—'l cases ; one at 35 ; one from
fall, bedridden since. lall Dowmtairs.—3 cases; one at 88, one 2
years ago; her pulse, previously 60, has been 120 per minute
since.

Amputation : Leg.—1 case at 50, for accident. Breast.—2 cases ;

for doubtful cancer, one ut 50 ; one recovered in 14 days {Lancet.
June, 1885). " Operation fur Tumour of JVotnb."—! ciise at 53.
Herniotomy.—1 case; death, 3 days later. Dislocation of Shoulder.—3 cases, two at 70 and 79.

Fracture : Neck of Femur.—6 cases ; one 4 years ago, one " 3
years ago, bedridden since ;

" four at 70, 81, 81, "and " 77 with re-
covery." I'high.—S cases ; two at 40 and 74, one 9 montlis ago
{Lancet, April, 1884). Ann.—5 cases, at 6, 60, 78, 80 " 70, with
quick recovery." Forearm.—2 cases; at 84, and "82. with firm
union in 25 day.*.' ll'ri<t.—l case; both wrists at 60 and 78
respectively. A**.—5 cases ; three at 25, 60 and 81. Patella.—

1

case at 25. Hip.— I case at 57, on crutches since. Both Legs.—

I

case at 78. Compound Fracture of Leg.—I case 10 years ago, no
lamenesB. „ ,.„ ,,

Longevity—Taking as a standard of a long-lived family one in
which of the near relations ^grandparents, parents, brothers, sis-
ters, and subject of inquiryj, 4 attained the age of 70, or 3 the ag&
of 80, we have at least 135 cases. Five families were returned as
" short-lived."

Relationship bettveen Parents or Grandparents.- l^ returns.
None, 132. Parents, first cousins, 1. Parents, second cousins, 1.

Age of Father at Birth of Subject of Inquiry.—70 returns ;

average, rather over 334 years of age.

Age of Mother at Birth of Subject of In/fuiry.—IQ returns;
average, about 29g years. Only those cases are included in wliicb
the ages of both the father and mother are returned.

Diseases in Family {in relations and subject of inquiry.)

—

Cancer
(malignant growths).—30 families. Consumption—75 families.
Scrnfida, 1 family. Goiit.—24 families. Apoplexy and Paralysis
after 40.—45 families. Rheumatism, 53 families. Epilepsy.—

S

families. Insanity—28 families. None.—21 famOies.

No. VII.

A.VALYSIS OF REXrRNS EELATING TO PbESEXT CONDITION,
Habits, Ciecumstances, etc.

(Females, 90 to 100. 110 Returns.)

Single, Married, Widowed.—lOS returns ; S. 15, M. 10, W. 83L

Affluent, Comfortable, Poor.—110 returns; A. 12, C. 46, P. 52.

Fat, Spare, Average.—Wd returns; F. 10, S. 62, A. 37.

Full-blooded, Pale, Average.—104 returns ; F. 7, P. 56, A. 41.

Strong, Feeble. Average.—10& returns ; S. 28, F. 45, A. 3a
Height.—92 returns; average, 5 feet 2\ inches.

Weight.—28 returns ; average, 8 stone 7^ pounds nearly.
Figure.—93 returns ; erect, 54 ; bent, 39.

Voice.—105 returns ; clear, 25 ; full, 5 ; loud and clear, 33 ; weak,
11 ; clear and full, 14; loud, 11 ; clear and weak, 6.

Sight.—93 returns; good, 58. Cataracts, 12; one at 85, and two
for 1 and 4 years respectively. Failure apparently independent
of presbyopia, 23 ; one blind for 2 years.

Glasses.—77 returns ; none, 16 ; 61 wore them. In many cases
the number of years during which they were worn was given.
Few years, 1 ; many years, 9 ; 4 to 5 years, 2 ; 8 to 10 years, 2 ; 12
to 15 years, 1 ; 16 to 20 years, 6 ; 21 to 25 years, 2; 26 to 30 years.
6 ; 31 to 35 years, 3 ; 36 to 40 years, 10 ; 4rto 45 years, 3 ; 46 to 50
years, 6 ; 60 years, 2 ; 57 years, 1 ; 63 years, 1 ; 75 years, 1 ; 83
years, 1. Of those who use no glasses, two can thread a needle
without, one used them from 40 to 80, but reads well without
them now, one used them from 40 to 60, but reads well without
them now.
Hearing.—110 returns; good, 48; indififerent, 34 ; bad, 28.

Joints.—107 returns ; natural, 90 ; deformed 7 ; stiff, 5 ; stiff and
deformed, 4 ; slight Dupujlreus contraction, 1.

Digestion.—107 returns; good, 84; moderate, 21; bad, 2; one
can " live on anything, and eat anything."

.ippetite.— 10*< returns ; good, 71 ; moderate, 34 ; bad, 3.

F.ater.—101 returns; large, 10; moderate, 62; small, 29.

Number of Meals.—77 returns ; average, 3 to 4 daily.

Alcohol.—105 returns ; none, 32 ; moderate, 24 ; little, 48 p
much. 1.

Animal Food.—dS returns; none, 4 ; moderate. 38; little, 56.

Bowels.—103 returns ; once a week, 1 ; twice daily, I ; alternately.

8 ; irregular, 22 ; daily, 71.

Aperients.— i)' returns ; daily, 2 ; frequently, 20, in one case the
" bowels never acted without ;' rarely, 48 ; never, 27.

Disposition.—105 returns; placid, 37; irritable, 13 ; lethargic.

2; energetic, 32; irritable and energetic, 14; placid and ener-
getic, 7.

Intellect.—102 returns ; high, 18 ; average, 71 ; low, 13.

Memory, Past Events.—105 jetums
;
good, 80; moderate, 11 ;

barl. 14.

Memory, Recent Events.—93 returns ; good, 55 ; moderate, 17
bad, 21.

Habits.—108 returns; active,'48; sedentary, 33 ; bedridden, 27^
2 for a year, 1 for 6 months.

Out-of-Door Evercise.—104 returns ; none, 50, of which 27 were
bedridden ; little. 25; moderate, 2 ; short walks, 21 ; one of tlicse
" walked 4 miles last week ;" walks much. 1; much, 4 ; of these, onc-

"able to walk some miles," one " walked 3 miles within a month
of her death, and walked a third of a mile to morning service-

and back on the dav before death, died from a cold." Drives
out, 1.

Sleep.—103 returns; good, 69; moderate, 24; baf*, If, ou. of
these kept awake by rheumatic paius.
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-'Jlmif'ff^'-inV '^ n'<f-T^ TCfnms; nrorngo, littlf past f^.JO p.m.

• ^,.tir M- fiioW- 70 n-turns; nwnigr, ubont S.4.-. A.M. ^
iVifft-hirf/i, in Iriti>iraHnyi.—27 rottirns; uTerage 31} ((n)OU;t).

E>mratin.--2-n-\nTU: ftvcruL-.s »)] lubout). Only those eases

afe Included in which chest-pirTh in both inspiration and oxpirn-

''"«%"'^rK,-Vc),rW%«.,-r.3 ,^ttos\ iH8«,!28V itktk-,

'"piihf Sv»iArr.—78 Vetums : nvcrng(\ nearly ."0 per minute
;
high

from chest nffectiotis in many casi-o. Regular, Irremilar.^^^

returns: U. «>, T. 10. ' Lnrge. ,<fmrtff.-72 returosj^L. 20, S. .>-.

n^npn-'fihle, Incmnprrsm'file.-lri returns ; L. Wi, 1. 1-.

.^r'''nV'-~'"^ '*^'™^' t"^'"'"' •'"'*
•
tortumis,!; visible,!;

,
P. 38.

visible

itnrt"'f*venyti; tortuouVancl visible, 4 ; tortuoii^ and even, 2; knotty,

1- tftrtuone und knotty-, 1; visible and knotty, 1. So they were

rvci in (>:.' cases, tortumis in 8 cases, risible m 12 cases,^ knotty in

"jR^T./m/iV-M .V»»iA^»-. -(>!' returns ; average, 21 to 22 per minute ;

higherfmm chest affections in many cases. Ite</ular, Irregular.

—27 returns; R. 05, r. 2.
, „- , . oo

Arcu< Sernlis.-n returns ; milbh, 23 ; Uttlo. JJo :
absent 29

ra?/; ^i)s returns ; average, a \ittle over ,2 each, but .^8 had no

teetS on^ -none for 20 .j-eiirs •.- one "lost teeth when young, but

can eat a bcifsteak as well a.s anyone." In 92 CagcsjUe teeth are

.speciBed. Upper wcisors;'!'^; canines,^; molars', p. Lower m-

nsors. 49 : emnne>. 2(1 ; molam. 41

.

. ^, « „„ i

ylrf/>/flr/VrfA.-06 returns; none, 8.-^, but one of ihese used

them f<>rmer!T:" of these, 47 had no teeth, and one had not had

anv for 20 vears, and another lost her teeth when young, and

many .others' had very few teeth; 11 used artificial terth and

anotVr did .-.o formerly. Jfany years, 4 ; "from early life, 1
;
10

years,' 1; •50 vears, 1; 4.5 years, 1 ;
.'O years, i.

_, . , _^ „ .,

^
Ev!aence.'>-f.f FaUure. -S.1 returns ; none, 43; heart, 4 ;

heart and

luncs 1 ht-a'rt and brain, 1 ; heart and urinary organs. 2 ;
heart,

lungs, arid urinary organs, 1 ; lungs, ^^ lungs and urinary organs

'1- frahi 15 urinan- organs, 11 ; so that the heart was affected m
ir' base?, the lungs in 7 cases, the brain in IG cases, the urmary

'"feLnvlfS retunis ; natural, r^; slow. 6; frequent, .1; diffi-

ciit 2- incontiut.nCe,l; slow and difficult,!; slow, .bfficnlt, and

i)."hitul, 1 ; difficult and painful. 1 ; difBcult and frequent, 1. In

ollb caso the i/rwe was pale, clear, K'lO; no albumen.

Heart Sounds returned as " normal" in 13 cases.

Pr«e;i/ MaUtdiee.-8G returns ; none .m

i5ro?Jo/iiYM.-G cases; 3 Slight. Chrome Cmigh.-l. IJ enh Heart.

1. S«nco»p.-l, slight. yl,m.?OTTn.-1, few monthi? (Edeina.-

:t cas?? of legs, ankles, and feet respect ively.-T alvular Disease.-

1. lonc-stnn.Ving disease; carried up and dowTi stairs for years;

breath shurt. ^IHr,KX^rs.-A cases,
2 "systolic," 1" basic, 1 "basic

^^JDeb7li', 1 ;. (;enfralDecai/and,LletttLi^2case&!.

RheumaU'im.-^i. Bockache.^l. ''.',
ibJomiaal Tumour.--^ case; dying semicomatose soon after.

Tumour o/Jli>/ht Hypochomlriiim. -\ case, for many years.

mZah/ia.-H cases after herpes, 1 of pim after herpes a yeir

'^:^ji^^mephnritis^,>f'^rirofZ^^^^^ Ulcer of

^'l'rn/,or/'-h"^''WM,ders.''-\: " Ereitemmt and llll'f'^"/^''^
•• ChUdifhr-'i. Henile Dementta.-V Imhec<U.-\ fihght Para-

W-1. Senile Paralysis.-}, for 5 ^-e^irs. Epilrj.t^c ( ""'«'^«'-;.

h\ Partial Left Hemiplegia. -I. Apopltry and Left Hemi-

plegia, 1

No. VIll.

VsALYSis OF Ebtuuss BKLATiNc; TO Past IIistoby, iNCLUDrso

Famh.y HlRTnUY.
(Kkmalus, !H) Io 100.)

ige'when Marrie,l-~T2 returns ; average, 26 to 27 years of age,

and 1 maiTiid again at .SI years of age.
,

,
, ,,

Duration of Married life.-M returns; average. 42 to 43

^"Number of Children.-SS returns ; average, nearly 6 each, but

14 1.n.?nn oiuMren. 1 of these hav.n" been mamed 3
""f •

.'"

1 ca.se all labours (14l instrumental, ki""'K' '""St "f «'''':;"•
!

l,.,.l 7 children, and of these 2 werr. twin daughters, l>oth alive at

.-)7 both had large families, and 1 had tuvin boys.

Amuent. Comfortable, Pw7-.-102 returns; A. 14, C .-0,

l-i;t or- -Child of Parents. W1 returns; average, fourth chid;

OO were " first chil.!"," and of these at lea.st 1 was an "only child.

In "4 cases the number in the family was also given
;
of these

the iiverage position \vas third to fourth, aild the avera^'e number

in thi' family 7 to 8.
. ^k in -o .to. 'A 'v

Delicate, liohusti Average.-^ returns ; I)- W, R. 48, A, 3*

.

malth : flood, yfodnrrt/e.^^ returns ; O. 90, M •). _
'• „ Qften, Rarely Alling.-Vl returns ; 0. 10, B. 2.

- 7);ffM/!-(OT.-9l)feti(rts;griod, 94, indifferent, .\

Bmrels.-SS returt.s ;
good, 77; costive, 9; -m-gular 2.

^
One

"took much ni-t-rient medicine till 70; another "all her lite.

ffnWHe.<.v.- 27 returns ; early, 5, 1 "from eCzema"; late. ^. Ope-

had much hair on chin.
, , , , ro • "i^'-i

r/r«/»f.s.<:.—71 returns ; early, 13 :
l»te, o.i. •

.

DisLition.^97T^txnns: placid. 26, irntable, 9; energetic; 41;

irritaf.le and energetic, 12 ;
placid and energetic, 8 1 pFacid attf

^

letharric, 1. \ '. . „„ , oi l-rls-. '. i ''' '

/„,|>/prf.-92 returns; high, 23; low. 3 J average, 66;
^

ffn^viVs—140 returns; active, 1:^2; sedentary, 8.
; ,. - ,

Out-of-Door &.m«.^7 returns; little. 19. one tf laundress

fill 92 ; moderate, 28, one a bad walker; great walkers, 2
;
much

.3,^ of these 2 were good walkers and 1 a great walker; 1-

'walked barefoot all her life, and does s., all the year mmd
; 1

a " noted tobacco smuggler, many hardships, slept in chair 50

vears without undressing." .; , ,. oi i,^,,,^
" HourK in Ped.—^m returns; average about 8^ hours.

Hour ofRising.-U returns ; average, about t..lo a.m.

S/ee..er.-83 returns; good, 7.'-'; average, 11 ;
bad, 3.

4p/pfi>e.-89 returns; good A''.; indifferent,^4^

rCf^r —87 returns ; large, 10 ; average, o6 ;
small -1,

5tol7-92 returns; nSne, 22 ; verflittle. 1 ; little, 43
;
moder-

ntp •>4- rather free, 1 ; much,!. ,. ' ,

AMrZd.-k .^^tunis; little, &S; modehite, 43; much, 1.

///7!e.s-.te.? Undergmie.—'JS returns :
none, 4..

"Fever "--2 cases: one severe at .30, one " many years aga

Scarlet Ferer.-l case, severe at 19. TuphmFever.~2 cases at 27

and 42. Typhoid FBi-er.~\ case at 5?. CVom;,.-! case at 50.

English Chdlcra.-l case at 80. Small-po.v.-l case. Erysipelas.

A poses one Severe, one of head.

C^rTa ^1 case twice, at 7 and 10. Rhmmatie Fex'er.-G cases

;

three at 18, 40. 40, two at ,W, severe. .2fA«m«fi..m.-3 cases
;
one

•Its" for si.r months. «oi/<.-2 cases; One occasionally "for 16

years.

Diarrhcea 1 case E)iteritis.~2 cases; one at 7fi, one at 71,

^vith "cimplete recovery. Ha^iatcnc-ns.-l at 78 ;
no return

Jalmdic^-3 caaes;,one. at GO, one severe at 40. Congested Liver.

"m^^'ed Hand^'^^^ Sloughing Ulcer of Foot^ montlis

aao quite healed. L,Jlammatwn tn S,de.-\ <-ase. twice, J e/w

V;ci..-1 case at 4.5. Herpes.-^'2 cases; one at 92, one of nght

^%:^M::^^^ f^«e at ram and 96 rcspctively ,
one

" several raes.- one "lately, severe, with r^^'^^^Y-'XJTt!
in 20 years," one "so-ere at G7,"one"3 times, ut '•' '«""'!

I;^;

with r.-coverv from each in 3 months," one " severe at 95, with

'•"SlV'il'^'lX^-Tcases; two at GO and 78, ohe" double, severe, at

'14 whl neovery in Greeks." Congestion of J.ungs.-l at 93.

:st;««m.//r.-17AL.-lcase, severe from m to 7.\ circumstane_es

Ifien suddenly n^duced her from afSuence to penury, and the

"'S.far7'rrLf //mr^_^ c^se, long standing, short breath,

'^"?i;i;;!:/^'^ c::^e;t'i'at l^ ^o^^l^iete recovery, onetwice, at S^

nnfn^!! with partial recovery. Apovlexij.-~'2 casepi.lli one 3 at-

tacks two at H3, the third at 90 witli death. \

r'arallenia -1, two years ago. Hemiplegia.- ^ cases: one right,

at 8oTeovm-d use oi lee, not of arm ; one had several attacks

^nd recoveries, namely, le/l hemlpl.pa and eonvul,sion.s atJ8 with

Lrood recov(>rv paralysis of left han.fal .'^2, severe a])oplexy a S9.;^

^rnbo It .p>in, iMit mind weakened and with occasional eiulept^c

attacks I )ne was " out of her mind" for a few days a short tune

nco slei)t 14 hours, and awoke well.

.Slight Ailments.-n returns; none, .'-.2.

rironchiti". -3 cases. Coughs.-2 cases; one slight, one for -V

vears If''infer Cough.—\ case. ...
•
Miaestion.-\ cnie, " all her life." r,V.v6-n/^«.'-l case.

Jii'!ou.Aftacl,-s.-2 cases. Bili'ms Headach^.-2 cases; one
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when young. Hcadnckf^.—G cases ; one of " .sick headaches," one
" severe every month," one '• till 60 years old," one "severe till 60
years old."

Diarrkcea.—1 case occasiomilly. , n.,,!) ;, ,' •• ,, ,,
. ,.

Gravel.—l case, slight, lately. Eczema,-^! C6,%t, slight,,
Delicate.—2 cases ; one wheii young. Neuralgia.— 1 case.
Jtheumatism.—2 cases. Si/ncope.—2 cases ; one occasionally.
Conjunctivitis.—2 cases. Varir of Leg.r—X oaBe. I'rolapsut

Zrteri.T-'J oa.<>es. Polypuji Uteri.—1 case.

Irritability of several Mucous Membranes.— 1' case, from 40 till

death. •
. , .

Issue for 60 Years.— 1, case, closed, 3,iy«ftrg ago, with gain in
weight after. ... ,

,

,

-Freqiientbj in Bed, and Bled became Eull-blooded.r-l ca^e.
Accidents.—71 returns; none, 57.

,

Falls.—3; one "down-stairs at 94, sedentairj' sioQe," and two at
87 and 90 respectively.

jBwn.—l at 92, perfect healing. Contusion.—\ severe at 34.
Fracture: Rihs.—l at 84. Ar7n.—1, 6 years ago, rapid recovery;

Tkiffk.—l at 'M. Co/les's.—1 at 89, rapid union. Nec/c of Femur.
4 cases; one at 93, one died' in 3 months, one •' 10 years ago," one
" at 80, not united." Injury to Hip.—2 caaes, one at 88 with lame-
ness since, one 6 months before death.
Blood-Relationship between Parents or Grandparents. 41 re-

turns ; none, 38. Parents, distant relations, 1 ; cousins, 1 ; first
cousins, 1.

Age of Father at Birth of Subject of Inguin/.—}Q returns-
average, 32i years old.

'

Age of Motherl at Birth of Sidject of Inquiry.—W returns •

average, nearly 29 years old. Only those cases are included iii
which the ages of both father and mother are rnturued.

Di^ea-ies in Family (in relatious and subject of inquiry).^ Can-
cer (malignant growths).—1.5 families. Cnn.swnption.—\fi families
Serofula.—l family. Gout.— '3 families. Apople.ri/ and Paralyses
afttr .^0.-16 familie.s. Rheumatism.—18 families. Epilepsy. 2
families. Insanity.—8 families. None.—11 families. :

"

Longerity.—Ta^mg as a standard of a long-lived family one in
which, of the near relatious (grandparents, parents, brothers
sisters, and subject of inquiry) 4 attained the age of 70, or 3 the
age of 80,.we_have at least 49 cases.

Thi Medical Mm who'were good enough to make the Returns, and
<he Number of Returns made by each, are as follows:

'

A-
'

I
Clarke. F., M.R.C.S., Bury St.'Bd-
munrts ...Airy, Dr. ..,

AldersoH, T., Hammersmith
Atlan. J.. M.D.. Leeds
Alliott, Dr., Sevenoaks
Atkinson. Dr., Surbiton
Arnold, C;, Aberdeen

Barter, tf.i M.D, SandowH
BaVnes. Dr., Carlisle ...

Barnes. J., M.K.C.S., Ctere
Barnes, K.. M.U., Eye
Baj-ron, Mr., I)urlia'm
Batterbnry. R., M.T)., Berkhain-
«ted

Beale, K,, M.B., London
Bell, Dr.. Kastbourne
Berrv, F., M.B.. Watford

;

Berry, W.. M.H.O.S.. Wigan
BeveVloy, Dr.. Norwich ...

Black, .1., I-'Ji.C.S., London,
Blair, J., M.D., Shotts

.J}--..'.
:'.'.

Booth, D., Aberdeen ... *'U3i>iUJi .;/

Booth, Dr.. Durham ... ;.. „..,.
Bowles, Dr., Folkestone
Boyce. C, M.B.. Muidetone
Bradford, K., M.li.C.S., Harrow ...

Brott. A.. M.D.. Watford
Bmidwoud, Dr., IlirkenheAd
Bridger, Dr.. M.li.C.S.. Cottenham
Briscoe. J., M.li.C.S., London
Bumpstend, T., M.li.C.S. , Cam-

bri^l^o

Burd,. Dr., Shrewsbury
:

Burrows. Sir G., London
Burton. W.. L.R.C.P.. Thornton ...

Burry. Dr., Liphook
"irry, ti., F.It.U.S., Whctstona ...

1

11

Caldwell. J.. L.H.C.l'., Shotts...
Catmpbill. Dr.. Liverpool
Cimei-. K.. F.R.C.S., Cambridge
Casey. Dr.. Windsor V
Chevalller, Dr., Ipswich ..

Glutton, h:, F.H.cis.ilondon' '.'.'.

i
Cogliill. Dr.,Veutnor
Colman, G.. M.B.. Kensington' :'

Coplev. Mr.. Wi3l)ech... .

Cory, R.. M.D., London ... . ."

Co.\well, C, M.B
Crallan, G., M.B., Fulboume ...

''"

Oribb, A.. M.D., London
Crombie, J.. Brentford

,,

Jer3e.v
Mr., M.R.C.S., iiam

Cronier, H
Crossman,
brook ..

Crowe, Dr. Worcester ... ...

Culliraore, Dr., Loudon ... ... ,,,

D.
Dall, J., L.R.C.S., Newcastle ... .

DavJes-Colley, N.. F.R.C.S., London
Da\1s, M., M.D.. London
DeVille. Dr.. Harrogate ..,

Donald. T., Kingston-on-Thames
Doviglas. W., M.B.. Newbury ...

Drummond. J.. Sbields
Duckworth, .Sir Dvce. Londoii
Dunr^n, W.. L.R.C.P., Ottery
Dunlop, A.. M.D., Jersey... ...

'."

E.
Easites. O., M.B., London
Eddowes. A.. Market Dr:iyt«n
Kdwanls. G. C. M.li.C.S".. Ipswich
Knierson. P.. M.R.C.S.. .Southwold
Kslcr. R.. M.D., Bolf;ust ... .

Ewart. W., M.D., London

F.
Ferris, Dr.. Uxbridce
Fielding, Dr.. Millon Abljas ...

Finlay. D.. M.D., London
Fiiiher. Dr.. Brighton
Flonnng. W., AL D.. Glasgow
Fletcher. W.. M.B., Ormskirk
Fra7.er, Dr.. Bournemouth
Forty. Dr.. Wotton-under-Edge
Pox, H. C, Stoka NswIngtonV.. .'.'.

::2:a:flfi

G.
Gnltoii. J. H., London
Galtoii. Dr.. London .

George. ![.. Louth
G id. lings. Dr., Leeds .,

Gilbert. E.. Amherst 1
(iilniour, Dr.. Gtaseo* ' .i.IT.^'I.M 1
Go.ifrev. A.. M.B.. St. HeliW '.:.' 'S'

V 2
.. :v:

.•.>..'^' ^
. Neivniarket

Grant, O.. M.B.. Inverness ...'

Green. T. B.. Keniial ... .i. ^.,-

Green, J.. Salisbury ...

Green. W.. M.R.C.S.. Sandown
.

Gripper. VV.. M.B.. Wallington
Groom. W.. M.B., Wisbech ... ,

Gross, C, F.R.C.S.. Walworth...
,

Ground, E., M.R.C.S., Maidstone.

fiorbum, J., Galway
Graham. Dr.. Wevbrldge ;

Gray, C. M.li.C.'i.. Neivn;

H.
Hall, W., F.R.CS.. Lancaster
Hammond. Dr.. Nuneaton
Hannah. Mr.. Ashton
Harrison. R.. M.B., Huddersfield ...

Harris. J., M.D. , London
Harvey. F.. Plymouth Hospital '...

Havman. S.. A'bingdon ...

Haj-ward, J.. M.H.C.S., Whitstable
Head. Dr.. Carlisle ...

Hersham. Mr., Winchester
Hills. T., Hyde, Cambridge ... ..

Hodson. C.. F.H.C.S., Bishop's
Stijrtford

Holden. J., M.D.. Sudburv ... .

Hollis. Dr., Brighton... '.

Holman. H.. M.R.C.S., Hothly .

llovcll. D., Elstree

1

.3

1

2

Humphry. Professor, Cambridge ... 198
Humphry. L.. M.B., Cambridge ... 19
Hunt. Dr., Bolton .. ... 2
Hutchinson, F., London i

I.

Ilott> .J.j.'^lljtechapel Infirmary ... 3

Jackson. E.. London
James. J.. M.R.C.S., London
Jennings. C, L.R.C.P., Tyneroouth
Jenvns. C. Wye
Jeston. T., M.R.C.S., Henley
Johns. W. S.. March'
Johnson. G., F.R.C.S.. Norwoood...
Johnston, J.. M.B., Bradford
Johnstone. A., F.R.C.S.. Brighton...
Jones, J.. L.R.C.P., Glamorgan ...

Jones, J., Cardiff
Jordison, C, L.R.C.P.. Malpas '.'.'.

K.
Kaufmann. O., Manchester ...

Kenny, J..'M.D., Dublin
'

Kinder, H., L.P.P.S., Haddenham
L.

L.ancaster, Dr., London i
Ledgard. W., L.R.C.P.. Kirkby,
Lonsdale

'

i

Lidwell. T.. M.R.C.S.. Morecambe 1
Llovd. Dr.. Lambeth 7
Lloyd. T.. L.R.C.P.. Market Drayton 2
Longstaff. G.. M.B.. Wanswater ... 1

Lovegrove. Dr.. Wales j
Lucas. Mr.. Hiuitingdon 3
Lunn. J.. F.lt.C.S.. London 3
Lvneh, Dr., London x
Lynch, J., M.R.C.S., Sudbury ... 3

M.
Maccormac. Dr., Belfast 1

Macdonald, Mr.. Penrith 1
Macdonald, P., M.B., Dorset Asy-
lum 2

Mackenzie. Dr.. Glossop ... 1

Mackenzie. Dr. T.. Rugby 4
Maelagan. J.. M.D.. Hidfug Mill ... 1
Macnic^il, H.. Dalmalley 1
Maguire. T.. Stonv Stra'tford ... 2
Manby, ,\.. M.R.C.S.. Reedliam ... 4
Marten. P., M.R.C.S.. Abingdon ... 1

Marten, R., Cambridge 1
Martin. .1.. Portlaw 3
Mathews. Dr.. Redditch 1
Maude. A.. M.li.C.S.. Barnsley ... 3
Maunsell. Dr.. Welford ... "..

. . 2
May. K., M.D., Maldon i
Mi.^kley. G.. M.D., St. Lukes ... 4
Moore. Thomas. F.R.C.S., Black-
heath o

Molony. J., M.R.C.S., Collooncy '.'.'.

S
Morgan. J.. F.R.C.S.. Langfoni ... 2

. ." 1Muriel, C, Norwich

N.
Ne-wnian. Dr., Stamford
NiooUs. W.. Cork au ,'iu.i ..>•

Oldman, C, Bletchingley
.Ogden) C., Mat.C.S., HochtUle;

P.
Palmer. J.. L.R.C.P., London...
Parry, K.Lydbuty ... „. .,

Pars6n«, Dr.. Dover ... ... '.:.|

Pearse, T.. M.D., Haslemere ... ..

Pearson, D.. M.D., London ... ..

Peart. Dr.. North Sluelds .

Penny, W. L., M.U., London
Philpot, Benjamin. Surbiton
Pike. T.. M.D.. .Malvern
Plowright. C, M.R.C.S.. Lynn ..

Plummit. W. G.. London
Power, H., F.K.C.S., London

R.
Rands, St. J., L.R.C.P.. Ipswich ..

Ransome, Dr., Bowdon ...

Reardon, D., L.R.C.S.. London
'.'

Redwood. T.,M.D.,Ehymney
Reeve. Dr.. Chelsea
Reid. D., M.D.. Wales... :.. ... .'.

Renshaw, Mr., Buckhursf.,^ ^, ,.

Rice. L. A., Steventon .:..'.'. ":.

Rich. Dr.. Li\'erpool ..-j ",

Robey, Mr., Basford
Robinson. A., M.D..London
Rolleston, A., M.B., Cambridge ..

Ronaldson, J., F.R.C.S., Hadding-
ton

Tk

4
13

1

t'
,p
)fi>

*)
1.

a'-
1.

Rope, H., F.R.C.S.. Shrevrsbury
Ross, D., M.B.. Brighton..:. „'

Ryder, G., Sale .S. ' iU

.3

t

jiirs Jl

Salter, J., Basitigstoke [ „;
Sanders, J. V, ., M.D., Bethnal
Green

Sanders, G., M.D., Loution
Shean, A., M.D. . Cardiff ...

Siddely, T.. P.R.C.S.. Bowdon
Sinclair, G., L.R.C.S.. Kirkwall
Smaller. H.. L.R.C.P.. Dover...
Smith,"H., M.R.C.S., Notting HUI,
London

Smith, S.. M.D., Pershore ...
'."

Smith. W. A.. M.B., Newport. Essex
Stear. H., M.R.C.S., Saffron Waldon
Steer, A.. Jamaica
Stevens, E., Dodington
Street, A.. M.D.. O.-cford

Stretton, S., M.R.C.S., Kiddermin-
ster

Strover, H., L.S.A.. Girtford
Sturton, Dr., Norwood
Sutton, J.. P.R.C.S., London

T.
Thomas, T.. Rhvmney
Thomson. W.. I'.R.C.S., Ampthill...
Tidswell. T.. M.R.C.S.. Morecambe
Turner. G.. M.B.. Hoddesdon
Tyacke. Dr.. Chicliester ;

Tyson, W., Folkestone

H.
V.

M.R.C.S., EutDere-

Jin

Ifr'"

1;.
3
1

I

1

ii,'.

2
1

i
I

n
1

1

a
I

!->

1

t ;

S

lilt

u

?,:

Vincent,
bam ,. ...

Vinery, Mr.. Chertsev... ..." V.'. ...'*

Voresi Dr., Yarmouth... ..;,„ ... t
Voss, H., Keadiug , ,, i

Walford. Dr., London j:
Walker, Dr., Peterljorough ... 1^
Walker, R., M.D., Wooler 1
Ward. Dr.. Oxford i
Ward. K.. M.B.. Leeds .'.

1

Warren. W.. L.R.C.P.. Qrosmont ... 4
Wattktn, Dr., Sunderland 3
Weale. A.. L.R.C.P.. Loudon 1
Weaver. Dr., Pnidsbam ... . 1
Webster. H., M.D.. London 3
Wells. Dr. B«-kshill 3
Whipham, Dr., Loniion I

Whittle, L>r., Liverpool 1

Whitty. Dr.. Hunstanton 1

Wilks. G..M.B., .\shford 13
Williams, L., M.B., Whcatley 1
Williams, W. G., Wales 5
Williams, C. Norwich 1
Williams, O., L.K.y.C.P.. Holy-
head 12

Williamson. Dr.. Vontnor 3
Wilson. E.. Cheltenham 2
Wilson, T.. M.B.. Wolverhampton 1
Wilson. J., Liverpool 1
Woodd. H.. Calstock 1
Wo<ism.an. Mr.. Brecon 1
Worthington, James, M.R.C.S. ,

Lowestoit ,.. 8i
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LECTURES
on

SUPPURATION AND SEPTIC DISEASES.

Dttktrtd at the R<.y<il College of Suryeons, February. ll!i<S.

By W. WATSON CHETSK. F.R.C S.,

nuwii.iBw
^^ ^j^^ Uulvenily of Eau.burRh.

Lkctvue III.

I MENTIOXKD in the last lecture that, as tho r.^ult of .lifTcrence,

n thrseat of inoculation, and the anatom.cal arrangement of

the pai^ There may be differences in the character of the d.sease

prXl Virchoi has long ago pointed out that the cau.e o a

Lease does not by any means determine the product of the d.s

e^efor that depends chiefly on the internal pred.spos.tion ;
U,us

t^e same agent acting on the cellular tissue may cause thicken-

ngofTa^ acting on the periosteum, may lead to oss.ficat.on^

This L probably in part the explanation of the d.fferent types of

Lease produced by these pyogenic organ.sms "--^-g
^.^^'J^^.

act in the skin or in the connective tissue. 1 have previousl)

aenUoned the result of Bockhardfs investigations on impetigo

TdSfrom which it is evident that the character of the inflam-

mation kepends greatly on the point of entrance, and the seat of

Tv lopment of the organisms, and Garre has also come to the same

cone us"n.-It seems that in the case of multiple abscesse^ of the

kin n Wants, the cocci spread into the hair follicles and sebaceous

;nd sweat glands, and. growing there, set up mfian^naation and

absc^Mheprocess beingsimilar to that which occurs m th, f„rnia-

t?onTf boils in adults, but being clinically distinguished h-om tha

auei of tli« cliild. us compared ^^tU those of the adoh, piay on

Xu Veadrntinuo.?sly in the tissue f"-'^^; i;-\ "^
i"°;„"j

litiAn wlipn-ns in tlie former, tliey are earned by the blood, ana

l^ri-d'poritXt various partsfthus giving rise to v.u.ous foe.

°^'l!oXr example of the influence of the seat of inoculation is

the di^ renee^n the behaviour of the peritoneum as compared

v^Tth e oe ular tissue in regard to the pvok'en.c organisms. n

To^Vrtim^ he peritoneal cavity waslof.k,-!! on ''^.7;'
•-;}'f^'''">

Ubl. to inflame, and it was thought to be one o l''' '^^'•^»
*"'

umphs of antiseptic surgery that ^''-iil""" ''"^
J

. .'^'.^if.'Znl
on he peritoneum without bad resu t. The e'.pt.ri. nee o^^^

l>prof surceons has, however. n.>w shown that it is not at).«oiutn>

necelsan-Tor succc;* in o,.erations on the r"'""'''''? X,"^'^
Wteria'should l)e exclu-led from the cavity ;

in faet. this seems to

h^ much less necMsarv than where operations are porforme<l on

!:?h" sero." SesTsuch as joints.'^or on the subcutaneous or

™Th "'"pVanaH-m of this suq-rising re.ilt is found in the natijre

of the ining wall of the cavity, a.ifl.in the co,u itions under v^ h.ch

vocenc organisms tind themselves th.re. The perit.oncujn has

marveU-ms iTmvf.rs of al.sf,rbing flm.Ls. an.l thus effusions into it

we very rapid yromov.Hl, and in this way niiero.,,rganisms are

S^priiei S'X necessary nutrient material while they are also

fnTprob«bili.y,nb..,rb;.l along with the
^^^'\'^f^^^X7oUx-

the hi.od. or excreted. Wegner. who V^'i-f""?"'''' ' "
„ n a very

periments on this subject some i'^F^ ^"'^'^^t^T'^lLl»2
rtri:^ina manner, the great absorptive power of the peritoneum.

, may mention one of his
^^"iCc^ed l7o the 'Ston^^

cenlimetres
"f,

^••'™/,'; "",;;' ueTn^al "^s bled to death,

;;-.'%e^m::;;:ltl;f.^uit^'^ t^^^^

'^C"tr...o,h,w..h...„^..^

Lme time that air is introduced, "<;> fP^l'^t" ^f ^fluid is too
sition; but this is only he case if t'^*^

JircTnti^^^es of put-
great to he quickly absorbed T'"'?,

^^^^^^ '°.'^^i
t°

„f a rabbit will
!:escible fluid in.iected in tl- P^'t^^fj^^^^

has ha'l ''^'^ '° °'=<="^ '

usually be
-^'^^"^^^f

,^''f°^?/,3ret e^nre employed, then only a
but if as ™"<^'i

"^^^'^.'^^''Ihp fir"t hour and tie rest furnishes a

'^''l'™' „a nf Wesner-s experiments with the injection of putre-
1n none of Wegner sexper

peritonitis occur, and
fving or putrescible fluids

""'^^"L''',,.' ^j^tter. has directed
rirawitz, who has since

'"Y.'^, ^^'If^f^f^/.'^^i^ei peritonitisis pro-
special attention to he

X'^''^^™f,^"'4 [^ Weg^e^r did not obtain

;:-tiit^c'S'S.^=^

tain special conditions. ,„„,:~„„to the following seem to

As the result of «>-=^^^''.""PT™'°f'* saprm^^ bacteria

be the facts of the case : in tlie hrst pkcc^^aproi^^^^
^^^^_

are absorbe<l or destroyed by t"'- Pf"°'?™ j, abnormal, or

mous numbers ; ^^ere, however, the ptnoneum
^^^^^^^^

where the quantity of fl"'^ 1 too
gf^^^'^ ^^Vf^^ti^-;, the sym-

„„,1 where the bacenn are able t^ ^^^^P P"^
^. result, but

ptoms of septic intoxication, as
^f^^'^""r_ •l,„rative peritonitis,

fhese symptoms are
""•''•'^°^P»"^,t,i^>,rwhen injected in small

In the second place, P^''K^".\;^!«' "^^^^fyTand when suspended
numbers into

tl^';,"^™';,iC;;:rnuid aVcan be readily absorbed,

in such on amount of inditt.nm^nuiu
itonitis occurs as

cause no peritonitis. .^"Jhe oUier nan^ P
peritoneum is

the result of the injection of '^es-e < rganisms u 1
^,f

abnormal; or if. with a "0™»'/''^""!r'„\Csp..nded in too

Rf.nic cocci are introduced, or if
_

'"^ r"*^,^! "bed The necessary

large an amount of fluid to '"> .""fl^^b
''^'"'le set up if. at the

abnormal con.iitions of the per;^^_oneum ^''^ t;^^^f^<j, lubkances

|:;]:-;';h;.^1:t^ou;!i''of^:he^'StSw:il^n which the in-

fecliTO orcnnism.'- cnndeveh p.
, nmHucp suimuratiyo

'tIu factors, then, which -'•'1
V:^"'';tfJ;„ircoccf-i^^^^^^^ t""'

peritonitis are the pr^^^''^^^^

Jj^^^ ,^00 farge an amount of 'fluid

ptreptoeoccus pyogenes- nleng ^^^V; '",":'„,! of the peritoneum,

to be rapidly absorbed, or along ^^ >'h ;1>^«?*^ 9^ ,'^0 gfeat concen-

or themselves in too ^^'P'! "'™^;^ L*^,; . ^^'^^^^er ,on?tis, the cocci

•-''"".h:-^^^^^"^^^ "-'rt±- -ill;

'''' ''-
miLi^t ell

,d in such numiiersu'""K.""" ;_. ',

duHs; ^t a part.of the P-'^- r^^ll^J^^i^ b^ii^od^ed
ceases to exercise its normal functions, or t uy ?>"

, y, in
,
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qnantity to be quickly absorbed, or because the absorptive power
of the peritoneum has been diminished, or because some material,
such as a piece of blood-clot or a piece of injured or dead tissue,

18 present, in which they can develop.
It is evident, therefore, that when authors draw conclusions to

the efifect that aseptic treatment is unnecessary in .surgical prac-
tice, because they obtain good results in operations on the peri-

toneum when they take care to introduce as few of these organ-
isms as possible (in many cases probably none at all are allowed to

enter), to introduce them in as dilute a state as possible, to remove
all the fluid and other materials, such as blood-clot, in which
they can grow, and to avoid injury to the peritoneum as far as

they can, they make an assumption which is not at all in accord
with other clinical and experimental obsen'ation.s. The points
"which I have mentioned amply explain the results, and bring
them into unison with those of experiments and of clinical ex-

7 perience with regard to other tissues of the boily.

Indefinite Conditions on the part of the Body.—Further, we
have conditions of a more indefinite character on the part of the
body. Thus age, as we have seen, is an important factor in the
production of acute osteo-myelitis. This is a disease of youth,
and occurs most frequently between the ages of 7 and 20, and I

have mentioned the different situations which are attacked in
infants and in youths. Other diseases also vary in frequency at

different ages; thus spontaneous erysipelas is apparently most
frequent in persons between 35 and 45 years of age, and next
most frequent between 4.n and 55. Diphtheria most commonly
occurs below 5 years of age, and steadily decreases in frequency
as the age increases.

As regards sex also we find in some of these diseases a marked
difference in the frequency of occurrence in the two sexesTJi^ thus
spontaneous erysipelas is apparently much more frequent in

women than in men. Eschbaum found, in 181 cases, that V22 of

those attacked were females and only 59 were males. Osteo-
myelitis, as we have seen, is most common in males.

It is possible that the state of the digestive organs may have'fin
important influence on the occurrence of these suppurative dis-

eases, as shown by Kocher's experiments and views on the produc-
tion of acute osteo-myelitis. Kocher came to the conclusion, in
the case of dogs, that after injury to bone this disease could be
induced by feeding the animals with large quantities of putrid
materials, and he thinks that in many cases of acute osteo-myelitis

the starting-point is a disturbance of the digestive organs, per-
mitting excessive multiplication of bacteria in the intestinal canal
and their entrance into the blood. In fact, Kocher holds that an
individual in whose intestinal canal fermentative changes of an
intense character are going on is practicallj- in the incubation
stage of acute inflammation, which will develop if an injury
or some other local depressing cause comes into play. In this

way Kocher explains the occurrence of acute ost^o-myelitis
after typhoid fever, and he relates a case as bearing on this

view, in which a girl, shortly after recovery from an attack
of epidemic cholerine, knelt for a long time in church, and
was immediately attacked by acute osteo-myelitis of the tibia.

Kraske, however, who has paid great attention to this matter in

post-mortem examinations of cases of acute osteo-myelitis, and has
carefully examined the wall of the intestine and the mesenteric

' glands, both microscopically and by cultivation, states that he has
never been able to obtain any evidence that the infective material

• had entered the body by these channels. Whether Kocher's view
is correct or not, the possibility that, during the progress of some
wound or inflammatory disease, if the digestive organs are very
much out of order, orgsmisms may miiltii>ly to a great extent in

' the intestinal canal, and may enter the blood and thus reach the
seat of the local disease or injur>% is worth bearing in mind.

It is possible, also, that the nature of the diet may affect the
occurrence of these diseases. It has been observed, for instance,
in the case of symptomatic anthrax, that calves are more or less
immune against this disease so long as they are fed on milk, but
that, after this period has passed, and when their di^'t becomes
exclusively vegetable, they lose their immunity, .\rloing, Cor-
nevin, and" Thomas explain this by supposing that the milk diet
induces a particular constitution of the body which is unfavour-
able to the development of this disease, but, on the other hand,

' this may he a mere coincidence, and the cause may be some pecu-
' liarity in the youthful connective tissue.

The state of the blood is also of importance; for example, the
frequency of carbuncle and furuncle and of ulcerative and sup-
purative affections and their stubborn course in cases of diabetes

is well known. It is very probable that part of the explanation
of this fact is the presence of the sugar or its chemical progenitors
in the juices of the part, leading to the formation of a better
pabulum for the development of the micro-organisms, thongh no
doubt much depends on what we must more vagnely term the
general depression of vitality of the tissues caused by the disease.

—Dilution of the blood also apparently interferes to some extent,
though oidy slightly, with the rapidity with which bacteria are
killed in it. Thus Von Fodor found that if, at the same time that
non-pathogenic bacteria were injected, a quantity of water was
introduced into the blood, the liacteria diil not disappear so quickly
as in undiluted blood. Pettenkofer, in fact, has come to the con-
clusion that everj-thing which increases the amount of water in
the body increases the predisposition of the individual to infective
diseases. There is no doubt, also, that other chronic affections,

such as albuminuria, predispose to septic diseases.

Acute diseases, such as acute fevers, al.so predispose to these
affections, as in the case of the occurrence of acute osteo-myelitis
after acute fevers, of pneumonia after typhoid fever, etc., probably
in part because, as in the case of scarlet fever, the pyogenic cocci
are able to enter and live in the blood.

Tension apparently has a considerable influence in causing^
inflammation and in predisposing to suppuration. The spread of
an abscess after it has once completely formed is, no doubt, largely
due to the tension of its contents; for the microscopical examina-
tion of the wall shows that the increase is not due to the spread
of the micro-organisms, and, further, if an abscess is opened
aseptically and well drained, the secretion of pus ceases. The
same is seen in the case of wounds, where, if micro-organisms are
present, the occurrence of tension from accumulation of dis-

charge is apt to be followed by suppuration, and where, on relief

of the tension, the suppuration ceases.

In some cases, however, the predisposition is apparently lessened
as the result of the action of various indeterminate causes, and ap-
parently, also, this lessening of the predisposition may be due to a
previous attack of the same disease, though, as regards the organ-
isms under consideration, erysipelas seems to be the only case

where a temporary and partial protection is attained in this way.

We now come to the consideration of the conditions which more
especially affect the bacteria, and which are not, perhaps, of less

importance than those to which we have been alluding; these are

chiefly the species, the dose and concentration of the organisms,
the virulence, and the concurrent growth with other bacteria.

Influence of Species.—As regards the species, while, as we
have said before, the nature of a disease does not by any
means altogether depend on the cause, it does so to a large

extent ; and all writers are now agreed as to differences in

the pathogenic action of the pyogenic streptococci and sta-

phylococci. These differences have been previously referred to,

and it has been seen that the streptococci are generally

associated with erysipelatoid processes, while the staphylo-
cocci tend to cause more circumscribed suppurations. The
streptococcus is by far the most dangerous organism, and appa-
rently has the property of creeping in the living tissue, spread-
ing in it for a time A^-ithout being noticed, and then setting up
violent reaction. Frankel has found streptococcus pyogenes in a
great variety of puerperal diseases, especially in the so-called

lymphangoitic forms. It gains entrance to the cellular tissue of

the pelvis from ulcers in the vagina, spreads in the pelvic cellular

tissue, reaches the ligamenta lata and the peritoneum, and, spread-

ing along the lymphatic channels, ultimately attacks the
diaphragm and pleura ; finally it reaches the blood, and causes
septiewmia, pyaemia, suppuration in joint.s, etc
As regards the other pyogenic cocci, I have already referred to

the differences in their effects on animals, some of them not being
pathogenic in rabbits, and some, such as micrococcus pyogenes
tenuis, being e.specially associated in man with mild intlamma-
tions.

Dose and Concentration of the Organisnu.—Perhaps the most
important factor with regard to micro-organisms is the dose or
numbers, and the concentration in which they enter the body.

Ogston has already laid stress on the dose as explaining the dif-

ferent diseases which result from the introduction of these organ-
isms, and he looks on the difference between acute abscess, and
py.Tmia as in the main a quantitative one. This, however, is only
partially correct, as must now be evident.

Various authors have, from time to time, mentioned with re-

gard to bacteria, that some act best, or only, when present in
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laiw numlHiW. but the matter has not till -recently been

thoroiiu'hlv w.irktxl .mt. I was led to inveetigatc this ma ter in

connection with some iutcrcstiiiR exp. riments made by Sir Josoi.U

Lister, which apv>earrtl to show that one or a few yutretactivr

liocterio could not sot up putrefaction in blood taken with various

antiseptic precautions, while that result w:is obtuinexl if « mass

of putrtfying material was added to it. At firnt sight I did not

thiuK ttittt it could matter much, except as regards the rapidity

of the result, whether to begin with, one or a million bacteria

were employed, but nevertheless 1 determined to put the matter

to the proo!, and to my lunirise I foimd that difference in dose

was a most important factor in the production and the tj-pe ot

nianv diseases. The experiments were made m such a manner

that 'I was able to ascertain exactly the number of bacteria intro-

duced, the material being in the first place diluted to such an ex-

tent that, on rough estimation with the microscope 1 obtained a

ireneral idea as to the number of bacteria pn-sent in a given quan-

tity of the fluid; a certain amount of tliis fluid was then injected

into the animals, and at the same time a measured quantity was

thoroughly mLxed with liquefied nutrient jelly wluch was then

poured out on glass plates and allowed to solidify. By counting

the number of colonies of bacteria which developed on these

'
pltttee, each colony probably originating from a single bacterium,

1 ascertained exactly how many organisms were present m tne

amount of fluid injected.

Without going into further details, the following are the most

important results that I obtained. In the case of Hausers pro-

tens vulgaris, I found that a definite and largo dose of the cuui-

vation in nutrient jeUy was necessary' to kill rabbits, and in com-

paring these doses, I took care that they were always injected

into the same tissue, for example, the muscles, in accordance witJi

the facts previously mentioned with regard to the importance ot

the seat of inoculation. I found that about ,'5 cubic centimetre

- of an undiluted cultivation was a rapiiUy fatal dose when injected

into the muiclcs. and 1 ascertained that this quantity contained

about 22o,iX)O.UlJi) of bacteria; Vo cubic centimetre containing

therefore about .'it),tHX),000 bacteria, always caused an extensive

abscess, of which the animals usually died in six to eight weeks.

Doses of less than'j'o cubic centimetre produced no effect; in tact,

doses of less than ris cubic centimetre, or, in other words, tewer

than about 18,000,000 bacteria, seldom caused any result, from

A a to Vo cubic centimetre caused abscesses ; above 'fo cubic centi-

metre cansetl death in twenty-four to thirty-sLx hours.— Further,

the size of the abscess apparently depended on the initial dose.

K ,j„ cubic centimetre caused any effect at all, it was only a very

slight trace of opacity which soon disappeared, while t's cubic

centimetre caused a large and spreading abscess, ultimately re-

sulting in the death of the animol, and intermediate doses pro-

duced abscesses intermediate in size.—Further, the concentration

of the bacteric material is also of great importance, as shown by

the fact that the dose must act at the same place, at the same

time. It apparently will not do to split up the dose and inject vari-

ous portions of it into different parts of tlie same animal at suc-

ceaBive periods of time, or even Bt the same time. In both cases

the effect of the smaller dose is produced.

I have tested this matter in the case of a number of other in-

fective diseases, and have found that the result depended mainly

on what we may. for want of better knowledge, term the predis-

position of the animal to the disease. Thus in the case of mouse

septicffimia, mice, which are extremely susceptible to this disease,

die as the result of the injection of a single bacillus, while the

only result of the injection of 4 cubic centimetres of a jelly culti-

vation, containing myriads of bacilli, into the ba.se of the ear of

rabbits, is to cause illness for a few days, along with slight swel-

ling an't redness of the part. In like manner, in the case of

ChickPH cholera, rabbits die apparently as the result of the intro-

iftiction of n single microbe, but a considerable number—soma

where between I.tO.OOO and »10,nOO—are required to cause the

death of a guinea-pig ; an<I here again we meet with the fact that

where the animal is loss predisposed to the disease, we have

different effects, accoriling to differences in the dose. As 1 have

said, ;)00.il«)») bacilli are apparently able to kill guinea-pigs: as the

result of a smaller dose, down to lO.OlK) bacilli, suppuration

follows their injection ; below lO.fKXI bacilli apparently no effect

is produced. In the case of staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, 1

have found that it was necessary to inject something like

1,000,000.1X10 cocci into the muscles of rabbits, in order to cause a

- npidly fatal result, while 2otl.000,000 produced a small cu-cum-

iisoribed abscess. The game result was obtained with staphylo-

coccus pyogenes albus. only apparently fexver cocci wer.< requiM.

l^the r..se of the tetanus bacillus, death did not occur lu rabbits

when fewer than l.tKX) bacilli were introduced.
,. .^^.j-^.^

1 think that in these experiments a good •l"*! .' « >^^* ?« *j!

simultaneous action of the products o the
f

'='.^1.
,

an I T^ld

suggest the following explanation of the facts V\ hell the a imals

are not very susceptible to the action of a bacterium, the cells and

tissues soon gain the victory in the struggle "'/^^'^t^c" • ^"^

where akrgf number of bacteria are introduced at one place they

^row for a time before they are attacked by the cells,
-J";!.

RJO^"

Tng there, each produces a small quantity of
,
5'°'«""'^„^

i^^.'j^'JS'^
The products thus formed must interfere ^^"^

.*''^,f^',?,L J^,^
cells; and thus enable the bacteria to gam a foothold. > '^J^^^^
bacteria are introduced at one time the more of tWei^odacts

Tvill be formed, the more extensive will be the luothold, and tne

m re marked %rill be the result. Where only one or a few bactena

ar iiiUoduced into a ^ligl'^b'
^-f

«'P"'^^ "^".^r'' ^'lumber^f
powered by the cells and quickly destroyed. When the™" "^

bacteria is ereater, these poisonous products destroy the tissues

1 thei V cinity and enable the bacteria to
^P^«'^f ^^f

,

'J 'ff;;
area before the'cells collecting around them are ab e to fomi w^

eflicient barrier against their progress ;
and ^vllere the ^^.e

^
ver^

largo no efficient baxrier can be set up
J"/'^^^ ^'^^Ue ^rS

the animal is the result. Thus the extent
'"J.'^^^^^'^^^^J,?*^'^!

which a granulation wall is formed. t„ i„„ ,i,^„r„ tl,o

The facts made out in this research enabled me to lay down the

fouSsving laws In the first place, the pathogenic dose of a ymis

vaiierrnversely with the predLspositiou o£ the anunal to the

dkeTse in question; the greater the predJ^posiUou to he d .

the less is the quantity required, niid con^er^e y the
^^^

t^^pr^

disposition the greater is the number of bacteria that, must De m
i.o'duced to produce the same effect. Of course

^^^ Xeldyt'-
position" is an absolutely P^^hnite one, but 1 have already ais_

eiisspd a number of conditions wluch go together to maK.e up pre-

Hirppstnxres according to the dose injected, hrst, a stagi, w uere,

^Xlru\?oTnoTpparenteffectwasproduced;s^^^^^^^^^^

termediate stage where a local affection ^«^"lted^''7„f^ vL^
local affection depending to a great -i^S^ee on tl e dose ot the vu^^

and thirdly, a stage where, after a very large dose, deatli occurreu.

Of co!irse,'a's predfsposition varies in tfie same ^P'^'^'^^\«f„'^J '^7^;:.
for example, in man-we cannot measure out the dose nor caicu

late the effects of a given dose in each '"Stance.

The importance of these facts as regards 'los®
'^,^^'i^,5T^i"

1°

connection with our subject, for man is not ^^-^^™
^^^^^^^

^°

the action of pyoge.nic organisms, and the results produceaD^^

™"t"SvM.,.1.. .n,l tl..a.«l come. .? I«™«» "«~ ,°
i*.

°''The"importance of dose has. as I haye said before, beeu men-

tiomdlT^S observers. Thus Hibbert
'"'-'••-"- nd°l«t

nerimental myo- and en.locar.litis. already referred to. ounjiJ*'"'

l^"r ™to ol^tain the desired
^I'^^'y^':''-'%^:'l'^Z^, ^^^

considerable quantity of the cultivations. Thus a 1 rajaz s.vrm^

ful of the emulsion killed the anmialB ... from twent to^twen^

four hours ; if the dose was somewhat less, the aiumaia migu* «.
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even for five days ; if only one-sixth of a syringeful was injected,
the animals lived still longer, and endocarditis was not produced.
—In the case of symptomatic anthra.x, the relation of dose to the
production of disease is extremely marked, a small dose either
producing no effect at all, or only local reaction, which, however,
may sufBce to render the animal immune, while a larger dose
causes the death of the animal.

Virulence.— It is also important to remember that organisms
may vary in virulence at diiferent times, and that the greater the
virulence of the organisms the less are other conditions necessary
to enable them to gain a foothold. A virus, or, at any rate, mos't
viruses, is, as regards virulence, not a fixed quantity ; it is, in fact,
in a constant state of variation under the infiuence of the external
conditions under which it finds itself. I need not refer to the
well-known facts with regard to variations in virulence in the
casts of anthrax, chicken cholera, swine erysipelas, etc., as the re-

•'Sult of the mode of cultivation employed outside the body ; but I
o may mention some of the points which seem to bear especially on
f 'the pyogenic organisms. In many cases it is found that as the
'•culti^•atlons carried on outside the body become older, so the rau-
vlence of the organism,s is apt to decrease. This is very well seen
-•'in the case of Prankel's pneumonia coccus, which loses its viru-
'ilence within two or three days, when grown in the same medium
" outside the body, and which, if its virulence is to be maintained,
'< must be reinoculated frequently, and passed from time to time
X through the animal body. It can he readily seen, also, that
-•Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus grows most luxuriantly in the
J-
early cultivations from the body; but after it has been artificially

"•cultivated for some time, its gro-n^h is bv no means so rapid.
" Emmerich states with regard to cultivations of erysipelas cocci
that they vary much in virulence, and that the longer the time
between each fresh inoculation, the less is the virulence of the
culture

;
in fact, the erysipelas cocci can be readily attenuated to

such a degree that they can no longer kill mice.
It i.^; important also to remember that where the virulence of an

organism is diminished, its effects on animals vary in accordance
with the second law ; thus if a considerable number of attenuated
anthrax bacilli are injected into rabbits the result will be, not a
general fatal disease, but a local inflammatory affection, with pos-
sibly the production of abscess, varying in 'degree to a certain
extent with the amount injected. In fact, the effect of the

,
attenuated organisms on animals highly susceptible to the viru-

'lent \-inis is the same as if virulent organisms were injected into
y^less susceptible animals, and consequently, in order to produce
-'"the same effect as the lirulent organism, " correspondingly large
"'doses of the attenuated organisms are required. Thus Kitt and
Ilueppe have found that they could obtain the same result by in-
jection of the organisms of an infective disease of deer into ani-
mals if, as the organisms lost their virulence, the number of
microbes injected was increased. These facts are also important
as showing how, even in a mild epidemic of a disease, where the
virulence of the virus is not very great, bad cases may occur
where extra large doses of the riru.s have been taken in, and this

^^;ie probably in jiart the explanation of the occurrence of isolated
r severe cases in the course of a mild epidemic.
; It is further important to remember that loss of virulence may
' not only be due to the ordinarj' conditions of growth, but may
".'Tesult from the action of various chemical .substances. Thus car-
- 'bohc acid and other antiseptics apparently diminish the virulence
•-of anthrax bacilli, and it is possible that something of the same
•kind occurs with regard to the pyogenic cocci in wounds : and

• this may to some extent explain why, at the present day, although
pyogenic cocci occasionally enter wounds treated asept'ically, they

- sometimes do but little harm, less harm, in fact, than when they
'. enter wminds in the treatment of which these antiseptics are not
' employed. It is quite possible that in growing in fluids contain-
ing a minute amount of an antiseptic, they are deprived, at any
rate to some extent, of their virulence.
As regards increase of virulence, a very curious observation has

.^
been made m reference to the bacilli of symptomatic anthrax. It

• Has been found that the addition of a ininuto quantity of lactic
acid to a fluid containing these bacilli increases the virulence of a
verv attenuated virus within a very short time. Thus Arloing,
tornevin, and Thomas found that if to a fluid containing these
bacilli 1, part of lactic acid is added, and the mixture allowed to
.stand for twenty-four hours, the pathogenic power is increased

_

twofold; if then a little water, containing a verj- ea.^ily fermeii-
^

tescible sugar, is added to the mixture, and another twenty-four
Hours allowed to elapse, the virulence has attained its maximum,

and frogs inoculated with this -virus die in from twelve to fi/teen
hours, whereas when inoculated with ordinary virus they live
forty to fifty hours. Kitt has repeated and confirmed these ex-
periments, and he mentions the follovving. A small quantity of
the vaccine material—that is to say, the attenuate<l virus of sym-
ptomatic anthrax—was divided into two parts, of wliich one was
mixed with water, and injected into two guinea-pigs, while the
other was mixed -with the same quantity of water, to which three
drops of lactic acid had been added ; this mixture, after standing
for six hours, was injected into the other two guinea-pigs. The
result was that the first two guinea-pigs remained well, the virus
being verj- attenuated, while the last two guinea-pigs died of
tj-pical symptomatic anthrax within twenty-four hours. >Vitb
regard to this point, it is worthy of note that the pyogenic cocci,
when grown in milk, for example, produced lactic acid, but, so fai
as I am aware, there is no e\-idence that, under these circum-
stances, their virulence is altered. Something of this kind may,
however, be the explanation of Ogston's results ; ho found that df
pyogenic cocci were grown in eggs, their virulence vi-as increased,
and he attributed this result to the absence of oxygen. 1 tested
this matter with regard to the possible alteration in virulence
when gro-n-n in various gases without being able to make out any
noticeable difference ; but it may be that, in Ogston's experiments,
some chemical substance was present in the egg, or was produced
by the organisms when growing in that material, which led to the
increase in virulence. The fact with regard to lactic acid does
not apply to the coccus of pneumonia,' which, according to A.
Friinkel, loses its virulence most quickly when grown in milk,
and, in his opinion, this is due to the presence of lactic acid pro-
duced by- them. Whether or not this fact has any beajing on our
subject, it is worth remembering as showing what slight ami un-
expected causes may alter the virulence, and thus cause a . differ-
ence in the result of the action of these organisms.

Concurrent Grmcth with other Bacteria.—We have also to con-
sider the effect of the concurrent growth vrith other bacteria,
and we shall find that the result maybe either to increase or
diminish the pathogisnic action : in man, in all probability, the
pathogenic action of the pyogenic organisms is generally in-
creased. When two organisms grow together in the same medium
outside the body, they either do not interfere with each other, or,
what perhaps most frequently happens, one of them gains the
upper hand in the struggle for existence, and, if a number of
bacteria gain access to a wound, a struggle for the mastery at
once commences between the different kinds. In wounds, this
struggle in most cases probably ends in favour of the pyogenic
cocci, and as the result of the concurrent growth other factors
come into play which still further aid their action. Thus, al-
though the pyogenic cocci gain the upper hand, the putrefactive
bacteria may aid their action very much, for the products, of
putrefaction, when absorbed, act" in an extremely poisonous-
manner, depress the vitality of the patient, and may thus enable
the cocci to live in the body ; and locally these products injure
the young granulation tissue of the wound, and mav thus open
up an entrance for the pyogenic organisms. I have already-
referred to the experiments made by Grawitz and Scheuerieni bb
cadaverine and putrescine, products of putrefaction, and it will be
remembered that the experiments showed that these substances,
when present along with the pyogenic cocci, enabled the latter to
obtain a foothold in the body.—The bad effects resiUting from the
concurrent growth of different kinds of bacttria is also very e\p-
dent in tubercular cases. If a sinus leading to carious bone, the
wall of which is lined -n-ith tubercles containing tubercle bacilli,
becomes the seat of development of these pyogenic cocci, the
result may be—in fact, generally is—a more rapid growth of the
tubercle bacilli; and it seems that it is just in these sei>tic causes,
especially where irritating injections are also employed, that the
danger of further and general tubercular infection is irreatest, tie
local depression of vitality proiluced by the septic organisms
enabling the tubercle bacilli to grow more luxuriantly.

"

Then also in some instances it appears that a mi.xed infection, is
more dangerous than a pure infection. Thus, in some cases the
presence of more than one kind of pyogenic organism apparently
increases the severity of the suppiirative process. Kraske, for
example, has observed in acute osteo-myelitis that the cases were
most severe when the infection was a mixed one, that is to say,
when the disease was caused not only by the staphylococcus
pyogenes aureus, but where in adtUtion " albus, " and in .some cases
the streptococcus pyogenes, were also present ; and. as a result jof

his observations, he thinks that the discovery of mixed infecticn
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iii n «ij> th.i, mcroeocci. for 1 oK.rvod ili.t tl» rami.

ali\.. a course as whore the cocci alone wt-re louna.

AuwaS- however, in some cases the presence of two species

«,taeoniVm"vhich exists between certain spec.es of bacteria n

ihowinc the value of the erysipelas cocci as a protective and cura-

t rSLainst anthrax in these animals For
^^^^^^r^^lZ

set orexpeV^ments rabbits were first inoculate4with l^^e n"™;

Wr- of the cocci of erysit«las. and then two to fourteen days later

anthrax bacilli were" introduced. Of fifteen animals treated m
?hirway seven recovered, while all the control animals inocu-

lated with anthrax alone died; of the seven anmials which died

iaerinocufation of both organisms, some succumbed o the an-

»hrftx bacillus and some to the erj'sipclas oreanisms. U\v results

were noTsoTuccessful when, after anthrax ha,l been set up and

Xr"SnptomTof disease had appeared, erj-sipelas cocci were

in ectedsibcutaneously. but they were somewhat }"-"er where

Ihe en-sipelas cocci were injected into the blood stream -In a

later pLpe^r Emmerich and Mattei communicated results obtaim.i

bv inking er>-sipelas cocci into the circulation and si bcutane-

ous V in rSibits about twenty-four hours before infection with

anthrax They found that in rabbits in whose bodies large num-

^rs orerj-sipelas cocci were present, anthrax bacilh, thcmsh 1 1-

i>cted in enofmous numbers, were destroyed m from twelve to

leventeen ho.^, au.l could not be found either at the seat of mjec-

Sor in the Wood an.l internal organs, whether by microscopica

ex^Tnation or by cultivation. The bacilli were evidently unable

^^elte into\he blood or internal -JS--^.^°'^.l^'''J^Z
rMi!u> anv local reaction or adema; in fact they ^e^J quicKi>

St^ont -Saps still more remarkable are the experi-

m^ts performed by I'awlowski. He found that, after injec-

^on oraTixture of erj-sipelas cocci and anthrax bacilli

inder the sSn of seven r'abbits. only two <l.ed Pawlowsk

hL also ma.le the iiiii>ortant discover>- that the erysipelas

^CU8 is net the only organism which in erferes with

?he CTOwth of anthrax in the body. Thus, ten rabbits were first

^oc^atTd wTth anthrax bacilli and then cultivations of micro-

Sccus t.rodTidosus were injected subcutaneously into each animal

^two'occXnstwo and twenty-four hours after mfw^on: of

?hesr ten animals, eight recovered. lie also found that sub-

cutaneous inretion oi anthrax bacilli and cultivations of the

™t^S^onL cocci were not fatal to rabbits, and that subcutaneous

?n^Xm of cuTtrvations of antlmix Imcilli and staphylococcus

pvCne" aureus was not followed by the death of the animal;

Jour rabl)its treated with "aureus recoyer.^d.
p„.^.,„™kv

Is to the explanation of these facts. ^'""7'^'^,''" \5 !^^. "Hhe
«.meto v.n-much the same conclusion. Apparently. «ith tlu

™ti°,no?tbe pneumonia coccus, anthrax bacilli grow read y

oSe he body in cultivations containing also the other organ-

i.m» mentioned, such as the erj-sioelas coccus. Hence the ex-

ZnatTon «.nno be that the erysipelas cocci per ,e pnv-ente.l he

Srowth of the anthrax bacilli in the body. It seems to be rather

^«rthese cocci irritate the cells of the body, the phagocytes. an<l

increase the°rdestnictive power; it may be. as Kmmer.ch suggests,

ibttt^U irritation leads 'to a slight alteration •". t'^J Phy«'":

Io^Varfl.ncti.,ns.RO that they excrete some chemical substance

wbieh is verv iniurious t<> the anthrax baeiiU.

How ar^hese facts may l* applicKl to the treatment of anthrax

T>u"t.ilel in man, where either from the s.tuat.on or the size of the

S
'

le excUion nr cauterisation is impracticable. .8 a question

1^ dUBcult to answer, but it seems to me that we must nwait

the results of further investigations before any attempt to appl^y

what unexpected factors may come into play it wo once auu.

organisms to wounds.
.^ve have certain local

Local and (ica.^oual Com ttt.ms.-hMUy.y^ena^

and seasonal conditions which appear, in some y> ,0''^. ". "mple
Inlluence the occurrence of some o these diseases. 1 « "^Plf

'

Kschbaum, who has gone into this matter very cw^'-^
J^ .

that spontaneous erysipelas occurs no t often aPP«'="

Febru^', then next most frX-^" >'
,'^ /^'oX, and those

frequently in July. '^PP«"f'> ^K cold mon
.^

where there is most ,">o'Sture and ^eatest ^ ,,^^^^

m the case of 4'Pl>tl>«'\"'«°-/°','l,
occur^ng Xut the months

^t^;=1Cmbr^\^S;rLi4e.iav^fou.d t^^

acute osteo-myelitis also is '^os'
/^-^^l^^'

^" ^"1 ba<llv-veutT-

animals, more especially in the case of/" h''«'
\^^^^^^ ^^.

marked relation between the season and the^tbreaks^^^ tn
p^^

demic, the disease apparently occurring wl^eretue
J^,^^^

moisture and liigh temperature As regards an^.t^^^^

^
has shovvn that increased atmospheric pressuie tenu.,

^°
A^IiTiS!^ of the influence of Ic-^ty on these^jrat^vo

cUseases. we have the greater f'-^jlf«7 "^
^f^^^f^.^or^^frequent

certain parts ;
for example, this <!' ^^^^^^^^^g to Volkmann, it

however, are rather impressions than actual statistical lan,

the production of these diseases as they occu^natiu^y^^
^^

can no longer be any 'lof.'t' ''"i, ^^ ,™^"> '^,^ ,1" „e the doso or

other concUtions, of which t^e .chiet proimw> ^j
number of the organisms «"^1 tl e r concentraio^^^^^^^

^^ ^^^^

local depression of vitality, and tb seat ot °'^c"^^ ^ ^i,,,

organisnis enter in large numbers,
^""^^'^V'ji^ltt^e" frequently,

si^tance of the body, they alone may
^'';'«'^'';Vhtn other condi

however, they enter in smaller n""^,^^'-^"';;''^"^
Of these

tions become necMsary to enable them to act
^^^^^^

conditions the chief are, «^ ^

f.^;^^'' f„',^S of thLrr remauiing
local or general-combined ^^th the p^^tahty o^.^^^^,^^

in the weakened tissui. iius u^ v
c-enera y, such

brought aliout by conditions feting on tUe bod)
f

' "^j
,i.J

'
^1,050

be growing along ^tb them- () aga n tj e^a
^.^^.^^^^ ^^ j^e

may be some peculiarity m the soi .
as 8^>o]vii j jnocula-

charncterof the disease in accordance w ith the s at

tion and the anatoin.cal "7"?/'"f
°*

= "uVhichC can reckon
factor, however, as I have ^aiJ before, wit^which ^t

^^
with certainty is the cocci the™ ','lves.-I need ™

^^^^^

^:::^:^ i:^}:^^thS^ --^"^^ of— "^

theseorganisms into wm,n,K^^^^^^^
xhf, Boov.

The,e organismVare l>>^l^y-i^'^f:^;\::'^^Z^
In the air they have only

^'^}l^XJoccls%los<^ne, aureus has
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wanrds in which orysiiielas patients were present, Qnd they have
in one or two instances been fonnd in small numbers; as a rule,
however, they are apparently present only when the iiatients are
in a state of convalescence and when desquamation of the skin is

occurring/and it seems highly probable, from tha observations
that have been made, that tlie.y are carried in the cutaneous scales
thrown off during desquamation. Erysipelas cocci have also been
found in tL po-tt-morifmroo-m where cases of erysipelatous infection
had occurred, and in this case the infection was supposed to have
come from the floor. The pyogenic organisms are very rarely
present injputrefying fluids, but they have been found on decom-
posing beef, and in the water employed in kitchens for rinsing
dishes

; they are also sometimes present in the superficial layers of
thfesoil. One of their most common seats outsidethe body is the sur-
face of the skin, and they especially occur in parts where the skin is
moist, for example, in the axillse, between the nates, between the
toes, etc. ; they are also frequently present in connection with the
hair, and in the dirt beneath the nails. Prankel has found them
in the secretions of the healthy pharynx, and IJockhardt found
"aureus" and "albus" in large numbers in the nasal mucus of a
patient suffering from chronic catarrh of the nose, and, at the same
time, affected with sycosis of the upper lip.

ot MoDB OF Entrance into Woujtds.
As regards the entrance of these organisms into wounds, they

may get in during an operation from the air, from the instmmeuts
and hands of tlie operator or his assistants, from surrounding
objects, or from the skin in the neighbourhood of the wound. We
are now, however, sufficiently acquainted with the various pre-
cautions necessary to prevent the entrance of these organisms,
and it is a comparatively easy matter to leave a wound made
through a previously unbroken skin without any pyogenic organ-
irais in it.

In the after-treatment of wounds there are two situations where
the battle with these parasites may take place ; it may either
occur outsi-de the wound, the organisms never being allowed to
enter it, or it may take place inside the wound after their entrance
has been permitted. It is hardly necessary to remark that in case
of war we try, if possible, to carry the war into the enemy's
country, at all events, we do aJl we can, by guarding the passes
and borders, to prevent the enemy from entering our own country;
Mid in like manner, in the case of wounds, it seems to me that it
is much better to keep these pyogenic organisms out of the wound
and to do battle with them outside the body, than to let them
eater and trust to the efficacy of the tissues to repel their attacks.
For once they have entered the wound, it is but little that we can
do to aid tlie action of the body, and what little we do do has to
be done with extreme caution, for not uncommonly our efforts,
instead of being of Service, do a great deal of harm. As I have
said, it is comparatively easy now to keep these pyogenic organ-
isms out of a wound while it is being made, and to leave the
wound without any of these microbes in it ; the problem is to pre-

^

vent their entrance afterwards. In this case, however, we have
at any rate succeeded in transferring the field of battle from the

j

Ulterior of the wound to the surface of the hody, and we have
j

no longer to trust to the imperfect and but little understood action
I

of the tissues
; we can step in with vigorous action without any

\

tear of doing harm. For it cannot be too much insisted on tha't

I

antiseptic dressings are not, in their essence, applications to

I

wounds; they are applications to the discharge which has come
from the wound and to the skin around it.

Vs to the mode of entrance of these pyogenic organisms after
III- operation, they may get in while the dressing is being changed,
either by falling in from the air, though this must be of rare
occurreiic-e seeing that they are so rarely present in the air, or by
contamination by the surgeons hands, instruments, etc. ; but this
is Uso very easily avoided, and ought not to occur. L'sually they
spread in either through the dressmg or beneath it during the iii-
l«^^aJ between the change of dressings. In my opinion they most
commonly spread in by growing in the discharge which i.s lying
oetween the dressing and the skin, and in the superficial layers of
t le epidermis, more especially in the latter ; for as the result of
the irritation of the antis.ptic employed there is hypertrophy of
tne epitlu hum, and thus a large number of dead epithelial cells are
present, which, being soaked with the discharge, form a mjod
tuaiig tor the development of the bacteria, unless. Indeed, enoughu tne antiseptic has been communicated to the discharge and tho
pitheliuiu irom the dressing to render it an unsuitable soil for
ae growth of orgamsme. If this is not the ousei tho -otganisms

will go on growing in the substance of this dea<l epithelium, pro-
tected by the superficial layers from the action of the dressing,
and-thus they may, if a dressing is left on lor t90 long a time,
ultimately reach the wound. This is not a mere theoretical
speculation, for I have been able to trace the development of the
organisms beneath the dressings, from their margin towards the
wound, the extent to which they spread varying with the length
of time that the dressing has been applied.

If these views as to the mode of entrance of bacteria into'
wounds are correct, it follows that it is very important when £-
dressing is changed to wash and thoroughly disinfect the skin''
around the wound as far as the dressing extended, and beyond iti-
with an antiseptic lotion, care being of course taken by covering!
up the wound not to infect it while so doing. If this is done,
then at each change of dressing the field of battle is transferred-
from the neighbourhood of the wound to the margin of the dress—
ing, and in accordance with the size of the dressing, this battle--
field will be at a greater or less distance from the wound. V

I shall not enter any further into the subject of the treatment*
of wounds, yfe have_now_^at_aur jjommand a large number of
antiseptics which more or less answer the purposes required, and
it is only by careful attention to the exclusion of these organisms^
that we can obtain the best results. That we can completely
e.Yclude these bacteria from wound.?—both at the operation and
afterwards—I have, been able to ascertain by numerous experi-
ments ; and that, just in proportion as we are successful in so
doing, we are to a like degree freed from the occurrence of sup-
puration and septic diseases, and can to a like degree reckon with
confidence on rapid and painless healing of wounds with the least
disturbance to the patient, is a matter now of everj'day obsur*'''
vation.
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OASP. OF CEREBRAL ABSCESS IN CONNECTION

WITH Oni'IS MEDIA, SUCCESSFULLY
DIAGNOSED AND EVACUATED.'

Br D.\.VID FEURIEn, M.n., FiR.S.,

n.yaifiwitv ,y»« Ifi^ional liospitJ <of tht Puralysol a„d Epileptic.

Th« caao Hmiflh t^ Wavfttie Iwaoot .to britg beMre .yotitliiB

eveniM.' is one ..f the f.'W cases of cerebral abscess in connection

with ar^ease .4 the middle ear which have been accurately dia-

cnoeed dunng life, and successfully treated by operation. For

though al>.-'Ce«s of thtf braiu is a tery commbn occurrence in con-

nection with inflammation of the ear.and perhaps more frequently

in chronic nfT..ction.s of this liiud, it is generally^the subject of

post-mortem rtcbrd, rifely accuta'tely localise^:jjua^g. We. and

still more rarely treated successfully. ;
'

'.
.

i have only lieeu able to find two cases of a Similar nature.

One of the,.=u Tins bWn recrded by Gowers and Barker (Joubnai,,

December Uai.l88C>. This wis a. case of abscess in. the nght

teB,poro-.n-luMioi(lal lobe, diak'*^^-! ^*-itl'°«t external iwli^'^t;;^:

Woiid tfie fuit .If inllaramhtion of the' ear, and euccessfu Ij

e>4uat--d. The s«'.oud has been recpr.led by Grconheld Jo™NAi.,

Fibruar\- 12th, l'<.'*7). This was a case of abscess situated in the

ant.!rio?i.arl of ;b, left toraporo-sphenoldal loW, in wlueh, m
additmiCfho BeiicraJ indiiiitious of ^bscess there wore »ym-

ptom.sof pri -ilrr -Ml the third ne^^e, a fact which prohibited the

lovnlisatioi: it of till' abscess.;

Tw^^dtb. .1 rebrnd to by Greenfield, namely, a ^ea3_e

reported by >.i..i.m..rlT (Mn,>at.<»cAri/t fur mrmheilkvnde. l^i,

\0 -V andn Aecond bv Truckenbrod (trauslato<l xn Archives of

0,:.l.!j'y, June to September. \m\). In both these ^^^^^^y-^^
there were..Jrt.addifion to the general symptonw, Q.xternal

,

ludicft-

t one of (h^seftt of the abscess in the orm of ocahsed I'aia am

.eflema 'o£ tVe «KUl|, fuid> fJatula leading from the pnmarj- seat of

The fistuld in Truckenbrod'.^ case led only under tbe pericraniiim

to a rough place on the outsi.le of the iK-ne, vvb. e |" ''^'''""^''"^y^';

,-,(«e U le. .lirectlv into U.e brain, and indicated the way bj

which the i.us lad penetral.d. These two cases therefore are

ol^Vlac4i.«a aiff.^renl oategorj- from thoge of "o^of
»;^;

Barked, and G,reeBJl^Jdi Wt d successful result was obtamed

"^W "the successful result in fhc Case I bring liefore Vou this

evening vou will ull be able to convince vourselve-s as the < uon-

.blm AiVnf is here, and apparently as well as he \»^ .'^" , '"'^"'

xjn the evening of D-.-mb«r .^tli, H87. I was
"^f

•"\ !>>
^'f' ^jW foflin to see with him a ca.se under lus core, the history of

which he related t^ me, and subsequently gave jpe the following

detailed notes. .,
. •« i i »i. f.„m.. ««

T. ir . aged 47. a Bkin'ed artisan, was fb-st seen by Mr. L^p" ™
Novemb.T25th. llt« bad been iUsmce November 10th. On the

l.ltb a discharge, somewhat offensive, bad ci.mefrrjm the left ear

which contiuu.d far about eiglit or ten days. ^^ hen tirst seen he

,^ 1 Km.1 before the Me.Uoal Soctrty ol London. }B»rcli;6tU. 13M.

was in ft drowsy condition, but was capable of being roused. Mid

replying to (tuestions put to htm. He comt-lained of pau. overthe

Va -lid^ of the head, ivlrehead. and back of the eye^. with a con,

si lerablo degree of photophol>iH. The pain on the left side of the

^a was interrupted by pre.isure and percussioft. TVro was,

alicht discharge from the left ear. but the ear could not be

UorougUv examined on account of the tenderness The pupilr

Icted nomallv. and vision appeared unaflected. There was no'

mo Sr orVn.oVy paralysis. The pnlse was 52. weak and inter-

raitK,resp°r7tilnsl4.1ab,,ured and sighing. The teoiperatuTe,

Tlr"c™ffin ordered:the ear to be syringed :Wlil^^fikCgndye

Huld. and prescribed a stimulant. -
, , ,

• ;„ »>.«

Text day the v>atient was brighter. He had less pain in the

head He was able to sit up in bed and smoke a cigarette, but he

nnntinued verv drowsy and sbpt much. i ^ _
On the 27«i^ 28th. and 21H.h he was stiU improving. The tem-

peratu^wasnormai.the pulso regular, and the tongue f«ner

; m er the influence of a saline mature and smaU doses of mer-

cS tL di chaxge from the ear was more copio-i. than it had

beek There was very little tenderness on percussion of the left

sfde of t e hlad. The patient was generally asleep, but would

rouse up for an hour or so, and occasionally smoke a cgare te.

On Uie 30th he was more drowsy, and apparently unwilling to

be dbtUrbt^l At times it was very difficult to rouse hm at all

HecXla^"-^^^°^°'^^P"'''''"^'^'^'' "^ '- '^' ^ ^'""t*^
headadie His pulse was 60, respirations 16, and temperature.^

'"'on^D^emlT'lst and 2nd the condition was essentially the,

same. The^e was no increase in the headache.: but the drowaneao

"^EJiron'the 3rd he had become temporarily delirious, and hod:

,falle?ba?k exhausted, but during the rest of this day and n«t

there was no noteworthy change in the symptoms. „ ,u„,

On tJio 5th Mr. Coffin thought there was .'flight weakness m th«J

rig^°aigleorthe moutli. but so slight that
f/"f^.^u^e

somewhat doubtful by those who were acquainted with the usafle

'Xthe° Gtb.for'the ftrst time ther. we«, indications of affection

of speech. He used ^sTong words, and seemed angry at not bemg

understood when he asked for what he wanted.

Itwo-s on the evening of the 8th that 1 saw the patient. He

was at Uiat time loss d*iws,y and much clearM in hi^ mteHect

Zii he had been for some time previously. U^ was able to sit

ID u bed and talk, but his words were incoherent and for the

3 r par ^intelligible. He appeare.1 to ^'•^1"^^'«». "{^P^

questions, but at other times appeared <»"^"^"^,,^°^ "°^^,^ ^
, nr1,.rstand He caUed thincs by wrong names. A\ ben a^'KCd to

^d a tew sentences from a lonrial plnced^before him, t.he wo«U

[.ruttered had little or no resemblanco to those before him. i

^

There was no appreciable def.ct in the ™«t,Uity or ^^s.bU.^

of his limbs, but the right angle of the mouth acted les^.«^'

Tret 4llv than the left. Examination of the eyes, ciirried ort.

wttbsomeTflicultv. revealed signs of optic neuntu, but a mor^

ho^iigh inveSigation of this and other pon1i'i"'^-Y»l,''-f,"^^

U the following day. From the facts, however, related to me

bv Mr CoUn and the patient^s condition as seen by myself, 1

cTnfimedth; opinion pass.d by Mr. Coffin that it ^^-as a caseof

ab" e" of the brain, in connection with disease of the middle eM?

and 1 consUlor,^ thit the position of the abscess waa fairly md,-

''t^'ase'se^m'JC^e to be one whi^
speedily andTtllviBed immediate removal to the hospital, with .

Xw to further careful investigation and "P^/^^^iye me«..nre6.

Tb.rpatient was removed the next ra<;nung to the >" '^n*' "°^
,

iMtal for the l'anily8e<l and Epileptic, under my care. At th«

hue I'fwas conscious, and eom'pbvlned of no pain
«"yY''t"';,,„^,!

r liedtrquestions. but freque'ntly used wrong 7"^.'
«.'^',';,"J^

siiminc to be oware of the fact. He occasionally hesitated t^ do

vTiat he 'v*B tohU appearing as if he Imd some difficulty m under-

stnndiuc what was sai.l to him. There was percept ihle wtaKnesB

of Th n«l t amjieof the month, and though be eonl.l make eve^

movement wU^'hLs right hnnd, it was f-"'' "-•;;,»- Q^^^
the right hand wa.s only M(J lbs whon'as that «* '''»

'^J™
KJOlbs.. the patient being a right-handed man. The tern on re-

ictionswc^o' active on both s de.s and there wa.s - ni;i";'';^'f^«

lifference between those of the left and right. There ^"^ "

„ff .ction of sensation. Ocular movements were 7™"'-
"^"^

*°^

pupil* equal and contractil... Ophthalmological exammaUon
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(vOTifled by Mr.Brudenell Carter) showed the existenco of well-
marked oj)tic neuritis, witli a small hannnrrhnge ov»>r tlie ritrht
disc, and a whitish Ijund below that of the left. The semses of
taste and smell were normal. The patient could hear a watch
L5 inches from the right ear, but only on contact on the left side
The left auditory meatus was filled with a ininilent secretion
which prevented a view being Obtained of the eondition of themembrana tympani, and it was considered not advisable to
attempt to remove this at the time. ' • ' '' '•' -'j'

' -
Though the patient complained of no pain in his head, I found

on careful e.xiimination that there was a spot tender to pressure
and percussion situated two itiches abo^e and just anterior to
a line drawn upward.s from the external auditory meatus.
From the results of my examination on this" and the previous

day, 1 had no doubt that the patient was suffering from a cerebral
abscess The comparatively rapid onset of symptoms indicative
of ceJ-ebral mischief m a man previously in good health, coinci-
dently with signs of mflaramation and purulent discharge from the
lett ear, were in favour of abscess rather than tumour. There had
been no vomiting, convulsions, or febrile disturbance or other in-
dications of meningeal inflammation.
The fact that there had been no rise of temperature did not

exclude the idea of encephalitis resulting in abscess, for many
cases ot cerebral abscess appear to run their course withoutcausmg febrile dLsturbance, the temperature being in some rather
subnormal than the reverse. The position of the abscess, verified
by the^ operation, was determined both from the svmptomatolotrv
and the position of the pain experienced on percussion. The
relative weakiiess of the right angle of the mouth, the ataxic
speech, and slight degree of w:ord-deafness, indicated tlurt the
disease w-as Situated in close proximity to the speech and auditory
centres of the left hemisphere, but not. actually destroyin,/ them'-
aiid the conditions of such a lesion would be supplied by an abscess
situated in the anterior third of the temporo-sphenoicial lobe andabutting or pressing on the fissure of Sylvius

This localisation from symptomatolob' I considered confirmed
bj the discovery of a spot, tender on pressure and percussion, coin-
ciding in position with that part of the superior, or superior and
middle, temporal convolution which lies immetUately p.isterior to,

' ,. .r -"- «v.v.., ,, im.il lie^ iujiue(.uaLeiy 1 " )sieric
the ascending limb to the fissure of Sylvius, and below the in-
terior extremity of the ascending frontal convolution. I would notconsider the po.sition of the tender spot as by itself a safe guide
to the localisation of abscess or other cerebral disease, fo? thepain may be referred to a region at a considerable dL^tance fromthe disease Tims Mr. Ilulle (Bait. Med. Jouexal, July 3rd,I88b) records a case in which there was a tender spot above the
ear, whereas the abscess was in the cerebellum ; and in a second

the temporo-sphenoidal lobe. ,'

naS^t,' J^'""""' f I P0""«<1 out many years ago, .there 'is 'pain onpercussion not spontaneously compla'ined orover a region indi-

W„ll 7 •" -'yfl'to'"* "if probably the, seat of disease, the

hdeutthatan absces.s would be found in the position indicated

tr^nH'nf
° "J;;'^'^'".''"^t no time should be l<St in rt^.orting totrephimng with a view to Its evacuation. , , . , . .

*"

I the case, concurred m my views, and operated accordingly on the

Clan^?!
"''' ""-

'"^r" "^'li^-"ted, the brain, which

wardimntl
''^'P'"'"''''

°V "n^
sirface.was seen to bulge for-

und~l "^T"""^
'" t >«.«'"'". ."^ure indication of pressure

Quam tt n
""'/"Vl'"'"^'"™>g with a trocar, a considerable

Cl?,l, '""'';"-f>"S„P"'^r"'''"'* "^'' <lraehms-welle.l out

ruTte,f ecoverv""']- ^'iV •'•"^««'i'.'"'t history is one of uniiiter-

nn tl!lf 1.
7- \'"' "l;*"' "^I'Titis gradually sul)sided. .Uready

hS.,;rr
'"''

''^'^V'''"P"'^'''i"*''« °P'"'- Ji'^'--^ ^vere clear-'

hf'eL M*f,'"'•'^^'^"'^V'?'^•'"""^^•
'^"^^ ^''"^ extravasation oftae edge ot the right disc had disappeared.

_Un December i!rd the left disc was apiiarently ouite normal-

lonVer'tLrbie.
'''" "" ''"'" ^""'-'' '^' ^'" ^'^"-^ Uood waTno

oUliVtw!;'.??'
•''"1 ""/"ff^'r'-'nM could be perceived in the action

oicuWsrd Tf
"'

^"^"i- ^' ' "' """^ thewound had become quite

norerW,,! ""''V-''^ "/ H"= «"'"K''""' dressings allowed of a

ears^rjan all. 7^1 m""'; '"V"?'''^',
^'" examination of the

fro u the T-^ ''^"' Mr. 'uwberbatchreport«lthut the (Usoharceiro.u the left ear had entirely ceased, and there was no abnormal

:[^^^'H'i°°
°^ *''? e.Yternal inditory anifeatus. Heariug, right ^i;^,^

Process C9nduction wa.- noniial, indicating mischief confihe^W-the middle ear.
.

No perforation co.ibl be detected in the mM-brana tympani, but it was thick»ned, cuticular in appearance, awt
^ h)LTn ,' ^'"'7";^' '^

'J'^''^'
opacity-probably cicatricial

jol'uiememta.'''
°f?'f»*'^-^..''?d rather abov^ the centre

Before leaving the hospital the patient gave me the foIlowTng
I personal Retails of fcis cmc lie first complained of pain ilf tl^
left ear on Tuesday >-ovember 8th. For this he in "t. d some
cotton wadding in the ear. Xext day this appea,-Pd tiu-.d with
iMootd. l.or'4bout hve days a clear discharge o.eui're'K ^oakfng
through the wadding, and staining the pillow on which he lav \t
this time, also, he had .'^ome pain in his throat and' chest, w'hich
together with the condition of his ear. he attributed to chill The
dhscharge from ; the ear changed to a thick, gummy, slightlyyellow flow. He then took to his bed, as he did not feel aclc tb

From yovwlierajth. hie memorj- becamem entire blank, ''xfe',

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

.-a ^;.,I. H^MOPHILU,y .vjinj. ... n,

cV^ 1 '.'' f°,"°''^T°'°''"' Primipara, aged 30, was 'on January:"
-bth. last delivered by me of a male child. The labour was
noiroal. but .somewhat prolonged from feeble uterine action The
childwas of average size and apparently healthy. On the fifthday the funis separated, leaving the um"bilicus perfectly sound
aud healthy-looking. On the fourteenth day the nurse ca'Ued my
^ittentlon to a dark livnd swelling which extended over the region
ot the left scapula, evidently extravasated blnod. The child was
3iiundiced,i.ljiit otherwise seemed happy and comfortable Next',day there caane on a rather copious exudation of darkisli blood.
from a crence in the umbUicus. whUe the swelling on the liack
had increased and extended to the opposite aide. ^I found a con-.
Biderable difhculty ui arresting the hjemorrhage. but it cea.sedi'
after abont two hoiu-.s' pressure and the use of stv^^tics 1 put a •

pad over the part, strapped it tightly, and bound 'it up. and had,
no i^sasontoapprehend any further difficult v. However, in about.
an hour the bleeding returned. We kept 'up pressure for aboutr
Beven hours with more or less success. We found tannin the bestV
styptic, and thi^ at length stopped it. Then a fresh .symptom
arose.- there then appeared an oozing of blood from the moiitli.
init this almost stopped when the flow from the umbilicus i-e-
turnea, which it did subsequently in suite of all treatment
tl'inally the cliild was taken to the London Hr.spital, wher.>, as Iam told, similar treatment was pursued with similar misatisfac-
torj' results, the child ultimately dying from l.iss of bU>od about
SIX hours afterwar.ls. There is no history of such a diathesis in.-
the tamilj- of either parent, and. the child received no ininrv at •

nnytime._
^

: } H. F. C. Eaolk, M.R.CS., L.S i .

Bet hnnl Gre-^n Road, E. -

OBSTETRIC MEMORA^^)A.

TE.^"S'\'ERaE KUPTUBE OF UTERIS.
Tm; folluwiag are a few particulais of the first case of rupture of
lie womb which has occurred in my practice of forty veai-s, with

in. )re than 4,0(W labours.
oiij .>«.ui>, ««^

' E. 11.. aged 29 years, marrial, of short stature and phlegmatictomprament. was taken in labour on the night of Octolx-r IJhljL
J-vN.witu her fifth child; her previ.Hus laboiirs had all bt^en pro-'
I ^icted y.,1 her last child stillbovu. 1 was called to her at 8 A Ji
Of tiie ^^t,\u when the os was well dUated. the iKiius fi-euuent and
fever.-, but without the usual expulsive character of the third
i-tnge.

1 had been with her five hours when the pains ceased, the
patient crying smUlenly with a new agony ; there were the uiiualfymptonisof "shock. I then sent to my friend. Mr. G Fr.i^erwlio assisted in the delivery by forceps, which was effectinr at
i I'.M. Death ensiuxi on the morning of the 25th. At the necmpsv,
performed by my son. John S. Prowse, twenty-four hours after '..
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ery oxtoiisive transverse rupture was revealed at the anterior

part, iilmist sivoriiiK tl>e neck from the body of the uterus; the

parietes were abnormuUy thin.

Bloailon. William Pbowbb, il.R.C.S. etc.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AND SIRGK'AL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF
GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES

CIIILURKXS HOSPITAL, NOTTINGHAM.
I.ITHOLAPAXy !'. SLTHAPrBIC LITHOTOMY.

By Lkwis \V. .Maiishall, >I.D., Surgeon, Children's Hospital,

Nottingham.

I UAVK adopted tlio headinc; which my friend ilr. Walsham used

to his paper, which was published in the Jourxai. of October l.'ith,

because the ca.'se which I am about to refer to was by his kindness

done by him for my benefit on October L>.'3rd. I therefore wish to

add another success to those previously recorded by himself.

Having a ca.'^e under my care at the time of reading Mr. Walsham's

paper which was eminently suitable for testing the value of the

method of crushing and rapid removal of the stone, and wishing

to contrast it witirrav own lithotomies, I appealed to him to give

me that opportunity. The report of the case will speak for

itself. „ _,

J. R., aged years, was admitted with symptoms of stone, Uc-

t*ber pith. Straining and pain in pa.s.sing water were severe.

The presence of a small st(me was verified by me the following

day liy sound and palpation under chloroform.

October -':ird. The boy being well under chloroform, Mr.

Walsham proceeded to crush. A sound was first passed, and the

presence and siz.e of the stone were made out. No. 9 evacuating

catheter was inserted after slitting up the urethra, and about two
• ounces of weak boracic solution were injected. On removal of

the catheter. No. 6 lithotrite (Weiss) was easily passed and the

stone seized, showing a measurement of flve-eighths of an inch.

The secoml time the stone was caught three-quarters of an inch

was read. Crushing was easy; the first time ten minutes were

thus occupied. No. 5 lithotrite was introduced the second time.

The evacuating catheter was used three times in all. The boy

slept on being put to bed, and passed his water unconsciously

Miortly afterwards.
-^ »k

Two pieces were passed in the first twelve hours after the

operation. There was no rise in temperature; no pain; and on

the second day he sat up in bed to play with his toys.

On the thinl day be was riding a rocking horse in the ward.

October li^th. lie l.^ft the hospital.
, ^ . , ,

Since my appointment to the Children's Hospital J find that 1

hare done about twenty lithotomies—nineteen lateral, one .supra-

pubic. All the" lateral" cases recovered, butthe "suprapubic"diedon

the fourth day from cellulitis. This case was done by Annan-

dale's method," which reads so well, but is neither sq ea,sy toper-

form nor so free from comidication as would at first appear. The

stone being grasped by the lithotrite and pre,ssed against the

bladder wall, it was thrown out from the instrument when cut-

ting into the bladder, with the result that the points of the litho-

trite minus the atone protruded. The bla.hh'r dropping back into

the twlvis, some iliflieulty was found in removing the calculus by

dressing forceps. .Uter this e.vperience 1 urn not disposed to

adopt this metlio 1 again. Mr. .Viinamlale recommends Ins plan

for use where the ston- is small ; in fact, in those cases which are so

snitable for litholapaxy.

My success in the lateral operation is not of course exceptional

—ino death in nineteen eases—but it is too good to allow me to

g-t the oivration aside for a more novel procedure without due

consideration. The ease reixirted by me for .Mr. Walsham dcjes,

however, afford a good reason for declaiming in favour of litlio-

Upnxv in the inajoritv of oa.ses, Ix^caii.se I find on examining my
culculi that there are at least thirteen that might very fairly have

been dealt with in this way.
Speaking from memor\'. an average of three weeks for conva-

le«c»>nce from lateral litbotomv may be giv.ii in my cases. >V h.'ii

risk-" from hiemorrhage pain snfferetl—risk from possible incon-

liiiBnce of urine for some years, and the (!3sert'.><l danger of enias-

euliitinii are placed in the scnle with the relatively long confine-

ment to bwl, it .seems to be a clear duty to practise 5|he mora'
simple plan of litholapaxy.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Annua-L Meeting
The annual meeting was hold on the evening of March Ist, the

retiring lYesident, Mr. aEOBOU David Pollock, F.K.C.S., J'rosi-

dent, in the Chair.

Annual Report.—the annual report announced the coh-

tiuiied pro.spcrity of the Society, and a further increase in the

numl)iT of Fellow.s. This now stands at the highest point yet

reachetl since the foundation of the Society. Thirty-three new
Pellows have been elected. Of these, nineteen are resident, eight

non-resident, three Knglish honorary Fellows, and three foreign

honorary Fellows. The .Society lias lost fifteen Fellows by death.

Of these, nine were resident, including Sir George Uurrows, a

former President of the Society, Dr. Wilson Fox, the late honorary

librarian, and Mr. Quain ; five non-resident, and one foreign honorary

Fellow, I'rofessor Von Langenbeck. The number of papers read,

and the attendance of Fellows and visitors during the past seven

years, are given in the following table:
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PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
TuBSDAT, March Gth, 1888.

Sir James Paget, Bart., K.K.S., F.R.C.S., President, in the Cliair.

Epithelioma of Kidney a.isociated with Calmhcs.—UT. Shattock

showed for Sir "William Mac Cormac a specimen of epithelioma

of the kidney associated with pelvic calculus. There was a his-

tory of long-standing calculous pyelitis. It seemed probable that

the cancer was produced by the chronic irritation of the calculus.

The specimen had a bearing on the contention of Mr. Hurry Fen-

wick, who at the last meeting had advanced the theorj' that

cancer of the bladder might be produced by chronic irritation pro-

duced by a calculus. Dr. Sanger had recently communicated to

the Berlin Medical Society the negative results of baeteriological

investigations of cancerous growtlis. Mr. Shattock pointed out

that this confirmed the results reached by himself and Mr.

Ballance.and led him to believe that Scheuerlen's bacillus was not

the pathogenic organism of cancer. It was, however, not possible

to prove a negative, as Dr. Sanger had supposed; for in actino-

mycosis, though the parasite was so large, nobody had succeeded

in cultivating it.— Mr. Waxsham mentioned a specimen in which

the whole cortex of the kidney, where a pelvic calculus had long

existed, was converted into epitheliomatous tissue. The clinical

history rendered it probable that in this case the calculus was the

primary disease. In another specimen of calculous pj-elitis, also

in the -Museum of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, the kidney was car-

cinomatous.—Dr. Norman Moore had shown a case of pelvic cal-

culus and renal cancer. He referred to the association between

gall stones and cancer of the gall bladder.—Dr. Wilks had always

regarded the calculus as the primary disease, from the clinical

history of cases of pelvic calculus followed by cancer, and of gall

stones followed by cancer. Professor Frerichs had expressed a

similar opinion to him on one occasion when going over the

museum of Guy's Hcspitiil, and had stated that the association of

pelvic calculus and renal cancer was feimiliar to him.

ri'/fou.« Carcinoma of the Right Breast—k specimen of this

disease, removed from an unmarried lady, aged 53, was exhibited

by Mr. Bernard Pitts. The patient had been conscious of its

existence for three months. The axillary glands were not enlarged,

and the skin was not adherent. It was removed, and was found

to be an oval mass, surrounded by an imperfect capsule, from

which branching processes, thickly invested with actively growing

epithelium, extended. He referred to three similar tumours in

the Society's rransacfions. They all had a more or less perfect

capsule, and a foliaceou.-" included growth.—Dr. Wilks asked how
the tumours had been described by early writers ; it appeared to

be what would have been called" a cystic sarcoma. The clinical

history did not seem to be that of carcinoma.—Mr. A. A. Bowlby
thought that it was the kind of growth described by (.'ornil and

Ranvier under the term villous carcinoma. The clinical history

was not well known. It had perhaps been included under the

name melanotic sarcoma, as in the three cases he had seen the

villous growth was dark-coloured, and the fluid blood-stained. In

none were the glands enlarged, and it seemed possible that the

tumours ran a more benign course than scirrhous carcinoma.

Contact Carcinoma of the Bladdcr.-^Mr. Huiiky Fenwick
brought forward statistics of 60 cases from various museums as

regards the varving conditions which might be encountered by

the surgeon in (ieuring with such growths." The male was affected

thrice as often as the female, a proportion which was found to

hold good in a series of 634 cases, embracing all varieties of

vesical growth ; 60 per cent, of the specimens were single and

40 per cent, multiple; of the single, 43 per cent, were at the

right urotal orifice and '26 per cent, at the left : 86 per cent, of the

single growths were at the inferior zone, originating at the mar-

gin's of the trigone, pedunculated, or tending to become so, in the

proportion of 'J to 1. In 80 per cent, of the multiple gro^yths there,

were 3 to 22 in the same bladder. They were rare in diverticula.

Specimens were brought forward proving that carcinoma might

coexist with benign growth (10 per cent.), and that vesi-

cal carcinoma might propagate itself by contact.—The Presi-

TENT said that the cases of communication of cancer by

contact were so few that they might be accidental coincidences;

moreover, if we assumed that there was a tendency to the sym-

metrical occurrence of disease, it was easy to understand their

occurrence on corresjtonding parts of the same viscus. Cancer of

the side of the tongue and cancer of the contiguous part of the

lining membrane of the cheek had never been recorded, although

these two surfaces were coutinually in contact, and the former

malady was common ; nor had anyone seen cancer of the iower

lip with cancer of the upper liji, nor of cancer of the lower Ji<l

with cancer of the upper lid, except where there had been exten-

sion round the corner of the mouth or round the canthus.— Dr.

GooPHABT had seen many instances where the circumstances

suggested transmission by contact. He had seen it in the stomach.

He also referred to caseswhere cancer appeared to be conveyed

by particles dropping down from the upper part of the obdomen

into the pelvis.—The President thought that a distmetion ought

to be drawn between cancer transmitted by contact and cancer

produced by transmission of elements.—Dr. Goodhart. continu-

ing, said th"at the distinction drawn by Sir James Paget would

materially limit the number of instances which he could cite. He
thought, however, that the apparent spread of warts by contact

miirht be quoted in this connection, and referred to certain speci-

mens illustrating the dissemination of warts in the lower animals

preserved in theMuseum of the R<iyal College of Surgeons. W hile

admitting the comparative rarity of cases in which cancer appeared

to be transmitted by contact, he thought the instances which were

occa.sionally observed were strikingly confirmatorj- of the theory.

—Mr. BmiCE Ci.arke thought that in a certain number of cases

of vesical cancer the theory of transmission by contact afforded a

better explanation of the "appearances than any other. The ex-

ceptional fre(4uency with which such an occurrence appeared to

take place in the bladder might be accounted for by the force with

which the walls of the bladder were squeezed together. -Mr.

Bowlby mentioned the case of a woman with epithelioma of Mie

left labium. While under obser\'ation, the right labium became

affected.—Mr. Walsham, who had operated on this case, had seen

another precisely similar.—Dr. Coupland thought that it was not

uncommon to obsene carcinoma communicated between the peri-

toneal coats of adjacent coils of intestine.-ilr. Bernard Pitts

mentioned a case of pedimculated tumour of the bladder in which

a growth recurred eighteen months after thepeiluncuhited tumour

had been removed. The recurrent tumour was malignant, whereas

the pedunculated growth appeared to be innocent.—Mr. ^HATToCK

said that it had to be shown that dis.-^eminatioii wa^ not in a radial

manner from the primary tumour; on the other hand, he naen-

tioned a case in which Sir William Mac Cormac had excised half

the larynx, which was affected by extensive cancerous disease; on

the vocal cord on the opposite side was a small discrete growftH

which had exactly the same microscopic structure as the ulcerating

carcinoma of the'other side of the lar>-nx; this case seemed almost

to prove that transmission by contact could occur.—Mr. tEX^viCK,

in reply said that seven cases of siraultaneou.s affection ot U»p

tongue and the side of the cheek had been recorded, and mai-

tioned several cases in which the opposing walls of the vagina had

been affected by the same growth. ,.,.,., r „ „;
Renal Disease.-Dr. Norman Moore exhibited the following

specimens of renal disease: (1) Congenital narrowing of both

ureters, with dilatation of the kidneys and perinephriuc inflam-

mation, due to injury. The patient was a man aged '.O, upOer

liis care in St. Bartholomew's Hospital. He had received

a severe kick in his left inguinal region, and sis weeks alter

noticed a large tumour in the left hypochondnum This tumour

projected close to the left lobe of the Uver. and on aspiration

thive pints of blood-stained urine were drawn off. A fortnight

later, the patient one night passed a greatly increased quantity

of urine, and the tumour became much smaller, but soon regained

its former size, and was tapped three time.s. about three pints

being let out ou each occasion. Mr. Walsham then tied a drainagp-

tube into an opening made by him in the left loin. A f. w .Uye

later .suppre.ssion of urine took place, and the patient sank. iW
mortem\\\e cyst, which had been tapped, occupied the whole lelt

side of the abdomen, was adherent to the diaphragm and most

parts of its wall showed ver>- great thickening of the pen-

mpbritic tissue. It contained no pus, but about four pints ot

urine slightly blood-stained. The right kidnej; was also cystic

;

the uretTira and bladder were natural. Both ureters became

narrow just before entering the pelvis of the kidney, and the

opening was valvular. There was nc hypertrophy of the heart

ilicroscopic sections of both kidneys showed parenchymatous

inflammation, without connective tissue increase, or increase ot

thickness of arterioles. The dilatation was probably gradual, and

due to congemtal smalluess of the orifice of the_ ureter. \_M
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Mooiv's cure in Sb.'Bartholoin0w'S']I<o!pitnl. -The left ventricle

W«8 hyiHTtrujillied. the liiiart wi-iKliitiir 2tloiinco:*. lu < he right

kidney wen' thn-e rdiiiuled calculi. rwcnty-tlirt'C ycors heifore

his ilrnth the pntient hail reti^nlion of urinr for t hrt'n days, re-

lifVf«l l)y tile r'Uinval of a ealculiis from his urethri iii 8t. Uar-
tholomowh llo<i)itul. His hiiullii was afterwanbi weak, and
twelve yt-ari later he waa treated at the lloyal l'Vw> H6spilal fdr

diopsy.'due to ohmnie iuterstitial nephritis. Kiebt yuails later ho
WHS treated for the same disease at St. Barthoiomlpw's; anU waa
there iiudt't observation fur the reraiiining tliree ypats of his life.

It wa.« thuo certain that he hsid liad interstitial nej.liritis for

eleven years, and jirohahly for twinty-tliree vears, a.s it'seeine<l

ill all probability due to the prolongoii retention hytho calciilu.?

ill the uretlira. t)j(p<ilzer records ono east of the same duration.

—Mr. Lixx mentioned the case of aman oped "JT. trhp, -n'lien 10

yuam old. attende<l University C'oUeije Ho-'^vital for h;em&iuria;
after ileath one un-ter wa.s found to be blocked, and t.here wa.s

hypertrophy of the heart.—Ur. Nobman .Moobe said thae hyper-
trn]>liy ot tlie heart had neverin his o.xperionce occurred •n-h«)u one
kidney i>nly was ibiniaged. '

Actiie .Y<r)-o<i>. —Mr. A. Q. Silcock showed bones removed from
9. case of Of*teo-myelitU ; the patient wa.s also present. The disea.^

had apparently started in isolated intlnmmatory foci .situated at

the line of junction of the epiphysial cartilages with thediaphyse?
af the tibia, and tnnninating in acute necrosis. The patient was
a girl, aj»ed 11. Tenderness at the head of the left bibia and
tuttiefaction of the soft part were first noticed ; no pus was found
on incision, but ,-ome appeared on the following daj'. .\. few- days
afterwanLs pain and tenderness were observed over the right tiWa;

in both cases a small quantity of pus was evacuate<l by free in-

eisinii of the periosteum in the neighbourhood of thf" epiphysial

Hne. Xext the inner malleolus on the right side wa^ att'ected;

here it was subsequently a.scertained a .small focal lUihcess, just

above the epiphysial line, existed; then the inner malleolus on the

left side Ik'came'aftVcted. Both knee-joints tiecame full of fluid;

the right knee-joint had to be laid open, an<l eventually tlie right

l;high wa.s amputated; Subsequently the whole of the'd'iuphysis of

the left tibia was removed piece by piece, but the- amount wfnew bono
thrtiwn out. as was anticipated, UioKing to tlie severe damage which
must have been done to the osteogenetie layer of the i>erjost.eum by
imflammation soacnte,inU'nse,;m(lwidespre.id, was ven,' srftall. The
patient uUimately made a fairly good recovery so far as her

general health was concerned. A longitudinal section of the right

tihili showed that the inflammatory process was focussed nt the

Upper and lower ends of the diaph vsis in the regions whicli French
anthors linil called juxta-epipliysial, or as Mr. Silciick proposed
to term it. par.i-fpipbysinl. Tlie symmetry of the Ivmy lesions

imjdied a morbific ciiiidition of the blood; a deterioration of

quality associated jierliaps with a microcoircus accompicuied by a

lowered \-itality of the patient. The para-epiphysial regions in

lofig bones, and the autural edges of the flat bones of the face and

slrnll were pecnliarlv liable to become affected, probuNv because

ttre physiological balance was here easily ups»'t by injurv or ex-

posure', circulation lieing slow, and the vitality of tho ct'lls of the

part easily exhausted.—Mr. SlfATTOCK suggested that the di.sease

*-as due to some accidental circumstance lighting into activity

latent pathogenic organisms in tiie niedulbi of the liones.

Oftfitii r>effnniini'.~y\xA'A.virro^ described a chse wliioh be

considenil to be an example of osteitis deformans In a Tvoman.

it the ftue of .")0, « slight prominence was noti#id at the lower

end of the right ulna; the right railius, the Ipft liiimerns, iind

flnally the lower limbs became bent and hf-r head became birger.

She had lieen rwluced" in height from b feet ! inch to 4 feet Ci

incJies; the spin" wu9 also curved, as well as the femora and tibiw.

Cnrrf Spivimn>g.—'S\r. Shattock : 1. Osseous Ankylosis after

tTotity Disease. 2. Ooufy De]K>sit in Bone.—Mr. ThRvk.s: I.

Pibro-cj-Ilular Tumour of "Spermatic 0>rd 2. Homy Tmnour of

Moii.v- develojied from a Dermoid Cyst.—Mr. MANRRj.t, M<m,l,rN :

syphilitic Crania.— Mr. W. 8. Coi.ma's : Diphtheria of I'Viices and

Larynx with iVctite Inflammation of IVyer's Patches.- Mr. Hrrvsos:

tuVrcnlar I'lo^-ration of Intestine associated -with the pnjsence of

'Oteign lK)dies. I

,

' r.in'ii'/ Sj,/Timfii^.—'^T. Clctton; liOng-standing New Growth
(Sf Skin priibiibly .Sarcoma. ' •'

'

/'

[ trilii > tk

"'.V CoRiii'-i Ti .N.— Ill a review of the Ve/ir HfV'k of Trinfm^nf /fn-

ftW. publish, d on page 47-1 in the .loiTRXAi- for March .Srd, the

Ikrtic of the nuthor was incorrectly given as Mr. Arthur Cooper.;

i?i ngiit to h(r\e been given as Mr.".\lfred Cooper. ''
'-

"

,itpjD|l,a\.I^ SOCIETY OF L(^,\DO|S. ,

.\n.niai. MketinOv
I /i:

MgsuAy, iUnou STmlSSiS.,

J. IfuonLiWos JAcxsbK, M<D., P.R,S., ft-esidcnt, in the Chair.

Election 'tf Officers.—"itis list of officers and council prepared

by tlio Council , for election was unanimously adopted. I'restr

dent: Sir William MacCormac, l-'.R.C.S. Vice-Presidents: Thomas

Henry Gn'.n, M.D.: John Knowsley Thornton, il.D., F.B.C.S.;

M'illiiim niehard Gowers, il.D., F.ll.S. ; Edmund Owen, M.B,,

F.K.O.S. I'rcamrer: Arthur Kdward Durham. Librarian: >ViUiam

Henry .\llchin, M.B. Ilowmmj Sea-etaries : Beniard Pitta,

K,R.C.S.; Charles Kdward Beevor, il.D. Secretary for Foreign

Correipmidence : Felix Semon, il.D. Council:: Thomas Lauder

Brunton, M.D., F.R.S. ; J. K. C Davies-CoUey ; Clinton Thomas

Dent; .lolm Heury Drew; Sir Joseph Fayrer. il.D., F.R.S. ;
David

W. Finlay, il.D. ; Francis Fo.x ; William Adams Frost ; Walter

Baugh Hadden, il.D. ; Reginald Harrison; J. HugUlings Jackson,

M.D., F.R.S. ; Thomas John ilnclagan, M.D. ; Robert Percy Middle-

mist ; Angul Money, il.D.; Charies D. F. Phillips, M.D.; A. J.

ilacCouBel Routb, il.D. ; SeymoM Taylor, M.D. ;
Samuel West,

il.D. ; .lolui Williams, il.D. ; T. Outtersou Wood.

Fothergitlian Priz«.-~\t was announced that the FothergilliAn

prize had been awarded to Dr. Haro, of Pliiladelphia.' - ini- -i ;

Cerehral Absces.tin Connection witA Otitis .Verfi'ft.'—Drl.' PKa^-

BtEB- and ilr, ViCTOB Uorsley read the notes of a case,

which is published at page 030.—Dr.HuaHiJNGS JACiLSOS said

the result obtained 'TN-as simply magnitieeut.—Sir Wm, Dalby ex-

pressed the satisfaction he feit at the progress which hod l^en

effected in the treatment of what were formerly considered to be

hopeless cases. He quoted from a previous palmer of his own to

the effect that an experience of ten years had given a mortality in

cases of aural disease of 8 per cent, not all, however, from cerebral

abscess. He classified these cases according as the patieintB

developed cerebral symptoms and dieil, or only showed

symptoms after many years. He further subdivided the Casee

with respect to the presence or absence of diseased bone.

The proportion of cases of cerebral abscess wa.s much greater

where dead Iwue was iliaguosed. He thought patients

ought to be warned to look out ' for the occurrence of cer-

tain threatening symptoms, so that intervention mi^ht be in time.

—Dr. BniSTowE called attention to the absence ot pyrexia, and

observetl that this was often the case in cerebral aliscess, but that

fever was generally present in inflammation of the lateral sinus.

He mentioned three cases of i>atiunt3 with old ear disaaso who had

attacks of high temperature and rigors. Nothing was done, bub in

each case there was noal'scess. Init inflammation of the lateral sinus.

—.Mr. James BlActk mentioned several oises of a similar kind.

—

Dr. Kingston FoWbEB observed that in several cases at Middle-

sex Hospital the site of pain liad not proved a reliable guide to

the seat of the abscess. It was remarkable that no inflammation

was found along the lino of injury in cases where unsuccessful

Iiunctiires had been made, au<l ho inferred that exploratory opel«r

tions were by no meons necessarily dangerous.—Dr. Fbkiubb, m
reply, said tiiat the risks of trepluning were so small when pro-

perly carried out that he would not hesitate to resort to it, even

if tlie diagnosis were not absolutely sure.— Mr, ViCtob Uobslky,

in reply, said he would like to ask whether optic neuritis was t»

be oonaidered a reliable symptom of threatened abscess ? He menr

tioned a case in which sym])tom.s were present, pointing to cete-

boUar disease, but in which the disease iiroved to bo in the lateral

sinus. He suggested, theri'fore, that should puncture of the cere-

bellum prove futile, tlio lateral sinus should l>e e.xiuiiincd.

On .Some Curinu.t liilatiim^ of Gastric Ulcer.—Dt. Ori> read the

notes of till' cn.se of au uiunarricil woman, who was admitted into

St. Thomas's Hospital in December, 18.':i7,with symj.Ujms of gastric

ulcer and extreme anicmia. After her admission, cettain heart

svmptoms which were noticed on her admis,sion underwent

fiirther develoiimimt. Dr. (Jrd gave the grounds of his diagnosis

of peri- and endocarditis. Theni was no p>Texia, nor any history

of rheumatic fever. The coexistence of symptoms of gastric ulcer

with thost! (.f jMiri- and end^'CanlilLs had' already Ix-en noted by

ii)r. Ord in throe cases, and u remark by Dr. Buzzard olsewhera, to

the effect that acuta,rheumatism might be the resaltef irritation
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of the medulla, had deeply imprdssi^ liira. Whon, therofore.the

coincidence of the signs of gastric ulci r with those of cardiac in-

flaiuiiiation had been observed in at least four eases, the occur-

rence appeared to be worthy of serious tliought. Several explana-

tions WW- forthcoming; 1. Was it possible that m an an»rmc

person with oversensitive pneuinogastnc centres, that gastric

irritation, well known to be capable of producing cardiac disturh-

auce, could b« capable of producing cardiac lesion? 2. Could

pneuniogaslric irritation be the common cause ot gastric ulcej

and cardiac inllammation, the pneumogustnc irritation being

determined by excitation proceeding from the utenne organs* m fi

person alreativ aniemio and prone to active reflex ^sturbance

.

3, Was it possible that both sets of symptoms might be disorders

of nutrition, arising out of anajmia? Aiiiemia was known to haye

.ae an associatjon optic neuritis; might both the ulcer and the

cardiac inflammation be dUturbances ot nutrition siimlar to

optic neuritis ? Dr. Ord quoted a case at present under his care,

ia which the signs of gastric ulcer, of cardiac mflammation; and

of optic neuritis were present in conjunction with extreme

an«mia. He also quoted a case recently under his care ip, which

myocarditis had been observed post mortem as one of the associa-

tions of pernicious aniemia. On the whole, Dr. Ord was in-

clined to regard the curious combination!? of lesions noticed

as disturbances of nutrition consequent on anremia, and

appealed to the Fellows for information on this point,—

Dr. Maclagan quoted the case of a woman who had a violent

attack of hamatemesis after a dispute, and this was followed bj-

symptoms of endocarditis. In reference to one of the cases alluded

to by Dr. Ord, he pointed out that there had been noattaok ot

hismatemesis prior to the first sign of heart mischief.^ He sug-

cested that they had vet much to learn on the effect of nervous

mfluence on the venous circulation. He preferred the hj-pothesis

of their being of central origin.—Dr. Sidney Couplasd e.\pressed

a doubt of the possibility of making a certain diagnosis of heart

mischief in anaemia, and quoted a ease in which the error was

demonstrated at the necropsy.—Dr. Kinosto.n FowlEK alluded to

the great difiicolty of diagnosing gastric uleer, and quoted several

cases where the /josi-im^rCeOT examination had shown tho diagno.sis

to be wrong, even where the symptoms had pointed clearly to

ulcer. He doubted also the reliability of the diagnosis of heart

disease in amemia.—Dr. Ord, in reply, acknowletlged the difficul-

ties of diagnosis, and discussed the objections thereto. He ^e^

quested Fellows merely to keep the possible relationship before

tii^ix tivcs
• Ona Case lUmtrative of the Prognostic Significance of Bloods

pressure on Benat Disease.—Dt. J3E0ADBEN(r jseu^A ?»*«:•<» this

subject. ili.lzo !T/.T voa.vA.l

2'';' BRITIsa GYT!f^ECOLOGICAL SOCIETt.

1 FEBarAHY 8th and 22ni>, 1888. '
• . ;:

'', AnTHCB W. Edis, M.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair.

'
The Diaanosis and Electrical Treatmeyit of Early Eifra-uferine

Oestation.—X)i. Jamks Aveling read this paper. He said tha,t

to the ^Unericans was duo the credit of having established the

efficacy of the electrical treatment ot e.xtra-uterine gestation'.

Although electricity had been emi)loyud as a fu;ticide more than

thirty years ago, it received little attention until Dr. J. G. Allen

JjTought a case before the Philadelphia Obstetrical Society in

1872. Numerous cases had since then been published by ihneri-

can gynascologists. More recently it had been employed in this

country ; but the method of using it had been erroneous. In one

case, three needles of improper metal were inserted, and used with

the positive pole of a thirty-celled constant-current battery. The

result was that the mother died. Experience proved that a

moderate faradic current was sutBcient to kill the fu;tu^ in early

gestation, and the employment of such strong means *as quite

unnecessary. The brilliant results of the operatiou for dealing

with these ca.ses when death from laceration and hremOi-rhage

yas irmniuent had blinded some gynmcologists to tha neces^ty

of adopting a plan of treatment w-liich would prevent these fatal

ruptures. Objections bail been riusod on the ground that; a diag-

nosis in tubal pregnancy was never qaUed for before the rupture

of the tube ; that there were no symptoms before rupture was

established; that to apply the electric current to ever,- kind of

pelvic lump, under the suspicion that it was an extra-uterine

pregnancy, would be a most haphazard aud diuigeivjus proceeding;

hat the destruction and death of the child was of no consequence

at all; the organ which conld not bfe destroyed by thq elfcC-xrlc

current, but which would go on growing and would go on bleedr

iugwhen it was torn, was the placenta; hnaUy that supposing

tht foetus had passed through the stage of tubal rupture anU

remained alive, one had no right to murder the clnl-I All the*

objections could be easily answered. I Apy practitioner w-bo m^
with a case presenting the history and sulijective symptoms c*

ectopic gestation should endeavour to clear up hw doubts by

making a physical exploration of the pelvic organ.*. The history

of a caseof mispUct^l gestation was of great importance, an4

should never be overiaoked. As a rule, erratic pregnancj- was found

to occur most frequently during a prolonged stjenJe period i^m^
ing a first confinement. The patient generally beUeved, - herself

to be preauont, and that there was something unusual about h^
condition. I'ain of a peculiar paroxysmal and agouising character

was a most reliable guide. The ordinary supervening -signp

of conception would be noticed. Metrorrhagia aiso was an m^
ptjrtant symptom. If in addition to the f.^egomg symptoms a

nmded, elastic, tender tumour was discovered behmd or to onj

side, of the uterus, Tapidly increasing in. size and vasculanty,

there was no other pelvic tumour- witlovhich it
,

could be conp

fuiuided The condition and situation ottiie uterus abo gave

valuable diagnostic information,
^f f^«'l^.t'^'"«"«»'r/''P'^^°f^^^

after rupture was a necessary anil life-saving; opwatipui but the

obiect of all treatment should be to prevent ruptlu!«^ and thusTei^

der the more dangerous operatiou unnecessary.. No one. -wquW

waituntUan aneS-ysmal sac had burst before using means to

arrest its progress. ElectricitTy might be e'^P'^T*^
''f^ffP'

chance of success dm-ing the first four moutlis. Ao doubt the

eSitwasha^i reconfseto the better, a satisfactory diagnosm

having been arrived at. .There were two^theones, as tothevvay

ruwhTch electricity caused 'the .death of t''«ff"f^*^"t.\ *m^
was brought about by electrolysis, the oth«r that <^«»]^/^

"i^

^
to nervous shock. He believed that death was ^ue ^to -the tetani^

contractions of the fo>tal mass, resulting from +he repeatedly

Ckln ciXnt of an induction machine. To be eff^t^ve the cu^

rent should 1^ as strong astlie patient coidd- l^*^."'- •^^*
'"^f^.

"^
all at once, but gradually-inorenPed to _tlvxC point.- ,It '^ wui^

J^
continued for at least t*-n miiiulesj and repeated every d»y untd

the Xcts up"° the tumour became evident. These effects which

co^m«ltl.e accuracy of the > diagnosis, were
q«f, f» f P^^'^:

tion, diminution of resistance," and reiluction m the size of the

-tumour; and besides these, retrograde changes in the breasU and

retiring of the cervix uteri from the pube*. In aca^ehehad

treated a short time smce, he had used OiUfiVs induction maehin.^

andemploye.1 only half its iwwei. Tlie negative electrode vv-as

applie7t^?the most
,

prominent part of tiie cyst ' 'rough Uif

t-al na (it might be folmd, oonvenient to pass this throug the

reitum in so.Se cases). The -positive electrode was .Pl''^'^,^'!

^f^^'^
abdominal wall oitposite the tumour. >o pum or incom eiuenoe

was fdt after the .Applications. They were only four in number,

for on he fifth day, when about to repeat the aradisaUon, such

marked change in the Cyst was appawnt that he was convinctd

S-station had been arrested. This proved to be t^";;
!'»f, ,^

patient was now in health, and no trace of tlie tum>^'^ C'^""^ »«

Fdt-Mr La^n-son Tait said that in th.^ single case of tubal preg-

nancy he had met with before the date of rupture the sj-n£,ptoms hni

SeenUscure pelvic pain of several months' staiuhi^^i fact th^

imial sjunptoms of salpingitis. . He saw lier agam three <lay^J,utr

sequentlv, and hcr symptoms had, become most acute; she wasW double and could hardly walk Finding ^ >« ^ '"'^ A^.^i^

the pelvis was fixed in one mase, she- was admitted into "« '>^
pital, and the next morning he opened the abdomen and found a

mpt^red tubal prognancv. Ho denie,! it was J~.ss.ble to ha^

dia-nosod such a cSe beforehand, for the,woman had not .-va?

feed a period. No .liagnosis could be d.Trended ^pon W orethe

dale of ruptnre ; one migiu guess, but it ^"bs jmp.>ssible to »thr^

Speakingof the growth of the placenta, he had found instances

of a macerated fatus not mon. than t«l or tvyehe w-eeks oM.

while the placenta was thesiae of a four months pivgmmcy. Ur,

Berry Hart aiid Mr. Knowsley Thornton had ^^^i"'™';
'Vl i„

'^
vatious. He could not accept the twenty cas.« allud^Mi to lO' W.
Aveling which "di.sappeare*! after treatment as cases ot tirDW

prVgnancv, and disbelieve ;his own observations, which wefe su^

lonA all; by others. Speakingof oases
»\'>''^'^'V"ir,?° S.e«

term, he believed that aU the ohddreu and inost of the mother?

might he saved by proper. surgical intervention at the oPPort""*

moment."Dr. IxuLis Pabsons said there wa^ u.j evidence to

show that the placenta would continue to grow when the Uiu<?
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hii<1 bpon killod by elecfricitv. Tlip force that couM produce the
<lpnth of the fcvtii? was not likely to lonve the i>Iiippntii uiitouchpd. 1

No subcpiiiipnt IrouWr hnd resulted in tlic twelve eases men-
tioned by Dr. (iarrigues.— Dr. KtTUKitFoiiD said tliut before the
third month they could not bo sure tbey bad to deal with a caso of

ertro-uterine geBtntion. He thought the faradic current dis-

tinctly dangerous, as the muscular coat of the tube was greatly
hypertrophied, and therefore the risk of ruj)ture would bo in-

creased by the strong contrncti<in. If the current were employed
t the fourth or tifth month, when the sounds of the fa-tal heart

could he heard, and if after treatment they ceased, then they
•would be entitled to claim that the treatment had been so far

successful, b>it Ur. Aveling had spoken of a case at t'n'O months,
•when of course no such proof was available.—Dr. Imi.acu said

that opinions hnd advanced much since the year 187-, when he
had 8t*n a case at full time allowed to perish for want of surgical

interference. He maintained that the same thing happened in

a tubal pregnancy as did inside the uterus when the

foetus die<1. As "soon as the child died or was killed,

the tube endeavoured to discharge its contents, and, as it could
not jiossibly pass into the uterus, the tube was ruptured. If they
killed the f^tus they were doing the best they could to bring

about the verv thing they wished to avoid. Let it go on to full

term, or until mpture, and then operate at once. Laparotomy
could always be performed almost without danger, so that there

"Was really no excuse for killing the fa'tiis. He considered it to

be an absurd piece of meddlesome gynaecology.—Dr. Japp Sin-
CIAIR said that in three cases, with the details of which he was
familiar, there were absolutely no symptoms before rupture; and
in two of the cases even after rupture the symptoms were most
misleading. He had met with many cases which simulated tubal

pregnancy.—Dr. Barnes maintained that the diagnosis of tubal
gestation might be made with reasonable certaintj- even at the
seventh or eighth week. The ordinary signs of pregnancy being
present, there were two signs that called for special examination.
These were, first, pain more or less acute in the pelvic region, of a
epasmodic character: secondly, more or lesshipmorrhagic disch.nrge

from the uterus and vagina. There were signs of abortion—it

might be of uterine gestation; but they called for local explora-
tion. The uterus would be found not in the nonnal median posi-

tion, but pushed across the pelvic brim to one side; on the oppo-
site would be found an extra-uterine swelling of an ovoid shape.
The size of the uterus itself might or might not, most probably
did not, equal that of the estimated stage of gestation. If all these
conditions had developed in a short period in a subject hitherto
free from symptoms of pelvic distress, the case for tubal gestation
rose to more than suspicion. If the sj-mptoms were not urgent
enough to call for active intervention, an opportunity occurred for

making comparative observations. If in a week or two the extra-
uterine tumour had increased considerablv, and shreds of decidual
membrane hnd been cast with the uterine haemorrhage, the case for
tubal gestation was all but complete. The process of abortion had
fairly set in. In the case of uterine abortion we might safely wait,
aiding Nature according to herimlientions. But Nature's course in

the case of tubal gestation was to burst the saC, and that might
1t)e fatal. At this point rupture might be averted by puncturing
the sac, thus relieving tension by drawing off theliquor amnii
and any blood that might have been effused into it. This
almost certainly involved the death of the foetus, and this

treatmerrt with rest was often enough. But it was also

the opjKirtunity for galvanism. He hnd no personal experience
of this proceeding, hut with the present state of knowledge
should prefer simply to tap the sac, and proceed to ulterior

measures according to circumstances. Dr. Barnes summed up
the question of treatment in the following propositions: 1. The
treatment to be adopt.ed must be governed by t lie nature of the
case, hy the urgency of the symptoms, and especially by the stage
of devploi)ment of the gestation. 2. In the early stage, before
bursting of the sac. electricity to kill the foetus might be applic-
able ; but simple puncture of the snc was better, t*?. When signs
of rupture of the sac, with manifest signs of hremorrhagic
effusion, shock, and collapse, had set in, no time should be lost

before opening the abdomen and tying the pedicle, and. if pos-
sible, removing the pregnant tube. If the priman* effects of
mpture had been tided over, and a fair degree of tolerance had
been gained, it might be enough to treat the case as one of
simple retro-uterine ha»matocele, by puncturing t»ore or le.«B

freely the sac behind the uterus, and leaving in a drainage-tube.
This'plan had been adopted with success, f. When the stflgc of

danger of cataclysmic rupture had passed, laparotomy should be
performed ns soon as the condition wii.s recognised, not waiting
for the maturity of the foetus, .'i. Lastly, when in the presence

of urgent or thnutening symjitoms a doubt arose as to the course

to pursue, the decision should he, ns a rule, in favour of opening
the abdomen and going straight to the seat of mischief. It

mattered little to the patient, if her life wore imperilled by the

bursting of an ectopic gestation sac, or by some other condition

causing rapid h.Tmorrhnge into the abdomen or pelvis. The same
remedy was indicated in different diseases. Precise diagnosis was
not necessary to justify laparotomy.—Dr. RoiTH said the uteride

souffle coulAbe heard as early as the sixth week by means of the

vaginoscope. A similar sound was heard in certain cases of

fibroid tumour; but it was easy to distingiiish the two. A fibroid

giving rise to a souffle must be much larger than an extra-

uterine pregnancy of three months. He approved of puncture

of the sac, provided the aspirator wa.s used. In any cane,

he thought electrolysis was unnecessary and most dangerous.

It was quite sufficient if the electrodes "were placed one within

the uterus and the other on the abdomen at the point nearest

to the fietal sac. He did not believe in the growth of the

placenta after the death of the child. Speaking ot ventral preg-

nancy, if seen at a late period, and viable, no doubt he should

operate. But if not viable he would not think it right to wait
until it became so, and allow the mother to be sacrificed for tht

sake of the child. He should think it hie duty to destroy the

foetus, whether by electricity or puncture, up to three montfib;

after that, remove it by abdominal section.—The Pkrsipbnt
thought the facts before them were not sufiicicnt to warrant a

clear expression of opinion. He would not recommend anyone for

whom he had n regard, and who was suffering from an ectopic

gestation, to be electrified, but wouhl prefer opening the abdom«
and removing the mass at once. The cases in which dead fsEfuseS

had been left for long periods of time inside the body without giving
rise to symptoms were ver\- excejitional. and the electrical treat-

ment might be the means of causing the verj- mischief they wew
endeavouring to avoid.—Dr. Heywood Smith remarked that it

would be helpful to divide the consideration of treatment into

three stages: (1) the pre-rupfure stage; (2) the stage of imme-
diate post-rupture; and (IM that which might be called paulo-

post-rupture. Inasmuch ns hitherto the second stage (that of

primnry rupture) had usually proved fatal, and would in severe

cases continue to do so unless the abdomen were opened and the

seat of lesion removed, it stood to reason that whenever the first

stage was diagnosed the pregnant tube should be removed, so that

the woman should not be exposed to the risk of rupture.—Mk
Lawsox Tait exhibited a large collection of specimens, illustrat-

ing every variety of ectopic gestation, from the museums of St,

Thomas's, Guy's, Queen's l.;ollege, and the Royal College of Sur-

geons. In the event of meeting a case of ectopic pregnancy, be-

J

tore rupture had taken place he would prefer to remove it,
.
fo

several reasons. First of all he would not have been colled in

the patient were not ill, and the urgency of the symptoms would
justify the treatment. For one case "they could diagnose, fifty

would escape recognition. Further, if electrolysis were successful

n useless organ was left with the risk of subsequent pyosalpinx.

Tht growth of the placenta after the death of the fcctus was evi-

denced by his specimens. In the later stages of the ventral preg-

nancy he would leave the fcetus as long as he could, so as to give

it the best chance of living, the more so as the mother's life w«f
not thereby imperilled. His ojiinions regarding the removal of

the jilacenta hnd been gnidually changing, because experience

had taught him that its removal was easier than he had once

thought.—Dr, FAXCornT Barnes, Dr. Bedford Fenwick, and

other?, to<ilc part in the discussion.—Dr. Avelino replied.

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDOX.
Wepneshav, Febrpart Siir.

R. Thornk Thorne, M.B., F.K.C.P.. President, in the Chair.

Yellow Fei'er.—DT. Donovan, of Malta, read a ^)nper. giving a

summary of Professor Freire's work on the microbnm doctrine cf

yellow fever and its preventive inoculations. In this work the

isolation and growth of n particulnte germ, cnlled by the dis-

coverer the " crj'ptococcus xnnthogenicus." was descrihe<l at some
length. The mode of its attenuation was also fully given, ns wel?

as nn account of its inoculation into humnn beings at Rio .Janeiro,

with a view to prevention of yellow fever. .Some statistics wers

given .on the latter pointi A (letailed account was also given of
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•the examination of the earth of cemfterics containing yellow

-fever corpses, and the tiiscoverj' of the same microbe as -vyas

found in the fluids and tissues of yellow fever patients. Cremation

of the dead was strongly advocated.
r Some Specific Febrile Dineascs of Malarious Orii/iti, and on the

-.yecessity of the Existence of Germs for their I'rodurtion.—In-

spector-General DoNKET treated of the specific nature of the

various mahirious diseases, and gave a full description of the

etiology, behaviour, and geographical distribution of yellow

fever. Malarious diseases were spoken of as choosing the deltas

•of large rivers as their especial habitat. Thus, the plague was
generated in the delta of the Nile, cholera in the sunderbunds of

tlie Ganges, and yellow fever in the deltas of the Mississippi and

the Orinoco. Yellow fever was not known in Europe before the

discovery of America by Christopher Columbus, no well-authenti-

cated instance of its invasion having occurred prior to the Lisbon

epidemic in 1723, which was imported there from the marshy
Bhores of the American continent. The zone of yellow fever com-
menced at Georgetown in South Carolina, s-wept round the

southern shores of Nortli America and the eastern shores of

Mexico and Central America, and terminated at Georgetown in

Demerara, being contained betweeji latitudes 33° and 6° north.

The factors necessary for the development of yellow fever were

:

(1) importation ; (2) a temperature above 70°" F.; (3) a suitable

soil; and (4) an appropriate pabulum. Cold had a remarkable

power of arresting it; thus ships from the West Indies were
ordered to Halifax. Reference was made to the preference of

yellow fever for wliite races and for newcomers, and also its

greater proneness to attack the young and vigorous. The latter

peculiarity was so marked that p'hysicians in former days used to

recommend people visiting the tropics to adopt such a regimen as

would ensure a lowered vitality of their system. A useful table,

embodying the characteristic distinctions between yellow and
remittent fever, was appended to the paper.—In the discussion

which ensued, the President, Inspector-General Law.son, Deputy
Inspector-General Lloyd, Dr. Willoughbt, Surgeon-Major
Pringle, and Surgeon-General Manifold took part.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.
Section of Pathology.

Friday, Febrcaex 17th, 1888.

Mr. William Fbazer, and subsequently Dr. C. B. Ball, the

President, in the Chair.

Hydatid Cyst cf the Deltoid Muscle.—'ihti President (Dr. C. B.

Ball) communicated a case. The patient, a housemaid, sought

advice for a tumour on the outer side of the right arm. It had
commenced tliree yours previously as a small nodule, wliich after-

wards gradually enlarged. There was fluctuation, hut it was not

distinct! Tlie nature of the tumour was not diagnosed previous

to the operation, and it was determined to explore it by an inci-

sion. On opening it six ounces of thin pus escaped, and a cyst

was found about the size of a large grape. It was enucleated and
the capsule removed, and the wound healed under a single anti-

septic dressing. At the commencement of the proces.s of removing
the capsule the impression was that it was a parent cyst, and that

the other was a daughter cyst ; but after dissection it became
manifest that this was not the case, and that the capsule enclosed

a worm. The extirjintion of the capsule was completed, and the

•cavity closed by deep sutures. No further suppuration took place.

No traces of booklets or smaller cysts were found. Projecting

into the interior of the sac was what; might have been either a

brood capsule or the retracted head of a cystoid worm. The whole
tumour, when recent, was about the size of a small orange.—The
case was discussed by Mr. Scott, the Chairman, and Dr. Finny.—
The President, in reply, said two forms of bladder worm were
tolerably frequent in the human subject. One was the cystic form
of the tk'nia echinococcus. and the other was the cysticercus ccl-

lulosus, which was the first stage in the development of the taenia

floliura. In Germany, where the tpcnia solium was of frequent oc-

currence in the human subject, the cysticercus cellulosus was also

considerably frequent. In this country the taenia solium was
almost unknown. Dr. Foot and Dr. Little had been unable to find

a single specimen of it in the museum. What was the nature of

the cystic worm now before the Section ? Now from the existence

of one retracted head, the absence of daughter cysts, and the fact

Jlhat the retracted head had four .suckers and a number of hooklete,

they could not but conclude that it was cysticercus cellulosus.

Jluptttre of the Trachea, with Fracture of the Sternum and Rib-

—Dr. E. H. llENNETT exhibited an example of complete transverse

rupture of the trachea, and of fracture of the sternum, taken from
the body of a man who had been killed by being crushed between

a hoist, used in raising coal, and a wall. There was no external

wound, but blood had poured from the mouth. The trachea was
found ruptured transversely, and the fragments were separated by
an interval of one inch. The cesophagus was bruised, but not

torn ; much blood was shed in the tissues around the trachea and
oesophagus, but none of the great arteries or veins were torn. The
fracture of the sternum was very oblique from above, and in front

downwards and backwards ; its upper border passed between the

cartilages of the second ribs, while its mediastinal margin was
placed below the level of the third pair of ribs. The second and
third ribs on both borders were also broken, and on the right the

fourth and fifth also.—The Pbesideni said the principal feature

in this fracture was its extreme obliquity. The only fracture of

the sternum lie ever saw was a directly transverse one.

riceratiie Endocarditis.—Dr. James Little submitted the fol-

lowing case of ulcerative endocarditis. The specimen was from

a silk weaver, aged 32, who had recently returned to this country

after having spent a year in New Y'ork. Upon his admission it

was evidenc that he was suffering from aortic valve disea.se. His

mental state was rather peculiar. When he came in he was in

such a state that he was barely able to leave his bed, yet he spoke

of getting up and going back "to America ; and during the whole
period of his illness it was impossible to get him to explain much
about his symptoms, or -what it was that distressed him. When
asked whether he suffered pain or felt ill, he drifted off into

growling complaint* of the food that be got, or of his treatment

in other respects. His pulse at his admission -was about HXI, but

during the two months that he survived it increased, and a few-

days before his death had reached 130. His temperature fluctu-

ated a good deal, but was always above the normal, varying from
101° to 103°. His urine was -C-erj' highly coloured, turbid from

urates, and of a high specific gra'vity— 1030. At first it did not

contain any albumen, but during th"e last three or four weeks of

his life wa's highly albuminous. On post-mortevi examination the

spleen was found "to be very much enlarged, and in its centre was a

considerable-sized abscess, "from -n-hich, when opened, two or three

ounces of chocolate-coloured fluid flowed. There was also a small

abscess in the upper end of it. The right cavities of the heart were

empty. The whole heart was rather bigger than it should b^the
enlargement being due to thickening of the walls, and some
increase in the size of the cAvity of the left ventricle. The aortic

valve, on being tested, was found to be quite incompetent; a

stream of water flowed through it. On opening it all the valvules

were found to be more or less puckered and thickened. The first

portion of the aorta did not present, on the surface, any distinct

indication of change ; on cutting it across, the coats were found

to be much thickened. The most characteristic appearance was
on the anterior curtain of the mitral valve—a patch nearly os

large as a florin, distinctly ulcerated, and covered with luxuriant

vegetation. Some of this" vegetation, and also vegetation from the

kidneys and spleen, had been microscopically examined by Dr.

Bewle"y. It left no doubt that the disease was, as he had guessed

during the patient's life, ulcerative endocarditis. Though this was
a rare affection, it was not so rare as was generally supposed. He
could recollect several cases which went to a fatal termination,

uninfluenced by care or drugs, and which were not understood at

the time, and "which he now believed were cases of this septic

malignant ulcerative endocarditis.—Dr. Bewley said the vegeta-

tion was composed partly of fibrin. The portions which appeared

blue under the microscope disclosed an enormous number of

micrococci. On the anterior wall of the left ventricle, below the

aortic valve, there was a small amount of vegetation, in which

also there were micro-organisms. There was a considerable

number of micro-organisms in the small infarcts of the spleen,

and there were also thrombi in some of the splenic arteries.—The

Pre.sident and Dr. Wright made come remarks, and Dr. Littlk

replied.

Intra-uterine Amputations.—Ht. E. H. Bennett read an ac-

count of a dissection of the stumps obtained in a case of intra-

uterine amputations of the fingers and toes. The point of chief

interest seen in contrasting the specimen with an ordinary sur-

gical stump of finger amputation was the absence of neuromata on

the ends of the nerves in the intra-uterine as compared -with large

and well-defined tumours in the surgical stump. All the intra-

uterine amputations had been disarticulations, and each preserved
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•ImoBt a conmltltt joirtt betwcon tlie pxtromities of the bones und

thesoftstnictOTCs of tho oiuls of t ho stumps. The nnatomicftl

changes in the oirculai ^TooTus of thf diKits when' timimtations

had not b««n compluCt'd. und tho condition of the sevoral mnsclcs,

eta, of the limbs invalvud. wiis doscribo.l.-Tlio I'iiksidknt asked

were the niTYUs of the exiromitv of nonnid size up to tlio umpu-

Ution, or did tlwy exhibit si«n» of atrophy ?-- Mr. Fiiazeb re-

marked tJiHt in all" oases of tibis sort there whs generally a historj-

froiu tho mother erf some fright or start- Dr. Uennktt, in reply,

said there was no sipi of nrrosted development in tlie specimens

now liefore t>he Section. It was simply a case of removal by

80methinfit\viste<l:round the port, the nerve-cords being perfect

down to the lino of am^iutatiori without any defect of structure.

The muscles of the forearm, though small, were perfectly normal

both at tho back and front ; and the nerve fibres maintained their

character as such up to the scar tiasue, 'wJiere they ceasetl to lie

nerve tibro at all. :i •••
'

WEST LONDON :MEDICO-ClilRrRGlCAIi SOCIETY.

Fjukay, JIabcu "J-nd, 1888.

C 13. Kf.kilby, F,K.C.S., President, in the Choir.

AyTKJi the minutes were read, the FKEsrDB^n announced tliat Sir

WiUiam Stokes, Professor of Surgery. Royal College of Surgeons,

Dublin, would deliver the " Caven<lish" Lectnra iu June.

I |The formation of a library was announced, imd members were

invited to contribute. '-
, .

Massage.- -\yT. BcCLBS gave ai demonstration <»•'the various

manipulalions in massage. '

Harcoma if iWtebm.—nr. J. BoCHB Ltnch exhibited a speci-

men of aivei>lar sarcoma of the vertebrsB, taken from a lady, one

of three sisters, who all died within twelve mont hs of mn lignant

disease. Iu two the growths commenced in the mamma. In this

CMC tho symptoms were persistent lumbago, followed by rigidity

of the spine, and a week previous to death right unilateral con-

vulaons. The duration ot the disease was eight months. On post^

tnortfm (lamination tho vertebral hodies, from the sixth dorsal to

the sacral, were impregnated with the growth—only a thin shell

of compact iMjne remaining at the margin. There was a consider-

able amount of fluid, but no secondary deposit In the brain. The

liTer showed numerous patches. Tho microscopic examination of

the growth indicated alveolar sarcoma.

0<-ph^ect()ini) fvr Vttrine Fibroid.—Mr. .lOHN B. LrNN read a

paper on ft successful case of oophorectomy for u bleeding fibroid

of the uterus. On opening the peritoneum the left ovary and

uterus presenteit Several small fibroids were seien springing

from the fundus. The left ovary was cystic and as large as an

oranga. ' Itwas pulled out of the abdomen and ligaturtxl. with the

fimbriated e.xtrnmitT of the tube, with carbolised China eilk (pre-

viously boiled for iwenty-four hours). Tlii^ abdominal opening

wa.o then enlargsd, and the right ovary gearched for. It was be-

hind the uterus, and very adlierent to the surroumling tissues: It

was caret iillT torn awoy", Ugatured, and removed, the uterus being

previoiifly pulle<i out' of the abdomen. Tho uterus was well

wa.-liod with carbolic lotion, and returned ; tlio p.;lvi(! cavity Was

well irrigated, and slightly spongwl. The abdominal irteision was

then closed i^ith carbolised silk, and dressed with iodofonn and

dry ioiL lint. Hecovery was oimipleto, and tivo months and a half

after operation tim uterus only reached midway bbtween the

pubis and umbiiicu^ alid th« patieat had gairied aolhsi in

weight. •
' ' ' ' .'_'

£ltKtririt</ in the TrettUnent nf Utrn'nt! Fi/irotrin.— Vr. INOLIS

Pabsobh read a iiajier on 'the Applirafioa of KlectricJty to

UtmnePibMmntTi. He did not find it necessary to use clay for

the (jxtemal electnyle : a largo concave metal plate, lend or clipper,

placed on a damp linen pad so as to cover the abdomen was siitii-

cient. Currents up to ;jOO milliampirea coiUd ho passed in this

way. It Wiui iiiio^sdary to see that the pad was smooth and in

contact all over with the .skin. A new eloctmde for intra-uterine

nse was alto de.scribed; A casi' was related in which, after two
applications of the eurnnt. all biemorrliage reiis.'d. Six npplica-

tionjwtTemadcin nil': ftt>m IWJ to JIO) millirtmiitVres. She was

quite fre<' from symptoms for three -months, until February lil>tl!,

la*, wlnii sliglii hieraorrhage again calno on.—The I'rksidbst

conLTntolattil Mr. Luna upon his skilfid operation, and referrcil

to the warmtli of feeling often oxhilrited in discussions upoti the

therapLTif.ic uses of electricity.—Mr. Aiibas Doras considi-red

that almost anv treatment would deoreoae a fibroid. Formerly

the action of ergotiu, subcutaneously administered or otlierwise.

had been much lauded, and similarly with otlien methods. He

doul>ted whether the diminution of the growth by means of elec-

trolysis wouhl be permanent. ;Most of the cases thus treated had

not "vet b.->en sulllcienlly long uuiler observation-.—-Mr. Knowbi.by

Thornton thought we' should wait before accepting Mr. iCeith's

views on the mutter. There were rumours of some -ciuses having

ended fatally— he himself knew of one. Certain utonne growths

di.snppeared'alter oophorectomy ; he considered, however, that it

should not be practised when the uterine fibnjnmta witc larger

than a cocoanut. The rapidity of disappearance of small or soft

mvomata after removal of the ovaries was extraordinary. He

bad operat.'d on twenty-eight cases and lost two. Of the othCTB

all liut one had been completely successful, the uteri lieing l#ft m
the senile condition.—Dr. Graily Hbwitt agreed with Mr.

Thornton in his remarks regarding electrolysis : wfe really knew

as yet very little about it. He could conceive danger when the

tumour was punctured in the process, otherwise he thought the

method would be harmless, anfl that it might be tried in cert^
ca.se3.—Dr. Leweks considered that if electrolysis were a remedy

of such power in interstitial hbroids, it should be efficnciodie in

the removal of polypi. The value of the method could thus be

tested by direct evidence, for there Was often doubt os to this

presence" of an interstitial fibroid.—Dr. AiJ)EESON believed ill

spontaneous cure. He a.sked whether some of the cases did nbt

die of exhaustive diseases such as pernicious anaania.—De.

Travehs thought that electrolysis should be given a fair *nal.

If there really had been fatal cases itwas likely thftt we should

have heard more about them than mere runiours.—JLr. Lt;NN. in

replyincr, said he considered that unsuccessful eases should be

more frequently published.—Dr. PaHsons also replieti.

ABERDEEX, BANFF, AND lUNC.VRDIjrE BRAXCll.

TTkdsesday, Fkbkuaey 1.5th, ISS?.

JouN UaijCHAiii, M.D„ in the Cliair.

Cerebral Le.^ion in a Child.—Dv. iUcGnEooE showed a girl,

aged 8 years, with paralysis of the left side of the face and the

left upper extremity. Tliere was optic neuritis in both eyes, most

marked in the right", where also there were several retinal hivmor-

rha<rcs. Tlu! heart saenjed normal : the liver and spleen were both

enlarged, and, with the exception of a small, quantity of pus, the

urine was normal. ,„ -i, i. j
Congenital Heart-disease in CAiWren.^Dr Edmond showed

two cases of this condition, occurring in children of 12 and 4

years of age respectively. In both there was well-marked cya-

bosis In one case a systolic bruit was heard over the pnlmoimry

area in the othet a systolic hrait over the apex. In the elder

child there had been frequent attacks of hwmoptysis. Dj-spnoea

was marked in both Cases.
, j. ... 1.-1, ..xii.

Case of Pi/l"ric Stenosis, with Hifpcrtropky of the W am ofUK

.Stomach — Dr. Bl^ukle Smith read notes of an interesting CASe

of this nature. The patient was a man, aged iT. who for eleven

months previous to his coming under observation hu.lsu I!ered

from dv,speptic symptoms with vomiting, commg on at irregular

interva"ls after taking food. When first Examined the epigastrium

wa^ a little tender and sliglitiv prominent, anil Che spleen was en-

larged but lattnriy there was distinct) evulence of bulging, pulsa-

tion and duliiess on percussion over a small area just below the

left'costal margin, iu the mammary line. Olwtnietive jaumUce

soon made its appearance, and about this time tho vomiting be-

came more jmriodical, resulting in the evacuation of a pmt or two

of ffrumoas-looking material, presenting no obvious signs ot leP-

mentation. The ordinary signs of ]>yloric stenosis were absent,

the stomheh did not hecom.^ dihited. and h:cmatemt«i3 ne^-er

oct'iirred Death resulu^d from the persistent vomiting, and from

tlio nnreiieved jaundice. The diagnosis arrived at^was malignant

dijense of the pylorns, with secin.lary mvaaion of the liver, anU

at the !>ost^orfem eiamiiuition the pyloric oriliee was found con-

stricted by cancer, and the gastric walls were much thickened by

musoilnr hypertrophy. The liver was the seat of a small can-

eerono nodi'ile. which completely obstruct-xi the common bile-duct.

l)r Ulnikie Smith considend that the thickening of the walls

nf the stomach had given rise to the epigastric fulness, and the

physical signs in the left liypochondriulli neted diinng life, but

iiewas of oirinion that »b,; hvpertr.jphy was not analogous to that

soon in the urinaA- bladder in eases of uretlinil stricture, asenb-

ing it rather to the existence of clironic gastritis, a condition so

frMJuently present in cancerous degeneralionB of the stomacn

wherever' they were situated. ;.;;() -Jbiilan'n
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SOUTH INDIAN' BBA>'CH (ilADKAS).

Fkiday, Octobeb Tth, 1S87.

Surgeon-General Bidik, (.'.I.E., President, in the Chair.

Varicoxe Veins of Scalp and iVf/tVf.—Surgeon-Major E. P.

Okakb-Bsockmax descrilieU a case of a. Hindu, aged 25, who pre-

sented a puffy .swi'Uing occupying the whole of the right upper

eyelid, except a .small jwrtion near the inner cauthus ; it was said

to be of three years standing ; it could he emptied by pressure,

and was apparently continuous above with a saculated and greatly

enlarged vein, which coursed over the forehead and head in an

upward direction between the parietal eminence and the sagittal

suture on the right side. The margin of the lid at the most de-

pendent part of the tuijiour presented a purplish coloured ex-

crescence consisting of congeries of blood-vessels, and the same
condition, in a most exaggerated degree, was to be noticed in the

inner surface of the eyelid when everted, bearing a strong resem-

blance to the choroidal plexuses in the ventricles of the brain.

The weight of the tumour, which was of the size of a gooseberry,

caused tlie lid to ilroop, giving rise to a certain amount of ptosis.

Vision was unimpaired, and an ophthalmic examination showed
that there was no abnormal distribution of the blood-vessels in

the fundus. When in the recumbent position, with the head

turned to the right side, the diseased vessels became enormously
distended ; no bruit nor pulsation could be heard or felt. The
bone beneath the dilated vessel? appeared to have been extensively

eroded. The veins of the neck (Ud not exhibit any enlargement,

and the arteries were free from any visible pulsation. Xo abnormal

sounds attended or replaced those of the heart. Soon after assum-

ing the erect position the swelling diminished materially, and the

upper lid could be partially elevated by the patient. Pressure

brought to bear upon the external and internal jugular veins, in

the erect position, did not materially influence the size of the

blood-vessels. The large superficial blood-vessels were in connec-

tion with the great venous sinuses within the cranium, into which
the blood could be emptied without causing any unpleasantsym-
ptoms in the brain. Interrupted pressure by means of a serie^ of

pads along the course of the chief venous channel, fixed in posi-

tion by means of strapping, was employed for some days, and had

the effect of keeping the varicosities from filling, but produced no
permanent improvement. Mr. Drake-Brockman thought the

case was unique, and referred among the points to the dispropor-

tion between the actual n.Tvoid growth of the upper lid and the

size of the venous blood channels which were in connection with

it ; the important anastomosis which seemed to have been estali-

lished between the venous distribution within and on the outer

surface of the skull ; the entire absence of all sj-mptoms when
the blood, which distended the superficial vessels, was forced by
manipulation within the cranial cavities at the situation of the

posterior font anelle ; t lie erosive action which had been exerted

on the calvaria by the distended soft blood-vessels.—Brigade-

Surgeon SiBTUOHPE mentioned a case of a European who had a,

large noevus occupying the greater portion of one side of the face;

several abscesses formed in this, and a cure (spontaneous') was to

a certain extent effected as the nrevus decreased in size with
hardening of the surrountUng tissues.

Cystic Orbital Tumour.—Surgeon-Major DRAKE-BnoCKMAN also

read the notes of a case of cystic tumour of the orbit obser\-ed in a

Hindu woman, aged 30. The tumour was only noticed for six

months before she came under treatment; it had then attained

the size of a large orange ; the skin of the eyelid and of the side

of the face was tliickeiied, and the glands nt the angle of the jaw
were enlarged, probably owing to irritative treatment by native

practitioners. About two ounces of clear, alkaline fluid, of

specific gravity ItCli was drawn off by a grooved needle, permitted

of the elevation of the upper lid by means of a speculum, and the

eyeball was discovered lying to the lower and deeper part of the

orbital cavity. The patient was able to see with the organ, but

had no power to move the eyeljall in any desired direction: pres-

sure was applied, and the tumour refilled in three days. A week
later it was tapped again ; pres.sure was ap]ilied. and produced an
ulcer which gave way under mani]nilation; about two ounces of

sero-purulent fiuid were evacuated, and the cyst was exposed
entire. The cavity thus left extended fur back into the orbital

cavity. The case eventually did well, and regained to a consider-

able extent the movements of the eyeball, but there was complutc
ptosis, which it was feared would be ])ermanent, owing to atrophy
of the levator palpebral. ir

Radical Cure of Hydrocele.—A paper on the radical- cure of

hydrocele by the injection of carbolic acid was coatributed by
Surgeon W. B. Browni.no. He had used castor oil for protecting

the skin of the perineum and scrotum. Tlie fluid used for injec-

tion was pure ctirbolic acid, as in India a .sufficient quantity could

alway.s bo found fluid in the bottle ; he had found that as much as

two drachms was generally necessary ; in the cases he had treated

the hydroceles wero old and large, and in one cas« he had used

three drachms. No symptoms of carbolic acid poisoning had ever

been noticed, and the local pain was less than when iodine was
used. Eeaccumulation was noticed in several cases shortly after

the operation, but (lisappeared in all the cases but one. In this,

on the twenty-eighth day, four ounces of dark coloured fluid were

drawn off, and when seeii three months lat«r the fluid had not

again accumulated. i;.;-: .

Pseu4o-kypertro])hic Para?i/kW.—Brigad&-SuTgeon;-A: PoBirBS

exhibited an East Indian iad suffering- from well-matked "ffeeudo-

hypertrophic paralysis. The patient was a Eurasian, a^etl 14.

He had had dengue fever when four months old, did not begin to

crawl till after two years old, fUd not walk till over three years

old, could never run, pick up anything off the ground, or go up

steps. His calves had been noticed to grow lai^re, and after the

age of 12 hehad been unable to attend school, owing to ilifficulty in

•walking. There was no history of any neuroses in the family':

the three elder children of tlie family were all healthy; one

younger chUd died in infancy. His condition when he came
imder treatment was fully described, and -n-as quite typical of the

disease.

False Joint of Humerus treated by Jf'iWn^.—Brigade-Surgeon

C. SiBTHORPJJ related the case of a strong, muscular Tamil coolie,

aged 28, who sustained a compoimd comminuted fracture of the

upper third of the left humerus. The protruding portions of bone

were sawn off, the fracture was then set, and the arm placetl on -a

Stromeyers cushion; the wound -was treated by the Lasterian

method'. No union took place, owing to the bones being too far

apart ; the two ends of the bone were exposed and wired together*

the wires were removed two months later. The patient waS
shown to the meeting. The bone was strong, but there was some

atrophy of the muscles from lUsuse, and the hand and fingers

were stiff ; these, however, were improving under tile use of ele«^

tricity and shampooing. The left arm w-as only one inch shorter

than the right.

LEEDS AND WEST RIDING MEDICO-CHIEUKGICAL
SOCIETY. -

FaroAT, March 2n'ii, 1888;
'

, ,_

Dr. Bell in the Chair. .''\ '.

i.;
'

. •r'.^'h >

Simple Ferforating Ulcer of Sei>tumXasi.—'}tlT,i^S0P described

four cases. "The first, a lady aged 44, applied on accoiuit of p.

whistling sound produced in her nose on breathing, aiid slight

itching. There was some ulceration round tlw; perforation, with

dried blood on the siu^face. The sore healed under the u.^ of

strong nitric acid, followed by scraping, - leaving an aperture

which would admit a cedar pencU. The second ease occurred in

a married woman aged 30. The aperture was at the anterior etlg?

of the septum, of a year's quiet growth, and the edge was ulcerated

only posteriorly. The third was in a man aged 39. The aperture

was of the size of a threepenny piece, and the edges were covered

with crusts, which he used to remove wiUi his finger. The sore

improved under the use of nitric acid. The fourth case occurred

in a lady aged 34, who applied to him in March, 186j. She ha4

been married ten years without family, and her uterus was ante-

llexed, with a copious discharge. In September, l.SOti, the sight

of one eye (the other having been previously lost) began to tail,

for which spectacles were given: and iu April, 1887, she com-

plained of redness of the ala nasi Iu August an examination in

consequence of nasal irritation re^^aled a perforation of lh«

septum, which improved under local treatment. He* husband

thought he had had syphilis three years before marriage, but had

had no secondarj- symptoms. This was the only case in which

there could be the faintest suspicion of a s.vphilitic historj". _
Mr.

Jessop referred to Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson's paper describing

this condition, with its description of a numbejr of cases; and he

commented on the slow course of the ulcer, its uuifonti chnracter,

and the absence of fator or discharge. It seemed to be a condi-

tion affecting middle life, and answered -well to local treatmnnt;

antis>i)hilitic remedies being useless.—Mr. Lobok showed a pat ient;

suffering from a perforation" of the septum nasi extending some

distance back towards the posterior nares, which he thought wa3
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probnby conRpnitiil.—Dr. Cbutitov reforrpd to Mr. Hutchinson's

cajes of a pociiliiir ulceration of the toniruo curublo liy opium, and

Kuijpesteil a trial of that ilrup for non-syphilitic nasal ulcers. He

mentiontnl a case under his own care of linj^unl ulcer in n ijentle-

mnn aije<l 72, cured by opium after Hutchinson's mitliod.— Dr.

Jacob referre<l to lupiis luid certain acute diseases, as typhoid,

rheumatism, as recorded causes of perforation of the septum other

than syphilitic—Dr. Uauius described a case which had been

under tiis care with anomalous nervous symptoms, in which there

eventually supervened a condition of progressive ulceration of the

nose, with atrophy and disappearance of oho bones, but without

discharge or ftetor. He thought it was neither lupus, rodent

lUcer, nor syphilis.—Dr. A. BnosMEn referred to the researches of

Zuckerkamil, who found, out of 180 necropsies, the septum

perforated in eight. Three of these had the aperture covered by a

thin skin. He thought perforation might be the result of nasal

catarrh, with scabbing so common in children.

The Treatment nf Urethral Stricture by Rapid Dilatation.—

.Mr. .Mayo Ronsos remarked that the rapid dilatation of stricture

by means of Lister's graduated metal bougies—either used immedi-

ately, dilating at once up to No. 13 or 14, or, if the. smallest metal

instrument could not be passed, employing the some method after

a fine filiform bougie had been left in for forty-eight hours—was in

his experience a safe and efficient method of treatment. In some

cases he had injected a solution of cocaine into the urethra before

dilating, but in only one instance had he employeil a general

anaesthetic. In two" cases of extreme distension of the bladder,

where no instrument could be passed, the bladder had been

a.spirated several times, and then it had been possible to pass a

fine bougie and to dilate. Mr. Robson related selections from

fifty difficult cases thus treated, and remarked that if this method

were adopted, cutting operations would be required but very

occasionally—that is, internal urethrotomy in verj- resistent

Strictures, and external in cases of extensive fistula; or abscess

or extravasation. He always advised his patients to pass a

No. 9 or 10 elastic bougie once a week. He had treated many
other ca.ses than those related, but had never seen any serious

symptoma to follow.—Mr. R. Atkinson, Dr. Swann, Mr. Littlk-

wooD, Mr. Jessop, Mr. Mato, and Dr. Ai-lan made some re-

marks.
Nitrate of Silver in Ery.vpelas.—VT. Ai.l.AN recommended a

saturated solution of silver nitrate in sjiirit of nitrous rtlier as an

ai>i)lication. He ha<l found this of use also in cases of threatened

bedsores.—Mr. Litti.ewood thought cases of erysipelas required

merely to be kept warm.—Mr. .Jkssop referred to the use of iodine,

and of iron as external api>licati'ins. The latter tise he thought

originated in the Leeds Infirmarj-, where many years ago a

thomcic aneurs-sm, under the care of Dr. Hardwick, was treated

by the external ajiplication of perchlorideof iron. At the necropsy

tfie solution was found to have penetrated the tissues verj' deeply,

and where it had penetrated through the wall of the aneurysm
there was a clot formed, and there only.

Cafe of Variola roinrirlent (f ) with Typhoid. -T)t. VrTxyX was
caHe<l to a ca.«e which, with a historj- of "three weeks' ailing, had

all the characters of enteric fevi>r, with rose snots on the abdomen,

increased splenic dulness, temperature 102°, and charnclTistic

"pea-soup" stools. The lem]>erature rose, and was 104° on the

fourth day aftenvards. On the fifth day a copious eonlluent

small-pox rash appeared. The patient was ri'inoved to the hos-

pital, where he died. There was absolutely no pri'liminan,' sym-
ptom of small-pox.— Mr. Oopfiiev (Jahteii related a case of

small-pox where the ]>atient had worked up to the eighth daj-.

Though there were only twi) or three pustules and neither pulse

nor temperature excee<^ed 100. On reeoverv'.the patient was ex-

tremely weak.-Dr. riiATiwir-K had seen the case of a child who
had tli"p tvn>ical ai)pearance of tj-phoid fever, but three days later

three pustules apfieared, and the case turned out to be small-pox.

In another case the symptoms and ra.sh were those of scarlet

fever, and the child was taken to the Fever Hospital, but the next

cIhv had to be removed to the small-pox ward.

K NEW journal, entitled the Heme Ilhutri rie Polyterhni/pie

Medicate et de Chiruryie Orthoptili//ue has just apjieared. This

journal, edited by M. Albert ijelilond, jihysician to St. Lazare, and
ed\U>T ol t\\c Annalet df (ri/nirolnyie. and by M. R. (Iienet, will

give descriptions, with plates, of all the newest instruments and
acientific inventions. A (rerman edition will be published in

Switzerland, simultaneou.sly with the French edition in I'liris.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

Practical Manual of Diskases of Women and Utkiune Tiie-

KAPEnics. By H. Macnauohton ,Iones, M.D., M.t'h., etc.,

Examiner in Midwiferj- and Diseases of Women and Children in

the Royal rniversity,"rtc. Third Kdition. London: Bailli6re,

TiuduU, and Cox. 1888.

TuE vacillations which are continually manifesting themselves in

the science and practice of gynaecology—somet imes merely

changes, at other tunes real advances—render it necessary for

writers on this subject to keep well up to date. This work is in-

tended more particularly for the usii 6f students, and therefore

purely controversial matter is intentioually excluded as far ae

possible ; but, as examiners sometimes require their victims to be

posted in the most recent methods of treatment, the author has

had to embody a few of these in his work, even though their

value has still to be demonstrated.

The manual is essentially practical ; it is profusely illustrated

wnth woodcuts of instruments and appliances, together with

others showing t.lie various positions for examinatiiui. There are

some excellent coloured plates of the retina, to aid in the differ-

ential <liagnosis of Bright's disease in women, and of microscopical

sections to assist in the identification of cancerous growths ol the

uterus, etc. Except perhaps in his abuse of pessaries, the author

has sought to avoid too didactic a tone, especially in the matter

of treatment. The information given is in many cases evidently

designed to satisfy examination requirements rather than those of

practice. We refer, inter alia, to the treatment of uterine fibroids

by iodide of potassium, mercury, etc. It may be remarked that D^
Jones uses the word spayim/. not withstandingt he strongly expressed

objections of certain of his fellow gj-uoscologists; but students

would do wisely to have a care in their use of it in the examina»-

tion room elsewhere than at tlit^ Royal University of Ireland. We
are unable, even aftter a diligent search, to I'liul any mention 01

the' etiology, description, and treatment of extra-uterine preg-

nancy. Surely this should be coraprLsed in a treatise on the

diseases of woiiicn. whicli is made to include such a disease as

nephritis. The author, as a matter of fact, gives a large amount

of information about subjects not usually found in textbooks on

the diseases of women, "ll.' .speaks highly of the value of mas-

sage in gynjecological practice, and gives the necessary mdicft-

tions as to when and \ww Xo inOKsieil). The book is certainly^

valuable oije, and fulfils the purpose for which it was written.

The style is clear and unembarrassed.

Va(x;ination Viniucated. By John C, McVajl, >1.D.

Cassell and Co.

The author tells us in the preface that this book was " begun

merely as a reiily to .Mr. Alfred Russell Wallace's miuiograph on

Stnali-po.r Statii'ticf and Vaccination, and has develojied into a

commentary, more or less complete, on much of the anti-vaccina-

tion literature of the day: and we have no hi'sitation in saying

that it is the most maste'rly exposure of the metliod of argument

usecl liy the anti-vaccinatiouists which has appeared since the

Royal Commission of 1H7I. ^^
At the. commeneemi'ut of thi' volume Dr. McVAii.showBhowtBe

statistics of the four years lK4:i-4t'i are made use of by the n^-
vaccinationists by first ailmit ting an ei>idemic of .small-pox in 1844,

and then denying it. just as it httjipens to suit them : and he also

showshow Mr. Wallace sometimes jilace.s unlimited faith in the sta-

tistics of the last century, and at other times dcuiies their trust-

worthiness altogether. i''urtheron Dr. McVail cpiotes .Mr. Wallace,

that the Kegistrnr-Oeneral's statistics are "imperfect and unr^

liable." and then shows how he u.ees these very statistics to try and

prove his first, second, and fourth propositions, lie also explains

how Mr Wallace has manipulated a chart illustrating the amount

of small-pox mortality at different periods, by compressing it from

above downwards, and llier.bv concealing the (h'crease in the

small-pox mortality since vaccination has U'en j.racti.sed. (<)i»-

paring the mortality from small-pox at different age-ix-nods

(which by the bye Mr. Wallace absolutely ignores), the author

proves lio"w. coincidentlv with the extension of vaccination, there

Ya.- been a gradual decline in the mortality at all ages; and that

this decline, as shown by a table, is most marked among children

under .) years of age. in which class the small-pox death-rate has

fallen no less than 80 per cent, (per million living) between the
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years 1847 and 1880, while after the age of 10 years the mortality

incrt-ascs >is age; advances.

This alteration in the mortality at different age-periods does

not hold good for other diseases, and can only be explained by

vaccination, and not, its the auti-vaccinationists maintain, by im-

proved sanitary conditions; for we are told that" while the small-

pox death-rate fell 80 per cent, in children under 5 years, other

diseases fell only 6 per cent.; and while the small-po.v mortality

in persons over 4.'>" years increa.-ied 1G4 per cent., the mortality from

other diseases fell'.'i per cent. He then quotes from his well-known

Kilmarnock statistics to show how, in the prevaccination periods,

small-pox was accountable for 91 out of every KM deaths under

5 years of age. When dealing with the diminution of typhus and

enteric fevers as compared witli small-pox, he very pertinently

asks why, if sanitary agencies reduced other disease.?, they did

not reduce small-pox.

In dealing with ilarson's celebrated tables relating to the ratio

of protection afforded by the number and quality of the vaccine

cicatrices, he shows that during the years 1871-7 the better vacci-

nated parts of the community supplied less than one-thirteenth

part of the cases to the Uomerton Hospital, while the worse vacci-

nated and unvaccinated minority supplied twelve times as many.

As regards the question of the increase in the fatality of un-

modified small-pox. Dr. McVail compares the hospital mortolityat

different periods, beginning with 1746, and shows how it has in-

creased in that year from 2.5 per cent, of those attacked to 43.2

per cent, in our own time. In exceptional cases such as Dublin,

in 1876-81, it reached 64 per cent.; in Montreal, .54 per cent. ; and

in Boston, SO per cent. At the same time, a slight rise in mor-

tality has also taken place among the vaccinated, showing either

that the disease has increased in virulence, or that the present

generation is more susceptible.

The chapter on the mitigation of small-pox by vaccination will

give tht; reader a partial insight into the laborious work of

attempting to verify the statements of anti-vaccinationists, and

in tracing their statistics through the hands of various manipula-

tors to their original sources.

As a fair example of such manipulations, we quote a paragraph

from the author: " We thus see that just as ilr. WaUace's 18 per

cent, rate for last century was obtained by lumping together hos-

pital and non-hospital mortalities, so his 18 per cent, rate for the

present century is got by lumping together the vaccinated and un-

vaccinated mortalities."

Referring to the vaccination of the criminal and nomad class, Dr.

McVail quotes from Dr. Buchanan's 14th annual report to the Local

Governmeut Board, showing that the poorer classes, from which
criminals and nomads are mainly recruited, are, owing to the

superiority of public over private vaccination, more perfectly

protected from small-pox than their betters in social position.

The whole volume is replete with such trenchant arguments,

and is so ably written, that it cannot fail to find a place in the

library of everyone interested in the vaccination question. More-
over, it is not a book to be read once and then laid aside, but from
its very character it must rank as a classical essay on the

subject.

Dr. McVail clearly proves the necessity for his rule of procedure,

which is to believe no single word that an anti-vacoinator, as

such, says, without obtaining independent evidence of its truth.

TaANS.\rTioxs of thk .Vmeiiican' Oynjecot-OGical Society.

Vol. XII. For the year 1.S87. New York: D. Appleton and

Company.
This volume commences with the annual address, delivered by the

I'resident. Dr. Skene, of Brooklyn. He concludes by observing

:

"Should fate determine that this board of medicine shall have its

rise, decline, and fall, like many of the nations and their works in

the past, T pri'ilii't that when the men of the future come to ex-

plore the ruins of the once mighty Ootham, while they may tin<l in

the dehrin modilications of Sima's .speculum, and quaint and curi-

ous uterine supporters, and many musty jars with human ovaries

and tubes, they will find also the works of great masters and their

monuments in perfect preservation, incluiling the Transactions of
the American (lyntecoloijical Society, and especially the volume of

1887."

Dr. Kmmet in a contribution on the Treatment of Uterine Dis-

placements, discusses his theory that pessaries give relief chiefly

by counteracting the impediments to the bloml-supplv nf the

uterus which occur in prolapse and other abnormal liter, tions in

the position of that organ. We may note two interesting memoirs
on the serious questions relating to chronic disease of the append-

ages by Drs. Polk and Battey. The latter insists that the aim of

his operation is to produce an artificial " change of life." It is not

his purpose to remove diseased ovaries ; the tact that the ovaries

are diseased in the cases where his operation is performed is

merely accidental. Nevertheless, he strongly objects to the

synonym " normal ovariotomy."
Dr. ilundfi's Drainage after Laparotomy, and Dr. Bantock's

Treatment of the Pedicle in Hysterectomy are valuable papers,

with instructive discussions. Dr. Engelmann contributes a mono-
graph, over one hundred and fifty pages in length, on the Ilystero-

neuroses ; it includes a long senes of clinical reports. Dr. John-

stone, of Danville, writes on the Infantile Uterus, and believes

that the arrested growth of the body temis to interfere -R-ith the

proper development of the endometrium, and that structure being

imperfect it is unfitted to form the placenta in ("onj unction with

the chorion, so that sterility is unavoidable. Dr. Chadwick's

Ventral Hernia after Laparotomy and its Surgical Treatment is

another memoir which deserves special notice.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INTENTIONS,
I^f MEDICINE, SUEGERY, DIETETICa, AND THE

AT.T.T Rn SCrENCES.

BARRETT'S PERFECT I>T)IC.\TOR BOLT.

This simple and useful appliance, of which the inventor and
patentee is Mr. Barrett, M.R.C.S., 2.5, Clarendon Road, Holland

Park, W., is designed to afford a ready means of enabling the oc-

cupant of an apartment to indicate by a sliding bolt that he is

engaged, and therefore does not wish to be disturbed, or that the

intending inten-iewer should "knock," "wait," or "enter:" the

notice displayed on the outside of the apartment by means of a

handle moved on the inside, admits, of course, of any modifica-

tion to suit particular needs. The alisence of some such an-

nouncement is often the cause of unpleasant interruptions, for

even if the door be locked on the inside, the newcomer often tries

the handle several times, and sometimes uses force, before he has

fully satisfied himself that the door is really locked against in-

trusion. When the slide is shot the door is fastened, and at the

same time the word " engaged," or any modification, is displayed

in letters on a white ground on the outside. This invention is

recommended for constilting rooms, bath rooms, and lavatories.

VIKING ESSENCE OF BEEP AND CONCENTR.ATED
BEEF TEA.

(The Viking Food and Essence Company, Heam Street, Curtain

Road, E.G.)

We have examined samples of the above meat extracts, and have

found them strictly what they profess to be, namely, the essence

the pure juice of meat, without addition of water; the concen-

trated beef tea is an evaporated decoction of meat of verj- good

colour and flavour. The samples are thoroughly well preserved.

and put up in attractive-looking glass bottles with ingenious

auti-bacterial lids. Tlie preparations of this Company are pure

and of very high quality.
'

TELEPHONES IN HOSPITAL WABDSv
TKLEi'UONic communication between the ten separate blocks into

which the National Hospital for Consumption, Ventnor, Isle of

Wight, is dirided has now been completed. The F.quitable Tele-

phone Association, Limited, 7o, Queen Victoria Street, E.C., who
have been entrusted with the installation, have fixed one of their

Swinton patent telephones in each block, and one in the portet's

lodge, making eleven in all. These instruments are all connected

to a central exchange switch board in the head nurse's room,

whereby any one block can be put into communication with any

other in a few seconds. Arrangements have been made to admit

of the system being extended to the private residences of some i t

the meiiical officers who live in Ventnor, should this be consi .er^Hl

advisable at some future time. :

'"
! ' '
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOciAl^ioiT.

SITBSCRJPTIOXS FOR IdSS,

SuitSOlliRriONS to t^' Association for 1888 became due on Jfiautury

eilst. M^Tnbofs of BrBHCli?8 nro rcqiiosted to pay the oanie to

"(heir rwrpectivo-Seerptnrio!!. Membfrs of the Association not

belonging J.0 Brunchts nre requesteil to fonviiril their .remit-

tances to the Oonerftl Secrctai^', 4:J9, Stxanii, London. I'osli-i

..office onlers slioulil be made payableat the West. Central DiB»

-triet Office, Higli Hollvorn.
'

t\}t 6ritisl) ittctJiwl Journ.iL

SATURDAY, MARCH 10th, 1888.

SIR JAMES,PAGET QN SCIENTIFIC STUDY.

Is adflitioii to his claims on our attention and respect as a great

scieutiQiitific surgeon. Sir James Paget has two qualities which make

of liis" speeches worthy o^ careful study and consideration.

First, he is a master of English, clothing all his thoughts in the

purest and ipost elegant language ; secondly, he has the power

of cheering and heartening the humble labourer on the border-

land of science, not only by showing that his work may be of

real vahie, but alsi by pointing out the direction where success

may be moet probably sought, and by indicating the means most

likely to attain it. In his hist Saturday's address to the students

of the IiondMi Society for the Extension of University Teacliing,

these characteristics were well sho\m. ,"'
'

111 a speech of much eloquence he first of all-, defended the

Society, whose students he addressed, from the oW proverb

laimchod at all such Iwdies, " that a little knowWlge is a dan-

gerous thing," declaring, with Charles Lamb, that like nearly

all such popular proverbs, tho very reverse of this one was the

trutli. He insisted that it Wiia tho quality not the quantity of

knowle<lge possessed whivh made it dangorous, and that nothing

was really to be so much dreaded as absolute ignorance. But

he said that the Society reaUy imparted much more than a little

knowledge, and that its teaching wafi of great value.

The main part of Sir James Paget's address, however, was oc-

cupied with a consideration of the things learnt in a scientific

education. They were four : first, the power of observation
;

secondly, acCTiracy ; thirdly, the difficulty of attaining a real

knowledge of the truth ; fourthly, the methods by whicli tliey

could pass from that whidi was proved to the thinking of what

was probable. He pointed out to the students he luldressod

that even though they lived in London there was much they

c<^nJd study—the wild birds of the parks, for instance, or

the wild flowers and weeds that grow on every piece of waste

ground.

In speaking of accuracy he drew a portrait, wliich we shall

most of us recognise, of that considerable body of men " who

would not for their lives tell a lie, but who nevertheless seemed

j.s if for their lives they cfmld not tell the exact truth."'

Perhaps tho most valuable part of .khe address waa tho one in

wbidb' the. speaJker dealt with the place and method of theo^

retical thought in science ; inductive reasotdng being probal)J^

not the strong point of the olass of students he addressed. Hei

gave tho example of Darwin to show that theories should not

^ airivft^ ,at by Tainly and vaguely guessing at possibilitie*,'

Init by tho slow and laborious collection and consideration of

fiiots, and then by working out tho probable truth fi-om sudi

material, or, as the great John Hunter said, " Don't think

;

to---

In his concluding sentence. Sir James dealt with a subject

which Cartyle has also treated in his Sartor Sesartitf, tho prone-

ness of man to wonder and to take pleasure in wonderment

—

the quickness with which familiarity makes the subjects of

wonder conmionplace and ordinary. Perhaps it is not without

interest to compare the difiJerent modes of thought exliibitod by

these two men. Tho scientific surgeon accustomed to deal with

facts, to accept them and make the best of them, speaks

calmly of these peculiarities of man ; they are there, and must

be taken into consideration in any dealings we have with our

fellows. The philosopher, who believes ho has a mission to re-

generate the world, rages at the same peculiarities, and by

excess of praise and blame seeks to alter those things which

the surgeon treats as inlierent and unalterable.

" There is another faculty in the human race," says Sir James,

" another desire—the love of wonders. Everyone admires them,

and ne;u:ly all have an insatiable appetite for the knowledge of

wonders." And then he goes on to remark :
" It is singular W'

notice how the love of wonders passes from scientific men in

their every-day occupation. You look at a machine, so perfect

in construction, so exact for the purjioso for which it is built.

made with such foresight and such precision that the mind of

the inventor really seems to be in it; it seems to be workilig.

by mind ; and there stands the workman by the side of that

macliinc, but his sense of wonder has long since passed away.

He knows what is going on ; he knows hojv all is come to pass,

and to him that which you tliink to be a wonder is a common

experience of every-day life."

How different Cariylo ! " llie man who cannot wonder, who'

does not habitually wonder, were he President of imnunerable.-

Royal Societies and caiTied the whole of tho M(5ciimquo Cfleste"

and Hegel's Philosophy and the epitome of all laboratories iuid ob-

servatories, with their resulta, in his single heatl, is but a pair of

spectacles, behind which there is no eye." And, again i
" Strange

enough how creatures of tho human kind shut their ejnes to

plainest facte, and by the mere inertia of olJivion and stupidity

live at ease in the midst of wonders and terrors. But indeed

man is and always was a blockhead and a dullard, much rciidii'^

to feel and dige.it than to think and consider. Prejudice, which li

pretends to hate, is his absolute lawgiver; mere use-and-won

everywhere loads him by the n.>8e. Thus, let but a rising of tli

sun, let but a creation of the world, happen twice, and it ceasi

to be man-ellous, to be noteworthy or noticeable."' "
,

Sir James Pagot's address (.ught to bo of real U83 both to the

students he adchressed and to others who r^ad it. '"
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PEOGRESS, IN MORALS.
It is a question of much interest and importance whether the

great material jirogress fjf the present century has been accom-

panied hy any correspondiug moral advance. That we have made

immense strides in wealth and loxm^', in scientific and indus-

trial development, in all the arts and inventions that contribute

to ease and comfort, is a commonplace and unquestionable state-

ment. It is moik (^Janllo- debate whether thd tcme of public

morality lias risen, and whether vice and crime have imdergone

any notable diminution. Tlicre are not wanting those who re-

gai'd the gi-owth of great cities—that striking and essential

feature of modem civilisation-—as conducive to moral degeneracy,

and preach a reversion to simple modes of life as a necessary con-

dition of the preservation of a high tone of national character.

Much of the argument on tliis. subject is conducted by those

who prefer yague declamation to scientific induction, and hence

the question has been obscured by rhetorical exaggeration, and

often argued with a notable disregard of fact. Let us briefly

consider the subject, and, shvmning hypotheses however attrac-

tive, look strictly to evidence-that is incontrovertible.

In proof that tlie materia! progress of the century has had a

correlative moral
, advance, we can point to a diminished and

steadOy declining consumption of intoxicants, and to a notable

improvement in the \-iews gent^raUy held upon the liquor ques-

tion. In the last century drunkenness was not regarded as a

degrading vice, and hardly constituted a detraction from the

character of the/fin'e g6ntleilian.' 'Ifowthe druiikard is held 'tb

be scarcely' fit for decent society, and even the tippler is rightly

viewed as one to be sedulously shunned. Not less encouraging

is the altered tone of public opinion regarding such cruel and de-

moralising pastimes as pugilism and cock-fighting. These are

still, no doubt, practised, but scarcely a voice is now raised in

theu' defence.

A welcome addition to the statistics of pubUc morals is afforded

by Sir Edmund Du Cane in an article upon Crime and Criminals

published some time ago in M-urrnt/'s Maffazine. Taking the year of

the Queen's accession and that of her Jubilee as a basis for com-

parison, he is able to point to a highly satisfactory, and, indeed,

sm-prisilig, diinuuition in crime. In spite of the fact that the

population has almost doubled during this period, wo find that

the convicts of all classes in the year 1887 were only about one-

fifth of tlieir number in 183". If we compare the sentences to

transportation inl837 with those to penal servitude in 1887, the

contrast is only a little less encouraging, the figiurcs being for

the tonnor j-ear 3,785, and for the latter 910. The number of

executions in 1837 (mcluding those carried out in the colonies)

Sir E. Bu Cane piits at tC, while for the five years entling 188G

the average was oidy 14. In addition to these statistical facts,

he pohits out that highway robbery, once ver}' common, is now
practically unkno^vn, and that smuggling, from being one of the

most frequent, has become one of the rarest of oiTcnces. Surely

t\\& most confirmed pessunist or tlie most persistent Invlator

'einporis acti can hardly study such facts and contiiiMeto d; ly t<)_

this age tlie credit of growth in morale. Ji'iit 1j,p.i!ii 'ic ..i. .;.i'.i .i..

,

While facts such as the above are beyond dispute, their expla-

nation is more open to casnistry. Sir Edmund assigns the chief

credit to the efforts made by benevolent societies to aid dis-'^

charged prisoners in obtaining honest work, to the beneficial'

influence of reformatories and industrial schixils, and ,t9 the

gradual spread of edncation. We have no doubt all these causea,i

and others, liave been in operation. In spite of occasional di»-

'

couraging signs, we believe that this age has been one of great'

moral and reUgious progress aU along the hue, and that a great"

advance is constantly being Biade towards thoje

!

Sweeter manners, purer laws,
^ ^ j

1 of which the Laureate sings. How far the work of the cluuxsHeS

and of benevolent societies has co-operated with wise legislation

and private pliilanthropic efiiirts it is not our province to seek to

[

determine, but the gonanil conclusion remains certain.

I
As regards the mrwt efficient means of dealing with crime

\j)er se, two points require to be kept in view, namely, that the

'natural tendency of bUnd social forces, unless wisely counteracted,

is to keep criminal the naan who has once fallen into crime, and

to cause the offispring of criminals themselves to drift into a

crimuial fife. Of the two problems, the presen-ation of the

yomig from their threatened evil destiny is undoubtedly much
the easier of solution. Hence, the great importance of reforma-

tories and industrial schools, which tend to divert the current of

crime at its very source. Heredity is, doubtless, strong, and

I

the children of thieves and vagabonds come into the world

Iheavily handicapped ; but there is no reason to doubt that due

restraint timely employed, proper education, and the ojiening np

of honourable careers, have been, and are, most efficient means

for cutting off the supplies from the criminal market.

The reform of the hardened criminal is a more diflicult

matter, but without going into other matters, it is certainly

'essential that wo should not regard the man who has once fallen

into crime as hopelessly depraved, and that we should afford him

ithe chance of reformation. Such is the aim of the various
I

charitable organisations, which recognise that society has not

done its duty to the crimiuul when it has merely pmiished him,

however deservedly, and that after punisliment comes the not

less imperative duty of opening-iipthoway toaretum to honesty

mid purity of life.

i&Ori c i'. liv.

TiHK Albert MedaJ of the Society of. Arts for 1887 -was pj^
sejitcJ to^thc Queeu by a deputatiou from the Council of .the Society

oil Thursday aftemiwn.

TuE Council of (Jharing Cross Hospital, on WoJnosday last,

Jlarch 7th, unanimously elected Mr. John II. Morgan to the post

of Surgeon to the hospital, vacant by the, tetirement of Mr.

Barwell.

AVk much regret to have to rejxirt that Sir Homy Aeland lias

undergone the operation of removal of the eyeball, due to an

attacWof lurmorrhuglc glouporaa of tlu^ left eye. He is going on

well. The operation was performed by Mr. Henry Power.
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THE HOSPITALS ASSOCIATION. '

'"

Ti« next me.tm^- will bo held in U.e Bourd il,»m o£ St. Mar/e

Hospital. I'addington. on Wednesday. March 14th. at 8 p.m., to

lu^aranddiscu.. . paper by Mr. Thomas Ry^ Secretaj of St.

Marv-9 lIo.pUul ,lale of Queen Charlottes) on "The Origin, I ..-

tory. Work, and Present State of Metropolitan Lpi^'-n I;>'n"|f

The chair will b. taken by W. S. I'layfair, hscj.. M.D.. LL U.

CWs of admission can be obtained on upphcat.on from Mr

Howard J. Collins. Secretary. The llospitak. A?.s^cia^pn. NrJrfplk

House. Norfolk Street, W.C.

PHYSICAL TRAINING IN THE ARMY.

K NEW system of drill, combining with it physical training, is

being tried at Aldershot, where a number of men were put through

the exercise on Monday last, in the presence of the Duke of Cam-

brid.'e Major-General P. Smith, from whom the idea emanated,

maintains that the physical training of a soldier is entirely neg-

lected in the routine of regimental drUl, and. with others of high

nulitary standing, realises the want of a minor drill, which com-

bines with it physical training.

LECTURES ON DOMESTIC HYGIENE.

A cornSF. .)f live lectures, on •• Domestic Hygiene" (j.untly

arranKe.1 bv the Councils of the I'arkes Museum and the National

Health Society). wiU be delivered in the Parkes Museum -4a,

Margaret Street, at 3 i..ii..on March 14th. 16th, 21st, 23rd, and 26th.

by Dr A. T. Scholield. The subject of the last lecture (March

28th) is
" Home Nursing," when clinical demonstrations will be

eiven bv trained hn^.ital nurses. After the completion of the

course "an e.xamination will be held (after Kaster), and the

Duchess of Albany has consented to present the certificates to the

successful camlidutes.

INFECTIOUS HOSPITAL PROVISION AT THE SEASIDE.

Thb local sanitary authorities of those seaside places that at pre-

sent have no proper means of isolating cases of infectious disease,

or of disinfecting infected articles and clothing, would do well to

adopt thereiteratedadviceof the Local Govemmeut Board, and make

the requisite provision without .lelay. Such provision heed not be on

an extensive scale, but it should he in readiness for the reception of

earliest cases. The prompt isolation of such cases, and thesystematic

diainfection of infected houses and articles are the most effectual

method of preventing epidemics. Independently of the advan-

tages thus actually derived by the resident population of lu alth

resorts, the additional sense of security afforded to the vnsiting

public would, in the long run. fully compensate the local ratepayers

for their trivial initial expenditure.

ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL.

Ls- view of the grave charges made ngainst the board of managt-

ment of maladministrition of the funds uf the hospital, and of the

fact that the court of inquiry which the;Duke of Northumberland

(President of the hospital), Lord Aberdare, and other influential

governors have declared to be necessary, has been refused (a

refusal which has led to the resignation of the President

and many influential governors), we cannot, while the challenge of

the editor of Truth remains unanswered in the only way in

which it is possible to answer it—namely, by an action at

law-advise the public tM respond to the appeal for funds which

the officials of this hospital are now issuing. It should be re-

membered that the medical management of this hospital has been
,

shown to be unsatisfoctory. while in finiiucial management is
j

thus openly challenged, so that in two most essential particulars
j

it is not in a iwsition to claim public confidence until further and
^

ample inquiry has butn conceded and has resulted satisfactorily.
^

THE LATE EMPEROR OF GERMANY.

Wu understand that the malady from wldch the Emperor of Oer-;

many has been suffering, and which has now terminated fatally,

was renal colic. His Majesty had for several years been subject

to sharp attacks of this affection, bearing the pain with great

fortitude, but being much weakened on each occasion by the

sleeplessness to which it gave rise.

VACANT CHAIR OF OBSTETRICS IN OWENS
COLLEGE.

As will be seen from our advertising columns, the Council of

Owens College are prepared to receive applications for the vacant

Chair of Obstetrics. So far, three local candidates are m the

field, namely, Drs. Lloyd Roberts, Sinclair, and Walter. The elec-

tion will probably take place at the end of this month, and the

new professor wUl be expected to begin his duties in May. All

three local camlidates hold hospital appointments. Mhat us

w.anted is a man who has shown himself to be energetic and

thoroughly abreast of the latest advances in his own depart-

ment and who is thoroughly conversant with medical Continental

literature. If to this be a<iaed aptitude as a teacher, tliese are

the requirements to be sought for by the Council.

SACCHARITE OF COCAINE.

Dr Anduew H. Smith writes to the New York Medical Record,

•• Observing the strong acid property of saccharin, it occurred to

me that it could be made to tiike the place of an acid in combina-

tion with the alkaloid cocaine, and thus avoid the extremely bitter

and disagreeable taste of the muriate, the salt usually employed.

With the aid of Mr. B. Frank Hays, the well-known pharmacist

of >'ew York, a salt was obtained which is freely soluble m water,

and has an agreeable, sweet, fruity taste-a valuable property

when the drug is to be employed in the throat, especially in the

case of chihlren. The molecular number of saccharin (a better

name would be saccharinic acid) is 183, that of cocaine 303 :
com-

bined in these proportions a neutral salt is formed havnng about

80 per cent, of the alkaloidal strength of the muriate, a o per cent

solution of the first being equal to a 4 per cent, solution of Kh-

second."

THE INFLUENCE OF NASAL DISEASE ON THE
THYROID GLAND.

\T the meeting of the Berlin Medical Society on January ->0f.:.

Professor Frankel mentioned an interesting case showing th.-

influence of nasal irritation upon thyroid enlargement The i

patient, a young man, aged 17, had an enlarged thyroid, with

.

murmur on auscultation, and a pulse of 120, but no exophthalmo*..,

During treatment (with the constant current) the lad complained

of na.sal obstruction-, accordingly, without reference to ll'e "t >;"-

symptoms, the left inferior turbinate bone was removed by the

galvsno-cauter.-. Within a few days the thyroid gland rap.d^'

diminished, and the pulse became slower. After waiting three.

week.s, during which time Die symptoms were stationary in spite
j

of the constant current, the right side of the no.se was operat.-,

on as above four days before the case was reported to the meetii.-

Durin.r these four days the enlargement hn.i again undergone.,

rapid diminution, an-'l the pulse had become normal T'.e thyroiU

bad diminished by certainly a fifth of its bulk. Hack, in 1^
had reported a complete cure of Basedow's disease '^J'

^r*.W^,
directed to the nose. Although this case could not fairiy be

terme.1 Basedow's disease, because both exophthalmos and
_^,

Oraefe's sj-mptom ^defective movement of the upper lid with tM '

globe) were absent, it certainly showed. Professor Frankel argued,

the influence of nasal irritation upon thyroid enlargement.
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THE LATE MR. CURLING.
Wk are much grieved to have to announce the los? of one of the

veteran ma.«ter.s of KuRlish .surgery, Mr. T. B. Curling, ^\'c are

informed by Dr. Brandt, that on Friday morning. March 2nd, Mr.

Curling drove out at Cannes, where he was residing for the vv-inter.

The day was bright, but owing to the snow on the Alps, the

weather wa.s very cold. He was already .suffering from a .slight

cold. During the night he became restless, and shortly after-

ward.s sj-mptoms of pulmonary conge.stion set in. He was care-

fully attended by Dr. Brandt and Dr. Frank, but in spite of their

united efforts, the .symptoms rapidly increased, cerebral effusion

supervened, and he breathed his last peacefully at 8.30 on the

morning of JIarch 4th. Mr. Curling had a large circle of attached

friends, to whom he was endeared by his sterling uprightness of

character, tenderness of heart, and the affectionate constancy

which underlaj- his reserved manner. He was an old and valued

friend of the Joitbnal, in the progress of which he took a great

interest. In making this announcement we have to mourn a

personal as well as a public loss. In another column will be

L found, a brief obituary notice of this able and distinguished man.

INFLAMMATION MASKING CANCER.
Db. OnECcniA has recently called attention {Gazzefta degli

Ospifalt, March 4th, 1888), to the frequent combination of inflam-

mation with cancer in the same part, the graver disease being

sometimes so obscured in this way as to be overlooked for a con-

siderable time. He reports six cases in which this occurred. In

one of these cancer of the larj-nx was supposed to be nothing

more than perichondritis ; irt two malignant di.sease of the jaw was

mistaken for osteitis; in another periproctitis for some time

masked a rectal cancer; parotitisconcealedcanceror sarcoma of the

parotid ; and simple inflammation of the lip, an epithelioma. The

possibility of malignant disease underlying what appears to be a

simple inflammatorj' process should never be forgotten when the

age and appearance of the patient, and the part affected, are such

as to make the existence of carcinoma probable. Dr. Orccchia

believes that in these cases the cancer is the primary' disease,

which, owing to the slightness of the symptoms, remains un-

noticed till the supervention of inflammation calls attention to the

part. In the stroma of all the tumours referred to, Dr. Orecchia

iniind much extravasated blood, nnth abundance of leucocytes, of

which there were also a great number in the neighbouring

tissues. '

ERYTHROPHLCEIN.
Tins jVfrican product has been the subject o a lively debate in

the Berliner Jledicinische Gesellschaft (Berliner Klin. Woche>i-

yr/iriff, 1S88, March oth, also February 27th\ Dr. Lewin asserted

that it possessed a local nnrcsthetic action far stronger than that

of cocaine. Professor Liebreich replied that the sample examined
by Dr. Lewin was in reality a snake poison, and that the rosy red

I'lloration produced by evaporation with snlphnric acid is shown
ilso by snake poison, and even by dried egg or serum-albumen. Dr.

Sihiiler read a paper at the last meeting of the above Society, in

which he confirms Lewin's results. An erythrophUein solution of

i-."iper cent, strength, when dropped into the eye gave rise to a

<nod deal of irritation at first, but perfect insensibility of the

cornea ensued in about twenty minutes (or half an hour). The

pupU was not affected and intra-ocular pressure was lowered, but

a slight degree of hjTierrcmia of the conjunctiva persisted for a

long time, and the subject of experiment complained of a feoling

of weight in the upper lid, a sensation as of a veil before the «yes,

and of interference phenomena—for example, coloured rings. On
the other haml.Dr. Loewenhardt, of Breslau, writes in the Berlitier

Klin. WoehenKhrift (.March 5th) to the effect that he obtained no

antDsthesia, but a considerable degree of hypenosthesia, after sub-

cutaneous injection in animals, and found that be could easily

produce sloughing. Dr. Epstein, of Niirnberg. in an original com-

munication to the Centralb.f. Klin. Med. (March .3rd), finds that

erythrophloiin has only a slight local anaesthetic action when 8ub-

cutaneously injected, and that a good deal of pain is caused by it.

So far tlien this last observer is oppose<l to Dr. Lewin, who said in

his communications to the Berliner Med. Gisellschaft that erj--

throphla-in liad a marvellous power of producing aiuesthesia. The

difference of opinion evolved bj- this statement has had the effect

of bringing a number of experimenters upon the field of action

and no doubt precise result,s will soon be afforded from uniform

samples of erj-throphloein.

THERAPEUTICS WITHOUT ALCOHOL.
The Temperance Hosxrital has been in e>iistencenow about twelve

years, and the annual report for 1886-7 may be studied with

advantage in order to compare the results with those of other

hospitals. It must not be supposed that the hospital only receives

alj.^ainers, tlioiigh these are in the majority, probably due to the

large proportion of infants and children. In the surgical depart-

ment the results have been very satisfactorj-, so far as one is

enabled to judge from mere figures, but turning to the medical

cases, we may restrict examinations to one or two groups of dis-

ease, with advantage. Out of thirteen cases of acute pneumonia,

four (abstainers) died, one of them on the fifty-fourth day from

exhaustion. Only four cases of typhoid fever were admitted in

all, and although the cases were of young people—15, 7, 14, and

3-5 respectively—and comprised three abstainers, they all proved

fatal. The treatment was the same as elsewhere, and the only

clifference consisted in the non-exhibition of alcohol. Then again,

simple exhaustion, eighty-seven days after the onset of the dis-

ease, proved fatal in one instance. The average stay of patients

in the hospital would seem to show that convalescence is unduly

prolonged, and this, notwithstanding the tact that the list of cases

comprises several of "nasal catarrh" and other trivial complaints.

The only occasion on which alcohol was administered was in a

case of operation for strangulated hernia, in which death resulted

from nn unreduced constriction. Everj' credit is due to the

registrar, Mr. Leopold Hudson, for the clear and practical manner

in which he has tabulated and arranged his figures. We shall

look forward with interest to future reports drawn up on the same

excellent plan, as it is only by comparing results that medical

men will be enabled to judge the merits of treatment without

alcohol. Thanks to the impartial summarj- with which the report

opens, it is easy to grasp its general tenour. It constitutes an in-

novation which other hospitals would do well to copy.

PRIMARY MELANOSIS 0~ THE VULVA.

Dr. Terkuj.u.n has recently described a remarkable case of this

kind which he observed at the Salpetriere in 1885. The patient

was an insane woman, aged (32, with anaLsthesia on the right

side. She complained of pain in the vulva, and on the inner side

of the right labium niiinis was a small tubercle the size of a nut,

hard, smooth-surfaced, and verj- black; outrunuing rays of tumour-

substnnce proceeded from its periphery. The labium around the

tubercle was deep black, but patches of healthy integument still

remained. This discoloration extended to the vaginal mucous

membrane, the cervix, and the opp'wite lahinm. >'o other tumour

couUl be found, nor was there any glandular infection. Two
months later the pigmentation had made no further progress, but

the tumour had grown larger; it ^^-as removal by the thermo-

cautery. The epidermis and corium wore both found to have

undergone alteration ; in the corium were collections of round

calls bearing pigment ; and altogether the tumour appears to have
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beon a raplnnotic snreomn. Pour months after the operation there

was no Tecurr.nce, Imt a month hiler the right inguinal glnmls

b04;au to enlarge, and soon multiple tumours developed. At the

(ghth :nontli after operation niHlnnotio tumours were found on

the left labium minu.o, the lv^st.^rio^ vaginal wall, iiiul the meatus.

The vagina ami cervix were jet black. In the right groin was a

large hanl mass ; its black coloration showed through the tense

integimient as yet unpigmented ; a black tumour was found on

the back, and indurated glands "were discovered in the left groin

and the right subclavian fossa. There was general cedema. Pig-

ment granules were found in the blood, which contained an undue

proportion of white corpuscles. The urine on standing for some

time exposed to the air became almost like ink. A month later

the patient died after severe dyspnoea and abdominal pain. All

the pelvic alidominal, and thoracic glands were melanotic, some

being reduced to a black semi-fluid mass ; the liver and the spleen

were riddled with little black masses. M. Cornil found that all

the infected parts presented the microscopic appearances of diffuse

melanotic sarcoma.

MALFORMED VAGINA COMPLICATING LABOUR.

Dn. Fleischmann has described, iu the Prager Medicinische

Wuchenschrift, amongst a series of contributions based upon ma-

terial gathered in Professor Breisky's wards, the case of a primi-

para who had, during labour, very strcmg and unusually painful

uterine contractions. When these had continued for two hours, a

transverse line could Ije seen under the integuments, about the

level of the umbilicus, indicating the limits of the body of the

uterus and its thin-walled lower segment. During each pain it

was found that the fcetal head, evidently retained at the outlet,

pushed forwards a very tough septum, as thick as the finger, and

'lying in an almost median position ; this septum was inserted into

the edge of the hj-men and of the vagina, just above that

membrane. It was ligatured in two places, and cut through.

Convalescence was rapid. The local appearances, when the patient

was discharged, were as follows. Tracing upwards from the re-

mains of the septum in front and behind, a comb-like crest was

found to run along the vaginal wall of the cervix. These crests

were continued to the cer\ix, where they ended in a septum

•which ran right up the cervical canal and the uterine cavity, as

far as the fundus. That cavity was thus divided into a large and

a small lateral compartment ; the larger, which appeared to have

.contained the placenta, was on the left side. The malformation

,,'wasof that kind known as vagina subsepta and uterus bilocu-

. laris. The case is of considerable practical interest ; anything like

'' a double vagina is verj' puzzling to the obstetrician if unrecognised

till the beginning of labour, or, later still, in the stages of parturi-

tion.

MULTIPLE SALIVARY CALCULI.

Dr. Nikolai J. MoIsKEff, of Shtchizry, reports (Proceedings of

the Shtchizrtf Medical Society, vol. i, 1887, p. CS) the case of a re-

Jii tired major-general, aged 70, who sought his advice on account of

o' incessant profu.se salivation, pain on deglutition, and sublingual

s^veUing of several years' standing. An oblong, hard elevation

was found along the course of liartholin's duct, which, even on

slight prc!ssture, gave the finger a <listinct grating sensation. The

duct was considerably distended along its whole course, and con-

taine<l three salivary calculi lying in close contact. The nearest

and smallest concretion, of the size of a big pea, was easily re-

moved with forceps, but the other two could be extracted only

after slitting up the duct, since they were considerably larger,

especially the deepest one, which measured two centimetres in

length and one in breadth, and, in addition, was intimately ad-

I , herent to the gland substance; it resembled a bird's bill in shap'.

• When dry it weighe<l 2.2 [grammes, and consisted of a compara-

tively hard and compact nucleus, with a, spongy, friable outer cap-

sule. The smallest calculus was of pyramidal form, of spongy

consistence, and greyish-yellow colour ; wliilo the middle one wag

quatlrangular, with rounded angles, and of a distinctly laminated

structure. The total weight of the ilried calculi was thirty-eight

grains. The wound healed well in a week. Dr. Moiseeff has been

unable to find another recorded instance of multiple calculi simul-

taneously present in the same salivary duot.

'I/Mlloai,

LAPAROTOMY FOR DILATATIOt</' df^ ' tHE COLON.

A nKMAnK.vnLK case of fiecnl accumulation is report) d by Dr.

Worrall in the Australauan Medical Gazette in a girl, aged 14. Sh.-

was brought to the hospital suffering from an enlargement of th>

abdomen, which had been gradually increasing for two months.

The patient had not had any previous illness, and her mother

" thought " her bowels were not regular. On examination a solid

tumour, neither painful nor tender, was found to fill the whole

abdomen except portions of the left hjT)ochondriac and left lum-

bar regions, having its greatest prominence to the left of the um-

bilicus. The tumour was hard, nodulated, and irregular. It

seemed to touch the liver above and dip into the pelvis below,

being bounded laterally to all appearances by the colon. Tlie

tumour could be moved slightly iu every direction. A day or two

after admission, although the bowels were moved several tim-

daily, a laxative powder and an enema were given prior to exami-

nation under chloroform. As the rectum was found to be stUl

blocked with freces more aperients were ordered, and for the next

ten days there was diarrhcea with numerous horribly offensn

stools. The temperature averaged 101" F. It was decided to per-

form an exploratory laparotomy. On opening the abdomen what

looked like an enormous cyst, fluid above and solid below, ^ya«

seen, which on being opened was discovered to be the ascending

colon enormously hypertrophied and dUated. The wound^ in the

colon was sutured, and the abdominal ijicision closed. Not the

least remarkable feature of the case is the fact that the youthful

patient was discharged quite well on the fourteenth day after the

operation.

CASTRATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
GENITAL TRACT.

Dr. Keubeh, in 1879-80, nuide a series of experiments to ascertain

the effect of castration on the development of the genitals, in

young animals ; the results were published in his Beitrage SUT

KlinUchen und Experimcntellen Geburtskunde und Gyyidkologte.

He castrated rabbits between two and three months of age, and

killed them one year later. He found that unilateral castration

or spaying caused no arrest of development ; on the other hand

when the operation was performed on both sides, the genitals and

mammary glands remained stationary, never developing beyond the

stage which they had attained when the essential organs were re-

moved. Dr. Kehrer attempted to prove wluch theory was true—

Pfluger's, according to which there existed in the uncastrated

female a stimulus to growth through periodical uritation of the

ovarian nerves set up by the ripening of follicles which goes on

long before puK-rty ; or, on the other hand, the theory that spay-

ing caused a disturbance of the blood supply of the remaining

genital organs, through the occlusion of the ovarian arteries. For

this purpose ho ligatured the ovary and ovarian artery la tjfo

series of experiments. He found that neither in unilateral nor, in

bilateral liguture"of the tubes or extremities of the uterine cornua,

with separation of the ovarian arteries, was the normal develop-

ment of the genitals in any way affected. He concluded that the

ovarian nerves, or some othejr and unknown innuence in connec-

tion with the ovaries, playe'l tlie most prominent part in stimu-

lating the development of the genital tract.
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THE ILLNESS OF THE CROWN PRINCE.

It is with the greatest satisfaction that yve learn by special tele-

gram from San Rcmn that the general condition of the Crown
I'rince is now verj- good. The irritation of the windpipe that was
so troublesome for some time has almost entirely disappeared, but

there is some increase in the swelling within the larynx. We may
add that we are able to confirm this comparatively favour-

iililo account by independent information which we have

ri'cuived from a perfectly trustworthy source. We are in

a position to .state that neither Sir Morell Mackenzie nor

/Mr. Ilovell is inclined to share the pessimistic vie'W'S recently

'made public, though they do not of course deny the possibility of

the disease proving to be cancer. With regard to a riunour which

has been largely current in societj', and which latelj' found

most unseemly expression in a French contemporary, we have the

fullest authority to deny, in the most emphatic manner, that there

is any ground for such a suspicion. We may repeat that the re-

cent sufferings of the illustrious patient have been almost wholly

due to the irritation caused by an ill-fitting tracheotomy tube. The

operator, as was perhaps natural under the circumstances, appears

to have been rather nervous, and the windpipe was opened some

yray to the right of the middle line; hence the difficulty of find-

ing a suitable tube. Sir Morell Mackenzie, assisted by Mr. Hovell

and Dr. Evans, the well-known dentist of Paris, spent the greater

.part of one day in constructing a tube of a shape specially

adapted to the requirements of the case. Since this has been worn
the Crown Prince has been more comfortable in every way ; he has

been able to sleep, the cough has diminished, and the expec-

•toration has almost lost the blood-stained character which excited

ao much alarm. It is satisfactorjr to see from the official bulletin

Jately publishedin theiLeicfe(z«^eii/er that themedical men arenow in

substantial agreement as to the nature of the disease. AVe do not

think, however, that the inference which has been dra'mi from this

ia certain quarters, that Sir Morell Mackenzie has abandoned his

recently published opinion on the subject, and adopted the less

favourable view of some of his colleagues, is altogether warranted.

Although the result of Professor Waldeyer's microscopical exami-

I

nation has not been published, we have reason to believe that it is

such as to admit of a favourable interpretation.

THE TREATMENT OF UTERINE FIBROIDS.
The theories and practice of Apostoli have led to much iliscusaion

lOn the treatment of fibro-myomatous tumours of the uterus, more
tionTenioutly termed uterine fibroid disease. This method, like

everything else in the universe, is the effect of a cause. In this

case, the cause is the danger of amputation of the uterus, balanced

by the uncertainty of palliative measures. Electricity is a fasoiu-

ng middle course between physic, often so impotent, and the

Vnifw, often so fatal. .\ fibroid utejine tumour may assume

gigantic proportions, and cause serious trouble ; but its increase in

bulk is never rapid, in the same sense that the growth of a cyst or

a sarcoma is rapiil, and the menopause is often its limit. Yet it

may be the soiu-C(! of pain, menorrhagia. and often troublesome

.and dangerous symptoms. Then operative measures are suggested-

[In the case of hysterectomy or oophorectomy, the operation is

always perilous, and depends, perhaps more than any other sur-

igical operation, on the experience as well as the mere skill of the

loperator. Hence gyn.TCologists turn to palliatives or electrolysis.

With respect to palliatives, it is certain that almost any rational

treatment tends to reduce the size of a largo fibroid tumour. Rest,

moderate purgation, and the administration of ergot without any
jf those incompatibles with which it is often given, all appreciably

iffect tumours of this kind for a time. Authorities of the nega-

tive or expectant school believe in Woodhall Spa. The amount
)f benefit derived from palliative treatment is ever uncertain.

though permanent arrest of the tumour is occasionally effected.

When an operation is contemplated, the choice lies between

oophorectomy and hysterectomy. Surgeons without special ex-

perience too often look on oophorectomy as an easy and safe

operation ; but facts have shown that, in the case of fibroids, it is

often difficult or impossible, and that when possible it ia perilous,

owing to the difficulties experienced in securing the pedicle.

Enucleation during abdominal section is not justifiable, llyster-

ectomy may be performed as an intraperitoneal or an extraperi-

toneal operation. The intraperitoneal variety is logically the

better, but it is extremely dangerous. No surgeon can calculate

how to tie each suture firmly enough to check liaemorrhage, yet

not so tightly as to cause sloughing or tearing of the tliread

through its track ; still less can he guard against contraction or

relaxation of the uterine tissues around the uterus after the return

of the stump into the abdominal cavity. The extraperitoneal

operation is less dangerous; but it requires nerve, dexterity, and

ejcperieuce at least of other surgeons' practice. Statistics are -ah-

solutely worse than useless as guides to surgeons devoid of special

experience ; and decision, sad to say, is too frequently qualified by

personal predilection for some operation, or by dislike for another.

Unconscious hypocrisy often influences inexperienced operators.

Apostoli's electrolysis is fascinating, because, unlike palliative

treatment, it means " doing something ;" whilst many believe that it

involves neither the difficulties nor the risks of operation. Ex-
perience is proving, however, that Apostoli's method requires great

skill and demands many precautions, and that it is not altogether

free from danger. As to permanent results, even so respected an

authority as Dr. Keith depends upon the words of another, and

that other is Apostoli liimself (JoraMAL, December 10th, page

1258). The conclusions to which we are led bj- the above facts

are that palliative treatment is the only course which a practi-

tioner without special experience can justifiably pursue in the case

of uterine fibroids; and that the relative merits of oophorectomy,

hysterectomy, and electrolysis can only be decided by experts.

AN ERGOT-MILL FOR OBSTETRIC BAGS.
De. Loviot, in descriljing Professor Pajot's obstetric bag in the

Annales de Gynecohyjie, notes that it contains an ergot-mill. This

instrument resembles a small coffee-mill, bearing, like that fami-

liar domestic instrument, a handle, but in size it is not^Iarger than

a pepper-mill, and might work by the same simple mechanism.

It may readily be packed in the bag, as it takes up ^-ery little

room. The practitioner can only rely on freshly pulverised ergot

of rye. This mill enatiles him to powder the ergot on the spot, so

that in the hour of neeii a strong preparation of the drug may be

made in the patient's chamber, even in the most remote country

districts. In this manner perilous delays 'caused either by inert

liquid preparations of ergot, or by waiting till some fresh tincture

or fluid extract is brought to the lying-in room from some dis-

tant druggist's shop, are avoided, to the great advantage of the

patient and the practitioner.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ACTION OF VARIOUS
DRUGS ON THE HEART.

At the Italian Medical Congress, held at Pa^^a, Professor Rummo
and Dr. Ferranini read a paper on this subject. They have made
experiments in the laboratory attached to Professor Cantani's

cliniqxie on frogs, toads, Crustacea, guinea-pigs, rabbits, and dogs,

with the view of determining the precise mode of action of those

drugs which have a definite effect on the heart. They used the

graphic raothml t hroughout, and the drugs which they experimented

upon were: digitalis and digitalin.strophanthus and strophanthin,

upas antiar, helleborin, erythrophlojin, oleander, spartein, caffein,

adonidin, and convallamarin. They observefl'that thesedrngs
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first diminished the frequency of the pulsations and augmented

' the Wood-pressure in all animals (homotbrrmic and heterother-

mic^, whereas in a second stage, especially when tlu- doses were

toxic, they disorderetl the rhjtlim of the heart, and diminished

the Wood-pressure. In a third stage, a diastolic pause of the

cardiac action, after the use of all the drugs, supervened in hetero-

thermic animals, whereas in the homothermic ones, the heart

stopped in the systolic phase only after certain drugs, such as

digitalin,strophanthusandstrophanthin,helleborin,erythrophloein,

upas antiar, oleander; adonidin and convallnmarin, how-

ever, produced in these animals, even in small doses, a

diastolic pause of the cardiac action. Spartein and caffein,

on the other hand, had no great influence on the blood-

pressure. As regards the mode of action of the drugs used, it

must be remarked that strophanthus and strophanthin, helleborin,

digitalis, erj-throphlaMU, upas antiar and oleander.chieflyiniluenced

the heart-muscle, and in the second place, the cardiac nerves.

Adonidin and convallamarin simultaneously influenced the cardiac

inusele and the cardiac nerves, whereas spartein, and parti-

cularly caffein, chiefly affected the cardiac nerves, and the

heart-muscle little, or not at all. All those drugs which

augmented the blood-pressure, did this hy means of a

combined mechanism, as they simultaneously increased the

systolic energj- of the heart, and produced narrowing of the peri-

pheral blood-vessels by irritation of the vasomotor centres. The

experimenters, furthermore, tried to answer the tiuestion whether

those drugs which had a particular influence on the cardiac

muscle had also an effect on the striped muscles in general,

and whether those which influenced the cardiac nerves could also

produce a similar effect on the whole nervous .system. They found

that only those drug.s which chiefly influenced the cardiac nerves

produced also, to a certain extent, disturbances in the nervous

system in general.

pletely in nbont half an hour or an hour. On an empty stom^.

however, ho experienced epigastric uneasiness and pain even frn

suuiU doses. Dr. Bogdanovitch resumed of late the use of crea^

in order to .study the effect of a six months' course. Dr. Hermai

Sahli's paper on Guaiacol as a Substitute for Creasote («<e ti

JouBNAL, vol. ii, 1687, p. 1237) seems to be unknown to him.

CREASOTE IN PULMONARY PHTHISIS.

In the MedUzinKhie Obozrcnie. No. 23, 1887, p. 1024, Dr. P. Bog-

danovitch, of Yalna. publishes very interesting personal observations

on the therapeutic value of creasnte in phthisis. The writer,

who has been suffering from pulmonary and laiyngeal tuberculosis

for about two years, had tried the drug on himself in small doses

(half a grain four or five times a day) some time ago, but without

appreciable benefit. After perusal of the observations of Pro-

fessors Sommerbrodt (Berlin. Klin. Wochenxchrift, No. 15, 1887)

ami iGuttmann (Deuftche Med. Zeil., No. 42, 1.SS7), however, he

again began to take creaaote in gradually increasing large doses,

beginning with four grains a day, and reaching, in about two

, months, a daily dose of forty-four grains. There took place, fahly

rapidly, an unmistakable and permanent inipmveraent in his sym-

ptoms. Fever disappeared in a week ; expectoration, cough, and

dyspnoea steadily decreased to a considerable degree; laryngeal

«pa«m, which had formerly occurred once or twice everj-

month, ceased altogether. As regards the objective signs, how-

ever, there was only .some diminution of dulne.ss over a certain

airea, with complete disappoaranct; of fine crepitant rdleH. As

to tuliercle baeilli in the .sputum, they rcmiuned just as numerous

as before the creasote treatment. The latter has lasted ill all four

months, during which period not less than four ounces and two

drachms of pure creasote liavo been ingested. The drug niust be

taken in doses of about five grains four times daily, in the

form of capsules (filled up e.i: tempore), aft.^r meals. With

regard to lUsagreeablc after-effects Dr. Bogdanovitch ob-

served in himself, when, by way of experiment, he toi)k

as much as twelve grains;at a time, or twenty grains in the

course of an hour, only giddino.s.s. cardiac palpitation, small

and accelerated pulse, g.-neral weakjie-ss, pallor, and anxiety ;
but

all these to.xic phenomena ilisappeare<l .spontaneously and com-

.11 -j-H^ ACUTE INFECTIOUS PHARYNGITIS.

The" above terai, which s'.iouhl be supplemented by the^word

-primary," is used by Professor Senator (Berliner £li,i. Wochen-

schrift, 1888, Xos. 5 and 6) to indicate a rare and " perhaps always-

fatal "'form of pharj-ngitis, not hitherto described in textbooks

of medicine. Two examples had occurred within the last few-

months, and a study of similar cases had revealed three more OS

havmg occurred within the last twelve years. In all these cases,

reported at a meeting of the Berlin Medical Society on January

4th, and discussed on January- 18th, the disease affected previously

healthy persons, without any apparent cause, and ran an acute

course, ending in death in a few days. It began with cervical

pains and dysphagia, accompanied by fever, often moderate ;
then

followed hoarseness, or loss of voice, and dyspncea ;
iinally, the

sensorium was affected, and death quickly ensued. The chief

anatomical sign found post mortem was diffuse purulent infiltra-

tion of the deeper tissues of the pharyngeal mucous membrane,

the inflammation extemling to the trachea and glands of the neck

and secondarily to other parts, especially the gastric mucous

membrane. Senator is of opinion that many cases hitherto re-

trarded as examples of acute «dema of the larynx are m reality

cases of the above disease. Notably in a case of Cruveilhier-s th«

pharynx was affected for a day or two before the larj-nx. Th(

very' rare " tj-pical oedematous laryngitis," mentioned by Su

Morell Mackenzie as of septic origin, is also claimed as in all

prohability affording an example of the above disease. The spleei

was generally enlarged in Senator's cases, and the kidneys, as i

rule thowed parenchymatous inflammation. "A peculiar exanther

appeared in one case. The blood removed both before and afte:

death had been carefully examined, but no specific micro

organisms had revealed themselves in attempted cultivations, m
iections of which, as also of fresh Wood, had been harmless x

rabbits. The streptococcus of Friedliinder (erysipelas coccus) wa

certainly absent. In the discussion which followed. Dr. Guttmw

ar.7ued that the cases were probably erj-sipelatous in spite of th

above fact, and referred to Ziemssen's Special Pathology, Ul>

Eichhorst's Pathology. Virchow leaned to Outtman's opinion, bu!

also described other pharj-ngeal diseases which might misleaci

especially metastatic abscesses in puerjieral fever, suppuratlT,

pharyngitis accompanying acute gastritis and, in one CttS'

raediastinitis. But Senator urged in his reply that there was c

abscess in any of his cases, but a diffuse purulent inftltratio

always beginning in the pharynx. The cause was absolutely Ui

known to him at present, but the system Avasvei-y rapidly affucte

in a eharacteristic manner, and tracheotomy was of no avail. Jl

had no doubt that a study of the subject as revealed in hospiti

records would reveal numerous examples of this disease ove

looked under the title of "acute cedema of the larynx."

ETIOLOGY OF CROUPOUS PNEUMONIA.

At the-meeting of llie Italian Medieiil Congress at I'avia, I'rofeSE

IJozzolo communicated the results of investigation on the etiolbf,

of croupous pneumonia, which he had carried out together wi,

his assistant. Dr. Tassinari. In their experiments they used flu

which had been obtained from hepatised lungs during life
i

puncture, on the fifth or seventh day of disease, before crisis hj

yet supervened. They prepared cultures on bouillon or hg.

agat,'and, in order that the virulency of the cultures should t,*
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be Veakened, the animals on which it was used were first inocu-

lated with the impure culture of the sterilised nutrient fluid. In

eight out of fifteen fresh cases, the development in the cultures

of Frankel's diplococcus was observed ; it killed rabbits, but had

no effect on guinea-pigs. The rabbits died in the coxirse of

twenty-four hours, and their blood was full of diplococci. Pro-

fessor Bozzolo had observed similar facts in 1882, when he reported

them to the Academy of Jledicine of Turin. The same micro-

organism had also been detected by him in a recent epidemic at

I

Cunco, in which, besides pneumonia, several cases of pronounced

meningitis had also occurred. In five cases the staphylococcus

aureus and albus, the staphylococcus pyogenes albus, citreus and

aureus, either alone or together with the diplococcus, could be

proved to be present. In one case, which proved fatal owing to

M'lcma of the glottis, numerous diplococci had been found in the

-ubcutaneous cellular tissue of the larjTix. In no single case had

the coccus pneumonife of Friedlander been found. Professor

Bozzolo deduces from these fact.s the conclusion that the coccus

I pneumoniae played no important part in the development of this

disease, and that the epidemic which had been observed by him
\Mis to be looked upon as having been produced by the diplo-

riccus. He maintains that until the contrary has been proved,

we are not justified in considering idiopathic croupous pneumonia
as being caused by different micro-organisms.

THE DISCOVERY OF CONCEALED INSANITY.
I N a recent number of the Nejv York Medical Journal a rather

startling and novel suggestion is made for the use of nitrous oxide

I r the detection of concealed insanity. Dr. A. JI. Hamilton is the

author of this suggestion. He points out that anesthetics are

often of great service in detecting shamming, and that as an ex-

tension of this, the use of some of these may be of service in un-

masking symptoms which may be concealed from one cause or

nnther. We shall not spend much time in discussing the moral

li- of the question, though it strikes us that there would be

lamy in England who would object strongly to the production of

Mils temporary loss of control only to see what was to be found
i u the lower stratum of mind. We are all familiar with the effects

if alcohol, and we know how many friendships are cemented and
A- many are broken by the glimpses given into the hidden

lid of character by the effects of wine. Truth is revealed by
is we know, but as a medical means of investigation we are

iiind our cousins in its use. Our author has been trying its

' cts for ten years; we, therefore, must not pass over his

narks without some consideration. He finds that, in some
>-s, nitrous oxide gives sleep where it is much wanted from
iqwrary causes. We fancy that this gas is hardly likely to be-

MiL' dangerous in the way that chloroform has to the medical

m who cannot .sleep, and so we welcome the suggestion as one

!i'ire means to produce what becomes daily more needed and
laily more difficult to obtain—sleep for the brain-disordered man
•ho must work or starve, and who cannot work without sleep.

Vr have tried all the known anaesthetics in cases of insanity, and
a unot speak with any praise of the results. In melancholia the

I ep produced does no real good, and in mania we have not had
lie least improvement following sleep so produced and kept up
T hours together. Chloroform, amyl nitrite, and even duboisin

ave been given with the idea of changing the current of thought
Mt in vain, save that with amyl we have seen some passive coses

I'ome hysterical, and with duboisin some cases of depression

ave become for a short time maniacal. Alcohol has saved many
\os in acute insanity, but we have not found that it assisted to

• real understanding of any case ; that is, that drink loosened
11 tongue and dispelled the delusion. It is a very plausible thing to

iy that certain delusions which arc hidden and are really the

round for the acts of certain patients can be discovered by means

of nitrous oxide, but we fancy no medical man would be prepared

to sign a certificate on the evidence obtained whUe a person was
under its influence. We have also to assume a good deal when we
say that the true nature of a person is revealed by the removal of

the control. We might come to many strange revelations not

conducive to domestic happiness if this treatment were pursued

far. Besides this, it seems that if there is anytruth in the ob-

servation made by Dr. Savage on the effects of anssthetica in pro-

ducing insanity, that occasionally harm might result in an un-

expected way. Our author admits there is a great possibility of

" suggesting " ideas to the person as he passes into the stage of

unconsciousness : this should make us hesitate l)efore making use

of a weapon so dangerous and easily perverted. He says hyp-

notism is unreliable and not always justifiable. We should be

inclined to say the same of the use of nitrous oxide for the detec-

tion of concealed delusions.

THE TREATMENT OF SNAKE-BITE BY AMMONIA.
Well authenticated cases of recovery from the bite of a cobra are

sufficiently rare to lend special interest to a report published by
Dr. Percy Rigby, in the Indian Medical Gazette. The patient, a

Hindu, aged 30, was bitten, in the presence of a hospital assistant,

by a young cobra two feet long, the wounds of both fangs being

visible ; four hours later he was brought to the dispensary, unable

to stand or raise his head, gasping for breath, with copious saliva-

tion and bronchorrhoja, and full soft pulse ; the bite had been in-

flicted on the back of the hand, and the hand and forearm were,

much swollen. A solution of permanganate of potash (5 per cent.)

was injected Ln the situation of the bite, the salt in powder wa*
rubbed into the wound, and a draught containing liq. ammonisB '

HIXX was given; the patient grew worse, and was seized with.

convulsions. The draught was repeated in half an hour, but when
two hours had passed, tlie patient appeared to be sinking fast ; an
hj-podermic injection of liq. ammonia; itsv with an equal quan-

tity of water was given, and repeated in half an hour ; finally
'

several convulsive seizures occurred, the respirations sank to G,

and the patient seemed in articulo mortis: he was however given,

another draught containing ammonia, and in ten minutes began

to rally, and in about three hours more was out of danger. The
next day the temperature was 101.2° F., and the arm was much
swollen ; no ulceration was produced by the hj-podermic injec-

tions. A second case was mentioned in which the injection of

strong ammonia and tight bandaging of the leg was effectual

against the bite of Dahria Elegans.

AMYLENE HYDRATE AS A HYPNOTIC.
Db. Georq Avilles has made a number of new experiments in

the clinic of Professor Riegel at Giessen with " amylene hydrate."

The following is a summary of his results:—1. Amylene hydrate

is a hypnotic, the effect of which is certain if it is given in

sufiicient doses. Control experiments have shown that amylene

hydrate has a less powerful effect than chloral, and a more power-

ful one than paraldehyde. 2. Amylene hydrate bad also an
influence on people who were accustomed to the use of narcotics,

these, however, required a larger dose (4 grammes). 3. Sleep came

on very quickly without a stage of excitement. The intensity of

the sleep varied according to the quantity of the dose, but the

patients could always be easily aroused. When awakened, they

at once became fully conscious, and, if undisturbed, they imme-

diately fell asleep again. 4. The sleep lasted, after ven,- small

doses, from two to three hours; after large doses (from 2.0 to 3.2

grammes) from six to eight hours. 5. The awakening resembled

that after natural sleep ; the patients felt refreshed, and there was
neither headache nor lassitude. C. Respiration was not affected.

7. There was no change in the pulse or the blood-pressure, except
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the TctanWrion of tll*> pulsf>, -n-hich was also olwrvod in the

normfil slpop. This -wiis shown hy sphypmo.crnphic tracings of

dimT,-nt putients mad? by Professor Kiogcl. a There was no bad

ta'-te in the moutli nor dipaRrofahhi smell df the breath on

awakening, such as was noticed after paraldehyde. «. As to

whether patients were liaMe to become habituated to the drug

no-decision could vet be arrive.1 at. In no case had they been

obHged to increase the dose, even after repeated use. Disagree-

able^ after-effects of a somewhat dangerous character were

obserred onlv in two cases; in three cases it had no effect at all.

The drug was tried in various internal disoiaes ;
the effect was

particularly good in jaundice and icteric itching of the skin.

Chloral hydrate had been recommended by Eichhorst, but amy-

lene hydrate would be better^s it ha.l no weakening influence on

the heart In all cases of disordered circulation, the amylene

hydrate was preferable to chloral, as the latter considerably

diminished the pressure in the vascular system. No counter

indications could be found. In severe disorders of the stomach it

was to bo administered by clysters, according to the foUowmg

formula:— B Amylene hydrate. 3.0 grammes; aq. destUl, gumm.

arab., aa 25,0; nj. ft. clyster.

making of Loch Long a receptacle for the refuse of Glasgow and ,

neighbourhood is a gross evil, which should now be stopped.
.

,
;
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PROPOSED FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' MEDICAL
, ,,.^ ,

ASSOCIATION. .

.
^,, •,.„.|.,-,:.,

A JOINT meeting of iErienilly societies was held in Gla«gow, ^laflt'

week for the purpose of hearing reports from various representa-

tives as to the feasibility of establishing among them a medical

association for Glasgow'and district. There were 150 delegates

at the meeting, and they represented 13,.500 members of various

friendly societies. The reports submitted showed that 29 lodges^^

courts, and tents, with membership of .5,356, were favourable to

the establishment of such an association, while 42 were doubtful

and desired more information. It was resolved to afford the de-

sired information, and to hold another meeting for further con

sideration.of the. subject »"'! '^j^Sef^e^'j ^o l^e held in April.

..It i,„ Krr-r;;.rn

SCOTLAND. Mw„:,i
n -I'l &nn'

HONORARY DEGREES, ABERDEEN UNIVERSITV.

•Vmong the honorary degrees conferred by Al)erdeen University

last week on those considered worthy of the honour was that of

LI/D., which was conferred upon fliarles Douglas Pergusson

Phillip" M D., I^ndon, who is a graduate of Aberdeen University

and- a Fellow of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.

wv I,- M'l .fii'iil (111 lijiil 1', : ,::i',a->! > .;vf

'" ' LADY StUDENTS At LtftH HOSPITAL.

Thb lady students of medicine who are doing (heir clinical work

in Leith" Hospital, are so well pleased with the treatment by the

staff of the hospital, that at the annual meeting of the supporters

of the institution, held last week. Dr. Sophia Jex Blake, in mov-

ing the usual vote of thanks to the staff, also thanked them for

their kindness and care bestowed upon the lady students in jdyery

part of the hospital. . ..'.
,

•

GLASGOW ROYAL INFIRMARY.

Dk Xewman's class of laryngologj- for students and practitioners

has just been brought to a close after a most successful session.

No less than 105 students joined, and maintained throughout a

verj- good attendance. After the distribution of class honours the

students presented Dr. Newman with a pair of study lamps, and

hU assistant, Dr. Devrar, with a case of surgical instruments.

" 'YhE 'POLf-UYlbN' DF^' THE CLYDE LOCHS.

Ma. A. E. FLETCilEn, inspector under the Kivers Pollution Act,

has recently made a report to the Oovcyrnment on his examina-

tion of the waters of Loch Ooil and Loch Long in reference to

their alleged pollution. The drcdgings from the Glasgow and

Greenock harbours, and from the Clyde, are deposited at the en-

trance to Loch Long to the extent of one and a tiuarter million

tons per annum. IVsides this. Loch Long receives a weekly de-

posit of l.W tons of alkali Waste from a chemical work, discharged

directly into the loch, and indirectly the waters are polluted by

the sewage from Glasgow discharged into the Clyde. Mr. Fletcher

submitted specimens of the water and of the bottom of the lochs

to analysis, and also of the floating scum. Mr. Fletcher finds

that the complaints of pollution are well founded, and that the

material yieldt-<l by the alkali waste is poisonous to fish. While

much of the pollution is of local origin, Mr. Fletcher thinks the

THE PHYSICAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF GLASGOW >

POOR. 1

In a recent public lecture on " The City in which we Live," Dr '

J. B. Russell, the medical otlicer of health, exhibited -n-ith great

clearness the conditions under which the poor of large towns '

such as Glasgow live. He succeeded in making statistics pathetic,

and in forcibly bringing before the public mind the enormous

hindrances to the preservation of health and purity of life which

these conditions involve. Contrasting Glasgow -nnth other large

towns, he found only one—Liverpool—exceeding it in density of

population, and only another approaching to it, namely, Man-

chester; the density being for Glasgow, Liverpool, and Man-

chester,' 84, 106, and" 80 re.*pectively. Wiile 84 was the average

for the whole citj-, it rose to as high a figure as 348 in some of

the sanitary districts into which the city is divided, falling to 25

in others.
" Of Glasgow houses, 30 per cent, consisted of only one

apartment, 44 of only two, 14 of three, and only 5 per cent, were

of five apartments and upwards.- Of the population, 25 pet cent,

lived in one-apartment houses, 45 in two-apartment houses, H;

per cent, in three-apartment houses, 6 per ceut. in houses of four

apartments, and onlv 8 per cent, in houses of five apartments an.l

upwards. In no other town in Scotland is So large a proportion

of the population confined to one-apartment houses, and no other

town in Scotland has so small a proportion living in the larger

houses. One of the worst featured of the small houses was that

14 per cent, of them contained lodgers. It was these small houses

that gave to the death-rate the striking characteristics of an

onorm'ous proportion of deaths in childhood, and of deaths from

diseases of the lungs at all ages. In such districts the annual

,leath-rate was 48 per 1,000, "Of all the children," Dr. Russell

went on to say, "who died in Glasgow before they completed

tlieir fifth year, 32i per cent, died in houses of one apartment

and not 2 per cent, in houses of five apartments and upwards.

There they died, and their little bodies were laid on a table or on

the dresser, so as to be somewhat out of the way of their brothers

and sisters,' who plaved, and slept, and ate in their ghastly com-

pany " Dr. Russell concluded a very striking lecture by showing

how much improvement had been effected in Glasgow since IHCl,

and how much might yet be done by providing air spaces atv\

play spaces, and means of recreation, culture, ana iastruction fer

the peojile.

\YiisiiinF, Mkmcai. Ci,tn.-Dr. Dobie, Ayr, has l«>en elected

President of the Avr.shire Medical Club, in succession to ur.

Beedie Robertson, Ar'drossau, and Dr. Alexander Dundonald, yice-

nresident. Dr. Moore, Ayr, Wivs re-elected honorary secretary.

The membership of the Club now amounts to 48. These appoint-

ments were made at a meeting held last week, at which about ou

memiwrs of the medical profession were present.
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IRELAND.

TtJE.;)MEDlCAL COMMISSIONERSHIP OF THE LOCAL
9dl !,, GOVERNMENT BOARD.,

AB we go to press wr Inirn by tilegrnni from Dublin thivt Dr;
Biy Fitzgibbon, Viee-Prpsidfnt of the Royal ColU^ge of Sur-

fns in Irelaml, and lirother of Lord Justice Fitzgibbon, has Vieen

aj^oiivted to this office in euccessiou to the late Dr. C'roker King.

Tl^B'salaxy is £1,-50 a year. There were many candidates for the

post. .

THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND THE
APOTHECARIES' HALL.

THk proceedings at law between these bodies having, as wiU be

jeftnfrom the report published at page 559, been so far unfavour-

able to the College of Fliysicians, the President and Fellows have

had under consideration the present position of affairs. They are

not satisfied with the A'ice-Chancellor"s judgment, and the case

will therefore come before another court on appeal. It' is stated

by Borne, moreover, that should the ultimate decision be hostile to

the College of Physicians, that body will retire from the alliance

With the College of Surgeons, and apply to the Medical Council

for additional examiners. It is not quite certain, however, that

the CourLcil would accede to this arrangement. There is not any
jtrong feeling in Ireland in favour of the Apothecaries, either

lril(jng physicians or surgeons. It is probable that if a poll were
tdcen in Dublin, the vast majority would lie in favour of their

J^inction as a body having any function outside the compounding
jf/inedicines. But, whether it was right or wrong to recognise

<heni originally as able to give a diploma to practise, is

idw beside the question. They have been recognised ; and they

^ve a representative on tlie Medical Council. Many think that the

lily solution of the difficulty is to absorb the Hall in a Conjoint

Joard, in which it would be allowed to take part in the pharma-
lentieal portion of the examination. Such an arrangement has

)6eh proposed, hut has fallen throiigh ; and it is not unlikely that

t may again be brought forward. The solution of the ditficulty

igpfireiitly lies Ln this direction. Meantime, the lawyers are the

lainers, the " little bill '' thus far amounting to something like

|-:800.

aniblii;j ; , . , ; boioY Ii-inuo'>

.,
CORK MEDICAL PROTECTIVE ASStidiAtlbKI.

|ll',.a general meeting held some time since. Profe.ssor Stephen
'Sullivan in the chair, ami at which Drs. K. K. Townsend, Power,

ler, Cooper, Golding, Fitzraaurice, Cremip, Jennings, A.M.D.
'ke. Cotter, Donovan, Corby, H. R. Townsend, O'Connor, jnn. '.

^, Riordan, Twomey. Ryan, Hayes, T. Riordan, Guisani]
ffdsn (Cloyne), Johnstone, Pearson, Crowley, Harvey, "W. i.

ina, Iloburt, Sandfocd, Evans, Moriarty, Crowley, Ryan
toynihan, Daly, and ol hers were also present. The case of Dr'
»jgner's dismissal from bis dispensary, under sealed order of the
|ocal Government Board, was brought before the meeting. It

pointed out that, as a lueilieal man, Dr. Magner's punishment
li far in excess of that received by others guilty of similar
' ces, inasmuch as lu> not only suffered the full legal penalty
imprisonment, but was, in addition, dismissed from his post,

id, moreover, disqualified frdm ever again, under any cir-

astances, obtaining any appointment under the Medical
irities Act. The following resolution was proposed
I carried, and directe<l to be forwarded to the Local
vemment Board. Resolved: "That we, the members of the
unfy and City nf Cork Medical Protective Association, although
ffering, as maiiy of us do, from Dr. ilagner"s political views,
vertkeless are of opinion that he has been treated with oxcep-
'ual severity in being deprived not only of his present position

and means of livelihood, but in addition gendered ineligible for an
appointment under the Medical Charities Act. We arrived at this

Conclusion from the fact that previous instructions had been issued
by the Local Government Board ("as in the case of ci\-il servants
and others) prohibiting medical officers of dispensaries from

'

taking part in politics; and moreover Dr. Magher has been"
punished by imprisonment for any offence committed by him,''
Under these circumstances, we would respectfully ask the Local,.

Government Board to re-consider their decision, and withdraw the'.''

sealed order dismissing Dr. Magner from the post as dispensary"
officer of the Courcies District, Kinsale Union." The following ia"*

the answer received from the Local Goyernment Board, jvidep'T

date of February 27th:— '' '.^
""•' .'/''''' "''• •';'[•

Sir,—I am directed by the Local' Govfenuneit Board' for Ireland ;,

to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, for-
]warding a copy of the resolution passed by the Cork Jledical

."

Protective Association at a general meeting held on the 7th "^

instant, requesting the Board to withdraw the sealed'order issued"
by them removing Dr. Magner from bis position as medical officer''

of the Courcies Dispensary District, Kinsale Union : and, in reply\"'
I am to state that the 13oard have given Dr. Magner's case veryui
careful consideration, and are not prepared to withdraw the order

j

removing bim from the office in question.—I am, sir, your obedient
servant, Thomas A. Moonet^ Secretary. "' '

Honorary Secretary Cork Medical Protective Association.
"''

A general meeting will be held on Saturday, March 10tfr,'to«)fe-1

sider the correspondence.
' : .'ii

IxTEnnospiTAL FooTBAix ilAicuES.—Thfi final round of theif

(Rugby) Cup Tie, St. Thomas's r. St. Mary's, was played at tbe;i

Richmond Athletic Associations Ground, on Wednesday, Marcklt
7th. St. Thomas's, the favourites, kicked off shortly after -3';

o'clock, with the vrind in their favour. Toller secured a try, IjutT

Lambert failed at the place. After half-time St. Mary's played up ;i

with great determination, and had two free kicks about their owu;

.

quarterway flag. The last was a failure, and soon after Seniors
secured a try. but the place again foaled. Subsequently a touch':,,

in goal was obtained, and, soon after, time was called, leaving -,

St. Thomas's victors by two tries, one minor—twenty-one points-^-.;

to nil. St. Thomas's : Back, A. Gedge ; three-quarter, H. A. Julius, -,

"W. Senior, P. M. Toller; half, R. Hatherall, P. Northcott ; forward^,
"

H. J. Cooper, J; H. Dewhurst, T. A. M. Forde (captain), J. Harper,

T. Lajabert, C. Jloxon, ^V. Jliltoui F. Pitts Tucker, 6. StUlwell.

St. Mary's: Back, W. T. Daniel; three-quarter, A. >'. Harrison, F
P. Hill" (captain), C. A. Balderson; half, S. B. Williams, A. B.

Franey ; forwards, F. Lewis, G. T. K. Maurice, F. C. Martiey, J. A.

'

Aikinson, C. F. Warren, J. 0, Summerbays, H. Legge-Willis, H, F.

'

Ealand, C. D. Leyden. The final round of the In^erhospitaJ

(Association) Cup. St% Bartholomew's ti. Guy's (Holders), was played •

at Upton on March 1st. The holders managed to secure the cup
for the third successive year. The game was well contested ;'

the winners only managed to score one goal.

Cocaine as an Aid to Diagnosis i^ LARVNGEAi Disease.—
Dr. Baumgarten not long ago called attention in the Wiener'
Mer/icini.iche Wochenschrift to the value of cocaine in enabling

true thickening of the vocal cords to be distinguisheil from the

swelling of simple catarrhal inflammation. Even the most expe-

rienced laryngoscopists often find it very difficult to come to a

.

definite conclusion on this point. If Dr. Baumgarten is rioht,

however, nothing is more easy. As cocaine causes spasm of the

capillaries, local depletion, with more or less transient blanching

of the mucous surface, will follow its application to cords that are

tumid and red from congestion. >'o such effect, on the other

hand, will be produced when the substance of the cord is infil*;

trated with tubenular, syphilitic, or carcinomatous material '

When, therefore, brushing with a 10 per cent, solution of cocaine'

fails to make the redness disappear, it maybe taken r s a proof

;

that one has to deal with a serious disease. _ a:,t« ;U
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

A MEETING Of Convocation was hold at the University Buildings

on March 6th. U %^•as announced that Mr. Anst.e had received

r^ otrs Mr. Busk 3f>7. and Mr. Xesbitt 35 votes. Mr. Anstxe

will, therefore, probably be nominated by the Crown to the

vacancy in the Senate.
. ^ ^, •,. 4.i,„

Dr SI' TuoMSON proroseJ that Convocation should invite the

Senate to 'grant ad eundem degrees to graduates of other umver-

Sies who hold professorships in University and I^-g s Colh^es^

thus enabling Convocation to admit them to its membership. The

proposition wa« rejected by a large majority.

Dr M Baises moved the following resolution

:

, , ,,

"ThRt Convocation disapproves the course pursued by the

^Lfof England for a charter enabling them to confer degrees

He nartied the hUtory of the action of the Senate in connection

with the two Colleges, and considered their action in the matter

rnconsistent. He read the minutes of the Senate, m which they

e oTved (by a majority of one) not to oppose ^he scheme on three

conditions, namely: 1. That the degree proposed should nt be

confounded with the Loudon University degree. 2. That the

prel^Tnary education of those who received the degree should

Lt be inferior to that required of those who receive university

decrees 3. That the proposal to confer degrees on thos« already

pSed be not approved. The College of Surgeons had given up

uVlrts examination, and had delegated all such reqiyments to

the Society of Apothecaries and the College of Frecep ors;

that showed how little that body cared for polite culture-

The governing body would be elected from the two Councils.

S would be'self-efective, so that they would be masters o th

entire situation. The teachers could never advise or direct the

Senate, except such as might by chance be on that body, the bulk

of the teachers being completely shut out fnce in wan of any

e.^ternal influence, all regulations would be framed and all act on

taken in the interests of the Colleges themselves, and not for the

aond of the nrofession. Th s was the case with the College oi

iSeonswhC present action in "Staining a new charter wa

surfcient evidence of what might be
.'^^P^ff

/.^">
,",tlt^ was

nrpTP iriven to the corporations named. A one-side<l tacuitj wu.

fhe decree only to tose who passed the examination of the two

V^UPffel and so those bodies, without any reason, usurped the

Son of a university, which was prenosterous. Other London

Sn", who did not enter the two Colleges, were excluded

Mr B WinTEHEAB, B.A., seconded the resolution, and enlarged

upon the^m^olitic action of the S^enat^^^^^^^
^^ ^_^^

th^t'it^mVt3 thus:-"That C'—
^'^''/f'To tSfa U n_ *- ti^nf tiii^. c;f.nHtp lias not seen tit to take acviun

'^iTm Tb-REU.LY, D.Sc. seconded the amondment, ^Mch Dr

Bainwaccei^ed; so that the amendment became the substantive

""MrOsi-KU defended the action of the inajority " ,t''«..Sen^*£

-^ '^^J:^r^XtL^^^^^^^
isib#i=^:;^u^''b^k^^^ti^; ^^;^^

decree How far it would involve general cu ture was perhaps

unfertdu; bu he doubted whether any ""IJ'.e^^^
'^-^^/ffj;^!^

general culture for the degrees of other faculties than that of

"d; W .1 COLLINS said that so far as the Members of the BoyaJ

College of Surgeons had been consulted, they were adverse to the

]is:h^^^:i=^t^f^u^t|i^^^
Dr P H. Pye-Smith said that the degree of JI.D. did not repre-

sent academic culture or any other attamment than t^hat of merely

Professional education. The Licentiates of the College of Fh^

?Sans and Members of the College of Surgeons who were now

nasTri were generally a. highly cultured as the men who held

the il!) of many universities other than that of London. The

resolution was carried by a large majority.
-fl^oumed

After disposing of some other business, the House adjourned.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

AN ordinary meeting of the ConncU was held on Thursday,

''tTc ^nuirof the Ordinary Council on the 9th ultisio were

''°A*^Inimous resolution of condolence with the famUy of the

late Mr TB Curling! past President, past member of the Council,

and Court of Examiners, was passed
, e-t„nsion of

The seventh report, dated March 2nd, 1888, on the extension oi

mSdto'theCmmcU that, in addition to the works in connection

iSor.°=.f, •is^Tss-sz s:s."r=tt

^^?h the n"v portbn of the Library and the proposed corridor in

I^u of the ilou staircase already sanctioned by the Council, and

thfuses trwhTch the new workrooms at the College may be

'^ThrPirc^rmi^tClfs-thrrt^ U consisted c. th.

President Vice-President. Chairman of the Museum l^bran^ a^d

General Purjioses Committees, and Messrs. B. Hill, feibley, anu

^The Council voted a sum of £50 towards the expense of building

't^Zf^^^^^^^^- legal adviser of the Collie

wfs read .tating thS the authorities at Somerset House have de-

and annulled, was seconded by Mr. T. S>mith, ana corrieu

con. - i "•' - "1
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE OP QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

Meetings of the Council -will be iield on April 18th, July 18th,

and October 17th, 1888. Canilidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the
General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each
meeting, namely, March 28th, June 27th, September 26th, and
December 28th, 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Any qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law
of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Branch
Council unless his name has beeninserted in the circular summon-
ing the meeting at which he seeks election.

Fhancis Fowkb, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits of
Intempebance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
in the Annual Meeting of 1887, and a further portion of the Report
upon Old Age have been completed, and will shortly be published
in the Journal.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the Geographical DisTEiBrxiON of
certain Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as
soon as ready.

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,
that on The Etiology of Phthisis.
A fresh inquiry into the Orioin and Mode of Propagation of

Epidemics of Diphtheria has been issued.
Memoranda upon thene -mbjects, and forms for recording observa-

tions, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective
Investigation Committee, 4£9, Strand, W.C.

BR^lNCn MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Sot'Th-Easterx Bratch : East akd West Scssex Districts.—A conjoint
meetingof the above districts will beheld at the Grand Hotel. Briehton on
Thursday, March 22nd. F. W. Salzmann. M.R.C.S.. will preside. Meeting at 3 .30
P.M.

;
dinner at S.-IO P.M. : charf;e 6s.. exclusive of wine. The following com-

munications are promised : Dr. Starling: A case of Fibroid Induration of the
Stomach (With specimens"!. Mr. How.lrd Marsh : Recovery after Laparotomy
for Intestinal Obstruction ; with liemarks. Dr. Mackev will show : Cases o"f
Lupus Erj-thematosus. etc. Gentlemen desirous of con'trib\iting short, papers
or cases, should write at once to the undersigned or to Dr. Gostling West
Worthing.—T. Jksxer Vekrau,, Honorary Secretary, 97, Montpellier Road
Brighton.

.Shropshire anti Mip-Walfj Branch.—The next meeting of the Branch
will be held at the Salop Infirmary, on Tuesday. March 27th. at :< P.M. Mr. W
Eddowes in the chair. Gentlemen wishing to'exliibit or read notes of cases, or
to bring forward sulijects for discussion, are requested to communicate with
the honorary secretary, Edward Curetox, Shrewsbury.

Nobth Wales BRAXcn.—The intermediate meeting of this Branch will lie
held at Colwyn Bay on Tuesday. March 20th. at 2 p.m. Memlx-rs who wnsh to
read papers, etc.. or nominate candidates for mcmbereliip. are requested to com-
municate at ouoe with W. Joni-3-Morkis, Honorary Secretary, Portmadoc.

East .\X(M,i\n Braxch : Essex District Tlie next meeting will be held
at the Saraoen's Head Hotel. Diinmore. on Fridav. March 2.'ird. It-SS. at 2.30 p.m.
R. B. Marriott. Esq.. Swaffham. President of tlie"Brancli, in the chair. Notices
of papers, etc.. should be sent as soou as possible to C. E. Aruott, BraintR.e
Honorary Secretary. i_

MeTROPOLITAS CoitNTIES BRANCH: EAST LONDON AND SoiTH EsSEX Dl«-
trict.—The next meeting will be held in the Uacknev-Town Hall, on Thursday.
March l.Mh. at S.30 p.m. A paper will be read by A. J. Pepper. Esq.. on Medical
Biidence in Courts of Law. Visitors will be welcomed.—J. W. Hunt. Honorary
Secretary, 101. (Queen's Koad. Dalston.

Southern Br.vnoh: Sovth Wiits District.—The next mctting of this
Brandi will be lield at the Bath .-Vrnis. Warminster, on Wednesday. Marrh SI?*,
at 4 o'clock. Dinner at 6 o'clock. Tickets ."is., not to include wine. Memlieis
intending to be present, to communicate with the honorary secretary, H. J.
Maxnino, Laverstock, near Salisburj-.

Sovth-Eastebn Biu<!ch : East Kent Distbici.—The next meeting of the
above District will be held at the Cottage Hospital. Ashford, on Thursday,
March l.ith. at 3 P.M. Dr. Wilks in the c-hair. The Preaiident kindly Inntea
mtjnijers to luncheon, t>e^weeu 1 and 2.30. at his hr>use. 22, North Street. The
dinner will take place at 5 p.m.. at the Saracen's Head, price di. (exclutWe of
wine). All menibers of the South Eastern Branch are entitle<l to attend these
meetings, and to introduce professional friend>. N.H. All gentlemen parposing
to dine are particularly requested to inform tiie chairman by Tuesday the 13th,
that proper arrangements may be made.—W. J. TysoN, Honorary District tiiecre-

tarj', lu, Langhorue Gardens. Folkestone.

CEYLON BRANCH.
The inauguration of the Ceylon Branch took place on December
17th, 1887, when a large and representative gathering of the man-
bers of the profession met in the Hall of the Colonial Medical
Library. The following gentlemen were present : W. R. Kynsey,
F.K.Q.C.P., Colombo; S. Archer, M.D., Brigade-Surgeon, Medical
Staff, Colombo ; J. L. Vanderstraaten, M.D., M.R.C.l'.L., Colombo;
W. G. VanDort, M.D., C,M., Colombo; J. Loos, M.D., M.R.C.P.E.,
Kandy; The Hon. P. D. Anthoni.sz, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., Colombo; W.
Dias, M.D., M.R.C.S.E., GaUe; C. \V. VanGeyzel, M.B., CM., Colombo;
H. Thomhill, M.B., Kandv ; W. G. Rockwood, M.D., M.R.C.SJ;.,
Colombo; J. Attygalle, M.D., M.K.C.S.E., Colombo; T. F. Garvin,
M.B., C..\I., Colombo; J. D. MacDonald, M.D., Colomlx) : S. Fer-
nando, il.B., CM., Colomlio; H. .V. Keegel, L.R.G.P.E., Colombo;
.\I. Eleyatamby, M.R.C.S.E., Colombo; JL Huybertsz, L.R.C.P.
and S.E., Kalatura; E. N. Schokman, L.C.M.C., Colombo ; S. de -M.

As.^eruppa, M.D., Colombo.
Specimens.—The Hall of the Libraxj' was tastefully arranged, a

number of side tables having been set apart for specimens of con-
siderable interest. Table I contained a large and varied collectioa
of I'laster-of-Paris Casts e.vecuted by a local artist under the
direction of the late Dr. Koch. The specimens included the fol-

lowing : Casts of Talipes, of Potts's Fracture, of Stumps after

Pirogoff's, Sj-me's, and Chopart's Operations ; Subglenoid Disloca-
tion of the Humerus, Fractures at the Wrist, Fractures of the
Cla\'icle, of Cases of Elephantiasis Gr«corum, Bronchocele, and
various other conditions.^Table II contained Eight Ovarian
Tumours from casts operated upon by the Hon. Dr. .Vnthonisz,

Dr. Rockwood, of Colombo, Dr. Schokman, of Galle, and the late

Dr. Koch.—Table III contained a large collection of Urinary and
Ciliary Calculi, Concretions round Foreign Botlies, and Salivary
Calculi presented to the De Soyza Museimi by Drs. Koch, Rockwood,
Anthonisz, Vandersmagt, Ciarvin, and others.—On Table IV Dr.
MacDonald exhibited microscopic slides showing the Bacilli of
Splenic Fever, Cholera, Lepra, Erj-sipelas, Tubercle, Typhoid Fever,

Pyaemia, Gonorrhcea, and Actinomycosis, the Streptococcus of Pus,
tlie Ova of the Round Worm, and the Cocci of Pneiunonia. Several

vers" good specimens of the Ova of the Anchylostoma Duodenale
in different stages of development ^ere shown taken from the fsetea

of patients at present under treatment from anchylostomiasis in
the General Hospital at Colombo. The Embryo of the Worm was
also shown.—On Table V Mr. Biuto exhibited a collection of
microscopic slides, showing Epithelioma, Fibroid Tumour, Lupus,
Anchylostoma Duodenale (female and male.l. Parasites in Beef,

Tricocephalus Dispar, besides preparations of various noi^nal

tissues.—Table VI contained a collection of Entozoa in spirits very

neatly mounted for examination by Mr. Erito: I, Oxyurus Venni-
cularls ; 2, Amphistoma Explanatum (Buffalo?); 3, Tienia Solium
(Human); 4, Tricocephalus Dispar ^Human); b, Lumbricoides
(Human); 6, Tricocephalus (, Horse); 7, .Vnchylostoma Duodenale.^
ilr. Brito also exhibited well-executed DL-i.^ections of the Human
Brain hardened in spirits.—On Table VII Dr. MacDonald exhi-

bited a set of Esbachs Albuminometers, and a Portjible Spirometer
which attracted much attention.—Table VIII had the following

preparations, exhibited by Mr. Brito: 1. Himiau FaHus and Mem-
liranes, about tliree or four weeks old ; '1, L'terus and its Append-
ages. Fa-tal Membranes and Cotyledonary Placenta ; 3, Encephaloid
Cancer of the Liver; 4, Heart of Frog showing Aortic jVrchcs;

b. Blood-clot expelled Ten Days after Parturition (case of Puer-
peral Septicaemia); 6, Kidnevs, Bladder, ami Ureters of a Man

—

right kidney hj-pertrophied, left containing a calculus of the size

of a small lemon: right pelvis and ureter distended; bladder car-

cinomatous.—The Jluseum of the Ceylon Medical College was also

thrown open to the members.
Preliminary Proceedings.—At 12.30 P.M., in pursuance of notice.

Dr. Loos moved that Mr. Kynsey, P.C.il.O., do take the chair.

Brigaiie-Surgeon Dr. Archeh"seconded the motion.—ilr. Ktnsst,
having taken the chair, addressed the meeting and expressed his

satisfaction at seeing such a representative gathering assembled
to inaugurate the Ceylon Brancli of the British Medical Asaocia-
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' tion. The first thing to do would he to complete the constitution

-of thi3 Council by electing three members not resident in Colombo

to tlie vacunt seats in the Council. - Ur. Attygali-k proposed, and

Dr. AsenK.'U'PA seconded: That Mr, Kenny, M.B., CM., Hatton

;

Surgeon Wallis, JI.R.C.S., .Vrmy Medical .Staff, of (ialle ; and Dr.

James Luos. I'f Kandy, be elected members of Couned under Sec-

tion rf, Uy-law 4. Carried unanimously. Krom the Council thus

constituted the election of the office-bearers for the year 1888 took

place. ^ . ,

Election ./Pre.tiV/en^—Brigade-Surgeon Dr. Mcheb then pro-

posed, that from the Council thus constituted, the meeting do

- elect ilr. \V. It. Kyasey to be the first I'resident of the Ceylon

Branch.— Dr. Van'Uout hnTing seconded the motion, Mr. Kynsey

, thanktd the meeting for this expression of its confidence. lie

' felt that his approaching departure irom the island on leave

would interfere with the proper discharge of those duties which

would devolve upon him as President in the organisation and

working of the Branch at its first start. He felt sure that the

mei'ting would cordially join him in the nomination of the gentle-

man whose name he would submit to them in his stead, a gentle-

man whoso reputation in the medical profession had been estab-

-
! lished both here and in Great Britain, and who was his oldest

friend in the island. He begged to propose the Hon. Dr. P. D.

Anthonisz as the first President of the Ceylon Branch.—Mr. Van-

Geyzel seconded. The lion. Dr. P. D. Anthonisz was declared

duly elected I'resident of the Ceylon Branch. Mr. Kynset then

vaMted the chair to the Phesibent, who returned thanks for his

election. He felt that by reason of his years his term of useful-

ness in the profession would necessarily be limited, but under the

circumstances of the case he gladly accepted the responsibility of

occupying the chair he had just assumed, and which he trusted

Mr. Kynsey would, on a future occasion, occupy.

-. Officers.—Oa the proposal of Mr. Kynsey, seconded by Dr. Van-
oi'derstbaaten, Brigade-Surgeon Dr. Archer, M.S., and Dr. W. O.

I'lVanDort were unanimously elected Vice-Presidents of the Branch.

Hi Mr. Thobxuili. proposed, and Dr. MacDonald seconded, the

election of Mr. Henrj' Keegel as Honorary Secretary of the Branch.

Carried unanimously.—Mr. VanGetzel proposed the election of

Dr. Vanderstraaten as Honorary Treasurer. Mr. Huybebtsz
V iseconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.
,1' Representative on the Council of A.i.sociation.—On the proposal

.Tof the President, seconded by Mr. Thornhill, Mr. Kynsey was
!• nominated Representative from the Ceylon Branch to the Council

of the parent Association.—Mr. Kynsey, in returning thanks,

hope<l that during his stay in Europe, he would be able per-

sonally, if necessary, to further the interests of the Branch there.

Neiiy iVem'ifr".—The Honoraky Secretary then proposed the

election of the follomng gentlemen. Dr. VanDort seconding each

proposal. To the Parent Branch.—yf. Dias, M.J., St. And.,

M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A. -, S. de M. Asserappa, M.D.Edin.; A. Nell,

L.C.M.C; M. Candyah, L.C.M.C. To the Local Branch.—V,\ Dias,

. M.D.St.And., M.K.C.S.Kng., L.S.A. ; S. de M. .\3serappa, M.D.Edin.

;

A. .Veil, L.C.M.C. ; M. Candyah, L.C.M.C; S. B. Perern, L.C.M.C.

. Voteof Thank*.—1>T. MacDonald proposed, and Dr. .\BSEnAPPA

seconded, that a vote of thanks be accorded to the Chair. The
-. resolution was carried unanimously, and the meeting ended.
' ZuncAeon.—All the members of the Association who were

present at the meeting, and Surgeon-Major Stokes, MIS., Surgeon

Birch, Mr. Spence, Mr. Tochran, Lecturer on Chemistrj-, and Mr.

Mcit-r, the medical superintendent of the Leper .\sylum, as-

- semhled at 1.30 p.m., by the invitation of the Principal Civil

i Mwlical Officer, at Guyscliff, where tlu-y w^re entertained at

V luncheon. The only toasts were the "Health of Mr. Kynsey,
-' which was proposeil by Dr. Lons, and drunk -nath acclamation
-' and hearty wishes of a pleasant voyage and safe return ;

and the

J •' Health of the first President of the Ceylon Branch of the British

: Medical Association," proposed by JI^. Kt.nsey, to which the Hon.
- Dr. .\NTWONisz replied. ',,,''' ,".!,'

GLGCCESTKRSHIRE BR.\>X'H.

--An- ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday, February 21st, 1888, at

/..TO P.M., at the Gloucester Infirmarj-, under the presidency of

Dr. CiBRiE.
Sujrpuration rf Vttremu.— Mr. Bower showed a patient suffer-

• iiing from suppuration of the vitreous humour of the eye due to the

. 'presence of a steel chip. He had failed to see the fragment by

* the ophthalmoscope, and also to remove it by the electro-magnet.

I He pointe<l out the total absence of injury to the lens and cornea,

-. or of inflammation.

//oma'oi)a%.-Dr. Ccerie opened a discussion on the present

position of Homceopathv in relat ion to regular Medicuie, in which

hepropounded thequestion whether the band of bri.lhtThood .should

not W held out to the homceopaths, and concluded that it should.

—Dr Bond answered in the negative.—Mr. \\ addy lu-ged that all

distinctions should be dropped.—Dr. Xeedham argued that no con-

ciliation could be effected until the distinctive name be dropjjeil.

—Dr. Batten spoke strongly in favour of Dr. Currie s proposition.

-Air Ellis said there was much to learn from the homwopalhs.-

Dr Sol-teb said that, considering the great changes 6f opinion

with rej/ard to therapeutics, there was no reason Tor ostracising

homwopaths.-Dr. Clarke and Messrs. Bower, Cuthbert, and

Cardew also took part, and Dr. Currie replied. The meetmg

closed at 10 p.m. .
. . u ..i.„

The result of this meeting was most important, showing tne

(Treat feeling in favour of admitting homoeopaths to equal

fellowship, and, as far as the county of Gloucester is con-

cerned, hai-ing settled the question as to the ngbt of holding

consultations with them.

BORDER COro'TIES BR.\XCH.

A. meeting was held at the County Hotel, Carlisle, on Friday,

February 24th, 1888. The chair was taken by Dr. McLeod,

Hawick," President, at 6 P.M. Twenty-four members and five

visitors were present. , ,

New Memhers.—The following were elected members of the

Branch: William Blair, M.D.Glasg., Jedburgh; \\ilham Henry

St. Leger Carter, L.R.CP.and S.Kd., ConL«head Pnory ;
Domld

Macgregor, M.D.Ed., Denholm, Hawick; Charles John TiSen,

k.DrEd°, Wigton. „
' „..

Process of Compensation.—Dv. Byrom BrAmwell, of fcdln-

bureh, read a paper on the process of compensation and its

bearing on prognosis and treatment, which was illus rated with

specimens and drawings.-In the discussion which followed, the

President and Drs. J. Anson, Haddon, Barnes, Maclaebn,

Green, Macdougall, Lockib, Altham, and Campbell tooK

part.-Dr. Bramwell replied.
, , , t, -d

Vote of Thanks.—\ vote of thanks was accorded to Dr. Bram-

well, on the motion of Dr. Haddon.
„ „ .

, , . ^ „
Hvpertrophu of Breasts.—Dr. ilniR, Selkirk, read notes of a

case of h>-pertrophy of the mamma?. an<l showed photographs.

Operation for Rectal Hremorrha,^e.-T)v. Altham (Penrith) read

notes of a coke. A woman, aged U, had had bleeding from the

bowel for fourteen years, -n-ith much suffering. As none ot the

ordinary causes of hemorrhage were found, the redundant skin

rouml the anus was cut away, with the object of leaving a con-

siderable surface to granulate and contract. The operation was

romDletelv successful. „ .
.

Case J Herniotomy ivith Omental Cf/.^i*'.- Dr. Altham read

notes of a case in which a woman, aged 70, was opernted on for

strangulated hernia. On cutting down it was found that what

seem^^l like a knuckle of strangulated bowel was really a cyst in

the omentum, which had been bruised during taxi.s. After making

sure that no portion of bowel was contained m this sac, the onien-

tum was ligatured and cut off. The patient did we 1, but it

would no doubt be better in such cases to open the cysts and ex-

plore the cavity with the finger, so as to make sure that none oJ

the bowel was included. „ „ „ ,r: ^ \^\

Intracranial II<cmorrrha;,e in a Boy.-lU.l. P. Devlin (Carlisle)

read notes of a case of cerebral ha;morrhage in a boy aged H.jvho

tiU three hours before his death had enjoyed good health. lo»t-

w^rton examination did not reveal disease in
^'/.'^

t!;""^^"^ °'

abdominal organs; but there was a large cavity filled with recent

clot situated in the right hemisphere of the brain.

Snpper.-X^enfs-ow gentlemen sat down to ^^^VVJT- .

Ne.rt Meeti}i(j.-'i\\e next meeting of the Branch will be held m
spring, at Cockermouth.

The Duke of Bedford, as Lord-Lieutenant of the County, and

the Lord Bishop of the diocese have become patrons M the

Huntingdon County Hospital, and the Earl of Sandmch has been

elected President, vice Baron de Ramsey, deceased.

Johnstone Combination Hospital.—The Combination Hospital,

which has been buUt at Johnstone to meet the requirements ot

five parishe.s. at the cost of £2,200, has been inspected by a

(Government ofticer, and pronounced thoroughly satisfactory, ana

is to be opened at the end of the month.
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARIS.
[fEOJI OUB own COUnESPONUENT.]

Cold Bathing in Typlt'iid.—Lead Poisonini/.—Photo.ryline as a
Surgical Dressing.— Toxic Effects of Antipt/rin.—Carbolic Acid
in Pulmonary Phthisis.—Effects of Boric Acid.

M. JuHEL-RfixoY recently read a paper before the Societts MiSdicale
des Hopitaux on cold bathing in t)-phoid. He had treated
forty-three cases in this way, with only three deaths. Sixty-five
baths Were given in each case. The nature of the disease was.
established beyond a doubt in every instance. JI. JuheI-R6noy
Considers that cold baths prevent hEemorrhage, pulmonary com-
plications and syncope, modify the iliarrhcea, and clear the urine,
which is secreted in gi-eat abundance. Among his patients there
were pregnant women, hysterical, alcoholic, and tuberculous
patients. In cases of perforation of the intestine and peritonitis,
cold bathing should never be employed, il. Dujardin-Beaumetz
remarked that M. Quinquaud had proved that cold baths increase
organic combustion, and consequently the production of heat. He
admitted that cold baths may act as a tonic, but the same result
was obtained with tepid baths, which were not so dangerous.
The increased arterial tension produced by cold baths might cause
sudden death in cases of cardiac weakness.
At the meeting of the Siu-gical Society on February 9th, M.

Duguet described a case of lead poisoning. The patient, a woman
aged 38, was employed in a factorj' where coloured cardboard
boxes are made by machinery. Her business was to gum small
bands of paper 0.16 centimetre Ions on these boxes, which were
intended to hold reels of cotton. These paper bands are coloured
red and orange on one side, being grey on the other side, which is

covered with gum. In taking up these bands, which are packed
in layers, the patient was obliged to wet lier linger with her
tongue each time, and slip off each band, of wliich the red and
orange side is placed uppermost, v.-\t]i her finger. The grey side
of the band had then to be licked, and the band gummed on the
box. The patient had frequently gummed as many as 5,000 of
these bands in one day. She stated that her compariiona (eight or
ten) who did the same work, all became pale and thin, and
suffered from colic. Those who were employed in pasting on
blue-coloured bands of paper were not affected with any morbid
symptoms. The red and orange bands of paper were analysed by
M. Gur. The residue of the paper, when burnt, gave all the
reactions of salts of lead. Each band contained about 12 milli-
grammes of metallic lead. This form of lead poisonini; has not
been described before, il. Monod suggested that the case should
be reported to the I'refet de Police.
M. von Wahl has lately tried substituting photoxyline, which is

used in photography, for collodion in surgical operations. He
employs a o per cent, solution mixed with equal portions of
alcohol and ether. His experiments showed that photoxyline has
the following advantages : It adheres more closely to the skin
than collodion; it is absolutely impermeable, and is not dete-
riorated by washing or by prolonged contact with other fluids ; it

exercises a uniform compression on the tissues. It can, therefore,
be strongly recommended in the case of slight surgical operations,
when the patient is not obliged to lie up and a voluminous anti-
septic dressing is most inconvenient ; as in plastic operations on the
face, and in those performed in the region of the genital organs in
male patients (radical operations for hernia, hj-drocele, castra-
tion, etc.). In these cases a thin layer of cotton-wool, free from
all greasy principles ancl saturated with photo.xyline, is applieil
to tne wound and fixed by means of sutures and court plaster
after bleeding has stopped. Tliis layer will resist the dissolving
action of any foreign fluids for eight or ten days. The uni-
form pressure it exercises renders drainage superlluous. In the
case of children, where it is almost impossible to prevent the
contact of the ilressings with the urine, photoxyline will be foimd
especially valuable, in laparotomy this form of dressing will
suffice by itself, and will protect the abdominal wound m the
most efficient manner.
At a recent meeting of the Academie de Mt^decine Dr. Ball read

a paper by Ur. Osciir Jennings on a case of poisoning by anti-
pyrin. The patient suffered from nodular rheumatism, for whicli
-.50 grammes of autipp'in were given daily for a week. On the
eighth day erythematous spots w-ere observed on the arms, and

the patient had an uncomfortable sensation in the eyea. On the
following day the face was red, the eyelids swollen. The day after
a rash came out all over the body; there was catarrhal conjunc-
tivitis, loss of appetite, and a .sensation of internal cold. The
pulse was 78. There was singing in the ears. The patient was
\ ery weak. A few drops of tincture of belladonna caused th^'se
symptoms rapidly to lUsappear. Dr. Jennings considers that anti-
pyrin should be given with great caution to old people and j>er-
sons of an impressionable temperament. The symptoms of poi-
soning can, however, be easily subdued bj- administering a lew
drops of tincture of belladonna, or by subcutaneous injections of
atropine. M. Germain See observed that he had met with many
similar cases. The symptoms of poisoning which he had ol>served
were usually due to doses of three or four grammes of antipyrin,
given for several consecutive days. Such symptoms were most
commonly met witli in female patients. Autipynn should never
be given a second time to patients in whom tney had been ob-
served. In such cases antifebrin (acetanilide) should be substituted
for antipyrin. JI. S6e strongly condemned the practice of giving
belladonna or injections of atropine to combat the symptoms of
poisoning, which will spontaneously disappear in from twenty-
four to forty-eight hours if the drug is discontinued, and which
cannot be regarded as tif a serious nature. II. Dujardin-Beaumetz,
who shares this opinion, remarked that, after a prolonged
use, antipyrin caused pain in the stomacli and dyspeptic
symptoms. The adulteration of antipyrin with benzine or other
substances was possibly the cause of these symptoms, which had
been more frequently observed of late. ii. Dujardin-Beaumetz
further remarked that subcutaneous injections of antipyrin were
painful. Acetanilide caused cyanosis in certain cases. A dose
of two grammes a day should never be exceeded, if. Qemmin
S^e had observed the gastric symptoms described by M. Dujardin-
Beaumetz, and belieTed them to be due to the manner in which
the antipyrin Tyas prepared. In order to prsvent these sjTnptoms,
il. Si5e employed carbonate of soda or seltzer water. For sub-
cutaneous injections he gave one gramme in four injections. In this
way the injections were not painfuL il. Ollivier stated that he
did not share the belief held by many authors concerning the good
effects of antipyrin. He had employed it in the treatment of
chorea, and found that, although it modified the affection in
certain cases, in others it did no good.

it. Dujardin-Beaumetz, in a lecture which he recently delivered
on carbolic acid in the treatment of phthisis, expressed himself
to the following effect : "The absorption of the acid by the air-

passages being out of the question, the only means of administer-
ing it is by hj-podermic injections and by the alimentary canal
(stomach or rectum). As the digestive organs of phthisical pa-
tients are usually out of order, any irritation of the stomach
should be avoided in their case. The skin and the rectum are
therefore the only means by which the acid can be safely intro-

duced. In has been used by many medical men in cases of pul-
monary tuberculosis. The injection may be hyjiodermic or mto
the deeper parts; by this means the antiseptic liquid may be
conveyed to the very spot in which the lesion exists.

Professor Lupine and his pupil True tried intra-pulmonary injec-

tions of a J per cent, alcoholic solution of creasote in tuber-
culosis. A weak solution of morphine had been previously in-

jected to prevent pain. These authors recommended iodoform,
with which excellent results were obtained in the treatment of tu-
berculous abscess. For the carbolic acid injections a syringe
large enough to hold 5 grammes of the liquid should be employed.
A 2 per cent, solution of carbolic acid, perfectly pure, and pre-
viously dissolved in glycerine (alcohol is irritating) should be
used. The spots at which the injections are made should be
cho.sen in the anterior portion of the chest, below the clavicle.

The number of punctures to be made must be determined by the
special character of the affection, but an excessive number may
cause symptoms of carlwlic acid poisoning. L-nder this treat-

ment it will be found that in a large proportion of cases the appe-
tite returns ; the patients can leave their beds and walk out ; the
coughing and expectoration are diminished, and the night sweats
frequently cease.

.\t a recent meeting of the Soci^td ili5dieale des Uopitaux, M.
Gaucher described the results of his experiments with boric acid,

administered internally. He has discovered that, in doses which
produce the required effects, this substance is not toxic. When
applied to the bare sldn only it is not caustic, and only a slight

amo\int of absorption takes places ; for this reason it is of grt>at

service in skin diseases. In infectious and contagious impetigo it
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has the <:ame effect as oil of cade, without its drawlmcks. M.

diitinpt M naucher ndministpred internally trom on cenu

^mmes to i JZme of boric acid to a scries of consumptive

^^Ss with fhe following results :-The general condition un-

proved, the local condition remained stationary. The acid was

fliminatedby the urine in the form °f
';""%^*^^f;,,."!:t'^,°XaT-

that internal doses of boric acid might
''t^'^'''/''i"*lriV' v.tiUs

tage for injections of this substance in the '7^''^;°'
?^„7''3^th

hI gave one gramme of the acid daily to several
"gf.-^.l"" ?,^'^„^:'"'

h^^?rtro^hv of the prostate, accompanied by cystitis; the unne,

wSch was thkk and contained muco-pus, quickly became clear

Boric aTfd is not astringent like borate of sodmm, which is used

by some surgeons.

last week, and Professor von Bergmann has rem,uned^ —
of the Emperor. 1 imderstand that either Sir ^1-

f
' ;'

/-'',,^J

Mr. Mark Ilovell is always on duty at he \ ilia. It i^, hoptil tnac

this anxious state of matters wUl not last much l';"g«-
. ,

The liishoi) of Gibraltar is here, and preached at A 1 barnts

^:±i ^^cvsifsL!•^ ?£^3.^"ris
changed, and is very fine.

MANCHESTER.
[from Oim OWN COBBESPONDENT.]

_ _

Hospital Fv^nds-Small-pcv.- Owens
Colleye.-^BritUh Msoctatton

Local Cmnmittees Accounts.

THE collections on Sunday amounted to
£+.^«f

.an;! «°
"^°^f^*

Saturday to £1,494, but to the latter sum an addition may still be

"^
Ad^^lltional cases of small-pox continue to ^ropup in various

tAw.w near Manchester. In Stockport alone twenty-one coses

wkhfour deaths have been notified since the disease broke out

SAN REMO.
IrnoM CUE OWN corkebponbent.J

By the time this letter reaches you 1 trust some of the tension on

the public mind in connection with aflfairs at the yUla Zmo may

be re ieved. I can at any rate report (March 5th) some progre«

^thin the last few davs. the Crown Prince havmg now hfwi th^ee

wmparativelv good nights, with less cough and expectoration

^d ha%-ing blel out on the piazza upon which the endows of li.s

?Sjm open for several hours each day. This he has been able to

do thanks to the ingenuity of Sir MoreU Mackenzie, ^^^ «t^°
7

porised a screen which shelters the patient from any ^"d- /^'i

LTes some amount of privacy from the gaze of Ihe crowds which

consrecate in the road below the villa.
, . f„

TVie embargo laid by the Emperor on t^e physicians as to

^i^^ng any ii5ormation beyond that conveyed by the ofhcial bul-

fetinsT which are probably submitted to the august Pai^^t before

being published, has struck terror into the heart of the host of

spe^al correspondents now here, and renders it extremely difiicult

to obtain reliable information. It has also had the ^"''..t pos-

sible effect in causing information of a pessimist nature to be in-

""^T^e^sugcestion made by Sir Morell Mackenzie alluded to in my
last has be..n carried out, and on Saturday evemng Professor

Waldeyer. now holding the Chair of Anatomy at the Lniversity ot

Berlin; and formerly Professor of Pathology, arrived here. This

eminent raicroscopist, who has written important works on the

origin of cancer. I have reason to know spent tlie w-hole of son-

day in making examinations of the expectorated matter, and the

greater part of the morning Sir MoreU Mackenzie was with him.

The doctors, however, have been requested not to make known

his views, whether favourable or not, so that whatever conclu-

sions he may arrive at will be forwarded to Berlin, and are not

likely to be"known here. A new cannula was made here last week

under the superintendence of Sir Morell Mackenzie, who spent

nearly a day and a half in the workshop of the local silversmith,

exciting much interest in the Italian artisan mind. In this work

he was assisted by Dr. T. Evans, of Paris, the American dentist

of European tame, who is staying here. Since this tube wiis

taken to the Villa Zirio, I hear that the cough and expectoration

have materially diminished, and that the latter is much less blood-

tinged than it was; whether this is due to the new tube or not I

cannot say.
. , , , • , . r »:

The Crown Princess continues to display the admirable torti-

tude and bravery that have distinguished her all along, at a time

when one knows her heart is WTung with the bitterest, anxiety.

Her kinrlliness and consideration for others are perpetually sliown,

an example of which has just been brought to ray notice. An

English nurse, trained at the Liverpool Hospital, who has nursed

here with great success for several years, was recommended by Dr.

t>eeman to assist in the nursing, preparing food, etc., after the

operation. A hospital onlerly has now amved from Lerlin. an(

on the nurse's departure the Crown Princess personally presented

her with a pretty and valuable brooch, thanking lier warmly.

Tliere is still a. good deal of international feeling and tealousy,

and though natural to a certain extent, it is. I fear, carried much

too far. Sir M. Mackenzie has now resumed charge of the illus-

trious patient, being supreme in the case. Prmce William amved

again.

'The principal and treasurer of Owens College have issued a

circula? setting forth the needs of the College, and soliciting sub-

sSn ions to clear off the debts on the new laboratories and

mXms which have recently been erected ^nd cquii^ed We

feel certain that the public of Manchester-so justly PTPUf. '^^V^l

CoUege entirely endo'wed and supported by t/^^. ^°"
"'jf ^f

°!

its citizens apart from State aid-will respond liberally t^ the ap

peal. The sL required to pay ofi the debt on the buildings is

"
The S'^'xeeutive Committee of the British Association has

reported on the expenditure incurred at the -«!"', meeting of tis

As^sociation held in Manchester in September Uis

f^^^f^^^^
the amount received was £4,.«b, w hue tnt "^"""^

. „^„ps8
attending was 3,838. The ^^ttendance was greatly inex«^^^^

of that at any previous meeting, and tbe amount receiveu

^nd available fo^ tL promotion of ^"-5^4='^,^^:^™ being Se't
records The total expenditure was £4,J58, tins sum ';•="%

chiefly by the guarantors, 35 per cent, of the sum giiaranteed being

called up by donations and the proceeds of excursions.

LIVERPOOL.
[FROM OUB OWN COKBESPONDENT.]

Senom Dec-ease of the Water Supply.-Small-po.v in Liverpool.-

Hospital Appointment.—Police
Appointments.

FOB several ^.eks past we have had a " restricted" ^^^^ter supply,

and within the past montli the water has been cut off
^hf^at

^,^ meet nresent reauirements. As a matter ot tact tne ^'*«'^P^

medical oflScerot health has recorded seven cases, most « WDicn

werXectly traceable to an official in the employ of the Man-

Thester S leiTeld. and Lincolnshire Railway Company, which

^mmuniSwih Liverpool by the Cheshire Lines tommittee.
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In fact, the health of the city has beon, on the whole, rather
exceptiouiilly good for many weeks past.

Dr. "William Alc.xandtT, so well known by his operation of
tightening the round ligaments and other original operations, has
been without opposition elected honorary surgeon to the Royal
Southern Hospital. The vacancy occurred by the retirement" of
Mr. Hamilton, wliosc term of office had expired.
Last week the Watch Committee appointed Dr. ilacpherson and

Jlr. Rhinallt Pugho surgeons to the City Police Force for the north
and south districts respectively.

CORRESPONDENCE.
DR. APOSTOLI AND ELECTROLYSIS.

Sib,—In a letter on this subject in the JorBXAi of March 3rd,
it i-s stated that this treatment, even in the hands of its originator
(in its present formX is full of danger to life. I am able- to cor-
roborate Dr. Apostoli's statement that this is not so, for Dr. Keith
and I have made 2,.067 applications for fibroids and other diseased
conditions of the uterus, and, following Dr. Apostoli's directions,
have had but one case where there has been any trouble. This
patient did not do what she was told to do, and the result was an
attack of cellulitis, which rest in bed has cured. After every
application the patients have been able to go home, walking,
driving, or by train.

We propose at a future time to bring before the profession the
results of these applications ; but at present I may say that we
are treating a lady, who was told nearly three years ago by a
well-known pronncial abdominal surgeon, that 'if she did not
submit to the operation of hysterectomy she would not live for
six months ! The tumour was then, and is still, simply an incon-
venience from its size—it is not verj- large, and lias already
decreased about one quarter after sis apjilications.— I am, etc.,

Edinburgh. Skene Keith.

NURSING FOR THE VERY POOR.
Sib,—In many parts of the country attempts have been made

to establish permanently a parish nurse, or a nursing association
of several nurses for a "union of parishes. I do not here refer to
towns, but to exclusively rural agricultural districts, where both
farmers and tradespeople are poor. These attempts have been
more often unsuccessful than the contrary, from vai-ious causes

;

hut, without entering into the consideration of all of these, I may
state that, in my own neighbourhood, the efforts in this direction
have been crowned with eminent success, and I would, therefore,
<lesire briefly to describe our system, and to point out where
there is room for improvement, and in what way this improve-
ment could be effected.

Our Nurses" Association was started in the beginning of 18S3.
Highly trained nurses have proved in other places unsuitable for
the general run of illnesses in poor cottages, where there is but
little room and meiuis, and often but scanty or poor food to be
obtained, and it seemed necessary to form the staff of nurses from
women in the same station and circumstances of life as the
patients themselves, as the nurse must, in the comlitions under
consideration, do the cooking and mind the children as well as
nurse the mother, where the latter is the patient. Highly trained
nurses, as a rule, will not be content with the poor food" and ac-
commodation that are to be found in a labourers cottage, and a
second band is required to attend to the needs of the household,
the man"s dinner, the children's washing and dressing, etc.
We commenced, therefore, by engaging a respectable widow ac-

customed to nursing, and willing to act for a moderate fixed
salary; others were soon found anxious to join, and as most
parishes were either too poor or too small to keep and employ a
nurse constantly, an association of parishes was formed. At pre-
sent there are fourleen parishes and ten nurses. The parishes are
limited to those wit liin twelve miles of the secretary's home. In
each parish that joins some lady must be found to represent it on
the committee, to whom application i'l to be made liy those re-
fiuiring a nurse, who will watch any case in her parish, and is

willing to collect and guarantee a certain annual sum. This sum
is f5xe<l at £« from each parish, with £1 more for cvcw 100 people
overSOO. There is no central home, but the nurses lodge in dif-
ferent parts of the district. There is a sliding scale of "subscrip-
tions and fees at a rate that enables people of each class to keep
a nurn^ for a month for the same cost that they would pay for ten

days' nursing in the oniinarj- way ; subscribers getting the right
to have a nurse at half fee. For instance, the lawiurers' subscrip-
tion is 2s. annually ; they have a nurse for 2s. a week. Gcntrj-'s
subscription not less than 10s. annually, and fee for nurse 10s.
weekly. Board and lodging, also, for the nurse to be provided in
all cases, but in specially poor cottages they have an extra allowance
from the Association of 2s. 6d. per week. The nurses are paid a
fi.xed annual salary of £26, and board and lodge themselres when
not out. The Association puts by £1 a year besides for each nurse,
which she receives with accumulated interest on leaving. Toiing
women of 21 or 22 are taken as probationers, and if Uiey show
care and interest in their work, and some competence in nursing
ordinarj- cases, we give them a month's training in the City of
London Lying-in Institution upon certain conditions.
Our standard of nurses is gradually rising, thanks partly to the

popularity of the occupation bringing better women as applicants
for vacancies, and partly to the readiness and eagerness with
which the medical man's directions and suggestions are adopted,
but we feel the want of some training in a general hospital for
them, not to the perfection to which a thoroughly-trained nurse
is brought, as we have our first-rate nurse in our local village hos-
pital to which the more serious cases are taken, but training for
a more limited period, enough to enable our nurses to comprenend
something more of the nature of illness, and of her duties in
watching and noting what occurs under her eyes. It may con-
sist, for mstance, of such elementary instruction as is given in
ambulance classes, with some other matters which make up a
nurse's daily and hourly duties. Our means, however, are quite
inadequate to enable us to pay for this desirable instruction our-
selves, but we think that bj- combined representations from many
similar nursing associations to the Committee of the Queen's
Jubilee Fund, a grant might be obtained for the purpose, which,
together with some fee from the Nursing Association, might be
paid to some general hospital, which should undertake in return
to give the required training.

If the committees of nursing associations generally tliroughout
the country- would make the necessary representation of their
needs to tlie Secretarj- of the Duke of Westminster, Grosvenor
House, their applications would vrithout doubt be considered with
read}- courtesy and good will, and will probably meet with suc-
cess ; and thus much might be done to increase the efficiency of
the nursing of the sick poor, with all its attendant good and ad-
vantage. I would gladly give as much information as possible,
but fuller particulars with pamphlet (price sixpence) can be had
from Sewell, Stockbridge Terrace, London, S.W.—1 am, etc.,

Capel, Surrey. J. L. Jaedise, M.R.C.S.

THE BIRTHPLACE OF CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—In last week's Joubnai, you have done me the honour of ''/

alluding, in one of your leading articles, to a paper of mine
dealing with the above-named subject.
The writer of the article does not accept the conclusions that I

had ventured to consider probable. His scepticism is, however,"^
based upon an entire misconception of the statistics which he-
adduces. He has unfortunately attributeil much weight to an
apparent contradiction between the figures given in tlie above-
mentioned paper and some statistics quoted by mo in a health
lecture on " Foul Air and Lung Disease." He affirms, as if with' "

my authority, that the •'Consumption death-rate from lJ!6o-7t> " '

was for England ZXA per 1,000, for Salford 5.12. for the registra-
tion district of Manchester 6.10, and for Manchester townsliip in
1874, 7.7. It is thus made to appear that the alleged breeding,
grounds of phthisis have really a lower phthisis-rat* "than the'
more healthy regions of the whole area of which they form a
part."

With such premisses as these, it is not wonderful that the writer
'

of the article should consider that all the subsequent conclusions
of my paper are " vitiated." But he has, by madventure. been
led here into a serious error, and one that I must beg you to
recrify as soon as possible.

The" figures that he gives as referring to consumption do not
relate to that disease at all, but appear in the Registrar-General's
tables, and also in the lecture, as diseases of the respiratory
organs, not phthisis. In the Registrar's returns there are two
distinct columns, in which deaths from (iCi Phthisis, and (b)
Disease of the Respiratory Organs, are groupeii. The table quoted
l>y me from Mr. Baxendell includes only the latter group, and as
these diseases kill about twice as many as phthisis, the death-rate
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mentioned by the -imter of the ifrticle is atiout t\rice as large as

the true consumption death-rate.

The ronsnmptU denth-rate in England has never been much

more than •-> :> Wr \.m\ It is now oifly 1.7, ^vhllst the de^th-rate

from diseases of the respiratory organs is about 3 6 „ -';

The consumption death-rate for Salford^m 1871 was. 2.3, not

r).12, and that for Manchester was 3.6. not 7.7..
. . ^ ., , „.,

Hence mv contention is conclusively proved, that the death-

rate from consumption in the districts selected is more than twice

that of the general phthisis-rate.
. . ,^ , • * *„

It is hardly necessary to notice the ^mters other objections to

my Heures." Still 1 may mention that, if he had been better

acquainted with the districts, he would not have spoken of

" simps" as a source of error. There are scarcely any shops, even

in the comparatively larger streets. All the streets 1 have named

in the paper are almost wholly composed of small two-roomed

"back uAack" houses, and they are strictly ;comparable as to

the cliaracter of their populations. . .

Lastly the \vriter mentions children's deaths as a source of

fallacy ; but, in fact, there were scarcely any such deaths amongst

those who had died of consumption.—I am, etc.,

J^anchcster, February- 28th, 1888. Arthur Ransome.

"' MEDICAL OFFICERS ANT) THE INDIAN COUNCIL.

Sir —There died a few days ago at Cannes a distinguished

lawyer a man of letters and a member of the Indian Council, bir

Henry J. Sumner Maine, who, the Timfs kindly informs us, was

the son of a "medical man." en .q t „„„ i^r «;r
His place in the Indian Council has been filled, I see, by bir

Charles Turner, K..C.I.E., another distinguished lawyer, at whose

appointment we all, who had the honour and pleasure of his

acquaintance in Madras, will rejoice.
. , , ^. „ •, , .

If we look at the list of members of the Indian Council, ho-n-

ever we find it to consist of fifteen members, of which eight are

soldier*, five civilians, one lawyer, and one merchant. Aot a single

medical officer ! And the question which naturally arises to one s

mind is. Why is this ? ,. , » • r,^A
Now India owes a great deal to the medical profession. Old

Orme tells us, in his unrivalled History of Hindustan (vol u, book

6 page 8), that to Dr. Broughton, tem}>. 1630, the Honourable hast

liidia Company owed its first settlement in Bengal, and that most

callaat and accomplished soldier. Sir Neville Chamberlain,

G C B , G.C.S.I., only the other day,,proclaimed it as his opinion,

"Tliat the peaceful and civUising influence of the work done m
the hospitals and by regimental surgeons on the frontier of India

has been in political importance equiralent to the presence ot

thousands of bayonets.
. , „ • *i » r i „

" The great question to be solved in the future is that ot how

•we can best bridge over the chasm which separates the rulers from

the ruled. The means of accomplishing this end may be mainly

hoped for in the sympathy to be created between the races; and

I think the medical profession will always have it in its power to

give most important aid towards the attamment of this object.

.\nd vet not a member of this important profession is deemed

worthy of a seat in the Council which directs the affairs of this

great dependency of England. Surely there is soraetlung wrong

here, for it can scarcely be denied that sanitary and medical

matters occupy as important a place in our administration ot

India as even the law.
, . , r

Much more might he written on tbisi subject, but m doterenee

to your urgent request for brevity from your correspondents 1

desist.—I am, eto., M- ^' FUBNM.I<, M.I>*iC.I;S; .
.

.

The Riviera, February 20th, 1888, .; i :;.' j lo ^[.cii

IMMUNITY OF CERTAIN TOWN.S FROM DH'IITHKRIA.

Sia,—In reply to the inquiries upon ttie ongin hiuI mode ot

prop^Btion of epidemics of diphtheria, which the Collective

Investigation Committee issued pt the beginning of the year, 1

have been informed, amongst other things, of the complete

immunity from epidemics of membranous disease of some towns

of considerable size and importance. Will you 'allow me to say.

through the medium of the Journai,, that th.! Committee will be

eladr to receive information of such immunity wherever it has

been obser%ed t<, e.vist ? It will add, of course, to the value of tlie

fact if some deUils of the situation and character of the town or

disttdct be at the same tiiae givea— I am, etc.,

Ibambard Owes,
1,.„,.,|,, Secretary to the Coll. Inv. Comm.

5, Hertford Street, Mayfair, March 6th, 1888.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF BRITISH HEALTH RESORTS.

Sir,—The observations contained in your interesting letter on

Carisliad, as to the importance of increasing the attractiveness

and usefulness of our own health lesorts, are worthy of the

earnest attention of all parties concerned, and it has been for

years a matter of astonishment to me that something has not been

done long ago in the direction indicated, especially during the last

few years of agricultural and commercial depression.

The absolute necessity for changes in the working of our com-

mercial system, in order to meet successfully foreign competition,

is forcing itself home to the minds of our legislators, and stimu-

lating inquiry into our methods of technical and commercial

education, and it may well be asked if something should not be

done to raise British sanatoria to a higher level of popularity.

Physicians who practise abroad know at what sacrifices and by

means'^of what rigid economy many invalids contrive to wint^

•ibroad and how many things which to an invalid are necessary

comforts have to be dispel^sed with. It is unfortunate y our

common experience that such persons are only too often unable

to pay even very moderate professional fees and all this not-

withstanding great sacrifices on the part of their relatives at

'^Thave often asked myself if many such invalids would not be

better in England, where any special advantage of wintering

abroad would be counterbalanced by the increased comfort of an

English house, English cookery, and the associations of home

and proximity to friends, while the expenses of a long, costly,

and often uncomfortable journey and sea-passage would be

avoided, and the distress of mind incidental to parting whilst

in feeble health from the family circle would be spareil to the

'°To' the rich the special advantage of foreign residence wil)

always be attractive ; but even to these the long journey will

sometimes be a serious consideration.
, . , - „,„,,»,i„ ,,„

There are many South Coast sanatoria which, if properiy de-

veloped, would o^ften enable the invalid to remain in England.

My own experience while practising in Devonshire long ago con-

vinced me of this; but, for the completeness of such, an entire re-

organisation by the establishment of winter gardens, pleasure

CTOunds, baths of various kinds, libraries, and really good che^

i^uskwould in almost every case be required It '^incompre-

hensible to me that some such organisation as that at Larlsbaa-

which ^-ith certain local modifcations, exists m everj- spa m
Se^any-should not have been long since applied in England

Buxton has been renowned for cnturies, and tliousands can

testify to the value of its healing springs and hardly less valu-

aWe nvigoratTng. bracing air and high altitude Thanks to what

has been done by the Dukes of Devonshire, it has of late years

ndergonegre.atWovement; but why should the sufferer from

gout olrheSnatisni be unable there to liave his treatment varied

or modified by baths of Droitwich brine or similar addition as is m
Ge^any accomplished by the emplo>-ment of various "mutter-

eng^/'pine needle extract, etc.? The Kvrta.reof a German bath

s neVe? felt as a burden, but in the aggregate produces a si

whkh enables all the expenses of the T«rfei«, gardens, etc.,

^^iffnrt'om its being cheaper, td take a " cure" ii an English

.^-ateri^ p^ace, it is much cheaper to go abroad tr>snchv\^c.s as

HombufK. where the expenses of living are so much less than at an

eqmlly fashionable Engli^i health resort as to more than make

sum
to

ment only needs to be tried in a really intelligent manner m order n

that it m^ay be found to be a great ^—^^'---^-^1^':"
•

3, Piazza di gpagna, Rome, February 24th, 1888,

RULING OF THK JUDGES IN CASES OF INSANITY.

Sir -In the Jot^NAL of February 3.5th, Dr. Forbes Winslow

cUrec'^t's attention to the contradictory ruling of two judg^ in

cases of in.sanity. On the day previous to the trials refeir.^l to,^

nian was triu-d for murder at Worcester before Lord Chiet Justice

ColerWge By order of the Treasury two medical experts had ex-

am ned*^ the prisoner. I was subp«naed a.s a ^^ness for th^

Crown^ We were all asked by the Judge for our opmion as to the.
,

''s'Tourbridg^'"''"''''^"*^'"'
""' '^'"

(" «• Richards. M.D.
'
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MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

THE IRISH CONJOINT SCHEME: THE KING AXD QUEEN'S
COLLEGE OF I'HYSICIANS v. THE ArOTHEC.VJRlES

HALL, 1IUJ3LIN, AND OTHERS.
This case began on Wednesday, March 1st, and terminated on
Saturday before the \'ice-ChanceUor. The plaintiffs sought a
declaration that the Apothecaries' Hall arc not entitled to hold a
qualifying medical examination under the Medical Act, 1886, or
to grant a diploma in respect of medicine -within the meaning of
that Act, and that the Apothecaries' Hall and the College of Sur-
geons are not entitled to enter into a combination for the purpose
of holding Such examination.
Mr. Serjeant He.mphili,, in stating the case for the plaintiffs,

said that in 1692 the College of Physicians was founded, and by
the powers granted it had pince, after due examination, granted
licences to persons to practise medicine. In the thirty-first year
of the reign of George 111 the Apothecaries' Hall was founded,'and
from that time the governor and company of the Apothecaries'
Hall had a shop for the sale of medicines in Dublin, and held
examinations under the Act, and granted certificates to persons
who passed the examinations that they were properly qualified to
practise the profession of apothecarj'." Shortly after the passing
of the Medical Act, 1886. a -scheme w'as formed for a combination
between the College of Physicians and the College of Sur-
geons. The governor and company of the Apothecaries' Hall
applied to the General Medical ' Board on November 9th,
1886. for an examiner in midwifery and surgery, and that
application having been communicated" to the College of Physi-
cians, they wrote pointing out that the Apothecaries' Hall had no
power to grant a diploma in medieine, and it was only empowered
to grant a certificate in pharmacy. The College of Surgeons, how-
ever, entered into a combination with the Apothecaries' Hall, and the
Medical Council appointed, on Jlay 19th, 18S7, two examiners in
surgery to the Apothecaries' Half. No examinations, however,
had since been held at the Apothecaries" Hall, but advertisements
were issued for a conjoint qualifj-ing examination to be held by
the two bodies, and it was to prevent this intention being carried
out that the present injunction was sought. The College of Phy-
sicians submitted that the Apothecaries' Hall was not a medical
corporation capable of granting medical diplomas, or capable of
entering into a combination with the College of Surgeons to grant
diplomas, and that the effect of allowing such a body to grant
diplomas would be to lower the status of the profession. They,
therefore, asked the Court to declare that the Apothecaries" Hall
yt&i not entitled to hold a qualifying examination in
medicine under the Medical Act, or to enter into a
combination with the College of Surgeons to do so.
The position of Members of the College of Physicians was wholly
different from that of apothecaries, and this 'was intended, both
by charter and statute. Physicians alone were entitled to prac-

^

tise medicine in Dublin and throughout the country, while the

j

business of apothecaries, who were really given a monopoly, was
simply to sell and compound medicines,' and foUow the prescrip-
jtionsof the physicians. He referred to the Acts regulating the
iposition of apothecaries, and contended there was nothing in them
Igiving them the status of a medical corporation capable of grant-
'nig a diploma in respect to medicine, nor was such power given
^to the Apothecaries" Hall by the Medical Act of 1886: nor was the
Hall entitled to obtain the aid of the examiners in surgery ap-
•pointed by the (leneral jMedical Council, or to enter into a combi-
nation ^^^th the College of Sur"Pon8 to hold a conjoint qualifying
lexamiuation under that Act. lie. submitted that the effect of the
statute law was simply to enable the apothecaries to register them-
j'lves as they did previous to 1,S68, and at the passing of the Act in
I^'nSO the Hall was not in a position to grant a medical diploma.
The claim of the Apothecaries" Hall to confer medical diplomas
n-as wholly inconsistent with its Act of Parliament, bv which it
•hould stand or fall, and was in contravention of the rights of
he Kmg and Queen's College of Physicians and of the provisions
>f the Medical Acts. The Apothecaries' Hall had no right, and
lad never aociuired any right, to grant diplomas in medicine, and
lot having it they could not combine -n-ifb the College of Surgeons
vith the object in question.
Mr. Bbwley, Q.C., on the part of Dr. Il^^afd, the Eegistrar, said

t was not the business of hiB client, *o support the contention of
ither narty in this suit.
Mr. Ptoceli., (J.C, on behalf of the Apothecaries' Hall, sub-

mitted that the case made on the other side was unfounded in
fact, untenable in law, and was whoUy unjustifiable. On the
true construction of the Acts of 1H.'>8 and 1886 the Apothecaries'
Hall was clearly entitled as a medical corporation to combine -nritli

any other medical or surgical body named in the Act of 1886 for
the purpose of carrying out qualifying examinations and granting
medical diplomas. So far back' as any records existed about
ajiothecaries, they bad been under the common law and by usage
practitioners in rnedicine. They had that status even before any^
charters had been granted, and before their own Act of 1791, which
did not restrain their status in that respect. From the Act of 1791,
to the present hour the apothecarj- had been, by virtue of his posi-
tion, a practitioner of medicine. His clients had been most
anxioiLS to combine with the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons
for the objects contemplated by the Act. "The General Medical
Council, by their resolution of June, 1863, had decided by a large
majority that the licence of the Apothecaries' Hall was "a licence
to practice medicine. The present was not the first attempt on
the part of the College of Physicians to destroy the status of the
apothecary. It was only one'of a series of attempts made during
the past thirty years, all of which had failed. Every effort had
been made by the General Medical Council to induce the College
of Physicians to enter into this combination, in order that all the
examinining bodies might be in union for the purpose of having
one strong licensing body in Dublin.

Serjeant Campion, for' the CoUege of Surgeons, said his clients
had acted on the opinion of the General Medical Council that the
Apothecaries' Hall were a medical corporation, competent under
the Act of 1.S86 to combine with them for the purpose in question.

Serjeant jELLErr, on behalf of the College of Physicians, said
that the Medical Act (1886) clearly distinguished betiveen medical
corporations pure and simple and' medical corporations capable of
granting diplomas in medicine or surgerj-. In order to hold a
joint examination in medicine, surgerj-," and midwifery under
them, there should be a combination of two or more medical cor-
porations, of whom one at least was capable of granting a diploma
in surgerj". Universities could grant both those diplomas. If,

therefore, the Apothecaries" Hall had combined with a university,
they would have been entitled to do that which they claimed to
do ; or, if thej- could combine with both the Colleges of Physicians
and Surgeons, thej- would be in a position to hold the qualifying
e.xamination and grant the diploma. Failing to obtain those com-
binations, the only course open to them was to apply to the
Council for examiners in both medicine and sui^ery, who would
hold for them an examination the passing of which -would qualify
the person to be registered under the Act of 1858.
The Vice-Chaxceixob: Do you concede that the Apothecaries"

Hall are a corporation competent to grant a diploma conferring
on the holder, if he has passed the q'ualifying examination,- the •

right to be registered under the Act of 18,58 ?

Serjeant Jellett said he did. The position of the Licentiate
of the Apothecaries" Hall in Ireland was quite different from that
of the Licentiate of the Apothecaries" Hall of England. By the
charter of the College of Physicians of Ireland the whole do"main
of physic, both as to theory and practice, had been given into
their hands.
The Vice-Chancbi4,ob. said if he thought it necessary U\ go

into the many important and interesting questions which had-
been so elaboratelj' opened by counsel at both sides in order to- •

arrive at a conclusion, he should have thought it desirable to
postpone his judgment; but as in his opinion the case turned on a
narrow point of law, arising on the construction of the Act of
18,')9 and the Medical Act crt l.S8(>, and involving but very indi-
rectlj- the subjects so discussed, he did not think anj* advantage
would be gained by taking time for further consideration. The
Acts he mentioned were to be read as one Act. The Apoth«;ariea'
Hall claimed the right to combine with the CoUege of Surgeons
for the purjiose of holding a qualifying examination, under the
Act of 1886, in medicine, surgery, and midwifery. The College of
Surgeons liad the power of granting a diploma in surgery. The
Apothecaries' Hall claimed to be entitled, under the Act of 1886,
to grant a diploma in medicine. The College of Phj-*icians iii-

sisteil that a combination of these t-wti bodies to grant a diploma
in metliciiie was illegal, because no right of doing so existed in
the Apothecaries' Hall. Under Section iTi and Schedule Aof the Act
of 18.V.Uiceiitiatesof the Apothecaries" Hall of Dublin -nvere entitled
to registration on production of a document evidencing or conferring
their qualification, namely, the licence, under seal of the Apoth^ .

caries" Hall, and on the p«ym^nt;pf ^certain fee.- A, Licentiate of ,.-
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th«t bo.lT thrroforp, bplonged to a body capable of granting a

^,*.>mft an 1 n.a.linK th. two Acts to;,'ethor, to a body capable of

CTS/a diploma fn medicine. The Apothecaries flail was one

ff the constituency of learned bodies, i,.clud,ng the Unvere;t>t:«

and tie "ollemt of Physicians and Surgeons, by wlu,m the Medi-

cal Co nc 1 w^'prondeil to be elected, and was made co-ordinate

in authority and power with the rest of them, A great deal of

~entKad been addressed to tl.e question o ^vhether it was a

Trf^e thine on the part of the Legislature to have included the

Whecar^ie
"

Hall in Ireland in the list of bodies entitled to be

;V^ed qmUifving bodies. It was said that the nature of heir

wofesX was A an inferior grade, and that the nature of their

Fn traction was inferior and fnadequate, and that therefore it was

an error on the part of the Legislature to have put them on the

Ka^^^/r with the power of practising as persons registered as

T^„7™^nr.tiHoners could do He dissented from all the parts

jtat^roSr 1^^^^^^ that the apothecorj: was

somethingverv much beyond a mere d'^gg'^t and ch.miist or

compm nder of medicines, and should be prepared to hold, .
neces-

^™ St atutorj- recognitions and legal decisions both 1° I^ngland

in! Ireland, and on the eTidence before lum as to practice that

the apot eiarj- was a person capable of lawfully practising

^ a medica? practitioner in respect of medieme at east_

I^ adXion to that, the educational quahhcations of

aDOthecarifs since the Act of 1859 had . been on a very difterent

fLtine from what they were at the time of the passing of the

i^tof^nOl He need only refer on that point to the affldavit

rn^le in thecase of Dr. Montgomery, the Secretary of he Apothe-

^arieVHall! which showed tTiat candidates for their licence were

r^u4ed to produce certificates of having attended lectures on

cSstrv, materia medica, botany, anatomy, pharmacy, physi-

oiogT anJ the theory and practice of medicine, and were a so c^

ni^e 1 to pass examinations in all these various subjects. He also

stXi wha? had been done to pro^-ide competent examiners and^^

which was a matter of great importance, that the certihcates of

Tttendance w^re accepte^^by the Faculties of Physicians and Sur-

geons of Glasgow and^Edinburgh. The College of Surgeons m Ire-

land thoneh at first they refused those certiffcates, yet afterwards

fomally fscinded that decision and accepted them. Therefore if

it were necessary to go into the question it would be found that

thrregUIatur. Ld not been guilty of opening a door to unquali-

fied uleducatcd persons. Ill believed that for ft century and a

half, or more, the apothecaries had been accustomed to practise

to a certain extent as medical practitioners. But decidmg the

case on the question of law, he held that under the two Acts men-

Ced the Apothecaries' Hall were entitled to grant a diploma

entHling the holder tf. registration as a °>'"l"=al practitioner, and

to combine with the College of Surgeons to hold Sp^^l^ying exa-

minations in medicine, surgery, and midwifery. These matters

w'reaU under the control of' the General Medical Council, who

were bound to see that the education was sufficient, and, 'f not,, to

bring the matter under the consideration o the Lord Lieutenant.

Therefore the case of the relation was not sustained, and the in-

formation should be dismissed with costs .

AN ARSENIC POISONER.

Thb numerous refinements in the art of poisoning that have been

?n™X«d of lite years have not, it would appear, caused those

^hoTish to get fid of relatives or acquaintances wholly to dis-

pense^th the old-fashioned plans. We learn from a Boston

coSt™Torary that a woman, named Robinson, has lately bei^

coSSl at Cambridge, Massachusetts, of he ™"y' ^^ /"f
^^^

brother-in-law by the administration of arsenic
J'

>•

''"f

^?*">^nt

charged her with the murder of seven persons all wit in th.

,Dacf of five years, namely, her landlord, husband, sister, brother-

tn-Taw daughter, nephew, and son, that being the chronologica

irdrin whfch the 'deaths, occurred All died witli^ the usual

<,jTnptom8 of arsenical poisomng. She was /"^^t tr. d for tm^

murter of her son, but the jury were unable to agree the next

7n»nt token was for killing her brother-in-law, and on this

ch^esh^waTfound guilty in the first degree Suspicion was

Sronsed a^inet her unt'il during the illness of her ''On. the last

v?ctfmarsemfhaving been detected in the matters ;o™>t^d ^y

i,im «?h^ WAS arrested on the day before he died, and arsenic

wS-sulfsequrnVSlnhis body.^ The bodies of the^then,

mentioned above were then severally .«^'!"™^,^;"^ =^7, "•„:

with the result that arsenic was found m
thV^hrcase" was the

stance The alleued mot ve in at least four of the cases was tne

iSnce money 'on the Uvea of her victims. The chief reason of

her success-for in many i-espects she was a clumsy performer-

was no doubt that she moveS about from place to place, so that

her several victims were under the care of differen m'^i'^al men^

otherwise she must have been found out long before. Theso f

mrders only afford one more instance of the «tT.^«f "/'^^^^^ >

Zre is that me<lical men should always be on the aler and in

e case of an illness commencing suddenly or gradua ly in^ I

adult with vomiting and purging for Its most prominent featur^
^

the possibility of arsenical poisoning should alwajs be borne m )

mind.
.

A WOITLD-BB SUPPLANTEU. '

1 r «TitPj<- I have held a cl.il. appointment for nearly six years; the
^

°^ wasTe.uTlmTerl'tl^lthen I took the appointment, that so Ion. ^_I
;

diseharged mv duty honouraMy, the re-election was a mere matter of lorm-

to comply with the club rules.
t xr.^^^j Flhirsth&tV Although there is no rule laid down in the Code of MedjaU Eth,c, t^t

..

directly hears on the case of our correspondent, he may nevertheless accept it
.

a a fact, that such questionable conduct as that alleged agatn^t h.s wonid^

suDulLter is not only in contravention of the true spirit of medical ethca.

bnfor^he great mora^ law of " doing unto others as we ourselves would wish

to be done by."

CHRISTMAS CARDS. ^ . ,
. .

preheud. __^

K, asks :
Can I deduct keep "'borS^l^ Inl o""s';l;g"rv''"rteH:vn

^nSi/1E5i3SSSm'-4te5^
SiSSSFShi^i^j;^^^=^
can i'-'-^~ fj^t;;,;, „, ,,„,essional expenses, consequently rent of

sur^erv c^ta of keepmg horses, wages of groom, and wear and tear of cat-

LT,^, etc As regards interest of borrowed money, he cannot deduct

rr; p™" lonaiespen^e norisitright he should, for in pa.-Jng
the in-

,
,

er^st he can recoup himself by deducting the income tax from the .nter^ ,

sTi^d thb [s most important, he may deduct the interest from h.9 grow
But.anrttms sn p

This will often enable a person to get
,

.

Garment The a^ so m^ry o^ these rules connected with the assessment,

that K.° recommended to apply to the Income Tax S^Pay™^°t^^.«XkS '

CoUiUe Terrace. W. It will help him in getting a fair assessment '" th« «rrt

T-yPFNSES OF AN ASSISTANT'S ILLNESS.
, . „„,

.„. I,.
a,urham^--^esfa£consequent temp^^^^^^^

^'^^L-^n-LrtS-Uirsh^'uln^^ »-— -'^^

queut on It. —

.

—

when all the evidence Is placed before them. ^^ ,

1 17NACY CBBTIFICATKS : ACTIONS FOR DAMAGBS.

bo found in Tta index.
^

. .
.•

^

^
,;,

W V B.-If an action is brought to recover the money alleged to be du,, the

''defendant <^n be ordered to
P'^^^^l'^'l^^.l' f„"*J.; tL\ Independent

e^^.'ire'lir.^^moty'hi^lLiri^MXTor:
commea^n^ proceeding..

T. M. W.—W« should think two guineas a fair charge.
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

RESKRVE OF ARMY MEDICAL OFFICKUS.
A Royal Wakrant in announced on the above subject, the text

of which -will dniibtleps appear in Array Orders in the forthcoming

Monthly Arm;/ List. The substance of the warrant is as follows :

— It is expedient to provide for the establishment of an army
medical reserve of officers. The ranks of ,

ofBot'rs will be tho?e of

surgeon-major and surgeon. Medicial officers of militia, yeomanrj'

cavalry, and volunteers, who may be permitted to join the reserve,

will be required to undertake to perform army duties at home,

under rules to be fixed liy the Secretary of State for War, and to

act under the orders for administrative purposes of the Director-

General of the Army Medical Department. Acting-surgeons

and honorary assistant-surgeons wUI be permitted to join

if' they have passed the prescribed examination for pro-

liciency. The rank of surgeon-major will be conferred on
those surgeons of the auxiliary forces who join the resen'e on
completion of twehe years' ser\-ice, from date of first appoint-

ment to tlie auxiliary forces, and the rank of surgeon will be

granted to acting-surgeons and honorary assistant-surgeons of

Volunteers. No officer will be appointed who is not medically

^t for service, and whose character and qualifications are not in

all respects satisfactory. They will be liable to be called to army
service at home in times of great national emergency, to take the

place of such of the medical staff of the army as may bo with-
drawn for active ser^ace, and when so called out, will receive the

pay and allowance of their rank.

We hope to be able to give the WaiTant in full, -nnth some com-
ments, in our next ; meanwhile, we would advise all concerned,

before taking any action, to scrutinise well both its terms and
objects. •• •-

HOXOR.UIY SURGEONS TO THE VICEROY IN INDIA.
In the year 1881 Lord Ripon instituted the appointments above
named ;' three were given to officers of the Army Medical Staff

serving in India, and three to medical officers of Her Majesty's

Indian army. Medical officers holding appointments as honorary
physicians and surgeons to the Queen wore a gold-embroidered
sash as a mark of distinction. In like manner the honorary sur-

geons to the Viceroy of India were distinguished when in military

uniform by an aiguilette. AVe have just received a copy of an
official memorandum, addressed by the military secretary to the

Viceroy to the honorary surgeons, a copy of which we append,
infoi'ming them that this aiguilette, in deference to militarj'

jealousy, can no longer be worn by them, and that an application

on the part of the Viceroy to the authorities at home for permis-
sion to .substitute the sash worn by honorary surgeons to the
Queen for the aiguilette was refused. The Viceroy's aide-de-

Cam^js wear exactly the same marks of distinction as those
holding the some appointment on the Queen's honorary staff;

but it appears that this mark of distinction and recognition of an
honourable position is one that cannot be worn by " doctors,"

and they are accordingly sulijected to the indignity, in the face

of the wliole army of India, and of society there, of having this

symbol of honourable rank torn from them to gratify the mnn/ue
of a cla.ss, and the almost insane determination on the part of the
military autliorities to heap contempt on a body of officers on
whom they are in their ho>ir of utmost need dependent for their

•very lives." ,,::.i

To the gentli'uien tlius insulted it appears to us there is but
one course open: immediate resignation of the "honour" con-
ferred on them ; and for tliose to whom a like " honour " may in

future be tendered a jiolite refusal to accejit it.

The fixed policy of the authorities seems to be to drive everyone
in the shape of a gentleman out of the medical sorviceof the army,
and to prevent nu^n of the same class from entering it. They are

certain in the long run to effect I heir object.
MKMOHANI)r:\I.

ExcicpridN lm\in(; bnen taken by the military (vvithorities to tlie honorary sur-
Kt'ons nf the Viceroy wearinjf !in uiguileHe. it'wiis proposed tliat a sash siniiliu"

to that u-oni by the" hoiioi-nry surceons to the Queen shonM be worn inst*Ad of
the ftijjuilette." Tills was referixid home, ftnd tlie request has been refused by tlie

Home autlioritios.

It ia liereljy notilu'd tlial tliat part of the circular datc<f Decemlter IStli, ISSI.

referring to the wearing of aiguilettes. is entirely caneelled. and the gold
' biji^uUette le not to be worn in future by honorary surgeons to His Excelienoy.

•: By Command Wll,UAS« Bkhi^usford, Lieut..-Col.,

Medical Secretary to tl^Q ,V|iceroy.
IMilitary Seerefarv's Office. Calcutta.

'
'- .. ^

January 2l8t. IWS. . ,tIIOm-f_n
'

! 1.1,,..;,-:
j( K »«W STeii. ;

NAVAL MEDICAL REPORTS.
Inspectob General Donnet, R.N., in a paper recently read

before the Epidemiological Society on malarious fevers, etc.,

strongly urged that naval medical officers should have some recog-

nised official channel through which they could make known to

the public their wide and varied observations on the etiologj',

particularly of climatic diseases. This very distinguished officer

again writes to us, as he did a good many years ago on this suIh
ject, and we express now, as we did then, our entire sympathy
with his views. But we much fear his wish is now even less near
realisation than it was then. In recent years, instead of relaxing,

the Treasury has tightened its purse-strings over the publication

of both military and naval medical reports. It costs money, and in

these times of retrenchment our government are not likely to be
induced to emulate the liberality of France, Russia, and Holland
in publishing such reports. The value to the profession of the

extended and varied observations of the medical officers of the

public services is indeed very great. But if these experiences arp
to be collected and published, we suspect it -n-ill have to be

through private enterprise. As far as this Joi'bnal is concerned
we shall always be happy to do what we can in this direction.

THE NA\Tf.
Fleet-Surgeon W. G. Ridings has been placed on the retired list with the
r.ink of Deputy Inspector-General. He entered the service as Surgeon July
11th, IS,i6 ; became Staff-Surgeon September 22nd, 1866 ; and Fleet-Surgeon May
3rd, 1S77.

Staff-Surgeon Anthony Gohham, M.D., has been promoted to the rank of

Fleet-Surgeon. He ranked as Surgeon from November 13th, 1867. atid as Staff-

Surgeon from March 23rti. 1881. He served as Surgeon with the Naval Brigade
during the operations in the Malay Peninsula in 1875, and was noted for pro-

motion when qualitied (medal with clasp).

Stafl-Surgeou T. C. Hickev, M.B.. has been promoted to be Fleet-Surgeon.

He was appointed Surgeon September 7th, 1867. and Staff-Surgeon March loth.

1879.

The following appointments have been made at the Admiralty :

—

Thomas
FCLLKR, M.D.. to be Surgeon and Agent at Shoreham and Fishergat* ; C. L.

Vasey, Staff-Surgeon to the Curn^oa ; John Dudley, Staff-Surgeon, to the
Brisk ; Jerome Barry-. Surgeon, to the Cura^/M ; D. J. P. M'Nabh. Surgeon,

to the Banterer ; Ja.mes Trimble, Fleet-Surgeon to the Royal Marine ArtilleEy

Division at Kastney ; G. K. D. Ckarltox. Surgeon, t*> ^heerness Dockyard ;

J. W. O. UsDERHILL, Surgeon, to the Pemiro/ce / additional.

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
Deputy- Si'Boeon-General J. B. C. Reade, C.B.. is promoted to be Suriteon-

General, ranking as Ma.ior-General, ricf T. W. Fox. M.B., who has be^
granted retired pay. He entered the .\rmv Medical Sei-vice as Aseistant-

Surgeon March 24th, lSn4 ; became Surgeon April tilth. IStiJ; Surgcoil-

Major, March 1st, 1873; Brigade-S<u-geon. November 27th. 1879; and
Deputy Surgeon-General. October 23rd. 1881. He served with the 2ud
Battalion Rille Brigade thrmighoiit the Eastern campaign of 18.S4-.W.

including the battles of .\lma and Inkerman. and siege of S*bastopol ;

v\-as womided on November 14th. ]8ri.i. at the explosion of the French siege

train (medal with three clasps, and Turkish meiial). He was with the same
battalion during the whole of its service in suppression of the Indian mutiny,
including the actions at Cawnpore. capture of Lucknow. and numerous afifairs

during the Oudo campaign (medal with ela,sp). He was also engaged in the
Afghan war in 1878-80. was mentioned in despatches, and received the medal

f
[ranted for the campaign. He wa-s nominated Companion of the Bath in 1886,

le is au Honorary Surgeon to the Governor-General of India.

Surgeon-Major F. B. Scott, M.D., C.M.G.. is promoted to be Brigade-Sur-

geon, ranking as LieuteuantCoIonel, vice W. B. liamsbotham. M.D. ^retired.

Brigade-Surgeon Sci-tt's previous commissions are d.-U^eii : .\s9istant-Surgeon.

October 1st, 18ij2
; Surgeon. March Ift, 1873; and Surgeon-Major, .\pril ilth.

1876. From Hart's Army Lint we learn that he received the swcial approbation

of the Madras Government, followed by that of His Royal Highness the Coin-

mander-in-CIiief. for his services rendered while in metlieal charge of the 18tb

Hussars during a most \-irulent outbreak of cholera in the regiment at Secnn-
derab.ad in May, 1871. He served in the Zulu war of 187V; organised the

Bearer Company, made the hospital arrangements at the Fort Pe«r»on base for

the Ekowe Relieving Column, sened afterwaiils with the 2nd division on the

iiersonal staff of Lord Chelmsford and in meilical charge of the Headquarters

Staff, was present in the engagement at I'lundi. where his services were d<-

scribed bv Lord Chelmsford as having been " of the greatest value ;" he accom-
panied the 17th Lancers in their charge and pursuit of the enemy, and by ren-

ilering timely aid to a lancer who was dangerously wounded prevente<l his fall-

ing into the enemy's liands, and served siibsequently to the end of the WTir as

Senior Medical Officer of Port Dumfont and that line of communication l?o-

tweeu I'lundi and the Tugela (mentioned in despatches. me<ial »-ith clasn).

Served in the Egyptian war of 18.'<2 on the personal staff of Majop-General the

Duke of Connaught. commanding the tst Brigade, and was present at the

battle of Tel-el-Kebir (C.M.G.. medal with clasp, and Khetlive's star).

Surgeon-Major T. F. O'DWVKR, M.U.. is also promoted to be Bri|r«de-Surgeon.

»'(>(' F. P. Stftples. retired. His commission iu> Assistant-Surgeon liears date

September ."Wth. 186-t ; Surgeon. March 1st. 1873; and Surgeon- Major, Septem-

ber .'U)th. 1876. He ser\ed in the Egyptian war of 1882 In command of No. 2

Bearer Company, and was present at the action of Kassasin on Septeml>er 9th.

and at the battle of Telel-Kebir (mentioneti in despatches, promoted Surgeon-

>iii.ior with relative rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, medal with clasp, and
Khedive's stnr. He was also engaged with the Nile expedition in 18JM-85 as

Secretary to the Principal Medical Officer (no ntioned in despatches, cla£p).

Surgeon-Major A. Mobphew, at present serving in Bengal, is directed to pro-

ceed to England during the present trtwplng season, and is detailed for duty
with troops.
Surgeon W. Hallakas. MB., on arrival from England, fa- directed to <lo

general duty in the Buritiab Division, Madras command. , . , ,

,• . 'r, .t'ii_ I j') 1' ''
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THE INDIAN TOFDICAJ. SFniYICB.' ^:\'„ i- ,

C. CiKHiTHEB.''. Mi.lr.ij Ksi-il'li'l'nicut. Civil SurRepn
,

at

tdlicherry. »urt acting rriadiml. M-''^"'
^'^'''au.C h' ^'''oTJhaall who

rron of Rimhmunrtrv, in snrresMOn to Svirpeon-Mnjor H. "• «• AK-hOall wuo

Wrftumed h. the Milltsrv Department, but to ront.nue to act as Pnnclpsl
TeUicherrj-, aurt actmg rnmiiml

to continue to act as Principsl

«r, unm reimvea nv ungaui- Surgfon K. K, Pcarse.

Ai Geyiel.M.B.; Acting Chonuca\ E^^amim-r. is appointed
i; ^.._. ,..,. «„..„.,/,., T H. Tone, but 10 Conlinup to act

ha« r*ium«o n» iii*- mtiii»i> .'cj..*..-......... "

Medical .Storokaewr, until relieved liv Brlgail

civil iurgeon of Nrgapatara. .-.« SiirRem, T. H.__l'ope.^b,^t 10 £<mUnue to act

WinSS&l^ft^k'v iLW^llia presidenctj-' ofl rfiiWpy«|lA>f«hnes8

.

I'rinorss Christian, .\rrangements wCTe made for developing the

organisation with a riew of receiving further eiibscripfcwns. The

ainount collected since January 1st, 1888, is £1,108, in wluch sum

is included a donation of £100 from Her Majesty the, Queen.

Civ 1 Surgeon of iVrgapatam. r.« jiirK.-nn i. " ' Vi''- '
,',.;;-.Jj,,i" „ j,

a PhfmlMlBsaminer until relieved liy SurReon-Major C. J.'M J^ally. M_U.

«ltt^«lo H. HKRBEKT. Bombay KitaWUhment, i. placed on RenerM duty in

'^u^rrooD*M.°>V"a"V. Oo.LVi^, M.n.. Bombay E.taMi,hm,nt, ha. b^n
»T«Tit?d iMvc ont of ln«i« (or one year on medical certificate. '

•^orSon Oa„.,al W.J. M.kjbk. tM.K.. Bon>hav E«t»Wbhment, ha? retirert

iiJmX- servl 4 from Februwv aitU. on a pcii.Mou of £s>SO per annum payable

iTSitund He inU-rcd the service Noxomber 20th. IS.in. ami rose to be Sur-

^^„ &^1 April 'tlV-i." He served with the Persian Expeditionary Force

fr^i^Tn/f^ present at the landing at Hallilah Bay, and at the capture

"*^putrw«n-uJl;.nnoH>- Pc<^,»10., M.D..Bonibay Establishment, is

«j&,'h!tcd Su?|^on r.encr^ «ith' the'^ Government of Bomhay. i-ice Surgeon-

^T,ee.m-M^)!?rXG.,PlTOBKB. Bengal Establishment,
'

Civil Surgeon o{

HnwrUli L^auwiiateil to be Civil Surgeon of Darjeeung. „',,... i i,
Su?^onT6!^wVEu4b<;eii admitted to the Madras J?5tabliAtnent from

^Sur'^I^n-Major T. C. H. SnwCEB, Madras Establishment, has returned to

"'iiefe^ha^'a'ip'il M *h<>' following «^""™»«* ,"»: ""1 ^"^^ *^«'"="'

^^Te'¥«ry«n., dat^ March 3Ut.,' ISKI.-BeT^-zi:;^-^; H. W. EtllOT, JiLJtES

mSAt'w^R. Clark. G. F. W. Bkaidk. I!. J^Mabks C. E. frNPKE^ IL A.

KW A. R. JniLiFFE. Akdrew Buchasas, P. O. U •
HAii-Ei. L- ^-J™ r P

^iaAM VOST. John Gat.vie. C E^ L. Gli:^^-I:-'',^^^^^-^%^'^]\^^^^„^;
Manifold, and G. B. Irtikk. jV«7rfiv7.!.-W. O. MoBvor. P. J. Cbawfohi;.

M D DaVib Simpson, Robert Kobkhtson. T. C. Moore. A. H. Jacob, .ind VV .

H Kar.*™ Bo,nhay.-C. H. L. MEyEB, L. F. CHiU)K, Hebbkrt Hebbebt,

"'r»V*«r,^eo'«''dated October Ut, ^^'''-^r^'S-'-^'fJ^^^^lp^^f-
«•

n,vTT,«ov- F P Maynirp J. C. Lamont, A. H. Nott, ,\lbekt Coleman. W.

W^iTi^.M.D. D.T.Lane, M.D.. R. C. Macvtajt, W; H. B. Woodwr.gBt,

w r BrrWANAN- J K Close, M.D., J. M. Macnamaba, MJJ.. H. M.

vkdizZi Vcdri,, _W H M. l!ioH.iM, F. J. Dew:?. J. O. PC.TO, P. O. H.

^ioIa^^. an^T: W. ^ewart. i?o™«»y.-JosHrA Holt. T. H. Griffith.J.

^•8«J«n?Q. B. ^RE^.H^^vf! R,%LARK, G. F. ,W. BBAt.K, M. A. K.;r, A. :R.

JOLLIEFF P. O. W. HAlLEr, L. G. FlSCHKB. W. VoST,
-J-

G^tVlE. C E. L. GIL-

BERT H.W. G. MACLEor. and C. C. MaMFOlp. all of the Bengal Establish-

ment', have passed the examination in Hrodnstani by the lower standard^

Suiiteon J A-. CtAXK, late of the Bengal Establishment, died at Ayr, N.B-, on

'^T^e'undermentioned officers Imve leave of absence ;for the perio^is specified :

Si.rge.^n-Major T. R0BIN8ON. M.B.. Bengal EstabUshment, for one year ami Un

rtav- m"prlv«te affairs ; Surgeon-Major G. M. J. Giles. M.B., Bengal Estahl sh-

mTnt.Surgeon Naturalist to the I.M.S.
/"''"''^('.'f

• '"',™'=
.Y'^f

"" Pf/jf^
rfTSr.7surg™n-Ma,iorF. PAL-^f^.R, Bengal E'''*''^'™™'- ^^V' "®/"t^'^
Native Cvalrv. for one year qu private affairs ; fturgeon-Ma,or «. J. T. J.

BLAKOAKD. Madras Establishment, for six months ; faurgeon-Major J Hyv^^^^

MadrM Establishment, in m«licjil 'b^ge of the .-jth J.atue Infanto. for one

voar: Surgeon U. B. MaSA.M. B.jmbay Estabhshmeut. Medical Officer SOth

NatlVB Infkntry; toe »w, months on private affairs.

THB VIlHINTBKRS.

Mr James HrvrER, M.B.. -nh.^ has been Acting Surgeon to the Ml; yolmiteer

ffatiaitonAx^and Sutherland Highlanders (IMethelst Argyll Volunteers*.

"lu« Janua^r«h, 1N<I, U now appoTfitert Lieutenant in the ».->me corps

Mr CBARLra DOWNINC ha,, been appointed Acting Surgeon
J" '^i-J^'^S X""""

tser Battalion Welsh Regiment (late the ;.'nd (''lam,"'!-''''"';,,''";' ^^'; ^ ^- ^''^'^

poRn is anriOinted ActinE Surgeon to the 21»t Middlesex (Tinsbury).

S^rEeonTommanda"t*'jA.MKs CA.vTLtE. M.B.. has reslgne.1 his commission m
tJie SSon DMslon of the Medical Staff Corps ; his .appointment bore date

ApiriU't. 1885,

AEMY MBDIOAX OFPICEKS AND THE SEHyiCE CLUB.

X. write. f^tSjunl^United Service Club. London S.W. :
Twenty eand-

datea of vRrious ranks in the. army and navy, from .ub-lie,,tenaut upwards

were up for eleotion to this club on February 25th. Amongst the candidates

wee wo offieen, of the Medial Staff, and wilj, ',he exception of these

two officer, all the others were duly elected. I know nothmg per-

.onallv or I.V reput, of these two bLw-kUlled officers, but as they were pro-

!^ land seconded by officers of standing in the
»"™'^.'"•?i','"f^'J T^^Z

hcMxrag. against them except that they belong t« the Medical Service. 1 bring

thenwller to vour noticJ as another instance of the class feeling which

fxlsla even in club military life. ^ _

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.

I.NIII.V.

SniOEOJf C J. Adpiron, Medical Staff, -w-ho successfiOly esta-

blished an'ambulance Hssociation in Quetta la.st year, has now or-

ennised with much success a similar as.wciation under the JMron-

aee of Maior-Oeneral D. MacFarlan (commanding the Hirhind

Division) at Umballa. Dr. .Wdison's lectures on " First Aid are,

we nnderstand, being attended by a large clasB.
.

K coMMtTTEE meeting of Lady Robertas Homes m the Hills for

Soldiers' Xurses in India waa held on Friday, March 2nd, at AT,

HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT.

THE VICTORIA DISPENSAKT, NOKTHAlirTON.

The annual report presented at the annual meeting of thejNoyth;

amiiton Koyal Victoria pispen.sary, after stating that the Society

now contained over 17.000 membej-s, C,454 of whom were paid uj),

and that there had been 3,000 fresh admissions during the ye^r,

proceeded to show that £1,8L'0 I'Js. lid. had |)een paid to the

nve members of the medical staff as follows: Mr. Moxon.

£435 18s. 6d.; Jlr. Evans, £280 is. i^\ ilr. Cogan £140 13s. lis..

Mr. Spurgin, £562 6s. 3d. ; Mr. Kae, £595. At firs sight thif

amownt looked, large, but this was really not so. as 69,492 atteo-

dances had been made during the year--l2,o4? at the patients

own houses. .Thus only GJd. per visit or attendance was pwd, but

still no complaints whatever had been made. In addition to this,

over 63,500 prescriptions were made up ; and at thti dispensary .^HW

permanent and 592 temporarj- teeth were drawn.
,

-'^tqge'lier thwe

was upwards of £2,485 paid for ordinarj' members, and £l-i.S10s. bd.

bvhonorarv-membersduringthe year, which,witha balance brougM

forward, made the receipts £3,815 Is. 7d. The expenses of thp

institution were over £2,576 Os. 5d., which left in hwad

£1,239 Is. 2d., a rather larger favourable balance than last yeaj;.
,,,

• u; i.unuJ •- '
'''I''

THE LEEDS GENERAL INFIRMARY. ;.''"

The annual report of this important institution contains
,

some

especially interesting features. The number of mmato for thp

year was 4,601 against 4,167 in the preceding year. The numbM

of out-patients was 23,000. The average cost of each m-pat.eAl

was £'' l-'s lOd. The annual subscriptions had slightly fallen <m

with one most important exception, those from the working

classes The income from the subscriptions of the working men

showed a noble increase. It amounted to £3,646 for the year as

against i3,738 annual subscriptions from other sources, and

sfowed an increase of £1.515 over that of the P«";fdi°fJ/"^ '"

addition to this there had been a gift of two ambulances from the

tvork-people of Leeds, for which £328 w^s raised. A new semi-

convalescent hospitaVv^^ll be opened in May with accommodation

for fortv-two beds. This is provided by the benefactioii of Mr.

Xorth, who will defray the entire cost, which is something over

£5 000 V further requirement is for isolation wards for violent

patients and those having infectious diseases. It '« P^oP^sef '"

Erect a new building tor i^^^l^tion, pathological and out-patien

purposes, of which t% cost would not be less than £20,(XIO. The

receipts from Hospital Sunday ampimted this year to £1,799 as

against £2,101 last year.

J.)

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, SHEFFIELD. '.

The Children's Hospital has been undergoing alteration Mjrt

enlargement, and at the annual meeting, held on March 2nd, the

report stated that the new buildings would be ready or use by

Vi'ril The buildings comprise boys' and girls wards, which woiUn

hold fifteen beds each, isolating room, operating room and smt-

nble offices. They have been erected on vacant land at tl o baoK

o the old building, and are connected to the old Wock l>y .a

c-.vered way. The buildings have been so constructed that a,

second ston- can. if necessary in the future, be erected. Thft old

Miildng has been altered inside, and in future will be used only

for out-patients, and the accommodation of the matron and her

staff.

ROYAL BERKSHIRE HOSPITAL.

Tub annual meeting of the governors of this institution was en-.

livened by resolutions, of which notice liad l>een given by Mr.,

Leveson (iower, to the pffect (l),that no two members of a firm or

Sy be on the aotiv'e staff at the same time, excepting unde

sTOcial circumstances-, (2) that no medical «f8"="/
"^f/,^/.

morethan twenty years on the active staff, or after sixty years ot

Z These resolutions had been preluded by some very sill

anonymous letters which have appeared in the local papers anc

there was a good attendance of^ governors in consequence. I
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qiuckJy appearsd,, ho-w6Ye^> tliat Mr. Goffer had really noti«iig to
say of auy weight in support of hi? resolution, and the whole
feeling of the governors, medical and non-medical, was etvidently
altogether opposed to laying down such restrictive rules, which,
however applicahle in great cities, where there is a eonsiderahle
supply of first-class medical men and medical schools supplying
young medical men aiming at consulting practice, for whom'it is

dpsirable to make room, have a much more doubtful application
to small towns, where the precisely opposite conditions exist,
^he upshot of the whole matters discussed was that Jlr. Gower's
resolution found no one to support it, and ^yas only seconded as a
matter of form by a "entleman who disagreed with it. The Royal
Berkshire Hospital has long been known for excellent work and
•jtpriejHcient oiTangements, and the governors wisely thought that,
when no case \yhate,ver was made out, it was better to leave well
alone.

.i . I -.

vd ll: .ilj; . i I
, . r

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
aOirSE OF LORDS.—Friday, MarcK'^nd.

Lunacy Acts Arriendmen t Bi/l.—The Lord CirANCELX-oit, in mov-
ing the second reading of this Bill, said that theje really was
nothing to exphiin with which the House was not already fully
acquainted, the Bill ha\'ing been passed three times through their
lordiihips' House without any substantial change.?. It would be
enough to recall shortly tlie leading points in the Bill, which
were;—1. The introduction of a Juthcial authority for ordering
yje detention of a person as a lunatic; 2, orders o'f detention to
come to an end unless renewed; 3, protection to medical men
and others against vexatious actions where they have acted in
good faith ; 4, restrictions on opening new private asylums ; 5,

various amendments with a view to consolidating the Lunacy
Laws. It would be remembered that the Bill was accepted by
him from Lord Herschell, to whom, it was handed down by Lord
iSelbome. While dealing with some subjects of a verj- delicate
.and contro-\'ersial kind, it liad been accepted as a \'aluab]e mea-
sure in all quarters, though, no doubt, regarded as in the nature
of a compromise, and not 'indeed going so far as he himself might
desire. It had already received very full and careful considera-
tion in their lordsliips' House, and having been adopted at some
Stage of its history by each party represented in another place, it

might be expected to be received in a like spirit there. If this
House should pass the Bill in good time no blame would attach
to the House or the Government if the Bill did not become law
this session.—The Karl of J1iij,town echoed the wish of the Lord
Chancellor that the Bill might become law, and that no obstruc-
tive tactics elsewhere -would prevent so important a measure
from being added to the Statute Book. He regretted, however,
that the Government had not taken steps to put an end to the
scandals which were alleged to exist in connection with licensed
houses. As long as what Lord Shaftesbury called " the evil
system of jiroflt " continued to exist, as long as the incarceration
01^ a fellow creature should result in profit to anyone, so king
might they expect a continuance of the scandals 'to which he
alluded. He noticed, therefore, with regret that existing licensed
houses were not to lie interfered with. The only way to prevent
scandals would he by a thorough system of visitation, but the
present system could not lie thus described, the Lunacy Commis-
sioners being too few in number to inquire closely into" the cases
of 80,000 lunatics. He favoured a scheme under which county
authorities should establish houses for paying patients. Tli'e

authorities, he felt sure, wouM be the gainers. There was a large
number of persons in asylums who were supp<irted at the public
expense, and who were able to support themselves; and if pro-
vision were made for receiving paying patients at moderate rates,
the expenditure of the counties might be considerably reduced.

—

The Bill was then read a second time. i inT

Tuesday, Marcli €th.
The Pharmacy Acts Amendment Tii/l.—The House went into

committee on this Bill.—The Earl of Mii.lTown moved to insert
the following clau.se:—" It shall be unhiwful for a duly-qualified
keeper of an open shop for retailing, dispen.iing, or compounding
poisons to keep open shop in more places than one unless he shall
engage and employ at eacli branch shop a person who would him -

]

self be a duly qualified keeper of an open shop for retailing, dis-
pensing, or compounding poisons, and such person is bond fide

occupied in.such faanch i?^(^,; .proy^d^ef.alw^.s that,.(;ac,l^ parties
in a duly qualified partnership may keep a separate open shop for
retailing, dispensing, or compounding poisons. Bve^j' keepiir^of
an open shop for retailing, dispensing, or compQun/^ig
poisons acting in contravention of the preceding section
shall for all such contravention be liable . to, pay i^ .penalty
of £.5, and the said penalty may be sued for and, recovered
in the manner provided by the

,
Pharmacy Act, 1,852, |pr

the recoTcry, of penalties under ' that jVct." He poii^d
out that it was the practice of drugfjists to opeii branches andTp^t
unqualified persons in charge of them. This practice was (JiB-

tiuctly in contravention of the Act of l.S()8, but it had been held
that under the Act prosecutions could npt be sustained.—Lord
Herschell pointed out that the

. amendment only dealt ^vith
branch shops, and there -was nothing in it to prevent the pfOr
prietor aljsenting himself entirely from his cliief establishoient
and leaving it in charge of some unqualified person-r-After epme
further discussion, tlie amefldflj.enty.jW^s.agr^f^J^ ^jid thi,J|U
passed through committee.

. . , . ,. •r'.,"i,,7 .,,„(,
^' ,,' ::i '.,..„',

30USE OF COMMOyS.—Friday, March 2iid\ '

,

Non-resident Parochial Medical Officers.—Sir Vi'. FosxEH askgd
the President of the Local Government Board' whether it wag a
general rule to appoint in co,untry districts p'aroeliial medical
officers who were resident 'in the districts ; and, if so, why this
rule had not been followed in the 'Waters Tpton District of the
Wellington L^nion, in the countj- of Salop.—llr. W. Long, in reply,
stated that as a general rule guardians, when the circumstances
admitted of it, appointed as district medical officers medical prac-
titioners who resided in the districts for which they were to act.
In cases such as that referred to the appointment was annual, and
the guardians in December last, by 15 votes to 3, determined to

reappoint the non-resident practitioner, who had held the office

for ten years with, it was stated, perfect satisfaction to the guar-
dians and to the patients. The officer was daUy in the district,

and it was a condition of his reappointment that he should have
a surgery in the district, wdiere he was to attend at least two
days a week. The only objectiun to the appointment had. been
made by the unsuccessful candidate, who had been resident in the
district about fifteen months. Under the circumstances the Board
assented to the appointment.

Monday, March 5th.

M. Pasteur's E.rportation of Microbes.—In reply to Jlr. Howart).
Baron H. dj; Woems said that Her Majesty's Government could
not interfere w-ith,the transmission of microbes by M. Pasteur to

Australia. The Australian Governiuent was fnllv aware of the
objection which had been raised as to the possibility of the pro-
posed method jiroviug injurious to other animals besides those it

was desired to exterminate. 'WTiether or not that objection was
well founded he offered no opinion.

OBITUARY,
TH0.\1A.S ELIZARD CLTILIXG. F.R.C.S., FR..'!.,

Consulting Surgeon to the London Hospital.
We regret to announce tlie death of Mr. T. B. Cuiding, for many
years surgeon to the London Hospital, which took place at Cannes
on March 4th, after a short illness.

Mr. Curling was elected through the influence of his- uncle,, Sir
William Blizard, assistant siirgeon to the London Hospital at a
very early age. He was little more than '21 when he obtained the
aiipointment. and for some vears rumour states that he found it

by no means a pleasant office, owing to a Certain feeling of op-
position which existed in the minds of his senior colleague.'. He
had a long period of service as assistant, and afterwards the
twenty years permitted by the rules of the hospital as full

surgeon. ,
,

;Uthough never what is called " brilliant," either as an operator
or a teacher, he was always painstaking and accurate. He was a
just and upright man in all the departments of life, and always
willing to assist those whom he thoutrht deserving of help, and to
give credit -where it was due. His clinical experience, had been
very large, and in later years his opinion in consultation Was
always much valued by his colleagues.

'

,

'

In person Mr. Curling was tall and thin, and nevet* bore the ap-
pearance of strong health. During the later years of his life, and
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esDeciallv after the death of a son to whom he was much at-

Uchod he bocame extremely pale.and so foeb e that fears ^ere en-

teSd that he was th/suhjert of r.rn.eious ansem.a. Mr.

CvJling became a Member of the College of Surgeons in December

1.^ and was elected an honorarj- Fellow eleven years later in

'^
Th^most^'Sortant perhaps of his original obser^;ations was

the ^swYerj' of the association of ulcers of the duodenum w.t.l^

hl^nTonth?skin. His paper on this subject was pubhshe.lm

lS" His larger works, lioweTer, on Tetanus (a prize essay), on

IM^ease. of the Testis, and on Diseases of the Rectum, abound m

^tiVg'rhr'ari" pan of his life Mr. Curling resided in Broad

Street fitv. but about 18.58 he removed to Grosvenor Square,

alecing to his professional friends that he knew where li.s best pa-

HenU wme from. At this date his practice was chiefly m reference

toXers" of the testis, and this was possiblynever a very successful

SDeciality It after^vards developed more in the direction of the

tectum Mr Curling was a Fellow of the Koya Society and this

honoTr like others, had fallen to him eariy n life. He had be^n

nKxaminernt the College of Surge.on.s, his term of office com-

mencing in 1871. He was elected to the Council of that body

SI^Sh, in the same year with Mr. Le Gros Clark, and he was Pre-

MdeX n 1873. In lS34 he carried off the Jackson.an prize for his

essay on "Tetanus." Mr. Curiing had studied l"^.P'-f<^3"

widely, and took a deep interest in it. He never did slovenly

work but took great pleasure in collecting information on any

new opic that had claiiied his attention. Although his practice

became eventually somewhat special, yet that his tastes were bj

nfmeans limited may be
_

sho^-n '^y.
''f

«'^.''« *° * l^ff[^
wliich he wrote for the Medico-Chirurgical Society^ IIis fir.t, m
the twentieth volume, 1837.wason Atrophy of Bone. Two years later

he wrote on Congenital Absence of the Pericardium, and on a case

in which wormsVere voided by the urethra. In the twenty-third

volume there was a paper on what could then be described as a

rare species of hydatid found in the human liver, the echmo-

coccus hominis. In volume twenty-five was his original observa-

tion on acute ulceration of the duodenum m cases of bum. A

few years later he was investigating the literature of case^ot

hypertrophic development of the digits m connection with a

remarkable example of it then under his observation at tlie London

Hospital. Of these cases casts are to be found both in the London

HospitalMuseum and in that of the College of Surgeons In the year

1844 we find him again contributing to the Society s Transactvms

on the subject of hydatid, and also on the treatment of varicoce e.

After these papers follows one on a fatal case of large hematocele,

and in 18o0 a very important report on "Two Cases of Absence of

of the Thyroid Body and Symmetrical Swellings of Fat Tissues at

the Sides of the Neck, connected with Defective Cerebral Deveop-

ment " In this paper we have in some sort the germs of modern

doctrines as to the association between absence of the thjTOul and

Merttco-i^nirurgicai, j <u/»oui,i.u.w, uv. «>---- .- — ',,":• T^•

as to subject. In the thirty-sixth volume he ^^Tote on Cystic Diseas

of the Testicle, and next year on a case of Traumatic Aneurysm ot

the Ophthalmic Artery, consequent on Injury to the Head, cured

by Ligature of the Common Carotid. His last, and perhaps his most

important, paper was in the year 18(;0. and was entitled An In-

quiry into the Treatment of Congenital Imperfections of the Rec-

tum by Operation, founded on th« Analysis of One Hundred Cases,

nine of winch occurred in the practice of the author.

It is about fifteen years since Mr. Curling resigned his surgeoncy

ftt the London Hospital, under the rule of the institution, and

very much to the regret of his colleagues. He was then elected

consulting surgeon, and ho remained for several year.s longer

actively engaged in private practice. Declining health induced

him at length to leave London, and for some years past he had

Jived at Brighton, an.l had retired wholly trom professional

^'Tnot uninteresting reminiscence of Mr. Curiing and of a past

generation is the circumstance that it was through hini that a

paper on the possibility of seeing th.- fundus of the eye and the

usefulness of such inve.'^tigation as an aid to .Uagnosis was pre-

scntid to the Royal Medical and Clururgical Society. This \yas

in 18iO, .Mr. Curiing being then assistant-surgeon to the London

Hospital, and Mr. f'umming, the author of the paper which tlius

foreshadowed the ophthalmoscope, one of its houge-surgeons,
_

Mr. Curling was by nature somewhat cold, and did not lay him-

self out either to make friends or to obtain praise. His character

was, however, one of singular honesty and straightforwardness,

and he had a kind heart. He secured and kept tlie deep respect

of all who knew him.

RICKARD PATRICIv BURKE T.UFFE,
MD MS.LOND., F.R.C.S.Kmg., S.S.C.LondanpCamb.

Dn T V \FFE, medical officer of health for Brighton, died at his resi-

dence in that town on Saturday, March 3rd, in his fiOth year His

last illness, which lasted for neariy four months, was of an obscure

nature, and it needed a post-mortem examination completely to

clear up the cause of death. This apparently resulted from ex-

haustion accompan>-ing the formation of a fojtid unnou^j abscess

^vliich had its origin from perforation of the upper dilated portion

of the left ureter, which was plugged about two inches and a tialt

from the kidney by a small calculus. The patient was under the

able care of Mr. Jowers.and was seen in consultation by bir Jamea

"or Taaffe was born in the west of Ireland, but came to England

early in life. He received his professional education at ipt. Bar-

tholomew's, and, aswill be seen by the heading of this notice, dis-

tincruished himself by taking the highest qualifications m
medicine, surgery, and sanitary science. He came to

Bricrhton in 18.^B, and entered into partnership with the

late Sir John Cordy Burrows, upon the dissolution of which

he engaged in independent practice. In l^^^^ he waa

appointed Assistant-Surgeon to the Brighton and Sussex

Eye Infirmary, with which institution he was connected as

Consulting Physician at the time of his death. D/-
Jaaffe in

1874 became the first medical officer of health for Brighton, and

the important duties of this office he carried otit with assiduous

attention until his last illness laid him aside. He was Tre^dent

of the Brighton and Sussex Medico-Chinirgical Society in 1877-8,

President of the Section of Public Medicine at the annual meeting

of the Association lately held in Brighton, and m l*"^! took a pit.-

minent part in the proceedings of the Brighton Health Congress.

The Royal Alexandra Hospital for Sick Children owes its exist-

ence almost entirely to the subject of this notice, and he at all

times took 1 he liveliest interest in its well-being It ^v•as in con-

nection with the opening of this hospital that the Prince and

Princess of Wales, with their daughters, visited Brighton on July

"1st 1881 • and on this occasion Dr. Taaffe, upon formally nskmg

the'Prince to declare the building open, presented His K-yal

Highness with a gold key made to fit the principal lock of the

b.ulding. Shortly after the opening of the new hospital Dr. Taaffe

was presented with a gold watch and cham, and cheque for £-83,

in part recognition of his great services to t;he institution. Dr.

Taaffe leaves a widow and two sons to mourn his loss.
,

——

—

1

JOHN WHITE, M.D.Glas., L.F.P.S. -

Db John White, a well known practitioner on the soutn

side of Glasgow, died on March 2nd, of inflammation of the lungs.

A native of Kirkwall, he studied in Glasgow University. ^;here he

;..as for a time Demonstrator of Anatomy under the late Professor

II en Thomson. In 1874 he was President of the S-^^^hf" ^l^^"

cal Society. He died at the age of ,'•.7. and leaves a widow and

grown up famUy, the eldest son being a, recent graduate of Glas-

gow, now in practice in Balfron.
^

UNIVERSITYJNTELLIGENCE.
CAMBRIDGE.

It is worthy of note, as proving that Cambridge medical -"tudenW

ak^Teii full share 'i,/the activities of the Lrniv;ersity, that the

Htrok, of the University boat, Mr. J. C. Gardner, of Emmanuel, .8

studying medicine at the Cambridge School.

TUE Council of the Senate has reported against the proposal to

grant the degrees and membership of the University to women.

Professor Macaijster is nominated an elector to the 1 role.-

sorship of Chemistry.

BRUSSELS.
To tlw. list of names of gentlemen who passed the Doctoral-

TXaLutio," of the UnivJ-rsjty and were admitted to the de^e

of M D. published in the JofHNAL on February 2oth. p. 445,

should be added G. B. Flux, L.S.A.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

Health OP English Towns.—During the week ending Satur-
day, March 3rd, 6,121 births and 3,87.'> deaths were registered in
the twenty-eight largest English towns, including London, which
liave an estimated population of 9,31)8,273 persons. The annual
rate of mortality per 1,000 persons living in these towns, which
liad been 20.9 and 21.6 in the two preceding weeks, was 21.5
during the week under notice. The rates in the several towns
ranged from 13.4 in Sunderland, 14.3 in Bradford, 16.0 in Hud-
ilerstield, and 17.5 in Bolton, to 25.5 in Derby and in Cardiff, 25.7
in Manchester, and 34.2 in Blackburn. The mean death-rate in
the twenty-seven provincial towns was 21.2 per 1,000, and was
0.7 below the rate recorded in London, which was 21.7 per
1,000. The 3,875 deaths registered during the week under
notice in the twenty-eight towns included 366 which were
referred to the principal zymotic diseases, against 405 and
429 in_ thejtwo preceding weeks; of these, 136 resulted from
whooping-cough, 59 from scarlet fever, 42 from measles, 39
from "fever" (principally enteric), 37 from diphtheria, 23 from
diarrhoea, and 25 from small-pox. These 366 deaths were
equal to an annual rate of 2.0 per 1,000; in London the zjTnotic
death-rate was 2.3, while in the twenty-seven proi-incial towns
it averaged only 1.8 per 1,000, and ranged from 0.0 and 0.4 in
Halifax and Sunderland, to 4.4 in Sheffield, 4.6 in Wolverhampton,
and 4.8 in Blackburn. Measles caused the highest proportional
fatality in Wolverhampton and Plymouth ; scarlet fever in Car-
diff and Blackburn ; whooping-cough in London, Nor-nich, Leices-
ter, Bolton, and Wolverhampton ; and " fever " in Cardiff, Derby,
and Nottingham. The 37 deaths from diphtheria in the twenty-
eight towns included 24 in Loudon, 5 in Manchester, and 2 in
Sheffield. Of the 25 fatal cases of small-po.x recorded during the
week under notice 21 occured in Sheffield, 1 in Leeds, 1 in Man-
chester, 1 in Nottingham, and 1 in Bristol. The Metropolitan
Asylums Hospitals contained 13 small-pox patients on Saturday,
March 3rd, of which 7 had been admitted during the week.
These hospitals also contained 1,295 scarlet fever patients on the
same date, against numbers steadily declining from 2,600 to
1,309 in the thirteen preceding weeks ; there were 84 admissions
during the week. The death-rate from diseases of the respira-
tory organs in London was equal to 5.9 per 1,000, and was
slightly below the average.

Health op Scotch Towns.—In the eight principal Scotch
towns, 825 births and .592 deaths were registered during the
week ending Saturday, March 3rd. The annual rate of mortality
in these towns, which had been 22.5 and 22.6 per 1,000 in the
two preceding weeks, further rose to 23.4 during the week under
notice, and exceeded by 1.9 per 1,000 the mean rate during the
same period in the twenty-eight large English towns. Among
these Scotch towns, tlie lowest rates were recorded in Greenock
and Perth, and the highest in Paisley and Glasgow. The 592
deaths in these towns during the week under notice included 66
which were referred to the principal zj'motic diseases, equal to
an annual rate of 2.6 per l,tKX), which exceeded by 0.6 the mean
zymotic death-rate during the week under notice in the large
English towns. The highest zj-motic rates were recorded in Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, and Leith. The highest proportional fatality of
measles occurred in Edinburgh and Leith, and of whooping-cough
in Glasgow and Leith. Tlie 9 deaths from diphtheria recorded in
these Scotch towns during the week included 2 in Paisley and 4
in Glasgow. The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs
in these towns was equal to 6.3 per 1,000, against 5.8 in London.

Health op Irish Towns.—During the week ending Satur-
day, March 3rd, the deaths registered in the sixteen principal
town districts of Ireland] were equal to an annual rate of
35.3 per 1,000. The lowest rates were recorded in Londonderry
and Lisburn, and the highest in Galway and Limerick.
The death-rate from the principal zymotic diseases in these
towns averaged 4.0 per 1,000, and was highest in Newrj-
and Lisburn. Tlie 230 deaths registered in Dublin during the
week under notice were equal to a rate of 34.0 per 1,000,
which considerably exceeded the rate recorded in any recent
week. The 230 deaths included 25 from the principal zymotic

diseases (equal to an annual rate of 3.7 per 1,000), of which 6
were referred to whooping-cough, 5 to scarlet fever, 5 to " fever,"
3 to measles, 3 to diphtheria, 2 to diarrhoea, and 1 to smaU-poi.

POOR LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION'.
At a meeting of the Poor Law Medical Officers' Association, held at
their rooms, 3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, on Tuesday, ilarch 6th, the
case of Mr. Marshall, of Mitcham, who has been called upon to
resign his appointment to the Mitcham Schools for alleged insuffi-

cient attendance, was fully discussed, and it was considered by

,

the Council, from the evidence before them, that the charge (even
if proved) was not of such a nature as to warrant compulsory
resignation of a public servant after thirty-two years' continuous
service. The Council, therefore, passed a resolution that their
secretary should write to Mr. Marshall, asking him to lay his case
before the Local Government Board.

P.\YMENT FOE MEDICAL ATTENDANCE IN SANITAEY HOSPITALSj J
Nemo writes : Is it legal for a local Board (urban sanitary authority) to em-
power to attend and pay their medical officer of health for medical attend-
ance on a person suffering from an infectious disease, who has been removed
to the hospital provided by the local Board medical olficer, not a Poor Law
medical officer?

%* It is no part of the duties of a medical officer of health as such, to act

as medical officer of an infectious hospital provided by his Sanitary

Authority, and to attend patients therein, unless he has specially undertaken

to do so. Under Section 131 of the Public Health Act, 1875, the Sanitary

Authority have power to provide medical attendance, etc., for patients in

their hospital, and they can if they see fit, appoint their medical officer of

health to act as medical officer of the hospital, and pay him a reasonable

sum for his services. Such arrangements are very general. Sometimes an
annual honorarium is assigned, whilst in other district^Xthe payment is by a

fee for each case.

SMALL-POX IN SHEFFIELD.
Medical Officer of Health.—We do not see the least reason for doubting
the accuracy of the report to which you refer. It has no doubt been prepared
with due exactness, and the statements it contains are in accordance with pre-
\iou3 experience. See Report of medical officer of Local Government Board for

18«1.

BIRTHS AND DEATHS.
Dr. W. Iliffe (Derby) writes ; In your statistics relating to the public health

for the TCar 1887. and published in the Journal of March 3rd. with regard to
Derby. 1 think you have omitted the registered number of births and deaths
for the week ending December 31at. 18.S7, as both births and deaths in your
list are below wliat we make them here. If this be so, does the same mistake
apply to the whole of the large towns given by you ?

%* As stated in the first paragraph of the articlelreferred to.'the'statistiCB

for all the towns, including Derby, are a summary of the weekly returns of

the Registrar-General, and relate to the fifty-two weeks of 1SS7. ending Satur-

day, December 31st. The figures relating to the last week of],that year have,

therefore, been duly included throughout.

REPORTS OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.
St. Luke, Middlesex (Population, 51,364).—Dr. Yarrow always

takes pains to secure accuracy in liis returns of vital statistics, and
in his report for 1886 he shows that the death-rate for the year
was 22.8 per 1,000. This rate, though slightly in excess of that
for tlie previous year, has been corrected, as far as possible, by de-

ductions for non-parishioners, and by the addition of parishioners

who died in outlying institutions. The annual returns have for

some years shown a steady increase in the mean duration of life

in tliis parish, evidenced by the larger number of deaths occurring
amongst persons at an advanced age; and, in 1886, 258, or 22.0 per
cent, of the total deaths were among persons over 60 years of age.

There was also considerable improvement in the returns of in-

fantile mortality, the deaths of infants being at the rate of 46.4

per cent, of the whole, as compared with 55.0 and 57.3 per cent, in

1885 and 1884 respectivelj*. The deaths registered from zymotic
diseases were as follows : measles 39, scarlet fever 5, diphtheria 4,

whooping-cough 32, fevers 6, and diarrhwa 68. The deaths from
diarrlitea, with live exceptions, were of children under 5 years of

age. There were in this year no cases of small-pox or typhus fever.

The returns in all the principal zymotic diseases may be regarded
as exceptionally favourable ; there were fewer cases of sickness

under each heading, and the total number of cases was less. The
vaccination returns show tliat only 4.7 per cent, of the children

whose births were registered in the parish during 18^ remained
unaccounted for as regards vaccination at the time the returns

Wire made, and doubtless many of these unprotected children

have since been vaccinated. The record of the sanitary work of

the year shows that the health-officer and his stafE haye been fully

occupied. . --a--,. ,w(..<i..i
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HBllltelLSBAMAS'S HOSPtlWlJ. Q<»n«a,1t. a. l>i<erabUl-g.-K«Jident MeOi-

^°,S"uu!um Jvni lots. AppUc^tlmv. to Kcmorary Seoretiry ul CommitMe.

Ep.;tiwioviM»rql».l«li» nil i;ii i- il'- iJ i."'', V^J'
'

' c ij „

Cliiiieal AssbUut. BoarJ and lofeloff. Apph'oWaOlU 'bj* SlaJOhl J2lia ** th«

OLSMUnett PAROCHIAL. BOARD. Parislies of Glenmulok TiiUkk aOJ

-!'^KMrn:-M«Uc»l Officer. Salftry. £15 por aomiffl. AOplioatiane bv^

^ iltoirlaOth. tirthf Inspootor of the Poor. Batlatfir.
, , ;:

>

„„„„„
WOSmTAI. Foil CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES. 'OP;THB pHBST.

^^rtl>.u K«iaint Olinicl A«.istant«. .^ppIKratidns by AtJ*^ «h. to the

M^y^-'; « irti^n*"!* **«• Applications U>- Marth lotlito the Becretarj-,

;t4> Kriax I>anv, Lcicestt^. . ,
i

'

r
.

i ' ' «' '

-

aanu.n witia."ar'l,loasnng, el;.-. AppUei.t.ons by Mare i 24^h .to }},, R.

"' Greo""e' K,q., >VretarTrte?t:tl (Sffiee, koorftelds. lirerpbol.
.

^ .^

r-itftfrnv' I'SION-Ai'-'iie.-iV Offletr. MunslAW. District. Salary, ETOpfer

-H^^m aiA? f?es. Applk'ntions l.y March 10th M'W.'J. HttlyMiki, Esq.,

:.:: Ota»lt.i<o<w-LawOfiice,^M.llow. ,,..,.,< ^ .
-^

.^

MALB 1U30K iiOSPraAl;.De»n. Street, Soho.-House-SurgeMi";«»liry. ^^
per animm, with l»ar,l an,l lodging. Applications by jfatck. Wt^». .IP tlfe

Secretary Lock Hospital. Hnrnmr Hoad.W.

nwnNS CtlLLF.GK Mtt»ibhf*el-.^Pr<iItsiiw'M!fflIiJtetrics. Applications by

""SutohMlli^tothtBeKlstrM. ''"^ •''"'';
IV 'Vjii'' "q'I^J

WfWS-SHIRB PBri-<h of Hes.>lis and District.—Resident Medical Officer. Saw.
^£62 per annum. Applications by March 17, to R. J. EiUander.. Bs.!.,

ST HBrEN-S FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' ilEDICAL AID ASSOCI.VTION.-

Rerident Medical Officer. AppUcatious by SL.rch 20th to Mr. H. Wh.ttle,

. Secretary. W, Argj-le .Street. St. Helen's, Liulcashire,

iitlivKll.SITY OF liDI.N-BCKnH.-Ad.litlun;a Examiner in Botany. Salijr.V.

,
£7lperinn.u.i,aud £U| a year travelling; ex-peasesto a non-res.deut of

- BdiDburi'lJ. AppUcations by March }i>\.h, to the Secretary,
, , ,

-
,

WBST LONDON HOi>l'ITAI„ Hattimersmith Roail.-Clinioal Assistantfi. .Ap-

nlicationa lo Sccri-turv. - v !
i i

,

,•
.

WiffK COUNTY HO!>piTAL.-^.V)Oi5t»nt House-8<rrgoon. Salary. £»D. with

'T^rd.andlod^ing. Avi.Ueat4f,D^by JIarcU ).-.t)^ t^t^u BecreUuy, R. Holtby.

. ,97Arl 11:07. ri.d I [1

HvivkTns. p. S., B.A., M.B., B.S.Sxon., F-RTCST, apiiointed House-SuriMn to

H..™i":-:'ivM.Bj,pf.JP^.CiSgap9iftJ^y^hy»ician to Ouy'.

„o "::?! appointed Medical Offie^r^^othe^vV^ Monnt.

mellicl<;lS^fi^.jt'^Jfilj.jt-

M.D ond" il.R.C'.S lln?.. appoinie,f -gnrpeal Heg.strar and

""AnksthetisVtnMie National un nopiec.ie x..,.m-.., ......,..-.- --^.-j. .

.M.B., M.U.O.S.En(!.,.L:S.A..realcnal. . --

''V.^'i ^ IIJJ inmLj.

Charles A. PattlnsDniiL.D.S.If;nK..ves>Knf.l., [, ^.-^^.,;n^
Lora.H.,iLJR,C.P., M.li.C.S..'woint«-d giiiiical .VssUfcant in the^ StteqmtiiW.

MA-RTOi D.C., M.A., M.D.. aii,oi,ned Resjclent M?dicaA Officer; tp,tl,?,S^Uirt

"^pot-l'VrienaLv Societies Medical As.sucMliub. ;.
,

. ^.. ,,,j, •J/.ji;

M^SoT^. Hvde, M.B., B.S?ion*.;, avpoiu^e,! H6a.iPliy,^I6ihh to.tjntv^rt.t^,

.MhTonSwh ^^oTu: V.:K.W. t.H.C;P,Edin« J.R.C.9.*M00RHBA)>, H
I>j&peniftry,

Nairn. «.. L.H.o!?.,

BiLLiSCE J D L.R.C.P., M.R.aS. ippointe.! Resident Accoucheur to St.

^SioTtl^BoWve Hospital tor Children. S.W. i -.mi r„.,i,, .:! ,i

B»4w^..0.r I>J«.t'U>.. M,Jt.C.S.. appointe.1 Asd(.t»tit »CM?|-Surf!epa Jta ;6t.

"'' TiioniaV«'Mn»pIi:>l. ' •
" '

'" '•'"'• ',

'

, . »

Wtwtt 1: V-rWd RlehM-d, li.KlC.P.,M;K;C.$.!iM*oi«t4«'H<.WPhy<5onui.to

"ii.tboMiiKlU-Je.vHostii**!.! : .i i -O.;! • I /' l''-'ii d... / > "'''i.^' :
'

''

1

ttOTESI J T. M.n.LcfiJ., ) L.Jt.C,)'., . M.«,C.S.„ BWUlM ;

Nfin-JJas.dent

7THDii»a.Pl>7!ficial>ti)St,,TlioiV^is'aHH>l"('J- ^ . W '''W' • 'i Of'

i^rs. b:,4r-C.p- ^.R,c,S,,w«ftVff' A^'H^W-.?''i"^'-'f':'5''='f!;"' '" ®^-

«J^«»<ji.i I W \1 HCS.F.iiu..L.&.Vj,.i^.p<unlu<lIUcni4e-Siir)!CoiiCothB Dls-

^"SiTHUpirai: We"t li^mvfi^., mr. A'. \V',.Hll,oM.e. M,B. C M.E;Un.

Duirnijh.Skye. ivccDr. Cimipbel). deceased. ,,,,.,,;. ,

,

DlxoN> k i-il.li.CS.lE., t.R.C.P.K.I. L.M.. appo ..to.' Tlcdrt.t Medicalwin'toil ResidrtVt Medical

-er ttvtlie UonrtiminnTn rrieniny .-.oein lea. ...I'dleal Association.

Dt-Kiual- T A:, T..R.C.P.. M.H.C.fi., an.<.!nt.-ininiei.! A;.sl»ti,,.t infheSi^CT*!

^ uKartiuent for.l)ise«».» o1 the SkU. at St. Thomaj-a Hospital.
,

,

PklsfK W Uav-id M.B.C.M.lidin.. appointed Mudica).Officer todheCoiUenen

,, of c'wd'wKien. l)<|ieivl md Uuji.lonald, in KifiuiUire •

h**,(t.VA.^W. n.V'M.ft.' Sr.mO.'S/, feW.«i^.l.-.l J.(..l«r '^'>^S,^K<^r, to. the

'
L.S.A., re»iKued. .bjiquo-ju

....'jl^us^Ph^Wantilb.TFiomas-sHb^pVtal.. '^i

"'-^'^'i!'^!;' .„^

^!ohildirti-slHo«pitkl,. Birt>llnj;bam,-!,'(W„J>. A.,Htxwke9, M.B., V.M.febm.

S^'oM, a. X.' t:K.e P. MXC.l. appoi^l^dW^
''^be^artm-nt for Dise.ue^ of fhc Skin at St, fhdmis

,=
^H^^^^"'-

1^. . ,,. ,gj 1

s^:^S:SSD.:;:pp;Ue:ri(ono^s«'^^^

-t.ovw,v/"^f if'Tk c'^m'
r'

C.s:, appiiked Cliiical

^"^^'epartm nt fcrDS.eases oi the vJlt St. Thomas's HospItM
,

Wn."ilMS<, A. H., M.A., M,B.,,B.O.Oantab., appointe<l House-Su,^eon-W Quy'«

i
'W^.T]£^'''Llonel, mIr.C.S,. appointed .Setuor House-Surgeon. to 'tii^.'iiroitf,

^'^ou^y Hrpit:al" .« E.G. #.'korris. M.B.C.S.Eng;., resigned, ^ ^ ; .,. . /_

'•'.'- ', ,. ' ',;!/

UNWKBSitEY iCoLLliaE.—The aimual general meeting was.lieM

at th™IeS^WeclBeMay. February mh. Jlr. P:nc, Kn^l^eii,

F US pSnUn the cl.air. In moving the adoption, ttfi.bha

renort' the CluUrman alUided to th^pr^iposed,Albert Umyer8.(.y pfc

IXai and ^d it should be fully nHdBrst<,od * «t U.™.^
folloceVas not in any way animated by bostUUy to the exi. ing.

Uiih-^rsity of London. Tiie folla^vnlg -«^^p« \d"'"'';^ ''^^^

g„vernott3 oi the college: Sir i^ Leighton P.E.A.
, ™^«°^

h' S BeosTv- Professor 11, S, Foxwell :
Profesaor D, ^ii^M*

F B S.; Sk J N. DoVia^.. F.R.H.; Mr, W. H. Perk n Ph.D.. F^.S^

Mr H II S Cmiynghamy; Mr. L, U. Courtney, MP> ;
anJ-/^''^-

«|
Maunde ThompBiL LL,D: The, follo^^•ing ,^vere

^^.<^P^J^^^^l^,f
themUeie- Mr, Walter. Asbumer, E.A. ; Mips

,

Lpmsa^Macdon^lA,

m1^ MsaC L, S. Biding, M.A.; Mi'. J. J, Powell, M.D,
;

ilJ,«,

mSI^ Mrl E, p. RoU'rt., D.Sc; «idMr.P,D; Turner, .\LBi

TSB' PoRTSMoCrH'^HoSPTTAL.-The r»i*ort P^r''''<'nt*^J «' *««

artS^Jietiftg of t?W Portsmouth Hospital eho-«-ed thatJhb

S'tff the hon^ital had been well maintained: The m.ml er^

ih"mtients ffifthe year had been 77S. exfiee<liitg the f^tttl of L^hX ^l be OMt-^pati«it department the c«see tr^"^^ "''n;'^"*^'^.

^ '>ofi .rrtd MiMiRlties 1 ,4-3+. The Committee had, after dne con-

a«l aty t;Z,n^tain B staff of competent "-^^•^^,««
»";"2nt ^x-

families. Dr. .1. Watd' Con.^ins and' other
^'f

"^'^n^' " f^^v K
nr^^ed/greltt res^ret iat the n'tirometit of theChairman, the K,.v, K.

7om t Dr Coi^Mns pointed ont tbatintheimT.rov_ed bo.^pital th .'r.'

wSti iJe^UpaCe for at least ninety-«ight pitientB, and m the

chililren's department for thirty-six,

^yi^htl^fliathol"ii^alri.t,seum of the HopJtal St. ^^^^Vt^,
been oTu^nea. It Mntii.is th.* most, important ^°rks in e^,fT'

brancr<rf iiedical scienee, and ^^^^^^'^ .^''''K^^L^^X
m.XaHournals. It iiopm free to all }irnptiti.toer.?'hnd sttid*^

of med An T-Vench anl foreign phy^feians are invited to cori-

trihnte h r ovyn Uorks tn this libran-, tb* foundation nf Avlnchft

due to 'the dlqrt" of the medical and ..itr^icnl -^taff tiltf!^"i2!*:5il'o;

;5^e,%*^^fi^;f.i^!Wrwoii oi: l>.Ouloui adJiybOoi: oill' M-
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Thr Royai, Albert Orphan Asylum, Baqshot.—A part of
the good work aimed at in any eduoational establislimeat, for
children should be to aid growth and developnifnt. The followiiii,'

statistical summary speaks well for tho care taken of tlie cliildren
at the Royal Albert Orphan Asylum; it must be borne in mind
that these children are taken from among the very poor, and have
often been ill-cat-ed for previous to their admission to tlie institu-
tion. The following figures ha\e been carefully prepared and
checked by Mr. Ciritbn, Superintendent.

.
Average ireight. Average Weight.

Boys leaving agtjd H yoars..._....4 ft. 8i in 6 stone 1^ lb.

" 15 ,. 4 ft. 11 in 6 stone 13 lb.

, ..
J

,. 16 , ;.5ft. 4 in 9 stone ^\\)l
i .M.?"48 1'eaylng . 15 „ ......4 ft. ll iji 7 stone 2 lb.
'"•':"'.>'

• •. 16 „ .iift. 7 stone 3^ lb.
' Aimnal increase ia height and -weight as shown for a period of

abolit two years :
"

' ,
"

Height..̂ r.:.li bell. TV-eighf.T.-ISi'k^'-'^'^"'^
Girls. '

Qirls.
Heiglit.. 1| inch, .;;,,. .„,j?reight...;..6 lb.

EDrNBiTRGH New Town DispensM¥:--A classification of the
(iiseaaes from which patients were suffering, and. for which they
wieite treated at Edinburgh New Town Dispensary, shows tha't
diseases of the respiratorj- organs, including cortsumption. num-
bered 1,28G ; diseases of the digestive organs, 1,030,; other diseases
termed general, 1,030. There were 1,12.3 vaccinations and revacci-
nations, 291 ca.se.s of midwifery, and 511 ex-tractions of teeth.
There were visited at their homes during the year 2,310 patients.
A.t the auRiml.meeting of the subscribers held on Monday, and pre-
sided over by i>r, J. T; Alowbray, M.S., the reports containing the
above and other details were read and approved.

Grants to University Colleges.—A deputation consisting of
Dr. Wace (King's College), Sir George Young (University College),
Professor Ramsey, Mr. Gametf (Newcastle), and Mr. Clowes (Not-
tingham), had a private inter\'iew with Sir William Hart-Dyke at
the Education Department, Whitehall, wit,h reference to graats in
akl of UnivHr,sity Colleges. Sir Jtoll^i tu'bbock, who introduced
the deputation, askal whether the , Government had auade up
their mind to make a grant for University Colleges in accordance
with the hopes held out by the Chancellor of the Exchequer last
jl«ar.. Sir William Hart-Dyke,^ liaving discusseA the .matter in
detail ;iwi81i;; the fiejmtatioH; prfimissdto (rive them '^la amswer
snortlv. "''.' •'" .'^r-'>-ii' r / .vii.', .i. ,;.,•.,'?.,

.1';, ..J '. , r < i

; I. ..if!' ,
:

I.- ,.-'i' -'.
,

. I .
.

. .
_ ,/

v^iWi SroNEY SttjPHENSON; M.JS., Medical officer In charge of
th'e'6i)hthalmic cases in tlie.?.chools of the pai'iali of ;Lanibeth at
SorwQod, has been: reappointed for a fui-ther term of tlucw
Months. Thespeeiftl arra^goAients far the treatment of the^^ye
^^asesmthe Schools have aqw ,«,xisted, for fift,?en tuortth?. The
mimbers under treatment areiiow le.'w thaji ttey have, beeij since
M,r. Stephenson's appointmenf ; no acnttv cases e'xistj thp inlirmary
inmates being comjiosed ehiofly of riironic nndintrjii-tnble cases of
graiuijar Uds, wlii.ch,r),',Lii^;reWiJong.timt; aud mucli.loealjti-witnujnt

I

to effect a cure. '._'-{ ,.;-. ,ti.)ii.iiii j : cc.i ..'i .ur .,;..,i..ir ^w: li ,.'// .it]. ^

!
.:.*»Gi>w.yioN OF alias SAxaiOtP PrRjrAiMtfs.^Tlje Bolton magis-

:

1

trates have suggested that a meeting of taagistrates l>e called to
;M4ke a i^presejitafion t6 theHo&e Secret krv* on this subject,
suggesting that, in view of the frequent improper use of firearms,
restrictions should be placed upon their .sale, especially to children i

emb^dS'ffi^ffO^* ^"«af^*«« ^'MM*i^^J'assed

Successful VA.fftM'afiMft^JlMdaaiald, L.R.C.P.and S-
i!.am., has for the second time received a Government grant for
SUOjJpSsful vaccination in tfie 1st Kiikoswald district of tht> Penrith
Unmn.—Dr. R. Harvey Hilliard has received for th.> st>cond time^e (.tovennnent gram, f,n- emcient Taccinfftion for thaAylesbOi-y
,M"Stnct of the Aylesbury Vni,^,.,,,,, ,.

,, ;;::l;:{\.-'.:V^^Z^^
^" It is' satisfactory to flild that 'rtno'mti-i>it"jWs«^9 tdlii^y ^tais
Wftt|t#ckad\dtejationat,its fount-tiin hnud. A f.ormer living at
iwerereech. liatli, who haa beon in the lialiit of suppKing milk
wdolesale to London ^eUers,,was this week summnned at fhi

4!"WA^''''f''>T'"'^''^'-" '"^^''*^ aaultprated: hi« milk. ,lU..was
iMttil.jglO, and £2 l8s. (5Ujco3ta/..u ,,« i. .,,,-- '.». , . .,,-. .|..K:-aO

JO.X in Havana during the nioutli of .IimiiiiTv was' JJ74s showing a
se'of »ea3Compai'«lwith,Dei<tobct,'l'<a7.'" "''' "

667

SsiAix-Pox AND Phkgnancy.—In II Morgagni for DecemfteJ,
1887, Dr. G, Sangregorio publishes some statistics which he has
collectM-ftom the recnird.'! of tlie eman-pdx' depattnl^t 1b connec-
tion with the Ospedale Jfaggiorri, at; ^lilan, for the years 1884,
188.5, 1886, and the first half of 1887, whicli show the special gravity
of small-pox in pregnant women, both as regards the mother and
the fcetus. Out of a total of 72 cases, there were 31 miscarriages,
and 26 deaths; the former being thus about 43, and the latter a
little tover 31 per cent. Among these 72 cases there were 7 <ff

varioloid, ivith 1 miscarriage, and no death; 40 of discrete variola,
with 10 miscarriages and 3 deaths ; 22 of confluent siuall-pox, with
17 miscarriages (77 per cent.;, and 23 deaths (19 per cent.;. Lastly,
in 3,cases of h;«morrhagic variola, there were 3 miscarriages aiid
3 deaths. From these figures it appears that the prognosis Ls
favourable in varioloid, fairly good in discrete variola, bad in the
confluent form, and hopeless in hiemorrhagic small-pox.' •'•'if .hyuH

The French Association for the Advancement of Science has
made the fallowing grants for purposes of scientific research :

1,000 francs (£40) to M. Topinard, to aid him in completing his
map showing the colour of hair and eyes in the different depart-
ments in France; 100 francs (£4) to Dr. Maurel for big research*
on the causes of paludism ; 200 francs (£8) to Dr. Li^on Petit for
the publication of the works of Jean M^rj- ; 500 francs (£20) tb
M. Turquan for the publication of a stfttistical map of the French
population. ,.,1
A Short Route to Boubnemouth.—On Monday last the direct

line to Bournemouth, which shortens the jouniej- to this popular
home health resort by about forty minutes, was opened, and a
number of gentlemen accepted the in\-itation of the railway com-
pany to visit Bournemouth,Qp,th^t,.ofiQa^ipn, a special train being
placed at their ilisposai.i-iiii'j -j.;'. iii I'.-li i..,rii,"^.,iiji,'j"

On October 15th, 1886^, •3,'9e(j s'tiiderits Were "registered in the
Medical Faculty of Paris, and f»1 began their professional studies
on -that date, of Avhom 479 were French and 103 foreigners. Amofr^
the latter there were 20 Americans, 20 Seh-ians. 11 Roumanians,
11 Turks, >vith, a. sprinkl.ing qJ se.vei;al otjief,nationalities. Kle-ViOi
wonleu (10 Russians and 1 Greek) have entered as medical stu-
dents../. ,:' . ::.•( !!.,!, r.fl ,• • ,

,- vt-l ^11

It is proposed by the Manchester Medical Society, in conse-
quence of the approaching departure of Dr. Cullingworth to
London, to mark their sense of his services for many years past by
presenting him with a suitable testimonial at a dinner which will
be given at the Queens Hotel, Maachester, on Thursday, March
15th, at 7 pjir., at which Dr. Dreschfeld, the^ President of the
Society, will preside. ^

The Committee, charged l>y the BelgiaTi ^AeadeiAy «f Medicine to
report ou p'tiblic exjierimcnts in hypn6fisjii,h!jf'cDiae to the con-
clusion that tliey are dangeroius, both morally, and, physically, and
recommends the prohibition of thenl.

:

"

During the scholastic year'1886j87\l^.p#*96B8 received the
degree of " Doctor of Jledieine" from one or other of the French
Medical Faculties.

:
Of these, 358 graduated at Paris, 114) at Boif-

deatii, 64.iat MontpMlier, 48 at Lyons, 2G at Nahcy, and 14 at
Lille.) : Dvef-jt nriiT-.vIl .'1 .11/, .1^.'! ".'.,1 .ni.i.iiii'inl Jili-" 11 JiMV/.i'J

Mbb. Lambert, of Bamsleyi has olhi!ed,iJt«.i!njtil4 a fevw
hospital for that iowii at a cost of £4,00ft s i;,i iinau

The Rev. Dr. Dallinger, LL.D., F.R.S., who for some years has
held the post of Go^•emor of "Wesley College, has resigned. His
departure Js tfelt i6'le «1 diAtijicB iWtfci lln» towti, of- BhHheld.
\^ .-X. li lMv.A\ \.nn ,m- V.-.i.\(. .> \\-i-.\\ ... .,.ii .-• "jId*-) iAT

Royal College of SrHOEONS of Englanh.—The follo-sving
gentlemen having passed tlte 'Iie^;^ssary examinations iu Surgerj-,
and having siiice obtained. Medical Qualifications, were, at an
ordinarj' meeting of the fcouncil on March 8th, admitted Members
of the College. .;,,, ,,-;,,

Q. Siieal-i l.&J^. 1, Albert TarniOT; Moor OEai*, Fr^tofi.;i|»nd' O.'*. THtnoill.
L..S.A.. of Middlesex Hospital, W. - ' .,'! .--..•J.J'.I.'. ,. .

'.'. x .i Tii -.i 1

The foilowipg 'teuitl^en hayintf pasbeii tht nect'^saf)' WaiAl-
natiolis,/<rere, at tHo saiiie me^ituig. ailniitteaLicentiale.s iu Dental
Surgepi'.

D, H. Harris. 84. Bedt.ml Square. W.C: H. G. Henrv. .W. Wellington Squift'.
Hastings ; T. J. ljur)a»t«n M.H.O.S.Bngi High' Street. LelcekUM". \. F.
Ke».iip(j. ,UJ*iO:a.Eng,^Ht(<lB l»iiEk. Svibitv: K.S.W.: e. H.-'«m»il*i. lis,
Dxior.l Street, Manebester; F.ili'M.iVkii derPant, laIOl«Wl«,IK*ri^ton-
''afI>¥»»"•,, .i... I/. ,.b,i,,j.'i. ).;i..l ,,.,..,.,(/ ,,:;: .Miiiv/ -.iiTKowTiaW
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MEETD^GS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

HOKDAY.

„ __ . ,» T ^vrwiv « ill p M —Mr. Herbert AJlinghaoi :
Ou the

hr;heymav;2obHrted.'''Mr.Male^^^ Morris : Is Common

Psoriasis a CoiiBtitutlonal or Local Disease ?

CartUao Disease ttud Phthisis.
, ,

' j
, ok 1

1

fhe Nak?^H.Te ami Microscopical Variations of the Human

Thyroid Body.
WBBNE9DAY.

«*-^ •^"""''Ite^rf^Sn;^-^^"--—
^"--"^^^

^«^ G..^--c.. So<.KX^,^»J.M^-Spec^ ^^,'S^P^?
I ( , ,-Sft'ho Phanws oroduced by the Constant Current in

"'"'' '

l?,e'rine M omata'Tr! Jota Shaw fBlectricity inGyn^olopr

;

a Co" tributL^ to its Study. Medical batteries and other Eiec-

,, „:i, trical apparatus will he exhibited.

«;^.,., ,-o« C^SUMPTION, Brompt^n, 4 P.M.-Dr. Theodore Williams

:

H08PITAI. FOK COM^^M-TIO
^. p„^^^.,tio Cabinet in Lung Disease.

KOVAI. MiososcoPICAL SOC.ETY, 8 p.M.-Mr. G. Massee :
On the Type of a New

Order of Fungi. _ ., .—^rT^^Jn^:^^
----„- -™- ^

^'~
HnSTBBlAS SOCIETT. 8 P.M.-Adjourned Special General Meeting.

, ,
,, . , ,

THURSDAY. ''"I ll"l'l'

B,.A. Co...o.^or^Hy.c^^J^K^i;-^^^^^^^

tion of Disease. „ t.i_ . i

PABxa MUSEUM OF HYOiEyE. 5 P.M.-Miss M. A Chrelman: On Physical

Culture. ir . (-\ c-i

HABVK.AK SoctKX. o. Lo>.o, B^», -M^-ClinicalJ..^n«^^ Mr.^ A. Q. S^

£ a ChUd, mSomi^nied by Spasmodic Movement. Mr. Herbert

' Page A Case of Traumatic Empyema and Pneumothorax.

I Cafe's by Mr. Treves and others.

«„.,.». /v>ir« I SnrrFTY OF Loncon, 8.30 P.M.—Cases and Speelmens, 8 p.m.
lltnra0U)OlCAL SocreTl OF 1.0.

.J Case of Tumour of Auditory Nerve; 2.

else of Atrophy of frontal and Parietal Lobes consequent on

ProUeedTpinal Paralysis. Dr. Buzzard: 1. Sequel to a Case

of Mult iDle Paralysis of Cranial Nerves: 2. Case of Peripheral

Neuri is 3. cl^'of Cerebral Tumour. Drs. Hadden and Sher-

rington Sections showing Ascending Degenerations in Spmal

Cord Dr Hadden : Ruptured Brachial plexus ;
Question of

SnTrationDr Hale White: Pyrexia in Babbits from Lesions

of^iTe Corpus Striatum. Dr. Beevor : Case of Bulbar Paralysis,

with Clonus of Lower Jaw.

FRIDAY.
HovAt Oou-EOi OF SunoKONS OF Bnglato, 4 P.M.- Professor Charles
BOVAL uou-Eox ^o^_^^

^^ Locomotion and Allied Phenomena (Lecture III).

CAHCra HOSPITAL. Brompton. 4.30 P.M.-Mr. F. Bowreman Jessett
:

On the

Treatment of Cancer and Malignant Disease.

BociETT OP Mkdical Officers of Heai.th. 7..T0 P-M-P'; ^"V» ^"J?"

^

BOCIETT OF
""^^jjj.^,^, „ Te,ts of Healthiness. Mr. C. A. Watts Parkin-

son : Notes of an Epidemic of Pneumonia.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

in-W) ivHoTal London 0phthalmic.-1.3q P«-
= P.V^*

•;?; KfK;V;.Vi. l)ei«rtmentl; and Royal Westminster Ophthat
(Ophthahmc

^f,.!*^' ,"i?^,;'yr<*: St. Marks ; Central London

S^plit-hllm"-; Ku ;for't'hoVdic\ and Hospit-l for Women.-

o TO P M . Chelsea Hospital for Women.

IT^ it Marys (Ophthalmic department).-ie.MJL.M.^

g3^StlrSn?SLiS?:?^^i^^3sSLondon; Uni\ersuy ^...uuckc . ,^ . o -m i» m Samalitui
Central ;

Central London Oph"'?l""«--^-|'/^eVer^f^to«
Free Hospital for Women and Children .

St. Petei 8.-0 Hi.«

a^^JiJhtii^JmicDepariment.^^^^^^^^

SiS?:^': lr£s:i:^^^K^'Kisi>s

r'i M™' St Mary's (Ophthalmic DfP*rtn,™t).-10.») AjjT:

^^y^l io^£oJhtha^Lc^-1.5 P M. = St G^^^^^^^^^

O^hthal^c -2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital. Brompton.

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY »'

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON -i

"^
HOSPITALS. '

OHABI«o CBOSS-Medical and Surgical, daUy, 1 ; Obstetric. Tu. F.. 1.30; Skin.

M. Th., 1.30; Dental. M. W. K, ». „
. ^.^ .

j ; jj -[„. F., 1.30; Bye, Mi To.

KING'S CoLLEeE^-Medica^ daJy. 2^ Surgical d^^Uy^,^^,^';^
Department, W..T:

MiDDLEsix.-Medical and Surgical daily . 1 , Obstetnc. lu t

.

;^^^V
^

S.^.-M^ATx'l'-'Mel^l'aS-fei-r^cal. dailg, L4^^^^^^^^^

r^30^'|tk^rfc!J."•T^u•.^2; D^ntll'-'w; V^X^^. Con.ulUtion.. M.,..30;

O---"; S^.^^^yf-S'^Ttth:' F., IT^I' t:Y.-^slin. W., 1.45. 8. «.«;

;t L

BIRTHS, >LARRLiGES, AND DEATHS.
nu Cham for msert.ng annou„crments of Births. Marriage,, and Deaths ,s Ss. Cd..

^ychxch shouU beforwarded m stamps with the announcement.

Loui.o:,.-On the 3rd Instant, at Richmond Villa Lea Bndge Road W^^
Essex, the wife of John A.London, M.B., C.M.l.din.. of a daughter-

stillborn.

DEATHS. ^ ., ,

Masok -On March 5th. 1888, at 20, Belmont. Bath, Miry Anne, the wife of

Frederick Mason. M.R.C.S.E., etc.

MoRlABTV -On February- 13th, at Shajehampur. North-West Provinces, India

jt?et witeof Sureeon-Maior M. D. Monarty. M.B., Civil Surgeon, and

f^ci^d daughter ofjamesirving, M.D.. late^ Surgeon-General of Bengal.

aged 29.
c- j .^ i \v

SXEWABD.-On the 6th instant, at his residence. The P^ars Sandown, I^ >> .

John Burdett Steward. M.D.. P.R.C.P. formeriy »'
S°"'''»i ,f"i,J"^<,ep,

Shrubberj-. Southall, In the With year of his age. Friends wiU pleaso accept

this, th« only. Intimation. No flowers.

WHITWOBTH.-Whitworth. William, L.B.C.P.Lond., M.H.C.S., at Psrtslade, on

th* 26tb ultimo, aged 26.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

'^ with Dupiuate Copim. i
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CHICiXIC SwKATIXCi LV THK AXILLJU.

M. H. niks ror,arlvice in tlif> tri-alniunf of the case of a youm; man, aco 27 yearswho has hopittrouhlM with cliniiili-anrt profuse sweating In bothaxHta- for
tho last sf-ven or eltrlit years. He i.erspirps as freely during tlio foM *intcr
weatlH^r as (lurii.K the liot mollt hs of anmmer. He has trieit lot ions of alum,
rtustluj; wiwd./r (equal parts of oxide of zinc and starch powder). He is vorv
cleaii in hjs (labits, wasJiing the a.Nilla^ several times ii> ffip dai.

'

' '' '""
'

' Treatwfwt OP EPI'LKt'sr. " ' .' .

B. asks fot sustRcstlons fhrtho treatment of a c:ise of epilepsy in a girl of 16,where the brorni.lcs nf |.x>ta»si.um or aaimoniuni are almost prohibited bytheir au'gravaliujr action ufjou an ulcer of the Ici;, which exists as a coiholi-
cation in the Case.

M
DlBATION OF ISFKOTWN OF WHOOPlINS-OoroH.

PF.lt:fv,«.liis asks liowIouK the infective, properties cliDg t<i the individual who
has wlioopiri(>-.-ougli. in oilier words, the subsidence of which of the symp-
toms or group of svmptoms w ould justify one in pronoimcing Ihe individual
incapable of Bl>reading tlie disease. Also, whether a child who has for a time
lost th.i whoop ami clliiracteristic! expectoration, liut who has
a rcturu of those symptoms, i» again actively infective.

relapse with

EnMovAi. OF H.tiBY Mole.
Member would feel obliged for opinions and suggestions with regard to the
treatment of a congenital and hairy pigmentary patch (mole) about one inch
square in extent, and situated on tlie malar prominence, about an inch from
tlie lower eyelid. He asks, would ethylate of sodium remove the liair
folhcles. and pigment without causing contraction of skin after\vards. or
would It be belter practice to remove hairs tirst by electrolvsis (as described
by Mr. (iilbert .Smith in the JoiR.\Ai.. January 23rd. isisti). and subsequently
tocaiitorise with the oUject of reoaoving pigment, in which case as the hair
follicles have been removed, the cauterisation might not require to be Abue
60 deeply y '

.

"

^

XkTHAT, CHAMIiERS.
B. C. H. asks ; Can any of yoiir readers kindly inform im wjietlier the lethal
clianiber, tirst described, I believe, by Dr. li. W. Kicbardson for aestroying
nogs, IS suitable for the s.ime purpose for horses ? If so, the address 'of the
place where it is in use would be esteemed a fa\-Dur.

*,* The letlial chamlier is at the Dogs' Home at BattcrBea; it is not of suffl-
clent size for the destruction of horses. A scientifle slaughtei'-house is in
course of construction, under the superintendence of Dr. Kicbardson. at
Croyilon; it is dc8igne,d (or

.
killing sheep, oxen, and other animals used for

food.
...

ANSWERS.

lDro.syxoRASv to Quinixe.
I. H. (Keirsal) writes: Kefeninjs to "H. G. H.'s" communication in the
Joi-RXAL of February 2.5th. on tlie above subject, allow me to mention a case
in which I ga\e one-quarter-grain doses of quinine, with the result of produc-
ing llushing of the fac«. irritalile rash, dryness of throat, headache, and buz-
zing in the ears. To satisfy my incredulity that so sm.all a dose of quinine
could be the cause of tliese symptoms. 1 got my patient to take—much
against her will—a half dose in" my presence, and "the same result followed
within half an hour, though in a somewhat modilied form, liecently I had
occoaion to again prescribe for Uie same lady, and ga\e her a mixture con-
taining ten-minim doses of liquid extract of "cinchona, forgetting at the mo-
ment, lier extreme susceptibility to the inlluence of quinine. The conse-
quences were the same as those she had experienced five vears before. The
lady .was sub.iect to occa*iional atuicks of aiiute eczema.

I,et nle also name another case in which a small dose of morphine gives all
the signs of physiological action. One-twelfth of a grain causes violent
neadai-he and sickness, and a suppository, containing only one-eighth of a
grain, produces retching and constipation.

)R. TuoMA.s Jt. Watt (Horingham') writes : I had a patient -who tWce. when
she took qvdnine in fiillisb doses for neuralgia, was attacked with erythema,
winch I can describe only as ferox. and which was followed by shed'ding of
(die shale cuHoIe in small )>atclies. I kept ascuriusities for alonif time the
epidermis of both imlms. complete from wristf to roots of digits. On the first
(K'casion I was toM by the patient th.at "it was the medicine." The second
time I was conviiicetl. and I iie\er ga\-e the quinine again.

i QUIXIXK IN Prkoxa-xcv.
B. Ouv N. Stkrhex (Cyi)rus Medical Service. Nicosia) writes : In the
Joi-HXAI. of Febniaiy-lth. 1SS.S (page27Sl). Dr. 1". OConnell asks whether
quinine has any ai'tioq on the uterus, and inferentially raises the question a.1
to whether it is a safe drug to tise during pregnancy. ' The belief that a large
number of drugs have a specific action on the uleriis. and arc dangerous to
use during iingiiaiicy. is a very common one among all classes of patients at
liome and aliroad. and was so timongst medical men; but aeoumiilating
gyna-cological and medico-legal experience is dally diminishing the list of
drugs that are capable of originating uterine actloii. in the absence of strong
predisposition and when given in doses iiot dangerous to the mateiual life
Itself, and the experiments of Professor Chiara. Of Milan, afford verj- strong
evidence that quinine is not among the number. Ilesiib's this, the clinical
experience of any medical man practising in a country where malaria is rife
will enable him to further afliriti that the drug may be safely trusted not to
nrigiiiate parturient uterine contractions, even In "cases where the prodisno-
sitioii to such action ah-eady exists. In this country, for instance, quinine
19 fearlessly given to progiumt women of all sorts, an'id frequently in. accord-
ing to Huglish notions, enormous doses, and witJiout causing "any evident
iterineaitlon. C'.iv en on the other hand, during actual labour, iind cspe-
•lally in cases of uterine inertia from exhaustion, it is undoubtedly in iiio-
lerate doses of seven to ftftei^n grains, a very powerful stimulan't of tba
iternie contractions, which it assists by aronsliig the general nervous forcea
'I the system, and not l.v grace of any speeifle action : in support of which

'

itter affirmation, I would cite the fact tliat whereas mal.arial fever, left to

ItaelJ, isaconstant cause of premature parturient .uilion in of iHTWiiu: healthy
Uteri, I Jbive on a large number of occasiona been enabled to arrest on
aoortiou by large doses of quinine.

Uepo«t.9 9? Visitation* OF E.xa.mixatioxs.
tEJ'Olvr.l of visitors of examinations, and reports on those reports. Iiave been,
published from time to.time by Messrs. .Spotliswoode and Co., for the General
Medical Cmincil. Ihere are. in all, twenty-three volumes or pamphlet*. The
fltsitntion ICeporl, ISSl-S.Kith liemnrkt Thereon by Bodtet nMed. etc (pricf
/3. (id,), aiid the Final Hcport ij, the Ttiitation of Examination^ Commitui
(pr^ct;, 2s.), are tjie most recent.

. i

Ix
StAM.\reBI.\G : ORAI, IxSTBUCTIOS OF THE dKAr i5D DfjID.

( reply to numerous correspondents who hive recently sent inquiries about the
treatment of stammering and the instruction of deaf and dumb cliildren wemay state thiU the .VsMx:iatlon for the Oral Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb
(School and Tr.iining College for Tcacliers). has its office at 11. Fitzroy .Square
\» ..and that the direetor. Mr. William Van Praagh, is also prepared to give
.advice and instruction as to the treatment of Btaiumering
,<m>8r defesta of spfccli.

,

stuttering, and

',L
'

,. :

—
'
•

l!
'„ ' 6i,^C?l<'tXE AS AJf, itKJECT'lds.

Mh. J: BtTTTiyf! (Torquay) writes : In reply to " W. H. B.," I liave not found
gl.vcenne diluted with water act nearly so well as when pure; in very eoM
weather it is better to warm it, and I find Mr. Ealmanno Squire's urethral
syringe the best and easiest for a patient to use ; it holds the exact dose.

Db. C. Palmes (Burton on Trent) writes, in answer to W. H. B.'s " question
astnthe injection of glycerine, that Messrs. Arnold and Son. of »1. WMt
Smithfield, have made for him a very nice littto inetrnment, s HnaD ihdla-
rubocr ball with a vulcanite nozzle. '• '

.; .

J ' :. 'i

I.MPRovEi) Ga.s Lamps. ' hi^t ' . m -

P.H.C.S.ExG. asks to he informed as to the most efficient and 'lotD- deletMads
gas light which can be recommended. , • ..,.i

*,*Thereappear8 tobelittle, if any, reason to doubt that the gas lights
which provide for flame being supplied with heated, instead of cold air. are
those w hich as a class comply with our correspondent's description of being
the most eiBcient and least deleterious. The reason of their superiority lies
in the fact that the combustion of the gas is more completely effected "than
in other forms of burners. The former kind are generally known in the trade
by the name of "regenerative" burners, and can be readily recogniseit by
their arriingement for the flame burning within a closed glass ; they are no*
in comparatively common use. The principle w.ts introduced some years ago
by Mr. F. Siemens. The application of it has since been considerably mwli-
fied by himself as well as by various other inventors and manufacturers.
These lights differ in efficiency among themselves. It is an important cnn-
eideration that this form of gas light admits of the entire products of com-
bustion being reaitily carried away from the room by a suitable arrangement
of thelamp, aad-UE Biis is effected, all deleterious influences are entirely
avoided, : >; '- --i; ,

KOTEM. lETTERS, ETC.

The Palmer Case.
Mr. J. VosE Solomon (Birmingham) writes: Don't paint the Devil blacker ;

than he is. In the discussion reported in the Jot'BXAL of Febmarv 3.>th. on
the Coachford poisoning case, which took place at the Koyal .\cademy of
Medicine in Ireland, the Hev. Dr. Haughton is recorded as stjUinj; that'had
Palmer, the Rngeley poisoner, been acquitted for poisoning Cook, he would

'

have been put on his trial for poisoning his mother, whose liver was found to
contain si.x or seven grains of antimony. In this statement there is some
mistake, inasmuch ;is old Mrs. Palmer (the motherj livcil during the trial
under an :issumed name, in lodgings in the Bristol Ecad. Birmingham, and
was attended during that'time by a surgeon named Onion, since deceased.
Mrs. Palmer's identity was uut discovered until alter her son had met the
gallows. During the trial the old ladv's ailments were confined to jfrtwt
mental perturbation, which was not relieved by hex doctor talking about the
trial at Stafford, and his assurances that he believed Palmer would tie hung./

Arrest OF Developacknt BY U.xFAVorRADLE EsvrBQ.xME.xi. ;•!

D. H. G. writes ; I have rather an interesting example of arrest t»f development
under unfavourable conditions.

Last spring I hatched, in a small aquarium, where there is not much sun.
some toiuls' spawn. The tadpoles gmdimlly died off aliuut the time tlwirleg*
ought to grow—the nsu.-U length of their lives in confinement, as far as ni.v
experience gcx's—butthfee wei-e alive at Cbristnnts, without having gone
through further deV-elopment. and one is still in fulj vigour as a large tadpolp
ncnv-neai'iy twelve months old.

> SvBiip or Tar tx 'Winteb Ooiten.
Mb. Wllj.lA.M Fraser, I1..\.. MB.. Vniv. Dub. (Devon), writes: Mv atten-

tion w'as yesterday drawn to an artii'le in the Jocrsal. on Svrup of "Tar in
Winter Coiighs. by Dr. William Murrell. I tw*g to say that we (Dr. W. S.
Gervis and m.vseit) ha^e lieen using a similar prtxlnct for Uie past eiglit. dr
nine^vears; and it Dr. Murrell will turn to the hincft, vol. i. 1.S.S2. page 1(162,
he will liiid a very short not^; from me under the hea<iing of Xightmare Pro-
duced by the Intenial I'sc of Tar. where I say thaf tar seems to work wonders
in eh roil ic bronchitis; and I must say tlrtlt time has only i-onlirmed our trust
and confidence in the stUd nnxtui'e. " M.V way of making diffei-s from tliat.' of
Dr. Murtvll ; his is not. lit fqr use for some days, mine, on tie contrtrv. call
be used almosf .at. once. il,y ,way is as follows : Get a jam pot. put in "pnh%
acaei.T 3ilj ; saceh. sec. 3lv

;
jiirts h"quid.T Jiij ; mix well, add^ liq.

potassa> },{'} : boiling water 5ij or siij ; mix. Transfer'to a bottle and fill up to
make a pint ; shake well, and filter through fine niuslio into your shelf bottte.
The product is of a light brown colour, of wkicU I put from 3iv. to ii in- a six

' otince bottle of water ; a tablespoonful every four or six hours ;' the effir,ac3* of
this is often increased by 5j tinct. scilUe. The liq. potass, is an addition to
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nowlu'rt'.

view put {(.nv«n1 »™
;
t""^ ";-k'

',' j';,"^ V)r I VouUl. ^^i.i. your per-

l*ho :;, , Id Vy uf^^ci CO- w.ue; or^.i»;^'t k.^p ipen .hop for.the .sale of

;
Uhrtr.«wh,R .hU rule .n,, .Use..,n^>n^^^^^^^^

' Doctorate oi- the MpmDcfslilp. ,
;. , ,

M n writM • I have just rea.l the descripti.m nf Professor Hushton P^ker .

now tru"fc«Ueruia.whiol.eertaiuly appears to Ix- a very admirable .nstru-

^^;.V';.n^oMal,^S|uu,th,..vH^

f .',„.i,.tanvehanceof the aut. eseapinK from the lo-Rer segment of the

haSTrinr Tt^"arecorSfort"b^ to «4r, nud as compared with a vanety

^,?^5r,errLes I have tried, are more effective iu their support and permit

mnc freer r^otioutharv auy I have tried. I '^"^
^'l^a^rtiems To the

men nill not do amiss in recommendiug any of the,r patients to the

care ot Messra. Vratt. '

f"-t-~'^'' "'^'
';

,''.
';', ,'^j.'.|'

,,

UiKTABV QF A HoMiKopATnic Hospital. -. i v

a"cobbe3p6spf.nt h.is discovered the folUnviug humorous lines m the ^(i.^iJurjA

jWcrfirnfVoiiniff/. vol. ill (l«5(-8).

Take n rohhi's lef

(Mind I iJmdrumsiiek merely)<i..;u '

rut it in a tub .. ,; ' ;i

filled witJl water nearly ; . ,

Set it out of doors

In K place that's shady :

I,et it stand a week
(Three days it 'or a laily>.

Drop a spoonful of it

In a ftve-pail kettle.

Which may be made of tin

Or any baser metal

:

Fin the kettle up.

Set it on a-boilinj{.

Skim the liquor well

To prevent its oilinj;;

One atom add of salt.

For the f hlek'ning one riee kernel,

And use to light the lire.

The IhmavpnIhiB Mirnnl.
Let the liquor boil

Italian hour, uo longer

(If 'tis for a man
Of course you'll maVe it stronger).

Should vuu now desire

That the soup be flavoury.

Stir it once around
With a stalk of savory.

When the broth is made
Nothing can exeei it

:

Then three times a day
Let the patient smell it.

If he.ehance to die.

!5ay 'tw'as Nature did it

;

If heciianee to live

Glvethesoup the eredit.
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NOTES
ox

TWO CASES OF LAPAROTOMY
FOR

penetratiivct gunshot wound of
the abdomen ; recovery

IN ONE.
WITH REMARKS ON

By ARTHUR E. J.

RECENT STATISTICS.

BARKER, F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon to University College Hospital ; Teacher of Practical Surgery
at I iiivprsity College.

TilE following cases are a contribution to the study of a class of

injuries which, though they have received far greater attention

abroad, and especially in America, than in this countrj-, mu.«t

doubtless have a keen interest for all surgeons.

Case i.—A. T., aged 23, a French jeweller, was admitted into Uni-

versity College Hospital under my care on November 20th, 1887, at

3.20 A.M., having shot himself in the abdomen about half an hour
previously. He was suffering from moderate shock, and thougli

tiiiite conscious when spoken to, seemed dazed and frequently

groaned. His pulso was 56, and markedly dicrotous (from subse-

quent observation this was probably its normal condition) ; it

was of good volume. The skin was normal, and the temperature in

the rectum 98.2= F. He had not vomited. He lay on his right side,

with his knees drawn up ; his breathing was slow and shallow,

with an occasional catch. There was a small bullet wound, with
blackened edges, over the border of the costal cartilages on the
right side, one inch from the middle line, at the level of the tip of
the ensiform cartilage. The pistol was a small "pin-fire" weapon
carrying a conical ball 11 millimetres long, 7 millimetres in
diameter, and weighing 60 grains. There was little or no external
bleeding from the wound, and no evidence of fluid in the abdo-
men except a suspicion of dulness in the right flank, but there
was much tenderness on pressure over the abdomen.

1 first saw the patient at about 5 a.m., two hours or so after
the injur\', when he was beginning to recover from shock. Feel-
ing confident from the situation of the bullet wound that the
ball must have entered the abdomen and have struck the liver,
and fearing that the slight dulness in the right flank was com-
mencing effusion of blood, I had little hesitation in deciding on
laparotomy in order to check ha-morrhage, suture any lesions if

present, and cleanse the abdominal cavity. Having, therefore,
made everj- arrangement for complete antisepsis, the operation
was done at about (5.30 a.m.

I first made an incision two inches and a half long over the tip
of the en.?iform cartilage, and on drawing its edges apart could
see the opening in the peritoneum through which the ball had
entered the cavity. Nearly under this, and at the attachment of

-

the falciform ligament to the liver, was a patch of ecchymoais
under the serous covering of the organ, which suggested tlie

^

point at which the latter had been struck by the bullet. There
,
was no corresponding breacli of surfoce of tlie liver, either here or
jelsewhere, though I carefully examined most of the anterior sur-
faces of the left lobe by pressing it down and throwing the light
well between it and the ribs, and also by passing my hand over
it. The surface of the organ was, however, stained with blood,
iftnd a dark clot was seen extending directly downwards in the
jmiddle line. This was about the size of the little finger when
|drawn out, and led me to think that it came from the track tlie
•hall had taken. I therefore prolonged the incision to the um-
|bilicus, and found some more and larger solid clots lying under-
neath the abdominal walls and upon the colon and omentum.
The first point was now to see that the stomach was not injured,

and a careful examination of its surfaces as it bulged up into the
wound, as well as the fact that it was tense with gas. clearly in-
licated that it was not perforated. It was therefore pressed back
into the abdomen, and th* transverse colon lying just below it

was hooked up and drawn out of the wound to the extent of about
ighteen inches for careful inspection. This also was found

[1420]

intact, but the omentum along its lower lorder was noticed to be
much blood-stained and covered with clots ranging from one the

size of my thumb downwards, apjjarently derived from lesions

of some of its own vessels. These clots weri' therc^fore care-

fully disentangled from the omentum, and the latter was
wipVd clean, and while this was being done the bullet

was found in its folds, and a moment later a small round
w.nd. Frnni the position of the bullet it a])peared quite clear

that it had struck the liver at the insertion of the falciform

ligament, and had glanced off it and passed between the abdo-
minal wall and the stomach and transverse colon as nearly as

possible in the middle line, to become entangled in the folds of
the omentum, some of whose vessels were torn. It seemed highlr
improbalile, therefore, that any other viscera were injured. Never-
theless, all the coils of small intestine exposed by the inci.'^ion

were carefully examined; then sponges wrung out of .sulilimate

solution were thrust into both flanks and the rccto-vesical pouch,
but came out unstained. The viscera expo.-^ed were then tlioroiighly

cleansed by sponging, and were adjusted with the omentum over
them, after which the abdominal wound was closed in the usual

manner. The bullet track in the abdominal wall was also scoured

well, rubbed with iodoform, and a very tine short drainage-tube

was passed into it as far as the peritoneum, but not through the

latter. Firm bandaging over a salicylic wool dressing completed
the operation. The latter was well borne, and when the anjesthetic

was recovered from there was no vomiting and only moderate
pain, easily relieved by a little morjMiine. The patient was fed

for some days with nutrient supjiositories. The temperature rose

the same niglit to 103,6°, the jiulse to 100, and the patient became
rather restless, but twenty-four hours after operation both were
normal, and remained so practically to the end of the case. The
dressings were changed on the sixth, tenth, and sixteenth days,

union having taken place by first intention, except in the bullet

track, which, however, closed rapidly, the patient leaving hospital

on the twenty-first day quite well, the bowels had acted normally
several times. . - - -

; _ -^ - -'

Case ii.—M. F. G., aged 37, an American, was adniitted on ttte

following night, November 21st, at 8.30 p.m., having been shot, in

the abdomen about half an hour previously with a Colt's revolver

earrj'ing a conical bullet \5 millinictrejs long. millLmetres in

diameter, and weighing 143 grains. I saw him, a few minutes after

9 o'clock, and found him quite comfortable, with no trace of shock

and not suffering in any way. The shot had been fired at close

quarters, and the ball had ,'struck the abdominal wall 3J inches

internal to the right anterior .superior iliac spine and half an inch

below it, and had emerged 3 inches behind the same iliac spine

and also half an inch below it. From neither opening was there

any bleeding at this time, but the clothes were considerably

staiiK'd with blood. From the position of the wounds it appeared

probable that the ball had passed through the soft parts external

to the peritoneum and without entering the abdomen. This was
explained to the patient, and also the necessity of giving an

anaesthetic .so as to make a thorough exploration. His assent was
at once obtained, on the understanding'that he was to be allowed

to come to as quickly as possible in order to see his friends, who
had been sent for. On enlarging the anterior wound a slit was
seen in the tendon of the external oblique muscle, and through

this a probe slipped into the abdomuial cjivity, while a consider-

able quantity of blood welled up from the latter.
^.

It was plain then that a full exjiloration of the abdomen shoulfl

be made, but it was necessui-y to let the ]iatieiit know his condi-

tion and see his friends before going further. He was therefore

allowed to recover from the' amesthetic. when he at once gave

his consent to any operative treatment which might be necessarj'.

his friends too acquiescing readily. It was not, however, until

L.'i A.M. that the operation was begun, owing to some delay on

the p.vt of the police authorities in taking tlie patient's deposi-

tions. All arrangements for complete antisepsis having in the

ni'^aiitime been made. I commenced the exploration at that hour

l,y a fnir-inch incision in the direction of the fibres of the ex-

ternal oblique, and having the bullet wound in its centre. When
the abdomen was thus opened blood mixed with clots, but with-

out a trace of f.-eces or odour, escaped to the extent of three or

four ounces. Knowing from a rather large experience of gunshot

wounds the extraordinarily erratic course of conical bullets in

some cases, my first care was to make out the track of the ball in

this instance.' The incision having passed through the aperture

of entrance in the peritoneum, the aperture of exit had to be

found if possible, and on sponging out the blood it was seen not
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,' The post-mortnn exfuniratioD -n-jlg made liy Mr. Bilto-n ToUard,
-whose notp.s contain, the following fact.?. ' Th^ .small intestine*
TTere very much diatrmJed, especially in tin: umbilical region;
.there was tio gas, lymph, or piu; anywhere iu the abdominal
oavity, but the coils of the bowel iu'the disteBd(;d area werf;
slightly grea.^y. The Inrije intestine was u<jt)U- all <jj,st(\nded, and
seemed oiit of the area of intlammation, which had affected the
Small intestine .solely. The lulter in the neighbourhood of the
.wound -was more adherent than elsewhere.. The portinji of bowel
sutured, which was in the ilfiuiiabout thre*' feet from the CKcnm,
was in a perfectly satisfactory cxindition. Union had tuUen place
tlioroughly between the cut" eud.'i, and the bwTiil was not :9,br

fltmcteil in any way. Te.sted with corusiderable ipra-Sfaire' it -was
•perfectly air and wati-r tight. There were aboiit t\y<.» drachms of
Wood-.stained tliiid in the recto-vesical pouch, about half a drachm
in the right tlank, and three <.b-achms in the left. T|iere were a
few spots of e.xtravasated blood in the omentum, which occiij^ied
it.s normal po.sition, but was ai.lh'erent to the edge of the wound
by recent lymph. There was much hypostatic pneiuaorjia in both
lungs, especially on the right side: the other organs were healthy.
.••It -vvill be seen from thnse notes that the cjiuije of death was "a
BTExy moderate amount of peritonitis limited to the small intes-
tine. and in addition no doubt the hj-postatic pneumonia told un-
favourably. Indeed, there was so little to be found in the abdo-
men indicating ])eritointis, except the distended coils of bowel,
that there was .some hesitation in, accepting this as the cause
of death. But the absejice of any other lesion except the pneu-
monia, left no alternative. A septic condition, iu the ordinary
.useof the term, did not exist; the spleen was quite normal and
other evidences also failed: in short, one turned away from this
•necropsy with an inten,sitied feeling of disappointment, because
:the patient had so very nearly recovered.
• Thesetwoca^^es appear to' n^e to .possess each its own special
interest.. In the first there can be but little doubt that a fatal
.peritonitis would have occurred had not the bullet, its wad ami
the clots which surrounded it, l)een removed from the folds of the
omentum by abdominal section. Again, laparotomy enabled us
to exclude from consideration all other injuries of -risoera, without
subjecting the patient to any special risk in exploration. The case
18 also of interest in being the first successful laparotomy for gun-
shot •wounil of the abdomen recorded in this country.. 1 itrust it
-may encourage other surgeons to very prompt action iii similar
cases, so that the conclusions arrived at -in America as to the pro-
priety of immediate laparotomy in all oas.es where penetration of
the abdomen is i)roved, may be justifted by our experience too.'
The second case, although a .source of the keenest ; disappoint-

•mejit to me, lias iu no wise shaken my belief in the nde. that, e very-
case of the kind should be treated' iramediiitelv by abdominal
.Section: indeed, it Strengthens, that belief in evm' 'way, AVhat
little peritonitis thexe was no doubt started from some spot ii) the
-peritoneum not thoroughly cleansed from; matters escaped from
-the •«-ounded bow.ul. Whether a wore perfect antisepsis cquUI
,have bwn c.-irned out by a median incision and irrigation may be
.a question of opinion, but 1 aiji strongly inclined to think that it
could, though at the time 1 decided that the extra time and strain
-apon the patient's powers involved

,

in.. a double incision and its
concomitants would be too dear a price to pay. That the median
aiicision should be the rule in the vast majority of such wounds
'Otthe abdomen I am convinced, and this view 'will be shared by
everyone who carefully studies the ,.literatuj:e. of .the subject.
Ihis literature is now becoming, a Jarge one. Sir William
•MaoGonniur's classical monograph suBiciently attests this by the
.numerous cases f]),-r,. quoted. But even iu the short inttir^ial of
only a few months which has .elapsed since he, publishe4 his col-
lection of thirly-two ojierationsJor g\nishot •ftouud of the abdo-
men, almost lui equal number of cases have bi^u, put on record,
-cliielly in America, and numerous, discussiou.shuye. tft'keu,nUic« on
this subject. These cases 1 have beeD at the jxiins to coUect and
tabulate. A study of the re-snlts.«)f tliese. operations is mo^t
eii«)uragihg. They show a greatly less.ened martjilitj-,year by year,
*uaalso thiit much more desperate cases may be Mvci"l by surgical
interference than has hitherto been supjiosed; 1 give them as fully
.as IS pos,siblo in such a table, and allow them to sjjeak for them-
selves with only one comment. It will be seen that 'wherea.s out

f a-w- '"l'''™tO'""''''f'^'"g""shot injury of the abdomen included
'

I r'^i ^n r
'^ ^'°'""^*'='* I'St. only 7 recovered, there are here col-

lacted ib^resh case^ of the same kind, wuth 16 recoveries and 10

w' W„n Pr„'"''"*ii *.'T
'"'*''''" P"'''''he'l In the Jorasii (May Uth. 1S87>, Sir

deaths. Combining the, two tables, •we have 58 cfts^s •with- 23
recoveries and .3.5 deaths. The numbers start in tliu.tftUe Iwflate
Sir W. MacCormac's end, that is at Oi?. , ' ' .

'
'

'

',' ",
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?^^'l'™' Suteniitenilt-nt, Grove Hajl Asylum.

Of cases of aortic valve. lesion, the chief and predominating con'r

dition, I make four sub-groups: (li aortic stenosis; (2) aortic ie^
gurgitation; (3) aortic semilunar valve disease, wjth no very
marked local signs, and aorta not very much affected, if at all

;

(4) disease of aortic valve and arch. •
• • - .i- i-io ;.

First Sub-ymup.- Stenosis of the ..4o;-?iC Osh'en;*.—,0f 'eight'cafil^sl
varj-ingin age at death from 2\ to 47 years, the average •wa.s

almost 40, only one being young. At death the insanity had
lasted from nine months to sixteen years in different cases. . The
relation, in time of incidence, of heart disease to iasa^hity -was
diificult to appraise. iri several oases.; distirtctly prior in so.ine, it

was distinctly subsequent in others. Xatiirally, these cases -were
not all pure examples of aortic stenosis : in two there was also aortic
iuoonipetency, as well as anem-ysm, of thoracic. <ir of a,bdpaiLnal
aorta, and in three othei-s—at lea,st at one period . .or. at seV^ral
periods—slighter mitral incompetency was addejcJL*'., - ,T '

.,

Of these patients, three •were monomaniacs, in one of whom the
heart disease distinctly preceded the mental: in the others the
order of incidence was doubtful. In the first-mentioned of these
(with aortic aneurysm a complication) at first th«? delusions wero
of •persecution, for example,, "was pUitted. against, conspiTed
against by women, illegally detained and iU-treated ;" and therev
with hallucinations of hearing. . Finally, with ad\i»neing. disea-se
of heart and aorta came delusions of direct Lodily injurj- and per-
secution, producing horrible pain compared, to "'electric hatteries
p.la>-ing on him." i

.

Of tlie others, one—a .^tpriorated -wreck orjonuer mingled
hypochondriacal aiid e.vpansive monqmania, heeome demented—
often screamed shrilly, was rambling, incoherent, paroxysmaJly
excitefl ami noisy, iuid on some of these occasions suddenly ile-

.striiftiye ;. finally he uttered merely a jargon,- a mcflh'.y of:woriISf
The other, a subject of mingled expansive and persecutory monor
mania (with imbecilit.y)^ and halluciuatious of all the" specif
seiises excejit of. touch; together with the ad v,xn'cing heart disease;
pulmonary congestion, and recurring attacks of dysenteric diar-
rinea, .became deluded as to poison in the food, lind as to influ-
ences of a hostile kind .brought to bear ui)on his bodily stfUe and
health.,

, •:,.-,,„;,. ;,.
^

"• //fivri.—.\\erage."werg'l'it -tS.Sl ozs av. .Vnrtio \-alve-s varjnnslv ilisenjprt
tliirltenefl'. atlicroniafnus: rigtrt. liefoimeil. sfprnitic. .Jlitnil valve iiitnilarlv <lis-
•'iisart m.some. tnit. Ipbs in deirree. and t.h? spertuw in some wiiteinKl. Hie fiuh
miliary uiui tricuspi.i vulve much Ic&s olfeit oiiil jiiucli le&s aeverelv affecteti
tli.ui the jin-i-vilinj;. JtuMlfaf Iieiirt often friatiV. flal*v..br' Jrfle. Lflt von-
tl-icl<- martpitlv li\-p>:-rtr<.phli-.1-in most, aiwi in some .listinVtlr ililateil al«o -'the
orlur- caMiiU! vliamliei-s only In a. few distinttlT rtilaiift. or' hypertrophied. or
lH>tli. Coiwiaiy iirt«-rie» alben.niatouii in au|iu-. ' Tl)e aoita iu sevcnit aiieurysnit
mHv iH>iu.hcili more or U.^ii attieromatons. 'iLOiiular. ru£;u.'e. valL-arvoiis : "irre-
jintar olevatiolis. yellow patihes. pui-kn^. and wa\-y- markhlg? sttiddinS' th^
inner surfare. ;

"
. » ' -. '^,

ijl , ";,.

- flira'*.—In 9ora,e<)f^fiaral p«iialyii»; io others s|ij;liHv wasted. , . Ii r,/.
.Spftfn.—Avtrage weijilit S.9 ozs. av. Iu many. firm, eoarse. fibrotic: capsule

oltcii iriieKularly tiiiekeued. upaque and adliereut, or piimiented : cccasionailv
cicatrised.

.

. .

Aiiiwvt.--Average wciglit of each 4.ft) o/.s. nv, : often more or lesji granular

:

some partially destruyeil liy old local letions. Of the larger kidneys, some were
imlc-y^'llow. lirm; a few were pale, homogeneons. laHv.

i.ii.(T.—Avernge weight .M ojs. In some slight ciiThos'is ; frequently " hepatic-
venous congestion ;•' pa.tohy ppacity or thickening, cicatrices.- or adhesions of
capsule.

ituiy/i.—Vsually old pleuritic adhesinns ; frequently h^-posta(io cedema. con-
gestion, or even pneumomia

; oc^asiouallv carniiicat'ioii, brown in.liiration, or
cirrhosis of lungs, cured phthisis, caseous lironchial glands.
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forevample "has oak trees insiclo him;" not mfrequenlly ugu-

H£riss~trun:13s -^f^rs
h%^;c^ndr acal, smbbom. bellowing; later on ai,if«f«m ../««-
jij-pocnomir aLui

another, there was at first circular general

mutterinc about '• thousands ' and " millions.
• „„„;t„ rr,,„

In the ieventh civ-<e the cardiiic disease preceded insanitj
.

1 He

sono a druuU^ntafterau erratic course, rebehous to contro^

«ml resistive of all regulating influences, and during which he

wai sSsed and alcoholisc"l. he fell more deeply into drink

;

uX\Cion. riade a homicidal attack ; became much excited,

fttteninted suicide, and fell into the abyss of melanchol a attonita

from wh ch d"-^ K of rapid, caseous, pneumonic phthisis, he

[o^H 'ufficVm 1"before the end to speak again, and to express

delusions as to adverse influences brought to bear upon him, and

''TVe'd^h'th^Tacflr first delusions as to military officers being

brou'hVto England under his charge, to be trie.1 for an attempt o

murder h°m. On this soon supervened profound anmesia as o

dates pl^m. of time, order of occurrences, or recollection of

them' Occasionally were seeming halUicmations of hearing.

s";n»wrv^Thus the cases of st'enosis at the aortic ostium, wb
changerffts sigmoid valves, in which the cardiac

XV"of U^
inttuenced the mental state, showed some or "ther of the

followinr—mental depression; ideas of persecution,of adverse influ-

Incerot'direct bodilv injuries, inflicted pain, etc. Possibly, al^o,

^ddenintec^^rentlutliursts'of mental exciternent and

^ , rV others in whom the sequence of events was doubtful or

t whom the heart disease followed the mental, exhibited similar

\endendessomfindistinctly), to which may be added delusions

as to bad or poisoned food, and perhaps refusal of it for a

^"f^cond Sub-group: Aortic Regurgitaflon.-Oi ^ej;™' '""'^'^

Frn^^rfoy and the average 38 years, at death, at which, also

;he^n^anit;M;ad lasted from a iel months to four years, exeep

in a complicated case of seventeen years duration; and >» all but

this ksTone the heart disea.se either distinctly or apparently pre-

ceded he "n.anity. In two there were both regurgitation and ob-

struction a^ the aortic orifice.* Two were general paralytics. One

of these cases began with headache, vacant expression and man-

ner, famngmem?r>' and speech, delusions as to his «-">•;
and declaration of himself as various other persons. Tlien gt

"J^^^i

parah-st became more manifest, with '"B
>t\^/"'^;,7'^tli^^h;

chondriacal ones concerning his eyes
«'»V n<^ bis f'?rmer dllu-

imsspd into a relatively ucid state, recognising lis former Qe uS as such Imt being childish and somewhat demented.

Sly he also became rambling and '"^o'^'^^"' >"
'"^, tl?orm

ti ms a Id died in a state of supervenient stupor, or apoplectiform

"ur:,"with Vulmonary congestion and
'>j;P-''^^'-^V"X''rved

General uaralvsis in the other was insidious in its onset
,

pi^^en tu

to be ecrntr;l''the patient also made mistakes in iH,rforming m^^

tar^• duties so as to be unfit to carry them on ;
and was sul-ject to

u^d^i outbreaks of dangerous pa.,sion ''"'l/.^f"f^jf^^^^^Us
raarkodlv impaired perceptive, reasoning, and mnemonic powers.
™

became quiet, obedient, childish, incoherent, 'Jernen ed ex-

t^ineTy amnesic; at times smiling and pleased, at times devoid

°^3:kjSi5^^

aorta) more or Ic, no.lulat«< .
dfttrcou.. "'he™™^»"=-

'^;,
"*

^Jf i„ ,ome
.pleen. wel^hmg from 4i to

fi ""v "";'^,°'i,; ..r'^?,?;
,"'." on the overage.

gfslioii." .\vuraii>' »»l2t"t o( each klJuey. »J OM.

aortic orifice and valve disease is apt to
<"='=,'^"""v

^
',°,^,\^e^''^

ated with, insanity presenting the maniacal ratfer than the me^

'"CVwinfinsanity supposed to be of --™\--k/;^X^^rh

there was a conspiracy o mjuejnm in so n,^^a^
(hallucina.

S:"^^:^e'rl;.l::V;:rfr Vd or d.^ aml^trucU

-Ir^^r^srr=hi^:^ i:^^^:^ came

-^l;^j^:^^:^pl^-"ar•illfb.la.^.i.

:r^?c^Ui:;:a^twes, as we^ a^^-J^^^^ ---fS:
^:^:t^^^^^^^~ de-

later, that everything ^7' fS^'"\^ff^™a7,im S on, quiet,

regimental doctor's mesmerism stiU ^ttecUU im
j , 7,^ i„

subdued, confused, of had '"•'"'"[>;• ^^'^^'i^^^ fe with hi*

replies; he says he ''would "' ^'^^^^-^/^t-sterbus inrtuence sli

body as it IS," and speaks of a
3'»/\f""'

™>, ; j„ (^.^i„n ;" hallu-

exertedon him by "a change '^^ '

'""^""^'.vfler cJrdiac di.sease

cinations of sight and 1^<^"""S '^ont.nu.ng.
"^^^^^j^'^^', ,;,„„, ,,« jg

and ab.lominal aneurysm are ^^""-'^";^^;' '

^Ve l.rskin hurting
dull, emotionallj; depressed ha^ people nis^^^^

him," " flew »t night At times ^"^at"'y " J^ ,( constraint on
about being kept in bed; d«l->^>7 «^ ^o ^occu^^co

^^,^^

his limbs, extraordinary persona
'"f;'y

"^ .^ ,^" u« j^ soaked
or that his breath is stopped ^'y ^\\'^J''/Z^Z„ is sleepless,
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cardiac and anpiirysmal diseases were becoming more disabling

and severe.

Although he did not definitely become insnne, I may mention
the case (not cnuntcd in my stntistics) of an attendant, of robust

frame, modptntcly ntliletic habits, active mind, cheerful, some-
Avliat buoyatit disposition, fond of conversation, sociable, and free

from special sources of anxiety or care. Unaware of special dis-

cane, he became depressed, gloomy, brooding, silent, taciturn, for-

getful : nor could his wife elicit from him anj' definite reason for

this; in vain, by reading, conversation, and other arts, did she

eeek to rouse him permanently from this state; he would soon
relapse, although the condition varied much from time to time.

Interest in his work failed, his duties were performed Without
life, mechanically, and in a defective perfunctory way. Feeling

general physical malaise, and pain in the hepatic region, and
suiTerlng from pulmonary symptoms, he consulted me as to his

health. Kxaminntion revealed severe aortic regurgitation, the

leak workinfj backward on lungs and liver. He left, and a few
weeks later tiled of his Cardiac disease.

Here, also, I may mention (although, like the last, not included
in my statistics) a case of aortic valve disease in a young melan-
choliac, with hallucinations of hearing voices which swear at him
through the wall and tell him to cut his throat.

Third Siib-t/roup : Aortic Valve Disease; no very marTced

local Signs; Aorta not very much Afected, if at all.—Next
there is a small group of cases which I shall not linger to

discuss. Usually the Valve's crescented flaps were thicKened,
rigid, unduly opaque, and usually more or less coherent or fused

together. These hearts also presented various degrees of flabbi-

ness; but, with these comparative exceptions, they were not

gravely diseased, had not undergone any very marked degree of

compensator^' hypertrophy, and no very great abnormality of car-

diac function or physical state had been noted ; nor in them was
there any severe degree of disease of arcuate aorta ; therefore,

they do not serve our present purpose. One was a case of hypo-
chondria, one of dementia secondary to mania, one of placid, gay
syphilitic dementia with congenitally feeble mind, and one of

melancholic general paralysis in a syphilitic subject.

Fourth Suli-yroup : Disease of Aortic J'alre and Aortic Arch.—
Aortic valvular thickening, rigidity, tibrotic change, or atheroma;
and marked atheroma or uodulation, or even ectasia or dilatation

of aorta. ,

;

In this sub-group there were, conjointly, marked disease of the

luuulate aortic flaps and of the aortic arch, or in some instances

of the whole thoracic aorta, but morbid physical cardiac signs

were moderate or even slight, and the valvular alteration did not

lead to marked obstruction or regurgitation of the kind I have
just been discussing, or to the grosser sorts of cardiac hyper-

trophy, dilatation, and so on.

Although they number twenty, yet four of these cases are men-
tioned elsewhere in these lectures as illustrating^ some

_
other

point, and the following is a summary of the remaining sixteen

only.

Varying from 27 to 06, the age atdeath, onthe average, was 42^.

The order of precedence was doubtful in some; of the rest, in

about one-half the insanity seemed to have preceded the heart

disease, and in about one-half the heart disease the insanity.*

Mental State.— Fi\e were general paralytics, and one other a

general paralytic, recovered as to the physical state. In all but

one were more or less expansive symptoms; in several _ with
.marked maniacal states, as well as the usual dementia, and in one
with hypochondriacal symptoms. The remaining one was an
example of the demented form of general paralysis. 'Spnie, of

these general paralytics were sj'philitic.

- Three otluTS were syphilitic cases, as (a) a syphilitic, demented.
Amuesio, emotionally weak subject of right hemiplegia and general

.spasmodic tremor; >/<) a syphilitic, melancholic, and suicidal,

.apathetie, confused patient, with rare fleeting excitement, later

•melancholia sine delirio. but later still with delusions as to hos-

* Of thp nortic vftlvrs in these rasps, there were, in order of relative frequency,
jWlrt differently pombined in (Uftereut cases,, some of the following t-lianges :

.*'ti>it>!* thickened, rough, opaque, coarse, occasioually ninch deformed, or rigid,

^r lihrotie. cttleareotis. nodulated at their liases; or with corpora Aruntii over-
,|;rown or fused together, or with dilated aortic sinuses of Valr*alva. Aortic arch
snore or less atheroiniilous. deformed ; in some ridged or calcified in parts. The
liidne3"s were nuicli granular and atrophied in oulv two cases ; Init in the ma-
jority* were one or more of the following changes : slightly granular surface, or
ctight sidhesion of capsules, or slight ordinary cystic change. Two cases had
Jtale. or yellowish, or fatty-lookiug. and one ease somewhat lardaceons, kidneys;
^>ne kidney contained a ^reanly eoUcct lou ; 4u oii^.caae was jprt^raatyre and op-
t^'-udug decomj)oaitiou of the k'idneys. " r '-i.

m
^; ; ,

ji ,: -^.r.

tility, annoyance, and the general malevolence of those around

him ; and (c) a syphilitic, excitable, suspicious, moody, phthisical

subject.

Three others were monomaniac ; one chiefly of the persecutory

type, one chiefly expansive, one partaking of both characters, but

the persecutory element being the fundamental basis left after

the early maniacal excitement had cleared up. Jn all three, more
or less deterioration, mental incompetency, tendency to coufusioa,

and to incoherent, rambling replies had occurred before death

together with persistent hallucinations in two.

Of the remaining four, three were secondary dements, their

dementia being consecutive to melancholia or mania ; and
one was demented, amnesic, yet with some absurd, expansive

ideas, and with emotional facility (diabetes mellitus, destructive

lesion of striate body and cms, secondary degeneration thence
downwards).
These cases show a state of heart and aorta which seems as i£

it might often well be an early stage, or less marked degree, of

the clianges found in the severe examples of incompetency or of

constriction at the aortic orifice, forming the first two sub-groups ;

and in which, with marked signs of cardiac affection and of dis-

turbed circulation, and grave alteration of heart and aortic valves,

were also severe change and deformity of the thoracic aorta. In

some cases an originally more active inflammatory basis is a re-

quisite foundation of the eventual changes we have studied luider

the marked examples already grouped as stenosis, or as incom-

petency, of the aortic lunate cusps; but the slighter coses, com-
posing the present fourth sub-group of lesions of aortic valve,

throw light, in my opinion, upon those graver cases, and elucidate

those (of aortic valve incompetency especially) in which we found

a clinical history telling, rather, "of excitement, grandiose delu-

sions, and emotional exaltation, than of suspicion, ideas of per-

secution, self-aba-sement, or melancholy; which former set of .sym-

ptoms, as I stated at the time, I believed not truly to exemplify

the modification of mental symptoms by the aortic valve disease

and its results and associated conditions ; while I proceeded to

illustrate by other cases what I take to be the mental phenomena
or modifications really dependent on a widened aortic gateway,

or one defectively guarded by its erescentin folds. Whilst, aa

regards aortic stenosis, we found chiefly melancholy, delusions of

persecution, of adverse influences, of direct bodily injuries, and, in

some, occasional sudden outbursts of noisy excitement, violence,

or destructiveness.

I believe that many of the cases in this fourth sub-group ori-

ginated in the way following : under excitement, or co-existent

with some expansive mental disorder, there is great physical

activity, and much strain is thrown upon the circulatory organs.

Before becoming insane, the future subject of such insanity often

is active, engaged in strenuous effort, under a never ceasing urgent

industry anil activity, whether in toil or in the pursuit of jjleasure.

Energetic, pushing:, free-eaters, free-drinkers of intoxicating

liquors, ever ready to plunge with zest into work or play or

debaucher)-—these" persons, while sane, strain their hearts and

aortic aiid"other blood-vessels ; and, should they become insane,

are a])! to get at first some excitable and expansive form of mental

disorder, and, in some cases sub-inflummatory or active degenera-

tive states of brain and cord. But whether as precetling or fol-

lowing the outbreak of insanity, the powerful heart, workup
irregularly, fitfully, at times violently, pumps the stream of blood

forcibly i'nto the" systemic arteries ; the ki<lut'ys, too, are over-

wrougiit, their function is embarrassed, the blood imperfectly

depurated, and disease of the aorta and aortic valves follows

(comes almost as part of the general condition), that of the aorta

being often primary and assisting to bring on a valvulitis, or

slower indurating or degenerative change, in the aortic semihmar

valves, casting, as it does, upon them a still greater strain, and in-

ducing a further irregularity iu the circulatory movements of the

blood"ami of its impact on the crescents of tlie aortic valve, u
Here, at first, is increased arterial tension, but in the later

stages, if with kidneys relatively affected in but .slight degre.^,

the tension remains normal, or is lowered, and there is no aihanco

beyond a moderato degree of the disease of valve and arcimte

aorta. Usually with this latter condition, and in a merely inci-

dental way, is associated some deterioration of the former mental

state ; but not the production of the symptoms I have found to m
those ordinarily seen with disabling aortic valve disease and its

concomitant aftections and conditions. •
a- ^ .'»,-

Now, let the same change proceed further ; i l0ttH6 valrulor

orifice become /constricted or become unduly patent ; let the signs,
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ivKr«>otivHv, of ohstniction of the bloodstream, or *ho8e (i? the

n.trurL'italiaadf tntompetencv, como into beine; lUKUot tlluknlut^y

btt>me more affected than before. ,u.l still tliere may be ou the

meiitnl side, raei-olv « Ueteriorution of t be former ex^iteil or o\-

nansive Stftte. iim.-.miich a-s other intlueuc-esmay inteTvi.neaud pre-

VCTitthe <loveloi>ment of tnu^ charactcristu; eerebral gymptoms

iT> .liKiiMin.. aortie v.-Ut.' disease, aiul these very imaguied cases

wniild repn"^,>tit and explain those with c.xpnusive symptomB

wliioh 1 discussed, under aortic regurgitation especiaily. lUus we

reach at least one «robal)le reason wliy aortic valve (Usease bus

B*en-erroneou8ly held by some to bo cl.uractenst.oally associated

with excitement, in contrast with raehincholia, supposed by the

same to characterise mitral disease.
, . , j ... „,,„

Here we ini«ht well branch off into Uie subject of other cases

of disease nftectinK the thoracic aorta, but. before passing to tUut.

it is desirable to insert a few brief sumraanes as to forms and

conditions (jfcanliaodisea^^e other than those <^™';^y f"f
'"«;

And. first, ae to disease gravely and about equally affecting botu

the mitral and the aortic valves. ::•
, |

Both Mifral ami Aortio Valves (with other chonges).---nore

cotne fourteen cases, but six of these are also mentioned else-

where: varying from 32 to 84, the average age at death was .3

wars-the highest average we have met with thus fai. \\ itu rc-

Mrd to the cardiac Rounds, pulse, and other physical condition^,

ftre abnormalities of these, marked in some cases, were m a tbiv

comparatively moderate only; yet I need not liiiger to analyse

these signs and s\-mptoms in cases so complicated, but note, b>

thewavtthe frequency of f<*ble, irregular intermientW
action 'and pulse in the more aged patients; aLso that, M bile it

was difficult to fstimote with certainty the order of precedence ot

the two sets of symptoms, the mortiid cardiac seemed to precede

in more cases thin did the morbid mental condition, but, lu many

of the examples this point caimot be decided with- tertamty, so

alow and insidious were they.*
,
;'" ' ^ '

!,„ ,„h^io'
MenUl Sfate.—Six were general paralytics. On the vv hole,

these^ presented more irritability, surly moroseness. and intoler-

ance of examination, interference, or management (and peihaps

more depression) than the ordinary average run of cases ot general

paralysis. Some of them, too, were of long duration and aberrant

'"'TSee were senile dements. Two erf these I wfere.,extremely

restless, excited, noisy,. destructive; and one of these latter bad

delusions as to being " poisoned." • ' . ^
-Two *ere subjects of " organic dementm," one being a, case

of dementia with organic local daslructivo bram lesion, and the

following clinical succession: epileptiform hts; dementia; i u-

pmvement; maniacal excitement; tits; le.tt hemiplegia; tits;

death The other (glioma cerebri) was restless, confused, lost.^

Three were either deteriorated monomaniacs or chxonic

maniacs, (a) Deteriorated, demented, muttering, confused. <Uv-

pressed state, follomng on delusions of change ot sex. («)

fchronic mania, with periods of depression ;
latterly qiuet, de-

pressed, deteriorate.}, phthisical, (c) Persecutory
™""°°"f'"*

;'!,«:

iusions of being tormented; later, depressed, solitary
._

taciturn

.

lastly, delusions that his bodily organs are " eaten mto.
- Somewhat resembling those already given under the aortio-

valve sub-groups. thesT cases differ from the latter chiefly in

(a) the relatively prominent position held in the present group by

senile dementia, and by dementia as.sociated with s .11 grose.^

organic lesions than uncomplicated senile dementia is. the propor-

tion of aged cases being high and unusual in this present group;

and (h) in the relatively somewhat stronger number of general

T,aral\tics in this than in the above four combined aortic-vahe

8ub-ifronps. Mentally, those of the present group also resemble

aortic-valve much more than they do mitral cases, a hough

eeveral constituent members of the grouii showed something ot

the mental cmnplexion oliserved in many mitral stenotic (-asty.

More or £€.</ General Hi/pertrophi/ and Dilatation of Heart.

—Of the twenty-two cases coming here, twelve are also made use

ht in exemplification of othec points. At death '^|e^^'«®^fi

• Averae* welzht of hr-jirt, 13.2 ra». av. Tho inii.«l »nd «.rtio vulves r«?-

entttr^»l ,or|,ora \ra.itll. or moro irre(tul»rity ..r r|.ni!hn<-.9 thiii.
)"J'»'

"'"I'''-.

»entrlol<.4»adauriclM.one or ii>ore.T.yp«rtrot.h«a or S^"'^*; °f '# .

''/T.t'
in.wncea; the left ventricle most frequently, ne^t tlle nght ™n>ncle artrt left.

a«riQle. Th. heart muscle often more "f ,'«» A**^' °--
«),•''"

^5f5r^„7j'^' IP
twoSiCT. the heart laden with fat eTt«rnally ; In •'", <««»• ""'^.^.."'i.P*'^'

OMditlc iKlbe»lons. Iho heart dlieiwed In mwy examples, and vwriouMy «).

was 4J ft vwus, the range being from 27 to 72. The ca.se.s being

Hnk. d togX; by the^xistenee of hypertrophy and dilatation

ven' dillerently distributed in the several, cases. ""^ associated or

not with intrinsic valv.uhir changes varying m seat and eUent,

the physical signs .necessarily differed much in the several cAseft^

and i did^he ifecroscopical records The a.^erage ^;f;gh\of «>|

heart was 14.36 ozs. av., and was brought down very much by

hearts dUated but not. or not much, •iyP';'"trophied.

Left ventricle hypertrophied in 10, dilated in \,

„ .auricle' '

. ,„,,. , . «,: . |' "1 -ih

Right ventri^Kiiiv , ,:i»/!-, ritw-."-- ^i
„ auricla ,.i .. ... ,?'v, V •

In three or four of thepe dilatation was slight only.

Mental «a^e.-Fp:iw: were melancholic, depressed, deluded,

' most of them termiriil, deteriorated states
„ .,„,.HvpWor ift«

Six of njononiania, about equally divided, collectively Or iiH

dividually, between the expansive and depressed tor™s.^
_ . ,

Four of aeneral i.aralvsis; of which one was expansive,

loJuSoulilsaj;^ interfering^ obstinate, diiHcult
;,

another^de

mented • restless, noLsy, mthy, brutish; another shghtly expatl-

dve,childisi querulous af times; and the last one success.velv

explnsive,-iaiiiacal.-hypochondriacal, abusive, querulous,-dp-

^Threi ofrmenfia from' orgaruc hr<uif^ disease, or coming dil

comparatively early in lifei; ^ ,,,1^4 ^„v. v,u

'"^^X^S^" famine a little more closely. Of tli^' ^ix 'monoX

mailJLs! one throughout was.of the
V'^^^'^^ff'^'^'^I^^^X

batteries playing on him, conspiracies against him) ;
One form, rly

, xmns e ^^is Tattely depressed, cpiiet, sombre ; m one the«arlier

Sn le expansiv tVirm had deteriorated mto a

^.ic"of the latter element, associated with more quernlousnesSJ

oni formerly exiUted, latterly got delusions of extr..ordinary ih-

fl^encToii his 'powers and constraint on his speech hence hiS

delusionaT ilenee ; one, formerly expansive, eventually took de-

fusions about dead todies and sulphur burning near him, and abo a

odilv illness, and was childish and somewhat demented; and in

one elrlv^^c tement and hallucinations, and subsequently mingled

expansive and persecutory monomania, were to a large e^t™^/<-

^.^actd. latterly: by delusions about "poison" in the food, and

hostile: influeW bxought .to.bear, ?i?.on,,h^ body and Ins

^'late these monoma^iacal cases, i^'^^'^;^^'^'^^'^^^^
,>nralvtics of the group, take the melancholic cases and the de-S de"usi^alftates.take the dements and senile dements^

Swe fSid the tendency of more or less general '^yper ropl^ and

dilatation of the heart is to be associated with depression, melan-

choUa.»oroseness..sullennesa, and also -"\demen.ia a— .

and a general deterioration and defect of the mental Po^^e^s,

ler tfa^ with any symptpmsofpureactivem^^^^^^^^

of a more exalted or expansive form. Ln.lottbt«n> a " "i"*"^

^^

the cases in this group presented expansive symptoms, but tluse

vere^fefl oun!^in?he earlier stages of some of t^e protract.

casM Exceptions to this exist where the compensatory hyper-

mnThv ha^ be n full and complete, and the heart drives with eas..

.powerf^ stream of blood to the brain; obstruction outside the

urrTu more than u.sual, lieing nevertheless overcome wnth com-

bative Scility. Vet the nsu'^l tendency of heart disc^ase which

eSs in hypertrophy and dilatation of any extreme degree a id

^de Txte^is ^'dilble the heart
f^V77it"o;^a\itv and"; an"

ment of heart and circu atioii tends to defective quality ""
,^J^f

"'y
of a terial supply to the brain, to venous congestion tliereo.

a^i "o mental depression, moroseness, sullennes,s
»f

>["'"
'^'i'^:

or querulousness. rather tlian.to any "'"'"•^'V ^"T^.T "''A^^St^^H
ptls. Concomitant_Iy. -" "'

--f^IIT.^ '^.'1
, n '^^IS^

fils'e. se is the dementia <)hserved iti so larg<' a jiropoHion ot tne

?rs nluiis grS and iO some of them grave brain degeneration

'*The 'mental symptoms in this group of *"™''^'?''^,
K«"^™},'|;'if;:i

t^on^Jiyperttophj of heart resemble tho-se toiiud w ith mitral

iM. I' 16 one or more sets of valves 'were consMembly
'"''f""^';,, J'VrinMi

thickened, pigniente.l, or cic.it r(?o.t.
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more than those with aortic-valve lesions; but (herr is a griattr
chronicity, and a greater variety in the mental depression, and
relatively more deiuentiu in this than in the mitral group. And
tliat this resembles tlie mitral rather than thi^ aortic-valve group
is. of course, largely due to the fact tliat I he latter is -vs-eighted in
one direction by the fourth sub-group of aortic-valve cases, that
in which valvular change is conjoined with grave alteration of the
arch, and in which, as we have already found, is a considerable
proportion of cases with expansive and active mental symptoms,
and a well conserved vital energy.

I'AJiTiAL Dilatation on llYPEnTEoniY Of Heart.
1 have not included here the eases of slight or comparatively

mild cardiac changes. Of .such mild kind is the majority of the cases
in which cardiac dilatation or hypertrophy is due solely to the
long-prntracted, irregular violence of the heart's action, or strain
of it, under persistent or frequently recurring mental excitement
in chronic cases of insanity, or the respiratory embarrassment of
the depressed forms. Yet in .some of the more extreme cases
under this group, as well as other groups already mentioned,
mental excitement or depression probably had some share in the
proftuction of dilatation or hyiiertrophy, notwith.standing the
operation of such factors as valvular lesion, or organic disease of
brain, kidney, or lung.
Here would comi' twenty cases in whieh the condition was verj'

marked
; but, inasmuch as many Of these quite partial hyper-

trophies or dilatations—that is, tho.se affecting one chamber' verj*
chiefly or even exclusively—are due to, or connected with, either a
preceding valvular chang"e, or else incompetency of a valve, healthy
m itself, but unduly patent owing to dilatation of a cardiac
chamber; and, inasmucli as eleven of the present group are of
that nature, and therefore coming under some of the preceding
heads, I take here the remaining nine only.
In them, the average weight of the heart was about 12.4 ozs.

In five the hjijertrophy, with or without dilatation, very chiefly
or solely aft'ected the left ventricle

; and in four the right ventricle,
or it and the right auricle. The former were mostly general
paralytics with—at least, in the advanced stages—weil-marked
symptoms of emotional depression. The latter were chiefly cases
with well-marked pulmonary' disease (tubercular phthisis), and
mostly with irritability, moroseness, depression, taciturnitj-,
mental deterioration ; and one, with both right chambers im-
mensely dilated and hypertrophied, was an asthmatic mono-
maniac (formerly of considerably exalted t^-pe), with typical
changes of lung (," large-lunged vesicular emphysema"—Sir Wil-
liam Jenner""), and of all the large, hard, congested viscera.
Any valve disease that existed in a few of these was com-

paratively slight aiul unimportant. In the former sul>group of
live cases, there was obstruction to the systemic circulation from
the brain disease of general paralysis, and in U\o al.-o from the
coexistent decided renal disea.se (in one there being subacute
nephritis, in the other granular atrophy), while a,third showed
very sliglit granular change. This obstruction' induced left
ventricular hyi)ertrophy : whereas, in the latter grouji, phthisis
pulmonalis or asthma threw heavy work on eutrophic right
=nrdiac muscles, leading to their hypertrophy, the left not becom-
ing similarly affected.

An interesting deviation from the above arrangement was the
ase of one who, besides phthisis, had hypertroiihv of left ven-
ricle only, in a marked degree, old adhesions of pleura to the
lericardium drag^ug the latter leftwards, and finally two fluid
)unces of pericardial fluid, and siib-pericardial (cdeuia over the
ight side of the heart. Although their cortices were thin, the
cidneys weighed G and 5J ozs. Latterlv. he was irritable,
norose, intolerant of examination, and bit'attendants who held
nm. The irascibility, sullenness, and bad temper were more
ike the sym])toms frequent in phthisis pulmonalis in the
nsane, than either the querulousness or apprehensive fear so
'ften ob.scrved in embarrassing or disabling heart disease.
This case conveniently leads .us to glance at the heart in

•hthisical insane persons.
But before doing so I must mention a form of lieart disea.se,
mted at above, often consecutive to mental disorder, but often
pparently of constitutional origin, and connected with or form-
ig part of the geiu>ral vascular\vnd circulatory condiiion natural
• the individual, and becomfng morbid in <iegree before or after
le oiwet of insanity. I refer to moderate hypertrophy or dilata-
onofthe right side of the heart, unaccompanied by marked

-1 •"'VsttM o/Medkine, c.lite<l l>.v J. RiissoU Kcynolils, M.D., vol. iii, p. -ISO.

valvular disease. Cases of this kind are scarady reprciented in
my statistics, ina,smuch as they are comparatively slight or mode-
rate degrees of organic change, are cases, therefore, of a kind
which J have excluded from consideration here, for the reasons
already nientioneiL By others the pure cases of this kind,

.

are usually mixed with cases presenting also hypertrophy
of the left ventricle, and to this combined and impure (that is,

mixed) group is attributed a causation by the strain on the hearl
due to prolongeil mental and physical excitement and over-
exertion, as well as l)y the obstruction and interference with
cerebral circulation occasioned by the obscure changes of minute
vessels in some forms of insanity. This has been found mostly in-

dementia and in chronic or recurrent mania. Thus, Dr. I3urman,-'
drawing this conciusion. however, from a single examination of
the living cases in an asylum, reported that he found hypert rophy
of right heart, with apex beat in the epigastric region, in 10 per
cent, of the cases of consecutive dementia, in \'j per cenL of
chronic and recurrent mania, and in Si per cent, of melancholia

;

yet the addition of examples complicated by replacing or by modi-
fying murmnr yielded proportions ver\' different from these.

But I think some further discrimination is necessary here, and
that in a moderate number of cases, slight or comparatively
moderate dilatation of the right side of the heart is consecutive
to insanity, or springs from the same general vascular and consti-

tutional condition as that which predisposes to the insanity, and
that these cases take the depressed form ; and the anguish of the
melancholic and hj-pochondriacal patients, with the interference

with respiration thereby engendered, furtlier aggravates this

tendency to dilatation of the right heart, or even dilatation and
some h^'pertrophy.

As Mr. J. A. Hingeston -' said, with enlargement of veins, a gene-
ral tendency to varicosity, the mind is usually unaffected, but
occasionally mental symptoms arise "from dilatation of the right

side of the heart superinducing premature old age. PatieJits thus
affected never are strong-minded or courageous, they have no
heart for great things, but are timid and vacillating. They end by
being fatiiitous. Gout is often at the lx)ttomof this malady."

The Heart in Phthisical Insane Persons.—Of the insane who
die. or die chiefly, of phthisis pulmonalis, there are not a few
whose hearts are more or le-ss hypertrophied, and of full or over
weight, like the patients mentioned in the preceding group, with
hypertrophy of right ventricle or of both right chambers, for
example, at the moment of writing, I observe the notes of a case
not included in my statistics. This male patient, formerly of
medium size, and weight, died phthisical at the age of ;}•'?, with a
heart as much as Vlh ounces in weight, mottled, pale, flabby,

friable, without any disease of coronary arteries, but with slight

atheroma of aortic sinuses of Valsalva, and .some pericarditis.

Nevertheless, the majority of the phthisical insane die with
small, wasted hearts, which usually also are flabby, friable, and
not seldom somewhat granular or granulo-fatty, that is to say,

exhibiting that fomi of degeneration uiuler the microscope. This
occurs more fre(|uently than I had supposed it to do before the

space of time during which I regularly examined the heart,

microscopically, in almost every case in which I made a necropsy.

In the phthisical, and in the tubercular, insane 1 have met with
Several examples of another form of cardiac affection, consisting

of tuberculosis of the myocardium or pericardium, not infre-

quently with pericarditis. " What I might say here on this subject

I have already ])ublished *' in the Lancet several years ago, to-

gether with two exara])les of the affection, since when 1 have met
Axitli two more example.*. It is a secondary change, and unim-
portant in relation to our present subject.

Fatty or Grann/ar De/jenerate Hearts in the bisane.—Only a
fraction of the examples of fatty or granulo-fatty degenejration,qif

the heart I have observed in the insane can be taken up here, i- j

Of the twenty-live cases which happen to come in the notes
analysed, in twenty-four were necropsies, and one is a living

case. But six of these cases of microscopically fatty heart had
se^-pre valvular or other canliac or aortic disease; in these few
iases, therefore, the effects of the fatty heart, and its relations, are .

too much complicated for our purpoxe, whatever may have lieen

the importance of the fatty change as a factor in the state of
hrain-nutrition. Deducting these.1 the remaining nineteen cases'

are adajited to our present purpose, and these alone are utilised

28 Wiat Rtdinj Asylum Medical Reports, vol. iii, p. 2o0.

t^iledical Timts and Gt,:ettc. Noveoibet JOtJl, 1852. p. 630.

30i«««(,JI„j36U,,lSS3.p.S96. , ,^^au,(^_
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intli<> following

sanity.

In mnny the fntty dmngo *as later than in-

"ilV -The nvernce nge nt ilonth was about 44i years

'&/"^7/.^r/ a^.e weight of tl,.. heart vaneJ from fij to

1-J nniipci" Tl>e avi'TMCe was lust over 11 ounces.

1;"»«'.7«/.. /«"<•/. «///<-«;-r.'- The muscle of the heart, whether

lJ» orof dull «..i.earnnce.ormottl.-l hv l-n e and by couijestecl

5 atc'hes was in ill rases nal.hv, friable, an.l in a sta e of granu lo-

FattT or u^ra nlar rleneneration. Uy whu-h 1 mean that eUh.r the

ltn> were ndistincl. the substance blurred, and bead-stnuRS of

fim- molecule, were seen: or else there was a homogeneous ap-

Cat^e of the m res. free f,.t-moleCules. indistinct -stn*. and

IZmZ collee ions, or the Hbres also readily splitting uj,; or tl e

Su ce was f a granular api-earanee. the transverse strue quite

blurr Ml almost effaced, but fati v corpuscles or head ets absent.

(,"m«,r.^rfen>...- )f the ca'ses in which the point was noted.

in t "3ds were more or less atheroma, or wlnt.si. or wh.tish-

yellow opa.,ue thickenings, or nodules and cale.hed patches, in

the coronary arteries, occasionally in the left one only.

I.ZrL nine cases of the present, group the lungs ^^ere more

or less phthisical; one of these 'was ftbroid phthisis or cirrhosis

^"'MentaTstate.-\n 6, delusions of persecution, ill-treatment,

annoyance
4, dementia, secondar>'- or primary.

„ a, later stages of general paralysis.

4, mental depression, melancholia (tollow-

ing violent excitement in 1).

„ 1.', Senile mental affections.

,.,,..,. .,,1 . , ',, 1II..JJ11I1, iiill ./. .1

TO particularise: / ,S-»A-r/,-o»;..-ln six were seyernl of the fol-

lowh,?'Tmptoms: delusions ,^f persecution or «';""y""^«.;J"!
example imi.-nt says he "is followed by women who talk about

"m • oVns in another case. •' torment him/ >ext n^ost re-

".Itly^ome.lelusions of bodily injuries '"A^^ted upon t e^

M.cl, ai being " throttled," or of injuries done to heir health b>

rea or imaginary i>ersons. In some the alleged injuries were of

an evtrordinary kind, were perhaps called" tortures.
'
or attn-

butertto themalpraxis or malevolence of the medical man; ^

o her* the alleged injuries were vague (as part of general ill-

usnce* or onlythreatening or impending. Occasionally were de-

X^ ^s to t'he food bein^ noxious :
or ordinary ^XP-

-J^^Jf,1

delusions, for example, as to the stomach being "full of food,

Ilallurinations may or may not exist.
,.„it„H ill tem-

In -iome were restlessness, and irritable, angrj-, excited, ill-tem-

net^d querulous, hostile states of rain.i. or even hatred, a«--oc.ated

wiM delusions such as the above: or obstinacy, contrariness, and

Threats or acts of violence and destructiveness :
or, ,n one or two

sadness- or latterly in some, confusion and incoherence
;

i.

several cas,', symi.toms such a.s the above more or less superseded

iirprious intermingling exjiansive ones.
^ nS,'l-^roup.^\n rour'wa.s dementia: ono of these, formerly

maniacal latterly was profane, obscene, gross; one, at lirst

ma aeal then threatening, insulting, with slightly expansive

lea became a restless, impulsive, silent, destructive window-

Ireaker but finally quiet and' more demented. A third for many

years was a nervous! apprehensive, eas.ly-stnrtled 'l-^^t '" '^e

fourth dementia follovved on early depressed delusional states

lUSHh-nroup.-Ux three was the demente-l third stage of gene-

ral para ysfs. Siimdtaneously, one of these was also impa lent.

denunHating. morose, selfish, jealous, foul-mouthed profane

:

anXr, 'bTrcssed, weeping, .stnpid; the other, obstinate, morose,

'''Tr':;:i;";:;;tln four was melancHoHa, with delusions of evil

impending or /ven act.ial injuries, conspirac>% poisoned f""<1. /»';«

nccn.ntions against the patient, with self-abasement ;
or refnsa

of food under the delusion of being followed by those "^vhrnn it

Mongs; or vague fears of poisoned food, of being electrified b> a

o ich o^ kille-l of being about to be burned, or inpired by medi-

ca treatment, or assertions by the patient that he has " no

Mvallow <?nd no stomach, and the llr. cut off his privates ;' or he is

taciturn, hallucinated, depressed a,,athetic. """';•*"'••'"':"'•':;'.";:

Here I may add another case, .\fter an early outburst of excite-

ment under vague terror and with in.perfecM conscioii.snesB, the

"aUenrhad ideas of ,11-treatment an.l of hostility to l'""; vague

apprehension, anxiety, nervousness semi-terror
;

« "'I ''''•>

lirious confusion, rapid failure of heart, and death under the

onset of moderate pneumonia and congestion ot lungs.

r-Besides the above, were a case of mania in pld age, and one

'';;u;l:;,gh - -companiment or even a factor *" tlieca^-^jon oe^

symptoms such as the above, fatty heart is not « ^ "V'"" ."""

,

n ixed evil: indeed in some cases it may be a
I'^'l'^"

.

" ;; '^
"^"^

,

for when the arteries are diseased it may be safer foi the suhjecB

lo have a feel.ly-ncting heart than a normally strong and vigorous;

one as tauLdit by Sir William .tenner."

Anemic and sm as are many of these '"^".nf,
yet ttiei

fa ty degeneration in the above cases was more
"^f

'' »''',^;^*
'

General deterioration of tissues than due to the defect ..t the oxj-

|ei-beadng etments of the blood in «ave and prolonged anaemia

I- ty cardfac .legeneration/rom this latter <»"-.
''';f,,';f«" 4°'^^^ '

in almost all casSs of pernicious anwraia, as originall> ""-Y^e? ,

• Irs Addison and Ivilks. and this
•'i'^'^'f™'''^" "V unlandV'

in ordinary anxmia was made promuient in Dr. Couplands
,

GoulstoniaA Lectures^"' several years ago.
cases l':'

SyMlitic Hearts.-ki might well be "Peo'e^'J;'
f.,^.fJ^,,f"^'V'

have to offer in which the heart was syphilitic exhibit the mo^t
,,

varbus states of mental symptoms, and present nothing charac-

„

teristic, or on which one can fasten.
v>i,„^ ;„ f„ll in '

One if these cases of syphilitic heart 1 " published in full in
,

thTBr tl-h and Fuveijn Mel. C/dr. Eev,e>n some years ix^o, and.,,

dted cases observed by Drs. Wilks, Ricord, Lehert John Morgnji,

Mo"v Ha dane, Aftkin, and Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, lii-

l'rSp™ogiealIy, these cases of .syphilitic heart are scarcely
,

to our immediate purpose, and I leave them. ,„„
'

'

Xery"m«;7re«,-^.(fo;ircases).^AU the pat.eut^ were mles

aged at death .34, 38, 44, and .50 years, respectively, and in all the,,,

left ventricle was the aneurysmal chamber. ,.,,., ^ „„a '

One was the subject of dementia, amnesia, childishness, and;,

some d,pression, with excessively feeble circulation of Wood, and,,

tendency to peripheral ulceration and gangrene.

"nother latter y, and differently from his previous mental state,,,

had"lelusions of tlie fumes .,f sulphur and of corpses affoctmg,,

him and of darts of fire coming on him. .
, , :

'j'

Mio 1 er who had previously be,.n in a mingled expansive and
,

hall c at'ed tate, ^^th occasionally some ideas of being annoyed,

latterly took marked delusions of annoyance by hallucinat^ory,

'""ces (chiefly women's), and including the voices of persons who

,

"ad been burned alive
:

" said he was " 300 years old. and made
„

alMurd,1ncoherent, childish statements, especially on religious,

'"Another, having at first had hallucinations and ^l.^pression, un-.".

defined alirm or excitement, for years with delusions of being
^,

sent to the a?ylum to be killed, of persons sent for the purpo.se,

at empting to take his life, and these, delusions occasioning,,

onrovv'smal excitement and violence; became subsequently the
,

^ibjecV^fm're circumstantial delusions-for exam,.le. peop^^^^

"rie in his mouth," "reply to him," " sit on his mmd '"-''^h?
.,

onhim" and while thus'pirsecuting him, desiro and intend to take,,,

^'without further comment or recital of the cases in <^ctail, we;;

may 1vnv add a summary of the modifications "^ "^/j"'- «^ «,

eoiiicidently with disabling cardiac aneurysm. Lsually in these

cases o aneurysmal heart, when in an advanced stage of more or

,

r^ i,hYsically .lisabling cardio-aneurysm, the tendency was to a

nwWS of he previous insane mental state m the direction

oft' i^ on"of annoyance, physical ,i>ijuries, and da-nS-jf -,; :

and influences hostile to the patient's bodily state and l>™l'h, ^'

some imes takin" the strangest forms; or, persecution of anol 1m

on and cl i.'fly''by hallucinatory voices; while other delns...,,s

an "ha" ic laHons of sombre tinge, relating to death n>"l/-'orP^;'^-

w n olerved in two. The comparatively recent case of mental

di ease MIowing the cardiac Vas a complicated one. a,ld its

d;;"entif and deV^^io" "^^ necessarily related to our present

'"^"a'^A-ot. • TTq niSEARED STATK.S IN' RKt-.VTION TO IN'S.VNITY.

H^ere we tale up (D aneurysm, (2, nodulation. and (3) mot^e

"t""^;:^;WT^^'"nlie ;::iSt i:i:^%oken of th, frequenj^

of heart disease in sohlier.s. Very frequent also is arterial

:ne rysm both facts holding a relation to < '---P-?'';'; >:,",??

amount of cardiac .lisease or aneurysm, and the large nuuiarj

element, in the cases for some years under my care.

^.^v;;:;;,;;:;;ii:^^joun.-<A.,. juiy :ii,t, i«.«., p. n.-.
;
H'^- T'-c. ""^ '^"-"'

" Drit. indFor. Med. Chn. Itn., July 1876. p. 1.6.
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Ot the two lesions chiefly affecting the aorta in soldiers, (a)
the passive limited opacity (sometimes fatty), and (A) the fibroid
growth Brigade-Surgeon F. It. Welch " concluded that it is the
latter which, disintegrating, so often leads to aneurysm, or to im-
plication of aortic valves, or to hypertrophy of cardiac chambers •

this growth is connected with s\-philis in a major degree, with
rheumatism and nlcoholi^ni in a minor degree ; wliile the chest
constriction and forced temporary exertion of the soldier act as
adjuvants to the disease of aorta in the production of aneun-'m
On the other hand, it lias been lield " that s>-philis is only the
predisposing and not the direct cause of the aortectasy.
The frequency of heart disease in soldiers was attributed by

Surgeon-Major A. B. R. Myers =« to the prejudicial constraint df
the unitorm and accoutrements, so obstructing circulation as to
lead to almormal strain of tlie heart, a strain which may be
brought about or aggravated ).v disease of the aorta, such as aneii-
rj-sm, which latter, in the. young s.ildier, often ajipears to be due
to an acute inflammatory softening, brought about; by some severe
distension of the affected vessel.
Not accepting mechanical strain alone for heart disease iii the

soldier, nor syphilis alone, for his aneurvsm, Rurgeon- Major ^V
h. Kiordan > made the nneurysms of soldiers to be usually second-
arj- to heart disease, and the. heart disease to be due toVlrill and
diseiplme; the early drill, with vi'.leni: evercises and alteration of
form of chest, clianging the con.btion of circulation much, the
disciplinp causing menial aiixierv an.l worrr. Xow to a larn-e
extent, this is only tlie older idea of luechimical strain, but io-no°r-
ingthe (real) a.ggravating influence of .the soldiers uniform and
accoutrements thereujKUi. "" "'

Entirely omitting small jiouches or dilatations not giWn<r rise
to marked local or systemic symptoms, and not the cause of
death, 1 Ijrmg forward eleven extreme cases, ei.dit of the thoracic
aorta, and three of tlu- abdominnl. Here i can only find space
tor the insertion of a few ).arlieul.-ivs as to the mental state
During, and for some time jirior to, the attainment of lar^e size

by tlie stdl growing aneurysmal tumour, in one were iiecnliar
delusions of being tonnented, grievou.«ly hurt, " destroyed," and
nis bones bored into, by snakes, scorpimis, weasels, in body and
nmb,«. Once he had " seeir' and once he had " heard " them He
says his body is full of snakes, scorj.ions, rats, and weasels which
cat him up, gnaw on the bones, etc. " They are the most horrible
varmint ever known." Later, often feels his head and hand falliuK
off; has pains all over," worse in trunk and head, equally on
the two sides, and " boring pains through both jaws." " Is eatenup alive

;
some of the ' varmint ' make sores, which others eat,

^er>' day. It began the same way six or seven years ago. Mil-
lions of snakes ami scorpions got inside him, and began eStinfj his
body. Ihey now push out his ribs, first at one side then at the
ather, and eat tliem, and finiilly level them down; they also push
3ut and eat the jaws." Lute,-, bring short of breath, he says it is
forced out by the " varmint "inside him. " His chest is all sores,

very inch of his b<i,ly is the same." Interscapular tubular

the men watched him and talked about him in India, and there-

.

md
•espiration,profus,. clammy sweat. Later, respiration made in"a
aiddrn, rapid, audible way. as if by one taking breath after a long
^ert.on. Later, tracheal wheezing. Still later, he says the top
f his head, cspt-cially its left side, and the ribs are "spUt out.^'
i.urgid, sweating face: brassy cough. Once, subsequently, he
lays tlie vermin " carry pocket knives, and during the last t wenty-
jour hours have been scraping his ribs, first on the clge and thenn ^he broad, and finally they bend them, and go tlirough the
peration ot breaking them." Dyspnya, orthopno^a, giddiness,
reeline.ss, and "a blimlncss" (as he called them), with cold

on death
"" ^'"'•-t'PS. nose, and lips preceded somewhat sud-

Of another, the certificates stated that he had the delusions that
|C T^as plotted against, cons,,ired against by certain women and aMptain .ami also by tlie men of the regiment; that, in an

in^^r.
''^'; •'''?"""'';'' '"'"'"'''t" trial, or redress, refused to

IppMranee
Inmself. and was restless and excited in

,mnin'"'"'f''?'
*'•'' '.'P'"f>""s continued, hut he was taciturn, and

™ ,^ A "• /'•^'" '" ")' f ''<'"* "'"1 dyspn,ea(muehreli,.ved by

,-t,Z.}' 7 '1 '\""grft'rr '1 '""e^ ""^^ expectoration, at tir.^t
i»r, then streaked with blood. So the case went on. He said

K ,'",.'"''' "«-<'>"bcr Jth. is;8. p. r<i9.
' • p- 'o».

" rtc^J^^Jor!^Z7»''in''''''"''^J'''"'"'^'''''>'^ Soldier,. WTO.m tnw,,, of Ongm of Heart DiKate and Aneurysm m the Army. 1978.

scapular regions. He retrograded steadily, suffered much from
orthopnosa, moaning, restlessness. ma!ai.--e: declared that a gal-
vanic battery was constantly applied to him by Captain and
others

;
this they " took off," lie said, on the approach of the asy-

lum medical oihcers. He asserted that he distinctly beard them
talking about him, and what they would do to him, and saying
"give It him," etc., and often he urgently jjressed to have the
police brought in, or to be allowed to make oath before a magia-
trate as to these hallucinations, and secure the protection afforde<l
by law against his persecutors. Of anxious and painful expression
of countenance, gloomy and anguished, he was a type and sample
of the mental and physical suffering engendered by aortic aneu-
rysm. (Kdema, vomiting, anorexia, icteroid and livid counten-
ance, and, finally, painful delirium and orthopncea, preceded
death. '^

Another was formerly the subject of monomania of persecuted
and liypochondriacal type, blended with some expansive ideas;
for example, " God and others speak to iiim in ^nsions ; internal
voices cause him to .speak and act without power of self control."
He had hallucinations. " His wind-pipe," he said, " is worked up
and dowm

; has two personalities in liis body ; there are two mean-
ings in what he says

; has been sent here in mistake for someone
else : a false nerve is worked on his body." He made treacherous
homicidal attacks on attendants. Later on, quiet, depressed,
sullen, irritable, complaining of hia detention, and subject to de-
lusions of ill-treatment.

Dr. Sibson's conclusion, that the symptoms during life are less
formidable in aneury.sms that end by rupture of the sac than in
those which kill without such rupture, is just what we would ex-
pect as a general rule, and as such is ea.sily explained on th«
ground that those which kill without rupture do so by their
pressure-effects, which are formidable and painful.

It is well known that some cases of aortectasy, owing to their
position and other circumstances, are almost unattended by any
symptoms indicative of pressure

; yield only local, innocuous phy-
sical signs; even when fatal give ri.se to no" special functional dis-
order or organic change, or pain of any other part until death, or
until rapid changes in the tumour, rupture, or leakage, set up
some painful distressing symptoms shortly before the close of
life. Aortic aneurysms, too, far more readily in the insane than in the
sane, may not lead to complaint, as in "one or two of the cases
in my statistics, and as may still more readily be the case if the
heart be fatty and friable, as in an example "by Dr. T. B. Worth-
ington,'" in which sudden death from rupture of a previously un-
detected thoracic aortic aneurysm occurred in a quiet, silent,
taciturn melancholiac. And I" "described a case in which thoracic
aneurysm was unattended by symptoms until haemorrhage from
it occurred about twelve days" before d. ath.

In such cases we do not expect to find any marked or, indee<i,
any distinct, modification of the mental .symptoms as a conse-
quence of the aneurysm, its pressure or "other effects, that ia
to say. as a consequence of tlie construction put ujion. the inter-
pretation arrived at of, the pressure effects and circulatory dis-
orders engendered by the aortic aneurysm, that construction and
this interiiretation being those of a morbid mind. Guisequently
it is in ca.ses such as those of some aspects of which I have just
given a brief summary that we find sj-niptoms which 1 believe to
1)0 those most likely to arise when aneurs'Sin of the aorta modi-
fies the previous mental state by its effects upon the important
jiarts and structures adjoining it, and of these upon the brain.
Into the other cases of large thoracic aortectasy I need not
enter; they were not attended by characteristic mental modifi-
cations.

Ahilommal Aortic Aneurt/sms.—In three insane patients under
my care tlie cause of death was aneurysm of the abdominal aorta. It
IS perhajis unnecessary to give 3umm"aries of these cases, especially
111 view of the limitations imposed by waning space. Suffice it to
.say that in these eases of alidomi'nal aortic aneurysm we find
illustrations of the interpretation put by the insane mind upon the
symptoms, especially the pains, discomfort, arising from the,;

* Jnurna! of Mental Scietiet. tVtober. 18S2.
9 nniTLSH MraiiciT. JoiiR-VAL. December 18th. IST.'i. p. TM. "Grave Les on

of bntli Corpora Striata: Re«>\-erv from Hcmiplesna: BxtorrfTe Cerebral I e-
Kcneratiou

: Demealia
; Death twelve days after Kur.tuiv of Intratliora ic

-Aneurysm.
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pre«suroaa.loth«r effects of the .uieur>:sm;
«f^ ^^^ .^^^'l^'f,

'";

ease, and, lliirofore, were not pure cases.

Of the«e eleve

^eral others ure.seuted small aueurysras or pouches

C--At death the average ago of a 1 the cases was 38.8 J
^^rs^

.,f {lie five mth large aneurysms, 42 years; qf the rest, MM

^'"ntitdition of 4ur/«.-The aorta becomes irregularly noduhjted

contain opaque or yellowish patches; or
V^«^

'''^':*"
"ertn ,t

""

wX^-A-^ to the question of oj-philitic causation.
,

la mx^

ww^'ds act histories of antecedent syphilis; *«''''
""P^Ji.'^J

Wons Cmuuntous or inHammatory, of brain, menmge. <
r

^l^ th. tuvaria den.«e. or of worm-eaten appearauce mternul^b

meninges of brain very tough, dural
'V,''">''"'''«^ ^1^ "f,Vrilm"d

.xcessive "adhesion and decortication.' or irregularly '^Jf^nh"
{.'_|

sderosls of bniin cortex or other parts, ine udmg pons and medtdU

oWcJnglta; syphUi.ic arteritis iu vessels at brain-bamsoe^^^^^^^^^^

In one there was a syph.Ut_.c gumma in the.^^aU of t
'^ '^^'^"j

';,,

another a gummatous i.atch in a coronary arterj- /"
"*^'^f^.'''[,

Ximatous traces in the livor; in
''^''^'\(''''''\^>J]]'^''^^^I U,

p^hepatitic adhesions; in three, irregular t'> f™ "^^
°\ ^'^

L.sule. ThespU-en showed traces of gumma in f""'^' /'';"•

^dv^risphnitii adhesion membranes; ui two, irregular thi.ken-

''I^;f;jr6rr-Wc«»wereg.neral paralytic.. A

portioa of these cases than usual presented markeKl emotion 1

d^prlssion andcorrespondhig delusions and
'^'''f

^•,
'" « ' "['^^

melancholic or hypochondriacal. Some ^v*re o tl e '!«

"'^"";--

J

form of Rtnieral paralysis, ami many wer,. ";'^'" ''^
*';''';J",\?.

cxliibiti.m of restle^^, excited, destructive, ^^'"''1^'^'^"
^"^^'^^ed

»ofl ill two; othir .li»iii;(.5 '» »"i«l.- ';mcs.
thlrkonr.l im'Ln.liirlv. nr

!;:r,'.:^'.n.. ..ar,.,...,; ''«'>'")
'lIll'.'^K rekin^T^SlI^ o. tUe cap,u.« of th.

Old iKxihepoMi ic adli*9>on.. irregular tliickflij.l l«^'";"' .^", ,Jj „, („ the
Uvcr. Ln, olS^rved in many 'f^-J^^Z^^^J^.l^^T. u It^ " « v.ry
manner .lut- U> fonucr giiinui»U i ou« li>ej WM liiruKTOuii.

alight cirrhi>si».

Standing revealed in the more ordinarj- fonn. Of the ^""P'
"f

^ner" paralytics described iu my work on the subject, the

f ,S^1 and iifth would be those relatively represented u, largar

r^^jrtion by the cases just mentioned, and. with unusual friv

rn^iv the cerebral changes included irregularly but widely dis-

l Wed cortiS or (,ther sc.mewhat locaUsed palpable sclerosis., or;

Hi"h tuentS
°

«n ellensivo <Ustribution of that change whi^
1 'tiave terr^ed " adhesir>n and decortication."-One case of e»d,

dermis ri^s^mbling general paralysis. Three cases of sjTh.htic

Urn 'u a and emottomd deprission. Three of
™0"7''">f' '^^J.

of ™.r"ecutory or of hypochondriacal type; some of them mucli

detSaffiut in two of them the earlier symptoms largely, the

. » , «li,,l,tlv exoansive Throe of delusions of annoyance, of

i^i, ToiS WmlJ-*""- >lccomp...W,n.l o.u«id bjnoduto

~?'te|!in »itU, BenM group. „1 t«cl. .t.«<i;o"t bne in .Irons

somi dlnicaittoatlokor s':,me necroscopical evidence, of sn>h^l'

(irrespective of the aortic change itse f).

''J:X::1::L^^^^^ orihe^e patients were compa.;

tiv J
someS young, or of early -il-i^^^g^.-

,«tf „n1y '^

very markedly aneurj-smal, an average age at death oi only

^?)rThaf'thfheart wasnot so often or so extremelydiBeased H-

*^'^J f^^ ^
t£?c^le^L^^t:?it"^Xt^^.f^^

iiiiiiiii:

"'^i:^;^e larger -t^-s of tl. body ^y^he^cted^^^ |

litic lesion has long been kJlo^^ n. Lancereaux e]™
, . ^ ^^^

vations of the kind from the older
-^"^'•"."'^^^''^oHecied other

r' °^,"'^Ml ^uii^^ed'V ar^aZuntT of e^dSice to sh>yvv

fatty degeneration ^
^^'>

V^'-'-;^^"?; ,?I "^n
^"^ '

cases of iortic

Ifsions, aortic nodulation was jtcmnd^__Ue_conx^^
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soldiers there is often " a lesion of tlie aortic walls characterised
by the presence of a fibroid growth in the deeper layers of the in-
ternal coat which as a rule ultimately disintegrates, and that this
growth is connected with syphilis in a majoi: degree, and with
rheumatism and alcoholism in minor degrees as exciting agencies.
There is also a lesion of the aortic wall, characterised by limited
opacity and fatty change of the inner coat; this is common in all
diseases associated with prolonged general deterioration." And it

was the former of these two kinds of textural derangement of the
vessel-wall which was so often the precursor of aneurysm.

Practically, very similar views were held as to the frequency
and effects of si,-pliilitic arteritis in military patients by Professors
Aitkin" and W. V. Maclean."
Mure Ordinarij Ckange.i of Aorta.—ll&r& I bring thirty-five

cases, a number which 1 might easily increase.*
Mental Conditiim.—ln nine, general paralysis, of different forms.
In nine, dementia with local organic di.sease of brain, or widely-

spread atrophy, and including cases from syphilitic affection of
brain, and one of epileptic dementia.

In seven, deteriorated, incoherent, feeble-minded states supei^
vening in monomania, or occurring in chronic alcoholic insanity

;

many with expansive elements formerly.
In three, monomania of mingled form, but the expansive ele-

ment more marked in the earlier stages, the depressed or perse-
cutory in the later.

In tliree, paroxysmal maniacal excitement ; delusions of annoy-
ance, hostility, evil intent, poison in food, and as to surrounding
and ubity; or expansive delusions, and hallucinatorj' %-isions.

In four, either melancholic hallucinations and delusions, for ex-
ainple, " is robI)ed,"'-is told by a spirit to cut his throat," " is pecu-
liarly affected by air ;" and perhaps suicidal or apathetic states

;

or delusions of hostility and malevolence, or nnsystematised delu-
sions of persecution.

Total, thirty-five. (The state of aorta a concomitant, not a
cause).

Of the thirty-five, eleven have already been mentioned under
"aortic valve and aorta" disease, the fourt;h of the sub-groups I made
of affections of the aortic valve. These I might have omitted,
and in place of them taken others with less or no valvular change;
but the thirty-five cases fairly illustrate the average associations
and combinations of the ordinary disease of aorta, and the condi-
tions coincident therewith, except that senile dementia is com-
paratively little represented, the examples of that form, included,
having also organic changes of a grosser kind than that at the
basis of simple senile dementia. In order to select the present
group from cases of aortic change taken indiscriminately, we
should exclude examples of extreme cardiac or valvular affection
in which that affection completely dominates, and in which the
coincident ordinarj- aortic atheroma is an affair of comparatively
hi tie moment, and we should exclude also the cases of marked
aneurj-.sm of arcuate aorta, as well as those of aortic nodulation.
Here apply many of the remarks and the general principles and

conclusions mentioned in my commentary on the sub-group of
aortic valve affections, presenting coincident disease of aortic
valve and arch; for here also do we find that in many of the
cases in which aortic atlieroma is marked at the necropsy there
is an expansive mental element and excitability, in the early years

« Prnctit-e of .Vrdirhie. vol. ii. p. fill.

" British Mekicai. Jockxax. 1s7R. vol. i. p. 2<!.1.

* The average age at death was 42 Mtb year-i. Tlie ehanges were nt the
ortlinary atheroiiiatoiia kimt, Irregular thiekening iif the internal eoal. or intei^
nal and middle eoats. of the arcAo/ Me aor(<i; opaqne whitish slighHr raised
palehes.somet lines a gelatiiimis appean>n<-e. liut more often yellowish pati-lies.
some of them eventually heenming .-alearenui. The surfaee of the aorta mav be
rendered more or less irregular, slightly ridged ^ the change often affeeted'tha
sinuses of \alsalva. or the areh near where It springs from the heart. In a
majority, one or bolh of the cvrotwry arteries <vere moreor !f8s affect-ed iuB man-
nej- similar to that described for the aorta.
In fourteen the hl^rt^t was more or less hypertrophied. partiallv or generallv :

111 some of these the l,^ft ventricle alone was hrpertrophied, of wa? so morn
1 iiui the ot lier ehamhers. wliera several were so affected. In the great majority
thehearlsat the necropsy were more or less flabby, friable, or .softejied. lu
eigmecii. was very .leclded aortic-valve lUseasc; of these, in one was marked
|onstnction at the aortic valve, and in two markefl ineompetenev of it. In
iiurfeen. was some mitral disease, on the average less severe than "that of the
aortic valve ami oriluc in the cases just mentioned i in. one of them there wasmarked mitral rcgiirgitatiim.

„,'tT''
"''*"'

''"'•f
^"f'"""' "rttrirt M the base of the hrain were athcromatons.

•pi
' '""'['""""slv iliscased in ton cases,

in .t''
''""'' ''«>"g'« «•<':'' "' follows, and usuallv morethanoneof them existedin the same ease: In nine the granular, in three the ordinary cystic ch.ance.Mgm with capsiile.s adherent or greatly thickened, two atropliic. and one in-

or « ••J.lJ?. .
''"•'n'-tly firanuiar: three enlere.1 either as "mottlod" kidney,or as Bubacut^nephntls.'^and onelantoopou,.

..jlo sJjJU ^.jV x^^''"-

at least, even if later on there comes a demented or a painful
and worried state, or one of imagined petsecufioij; and ve find
that the diathetic conditions whicli favour the production of
aortic atheroma, as a relatively marked change, also co-exist.with,
and even favour, the production of activity, mental and phyeical,
free-living, and so forth. And with these also is the influence of
the sanguine temperament. Hence mental disorder is ajit to be
active, expansive, often subsequently degenerating into a state of
disagreeable, painful hallucinations and delusions, and eventually
into a worse failure of mind and incolierence But the widespread
vascular changes, so often coexistent, promote diffuse degenera-
tion of nervous tissue elements

; promote, too, local destructive
lesions, visible to the naked eye, and destroying masses of nervous
substance; and not only so, but also setting up a number of
secondarj- degenerative changes in neighbouring or else in syste-
matically-connected and comparatively distant jiarts of the" ner-
vous system ; and not only so, but also tending eventually bb
atrophy of the nervous organs. Therefore it is that we find al

large proportion of the cases -with aortic atheroma end, on the
mental side, in dementia, while some consist chiefly of dementia
from the first ; in them also are local and general motor and seiirJ

sory symptoms prominent.
But in the later stages of many cases there are depressed or

psychically painful .symptoms, aiid if the aortic is only part of a
general atheroma—or ift some cases where this is not so—melan-
cholia, or states such as of unsystematised delusions of persecu-
tion and annoyance ; or, again, the persecutory or hj-jjochondriacai
forms of monomania, may be observed. 1 am speaking of very
marked atheroma ; yet atheroma in its slighter degrees is so coni-
mon a condition witli advancing years, that we may speak of
slight aortic atheroma as the usual.'nay almost the normal, senile
condition. Nevertheless, when it is'verj- marked, atheroma is

usually co-existent with cardiac lesion or degeneration, which
dominates the situation, or else with disease of the peripheral
vessels, which is far more important than the aortic atheroma.
Therefore, with atheroma affecting the arterial system widely,
and associated with embarrassed circulation, it is no matter of
surprise, but, rather, to be anticipated, that the imperfectly sup-
plied and badly-nourished nervous system evinces emotional de-
pression, mental suffering, mental failure, dementia.

Statistical Summary of the Preeedinj.
Heart, Ca/!e.<! of Di^eOhe of.

Total Cases.
1 6 in 1st I

29-; 7 „ 2nd \ Three mitral v.alve sub-groups.

Or excluding Cases also coming
nd€

( 16 ".. 3rd
-;i' ' I Sinlst 1

(20,. 4th,l

under other Heads.
I 1st C
,'2nd 7
\ 3r.l IB

Four aortic valve suh-groups.

22

30

11

27

35

nst 8
) 2nd .-.

\,trd 4

(.4fh 1(!

( Group of disease affecting about equally both \

\ mitral and aortic valves. t

\ Group of somewhat general hypertrophy or i ,-

) dilatation. f "
Group of partial hypertrophv'and dilatation. ?<

Fatty hearts.
"

p.*

\ Aueurv.^inal hearts (4J. i

\ Syi.hilitic hearts i,41. i

'

Aorta. Ca.9e* of Ih'.'iea.^e of.
I.arge aneurj-^ms of aorta. '

. ^
1 NiHlulatiou of aorta (including some cases -with (^

1 smaller ojieurysms). i

Ordinary aih^rom^ of jiortn. «4

About cases of heart disease inti^uceU to illustrat,
some points, and not included above.

236 . . . .. ,, . y . XHf.

Of the 2.36 instances of diseased conditions, 163 Ifere 6f' heart.
and 73 of aorta. ' ' .

Of the ItW separate diseased indi%'iduftls, 107 were entered uhcier"
" heart "only, and 4.'' under " aorta " only.

^
Besides the above were many hearts in phthisical subject*

already mentione<l but not enume'rated. I shall not take np the
consitleration of cases of emliolism and thrombosis foft^n cerebral.
Before me is an incomplete table containing fifteen of the cases t

have seen, to which others are to be added.

The distribution of prizes to the Volunteer .Medical Stafi Corjis
by Her Royal Highness the Duchess of .Ubany.ou Saturday. Jlurch
17th, has, on account of the death of the Emperor of Gtjrmapy,
been indefinitely postponed. , ^ jj liwo -! ^
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ABSTRACTS OF THE MILROY LECTURES
OK

30:^rE GENERAL CONDITIONS WITH
REGARD TO EriDEMICS.

Delivered at the Royal College of Physiciam of London,

February and March, It'S!^.

By ROBERT LAWSON, L.RX'.S.Ed..

Inspector-General (Retireci) Army.

ourth to the ^e Lth ,lny. but that oith.r evnt might occur as

«r[vn the second or as h.to as the tenth or t^^eltth or eTen

ater 2 That the general yelloN.-ness of the eyes and surface

commenced at various periods in different individuals and epi-

dZks 3 That the urine presented certain symptoms, namely, on

^hTevenini of the third or morning of 'he fourth day traces of

,lh..men on the fourth dav a consideralilf sediment, consisting

aimo™™ 'lioUv of vesical epithelium ; on the fifth day an equally

• «,piousIed"ment consisting almost exclusively ot granular renal

lorS^S^tereVevTh! or yellowish white, with an intermixture of

MadTmr^ter, when fluid consisting of mucus of the above colour

or coloured In- bile or blood, r,. Asthe urine ami f«ces assumed these

SaraXS^ there was a tendency to black vomit, and hfemorrhages

°8^raUed^ from various mucous surfaces, or even from the skm

Cto he character of the fever, it was necessary to recognise that

thV disease occurred both sporadically and m epidemics m a

^Lto TremTttent or even intermittent) foi-m, as well as m a

c^nttnuei form with a paroxysm of seventy-two hours, followed

bv the characteristic symptoms of tliudisesi^e.

^ifode of Orwin of Ep'de^nic.i.-t^-o views were held as to

^e CTeat maiority of examples adduced in support of the con-

UciSes^ of ySlow fever, no attempt had been made to exclude

1 iS cause In numerous well-authenticated mstances
'

persons

havrcontracted yellow fever in a locaUty where the disease was

nre\^lent have removed to a healthy locality, and passed through

F^e fever ther^ ^^'ithout affecting anyone about them, and that

even when their numbers were considerable. The case of H.M S.

ft^^oHrigate was quoted as a particularly striking example

;

torn thsCt. soon after her arrival i" Sierra Leone (Dec.^ber,

adhere therewi. \ -Xirg":;:ip'^i^:'^i: oh^h^h^
"^TverXasT: on ot ? te^mnv slept ->,oard the i.'n:.^o^ each

Xht and dirnot go ashore. Though the crew of the fngate in-

cluded many young men fresh from England, and consequently

^u"turccUatis^d.n.,t a single case -^"^'•^^ >° fXT we e
md not been on board the /«.s though a '"'^K''

""™'*'^„^,fj,';

ige- in immediate atUmdance on the ^Y\\Vt\^IZn^
^uH-ed among those who had. The cas.; of Il.-M.ft. -»"'''«"'.'""

. ^oted as a well-marked example of a ship .s company contracting

Swf^ver on shore, while tl.e ship herself was quite healthy;

asevrreoutbnak occurr.d : tb.- ship went to sea. and after the

™ri^ of incubation had expir,.d no fresh attacks occurred.

^^eoedtutaneex of C'ontnmon.-There was, it was said, no wel

.uuSatrd instanc^ of yei(ow fever '-vinK been^ommunicated

Iw Tiersons who had contracted it on board an atlectea snip lo

oTherper^ors on shore who had not come within the range of he

emanations from the ship. The in'''r^''
'''^''7bv o'^her vesS

nfTorded bv the Anne Mane, at St. .Nazaire, and by other vessels,

^ere examUd and sho^^-n to be capable of beanng a different

.ir. Bnrbadoes was next discussed at great length, an^j'^''^ '' ^*!

Ihown that the disease on many of the occauions when it was in-

troduce<l did not spread, certain local conditions ^vere pomled to

„ connection with swampy ground, which appeared to ^t""'' «

timate connection with'/the outbreaks. ''",
, \"«;'"J

' ^^^f^^J^,

r„iH.,l Stntes Rteaiushili 'Stoc/cf/ianKT and of 1I..M.!>. Oiion were

,uo ed a i^stancesTslips /cquirii.g the condition "''O^-ary for

Suoina yellow fever without communication from a previous

,>s, St'^tistics and official reports were quoted in support of th(j-

nrooosit on tl at c"rtairi epidemics of yellow fever m UermudU'

JpTng pa different poinls in the island, without the previou*

e year at tCe which are occasionally subject to the di.sease at

certain seasons, went far to prove that the introduction of cases

Es^^f^^^^-^s;di^r^m^ifr^.£'

A CASE OF ANGIOMA OF THE LARYNX.

By PERCY KIDD, M.D., F.R.C.r.,

Assistaut-rhysician and rathologist to the Hospit.l tor Consumption. Brompton.

\MELIA M aged .^0, came to the out-patient room on December

fnd 1^7 com^aaining of loss of voice. Jith the .^c.^^tu^no

'SstSon ^ockrrTd' evlrrf-tn^iglit. and was excessive, othei-

^'^%^:^^\Z!'I^i^^,^^'^i^^^ complexion, but;

was profoundly nervou^, and coidd only speak hi a -hisper II

face flushed on the slightest excitement The pi 1st m^^^^^^^
.

and weak The chest pre.sented no abnormal si^'ns. On larjn-

^i^^'^.ai^lUionalmall tumour- -en^^^!.
"^va/t ,

:^i-^d^;^^^^oK^^n rine rasiibeiTV, its surface being lamtiy grauuiui. ^

roughly indicated jn the accompanying .liagram.

The mucous membrane of
^l^J^S:'^^^^^^^:^^

sphincter muscles at short intervals
Dreseribed, and

Bromide of pota.ssium and simple lozenges ^""^^
P'^'^^forti ieht

the XntwL advised to have thegrowt1,n.moved^A^
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hysterical afterwards tlmt slie hnd to be kept in the hospital for
a couple of days. Siucu then she has attended as au out-
patient.

The left vocal cord was much congested for a few days after
the tumour was removed, luit the iniection soon diminished, and
a small, translucent, onlematous swelling was noticed at the part
where the growth liad been attached. This has now disaj>penred,
and the only morljid appearance which remains is a slightly
swollen and congested condition of the left vocal cord, mainly
affecting its anterior third. The patient's voice began to improve
almost immediately, and is now quite normal.
The vocal cords still e.xhiliit the same choreiform movements of

adduction during laryngospopic examination. The patient comes
every few weeks to show herself, and was last seen on March 6th,
1888, when her condition was that which has just been de-
scribed.

• Mkroscnpical Examination of the Tj/mo!;/-.—The growth con-
sists of a system of cavernous, vascular spaces of various sizes.
Some of these spaces are partially oliliterated by thrombosis,
others are quite free from thrombus. Blood corpuscles are seen
here and there in the laciin?e, but inmost cases they have dropped
out during preparation of the sections. In many 'places remains
of thrombosed spaces are visible, and there is a considerable quan-
tity of coarsely rtbrillated tissue having a lamellar arrangement
(organising thrombus), situated between the individual lacun;e,
especially towards the base and near the free surface of the
tumour. The growth is covered by a laminated pavement epithe-
lium like that investing the healthy vocal cord, but not marked
by the usual papillary indentations. Between the epithelium and
the angiomatous tissue there is a thin layer of loose, delicately
reticulated connective tissue containing scanty round and branch-
ing cells and capillaries.

The vascular spaces are bounded by thin walls, which consist
of glassy-looking, homogeneous connective tissue, liued by an
endothelial membrane, and contain no unstriped muscular fibres.
The structure of tlie tumour is thus seen to be that of a cavernous
angioma, closely resembling the form of angioma not infre-
(luently f.iund in the liver. Its origin is doubtful, though from
the prevailing cavernous structure, and the complete absence of
cellular growth, it seems clear that it was essentially an angioma.
The history would seem to show that it developed in adult life.
Angioma is an extremely rare form of lai-j-ngeal tumour. Sir

Morell Jlackenzie, in his work on Disea.ies' nf the Throat, says
that he has only met with two growths of this kind, "one grew
ni the right hyoid fossa, the other from the right ventricular
band." "A similar growth," he says, "has been observed in the
former situation by Fauvel."

I can find no mention of angioma of the larynx in the patho-
logical textbooks of Cornil and Eanvier or Ziu^Ier.

OBSTETEIC JIEMORANDA.

PUERPERAL COXVULSrONS IN A PRIMIPAEA.
J. G., aged 25, married nine months, eight months pregnant, was
taken prematurely in labour on Sunday, February 2Gth, caused
by having, on the evening of the 21st, when seeing "her mother off
by the train, slipped and fallen into a carriage just as the train
was starting.

I was called to her at 12 r.M. and found the membranes rup-
tured and the laliour well advanced, the head presenting. The
patient was flushed and excited in manner, Imt quite sensHile and
not much distressed by the pains. Tlie infant, au undersized
female, was born at 12.45 r.M. The placenta followed readily,
and there was very little loss. I staved with iier some tliree-
quarlers of au hour, and left her apparently doing well.

J "vv'
^ -i-M. I was summoned, and reaohed the house about

4.20 A.M. Shortly before 4 .^.m. she complained of a strange feel-
ing of oppression in the head, and was seized with a violent at-
tack of eclampsia. The cmvulsions were general, the tongue
oemg bitten, and a quantity of bloody froth escaping from the
mouth. On arrual the convulsion had ceased, but the patient
was maniacal ami wandering. Twentv grains of chloral hydrate
were given by the mouth, and she sliortly fell asleep.
At S.IiO A.M. I was again sent f(n-, as "the convulsions had re-

i-urred at intervals, the first attack coming on within half an hour
H my leaving the house. I prescribed a mixture with ten-grain
noses ol potass, bromid. to be given evei-j- hour or two, and visited

her soon after. She had then recently had a convulsion, and was
violently maniacal; the jaws were closed, and it was found im-
possible to get her to swallow. J at once injected thirty grains
of chloral in warm water into the rectum. This produced a speedv
result, as the patient became quiet, and in a few minutes fell.

asleep.

With some difficulty I introduced a catheter, and drew off about
an ounce and a half of cloudy urine. This, on being tested, was-
found to be highly albuminous, quite a third albumen.
At 4 P.M. she was seen by my partner, Dr. Beeby, who gave by

the mouth thirty grains of bromide of potassium. She was then.
quieter, but dull and semiconscious, having had a convulsive
seizure, but of less severity, a short time before. Altogether,
from 4 A.M. until 4 P.M. she had ten fits of convulsions, the first

five by far the most severe, and the intervening periods occupi' d
by maniacal excitement, except when sleeping for a short time
after the doses of chloral,

I saw her again at 7 p.m. She was then more excited, and had
not slept. I administered by rectal injection forty grains of
bromide of potassium, with twenty grains of chloral hydrate, 'and
dusted five grains of calomel on the tongue, which she protruded
when desired. She slept well during the night, and in the morn-
ing early the bo'n'els acted freely, the motion being dark coloured
and very offensive. She now awoke conscious, recognised her
mother, and passed urine voluntarily. This urine when tested con-
tained only a trace of albumen. From this time she made unin-
terrupted progress, the mammarj- secretion became established,
and she was able to nurse her infant.

The patient was a fair, slightly made, delicate woman. During
pregnancy she had suS'ered from a severe attack of pleurisy OB
the left side, and after recovery' had an attack of intercostal neu-
ralgia. At 17 years of age she had an attack of scarlet fever.
She herself had not suffered from convulsions previously, but a
brother, at the age of 14, after scarlet fever, had a series of con-
vulsive attacks lasting over some time.

It is a curious fact that the patient lost all recoUection of the
events connected with the labour, and of all that happened in the
days preceding it up to the date of her mother's visit on Feb-
ruary 21st.

Her recovery seems in great measure due to the effects of the
chloral and bromide of potassium administered, and shows the
value of the injection of drugs by the rectum when a 'patient i«

una!ble to take medicine by the mouth.
Bromley, Kent. IIehbebt J. Ilott, M.D., CM.

SURGICAL JIEMOEAXDA.

A CASE OF SUBSPINOUS DISLOCATION OF THE
HUMERUS.

Owing to the rarity of this accident, I think the following case-
may be of interest

:

E. II., aged .52, a strong, muscular labourer, came to the infirm-
ary on February 8th, 1888, stating that while excavating for
foundations a fall of earth occurred, ami knocked him backwards
against the side of the trench, his left elbow being driven forwards
and inwards, and at the same time upwards. He complained ol
great pain in his left slionlder and arm, which he could only move
very slightly. It was found that he liad a subspinous dislocation
of the humerus, the diagnosis being easy. There was distinct
flattening of the shoulder and prominence of the acromion, while
the head of the humerus could be plainly felt hnng on the dorsum
of the scapula below the spine, and nearly halfway between the
head of the scapula and its internal border. Tlie elbow was
directed forwards, and could be made to t<iuch the side with
some difticulty. Tliere was an inch and a half of shortening. The
reduction was easily effected by means of extension at right-
angles to the body and external rotation. The man made a
good recovery, being able to move his arm well and touch the-
top of his head with his hand in three weeks' time. ''1

W. E. Ai:-iiLAXP, M.R.r.S..
Hoiise-Surgeon to the Northampton (ieneral Infirmary.

Nunsi.NG OF THK PooH. -The seventh annual report of the North
London Nursing Association states that the number of eases
nursed last year was 1,.'?(53. Over 2t.)ll medical practitioners in the
neighbourhood, it was stated, had availed themselves of the ser-
vices of the nurses during the past year, or nearly double the-
number who applied during the former year.
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'-"i'Ci.SB WHiSBE A SlTPUllATIXG Srl,EEX WAS OPEITEI) 'aIJD
1 ' -' DEAIXED.

I ^^(^

vtWiff tlie care ot i)r. Catox and Mr. EEGiNAiB ^Habbison.)

,'•
. [From notes by ilr. L. Vauohan Pabby.]

THJC foUo-H-ing case (which in the first instance was under the

letuporary cure of Dr. Davidson, and then of l)r. Caton in the Liver-

pool Uo>uil Inlirmarv, and was subse,|uently transferred to Mr.

koKluabi lIarri.son for surgical tn^atment) will be read with

iat^rwt ill connection with a somewhat similar instance recorded

in tho JOUEN-AL of November 12th, 18S7, from the practice of the

Biirdwaa Municipal Hospital.
, ,„,„ , •

T D a.'ed 30, was admitted onDecember 9th, 1886, complaanmg

o£ shootii^r pains in both legs, particularly the left, v^^th some

swellins. He had not resided abroad, nor was there any history ot

his havinjr suffered from anv form of malarial fever. He appeared

to have been a temperate man, contining himself to driiiking a

moderate amount of beer daily. He had an attack of acute rheu-

matic fever live vears ago, and had suffered a good deal in this

way since. He was by occupation a painter, and was a good deal e.\-

po.4l to damj. and cold. He had a rather severe fal some time

previously, and was unconscious for three days. He also appeared

io hove suffered from a severe attack of bilious vomiting three

vear* .•^iftce. His present iUuess seemed to have commenced a month

Imo with shooting pains and swelling in the lower limbs, trom

the groin d.iwnwards. .
, ,

. Ou admission he presented the ai>pearance of a fairly nourished,

healthy-looking man. There was no jaiuidice co our, the skin

being white and free from oedema, except over the abdomen. There

wa.^ no a-dema of face; there was fluid in both knee-]oints. and the

right metatarao-phalangeal .ioints were swollen and tender

I'ul* 84, temperature 100°. Cardiac dulness mcrea.sed. A thrill

felt below the nipple, and a systolic miu-raur audible^ over second

left co>tal cartilage: Slight dulness over the bases of both lungs

Ou'examining the abdomen the liver dulness was found increased

to four inches and a half. Ou the h^ft side a .lull area extended

downwards from the last rib for four inches, and this dulness could

be traced forwards up to within half an inch of the umbilicus.

There wa< pain and tenderness on pressure m both lumbar regions,

wpecipUy in the left. The urine was normal in colour; specihc

ifrarity 1012 ; acid ; a trace of albumen. He frequently had reten-

tion; he stated that a year ago he passed blood for twelve hours;

he liad never had any rigors. ,, , ; «i, .

During the next few days increasing pain and tenderness in tlie

iett lumbar region and in" the left side, above the iliac crest was

complained of. On the llth the temperature rose to 10-.4 ;
on

the lath a distinct tumour wa.s discovered coinciding anteriorly

Boid superiorly with the area "f dulness rrferrc^i to alwve, on the

the left .side, and posteriorly terminating at the anterior superior

iUac hi.ino. Ou the loth he suffered mucli from pain in the lum-

bar reiii. .us and thighs. Tho urine was found to contain pu.s which

ureviou.,ly bad l)een absent, also hyaline casts and granular epi-

theUum. "The bloo<l presented an al>normal amount of white cor-

paggles. The splenic dulne.ss was found to be ccmtinuous with

that of tlie tumour: on tli(!se grounds splenic ab.sceas or tumour

was .liagnosed. On the 17th the tumour, which was increasing m
sire, first manifested fJuctualion. On the 24th. lluctuation being

distinct, and there being much pain and tension, with a tempera-

ture of 1U2^ an aspirating needle was introduced two inches above

the iliac crest, and nineteen ounces of dark chocolate colour.;d

fluid were withdrawn. The microscope showed this fluid to contain

multituiles of altered re«l corpuscles and leucocytes.

Tke patient wa« better on the whole for some days alter the

Muiralion. but the tumour was not much diminished, and on

January :ird it was needful to repeat the operation. Thirteen

ounce,, of fluid, similar in character to the first, were withdrawn ;

tUo fluid was quite sweet. On the 17tli ten ounces more were

withdrawn. On the 21st the patient was attacke<I with acute

abdominal pain. He was becoming emaciated, and it became clear

that the medical treatment pursued ithe details of which are. for

the sake of brevity, oniitte<i) needed to be supplemented by surgi-

''oifjImmr^-'l'UtMr. Reginald Harrison saw the case in con-

sultationwithDr.Oaton ami Dr. Davidson and advis.4 that the

tumour should be open(.l into freely from the
1";"»>'"-

J«8 °"- ^
incision was ma.lo parallel with the last rib on the loft side. On

reaching the sub-peritoneal fat and connective tissue the finger

was .Sst.1 underneath the ril> in an upward direction, when it

ent^^d a large collection of matter About thirty ""nee* of p^
of a dirty yellow colour, escapeil through an c.peniiig, ^vluch was

freelTenlarged with the tmger. It was noticed that m^f<^^^^
broken down tissue, which were proved to be splenic on fiu^ther

examination by the microscojie, were present in considerabte

quZities in t'lie discharge. A large •i-"-^-^" '«

^f,^»'/^
duced after the abscess cavity had been washeil out with a weaK

solution of carbolic acid.
, n„„ Ti,A-<lis.

The patient rapidly improved after this operation. Ihe dis-

char n, was very free for some days, and contained many pieces of

broken down spleen tLssue. In the course of time the d'soharge

became entirely purulent. On March 4th another incision waa

maTby Mr. C^ey in the neighbourhood of the original wound

r facilitate drainage; this was followed by an improTenwnt m

'"steady T^g^e's continued until June, when there was some

hardness aU pain felt along the line of
''-fP^/'^ H''l°>;" ^"^^i^

left side ; this eventually proved to be a collection of matter. Ihe

pa lent being placed und/r ether. Mr. Harrison made an incision

above the line of Poui-arfs ligament, and after makuig a deep dia-

Sn thrtgh the aidominnl muscles, a -Uection of matter
w^

discovered beneath them. This abscess appeared to be an iiule-

JeXit one, as no connection between it and the lumbar coUeo-

tion could be made out. .

, ,_ ,.ff

\fter this the patient's recovery was uninterrupted and he left

th; inrtrmarv qifite well on August 22ud, 1887. He Has smce re-

Dorted himself, and was m good healtli. .

^Undoubted instances of acute inflammation of tlio spleen termi^

nating in suppuration are, it is believed, exceedingly rare.^As the

?.^ ,^^proce"of this affection terminating m ' '^^ F'^covery of the

Datient is illustrated in this instance, it has been thought worthy

^f record a bearing upon a subject about which there appears to

l,e iu this country^at least, but little clinical experience.

REPORTS OF_SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MKDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. .|

Tu&iDAY, Mabcu 13th, 1888., , i,, ,

Sir E ir SiEVEKiNO, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Pnr7L;i of the V«-r« "f the Hand and F„rcarm, treated by

Sfon of the llend of the Humeru-^r-^U A, ^^^^^/^^^
fnEirrlted the casel^f a ra<^' f^^r'^^ suS
inin Clinrins? Cross Hospital on September 2nd, 1S»7, sunering

fr, m a ""bSiracold dLlocation of the left humeru^ of twelVB

vveeks' durat on There had been much swelling and severe pain^

Tfter the ace dent. Signs of implication of the median and ulna

neAVs were marked, tTie hand being almost useless ;
the radial

pu?sr."fals" diminished in force.
, >'f-f^^^f^ -[^ ;!',

tion under ether failed to move the head of the bone ^\ lu

semed fixed. Excision was therefore performed, andthe 1.

of the humerus removed at the level of the anatomical i.

Ka,dreco™ry ensued, and twelve weeks after tie "T^f^^^
.'• ^ „i,i„ tn fnllnw liin vocation as waiter at a Louoou

CT ^T^ e^han^was' n^gainiiTr^trength g-'l-".V.
^^Jf, ^

i „ J tl,,. linle fin-er were sf 1 weak. Movements of the

'^''
1 f r teie sitWactory The method of performing the opera-

t^'^s b/ien; tic^'upon, and short\accounts of similar^

tion -^vas ''[';''J
. ^^ Keflectine upon the disastrous conse-

ojierations ^ ere nOatccL K flect™^^^
nianipulation of ancient'

quences t'f ™'f
* ^"^ ^^/^'^ ; j„„ „f the head of the humerus
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German toxtbooks.—Mr. W. Adajis tliouglit th(> oporation had been

well de\'ised, and had given success as complete as could bo in

such conditions, -where, indeed, no other operative course was
open. >'oghictcd dislocations of this kind were not very common.
He had himsolf met with a similar case at the Queen Square
Hospital in 1S79, which had remained unpublished. The patient

Ijad had an accident as porter and lamplighter, but no dislo-

cation had been .su.spected : hi.s deltoid muscle wasted, and he lost

power in the arm, and for that was sent to Queen, Square Hos-
pital about two years after the accident, when the head of the
Uumerus was found to be lying on the dorsum of the scapula. The
head of the bone was excised just below the surgical neck, and
after about a year the patient became again fit for the lighter duties

of a railway porter. Again, in 18.S.5, Tie had met with an unsus-
pected di.slocation of the femur in a child which he treated by ex-

cision of the head of the bone, with a satisfactory result. He
expected that the operation would become more widely jjractised.

—Mr. HowARB Marsh asked whether Mr. Sheild had made the
dinsion of the bone through the anatomical or - surgical neck ;

some expressions in the paper seemed .to leaye the point doubtful.

He could bear willing testimony to tlie complete success of the

operation, for he had examined the patient when he had been p're-

sent at a previous meeting. He told the story of a less fortunate

case which had been in St. Bartholomew's Hospital, in which
there was much wasting of the muscles and excraciating

pain for a long time. There were very many close adhe-
sions which Mr.Baker had in part broken down, without relief.

Then the case came under his care, and he attempted to stretch

the brachial pdexus, an operation he had found very difficult, and
which had made the man no better. After that Mr. Savory had
excised the head of the bone, but the pain remained about as

severe as ever.—Mr. Holmes had listened with great interest to

Mr. Sheild's paper because he had always maintained that in some
cases of unreduced dislocation excision was the best method of

treatment, but he had had no opportunity of performing the ope-
ration himself. It was usual for pain after unreduced dislocation

of the shoulder gradually to suliside, and to leave the patient
with an arm that was of some use to him. and temporising
measures of passive motion, etc., were often advised. He looked
himself with great suspicion on subcutaneous section of the neck
of the bone, or subcutaueous sections of the adhesions, and
thought them more dangerous than open excision, considering the
large number of important vessels and nerves close to the bone in

the axilla. Dislocation might do much injury to vessels, as in a
case he had brought before the Clinical Society in which the
artery was bruised and leaked, and a very large blood swelling
resulted. He had lieen unable to persuade" the man to allow any
excision of the head of the bone as he advised, and death had ul-

timately resulted. When excision was allowed in appropriate
cases it furnished a better limb than ankylosis or any irregular

attachment of the dislocated bone to the scapula. They owed
many thanks to Mr. Sheild for showing them a good instance of

this.—Mr. E. TT. Tabkeb asked if Mr. Sheild attempted to reduce
the bone after exposing it. He had been much interested by the
case related that evening, and also by an essay by Paul Bruns, of

Tiibingen, advocating similar treatment.—Mr. H.AV.Page thought
it would be well to remember that the case in which Mr. Sheild
hftd operated was one in wliich there was paralysis of the hand

I
and forearm from pressure by the head of the bone on the nerves,

I and he imagined his primary object had been to relieve that pres-

, sure. He had found himself that a very small relief of pressure

j

might produce considerable results : in two cases when he had

I

seemed to do little more than free the mu3culn-.spiral nerve from
!
not vcrj- constrictive surroundings, it had led to great benefit. -

I Mr. SilKiLD felt much obliged for the spirit of general approval

j

with which his case had been received. Among previous cases he
1
had heard of anotlier from Sir W. MacCormac about eight years
ago which was alluded to in the St. Thomas's IIu.y)ital Heporfx, in

wnichtho surgical neck of the humerus had been divided and the
head excised, but the result of the operation was not stated. In
his own case ho had divided the anatomical and not the surgical
neck of the bone, from a wish to relieve prassuro as much as pos-
siblc,and also to avoid disturbance of the parts. Uo had rounded
very carefully the end of the bone which was left in the wound,
so as to make it as like tho real head of the bone as possible.
He had made no attempt to reduce the head of the bone when it

was exposed, and indeed he doubted if it would have been pos-
sible, so tightly was the bone held by adhesions, and also he ex-
pected that if the bone had been reduced the dislocation would

have recurred. To relieve the pressure on the nerves and vessels

was, as Mr. Page had said, his main object ; it was soon olitained,

and the patient, as soon as he felt himself getting much better,

pAid little attention to the passive exercise and use of galvanism,
which would probably have produced a still more complete le-
coveiy than had been actually effected.

(M the Saked Eye and Mtcrmnpica! Variations pftJielluman
Thyroid li„dy. By VT. Hale White, M.I>.—The author said the
thyroid body was not sufiiciently examined for it to be known
how variable it might be in patients djing of diseases which, as
far as we knew, were unconnected -with the gland. This paper was
based on the examination of forty thyroids- taken at random from
jjatients dying in Guy's Hospital. The size of the organ was very
variable. It was as a rule smaller in adults over 50 than in those
under .W. Its shape was verj- inconstant. Save in myxcedema the
size and shape were unconnected with the fatal disease. The
same was true of the size of the vesicles, the average of which was
one twenty-fifth of an inch in diameter. The more distended the
vesicle tho flatter the epithelium, and the less the connective
tissue between the vesicles. Parenchymatous cells, leucocj^tes,

and red blood-corpuscles, could all immigrate into the vesicles,

and there, together with possibly the help of the epithelial cells,

form the granul.ar dihrit so frequently seen. Often all the vesicles

in the whole of one section might be thus transformed. The in-

dentation on the edge of the colloid matter and holes in its sub-
stance were due certainly to its invasion bj' parenchymatous cells,

and perhaps other cells had a share in its production. Sometimes
the colloid matter had a double contour, and sometimes it con-
tained oxalate of lime and cholesterine crj-stals. None of these

changes cotild be associated with any particular disease. The
amount of connective tissue was v.iriable. One, case of myxcedema
in which the organ was completely atrophied, being nothing more
than a little fil)rous tissue, was described, as was another case

presenting the same degree of atrophy in a patient dying of aortic

aneurysm. It thus appeared that atrophy of the thyroid did not
invariably produce myxcedema. The origin of vesicles from
parenchymatous cells was considered. Lastly, the lymphaticsTvere
described.—Dr. Citeadle thought it certainly worth note that
there was no myxo?dema in the case in which Dr. Hale 'WTiite had
sho-rni such complete atrophy of the thjToid. He considered the

myxcedema to depend partly on the early age at which the
atrophy occurred, and to be of very slow onset. In two cases Dr.

'(Vhite had mentioned pressiu-e on the recurrent laxj-ngeal nerve,

which perhaps had a trophic function, along with atrophy of the

thjToid. He should be interested to know if the vessels also

were in these cases pressed upon.—Mr. J. Berey had, during
the last two years, examined eighty-three specimens of the

thyroid gland, but considered the numbers too small to warrant
auj- general conclusions, but sufficient to suggest some points of

interest. He had found very great variations in shape and size

;

some were large and of a yellow tint, and full of secretion, and
these were more common in cases of emaciation. Others were
small and red, and with little secretion, and one nearly constant
accompaniment of this condition was a good deal of fat on the

body. It had been very marked in a case of great obesity, weigh-
ing 22 stone. In old age the thyroids were somewhat atrophied,

but of the structure remaining a fair amount was normal tissue,

and in that respect very unlike the fibrous glands of myxcr.dema.

He had seen a case at Geneva, in which the thjToid had been
completely extirpated for five years, but which showed no sign

whatever of myxedema beyond ana?mia. The myxcedema which
was produced artificially was a much less marked state than the

condition that bore that name in England, which perhaps might
be better distinguished as cachexia strumipriva.—Dr. AV. Halk
White said thaf in the cases of atrophy with pressure on the re-

current larjTigeal nerve there had beenno pressure on the vessels;

and that in the case where he had found complete atrophy after

death. Dr. WUks had noticed no signs of mj-xoedema durmg life.

CLIMCAL SOCIETY OF LOXDON.
FniDAY, Mabch Oth, IS.^S.

Howard Marsu, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

On the Operatiie Treatment of Di-^locatfd Semilunar Carti-

larje of Knee-Joint,—Mr. CnoFT described the case of a labouring

man, aged 39, who was admitted into St. Thomas's Hospital in

April, I8.S7. for well-marked sj-raptoms of dislocation of the in-

ternal semilunar cartilage of the right knee-joint. The joint had
been attacked by rheumatic inflammation eight years previously,
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but had not boon permaiunt ly lamed by it. The accident -n-lnch

had caused the injury to tbo"onrtila{,'.', and consequent lameness,

had occurred three weeks before the jiatient's admission to the

hospital. As the man was quite incapacitated from followinti his

employment, and suffered frequently from the displacements of

the cartilage, Mr. Croft advised him to submit to a radical oijera-

tion. In the belief that the anterior extremity of the cartilage

had become detached, Mr. Annnndale's operation waa decided on.

Tho joint was opened on March 5th, l^ST. The cartilage was

found to haye preserved its anterior and posterior attachments,

but to have been torn loose from its intermediate connections. It was

lying in the intercondyloid space. A tongue-shaped piece, about

S-8th3 of an inch in length, projected from its upper surface. This

had been partly torn up from the upper surface of the cartilage.

This was a worse condition than had been eipected. The anterior

and posterior insertions were cut through, and the cartilage drawn

out of the joint. The joint was carefully closed. Drainage was

provided for. The operation was done antiseptioally. On the

fortieth day after the operation the man was discharged cured.

He was seen four months later, and then had been in full work

for some time. He attended for inspection by the members of the

Society. Mr. Croft referred to the few positive data in Knglish

works concerning the subject, and drew the following deductions

:

(a^ That the cartilages may bo dislocated from their anterior

attachments only, from their circumferential attachments only,

and from both these insertions. That rupture of the posterior in-

eertion must be very rare, if it ever occurs. (6) That when the

circumferential relations are ruptured the cartilage tends to be dis-

placed into the intercondyloid notch, (c) That in such cases as Mr.

Annandale's a good result may be obtained by refastening the

loosened anterior portion of the cartilage to the tibia, and that in

such cases as ilr. ]3rodhurst's and his own (that above described)

the whole cartilage may be safely excised, {d) A working man
may preserve a strong, useful, movable knee-joint, though the

whole internal cartilage has been excised. (f) Obstinate

cases of this dislocation, attended by numerous attacks of

pain and disability, may be safely subjected to "inspection,

and, if need be, to operative treatment for radical cure.—

Mr. Annanuale (Edinburgh) said he would confine his remarks

to the displacements of the .semilunar cartilages and the ojieration

which he had suggested for the relief thereof. Tie had operated

in five cases, the result in all of them being perfect. In four of

the cases the internal cartilage was tho one displaced, and this

was usually the case. He had found it displaced in three <liffe-

rent manners ; in two of his cases the cartilage was separated at

its inner attachment, and was displaced backwards and outwards;

in one case the cartilage was separated and folded upon itself ;
in

another case the internal edge was folded over, and the joint had

thereby become sometimes locked ; this locking occurred also at

the operation, when, the joint being opened, it was found that the

'•cartikge was partly in the intercondyloid notch, which was the

cause of the locking. lu his fifth case, the external cartilage was

separated and displaced backwards. As to the operation, he made

an incision around but a little below tho upper articular surface

of the tibia, a little lower than would appear to be necessary for

the opening of the joint. Tlie articulation being exposed, and

bleeding all stopped, tho capsular ligament was opened, and with

a blunt hook the cartilage was drawn forwards, and then fijced in

position by two or three stitches to the capsular ligament and

head of the tibia. In his last two cases he had fixed it with a

catgut ligature. Tie used no drainage-tube, finding it unnect'S-

sary. He did not venture to move the joint earlier than sU weeks

after the operation. At first he used passive movement only, and

no active movement until riuite a fortnight later.—Mr. Daviks

CoLLKY mentioned a case on which he hud ojierated five months

previously. The p.itient w.-is a gentleman, aged Jl, who was riding,

when his hor.se reared and fell on his knee, which soon became

much swollen. All did well, however, until some six months

afterwards, when, as he was playing lawn-tennis, his knee-joint

lipcame dislocated outwards, abducted, semillexed, and fixed. The

dislocation was reduced, but synovitis followed, and the disloca-

tion thenceforward re.urred frequently, causing severe ])ain.

Often when on liorseback ho had to roll off liis horse in

order to rectify the dislocation, which was not prevented

by knco-cap.«, etc. Mr. DavieS-CoUey then procwded t<i operate

in the manner which Mr. Annaiid ile had doiscribM. He
found that tho internal cartilage had two rents in it, running

parallel, and thus divirliug the' cartilage inti> thre.> ribbons. Itparallel, and thus divirliug tUe' cariuage into inre.' riooou.'.. i..

|(^ dpubtJess bccfl, split at the ..t.ijJJp o^,jt^§ pp^iual,a9.ci45nt^,im-
^

proved by the two months' rest which followed it, and then again

separated' by the sudden strain during tennis, lie had stitched

the strips together so as to fix them to the internal tuberosity of

the tibia. Tho case did fairly well. There was at first a di.scharge

of gelatinous material from tho joint ; but after a fortnight th»

ceased, and tho catgut suture? were discharged at intervals. After

two months the patient could bend the knee through an angle of

about 60°, and he could now walk about four or five miles, wea>

inc a support which kept the knee fixed. Jlr. Davies-Colley did not

think it would be right to allow the i>atient to use his joint withoirt

support until six or eight montlis after the operation. He wouW
ask what was the best treatment to adopt in such a case..—Air, B.

Allin-gham remarked that he had shown at a former meeting B

porter who had dislocated his internal cartilage. In October la«t,

the speaker had cut down upon the cartilage, found it movable,

and had fixed it to the bone. The patient was now well, and

could walk well-The Chaihman said that the semilunar cartilage

was evidently not necessary to the functional use of the knee-

ioint He alluded to a paper published by Professor Kocher, which

also supported that conclusion. The cartilage in Kocher s three

cases being affected with a fungous disease, he removed it en-

tirely and'the joint was ju,st as good after as it had been before

the operation. He exhibited an apparatus recommended for many

years past by Sir James I'aget, which was very beneficial in many

minor conditions of displacement, and which, if worn for twelve

or eighteen months, often produced complete cure.-Mr. H. Morris

thought that one form of dislocation had not been noticed by pre-

vious speakers, that which ho designated "marginal. It might

be produced in two ways : (a) where a sharp instrument ran into

the cartilage, and then upon being pulled out dislocated the car-

tilage outwards ;
(b^ where the knee was dislocated outwards and

the semilunar cartilage was forced outwards from the hoatl of the

tibia —Mr. Croft said his case was verified by inspection ot the

interior of the joint, in this was its great value; it wa.s not a

mere surmise, as were so many other cases in which the ].Mnt was

not inspected. lie thought that possibly in Mr. Davies-Clley s case

convalescence would have been quicker and more absolute if the

strips of cartilage had all been removed at the time of the

^^xlT^^of tico cases o/Dishcatwn of the Index Finger, reduced by

openma ike Joint and dividin;, retaining Band, after Failure qf

the usual Methods.-Mr. Symonds read notes of those cases. Both

were boys, aged 9. In one the accident was caused by a blow

from a cricket ball, in tho other by a fall on to the finger. The

first phalanx was displaced backwards, its base projecting above

the level of the metacarpal bone, to a .slight extent. Tho finger

could be brought straight, so that the disi)lacement of the

phalanx was not severe. The most imticoablo feature was a pro-

minence in the palm caused by the head of the metacarpal bone.

The skin was tightly stretched over it, and almost perforated.

There was also a deep sulcus running round one side of this pro-

minence. Every motho.l was used to effect ^"^"Ction includme

division of the fibrous structures m front and round the back ol

the metacarpal bone. Finally, by a vertical incision the joint

was opened on its outer side, and while the base of the phalanx

was fully exposed, the head of the metacarpal bono was concealed

by a fibrous structure, through which it had passed button-hole

li'ko Tho moment this was di\ ided tho head was released, and

the 'dislocation re.luced. A small fissure was then observed ui

each case in tho cartilage. This extended into the l^^^e, was evi-

dently the result of injury, but did not contribute to the ni.'hcaity

of reduction. Primary union with useful joints occurred in both

cases In the second case an attempt was made to divide the re-

taining structures subcutaneou.sly by tho light of the first cose.

That this failed Mr. Rvmonds thought wius due to the tact that ine

i, d ion wal badlv planned. Ho suggested that in f"t"re ^ascs a

tenotomy knife should be passe.l into the
J'^'-Jf-

"'«' '^"
["^'X

made nnthe head of the metacarpal bone fn.ni ''ofore back^^ ords.

This if carried well forward, would have divided the fibrous rmg

that r.'taim'd the head of the bone. Tho fibrous band was con-

sidered to represftilt tho anterior litjament. Ti„„h
Dislocation of the Metacarro-i^lmlan^eal Joint of the Thnmb

Backwards, in Uich Rrrision of the Head of the f'''"'?';r.' f^/
,rns ;>ractised.~i\T. G. R. Tiunk.r read I''"-"c.ilars n> tl is casft

Theinjurv was eleven .lays ,vld when first seen and all ""'',«?''

at r..dueli.m by manipulation and extension having proved u»

availing, an incision was made, and the lateral
Y'V''''"'yuJ.veT

fiexor brevi.s divided. The main obstacle to reduction, '

<"Y,^y ^j

was found to be the tendon of the long iloxor, wluch had slipi
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inwards. After forcible traction had been made, this reduction
was effected, but the dislocation was so easily reproduced, and the
parts were so ten=e and swoUen, that it was thought best to re-

move the head of the metacarpal bone. The wound liealed kindly,
and the man recovered with a perfectly movable joint. He was
shown to the Society some weeks ago, and, except for a very little

shortening, the injured was as good as the sound thumb. The
point of interest in the case was the obstacle to reduction offered
by the long flexor tendon. Excision of the head of the metacarpal
bone in irreducible cases of this dislocation was advocated.

—

Mr. Cboft had had a case similar to the one mentioned by Mr.
Symonds. The index finger was dislocated on to the jialraar

aspect of the head of its metacarjial bone. Attempts at reduction
under chloroform having been made and failed, Mr. Croft made
such an Incision as Mr. Syraonds had advocated on the outer side
of the joint, and then, flnding the capsular ligament stretched and
the bone escaped from it through a button-hole opening, this was
enlarged and the lateral ligament nicked. The bone then slipped
back directly, and the child did well. He thought the case
showed the wisdom in the present day of not leaving such a disloca-
tion unreduced.—Mr.DAviES-CoLLEy'askedwhat was the particular
anatomical structure which prevented the reduction in .Mr.

Symouds's case ? Id a case of his own, that of a child with dis-

location of the first phalanx from the metacarpal bone, the glenoid
ligament formed a band or apron which was pushed back before
the bone every time an attempt was made at its reduction. This
band, when the force was removed, again pushed the bone out of
position, and it was found impossible to reduce the bone until the
band was divided. The case did well, and after three months
only some stiffness remained, but there was a capability of passive
movement.—Mr. Symonds said that he considered the structure
cut by him was the anterior ligament of the joint.

Adenoma of the Pinna.—Mr. Bland Sutton described this case.
W. S., aged G4, detected three years ago a small tumour behind
the left pinna. This tumour was situated over the mastoid pro-
cess, and was about the size of a nut. It slowly increased in size.

lie was advised at this time by an eminent London surgeon never
to allow anyone to interfere with it. The tumour continuing to
increase in size, involved the pinna, extended down the auditory
meatus, made its way into the cavity of the tympanum, produced
deafness, and incapacitated the patient froni playing upon the
violin. He was a skilful violinist, and in his leisure hours taught
this accomplishment. In December, 1SS6, the patient presented
the following condition when Mr. Sutton saw him in consultation
with Dr. Hollings. A tumour of the size of a big orange was
found wedged in between the mastoid process and the lower jaw;
the pinna projected from the midst of this mass. The auditorj-
meatus wiis quite blocked by the tumour, and its surface had
ulcerated in two or three spots. Mr. Sutton took counsel with
liis friend if r. IIoiu^' Morris. After due consideration, a full ex-
planation of the risks was submitted to the patient, and he was
allowed to decide for himself. The patient was most anxious for
the operation, and in January, 188", the tumour was removed. It

occupied the tympanum, and by its pressure had opened up the
mastoid cells ; ijideed, the aruitomy of the middle ear was clearly
risible. The patient recovered rapidly, and in iivc weeks was
again occupied in his office. Three days after the operation he
could again distinguish musical notes, and in a few days more
the hearing rapidly returned. In a month from the day of the
operation he commenced anew his studies on the violin, and for
the next twelve months enjoyed his favourite instrument. Things
went on well until February of the present year, when he again
felt unwell, and on examining the scar it was clear that there was
some return of the tumour. At this time he showed signs of
aphasia, wluch gradually increased imtil he could not remember
auy noun, common or proper, not even his own name. As the loss
of the memory of words was the only prominent symptom, it was
decided to trephine the skull in the situation of the pterion and
ascertain the limits of the intra-crauial growth, and if possible
again remove the tumour. This was done February 2Gth. The
tumour was far too large and infiltrating to allow of its removal.
Three days later the patient died. At tlie i>oxt-m<trtan examina-
tion a tumour of the size of a small orange was foimd in the left
middle fossa of the skull ; a portion of it had burrowed back-
wards and projected into the lateral sinus. The tumour had ex-
tensively invaded the temporo-sphenoidal lobe, but Broca"s convo-
lution had remained unaffected. The primary tumour was found
to be an adenoma, but the nature of the intr.i-cranial portion
could not be delormined in time for the meetinf

.

Dry Mouth nr Suppression of the Salivary and Buccal Secre-
fionx.--T)T. Haddkn read this paper. The patient was a woman^
aged 6.5, who had suffered from no affection which couJd throw-
light on her present condition. There was no history of family'
paralysis, or of the prolonged use of belladonna. Her moutn
began to become dry some months prerious to observation. The
tongue was red, devoid of epithelium, cracked in all directions
like crocodile skin, and absolutely dry. The mouth generally was-
dr}-, and the mucous membrane smooth, shiny, and pale, with a
few patches of injection. There was also deficiency of moisture
at the back of the pharynx. The tonsils were natural. The sali-
varj- glands, as far as could be made out, were natural in size.

Common sensation of the inside of the mouth was unimpairecT,
but the sense of taste was retarded in consequence of the defi-

ciency of moisture. When the mouth became moister lat«r on,
the saliva was found to be slightly acid, and to exert no action
on a solution of starch. During the time the mouth had been
drj', perspiration had notably diminished, and the lachrymal
secretion was arrested. The patient received much benefit "from
the use of Jaborandi. A case of similar nature under the care of
Mr. Hutchinson was alluded to, and one under Dr. Rowlands, of
Liverpool, was communicated by the author of the paper. In
conclusion, it was suggested that this condition of dry mouth was
due to some disorder of the nervous apparatus.—A Mesibeb asked
if the patient had any difficulty in digesting food.—Mr. Golding-
Btrd asked whether, as the reaction of the saliva when it reap-
peared was acid. Dr. Hadden had first t)oiled the starch, and
added an alkali, before testing the action of the buccal secretion
on the starch.—Dr. Hadden said that his patient's digestion was
perfect. The starch was boiled, but no addition of an alkali was
made to it, as it was only discovered, after the testing had been
completed, that the saliva had an acid reaction.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LOXDON.
Wednesday, March 7th, 1888.

John Williams, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Specimens.—Dr. ArsT Lawbence showed a specimen of Extra--
uterine Ftetation, with the Primary Gestation Sac.—Dr. Hebman
exhibited a Fcetus and Placenta from a successful case of opera-
tion at the fourth month, two and a half hours after Rupture of a
Tubal Sac.—Dr. Penrose brought forward a specimen of Left
Tubo-abdominal Pregnancy, in which the Corpus Luteum Verum.
was in the right Ovary.

Scarlatina during Pregnancy and in the Puerperal State.—The
two remaining sections of Dr. Boxall's paper, partly read at the
Januarj' meeting, were now brought forward. VI. With regard
to the clinical relation of scarlatina to puerperal septicemia, a
brief summan,' of the sixteen cases of undoubted scarlatina waa
given, and it was pointed out that in one case only were the
scarlatinal manifestations associated with signs of septic poison-
ing. Forty lying-in patients were known to have been exposed
to one or more of the above cases of scarlatina. This series was-
presented in a tabular form, giving the time and duration of
exposure and the cour.se of the puerperium. On this evidence it-

was apparent that such exposure resulted in no detriment to the •

])uerj)erium. .\s it might be urged that the 3(X) patients or more-
admitted during the ]>revalence of scarlatina were to a greater or
less extent exposed, a chart (together with the percentage tables
from which it was constructed) was also appended. This indicated
the morbility (as judged by the temperaturel prevailing not only
during the whole scarlatinal period, but included, in addition, the^

three months which preceded the outbreak. From this it was.
erident that the prevalence of scarlatina in the hospital exerted
no appreciable effect on other cases lying-in during the s.ome

period. The special value of local antiseptic measures in sfarla-

tina during the lying-in period was disciKssed, The following
conclusions were offered : 1. That infection by the poison of
scarlatina generally produced in the puerpera a disea.^ which
presents for the most part the usual symptoms of scarlatina, and.
runs the ordinarj- course of the disease without the apjiearance of
septic manifestations. 2. That the di.sciuse, in adiiition to the-
usual symptoms of scarlatina (to a certain extent modifiedV.
may occiisionally present signs of septic poisoning: that, when
present at the outset of the disease, pelvic inflammation and septi-

cfcmia may usually be regarded as accidental complications, but,

at a later stage, such signs may be the expression of a septic pro-
cess, analtigons to the seCondarv- throat of ordinary scarlatina.

3. That in rare instances the disease may as£<uue- a masked
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niny b.- foim.l in signs usually reftrred to septic poisoning.

Vil. W ilh ri'giixa to tlui txeatmoiit of scarlatina during pregijancy

luid iu tho umrperal state. Dr. Boxall, after referring brieUy to

ruuwaiaJ mt>asur«s, discussed the means which should be adopted

to prevent tho spread of scarlatina to pregnant and parturient

w^uieu. He paint<.'d out the advi.sahility on the one hand of

iiolatiut; all scarlatinal cases and <ljsinfecting all contaminated

ttriiclesrand ou the other of shielding pregnant and parturient

wouieii from Uie many risks of scarlatinal infection which sur-

roiuided tliem, and, win* possible, of removing such patients

from any district in which the disease was prevalent. Ihe m-

tiuenco of a third person as a v-hicle of infection was diseussed

wfitU spucinl reference to the conditions under which it wa.s liJiely

to W exercised, and, finally, the measures which might be

adopted to counteract that iiiHuence were pointed out. It was

eoucluUed, Hnally, that, as the poison might be carried not only

iliivctly by the hnuds, but also indirectly by the clothes and

g^sneral surface of the body, and possi'ily also by the breath, and

subsequentlv given off into fie atmosphere (from which it was m-

htJedby the patient), thorough washing and disinfection of the

haudi was not sufficient to insure protection, but that a disin-

fectant bath, a complete change of clothing, and active outdoor

exercise should be also included in the necessary precautions, and

tbat these measures should be adopli-d not only by the doctor, but

alBobvall other persons who have been brought into contact with

scarlatinal poison, and especially by the nurse, prior to attending on

aiyiag-iu woman, or even visiting a patient advanced in pregnancy.

—Dr. DoLAN (Halifax) said that in private practice it w-ould be im-

possible to carry out all the precautions laid down m Dr Boxall s

valuable paper. From personal experience he found that, con-

trary to the generally received opinion, the pu.-rperal woman did

not appear to contract scarlatina, even though exposed to the

dang.-r. The pueri>cral de^ith-rate did not rise in Halifax during

swwbtiiial epidemics. Two Separate clas3( s of. practitioners, the

tirst to attend labours only, and the .secoi.d to attend cases ot

aeariatina, could not possibly be established, nor would such a

aysteiu be necessary,—Dr. I'layfAjn reviewed some older opimons

,in Dr. lioxall's subject. Scarlatina had been held peculmrly

daiujerous, under certain circumstances, to lymg-in women. On

thcother hand, it might run a perfectly normal course.
^

Lastly,

the fnver was supposed to run a very untypical course in some

nuuerperal ca-ses, appearing practically identical with puenx'ral

fevt-ror septicmniia. Dr. lioxall's valuable observations >bd not

tliBPMve these opinions. Uis patients, it should tirst be remem-

bered were placed in the most favourable conditions, whexe the

irraTe'r effects of scarlatina could hardly be looked tor. >ever-

tkelws. he admitted that he had observed a verj' mild form ot

scarlatina, and also a ma.nked fonn,resembling cases of septic poison-

ing Dr Boxall had noted the increased susceptibility of puerperal

ivomen to scarlatinal infection, the moditication of certain sym-

Dtoras, and the existence ot some unknown modifying influence

iindtr the circumatancta. If so, this inllueuce would be yet more

iMjwerful and lee.s inipedeU iji ca.ses unprotected by the preciiu-

tions enforced at tho General Lying-in Hospital. Dr. 1 laj-fair

safifKe^ted a tlieoo" which would explain the signification of mild

tvpical scarlatina occurring in some puerperal cases, and of a

miuk.d and septic form in other cases. In the one case the

disease was coufcractod through the ordinary chances of infection;

in th other it was conveyed directly to the genital tract by the

Imndsof tOie obstetrician or midwife, or by infected sponges, etc.

Twentv-five years ago a lying-in ward was established in Jiings

^'fljleire llosi.'ital. The arrangement was disastrous, and was at

lencth aba.idoaed. During the existence ot the ward there were

ontbreaks of er>-sip.la8 in tho surgical (luarter of the hospital, and

exiincident epidiauica of puerperal fever in that ward but the

Ivimr-in patients liad no syn)pt<.)in3 of erj-sipelas which, on the

otluT liaud, were seen in some of their infants. Here was an

analoiTV with the conduct of the scarlatinal poison.--Dr. Ansr

I.A.wnJ'Ncr. (Clifton) lielieved that .some of these cases did not die

of the fever itself, but from decomiiosition of the lochia induced

bv the poison. In one cose the patient was saved by

timely washing-out of the uterus. — Dr. HiCBMAN cTiti-

etiiA paragraphs 2 and 3 in the sixth section of Dr. Box-

ali's paper, which ineludea theories already accepted by others.

but though stiU based more or less on conjectures. Dr. Hoxall s

conclusions were the result of a sound method of investigation.

lor he began \^-ith tho parent factors, the scarlet fever and the

puerperal woman. He had not, like others, started with the case,

liuntin" back for the caus<'. .Still, Dr. Heman was ot opinion,

comparing the above conclusions with the valuable morbUity

tabl'« bel">re. during, and after the prevalence of scarlatina in Dr.

Boxall's hospital, that the poison of scarlatina, when commum-

cated to the lying-in woman, produced that disease and nothing

el*e —Dr Leith NiPiEn dwelt at length on recent observations

n-itii regard to rashes which were not really scarlatinal, and gave

his own experience on rubeola in the puerperium.
_
These hashes

must be remembered in relation to any case or series of cases of

alleged mild and not, fatal scarlatina in thi^ inierperuim.—Dr.

BaiX.TOX HiCKS believed that scarlatinal pois.nung was frequently

mLxed with puerperal fever or septicwmia, tho scarlatinal element

bein.^ latent or occult.—Dr. Matthew.s Dpncan noted how anti-

septfc treatment kept away tlie microbes of suppuration and

septicemia, but did not ward off scarlatma. He believed in the

theory that the so-called Scarlatina of midwifery and surgery m-,-.

eluded more than one disease, but he regarded true scariatma oc-

curring within a few days of lying-in asa disease of enormouii

mortalitv He had observed a red rash, with fever, which began

around t'he wound made in ojiening a chronic inguinal parametnc
,

•

sinus The rash spread, liUt there was no certainty that it repr©-

,

sented sc irlatina. Dr. Duncan did not believe in the commingling

of scarlatina and puerperal fever. When the former disease raged

in London, killing 250 a week, there was no increase of puerperal

fever This fact agreed with Dr. Dolan's practical conclusions.

Adjonnwxent of Disacmon .-It v^a^ resolved by Dr. Gfi-ABrN,

seconded by Dr, HohhockS, that the debate on Dr. Bosalls paper

fe adjourned.. pChe resolu-ion was carried unanmiousl.y.

IIAKVEIAN SOCIETY OF LONDOiN'.

THmsDAT, llABcn 1st, 1S88. •..'-

WiLi JAM Sedgwick, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Treatment of Empye^na.-^ir. Maxseli, Mon.UN read apaper.

ou the surgical treatment of empyema, based on an analysis of
^

thirty tour cases. In sixteen of these a discharging thoracic sinus .

was already present. He pointed out, that the primary cause of

the collapse of the lung Wivs the accumuLition of fluid, but,^

that the permanent cause of its non-e-xpansion when the pressing

was relieved was the alteration in the structure of the pl;"™ and
.

the lung itself, and that this alteration was the effect of the ab-
,

orption from the irritating fluid in the cavity. When ap; had

already "ained admission without drainage being perfect, so that

Uie pus had decomposed, the thickening of the pteura was much

greato and more obstinate than when the empyema had never

been operated on at all: Everything pointed, except in children,

and tXercular cases, which were expressly e^*"l^^';°
"'{^^^'"i"

as early as possible. l>rimary resection of a nb was hardly ever

wquTred, unless the empyema was loculated ;
india-rubber tube. I

vt^ soon wore the ribs away, .so that there was little chance of

h^ bdug nU'Pe-i as the thorax collapsed. Two tubes must

always be inserted, even if they were only a few inches apart;

they might be in the same intercostal space, but there must be

two for effective drainage. The mcst convement situation was

t°one uf^ally adoptedrin the fifth or seventh interspace in the

mW-axillary line. Washing out the cavity was quite """ecessair;

War was allowed to pass freely in and out there was no deco^

po.sition; the amount of pus discharged diminished almost to

nothiuL' and the cavity rapidly closed m. In old cases the flr>tS was to establish-free drainage by making a «9f;""'i
XeTfli ,

on five occasions it was necessary to trephine the ribs, as tT^e w dl

of the chest had practically become a solid bony
^'-J J^-"- J^

two

cases some of the ribs had been resected; in one, t^^o inches ot

Siad been removed, in ord« to allow the thorax to collapse,

but the patient, who was alre-,idy suffering from an.yloid disease

saij: from exhaustion ten days after.
.
In the ot^;;;---

r««'Xth
onlv two ribs were excised, as the smus ran rather round thi

thwaxTfollowing the direction of those ribs, than upwards as in

he foAner c.ise This was attended with considerable benefit

No trouble was experienced from the intercostal arteries on any

occasion The direction iu which the sinuses run i"»sUn each

e^dtUrminc where the ribs should be cut, how many should be

r^'oved,Td liowmuch of eaeh.-Dr. PmixiPS
^^"^'^f ^

^«,

view that an operation should ''^ Performed early. He had^eM,

good r..sultsfoflow from a,spiration. He also *' ""f-'''*, '^''"!;°

openings were not essential, and ^^'a/ Pi-f-pare'lto .'how cases

which Tiad made a steady recovery after one. A hard-and-fast
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rule coiJdnot be laid down as lo the best place for the opening.
—Mt. LoCKWCKjp said cafes often fell into the hands of rrurgeoiis

after a ]>rclimiimn,- aspiration had been tried and failed. lie had
been accustomed to make two openings and drain from each;
washing out was in many cases essential.—Mr. Mansell Moullin
said, in reply, that though he ^-o^lld not deny for a moment that
cases of emi)yeraa could get well with only a single drainage-tube,
he was sure they stood a better chance with two, as it was im-
possible that a cavity like the tborax could drain satisfactorily
from one ; tliere must be an in-draught and an out-dranglit. He
preferred an opening in the axillary line to one by the angle of
the scapula, because there was less tissue to divideand less risk of
displacement from movement of the arm, and especially when
patients were lying in bed the pleural canity could empty. itself

quite as thoroughly through one as through the other.

On the Functions of the I'mtla and ISjiir/httis.—Dr. Scanes
Spicer read a paper on the functions of the uvula and epiglottis.

The various functions of the uvula in deglutition, phonation,
articulation, respiration, and secretion, as set forth by different
authorities, were first discussed, and then the author describetl
an important function which had hitherto escaped detection,
namely, that the uvula served during normal (nasal) breathing as
a conductor, guide, or dripping stone to convey the nasal and
lachrymal secretions out of the breath-way on to the lingual
tonsil, there to undergo reabsorption into the circulation. These
fluids were delivered on to the base of the tongue in a plane an-
terior to the epiglottis. From the lingual tonsil the unabsorljed
portions trickled into the glosso-epiglottic fossoe, and thence into
the pyriform sinuses or hyoid fos3:e, along the lateral grooves of
the epiglottis. It was mentioned that two previous authors had
considered the uvula as a conductor or dripping stone to convey
mucus; etc., into the larynx for lubricating purposes, or to the
base of the glottis, where it accumulated until swallowed or
hawked up. Common experience taught us that such intrusion
of fluids into the larj-nx, as was assumed, caused cough and spasm

;

these views were hence, in part, the antithesis of the one ex-
pounded. The functions of the epiglottis were next considered,
and it was pointed out that the balance of evidence was against
any deglutition function of the epiglottis, but in favour "of its

movements and po.^ition having an important connection with
the pitch, intensity, and the quality of the voice. The author
described the epiglottis as a permanent vaulted dam, which kept
the salivary fluids, etc., as well as tho.se conducted by the uvula
from the nose, out of the lars-nx, and which shot them off later-
ally (if not absorbed by tonsillar tissue') into the pj-riform sinuses
along the grooved spouts of the epiglottis, which projected over
those sinuses normally. Clinical obsen-ations and experiments
bearing on these views, and tending to show their correctness,
were trivcn in detail.

MEDICAL .SOCIETY OF LO.VDOX.
Monday, Mabch 12th, 188S.

A Sir WiLLJAM Mac Coemac, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

'Vote of Thanks.—On the motion of Dr. .\xthaus and Mr.
WAI.SHAM, a vote of thanks was passed to Dr. J. Hughlings
Jackson, the retiring President, and the secretary and officers of
the Society.

On the Causes of Failure to find the Colon in Lumhar Colotomy.
;
—Mr. Heubkut Allinoham read a paper on the causes of the
diflSculty which was sometimes experienced in finding the colon
in lumbar colotomy, and the best method of obviatins
them, which it is proposed to publish in full. Mr.
LocKWoni) said the points alluded to by Mr. Allingham hail
excited his own interest. He pointed out that Mr. .UUnghams
figiires bearing ou the average presence of the mesentery differed
from those ]iut forward some time since by Mr. Treves— a differ-

:

enoe which, he thought, might be attributable to a difference in
the methods of investigation.—Mr. Treves expressed his surprise
that Burgeons 8l;ould pay so much attention at the present time
to the bands of longitudinal fibres. He had done a great many
colotomies, and had never troubled to look out for the bands.
There were ample means of distinguishing between the large and
the small gut. He luul examined lOO dead bodies, and found tluit
in 52 of them the mesocolon was absent on both sides, in 14 it was
present on tioth sides, in 12 it was present only on the right side,
and in 1 2 only on the left side. He thought the practice of search-
ing for these bands would be a waste of time, and would involve
the risk of rupturing the gut.—Mr. Harrisow Cripps pointed out

that the operation depended greatly on whether it was undertaken
on the distended or on the empty gut \\\\e.n ilistendud there wa«
.seldom any difficulty in finding the colon, but when empty the
difficulty might sometimes be almost insurmountable. He ad-
vi.sed inflating the colon in such cases. As to the bands, he cer-
tainly looked for them, though he did not attach the same im-
portance to finding them as Mr. Allingham did.—Mr. Alusoham',
in reply, said that in stripping off the peritoneum the longi-
tudinal fibres were often stripped off as well. He failed to see
what objection there would be to opening the peritoneum whea
this, for any reason, appeared desirable.

Is Common Psoriasis a Constitutional or Local Tlisease f—Mr.
Malcolm Morris first criticised the name " psoriasis,' which, he
said, ought to be restricted to a particular disease, a typical ex-
ample ojE wliich he showed in a boy. After discussing "the mani-
festations of the disease, he declared its etiology to be " shrouded
in obscurity." He asked whether any relation could be shown
between psoriasis and any recognised constitutional disease such
as the eruptive fevers or syjihilis. He pointed out that psoriasis
only occurred in healthy subjects, and only involved the stin, not
even the mucous membranes. He claimed that the alleged con-
nection of psoriasis with gout was not founded on fact—that gout
was comparatively rare in hospital practice, while psoriasis wa»
as common as in private practice. He scouted the idea that
striuna and gout—two altogether different affections—could give
rise to similar cutaneous manifestations. Out of 100 cases in
private practice, only 3 had a gouty history, and he quoted Garrod
as to the lack of foundation for the belief that gout could gi^'C
rise to psoriasis. He claimed that psoriasis was, so to speak, a
disease of health, and if the standard of health was lowered,
whether by disease or drugs, then the eruption faded away to re-
cur on the return of normal health. He quoted several cases ia
support of this view. He attributed the influence of arsenic in
this disease to its action on the cells of the rete Malpighii, whereby
the seat of disease was starved. In conclusion, he maintained
that drugs only acted beneficially by influencing health unfavour-
ably, and that sooner or later, on their cessation, the disease
was sure to recur.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Tnt-ESD.YY, iLuicH 8th, 1888.

J. W. IIULKE, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

On Retinal Hcemorriaffe in the i'ellmr Spot Region.—Mx. Lanq
reatl the notesof a case of a large macular haemorrhage which waa
absorbed, leaving perfect vision. He remarked that in these cases
where the vUion was restored it was most probable that the
haemorrhage took place between the hyaloid membrane of the
vitreous and the retina, and not as hitherto believed between
the layers of the retina or in tlie choroid. In support of this con-
tention he drew attention to the red colour that the light pre-
sented to the ilamaged eye, and also to a folded appearance of a
membrane seen in front of the extravasation, and which could
only be the displaced hyaloid raised by the hajmorrhage. He also
exjilained the circular appearance of these haemorrhages by an
anatomical condition noticed by Mr. Jfarcus Gunn—namely, that
at the macula the hyaloid was pnibablynot attached to the retina
at all. or at any rate not so firmly as it was around the yellow
spot region, tbenefore a ha-morrhage would be likely to be limited
in the circular manner so frequently seen.—The PRESinENT ob-
served that probably the h;emorrhage did not own the same source
in all the cases.—Mr. Siloock believed that De Wecker gave a
drawing showing that the luTmorrhage was in the choroid. In a
case of his own the patient did not find objects red ; there was a
very small central, absolute scotoma. He inferreil that the
h;cmorrhages were choroidal becau.se they were large, and at a
point where there was no large retinal vessel, and, moreover, they
generally clean>d up entirely.—ilr. Nettleship showed diagrams
of two cases of large semicircular hicraorrhnge at the yellow
spot : the inferior macular artery, which traversed the blood
patch, was found to bo obliterated in one case, and greatly
altered in the other. These cases showed that the vessel which
su]>plied the blood-effusion was a retinal one. In some of these
cases the blood in the early stage was found extending on to the
surface of the optic disc ; in some the blood burst forwards into
the vitreous some days after the extravasation at the fundus.
These facts could be reaiUly explained on ilr. Gumi's and Mr. Lang's
hypothesis, but could hariily be explained if the blood came from
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the choroidal vesseJs.-Dr. Andkbson m<'"«>";''l\'',''"f °1,'^^'\?'']

ha-morrlmue where po>t mortem it avpearcd that the bleeding

must have taken place between the retina ami vitreous -Mr.

Lanq e.xi.lnined that it was only in the cases where complete re-

coven,- tJok i.lace that the hicmorrhaije was in front of the retina.

C.ViWv 7«m„„r.*.-Dr. -Mui.KS ren.lthis paper. Ho drew a line

at primary- ciliary origin, ^^^''^''^'''^ .^'^''VV^ ''''^ .Z'r\\^Z
.mencv. Detailing the varieties of these ^rowtlus after their

division into the two great classes of hen.gn and mahgnan he

referred to their diagnosis as between ciliary tumours and those

.onftned to tlie iri.s and laid stress on an early and accurate diag-

nosis, to be followed in the case of iritic tumours by the imme-

dinto removal of the affected portion of tissue. He pointed to the

value of a beam of light incases where the diagnosis was doubtful

between earlv ciliary staphyloma and ciliary tumour, and depre-

cated the differential diagnosis between intra-ocular tumours

and harmless retinal separation by acupuncture, adducing ox-

Lples of Its danger. He further referred to t
''i ''f1\ L ,Iw^v^

trrowths, and corrected his previous statement that they always

Sose at the inner quadrant. The mode of development was

touched on. The " iridodialysis" was explained as taking place

in three different ways, each interesting, and suggestive of general

infection. By the kindness of members, drawings and sections

were shown -illustrating the paper.-I'rofessor Hirscubero con-;

tributed some fine slides of cUiary and other ocular tumours, the

author from his own collection bringing forward specimens and

S^aS of those rare affections.-ln reply to the rKKSiDENT

Mr Lawfokp mentioned that he had lately examined a tumour

of the ciliary body, which proved to be a mixed round and spindle-

celled sarcoma. The tiunour grew from the nasal ^i^e.-Mr.

SiMEOX SNF.1.L had operated on two cases of sarcoma of the

ciliary body in persons advanced in years.-Mr McHakdy men-

tioned a point of diagnostic value. He had found that where

there was detachment of the retina, with intra-ocular tumour and

diminished tension, the tumour had its origin in the ciliary body

-Dr ilCLKS announced his intention of presenting the series ot

drawings used in illustration of his paper to the library of the

^^S^ll'ma after Sclerotomy for Glaucoma.-^Iv. Simeon Sn-ei.i,

(Sheffield) related this cose. The patient was a man. aged 4-, and

sclerotomy was performed on March 27tli, 1«,S4, for subacute

elaucoma: great pain + T 2, media turbid, cornea steamy looking,

?ut vision was ?3-. relief to pain was immediate,, vi.sion im-

nroved to 35, and tension became normal. He remained well up

to the latter end of 1885. The media were clear, and a good view

of the interior was obtainable ; beyond excurvation of the optic

disc there was nothing to note. In .lanuary, 18Kb, he came with

two small " lu.n].s,- one on the site of the punc ure, and tjie other

ir counter-puncture for sclerotomy. The schTotomy had been

performed with IJeWecker's knife, and thus the wound was limited

to the puncture and counter-puncture, and to the width of the m-

gtniment. The pain wa« relieved and the staphy omas subsided

with eserine. He returned to work, but he said that during the

whole of this year pain was never really absent. In September,

188fi, he came'with severe pain, and again eserine did some good.

At the end of December, 1886, he was again seen, and then in ad-

dition to the staphylomas, at the punctures for sclerotomy, was

anoth.r above and between them : tension wasilecidedly increased.

The lens was more oi)a(iue, and a view of the interior was not possible.

He still saw large letters by turning the eye ""t'^'^Ef^•^J,'"" j^iff

verv- severe. Puncture of sclerot ic was performed "'^'^cmber .3m

witli temporan- relief, and repeated on January i_'nd 1887. 1
1

-.

KTowths were much enlarged, and were growing 1-ebruary It.tl ,

W. enucleation of globe; besides the outgro-iyths in front whicli

reached Ix-hind, there were large nodules on sclerotic behind. 1 lie

optic nerve was -livi.led as far back as possible, ""'' ^"^^'""^
pieces of tissue removed. Growth returned, and on .luly 10th the

orbit was cleared out, and chloride of zinc paste applied. No re-

currence The tumour was a small spindle-celled sarcoma. It

filled the eyeball, except a lit tie space below ami to the inner side ;

it had perforated the sclerotic above, midway between the optic

nerve and the cornea, and also at the outer Ride of optic iierv-e

entrance .Sections of the eyeball, mounted in glycerine jelly were

Miown —Mr I,awforp asked if there had been any symptom of

glaucoma in the second eye.-The I'nE.siPKNT thought it was very

liimcultto assign cause and effect in these cases, and remarked

t hat sometimes a sarcoma remained dormant for a very long time.

—Mr Ml-l.K.i tliought that the case was one where his small beam

of liglit would have been of diagnostic service.- Mr. rowEB re-
;

ferred to the danger of chloride of rinc ; he had applud it after

clearing out the contents of the orbit in one case, where the

patient had much pain aft.rwards. and died in two days fromlthe

arter>- being attacked by the caustic-Mr. Netti.esujp had seen

bad results from the use of chloride of zinc to stop hiiemorTham

in these cases, and once death, which he attributed to it.—Mr.

Sneli- briefly replied.
, ^ -n i

Punctured Wound of Upper Evelid folhxi-ed hy complete Palty

of the Third Nerve and Optic Nerve Atrophy.—iir. Simeon faNBlx

(Sheffield) related for Mr. W. A. (lAiiaARD the case of a boy, aged?,

who, on April I'Jth, 1887, fell while holding a piece of slick, which
.

pierced the left upper eyelid just above the margin A boy

pulled it out, but there was no reason to think it had pierced

deeply He was admitted at the Rotherham Hospital. The next

day the eye was closed,;on the fourth day the eyelid was still droopr

ini, and, on raising it, dilatation of pupil, loss of movements of

eyeball, and the characteristics of complete palsy of motor oculi

were discovered. The optic disc -n-as norma On May 9th Mr. \

Snell saw the patient; the optic disc was a little paler than ts

fellow ; complete paralysis of third nerve was present; accommoda-

tionwas panUysed. A few days later recovery commenced by

his being able to raise the eyelid a little, and by June 2nd ptosis had
;

disappeared, and the movements of the eyeball w^re good. AV hen

seen in November all affections of motor oculi had disappeared;
|

the optic papilla was atrophic ; the vessels were not reduced in
|

size ; Vision 4as very imperfect. At no time were the fourth or

sLxth, or ophthalmic division of lifth involved. In discussing the

nature of the lesion in this case, Mr. Snell ^"'^1
"»f

.'i"''^^'; ,,^°W
to the parts at the back of the orbit was excluded as the stick

did not penetrate. Leber had accounted for cases of monocular

amaurosis after blows about the supra-orbital region or head as ,

due to fracture in the vicinity of the optic foramen and not to

interference with the lifth nerve. Holder had pointed out also

that in fracture of the base in 6H per cent, at post-morte^n exami-

nation fracture of the wall of the oijtic foramen was found Berlin

had stated that Nuhn, in ISl.".. sought an explanation man injury

or rent of the optic nerve within the optic foramen. It seemed
,

doubtful if the blow on the eye in the case re ated -svas sufficient

(Niuse fracture, as Leber suggested, but it might have been]

enough to have driven the eyeball into the orbit, and caus ng

?arr"ng, or compression, of the optic nerve. The
q"«f

i°" ">--y
'''f

bird was the only nerve affected was not easy of explanation

The slow onset of the optic nerve atrophy seemed to indicate

that the lesion was high up, the .legenerative process passing

downwards. The almost immediate presence of the tliird nerVft

palsy sug-ested effusion, which would allow of the reeorery; the

completeness of the palsy pointed to the lesion heing close up t<K

or at the trunk of. motor oculi.- Mr. .\KTTLEsnir thought that

more oof was required that t1,ere had not been a Penetrating

wound of the orlrit. Tlie explanation of the case he offered was

Ui a there ha.l been such a wound, and he instanced a some^lwt,

iular case where a penetrating wound had passed unnoticed

S "me reason was wanted to explain why one nerve would recover|

iind not another- the opt c nerve rarely recovered.—Mr. Edoab

irnnwNi. ook ti.e same view of the case as Mr. Nettleship did.

and nfJnt oned a ca.se where ecch^-mo.sis was due to an unsus-

pected piece of pipe stem lo,lgr.d in the orb.t.-Mr. Frost had had

fsmkr experience. an,l the Presii.kn-t "">''""
th. o?b?t

-

whicli a fata tetanus result, .<! from a foreign body in the orbit.
-^

Dr Vvv Mii-MNTiEN had seen ptosis without any other p.aralys.s

result from a blow on the orbit.-Mr. Snell. in rep y, said that

[he pa lent had been seen at once by a very good observer, and

hat he himself had been unable to detect any mark on t^ie con-

unct va and he adhered to his belief that there had not been a

penetrat ng wound; even if there had been, he could not «eo that

ft would explain the j.nralysis of the whole of the third nerv?

w-hich had been oliserved in this ca.se.
fri,„p»«-!

Pulsatinr, Tumour of the Or/nt v;th
^'•"/''"''•'•-^'"'J.^j

RIPFNT showed a case illustrating this condition.—Mr. ADAMe

l-Z;?; thought that the patienfs history was at le.pst as consist^

with an intracraninl as with an intraorbital l«s.on and the ev^

dence affonled by the patliolog>' of other cases would •li-'P"'" him

o™nke this view of the case, unless there were strong '-v>'h-"ee
?J:

he oVher Urection. In answer to questions, the man had agam

ml agldn stated that the piece of wood that struck,
X;^"^;"^

thick as his thigh and weighed many pounds; that t struck niiri

with omsiderablo violence; and that the end was blunt and «.

with Cimsiderabo violence; ana umi. lul c...-. ••-
7 .;„„ „f

arge as a f^st. It was ea.^y to understand that the V^nfration^S fragment into the-orbit might produce an artcno-venoiL
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communication within ttic orbit, but surely a severe blow from a

blunt body without a perforating wound (as far as was known)
would be more likely to produce a fracture passing across the

carotid artery in the cavernous sinus. The case presented diffi-

culties viewed from either standpoint.

Card tijiecimeriK.— Dr. Van Mii.i.inokx: Instruments.—Mr. E.

T. Collins: Disease of f'lioroid (?C()lloidi.—Mr. Bickkhton: I'iece

of Glass removed fnim the Anterior Chamber.—Messrs. C'kitchett
ftndJtn.F.n: Case simulating (ilaucoma. —Mr. Doynk : New form
«f Optometer.
'n. i"' ^ ~— \

EDINELTinn MEUICO-CIIinrRGICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, Map.ch Txrr, 1888.

JouN Smitu, M.D., LL.D., in the Chair.

Specimens, Clinical and Patholuf/ical.—Dr. J. Duncan drew at-

tention to a method of applying the principle of siphon exhaus-
tion to empyema. With the help of a very simple piece of appa-
ratus he had thus lieen able to effect almost complete emptying of

the chest cavity, the viscera being brought into close ajijiosition

with the costal walls. He had l>eiin disappointed to find, how-
ever, that adhesions did not occur.—Dr. Duncan also described a

case of hip-joint disease, when an abscess had burst into the
Tireter, with the distressing results that the urine constantly made
its escape by the abscess opening. The patient suffered much dis-

comfort, and incurred considerable additional riskfrom the tend-

ency to bedsores. This had been obviated by a pretty appli-

cation of the principle of capillary drainage. Threads of worstixl

were passed loosely through a piece of india-rubber tube, the
jnoutli of which was inserted into the wound vi-ith the ends of

worsted projecting. The tube served as a water-tight channel
through which the urine circulated till the edge of the bed was
reached, where it dripped from the worsted ends into a vessel.

—

ifr. Cathc^rt showed a patient suffering from a Colles's fracture,

produced in an unusual wa)-. A severe blow had been delivered

v^u the palmar aspect of the hand towards its distal extremity,
with the residt that the radius was fractured just aljove its head.

There was no lateral displacement.—Mr. Chiene exhibited an ex-

ample of uncontracted blood clot. The blood had been drawn in

the ordinary way from the horse, for the purpose of demon-
strating the contraction and formation of the buffy coat, but the
clot ha<l remained uncontracted.—Dr. Bruce showed a bladder
and urethra with extensive diphtheritic-looking membrane at-

tached to the mucous surface. The patient had been frequently
catheterised, and there was the suggestion of false passages.

The Clinical Vabte of Temperature Ohfervattonn iti certain
Acute and Chronic Diseatef.—Dr. J. O. Affleck read a paper on
this suliject. The remarks were based on personal observations.
The value of temperature registration was increased by compara-
tively greater frequency. Thus a four hours' chart gave informa-
tion which was omitted in a twelve hours' chart. Speaking of the
individual fevers, Dr. Affleck drew attention to the special value
•of a study of the temperature in typhoid. The usually described
clinical course of three weeks was by no means regular. In a
large proportion of cases the duration was much longer. When
the temperature rose above 103° F. it was to be interpreted as in-

dicating an increase in the ulcerative process. Pulse records
should go hand in hand with those of temperature. Sometimes
the res\ilts appeared contradictory. The temperature fell during
defervescence, but temperature registration shoidd be made from
time to time. In illustration a temjierature chart was shown
Where the temperature, which fell to normal on the twenty-
ninth day, rose again on the sixty-third. With any alteration of
diet or similar condition, the temperature was to be watched.
His hospital experience was rather opposed to the adoption of in-

ternal antipjTetic remedies in typhoici. In typhus fi'ver the best
Tesults were to be looked for when the t<'mperature fell at the end
of the seventh viay. In the exanthemata the value of temperature
observations was less than in the continued fevers, though here,
too, much miglit be learned by careful study. Thus, for example,
the continuance of a higlier temperature beyond the usual period
suggested the probabiiitj- of complieation.'which must be care-
fully sovight for. Similar deductions miglit be made in connec-
tion with croujious pneumonia and acute rheumatism. In the
Hitter frequent tem]>erature records might timeoujsly reveal the
onset of hyperpyrexia. A chart was shown where the tempera-
ture in one hour had risen fr.im lt13^ or 104° to 109^ F. The
early observation of this, followed quickly by the cold bath,
Ttoigtrt btiof the utmost consequence. In clironic"disease tempera-

ture observation, though of less striking value, presented many
points of interest. Thus in the cases of pernicious ansc-mia which
he ha<l brought before the Society, the temperature had Ijeen ele-

vated more or less at first, gradually returning to the normal as

improvement took place. In myxoedema he had shoivn at a pre-

vious meeting how the temperature tended to remain subnormal,
in consonance with the experience of ilr. Ilorsley in the case of

monkej's after ablation of the th^Toid. The state of the temper-
ature suggested the projiriety of the line of treatment by hot

baths. Further, he had found that in diabetes, as a rule, the

temperature was subnormal.—The rnEsrDENT thought the thanks
of the Society were due to Dr. Affleck for his most careful and
suggestive elucidation of a subject so eminently piactical.—Dr.

Allan Jamiesov corroborated many of Dr. .Affleck's facts, and
referred to the climatic or atmospheric influence as affecting tem-
perature. In going round the fever wards. Dr. Wood and he had
frequently remarked how, on certain days, a large proportion of

the temperatures would be raised. They had tried to frame
theories on the subject, but so far were not possessed of a good
working hypothe-sis.—Dr. Hadde.v was inclined to lay less stress

on thermoinetric records than he did in earlier days. In all cases

it was of importance that the pulse and respiration curves should

be recorded synchronously.—Dr. CLorsroN drew attention to the

value of a study of temperature in mental diseases. Thus in acute

mania and in certain stages of general paralysis there was eleva-

tion of temperature. Moreover, if medical practitioners would,

in all doubtful cases of supposed insanity, take the temperature

of their patient, there would be less sending to asylums for

mental treatment of patients suffering from acute febrile processes.

A number of such awkward mistakes had come under his observa-

tion.

BIKMIXGIIAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES BRANCH.
Pathologicai, and Clinical Section.

Feidat, February 24tu, 188.*.

A. S. Underhill, M.D., in the Chair.

Primary Cancer of Liver.—Dr. Simon showed a specimen of

primarj- cancer of the liver, taken from a man who had had no

symptoms except progressive asthenia.

Perihepatitis in a Boy.—Dr. Simon also showed a specimen of

perihepatitis. The liver was from a boy aged 14, who had had

ascites two years previously. Cyanosis was marked for some time

before death.—Dr. Suckling and Dr. Crooke made some remarks.

The Uterus in Menstruation.—Dr. IIogben exhibited micro-

scopic sections of the ^irgin uterus, tiUcen from a girl who died

during the menstrual flux. No shedding of mucous membrane was
discernible.

Enlargement of the Liver tn Piclefs.—'Dt. IIogbf-N also ex-
hibited sections illustrating the enlargement of the liver in

rickets. The specimens showed a cirrhosis of the more diffuse

kind (multilobular), with thickening of the bile ducts and multi-

plication of the biliarj- canaliculi. The circumference of tlie

lobules was invaded to" some extent by a small-celled infiltration

of the portal canals, and there was a .slight degree of fatty infil-

tration of the hepatic cells.—The Chairman remarked that the

enlargement of liver in rickets was more apparent than real,

owing to the flattening of the chest causing downward displace-

ment of the organ.

Pare Fracture of Olecranon.— 'Sir. JoRPAX Lloyd showed the

upper end of an ulna which he had removed during an excision of

the elbow for unreduced dislocation of eighteen months' duration.

The patient, a man aged J7, had been unable to work since the

accident. The olecranon was fractured from its ujiper end at its

posterior surface downwards and forwards into the centre of the

sigmoid notch. The fragment had been driven downwards and

forwards so as to narrow tlu^ notch to a depth of less than half an

inch, and had united lirmly in this situation. Re<luctiou of the

humerus into the contracted sigmoid cavity was mechanically im-

possible.

.S"i';h;)/<i iStricfure of (Ew/iAa^t..—Mr. Bajiung showed a speci-

men from a man aged litl, "who had suffered from pain and

dilVioulty of swallowing for four months. The patient died sud-

denly after sharp pain due to swallowing food. There was no

history of syjihilis, of injury, or of swallowing corMsiye fluids.

The stricture was close to the cardiac orifice and encircled the

cesophagus, extending vertically for about tliree-quarters of an

inch. There was some destruction of the mucous membrane at

the seat of stricture, and marked thickening of the coats extem4l
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to that, Micriiscopic oxaminfttion of sections from the whole

thickiu>s» of the stricture showed only inflammatorj' new forma-

tion. There was nothing to suggest maliKuant growth, nor -was

there any enlargement of the mediastinal glands.

Halivary Calculus.—The Chaiumas showed a calculus of un-

usual size, removed from the submaxillary gland of a man
aged 40.

, , ,

J'rostatic Calculus.—the Chairman also showed a calculus re-

movetl from the prostate of a child aged G years, who suffered

from incontinence of urine and painful micturition. An ordinary

sound failed to detect any calculus, but on passing a soft bougie a

distinct grating could be felt. Kecta'. palpation confirmed the

diagnosis of calculus in the prostate. By a median incision it was

found cncapsuled where the prostate should have been, evidently,

some time previously, when smaller, having been washed down
with the urine from the bladder. Its weight was 102 grams,

length one inch and seven-twelfths, and breadth eleven-twelfths

of an inch.—Dr. IIogbbn referred to a case where a salivary cal-

culus -was composed of uric acid, tlie patient from whom it was

removed being gouty.

Diseased Huprarenal Jo(7y.—Professor Allen exhibited a liis-

eased suprarenal body from a sheep, with microscopical sections.

PLYMOUTH .-esD DKVONPORT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Monday, FEDRUAnv 20th, 1888.

G. Jackson, F.R.C.S., in the Chair.

irhooping-Coiiffh.-The Chaibman opened a discussion on the

treatment of whooping-cough, and stated that he had found

lobelia and belladonna in the early stages cut short the disease,

whilst vaccination -was of temporary benefit.—Mr. Wilson ad-

vocated the use of bromides and belladonna, and change of air if

chronic—Dr. Uampton preferred to treat the disease on general

principles, but considered that chloral and carbolic acid were par-

ticularly valuable.—Mr. J. E. Squabe had had good results with

creoselene.

raralysis from Peripheral Neuritis.—T*T. BAMnoN read a

paper oil this subject, lie related the case of a rheumatic subject

who had pain and weakness in the legs, followed by loss of power

and numbness, slight swelling of feet, darting and shooting pains

in shins. The patient always felt cold. The right hand followed

•with loss of power and sensation, and later the left arm was
attacked. There was absence of knee-jerk, but no eye symptoms

Eventually the patient died of bronchitis, to which she was sub-

ject. He also gave an account of a case in an intemperate woman,
aged 30. She improved under coffee and strychnine, but died

whilst sleeping during the night.—Mr. Bbenton recited a case of

alcoholic paralysis, with bladder symptoms, that recovered under

quinine and ; s'trychninc.—In the course of the discussion, Dr.

BamptoN threw out the sugjjestion that possibly cases of in-

infantile paralysis were primarily of peripheral origin, caused by

acute rheumatism.—Mr. W. 'H'oolcoiiue considered that the em-

bolic theory e.xplained the phenomena of infantile paralysis.—Dr.

Bampton suggested that in the initial stage of infantile

paralysis, salicylate of soda should be given, relating a case

where convulsions were impending, that responded at once to the

drug. ',

SOLTH I>T)IA>' BR.\:N"C1I (MADRAS).

Fbiday, Novembeb 4th, 18fi7.

1.Surgeon-Major DnAXE-BaoCKMAN, Vice-President, in the Chair.

'' fiuri/ical atafifties of the General 7/o.«piV«/.—Brigade-Surgeon

PiirrHOBPK read notes, illustrated by an elaborate series of tables,

on the statistics of the General Hospital, Madras, for nine years

ending 1886. He stated that his objects in so doing were to place

the statistics on record for future reference, and to improve the

method in which they are recorded. New forms for the annua!

returns and the new edition of the nomenclature of diseoj^o had

come into use In 1H87. The General Hospital contained 308 beds,

<listributed as follows: medical, 110; surgical, \t>'2\ cholera, small-

pox, and special wards, 33 ; officers' quarters, 13. The average

number of admissions of Eurojwana was 1,198.22, varying from

1 027 in 1SM2 to 1,.W2 in 1878; of natives, the average admissions

were 2,2{)fi.0r>, varying from 2,03S in 1883 to 2,.').'iO in 1878. Average

daily sick : Europeans, averagu 00.8, varying from M:2\ in 1880 to

75.68 in 1878; natives, average 130.8, varying from 110.72 in 1881

to 1.30.92 in 1878. Mortality: the total admissions of both Euro-

peans and natives c<jme to 31,464, the total deaths 2,028, or a ratio

' p«(r centage of deaths to admitisions of G.44. As to the form of the

returns, it was pointed out that the system of retnrnin(j 8WU,a

large number of diseases under the heading of "otlier diseases"

(for example, (1) syphilitic affections, (2) scrofula, (3) leprosT, (4)

other diseases of tliis class) was unsatisfactory. The total admis-

sions of Europeans were 10,784, the total deatlis .')18, showing a

ratio per cent, of 4.8 deaths to admissions for the nine years. ^The

total admissions of natives were 20,670, and the total deaths 1,510,

;

showing a ratio per cent, of 7.31 of deaths to admissions for the

same period. In a later part of the report it was pointed out:Uiat

native patients when in a moribund state were frequently remoTed

by their friends. Statistics of a few operations were given, from

which the foUowing death-rates may be quoted : Eemoval of ele-

phantiasis of scrotum, ftS cases ; death-rate, 7.3 per cent. Opera-

tion for strangulated hernia, 71 cases; death-rate, 46.4 per cent.

Internal urethrotomy, 27 cases ; death-rate. 7.4 per cent. External

urethrotomy or perineal section, f>4 cases; death-rate, 24.07 per

cent Major amputations, 108 cases ; death-rate, 19.44 per cent.

;

of the 21 deaths represented by this rate, 3 were due to pysemia,

6 to septicaemia, 2 to gangrene, and C to tetanus. In conclusion,

certain improvements were suggested in the way in which the

hospital records were kept.-The Vice-Pbesident thought that

it.would never be possible to have reliable statistics of the 0>eneral,

Hospital until medical and surgical registrars were appointed.—

Surgeon-Major Beanfoot concurred.-To the notes were appended

extracts from the surgical reports of the General Hospital \f}^-
and 1.S83 by Surgeon-Major R. W. Cockebill, and for 1884 by,

Surgeon-Major J. J. L. Ration, M.D.
, ,. > vj

Orarwfo;»y.-Surgeon F. Clarence Smith read notes of the

case of a Brahmin woman, aged 33, for whom he had performed,

ovariotomy for a very large cyst.-The Vice-Pbesident made,

some remarks on the case. ,
, ., r „ Tr;„j,.;

Laparotomy.-^argeon J. Smyth related the case of a Hindi.|

woman aged' 42, upon whom laparotomy was performed for enor-

mous distension ol the abdomen. Malignant disease was sus-

oected this was contirmfd at the operation, and the whole ot ttii,

new growth could not be removed. The patient succumbed or;

the thirteenth day after the operation.—The case was discussec;

bv Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe and Surgeon-Major Bbanfoot.
;

'Cvsticerms Ce««to<8.-Surgeon H. Armstrono read notes of 8;

case of cysticercus cellulosffi of the brain, which will be publishec

in full.

THE CLINICAL SOCIETY OF MANCHESTER.
TCESPAT, FEBBrABY 21ST, 1888.

S Woodcock, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Enlarged Spkci and Licer in IUcMs.-Dt. Railton sliowed .

child 18 months old, who suffered from rickets, and who had at

enormously enlarged spleen, and also a considerable eulargeman

of the liver. The child was perfectly blanched and there wa^

piifHness in the face and on the backs of the hands and feeti

There was no history or appearance of syphilis. Lardaceoui

disease, cancer, tuberculosis, and leucocythajmia, were each n

turn considered and dismissed. The depth of the liver dulnesa n

the riLdit nipple line was 3 inches, its surface was quit

smoothrand its border was felt to be somewhat rounded but erer

The spleen extended as low as the ilium, was 4i inches long, an,

»i inches broad. There was no ascites, no enlargement of lym

phatic glands either within or externally, the heart, lungs, an.

urine appeared normal. The blood showed no excess of whit

''°'Mifna' Stenosi».-VT. Railton showed a patient, aged lij

suffering from mitral stenosis, the result apparently ot in

chronic rheumatism known as "growing pains." There was n

history of scariet fever, chorea, or acute rheumatism. The supei

ficial cardiac dulness extended upwards to the third nb, but ther

was apparently no right hypertrophy, and the apex beat wMWithi

the nipple line. During the tranquil action of the heart, the ape

murmu^ occurred as a faint roll occupying the diastole inim(

diately following the second sound, and ceasing before the. Iir

Boun.l. If the heart acte-l more quickly the roll disappeared an

a rough presystolic murmur became audible, leading directly i

the first sound. The patient suffered no inconvenience Jrom M
disease, except some dyspncea on exertion ;

there was "o • »=" i

ptysis, cedema, congestion of Uver, or other symptoms of failure (,

the circulation. .

, j . „i,:i.i «(tJ
Psmcdo-aiirma.-T>T. Hill Griffith showed a child, ftg^!

4 years and 10 months, blind of both eyes from the conditio

known as pseudo-gUoma following "inflammation of thespme. .M
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demonstrate'! the clinical characters of the affection, and remarked
on the difficult diagnosis of pseudo-glioma (aplastic cyclitis) and
real glioma of the retina, illustrating his remarks hy a tj-pical

pathological specimen of each.

Spinal I/i/un/.~T)T. William THonmiBN showed a case of

spinal injury sustained in April last. The patient had at that

time lateral dislocation of the head and neck, with paralysis of

the limbs, and trunlf, etc. The dislocation being . reduced a few
hours after the injury, almost complete recovery his ensued.

M<n-eury in Ophthalmic Prachce.—Dt. Emrys-Jones read a

paper on the value of mercury in ophthalmic practice. He gave
the result of his clinical experience for the past twelve years, and
enumerated a number of illustrative cases of paralysis of the third

nerve, chancre of the eyelid, descemetitis, iritis, retinitis, neuro-

retinitis, choroiditis disseminata, and atrophy of the optic nerve,

in which mercury- had been of signal service. He expressed a

preference for the treatment by mercurial inunction in most cases,

and advocated its rapid administration.

SOCIETY OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.
Fhiday, Fbbhuauy 17xh, 1888.

Port Sanitary Administration on the Tyne.—Dr. Henhy E.

Armsteoxg xfa.A a paper in which he gave an outline of the his-

tory of the River Tyne Port Sanitary Authority, which consisted

of "a joint board of representatives from Newcastle, Gateshead,
Tynemouth, South Shields. Jarrow, and the local boards on each
blink of the Tyne below Newcastle. During recent years great

changes in the port had been made by the Tyne Commissioners,
who had spent hiilf a million on the various works for widening
and deepening the river, making piers, docks, warehouses, and
otherwise improving the navigation and developing the trade of

the Tyne. The effect of thc^e works was greatly to increase the

volume of salt water in the river toa distance of several miles

above Newcastle, to the sanitary advantage of the riparian popu-
lation. The efEt^ct of these improvements op the commerce of the

Tyne was proved by returns of shipping, shipbuilding, imports and
export s,coal, etc., showingthelarge andmcreasingtratlenowdonein
thepnrt. The hospital accommodation of the Port Sanitarj' Authority
inciiided a pontoon hosintal of thirty beds, in three-ward blocks;

the original float of ten beds, which will be abandoned on the
completion of the administrative block of the pontoon hosintnl;

and a cholera hospital of ten beds, built on the Dutch galliot

Alliance. The nature and extent of the diseases for which patients

were admitted to hospital during the seven years under review,

and the ] irts or countries from which such diseases were brought,

were stated in tables. The cholera precautions adopted in the port
were described in full. A series of tables set forth the numbers
of vessels arTi\iiig in the Tjnie from cholera-infected or suspected
ports. An account of the general sanitary inspection carried on
m the port, was given. A short statement as to the smoke nuisance
and tlie action taken in respect to it, followed by some observa-
tions on the relations existing between the Port Sanitary Autho-
rity and the Local Goverliment Board, brought the paper to a
close. ..''..

Saniiary Adniini/itrdtion tn 'iV%w'Fbr^."-^Dr. Camtpbell Mpnbo
read B pkper on this subject. "'

' MIDLAND MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, Febkuaey' 22nd, 1888.

Surgeon-Major Tltiton in the Chair.

Fracture of Firai Rib.—Mr. JIabsu reail a paper on this in-

jury. He thought that it might be produced: 1, by direct vio-

lence to the posterior portion of the rib; 2, by force applied to

the manubrium sterni; 3, by force transmitted through the
clavicle. Two cases had recently been under his treatment.

Sarcoma of T'tenif.—Mr. Jobdan Lloyd showed for Dr. Hay
Kom, of Newhall. a uterus removed post jnortem from a child

aged 3 years. It was the seat of a mixed round and spindle-celled

Saxcoma, and wa^ as large as a fcetal head.

Stipraiiutiic Lithotomy.—Mr. Jobdan Lloyd read a paper on
suprapubic lithotomy, with notes of six consecutive successful

cases. .1

' •,•
. ; !.

imephantoid QSdemn. of tJie Ecioefrom, Lttpuf.-^'DT^; SccKiJN'a
showed a Woman, aged 45, suffering from this condition. There
was no family history of scrofula orlupus, and no family or personal
history of syphilis. When 14 years of age, she had some spots
lite pnnples on each cheek, which spread over the ears and nose,
and, finally attacking the scalp, caused loss of the hijif, Ahp.Ut

five years ago the upper «yelids became puffed and the swelling
had since extended over the face an<l neck. The face was .much
enlarged, and the upper eyelids much puffed, pitting slightly on
pressure. The skin of the face was scarred and bleached on each
cheek, these patches being connected across the nose. The fore-

head and upper eyelids were unaffectM' by the scarring process.

The disease had extended along the sulp on both sides, leavii^

white, bald, cicatricial patches. The neck and face presented
patches of eczema, and the skin of the trunk was harsh and
eczematous. There was no glandular enlargement, and the

patient's general health was excellent.

SUOT)ERLAND AND NORTH DLTIHAM MEDICAL SOCIim"
Thuesday, FEBBCAJiy 16th, 1888,

G. S. Bbady, M.D., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair!

Penetrating Wound of Che.^t.—Dr. GbAt showed a man wbo
had been stabbed at the lower border of the second right costal

cartilage. Pleurisy supenened, and forty ounces of serum were
removed by two aspirations at an interval of six days. After the
second tapping the temperature rose at nights and the cheat

again filled ; twenty ounces of pus were dra^vn off hy the aspi-
rator, and the man was now convalescent.

Urethral Calculus.—Mr. H. S. Robinson showed a boy, aged'.?

years, from whose urethra he had removed a small calculus. T^
days afterwards, when the wound had almost healed, severe
haemorrhage occurred per urefhram, and was only arrested bj"

tying in a metal catheter for forty-eight hours.

Syphilitic Psoriasis.—Dr. Pbowde showed a ease of this disease.

—The Chaibman and Mr. Hopgood made remarks as to treatment.
Charcot's Joint Disease.—Dr. Peowde showed preparations pfT

the knee-joint and head of femur from jMtients who had previ-
ously been exhibited before the Society as well-marked cases of

this disease. The head of the femur was found to be completely
detached from the neck of the bone, which had to a great extent
disappeared. ~

. - ,,-

All)inism.~l{T. P. BLiJitEK showed a case and gave the familj-

histor\' of it, as well as of another which had come under his. olf-

servation.—Messrs. Legat and Sea'ille made some remarks. .

'

Anaesthetics.—Mr. W. H. Maxjng read a paper in wUi^h Tie

advocated the claims of ether.^A discussion ensued, in which
Messrs. Robinson, BLrMEB, Legat, Seviille, and HobgooI),
andDrg. GsAf) SheijiDebj)Ine, and Pbpwde too)^ part.

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DLT{H.\iI MEDICAL SOCIETY, j

TiiCBSDAY', March 8th, 1888. '"V

G. H. Htme, M.D., President, in the Chair.
'

Case."!.—Dr. LxoN showed a Boy with Congenital Deformiiy M
Hand.—Dr. Arnison showed a Cliild with Multiple Eiichondr9inft

of Fingers. '

.

E.rctsion of Portion of Sciatic Nerve.—Dr. HCME showed a man
from whom a portion of the great sciatic nerve had been excised

for tumour. The tumour was a flbro-sarcoma, was of fiive months'
growth, and occupied the greater part of the back of the thigh.

At the operation Dr. Hume found the tumour incoriwrated with
the nerve; the ner\-e was divided high up, and the growth sheDeU
out ; lower down the nerve was cut at tlie popliteal space. Tfie

wound healed by first intention. The patient could now wall
well.—In reply to Dr. James Drvmmond, Dr. Hote thought that

the patient would retain his power to walk, judging from his ex-

perience of another case similarly treated.

Elephantiasis of Scrotum.- Vr. Pbowde showed a man with
elephantiasis of scrotum. The disease commenced ten years

ago, wheu he had stricture of tho urethra, followed by perinegj

aljsccss. ' .

Sarcoma of Thigk^'Ux. PAGE showed a youth, aged 18, wli6t^

left thigh had been amputated for sarcoma. The operation was
performed a.year ago. The jwitient was now in excellent he.llth:

Pi/osalpiruv.—Dr.^'OLLiB exhibited a pyosalpinx removed, from
a young woman to whom he was urgently called. She was then
in a state of collapse. nud,in,a few hours after she died. The tube

had ruptured. Dr. Collif- raised the quest inn as to the results

that might have been obtained had aMominal section been per-

fonned. ' ''-

Genu Valgum.—Dr, Collte exhibited photographs 'of ^enu
valgum.

Calculi.—Dr. James Dri-mmond exhibited cakuli wraoved bf
suprapubic lithoKimy. from a man,..aged 77.—Mr, jA.GB_§h(^«d
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eleven uriiiarj- nnd three salivarj- calculi : one of tbese luttw was

removeil from tlu> sublingual duct of a imtiout who had cancer of

tlio tongue.— Dr. Ciiisp e.xhilnlod three cah-uli, one of which had

feocn reuioved from the bla<lder of a woniuu by ditalalion.—The

"niu'leus of one of the calculi exhibited by Mr. Page was a prbble

-which the patient some \cars before had placed in and after-

wards pushed up his urethra. Remarks were made upon the uri-

Siarj' calculi by Dr. Anhkbson, and upon the relationship Of

salivarj- calculi and cancer of the tongue by Dr. Oi.iveb.

Rhinojilasti/.—MT. RfTUEBi-oni) ilonnisoN exhibited photo-

graphs of cicatri.x, and also showing effect of plastic operation

;

also photographs of new nose.

Chareot'if Ih'se/tse.—DT. I'eowdk showed n knee-joint and head

of femur from a case of Charcot's joint disease. Tliey were taken

titom a man aged G2, who had never had syphilis, and who had no

family or personal history of rheumatism or joint affection.

'Eight years ago symptoms of locomotor ataxy showed themselves.

'The knee-joint rapidly swelled, and severe j>aiu was complaiued

'of. The joint afterward? became dislocated, then the left lup-

joint became affected, and this was followed by disintegration of

the left elbow-joint. The joint exhibited was completely disor-

feanised, but on its under surface some new growth of bone was

.liiacerniblti.— Dr. Oliveh believed in the association of this joint

affection to the locomotor ataxy, and drew attention to the pre-

ience of new bony formation in the specimen exhibited—this not

'beiug the rule in these eases.—Dr. Limom also laid stress upon the

recent boni,- gro*th in the knee-joint.

Aneurysm of Thoracic Aorta.—Dt. Oliver exhibited an aneu-

T)-sm of the descending thoracic aorta which had burst into the

pleural cavity. During life the man, aged -11, had suffered only

iiom backache. He was pale and emaciated. There was dulness

Jind pulsation below the inferior angle of the left scapula, and

liere a systolic murmur could be heard. The patient died sud-

denly. , ,

Anmnifm of Aortic Arch.—Vr. James DnrarMOND .showed

an aneurysm of the arch of the aorta opening into the

Tight auricle primarily, and afterwards rupturing into the left

pleural cavity. The patient had never complained even of pam
until three days before death.

Malwnant Tumours.—Dr. Heath exhibited several malignant

tumours. One, a scirrhus of the breast, had the nipple so completely

Tetraeted as to be quite out of sight. The sides of the groove thiis

formed were eczematous when the patient was tirst seen by Dr

Heath, and the two things together led him to the diagnosis of

caJicer, for the diseased nodule in the breast was extremely small.

Hydatid Cyst.^.—l>r. Hbatu also exhibited several hydatids

which he had removed from the abdomen of a woman.—In the re-

-marks which followed. Dr. Mantle raised the question as to how

far retraction of the nipple was to be regarded as diagnostic of

cancer. One of his own cases had had retraction of the nipple for

the last sLx years and no cancer.—Mr. 1'aoe said he was in-

terested in the remarks made by Dr. Heath wliilst exhibiting the

-worms of the echiuocoecus, as ho had two cases of hydatid disease

of the liver at present under his care. Tapping and the injection

of a weak solution of bichloride of mercury gave the best residts.

; Chloro-an^mia.—T)r. Colky read a paper on chloro-anremia, m
•which ho dwelt on the relationships of this blood condition to

diseased states of the gastro-intestinal tract, to tubercle, curva-

ture of the spine, etc. Whilst in many of his cases a mitral .sys-

tolic murmur had disappeared under treatment, in not a, few

It so persiste<l that he could not but regard chIoro-ana;mia as a

cause of permanent mitral regurgitation.—Dr. Oliver instanced a

tew cases where dilatation of the left ventricle and mitral regurgi-

tation never disappeared after cliloro-ana3mia ; Dr. Maxtle spoke

of the relationship to ulcer of the stomach ; Dr. James Drummonh
spoke chiefly of its cause-from constipation; Dr. Eastwood traced

it to indi^festion ; whilst Dr. Andeuson dwelt more upon its treat-

ment by iron and salines.

Tubercular Laryiiyitus.—K paper by Dr. Liqhttoot on this suli-

ject was taken as read.

SHEFFIKT.D MEDTCO-CIIIKniGICAL SOCIETY.
;

TUUBSBAY, Mauch Ist, 1888.

M. M. pe r.AnTOLOME, M.D., President, in the Chair.

' Apoplcry.—Dr. Dy.sON f>ho*ed Bome specimens from a man,

aged .'51, who was admitted to the General Intirmary in the aprt-

"plectie condition, and died the day following. His previous his-

tory was singularly free from illness of any kind, lie was coma-

tose, head turned to the left, pupils contracted, the left conjunc-

tiva insensitive, the right much less so. He moved his righi

arm but not the left ; sensation was apparently abolished in tli.-

left aim. On po.'it-jiwrtem e.xamiiiation a large ha;iuorrhage was

f.uiiid in the right optic thalamus, which had liurst into the ven-

tricle pierced the septum, and invaded the left ventricle. Tin-

left ventricle of the heart was greatly hypertrophied, the valves

fairly healthy ; there was well marked early stage of atheroma in

the aorta, lloth kidneys were small and granular.
_

iriceratiiin of Popliteal Artery: Amputatw/i of J /iig/t.—iU:

CooMBE read notes of this eiuse. ,..,,„ , t^-.
Rupture of the Popliteal Artery, follmred hy GanpreneandMid-

thiiih Am]mtation.-T>x. KEEi.iNCi related a case Ihe lower

part of the femur and the poplitc-al vessels, mounted by Mr. l!an-

ham, were shown to the Society.—Remarks were made by Mr.

Jackson and Mr. 0.iniiAiii)i
. , . , ^ .

, ,.1 ,

Clothinn —'sVt. 1>te-Smitii read a paper, in which he said thai

fabrics manufactured from the wool of animals were greatly to

be preferred for garments to those made from cotton or_ oth.-r

ver'etable fibre, beiug much superior as regards conduction 01

heat absorption of moisture, porosity, weight, cleaminess, natural

colourintr, inflammabilitv, strength, softness, flexibility, elasticity,

and durabilitv. Their roughness of siu-tace was advantageous

except in the rare cases in which even the finest varieties caused

unbearable irritation of the skin. Special stress was laid on tlw

value of socks with a separate compartment for each toe as a pre-

ventive of corns and deformity of the toes.—The following .loined

in the discussion: tlie I'kesident, Drs. Porteh and VVatso.n,

and Messrs. Jackson, Williams, and .^tkin. ^^

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

Ophthalmic Sltigeby. By R. Brctenell Caeter and W.

Adams Frcst. Cassell and Co. 1888.

This manual contains some 550 pages of closely printed matter.

for about half of which each of the joint authors is more particu-

larly responsible. ,.,.,., 1
''

It opens with a capital account in brief of the anatomj'

and physiology of the eye, following which the methods of ex-

amination of "the eye are discussed, with succeeding ciiapters on

the diseases of cornea and conjunctiva, all arranged upon the

usual lines. „
, . . ..

The tifth chapter treats of affections of the ins. Here in son»e

respects the work appears decidedly insulEcient. For, while in-

veigliiuc with some rather smart writing against the practice, top

much u°ed in his opinion, of diagnosing an iritis as dependent on

some constitutional condition, and directing the treatment ac-

cordingly, the author proceeds to the opposite extreme. Thua,

while indicating that iritis is often a phenomenon ot syphilitic

disease, he omits to define, except in the most vague way, the

period of its onset. Mor does he mention the occasional occur-

rence of nodules on the iris, a condition so characteristic
_
of

syphilis Similarly, he says not one word as to the distinguishine

points between the iritis dependent on the rheumatic taint and

other forms. Iritis is not even alluded to in relation to gonor-

rhea As might be expected from this, few will agree with him

as to the treatment of iritis. For all forms indiscriminately he

appears to advise the internal use of mercury. The operation ot

iridectomy is another very favourite means of cure and preven-

tion while the application of warmth is not mentioned.

The chapter on cataract is clear and practical, but that on

glaucoma is distinctly inferior. The position of tlie incision for

iridectomy is described only as immediately behind the corneal

margin, while nothing whatever is said as to its course or length.

The description of sclerotomy is remarkabb\ since the author

divides in marked opposition to the practice of every authority,

thp bridge of scleral tissue, leaving only the conj unctiva, a form

of operation long ago discredited as extremi'ly liable to be followed

by an unsightly bulging of conjunctiva and iris, and even hy sym>-

pathetic disease. The section on th.. normal fundu.s will be

found of great service to young oidithalmoscopists, but it i»

mart-ed M- an unfortunate slip whicli represents three milU-

metres increase of height of the swollen <Usc, as corresponding

with one dioptre of hypermetropic refraction by tlio ophthalmo-

sco]).', whereas the increased height should be a third of a milli-

metre only.
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iris choice of tlie term " choked disc,'' instead of optic neuritis or

papillitis, will not be generally accepted. Certainly it is not free

From the reproach which he applies to the other terras, that of

suggesting what is in many cases an unsound explanation.

When, under the head of embolism, it is stated tluit the coniiec-

tive. tissue of tlu' retina becomes white and turbid, surely it is

meant that the retina becomes infiltrated with serum. The state-

ment, though it is perhaps only a question of words, will surely

convey a strange impre.ssion to the minds of most. Tlie advice

given as to the performance of Mules's operation in cases of clio-

roidal sarcoma is open to grave question, notwithstanding the

cases of non-recurrence to which the author refers.
_
The same,

also, with regard to retinal glioma, in which disease, also,

evisceration is spoken of as sometimes practicable.

In treating of tobacco amblyopia it is stated that certain

authors describe an incre.ise of interstitial tissue and an atrophy

of nerve fibres in the neighbourhood of the yellow spot, whereas

the changes in question relate to certain fibres within the optic

nerve itself.

• The remaining chapters, including sympathetic disease, refrac-

tion and the ocular muscles, are clear and extremely well ex-

pressed. As a whole tlie book may be said to be rather defective

with regard to treatment by drugs, and to incline rather more
often than is usual to operative procedures, especially to iri-

dectomy. 13ut, notwithstanding the defects to which we have
called attention, its clearness and conciseness w-ill cause it to bo

welcomed by students and young practitioners as an agreeable

and useful guide to the modern practice of eye diseases.

Manual of Matebia Medica and Therapeutics. By Wm.
Craioj, M.D., C.M.Ed., etc.. Lecturer on Materia Medica, Ediii-

tiurgh School of Medicine. Fifth Edition. Edinburgh : E. and

S. Livingstone. 1887.

This concise little manual, though intended primarily to assist

students attending the author's own classes, possesses several

characteristics which have rendered it more generally popular.

Special emphasis is laid upon alterations in nomenclature which
might otherwise escape attention. The author, in reproducing
from the British Pharmacopwia such a statement as that the dose

of tincture of aconite may be l.'i minims, would have done well

to have added a word or two of caution or comment.
The volume concludes with a posological table, a schedule of

poisons and their antidotes, together with a somewhat meagre
appendix of contracted terms in common use. It is beautifully

printed, and is altogether a very handy and convenient volume for

the use of students preparing themselves for examination.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS.
IN MEDICINE, SUROEBY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

KIXGZETT'.S " BACTERICIDE."
Under the above title, the Sanitas Company, of Letchford"s
Buildings, Bethnal Green, has brought out a new germicide, oxi-
dant, and antiseptic.

The great power of corrosive sublimate as a germicide and anti-
septic, lias been repeatedly proved by experiment, and in surgical

practice of late years it has been largely and increasingly em-
j

ployed in the antiseptic treatment of wounds caused by operation
or otherwise.

j

Peroxide of hydrogen isjin oxidising agent of very considerable
power, but we are not aware that until the present time it lias

I

been actually used in surgical work. Kingzett's " bactericide,"

,>00ntains in permanent solution .5 per cent, of mercuric chloride
;|eorrosive sublimate) and five volumes peroxide of hydrogen, and
It is capable of being largely diluted with water without precipi-
tation.

.;
Such a combination is calculated to be e.'pecially useful, since

not only are micro-organisms destroyeil, ami thi>ir development
prevented by the corrosive sublimate^ but it is very possible that
tho oxidising power of the peroxide of hytlrogen may split up
and render innocuous those subtle chemical poisons which are
produced by micro-organic life. ' "'' ''•.' ••••

i
j

It is recommended that for general purjjo.ses the " bactericide"

shoukl be diliited with fifty times its own volume of water. Thia

would of course give a solution containing 0.1 per cent, of corro-

sive sublimate, or in other words 1 in l.fXiO. The preparation ia

worthy of extended trial, and from our own observations we can
heartily recommend it3 employment.

SLACK iVXD BROWyLO\VS

however, not to be relied upon for any

PERFECT FILTER.
Messbs. Slack & Bnow.v-

Low, of Manchester, have

issued a rerised catalogue

for I8.S8, which shows re-

cent improvements made
in the construction of

their filters. Foremost

among these is the " Per-

fect "filter, which is shown

in the accompanying
sketch ; it is fitted with a

movable lining, so tliat

every part is accessible.

Jlessrs. Slack and Brown-

low have recently had their

filter tested by Alfred H.

Allen, Esq., the public ana-

lyst for Sheffield,who gives

a most satisfactory report,

especially as to the power

these filters have when
fresh of removing dissolved

lead from water. This is,

ngth of time.

FORCEPS FOR POST-NASAL GROWTHS.
Being dissatisfied with the numerous kinds of Liiwenberg's forceps

now in use, and having occasion to remove some post-nasal

growths from the sides of the naso-pharynx, I caused a pair of

torceps to be made somewhat similar to the pair depicted by Mr.

T. Mark Hovell in the Journal of March .3rd, but w-ith an ante-

rior and a posterior cutting blade, so that the lateral growths in

the naso-pharvnx should be cut off. Tbe whole of each blade ha.s

a cutting edge of steel, with a fenestrum behind it, which allow^s

of a growth being seized and cut off in any position save where it

grows r.'iund and alMiut the pn>terior nares. and for this one must

use Liiwenbergs forceps. It also allows of a growth being cut

quite clean through, instead of being torn off as is the case where

any description of Liiwenberg's forceps is used. ';

i removed lateral growths in four cases with these forceps in

1887. They were made by Mappin and Co., of 1'21, Xew Street,

r.irminghaiu. Wnicnr Wilson. F.R.C.S.Edin.. etc..

Surgeon to the Birmingham Ear and Throat Hospital.

\L\, The Cresetnit. Birmingham.

A i.ECTnjK on the "Physiojil Training of the Greeks and
Romans '' will bo delivered on Thursday, March iind, at 5 o'clock,

at the I'arkes Museum of Hygiene, Margaret Street. Regent Street,

by ilr. A. S. ilurray. Keeper of Greek and Roman ;\jitiquitie3,

British Museum. ...jilu'j . .. . i vro jUi^"
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- BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
'

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

Sri!SCiirmo:cs to the Association for lass became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

helonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

offlce orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict OfiBce, High Holborn.

ri)c ^SritisI) ittctixcal JournaL

SATCKDAT, MARCH 17th, 1888.

MR. STA2irH6PE ON THE ARMY MEDICALON THE
SERVICE.

Mb. Sta>-hope's reply to Dr. Farquharson is, we fear, not

likely to improve the relations of the military authorities with

the Army Medical Service. It is conceived in the strictest

«piri^ of officialism, and assumes an attitude towards the civil

profession which has never heretofore been taken up by any

Secretary of State of any of the great service departments,

naval or mihtary, British or Indian. The intervention of the

civil profession, and especiaUy of the British Medical Association,

has, during a long series of years, been accepted by successive

Secretaries of State, First Lords of the Admiralty, and Secre-

taries of State for India with courtesy, consideration, and, if

we may vent4rp ixn^y so, with respect. Most of the more

important warrants making concessions to the medical services

of the army iind ua\-y have been issued as the residt of repre-

sentations thus made, whether by deputation, by memorial, or

in some oUier form. The history of the present deadlock is

noteworthy in many ways. It began with a thunderbolt out of

the blue abohsliing relative rank. This oificial act created

great consternation, a:id caused much excitement tliroughout

the whole medical department at home, in India, and in the

colonies. The exiilunation wliich was given by Mr. Stanhope to

a deputation from the British Medical Association and iu the

House of Commons to the effect that aboUtion of relative rank

meant nothuig since relative rank itself meant nothing

did not improve matters, and some concessions which

have since been made, in response to the appeal of the

British Medical Association, in the form of gazetting

medical officers on promotion, have not restored equa-

nimity or contentment in the department, although no

doubt they were intended to do so. In view of the inamenso

mass of communications received by ,the BarMamentary Bills

Committee at liie office of this Jousnai,, and by Members of

ParUament, expressing the profound dissatisfaction of the great

bulk of the officers of the department at the absence of any

titular or substantive military rank, Dr. Farquharson asked Mr.

Stanliopo in the House of Commons last session whether he

would permit any form of direct or collective expression of the

sentiments from the army mechcal officers on Uio subject to be
j

made to him officially, and ho rephed that he could not aUow it,
!

iis it was altogether contrary to military discipline.

The report of the Parharaentary Bills Committee at the an-

nual meeting of the Association set forth as impartially as pos-
[

sible the information of which the Committee was in poBsession

a3 to the existing dissatisfaction in the ranks of the Army

,

Medical Department on the subject of rank. The Director-

1

General of the Army Medical Department, who was present

at the meeting, dehverod an abto and elaborate sjieech,

evidently carefully prepared for the occasion, ill, #hiqh hd; em-

phatically denied, not only the vahdity of the aUeged grievances,

but the existence of any general dissatisfaction. Thereupon a

considerable number of medical officers who were present in
|

Dublin proposed spontaneously to make a statement of their'

views, which, it was weU miderstood, would confirm the state-

ment in the report of the Parharaentary Bills Committee of the

British Medical Association, and which would have invalidated!

the statement of the Director-General as to the absence of thL'i

dissatisfaction. Immediately, however, that it became knowi

that they proposed to [do so, intimation was issued to then

officially that such an action would b© regarded, as. I ft breach u

discipline. .'
.

'

[

. As a result of the statement publicly ma'de.'TJ^'tlie Director

General of the Army Medical Department, a special Jcommitte.

was appointed by the Coimcil of the British IModical Associatioi

to inquire into the facts; before it were laid, nc* the collectiv.

opinion, but the individual opinions, statements, and argument

of neariy 1,000 medical officers, each writing separately, privatelj

and m his individual capacity. Mr. Stanhope now states tha

tliis is a breach of discipHne, and he dechues to hsten to th

statements of any civihan body, however influential, on behalf <

theii- mihtary bretliren. It is obvious that tliis is altogether

new departure at the War Office, and one which is quite contrar

to long-established precedents. If it [is desired to^treat tb

army mediciU officers with this pecuUar harshness, to shut [the

mouths collectively, and to refuse -to afford thern .any opportunit

of stating their views individually, except in such a guise i

shall make it individually perilous, it is obvious that a state (l

thino's will be brought about wliich can but increase the existU;

dissrtisfaction, and wliich affords no obrious way of bringii'

about that good understandhig which it has always boon tl

object of successive Secretaries of State to maintain with tl

methcal officers of the .ixmy department^ and with the civil prl

fession, which is professionally interested m the status and w('

fiire of the Army Medical Department, i >

We are wilhng to assiuno that Mr. Stanhope is acting und

the momentary impulse of the irritation felt by certain of 1

advisers whoso predictions and declarations on the subject ha.

proved to be ill-founded. It is obvious, however, that the mi-

ter cannot rest here, that the civil profession is not likely to)

prevented from oontmulug to feel the interest which they ha)

always manifested m the position of their professional bretht^i

in the pubUc services, and that further ParUamentary action si
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follow. Already the profound discontent and irritation existing

in the Array Medical Department have communicated theinselvea

to the schools and to the imiversities. Many of the leading colle-

giate bodies in the kingdom have made representations in vain

to Mr. Stanhope as well as the British Medical Association.

The supply of candidates from the schools is seriously threat-

ened by anything which engenders and develops distrust of the

War Office, and which brings the conviction that the Secretary

of State for War is not. disposed to treat the army medical offi-

cers with the consideration and courtesy which are due to

so UTiportant and distinguished a department of the pubUc

service. "' "'•*
-

Mr. Stanhope's reply can only be accepted as a purely official

formula. It settles nothing, and it does not advance the inte-

rests either of his own department or of the professional ele-

ments in the service.

,j3:he recent meeting of the executive
committee of the general medical

COUNCIL.
A OEEAT deal of business was got through at the last meeting of

the iExecutiv© Committee of the General Medical Council.

Owing to a temporary indisposition, from which we are glad to

learn he had completely recovered a couple of days later,

the President was xmable to be present, and the chair

was taken by the senior Treasiu-er, Dr. Quain ; the Committee

worked so hard that all the agenda were got through in one day.

The official notification of Dr. George Yeoman Heath's appoint-

ment as representative of the University of Durham was

received, as was also the formal annoimcement that Ceylon was,

within the meaning of the Medical Act, 1886, a British posses-

sion, which afforded to the registered medical practitioners of the

United Kingdom just pri\Tleges of practising in Ceylon. The
.opinion of coimsel (Mr. Mijir Mackenzie), as to the interpretation

of Section 21 of that Act, which deals with the registration of

diplomas in sanitary science, was received. It w;is to the eiTect

that it was not necessary that the candidate for the special

diploma should be a registered medical practitioner at the time

he presented himself for the special examination, but that it was
sufficient if ho were so registered when the diploma . was

v^^'^-
:i.-r,.a.i.'

• The Conunitteo also considered the report which if was
required to make to the Council as to the circumstances

which would render a medical practitioner hablo to the censure

of the Council in reference to the eraplojTuout of miqualified

assistants. As the matter is one of such groat importance, wo
are glad to be enabled to reproduce tlie exact terms of the

report of tlie Executive Committee, wliich are as follows :

—

" A registered medical practitioner would render himself liable

to the censure of the Medical Council in c«se of the employ-

7 nient of an imquabtied ivssistiint in the practice of medicine,

surgery, or niidwifei:>-, on behalf and for the benefit of such

repstered practitioner, either in complete substitution for his

Own services, or undet circumstances in which due personal

supervision and control are not, or cannot be, exercised by

the said registered practitioner. Tlie Executire Comioittee

furthermore takes this opportunity of stating, in reference to

the procedure known as ' covering,' that in its view a registered

practitioner covers an unregistered person, when he does, or

assists in doing, or is party to, any act which enables such un-

qualified person to practise as if he were duly qualified.'

The Committee also called attention to a r«solutioD

adopted by the Council five years ago, wliich expressed the

opinion that further legislation was then needed to subject

any registered practitioner who deputed "a person not regis-

tered or qualified to be registered under the Medical Act to

professionally treat on his behalf, in any matter requiring pro-

fessional discretion or skill, any sick or injured person. .... .to

the same legal liabilities as a person who falsely represents

himself to be a legally qualified medical practitioner."

A further clause excepted any duly regulated training of

pupils in medical schools or otherwise by legally qualified

practitioners, the use of trained pupils in partially treating

the sick or injured under the direction, supervision, and re-

sponsibility of such practitioners, and any. legitimate, eoaploj-

ment of nurses,' midwives, or dispensers.' "-nV. ojM iti doa ott

A very important memorandum by the President, with

opinions thereon by the Council's legal advisers, was, owing to

the absence of Mr. Marshall, postponed to tha next meeting

;

the documents dealt with the disciplinary or penal powers of

the qualifj-ing medical authorities and of the Medical Council

as regards the erasure of qualifications and names from the

Medical Register. The legal opinion, we vmderstand, was to the

efi'ect that fresh legislation is needed to extend and define the

powers of the miiversitics and corporations to ivithdraw quaUti-

cations, and of the Coimcil to erase a name fiom the Medical

Register,, when all the individual's qualifications have been thus

withdrawn. If, ;is is proposed, the quabfying bodies were em-

powered to withdraw a qualification temporarily, their dis-

ciplinary powers, and indirectly those of the General Medical

CouncU also, would be very greatly increased. At present there

is no alternative between a mere reprimand, which has, of

course, no legal and binding force, and the permanent erasure of

a name from the Register ; some intermediate penalty would

greatly strengthen the Coimcil in dealing with questions of.dis-

cipline.

THE NEW ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE i!'

WARRANT.
Wb publish in another cohmm the text of the Eoyal Warrant, of

wliich we gave a summary in our last issue.

We fidly reci^gniso the urgent need, and would gladly welcome

any well considered scheme for the formation of a real reserve

of modical officers for army duties ; for large and expensive as

the economists say the regular full-pay mettical service is, it is

but. barely sufficient for the m^re mobilisation of two army
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corps, and quite imulequftte to meet tho wear and tear of a big

war. '^J .^'' ""' '
'

The Whrrenf^ns ibeen talked of for some month,':, and lias not

theroforo boon issued without due deliberation ;
but though we

upproach it in the most friendly spirit, we think in tho interests

of the service and the profession it is open to criticism. It is

bald and severe, as stich documents usually are, but we find an

interpreUtion to its clauses in the " insfmctions " appended by

the Secrctarj- of State for War. On those instructions we found

our comments.'

The first instruction is that "no medical officer of the

auxiliary forces shall he appointed to tho Army Medical Reserve

«-ho is not medically fit for service, and whose character and

qunUfications are not in all respects satisfactory."

If there bo any medical officers of the auxiliary forces, now or

in the future, " medically unfit," or " whose character and quali-

fications are not in all respects satisfactory," such, we think.

Bhould not merely be debarred from entering the reserve, but at

once removed from the corps lists altogether.

The second instruction provides that the names of all oflicers

of the Army Medical Reserve shall be included in a special Army

Medical Reserve List. This is necessarily so. But why have

we not in the Army List a defined list of the retired regular

metUcal officers in reserve up to a certain age ? It is strange

they are not mentioned in the Warrant. Was not the object in

granting them eariy retirement that they should form such a

valuable reserve ? The economists, in their outry against early

pensions, ignore this ; but wo are suri.rised the Secretary of State

and his medical advisers seem to have lost sight of it also.

The third instruction provides that " officers shall bo removed

irom the Medical Reserve List on attaining tho age of 65." We

fear a very considerable proportion of any reserve will be hope-

lessly " medically unfit" before the sixty-fifth year of Ufe, so that

constant weeding wiU be necessary to secure efficiency.

- The fourth instruction is that '• officers of the Army Mcdicid

-Reserve shall be liable to be caUed to army service at homo in

i-times of great national emergency, to take the place of such

of the Medical Staff of tho Army as may be withdrawn for

active service." When " times of great national emergency" un-

fortunately occur, we take it that Militia, Yeomanry, and Volun-

teers will certainly be embodied, so that medical officers of these

branches will in any case come out with their corps. But if, in

such an event, they are to be called upon to take the place of

the regular medical officers, who wiU fill their shoes in the mo-

biliwd auxiliary forces ? To stop one gap while creating, another

is like robbing Peter to pay Paul. Wo cannot help thinking

that, if the threatened reductions on the homo estabUshment of

regular medical officers are carried out, a mere Egyptian war or

such-Uke will, as far as our medical reserves are concerned, bo

hold to constitute " a great national emergency."

The fifth instruction is outside " great national emergency,'-

^and not even necessarily connected with a reserve
;

yet, we

doubt not, has had something to do with the issue of the

Warrant. Here the authorities seek to secure, by a direct binding

" shall," the services of reserve medical officers at " contract

rates" when required for duties with troops quartore.l

near their houses. The " rates of remuneration " alluded to in

Art. 3.54 of the Pay Warrant are as follows :—

For medical attendance, which includes cost of medicines,

on all persons entitled — officers, men, i' women, children.

servants, certain labovu:ers, etc. Yearly.

£ s. d.

If there bo less than 10 persons . . . , 5

If there be 10 persons or more, for

everj- complete 25, or portion of 25 10

We published last week some account of tho duties with

regular troops, so that medioiU reserve officers who undertake

those duties wiU be able to judge of what is expected of them

for tho terms offered.

The sixth instruction is nothing now, being already embodie.l

hi the regulations.

The seventh instruction is too broadly stated, and we

demur to it. The reserve medical officers, under orders of thu

Medical Department, would when necessary be undoubtedly

severed from their corps. Indeed, this would bo unavoidable if

the auxiliary forces were embodied and massed together for ser-

vice, unless some such body as the Volunteer Medical Staff

Corps could form field hospitals and bearer companies, and thus

allow regimental medical officers to be left with their corps.

The eighth instruction is a routine detail.

Such coimnents, necessarily hasty, have occurred to us on this

important Warrant ; we leave those concerned to judge of their

fairness or pertinency. What wo would like to seo is a reserve

of medical officers which shaU in every way support, but in no

way supplant, or be made a handle for supphuiting, the regular

Army Medical Service.

IlEE Royal Highness Princess Beatrice, Princess Henry of Bat-
j

tcnbcrg, has been pleased to appoint John Williams, Esq.. M.D., to

be Physician-Accoucheur to Her Royal Highness.

Thb Croonian Lectures to bo delivered before the Royal College

of I'hysicians next June by Dr. Donald MacAlister, Fellow of St.

John's College, Cambridge, will be on "Antipyretics."

We regret to notice the death of Dr. Robert Gordon Lathain,|

M D F K S , the well-known philologist, who was at one tune-

Assistant physician to Middlesex Hospital. '\Ve hope to publish an

account of his career in our next issue.

The Croonian Lecture of the Royal Society for this yea' willb.';

delivered by Professor Kuhne, the eminent physiologist of Heide -

berg, on Monday. May 28th, in the theatre of the Royal Institu-

tion, Albemarle Street.

The annual dinner of the Medical Society of London tool]

place at tho Whitehall Chambers, Hotel Mftropole. on Tliursday

March 8th, the retiring Presi.lent. Dr. J. Hughlings Jackso..

FRS in the chair. Sir Thomas Crawford was also present, wr

dial thanks were tendered to Dr. Jackson for the manner in^whic

he had conducted the work of the Society during his year o

office.
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ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON.
Thb upprnaching annual election of the President of the Royal

'Allege of I'liysicians i.s, as is not unusual, the subject of much
iliscussion in medical circles in London. In this connection the

name of Sir Henri' Pitman has been prominently put fom-ard.

We are informed, however, that this is entirely without his

authority and contrary to his wish.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE.
We learn with much satisfaction that the festival of Kpsom Col-

lege, which ia fixed for April 17th, is likely to be a great success.

The acceptances are already so numerous that the Dinner Com-
mittee will shortly he uuder the necessity of closing the list. A
f«w -seats, however, will .still be reserved for old Epsomians.

TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.
The Franre Afedicalo of the 1st Fel)ruary gives the following
formula, recommended by Dr. C. Eoese for the treatment of

diphtheria:— IJ Oil of turpentine, 15 grammes; epiritus retheris,

1 gramme. This mixture is given tliree times a day. Every two
hours one tablespoonful of a 2 per cent, solution of salicylate of

soda is administered, and a gargle with a solution of chlorate of

potash. M. Roese employed this treatment in sixty cases of

diphtheria. The number 'of cases which proved fatal was only
.') percent.

TREATMENT OF DIABETIC COMA.
To combat the acidity of the organic fluids in diabetic coma, Dr.

Jaccoud recommends saline purgatives, and large doses of alkaline

substances. Inhalations of oxygen and subcutaneous injection of

ether are also beneficial. Excessive fatigue and digestive disturb-

ance ehould be guarded against ; they have a considerable effect in

causing diabetic coma. An exclusively meat diet should be
avoided. The acid impregnation of the organism (the usual cha-
racteristic of diabetic coma), is betrayed by the presence of

oxybutjTic acid in the urine. This substance is easily decomposed
into acetone.

ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION OF THE BLADDER.
Elbctkic cystosco]iy is bf ginning to be of use in practical surgery.

On Wednesday last, at St. Peter's Hospital, a female patient under
the care of Mr. lleycock, who had suffered for some time from
vesical hcematuria, was examined with Leiter's incandescent-lamp
cystoacope, recently described in these pages by Mr. Hurry Fen-
^7ick. A growth the &i'/.e of a walnut, covered with phosphatic
incrustations, was plainly seen on the left side of the trigone.

The position, aspect, and character of the growth were imrae-
I (liately confirmed by digital exploration after dilatation of the

iirethra. Mr. Fenwick has also, we learn, used the apparatus suc-
cessfully in other eases of vesical tumour and in one of latent cal-

culus.

DILATATION OF THE PYLORUS.
Thb operation of dilatation of the pylorus for non-malignant
stricture is still up-in its trial, and su ns will be interested to

learn that the patient operated upon by Mr. Robert Ilagj-ard, of
Hull, in March, 1SS(), has continued to improve since the report
of the ca.9e was publislied in these columns (vol. i, 18.S7, p. 38GX
She is now, we are informed, perfectly well, and there has been
no return of vomiting. The ililatation of the stomach continued
for some time after the operation, but gradually subsided, and the
organ is now apparently normal in size- The patient herself
thinks so well of her state of health, that she has recently mar-
ried. It may be remembered that at the time of the operation a
pair of fine dressing forceps with long alligator blades were with
some difficulty pushed through th* stricture into the duodenum.

CARBONIC ACID IN DYSPNCEA AND COUGH. ''i

Some time ago. Professor lirown-.Sucjuard stated that inhalation

of carbonic acid gas j)roduced anKSth«sia of the larj'nx; Dr. Weill,

of Lyons, moved by this statement, has made use of carbonic acid

inhalations in dyspnoea, and finds that, whatever the cause, that
distressing symptom is appreciably relieved. In phthisis the
results were particularly good, an observation confirmed by M.
Linossier (Lyon Midical), who said that both the difficulty of

breathing and cough were quickly relieved by merely inhaling the

gas given off from a glass containing a solution of bicarbonate ol

soda and tartaric acid in effervescence.

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY.
At the ordinary meeting of the Society, lo be held by kind per-
mission of the Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers at 25,

Great George Street, Westminster, on Wednesday, March 2l3t, at

7 P.M., an address will be delivered by the President, Dr. W. Marcet
M.D., F.R.S., on Atmospheric Electricity, illustrated by experi-

ments: after which Mr. G. J. 3ymou.s, F.R..S., will make a short

communication on " The Kon-existence of Thunderbolts, elucidated

by accounts of searches after them and the exhibition of speci-

mens." The meeting will then be adjourned, in order to afford

the Fellows and their friends an opportunity of inspecting the
exhibition of apparatus connected with atmospheric electricity,

including lightning conductors, photographs of lightning and
damaged objects, and of such new instruments as have been in-

vented and first constructed since the last exhibitiiju.

DISPLACEMENT OF THE TESTICLE.
At a recent meeting of the St. Petersburg Society of Russian
Practitioners, Professor Vladimir >'. Popoff showed ( Vratch, Xo. 4,

1888, p. 75) a unique case of ectopia of the testicle m a patient

aged 24. The scrotum was found to be normally developed, with
the right testicle in its usual situation ; but the left half of the

scrotum was empty, while exactly at the root of the penis there

was a swelling of the size of a walnut, covered with normal skin

and containing an oval body which measured about four-fifths o£

the normal testicle, but felt somewhat softer. The patient

said the swelling had been there since birth. He had, however,

suffered in early childhood from an inguinal hernia, and Professor

Popoff thinks it more likely that the displacement of the testicle

developed uuder the iufluence of the rupture. The man's sexual

power was formerly quite normal, but for about six months he

had been impotent. Dr. Popoff could fiud no similar case ia

medical literature. Professor Wenzeslaw L. G ruber, the great

Russian anatomist, who takes special interest in anomalies, con-

sidered the case unique.

ANOMALIES IN THE GENITALS OF IDIOTS AND
EPILEPTICS.

Ik the JoUBNAL of February 35th appeared a re%'iew of Madame
Sollier's work on the dentition of idiots. The result of a series of

researches on the genitals of patients similarly afflicted was pub-

lished in the Trngrts Medical of February 18th. This task has

been performed by Drs. Boumeville and SoUier. These observers

found that certain malformations of the male organs were very

frequent in 728 cases of idiocy which they examined. These mal-

formations were phimosis, hj-pospadias, including the least aggra-

vated form where the meatus lies iinusually far back, in the

normal site of the frwnum, varicocele, atrophy or arrested de-

velopment of the testicle, cryptorchism in various stages, and

lastly club-shaped penis. The latter condition signifies a dispro-

portionate size of the glans. The nuthtfrs note that there is no

evidence that this anomaly is produced by bad habits. We believe

that they might have safely added that it represents a reversion

to a lower tvpe, like the flattened-out ears frequently seen in
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idiots and wpak-mindod pcroraiP, lUid very characteristic of the

cars of Ihohiiiher .lu.ulruiuiinii. Th.> authors liniilly conclude as

follows: 1. Jiiiots and epileptics present very freiiuent anomalies

of tlie genitals, as proved by careful comparison with sane sub-

jects, i These anomalies are least marked in epileptics who

have not fall.ji ill till many yeara after birth. Their sexual

potency, unfortunately, apjiears less impaired than in more aggra-

vated cases, judging from the relative rarity of crj^torchism

amongst them. 3. Atrophy of the testicle is f>liij;htly more frequent

on Uie left side. 4. The physical and intellectual degeneration

produced by epilepsy seems to exert a distinct influence on the

production of varicocele, hardly ever seen in non-epileptic idiots.

r>. Epilepsy beginning at birth produces a far more marked arrest

of development, especially in the genitals, than when it appears

lat^r in life. G. Idiot*, epileptic or otherwise, frequently present

a tpeciol club-shaped form of the penis, as above described.

- i.-l/j -i'^
b'.,- ST. THOMAS'S HOME.

Wv tmderstand that there is a vride-spread feeling of dissatisfac-

tion among London surgeons with the way in which the inatitu-

(.ion called St, Thomas's Home is conducted. It will be remem-

l«red that the easternmost block of St. Thomas's Hospitul has

\>eea converted into a home hospital for paj-ing patients
;
for an

inclusive charge of eight shillings a day, they are proi,aded with

board, lodging, drugs, skilled nursing, and the services of a highly

compotent residentrmrdical officer. It is alle-ged that no super-

™ion whatever is exercised over the admission of patients, and

that no inquiry is made as to their social or pecuniary circum-

stances. A very strong feeling exists that, under the guise of

charity, a great injustice is being done to the medical profession,

whose patients are, by extensive advertising, induced to enter St.

Thomas's Home. It is said to be the practice, in surgical cases

which are not treated by the resident medical officer, to call in

gome member of the St. Thomas's Hospital staff, who has to be

satisfied with a reduced fee. Obviously the mere fact that many

persons avail themselves of these facilities is no proof that they

are deserving objects of this ^^carious charity. There are m
lK>ndon a considerable number of nursing homes, which afford, at

various rates, the advantages of a home hospital to patients who

can there be treated by their own medical men, and there is a

general opinion that a public charity like St. Thomas^'s Hospital

onght not to go out of its way to compete for private patronage,

and int«>rfere with the ordinary relations existing between medical

men and their patients.

DERMOID CYST OF THE MEDIASTINUM.

At a recent meeting of the Berlin Medical Society, Or. Loewcn-

meyer brought forward a tumour of this kind, rather larger

than* -child's head. It was removed from the body of a man

who had been shown to the Society four years previously, his

sj-mptoms being then difficult to interpret. Apart from hemo-

ptysis and a moderate degree of pleuritic effusion on the left side,

the attention was chiefly drawn at that time to a projection of

Uie left side of the thorax, with loss of resonance, reaching

from the clavicle to the sixth rib. The apex beat could not be

felt over Uie cardiac region, but a thrill was noticed to the right

of the sternum, also epigastric pulsation. A precise diagnosis was

not made. The patient improved somewhat in hospital, and then

went.oi't and worked for a few years regularly, but no symptoms

of pressure came on till tjuite recently, when severe recurring

attacks of dyspnoea and cyanosis quickly mduced a fatal result.

The necropsy revealed a tumour occupying the greater part of the

left half of the thorax. Anterioriy it was in contact with the

ehest wall, having pushed the heart entirely over to the right.

Ptofeasor Virchow had examined the tumour, which contained in

ita interior cysts lined with epithelium and filled with soft sut>-

stance of gelatinous consistency, hut the outer and firmer portion

of the tumour was composed of dermoid products, namely, epi-

dermis, hair, fat. Cartilaginous plates were also found. Kvi-

dently there had existed abnormality of the chest wall in the

embryonal stage of existence of tlie imtient, so that part of the in-

tegument had been displaced inwards, and part of the respiratory

apparatus outwards, at the time of closure of the thoraJf.

MEDICAL SICKNESS, ANNUITY, AND LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY.

At a meeting' of the Medical Sickness, Annuity, and Life Assur-

ance Society, held on Wednesday, March 14th—present, Mr. Ernest

Hart, in the chair. Dr. de Ilavillaud Hall, Mr. S. W. Sibley, Mr.

Noble Smith, Dr. Major Greenwood, Mr. K. Wallace, Mr. J.

Brindley James, Mr. E. Bartlett—it was reported that seventeen

proposals for membership had been received during February,

sixteen of which had been accepted after due examination; £146

had been paid during the month in sickness pay for cases of

locomotor ataxy, pulmonary disease, severe pneumonia, compound

fracture, vesical calculus, etc. There was a sum of £2,000 surplus

reserve available, £1,600 of which was ordered to be invested in

municipal bonds at 3| per cent., making a total invested reserve

of over £:22,000. It was stated that £5,000 of the reserve which

had been invested in corporation stocks showed an improvement

in market value to the extent of £.514, and that the other invest-

ments of the Society were in an equally healthy state. Inquiry was

ordered into one or two claims in respect to which apparent irregu-

larities had occurred. It was mentioned that since the starting

of the Society in 18.S4 over 1,000 candidates had sent in proposals

for membership. Much satisfaction was expressed at the con-

tinued prosperity and growing professional usefulness of the

Society. Forms of application and copies of the rules can be ob-

tained of the Secretary, Mr. C. J. Badley, 26, Wynne Eoad. Brixton

S.W.

MORTALITY OF MODERATE DRINKERS.

Some light is thrown on the vexed question of the superior health.il

fulness of abstinence or moderate drmking by recently published

returns. The United Kingdom Temperance and General Provident

Institution has two sections of lives. The one section consists oP

abstainers only ; the other of non-abstainers, known drunkardi

being excluded. During the period of 21 years the number of ex-

pected deaths in the moderation section was 5,785. Only 164

fewer deaths actually occurred. The expectancy among the ab-

staining assured was 3,655, and the deaths amounted to 1,076 less.

There Ts, therefore, the enormous deficiency in favour of teetotal

survivors beyond expectancy of fully 26 per cent. The teetot^'

assured have received bonuses, on an average 24 per cent, highet

than have accrued to the restricted drinkers. Authentic returns

of the time during which members of friendly societies have re-

ceived benefit tend to show the comparative freedom from incapaa-

tatincj illness of abstainers. The Mechabite Directory for 1887-8

(quoted by the Wiltshire County Mirror and Express) gives some

interesting comparisons. Between 20 and 00 years of age the Sal-

ford Unity of liechabites (all abstainers) show only 48 weeks, as

against 5U.6 weeks of the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows, a

superiority of 11.6 weeks. Between 60 and 70 years the Recha-

bites had 60.1 weeks to 62.5 weeks of the Oddfellows, a difference

of 12 4 weeks. Grouping these figures together, the RechabiteB

had 98.1 weeks as against 122.1 weeks of the Oddfellows, a gain

of 24 weeks. The abstaining followers of the son of Rechah also

come out well compared with the Foresters. From 20 to 70 years

of age they suffered from 98 weeks of ill-health, as opposed to

126 3 weeks among the Ancient Order of Foresters ;
between 70

and 80 years, from 122 weeks as opposed to 148.2 weeks among

the Foresters. Collecting these returns together, the Rechabites
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required findncial benefits during 220 weeks, and tlie Foresters

during 274.5 weeks, a difference in favour of the Reeliabites of

M.5 weeks. There can be little doubt as to the general tendency

of these striking tables in favour of the hoalthfulne.ss of abstain-

ing temperance. :

'.'_'''

HOW A BLIZZARD KILLS.

A CUEiors observation has been made from a study of the condi-

tion in which the victims of the blizzard, which recently swept

over Indiana and a wide tract of the North American continent

were found. It seems that death was due not to the cold, but to suf-

focation; the unparalleled suddenness and extent of the fall of

temperature converted the snow into ice crystals, which were
ground by the gale to a fine, dry ice-dust, and the air was thus

rendered quite unfit for respiration. This would make the effect

of the blizzard analogous to that of the dreaded sand storms

of the Sahara. It is stated that the number of deaths, so far

from bting exaggerated, has been a good deal understated by the

local newspapers.

SULPHUROUS INHALATIONS FOR PHTHISIS.
A SEEIES of observations has recently been made on a method of

treating pulmonary tuberculosis, which, if not curative, would
appear to possess a beneficial power over the progress of this

dread malady. The method consists in the systematic iuhalation

of an atmosphere
.
impregnated with the fumes of sulphurous

anhydride (SO,) ; and several mgeuious plans of obtaining a con-

stant supply of the gas have been devised, the best of which is a

lamp constructed to burn bisulphide of carbon. The simple plan
of burning flowers of sulphur in a closed room can, however, be
resorted to if desired. Under its influence, it is said, the expecto-
ration becomes more liquid, the mucous surfaces are relieved

from the irritation caused by the presence of mnco-purulent
secretions, and the patient is spared the fatigue of violent

paroxj-sms of cough. In a certain number of favourable cases
the improvement in the general health which follows is reported
to be sufficient to allow of the cicatrisation of cavities and the
"ubsidence of the more disquieting symptoms. The irritating

?ftects of the vapour may be mitigated to some extent by burning
jpium and gum benzoin at the same time. Some two hundred
')b8ervation3 have already jbeen recorded, and the results have
)een sufficiently good to warrant a more general trial. Caution
3 advisable in the quantity of the gas, which should not exceed
1 certain proportion, which must be ascertained by close super-
'ision of the patient during its administration.

CEREBRAL HYGIENE.
*Ha science of hygiene has accomplished so much good for
lociety, that every one must look to its further development as
n object to be desired by all well wishers of mankind. We de-
lire here to refer to a special branch of hygiene which seems
) call for more consideration than it has received at the
ands of sanitarians. Mens sana in corpore sano is the wish of
irery man, and it is our work to discover the conditions under
ihich this is to be attained and preserved, as well as how to
|foid typhoid fever and small-pox. We possess already much
iaowledge upon these matters, but we need fuller and more pre-
jse information

; overwork and constant worry lead to brain
ear, but we want to know exactly how such agencies produce
leip effects; we need to formulate the physical signs of fatigue
id brain eshaustiou, and to collect proofs as to the exact nature
their more common antecedents. The signs of rickets are

ten found in those who suffer from epilepsy, recurrent head-
hes, and other neuroses ; but the exact causal connection has
t to be demonstrated, and the frequeiu-y of such causation
edetobe shown by large bodies of statistics. Syphilis, both

congenital and acquired, may produce brain disease, but how
common this cause is we do not know. It is a matter of com-
mon observation that climatic and atmospheric conditions affect

the working condition of the nerve system ; some men work best

in warm weather, others have most strength when it is cold. Dr.

Warren P. Lombard has contributed an elaborate article on "the
variations of the normal knee-jerk, and their relation to the
activity of the central nervous system" in the American Journal
nf Psycholnr/y, and has there sho%vn the relation of knee-jerk to

atmospheric conditions ; such exact observations are rery im-
portant. What is the average strength and capacity for work in
a man's nerve system, and how may it be estimated ? There ia

a widely spread opinion that modem civilisation and social pres-

sure have caused some degeneration of brain power, and that in-

sanity and neuroses are on the increase ; this is a question of
vital importance to us. The effects of present systems of educa-
tion on the brains of children may not be all for good, yet their

object should be to aid cerebral evolution. It would be very in-

teresting to have some exact information as to the brain condition
of a large body of school children, founded upon observations
carefully carried out.

EAST END SWEATERS.
A jfOTEL but by no means an insignificant application was made
recently to a magistrate at Thames Police Court, on behalf
of an organised trade society of East End tailors by its secretary,

himself a tailor, that proceedings should be taken in respect to

the insanitary condition of 2,000 dwellings used as sweaters' dens.

The complainant stated that he had a right to make the applica-

tion, because he had reason to believe that the local authorities

would not take any action in the matter, although they were fully

cognisant of the evil. It would be, in our opinion, rather delicate

for a magistrate to accede to such a course without some delibe-

ration, because there was no evidence to show either the
existence of 2,000 dwellings used as sweating dens, or that the

administration of sanitary law with which local authorities are

charged has been neglected to the extent stated. We have had
ample proof, however, of the weakness of existing Acts on labour

to grapple with this evil in places where adult labour only can
be found, and we have also had an exposition of the inattention

of local authorities to enforce cleanliness in those places wherein
their several jurisdictions lie. But, whatever view be taken of

the application, it seems clear that the sweated men and •n'omen

in the East End are availing themselves of the various revelations

lately made by official reports and declarations made in the House
of Lords to rid themselves of the bondage under which they groan
in having to work in such filthy places. It is singular that the

persons complaining are not of the immigrant class, but London
bom, and it is they who cry out loudest against immigration,

although their parents were introduced here under circumstances

now so loudly complained of by their children. Mr. Slade stated

that if any evidence could be adduced to prove that local autho-
rities would not act after application to them, he would then
grant process ; but the Act of 38 and 39 Vict. cap. 55, known as

the Public Health Act of 1875, says that the local authority has

power to cause inspections to be made of any house as to the

existence of any nuisance; and such inspection to be between
9 A.M. and 6 p.m. ; and if any person make a written complaint
that a nuisance exists, the local authority may authorise their

officer to inspect, after twenty-four hours' notice, or without
notice in case of emergency. A house is defined to include

factories and other buiklings in which persons are employed in

any manufacture, trade, or business. There is nothing to show that v

other steps can be taken by a complainant, unles* power such as is

asked for here can be granted under 11 and 12 Viet. cap. 43, upon
oath of complainant that by his personal application 'n writing.
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hP failed to moTe the local authority. It is nothing short of a

'blTc disgrace that these 2.<XK) .Iwelling-housea should be con-

.rt^lintfrnthydonsof workshops .where not only are persons

Il^mblodfor daily work, but where the rooms axe occupied by

tl^fTuilies of immii^antH or .-f workers for the sweaters^ There

bare been reports enough for years past to show that this great

va not abated, and it .s high time that the Acts now

."mLly inoperative, should be made living factors by defining

^e dutl-s of all local authorities, and making it incumben upon

he inspectors under the Local Govemnient Board, especially the

Led^^fBtaff. to see that local oilicers do their work as men ough

who ^e entnisted with important duties. The h thy condition o

he°e workshop dens and dwelling-houses, which were bu.lt fo

i'irooms in small houses, where the atmosphere is pes iferous and

rvfr^.^wding excessive, ought not to be allowed; such places are

otX found amongst our country people, but entire y amongst

he foreign population, who import ,n^er «//a their cUrty habits

S theS Knd. at present stocked with at least 30,U0O men,

women and children of foreign Jews. If the applicant can make

good hi^ case, and can show, as a deponent to facts, that the local

r.thon"ies h ve failed in their duty, it will be good pn,na fa<.e

dence that higher powers should be evoked to aid sufferers vs ho

seem resolved upon asserting their right as ratepayers to ask

XaT the servants of the vestries be called upon to do their

.luty even though vested interests should, in some case.s mtex-

vcne.

NURSING IN BURMAH.

TUB first annual report of the Burmah Branch of the Xationa

Jsoc^tion for Supplying Female Medical Aid to the ^V omen o

Sia is a record of the important work which the Countess o

Dufierins Fund has, by its extension, been able to accomplish at

TUngoon for Burmese women. FaiUng to obtain the use of the

7mL wards of the Rangoon General Hospital as a maternity

hosnital a large bungalow, centrally situated, was rented and

Sed as a hospital In April of last year. Accommodation has

,rw been provided for 15 in-patients, and the total number o^

patients up to November 3Uth, 1887, was 142 ;
of this number, 88

wl^e obstetrical cases ; 5 patients died. The Local Guvemment

makes an annual grant of 4,0«X) rupees, and a like sum has been

promised by the Municipal Committee of Rangoon. Obstetnc

cases except under particular circumstances, are received at the

LTd^DuffTrin Hospital instead of at the General Hospital. Dr.

Maria Douglass is the resident medical officer and superintendent

and Brigade-Surgeon Griffith consulting medical officer. I has

len decided to grant sU scholarships of 10 rupees a month to

St as many needy pupils. The difficulties of the teacher are

necessarily great, for no books bearing upon the subjects

onnttrucUon have hitherto been printed in Burmese. Of those

chosen by the committee for translation, one, Ftr>t Aid to the

Iniured (St. John Ambulance Association), has already appeared.

Dr. Bames-s Kan««i for Midwives and a book on nursing are

being prepared for the press. Promises of grants m aid of the

eduction of midwives have been received from Prome, Pegu, and

Paungde. The honorary secretary is Dr. T. F. Pedley.

SCHOOLS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASE.

Dr. Tatham, the health officer of Salford, has done well to caU

public attention once more .to the dangers resulting from the at-

tendance at school of childr.n who are suffering from infectious

,lisease who have not sufficiently recovered from an infectious

.lisease, or who are still suffering from ear discharges or sore

throats, lie points out that scarlet fever, diphtheritic sore throats

whooping-cough, etc., ..re at the present time verj- prevalent, and

that there is reason to beUeve that they are being extensively pro-

pagated through the instruraontality of schools. A very large

proportion of the sore throats occurring amongst children of

school age are communicable from person to person, aud there K«

ample evidence that children sent to school before they have per-

fectly recovered from scarlet fever or diphtheria, or whilst their

throats are still in an inilnm.d condition, have, again and again.

been the means of communicating disease to their school-fe.lows.

The same remark applies to children who have not perfectly re-

covered from whooping-cough. School managers and teacliersar.

often blamable, especially when they disregard, or do not fuUy
,

recognise, the extent of the danger, and when, with an eye to fees .

and the government grant, they encourage the too speedy return

of chUdrento school after illness. But more generally the real .

culprits are the parents (and by no means the humblest of those >

only) who persist in sending their children to school solely to get
,

them out of the way, and without consideration of their power ol
j

doing mischief to others. Dr. Tatham, therefore, advises mana-

gers of schools to refuse admission to any pupil (1) who is suffer-

in' from a sore throat, or from discharge from the ears, or -

who has only recently or but imperfectly recovered from scarlet

,

fever, small-pox, diphtheria, or whooping-cough, or (3) who comes

from a house in which either of these diseases prevails although :

the pupil himself may be apparently well, unless a medical c«rti-,

ficate is produced to the effect that the pupil may return to school

with safety to his fellows. It may be
^-«V"p' n-'^^f'uh tT

tionto th; provisions of Section 126 of the P-^Wic Health Act

187.5, which prescribe a heavy penalty .against the wilful exposure

of persons whilst suffering from any dangerous infectious disease,

and it is desirable likewise to let it be generally known that the

sending of a child to school whUst imperfectly recovered from

;uch a disease constitute, exposure, and would render the parent

or guardian liable to punishment under the Act.

HAYA POISON AND ERYTHROPHLCEUM.

Dr F Goldschmidt, of Nornberg, has made a further trial of th.

Haya poison (Centralb.f. Klin. Me,U No. 7). He confirms Lew

as to the effects of the above doses, but tried still weaker dilu.

tions-namely, ^. per cent. InstUlations of this ^'^^g^'^^^^^:

perfect anaesthesia within ten or fifteen mmutes, and the connec.

tive tissue and cornea could be treated in any wajs even wi h th.

actual cautery, without giving any pain ; hut the effect on^y aste

three or four hours, then gradually declining, whereas the large

dosetookeffectfortwodaysortwodaysandalialf.Theana.sthesi

could be prolonged at will by a daily instillation o a smdl do«

and this fact is important to notice. There was only a slight tern

porarj' irritation of the conjunctiva after the ^, per cent, xnstjlla

tion- the pupil did not widen, intra-ocular pressure was not i^

creased, and no corneal turbidity ensued after several days use o

the solution. The iris was less sensitive after ««;«-! »PP^

cations but could not be rendered perfectly auKsthet.c^ Tl

anSth'etlc effects were then tried in the out-patieutdepartme

(Dr. T. Forsters eye patients), and were found to be excellent,

drop of A per cent, solution applied to the eye induced in flfte^i

mZtes perfect insensibUity of the cornea and conjunc iva lastu,

three or four hours. There was at first slight conjunctival urit.

tion, also a feeling of heat in the eye, soon givmg place to ansi

thesia. If the eye was already inflamed the irrita ion was s

greater. Splinters of iron in two cases were extracted from t

eye under its use, and the lachrymal canal was in one c^e
^

up without any pain. The anx.sthesia was accompamed by «
cular dUata.ion, not, as in the case of cocaine, by vascular co

traction. Hence Goldschmidt thinks that the new drug w U Im

a less extensive field of application than cocaine, ''"*; '"

'J^J';.
hand, it has not the effects on the pup.l which cocaine ha«,r

does it affect accommodation or intra-ocular pressure. Wneti

it can be used for iridectomies and such-like deeper operations ^

perience must determine. As to its action on the buccal and phar>
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geal mucous membrane, 1 per cent, solutions had no e£Eect ; but it

must be remembt-rucl that cocaine also requires to be used here in

much stronger doses than wlien instilled into the eye. Gold-
schraidt obtained some of the drug from Herr Weigle, Niimberg,
but the price is very high at present. I'rofessor Liebreich has a

long article on this subject in the Berliner Klin. Wochenschrift,
February ^Vth. lie is of opinion that the Haya poison is in

reality a snake poison from the Naja Haya (suake), and that the
tpecimen examined by Dr. Lewin was accidentally contaminated
with erj-throphlceum cortex. Professor Liebreich bases his opinion
on the fact that the poison only acted when injected beneath the
skin ; as to the frogs rendered insensible to pain by it, he declares
that they pass into a " leuco-phlegmatic " condition in captivity,

already described by Du Bois Reymond, and are insensible to in-

juries; further, that undoul)ted Haya (suake) poison supplied to

him by I'rofessor Ilobert Koch caused the loc.<il antcsthesia of the
eye, and other physiological results attributed by Lewin to

erythrophlceum; lastly, that a great many substances cause local

anfcsthesia, especially those which coagulate the blood—for
example, iron perchloride, ilialysed iron solution, resorcin. Lie-
breich is somewhat severe in terming some of Lewiu's conclu-
sions " a mixture of hypothesis and erroneous observation."
filially, Mr. T. Christy has written to Herr Lewin to say that the
name " Haya " was given because a Mr. Hay, of Aden, procured
the substance.

SCOTLAND.

GLASGOW TRAINING HOME FOR NURSES.
The annual report of this Home shows that it continues to grow
'in the estimation of medical men and of the public. From it

nurses had been sent out to 448 cases during the year, an in-
crease of 31 over the preceding year ; while 2IG patients had been
•treated in the private hospital, 157 of whom required to undergo
-operation. The total expenditure was a few pounds short of

£4,000. The institution is now practically self-supporting, and
durmg the fourteen years of its existence no less a sum than
£26,000 had been earned as fees for nursing.

< LANARKSHIRE LUNACY DISTRICTS.
-The General Board of Lunacy has decided to divide the Glasgow
Lunacy District, which embraces the whole county of Lanark-
shire, into four districts. Of these, three—that of the City of
Glasgow parish district, Bavour parish district, and Govoii Com-
bination parish district—are mainly town districts, the foiirtli

embracing the remainder of the county of Lanurk.

BLIND AND DEAF-MUTE PERSONS IN SCOTLAND.
By the latest return, it ajjpears that the number of blind and
deaf-mute per.^^ons in Scotland assisted from tlie poor-rates was,
on May 14th last, 987, of whom 343 were blind males and 4:.'l

blind females, whih^ of deaf-mutes there were 102 males and ll'J

females. Of the total number, 302 were holised and G3o were
in receipt of outdoor relief. The cost to parochial boards for
each adult maintained in special institutions varied from £10
to £22.

MILK ADULTERATION.
Al the Gla.sgow Sheriff Court, on Jlareh 9th, a particularly bad
case of milk adulteration came up f.u- disposal. The analysis
showed, in the case of cream, 22 per cent, of added water and 10
per cent, of boiled starch added for thickeuiug purposes ; and in

the case of sweet milk, .'i per cent, of water and 6 per c.ttut, of
boiled starch. The sheriff marked his sense of the grossncss
of tile tniud by imposing a fine of £10, with the alternative of
thirty daji^i^pri^^ent.

^,< n .o^...\. ,,.i l^,^.

POISONING BY CARBOLIC ACID.
A CHILD, 6 years of age, died at Cambuslang on March 9th from
the effects of drinking carbolic acid. The boy was ill with typhoid
fever, and had been left alone for a short time. During thia time
he got up and drank part of the contents of a Ixittle of car-
bolic acid obtained for disinfection. He died in four hours, haviiig
speedily become unconscious.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES IN EDINBURGH.
The daily return of patients in the City Hospital, Edinburgh,
submitted to the Town Council on Tuesday, showed the number
was the lowest for a j'ear. There were 91 patients under treat-
ment—.53 adults and 3.S children—and the cases consisted of 36 of

scarlatina, 21 of measles, 14 of erysipelas, and 10 of enteric fever.

This is in marked contrast to the state of matters a year ago,
when it was scarcely possible to accommodate the great number
of cases of scarlatina requirmg admission.

ST. ANDREWS UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AND DUNDEE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

By a majority of votes the Students' Representative Council of

St. Andrews University have given the cold shoulder to the pro-

posed amalgamation with Dundee University College. A meeting
for the discussion of the subject was held in one of.the class-rooms

on Monday, when the following resolution was proposed and
carried by a large majority of votes :

—" That this meeting strongly

protests against any proposal which would interfere with the
integrity of St. Andrews University, as amalgamation with
University College, Dundee, would most certainly do." By amal-
gamation, the resolution meant any arrangement whereby Dundee
University College should become part of the University of St.

./Vndrews, and its officials have a share in the management of the
University. A counter motion was proposed, but was defeated by
eighty votes to eighteen. Fortunately for both institutions and
their probable united future, the resolution passed is of ephemeral
and purely academic interest. Any suitable arrangement by
which a proper School of Medicine and Science in Dundee may
become an integral part of St. Anilrews L'niversity associated with
it in the teaching of medicine and granting of degrees would be of

iufiiiite value to both, and would utilise the large field of Dundee
for clinical purposes and of St. -Vudrews University for culture.

THE SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES' BILL.
A PEPUTATiox, representing the University Council Associations

of Edinburgh and Glasgow, waited on Lord Lothian at Dover
House on March 9th. The deputation consisted of Mr. McKie,
advocate, and Dr. Littlejohn, of Edinburgh, and Drs. Mc'Vail,

Duncan, J. K. Kelly, and Knox, of Glasgow, with the Secretary and
Treasuror of the Gla.«gow A.ssociation. The deputation was in-

troduced by Lord Wemyss, and accompanied by an imposing
array of Scotch Members of Farl lament. Mr. McKie and Dr.
McVail, on behalf of the Associations, which now number fully

2,(XX) members, urged that the University Council under the BiU
•hould be representati\e of the Senate, the graduates, and the
jiublic in equal proportions, and that the Court should be made
the University governing body, with sole control of the funds.

Dr. McVuil urged that power should be given to the universitiea

to affiliate colleges. Lord Lothian, in reply, expressed the beliet

that the Bill would be found generally to meet the views eX'
pressed in a satisfactory maimer. He indieateil his desire to have
the students. represented in tho Court, with which Mr. McKie and
Dr. McVuil expressed sympathy. He also indicated that the BiU
would be made public iu a few days.
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MYSTERIOUS EPIDEMIC IN GLASGOW.

Da. lluasEU., ik-tlicul Ullicir for Glasgow, is invo»t.i>;.itiug an epi-

dcjnic dijoaao wUich Una appoiirwl in the Koman Cath..hc- hidustrua

Schools thure. ,A tol«>5r.iia received Crom a Ui«h authority in Olaf-

«ow states that a \ax^e number -rf boyshav.- been attacked m rapid

succession, and four have died. Tho girU' school, ^hich isjx sepa-

rate building, but with a kitchen common to girls and boys,

remained exempt till very recently, when two girls employed

in the kitchen became infected-it is supposed by direct con-

tagion Many of the sick have been rcraovedto the Belvedere

Hospital but'as yet no iiifonuation has been obtained tending to

«luciUate the natur,- or cause of the epidemic, which has some

Doints of resemblance to a very malignant tj-pe of influenza, and

U often attended by pneumonia, but not by any characteristic

eruption, the temperature ofl,e.i rising to )()5^ or even higher, but

with very marked remissions, not distinctly periodic. In two

fatal cases a post-mortem exomiuatiou was made, but nothing

very distinctive was elicited. The school is in close proximity to

an old gravevard, and otherwise has been regarded as under sus-

picion from a sanitary point of view. Dr. Kussell is preparing a

report ou the whole subject, and an inquiry is also being con-

ducted according to instructions from the Honle Office.

IRELAND.,, ..dn.^

'
BELFAST DISPENSARY DISTRICT.

TttE Local Government Board lias coiiiirmed the decision of tlie

Belfast Dispensary Committee dismissing Dr. Speddmg from his

position as one of the di.-pensary offiwrs for Belfast.

OVARIOTOMY IN BELFAST.

A GREAT revival of the operation of ovnriotomy has taken place

in Belfast within the last two or three year». At the last meeting

of the Ulster Medical Society, a very satisfactory series of

succe.9ful cases performed during the past twelve months was

rt'portcd, the operators being Professor Sinclair. Dr. Uempsey, Dr.

gyers. Dr. Kennedy Wheeler, and Dr. Mackenzie.

BELFAST MEDICAL STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION.

At a recent meeting of this Association, the President reported

the result of an interview with Dr. Dunne, secretary of the Royal

University, regarding the grievances of the medical students of

the Belfa-st School of Medicine, and stated that his representations

had been most courteously received, and that the University had

agreed to concede some of the most important points in dispute.

A long discussion ensued on some points regarding clinical teach-

ing in Belfast, but finally tho whole question was adjourned for

further consideration.

-. i FEES TO MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.

A'Cask interesting to medical officers of health was decided in

the Appeal Court, Dublin, on Saturday, March 10th. The case

was brought by the Irish Medical Association, on behalf of Dr.

Eonlstone, against the Guardians of the Strabane Union. The

Court of Queen's Bench had already ruled in favour of the de-

fendants. The question turned upon the construction of the fol-

lowing rule : " We, the Local Oovernraeut Board, do hereby, in the

cases falling within the provision recited, approve of such rate

of remuneration, not le.ss than il Is., and not exceeding £'2 2s., a

day, or part of a day, as may he fixed by the sanitary authority, in

each ca,se of legal "proceedings as aforesaid." The plaintiff con-

tended that the fee was to be paid for each case, while the de-

fendants held that it was only to bo paid for the day's attend-

ance. The Court of Appeal now gave ;
judgment, uphold-

wr the decision of the Court b.^low, namely, that the ride

prescribes a payment per day. It appeals certain that the

rule, although clumsily drawn, does mean this. The phrase M

"per day," " in each case of legal proceedings as afore.sa.d. But

the .liscussion suggests that the Local Government Board should

have been more liberal in its allowance. The fee "per day, whidl

m,ty mean that the witness has to travel a hmg distance and g.te

evidence in fifty cases for HI Is. is a preposterous one. Iniaginea

barrister being paid in the lump in this fashion. We would suggea

that the Irish Medical Association should now seek to have this

rule revised. The m.dic^l witness ought to bo paid a fee of £- 2^

for the first case, and at a smaller rate for those which succeed at the

same sitting. Perhaps the new Medical Commissioner, -hoej^^

may be, will signalise his advent by a more liberal view of the value

Smedical services. When a medical man permits ^-h an estunaje

to be put on the work :of his professional brethren it w hard to

expect that others will :view it diSerently.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD COM-
MISSIONERSHIP.

THi, statement which we made last week, "" «^« '^^*»^''"*y,°; *

Dublin telegram, that Dr. Henry Pitzgibbon had been appointed

o succeed the late Dr. Croker King as Medica Commissioner of

he Local Government Board, was incorrect: it
'"^'V-^l^-'

some foundation. There is no doubt that "- appom nient wa

determined upon, but an unwary divnlgence of the fact brought

out ™ry strong opposition from the Dublin newspapers, and

?^therTet in motion an active member of Parliament who pro-

ved against the intentions of the Government. The ongina^ ,

determiimtion has not been carried out, and it is now stated very ,

confidently thatDr. F. F. Maocabe is to be the new Comm,ssioner_ To

to gentleman there can be no possible objection on the score of Im

entire fitness for the office. He has been a dispensary meW
officer and an inspector under the Local ^^-'^^^fj^'^l^
He is now medical member of the Prisons Board and In-

spector of Reformatory and J-^-'-'
^f" and he'is'""

'

rally regarded as a very able administrator, and he is c«r
,

St an experienced official. The mode of making th^
tainiy ai i ^^^ ^^ ^^, ^, ,

^efa^^tot; in uirnpon a candidate. Dr. *^it.gibbon was :

selectedtand then as quickly "dropped.'' owing to i>ol.t.cal pres-

sure I is the business of the Government
^f

lals who con^^

?hese apDointments to make them on merit alone, and not for

easons of r eTdship or influence. There ought to be no undue

haTe m a deliberate weighing of the abilities of every candidate

Sefo a decision is arrived at. Of course, it is hardly necessary^

to say this is not done. Very often it is "first come, first served
,

or he'importunitiesof apushing friend end i"
--f-""

"^^^^

prize which ought legitimately to go to someonewho '>«"« '^«™

'

TZn such high personages as Cabinet M'^l^^^ -"• P-^^^^
^J ,

country to do their duty ^vithout favour or affection. It does not

,

art7onr respect for them when we find that they mus he

reminded of this elementary fact so frequently On M^chl.t'i'

the ItM Times announced on authority that " the statement of

he appointment of Dr. Maccabe is premature an-i;•"-"*«

and will in all probability be found incorrect. But our Dub m

correspondent telegraphs that the belief -
'^-^^^^-^J^^T

a..„erul that Dr. Maccabe has been appointed, and that Ur

O'Farrell, Local Government Inspector, wUl Succeed Jlun on tnej

Prisons Board.

THE LATE DR. DELAHOYDE. OF DROGHEDA.

Du. Di^l^AHoyPK, the oldest medical practitionex in
^1"^^^^.

died recently, aged 78. He had for "'^"y y^"^^'^
f

.^'^^ P°f
,^

medical officer to St. Mary's Dispensary. Drogheda Union, but re^

signed last January. It was proposed to present hun with .
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retiring allowance, but pemling the consideration of the matter

his death took place. The guardians last week adopted a vote of

condolence with tlie deceased gentleman's family.

THE WATER SUPPLY OF BELFAST.
The alarming reports wUicli liavu lately been in circulation re-

garding the quality of the water supplied to the inhabitants of

Belfast are not corroborated by the report just is.'^ued by the

borough analyst, Dr. Hoclgcs, whicli is somewhat reassuring in

character. Six specimans were submitted to him for examina-

tion, and have not been found to differ materially from those ex-

amined in previous years. They show, however, an increase of

solid matters, both mineral and organic, but these " are chiefly in

suspension, and are rapidly deposited on the water being allowed

to remain at rest." Dr. Hodges adds tliat tho amount of free and

albuminoid ammonia present, and the absence of nitrates (except

a trace in one specimen), also the small amount of chlorine, are

satisfactory proofs that the organic matter is mainly vegetable in

origin. One specimen lu' regards with suspicion, as it shows an

excess of albuminoiil ammonia. He concludes by stating that the

water is one which is gri'atly improved by subsidence, and would

be still more improved by efBcient filtration. The prolonged and

unprecedented drouglit has greatly increasc'd the difficulties of tlie

Water Commissioners, who have in the past earned public confi-

dence by their zeal and efficiency. They are pushing forward the

new extensive waterworks as rapiilly as possible, and hope to have

at least a portion of them in operation by next July or August.

Fortunately, a considerable rainfall has now come to relieve their

most pressing necessities.

DEGREES FOE LONDON MEDICAL STUDENTS:
THE FOETHCOMING EOYAL COMMISSION.

LoED Cranbrook's official statement in the House of Lords fore-

shadows the early appointment of that Royal Commission for

which we asked from the first to consider the applications of the
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons of London for a degree-
granting university, and the collateral applications of the Teach-
mg University of London and of University and King's Colleges for

like powers. In .some quarters this decision of the Government
has caused great disappointment, for some at least of the delegates
of the two Colleges were led to believe that they had only to ask
the Privy Council for the powers which they sought, to obtain
them ; and if this application had been expressed in a more consti-

tutional and well considered scheme, that anticipation might well
have been realised. We pointed out from the first that such an ap-
plication could only succeed under tlie conditions giving to the
new degree-granting power a suitable representative shape, and
creating university powers with due regard to t}road and just
principles, and witliout aiming at a special monopoly.
Those counsels did not prevail, and the powers were sought in

such a form as jeopardised the principle involved. Under the
circumstances tlie appoinfment of a lloyal Commission became
absolutely necessary, and its early issue is very desirable. This
will of course put an end to the proposed legal arguments, which
would otherwise have been held before the I'rivj- Council, and
there can be little doubt that the much wider basis of inquiry
which will be o])eneil by the investigations of a Royal Com-
mission, will lead to a broader discussion and a more valu-
able result than could otherwise have been attained. As to the
p^mnnel of the new Royal Commission, mnny rumours are in cir-

cul.ation, none of which have, we believe, at present any solid
foundation. .\mong those mentioned nre Lord Selliorne, Lord
llerschell. Sir Francis Sandford, Sir Lyon Playfair, Mr. Mundella,
Mr. Plunkef, and representatives of the Lon<lon University and
the two Colleges ; but speculations as to the constitution of the
Commission are of course complicated by the dcnibt whether any
or whicli of tht^se gentlemen would be willing to serve. For our
own part we shonfd be glad to see such men as Lor<l Derby and
Sir llenrj- .Tames acting on the Commission. It is above all t'hing,^

desirable'thnt it sliould lie weighty and impartial, ami not likely
easily to yield to the powerful personal influences wliich may
probably be brought to bear upon it.

ASSOCIATION^INTELLIGENCE.
COUNCIL.

KOTICK OF MEETING.
A MEETING of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation, No. 429, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on Wed-
nesday, the 18tli day of April next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Francis Fowee, General Secretary.

March l.'.th, 1888.

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOE 18SS.
ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

Meetings of the Council will be held on April 18th, July 18th,
and October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of
the Association must send in their forms of appUeation to ihe
General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each
meeting, namely, March l'8th, June 27th, September 26th, and
December 28th, 1888.

Any qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law
of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
tliree members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to
the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a Brancji
Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summon-
ing the meeting at 'S\'hich he seeks election.

Fkancis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE ESTVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits of
Intemperance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
in the Annual Meeting of 1887 will shortly be published in the
JOUBNAL.

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into
Diphtheria, and that into the Geographical DisTRiBrTiON of
CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and wLU be published a«
soon as ready.

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,
that on The Etiologt of Phthisis.
A fresh inquiry into the Origin and Mode of Propagation of

Epidemics op Diphtheria has been issued.

Meyiwranda upon these subjects, and formsfor recordiny observa-

tions, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 429, Straiid, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

S<"'Xtth-Eastkrx Branch : East axd West SrssKX Dl^tricts.—.\ conjoint
meeting of th(^ ahove districts -will bft held at the Grand Hotel. Ilrifihton. on
Thursday, Mareli 22iid. F. W. Salzmann. M.K.CS.. will preside. 'Meeting at o..iO

P.M. ; 'liiiner at 5.3U P.M. ; charge 6s., exclusii-e of wine. The fullovriiig com-
munications are promised ; Dr. Starling: A case of Fibroi.l Induration of the
Stontach (with specimens). Mr. Howard Marsh ; Recovery after La^iarotomy
for Intestinal t>hstruction ; with Remarks. Dr. M.ackey will show: Ca.s,.s of
Lupus Erythematosus, etc. Gentlemen desirous of contributing short paper*
or cases, should writ« at onco to the undersized or to lir. OostUng. West
Worthing.—T. Je-vxer Verrall, Honorary Secretacy, 91, Montpellier Boad,
DriKhton.

'

SiiROp.iHmn AHT> MiivWai.ks Braxch.—The next meeting of the Branch
will be held at the Salop In6rmary, on Tue.s<1ny. March 27th, at 3 P.M. Mr. W.
Eddowea in the chair. Gentlemen wishing to exhibit or read notes of case*, or
to bring forward subjects for «liscussion. are requested (o cohuuunic&tti with
the honorary secretary, Edward Ctreto:?, Shrewsbury.

SouTiTERS DRAKCn : SouTH Wii.TS niSTRiCT.—The ncit meeting of this

Ilranch will be held at the Hath Arms. Warminster, on We*inesdav. March 21.it,

at 4 o'clock. Dinner at 6 o'clock. Tickets .Ss.. not to include wine. Member*
intending tx) be present, to communicate with the hoooraxT eeorotary. H. J.

Ma!(!(UIO, LaTCOtook. near Salisburj-.

East AxGLiA^t Br.vnch: Esskx Distril"t.—The next meeting of the mem-
bers of tlie Essex District and their friends will be held at the Sanu'en's He;ul
Hotel. Dunmow, on Friday. March Mrd. at 3.,'» p.m. R. D. Marriott, Esq.,
SwafTham, President of the Branch, will preside. There will be high tea at the
hotel at the conclusion of the meeting. Trains leave Dunmow for Braintree,

Colchester, and Ipswich at 6.35. and for Stortford and London at 6.4B. The fol-

lowing papers have been promised ;—R. B. Marriott, Esq. iPresident) : Short
Notes on a few cases of Stone in tho Bladder. Dr. F. da Havilland Hall (Xon^
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.lonl Rfm»rV» on cerUiii R.mwlics employe,! for the relief of Pain an.J Spnsm.

K CLvIe, K»q.il)unmow); Kuinaiks o.i two uuu.suul i««s ot Lonstipatiim.

ne,,t l..men «^.lnK to l«- prasejt will kin.U.v <-oni,m.m™t;- 10 that ;;ff,^M^ wtjl.

the Il.inonirySeerctarj'OU or bcforo Weitnexlay. March iUt.—0. b. Aumiir.

Honorary Sti'retary.

North Walks BRASCn.-The int«rme.iii.te meetins of this Branch will bo

hel.l at the l>«H-v-cr.K-hon U..tel. Cohvyn Jlay on Tues.lay. March ^^"1'- ='t

f -^l^

. M . Cluvrles Williamr.. K>»i.. I'l^l.Unt of the Hnnich. in the cha.r. After Ue
n "ml fornml business the 1'resi.ie.U will >Uliver his aU.lresa. pos pouod irom

he a muil nieetinj:. The foliowinK ^-lpers an,l eon.mun cations w.Il be re;ul :-

Mr T Dickcrt'in: Two eases of successful Extnvction of Forei;<n Dodies

"omtheKve. Mr. h. Y. Cuit : Climuctcrio Insanity. Dr F. Imlach :
A case

'fHVsterJv^pilepsy of twenty years' .Inratiou treate.l ''y."""";"
"^J

•;•"',';

ApiK-n.laees. Mr. KoU-rt Jones: Some ComuK.u Krrors m the t.r«atment of

Kntctnros. Dr. John Koln-rts (Menai BrirtsO
«\'^^.''":f ^V"'?'"™rwo'l'^.,t

'

sputum of a case of so-calle.i " Crwpiug Pnei.iuonui. Mr J. Llo.v.l ' "'>'.'»*

Di-infivtlon. Mr. Kiclianl Williams : Some remarks on the Ren»nal ,.t ^.lsal

anl Aural I'olvpi. Ur. K. J. Lloy.l will open a .li80ussi..u as lo the 4.l.;^, .on ot

hol'linKConsuVtationswilh Ic-allv qvialilied bomu;opaths.-W. Jo.nk-Muhkis,

Uouorary Secretary, Portmadoc, Braiutree.

ABKlWKKX. DANFf. ANl> KlsCARMNK BHAXCH.-An ordinary meeting of the

iBranch wUl be held at iss. Union Street. Aberdeen, on \\ ertnesday March 21st.
'*'.*' „ ....!_ ..- i.'j ;-.i.. v....u;rl..,.t. n t,lieeh.iir. Business:— 1.
liBranch wUl be heUl at \v*. union orreer. iiuenieen. u., ,. c....w..».,. ..-.. .. —
S 3 P.M., Dr. Smith, of Kinnairvly, P.-esidcnt, in the chair. Business :-l
17!., . .*.__!___*;... ,f..^ ,....,1....... ,.tf -J Iliillnt. for the admission 01 Ur3 P.St., Dr. Smith, ol Kiniiamiy, i-i-esuicm. u. i..e v,.<..i. ^^, ......

Minutes, tiomiiiati.m of new members, etc. 2 Ball.it for the a'ln''=s"<n of Dr.

John Anderson, Elmhill House, Aber.ieen; Pi-ofessor Ca*. Dt'e Street Aler-

been; Dr. Hutcheon, Alford; Dr. George Mair, Crown Street, Aberdeen ;Di.

Mr.rrson, Hosieburn, Mcthlie ; Dr. Stephen, Belhelvie ;
and Dr. Whitton.

Al,.TCWrde" as or.Uii.vry members of the Branch. A Communieatiou tioin

Conndl of Association inent fees payable t.i med cal witnesses in criminal

cases 4. Dr. Gordon: Case of Complete Deelusion of Externa! Auditory

Meatus (exhibition of patient). 5. Dr. Gordon: Exhibition of Electrical Appa-

ratus, including a Urethral Endoscope and demonstration of its Lse. h. Un
Mackenzie Booth: Case of 6.>cal!ed Spontaneous Combustion, with Plioto-

Xl> 7- Dr Edmond : Specimens of Disease of Liver.-RoBEl<TaoH.yGAIU>KS,

J. MiCKESZiii Boom. Uouorary Secretaries. •

South Walks asb Monmouthshikb BRANCH.-The spring meeting of tliis

Branch will be held at I'ontyprid.t about the i^^""''
"^„,V''rff,^f,^ "?,,tV oj

Members wishing to rend iiapers, etc.. are requested to send titles to either of

the Honorary Secretaries bv U.e end of March, in order that they mav be m-

l-rted "nThe eircnlars.-LrRKD SHKEN, M.D., Cardiff; D. Artul-r f)A%-IES,

M.B., Swansea, Honorary Secretaries.

MCTROP01.ITAS Coi-vriF3 Brakch: NoRin I.ovnos- DisTRicT.-The next

meeting of this district will bo held at the North West Hosijital, Kentish Town

R.ia.1. on the evening of WednesiUy, Man.-Ii 2Htb, at S.30. when A. E. P"'!'''™'

F R C S President of tlie Branch, will take the chair. Some interesting cases

Ui the hospital will l« exhibited. Dr. H00.I will read a paper on l,mpyeina fol-

lowing Pneumonia; or ClioiCTl Notes <.n Membranous Sore Throat, lie

new committee of this district will assemble at 8 P.M. All members of the pro-

f^Tion are welcome to atteud.-GEORGE Hf.siv, M.D., Hononiry SecreUiy, JO,

Camden Road, N.
^

ADELAIDE AND SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BRANCH.
The monthly meeting wa.s held on January :2t5Ui, 1888. The

President (Dr. Davies Thomas) was in the cliair. and tlie tollow-

in" "entlemen were present : Drs. Lawley, Gardner, Lendon,

Macktntosh, Jlitchell, I'oulton ; Me.'^sr.-^. Aitken, BickU\ Chndening,

Corbin, Finniss. Giles, Ilayward, La\vrence, uud the Honorary

Secretary (Mr. Glelaud). , , , ,

Neio 3/p»!Aer.—'William Baljr, M.R.C.S., was elected a member

of the British Medical Association and of its South Australian

Branch. . , , 7,1
(ja^ei —Dr. Poit-tok brought forward a man whose ankle he

had excised for disease, the result being a usefui joint.—Mr.

Corbin exhibited a jiulient suffering from exophthalmic goitre.

- Dr. Le.nhon showed a e^ise of buplithalraos iu a little girl, a

patient at the Adelaide Children's Hospital.

Ereision o/C««cfro«.« iaryn.r.—Dr. G.mii.n-eu read notes of a

case in which he had successfully removed the entire laryn.\ lor

carcinoma, and showe<l the specimen. ]!. had i)erforuie.l tlie

Operation twice, each time successfully. He thought sulhcient

data had not yet been collected, owing to the jiaucity ot cases

-not over 100 in all-to enable surgeons to decide whether

the operation was a justifiable one or not. If llahns (of Berlin)

success could be calculated on, namely, where one at least ol his

fifteen cases had had no recurrence of the disease after a lapse ot

seven years, the operation certainly would be justifiable. Lntor-

tunately in Great Britain there was a jir.'judice against tht^ opera-

tion, and he thought the ill-success was muiiily due to cliinatic

influences The artificial liirs-nx he recommended was a vulcanite

one made by Dr. Woodburn for him, modelled after Dr. Fouliss

original instrument. .

I)',iti>le Mouth.— Vt. Lendox read a brief acconnt of a malp in-

font who was under his care at the Adelaide Cliildren's Hospital,

and who lived to thre,; months old. The pal lent had two moiiths,

separate<l posteriorly by a central pillar of the fauces, and leading

into a common pharj-ns. but united anteriorly by a common

buccal orifice, to the upper border of which was attached the ter

mains of the fused adjacent cheeks. These occupied a great por-

tion of the mouth cavities, and extended backwards to the central

faiicial pillar. There were two tongues, which moved indepen-

dently, and two pairs of jinvs, considerably distorted in parts.

There was a third central nr.stril. The division of the larj-nx was

doubtful. No post-mortem examination was allowed.
: ,,t

f
,,> ; ^__

BERMUDA BRANCH.
\ GENERAL meeting of the Branch was held at the Town Hall.

Hamilton, on Saturday, January 23th. Dr. 1'auk Tl-cker, Presi-

dent of the Branch, occupied the chair. About twelve members

and visitors were present.
t n -ir.™..

Karcufk Liebrkty.-Hy request of the Society, Dr. J. B. Matti-

sox of Brooklyn, gave an address on the subject of narcofac

inebriety. Attention was called to the increased use of opinm,

chloral, and cocaine, notably in France, Germany, and America.

The genesis of the disease was a physical necessity ui most ctiaea.

The speaker said in such cases his plan was to establish an entire

narcolic disuse by regular reduction in ten days, meantime

brin.nnc the nervous system under the sedative influence of bro-

mide of" soiUum in initial doses of thirty grains at twelye-hoitt

intervals, increasing the dose ten grains daily, and reaching, it

reciiiired, a maximum of 120 grains at the end of the withdrawal

Deriod. The resultant reflex irritation was treated by hot hatha,

cannabis indica, coca, and electricity, with a subsequent

strengthening reoimeu. The prognosis was good as to recovery,

but in most Mses^sooner or later there was a return to the narcotic

due to a renewal of the original cause, or to other conditions

^'^Wte opAanks.—X vote of thanks to Dr. Mattison closed tie

meeting.

SOUTH-E VSTERN BRANCH: E.VST SURREY DISTRICT.

Thk si.ring meeting of this district was held at the Queen s Hot^,

Upper -\o"-wood, on Thursday, March 8th, at 4 p.m.. ^V. h. R.

BuiiGESS, M.D., of Streatham, in the chair.

ye.rtMeeting.~Mlcvrea<lhig the minutes of the previous ineet-

ing, it was proposed by Dr. Thompson, seconded by Dr. A- U^"
PEN-TER, and unanimously resolved, that the next meeting be held

at Ctoydon on Thursday,W lOth, and that Mr. T. A. Richardson,

of Ci-oydon, be invited to preside. „ „ ,, ,- „;
^

lleJcM-ntath-e on Council.-V>T. John "• Galtonl was unam-

mouSy nominated by the meeting to represent the Branch la the

Council of the As.sociation. ^, ^. „ „
Tec/>amcal Treatment of J.nnt Bkease.-}U. Noble SmttH

gave a demonstration of recent improvements in the treatment of

diseases of the joints, exhibiting numerous splints and other

mechanical contrivances, and theS: mode of application .in each

^' pJSwe X'Wr ofMilkBLt.-VT. Alerei. Carpen-tee showed

a hard mass of solid cheesy substance vomited from the stomaeh

of a calf fed entirely on milk, and pointed out the possibility of a

similar concretion occurring in patients restricted to milk diet.

H,/<terectomi/.—i>lT. H. G. Ui-l-mmer read notes of a case of

rapidlv- Towii^ soft tumour of the uterus, which, even on

abdomitifl sectH^n, seemed so fluctuating that it closely simtilated

an ovarian cyst, .\iter removal of the uterus with the tumour

ad he uterine appendages (small cysts bem^ found in the

ovaries), the stump was fixed in the lower angle o? tlie abdomina]

wound. The progress of the case was very satisfactorj-. The

tumour was a mvxo-myoma. . . •. „ jj««/i

Dinner.-MU-i the meeting fourteen members and -nsitors dined

together. ——-—=.
EiuiATA.-ln the review of Dr. MeVail's Vaccmation Tindi-

catcl. jmblishe.1 on March 10th, there is an error >" tl>?f ''™'
witlireLr'ird to the KUmarnock statistics. Instead of (p..>4I,iine 1-)

" smallpox was accountable for 91 out of every 1(X) deaths under

.^jva ofage,"read"Ulout of every 100 J«f '« f5.°>"
^^JJ-'i-K

were undcr^ yoai-s of age ;" also, in the concluding lino of t^e hMt

,

parTgraph of the review, for "Royal Commission." read " Select

j

''T>Snce CLASS, TOBERMORV.-Dr. Shaw. Glasgow Royal
J

Infirmary examined the ambulance class conducted b) Di. Max

we Toiermory, awarded a certificate of proficiency to everj

member of the class he had examined, and complimented them on|

the verj- satisfactory appearance they had maa3.,, .,,1 •, |,i,
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,

VIENNA.
[from OUE own COnnESPONDEXT.]

On. the Diagnosis af Carcinomatoua and Tuhercuhus Perichondviti*

of the Larynx.—Syphilitic Conjunctivitis.

Ur. JI. IIajek, assistant to Professor Sclmitzler, rpports, in a
recent number of the Internationale Kli>ii/!che liunrl-^chau, a case
of larj-ngeal disease -n-liich lie liad observed at tiie Vienna Poly-
clinic, with the view of sho-n-ing that the differential diagnosis
between cancer and tuberculosis of the larynx sometimes pre-
sented the greatest difficulty, even when every possible means of
diagnosis was used. A man, aged 5j, was, on June l.'>th, 1887,
admitted, for the first time, into the wards of Professor Schnitzler
for hoarseness, which had lasted three yean, and severe dyspnoea,
which had recently supervened. The patient had previously been
treated by Dr. ilalil, of Lemberg, who gave the following par-
ticulars of the case:—" The patient had, in March, 1886, fallen ill

with symptoms of simple laryngitis, and, from three to four
months later, Dr. Mahl discovered a growth as large as a bean and
having the appearance of a gooseberry, on the right vocal cord.
He removed the growth with forceps "and cauterised the seat of
implantation with chromic acid for some days. The patient's
voice greatly improved after the operation. Six weeks
later the growth recurred, with vegetations on the edge
of the cord. Owing to repeated chills to which the patient
was exposed in the course of his daily work (he was a railway
servant), considerable swelling of the right arytenoid cartilage,
with gradual immobility of the right part of the larj-nx, also
took place. The patient's condition grew worse from tliat time

;

cough, dysphagia, and dyspncea gradually increased."
Laryngoscopic examination in the Vienna Polyclinic revealed

the presence of considerable swelling of the epiglottis, and exten-
sive swelling of both ventricular bands and the arytenoid carti-
lages, the right one being almost immovable. The vocal cords
could not be seen, except the posterior end of the left one, which
appeared to be moderately congested. The subglottic region
could not be seen owing to the great narrowing of the rima
glottidis.

External examination of the neck showed that the thj-roid
and cricoid curtilages were much thickened, and that the' sur-
rounding tissue was infiltrated. The cervical glands formed a
tumour as large as a man's fist, which at one spot' showed distinct
fluctuation on the left side.

Examination of the lungs revealed the presence of catarrh of
the apex, but the patient had never suffered from haemoptysis,

I

and there was no tuberculosis in bis family. The sputum proved

I

to be free from tubercle bacilli after repeated examinations. The
patient had never suffered from syphilis.
Taking all these facts into account, what diagnosis could be

come to? Tuberculosis was first thought of. The infiltration of
1
the epiglottis, and the swelling of the'ar>--epigIottic folds, which
iwas characteristic of tuberculosis, was suggestive of diffuse
i tuberculous infiltration of the larynx.

;

'The fact, however, that the intt3r-arytenoid mucous membrane,
W'liich as a rule is chiefly affected in tuberculosis, was only

,
-lightly swollen, and that no ulceration could be detected any-
jwhere, led Professor Schnitzler to diagnose cancer. There wen^
nevertheless certain features in the case wl)ich made the diagnosis
if carcinoma doubtful, namelj-, the size of the enlarged cervical

|,'lands, the fact that they were not so solid as they usually are
,n the case of cancer, and the presence of fluctuation over a, cir-
'lunscribed area, which is also not a common accompaniment of
larcmoma of the larynx. All these conditions, on the other hand,
I'Tere characteristic of scrofula.

;

'The enlargement of the lymphatic glands in carcinoma is gene-
:;dly hmited to the suI>-mBxillary glands, which were solid and
jiever attained any considerable size. The fact that no tubercle
jacilh could be detected in the .sputum had to be taken into nc-
jiunt OS far as active tubercular disease in the lungs was ex-
I udedby it; it was of no significance, however, as establishing
|iie nature of the laryngeal affection.
lU>course was next had to two kinds of exploration, namely,
I puncture of the fluctuating cervical gland; and (12) excision of
part of the right ventricular band for microscopic examination,
tbe pus which esoai)«?ii on incising the abscess quitepus which escaped on

resembled that from suppurating strofulous glands, and it was '

supposed that a tubercular perichondritis of the thyroid and
'

cricoid cartilages, with chronic wdcma and a tubercular cervical
gland mijjht be present. There were no tubercle bacilli in the ptis,

a fact which was not, however, inconsistent with the theoiy of
tuberculosis, as it had been stated by several authors, such as
Koch, Garr^, Krause, etc., that pus of "tubiTcuIons abscesses con- '

tained only few or no tubercle bacilli. The microscopic examina-
tion of the excised portion of the right ary-epiglottic fold was '

negative; only the epithelium seemed to have been relaxed. It'
was, therefore, reasonable to suppose that the whole swelling at
the orifice of the larj-nx was only due to chronic oedema, and that
it was not due to the deposition of tuberculous or carcinomaton?
material. Two possibilities, had, therefore, to be taken into con-
sideration, namely, a subglottic carcinoma with chronic oedema
of the larynx and consecutive perichondritis, or primary
tuberculous perichondritis of the thyroid or cricoid cartilages.
>'o positive proof, however, could be obtained of either hypo-
thesis.

Professor Schnitzler adhered to his diagnosis of cancer. The
condition of the patient grew worse from day to day, and, four
weeks after his admission, tracheotomy was performed by Pro-
fessor von Frisch. Bronchitis developed, and at the end of the
seventh week after admission a piece of cartilage was expec-
torated, to which a little quantity of blood adhered, a fact which
did not throw any additional light on the case, as such a condition
was met with in tuberculosis as well as in carcinoma. Effusion
into the left pleural cavity, together with haemorrhage from the
larynx, supen-ened in a short time; these sj-mptoms, combined
with the horrible fcetor of the patient's breath, induced even
those who had hitherto doubted the presence of carcinoma, to ac-
cept the diagnosis. Professor Schnitzler considered the pleu-
ritic effusion to be of carcinomatous origin. The patient died in
a few days after these conditions had been observed, and the fosf-
mortern examination, which was made by Docens Dr. Zemann,
fully confirmed the diagnosis of cancer, as well as that of a car-
cinomatous pleuritic eft"usion.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Society of Physicians of Buda-
Pesth, Docens Dr. (ioldzieher made an interesting communication
on conjunctivitis syphilitica. Syphilitic affection? of the eyelids
had to be divided into three classes, namely, primary lesion
(initial sclerosis), exanlhem, and gumma. Discussing the various
pathological conditions in syphilis of the eyelids, he said that the
sj-mptoms of diffuse .syphilitic conjunctivitis had not yet been de-
scribed as a whole. He related two cases which showed that there
really existeil a sort of granular ophthalmia which was due to
S}-)ihilis. The first case was that of a man aged .'):.', who had con-
tracted syphilis six years before, and had suffered from chronic
iritis since that date, so that iridectomy had to be performed. For
the last few months an inflammation of the conjunctiva had
supervened, which had been treated for a long time. On his ad-
mission into the hospital, erythema and diffuse swelling of the
eyelids, with the formation of granulations in the mucous mem-
brane, were found ; besides this, there was swelling of the lymph-
atic glands in the region of the ear and the neck, .\fter energetic
treatment by mercurial inunctions for four weeks, the conjunc-
tiva regained its normal appearance, and the patient was dis-
charged cured. The second case was that of a man aged 26, who
had contracted syphilis two years previously. Si.x months before
his admission into the hospital he was attacked with conjunc-
tivitis in the left eye. and was. like the first patient, treated with-
out success by applications of the nitrate of silver, sulphate of
copper, etc. He presented exactly the same changes in the con-
junctiva as the first case, and, moreover, keratitis profunda, irido-
choroiditis, and lymphadenitis universalis. Alter an anti-
syphilitic course of treatment, he was also quite cureil. Dr.
Goldzieher remarked that similar changes of the conjunctiva were
observed in svi>hilitic inflammation of the tarsal cartilage. As
the conjunctiva possessed a layer of adenoid tissue, and the infil-

tration referred to above was only to be looked upon as a follicular
vegetation of this layer, the morbid process above described had,
therefore, from the anatomo-pathological standpoint, to be cott-
si<lered as being identical with sj-philitic lymphadenitis.

SAN ee:mo.
[from Om OWJf CORRESPON'DKNT.}

The past week has been an exciting one in San Remo. When 1

last wrote you Prince William was still here, with Professors von
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Bernmonn an<l Waldeyer, and tlio attontiou of hnlf Europe was

couceutratcJ upon the re3iUt of tlio ktter's microscopic exiimina-

tiou of tb(i cipoctoratiou of the Crown I'riuce. This result, as I pro-

dicted. haa not been made known, and the statements made m the

dailv papers In reference to it are purely speculative and

imuL'Uiative. I have reason to believe, however, that his observa-

tions coincided to a very great extent with those of \irchnw, but

that lus deductions from them differed somewhat materially. Iho

events of the last few days, however, have even thrown the ab-

sorbing interest of this subject temporarily into llie background.

Prince WUliara left somewhat hurriedly on ifonday for Berlin on

account of the Emperors indisposition, and on W ednesday his

critical state became known, and the subject of the Crown 1 nnces

possible return was discussed. In tlio evening worse accounts

lirrived, and it was practically decidtni that he should go. 1
be-

lieve that Sir Morell Mackenzie very reluctantly oime to this

decision, as his august patient was gaining ground rapidly

dav by day. The cough and expectoration had nearly ceased

;

the latter was only occasionally tinged with blood, a re-

sult atuibuted largely to the introduction of the new can-

mila made here. The patient was sleeping and eating well,

and spen<!ijig the greater part of each day in the open air btate

exieencies, however, were, I believe, imperative, and I understand

that I'rince Bismarck himself urged the step, if it were many way
Dracticable. Four or five days before it would have been simply

impossible : but the Crown Prince himself, with returning strength,

was keen to undertake the journey.
. , , , , i

On Thursday morning, aftej Sir M. Mackenzie haa held long

and anxious consultations with the Crown Princess, the start was

fixed for Saturday morning. All Thurs.lay telegrams from Berlin

poured into the Villa Zirio, and by evening it was known that

there was no possibility of the aged Emperor rallying. The Crown

Prince w:is much agitated and affected by the news, and on Friday

morning at 10 o'clock, when the fatal tidings arrived and were

communicated to him, he nearly fainted, being supported for a mo-

ment by Dr. Schrader, the household physician. He soon regained

compos'ure, and attended during the day to the innumerable des-

patches arriving. He walked in the garden for some tune, and

dined for the first time with his family.
.

I am told a verj- touching and pathetic incident occurred on this

occasi'in. The new Emperor, upon entering the room, approached

the Crown Princess—or, rather. Empress—and invested her with

the Order of the Black Eagle. . i

On Saturday morning the Royal train—a German one—was ready

at nine o'clock. The departure was made as private as possible, but,

owing to the intense sympathy felt, a large concourse of people

asseiS)lcd outside the station. Beyond the Government and town

officials, only a limited number were admitted on the platform, a

few residents, and those personally known to their Impena

Highnesses. The scene was a most impressive and almost funereal

one, all the Germans being in black and others in mourning, and

the day itself being overcast and gloomy. The Emperor and

Empre-ss arrived in the last carriage, and were grpete<l outside the

station by the national acclamation of the assembled (iermans

The Emperor walke<i firm and erect, bowing right and left, and

shakinghands with many whom herecognised. He was very pale and

looked like a man who had gone through a serious illness ;
beyond

this, there was nothing to suggest the operation and malady from

which he is suffering, except once, when, wishing to speak to a

lady, he put his hand pathetically to his throat. The Empress,

with that characteristic so well known in all our Royal liamily,

recogni.sed each individual with whom she was acquainted, and

shooTc hands and said a kind word to all. She grariously accepted

one or two bunches of San Remo wild flowers, of which she is very

fond, th^ customary parting bouquets lieing, of; coiurse, dispensed

Sir M. Mackenzii^ and Mr. Mark Hovoll travelled in the Royal

carriage, the former looking enrewoni and haggard, and evidently

feeling the heavy respon-sibility attached to him. lie is, I am
told, confident as to the result of the actual journey, and, while

dreading the climate of Berlin, trasts that the Emperor may not

remain there except for a short time, but speedily go to Wies-

baden, which is much milder and comparatively wann. _

Whatever may be the verdict of German or otlier professional

opinion <m Sir'M. Mackenzie's tnanflgement and treatment of

this obscure and difiieult Case, it cannot be denied from one

point of view that he has achieved an enormous success. His aim

and object has been to prolong the Oown I'rince's lif.,-. it if

freely said here that, had he gone to Berlin with the Orpwn

Prince instead of the Emperor of Germany, it would have been

at considerable risk to his own safety, so great is the fanaticism

on this point said to exijtt in the German capital.

On Friday, the eve of departure, the Empress, in spite of the

extr(>me anxiety and sorrow she wa-s under, graciously received

two or three residents, amongst them Ur. Freeman, to whom, I

believe, she expressed her intense regret that circumstances com-

pelled the Erajieror's departure at the moment when daily im-

provement was so marked. She added, however, that it was a

necessity. Her Majesty also sent messages of regret to the ladies

of the "Home" here, the institution in which she has taken so

much interest.

PARIS.
[from otjb own cobeespondent.]

Lactic Acid in Laryngeal Phthisis.— Fnedliindtrs Microbe in

the Saliva of Healthy Pen^ons.^Chlorate of Potash in Epithe-

lioma.—Hypodermic Injections of Eiicalyptol in Phthisis.—Poi-

soning by Benzine and Nitro-Benzine. -M. Terrillon on Ovari-

otomy.—Sanitary Aspects of the Pilgrimage to Mecca.— Transport

of Sick and IVounded by Watei:—Disease in Imported Meat.

The treatment of tuberculous ulceration of the larynx by lactic

acid and iodoform, recommended by Dr. Krause, of Berlin, and

Dr. Heryng, of Warsaw, has lately teen Successfully employed by

Dr' Luci in the case of a young woman suffering from laryngeal

tuberculosis. The patient was weak and thin ; the least fatigue

produced dyspncea, and aggravated the wheezing from which she

constantly suffered. At night there was fever foUowexl by pro-

fuse perspiration. The voice was completely lost. The patient

coughed incessantly, and the sputa contained numerous bacilli.

There was dulness, with moist rales at the apex of the left lung.

The epiglottis was but slitrlitly affected The vocal cords were

red and swollen, and could not be completely adducted; this

was apparently due to infiltration of the mucous membrane

covering the arytenoid cartilages, which was studded ^}^'^^
cresoences which were especially prominent in the glottis.

_
The

appetite was poor. The patient complained of intense pain m
the larynx when she coughed or spoke. A few days rest -was i

prescribed, during which medicinal inhalations were adminis- i

tered The larynx was anresthetised by means of a 1 mo i

solution of hydrochlorate of cocaine applied with a brush. The i

arytenoid excrescences were destroyed I)y galvaiio-cautery. At

the end of a fortnight the eschars came away. The infiltration

of the mucous membrane was considerably reduced.
_
The mem- i

brane presented a granulating surface of healthier appear-

ance The vocal cords were more easily brought together, and

the voice was much stronger. During six months the larynx

was constantly painted with a .-^0 per cent, solution of lactic :

acid Powdered iodoform was insuftlated after each appli-

cation of the acid. Under this treatment the patient recovered >

her voice The stridor and laryngeal pain disappeared ;
expectora-

tion diminished, noctunial ' coughing ceased. Dr. Henrng.

who examined the patient after this treatment, regarded the

laryngeal lesions as completely healed. This methbd had no efFe(!t

!

on'the general tuberculous symptoms
r r. . „w.

The report of the Sficiite de liiolngie of Pans, of December

Snth 1.387, contains ftn interesting communication from Dr. Setter'

relating to his discovery of the microbe of Friedlander in the

saliva of healthy persons. Dr. Nottor found in the saliva of three I

healthy persons a pathogenic microbe capable of causing the death

of certain animals. This microbe is a bacillus identical with the

organism discovered by Friedlander in the lungs of patients

<

attacked by pneumonia, and known as the diplobacillus pneu-

nionire of Weichselbaura. It is soraetim.* associated with the;

pneumococcns of Frankel. Tliis microbe is very rare, and thei

author found it in only three cases out of 180 samples of salmi

taken from IO.t healthy persons. It is easily cultivated, at the

ordinary indoor temperature, on peptonised gelatine, etc., and can

be istdated by cultivating in gelose or gPlaHne the blood of ani-

mals that have died after subcutaneous injection of si^b'^""'
'^'i

presence may be Imt terapnran'. and, as the experiments ot 1 oosr

have proved', Friedliinder's microbe may sometimes also be HieJ

with in the nasal mucus of healthy subjects. The presence o)

this organism in the air-passages may allow it to penetrate into

tlie pneumonic patch, but it does not neeessanly follow that it \!

dangerous to man, for although, when injected into the bliod oi
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guineorpigs and mice, it rapidly cnuRcs the death of these animals,

it has no effect \\hiitever upon rabbits. Man may possibly share

this immunity, for it has not yet been satisfactorily proved
that this microbe is really dangerous tO: man, and for tbat it re-

mains yet to .show that it is necessarily active in pneumijnia,
oza;na, rhinoscleroma, and otitis. Dr. Netter, after passing in

review the observations of Kriedliinder, Weichselbaum, Frankel,
Talamon, and others on this sul^ject, says that he thinks himself

justified in considering pneumonia as always connected with the
pneumococcus of Frankel, the presence of which in the pneumonic
patch has been proved to be constant, but that the patho-
genic action of Friedlander's microbe in pneumonia is far from
being proved, and that where this organism was found it was
undoubtedly simply in cases of seconilary infection due to the
presence of the bacillus in the air-jiassages, and its subsetjuent

development on the surface of a favourable region. It is, how-
ever, worthy of remark tbat if this microbe is sometimes met
with in healthy subjects, it is more frequently met with in the
saliva of those who have pn^viously suffered from pneumonia.
The author concludes that the pathogenic action of Friedlander's

microbe still remains to he determined, and that subsequent
Studies can alone elucidate the question.

Dr. Ilyvernaud has treated 63 cases of epithelioma by local

applications of chlorate of potash ; of these, 32 were cured, 1.5

vyere benefited, and 10 cases were unrelieved. In the successful

cases the disease was situated on the skin of the face, nose, eye-
lids, cheeks, neck, in the lumbar region, on the back of the hand,
and on the inner surface of the leg. Chlorate of potash fails as a
rule when the mucous membrane is the seat of disease, although
two oases of epithelioma of tlie lips and nostril were cured by it.

It is especially useful when the affection is slow in its progress.
A 6 per cent, solution slightly heated, or a fine powder of chlorate
of potash, is applied to the wound, after it has been freed from
scabs. The dressing is renewed once a day or ofteuer. The effect of

the solution is chiefly to heal the wound, ^^•hile tbe powder
slightly cauterises it. The surface of the tumour or ulcer
is thtis destroyed, small eschars come away, and cicatrisation

ensues. In most cases .several weeks, or even months, are required
to-obtaiu complete cicatrisation.

M. Edmond Ilalx-rt has found sulicutaneous injections of euca-
lyptol and iodoform useful in ordinary phthisis accompanied by
bronchial catarrh, and also in emphysema and clurouic bronchitis.

Cough and e.vpectoration are diminished; the general condition is

improved; sleep and appetite are restored. There is, however, no
diminution in the number of bacilli in the .sputa. The following
solutions are employed : 1} Absolute eucalyptol, grammes; oil of
vaseline, -0 grammes, li Absolute eucalyptol, 5 grammes; iodo-
form, 0.25 gramme ; oil of vaseline, 20 grammes. Each Pravaz's
syringe contains 0.20 gramme of eucalyptol for the first solution,
and 0.1 more of iodoform for the second. The doses, which
grailually increase, vary from 2 to o centigrammes in twenty-four
hours. Tlie solution must be absolutely pure, and the syringe
must be properly disinfected. The quantity of liquid injected
should not e.xceed thirty or forty drops. The needle should be
intro(hiced a good way beneath the skin.

JIM. E. Neumann and Alb. I'aljst, in \\w Antiale.^ <rilti(/itne.h&\c

Eiiblished some observations on the morbid phenomena produced
y benzine and nitro-benzine. In cases of slight jioisoning the
symptoms, which are principally met with in jiersons emiiloyed
in dyeing and cleansing, are: headache, vi.'itigo, dizziness, and in-
to.xication. which may reach the unconscious stage. These sym-
ptotns rapidly disappear if the patient leaves his work and goes
into tbe open air. Benzine also causes slight trembling in the
hoads and arms, accompanied by tingling sensations and numli-
n<*ss. JIM. Neumann and Alb. Palu^t believe that these accidents
ara not entirely due to benzine. Benzine in a pure state is very
expeufi\e, and is usually replaced in dyeing and cleansing e.stab-
lishmeuts by homologous sub,stances which boil at above 130° C.
(2()(J^ li'ahr.> (methylbenzine, or toluene trimethylbeuzine. or
curaene, etc.). or by a kind of petroleum oil. sold asbeuzine. In
workmen cuijiloyed in benzine distilleries .symptoms of a more
serious nature are sometimes observeii. namely, intoxication
acconi|ianieil by delirium; the patient talks incessjintly ; in some
eiises his speech is enihMrra.ssed, and he stutters, .\pliasia which
lasts several days is .sometimes present; also epileptiform attacks,
followed by ccmia. aphonia, and mental disturbance. Loss of
8e.\ual poT\i;r is often one of the earliest symptirais of chronic
henzine poisoning. I'aresis, paralysis, facial 'hemii>legia. disturb-
anc»s <jf sensibility (anaBsthesia, hjrper8e»the»ia), are also met with.

M. Quinquaud has observed anjemia in workmen engaged ia dia-
tilling benzine. The pulse is accelerated but regular, the skin
hot, the eyes and face are animated. The patient emits a strong
odour of beruiine; the teeth and gums present a blackish
edging, darker than that observed in lead-poisouing,and threatening
to spread all over the teeth. The digestive organs are normal. The
action of benzine may be compared to that of chloroform and
alcohol. Workmen who are addicted to taking large quantitie*
of alcohol are more rapidly and seriously affected than others by
the influence of benzine. Nitro-benzine, like aniline, may lie in-
troduced by the digestive passages, or by inhalation. The first

effects are observed half an hour or an hour after it has been
taken. The sjTuptoms consist of general uneasiness, weakness,/
headache; the skin of the face and extremities assumes a livid,

bluish hue ; the nails are of a dead blue colour. Cj-anosis invades-
the mucous membranes, the walls of the mouth, the gums, tongue,

,

pharynx, etc. The patients exhale an odour of bitter almonds,,
Vomiting occurs in certain cases. The vomited matter and the!
sputa smell of bitter almonds. These first symptoms are followed^
by dyspncea and quickened action of the heart, which gradually be?.
comes slower. The pulse is accelerated and weak. Convulsions,
cramp, contractions in certain muscles (trismus, opisthotonos,
etc.), are observed. There is occasionally loss of consciousness, of
sensibility, and of reflex power ; the intellectual faculties are not
usually affected. The urine has the odour of bitter almonds, and
is thiclt, but .

free froil: albumen. In certain cases the affection
runs a verj- acute course, and death speedily ensues. In others
the morbid phenomena become gradually more marked, end-
ing in coma or con'siilsions. These often last several hours, aneT
are followed by death. In some eases coma is followed by

'

the gradual disappearance of all the jihenomena. Of forty-four
cases of poisoning by nitro-benzine, fourteen proved fatal. These
symptoms are frequently manifested by workmen employed in
establishments for the manufacture of nitro-benzine. Occasion-
ally they are limited.to a general sense of uneasiness, heat in the
mouth, pricking in the tongue, cyanosis, and vertigo. Coma L«

only observed in those who have worn clothes imbued with liquid
nitro-benzine for a considerable period Most of the symptoms
disappear if the patient ahandons his calling, but tliey frequently
recur when he resumes it.

if. Terrillon has performed thirty-five ovariotomies with twenty
recoveries. Four of the patients died, all from exhaustion, after
operations of exceptional difficulty. In no case did death occur
from peritonitis or septicaemia, il. Terrillon insists on the neces-.
sity of using proper antiseptic precautions. He considers it advis-,

able to substitute vegetable sponges or a spongj- tissue for ordi7._

nary sponges. The cleansing of the peritoneum with boiled,.

filtered water, is an important matter. M. Terrillon gives purga-
tives the day after the operation, especially in the ca$e of patients
who are troubled with ^vind, or colic.

In a report by M. Mahe, French Sanitary Officer at Constanti-
nople, on the Mahometan pilgrimage to Mecca in 18.S7, he states
that amongst the 90,000 pilgrims. 005 deaths were known to have
occurred, and it was probable that there were in reality three
times that number. Dr. Mahc' points out : 1. That the station of
Camarau, established in 1AS2 for the landing and inspection of the
pilgrims coming into the l?ed Sea. from the Indian Ocean, checks
the spread of disease, and is a resting pkce for those deliilitated

by the voyage. This control over the pilgrims immediately on
landing has prevented the importation of cholera into lladjaz
during four consecutive years. 2. As long as the presence of

Christians in the pilgrunage is prohibited, a uniform healthy con-
dition of the pil^ims cannot be hoped fir. .3. One of the greatest
dangers to the pilgrimage is the extraordinarj- number of piltrrims

from India, with the close crowding and unhealthy state ot the
vessels which transport them. A new statute is being formulated
by the Conseil de SautiS de dmstantinople, with a view to alxjlish

this evU. .' .. ' _ - I
,

'
,

'

I

'
.'

' '

'

The administration of the sanitarj" service of the War Depart-
ment have repeated the experiments made last summer on the
transport of the sick by water. In order to see whether this plan
could be employed with equal succe.is in winter, a steamboat left

the (Juai Henri IV., la.st week for a two days' voy.igo. The pas-'

sengers were composed of army surgeons, engineers, and hospital
attendants. The boat was heated by differeirt kinds of stoves.

The experiment was eminently successful, and proved that this

plan, by which the sick and Wounded may be cimveyed without
jolting or shaking, will be of gre^'.t advantage in time of war.
The Comitf Cousultatif d'Hygiene de France met the other day,
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to discuss the importation of fresh meat, especially mutton. A

question wn-o raised by the Conseil Sup6rieur de 1 Asnculturo as to

Uie nece.«sity of the viscera being left in carcHses imported frum

abroad, in "order to determine the presence of disease. It Wfts

decided, after a short discussion, that the presence of the viscera is

not indispensable.
lli!

;;,
SHEFFIELD.

y„, [fbom oub own cokhespondent.]

Lead in DiMivff «'«/«•; The Action of Peaty Wafer on Lead.

—Ingiieafs without Vieiring the Body.—News.

Mb a. H. Klixv, the borough analyst, read a paper before the

Sheffield Literary and rhihv^oplncal Society, on ilarch 6th on the

Action of the Sheffield Water on Lead. He did not agree with

some observers, that incredibly small proiKirtions of lead would

produce poisonous effects. His belief was that, except in the

case of very susceptible persons, poisoning had usually occurred

from the habitual drinking of water containing more than a

quarter of a grain per gallon. Anything over that proportion

must not be neglected. He referred to tlie water supplied trom

Kedmires, as Ix'ing that which acted so prejudicially on the lead

pipin" Dr. Tidy and his coadjutors believed that the activity

was due to the small amount of silica at present in the water, and

suggested that it should be subjected to an elaborate system of

filtration through flint and limestone, with a view to introducing

the requisite amount of silica, which was at least half a gram per

gallon, to render it inactive. As, however, the Redmires water

contained a sensible quantity of free acid which was of vegetable

origin and probably derived from the oxidation of peat, he re-

garded the presence of this acid as a highly probable cause of the

activity of the water. He did not think attempting to neutralise

this acidity by bringing the water into contact with limestone

•would be sufficient. At Keighley it had been necessary to supple-

ment the limestone by placing blocks of quicklime in the con-

duits. He thought it would be preferable to add the lime m fine

powder, or in just such quantity as would neutralise the acid at

present in the water. The special activity of the Redmires water

lost now appeared to be due to the absence of rain. During last

year the rainfall at Kedmires was under 25 inches, whereas for a

whole period of fifty years, the average had been 41 inches. After

an exceedingly dry summer, the October rains came m limited

quantities, with the result of getting all the acid without the

water to dilute it. The President, Dr. Dyson, pointed out that

the opinion of medical men agreed with Jlr. Allen, that in regions

supplied by the Redmires water, patients had suffered from lead

poisoning which could not be attributed to anything but drink-

ing the water. He did not think the matter was a light one, for

in many instances the damage was lasting.

JFoUowing the example of the Sheffield coroner, an inquest has

been held by ilr. Busby, without viewing the body, at >ew Tup-

ton, Clay Cross, on a miner who was found dead in his house on

the previous morning. Medical evidence was given that the

cause of death was h.-emorrhagic small-pox. A verdict to this

effect was returned.
. ,rr i i

Dr. McDowell, who has been for several years at the Wadsley

.Vsylum, has been appointed Medical Superintendent of the now

Menston Asylum. While congratulating him on his well-earned

promotion, his old friends at Sheffield will regret his departure

from their midst. . . „ , ~ , ,

Mary I'rice died on March 9th in the lir Vale Workhouse,

Sheffield, having just pass.-d her 101st birthday. She was bom on

March 8th, 17M7. Her husband, a soldier, was engaged at the

battle of Waterloo, wliich she witnessed. Ue died many years

ago.

NEWCASTLE - UPON - TYNE.
[from OCn OW.N COnnESPONDENT.]

The Workhouse Scandal.-Medico-I.eyal Que at Durhair^'AMizen.

— The Pathological fiociety.— The Colte;ie of Medicine.

Kt the meeting of the .Sewoastlp Board of nu.irdians la,st we-k,

the mast.T and medical officer of the worklumse were re-elected,

though only a few weeks before a Government inquiry- had been

held to coniider the manner in which both officers had late y dis-

ohargwl their duties, with the result that both were called upon

to resign forthwith. The master won re-elected by 26 votes to !:>.

the medical officer by 20 to 14. The Board has thus set the

Local Government Board at defiance, and it remains to be seen

what the outcome will be; the ratepayers at a to\^•n'8 meeting

held to consider the subject, with the Mayor in the chair, by a

>-ery large majority, carried a resoluti(m condemning the re-elec-

tion of both gentlemen, and also recommending that the result of

the meeting should be forwarder! to the central body in London.

Dr Hardcastle has held the appointment of medical officer for

many years, and though not aUog,.ther free from blame m the

manner in which he has discliarged his duties, is yet probably

more sinned against than sinning. Until the a<lvent of the pre-

sent master everything seems to have gone smoothly, but during

the past few years the master and medical officer have not been

on "ood terms ; bickerings have been constantly going on, the

climax being reached during the late outbreak of scarlet fever.

The guardians have decided to appoint a resident medical officer,

whose duties will be to work under the senior medical officer ; a

good many candidates are. already in the field for this appoint-

At the Durham Assizes last week, before Mr. Justice Charles, an

action for negligent treatment was brought by a miner against

Mr Bllis, of Bishop Auckland. The facts of the case are shortly

these Mr. Smith, an unqualified assistant, in the absence of Mr.

Ellis
'

attended the plaintiff's wife in her confinement ;
a portion

of the placenta was left after delivery. She subsequently became

veryill, delirious, and unmanageable. Mr. Ellis still being awayfrom •

home Mr. \rnold, a Licentiate in Medicine of Durham University,

was called in ; he prescribed mustard poultices and injections

;

finally, the portion of placenta was removed, and the woman re-

covereil. Mr. .\rnold was submitted to a very severe cross-exa-

mination by Mr. Waddy, as to the nature of his qualification, and

also as to his antecedents, eliciting many details having no bear-

incr on the case, but which could not tend to increase the value

of''Mr Arnold's evidence. Dr. Oliver, one of the physicians to the

Newcastle Infirmary, gave evidence that, on examining the

woman, he found evidence of inflammation, but it could not be

traced to parturition. The judge thereupon dismissed the case.

The last monthly meeting of the Pathological Society was held

on Thursday last, ind was well attended; the agenda paper was;

a lon<j one, and many interesting patients and specimens were eJt-

hibitMl I understand that Drs. Anderson (Seaton Delaval),^

Murphy (Sunderland), and Gowans (S-mth Shields), were nomi-

nated for the post of president for the ensuing two years. The

result of the voting will not be known until next session. All

three gentlemen are active members of the Society, and have

pretty equal claims on the members for election ; the contest will

be a very close one. , , . , ^ ,.• ^
The (Council of the College of Medicine, at their last meeting,

elected a demonstrator of anatomy, or, rather, a medical tutor, for

the primary examinations. Three candi.lates applied : Dr. Ridley.

house-surgeon to the Newcastle Dispensary, who lately passed the

primary F.R.C.S., and who is engaged in giving tutorml instruc-

tion to students for their first examinations; Mr. Rutherford

Morrison, a local surgeon; and Mr. Bennington, a surgeon now

reeling for the Durham degree. Mr. Bennington was elected to

the post Mr. Henry Armstrong having resigned the post of sec-

retary to the College, Dr. W. P. Mears, lecturer on anatomy, WM
elected to the vacancy.

MANCHESTER.
[fbom orn owx conBESroNOEjJT.J ,

Owens Colleoe.-Tke lloyal Lifirmarj/.-The Vacant ObstelrU

Chair. -Umall-Po.f at Blackburn.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Governors of Owens College,

the Duke of Devonshire was re-elected President for another

period of five vears. The Court has decided that permanent

arranwnients shall be made for the instruction of women students^

So far this regulation does not apply to tlie medical classes^At

the same meeting the title of Emeritus Professor was conferred

on iCfess™r Lund, who has resigned the chair of Systematic

^'

mTT M Paterson, Senior Demonstrator of Anatomy in Owens

Co'Ue^e.'has been elect.-d a Lecturer in Victoria University.

The total sum collected on Hospital Saturday amounts to iAtW,

and on Hospital Sunday £4,4H4.
„„„^„-f«l

We un.lorstandthat important negotiations ''.'•''I'F'"^,^^'^'!;

between the authorities of Owens College and the Royal Infirmary

Board of Management with the view, if possible, of sfc^r'ng 8

more intimate relation between these two institutions. At tne
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present time the clinical teaching at the Infirmary is carried out
b^ the Infirmary staff, and a profassor of medicine or surgery in

Owens College as siicli has no beds attached to his chair. Were
the College in a position to offer to its professors of the practical
subjects not only tlie position of professor, but beds in a
hospital, without doubt there would be a much larger number
of candidates for these chairs. Another (jucstion under con-
sideration is the division of the hospital fees paid by the
medical students. At present tlie medical students ])ay a sum for

the hospital practice, and tor instruction therein, and this sum is

divided amongst the members of the Infirmary staff, and it does
not appear that tlie Infirmary funds profit by the large sum
thus annually contributed liy the medical students. In some
hospitals it appears tliat a si^parate fee is charged for admission
to the hospital and another sum or sums for tlie clinical instruc-

tion therein received. The former simi goes to the Infirmary, and
the latter is divided in certain proportions amongst the members
of the teaching staff. In Manchester, however, practically fdl

the hospital fees go to the staff.

The vacant chair of Obstetrics will probably be filled about the
end of this month.

Small-po.v continues to spread in Blackburn, where at present
there are nearly thirty cases.

CORRESPONDENCE.

LOOSE BODIES IN THE KXEE-JOIXT.
Sir,—In the report (Joujixal, March 3rd, p. 4fi9) of the brief

discussion on this subject at the Medical Society, I am correctly
stated to have expressc^d my scepticism with regard to the possi-
bility of the formation of tliese bodies by the detachment of por-
tions of the articular cartilages; and I would be glad to state
more at length my reasons for this scepticism, knowing that the
view which regards this as one of the modes of origin of such
bodies is generally accepted.

1. It must be a very extraordinary and violent accident that
would break off into the knee-joint a piece of the articular car-
tilage, with or without bone, of the femur or the tibia. One can
scarcely imagine the occurrence of such an accident, or conceive
how it could take place. Even a smart blow from a hammer
would hardly produce it ; and in anj- event such an accident
would be attended with severe shock and contusion of soft pai'ts,

ecchymosis and immediately consecutive pain, inflammatory and
other trouble, which tlu^ .sufferer would not quickly recover from,
and would not easily forget, but which we do not find forming
part of the history in cases of loose bodies in joints.

2. Such a detached or semi-detached fragment could scarcely
assume the even-surfaced, spherical, or circular flattened form of
a loose cnrtihige.

3. We have a ready and sufficient explanation of the formation
of loose bodies in the growth into the joint of tufts or processes
of synovial membrane which may assume various forms, which,
naturally containing cartilage cells, may become the seat of carti-

lage-growth and ossification of the cartilage, which become pen-
dulous as they increase, and by rupture of the pedicle become
loose in the joint ; and we frequently see the various stages of
this process in the same joint. We need not therefore search for
other and highly im])rol>nble modes of origin. I may observe that
the ossification which takes place in them accords with the ordi-
nary proce.ss of ossification in cartilage; and a seeticm of one of
them does not correspond with that of articular cartilage and
bone. This process is quite suflicicnt to explain the origin of the
single as well as of the multiple loose bodies, which latter are cora-
I'lon in rheumatic arthritis; and we not infrequently meet with
instnnces in young per,<ons where a solitary loose body, not having
yet broken loose from its moorings, retains its attachment to the
synovial membrane.

I can scarcely suppo.ae that anyone really believes that a portion
of bone detached by the process of necrosis can be converted into
one of these bodies, though such a suggestion is actually made in
n recent and important work on surgery.
The fX]ilanution of the idea that the.se bodies are sometimes due

to the detachment of portions of the articular ends of the bones
13. I believe, to be found in the fact that now and tlien we meet
with a loose cartilage which does not present n cartilaginous
covering over its whole surface, the bone being more or less ex-

posed at one part, so simulating, though very remotely, a detached
fragment of bone and cartilage. But in these instances, so far an
I have observed, the exposed bono is smooth, and its exposure is

due to the cartilage which covered it having been rubbed off by
attrition against some part of the femur or tibia in the move-
ments of the joint ; and the attrition may have produced a depres-
sion in one of these bones, which may be thought to confirm the
idea of the loose body having been caused by a fracture. This is well
illustrated by a specimen, in the pathological collection of this
University, of a knee-joint with rheumatoid arthritis which I ex-
cised, with good result, from a man aged 6(>. In addition to tbe
usual evidences of the disease, such as wearing away of the arti-

cular cartilages and the bones, with bony growths around, and
with thickening of the sjmovial membrane and filamentous pro-
cesses from it, there are numerous masses of various shapes and
sizes, for the most part spherical or spheroidal, consisting of true
hyaline cartilage and true bone, some of which are loose in the
joint and some hanging from the synovial membrane. One of
tliese, of about the size of a filbert, closely bound down by the
fibrous structures on the inner side of the head of the tibia, has'
by its pressure caused ab.sorption in the articular margin of that
bone, and so formed for itself a concavity in which it is lodged.

'

Its form and surface, and the cavity in which it lies would give the
impression that it is a detached fragment of the tibia. This, how-
ever, is disproved by its similarity to the other masses with which
it has no doubt the same origin, namely, from the synovial mem-'
brane, and by the fact that it is larger than the cavity which ac-'

commodates it, having grown in between the articular surfaces of

the tibia andfemor, as well as by the absence of any accoimt of an
injury that could have caused such a fracture. i

Surely the origin of a loose cartilage from a detached fragment'
of cartilage or bone borders so closely on the impossible, that it

ought not to be ranged in the categor,' of the probables by so good
a surgeon and patliologist as I know my friend and quondam
house-surgeon Mr. Sheild to be.—1 am, etc.,

Cambridge, March 6th, 1.SS8. G. M. IlrMPHEY.

MEXSTRUATIOX AFTER HYSTERECTOMY.
SiK,—In the JoPRNAL of February 2.ith, page 41.'i, Dr. Great-'

head reports an interesting case of menstruation after hysterec-
tomy, with removal of ovaries, and remarks :

" I am aware that
such a phenomenon has been observed after double ovariotomy.'
By inference, therefore, one may conclude that Dr. Greathead is

iinaware of any other case of menstruation occurring after the
removal of the uterus and its appendajjes. If he will refer to the
JorHNAl. for October 22nd, IR.**?, he will find the report of a case

where, although I amputated the uterus close to the vaginal
attachment and removed both appendages, the menstrual period
returned at tlie next period, normal in time and quantity.

In a number of double ovariotomies that I have performed men-
struation has occurred once, usually two or three days after

operation ; in fact. I look on its occurrence as the rule rather than
the exception in such cases.

In a case of removal of both appendages for rapidly growing
fibroid, wliich I did twelve months ago, although the tumour has
dwindled, menstruation continues as profusely as before, and I am
now treating the case by electrolysis, with apparent success.

Fortunately, uterine bleeding does not always occur after double
ovariotomy, as a fortnight ago I removed both ovaries for cystoma
in a woman three raontlis pregnant, and as there has been no
discharge I conclude that she is now safe from miscarriage.—

I

am, etc., A. W. Mayo Kobson.
Leeds, Jlarch 2nd.

METROPOLITAN PROVIDENT MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.'
Sir,—The following resolutions havo been ngreod to by a com-

mittee of medical men, appointed to consider the objections to be
taken to the scheme of the above Association, and I have been in-

structed to invite the attention of members of the profession to

the subject, and to obtain the signatures of such as are disposed to

acquiesce in the >iew3 expressed, or to offer suggestions in the

matter.
Resolved that

:

1. The resolutions adopted at a public meeting, held at the So-
ciety of Arts in December. 18S7, cannot be accepted as embodying
the opinion of the medical profession.

2. That objections to the scJieme of the Metropolitan Provident
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a. l*rovi&ion for medical attentlauce on tliost- unable to pay tlie

fees required iu ordinan' practice is already amply pro\nded for by

existiiii; charitable institutions, or by tlie individual or collective

effort? of ijonernl practitioners.
, ,• ,

b. Measures hitherto taken by the lay pul>lic to establish so-

called pro^-ident me<lical institutions have un ariably resulted in

introducing a system of unhetilthv comiietition, detnmeutaJ alike

to the best interests of the profussion, and subversive of its in-

fluence with the general public, ,,,,.„,,, . ,

c The wholesale distribution of handbills by the organisers of

any scheme of medical relief is to be condemned as much as

similar action on the part of individual members of the pro-

fession. ^\ .. k n
3. The committee would further suggest that to carry out tlie

principles emiwdied in these resolutions it is desirable, in order to

preserve the rights of general practitioners, that an organisation

be formed for that purpase.
, ^i . •

It wiU be observed that it is proposed to form a definite organi-

sation to oppose this scheme, and the following members of the

committee, or myself, will be glad to receive the names of all

members of the 'profession who are willing to co-operate :—ijr.

Cohen, 195, Sutherland Avenue, Maida Vule. W. ; Dr. ilaunsell, St.

Marks House, Bolingbroke Road, S.W. ; Dr. 1'ar.amore, 2, Gordon

Square WC- Dr. Kisch, Abingdon House, Sutherland Avenue,

Maida Vale. AV. ; Dr. Sargent, High Street, Shadwell ;
Dr. Wam-

wright 230. Brunswick Koad, Poplar; Dr. Simpson, 110, Lavender

UUl. S.W. (treasurer).—I am, etc., F. H. Cohbyx, Hon. Sec.

lis, Abercom I'lace, St. John's Wood, X.W.

p s —The resolution passed at the Soriety of Arts was in faTOur

of establishing metropolitan provident dispensaries all over

London.

CONSULTATION WITH HOMtEOPATHS.

Srn — \s a member, and a member of the Council, of the Glou-

cestershire Branch of the British Jledical Association, I desire to

record mv personal protest against the concluding paragraph m
the report of the meeting of that Branch in last week's JotTiNAi..

The paragraph wa.s as follows : "The result of this meeting was

most important, showing the great feeling in favour of admitting

homceopatlis to equal fellowship, and as far as the county of

Gloucester is concerned, having settled the question as to the

right of holding consultations with them."

The meeting was not summoned for the avowed purpose ot

settling this question, and it was not representative of the tounty

or the Branch, The number present was very limited. Chelten-

ham. Lydney. and Gloucester alone were represented, and the two

former of these onlv by one member each. i

.
.

I am not here concerned with the merits of the question under

discussion, but simply desirous of expressing my dissent from the

individual conclusiou of the reporter that a meetuig, summoned

and attended as it was, is to be regarded as settling any important

question on behalf of so large a constituency as that of the Glou-

cestershire Bniiuh of the Association.—J ft^n, etc.,
,

Gloucester, Marcli mh. • FUED. Neediiam.

THE.\TMKNT OP UTERINE FIBROIDS BY ELECTROLYSIS.

SiR—Mr. Knowsley Thornton, at the meeting of the West

London Medico-Cnirurgical Society on March L'nd, st-ated that he

knpwofoneca.se of uterine fibroid treated by electricity having

ended fatally. When asked to state the ease it was found that

he had pone', and .so I take this opport.unity of asking hita to give

a few- of the farts in connection with it. so that those who are

now trying electricity may profit by the example.—I am, etc.,

9, Collingham Place, South Kensington. J. Inqus Parsons.

'in , CASE OP CEREBR.VL ABSCESS.'

fettL—Ita mv account of a Case of Cerebral Abscess, pub-

lished in the J6itk:<al of March 10th. p. .->3n, I have omitted to men-

tion a similar case reported by Dr. Macewen, in the Lancet, March

•'fith 1W7 which I bad accidentally overlooked, and to which

mv attention wa.s called at the meeting of the Medical Society.

I iui.l intende<l making the necessary correction before the liajier

was published, but for some reason the proof was not submitted

to me.-J am. etc., Uavid Febbiee.

S4, Cavendish Square, W.

~> Thelurgiral hlstnry ot tho ai«e, by Mr. Victor Horeley, F.R.5.. v\\\ be

pnbllshwt next vif^V,

UyM AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

VOLUNTEBB. AMBULANCE SCHOOL OP INSTRUCTION ' |l

One of the largest Volunteer Ambulance classes yet held, number-

in" 1"0 members, was brought to a roost successful conclusion on

Mnnihiv, March 12th, at the hciidquarters of the London Scottish

R V where the omcial inspection was held by Surgeon H. R. Cox

of the Coldstream Guards. After the drill and examinatmn of

each member, the whole class were awarded the army ambulance

certilicate, and were highly complimented on their collective and

individual efliciency. j ^ v. ,

On Friday, Jlarch 9th, no fewer than fourteen detachments

entered for 'the prize competition, held at the Queen's Hall, West-

minster Surgeon O. M. White, T.H.R.B., and Surgeon Heather

Bi<^e London Irish R.V., were the judges, and awarded t';*- hrst

prfze to a detachment of the Victoria R,V. and St. Georges R.V.;

second prize to the Queen's Westminster R.V.; third prize to thi-

London Scottish R.V. The Royal Naval A.V. were f^urt^ '" "''der

of merit. A prize for old members was taken by the l(th Mid-

dlesex (North London) R.V.
J. , «.

Dr Walter Pearce. of the Artists' Corps, the medical othcer in-

structor, was entertained to dinner by Dr. 6. Ogilvie, of the Lon-

don Scottish, and the officers, non-commissioned oflieers, and men,--

of the class, at Anderton's Hotel on Saturday, March luth. Thirty-

one corps were represented, comprising Royal Naval .•Artillery,

Yeomanry, Artillery, Engineers, and Rifle Corps of the metropolitan

district.
' During the evening Dr. Walter Pearce was presented

with a handsome silver inkstand bearing an inscription, and an

address with one hundred signatures, expressing the appreciation

of his endeavours to perfect the instruction of the rcgimental^^

stretcher bearers of the volunteer force.

The course of instruction included lectures on barrack and camp
^

hygiene, which were delivered in the anatomical theatre of SU

Mary's Hospital, by the kind permission of the Dean of.the bt.^

Mary's Medical School. ,,

INDIAJJ MEDIC.\L SERVICE.
" AKeuiek" is iiiformea that romiietitiveexiiminations for appointments in thi>

Indian lledlial Service are usually lielrl twiee a year, in February ami Augv.^l,

and tlie numlier of vacancies is advertised some time before. Tlie examina-

tion is identiral. and held simultaneously with tliose for tUe army and naval

medical serWees. All information can he Obtained by application to Lieu

tenant-General A. B. Johnson, C.B.. Military .Secretary. India Office. White-

^

hall, London, S.W. There is no absolute physical standard lai.i >hn\i\ for

officers, but all have to undergo a medical examination previous to beinit

allowed to .omiiete for commissions ; of course, any serious physical deferl

imperfect \ision or liearing might he held to incapacitate, but every c:.

would be broadly .judged on its ln«rit«. India has always afforded a iioM-

iield for the medical officer.

INDIAN CIIiCrLAKS,
An officer of the Medical Staff writes from India Ih.at grave dissatisfaction !•

ca se,l in that country by the ••never ending A"?^ »<
«''7'r„

"» If;"*
,,ossibleand impossible subject ' issued ?"• ll>g!>"'l»'":f "' ''<

J^f,^,^'Jf^.
vice. One lately obliging senior and junior officers alike to submit to peri-

odical written ex'aminations. was soon amcelled as impracticable.

Especially do medical oflieers resent the fact that when their hospitals a«
insi/cted by the surgeon-general he is accompanie.1 by an apothecary aa eUH

officer instead of by one of his secretary medical officers.

THE RIBUT OF ItKTIHEMKNT AFTER TWENTY YEARS' SERVICE.

.Suk'k. "-M "oh 19J VK.VR.- S^viOK. writes: From .he War ."«"'',.'>>«"»'«{»,

dum in the army estimates just issued, it appears to be the .'"'«;,'''","'' 'J!

Government nof-'to allow medical officers to retire on a P'"""", "''"
•^,™if,

years service. Should this be carried into effect a serious breach of
'«»:'>J*^"

he caus<>d, and all the surgeons admitted into llie army since the "oj"! Vial-

rant of November. Ihth. will ha^e been obtained under false I'l-etences
J

believe they number between five and six hundred, and I recommend Ih.t »

vigorous protest be at once entered before the appearance of a new Roy»i

Warrant.
.

ABOLITION OF RELATIVE RANK IN INDIA. ..

Tnr Mmv }Minr! fj».-fltc. in a reir..si,eetive article on the year 18S,. rffenio

the deep feeling exrite.l by the ab..liti..n of relative rank, and says that it «M
naturally looked upon ns a deprivation of all rank, with the exception of de-

'''Xcenf ™.rnmts and orders," it a.lds. -luHT striven to remove Ibis im-

pression by indicating the value of .lep„rtme,ital rank iu
•'"'""..IrXer hli

and it is rumourcllliat on e^uO. occasion ol g.r.ett.ng a ""•''''','
""^'^^'•A'!

army rank will bo ain'dlied as well as his departmental nink. As long a. the

"tatuso medical o&cers in the army is clearly
'>"'^«i^„''^

'', "l^^f ".^L ^"^
much in what manner this is done. ^Ve are opposed to '^e subst tut ion OT

combatant for departmental titles: but by the use <" .•"'='1,™'°P?,"J"'.^
a.s mrreon-lieutonant. surgeon-captain, snrgeon-major. etc.. botn nepmn

memaf'ut us and millbiry rank might be easily and conveniently spcclB«l.
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KOYAL W.UtRANT. . 7n„..,tii

VICTORIA R.
^ «-'^'.,., »-ft

AVh'-re.is Wf flecm it exppdieiif to pro\-idefortTie pstablishmcnt of an Army
Mt-dicai Reserve of Orticprs :

Our \^'UI »ii<1 Pleasure is tliat Xh^ foUowiug shall bo tjie conditions under
which the said Reserve ^Iiall be fornit-d :—

1. The ranks of Offirers of the A,vmy itedical Reserve shall be those of
Surgeon-Major and Surj^eon.

2. Medical Officers of Our MilitLi. Yccmanrv Cavalry, and Volunteers, who
may desire and he permitted to inin the ArmyMedit-al Reserve of Officers, shall
undertake to perfoi-m Army dntiis ju home under rulet to be tixed by Onr
Secretary of State, and (to BcturrlvM' the orders, tor ndinhii:5tratiTe purpps^, of
the Director-General of the Army iTe-lical bopa/lrnent. ^ -

'. .i

3. Acting Siiryroiis. and Honoraiy Assistant Surijeons. of Volunteers may he
permitted to jniii the .lUiny Medical Re^t^cyy of Officers if they.haye passedthe
presevihed exannnation for'protieicndy- i

It is Our further Will and Flea-sure that the rank of Surgeon-Major ahall he
coulcared ou those Surgeons ot (hir Auxiliary, Forces who niay desire and be
permitted to join the Army :\Iedi('al Reserve of Officers on completion ot 12
years' ser\'ice from the date of their fir?t appointment to the Auxiliary Force:;'

:

and also that Actini; Surgeons, and Honorary Assistant Surgeons, of Volunteers
permitted to join tlie Reserve sh.iU be granted the rank of Surgeon therein.

Given at
,Our Court at 'VVind^Jor, this eicjhfee'nth day of February, 1SS8, in

the put yeir of OurKeigh.-
'•' *i" ' - 1 : By Her Majesty's Command. -'

i I.

;
, EDWARD STAJ)fHOPB.

Scoret'trt; of .'<tnff:'s InstrucfiQUf: on thcforejjf,'n(j Warranto
', 1. No Mcdfeal Officer of the AnxiHary Forces .ithah tie appointed to the Army
MedlOal Reserve who is not medically Hi for sepvite. and whose character and
qualifieations iire not in all respects satisfactory- , r . '

2. The names of all Officers of the Ai'iuy itedical ^espr^'C sh^U be , included in
aapeeial Army Medical Reserve List.

'

'

3. Officers shall he removed from the Army Medical Reserve List on attaining
the age of 65. • ''..*!!''''•.!

.J

4. Officers of the Army Medical Reserve shall be liable to be called to Army
service at home, in time's of great national emergency, to take the place of sncU
of tlie Medical Staff of the Army Ssmay be withdrawn for active service; and
when socalled out shall receive the pav and allowances of their rank.

fi. Medical (>ffieers ttf the Auxiliary Forees who may he permitted to join the
Army Medical Reserve shall undertake to aceept the (•hai:ge of the Officers and
men of any detachment of troops, not having an Officer of the Medical Staff
atta<-hed to it. af any station at whirh they may reside. Xvith the rates of remu-
neration laid down i'li Art. yo4 of the Royal Warrant for Pay, etc.. iNS/.

6. Offinei-s of the Army Medical Reserve who are willing to offer their services
will have a prior claim to employment in the district in whicli they reside to
other Medical Officers of the Auxiliary Forces, or tfl civilian medical practi-
tioners.

7. The acceptance of, appoin^nents in the Army Medical Reserve will in no
wa^- modify the position of Medical Officers in the regiment or corps of the
Auxiliary Forced to which they helong.

8. Officers wishing to apply' for upi)ointment to the Army Medical Reserve
will forward their applications, through the Officer commanding the Corps to
which tliev belong, to the General Officer commanding the District, for trans-
nfi?fj<ji^to, ti^ a^ii^»fy^^pcret^ry.; -,.,./ ^:: , . . ., . . ,

^^,^ j.^ \i M__
ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE.

M.8., writes J Paragraph 4 of the Secretary of State's instructions on tlie
Warrant for the formation of an Aruiy >iedical Reserve of Officers, reads
thus. ", Officers of the Army Medical liesene shall be liable to. be called to
Army serviee at home, in times of great nntionnl emfrgmcy to take the
places of such of the Me<lical Staff of the Annv as may lie withdrawn for
active servict; ; and when so calle<l out shall receive the pay and allowances of

_

,-ljneir rank." The italics are mv own.
The above i.s plain enough. *It ought to he our care to .jealously guard

against any eticnnichment on our privilege?, such as the employment of
anv of these reser\ e officers, except in cases of national emergencv.
Granting tlial on r present rate of ]jtty ip good, it would no "longer l>e re-

,

garded as sucli if service in tlie Medical StajT of the army was little more than
perpetual foreign exile, which this reacrve of officers might foreshadow, if our
Interests are not stcadilv defended.

THE NAVY.
Ttie undermentioned appointment* have l»ecn made at the Admiralty :—Hkr-
niutT M. Kti.i3. Staff-Surgeon to the Orion .- Richarj) A. Mowki.l. M.D.. Staff-
Surgeon to the liahiiijk; J amks W. U. HAWToi', Staff-Surgeon to the J'alorous

;

Horace X. Bik.wne. and John E. Wkbb. M.B.. Staff-Surgeons to the lialeigh;
\ ALEXTIXE STi)NK, to be Surgcou and Agent at fzon and Montrose : Staff-Sttr-
geons HiCHARD G. Brown and Johs Mackie. to tho President, additional.

THB MEDICAL BTAFB*.!' 1 .., j .).• - :.

nunnnE-SuK(ii:nx Johx Mackkkzik. M.D.. has been granted retired pay. He
td the service as Assistant Surgeon, Augitst oth. IS-'^^ ; became Surgeon.
lil*«t.H73; Surgfon-Major. April Isf. 187;*: and Brigade-Surgeon. Sep-
'T 10th. 1M4. He served ihronghoufc the war In Korth China in 18G0, and
ed the mc/lid gnudid for thatcaTupaign.

r:;eon-Major and Honorary Brigaile-Suvpiou JoHX A-vokhsos. M.D..
-i^-' ^!i^ heen allowed ii' cnnimute his retired pav, which was granted April

; 11 f .[i 1

THK INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
M'ROKox W. W. Wehji. DeiiKiil Kstiil)lislmu-nt, ni.'.linil uffi.iT of thcMfvwar
WiMl Coriis, is appointt'il tnofficlnt*- as Civil Surfri-on of Biknnwr. vitt Assist-
ant Surgeon SaliiU Uiltu. whose sen iet-a hiirn been replncc-a at the disposal of
the Pun jab Uoveinment

.

Siirgeoii P. J. Crawford. M.D.. M.idras BstahUshment. doing duty with the
•^inNativp Infantry in tho Eastern District, is appointed to the'officiatinc
medical charge of tllat regiment.
The services of Surgeon D. Blcc.m, Madras BstiV>>Ushment . are replaced at the

disposal of the PuMk- Dciartnu-nt.

,
THE VOLUNTEERS.

SuRfiEos and Honorary Surgeon-Major .1. Hi-ntrr. of the 1st Argyll and Bute
Artillery, has resigned his appointment, which t^ore date Febrtiary 3i>th, 1871 ;

lie is peritiittcd to retain his rank and uniform.
.\ci inn-Surgeon A. MiTcrrEi-i.. M.D.. of the Ist Volunteer Brigade Ea^teru

,
Division Hoval Artillcrv 'late the 1st Norfolk), has resigued bis commission,
w hicli dated from Dei (•"mber Sth, IR^.
Acting-Surgeon W. Bn.1,. of the 2nrt Tower Hamlets fEa»t Loiidonl Fortre.M

and Railway Forces, Royal Engineers- Cunttl lately known as tho Tower Ham-
lets Engineer Volunteere), has also resigned his commission, dated August 9th,
18«4.

The undermentioned gentlemen have been Appointed Acting Surgeons in the
corps specified : Joiry HtlL, 1st Volunteer Brigade -Southern Division Royal
.Artillery (late the Isf Hampshire"!; William Yol'V«. M.B., and T. S. Kibklam>,
M.n., to the 1st Linlithgowshire; and Nkville Williams. M.B.. to the 1st
Volunteer Battalion Prince ot Wales's Own West Yorkshire Regiment (late the
1st West Kiding ot Yorkshirej. f.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

UXSL'CCESSFUL ATTEMPT TO REFL'SE TAYilEXT
OF FEES.

The following is one of those case.? iii which a groundless charge
is brought against a medical man by a patient who, failing to
respond to repeated applications for payment of medical fees,
adopts this mode of retaliating by making serious and unfoundwi
charges.

Dr. Valentine Rees, a medical practitioner residing in Brecon,
sued a Captain Luxmore for £98 10s. for professional serviceg ren-
dered to the defendant from the year 1882 to 1885. Dr. Tiees ha<l

frequently sent in his account, and the defendant had continually
promised to pay. In the year 1886 Dr. Rees pressed for payment,
when the defendant alleged that the charges were excessive and
unreasonable, and at once issued a writ against Dr. Rees for
damages for negligence. The plaintiff applied to the court for an
order to stay the motion, so that the counter-claim on the action
he brought should be tried that daj-. The ]ilaintifl succeeded in
every court, and the defendants representatives ultimately with-
drew their counter-claim. Dr. Rees courted a public judgment,
and on being sworn stated that it was not until his solicitor had
written a letter to Captain Luxmore threatening proceedings that
the amount of his account was disputed, or any complaint made
as to the success of his services; on the contrarj-, the defendant
and his wife had frequently thanked him (the plaintiff) for Ms
very careful attention and kind services.

The judge, in giving judgment, exjiressed his opinion that the
charges were not excessive, but extremely reasonable, and pointed
out that if the plaintiff had been unskilful and negligent it was
incredible that the defendant should have continued to employ
the plaintiff a whole year after he had discovered his negligence,
and added he knew of nothing more despicable than for a man in

any way to throw a serious imputation on his medical attendant,
whose professional reputation was essential to his earning a
livelihood. After making those charges, the defendant did not
venture to come forward and substantiate them, but tried to

sneak out of them by not appearing in court. He gave judgment
for Dr. Rees with all costs, and also judgment on the counter-
claim and costs.

COMPENSATION FOR DISMISSAL.
J.W.— .\ii it-^sistaut, though luiqualilied, doe-s not occupy the same position as a
menial servant. The common rule as to a month's wage*; Ifiug the measure
of damages does not, therefore, uectssarily apply. Suppt^iiig the dismissal
t^ be wrongful, tlie assistant would tie entilleii to recover as damages the
amount of his probable loss cousequeut on the dismissal. This might iii-

clndc something beyond a mouth's salary, or might, if he got another eu^age-
inent, be less. -

A FLAMING ADVERTISEMENT.
Repbehexsiblh as are sucJi unprofessional circulars as the one issued by Mr

J. .\. W. (which, moreover, seems to indicate a uow departure from tlie

old devices), we are ijiclined to think that its stilte-l foolishness will tend, in
some degree, to counteract its claptrap, pretentious professions. Be that as

it may, we would, alike in the interest of the profession and-the putdic, im-
press upon ail legitimate iir;ictitioncrs into whose hands such ciivulars and
Kindred advertisement's may chance to fall, the expediency of seiuliug a cctpy

with a concisely written note, or. better still, a brief memorial signed by two
or three local mediiiil men. to the respective colleges of which the iuculpHtini
pnictitioner may bapiteu to be a memlH?r. in ordei- that the salutary iiitlueiice

. of their disciplinary laws may be brought to l>ear on the offender.

CHARGE TO THE CLEROY.
Hap "A Metnber" bMn an observant reader of the Joi-r>-al. he could teftrrtly

have failed to note that the question of professional charges to the clergy has
been repeatedly replied to therein (twice within the current year), and tnat it

is customary for a mimical man to charge " the clcrgj'man of his parish." .\^

to what would, in that case, l-e a fair fee to charge a clergyman for a \dsit
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«nd mMlcinf Is too efnrnil t. qufttion for us to pvp » ''"6"'''
7f'> ,^"

»l.Zr«"nowIede<- oTthc surronnrtlnRS. It. howovor, """orrosponrtont will

^(rrlo tt.n<-we<!itlon of lUr Mr<l,c^Chirurn,cnl Tar.p. he y;,ll f\nrt the

qu.slionof charges to the clergy CAref>.lly revfc^ed. anci suKRestions m»de.

rAri'KIt LUNATICS.
A MKVBim-H the PBrochinl nut h<.riti,» will not deal with the wrvant Rirl

A. . w^er "pr«?em"vnothmK e«n l.e done >vith her unlcs. she 'is deemed
"

l*e^ <m»U*^^.d s not, unde? proper c»re nnd control," m >vh>ch e.se t he

I-ni •.,*!, "relieving officer, or overseer of the par.sh or place who slmll have

kno«Wgeo thos?(acts slmll. within three days after
"'"'"."'."-r/'.'f

'>

"^S",
""ige give inforn.ation upon oath thereof to a jus .09. who. in h.s turn, shall

priKced to acl as directed in 16 and U Vict., Lap. ».. Sect. bb.

ETIQUETTE OF KUTIKED PR.\CTITIONEH.S

M.D. writes : 1 i, three years ago, disposed of his pract ce to I
. A-f™''-;'-

lo live in the same place, and is on intimate terms with n. In the hond ol

set len ent ,?f purehas, A .leclares not to practise, excepting u. consulta ,on

w it 1 another mcilical man. A solicitors family living in the same place i old

m en s of A •( and Vho.hv-the-hve. purtially c«cnted the decd)arepatient.s

^?C.wiroirveVtlree miles off. .\n accident occurs to one of the '"""'.V; »"'

A. Is immediately sent tor. who promptly attends, not m consultation, but to

till UP the cap till C.'s arrival.

3 \ ooMMonallv acts as medicil referee to an insurance company.

3 A requei 1 v gives, in a casual way, gratuitous advice as to the use of

domesiic remedies f^-r ailments. Should-uot A. al.solutely refuse to be made

use of in the above way?
. ., ti,.

« • Althongh B. could no doubt enforce against; A. the talfilmenb of the

corenantJ in question, we would counsel him to retrain from such a step, un-

less the proceedings (not unnatural from force of habit) of the latter ent.iil

upon the former an inconvenient pecuniary loss. and. even in that case the

l4tter plan would, in our judgment. l>e for B. to avail himself of a fitting

opportunity to remind A. in a kindly, courteous manner of Ins presumably

unintentional omission to carry out the stipulations contained in their

mutual deed of sale and i.urchase ; for any hostile proceedings on the part of

B, would not only be calculated to destroy their existing intimacy (a matter

of import to B.),'but woul.l tend to raise a prejudice against him, and ahen-

ato A.'s old friends and patients, and so mar his future professioiia'

prospects.
. ^ . ., »

With regard to the case of accident, even supposing that, m that emer.

gencv. B. had been called in. It would have been his duty on the arrival of

the Attendant in ordinary to resign the case to him. B. will, in our opinion,

do well not to interpret his legal rights in too strict a sense.

ADVICE AND MEDICINE. 6p. ; VISIT AND MEDICINE. Is.
;
TEETH

SKILFULLY EXTKACTKD. BD. ^ , .

It is searcelv necessary to assure " Justitia " that any practitioner—be he physi-

cian surgeon, grad'uate, or apothecary-who may professionally apsoeiate

himielfw-iththfdispensarvin question would, under the circumstances re-

ferred to, Ik- deeme.l guiltv of unprofessional conduct, and render

liJmself amenable to the disciplinary laws of his college. If. therefore our

correspondent can assure himself of the individual personality of the pin si-

cian and surgeon alluded to. and can procure satisfactory evidence of hiscom-

plicily with the chemist, we would advise him to send a copy of the clrculHr.

with » brief note or memorial, concisely setting forth the facts, to the

authorities of the university and college of which the practitioner in ques-

tion Is a member. __^_^-^—
INGRATITUDE.

A CousTBr Sl'Rr,EO?j.—Deeply to tie regretted as are such cases of professional

ingratitu.le as that referred to by "A Country Surgeon, we would observe

that the one in question has more especial relation to general sentiment

than to medical ethics proi>cr; we arc not, therefore, in a position to otTer

ny comment thereon. •

'
i

'

'

PROFESSIONAL BHOTHEHHOOD.
F H C S.ESO.. writes : My father, a M.D.. aged i&. for upwards of tn-enty years

mcmlier of the Ceneral' Medical Council, for over half a century fillliig with

success a public i.mfessional appointment, and, up to this ye.ar of gra<e.

medical officer of a public charity. Is now lying in probably his last illness.

He is attended by a V.R C.S.I. . who Is a hospital surgeon, etc., and who takes

feed from this M.I), patient now. as well as on former oceas ons. My father.

Inbvitone davs. had l^een attended cheerfully by the leading men of the

nrofersioniililiesame fashionable city who would scorn to take a fee from

'now when unforeseen family demands are being made upon his slender

purse. I feel it mv duty, even at the risk of incurring Ins rlisplensnre .be h.-iv-

Ing m.vle no comV^lnt) to ask through the Jourxai. .vour oi'mion iipon tins

plK-e of • professional courtesy " (i"W^ your answer to " Ex-Branch President

In the Jol-BXil. of .March Srd. p. iW.
•," Such a case is unusual, and It would be advisable to seek advice from

other sources.

CONSULTATION WITH JUNIORS.
C B writ*«- May I ask if being requested to meet a man nineteen Tears younger

'than Touiwlf.nf no si^^ial professional prominence, the only difference being

that he practises in a city and I in the country, would not bo suflicientgroundH

tor deiliuing to meet him !• What should be the etiquette on sudi an

occasion ?
i • i fl.>

•.' The following Is the rule laid down In the Code of Mcdicitt IJhirx, p. fl-.

for'tho gul.lancc of practitioners In such cases as tliat referred to by our

corre»|iondeiit ;

—

'

"When a pr^u^ltioner Is called upon to >n«et hl« jnnlorln con«n«atlon for

A sccon.l opinion, it will be coro|«t<nt for the former to represent the pnv

priety and advantage of obtaining the assistance of a more experienced prac-

titioner ; but if the patient specially desires to have the opinion of any quali-

fied member of the profession, even though a junior, it will be at the optloiy

of the pnictilioner in aUendance to .acquiesce or wilhdi-aw. As a rule, how.

ever a practitioner should never decline to meet, another merely Iweausc he U

his junior, and he will best consult his own interest and that of the pvofesslon

by a ready and courteous assent lo meet any junior of good repute. .\

trary course would reflect discredit on himself and the faculty."

HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT.

BELFAST ROV.VL IIO.sriTAL: QUARTERLY MEETING.

The usual qunrterly mectiu.s of tlie sub.scnber.s and life govonii

of this institution was lield on fVliruury 27th, Mr. AlexnntlfT In;

C E., in the choir. The staff reported that during the quarter tli.

^vere treateil in the hospital .MiO intern patients, of whoin 2,fo wen;

medical and ^2r> surgical ; 83 operations were performed, IJ"rmR

the same period there were treated as extern patients •_,(iiU, ot

%vhom 611 were medical and 2,0:.9 surgical ; 192 minor operations

^yere performed, and there were atiO eases of teeth extraction, it

was stated at the meeting that Mr. Forster Green had withdrawn

his proposal to build a new wing to the Consumption UospitiO,

the recpiired endowment of £15,000 not having been subscribe*

within the stipulated time.

ULSTER HOSriTAL FOR WOMEX AND CHILDREN.

Tms annual meeting of this charity was held on March bth, the

Mayor of Belfast (Sir James Haslett, J.F.) presiding. The report

showed that 3,000 patients had attended at the extern department

durinjr the vear, while 156 cases had been admitted to tne wards,

and 2^'5 maternitv cases had been treated in their own homes.

The attendance of"patients in the gynecological department had

shown a marked increase. The operation of ovariotoiny had been

twice performed in the wards, in both cases successfully. Owing

to an outbreak of mea.«les, the hospital had been clo.sed for some

time, but was now in full working order again. Two vacuncied

had occurred on the staff during the'year, one owing to

lamented death of Dr. James Barron, and the other in consequ.

of the resignation of Dr. Kennedy Wheeler. Dr. Caldwell had bevii

elected to till the latter vacancy.

ROY\L MATERNITY .\ND .SIMPSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL,
EDINBURGH.

The fortv-third annual meeting of the Royal Maternity and

Simpson Memorial Ho.spital was held last week, when the repert

submitted to the directors stated that during the year 2S0 patient.o;

had been admitted to the hospital, and 714 were attended at their

own homes. Two deaths had taken place in the hospital. Tliercj

had been forty-tive nur.^es trained at the institution, and l(b|

students had received clinical instruction.

GLASGOW OPHTHALMIC INSTITUTION.

The sixteenth annual meeting of this Institution w'as held on

March r>th The annual report shows a total of 3,il2 new caDcs;

treated during the year, of whom 4C3 were in-palieiits. H
fi'rure<i are nearly 2rW in excess of the previous year. 1 he av. '

iieriod of indoor residence was 20.05 days. Of the total t^

treated 3 451 were dismissed cured, and 149 improved, "i tli.v

sixteen years of the existence of the Institution, not far short olj

00,000 pal ient s have received the henerus it affords.
j

l!r<iL-i-sTS AND DnxATtoNS. -Under the will of the Into .^Ir,

Thomas Jessop the following be(|uest8 have been made to medicaj

eliarities- The Jessop Hospital (founded by him at a cost olj

£-•,0 000) further £4,000 : the Sheffield General Infirmary and tHe

Pub'lic Hospital and Dispensary, each £200: F^eJlospilal foi

Sick Children and the Blind Asylum, each £100^-Mrs Binghaj

has Riven £.500 to the building fund of the ShefTield Public Hos

pitnl and Dispensary. She ma\es the gift in memory of her lat

t

husband, and it is h-r desire that a ward shall be designated tht,

• Edward Bingham Ward."
j

St John- \Muri,ANCE Association.—Two courses of lecture

on "First Aid " have recently been given by Dr. R. L. Battt-Tlniry

at the Town Hal!, Berkham.'^ted, and at the second course,. wlHCt

liasiust concluded, thirty-one ladies (the full number sent up fo

exaiiiination) were successful in obtaining cerliticates.
,

Dn Jones, a former assistant at Earlswood, has been electei

medical superintendent of that importapt establishment.
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MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
HOUSE OF LORDS.—Friday, March 0th.

Lnnaci/ Acts Amendment BUI.—The House went into Committee

on this fiill. Clauses 1 to 19 were agreed to. On Clause 2U Lord

DonMKft moved an amendment for the purpose of compelling the

workhouse authorities to provide suilicient and proper accommoda-
tion for pauper lunatics. The amendment was negatived without a

division, and the chiu.se was agreed to, as were also Clauses ii to

33.—Lord Herschell mored to insert the following clause after

ClaussSS:—"The notice by Section 19 of the Lunacy Act, 1853,

required to be .sent upon the recovery of a patient, shall state that

unless the patient is removed within seven days from the date of

the notice, he will be discharged. If the patient be not

removed within seven days from the date of the notice

lie shall be forthwith discharged without further order."

The clause was agreed to, as were also the intermediate

clauses up to Clause 57 inclusive.—On Clause ")8 Lord Dormeb
moved an amendment with the object of giving to the local

authority power to build a hospital or asylum for private

patients. The amendment was negatived, and the clause agreed

to. The Bill passed through Committee.
Vivisection.— Viscount SidmoltH moved that a humble ad-

dress be presented to Her Majesty for correspondence between
tlie Home OHice and the Society for the Protection of Animals
from Vivisection, in reference to two recent instances of infringe-

ments of the law, and asked whether it would in future be a por-

tion of the duties of the authorities at the Home Office to cause

legal proceedings to be instituted in similar cases. In one case

the operation was performed on a rabbit, but without anaes-

thetics; and in the other case a number of animals were inoculated

in the presence of a number of persons andwithout anesthetics. The
law had been distinctly contravened; but, upon the attention of

the Home Secretary being drawn to the eases, he replied in the

one ease that the licence would be withdrawn, and in the other

that so long a time had elapsed since the infringement of the law
that he did not feel justilled in instituting proceedings. Under
these circumstances he desired to know whether in future, in

cases brought to the attention of the Home Office, it would be

deemed its duty to institute proceedings.— Karl Bhownlow said

it certainly was a portion of the duties of the authorities at the
Home Office to cause proceedings to be instituted in cases where
the Vivisection Act had been infringed, and that duty had in the

past been discharged. It appeared that the cases referred to were
those of Mr. Iline and ilr. I'eraberley. Mr. Hine had a certificate,

but clearly exceeded the powers granted by the certificate ; and
the Home Secretary, on'having his attention drawn to the matter,

withdrew the licence. Mr. Pemberley had not a certificate, and
the explanation was that he was acting as the assistant of Dr.

Robertson, who had. It was clear, however, that he had in-

fringed the law: but, having regard to the fact that a consider-

able time had elap.sed, the Home Secretary did not think it was a

case in which proceedings should bo instituted. There were
other extenuating circumstances. Cases could be dealt with by
the Home Office according to their circumstances, and it was not
nece.ssarj' on every occasion to take legal proceedings. The
Government had no objection to lay the correspondence asked for

upon the table.—The motion was agreed to.

The .Stccathuj .Si/stem.—The Earl of Dunbavkx moved: That the followiTi}]:

lords form tlie Select Coiiimittoe to coiisiiler the sweating 8\stein; Tlie Areti-
bisliop of Caiiterliurv. tlie Karl of Derliy. tlie Earl of Onslow, tlie Earl of Alicr-

deen. Lord Clinton. Lord Clifford of CluuUeigh. tlie Karl of Limerick, tlie Karl
of Crawford ami Balcarrea. the Earl of Dunraven, Lonl Sandhurat. LoKLJioth-
aohiUl, Lord Monlvawell, and Lord Thriiig.—The motion was agreed to.

,,, Monday, March ISth.

Pharmacy Acts Amendment Bill.—The report of amendments
on this Bill was agreed to.

Teacliinti Unicersitij for London.—Lord IlMtsCHELL, in the ab-
sence of Lord Granville, asked the Lord President whether he had
Inade up his mind as to the manner in which he would deal with
the application for a charter for a Teaching University in London,
and other like applications for charters; and whether he had come
to a coucUision as to a Uoyal Commission on the subji'ct.—Viscount
C'R.iNnnooK replied that he hail come to the determination to

recommend the issue of a small Uoyal Commission to inquire, and
he hoped that at no great distance of time it would ba able, to,

report. -''
. '., ,

" ' "

"^
:i 'itl:)!!-.!! Till I'-

I

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Monday, March 12th.

Scarlatina from the 6W'.—Sir H. Maxwki.l, in answer to Mr.

PiCTON, said that some months ago Professor Brown was in-

structed to make an inquiry into the existence among cows of an

eruptive disease of the teats, which it was alleged in one case (the

Hen<lon outbreak) had induced scarlatina in man by the agency

of the milk. In the course of the inquiry he availed himself of

Professor Crookshank's offered assistance in working out the

micro-pathology of the affection. In regard to the outbreak in

Wiltshire, Professor Crookshank had stated that he considered

the disease was the Jennerinn cow-pox. Professor Crookshank

had not yet furnished a report on the micro-organism of th»

cow-disease. A report on the whole subject was being pre-

pared, and would be issued as soon as possible by the Agri-

cultural Department.
Heaths from Want.—In reply to Mr. Kilbride, Mr. Stuaht-

Woutley said a return was now in course of preparation sho\ving

the number of deaths in the metropolitan district in the year 1887

upon which coroners' juries had returned verdicts that they wero

due to starvation, or were deaths accelerated by privation. As to

bodies found in the Thames in the City of London and in tho

metropolitan district, there would be no objection on the part of

the Government to furnish a return.

Army Medical Officers.—Dr. Farquharsox asked the Secretary

for War whether he had received from the British Medical Asso-

ciation a statement containing an analysis of the opinions of

nearly 9011 army medical officers with reference to the recent

abolition of rela'tive rank, and whether a widespread feeling of

dissatisfaction had thus b.'en shown to exist throughout the de-

partment.— .Mr. E. Stanhope said: I have received a communica-

tion from the British Medical Association purporting to give the

anonymous opinions of several hundred medical officers. These

opinions must have been obtained and expressed in a maimer alto-

gether in contravention of military discipline. Medical officers,

Hke other officers, have a proper channel through wdiich they can

be heard, and I am not prepared to accept any ciWlian association

as their mouthpiece. On the general question of rank I can ouly

repeat what 1 said several times last year, namely, that the status

of medical officers is just as it was before, and that as regards

titular rank they already hold professional titles for which the ex-

change to combatant titles, without combatant functions, would

be a loss of personal influence.—Dr. Faequharsos said he would
draw attention to this subject on the medical vote.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.
GLASGOW.

The following changes have taken place in the examinerships

in Glasgow Uni\ ersitv :—For graduation in Medicine : In Ana-

tomy. Mr. Alexander Hill, M.A., il.D., Cambridge; Medical Juris-

prudence. Mr. A. W. Macfarlaiu', M.D., London; ilidwifery, Mr.

Samuel Sloan, M.D., Glasgow ; Medicine and Clinical Medicine,

.Mr. G. Lovell Gulland, M.A., B.Sc, .M.B., Edinburgh. The first

three appointments are for three years and the last for one year;

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
Me. Wilkinson Ovkuexp, B.A.Oxon., of St. Marj-'s Ilospita

Medical School, has been elected to the Radcliffe Travelling Fel-

lowship (£2l.X) a year for three years).

CAMBRIDGE.
New Anatomical amp Piiysiot.ogicat, BcrLPiNOS.—The Build-

ing Site* Syndicate hare published a report suggesting the modu
ill which provision should lie made for the various science subjects

to be housed in or near the new museums. They recommend that

the first work to he undertaken should be the buildings for human
anatomy and physiology. Pathology can be temporarily accom-
modated in the old chemical laboratory, and medicine and surgery

in the old anatomical buildings. The report seems well weighed,

and is likely to be favourably received. The chief need, however,

is ready money.
Assistant to thk Profkssob of Surgery.—The Special Board

for Medicine recommend that an assistant to the professor of

surgery be forthwith appointed to help in the teaching and to super-

vise the surgical collections in the museum. Professor Humphry,
himself sine stipendio, has generously offered to provide a sufficient
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append f6rMte''nfeW,offib'er. .

^^ >. "V; bi^n*^ M.B ' ^U been

appointed nn efcetor to the new jSrofpfPorphip bf Chihf*s^.

The following degrees were ronferro.I nt the ConOTPKntTcn held

'on Tlmrsdnv. NCirrh 8tli :-Robort Michftol Sininn.^l 15 Oonville

and Cuius, udmit tod il.I).: M.ittliew Henry hpenccr, B A., Tnmty

and St Thomas's, admitted M.B. and B.C.: Artlnir Henrj- "H il-

lium'i B.A., St. John's and Guy's, admitted M.B. and B.C.

PUBLIC HEALTH
POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

1.

il.!

Mil J lu

-1/ I GUARDIANS AXD M.EWCAL OFFICEES.

vMb. Edward Mahshall, medical officer of health to the Jht-cham

District of the Croydon Union, and medical officer to the Holborn

Union Industrial Schools at Mitcbom. appears to be having rather

harsh measure dealt out to him liy the Holborn Board ot

Guardians. Mr. Marshall has been medical officer to the schools

for thirty years, diu-ing which he has discharged his duties with-

out a single complaint having been made against him. A month

aco he was suddenly informed that the guardians were dissatished

with his conduct in his official capacity, and he was called upon

to resign The reason alleged was liis neglect to visit the schools

under his care with sufficient frequency. It appears that some

time ago there was an outbreak of scarlet fever among the pa-

tients in the union inlirmary. and at the time of the alleged

neglect of duty, tiie tlisease had begun to show itself in the

schools Mr. Marshall admits that for three weeks he did not

visit the schools, but he affirms that during all that time he was

-in constant communication with the managers of the schools. As

eoon as any chibi was taken ill it was at once transferred to the

iiunion intirinan-. or to the infectious hospital of the Metropolitan

lAsvlums Board, and we are assured that there is absolutely no

/evidence of ilr. Marshall's absence from the schools having been

-attended with the slightest ill effect. >'evertheless, a resolution

fwas pa.ssed. at a meeting of the board, that. " owing to the pres-

sure of work in his private practice, he (Mr. Marshall) was un-

able to attend to his duties at the schools," and calling upon him

;to resign. Mr. Marshall was allowed to appear before the

board some weeks ago, and to be heard in his defence. He

^aaid that he had not gone to the schools because he kept

himself thoroughly informed of everj-thing that occurred, and

there avs* really
" nothing that required las personal attend-

ance. Ue'wjifl constantly visiting the innrmarj-, where there were

many cases of scarlet fever, and he was seeing a good deal of the

diseii'ie in private at the same- time. It was, tfierefore, as a matter

of fact, better that he should not go near the schools, to -which he

-might easily have been the means of conveying the infection. He

had carefully examined the saivitaryarrangements at the schools.and

had done all in his power to check the spread. of the disease among

the chUdren. After hearing Mr. Marshall, the hoard referred the

proposal that he should be called upon to resign to the General

Purposes Committee, which has now. as we are informed, without

uiakin.' any inquirj- into the truth of the allegations against the

medical olhcer on the spot, supported the proposal, and urged the

(iuunUans to insist on his resigning. This Mr. Marshall has

dediaedtodo, and we understand that he has appealed to the

'LocarGovernment Board, begging them to inquire into the whole

matter. We hope the Board will accede to this request, and will

not allow itself to be put off with general statements of a more or

less vague cliaraeter, but will endeavour to ascertain the precise

grounds of complaint against Mr. Marshall, and the specific facts on

whiih theyare founded, if any such are forthcoming. Mr. Marsliail s

appeal for an impartial inquiry by the proper authorities is de-

Benins of pubUc as well as professional support, as it is

of importance, both to medical men holdmg such respon-

sible public appointments and to the community at large, that

Boards of (iuardians sliouhl be made once for all to understand

that they will not be suffered to ride roughshod over medical

olficere w.bo Uavu faithfully discharged tUe dutiea of a thankless

office for many years without reproach. .-,

I,,,., ;i :
,": -" ''I mut o

, OFFENSIVE I'UnLIO tllilNALS.
, . ^

C. b. (Newcastle-uinler-Lviie).-Aji li.ilivklual wl,o c-uu p^o^-c that tne proposeu
"

'«t<!Ctlon will be a nuisnncf Tnay olrtain an injnncflon to rtstraln the Town

/ eoanoil from piittlntc it on the site seletrtul. Th« rimrae to be pursued in

,
auch a <-»8« it rssmtinlly a miitt»-r for a luwyer. It woulii be impossibla to

'

give any usi-ful lulviee » itliout Icnowing all the facts In Jptall.

KEELING'S SEWER GAS KXHAUSTEB A>-D DESTRUCTOR.
W>; are informed .liy-Uio proprietor timt during several montli-

past IMchmond, Ealing, Kjisom, Leicester, East Dereham, an

other towns ha-ire applied Keeling's- wS^'fir GtiB .Exhausters an-

Destructors to e.xtract ami cremate, the gases arising from or-

ganic decompasitaon. It, is urged thnt the discharge of sewer

emanations through ground level gratings is a crude an<l

indefensible system, Xothing, it is said, conduces, to the pros-

lerityof a tovvn or locality so muph as a high repute for pur-

air, , ; ,

It is stated that Keeling's apparatus, has been tested by certain

experts chemically as to its destructive jiower, and mechanically

as to its economy. It consists mainly of an iron column with a

powerful furnace,' which produces an intense beat by the combus-

tion of a small quantity of coal gas, and causei? a strong curreiu

of air to pass constantly through it in ,all states pf weather. The

peciUiarity of the furnace consists in a series of ribbed metal

cones, which divides the sewer air into minute streams, and sub-

jects it to contact with hot surfaces through a sufficient length to

destroy the, excess of organic matter which impregnates it.

riiiil-/'«

It
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,|
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The Ealing Local Board requested Dr. Russell, of tlieChenuf«l

Laboratory-, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, to test the action of tie

ai.i.aratu.s on the Ealing sewers, and to analyse the sewer airl

before it enters the column, and also after it passes tl}''''"t:h ''j

Dr Russell's report was laid before the board on March 1st. ana,

it contains the follor.-ing description and results of his te?t8- ,

"In my first experiment, I introduced into the c'r"'"*"? « M

3 cubic 'centimetre of ether ; this etlicr was completely oxiaisecii

no smell of ether could he recognised at the top of '';« ^^"Vh^
a slicht smell of some nf the products of the oxidation of the

ether The next experiment, wis Avjth sulphuretted hydMo
gas which in extremely small quantities pan be '•''™?"\^.^^

,,
>
^

smell, hnd a gas which oft.ni occurd in sewers. I
g»'"'-'"**„'i ?v'

gas in a flask^J.d conveyed it lij- means of a tnlx- to one o th

openings at the base of the stove, so that the air passing thioUgf

tTe stole was largely chafed ^th this ga.s jUthough smelM.

so verj- delicate a test for this gns. and although this gas wa.i
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'.passed into the base of tlip stove for hnlf an hour in a tolerably
'rapid current, not the slightest indication of any undecomposed
gas was recogiiisalile at the top of the stove or "elsewhere. The
smell of the product of oxidation, sulphurous acid, was very per-
ceptible. The above experiments were very satisfactory.''

On February Ilfh thi' following experiments were made at Ealing
Dean. "To test fully tlie change brought abcjut by passing the
air from the sewer through the destructor, two kinds of experi-
ments were made, and in each case the air delivered from the top
of the destructor was compared with the air extracted at the
same time from the sewer itself. Permanganate of potash is

known to oxidise most organic impurities in air, and is the best
indicator we have of the amount of such impurities in any sample
of air. Two experiments with the air from the top of tlie venti-
lator showed, as a mean result, that it required seven volumes of
oxygen to oxidise the organic matter in a million volumes of air,

or as it is usually expressed, this air contained seven volumes of
organic matter in a million volumes. A sample of air collected in
a field near contained six volumes of organic matter in the

- million." A bottle was lowered into the sewer, and by means of
an aspirator filled with the air to be tested, it was found to con-
tain twenty-one volumes of organic matter, that is three times as
much ; thus the heat in the destructor is suflicient to cause "effi-
cient oxidation of the organic matter in the sewer air, any sul-
phuretted hydrogen present would, as shown by the first experi-
ments, be converted into sulphurous acid, which would act on the
permanganate in the same way as the organic matter does."
"The second class of experiments was to determine whether

the micro-organisms or germs known.to be abundant in sewer air
are destroyed by the heating process caried on in this destructor.
To determine this, I drew air from the top of the ventilator by
means of an aspirator, for thirteen minutes, through sterilised
glass wool : this wool was afterwards carefully introduced into a

< flask containing a cultivating medium. An exactly similar ex-
periment was made with air from the sewer, after four days, the
flasks, which had been kept at a temperature most favouralde for
stimulating growth, were examined; in the air which had the wool
through which the sewer air had been drawn there were at least
7,0(10 distinct colonies or growths ; two experiments with air from
the top of the ventilator were made, one gave only si.x colonies
and the other fourteen, a striking illustration of how efficiently

. ;Organisms are destroyed by the method of heating used in this
form of destructor. Asa definite proof of the high temperature
.which the cones inside, the destructor attain, I placed a piece of

,
sheet lead in the inverted cone immediately above the burner;
,this lead became melted. The melting point of lead is known to
,,be 617° F.-

'The following data are stated to be approximately correct. A
No. 6 Bray's gas burner, regulated to consume C cubic feet of coal

fas per hour, will give suflicient heat to exhaust and destroy
,000 cubic feet of sewer gas jier hour, or 72,000 cubic feet in 24

. hours. A dozen destructors will be sufficient for a town of
20,000 inhabitants, costing for gas, on an average, £fi per amium,
per destructor—less than £100 per annum for the twelve de-
,,?tmctors. One destructor will keep a thousand yards of 12-inch
sewers clean, say in three directions. The column may also be

. used as a lamp column.
If sewer \entilation by a furnace is considered a desirable

method of meeting the difficulty it would seem that Keeling'a
destructor is an elhcient ftieans of creating a definite extraction of
ioul sewer air in stagnant conditions of weather, and regard-
le.ss of external temperature.

W.VTER SLTPLY OF LARGK T0\VX3.
The following notification has been issued in French by Ilis

Majesty the King of the Belgians:
By a decree dated December 14th, 1874, His Majesty the King

1 the Belgians instituted an annual prize of i'l.OOd francs for the
•iicouragement of intellectual labour. The prize forming
•.lie object of international competition in l.-^DS will be awarded
to the best work on the means of procuring abundant and cheap
onnking water of the best ijualitj' for large towns, and in par-
ticular for Brussels and its suburbs, regard being had to the
anticipated growth of population, {.Sur la mnniere ilfi procurer
Wtondammeiit et an moimire prLr ait.v<)randi-s villes. ef upecialement
a tagglotniration BriLvelhUe. la meilleure i/na/it^ <reau potable, en
tenant compte de I'augmentation prh'iie du nomhre des habitantt.)
Both manuscript and printed essays will he admitted to the com-

petition. A new edition of a printed work cannot take part in
the competition unless it contains considerable clianges and
additions which have appeared, like the othar competing essay*,
within the period of the competition—namely, in one of the years
18.S'J to 18yj inclusive. Tlie essays may be writt<.>n in any one of
the foUoi^nng languages: t'reneh, Flemish, Knglish, (3«rman,
Italian, and Spanish. Those who desire: to take part in the
competition must send their essay.s, written or ])rinted, before
January 1st, 1.S03, to the Minister of Agriculture, Industry-, ajid
Public Works, Brussels. The essay whicTi obtains the prize must
be printed in the course of the year following that in which the
prize is awarded. The award of the competition will be conducted
by a jurj- named by His Majesty the King of the Belgians, and
consisting of .seven members, three Belgian and , the remainder
foreigners of different nationalities.

i .. ,':.

Health of Exglish Towns. — In the twenty-eight large
English towns, including London, which have "an estimated
population of 9,.3t)8,273 persons, .'),8:J8 births and 4.193 deaths
were registered during the week ending Saturday, March lOth.
The annual rate of mortality per 1.000 persons living in these
towns, which had been 21.6 and 21..5 in the two prece(£ng weeks,
further rose to 2.3.-3. The rates in the several towns ranged from
1.1.0 in Halifax and 1.').2 in Derby to 28.2 in Plymouth, 29..5

in Norwich, .30.7 in Blackburn, and" 31.3 in Manchester. In the
twenty-seven provincial to-n-ns the death-rate wa.s 'i'A.a per 1,000,
and slightly exceeded the rate recorded in London, which was 23.0
perl.OttO. The 4,l!)3deaths.registered during the week under notice
in the twenty-eight towns included 1().t which were referred
to whooping-cough, .59 to scarlet fever, 49 to measles, 4.") to
diphtheria, 43 to diarrhcea, 42 to "fever" (principally enteric),
and .30 to small-pox ; in all, 442 deaths resulted from these prin-
cipal zjTnotic diseases, against 429 and 3Ut5 in the two preceding
weeks. These 442 deaths were equal to an annual rate of 2.5
per 1,000; in London the zj-motic death-rate was 2.t>, while it

averaged 2.3 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, and ranged from
0.0 in Preston and in Xewcastle-upon-Tyne, and 0.4 in Brighton
and Sunderland, to 4.2 in Oldham. 6.2 in .Sheftield, and 6.7 in
Plymouth. Jleasles caused the highest proportional fatality in
Bradford and Plymouth; searlet'fever in Oldham and Blackburn;
whooping-cough in London, Salford, Leicester, Wolverhampton,
and Norwich; and "fever" in Leicester, Norwich, and Derby.
Of the 4.T deaths from diphtheria recorded last week in the twenty-
eight towns 24 occurred in London, 3 in Birmingham, and 3 "in

Manchester. The 39 fatal eases of small-pox included 29 in
Sheftield, 3 in Oldham, 2 in Manchester. 2 in Blackburn, and 2 in
London. The number of small-pox patients in the Metropolitan
Asylums Hospitals on Saturday, March 10th. was 14, of whom 2
had been admitted during the week. These hospitals also
contained 1,201 scarlet fever patients on the same date, and
showed a further decline from the the number in recent weeks;
100 cases were admitted during the week, against 93 and 84
in the two preceding weeks. The death-rate from diseases of the
respiratorj- organs in London was equal to 6.0 per 1,000, and was
slightly below the average.

Health of Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Satur-
day, March 10th, .?3G births and 611 deaths were registered in
the eight principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality
in these towns, which had been 22.6 and 23.4 per l.OtK) in the
two preceding weeks, farther rose to 24.2 during the week under
notice, and exceeded b.v 0.9 per 1,0(X) the mean rate during the
same period in the twenty-eight large English tOTNiis. .\niong
these Scotch towns, the lowest rates were recorded in Greenock
and Leith, and the highest in Glasgow and Paisley. The 611
deaths in these towns during the week imder notice included 76
which were referred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to
an annual rate of 3.0 per 1,000, which exceeded by 0.5 the mean
zymotic death-rate during the week under notice in the large
English towns. The highest jvTiiotie rates were recorde<l in Leith
and Pai.sley The highest proportional fatality of measles oc-
curred in Edinburgh and Leith: from diphtheria in Leith and
Paisley ; from whooping-cough in Glasgow, Aberdeen, and
Paisley: and from "fever " in Gla.sgow. The mortality from di.«-

eases of the respiratory organs in these Scotch towns during the
week was equal to 6.7 per l.UOO, against 6.0 in London.

Health of Irish Towns.— In the sixteen principal town
districts of Ireland! the deaths registered during the week end-
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ina SnturdftV. March 10th. were equal to an annual rate of

^^ per UM) The lowest rates were, recorded m K. kenny

ftiTd Wrv and tho highest in Limerick and Oalway. The

"m deatS' registered In Dublin '^^^'''^^, ^^^ ,^''^ ^''^l
"n'otice were eqL to a rate of ^ai per 1.000 ^^^-^ ^^^
and 34.0 in the two preceding weeks).

V'«, J^'^- ;°'i5^^,%,;rdi
neriod behi" onlv 1^3.0 in London and 1N8 in J!.rtiiiWirgn.

5'he1:;i dealhs included 25 which resulted from the pnnc.pa

jvmotic diseases (equal to an annual rate of 3.7
f/ ^f^ •

°

Xch 7 resulted from whooping-cough. 5
%^f,f^%l^,^;,tl

measles, 4 from lUarrhoea, 3 from fever ,
and 2 from diphtheria.

THF POST OF i'Uhlic vaccinator at waxsall.

.U.re-app.iiited me to the office in December Ust.

'
'

REPORTS OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OP WV.Kl.'iK.

WANBSWOUiH (I'opulation, -57.74-).- .4 Vuvxmc^ Ca^e of Hydro-

Johia-r\^ many excellent summaries which make up thi^

reporrdeserve a more lengthy notice than our limited space wiU

a^fow Ead. contain.s matter of more than local >"««-es
,
and

eve,^ effort seems to have been made to ensure their g.vi « a com-

nletG and acciu-ate representation of the health of the district, h

abes of statistics wSich concem.the
^V^"'^'^-^"^^, "^^ath-n t^s

compiled and cU.splav some very important facts, ihe atatli ni e»

of le se -eral subdistricts, inclusive and exclusive of outly ng i
-

^tit.tions are eivrii, as well as the amount and density of pupu-

a on and the ^ro^tional number of the industrial Masses which

each subdistrk-t possesses. The deaths occurring during 1)nH> are

4>Lssi^ed accordirig to sex. «ge. and social position, the relat^

numl^rs occurring ^^^^^^ ^:;i:f„," ^om^ 11."' in "Ire

f^ ;^^r o l^'o ^l^.^;in wJst^B^tte^sea. This w^
lo vei ra e than in any prece.ling year, with the exception of 1,SN_.

is w^rtl V of note that small-pox was almost entirely absent

from theXrict throughout the year. Whooping-cough, meases

a,rdiarriVcca were the prevailing epidemics, and were attende

wth m"re than usual ktali.y. ^^ - ^l^'^^T^'Z^^r^
death-rate of infants was correspondingly high. Coiisirterai it

fnter St was Ixcited by a case of hydroi.hob.,a 't oecurred^n the

rase of a woman rather past the terra of mid.Ue life, bhe was Hi

for threes four days, and died with all the symptoms of hydro-

Sio a wdiJh the ,?o;m«oW«» examination, so far as .t ^jen con-

firmed The source of infection was very obscure She had a

s™l dog which she was in the habit of kissing ""^ fondling n

wious ways. She had an abrasion on the inner side of the Up.

.^dU was considered possible the poi.son may have been thuscom-

Znicated The old dog, which died soon afterwards, was in a

"r "tcherstate o? liealtT. at the time-thi<:k visci.l saliva con-

^Ltly drbbled from its mouth. The difficulty was, however

•?ha^ It did not possess any of the characteristic symptoms of

'

rab es- and t e qmstion arose whether hydroph.dua could be com-

munTcated to man by the saliva of a dog in a bad condition, but

showing no characteristic symptoms of rabies.

T^ATiPY rPopulation, ^S^m•).-Infer^{ow Hn^pitfl N<-i>defl.—

Duriuelhe year 1^ l>e ""™''" '^ deaths from, all causes was

.?^0 'bfing at^he rate of 19.G i«-rl,fK.... ^^-^^'^^^Vort^^
that zvi^otic diseases prevailed during the ^^

''"'«

J ''",'";
'!

.changelble intensity, the death-rate varying /™" "-^^..P
,-;

lOa) in Mav to A..=S n September, the rate for tlu. wnoir

vew beinif 3 1.--. H« -Ws that under existing c.rc.uns ances

r is qnfte impossible to stamp out or even limit the

srread of infectious di.sease, and that he cannot look for-

ward to heincnhle to cope with any outbreaks until some means

of securing tlie isolation of those vVho "e attacked is provided.

It is to be hoped, however, that, under Dr. Swann ..strong ad^^ce

thi'stftt of thimrs will not long continue; and as the inhabitants

of th. town have displayed great interest /" !^- ™n ^lac^'e

'

before long considerable improvement will have taken place.

RAPrp ^Population, 2.'S,.WV-7/'V''^' '" Itendinesf hut not Re-

17.9. in 1885. Owing to the epidemic of scarlet te\er, wiucn

carried off 28 victims, the zymotic death-rate was also largely

increased. Three-fourths of the deaths were of children

under 6. The Hospital at Southall was m constant readi-

ness to receive patients, but in only two cases were Us advantages

availed of. The success with which these cases were isolated makes

the fact, that for the past ten years no cases of infectious diseas.-

except small-pox have been sent to the hospital, the more to be

reRretted. Whooping-cough, which existed more or less tlirouK''

tlR. year, proved fataT to 15 children. More than one half of the

fatal cases were complicated with pneumonia, bronchitis, etc. Dr

Brown remarks on the need of care in preventing the spread ot

the disease, and the ignorance of parents as to its mlectious

character.

BooTLE-cuM-LiNACRE (Population, Umi-Hv'^
F^I'^^Jt^

fromBiarrhcva: Occurrence of Cases of Typ\,^.-1\^>> de>^^-^-ro.i^

for 1886 (21.04 per l.tKW), though somewhat in excess of that for

the preceding year, is, in Mr. Sprakelings opinion, not to be looked

ipoi\ as excessive when the general character and habits of the

p pultttion are considered. The depression in trade and the conse-

milnt increase of poverty are shown to have had a prejudicid

effect as regards the pauper sickness, and it is only rea^sonable to

suppose th?y had a corresponding effect on the general morta^^.ty^

Tl.H increased number of cases of diseases of the lungs was very

marked and also of those diseases brought on by insuflieient aad

mproi^r food. Seven cases of small-pox
f-^« f;/'""^''

^^^^jS

the year. Scarlatina was much more prevalent and fatal han »n

188-1 and there was a very consideralde increase of deaths trom diar-

jT^a As n any a ei|hty-four deaths from this latter disease

w4^e registered, eighty-one of which were of children under fi>e

years, and many of infants under one year. Four cases of tj plins

L,^ came under treatment, and caused much anxie y, o^ving to

the difficulty of isolation. The di.sease, however, did ""t -pi>«d,

and no death occurred. The zymotic death-rate amounted to 3,84

perl,two.

IIOLBOKN (Population, 85.8o0).-ffK/^ Beafh-rnfe: tl"n»t«l

j„i\",,_lD.. Septimus Gibbon bases his calculations for the

venr Ts86 upon the population at the time of the last census, and

lence the Sheaths wdiich occurred in the district pr'ficed^a

eath-rate of 24.4 per 1,000. This is much too high but as Dr.

Gi lin has no reli.^ble means of gauging the -'^''t "
ra irer"?h1^

gration into the district, he prefws to °^-<'^'^*f"""',<^V,'^ ";,!L\e S
S^iderestimate. the death-rate. The y^", ^^''^^ ™

.^'''t??
'i.^.^

i.u^lHiv nrif. -ilthouo-h not (luite as fayourable as ls8.i. llur. was

a'consdeZbl Kisein the number of deaths, the mortahty

from mea.sles. scarlet fever, diphtheria, whooping-cough, and low

fever having risen from G8 to 118. And if correction he mad, by

ncludin^ feiths of residents in hospitals outside, -^n^l «'' « "?«

thos" of non-residents within the district, there were 121 deatJw

from these six zymotic diseases. The three eases of small-pox re-

corded durincr tlie year occurred in common lodemg houses, vj^

sumabl n tr^ivellers or tramps, who eontracted t''- djscaj outs.d^

t ^district. The diminished prevalence an. mortality of measles

mav b in n "Measure explained by the ^^i-"'^^'>^: .P.^P^f̂
f,^,"

children in the population, owing to the continuously low birtn

a t,

"
atisfactory to note the decrease. in the

^'^/^ f ^^
[irium tremens and syphilis. The increase in scarlet fe^er and

;;i IteK r.li..«. u.™si. a.. ..rat., b.fo.« u.. (HIM. » v
cognisable, are unavoidable.

OVFR 30 per cent, of the deaths in Xew York State in 1887 were \

of chddreVunder five years of age. The death-rate at all agesj

^^^':::nS'«>portof U. East London Nursing Society, for

|

cost of each nurse was about £J4 a year.
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OBITUARY.
ALEXANDER PEERS ADAMS, L.R.C.1'.Lond., il.K.CS.E.VG.,

i" !:':•:.-, ::'.n SuTgPon, Madras Army.
We regret to aimuuiiee the untimely death of Surgeon' A.
I'eers Adams, of the lodian Alcdical Service. He was born on
Septi'uibur Otli, 185.5. He received lus medical education at St.

Bartholomew's Hospital, and obtained the diplomas of Member of
the .Royal College i>l' Surgeons and Liqentitite of the Royal College
of Physicians in 1.S70. and passed into JS'etley at the February
examination in 1880, vvl^en fifty candidates competed for twenty-
three vacant commissions in the Indian Medical Service. He
passed out of J^etley at the examination held in August, 1880,
and proceeded to the Madras Presidency. He subsequently served
in Bunnali, where his health suffered severely.

. At the meeting of the iSouth Indian Branch of the British Medi-
cal Association, held in Mailras on October 7fch, 1887, Surgeon-
Major Drake-Brockman, F.K.C.S., Vice-President, paid the follow-
ing tribute to his memor},- :

—

,
i r

" No panegyric is needed in referring to his life or work, for I

am sure that all who had the privilege of his acquaintance must
have had reason to admire the various qualities with which he
was gifted. .\U who were thrown in his waj' must have beea-
impressed wilh the conscientious and efficient manner in which'
he invariably dischargeil the various duties which, from time to
time, were allotted to him ; and it mattered not, whether in the
performarice of active fteld operations, or in the engagements
which pertain to the lot Of a civil medical officer, he was always
found ready, willing, and pain.staking.
.." I& the recent Burman campaign his powers had been put to
the test, and he did not fail ; for we are aware how his conduct
and the excellence of his work called for a special representation
to the Government. In the different civil charges to which he
was at various times nominated, we have also proof of his un-
swerving attention to the discharge of his duties, and his care
and gentleness to the sick who sought his assistance in their dis-
tress. His conduct was characterised by a modesty and love of
retirement from public observation, which perhaps militated
somewhat against his advancement ; but that innate characteristic
of considering himself of less repute in culture and professional
attainments than others with whom he was brought into contact
merely confirmed the opinion of those who knew him more in-
timately, that behind that modest and unassuming demeanour
there was concealed a not inconsiderable knowledge of his pro-
fession. As wo know, he was called upon to fllT a number of
Fesponsible offices in this- city immediately after a prolonged
sojourn in the insalubrious climate of Burmah : and had he enjoyed
better health, it seems highly probable that he would have finally

occupied a prominent position in our midst, and would have given
us, as an Association, valuable material for discussion at our
monthly gatherings ; but it has been ordered otherwise, and we
must bow to that dispensation.

,

"\» a friend, in social life, he was ever courteous, refined, and
gentlemanly in his bearing and conversation, and although per-
haps slow to make new friends, nevertheless, when once a friend-
ship was formed, it was a firm and stable one."

JOUX CROFTON LAWRENSON, Surgeon-Major,
I

'

Madras Army.
! We regret to record the death of Surfjeon-Major John Croftpn
,Lawrenson, 21st Regiment M..\'.l., which occurred at Me-cu,
Upper Burmah, on October 4tli from enteric fever.

,
The deceased officer entered the Indian Medical Service on

March 30th, 1872, and arrived in India on November 1st of the

I

same year. He served in various military appointments till the

;

outbreak of the Madras famine in l."<7(i, when his .services were,
iwith a number of other medical otticers. placed at the disposal of
jthe Sanitary Commissioner for duty during that time. During the
trying hot montlis of May, June, July, and August he was in
charge of the relief camps in the Kiimool district, for wliich ser-
vices he was thanked by the Sanitary Commissioner. In October,
1877, he was appointed to the medical charge of the 21st Kegi-
luent M.N.I. , and remained with it till the date of his death. In
Vovomber, l.-^s.'), on the outbreak of hostilities in Burmah, he ac-
lompauied his regiment on service.

Surgeon-Majcir La-«rrenson was r member Of ^tjie South Indian
Branch of the British MecUcal Assodiation]''

"'' •'"- '^" ''"-'

MEDICAL NEWS.
MEDICAL VACANCIES.

The following Vacanciee are announced

:

BOltOPGH A.SVr.lTM, Birmingham.—Clinioal Assistant. Bfiard au.l resi-
dence. Applications to E. B. Whitcombe. Ksq.. Medical Superintendent.

BRITISH SEAMAN S HOSPITAX. Cronstadt, St. Petersburg.—Resident Medi-
cal Ofticer. Salary, £1S0 per anuum, with fumished apartments, et«J
Applications to H. M. Consul, St. Petersburg.

CHARING OKOSS HOSPITAL.—Assistant Surgeon. Applications by March
27tli to .-v. );. Jtcadf, Esq.. Secretary. ,

,

.

CHAKING CROSS HOSPITAL.—Surgical Eegistrar. AppJidsHons by March
2rth to .\. E. Heade, Esq., Secretary. '1:

DENTAL HOSPITAL. Exeter.—Surgeou-Administrator of Anesthetics. Ap-
plications to the Honorary Searetary before March 19thr

EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. ShadweH, E. — Resident
Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications by March 22nd to the
Secretary.

EDENDERKX CNION.—Medical Officer, Oarberry Dispensary. Salary. £135
per aiinvim and fee.s. Applications to Rev. if. Johnston, Honorary Secre-
tar3-, the Vii-ar.ige. Election on Marcli 19th.

GENERAL INFIRM.VRT, Nortliampton.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £12.5 per
annum, with board, etc. Applications by March 2rth to the Secretary',
S. P. Bennett. Esq.

GLENMUICK PAROCHI.AL BOARD. Parishes of Glenmuick. Tullick and
Glengairn.—Medical Officer. .Salary, £45 per annnra. Applications by
March 20th to the Insi^ector of the Poor. Ballater.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSLTMPTION ^VND DISEASES OF THE CHEST.
Brompton.

,
Resident Clinical Assistants. Applications by April 7th, to the'

Secretary.

LIVERPOOL DISPENSARIES.-Two Assistajit-Surgeons. Salary, £80 por'
' anuum, with board, lodging, etc. Applications bv March 24th. to R. R.

Greene. Esq.. Secretary, Leith Office. Moorfields. Liverpool.

MALE LOCK HOSPITAL, Dean Street. Soho.—House-Scrgeon. Salary, -£5»
per annum, with board and lodging. Applications by Mar^ 19th, to Ifce-
Secretary, Lock Hospital, Harrow Road, \V.

OWENS COLLEGE, Manchester.—Professor of Obstetrics. Applications by
March 20th to the Registrar.

RdSS-SHIEE. Parish of Resolis and District.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary,
£62 per annum. Applications by March 17th to R. J. Eillanders. Esq.,
Fortrose.

ROYAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL, Moorfields, E.O.-^unior
House-Surgeon. Salary, £.50 per annum. Applications by March 24th to
the Secretary.

ST. HELEN'S FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' MEDICAL .MD ASSOCIATION.—
'

Resident Medical Officer. Applications by March 20th to Mr. H. Whittle,

'

Secretary. So, Argyle Street. St. Helen's, Lancashire.

ST. PETER'S HOSPIT.\.L FOR STONE, etc., Henrietta Street, W,C.—
.\na?stheti3t. Salary, £.5i3 per annum. Applications by March 24th to the
Secretary.

WEST DERBY UNION Workhouse, Walton-on-Hill.—Resident Assistant
Medical Ofiicer. Salary. £100. board and lodging. Apt)lications bv March
21st. t o H. P. Cleaver, Esq., Union Clerk, Brougham Terrace, West Derby
Rn.-ui. Liverpnol.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Hammersmith Road.—Clinical Assistants, Ap-'
plications to Secret.ary.

' '.,' 'f-'i''

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.—Medical Registrar. Salary, £40 per annum:'
Applications by March 26tlj to S. M. Quennell, Secretar>".

I.nrrt .u^ MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Berry, James. B.S.Lond., F.R.C.S.. appointed Surgeon to the Alexandra Hos-

pital for Cltildren with Hip Disease, vnce Howurd Marsh, F.H.O^i. xe-
sisii«*l. '',:• t

Cameron. J., M.B., CJtf.Glasgow. appointed Surgeon to the Bristol Disp^isary
vice A. G. Gibbs. L.K.C.P.. etc.

GoRnny, James. B.A.. M.R.C.S., M.R.C.P., appointed House-Sureeon to the
Royal Surrey County Hospital. Guildford, vice H. W. McConnell. M.B., re-

signed.

QORHAji, John, B.A.. L.E.C.S.. appoint^'d MedicaJ Offlcerto theWorkhotiseand
Dispensary District of the Ouj»hterard Union, rtcc W. W. Breref^n,
L.K.Q.C.f.1. and L.M.. L.R. C.S.I, and L.M.. resigned,

Jackson. W. F. Marsh. M.K.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.KdIn., appointed Medical
Officer of Health for Smethwick, Staffordshire, vUe Mr. William Sntton,
deceased. '

McDn\vAi.L, Juhn G., MtD.Kdin.. appoiute*! Meiilca,! Superintendent io the
\Vest Riding Pauper Lunatic Asylum, Menston, near Leeds.

Macfarj-Axk. A. W.. M.D.. F.R.C.P.Edin.. appointed Examiner in Medical
Jurisprudence in the ITniversity of Glasgow.

MiTCHrr,!.. G., M.D., appointed Me<licftl Officer of Templemore Dispensary
District.

MiTCHFLL, Bohorfr, M.D., M.Cb,, appointed Honorary Surgeon to the BUiJj
Intirmary. I'KV A. B, Telionl, M.D., L.R. C.S.K., resigned. -

,^j..

MooauEAi*. *G. A., M.K.Q.C.P.I.. appointed Medical Officer of Moate IHs-^
pensary. '-

.

Loud Kaxdolptt Chtrchtll ^rill take the chair at the annual
festival dinner of St. Alarr's Hospital, wliicli is fixed to take place
on May 12tn. - -
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Brqi-ests." Mr. .John Mnnship Normnii, D.Tj., J. P., of Dencombp,

SlnuRhain, bequenthed £l,U)U to tlic Cliarini? Cross Hospital, and

iliKi to th<' Siissi-x County Hospital, Brighton.—Mr. William

Hpnn- Skynn.T. of Cavondish riaci-, St. Marylfhone, and James

Stroot, Bul-kinK'ham Gatf, liequeathtil £.">00 to th(> Middli'sox Hos-

iiital. and £.'>IKI to the VVi'Stminster Hospital.—Mrs. Mary Hotoh-

Iciss. of Harrington .Street, Dublin, bequeathed £100 each to the

Adolaido Hospital, the Mercer's Hospital, the Coombe Lying-in

Hospital, the Hospital for Incurables, St. ilark? Ophthalmic

Hosiiital, and the ronvalescent Hospital, all at or near Dublin.—

Mr. .lohn William Taylor, J. P.. of .\lmnndbur>-. bequeathed £-200

to the Huddfrsfield infirmary.— Mr. .Inhn Xortliage Bradley, of

Wcsthori'e, bequeathed £100 to the .Newark Hospital.—The

Huntingdon County Hospital has received £100 under the will of

Mr. John Seaton.

.Vntipyrim A.s an- Axodyne.-The Eevixfa tie Ciencias Medicas

of yehniary 20th publishes two cases treated by Dr. La Guardia

in the Mercedes Hospital at Havana, in which the power of anti-

pyrin to relieve pain was very marked. A man, aged G4, had been

suffering for six weeks from "neuralgia of the eighth intercostal

nerve of the left side, following herpes zoster of the corresponding

region. Iodide of potassium was tried for some days without

result ; three grains of antipyrin were then given, and next day the

pain entirely ceased. In tlie other case a man, aged -'2, suffering

from syphilitic nodes on both tihi;e, the pain of which kept him

awake at night, was ordered three grains of antipyrin every day.

On the second day of this treatment he was perfectly free from

pain. Some weeks later the nodes began to trouble him again,

and the pain was at once subdued in the same way.

Lanolin in tue Ski.v Di.seases of Ciiildhood.—Ointments

in which pure lanolin, or lanolin with 10 or lo per cent, of water,

was the basis, are strongly recommended by Dr. Russell .Sturgis

(Bostnn Medical and S'vrcjical Journal) in the treatment of

eezema and urticaria in children. In acute eczema he first directs

the affected surface to be cleaned in the usual way, and if weep-

ing copiously, to be then dusted with finely powdered boracic

acid; as soon as the inllammation has sufficiently subsided, an

ointment of boracic acid 5ij *" lanolin gj is prescribed. In

eczema faciei, with induration, he finds a copious application of

pure lauolin thoroughly rulibed in very useful ; where the indura-

tion is Ter>- considerable, the addition of salicylic acid (gr. .'>— I.t

to 5 j) is recommended. Simple lanolin acted most favourably in

chronic urticaria.

Sad Death of a MEniCAi, Stitient.—A funeral ceremony

took place on Saturday, March 11th, at the newly-constructed

chapel of the Westminster Hospital, on the occasion of the death

nf Mr. F. H. Hibbens, a student, who succumbed to syncope on

the fourth day of an attack of scarlet fever. The deceased .stu-

dent had been working ver>- liard, and was out of health, hut it is

uncertain whether he contracte<l the disease at the hospital from

a case in one of the special wards or in the country. AH his

fellow students and many ineml)ers of the liosjiital staff were pre-

sent, the deceased having been an exemiilnry student, and ven,-

popular with his fellows.

Milk IX Switzerland.—.\ccording to a recent statement the

value of the annual jiroduction of milk in Switzerland is no less

than £7,.3no,(X)0; in other words, over 410.n00,tXX> gallons are given

annually by 662,336 cows and 277.277 goats I'llie total number of

goats being 41.'',016). t>f this quantity ."iO.G per cent, is made into

rheese and condensed milk, 42. li .-ujijilied in its normal condition for

consumption, and 17.H used in the farmya^l for rearing and

fattening purposes. There ore 2,900 cheese farms in the Aljiino

regions, and 2,(iO0 in the valleys. The fertile canton of Btrno

yields the largest supply i.>f milk, after which come the Cantons of

St. Gall. Zurich, and Lucenie.

Italian .Society of Hvdhoi.ogy and Climatology. — The

Society Italiana d' Idrologia e Climatologia, which was founded

last September at Pavia when the Congress of the Italian Medical

Association was in session, will hold its first meeting at Bologna

next October. If.^ ol)jects are said to be to make medical men in

Italy acquainted with the mineral waters of their own oountr>-,

and to encourage the scientific study of balneologj'. An exhibition

of objects connected with hydrology and climatology will also be

held.

Lord Derwent has been re-elected President, and Sir Charles

Legard, Bart., and Sir George Cayler, Bart.. Vice-Presidents, of

the Royal Sea Bathing Infirmary, Scarborough.

The Arts Examination of the Society of Apothecaei i
~

—The examination in Arts qualifying for registration as a medical

student was held in the Hall of the Apothecaries' Society on March

2nd and 3rd. There were l."i3 candidates; thirty have been plar..!

in the second class, and eighty-seven have passed in some sub-

jects, hut have failed in otliefs. The next examination will bt-

held on June 1st and 2nd.

Keoistration of Plumbers.— Certificates granted by tli

Plumbers' Company were issued at Guildhall, on Wednesday li-'

.

to thirty-seven master and operative plumbers from Stalybridi;.\

Oxford," Hereford, Sheffield, Leamington, and various districts of

London.

At a special meeting of the Forkhill Dispensary Committi .-.

Dr. J. McDowel was elected, by a majority of one, medical ofTicir.

in the vacancy caused by the resignation of Dr. McBride.

Mb. G. W. Hastings, Q.C, has been appointed Chairman of

the Select Committee on Police and Sanitary- Regulation Bills.

The Committee will not proceed with business till after Easter.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING
NEXT WEEK.

THE

MONDAY.
ROTAL CoLLEOE OF SuROEONS OF Englaxd. 4 P.M.— Professor CI rlp

Stewart : On Locomotion and Allied Phenomena (Leetvire IV i.

Medical SociETV of Losdox. 8. .TO p.m.—Mr. William Adams: On il"

Successful Treatment of Hammer Toe bv the Subcutnii. nu

Diiisioa of the Lateral Ligaments. Dr. Borel : On Goitre aju

Its Treatment hy Extirpation. Illustrated by 22 cases.

TCEHDAY.
KovAL College of PHrsiciASS of Losnox. .=> p.m.—Dr. W. H. Dickinson

The Lumleiau Lectures; The Tongue as an Indication c

Disease. Lecture 11.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 8.30 P.M.—Dr. Goodhart : Osteitis Detormnn.

Dr. Wilks: Transverse Furrows on the Nails. Mr. buti.Mi

An Exostosis, Mr. Eve: On the Inoculabllily of L"

pus. Mr. D'Arev Power: Sarcoma of the Urinary Dla.t.l'-r

Mr. E. H. Fenvrick: Sarcoma of the Urinary Bladder. Mr
Colman: Intestines in Diphtheria. Dr. W. Collier: Tuliet

cular Dise<-ise of Suprarenal Capsules. Card Specimens ;—.Mr

Feuwick : Tumour of Urinarv Bladder. Mr. Tarcett (for Dr

Fn,-) : I. Cvstadcnoma of Tlivroid. 3. Popliteal Aneurvin

Dr. F. T. Pearse : .Advanced Surgical Kidneys. Dr. M. Mm r '

'

Cystic Disease of Kidneys.

WEDNESDAY.
RovAL COLLKQE OF SuBQEoys OF ExGLASP. 4 P.M.— ProfeMor Chylt

Stewart : On Locomotion and Allied Phenomena (Lecture \ i.

Hospital fob Consumption, Brompton. 4 p.m.— Dr. J. Kingston Fowler

On the Diagnosis of Functional from Organic Diseases of Ih

Heart (with Cases).

Parees Museum of Htgiene, 3 p.m.—Dr. A. T. ScholSeld : On Domesil

Hygiene.

HoYAL Meteorological Societt, 7 p.m.—Dr. W. Marcet. F.B.S.: Or, \

niospheric Electricity. Mr. G. J. S>-mon8. F.B.S. : TheNon .
.:'

eiice of Thunderbolt'^ : elucidated by accounts of searches alt.:

them, and the e:^hibitioii of specimens.

Till'R»DAV.
Royal College of Physiciaxs of Londox, :-. p.m.—Dr. W. H. Dickintfl;'

The Lumleian Lectures: The Tongue as an Indication

Disease. Lecture III.

Pahkes Museum or Hvoiexk, .1 p.m.—Mr. A. S. Murray (Keeporof O-w
and Homan Antiquities, British Mu»euin>; Ou Physical Ir»M
iug of the Greeks and Romans.

FRIDAY.
Royal College of Schoeoxs of Exclakd. 4 p.m. — Professor Chart

Stewart ; On Locomotion and Allied Phenomena (Lecture V I)

Casckb Hospital. Brompton. 4.3u p.m.—Mr. F. Bowreman Jessett : Oil tl

Treatment of CauciT and Malignant Disease.

t'LlxiCAL Society of Loxdos. 8.:io p.m.— 1. Dr. Ord: Caseef Hyperi

Acute Rlieuinatliiii, treated bv ici^-paok. 2. Dr. Arkle:

CascaofHvuerpvre.xia. treated bv cold. .1. Mr. PearceGouli'

Case of Gall !' "

covert'. 4. Mr. Parker : Ll\ing
Rickets in a child aged 2J years. ;''l'

'. '11

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charae for insertinu announcements of Birifu, Marrinyes, and DtathM utf.'Bt

which should befonvarded m stamps vsith the annowicement.

'

BrRTH.
Bak-xes.-On February ISfh. 18S8. at The Bungalow, Protpeot Camp, Banaui

the wife of Surgeon H. I. Barnes, M.S., of a son.

DEATH.
Bivxs —On Saturday. March 10th, 18S8. at the residence of his father,, T

Grange. Leeds. "Yorkshire. William Binns, Surgeon, of The C«d»r», .O^

Bergholt. near Colcheater, aged 43. ,. .|

tivuerpvre.\ia, treateti u* vuio. ... i^t. i v-.vb ^v-..

Gall Siones; Spontaneous Fracture; Operation; H
4. Mr. Parker : Ll\ ing Specimen : A Case of Acu:
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY 30.30 a.m.: Royal London Ophthalmic—l.SO p.m.; Guy*8
(Ophthuhnie Department); and Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic.

—

2 P.M.; Metropolitan Free; St. Mark's; Central London
Ophthalmic; Koyal Orthopa'dic ; and Hospital for Women.

—

'2:,M) P.M. : Chelsea Hospital for Women.
lUBSDAY 9 A.M.: tit. Mary's tOphthalmic Department).—10.30 a.m.:

Royal London Ophthalmic.—1 ..TO p.m.: Guy's; St. Bartholo-
ineV'a (Ophthalmic Department) ; St.Mary's ; Royal Westmin-
ster Ophthalnne.—2 p.m. : Westminster ; St. Mark's ; Central
London Ophthalmic .—2.30 p.m.; West London; Cancer Hospital,
Brompton.—4 P.M. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).;

WEDNESDAY. ...10 a.m.: National Orthop.Tdic.— 10.30 a.m. ; Royal London
Ophthalmic— 1 P.M. : Middlesex.—1.30p.M.St. Bartholomew's,
St. Thomft!»'8 ; Koyal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. ;

London; LTniversity College; Wtptminster ; Great Northern
Central: Central London Ophthalmic.—a.30 p.m. : Samaritan
Free Hospital for Women and Children; St. Peter's.—3 to 4
P.M. ; King's College.

THURSDAY 10.30 a.m. : Koyal London Ophthalmic—1 p.m. : St. George's
—1.30 P.M.; St. Bartholome'w's (Ophthalmic Department);
Guy's (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic.—2 P.M. : Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseases of the Throat ; Hospital for
Women.—2.30 P.M. : North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital for

Women.
FRIDAY 9 a.m.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 a.m.:

Royal London Ophthalmic—1.15 p.m. : St. George's (Ophthal-
mic Department).—1.30 p.m. ; Guy's ; Roval Westminster Oph-
thalmic.—2 P.M.: King's College : St. Tnomas's (Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic ; Roval South
London Ophthalmic; East London Hospital for Children.

—

2.30 P.M. ; West London.
SATURDAY 9a.m. : Royal Free.—lO.SO a.m. : Royal London Ophthalmi'*.—

1 p.m. : King's College.—1.30 p.m.": St. Bartholomew's ; St.

Thomas's; Koyal Westminster Ophthalmic

—

2 p.m.: Charing
Cross; London: Middlesex; Koyal Free: Central London
OphthalTnic.—2.30 p.m. : Cancer H'ospital. Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

CKAHixa Cross.—Metliral and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; Skin,
M. Ih.. 1.30: Dental. -M. W. P.. 9.

Glv's.—Medical and Surdical. daily. 1.30 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F.,1.30; Bye. M.Tu.
Th. F.. 1..30 ; Ear. Tu. F.. 1J..30 ; Skin. Tu., 12-10 ; Dental, Tu. Th. F.. 12.

Kl.vu'sCoLLKiiE.—Meilical, daily, 2: Surgical, daily. 1.30; Obstetric. Tu. Th. S..

2; O.U.. M. W. F.. 12.3U : Bye, M. Th.. 1 ; Oplith.ilmic Department, W., 1

;

Bar, Th.. 2 ; Skui. Th. ; Thro"at. Th.. 3; Dental. Tu. F.. 10.

LoxDON.—Medical. 4lail3'. exc. .S.. 2; Surgical, daily. l..S0and2; Obstetric. M.Th.,
1.30; o.p. \V. S.. 1.30; Eye, W. S.. 9; Ear, S.,y.30; Skin, Th., 9; Dental, Tu..9.

Middlesex.—Meiliciil and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1..30; o.p..W. S.,

1.30 ; Eye. W. S.. 8.30 ; Ear and Throat. Tu., 9 ; Skin. Tu., 4 : Dental, daily, 9.

St. B-VRTIIOLOMEW'.-*.—Medical and .Surgical daily, 1..30; Obstetric. Tu. Th- iS.. 2;
o.p.. W. S.. 9 ; Eye. Tu. Th. S..2..30; Ear, Tu. F., 2 ; Skin, F., 1..30; Larynx, P.,
2.30 ; Orthopa-dic. M.. 2..3o

; Dental, Tu. F..
"

St. Geobuf.'s.—Medical and Surgical. M. T. F. S., 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. S.. 1 ; o.p..~ .
-. - ~ -. ,. . — - _ . ~. - _ .

^ic^^._
Dental, Tu.. S., 9, Th.. 1.

Tu.. 2; Eye. W. S.2; Ear. Tu., 2; Skin, W., 2; Throat, Th., 2; Orthopscdic

St. Mary's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.45; Obstetric, Tu. P., 1.4.'i: o.p.. M.
Th.. 1.30; Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9: liar.M. Th., 3 ; Throat. Tu. P.. 1..30; Skin.M.Tli..
P.30; Electrician. Tu. P.. 2; Dental. W. S., 9.30; Consultations. M., 2..30;

Operations. Tu.. 1.30; Oplithalmic Operations. P., 9.

St. Thomas's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, except Sat. .2; Obstetric. M. Th.. 2;
o.p.. W.. I. .30; Eve. .M. Th.. 2; o.p., daily, except Sat.. I..10 ; Ear. M.. 12..30;

Skin. W., 12.,'»; 'I'hroat, Tu. F.. l.;!0 ; Children. S.. 12..30; Dental, Tu. P.. 10.
UxiVERsiTV College.-Medical and .Surgical, daily. 1 to 2; Obstetrics, M.Tu.
Th.. P., 1.30; Eye, M.Tu. Th. P., 2; Ear, S., 1.30; Skin, W., 1.45,8.9.15;
Throat. Th.. 2..30"; Dental. W.. 10..30.

Wesimixster.—Medical and Surgira], daily, )..30; Obstetric, Tu. F..3; Eve,
M. Th., 2.30 ; Ear. >r.. 9 ; Skin. Th.. 1 ; Dental. \\. S., 9.15.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

OoMMUNICATloxs respecting editorial matters should lie ad.lressed to the Editor,
429, Strand. W.C.. London; those concerning business matters, non-delivery
of the JoiiRXAL. etc., should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office. 429,
Strand. W.C.. London.

1» order to avoid delay, it is particularly requested that all letters on the
editorial business of the Joi'RXal l>e addressed to the Editorat the office of the
Journal, and not to his private house.

Authors desiring repriula of their articlcB published lntheHRrTlSH Mfjucal
Journal, are requested to communicate beforehand with the Manager. 429,
Strand. W.C.

CoBRESpoxnEXTS who wish notice to be taken of their communications, should
authenticate them with their names—of course not necessarily for publication.

CoRRESroxDF>-Ts not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre-
spondents of the following week.

Manuscripts roRWARnEP to thi OmoE or this JorR-VAi caxxot trxuER AifT
CIRCUMSTANCES BE RETURNED.

POBlio HEiLTD Department.—We »h«ll be much obliged to Medical Officers
Of Health if they will, on forwardiog their AnnaarahcT oiher Repoirts. favour
U" with DrlphcaU Copies.

'

. II

Tbeatmext or Tracheal Cough.
Caxtab asks for suggestions as to the treatment of tracheal ccuch in a case

where cocaine, e.ipectorants, and potass, bromld. have severally (ailed.

AKSWERH.

T. T.—Of course a Licentiate is as much a member of the profession as a Fellow

or Member of any college.

W. Hrown.-• Stip. cond.." sUpfndio nndonato. signifies that the university re-

mitted the fees on account of the unusual excellence with which the candi-

date had fultilled the exercises for the degree.

CHROXIC .SWKATlNfi IX THI-; AlILl.t.

Dr. Ti. L. Battebburv (Berkhainsted) would suggest to "M.B." that a

little extract of belladonna lie smeared on the axilla- for a few nights In

,.uicession. This will, in all probability, cure the affection, or great ly n^
lleve it ; and, if it should return, a repetition of the treatment will keep it in

check.

Mh. E. Mansel Sympsox. M.K.. writes; In reply to "M.B.'s" question

lJourxal for March loth), I should recommend boroglyceride. Taking

the hint from Dr. Whit la. I have used it successfully in cases of foetid

sweating of the feet. Pads of lint fastened on to a jersey might be soaked in

a warm solution, dried, and placed in the axillx.

"Quintan" Ague.
I)K. J. p. Henry (DuWinI writes : In reply to the query of " T. K. L. L.. " I iK-g

to state that the blood in my case of "quintan" ague was not examined for

tliefilarirc sanguinis hominis, as. leaving out the fact that the patient bad

never been inany part of the world where the parasite is common, there were

lioneof the usual symptoms produced by it. such as chyluria. lymphangitis,

etc. present. Dr.'Mnnson, of China, while stating that the febrile symptoms
occasionally caused by the filarisp resemble the paroxysms of ague in their

CMueral ch.iracter. ?.ivs th.it they differ from them in the irregularity of the

rntcrval and in its extending 'over weeks or months. If the exigencies of

~iiace had not compelled me to omit a detailed acx-ount of the symptoms

•TELL " would have seen that they were perfectly typical of ague; and

.\ cu if I had any doubt of the diagnosis, which I had not. the prompt effect

produced by quinine would have dispelled it.

Since writing the memorandum of my case. I find that a case of quintan

.iL'ue has been already recorded by Saint Vel (Gar. Hfi.. 1?63). He also men-

lions others presenting sextan, septan, and octan types, and one in which

the attacks recurred every thirty days. A similar case to the latter was

described by Velascus. of" Taranto. so early as the fourteenth century.

Several of the older writers, such as Donetus. Tulpius. Muller. and Sprengel.

1 i-ler to the sextan type, and Thelenius and Binz to the octan- Celsus. alter

.lescriWng the ordinary tyjies. mentions the occurrence of a longer interial m
the following words ;—••'Interdum etiam longiore circuitu quailam reileuut

;

sed id raro evenit."
Treatment of Epilepsy.

Mr Wm. Prowse (Bleadonl suggests to " B. " the administration of Fowler s

nrsenical solution in medium doses for a lengthened period. The bromides may
Oe persisted in with occasional intermission for the benefit of his patient.

Vrsenic, inmost cases, isa complete preventiveof the bromiderash or tendency

to the ulcerative prooess. Mr. Prowse asks whether " B. " considers the ulcer

curable ? ^__

NOTES, lETTERS, ETC.

English .\.xT) Scotch Degrei.s.

R G. (Manchestert writes; In the Journal of March lOth Mr. (Pinder CSim-

.heater) complains atxiut what he calls the unfairness of Scotch degrees not

being thrown open to English students. Why. the very .same '"•'J'p.P''" , ''

the t-uiversity of the city in which he resi.ies. Here am I. an EdinburU"

student with" full curriculum, in a position simil.ir to th.it occupied t.\ -iir.

Pinder ; 1 am anxious to obtain a degree, but am debarred from taking t hat o

the Victoria rniversitv for the same reason as Mr. Finder is prevented fr^mi

taking a Scotch degree. In both instances it is impossible to obtain tlie

.legree without baring previously complied with the regulations of the r»r-

'
M'l^^"hl'de^ands fault with the Scotch degrees because they »;'""'

1 brown open to hi.u. If he wants a degree why ""' B<-',;»"'»^9'
Whv- nlX

r„i, ersit y in Manchester ? He ll.as no need to cross the Tweed. Wb> not be

lair equalise matters, and. if Scotch degrees ought to l« thrown open to

English students, then throw open Euglish degrees to Scotch rtudents.

Cask of Pebslstkxt Sneuixg. _ , ,

Dr Vrthub W. Saxpfobd, L.K.C.S.E. and P.Edln., <Newc»stle-on-Tyue>

writes- S C. aged 10 yrars, was seized on Friday. Februar>- 2«h. with ih!i-

vislent'and cuntinuoUs sneezing, a sneeze occurring every fourth secoud^

The.-e was no evidence of acute mischief nor any existing disease to which the

sr;cezing could be traced as a reflex symptom, the only previous history

being violent headaches which h;vi from time to time bien complained 01^

Bromide of potash was freely given, but only with the ";*"' "^ P"^"™?"
night's i-est in every three, the patient was put under cliloroforni and galxa-

nism was tried, hut with no permanent benefit. Ablister was P"« ™"i^"»P;
of the neck and large doses of the iodide of potash were given on the se^entli

day. and on Monday. Mar^li 5th. the sneering suddenly stopped. Imving con-

tiuued uninterruptedly (with the exception of a few hours sleep on three

nights) for ten days.

TWTXS ; Spoxtaxeous KyOLUTIOX

G F Sydenham. M.R.C.S. (Harwich. Essex) writes ; On February 14t;h I was

called to Mrs. R.. at 5 a.m.. a multipara, aged 36. I found a male child Hem
alive, and the hand of a second protruding at the vulva. ,.,...,
On examination. I found the right shoulder jammed in the ptlvts. the head

in the right iliac fossa. While examining sbc had a pain, which forced the

thora.x deeper into the pelvis, and. during more paius. the thora.x. breechjnd

lower extremities were bom ; the head quickly followed with occiput anterior.

The child, a male, was dead. ''^""'
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Arrest or UKVKL.irMr>-T by Unfavoi-raiii.k Esvironmkxt.

BiTRACB.THlI.l--i writes: "U. H. G.i" experllMK-r CJUIKNAI. .MlllTllll 11 1..

.»») In tlip iTsriiie at font's tnrtpolfs is of hifili intorcjt, nmi l,e:us on th. ro-

lation Ix'twooil tGe axolotl wul amA/v..("m« (tinrf.im. an.t mi the
f"'!"'^

phenomenon ot p.<n«i.o paradoia. which becomes much smaller when it

rhsnges from the tn.lmile to the perfect state. " D. II. G. should also u-

iie»t Oriesheim's an.l VlliiRer's fiperiment. on the proportion of the sexij> i >

froRS in relation to the i.lace of liirthaiwt the rearing of their tadpoles (.London

IMiral Kteord. March. 1!««, p. 78). '
•

The Paimeb Cape.
. , t> r.J

Mr. T. Madde.n Stoxe (King's Iloail. Wimhie.lon) writes: If the TJev. m.
Hanghton had said brother and wife instead of mother of Palmer he woul<l

have been quite correct. I am afraid I shall conic in tor some of Mr. .I. ^V osc

Solomon's strict vires liy stfttinj;. witliout any wish to " p.iintthe devil blacK.r

than he is." th.at I have in mv large collection of medical .ind general .y:..

(Craphs a letter from William falmer to the Secretary of the New Bquitat>lc

Life Assurance Office, stating he wislied to insure his wife s life for £2.000. an.,

not as manv hundreds, as the secretary supposed aiid tad »ff^pf'\- ""

letter, and a'nother respecting the iimiranco of the lite of Ws brother Waltei-.

would have been pnxluced. as Dr. Haughton states, had he been acquitted oi

the murder of his friend. Mr. Cooke. .
i-

.
'

[<•

A Physiological Charade.
Pronounced aa one letter, and written with tliree,

Two letters there are, and two only in me ;

I am double, am single, am black, blue, and grey.

I am read from both ends, and the same either way :

I am restless and wandering, steady and &ned.

And von know not one hour what I may be tho next

;

I niett and I kindle, beseech and defy.

I am watery and moist, I am fiery and dry

;

1 am scornful and scowling, compassionate, meek,

I am light. I am dark, I am strong, 1 am weak.

I am sluggish and dead, I am lively and bright,

I am sharp. I am flat, I am left, I am right i

I am pienung and clear, 1 am heavy and dull.

Expressive and languid, contracted and full

;

1 am careles« and vacant, I searcli and I piy.

And juii^e. and decide, and examine, and fry ;

I'm a globe, and a mirror, a window, a door.

An index, an organ, and fifty tilings more.

I belong to all animals under the sun.

And to those wliich were long luideistood tu lia\c non. ,

By some I am said to exist in the mind,
And am found in jiotatoes. and needles, and wiud.

Three iaekets I own, of glass, w.ater, and horn,

Ajid I wore them all three on the day I was bom

;

I am covered quite snug, have a lid and a fruige.

Yet I move every way on invisible hinge.

A pupil I have, a most whimsical wight,

Who is little by day, and grows big in the night ;

Whom I cherish with care as part of myself,

yor in truth I depend on this delicate elf.

Who collects all my food, and with wonderful knack.

Throws it into a net which I keep at my back ;

And, though heels over heait it arrives, in a trice.

It is sent up to tatile all proper and nice.

I am spoken of sometimes as if I were glass.

But then it is false, and the trick will not pass.

A blow makes me run, though I hare not a liml):

Though I neither have tins nor a blailder. I swim.

Like manv more couples, my partner and 1.

At times will look cross at each other, an<i shy ;

Yet still, though we differ in what we're .aboul

,

,
One will do all the work when the other is out

.

' ,'
1 am least apt to cry, as they always remark.

When trimmed with good lashes, or kept in the dark.

Should I fret and be heated, they put me to hed.

And leave me to cool upon water and bread.

But if hardened 1 grow, they make use of the knife.

Lest an obstinate humor endanger my life.

Or you may, though the treatment appears to Iw rough,

Run a spit through mv side and with satetj' enough.

Like boys who are fond of the fruit and their r''ay,

I am seen with my ball and my apple all day.

My belt is a rainbow, I reel and I dance

;

T am said to retire, though I never advance.

I am read by physicians as one of their books.

And am used bythe ladies to fasten their hooks.

My language Is plain, though It cannot he heanf,

Aiid I S[>eak without ever pronouncing a word.
Some call me a diamond, some say I am jet.

Others talk of my water, or how I am set.

I'm a borough in'Kuglalid, In Scotland a stream,

And an isle of the sea In the Irishman's dream.
The earth without me would no loveliness wear.

And sun, moou, and stars, at my wish disappear :

Yet BO frail Is tnv tenure, so brittle my joy.

That a speck gives me pain, and a ffop can deii n y.
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THE LUMLEIAN LECTURES
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TONGUE AS AN INDICATION OF
DISEASE.

Delivered at the Royal College of Physicians, March, ISSS.

By W. HOWSHIP DICKINSON, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
Honorary Fellow of Cains College, Cambridge ; Senior Pliysioian to St. George's
I Hospltol; Coujulting Physician to the Hospital for Siik Children.

LECTOtE I.

The knowledge wliioh enable.s many a practical physician to

^ake the tongue an index of diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis
is, for the most part, un'nTit ten. It has been, banded down to us
as part of the tradition of the elders, and few attempts have been
made to analyse or educe laws from the accumulation of experi-

ence of which it consists. The labour which has been bestowed
upon the pulse is in remarkable contrast with the neglect which,
in recent times, has been the lot of the tongue. "Various and
full of meaning.'' says a great writer, one whose words must ever

be received with reverence within these walls, "are the conditions

and appearances presented by the tongue. A patient would think
you careless or ignorant of yoiu- craft if you did not at each visit

look at his tongue as well as feel his pulse. " But of late the ten-

dency in this matter has been to agnosticism : it has become^ the
habit with many, and those not the least influential, to look upon
the changes which this organ displays as of less and less iniport-

ance, to regard them as accidental rather than essential, as the
results of unimportant local conditions rather than as inseparably
connected with constitutional disturbances. "The tongue." said
ft great surgeon in my hearing, " belongs to the mouth in the first

place, and to the general system only in the second." I should
flave put th^-! general system first ; but 1 will not anticipate my
conclusions.

I am about to examine the subject with a fresh appeal to \ature,
and, putting aside for the present both ancient faith and modern
scepticism, shall be content simply to collect the evidence of the
wards and the dead-house, and let the tongue speak for itself.

This is simple in theory but in practice complicated, as will
become sufficiently apparent, and on this ground I ask not only the
indulgence, but the patience of those who honour me by
attending.

It is not my purpose to deal with ailments local to the organ,
but only with those changes which have their origin outside it, or
belong to the system at large. I look at the tongue as a physician
not as a surgeon, and regard it as symptomatic of disease" rather
than as the seat of it. My first endeavour has been to .maie 4.

trustworthy and usable ciassitlcation. 3! any terms have ^b.een
hitherto applied vaguely and in coufusion; tongues have been
described as "furred," "coated," or'* dirty "almost indiscriminately,
while there has been too often a failiu-e'to attach due importance
to sucli signs as dryness and nakedness. To secure a working
classification I prepsued hardened microscopic sectirmsof a num-
ber of tongues of many kinds (they amounted to 104), and made
with the help of the camera lucida tlie outlines of tho.so\ohich are
now before the College. I was thus enabled to associ.iie the
minute and intimate changes with the appearances jir<?senteU dur-
ing life to the nuked eye. Taking together both naked eye and
microscopic a].pearauces, I arranged the series into what, if I may
borrow from the botajiists, I may call "natural orders," using as
giiides chietly such characters as appeared on minute examina-
tion to be important, and which, at the sajue time, wera ilis-
tinguishable with the naked eye during life. It is sufficiently
evident that no sub-division, excepting one coonecled with
characters evident to common eight, could have ajiy practical
utility. Thus the classification, though made with the help of
the microscope, can be applied witliout it. It might have been
more accurate in some respects, more satisfj-ing to the votary of
pure science, could I have relied only on "minute anatomy", for
there aro some changes, especially one—increase of the deep epi-
thelium—which are not easy to be recognised without the uae. of
micro.'^oop.c sections,..,, ^,.t .^^^^,,, y_lU,;„,H..j ,.mo ^oj GilJ J

L14J1J

I may say morR of this hereafter: putting it aside for the
present, I have made a clnssification which I think will work in

liractice, in which the minute and essential particulars are con-
veniently bound upwith obvious external characters. Theamonnt
and distribution of thcsuperficial or horny epithelium is importanr,
.^ince this essentially constitutes the white covering which is so
noticeable during life. Other cliaracteristics are—the elongation
of the papillie ; the presence of incrustation, liy which th*
proper surface of the organ is concealed ; loss or attenn.n-

tion of the epithelial layers, by which the surface liecomes red,

bare, or raw, and the quality of drj-nass; this last is of great im-
portance, and it may be added that it is recognis«l only with the
naked eye.

The classification may be thus sketched. First comes the con-
dition of health; rather a variable standard—an average state,

rather than an absolute one. Next come the stages of addition,

then those of subtraction. In the stages of addition the epithe-
lium incre;ises more and more, and finally acquires a superstruc-
ture largely composed of foreign material. This is the maximum
of clothing : it is succeeded by a process of diresture, under which
the tongue may become not only naked, but flayed.

In detail the first stage is where the papilire are separately

capped with a minute white patch, which consists mainly of horny
epithelitim; thistongue I cill "stippled" or "dotted." Astheccrver-
ing increases, the spots coalesce, cease to be discrete, and become
confluent, or at least appear so to the naked eye. To this degree the
term " coated " is applied, as indicating continuity. The increased
growths on the papillae form the larger proportion of the surface :

the intervals ore more or less filled up by the deeper variety of

epithelium and adventitious matters. The coat attains its highe.^t

development in what may be conveniently designated as the "plas-
tered tongue." of which the covering is thick, uniform, and coh-
spicuous.and often looks as if laid on with a trowel. The term
" furred " is restricted to another acquirement—elongation of the
papill.ie, which remain separate from each other, at least at their

i-xtremities, so as to sive a shngg\- look, or one suggestive of

coarse hair or fur. The last stjige of increase, one which may
succeed up>n the furred tongue, or ensue without its inter\-ention

upon the coated or plastered, is where the papillio are concealed
by an incrustation, usually dark and dry. by which the surface is

overlaid. From this, as the climax of .iddition, the scale descends
through processes of subtraction. The accumulation comes oft to

expose either a normal surface or one which is imperfect; the

former generally when the crust shelves off gradually, the latter

when it breaks away abruptly. Irrespective of the formation
and removal of crust, there are other mode^ of waste and defec-

tive growth by which the surface of the tongue is swept clean,

and its coverings attenuated or even abolished in parts, so that
these become absolutely skinless. We now have the several forms
of the red, denuded, and raw tongue, and with these the scale

finishesi'- •' '
(

il i;l 7/ : Cfagsifleation of Tontfuet. "•

X(r/ied £i/e. Microscopic Dfscriptian

.

,,| .,,,. . i
' 1 ^\1iite epithelium in small »moiuit on

1.; Heattiiy, iloist,, papilla;, not continuous or super-
"''''

' ' I nlnnKl.nnt.

2. Stfppleil. . Moist. Sotted with » Excess of white epithelium on paplUx, not
white. •

j 'I
exteniling between them. [•

2 (D). Stippled., Drv. Ditto. , o
.'i. Stippled .nnd coated. Coiit con- 1 White epithelium nn papilla In excess, vi\a

SiVmous in parts. Moist. ) partial filling of intervals.

;KD). Stippled and coated. > Dry. Pitto.

1 fr^i-^A „,\.t^ ,int^M- , r>-Lti^<'^^ o' wliiie epithelium on papillae,
1. Coated whtt*. 'lOIoWB.. . Coa.»;1

i„,,.rvals „,ore or less filler! up witif epl-
coatanuouB. .,[ .

.( thellnm an.i acci.lenta! matteis.
4 (D). Coated white. Dry. Cent (t)-,j„

continuous.
"

*

:., StrawUerry. Coated and in-
) i;^,^ „,p (.^~,^.,i „, piastereil. Uut with moro

.tented, especially showing In !-'",.,

J

»^

fungiform papiU.-c. \ '"J"^™"-

jw,.:,.. 1 .* » m- » ., iiloreelouffitionof papilL-B tlianwith co2«e<J
«. White, plastered Thick vim- .«

,<,ni,u..
." „„„ flflint; of iut«rAals. with

lormooar.abraptandstnkinK.
, superficial accumulation.

7. Ful'red or shaffgry. Moist. (.KxtnUTVeantlylongpapilla?. mostlyof homy
Gre.atly eionKftlci papilhe. . J epithelium." • ?,

7 i,D^ Furred or shag>;y.
,
Dry. Ditto. -ti'-nl

S. Kiu-rusteii. dry, broivu. Ttiick ^ Continuous crust on and between papillqe^

felted dry coat over papillae. 1 larijelv of parasitic matters,
y. Furred or"encrusted, becoming (Crust- bix^aking a^say. together witli more

bare. GeneraUy drv. i or less of normal surface.

10 Denuded n«i Absence of ( General absence of all epitheUum excepting

n"nnal covehng.
^ ' " °'{ the Malpighian layer

;
sometime, of- tb»

U. £e4. Moist.
,
Diji metnbra- \ Level membi-ane r^pUwiug epithelial jho^

nous covering,
.t

"* cesses. .'
,

]•> (ivanosedj. ' ir-i i. J Injected : hypeniuckated ;, excels of deep
^-',h>*W''<H) qii rlliT "tlli U>:.!epitheUoin.^'-' !!.• ./ I -J i--^ ..< ft
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Before dealing with tliese classes in(Uvjaua.lly, I will sny a

word about the plan I propose to follow. 1 slmll tirst descrilx!

eacli variety of tontjuc, iind then mention the clinical conditions

which have been found with it. With this in vu'W.l have made

a haliit of nritin-'iiiK cases which have conic before me in a tiibu-

lar form, accordiuK to the state of the toiiRiie, aiine.Nuis,' at lUe

Banielime oth.T details. Aa 1 must content inyMt-lf with pro-

duciuL' only extracts of these tallies, 1 may siiy that the purtu-u-

larssystematically noted were: the disease uiul its duration; Ihe

m.u.'ral state as to strength, prostration, and consciousness ;
tie

toiuperatiire of the body ; the, arrangements as to food and ilnnk;

observatioju rolatint,' to the bowels and ftomach, to the nervous

system to respiration with re>;ard to the mouth and nose; tlie

p'l-eseiice of morbid discharges by diarrluea, diuresis, or suppura-

tion: the amount of the saliva, and the moisture or dryness ot

the mouth, ily performances in this matter have fallen short ot

niv int.'iitious. 1 li:id hoped to have made a complete compen-

dium of hospital imictice ; but many cases, cliielly the less mipor-

taut. have escaped notice, so that my tables include only M,b

cases- these must be t:ikon as a sample of hospital experience

rather than as hospital experience in bulk. They do not Inirly

show the relative frequency of each kind of tongue, tor the more

trivial were more often omitted than those which were striking

or considered interesting ; but they show, I believe correctly us

far as they go, the kinds of disease associated with each. iio\\-

ever ina.lmuiate, 1 think these records will be of use, helped out

as they must be with a larger amount of unrecorded observation.

Having described each tongue with its environment of (bsease, 1

•shall liext regard the association from the other point ot view,

and takinc' a few typical diseases and constitutional states, shall

Khow with what" varieties of tongues they are accompanied.

FiniiUy, 1 shall draw together such general conclusions and rules

of practice as the foregoing details appear to warrant

1 will now proceed to describe the healthy siui'ace of the tongue

BO far as is necessarj* for the purpose in viaw,^

Class \.—Healthy Tontjue.

The healthy condition of the tongue is by no means easy to

limit or define. Xot only do.« it change its aspect and character

with often inconsiderable di^x-iations from ordinary health, but it

presents many differences witliin this state in different persons

and in the same persons at different times. There are congenital

varieties in the number and prominence of the papilhe ; and then^

(ire such liabitual differences, whether congenital or acquired, in

the amount of epithelium, that to some persons it is normal to

have a clean tongue, to others not less normal to have a coated

one. Thus, whether the tongue be looked at with the naked eye

or with thi^ microscope, the range of health is wide
;
the same

degree of coating muv he normal in one person and abnormal in

another, so that 'it is "impossible to set up an exact ideal and say

that all departures from it are the results of disease. Jseverthe-

less, some broad outlines may Ix- adventured outside which patho-

logy bfgins.

The shape, colour, and general appearance of the tongue in

health are so well known that it is only necessary briefly to indi-

cate what must be held to be consistent and what inconsistent

with this condition. The shape is not too broad or the end too

blunt as with the llabby tongue of nniemia. of depression after

alcoholic excess, and of many other asthenic conditions ; nor is it

indented with the teeth ; nor is it narrowed and sharply pointed,

as it is said to be chiefly with acute febrile and intlammutovy

states The tongue should be protruded steiidily and kept still,

neither jerky nor tremulous. In colour it should present a basis

or substratum of delicate pink, in which the forms of the pa]iiU.io

are distinguLshabIc bv their shape, hut not by hyperajmia or iii-

iection, which conditions are conspicuous in many disorders,

notably in scarlatina, as the chief characteristic of the strawbeny

tongue. The surface may he nearly clean or uncovered, but more

commonly presents a superstratum which has been termed "fur

or •' coatin"," to the amount ami character of which much im-

portance has been attachi'd. In ideal healthiness this is no more

than a delicate white sprinkling or stippling, which may be

likened to hoiiv-frost, a little spock lying like a cap or summit to

each of the filiform papilla;, their ext.uit not being enough to con-

ceal, but only to modify, the generiil effect of the colour behnv.

The filiform papilla; are more constantly coated than the fungi-

form- the circumvftUate seldom. But this covering, even in per-

fect health, is not always, even not often, so limited; sometimes

it stretches between the papilliB, paxtially fills up the intervals

between them, and spreads more abundantly on the central and

back parts than at the .sides or tip. The coat is nowhere ex-

cessively thick, nor enough quite to conceal the conhguration ot

tiro%ui-tace; it thins gradually without abrupt demarcation; it is

^.absolntdy whitcluit is greyish where tl..n,yelloWl whore

thick- the proper tissue, where exposed, is not ot a bright, but a

dull pink, not exaggerated by injection, so that no striking con-

ti- sts of white and red are noticeable. The tongue and inside n

he mouth are moist. Saliva can be voluntarily collected and spat

out it can be made to issue freely through a cannula in the

parotid duct by placing a little acetic acid on the tongue i-

To obtain an idea of the minute and es,sential changes which

aive rise to the altered apjiearances presented to the nakex eye, it

fs not enough-it is, indeed, misleading-to be content with scrap-

i" the surface. It is needful to secure sections which show

everything down to the muscular tissue ; the amount, nature, aim

disposition of the epithelial investment must receive attention to

its whole thickness, as well as the state ot the coriu>ii ^^ith re-

card to iniectiou, nucleation, and extravasation; and the charaflr

fers of boti. apart from disease must be indicated. As the purnc^

is clinical, it will be enough to describe the upper surface, where

what may be called the symptomatic changes are mamly 00-

'^''st arting from within, and using the terms descriptive of the skin,

Tvhich the covering of the tongue much resembles, we come first^

Uie cutis vera or corimn, a layer of dense connective tissue betwe^

t e muscular tissue and the epithelial. Projections from his form

the central parts of the papilhe. The injection «"d ™°l™tion «
t e corium are its chief V'nts of morbid interest^ The nudeablOh

varies much, even in health; it is most abundant ^vit.hmtte

papiUfe and near the surface. Upon the corium is the
^ff^}^^

of which there oi-e three layers, the .leepest, or rete MalpigluL;

upo^i this a stratum composed of lozenge-shaped nucleated c^Ts.

which correspond, with a difference, to the corneum of the .==k n

rndiipon this a horny formation which is special to the tongue,

nnd chielly forms the white coat.

To take these separately, the rete Malpighu presents m cont.

with the corium a compact arrangement of columnar cells, in

^ea th little more than a single cour,se, which are d.s inguishab e^

tboiUnot abruptly, from a bulky collecti.m of polygonal cells

which complete. tle/.Malpighiau layer. Towards the surface the^e
i

Xelongute and llatten, still remainmg 'i"«l«f ^„'1- ""^
j^^!^ 1

rather a quick transition become squamous and form a layer,

which variis much in different circum-stances, by ^'"'-:';^,,t^« «"7

!

face of the tongue is generally corered. This corresponds wtli

the corneum of the skin, though, in the tongue, «"l>l;-/'^j

happens in the skin, the cells retain their nuclei. On the pro-,

Snt parts, where the growth is oldest, notably on t le ends of,

?^e papU e, he cells undergo a further change, losing their m.cle

and cellular form nnd becoming fibrous, losing their jxiwer of

stain'ng with cai-mine.but greedily absornng tb« '"""^« dy«^

It s tins horiiv epithelium which essentially constitutes the coat

or fur and to Ihich many of the clinical characters of the tongu.

"'rh "superstructure has but a brittle connection vvith the rete

JIalpighii, a line of fracture often presenting itself with nmch re-;

mibritv aloii" their junction: on the other hand, the rete Mab,

^S i^ ilitimately attached to the corium, .so that not only a^.;

noTmul but even excepthmal. circumstances are needed f"r tiM
,

"", w 'ion. The Malpighiau layer is a very definite and constan-

^.^^U,;,lithe chief landmark anatomically: what is above varie

alno infinitely; the deep layer should not be quite bare no

sl'o Id the accumulation l.e such as to be level ^vith, nndj

obscure the papillary ,.miuen<-es. The pnpill.-e themse yes com

n nys'howo'aclia tipof horny epithelium, ^''"te to the niJcc

"v y(-llow to the microscope. This varies much ... hHlU.w

much in disease that the characters of coating and furring moini,;

"ir;iie'';:^face of the tongue,, attached chiefly to thopromii

nences of the epidermis, is a varying amount
"f,, .l'^"-«^'^',<^,f'^f

"

chiefly in the shap." of the micrococcus. This pr'^«''"t8 't^f

c-tvi the shape of rounded accumulations upon tl'eoutstani

,ig fllr le Ike^the inflorescence of a bulrush. "esHles th..

there are often seen, especially about the papilhB, !?r«" '"
^ eii

total buk ot tie accumumi-iou, >yiici-uci j^u. .».=....- -- —
,„,,,;„;

bearsl tasmall proportion to the epithelial structure of w.c,

I
Ihe coatorfiir essentially consists. The advetit.tious growth
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rather an appendage to the coat or fur than a necessary part of it.

In certain conditions of disease, of wliich more hereafter, the para-
sitic growth, as well as the epithelial, may be in great excess.
The characteristics of health in the niucous luerubrane of the

tongue may be thus summed up. The corium must not be over-
injected or over-nucleated, nor must it present numerously the
extravasation of leucocytes. The Malpighian layer must display
no excess of proliferation. The middle layer of epithelium, which
corresponds to the corneum of the skin, must be present but not
superabundant. It should completely cover the rete Malpighii
between the pnpilla3, but should allow these to be prominent at
their points of emergence. The epithelial processes of the papillaj
should be disthiguishable. but not too long; upon these may be
a few scattered points of -legetatioa Finally, the surface described
must be e.xposed, not concealed by any coat or accumulation, how-
ever derived,, and it must be nonnaUy moist.

I need say little clinically about the healthy tongue. It will
at once be seen that the healthy tongue is not the same thing as
the tongue in health. There are individual peculiarities in the
growth of lingual epithelium in virtue of which some tongues are
always coated, others not so when coating might be expected.
With .some persons a coated tongue is habitual, and not only con-
sistent with health, but a sign of it. On the other hand, diseases
like pneumonia, in which commonly the tongue is quickly and
thickly coated, may fail to produce this result. It takes time to
coat the tongue. In the table two cases of pneumonia are re-
ferred to with a clean tongue. One was only in the second day,
and scarcely counts. In the other, a not very severe case of
pleuro-pneumonia with a temperature of 102*, the tongue re-
mained tliroughout so far clean that it could not be called other-
wise than natural. It displayed a general fine white sprinkling,
like April hoar-frost spread, which did not overcome the under-
lying tint. This absence of coat is quite exceptional in the cir-
cumstances, and probably shows habitual but unusual scantiness
of the epithelial crop. There are also peculiarities in health which
concern the saliva. An old woman, to be later referred to, dis-
played under capillary bronchitis a red, dry tongue, from which I
was disposed to augur ill. She got well and the tongue remained
the same

; she assureil me that it had always been so, and I could
Quly infer that the want of saliva, to which, as I shall presently
show, the dryness and bareness of the tongue were due, was
habitual ami consistent with general healtli.

There are local and chronic diseases in abundance in which the
tongue is normal, few involving pyrexia or any general disturb-
ance. I shall show that this orgaii responds cliiefiy to constitu-
tional variations. If the system at large is unaffected, so as a rule
IS the tongue. It is obvious that the conditions of observation in
a hospital, whence my tables were chiefly derived, necessarily
presented disease more abimdantly than health, so that the mor-
bid associations of the ch'an tongue are exaggerated.

I. Sot Abnormal.
,

Tetanus ... ... ... ... ... x
r. Chorea ... ... ... ... ... 2
V Sunstroke

Valvular disease
Intra-thoracic aneurysm (dry diet)
Pneumonia (one on second day I

Pleuritic effusion (dry diet) ...

I'yo-pneumothorax ....

Phthisis ... ;.

Whooping-cough
Ascites (hepatic); dry diet
Chronic albuminuria" ...

Diabetes insipidus
Sj-philis

An;emia
Convalescent ...

Total
Olmermtion.i relating to the aboiye Cases.

Pyrexia (temperature from 102° to 104°)
Hyperpyrexia (temperature over 104^) ...

Temperature not recorded
Prostration ...

Chiefly on liquid diet ...

Diet strictly limited to liquids ...

Dry diet ...

Saliva abnormally deficient ...

... 1

... 1

... 1
o

'.'.'.

1

... 1

... 1

... 1

... 1

..] 1

... 1

... 1

...

... 24

.,'.'-
:2

...

... I

...

... 7

...

..., 3

...i 2

Average temperature of 20 cases, 08..5^

relieved, 13; not relieved, 1.

Died, 2 ; recovered, 8;

Class 2.

—

Stippled or Dotted Tongue.
This presents the first deviation from healtli. This is an excesB

of coat or fur, not uniformly spread, but disjilayed only on the
points of the papilla;. The term "fur" is perhaps more suited to an
interrupted or punctiform covering than coat, which may be
limited to one which is continuous ; the fur, however, is here but
a mere beginning, which may develop into the coated tongue, or
that which will be described as furred or shaggj-.

Before proceeding to minute particulars, the naked-eye charac-
ters may be briefly indicated. The tongue in this phase presents
merely an exaggeration or accentuation of the covering of health;
the state may indeed be so nearly that of health that the differ-

ence may pass without notice. The tips of the papUlso are covered
with white more closely and broadly than within healthy limits,
and there is perhaps a little more than the normal contrast be-
tween the white summits and the pink intervals. The term
" stippled " or " dotted " fairly describes the aspect of the dorsum.
To borrow from the nomenclature of small-pox, the acquisition i.^)

discrete, not confluent. The spots on the papillie are usually
white, less often yellowish or brownish. The spotting is almost
or quite absent on a narrow lateral margin, and also on a small
triangular patch at the tip, the apex pointing inwards. These
clear spaces are made so by the friction of the teeth at each side,

and of the palate or gums at the tip.

The minute changes are to be made out only by examination
in section. It is thus made evident that the es.sential alteration
is in the amount and disposition of the epithelial covering. The
change is in way of excess, but the excess relates only to the
condensed superficial structure, where the cells are flattened,
fibrous, and rejective of carmine ; not, or but very slightly, to the
deeper parts, where the early shape and characters of recency
remain. There is as yet no considerable or constant increase in
the epithelium of the deeper sort, though there may be indica-
tions of a tendency in this direction ; and here and there, but as
yet not abundantly, e.xcess of nucleation appears in the corium.
especially about the papilla;. There is no marked injection of
the blood vessels. The intervals between the prominent papillte
are nearly empty, as in health. On their tips is commonly more
or less parasitic growth, mostl.y the micrococcus, gathered, as it is

apt to lie, upon the projecting filaments. The proportion which
these parasitic products bear to the total thickness of the coat or
fur can be seen only in section. By mere scraping of the surface
a false impression is given of the amount of these superficial pro-
ducts. The crop bears only a minor proportion to the bulk of the
coat, the major part of which is epithelial. The parasites are the
fringe of the garment rather than the garment itself.

We see in this tongue mainly the evidence of disuse. The length
of the papillary proces.ses may be explained by the ab.sence of
customary wear, and, indeed, is exactlv what want of friction and
scour might be expected to cause. There is little evidence of
overgrowth in the shape of new epithelium, but only a retention
of what must nece.^^sarily be old. In the par.isitic formation
there is nothing special or peculiar, but only wliat is found in
health in less abundance. .\s with the epithelium, what is in-
dicated is rather the retention of what is old than the develop-
ment of what is new. We may attribute the accumulation,
whether epithelial or parasitic, to the absence of food connected
with loss of appetite, and perhaps in some measure to the stillness

of tongue which illness engenders. I have referred to slight and
early evidences of overgrowth of epithelium. This will become
more apparent when 1 speak of more advanced changes.
This varietv of tongue presents the first step in morbid acquire-

ment and the first departure from health. A large number of per-
sons could be found witli this tongue whose condition is not ab-
normal. I have tabulated sixty-one cases in which this state of
tongue was seen. All were hospital patients, in whom ab.solute
health was scarcely to be looked for; among them acute disease
was infrequent, chronic disease common. Heart disease was more
numerously presented than any other disorder, occurring in seven.
Pneumonia and pleurisy, taken together, were found also iii .seven:
but among these wa.< only one instance of pneumonia in an active
and pyrexia! state. Rheumatism described as acute wa-s present
in Hve cases, but in only three was this adjective applicable in
its fullest sense.

The general absence of pyrexia was striking: the temperature
in only three cases reached'l02°, in no case was it known to pass
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103°. The aiet in the large majority of cases wmpnsed so id food

Three patients were kept, for special reasons, a- short of lit] "d a^

was practieable, In the.se the saliva was markedly defieient-a

defic .ncv whieh was noted in but four otlier instances Kxtrenie

prostration existed in but one, together with acute obstructs, o

the iKjwel. Thus this tongue does not belmi<' to Vy^^^'\f''^
seldom concurs with pravo constitilHonal disturT.ance of any 1^ "d-

With the acute obstruction the temperature was noi-mal. .'» F''-

sents itself often with local or organic disease, where there is littlt

frvvr and seldom imtch vita! failure.

Subjoiuin-the cises where the stippled or dotted tongue was

dr^-, and puttin- aside one where the dryness was due to d e

a lar-'er proportion of acute disease and of coust tutional

disturbance is apparent when the tongue is dry than when it is

1. Stijrttled or dbttedimfhicMey moist.
^

•
' 'General paralysis' or paresis ... '\
•" Chorea ... ... •

.,

Hysteria ... ...

.N'euralgia ' ..'.
' ••

'

Valvular diseaSfe of teaft

I'ericaiditis ... .• • ••

l'neumonia,pleuro-pneumonia,broncho-pneumoma

Pleurisy
Lorj-ngitis

Bronchitis
Phthisis

'

Tonsillitis (follicular) ...

Acute obstruction of bo-v^'el

Fa?cal accumulation in colon ...

Epistaxis (nostrils plugged)

laundice
Ulcer of stomach
Dysentery
Chronic albuminuria ...

Diabetes raellitus

Hiemoglobinuria
.\cute rheumatism
Subacute rheumatism ...

Acute gout
Chronic gout ...

Anjemia
Lymphadenoma
Acute alcoholism ... • •• •••

Dry diet (1 for ascites, 1 for pleural effusion, 1 Jor

cardiac dropsy) ...
'

1

7
1

6
1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

Total 62

II

1

1

111

Chiefly on liquid diet •: ^ ^ ^ • „
Strictly limited to liqtiid fliet (1 fed by bowel)

Drj' diet ... .•• ...

Saliva abnormally defioitmt ...
, ; „

Died, 1 ; recovered, 1; Telifeyed, 3.

,,, • t Clasb 'i.—Sfi/ipM and Coated.
_ '_^

The next stefpiu the acquirement of coat is intermediate beii

tween the stippled and the coated, presenting a mi.xture of th^

characters of both. The white accumulation is present on the

oaoilUe but is not limited to them; at the back and along the

median tissure it tills up the depressions, so that the tongue while

disDlaving the dotted character about the anterior and lateral

oarts IS at the back continuously covered, the continuity being

implied by the term "coated." This tongue is one of very fcquent

occurrence, perhaps more so than any other which can be regarded'

as morbid; it represents but a slight departure from health: since

it partakes much of the class preceding and of that following, it

mav be dismissed with brief description. A partial stippling may

iiresent itself as a stage either in the formation of coat or its re^

moval ; an example of the latter is seen in the drawing taken

during'recovery from pneumonia.
„i,.,.^

The microscope displays in a more marked manner the charac-

ters which have been described as l>elonging to the stippled class;

the papillary processes are elongated and con,^pieuous, but there

is in addition some increase of the deep epithelium by which the

intervals are partly tilled, the filling up made more complete by

detached epithelium and accidental matters. Though the deep

epithelium does not present to the naked eye the whiteness of the

superficial or hornv kind, yet the increase of the atter and the

mixing together of the sloping ends of the papillae give a con-

tinuity of whiteness, though only in the central and back parts,

where the epithelium is most plentiful. This tongue shows want

of wear, together with more evidence of increased growth than ill

the preceding class. .,,„,, _,_:

Looking at this class clinically, we still find a large proportion

of chronic disease, but note an increase of acute and constitutional

affections I may observe as an apparent exception that pneu-

monia is presented less numerously, though acute rheumatism is

more so and tv-phoid is now introduced. The change in the cha-

racter of the cases is shown by the increase of pyrexia, though

this is still slight compared with what will be seen presently, by

the increase of constitutional depression, and by the number of

cases in which the state of the patient was such as to necessitate

liquid diet.
.

,

, , „ • a

3. Par tit/ stippled: partly coated : normally mom.

Obsermtions relating to the above cases.

Pyre.xia'^ (temperature 102*^ to 104-^ I ...

Uyperpj-rexia (temperature above 104 )

Much prostration (acute obstruction of Iwwel)

Prostration not severe (pericarditis)

Chietly on liquid diet ...

Strictly limited to liquid diet (acute obstruction

of bowel) ... ... ••• .••• •
.,

Dry diet (liquids reduced as far as possible > ... )

Saliva abnormally deficient (uicluding a under ^
dry diet) ... ... •• ;. ,

•••
,'

Died, 15': recovered, 18; relieved, 2.^) ; not relieved, 3. Average

temperature of 42 cases, U8..'J"

2 (D). Stippled or dotted : dry.

Pleurisy with effusion (dry diet)

Peritonitis (opium) ... •• •••

Acute obstruction of bowel (volvulus) ...

Chronic albuminuria ...

Total

Observations as to the above oaic.

Pyrexia (temperature 102 to 104^)

ifyperpyrexia (temperature over 104°)...

No observations as to temperature

Average temperature of B cases

iluch prastration ;..

Prostration not severe

...as.

Bulbar paralysis

Cerebral hnemorrhage
Cerebral embolism ... ...

ITemiplegia (cause uncertain)

Giddiness... ... ... ... •••

Chorea '• •
Hysteria :.; ... .; •• ••

Valvular disease of heart ;..

Pericarditis (not rheumatic)

Pneumonia ... ;•: ••
^

,;
Larj-ngitis ... ;.; ... '.;

Bronchitis ... ;-

.Vsthma ... ... ;

General tuberculosis ... ...

Phthisis with haemoptysis ...

Ulcer of stomach with ha^-

matemesis
Cirrhosis of liver ... ... :..

Ascites (cause uncertain) ...

Anasarta (cause uncertain):..

Diarrhcea;.. •
Total ... :

• Tlie temperature was not noteJ in l.'J.ciues

not taftteriaflr vlttv^Wd.

Constipation ..

Colic
Chi-onic albuminuria
.\cute rheumati.sm
Subacute rheumatism ... ...

Chronic rheumatism, or sci-

atica ...

Gout :

Congenital syphilis

Anremia. chlorosis, etc.,

.Vddison's disease

Ague
Tj-phoid ...

Erythema nodosum
,

...'. ...

Eczema
Pemphigus ...

Acute alcoholism ••

Abscess, inteirnftl,| nO; (dis-

charge'!;'.' .'.V ..vU^ •••

Stricture of oesopha'gp^
'j^

...

Convalescent ... .,.' ,..-", ...

It may be taken aa generally

Observations relatinc] to the above cases.

Pyrexia (temp. 102° to H 14'" i ...

Hypeqiyrexia (over 1(14°)

Xo observation as to temperature

Much prostration ... i'.';l •'I "'"..'.

Prostration not severe ••... ,."•,

Chiefly on liquid diet ... -:.:
_

•••,'1,

Strictly limited to liquid diet (AtnCtui-e bf «80-

^

phagus, 1 ; diarrhoea, 1 ; constipation, 2 ; tdltci '

1; typhoid,3) ... ' ..: 'I' '.V.'"-^ .V."8

(I

14
r>

'6
'23
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Dry diet, liquids reduced as far as possible
(ascites) ... ... ... ... . .; j

Saliva abnoniially deficient (decidedly), including
1 under dry diet ... ... ... ... o

Average temperature of 54 cases, 98.7°.
Died, 7; recovered, 30; improved, 26; not improved, 5; uncer-

tain, 1. - :> .

Ci,jlss4.— The Coated Tmif/ue.
The ne.Yt degree of opithelial excess, wlietlier by retention or

overproduction, results in the formation of a continuous coat, or
one continuous over the greater part of the dorsum. This covering
presents great variety and many indications to the naked eye!
There is scarcely an acute or subacute ilisorder at some period" of
which the tongue is not coated ; this holds good especially with
febrile complaints. This state of the tongue is often a step to
other changes, those often of more serious import. Two special
varieties of coiited tongue will receive separate notice: the "straw-
berrj' " tongue, which, besides being coated, is much injected; and
the •' postered" tongue, in which the coat is superabundant, and
has certain characters of recency. Putting these kinds aside for the
present, the generally coated tongue i.s only an advance upon that
which is partially so, just as the partially coated tongue is an
advance upon that which is simply dotted.'
In the ordinary varieties of coated tongue, the coat which is

continuous between the papilla; covers the greater part of the
dorsum, being thickest wliere friction is least, about the back and
median furrow. It may he dirtj-white, greyish, or yellowish.
The limitation at the tip and edges is not alirupt ; there are no
striking contrasts of colour ; neither is the coat verj' white, nor
where it is absent is the mucous membrane-vlAidly red. The fungi-
form papillae may be visible where the coat is shelving, but they
are not remarkably injected as with the strawberry tongue. .Such
a tongue may be anajmic or .'^odden-looking, especially'when the
patient is anaemic ; the condition chronic, or associated with ner-
vous depression. Good examples of the chronically coated tongue
are presented in the drawings from a case of floating kidney ami
neuralgia under morphine ; and in one from a case of chronic
dysentery under opium. The coat may be variously tinted by
accidental circumstances, especially by colouring matters, which
are swallowed or vomited. It may lie made bright yellowor olive-
green by bilious vomit, or brown by fipcal vomit. Iron will some-
times make it inky. Iron and port wine used alternately will
sometimes convey a deep brown to the coat, tannate of iron re-
sulting from this combination. 1 once knew an intensely black
colovir to be imparted to an otherwise light-coloured coat by
artificial teeth. Probably some mercurial amalgam had reacted
with sulphuretted hydrogen in the coat and produced the black
colour.

The coated tongue may lose its coat in two ways : it may
gradually thin otf with a shelving edge, expo.^ing a" moist and
natural surface

; or it may break away in flakes after displayino-
a siu^ace which is red and dry; the former method, imjilying, as
It usually does, the restoration of the healthy surface, is ob^-iously
of the better omen.

_
Often, in circumstances which vrill hereafter claim attention,

the coat becomes dry. brown, and cracked, sometimes present in<^
rectangular fissures like crocodile's skin. This amounts to what 1
shall presently dcijcribe as the " encrusted tongue," towards the
making of which the coated tongue is a step.
Microscopic examination of the coated tongue shows as the

essential change exce.ss of epithelium of every kind. The i>apillio
are prominent, their pillars of corium stand "well out. and upon
them are long processes of the carmine-refusing epithelium
which IS horny, superficial, and old. Between these protrusions
is a superabundance of the fidl-bodied nucleated epithelium such
as belongs to the intervals by which these spaces are mote ur less
lilled up. In some eases this actnnnulation is surmounted by a
thin layer which has undergone the horny tronsformation. When
this 13 soi it easily accounts for the cflntiiuiity of whiteness, since
epithelium of this .sort is. when moist, white to the naked eve
Uie continuity of whiteness, however, upon which the definition
ut the coated tongue rests, is more commonly maintained by the
approxunauoii of the long processes, and the" filHng of the "intor-
^als by accidental matters. There is as yet no marked injection.
iw great evidence of overgrowth in the .Malpighian layer, no con-
.^tant hypernucleation of the corium. What alteration of growth
laeie is is in the direction of too much ; but there is no siich ex-
travagance, as will bo noted in some conditions to be presently

On and about the papilhe parasitic growths such as hare been
already described are often abundant, but as these are not especial
to this variety of tongue, nor add yery materially to the bulk of
tlie coat they need no detailed notice. :.

Clinically, the coated tongiM; brings with it a further increa.se
of acute and febrile disease. Taking together the moist and dry
kinds, pneumonia or pleurisy was present in lu of 68 cases: typhoid
wasslightly more frequent than in the preceding closse*, whifeother
febrile disorders now intrude themselves into the list. PjTCxio
and prostration are both on the ascent, showing that the gener-
ally coated tongue is associated with a larger proportion of con-
stitutional affection than where the coat is more partial. It waii
observed that the saliva was noticeably deficifut in a larger
proportion of cases than heretofore- in "l2 of 6tt of the coated
tongue, in only ."> of 69 where the coat was partial.

4. Coated white

;

Cerebral haemorrhage
Hemiplegia (cause uncertain)
Pneumonia (pleuro-pneu-
monia)

Pleurisy
Laryngitis
Bronchitis
Cancer of lung
Phthisis , ,: .,.,

Phthisis and haemoptysis ...

.A.neur}-sm (?) ...

Acute obstruction of bowel
(small bowel) ...

Chronic obstruction of bowel
(sigmoid flexure)

Diarfhrea ,.

Ulcer of stomach (haemate-
mesis)

Vomiting (uterine)

Total

normally moist.

Dyspe])sia 1

Repletion 1

Stricture of cesophagiLS ... 2
Starvation 1

Peritonitis ]

Chronic albuminuria 1

L'rajmia, vomiting, suppres-
sion of urine 2

Acute rheumatism (includ-
ing cardiac affection) ... 1

Subacute rheumatism (in-

cluding cardiac affection) 3
Chronic rheumatism and

sciatica 1

Typhoid 4
Febricula 1

Erysipelas 1

Erythema nodosum 1

Convalescent 2

4.S

Otisen-ations re/nfhiry to preceding case<.

I'.\Te.yiaftemp. 102° to 104") ... .'.. ... '.i

Hyperpyrexia (temp, over 104° ... ...

No observations as to temperature ... ... .5

Much prostration ... ... ... ... 11
Prostration not severe ... ... ... 4
Chiefly on liquid diet... ... ... ... 11
.Strictly limited to liquid diet ... ... ... l.'i

No food by motith ; fed by rectum (stricture of
oesophagus) ... ... "'..;'' ''..'. ''2 '

Drj- diet ... ... ... • '..'.' : ' ':.'. ' b'
Saliva abnormally deficient •...'{''...'"',''.'.. C

Average temperature of '41 'dasfei'SSil"."

Died, 11 ; recovered. In; improved, 21; not improved, 1.

4 (D) Chafed white: partly dry,

1
I
Acute obstruction of bowelHemiplegia ...

Myelitis (acute)

Valvular disease
of aorta

Pneumonia
Phthisis and

(?)

Total

and disease

pneumonia
1

Tonsillitis

Dyspepsia
Repletion (surfeit)

Chronic albuminuria

I

Diabetes
Acute rheumatism...

20
Ohsserrations relatiiig to the above cases.

P>-rexia (temp. 102=^10 104*) ...

HyperpvTexia (over 104°)
Xo observations as to temperature
Much prostration
IVosfration not severe
Chiefly on liquid diet...

Strictly limited to liquid diet ...

Dry diet

Saliya abnormally deficient ...

A\Terage temperature of 18 cases,' 99.;'>°.

Died,^: recovered, 5; relieveii, 8; lincei-tain, 1.

f.

2'

,T

12
;!

6

considered.

Cl-ASS o.~8tra>rl,errU TiAigve.
This needs but a brief mention. Usually with what may l>e

called the acute roat«l tongue, more especially when thisap-
pronehes the plastered character to be next noticed, the fungiform
papillae show through the coat at the tip and edge.i These are
often more or less injected, especially with scarlatina, ^here they
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.;.()

2
'. 1-

4

-.2

5
2

3

alww in a striking miinuur the increased vnscularity of the organ

.liiB to its uarticipation in the culaiieous eruption.

Tin . 'sociaticm .vith scarhitina would have heon disphvyod niore

m-ominentlv in the tahU' l.ut that this disease is not. as a rule

dm" ml into St. Ueorge's Hospital. 'I'lie slrawberry state s

some mis seen in otherTli.sorUers. most of wU.oh a.v ol the ae.^e

febrile kind ; imeumonia, lyplioid. and ventyphhtis are presented

U. the record, injection of the tongue is an accompaniment o

many f.d.rile slates, not only ^ivinK clour to the substratum, but

^so promoting the epithelial K>owth. f>Texia is generally pre-

set with tb.^ s,rawl«ny tongue, and that to a greater degree

than with the antecedent classes.

5. ^traivhernj tnmjue: moist.

,.., Typhoid 1 I Pneumonia ...

Scarlatina 3
1

I'eritypblitiS

Oltserrafwns relating to the above cases.

Pyrexia (temp. 1(>2° to 104*) ... '••^;

Hvpeilivrexia . •• •''

No observations as to temperature

Prostration, not severe

I'liielly on liquid diet...

Strictly limited to liquid diet ...

l)rv diet ... •• ' ••

Saiiva ulnmrmallv deficient ... ...

.Average temperature. 5 cases, W-i . _^

Died, 0; recovered, 'l; improved, 3; sent out, -.

Class d.—Plastered Tongue.

The variety alluded to as plastered is well marked, has much

clinical importance, and demands a separate notice. l-l;"'fa'ly.

this might be called the coated tongue ot acute disease. /I he coat,

which is whit,., moist, though generally not fully so, and uniform

except at the edges, is spread over the dorsum, excepting a narrow

margin and a small space at the tip. with a thickness, smoothness.

and deanite limitation which suggests the laying on of plaster.

Theedees, though definite, are somewhat bevelled and are per-

forated as they thin with the red fungiform papiUiE, after the

strawberry style. Sometimes, as in the drawing displayed, taken

on the fourteenth day of typhoid the covering '^/o white thick

and tine in grain as to give the idea of plaster-of-Paris or white

lead smoothly spread ; at other times it is coarser and less purelj

white, as if a fine kind of mortar had been used. The mucous sur-

face where exposed, is often redder than natural, especia ly when

the coat is of the whiter kind. The more recent the illness the

whiter the coat. AVhen very thick, white, and strongly contrasted

with the red margin, the indication is ol acute diseasMU other

words, of disease recent and severe. Were it not recent the coat

would not he so purely i«hite: were it not severe, the thickness

could not have come in the time. Each day the tongue becomes

less white, and gradually assumes a dirty yellowish or brownish

tint A brown colour associated with dryness and cracks com-

monly appears when the disease is severe, of long continuance, anil

attended with prostration. The properties ot brownness and dry-

ness may accompany many states of tongue, and will receive

"^ inayTnTfew words indicate wherein the minute characters of

the plaVtered tongue differ from that which is commonly coated.

The diSference is mainly one of degree. The papilla; are now more

elongated, even so much so as to resemhle those of the shaggy or

furr?.l tongue. With this we have more complete filling up ot tlie

intervals, and even some ovrlying of the papillfe with matters

partly derived from the tongue itself as epithelium, partly para-

sitic and partly accidental. This condition is a great way towards

the encrusted tongue, the chief difference being in the presence or

absence of moisture. The plastered tongue, when dry, becomes

the Iencru.sted. In the pla.stered tongue the hypertrophy ot the

superficial epithelium, as yet uncomplicated to any great extent,

attain.^ its climax. . . . ,

Clinically, this tongue never fails tn arrest attention; it is tne

ensign of recent ac'Ute febrile disease. The chronic coated tongiie

is distinguishable from the pla.stered by its dirtier colour, and the

less vivid apposition of -white an.l red. Of o2 cases of the

plastered tongue, the table shows 8 of pneunionia. 3 of acute

bronchitis. :{ of acute rheumatism. of typhoid, and 4 of other

acute febrile affections. Pyrexia was marked
"J .1^^ ««?»"*• ^;°*„

the general average of temperature was 101.6°. a higher level than

has yet appeared, save with the strawlierry- tongue, a nearly alliea

condition. Prostration, mostly such as belongs to the febrile state^

was recorded in 8, while the increased proportion of patients on

liquid diet bears testimony to the same association. The sain a

was noticeably deficient in a larger proportion ot ins unces ban

w th any tongue yet before us, save the small strawberry c ass

This does not imply merely that the tongue was dryish which

miL'ht be due to the" evaporation cau.sed by the increased heat of

the body, but to lessened secretion, as was in some instances ascer-

tained with the cannula. We see a close association wit h pyrexia

which stimulates cell growth, and is probably the chief "g^-nt in

roducing the characteristic epithelial luxuriance, tl.e products

of which are abnormally retained partly by reason of the scanti-

ness of saliva.
. , , • a

I'l. White; plastered; mom.

pneu-
Cerebral tumour ...

Pneumonia, pleuro

monia
Bronchitis (acute) .i- •-

Phthisis and haemoptysis ...

Stomatitis •

Acute obstruction of bowel

(volvulus)

Dysentery
Perityphlitis

Total

3
&

1
1

\
2

1.'

.J

3
le
8

13

1 Jaundice (enlargement of

liver) .-•

8 Acute rheumatism (including

3 pericarditis, etc.)

1 Typhoid .• •••

1 i'ebricula (or febrile attack

of uncertain nature)

1 Measles
•J Mumps
1 Pyicmia

32

Observations re/fitin// to the above cases

Pyrexia (temperature 102° to 104°)

Hyperpyrexia (over 104°)

S'o observations as to temperatui-e

Much prostration

Prostration not severe

Chiefly on liquid diet

Strictly limited to liquid diet

Dry diet

Saliva abnormally deficient ... •,,„ ca
Average temperature ot 2i cases, lOi.b .

Died, 10; recovered, 11 ; improved, 11.

Before proceeding to other varieties of tongues I will, now that

we ha"^ reached in the plastered tongue the climax of simple

boating! look back upon the several ^ades of that condition, and

try to collect the instruction which flows from them

First patholotTically. The most important item is the lengthen-

insTf the papillre; and the first question, how tar this depends

on disuse fSmw^a^t of foocU etc., and how far on o^^growth.

Want of wear must have some effect in allowing t -
^1-^^^^^^^

but it would seem to be too rapidly produced to be wholly tlius

accoiinl^d for A greater length is attained within the short

duraUoii of an acute^disease than in its longer time of a diron^.

one even though it entail more complete disuse. iNot oiU> are

?he e«ithelial7nds to which only the wear applies elongated but,

so in many cases are the deeper'parts of the column wiiich ire

unexposed The epithelium also between the papillfe, which, a«

ehia ?elss 'exposed^han they are. must be less
"""If«fd

by we^.

is a so in many cases increase.l in thickness ; when it is so it gives

strons evidence of over-production as against deficient remoaL

Coa in- t erTt'ore. is the result in part of disuse, want of rubbir«

and washing, as the somewhat increased surface parasites show.

but chiefly of morbid overgrowth. u is true
The clinical circumstances g ve similar f'd'l"^; .

'
*^ ^^l

that the greater degrees of coating occur chiefly in Patients wno

a e kept witliout nuich solid food. On the other hand in many

condrtronr>vith which solid food and mastication are almost com-

ple S abs^^l the thick and rapid covering of
f-J'^J^^^^^'^'^Z

^nti.resent itself I have watched with interest from this point

of vFewca^es of stricture of the oesophagus In three such ojU^

Hie lower degrees of coating were presented, though ma 1 soUds

were i^possU,le. and in two food was "'t^od^ced chiefly b> t^

bowel In a f.uirth the tongue was drj- and furred, bi t t he fur-

ri^ig came on with dryness, on which it was apparen ly depend-

S S'li^rXn^p^^^^^S^^

Tslmli refer later to the effects upon the ton^j^. of the Hmita-

tion of liquid, but it is enough for the present to say th^t w?°'

nether of Cd nor of drink avails to produce the thick coatmg

which in other circumstances is so characteristic.

A condition which may be briefly referred to m connection wUJ>
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coating of the tongue is diminution of saliva, though I shall con-
sider this subsequently on a wider basis. As u general rule,

whatever be the reason, the saliva lessens as thejcoat thickens.
Taking together the lesser degrees of coat presented with the
stippled, and stippled and coated, classes, this secretion was
notably deficient in lH of 170 cases. Taking together tlie higher
degrees of coat in the strawberry and plastered kinds, the saliva

was notably deficient in 10 of 30. Thus generally, up to this

point, the less saliva the more coat. But it will appear later that
almost total absence of this tluid may concur with a tongue which
is almost absolutely without coat. For the present it is enough
to point out that the deficiency does not alone account for the
excess of covering under consideration.
To account for this there remain but two causes which present

themselves as probable : the hypothetical existence of a morbid
poison as in fevers, and pyrexia. As to poison, looking at the
high degrees of coat in the classes of strawberrj- and plastered, I

find that of 3U such cases 14 were of typhoid, febricula, scarlatina,

measles, mumps, or pyjemia, and 3 of acute rheumatism. Thus,
unless we include pneumonia, of which there were 10 cases, less

than half fell within this hj-pothesis. Among the rest were
many cases of local or organic disease, which were clearly- out-
side this supposition. Among these were 3 cases of acute bronch-
itis, 1 of phthisis, '2 of perityphlitis, 1 of volvulus—enough to
show that local disease, or disease not connected, so far as we
know, with any blood contamination, may give rise to what may
be called acute coating of the tongue.
Pyrexia remains to be considered. When the tongue is nonual,

60 as a rule is the temperature. I have already referred to one
case as exceptional in which the tongue remained clean in the
presence of pneumonia. Putting this aside, 1 have already re-

ferred to 22 cases in which, in different circumstances, the tongue
was reasonably clean ; the temperature was raised only once, and
then only to 101.5°. Taking now the degrees of coating in ascend-
ing order, we find that as the coat increases, so with almost exact
correspondence does the temperature.

Relations of Body Heat to Coating of Tongue.

Class of Tongue. ^.TSl''*''^ t ^^'"T^ with Pyrexia. Temppratnro.
Stippled 4.9 98..5='

Stippled and coated 8.6 98.7

Coated, moist 18.7 99.1

Coated, dry 30.0 99.o

Strawberry .57.1 102.0

Plastered 53.1 101.6

The annexed statement needs no explanation ; whether we look
at the frequency of pyrexia in the class, or iit tlie average tem-
perature of all cases in it, the figures are equally significant.
Taking the strawberry and the plastered tongues as practically
the same, the proportion between coat and heat is maintained
with remarkable exactness ; and we have as yet failed to find
any other condition be.sides heat of body which has as uniform a
relation to the alteration in question.
That heat up to a certain point promotes the growth of cells is

a fact well known to experimental physiologists. 1 take it on the
antliority of Dr. Delepine that a temperature of between 100° and
104° is favourable to the growth of tissues, one of above 105°
detrimental to it. It probably very rarely happens that the
dorsum of the tongue, exposed as it is, and necessarily cooler than
the constantly covered parts, reaches a temperature high enough
to lessen growth ; almost any degree of elevation possible in the
circumstances must be within the limits of that which tends to
incrca,se. In pyrexia, therefore, we have, if not the only maker of
coat, certainly the chief one.

Class 7.

—

The Fiai-cil or Shagf/y Tongue.

_ As the papilhe of the coated tongue continue to lengthen, and ad-
"Tentititious matter to collect hetween and upon them, the
advancing process presents itself in two shapes, which differ as
the elongation or the accumulation preponderates. When there is

great projection of the pnpilhe, so that these stand out distinctly.
the term " furred or shaggy" rejiresents this condition. Where these
shapes are co\ered in. and levelled over by matter, whether
derived from the tongue it self, or from without, tbi' term "encrusted"
may be employed. The two conditions occur in many similar cir-

Cimistances, and sire continually intermingled ; nevertheless, they
occur separately, and must he so described. A stippled or dotted
tongue, by increase of each point of coating, may become furred,
a.process which dryne.«s faeilitates. In a different way Ji Hiickly

coated tongue may Ijecome furred. Tlie lengthened papilbe may'
present themselves as a coarse pile like ]ilush. and so make the
" moist furred tongue." A little drying will cause the threads to

collect in sheaves, and so form the " drj* furred tongue "wliich I am
about to describe.

To the naked eye and dttring life the fore part is irregularly

rough, with large pointed papilTse, on the tips of which are brown
spots, or the whole may be more or less browTi. The central and
back parts are often covered with irregular pointed masses, such
as are represented in the drawing, frequently more or less mixed
up with and obscured by dry crust often like crocodile's skin. I

have seen after death (in a case of malignant disease of the
larynx) much of the hinder region of the tongue covered with a
shaggj' villous growth, like coarse hair : but in life this hirsute

state is commonly much obscured by incrustation.

Under the microscope the chief characteristics of the tongue are
the enormously elongated filiform papilla?, everj' part of which is

increased, both the deeper portion derived from the coriiun and
the superficial epithelial part, the latter most so. Micrococci are

sometimes present on the tips of the iiapillae, but do not add
materially to their bulk.

The elongation may conceivably be due either to over-growth
or deficient removal ; there is often some increase of the deep
epithelium, but sehlom much ; occasionally some over-nucleation

of the corium is present. In fine, there is some evidence of

li^-perplasia, but not enough to account for the striking changes
w-hich the tongue presents. These would seem to be mainly due
to want of wear, of which the papillary ends, hardened by dryness,

are especially resistant. Beyond the resistance which drj-ness

entails, it is possible that the unnatural state of surface which
goes with it may act as an irritant and stimulate growth.

As to the clinical relations of this tongue, I have been able to

collect, notwithstanding the generality of dryness, a few instances

in which the furred tongue was moist, or at least not dry. One
of these was of a kind sometimes seen where great elongation of

the papUl* is consistent with appetite and health. The only con-

ditions which could be suggested as provocative of the state of

the tongue in this case were old age and constipation. 1 have re-

ferred to the state of pUe, which" may be regarded either as an
advanced stage of the coated tongue or an early one of the furred.

In the table it is seen to be associated with pneumonia and with
anfemia.
The " dry " furred tongue is of more importance than the moist,

but it occurs in different circumstances and is by no means
uniform in its indications. It may succeed, as has been shown,

either upon the dotted tongue or the coated, in the course of ad-

vancing disease ; it may also occur with retrogressive disease, as

when the encrusted tongue sheds its coat so as to expose the sub-

jacent elongated papilla?. The class therefore presents much
clinical variety. It has been shown tliat the furred or shaggy

tongue is largely the result of disuse and want of moisture, which

latter condition is nearly essential, though not absolutely so. The
papilla? harden with dryness, as has been stated, and become ab-

normally resistant of friction, which, in the absence of solid food

and mastication, is diminished. The saliva is obviously deficient,

as judged by the difticulty of spitting and by the results of

catheterisation of the parotid. It must be .stated, however, that

the latter operation was not often performed, the extreme illness

of the patient often opposing a hindrance. The fact, hovf^er,

was clear without this test ; and the conclusion warranted f^O,

the tlryness was in general due to want of this secr^tiori. ' /' '

j.
The accorapanj-ing tabulation speaks for itself. Ineed not alWae

again to the instance where a profuse hirsute growth was con-

joined with sarcoma of the epiglottis and tonsil ; here the results

of want of friction were chiefly evident, though there'was some
evidence of overgrowth in hypemucleatioit. I may next refet to

a group of cases in which." as presumably in the last case, the

condition was present with little or no pjTex-ia. This inclndes

two ca.ses of coma from brain disease, two of advanced cirrhosis,

one of enlarged liver of uncertain nature, two of diarrlmvi, and

three of enforced drj- diet. Thus, dehydration, he its cause what
it may, is a deliiiite" factor in producing tht tongue in qu<^tion.

In ofhercases—to wit. tj-phoid and acut^ rheumatism^p^*rex-ra

was present, but it is clear that this is not essential. "Vt i3^\'W(h

observing how infrequent is pyrexia, and how low its range in

the dry tongue now in question, as compared with the plasteri>d

moist tongue last discussed. This i^hows how little of the desic-

cation is to be attributed to evaporation connected with increaseil

heat of bod,v. .\nd I may make similar negation with regard to
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another condition to which drj-ness and furring have been attn-

buU'd, iiam.'ly, habitual openness of the mouth, especially during

slei'l)' 1 lind'but tlir«H> instances in which this attracted notic/',

and lam persuaded that other causes of drying and furring are

far mnre important. j -."i

In short, t he dry furred tongue is essentially due to two causes

which are conneotixl together—want of saliva and want of wear,

^mong the causes of want of saliva, the most important i.s a state

of system which cannot be otherwise delined than as failure ot

nutrition and \ilal power. With how great a variety of disorders

this failure is associated I nee<l not recapitulate ; 1 have expressed

the greater degrees of it by the term " prostration.

7. Furred or shaiipy ; not dry.

Pneumonia, pleuro-pneumonia ... •• -

Pcrit>-philitis, perforation of appendix ... 1

,.. ,, Chronic constipation... -.. •• •
J

, Granular kidney ; ura-min ... ••. •• 1

THE TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA AND
TONSILLITIS.

By THOMAS F. RAVKX, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.Eng.

r Total

Ohxerrnfions relating to preceding, cases. .

.

ia (temperature 10:2° to 104°) ,.. '

;. '.v^..^' ,1
I

_
Pyre-xia ^ ,

' "',' 'HyperpNTexia
'I'' V Ko observations as to temperature
'"''

Average temperature (of ;? cases^i

"Much prostration

fliieflv on liquid diet...

Strictly limited to liquid diet...

Saliva ".ibnonnallv delici'^nt ...

Died, i; recovered, 1 ; not improved, 1.

7 (DV Furred or "hnrff/y : dry,

o

'J

o

1

Disease of brain (coma)

Hemiplegia (embolic) •

Chorea •, •••

Vah-ular disease ... ••''•'

Aneurj'sm or dilatation of

aorta (dry diet)

Broncho-pneumonia ... ...

Pleurisy .'^' ••''

Cirrhosis of liver r"--,
Enlargement of livier (cause

(uncertain)
Total

Stricture of oesophagus
Diarrhoea
Perityphlitis ..'. ...'

Abscess un axilla)

Acute rheumatism
Typhoid
Convalescence from typhoid

Febrieula •'

Movable kidney and rheu-

matism '' ..."' ii

Chvluria
... ... 34

Observations relating to presiding cases.

Pyrexia (temp. 102° to 104*)

Hyperpyrexia
No observation on temperature

Average temperature of i- cases

Much prostration

Prostration not severe

Chiefly on liquid diet

Strictly limited to liquid diet ...

>'o foocl by mouth (fed by rectum)

Dry diet

Saliva abnormally deficient ...
\ :

Dieil 9'; recovered, 7; relieved, ?.

3

O

1

3
8?

Donations.—The annual report of the Leeds General lii-

flrmarv acknowledges the receipt of £1.=« from the Yorkshire

FootbaU Clnb, making a total of £1,000 in eight years.—The

Trustees of Prison Charities have given 100 guineas, additional,

to the National Hospital for Coasiiraption at Ventnor, and IJXl

guineas to the Metropolitan Convalescent Institution. --The

Sheffield Church Burgesses have given £120 to the Sheffield

Public Hospital and Dispensarj-, and £68 to the Jessop Hospital.

—The Mary Wardell Convalescent Home for Scarlet Fever has re-

ceived £100 as " A JubUee Offcriflg.''—Mj. Harold Smith has given

£100 to Charing Cross Hospital.-rCniTersity College Hospital has

received £8o from the People's Contribution Fund.

The General Court of the Governors of Guy's Hospital have

sanctioned the erection of a residential medical collegn upon a

site immediately adjoining the hofjjital. It is proposed that the

gum required for tliis purpose, estimated at £20,000, should be

raised by private sub.scriptions among the governors, the medical

staff, the lecturers and teachers in the medical school of Guy s

Hospital, and their friends. The special appeal fund lately raised.

and which is only available for piirrly hospital piii]pose«, ^QW
amounts to £a\000. ...... v. ....i

From time to time commiinicntions appear in ttie Jofsnai,, and

other medical periodicals, relating to the treatment of diphtheria.

Various drugs, applications, and antiseptics are employed, and,

when the result is satisfactory, a record is made of successful

treatment, and sometimes even llie specification of a remedy is

announcHd. The clinical features of the disease, however, are

often omitted, and when this is so, the'ralne of tjie ob8ervatiOti_

must .suffer. ' " '
. . ..u _ 1_

It is held by many authorities that sore throat, with metai-

branous deposit, is in' itself a sufficient evidence of the disease

called tUphtheria. The writer of the article on diphtheria, lU

Quain's Dictionary of Medirine. inclines to this view. Others^

however, are driven to the conclusion that sore throat, -mth mem-

branous deposit, occurs sometimes sporadically, sometimes m epi-

demics (With local appearances exactly resembling those of triW

diphtherial, which can be eleariy distinguished, especially, ' SftW

the event,'' from diphtheria. Mv own experience compels meto
take sides -nnth the latter view. Recently I \^ntnessed, in an in-

stitution containing eighty children, a severe epidemic of exuda-

tive tonsillitis. The disease was sthenic in type, and the local

appearances of wash-lpather-like patches of considerable .e^t<^nt

upon tlie pharyngeal mucous membrane were indistinguishable

from those of diiplitheria. Tli.' cases were almost all severe with

temperatures, especially eariy in the disease, as high as lOo ; te-

lap.,^s were common. ' Three cases of acute rheumatism (witH

cardiac mischief*, one of erv'sip^las of the face, artd one of diffused

cellulitis with suppuration (in an adult) were associated

with the epidemic. The disease was extremely infections',

and it undoubtedly arose from the poisonous effects of sewer gas.

Had 1 treated the'patient with sulphurous acid, or biniodide Of

mercury or sulphite of magnesia, or tuii^entme, I should hav^

been iustified, by authority; in recording the successful treatment

of sixty cases of" diphtheria, by one or other of these remedies.

For under careful management, the disease ran its course, and

all got well; and, although chlorate, of potassium was freely

given I never thought.of attributing the recovery of the patients

to its 'employment. During. the epidemic alhiumnuna was never

found in anV case, nor swelling of the glands at the angles of the

jaw; and aft erwards there WiSs not a.single, instance ot paralysis

or peripheral neuriti,s. i ,,'-,• v..
Within the last few weeks a similar but smaller epidemic nas

been under my obsei»-ation. Almost exactly the same symptoms

appeared, but the disease was less severe than in the epidem^

which I have just given an account of. Thirteen cases of eiu(^

tive tonsillitis' occurred, some mild, some severe. In one caS«

laryngeal s-smiptonis appeared, but subsided in the course of »

few days witliout operation beinc necessary. All the patients got

well and no remedy but chlorate of potassium was given, and in

no ca.se were the sequela? of diphtheria manifested. The disease,

which resulted from the escape of sewer gas into a avatr.ry and

near a be(h-oom window, was deci.ledly communicable. ThisWM
.shown by the fact that when the first case was removed to_Ji

lodging for snyiervision, a little girl in blie ihouse contracted the

It is to be hoped that the tlollective Investigation Committee,

with the new schedules, clear and simple as they are, giving scope

to every contributor to record liis own experience in his o-n-n wayv

^x-ill<io'.'Ood work by collecting sufficient evidence by whichn*

distinction can l)e definitely drawn between diphtheria and exiu-

darivp tonsillitis. The subject is one that can hardly be over-

rated in importance and interest, and most practitioners have ex-

perience and notes hearing on tlie matter.

..I >., f !

ScAai VT ffViT has, we learn, Ijroken out on board the Tham,^

trainiug' ships Shaftechiry and i:nno«f^, lying off Grays. Sa;-

teen cases from the formed and one from the latter have Ijeea

rerauved to the hospital,
i

.
i

.
, . / ,. , il" «„„^.'.,v

FiuNfu \CADK,vv oi- MEi)ioiNE.-rAtamefitingof theAcadtn

de Medecine on -March 13tli Dr. de Salioia, of Rio de Janeiro, aii..

Dr Lusk, of New York, were elected Corresponding Members m
the Section of Surgen". In addition to these two gentlemen, tup

names of ProfessorS-'ictor Horsley and Sir William MacCormM.

of London. Dr. >Iacew^n, of qia.s^w, ^nd.,Dr,SayTe, of V-w ^ ork,

were submitted to the Acaderaj;.,,, ,jfj.,„i \.!^n'nh riiiilw -•
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CASE OF CAXCER OF THE PYLORUS
IN WHICH PYLORECTOMY WAS

;; ^;
• PERFORMED.

7<''h& 'McCALL .INDBRSOX, JI.D.,

Professor of Clinical Aledicine in the Umvereity of QUsgov;

I

. ,

AND GEORGE. BUCHANAN, ,''./;

rWrfesior of Clinical Surgery intlie tjaiversltj o{ fitasifoTC.

'

MEnrcAL IIisTOEV OF THK (Jasb liv De. JIcCali, Axderson.
The fnllowing caso' is worthy of being rooonied in connection
witli the queetion of operative interference, as it. is desirable that

unsuccessful, as ^vell as successful, casefe should he published.-

On January 0th, 188.S, ou the recomniendatiou of Dr. Samuel
Sloan, Mr.s. S., aged 4S, was admitted into the Western luflrmarj'

complaining of symptoms,: referable to the stomach, of four months'
duration. Her father died, aged 40, of "che.st affection," her

mother nf " paralysis," at 70 ; two brothers and two sisters died

in ijifuncy, and two sisters, at the ages of 30' and 40, of bronchitis

and enlargement of the liver respectively. Her remaining two
sisters are alive and weli. She herself has had si.x children, three

of whom are dead, ohe being sfiilUxim, and the other two having
died 6f scarlet fever. "Of the Remaining three two are well, and
the third is at present under my care suffering from chorea. She
has always, hitherto, ejijoyed good health, and menstruated
regularly, but now she seems to be approaching the menopause.
She has been a total abstainer all her life. • :'^:ii:.'.-. -i .ni;

About four months ago, -vvithout otitiou9"eaifs$',''Sh^'Tje^ati"to

complain of flatulence and of "waterbraSb," 'to 'Which symptoms
pain in the epigastric region arid vomiting were added two
months thereafter, and her friends noticed that she was losing
colour and jjetting verj- thin. The vomiting always occurred two
or three minutes after food, and consisted of the ingesta, little

altered, and never contained any hlorid, norpreseirted the "cofFee-
grounds " appearance. The paiii occurred at first only after tak-
ing food, hut latterly it has been more continuous, and has often
been very severe, although she cannot well describe its character.
Since her illness commenced her appetite has been very fitful,

aiid has never bi'eii ven* good, although anorexia is not a promi-
nent feature, but. for the last two months, her bowels have been
very costive, and she has never had a natural motion.
On examination she was found to be verj- pallid, very weak,

and much emaciated, but she had no fever, nor was there any
feVidence of disease in any organ with the exception of the
sltemach.

On placing her on hei^ back and exposing the abdomen, inspec-
tjoii at once rei-ealed a very considerable distension in the epi-

fastric and left hypochondtiac regions, having quite the shape of
distended stomacli. The'great cur\'ature of the stomach was

very dist inctly indicated, (Extending at its lowest point as far as
the umbilicus, and on ^lassing the hand along its course to the
right, it was found to terminate in k hard and nodulated tnmour
about the size of a hen's egg: This tumour, which was only
slightly tender on tinn pressure, was freely movflble in all direc-
tions, and fell very much t" the left on lyiiig on that side. There
Was dulness on percussion over the tumour, hut over the rest nf
the distendeil stomach the note was tjniipanitic, and eveji aft.ar

fasting for sixteen hours succus.sionwas easily made out.
On .lanuarv !<iih treatment was commenced. She was allowed

TMKihing by f^ie month except a small piece of ice when she was
thtrst.y, and a teaspoonfui of Oamrick's beef peptonoids thrice
'faily

: but a milk suppositm-y was inserted into the rectum every
two hours, and at the alternate hours she bad an enema of (^arn-
riofc's pejitonoids (3 drachms in 3 ounces of warm water). Her
bowels were! regulated alternately with a simple aperient pill and
a Warm water enema.
On e.xamination, on January 23rd, it; was found that under this

treatment the symptoms of dilatation of the stomach had entirely

1 R<>portfrt l.y Willinm Mac[.i>nnnn. M.H.. Resident Physir-i.an.

disappeared, and the tumour was now felt immediately to the
right of the left edge of the ribs, and extending nearly to the
middle line. On sitting up, licjwever, it descended about a couple
of inches. Under the treatment just mentioned ske felt verj- much
more comfortable in every respect, and did not seem to be any
wealvcr than at the time of admission.
The symptoms presented in this case led to the conclusion that

she was suffering from a cancerous obstruction at the pyloric
orifice of the stomach, while the small size of the tumour and i^
remarkable mobility—which pointed to its being non-adherentT-
along with the absence of any evidence of implication of other
organs; led me to tliink that it might be a suitable case for res.ec-

tion of the pylorus. Accordingly, after consultation with my
colleagues, it was decided to place the whole matter before the
patient and her friends, without concealing in any way the great
daiiger of operative interference, and, as they were unanimous in

their desire to have it done, she was transferred to the service of
my colleague. Professor George Buchanan.

Dbscbiptiox of the Opeuatiox, with Kejjabks THEHKmN bt
Professor George Bithaxax.

The patient referred to in the report by Dr. Anderson was placed
under my care on January 24th, 18.5S. The danger of the opera-
tion was fully represented to her and her husband by me in such
form that, so far from recommending or even biassing, I told them
that their acquiescence must taie the form almost of a request
rather than a consent. But they had well weighed Dr. Anderson's
words, and quite resolved to have it done.
The operation was done after the manner of Billroth, as detailed

in 'H'olfler's monogram and in Butlin's Operative Surr/ery of
yialipiant Disease, n-ith one or two slight modifications.

I did not adopt the recommendation that the stomach should be
washed out with tepid water for a few days previously to, and
also two hours before, the operation. lam confident that if the
stomach coidd be by any treatment put into the state of Mrs. S.'s.

such manipulation, a most harassing thing for the patient, would
hot be required. In her case the stomach was practically empty
for days, and on the morning of the operation was so, as was
proved at the operation. Such strength as remained to her was
not, therefore, taxed in the morning by any such disagreeable

process. .. ^ > ,- V
She was placed oh the table at 11.30 a.m., and was put back to

lied at 2..30 pji. From the commencement of the giving the
anaesthetic till the bandaging up of the wound occupied two noiirs

and a half.

There were present, besides others. Sir G. Macleod, Dr. Patter-

son, Dr. Cameron, and Mr. Maylard who had himself done an
operation of the land two years ago, and as he offered to devote
the whole day to be present, he afforded the most valuable assist-

ance in the most trj-ing part of the proceeding, nsuuely, holding
up and coaptingand a.ssisting in passing the needles through the

cut orifices of the stomach and duodenum. Ether was administered
by Dr. J. L. Steven with most excellent effect. .

I made a ^ ertieal incision from the umbilicus to the ensiform
cartilage, and without any hiemorrhage cut through the linea

alba into the peritoneum. I put my hand into the abdomen and
felt nearly opposite the incision, a little to the right side, the end
of the stomach with a smooth tumour the size of a large hen's egg
surrounding the proximal end of the pylorus. Its right limit was
sharplv defined at the pylorus, and an almost as clearly defined

extreniity to the left marked the extent of the stomach invaded.

It was fr'eelj; movable, and there were no adhesions, so that with-

out trouble'it could be lifted up to the abdominal wound, and the

thin diaphanous webs of tlie lesser and greater omentum ex-
amined. The proce.ss of separating the lessej omentum from the

upper and the greater omentum from the lower curvature of the
stomach is verj- tedious, as every half-inch has to be secured with
a double ligature, and snipped between. M'hen this was accom-
plished ilr. Jlaylard used the forefinger and thumb of both hands
as a clamp ou the proximal part, a flat sponge was placed under-
neath the stomach and duodenum now drawn up to the wound,
and the stomach was cut through. Scissors were used, and the
section proved most satisfactorj'. Not a particle of fluid flowed

out, and so far a.s one could judge the gastric wall, where divided,

seemed beyond the tumour.
It is umiecessary to detail all the manipulations with needles

and the different modes of introducing them which are necessary,

according as one deals with the sewing from within or from out-

side the vi.scera. The really critical and difficult part of the
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operation, viewing it as a piece of skilful manipulation, is where

the upper point of the cut duodenum is ioiiu'd to the lower point

of the upper curvature of the stomach, where it lias been stitched

to close in the upper two-Uiirds of the gap left by the piece cut

off with the tumour.
, , .

To do this the assistant must have the stomach end in one tore-

fincer and thumb, and the duodeimm end in the other forefinger

and thumb, and hold the points in absolute contact; but, besides.

must elevate ami depress themsvncbronously with the movements

of the surgeon's curved needle, so that the action, to be completed

satistactorilv, is composed of the harmonious motion of four

"hands. So much was I impressed with this, that I can easily con-

ceive that Billroth and his assistants, who have together done the

operation many times, ought to accomplish it far more rapidly

than the most skilled operator doin;,' it for the first time; and, as

the shortening of the time occupied is one of the most necessary

desiderata, it is not improbable that increased experience and

modification in manipulation may have this effect, and so lessen

the primary mortality of the operation. In all, over forty

stitches were introduced, besides those used to close the abdominal

When the stomach and 'duodenum were joined, and just before

the abdomen was closed, the parts seemed to fit each other so ex-

actly that it was difficult to realise that four or five inches had

been cut away. Also it was satisfactory to notice that neither

blood-clot nor anv of the contents of the stomach or duodenum

had "ained admission to the abdomen, though a small vessel m
the cut edge of the duodenum had to be ligatured with a fine silk

thread. . , , ^ ,

During the first two hours the patient, who was completely

under the effects of ether, was fairly well, but about this tiAe

began to show signs of exliaustion, getting ver>- pale, with feeble

pulse Stimulants were carefully administered by subcutaneous

iniections of ether, enemata of brandy, and small quantities of

brandy rubbed inside of the cheeks. But by the time the opera-

tion was completed she was in a state bordering on collapse,

almost pulseless, cold and white.
, .

She was placed in bed, warmth was applied to the surface, and

small quantities of brandy given.

I saw her again at 6 p.m., and by this time the heat was re-

stored and the pulse was fairly good. There was no vomiting,

and she declared she felt neither pain nor sickness, but very

weak. This rallying went on till midnight, when signs of de-

pression again came on, and she gradually sank till 8 A.M., when

she died.
. , ^-^ , t n

Post-m"rtem Kvaminatton.—On removmg the stitches trom the

abdominal wound the coapted surfaces of the peritoneum were

found closely applied, seemingly even partly glued together. The

abdominal cavity was freely opened in such a way as to obviate

the .slightest displacement of its contents. They were found

precisely as they liad been placed at the operation, and not a par-

ticle of 'blood or other tluid had escaped from the line of union.

The cut end of the duodenum was lying on the surface of the

pancreas, and seemed already to be partly n.lhering to its peri-

toneal covering. The stomach and duodenum were carefully re-

moved and lai'l on a slab, and the stitches kept the parts so well

in position that they could be moved about without dusturbing

the union. The weakest point of union was at the posterior wall

of the duodenum, where the stitches were closely placed by in-

terrupted suture, and here, with a little jiressure, the point of a

probe could be maile to pass through the line of uninii. Here,

however, the line of suture while in xitii was resting on tlie

pancreas, au'l if tlie patient had lived adhet-ion between the peri-

toneal surface of tlie bowel and that of the pancreas would have

occurred, in fart, had already begun. So fur as the anatomical

manipulation was concerned, the examination was evidence that

the result was just what was desired. The stomach contained

about two ounces of brownish fluid. Kxamination of the seat of

the incision .showed that the diseased structure had been cora-

pli'lely removed. Tlie structure of the tumour removed was

cancer of the colloid variety. .\ small gland in the lesser omen-

tum, seen at the /mst-ni'irlcm, was removed, and on microscopic

examination proved to b's inliltrated wjth a. mi.terial somewhat

resembling the primary tumour.
Kemauk.s.—The conclusions I have drawn from the experience

of this case, and from a study of the subject^ are : 1. That if pylo-

• AuthorUl.-8C(7n»ultert : WoUler's monogium on thu iWrfAoi of EzrwugMui t^y

lonu- Hacker. Hir Maijatoprratimm nii I'rafessor Jltlirnth s A/mi*. IS-SO and

1M.1: Salter. Slati.tl<-s nf 6r".-itlm>s In llillintlrs Klm.k In ISl,
^
WInslnvv.

rectomy is to be undertaken with; any prospect of success the

patient must be urged to submit to it long before he is reduced

to a state of approaching inanition by starvation, li. Ihe i-iic-

cess or fatality of the opiration itself will be greatly affected l)y

the length of "time the abdominal cavity is kept open. 6. llie

freedom of the tumour from complications, as adhesions and

secondary infiltrations, is necessary, but sometimes can only be

ascertained during the operation. Meanwhile, as the number of

operations performed is still very limited, the question, Is pylo-

rectomy justifiable or not ?" may be disposed of by quoting the

two following opinions, one by Mr. Buthn, who has made the

Muestiou the subject of very extensive study trom the history ol

all the recorded cases; the other from Professor Billroth, the con-

triver of the operation and the most extensive and successful

°^Bu°tlin: "The excessive mortality due to the operation, the

rapidity of recurrence in what have appeared to be most favour-

able oases for operation, the return of the symptoms of ob^tr^^c-

tion in some if not many of the cases, and the fact that there does

not appear to be one case which can be claimed as a genume cure,

lead me to doubt whether the operation of resection of the pylorus

for cancer is ever a justifiable operation.'
t,-„,„h.

From Professor Billroth's assistant: " Wien Klinik Billroth,

February 2nd, 1888. To Professor George Buchanan.—Dear bir.

-Professor Billroth does not only consider the operation ot

resection of the pylorus as a justifiable one, but he continues

operating with good results in many cases, as you will see from

the pamphlet following this letter. Of course he does not operate

in cases of carcinoma, if there are already infiltrations and adhe-

sions to the liver and pancreas. In these cases he prefers Wolflers

operation or gastro-enterostomy.—Believe me, yours truly, J;ritz

Cat 7'P'TI

Accompanying this letter wa.s a statistical table of the opera-

tions doiJe in Professor Billroth's Elinik in 1887, three by Billroth

and one by Salzer. Three of these recovered and were alive at

the time of writing ; the fourth cUed after fourteen days, hurely

there is, in the presence of such facts, good reason for a little

longer suspending judgment. r i 4 <, ,

I remember the time when one of the most accomplished sur-

geons of his day publicly asserted that, if a surgeon performed

Svariotomy again and it was followed by a fatal result, he might

with justice be tried as a crijuinal charged with culpable homi-

cide; and this owing to, the almost uniform mortality from the

operaUon.^^
an advocate for the very frequent; performance of

pylorectomy, an.l I have before stated the conditions which may

lead to furtfier success in the future. Meanwule I would counsel

evervone who has the prospect of being called on to do it to prac-

tise 'it frequently on the dead body. The time occupied in pas.-

ing the stitches can only be curtaUe4 .by freciuent practice on tlu

^^As*" This "is one of the surgical manipulations requiring

special aptitude and interest and frequent repetition to ensure

anything like success. I am of oiiiiiion that the operating sur-

geons of a largo community, with so many hospital appoint-

ments, might agree to delegate all such operations to one or two

young men who would be willing to take '^ up. and w-ho woiOd

accept the duty, not because they could at first do it better thw^

their compeer,!, but because they would cheerfu ly face the re-

sponsibility of keeping up the special knowledge :'-''l'"'r'
»y

Diasterincr evervthing ^^Titten about it, and the special aptitude

required by the frequent practice of it in the jwst-mortem room.

•St. John Ambc-lance AssooiATioN.-The course of First Aid

lectures which were held at Ksher and which were attended by

II R H. the Duchess of Albany, was finished on March 1st. ana

last week the examination took place, when seventeen candidates

out of the twenty-seven composing the class were exaimneO,

amongst the number being the Duche.ss of Albany. The exammw

was Dr Coates, 11..V.. who, after a searching examination, reuortea

all the candidates, with one exception, as •^^ing very wel up m
their work, amongst the successful candidates being ^^'-^^-^^^

of Albany. After the examinati.ui, Her Royal Highne.ss thanked

the lecturer. Surgeon Lees Hall, for the very P'f.'^'i"''
'"^/^ <=''*^'

ami interesting course of lectures given, and which she. felt .silM

the whole class had enjoyed. '
- ;'_'

' ''"'.1'.''''' '

''

.—

A m^rimn Jmrnnl of Mefimt Spe^f^ 1SS5 i' Bnf11n>ffflP'^« ,

!*^3"1' "^
^'''*'

mint /),.</«<(, ISk;.
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CLINICAL LECTURE
o.v

THE TREATMENT OF CARBUNCLE
BY SCRAPING.

Delivered at St. Mary's Hospital, January 27th, 18S8.

By HERBERT \\. PAGE, M.A., M.C.Cantab.
Surgeon to the Hospital.

GE^fTI:,EME.^^,—I shall make no apology for ogering to you some
remarks upon a flisea.se which was thought worthy of a place in
the Clinical Lectures of Sir James Paget. I wish, however, to-day
to speak more especially on the treatment of carbuncle by that
plan of free scraping away which you have seen practised in the
hospital, and I do not intend to take up your time by a descrip-
tion of the disease, of the symptoms it presents, or the course it

runs. I assume that you are familiar with the usual appearances,
and that by the size and severity of the local inflammation, by
the angry look, and the boiling out through many openings in
bhe sloughing skin of the unhealthy gangrenous tissue beneath,
you are able to say when the term " carbuncle " may be properly
applied. I assume also that you know what is the general con-
dition of patients thus afflicted, how, even in cases where there is
no such special debilitating cause as diabetes, there has commonly
been an antecedent state of ill-health, brought about very possil.ily
by over-work, insanitary surroundings, or insufficient 'food, and
how the carbuncle tends further to increase the deljility so in-
duced, by establishing one of those \icious circles which we so
continually are trying to break down. As debility led originally
to the carbuneular inflammation, so this in its turn increases 'the
debility, until the patient's condition may be one of great danger,
demanding the use of every means likely to keep up his strencrth'
and thereby oljviate the tendency to die. With these things I
assume your familiarity, and if you turu to your te.vtbooks of
surgery to find how to treat the patient, you "will learn a good
deal which is of importance as to maintaining his strength," but
you will find little that is satisfactory as to the local treatment of
the disease. On this point opinions have differed widely, some
surgeons advocating free crucial incisions to relieve both tension
and pain, at the risk even of mucli bleeding, which is clearly a
thing not to be lightly regarded in the circumstances; others
thinking the separation of the slough may be hastened by push-
ing .small pieces of potassa fusa through" the skin-holes into the
gangrenous tissue beneath, a plan of treatment from whish I hope
myself to be preserved ; some advising pressure ; most recom-
mending the use of well-made and frequently changed hot lin.seed
poultices for the relief of the pain, for the softening and detach-
ment of the sloughs.
With the metliod by incision Paget deals at length in the

lecture to which 1 have referred: but. without repeating his

^

arguments against it. I may tell you that, from the ol)servation

I

of many cases, he had arrived at the general conclusion that the
,

best of all treatments was to "do nothing." understamling by
1

that phrase that his patients were "carefully fed. washed, cU'aned.
• and bedded, and their carlnincles were very skilfully drfssed and
i wa.«hed with projifr tilings, and every care was taken to shut out
I

all untoward influence from them." Thus treatod, " no complica-
tions occurred, and therefore the cases remained without treat-

1

ment, as it is said—that is, without medicine, and with no active
surgery, no incisions, or anything of tliat kind." And then he
goes on to speak of the value of poultices and perfect cleanli-
ness; of the need in some cases of opium; of the smaller need
than is commonly imagine<l for excessive feeding or stimulants-
of the va,st importiiuee of letting the patient have very free air!
nor had the experience of ten more vears, and the opportunity of
having seen a much larger iiroportion of fatal ca.ses, as we are told
in an appended note, led him to deviate from the plan advi.<ed
when the lecture was given.
Now. all these methods of treatment, whetlier by incision by

potassa fusa. by jiressure, or by poulticing, have this in common,
that the tissue which has been destroyed by the violent inflam-
mation IS left to l)e got nd of in Nature's own way, by cessation
ot ths gangrenous process, by the formation of granulation tissue

and by gradual detachment of the sloughs which have been
formed in and beneath the skin. During this slow and tedious
proce,s3 the patient is subjected to many risks, and has much to
contend ag linst, the worst of them being exhaustion and pain,
septicemia and pyiemia, and it is from one or other of these last
conditions that death commonly ensues.
In speaking of acute septic tjangrene, you have heard me advise

that the best thing for the patient is to get rid as soon ag possible
of the gangrenous area or limb, and, as an example, you could not
have a better case than that of the lad whose thigh was ampu-
tated on the Ifith, whose temperature fell at once from lOB^ to 99°,
and who was rescued in the nick of time from a state of supreme
danger.
Descending from great things to small, I believe that the risks

incidental to carbuncle may be avoided, and the general condition
of the patient very rapidly improved, by the free removal of the
carbuncle by scraping with a \'olkmann's spoon, or rather with
Lister's scraper. Vou know perfectly well the many conditions in
which this comparatively new and most useful instrument is em-
ployed in surgery: forscraping away unhealthy granulations, stru-
mous or lupoid, diseased glands or synovial thickenings, and in a
hundred other ways, but in none is it, I think, of more immediate
or practical benefit than for the bodily removal of the sloughing tis-
sue of a large carbuncle. You object to it, perhaps, that there
must be severe bleeding, the very thing we spoke of as undesir-
able in the treatment by crucial 'incision. Experience, however,
shows that there is nothing of the kind. We have been astonished
at the singularly little bleeding which has arisen even in the most
extensive scraping, and I feel pretty confident that there is no
danger on this score.

The mode of treatment is simplicity itself. The patient is
anaesthetised, and if the slough has not already begun to boil
through openings in the skin, a small central incis'ion, or incisions,
is made into the parts beneath, and then with the spoon you
scrape out everj' particle of sloughing tissue, working down i'nto
the depths, going from part to part, controlling l.iy gentle pressure
any venous oozing there may be here while you a're scraping there
until the whole slough is cleared out ; and s'uch skin as seems to
be dead, blue, and bloodless you may cut away with knife or scis-
sors, although it is marvellous how much of apparently worthless
skin will return to life, and had better be preserved. "Then, hav-
ing well irrigated the large open M'ound with perchloride or car-
bolic lotion, you dust iodoform over it, bandage upon it with some
pressure wood-wool pads, and the procedure, which hardly
deserves the name of an operation, and which has not taken many
minutes, is at an end.
The following cases may be cited in illustration of what has

been said and in support ot tlie usefulness and value of this plan
of treatment, wliieh I cannot help thinking wUl come in time to
be very generally employed.
Case r.—R. F., aged "41, admitted .\pril 27th, 1887, looking

wasted and very ill, has been out of work for a long time, has
been starved, and been mentally much depressed. A carbuncle
has lieen forming between his slioulders for the last eighteen days.
It measures eight inches in one diameter, six inches'^in anoth'er,
and is boiling out by many openings. He is in great pain. His
pulse is very feeble, his morning 'temperature is 100.2^, and he
looks like a man who has been starved. There is no albumen or
sugar. On April 29th the carbuncle was freely scraped away;
there was no hasmorrhage. The same evening' his temperature
was 10.3.6^, and in the following morning and evening lOO.G^ and
100.4^. He expressed himself a.s already feeling much better, and
thereafter, with a normal temperature, the historj- is one of
rapiil improvement. In five liays the surface was covered with
healthy granulations, and heali'ng took place in the usual way,
being helped later on by skin grafts, under the careful tlressin^s'
of Mr. Kersh.aw. He left the hospital on .June 21st.

" °

_
C.vsE ii.~H. B., aged tio. the suliject of a circular carbuncle,

five inches in iliameter, on the back of the neck and occiput, was
admitted on May 2.'ith. It had begun as a i)imple three weeks be-
fore, and was now boiling out in a typio;il manner. He was very
weak and ill, and in great pain. On .May 2Gth the whole thing
was scraped away: there was no bleeilins. The large surface
cleaned rajiidly, and by June Gth was covered with healthy granu-
lations. His rapid general improvement was in every respect
most striking. AfttM- the remo^al of the carbuncle he lost all
paiii, and soon began to enjoy his food. He was dischaiRed on
August 2nd.
Case hi.— >'. S., agedSy.wa,* admitted on September 7th. Has
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CASE OF CKREBRAL ABSCESS RU^pESSFULLY

TREATED BY UPERATICN.

l!y VICTOE HOBSLKY, B.S.(LontL), F.RS.

Mil
Ktc,

.nd healing' f..rtl.w tl. went ».. m t^.; '

h^ Wv ait .t b "oi^ra-
ntnienrmict' lit, once improved, nml trom t^"/, '';>'"''' ^

con'pkuoustv of value tlinn xn MrhunoU. A <;e"fl^f' '.^ "..j™

'^t^^:^^^^ ' glyo,.rin. a,.i,.. c-i.oV so t hat .^.^y .jr^
wh..TP h^ilf-dra.l tissue ri'iiiains may I"' snake 1

and peneTrait a.

F « Iv t .. raw surface iB well cl.ar^-e.l w,th u«lofori.i, and

^i::St -^:-^ S: aiiir^pu^^^r
no" of no^^hUemj-erature. and a rapid estabhshment ot comfort,

'^::l"[wbh^"m""-u:^Vncouragem.n,tinl.ringin^

troaZen. to vnur notice than that^it should have tonnd an a.lvo-

cate in Mr. Teale, of Leeds. ^

As.i-ta.>t Sm-««,n to Unive.-.ity College Hospital anrt Surgeon to the Nation.!

Bj-Qfi--Ts -Lord HindHp hequenthed £l,fKK1 to the l!urton-on-

Trent Intlrmarv.-The Slionield General Jntirmary has received

t^, and the Public Hospital and DLspensai-y, i.2.)0, under the

will of Mr. Samuel Kox. of Ueepcar.-Tho GlamorKanslure

Inrirman,- and Dispensary has received .t.-XKlunder the will ..f Mips

UaT l^therKill, of li;'""-l <;ftstl'-M'-. Henr>- rowmng, of

GroTvenor Street, beqneathed£:«Kl to St. (ieorfjes llosp, al.-Mr.

corse A.shf«>M"e»thed fJH. to 1,he Kent and Canterhurj- Io.=p, a .

-Mr Michael Gnnlv. of Shell>ourne Koad, Duhl.n. bequent ed.tU I

each to he .Mater Nlisericordia. Hospital, St. Vmceut s Hospital,

the "coital for Mcnrahles. and the .\delnide "ospaal. - -Mr.

•harles (Mievelv, of Widford L.xlge. Chelmsford, be-lueaUied £1<

to the Vs ev |,liot .\svlum at Colche.ster, £1(K) to the (!helmsford

"nfi^a;;. and S.m\ to the
^^^\^T''--^^'\V^i:^.\X^\

Bolitho, of Trengwainton, I'enzance, bequeathed S.W) to the local

jnflnnary.

iContimuui from page ''/'•l )
_

I SUV the patient on December 9lh, 1887, in consultation with

Dr F^ier. There was a rather offensive purulent discharge from

U,; left ear, the pinna and external amUtory meatus being ten-

d r the p;s6age also was a little swollen and narrow. Wiping

it'the pus completely wa. rendered ^^-'^^ ^^J^^^^
and examination of the membrana tympam consequently very in

compWt^ It was, therefore, a.^btful whether the opening was,

in the posterior segment, as it appeared to be, or not. . _^

mmm
the face, and less marked P";/ "* "^!^ .nd digits In both d?sc8.
upper limln especially thc^ of the hand^^^^^^^

there was intense "!'>:>':, "^"."*'"a""^„ ^uL „f the side opposite to^

^^rr:!:^' "\ '4\\rt ;S^. d'lJhillnlbe case puifished b^

plane of f'^ <ib[fS'^^- ^,5 ^ient having been put Under chloro-

l^;^!:;r
'^^" ;:^tieal'Hmr:^as' :i^y caiied down in front of ^

and then the tempora ™"«''l'^,»"f,/t^^^^r th7 painful
larly turned off

'''VTH^dlv vellow When a, inch disc

spot the bone was
f'" " ">,,y^, p'^u'ice he duva beneath

of bone was removed at the same P'»[ •
.

,,„,.Hnc, with-
was found to be congested a

''^^^^""'''""r^h colour. It

out pulsation, and of ^/>;^^^ j^^ 'nJing'towards this

was therefore clear that t lu
""^f

''^ y'l, ^
rt„rk-Ved o'dematmig

spnl. The dura was then opene,!, and tie ^ark eo o

I'rain tissue bulged strongly through ,' « ;"^^;
'^"i,,^ t,.mporo-

fairly .ertnin that the
•^'^^'^^'I''J^'^'^^;^!^'^^ \he hole

.spbenoi.lal lobe, the lower halt
':V!\ .^ Id nS The dura WOS

in the bone was cut away into a V-shaped not 1^ 1 .^

opene,l further by ""''t''^^ >"'':'''"
^''^V;^'V,ro"rytiocar and

the skin. The brain was punctured ^2 'f"},"" " ^''^Ued. being
cannula (about 3 "'"'•"^'^'^^'^"'"''/T'v *^h,& %"^ amount
first met with at about the depth of 1 centimetre.
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of pas was about half a fluid ourvce(5v); it was inodorous and
creamy. The cannula was kept in until no pus and only blood
ooeed tlirough it. It was then replaced by tlie inner tube of b
silver tracheotomy cannula ; ahis was chan<,'e(l for a .smaller sU^er
drainage-tube on the second day after the operation).
Owing to the inodorouB, eto.,' nature of the pus,. I thouglit it

wisest to leave the cavity simply draining, iind without syring-
ing it out. The issue showed that this was correct in tiiis in-
stance, but of course each ease must be treated on its own merits,
and it must be obvious tliat such a ])rocedure as syringing-, etc:',
may be rendered advisable or. not, aocordinc,' to 'other circum-
stances thaji tho.se mentioned, such as the point in the abscess
widl at which the opening is made, etc. Per instance, in this ca.'^e
there IS little doubt that the abscess was tapped at or tielow its
centre, and consequentUy tliere was^ no hindpancq to the flow of
the pus.

, y,: ,,..,.:
The periosteum and temporal iniiscle were replaced and adjusted

round the tube, wliicli they pretty closely enveloped, a matter
of satisfaction, since the brain continued to protrude considerably
(ONving to the usual oidema), after the withdrawal of the pu.s,
and of course such bulging was more successfully opposed by the
addition of a layer of muscle in the covering fl.Vps. Finally, the
skin incision was everj-where completely apposed by horseliair,
and i. few silk sutures. The wound was covered with a carboUc
irauze, boracic acid powder, and sal alembroth wool ilressiuw. .

The subsequent course of the case was really without incident",
save the rapid reco\-er\- from all the symptoms. The temperature
rose to 101° on the second night aftier the operation, but fell to
nonnal the next day, and remained so. .ii -

December 10th, li p.m. Had vomited a little, andwas restless.
1 ulse 124. Slept well after a hypodermic injection of morphine.
December 11th, a a.m. Pul.se %. At 6 a.m. vomited a little, ^ho

pain. Talked sensibly, but occasionally used wrong words. The
aphasia was thus rapidly recovered fi-om, as might ha^xe been ex-
pected from its special character. The loss of words, still present
was not peculiar to one cla.'^s, for example, nouns. Wound tlre<sed
iiiul found to be uniting by the first intention.—l' p.m. I'lUse 'JOr-
ti.30 P.M. Temperature lOl"^; pulse 108. From this'time both itjie
temperature and pulse became normal. .; '

December 12th. Wound dressed; tube changed;' answecfed ciues-
uons rationally

: no pain. '

.i . ; ,

December 13th. Given solid food. ' •,

Docember Uth. Face: still a little weaker on the riglifside.
Lpper hmh: grasp, right 87, left 9.3. Tactile sensation normal, and
no pam on movement of limb. ;...,,;
December l.%h. Wound dni.ssed ; tubeqiute.empty ; flaps com-

pletely healed. A little pus was syringed from 'the auditory
iieatus, which had lieen carefidly cleansed and tilled with pow-
ered boracic acid at each dressing. At the next dressing this
lisoharge had ceased, and never recurred.
December l>yrd. Tulie left out;, wound simply covered with

>owdered boracic acid. -•]'
January 5th. The paralysis, or ratlier paresis, had apparently

disappeared, but the gi-ip was still deticient on the right side,thus'-
i^ht <.K) left 100. The fundi oculi, examined by Mr. UrudeneU
arter. showed no trace of h;emorrhage (noted in" right eve), and
lie swelling of the discs had almost vanislied.
During the remainder of the patients stay in the hospital he

iiowed no further symptom, and was discharged in perfect health.
iiiemembrana tympani was intact, but a cicatricial (?| mark was

;<ntly visible behind the tip of the handle of the malleus.
genesis of the absce.ss in tliis case was singular in many rf-

•';-• In the fir,« place, it seemed as though the acute otitis
[--aia commenced at the most three or fourWeeks before the
ii'scess arose. Further, here was a rapidly developed abscess of
I'nsiderable size situated high up above tho roof of the tympani
iPparent y about an inch of brain substance intervened), and vet
i«> pus, though of course infective, showed no sign of decompo-
»on or indication of being extremely septic in explanation of
If acutene.ss ot the mischief.
'rhe_ localisation was fairly easy in ^•iew of the pare.sis and
uritis, coupled with the t.-nder spot, the pain of wliicli was not
ntinuous with that felt in t he ineaUis.
As regards the operative procedure, I have nothing to add to
'lat 18 now common knowledge. These cases are forruiiately
npie, perhaps the simplest, examples of intracranial surgerA-, but
•re remains yet the methml of diagnosis. This is purely a'ciues-n ot localisation, and of all imaginable suggestive sVinptoms
^ are more demonstrative than graduated parelis.

THE ;GO,U{.STONIAN LECTURES

-yJioZ'

INSANITY r?f RELATION TO CARDIAC"'
AND AORTIC DISEASE AND

""'

-^"-"-
PHTHISIS. . ,,.:

Delivered befoi^etKeiloyal CaUege.o/'P'hifgipian^drLondfni^ 'l

;iBy Wm: JULIUS MICKLE, M.D., P.R.C.P.Lo:c-d..
'

^

Me'lieal Superintendent, Grove Hall Asylum.

Lecture III.—Insanitt rs relation to Phthipi'-.
Those who have chiefly written on so-called "phthisical insanity-
have founded their descrijfition partly oil cases in which tlit-'''^''

phthisis.'came on about simultaneously with the insanity, partly.f.,
on examples in which phthisis evidently began long after the in-^'•
sanity, partly on others in which the recorded facts a.s to p^oe^^-
dence are fragmentary and valueless. Of these three kinds of cast-
1 woiud reject the last two when offered as exami)les of phtiiisical
insanity, and woidd allow to the lirst only.jt modified claim to U
so entitled. ,

To work out the subject more satisfactorily, I have arranged
three great groups of cases: one in wliich phthisis distijKtly pre-
ceded insanity; one in which the two affections apparently came
on about simultaiieou.sly

; and one in which phthisis supervened
in the course of well-established, or even clu-onic, insanity.

First Group : Phthisis infiuencinq the Production of Inmnitu—
lalung up the first of these groups, it is desired to analyse cases in
order to determine the influence of pre-existent phthisis bn the,
production of msamty, or in modifying the clinical aspects of
mental derangement subsequently arising partly or chiefly fitjm.
(ither causes. In dealing with this as with the other parts "of this
.subject; of phthisis and insanity, I purposely exclude all cas(>s ()£.
general paralysis, epilepsy, senile dementia, and various other
conditions with gross organic brain changes; and 1 do so inas--.
much as m these cases the clinical aspects are chiefly dominatod
by the intra-crania] lesions. Omitting these, I have had undermy care dmuig a term of years at least 106 cases which appeared r
to have some relation to the decision of the first question we meebi..
—that of the influence of phthisis on the production of insanity i—and from which the constituent members of the first two 'Toups,
are selected. The thii-d group is constructed of other and tliflerenti
material.

' '•.'
Of these 106 cases I found fifty-one not to bear so directly on tie-

question of mental symptoms springing from phthi.sis as the «-.
maiiung fifty-five. For in many there was doubt as to the tnm ,

and precise order and dates of incidence of the phthisis and thig:
msamty. the two either occurring at about the same lime, or the.
history being imperfect ; in many of them other causal factor*.
were of predominating importance, and controlled the ploy of.
pathological events.
And even of the group of fifty-five, I will exclude some frqln , i

further consideration in this place, and for various reasons. ; fori
e.xarnple, in several the attack of insanity, supervenient on
phthisis, was a second attack; in some a elost-r ansilysis revealed,
either an obscurity of relation or another factor, or other faotocs, I

as possibly being predominant; or revealed a fK^ssible causation
too complex to permit the case to be of value for our purpose. In. i

one or two the complication by cardiac tlisease, or meningeal.
tuberciUoisis, destroyed tho simplicity and validity of the example ,

in some, on a closer scrutiny, the order of incidence of plitliisis ..and insanity was not absolutely clear, the two apparently coming,,
on almost simultaneously, and therefore, possibly, concomitant ,-

et^ects of a general deterioration of system and breakdown of tXm';
nutritive and resistive powers of the organism; a view tpiite com- .f
patible with that of phthisis, a form of successful baeillar invn.r •

sion. For one or other of these several reasons, twenty-one castSu'"m all liave been placed in the Second line, leaving tlie thirty-fonr
eases most adapteil and reliable for our synthetic purposes,'as rft-la
gards phthisis producing insanity, or modifvingthe clinical nspecls ,
of insanity subsequently arising! or partly' so! from other causes -p'

whilst at least twenty,four others out of the 106 will beus.xl to cagt |.
a syuop.sis of those cases in which the precise order of incidence,' •

of phthisis and insanity is doubtful, but that incidence nearly- i

simultaneous. Kven of tbethirty-fourleftas being those in which -
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the relations and circumstances of the cases are more clearlj <ie

flSie.rs.>ti>*factory. and demonstrable, the evidence s not in a 1

MsTVof the san,. validity; for the difficulty in assigning accu-

rateiv lie etiological factors in insanity is notorious, and, mdeed,

[n 1 e majority of the insane the sausation is complex ;
tlu factors

i it uencing the production of insanity usually are not single, mdi-

V dual, anl simple, but plural, conjoint, and complex^

These cases I have placed in five sub-groups, nameli. persons

'T'u.ivo:"in part quasi^elirious. symptoms. Hallucinations

2. Depre.ssed, melancholic symptoms.
r •.,;„„• nf nerse-

3 «7-) Morose, angry mania; or (6) delus.ons of ni]ur>, of perse

cution. etc OH.t sysTcmatised) ; or (c) rarely, gay maniacal excite-

ment (probable organic brain disease),

4. iSperfect or abortive monomania; or '^7°™.«-,"'''-.
,

„„iiitv
•

5 ((,) Dementia supervening on feebleness of mind, imbecilitj ,

^Mr:l'C^^^^^^^'^^ deraiigement mc^

deiiv and fmrnediately seems to depeii.l on the P"Imonar^^X Ton are persons, foming a comparatively jiallsub-gr«^^^

arfnnl cavities '^uch an oup becomes restless, continually dressesmmmmmmmmmm
rrKVfse at^nikht, 7'

--'^^-^-bi'. mildZm • as compared
tn\ Tlip rase does not always take tll^^ muu luiui

.
» ^ i

rent.lv ab.orb.^l in bis delusions and corporeal lus on.

.

in terror an.i P^'"'-,'!'"'^^''" '>
J>^,1 ?,p U „ I few days later, the

vering from .ctiye d.-'order of mmd he du.
^ ,,^,,„^ „„ the

end being pr-''}?'*"^'^"'/'^','^"'
'..i^tercurr^t lobular pneumonia

l:;::;'pliu«^5::^ti^^^>- "? '''^ i-vasion of a phtMsis

'^%his wandering of the
^^^^^^.^J^ t a'^a't?^

k:;^^s ir^:'^^^iE't^S^^^^

with puerility and grotesque absurdity, tor exami le

!,„ <„,•<. tc his father's head being turned by a (real) Royal

"T^l^t'otS^tblt that parent has 'sent him to an asybam;

&lM»S;V*fe. ..Vro...!.. Truly e„. -^hoj«

the true ; for, in desperate contrast ^^.thlls large me .

^^^

^tDt°Wh'Sr?edispotlS^ is marked, sj-mptoms like^ome

him are ^teviU or tiiat iie k c
^^j,,^^ floor, breath-

him from hf ^^d
^'"'"l^^^ ^e has only been as many

calmer mood, he IS still coniu^eu. .i,>

and is depressed in

his family. He hears the birds alk to bun at m
^.^

one month appears asseven. or eight, or mne^ ne
_

rSw'" C;US 5Ci." ." i." itoi™
Cficl, ."„*.»mrfl.i> being bam. ,o <i™B.. 6, ...«g »•»«-

of the fatal end
^fy^'^^'J^'^Zi pain Wm or on^is abdomen

one. are alive in h.s soma hand pain

wmmmmss
and served "P to l.jni as

^^^J^^^^ ^answers and l^omments on

a strong smell of
'''°°';p,,"',-X sneak to him. and the same

Imllucinatory voices. Thel).rd» speak, t'^
•

^^^1,
.. ^

''XCth:elas°two kinds of case link the present sub-gro«IJ

^•itb the n.-xt.
Siib-m-oup Charactemed by Mental)

rrs! and.'indeed:'of more than a very general summary. -
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nummary.—\n all there is emotional depression ; downcast,
despondent, grieved, some of them are in tears. In very nearly all

are suicidal ideas, and in many these are can-ied out in suicidal
attempts. The emotional state is not always merely one of de-
pression, with or without weeping, moaning, and a lugubrious
aspect

; indefinite fr:ir or dread may possess tlie patient ; he may
be afraid to go to sleep, or perhaps, vaguely, of something about
to happen. Some ai-e extremely suspicious, or are timid, anxious,
careworn, or are listless, or very obstinate, irritable, unsociable,
sullen, sulky, slovenly, neglectful, forgetful.
Hallucinations and" illusions exist in all, if we include those few

cases taking the form of a melanrholia cum stupore. where, ex-
tremely probable as is their existence, it cannot be definitely as-
certained. Relatively predominating are the hallucinations of
hearing, next most frequent are those of smell, and nearly as
many have hallucinations of taste or of sight. At one period or
another, or at several, refusal of food is a marked symptom in
about two-thirds, and some disinclination for food or "anorexia is

noted in a few others. Insomnia is a frequent symptom. Some
exhibit general apathy, at least at times. A few show marked
mental confusion or excitement : and some are inattentive, or mis-
take the identity of their attendants, taking them for relatives

;

others wander aimlessly aljout.

Although only slight and transitory in one ca.se, usually of
melancholia simplex, delusions are found in all, except in the
" thunderstruck ' or stuporose, where, too, they doubtless exist. In
some they concern the religious feelings and ideas; the patient
fancies that he has done some wrong, or is forced to do it by his
surroundings, or, cut off from hope of heaven, he bemoans his
"poor soul," and has anxious, glo_omy thoughts of the future.
Some take the delusion that they have'been poisoned, and usually
by something placed in their food, and delusioiis as to their medi-
cme, or in a few, as to deprivation of food, may be evinced. Some
have delusions as to the hostility and malevolence of those around
them, or of absent or of imaginary persons, or of all of these.

(To be continued.)

THE DIFFICULTY OF DIAGNOSIS BETWEEN
DISEASE SYMPTOMS AND DRUG

SYMPTOMS.'
By ALFRED C.ARPEXTER, SI.D., il.R.C.P.

The difficulty in diagnosis between symptoms produced by
disease and those produced by drugs is not always an easy task
to settle even by experts. It is not always easy in the police cell
to distinguish between a so-called " dead drunk " person and one
who is labouring under the effects of compression of the brain,
caused by rupture of a cerebral vessel, or of compression pro-
duced by fractured skull. But this is not so difficult as is the
task which the physician has to contend with, when called in to
advise with another practitioner who has been freely exhibiting
active remedies before the second opinion is sought for, or when
the patient ha.s been physicking himself with ardent spirits or other
narcotics.

Having met with these difficulties on several occasions, I pro-
pose to consider one or two of them, and to detail to vou some
that I have met with in which the treatment, having been based
upon imperfect information, was rapidly tending to poison the
patient, and certainly would have done' so if a change of treat-
ment had not been made. The use of the thermometer, a careful
examination of the heart sounds and the character of the heart's
impulse, the condition of the respiratory function, the state of
the skin, the action of light upon the pupil, and the smell of the
expired air from the lungs, will always enable the skilful surgeon
to be certain about the police case, unless there is drink and com-
pression combined (not a rare state of things). It is always right
to err on the safe side, and to give the patient the benefit of the
doubt, if there is any ; tliough it is ver>' unlikMy that severe
mischief can be produced to the brain, even if the man be drunk,
without there being some evidence of its nature, if it be looked
tor. However, it is not my intention to enter into the considera-
tion of police cases, so much as to refer to some other conditions
which the medical practitioner occasionally meets with in the
sickroom.

Febfuarv*21 ^88*"
'*'* British Medical Temperance Association, Tuesday.

I propose to detail two typical cases for your consideration, just
as I met with them, but for manifest reasons giving no public
clue to their whereabouts.
The first was that of an eminent merchant with numerous

family connections, 65 years of age, a bon vivant. well known as
II hospitable host as well as a genial guest. I am at his bedside
in consultation with his ordinary medical attendant. He is semi-
comatose ; he has been so for twelve hours. His friends have
been summoned from different parts of the country in the expec-
tation of his death. There is general anasarca, some oppression of
breathing, but a fair pulse, regular in its beat, 78 per minute : there
is an aortic murmur with the first sound of the heart, but not very
loud. The patient was able to be roused if spoken to loudly, and
then dimly understanding what was said to him, but lapsing again
into stupor; the eyes responded equally to light, and contracted
to a point, equally dilating again on its removal : the conjunc-
tivae were turgid, the skin dry and felt hot, but the temperature,
as taken in the mouth, showed that it wa.s below normal, namely,
97.8°. The urine was verj- albuminous ; the bowels had been
freely relieved, indeed there had been slight relaxation for gome
time pre^iously to the onset of his semi-coma. He had complained
of feeling faint when the bowels acted ; had for some days taken
freely of stimulants, principally champagne and brancly, and
since the pre\-ious day had swallowed a*out twenty-four ounces
of the latter. He had passed at least three pints of water in the
preceding twenty-four hours, and it was dribbling awaj' slightly
into the bed at the time of my visit. A catheter was introduced
into the bladder and a portion drawn off, which was seen to con-
tain about a quarter albumen after boiling. The comatose con-
dition did not appear to me to be caused by uraemia, as there had
been no arrest of urinary secretion, but the contrary, and there
had been also relaxed bowels. The faintness was not caused by
any serious heart embarrassment, for that organ, though probably
fatty, and with aortic valves imperfect in consequence, as I sup-
posed, of atheroma, was doing its duty. I came to the conclusicn
that the coma was rather the sequence of alcoholism than that of
uraemic poisoning. I advised the cessation of the brandy treat-

ment, which had really been presseii by the friends and nurses
rather than the doctor, because it had been advised some time
pre^^ouslv by an eminent London physician. I advised the ad-
ministration of ammonia in its place, in minute quantities, with
liq. potassoe, also in small doses. I urged the continuance of in-

testinal evacuations by means of assafcetida injections with small
quantities of turjientine, and suggested a milk diet only. The
follo-s\-ing day the coma had lessened. It disappeared in forty-
eight hours, and sjTnptoms of gout manifestetl themselves a few
days afterwards in the hands and elbows, whilst the respiratorj'

difficulty diminished. The patient made a fair recovery in a few-

days from the imminent danger in which he was placed, and the
anasarca lessened. He had however too much gout in his kidney,
and atheroma in hisaorta, to become convalescent; thoughhe lived
for four years after the time at which he was being rapidly
poisoned by alcohol. The belief that the coma was due to the
brandy, and not to the presence of uremic poisoning, was
thoroughly established by the result. Fortunately the kidneys
did not immediately resent the excessive intrusion of the stimu-
lant, for they continued to act freely, though the water was albu-
minous as long as he continued under my observation; the general
dropsy declined, the aortic insufficiency however was not im-
proved, and he remained for a long time incapable of exertion,
though he did recover so much as to be able to take bis place
at the dinner-table again, and ultimately fell a victim to the
renewal of his social habits of life, and a return to the pleasures
of the after-dinner wine.

In this case, as in some others which I have met with, theaorric
insufficiency has seemed to me to have been dangerously added
to by the alcohol ; and that in such cases, especially when there
is gouty habit with albuminousurine, it seems to produce its coma-
tose tendencies more rapidly than in other people, and in such
cases I believe that all alcoholic stimulants should be rigorously
withheld. This patient had been advised to take gin, by an emi-
nent London physician, and for some weeks before the time at
which I saw him had taken something like a pint a day, in the
place of the port and brandy to which he was addicted. He could
not or would not continue an abstaining course, for he preferred
his port wine and obliviousness to discomfort and continuance in
the flesh, though I am certain he would have Uved some time
longer if he had followed on the other tack, and even might have
had a chance of recovery if he would have continued his absti-
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. iiouou. mwl liavo avoiiled tlioae causes which tended to produce

.,«*Ueroma ; for a kind of gluttony was indulged lu, as well as a

likins for wine.
. , ^ '

\ \. ^ ,U^
The second case is altogether different in chardcter, but quite

'"*U iti thnt of a young student who is working at his college
;
he

oome* home in consequence of inability to continue his mental

'.labour, and with a feverish attack. He becomes ill, and 1 see in

Jum what is considered to be the tifth day of an attack of tj^phoid

i Iwou lie .is restless, has .severe headache : las eyes are Ijrilliant,

and pupils somewhat inactive to the .stimulus of light; his skin

..Dttle'and.teumorament leucophlej;puatic. He has not slept much

, tar some.week or two. and talked a little at random on the pre-

iediiw night. His pulse 102. running and thready ;
temperature

102 4^- tont!ue very moist, but little furred, and slightly swollen.
'

ile.is not particularly thirsty. There is some tympanites; skin

"drv; bowels coulined; He had vomiting for a day or twoattii^e

riiit commencement of fever, but the sickness is gone, and he does.

ttot care for food, though he enjoys cold drinks. Ihe urine some-

'wUat .scanty, high-coloured, but loaded with lithate.s and non-

.'.SibiLminous. 1 regarded it as one of those cases of typhoid m
. .yrUicU cerebral symptoms were likely to develop very rapidly, m
i'rfW,ase<jueuce of the braiu having been over-excited and not PT^jrity-

!^ itself from the consequences of its work. I'.Nery case of this

:,towd which 1 have met with which had been treated with stimu-

vJants had died, sometimes after violent and continuous delirium,

l,«)*ding in subsultus and unconsciousness for twenty-tour hours

.lOr more before death.
,

, .,

T,X advised, therefore, that all alcoholic beverages should belaid

[.aside, and the case treated with salines, bromide of pota-ssium,

..and milk- whUst we should relieve the loaded bowels by gentle

..aperients, and watch for complications. The heart sounds were

v|ji)rmal. but there were some mucous rales in the chest, which

.'.were unoomfortable at so early a stage of the fever.

„' lUe case, after two or three days of suspense, ran a satistactory

Nwurse the bowels were relieved by slight laxative.s. the restless-

-iUs snb3iae<l, fair sleep was obtained, the characteristic rash cajiie

.Sabout the luntb to the f.iurteenth day, with slight diaiThc«a

otUe tumid aWomeu subsided, the tongue lost ''^.^^^^ f..fi'^f^J^^^
-Md on the nineteenth .lay (wlien 1 saw urn for the third time)

,,wa5 clean. The temperature 99.8^ the skin acting freely, and the

ro^et to becoming more keen, so much so that I said to the

l«otler!-'ln two or three days you wUl .e altogether on of the

*hod •• Two days afterwards I had a telegram, saymg, "Come as

-S as possible : my boy is dying.' 1 went that afternoon One

-Xia. .medical attendants met me at the station and said at once

-^1 don't know what has produced the condition, bnt H. is

•comatose. He was very excited yesterday, wanted to get up and

..grout, insisted upon doing various things, was Jio'?." "*.^'^«

nickt. aiitl to-day has been unconscious since 10 A.M. (this ^* as

'liba y m:).i I found him as reported ; the conjunctly* were turgid.

y«^n-resistent when the hnger was placed on them. tb'. pupils

..STce. contracted to a point, the skin was Iwt and dij, the taco

di.hcdTand the patient took no notice whatever of tho.-,e about

TTm but the pulse was full and ^t-^a-ly ( ^S8) no like to liat of a

dvii^s man, t^ie heart-sounds normal, the breathing steady but

Sed to stertor. The bowels ha-l acted freely two or throe

Umesthc day before, and there had been a tree^ secre-

tion of urine: and it continued free from ^'^>^^-^-
Tf^

tomperature had been taken several times .ince TO ^^si,

two -iavs before. The same night it sank to ««••!. '>i

. th.. night it was 98^ only, yesterday :t sank to
.
7.b

th«i in (ho evening it was %.8^ and now 1 hnd it 9(..2°.

T^m!"ieal a.tembuas had viewed this fall of temperature with

gome alarm, and, acting upon an implie.l consent to the admims-

f.tttionof alcohol, had allowed him to have champagne he d^>

b«£ore, with the n.atural result of a .stdl lower temperature, fenice

^t i^l.Uie had had eight ounces of brandy in addition to the

h^ botUe of champagne which he had insisted upon having, and

wU^ch fact the nurs.,s had not commimicated to the medical men

-biatteXnce. The error arose from my inadvertent consent to

, Ms urgent" ntreaty that he should be aUowed a If
tl,^ «?1^ .

^"'^

^ateron.lhe occasion of my third visit. He had had that claret,

andTvnl..r: it gave lum a restless night, re.luced bis l*wP-^«t
"^^

below the normal standard, and, from a mistaken idea that alcohol

would elervate the temperature.it was administered more freely

the next day. The restlessness and excitement were increased

!

tho.«! symiitoms were looked upon as reasons "for increasing th^

dose of the stimulant, until at length its narcotising propertied

were forthcoming. Perhaps he might have slept off the

Xcts Lid have^ecovered in spite of tUe treatmen vv^iQ

then n that case would have l.een regar.led as the caus.

of the recovery. Having carefully considered all the point

.

;^tk li[ mXal attendants in another -0'»?- I

.f^

'

t, the conclusion that the coma was caused l^V ^^ «
f";

callAl remedies. I went back to his
^.f

°0">-
f"^

t'^;,",;

him a "ood shake, called out riuite loudly, H—-. "/"l^tioy'
"?,7

aro oSr He heanl me, and nponing his eyt^ looked at me w^ 1

a ii,°vleer,.said."Oh! is it you ?- and lapsed again into insens

-

W y Twasqidtesatisfledls to the condition but felt my el

on the horns of a dilemma. However. 1 a.sked his medic.,.

Uendants to leave me to get out of the
'^^^'^^-^l^^}^^^^

nnv reflection upon their treatment, having pointed out to tnem

I e real state of the case. It was my duty to restore the pat en

not to make reflections. I saw the mother downstairs ;
I told h.

that of^ourse there was jeopardy, but that I thought the dang,

moreappfient than real that we should discontinue the stun -

SntswK had been given, as not being efficient, enough to me.

he severity of the ea,se, and that 1 proposed to give him a mor

^wwful remedy-a sin^e drop of the strongest liquor ammom.-

^rry half h^ur 1 adXd that he should be made to sw-al ow .

much liciuid as could be managed in the f°^^ "^
.^^^^.f'^.^^'^

potass water, and with external appliance I hoped to tinu i

Snom^w that he had recovered his consciousness, and that I

would be restored to, her as I had promised on my precedin.

''Therc was no idea on the part of the parents as to tUe error the

the nurses, rather than the d'octor (for therewere two exper^nc,

women in charge of the case), had committed,
.
and 1 had

pleSurc the next day of finding my anticipation correet; h

?oma was aone. headache and malaise alone remained, the te..

Xti^elmd risen to 98.4°, there was slight tumidity over ti

abdomen,The bowels had not acted, but the tongiie was moist. ,

Uttlewiter than normal. He had slept.however,for..ome lalf-an-

r lU tTmeafter several small doses of bromide of potassiu,.

and two days afterwards was sitting up m "«^ -/"^ siifier.

,

4om-nothing but a ravenous appetite and general debility

I have bif.ught these t>-pical cases to your notice or

miroote of showing tlwt one must not always assume that tl

St^ms in the fas^ are those of the
^^f
e'^'LT^X jC

railed upon to treat. You must ask yourselves whether the> ..i

maskerbv previous treatment; patients and their frieiv

wUl treat tUeniselvt^s before the doctor ,s sent for, and in ca-

biwlch a consultation is sought for, either at the mstance of^

medical attendant or of the Patient's friends, the former ina

hive exhibited larger, doses of powerful remedies than He

aw^e of and the symptoms of the reme,ly may '« -««^g
_

MiBmctev of the disease. 1 have seen this in at least two c.i

i^Th'cl belladonna had been given in excess. ^^^^
^^

sHmulants are the most usual medicines which have been i
=

'rX especially the latter. The .reduced temperature. U.

mo teratelTquick pulse, the contracted pupil the flushed conjuac-

iv™ dr^ skin.\nd the hea.lache. may all be ad.h.d to or pro-

lufed bv th'e reme.ly used, and may therefore mask the diseas^

and cause en-oneous views as to nature, prognosis, and ncc^MOr^^

fil^HW We can only act upon the information afforded. M(l

f deceived, dther wimiUy orby ignorance, it is, the paUmt wh^'

suffer^ as well as the reputation of tha.pkys.cianwlio is . -

'"'I'am satisfied that it is far better to allow disease to run
^

cour^Tin a natural way, and to pilot the case through the blw_

^tonnVwhich the disea'se may be «-"ing up rat^l.er an 1^^_
dering the nervous system less .sensitive to the '"""«"'=^^?,^.°*

ease 'bv deadening the acti^ ty o those
.^TYf • «fj'^'^J"

.flonflpned allowiua disease to establish itsuft. and so ofS"'"

chaSma take^ac;^..e.vex,fo be- entirely
^-f^l^'}-J'^Z

i.ears to me to be the effect of the, alcoholic treatment ot dwe""

t[sbet"er for the patient to endure the aiscomtort and ulti

mately gl^ qiiite well, than to be comforted, as it is called. 1^
th,

S.e of into^cating liqiKxr. and so allow real disease to «MaM,

^rdpoiiStead of leaUng upset wliich arises from^^^^^^^^

tional disturbance caused by tlie determination of natural la.^

assert ri;-.^"pr1,lominance. and so to lead to a perfect cure.

\lB. 1'. .Mills has been appointed Librarian to ^uy's Ho^P't*^

Thk Bootle Town Council have increased the salary ot^r

Robert J Sprakeling. the medical officer of health, from £^00-t

£120 per annum, .-.^ .;.•;
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ABSTRACTS OF THE MILROY LECTURES
ox

SOME GENERAL CONDITIONS ^^'ITH
REGARD TO EPIDEMICS.

Delivered at the. Ruyal College of Physiciatis of London,
February and March, ISSS.

By ROBERT LAWS ON, L.R.C.S.Ed., '

Inspector-General (Retired) Army.

T,ECTrRK IV.—CHnr.ERA.
Clinical Resemblances between Malir//ia>it avd Summer Cholera.—The lecturer firet observed that similar difference of opinion as

to the mode in -which cholera was propagated existed, as in the
case of yellow fever; one party holding that it was highly con-
tagious and always transmitted from man to' man, the other that
it w^s devoid of contagion, and depended on local causes. He
^ijonsidered that cholera occurred under two forms, cholera nos-
.jfjras, or summer cholera, and Asiatic, Indian, or, as he prefen-ed
to call it, malignant cholera. Cholera nostras appeared every
Rummer to a limited extent ; malignant cholera, in temperate
climates, as an epidemic advancing over new ground in successive
years. Though typical cases of the former could be readily dis-
tinguished, sporadic cases were niet with presenting the charaC-

.

ters of the malignant disease so completely that if observed dur-
ing^ an epidemic of the latter, they would Iw accepted without
hesitation as typical examples of it. Such cases sometimes oc-
.purred in small groups, but were not invasive, and for this reason,
and because they cannot be affiliated to a previous case, those who
hold the theory of contagion (Jojiiot admit tfiei' to"be exjimples
of malignant disease. _^ •'

Epidemics icifhout Importation.—Epidemics had, however, oc-
;<jmTed where the most careful investigation by experienced ob-
servers had entirely failed to establish any history of communica-
tion. An instance of this was, he contidered, afforded by the
outbreak at Southampton and Theydon Jiois in \SS'> when im-
partially studied. The circumstances were investigated liy the
fate Dr. I'arkes, whose summing up, with regard to the epidemic
at the former place, was:' "The origin of an unknown epidemic
influence, alone or concerting with local conditions, presents
lorraidable diihcuUies, even if we cannot quite reject if. 'the
origin by importation is deficient in precision of evidence."
Another, instance was that of the epidemic which commenced in
New Orleans in IS7.3, and extended up the valleys of the Itissis-
,§ij5pi, Ohio, and Missouri. The Board of Health at Xew Orleans,
a|ter most minute examination of every circumstance connected
jvith the shiiiping, came to the conclusion that it had not been
.jmported, and Surgeon Van Buren Hubbard, United States Army,
who had made an investigation for the Government, stated that
it, had, "been found utterly impossible to establish the arrival of
individuals who were personally affected with cholera." The out-
break of cholera without importation being admitted, it could
not be maintained in other instances where an outbreak had been
preceded by the imi)ortation of cases of cholera, that the epidemic
:y?-as produced by them unless local causes could be excluded.

^
Eoidemioloffical Relations ofMaliffnanf and Sinnmer Cholera.—

Gholera nostras was not a disease depending on the warmth of
summer, or the abumlance of fruit. The English, the Scotch, and
the French returns, when examined for sufTicieiitly long periods,
showed that the freijuency and fatality of cholera nostras rose as
the country was approach'ed by the epiclemic malignant disease,
Si4, fell again as it passed on. The military returns taught the
§^me lesson for other parts of the world. There therefore ap-
peared to be the same kind of connection betw-een cholera nostras
and malignaut chcdera. as between benign plague and plague.

Cholera in.Imlia.^'Rn-eni, investigations had rendered it doubt-
ful whether the district of Bengal, which the late Or. Bryden
had described as the eudymic iwea, was the only one which
fJested even, in India. Ur. Brydtjn' had concluded that the spread
6f the disease from that area was governed by the meteorological
conditions prevailing at the time, the maferies morhi being air-
borne

; he was further lead to infer that this 7»ateries existed in
two forms, one in which its pathogenic properties were fiilly
?.<'Ve'opf1. the otluM- in which these properties were only poteii-

*W\ This potential maferie.<! wa,s often deposited far in'a4v}inceI. depp
I Kiijhth Rfport of the Miiticitl OWo-r of tj»e Fri\ v Council

advance

of the epidemic, and took twelve or fourteen days to develop
under favourable circumstincPs, biit at the end irf the'cho1e¥A
season might remain dormant for months, until the return of that
season when, like other forms of vegetation, it would develop it«

potential pathogenic properties. ' •"

Cholera at Sea.—Prom the e.xamination of cases of ifiholera

occurring on board coolie ships, and on certain islands and sea-
ooasts in the Indian Ocean, it appi'ared that tile cholerific factor
was active from 1872 to 1874, over the sea from Samatfa to the
south-west as far as Mauritius, while over the greater part 6l
Hindustan it was inoperative, and the disease had almost disap-
peared. This frequency of cliolera over the sea ceased suddenly
in 1873, and coincidently the epidemic spread over Hindu.stan from
Capi' Com> iriii to Lahore ; Ceylon being affected l)efoTe the main-
land, a most unusual sequence. ' • : .. 'i.ra

The lecturer had collected a large number of flotices^if 'oKt^
lireaks on board ship in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans-' ; thej-

show that the choleraic influence, -when it exists, is -widely dif"

fused in the south-western part of the Indian Ocean, and that
there was a prevalence of choleraic diarrhwa and sporadic cases of
cholera in Cape Colony and >'atal some months before epidemic
cholera appeared nearer the equator. Special reference wa« made
to the cases of the JNVw I'ork, from Havre to New York, with
German eraigrarits', and of the Svanton, from the same port to
New Orleans, also with C-ferman emigrants (1848). Cholera broke
out on board Ijofh vessels. After relating the particulafrs of these
outbreaks, the fectiiter ;^ld :

" The question arising out of these
occurrences at the time was. How did the passengers in these
ships contract cholera in the middle of the Atlantic? One body
of epidemiologists said the cause of the disease had been brouglit
from Germanj- in clothing, and was communicateil to those who
wore if, after being unpacked, on November 24th. Though tlie

narrative is wanting in many particulars as to localities and
dates we should look for now before coming to a conclusion on
the subject, it might have been accepted then had the Kew York
only been affected ; but it was quite inapplicalile to the Svanto/i,
which had not had cold weather on the 24th, nor any overhauling
of chests for warm clothing. Another Ijody of epidemiologists,

seeing that a change of wind to the south-east took place -with

both ships liefore cholera appeared, were of opinion something;
must have been conveyed by the wiml to cause the disease in
both, but where it came from they were unable to mdicate.". -

'
•

The Influence of Wind.t.—The remarkof the captain of-ethe

Sii-anton that it was " more like artificially heated air than any-
thing el.se," affords a clue to the niysterv- that now enables it

to be exjilained. Anyone who has experienced a "hot -n-ind''

-will see at once this is what he descri'ied ; but as a hot wind
always originates over arid land, how ccjuld such a wind have
been' experienced from the south-ea.st at the place where the
Siranton was, from which a south-easterly line would pass
through the South Atlantic clear of all land ? The wind -was

really from the <lesert in North Africa. In November, when
the nortli-east trade wind is being re-established over tlie nor-

thern Atlantic, it reaches to liO^ north; and about long. 30?
west and lat. 20-^ north at this season winds are frequently exj-

perienced of the character described liy the captain of the
Swanton,an<\.,\\\ addition, often bearing red dust in such quan-
tity as to cover tlie sails and rigging of passing ve.ssels, lea-ring

no doubt as to where they originated, and illustrating their

transporting powers. Such a cuiTent of air which diil not come
to the surface of the Sea, but continued to flow at some elevation

above it, would retain its peculiarities for a long time ; it -would
pass to the inner limit of the trade wind, about 6-" north at this

season, and then, rising in the atmosphere as the air of the trade
does, will then double back to the north-west, becoming a south-
east wind, and -w«uld reach the Sinanton as. siich as described
above. In November, 184)^. when these occurrences took place,

there had l)een cholera in Egypt and along the north coast of

Africa, and with a moderate velocity of twenty miles an hour, the
wind miglit have transported emanations from that to the Siranton

in from ten to twelve days ; and. if to her. there is nothing unrea-

sonable in the inference that it was capable of transporting them
to the continent of America itself, which really seems to have
takeij place on many occasions. -

.;
-

An Air-borne Miasm.—This transport of th^' exciting eaus^ of

cholera by a current, at some elevation in the atniospli^re, and
separated from the earth's surface by a thick stratum of air which
may either be motionless, or foi-niing a current flowing, it mav be.
,
11!,
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in a different .lirection. plays a frequent part m connection with

the n auifostation of that cUseasa In reading accounts of the

circ "m" auces i.rec.dins the occurrence of isolated outbreaks m
Iidirone is ..Vuck hy".l.e frec.uency with

-''f'
."^-^^
™-

.liately follow a thun.ler storm, or a heavy fall of rain or e% en a

dust stonn, all of which bring a portion of the higher strata to

t e<m)i™land with that, ot^ourse. whatever material it mav

contM?. this sequence is quite as remarkable ai the eleva ed

mountain stations as in the plains, and, ns was the case at I'esha-

Ci^ ISt -i his was repeated no less than four times between

J "yTth and November 3rd, causing a distinct outbreak of cholera

"\vkS«r/:t'.>e ^,-ea.-.-Ships behaved towards cholera in

much the same way as towards yellow fever. n some cases

Tven when crew oV passengers have gone on board infected

wfth cholera, the disease ceases after a few days at sea ]n

other cases the ship became a focus for cholera, so that not

oXth^se on board, but also others who came within range

of the emanations from her contracted the disease. This had

taken place only in crowded emigrant ships, and in them the

steerage passengers alone were affected. An example ^^as afforded

hy\^hn<;land\n 1806 : out of 1,059 steerage passengers from JfeO

to 300 dieil, but none of the cabin passengers were attacked.

HISTOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.

THE "PAL-EXNER" METHOD OF STAINING SECTIOXS OP
^"

THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM.

This like the " Pal-Weigert " method described in the Journal of

March 10th, is a new and valuable modification of an older

method As taught and ].ractised in the laboratorj- of the 1 atho-

loffical Institute in Vienna, the method is as follows:—

The fresh brain or other nerve tissue to be examined is dmrted

into small cubes or pieces and hardened for two days in a watery

solution of osmic acid, which latter must be changed at least

twice The hardened tissue is then washed carefully in water,

and dipped for about two seconds into absolute alcohol, it is

then embedded in wax mass or eelloidin, and sections from the

block are cut by a Rivet-Leyser or other microtome direct into

clvcerine. From the glycerine the sections are transferred to

water and thoroughly washed, and then they are dipped into a

one-fourth per cent, watery solution of potassic permanganate for

from ten to fifteen seconds to differentiate them. They are

further decolorised in "PalB solution" (oxalic acid and potassic

sulphide of each 1 l.art, and distilled water 200 parts) The sec-

tion-* mav now, after being washed in water, be stained further in

safranin'or picrociirmine, the process being completed by de-

liydration in absolute alcohol, clearing in creasote, and mounting

in Canada balsam. . , , , ., ^ • •

One great advantage this method presents is that, while retaining

all the value of the original osmic acid method of Professor Exner,

it enables the sections so prepared to be kept for future reference

From personal experience 1 consider it a distinct advance, and

likely to prove of great serrice in further investigations on the

minute histology and pathology of the nervous systeni.

For further details regarding this method I may refer to Dr. J.

FaVs original and excellent paper read before the Imperial and

Roval Society of I'hysicians in Vienna, in which he describes his

modifications of the methods of Professors Exner and ^JPig^t.

London, W. John J. Redfkrn, M.A., M.D.

OBSTETRIC MEMORANDA.

STOPr\GE OF HEMORRHAGE IN A CASE OF PLACENTA
"^

PR.KVI\ BY THE EARLY .VPPLICATION OF
FORCKPS.

I THINK the following case may be of interest. On my arrival I

found Mrs. S. in labour with her seventh child, and almost mon-

biind from hemorrhage. On examination by the vagina t^he os

was found about the size of a five-shilling piece, and completely

occluded bv the jUacenta. wliich was adherent all round e.xcepting

anteriorlv.'where the membranes could be reached. Having rup-

tured tlie membranes and partially detached the placenta, I waited

ft little time, in the hope that the hemorrhage would cease, but,

being disappointed, I determined to apply the forceps, feanng

version would cause instant death. This was accomplished much

more easily than was anticipated, and I had the
f'^^f^'^V cnnti^ued

hic that slight traction contTol led the hnemorrhage. I continued

to^ 'ply sulficient traction for this purpose t"-^ 'h';^« "°7' <\""?«

which time 1 fed the patient with egg, milk, «"<l,^™"'ly„/'
*'i^

r. of this time the patient showe<i signs of rallying, and there

'va. a rrturn of uterine contraction. The child was bom in about

half an hour, and the patient made a^g-^-covery-.
^^^

Teignmouth, Devon.
'

' L.R.C.P.Lond.. M.R.C.S..

CLINICAL ]\IEMORANDA.

SCVRLET FEVER IN A SUCKLING MOTHl-jR.

\ FEW w eeks ago I attended a lady who had been confined aboui.

six weeks, and who had a copious scarlet fever >^ash on her ches^^

abdomen etc., at the time that I first saw her. She had nurse!

herCby up to^^itWn a few hours of my seeing l>er afough she

had felt ili: sore throat, vomiting, etc., and was s ruck ?itH the

fact that tl e milk, which had been abundant, hadfailed rapidly after

X fir "becan to feel ill. There had been a case of scarlet fever

n the samf house a few weeks previously. Both Pa»ents weo^

Lough the usual period of "peeling,-
^^f ^<^c°^-«'-«,'^,ffI?"?."

The or.ild showed no signs of the fever, and was uaerely a little

uoset by the sudden weaning that was, of course, necessary.

Theratienfs breasts were quite flaccid, and, apparently, httle-

or no milk was secreted after tlie first onset of the disease, nor did-.

it return when the first few days of fever were over.

The entire immunity of the cliild and the rapid f^«PPearance of

the acteal secretion are. I tUnk, worthy of record although I am.

Itre^that such cases have ^-n^fre^qu^ently publi^d b^^^^^^^

HOW DO ROUND AVORMS CAUSE CONAa^LSIONS ?

It is vvell known how often round worms cause convulsions andi

even dea h The way in which they act, however does not sem

to
^°

clearly understood. Eichberg ^
Joltinal, October 31st 1^.

T, 84-') mentions cerebral effusion, but in a case reconied ^ mfr

FJournTl.Tnuary 9th. 1886, p. (56) I found the brain perfectlr

heaHhy The following case seems to suggest a more mechamcall

'""on Tanuary 21st, 1888, 1 was simimoned by the police to ^ew

the bodTof A. B.,a^ed 13 months, who had died suddenly. At 9-

the evening brforeTshe was attacked with short quick breathmg-

She continued in the same state all night, and died at 10 the next

morm°ng There was no vomiting. The necropsy showed the-

Tcendilg colon twisted on its long axis
a^-^^t^^t^l't ?he brel.

the valve Above the constriction caused by the ^^^st the Boweu

was d st':nded with flatus, the mucous membrane reddened and.

The soli 'i?^ follicles very prominent. There was a considerable

feca tciunXt^n in the L^cum above the t,.-ist, ''"t the re,t o^

theW intestine was neariy void, except of some flatus. Oa

dividhiB the peritoneum over the ascending colon, the bowel r&-

s"mdfts'"o?md calibre.. There were a ^e^/X'^r"v^s^mwS:-
small intestine, and one in the stomach. The other viscera were

''''rhe^next day January 22nd, the cousin of the deceased, aged'

3 year" vvas 1 rough" ?o me ^-ith precisely similar symptoms,

namely short quick breathing and apparent ""consc.ou ness. It

waT parsing round worms. Under castor oil and santonin the-

^T;rmVtot' ippo":,'fSn; the necropsy,, that the symptom.-

in the h'r" case were reflex and due to the twist of the colon, and

tb«t this was caused by movements of the worm or worms.

Wiethe there was the same mechanical conditionin the second

TaSolLl^ by untwisting of t^|,>'-/ -^^^S.X''"
Oovemment Medical Ofllcer, Trinidad.

A CASE OF MYXCEDEMA.
, . v. .

E M , aged 31. but looking ten years older, who used to be »

d^me^t'f servant, has been ill for about ft^e years or a httl|

more She had rheumatic fever about nine or ten years ago. ana

w«r;nld tha she had "cardiac dropsy "-that is, her present di-

ms. The sweing was the first thing noticed ;
it began first l^

h -r iiands and aftfr some time in the ?ace around the eyes. SW
us^l'^to menstmate regulariy up to the time the swelling co^

menced, but has not done so since. There is no history ot any
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mental or nervous shock, nor of any other assignable cause. She
never suffered from raenorrha^a or gucli uterine hsemorrhage, nor
were her periods too profu.se ; and she has never liad "whites."
Her bowels act regularly, but she is subject to .s-vere attacks of
diarrhoea, wliich occur, she says, about, once a montli. She fre-
quently suffers from indigestion, with headache and giddiness.
Her urine was never dark-coloured, nor had she ever to get up at
night too frequently to make water. She never feels too cold,
though her hands occasionally get cold. She says her vision was
dim at the beginning of her illness, but is now normal. From the
commencement of her illness she has decidedly noticed herself
becoming very slow and heavy in all movements and actions, and
very readily fatigued. }ler memory and intelligence seemed very
fair. Her appearance is very striking. The face is large, broad,
waxy, and pale, like that of chronic Brights disease. Swelling is

marked in both eyelids, and especially in the upper; the mouth is

large and the lips swollen; the lower lip is of a purple colour.
The cheeks are not flushed. Her eyelashes and eyebrows are
normal, her h.-iir coarse and shagg)-. and abundant. Her tongue is

large and flabby. Her speech is deliberate and somewhat slow,
but quite distinct. The front upper incisors are gone, and the
lower ones decayed and loose. Her hands are liroad and much
swollen, both the lingers and the backs being much swollen, but
not pitting on pressure. Her feet are even more swollen, so that
she cannot get shoes to fit her, and has to wear stockings and
cloths around them. Her belly was enlarged some years ago, but
is not much so now. The nose is much swollen, esjjecially at the
aliE, which are of a purple colour. The ears are very large and
swollen. The swelling came on gradually, and gravitation does
not seem to have any effect on it, nor is it altered at night or
morning, being always about the same. The heart-sounds are
weak, but normal, and the impulse feeble. The pulse is 108;
the temperature normal. Sensation is good and not delayed. The
knee-jerk seemed absent on both sides. There was no clonus.
There was decided occasional rotatory nystagmus. The specific
gravity of the urine was 1,02-4; no albunien witli heat, nitric or
picric acid teste. The optic discs and retinre were normal, but
the retinal arteries were tortuous at either end of tlie disc.
Ebbw Vale, Mon. Fred. Tresilian, il.D.

REPORTS
• OF

HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE m THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL.
KXTEN'SrVE CARBUNCLES TRKATED BY EBASION : RAPID

C0N\'ALE8CENCE.

(Under the care of Kdmund Owen, F.R.t.'.S.)

fUeporled by Mr. R. H. Cole, Dresser.]

The patient was a tliin, imhappy-looking man, aged .w, a carpenter
by trade. He had been out of work for some time, and had not
inad enough to eat. He was admitted on December 'Jth last for

|carbuncles over each shoulder-blade. They had been developing
Ifor about three weeks, the right sore being about four days older
jihan the left. The long diameter of the right .sore was five inches,
Imd beyon<l that limit the skin wius umlermined ; in the dejjths of
I
he sore was a large slough bathed in offensive pus. The left sore

|was rather larger than the right, but the slough was more ad-
herent, and more covered by bridges of dusky .skin. The man was
|itterly prostrated; the urine, specific gravity 1009, contained
]ieither albumen nor sugar.

i
Mr. Owen at once ordered his removal to the tlieatre, where,

I'ther having been administered, .\Ir. Callender, the house-surgeon,
jet to work to remove the sloughs and to scrape out the sores;
here was hardly any bleeding during the operation ; no vessel had
be tied. The undermined skin was trimmed, and divided by

adiating incisions, so that it might not retain discharges, and the
revice under it was thoroughly cleaned out wi'.li'Volkmann's
pnon. Tlie surfaces were then washed with the mercuric solution
1 ni 1,000), dusted with iodoform, and covered with moist perchlo-
ide gauze and with bulky pads of blue wool. Uraiidy and other
onics were subsequently prescribed, and the man made a rapid

convalescence. From the day after the operation he began to pick
up, and was soon a different man.
Remarks by Mr. Owen.—Some months ago I read, but I regret

to say that I do not remember where, some remarks upon t he treat-
ment of carbuncle by erasion, and 1 determined to make trial of
the method on the first opportunity. But when I saw this prostrate
carpenter with his two large carbuncles, an<l heard how he had
been out of work and unable to get sufficient food, I wondered if
he could offer a fair test for the method. However, I determined
to try it, and was afterwards extremely glad that I did so. Hear-
ing that my colleague, Mr. Fage, is publishing a clinical lecture
upon the subject, I thought that 1 might report tliis solitarj- case
uuder its shadow, rather than wait for further e.xperiences of my
own.
Anthrax is, in its patholo^-, closely allied to certain cases of

acute osteitis or periostitis, m which infiammatory distension of
capillaries determines the death of a portion of bone; in the child,
possibly, of the entire diaphysis. In anthrax, the dead tissue is

called slough; in necrosis, it is called sequestrum. In recent years
the surgeon has been constantly on the alert to separate the "dead
bone from the living, and so to diminish the risk of secondary ab-
scess and pysemia, to improve the chance of reproductiim of" new
bone, and to shorten the course of the disease. He has even gone
so far as to give a new name to a disease, " acute necrosis," so as
to justify, as it were, if justification be needed, his surgical at-
tack. Necrosis, however, should not be considered a pathological
entity, but rather as a result of disease. In remo\-ing a piece of
dead (?) bone before a line of demarcation can be seen, there is

always a risk of taking away too much or too little tissue. But
in the treatment of carbuncle by scalpel, forceps, and spoon, this
risk is absent; the surgeon sees exactly where tlie grey slough
borders on the living tissue. I apprehend that within a few days
after the occurrence of the acute inflammation, there would be
little difficulty in determining the limits of the slough; and I re-
gret that 1 did not see this patient at the beginning of liis illness,

for, after making the free crucial incision which is so necessary
for the relief of tension and pain, I would, there and then, have
been prepared to separate the slough and clean out the cavity. I

think there is less likelihood of harm from too early interference
in the case of anthrax than in " acute necrosis ;" and I am strongly
of opinion that the radical treatment of the former condition is a
distinct advance. It is a great matter to be able to convert a
septic and a painful mass into an aseptic and a painless one; and
the removal of the decomposing slough, at the earliest possible
moment, must be the means of shortening the natural process of
the disease by several weeks. The sudden and rapid improvement
of this patient immediately after the operation was a thing to be
remembered.

GOVERNMENT LUNATIC ASYLUM. MADRAS.
A CASE OF CYSTICEROrS CELLrLOS.i; OF BRAIN.

(Under the care of Surgeon H. Armstrong.)
A NATIVE coolie, named Lonala Y'enavado, aged 23, was sent as a
criminal lunatic from Nellore Gaol on September 18th, 1887.
Surgeon-Major Price had the patient under observation in gaol,

at Nellore, and reported the case as one of chronic dementia, the
history and antecedents of the man being unknown.
On admission into the asylum he was observed to be a harmless

imbecile, in a fairly well-nourished condition, weighing 128 lbs.,

suffering from right hemiplegia, and unable to give any account
of himself. There was no change in his condition until October
9th, when he had an epileptic fit, which passed off soon. The
following day he had three fits of the petit mat type, and then an
interval of seven days without any. On October 18th a very
severe fit was followed by shorter ones of increasing intensity, ten
being coimted in one hour. Surgeon Armstrong ordered liira san-
tonine and castor oil, which brought away a number of round
worms. Bromide of potassium was also administered, but the fits

continued daily, and on October 30th he became comatose, and
died in the evening.
A post-mnrtein examination revealed the presence of active in-

flammation of the membranes at the base of the brain, the dura
mater being very adherent to tlie cerebrum, and the surface of the
cerebrum and cerebellum studded over with small cysts. On mak-
ing a section into the brain, cysts were found in the ventricles,
and in the grey or cortical structure. One wa.s found in the left

ventricle ofthe heart, and two on the pleura of the right lung,
the other organs being healthy and free from cysts.
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' Tlio cvsts, on pxaniination, wero fouiul to dontftm n minute

worm, which under the microscope proved toi)e cysticercus celln-

losff—11 specimen of which was exhibited under the nncroaco^e at

-the meeting of the South Indian Uranch, November 4th. 188(, at

Madras.
'

, , „ ^ r ..i

• RBMAJiKS.-'The Cfts* 19 of interest chiefly on account of the

Tarity of cysticercuscellulossB about Madras, and it is to be re-

'^j^etted that the historj- of the patient is unknn^^n.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

I'ATEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LOXDOX.
TUKSDAY, Mahcu 20th, 1888.

.Sir Jasies Paget, Bart., F.R.C.S., F.B.S., President, in the Cliair.

Onteiti" Z»e/;j)'m«/(.<.—Specimens from a case of osteitis deformans

'were shown by Dr. J. F. Goophart. The patient was an ostler,

aged 6.i His "head was enormous, his body sliglit. He had been

ill for four months. For fifteen years his head had been growing

larcer ; it had gained two inches and a lialf in circumference in the

last ve'ar. The head was enormously large and bossy ;
the bones

of the limbs were cur\-ed. On examination after death, the

skull, clavicles, vertebra;, and ilia were all found thicTcened and

raTefi'ed. The long bones were lient, but not otherwise diseased.

In the liver were fleshy, probably cancerous, tubera, and the

elands in the fissure were large. The pleura contained some

nodules of growth. The spleen was enlarged, resembling the

•"hardbake" spleen of Ilodgkin's disease; the growths m this

ort'an were prolialilv Ijnnphomatous. The association of Hod$-

ki'n's disease with osteitis deformans was curious and unusual,

and illustrated the inveterate tendency to cell growth in osteitis

deformans. He combatted the theory- that o.steitis deformans

was a local disease, and urged that the occummce of rare-

f^^nf osteitis agreed as well with the theory of tumour.—

Mr. Isvv. asJcol 'whether in this case there was any evidence

^of general calcareous degeneration. In one instance which

he had seen, calcification of arteries and ligaments had oc-

curred.—Mr. Cluttox said that he grounded his argiiment in

favour of the view that the disease was a variety of osteitis

on the fact that in his case the bone was elongated. If the

'theory of cancer was true, there ought to have been more

cases of the association of osteitis deformans -with' cancer.—

Br. Haddks thought it probable that in some of the cases there

was hyx>ertrophy of bones and of soft tissues. In the disease

described in France under the name of " acrom^gulie," there

was a very extensive bony enlargement confined to the hands

and feet.—The President said that " acromegalic " was a widely

different disease; it did not affect the long bones nor pro-

duce bending. .There was a remarkable enlargement of the

bones of the face, hands, and feet, which overgrew, but the

relations of the parts were maintained. The number of cases in

'•which cancer was associated with o.steitis deformans was more

considerable than Mr. Glutton had said. SUll, he thought the

association accidental, for he had watched many cases for years

where osteitis deformans was well marked and yet cancer had not

ensued.—Dr; Samuel Wii.ks said that Dr. Fagge had described a

case of " acromiJgalie," though he hail not thought it necessary to

(rive the condition a jmme ; in that case there was a tumour

\n the brain.—Dr. Sybxey Com.Axn mentioned the case of a

man who had been Seen by the President and Professor Tirchow;

'the face and hands were enormously enlarged ; this was five or

'Si.'t years ago. I'rofe.ssor Virchow had not seen a case of the

•Idnd, but recalled an instance mentioned in a Sv\-iss journal.—Dr.

GfoiMJUAUTsaid there was no calcification. He thought that Mr.

'Clutton had underrated the frequency with which osteitis

"dbformans (v'as associated with cancer; in his o^vn experience half

the cases of osteitis deformans also suffered from cancer.

Furroun on Nails— V)T. "Wilks showed drawings of furrows on

the nails in a man aged .'iO. On August 28th, 1.S87, he .-mailed for

America, and was very sea-sick forthreedays. He then completely

recovered, and so remained until he sailed for home on October

18th, 1887. and was ill again for three days. Two furrows suhse-
' quently appeared on his nails, wliich exactly corresponded vvitb

the dates of the sea-sickness. He had described the production of

these furrows in a paper published about twenty years ago. As

to the exact patliological meaning of this arrest of growth he felt

somewhat uncertain. Revpral curious cases had l)een communi-

cated to him. Mr. Wagstaffe had described to him the case oi :

man -whose arm wa,s kept in a splint for some time, and the furrow

had affected one side only. A correspondent, fsventy years ivj

had mentioned the case of a lady in whom the young hairs of th.

-head lost their pigment whenever she had an illness. It was s:ii

that the number of calves a cow had had could 'te told by com

incT the rings on the horns, one ring Iwing productHl for each f

—Mr Bland Sutton said that a gentleman who had studied

appearance of wild birds had told liim that after a severe win

the feathers were stunted, and that if birds kept in conhnenieui

were badly fed the feathers were stunted and ill-shaijed wher

thev appeared after the next moult.—Jlr. Bull said that the num

ber'of calves a cov^- had had could be told by the number of nni,'

on the horns; this was so well known that the rings were t=:lr.

down by dishonest drovers.—Mr. Sedgwick mentioned a tamih

in which marked transverse ridges formed across the nails of t!..

females at about the age of 52.-Mr. Stephen Paget aske.

whether the hair in left-handed people did not grow faster on tii

left than on the right side.—Mr. Bowlbt said that nervMnjur;

was also followed by deformity of the nails. He had called atteii

tiou to this in a paper on injuries to the nerve, and Dr. W ei

Mitchell had figured a ver^" marked case.—The Pkesident sai-

that in his own person he had observed that every severe illness w:i

followed by a furrow. The case from -ivhich the photogra

shown by i)r. Wilks was taken was valuable because it shi

how short an attack of illness might produce the furrow,

reply Dr. Wilks said that he had made some inquiry about

teetiii and had found some evidence that the teeth mig.u

oTooved in the same sort of way.
.

in £i-rw)'o.s-i>.—Mr. Bland Sutton exhibited a specimen w'lic

had been sent to him by Dr. Bundle, of Truro, who described

"resembling an o.ssifted" bird's head." Dr. Kundle was quite

it was not artificial, as the source from whence he received it „ ..

above suspicion. The .specimen was an osteoma connected a\ i!

the fin-ray of a fish, proliably Ephippus. Tumours of this nut i> :

connected with fin-rays of this species of fish were first desci

by William Bell (the original specimen is preserved in the mu-

of the Royal College of Sui^geons), in a paper communicati i

the Eoyai Society in 1793. The College museum also contaiin-.

score of these tumours, nearly aU of which were Huntenan I

tumours were ver^- characteristic ; they were .situated at th.

of a fin-ray, and on section the Tay could be cleariy defined

runs through the tumour. Its t^tsriol- was smooth, hard, ar.

Ivor,- Articulatingwithitbymennsof ashackle-jomt wasoii^

usually two, smaller rays. Onvier stated that these bones v,

.

commbniu osteological collections; they were brought bom. i

travellers who had eaten of these fish, and then preserved t

bones as curiosities, ifr. Sutton was not aware that any expl

nation of this curious condition had been offered. Bell stat.-'

his original description of this fisli, that it was frequently c::

at Bencoolen.and several other parts of the west coasts of Sui.

Many of the bones have tumours; in the first fish Bell sa\

thought they -n-ere exostoses arising from disease, but, on di-

ing a second, found the corresponding bones had exactly si:

tumours, and the fishermen informed him that they were u.

found on this fish. \, „ ^ * i n,
Erpi-rimental Ohxerrntvms on Lupus.—Mr. K,w stated tbr

facts f(-ir and against the theory that lupus is a local tuberei.

The tuliercular theory had been opposed by Kaposi, Scliwii:

and others. Schwimmor had urged that while the inoculat i

<Tuinea-pigs with lupus caused general tuberculosis, lupus, a

-

Sad never been produced in animals. Leloin failed to inc

rabbits with lupu.s. The author had in two instances (the firs'

in 18S6) succeeded in producing a lupoid ulceration of the

rabbits by inserting portions of the diseased tissue und.

skin A spreading ulcer covered with a drj' scab form.,

similar ulcers developed at a distance from the primary one.

trisation took place after some weeks; and on killing tli

animal no visceral lesions were found, lie had inoculat.

bits from other cases, but only small, quickly healing ulcers oi
>^

abscesses had betn set u].. Passing lupus throu-h the S>"nf?-P't

in one instance, did not increase its virulence. The production

lupus as such, in animals was another point m favour ot itt-

a modified tuberculosis of the skin. Three specimens of lup

tuberculosis of the hand were shown, to illustrate the clO^.

tion of these processes. Specimen 1 was a raised ])laque .

dorsum of the hand of a boy -irith spinal canes. It -«-a.s not

ated, and had remained unchanged for some months, l be '.

scope showed m»relv a formation of granulatrju ti-^^^ue i
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oorium. The disease of the skin wa* probably secomiarj- to that
o£ the spine. Specimen -' was a nodule removed from thepalm by
Mr.' Bryant. It had microscopically the stnicture of reticular
tubercle. The patient, aged 2(>, observed a growth four yeajs be-
£.jre; this wa.s removed two years and a half later, and subse-
quently the nodule sliown appeared. Specimen a, an old prepara-
tion trom the College museum, was originally described a,s pro-
bably epithelioma, liecent examination showed distinct tuberch'S
with giant cells in the corium, and a marked papillary thickening
of the cuticle. No history was obtainable. This was probably a
case of tuberculosis veiTucosa cutis, a similar condition being de-
scribed as lupus verrucosus.—Mr. Cli-tto.v mentioned some cases
in which there was an association between lupus vulgaris of the
nose and an ulcerative aiiection of the mouth, larynx, and even
of the lungs

; he related one case in which the patient died of
phthisi-i* : tubercular ulceration first occurred, and then lupus vul-
Saris of the nose.—Mr. Goldixg Bikd mentioned a case of tubercle
of the tendon of the extensor caxpi ulnaris, and suggested that
this might ijrobably have been the way in which the tumour on
the back of the hand mentioned by Jlr. E\e had originated ; but
Mi. Eve said that the subcutaneous tissue was not affected.

Sarcoina of the Urinari/ Bladder.—Mr. D'AacY Power showed
a bladder containing a large sarcomatous tumour. The cavity of
the organ was obliterated, except at its upper part, by the new
growth, which inhltrated the anterior and lateral walls as well as
the fundus. The portion of the growth which occupied the cavity
of the liladder was a tuberous and cauliflower-like maSs. The
rectum had become involved liy its extension backwards, and
near the anus the tumour actually projected into the cavitv of
the Ijowel. The projecting portion, 'howeTCr, had broken down,
and a fistulous passage was established between the bladder and
the rectum. The preparation was obtained from a man aged 64,
who had suffered from ha:'maturia for eighteen months. The
growth was partially removed by median cystotomy and dilata-
tion of the prostate ; but as it continued to increase in size, and
micturition became difficult and painful, the blad.ler was p'unc-
tured above the, pubes. Microscopic examination showed the
growth to be a typical mixed-celled sarcoma. Air. Power drew
attention to the alleged rarity of this form of vesical tumour, but
stated that the museum of St. Bartholomew's was particuiarly
rich in examples of it, for he was enabled to produce four other
specimens, of which one appeared to lie an alveolar sarcoma. In
addition to those cases, there were two preparations of vesical
sarcoma in the Ilunterian Museum, one in the museum Of Guy's
Hospital, and one in the Middlesex Hospital.—Mr. Hurry fen-
wrciv brought forward statistics of fifty cases of sarcoma of the
urinary bladder. He showed that the cases fell into two croups
sarcomata of cliildhood liefore .'i years of age, and sarcomata of
old age after .'iO. Each age seemed to possess especial character-
istics. In children the growths were generally pedunculateil
This was rare in after life, 10 per Cent, only pos.^essinw pedicles
[fl childhood the gro^TtllS were multiple, and affected The trigone
ind inferior zone of the bladder. In after years the growth was
tound to be usually single, and affected thJ posterior wall imme-
liately beliind the ureters, Mr. Fen-wick submitted that the

.'raata and sarcomata of childhood had been greatly con-
l.-Mr. fioT,T)iN(t liiRt) showed a specimen of round-celled

:;. .iina of the bladder recently removed by suprapubic cystotomy
rom a woman aged .'i.").

" " '

Disenne of AdrenaU irithnut B)-nn-hn/.---DT. ColtJer showed
he right suprarenal capsule of a woman, aged ;«, who had been ill
or nine months with exhaustion and vomiting. She was anu'mic
lut well nourished, and not bronzed in any part; tlie pulse wa-s
I'Xtremely weak. IVhile in the Radcliffe Infirmary, the most
''•Tnctcristic feature was the extremely languid condit'ion in which

lay in bed. The patient died sudrlenly. Both suprarenal
-ules were enlarged

; the right capsule was entirely caseous,
;i« lett was reduced to a small sac containing cheesy material.
ne history showe<l that the suprarenal capsules had be'en diseasedw at least nine or ten months, which rendered the absence of
igmentatiou the more remarkable.—Dr. Wilks said that asthenia
na discoloration were the two main symptoms recognised by
aaison. who was, however, aware that i'f death occuiwl at ' an
irly stage tliere might be no pigmentation.—Dr. CoupLANDsaidmt 111 a few cases tubercle bacilli Im.l been found.
iaid -S>ec!»ip«..-.— Mr. Fexwick: Tumour of Trinarv Bladder.—
1. fAHuETi (tor Dr. Fry): l.,Cystadeuoma of Thyroid. 2.o teal Aneurysm. 3. Isolated Fracture of the Base of the
"ll.~Dr, !. 1. PK.^.R^E: .Vivineed Surgical Kirln^v.—p- V

MtraRAY: Cystic Uiaease of Kidney.s.—Dr. A.viiEi, Moxey : Mul-
tiple Sarcoma of Dura Mater and (.'alvaria, .Secondary U> Supra-
renal Sarcoma. -,Dr. Pe.skose: Vegetation on Mitral and Aortic
Valves; Gap Lniirst part of Aorta with Vegetations. ^ .'

-

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LOXDOX.
•Ki<.-.- :''< Monday, March 10th, LsSS.

J.^ KtfbwsLEY Thornton, il.B., C.il., Vice-President, in the Chair.
On the iSuceessful Treatment of " Hammer Toe " by the Subcu-

taneous Dirisiun of the Lateral Ligamentx.—lit. W. Adams read a
paper on this subject, in which he observed that this contraction
with deformity, which usually affected the second toe, waa essen-
tially an hereditary affection, often traceable through two or three
generations. It was never caused by short or narrow boots, al-
though this might aggravate the aft'ection. In a slight degree the
tendency to "hammertoe" was often traceable at five years of
age, and the contraction steadily increased, but seldom' became
confirmed till the age of 15. He then alluded to the observations
brought before the Pathological Society (December lilst, I**6; by
Mr. Shattock, who had dissected two " hammer toes " recently am-
putated, and had found that the deformity essentially depended
upon a contracted condition of the latera"l ligaments, and not
upon contraction of the flexor tendons. In reference to treat-
ment, Mr. Adams then described an operation which he had suc-
cessfully practised for many years, essentially consisting in the
subcutaneous division of the lateral ligaments. After having o\>-
served the failure of tenotomy to cure this contraction, he had
adopted the method of dividiiig the lateral ligaments, and the
correctness of this conclusion was now confirmed by Mr. Shat-
tock's dissection. Immediate extension was adopted after the
operation, and the toe retained in position by a metal splint for
three or four weeks. Mr. "VV. Anderson had made a valuable con-
tribution to the treatment of this aft'ection, and had suggested a
new operation of excising the head of the first phalanx, which he
had successfully performed. This operation, which wixs descriljed
in the Transactivnif of the Clinical Societi/, vol. xi. p. 248, would
be applicable to cases. wliich could not be treated by the subcu-
taneous operation, and would supersede the necessity of amputa-
tion, which had generally been adopted in severe "cases.—After
some, remarks from Mr. Knowsley Thornton, Mr. W. Axdkrson
said that ilr. Adams's remarks had confirmed his own obserya-
tioiis. He congratulated Jlr. Adams on the good results of the
division of the lateral ligaments, but he thought that the- operar
tion might not prove so simple in less experienced hands.
The operation involving the remo-sal of the head of the first
phalanx had the ad\ antage of giving a permanent result, which
waa not quite certain in di>-ision of the ligaments. He pointed
out the similarity of this affection to that described by ilx. Davies
Colley as ha llu.i\fie.vm. It always occurred during tlie period of
active growth, but while " hammer toe " occui-red iudiffeivntly in
both sexes, hallu.r Jte.ni,': had only occurred in males.—Mr. Shat-
tock obserxed that the etiology and pathology of these cases
were obscure. He questionerl the share acciu'd'ed to the lateral
ligaments in its production, and pointed out its analogy with the
" claw hand " of Duchenne's paralysis. He suggested "that a care-
ful examinatibn of the interossei might give a clue to the causa-
tion.—Mr. NouLE Smith said that he operated on the principle of
dividing whatever tissue seemi^d to resist the replacement, and
the re.sults had bei-n very satisfactory.—Mr. \V.\_lsham showed a
dissection which he had been enabled to make of a ca,se of "ham-
mer toe," which pointed to the deformity being caused, in part at
least, by the glenoiil ligament. He observed that Dr. Steavenson
had been unable to detect any fault in the interossei by electrical
tests. He was of oi)inion that the deformity ^^as due to pressure
from boots, etc. He doubted wbetlur the lateral ligaments could
lie divided without opening the joint.— .Ur. Bkrsaui) Pitts
thought that t.lie majf>rily of these cases were due to mechanical
causes, and mentioned theta.s.! of a lad who had well-marked
"hammer-toe" on one foot and an incipient one on the other foot,
wliich, however, ceased to exist when the boot was taken off.

—

Mr. Walter Pye said that they were agreed that the flexor ten-
dons were not at fault. He alliided to the very .rtrong hereditarj-
tendency and to the corn whicli formed and favoured the second-
ary changes.—Mr. Lrnnox Browne suggested that the hereditarj-
theory was rather far fetclie<i; he askeii whether the heredity
might not be in the bootmakers rather than in the patients.—llr.
AiAMS, in replv. piid a high tribute to the labours of Mr. Ander-
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SOH nnd Mr. Shat»ock in this direction. He insisted upon the

/pfflli^^tritturnof hypertrophy aud.cystic degeneration of

Soitro, mentioned that it was common in elderly ^ogs, t^em^

nributaHe probably t. tlte, .«ge am<n.n oM.me^ thej^^a^.m^

S^tn^'nd"had1.ee1 made' to' disappear ^X ''™i"«fJ" ^^j
in^ancer He alluded to the undoubted regulating

^"f"'^"
,n

thl thvwid over the cerebral circulation In animals simul-

taneous extirpation of the spleen and thyroid caused dea h

Ih^uch either could be removed separately with impunity. He

'.^ ±c.^'S lit^iri'^^^rtance to eomp«
oto Piiiipture mitrht re ieve cyst formations, but was useless m

tumours without removing the ^1.^"^
'^f^^^^^'^vS immln^t

aC hiving 'with difficulty performed tracheotomy he had r

moved the whole gland with comparative case. The latter pan. m,

however, succumbed to cellulitis.

of the sacrum The hilum was placed anteriorly, and from it the

ureter pXd downwards, a large vein upwards to the mienon

vIna cdva The left kidney was normal in position. Its hilum

was placed in front also, and the pelvis of the "^eter. lying on the

Tnttrior surface of the organ, was extremely large. The irteriM

Tbo hk^nevs were abnormal in number and mode of origin.

The rieh kidney was supplied by four, and the left kidney by

five vessels The^esticles and their vessels, and the suprarenal

'"S'^l CWc,"-Mr. SOUTHAM showed the kidneys of a man,

X^A\.t«rr The orifice of the right ureter was blocked by a

"dlfa?cuU^, and the gland was cLverted into a -ultilocular

f f,,ll nf n,is The left kidney was free from any traces of

'^
l„™\,on^ its pelvis was much dilated and contained five

Xut:; ofw^^crwe^e of large size, weighing ^^.ou-es^^

4n Uminial Form of Uterine lolyptK.—Ur. R. B. \> ILD snowea

tumour.
p/fvrfl —Dr B. B. Wn,i) showed a preparation

celU, with avascular zone between the normal pleura and the

new growth. .

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF MAXCHESTER.

Wf.hnkbhay, Mabch 14th, 1888.

A W. Stocks, M.R.C.S., I'resident, in the Chair.

T,-o>tn<i» of ihe Orbit Associated with Cerebral Tumour.-UT.

paration in w>,ich the right kidney
Y"/''?hr?ourtl^d fifth

ingle between the common iliac vessels, on the 1""^'^'^'; "'"

lumbar vertebrfc, and projecting downwards over the promontory

MANCHESTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Wednesday, March 7ih, 1888.

Julius Dkeschfeld, M.D., F.R.C.P., President^n the Chair.

,S^n«SS^or«^y^^^?i9:S
Ipha^a with" pTdTydlvefoping loss of mental pow-e. Atrephin.

?Stom''brth7 iral^c^idS":mained
unchanged, and th.

^?X^4.r.:r .^rr"it'^r ^ower iT an instrument

for'the iiTroXcrion ofthe artificial vitreous ; (2) a serie. of draw

•°^ °^jro?S^-Dr'MuLE8 also mentioned a case of rupi

"HtU^aintase-Br. Steell read a paper on the auBCultator'

signs of mitral obstruction and regurgitation.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX MEDICO-CHIRI'RGICAL SOCIKT^^

Thursday, March Ist, 1888.

E Noble Edwards, M.R.C.S.. Vice-President, in the Cham

Si:in 7>^.«.e..-Dr.. MACKEY ^^^--^ ( n a case of s e^^o^J.

"f'^'•"ficum r^l'ofthrm^t"^^- XZion, i^cting the fL an

?Lug^^r:^^cia5lial:;^hisd.Ja^.^u.j.^^

Ij^al-b^r'^^nel 'ct™g^"w^ers?^;"n t^c=nce chiefly •
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the epiphyses of the Ijodies in close contiguity to the cartilages.

The chief results were angular curvature, abscess and pressure on
the spinal cord. The situation of caries, whether towards the
back or front of the body, was the chief agent in determining
pressure on the cord or a psoas or dorsal abscess. The agent of

pressure on the cord was generally the thickened spinal dura
mater. The diagnosis of early caries before curvature was ex-
ceedingly difBcuit. The author related the ca.se of a woman, aged
41, which had been <liagnosed as hysterical, but which a year after-

wardswas found to be caries.andresulted infatal pressure on the cord.
The author laid down some points of distinction between caries

and the hysterical and irritable species. He considered that ankle-
clonus, if well marked, was always a sign of organic lesion, and
was never produced by hysteria. The prognosis of caries itself,

as far as life was concernetl, was considered to be good. The
prognosis of abscess was bad, whilst that of pressure on the cord
was regarded as verj' favourable, a case of complete recovery in

about a year being narrated. As regards treatment, SajTe's
jackets, with good food and tonics, were recommended. Abscesses
should be opened early and drained under antiseptic precautions.
—Mr. Jenxee Verbali, remarked on the difficulty of diagnosis
in many of these cases, and of determining whether rest or exer-
cise should be employed.—Mr. Abthur Dodd mentioned a case
of death from dislocation of the spine in the cervical region from
disease.—Dr. Ad<:)LPHUS Richardson referred to a case of hysteria
in which, m opposition to Dr. Paley's view, ankle-clonus existed.

—Dr. Black thought that none of the classical signs of spinal
caries were reliable ; he referred with favour to the plan of tap-
ping the abscess close to the spine, and if possible removing
lequestra.— ilr. Sanderson recommended Davy's hammock
method of applying the plaster-of-Paris jacket.—Dr. Uhthoff
and Mr. Gordon I)ill also took part in the discussion.—Dr.
Paley, replying, spoke in favour of Davy's method of applying
the jacket.

Treatment of Laryngeal Phthisis and Abscess of the Antrum.—
Mr. Cbesswell Baber read a paper on some recent methods of
treating these diseases. He gave particulars of Rosenberg's treat-

ment of larj-ngeal phthisis by means of injections into the larj'n.x

of a '20 per cent, solution of menthol in olive oil, combined with
inhalations of the same drug. lie also referred to the treatment
of this disease by lactic and chromic acids, but recommended the
menthol treatment for trial on account of its painlessness. In the
treatment of abscess of the antrum, which he remarked might
exist without any external sjinptoms beyond unilateral fcetid

purulent discharge, he mentioned the means of diagnosis and the
different methods of opening this cavity, namely, through the
middle meatus, through the inferior meatus, and through an
alveolus, giving the preference to the latter if it were impossible
to obtaia an entrance through the normal opening of the antrum.

BIRMINGHAM AXD MIDLAND COUNTIES BRANCH.
Thirsday, March 8th, 1888.

Lawson Tait, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Alcoholic Paralysis.—Dr. Suckling read a paper on alcoholic
paralysis.

The Treatment of Perforation of Gastric Ulcer.—Mr. J. W.
IIaylor and Dr. Stacev Wilson read a paper on this subject,

j

Multiple Peripheral Neuritis.—Dr. Suckling showed a boy,
|aged 14, suffering from multiple peripheral neuritis. He had
iworked in lead and zinc for eigiiteen months. A few weeks be-
;fore the onset ot his illness heliad changed his occupation to that
ol stamping bolts, and while at this heavy work weakness
l?radually came on. On admission he complained of weakness in
aia hands and feet, all of which were "dropped," power of
lixtension being lost. There was much weakness in the other
lOiuscles of the extremities. Anaesthesia was well marked in all

jfour extremities, but was not complete, and extended only a few
jinche.s from the wrist and ankle-joints; the knee-jerk was
|ibolished on both sides: the calf muscles were tender on palpa-
i-ion. Faradic irritability was diminished, but the reaction of
jlegeneration was not present. There was no blue line on the
nims, nor had there been colic or constipation. The bladder and
•ectum were unaffected. Dr. Suckling considered that exposure
cold and hard work had been the exciting causes, but that his

laving worked on leail had predisposed to the affection.
Cancer of the Pancreas.— SW. Jordan Lloyd showed a specimen

1 cancer of the head of the pancreas, which had compressed the
laacreatic and common bile ducts. The pancreatic bile duct was

dilated to a diameter of half an inch, and the gland was full of
cysts varying in size from a pea to a pigeon's egg. The common
bile duct and the hepatic ducts would admit an index finger. The
gall-bladder was enormously distended. The patient was a
woman nearly 80 years old, and had suffered during six months
from pain in the abdomen and emaciation without jaundice.
C'holecj'stotomy had been performed for the relief of painful dis-
tension of the gall-bladder.

Ossifying Enchondroma.—Mr. Marsh showed a typical speci-
men of ossifying enchondroma, the size of a large orange, removed
a fortnight ago from the femur of a j-outh, aged 18. The growth was
first noticed nine years previously, and its origin put down to a blow
received a short time before ; it had grown slowly ever since, with-
out pain, but latterly its size cauiied inconvenience, and when
knocked it was painful. The tumour was attached to the inner
and anterior surface of the femur, four inches from the lower end,
by a hard osseous pedicle. It was removed by longitudinal in-
cisions on either side, and the pedicle sawn through with a chain
saw. Dry boracic dressings were used, and primary union ob-
tained except along the track of the drainage-tubes. Prior to the
operation there was one-si.xth to a quarter of albumen present, a
sequel of scarlet fever. Since the operation this had entirely dis-
appeared.

CAMBRIDGE MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Friday, February 3rd, 1888.

E. Carver, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Election of Officers.— It was proposed by Dr. Grove and se-
coaded by Dr. Easby that ilr. Stear, of Saffron Walden, be
elected President for the ensuing year. This was carried unani-
mously. Jlr. Wherry was elected \ ice-President, and Mr. Laurence
Humphry was re-elected Honorary Treasurer 'and Secretarj- for

the year. Mr. Francis wa.9 re-elected Co-Secretary.
Cases of Erysipelas.—Professor Humphry related the case of a

woman who was admitted into Addenbrooke's Hospital suffering
from cellulitis of the forearm. Before admission she had a sore
thumb, and had been recently washing some dirty rffgs from a
case of erysipelas. Soon after her admission the cellulitis sub-
subsided, and a girl lying in the next bed with necrosis on the
popliteal aspect of the tibia developed erysipelas in the thigh.

Both these cases were removed to another ward and isolated.

The first case shortly afterwards had erysipelas in the forearm.
Subsequently a woman at the end of the ward, with an ulcerated
leg, developed erysipelas. The cases were all of a mild type. The
treatment pursued had been lint soaked in bichloride of mercury
(1 to l.tXX)) and placed on the margin of the spreading line of erj--

sipelas and a few inches beyond. The cases appeared to be bene-
fited by the treatment, but a girl admitted -n-ith erj-sipelas of the
face got on equally well without treatment. Professor Humphrj-
referred to the more recent views of the presence of micrococci in

erysipelas ; he was doubtful as to the particular efficiency of any
modes of treatment in ordinary cases.—Dr. Latham, Mr. Castes,
and others took part in the discussion.

Sarcoma of Lung.—Mr. Griffiths read the notes of a case
which was admitted into Addenbrooke's Hospital under Dr.

Bradbury on January 21st. A man, aged 58, had been ill for one
year with cough and wasting. On admisson there was marked
dyspnwa, and cyanosis, and swelling of the eyelids ; expectoration
muco-purulent. The physical signs were absence of movement of

the left side of the chest, absolute dulness and feeble respiration,

hyper-resonance'and rhonchal sounds over right side. Microscopic
examination of the sputum showed only pus cells. .\. needle was
introduced into the chest, but no fluid withdrawn. The diagnosis
was made of malignant disease of the lung. The right hand lie-

came very edematous, also the face; but the superficial veins were
not distended. After several severe attacks of dyspncea he died
on Januarj' 30th. On post-mortem examination the pericardial sac

was found to contain two to three ounces of straw-coloured fluid.

Projecting into it from the left side was a firm, somewhat irregular

tumour, pushing the pericardium in front of it ; and this tumour
was continuous with a firm, solid mass in connection with the
base of the heart at the back of the left auricle. On section of

the left lung, a firm, fleshy growth was found, occupying the root

of the lung, and extending by irregular processes along tne course
of the bronchi and larger vessels. Above it embraced the lower
half of the arch of the aorta and compressed it somewhat. The
branches of the pulmonarj- vessels were also completely sur-

rounded and compressed, but there was no ulceration. Here and
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there in the section there were the skeletons of bronchi carUlage)

StnidetelY surrouu.l.d. and their liuncn %vm8 ='1'«<^>"*'''>
'^''^'J"|,f,'J

S^. tLc n«w iirowt li. Tl.,, left bronchus was greatly narrowwl, but

Sere w.^, no ulceration into it. I'osteriorly, the^growth projected

on either .Mde of the a-sophagus, causing partial compression,

aSd on passing one's finger into the lumen; of the asophagl^s

U°ere was a distinct constriction. There .were no secondaiy

*^CT^;>ma ca.«erf %y ^Ielam fie Sarcoma \f the £y.J«??.-ilr

AV^^y showed an eyeball, which, on section, discovered a hiack

sr^-Vh the si/e of a raisin, which, growing from the choroid, had

Stripped off the retina. The pigment cells, under the microscope

were'ti.ose common in melanotrc sarcoma The eye was retnoved

from a lady, aged. 70, who had the sj-mptoms of glaucoma m the

left eve The patient had symptoms three weeks before seeking

advice \bout five veors prex iouslv she had been told that she

had «^\ inc^,"ent litaruct"^ The sight had failed gradual^- and

winlesslv. The other eve was in good condition and with good

vision &Lx days after -the 0]H-ration, a black swelling, as big as

an e^g, came suddenly on the left side of the lower jaw
;

it was

softfp^nless. and uniformly purple-black m coloiir. It was taken

to be a growth ; but in a feWdays its colour faded at the margins,

and it decreased to half the size, appearing like an ecchymosis.

There was, after a fortnight, a dark, almost black, pa ch of skin,

about the Lize of a penny. The patient had recovered well from

the operation, and was in good health
,, . ^^^n-,^

Ir,tu..;,sc^ti<m of the Bowel u-itJ, Dwertwulum.-:AT A. Ingle

showed a specimen of intussusception with diverticulum of the

tleum A child, r, months old, was attacked with pam, vomiting

curd on the second <lay. Bloo.ly mucus was passed trom the aiius

on the thir.1 and fourth days: tympanites and hiccough follo^«ed,

ami the child sanR and died on the fifth day. At no time could

any tumour be discovere.l in the abdomen, nor had there been any

pain on palpation. The parents refused to allow any operative

interference. Aft.T death the intussusception, which was ot the

common variety (at the Ueo-ccecal valve, was found ,nist below

the stomach, the diverticulum being two or three inches higher

un the ileum. Mr. Ingle asked if the symptoms would have

warrante.1 insulllation, and if it had been employed I'^y- '« the

absence Of any sausage-shaped tumour, one would ha^e known

whe^t had bien carried far enough? He raised the question

whether the diverticulum could have in any way acted as the

cause of intussusception ?-l'rofessor HrMPHitY replied tlmt he

thought insufflation might justly have been used. He considered

it hardly likely that the (Uverticulum could have had anything to

^-with the intussusception.

MlDLAiNl) MKDICAL SOCIKTY.

Wehneshay, Maiictt 7th. 1888.

TF Ross JrmrKKS, M.R.C.S.Eng., President, in the Chair.

yon-uni.n after O.'<te"to,nu.-Vr. MAR.S1I exhibited a hoy, aged

7 with non-uiiinn of th.' tibia after osteotomy for anterior cur-

vature of that hone. The boy had been operated on four years

oao in a provincial hospital; he ww a plaster caSe for a month

alter his r.^turn Imme, union having taken place, high een niontUs

ago. the defc.rmitv still existing (a relapse had probably taken

place) he was again operated upon, this time at home by the local

m& pWctitHuier. There was a good deal of .suppuration after

the operation, tlu' ^yound healing slowly, but no lustory 6f

faecrosU' The boy ultimately got about with the aid of crutches

ahd wearing abc«t with ah iron upnght. The i^rents discovered

the non-union three m<mths ago, and hist wwlc brought him to

the Ciue-Vs Hospital, Cirmiugliam. The left le^ was one inc

apd a-half shorter than tlie right, and the muscles wasted from

disuse. At the site of -the osteotomy, about two inches belnu the

midtUeof the tibia, tjiero was sliglit over-nding of the dnuCd

.•nds. the lower being anterior, s<.m.what atrophied and coiin,.ete<l

with the upper by fibrous tissue, frre movement in any direction

being only rl-strai...d by th- Hbula. This latter hone was kyper-

trophied andcurNedaut.-riorlyin its lower half.and just abo e

the malleolus was an ilidication of an old transv'r.se fracture with

dose fibrous union. Mr. Marsh commented on !['« ;f' 'jjV''.
°°"r

union of Imnes in children, an<l considered that lA this c.h.?(Mt was

due to local causes, probably imi.evf.'ct fixation and interf.re.nc..

with the raedullHry arterj-, and npt to constltutiona,!, taint, there

heiiig no marked diathesis.
'

.,.,„ ji^j..^!,; Ti -„ ;.u<4'ji.

: dtur^ of Medmn y^&i-^\X-]^\W',^^}Wtit''i^
tm of siiture of the median iisM, oveV eiglit^to -wf^ett hd-«'ng'

elapsed since its <li^dsinn. The patient, a ^^•"™7-
.X'^-lh'

severely cut her ri^ht wrist with a pane ot glass on October .)th,

^87 -rh" haemorrhage was profi/se, and the ulnar artery was

li-atured some days afterwanls for a recurrence of this. The

i\.di n erv" 4as not seen at the time. The wound ^^VV^^^^
n. healed slowly. Sensation was lost over the palm of the hand.

r,d !;;"n"bolra^terior and posterior surfaces
._^

^he hianb and

tlie two adiacent lingers, and partly f'^'pr the raitial swe or tni,

in. finger Trophic^ha'nges in the-skin and
^f'^^,f\''^''T{^

some liberation o'f the tip of the index
»"V" ^be was Lm u'd

fingers ensued, the hand being cold ^^
;«ele s. ,Sle n as adm, t

to the (-Meen's Hospital on Februarj- 8 h, aid t n r e .suturn

the next day. The proximal end was drawn o the uli ar .siae oi

endon of paimaris longus, was large and '»''''";• ''1^7^^'^,^:

an ancle by a thin band of fibrous tissue to the atrophied distal

; .{the annular ligament rer,uiring 'l^^'"" t'^fP",?'
ehii^" the

The ends were refreshed, placed in good position by stretching tae

nerve a little and flexing the wris?, and joined by three hue cat-

gut suUes' Dry boracfc dressings were used, and primary union

Sthrwound Obtained. Fifteen days
ff'''?.^^l^Zt^

nntient noticed that the thumb and fingers began to le

S'fTere It
" and twn ,,ays after this there was ajetum of sensation

over t le pa m and the c>irpal ends of the thiunh and ^^ddle^nger.

This area had slowly increased up to the PfJ"^ <'.^*^;;f,tnsl
seven days afterl the index finger a one remalfj"!,'

^/'^^^^^t ';^'\;;

,

Hnn the fibres supplying th s digit probably not having m t

urtkl With Uli exception there was a marked improvement ,n

th m triHon of the skil^ and nails. The hand -a;;-™^^,^-•'^

more useful, and complete recovery ^.l-^'^'y." %"!'^,"4Xwed
Smmurathe Phlehitk of Uterme ^^''''-^^\^^^'to%foT'

Hevel by oppration ^4th teliporar,- diminution of her sy-^P/oj^.

'iZpoS7ortem examination showed pelvic Pentonitis evident 1

extendin" from the right side of the uterus ; and when this orjan

was div"dcd pus was Found in some of the veins on the right i.!'

The suppuration ha^-ing extended in two places to the tissue

e um^s, producing abscesses the size of «, n"V?T"~tCh"d
diatelybe-ieath the peritoneum. The strangulated intestine Had

recovered from its constriction.
^ ^ .^^^

rem'^oTeTln- hi.n7;ora^ J^yn'tte Women.^^^^^^^

specimen had been examined and prepared by Mr Jlland Sutton,

and was in his opinion, of exceptional interest. The patieni

ZdrrgoodreQoyeVfroW,theop^ration,aiidh,,d remained Wftll

"'""^ortenin^ of Forearm. foUou-lng an AccuTent--^iT AroTSTOT

r,Tv showed a hov amnl 14, who ha.l in ured his forearm six

^4;rsa^obrfaVIing^i''acart.' It was treated then as a spram.

and af"er three weeks was apparently well. /Itfee weeks ago

again hurt his arm, and the slV^^tening was discovered The ^vr^

showed three old documents bearing the signatur.^ of Dr. .lohn

Ash, the founder of the General Hospital.
„"i„,,„. cnr-

Sarcoma of &7»«/.-Mr. Lawson Tait showed a, larg. ?"

comatous kidney which he had recently removed.
,

Cumjenital Ilenrl-di.^ease.~T)r. Simon showed a cafe <M

treiiilal heart-disea.se in.a boy aged 1.}.
,

>

n-„»tf, ,,u\.-t^'^ /y,w/o»«^-'V,iyi«;.-Dr.SiMON read apaper on Brassfnn.l r

Ague.

TUK Movable Dwellings Bill which Mr. Oeorge
^^""»1'- f/^^'j

vllle is promoting for the purpose of hringing gipsy, ^ an, 8n«

o e; travemn" Children under educational and sanitar>- ««"-

e c s. Will ntroduced into the House ^of Commons m a few

da s ii • Mr. Hurt, and will
'^^''''Yk^^^l-^o^'^^Celt'^i^

irealy Mr Penro.se Fitzgerald, and Mr. ITozier. ^ "' ^e ..'" r,"_,

tlai.,.; that thelovernrSent will give it their sup^rt, and Lord

Derby has -nTitten of it in terms' ot approval. _„ „f the
PRrSFNTVTiON.-Mr. Marshall, the Senior Hol'^^rSurgeon of tne

n'uUUrsfield Infinnar)-, has. on the r^ccasion of ^'« ™",tm,
connection with that institution, beeri P'-'^se"ted with a imnas

stationery cabinet with silver mounts and salver, some ttoel

I medical works, and other souvenirs.
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REVIEWS AND-NOTICES.
-T" '' ilT.'!" ', L.:_il!i' 'I 1.' V 'nil

TfrB Elements of PHYSroi,OGicAr PsVdtfotbbV. By (i eokgk T.
Ladd, Professor of Philosophy in Yale University. Pp. xii, GOO.
London : Longmans, Green and Co. 1887.

This admirable work by Professor Laj)T> deseri'es a hearty welcome
irom the Enghsli public as tlie lirst book of sufficient extent of
sabjictmatterauddepthof thought to take theplaceinAmerican and
Knghsh literature tliat haslieen held sinee]874in both Germanyand
trance by Wundfs (h-undziirie der PhysMoqhchen Ffychohf/ie.
It IS " a treatise on the activities and nature o! the mind from 'the
physical and experimental point of view," as Professor Ladd
phra.ses It; and it is even more than that, for Professor Ladd does
not hesitate in the third part, and that not the least weighty and
valuable, to face the ultimiite difficulties and to speak plainly "on
the nature of the mind" from a standpoint which is not experi-
mental, but introspective, lie has been kuomi widelv hitherto as
the translator of Lotze's Bictate, and thougli he does not follow
Lotze on all points, it is easy to see that lie has felt the full force
of his influence. The greatest struggle of thinkers since thought
began has been to transcend the duality of mind and matter, and
no victory has as yet been achieved which the world will consent
to receive as decisive. The a<ivance of the present age, as has
lieen wall said, has lieen to reduce the general problem of mind
and matter to the particidar problem of mind and brain. In
furtherance of any future attempts at advance, it is, in the first
place, necessary that an adequate statement of the ever-gi-owintr
lata of the nervous mechanism should be provided before the
'orrelations of the nervous mechanism and the mind can be profit-
ibly discussed. These data and tliis discussion occupy tlie first
^wo parts of Professor Ladd's book. The third part, "On the
Natiu-e of Mind,

' might perhaps hove been more logically intro-
luced before the second ; for on the conclusions as to. its nature
nnst be based the premisses for its correlations.
The description of the nervous mechanism, wliieh occupies with

he preface- the first 236 pages, is one for which all serious stu-
lents must be sincerely grateful. It is a most clear and accurate
ccount of the elements of the nervous system, their eombina-
wns, functions, and <leveIopment, and a'description, more in
letail of the organs of sense—of taste, of touch, of smell, of sight,
ad of hearing. In his treatment of all these points he does not
irofess to bring forward any new personal research, but he states
msh conclusions reached in special departments by Helmlioltz,
nuger, Schiff, Hitzig, Ferrier, and many others in brief languao-e
.•uieh, in Its clear discrimination, carries part of the proof of ils
uthonty.
The desire to bring this large

, aiid constantly enlarging
liysiological, field within a single sui-vey has led him to decline
tA' wisely the more detailed e.xaniinatidn of such tempting by-
aths as the cerebral ;iocalisation of speech, and the psychological
ilerences which may be (h-awn from its abnormalities. Such a
ibiect might, perhaps, bo more appropriate to Professor .Max
Idler as helping to illustrate the actions of a state where there is
robably science of tliouglit \\ithout a science of words. Pro-
.ssor Ladd showsa prudent inclination not to limit too narrowly
le localisation of such a complex matter as speech, and not to
low the expression and unilerstanding of articulate langnnce too
isetitial a part in thought -when he writes (p. 392^ : " The literal
leaning of the statements made by Broca —such as that this part
the brain is 'tlie scat of the faculty of articulate language'—is,

p-wever, not simply inappropriate to tlie facts, it is even ab.surd.
|iere is no one ' faculty' of language which caTi. in any possible*
jeaning of the word, be regarded as having its 'seat,' or locnlitv,
nhned to some particular region of the brain, Speech involves,
a verj- complicated and large way, all the faculties. Strictly
eaking, then, it cannot be locatwl, with all its attendant opera-
msof self-conscious, rational mind, in any one cerebral area.
It that the plienomena of aphasia show some special connec-m of certain cerebral centres wiHi the complex process of appre-
mhng and expressing articulate langunge seems entitled to
™t as an induction based on a wide range of facts.''
riirning to the considenition of th^ mind. Professor Ladd is far
) skilled a psychologist not to be well aware that there is no

J short, cut for the reason to bring it honestly to materialism,
n no easy satisfaction for most men in what may seem a logio-
y impregnable idealism. He realises that miiid ia-selfj-coii-

sciou.s, and is in that respect unique. " If the question is furth'er
pressed as the physical basis for the activHties of self-cougdous-
ness, no answer can be given or even suggested From its very'
nature that marvellous verifying aciiis of mind in which it recog-
nises itself as the subject of its own states, and also recognisesthe
states as its own, can have no analogous or corresponding material
substratum. It is impossible to specify any physiological pro-
cess representing this verifying actus- itis. even impos-sihle to
imagine how the description of any such proce.ss could lie brought
into intelligible relation with this unique mentrfl power "

(p. aib)i
He recognises that the problem of the freedom of the will hs,'?
received no adequate solution, and, as briefly as is courteous,
dismisses such recent materialistic formulae of determinism a»
-M. Luys has put forward when he says that thinking of an object-
by our will is an illusion ;

" and the object is only forced upon us
by the cunning conjuror, the brain, because 'the cell territory
where that object resides has been previously set vibrating in the
brain.'" That is to controvert "a plain and universal dictum of
consciousness by his private and unveritiable h\'potliesis on a
question of cerebral physiology where experts and novices are
alike ignorant.''

: . i'<.

He at first passes by as out of his pro\-ince the more subtle
hypothesis of modern phenomenalism, " A third view which r^
gards both the so-called ' brain ' and the so-called ' mind ' as
merely phenomenal aspects of some one reality that is like
neither, but manifests itself in both:" (p. 588); and when he re-
turns to reconsider it later (p. 65.5), he seems to esteem thw
" double-faced unity " as overthrown, because we have no answfer
to the question, " Why does it manifest itself both as physical
motion and as mental states ?" Nevertheless, his own in'clina---

tions seem to leave him no choice but dualism of mind and
matter, of whicli each half is mind with matter and matter with
mind, a dualism from which Lotze has hardly saved himself.

In speaking of such a book it would be straining criticism too
far to dwell on phrases like " visor angle," which fall strarigely'on
the English ear, or to complain. of some:of the smaller, poinfis of'
omission. Still, in speaking on sound we should have been glad.
to see Lord Kayleigh's great work mentioned, and on the larger
issues of the physico-psychical problems some of those many-
original articles and pamphlets from Dr. Huglilings Jackson's
pen, of which perhaps the most easily accessible results are con-
tained in the Croonian Lectures for 1884. . ..il.'

.\mong the additions in England, which are perhaps almost toft«>
recent to be incorporated, we may reckon on the physiologicspl
side Jlr. ^icto^ Horsley's experiment* on the brain,, and on tho
psychological side Mr. James Ward's article on Psychology in- the-
Encyclopcedia Britannica. which practically amounts to a treatise.^-

In his introductory chapter Mr. Ladd has told us with excel-
lent distinctness that " no attempt will be made to describe and
discuss any of the phenomerui whicli may be classed as abnormal
or as consisting (so far as they are psychical) as so-caljed '• dis-
turbances of consciousness," except when reference to such al>-
normal phenomena is necessary in order to explain those whioU.
are nonnal or ordiuwy. The phenomena of insanity, deliriiun,'.
hypnotism, somnambulism, ecstasy, inind-readiu^, spiritualism^)
or even sleep and (b-eamiiig vvill therefoire be idefiwtely excluded r«

(P-8). . ,• a«
lie has kept accurately to the pnident lines he has laid down?

for himself in tl.is book, and we may hope that he may be da4'
duced to go on ivith a firm grasp of his first principles anil a wide.
view of his field to deal with som" of the puzzling qut^tionsoE-
abnormalities which may be found to throw here and theraa
gleam of very vivid light «n the true character of the natural
man.

De l'Epii,bpsik Jacksosienne. Parje JOr. E. Eolland,
M(5decin de's -isiles'-'John Bost,'' ile liffr6^. •] ^aris : Auk
Bureaux dti Proffrh yf^dlcal. 1888.

Thb form of epilepsy associated with the name of oiir great neiir;
rologist, Dr; Hughlitigs .lackson, has a literature which is
singularly scattered, and Dr. RoLLAxn has done the profession a
great service in collecting what has been written of the jiisorder
in the work before us. We cordially agree with the remark of
Dr. .\rnozan, in his introduction to'the book, "that the author
has done right to publish his work." It is almost entirely a com-
pilation, but of such a kind as to be an exceedingly valuable help
to all who are working at nervous disease, or are desirous of read-
ing a complete account of unilateral or cortical epile^ey^ k' i.. ; ti
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A summan- of the anatomy and P''y'''«log> "^
i^fJT^^?',^^^"";

volutions is roUowoil by a chapter upon the Historj- of Jacksoman

C epsv. Hero it is sLwn that. whiU- Dr. HuKhlings Jackson

X the Hrst to study th. disonler comvlet.-ly and to race it to

its organic cause, it was nevertheless know-n. even in the time of

mpjXcr^tes. The chapter upon the Symptomatology, '^^
P[0P«'ly

ven- minute and comprehensive. The first case is reported in the

g??pl?cUnguaKe of Dr. llushlings Jackson himsel, as communi-

st^ to the\uU.or. and already published >" ^l-^gl^^'V,
J^^^,°'"^\

quote the following as interesting to our readers, altho^g'
•

"
will be seen, it is^idy a repetition of Dr. J^cksons vie«s. In

Cases of Hemispasm, 1. If the attack commences in the face, it

Says the up%r limb which is affected in the first place. and

the lower limb 'afterwards. 2. If the attack commences in the

arm, the convulsions ascend along the arm, next affect t e face,

^,d finally descend the leg. 3. If the
^"'^f^

^'^g'"^ '°
^' ."^

^^",'t
it ascends-the length of the leg, then descends 'f

"^".^T'
'^.^"^^

rule appears to have numerous e.'fceptions ; in this mode of com

mencTment the face is rarely attacked l>y
.'^^^^-^f'Toersoni

attacked, is affected last." A case under t^ie
^''l]^°''J'lf''^t

observation is reported with great care, and an account of the

'^f,T:X:^^'r::fTonT^soi the disease are deduc^ from

postinorte,,, records of 109 cases, including ^^ree from the aut or s

Wn experience. In the chapter on Treatment, t^e recent methods

of operative procedures receive due description, and a ^er> lull

account of Professor Horsley's work is given.

There are no new ideas in the book, but it is an excellent work,

and will be warmly welcomed

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Alassio: "a Pearl of theliunera:' By D""-

J??f
^ ^CfXeer

12mo Pp.80. (London: Trubner and Co. l'^^-)— l*'^-

^=f°^f
gives us a pleasing account of Alassio, of its P^^^t history and pre-

sent beauties, and also describes the many excursions that can be

made from it His booklet may be of interest to those who are

Sready s"tU.l at Alassio; but it supplies no -^e^ical nJormation

beyond a few meteorological tables; it rloes not gue a 1 int a. t^o

the medical resources of the place, or of the
.f

c°m°i«^'^t'«"
'^

offers to visitors. It is really not a guide, for it offers ^o Hct.

that would help physician or patient who thought of
^^^f

<;""|

Alassio as a health resort. There is not a word t« characteri^^

the place, or show in what respects it agrees 'mth or differs from

other stations along that coast.

T/,e Ho>:pifal Prayer-hook . containing Prayers for Daily and

Occasional Use, also'^a Short Form of Public Service for Laj-

readers in Hospitals, with a few Remarks on conducting t^e

Same. Arranged by Edw.a.rd John y'^"''^'^'^-^^'
,:,;,„:

FRCP Second Kdition. Revised and corrected. (London.

J.' and A. Churchill. 1888.)-Those who are not a ready ac-

Quainted with this volume wiU gain an ade(iuate notion ot its

2im from the full title transcrfhe.l above. The, prayers are

arranged for use morning and ^'vening for a week the short

service is founded upon the liturgj- of the Church of J^nglan*'^

To this second edition some hymns have been added, and the

service and many of the prayers have been abbreviate.l. Ihe

prrparation und Revision of the volume has evidently been a

labour of love for Dr. Waring, who may be fO"^f "''' f^
on

having completed his task in a way which leaves nothing to

be desired.
^

.

cent The main features which distinguish it from other wheat

preparations are the mode of granulation adopt.Mi, which prevent.

^le'ioador,when boiled, from gelat^inising >""'
^. ?'\^.^^,« «?

mste and the purity of its llavour. When properly boiled it fur-

nh^he's no ) ilva very t?ood food for young children, but is a capital

"rsirfor milk pmldinls and custards. ChUdren will appreciate

the addition to their dietary. ^

MALTINE .\ND COD LIVER OIL.
'

It has long been kiiowu that some patients who are "nableto

tolerate the purest and most carefully prepared cod liver oil CM

readUy digest and assimilate it when mixed or combined mth

malti^eand malt extract. Since this fact was hr-^t obsexved k

number of preparations of the two have been Pl-^^
^f

''e/o^ '»»•

blic • some are good, but many are either bad or indifferent.

^™TiemaTineanl cod liver oil made by the Maltine Manufactu^

ing Company, of Hart Street, Bloomsbury is certainly one of^
best nremrations of the kind we have met with. The admixture

rco'm;rte\nd permanent, and '1- consistence is very- conv^
^

nient being about that of ordinary treacle, so that tn^ "^"1°

?eadiiv ko°fs from the bottle. As regards taste, that of the c^

Uver oil is almost entirely concealed, and what suspicion there is

of it is not at all unpleasant. The therapeutic value of good com-
^

binations of co(f liver oU and malt extract has been so thoroughlj

recogSsed, and is so well known, that it is not ""^ccssary to enter

into this part of the subiect, but we can recomme^id that pre-
,

pared vUie Maltine Manufacturing Company on the ground of •

Us perflct admixture, the ease with which it is assimilated the

good quality of the cod liver oil, and the value in diastase of the ,

,

maltine.
,

-

NEURIN.

This is an effervescing beverage manufactured by Mr. J. F. Edea-

bury of Wrexham. It is perfectly clear and colourless,, and 18

DUt^up in bottles of the size of pint champagnes. It is non-

^hospha ed, but ten grains of mixed bromides are contained n

eacl bottle When poured out the liquid is remarkal ly bright

and efleryesces briskly. The taste of the bromides is almost en-

SelfmXd and, in' fact, the sensation left on the pa ate afte

(Irinkincr the beverage is an entirely pleasant one ^eurln isS to be useful fn those cases In which ^'"all and repeated

doses of bromhles are indicated. The dose is stated to be half .

tumblerful when required either alone or with wine.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, SUBOBnY, DIKTKTIC8, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

FLORADOR.
(Prepared by the Florador Food Company.')

This is an excellent preparation, consisting mainly of granulated

wheal of the very- Hnest description. Its composition, chemically,

U that of good wheat flour, the albuminoids amounting to 1- per

LIQ PODOPHYLLl-N ET PEPSIN (HOCKIN).
,

We have previously commented favourably on several prepaM-

tons manufactured by Messrs. Hockin. Wilson and Co. of Duke

Street MancSer Square, and the preparation now before us is

no exception to the general excellence of those already examined
no exception t

^^ ^^.^^i^,,,^^ solution, and mixes perfectl>

^thout 1 r cipiUtion with water and aqueous solutions such m

iTfnsions etc as well as with alcoholic and etherea liquids. 1

miy be employed with advantage in doses of one fluid drachm m

Mses in which there is deficiency of gastric secretion associated

with constipation and insufficient secretion ot bile.

SALI.K MORA CORDIAL (CHRISTY).

e»T,v vionA the black or pussy willow, is a tree indigenous tf-

ut'lnrt^SUtes of Americl b^t if/-"-! --%oTe"a'' .'ow^erful

the streams towar.ls the south. It is stated to be a po^enu

sexual sedative, simUar, in fact, to the bromides in its action, but.

without having any depre.ssing effect.
,^,,, „.;. avsmenor

It is also said to lie useful in ovarian liyper.-estheMa. dj sm*""!

rh«a and uterine neuralgia. Prostatorrh«a and mvolunte^

ro«on.inri^^r;y ^:^z^ ^J^i^^^^^

E^^£s^a'c^,u:;!"^^^^^^z^^^
equivalent to on^ fluTd drachm of Christy's fluid extract of sah.

Xa The preparation is elegant and palatable, and th^ du

a^eeable taste of salix nigra is ''ardly perceptible. atient^sJ >

miclit obiect to the flu d extract would, in all probabi it)
,

reau

UkeChrisTy-s cordial. The dose is from half to one tahleapoonfu
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SuBSCBiPTioxs to the Association for 1888 became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

oflSce orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Jlolborn.

ft)e tSrxtislj iEctitcal JournaK

SATURDAY, MARCH 24th, 1888.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL.
Theke can be no doubt that the Bill for the reform of the local

government of this country, which was introduced by Mr.

Ritchie in the House of Commons on Monday, is by far the most

comprehensive measure of the kind which has been yet framed

by any ministiy, Conservative or Liberal. The broad principles

of the measure will probably meet with very general acceptance,

and they need not, therefore, be discussed in these columns at

any length. The establishment of an intermediate authority be-

tween the central government and local boards has been an ad-

mitted necessity for the last fifteen years ; and although one or

two attempts have been made in this direction, no adequate

scheme has heretofore been proposed. That the elaborate appa-

ratus of the Local (Government Board and Parliament should

have to be set in motion for the everyday concerns of local

authorities is ridiculous and Wiisteful ; and to the establish-

ment of County Boards probably few will be fomid to object.

The discussion of the particular proposals of the Government

is, however, rendered impossible by the lUKiccountable postpone-

ment of the appearance of tlie Bill itself until after Easter.

Unless the rumours as to the dissensions in the Cabinet on this

subject have much greater foundation than usual, the Ministry

must have made up its mind some time ago as to the details of

the measure ; and it is impossible, without seeing the text of

the various clauses, to follow Mr. Ritchie's necessarily compli-

cated analysis of the Bill with any degree of surety.

As to the County Councils themselves, there is but httle am-
biguity. Justice is to l)e administered as at present by tlie

Court of Quarter Sessions, but almost every other kind of

county business is to bo turned over to Boards which are to be

elected by popular vote. These Boards will administer county

rates and financial business, bridges, lunatic asylums, reforma-

tory and industrial schools, the granting of licences for music

and dancing, the sale of alcoholic liquors, the registration of

Toters, and the administration of the Acts of Parliament relating

to explosives, contagious diseases of animals. fo,«l and dnigs.

weights and measures, main roads, etc. At all events for the

present, the area which eiich Council will superriso will be co-

terminous with the e.xisting co\mty divisions; and we shall

therefore see the anomaly of Rutlandshire having for its admin-

istration an upparatiLs as elaborate u,s Warwicksliire.

County Councils will be made up of members elected on the

same franchise as mimicipal corporations are at present, such

members to sit for three years. In addition to the elected

members, there wUl be a species of aldermen, who will be

elected by the Council and will sit for six years. The ten

largest boroughs of England will each have a separate County

Council to itself, and London, moreover, will have a Council of

its o^^^l, which is to supersede and extinguish the MetropoUtan

Board of Works.

The proposals of Mr. Ritchie as to the manner in which the

primary local authorities wiU act under the county authorities

are, however, much less clear. So far as we gather from his speech,

it is still proposed to have two kinds of primaiy areas, namely,

urban districts, wliich will be the '• existing and future mimicipal

boroughs and local boards and rural districts," and rural districts.

It is not clear whether any place which happens now to have a local

board will be permitted to maintain its separate organisation, or

whether the county authority wiU map out the coimty afresh, so

as to redress the anomalies which at present exist. WTiatever

may be the proposals of the Government on this head, we thuik

that it is above all things essential that the sanitary areas of the

coimtry should be thoroughly recast. They have grown up upon

no sort of system, and if they are perpetuated, endless difficidties

will arise in the future.

However much the BiU might have been watered down, Mr.

Ritchie would, in any case, have had to confront a formidable

phalanx of opposition. It is to be regretted, therefore, that the

Government have not seen their way to go a step further, and to

unify all the local authorities which now exist ; so that there

may be one local authority, and one only, exercising jurisdiction

over a particular area. It is worth while in this connection to

point out that nearly all the existing authorities are of modem
growth, So that no h;do of sanctity yet siuroimds any one of them.

No doubt the Government were wise in not attempting to hack

about the present comities, which have ass(x:iations of well nigh

a thousand years cUnging to them. But the Poor Law Union is

a creation of only lifty years ago, wliich for the first half of its

existence had no common Ufe gro'wing up round about

it. Local Boards are barely twenty years old, rural

sanitary boanls only fifteen years old, and School Boards

only a year or so older. These manifold, intricjite, and

irrational organisations ought cleiu-ly to be amalgamated

and co-oi"dmated. Yet we find Mr. Ritchie proposing to leave

the poor law imions and the poor law guardians absolutely

untouched. This, in our view, is the weakest part of his pro-

posals. John Stuart Mill has, with his usual clearness, very well

expressed what ought to be held in view with regiird to local

administration. He says, in his Cjiisiiieratio)!^ n/ liopregeiitative

Oorenimeiif, that " in each locjil civcimiscription there should be

but one elected body for all local business, not different bodies

for different parts of it. The local, like the national ParUament,

has for its proper business to consider the interest of the locality
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M a whole composed of parts, aU of wliioh must he adapted tt)

one another."!

All tho efforts of sanitary and local govornment reform have

been directed towards tliis unification of ai-ea and fimctions, and

it seems to us a distinct flaw in the Government proposals that

the administration of the relief of the poor should be cUvorced

»Jt<igether from the other parts of local atbninistration.

y.'Probably one reason why JIi-. Ritchie has proposed not to

tonch this matter is his iinxiety " not to overload the machine

at stiirting
;" but it is obvious that unless the question is gi-ap-

pled with in a comprehensive spirit, we shall have a repetition

of the cou3tant tinkerings at reform which have been the bane

of the local athninistration of the country for the last genera,-

tion.

The only purely medical point which is brought out in Jlr.

Ritchie's speech is the proposal to suppress the grants in aid of

metlical officers of health and inspectors of nuisances now given

by the Local Government Board under the Public Health Acts.

These gi-ants were originally instituted by Mr. Stansiield in 1S72

as a kind of bribe to locid authorities to accept the supervision

of the Local Goveniment Board over the appointment of these

officers. But it has never worked well, and is, Uke many other

grants in aid, an anomaly wliich an occasion Hke the present

affords a useful opportunity for snppressmg. In hen of the grants

in aid the Government intend to hand over to the local authorities

the receipts from hcences for the sale of intoxicating Uquors and

various other licences, roughly amounting to £3,000,000-

They propose also to grant what is described as "a substantial

contribution from personalty" amomiting to £1,800,000. This

may very possibly mean that the Government are intending to

make tho inhabited house duty, which amojmts to about that

sum, a local instead of an imperial tax. As Mr. Ernest Hart

observed in his address on Local Government delivered to the

Sanitary Congress at Leicester in ISrto, there would be great

advantage in the substitution of the various grants in aid by '-a

tax like the house tax, which is incomparably a more legitimate

source of local revenue than the appfiititment of a local sanitary

offioeif,:for exannple, is a matter for imperial subsidy."

So far as can he .'seen at present the licensing part of the

Bill is that upon which the chief opposition will turn. Happily

a discussion on this point is beyond our province, and we may be

permitted to hope that the criticism as to the jwwers of the

proposed County Councils with regard to hcences will not ^vreck

tho other and more urgent parts of the Bill. Nothing can well

be more anomaloiis and wasteful than our present system, and

both parties must put forth a strong effort to make at least »

start in Local Government reform, even if it be necessary to

po.stpone some important sections of the question for another

year.

THE PRESIDENCY,, 0;Pi „TH?j .COLLEGE OF

PHYSICIANS.

The forthcoming election to the Pieaidency of the Royal Col-

It^e of Physicians will be regarded by the profession generally'

and the well-wishers of the College with more than usual inte-

rest. In Sir Williani Jenner the College loses a President of

conspicuous ability, great firmness of character, and large social

inlluence and interest m pubUc busuiess. It would at any timfl

bo difficult to fill the place of a man of so much professional ahd

social eminence and unselfish earnestness <if purpose, and posses-

sing so dedded a .power of guidance m public affairs. It is pecu-

Uai'ly difficult at the present moment, when the College is in-

volved in public transactions of great moment to its own future,

and to the prospecla of medical education and graduation iniha

metropolis. ;:rr
'" IVC! 'J

'

i.

Not many years have r^isse.l since the CoUege of Physicians

took up a new position in relation to the profession, and by

creating a great class of Licentiates assumed new and enlarged

duties and responsibihties to the profession and to the State,

and this greatly magnified its ..ffice. Tlie effect of tliis tardy

but mseproceeduig wasto infuse new Ufe into the College, t&

replenish its then scanty exchequer, and to pliwe it in the front

rank of the large and activfe professional forces of the day. That

step was not taken without the usual opposition from

the elder and more conservative elements of tho College, and

its chief author. Dr. Quain, may to-day be heartily congratu-,

lated on the foresight and abihty with which he led the College oa

that great occasion into a path which has been one of prosperity^,

power, and enlarged usefulness. At this moment, and as a

natural consequence of its developed professional relations, and

its large duties to the great class of Licentiates whom it web

comes from all the metropohtan and provincial schools, it finds

itself called upon to assist in makmg some provision foe

the more ready graduation of its candidates, and for opening

to them facihties for the title of doctor oif medicine which ara

granted on equitable and not too onerous contUtions to thei

students of other gr-eat centres of mechcal education in Great

Britain and Ireland.
'

A Royal Commission is about to sit on the various schemes

and counter-schemes proposed. Tho College of Physicians wiU

play a large part, not only in tlie proceedings before tho Com-

mission, but also in the svibsequent negotiations which will fol-

low its roport;-the latter being probably the more difficidt iind

dehcatetask. The present position of the OoUege is one which

will require of its President, not only the possession of eminent

busmess quahties, but the habit of dealing with public questions

and public men, tact, taiowledge of tho affairs of the College, and

of the other professional bodies which will take a frientUy or

an unfriendly part ,m the future negotiationa... Many.

eminent physicians have neither the experience, nor tha

social influence, nor the clearness of intelligence, nor the

presidential faciUty which are needed for; the good guid-

ance of affairs in this peciUiariy important period in the

history of the College. It is contraiy to our custom, and

would infringe the peculiarly reticent traditions of the College,

if we were even vaguely to indicate tho names of those who

are spoken of as likely to find their names in the lists Voted oa

Monday neott at Trafalgar Squai)e,^or to discuss, from howeveb
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imperBonal a jxiint nf viow, their respective pubhc records ; but

'<pe feel justified in expressing the opinion that there has rarely

t>e)ei) an ^pbcasion in the history of any public body when the

l;>eBt interests concerned require a more careful weighing

of the proved fitness of the candidate for the trying public

duties of the office, or iane on which it is more important that

individual likes or dislikes or minor considerations of a per-

sonal or irrelevant kind should be more decidedly put aside. We
have indicated what will, we tliink, be generally recognised as

the qualities needed at this time, and the character of the public

record which should command the support of the Fellows. The

"College should, out of its rich jSersonal resources, have little

difficulty in making a selection which will answer to the necessi-

ties of the occasion. 3HT

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS AND POLITICAL
INFLUENCES.

CoNSEQrENT on the promotion of Dr. F. X. JIaccabe to the

Local Government Board, Dr. G. B. O'Farrell has been appointed

medical member of the Prisons Board, Ireland. The salary is

£800 a year, and as the duties of inspecting reformatory and
industrial schools are temporarily added, the amiual income from

both offices vdW bo about ,£1/X)0.

We have no objection to make to Dr. O'FarreU on any per-

apnal grounds. He has had three years' service as a Local

Goveniment Board In.spector, and before his appointment to

that serWce he enjoyed a large private practice. He is a

gentleman of considerable ability, and he has fulfilled the

promise which he gave in a distuiguished vmiversity career.

But there his claims end, and we are not surprised to hear that

grave dissatisfaction exists as to the appointmeirt. In writing

on the subject of the public medical sen'ice last week, we
referred to the great weight which personal influence has in the

filhng of offices, and to the necessity that exists for more dis-

crimination on the part of the Government officials who are

entrusted with patronage. Here is a case of distinct hardship.

The whole affair was '^nianafjed." i)r. O'Fan-ell was a candidate

for the Local Government Board Commi.ssionership. He had
most powerful friends, but as he could not be given thq best
thing he was given the next best—he was made memlier of the

Prisons Board rire Dr. Maccabe. No vacancy was declared, and
even the chance of a vacaticy was ncft kiipwn until the appoint-'

raent was decl;ijed, .' ' ', '' ,'
''

' '.,

Dr. O'FajTell Lbs ;U0 .special knowledge ofi.piisop i^j^FCffk—he
never, we are infoi-mt'd, lield a prisbu appointment—=-and it is not
a pleasant thing to hear it openly stated that he owes his good
fdttinle to the Heiidship of a Parliamentai-y official, InTrelattd'

tliere is a largo body of modiciil men employed in the prison ser-

rice. They have to perform arduous duties, especially .in these
titnfts; they aro KuUy paid, and they i not tmnattiraDy'look' for-

ward to winning the only prize open tfi theiii. There are plenty
of them who are n\m\ of raarke<l ability: they arp trained in the
work; but twice in succession they have been passed over in-^e-
iiterest of ontsiders. When Mr. Forster was Chief Secretary

the prison medical officers were promised payment for the in-

creased dtities ; but his successor ' and the Treasury re-

pudiated any liability, and declined to pay. They are compelled

to provide substitutes at their omi cost, even when aV)sent on

official duty. To find themselves " dished " in this cool way, in

addition to suffering other wrongs, is rather hard for their

human nature. Were Dr. O'FarreD's abilities even far superior

to those nf all or any of the prison medical officers

—

which it is not derogatoiy to him to say they are not

—

his ajjpointment to the Prisons Board would be no less an insult

to the prison siu-geons of Ireland, and would be no less marked

by the smartness of a political job. No one for a moment thinks

that such appointments shall of necessity be vested in the ser-

vice always to the exclusion of others. But, ceteris paribus ^xf>-

motion ought to be retained in a department, and not given

outside of it. We do not wish to give the least pain to Dr.

O'FarreU, who is a most popular officer and a cultivated gentle-

man, nor do we blame him for having taken advantage of any

.special circumstances to secure the position. But we do blamo

the sj'stem which in all political parties tolerates tliis kind of

thing. Public appointments—the more valuable they are, the

better—seem to be fair game with both sides to bestow upon

their friends, and we can only hope that repeated protests may
in the end sei-ve to break down what has become a pubhc scandal.

THE CLIFTON LUNACY CASE.
The case tried at Bristol this week and last ia an instaaoe.

serving admirably for illustration of' the liabilities incurred, undfiip

the present lunacy laws, by medical men ;md others who are in

any way concerned in the confinement of persons as being of

imsound mind. In another colunm will be found an abstract jof

the case, as reported in TAe Times. The plaintiff brought an

action to recover damages against two medical men for

negligently and improperly certifj-ing her to be insane, and libel

in the statement in their certificates that she was insane ; and

also against the Mother Superior :af a, convent for trespass and

slander in connection with the acts of placing her in temporary

confinement, and eventually luidoi- oaro and control. The jury

found for the defendants; and, waiving all the matters of fact

ivith regard to which there was any conflict of evidence,

it is difficult to see how the jury could well have ariived

ajb any other conclusion. As, . reported, the pJaintiff in

(Toss-esamination, stated that on one occaeion, leaving the

convent and taking a ticket for Ltindon, Slie left the train at

Swindon, went to a wood and lay down, intending to wait there

for death, but changed her mind ajid went to a hotel inst«3d

;

that in her opinion, all aloiig; the tfeM reason why the mnis hid'

combined Ui get her shut up was that they falsely considered her

a person of inuntnal ch:>racter ; and that she had broken orna-

ments and glass when in the asylnm because she was determined

to give as much trouble as possible, l>etng conWnced that she was -

not to he releijse<l. Add to this tlie plaintiff's letter, produced in

coui-^, and wTitten to the Commissioners in Lunacy, in which she

d«jscribed herself as being almost perpetually in a state of
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trance, " or, sis thoy say. under the influoncc of some snpornatural

power'" iind while in that state as having made herself out to be

a bad character by moans of signs and words of which she

only understood the import after they were made and uttered,

which signs and words were uttered independently of her actual

wiU and'knowledge : and stated that there was no kind of in-

sult or humiliation to which 'she had not been subjected during

the preceding nine months. And this comprises only part of the

letter. Further it was in evidence that from time to time the

plaintiff had been visited and seen by Visiting Justices and Com-

missioners in Lunacy, who approved of her detention. These facts

form a body of striking evidence, and may be considered quite

irrespectively of the testimony of the medical defendants who

signed the certificates of unsoimdness of mind and quite irre-

spectively of the evidence of the medical men under whose

care the plaintiff was in different asylums. •"
'^

The niuneroiis actions taken against medical men for having

signed certificates of imsoundness of mind, or against those who

have to do with placing persons in pubUc or private asylums are

more than sufficient to establish the necessity for some more

reasonably protective clauses in the future lunacy law. At pre-

sent, anyone concerned in placing persons as of unsound mind

under care and control is liable to a series of actions

at law, no matter how carefidly or properly he or she

may have acted in the matter; may be subjected to

these actions long after the event, and no matter how unreal

or factitious the grievance alleged, or how thoroughly the attack

may break down, and may be left to bear, not merely the annoy-

ance and loss of time, but also, perhaps, his or her own heavy

costs, irrecoverable from an impecunious plaintifl".

It is to be hoped that in its final form the coming lunacy

legislation will vastly improve this state of affairs.

. THE AITKEN PORTRAIT FUND.

Wk are asked by the treasurer to the Aitken Portrait Fund to

intimate to the subscribers that the portrait of Sir A\ ilham Aitken

will be on view at the studio of the artist, Mr. W. R. Symonds,

\rt Studios, Holland Park Road, AV.. on .March .31st and April Ist.

between the hours of 3 and G p.m. The picture will be shown to

subscribers and their friend.s^on presenting their cards.

The Croonian Lectures at the Royal College of Physicians will

be given by Dr. Donald Mac.Uister at r< p.m. on Tuesdays and

Thursdays, June 14th. 19th, "ilst, 36th, 28th. The subject, as

already announced, is " Antipyretics."

Mb. Thomas Bryant, whose appointment as surgeon to Guy's

Hospital lapses from efflux of time in May next, will then retire,

the governors having at a recent meeting of their court accepted

his resignation. Guy's men far and wide will regret the severance

of Mr. Bryant from the teaching staff of the hospital, in which he

has held a prominent place for nearly thirty-one years. For four-

teen years he was a-ssistant-surgeon ; for seventeen years surgeon;

and for;the last seven years of that time he has been senior surgeon.

ilr.Bry'ant has also heldtheLectureshipinSurgeryforthirteenyears.

CORONERS.
A Bill introduced bv Lord Halsbury proposes to take away the

appointment of coroners from the freeholders in counties and the

council in boroughs, and to vest it in the Lord Chancellor

.\nother provision extends the jurisdiction of coroners to cases of

lire. An inquiry aa to a fire would, however, only be held at the

request of the Metropolitan Boiird within its area, or of tlie

borough council in a borough, or of a county magistrate else-

where. Provision is also made for the revision of the remunera-

tion given to coroners ; and power is given to the Queen to fix by

Order in Council the area of a coroner's jurisdiction in a county.

PULMONARY PHTHISIS.

The Reme de TMrapeutuiue of December 15th, 1887, published a

lecture delivered by Dr. Vibert at the Paris Morgue, in which he

stated that among'litK) necropsies which he had made on persons

who had died a violent death, he had in as many as 20 per cent.

found evidence of old tubercular lesions in the lungs, which had

.

healed.

THE QUEEN'S NURSING FUND,

At a meeting held at Grosvenor House on March loth, it was

formally proposed by the Countess of Strafford, seconded by Mrs

W. E. ofadstone, and adopted, that £70,000 of the Womens

Jubilee Fund-which had reached a total of £84,116-should be

transferred to the trustees nominated by Her Majesty of the pro-

posed Nursing Fund. Also that, after a sum of £10,y(X) had been

retained for the statue in Windsor Park and contingent purposes,

and after the purchase with the surplus of a personal ornament

to be worn by the Queen, and any other payments, any balance

remaining should go to the Nursing Fimd.

A NEW DEVICE IN ELECTROLYSIS.

Db a B. Carpenter announces in the Cleveland Medical

Gazette a plan for applying electricity to the treatment ot fibroid-

tumours of the uterus without troubling oneself about batteries.

He says it is difficult to keep jar-cells and dynamos in working

order, so he simply turns on the electric current from a street wire

of the incandescent lighting system. He has had connec ions

made in his office with the Edison incandescent circuit, and. by

means of an ingeniously constructed rheostat circuit, the current

is reduced so as to be scarcely perceptible. By means of a deU-.

cate instrument the current is accurately measured whde passing

through the patient's body. A switch-board is made use of,

whereby the current can be increased from a fraction of a m Ui-

ampere to the highest tolerant dose. The apparatus is absolutely

safe, as the entire voltage of the wire can be handled with impunity.

f

INQUESTS AND CHILD MURDER.

THE lax manner in which some coroners fulfil their duties h»

Ion., been notorious, but we doubt whether a more striking lUus-

traUonhas ever been afforded of this tl^-^V'. ""* ^' Inf^ft
occurrence at Brixton. The body of a °«^^' y-^""-"

/-"^^^ ;^^"!j^;

was cUscovered. with the head nearly severed from the trunk. Ihe

East Surrey coroner held an inquest, which for its perfunctory

character is not equalled by any similar inquiry
f^'J;' ^^ ^^

member. A policeman deposed to ha«ng received the bod.> from

Uie man who'found it. and to havingtakenit to '^e Bnxton I'ol^

Station, where it was seen and examined by Dr. 3^ g^t. the d.T^

sional surgeon to the police. The opimon of the 'atter hatthe

head had been nearly severed f^om the body as by some si arp m
,

strument, and that the child had not been attended t;> at 1'^''' «
;

any manner, was duly given to the i"7
f'
f

=°'^^"'^"1.'',^„J;
policeman; and beyond the evidence of the finding of the body^

U^eyhad nothing else upon which to found their verdict TlU

wJto the effect that the child was found 'iead;^.th ^
throat cut, but that they had no proof as to whether i had

had a separate existence. If the jury had «- /'-^^^^^
,

had been made to obtain any evidence as ^o tJus last point the ,

verdict in this respect would, at any rate, have been true, it is an
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equivocation, to say the least of it, to say there is no proof of any
particular point without making an investigation. But the first

part of their verdict is even more objectionable, for tliey said the
child was found dead, whicli must imply, as the correspondent
who has drawn our attention to the ca.se pointed out, that the
child had been living at some previous time. The jury had no
right to as.sume that the child had ever lived, for there is, as is

well known, a presiimption in law in all cases of this kind that
the child was stillborn, and, therefore, in the absence of any evi-
dence to the contrary, the finding of the jury violated a well recog-
nised rul It is not the first time by any means that we have had
to complain of the way inque.sts are conducted in this di.strict.

MARCH DRAWING-ROOMS.
Me. Punch, in his playful wisdom, has lately aimed his shafts,
not a day too soon, at the system which must be held responsible
for the woeful miseries endured by those who, at seasons like the
present, desire loyally to show their dutiful allegiance to the
Throne, Whensoever conventionalism is allowed, at the risk of
health and of human life, to usurp the place of common sense, it

is clearly the duty of the medical profession to let its voice be
heard. When fair daughters of Eve, in so-called full dress, inge-
niously display to the utmost their shapely arms and backs and
busts

;
when, with the help of the modiste and the !/«dressmaker,

they approach as nearly to the nude as may be ; when the young
ajid beautiful, after a brief season of gaslight gaiety, are seen to
be careworn and haggard ; when matrons, beautified "with feathers
and paint, complacently smile at the sight of their daughters
thus victimised ; when modesty is thus shocked and common
sense outraged, then we come to know that we are in the halls of
modern fashion and enjoyment. Is the medical profession justi-
fied in witnessing such vagaries of human judgment without pro-
test? Perchance the counsel of the wise, if properly directed,
might yet succeed in coming to the rescue of long-suffering and
half-clothed humanity.

WAVES OF TEMPERANCE.
In a recent address, Dr. T. D. Crothers referred to the various tem-
perance revivals in America and England as phj'siological cyclones.
Enthusiasts believed on each occasion that the power and in-
fluence of alcohol were destroyed for ever. Yet as each wave of
enthusiasm receded, it was seen that intemperance flourished
apace. The same ebb and flow of the tide of temperance is still

witnessed. As the whirlwind of revolution clears the air and pre-
pares the way for the advance of truth, all these revivals and
missions have directed the attention of the thoughtful to the
study of the whole subject. The voice of science is beginning
to teach that inebriety is a disease, and must be treated accord-
ingly. Four medical societies and one quarterly journal are
devoted exclusively to the study of the laws which govern in-
ebriety. This increasing recognition of the disease aspect of in-

I temperance is only the re-affirmation of a truth urged centuries
' ago, but the times were not then propitious for its reception and
growth.

PAUPER NURSING.
A QUESTION put by Mr. I'edder at a recent meeting of the Holborn

^

Board of Guardians elicited the reply that at the Highgate In-

,
ftrmary there were fifteen wards, witii an average of seventy-five
patients in each, whose nightly wants were ministered to by
one nurse for two wards. A member hereupon volunteered the
statement that there were helpless patients in one of the wards
who had not been fed or washed for four days. This a Mr. Miller
emphatically denied. Mr. Pedder further said that two patients
died in one ward within twenty minutes of each other, so they
could have had but little attention from one nurse. The clerk

said that for the fifteen wards there were eight " charge " nurses,
eighteen assistant nur.ses, and two temporary nurses. It was
resolved to consider as to appointing more a.^sistance. Mr. Jacobs
called attention to Gray's Inn R^ad Infirmarj-, where he said there
were 122 lunatics, imbeciles, and sick in seven wards, and cared
for by only three nurses. Only one nurse was in charge of the
wliole number during the night. This also was referred to the
Committee.

A CENSURE ON A MIDWIFE.
In the case which has occurred at Birkenhead, we have another
instance of a midwife endeavouring to perform an obstetric opera-
tion, about which she could have known verj- little, and for the
performance of which she proved herself utterly incapable. Of
course it is well known that anyone may legally perform any
operation, no matter how difficult or important it may l)e. If,

however, he or she fails to prove that the operation has been per-
formed with competent skill, then an action may be brought
against the offender. It is evident in this case that competent
skill was not exercised, the midwife having failed to remove the
whole of the adherent placenta ; the coroner had therefore gooil

grounds for censure, and the midwife may be thankful for the
good fortune which permitted her to escape with so slight a.

penalty. Once more the necessity for legislation for the e.xamina-
tion and registration of midwives is brought before us. An excel-
lent Bill is already in existence, and generally approved and
adopted. The action of Parliament alone is required. In the
mean time the lives of mothers are daily sacrificed by ignorant
and self-sufficient women, who undertake the duties of a calling

requiring careful training and guarantees of efficiency. Public

safety demands the attention of our legislators to put an end to

this disgraceful scandal.

MEDICAL WITNESSES AT ASSIZE TRIALS.
A coaEESPO.\DE.\T informs us that great improvement took place at
the last Liverpool Assizes which are just concluded in the arrange-
ments made tor the medical witnesses. After the cases had been
before the grand jury, the witnesses were told on what day the
case would be taken, and that it would be unnecessary for them
to attend during the intervening time ; thus the medical witnesses
were enabled to return and make provision for the appointed day,
and, as a rule, their case was taken on the appointed day. In one
case the medical witness would have had to attend from day to
day for ten days under the old arrangement, whereas he only
attended three days, namely, the day for the grand jury and the
day appointed and the following day; this was a convenience to

himself, for otherwise he would have been ten days from his

practice, and it was a saving to the country- in fees in this par-
ticular instance of seven guineas. Evidently the action taken by
the British Medical Association and, in the first instance by the
Lancashire and Cheshire Branch, has borne some fruit, and what
should be next done is to try and obtain adequate remuneration
for the medical witness either in the form of a sliding scale accord-
ing to experience and standing in the profession, or a fee of not
le-ss than two guineas a day. " Surely," adds our correspondent,
" there are none wlio will allow that a guinea is adequate remunera-
tion for a witness who has to leave his practice and go twenty
miles to the assize town."

FURROWS ON THE FINGER NAILS.
Nearly twenty years ago Dr. Wilks directe<I attention to the
fact that a transverse furrow appeared on the nails of the hand
after a serious illness. Medical literature has since then contained
a few references to the subject : he again brought the subject
before the Pathological Society at its meeting on March 2iJth,

and related a remarkable case (see p. GiM). In that case the
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furrow wa-s produced iu a -gentleman in robust heath bj th ee

day.' .oa-sickmss. Mr. W. W. Wagstaff, whose onforc»Hl ^ith-

rJwal from active work is a matter of so much regret, addressod

a note to Dr. Wilk.. coatainiug the followu.R interesting obser a-

tions: lie pointed out that the furrow was at first, when near the

lunula, shallow, and difficult to identify, but that when it reached

themidcUeof the nail, it was distinct, and often, especially in

nails with longitudinal ridges, dotted. The furrow reached the

middle of the nail about three months after an illness, but mo^ed

onwards toward, the free end at different rates in ^-™us cases

the rate increasing a.s the free edge was approached As a rule all

the finger nails were affected, but in some only the right hand

Sowed' the mark, and in others only special Angers, the ring

finger most often escaping entirely. Mr. Wagstaff also stated that

the furrows could be produce.! by a local cause, and --^"'^""^d a

ca^e in which the left han.l was injured by a rocket «*'*• ^'"^

fractured the metacarpal bone of the index hnger and the arm

rndhand remained in splints for a month ;
the left hand onlj

showed the transvexse furrcyv^-s, but on all the fingers.

AN EPIDEMIC OF INFLUENZA FOLLOWING MEASLES

IN ST. HELENA.

THE following particulars of an outbreak of influenza m the

island of St. Helena, which assumed an epidemic form in January

of the present year, has been furnished uS by the colonial surgeon.

Mr F S. Watson. He is inclined to attribute its severe character

\o ihe' lowered condition of the people after a severe epidemic of

measles which prevailed in the island from May to October, 188<^

when it is estimated that, out of a population of about 5,.«), frort

3 500 to 4,000 suffered. Eight deaths only occurred caused by

pneumonia ami bronchitis; the prostration was nevertheless very

^eat, it being necessary to keep adults on the sick list for an

f^eragc of about one month. The symptoms of the influenza

were a definite chill going on to rigors, and ending in profuse per-

piration. The chill commenced usually in the evening, 'and the

sweating about six hours after, followed by pains m the forehead

orbits, and chest, and accompanied by a dp- hacking C""gh am

aching in the limbs. Tlie temperature varied during the chill from

105° to 101' F., and after^-ards was about 100° F. There was no

con-za. The disease lasted about four days, and ended in bronchial

catarrh or bivinchitis, the latter being usual in delicate or ol.l sub-

iects. One attack was a preventive against a second. The epi-

demic lasted about a month, during which time Mr. Watson treated

about 1 (100 ca.sfs, w-ith 3 deaths from pneumonia and bronctiitis.

Coming so closely after measles, it has considerably lowered the

physical powers of the inhabitants, and it is thought, will increase

the mortality, especially among infants, for several years to come.

\n interesting feature of this cpi.lemic was that, though the

disea.'SC attackcl nearly the whole ]>opu!afion without referenc^ to

European descent, those who had lived on the island but a short

time escaped. Influenza colds are usual in St. TIelena at that time

of the year, and Mr. Watson asks: "Might not the disease have

taken ofi the form of epidemic influenza due to the lowoTed con-

dition of the people after the epidemic of measles? A similar

epidemic of influenza occurred in the island twenty years ago. and

..pidemics of measles in 1S07 and 1.^3, wbicl,, Mr. Watson points

or.t followed the usual course amongst isolated communities, the

f\r8t epidemic being very severe, but moaif5-ing the succeeding

SMALL-POX IN LEEDS.

Thb question whether the insanitary ^UxU: of a residence, coupled

with dirtv surroundings, could have any share in the production

of small-pox, was referred to by Dr. Goldie at a recent meeting ot

the Yorkshir.; Association of Medical Oflicers of Health, bverj-

speaker considered a distinct negative reply must be given to

such a qiw.stion. au opinion with which we are entirelym afiOWid.

What the origin of ^mall-pox is no one knows, but potwitUstaadr

iug the statements of anti-vaccinationists, It.er,' \^ wt a particl^

of evidence to show that it is caused liy a local insanitary con.hr

tiou. Dr. IJuchanan has clearly sliown that tk^ poorer half of the

vaccinated community in Loudon had actually le.-s mortality from

small-pox among its children than the richer half (m>U hleventU

Annual Report of the Local (Jovernment Board, supplement coqr

'tainiug the report of the Medical Officer tor 1881), and uecesBarUy

tlw poorer half are more expostnUo such conditions as those menr

tioned. The difference is, indeed, due to the greater protectiw

afforded by vaccination as performed at public stations. r' ; "i

THE EPSOM COLLEGE BIENNIAL FESTIVAL.

V PRELIMINARY list of Subscriptions and donations on the.ocp^

sion of the biennial festival of the Royal Medical Benevolent Col-

lege is published in our advertising columns (p. 47) tlus w^^''''
»^

it will be seen that the amount received already exceeds £450.

As we stated last week, so many gentlemen have already signifle^

their intention to be present that the list will shortly liave to te

closed. A complete list of stewards will be pubUshed next wee^

and intending donors should communicate without delay wit^

>lr. R. Freeman, the Secretary, at the offices of the CVdlege^

37, Soho Square, W.

,,„,-, .„i. ,1 PARASITES IN FISH.
.

. . '

A WBITBB' in La Nature tells us that, amongst the -more reiJenit

discoveries of scientific research is that of the presence of para^-

sites in fish. Of these tiny eel-like creatures ten kinds are recogr

nised in the fish of the Mediterranean Sea. the Atlantic and IndiM

Oceans. They are generally found in some hollow part of the

fish's body, the cavities of the starfishs respiratory organs being*

vers- favowite abode. Sometimes, however, they attach tlieaL«.

selves to a part of the fish where life is not so easy a matter fst

them ; for instance, they have been found in a pearl-oyster, buri^

in a curl of the shell. These parasites do not endanger tlie.Uie

of the fish on which they live, as they feed on the microscopic

orcrauisms which are washed into the ^cavities of the flsh by tUe

sea-water-eating their messmates, lus Van Beiieden saj^s.
•

'-^

CONGENITAL FACIAL PARALYSIS. H

Dr B H' SlEPK.\N, of Zaaiidam, publishes in the Wee/Mad ,<9

the Dutch TijcUckrift uonr Ge>iees!nuide an account of a, rare cm
^

of con<-enital facial paralysis, the explanation of which i^s very

obscure The subject was a woman to whom her mother had given

birth before the arrival of the medical man, the labour having

course been a simple aiid not a prolonged one. It was very soon ii

ticed that the two sides of the face were
,

different in appearanrr.

the left being "like a mask," in striking contrast to the rigiu.

which was "full' of expression." The condition remained un-
,

changed as she grew up. When seen by Dr. Stephan, the pup''-

were equal, and reacted equally to light. There was but h.

difficulty in eating or drinking, owing to practice. Sensat.

was equal on the two sides. The hearing was. however, .so"

what dull on the left side. Xo difference could l,e detectwl

the tympanic membranes. Dr. Stephan, on looking up the s

ioct in medical literatunN was unable to riud any description o,

a precisely similar ca,se. I'rofessor Hensch. who meutwns the ^^ ,

istence of congenital facial paralysis in his lectures on th«fi»-

eases of Children, on beins communicated with repUed that M
,

had scarcely ever seen a case reported, and that he did not kno»

of any dtv^cription which had bt-en publishcl. Dr. Stephan be-

lieves that there are three forms of congenital facial par.il.v

two of which ar.. transient and depend on the application ot >

ceps or the pressure of a tumour,. etc., during a prolonged laWW.

,

alid a thirl of which liis own case is perhaps the pnly descnbe<l i

instance, where the paralysis is permanent, and; wli«re it dio>
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-h* suggests, depriid upon necrosis, the main apparent difference

f«ewcen this and the other two forms being the affection of the
hearing, Tvliich may, he Ixilieves, be an indication of the permanent
character of the paralj'sis, its e'xistence in any case being sufH-
Tjlenb to cause the practitioner to give a guarded prognosie.

T/ENIA AND CYSTICERCUS.
Bn. Gavoy endeavoured to prove, in a. communication read last

year liefore the Academie des Sciences, tliat the cysticercus cellu-

losse found in measly porlt is not the larva of the common tape-
worm, tienia solium. His argument is chiefly based on the fact

that the booklets of the fcenia measure 160 micro-millimetres,
whilst the booklets of the cysticercus are from 180 to i!<X) micro-
millimetres in length. Dr. Gavoy admits that the head of the
cysticercus vs-hich is found in the human brain is identical with
that of the toenia solium expelled from tlie human intestines.

He further notes that tlie :Vrabs and Algerian .Jews, Who never eat
pork, are subject to tapeworm. Dr. Raphael Blanchard, in a
letter recently published in the Pror/ns Medical, disputes the cor-

rectness of Dr. Ga\-oy's theory. Dr. Blanchard obsenes tliat

AloysIHumliert, Xiichenmeister, Leuckart, Hollenbach, and Heller,

liave all separately proved by experiment that the cysticercus of

measly pork becomes the t;enia solium of mun when the diseased
pork is eaten by human suljject.s. The question of the length of
the booklets is, in Dr. Blanchani's opinion, of no value, as it is a
matter of individual variation. Lastly, he shows that the tasnia

of the Arabs is not the scolex or adult of tlie cysticercus of meagly
pork, Imt the scolex of a larval form foiuidiio beef—in fact it is

the tainia saginata. ,.,

PHLEGMASIA DOLENS AND CEDEMA OF INFANTS.
Dk. Ljjox Dr.MAs, Troiessorof Clinical Obstetrics and Gyn»co-
log>-, ilontpellier. has recently contributed to the Annales de
Gynecolo;/ie ef (TOhstHrirjue a paper on the Probalile Identity of
the (Edema of Xew-boni Children and Phlegmasia Alba Dofens.
He concludes that this anlema is but one syrnptom of phlegmasia
dolens developed in the course of the first few days after birth.

Its causes, though verj- varied, are essentially of the same nature
as in the adult, and may lie divided into predisposing and deter-
mining. The principal determining cause is the incomplete esta-
blishment of respiration, inchuling pathological and other ob-
stacles which that function may encounter before arriving at its

perfect stage of efficiency. The symptoms of phlegmasia are the
same in the new-bom infant as in the adult, allowing for certain
modifications in relation to the special physiologj- of the first

days of life after birth. There is likewise the same pathological
anatomy in both cases ; but in the child the venous thrombos~is is

more often situated in the inferior vena cara.- The treatment
should be alike in both cases, and the satiie dangers are to be
feared in the infant and in the adult, though tlife relative Iftser
vitality of the new-born child must always iVnder the prognosis
less favourable in its case' than when its mother is similarly
attacked. All the precautions by which impediments to the
establishment of perfect respiration are overcome, including the
avoidance of hasty and immediate ligature of the umbilical cord,
together constitute the true prophylaxis iigainat theaffection in
question.

DEXTROCARDIA.
A CASE of right-sided position of the heart -was recently shown to
the Vienna K. 1\. Gesellschaft der Aerzte, by Dr! A. Grn.es. The
patient, a young woman, aged 20, was badly developed, and com-
plained much of dyspiwa and giddiness. "There, hjid been some
improvement of late years. The pulsations of the heart on (;he
right side of the sternum were noted at birth, and there had
always been some cyanosis and feeling of coldness. There was
no cardiac dulness on the left side; on the right it began at the

fourth rib, extending inwards to the righl; Jtwnal border, and
downwards, being lost in the liver duliujsg. Anscultation r.^
\ea)ed ia the second left intercostal space a distinct systolic mur^
mur, and there was a loud diastolic sound. The murmur was
heard in both carotids. The pulse was very small, but otherwise
normal. The abdominal organs were normally situated. Tilf
diagnosis made was pure dextrocardia and congenital pulmonary-
stenosis, without malposition of the viscera in general.. Von Bam-
berger concurred in the diagnosis, and remarked that Professor
Schriitter had lately stated that no single case of pure dextro-
cardia had ever been proved, whereas all anatomists of great ex-
perience, for example, Rokitftnsky, Friedberg, Fijrster, etc., had
mentioned such cases, and he himself had .seen two. The murmur
was due to congenital stenosis, for the acquired kind was ex-
tremely rare, though he and Dittrich had described such a case'

(due to a kick of a horse). The loud second sound excluded the
aorta as its origin. He thought also that the great vessels were
not transposed ; the case had gone on too favourably for that
supposition. Professor Kiindrat said that the great vessels might
be transposed, the position of the septum to some extent correct-
ing the malposition. '

'

GUAIACOL IN PHTHISIS.
-PROt'ESSOE FrAnkel, wlio has repeatedly advocated the use of
creasote in the treatment of phthisis, now recommends gnaiacol
as the effective constituent of creasote. The good effects 'of the
latter are, Frankel thinks after- nine years' experience of its

effects in phthisis, unmistakable in a strictly defined class of cases.
If used promiscuously in. this disease,: its good effects are dis-
tinctly evident in 16 or 20 out of 400 or 500 cases, and are due
not to destruction of the bacillus tuberculosis, but to its favour-
able influence on the digestion. It has long been known that
creasote is a mixture of different substances, and last summer
Professor Penzoldt remarked that guaiacol aj.peared to be its

strict therapeutical constituent. Since then Dr. Sahli, of Berne,
has reported on the clinical uses of guaiacol, and Professor Friinkel
has been using it since the beginning of the year in the following
mixture, which suits admirably—guaiacol, ia.5: tinct. gent., 30:
sp. vini rect., 2.50 ; vini xeriei, q. s. ad colat. 1,000—a. dessert
spoonful in a wineglassfull of water two or three times a day.
This mixture is superior to gelatine capsules or tola balsam.
Somnierlirodfs praise of creasote ia hurdly justified by facts.

Friinkel remarks on tliis point that liis own patients were nearly
all hospital patients carefully invest ig.-Ued, only nine beiiiji

private patients, whereas Sommerbrodt speak? of five tliousand
private xiatients, but without giving detftils..; In due.tinie- crefj
sote (or rather, for the future, guaiacol) will take it^, ;p[0£e^
place. ' ' ',•

GERMAN GYN/CCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
The C'entralbtatt fiir Gynakohk/ie announces tliat tUt Second
Congress of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Gynakologie will bl-

held on Jlay 24th, 2r)th, and 2Gth. in the Frauenklinik of the Uni-
versity of Halle. The sittings will be held from to 12 and from
2 to 4 on each day. Patients whom members of the dissociation

jlesire to exhibit will be lodged, after due notice, in the wards of
the Frauenklinik. >'otice of papers and demonstrations must be
sent to Professor Kaltenbach on or before April 30tli.

SCOTLAND.

MEDICAL OFFICERSHIP OF HEALTH. ABERDEEN.
On Monday the .\berdeen Town Council ajipointed Dr. JIatthew
Hay. Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, Alierdeen Cniversity, to

be Medical Officer of Health for the Oit\- of Aberdeen.
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SMALL-POX IN SCOTLAND.

A FKW sporadic case, of small-pox oontinu,. U< occur in Scotland.

Two =uch have beon observed in Inverkeithin-, Hfwhire, where a

larce^number of the workers at the Forth l!ri.li,'e are congregated.

Tile contractors for the bridge and the local authority have pro-

vided suitable accommodation for other cases, should such occur.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES IN EDINBURGH. I

Dr Littlkjohn's report for February s.ated that, during the

month, l,211i cases of infectious disease were ^'^fort^'-^. ^fjom^nved

with VW in the same month last year, 4(VS in 18.SG, and 222 m 188o.

The large increase is due to the epidemic of measles which was

and is still raging, there having been 1,100 cases of measles alone,

the remaining cases being typhoid fever, diphtheria, and scar-

latina. The fatal cases were 4 of diphtheria and 1 of scarlat na.

The cases in the City Hospital at the end of the month were U,i

63 adults and GO children; during the month 112 patients had

been admitted, 155 were discharged, an.l 4 died. At the meeting

of the ruhlic Health Committee, an application from the AO-

miraltv was read, a.sking permission of the local authority to send

cases of infectious disease occurring on hoard gunboats arriving

at Leith and Granton to the City Hospital in Edinburgh, but the

public health authorities have been obliged to refuse the applica.

tion, a-s on various occasions lately the hospital has been barely

large enough for their own uses.

IRELAND.

TIPPERARY UNION.

Thk medical officer of this workhouse has directed the attention

of the guardians to the want of hospital accommodation He

states that either additional accommodation must be provided or

fever tickets of admission should not be issued for the next two

months. There is, however, a large ward not in connection with

the hospital which might be fitted up for the treatment of the

non-infectious diseases of cliildren. A committee of the guardians

has been appointed to report upon the matter.

THE VACANT LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD
INSPECTORSHIP.

Thk vacancy caused by the transfer of Dr. G. P. (rParrell from

the Local Government Service to the Prisons Board has brought

forward many candidates. The salary begins at £500 a year, and

rises to £-<>0,' in addition to travelling allowances. Of the candi-

date.s, the following may be mentioned : Dr. Hepburn, Surgeon to

the Meath Hospital, Dublin; Dr. Albert MouiUot, of (.orey

;

Dr. Ussher, Dundrum.

CORK MEDICAL PROTECTION ASSOCIATION.

A GENKU.u. meeting of this socic'ty w.is held ,.n .March I7th, to con-

sider the recent correspondence with the Local (iovernment Loard

in reference to Dr. Magner's case. There were present Dr. Stephen

()\Sullivftn. l-resident, in the chair; Drs. (rFlynn, Cremm. lard-

ing W. A. Cummins, (iiusani, Daly, Tuohy. W. .1. Cummins, Mag-

ner Power, Donovan, Tanner, Ihirke, Oohling, Sandford, Grattan,

Cotter Corby, Atkins, Ryan, etc. The following resolution was

passed " I^solve<l-That this Association, apart from any per-

sonal or parly sympathy with Dr. Magner, feels that one of its

members has been subjected to extremely harsh treatment, inas-

rauc'i as lis offence being no dereliction of professional duty, but

a political misdemeanour for which he suffered the lawful penalty,

he has, in addition, been visited with professional rum by practi-

cally the same authorities. Wo feel it to be unreasonabh^ that

the punishm-nt allotted by the law should be deemed msniTicien.,

and resent the fact that use has been made of the professional

position of the offender to increase his punishment a hundred old,

and make him the scapegoat to bear extra penalties from which

oUiers have immunity. Further, we feel that the prospect of

being suddenly ousted from their position for a f^f ""^f
>

""-

connected with personal character or protessioua! duties is likely

to deter men of ability and independence seeking service as poor-

law officers-as in this case no pre^ous intimation had been given

of the light in which such offences would be regarded And

further that, as our petition to the Local Government Board ask-

ing what we considered simple justice) has met with a refusal we

now appeal to the medical profession through the United Kingdom

to support us in our effort to have him reinstated, and we fee

confident that meanwhile no member of this honourable body will

accept his position under the circumstances.

HOUSE OF INDUSTRY HOSPITALS.

AT a meeting of the guardians of the North Dublin distnct, last

week the over-crowded state of the house was mentioned. Dr.

J. Kennv reported that seventy-one inmates had to sleep on the

floor After some discussion, the clerk was directed to wnte to

the Chief Secretary, inquiring on what terms the adjacent hos-

pitals could be acquired by the Board. It is not. '>«^-ev<^r, I'keJ

that these hospitals will be handed over in the manner de..rei

The question of closing them is only part of a very much larger

one which involves the continuance of the Government grants as

a whole, and many interests are involved. The government are

not at present inclined to take up the recommendations of the

Hospital Commission. The Chief Secretary s answer will, how-

ever, be awaited with some an.xiety.

THE MEDICAL COMMISSIONERSHIP OF THE

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.

The announcement which we were able to make ^^ '^^^^^^
of March 17th. regarding the successor of the ^^^^ D/' Vf^
King, was correct. Dr. F. X. Maccabe has been appointed Medical

Commissioner of the Local Government Board. Without m any

way depreciating other candidates, it is generally conceded that

Uie Go-eniment have in this case acted wiseljs and no better

occupant of the office could be found. Dr. Maccabe has lived «
official medical life. He began life as a J'fl'''"^"^

"'^^"^t'f."^

under the I'oor Law; then became medical superintendent of the

Waterford Lunatic Asylum (1805, ; wa-s promoted to the charge of

the Dundrum Criminal Lunatic Asylum in 1872; next p.issed in^

the local government service as inspector
(f

6) ;
ami from this. «

1885. to the Prisons Board as medical member of that I'odV He

has served also, with Sir H. Riwlinson, as a member of a Royal

SmmLion to inquire into the causes of the Dub -n deaUi-rate.

It will, therefore, be seen that Dr. Maccabe has not «"ly 1«^'\^^'>,

great departmental experience, but that he has been a mark^

man in the most agreeable sense; and it is satisfactory to be able

To say that his further promotion meets with the approval not

only of the public but of the profession.

A LEGAL VIEW OF THE LUNACY BILL.
j

Tjie following notes by a lawyer who has had special experience

?n ImiacyTaw: will show how the present Bill is viewed by a legal I

been its fate hitherto. „r fi,„ „l,i hmacv law,!

The Bill contains many amendments of the^ old '.""^/>,'",
'i

ohieHy suggested by lunacy officials before the Co"iniit ee of tl^

Comm^onsffl878, but its chief feature is, as the Lord Chancellotj
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itattMl a short time ngo in the House of Lords, the introduction of

he necessity for ii judicinl decision before reception of n private
unntic into an asylum for care and treatment. Tliere are also,

omewhat in mockery of the loud outcry of a certain section of

he community against all private asylums, certain provisions in

he Bill to exclude any rivalry with the present licensees of such
louses on the part of other would-be-licensees, whereby the
ormer are, beyond all iloubt, assisted.

It is noteworthy that the Committee of 1878 could not discover
1 single case of improper reception, did not recommmd any such
'judicial decision," and deprecated legislative interference with
)rivate asylums, thinking it best to leave the question of their

urvival or gradual extinction to the decision of the public in

heir future choice between private and other institutions.

A few words ui)Oii the judicial decision. That decision, if not a
Dockery, must proceed upon legal evidence taken from both
ides, and must be upon a full inquiry. Is the excitement of that
nquiry calculated to promote speedy mental recovery of a pa-
ient ? Will it not at least delay treatment which all admit
hould be early in \iew to any recovery ? Will it not necessarily
dd to the cost of treatment ? AVill it meet the general desire for

irivacy in the care and treatment of lunatic relations ? There are
ither, perhaps minor, matters for consideration. Are the most
minent medical experts in lunacy likely to be witnesses at these
Qquiiies? If so, at what cost? Will it be well that the medical
vitnesses should be persons having little experience in lunacy ?

Vill an inquiry before a magistrate, possibly adjourned, not
acilitate the escape of lunatics from all treatment, and enable
hem often to commit an outrage on society, or injure or ruin
hemselves? Will not the cost or difficulty,' or publicity, of the
nquiry induce many to place their insane relatives in illegal and
landestine charge here, or send them abroad? There are now
hose whe thus act, and tlie penalty inflicted on the guilty, when
irosecuted, is nominal.
It may be said in reply to these remarks, that there is a pro-

ision for an " urgency order." Yes ; that is a pro\-ision imported
rom Scotland, where the magisterial order, which follows it, is,

a practic", ministerial, the lunatic being rarely ever seen by the
heriff. The " urgency order" enables a person to be received tem-
orarily on a single medical certificate. Is that an improvement
n our present requirement of two medical certificates ? Even a
emporary detention may be ruinous to a sane man ; and the
cotch practice of sheriffs indicates plainly enough what the
judicial decision" here will be. That decision will be simply
linisterial, yet will shield the petitioner from all that responsi-
ility which is now so hea\-y, and which is the chief check
gainst improper reception, and it will substitute no other re-
ponsihility whatever, save that of the magistrate, and he can
nly be responsible for actually malicious conduct.
Is this legislation in favour of the liberty of the subject ? What
the present mischief which calls for remedy ? Is it not a well-
aown fact that while the Committee could not discover a single
istance of improper reception under the order of a private indi-
dual, several cases occur yearly of admissions into public asylums
pauper patients .sane, thougli ordered in as insane bj' magis-
ates who have seen and examined them.
In addition to the above remarks on the Bill, its other provisions
iggest much unfavourable comment. The framers of the Bill
ive evidently not been experts in lunacy; official suggestions
ive been mixed up with other undigested and indigestible mat-
rs, and even the heroic features of the Bill are ill drawn. It may
' doubtful whether magistrates wOl be found in every district to
idertake the duties cast upon them ; certainly some will be
holly incompetent to discharge these duties unless they abdicate
cision to the medical practitioners called in, which is," if we are
t greatly mistaken, the course now taken by many magistrates
10 deal with pauper lunatics, and perhaps they could adopt no
tter course.
It is earnestly to be hoped that " Irishry" will not smother all
icus.sion on this Bill. Is it too late to ask whether thcimprison-
nt of a person charged with crime is on all fours with the con-
il of an individual for treatment of mental maladv?

V VALUABIJ! horse belonging to Jlr. llolden, of Nenby Hall,

ir Clitheroe, died last week from hydrophobia. The disease is

1 to be assuming serious proportions in the district. Two
ses, three cows, and a large number of dogs are reported to
'e been attacked, and the latter have had to be destroyed.

IRISH MEDICAL SCHOOLS' AND GHADUATES*
ASSOCIATION.

The eleventh annual meeting of the association was held at 49,

Berners Street, London, on March 17th (St. Patrick's Day), when
Sir Thomas Crawford, K.C.B., resigned the presidential chair to

Professor Alexander Macalister, M.D., F.R.S. Among the other
members present were Deputy Surgeon-Geueral George Saun-
ders, C.B., Professor JIapother, M.D., Dr. Macnaughton Jones,
Brigade-Surgeon W. Alexander, il.D., .Surgeon-Major Boileau,
M.D., Dr. H. il. Phillips, Dr. T. Gilbart-Smith, Dr. W. H. White,
and the Hon. Secretaries, Drs. Stewart and Abraham.
The annual report announced a steady increase in the number

of members, the total now on the roll being 514, as against 466 on
St. Patrick's Day, 1887, notwithstanding the loss of four members
by death and four liy resignation. Much satisfaction was ex-
pressed at the success of Sir Thomas Crawford in inducing the
British Medical Association at its annual meeting last August in
Dublin to pass a resolution condemnatorj' of monopoly in hospital
appointments. The Council is now in communication with the
Irish qualifying bodies, and hopes, with their aid, in time to
remove some of the disabilities at present affecting Irish degrees
and qualifications in England.
The treasurer's accounts showed a balance in favour of the

As,sociation of £154 6s. od.

On the nomination of the Council, Dr. Richard Fegan, Black-
heath, was appointed president-elect. Brigade-Surgeon W. Alex-
ander was re-elected honorary treasurer. The following were
elected by ballot as the twelve non-cflicial members of Council for

188.S-89, "namely, Sir Thomas Crawford. K.C.B. ; Dr. J. JS'icholas

Dick, C.B. : Henrj- Fitz Gibbon, Dublin; H. Singer Gabbett, East-
bourne ; J. Hill Gibson, Douglas Lithgow, Richard Heath, St.

Leonards; llacnaughton Jones; H. H. E. Phillips, Reading; T.

GiIbart-Smith,W. Dickson Smyth, R.X.; and W. 11. White.
A very hearty vote of thanks to the retiring President was

passed by acclamation ; it was proposed by Dr. Gilbart-Smith,
and seconded by Deputy Surgeon-General Saunders, C.B., who said.

that the regularity of Sir Thomas Crawford's attendance at the
numerous meetings during the past year, notwithstaniUng his

many public duties, proved what a warm interest he took in the
Association. His value as a leader was markedly shown in Dublin,
where he had exhibited great ability in the way he put forward
the arguments against the exclusion of Irish graduates and diplo-

mates from English hospital appointments.
Depury Inspector-General Lloyd, R.>'., ami Dr. W. H. Cullimore

were elected honorary auditors.

The annual dinner took place the same evening at the Holborn
Restaurant—the President, Professor Macalister, in the chair

—

when seventy-three members and gtiests were present, including
Professor Corfield, J(.D.. Dr. Donkin, Sir George E. Paget, K.C.B.,

Dr. J. Nicholas Dick, C.B.. R.X., Dr. Steet, and several ladies.

The usual loyal toasts were duly honoured. The toast of the
evening, " Success to the Irish Medical Schools' and Graduates'
Association," was proposed by Professor Corfield, who said that
without such associations many most intimate friends in their

student days would become comjilete strangers to one another,
so far at least as personal reci'gnition was concerned. Dr.
Macnaughton Jones, in reply, said that good fellowship was
certain to be promoted by a society such as theirs. In their list of
members could be found now the name of every teacher of note
in the Irish medical schools. The President had said that, having
become the second largest medical society in the three kingdoms,
they were an acknowledged medical power in the land. This
power it behoved all those eligible for membership, but not yet
enrolled, to increase by joining their ranks and bringing up the
total on their list to a thousand members. Sir George Paget, in
proposing "The Medical Departments of the Public Services,"
alluded to the fact that the Association had now on its Council
the two Directors-General—a fact of which Irishmen might well
be proud. Tlie toast was responded to bv Sir Thomas (>awford
and Dr. J. Nicholas Dick, C.B., R.X. " The"Health of the Guests"
was proposed by the President, who said they were to have had
Profe.ssor Curnow with them, and also that distinguished Irish-

man, the IVesident of the Royal Society, Professor Gabriel Stokes,
but both those gentlemen had been prevented at the last moment
from fulfilling their engagements. 'The toast was responded to by
Dr. Donkin. The proceedings were interspersed by Irish melodies,
rendered by Messrs. Groome and Martin and Dr. fl\ H. Bourke.
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

COUNCIb.
NOTICE OF MKKTING.

\ MVKiisa of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation No. 42tt, Strand (corner of Agor StrePt), London, on AVed-

nesday. the 18th day of April next, at 2 o'clock in the ^ternoon.

FbanCis Fovke, General Sitretary.

March loth, 1888.
'

. .
i
'

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 188S.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Any quRlitied mt^ail practitioner, not disqualifted by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by anj

three members, may be elected a member by the Cuuncil or bj anj

recognised ^rancA Cuu»ciV.
-i icn, t„i,. mn,

Meetings of the Council will be held on April IStli, July 18tb

and OctXr 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council ot

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

meedng, namely, March 28th, June 27th, ^September 2bth, and

^CMdidatM seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a «i anch

Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular summon-

ing the meetim,' at which he seeks election. ,

.ui, V ^^ Francis Fowkb, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASi;.

The Report upon the Connection of Disease' wiih Habits of

INTEMPEHANCE, whicU wag presented to the Section of Medicine

in the Annual ileeting of 1887 will shortly be published in the

JofBNAL. . . . . , ., „. • ,.„

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

DiPHTHEBi.\, and that into the Geographical DiSTRrBUTiON or

CERTAIN Disease.'}, are in preparation, and will be published as

6oon as ready. .
.''.''

''u,l,i,,

The following inquiry only of the first genesremains open.nanfieij

,

that on The EiiOLOfir OF Phthisis. „'
A fresh inquiry into the Origin and Mode of Propagation of

Epidemics OF DiPHTHEBiA has been issued.

Memoranda upon the-^'C .•subjects, and formsfor recnrdina observa-

tions, may be had on aiipUcation to the Secretary of the CoUeotive

Investigation Committee, JfBO, Strand, y\ .C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

•will b* held at the Salop Inlirmarv. "n luoalay. March 27th. at 8 P.M. Mr. H.

Swcwt/inthcclmir. Gentlemen wishing to ..xhihit or rea.1 nctas « oasc'S. or

S SgXward "«bject» tor discussion, are reque.t«.l to con>p,nn.(»t^ w,th

the honorary secretarj-. Edwakd Ci-REToS. Shrewsbury.

South WALta avd Mr.N-Moi:TKsmBE BiiANCH.-The spring raeetinK of this

Bmnch ,ill he held at Pontypridd about the
'^^^Tn^'fuiTrto .^JthJr of

Meint»:rs wlahing U> rewl papers, etc., are requested o »™'^ »™'' '"^'""7;°'

S.e Honorary Secretaries bv the «nd of March, in or. er 'h^'^ """y "'='X!';;,^;

serted in the cirrulars.—\lfbeu Skees. M.D.. Cardiff; D. Arthur uamhs,

M.B.. Swansea. Honorary Secretaries.

VwiocniiTAV Cotrvrrra Bravch; North I.oynox District.—The ne^ct

™^"nj, of .", district wiff.« hel,l at the North West Hospital. Kentish Town

K«wi To Ihe evening of We.lnesday, March atth. at .S..TO, when A h. Durban .

F K G S, Prwidentof the liranch. will take the clialr. Some mteresting eaw»

Jn the hospital will be evhibited. Dr. Hood will re:id a paper on Kl'-Py™'" '"
-

lowioif Pneum..nia : or Cliniral Notes on Membmnous bore Tliroat. Th.

new wmmittee ol tl.is .Ustrlct will wsemble at 8 tM. All °lj™'*" °i»'',il'^-

teaiod are welcome to atte.ul.-tiEORUE HE.NTV..M.D., Jj-oofxws Se<wt»i7' ^•
Camden Rood. N. • ,'

MV.TH0P01ITAK CofMTi« Brasch ; Ba" r.o^alOV A>D .SouTH BssEX Uis-

THlircT-The next n..^-.u,K willN- held on Thur.dav, April 1^^^
Town Itall at?.™ir.M. The cm r willW taken by I. -M- C.rni-r. hsq. A R' I" i^

on"hVsnlierV Of Al«ccss will be rea/l I.T Howar.! Mftrxh. Esq. VNiU.n.will be

welcome.-J. W. Hu.vr. 101. Queen'.s Koad. Unlston. Honorary Secretary.

W>»T Somkbsbt BBAXCH.-The spring meeting will 1« '""''l 'H l"": "'"'SK.
Hotel, Taunton, on Thursday. April I2th. at .^ i;..M. Dinner at s-M p.st. Tl.<

fiibiect settled bv the Counelt to be dlscns.ed after dinner is Rone *><'»"]«• "r.

W. J. Pennv. Assl.tant.Snreeon to tlu" Bristol Oeneral Hospital. an< p«nion-

BtnLtor Ol Anatomy to the Bri.tol Jledical School. lm.s>indly prolulsBd to < orte

and open th« dlscujilon. The election of represeuUtive of tlie.TJrajicl|i .on,tlit

Counril of the Assoriation for the ensuing year will take pi' i>t thi* nneli:.

—W. M. Kklly, M.D.. lauutou, Honorary Secretary.

SiM'TH KVSTKRN- BllAXCHl Wl>T KeKT DlSTRICT.—The n.xl Mi,-,i ,,r- . .,

IMstriet w 1 takJ^TplaL. on Friday. A,.ril 27th, at the Hospital, (imvesend I

B yd' 1. eU. ii^ tf.e chair, aentlenicn desirous
"'

i"';''^*! in"t h "bi^ iel

'

specimens are requested to inform the Honorary bea-etar^ oft i DialiiU ,

K» M tluiu Anril .Sth Further p-irtieulars will be duly announeed.-A,
•

Nanki"eLi.. f!u.C.S., St Bartholoniew-s Hospital, Chatham. Honorary .s

retary. ^_1
<!oifTW Kastfhv BRA.tCH • WEST Sl'KRE\' BISTBICT.—The next intoting «

,A"eS"at''t1'JJred!io^Hot«l. Dorking, on
^^-"^^y-^^-'^^-l'^-C'Jt

'

W. Chaldecott, Esq.. of Dorking, in the chair. l'l"»" »'," '»•
'-r5y'^B„"i.

Mr. A. A. Napper: Some CaBes ol GuHBhot Injuries.—A;. ARTHUR airrkt

Broad Oak. Cninleigh, Honorary Secretary. •

North of Exulaxd BBAXCU.-The sprius meeting .will be liel'l at th-
:

firmarvVSuiulerlaiid. on.^edilcsday. April 2.;th, at S "'•• „^^™'^1* "Z.™;

o read papers or show specimens are requested »",«'""">" »**=;'
' '

the secret vrr. The dinner after the nieetins mil t^ike place at ti

Hotel at .S .Vclock. The foUowiiif; papers are already promised :-l

XCae of Congenital Fistula of the »»,""?:,''• Cured M-Operatio 1 .
^

^
t)i, the Treatnient of Effusion into the Pleura in Oh.ldrem I'^^*' 'jrs

Ambulance Work. Dr. Olicer: Notes on an Unusual Case of H.^mat in..

E WiLMAMSO-N, F.K.C.S.,: .aa. Eldon Square, NewoasUe-Qu.l'yne, Hm. .

Secretary. ,;,'
, ,^ ;

... •'-. ii'

North or Ireland Branoh.-A general ""••
!]'? "f "f,?™"f' "('ieiltl.-,

in the liiival Hospital. Belfast, on TUuii,day. April lath, at U A.«.
.

t.i ntl. i

who wis to
"

ig any husiuess before the mcetuig vriU kindly common;;

aselriras^'oreuien^^hJo^^^ M.D., Lower ;C.«s,|cnt, n

Honorary Secretary. '
"'

'

;

.

ci;^iSmr^^ssx^^u!^^--^':-"Fr^v^^^
^de^;;^ i.rVai^e/e]iiie!:;Sd^;v^Ji^^p^^

,

"heirintentCto dine to the Secretary two d.y.s helore tlit m<«tu.g.-fi..C.

Darbishire and W. Lewis MORGAX, Honorary Secretaries.
,

,
,;

|

POUTH-EASTERJS- BRANCH: EAST KENT DISTRICT '

|

The SDrin" meeting of the above district was held,at the CoU^e
^

Hospital, Asliford, on March l.-.th. Dr. Wilks in the chair.
_

IXcvt Meeting.-T)v. Parsons, of
_
Dover, was elected chajjBga

for the annual Meeting of the District, to ,;j)e, hel,^ .af 9anterb,i^
|

-'""S-^P" '«"''•« «" Council.--Vx. Parsons was again un^-;

mou.sly nominated to serve on the Council of the Association.
,

,4ir/U»ifl; .SVc^jVm.-Mr. CotviLLE read notes of two cases of

abdominal section, the ftrst being one of acute strangulatu n

the small bowel, with symptoms nearly all masked ; the opera.,Mi

was performed late, the patient dying soon after it; the h

had ulcerated. The second case was one of retroperitoneal ah-'

The abdomen was opened, and after separating the matted iiitc.-,

tines, the abscess cavity gave way, this was washed out, andji

drainage-tubeput in; the patient made a rapid and complete re

covers-: In both cases repeated .loses of castor-oil and salts had

been .:'iven -Dr. T. Eastes, Dr. Joyce, Dr. MAKSH.VLL,.JIr.

Wuite'iiead Reid, and Dr. Bowles took part in the discus.sioa

Avovleru —Dr. Bowles read a paper on two case.^ ot "Pop'^fJ

and'o,rsi^ulating apoplexy, in which he spoke
f.

the d.flicuH,

of diagnosing many cases of apoplexy, and thought that wne-

section should be more often perlormed than it was a_t prestrtt-

Two Ca.ses of Delirium Tremens and One Case o.f Alcohols

Paraly.n.i.-Vv. WiLKS read a paper on this subject. 0"^ f .'^

cases of delirium tremens
,

was successfully t':'*t«\'l> ''^
i^"^,

douche after treatment by ordinary remedies of morphipe, cliloraJ^

'^%lfthatUne.ipectedly Get Well with some
-P«'»»'f-*;."^^^

«o.«-<..~Dr. Tyson tSew attention to the great length of time tha

many people lived when placed utider fair conditions, in goo.

workable heaJth, though suffering with cl>ronlc^rt^iniC disca^

Ca,^^.—At the close of the meeting, Mr. Coopbit ^VlLhi

showed cases of surgical interest.
, f,; .,„u nreseii;

i>,«n«-.-There were twenty-four membt.rs and ?•>' W» P'^^',

fourteen of whom afterwards dined at the Saracens Head, unat

the presidency of Dr. Wilke. ,., , ,..,., (,,,_...

STAFFORDfeltlUte BAA^'CH. ,

Ttip <!?cond ffeneral meeting of t lie present season was held at i"

London and forth West.Tn^Hotel. .Stafford, on Thursday, Fefcrna^

".Srd ISHH. The President, Mr. ^\'. D. Spanton, was in the cwi

and there were twenty-five members present. _,
New Memiers.-'Th. following gentlemen were elected merf

bera of t4ie.6ranch : -Mr. Horace Hartley, Stone ;
Mr. A. h. lajio
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Mr.
Staf-

County Asylum, Stafford ; Mr. C. E. Strickland, Kidsgro\e
;

.Jamea Scott, II.M. Prison, Stafford; Mr. A. K. Holt, .North i

fordshire Infirmary ; ilr. \. J. Magrane, The Leys, Darla?' on ;

ilr. G. Bower, ilacclestleld, Che.shire; Dr. Stirling Christie, ci-ton
Hill Asylum, Stafford.

Commii.nication.f.—\. Mr. F. M. Blumeb showed a girl, aged lb,

admitted into the Staffordshire Infirmary, July, 1887, suffering
from a sprained ankle. Soon after the joint suppurated, and was
opened and drained ; finally the lower epiphysis and (liaphysis of
t)ie tibia necrosed, and were eventually removed, the recovery
afterwards being steady and uninterrupted,

—

2. Mr. I'\ M. Bi.UMEn
showed a child with a joint in the middle of e;ich clavicle. The
abnormality was hereditary.—3. ilr. F. il. Bh-mek showed the
bones of a boy's arm, amputated at the shoulder-joint, showing
disease of the radio-ulnar articulation, and elbow-joint and ex-
tensive caries of both epiphyses of the humerus.—4. Dr. E. T. Tyle-
COTE showed a testicle removed from a man, aged 48, and weigh-
,ing I'Jj ounces. The disease was round-celled sarcoma. Recovery
was rapid.— •>. Mr. Span'ton exhibited several calculi from the
sacculated bladiler of a man, aged 51. The first was removed by
lithotrity, and the others by lateral lithotomy once, and median
lithotomy twice, followeil by complete recovery.—6. Mr. Spanton
showed both ovaries and Fallopian tubes removed bj' abdominal
section, for prolapsed cystic and adherent ovaries, followed liy

rapid recovery.—7. Mr. Spanton exhibited photographs of a case
of moUuscum contagiosum, treated chiefly by incision.— 8. Mr.
-Vincent Jackson showed a uric acid calculus weighing fiftj--

one grains, removed by sujirapubic lithotomy, from a man aged
&7. The calculus, which was flask-shaped, was tightly lodged in
a diverticulum, on the left side of the base of the bladder at its

junction with the posterior wall, and its removal was with some
little difficulty effected by means of the left forefinger, and a
small vesical scoop. The 'remo\ al of the stone had previously
hei-n attempted by lithototrity, and by median and lateral perineal
lithotomy.
Papers.—The following papers were read: 1. Dr. C. Okton:

Treatment of Rheumatic Fever.

—

2. Mr. F. M. Blumer : Notes of
tt Case of Litholapaxy in a boy, aged oh j'ears.—3. Mr. Spanton :

A Case of Retention of Urine due to Retroversion of the Uterus.

BATH AND BRISTOL BRANCH: ORDINARY MEETING.
The fourth ordinary meeting of the session was held at the
Museum and Library, Bristol, on Wednesday, February 29th, G.
F. BmiDEn, M.D., President, in the chair. There were pre-
sent forty-nine members and two visitors.

New Memberx.—'iht- follo^^^ng gentlemen were elected: J.
Wilding, M.B., Bristnl ; A. L. Marshall, M.B., Bath.

Cases.—The following cases were exhibited: 1. By Dr. C. A.
WiGAN

: Pseudo-H>iiertrophic Paralysis.—1'. By Dr. J. Michell
Ci,ARKE: Infantile Hemiplegia (without atrophy), three cases.
Infantile Paraplegia (with atrophy). Infantile Paralysis of
.Muscles, passing from Spine to Scapula.—3. liy Dr. E. Markham
Skehritt: Ad\anced Bulbar Paralysis; Complete Special and
General Hemian^estliesia in a Male. ilr. Cross, and Drs. Shaw
and Harbison made obser\-ations on these cases.
Papers.—The following communications were also made : 1.

By Dr. C. P. Coombs : On Splenic Leukaemia ; Drs. Spendbr,
Markh.vm SKKRiiiTT, and Clarke, took part in the discussion
that followed.— 2. By iMr. N. C. Dobson: A Case of Hydatid Cyst
3f the Omentum ; Dr. Prowse and Mr. Barci,ay made some ob-
servations on this case.—3. By Mr. W. J. Penny: A Case of Acute
Intestinal Obstructinn. with early operation and succe.s,sful result.
|Drs. Nkwniiaji and Coomrs commentrd upmi this communication.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,

PAEIS.
[from our own correspondent.]

lesectioyi of Wrkf.—Ill-Effects of Antipyrin.—Erythrophla-m.~
Sulphur in Diphtheria.—Conjrem on Tuberculosis.—Hypodermic
Ejection of Iron.

I. Vernevii, opened the fifth annual meeting of the Congres
'ran(;ais de Chirurgie on March PJth. M. Oilier, of Lyons, spoke
n resection of the wrist which, according to him, had of late
een practised much more frequently than formerly, la 1870

only 70 cases were recorded whereas in 188C there were 170
cases. Jl. Oilier, who has himself practised it forty or fifty

times, only referred to orthopsjdic resections performed in
cases of ankylosis. To preserve the functions of the part,
a larger section of bone than was necessarj' for immediate
cure must be resected; the digital and carpal tendons must be
preserveil, also those acting on the wrist. The movements of
the thumb might he preserved. The joint being supported by
the.se tendons, the fingers could be extended and bent more power-
fully ; thus patients had been able to straighten their fingers with
dujnb-belLs of 8, 10, and 18 kilogrammes. In two cases of lat© resec-
tion, M. Oilier remarked the formation Ijetween the e.vtremities of
bone of an osteo-fibrous pad, scattered through which were osseous
nodules.
At a recent meeting of the Acadijmie de JItidecine, M. Germain

See denied the report circulated in the lay press that on account
of the disagreeable effects sometimes produced by antipyrin,
the Academic had condemned that substance as a therapeutic
agent. He stated that these accidents were comparatively rart-.

and were of a mild and transient nature, and that if medical
men in such cases would abstain from rashly administering
atropine, which often caused symptoms of poisoning, the ill

effects of antipyrin woiUd soon disappear, and recovery would
ensue in the course of two or three days. M. See read a letter
from M. Daremberg, in which that gentleman stated that he
had obtained good results with antipyrin in patients suffer-

ing from migraine and tuberculosis. M. Hardy remarked that,
although he had found antipyrin generally gave good results, he
had met with patients who proved refractory to its action. In
certain cases it caused vomiting or signs of cerebral depression,
amnesia, syncope, etc., consequently he did not consider this
remedy so mars-ellous as it was generally heli^ to be. He also
warned medical men to be prudent in prescribing acetanilide, and
related a case in which it had caused sudden death after the eighth
administration of a one-gramme dose. M. Dujardin-Beaumetz be-
lieved this to be a mere coincidence, and the case an exceptional one,
but M. Hardy maintained that the extraordinary rapidity with
which coldness and rigidity had set in caused him to attribute
it to acetanilide. M. Brouardel regarded it as more probably
due to defective renal elimination, and added that it was verj-

essential that the state of the kidneys should be ascertained
before administering this drug. MM. Gautier and Laborde
were of opinion that the presence of aniline or any other im-
purity in the substance might account for many accidents, and that
chemists ought not to be allowed to dispense it without prescrip-
tion. M. Laborde had, under il. Houdti's direction, caused a
dimethyoxyquiniziue preparation to be made, and it invariably
caused a sudden rise of temperature at the onset from ^j to

f'n of a degree Centigrade, followed by a corresponding fall after

a longer or shorter period of time. This thermic action of

autipj-rin might be utilised experimentally with chemical re-

agents, such as perchloride of iron or nitrous acid as a test of the
purity of the product. Locally, in hjfiodermic injections, the
mere contact of the substance with the tissues, especially the
muscular tissues, exerts on these a more or less marked irri-

tating influence according to the dose.

At a recent meeting (if the Academy of iledicine, il. Fanas com-
municated the results of experiments witli erytUrophlwin, which.

he had tried on human eyes, and on those of the lower animals.

He states that this substance has a positive ansBsthetic effect,

wldch lasts longer than that of cocaine. He considers it objec-
tionable, however, on account of the violent pain and inflamma-
tion which it causes, il. Panas prefers cocaine, and condemns
erytliTophlrein in ophthalmic surgerj'; he had used it in treating

granulations and granular paimus, but the resiUts were uot satis-

factory.

M. Schnyder claims unfailing good results from local applica-
tions of flower of sulphur and doses of thlorate of potash in diph-
theria. The sulphur is ins\ifUated over the part of the throat
which is covered with false membranes. In mild cases four
insufflations a day are sufficient ; in grave cases they should be
repeated every two hours. The sulphur should also be applied
to then.i.sal ca^^ties if they are filled with diphtheritic membrane.
The Congress to be held in Paris for the purpose of discussiog

the cfuestion of tuberculosis observed in man and in the lower
animals will be held from the 2.5th to the 31st July. The follow-
ing ipiestiims will be discussed : The dangers caused by the con-
sumption of meat and milk obtained from tuberculous animals, and
the preventive measures to be taken ? Which are the human raoes
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Bndcwciesof thp lower Animals most especially prodisposPd to

contract tuberculosis ? What are the chauneU by whu-h the tuber-

uous virus is i,itro.UK-e.l into the animal economy and ,.ropa-

L.ate.l? The early diagnosis of tuberenlosis ,n man and
\^^^27nl

animals. M. W-<x& Serraud has reee.itly imbUshe.l a 1 ook (J>«

Iji.*-! in which many of these subjects are treated, especially the

Ju^s on of the earh^ecognition ofVhthisis. llestatestUt pat,en s

who later on are attacked by pulmonary phthisis always present

marked pharynp-vlarj-ngeal symptoms, such as anfcmia of tt.e

,7harvn..eal uuicVmis nientbrnne ; imperfect apposition of the vocal

cords owint; to atony of the adductor muscles; loca ised cpnges-

,on of the mucous membrane covering the arj;tenoid cartilages

resulting in a swollen condition of this region. These three

symptoms can exist separately or simullaueously ; the P";'ence of

Me indicates the possibility of future pulmonarj- phthisis, the

three together are a certain sign that it is impending.

M G.ludovicinrschfeld has lately discussed the question of

hypodermic injection of ferruginous compounds, m a thesis tor

the Doctor's degrw. .Vfter a short review of the various works

which have apifeared on this subject since 1872, when Professor

Rosenthal, of Vienna, first employed iron preparations m hypoder-

mic injections, the author proceeds to describe his own experi-

ments at the Hopital Cochin. His observations have led him to

conclude that the metho.1 of administering iron preparations b>

means of hypodermic injections is excessive y painful to the

Ttient, andhiefKcient in its result. In defending the system of

administering iron compounds internally, M. Hirschfekl quo es

Copinion o'f Professor Hayem, who states that he has hardly

ever met with a patient who could not take iron salts. M.

Hirschfeld has closely studied his subject, and the result is a work

of considerable interest and merit.

VIENNA.
[FHOM our own CORIU!SPONDENT.]

ErythrophUein a« « Local AyiceMetic—Removal of Tumour

from the Bladder.— Co-e.cisfence nf Syphilis and Cancer.

Db Lewis's report on the extraordinarily good effects of

errthrophktinasalocal an.ieslhetic has induced several invest i-

cators in Austria and Hungary to make a series of experiments

vvith this substance. The general o,iinion seems not to be m
favour of the statements made by the Berlin observer. 1 rofessor

von Reus3, of Vienna, has made a series of experiments on the eye,

and reports as follows -.-On the instillation of a O.Oo per cent.

solution of er>-throphla>in into the eyes of patients suffering from

trachoma, the sensibility of the cornea and the ocular conjunctiva

became imi.aired ; this condition became still more pronounced

during the ensuing half hour, but complete anaesthesia could not

be obtained. Applications of solution of sulphate of copper and

nitrate of silver to the eye were folt just as much as on the other

eve fwhich had not betm antesthetised). ^ either subjective

disturbances nor any objective signs of irritation could be

observed after the instillation of the erythrophUein. In a patient

in whom iritis had just completed its course, almost complete

antesthe'ia of the cornea was i)roduce<l after thirty minutes
;
att^r

about eight hours the patient was seized with severe pains in the

eve and ciliary injection could be seen after twenty-four hours.

In a ca.se of chronic iritis, ana-sthesia did not come on for an

hour, and did not begin till forty-five minutes after the applica-

tion of erythrophlwin. Professor von Reuss next tried a (t.-o per

cent solut'iou. After the instillation of from two to four drops ot

this strength, a disagreeable sensation in the eye was felt in some

case.s, and in others burning and prickling pains, as well as con-

traction of the eyelids and redness of the conjunctiva, superveneil.

In a lad age<l l.'i. who had to be treated with the galvano-cautery

for ulceration of the cornea, the pain caused by tlie erytbrophlrem

was 80 severe that the patient wept. The decrease of sensibility

in most of the oa.ses wa.s first noticed fifteen minutes after instil-

lation After forty-five minutes there was ana-sthesia to contact

with a smooth piece of woo<l. but slight scraping with a juece ot

paper was still felt. This condition lasted for two hours but a

certain degree of impaired sensibility could still be noticed aft^r

twenty-four hours. In the case of a patient with leucoma of the

cornea, who had already once been tattooed under cocaine, anies-

thesia seemed to be present twenty-fiye minutes after the appli-

cation of er^•throphlfrin ; but he felt the punctures so much that a

second instillation of erythrophlocin had to be resorted to. W hen

tattooing was performed after forty-five minutes, the punctures

were still more felt than they had been under cocaine. In a C^
of "paunus trachomatosus"' only slight diminution of sensi-

bility of the cornea couhl be produced: and in the case Of

ulcei- of the cornea referred to above cocaine had to be re-

sorted to for the application of the galvano-cautery. Among

the changes which the eye underwent in these cases, dim-

ness of tlfe cornea was foun.i to be regularly present. Dimness of

vi^oncame on after about two hours and increased until the

L'veuiuL' the ervthroi)hlu-iii having been applied in thomormng;

the eye was irritated, there ^vas laehryraation in some cases, pree-
[

sina and pricking pains w^ere felt during the evening. The other

symptoms, such as redness of the con jiinct.va, ciliijry injection.
,

etc which had been observ.^d after the instillation of the O.ttojper

cent solutions, were noticed to be present now in a much higher

detn-ee \s the 1 iier cent, solution of crythrophlcein nad proved

to be too 'strong, the author, in a third .eries of ex-penments, used

a 1".5 per cent, solution. The first instillation of this strength

wasnot attended with any trouble whatever.
,
^f"^^ t^'^'^'-Vrf^!*

minutes the sensibility began to decrease, In.t after an hour there

was no longer any diminution of sensibility. The cornea re-

mained clear. A second instillation of the same solution on the

™me patient was followed by pricking pains and ^X'^Ptoms of

irritation of the eye. Fifteen minutes Inter ""''^ftliesia came »
which increased to such a degree that tlie patient had b-it httle

sensation. On examination of the eye six^ hours l^ter the cornea

was cloudy, but did not show any trace of stripes. In the even-

ing, (nine hours after the instillation) severe pricking pains super-

vened which lasted for three hours, and finally disappeared, to-

grther with the dimness of .ision. After twenty-se%^n houK he

fve had resumed its normal appearance, but the sensibility of the

cornea was still slightly impaired. Dilatation
,
or narrow-

ing
of tife pupil was\ever observed and its mob.hty

as well as the accommodation of the eye did not tintlergo any

change. Summarising the results of lus experiments witlicry-

throiAilann on the eye, Professor von Reuss states that he seMi-

bilitv of the normal human cornea becomes impaired by it to a

different degree in different indi^iduals, but that the anEBSthesm

s never so lomplete as that produced by cocaine ;
is duration,

however, was longer. The weak solutions (0.05 to 0.P25 per cent >

when applied once did not produce any disturbance but neither

Sd hey cause sufficient diminution of sensibility. The repeated

nst nation of such solutions, as well as a single application of a

I ner cent solution, were, however, always more or le^s attended

wFth severe pain and corneal opacity. I may add that Docens

Dr K'hli^stein. of Vienna, who had undertaken a number of

experiments with erythrophlcein on the eye, testing is effect on

the eye of animals and the normal and diseased eye of mar

has time to the conclusion that erythrophlcein ^v ill not

find a place in eye surgery. Professor ICaposi, who has made

exuerknents with erythrophlocin on seventeen cases of ciiseases of

he
"

n tbe de^matological clinic of the General Hosp.t^.

arrives at the following conclusions: Subcutaneous injections of

erTthrop ihvin on man produce local anesthesia. The dose which

was required to obtain this effect varied in his cases from O.Wi

o 001 or 0.02 grammes. An.esthesia was not Proa»ce unti

fifteen minutes a'tter injection, but a certam amount of dimmu

tion of sensibility could sometimes be observed after a shorter

nterval of time.' The an:esthesia as well as the dim.iushel

sensibilitv losted from one to three hours. The anses

thesia affected only a small middle zone of the area into

wh h th< injectio-ns had been made. The l^rge niargu«J

area was para,.sthetic. and sometimes showed "n:«tlwt.c ana

paresthetic points diffusely mixed with «.»=''
"'''Y'./^.^

analgesia was often more complete than the ft"«»tl -^
a, «

U,e sensibility of touch was har.lly ever quite absent. p^V}^^;

of l^cal irritation were ol-served after the very smallest do*^_

such as 2..^ milligrammes, and were always present on the m^
cation of doses of from one to two centigrammes. The*

symptoms were characterised by burning sensations >" the aW

of iniection and severe shooting pains, which lasted for mM)>

hour , and eVen one or two day^'^ The -^]-^^^"^^^.
redness, swelling, and increase of temperature in the area omi«

tion and elevation of the skin in the form of pomphus. General

ox"c ymptoms supervened after from a quarter "f «"/o^^^^,

one hour when a dose of two centigrammes wa.s used. Thes

symptoms consisted in .gid.iiness, dilatation of the pup.l

mpLed and retarde.l action of the heart and the P"'?"' "^jS
as in accelerated and shallow respiration. ^^^^."^^^XlTo
were also observed in some cases ; all these sjonptoms la-teu
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everal hours. In Professor Kaposi's opinion, erythropliloein cannot
.t present l)e recommended as a local anaesthetic for practical
lurposes. He even believes that, owing to it.i general toxic effects,

•nd owing to the fact that the to.vic dose differs hut little from
hat which is required for producing local anoestliesia (0.02—0.01—
1.005 grammes), the use of erythrophloein should he discouraged.
Professor Antal brought before the same Society a patient from

rhom he had removed, in .June of last year, a papilloma situated
.t the fundus of the bladder by a modified " high operation." The
found healed by first intention, and the patient recovered. In
ix months after operation hsematuria again came on, and the
)atient also stated that in December he noticed that small "bits
)f flesh" passed with the urine. In January, 1888, the patient
Tas again admitted under Professor Antal, who found, on cysto-
copic examination, that a pedunculated tumour -n-ith a nodular
urface, and situated on a swollen and relaxed mucous membrane,
T&s present near the opening of the bladder. The examination
urther showed that at the place from which the tumour had been
emoved a year previously there was only a white patch : hence
here was no recurrence of the first growth. He introduced a
traight forceps through the urethra into the bladder, and suc-
leeded in tearing off tlie tumour, together with the pedicle. The
)art3 of the tumour which had been thus torn off were in part re-
noved by the forceps and in part by the catheter. Repeating
hese manipulations several times, the whole growth was got
iway. Microscopical examination of the tumour showed that it

res a "papilloma fimbriatum " (Thompson). The case was in-
eresting from the etiological point of \-iew, as the patient had
iuffered from gonorrhoea' and inflammation of the neck of the
jladder, and the causal connection of this condition -(vith the de-
velopment of the tumour could not be doubted. Moreover, this
vas the first case, within the knowledge of Professor Antal, in
rhich the male urethra was used for the removal of a tumour.
At a recent meeting of the Wiener Medizinisches Doctoren-

'oUegium, Professor Edward Lang, of Vienna, read a paper on
;he Co-existence of Syphilis and Cancer. But little atten-
.i«n had been hitherto directed to the fact that syphilis
lometimes formed the predisposing soil for the development
)f cancer, or that both diseases might be combined with
'ach other. Setting aside some obsen'ations of comparatively
ittlevalue which had been made by ancient authors on this sub-
ect, it was especially Hutchinson" and Langenbeek. who, before
'rofessor Lang, had directed attention to the simultaneous occur-
ence of syphilis and carcinoma. The speaker had observed such
I combination four times. The first case was that of a patient
ifho had been admitted in 18.83 under his care when he was at
nnsbruck. Besides an old-standing iritis and other symptoms of
.j-philis, he was suffering from serpiginous and gummatous ulcera-
tions on the nose, the cheek, and the angles of the eye. Most of
h« ulcers liealed under antisyphilitic treatment, except one.
vhich gradually changed its character and assumed the form of
m "ulcus rodens," that is. a flat carcinoma of the skin. The
)atient was transferreil to the surgical clinic, where he underwent
in operation, and microscopical examination proved the simul-
aneous existence of both syphilis and carcinoma. The second
tase was that of a patient aged 40. who had previously been
reatedfor recent syphilis by Professor Lang. There were'syphi-
itic infiltrations of the lloor of the moutli and under the tongue,
Jid, moreover, various syiihilitic infiltrations over the occipital
lone and the body. All these lesions suhsiiled under the influence
'fa common antis>-))hilitic treatment except tlie infiltrations of
1h> floor of the mouth, whicli became transformed into cancer,
'he third case was that of a man aged aliont oO, who presented a
>l)hilitic ulcer on the under Up." The uIc.t disappeared under
iitisyphilitic treatment, but relapse and transformation into car-
;moma occurred a year later. In all these cases the correctness of
ilie diagnosis was proved by the anatomical examination. The
jiurth ease was shown to the Society. The patient bad extensive
icars, ulcerations as well as infiltrations on the foreliead, loss of
She entire nose, loss of substance on the upper lip. ulceration and
erforation of the hard palate, perforation of the soft palate, and
icatricial retraction of the uvula. On admission of the patient
ito the clitiir of Professor Lang, in the middle of January last,
)nie of the ulcerations were covered with a white tallowy' mass.
•mch ItMi Professor Lang to suggest the presence of a combination
t sypluhs with carcinoma. The microscopical examination, how-
ver, revealed only the i)resence of pus corpuscles and products of
ecomposition. The infiltrations on the right side of the forehead
iter on slightly diminished, but from four to five weeks later a

vegetation on the anterior end of the ulceration of the hard palate
appeared, the character of which was incompatible with that of
syphilitic ulceration. A part of this vegetation was excised, and
the microscopical examination of it, which was made by Professor
Weichselbaum, showed that it was " epithelial carcinoma."

SWITZERLAND.
[FI10.M OrB OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Hairpins in the Feviale Bladder.—Bacterio-chemistry of TaveCs
Bacillus Strumitis.—Pigments of Green Pus.—Idiosyncrasy of
Quinine.

PROFE.s.soa AuQUSTE Rbveemn has recently published (in the
Revue Medicale de la Suisse Romande, Januarj-, 1888, p 33) a
paper on hairpins in the female bladder. In less than three years
he has met with four cases of the kind, which are remarkable,
not only for their purely surgical interest, but from the fact that
in only one of them was anj- secret made of the cause of the mis-
hap. One of the patients, a marrie<l lady, aged 22, mother of a
boy 10 months old, sought his help on the sixth day after the
accident. Without the slightest hesitation or shame' she stated
that she had been in the habit of masturbating in that way ever
since her school days. Her husband, a school teacher of thirteen
years' standing, who was present, did not seem in the least sur-
prised or shocked at this confession. Another patient, an un-
married woman, aged 42, a clergj-man's sen'ant, came on account
of " her having apparently something (guelgue chose) in the blad-
der." After the guelgue chose (in the shape of a hairpin) had been
extracted on the spot, the patient, on leaving Dr. Reverdin's
house, advised his maidservant "never to go to bed without
having previously removed all pins from your hair, otherwise
some tnste accident may so easily happen." A third patient, an
English girl aged 17, said she had some time previously intro-
duced six darning-needles into her rectum and two hairpins into
her bladder; the former disappeared altogether, but the latter
were found amongst the fragments of a vesical calculus which
measured full 6 centimetres in diameter, and was removed by
lithotrity. According to the patient's own statement she had pre-
viously consulted two " professors," who, after due examination,
had recommended her exercise and iron. The fourth patient was
a diminutive girl aged 12, who openly confessed that whilst she
had intended to introduce a hairpin into her ^iilva, the pin had
slipped from her fingers and disappeared somewhere ; she had at
once taken another pin, which had followed the same way. Both
were found in, and extracted from, her bladder. Commenting on
this " epidemic" of hairpins in the bladder, Dr. Reverdin says that
" masturbation in that way is practised by women much more
frequently than is generally supposed." The hairpin is so often
used for the purpose simply because it is always within reach of
ever^- woman. Some use it to titillate the clitoris ; others put it

up the vagina, or at least intend to do so, but sometimes, owing to
their ignorance of anatomy, accidentally introduce it into the
urethra instead. Others again—probably a minority suffering
from some perverted sexual sensations—intentionally push the
hairpin into the urethra. The slipping of the hairpin into the
bladder is attributed by Professor Reverdin to a combination of
several causes, namely, the weight of the pin, the spasmodic con-
traction of an irritated urethra, and temporary unconsciousness of
the woman from excitement. The method of extraction must neces-
sarily vary according to the peculiarities of the individual case.

In cases of long standing, when a stone has formed around the
foreign body, lithotrity must be performed ; but when the surgeon
finds only hairjtins, with or without incrustations, the best and
simplest method will be to extract the foreign body by means of
a pair of fine, slender, straight forceps introducwi through the un-
dilated urethra and guided by a finger in the vagina. The first

point in such ca.ses is to ascertain the exact position of the pin.

If it is lying with the bent end towards the urethra, there is

nothing easier than to seize and pull it out. When the pin lies in

any otlier position, " version " of the pin should first be performe*!
by gentle manipulation, so as to get the bent end forward. In the
first of the cases just related a superficial incision into the urethra
proved to be necessary in order t.> disentangle one of the pin's
legs, the patient having previously applied to a midwife for sur-
gical help.

M. .lames Kunz has recently carried out some Interesting bac-
terio-chemical investigations in Professor von Nencki's laboratory
at Berne. One series of researches was undertaken on the che-
mical products of Tavel's bacillus strumitis cultivated in a
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slichtlv nlkaline jellv with Rn.pe .su>.ar. Tho ga^^eoua Indies <lc-

'Xoed lyth. microbe wore fmind to consist solely ot pure car-

boiUc acid? A marked acid reaction of tl.e cultivation medium

Zv^ to be dependent on thepreRence of freeordinarj- fernie^ta.

n"- lactic acid. Anal>-si8 by Brieger-s method re.Tealed. also,

''"CVT^Vp^o?Tlunz's experiments related to the colour-

ing matterrofV^^" P"% ""^"S ''•""'"\T^^SuVtle
cidtures of thejmcrobe of the pus, he was able to establish t e

flct that side Tjy side with pyoeyanin and pyoxanthose (the

colouring matted of ^lue pus): a third (.til "f<'^""^^)JPJf-
ment was present, which was characterised by a beautiful green

fluorescence unde; direct rays of light. It was soluble only m
wat« and dUuted alcohol.' iL Kunz has named this new body

'

^ittmeetS'of the Socift^ Medicale du Valais, Dr Ducrey read

a pai^r on idios>-iicra3V to quinine. In one of his patients, a gen-

rieX' aged 60,\ven ^nall doses of the drug (su.-h ««
f^y

ceiiti-

grammes taken in a period of twelve h°"«>
'"^'^"f

^^
„«,7f;L''

fovere erythomatous r«sh over the forehead, eyelids and infra-

oS rLions, followed by slight desquamation. The au hor

met also, seveml linstances of pur^mra hremorrhagica caused by
™

e nten^al use of the remedy. He thinks that such clmical facts

nWistakablv point to a "real and special action of the quma pre-

parations on the vasomotors of the skin.

GIASCtOW.
ffbom our own correspondent.]

Mutt^Hous Epidemic in Gla^now.^Typhm Fever and^ 8,nalH>px

in OUugow.-PUwo-pneumniq in Scotland -Con^S Lectures

to Teachers. ',''
.

'
' _'

Dr Ku88bll'8 report on the outbreak of an epidemic of a remaik-

aWe character, Ihich occurred in St. Marys Roman Catholic

Industrial School for Jlales in the east end of Glasgow, l>as l"-^'

published this week. The hi8tor>- and character of fie outbreak

are briefly as follows : On the evemng ot ilarch 2nd one of the

lH.ys complained of headache, and was sent to bed in his dormi-

tonv He rose as usual next monmig at 6, and made his bed, but

wS observed to be staggering, and^ wasj^nt to tlie sickroom,

where he died two hours latex. On March 3rd another boy com-

plained of headache, and wa.s sent to the sickroom and put under

treatment. He became delirious on March oth, and died at 4 a.m.

These deaths were report.d to the I'rocurator biscal, as t e

medical man could noteharacteri.se them, but he permitted the

interment without a po.'<t-7nortem examination. On Marcn rtn

another boy complaiAed of sickness and headache; he became

comatose, and di^ within four hours. On the morning of the

8th, a fourth boy was found to be unconscious when the other

bovswexe called shortly b.:foro 6, and he died m about half an

hour Groupe<l around these fatal cases nineteen boys were moie

or k«s ill. On this day (March 8th) Dr. Kussells aid was sought.

He found the sick Iwys all with more or less febrile temperature ;

and several had symptoms of pneumonia m various .stages, but

the disease was of a kind quite new to him, and evidently not

poiwniiig in a criminal flense. He immediately traasi erred twelve

of the most serious cases to a separate w;ard in Belvidere. On

March lO'.h three fresh Cases were removed, and on tlie litn two

more, and up to the 10th an additional five cases had been rf-

moved to ui'lvi.lere; of these five, two were girls employe<l in

the kitchen. The total numb.-r removed to iielvidero l« U u>

twenty-two. Two more cases lm;o occurred since > arch Ibth,

one on the 17th and another on t he 18tli. There have been. Lot -

ever, no more fatal cases, and there is, occordii^ o Dr. Russell,

no immediate prospect of further loss of life. .Of the 20,-. inmates

of the institution, there had been in aU hfty-six cases of illness or

alleged illness. Now os to the nature of the disease. It was new

to Dr. Russell. He procured the assistance of Dr. (oats, and on

the afternoon of March 8th, the day he was sumnionetl. a carelu

,M.^t-mr.rfem. examination was made. The general result showed

that they had to deal with a febrile disease, arising irom some

blood poison, which, even in the short illness of t lie boys

whose bodies were examin.Kl, had produced local changes

suggestive of some alliance to the specific poison of en eric

;vver Dr. Coats i.s engage.1 in microscopical investigation,

in the hope of elucidating the problem, and with the same

view Mr. Mavlard is conducting a bacteriological inquiry.

Tljjs characters of the iUness are a8 follows. The onset is sudden.

generally with vomitijig. Almost immediately after a hea^oa

meal a bov may complain of headache and lateral pain, and Icakit

.lenressedf and be tottering on his limbs. The first temperatUfBrq

taken may be already U«° or 1(H°. A drowsy tendency is g«ne*««

allv evident. The specific poison may kill withm three or fooiril

hours of the first declaration of iUuess. If the patient resists thftt.d

first assault, in a number of cases pneumonia, either single «
double is developed, but a pure febrile state, with high rangeSvr

and irregular intermissions, may ensue. At no time is there'
'

diarrhccaT In a few cases the fever passes off, sometimes in a

few hours, with deep sleep aud it may be perspiration, and the

patient is well; but in all there is an increase of temperature,

however short. In searching for the cause of this puzzling out-

l>reak. Dr. Russell found anything connected with the food exclu-

ded bv the circumstance that tho girls and boys are fed with the

same "food, distributed from a common store, cooked in the same

kitchen, and eaten in the same dining hall. "> et, up to the dat.

of the report, only boys were attacked, though the disease was

not confined to any class of boys or any one Jormatory Kxami-

nationhas. howev;r, been made into the source and quality of the

food and of the milk. No pleuro-pneumonia e.xisted at any ot

the farms from which milk was obtained. The drains are a so

bein- examined. Dr. Russell has no information of any sunilar

disease in any part of the towni, and has not yet discovered any-

SsiSitar on record. He points out however, that the local

authority has had repeated experiences of this particular institu-

Uon, which call tor urgent representation in f^e .proper quarter of

its entire unsuitableness for the purjioses of an indus rial school.

Within a few years outbreaks of typhus and scarlet fewr and

small-pox have occurred within it causing loss of life, and co ting

the local authority large sums of money. It is situated m th
•

centre of a manui'actiiring district of the city, and a graveyard.

stSlL occasional use, is^ts only free space.. The building v

defective in structure and accommodation, especiallj on the boy^

sfde There are not sufficient sickrooms, and there is no mortu-

ary
"

The boys- lavatory is Cold, damp, and unwholesome loolunp

without hot water .t the taps. Everj- part of the house is hlled

To tlie limit of its capacity, and the moment sickness of any kiml

appears, there is no possibility of separating the well from tl,-

sick and disaster is inevitable. A test of the drams made sine

^report was issued, disclosed some defects in the so.l-pipe^

wTthin^he house. In the ^-"""g-.lio»f ^''^bTtram m- '

e=cat)» and in the lavatory were six choked bell-traps. Ihe
,

Health Committee of the city have instructed that the report be

orwarded to the Secretary' for Scotland, ^vlth the request tha

immediate steps be taken to obtain the discontinuance of the

''^'T^jTumbrrcat'^-of typlHis fever registered in Glasgow

during the last fortnight was the same as the preceding two

week? 17. There were also 2:2 cases of enteric fever and 10 un-

^r,ined, including those remov.'d from the Roman 'atholic Indu-

trial School. On, genuine case of sraaU-pox had been fou'id t,

first^ince January, 18.S6. The patient was stoker of a steam,

whidi ?lft Santa'nder on February 10th. He sickened o.t.

22nd ot that month, and reached Gla.sgow on the 2oth. The U

^asewas happily recognised by a practitioner on the2<tb,ana

the patient's removal to Belvidcre was effected.
„-,^^f. ^

.A. large and influential deputation waited on '^e ,1^''^ I*"* ^
the Council at the PrivA' CouncU officfts. on March 19th, to urjire

e .lecesstv of the Government undertaking an invest iga .-

to tl'e nature and treatment of V^'^^'-V^^^^^^^Z;^, „=»
, .

Tl.e deDutation rei>resented twenty-nine different local autl,.^

riL ^^It w^s'state'd that since 1874 thore.had been an annua^

increase of the (Usease in Scotland, tl'"-'','^^'"*^
„-^f^"" l^J' "^'^ ^

l,s«7, whUe in 1884 there were only hE<.V-hve. In l'^'^'^^ «PJ,^
for compensation had amounted to over £.J4.00(1. In Lanarks lire

al^ne^nce February. 1887, there had been spent in compen atioa

"most £19,000, while the whole of the previous expenditure rom

I87" to 1887 1 ad been un<!er half that figure. In repl.V. l^ord

fW.rook^^promisedaven' careful inquiry, though he could not,

1,nde take to ,Tom'se a Royal Commission. The va ue of mocu -

rion is naturally one of the .hief <,uest.on.s which the deputa.

:

wi.shed to be carefully investigated. f^J'fnmhe
Dr \n(b-ew WUson begins his annual course of f«« fo™']'

Lectures on physiology to teachers in Glasgow on April 3rd. lUs

s b ect this yekr is the Physiology of Motion a"d>utnt.on. The
,

CO irse will extend to fifteen lectures. A limited number of t.ckflte
,

^jrbe^antedtomembe«o£tI.eg^neralpubliC_cles,rous of at-
,

t-nding. ' • ' ' - '"'^''
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•REATMENT OF UTEEIXE FIBROIDS BY EtECTROLYdlS.
Stn,— I did not 'iiitend to tiike part in thp discussion on the so-

iled " Apostoli method " of treating diseases of the iiterns (in-

nding tibro-myomii), because I have never tried it, and being a
.rceoii, do not intend to, as I think it may more properly be left

tlie obstetric pliysician. A very brief and misleading "report of

e remarks I made in a discussion at the meeting of the West
)ndon Medico-Chinirgical Society on March 2nd feems, however,
necessitate some exposition of my real views on this subject.
1. I think the whole discussion premature, because we know
at tibro-myomata are most uncertain in their habits of growth
id retrogression when left entirely to themselves, the most sur-
ising alterations taking place in periods of three, six, or twelve
snths. Such alterations are still more common if thepntients are
refuUy handled as to diet, alcohol, rest at tlie periods, and
ecial medicines.
2. Xothing which has yet been published by Apostoli or his
llowers is inconsistent n-ith these natural, or slightly aided,
anges, and the results obtained are probably as much due to the
?t and care while under treatment, powerfully aided by the
'ect on the nervous system of confident hope of cdtre, as to the
ecific action of electricity.

3. No results can have any scientific value till the cure is proved
a sufficient interval of health for at least twelve months after
treatment has ceased.

4. We do not yet fully appreciate the dangers of the method. 1

low of one case in which rapidly fatal pyjemia followed a very
iv applications in the hands of one experienced in, the use of
e method. The journals tell us of narrow escapes, and even
ch careful manipulators as the Keiths record a .serious case of
Uulitis, of which the gravity is not lessened by attributing it to
e carelessness of the patient.

0, 1 would ask the jirofessiou not to be carried away by the
thusiasm of anyone in a i-evival of this kind, but to wait
tiently for definite results, confirmed by sufficiently long inter-
Is.

Let those who believe in the nevr "panacea" work for a year
two, and then show us their cm-ed patients, i.e., if- they then
ve any to show.
riie above was intended for last week's JocaxAi, but wa.s mis-
d. It contains all the information I can give Dr. Inglis Parsons,
the details of the fatal case were given to me by the family
idical attendant of the patient. I trust that the profession will
<iwe time have the full particulars from the operator.— I am, etc.,

J. JCnowsley Thoe.ntos.
32, Portman Street, W., JIarch 20th, 188S.

"THE ABORTl\'l-: TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS."
?ni,— I was much interesteil in reatUug the valuable aiticle
der the above heading in tlie Journal of February 25th, as it

actly coincides with what has been my experience for some
are past in the treatment of sj^jhilis, with this exception : that
itead of grey powder in 1-grai'n doses three times a day, I have
m using Ucjuor hydrarg. perchlor. in doses varying from half to
e drachm three times a day, accompanied by an inunction of
guentum hydrarg., well rubbed into the affected glands every
emate night (in cases where mercury is n.it well tolerated
len given internally"!, until we have satisfactory evidence that
' Constitution is affected, directing and continuing our treart-
nt in such a watchful manner that neither salivation nor any
vious effect of the drug is jmidueed. We thus gain a re.snlt by
early administration of mercurj- which fully justifies us in

ting that the disease has been .so checked or "aborted" that
iier the so-called secondary .symptoms are entirely absent, or
lear in stich a mild form as to leave little doubt "(when con-
sted with those cases in which mercury has been withheld) as
the specific efficacy of the drug.
am not aware if the beneficial practice of mercurial inunction
'Ctly into the affected glands has been pointed out in any of
textbooks. I'ertainly I have found the treatment in certain

es attendi^l with very happy results, and now never hesitate
ting my patients on mercury, internally or bv inimction,
ctly I diagnose the primarj- lesion to be a' true svphilitic one;
n any case in which there may be a rational, doubt aa to the
ure of the sore.

'
' •

It is interesting to note that at Furth, where the manufacture
of mirrors is extensively carried on. Professor Kussmaul could not
find an instance of a worker in mercurj' contracting sj^philis while
under the intiuence of the drug.— I am, etc., ,

;
,.,

J. Cahtbb BATTKasBY, iLB.,- fa
Dublin, Marcb Wth, .. . i j., . : Surgeon Army M«dical StaHo ai

'-' -; i \y-iW" ' i
'

; . -I ifilTT

Sir,—May T be AtTowed to inake a few remarks about the \^tstS
"abortive" as applied to the .successful treatment of disptt.se? It
i.s now frequently used in this way both in our own countrj- and
abroad, but surely it cannot be logic'ally correct. If a man triei»'

various means to combat an ailment, and he fails, one says thatr
all his efforts proved abortive, that is to say, ineffectual. Now,
this is exactly what is not meant by tho.-ie who advocate the
"abortive treatment" of erysipelas, syphilis, etc. Tlieir object is
to render the disease itself abortive. If the surgeon's aim be to
exterminate or to eliminate from the system a morbid poison, such
as sj-philis, why not call the treatment "exterminative" or
"eliminative?" ' I do not find either of these words in dictionaries,
but they may be quite legitimately formed from their root-verbs.
—I am, etc., .Iames Drxo.v. •'

Dorking, Februaiy^29th. '

;

CONSIT-TATION WITH nOx\I(EOPATHS. .;'

Snt,—Dr. Needham's contention, in his letter published in thi.'

Journal of March 17th, is perfectly just, namely, that at the
meeting of the Gloucestershire Branch on February 21st, " the
question as to the right of holding consultations with homoeopaths
was not settled so far as the county of Gloucester was concerned.".
No resolution was put to the meeting. There was simply a disr"
cussion as to; thp present position of homceopaths, and, notliiog'
more. ' ' ^,

,

' '-',.. '.
'i

The meeting, though certainly not a large one, was by H^l^
means insignificant, and Gloucester itself was very fully repre-5
sented. .

'

For myself, I may be allowed to say that I am an utter disbe- \

liever in the tenets of homoeopathy, but I should be glad if some '

basis of agreement could he found which would put an end to a

schism which is alike injurious to the science of therapeutics and
to the best interests of the profession. This was the view I took
of the question at the Gloucester meeting, and it seemed to meet
with the approval of all who were present, with the exception of
my friends Drs. Bond and Needham. I will only add that I acted
on the principle of the old Greek philosopher; who said, " touto
^c/ifTT-qs €(TTi Tfx^VS CLya^o. TF^iiilv Ta KOKa. —1 am, etc, .

' T- "t?
Andrew S. Cukrie.; ',

The Moorlands, Lydney, Gloucestershire, March 21st. .

THERAPEUTICS WITHOUT ALCX)HOL. -•

Srft,—The Board of Management of the London Temperance-:
Hospital desire me to offer, in their name, some comments upon
the sub-leader in the Journal, entitled "Therapeutics without
.Ucohol." It is there stated that this hospital has been in exist- •

ence above twelve years (in reality above fourteenX and that
" the annual report for 1886-7 may be studied with advantage,
in order to compare the results ^\-ith those of other hospitals." I .

would ask whether the comparison should not have been madd '

with the series of reports dtiring the whole period, and not with
the report of one single year's results? It is somewhat strange
that though copies of the annual reports have been supplied to

the medical journals, and also reports of the medical and surgicAl

cases for the three years, 188;3-4-.i, your criticism should be con-
fined to the Registral-'s report for a single year. Yon observe :

" In
the surgical department the results have been satisfactory, so far
as one is enabled to judge from mere figures, but turning to the
medical cases we may restrict examinations to one or two groups
of diseases with advantage." If the results of the surgical "opera-
tions were " verj' satisfactory," why add the words, "so far as
one is enabled to judge from mere ligun^s,"' seeing that the cases
are set forth with every necessary explanation ? And it cannot be
overlooked that it is in regard to such cases, where great loss of
strength inevitably occurs, that the supposed value of alcohol is

most frequently and firmly insisted upon. The article goes on to
observe that the four cases of tJ^>hoid fever all proved fatal,

though the subjects were young persons, and comprist^d three
abstainers. Would the writer recommend that young people
shouhl not be abstainers ; or would he insinuate that the absti-
iience of the thtee had anything to do with the fatal result ?
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"Thetr<.ntment," it is said, "wns the same as else'« here, and tht

onlv diffprence consisted in the non-exhibition of alcohol.

J it then, a scientific inference that the absence of the alcohol

was the cause of those deaths? Do patients never die >o whom

^cohol is administered: and is there "^^er nj any hosmal what

is called, for want of a better name, a run of bad luck ? It the

wrUer hkd consulted the thirteenth annual report he wouW

seen that out of si.xty-eight cases of tyP^f, ff^^;,fXf out of
^^lril atlth. l.'^l. only seven had proved fatal; and that out or

tu"e .^ven, two werl complicated by double pneumonia, one by

cbrhosis of liver, one by ovarian cyst, and one by peritonitis and

^ration. Will it be pretended that U.e use of a'lcoho m thoseW cases would have been attended with the savmg of life
;

and

was not the recovery in sixty-one cases " ^ry satisfactory ? I

may add that the total in-patients "-i^^'^ed down to Apr. .m^^^^

18^7 were 4,160, and that the deaths were 240, the rate ot mor

t^i V thus beiuK 5..^. Since the erection of the new buildings in

the Hampstead Lad, this rate has. for obvious reasons increased.

and was 8.4 iwr cent, for the year ending April JOtti, i^i

.

Yo commlnd the plan upon which the Registrar s repor has

been drawn ui>-a plan settled by the Medical Committee, and ap-

proved bv thHjoard. We are not afraid of the fullest publicity,

fnd memivTs of he profession are ever welcome as visitors to

?he h^^pTtal. All that we claim, and have a rmht to claim, is tha

our results .should be fairly considered, and tliat we should not

be suWected to a style of criticism from which other hospitals

are exempt We rejoice to know that in all other hospitals the

consnm^^on of alcohol has diminished, and is -I'^^^'^hmg ^.U

advantage to the patients : and as our visiting staff are author-

?Jed to prescribe alcohol whenever they deem it needful, its non-

exhibition cannot be ascribed to any fanatical adherence to an

abstract theory-. Those who can recall the days when the free

brandy and port wine practice of Dr. Todd carried captive the

Sbody of medical practitioners, and resulted m the loss of

Serless lives, may congratulate both patients and doc ors upon

the present more enlightened method of treatment; and we look

to the medical profelsion for an intelligent appreciation of an

Institution which is submitting the supposed value of alcohol in

special cases to a reaUy scientiSc
-g^^^^^f^'J:^4,=^^:d'!'-

Honorary Secretary London Temperance Hospital.

Hampstead Road, X.W.. March 17th.

MEXSTRUATIOX AFTER HYSTERECTOMY.
SiK -The somewhat fierce discussions which have taken plao-

<lurine the last few years on the treatment of uterine myoma will

have Kst two satisfactory results The
^f^

is already acom-

plished. This consi.sts in the disestablishment of the ''eliet. v, hicli

was until a very sliort time ago prevalent throughout .the profes-

^n that the disease was one which had no great clinical sigmti-

CMc'e and mi4t generally be let alone. The second is that it is

?eSg ?o Th "reconsideration of the notions concerning the rela-

tionsdf ovulation and menstruation as cause and effect. So long

ago as 1^3 Dr. Ritchie wrote a book i^-'^''' '"
"^>;j"'"|il';:

ovular theon- of menstruation was completely destrojed b nc.

tlCKeste?en. Reeves-Jackson, De Sin-Jty. Malas.sez, and a host

of othe^ im" completely confirmed Ritchie's original observa-

^'°Ail the clinical facts with which I am acquainted yield

further'^p^;,? that ovulation and nienstniation ha^^ no

association with one another as cause
f^^^'-^lf^J^'Xll^

crrence of menstruation after hysterec oniy has 'ong been

to me a ver,- familiar ,,henomenon. and I ha^e under oU

«e^^•ation one patient from whom I removed the whole of

?h7 nlenis. at nearly as it can be removed in .supravng'""'

hysterrctomy. both tubes, and both ovaries nearly six years ag'.

and that patient has menstruated every month 'l»"ng the whole

of that time. In anotlier case where, three years and a half ago.

IremoveTa pregnant uterus about the fifth month, on accou"";,

two large ovarian tumours of the nature of soft ^areoma t

ut*.rus being infiltrated with nodules o a similar growth n large

numbers. I. of course, removed everylliing pos.sibly
f"!' ;

J''f,^
pati.nt lad a m.'trostasis after the operation. Menstruation ap-

Scm"latthe end of twenty-three or twenty-four days and s,.

fias since menstruated with as much regularity as "er she did in

her life, and all the phenomena of its "PPearancem this case ..n

still identical with tho=e of the normal proces,,. ;\''ate^er these

clinical ta'ts msy lead us to as conclusions in the future, it is per

fectly certain that they established Riteliies conclusion that t:,

ovular theor>- of menstruation is absolutely
""jl^'^^l'^^;^--!^;'

7,' The Crescent;, Birmingham, March 17th.

THE DEFICIENT SUPERVISION OF MEDICAL STUDENTS.

SiB,-I write to ask you if there is any law by which a medjod

studeit can be saved from the clutches of pawnbrokers. It appeaw

to me that the matter requires looking into, when a mere lad <rf

eighteen years is able to hand in to a pawnbroker he whole of hM

medical bloks, microscope, dissecting case, etc.. all of ^;^h'ch hare

been bought by the hardly-earned money of his father and which l«

are tie actual working tools of a student. Sure y there should

be some restraint placed upon the fac lities of p edging by

minors. When I was a student there used to be considerable c-
displayed that students should be fit before going in for their e.\-

anUnations. and in fact they were not permit,ted to do so unless u,

to a certain standard, the credit of the hospital being so lealousU

guarded But times are changed, and in one hospital a lea^t.t

fppeara that as long as a students fees are paid he may eitherwork

OT ffo to the devil. Again, if he has led a life ot idleness for twelve

mofiths. not even having been signed up for
'"S.^'f

actions sure^^

his friends ought to be warned, and not allowed to paj the next

vear's fees in blind ignorance. Once more, I protest that it was

rmy duV- as a fathfr to discover from - «^sider that card-

r,lft\-incT was carried on within the hospital walls (1 do not reier

to the drlssers'Tooms). I therefore take it that there must be a

«•»'- "'"• •
""tess>s»r

.

finnearinc to be under the age of twelve years. If the pleage. is

o?er tha^ age, but a minor,'the pawnbroker mi^ht in some ca^s

be obliged tVrestore the property
fj"''^;

°"
'''^^^^JJIfritie.T

that th? minor had no authority to pledge it. The author ties ot

hospitals and other educational establishments ought un^oubtedl^_

to look after the youths whose fees they take. At some, we oe

leve most schools a certain amount of supervision is exercised

If the authorities neglect to do so, they incur a grave moral re-

sponsibility.

THE SUPERIOR LONGEVITY OF TEETOTALLERS

Sin -The vaUiable statistics cited in the JorRNAL of March

17fh"'howven conclusively that total abstinence from alcohol c

leavin" off beer, wine, and spirits as a par "^ diet. In Franct

practitioners to teetotahsm.-l am, etc..
deysp.vi.e, M.D.

London. Marcli 1/tli.

C\SE OF LYMPHADENOSIS.
Siii.-In an account of the meeting of tl.e a>"";f

^ocuitj o

Manchester, published in the JoiTtNAL of March, li.P^^^^^^^

mentioned that I showed a r.cke y '^1"1'1;\'''' *-'!
'%Vnort tl>»t '

of spleen and liver, and it would appear 'rom the report onsi

^Lo?Lte<l the rickets and the enlargenient^ m the elaUon oi

^:^ ::r\t^ of^js£:i:noii-^r J^^^t^d ,\,a{..aHuoi^!

iS?^^^Htft^c:^rbrtri=

is never ver>- much so, and that it is stiU ""•'e
^"J^^" ^jj^^. ,

liver affected.— I am. etc.. '

»2. St. Ann Street. ManchestiT —

Thf Duke of Devonshire lias been elected I're^we^^'l'l

Chlnerfle^d ani North Derbyshire Hospital for the ensiung >ear.
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

chaxctES op station.
The fo^o^\•inc changes of station among the officers

Staff of the Army naye been officially notified aa
place during the past month:

—

D#puty-Surg.-Gon. C. G. Inviu. M.B....
F. W. Wade

Brigade-Surgeon J. Y. Doualdson, M.D.
W. Graves

„ S. E. Maunsell
M R. P. Ferguson

G. Perry
Surgeon-Major J. R. Murray, M.D.

,, J. Barker
J. Maturin
J. Kiddick
G. Corry
B. W. Fowler
P. A. Hayes ...

Surgeon E. O. Reynolds
A. W. Carleton. M.B....
H. C. Kirkpatriek, M.D.
A. C.J. R. Lundv.M.B.
J. Tidbury, M.D."
W. P. Feltham
C. Seymour, M.B. ...

C. B.'Hili
O.Todd. M.B.
A. O. Geoghejian, M.U.
W.R.Henderson. M.D.
A. M. Kavanagli
A. H. Burlton
M. W. Kerin

.. J. G.W. Crofts
A. J. Stmthers.M.B
H. J. R. Moberlv
E. Butt
S. Townsend.M.D. ...

R. Haseiden ...

C. A. P. Mitchell. M.D.
F. A. B.Daly, M.B

,, J. Maconarhie
J. R. Yourdi.M.B
G. T, Trewman. M.B.
J. W. Beatty. M.D
G. H. Younge
J. M'Laughlin, M.D. ...

W. L. Reade ...

,. W. Dick. M.B.
S. F. Lougheed. M.D.
H. .J. Wvatt
G.B. Russell. M.B
H. Mitchell
J. R. Forrest...

J. S. Green, M.B.
J. J. O'Donnell. M.B.
D. M.Greii;. M.B
H. A. Cuinmtup. M.B.

i

.. R. K. Kelly. M.D
I

., J. F. Donegan
,, J. Donaldson...

G. Bent
G. H. Barefoot
F. R. Newlaud. M.B

>rtt C. W. Allport.M.D
, „ J. J. Russell. M.B
,, A. B. Hinde ...

'\i J. W. Cockerill
I „ J. Ritchie. M.B

,. S. Macdonald.M.B. ...

G. A. Wade. M.B
W. P. G. Graham. M.B.

,. G. F. Alnxander, M.B.
. ,» B. M. Woods. M.B
'^ii 6. T. Rawnsley

J. Girviii

,. R. Crofts
uftrtermaster D. Lackey

From
Bermuda ...

Chatham ...

Shorncliffe
Portsmouth
Woolwich...
Madras
Coldstream Gds.
Portsmoutti
Bengal .„! * •

i'l -.

Winchester
York
Trinidad ...

Port,Iand ...

Trowbridge
Athlone ...

Netley, ...

Devonport
Netley

Cork
Netley
Brighton ...

Netley
Ashton-u.-Lyne
Edinburgh
Golden Hill Fort
Armagh ...

Cork
Gosport ...

Edinburgh
Dublin ...

Gosport
Bengal
Gosport.
Newcastle...
Bengal

Horfield
".'.

Bradford ...

Malta
Dublin ...

Cahir
Portsmouth
Colchester...

Dublin ...

Barbartnes...

Leith Fort
Qupenstown
MitcheUtow u
Plymouth
Belfast
Sheernesf...
York
Dublin ...

Cork
Fermoy
Portsmouth
Dover
Wrexham ...

Edinburgh
Portsmouth

Leith Port. \ ^

Portsmouth
Dover
Warloy
Sierra Leoiu'
Egypt

of the Medical
having taken

To
Edinburgh.
Bermuda.
Madras.
Bombay.
Jamaica.
Shorncliffe.
Brig. Foot Gd^.
Hilsea.
-Ghatham.
iWoelwich.
Portsmouth.
Sheffield.

Barbadoes.
Portsmouth.
Bengal.
Dublin.
Shorncliffe.
Woolwich.
Trowbridge.
Newry.
Aldershot.
Portsmouth.
Colche-ster.
Woolwich.
Mitclielstowu.
Woolwich.
Canterbury.
Cork.
Fleetwood.
Glasgow.
Winchester.
Belfast.

Queeustown.
Portsmouth.
Leith Port.
Belfast.
Golden Hill Fort.

Queeustown.
Portsmoutli.
Sunderland.
Cork.
Dublin.
Clifton.
Sal ford.
Belfast.

Curragli.
Fermoy.
Marchwood.
Gt. Yarmouth.
Fermoy.
Trinidad.
Edinburgh.
Bengal.
Madras.

Bengal.

Gosport,
Bright-oil.

Lancaster.
PicrshiU.
Gosport.

Edinburgh.
Parkbiirst
Shorncliffe.
Colcliester.

CapeCoastCastie
Net lev.

A SLIGHT TO SURGEONS IN INDIA.
KDICAL Staff writes; The offensive circular issued by the Military Secretary
to the Viceroy, relative to the gold aiguJlietto worn by Honorary Surgeons to
His E.xcelleucy, is not only an insult and indignity o^ered to honourable and
gallant men, but to tlu* entire medical profession to which they Ijelong. It
oujtht surely to be brought to the notice of the House of Commons. It is not
ft matter of mere sentiment and gold lace, hut one of simple justice ami
honourable treatment in the public service.

RIGHT OF RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY YEARS.
tSAPPOlNTED SimiiKON, Metlical Staff, writes: If the right to retire after
twenty yearst" full pay scryicc is cancelled, a very gross breach of contract will
be perpetrated on those medical officers who have entered the ser^-ice on the
terms of the Whrrant of 1S79. Theef men will have been secured on false pro-
'nises. The pen will be drawn tliruugh the very best point in that warrant.
Surely it is not contempTated fo make onanges retrospectU'C?

THE NAVY.
SmoF-ON F. W. Stfrickkr has been appointed to the Cockatrice; and Surgeon
G. H. MlL>ES to the .'itarhng.

THE MEDICAL STAFF. • H
Surgeon-Major D. C. W. Hp:atkeb. having applied to retire before January
Ist. 1SS8, is now granted the honorary rank of Brigade-Surgeon, and Quarter-
master J. M. JoHysuX, is granted the'honorary rank of Major.
Surgeon-Major A. Morphftw, who has been ser\-ing in Benml since the be-

ginning of 1884, has been detailed to proceed to England in H.M.S. Crocodi/e,

wliich was to leave Bombay on March 17th.
Brigade-Surgeon W. J. \ViLso>', M.D., serviog in the Bombay command, is

directed to proceed to Euglaod pending retirement from the eer^ice.

Brigade-Surgeon R.WatrHS, serving in Bengal, is placed in administrative
medical charge of the Allahabad division during the absence on furlough of

Deputy Surgeon-General E. H. Roberts.
Inspector-General Thomas Davip HirMEdied at Gladstone House. Southsea.

on March 16th, in the soth year of his age. He entered the Army Medical Ser-
vice as Hospital Assistant. October 26th. 1826; became Assistant-Surgeon, Oc-
tober 11th, 1827; Surgeon. July 2nd, 1841; Surgeon-Major. November 26th.

1852: Deputy Inspector^Generai" June 29th. l&5o ; and Inspector-General. De-
cember yist,* 1862 ; he was placed on half-pay. October 1st. 186-^. Inspector-
General Hume served at the siege of Sebastopol. and wa.'* Principal Medical
Officer of the 3rd Division during the winter of 18oo, and afterwards of the 4th
Di\ision until the end of the war. (He received the medal with clasp, the otli

class of the order of the Medjidie, and the Turkish medal).

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
DEPrrr SuRGFoy-GErNKRAi. J. Pixkertox, M.D.. Bombay Establishirtent, is

promoted to be Surgeon-General wfce Surgeon-General W. J.Moore, CLE., re-

tired. Surgeon-General Pinkerton entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon
August 4th. lS5.'i. and attained the rank of Deputy Surgeon-General May 1st.

1883. He was engaged in the Persian campaign in 18-^6-7.

Surgeon-Maior D. A. Pattfrsox. M.D.. Bombay Establishment, is apjwinted
Secretary to the Surgeon-General H.M.'s forces in Bombaj-, uice Brigade-Surgeon
F. S. Turnbull, M.D., who has been appointed Deputy Surgeon-General, and
posted to the Sind District.

Surgeon F. C. Rekves, Madras Establishment, whose services have been
placed by the Government of India at the disposal of the Chief Commissioner of

the Central Provinces, is posted to the Betul District as Cl\il Surgeon.
Surgeon A. H. Jacob, Madras Establishment, doing duty in the Eastern Dis-

trict, is posted to the Burmah Division, vice Surgeon W. H. Karney.
Surgeon-Major J. S. WiLKlxs, Bombay Establishment, officiating in medical

charge 21st Native Infantry, is directed to act as Presidency Surgeon to the
Second District in addition to his .other duties during the absence of Brigade-
Surgeon E. H. R. Langley.
The undermentioned gentlemen have obtained leave of absence for the periods

specitied:—Surgeon-Major J. C. Fullerton. Bengal Estabhshraent.^ Agency
Surgeon. Bcloochistan. for one year and 213 days on pri\ate affairs; Surgeon-
Major P. F. O'Conxor, Bengal. Establishment. Medical Officer to the Native
Cavalry, for one year ; Surgeon D. F. Barrv. Bengal Establishment. 15th Native
Cavalry, for one' year on private affairs ; Surgeon-Major J. Davibson. M.B..
Bombay Establishment, in medical charge of Bombay Sappers and Miners, for

two years on private affairs.

Surgeon J. A. Clark, late of the Bengal Establishment, died at Park Circus.

Ayr^ on the 4th instant.

THE YEOMANRY AND VOLUNTEERS. '

'

'

SuHGEox C. H. Gamri.k. of the Royal N<irth Devon Yeomanry, has resigned
his commission, wiiich bore date May 21st. 1867 ; he is granted the honorary
rank of Surgeon-Major, and is permitted to retain his uniform.
Mr. Jamks Moir is appointed -Voting Svirgeon to the 2nd Volunteer Battalion

Royal Scots Fusiliers (formerly the 2nd Ayrshire^.
Acting-Surgeon J. H. Davies. of the 3ud Volunteer Battalion Welsh Regi-

ment (late the 1st Glamorgan), is promoted to lie Surgeon to the same corps.

Surgeon R. Riujkrtson. M.D.. and Actiue-Surgcon F. G. Tookfr. M.D., of

the li'th Lancashire (Liverpool Press Guard") nave resigned their commissions;
that of the former w-as dated Octolwr 16th, 1872. that of the latter April IWh.
I88o.
Acting-Surgeon D. C. Smith, of the 2nd Volunteer Battalion Norfolk Re^-

ment (late the 2nd Norfolk) has resigned his appointment, which was dated
December 11th. 1S86.

Mr. J. B. Lane. M.D.. ha« been appointed Acting-Surgeon to the 3rd Volun-
teer

_
Battalion East Svu-rcy Regiment (.otherwise known aa the 5tl» Surrey

Volunteer?),

THK ALKXANDKR MKMORIAT. l^RIZE.

This prizf of S.bO and a goM nitnlal of the value of £10 has l>een

awarded to Snrgoon Robert Hauimill Firth. F.R.C.S.Eng.. Medical
Staff, for tlie he'st essay on "The Relations between the"Food and
"Work of the Britisli fioldier." The subject for the next competi-
tion ir», " The I'se of Dnirrs in the Treatment of Disease in the
Army: the rriiioiplos on which Medicines should be selected so as

to meet the Requirements of Field Service." The competition is

limited to executive medical officers of the army on full pay. All

essays to reach the President of the Committee on or before Decem-
ber fJlst, 1890. Tile conditions of competition will be found in onr
advertising columns.

Surgron-Oexeral Moore, C.I.E., who has vacated his ap-
pointment and severed his connection with the Bomb.iy Presi-

dency, has. on the eve of his departure, met with a .-in^tlarly

appropriate and almost unprecedented recotrnition at the hands
of the'mMical officers and subordinates in Bombay, over whom he
presided a.-^ the head of the department for nearly three years. A
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•subscription has boon stnrto.l iu tbo Civil M.-'hcal Dopartraent to

obtain «. bust and portjrsit ot IXr. Mcmro. the hatonce. if ainy, to he

U'if<l for providiuR a miMlical pri/..' or srhoUrship ni his nAtee. A

few weeks a^'o a dinner wns given in his honour liy the mem-

bers of the medical service ftti'ooiiih. and a siniiliir enlerlainnient

was JriVfii 'm6t>-' tt!c^n*h< ia, 'Bombav. The o<Mninittee of the

BombJ.y 'Medical Viuw lia<;o f«i;waxtlL«d a letter s^xyr^es^ig thfiir

rppr(^t it liis departure.
,

,

''^';'-";
;

"'
- ,

.

'
•

' " '

'
'

., r -; , .',.
'.,i..-: . i.'i|..t

',.- " '

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEPJCO^THm.

iLVSO.N V. DRS, .\lvS.K^HALL A^T) SHA5Y, AZ^'P; QTHBRg,

This Region t^tis tried before Mr. Jnstlca Field, aiid 6odvi^i# tihree

doys. i'ortiinatejy iti emla<i favourably for the me^lical.^inen,. ,A

4-ictory in such cases is only One step better than a di'feat. W6rry

and expense are inevitable. .. , ^

i i

" '

Medically the case appeat^ M hare been p)t(.ii} ^Hqligfl'-'Ay^l^Jig

ladv devefoped ideas of .su-spcioh, and fancied people turned

against her; she had hallucinatious. and refused food. These

symptoms induci-d her to avoid her friends, and caused them to

fear that she -(v ould commit suicide. iM.eflical men were called in,

who, -ft^ithout fe<' or reward, sicriied certificates under which she

was 'sent to an asylum. She w!\s transferred to two other asylums.

and -svas seen hy commissioners and visitors : at the end of over

t-wo years she -was removed from .isylum care, and a year later

took these proceedings against the medical men who signed the

certificates. Tlu' action, so far as it interests us, asserted malice

and conspiracy, as well as negligence, against the medical men

;

but the first two pleas were withdrawn, and the question of neg-

ligence alone remained to be tried.
., ,1

There are some noteworthy points in the proceedings at the

trial to which we shall refer. First, the power of attacking

medical men through certificates which were accepted as suf-

ficient by the Commissioners in Lunacy. Certificates must,

especially when signed in the earlier stages of insanity, or when

signed for " suspicious " or profoundly melancholic patients, con-

tain inferences as much as simple facts. We never understood

that certificates must be more than evidence of insanity of a kind

requiring special detention'. They cannot be exhaustive. Medical

men havf\ in the interests of society, to nm risks enough in sign-

ing certificates, and do not expect to find enemies in their own
profession. We regret that two medical men at the trial gave

evidence for the pluintiif in thi^ <;ase, one of -whom is reported to

have said " he had seen the defendants' certificates, and he was

of opinion that a reasonable man would not have signed a cer-

tificate of jnsai^fy- on the fact^.gbsejrved hy,themselves Or reported

to them." '

"
. I,

; ,

The other medical man declined to go so far as to say tuat

rambling, incoherent conversations, refusal to ans-wer questions,

and vague statenxents of ill-usage" were Sujlicient to .iustify the

certificiite.s ; and thus, though called to curse, he involuntarily

was forced to 1)less. Such symptoms might cover acute mania or

weak-mindedness, with suspicion ot the -worst form.
, ,.

:'
, ,,, .

The gcnfral evidence of the trial was conclusive. Tlw judge Qn

several occa-sion endejivoured to get the plaintiff to renOnsider

her conduct, hut it -was fought to the bitter end. We quote parts

of the judge's summing-up. " It was most important tliat insanity

should t>e taken in its incipient stage, when aloiu^ there was a

possibility that by proper treatment the patient might he cured.

"Again, with regard to medical men. if it were. t« come to this

that no respeptahle medical man would put his hand to a certili-

Cftte it .would be n most unfortunate thing for jiatients themselves.

No,^loctor was bound to act. but. if he acted, he undertook a duty

and -B-Hb respoiiwWe for any breach of it. "
" As t» t he mode of

pltoce<luj;e. in the ca.se, his lord-ihip said the doctors general duty

was to take i)roper care Mid .skill, and it was alleged they hud not

done that. There was no suggestion of any jiarticular act of

oi'uligeJico ; the whole case was that their inquiry and in\ .st.iga-

tion were insufficient.- "The only evidence as to the alleged

ncigligence was contained in the plaintiff's own account of the

interriews with the doctor.s. Cnrlaju of tlw acts reported to the

doctors and mentioned La their cirtificales were not denieil,

"Thevhad the views of e.\pett&, and they had, what was more

important, the conduct of certain persons whose duty it was, to

examine the certiticatee, and to act or refuse to act upon them,

and those five or six gentlemen, ha^Hng examined and «cted upon

the certificates, the jury -would consider whether they were

"'Si;^^'fj/h;)i^'iihongM;tyu.ti<i;ii.'^tiu
"Did (1) f>i'. Marshall or (2) J>r. Shaw sign his certificate with-

outduecnre?" An^w«r of tht-jiiry, )' i*o;"'yi
.n,„„i„;„.;r

"Wore the conduct,, .l^haviour, and appeamftW of the p\«nitil.

at the times in qufiS^Jw^uch a? to induce -tlof -^fejidaiU.^ or u„ ,

andwhich of tfiem, to believe, and d^d tlieA', Jiouestly an'Uo,,.

fide believe that she wa* a per.son of unsound lAind and a Ut an

•proper person U. he taken charge__oJ_aud^d^a.iJ.l uMe., car^e^,..

i;e,rtment,' and were the "cts complained ot c(ofe by, the (lefeu-

dants acting honestly on such belief .•"—"Tes,. ,

"Was the plaintiff at the times in question^ot unsound min

aud a propel; person to be talfeii eharge of and .t^lained under c.^

iind treatment?"—"Ve^." ,„,'i
.'.

.< .k.-i'- v':'- ' •'•j' ^,L'„^„ „i.,,i

The conclTision of the ca-se-iasaiar satjsfaotorwiand wenre gl.i'

to find Mr. Justice Field more alive to the importftnfee of medi.-al

evidence than was suspected after some recept .uidicial decision,--

involving such evidence:. '

';

THF, expsplJonil qiiestion. 6uUiti;^ct'l..v 'Berts " '' 'W^l/^^'Iira^orfl'''
fiou At ll.e samp time, it mav lie pirtinou^ to uqtp,.!,^*tfTre-?aW^ ^^
tlieidqaotbe4-wiie.thaiiasoh.iet-tioiiiil>leanrtrfpen»nt.., i .:(.l..|./

./I'i.-' r DECEASED PATIENTS. I.
"'"'•''(',

.,

F R C.S.li-PeMrtn-te medical men for attenrtal.ce <'ur''5 l'!'??*^', S Ho ™v
,i oV not. mnk ,, simple- co.Umct, debts. If the '^^^f^^f,, wll -V ".r..
full, they are entitled to no priority. There may ''c, case^ >" «^^ ,^ ;' ; ,

have been paid without olijectiou. but no court would gl^e a m../l\cal man i

ferencp over, other creditors in re.^peet of such fees. :
.

'

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
HOUSE OF LORDS.—Monday, March inth.

Scotch Unirer>:ifies -Bill-Tlxe :slsTqxxis of LoTHiAN presented a

Bill for the better administration and endowment ot the' umvo^

sities of Scotland.—The Bill was read a first time. '

Tuesday, March 20th. '' " ^
Lmwcv Act!' Amendmmt Bai.-On the report of ainejidmento

to this Bill. Earl Spencer moved the follo-n'ing amejidment:

We- «T, astreemeut ha., been entered into, or shall •"''«^««
"^^f*,"^.fA''!*

betwee, the con.mittee of vlsitorsjor *,>>• county -^Pr;;"'
.^,,, J'.^fTf^^'tv^S?

.

a,.vhnn for the pauper lunatios of the sa.d county and *"
'"J""!'^, °4ulh

to'rs appoiutert to provide an a.sylun, for he .I«"'I'"
''^"l^'Vf, f, "'l*

;
"3;

for the lodain". maintenance, mecicinc, clothing, and cam m in^ sani »»' '.^

-1 nVfoSi; im.per lunatic „o,, wholly chargeable «"/he satd bomu^h tto^

ill mouev liavablc or (o be paid under the said aRrccment tor ill charge s i"iepi

stamlini any Act of Parliament to th.. c-ontr.iry) be paid in «l't- 'ill." mi! ««.V.

lame T. tl." KTiardiaus of the union shall pay fo the treasurer «'
<

jj'^f'
'

«'J''i^,

frwh pauper lunatic «ithij. the sahl borough Janet not «holl.v V .'rgMWe

theren.) the iftine sum as sliall from lime to time be charH«l tor ™'' P'""'*:

natic h. the*lunatic asylum belon^UK to the sai, ™;";>;-.7'' •i^''
' X^h^

lictwc'cn that sum and the total sum to he paid under the said "K'^'^'^^'''
"J '",!;

said cc. nmiltee of justices foc- the .Slid borough tor each borough 1«"P" '"™'':'

a bc-fore mentione'd, shall he a charge upon >l'e -jorough rates^and paid by th=

treasurer of the said borough to the treasurer of the said asy Uiip. .

-Lord Balfour of Burlbigh said the amendment not onl>

would not make any alteration in the law, but it ^voul^l ^ot aea

all cases which were now provided for. He thou^^t _that tlit

noble earl hid overlooked ke Act of 30 and 31 Victoria, whie

dealt with this question.-yTH^ amendment j*as-«;i«htlrhwn ann

the report was received. ,

' '•, '" '

- .'

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Friday, March p^-
Sick Leave Alhirance.'<.-Bn Walter Foster a*ke<^ the U»der

Secretary of State for India whether an executive officer ot_ til

MedicarStaif in India, who officiated for It^/s than one rnontMi.

Deputy Surgeon-Ceneral, in the absence of the Deputy Swgeo"

General on sick leave or/urlotlgh. receivecl "^ »! I'""''"^''^ .Ku'
period, although he peirlofmed the "luties in addition Jo If f

"*

duties; whether, in such an mstance. the l' half-staff '
ayn

appointment reverted to the State; whether the a''t>"?! "

would lie held pecuniarily liable 111 the ev'ent of los%f ;
"'

other mistakes; and, whether oncers officiamg on the ni.l_^

(cmbatant) staff, in a shu.iar way, diw the "alt-staSf for bli-

broken p.Tiods ; and. if so, why the difference was >"«'•'

'"J-
case of medical officers.-Sir J. GoMT said: No reply f'n",

>i^^'^^':

received to the despatch on the subject of s;ck-leave a!lo^ at^ce,

which was addressed to the Govwnment of I"«« '"
i^^^fr'

The Secretary of State will call the attention of the rrovemmer

of India to tfip delay which has taken place.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE TRUE DEATII-RATEy OP LONDON SANITARY
DISTRICTS DURING 1887.

In tlie accompanying; tiible ivill be found summari.sed the vital
and mortal statistics for 1887 of the forty sanitary districts of the
metropolis. Quarterly summaries of these statistics have already
appeared in these columns. The mortality figures in the taljl'e

relate to the deaths of persons actually belonging to the respec-
tive sanitary districts, and are the result of a complete system of
flistribution of the deatlis occurring in the public institutions of
London among the various sanitary districts in which the patients
had previously resided. By tiiis means the precise number of
rleaths of persons belonging to the different .sanitary districts is
known, as all deaths occurring in institutions of persons who had
previously resided in niiotlier sanitary district have been excluded
from the total deaths in the district in which the institution is
Mtuated, and credited tn the districts from which they came. By
this means alone can reliable data be .<«cured upon -(vhicl) to calcu-
late trustworthy rates of mortality.

' "'
The births registered in London during the year 1^87 were

133,075, equal to an annual rate of 31.7 ]ier 1,000 of tlie popula-
ion, estimated at 4,216,10i persons. The London liirth-rate has
iteadily declineil, year by year, since 1876, when it was .3.5.9 per
1,000, and was lower during the year under notice than in any

year since 1849, when it was also 31.7 jier 1.000. In tho %-arioug
sanitaiT di.strict.t the birth-rates .showi>d the usual wide variations,
owing to the differencej; in the age and sex <listributions of their
populations. In those districts containing an undue proportion of
unmarried females, chiefly domestic .servants, such as Kensington,
St. George Hanover Square, St. .lajnes Westminster, and Hamp-
stead, the birtli-rates are exceptionally low ; wliile in Fulham, St.
Luke/s, most of the East districts, and Southwark, where the popu-
lation consists largely of young married persons, the birth-rates
show a marked exce.ss.

The 81,113 deaths regfstered in London diiring the year under
notice were equal to an annual rate of 19..3 per i.iXKi of the esti-
mated population, which was lower than in any year since the
present system of civil registration was esta'blislied in 1837.
During the past seven years of the current decade, the mean
death-rate in London has been only •20.4 per l.CKKi, while it was
equal to 24.4 in the ten years ]8(il-7(), and to 22..5 in 1871-80. The
recent marked decline in the London death-rate is to some extent
due to tho decline in the birth-rate, which materially diminishes
the proportion of young children in tlu^ population." The lowest
rates of mortality among the forty .sanitary districts during 1887
were 13.0 in llampstead, 14.3 in Plumstead, 1.5.2 in Kensington,
1.1.9 in Paddington. and 16.0 in Hackney. In the other districts
the rates ranged upwards to 27.0" in St. George South-
wark, 28.3 in 'Holborn, 28..5 in St. Saviour Southwark, and
28 7 in St. George-in-the-East. During tlie year under notice
12,627 de.1t lis were referred to the principal zymotic diseases in
London

;
of these, 3,762 r&sulted from diarrhoea, 2,928 from

whooping-cough, 2,893 from measles, 1,431 from scarlet fever, 9S1

An'ihmx of the Vital and Mrtrtal Statistics of the Sanitanj Dis-fricts of f/ie Metropnlix, after Gmiplefe Distritmtian of Deaths
--cumnff In Publie Institutions, duri7j</ the Year ISSTv • ,. .1 .i^)n,:,i-:

Sanitary Areas.
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from diphtheria, (io3 from .liffm^nt forms of fever (including 687

Zenleric fevor. 4« from in-d..iu.d f"™%°* f" Jr^'.fi^lS
«iul IS from tvphus). and 'J from small-pox. These li,0-( dtatlis

"t eq'r t.^an Annual rate of 3.0 per l.tXX), winch though

TlL'htlv exceeding the rate in l.^(i, was considerably below the

avtraKe rat- in t^i.e preceding te,i years 1877-b(;. The zymo c

dMtli-rat'duriiiL'th,.vearm^7 in the various sanitary districts

dd nor xo'ed l^Oper l.CXK. in London City, llampstead, Padd.ng-

t, Lwi^ham, St,',lames Westminster, i;iumst.;ad, ajul «
,

O^orge

Hanover S,|uare ; while it was equal to 4.i; m Mile hud Old Town

a , Jk'rmondsey. 4.6 in Fulham, 4.7 in Stepnej' 4 .s in
^

.

Saviour Southwark, 5.2 in St. George-in-the-hast, and -^-^
Y" ,t

George Southwark. Compared with tlie preceding year
1
e

fatalitv of small-pox, "fever," and diarrha-a showed a .slight de-

cUn while at it each of the other zymotic di.seascs showed an

hereUe The mortality from scarlet fever, which last year co -

sWeraWv exct*d,>d that recorded in either of the two pre u,u,-

;W^ wis yet below the average for the ten preceding years N7-

86 The number of scarlet fever patients under treatment m the

M;tropoli"an Asylums UospitiUs which
^^-l^f-^->l-\^^%^r^,

meneement of the year 1.S87, had risen to 2,6(X) at tlie ena oi

?^oveXr, after whi'ch it declined and was 2,04J_at theend of he

vear The admissions, which had been ;.31, 4,.j, and 6^8 m the

tot three quarters of he year, rose to 2,187 during the last three

mont is of 1,^"7. -Measles showed the highest proportional fatality

S Hammersm th, Chelsea, Fulham, St. George Soutiwark. Step u-y,

^d s" George-in-the-East; scarlet fever m Fulham, bt Giles,

r^beth RoTherhithe, Bermondsey, and Newington; -IjPhthena

fn Westminster, Lambeth. Hammersmith, and
''^

;[j'lr, • ^, '""l^'^l^.

cough in Shoreditch, Xewingtou, Stepney, and Mile ^^"^ "
f

^S,' ';•

"fefer- in Shoreditch, Bethnal Green, St George-m-tiie-E.,st,

Chelsea and St. Lukes: and diarrhoea in Clerkenwell, S epney,

Mile End Old Town, Whitechapel, and St. Saviour Southwark.

Only i1 deaths were referred to small-pox in the metropo us during

the whole of 18.S7, the lowest number on record
;
of these 4

bilged to South London, 2 to West, 2 to East, and 1 o Centra

London. Sixty-three small-pox patients were under reatment

unng the year under notice in the Metropolitan A.sylums Ho -

pit"ls?of whom 30 were admitted during the last three months of

*^''nfant mortality in London during 1887, measured by the pro-

port on oShslnder one year of age to |-ths repstered was

enual to 158 per \,m\ against an average rate of l.i2 m the pie

cedime ten v.^ars 1877-86 While the rate of infant mortality did

roT^fceed-1.7 per 1,000 in Ilampstead, 110 in Plumstead, 12b m
Paddfngton and in Lewisham, and 138 in Marylebone, it^ ranged

upSs in the other sanitary- districts to 202 in Strand, 2 .5 in

Stepney. 225 in St. Martin-in-the-Fields, 228 in Uolborn, and 2,0

in St. Ol'ave Southwark.

Heat TH OF English TowNS.-Dunng the week ending Satur-

day March 17th. 5,.560 births and 3,.i.J6 deaths were registered

in^'the tw^n y-eiRl t large English towns, including London,

which have an estimated" population of 0,398 273 persons. The

rnmial rate of mortality per 1,00(J living in these towns, whe

had been 21.5 and 23.3 in the two preceding weeks, dec ined again

toio'icl^rinRthe week under notice The ^'^ }^J^.^r^
towns ran-'ed from 12.8 in Leicester, lo..-> in Hull Ib.O in "ol^tr-

hampton and ' 16.5 in Birmingham, to 26.2 in Norwich, 2,4 in

CanUa 27 8 in Preston, and 31.6 in Blackburn. Tlu' mean deal h-

^In.^ twenty-seven provincial towns -as 20 p.. 1 H^. and

exceeded by 0.8 the rate recorded in London, which wa> ( nlj _n.

™r 1(XW The 3,f.56 deaths registered during the week under

rotice in the twenty-eight towns included 36: -^'"^'^ 7«';7;^

fOTed to the principal zymotic diseases, against 366 and 44. in

t^ two preceding weeks: of these. 148 resulted from whooping-

cough 4^J^ cm scarlet fever. 46 from measles. 33 roni d.phtfieruu

33 from "fever- (i.rincipally enteric). .30 from d.nrrhaa. and -4

from small-pox. These 363 deaths were equal to an annual ra e

of "o perUKK): in London the zymotic death-rate was 2.2 while

in The twentv-s.^ven provincial towns it average. 1.8 per l.'KK.ai 1

rang d from 0.0 in Halifax an.l 0.5 in nirkenh<.ad and m Hull,

to 3 9 in lilackburn. 4.1 in Sheffiel.l. and 7.4 in Plymouth. Mens es

caused the highest proportional fatality in Nottingham and I ly-

mout^. scarle?fcva.r^n\.l<lhamand.!lackbuni: wi^^

in Brighton, Blackburn, Salfonl, and .Norwicli; and ie\er m
Cardiff and Derby. The .33 deaths from ,lipht hena in the twen >

-

eight town.s included 22 in London and 2 m Manchester. Of lu.

a4 fatal cases of sraall-pox recorded during the week under notice.

18 occurred in Sheffield. 2 in Bristol 2 in Manchester, and 2 m
Huddersfield. The Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals wntn'"^^ "
small-pox patients on Saturday. March 17th, of whom 6 had been

admitted during the week. These hospitals, also coiitained 1,160

.enrlet fever patients on the same dUte, against 1,299 and 1,201

in the two prek'ding weeks ; there were 94 admissions during the

week The death-rate from diseases of the respiratory organs in

London was equal to 5.6 per 1,000, and was below the average.
^^

HEALTH OF Scotch TowNS.-In the eight principal Scot'^

towns. 760 births and 531 deaths were registered /^"""g t^e

week eiidiu" Saturday. March 17th. The annual rate of mortality,,

wieh "^increased from 22.6 to 24 2 per 1,000 m the hrep,

pVoc-ding week-s, declined again to 21.0 during the week, imder

fiotice but exceeded by 0.7 per 1,000 the mean rate during th.^

same period in the twenty-eight large ^nglieh towns. Amoii^

these Scotch towns, the lowest rates were recorded in Greenock
,

and Aberdeen, and the highest in Paisley and Glasgow. The

531 deaths in these towns during the week under -^oti^^ ;^'^l"ded

47 which were referred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal

to Tn annual rate of 1.9 per 1,000. which almost corresponded
,

with the mean zymotic death-rate during the same penocf in the
,

lar"e EnMish towns. The highest z.>TBotic rates were recorded m i

Lerth and Glasgow. The largest proportional fatality of measly
,

occurred in Edinburgh, and of whooping-cough m Glasgow Fve
|

deaths from diphtheria were recorded in « a«gow The mortaht^

from diseases of the respiratory organs m
t.^f^*^^^f^^^"^ '°^ "^ ^j"^

equal to 5.6 per 1,000, and corresponded with the rate from tn.

same diseases in London.

Health of Irish TowNS.-During the week endinft Saturday,

March 17tli, the deaths registered in the sixteen P";'c>pal to« n-

districts of Ireland were equal to an annual rate of 29.4 per l,tx«

The lowest rates were recorded in Newr>; and Kilkenny', an. l.-

highest in Lisburnand Londonderry. The death-rate from the p;-'

cipal zymotic diseases in these towns averaged 3.a per l.ooo,

was highest in Lurgan and Lisbum. The 190 deaths regist...

i^iDuH luring the week under notice were equal to an amiual
j

rate of 29 per l,t)O0, which showed a further decline rom t lie I

^a :s i^i recen^t weeks'. The 190 deaths included 19 rom the :

principal zymotic diseases (equal to^ an annual "t' °f -«.'"^

l.OtiO) of which 8 were referred to different forms of ff;«;.
•'

measles, 3 to scarlet fever, 2 to diarrhcea. and 1 to diphtheria.

DAMAGES FOR DEFECTIVE HOUSE DRAINS.

A CASE of some hygienic and public importance ca™'; ast ^<-;^

before Mr. Commissioner Kerr m the City of London (.ourtlwo

ladies sought to recover £2.5, damages sustained by them by

reason of ti.e d,.fendnnfs misrepresentations as to the "^tate of the

dniin-im. at the house occupied l>y them as tenants at a rental 01

£9 a !4ar It was stated for tlie plaintiffs that a cystine a-ssur-

ance was given either by the defendant or his a§<^"t "
f '. ^^^

drahis wer; in perfect order: but soon after the Pla";;^;;"'^^,:'

plaintitTs' hoarders became ill and left, and the plaintiffs had sui

fered loss to the extent of the sum claimed

Mr Commissioner Kerr recognised the claim, and gaAe ]uu^

ment'forUie plaintiffs for £10, with costs on the higher scale.

EXHAUSTION ^^--^-^^^^^^^^p.^'^ ^;;;-^^Z

U .',.^ raCJon ,.f .W onl.ic foci of .>ir from tl..-

»3;,'^f;i„^^,i^V;; ?,h ol vo"

,„„„t»iic.. ivuiK-iirs to me to Ix- ronlailiert i" tlie mnclmlini; I^rat-™
,„e„»ii

h h art Sr lamelv : "A .lolinite extraction of f..ul »ewer;a.r. t^^t«K»^^^^

:;
tr;ofweXr.i>n,in.pr,,l.s,„fex|^^^^^^^^

air of l.nspital war,t« can l.e .•''"'"".ly; «^^™'^^. tv luT. e "s as KwlUlX,
^av. lU.K'O cubic feet i.pr b"V[. '''Sht »"'ljl«> •

^
> »'\'

^^/iy,,,;,^
.•vliaiister anrl ilcstractor. ami it the sewer-air ot sm n '"l"'" '

, . ,),(. nill

e to? from iK-injC rti«-l.arKe,l into tl^ atn'-.'h^;- "^ n " " only «!

of-i).iM> .-ubic feet per twcutyfoor h3*;,^\;';;/
"T" no. only mtlW

,.«hir foetof coal K«» ].er hour. '• "P£™ ' '"
";,,;,| ,,^ p,,,,,lov..l.

but iniliemtlve, thattiichl1ie-in5nn.\».ifegimrrt»»hoiilrl nermi j
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WOEKHOUSE INQUESTS.
Jr. T. Marspex (ThP Square. Bridgwater) writes : I have held theappoiatment of
medical officer (nou-resident) to tlie Bridgwat*r Worlthouse for about six years.
During this period I have received the usual fee for atteudance aud evidence
at iuquests held at the workhouse, but at the last inquest, a short time ago.
was informed by tlic coroner that under the Coroners' Act, Section 22 Sub-
section 2, of Act 511 and 51 Viet., he, the coroner, was under the impression he
could no longer grant a fee, on the ground that a worlihouse came within themeaumg of the Act referred \ii. As this ruling would do away with all work-
house inquest fees for the future, I would glaillv have the opinion of other
medical officers as to the right course to pursue, I have stated the facts to
the Local Government Board, underwhom I hol.l the appointment, and am in-
formed that as the matter is not one in which the Board have any jurisdiction,
they are not prepared to express any opinion on the questiou submitted.My intention is to sue for the amount in the county court, but I wish to be
jtrengthened by the knowledge that the workhouse medical officers have not
been withheld similar fees.

*»* It. is not advisable to sue in the county court, as the case would be de-
cided against our correspondeut. Some coroners stUI continue to givethefee,
though they arenot legally compelled to do so.

,

HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT.
PKOrOSED HOSPITAL FOE LUXATICS.

)fi. Whitcombe, the superintendent of the Win^^on Green
isylum, has recommended that a separate hospital for the insane
hoidd be erected by the Birmingham Town Council. He is con-
inced that the medical treatment of the insane in asylums
carcely deserves the name—nay, more, he maintains that recent
ases are injured by their admission ijito a lunatic asylum as at
iresent constituted. Were this plan adopted, he prophesies that
0, instead of V), per cent, of the cases admitted \vould be cured.
fe admire Dr. Whitcombe's enthusiasm, and we sincerely hope
liat his proposal ^vill be adopted. We are not, however, so
anguine as he is in regard to the increased number of recoveries
i-hich will take place. We think he will discover what many
ave discovered before him—that an enormous proportion of cases
re associated from the beginning with such a degree of mental
egeneration or insane inheritance that anything like 60 per cent.
f recoveries is impossible. If it he otherwise, if this high per-
entage is attainable, we are strongly of opinion that there is no
ood reason why it should not be attained in existing well-con-
nicted asylums, officered as they are by properly qualified
ledical men. Every accommodation is provided, enormous sums
re spent upon the proper construction of these institutions; baths,
.id, indeed, every appliance that the superintendent demands are
ranted by the authorities.
It has long been the boast of England that everything is done

I facilitate the treatment of the insane in county asylums.
weral years ago Dr. Bucknill wrote that the idea "of medical
eatment seemed to have been given up in asylums for the insane,
It he cast no blame on their construction or the suiToundings of
le patients. The scepticism with which so many superint'end-
it.s meet the suggestion of definite medical treatment suited to
« individual case i.s, no doubt, sufliciently depressing ; but seeing
at it exists in spite of nil the advantages at the command of
yliim physicians to whicli we refer, we are at a loss to see how
would be .succeeded by faitli in medical treatment by the estab-
hment of hospitals sueh as Dr. Whitcombe proposes. They exist
i-eady in Germany in several university towns, but they end in
uply resembling the ward for recent or destructive patients in an
iglish county asylum. We believe that the results of treatment
! no better than they would be under the judicious treatment of
able superintendent of the Winson Green A.sylum, under his

esent conditior.s If such is the fact, we regard the fretpient
elamation of county asylum superintendents, that they would
re a great many more patients if they had only had a .separate
ilamg on the hosjiital .system, as the painftd cry of despair
lier than a scientific o]iinion justified by any fact's attainable
lere the experiment lias lieen tried. By all means, however, let
. Hhitcorabe's prophecy be put to the test, and. should it be ful-
eu, we i^iall have great ])leasure in recording the fact,
!n this connection we may note that a new hospital is to be
•cted near the .MorKroso Asylum, which is to accommodate fifty
.Kilts of each sex. The cn.st. of this building will be about
\vm. Th.Te IK to be a resi.leut medical officer whose •' entirew to use till' conventional language of the hopeful and confid-
; Ir^mers of a.'^yluni rules, is to be •' devoted to the treatment of
patients in the hosintal." The object of this building is not
same as that projiosed by Dr. Whitcombe. It is. properly
•'iking, an innrmary, and is intended for those patients who are

suffering from acute illness, the feeble, and the paralytic, and, in
short, all cases requiring medical care. Dr. Howden, the super-
intendent for many years of the Montrose Asylum, has no doubt
advi-sed the architect in every detail of this establishment, and
nothing appears to be wanting in the appliances down to the
smallest detail, judging from a description given in the Dundee
Advertiser, March 17th, in which an elevation of the hospital is
given. It is a handsome structure.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE GUEST.
The report of this hospital records the noteworthy fact that in
two years the Total Abstinence Sons of the Phffini.x had collected
and paid into the funds £:300, and that the Mile End Working
Jlen's Society had enrolled seven of its members as life-governors,
at a cost of seventy guineas. Like most of the other great hos-
pital charities, this institution is in great need of funds.

CASTLEBAE LUXATIC ASYLUM.
The resident medical superintendent in his annual report draws
attention to the necessity for additional accommodation in this
asylum. In consequence of haying no day room accommodation,
classification is out of the question ; besides, the sleeping accom-
modation is entirely sliort of the requirements. In November.
1886, ferer broke out and forty patients were attacked, the cause
of the outbreak being apparently due to overcrowding, and the
patients sleeping in a vitiated atmosphere. In January, 1887, Dr.
Xugent, inspector of asylums, in a report urged the board to pro-
vide additional accommodation, as the overcrowding was
dangerous to the health of the inmates. Plans were prepared last
May to build for 120 patients, and were forwarded to the Board of
Control, but the latter were of opinion that Ibi should be allowed
for, and that more cubic space should be given for each inmate.
Xothing has been done since, although the attention of the Board
has been directed to the matter, and the amended plans have been
before them for some months. ,

THE DENTAL HOSPITAL OF LONDON.
At the annual general meeting of the Dental Hospital of London
recently held, some interesting results of the working of this in-
stitution were given. Some fourteen years ago the hospital was
moved from its old site in Soho Square to its present one in
Leicester Square, and during these fourteen years the work of the
hospital and the medical school thereto attached has enormously
increased. The report shows that the actual number of patient'^
treated in 1887-8 was over 47,(XX), or l.i,.5tX) more than in 1874. This
large increase in numbers has sorely taxed the resources of the
present hospital and staff, and it ha's been necessary to increase
the size of their building. This has been effected by purchasing
adjoining property, and converting it into a new (wesf) wing,
which was opened after the meeting. The cost of the improve-'
ments amounts to a considerable sum. and was met partly by a
munificent gift of £1,000 from the medical staff and lecturers, and
£.)00 from Jliss Gluudius Ash, and partly by smaller sums from
other friends. The deficit still amounts" to'£.i,7(Kt. The present
hospital and school will well repay a visit wlien the recent addi-
tions of a handsome lecture theatre, jiatients' waiting-rooms, ex-
traction and operating (filling) rooms should be seen.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.
OXFORD.

Notice is given to candidates for the second e.xamination for the'
degree of Bachelor of Medicine, who offer all the subjects of that
examination together, and who passed the first examination for
the said degree under the statutes in force before 1886, that the
examination in materia nicdica ami pharmacy will in their case
be conducted as it was under tlu? provisions of the old statute.
An election to the Sherardian Professorship of Botany will be

held in the course of next term. A fellowship in Magdalen
College IS now attached to the professorship. The stipend of the
professor, inclusi\ e of this, will be £7(X) per annum. Application
to be made to the registrar on or before May 1st.

CAJIBRIDGE
O.v JIarch 8th. Robert ilichael Simon. JI.B., of Gcnville and Caius
College, duly perfcimed the exercises for thedegreeof M.D. Thtsis
" Bra.s.s-workers' Diseases." - .
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'ftOBBRT GORDON' tATUAlSl. M.D.(CAkxA?,). P-tJlW F.E.S.

Wk bri.'fly uiinmuicocl Itwt week tUe death, on JMiirch Uth, of Dr.

H. O. Lutluira, who was for many yours a loading authority lu

tliis country on comparative philology and ethnologj-.

ItolHTt (iordoa Liltham ^vas horn at BcUiugborough \icanige,

l,i„co!n^hir../ on March LMth, 181l>. the eldest son 6f the Rev.

Thomas Latham. He vaa admitted on the foundation of •.ton

College in 1821, atid entered at King's College, Cambridge in 18-J.

He craduated 15.A. in 1833. and immediately went abroad, tost to

Haniburg, and afterwards to Copenhagen and Christ lauia. A pro-

duct of this time is seen in his translation of Bishop Tegner s

Fnt/iiof^ga. and in a work on Norwa,/ and the]\onre,jiayii<, puli-

lished in 1840. lie became Professor of liughsh Language and

LUexature in University College. Lond<,n, in fes. He had been

elected a Fellow of King's College. Cambridge and had |tndied

medicine in St. BarthLaomew's HospitiU when in 1842 he

obtained the licence of the College of Physicians, aiid fcom-

menced to pmctise medicine in London. In the sanle year

he became pliysician to St. George's "idSt.^ James s Dispensary,

and in ItU.'. he was apiwinted Lecturer on ilatcna Medica and on

Forensic Medicine at the Middlesex Hospital Medical School.^ In

ttw following vea» he became Assistant Physician to that hospital.

He wa*. however, already deeply engaged m the study ot the eub-

iects in which he subsequently Ijecame famous, and in lh41 the

first edition of his great work on The Engluh Lnnamae aPPe^ed;

a second and enlarged edition was published in 1848; a thmt in

ISM) a fourth in ISili.o. Long before this, however, he had retired

from the medical profession. He resigned the post of Lecturer on

Materia Medica in 184'.), and that of Assistant Physician in 18jjO,

beinc in both cases succeeded by Dr. A. P. Stewart. In the

former year his place as Lecturer on Forensic Medicine was taken

bv Dr. 6oodfellovv. Dr. Lathams chief, if not his only, contribu-

tion to medical literature, was an edition of the works ot i^yden-

hara with a translation prepared for the Sydenham Society
;
to

thiri volume Dr. Latham prelixed a life of the great fcnglish

physician. ..^ , y,,.

Several textbooks on English grammar were written by Ui.

Latham, and have been known to many generations of students

One of his most successful was a Wnnlhonk of the M-iu/lish

Lanauafie, published in 1.8.-»1 : it attained the honour of a ninth

edition 'in \AV>. His mai/num »/-(« was an edition of Johnsons

Dictionary which came out in parts, and was subsequently re-

i.*suwi in an abridged form. He wrote also much on comparative

nhiloloirv, one of his most recent works being an Outline of (renei-al

or DeiXpmentalPhilolofiy : and many years before he had prepared

the Tocubularies for Mr. A. R. Wallaces book of travels in the

Amazon and Rio Negro.

A.S with philology, his most important contributions to ethno-

loKV were systematic treatises, and he did much good work in

lavina the foundation upon which the modern science has been

" In quick succession he published works on the ethnology
-« .. , *..i_-: 1 .1-, I, .««:..., ,^f tl),i Tlrltioh l<lllTlds. ot

KlNfi AN-D <}t'KK-N's COT.I.KOK OF PHTSICIAN.S W I KEI.A.Nti.,^

\.t a Special Examination tor the licence to practise Midwifery bald

on Monday, February 27th, ias8,. theioUpwing candidate was buc-

ceasful

:

'',':''"
,"i ..i,,),,! •

.

John James Orr, M.B. H.U.I. ';;'"',', ,,..,., ;,i

built.

of the British Colonies and dependencies, of the British Islands, of

Kurope, and of India, the lirst appearing in m^<l and the last in

1869- but he had previously published an essay on " ilan and his

Mierations," and later a large work on Nationalities of hurove

(18fi3) He was, according to bis friend, Theodore Watts, the

oriinnator, in 1862, of the theory that the Aryan race had its

cradle in Europe and not in Asia, a theory which has come into

much prominence lately.
. ,„ , , , j i- , , „,

For many years liefore his deatli Dr. Latham had lived a ver>'

retired life, and for the last ten years nothing of any importance

had come from his pen. He belonged to a gen.,rntion which luis

i)ft4sed. a generation of encyclopaedists who have Jieen rmilu^eU

l)yaraCGof specialists. His dei^h wa^, due to bTain disease,

wliich had produced aphasia. - i, . .

'PoSTV^KADrATE CoithSb in DENTiSTtt'Y.^The Dental Hospital

ot Londhh, Leicester Square, has announced a post-graduate

course of <l<»monstration.s for registeri.'d medical practitioners and

dentists It is intended to make the course one of a very practica

character. Two demonstrations are to be given each day, and

include such subjects a.s treatment of fractured maxillae, of pyor-

rhoea alveolaris, alveolar abscess, flttinga and stoppings of vanpus

kinds, etc. . .

'

,

.

,,„^, .,,^,-^ ;
; ,.

,...,..i ..I.

CONGBBSS OT AaraatOAV PHY8ICIAK8 AND StrBaBON'^.'^'n«](ll

the medical and surgical associations of America hate \»rfted

themselves together under the name of " The Congress of American

Physicians and Surgeons." This Congress wi 1 hold Ms tot session

at Washington, on September 17th, 18th, and Wth, 1888, at which

time and place the Association will hold their annual meetmts

separately as well as conjointly in the Congress. The preliniitla^-

programme issued, of which a copy has been for%varded to tiB.

giv?s the following list of officers, president: John S. Billings,

M D., U.S.Army. rice-Presiiienti, ex-officio ; D. Ha>vs;A«iew, iM.U.,

Philadelphia, Pa., -President of the American Surgicttl-AsSpciation;

Edward L. Keyes, M.D.,Ivew York City, President^of the American

Association of Genito-Urinary Surgeons; Rufus P. Lmcoln, Maj_.,

New York City, President of the American Laryn«)logical AssMir ,

ation; Alfred L. Loomis, M,D„ New York City, l-resident ofJbe
American Climatological Association ; William H.. Draper. il.U,

Ne-tv York City. President of the Association of Anienciin J.hy-

sicians; Jonathan S. Prout. M.D.. Brookl™,N. \,, President of

the American Otological Society; William F. NoiTis, M.D.. Phila-

delphia, Pa,. President of the American Ophthalmological s.ocit;t) ; ,

J.imes J.Putnam, M.D., Boston. Mass., President of the American

Neurological Association; 1. E. Atkinson, M.D., Baltimore, Md

President of the American Dermatologlcal Association ; Henrj'/. i

Bnwditch, M.D., Boston, Mass., President of the American Physio-
I

fo^cal Society; Newton M. Shaffer, M.p.,New York City, Presi-

dent of the Aiuerican Orthop.-edic Associatiom thairman (f the .

Rrecative Committee: William I'epper M.D., Philadelphia, Pa. '

Trea'^urer D. B. St. John Koosa. M.D.. New York City, becietary:
,

William H. Carmalt. M.D., New Haven, Conn Among the subjects
;

announced for report and discussion are the following: ^.^P ember

18th.^lntestinal Obstruction in its iledical and Surgical Kela-

tions. Papers will be read by Dr. Reginald H. Fitz and Dr

Nicholas Senn, and will be followed by a discussion, i'^pt^^^f

ISItb -Cerebral Localisation in its Practical Relations. I apers

iV be read by Dr. Charles K.Mills ''"'I Dr. Roswel Park and

will be followed by a discussion. September 20th.-Address b

the President.Jobn S. Billings. M.D., U. S. Army; to be followed

l,y a general reception in the Diited States Army Museum BuUd-

ins The Associations have decided to extend invitations to dis-

tinmiished gentlemen from abroad, to visit America at that time

as their guests, to be considered members of the Congress., and ;

entitled to participate in all the discussions.
j

LECTIRK.S TO SAXiTABY I NSPECTORS.-The Parked MuseufflU'

Margaret Street, liave announced a hftli course of leetuw

and ^demonstrations for the instruction of «a""".'^:
'!fl*f".^J

of which the following are the particuars :
April lit'. (1) in

troductory Lecture-General I i-story, 1;";^^'!'''^=;,
"''V? .f"?!

,,r HvL'ieiie Mr. A. Wyiiter Blyth, M.R.C.S. April l-'t"- '-'

Ven la ion Measurement of Cubic Space etc., ^^ .^^u^X'^si-

ton K C B F.R.S. April 17th. m Water Supply, Drinking V. ater.

Poli.nion of Water. W. Louis Parkes d'"!^. H«>i "'
^7,

:

'^"g-i''
Ai.ril 20th. (4) Drainage and Construction, Mr. E. <- B"^'";; ^^-j,-

K R.I.B.A. April 24th. (o) Sanitary Applinnces Profes-sor W 1^

(;ortield, M.A. M.D. April 27th. (6) ^lr''?^•l^'^^^°'^t ,^fZ
„n,l Sewage Mr H. Percy Boulnois,M.In8t.C.E. May 1st. (7) foou

ncSVuVki.SaleofWl andDriigs Act,Mr.Charles E.^^^^^^^^

t'CS FlC May 4th. (8) Infectious Di.sea.ses and Metliods o

We*tion..^l;.S?.irieyF.^lurI>ln^M•R.C.S. *'«,>•

^^Vof Sec'
Powers and Duties of Inspectors of Nuisances; Method "* '"^^^

Hon Mr I F J. Sykes, B.Sc.(Pub. Health). M.B. May 1
1

h. (0

N?";ir. of Nui.;ance^ncluding Nuisances the Abatement o^^^^^^^^^

8 Difficult Mr. J. F. J. Sykes, B.Sc.{Pub. Health), M.B. May Wh.

11) "an nrv Law-^General Enactments, Public Health .-Vet, 187.>,

M leriu-TaU, Dr. Charles Kelly, F R.C.P^ May l«th 02) etro"

politan Acts, By-laws of Metropolitan Board of W ork
^

Mr- ^

winter Ulvth MR.C.S. A nominal fee only of h\e .shimngs lu

H/rcourse will 1«^ charged to .-over expense.,, and Students attend!

It U.0 cm^se vsTll be |ranted free ^^xi^"^ ^o the Museum anc

Library from April 1st to June Ist. ;i h l.ii;'. .
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Royal Hospital fou Sick Childken.—The Directors of the
oyal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh, have appointed Mr.
eorge P. Boddie, M.B. and CM., and George Wihson, M.B. and
,.W. (at present resident physicians, Edinburgh Infirmary), to be
ffiident physicians in the Sick Children's Hospital, for si.\ months,
immencing May Ist.

A Sunday Cot.— There seems to be no end to the ingenious
?vices adopted by well-meaning individuals ih appealilig to the
lilanthropic for funds for benevolent institutions. The latest is
lat adopted by a lady who, being born on a Sunday, has
Idpted thf) expedient of appealing to other persons born on the
me day for funds with which to endow a " Sunday cot " in the
Qspitul for Incurables at Kjlbiirn.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced :

iTHNAXL HOUSE ASYLUM. CftmbrS.lge Roail. E.-Junior Medical Officer
Salary, i'liiO per aniiimi, with boarJ ami wasjiing. Applicatioa to the
.Medical Superintendent.

)liOUGH ASYLUM, Birmingham.—Clinical Assistant. Board and resi-
dence. Applications to E. B. Wliitcombe, Esq.. Medical Superintendent.

ilSTOL CITY LUNATIC ASYLUM.-Second .Assistant Medical Officer.
Siilary. £l:>ii per annum, with furnished apartments, board, and washing.
Applications hy Maidi 38tli, to the Cliojroiim of the Committee of Visitors,
the Council House, Bristol.

IITISH SEAM.UVS HOSPITAL. Cronstadt, St. Pelersburg.-Iiesident Medi-
cal Ofhcer. Salary, flSU per annum, with furnished apartments, etc.
Applications to H. M. Consul. St. Petersburg.
[.UiING CHOSS HOSPITAL.-Assistant Surgeon. Applications by Marcli
a,th to A. K. iieade, Esq., Seci-etaiy.

'-^J^P.'* K^-S'^S
"*JS^iTAL.-Surgia,l Hegistrar. Applications by March

27th to A. E. Keade, Esq., Secretary.
''^''^.10','O'j'^H ASYLUM.-Medical Superintendent. Salary, £.V>0. with
fllrmshed house, etc. Applications by April l.Sth, to be addressed to the
Lleruy Borough Asylum Committee, under cover to the Town Clerk, and
endorsed " Medical Superintendent."
SEX LUNATIC ASYLUM, Brentwood.—Temporary Assistant Medical OlHcer
for three months. Sahiry. £.» for the term, with'board, lodgiiiK, and wash-
ing. Applications to the Medical Superintendent.
;NEKAL INPIKMARY, Northampton.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £12.5 perannum, with board, etc. Applications by March 27th to the Secretary,
S. P. Bennett, Esq. j>

ISPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OP THE CHEST
Hrouiptoll, Resident Clinical Assistants. Applications by April 7th, to the
Secretary. ./. t-

iSPITAL _FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OP THE CHEST
v*"";''.?'?"?"*,',,'''?'*'';''!"'-"*''"^''''''

''**<'"•• Sftl»rv, £70. Applications bv
Marcli 2i)th, to W. J. Johnson. Esq.. Seeretaiy.
XL BOROUGH ASYLUM. Willerby.-Assistant Medical Officer. Salary
11100 per annum with board, lodging, and washing. Applications hy April
3nd. to the Medical Superintendent. » rr j ».

'IHMARY FOR CHILDREN. Myrtle Street, Liverpool.-Hou5e-Si.rgeon.
salary, f.H.i, „,th board ami lodging. Applications by April 9th, to C. W.uarver, Esq., Honorai \ Secretuj-y,

•ERPOOL DISPEN,S.\rIKS.-T»-o Assistant-Surgeons. Salary, £80 perannum, with board, lodging, etc. Applications by March 24tli, to E. K
lireone, Esq., hecretaity, Leith Office, MoorHelds, Liverpool
TKOPOLITAN AS-iXUMS BOARD-SMALL-POX HOSPITAI, SHIPSLong Reach Dartfov.l.—Clinical .Vssistant. Board; lodging, etc. Anpii-

iNnry'll £ "'"'i-'I'V,
*" "'"' ^}"^ *" "'^ Hetropoliti^u Ssvlums BiSaiM,

«ortolk House, Nortolk Street, W.C
WL LONDON OPHTHAtMIC HOSPITAL, Moorlields, E.C.-Junior
nouse-burgeon. ijalary, £.50 per annum. Applications by March SJth to
tile beeretarv.

v^,'5H"K/"^^^'"•'^i;
*'°^ '*'^°^^' '>'''- Henrietta street, W.C-

Sfcret.ar
' '="''"'.^'' ^''O

P'^'' ""mum. Applications by Match 24th to the

-T LONDON HOSPITAL, Hammersmith Boad.^Ollhibai ASMStaUts. Ap
!)Ucations to Secretary. - m ,:

'

;T.M1NSTER HOSPITAL.-Medical Kegistnir. Sal*ry, £40 per annum
Applications by Marcli 2lSl h to S. M. QueSnell. Secretary.

^

MEI)ICAL APPOmritEENTS.
\JS'-wu i?r ''''I;'

"1?"""<''1.K'=«',»'''»- 1« lli« Cancer Hospital. Brompton,
'!« W. H. Elani. F.R.C.S.. resigned.

il'ti'l w''w'''''
•^'^•; P,*.'-;';'U"-,appointed Surgeon to St. Mary's Hos-

tal for Women and Cluldrcii, Manchcsttr, vic<r William Walter, M.A.ujj., resigned.

\iLS.[\ B^"V'''
'"''CS.Iing.. tti,pointe<I Pathologist to the Cancer

losjiital, Brompton. vice Charles Slonhttm. P.li.C'.S., resigned. .

.d, t'i<.e L. If. Williams. .M.R.C.S., resigned.
!

U.. M.A...M.n.. C.M. appointed Medical Officer to (lie Ab.-;deen
peiisu^-y. ei« James Brauder, M.B., CM., resigned.

a.o..on.ii

'Jn'.w:"^'
'*,"

*''^V 1;"V *"•**'''"•• •»«• "PPOinteri Resident Mediciil Officer
1 tlic Uainaborough Amalgnm»te.i Friendly Soeiet y Medical Association.

e^^r'mritl.eoi^;'
»PP"""<"' Medical Officer of Health to Mio city of Abor-een, m« Theodori' Thomson, M.A., M.B., resigned

yt•o^t^•'^;''^^•h!*•*^^^''J"'• "PPO'nf^'l Resident Clinical Assis-

Jackso.v. R. W. H.. M.B., B.C.L., appointed House-Sureeon to the City o£
Dublin Honpital. r ,

;
,

Jo>K,s, R.. M.D.. B.S.. appointed Medicat Superintendent to the Earlswood
Asylum for Idiots. RedhUl, ri« C. S. W. Cobbold, M.D., resigned.

Mackkitit. Alexander Arthur. M.B.GIasg.. and CM., appointed Medical Officer
and Piiltllc Vaccinator for the Brampford Speke and Upton Pyne districts
of the St. Thomas Union. Devon, ciceM; L. Bron-n, M.D., CM., resigned.

MlLl.K.A.v, William, M.H., C.M.Abei-d., appointed Junior House-Surgeon to the
Northern Hospital. Li\Trpool.

OpEN.^HA-iy. T. Hnrrncks. M.B., M.S.. P.R.O.S/, etc., appoiuted Curator of the
Pathological Museum of the London Hosijital Medical College, vice V. Clmri-
wood Turner. -M.D.. F.R.C.P.. resigned.

Peakk, W. P., M.R.C.S., L.R.CP.Lond., appointed Assistant Medical Officer to
the St. Mirviehone Intirniarr.

Roll. G. W.. B.A.. .M.B., M.R.C.S.. L.R'.CP.. aiip.,int«l Assistant House-Sur-
geon to the Leicester Infirmary and Fever House, vice E. Scott Sunden
M.B., resigned. f

>

Tv.vAv. J. H, L. and L.M.. R.C.S. and C.P.Bdini. appointed Medical Officer to
the Oldrastle Union (CrossdrulAi. vicf K. Rid»ewav, M.D. F R C S i

Walter. Williajn. M.A.
,
M.D.. api«lnted Physician to St. Mary's Hospital forWomen and Cliil.lrcn; Manchester, vice C. 3. Cullinruorth, -\I.D., F.H C.P

resigned.
. ''.-

.i . ,
'

Ward, H. M.. appoinleii Additional Examiner in Botanj- to the University of
Edinburgh. I'H-f' Professor Bayley Balfour, resigned. "'.'

Watkrs. W. K.. L.K.Q.C.P.r.. L.li.CS.I., appf.inte<I Meflll^l Officer to the
Carbury Disjieniary District, co. Kildare, vice W. Wat<!rs, L.K.Q.CP.I
M.R.C.S., resigneil.

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES DURENG THE '-iia^

NEXT WEEK.

Medical Society of Lokdos (Clinical Evening'), S.SO p.m.—Dr. Orwin .A
case of Lupus of Mouth, Pharynx, and iarviLx. Mr. Edmund
Owen

: A case of Injury to Lower Epiphysis of Ulna. Mr.
William Rose: A case of Gunshot Injury o"f Knee-Joint. Mr.
Davies Collev; A case of Trephining 'for Middle Meningeal
Hemorrhage. Dr. Beevor

: A case of Charcot's Disease of
Shoulder-Joint. Mr. Walter Pve ; A case of Obliterated .Arter-
itis from Crutch Pressure. Dr. Purcell : Two cases of Thiersch-
Gould's operation f.jr Removal of Penis. Also casus by Mr.
John Morgan and others. '

'

. ,

vbieADAY.
Royal Medical AND Chibcrgical Society. 8.30 p.m.—Mr. G.H.Makins: Acase

of Extroversion of the Bladder treated by Preliminary Diyisiom
of the Sacro-Iliac Synchondroses. W. j". Walsham, "F.K.C.S.
-A case of Wound of the Femoral Artery and Vein; Traumatic
Varicose Aneurysm; Ligature of holli .Irtery and Vein: Ke-
cover>-. ^Vith remarks on the Treatment of' Wounds of tli«i

./. i.. ...i .. Femoral Artery and. Vein. ,.

\Ve.st JLONDOtt Hospital (Clinical AfternoMi). .5 i>.m.—Mr. Keetley i 1. Case
of Transplanting Skin from -\riu to Face. 2. Cases lilusti-ating
Deformities of the Toes ami their Ti-eatnient. Mr. KdwariU
Cases of Disease of Testis. Mr. Bruce Clarke: 1. Cases of
\\ ired Patella. 3. Severe Plat Foot tretited by Excision of part
ol Tarsus. Dr. Herringham : Hemiplegia w ith Heart Disease.'-
Dr, Ball: Cases of Atrophic Rhinitis.

n'EDjrESDAV.
iSritish Gvx.igoLOGicAL Society, iM p..m.—The adjourned discussion on'

the Elej-trolvsis of Uterine Myoma will tie opened hi- i>r. G.
Granville Bantock. Specimens \vill to exhibited by Mr. Law-
son Tait. Dr. Mausell-Moullin, the Presidelit, and others.
Council, 8 P.M.

HospiTAi, FOB CoNSUMPTio.v. Brompton. 4 pjt.—Dr. J. Kingston Fowler

:

; iiT.!' MlOn cases illustrating some points in Lhr ProgiiOsii of Valvular
-i ' ' Disease. .; m :

Pa'SrpS MusKtTM OF HYGIE.VE, 3 P.st.—Dr. T. A. 'SeUbEelU : > Oa' Hoifte
Nllrsing. -

. ' T '

lU-^fTeSriif SOt'iETY. 8 P.M.— Dr. Ryle: X c-ise of Tymi*niti5 ti^iited bv
,

... .., ,. Pnnctuie , of livteatin'e. Mr. Corliet : A fatal case of Acute
In'estitifll Obstruction complicating Utero-Gestatiou. wlUi
Spe(Jimen. Di-. J. Dundas Grant : On Tinnitus .•Vuriuln.

BIE.TBS, JIARRUGES, AND DEATHS. - t

~
The charoefor inserting linninmceiii^ts of Btrtks, .1f<irr<ariei, and DetttKk it M. Sd.

ivMck should ke/orwarded m stamps Kitli the aunouncemext.

-JilBTHS. \':i''J

Lloyd.—On the 14th inst., at 22, Broad Street, Birmiugham, the wife of Jordan
Lloyd, F.H.C.S.. M.B., M.S.. of a chiughtcr.

-MoBRLs.-On March lutli. at Feruliurst, Haslemere, ilia nift of Kilwvnl Morili
M.R.C.S., L.S.A., of tt son. . ;.

.'

MARRIAGES. - i
.

JiiyKs—Evans.—On March 2Ist, at Emmanuel Church, Kvferton, Livej-poot, hy
the Rev. C. Courtenay. Hear, Surg.on J. M. Jones, .ll-my Merttiiat Staff.
eUWst son of D. Jones, Ksq.. .M.R.C.P., M.H.C.S.. of Kyerton Road. Liver-
pool, to Kate, younger daughfer of tJie late (Captain G. O. Evans, United
States .\rmy, of Beaycr Dam, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

SuMEKMLLE—.May.—Manh Utli, at St. J^raes's Church. Higher Sutton, by
the Vcnenibic Archdeacon Gore. M,A., assisted by tlie Rey. K SmitJi. ILA,,
viqar, John Somorville, F.«.C.S.K., to QenUdiue. youngest i|»u«Uter ol

,

John May. J.P., Ridge Hill.
^^

DEATH.

^^\^;?.'"'r9,P ""^ ""' March, 1S8S. at 21, Park Lane, BtsdfcrJ. G«otiiana
Elizabeth, thebeloved wifeolJohnE.K, nyon.LJt.C.tJ.oua.^AC.Siai!,mends -will please accept this intimation.
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALb.

MONUAY..

TUESDAY

avEniEii.

?'* ;'",". nSrnio -fnoPM -We t London; Cancer Hospital,
Londoi OphtlialmK .—*

^ ^. ^Ophthalmic Department).;
Bvompton.—»

P-M-
• vl'.i hT, ifi In a m Roval Loudon

WEDNESDAY. ...10 ,^.M. :
NaUona^^

.''{^ ;i;,Cx.- °3?i.M. St! BSolomeWs,
Opht^.alnuc.-lP.M. M^d,ue.^x

Ophthalmic.-2 p.m.;
St. Thomas s; Ko> al w e;.imm t j g^eat Northern

mic U?P''rt'"«°"-lliJ^i?- Colwe . St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic
thalm.c.-2 P.M.

:
Ivu s

[^^^^^.f Ophthalmic ; Koyal South

Eo^tro"ph;,harm^' EasrLoudon^ Hospital for Childreu.-

SAXUBDAY ?H'^^fSS--^^^«---^^^^^

Ophthalmrc:-2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital, Bromptou.

1.^1 1. .

TIIUESDAY

Cj-imatk of Bl^r.m.ui axd Siam.

MB. wishes tor iuformatSon regar.lm;; the clinmte of Burmah audSUmin

geiieml. and the neighbourhood of Bangkok in part.cidar.

Vital Statistics OF Convict Pnisoxs.

nr J BAROVdO Whiteladiea Road. Ciiftpn. Bristol) wites = Will some inenilM.r

kindh teU me »^e,ri™n get statisticaw^o^«fftlW6?>i^yof,co,^^^

dfath'-r+te in our prisons ? .
'

. , i ,,, |, t ,, | ., ,i >•;

TKFATMEXT of HEARTBirHN.

wmwmMmm
ANSWEB8. 1:1

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
""

HOSPITALS.

OHAHtKO CKOSS.-Medica, and^SorgJ^ir^ily, 1 ; Ohst^tnc. Tu. F., 1.30; SMn.

Th. F.. 1.30: Ear Tu. >.. UM 5""-
/j.V.-iflaivi.SO ;

Obstetric, Tu. Th.S.,

K.NG'8 COLLE.,^-Medica .
d^ y 2^ ^-P-'; ^o'Shalmic Departn.eut, W., 1

;

kr°fe.^;l^.n'Th"-Thr|t.^Th 3;Den^^^^

L0Nl.0N-.-M«li«l. daily exc.^., 2 . ^"^«^™'^ "^ >^
.'

gkin, Th'., « ; Dental, Tu. 9.

1.3U;o.p. W. S., 1.3U; iye, ":°-; V„!T? 1 . hhstetric Tu. F., 1.30; o.p.,W. S.,

MiDLLESKX.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 .

*^„'!''st™Tu" J;' Dental, daily, 9.

2; bentah Tu.. S.. 9, Th.. 1.
niistetrlc Tu. F., 1.4.'>; o.p., M.

ST. MAKT-s.-Me-Mcal and Surgical, daily,
\'^^^^Z tZ'tX^: Skin. if. Th..

rio'-'i?^tS"/u.'F.''2Y b^iUhW: ?.' olo ;
consultations, M., 2.30;

M Th , 2.30 ; Ear. M., 9 ; Skln.^h., 1 ;
Dental, W, b., 9.15.

letters, notes, and answers to

correspondents:

JOL'B>-At. auj not to his j>rivate house.
.

,, pR,Tign Ma.iCAi.
ACTHOBS desiring reprints of the.r articles P"blif« 1 '" ">'_^ Manager, 429,
JoiTciAL are iVquestcd to communicate beforehand villi me .uiwiu^

,

OOHRESPOXDEXTS imt answered are nquestwl tolpok to the Outlets

Ml-^v-^l'Affobwa1!;;^"?o't^Ofv.c. of thm Joubka. ca«kot mn,F.« ai^

pSrH".li5?D"^SS?^AVc,hallhe much obliged to Metol^
ef Health If they will, on forwarding their Annual and other Heports, lavour

us with biipliaiu Coptei.

• •.illO h:',!l.'-l' i..ioijl

T.^.eI (Sloiicesier).—ires.

-=^=i?of:s;'V'ErS^rK2o^r&f;^:r^xti«
Nortli Kensington, W.

PAS KST. T.TC.-We have not the required information ;
it should obviously

be obtained from another source.

K.W. asks wheretheiPeut^^ ^f^r^UcvSfe^^'tSmSi./frD^'^oYgt
"»"

what other .journal an account of -salicylate ol Dismuiii, u,

'Vrot eorrespondent will probably find the information which he desire,

., the 1 brary of the College of Surgeons. Search should be made in the Utt

"hiee or four volumes of the Me. Medians, and Virchow and Ivirsch s Mr,.

bcrxcht. , -..i- i/ ." ''
\

M.B.-Dr.BoxalVs paper on ^"-1^^^ *«-«, 'r^^^^^ p!SiUiu

Cmulmfor ISSS. which will be issued in April oi May.

Chroxic Sweatisc. tlf A.XII.I.*.
_

'

has found the above ,..valuable applied tetw^entne^^^_^.^
^^^^^

socks in fcBtid perspiraUou of the feet, ne nas aiso

cases, with nearly equal results.

Tbeatmext'of Epilepsy.

-tSer^egSf^^^ail-g^i:^^^"--"--^^^^
increase if required.

. « w 1 writes I''

Dr. J. V. OLIVER, (2, Hertford Gardens Albert BndgeR.^.^S.W.).^';^,
^

suggest to B. the '"""'^inK P"=,^%Pj,T(i,:, "vea« peJs^stent treatment by tl..

mirSblv iua similar case tmale), » •"^^y ^^"^ .''

tind. bellad. m v.-x ;
syr

t^'''^li:^ZS:^i fhe"?»ves"ofbe^lad.and the ext.. at mghl to.;

may^also add to the mitigation of the disease. ^
I

A GVS«C0L0G1CAL CoUCB. , .

,

«„„W
.. H" t^ Princes Avenue, Liverpool) offers to describ«.to "A CoWtO" M«mW

"gj^cological couch, which may be of use.

DURATION OF INFECTIOX OF WHOOPISa-CrtVfin.

DR. J. T. RlcIARns (Wirnil ChiUhen's H-int^^,Birkeu,,e,,d, wn.« :

^u^^^,,,^

W the inquiry of
" Pertussis it is ehe^t I 'ue

.^^^ _^^ ^^^^

cough lasts for »'yY,;'^^^t;eks after the ma,^
„„^tteuded by risk of Infe-

;l;t"™s''vfcwfs a'Jred^u^'n'\^"hildre''n's hospitals.

Trkat.mf.\t of Tracheal Couan.
,,„»„, irfci

, .. HAKFR (Abingdon) advises " Cantab" to try inhal«ttoi.««"

^a^nIrWs1,l*ifhre^,to'o?tl,ree time, a day.

|

OILY DlABRH,EA *™
^.™°'l'l'^;;''^;,erEl," «hose I»U«'

DR. D. H. CULLIMOBE writes : 111 answer to Surgeon UenerEi,
__ __,^

r.;:;!ai!;:in::!;jn^SaS;g33^wM^^
As regards podophyllm.. I beUeve it cq"a '> "Y purgative cfTeel. and tla
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purgative; and tea, so generally productive of excitement and sleeplessness,

has in i-ertniu btiitus of mrvtmi exhaustion, particularly in elderly pt-ople, a
falmati\X' eft'ect, I Jiuve avmx one case of hfr])es zoster where the only dnij;

that produced sleep was a cup of tea, taken about lo.;iO I'.M.

NOXEti. LETTERS, ETC.

A Cask of Distki^-s.

A MEniOAL MAN, age*l 5S, with a wife and seven ehildren under 13 years of af,'e.

luis lieeu struck down with paralysis, and is unable to practise, or do anytliinjj

for tjie support of his family. Two of the children (girls, a^ed 8) have been

i,
approved by the committee of the St.Anne's Schools as candidates forelectlon.

mid a tjentlemun has most generously offered to j^ive £E»0, half the amount

necessary, to purcliaee an inunediate presentation for one of these girls, pro-

vided that the renuiiuiug sum (£90) be ohtaiueil witliin the next two inoutlis,

tiiat is, before May ;il6t

.

,^,

The little money tjie fatlier was able to save has.ldng since been spent, and

the family are in the greatest distress, and ai-e now solely dependent on a

small ?uni—ten shillings a week—granted temporarily from the MetUcal

Benevolent fund. The ciiae is urgent, and the need for help immediate, to

prevent the honie being broken up.

The facts ot the case are vouched for by Dr. Broadbent, treasurex*, and by

Dr. Jonson, Chairman of the Committee of the British Medical Benevolent

, Fund, who join in this appeal. It is hoped that the amount required to secure

tlie presentation may be subseril>ed within the time stipulated. Should

tliere be any surplus it will be applied to the relief of the family.

Donations towards the special objects in view, or offeis to lielp iu pro\"iding

for tlu- education and support ofauy of the other eliildren.will be gratefully re-

ceived and aeknowle<Iged by Dr. C}. C. Jonson. 16, South Eaton Pliw-'e. S.W.,

. -or.by Dr. John M, Bright, Park Hill, Forest Hili, S.E„ who will gladly answer

ftny inquiries.

Chaxge of Address.
Messrs. Pope antj Plante. manufact\irei-3 of elastic stockings, etc,, have rc-

m-ttved from 1, Waterloo Place, Pall ilall, to 13tj, Begent Street.

Oral Instruction of the Df.af.
;Dr. \V. Macfie Campbkll (1, Prince's Gate East, Liverpool) writes: I

have seen some correspondence on this subject, and a queiy from this neigh-
bourhood, in a recent number of the Juuknal. A lady, fully trained under
Mr. Van Pu^agh juid others, has commenced classes in Croxtcth Road in this

city. I can highly commend her as a competent teacher, and have one of

niy clilldren under her cai'e.

A Corrf.ctiox.
Sir W. i3. Daley (18. Savile Row. W.) writes : At page .').31 of the JorR^AL of

March 10th, I am reported as having said ;
** An experience of ten years had

given a mortality in cases of aanul disease of 8 per cent." What I did say was
"g per annum, "I

Metropolitan Providfnt Dispen.<5aries.

Dr. RodeRT R. Re.ntol'l (Liverpool) writes: It would appear thaf^Dr. Para-
more neither bolieves in sick clubs nor in provident dispensaries. Many,
however, are stronglv in favour of a well-conducted club system, its managers
working tlie " wagt-limit " clause closely. He also adds :

" I challenge any-
one to show any difftjrenee between the club system and the provident dis-

pensaries." AVell. the latter do not grant sick pay, funeral allowance, widow's
fund, or jjive any division of funds at Christmas. Pew members, indeed, go
into the sick club for the doctor's sake. The fact to prove before a committee
that they will want neither doetor nor drugs is one of then* chief pianks.
They also—1. Avoid tlie two extremes of life, limiting membership to those
of 18 t<) 4.=) years of a«i^e. 2. Kxelude those of certain callings. 3. Make candi-
dates pass a medioftl examination. 4, And have stringent, rules against mem-
bers who contract illness through venereal disease, or drink. Further, they
gi\e the member the use of tlu' doctor from the day the former enters, the
provident dispensary system di-lerring beneiits froui one to two months after

.entry. Are these auUicient differences? If not, thet:e are more. Is it not
well known that few club patients trouble the club doctor, generally going to
the hospital, or "prescribing" ohemist?

M'ill Dr. Paraniore. or anyone conversant \\\X\\ the necils of our wacje cani-
: i-lasses, hoUi that they are able to pay even the low medical fees men-
•d in WUitiiJier's Almanackt Surely not. Well. then, how are these

I

>le to provide tliemselves with respectable medical treatnu-nt. and thugs ?

itie averaije wage of the working classes, in and out uf work, may be put
down at 17>. weekly. No donht if a single man or woman bad continuous pay
of 40s. weekjy he or she might lie able to pay a doctor ; but when sickness
comes, or he is nut of work, wa^es stop, and he is often so liard up as to be
unable to pay Ills usual fee to his sick club ; cousequentlw his l2s. of " sick
pay ".often also goes. Pi-actically, then, the man h;is little uioueyleft, and
the relalions of the woiTiin^ man do not seem to help him much. This want
of luniis is the key of tlie provident scheme. One would have tliought that
the quest ion of the necessity of having some svatem for supplying medical '

aid to those of slender means had long ago been settled. If medical men
would look at the. social side of this question it miglit help in its solution.
Dr. I'ar.vmore also says :

" Contract work is notoriously bad." What will our
lecturers say to this—t^ur paid hospital doctors ; our army, navy, colonial, and
nieivantile marine surgeons; our poor-law doctors, vaccinators, and health
officers— all contract-paid ? Do not our Court physicians and surgeons, with
their eyes very wide open, contiuct to act for £2iX) a year, while tlie surjjeon-
fcpothecary secures JEl.iXK) ? Kuough, then, that contract work is " notoriously
bad." One admits the fact that our fees are too small, and that "tliejjuod
ones help to make up for the small." but the consequences are of oiu* owni
naking, ami none olher. No doubt the Leicester Provident Dispensary is

ibused. but ^^i;\t, earthly scheme is not? Eveu one notorious respectability
ound fault viithUie way \\\ \\hlcU thlhgs wtrG 'h\ftu£igeft hi Heaven. But be-

cause a good many tout for hospital appointments, and treat patients for Sd.
each, as at Guy's, or take commiasiuus from tlru^gists. these facts do not give
one; tlte rij/ht to let loose unmeasured aud unreslrained condemiuLtiuu oxx hus*
pitals and medical men.
Let the provident tUBpensary system be as free from abuse as poulble. «>

that it may command the resiiect of the profession. At present we doctors
are cutting and hacking at each other in a most w icked and goalless manner.
White we are tjying to acquire each others income, we are sinking the social

ettitus of tlie entire profession. Theicfore. let us all try and act in a more
business-like way in our professional trausactiuas. At present we aie the
lanwhing-stock of the community. Only a few weeks ago, In Liverptxjl. one
doctor touted round the various "offices for a hospital vacancy, while another
bent in a large bundle of testimonials to a sweeps' t^ck benefit society, offering
to do the work of the surgeon for " sixpence less' than their own' "medical
atttnilant."
Dr. Paramore seems ominotisly silent regarding the great ahusc of our

meilicftl cliarities.

Orotava.
Dr. Poulain forwards us a commmdcation from a patient, who writes toliim
from this new health-resort, concerning \\liich we pulilished last year a series

of letters from .^Ir. Krnest Hart. slio« ing that Port Orotava is tli'is year very
full, even to overilowing, and that the limits of the existing acconimo^laf ion
are overtaxed by the atnui of visitors. The accommodation of the African
steamboats is spoken of with much approbation; and the new hotel opened
at Laguna, the stopping place ou the drive across the island from Santa Cruz
to Orotava is said to be very olean antl satisfactory. A new hotel has bee<i

opened called Casa Carpenter, where accommodation is to be liad on very
moderate terms. "There can be no doubt," this lat.ly writes. " about the
climate ; it is perfect, of such lovely golden sunshine oversea and mountains ;

but at present there is not the accommodation necessary to satisfy all the re-

quirements of Enghsh travellers. I am afraid they are somewhat exacting ;

the people who live in villas are contented because they can have their foo<l

cooked and ser\ed as they like, but iu hotels folks are very much given to
grumbling and fault-tinding. We should frequently liave the fooil differently

prepared. I can recommend the Casa Carpenter with every confidence to reason-
able people wiio will not expect to liud tlie luxuries of a Weal End hotel and cluti

combined. The water is good, aud Dr. Perez assured me quite safe to tlrink."

She adds that there are this year plenty of mosquitoes, and the place is not
free from lieas (as are mdecd few hpauish hotels;, so that Keating's powder is

a useful adjunct to travelUnij appliances. The postal arrangements are irre-

gular, but she writes : " We have the priceless sunshme and pure sea breezejs."

There are already 1.50 English persons in Orotava. and it is stated that sUtv
more are expected by the next boat. It will be remembered that in Mr. Hart's
lettei-s inteuduig visitors were informed that tlie aceomniodatiou was at pre-

sent limited, the Grand Hotel only making up forty beds, and th.T.t the
visitors would do well to ascertain beforehand what vacant accommo4lation
might be available. There is no doubt tliat the singular equability of the
climate, and its delightful winter sunshine, together w ith an absence o£ cold

winds, or from any sudden changes of temperature after sunset such as cousti-

tute tiie besetting dangere of the Riviera and of Egjpt, will make Port
Orotava more and more frequented as a watering-place, if any place iu the
world can offer equal advantages of climate or a more interesting scenerj'

:

but the hotel accommoLlation is far from being fully developed, considerijig

the numbers w ho are flocking to the island. We hear, however, that not only
is the Gi-and Hotel likely to be considerably enlarged next year, but that a

new hotel is projected on a neighbouring site, which will oSer equ;il advan-
tages. Meantime, visitors should be cautioned to ascertain beforeliand that
they will be able to obtain adequate aud comforiable accommodation.
The effect of Mr, Ernest Hart's "Winter Trip to the Fortunate Islands "lias

been to give to Orotava a reputation whicii may easily overtax its existing re-

sources. but this isa sort of difiiculty winch, in these days of energetic eut^Jt

prise, is likeiv soon to remedy itself. Those who go to Orotava. however,
without due "notice, and without ascertaining that they can be received, will

have only ihemselves to thank if they fiml a difiiculty in housing themselves
satisfactorily. We would recommend mediial men who are proposing to send
patients there at present. to conununieitewith Dr. Perez, to ascertaiu whether
the patients can be satisfactorily provided for.

British Qualifications.
A.B.C. writes : The letter of Mr. G. Pinder, in the Jolbnal of March 3rd, seems
tome to invite criticism, although Scotch degrees do not need defence in

vour columns. Your correspondent's language is so involved, and his attitude

so peculiar, that one can hardly guess the object of his letter. Hecoufua.es

degi-ees with quaiilieations. talks of things English, and in the same sentence

dubs them British, and speaks of " numerous" Scotch universities, so that

one must conclude that his inability to sign the certificate lie mentions has

liad a very disquieting and confusing effect ou his mind. This state of mind
is furt her indicated by his wish to throw '* open " Scotch degrees to English-

men, as English qualifications are to Scotchmen. I do not know if your
correspondent appreciates in this sentence the (Ufterence between degrees and
qualifications: probablv he does, as the arrangement is so one-sided. I am
only point out to him that the Scotch universities from which degrees ema-
nate are at present open to * we KngUshmen." who largely avail ourselves

of their thorough and liberal system of education ; they are open in the same
sense and di't;ree that J^nt:H»h corporations are open to Scotchmen, " open

"

as long as their laws ami regulations are comphe«i with. This is the real

kernel of the question. The regulations and eurricnlum of a universiiy are

very different to those of a mere examining ami trailing b«>ly like the Apothe-
rai'ies' Comijany, w hicli no doubt answered a useful purpose in its time, but is

now out of (iate. as. in my \iew. there should be no boily exaumiiug. lor meili-

cal qualification which does not teach or further mcdiavl science in some other

It is an incongruity that certain bffllies of examinera praef ically irresponslRtt

should be dmw-ing large salaries from the pocJiets of needy studimts. the
amount of such salaries being practically dependent on a rough and rewly
"result system." the more passed the merrier for all concerned. There are

other abuser inseparable from a system of examination In which the examiner
and candidate have never pi-e\i6usly met, and these liave been pointed out
in the JoiTlNAL.
The last sentence of Mr. Finder's letter seems to me the most curious and

obscure of all. He states that everything English is under a cloud, an
assertion which requires Clucid;ition or confirmation, aud reminds one of the
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Yankee to whom a copy of the Pilqrim's Prcaresa wns lent. _ ,,,„,,
m?-.l tl.ri ™k. ^JIm that." its statements ,vre i"»".-Min^._but_to„el,.

The American

••tn.-n,^.\ rhi» book nurt soM that "US siarfint-nis .ii<r ....v-n-MinK. ..

' rmyw^rifro^VcorresronaentW m.y meaning, whnt becomoe of the orcU-

" nary rules of professional etiquette ?

' • • Ska-sickness. ... .

"ThreM^r^Stmtdr'eeme.l to prove that the irregular, expiration wa,

no?;:c-Sry 'o*the'sicU;e.s, K.J.n. of regular '>- »';-tl-^,r-veutec,

.L-kriH.s or i">riiillv relieveilit. Ono must sit and f,\\f nis atieniioino ii.,

^\.'r."™tl,'e?o.l-m;:;vi,h .nU au,l ^^^^'-^^^^^l^^'U Dr.
'

1 wiU aiscuss no tlieorv. but I am ahle to add the follow niK lett«i oi ur.

Kt.K-kman and Dr Prentiee. who repeated my eNpenments.

3Z?^^i^s?^a^v^ii:;,:se«r?hf r;;u ,-t^;ps

SStS?tokii^fi^£-sr'S;?^XW^

vldnafj wh"e aastric n-gions were going through eonvulsive contortions, and

maiing tile r f,ves"misLble. We%eated our patients ""
;'\*-J?;;-.

°-

part oI^he ship, wliere the pitch was most eonsnlerable. ..?;^';-.l/™X/,f';''r
Timfef with five and I took theother live vmdermycare. We tmied thebreath-

nT n tl e JllowinS manner We raised the hand from the knee, indicafng an

nfph^t on and down again for an expiration. We had a quarter second stop

^tch and timed the respirations to exactly twenty per mmute. -'^.ttheex-

Si^tlonSf one hour the Leti^•e symptoms in each case had entirely suh,>dea.

S'fcou^ethrs does not mean that all the faintness <^neit.r^ncyto nausea iii

each case had subsided : il, a few of the cases these still continued. By tin.

?^e we had thoroughly educated our patients in th'""."''"
"^^hl v^va.^e

""-Indthen took'thVir names for conference the remainder ot th«-;oyage^

With one exception, a case at tii-st the mildest of tlie ten. Imt who olistinately

kept Idrberth and refused to continue the treatment, and remained sicl.

thKu^out^ he cases continued permanent •uivs. Tie foUowmg are the

Mtnes -IS on tlie saloon passenger list of the Ktrurw.. February 4th :-His tx

mSv J. Oeimadius, Hellenic Minister. Tnited States- Mr. Leonard

Jerome^ New York : Mrs. John A. King. Pliilartelphla ; Mr. Thomas Le Bon-

tnhe? Ne4 York : P. U. Millet, arti?f. New York : Dr. A I.awrence, Mem-

tihisVliss Ida Griffiths. New York ; Count K. Zbrowski. Philadelpliia ;
Mr.s,

Sh' Thomson New- York; John Schmidt. China. During the last part ol

the trIpTve others^ whom we had not seen lit to put in our list, were

bene Ite'^ by the experiment, which, to our minds, establishes th. theor.v as a

fact twyonVany doubt. The cure U infallible In all eases that persist u.

Scrying It out.-G, C. Stockman, M.U. ; C, W. 0. yRK-STiOE, M.D.

Nei-botic OnuiiN "F PitBrrR*. '
;'

<?i-Hr,FON-OFViRAi. Chas. R. Franci". M.B. (BrondesburyWrftM: Theques-

tTonwas raised bvDr.Kdw-ard Maekey.in a paper mid before the South-

Eastern Branch of the British Medical Association, and afterwards pubhslied

In the Jol r"^ai. of July 10th. 1»86. whether purpura, taken in its genenc

sense and including not only the hemorrhagic variety but the "aqueous

rnrihr- "hne « de,crlbei:i by B'\Kiehard..on. was of neurotic origin.

And he furnished the details »f a case which seemed to show- that it is.

ThXllowinrcasc.connrmatorv(n of this view, wh eh has recently come

under mv observation, apparently t.-aches the twofold lesson: (D that the

insw.nsion of vasomotor influence over minute Hood-vessels may lead to

JoS on in sc^e part of their course, followed by islands of blood-effusion-

"pifrpu™ I'a^orrh'agica"; (2) tliat alcobo will cause tins double effect.

iiamelv nerve-paresis, and consequent vascular engorgement.
,.„„,,„

Tn iinclo-In,?ian, retire.! after prolongcl service in the East and subicet to

a.laJks of ^ironic tropical dvsentei-v-. had an attack afterachill. butriH-overed.

?io^ghverr8lovlv,.nder,\ppi-o,,riate treatment and careful dieting, sup-

ISnted bv some -I ounces of brandy a day. His recovery, on tornier occa-

limis had been more rapid under somewhat similar treatment, but withou

anv alcohol wLtever. Hahitiiallv he was an exceedingly moderate drinker nl

fermemed llq ors Shortly afterward* he was again attacked was SIm,larl^

tr™ed and died. It was remarked with surprise by the medical attendaul

th™ the patient complained towards the last of palpi .at ion of the heart. I<„

which no reason eouM Ik- asslgned-K-ai-cfnl examination detected nothing

rn.t thatTpots ot purpura hiemorrhagioa appeared on the lower ex-

"mIvTc not reasonably infer that the continuoiia use of alcohol in a weak-

en^constitution. in artvance.1 life, w.us the cause of both the palpi «t ion and

the pun ura? Doubtless many cases of purpura have a neurotic nngin, inde-

depeudently of alcohol, though others may b« due to different causes, tor

example, an»mia, etc.
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THE LUMLEIAN LECTURES

THE TONGUE AS AN INDICATION
DISEASE.

Delivered at the lioi/al College of Physicians, March, 18SS.

By W. HOWSIIir DICKINSOX, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
Honorary FeHow of Caius College, OarabrldKe : Senior Phvsirian to St. Georfje's

Hospital ; Consulting Physician to the Hospital for Sick Children.

V V' •^.^\ LECTITRE II.

Class 8:~!Bherusted Dry and Broitn Tovff'uB?^''
''

fHE variety about to be described is distinct enougli, thougli it

has points of contact with tlie two preceding classes, as a later

stage of which it piresents itself. The essential characteristic is

the covering of the tongue with a brown dry crust, which sur-
Boounts and conceals the papillae. It occurs as a later stage of

the furred tongue, the spaces between the elongated papillie

getting filled up, as it would seem almost necessarily, and the
accumulation carried up so as to level or overtop their summits.
It occurs also as a later stage of the coated tongue, m^re par-
ticularly of that kind which has been described as plastered,
the growth of the papilh-e and of the epithelium in the inter-

vals and the accumulati,o^ of parasites on the dry surface pro-
lucing the result. , v
To the naked eye the characters of the encruisted brown and

Iry tongue are almost sufficiently described by these three words.
Iti is irregularly covered with brown drj- incrustation, variously
troken and fissured. Sometimes the cracks are quite irregular;
"ften the deeper are tranverse, with longitudinal longer and
ihaJlower fissures, which together divide the crust into more or
eS8 rectangular scales. The surface, particularly in front, often
lisplays, instead of incrustation, coarse elongated papillfe which
ire antecedent to it, while towards the back and central parts the
oat covers and conceals these prominences. The colour is gene-
ally brownish, and the upper surface rough and drj*. while the
mder part, is smooth, uncoated, and onlj' clammy. The teeth are
Iten encrusted with brown matter.
It may be asked. Why is the encrusted tongue brown ? First,

ecause it is drj\ llany animal substances dry brown, among
thers the white coat of the tongue. I have 'dried a thiekly-
oated white tongue at the tempera'frure of lfKJ°, and also at that
f an ordinary room. When dry it became brown. A brown,
ry, encrusted tongue, when soaked in water, became nearly whitei
ut not quite, and lirown as before when re-dried. Thus "dryness
ppears to be the chief producer of brownness, but staining by food
nd medicine no doubt helps. Many coloured matters—beef-tea,
ine, etc.—go into the mouth of a s'ick man, and cannot but dis-
)loiir the tongue if the natural wash by saliva is wanting. The
•usts on the toeth are' probably similarly produced. They are
5t due to the drying of saliva on the teeth, for saliva at the heat

I
the body dries white.

I

With the microscope the chief points arc the elongations of the
.ipilla;, and their lieing embedded and overlaid by a heteroge-
'ons brown mass, which will be further noticed. The inerusta-

'iffurs from what has been shown to form the coat or fur.
,li attached to it so as to be insepjirable without fracture!

•acoil in section from within outwards, it presents first much
'itheiium, more or less horizontally arranged, tiattened. but
iually not old enough to have lost the power of taking carmine.
iirougli this project longpapilla>, chiefly consisting of horny, un-
iting epithelium, upon tlie exalted summits of which rests a
Infused,mass which constitutes the crust. AVhile the tojisof the
jPillfe support this material, their intervals are filled up by it.

'US there are two constitumts of the covering of tlie encrusted
igue; first, a Large growtli or accumulation of ppitlieli>im. much
which is in the shape of elongated papillie; and, secondly, a
s definite structure, which lies upon this and in its interspaces.
e superimposed substance is mixed and irregular ; much of it
» lie described only as amorphous; in it caii be distinguished
thelial cells disposed without regularity, fat-globules, ocea-
nally other adventitious and accidental matters, and last, not
St, a multifarious collection of organisms, chieflv vegetable. In
[U22]

' i h

two cases, in one during life, in the other after death, I foimd
lying on the tongue large detached masses of drj' brown crust,
one of which was not less than a quarter of an inch thick.
Sections nf these prepared in difi'erent ways were examinejl; I

show a diagram representing one of these sections made from a
drawing which I owe tothe skilful hand of Dr. DtSlejline. Both
masses showed a jirofu.sion of vegetable organi-ms, chiefly mi-
crococci and the o'idium. albicans. I am indebted to Dr. Dek-pinu
for a minute description of these oi-ganisms, which, howev(;r, I
will not read. Besides these were many strands of horny .Or
superficial epithelium, many epithelial cell's of the deeper kiuils,
many fat-glnbnles, and much indeterminate matter. The dry jn-
crustatinn differs from the moist coat chicflj' in this; whereas the
rnajor bulk of the white coat is epithelial, a very large propor-
tion of the dark dry crust is parasitic. In the deeper parts of the
epithelial structure, more especially in the Malpighian hiy.r, there
is often much profusion of nucleation or cell growth, the corjum
is in many cases distinctly hypemucleated and often over-in-
jected. More rarely leucocytes are extruded within the papilla;
and elsewhere.
To sum up the eWdence afforded by ifhe morbid anatomy o| "the

encnisted drj- tongue, we see first the results of tlie absence of
friction and irrigation, most conspicuously in the acciunulation
which forms the crust. It is probable, also, that the elongation of
the papilh-e may be partly attributed to this cause. But there are
also signs of increased cell formation and nutrient acti-vitv, s»
that we witness here a double process, over-production conjoined
in larger measure with deficient removal. It is obvious that the
dryness which helps to define this tongue has played an important
part in it, both by want of scour and also by induration.
Coming to clinical considerations, mucli that has been said

about the furred tongue applies also here. It will be comenient
to take togethej two classes which, though I have separated them
for some of the purposes of the inquiry, are not to be distinguished
save as the earlier and later stages of the same state." 1 shaij for
clinical purposes fuse together the tongue which is completely en-
crusted and that which is in the process of shedding its crust in
the way to become denuded. So various are the conditions under
which the encrusted tongue is Seen that it is not easy to discern
what the link of association may be, except the somewhat loose
one of severe illness, and that of some standing. The instinctive'
sense

'
of the physician carries him thus far. .His looks are

oiiiinous, he talks of the " tj-phoid state," and he orders stimu-'
'lants. .

'
'

'

Analysing the details in the two tables before us (Xos. ? and^
comprising together thirty-four cases, pneumonia takes the first

place in frequency with "six cases ; then come pyemia with four
and continued fever with three. Acute rheumatism with hypei--
pyrexia occurred in one instance, and erysipelas in one. In -Jhort,
there is scarcely any protracted and depressing febrile disorder in
which, if I may supplement the scanty records before us witli un-
rtxtorded experience, this tongue is not apt to be developed. U is
often characteristic of typhus by means of the black cqloiir
it then presents—possibly due to h.-omorrhage into the coat
(but of this I cannot speak from observation). The encrusted
tongue is so commonly looked for in advanced tj-phoid that
it IS often spoken of as the "typhoid tongtic,' though
by no means the only variety displayed in this disease. But
the association with fever does not "contain, the v.-hoIe story,
nor is the febrile condition essential. This tongue may concur
with its complete absence. The abstract shows that of th"e thirty-
four cases in question, fifteen displayed a temperature above lO'i"^.

eight a temperature under 09°, in three of which it w;is sub-
normal. The low temperature was manifested T<-ith abdominal
cancer, advanced phthisis, alhuminiu-ia. syphilitic mania, diar-
rhoea, alcoholism, and jirostration from an unknown cause. Thus.
pyrexia, though often present with the encrusted tongue, and no
doubt, by the evaporation which it entails, helpful to its produc-
tion, is liy no means necessary to it. The average temperature is
lower than with the plastered tongue. It is scarcely needful to
inquire, after what has been said," whether this tongue is to be
generally attributed to openness of the mouth during sleep or
coma. The drj- encrusted or furred tongue—for the two have
similar clinical relations—is an especial property of coma or insen-
sibility. I have not recorded any case in which well-marked coma
persisted for more than twenty-four hours witliout one or the
other being developed. The records are scanty, but a larger ex-
perience supports the general rule that with coma or long uncon-
sciousness the tongue becomes as described. Many reasons are
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obvious-<irynes3 and disuse tlie chief. Hut wKy the drj-iioss ?

It i< manifest that coma, if it involve habitual openness of the

mouth, must tend tp dry the tongue ; but if health is good in

general respects, it does not appear that the mere ijnssn^e of au-

over the tongue in respiration can produce anything like the

degree of desicc.ition in question. I have noticed how little dry-

ness has resulted in a person otherwise well whose nostrils have

been surpieallv pluggeil, and we must take another point of view.

Coma, however it acts, is connected with only a minority of

cases in wliioh the tongue becomes dry and encrusted. Putting

aside all .-t;ites of coma and unconsciousness, all in which the

mouth has been habituallv open from other causes, and all states

of pyrexia, there remain liianv conditions, and these most various,

in which the tongue has presented itself. Advanced phthisis,

intm-thoracic or abdominal cancer, idiopathic amemia, and diar-

rhoea have been mentioned; all were attended with much depres-

sion or prostration, and, indeed, it appejirs that, whatever else

be present, a condition of much illness or lowered vitality runs

through all and supplies the common factor. It has been shown

that a similar condition of prostration often attends the fuiT'ed

ton-'ue. I sliould have preferred to have been more explicit,

but" it is not easy to narrow the statement -within a more

strict definition.
' To most of the conditions the term " sinking

"

would be applied as indicating what is present or tlireateiied.

There is not necessarily any loss of consciousness nor any obvious

failure of the nervous system. Sense and senses may be alike un-

impaired. There is, as a rule, failure of circulation, of muscular

strength, and of nutrition. Perhaps the term " asthenia " best

implies this state. Any disturbance may be superadded, but none

other is generally essential. I say generally, for direct dehydration

will cause the state of tongue in question. This is seen m the

.effects of dry diet, and perhaps less simply in the effects of diar-

rhoea. It is to be observed that exhaustion by suppuration, as will

be «een, causes other changes in the tongue than this

It has been shown that the essential local change is dryness,

and that this, as a rule, is not due to direct dehydration or to in-

creased evaporation from pyrexia or patency of the mouth. That

it is due to deficient secretion of saliva is a necessary conclusion,

warranted by the obvious deficiency of liquid in the mouth, by

the difficulty or impossibility of spitting, and by the usually fruit-

less re.sult o'f catheterisation of the parotid, notwithstanding that

acetic acid may be applied to the tongue as a stimulant to this

gland. I shall revert to this point, but am not wrong so far in

assuming the dryness to be, as a rule, due to suppression of this

secretion. Associating this with the asthenia which accompanies

it, we cannot but regard the local as the result of the constitu-

tional state, and probably may accept it as a sign that the prostra-

tion is telling upon the functions of at least some of the organs.

Tlie bowels, kidneys, and skin do not obviously participate in the

failure ; hut how about the gastric and other digestive juices ?

Observations here are difficult or impossible, but it may be con-

iectiired that the salivarj- faUuredoes not stand alone, and we may
accept the state of tongue before us as an index not only of astlienia,

but of a failure of certain vital functions connected with

nutrition.
8. Encrusted, dry, and hrou-n.

Pericarditis, hydrothorax, tapping often ... 1

Pneumonia ... ... ... ••• ••• -

1Phthisis

Cancer of lung

Block in rectum and hepatic ascites

Choleraic diarrhoja ...

Granular kidney and unemia ...

Unemiccoma
Diabetic coma
Obstructive jaundice...

Cancer of pancreas, etc.

.\cute rheumatism

Miopathic anxmia ...

T>-phoid

Typhu.s
Krysipelas ...

Py.Tmia
Rapid emaciation, cause uncertain

Alcoholism ...

Total

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

Ohservaliim^ n^ to tlie above cases.

Pyrexia (temp. 19:ino 104°) ... ... "^H'T?
Hyperpyrexia ... ... ••. •• 1

No observations as to temperature ... ... 1 ^

Average temperature of 21 casesy ^
.... ...I'OO^lJT

Much pro.stration ... ',,•, ' " ••• ^'

Prostration not severe i-^.i-fl. ••• •• ^
Chiefly on liquid diet... ... „'•:... .,V' .,^5

Strictly limited to liquid diet...' Snv.'.t.vV^ ^:':..>"^

Dry diet ... ... ... ••• •• "

Sauva abnormally deficient' ... ... ..- 8 .ic

Died, 14 ; recovered, 7 ; relieved, 1.

Class d.— The Process by u-hich the Coated, Furred, or Encrusted

Tonrjue becomes Red, Smooth, and Dru.

The cleaning of convalescence requires no fiu-tber notice ; the

shelving off of the coat at the tip and edges has been described.

In less favourable circumstances the process of making bare OC- ,-

curs in this wise. The incrustation is very dry and correspond- :

ingly brittle, and the epithelium beneath it, in connection pro-

bably with the same want of moisture, does not grow properly.

The coat or crust now wears off more or less at the tip and edges,

in a gradual manner, and displays not the normal surface, but a

red and dry one, usually covered with a delicate membrane, ?i

thin as possibly to escape notice, but discernible to a careful ey

Under the microscope it is evident enough. After, or m^

or less together with, the exposure of the fore part of the

tongue, the central part loses its covering along a broad

stripe which reaches from this point not quite to the back. This

may be an inch or rather more in -n-idth, and is the part of the

tongue most exposed to the breath, and consequently the driest.

The clearing is often effected by a very obvious cracking and

breaking away of the crust, which may be so rapid that 1 have

seen a much encrusted tongue become nearly naked in a day. The

exposed surface may look r.'iw, but is seldom absolutely so, for it

is skinned over with the dry translucent membrane which has been

described. This stretches straight along the surface, like the

arachnoid of the brain, not dipping between the papiliie, the out-

linos of which it obscures. Tlie bare and polished stnpe is often

fringed with white fur or coating as a line down each side, out-

side which is the nearly normal lateral margin. After a time the

whole upper surface becomes neariy equally red, dry, and bare, the

surface being intersected with fine or deeper lines or cracks, some

longitudinal, the deeper transverse. The coating is retamed

longest at the root. A resumption of moisture is a sign of con-

stitutional improvement, and precedes a gradual reclothing—too ji

seldom observed—which restores the tongue to its normal state.
'

I will now bring the microscope to bear upon the process whicn

has been described. I pass over the gradual change of conval-

escence to consider the modes by which the morbidly dirty tongue

becomes morbidly clean. Starting with the elongated papilla; ot

the furred tongue, these, together with all the superficial epithe-

lium, are often swept off accurately down to the Malpighian layer,

which retains its place, and still uniformly clothes the corium. In

time, or almost simultaneously, this may become covered afresn

with epithelium of the horny sort, not at first as m health, but in

the shape of the thin membrane of which I have spoken. Suppos-

ino- the denuding process to continue, the Malpighian layer itsell

is removed and the corium exposed, making a surface which is un-

even microscopically, though to the naked eye smooth, and neces-

sarily red and raw. " This process is attended with vascular in-

jection, h>T)eniucleation. and often the extrusion of leucocytes.

Much of the injection andhypernucleationmay be the consequence

of the loss of the protective epithelium, with exposure and irrita-

tion of parts which should be covered. But in some cases it is

apparent that a general inflammaton,- infiltration of the superficial

parts precedes the denudation, and helps to produce it by a destruc-

tive process. This is most marked with scarlatina, where the in-

filtration is often most abundant. This may be due to the especial

effect of the disease, which the tongue appears to share with tne

skin and throat. I have now traced the flaying operation down

to the true skin. All that is special to the tongue has gone, at

least in places; but more often, as I have said, the process stops

ou reaching the Malpighian layer, and here begins a process oi

repair to which 1 have alluded, but to which I must revert, rne

tongue is now red. level, and polished. To the hasty eye it looks

The extreme illness of many of these patients ma-le it dimcnlt t^o ra'"™^

the al»enee of saliva hy attempts to spit or hy catheterisation of ''><'^'^;,„,,„
n,mil>er therefon' api^ara email. It is probable that saliva was wanting m
nearly all, so far as the state ot the mouth could be taken as an inoet . i

fv.'!.'2*rj
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ike raw beef, a similitude often used; but tlie beef is wrapped
a silver paper. A continuous layer of homy epithelium, of ex-
reme tenuity, presents itself, and resting on the more elevated
emnants of what were pni)illa>, stretches from one to another
rithout dipping into the hollows, like the roadway of a bridge,

'he hollows, however, are not empty, but contain epithelium of
he deeper sort. The somewhat gradual process which I have
escribed is sometimes replaced by one into which violence more
bviously enters. This relates especially to the encrusted tongue,
'he felted mass of crust breaks through its deeper part, the frac-

iire passing through the bases of the pnpillse, leaving their broken
Sumps standing. These quickly become levelled down, and the
[alpighian layer soon presents itself with a delicate membrane,
9 described. In this breaking away of the crust accident cannot
e excluded, but more is jirobably due to the rising up of new
pithelium from- beneath, by which the brittle and mostly effete

lass above is pushed from its stool. Probably something of
lis sort happens when scarlet fever patients and snakes shed
leir skin.

9. Furred or encrusted, becoming denuded; generally'dry.

etanus '. ... 1

yphilitic mania ... ... ... I

alvular disease' !'..'t ;>.'... 1

aeumonia 4
irrhosis ... 1

jsentery, abscess df liver... 1

Total

Cancer of pancreas, etc.

Peritonitis, foecal extravasa-
tions

Tj'phoid
Pyaemia

. 13

Observations relating to preceding'cases.
Pyrexia (temperature 102'^ to 104°) ..." ... 5
Hyperpyrexia (over 104°) ... ... ... 1

IS'o observations as to temperature ... ... 3
Average temperature in 10 cases ... ... 100.8°

Much prostration ... ... ... ... 7
Prostration not severe ... ... ...

Chiefly on liquid diet ... ... ... 9
Strictly limited to liquid diet... ... ... 2
No food by mouth (fed by rectum) ... ...

Drj- diet ... ... ' ... ... ...

Saliva observed as deficient* ... ... ... 2 (?)

Died, 10 ; recovered, 1 ; relieved, 1

;

not relieved, 1.

Classes 10 and 11.

—

Dare, Red, and Dry Tongue.
In the description of the process of denudation I have antici-
ited much that applies to the bare tongue. The completely bare
ngue, red, raw, and dry—for this state, does not seem to be at-
ined except with dryness—is comparatively rare. The term coin-
etely bare or denuded relates to the completeness of the loss of
e epithelium in certain places, not to its spread over the whole

Xc. This change is more limited in extent than the more
w divestures which have been described. I have already

iced the process down to the Malpighian layer, which has
come covered anew with a straight membrane instead of
8 normal serrated one. Should the repair be exceptionally
mtiiig, this membrane is not formed, but the Malpighian
|?er is left to break away and lay bare the corium beneath.
casionally it would seem that the destruction occurs after the
mation of this membrane, which it involves, for the broken
la are often seen ov<',rhanging a tract of excoriation. The e.\-

Bure is effected not quite aliruptly; the neighbouring epithelial
uctures shelve off until the patch of complete exposure is

xhed. Here no epithelium of any kind remains : the corium is

1 bare to the cavity of the mouth, and is even sometimes itself
;roached upon. I have not seen this process descend quite to,
vugh sometimes it has approached, the muscular fibres. The
wawl corium sometimes shows little change of structure, more
len it is infiltrated witli leucocytes, sometimes to such an extent
it the surface appears to be entirely composed of them. There
.Iflo injection of thi; blood-vessels. The infiltration is probably

ijierally due to irritation by the unaccustomed contact of the
: tents of the mouth, and is subsequent, not antecedent, to the

' of covering. Even in scarlatina, where the inflammatory
dation may possibly be a part of the eruption, the enucleation
Tester in the exposed parts than elsewhere,
'or clinical purposes 1 shall place together two classes that
not be always distinguished e.Kcei it with the micrifcope, and
e a common cousideratiou to the red denudi d tingue, whether

Uonth Invariably dry, but special obscr>ation3 on saliva not generally made,
orticable.

absolutely bare, or protected only by the thin membrane which
has been described.
The qualities of redness, smoothness, and dryness are nearly

related. If the tongue be uncovered with the opaque superficial

epitheliimi it will necessarily display the va.scularity of the deeper
parts ; and this is usually increased because the tongue is irritated

by exposure. The denuded tongue is dry partly because the loss
of epithelial proteit.on allows of increased evaporation from ita

surface, but chiefly from want of saliva. Want of saliva may
encrust the tongue; it may also make it bare: of this more anon.
This variety of tongue is that on which aphthous growths are
most apt to occur. It presents itself in diverse circumstances,
generally of exhaustion. The most prominent fact is its occurrence
as the result of exhaustive discharges, especially of pus, and it is

linked with the constitutional state described as hectic. The table
shows that of thirty cases seven were connected with an ostensible
escape of pus, including one case of lumbar abscess, one of em-
pyema, two of discharge of pus with the urine, one dysentery
with open hepatic abscess, and two of advanced phthisis with
much expectoration and diarrhcea. Besides these, in which loss

of pus was obvious, there was one instance of profuse dysenteric
flux in which an abscess had formed in the liver but not found
exit ; two cases of lardaceous disease with the customary dis-

charges, and five of advanced diabetes, brought to fifteen, of
thirty, the number of instances in which this state of tongue was
associated with exhausting discharges. The frequency of diarrhcea
deserves remark. It has not been shown so far that simple diar-

rhoea causes it, but diarrhrea was prominent with other morbid
conditions, notably dysentery and phthisis. The most striking
tongue of this kind which I ever saw (it was as red and almost as
smooth as sealing-wax) was in the case already referred to of
acute dysentery, with unopened hepatic abscess. I have to thank
Sir Joseph Payrer for gi^'ing me some of his Indian experience,
with regard more especially to tropical diarrhcea. In advanced
cases of this, the tongue, he says, is shrunken, red, polished, and
smooth ; the papillse have disappeared, and the epithelium is

stripped off in patches. The gums, lips, and buccal mucous mem-
brane are often aphthous. The tongue is very tender ; alcohol or

salt causes great pain in passing over it. As significant signs of

convalescence. Sir Joseph notices a softening of the tongue, a
change of the red to pink, loss of tenderness, and the reappearance
of the papillffi.

There remain cases in which the red, dry, smooth tongue has
presented itself without anj' obvious association with discharge.
Among them were five of pneumonia, all with much depression

;

one was double, and attended ivith maniacal delirium ; one was
complicated with delirium tremens; another was in a drunkard;
two were attended with great prostration (not explained). There
were two cases of tj-phoui, of which one was characterised by
sleeplessness and neiVous agitation ; one of tubercular peritonitis,

one of biliarj- colic, and one of a dangerous gorge of grapes,—all

these conditions being attended with much depression. Advanced
tubercular disease presents itself as a not infrequent associate of

this tongue ; there were five cases of this sort in the thirty. Py-
rexia is not needful to the production of this tongue, though often
present. A temperature not above normal was found with it in

cases of lumbar abscess, pyelitis, lardaceous disease, several of
diabetes, and some under (Iry diet. .\s compared with the en-
crusted tongue, there is no ^eat difference in the frequency of

pj-rexia ; both may occur without it ; the average temperature
of the bare tongue is somewhat lower than that of the en-
crusted.

To sum up the circumstances of the red, smooth, dry tonene,'
they are usuallj' more chronic than those of the encrusted. This
must be so, since the one is often a later stage of the other. Ex-
haustion by discharge is frequent with the smooth tongue; or, if

this be absent, there are generally especial circumstances of pro-
stration or depression, which are often connected with the abdo-
minal organs. This tongue implies faUing nutrition. The clinical

cvidenre accords with the indications of pathology in this respect.

The saliva is, I believe, always deficient, though I think it is not
usually so completely absent as with the encrusted tongue. It

will presently appear that in certain circumstances want of saliva
prevents the growth of epithelium ; though this failure of growth
may also have its connection with a more general impairment of
the nutritive process. Increased moisture of the tongue is a sign
of the best omen; this is usually followed by re-covering, and
possibly by recovery.

The prognosis with this tongue is bad: of the tliirty cases in
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which it was rewrUecl, sLxte«n endeil futully. The luiud conjmonly

roniains cK^nr, though the patient umy he weak unto deftth. .

JO uul U. Hare, Snmoth, hry, lied ( 'MeiiiArane or Ni^ie JUi'idevtJ

Surfeit

Diahptes, advilbcedi i i.ji :J.'.'

Typhoid ..•. Iiou ;
..;'

Pyicmia ... ... ' '..•

Liuubar al)3ce8s, discharijinij

i'us in urine (abdominill
. tumour) ... ' .!•. .L.. 'i..

Tubercular pyelitis, pu& in

uvine .... .•.. ..-> ... ...

Empyema, discharging

I'neumonia ...

Broncho r pneumonia (aleo/
nft«r recovery ... ; ... ..»

i'Jithifi.'* or ^eueral tubercu-

losis, or of l>erilou.uin ...

Jlepatifascites and dry diet

AlUiek of piU-stones ... ...

Lurdai-tjoMs diseaat', ascites,

,
et(Cut-i! '•• - '•• •••

.Dy8Wt«ry and abscess of

u'UWWii .'' ••- •
..1,<i.!j:!T Total >"

' ' Ohtrrrafuinn reldfivi/ fn ihf above Gasfs.

Pyrexia (temperature, 102° to 1IH°) ... ,'," ••".I'll';

Hyperpyrexia (temperature over 104°)...'.'.' ".;:'•' 2"^

jjo observations as t(^ temperature ... ';..' '1'

Averagu temperature in 2t) case.s ... ' ;.;.99.6°

Much prostration ... ... • 21'

Prostration not severe ... ... .. 2

Cliieflv on liquid diet... ... ... . 11

Strictly limited to liquid diet... ... ... 6

Dry diet ... ..> •• ••• ^
galivft aTmormallv det\(ri*nt .'.'.''-'

'^'J'-.-f
' ' ' !-'

Di.ed, IG; recovered, 6; relieved; 7; i^ot reheTed, 1.

CSjA8a,\%-^dt/anf>iii.or Venous Congestion of the Tongue.

This tongw is characterised mainly by a eupenibuadance of

recent otdeep epithelium, which occurs in circumstances indica-

tive of excessiTe production, not deficient removal. It especially

belonga to heart disease or cyanosis from some other cause. To

the naked «ye there is a bluish or purple colour, and a amootU,

wet, slippery surface like that of an eel, upon which the papillie

are almost indistinguishable, as if f ui^ed together, or in some

i)ther way deprived of thpir separating interTals. Upon this sub-

Btratum may be overlaid more or less of one of the grades of coat

•which haa been a.scrihed to the partial obscuring of the deeper

characters. Microscopically, the most noticeable peculiarities are

Bui>erabandance of the recent epithelium, vascular injection, and

h\-pemucIe,ition. The deep epithelium is ama.ssed thickly over

tie surface, spmetimes Tising to th« tops of the papilla-, but leav-

ing these exposed, sometime.s overlaying them completely, .so that

the whole papillarv structure is embedded. The Malpighinn layer

Bharea in the overgrowth. The horuy epithelium is usually

deficient, as also are superficial vegetations, so tliat the surface is

often abnormally clean and smooth. The corium and deeper

parta aie enonnpusly ovej-injected and over-nucleated, and the

Rbrous tissue of tlie coriapi is often coarse and hypertrophied.

The appettrance^. preeeuted suggest the ineaji.s by whicli they are

produced, la tUu e.xce,«H of deep epithelium and of uueleatioii we

flee evidence vS. increased growtli, whUe the generally clean sur-

face shows that wear is not wanting. The essential factor is a

Uypertrophic process conjiected with mechanical congestion. The

thicJf covering pf.tlie tongue with epithelium of tjae deep charncter,

18 Rt>t confined to lieart tlipease or ;
cyanosis, My chissifica-

tiwi wa-s baeed on what can he surely recofpiised with the

nake4 liye. lliwl micro.<i«opic examination been the criterion,

a ,6ep*rate clae.s must have been made characterised by ex-

CW* of epithelium of this .sort. Ihit this peculiarity is not

obvious. The horny or superfU-iiil eiiitlielium when wet is:wliite

and couspicuous ; th'edeep epithelium is neither; Its presence in ex-

oess'inay b.; inferred from the appearance of cyanosis, andgiiessed at

froip some degre«' <4 paleness and fiilne.«.s. .Such a tongue may be

tJtioivlv coverc<l -with superficial epit.lie.liiim. by wlucli the deeper

cliarnct^TS mav l-.* hidd.Mi. Taking as the Klan<lard great excess

of d««p epitfioliiim as displayed att^.-r dt^ath by the microscope, I

find .thtii of uinetceiu eases four were connected with eyanosit*

(cardiac or pulmonary), six with chronic alhuiuiuuria, two -a-ith

acute tub'TCulosis, two witli i)ysemia, awl one each of tlie follow-

ing—pneunjonia, diphtheria, perityjihlifcifl, lumbar aljscess, and

Ifcunocythasraia. Thus we see this form of epithelial liypertroi)hy

in circumstances of three kinds—venous congesti<m, albuminuria,

i»nd diseases attended with i>yrexia. To take the last first, no

details of temperature are neede^l when once the disorders have

betiu named. JIho overgrowth was no doubt n direct result of the

increa.se of body heat on principles which have been stated- ^'o

fiptber refwrenbe need be. made ;to the congestiM) of cyanosis
;
but

rl must halt for a moment -upon the queetioft Of albuminuria,>!ij

Jittvf, section? of eight tongues from ca.se3 of clironie renal diijesMi

mostly the granular kidney ; in six there was such, accumulatiflo

us ha? been .lescribed ; in two there was les.'i, but enough to sliow
,

tlie tendency. Why in the-so cases should the epitlielium grow in

suoh profus'ion,? Not from pyrexia, for there usually was none :

not from venous congestion, of which there was generally no agn.

Was the hypertrophic process due to the increased arterial tension

soconstant in the circumstances? If this be so, we should find

hypertropliy of epithelium elsewhere. The reason may admit of

doubt; but I think none need apply to the observation that in

chronic alliuminuria certain parts of the lingual epithelium ar«

remarkablv increased.

I have now concluded the separate consideration of each varietT

of tongue. I shall proceed to make a few observations relating

to some general conditions which belong to it or affect it, and

whiJU? I do so I must ask the College to tolerate a certain amonntflf
,

lepetition which it will not be possible to avoid. ,. ,
;

Having regard to the importance of drj-ness as necesearj to

some of the most significant alterations of the tongue and it«

value per se as a clinical indication, I .shall take this quality into

consideration, abstracted, as far as maybe, from others. Befprs

doing so I shall venture to delay the College with a few observa-

tions upon tTie saliva. J

\ On the Saliva.

r am satisfied that of all the immediate causes which make the

tongue dry, or tend to do so. arrest in the secretion of saliva i?

the most important. In advanced conditions of dryness, not only

is saliva obviously absent from the tongue and mouth, but the

patient cannot spi't... When the dryness is less complete,_ he will

sometimes produce with difficulty a little spittle, which la often

tenacious or bloodstained. Frequently, in the absence of saliva,

such patients will, on the request to produce it, hawk up a little

mucus from .the throat, which is clearly a different thing. 1 have

made many experiments upon the salivary ducts—or rather, J

should say, upon those of the parotid, which lend themselves most

readily to the purpose. A tube passed into one of these channel*

in health could generally be made to drip saliva somewhat abun-

dantlv by the application of acetic acid to. the tongue, or tbe

secretion" could be seen working its way out by the side of the

tube. When the tongue was dry it was usually impossible to

obtain any by such means. With advanced and complete drpesf

1 have never been able to get a drop ; with lesser degrees often a

Httle These observations show tlie di-yness to be, as a rule, QOc

to deficient secretion of saliva, not to its ibrjnng on the tongue, at

has been supposed by some. This failure of secretion appears to

be of much significance. It is not possible thus to gauge any

other of the secretions which are concerned m the digestive pro-

cess- but it is, at least, probable that the gastric and others may

be similarly affected. It is a matter of immemorial expeneM*

that the dry tongue, more particularly tliat which is also en-

crusted, is incompatible with the digestion of solid food; trie

physician orders liquids and stimulants. This ancient practiw

lias been arrived at not by reasoning, but by a less un-safe tliough

a longer road—experience. We may be sure that there is nat.irai

truth at its foundation, though we may not know what that tnitJi

is rrovisionally we may assume that a deficiency of sali-ra, U "

depend on other'than local causes, goes with a deficiency of otiier

juices concerned in digestion.'- At the same time it wonlrt seeni

tliat other secretions—those, for example, of the bowel, the intes--

tines, and the sldn—do not take part in any failure of secretion

whieli may be supposed to exist. Putting aside cases ^l'*''-" «"

excess of some secretion, as \^-ifh diarrhiea or dialiete.s, has mw
contributory to the dryness, th. -re are many of daily ex-penenc*

where, together with a dry tongue, the urine is fairiy ahunaam.

the bowels free, and the secretion of the skin not wanting or even

excessive. If, therefore, it be presumed tliat the fwl"''-' «.
JJ"*^

salivary secretion is a,S30ciate.l with a similar failure
f sf''"^^'

it is clear that the arrest is limited, not common to all ttie giane

of thebody. . , ,• _.»,„nn«<
I may add a fe-«r words upon. the action of saliva upon the ''"*

of the tongue; we have seen that, as a general rule, as the tongii

becomes more and more coated, especially with acute d'"*!^*'
";

L'ets drier and drier. This association of want of saliva *.'tn
V"

creasing coat suggests the questi.ou whether the secretion hft-^ "nT

solvent nctinh on the coat, so that this thickens from the absenc.

of liormftl solution. This must be answered m
'

the negative.

hirrrTftKcn coated tongues and Iwpt ^imilar_ pieces,
"f,

'
"™'.^,,i

in eali^n and one in water, for periotls ranging tip to sixtj-eig'l
^
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ours. Then, making sections of each in the usual -way, I have
itlstied myself that there was no greater loss of epithelium in
ulira than in water, and the same result ha.-D been given when
lie experiment was conducted at a temperature of 1D0° F. as at
lie ordinafy temperature of a room. Whatever effect, therefore,
I to be attributed to want of saliva, it is not by loss of any scl-
ent action.

Other causes have been shown to conspire to make the tongue
oated, but it would seem that want of saliva by itself v\-ill do
bis. A boy was brought under the care of my colleague, Mr.
louse, with, as was believed, a fracture of the base of the skull.
[e had left facial paralysis, and an injury apparently of the
horda tjTnpani on this side. The tongue was normally protruded,
ut the left half, .sharply defined by the median line, was dry and
resented a milky appearance. The suppression of saliva was
robably tlio cause of the coat, though other effects of nerve
liury could not in this case be absolutely excluded.' I will
ike a simpler case reported by Mr. St. Clair Bu.xtou. A lady bad
lumps, after which her mouth became quite dry. The tongue,
urns, checks, palate, and pharynx presented a " fearfully dried
p state." The tongue was thickly coated with a touglr,' brown
IT, which was horn-like and so hard that it sounded under a
low like the cover of a bo^k. After ineffectual treatment by
ther means, the salivarj- ducts were probed, the glands galva-
ised, and the secretion restored. In the course of'the following
sy, Jfr. Buxton tells me, in a letter for which I have to thank
un, the fur became soft and spongy, though it had previously
oeu as hard and dry as wood ; in a week all had cleared off, and
I a fortnight or three weeks the tongue was perfectly normal,
he fur stripped off in patches, leaving a rather raw surface un-
emeath, which gradually assumed a natural appearance. It has
een shown how closely the conditions of furring and encrusta-
on are associated with deficiency of saliva, and inferred that
lese are largely the physical results of the ensuing dryness; the
ormally wet surface is soft and liable to wear;' deprive it of
lOisture, aild it becomes homy and resistant of it ; besides which,
ith no saliva solid food is unacceptable. So that while indura-
on is created attrition is reduced; and in general terms, and
p to a certain point, it holds good that the less saliva the more
)at.

But there is another relation between the secretion and the
Jvermg, and that of an opposite kind. An interesting ease of
^ting suppression of saliva was published by ilr. Rowlands, of
reat Crosby,* and I have to thank him for further particulars by
itter. Ten years before the date of the report, a lady, aged 60,
Qderwent sudden and complete suppression of the saliva, after a
ervous shock. Since this the mouth and tongue have been per-
kily dry. The tongue now presents the appearance of a piece of
ry raw beef; it is perfectly clean, and intercepted with super-
Jial fissures

; no papillse are to be seen with the naked eye,
lough to he made out with a lens. Here is a typical red, dry,
nooth tongue, sequent, and probably consequent, upon simple de-
;ieney of saliva. It is scarcely necessary to revert to the red
nooth tongue of disease, of which deficiency of saliva has
len sho^fnto be a constant, if not a necessary-, attendant. These
:periences, showing coatini^ and denudation from the same cause.
B not so contrary as at hrst sight appears, for many smooth
ngues were forpieriy rough. The difference is largely one of
tnc: furring and encrustation are early results of want of saliva,
midation a late result. It has been shown that with the bare
uguo of constitutional disease two agents are commonly jire-
nt; want of saliva, and failure of general nutrition; but that
«it of saliva by itself is able to cause bareness is shown by such
ses as that reported by Mr. Rowlands. Of the modus nperaniJi 1
W long in doul)t. The epithelium is fed by the blood, not by the
li»a. Why does it wa.ste in the absence of the non-nutritive
iiQ? Convereation With my colleague Mr. Bennett has, I think,
yen the clue. Tlie .pitheliura, tliough not nourished by the
liva, needs to be kept moist by it, otherwise it cannot nssiinilatf
lat IS provided by the blood. Be this as it may, a general law
>y be formulated

; the tongue tends to become sniootTi whenever
• a long time it is kept dry from deficiency of saliva, or possibly
im other causes.

Kor this ol.sfrviition I have to thank Mr. IVel Davias then beu.^c-suricon.
'

i-aa-Lancei, vol. i. 18.SS.

THE PATHOLOGY OF ABORTION^' Ilf"RELATION
TO TREATMENT.'.

By ilUKDOCIl CAMEROON', M.D.,
Ptj»i<;i»lJ Aclouclieur to Uia Glasfjow W«.<lerli liifirninry ; .^stiUtaot t»

.
,

'. the Profeosor of Midwifer)-, Uliiigow L'oiyeroitj.

Has. Floba Schlamm, of >'ew York, aged lOl', is said to have
3ut 180 descendants, llcr great-grandfather lived to be 120. =

It is not my intention to enter fully into the wide and bbrit^Ii-

cated field of study as found in pathology relative to abortion, but
simply to bring before your notice three specimens, which may
interest as well as show tlie importance of a careful examination
of the discharged clots in every case of abortion. I am afraid it

is too much the custom to take the patient's description of the
nature of the discharge, which is generally summeci'^iip a^'^ii
bleeding," or a 'sometliing that has come' away.''"'. ,' i','.', "^''^J"Y'
Now, looking at the first two specimens, we see at a gla2U;e..tba£

there is a great difference in their appearance, and it is in being
able to appreciate the reason for this that the accoucheur can
carry out the projier treatment, and be alive to the dangers which
may attend the one case rather than the other, df course, hi the
early stage of abortion, say at the first month, there is the absence
of the usual si^ns of prjgn.injy to guide us, and womt"- themj

Fig. 2.—Kiubryo. sixtii week. A. villi oi chorioiL; ii. umbi^ioal Tesicltt witU
portion of anmion to tile left. :

; 11. ' ""; " - "^'

S'-lve.s frequently look upon the dificharge simply as a period. If

1 he ovum be discoverecl, it is found to be very smajl. 'In the
second month, ho'wever, the absence of the lost period,' as well as
the character of the pains, generally makes' the pijiti&^t suspect
pregnanov. ',...;

If file discharged clots are carefully cx.-imined, fhe eWbi-yo w3i
usually be found surrounded by its membranes, the aiufiion and
chorion with its villi, some of which are foiiiid penetrating the
di^cidua reflexn. This is well seen in Specimen T, in which ji

separation has been effected at the circular zone, marking tlip

jnni'tion of the membranes of the ovum with those of the uterus,
wbicli. instead of following the onnn in iti passage, remain
attached to tlie nterus. '^'ou see tWe appearance of fhedischargt^
ovum is that of an ovoid mass, the surface smooth rud rose-
(oloured, unless \\-here the villi are exposed. These in.' th6 fp.\n-
nien are seen floating in the fluid. An incision in the 'wall has

• ^ Uead in the Section of Obsfotrics at the .\nn\ial Me;t'Ogoi tl;e British
Mediual A>K>c!ati:<u heiil at Dublm \\\ .Vngiist. I.'i87.
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cut Miccessively the (U'cidun. the chorion with its \^\\\, and the

amnion, Uius ftUowing a full view of the cavity with the aus-

oended omhn-o. At tim.'S tli.. doci.hia gets divided, and so allows

the enuclent^-d ovum to escape, when it is seen entirely siirrouuded

by the villi, which give it a shaggy appearance. This is very well

seen in Specimen 11 In such cases patients require more atten-

tion than in the preceding one, as the danger from hemorrhage or

septiwemia has to be guarded against if the membranes do not

**™n ^his^ specimen the chorion was carefully divided, and the

umbilical vesicle discovered. It is marked n on the card. A por-

tion of the chorion and amnion was removed to obtain a clear

view of the embryo, which is about the sixth week.

There is a popular idea that prostitutes are less MbJfCt to preg-

nancy than other women, but M. Serres has remarked that when

they were cared for in a division of La I'lti^ the excessiw losses

were as rare as in others, but the periods were sometimes delayecl,

and ended by the expulsion of what they called •' nn bouchon. He

gave no heeil at first to the expression, but having durected his

attention to embrj-ology.it wasg
easy for him to detect in this

discharge a portion having all

the characters of the human
emhrj'o, and he was able to

collect a large number in a

short time, which had been ex-

pelled at the fourth or tifth

week from girk IS to 20 year-

of age. !»•
.

In th'- third specimen which

I show you, the o\~iim was \f\-

pellfd covered by the decidua

vera and reflexa, which arc

still separate from each other.

Several changes may be pro-

ducfil hy any effusion of blood,

and til'' appearance of the ovum
is often- very much modified,

hut this depends on the stage

of ilcv.lopment. Almost till

the end of the second month
the blood which escapes tend-

to surround the chorion. If iS

vessel in these circumstanci s

ruptuTe.s, the blood will insiru-

ate it.self between the ^-illi, and
gradually invade the whole
surface of the chorion. The
ovum takes then a fleshy aji-

pearanca. If the outside mem-
brane is removed the chorion

is found covered with coagu-

lated blood, which is firmly

retained by the ramificatiin-

ot the villi which are in -

prisoned in its thickness, li

this third specimen bleedin

has occurred ; but, as you w i

notice, it has been limited t

one particular spot in the

decidua reflexa, and fom s

a solid swelling, about the

size of a nut, which has bein incised at the point A to reveal

the clot. It is diiEcult to e.xplain in these cases the reason

why the decidua vera is at times thrown off, as in this ca.se, whilst

in normal pregnancy it remains ailhcrent to the uterine wall nearly

till term.
Concerning the complications which might arise in such cases,

those from htemorrhage and septictemia, or both combined, arc the

most common. The bleeding may be moderate in a large number

of cases, yet at times it may l)e v'ir\- alarming. This bleeding may
be met with either at the outset, whin the embryo is separating,

or after it has been expelled, and the membranes yet remain witimi

the cavity of the uterus, or even after complete deliven,-. The

bleeding "may be continuous or intermittent, even with days

between the attacks. Sometimes the discharge arrested in the

passage becomes clotted, and is expelled in a mass, which the

physician is apt to mistake for the contents of the_ womb,

unless lie takes care to examine for the emV)r>-o and membranes.

Usually the bleeding ceases with the' discharge of the emli«sp

and membranes or placenta.
. , , . ^. .i'*^

Should it continue it is likely that there is a portion retain^

nnthiu the cavity. If a small portion of the placenta remams ad-

herent, the bleeding may continue for w-eeks.
, , , -

If the odour of the lochia becomes fcetid, we should be.on our

tniard acrainst septica;mia. The odour is very persistent, and the

flntrer-ivith which the patient has been examined retains the taint,

in "spite of repeated washings and scrubbiugs with a nailbrush.

The treatment adopted will detjermine^the result for better or

I do not wish to speak of the preventive treatment of abortion,

but would like to say a few words on the treatment of these com-

plications. To avoid the manufacture of complications, if 1 may

so speak, I would recommend that the membranes shoiUd be l^t

intact, and encouragement given to complete expulsion. If the

membranes are ruptured, one should not be m a hurry diinng

the earlier periods of pregnancy, but should pay special [atten-

tion to the cleanliness and antiseptic condition of the passages,

by making use of repeated m-
jections.

Should the placenta be re-

tained, I have seldom had

much difficulty in extracting

it with the fingers, and must

say 1 have very little faith in

the use of instruments for its

extraction, unless when it is

found protruding through the

OS. Some have recommended

the use of a blunt curette,

whUst others prefer a sharp

one, with which they profest

to remove the debris of the

membranes. In^addition U)

this, they either dUate the oa

to allow" of such an operation,

or they drag the uterus down

by means of forceps. Now is

such treatment reasonable in

all cases!? Is retention of the

placenta so common and SC'

frequently dangerous as tc|

iustify a procedure which is

Itself not without danger Ui

the patient? I emphatically say,

>-o, and, nftei- a very large ex-

perience, have no hesitaUon it

condemning such practice

Why, in one case, after tm

utenis had been scraped, cau-

terised, and injected, to tni

siuiirise and chagrin of w
operator there was expeUei

the next day an embrjo

minus the legs. Besides, witl

the curette you are workuii

in the dark, and cannot fail t.

wound the healthy membrane

and so assist septicemia instea<

of preventing it.

If membranes alone navFiR 1 -Embryo, oight wo<-ks. I'ortion of membraues removc.l. X. Am-

niotic cavity ; D. decidua ; c. villi o! chorion ; B. embryo,
^j luwuuK...™ :

been retained, with, proper ".nti^^Pt P^e Serl" the IToun
chance of evil resulting. Besides, wheai one

?°">r,^Uh a uterin

of injury that an inexperienced person can infUct wUl, a
^

sound, 4e should surely pause before ?''«= "^ ^n^^J'^ ^»°^^
every practitioner a curette, be it sharp or blunt, with tne aw

ance " This is the real cure, use it.

'

tj

In treating the haemorrhage I g'^nf^^y .P^.^^.? "'Lm bwidag.
septic tami^in, .s-ith the application of a

Y'-'"-'^";"^
^"

J^ j h^
and usually find such means sufficient. I cannot sav that in

^

got good results from ergot. Whore ^Pa^^V °^
"£^'

> , „ J hav
utenisthe opposing cause of the escape of the placenta, I"

fre("iently had good r.-sults from the acUninistration of opium

^In^^vlr'arg^r'cafbe pa.s.sed within the uterus, by tami

the fundlis with t'^he free han'cl Httle -lifficulty is e^penencg

.

extracting the portions retained. If there f.»"''' "'"'/"^
fiP

ptom of^ptic poisoning when the patient is seen for the nr
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time, I always make use of frequent antiseptic injection-s, say,

every two lioiirs.

Concerning medicinal treatment, I'ftiay say that quinine is

freely given, and sometimes along with it salicylate of soda.
AMiere everything has licen discharged, and bleeding continues,
ver)' satisfactory results have been obtained by the administra-
tion of tincture of steel and ergot.

In conclusion, patience, I consider in such cases, •will do less

harm than meddlesonie interfetehce.

Dr. LoMBE Atthtli. confined his remarks to the treatment of
cases in which abortion could not be averted. In such, if the
haemorrhage were alarming, plugging w;ls the most certain mode
of controlling it, but if used it was essential that the plugs should
be removed after the lapse of, at most, si.x hours, wlien tlie uterus
should be washed out with an antiseptic solution. But it was
verj- seldom necessarj' to i)hig. He advocated treating such cases
by washing out the uterus with
a stream of hot water, a method
which, if carefully carried out,
was perfectly safe and nearly
always efficient, the contents
of the uterus being in the
majority of cases soon ex-
pelled. He also expressed his

disapprobation of the forcible
removal of placenta in the
earlier months of pregnancy
till time was given to show
whether it would not be cast
off and expelled.—Dr. J. A.
Btkne said he was of opinion
that, as a rule, the haemorrhage
accompanying, or preceding, or
following abortion was not
dangerous and did not ter-

minate fatally; but still cases
had been mentioned where
death from that cause had
occurred, so that we should be
always ready to stop it if

events called for interference.
He agreed with Dr. Atthill
that the washing out of the
uterus with hot water was a
most useful adjunct in this
form of haemorrhage. We must
also attach great imjiortance
to the use of the laminaria
digitata, and Dr. Robert
Barnes's dilators and rapid
dilatation if necessarj-, and
if possible the rcmo\al of the
o^nim. He might mention
that he was one of the first

to draw attention to the
difficulty in some cases of re-
moving" the placenta at an
i<«rly period of gestation.
jBefore the transformation of
ithe chorionic structures and
the formation of the placenta
there was not much difficulty in removal or expulsion, but about the
Itourth month the placenta was intimately soldered to the uterus.
jHTiat first attracted his attention to this was a case in which a lady
wmg almost moribund from haemorrhage he proceeded to remove
the placenta witli his fingers ; he did succeed after some time, but
ne was so much struck by the dense attachment of the placenta
that he determined never again to attempt the removal, but Ui
jrj' to stop the hirmorrhage and allow separation and expulsion.
He had lately seen a case in which fatal tetanus supervened upon an
ibortion.—Dr. Ar.sT Lawrence stated that when the luemorrhage
ivas excessive he always plugged the cervix uteri with carbolised
int, and then, when the os was dilated, he cleared out the con-
ents of the uterus with his fingers. If the contents could not be
Jeared out he passed into the uterus an iodoform bougie and
>m";ged ^vlth iodoform wool, and then, in twenty-four hours he
ould clear the uterus, and if he could not do so jlie repeated the

Pig. 3.—HxmorrhaRe into <k'(_-i,luii ru

iiilt cUit : B. ainuiotio cavity; c.

rt'ilexa ; l>. clecitlua vera.

process.—Mr. Lawson Taii was of ..pinion that anyone who
knowingly left a piece of plax/enta after a miscarriage might well
lay himself open to a charge of gross carelessness. There was no
need of any dilatation or of the use of any sharp curette. His (the
speaker's) "alligator" ovum forceps would remove anything which
had been left without any risk.—Dr. Murphy (.Sunderland) said
that had he not heard the two distinguished members of the Dublin
Obstetrical School who had preceded him advocate its use, he
would h.ave believed that speaking of the vaginal tampon as in
use in the year 1887 was an anachronism

; surely the jilace to plug
was not the vagina, but the cervix, and the material not cotton
wool—antiseptic or otherwise—but the caoutchouc hydrostatic
bags of Eobi;rt Barnes if the cervix was large enough ; if not, the
instrument used by Professor Tamier. On the question of treat-
ment of the retained placenta was not Dr. Lombe Atthill. in advo-
cating expectancy solely, relying on his experience as ilaster of
the Rotunda Hospital, where he or an assistant Master was always

on the premises ready for any
emergency that might arise ?

But how about his private
patients, or those he saw in
consultation at a considerable
distance? Was it safe, how-
ever, in the one case or the
other to leave a placenta in

situ, and expose the patient to

the risk of hsemorrhage and
septicsemia ? For his own
part, he would not feel justi-

fied in doing so, and he in-

Viiriably removed the placenta,

the patient being chloroformed,
and a hand introduced into

the vagina and one or two
fingers—the best instrument
we possessed—into the uterus.

There was no doubt, however,
that for the operator it was a
difficult, tedious, and even
jjainfid operation, and one to

wliich no one could look for-

ward with pleasure.

Aston Manor (Population,
63,637).—This district is fortu-

nate in having a very low deat h-

rate, considering the density
and the social position of

tlie bulk of its inhabitants.

The average for the last

SH\en years is 15.8 per
l.titiO. "There were in 1S67,

Sio.j deaths registered, or

V. rate of 1:> per l.OOll,

\\ hich was 2.8 lower than in

l-.>>6, but 1.4 per l.tXiO aliove

he rate for 1885. Air. Ilenrv-

May. states that the deaths

were increased to a large

extent by the injurious

eflfects upon health of the

very long and severe winter,

the cold weather being prolonged ;until the end of May. and the

temperature in every one of the first five months of the year being
considerably below the average. The mortality was also in-

creaswl by the long, hot summer, which caused a large amount of

fatal illness amongst infants. There had been an increase in the

deaths from whooping-cough, but no exceptional mortality from
any epidemic outlireak. Typhoid fever was less common tlian

usual, only 17 cases coming under notice. Measles and scarlatina,

though .somewliat prevalent, assumed so mild a form that the
mortality was slight. The deaths from diarrhoea were chiefly

among infants. Mr. May confesses that the sanitary improvements
of late years have ftiiled to diminish the severity of this disease.

and offers the eX])lanation " that the infants are bom with more
inherited debility of constitution than formerly, and fall sooner

victims to exhausting disease." He accounts in a similar manner
for the increased infcnt mortality from bronchitis.

rii-^i, iiniT'i week. A. ineieiop e.^pos-

s^wce l>vtweeii the de<yitua vera and
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A CRITICISM OF THE MIDWIFERY FORCEPS
IN GENERAL USE.'

lly WILLIAil STKPUBXSO.V, M.D.,

l>mfra>or of Midwifery in the fiilvorelty Of Aberdeen.

•Ab a Scotchman, it is •with some dcgnr of <liffidenco that I veii-

"turoto introduce this suhjfCt, seeing that a weU-kuowu authority

'll«W sftiited that " it is not to the laud of the mountain and flood

that wo nro to loolc for opportunities ol acquiring experience in

midwif.'ry of this difficult kind : it must be in great centres of

pojHiUl ion -London, Manchester, Liverpool, Binningham, Dub-

"lin!" However, since both his geographical and historical know-

'.'ledBe are at fault in making such a statement, I may take

"(soiirftge, and introduce a subject which is of interest not only to

the olistotricians of the large centres of population, but likewise

to (ivery country jiractitioner.
.

,

^ , .

\ mi'dical man cannot, like a dentist, provide and carry about

•with him a number of forceps ingeniously modified to meet vary-

ing conditions. The necessities of practice demand that he should

- have but one pair, suitable for the ordinarj' and easy cases, but at

.the same time capable of meeting any contingency; not cumber-

some to carrj- about, and simple in construction, with no •sveak

. point, liable to snap -n-hen severely tried. It is evident that such

an iustrument must belong to what we may speak of as the ordi-

nary type of midwifery forceps, and not to the complicated and

formidable looking traction forceps of recent years. Most of the

forceps in general use are ser\-iceable, but each and all have their

weak points or defects ; none can be said to combine in themselves

the best features which experience has evolved. What is required

at the iiresent time is not the invention of novelties, but the

iuriicious combination of such characters in the various instru-

Jim>nt3 that have commended themselves to the profession at

largei , •, . • •
i

It would be a matter of great importance if an Association sucli

as this (by committee or otherwise) would thus arrange an instru-

ment which would be kno-svn as the British forceps. They could

hi- altered, as in the course of years new modifications commended

themselves to the profession
;' and the young practitioner, when

provi<ling himself with instruments, would be guided by thegeneral

..pinion of the profession instead of tliat of a single person. As

a contribution to this end, I would submit the following criticism

of the forceps in general use.
. . u v

Amongst the many contributions to obstetrics which the

autliority above referred to has made, not the least is the intro-

duction 'of an instrument which has been largely adopted. Barnes's

forc<-))S are well-known, but those who are unfamiliar with obstet-

ric history can but faintly realise the good service he has done in

Kngland,'in combating the dread of a powerful instrument, and

exposing the fallacy of there being safety in weakness.

A formidable rival to his instrument is that of the late Sir James

Simpson, ^fo single form of forceps has, perhaps, been more

generally adopted. Unfortunately, however, they have become

stereotyped, and have undergone no modification for more than a

quarter of a century. Had he lived it would in all probability

have been othiirwise. The process of evolution is to be seen in his

entirely discai-ding the short forceps ; and, had it not been inter-

nipte<l, his long forceps would probably have been made slightly

longer, and, perhaps, otherwise modified.

These two forceps, Simpson's and Barnes's, may be taken as the

typ«« of those in general u.se ; and a comparison of one with tile

other will l)e founil to cover most of the important points to he

considered. The day of short forceps has gone by, and there is

a very gen.;ral consensus of opinion in favour of the pelvic cun'c,

so that the question of "stroight versus curved" need noti be

discussed.

. 1. T/ie Lmz/t/t.—Ks to the length of the instrument, those who
have b«>en accustomed to nse Simpson's forceps will agree that they

meet the requirement.i of the va.«t maiority of cases, even where

the head is at the brim. Dr. Barnes totally misrf^resents tlie cajia-

liilitie.1 of the instrument wlien he states in his latest work, " if

ime Ik> accustomed to use a comparatively short double curve<l

forceps, like .Simpson's, which wUl mostly fail to seize the head at

t.ha niJir!/. Lmm " In hj^ -writings ho has several times repeated

this opinion, which is at variance with that of most men who

have been in the habit of using Simpson's forceps. I have uev^

failed with them to grasp the head, even when above thebrun;

.still 1 am at one with him in regarding it as an improvement we»
Simpson's forceps made of equal length with those pf Barnes ;,rt

would render more easy their application ^,^heljjgh oper^twp

anil give increa.se in power. .
, :. ;

2. 7'Ae Handler.—Less, attention has been jjaid to this point

than its importance deserves. The value of a pair of forces lies

quite as much in the form of the handles as lu that of the

blades. To be readily service-able they should properly balance

the blades in the hand; and this principle at once discord.s both

the \ery short, as seen in Matthews Duncan's forceps, and tl,

unduly long and heavy, as in the French type. The form of tl..

hanilles determines not so much the amount of force that can

be everted as the conservation of the force. What is of unport-

anee is to avoid fatigue to the operators muscles and the pre-

servation of "the delicacy of diagnostic touch and the exactly
. . 1 . .__» -.. - *%, - ..^.^.,,>t... •' TT^liir.^, ia Inst, \rnpn flltlCUfi

the pcdvic brim."

THi»,i |„ the .Section of Oletetrics at the jViuiual JI«)5ifl£.,of tlie Drili»li

Mwlicul AsMciation held in Dublin, August; 1687.-

'

balanced control over the movements which is lost when fatiglie
^

is produced. For this end I have no hesitation in discarding all

others and giving the preference to the well-marked type of handle
,

found in Simpson's, that property should be called the German
,

haiuUa More than any other form it lends itself to comfort in
!

gi-aspinw and readiness and variety in the mode of traction. One
;

important characteristic is the hoUowefl shoulder at the head of

each handle. For facilitating traction it far surpasses the device

of the ring in the shanks, as in Barnes's and other forceps. Dr.

Barnes has admitted that the shoulders ansvrer the' purpose better

than the ring, yet strangely enough he has not adopted them.

The advisability of curving the handles so as pai^tly to meet tli.-

difficulty of exerting traction in the proper, direction, fvill i- r.

-

ferred to further on. ...
3 T/ie XocA-.—The general consensus of opinion is so s.ruii^

in favour of the Smellie or English lock, that it need not be dis-

cussed in comparison with the button and mortice, or the screw.

The fancied gain in the Ziegler lock is delusive; if there, be a dU-

flculty in locking, the blade? are not in a position for traction;
|

if the latter are so placed that trftctiop ca,nJ)e p;ade, there -wiU .

be no difficulty in locking. v. ;
, j 'J n n K^t

4 T/ie Parallel ShanJcs have now been adopted m all tUo Dest

forceps. It is here that a slight addition to the length is re-

quired in Simpson's forceps, so as to bring the lock more externa^

in the higher operations. If the German handle be adopted,

there is no need for the semicircular bow which forms a ring with

its fellow when locked. •

, ., .' j a . ..

5. The Peli'ic Curve has also no-vy been decided, and does nu,

differ in the two types of forceps under discussion.

6. The Form of the Blades.— The objection to thin springy

blades is now well understood: several specimens of the Barnes*

forceps I have seen err in this respect, a fault probably ot the in-

strument maker more than the author. The actual form of the

blades is to a large extent dependent upon the fenestrae. One ex-

treme is found in Taylor's narrow forceps, so made for a .special

purpose; the other extreme is met with in several of the -American

for«'ps, as in those of Hodge, Smith, and WaUace. In them the

fenestra is wider than in the English types. An intermediate for»

is preferable. In both Simpson's and Barni;s s the fcnestrue are

too narrow. .Vn increase was first suggested, to me by a pauro

forceps by tlie late Dr. Angus Macdonald, and since I have adopted

this modification I have been fully conscious of the Jmprtn-eU

LTasp. and greater retentive power of the blades so obtained.

Slight as the modification is, I am certjiin no greater improvement

miijd be made on the present type of forceps.

"V 4ru^-fractwn Hods.-U is extremely doubtful that the pro-

f(^,ssi(ih will ever lay aside the ordinary forceps, and take to oneer

other modification of Tarnier's instrument. 'The latter Me essenti-

all V so much more complex and cumbersome that it would r'-'q?'« »

much greater deficiency on the part of ordinary forceps than actimll'^

exists to prwluce the revolution m general practice. Still it musi

be admitted that a defect in tlie ordinArj- curved instrument Ija.

been p<nnled out. This question 1 have discussed f
length in tUK

TouKNAL (Au.nist2Sth, 1.S.S6), and haVe shown that the defeU may

be overcome by a much simph.T method. Increasing experience in

the use of the simple tractor, in the form of a hook, assures me

that all the advantages claimed for the complicated apparatus «m

be obtained by the simple contrivance readily applicable to any'

forceps: It enables the operator to change the direction ot t »'

;

forc/in any way required, and gives mucll greater f'^''''"/;"
""f

iiloying lioth hands at once; It likewise diminishes the risk oi
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fatifrue by diminisliing the strain upon the hands, and is simplicity
itself in construction. The same end cannot be gained by curving
the liandlcs, as proposed by Aveling and others. The object is
thereby attained in part only, for whilst traction can certainly be
made with curved handles more directly in the required axis, yet
a change in the direction of the force can only be made by
changing the hold upon tlie head. With the tractor, on the other
hand, the direction of traction can be changed at will without
changing the gra-sp of the blades on the head.
The forceps which I now recommend are Simpson's, modified

according to the opinions stated above, and embody such changes
as we can suppose Sir James Simpson would himseff have adopted
had he lived. The instrument is lengthened by an inch added to
the slianks, and the fenestne are increased in width on the convex
Bide by a quarter of an inch. The changes appear trifling; but
experience has convinced me that they materially enhance the
usefulness of the instrument. With them I woiild couple the
Biniple forceps tractor, and, so armed, I am certain the practitioner
will be able to cope with any difficult case where forceps are
applicable, whilst at the same time the simplicity of the instru-
ment is retained.

ON THREE CASES ILLUSTRATIVE OF RENAL
SURGERY.'

By KENDAL FRANKS, F.R.C.S.I.,
Surgeon to the Adelaide Hospital, Dublin.

Fhe surgical treatment of stone in the kidney is of such recent
iate that I need offer no apology for bringing forward at this meet-
ing of the British Metlical .Vssociation three cases, the first in
Ireland, in which operative measures have been resorted to. Taken
together, these cases are verj' instructive, each of them presenting
features, both in regard to their historj' and the results of opera-
tion, which I think are well worthy of consideration. The first
:ase has already been published in the Annnk of Surgery for
lanuarj', 1887. It represents a case in which a stone, which when
iricd weighed 171.3 grains, was readily detected both by the finger
md by an exploring needle through an incision in the left loin.
fhe second case was one in which the sj-mptoms were almost con-
;IusiTe of renal calculus, and yet through a lumbar incision care-
ful manipulation with the fingers and free use of exploratorj-
ounctures failed to reveal the presence of a stone. In this case
:he kiclney was not incised. The third case was one in which ex-
ploration with the finger and exploring needle also failed to detect
> stone, and yet, after a free incision was made into the substance
;)t the organ, a small calculus lying in an abscess cavity was found
a exist. These cases, then, are typical cases of the \&Ty\ng con-
htions which may confront the surgeon in his search after a stone
n the kidney

;
and as they open up several practical fields of

Jiought, I will shortly .sketch tlie history' of each.
The first case was that of a man, aged '-'8, a silk weaver by trade

in whom I operated on May Gth, l.S86,for stone in the left kidney!
he historj' of this condition dated back for about six years. lie
lad previously enjoyed goodj health, but had been a hea^T ale-
Irinker. In the winter of 1870-80, during one of his drinking
>oute, he had rigors, followed by a feverish attack, and a fortnicrht
ater suppression of urine, which lasted three days. 'When the
inne was again secreted it was passed mixed with blood. C'on-
urrently with the hanuaturia suvei-e and paroxysmal pain came
n. It began in the left groin and hip, and sometimes shot down
ato the left testicle. Though varying in intensity, it was con-
inuous during the six years previous to operation. The h.-ematuria
id not entirely cease for throe months. When admitted to hos-
ital the urine contjiinwl pus. I had him under observation for
ver sii months. During this period he never passed blood, but
lie amount of pus was variable, sometimes amounting to a tliird.
he urine was always acid, though sometimes extremely fretid
lie specific gravity was about I0I7. The microscope revealed pus
ells and crystals of uric acid, but tliere were no pyriform cells
nd no tube casts. On examination of the site of pain nothing
Imormal could be detected but well-marked tenderness over the
ist rib and below it. immediately external to the erector spina?,
lat IS, over the region of the left kidnev. He could not lie on the
ght side without increased pain, liv colleague. Dr. Wallace
eatty, who examined the case with great care, concurred entirely

'«!?.??*»^J*"!- ^"'."I'! 9^S^"f?^^y »« "»8 Annual Meeting of the Britishealcal Association, held in Dublin, AuguBt, 1887.
."•"^u

in the view I took of it, and accordingly I operated in the usual
way, choosing the lumbar incision. wTien the kidney was reached
a hard mass could be felt in the peh-is, and an exploratory punc-
ture with a long needle showed that tliis was a calculus. It was
about two inches in length, and completely filled the pelvis. An
incision two inches long was made through the substance of the
kidney down to the stone. The haemorrhage at first was very-
brisk, but a finger passed through the wound served as a plug, and
it quickly became checked. The stone was friable and chalky,
but was so firmly embedded in the pelvis that it had to be crushed
with a forceps and removed piecemeal. Part was hooked out with
the finger and part with the assistance of a lithotomy scoop. The
dibris were washed out by means of irrigation. A drainage-tube
was placed external to the kidney and brought out at the lower
angle of the woimd. The incised parts healed by first intention,
excepting along the track of the drainage-tube, which wafl not
finally closed till between the fourth and fifth week. After opera-
tion he was able to lie on the right side, and since he left hospital
has been able to resume his work, which he had been obliged to
give up entirely. He is now in good health, although the urine
still contains a small amount of pus.

The second case was that of a farmer, a^ed 40, on whom I ope-
rated on Februarj- 24th, 1887. His renal history dated back to an
accident he met with in August, 1885. A horse kicked him in the
right groin ; he fell backwards, striking his left side and back
against a heap of stones on the road. He was stunned for a few
minutes, but, on recovering, he experienced a sharp pain over the
two last ribs on the left side. About a week later he noticed that
the act of micturition caused him pain, which was most acut* at
the glans penis. It was increased in frequency, and was often
followed immediately by the passage of a few drops of blood.
These symptoms lasted for a fortnight, and then he was more or
less free from them till September, 1885, when the hard work of
the harvest brought them all back again. They continued with-
out improvement tUl he came under my care. lie then complained
of pain over the left kidney, of a dull aching character, and con-
tinuous. It was increased "by Ijnng on his back or on his left side,

or by exertion. It shot down into the left groin and into the-
penis, especially if he experienced a jolt. There was tenderness
on pressure over the region of the left kidney. The urine was
pale in colour and cloudy ; it contained a small quantity of pus,
and occasionally a little blood ; it wa.s acid, with a specific gravity
of 1020; the microscope showed some renal cells, but no tube
casts.

As some of the symptoms pointed to the possibility of a vesical
calculus, he was sounded twice for stone, the second time under
chloroform, but nothing abnormal could be felt except an in-
creased rugosity of the lining membrane of the bladder. 1 there-
fore made an exploratorj- lumbar incision, and exposed the left

kidney. I pressed it carefully all over between my fingers, but
beyond an apparently thickened condition of the pelvis, J was un-
able to detect the presence of any stone. The kidney was then.
punctured systematically with a long needle, but nothing was
found. I accordingly closed the wound, which healed rapidly,.
union being complete in a week, and he was then allowed to re-
turn home. Six weeks later I heard that he had returned to the
country in " fairly good spirits and health, and that he bad not
much urinary trouble." 15ut at the end of this period he got a
chill from exposure, with high fever, rapid pulse, and he soon be-
came delirious ; but during tlie attack the urinary symptoms were
not aggravated. He died on April l.'Jth, the gentleman who at--
tended him not Iia\"ing been able to arrive at a diagnosis as to the
cause of death. It does not however appear to have been in any
way connected with the renal trouble or with the exploratory
operation. 1 should add that the pain in the side was mat«ri;iJly
improved by the operation, no doubt the result of the division of~
some of the nen'es.
Though operation in this case failed to detect the stone, as has

happened in many other cases, I have not hesitated to communi-
cate it, as it forms a strong contrast with the third case, in which,
similar diflSculties were encountered. This was the case of a
married woman, aged 34. who was admitted to the Adelaide Hos-
pital on February 16th, 1887. In 1809 she suffered for about a year
from ana?mia. but subsequently she enjoyed good health up to

January, 188.''. In the meantime she had married and had become
the mother of four children. She became pregnant for the fifth

and last time in May of that year. In the preceding Januarj-
(that is. 188?), she began to suffer from a burning pain, not very-

severe in the r'gion of the right kidney. It was accompanied bjr
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«^lshrt«'e^n t,l,(*i l*a^,xv«n*s tt.^ l«rm,'R pain continual.

,.^^V^« ^-iiu-um 'T^X'eiv «..«r.n^a-i>.1 auTinj? the. months of preg-

oi^K'::i .^ch';::^?It';^^--«^^v.^ eighth ™ona. m «.^

VWfUtof aRtilllSrtrnchild. This uns in "^^^l*'- l*^^^;
•^"'X

• S" Th" Sn radiate.Uciross:t.lu.. abdomen, and more lately

v^ SoVon 1 "rself up in l>e.l 'a«d -<v-rithe, .vrth the pain
1

•
rwr^;:/se1«"t neighbourhood.

,

Antenorlyv^-here si. com-

: aSSnr^U^?^r^^?-tJ^=«-
i:'''4£^?-^W?:wa« &KIu..ntly .x»mined during .her ^y^
- hn«*^itftWarlv always ptewnted the same characters, it ^as

. -Sof Cma'specih^c gravity and
-"^'^'"''^rma'^r depo" t^ blood; but after standing a .hort bime

f.X'^^^l^fXpe
rtf (w*1ftte of lime was invftnably seen. Under the microscope

. lXrh.=serv™.ls were found, mostly octahe.lra but sometimes

oSan.! dumb-bells. Occasionally a deposit of amorphous

White, was thrown down. In addition to these might be seen

J^^al ^ItbeliUTO and a few c^lls ^'*'™W.T>g pu« corp^^^^/-

nr Wallace Beattv, who took a very great interest m the case,

1 .,tfdJ;> rendered 1^; much valuable -^^^ance considered hat

•! ^brKM a case in which operative measures should be adoptea

,

- Ina^. hi9\-iew was also held by my other colleagues.
A'^^^f'^'f

f^^

- .'^^rform^lhe operation of ner^hrolithotomy on
fPfl;f^. l^;;^^

J lrt=l,!iin,A lumbar incision, about tive inches m length. Wlun

' KUaaalty^rs^rad been <i-.ded, I found the lumbar apo-

-"HeurfyskwM adherent to the pen-renal fat, and thiiy
"'i? h,p

^-s^; (double and patience to ^lear the antmor ^urf-e o -
kidnev The posterior surface was readily freed. Ihe tiist tiimg

whb.h attracted special notice was a depression about the centre

rrthecolTxbonl^ofthe kidney, which presented the appea^

ile^ of a stellate cicatrix, but beyond a slight thickening of the

..al^lnce beneath it. pothit^ couh1^>; l^eH ^a<^^
>w«h*l Hflbstatice heneain it, nomuiH l.,u.., >^. »>-- - - -

to The kMney occupied a distinctly lower position than usual,

-.S wi. deci,ledW longer tbali the norm.il, and I have no doubt

J w M,«t this was the swelling which was felt through the ab-

-^In^Uan previous to operation, There was absolutely nothing

.4^ feiro^^anabnorma/kind in .he renal pelvis. A^ couW

V «,iw'rtraw ench p4Tt Of the kidney m turns up to the lumbar

V SonTcarrful rp««««> eaoli portion thn^ugh my fingers, but

v.JmMM dX^ noliArdlieWor inequality to guide me as to the

In evei-Y .lin.cti.m likewise failed to give any clue.
"'^«f

'"^"^
,

V SmirJtHncs I determine*! to make tho axploration complete by

-ifSng into the kidn^ substance, as othmvise the only alt.,Tna-

.1WMt to us would have been either to leave her u""l>f;*=d, or

•• tTwcise as Mr. Morris has done, an otherwise healthy organ. 1

- b^t, iwmaking an incision alxnit an inch and a half long, with

1. th2^"mric .1 dtV^'sion as the central point, along the conv,-?

Irgi^ T e hlXorrlmge at first was very brisk, ^-"d took sonic

"me and pressure to an-est. This
"''•'.'^^'ly.^'XlffT^nl^l

i>elvis With my finger pnsst^ into it, 1 felt about in all direc

Ton
•

I,,R wiUK-»t succ^ess. J then got a Vrohf-voy^ted ^-'i

grooved director, .and paasing it into the
^"''f.'^'^\^'^^,^,|'

X-wtplored in sMWal directions. Suddenly it slipped upwards

into what was evidently a small abscess cavity, "" ^ >™«^
came along tlie groove of the director. A small calcu .». abwt

I e siie oF a pea, ^^^s distinctly felt lying in the ovvitj. I WW
ssed a knife along the groove, and by means of an extension!*!

^U,w.>uud upwards for about an inch, I laid the abscess 0»yilBr

reelv open. The amount of pus contained m it was about half «

drachm Tlw wound nr.w bledfreely, and as pressure seemed to

lave Uttle effect, 1 irrigated it with ^^f.^^TTZT^U
.oluliou, which in « tew minutes controUed it to a gHHit exteW-

Unlortu lately, the fluid washe,! out the stone, and before I could

e"min,; the rkurued fluid it had been thrown -nit. H"^e>'«r.
'^^

succeeded in finding two or three very- hue. «I-ul-;«; A«
T\Z^o

from the kidney substance was still free, I thought it Dest to

nW tl e renal wound lightly with a piece of antiseptic gauze

Cung out ifweak carbolic solution, the end of the gauze bemg

CugWtat the angle of the skin wound beside t>"Vl^^"J3

tube The parts were sutured in successive layers, and the womid

dressed with gauze and a turf mould pad. For two days after

the^oDeratiou the patient suffered from incessant vomi ing, which

n^tWng seemed to'check. She was nourished entire y by nutnept

enemata She had had no return of the spasmodic pain—that M,

heTen i colic but the prostration from the vomiting caused me

.oLe uneasiness On the morning of the third day, having tned

ev^i^ medicinal expedient I coulJ devise, it occurred to me that

the^oSiting mighl be reflex from the kidney and might be^ due
,

to theTlu- which I had put in to stop the bleeding, ™"ch in the

.nme wav as nausea is so generally an accompaniment of renal

coHc Taccordingly at once removed the plug by gentle tract^

wth the happy rfsult that vomiting only occurred once subst-

quentiy? F^om this time she made rapid progress. The ^ovind K-

Ze in Holyhead. She completely got rid of the pam ,n th

aSfan"d ;Umon, and had no^eturn of it -hen las he rd f

ber I believe she is now in perfect health. When blie leu nos

pUal she had regained! flesh and colour, and looked a diflerett,

"^L'case is interesting in many -^T^-'V t^J^f^^f ^^^^'dt

ble unaUe to defect, either by digital explorat-n or by neg

reS^t that I did not resort to it in the second case.

Another point Which th s case emphasises >» j."^^' '° ^^'IJ^

montoall three are the l'«'".""'i;,\«^Smavact a^^ ^

as ^(Jicfttiye o^.tUe absence of a stone.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE ORraOP^MC APP.'

RATUS REFERRED TO AT A DEMON-
STRATION OF MODERN ORTHO-

PEDIC METHODS.!

By NOBLK SMITir, F.R.C.S.Ea,

Surgeon to All Splints' Cluldrcn's Uospital,. London.

THE ftointa chiefly urged in r^I^the use of instnunente W|

"/"fermination by the surgeon himself as to the kind of ij

strument to he used, if any. „ ...i.Medi'

-
1 liead in the Section of Surg»y at tv.e Aonual MeetmT^f the BntUhMW

Association held in Dublin, August, 1887.
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2. Sim])lification of the mechanisms (combining lightness -vritli

efficienfy) ami
3. Construction admitting of easy alteration by tlie surgeon.
Success in treatment often depends upon the skilful application

of these principles.

KjQock-knees in children may generally be cured by instnmients.
In slight or moderately severe cases the following splint, or a
modification of it, may be efiicient. In this case the leg could
be at once drawn into a straight, or nearly straight, position.
Plate at top of straight metal Bplint coming well up } ...

tliigh, for firm bearing.
J"

*""•-..,.

Stiff hand heiiind thigh to oountprant the tendency of I

the splint t-o come fopwarii; soft strap in front. i|'

Knee-cap and straps to pull knee ontwirffy'.

.

Lower end of splint forming B. peg, .it .right ingles, work-

1

ing in a round socket in the boot.
(

Fig. 1.

The splint can be bent by the surgeon with wrenches.
In many cases where bo'th legs are affected it is necessary to

connect the tops of the splints by a band across the buttocks, to
keep the tliigh.s sufficiently forwards, and the feet from turning
m too much.

In more severe cases a rack Joint must be

fj
placed opposite the knees.

/}

i

Firm band passing behind knee, up to which the knee
can be drawn when this part has a tendency to
come forward, and also when there is hyperex-
tension.

It is also necessary to keep the legs always
extended.

'''B- 2- Many modifications have to be made as a severe
case progresses towards recovery.

Where there is flat fix)t or a giving
way of the ankle inwardly, a
T strap can be used.

Bowed legs can generall.y lie

FiK.,!. straightened by splints in cliihiren.
The patient ciin walk aliout, hut it is essential that the splints

take a bearing from the ankle, coming down to the grpund and
from the inner condyle of the femur.

Suid of attachment at kix-e

Band to act upon tlie cu

Bound peg working freely in a socket

.

Pig. 4.

When the ctirvie is forwards, BpHnts are not of iniich
lose the point.i? of firm resistance at each end.

If any splint is used it may be made as shown -

here.

fiuttft percha shield to protect anterior sliarp edge of tibia....

Forked end takinga iiearing upon each side of the heel ;..

Hert! osteotomy is often the Only means of cor-

recting the deformity. , . _. Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 is a case of talipes equinus.

The patient, in continually attempting to

place the sole of thefoot flat on theground,

has caused the knee to give way, produc-

ing hyper-extension, shown in Fig. 6.

Treatment consisted in division of the

tendo Achillis, and rectification of the

position of the foot. Then the wear-

ing of the apparatus showii in',Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Tliigh band at upper end of single lateral bar

Front stop joint at Imee preventing hypor-extenfion, but
(,

permitting free flexion. J

Joint at ankle at first fixed, then either front stop .joint to")

protect tendo Acbillis from too much strain, or tack (

"stop joiirt to prevent recontraction, or Upiited move- 1

ment both ways according to disposition of case. )

Fig. S.

1^ Fig. 9.—A case of rupture of the internal lateral
, ligament of the knee-joint. Instrument applied to outer
' side of peg, with free movement of knee-joint and
limited flexion of foot.

Without this support the patient could only walk
with the aid ot crutches, and then with difficultv.

With it she could walk well with the aid of one stick,

and even the stick was not absolutel.y necessary. She
wore this for a few months; six months after, tneknee
was quite well and strong. , ^^

/ (

Fig. 10.—G. C, aged 8. Scrofulous 'diseasft of knee-

joint: verj' bad family history. Duration of disease,

three years, commencing after an injurj-. Knee said to

be out by celebrated bonesctter; he usetl forced move-
ments, and abscess came; knee made much worse.

Thi're was constant pain and swelling of jpint Applied

instrument.
Fig. 9.

Trough to support tliigh .ittached to each 1

lateral metal rot! lone on each side) with- ^
out movement of knee.

Knee-cap to keep kneo towarUd support.

Joint at ankle with front stop, so lliat weight 1

of body In w.«lkjng tvas transmitted up- J-

wania without use w muscles of leg. 1

Raised sole to compensate for ilesjon of knee li.^Iuii.JI-,,....

Kg-
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Remit -Rainil iraprovoment nnil cessation of j)"'" ""^ l"""*: m
ioint \ year nft.T 'vas walkiuK about comfortably. Im owin^

II, ".TV bad family history was directed to continue to wear

instrument, whioli is no trouble.
. . ^ j-

Ku 11 -Modilied Tlioma8-8 splint for acute hip-jomt disease.

Attaci.ed above by sl.oulder straps, leaving chest perfectly free.

Fif/. 14 represents a plaster-of-Paris spine support^ for carie*

l.niving the chest perfectly free, strengthened m back by metal

bands.

«„ i'>_Dr Judson's (Now York^ ischintic crutch for hip dis-

ease, used by him in all stages of the disease. I have found it

very useful after the acute stage has subsided.

1 Soft perineal liand upon which weight of body on tliie

\ t\ie it supported.

(Metal .tem adjustable to height, coming to grouml

) below foot, and to level of foot ot eound leg; lelt

( leg being short from the disease.

Fig. 12.

i Two straps attaohed to base, which are to be buckled to

-'str^P^A fixed to leu and thigh by adhesive plaster.

( By this means traction can be made upon the leg.

( It the sound leg were not already longer a high Uwt

) would have to be worn.

spine does not bend in too much).

Coming to>vel of shouldors.
, . ,„

Shoulder straps to keep upper part of botly

lack to splint, developing the tliorax and

leaving the front of chest free tor respira-

tion.

Metal bands to slrongtlien splint.

Pig. H.

( Ab<lominal b<^It and p«Ivic strap for keeping

| lower i««rt of body to splint.

Fig. 13.

This splint is applied upon the principles of Mr. K. .1. ^''''jnf"^

instrumtnt. The latter is the ™ore perfect appliance, becaus.t

unablea the surgeon to regulate more exactly the bearing of its

different parU in accordance with the progress of the case but

for general purjioseB the splint here depicted is applicable, and Dy

it the Bpiue i« held firmtr than by any jacket.

THE ETIOLOGY AND CLASSIFICATION OF

THE ANEMIA OF PUBERTY.'

By E MACDOWEL COSGRAVE, M.D., F.K.Q.C.P..

K I VRGB number of girls suffer during puberty from a condition I

of ii "health diaracterised by a very constant train ofjymptorn

and to which the names ansemia and chlorosis are appU^l.

AWiouch the disease i.s so common, its symptoms so plain, and

fhe'"re^tott. as a rule, so successful, the etiology is by n^-aa.

well established, various theories being put forth b> ointreni.

^' Trousseau = considered it a neurosis, the Mo°^/'';"f'
f''!^

'

spcnndnrv Xiemever^ appears to consider it as a result ot pre-

ma tire ?exual activity. 'Ae^vrites: '' ^<^-^^ "^.^^
tion, obstinate chlorosis attacks all young girls without ««
tion in whom the menses have appeared in the t^^elIttt^

,i?teenth vear before the development of the brens s au-I

ubes'-llitc ell Bruce- says the origin of the disease leisn.a

e u iarconU io^ and blood-vessels, which is believ^^

; be congenital and perhaps hereditarj'. ^^ ^en consid
;^

dilo-

rosis as one of the '• functional diseases °^jl\''
.""^^^^'S'^o^.

generation in the unimpregnated state. *'''^^;^°'^;.^^ "•][, ^aC
siders •fa-culent retention and its eonsetiuences as the cause.

st" looks upon the inability of the organism omeet^ the

demands made upon it by the simultaneous adveiit of mtnstru

ation and of rapid growth of the tissues as the cause.

rgreat many predisposing and exciting causes have been d^

scrib^ed by various authors; most of these seem to be not so

much cauLs as merely coincident with the t"- " '.fe
j^ ^^^

—^ i:X 3VJ!iaw"ai? and;r^a|f51^
cTS will depend greatly upon the force and direction of these^

"Thf'distribution of the disease bears this out. It is not «*-

nm-d to a y dass. but is more often met with in larg^towns than m

be country, amlis much more common amongst g-r'^ ' 'O sit a

heirwo k^tl-an amongst others. When •<;.«lo''«„o'7^.^™X
servants, defective drainage is o ten

f" ^-T^l^'^lf.f''X.e' he ^t
the disease is very common: yet in Huddersheld, vshtreuiegrw

-Ti;;rf;;:r;;;:r^i^Medlcal SocUon'^rTS Royal X^emyof MedWne.i"

Ireland. March »th,188«.
a Clintral Mrdicmt. vol. v, p. 101, ISiJ.

> TeMook nfl'racUcal Mcdtane. veil. ii. sec. ul, chap. i.

« (Juain-9 liicUonary of hiNiicm,- art. An.Tmia.
UedlOftl SodttJ ol

» Onoted by Sir .\ndrew Clark in a paper read befor* tll» Jieoioai ouv« # i

Ix>ndon, Nov..mlx.rHth.l887.
« Medical Society of l.on.lon. November 1 1th, lS«i.

I
1. IjaoUd by .sir Andrew Clark.

> V.W
j
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majority of the girls W(jrk from an early ago in mill?, it does not
sepra to be common, as, on looking over the notes of more than
600 cases treated there consecutively, I find only three examples
of the disease, and one of these girls is specially noted as having
a "sitting joh" in a mill. The chief differences between the girls

in Yorkshire towns and those in Dublin are that the former are
better fed and have more e.vercise, both at their work and
after it.

But, although these causes are generally met with, some-
times they are absent, and the disease occurs in girls of good
physique, living in country air, warmly clad, and well fed.

In Sir Andrew Clark's ])aper' the graphic description of
the patients only dealt with one variety of the disease—that
generally termed chlorosis; but other well-marked varieties of
the ana;mia of puberty are met with. I would venture to pro-
pose the following cla-ssification :

—

1. Fat anmmia, where there is a well-marked deposit of adipose
tissue.

2. Anoemia of overgrowth, where there has been well-marked
general increase of growth without much deposit of fat.

.3. Amemia of general malnutrition.
The first and second and the second and third may overlap, but

never the first and third. In the first variety the symptoms of
anicmia generally follow the deposit of fat "in the tissues ; in
the second they follow the rapid growth ; in the third they gene-
rally follow the appearance of the menses. The second and
third (those in which there is no deposit of fat) are liable to be
complicated by tubercular disease.

In spite of the gre..t weight of Sir Andrew Clark's experience I
cannot look upon constipation as even an important cause of this
anremia. Constipation and anncmia are often associated, but very
often the constipation is not greater than would be expected from
the general sluggishness of the functions, and is similar in sig-
nificance to the copious pale urine, of low specific gravity and
deficient in urates, so generally associated with this amemia.
That the constipation is accompanied not onlj- by torpidity, but
also by loss of power, is shown by the failure "of belladonna and
mis vomica to relieve it.

Another argument against constipation being the cause of the
iisease is that cure often follows the use of iron in the form of
jriftith's mixture or Bland's pills, without any purgatives being
idminLstered.

Habitual constipation is a common complaint, and as long as
the bowels are evacuated regularly, uncomfortable .sjTnptoms sel-
I'iom arise, no matter what the interval between the motions.
rhere seems no reason why constipation should at one age and in
rae sex cause this characteristic train of symptoms, and pro-
Ince none of these symptoms at other times.
In some curious cases the constipation is persistent through life,

mt is not accompanied by any definite symptoms except at jiuberty
md tlie menopause, at both which periods there is palpitation with
.•hortness of breath on exertion. In one case, at present under
iliservation, there has been obstinate constiimtion, as a rule not
jnore than one motion in nine days ; the patient is now 40, and it

Is only quite lately that the palpitation and shortness of breath
lave appeared.

;

With regard to the occurrence of the menses, my experience is
rery different from that of .Memeyer." Early development and
|iotpremature menstruation seems tlie rule. Often the ana?mia.sets
|n without any ajipearance of the menses, but in many of
ihe cases there has been a slight appearance for from one to three
ir four months, and then either a total cessation or an occasional
ilight appearance for a month or two, and then several months
jHthout any.

I

t3enerally speaking. I have found that in the aUcVmia of
jeneral malnutrition the menses may be absent, scanty, or, in
lare cases, normal. In the anicmia of overgrnwth the"re is an
ittempt at establishment of menses without development of the
jreasts, etc. The beginning of fatty anremia is coincident with
le development of the breasts, etc.
In the fatty anxmia there is certainlv an hereditary acquired

Imsation. It is \-ery common to find several sisters affected. In
ae family I have noted four, in another three, and in several two
1 affected. In these cases I have often found that the mother has
eon married early in life, and I have learned to look upon Ibis as
1 miportant factor. In one family of good means, and livin'j in
ic country, the mother was eighteen venrs of ace at t'le birth of

» fjK.cit.

her first child. She has had five sons and three daughters ; all the
sons have been verj- strong, but the daughters, although when
young, strong, and of healthy colour, have all passed through well-
marked fatty ana?mia. In another case the mother never suffered
from ana;mia ; her first child, a daughter, was bom when she wa«
only seventeen; the child is now rapidly getting stout, has no ap-
pearance of tile menses, and is, in fact, passing into fatty
ana!mia.
Another very interesting point in this variety of amemia is,

that if any strong call in a particular direction is made upon the
system, it will be able to meet it ; thus, there is generally marke<l
shortness of breath and palpitation on going upstairs, and but
little wdiilst walking not too rapidly on level ground, yet do-
mestic servants so ancemic as hardly to be able to walk on level

ground, will sometimes be able to carry heavy weights upstairs.

This I have never observed in the other forms of ana?mia.

A most important contribution to the etiologj- of the disease

has been made by Benek(S,"' who has shown that the annual in-

crease in the heart and blood-vessels in girls up to puberty is

8 per cent., per annum, whilst during the establishment of men-
struation it is 80 to IIW per cent., so that if puberty is established

in a single year, an extra growth of from 70 to 90 per cent, weight,
in addition to ordinary growth, is entailed, and that at the end
of puberty the lungs have arrived at the fullest <levelopraent. and
the excretion of carbonic acid gas has reached its highest. There
is no such rapid change in the male. .

';

Professor Bowditch " says that, up to 11 or 12, boys are, on th»-

average, taller and heavier than girls ; for the next two or three
years girls have the advantage, whilst after 14 or 15 boys again
excel in strength and height.

It is probable that the rapid development of the female is to be
found in sexual selection. Men generally choose wives younger
than themselves, and so women who are early sexually mature
are most likely to be married and have offspring. In time this

ought to cause a rapid maturity, and the general tendency would
be emphasised in the offspring of mothers who were married
young.
The parts affected in this rapid development are the various

tissues derived from the inesoderm. The white cells and blood
corpuscles, the heart and blood-vessels, the reproductive organs,

and the supporting and connecting tissues are chiefly affected.

During puberty the mesoderm is largely called upon by the rapid
growth of the organs concerned in generation. If the system is

unable to meet the demands made upon it, an.Tmia residts. If badly
under-nourished, the system is almost certain to fail to meet the
extra demands, and the amemia of general malnutrition is esta-

blished. If. at the time the rapid growth of the organs of circula-

tion and reproduction is set up, there is active growth of the
bones, muscles, and other tissues, the system may be overtaxed by
the further demand, and the ansemia of overgrowth gradually
appear. In a third class of cases the mesodermal energy is mis-
directed, and instead of the demand being supplied, an excessive

amount of reserve tissue (possibly resulting in part from deficient

oxidation) is formed, and fat ana-mia develops. "'

That there is not only an accumulation of fat. but deficieiit
.

growth and a fat substitution, is shown by the aorta of small

calibre and the unequal thickness and fatty metamorphosis of the

intiraa, which are so well-marked as to have led to tlie idea that

the cause of the disease is a congenital condition of the blood and
blood-vessels."
With regard to prognosis and treatment. I would add only a

few words. In the variety of amemia associated with deposit of

fat then> is sufficient, but misapplied, vitality, and cure may be''
'

looked for. The treatment is twofold, specific and s}-mptomatic.'''

Iron may fairly be called a specific: introduced in quantities far,''

exceeding the ordinary needs of the system, it does good, and ''

often, without any assistance, c ires. Dr. Oswald Schmiedeberg'*'
siiys : "The possibility cannot be denied that under conditions
otherwise favourable and necessary to the cure, the formation of

red blood corpuscles may be forced, even by an increase of the I

iron absorbed, which, though in itself minute, is kept up a con-''!

siderable time, because of a long-continued extra supply of the
metal."

It seems probable that the iron acts by modifying the meso-
dermal growth and checking the excessive formation of a reserve

10 /Vr I'ehrr tins Votumgn rf« Her:ens wid dif Weiti dfr Artfria in den
]>rschiede7ien He^ensaltm, 187(*.

u The Growth of ChMren. 1877.
12 (y. Dr. Mitchell Bruce. Joe. sit.

1» E'emmts of Pharmiohffy. 1SJJ7. p. 1S2.
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matiTial. Arsenic iind the mineral acids also do good, but I be-

lieve ttot so rapidly. .,^11
As l)*>ariuK on tlie spoeific action, 1 may mention that the sjrup

of the iodiU.' of iron has seamed to me to act much more rapidly

and effectively than the syrups of the phosphates and ot the

hvi)oi>hosphites. . v n
"The form in which the iron is given must vary with the neces-

sities of the case. Asa rule I prefer four or five grains of the

iron and aloes pill of the B.P. each night and morning In this

combination 1 have never found iron disagree. If there is a

catarrlial condition of tlie mucous membrane of the stomaeli, i use

a mixture containing sulphate of magnesia and .sulphuric acid,

either adding sulphate of iron to it or ordering the myrrh and

iron pill of the B.P. In some forms of dyspepsia the sulphate

and carbonate of magnesia with aromatic spirits of ammonia in a

bitter infusion act well in conjunction with the iron and myrrh

pills Very rapid improvement follows the use of the solution ot

the perchloride of iron. B.P., but some people cannot take it
;

I

find however that it disagrees with comparatively few since 1

have prescril.ed it (on the suggestion of my friend Dr. Cameron,

of Uuddersfield) with an eciual quantity of spirits of mtrous

^Ilvgienic treatment is also important. Fresh air, good food

(especially meat), and moderate exercise are useful, but over-

exertion is hurtful, and tends to prolong the aniemia, or eyen to

render it permanent. . . ,,
' j

In the anaemia from overgrowth the prognosis is generally goon,

but the possibility of tubercular disease must not be overlooked.

Fresh air, nourishment (especially milk), and comparative rest are

all important. Iron has not seemed to me to be so necessary ;

when given it is generallv best in the form of the sjTUps of the

iodide of iron and of the phosphates. If purgatives are reciuired.

I prefer the saline ones and avoid aloes.
. . , , ,

In the amemia of general malnutrition the prognosis is bad : the

excessive demand comes upon a system but badly able to fulhl

its ordinary duties, and permanent debility generally results. In

such cases, country air, perfect rest, and plenty of milk and other

easily assimilated food, with cOd-liver oil, is what is required, and

medicine is of secondary importance. 1 have found most beneht

from the sulphates of iron, quinine, and magnesia, m combination

with hydrobromic acid.

'ipiSr THE EXCISION AND SCRAPING OF
CAEBUNCLE.

By RUSHTON P.UIKER, M.B., B.S., FB.C.S.,

Frdfeseor of Surgery in University College, Liveirool.

Thbbe are few procedures in practical surgery that better deserve

recommendation than the local extirpation of carbuncle, of which

the pain and tenderness are thereby ended, and the state of gan-

grene, always virulent and sometimes inveterately spreading, re-

placed by simple inflammation in a healing sore.

If the carbuncle be small enough, or seen early enough, an abor^

live treatment may sometimes be practicable by syringing through

it an effective antiseptic liquid ; but we seldom get such a good

chance of doing this in carbuncle as in boil. In my own case I

have several times arrested a boil in its early commencement, when
little more than a pustule in a hair follicle, by injecting strong

carbolic or sublimate solution a few times, at short intervals, with

a hypodermic syringe. But the manipulation necessary for this in

even a small carbuncle is at least as painful and prolonged as the

excision of the virulent centre (or centres), and not appreciably

more saving of tissue. When an anaesthetic is given, the question

of pain, as of time, is unimportant; hut there are cases of small

carbuncle, especially facial, in which excision there and then,

without assistance, is very convenient to the surgeon and readily

borne, by the patient. The disea-se is almost always acutely

tender, if not constantly jiainful, while constitutional distorbance

is sometimes great and increasing. The effect of extirpation is

immediate relief to the former ill, and a gradual but sure end to

the latter when not too late. I concur with the support given to

this important practice by Mr. Herbert I'age and Mr. Kdmiind

Owen in the .(oun.NAJ- of "March 24th, and with the tribute there

paid to Mr. Teale's excellent paper on ".Scraping." adding, in this

brief reference to ray casts, some details that u.scfully supplement

those accounts. T prefer, however, to consider together erasion

and excision, as both may be required in different parts of the

same carbuncle, while other carbuncles f1"™/^^ ?°'^X-*^

'

other according to the softness or hardness of their affected
,

''cask i.-A servant girl, aged 1'.., was sent by Dr. Grimes to the:!

Liverpool Royal lulirmary on the evening of beptember 4tli, tBt»,„

suffXg from an acute brawny inflammation on the left side 0^,

;

her chin, of four days' duration. As there was a question of ma-,,

li.aiant pustule, I was summoned, and went to her at once UndMJ,,

chloroform an incision was ma.le, and the nodule
^^Vf^'ff .^^^^.

,

The tissues in the centre were grey and purple, and the th ng ^,,
decided to be carbuncle. A conical piece was e.'ccised, P"re cm- .

bolic acid put into the wound, with a sublimate dressin- la d on.

The inflammation melted rapidly away day by day and the gu^

was well in a fortnight. There was, I believe, no anxietj about

her constitutional state from the first, but I have no note of the

^lllre the best practicable form of immediate local ^t^"
tion seemed to be excision with a sharp knife, on account of the

density of tlie tissues. The nru ent centre was about the s^e of

a pea and yet the coUateral swellmg was as big as half a w alnuL

CHSE ii.-A night-soa carter, aged 23, ha<! a pimple on h«

neck on May 24th! 1886. This he picked, but was none tbe worse I

next day when, however, he took too much drink, and, the day

following, his neck began to swell, and his head to ache
^^'^l-^}}-

On thelth he was sent by his me.Ucal mun to ^^e LiverpoolRoy^

Infirmary, with the left side of his neck m a swollen, w^. f^CTT

state ve?; like in appearance to the illustration of malimant pus-

tule give? in the Journal by Mr. Morrant Baker on June 14th,

1S84 His temperature was 104°, and the disease was at. hr^t/up-

nosed to be a mild form of malignant pustule. Excision of the

Centre dij?y-gr^y and purplish, with some surrounding skin, was

performed by me without amBSthetic shortly after his adm.s ion.

Ke c"ic acid was put in, and sublimate f,ff"^fg)o"?^^ f.
His temperature rose to 105° that evening 1"^^ ^> ,^° ^'^^/jS
the niffht It was taken every two hours for four daj s, and louiio

o riTe^after mid-day and fail after niidnight The ^econf d^
.

after admission it did not reach higher
^^'^^,^'^\:}:^J^^^'^^^^^

lnwin<r it attain became 104°, after which it kept below 100 ,
helort,

ev^numl y siXiding to normal. This case was on climcal grounds

garded as a mild lorm of malignant pustule ^/he local appear-

ances absence of pus, and constitutional state favouring ^^.^^^'r

s't neither the juice of the excised fragment nor the patient?,

.

blood or urine showed bacilli under the microscope though thew

^lere abundant micrococci found in the u>-ine and jmce of tg,

wound The case is therefore considered to be a small carbuncle,

or a<Savate<l boil, with unusually severe symptoms, presumed to

^tVnE-Tn^J^^he^Sle of the chin, right side in a worn^ ,

a-Ted22,whoc.ameto me on January l^th 1887 eight days aittf

fe appearance. In local characters it was like Cii^e i "jd ge",n|,

worse every day. But the temperature was only 99.8 .and tne

pulse r^^iich thought augured well for the patient. I excised

rrcentrV without anaesthetic or assistance, in my copsultu*,,

roL, applied carbolic acid inside and a sublimate dressing out-,.

side, with the same good effect.
Parisian sut-'

•'

'Z re'xcl^ion'atd'' antics a/te -trSent^^S'Tdiif^J'^

Knile and te^mined "o ad'opt it at the first opport.mity.
,

TldsTdnot occur until April ^^tfi, 18.% when (Cask v)^
aged 4.3, came under my care m hospital. He "^as not 1 ,

aM
^^

ci-bunclo was not severe, though moderately large. Cut it v^o^

arual, tender and painful, sit^uat ed at the
I'f* °

,|^;;"'^J.'^,o^
he was likely to be benefited by its removal. I thcretorc com

menced to excise it at once, under chloroform, through a c ucal

but was controlled with hot water and the pressure of s ongcs.

Tie next day he expressed himself very Plf^^'^
/edinj^^tlmt a

load had been removed from him, in the loss of all 1'?<=omjoP!

Sublimate Sessings and eucalyptus ointment were used, and.Jjft -^

'T.vIe V w.'s'tS'S'a man, aged T-O, who cme under my care on

Janua^ iyU,,18a^.with a large -^^uncle on tbe nape of the
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ininfluenced by the spoons. The fascia was in places imder-
uined, and tlicse I ojjencd up and scraped -well out. The bleed-
ng here, too, was profu.'ie, but kept down witli hot water and the
jressure of sponges. Dressings as in the previous case were ap-
plied, and the patientwaswell pleased with the effect, andthespeedy
estoration of suppk^uess to his neck. He was up and about in a
lay or two, and well in a fortnight.

I have gone thus far, but I hope not tediously, into those five

ases to show tliat while neither erasion nor e.iwcision is by itself

, panacea for all carbuncles, the two processes combined or selected
ire applicable to everj- case, not as a matter of mere novelty or
ariety, but as the most effectual treatment that we can adopt, if

lot put off too late. Not that I doubt that any of these car-
luncles, all of thera, perhaps, were capable of recovery under ex-
i-^ctaiit treatment, which differs little from no treatment. I am
lerfectly sure that all were exceedingly benefited by local extir-
lation; and if it be that any of them were likely, if too prolonged,

end in fatal septicemia or pytemia, that disaster was un-
[oubtedty averted by the operation performed.
There is no means known tq me at present of deciding in the

arly stages of a carbuncle whether it be likely to end in recovery
r death if allowed to run a natural course; but it does seem to
lie that timely extirpation in some form or another, indiscrimi-
iRtely used, is the most certain means whereby diminished
atality is to be hojied for in the most serious cases, while
ainimising the discomforts of the slightest. I can look back
ipon several fatal cases in which I should gladly have known that
xcision was likely to lie curative.
Just a word about pitassa fusa, which 1 personally seldom use,

lUt on which Jlr. Page seems rather hard. If for some reason it

hould not be possible for me to scrape or cut out a carbuncle, I

hould consider it a very fair substitute to mash up the interior
rith sticks of potassa fiisa. To be sure this would in eifect be a
acre or less thorough erasion ; but any of the gangrenous virus
mremoved would have the chance of being permeated by a pretty
fficient antidote, that might easily arrest ^farther spread of the
lisease.

Some persons rub in caustic potash or other powerful chemicals
u addition to excision, but their additional necessity is at least
oubtful. Of these I consider solid nitrate of silver the best for
laimostatic purposes, but it causes great pain. Pure carbolic acid
>ns the advantage of producing local an;esthesia in addition to its

Jltisoptio qualities.

THE GOULSTONIAN LECTURES
ON

XSANITY IX RELATION TO CARDIAC
AND AORTIC DISEASE AND

PHTHISIS.
Delivered before the Royal Coltaje of PAt/sicians of London.

By Wm. JULIUS MICKLE, M.D., F.R.C.P.Lo.vd.,
Medical Supcrlnteuiitnt. Grove ll;ill Asj'lum.

LeCTITEE III.^lN.S.iXITY IN EEI,.VTION TO PHTHISIS.
( Concludedfrom page Ctf5 . >

Some, hearing hallucinatory abuse and reviling, fancy that
li'ery_ old «core is raktvi up agalinst them, and that their delusively
H»gined misdcinls. known to and animadverted upon by all, oc-
wion the finger of derision or of scorn. A few take deUusions
bout being battled, annoyed, or aS; to malevolent and injurious
iterference with their mind and its operations. Having links
ith these, but in Ihi'm-sclves mostly of neutral emotional eha-
icter, are delusions such as tliat new patients electrify the old,
that bells are kept ringing and electrify the air.

Third Suh-f/nmv : Morose, Angnj Mania, or Cases with Detu-
ons of Injury. Persecution, not or not yet Si/stemntised.—Phases
id times of emotional depression, thoiigh present in some e.v-
nples, aie far less frequent in this than in the previous sub-
oup, as also are suicidal tendency, apathy, and indolence. On
le other hand, many are irritable, sullen, 'morose, moody: some
e obstinate, or are given to refuse food : on the other hand also
xitement preilomihates—excitement, usually angry, but in some
ternately angry and gay ; indeed at first there may be acute
ama. Such patients, too, are usually restless and violent,
hBthar mtarely destructive, or dangerous, oi; threatening, or homi-

cidal; usually also are they fidgety, gesticulating, muttering,
swearing, denouncing ; some are noisj-, some mentally confused.
Of many are the utterances at times voluble but incoherent,;

rambling, confused, irrelevant, peculiar ; and their conversation i

may be with imaginary people. The memory is often impaired,!
occupation or amusement unsought, the glance fiutive, the visagei
grimacing. , , : rf

A majority are hallucinated, hallucinations of hearing being the
most frequent, and those of sight coming next. A majority,:
again, are extremely suspicious, ; a majority are at times eitheri
obstinately silent or very taciturn : a few lose sleep.

Delusions.—Injuries to, or maleficent influences affecting, the'j

patient's body are frequent subjects of the delu.sion: delusion* of/
persecution, of the hostility of others, or of poisoning, are sonieri
what frequent ; those of conspiracy are occasional. i

The delusions as to bodily damage or injurions influence ar&i
such as that "the contents of the head are drawn out by the noac.'j
that the sufferer is " interferrd with," that " electricity plays oal
him," and by it be gets hallucinatory- messages or "is electrified,".!

is "worked on by spiritualism.'' is "placed in strange malpo-1
sitions by the country he is in.'' Or, that he is "full of anotber'el
spittle," " a weight is imposed on the nape, chalk is thrown, into,
his mouth and urine into his body," sees a " blue, gaseous gub^
stance inside him." His "frame vibrates" with the persecutoiSsl
movements ;

" the attendants threw wrong things, thus stopping,-
his breath and nearly killing him ;" "has been torn from head toj
foot all his life." '!>

Similarly depressing and expressive of a sense of hostility itt;

the environment are the ideas that voices gibe at and vex hiin

:

that the newspapers write against him ; that detectives follow
him ; that he is surrounded by blaspheming infidels, or affected
by the operation of "secret telegraphy," that he is " robbed," ia-

about to incur evil and injury from those around ; that his .wife)

is unfaithful to him, and he therefore kept in an asylum in fui4
therance of an immoral object ; that whilst in the army he " suf-
fered more than any man in the world." , .li

Nevertheless, expansive ideas may crop up in the more actdvea
and gayer mania ; rarely, if ever, does this state a.ssume a chroqipg
character. The patient says he is a better doctor than his phjr-«

sician ; or that " a saint put a ring on his finger ;" or tiiut, haTingi
been electrified, he can by e toucli tell what others have done aUi
day ; or he says he is Christ, or has a saintship from him, or is the
Trinity; " has thousands of millions of money, brought the 81iii{

back, will live ItX) years."
'

i
Fourth Sub-group.—These cases are of the monomaniacal type,")

in some instances abortive or imperfect, in some a rapidly dete-l
riorating psychosis. For the most part of the persecutory qnerutf
lous types, occasionally they are of the liypochondriacol or of the-
exalted; the characters, however, are often mingled. . . •>

An example mainly taking the persecutory querulous form may/
1)6 as follows: at first eccentric, silent, ' restless, he becomoBi
disrespectful, morose, sullen, noisy, angrj", tlireatening. sleeple8S,i

mutters curses, and entertains delusions of pejsecution and of.'

poisoning; later he takes delusions such as that, for love of him,
a rich woman had him sent from India under fictitious namro,.
and, he being uniler a course of opium, she also took the oppor-
tunity " to work off his mind and brain, because work is taken off

by people who are outside." He sees them, they draw thcmselvei!
before his eyes, he hears them, and they annoy his mind and
brain, and say that they " persecute one m.an ;'" ^e is that man.
Day and night, but esjiecially the latter, he hears the men who)
follow and annoy him. paid to do so by a woman, who also mef^-
merises him constantly, and keeps him in the asylum. "Opinm
is put into his food anil brain : the time-giving and seeing of
opium through the brain is destroying him. " Under the dolu-
sions of injurj- he l>ecomes e.xcited. . . r^

In some cases many of the delusions are more of a neutral tintL-i

One " has cannon balls in his head ; his name is written on his-

forehead. The chaplain is not ordained, is a debauchee; a nnrsdf
causes death of the inmates, so does the baker:" the officialfc

about him are " in false names," and his language is foul aild

threatening towards them under the delusion that they are re-"'

chiving bribes from a woman to cut off his head. " Ag.ainst himb
bad characters havea sjiite; day and night people talk about him,.'!

and what he has been through." 1

Occasionally the expansive element is relatively inore marked^
than in the preceding examples. Thus, one " is an heir: his reldw
tions were about to shoot or poison him, and day and night theyc
talked of doing this," their object heing to give his property to
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another lioir; therefore he fears being killed. " Has an estate;

th" asylum premises belong to him," and so do the elothes -norn

by those in eharg.- of him, and because of this, and of his deten-

tion in what he delusively calls his own mansion, he thrent.'ns

and tries to attack. He asserts that \\<- is "wanted in t)ie city,"

in to marry a rich lady; has enormous wealth. Later on, he shouts

hi.s orders to imaginary persons in an utiintelligible Jargon. Or,

another "sees Christ, or the devil frequently, or whenever he

Jikcs; hears (!od : sees llim in Heaven ; needs not to work, inas-

much as Ood will always provide him with food."

Fifth fiuh-r/roup.—In a few cases i)hthisis appears to widen,

deepen, modify the mental defect of a weak-minded person; as it

were, to add dementia to a degree of imbecility, and bring the

individual affected under notice, and into an asylum, owing to the

f-ave lo.ss of mind, the failing mental capacity, now obvious,

uch persons are usually young (18 to li.'i). Hopeless as this con-

dition may appear to one unacquainted with its true nature, or

lacking experience of the kind, it is sometimes the theatre of

therapeutic triumph, and under outdoor exercise, a regular life,

large diet, cod-liver oil and tonics, the patient may be found to

lo.so the marked signs of phthisis, gain greatly in body weight

;

and, throwing off all the supervenient dementia, return to the

degree of mental capacity normal to him, such as it is. Similarly

I have seen, at least temporary, mental recovery in one example

prtwenting relations similar to the weak-minded cases just men-

tioned, and occurring in a youth, aged 19, the subject of moral

disorder, of inveterate kleptomania, impulses to theft, also to

Strange acts ; vertigo; and, somewhat doubtfully, of hallucinations

of hearing, at times.
r i , •

Second Group.—Cni^ei in which the order of incidence of phthisis

and insanity was doubtful, that is to say, in which the two

apparently came on simultaneously, or so nearly simultaneously

that it could not be definitely stated which of them preceded the

other.

Of the 106 cases already analysed with regard to the question of

insanity supen-ening on phthisis, the order of incidence, on closer

acrutiny, was found to be doubtful in a goodly number, owing to

apparent approximate simultaneity. Taking the twenty-four ex-

amples most adapted for our present purpose, 1 have examined

my notes and records of them with some interest to ascertain,

more precisely than from a general impression, how far these

cases, on the whole, resembled those of insanity supervenient on

phthisis, and forming our first great group already discussed. In

cases of insanity and phthisis coming on about simultaneously.

and of doubtful order of incidence, obviou.sly we cannot expect to

find, as the initial disorder, those actively quasi-delirious sym-

ptoms and hallucinations sometimes coming on in established or

advanced phthisis, and forming the clinical aspect of the first

sub-group of cases of insanity supen-enient on phthisis. But if

W9 find a general likeness to the othi<r sub-groups of cases of

insanity supervening on phthisis, in those where the order of

incidence is doubtful, it affords the necessary confirmation to my
view that phthisis gives origin to, or assists in the causation of,

many examples of insanity like those most apt to begin nearly

simultaneously with the invasion of lung tubercle ; or, in other

words, that actual phthisis produces or precipitates a state of the

constitution or of the organism similar to that which, in this

second group, leads to tlie practically simultanpous breakdown

manifest in both phthisis and insanity. We find that those under

the present head show a general grouping somewhat similar to

tho.se under the preceding head ;
particularly do they repeat the

symptoms of the second, third, and fourth sub-groups above, as

may be seen in the following general summary.
^ummaiy.—ln many there is emotional depression. This may

assume the more common aspects of melancholia ; fear, weeping,

grief for alleged, but imaginary, guiltiness of crimes; or vexation

about the "abuse" he receives, and the "evidence" raked up
against him ; or a suicidal tendency, or attempt, may be obsened.

But in some the state is apathetic or stuporose; a condition more

of less of melancholia attonita.

Even still more frequent and striking than phases of emotional

depression are the cases with delusions as to bodily injury,

damage, torture or detriment of various kinds : those as to perse-

cution of manifold variety, or of plot or conspiracy against the

lunatic; those as to being poisoned by food, or deprived of food ;

those as to hostility, annoyance, as by hallucinatory voices,

whether these be reviling or not ; those as to interference, threats

or designs against him. adverse influences, mysterious agencies.

Usually eitlier not, or imperfectly, systematised, the above de-

lusions of injury or persecution often tend to become fixed an.

systematised. Yet may expansive delusions occur in some, and

when they exist are usually found alternating with depressed or

persecutory delusions ; as in some forms of monomania.

Sleeplessness is frequent; violent, restless, noisy, destructive

states, or foul habits, may be found. Some are scowluig, angry,

threatening and abusive in language. Some are^ suspicious, som.

are apathetic, or confused, incolierent, or unsociable or irritable,

or shy in appearance and demeanour, or act with an air of mystery

or secrecy, or are discontented, malicious.
, , .

The fjreat majority are hallucinated, hallucinations of hearing

beiiie the most frequent, those of sight next, those of other special

senses sometimes observed. Usually disagreeable, the hallucina-

tions are so, or the reverse, according to the predominant co-

existent mental colouring. Visceral illusions are frequent.

Thus we see how closely the above cases, set down as example.'

of those in which the incidence of phthisis and insanity is nearly

simultaneous, and its precise order doubtful, resemble the second,

third and fourth sub-groups of those cases of insanity supervomng

on phthisis, of which we have already spoken, thus justifying the

remarks preceding the particular description of this second great

^H wUlTcTrcely have escaped notice how large a number of the

cases collected for our first two groups we eventually exclude.!

from immediate consideration, and in how considerable a sUar.'

the precise order in which phthisis and insanity came on was

obscure and difficult to determine.
. •

-f ti... „»„<,1
Not only are there, in phthisical cases of insanity, the usual

difficulties often attending the attempt to attain correct intorma-

tion on the causation and inception of disease, as experienced te

all practitioners of our art, but there is the further and unusn

difficulty engendered by two factors; the one being that t,

mental condition of many a one precludes us from obtaining accu-

rate information from the sufferer himself ;
the other that in

many of the insane the phthisical process is extraordinarily latent,

fails to reveal itself in its full symptomatic aspects, and does no

occasion some of the usual reactions of the organism, or at least

in the customary degree. But the latency of phthisis in some of

the phthisical insane forms a separate subdivision of the subject,

and one which I had hoped time would permit me to take up in

'mr/Gmcp: Phthisis Supervening m Luanity.—\. Relations

of forms and clinical aspects of insanity to the subsequent occur-

rence of phthisis. 2. Relations of phthisis to the modification of

pre-existent mental symptoms. _ . . r. -^z
^1. Clinical Forms of Insanity in Relation to Supervenient

Phthisis -Almost any form of m.mtal affection may become com-

plicated by the supervention of phthisis, but some forms are par-

ticularly liable thereto. In these latter forms of insanity there we

operative, and for a somewhat protracted space of time_, not

nferelysuch of the general asylum influences as may foster

phthisis, but also the chief causes of the mental disease which

predispose to phthisis-the special habits, carelessness, neglectful

ness, tendenc/ to self-exposure, and disinclination for orrefusal of

food, which characterise these cases. Ivor is this all; there is s

still further puissant influence in the diathetic state, m that here-

ditary degeneration which displays itself in p.sychical degrada

tion, and in a tendency to pulmonary or other .tuberculosis the

diathetic influence promoting the break-down simultaneously, or

successively, in different parts and organs.

Depressed or suspicious lunatics often neglect or refuse tooa.

exerc?ise, warmth of body, or the conditions of its nm.ntenan^.

or are of depraved habits, not miM-ely Wtlp^ ^«lf-n«g"ftf^^ °"^^^^^

but also sexually self-abusive; if present, the habits of ni^'

restlessness and self-denuding, or ot food-vomiting, also de^^e

nutrition; and this degradation of the nutntion '« «"hanc«d n

refusal of food necessitates artificial feeding for a P.^otraced space

of lime especially if with co-existcnt disorder of the d'g'S"*'

o gans or i? th^ j^atient is a garbage-eater, and thus d.ssipat^s u^

digestive powers and irritates his digestive organs by that wMcn

^-ields little or no sustenance. The mere disregard of."J °"\"^

clination for, food is apt, in spite of care, to '•'"^ o defectn^

nutrition. Some of these, or other, patients I'f^^'fUmtly ke«P
'^

movable in one position, vegetating there, neglectful of wamtn

of comfort, of cleanliness, regardless of draughts of «>%"^ otner
,

injurious impressions. Many insane persons, also, are >" thi nan

ofVoveringupthehead in bed »t night, repeatedly rebr«Uhmfi

air impure and carbonised from their own lungs. The crowdmg

or defective ventilation (if any) of asylums, the sense ot confine-
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mpnt and of suiTpillnnep, add a depressing element. Also tlie

conditions of life in iisycliically degenerate families, the irregu-

Inrities, imprudences, hygienic blunders, and social solecisms
found in the members of such, under the home-roof, build up an
mcliniition to phthisis, and long before the subjects thereof reach
•in asylum.

In relation to the present subject, I have taken about twenty
cases, as sufficiently illustrative of the forms of insanity in wliich
phthisis is most apt to occur; and of the modification undergone
by the preceding mental symptoms under the effects of pulmonary
plithisicS. Unfortunately, I might illustrate this group by a large
number of cases, but as this third and last is the least important
of the three great groups—least important, that is. in relation to

our present inquiry— I have thought it quite sufficient to analyse
a modest number only, although under the present head would
come all the cases of phthisis in the insane in more recent years
under my care, save and except the 106 already referred to under
the first two great groups, und except some occurring in recent
months and not enumerated here, and except those with forms of
mental disease already specified as being omitted. The age at
death, varying from 24 to 52, was, on the average, between 36
and 37. The cases are examples of the sub-groups in whicli
phthisis most frequently occurs ; and, as under the other groups,
so here, I have purposely excluded phthisical cases of general
paralysis, epilepsy, or any gross organic brain disease.

1. Oyie Suh-c)roup. with supervenient phthisis, is that consisting
of examples of monomania of the mingled persecutory and expan-
sive form, the persecutory element usually predominating. In
these cases, hallucinations and illusions are frequent, especially
those of hearing and sight, while those of taste and smell may be
present. Some of the patients have led a very irregular life, have
deserted their duties, wandered hither and thither through their
country or the world, come into frequent conflict with social
usages, the rights of others, and with the law. The delusions have
been those as to persons working adversely to the sufferer, of
annoyance, and often by individuals of the other sex ; of various
kinds of injury ; of being poisoned; of being haunted by shadows
and voices, or by the devil and his wife; of carrying Mr. Punch on
his back ; of being transported as a convict, or affected by witch-
craft, or of having all his thoughts repeated by others. Hypo-
chondriacal monomania may exist.

2. Anof/ter Sub-group, with supervenient phthisis, consists of
icaseswithchieflyunsystematised delusions of persecution, ill-treat-

ment, annoj-ance, injury, medical malpraxis on the sufferers ; of
damage, hurt, and annoy from electricity brought to bear on them;
of conspiracy to annoy or injure them ; or delusions leading them
to claim what others wear. In some, these delusions, however,
tend to become systematised and fixed.

With these are often querulousness and hypochondrical sym-
ptoms. Hallucinations may be frequent and vivid. Occasionally
patients of this sub-group may also overflow with the foulest
sexual delusions and illusions.

3. Third Sub-group.—In some such cases chronic moral and in-
tellectual perversions have followed acute mania, or have super-
fened in melancholia, now become chronic. The melancholic
tleas may be on religious subjects, and such a patient may also
lelusionally believe himself or herself to be thesubject of criminal
.harges. Hj-pochondriacal melancholia may be found.
4. Another Suh-group consists of stuporose cases, which, whether

)f the more simple or of the melancholic form, find many
phthisical victims ; but the stereotyped clinical features of which
|t is quite unnecessary for me to limn.

Dr, Clouston*' long ago described what he termed " phthisical
"

jnania or insanity, and which he regarded as being " a direct result
if a strong tubercular diathesis, or tendency which was then being
leveloped, or about to be developed, into direct tuberculosis." At
me moment including "only cases which died witliin five or six
'ears after becoming insane, and in which the development of the

'

wo diseases was somewhat contemporaneous," at another this
typical phthisical mania " con.sists of cases in which symptoms of

)htliisis came within five years of the commencement of the in-
anity, and in the majority of them within two years. Thus, in
aany, the order of incidence of the two was problematical ; in
nany the phthisis came some considerable time after the insanity,
vhich latter, therefore, could not positively bo termed " phth'i-
ical." If present at all the acute stage was very short, and passed
^either into a chronic stage nor into deep dementia, but into an
rritable, excitable, sullen, and suspicious state; a mixture of snti-

* Jmrnat cf Mtntai Scisncr, Nos. 44 and M.

acute mania and dementia ; with want of periodicity, and of fixity
of mental condition, disinclination to exertion of mind or body,
and unprovoked short attacks of mild excitement ;—-suspiciousness
the chief and most nearly characteristic symptom.

Whilst many of these cases form an important contingent
of those springing, or partly so, from a phthisical or tuber-
cular basis, nevertheless a further sub-division is requisite ; and
the several distinct clinical sub-groups 1 have described (under
Groups 1 and 2) fell within ray experience.

I do not take up the relation of phthisisor tuberculosis to idiocy.
From his large experience. Dr. Langdon Down '^ concluded that
tuberculosis is frequently a cause of idiocy, impressing special
characters thereon.

2. The Mod{fyi\rjt Effects of Phthisis on the Clinical Aspecfi of
Pre-cvisfent Insanity.—In the foregoing and similar cases of the
third great group, what are the modifications of the mental
state wrought by the superv^ention of phthisis? In about two-
thirds we find some change ; on the other hand, in about one-third
very much the same state before and after the supervention of
phthisis.

The cases where change was WTOught being of the types already
described, 1 need not state the mental symptoms preceding phthisfs
and compare them at length with those existent subsequently to
the incidence of the phthisis : it will suffice to mention, in several
cases, the new symptoms or modifications coming subsequently to
phthisis, itself a complication of insanity.

New symptoms after super>-ention of phthisis, or modification*
of previous mental state :

—

Many become more quiet during the phthisis, more manage-
able, less dominated by delusions than previousl)'. One gets more
depression, less delusion. One becomes less hypochondriacal and
less suicidal, but, on the other hand, apathetic, and makes ridicu-
lous, childish, trivial, inept statements.
As more marked new symptoms following phthisis occurring in

chronic insanity, one gets the delusion that his food is bad, that
he is ill-treated or improperly dealt with ; and has perrersions of
smell, and taste.

Another takes the new delusion as to poison being in his medi-
cine, and, more frequently than before, has emotional depression
and delusion as to hostile and injurious intentions and acts of
those about him.
Another, after phthisis, takes delusions that he is annoyed by

bad women; that women worry him. take his blood, force him to
dirty himself, give him pain in the heart and chest disease, afflict

him by the Divine power; also that he will die a martyr to the
creed, and is " Israel of God."

In one, whose monomania had been of a mingled expansive and
persecutory type, after phthisis the expansive sj-mptoms fell com-
pletely into the background. The persecutory delusions and
their associated illusions, hallucinations, and other sensory per-
versions, concerned chiefly the imaginarv lizards which were put
on him and ate him, and the animals which touched him. Visual,
tactile, and visceral hallucinations and illusions existed, and so
did the delusions of being " haunted and enchanted."

In a case with the same symptoms as the last before phthisis
was marked, the expansive delusions receded entirely from the fore-

ground after the inroads of pulmonary disease, and there were
increase and augmented influence on the acts and demeanour of

the patient of delusions as to malpraxis and evil workings ex-
erted against him, and increase of the delusions of injurious influ-

ences, annoyance, and hostility, which largely replaced the
exalted ones.

In another case the new symptoms were that "the angel.1

tried to strangle him at night, thereby"causing his cervical stru-

mous adenitis and its swelling, pain, and discomfort ; and that
prostitutes importuned him niglitlj'.

Another, for a time sad and freer from delusions than before
phthisis, then intensely irritable; the old delusions of persecution,
the hallucinations related thereto, more active than eTer. And
now came refusal of food and medicine.

Differently from what had previously been, the delusions of

injurj", after phthisis had supervened in one case, referred chiefly

to ill effects of imaginary applications of electricity to him.
That the other patients are in the asylum because he is her?,

and that everj-thing he swallows brings fresh patients in, was the
chief new feature in one case.

*5 Lond(m Uospilal lieports, vol. iii ; LoAcet. Sept«mber 31st, 1867 : Lett^oraian
Ife^turoa British Medical Journal, January 23M. 1SS7. page 150 ; Lancet, Joctrary
2'!rl, ISST ; Xrital .ifKtims of Cirldluo3 md KimM, ISST.
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In two cases I noticed the jdoa on the part of the patient that

he hft.i boeu an enormous length of time under care and was

hundreds of years old. .

Of the raoditication occurring in stuporoso cases tins is an ex-

ample-—The subjoct of mental stupor, and dying phthisical,

begins to siieak iigiiin. Wliat he says refers to adverse influences

owratina auainst him, and he speaks of "twenty evil spirits

comin.^ to Viim in the lUKht," and of the other patients being

devils who torture him. He speaks of injury, asks to be put out

of hLs misery, writes that his brother came dnuUi (not so) to see

him, and advises the latter " not to come in a coffin, as these are

dangerous places." Finally, he take.s the delusions that the

atteiulants punish, persecute, and deprive hira of strength; and,

thousjh prostrate, -ss-ishes to get up and be about.

Time fails me to speak, as 1 had hoped to do, of acute tuber-

culosis and of tubercular meningitis occurring in the iiisam;
;
ot

the latency of phthisis in many of them ; and of the alternations

of phthisis and insanity. Nor can 1 bring before you, as I in-

tended to do, the salient therapeutic points relating to numerous

cases of cure and of prolonged arrest and vast improTeuient ot

phthisis in the insane; nor the temperature charts in my posses-

M.on Ulustrating the effect of antifehrin therein. >or is there

space for a summary of scattered contributions m meilical litera-

ture bearing on the subjects of these lectures. It remains only

that I thank you for your presence here, and the courtesy shown

to me.

utility, and are more comfortable and duiable than many others.

They are well known and highly approved by the hospital sur-

geons of Liverpool, for whose poorer deserving patients the coat

IS without difficulty raised by private suhscriiilion.

Critchley's best artificial legs, with springs and joints for kneft

and ankle, are superior in rav opinion to the most e.xrjuisite articles;

of other make, l>y reason of their physiological and rational fitness,

while far below them in cost. Rushton Pabkeb, •,

I'rofessor of Surgery in University College, Liverpool.

SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

ON COMFORT-iBLE ARTIFICIAL LEGS.

1 HAVE often during years pa.st intended to send a note to the

.JouBNAi, ui)on an important detail in the construction and com-

fort of artificial legs, and my intention was strengthened by the

illustration and advocacy by 111'. Barwell of what is called his

modified Beaufort leg in the Journal of January 10th, 188o._ llus

leg, and others that 1 have seen, are secured by straps that tightly

encircle the thigh, and quickly cause wasting of the soft parts

around the femur, to the great discomfort of the patient.

Some twelve years or more I made use of Thomas s knee-splmt,

with or without a boot attached to the lower end, as a comfort-

ahle, durable, and light form of

stiff artificial leg, that can be pro-

cured for from ten to twenty
shillings. The patient sits upon
the perineal edge of the padded
ring, and the unconstricted thigh

fattens on tlie amputated side

equally with tJiat on the other.

Mr. Joseph Critchley, 88, Upper
Pitt Street, Liverpool, has smce
lidapted to his artificial legs, for use

after amputation above, through, or

below the knee, the padded ring of

rod-iron exactly as used for the

upper end of Thomas's knee-splints.

The advantage of this is incalcul-

able, and many working men have

thrown away' the artificial leg of

ordinary pattern, pre^scnted to tliein

by railway companies or by j)rivate

subscription, in favour of a leg

made by Critchley, purchased at

the patient's own cost, simply be-

cause the ennstricting thigh at-

tachment of the former caused in-

tolerable discomfort in wasting,

that entirely disappeared on wear-
ing the latter.

.\ glance at the illustration will

explain the appearance of this im-

liortant improvemimt in the attach
can

;s.

ijortuni irni)ro\riiieuL jii Lilt: "i'.*.^"
r i- i

"•°nt and upper end of the legs, the practical value of which ca

<!»..,af,.rstood by those familiar with the use of Tlioma.s s splint

cutiono- particulars T must refer the reader to Jlr. Cntchley s

lunatic; ti_ji^^,„gnt8 and prospectuses. His cheapest artificial

;ho80 as t,„,:fp ,„ i„„ ;„ T,nce as the one described by Mr. Bar-

TOXICOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.
(

POISONING BY BELLADONNA AND ACONITE.

^T (i 5pm on February 10th, 18S8, I was called to a girl, aged 17;'

who had swallowed liniment instead of her medicine. The lim-"

ment was composed of equal parts of aconite and bellaaonntf

liniment, of B. P. strengtli, prepared ^vith methylated spirit.'

The patient was convalescing from a third attack of rheumatic^

fever She had a mitral systolic murmur, with slight accentual

tion of second sound over the area of the pulmonary 'halves.
'

She took two tablespoonfuls of the mixed Imiment at r>.45 v.tt.-

on the day in question. On my arri\al at 6.1.5 the patient wa«

delirious, the face and neck were flushed, and there were violent

convulsive movements, principally of the muscles oF the neCB

and upper limbs, though the lower limbs did not escape. } was

informed that " she had been sensible till -n-ithin a few minutes

of my arrival, and had been putting her fingers down her throat;

to make herself sick," and that " this had had the desired effect.
^

The vomit smelt strongly of spirit and camphor.
;

The pupils were -nddely dilated, and not influenced by light*

The pulse was barely perceptible at the wrist. The heart's action'

was very turljulent and irregular, the beats being, as nearly^ a»

could be estimated, 300 per minute. The patient was t_hrowin|

herself about so much that two people were required to hold h«
on the bed The teeth were firmly clenched, and a gag had to be

introduced before 30 grains of sulphate of zinc m warm water (8
,

.rood deal of which was lost) could be poured down hex throat.

\nv stimulus, whether of touch, light, or sound, seemed to aggra-
\

vate the convulsive movements. The breathing was deep, hurried,

and becoming stertorous. .^ m,
G 45 P M The pulse was imperceptible at the wTiSt.

.

There men-

short periods of complete intermission of the conrulsive move-

ments, and these were accompanied by apnaa. The heart s action

was not so turbulent, but still irregular, and the heats 240 per

minute; the face and body getting more and more anfemic; the

tonjrue and throat were quite dry and gritty to the teel.

7'',-)PM, Heart suddenly stopped, and respiration continued

only a few seconds. Hot flannels to the heart and brandy and

ether subcutanoously had been employed. In one attack of apncea

the breathing was .set going by artificial respiration, but in the

others it began again of its own accord. Artificial respiration and

stimulation''of the heart after its beats failed to be ^t h"-!/""

effect. The temperature was taken five minutes after death
;
but

the thermometer registered 97° F.. the point at which it stood

when introduced. Rigor mortis quickly supervened and as rapidly

^"st^'vuians. Eustace H. Lipscomb, L.K.C.P.Lond.

those as tyyjjg j^ i^^ ; price as the one described by Mr. Jiar-

whether thfcj... ajg beyond all comparison superior in practical

or designs af
iJaually ei

THERAPEUTIC MEMORANDA.
LOCAL APPLICATION OF CALO>IEL IN PHAGED.EN.\.

1 HAP a case of phagedenic ulceration of the^under surface of

the glans penis umfer my charge a the Station IlospiW,

Brighton, in August last, which defied the recognised treatments

of t^lds disease. ^I applied nitric acid in the most thorough man-

ner on six different occasions during a period o^e'gMeen days

^^itbout success. I then applied pure carbolic a"'^; ^" ' "• ^•*,

ease again returned. Constitutional treatment with op urn vvM

adopted throughout. For six days the patie.i sat " "^j^' ;» ^'.

l,ip-bath<m aS average about four hours '^^'y' ™'
"[J'S t,

pre<:iable effect on the course of the disease. Tlie condition of I n..

penis on the twenty-first day was as follows :— ,

A large ulcer existed, covering the entire under surface o-
glans, moulding it like the .nouth]uece of a flute, and

f^l^^^^
to th^ reflected^foreskin in the vicinity of the u cer. A third ot

the glans had been destroyed. The surface of the ulcer WM
covered with a reddish ^roy secretion, irregularly dispose.!, aflu
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lierced here and there by large red granulations. The edges were
Try and undermined.

applied calomel powder ou the twenty-first day of the dis-
ase, spreading it thickly, and pressing it well into the interstices
f the ulcer. The calomel acted like magic ; the ulcer began to
eal rapidly. Now and then a suspicious spot appeared, but it
ras at once dissipated by a thorough application of the calomel,
he patient made an e.vcellent recovery, and was very pleased at
:ie result, for he believed he was going to lose the whole affair,
could give him verj' little hope. I had used all the recognised
lethods of treatment, and the literature of the subject pointed
) those slow, creeping iJcerations as almost incurable, e.Tcept by
mputation, and then very often the disease returned in the
;ump. J was temjited to use calomel, as I have found it very
seful in all forms of syphilitic ulceration.

„ ., , .

'^- •'• C^-^LLWEy, M.D.,lSurgeon-Maior M.S.
Newcastle, Jamaica.

IDIOSYNCRASY TO ANTIPYEIN.
SOMEWHAT Similar case to that lately recorded by Dr Sturge

scently came under my notice. I administered to a lady on two
ifferent occasions 8 grains of antipjTin for attacks of migraine,
id on each occasion, very shortly after taking it, a tight feeling
constriction was felt across the chest, with a burning sensa-

on m the pharynx. These symptoms were immediately followed
1 sneezing, by intense suffusion of the eyes, and by quantities of
ucus flowing from the nose, giving her all the 'appearances of
iving a severe attack of corj-za ; there was also great irritation
the larynx, causing severe fits of coughing, but unattended

ith expectoration. .Wter a quarter of an hour these uncom-
rtable symptoms gradually subsided. There was no urticaria
tollowed It up on each occasion with an equivalent dose of
itiiebrin (3 grains) which (with one repetition in the course of
1
hour on the first occasion, but which was not required on the

cond) completely relieved the severe hemicrania, as it has done
subsequent trials without using antipyrin at all. It appears,
erefore, tliat antifebrin may be used equally with antipyrin in
igraine as in febrile conditions, and may replace it with advan-
ee where the latter disagrees.
Orotava, Teneriffe. H. Coupland Tatior, M.D.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AOT) SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF
3RBAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE OOLONLES.

WELLINGTON HOSPITAL, NEW ZEALAND.
CASE OF StJPEAPUBIC CYSTOTOMY.

Under the care of Q. Gobe Gillon, M.B., CM., Hon. Visiting
Surgeon.)

M., male, aged 35, labourer, formerly a seaman in the
ttach navy, was admitted July 26th, 1887, suffering from pain|he penis and frequent micturition. Ue stated that he had
;.Uesh very much the last two years, and had had trouble with
-I unne for the last seven years.
I»n examination Dr. Gillon felt a stone at the neck of the
3iiaer, its size being estimated at over an inch and a half in

I? S" ,^ suprapubic palpation, under chloroform, liiscovered
rd substance behintl the pubes-this was evidently one end
„ ; ?''*o,'!'^'^

It appeared to be fixed firmly in tluat position.

-Inrn^ f"V ^'^f'?^- "r''" giving chloroform, suprapubic
-J olomy (^ described by Tetersen, ofliel, and Sir 11. Thomp-

qS II?!f?r' n'^-y,
^'- ?'"""' '" "^« P'^^^""' °^ Drs. Grace,

'
ace, na,,seU, and Robertson; a large oblong stone was e.x-

itrte^ T""' "^ tl'e tmgers and scoop. The peritoneum was

ikU ?n 1

^'" °"'"'' "\ Tliompsons fluid (hot) were used for the
lW(.r, and ten ounces of hot water for the rectal bag. A medium-

1 V .ZTl ^ ^^^ ''''* "'?'* '" "'« ••^'^f'^^ The stone was par^

V^I^ '" ," P°"^'' J"-^' '^^I'inJ the pubes, with its long
vertical, and there was a little diflJculty in extracting it. It

e^fiSfTein^"u'^ l^
'"P'? Pl'osphates, and felt very hard;

est morning, owing to the t,ube having becoiue blocked during

the night, it was found that the urine had forced its way round
the tube and into the surrounding tissues. All the stitches in the
abdominal muscles and skin were immediately removed, and a
large drainage-tube inserted. Iodoform was used freely and
charcoal poultices applied. The bladder was washed out with
Ihompsons fluid, and one grain of opium given every four hours
The temperature was 99.4°. Two incisions were made in the ab-
dominal wall, drainage-tubes were inserted, and brought out at
the onginal wound.
August 12th. The wound looked unhealthy ; the patient was

turned on his face with pillows to support the chest, pelvis and
thighs, leaving a space imdemeath the wounds for a vessel to
catch the discharges in. The wound was .syringed out every
three hoiu-s with carbolic lotion (1 to 30) from below. He felt
much easier in the prone position.
August 15th. The prone position was maintained; he slept and

ate with comfort. The urine came freely, and also much pua
through the tubes.
On August 18th he was turned on to his back again. There was

stdl a copious discharge of pus and urine. The bladder was
washed out through the penis with Thompson's fluid, and much
flaky pus thus expelled from the bladder wound.
August 25th. The patient had a rigor. Two more incisions were

made m the abdominal wall, and the patient again turned on his
tace.

August 2nd
„ 5th
„ 7th

9th
„ 12th
„ 15th
„ 18th

25th

••Tt-.-r:—

Morning. Evening
, 99.2° 99.6*^

100.4° 101.6°
. 99.4° 100°
. 98.6® 104°

—. 99 2°
99° .'!!!.'.'!!! 99.4°
99.8° 100.4°
103.8° 101°

On September 2nd urine came through the penis' for the first time
without the catheter, some still coming through the wound. The
patient was turned on his back again.
September 10th. The bladder was stiU washed out daily. Pus

still m the unne. Urine came occasionally through the wound
but generally through the penis. Tlie temperature remained
about 100. fa .

On September 19th another rigor occurred, the temperature
rising to 103.8 . The patient was again turned with his face
downwards

; there was increased discharge of pus from the tubes
in the left iliac region.
On September 23rd the temperature was normal night and

mormiig, and there was verj- little discharge from the tubes On
October 4th the bladder-wound was quite healed. He got up on
November 9th, and walked about in the ward. The urine wa«
quite clear, and contained no pus and no albumen. He could hold
his urine for six hours. A slight discharge from one of the old
deepsmusesin the abdomen on the leftside continued, but this
had healed by November 29th, and he was perfectly weU, and.
gaming flesh rapidly.

j . -r

Remarks by De. Gillon.—1. There was considerable cystiti*
present, due, I think, to the raw surface in the front of the blad-
der where the stone was lodged. '

2. The drainage-tube shoiJd be constantly seen to be clear the,'
first twenty-four hours, and if blocked, removed, and a larger
rigid tube inserted. The stitches should also be aU taken out,
and, if necessarj-, the patient kept in the prone position, as recom-,
mended by Trendelenburg and Schmitz. '

3. The pus seemed to burrow its wav beneath the muscular
layers—in fact, at one time 1 could get my finger between the
skin and muscular layers, and underneath that I could pass a soft
probe, lying deeply on what seemed to he the transversalis fascia,'
up as far as the spine of the left Oium, and under the conioined
tendon. •"

DUNDALK DisPE.vsAJiv. ~A retiring allowance of £100 perannum has been granted to Dr. Brown, who filled the oflice of

'

medical officer to the Dundolk dispensarj' district for the long
period of forty years. ''

A LinuAiiY Foil iHB Bund.—Sir Charles Lowther, Bart., desir-
ous that the blind population of the East of London should have
a library for themselves, has presented the trustees of the People 6
I alace with a large number of embossed English works lin all 34d
volumes) in Dr. Moon's tj-pe for the blind, comprising, besides the
Uoly bcrijytures, a I^enujnber of religious and secular works '
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REPORTS 0F_ SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL A\D CIIIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Tl'esdav, AUrcu 27th, 1888.

Sir K II. SiEVEKlNG. M.D., Prosidcnt, in the Chair.

A Case of Erfrovfrsum of the Bladder Treated hyPrelmiinary

m^isiono/the Saa..mac S,/,>cho,u/ro.e..^MT. G. U. M^,"^;«^J"Vf

ft paper on this subject. The patient vns a male
f,''; 'f"! '^

An attempt to raise a flap after Thiersch's method had fi"!^;^^ t'^/^

vearapreiiouslv. On the second admission a cicatrix on the left

side of the extroverted bladder marked tlie position of the unsuc-

cossful flap, and prevented any considerable sUifting of the skm

oTthat side. On November 'JOth, 1886, the sacro-ihac synchon-

droaea were divided on each side, ^%-ith the result of allowing ap-

proximation of the anterior superior iliac spines to the extent o

one inch, with corresponding diminution of the gap existing in

the situation of the sj-mphysis pubis. This gain was mii^^t^J"^;^

by mejuis of continuous extension. On Januarj' 2 'nd, l*^*'. «"

attempt was made to unite the opposite boundaries of the bladder

which failed, presumably in great part, m consequence of the

Tendon due to the old cicatrix.^ The bhidder was then covered by

means of a single lateral Thiersch's flap at a later date, the ex-

posed surface having been reduced m area from 3j >" >< •^i^";.^"

li in. X n in. bv the closure of the symphisial gap. The .special

features o! the base were discussed, and some o? the possible ob-
features 01 tue case were uiscu^st^u, a^vi o^^*- -^ „..^ ^ -,-,-_

ec ."ns to the method were considered, the following f
vantage

being claimed for it :-l. Saving of time. In one of Trende enberg s

case! the whole procedure, excepting the closure of a small fistula,

occupied eight weeks only. 2. A perfect mucous lining to the

new bladde?, interrupted only by a median cicatrix, was attained.

3. FaUureof the primary operation m no way prejudiced subse-

quent measures. 4. Should primary umon fail, much smaller flaps

T^ere needed than in the usual operations. 5 The superficial area

was not merely lessened, but a gradual backward sinking of the

bhidder-wall accompanied the decrease m diameter 6. ^ he last

t,vo points were of special importance m cases like the one re-

lated, where cicatrix interfered with the ready fashiomng of flaps

7. The closure of the symphisial gap offered a better support for

.the abdominal vi.scera.-Mr. Thomas Smith had "°t c.p'^^'^^^'l °^
many cases of this kind, and, though he was glad that t'le new

operation had been tried, was afraid that much good would not

'^'a Case of Wound of the Femoral Artery and Vein ;
Traumaik

Varicose Aneurysm.-Ligature of both Artery and Um: R^'^ove'y;

r,Uh Remarks Z the Treatment of Wounds of the
^^'"j'^f -^,;'^'f

and Fem.-Mr. W. J. Wamham read a paper on this subject

RH W aged 10, a medical student, received a punctured wound

in the upper third of the left thigh. The profuse haemorrhage

that resulted was controlled by digital pressure and a firm

bandage. On the following afternoon an arteno-venous aneurysm

IZ ditected. Three days\fter, as the tumour .^'^^ jn^'-f"f
"&

f,
was explored. The femoral arter>- and vein in Hunters cann

were found wounded, and were tied above and Mo;^ at the in

jured spot. The patient made an """t;""P'f„^f^°T;'y. 7,^,'

question of the treatment of a wounded femora arterj' and van

was discussed under the following heads: 1. I^Tcdiate simul

.ranoous ligature of the artery and vein. The a^^^or gave twtdve

ca,ses in which immediate ligature was appl ed^ I"
however

nrobably in five, gangrene occurred. It was submitted, ho^^ever

that e8pec"ttlly as concerned the superficial femoral vessels, the

danVrof gangr'nehad been overrated. 2. ^""f""""' Pf'^"^^

witHout operation. Out of thirty-six case.s so treated thu-ty-flY

resulted iA arterio-venous aneur>-sra. The dangers o tr;^at,ng this

affection were commented on. The author
'^^f

"'1;'^'^'^* PfS
atone could not be recommended, and showed that

P'^^'f^^f
'^^^

involved tlie danwr of sloughing and secondarj- hremorrhage. d.

TXc^r^-pressilVe in order^o allow the collateral circulation to

iK^come established before resorting to l«ature The danger o

tranffrene after licature was reduced to a minimum when the col

fueflf circu^rtioS had become established. O^llo, of Naplos^^ tied

both vessels in fifteen cases fo^a^eurJ•sm^^^thout a single bad

ro.™lt. In twenty cases collected by the author. Sangrene occurred

in five only, and in four of these five cases the gangr< "e was due

to other causes. 4. Ligature of the artery and application of pres

sure to the vein. CasJi at St. Bartholomew's Hospital
J'^^'l^"^

tioned in which the vein was pricked m tying th'; ajt.p .-no

baTja foil >w«<i where the ligature was withdrawn and tns anerj

tied higher up. But where the artery was tied at the same spot'

thrombosis and blood-poisoning ensued. In all the hsemorrhag*

from the vein ceased on tying the arterj- or on applying pressure

to the vein The author considered that in a wound of the artery

and vein there was some risk in tying the arterj- above and belOTf

and leaving the vein untouched, or in trusting to pressure upon it,

and that such treatment should only be undertaken when the

wound in the vein was very small, and there was a reasonable

nrospect of the external wound healing by the first intention.

*i The question of the lateral ver.vcs the circular ligature of veins.

In four cases of wounds of large veins observ.-d by the author its

use was .successful, as it was also in thirtetn cases out of sixteen

collected from other sources. The fatal cases occurred before the

days of antiseptic surgery. The following conclusions were i

dr-i^\Ti • 1 That when the femoral artery and vein were in-

volved'in a punctured wound of the thigh, the safest course was
^

apply pressure for a few days in the way described in the above

case m order to allow the collateral circulation to become estab-

lished, and then to cut down and tie the proxmia and dis al ends

of both the artery and vein. 2. That immediate ligature (tiiat s

before the collateral channels have had time to enlarge) of both

the femoral artery- and vein, and especia ly of the common femoral

vessels was liable to be attended with gangrene, although tins

risk wa^probably less than had generally been assumed. J. That

1iVature of both vessels when, in consequence of pressure, as of a

umour, the collateral circulation had become estabished was

attended with much less risk of gangrene. 4. That w hen the

femoral artery and vein were wounded, ligature of the ar ery and

Cssiie on this «in, if the wound of the latter vessel was a

Lre puncuire was a safe treatment, provided that the nature o

UieinfZ aUowed of reasonable prospects of the external wound

Ztng^l7^t aseptic and uniting by the first intention oTha

when the wound in the vein was too arge to permit of treatment

by pressure, the walls might be safely nipped up and a I'ga "«

thro^'i around them without obliterating the calibre of the vessel

brthatt IS procedure should only be resorted to, as in the former

case when th?re was a reasonable prospect of the wound heahng

bv Uirfirst intention. 6. That considering the grave risks of gan-

Sene that attend the sudden obliteration of the common femora^

"S oVi aatalt wl,,n i,«morrh„, „•.. gre.t to dW

mmmmmim
by gangrene or other bad result. He thought perhaps

J^^J^^
vesfels were lit'atured the risk of gangrene was ess i-^'^O

««f'
>

; r erfo-venous aneurysm could not be treated m the sam. way
:

^im'^TetiffitTligternroftl^^loXwh^: Sr,:S;^
b"i treat d with elasti'c bandage for an aneiirj-sma van., an^

had been able to follow his occupation as a/arpeiiter. l

5a\ent.^mplained only of the eczema, and d.< not ment on t^^^

varix which Mr. Hulke discovered accidenta ly. «« " o em

;:rlx's:;^:^lnies followed briusesc^vessds, -- cases f^t.
-^Si^^SSa^^Y^dve^w^

^ b^^^^nd!^^ r^^^^ '^-TT^^iFbti
stTck Compresses over the stick, and a piston s splint to legS c^^™l>ad P-hab.y been cured

.,y^^^^^^^^^^

had not been recorded.— Mr. liloMAS
''™","'^V,''''^,,„^(,k GoCT.!

treated by pressure who had
,''^:f°^f^'^'^,;-/„'„/b,^'^Lprove.'

mentioned a case of Mr. J^a^soi^^^^which had not^ban^^^l^^^^.^^

under pressure treatment, lie was "Plated on^ arm
^^^^ ^^^

tion found between artery and ^*""„^|^""^7„; thought tha'

vein left alone, and complete recovery ff'llowed. '*'"",^ ^rc\

all surgeons who bad tned pressure in ^dl'O^f^^^^^VTtd"^'

S:^j^tH^^^He^S^erni^:dl:te epilation so.
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^ature of bleeding points.—Mr. Walsham replied that the pre.";-

ure in his case was done while Mr. Cripps was lookinff on. His
reatment gave the patient the chance of recovering with pressure

nly. In one case, supposed to have been cured by pressure, an
neur3'8m appeared after a sudden strain ten years later.

CLINICAL SOCIETY OF LOXDOX
FniDAY, March 23iid, 1S88.

W. II. Beoadhent, M.D., F.R.C.P., rresident, in the Chair.

Hyperpyrexia in Acute liheumatism treated by Ice-Pack.—Dr.

I'li.i.iAM M. OitD relattd this case. The patient was a man, nged
2, a heavy beer drinker, who had contracted, three weeks before

dmission to St. Thomas's Hospital, a sharp attack of acute
heumatism, referred to exposure to cold. On admission he was
3und to have acute inflammation of many joints, marked signs

f pericarditis, and slighter signs of endocarditis, with some
leurisy. His temperature was 102.4°, the respirations were quick-
ned, the urine contained one-si.\th of albumen and very little

hloride. He was slightly delirious. Two days later the delirium

ad increased to such a degree that it was necessary to remove him
rem the large ward to a single-bedded ward. He was very
iolent, had hallucinations and delusions, and was with diiEculty

;ept in bed. The deliriimi strongly suggested the existence of

yperpyrexia, but the temperature was only 101.4°. After this the

eniperature rose steadily, till at 4 a.m. on the morning of the

ourth day from admission it reached 108.4°, while the patient had
lUen into a state of restless unconsciousness, with tremors. The
:e-pack was now applied, and was maintained for four hours, at

he end of which the temperature was 100°, the patient had reco-

ered consciousness and spoke sensibly, and the pulse had fallen

rem IGO to 100. During the next few davs the temperature, after

first rise to 103.4°, kept between 100° "and 101°. The signs of

lericarditis disappeared, but those of endocarditis remained. The
oint affection bad greatly decreased, and the albumen had disap-

eared from the urine. On the seventh day after admission tem-
erature again began to rise, and at 2 a.m. on the morning of the
ighth day was 105.4°, the patient having passed through aelirium
ato restless unconsciousness. The ice-pack was again applied.

!y 5 A.M. the temperature was 100°, and the patient had recovered
onsciousness. After this the patient made a steady recoverj', and
.•as discharged six weeks after admission in good general health,

nd without sign of lung or heart disease. The treatment was
ffectively carried out by Dr. Ord's house-physicians. Dr. Wheaton
nd Mr. Macevoy. Dr. Ord brought the case before the Clinical

ociety, not because it presented anything new or original, but
dth the intention of emphasising the value of cold applications
) the surface of the body in hyperpyrexia. He urged that, not-
athstanding the acknowledged value of the various antipyretic
rugs in pyrexia, their use in hyperpyrexia was comparatively
iisafe, large and frequent doses being required, whereby toxic
ymptoras were often produced. He admitted that the bath
eatment was not of universal applicability, but pointed out that
r involved no poisoning, and had a remarkable effect, not only in

iducing temperature, but in restoring the nervous system to a
jatnral condition. The rapid disappearance of inflammation in
le thoracic viscera and joints was also noteworthy.
Tivo Cases of llyperpyre.ria Successful/y Treated by Cold.—Dr.

. J. AnKi.E read notes of these cases. Case I.: A.W.G., aged 27,
larried, railway clerk, was admitted into University College Hos-
Ital, September 21st, 1887, with an ordinary attack of rheumatism.
is previous health and habits were good. He had syphilis nine
ars ago. His mother died after an attack of acute rheumatism.
is Isister was rheumatic. On admission he was tri'ated with
Tge doses of salicylate of soda. The night after admission he
bcame very delirious, the joint pain disappeared, the skin became
j)t and burning, and the temperature was up to 110.4°. He was
leated with ice-cold bath for forty minutes. The temperature fell

> 97°, but ran up four hours later to 107.2°, while he was taking
itifel>rin. Tlie bath was repeated for twenty-five minutes. The
raperature fell again, and showed no further tendency to run up
;cee8ively. No visceral lesion followed. The patient was ulti-
ately discharged cured.—Case II.: E. C, aged 30, a married
Oman, had rheumatic fever eighteen years ago, but no complica-
Jns. There was no family history of rheumatism. I'resent ill-

: She had been ailing with joint pain for a week before she
d been seen bv a medical man. The temperature at midday on
itober 9tb, 1887, was 102.i° ; at 10.30 the same night it was 110.4°.
le patient was violent and delirious. .Xo bath being available.

she was treated with ice-cold packs. The temperature fell one

hour later to 101°, and for the next twenty-four hours averaged
103°. It then fell to normal under salol and salicylate of soda.

The patient was discharged well on October 27th, 1887. She had
been readmitted with another attack of acute rheumatism and
pericarditis, but was now convalescing. Remarks: These cases

showed the value of the cold bath or pack as antipyretics.

Both belonged to the type in which the temperature, after main-

taining for one or two days a moderate level, suddenly rises to an
excessive height. In both cases the temperature was very tract-

able, having a little tendency to run up repeatedly. The cases

threw no light on the etiology : one was a male and the other a

female ; one a first attack and the other a second ; both seemed
mild uncomjilicated attacks. In both there was cessation of

sweating, and in one disappearance of articular pain. In both

the delirium accompanied the hj-perpjTexia, and was of the

same violent character. Both " patients had marked retrac-

tion of the head, and one severe or persistent opisthotonos.

—

Dr. Maclagan thought all the cases formed a valuable addition

to the literature of an important and somewhat obscure subject.

In the way of criticism he had nothing to say ; he would only

homologate in its entirety what had been stated by both gentle-

men, that the salicyl compounds, all potent in rheumatic pyrexia,

were of no use in rheumatic hyperpyrexia. In the treatment of

that condition the external application of cold was the only

remedy on which one could rely, and it was waste of valuable

time to have recourse to any other. He would try to give some
indication as to why it was" that a remedy which rapidly cured

rheumatic pyrexia was of no service in rheumatic hyperpyrexia,

and that the one agency on which one depended in rheumatic

hyperpjTexia one never thought of appljang in rheumatic

pJTexia". Rheumatic pyrexia and rheumatic hyperpyrexia were

two totally different morbid conditions, essentially distinct in

their pathogenesis. It was because of this that their treatment

was so essentiallv different, and that what cured the one wasof
no avail in the other. Rheumatic pj-rexia was of metabolic origin;

rheumatic hyperpyrexia of neurotic origin. In the one the fever

was due to i"ncreased metabolism and consequent increased pro-

duction of heat ; in the other the rise of temperature resulted

from paralysis of heat inhibition. As the subject was not before

the Society, he did not stay to consider how rheumatic pyrexia

was produced, or how the "salicyl compounds cured it. Hyper-

pjTexia was not a disease ^^r se. but an incident occurring in the

course of various and different ailments. It might occur in any
of the .specific fevers. How was it induced. The fever in these-

ailments was of metabolic origin, due to increased production of

heat : normally heat production was prevented from passing due

bounds by the heat-inhibiting function. Increased production oJ

heat necessarily gave rise to stimulation of this function. Pro-

longed stimulation (as in the tetanising of a muscle) might lead to

exhaustion of function. Stimulation of the inhibitory function-

might in any fever lead to fatigue, and even paralysis of that

function, and consequent rapid rise of temperature. Rheumatic

fever was the one in which this was most likely to occur, because

in that fever much metabolism, the chief source of heat produc-

tion, was more increased than in any other; as a resuH,

heat production was greater, heat inhibition more strained,

and therefore more like'ly to be paralysed. But hj-perpjTexia

did not consist solely in excessive rise of temperature

any more than pyrexia consisted in increased body heat.

That a very high te"mperature did not necessarily cause nervous

symptoms was evidenced by what one saw in relapsing fever, in

which it was not uncommon to have a temperature of 106°, 107°,

or even 10s° without the patient presenting any other symptom
by which his case could be distinguished from that of the man in

the next bed, wliose temperature might be only 102° or ItVJ".

The condition to which was applied the term hj-perpyrexia essen-

tially consisted in paralysis of inhibition of the functions of organic

life, heat inhibition being only one of them. How did cold pro-

duce its curative action in this condition ? Xot by lowering the

temperature, for to say that would be equivalent to saying that

the high temperature" was the cause of the disturbance. More-

over, cold actually removed the whole morbid condition and cured

the patient. It could not do this simply by a refrigerating action.

The physiological effect of long exposure "to cold was to produce

a sense of drowsiness and a tendency to sleep, which, if not

resisted, trradiuilly deepened into fatal coma. Cold was evidently

a powerful agencv. experiencing a sedative action so great that

it might prove fatal by coma; but, like other sedatives, it might)
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be used in moderation, ,nnd Itnve its quieting action turned to

good account, lie would illustrate what lit! believed to be its

mode of action in livperpvroxia bv a reference to the action of

digitalis in heart disease." Stimulation by the cardiac inhibitory

nerve, the vagus, slowed the heart's action. When, a.s often

happened in mitral disease, the heart's action was excited aud

disturbed, one did not try to allay the rlisturbance by soothing the

«icito-motor nerve of the heart, but by giving digitalis, and etimu-

lating the inhibitory nerve. To stimulate iiiliibition was the

physiological and scientific way of allaying excessive functional

activity. It was thus that cold acted in hyperpyre.\ia. That con-

dition essentially consisted in panilysis of inhibition. Cold stimu-

lated inliibition'and cured the patient. Its mode of application

was tt matter of detail and convenience. Ice or cold water were

tho two means of apph-ing it. Care must only be taken that

inhilution was not over stimulated, for complete inhibition of

organic life meant death. Cold acted in hyperpyrexia not by

lowering the temperature, but by causing such peripheral excitar

tion of the cutaneous nerves as resulttil in stimulation of the

inhibiting centres. It was only by recognising that rheumatic

pyre.tia and rheumatic lij-perpyrexia were different morbid con-

ditions, totaJlv distinct in their" pathogene.sis, that one could ex-

plain why it was that the treatment suitable in the one was inap-

plicable ill the other.—Dr. Coi'PLANp thought that although Dr.

Maclagan had clearly differentiated between pyrexia and hyper-

pyrexia, they were both equally due to disturbance of the nervous

system, and that cold was equally a means of reducing

pyrexia as of lowering hyperpyrexia. Dr. MacAlister's argu-

ment in his lectures on" fever was based on the neurotic

origin of fever, of pjTexia as of hj-perpyrexia. The cases related

were all good examples of the benetit p"roduced by the treatment

by cold in hyperpyrexia. Dr. Ord's patient had well-marked

nerrous disturbance before the hyperpyrexia set in, and this.

fortunately, was often the case; so that, by watching the pa-

tient in whom these sj-mptoms arose, and taking his tempera-

tnre, one might anticipate and prevent the hyperpyrexia. A
committee appointed by the Society some years since ha.d found

that the cases had marked prodromata. the chief of which were

m the nervous system. If, when the temperature rose to 105',

the bath was always used, the patient would probably be cured.

In Dr. Arlfle's patients there were no prodomata mentioned.

Dr. H. Thompson had years ago advised to look ahead in these

ca-sfB. and treat them carefully, so as to avoid the sad fatality

which awaited the patients unless treatment was prompt.—The
Priisident thought the cases were all of extreme interest, but

the fact that in Dr. Ord's case there was cerebral disturbance

before tlie hyperpyrexia was noted v\-as of far-reaching import-

aneo. 'Whatever the explanation, it was clear that the delirium

amd subsequent coma were not altogether due to the rise of

temperature. The nervous element in the case came first ; the

disturbance was probably of the whole nervous system, not of

the inhibitory heat centre. In failure on the part of the ner-

vous system the trouble seemed to commence. In relapsing

ferer, with a temperature of 107°, the patient was sometimes

furiously delirious. In two casea he had seen the peculiar de-

lirium mintioned by Dr. Ord; no high temperature followed in

Bither case; both patients were under the inflnence of salicylate

of soda, and both proved fatal. Possibly the cold treatment

might have averted the fatal result. Two factors were at work

in the cold treatment; one was the abstraction of heat; the

other was that that treatment enabled the nervous system to

reassert its control over the bofly, and thus led to the cure of

the patient.—Dr. Bahii, MonisoN cited the case of an infant, 14

days old, whose pulse, consequent on over-feeding, fell to 30 per

minute, the skin becoming cold. A drachm of tincture of bella-

donna was injected into the rectum, whereupon the pulse rose to

180 and the temperature to 180°. In fact, the child's life appeared

to be in danger. Ice was applied, and the temperature cooled

down—to such nn extent, indeed, that the heart stopped for a few

boats. The child, however, recovered with artificial respiration.

He thought the case might serve to illustrate the action of cold.—

Dr. ANfiKL Money remarked that in Dr. .Vrkle's first case, when
tho man recovered from the coma, his first remark was " Isn't

this marvellous?'' He thought the use of this expre&sion well

illustrated Dr. Hughlings Jackson's theory that the centre in

tbn bniin. wliich was well used (for tliis was an ordinary expres-

mm with that patient) was the first to act.—Dr. Barlow had

treated a ca.se of acute rheumatism in a delicate woman who
coiuld Txot be removed from her bed to a bath when it was neces-

sary to apply the cold. The patient was stripped, except at the

waist, and tiie bed tipped at the head so that cold water wliich

was poured over her ran away at the foot. The water was used

several times, and she was rubbed drj' after each aiiplication.

This simple procedure n>duced the temperature from 107 to 100°.

This was a good substitute for a cold bath where the latter could

not be applied. The constant application of cold in slight pyrexia

produced depression aud rigor, and made a patient look qn,-

blue. It was really a powerful remedy. He cited also the e;.

of a barman, with furious delirium at the beginning of pneumonui.

whose temperature was lowered bv similar treatment.—Dr. Obd
remarked tliat Dr. Maclagan's theorj- of hyperi>yrexia being due

to paraly.sis of the centres of organic life, of which heat was one,

was partly corroliorated by Dr. Buzzard's views that rheumatic

fever might be due to an affection of the cerebellum, in which the

heat-inhibition centre seemed to be situated. He (the S])eaker)

also thought that the effect of cold was not simply mechanical, as

was evidenced by some experiments performed upon cadavera.

Having heated them to a height in warm baths, he treated them

by a cold bath without reducing the temperature in anything !ik«

the proportion to which a cold bath reduced the temperature of a

hyi'erpyrexial patient. His jvatient, who was before delirious

became" quite clear, and slept ; his pleurisy disappeared, and the

peri- and endocarditis both thenceforward diminished. Hyper-

p^Texia was a fever out of proportion to the local sjTnptoms. For

it"s treatment one must look to prevention in cases of rheumatic

fever; and if the temperature rose over 10,5° he had recourse to

the cold treatment. It was said that pericarditis was usually

accompanied by delirium. This he had not found in his cases;

but it was a sign of rising temperature. He thought a graduated

bath was preferable to the ice-pack.—Dr. Aekle said that possibly

in his second case prodromal sj-mptoms were present before th«

h^^le^pyrexia. In the first case the patient was a little deaf and

li"ght-headed—symptoms that fre(juenflv occurred when the sali-

cylate treatment was pushed. That man had taken 'J-JO grams m
the day preceding his h-s'l)erpyrexial s)-mptoms.

Gall-stones exciting Huiipuration : Operation: Recovery.—m.

Pearce GotnLD described this case. The patient was a gentle-

man, aged 38, who had symptoms of gall-stones two years befoK

he consulted ilr. Gould for an abscess in the abdominal wall at

the junction of the epigastrium and right In-pocliondrium. The

abscess was opened, and 140 small biliary calculi were removed,

too-ether with pus. The sinus that was left was long in healing.

No bile was discharged through it at any time, ilany of the cal-

culi showed evidence of spontaneous fracture of a larger calculus.

Mr. Gould mentioned that he had found reference to thirty-fiTe

other cases of gall-stones making their way through the abdo-

minal wall, but this was the only one in which the diagnosis ap-

peared to have been made prior to the abscess bursting. Inf

abscesses had pointed at variou.s places in the abdominal wall,

most often above and to the right of the umbilicus. As a rule no

bile had escaped with the stones, and these latter had generally

been numerous. There appeared to be lacking any satisfacton

explanation of the very different results of biliar>- calculi m (li-

ferent cases.—Dr. Ori> said that the disintegration of urinary cal-

culi had much interested him, but as to that of biliary en'*""" n"

knew nothing. The disintegration of unnarj- calcuh might betne

result of either of many different causes ; the shrinkage of tne

outer layer, or of the inner portion, in consequence of the au-

f<.rent composition of the layers. Biliary calculi were <;c"nP<>«?°

of a mixture of cholesterine and biliar>' pigment, and the Biie

might act on one or other of these constituents alone.—Dr. MAC-

LAGAN mentioned the case of a woman who died from i^ritomtis,

and in whom post mortetn l.SO small calculi were found in the peri-

toneum, and of which twenty or thirty were disintegrated. Jie

thought that possibly the s<iueezing of small calculi ag^'n^'t ?"'

another by the contraction of the walls of the gaU"'''')^,^'''"^"*''

it became distended, miglit produce disintegration.—The raw'

DENT thouglit the explanation offered by Dr. Ord seemed vert

reasonable. Calculi being formed of heterogeneous ma""''«7- "r
then exposed in a medium of a different character ir"'"i"".'"

which they were originally formerl, would be liable to ?'•'«';![«''

integration. He remark(^l that unless the cystic '^''^.r^'^^'^k
no alscess would form externally.—Mr. Ooni.r. thought it remarK

able that, considering the variations to which calculi were e^P™™
in the intestine, more of them were not found broken up. ab v-

Dr. Maclagan's explanation, he thought that, if it were ""''"'"•""^

would expert to find after biliary spasm that the "toirf !?"'™

were broken up by the contracting gall-bladder find ducts, duv
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\\\c\i stones Tvero not found disintpgrated. We. tliought that the
ihnrji anglps of tliesp disintpgrated calculi might, perhaps, have
letemiined the abscess in his case. The specimens in tlie various
jondon museums were of facetted stone;^. quite unlike the frag-
nents he had handed round.

MEDICAL SOCIETT OF LONDON.
Monday, Mabch :26th, 18S8.

1. Kkowsi.et TiroRNTOx, M.B.^C.M., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Clinical Evening.
Luptis of the Mouth, Pkan/nx, and Larynx.—Dr. Obwix showed

, girl, aged 'Zl, -n-ho came to him in lSS(j T\-ith lupus of the nose.
)here was then no disease of pharyn.x or lars-nx, but she returned
B March, 1888, with lupus of the gums and soft palate, phar^-nx,
,nd larj-nx. In this case the lupus had spread through the nose
the palate by lymphatic channels.—Mr. Len'NOX Bbowne said

le had recorded eleven cases of lupus of the larj-nx. He had never
een lupus of the posterior wall of the pharynx, and he did not
gree with Dr. Orwin's view as to the path followed by the lupus,
i distinguishing point between lupus and tertiary syphilis was
hat the latter often attacked the palate, both soft and hard, by
xtension from the nasal mucous membrane, whereas lupus
Iways extended by the buccal mucous membrane.—Dr. Okwin, in
eply, said that there was no liistory of sj'jihilis.

Injury to Lower Epiphysis of Uhia.—Mr. Edmund Owen
howed a girl, aged 18, who, sixteen years previously, had been
nder his care at St. Mary's Hospital for an incised wound of
he left wrist. The blade had passed through the ulna, just
hove its articulation with the lesser sigmoid cavity ; that joint
ras not opened, but the lesser sigmoid cavity was sliced from the
idius, and the wrist-joint was laid widely open. The tendon of
he flexor carpi ulnaris, the ulnar nerve and artery, and some of
he adjacent flexor tendons were cleanly severed; circulation and
utaneous sensibility were ultbnately restored along the inner side
f the hand, and though inflammation attacked the surrounding
issues and an abscess formed on the back of the hand, the power
f movement became in due course as free as ever. Indeed, the
hild was left-handed; as she grew up she easily used her knife in
bat hand

; ultimately she became a useful dom'estic servant. But
ic ulna had ceased to be developed, and bent the growing radius
ver to its side. In September, 1887, the girl fell upon the inner
de of the damaged wrist, and immediately afterwards (according
) her account) sensation became diminished along the inner side
•the hand, and the member became useless. How far the case
.light be influenced by hysteria Mr. Owen could not say, but it

as evident that the ball of the little finger and the web of the
mmh were wasted

;
probably the nerve was injured. The chief

iterest consisted in tlie apparent overgrowth of the radius ; actu-
ly, however, that bone was half an inch shorter than the opposite
le, whilst it was bowed in its lower two-thirds towards the ulna,
hich latter bone was three inches and a half shorter than its
How on the right side. The case showed how largely the ulna
I'pended on the integrity of its lower extremity for 'growth in
ngth. The upper epijjhysis was of comparatively little import-
ice in that respect. Reference was brieflv made to eases reported
' Mr. Aug\istu3 Clay and Mr. Walter Brown, of Leeds. In
ese cases the radius had been injured, but the deformity had
It been so great because the radius was less dependent for
! growth on the lower epiphysis than was the ulna. He then
ade some remarks as to the best method of treatment.—
r. Wm. Rosf, alluded to the case of a boy with fracture of the
J above the internal malleolus. The boy subsequently returned
the hospital witli marked deformity "in conjiequence of the

f>wth of the fibula and the arrest of growth of the tibia. He re-
wed an inch and a half of the fibula, and thus restored the
mmetry of the limb.— Dr. Daxtes-Collky spoke of a case of
.ctured tiliia invoh-ing the epiphysis, which gave rise to serious
formity, which be treated in much the same way as Mr. Rose
a done.—Mr. Waltek I've said that he did not tliink the sym-
>ins were due to damage of the ulnar nerve at the date of acci-
at, as the wasting had been far too rapid.—Mr. Kvowsley
ornton asked whether it was not advisable in such cases to
ait the full development of the bones.
Paralysis of the Ocular Muscles.—Dr. S. AVhst showed a woman,
>d C.'. addicted at one time to drinking, who liad suffered from
mache. This returned about two months before admission,
cfly at night. It rapidly got worse, and was most marked in
' left temporal region. On getting up one morning five weeks

\

ago she saw double, and the eyelid dropped a few da,y« later. No
other symptoms were noticed, no vomiting nor giddine.ss. Eye-
sight began to fail on March 19th, and she could thi.n hardly see
at all. No changes were visible on examination of the disc.

" She
had lost flesh, but had picked up more recently. There was no
history of gout, rheumatism, or syphilis. There was complete
paralysis of all the recti and the iiiferior oblique, and ptosis. No
other nerves were affected. - lu.

Gunshot Injury of Itiyht Knee-Jtnnt.—iir. Wir. Ro8E related 'S'
case of gunshot 'injury of the right knee, treated by opening up'
the joint, and cleansing with solutions of carbolic acid" and
sublimate. A full report of this case will shortly be published. '

Trephining for Middle Meninyeal Htx^morrhaf/e.—Slr. DAVlEa*'
Collet showed a man who had sustsiined an injury to the head
from a fall. He lost consciousness, and on recovery there was
slight paralysis of the left arm, and great bruising over the tem-
poral region on the right side. The paralvsis afterwards became
complete, and extended to the left side of the face. He passed his
urine and motions involuntarily, and his temperature went down
to 'J7^. On the eleventh day ".Mr. Davies-Colley trephined, and
found a clot three inches long by seven-eighths of an inch thick,
which he scooped away, washing out the cavity. The patient
rapidly and completely recovered. Mr. Davies-Colley observed
that very few such cases were on record. .!

Charcot's Disease of the Shoulder-Joint.—Dr. BeevOb showed": k*
man with sj-mptoms of ataxia who had suddenly developed sym-
ptoms of Charcot's disease of the left shoulder-joint. No history
of previous injurj* ; no pain.

Obliteratice Arteritis from Crutch 1're.iiu.re.—Mr. Walter 1*tb
showed a man who had been obliged to use a crutch since
the age of 8. A year ago he had noticed some loss of sensation in
his fingers, and ultimately the arterj- from the axilla downwards
had solidified. The circulation had" since returned to.some slight
extent.—Mr. Hadden said that he had seen three cases resembling-
the above, and thought that there was a class of cases in which
plastic effusion into the arteries grive rise to thrombosis.

Thiersch-Oouhfs Operation for Remoial of Penis.—Dr. PnaCBLL
showed a man, aged 4.5, who had been operated on several times
for cancer of penis, the first time in March. 1886, and the la.st in
January last. He had operated according to the method described
by Mr. Gould. The testicles were not removed, and the
patient had complete control over his bladder. He was now com-
paratively well. The second case was not well enough to leave
the hospital. He was operated upon on February 'llit last. He
was 68 years of age. Epithelioma of penis began last year, but no
glands were enlarged.

Carcinoma en t'uirasse.—Mr. Morgan showed a woman, aged
52, who presented a tj-pical example of the disease named and
described by Velpean as carcinoma en ouirasse. Last summer in-
duration and swelling of the right mamma began, and was
followed very shortly by a similar condition in the opposita
breast, and this by hardness of the skin of the chest over the
whole surface above and between the manimte. When sent to
the hospital in October, there was a hard oedematous condition of
the whole of the skin of the chest, which was red and even on
the surface, presenting almost perfect sjTumotry, and so hard as
to obscnre the exact condition of the mammie. The skin of the
axilla; were little if at all eidarged. Since October, little change
in this condition had taken place, except some ulceration of the
skin around the margin of the right breast. Both nipples wera
surrounded by thick crusts of pigmented epithelium. i™— f

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IX IRELAND
Section of Mepici.ve.

Fripav, ilAiioH 9rn, 1888.

.lAMES Little, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Cast of Pneumothorax.—Dt. Waltek G. Smith exhibited s
patient suffering from pneumothorax.

Etioloyy and CiassificatioK of the Ancpmia of Puherti/.—Dr. K.
MacDowei. Cosgbave read a paper, which is published iu this
day's Joitrnal, p. t)88.— Air. Cox said his treatment was, flrs'.. ol all,

absolute rest in bed for a fortnight, then purgation by .sulphate of
rnagne.sium. then iron. He combined the iron with tincture of
digitalis or of nux vomica, and sometimes used a combination
containing ferrum redactum in l!-grain doses, with ,',-grain of the
arseniateof iron.— Dr. C. J. Nixon said he could not understand
any distinction between the an»niia of puberty and chlorosis.
Why not as well speak of the ansemia of dentition or of diarrhcea 3
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The object was to determine the oriKiu of ansemia—whether it

wa.. t«s'ei.tittl or symptomatic. Th.' ossontial forms were of tUreo

classes: First, the constitutional, which had its origin from birth,

that was a form of which they knew uotliiug, whetlier as regards

ita beim; due to a deliciency in the manufacture of the elements

of blomi, or to an increased amount of the destruction of tho»e

elemenU. The second class was the antemia of pul'erty,

orvUnarilv spoken of as chlorosis. The third class was the form

known under the name of pernicious anemia, the certainty of the

existence of which they only arrived at because the patient died.

When the pathological principles as to the basis came to be

investigated, they recognised all forms of anicm.a
"f

standing

on the lame level with regard to the combtion of the blood-cells

in simple ansmia as in cases of chlorosis, or m the most profound

forms of pernicious anremia. Chlorosis applied not only to the

female, when special calls were made on the vascular system in

puberty, but to the male also. The reason the female was more

subiect to the disease was because the red b!ood-cel s were nor-

mallv fewer in number; and certainly, from the condition of the

generative system-ovulation and menstruation-there was more

disturbance in the blood-forming process in the female than in

the male.-Dr. Weight said the only way to cure the patient was

to recommend her, the moment she felt her health fail, to put

herself under treatment and commence taking iron Although

Sir Andrew Clark had recently claimed the credit of being the

first to indicate fiscal accumulations as a cause of the disease, he

well remembered that the late Mr. Richardson taught his class

vears a<'0 that he could cure as many casea by using aloes as by

using iSjn.—Mr. Foy mentioned a case of five daughters and two

sonsf the offspring of an early marriage, of whom the girls

became anremic ; the boys escaped.-Dr. J. >>. MoOKE said that

season exercised an influence on the occurrence of antemia or

chlorosis in young adult life ; for instance, there was a greater

prevalence of the disease in winter than in summer.—lie

I'BESIDBNT thought it would be a very dangerous thing to make

a diagnosis of anemia in any case where there was loss of weight

accompanying it. Where he saw a girl who became breatWess

and had p'alpTtation on exertion and had got white, if she did not

increase in weight, he would fear he had to deal with tuberculosis

and not with anwmia. There were cases where antemia had been

set coins by shock ; for instance, that of a young lady who acci-

dentally kUled her father by giving him a poisonous Imiment.

Then there were affairs of the heart and other exciting causes.

•uggesting that antcmia was due to some influence on the nervous

avstem.-^r. Cosgbave replied.

Ga.'<tnc Epilep^y.-Dr. A. W. Foot made a communication on

gastric epilepsy. A lad aged 17 had a series of epileptic attacks

for two years, induced by eating rich and indigestible things, or

ordinary food in a rapid manner. His attacks occurred at meals

and in' the dining-room almost exclusively. He was seen by

Ur. Brown-Si5(|uard, and, after persevering in his treatment lor

five years, the seizures ceased to occur.~Dr. Fimny mentioned

the case of a young student who, cros.'.ing the Channel, had a

iupper of beefsteak about 3 o'clock in the morning on board the

gteamer. Af t.-r breakfast he became the victim of a very severe

attack of epilepsy. The cause proved to be the undigested beef-

st.eak, and there was no return of the disease. He had experience

of another case of a young man who had, when a child, suffered

from scarlet fever. That youth, when<>ver the large bowel became

loaded with animal food, became liable to epileptic seizures.— Ur.

C J Nixox said l)r. Foot's case was one of extreme interest, in

Tiew of the iini)ortant fact that an ejiileptic of five years had got

completely well. It was not suffioiout to direct attention to the

peripheral irritation alone. A healthy person would not get an

attack from a mass of undigested food in the liowels. Ihere

must be a peculiar condition of the cortex of the brain wludi

from irritation, set up the epilejitic condition ;
and the special

dancer was that, once it was developed, it was a])t to continue.—

Mr Cox made some remarks, and the 1'rrsidknt said there were

two factors at work. Besides the irritation, there was the mobile

excitable condition of some portion of the brain, which made it

liable to discharge itself on slight provocation. Some twenty

years ago he saw a boy. aged « or 9, wliose case left a great im-

pression on his mind. The boy had had a succession of epileptic

seizures. His father and mother were first cousins, and he had

five uncles and aunts confirmed epileptics. Still it occurred to

him that the boy might have worms. Means were taken that dis-

lodged a vast (juanlity of round worms. From that time to the

prSent the patient, who was now thirty years of age, had never had

a recurrence of the epileptic seizure. If the worms had be. n

allowed to remain some time longer, until the epileptic habit hi.l

beeTestablished, he would hav.- T.een. like his uncles and aunts, .

confirmed epileptic—Dr. Foot replied.

LEEDS -^-D WEST EIDING MEDICO-CHIEURGICAL
SOCIETY.

Pbiday, March 16th, 1888.

J SroTTiswoODE Camkron, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair. :

rustic Kidneu.-DT. Cukf showed a kidney in an tidvanced statj

of ^4tfc degelration ; weight, 10 ozs. The other kidney weighed

'*Zol'»at.-This was shown for Dr. EDmsox. There wa»

alfrge^olicfionof very feet id pus "/ the substance o he right

hemisv.here There was no bone or tubercular disease discovered._

S^eK-.-Mr. Jessop showed the following. 1. Lipoma nasi

2. /deS umourof kidney (successful nephrectomy) 3. Sarcoma

ol femur (amputation). 4. Large,
>^°"f

-'='^"'^^,-

j^'-^-jf^"Z
"

from uouliteal space. 5. Ha-matoma of arm.—Dr. Allan show.

1 Primary cancer of bladder. The symptoms had existed for six

mon hTl'. Sp een, greatly enlarged, from case of leucocyth^mia.

The intestine, also, was shown. The latter showed pearly nodule.s.

ami the mesenteric glands were enlarged, but there were nn

Modules in the spleen. 3. Cancer of stomach and liver. 4. Viscera

R^m a siThiUtic infant. 5. A collection of gall-stones. 6. Twin

rhiekens. united by the thorax.
. . , .

Kneltini -Mr Teale showed a knee-jomt from a man

wlfoo^ wo occasions had received ^jury by strain or^^Tench

followed by pain and swelling. A loose body could be

fet nnd the ioiut was opened for its removal. It 'waa

he; found thai besides partfal detachment and great thickeu-

na of the synovial fringes, there was destruction of the carti-

ale on the inner side, and the surface of the bone had beea

worn^nto a deep groove, with a sharp edge, as if a piece had been

,

7emovedby?wo^fwcuts at right angles to "'^eh other^ &evera

lo^e Dieces of bone and cartilage were also removed. I^.'^J'^cond

onerationtheknee-joi.it was excised, but the patient died from

acute eptic^^mia. Mr. Teale thought a piece o bone and articular

cartilage had been broken off by the injury,
^:'\\?^,'^. l^^^^^.'^'f

groove in the opposing surfaces of femur and tibia.-Dr. Jacob,

Dr Barks and Mr. Littlewood made some remarks.

Peltfr CWs.^Ur. Mayo Robson showed a series of prepaMr:

nlarian cv™ aAd fibro-cystic tumour of the uterus demonstrat-

hirby means of diagrams the seat of origin of the various

tumours He remarked on the frequent
g"r,';'^'^°?^^°"^!,"f

tXaldisease and, aftershowing specimens of follicular degenera-

tion of the ovar^, said that^uch disease though forming no

umour w 9 frequently a cause of intense pelvic distrc;ss, incap-

abrof'reief except by removal of the appendages. In all the

cases sho^vTi he patient had recovered from the operation.

Antlosil of AtUu^ "'"^ Occiput.-1)^. Wardrop ( lUl-Knu

shSaTpechuen of ankylosis /atlas and occiput There w.^

a history of' suppuration about the neck m childhood. There wo.

a thickening o the bone at the origin of the trapezius.

r}^^holof Liver.-Dr. Griffith also showed a spec men o

thfs condition. There was a very large vein, in the portion of

tl,lfo°tTl umbilical vein, passing from the portal vein to the urn-

WHcu1>ro"-idng collateral ci?culation. %.is Perhaps was th.

reason 'that ascites had not recurred after the patient had beer.

''W.tr Disease in Cat.-^r. Gi^i-'^th. also showed the liver of i

carstudded with large nodules, presenting somewhat the appear

ance of a human syphilitic liver.-Dr. IJarrs and Dr 3aco>

ttought the condition a congenital abnormality, and not patho

'°^Wi7r« Growths.-J)T. Jacob showed on a screen, by meatiso

a ZeTf^V?iS>^B lantern microscope, a number of prepara ion

Ulusrltine papillary forms of growing epithelium frf>in varwu.

Infl^rt^rrand neoplastic gS^wthsm^^^^^^^^^

the tongue, coccidium nodules from rabbits Iner, ana autu

growths from the kidney and prostate.
„r,ecimen o

^fiMeUar,eou.<! .Speci,nen.i.-hir. JIayo showed a epcwme"
,

TuberXr Arthriiis of Knee Specimens of Abnormahtiesc

Arteries, from the Anatomical Department of the \o^f^"'

^Se! mounted by Dr. Ouybr, were shown, a^ well as a numbe
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of ophthalmic and other preparations recently added to the York-
shire College Museum.—Mr. LiTTLKWoon showed .sections of hard
chancre (excised on the sixth day) and pigmented moles. Tn the

former a characteristic induration had appeared at the edges of the
wound.—Mr. IjITTLewood, for Mr. Hrown, .showed Median and
Ulnar Nerves, becoming bulbous and adherent to the stump of

the forearm.

SOCIETY OP MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.
Feiday, March 16th, 1888.

Alfebd IIlll, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Beath-Rates as Tests of Ilealthiiiess.—Dr. Louis Parkbs read
n paper in which the fallacies arising from a faulty enumera-
tion of the population on which death-rates were founded were
pointed out, and it was shown that in the ten years intervening
between two censuses, it was in many cases impossible to arrive

at even an approximate enumeration by any method at present
known. The only effectual remedy would be a quinquennial
instead of a decennial census. The author next pointed out the
fallacies which might arise from disregard of the different age and
sex distributions of different populations, when their death-rates
were used for the purposes of comparison and as tests of health
and sanitary condition. It was urged that no public statement of

death-rates should be made, which had not been corrected for age
and sex distribution on the basis of the proportions found to exist

in the country generally at the date of the last census. The
method employed by the Registrar-General in the case of the
twenty-eight large towns of England and Wales was simple and
efficient, and with no great labour might be applied to every com-
munity of persons throughout the country. The influence of

birth-rate upon death-rate was considered, and the late Dr.
Letheby's views upon the relations which should subsist between
a high birth-rate and a high death-rate were alluded to. The
fundamental distinctions between mean age at death and mean
duration of life were insisted upon, and it was shown that the
mean duration of life was one ot the best tests of the healthiness of
a population. In conclusion, the author brought under notice the
high death-rates which had distinguished for so many years
some of the northern manufacturing towns, and urged that this

excessive mortality, which was largely confined to the earliest

periods of life, was due to causes which could be brought under
control, and that an authoritative inquiry into all its aspects was
demand ed. Such an inquiry would bring public opinion to bear
upon acondition of things which should not be allowed to exist
any longer.—In the discussion which followed, the I'kesidbnt,
Drs. Bate, Syke8, Saunders, and Seaton', and Messrs. Butter-
field, Blyth, Noel Humphreys, Lovbtt and Shirley Murphy
took part, and Dr. Pahkes replied.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.
A Treatise on Chemistry. By Sir H. Roscoe, F.R.S., and C.

Schorlemmer, F.R.S. Vol. Ill, Organic Chemistry. Part IV.

Messrs. Macmillan and Co.

The present volume, consisting of 544 pages medium octavo, forms
I further in.stalment of the well-known textbook on chemistrj-,
both inorganic and organic, with which the names of these
liuthors are associated. This part is devoted to a description of
:he aromatic comjKnuids containing seven atoms of carbon, in-
i'luding the toluene, benzyl, benzoyl, and hydrobenzyl groups, as
i.vell as tlie xylene group of the compounds containing eight
litoms of carbon. The volume is a worthy successor to those
jvhich have, preceded it, and is characterised by the lucid and
I'omprehensive manner in which the extremely unwieldy mass of
acts composing modern organic chemistry is presented to the
eader. Of particular value are the historical retrospects given
1 introducing the mure important conipouiuls, and which serve
indicate the progress and development of the various branches

f organic chemistry. It is these passages which make this
omething more than a mere work of reference, and render a
irge part of the volume suitable for continuous reading.
.8 a work of reference, the treatise of the authors cannot, of
ourse, compete with the exhaustive compilation of Beilstein,
landbuch dcr On/anisc/ien C/iemie, in which the avowed aim of
he author has bec'n to refer to every organic substance the com-
osition of which lias been deterjimied by analysis. But there can

be no doubt that the work, as far as it ha.s progressed, is not only
without a rival as a treatLse on organic chemistry, but is also un-
equalled as a book of reference in the English language. The pre-
sent part is not one which contains much that is of special in-

terest to medical men generally, although there is a very clear ac-
count of the relationship between benzoic and hippuric acids

and of the causes to which the appearance of these substances in

the urine of man and of the lower animals is due. The descrip-
tion of the preparation and properties of salicylic acid, as well as

of some of the products of oxidation of the opium alkaloids be-

longing to the 8-carbon-atom group will also be read witii

interest.

The Curability of Insanity. By John S. Bltlek, M.D.',

Hartford, Connecticut. Messrs. Putnam. 1887.

At first sight one is prejudiced against this very small work oft

such a very large subject, and but for personal knowledge WB
should have supposed that it was the first effort of a voung man
who was starting on the path of authorship. As it Kappens it-

is the summing up of the experience of an old man who ha-s seen
much, and probably discovered into how small a space all our real

knowledge can be put.
Dr. Butler begins by discussing the proportion of patients to

medical men in asylums, in the past and in the present. He is a

strong advocate for the separation of the curable from the incur-

ably insane, and for the individualised treatment of the former.

Why should it be necessary to state this proposition that the in-

sane must be treated as individuals ? But so it is and so it will

remain as long as medical superintendents are expected to be medi-
cal stewards, or are men appointed for social rather than medical
fitness. We do not know of a single English asylum or hospital

for the insane which is sufficiently officered if there is to h&
thorough medical supervision of the cases. No general physician,

even with a staff of clinical clerks, would pretend to be respon-

sible for the diagnosis and treatment of two or three hundred cases;

and yet in the best hosjutals for the acutely insane this is what is

expected. Skilled and experienced general physicians, with special

training, should be at the head of asylums, and they should be free

from mere administrative work, and have every assistance in pro-

viding suitable companions and attendants.

Dr. Butler points out how many cases of functional mental dis-

order retjuire special treatment, and nowadaj-s one must admit that

in asylums lady nursesandlady companions have replaced the "Mrs.
Gamps " of former days, yet here in England there is still much
to be desired. The general hospital nursing is in advance of that

of our asylums, and even this is much better than the nursing
provided "for those cases which are treated at home. Individual

treatment, such as that recommended in this little book, implies

thorough knowledge of the conditions under which the disorder

has arisen, and a proper exertion of force to counteract the evils.

It is surprising that so little has been written on the functional

cure of functional disorders, for there is plenty of room for the

exercise of this kind of treatment among the insane.

The majority of medical men seem to have three courses open
to them in treating the insane. Either they narcotise them, send

them to an asylum, or send them abroad. Any one of these forms
of treatment may be abused, but we think that the sending of a

person of unsound mind abroad without ha-\-ing fully considered

what he is going away for is unreasonable and may be dangerous.

The mind is at least as" much influenced by rest as theorgans ofsense,
and rushing over the Continent is not rest. Rest in bed and careful

watching may be much better than railway or even ocean traveL

The advice given by our author is sound, his examples are in-

teresting, and his authorities are the best in lunacy. He exhibits

the old man's love of quotation, and his quotations will be found
to be correct and apposite.

A Treatise on Astigmatism. By Swan Burnett, M.D.

St. Louis, Missouri: J. 11. Chambers and Co.

NoTWiTHSTANDiNU the authors preface, we much doubt the wis-

dom of writing a book on astigmatism alone. It appears to U8 to
be both theoretically unsound and practically inconvenient to

divorce the consideration of one form of ametropia from that of

others, and the book before us could have been only complete
had it formed part of a larger work.
The theoretical parts are, we think, the best. The nature of a

bi-axial and a tri-axial ellipsoid is well explained, and the effect

of spherical and ellipsoid surfaces in causing spherical aberra-
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tion is fullv dealt -with, and illustratoil by an excellent diagram

(flc 7). In astigmatism, as it occurs in the eye, we miss any clear

explanation of the fact that an eve with simple astigmat ism sees

lines best which are at ripht angles to its emmetropic meridian. It

is true that all the data lor the explanation are given, but hardly,

we think, arranged so that they would be put together by a

beginner without assistance. Yot tliis is the jxms asinbriim of

astigmatism.
'

''
' ''.

' '' '

.V' 1 .,

In speaking of mydriatics, we are surprised to see that the

author recommends the use of atropine of the strength of 2-4 per

cent. Solutions of this strength are never used in this country,

and are quite unnecessary. Hi' also suiiports the practice^which

used to be widely adopted, but which we thought had been aban-

doned bv most^f postponing the ordering of the correcting

glasses till the effect of the mydriatic has passed off. We must

confess that we could never see the necessity of ihis
;
the condi-

tion of the accommodation can and ought to be ascertained before

a mydriatic is used, and the objection that the dilatation of the

Eupils affects the result is tri\-ial, since any difference arising

•om this source can easily be eliminated by means of a dia-

phragm. ., . , r
Most of the illu>trations are excellent. It is, however, untor-

tunate that the ellipsoid in fig. 6 does nob fulfil the conditions of

the definition. We thiuk that the nature of an ellipse would have

been rendered much more obvious to the notice if the old school-

boy trick of drawing it had been given, namely, by fixing a slack

string between the two foci, and running a pencU-poiut round

within the string. We must object more forcibly to fig. 30,

which is a blemish to the book. It is supposed to, represent the

mode in which the inverted image is formed in the indu-ect

method. It is inaccurately drawn, and has not oven the merit

of being clear as a diagram. Kays from two widely separated

points on the fundus are depicted as emerging in a single pencil,

which could not possibly come from either.

The apparent increase in the size of the image in emmetropia

is mentioned and explained, an obvious omission from most of

our textbooks. The axplanation of the changes in the shape and

size of the image of the disc on withdrawing the lens in the

variou."! forms of astigmatism miglit be given more fully in a

special treatise. Tlie author does not appear to have seen M.

Patent's excellent paper on this subject (liec. (TOphth. 1881).

The description of the ophthalmometer of Javal and Schiotz is

the beat we have seen in Jinglish, and the author pays a high

tribute to its scientific value ; its practical use is much limited

by its cost. It is not the author's fault tliat he has nothing new

to flay as to the practical testing of astigmatism. •
,

,

On the whole, we doubt whether the book will -he of much
use to the ordinary studr-nt, since it contains hardly enough

elementary matter. Por the specialist it contains much that is

of interest. _^_^

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Notes on Dental Surgery, Intendedfor Students of Medicine and

Medical Practifinnert. By J. Smith, M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.S.E.

(IMinburgh : Maclachlan and vStewart).—This is a small foolscap

Rvo. pamphlet of 70 pages, of which about thirty are occupied

with such subjects as dental anatomy, dentition, and aneesthesia.

This leaves altogether inadequate space for a sufficiently clear

description of dental diseases and their treatment, and it is not,

therefore, wonderful the author has failed to produce a really use-

ful work. It, however, contains plain directions for extracting

teeth. It is a pity the author has not instead brought out a new
addition of his Ilandhnnh. now out of print. That Handbook,

revised and amplified, might perhaps have successfully competed

with well known manuals of a similar kind ; but this meagre

pamphlet is not likely to do so. .

. .

The Etinlwfif and Vathnlogy of llyrlrnmnioi, wi/h it.< Rtil/Vtlon to

certain Ffttat DefnrmHieA. Uv Joiix I'hili.ii'.s, 15. .V, M.B.Cantab.,

M. U.C.I'., I'hysician to the flritish Lying-in Hospital. I'p. 17.

(Edinburgh: 'olivOT and Boyd. 18«7).—This is a reprint from the

Edtnhurfh MedicalJournaC The subject is dL^icussed under two
heads (a) the etiology and pathology of the disorder, fh) the rela-

tioii of the excessive secretion to cprtain foetal deformities. The
article appears to be a summary of the works of snch men a.s Ous-

serow, Bar, Ahltield and otheri" who have laboured in this field,

while the conclusions arrived at iire similar to t'^ose now generally.

accepted.

The Refraction of the Eye. By 0. Hautividgk, F.:^!0.S. Thiri^'

Edition. (Messrs. J. and A. Chureliill. 1888).—When a book ha»

shown itself to be sufficiently popular to require a third edition^

there can be no occasion to cavil much at its contents. We arft

glad to see that several slips that occurred in the earlier editions

have been corrected, notably i'igs- tiS, and 43, though it is not

clear why Fig. M remains unaltered. It is most difficult m a small

work on a large subject to know what matters to treat of and

what to omit, but we think those -which are mentioned should

be treated with some approach to completeness, and that when

im explanation of facts cannot be given, the reader should^

at any rate, be put on the right track for finding an explanation

for hi'mself. The statement on page 2!) as to the mode in which

distance is estimated is so incomplete that it would be better

omitted, While the statement attributed to Landolt, but without

a reference, that when the correcting lens is placed 13 millimetre*

in front of an ametropic eye, the retinal image is of the same size

as in emmetropia, would have been of value had it been pointed

out that this is because that point is the anterior focus of the eye.

The statementin this latter form occurs indeedm Landolt s work on

Refraction, but it is no more his than is the multiplication table.

Mr Hartridge is, we think, rather hard on Bonders. It is true

that he stated that hypermetropia did not pass into myopia, but

that was twenty years ago, when anyone else would havB said

the same. We thought that he had confessed and received abso-

lution lonf aco. There are several alterations m the chapter on

the shadow "test, and it has on the whole been improved. We

dis<?ent however, entirely from the statement that the obliquity

of'the edge of the shadow in astigmatism with oblique meridians

is due to the shape of the image. It is due solely to the fact^thirt

only that part, of the edge which coincides in direction with one

of the principal meridians is seen sharply defined by the observer.

Fig 88 illustrating the measurement of a squint with the pen^

meter, is inaccurate", since the patient is fixing a near instead of a

distant object, so that about ten de.grees of the squint is reaUy

normal convergence. Notwithstanding these slight defects, we

believe that the book
_
is nearly as completeas it could be made

within its present limits. .

Pathology and Treatment o/' ^Aorfion. By Leslie Pmi-LU*,

MD Fp 110. (Birmingham; Cornish Brotliers. 138/.)— inis

small pamphlet of 110 pages, dealing with the pathology and

treatment of abortion, contains nothing original or new. Itie

siibiect is dealt with in the usual mamie.r, the terminologj- being

that used in most of our textbooks. The part played liy

the mother, father, or fa'tus with its membranes in the produc-

tion of abortion is shortly described, the references to the Lum-

Vian Lectures being numerous. Fart ii includes the treatment 01

abortion, which is thoroughly practical and sound, though we can

hardly agree with the author in recommending Taits utenne

dilators m incomplete or concealed abortion. Dr. Phillips has,

however, found these instruments "reliable and certain in action,

and his preference for them is perhaps natural. The essay

does not pretend to originality, but is intended to supply a want

frequently felt by the busy practitioner, whose time ", tpo muc

occupied to read the literature on the subject published m

journals, pamphlets, and other periodicals.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS.
IX MKnlCINE, SrrROEHY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

LIO FODOFHYLLLV ET BKLLADONN.1E C. STRTCllNIA
(HOCKIN). ; !.

This i^ another of Messrs. Hockin, Wilson and Co.'S convemeffl

fluid preparations. It is perfectly miscible with water and eacD

fluid drachm contains ^ grain of resin of podophyllum, ^ fT-n'".
"J

alcoholic extract of belladonna root, and ^^ grain of ("fychnme.

This combination is recommended in ca.ses of habitual constipa-

tion in which peri-staltic action of the intestines is 'Jpn^'pn''
"^

the liver is " torpid." It has been highly praised by Professor

(^uinlan, who advises in suitable cases one fluid drachm to w
taken three times a day in combination with atomc.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SuBSCKiPTiONS to till- Association for 1888 became due on January
Ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to
their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not
belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-
tances to the General Secretary, 429,, Strand, London. Post-
ofBce orders should be made payable at the 'West Central Dis-
trict Office, nigh Holborn.

t\)t tBntisl) ittrtiwi JoxxmxL

SATURDAY, AIARCH 31st, 1888.

THE BUDGET.
Mr, Goschen's annual financial statement was this year com-
plicated by the necessity for providing an income for the new
county authorities proposefl to be established under Mr.
Ritchie's Local Government Bill, The very satisfactory surplus

of Imperial income over expenditure in the year 1887-8 trill be
practically swallowed up by the clxims of the county authorities,

and Mr. Goschen, casting about for some means of popularising

hiB Budget, has imposed a number of petty taxes in order to
satisfy the income-tax payers. We have little concern with
bonds to bearer, and contract notes, and bottles of champagnes,
and need not therefore discuss whether increased duties upon
them are or are not statesmanlike and wise.

Besides the local budget, to which we shall presently

refer, the only point in the Budget which particularly

iffects the medical profe.'sion is the continuance of the
tax on carriages, and the new tax of £1 on pleasure horses.

Apparently a countn- doctor will in tlie future have to pay
or the privilege of getting about the country £1 for his horse,

;58. for a two-wheeled trap, or £1 Is, for a four-wheeled vehicle
f dra^vn by one horso. The happy possessor of a one-horse

rotigham—provided it has not pair-horse fittings—has to thank
he Chancellor, therefore, for a net saving per annum of Is,, as

ndor existing arrangements he has had to pay £3 2s. for his

larriage.

The tax on horses will bear with especial severity upon prao-
itioners in country districts, who, by the very nature of their

ractice, are compelled to traverse great distances; and it is

itJy by a very severe straining of the definition that such a man
kn bo held to keep a horse for " pleasure." The pecmiiary rc-

|ardg of ooiuitry doctors are already so inadequate that an im-
Wst upon what is in effect a part of the apparatus of his pro-
ission cannot be permitted to pass with<nit protest.

As letters published elsewhere show the profession is becoming
ive to the injustice which is threatened, and we trust, there-
re, that Mr, Goschen will see the desirability of inserting in
e special Bill which he proposes to introduce a tlause ginng
e same exemption to the nag of the hard-worked country
ctor as to the farmer's cob.

"We have now to consider broadly the local budget intro-
duced by Mr. Goschen. The Government propose to cancel all

the grants in aid that have been thrown as sops to local

authorities by weak governments in the past, as some particular
want made itself articulate. These amounted for 1886-7 to
£2,582,000, the chief items being for roads £2S7,fXX), poor-law
medical officers £147,000, sanitary officers £72,000, pauper luna-
tics £480,000, police £1,412,000, and grants to pubHc vacci-
nators £19,000. To make good these grants the Imperial
Government wiU hand over to the Coimty Coimcils various licence
duties, amounting in all, with the new proposals for taxation, to
£3,800,000, the largest proportion of which is from liquor
licences. In addition, the Government will give to the counties
half the receipts from the probate duties, estimated to amount
to £1,800,000. This will give the County Councils an income of

£6,600,000, against which they will have to make good the
grants now received from the Treasury to defray the cost of

maintenance of distumpiked and main roads, estimated at

£1,040,000, and to pay 4d, per head per day for indoor paupers,
estimated at about £1.200.000. This will make the total ex-

penditure £4,600,000, thus leaving an annual income of about
£1,000,000 for defraying the cost of the new duties imposed
upon the county authorities by the Local Government Bill. To
give time for the new authorities to get fairly >tarted, it is pro-

posed this year to make certain temporary arrangements, which
need not, however, concern us here.

The transference of the licence receipts from the 'Treasury to
the county exchequers will no doubt meet with universal ap-
proval. Licences are in reality local imposts, and belong strictly

to the district. In the same manner the horse tax is par
excellence a local affaii-, and we regret tluit the Chancellor did

not recommend that the receipts from this source should be
handed over to the counties instead of meddling with the pro-

bate duty, which stands on a different footing altogether.

Until the terms of Mr. Ritchie's Bill are generally available

(for, although the measure is technically " published," copies are

not, at the time of writing, procurable), it is impossible to say
how far Mr. Gosohen's gifts to local finances will suffice for the
piu'pose. But anything which will help ratepayers to see exactly

the financial position of the district in which their lot is cast

deserves encom-agement and support, and Mr, Goschen's pro-

posals, if they do nothing else, will certainly help to a clearer

imderstanding, both of o\ir national and local balance-sheets.

THE POSITiaN OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF
:\ nr..Ti o/,:.! HEALTH.

Whilst the general public are wading through the intricacies of

the Local Government Bill, and are discussing the constitution of

County and District Councils from the political and financial

standpoints, and whilst fierce fights are brewing over this and
that particular proposal of the Ministry, we fear that one of the

most important matters in local administration, from a public

health point of view, runs great "risk of being overlooked, or, at

all events, of not being treated with the serious considerationit
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deserves. It is notorious among all who are conversant with the

"mau.'vscment of local afiairs that the p>sition of medical officers

of lioalth has long boon ono of a very unsatisfactory character,

and has been graduaUy going from bad to worse. And yet we

cannot discern any proposal in the Bill designed to secure im

improvement of the present system, or which in practice under

the new state of things would effect tlio much-needed reform.

In a few of the larger boroughs, where a health officer -ivith

special qualifications in preventive medicine has been appointed

and has been assigned a proper p<isition as medical adviser to

the sanitai-y authority, where tlie officers whole time has been

secured by a reasonably sufficient salary and where his tenure of

office has been fixed on a tolerably secure footing, the duties of the

office have been efficiently performed. Benefit has accrued to the

public health and to sanitary knowledge, and credit to the medical

profession. In some of the smaller towns also many an ener-

getic health officer has faithfully discharged his duties for a

mere nominal salaiy, and, in spite of many discoiu-agements,

carried them on concurrently with his private practice. But,

in a much larger number of insignificant urban districts and in

the majority of the existing rural districts the omission of the

sanitary authorities to make proper arrangements, and the

obstacles thrown in the way of energetic officers anxious to fidfil

their duties have been fatal to adequate sanitary progress.

To many boards of guanhans the transaction of their sanitary

functions as rural sanitary authorities has been distastefid.

They have habitually treated those fimctions as subsidiary to

the poor-law administration, and at their meetings they have

frequently deferred the sanitary business to the end, with the

consequent result of shelving it altogether or postponing action

indefinitely. In many districts nothing short of an outbreak of

actual disease has been sufficient to goad the authority into

action and to secure the remedy of glaring sanitary defects.

When the medical officer of health is appointed at a merely

nominal salary of a few pounds a year, when he is not debarred

from private practice, and, having regard to the salary, is unable

to give enough of his time to his sanitary duties or to the ex-

amination of the unwholesome conditions prevaihng in Ids dis-

trict, or when he hesitates to report to his authority some mi-

pleasant truths, lest he thereby endanger his cliances of re-

appointment at the end of his year of office, or estrange some

of his best private clients—when conditions of this kind sur-

round the health officer's appomtmont, as thoy do too frequently

at the present time, it is not siu-prising to find sanitary work

neglected and sanitary officers dissatisfied and discouraged.

Apart from the representations that have from time to time

been made to ourselves, a cuisory glance at the reports of the

recent sanitary survey made by the Medical Department of the

Local Govommont Board discloses nmnberless examples of such

cases. In one instance " the office of medical officer of health

has been allowed practically to be a sinecure, the medical officer

being also district medical officer;" in another the "medical

officer of health does his best in advising under much discourage-

ment;" " medical officer of health zealous, but working under

great difficulties ;" " medical officer of health f.dr, but advice not.

attended to by sanitary authority;" "originally an enorgetir

officer, who has come to acquiesce in an incompetent administra-

tion of affairs
;" " work efficient, but salary only £3 per anmun ;"

"nnsatisfiictory, poorly paid for work requisite ;" " medical offi-

cers of heidth (who are also district medical officers) admit

wretched condition of their districts, but do little or no work

because of theii- dissaristaction with scale of payment "—and

so on. These examples afford ample milication of a faulty

system.

Under the new arrangements it is proposed to constitute a

popularly-elected "Coimty Comicil" for each sliire, to take ovc.

the general admuiistration of the comity and many othi;

powers, and also to substitute popidarly-elected "District

Councils" for the existing urban and nwal sanitaiy authorities,

to take over the existing powers of those authorities and cer-

tain additional powers. Existing officers are to be transferre-t

to the new authorities or compensated. Ceri^ain of the powev>

of the Local Government Board mider Sections 189 and 191 of

the PubUo Health Act, 187.",, as to the appointment of medical

officers of health, the prescribing of duties, the amalgamation of

districts for the appointment of medical officer of health, etc.,

are transfeiTed to the Coimty CouncOs. But the Local Govern-

ment Board still retain some control in the matter. Section 33

(b) of the new BUI proposing that the county authorities shall

pay out of the County Fund and charge to the new Exchequer

Contribution Account

"To every local authority by whom a medical officer ofJiealth

or inspector of nuisances is paid, one-half of the salary^ of such

officer where his qualilicarion, appointment, salary and tenure ol

office we in accordance with the regulations made by order und

Section 191 of the Public Health Act. 1875, as amended by this

ict bu f the Local Government Board certify to the Council

hat such medical officer has failed to send o the Local Govern-

ment Board such report and returns as are for the time being re^

li^ed by the regulations respecting the duties of such officer,

made by order of the Board under the said section a sum equal to

Sich half of the salary shall be forfeited to the Crown, and the

Council shall pay the same into Her Majesty's Exchequer.

Tills is practically a proposal to continue the present system

and all its anomahes.

It appears to us that each county authority should have »

superintending medical officer of health, who should be specially

quahfied in hygiene and its many branches, sliould be del>arred

from private practice, should assimie many duties—such as those

of county analyst, the making of post-nwrtcm exanunations for

coroners' inquests, etc., which at present are not performed

according to any recognised plan-should hold his office d.inDR

" good behaviour," and should be assigned such a salary as would

secure the services of the ablest men. The division of the

coimty into districts f..r tho appointment of the subordinate

health officers should also be adjusted according to the samf

considerations. The necessity for some such plan is seen wher

it is remembered that tho powers at present vested in tho Lociv

Government Board mider Section 299 of the Pubfic Health Act^

1875, for compelling ncghgent authorities to perform their dutid

are transferred to the new County Councils. Who is to adnse th.
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Gotmty Cotineil in such cases if they have not a recognised medi-

cal adviser independent both of private practice and of local

authorities ?

The burden of responsibility in advising on sanitary operations

diould rest with the medical officer of liealth. and it is of the

first importance that he should have a special training for his

duties. In order to secure this, the sanitary service of the

country should be so reorganised as to afford inducements to the

best and ablest men in the medical profession to join its ranks.

Now is the opportimity to effect such a thorough reorganisation,

and it is to bo hoped that it will not be lost.

THE ELECTION OF PRESIDENT OF THE
ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

The movement wliich is now on foot to remove the disabilities

under which students educated at the medical schools of London
at present laboiu-, and the part which the College of Physicians

of London has taken in that movement, invested the election of

ik President this year with an interest which could not have
ibelonged to it in the days, not so very long distant, when the Col-

ic was httle more than a learned and highly exclusive chib.

By undertaking to grant licences to practi.se medicine to the
•ank and file of the profession, the College stepped out of the
larrow groove along wlaich it had travelled for centuries ; and by
10 doing it not only increased its influence within the profession

mt largely added to its responsibilities. So complete has been
he success of this experiment, whioli met at the time with much
^position from the more conservative elements within the CoL-
ege, that it must have been a surprise to many of the younger
leneration of Fellows, who had grown up to a belief that the
xistence of the great order of Licentiates was a part of the
stabhshed order of Nature, to find that one of those whose
ames were most upon the hps of tlie quidnuncs who during the
wt month have been speculating on the probable result of last

londay's election, had taken a large share in carrying the
aform.

The interest taken in the election by the FeUows was shown
y the unpreoedentedly large attendance. The retiring President,
u: William Jenner, delivered a long and interesting address,
nd ijnmediately afterwaicls the business of the election was
roceeded with. The method of procedmc is pecuhar and
isceptible of improvement. The voting is by secret baUot,
id e;ich FeUow when he enters the CoUege buildings is sup-
ped to be completely unacquainted with the names of the
'ellows who are hkely to command the largest nmnber of
ifiragee.

As will be soon by a letter pubhshed in another column, the
iquotte wWch forbids canvassing has been on the present
casiou broken thiough, in the presumed interests of a party
thin the CoUege. No. fewer than t«n names issued from the
n at the fii-st baUot, the list being headed by Pr. Ridiard
lain, who had obtained a clear majority. It Ls, however,
•cessary, in order that the election shall be completed at one

ballot, that one Fellow should receive the suffi-ages of two-thirds

of the FeUows voting.

A second baUot became necessary. The contest was now seen

to lie between Dr. Quain and Sir Andrew Clark, and, amid a

scene of unwonted excitement, the voting papers of the second
baUot were drawn from the urn, and it then appeared that
there was a sUght preponderance in favour of the younger
FeUow, who was therefore declared elected.

While Dr. Quain would have brought to the duties of Presi-

dent remarkable business capacity and an unrivaUed acquaint-
ance with the affairs of the CoUege and with the history of medi-
cal policy in this country. Sir Andrew Clark has ah-eady given

evidence of sterling qualities, which the responsibilities of office

may be expected to develop. He has assumed these responsi-

bilities at a moment hi the history of the CoUege when it is

within its power to render great services to the cause of medical
education. Sir WiUiam Jenner threw himself into the move-
ment for the extension of university facilities with an admirable
energj', and thanks to his vigorous leading and strength of

character, he leaves the CoUege pledged to do its utmost to
remedy the mjustice now suffered by metropolitan medical stu-

dents.

The scheme propomided by the delegates of the Conjomt
Board was drafted upon too narrow a basis ; conscious of the
integrity of their own motives, its framers proposed to per-

petuate the worst traditions of the CoUege of Surgeons, and
failed to perceive that no scheme could be reaUy acceptable to
the great body of the diplomates of the two CoUeges which did
not recognise their right to have a voice in their own affairs.

So httle was this imderstood by some that there were petulant
whispers of an intention to abandon the whole if every detail

was not accepted with imquestioning gratitude. The Royal
Conunission will afford time and opportunity for wiser counsels
to prevail, and we may vent\u-e to express the confident hope
that the new President wUl use the influence which his official

position will give him not in the interest of any party or clique,

but with a broad-minded appreciation of the many sides of a

compUcated question which cries aloud for solution.

MR. JUSTICE GRANTHAM ON THE SANITATION
OF PRISONS.

The great work of prison reform, begim by Howard and con-
tinued by NeUd, has apparently in the eyes of some of our judges
gone too far. Our gaols are in too sanitary a condition : our
prisoners are too comfortable. A residence in prison is, accord-

ing to Mr. Justice Granth;un, rather a pleasure than a punisli-

ment, and, although he does not actually say so in as many
words, tliis judge seems to intimate that ho would regard a

higher prison death-rate with a certaui degree of complacency.

In his charge to the Grand Jury at Lancaster during the recent

assizes, ho said :
'• There was another aspect of the ease that he

thought it desirable to call their attention ^to, as a way of

accounting for the circumstance of these habitual criminals

coming back time after time as they did, and that was the ab-
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soluta comfort and perfect siuiitation in our prisons at the pre-

sent time, as compared witli the homos of many of these people,

and cspeciuUy compared with the workhouses. He foimd tliat,

taking last year as an example, the death-rate of the

prison population was only 8 per 1,000, and when they remem-

bered the class of persons they had before them in the dock—

the worst class very often, the most ill-fed, and the most

acquainted with insanitaiy conditions—iu was startUiig to find

that prison Ufa was a curative for these people. Taking the

popidation of the tovras roiuid about, they found that the Liver-

pool death-rate was 24 per 1,000, Mancliester 28, Preston 27.

He . cqii?me;>ted pv, the contrast Prisoners were placed in

much more favourable relations than most of the working popu-

lation. Tliey were well housed, in a sanitary sense, and were

suppUed, night and day, with pure air. They were not exposed

to one of the chief causes of the liigh rate of mortahty. Could

the same thing be said of all their workhouses, or some of their

barracks? They did not make such reports as that of the

medical inspectors of gaols. It was for that reason he thought

it very desirable that the people who were so fond of gomg back

to prison time after tune should be taught that the prison was

not merely a comfortable home." By these arguments he ex-

cuses himself apparently for mflicting the brutalising punishment

of the " cat " so often as he has lately done.

Of course Mr. Justice Gnvntham's figures are entirely fallacious.

It is impossible to compare the death-rate of adults, taken under

most peculiar conditions, with that of the whole population. We

believe that, escludmg refonnatories, the general age of prisoners

would not range either much under or much over that of sol-

diers, namely, 20 to 45, and we find that the death-rate for

adidts of the general population m England between these ages

is about 10 per 1,000 per anniun, making a difference of only 2

per 1,000 in favour of the prison-rate, instead of from 16 to 20,

as Mr. Justice Grantham seemed to intimate. The oih&t con-

ditions of prison life, the numerous persons suffering only short

terms of imprisonment, mixed up for statistical purposes with

those undergoing long terms of penal servitude, lower the prison

death-rate again, and make the comparison still more untrust-

worthy.

But although judges may be pardoned if they are neither

sanitarians nor statisticians, they cannot be excused for return-

ing on the strength of false deductions to brutahsing and de-

gradiiig punishments. A distinct blow has been struck at

prison reform, when a judge authoritatively declares from the

l>euch that imprisonment as at present conducted is no punish-

ment at all, and that the oidy way to improve criminals is to

give them as short a stay in our prisons as possible, and rather

to send them back to the world in a few weeks, with their backs

marked and scarred with the lashes of the cat.

The only logical deduction from such remarks is that we

must either recur to the methods of the preceding centuries

—

the cart tad, the pillory, the gallows—or nmst make residence

in our gaols less sanitary, our prison death-rate somewhat

higher. There could be no doubt of the punitive effects of a

committal to Newgate, for instance, during the period 1 755-65, i

when no less a number of prisoners than 132 died of gaol fever.,

A residence in the Leopoldstadt Prison"_of Vienna from 1834' t».

1847 also had some claim to the term " physical punishment,"

since out of 4,280 prisoners there, 378 died, a death-rate of 86;

per 1,000 of whom 61.4 per 1,000 died of phthisis produced by,

insuflicient ventilation.

Perhaps, however, our judges themselves are not altogether

the losers by the better sanitation of prisons, since we find that

the fevers endemic in these foul dens previous to the present cen-

tuiy did not confine their attention to insanitary gaok or over-

crowded prisoners. According to Wood, in 1521 a ccmtagious

fever broke out at the Cambridge Assizes, and the " justices,

gentlemen, baiUfts, and others resorting thither took such an

infection that many of them died, and almost all that were pre-

sent fell desperately sick and narrowly escaped with their lives."

At the " Black Assizes" at Oxford in 1577, the Lord Chief Baron

(Bell), the Sheriff, and 300 other persons present died. In 1730,

at the Tamiton Assizes, the Lord Chief Baron (PengeUy), Sir

James Shepherd, Sergeant; John Pigott, Esq., Sheriff, and soiiv

hundreds besides died of the gaol distemper. In 1750, at th-

May Sessions at the Old Bailey, Sir Samuel Pennant ;
the Lord

Mayor (Sir Thomas Abney); and Baron Clark, the judges pre-

sent, together with Sir Daniel Lambert, Alderman, were seized

with the distemper and speedily succumbed, while, according tv'

Lord CampbeU, the Lord Chief Justice (Lee) was attacked thB'

same year by gaol fever, but recovered. In 1752 [another Lord'

Mayor (Winterbottom) fell a victuu to the disease. Well might-

Lord Bacon, in writing on the subject say: "The smell of the'

gaol is the most pernicious infection, next to the plague. WhaS

prisoners have been long and close and nastily kept, whereof w»

have had in oiu- time experience twice or thrice, both judges thst

sat upon the trial, and numbers of those that attended the buai**"

ness or were present sickened upon it or died.'

If it be a fact that our gaols are better sanitated

than either workhouses or the dwelhngs of the poor,

all honour to those to whose wise labours the better

condition of the former is due—all shame to our local

authorities who permit crime to be better housed and treated

than poverty and mistortime. But it is the workhouses and the

homes which must advance to i>orfeotion, not our prisons which

must recede from it. Whatever bo the cUsciplinary or reforma-

tive measures introduced into these latter, one thing must be

secured— that the punishment ceafies when the prisonet i«

liberated; that ho does riot pass back to the world with health

injiu-ed or wrecked by the treatment he has received in pmon.

Above aU that the punishment inflicted should mean no more

than the sentence conveys, and that that which was on the face

of it only a temporary deprivation of hberty, should not be ooA-

verted by insanitary surroundings into a capital punishment of

the most hngering and cruel description, or convey a penuanent

injury wliich shall i-emain throughout the rest of life.

That pnbUc opmion, suppori;ed by wso experience, wiU not

permit a return to the degr;uling physical punishments of past
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»es is certain. It is owing to the replacement of these by moi«
lunane methods that criminals are decreasing in numbers daily •

nco the classes from which criminals are recruited— themselves
jtter educated and more enlightened—see that they are no
nger treated as wild beasts, against whom ever>' man can raise

s hand, and, therefore, are not driven by desperation to war
jainst society. But still less will England allow any tampering
ith the health or life of prisoners. A wise philanthropy sees in

lese unfortunates, not lazy and irreclaimable villains returning

1
prison as to a comfortable home, but brothers, driven by
ireditary instinct and injurious environments to crime, and re-

limable, not through greater physical sufferings, but by wise
id judicious influence.s, actmg not only on the mind, but on the
dy, through improved sanitation, using the word in its widest
d noblest sense. That profession wliich numbered Jolrn
lakley Lettsom, the friend of Neild, among its members, will

t permit the degradation of those of its body who practise in

er Majesty's gaols into the registrars of the capacity of weak
maiiity to bear tortm-e. Our duty is to alleriate sufferings

d' relieve pain. Our highest privilege is to extend om- minis-
itions to the mind <ns well as to the body, to offer to erring
Jthers the hand of help, to bring back to honesty and wisdom
?se who through misfortune and weakness have fallen far away
m both.

165, as against 181 in 1886. The Pisa Society, however, has not
yet sent in its statistics for last year, and crematoriums will be
opened in the course of the present year at Turin, San Kemo,
Verona, Bologna, Pavia, and one or two other towns. Of the
total number of 952 cremations that have occurred in 17 cities in
Italy, since 1876, as many as 618 have taken place in Milan, and
155 in Rome. Tlie new crematorium at Milan is situated at tile
extreme end of the Campo Santo, just outside the walls of the
city. The temple, as it is called, is a building in the Doric style,
constructed of stone, and having an open facjade supported by
columns, from behind which rises a tower which, as seen from the
outside, looks as if it formed part of the temple, although in
reality it stands quite by itself, and is the chimney. The inside
of the building is divided into several rooms, in the first of which
the religious rites are performed ; its walls are lined with funeral
urns containing the ashes of many of those who have been cre-
mated at Milan. There is a sfparate room in which the bodies
are placed pending cremation, and a third in which the relatives
and friends spend the two hours occupied by the cremation itself.

There are two furnaces—one being for general use, and the other
for the bodies of persons who have died of contagious diseases
and are not natives of Milan. The body is not visible to the on-
lookers when being put into the furnaces, nor are the ashes
afterwards.

HABITUAL DRUNKARDS ACT.
. t'AMEEOx, owing to unforeseen parliamentary complications
! postponed the second reading of the Habitual Drunkards Act
lendment Bill till April 9th. The Chairman of the Com-
;tee for Legislative Restraint for Habitual Drunkards, Dr. \or-
n Kerr, has received a communication from the Home Secre-
y promising assent to the second reading, with a reservation as
certain clauses. The main object of the Bill is the enactment
: permanent measure which, it is hoped, will be secured during
current session of Parliament ; but the business of the House
:;ommons is so uncertain, that no effort should be spared to
ig strong pressure to bear upon as many members as possible.
ach of our readers will write to his parliamentary representa-
, permanent legislation may be accomplished this year, leaving
future free for fiu-ther and much needed amendment.

'.B 7f.:-i IMPURE ANTIPYRIN.
ij^extraofdiiiary demand for antipj-rin is very much in excess
he supply, and great pressure is put upon tiie manufacturers
Hicrease the amount of the manufactured article in the market.
|Con.sequence h.is been that due care has not been shown in

j

purification of the drug, a certain proportion of benzine
t.ng been detected in samples submitted to analysis, according
'
>. Ihijardin-Beaumetz. This impnritv may account for some

I ixic symptoms which have been reported, such a? cuta-
uptions, gastric troubles, and even grave cerebral sym-
lore particularly in the aged. '

'

THE PROGRESS OF CREMATION IN ITALY.
JATiON in Italy, says a correspondent of the Timfs, has not
le last two years or so made so much headwav as ot tlrst.
xample of Alilan in 1S76 soon found many imitators, espe^

• m the northern and central provinces of Italy, and there
ow ssmething like thirty-two societies and committees for
mug cremation, thou-U they have not all got crematories of
own yet. Tlie number of persons burnt last year was only

BEATING AN EPILEPTIC GIRL.
A HOSPITAL physician has drawn our attention to the case of a
child under his care. The mother brought the girl, aged II, to
the hospital on account of her becoming liable to " attacks " in
which she either " turns foolish '' or drops down. The case proved
to be one of minor epilepsy (petit mal). On a recent occasion,
while getting coals for her mother from the cellar, she was seen
to fill her shovel, then walk to the end of the street, holding the
coals before her till she came to herself Last week, when her
father was having his dinner, she combed her hair and put the
combings on his plate. The mother says that she often " loses
herself,' and stands looking vacantly before her; in such condi-
tions she does not answer a question, or move when touched. The
child looked fairly nourished, but was rather amemic; she an-
swered questions well, and complained of headache. This girl
attends school and is in the third standard ; it appears that, on
more than one occasion, when in the foolish, vacant state, the
teacher has struck the child, doubtless in ignorance of the cause
of her apparent stupidity ; happily, however, the child has not
yet been removed from school. It is not upon the individual
teacher that we would cast a word of blame, still we cannot but
think that a system in training and supervising teachers which
allows of such mistakes ought to be reformed. The introduction
of two or three medical advisers amongst Her Majesty's school
inspectors would form an authority capable of following up and
explaining such cases to teachers, preventing repetition of direct,
though unintentional, cruelty. Occasional visits to certain schools
by a medical inspector, with power to report, would do much to.
increase the care taken of feeble-bniined children : it would lessen
the responsibility of teachers in making exemptions, and they
would bo grateful for the assistance. As to this individual child,
it is well that it should be educated and cared for; if left unedu-
cated mental degeneration will follow. SJiould the child bo so
fortunate as to be removed to an asylum, she would probably be
placed in a well ordered class in the asylum school. Why should,
not suitabh- classes for such fedble children be provided ioc day
scholars? ' nn .-. . : l . t ii- r;

ENLARGEMENT OF THE WORCESTER INFIRMARY.
Db. SiiiAxuE writes: The Worcester County Infirmary has just
been enlarged by the addition of thirty beds. This building
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which bAS nn unrivalled position overlooking the valley of the,

Tcvern. nnd open on all sides, has l.een for a long time much over-

cnwdJa" m.L than 1.200 patients passing through its vvards

annT.a 1 '. t^-ivin,. the largo number of twelve patients per bed, the

ave age of othtr county inftrmaries being about eight or nine

The medical staff have found it impossible in this state of thing

adenuaVeW to treat many prolonged cases of disease, such as

elvema .ith .Irainage, diseases of the spine bones, and joints

aTuu. annual meeting held on March 19th, the -barged wards

were thrown open to the inspection of the governors. The en-

Trgementhas been effected by bringing forward the south wing

Sect gi^•ing ten additional, beds to each of the three wards

*this\^g. These wards have now twenty-six beds m each,

Uth siil>erflcial aiea and nir space about equal to those of the

new central portion of the Great Northern Ilospita -^nUoned in

the JOCBN-AL a few weeks ago. The cost was under £3,000
.
£oOO

of which was contributed by one donor. The -VV^'^'^-^^J ^^^
building, formerly so symmetrical, is now somewhat lopsided

.„d prLnts a standing invitation to the nex g-^^ion to

restore its s>-mmetry by a similar addition to the north wing

When this is done the Worcester Infirmary will be second to no

e'ountv hospital in healthiness and situation, in the arrangement

of the wards, and in its complete administrative department.
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Wesleyan services; concerts, operas, musical societies, public

cardens and bands, and riding clubs are to be found, as m other

pleasure loving and prosperous cities. Where a sea-voyage i^

ordered for invalids, a sojourn inSan I'aulo may prove in som

cases an additional recommendation.

AN ENGLISH SANATORIUM IN THE HIGHLANDS OF

BRAZIL.

AMONG the health-resorts bey.md Europe where invalids and

tourists may find sunshine and warmth and a dry brae ng

climate, along with home comforts. San Paulo, ™/-"'' ^^^
already attracted attention. From R.o de Janeiro to San Paulo

^a railway journey of thirteen hours, hut from the port of

Santos it is only a three hours' run. The voyage from Southamp-

ton to Santos, in the steamers of the Royal Ma. Steam Packet

Company, occupies only twenty-three days, and from New \ork

(by the Brazilian Mail Steamship Company) twenty-eight days

Owing to its natural and commercial advantages. San Paulo is

Ltl^ed to become the third great city in South Americ. As

yet it has only between forty and fifty thousand inhabi ant ,

among whom are Brazilians. Portuguese. Germans, Italians

Frencli. English, and Americans. In its immediate vicinity arc

charming country- walks and scrambles amongst a rich and almo

tropical vegetation, with fishing, boating, and shooting for tho e

who love sport. The climate during both winter and summer is

delightful, and has been recommended by Dr. Wa she
(^;---

f

Lungs, 4th Edition, p. 640) for pulmonary invalids. The atmo-

sphere is dr>' and exhilarating, and the barometric range so re-

markably limited that it does not exceed three-quarters of an inch

Uimugh^ut the year. The average maximum temperature in the

hotteft month, Januar>-, is 80° in the shade ;
in the coldest montl^

July Tl" The average minimum night temperature in January

is (M° in July 4'J°. The number of days on which there is bril-

liant sunshine for the whole or the greater part of f'^
^^f

av-^r-

»ge, iVi per annum, and such days are pretty equally distribute d

throughout the year. Unlike the Mediterranean winter resorts.

Son Paulo has no unhealthy season of the year. Invalids are re-

commended to spend both seasons there, and it is a disputed point

which is the more beneficial ; but those who like sea-bathing, and

want a change, can go to Santos for sea-bathing in June or J»'y

Two mile,s from the city, a sanatorium has recently been built by

an Enclish gentleman, on a hill commanding a splendid view. It

is well-drained and suj.plied with excellent water. It has recep-

tion rooms, billiard and bath rooms, and every modern convem-

.-nce. Dr. William Ellis, an English physician resident in San

Paiilo, is an able guide-adviser to those who go there in search of

health. The enterprise of visitors and residents has supplied a

Iloman Catholic chapel.ftnd Church of England. Presbyterian, an 1

PHYSICAL TRAINING OF THE GREEKS AND ROMANS.

Mn A S MuRnAT, Keeper of Greek and Koman Antiquities

British Museum, delivered an interesting lecture at the Parke*

Museum on Thursday, March li^nd, on the " Physical Training o£

the Greeks and Romans." He obser^-ed that it had been said in

ancient times that the two things which the Greeks desired most

were to be healthy and to be beautiful. Beauty in their eyes was

attainable largely by a careful system of physical training^ We

see he observes, their idea of physical beauty nowhere better

than on the sculptured frieze of the Parthenon at Athens, now in

the British Museum, for the greater part of it is a simple glorifica-

tion of the beauty of youth as developed by physical traimng on

horseback and in chariot racing. There was no more marked

difference between the Greeks and the semi-barbarous races that

surrounded them than in this matter of physical training. In one

of his dialogues Lucian introduces the Scythian Prince. Anacharsif

who visited Athens in the sixth century B.C.. and in the course of

his visitwent to the Palaistra. He was much surprised at the variou*

exercises of the youth, thinking them ridiculous. He asked Solon,

the legislator, how he could defend such folly. Solon explained

that the exercises of the youth might seem absurd to an on ooker

but that they were' meant to train up a race of men who. largely

bv this training, should become valuable citizens, capable of

taking their part in war through the skill of body they had thus

acquired, and capable of taking a share in the admmistra ion of

public affairs through the clearness of head and ready judgment

which the habitual training of the Palaistra fostered in them. The

lecturer then proceeded to describe the ordinary exercises of boys

previous to their reaching the age of jommg the Palaistra. and

secondly, the series of athletic contests which they practised in

the Paliistra, giving instances of the skill attained ^ the various

contests of leaping, running, wrestling, boxmg. throwing the d.

and the spear Lastly, he noticed the physical training of girla,

o whom running was'the only form of public -ntest al owed,
^j

that only in a veiT restricted degree. He concluded
"^">/J>"^

sketch of a limited range of physical exercises, as practised by the

Romans.

l<

COMPULSORY NOTIFICATION OF INFECTIOUS

DISEASE.

THE Local Government Board at the end of last year a<ldre«ed «,

series of questions to sanitary authorities of districts in wluct

there is a system of compulsory notification of Wectio.^jise^e

with a view to obtaining information which may be useful t^t
J,

Board in considering the extension of this me hod. The Sal^o^

Town Council have since published a report by he. ra^^

officer of health, Dr. John Tatham, which gives a useful accoun

ofthe results obtained in that borough. Dr. Tat am says^^a.^

receipt of notification, the house is at once
^'f

t^^^^ ^J
'^'^'f''

the sanitary inspector, and particulars obta.ned as to the cause o

n.rth?opportunity for .solation, and other points of impo

ance. More than half the cases visited are removed to bo

pital. disinfection carefully performed, and. '"<="" "f ^^^'^^
?he inmates revaccinated. Where patients ren.-" 'n h ow

homes care is taken to limit the extension of the disease, a

school authorities are informed when school children are ^«n

resident in a house with a case of infoct.ous disease. In Sail
,

there is very little concealment of such disea*., and m«"^>«' "

o^all- support the health department in their duf.esund^J

Notification Act. T!:e result has been exceedin^dy s.fsfucto
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LS regards small-pox and typhus, importations of disease never

^ring rise to extension of a serious kind. In the case of scarlet

'ever, a sufficient time has not yet elapsed for the formulation of

Tustworthy evidence based on reported cases of sickness, but the

leath-rate from this disease since the Notification Act came into

brce has been lower than during the immediately preceding quin-

[uennium by not less than 38 per cent. Dr. Tatham points out

he effect of a district where there is no notification upon those

There it exists, and shows the necessity for the extension of the

ystem throughout the whole countrj', and he urges the need for

he central registration of all cases of this class of malady, in

Tdor that a district may learn what is taking place in others

rom which it may receive infection. The report is an excellent

riece of work, and shows how valuable are the services an able

«alth officer can render to a communitj-.

COCAINE AND ITS SALTS.
INCE cocaine gained for itself a reputation as a local anfesthetic,

ttention has been directed to the fact that the cocaine salts sup-

lied for medical use are far from being constant or uniform in

heir purify and general characters. The subject was thoroughly

iscussed at a recent meeting (March 14th) of the Pharmaceutical

ociety, in a paper by Dr. B. II. Paul, from which some very useful

onclusions may be drawn. Samples of the hydrochlorate of

ocaine may be classed as crystalline and amorphous, and it is

rell to note that the author of the paper doubted whether the

lit in a pure state ever assumed the amorphous condition. In

let, salts which are crj'stallisable with difficulty are in all

ises mixtures, in various proportions, of cocaine salts with
ther salts of a different nature. The test of purity, based

11 the more ready solubility of the non-crystallisable portion of

16 salt in chloroform, is not altogether reliable, and the weight
f the crs-stals obtainable on the neutralisation of an aqueous
)Iution by ammonia is stated to be preferable. Some investi-

ators professed to have identified an impurity, which they

lUed " hygrin," the presence of which accounted for the diffi-

ilty with which certain specimens are crj-stallised. This sub-

;ance, however. Dr. Paul considers to be apocrj-phal, although
is evident that a product known as "amorphous cocaine" is

3t infrequently present, and admits of identification. Its hydro-
iloride is the usual impurity. It is of a pale j-ellow colour, a

itter taste, and of feeble anxsthetic properties. It has an
kaline reaction, and is sparingly soluble in water, though freely

» in alcohol and ether, differing in this respect from the pure
•It. A dilute solution becomes milky on the addition of am-
onia, and remains so. The aqueous 'solution of this neutral

rdrocliloride becomes acid on boiling, and this accounts for the

ndency of solutions of cocaine to become acid. Cocaine itself

ttdily undergoes decomposition with benzoyl ecgonine, on being
sated with alcohol or water, and this constitutes another source

impurity in the course of preparation. To obtain a pure pro-
ict, the alkaloid itself should be dealt with and not tlie hyjro-
lloride, which is wasteful because of its extreme solubility. It

puld appear from these results that the quality of cocaine
rdrochloride varies very much. In fact, as Dr. Paul observed,

® salt is sold at a price far too low to ensure its purity. The
|ikers who produce a good salt are heavily handicapped in

J competition with others who supply an inferior article at a
V price.

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN HEALTH RESORTS.
IabuoCiAte as a Wint.T Health Resort" was the subject of an
eresting paper read by Dr. T. liritton. the president of the
rkshire Association of iledical Officers of Health, at a recent
eting of that society. In favour of Harrogate as a winter
idence,- Dr. liritton p-jinted to its elevated position—400 feet

above the sea—the sheltered position of Low Harrogate, its dry
and bracing air, its low death-rate—13.7 per mille. The mean
average temperature during the winter months was 39.3, and the
rainfall compared favourably with other British watering
places. The drainage and water supply were all that could be
desired, and the sacitarj- condition of the place excellent. There
are, he says, a large number of first class hotels and lodging
houses where the comfort of visitors is carefully studied. In the
winter months the charges for rooms are extremely small. For
those who like them there are high-class hydropathic establish-

ments, under experienced medical supervision, and there are also

several good boarding houses. The country around is singularly

beautiful, and abounds in places of historical interest. The
roads are good, and of easy gradient. The town is partly

surrounded by a belt of grass—" The Stray "—of 200 acres

in extent, the remaining part being open fields and country.
' But," he adds, " it is somewhat wanting in light amusements.
Concerts and lectures are good and plentiful, but there is nothing
during the day." This he hopes the energy of its inhabitants will

soon supply, as nothing tends more to aid the system in throwing
off illness than rational amusements. The Harrogate Advertiser

in giving a report of Dr. Eritton's paper, quotes in extenso from
the JocBNAL, the ad^-ice and information as to the means of

extending the resources and pleasures and usefulness of health

resorts given by Mr. Ernest Hart in his recently published letters

from Carlsbad. These letters and the information therein given
have, we notice, been largely quoted by the provincial press ; and it

is to be hoped that now that the attention of the local authorities of

our British health resorts has been called to this need, the matter
will not be allowed to end merely in words, but that steps w^U be

taken by some of our leading health resorts to bring into play the

same intelligence and public spirit which have enabled small

German watering places by imposing a reasonable " cure tax " on
the guests, to derive resources which have been wholly devoted to

public purposes. The lessons derivable from the study of the

administration of Carlsbad by Jlr. Ernest Hart have evidently been
taken to heart in many places ; but practical steps might well be
taken in this direction in such places as Buxton, Bath, Harro-
gate, Droitwich,and Cheltenham, all of which, by somewhat similar

means to those employed by German health resorts might be

made centres of continuous attraction and delightful resorts for

English visitors. In the end such a policy would quickly repay

any outlay involved, while it would quickly become, as at Carls-

bad, more than self-supporting, and a source of great profit

to landowners and residents.

FOREIGN MEAT.
It would be very desirable that Ministers of Her Majesty's

Government, before replying to questions put to them in Parlia-

ment, should consult with practical men as well as with their

legal adrisers. On Tuesday, March 20th, Sir M. Hicks-Beach, in

reply to a question put by Captain Cotton on the sale of foreign

meat as English produce, said that he believed, although he

could not give an authoritative opinion, that the sale of foreign

imported meat as English meat when English meat is de-

manded was an offence under Section 6 of the Sale of Pood
and Drugs Act, 1S75, and that, therefore, he did not see

that any further legislation was required. Section G provides

that "no person shall sell, to the prejudice of the purchaser
;

any article of food or any drug which is not of the nature,

substance, and quality of the article demanded :" and un-

doubtedly, if English meat is demanded, the seller offends

against the Act if he supplies foreign meat. Action can-

not, however, be taken except upon the certificate of the

public analyst duly appointed. Considering that analysis is

incapable of ^distinguishing between beef, multton, or veal,
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it'^is niWier too mtlch to expect of the public analyst to dis-

criminate analytically between English and foreign meat

of similar descriptions. There is not, at present, the faintest

pWbability that such differences as would enable the most skilful

analyst to give a certificate upon which a prosecution might be

based will be discovered, and the Sale of Food and Drugs Act is,

tUerefore, likely to remain a dead letter on the subject of meat,

eggs, and kindred articles of food. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's

aii3*er to Captjiin Cotton is, therefore, jiUliough theoretically cor-

rect, no answer at all. It should be known, however, that there

are other means of punishing vendors who sell articles not of the

nature, substance, and (juality demanded besides the Sale of Food

and Drugs Act. Only tiuite recently a vendor of butter, which

proved to be margarine, was sentenced to si.x months' imprison-

ment at the Essex Assizes, the prosecutor having elected to pro-

ceed against him for liaving obtained money under false pre-

tences. In such a case the certificate of a public analyst would

not be absolutely requisite, other evidence, such as might be fur-

nished by the police or the shipjiers of the meat, being available.

It is not a little remarkable that whilst it was felt desirable to

pass an entirely new Act against the sale of foreign fat under the

name of butter, although the matter has always, and could well

have been farther dealt with, under the Sale of Food and Drugs

Act, the Government now refuse to consider the far more import-

ant subject of meat, which is not amenable to the Food Act, and

attempt to make believe that that Act is all that is -needed. We
can only strongly advise Sir Michael Ilicks-Beach to place himself

in communication with the Society of Public Analysts.

n-i ^.m •lit .!'
:

.III.- •.';• ' HOW TO CURE GOITRE.
French army surgeons have been profitably employed in drawing

up medico-geographical reports of the French Departments

Surgeon-Major Aubert has already reported to the Academic de

MAIecine on Calvados. Loire-Inft<rieure, and La Vendue. On

February 14th, his report on the Medical Geography of the Ain

was read. In reference to ninety-three men with goitre from the

mountainous districts of that department, who were exempted

from militnrj- sen-ice from 1872 to 1886, Dr. Aubert makes a most

reasonable suggestion. As most cases of goitre between the

ages of 18 and 20 are curable, a great service would be done to

them by enrolling, instead of rejecting them, and placing them in

the territorial array in healthier parts of France, particularly in

coast stations. By sending these men far from their mountains to

naval arsenals they might be permanently cured, and at least

could not fail to derive great benefit from the change.

larynx. When it begins in this region, the disease, as a rule,

does not spread beyond it, and is slower in its course than in many

other parts of the body. Under favouiable circumstances lite may

be prolonged for three or four years, or even more, and during the

greater part of that time the general health may scarcely be

affected to any degree appreciable by an ordinarj- observer. With

regard to the nature of the disease, although the result of Professor

Waldeyer's examination has not >een made public, the general

drift of his report has lieen communicated to us by a well-known

pathologist, whose authority as to the facts may be implicitly

relied on. Professor Waldeyer found the microscopic appearances

of the fragments of expectorated tissue which were submitted to

him precisely as Professor Virchow had described them. He did

not discover any trace of alveolar structure, although there

were a good many particles of relatively considerable size,

in the sloughy material which he examined. Professor

Waldeyer, however, came to the conclusion that the disease

was epithelioma, his decision being based on the great number;^

and variety in form, of the cell-nests. In spite of this, howeyer^i

the present aspect of the case, together with its clinical history r

from the beginning up to the ijresent time, still give grounds, in

the opinion of those who have most closely watched its progress,

for a less unfavourable interpretation. We understand that, a few

days ago. Sir Morell Mackenzie removed tlirough the opening in the

windpipe a large flat piece of cartUage which had apparently beea,

thro\sTi off from the cricoid or thjToid. We are not disposed to,-

attach so much importance to this occurrence as has been done in-;

some quarters, for unfortunately there is ample evidence to show,

that perichondritis and malignant disease are not mutually ei-i

elusive. Exfoliation of cartilage is certainly not a common featuW

in larj-ngeal cancer : but it is by no means an unknown, altl.oogh ;

a rare, phenomenon of that disease. Though it may sound

'

like a paradox, we are convinced that much of the obscurity of

the present case ij5 due to the extraordinarily close and unremit-

ting attention that has been bestowed upon it. Probably no ca«»;

in the histon,- of medicine has ever been watched through all it*,

varying jJiases with such anxious vigilance, and it is possible-.

that, what seem to us, with such knowledge as has hithexto been <

available, puzzling and anomalous elements in the case, may be;

nothing more than the ordinary course of things when the natural

evolution of the disease is fully seen.

THE EfilPEROR OF GERMANY.
It is stated on what appears to be good autliority that formal

application has been made by the Empress Victoria of Germany

to the Queen, her mother, requesting her to permit Sir Morell Mac-

kenzie and Mr. Hovell to wear the orders which the Emperor

intends to bestow upon them. The former will probably receive

the Grand Cross and Star of the Order of the House of ITohen-

zoUem, and the latter the same order of a lower class. With regard

to the health of His Imperial Majesty, we think it well to point

out that, as the medical attendants are still forbidden to furnish

any information beyond that contained in the official bulletins,

little or no reliance is to be placed on the statements which appear

from day to day in the political papers, though professedly made

"on the highest authority." These are nothing more than

rumours, which are in every case unwarranted, and in' many
glaringly absurd. As medical men know, it is absolutely

immaterial to the real issue that the Kmjieror is still able to go

about indoors, to transact business, give uudiencesj and even to

speak. A man may do all this, and may have the outward appear-

ance of health, and yet be suffering from advanced cancer of the

EARLY RISING AND LONGEVITY.

I^ROFESSOR IlUMi'imY's recent Collective Investigation Be-

port on Aged Persons, published in the Jocbnai, contains some

'

verj- positive ev-idence on a matter which has already engaged

the" attention of moralists as well as physicians. "The opportu-

nity for nutrition to do its restorative work was in nearly all pro-

vided by the faculty of ' good sleeping,' to which was commonly

added its appropriate attendant, the habit of ' early rising

Thus there is a relation between early rising and longevity. >

doubt many people will hastily seize upon the sentence just

([uoted, and employ it in edifying lectures or essays for the

perusal of youth, or embody in it popular medical works. Im-

portant qualifications follow [in Dr. Humphry's ileport, but they

are likely to be overlooked. Doubtless the habit of early rising

is, in itself, healthy ; most of aU, it is a good sign of healtli when

it evidently signifies rapid recovery from fatigue. Agam, it

usually denotes a strong will, the gift as a rule of a good physK*!

constitution, or at least the safeguard of average bodily strength.

Late risers 4ro generally either invalids or persons of bad habits,

idlers who are never frei' from other vices besides idleness. The

nervous exhaustion which keeps a man wakeful throughout the

small hours produces sleep late in the morning. This exlmustjon

is invariably due to one of several life-shortening infiuencea,

especially anxiety or indiscretion in diet or drink. £arly riaing:
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is thus rather one effect of certain favourable influences, another
result of which is longevity, than a cause of longevity. To turn a
weakly man out of bed every morning at 7 o'clock will not prolong
hislife. Itwillbcnotedthatby " good sleeping " ProfessorHumphry
signifies quick sleeping, " that is, thereparative work which has to be

(lone in sleep is done briskly and well." Here, again, we have an
effect of a cause; but preventing a weakly subject from sleeping
more than four or five hours nightly would not cause him to live

long, but would rather tend to shorten his life. Equally important
are Professor Humphry's observations which show that by
" early " he does not entirely mean the time by the clock. The
word "has a relative significance with reference to the time of

going to bed. A person who retires to rest four hours after mid-
night and gets up at 10 a.m. may be strictly regarded as an ' early

riser.' " Thus early rising is synonj-mous, in long life histories,

with short sleeping, which means rapid recover^' from fatigue, a
sign of bodily strength. These scientific facta in no wise contra-
dict the alleged value of early rising as a practice to be cultivated
hy all persons in good healtli. It is excellent as moral discipline,

and eminently healthy as a matter.of fact. Most persons will eat

three meals daily. ^V^len a man gets up late those meals will

probably follow each other at too short intervals to be wholesome.
When he is an early riser it will probably be otherwise. He can
enjoy a good breakfast, and by the time for his lunch or mid-
ilay dinner he will h^y^e.an honest appetite again.

I |i.,ll,i n;
SLUMS IN LAMBETH.

.\N inquest was held before Mr. William Carter on Monday, March
36th, on the body of a child aged 10 weeks, who was found dead
in a dwelling, \9, Opal Street, Upper Kennington Lane, where the
sanitary conditions were incredibly bad. The father of the child,

I labourer, possessed only one bedstead, at the top of which slept

;he mother, father, and two children, while at the bottom slept

:wo other children. Dr. Farr said that on entering the passage
le found the boards in a rotten condition, and the plaster falUng
)ff the walls. In the front room a shocking scene presented
tself. The parents, with four children, were in bed. In a cup-
joard where the food was kept he found the dead body of the de-

:eafie<^, He had no doubt that death was due to suSocation. He
ound the ceiling of the particular room all down, and the rain

vas rushing in. The ]\vrv returned a verdict of accidental death
rom suffocation, at the same time stating that they were of

pinion that the sanitary authorities should be at once communi-
ated with. Dr. Farr informed the Court that the houses were
ptally unfit for habitation. The coroner promised to report the
latter to the proper authorities.

C/CSAREAN SECTION—UNUSUAL COMPLICATIONS.
."« December 16th, 1887, Dr. Norment, of Hampden, Maryland, was
lUed in to a single woman, aged 26, who was eight months
•egnant. She was forty-nine inches high, and very thin. There
as marked kyjihosis, involving the entire dorsal region. The
iwer ribs were in the upper pelvis. The uterus hung pendu-
jus over the pubes, the symphysis lay a little posterior to the
imora when the patient stood on lu^r feet. The vulvar orifice

|t)ked sliglitly backwards. There was marked contraction at the
tlet, the distance between the coccyx and pnbes being about
0 inches, lm( Dr. Norment failed to discover any contraction in
e inlet. The ensiform curtilage was approximated to the pubes.

lower extremities were oedematous, the urine was highly
luminous, and contained abundance of hyaline and fatty casts.

ere were two old suppurating sinuses tracking from the
nbar region downwards, one opening below the anterior
lerior spine of the left ilium, the other opening on
• right Ujigh. The patient had a hacking cough and

bad headache. Dr. Norment did not consider craniotomy
or cephalotripsy to be .safe in this ca.se. He notes that CSiarpentier
speaks of 37 maternal deaths in 119 cephalotripsies (minimum
conjugate 2.7 inches) as "fairly satisfactory," and most probably
his case was in as unfavourable condition as the worst of Char-
pentier's 37 who died. He also dreaded the prospect of being
compelled to perform Coesarean section after the failure of one of
the destructive operations. There was little prospect of saving
the mother by C;esarean section, but a good chance of rescuing
the child. In order to give the best chance to the mother, Dr.
Norment operated on Januarj- 13th, almost directly labour pains
began. He described the operation in the Philadelphia Medical
Nezi-s, Februarj' 11th. The lumbar sinuses were washed out with
a 1 in 2,000 sublimate solution, the vagina with a 2 per cent, solu-
tion of carbolic acid. The operation was performed on Sanger's
principles. The uterus, by its own weight, protruded through the
abdominal incision, and lay on a disinfected towel between the
patient's thighs. The membranes could not be conveniently rup-
tured from the vagina, so they were left intact to the last moment.
The situation of the placenta could not be determined. Dr. Soc-
ment took care to incise the anterior wall of the uterus, but in so
doing cut through the placenta. The membranes were ruptured
after the placenta had been separated from the left side of the
incision, and the child seized by the feet. It was asphyxiated,
but recovered, and was well and alive early in February. A rorr
of foiu-teen carbolised silk sutures were passed through the mus-
cular wall of the uterus ; on each side of the incision a continuous
suture of the same material was made to unite the cut edges of

the serous coat. The wound was closed after the uterus had been
cleared of its contents, and made to contract firmly by " massage."
The patient, however, suffered much from shock, and uraemic
S3Taptoms set in. She died sisty-two hours after the operation.

MENSTRUAL BLEEDING FROM A LAPAROTOMY SCAR.
Ala recent meeting of the Kiev Obstetrical and Gynaecological
Society, Professor Georg E. Rein showed

( T'raich, >'o. 7, 1888, p.

136) a menstruating woman from whom he had about three years
before removed a cyst of the right ovary weighing 37 pounds, fix-

ing the pedicle in the abdominal wound. The patient soon re-

covered, and the wound
. healed, but at one part of the scar theie

remained a diminutive slough, which fell off just before the
beginning of menstruation, its separation being followed by a
constant flow of blood from the denuded surface during the whole
catamenial period. The phenomenon had regularly recurred
monthly ever since. As a rule, the scar begins to bleed some-
what earlier than the uterine flow makes its appearance. The
menstrual blood from the cicatrix has a characteristic odour. It

is difficult to explain such an occurrence. Possibly, a Fallopian

tube or one of the uterine cornua had been stitched together with
the pedicle into the abdominal wound. However, Professor Rein
hopes soon to ascertain the nature of this interesting and rare

case, since the patient must undergo a second laparotomy for

disease of the left ovarj-.

THE new' EDITIOKIS OF' TH'E ''• MEDTcA"l." ' DEN-
TISTS," AND MEDICAL STUDENTS' REGISTERS." ^:

Tub Medical Register, the Medical Students' Register, and the
Dentists' Register were published on March 21st, and copies may
now be had from Messrs. Spottiswoode and Co., the publishers to

the Medical Council. The publication of these volumes is always
awaited with much interest, and this year it will be found that
under the able superintendence of the Council's indefatigable

Registrar. Mr. W. J. C. Miller. B..\... statistics and tables of ereatl
value have been prefixed to the Medical Register, from which it^

appears that whereas the number added to the Register in 1877-
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•was only 040, the number registered lust year was I.Ml, an in-

crease of 591. In 1370, the first year in which such diitii ns are

now presented were ascertained, the total number on the lieyister

was 22,-'tK), while this year it amounts to •J7,246, an increase of

0,046. About Gt) per cent, of this number registered in London, 19

per cent, in Scotland, and 10 per cent, in Dublin. The increase in

the number of registered medical practitioners may also be gauged

by comparing the number of pages in the successive volumes;

the number of printed pages in the Ee;/ister for 1859 was 3.3.5, in

1870 it was r)48, in 1870 it was 598, and this year it is 1172, an

increase quite out of proportion to the contemporaneous incre-

ment of population. The population of the United Kingdom at

the present time, including persons serving in the army and at

sea, ainnot exceed forty millions, so that it would appear that on

aa average there is one registered medical practitioner to evi>ry

1,480 persons. Among the statistics preft.xed to the Medical

Students' Register will be found tables showing the numbers

registered in 1887 in each division of the United Kingdom as hav-

ing passed the several recognised examinations, and the num-

bers registered at each place of medical study. The Dentists'

Reffinter has been very thoroughly and carefully re%-ised, a pro-

cess involving much unnecessary labour, owing to the extraordi-

nary carelessness of many registered dentists. This peculiar

weakness appears to have been anticipated by the framers of the

Dentists' .»i.ct, which (Section 12, § 3) provides that the Registrar

may send a notice to any registered dentist inquiring whether

or not he has ceased to practise, that if no reply is received

within three months, a registered letter is to be sent making the

same inquiry, and that if the Registrar gets the letter back

through the dead letter ofBce, or, after another interval of three

months, receives no reply, the dentist is to be deemed to have

ceased to practise, and his name shall bo erased from the Register.

Soon after last Midsummer letters of inquiry were sent to all

persons on the Denfist.t' Rer/i.iter: three months later a thousand

registered letters had to be sent out to those who had not an-

swered the first inquiry. By this means it has been possible to

correct an unprecedented number of errors. From the tables and

statistics prefixed to the Register it appears th.it the unqualified

dentists were, in 1879, 4,806, or 91 per cent, of the whole, while

the dental licentiates were 483; but in the present Register the

licentiates have increased to 977, and the unqualified persons

have diminished to 3,889, or 79 per cent, of the total, thus show-

ing clearly a decrease of 12 per cent.

than a year before had had an apoplectic seizure. Ur.

R. S. Thomson reported some observations on the treatment ol

whooping-cough in Belvedere Fever Hospital, with special refer-

ence to the influence on the disease of nitric acid, ergot, and

chloral. After a long series of careful observations he conclude<l

that none of these drugs exerted the slightest specific influence on

the disease, but that chloral diminished the frequency and severity

of paroxysms. i'

SOUTHERN MEDICAL SOCIETY, GLASGOW.
Dr. Flemi.no read a paper on some notable surgical cases recently

under his care, lie reported five cases of intestinal obstruction,

iu one of which the patient recovered after inflation. He also re-

ported a complete cure of traumatic epilepsy of eighteen months'

duration by trephining, and successful cases of suprapubic litho-

tomy and nephro-lithotomy.

DISTAL LIGATURE FOR INNOMINATE ANEURYSM.
Some weeks ago, at the Glasgow Royal Infirmary, Professor Dun-

lop ligatured the common carotid and subclavian arteries for in-

nominate aneurysm. We are glad to learn that the patient i.^

doing well.

MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The quarterly meeting of the Scottish Branch of this As.sociatioii

was held in the Hall of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeon-

in Glasgow on March 8th. Dr. Watson was called to the chair.

Dr. Yellowlees narrated his experienci'S in visiting a number of

American asylums. Various other membjrs who had been in

America joined iu the subsequent discussion. Dr. Tumbull then

read notes of a case of exoj)hthalmic goitre with insanity. Dr,

Ireland read a paper giving an account of a recent visit to the

Institution for Idiots at Bergen. Dra. Clouston, llowden, Urqu-

hart, and Yellowlees were appointed a committee to make ar-

rangements for the annual meeting of the Association in Align-

next, which this year is to be held in Edinburgh.

SCOTLAND.

EXAMINER IN MEDICINE AND CLINICAL MEDICINE,
GLASGOW UNIVERSITY.

Thh University Court at their last meeting elected Mr. Gulland,

M.B.Kdin., to be Examiner in Medicine and Clinical Medicine for

the ensuing year. Mr. Gulland only graduated in medicine in

August, 1886. .

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. GLASGOW.
At a large meeting of this society, Mr. Maylard gave a most

interesting demonstration on'bacteriology. He showed the pro-

cesses and media adopted for the cultivation of bacteria, and

amply illustrated the value of the study in its connection with

the etiology of diseases.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY, GLASGOW.
Da. Jas. FiNi.AVsoN reported a most interestinj and rare case of

recovery after embolism of the superior mesenteric artery in a

womtn, aged 45. The patient had heart disease, and xaon

THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.

The Government have at last taken the reform of the Scottish

universities seriously in hand, and by the introduction of this Bill

so early in the session show a disposition to settle this long-ve.xed

question. This Bill, as introduced, is drafted on broad ana

liberal lines, and promises to effect wliat may be described 09 a

revolution both in the administration and teacliing of the uni-

versities. The greatest changes are made in the constitu-

tion and powers of the Court. The present Court, with its

limited powers, is to be swept away, and to be replaced

bv a large representative body with complete and sole con-

trol over the entire administration of the university, both finan-

cial and otherwise. This Court is to consist of the Rector, Prin-

cipal, head of any afhliated college. Lord Provost of the city,

Chancellors Assessor, Rector's Assessor, four Assessors elected

by the General Council, four Assessors elected by the Senate, two

Assessors nominated by the Crown, and sucli number of thu

governing body of any affiliated college as the Commissioners

may determine. The Senate is to be restricted to the work

of teaching and the maintenance of discipline. The Council ifl to

have power of more frequent meeting and of adjourning discus-

sions. The special commissioners appointed under the Bill are to

possess executive powers, to make new ordinances for the better

regulation of the universities, to modify the composition and in-

crease the number of the various facidties and to create now

faculties, to appoint new professors and intra- or extra-mural

lecturers, to affiliate colleges, and to make a complete mediwl

school at Dundee. They are also to regulate the admission of

students to the universities by exnminition or otjierwise, to
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arrange their courses of study, the manner in which tliey shall be
taught and examined, and by whom. The appropriation of the
students' fees and the other emoluments of the universities, and
the whole question of the salaries of the professors, are also left
to their decision. Other sections of the Bill deal with questions
of property and the amount of money to be advanced by the
Treaeur>-. The Bill will no doubt evoke abundant criticism, but
it will be readily acknowledged that it is by far the most com-
prehensive scheme of reform yet brought forward ; in many
respects it is the most rational attempt yet made to bring the
work of the Scottish universities into harmony with present re-
quirements.

THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE, GLASGOW.
At at recent meeting of the Governors of the Technical College,
the chairman stated that the Senate of the University had made a
favourable reply to the application for recognition of attendance
at the Technical College as qualifying in part for the degree of
B.Sc, and were prepared to bring the application under the notice
of the expected Universities Commission. He also stated that the
Senate, as custodians of the Hunterian Museum, had agreed to
accept the gift of the zoological and ethnological collections, at
present in Anderson's College Museum. In regard to this gift, the
Governors of Anderson's College and the medical professors sent a
strong remonstrance against alienating such valuable specimens
from the ColIege,"aeprivLng their professors of much useful teach-
ing material, and the people of the east end of the city of a
museum that was once a popular holiday resort. It came out in
the discussion that followed that the museum had been practically
closed to the public for some years, that it had never been
properly looked after, and that only one professor had used the
specimens to illustrate a popular course of lectures now given up.
And, further, that the governors of the Technical College, to whom the
museum now belongs, having no interest in any form of instruction
except what is mechanical and technical, found an anatomical col-
lection useless and an encumbrance, and were glad to get rid of it.
It may seem hard that the professors of Anderson's College should
be deprived of these valuable collections, but it was much too late
for them to remonstrate after the gift to the University had been
made and accepted. There is, moreover, much to be said in favour
3f Professor Young's contention that a large well-equipped museum
like the Hunterian is the most fitting resting-place for such
•pecimens, as they cau there be properly displayed and 'in such
)rder as to make them more generally instructive.

TUBERCULOSIS \H CATTLE.
'_HB local authorities of Paisley and Glasgow have had an inter-
'lew with Lords Cranbrook and Lothian to call attention to the
)revalenceof tuberculosis in dairy stock and the danger thereby
aused to the community through milk supply and otherwise.
"rincipal McCall, of the Glasgow Veterinary College, has also
ddressed a long and alarming letter on the same subject to the
)cal authority of Glasgow, in which he states that there are fe*
wna in the three kingdoms, if any, where there are so many
iberculous and emaciated animals sold in the open market as in
llasgow. Ho thinks the reasons fur this are that the persons
•ho traffic in them are not sufficiently punished by confiscation
t carcases, and that it pays them to feed the inhabitants of Glas-
ow and the West of Scotland on the abominable camon. He is
!so fully of opinion that the only remedy for this state of matters
that tuberculosis siiould be included among the scheduled dis-
ises an<i so stamped out, compensation being given to owners as
I pleuro-pncumonia, and he seeks to impress on all local authori-
es that it is their duty to do all in their power to indue* th«
ovemment to act promptly in the matter.

IRELAND.

Dr. Eagleton, of Carrahoe, Galway, died last week from fever
contracted in the discharge of his professional duties. The de-
ceased gentleman was only twenty-six years of age, and his
untimely death is much regretted.

Db. Robert Travbks, Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in
the University of Dublin, died on Tuesday, March 27th. He
graduated in medicine in 1835, and was appointed to his professor-
ship in 1864.

THE LATE DR. JOHN MEENAN.
An oil-painting of this lamented physician has been presented to
the Mater Inflrmorum Hospital, Belfast, with which he was for
some time connected. Dr. Meenan had attained much popularity
alike with the public and his professional brethren, and hia un-
timely decease is deeply regretted.

THE INSPECTORSHIP, LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD.
The report that Dr. Edward Thompson, of Omagh, has been ap-
pointed to the office of Medical Inspector under the Local Govern-
ment Board, vacant by the promotion of Dr. O'Farrell as yet lacks
confirmation. Dr. Thompson is surgeon to the County Tyrone In-
firmary, and visiting physician to the district lunatic asylum. If
the rumour should turn out to be true, this appointment also will
have been given outside the service, and many very well-known
and competent candidates trained as dispensary officers been
disappointed.

SIR PATRICK DUNS HOSPITAL.
The Governors of Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital have unfortunately
incurred the displeasure of the Dublin Corporation in regard to
the building of a new fever wing. A newspaper writer directed
notice to the fact that fever wards were being built close to
several dwellings, and urged that a distinct element of danger
would be introduced in that special locality. It was asked why
the Corporation had permitted the buUding, but it has turned out
that the contractor sent the plans to the -nTong place, and that
the wards were erected -n-ithout the knowledge of the borough
engineer, and, therefore, contrary to the law on such matters. It
is not unlikely that the Corporation will require such modifica-
tions in the building as will meet the popular objections.

BELFAST ROYAL HOSPITAL.
An election was held on March iJGth, to fill the post of house-
physician, vacant by the resignation of Dr. S. H. Dunlop, who
retires after two years' service. There were three candidate's, Dr.
H. L. Mackisack, Dr. W. B. M'Quitty, and Dr. John Campbell,' and'
much interest was taken in the election, the attendance of voters
being one of the largest on record. The result of the pollins;
showed a decisive majority for Dr. Mackisack.

BELFAST DISPENSARY DISTRICT.
With reference to a paragraph published on March 17th, we regret
to find that we were misinformed in stating that Dr. Spcdding
had been dismissed by the Belfast Dispensary Committee. Dr.
Spedding tendered his rosignation to the committee at its meeting
on Jlarch :.th, and it was accepted by the Local Government
Board m a letter dated March il'nd. Dr. Biggar has been tram-
ferred to the district formerly held by Dr. Spedding, and to fill
the vacancy thus created an election was held upon March 20th.
There were si.x applications, but the contest lay virtually between
Dr. Osborne, who has been acting as locum tenens for some time
and Dr. J. C. Ferguson, of the Belfast Union Hospital. The former
wa« successful at the final ballot, and was declared duly elected
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MEMORANDUM FpR THE INFORMATION OF
MEDICAL PRAirriTIONERS IN REGARD

j

TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF UN- ! -ift
|

QUALIFIED ASSISTANTS. !'"''"'
]

A.—On April '2Ut, 1883, the General Medical Council pj^bd^'tBei

following resolution

:

.

'','''.'
r'

' J' e
"That the Council records on its minutes, for the information of

those wliom it may concern, that charges of gross misconduct m
the employment of un(juulitied assistants, an4 charges of dis-

"honest CoUusiou with umiualiiied practitioners in respect of the

-«iening of medical certiftcatcs required for the purposes Of any

law or lawful contract, are, if brought before the Council; regarded

by the CouncU as charges of infamous conduct .uj^der the Medical

Act."
./v'/j:^m 1' '."•

. ..

./J _ .1

, B —On November £Oth, 1886, the attention of the Council having

. beeii directed to ihis resolution, it was determined that steps be

'taken with a view of milking it public; accordingly, on July :ijth,

''1887, the Executive Council resolved tliat it should bo inserted

tn-ice at an interval of a month apart, as an advertisement in the

following medical journals : Lancet BRirisn Meoical Jomv^AL,

Medical Pre.ts and Circular, Proviyicial Medical Journal, Edin-

burgh Metfipai Journal, Glasgow MedicalJovmal, IM>hn Meiiqal

Journal. a i j i ii

C—On Xovember 22nd, 18S7, a report was adopted liy tlie

General Conncil stating that, as a consequence of the public_ation

• of the foregoing ^advertisements, a number of letters chiefty

marked "Private" on the subject of the employment of unqualitied

assistants had been received by the Kegj^traJ. Xhe. report pro-

ceeds as follows

:

_
.

, „.ll. vIllVlI'. -11!' :r.l , ,

"From these communications, from notices in the newspapers)

' and also from common report, it is ev-ident that magistrtitcs,

1 coroners, county court judges, and other representatives of the

public sense of justice, as well as medical men themselves, are

becoming alive to the professional misconduct of registered prac-

titioners who place patipnts under the sole charge of unquahhed

assistants. .. ,i >.;' v ' j "'^i
"The administrators of the law regard as implicit traud any

claim of payment for the serHce of such substitute
,

assistants,

when it is represented as 'medical attendance.'

" This fact is encouraging, for when it is found that the ownet

of a 'branch practice' cannot get a claim allowed for the services

of his unregisti-red ' substitute, and, moreover, that the protection

of a 'cover' does not enable the unregistered practitioner to re*

cover charges, these two kinds of irregular practice will probably

not long continue to exist in this count ry."
1- u •

D.—Since the date of the foregoing report, a case^ c* tnar -mis-

employment of an unqualified assistant has been brought before

the notice of the CouncQ and adjudicated upon; and the regis-

tered practitioner concerned, having been informed of the grave

disapprobation with which the Conncil regarded his conduct,

promised at once to discontinue the practice condemned. Other

cases have also been . boaiilght: under tnaCAJtibe bf the Executiv^

Committee. < '' ' '•'' ''
.''''Iv-i

' E.—In the prosecution of their desire to put a -stop to tJiU

' \ft'ongful practice, the following resolution was passed by thij

©emeral Council on November 2Gth, 1H87

:

. ,

"That it be refoired to the Executive Committee to consuler

under wliat Circumstances a registered medical practitioner wotil4

render himself liable to th? censure of the Council in ruforenflo.lto

the emplovment of unqualified assistauUs."
, , ; . .: : ; '

F —On February 27i.h, 1885, tlie Executive Committee, without

attempting to make a forinal definition of tlie misconduct in

question, r>'pf>n<>d to iheOpnpTal Council that, in its opinion,
;

-, 1 "A registered medical practitioner would render himself liiibl*

to the fcinsure of the Medical Ci.>uncil in case of the employnieiit

(pf an unqu;iliU.',d a.ssistant in the practice of medicine, surgery,

or midwifery on behalf and for the benefit of such registered

practitioner, either in complete substitution for his own ser-

•ricas, or under circumstances in which due personal supervision

- and control are not, <Jr cannot bo, oxercised by the said rtgistered

practitioner."
'

The Executive Committee also stated, in reft>fence to the pT<>-

• cedure known as '• covering." that in its view a registered praqti-

' tioner covers an unregistered person, when he does, or assists in

doing, or is party to, any act which enables such tinqu^litl?q T?ei^

ton to practiso as if he were duly qualified.
...'••

The Executive Committee furthermore called attention'to a re-

solution passed by the General Council on April 21st, 188B (vol. xt,

p. 91), which implies that, in the' Council's opinion, "lUiy regia-
,

tered practitioner practising for gain, who knowingly and wilfully

deputes a person not registered or qualified to be registered under

the Me.licai Act to professionally treat on his behalf, m any

matter requiring professional discretion or skill, any sick or in-

jured person 'should' be subject to the same legal liabilities as n

person who falsely represents himself to be a legally qualiiied

mrdical practitioner; but with special proviso that such enact-

ment ' should ' not hinder any duly regulated training of pupils

in medical schools or otherwise by legally qualified practi-

tioners, northu use of trained pupils in partially treating the sick

or injured under the direction, supervision, and responsibdity of

such practitioners, nor any legitimate employment of uH^ses, mi'l-

wives, or dispensers." John Mahshall, President, j

March Ist, 1888. , .^^ , 3HT |

"ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.
On Mo'nday, March 2Gth, the ilAy after Palm Sunday, as requiml

by statute, an extraordinary comitia was held for the election

of a President. There was a very large attendance of F»|»lo™,

and the chair was taken by Sir William Jenner,Bart.,M.D., ^C-B-,

who has been President of the College for seven years. Before

resigning the chair, Sir William Jenner delivered his annual ad-

dress, narrating the history of the College during the past twelve

months, and concluding with an account ot the lives and lalwur»

of the Fellows deceased in the same perioil, of whom the most

distinguished were Dr. Wilson Fox and Sir .George Burrows,
i

The by-law regulating the ptoceedings tot' the'.eifectiondf a I

President having been read by Sir Henry ritman, a ballot was

taken, with the following result : Dr. Quain, 48vot.es; Sir Andrew

Clark, Bart., 42 votes ; Dr. Wilks, 25 votes; Dr. George Johnson.

17 votes; Sir E. Sieveking. 12 votes; Dr. Andrew, 4 votes; and

vote each for Sir H. Pitman, Sir W. Gull, Bart., pr,.;Bn3towe, anil

Dr. Charles West.
, < , c J' '_. ' ^^.^a

i

Xo Fellow hai-ing obtained two-thirds of the Tcrtes.a secOBQ i

ballot was taken for the two highest. Dr. Quain and Sir Andrew

Clark. The result was: For ,Sir Andrew Clark, Bart., 7'J votes

for Dr. tJuaiu, 71 votes. „ .s j

Sir \n(lrew Clark, Bart., was thus elected President, and was

duly admitted to that office by the Senior Censor. In a few

tittinT words he acknowledfed the honour conferred upon him,

and promised to maintain the honour and dignity of the College.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

COUNCIL.
NOTICE OF MEETING.

A MEETING of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation, No. 4'2n, Strand (corner of Agsr Street), London, on Wed-

nesday, the 18th day of April next, at 2 o'clock in the aftemooa
,' ' Tn.K'scis Vo^-KR, General Secretary.

March 15t)h, 1888.

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOE 188a

ELECTION OF iliiMBERS.

Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-Uw

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible '^*">

three members, may be elected a member by the CouncU or by an\

xmam&ei Branch Council.
.,,0,.. t i« isth '

Meetings of the Council will be held on April 186fl, July !«":

and October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council 01

the Association must send in their forms of ai)plJcatiou to in
,

General Secretarj- not later than twenty-one
,

days '^''f^re W"
meeting, namely, Slarch 28th, June 27th, September 26th, and

December 28th, iaS8.
, ,

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should a pij'

the Secretary' of the Branch. No member can be elected by a uranu

.

Couiu;il unless liis name has been inserted in the circular summon-

ine the meeting at which he seeks election. _^
Feancib Fowkb, General Secretary

i
'

COLLECTIVE mTESTIGATION OF DISEASE. -.

The Report upon the Connection of Disease with j^^?^."
lNTEiiPEiiANCB,which was presented to the Section of MeOicun
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•in- the Annual Meeting of 1887 frUl shortly be published in the
-JbuaNXL.

Reports upon the two remaining inquiriea, namely, that into
DrpHiHEEiA, and that into the Gbo&eaphioai, Dibtribution of
CEBTAiN Diseases, axe in preparation, and will be published aa
eoon as ready. .

The foUoTN-inK inquiryonly of the first series remains open,namely,
that on The Etiolooy OF PHTHisid.
A fresh inquiry into the Okioixand Mods of PaOPAaATloif OP

Epidemics op Diphtheeia has been issued.
Memoranda upon these subjects, and formsfor recording observa-

tions, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective
Investigation Committee^ 4^9, Strand, W.C.

BRAJN'CH SrEETINGS TO BE HELD.

SocTH Waibs am> MnsMouTHSHlRE BRANCH.—The Spring meeting of this
Branch will he helil at Pontypridd al>out th.i SMond or third week Tn April.
Members wishinK to read pap'crs. et^-.. are requested to scad titles to eitjher of
the Honorary Secret.irics by the end of March, in order that thev may be in-
eerted in the circulars.— .\i.fbkd Sheex, M.D.. Cardiff; D. ARTHini Davies,
M.B., Swansea, Honorary Secretaries.

Metropolitak CoUKTiES Bhakch : East Ixumom ajtd South Essex Dis-
TBICT.—The next meeting will be held on Thureday, April 19th. at the Hackney
Town Hall, at S.30 p.m. The chair will be taken hy'F. M. Comer, Esq. A papeV
on the Surgerv- of Abscess will be rea.! by Howard Marsh, Esq. Visitors will be
welcome.—J. W. Hinrr, 101, Queen's Road, Dalston, Honorary Secretary.

West Somerset Bkajjch.—The tpring meeting will be held at the Bailway
Hotel, Taunton, on Thursday. April I2th, at .t p.m. Dinner at 5.30 p.m. The
subject settle.! by the Council to be discussed after dinner is Bone Setting. Mr.
W. J. Penny. Assistant-Surgeon to the Bristol General Hospital, and Demon-
strator of ,\natomy to the Bristol Meilical School, has kindly promised to come
and open the discussion. The election of representative of the Branch on the
Council of the Association tor the ensuing year will take place at this meeting—W. M. KEliY, M.D., Taunton, Honorary Secretary. ''

' '
' it

,

Soitte-Eastert,- Branch ; We.st Kkst DrsTRrcr.—The nej* meet ine'^f this
District will take place on Friilay. April 27th, at the Hospital, Gravesend, B. J.
Bryden. tsq.. in the chair. Gentlemen desirous of reading papi-rs or e.\hi'bitiniJ
specimens are requested to inform the Honorary Secretary of the District not
later than April 8th. Further particulars will be duly "announcfid —A. W
Nakkivell, F.B.O.S., St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Chktliam, Honorary Sec-
retary. -^

North of V^n-LLfO Braxch.—Tlie spring meeting 'will he held at the In-
firmary, Sunderland, on Wednesilay, April 2.ith, at .3 p.m. Memliers intending
to read papers or show specimens are requested to communicate at once with
the secretary. The dinner after the meeting will take place at the Queen's
Hotel, at ,S clock. The following papers are already promised .—Dr. HumeA c ase of Congenital Fistula of the Stomarh, Ciwed by Operation. Dr. Coley
"In the Treatment of Effusion into the Pleura in Children. Dr Murphy

-

A Man 229 D.ays after Gastrotoniy. Dr. Oliver : Notes on an Unusual Case of
Hrv-matuna.—G. E. WatiAMSQW, F.R.O.S., 23, Eldon Sqoare, Newcastle-ou-
i > ne. Honorary Secretary.

NoHTit OF iRFJ.Avn BR.vycH.—A general meeting of this Branch will he held
in the lioyal Hospital. Belfast, on Thursday. April 19th, at U a.m. Gentlemenwho wish to bring any bu-lness Iwfore the meeting will kindly communicate
.1, early as convenient with JoHM "W. .BmEEa, MJ).. Lower Crescent. BelfastHonorary Secretai-y.

rixFORP ATO DsSTurcT Bbascit.-The Ile^t 'nipeHng will be held at theRa.l-
chffe Inhrniarv. Oxf.M-d, on Friday, Aprifarth, at 3 p.m. Notice of papers to
t>e read must be sent to W. Lewis Morgan, 42, Broa.1 Street, Oxford, on

I

or beiore April Isth. A dinner will be provide.! for those members who signify
I

their intention to dine to the Secretary two days before the meeting —S DDaruishire and W. Lehis Moroax. Ifouorary SeoreUries.
'

"

SotrrHKBN- Bhajtch: SorrnAMPTow District.—The next meeting of this
District will be held on Tuesday, April HHh, 1838, at the residence of Dr.
Maolean, C.B.. i'*, Uirlloii Crescent, at 8 FM. Business : Election of officers
Pa,wngof accounts At the same time, a joint meeting with the Southampton
MedicalSociety will take place, when a paper will bo read by Brigade-Surgeon
Godwin M.S., on the Treatment of Wounds of the Ab.lomiiial Viscera. D>. La. Biickell will bring under notice a case, with spedmen, of Monster Birth.
jAssociation and Branch subscriptions for current year, amounting to £1 3s Dd
jlieoame duo on January 1st. and nmy be.paid to the Honorary Secretary as soon
,M <!onve.iient.—Theoph. W. Tbj:und, M.D., Honorary Secrot.irv, S.Anglesefi
[Place, Southampton. '

.

I SouTnEux Bhasch : Soi'Tn-EAsT Haxts DIOTRIOT.-Ordinary meetioir at
the trasvenor Hotel, Queen > Gate, Southsea, ou TUursilay. Aifil 11th 1SS3
Ilic chair will be taken by the Presiijeiit, Dr. James 'VVatson. at 4,15 p mUentlem.u who are desirous of introducing patients, exhibiting pathological
'peraniens. or making communicatdons are requested to signify their intention
1 once to the Honorary Socj-etaty. Dinner will be provided at 6-iO P.M.barge, .^s., exclusive of wine, etc.-J. Ward Cotjsixs, Honorary Secretary.

XORTII M-.U.ES 1;RA\C'H.
ras mterjnediate meeting was leld on Tuesday, March lOtli, at
:Ue PwUycroclian Hotel, Colwyn.Bay, under the rrasid-acv of
•HAJUJia AVlLLIAMS, Esq.

Nexc Members.— ^iv. .1. Owen .Tones, Flint Dispensarj-, Holywell,
was elected a member of the Association and Branch; and
Messrs. E. Parry Edwards and Alfj-ed W. Hughes, Flint, of the
Branch.

Treasurer's Report.—The/ accounts of the Branch for the year
1887, showing^ a balance of nearly £4 in hand, were read and con-

. firmed.
,

.

.•'"
: . i

: • .. . .: j.'.

Architect^ , Surt'eynrt:'. and Engineenf {^ompulxyry Registration
Bill.—It was resolved that the members should petition in its
fayour. •

Payment of Fees to Medical Witnesses in Ciril and Criminal
Cases.—After a fUseussion initiated by Mr. Eichaud Whxiams,
and taken part in by Drs. Imlach and Gkikfith, and Messrs.
BiCKERTox, Jones-Mohbis, and the Phesident, it was unani-
mously resolved :

" That the members of the Xorth Wales Branch,
having had under consideration the question of fees for attend-
ance in courts of law, beg to declare their opinion (1) that in civil
cases the law should be so altered as to place services rendered in
the tyitness box on the same footing as any other professional ser-
vices ; (2) that the present scale of remuneration for attendance
in criminal cases is wholly inadequate."

Vote of Thanks to President.—On the motion of Dr. Eobeets,
Menai Bridge, seconded by Dr. Griffith, I'ortmadoc, a vote of
thanks was passed to the President for his address at the annual
meeting.
Papers.—}'It. Eickebton related the history of two cases in

which he had removed a piece of glass whicli had lain in the eye
for seven and ten yea.rs respectively with complete success, show-
ing the foreign bodies, and iUustrating by diagrajns the line of
incision in each case and the condition of the eye at the time.of
operation.—Mr. L. F. Oox related the history of two cases of
Climacteric Insanity.—Dr. Imlach read the report -ol a case of
Hystero-epilepsy of twenty years' duration cured by removal of
the Uterine Appendages.—ilr. Robert Jones read a paper on the
Causes of Non-union in Cases of Fracture, and remarks were made
by Dr. Griffith and ilr. T. L. Jones.—Dr. Johx Robehts showed
some Pneumococci from a Case of so-called "Creeping Pnetimonia,"'
and gave the history of the case, and made some remarks oa its
pathology. :. " .

Consultation with Homoeopaths.—Dr. E. J. Lloyd introduced a
discussion on this subject, which was taken part in by the
majority of the members present. Xo resolution was passed, the
evident sense of the meeting being that it was not well to alter
the present rule of the profession.

SOUTH-EASTERX BRA>'CH : EAST AND WE^ST SUSSEX
DISTRICT.S.

A CONJOINT meeting of the above Districts was held at Brighton.
on March 22nd. Dr. Mooee (in the unavoidable absence 'of Hr.
Salzmann) took the chair. '

' •

Ncrt Meeting.—'ResolveA: "That the next meetinsr be held at
Hastings in May."

Representatii-e of Branch on Council.—^It. G. F. Hodgson, of
Brigfiton. was nominated as a representative- for Susse.v on the
Council of the Association.

Communicatinn.1.—The following papers were read: Dr. Stab-
ling: A Case of Fibroid Induration of the Stomach.—Mr. Howard
Marsh: Recovery after Laparotomy for Intestinal Obstruction.

—

Dr. ilAcKEY showed cases of Lupus Erythematosus, Lupus Xon
Exedens, and Selwrrhcea.^Mr. Vebrall : A case of Lupus Exedens.—Dr. MacivT.y read Kptes of Treatment; all the lupus cases, in-
cluding Mr. Verrairs. being treated locallv with resorein ointment.
—Mr. Vebrall: A Case of Nephrotomy for Kenal Calculus.

Small-pox in Xottin-gham.—A report on the recojit outbreak
of small-pox in Xottingham issued by the ihedica} officer of the
borough states that uiirty-six patients from Xottingham have
been admitted to the Bagfhorpe llospital from December 27th to
the present time, and seven of theso cases have ended fatally. ,So
far no revaccinattxl person has taken small-pox, Twcntj'-three
out of the thirty-six had been vaccinated in infancy, but not
since, arid of these thre^ died. The remaining thirteen were un-
vacciuated svt the time of infection, but six were vaccinated snl)-
soquently, and five out of these six escaped with a mild attack.
Of the seven persons who were never vaccinated, four died and a
fifth had a very dangerous (confluent) attack.
Mkwcal Magistr.ite.—Mr. William Xeale, L.R.CS.l., of Drog-

heda.jiaajljiepaappointeil a justice of the peace forQqesu's Couqty.
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARIS.
[from ona own corbbspondbnt.]

Jlcemoglobinuria in BhemnalUm.—Arsenical Rhinitis—Pans

Water-Supply.

Vr a recent meeting of the SocitHt^ MiViicale ties Ilopitaux, Jf.

ilavem made a communication on hasmoglobinuna in rheumatism.

The patient, a woman, aged 37, was attacked with rheumatism in

lf!86 and again in 18S7. She was then suckling her sixth cliiM.

Six days after the second attack cameonshe entered the hospital.

The urine was completely red ; there was pain, adynamia, rheu-

matic rcdema in the arms and hands, copious perspiration, rheu-

matic pneumonia of the right lung, followed by symptoms of peri-

carditis The urine, which was scanty at hrst, became abundant,

and the patient recoyered. She did not lose her milk, and began

to suckle her child again. The urine presented the characteristics

of hsmoglobinuria ; it contained no red corpuscles, but a large

croportion of albumen and white corpuscles. The blood was

normal This case shows that hajmoglobinuriamay appear during

an attack of acute rheumatism. It differs from hsematuria in

that the urine contains neither red corpuscles nor stroma. Rheu-

matic nephritis evidently existed in the case described liy

M Hayem The serum of the blood was not modifted during tue

attack of h.-emoglobinuria, and the red corpuscles were not dis-

solved by the unne. M. Hayem ascribes the hffimoglobinuna to

the existence of renal mischief. M. Bucquoy cited a case which

he had obsen-ed twenty years before of paroxysmal hsemoglolu-

nuria afrigore. The patient passed black uriue when he was out

of doors The urine became normal when he was indoors. Ihe

patient was rheumatic but not albuminuric. At the time

paroxysmal hiemoglobinuria a frigore was not properly known.

M Hayem obsen-edthat such patients must be regarded as suffer-

in" from the effects of cold. The renal lesion, which undoubtedly

e:ast8, is not persistent ; it is only during the attacks of hrerao-

clobinuria that albumen is observed in the urine. M. Albert

Robin cited two cases of hoemoglobinuna. In the first the patient

had a genuine attack of acute rheumatism. The urine became

red • there were no traces of red corpuscles; there was consider-

able albuminuria. Symptoms of inflammatory nephritis soon

showed themselves. In the second case h.^moglobmuria appeared

before rheumatism. In both cases there were unmistakable signs

of severe inflammatory nephritis.

Dr K Cartaz made, some little time ago, an interesting com-

munication to the Soci6t(5 Cliuique of Paris on a case of arsenical

rhinitis. Workmen handling arsenical products are often suhject

to accidents of this nature which, commencing with corj-za, lead

to deep ulcerations, and ultimately to destruction of the mucous

membrane and perforation of the septum. The affection is

identical with that observed in workmen employed in mampulat-

ina chromic salts, only in the latter case the course of the disease

is cenerally more rapid. Notwithstanding the extensive ulcera-

tion and profuse sanious discharge, there is scarcely any ozjena.

It would seem as though the d.lelerious substances acted as

parasiticides, and prevented the putrefaction of the eliminated

products. This opinion has been already expressed by J. ^.

Mackenzie with regard to the accidents caused by chromic saits.

The sense of smell is not generally much affected The case under

consideration was that of a man. aged 48, employed in a manu-

factory of arsenical colours, ilittis green, and Schweinfurt green

He first came to the hospital in 1885. His general health had

always been good. He commenced handling arsenical products at

the aie of 17? and continued that trade without interruption until

he was .TO years old. He had only now and then slight ulcera-

tions on the arms, thighs, penis, and scrotum ; these ulcerations

had disappeared under treatment by baths aud sulphate of iron

lotions He had bad on two or three occasions deep ulcerations ot

the fingers At the age of 25 he contracted simultaneously gonor-

rhcca and chancre, as to the nature of which he could give no

information. Up to this time he had never been occup'ed m
pounding or sifting arsenical products. From 80 to 38 he was

Employed on other work. At .IS he resumed his first trade, but

this time was much employed in sifting. At the age of 43 he had

facial iMiralysis o frigore. He remained a fortnight in hospital,

but was subjected to no internal treatment, the only trace left ot

the paralysis being a sliglt deviation of the right commissure ot

the lips. He then returned to his work, and from that moment

crusts began to form in his nose. Soon afterwards he noticed a

swelling of the right side of the root of the nose, and considerable

suppuration ensued. On examination perforation of the septum

was discovered. Syphilis being suspected he underwent a sever.'

specific treatment, followed by a month of mixed lodide-mercurml

treatment, without any effect. At this period l)r. Cartaz took

charco of the case. The patient had then discontinued his work

for a month, and there were no ulcerations on the fingers or other

parts of the body; the nose, however, appeared much damaged.

It was flattened, deviated to the right, and very red; the PO'ntyjf

swollen, the skin tense, and erysipelatous-looking. On the Irft

side there was some bony overgrowth affectmg the bones of the

nose and the nasal process of the superior maxillary. This tume-

faction filled up, as it were, the internal ang e of the eye. Rhmo-

scopic examination showed that the cartilaginous septum had

completely disappeared, while the turbinate bones on the left

side presented extensive though superficial ulcerations covered

with bro^vn crusts. The mucous membrane was everywhere dse

greyish red, and slightly swollen. The edges of the vomer

were eroded in places by superficial necrosis, and at several point*

higher .up the probe touched bare bone. A small sequestrum

was detached. The left middle and lower turbinate t?o°es were

destroyed. There was not much discharge, and but little smell.

The pharynx was of a deep red colour but without ulceration.

Washing out with disinfectants was employed, and the patieat

was discharged a month after entering hospital, but was instructed

to continue treatment, consisting of sulphur baths, nasal irr^

tions of chloride solution of tar water, insufflations of _submtrat«

of bismuth and iodoform, with iron and quinine internally.

Some time afterwards he returned to his previous work, but after

two months the sj-mptoms came on again as severely as before.

He then definitively gave up his old occupation, and his condition

nt7mLZgTtheSoci.U6 de M6decine Publique et d'Hygien.

Professionelle, M. Bechmann, chief manager of the water supply

of Paris, announced that in 1884 some beautiful spnngs of piHe

fresh water had been purchased by the city of Pans. Lntil now

these springs have not been utilised, and at certain times waer

which is known to contain typhoid genns is distributed to t^e in-

habitants of the city. M. Bechmann has tried tojove that the

assertion made by Dr. Brouardel and other medical men that the

Seine water contains poisonous principles is unfounded. He ad-

mits that this water is not altogether harmless, but gives sUUs-

tics to show that during the distribution of Seine water last

summer th. rate of mortality from typhoid fever WW
lower in the arrondissements to which it was distributed

than in those which were .supplied with water from^e
Vanne and Dliuys springs. M. Bechmann quite passed o^er

the fact that in\ cinve^nt inhabited by 300. persons in t^

nineteenth arrondissement an epidemic of typhoid f«ver w"^ P^
duced by the use of Seine water. Withm teii days 13.' of the in-

mates wxre attacked with toxic septic, and typhoid symp oms.

M. Mosny's report on the use of pure 'i?'°l^'"g .^^
"^ '^'7,^;"^

and the con.sequent diminution of t>-p.l>o'd f«ver in tl at city, fw

nishesthe strongest evidence of the influence of ^ater'npro^

gating this and other affections. Since the town was supplied

I ith new water-pipes no case of cholera has been recorded m

Vienna Dysentery, which killed about seventy persons even

year, has dilappeared since Vienna was furnished with a suppbrof

^ure spring w?ater in 1874. In 1B77 this water was temporary

replaced by Danube water in certain quar ers of the town. A wr-

rihle epidemic of typhoid fever waa the ^nsequencc. Sjnce

Vienna Ls been exclusively supplied with spring .^yat^^..

J^^^^
fever has almost disappeared, and a case of typho'J fever in We

hospitals is a rare occurrence. M. Mosny
'\f.^''^f<"fi^'^^f'"''

that water is the principal agent in transmitting typhoid tewr,

and that the only means of suppressing this affection in a town «

by supph-ing the inhabitants with large quantities of
"l^/" "'^^^

pure water In replying to M. Bechmann's statements as to tne

?ate of mortality fr^m typhoid fever in Paris during t- tune tl«t

Seine water waS distributed, M Brouardel and «• ^''«"'^°'^,

observed that it was only twelve or fourteen days alter IBi-

wate7was supplied that fts effects could be <
^«onstra^d^nJ

that death from typhoid fever usually occurs four orfi>eweeK»

a ter the appearance of the affection. M Bechmann sUh^ol

sta istics records six deaths from typhoid fever dunng the fo^h

week after the Seine water was supplied, fourteen
^fj^,^^^^^

the fifth and sixth week, twenty-mne during the seventh wee*.
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Ibirty-sixiiurinK the PiglUli, and forty-four duriii}/ the thirteenth.
The mortality did not dimini.sh .so rapidly as might have been ex-
pected when spring water was substituted for '.Siane water but
this M. Brouardel attributes to the microbes deposited in the
•water-pipes by the Seine water, lie considers it most essential
that the Government authorities .should immediately take the
necessary measures to utilise the springs that were purchased' four
years ago, and considers that the immunity of the inhabitants of
Paris from t>-phoid fever is more necessary than the establishment
of a metropolitan railway, which the Government is- bent irpon
carrying out before adopting any other measure.

BEKLIX.
[fBOM O0B OWN COnEESPONDBNT.Jv i: 1 , !

We are living under the sign of Cancer. Cancer is the ' subject of
disciLssion in all medical assemblie.s, from- the cancer-bacillus of
Dr. Scheuerlen to the operative removal of carcinomata in
the different organs. Cancer forms the subjs-ct of private conver-
.sation among medical men, and aLso among the laity " What do
you think of the illness of the C^own Prince?" "the principal
question till lately, has now been altered to: "What do youthmk about the illness of the Emperor?" Our Emperor Frederick
.11 joys an extraordinary popularity, and the whole interest of
i.-rmany is concentrated on the great question: ' How long '"

I n these questions the position of Sir Morell Mackenzie is verymuch discussed. There is a large party of laymen and, unfortu-
ii.tely, also of medical men who hate him. The former do so from
< imuvinism because they are foolish enough to believe that the
li-nour of German science is wounded by an Englishman being
flif- hrst physician of the German Emperor. Mis professional
detractors accu.se him of ha-i-ing, by his optimism, prevented a
radical operation being undertaken whilst there was yet time
However, happily, there is a much largernumber who are'thankfui
to him tor ha\mg jirolonged for some time so precious a life • and
he enjoys in lull mea.siire the confidence of His ilaiestv the
I'.mperor himself, and of hi.s illustrious consort. It is iust an-iMunced that Ltr. Herman Krause has been named Professor.

SWITZERLAND.
[from oue own coeeespondent.]

/ :.- "Bund" on Eth/U.fh Practitioners in Sicitzerlnnd : Memo-
randum of the Sckwei:eriscke Aerzte-Commission .- Memorandum
••t the Societe Vaudoine de Medecine.

\N e^xcellent paragraph on the recent decision of the Bundesrath.. the Jot-ENAi AarchSrd, 1888, p. 421') has just appeared in

u" "..%i ^l^f!'"^'
19"^' l'^^'^'-, According to the correspondent (a

', , ^p ,°*
(-eneva -probably a Swiss medical man), the decision

I
1
he Federal Council '•affords a striking proof that the questions

•tutivo to medical practice are still settled on the ground of aKiiiw-heartrd protective-duties' theorj-(,W,«te«meo,7V), which
I -lit be logical enough with regard to commercial articles but

t assuredly apj.ear quite absurd when applied to medical aid
^ick and suflering fellow men The very fact that a medical

u.n holding a British diploma can be prohibited from practising
nmlst his countrymen abroad is nothing but an obvious and
nr.niable anachronism, though it might answer to the spirit ofnr ,s,wis.s) medical laws. Or possibly tho Swiss practitionerlands III sad need of legal protection in his business from foreian
iuipetition? Now, it there is anything on which competitionnd even over-supply might be useful to the community, it is iustmedical help to the sick. As a matter of fact, however
T *" "1 ,'^„ f competition or of over-supply of the sick
ricet with slulied medical help from granting facilities to Eiig-
practitioners to settle m the^w-iss health-resorts, for the wi?h
"

oo
'7-^'^" '^"Sadine colonies (vide the .Ioitiin-al, Pebruarv

1. p. 334) is an outcome of a real necessity, and is most inti-ly connects with the foreign industry (Fremdenindmtrie).
'=^' ''^''"

'\
prosperous development of our foreigners' stations

X"l"' ,"'"""'" for'^'K" practitioners geijerallV attract to us
eir conn rj-men, and give the widest possible publicity to the

I

matic advantages of our country, as well as to our health-resorts
,

"'J'>;Ls. iJecause a Swlss physician practises in London with-
f an English qualification, scores of our henjth-resorts, hotels
li.mer sta ions, etc., are to suffer heavily by lo.sing the largestme It of their pro.sperity! It ,s simply absunl. Ilav,- Germany
: nJlI

»^'^^'^^^«•' Sir Morell .Mackenzie, and Italy ProfessorM IJergmann from practmng in Berlin and San Remo, thcmgh

without local diplomas? Suppo.sing that Her Majesty the <iueen
had come to Switzerland ; would her medical attendant boprohibi-
tedfrem practising medicine ? Or, given a British .subject who did not
happen to speak German or French ; is he bound in duty to con-sult
a Swiss practitioner, notwithstanding the fact that the patient
cannot possibly understand the doctor, nor the doctor the patient »"

After alluding to other absurdities of the same kind, the corre-
spondent of theZ^unrflaysdown a principle which will certainly find
acceptance among enlightened members of the medical profession
all over the world. " Science," he says, •' is cosmopolitan, and the
practice of any scientific calling must be founded on the most
liberal basis, absolutely free from any degrading spirit of a caste
or a trade corporation." A different spirit is shown in the two
ofhcial documentswh ichhave beenpublishedhere, one from theSwisa
Medical Committee (Schweizerische Aerzte-Commission), the other
from a Special Committee of the Socii5t(5 Vaudnise de Medecine.
Both of them are addressed to the Swiss Ministry of Interior
which IS urged absolutely to refuse the "reciprocity"
between Great Britain and Switzeriand as regards medical
practice, which was a couple of months ago proposed to
the Federal Coiincil iy the British ambassador at Berne.
Both documents lay stress on the general inferiority of
English medical men as regards scientific training and profes-
sional ability to Swiss practitioners, and argue that the proposed
bargim would be altogether in favour of the former, whilst the
latter would receive nothing like an equivalent in exchange. This
attitude 13. no doubt, admirably logical, but it is, perhaps, another
mark of our inferior intellectual training that it strikes us QS ex-
tremely unwise, from a practical point of view. Granting that
English doctors are, on the whole, poor creatures, it is neverthe-
less true that their sick country-men prefer them to the superior
beings radiant with the culture of Berne, Zurich, and Geneva,
who wish to supplant them. This is national prejudice, perhaps,
but It IS none the less a hard fact against which the most fault-
less logic IS of no avail. "WTiatever may be thought of British
qualifications, there can be but one opinion as to the effect of
English visitors on the prosperity of Switzerland, and the Federal
Government may be trusted not to drive away such useful guests,
merely to gratify the jealousj- of a few native doctors.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE ELECTION OF PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE OJT

PHYSICIAN'S.
SiE,—The result of the election of President of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians has given .satisfaction to many ; but a'protest
must be made against the means by which this result has been
attained

;
to some extent they involve a departure from precedent.

Canvassing was had recourse to, if not in favour of one candidate,
yet against another. It is now known that a portion of what is
called " the College party," supported by the popularity of the
Registrar of the College, used its influence in a certain direction.
It would, in my opinion, be more becoming if the officials of the
College in future were to abstain from such interference, and to
leave ^he, Ftjllowa joatirely free in choosing their President.—I am,
^^C^-.i1 ,ui:!;n.! V.i.. t)NK OF lUB FKLL0W6.

THE BUDGET.
Sir.— I think a strong, unanimous, and active opposition should

be started at once against the proposal of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer to tax doctors' horses. If great efforts are not made
during the Easter recess, the intolerable injustice will be com-
pleted. I at present pay £1 lOs. tax for a groom and trap. L'nder
this iniquitous schfme my taxes will be raised to £3 lOs. for the
one item of conveyance alone. Beside the monstrous income-tax,
with trade as depressed as it has been, such a burden will be of
serious import to many country doctors.— I am, etc,
Mexborough, near Kotherhain. W. Stkes.

StB,—'tfre' new budget pf Mr. tioschen 'seenis aWiit to place
another burden on our already overweighted profession. I se^
that it is proposed to exact a fresh tax of £ I for every pleasurfe
horse, and doubtless, unless some steps are promptly t.ak,en, the
absolutely necessary horses of struggling medical praotitionera
will lie reckoned under this category. Surely something might
be done, through our representatives in Parliament, to have it
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definitely settled that our horses shall be regarded as being kept

for purely businesa jiurposes, as much so as in the case of any

tradesman, for it could never be asserted in the case of the latter

that his horses are not at times used for other purposes.—I am,

ji^^ Major Greenwood, jun., M.D.

IS, Queen's Road, Dalston, E., March 27th.

1 CONSULTATION WITH HOMffiOPATIIS.

gni,—As a member of the British Jledical Association and one

of the oldest practitioners in Cheltenham, I protest, in common
with Dr. Needhum, against the recent vote of the Gloucestershire

Branch of the Association being regarded as any fair criterion of

the feelings of the profession generally in Gloucestershire as re-

gards meeting homa?opaths in consultation.

Let the homceopaths drop their distinctive appellation and

cease to delude the public with the idea that they possess a new
and improved methodus meilendi, and professional fellowship will

be conceded as a matter of course. Until they do this no rappruche-

ment is possible or desirable. I am, etc.,

Cheltenham. W. Philson, M.D.

LIGHTING BY GAS.

Sir,—The examination of the various methods of lighting by

gas has been an interest to me for some time. I hope the fqllow-

ing notes may be of use to those who, like your correspondent
" F.R.C.S.Eng",'' wish to know how to obtain light in the least ob-

jectionable manner.
So long as gas, as supplied by the companies, contains the usual

excessive sulphur impurity, and the gas is burnt in the usual

wasteful fashion, and ordinary sitting-rooms remain unventilated,

so long will gas prove more or less objectionable. As a rule, with

the usual fittings which the plumber supplies, about twice as

much gas is burnt and paid for as is really required.

Gasbumers of the better class may be divided into :

1. Regulated flat flames, such as the automatic governor burners

of Sugg, Peebles, and others, varying in price from one to si.\;

iM.fiKUlings. These obtain the full parliamentary standard of sixteen

candl^nM. and. sometimes slightly more.
2. Regenti-ati','>:T-p burners. These are mostly of the i\rgand type,

large, costly, and, iir':: the cheaper forms, somewhat unsightly.

They require, moreover, "t-ather careful looking after, and are apt

to get choked with soot, yy. They are, on the other hand, verj- eco-

nomical in working, giving .h,„|,o„t; 50 per cent, more light than the

simple burners; and the llt^ },(; jg extremely pure, white, and

Bteady. Of this type are the " eiiiLiham and Cromarty lamps. Quite

recently some new forms have be^..^, brought out " by F. Siemens,

of which one, a simple Argand selliW„ f^^ a few shillings, gives a

most brilliant light, and, if htted 'n'Vith a regulator, ought to be

very useful when a strong light is re(K,^^jj.gj j^^ professional pur-a strong light is re(KM^ij.gj for professional pur-

poses, such as the examination of the hw
^.^^^ ^jp j^ jg f„j. g^pg.

rior to all other non-regenerative ArgandSx^-j„ ,y,p „
It is far supe-

,„ x^ •».» „-..^. ", , V 111 w.i; market.
There remains another class-name y, tnu^ incandescent lights—

of which the " Auer-Welsbach is best K^^o.^^n This gives an

extremely brilliant light at a most economica.y
^^^_^ jf ^^^ pressure

lie high—say two inches of water. ,At a prj?^^^^^^
j^^j^^ ^^^ jj,g,j

and a half it is not worth having.

fXin the
, thti

,---. - P.^'^^'isure below an inch
It 18 simple-.^ .

and a half it is not worth having, it is 9»°'P'';--> ;„ construction,

but the "mantle," which is rendered incandoscet,
, B^,n,f.n

flame,, is ,-0' f-gile. and if not accul^^^^^^^^^^ ,,„„,,,
o^Msional renewal. I'n some parts of A^^'f •j'^^^'-*,^^

of low illuminating (luality is supplied at Ingli
|"^.pgs,irt., this

meihod of lighting' '^ f«""\*.^''"Xat''t^IJmsent rThe price,

however, of the burner is verj- high, «"^1^* ''f^PJT ex^'^^^'S »"'"''

ten or twelve shillings a year would probably be exPt^^^^^^^
j^

°OT U.'; large number of carburetters which l^!V"'Se"d''-»'l"''pd,
thr-'all-o-carbon," in which ordinary gaa

",^"f
"'l

,
,by the

*apour of naphthaline, is the only one
^^^f'J^'^ll''^, ho < li^l't

is brilliant, steady, and very economica of f*•, .
"

^^'^^''.''oi-ever,

the disa^lvantages of requiring
'f",?"^'^",

°
*'^!rn;^a^fter'' the

" albo^arlion,'' of not giving its full ''fht t" some time atteT,.^
.^

lighted, while at times, if not Pr«P">>;
."I'^'^^^f

J^/ vailing f
off a

disagreeable odour. It will he .seen that a "e",V, Tr fno ro™
aboTtwo candles and a half to about "g>;.t candles p^^foo

^ ^^

Kas consumed can be obtained, according as a common burner
,_^^ ^

more artificially-constructed one 13 u.sed
nutlet"

Every room which is lighted by gas sl;9,"l,'i]'«;^:«

'^^'Xe op<
""^

the ceiling, either a chimney-breast ventilator or "^ tube op;^;

from the centre of the ceilmg into the chimney. If a regt _ _.
eniug
n-ra-

tive lamp be placed under this opening, no inconvenience will be

felt from the gas.—I am, etc., Ernest H. Jacob, M.D:

Leeds, Marcli, 1888.
, :

THE C.\USATION OF ILVMMER TOES.

Sin,—I was much struck by the remarkable unanimity of

opinion that existed as to the causation of hammer toes between

the reader of a pajier upon the treatment of that deformity at a
recent meeting of the Medical Society and the majority of those

who took part in the discussion upon it. I have dissected a very

large number of feet affected with hammer toes, abducted toea,

and those of two female subjects affected with marked flexion of

the metataoso-phalangeal joint of the great toe, and in not one of

them was it necessary to explain the change iu the normal posi-

tion as being dependent upon what appears to me to be so

obviously the effect of the displacement, namely, the altered con-

dition of the ligaments. Why should we not explain simple ab-

duction of the great toe as be'ing produced by primary shorteniM

of a ligament ? The reason is that the cause is so obvious, but if

the condition is a more complex one, aud when the pressure very

frequently acts indirectly and not distally, the deformity called

hammer toes, like many other acquired deformities of the human

body, is attributed to 'a change which is an effect and not a

cause. , ,, . .v.
1 have discussed the question ver>' fully in a paper on the

Causation of Deformities in the last number of the Guy s Hospital

Reports, so I will not do more thau refer to it here.— 1 am, etc.,
.

14, St. Thomas's Street, S.K. W. Abbuthkot Lane.

LOOSE BODIES IN THE ICSEE-JOINT.

Sir—In replyin<T to the remarks of Professor Humphry at tlie

Jledical Society of London on February 27tll, I endeavoured to

make it clear t"hat I did not attribute the presence of the " loo.*--

cartilages "in the knee-joint of the patient exhibited to fractal;.,

of portions of normal cartilage, but rather alluded to the pot^M-

bilitv of the breaking off of portions of cartilage altered m mar-

ginal contour, especially having in mind those outgrowths from

the edi^es of articular cartilages which are found in chronicaJl.v

diseased articulations, and notably in joints the subject of chronic

rheumatic change. The man had long suffered from chronic jomt

affection, and in violently using his knee, winch he wtis accus-

tomed to do at his trade despite the pain, such outgrowths might

have been broken off. The idea of these bodies originating trom

violence has survived in the writings and teachings of a succession

of surgical authorities. .

Brodie upheld this doctrine, and the most recent work on diSr

eases of the joints in this couutry seems to take the same view.

Brodhurst, writing in vol. ii of the St. Georges Hospital Reports,

allu.lesto the case of a clergyman who sustained a violent wrenctt

to lii<* knee at football. This was followed by pain and swelling,

which lasted for six weeks. Then a loose cartilage was found on

the inner side of the joint, and extracted by incision. "It provea

to be the anterior portion of the internal semilunar fibro-carU-

la"e
" An insiiection of this specimen will inevitably suggest to

an unpreiudicial observer that the above description is true, ana

that the cartilage has been separated by fracture. Sunm, wntmg

in vol XV of the Pathological Societys Transactions, reUt^s nc^e

of loose cartilage occurring soon after injury, and describes it 08

"a broken off bit of the articular end of the femur covered on one

*ide with its natural cartilage." It is important to observe that

these were the cases of healthy and vigorous young men, not

likely to have had calcareous arthritic formations of antecedent

date It is surely possible f.ir a portion of bone and cartilage to

be fractured and kill retain its place by untorn fragments, so that

union mav again take place. Hence, m "extraordinary and

violent "accidents which do occur to the larger joints, such lesion

may bo overlooked in the subsequent ankylosis, or spo' )°g «

function of the injured articulation. Should the patient die. tne

joint is not often so closely examined as to detect, for instance, a

detached portion of cartilage. .

The report of Goodhart iu Brj-anfs S^r^ew refers to the possi-

bility of fracture of articular cartilage and I'one, M
p^^Jp^?

fairly doubt whether the explanation offered by Irotessor

''V:^l,:Zri^^^^^t a portion of the articular^
I

of a bone, with its encrusting cartilage, shou d not
q"'f,Y

«*
i

foliate after severe bruising, than that it should be impossible ^r
loUate alter severe uruisnn;, ni.w> t""- ^.-..>....- - - i . ,

a similar process to occur on the superficial aspect of an> wne.

Paget, writing in St. Rartholomeic's Hospital Reports for laiv.
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most strongly ui)liol(;ls this vit'W. Furthermore, he examined the
specimen microscopically. Teale's well known case seems equally
conclusive. There are obvious reasons why I should he anything
but desirous of entering into controversy with so accurate an ob-
server and reasoner as Professor Humphry. From old associations

'it may he considered an act of heresy on my part to attempt to
differ from him. I confess, on looking into the matter, that the
cases seem rarer than I previnu.?ly imagined, or than is usually
taught and believed. Doubtless many specimens of this kind
have really the origin that the Professor so ingeniously suggests.—I am, etc., •

A. Mabmaduke Sheild.
^ '20, Stratford Place, "W.

Sm,—In reference to Professor Humphry's remarks on the above
Subject, I venture to draw his attention to a specimen which was

. exhibited by me at the Pathological Society some twelve or more
. years ago, and was reported on by a committee of the Society. It
wasremoved by me from the Icnee-joint of a young man, who had
received a severe injury to the joint some time previously. It

• had all the appearance of structure of a piece of articular carti-
lage which had been detached by violence, and was thought to lie

, »o at the time.

1 regret that the specimen was accidentally thrown away, and
.
I have not by me the report of the Committee, which is printed in
the Transactions of the Society.
There was no suspicion of the man having sufferetl from rheu-

matoid arthritis, and as he is still alive I have not been able to
verify its origin.— I am, etc., J. Walters, M.B.

Beigate, March 26th, 1888.

Sib,—In the JornNAL of March 17th, Professor Humphry asserts
•"his scepticism with regard to the possibility of the formation of
these bodies by the detachment of portions of articular cartilage."

I hope shortly to bring before your notice two, if not three.
cases which will, 1 think, induce Professor Humphry to recon-

-eider his opinion.—I am, etc., T. Peidgin TbAxe.
Leeds.

RESECTION OP THE PYLORUS FOR CA>'CER.
SiE,—In the very instructive account of " A Case of Cancer of

the Pylorus in which Pylorectomy was performed," in the
•JouBNAi, of March 24th (page 633), Professor George Buchanan has
paid me the compliment of quoting my opinion on the subject
(Operative Surgery of Maliynant Disease, 1887). And immedi-

_ately beneath the quotation, he has published a short note from
jProfessor Billroth's assistant. Dr. Salzer, in which an opinion
almost diametrically opposite to my own is expressed. Professor
Buchanan says that the important question " Is pylorectomy
justifiable or not?" may be disposed of by quoting "these two
'Opinions.
:' Even had the two opinions been precisely similar, or to the
same effect, I doubt wliether the question would have been so
iXeadily disposed of. But 1 am afraid they are likely to raise fresh
controversy rather than to prevent it.

Before entering on the question of the prospects of operati\-e
surgery for the radical cure of cancer of the pylorus, I must first
point out that the opinions expressed by Professor Billroth and
myself are not answers to the same question. His opinion is, on
the face of it, a reply to the question of the justifiability of pylo-
rectomy for all and every cause; my opinion refers" solely to
pylorectomy for the removal of cancer.

In my book I do not say that tlie operation is unjustifiable, but
that I am led to doubt (from the evidence which has been laid
before the profession) " whether the operation of resection of the
Sylorus for cancer is ever a justifiable operation." And the evi-
ence was to this effect : Of 55 patients on whom the resection

Tfas performed for cancer, 41 died of the results of the operation.
13 recovered, and the result was not mentioned in the remaining
case. Ten of thw patients who survived the operation were
followed up. In everj- one recurrence took place, and I think I

am within the truth when I say that there was not one of them
who was quite well a year after the operation, while several died
3f recurrence in the course ofa few months. With a mortality
5f over 70 per cent, on the one hand, and such a failure as th'e
results show on the other hand, I think my doubt of the justifia-
Jility of the operation for cancer will scarcely be deemed unreason-
ihle.

Professor Buchanan pleads, in favour of continued experiment,

the marvellous improvement which has taken place in the sta-
tistics of ovariotomy, and seems to think it possible that practice
in the operation of pylorectomy may secure for it some such im-
proved measure of success. Pylorectomy is never likelj', for
obvious reasons, to be as safely performed as ovariotomy. Andl,
in any case, when the operation is performed for the relief of
cancer, if a comparison is made, it must be between pylorectomy
for cancer and ovariotomy for cancer. My book shows (page 347)
that, of 90 patients who were operated on for either sarcoiha o^
carcinoma of the ovary by several operators, 33 died of causes
directly connected with the operation. Xoris themortality likelyto
be diminished by practice, for the operators were all men singularly
skilled and successful in the ordinary operation of ovariotomy.
The mortality is so much larger than that due to ovariotomy for
non-malignant diseases, and the recurrence and dissemination was
so rapid in some of the patients, that one of the operators, Mr.
Knowsley Thornton, has openly expressed a doubt " whether it is
not a positive injustice and cruelty to the patient to operate at
all." Yet the results in some of the cases in which the patient
survived the operation were brilliant compared with those in
which the patients recovered from the operation of pylorec-
tomy.

In the introduction to my book I have dealt much more fully
than I can do here with the comparison between operations on
the same jiart of the body for innocent and malignant disease,
and have pointed out that when great benefit may be derived
from an operation, a greater risk to life may reasonably be in-
curred ; but when the benefit is small and of short duration, the
risk of the operation ought also to be small in proportion. Ope-
rations for malignant disease ought, therefore, not to rank among
the most fatal. I go even further than this, and maintain that, as
a general rule, the least severe and fatal operations for malignant
disease are the most successful in their final results.

It is diflicult to judge of the relative malignancy of cancer of
the pylorus as compared with cancer of other parts of the body

;

but I cannot but believe that its malignancy is above rather than
below the average, and that it tends to involve the surrounding
structures and to affect the lymphatic glands at an early period
of its existence. Professor Buchanan's case is in point, for, al-

though the sj-mptoms had only been noticed between four and
five months, there was already a cancerous gland in the lesser
omentum.
One of the objects which I had in writing The Operative

Siirffery of Mali(/)ia7it Disease was " to discourage the repetition
of useless and dangerous operations " by showing the large mor-
tality by which they have been attended and the low measure of
success which has resulted from them. In attiiiuing this object,
I have lieen very careful to err rather on the side of leniency than
harshness in judgment, and have been at great pains not to
wound the feelings of individual operators. I would not on any
account venture to criticise my friend Professor Buchanan, for
whose surgical ability I have a great respect. I can only say
that the case appears to have been as well suited as any for
resection of the pylorus, and that the operation appears to
have been as well designed and executed as one could reasonably
wish.

But the whole questioH is one of grave importance (which must
be my excuse for the great length of my letterX and the position
of operative surgery may be seriously affected by it. The bril-

liancy of the Vienna school of surgery, from which most of these
questionable operations for malignant disease have emanated, has
naturally produced an influence on ope.rative surgery in all

countries, and has led surgeons to push surgery to its limits.

It would not be reasonable to expect that British surgeons
should have wholly escaped this influence. But an examination
of the reports of some of these operations shows how small is

the influence which has been exercised on British surgery by
the Vienna school, and during the last two or three years it

has been a source of great pleasure to me to see that very few
of these modern operations for cancer have been practised in
this country.- 1 am, etc., Heney T. Bdtlin.

82, Barley Street, TV., March 26th.

THE CLIFTON' LUXACY CASE.
""

Sin,—In your editorial remarks on " The Clifton Lunacy Case,'
you refer to the " annoyance and loss of time," as also to the
' heavy costs irrecoverable from an impecimious plaintiff," in-

curred by medical men who sign lunacy certificates, no matter
how carefully and properly they may act in the matter. This is
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psoeptionaUy triie in thjslCase. Dr. Shaw and I prave our profes- '

•ional sen-ici's s^atuitously. The patient wa8 suffering from an

attack of acute mania, witli suicidal symi>toms. She required de-

tention in different asylums for about two yeara and a lialf, and a

rear later we were served with a writ, and calleii upon to answer

charges of having falsely, maliciously, ne.irligently, without

reasonable or probable cause, \Tell knowing tlie same to he un-

true, in collusion with each other, given insufficient certificates.

The charges of conspiracy, malice, and wilful and criminal false-

hood were not withdrawn till after the c:ise had opened, after an

appeal from the judge (.Mr. Justice Field), hut without any

apology that such grave aecusatlom should have been made re-

gardless of tmth and unsupported hy a particle of evidence. The

feanied counsel for the plaintiff (Sir Walter Phillimore), contrary

to thti better traditions of the bar, conducted the cross-examina-

tions in a spirit that called forth frequent censures from the Bench,

and was in marked contrast with the conduct of the defence, as

we, on our part, avoided bringing forward much evidence of a

painful nature, and imputetl no intentional untruthfulnes.'? to the

plaintiff. . . . .

' The e.\pense of a trial occupying the court for four entire (lays

must necessarily be very great, anil the burden is not lightened by

"costs "being granted agiiinst an impecunious plaintiff, but 1 ask

TOUT permission to state that these expenses are, at all events,

•considerably lessened by the generous support we have received

from those of our professional brethren who aided us both before

and during the trial bv advice and by their evidence in the wit-

ness box, and who have in no case accepted any professional fees.

I do not know if the medical witnesses for the plaintiff were

equally disinterested, but 1 feel that my thanks are due to them

also for the aid they rendered us. The one, Dr. Tibbits, by show-

ing the kind of expert (?) evidence the prosecution had to rely

upon, and wliich, 1 may add, was accepted precisely at its just

Talue. The other. Dr. Lyttleton Forbes Winslow, who, on

account of the notoriety he has obtained in connection with

breaches of the lunacy laws, might possibly have been regarded as

an authorit y on the subject, expressed (so tar as it was possible to

gather) an opinion favourable to the certilicates.

Allow me, in conclusion, to express my sincere and appreciative

thanks to the large number of my professional brethren who have

offered me their sympathy, together with their congratulations, on

the verdict of the jury.— 1 am, etc., Hexky Mabshail.

28, Caledonian Place, Clifton, Bristol, March :24th.

Siin^
—

-Will y,iu allow me to correct an error which appears in

your issue ot March i;4th, in your comments on the late lunacy

action at Bristol ?

You say : " The other medical man declined to go so far as to

eay that rambling, incoherent conversations, refusal to answer

questions, and vague statements of ill-usage were sufficient to

justify the certificates." The actual words were as follows:—

Sir W. Phillimore: "Are there any facts in the certificates indica-

tire of insanity?" to which I answered that "I diil not under-

stand the question as put." Sir W. PhUlimore, continuing: "Do

you consider rambling, incoherent conversation, refusal to answer

questions, and vague statements of ill-usage are sufiicieut to jus-

tify the certificates ?" my reply to this question being, " Ilambling,

incoherent conversation are certainly signs of insanity." In re-

sponse to' the learned judge, toj give an answer to the whole

quefstion, I said : " Then 1 cannot answer the question ;" to which

his lordship replied, " I did not think the doctor could when he

understood it.'' That then-^ was a distinct action to be tried

against the convent for false imprisonment previous to obtaining

the lunacy cTtitleates wa.s the opinion 1 entertained previous

to the action coming into court, and was substantiated by Mr.

Juatifce Field during the hearing of the case, who said, referring to

the locking up of the plaintiff in her room: "This was undoubted

interfflrence with the plaintifT's liberty, and he would tell the jury

that this entitle<l her to a \erdict vnte^x circumstance'' justified it."

A medical expert is called in to advise on ej-parle statements,

not on evidence which he is unaware of ot tlie time and only

oomes to light subsetpiehtly during a trial. It is Huflifaent. how-
ever, for my purpoi«e to show that the learned juilgR entertained

and expressed the same as that originally dime by me.— 1 am, etc.,"'
L. Forbes WiNau)w, M;15., 1-L.M.Uamb.i, D.C.L.Oxon.

iTd/TTimpole Street, W., March 2(ith. IWH.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

FEES FOB ATTENDING INQUESTS.
By Section 25 of the Coroners Act 18.S7, Ml and 51 Vic. c. 71, the

local authority for a county or boroui'h is empowereil " from time

to time to make a schedule of fees, allowances, and disbursements

which, on holding an inquest, may lawfully bo paid by the coro-

ner holding such inquest. We do not know whether this power

has as yet been generally acted on ; but we see from a report, that

in Norfolk the local authority have adopted a scale which is far

from liberal, allowing nothing to jurymen, very little to witnesses,

and only 5s. for a medical witness. As regards jurymen and vvit-

nesses in general, the local authority were apparently acting

within their powers in framing the schedule as they did; and U
the scale of fees is inadequate, the only thing to do is to brinjg

pressure on the framers to revise their work, and allow proper

remuneration to those who attend.

As regards medical witnesses, however, their general power of

disallowing fees is fortunately limited by the Act. By Section 23

"a legally qualified medical" practitioner who has attended at*

coroner's "inquest in obedience to a summons of the coroner'' IB

entitled to receive, by way of remuneration for attending to giye

evidence, the sum ot one guinea, and more if he makes a' post-

mortem examination. The schedule which only allows 5s. is,

therefore, in that respect wrongly framed by the local authonty,

and ultra vires. No doubt the error will be corrected as soon as

pointed out, and any medical practitioners who have been refused

their guini-a will get the ditt'ereuce paid over on pointing out

their rights under the Act. In case similar deprivations have

been attempted elsewhere, we think it well to point out what has

been done in Norfolk, and what the rights of members of the pro-

fession are under the new Act.

ELECTION OF CORONERS.
While Lord Halsbury proposes to vest the appointment of coro-

ners in the Lord Chancellor, the object of Mr. Wootton Isaacsons

Bill is to leave the election in the hands of the freeholders w;lio

are voters for the county or the p.art of a county, the election

bein<' by ballot, and in all other respects like parliamentary elec-

tions'. The maximum amount permitted to be spent by a candi-

date, other than personal expenses and returning officer's charge,

would be limited to £400 where the freeholdei'S on the register 00

not exceed 2,000, and £4;30 where they do exceed that niimbet;

and an additional £.r>0 would be allowed for every complete 1,0W

electors above 2,000. A petition against the return of a candi-

date would be tried by a commissioner a)<poiuted by the election

judges.

CBUTIF1CATB.S OP BEATU.
lU-.^Tlcusaaks: la it legal for a rcsistrar ot l.irtlis an.l .Iratha to reKi»t«r t"M

deaths ol mtients who have only been sijen by at; unqiialUiwl man and oa

his certificate, he openly stating to the registrar tlmt ho is uuqualine<l, ana

tliat he is not a medical man ?

»,• A registrar of deaths .muBt> regietor tJie deaths of all persons, whether

attended hy qualified or unqualified pracfitlonei^. NVhonever a Certincate, Or

any wriltan statement of the cause of death, signed by an unregistered prM-

t.itioner U produced, such certificate or statemtnit is regarded hy tJi6 legisUtr

mendy as part of the intnnniition tfladerecl by the legal Informant o( tte

<lettth. In saoh cases, only tho cause of death is inserted In the register, «na

tho uams o£ the penon signing such docuniant is not recorded thorein.

A DISPUTED FKK.
,

','

I'n.ler the Coroners A<-t, 1R87. al and 51 ViA, <f.
(I, s. ii,

legally qualified medical praetllloner. Mtha ],M atten.li-d at a cormuv » 'I'"*'

in obedience to asumnious. is Mitiile.l !..» fee of one gninea. The Act «»J^

noll.iMgas to the allowances i« be made to medica witnesses »vho atUud

volnntlrilv but we think that a witness who attended m obedience to a roe^

;;:.«"» J' -ially sclthv tl* eorone,- ought to be held t., have a, tended In^
aience t.. a sinnmons, and. ronsequmUy. to be en illed tfl Ins I"-". "»•

matter i, not fre,- from .loubt. but a claim biought ill tvlie «"''''?
"'"'Jj"

properly conjucted. ought to succeed. Tlie a.'t ion shoiUd be for a mamlamin

SlfOCllngf the coroner to pay^
.,

Ti AT"\ B" anMD^O.M..Vberd.. M.n.CS.Kng;, luid I-.S.A., »!>' ;;'',"'»"

dJrlined to 'me "in consultation • f. H. V.". an l.R.r-.P.. l-R-t'^ • ""'^

L^XI^E.!!..:, l"V.P.8 andI..M.Hlas,. and US.A.Lolid. """'>'*"'Ktf ^Ij^'^^

deereas and diplomas of the respective pruct it.i<»ners remmled in the •['•".i^

«-?^.i^ on the absurd plej. that "lie cusi-hTed Us ;"«^;-c'
»««•"';J^

those ofthe Uitter. would he liu-redlble were !t
""».'":1<,,"!,V *.f.-. J\Z^

so averred in liii fliseumteous written rt.S|ion»e to 1'. '}
,y-',^"'"''J^,

It may thenrfoi-e be well to inlHinate to «uc^
quest far an osplanation
general pnwt it loners who. on i.i

feel disposed .to rlccline to meet a pUysiciau pnic
general pr;u-t It loiters who, on the st'reiigt h of being g™' "">«."!">;.I'";?;'"''.'!'

ig gcnemlly'iu Iik».clt-

ciimstaiicw.'thit the possession of a d'egvee. iii oontraiTistinction to a dlplom*
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in mclloiue in not to bt regar<l«l as conforring or impjying simerlM- pnict ioM

SJart'of'ifi^:;""
'"*=*

V-V"^'','""' *"" rat h.,fthough noU,e<«"arily^ afa

i*Th v™'f ';'"'°"'f^V'•"'»''™'"™'>''•"l««l ""itv. we conLliiot l,lan,<>

aation wi.t,
'• A™« .'^/'•*'"',f

"' ^<^i-'»H'^et., he labstaiued from Intinmt* as»i^natjoumth A. B. liis coUeagne, at the local dispensary.

n. T-f™" v°" P«''7--^/-0«'/-A-.lf EXAMINATIONS IN HOSPITALS
wfedlfi^JltT

''.'firmly ami DUpen.ary, Bolton) asks whetiJ-r he is e,^tiltollegallytoclain, afceforp(.rfor7ninKapa./-mor(c™ examination on andattending tl.e inquest of, one of the i..-uatdents of th„ y.J^SiV%^^'^.t!;^!?°?..«^j;^<.-t ''fr one-if Vhrh;^;/;;;tr;f'tL-;pl^
M-dered to he made hy the coroner ^f the borbueli '

red t<)ati<»n<* the inniip.qt. •.:',.:... P'i'i
_

morrj-m examination was ou.^.e.. lo ue mane uv tne
*tid Ur. Yates was also ordered to attend the inqueat.

*»* No elaim ean be legally made

NAVAL AND MILITA^MEDICAL SERVICES.

CANCELLING CLAUSES OF TUE EOTAL. WAKEAXT
_, ^ .

'^F 1879.We have received several letters protesting against foreshadowedtampexing wjth the best clauses of the above Warrant, especiallywith the valuable right of retirement on pension after twentyyears full pay service. We do not question the right of the autho-
rties o cancel or amend Royal Warrants, but such documents.hould he eonsKlexed verj- sacred. In common fairness however,
alterations cannot justly be made to the detriment of .officers whohave entered or are serving under clear conditions of contract;m other words, changes should not have retrospective effect. Wewill i^ot assume the secretary ^of State will so act,, and await thestatement of his specificintentious. ,, T ,

A Vn,'!,';,^^'^!.'^^'"^
Sl'RGEONS NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS'

aKmt surgeons and eorkign servtcf

-imates.tluTin justl-efhVv-^rren^^^^^^^^
tropieal and. unhealthy

-ioditionsof reVinwnt! '
"=>""«»'« l"Sl«'- mtes o( pay and better

%• Sueh a return would probably work out toshow that the medi.-nlhave aI. r;,er proportion of foreign serviee than other offioers . but the eo ,t riso„>v,- f^.r. would not he sati.,fa,.t.ry or eoneh.ive, because it eduld be r'^i t,^^....d,„ousared.»s,railar. ReginK-ntal conditions of .sen-ice could haSly he

.. II otJier. The thaplams. Commissariat, and Ordnan.x, De,,artn,ent, of
^' home arniydo .,ot, for iristat.oe, ,erve in India; Serviee i,! ,he eavdni-oad ,s on the other hand, almost confined to India. The wear and tear of,.rdf„re,gn senioe is nnquestionably one of the causes <rt the„"ek

> -
and mortnllty a,nong n.edieal oflloers than others ; it is one reason why'"
det"; r^H '^r'

'«•-«<'<' l*n-ons. but we wo.,ld „.mind our corri

iotu ;"': "' ""!'"" '""""""" '"«"" «'""'- ''-ai.se they Ire pr.t

;2j ,"";:"'' '"'" """ '>« t'"""'^' '"Vice special knowWge
I

^^^""•?;, ^r^''
*""'-"' «'*^«^<'W brought. to bear- on n'eSSi..ersw-dl,„ev,tably bring on the authoritie.. the oTd Nenu-.is o™ u^™- supply when n.edieal eauOi.ktes arc wanted for the army.

, f,.. •

yOLUNTEUti MKDlCAr; ASSon\TION

mbe.-,toacta:ii"..t-,hh,k lit
'^^ e,it.,-ely ope., for the individual

^^^t:^:^:^::^X^;^^r^^;:^'^^^y s..rReon-Ma|or w. n.

Serricehelngco -cled mltu- L^ UTi';;"';f';''.'f
"' ""= Volunteer Medical

-.f State for R'„r relative t ere ow,r^'*' "'"' ' '<'.I"-'""i^>-s "f fi.e Secretary
^ August ,«h b s . Imen; Ve-V v«l effr;'/V'"'V'^'''^^ "' CommcV
..pon the War Seeretary ^^^^^^^1^^^^^:^^^^^^^^^^

; _ ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE WARRANT - - rBiUGABE-SrROEOx (Retired List) write.- It i, mattpr for .afi;f,.f :a;, f
''--•-

appear to quite grasp the scope' and drift'o'/ t^'ll^-}^ltfT.tl7^2^.
fb, ; . "r *'^°- ''^^"K retl^'"^ fran, active ser.-i?e. can affol^ to dlBcuSthe scheme -^-ithout fear, favour, or aCfection.' there ipt^.^ onlv f«?!^^reaso.,tos..spect,tImtits "plan of c-ampaign ' ma7l>e ijdt^iXi ?o „i!^"^lever to the War Oflice luminaries to st.> np thrtull i«v M iicll >f..i I<^a long pole when it suit,, them to do .o. ghould thHton r^Ld we m^^expect soon to hear that • f,dl pay- medical officen, have to stXd ne^riralTtheir serv.ces abroa<i. that an endeavour will be made to nrnvinT .1,^ • •

L"r,?ed':'e^1"""">!"l V"
''""'^ "o™ 0Ht,''and"^n U ' o'VnToy'^' feZ^fearned pe.ision^ which, to a great extent, induced many good mejl to enW

.c4.ce to the - u.iemployed lists ' wl.-erf it s.,its the con™ fence
" fL wSOffice to do so. I am quite at one with your remarks also th if whiU.Vh^ , ^e.smnw-ishtodoall in their power to "support the regnlarm^ 4 ^'',';^^^

Lv |P»
" '*"?-' ^'^'^"^^^y" y>^ .''I concerned ought to " look

™
1 So™

rp2«tS.« 1" °'-'''"^ '.'"• '^""7 authorities, who Imve so often shown su<3
oo![t7o f ^""M'^r^^"'!'"' *" P™f«--^ion. to put themselvel In a hettT?position to be able to "sit on" the -much abused army surgeon more thM
f ; J" ™y c^"?. 't =fems cert-aln that unless the profession iStemin^porate body, putting personal wishes on one side, we mu^t fuZ e^t to

oStll^doT^'^^i^^It'TX;?'- ---^-"«' endeavoi^^lj;

i ^„^
MEDICAL OFFICERS lj<i THE GERMAN ARMY

'^

''

A ™rrespoxi>en-t, who signs himself ••Observer." writes The'treitment ofmedical officers m the mighty German army, and of the medical n^«sion Vilarge m that great and enlightened empire, is dn raarSd tSnt^ r^ th«
how iutTunrriroTtt", T""'^"^'

'^"^"^ '"^ ac"o"unfo>7h°e"K,'7^^'^iKt\\
.
ai ine luneral of the late enineror his nprsnnal y.Iit--;,-;.!.,-

j^-t c-,^.

the chief physidans of tHe army, wire accoJde^r^o I hon;^uribleV^i,T™ in

='-r^^-r^^ii---r=;nj£™SH
held 1.1 small honour in Uiis country compared with CoutfaentLl ^«o?i?^KspecKilly do poor social jealousies and narrow caste pcejudWsret^tS'ffbefore the advancing wave of democi-a.-v. seek a refuge in ourTray Kiis Ia-s aj.parent in everj-day mi litary life as in State cerembDials "

-

r7"a'i

„,^ „ , ^ ,

RED CROS.S ASSOCIATION
„„H f .u'-'*'

'^ co'-respondeiit writing from Karaclu, India to state when
?;?,«« l"""" I"" 7 oP""*'™' '" to take place for the pri.e offeTed bv the^m"press Augusta of Germany, of which a notice appeaU mider tiie -headine^rRed Cross Association." at p. 271 of the JoUKKAVof Pebniary 4th W F),?r

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
JIOUSE OFLORDS.-Thursday, March 23nd

* *i i. i
puitr I.IW piiaiaians. ami their adpoiiacv to i^oiip wWh Ait, '

lacl -'al,TafsJrt'o'lhee;U'r ""'1 '" ""= "-'-P»"'-d oTh^r^pS^t"
L\«ro^it1e;\td « unn^"P^^,S^^^^

s;t«'on[ ^^rotr-.^-f'
sp|;:.p;Hti"of Si',',t:-;''ii;irr;f 'rl^r^u^^k^rr^,

Fridau, March 23rd.
Lunacy Act, Ame>,d„ieNf'l;m.-Qn the motion for -tlie' tliildreading of this Bill, Earl Spen'ceb said he beJievf^it w^9 n^perceived that the Bill did not meet a case wlucU he^UMwhen the Bil was in Committee. ...He was not now prepaid with

a c nn"':- h ^.'^f^d 'hat, if it were found practijabfe?^ frame
Kii

.fhi^^object he had in view would ,he attained when theBill was in C«mmittee in tlte othtxr House.-The Loup Chanoei.-.UR was inclined to think the noble earl was richt. and if itturned out to be so. he should have no objection to tie nee. "ai^-

that had taken place had reduced the matter at issue to a ^mallpoint which should be fully considenxi before the Bill n^acTedhe stage of Committee m the otiior Ilouse.-Tlie Bill was then

Sed '^''''"''''^''*''''''"*^^'^'"»''"t '""i ^;«^" «.ade.wa"

^The Sale of Foreign Mt:af.-hov,\ LA.vrxGTo.v asked HerMajesty s Government wheth..r they could not iittroduoe somemeasure to pre%^nt the fraudulent practice of selling foreign i^!poited meat as home produce. The remedy he suggested fSr t™.

t o^Act of"?S ""o
'''

V'^^"''^'"
''' .'-'^•^ '"'""'^'^'' into'the Adulte^r

tioii Act of IS/;', one clause providing that every person sellinaforeign meat should take out a licence, and the second clnu^
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Bhoukl impose Pcvero pennltios on nny person ivho sold foreign

m^t without having over his shop a board stating that the shop-

kXr -^as licensed to sell foreign meat. This would have theK of putting purchasers on their guard against havuig foreign

meat palmed ofi upon them as home meat and at the high price of

STe me^t.-LordTurBO thought some sort of personal disgrace

oucht to be inHieted on those who habitually indulged in fraudu-

lent rract ices. In France they entailed sentences of imprison-

m nt van- n' from fifteen days'to three months -Lord Wantage

Sid the forei'-n meat was sometimes betcer than English -The

Earl of On", ow remarked that, if the practice of selling foreign

meat was fraudulent, there must be some lay wluch made i so

^ere was the Sale of Food and Drugs Act 1S,5, and other Act^

for Uie protection of the public. Until it had been proved that

tte aw w^s not sufficient to meet the case, the Government coiO,!

not hnuR in a Bill on the subject. There were also Acts of Par-

Uament to provide punishment for obtammg money under false

preTences He could not undertake to substit.ite imprisonment

Forces incases of adulteration, for some of the practices were

laudable, as, for instance, when publicans sold water for gm.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.— TMirsday, MarchS3nd.
^

The Childrm'!> Dangerous Performances Act, IS, V.—iir. n. \ IN-

CPNT asked the Home Secretary, having regard to the public ex-

Wbltions of young children in acrobatic and other performances

appSlv dangerous to the life and limbs of children now taking

XcTin tie m^'tropolis, whether it was the du y of.the Metro-

SoUtanVoice, or of the Metropolitan Board of Works, or o what

^ther public authority, to take action where necessary under the

provisions of the Children's Dangerous Performances Act 187J-

4Ir Matthews replied that the statute referred to did not give

the power or impose the duty of taking ''<=t'"" ^P""^X The
the Metropolitan Board of Works, or any public authority. Ihe

Act leftTopen to any person or society to initiate a prosecution

^ a proper <^e.
' He understood that there was a society which

had occasionally taken proceedings under this Act.

Friday. March S;1rd.

Length of Foreign Service/or Anny Medical Of[icers.-T)v.TK^-

MEB^fke<l the Secretary of State for War whether it was the in-

J^nUon of the War Office to prolong the period of foreign service

forofficere of the Army Medical Staff ; and whether, m the event

of such an event taking place, any compensation would be given

for tl« i^^easedrisk.-Mr. E. Stanhope said the length of foreign

service would be extended by one year in all departments in the

Ssts of economy, and for the purpose of l^gthening 1 e

™riod of service at home. As the service of an ofhcer was avail-

?^re where^r.Her Majesty might require it. no case for compensa-

^"""iM^tration of Lard.-Sii M. Hicks-Beach, in njP'y *" Dr.

Clabk stated that the Board of Trade were aware that cotton-

seeToivvas extensively used in the United States in the manu-

facture of lard. He thought that the selling of the adulterated

lardTn this country woul! bring the seller withm the Adultera-

*"' Antw^or -Mr. Picton gave notice that on that day four weeks

he wou^Jmove the appointment of a Select Committee to inquire

ntrthe circumstances attending the epidemic of small-pox n

Sheffield and the surrounding district, and especially to ascertain

whether its origin could be traced to defective vaccination, to in-

sufficient sanitarj- precautions, or to any other causes.

of the wilful misappropriation of the funds of St. John s Hospita

for Diseases of the Skin; whether he was aware that no legal

action had been taken against any of the members and late mem-

bors of the Board of Management making such charges and

whether at the present time an appeal or ^?dsw-a,, being made

and their receipt publicly acknowledged on behalf of the hospital

if so whether he would' instruct the Public Prosecutor to take

actlonTn the matter, with a view to protect the PubUc f om

possible fraud.—Mr. JIatthew.s said he had received a letter from

FhfauthoriUes of the hospital, who informed him that an action

for libel was now pending, at their "\'"'''<''-^^^''^'\^''^^

journal with reference to the charges in
^-^^ |'°°; ,.J' Y,^^„*™!

that subscriptions were now being received and publicly acknow

edgM On January 18th the subscribers, at a special general

mSg, passed by an overwhelming majority a vote of conft-

deiice in the Board of Management. He could discover no reason

which would justify interference on his part.

Fires in TheatrL-Hr. Dixon-Habtland asked the Home

Secretarv' whether, having regard to the destruction of another.

tl ea?re^Y fire at Oporto, whe?e a great number of I'Vf had been

lost he could state when it was the intention of Her Majestj g

Government to introduce their Theatres Bill to J^---^'
^.^^E^^^i

as possible the risk of such accidents in E?g;a'\'i.-Mr. Matthev^S

said the Government had decided not to introduce ^ B>" ?^^\^«..

subject.-Mr. Dixon-Hartland inquired ^het^er 'ha* t-e^S so,^

the Government would no longer continue to block his BiU.-Mr..

Matthews would give no undertaking of the kina.

Sa^tarv Condition of Bethnal Grem.-^r. Ritchie, in answer

toMr H0WE.L,saidthat the report of the Co-mission whch

held an inquiry into the sanitary condition of Betluial Ureen

had been received, and would be laid before Parliament at once.

HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT.

CORK FEVER HOSPITAL.

Dumng the past year 109 cases were under treatment m thu

ho^Ual, of which 58 were typhus P-^t'^^ts
'^"^J^, >T^' ,rs 5

examining the number of admissions for the past eight .yef^s, it

^ZnceVvident that a steadv decrease l-^.t^'f^Pl^^^;"^^/^.

tious diseases ; and when, in the course of time, the clearances OT

he overcrowded areas condemned by the ^o^P^ff}°" 7tf,f'^^
and proper sanitary dwellings substituted, it is hoped that tne

publil health of the city of Cork will >"'^t«'^'.l>' ^^P™^?„\^X.
fever prevailed during the entire year, principally m high y-

tuateriocalities, problbly owing to the -a"'
f, P-P^^^Yst,',"^

tion of the sewers of the city. As regards typhus
^f"'J*^'^^''^^^

ornduallv decreasintr tor some years, in numbers as vveU, as in cne

feverityofi^s >-pV The Cork Fever Hospital affords accommo.

dation for many of the poor who are of abetter class than the

very poor, wSolre obliged to go into the workhouse hospital, and

prevents to a great extent the spread of infectious disease.

PROPOSED REBUILDING OF THE ROYAL LONDON
OPHTHALMIC HOSPIT.\L. ^ .,.,„.„

THE Committee of Management of the Royal London OphtlalmiO

Hospital have recommended the erection »%"^^

''^^f^^.Xn f
»ithpr nn the present or an adjacent site. The Corporation i«

London have ^been communicated with, and negotiations aw

proceeding The cost of the new building is estimated at

£30,00(1.

Monday, March 2Gth.

Jle-mpUmment of Retired Army Medical Officers.-^. JA^sen

asked u"e Secretary of State for War whether army medical offi-

^^of the retired list re-employed would receive the same pay

allowances, and militarj- status as other officers of tbeir rank
:
and

whether their additional service would coun tor incren^sed pen-

non when compulsorily retired by age; and, if not, what advant-

^estlev would derive. -Mr. BuoimiCK sai.l, as reganls pay and

XT^S.^the regulations limited the payment to a retired

m^Tc^ officer to fl.'iO in addition to his retired pay. As regards

Suia^ status, such officers were -titled under certain restric-

tions, to the rank and position which they held in the Anny

Medical Department before their retirement. They did not count

service subsequent to retirement towards increase of PP"S'on-

St. John-, Hospital for IH^ease, of the ''^kin.-ilT La^^son

asked the Secretao' for the Home Department whether Ivis attei-

Uon had been called to the constant charges in the public press.

OBITUARY.
FELIX KERJVNS, M.R.C.S.Eno.

'

WE have to announce the death after a lengthened ill""'^;^^^

Felix Kerans, at the early age of -JD fr°'?.P''^l'>'*Y-^^''f/^ft^
was educated at the University College, Liverpool, where he suc-

ct4ded n carrv-incr off silver medals for materia medica and ""^

di^nl iurispi^ience, together with four honorary cerlificatM.

After ualFfy ng? he held appointments as house-surgeon to

Ui. SoHth Dfspensar>-, and at Toxteth Workhouse Hospital.

-Ifi^^T^ITMAO.srnATR.-The Chancellor oTth^Duchy oFj^
caster has appointed Mr. Thomas Munns Wills, FRy^-'-; ^"'' "

Justice of the Peace for the Borough of Bootle-cum-Lmacre.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE PROCEDURE I\ PLACIX^AUPER LUKATICS UNDER
. .

CAKE AND CONTROL.
An inquest ^s recently lield on a pauper patient wlio died ofpneumonia a few l.ours after being admitted into tlie LancaVhireCounty Lunatic Asylum. Tlie deceased appears to have been a«ab-dnTer of intemperate habits, and to have been under the "n-fluenceofdrink at about the time he fell ill with pneumon"aDeteium appears to have supervened, and the union mXai
Officer recommended the removal of the deceased to the work-

I deaTin mVud'V.'r"" '"1^™
'"f''-'^'

^'"'^'^'''^ rambled a gooddeal in mind but a conflict of eridence sprang up as to l-hat

LFofnth°" 'Vf
""'""' "' '^^ ^•"'•Ichouse L cl^arle of hi wifeand of others, the porter there alleging that his wi?e reported the

,

deceased as being out of his mind T whilst she. on the contran-declared that she had not done so, and that sb^ was unaware ^f
Cbe^?wfr>'^'''"l?'

"'"''= '^'^'^^'^^^l ^* 'he workhousTgatef
I

ISut be this as It may, the next step wa? that the deceased wasdriven to the house of tlie relieving officer, to whor^ the work!o^e porter who accompanied the party, is said to Imve reported
'

offlP' /^- YTt^ ""^ relieving officer a lunatic. TheE-m- officer decided that the deceased must be sent to the comitv
.
^ylum

:
or, at all events, that he must be e.xamined with a .^.^lotbat being done if he was found to be of unsound mM Th^

I. eased, therefore, was next driven to the medical officer of themionworkhouse, who, as reported, stated in his evidence thatu- wife of he deceased told him the latter was insaneTnd that

Ir'wTnetfr'
'^.'"" \"^^^^"°g ^-^veral questions Iuc~'siKWenIydrew attention to a horse and a drove of pigs, which he ima^fned,were flying down the street. M^itness diagSosed the case as oneof mama from dnnkmg, complicated with a low tvne of cm-ujtnonia, and signed the necessarj- certificate for Idm^^ion otthlIdeceased into the asylum. A magistrate's o?der had sUll L beobtained, and after considerable delay this was accompl eu andli.' deceased was eventually taken in the evening to tl e as^l^u.ving been left at the workhouse by his wife who nder^rd

.'• was to be sent to the asylum, and who in ficT is reported tone stated in evi,lence that although told by the union medicaJ•thcerto take her husband to the workhouse, "she thoShen.^dit mean he asylum, as her husband was ramhlin' '• ^^* ^^

A case of this kind, it is clear, would have been better met bvir;>rapt admission to the workhouse; and the facts relnt^n"tn if
ft^.rd confirmation to the view taken by our Parltmentarv Bil

:'"Z I'e'n""''
•" ""> '"'"'"^ '"""<=>' legislation h? already no

|.
.secure provisions concerning the reception of pauper lunat"csto asylums should not be further relaxed; the rdaxat on of

nre
.»•'"' •^"'"'•''^"•^ "' *''*' '^""'^cy ^iU now beforeThe Wis-ture being incongruous with the increased strincencv in rela-lon to lunatics of the private class.

''"o^^'K-J "i rtia-

IMI'ORTANT DECISION^ItndeR THE PUBLIC HEAITIf ACT,ttK Doncaster county magistrates had before them a cas^7n
tad r tL^M^rr *'^\S!'^>^o^th. of Sheffleld'^v's chargedmaer tlie lifith section of the Public Health \ct of 1875 with

ve fmall-i^v ' '. Atr I J '^"I? ™*^ '" t'"" ^f-^^t and say 1

< the compWnt "'*"'' '''''' cognisant of the nature

t ce'i?"MrV' StaS^^o^^Vtf
"""'"

''"P"""'' "^ '''^- ^i^t, thatMrs. Stamforth did expose the girl in a public convey-

ance within the meaning of the Act, the offence began and endedin the borough of Sheffield, and that, therefore, the West Ridi^magistratesat Doncaster had no jari.sdiction, for that the only ex?posure ot the gir which took place in their jurisdiction was theact of travelling in a third class carriaso at ilexboroCgh wh chwas the girl s own offence and not Airs. Staniforth's
Here the magistrates held that the whole joumev was under,taken consequent on the acts and orders of Mis. Staniforth tha^'while the exposure began in the Sheffield cab, it continu«i ii, the

Sris°d^"tton.
" "^•^^'^"^"•^"'^ «'^'«'^- ^^'^ tl'-'f. therefore^Xy had

The last point was that a mistress was not "in chartre"of her se^^ant witliin the meaning of the section. ThisTN-
i'o Jh°'

" ."?g'8trates also overruled, and fined Mrs. Staniforth
£-, the presiding magistrate, Lord Auckland, stating that he con-sidered the case a very bad one, and but for the very heavV (^sU(£o 6s0, the magistrates would have inflicted thi full \^Mltvallowed, namely, £o. Mr. Binney, of Sheffield, the soUcUor forhe defence, at once gave notice of an appeal on the two po^ts of

\ZJT% ""'"f.
'^'' °^agi«t«te« granted. The MeSughLocal Board was the prosecuting authority. •..

""'""g"

He^th of English TowNs.-In the twenty-eight lareeatEnglish towns including London, which have an
"

tto?t?dpopulation of 9 398,273 persons, 5,903 births and St',^ Sswere registered during the week ending Saturday, March 'MthThe annua rate of mortality per 1,000 persons IhW L thesetowns, which had been 23.3 and .'0.3 in the two precedLg wXrose again last week to 2LL The rates in the severfl To^'ranged from 14.8 in Huddersfield, 16.4 in Cardiff and 1 fiTl^

ati'r '°
^f'

'" ^f^'?'^'
t^-1

'"^ Blackburn. 30 4^^ Manch'^ste?and3,.b in Plymouth. In the twenty-seven provincial toWsthemean dea h-rate was 21.8 per l.CKW, and exceeded by 1 6 thTraterecorded in London, which was only 20.2 per 1,0(X) The 3 7^^deaths registered during the week under notice included 118which were referred to whooping-cough, 50 to measles 43 toscarlet fever, 30 to diphtheria, 27 fo "fever" (prLcfpX enteric?26 to diarrhea, and 2a to small-pox; in all, 319 deaths resSfrom these principal zymotic diseases, against 442^d 3^ inthe two preceding weeks. These 319 deathg were equal ^a^annual rate of 1.8 per 1,000; in London, the zymoticTath-ratewas 1.9 while it averaged 1.7 in the twenty-seven nro-yincial towns and ranged from 0.0 in Portsmoiith, PresCHalifax, and Newcastle-upofa-Tyne to 2 6 in WolverhftiT,T,tvm o^^'
in Blackburn, 3.9 in SheW\nd%.7 in PWu^^Teas?^caused the highest proportional ifatality in Bradford and I'h^mouth; scarlet fever in Oldham and Huddersfield : whoopini-cough in London and Wolverhampton; and "fever" in xNottSf-ham and Leicester. Of the 30 deaths from diphtherk recorded

wJ'h ..'" '«^ twenty-eight towns, 17 occurred in London 2 inNorwich, 2 in Birmingham, and 2 in Oldham. The 25 fatal c^Sof small-pox included 17 in Sheffield, 2 in Blackburn, 2 in H^Tand 1 each in Bristol, Nottingham, Manchester, aAd Sunder^land. The number of small-pox patients in the Metropolit^Asylums Hospitals on Saturday, M^irch 24th, was 15. of whom?had been admitted during the week. These hospitals also con-tained 1,107 scarlet fever patients on the saiie date whichshowed a further decline from the numbers in recent w^ekl 77cases were admitted during the week, against 100 and 94 ^ 'thetwo precedmg weeks. The death-rate from diseases of therespiratory organs in London was equal to 5.6 per 1,000, and wasconsiderably below the average.

Heaxth op Scotch Towns.—Dunn? the week Pnd;T„r Q„t,v.^
day, March 24th, 870 births and 562 dfalt we're reie^*'^the eight principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of morttlit^which had been 24.2 and 21.0 per l.OtXl in the two precS
exctdJTv"lTn r"l7^';^'^»

'"'' ^'-"'^ under no?[cea^!exceed.><l by 1.1 per 1,000 the mean rate durine the same tieriodin the twenty-eight large English to,vns. A^ong thXe Sw ch

TZ'\^^'t^'\'^'r '''"' '^''''^^ i" Perth aid ufth. andhe highest in Paisley and Glasgow. The 562 deaths in the.re

o - plr 1X? w"h-^f ' rT.f '•= '^'^'^"^"'^'' '"I"''' '° '^^ annual ra^o per 1,(X10 which slightly exceeded the moan zvmotic death-rate during the same period in the large English towm, The
tE l„'r ''T'°"'

"'•'' ^,^'"<' ^''""^^'^ '" Kdinbiig, and GlasgowThe largest proportional fatality of whooping-cough occurj^f^"Glasgow and Edinburgh, and 'of measl^ fnd scarfet f^^-er ^
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GUsK'iw. Two deaths from diphtheria were recorded in Dundee.

The mortality from disea-ow of the respiratory organs in these

Scotch to^vn3"during the week tvub equal to f).0 per I.IXW, and cor-

responded, witli the rate from the same diseases m London.

IlEALTn OF DrnUN.—The lidl deaths rPKistfinl in Dublin

during the week en.linjr Saturday. March U4tli were cqUHl o an

aunu.ll rate of 2».V per l.OOt) (against rates d(!clmiii-; from .54.0 to

29.0 m the three preeedinfj weekst, the rate for the same period

being only 211.2 in London and 2tU in Kd.iibursh. The 201 deatlis

inchided "20 which re.-ulted from the principal zymotic diseases

(equal to an annual rate of 3.0 per 1.000). of which 5 were referred

to jneaales, 4 to scarlet fever, 4 to whooping-cough. 4 to leVer,

and 3 to diarrhoea, and not one either to small-pox or diphtheria.

""' '^ '
, TEXTBOOKS ON HVGIBNE. i, , . , ^.1: liu' 'Lir

*l».'*.''sski *fiat aro the best books to read lorthe exaininataon* f^rttip,

Vdiniomft in Piiblle Health.
.. . . , .i

., ••Parke-i'sPr«<-(K:.i///y.^;f>i«-anrtWilson-s Handhmkof Ui/ilime. 'A useful

elementary book U J'rinciples of Hygiene, by Dr. K. F. WiUoiiKhby.

R. asks to be recommended a work to read in preparing a course of leot ures ou

hygiene to be given in a normal school to youDg adults.

VK- cannot do letter than,,TeaaiPnii«|.;M o/ifyyfn«,,;by, Df. f i
;F-

Wllloughby. .
'

'' "-

HOSPITALS FOli INFECTIOUS DI.SBASB. _

DB O G. Havkli, (Kelixstowei writes: Your note on "Infections Hospital

Provisioi at tlie Seaside" in the Jocr-NAI. <,( March lOlh induces nae to aak

Tou for reference to any practical, working articles tfca ing on bosp tals

iuitable to small communltio. sav S.noo or .l.liOO inliivbitant*. I am \ cry

wixions to provi.ie such accomoio<iation hei^. but there are so many press-

ing claims Uat expense is a great ol.jcet. There is obvious difficulty "' hml-

'ing an existing building suitable; to erect a special one vyould be costh.

Hive TOU any opinion of the extent to which a portable buildulg. such as the

" Dacier," would meet the requirements ?

. V The supplement to the Tenth Annual Report of the Local Government

Board contain* the report and papers on the use and influences of hospitals

for infectious ai^ea8eo. Temporary hospitals are not to be encouraged.

WHO IS TO PAY? 'fill "I '''[.''•'''
.'

Iv Doinx writes : As a poor-law medical officer I Iiftve hwl- the following ex-

ceptional case to deal witli. .«. , , .^. -,. ^
. A small farmer's family of eight inrtiyi.luali< were afflicted with disease, one

after the other being struck down until six were prostrated. They tvere under

the careot a medical practitioner from a neighbouring town as Ins private

patients. The medical attendant faile.l to give any notitic^tjun to the

medical officer of health, and evaded the inquiries c^f the neighbours as to

what wan the matter. Tlie two T#t remaining well, a boy and a girl, wCre

totally incompetent to nurse the eii patients, and they eonld get no outside

assistance, as people wore afraid to go n«ir the fimiiy through fear of infec-

tion. As a consequence, the house, its inhabitants, and the i.tbiuiscs arouu.l,

«ot into a state of aith and uneleonness better imagined than described.

«idthe neighbours thought it time to complain to Uie pansh authorities.

They di<l bo. and I rewlved au order from the asaistant overseer to visit tlie

family, aiul find out the state of siffairs. On calling I found the cases to be

e«t«ric fever. The girl ?*for<-mentioile.l was also feverish, and should have

be«n in bed ; »o tliat attihis time there was only the boy to do ever.ythml; for

the seven sick ones. There were no disinfectants to he seen. «od the father

and mother both told me that tbey were still \mder the care of Dr. —-.anil

that tie was coming to see them again. I r<-I«irted these facts to the assl.^tant

ovarseer. and said in mv note tliat I tUd not fhi.ik it my duty to call at the

house again, as thcrr. was a medical man alr«»dy in attendance. However,

the sanitary .authorities took the raUtcr up. and caused a I'oiiiniuDiaitioii to'

lio sent to t>ic family Inediral attendant, asking bini not to visit these patients

MEDICAL NEWS.
,,.;.',, INIEDICAL VACANCIES. AOiJ'i

The following Vacancies are announced :

CENTKAL LONDON OPHTHALMIl' HOSPITAL, Gra.\'» InH RAaJt-HolUM

Surgeon. Applications by Aliril li'lb In the Secrctaiy.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL K( Ui Dl.SEASES OF TUli CHEST. Victo.

.

Park.—Resident Clini<'al Assistant. Applications by April 12tli to the he

retary. 24. Finsbury Circus, E.C.

DERBY BOROUGH ASYLUM.—Medical Superintendent. Salary. £,»>, with

furnished iiouse, etc. Applications by April Wth, to be atldressed to tbr

Derby Borough Asylum Committee, under cover to the Town tierk. an<l

endorsed " MedicarSuperlntendent."

ESSEX LirNATIC ASYLUM, Brentwood.—Temporary Assistant Me.lical Offiicr

for three months. Salary. m< for the term, with l.t.ai-d. lodging, and wash-

ing. Applications to the Medical Superintendent.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE CHEST,
Bt-ompton. Resident Clinical Assistants. ApplicaUoils by April ith, to the

Secretary.

HULL BOROUGH ASYLUM.' 'H'illerby.-Asslstant Medical OfRcer. Salary

£100 per annum, with board, lod^rfng. and washing. Applications by April

2iid, to the Medical Superintendent. .
•.

INFIRMARY FOR CHILDREN, Mwlie Strett, Liverpool.-House-Sur^eon

Salary, £.';•=', with hoard and lodging. AppUcations by April Sth, to C. « .

Carver, Esq.. Honorary Secretary.

hIDDBLL PROVIDENT DISPENSARY, J»r.row-on-Tyne -Medical (Iffieer.

SaUry, £20d. Applications to John Christie, Esq., iS. Oobden Street.

Jarrow.
. o

KftYAL ALBERT HOSPITAL, Devonport.—Honorary Ophthalmic burgeon.

Applications by April 9th to the Cliairimm of the Selection Conuiuttec at

the Hospital.

WKSTPORT UNION. AchiU and Ballycroy Dispensary —Medical Officer.

Salary. £117 per annum and fees. Applications- to Mr. John Comgan.

Honor»ry Secretary. Election oil April ard. ., .1 ?? .
- -.11".- • ''

auaki. The aasistant overeeor wa« then Inhtrueled to request me to t.-ike

charge of the casen. wliich I <lid- Tbewnitary authorities supplied me with

a trainer nurse and a wonjan scrul>ber. workmen were Kent to clean ii|. the

drains and put the premisTS gen/'fallv in better (.r.ter. .\11 necessaric-
.

or-

dered by me tor the patients, and all w-ant« for domestic purposes, even to

coals aiid a line toothcomb. wet* gunenuisly lupplie.! out of the sanitary

funds. For iull Uirce i;ioutli» I ha.t the .aro an.l treatnuiitof theeigbt

pRflents (for the hoy took the fever also), and they Jiave all recovered.

thanks to the excellent nursing and the generous assiklanc iVndered pist

at th.. right nwinient. Every expense seems to have Ik-cu met outlet tUe

WBlUiry funds except that tor medical attemlaiice and niedielnc. and as tne

farmer" and familv were not paupcTs. it appears hard on inn as the paiisn

doctor to be nWiit upon to attend them aa such. and. at the same Umtu to

jif* «Vtin*body else paid fairly well.
, . .- mi

Itmtthfl jjBrticulars thus fully brfore you. and shall I* glad if y<Mi will

kindly inform me it I have any prospect of extra remuneration Iroiii tlio

gii.inll.ins, or ought I to ipakc a claim on the fanrtS|Of the snintarj boiinL

%»''In boubfmnsf certainly make hi.-> rlaiia on the fuiuls of the miilr

t«ry bo^-(1. .

; ,

. PACTORY lNSPl:("T()IiS.

W. J. S.—Fiu-torr iosppctors art- iippolnt.-d by the .Seet^lary of Stale for the

H .me Denartmcnt (.i. whom applliatlons lor this office should be nrtdremed.

The report ot Ihi- Chief lusiiector of Fttctorici gives tUv btpt »l>a vi tiieThe report
ttntles.

-iBlIt i',

FflAsrai, D'avid, M.Ii.. C.M.Edin.. appointe.1 Medical Officer tor thfiOoUleries ot

tardenden. Deneiid. and Dmidouald. Fife. . , .«, ', ^-iir '

The whol^of the Shildon.Lodgt* C-'oIUcry umbiilance class (vti-

Btricted liy Dr, Pjelden) have received. eertifi.Catvs of pfoCciency.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
B.. C.M.Edin.. appointe<l Medical Officer

uaraennen. x-Feiieud. and Dmidouald. Fife. •..,..». ' *:"'

I AWiox Mr., appointed Resident Medical Officer to t^B PW'h (1>£ ^fsplis. E.

shire, cice J. Gunn, L.F.P.S.Glas.. resigned. '
, h-. _,;

Motrin W. T.. L.R.C.P.. M.R.C.S.. appointed Hoiis^fhjfslcias tp Uie L^n.li-n

Ho-spital. etVc C. G. May. B.A., M.B. •'
.

, ,. . ,

Puiiiips. J. R., L.K.Q.C.P.I.. 4(>poi..ted Medical <?|fi-^'>- *1*» A-'g'/l""'','^

Dispensary, Cloghcv Union. Co. Tyrone, vice h. M. Oordner, L.K.y.C.P.l..

resigned.

Pope. P., M.R.C.S.E.. L.R.C.P.Edin., appointed Clinical Assistant
.
to 11>.-

Borough Asvlum, Birmingham.

Pott F H LRC.P.. M.li.C.S., appointed Assistant Medical Officer to tin-

Colon Hill Lunati.- Hospital, vicr S. K. Holder, M.B.Lond.. resigned.

Si-ICER. Scanes, M.D., appointed Physician to the Department for Diseases ol

thcThroat, S,t). Mary's Hospitid, LoU'lon. ;•
.

- i.i . i

', '

( '.

. ... It'. •-'.'

JIkpico-LegaI SOCIETY OF Xew YoTiK-The'fdncWiBS- are the

oflicers of this Society elect «1 for the i>re.«ent ycaT-.-Prendent:

(Jlark Bell, Esq, First Vice-Pre.^ideat : W.G.Steyenson.M IX 5?conrf

Vice-President: Ira Kussell, -M.U. Secn-fari/: Albert Bach. Lsq.

Asmtant Seer, far;/: tUark B. Augustine. Elfl-
'^^.^'''^^'if'f^

S^.we/arv : Morris ElUnger, Est). Treasurer ; E. W. OhamberlaiiT,

Esq. Assistant Librarian: Benno Loewy, Ksq, ( ((rff/or fl'irf

Pathologist : T. ;H. Kellogg. M.I.. Cliemist : C. A. Doremus, M.D.

TruMees (Jharles Milne, M.D. -. Kichnr.l B. Kimball. E9i|.
;
M. i. .

15. Messemer. M.D. ; Fred V. Vuleiitine, M.D.; ,Simon Sterne, Ks^:
|

William G. Dayies. Permajicnt (;,minussion; Clark J^''".- ^^1-
=

"•

() Doremus, M.D. ; Judge .lohn IJ. Dillon;' Stephen Smith, M,D,,

Hon. Dayid Dudley Field: R. !S. Parsons, M.D.

TiiK Mepical Jraispm-nExcK of iN-F.imrETY.—OlieNoveinh. v

meeting of the Medico-tegal Society of New, ^ork will be.Ut-

yoted to the discussion of this subject. Short W«P '"r.' ^i 1"

iiromise-l bv Dr. .los.'ph fnrrish. of New .T.rsey ;
Dr. 1. D. Cwtf";

;,f Connnecticut; Dr. Norman Kerr, of London: Dr. h. C-il '»"?•«

liri.oklvn: Dr. Wright, of Belhfonn.ine, Ohm: and o hers hav,

been iiiyited and are expected to r.-ad ^hort pap-rs onJhe med^ ca

side, yyhile prominent members of tli.e l.egal side wiU also taJ^f part

in the discussion. , . .„, ,,.,,iii .i' -:i •J' '"'». ,ji

MoitrmsF. aWGhlorai- Pois<..Ni\fJ.-^An inquest was hdd

I

reixiilly by Dr. Danfor.l Thomas on the body of a man affed l%%

who had long suffered from neuralgia, to reUeye t'}*\l\"."^\X
'

he had been in the habit for a long time past of tf'"P. oM°»l

,

and morpliine By injection and ofbenvLse. lie was f"" '^ '"^"'^
;

lUiconscKuis. and breathed with dilli..ilty. 1" a "«'°>^"';f
f^".-!

|Sciou.sne.<s he said. " I haye taken tuo much I am
f'^"^"^^

!

'Ue had two convulsions of epileptic form, and died shortly attar
|

v.arJs. A verdict of death from npisadven'ure.-wia-setutnea.
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The Ifunchcster magistrates were enfjaged during two days

Recently in investigating charges against five men named
Piichaiiiiii, M'ilson, Xulson, Shires, and Thomas, \vlio had, it was
alleged, under various aliases, practised as "medifal siieeialists,"
and defrauded a great numher of people of large sums of money.
Some remarkable e\idence was given as to the profits of the
unposture. The prisoners have been committed for trial at the
sessions.

AMnUT.AN'CE Cl.ASSKS KOR RAILWAY MEN.—Tliirty-two of the
London and Xorth ^Vestern Railway emphyh belonging to the
Birmingham liranch of the St. .lohn' Ambulance Association, were
examined by Surgeon-Major Ilutton, of Leamington, on ilarch
26th. and so satisfied tlie e.xaminer as to receive high commen-
dation,

t>n. Febreira DOS Santos, who was sent to Paris by the
Brazilian Government to study the experiments of M. Pasteur's
laboratory has, we learn, l)een instrumental, in conjunction with
Baron do Cotegipe. in jiromoting the establishment of a Pasteur
Institute at Rio de Janeiro.

Sir Lyox Playfair has been elected Chairman of the Com-
mittee on the City of London Fire Inquest Bill, which would
enact that int|nests shall be held in all cases where fires of sus-
picious origin have led tn fatal results.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

TIIEHDAV.
Pathological .Soctf.tv of LnxDO.\.s.:iO e..M.—Mr. Colniiin : Intestines in Di))li-

theda; Dr.N. Moore: Some .Vnntomiinl Keh\ltciiis of Chronic .Toint
Disease. Dr. Ha.lrten : Cj'st in tlie Heart. Dr. .Senion and Mr.
Shattoek: (1> gnbglottie Alveolar Sareoma in a Patient A^ed
81 ; (2) Epitlielioma of Hight Half of Larvn.x, witli Kpitlielionia-
tous Insnia on Left Voeal Cor<l. o'i) Int'ra-tmeheal Cairinonia,
eontinuons with Carcinoma of tlie Tliyroid. Dr. Handforil :

New Orowth of Lnnt; Perforating ffisopliagns. and Invading;
Pericardium. Dr. H. G. Mackenzie: Cystic Kidney wifli
Calculi in Cysts. .Mr. .Silcock : Cvslic Disease of Testis." Card
Specimens—Mr. Kie : Cvst of tiperniatic Cord. Mr. F. J.
Smith : Aortic Stenosis. Dr. Haiulford : (I) Single Hyper-
frophied Kiihiey; (2) Multiple Tul>ereular Strictures of Intes-
tine. Mr. Fenwicki (1) Vesical Carcinoma. (21 Prostatic Car-
cinoma. Dr. Drewitt (for Dr. H. P. C'holmely) ; Lung from
Case of Haemoptysis in an Infant. Mr. Slmtkick : Recurrent
Sarcoma of TUyrdM, associated with Hvneitrophv of Acce-ior\-
Thyroid. .

i i
.

WEIiNESDAy.
Obstetricai, SociF.TV OF LoxooN, 8 I'.M.-Specimens will he shown. Ad-

journed discussion on Dr. Bo.xall's papers on Scarlatina During
Pregnancy and the Puerperal State. Dr. Champnevs : Descrip-
tion of the New Operation for Vesieo-Uterine Fistula. Dr.
C\dlingwoith : Cyst connected irith the Uterus, and Simulafina

' Enlargement of that Organ. Mr. Bland Sutton; The Ulands of
the Fallopian Tubes :ind tlieir J-'tuiction.

THURSDAY.
HahtkiaS Sociftv or Lo.vdox. 9.30 p.m.—Dr. John Phillips; On the Manage-

ment of Pregnancy Complicated with Fibroids. Dr. Robinson ;

Alopecna Areata.

FRIDAY.
West Lo^rDOX MEWCo-CniRCRGiCAL SociKrv, S p.m.—Second clinical even-

ing. Mr. Roche Lynch; Case of Cancer of the Vertebra'; ad-
m,,. .iournetl tliscust»iou. The Pre*iidenl, (Mr. Keetley) ; (I) Ciuie of
' " Uxophthalndc flottre; t2) Case of Large Wen in Neck Treated

by a New Method. Mr. Swinford Edwards : Case of Inguinal
Colotoniy. Dr. Percy Potter: Case of Rare Congenital Defor-
mity of the Han. Is. Mr. Prior Mallnra : Ciise of Dermoid Cyst
of the 0\at:y Expelled During Labour. Mr. Percy Dunn ; Case
of Perforation of an Kyeball by the Knot of n Whip. Dr.
Aklcrson I Case of Calculus In a tonsil.

'

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charoefor inserttn/j aiuwunceuient^ ofSirtht, Mnrringes, and Dcatks is Cs, Cd.,

wiuchsh'mld Ot-fovwarded in stamps wit,li the announcement.

BIRTH.
Stewart.—At Cileuhaa-, Mapperley Road. Nolljiigham, on March iltli, the

wile of Donaltl Stewart, M.D., of a daughter.

MAMIIAGKS.
KiaiDLK—BAl.liocK.-On March 20th. at St. Nicholas's. Lincoln, by the Rey. K.

H. Blenkin. Vicar of tlie parish. Artinn- Charles Kemlite. L.R.C.P..
L.R.C.S.Eil.. Worthen. Salop, youngest son of the late Rev. W. Kembje.
Hector of West H;uniingliehl. Essex, to Mary Kll/abeth. second daughter of
ttie late Itev. li. Ualdock. Vicar of Carlton-le-Moorland. Lincolnslurv.

Roberts—M.vr.si,i:n.- On March Sth. at St. Mary's. Scarborough, by the Rev.
_

Arthiif Bullaml, George A. B. Roberts. M.R.C.S.. L.S..\.. T^^-^•lonl. to
r^um B., eltlti- daughter of (George Ifarsden, Ksq., solicitor, Hemswortb.
lorks,

. ^__ ^^^

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO '

CORRESPONDENTS.

CoMMiryiCATioNS rospectiuf; editorial matters should be addressed to the Editor.
4:f9. ^ti-and, W.C.. London; those concerning business uiatttr^ uun-*U'Uvei7
of the J'URNAi,. etc., should be a^ldresseil to the Miiua^er, at the Ofiice, 429,
Strand, W.C. London.

In order to avoid delay, it is particidarly requestetl that all letters on the
editorial business of the Joih.vai, be addressed to tht- Editor at the oftice uf the
JiH'KNAL, and not to lus private hout^c.

AUTHOKS desiring reprints ot their articles puljlifhe«l in tlie BRITIIUI Mkdical
Jni-R\Ai,. are requested to communicate beforehand with the ^Manager, -ifl^.

Strand. W.C.
CoRRESp<)\iitL\r.s who wish notice to Ijo takf-n of their comniunloatlons. should
authenticate theni with their nameo—ut cunrse nut iiet^esaaiily for pubUcation.

CuKKi-si'ONDiJv rs not answered act' recjueoted to look to the K'otices to Corre-
Kpundenta of the lolluwing week.

Mam sntipTs FORWABnun to thk Office of this Joubxai. casnot lni>kr Axn
CIKOLf.MSTANClOS UK HKTrRSED.

I'l'HLic Hkalth Departmknt.—We shalM>e much obliged to Meilical Officers
of Health if they will, on forwarding their Annual and other Ueports, Uivour
U6 with Ditpdcait Copies.

aVEKlEl^.

L.K.C.S., L.R.C.lM'*d. asks for details respecting the examination for the^Pel-
lowship of the Koyal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and also of tlmt for

the M.D. of Brussels, whether they are of a very searching natui-e. and what
books are recitminended for study by a busy country practitioner desirous of
obtaining both quaUticfttious,

Practici: nr Am erica.
Star-s and Stripks asks in which of the American and Canadian States It Is

ut.»t necessary to pas* a qualifying examination? Can a snrgc-oii and phv-
siclaii (Britlsh^ practise In America without registering his degrees there? In
those States where a qualifying exandnation is necejs:iry, is the ordeal a try-

ing one? What is the cost of registering in America when the individual is

already fully qvialilied and registered in England.*?

SrRfiRONCv TO CooLiK Shirs.
\Y. L. C. asks to whom he should apply for appointment as surgeon on eertain

coolie emi^Tint ships tgovernnient) running Itetwcen Calcutta anil the AVeel
*so asks wr partifMilai^ of th(Indies? JTe aUoasks for pftrti^Mllal^ *

'/ ^ ' :('- *
.

• >cr\iec n^ rc^u'iU'd: ray. etc.

AKSWER8.

S.\UW ANP KaI.X.
Olouy ask^ \s Iiiti ijUiuitity of snow is the equivalent of an (jich of rain. Opiniona

ajipear to differ. Symbns (MofUrii Metforoloyy^ p.'ia^J says one foot; n local
genius says teu inche^. Which is correct ?

-..* The depth of snow cniTesponding to an inch |of water must var\" with
the densit\ r)f the snow. According to Mr. Synions (nnr best authority on

Ihe MiVijcct) as a rough avei-age 12 inches of snow in Ejigland will coiTe-

spond to an inch of water. A table of ligiues given in Symons's monthly
Metj'Ofo/txjicnl Magazine for LSX(J (p. KD >howed the proportion to vary hi

ilitferent instances from -"i.? Inches to 11 Inches of snow for 1 inch water.

QuixiXE IN Prf.«\axcv.
Dh. T. O. FAiiTBlP(iR (Cauhar. India) writes : 1 have prescril>ed quinine ,for

malarial affeutions in more than one case oi pregnancy, and should not Uesi-

lule to ilo so again, and, \>ith care, I cannot see the harm of it.

Thk E.vtomostbaca.
D. H. G. writee : Can you kindly tell me the best recent work oil the British
entoniostmca since tile one published by tlie Ray Society iu 1S50?

\* There is no book since Bah-d's British Entomostracn, published by the

Ray Society (an octavo). It is very serviceable, l)ut a gooil <Ieal out of date.

The best way lor anyone working at this most interesting subject is to take

either Claus's Zw>/o<7Je (the French or German large edition), or the " Cnis-

tacea'" of Brown's TAiVrr^irA. and look up all the diffei-ent references there

given to recent original papers, nmny by Clans, others b^- Weissman on the

Daphnidte. others by LlUjeboy. Miss Beck is. wo believe, completing a work
on the British Freshwater Daphnidiv. There are many interesting forms in

the English lakes which were nut known to Bainl.

Tbkatmknt of Ht:ARTnrKN.
Dk. James McNaught (Newchurvh) writes: In reply to a member. In the
JoiHXAr. of March 24th ve persistent hetirtbum. it would seem almikst certain,
from the fact that it persists during the night, that he has to deal vith h
case of contiiuious secretion of a hyperacid gastric juice. For teniponiry re-

lief alkalies in large closes must be given ; a combination of half a drachm of
magnes. carb. jioud. and srnUi bic:irb. acis very well. The condition of ex-
cessive irritability of the gastric mucous membiuue. %\hich leads to the pour-
ing out of large quantities of acid, may be more permaneully dealt with by
small doses of moiphine, by the presoriptiun of li)jht, easily digcftible food,
and especially the avoidance of fat*i. Washing out the stomach with the
tube at bedtime, so as to remove all remaius of food, aud the admmisti&tion
then of an alkali combineil with a little opium will, iu the course of a short
tinie^ remedy both the symptoms and the condition ^\hich underlies it.

BrOTE!4* lETTEUS. ETC.

MTrrnrtT^oLiTAs Protidknt DiPPF:?PARrF«.
'

Mr>M. G. Bl(i03<101. Northcute Road) writes: Will you kindly allow me to

say a few words iu tavuur 01 ihe provident dispensary scheme whicli Bt.
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„ „ , and if it is till

i-e Itikeii wliolly up wltli tli(

Pnnimor.' treats with siicli s<om tii the Jii(«N' ti. ni Ma.-cli 17tli ? The answer

lot lie oiiestimi whetlii-r jirovirteiit ilisix-nsnrics nfC ii rreressity rtepenils on

the .ins«er to vet another qu.-stion. whellier tliere b or Is not n elass hetw-een

those ealle.1 piiuneis ami thcise able to (mv proper fcrs. whieh \» tninhle to Ini.l

mean, to reioniiH-nse the ine.lieal iitteii.laiit. iinh-ss some speeinl nlTniiKe-

nieiils are a.lopte.l. If theiv is no sueli ehws tlieii. of e.Mn-se I)r. Parai.mro is

rielif Mill aiiv elToits In siieli it .llreetlon ns itlspensarles mnst lie attniKlecJ by

i»iip.ri'Uilion as i-egar.is the reelplent. ami rolibery as reeiir.ls tlie ilispeliser.

I thoroiiKhlv ami tiiliv lielieve tliat a lair liav's work <leniauds a fair (lay s

pay ami if" ovir s.K-iaf system was ijerleet, sm-li a I'omlitiou wouM he our

normal lot. Bnt I maintain tliere is smh a elass. aii.l that tlie eomniittee ap-

lK.lnte.1 at the S.x-ietv of Arts has .letineil well Ihe limits of siieh by Ilnui!,'

the » aire, at :lus. all.l' lOs. per week. I fail altofjether to see how any lau-

niiii.leil man eaii .feiiv this if he kiiow.s aiivtliiiij; at all alioiit the life strujtK'es

o( his iKHiivr neiKhlK.urs. At the present time tlieiv are many anmiiK the

vounirer pnietitiuiiers who ehar};e Is. h.r vi>it aii.i me.lleine. and surely this

18 a siimcientlv modest eharj;e. Now. takhij; even this fee. and a patient witli

;sjs. week and a familv. and the imtiellt be suffi-rinft fl-om pneumonia or

typhoid, and let it lie tlie bieiulw inner. Suih a ease will re<iiiire a yisit eyeiy

day and if \erv l«vd. sometimes more often ; l.ut take it at oiiee a day. this

will mean 73. a week, nearly a foiirlh of the ^vhole week's mronie ; and it

must not lie forgotten that at siuli a lim,- tbeiv are many other e.spenses in-

yolvod. so that It is not only the simple doetoi's fee tluit is demanded, but

extras in the w»v of fmHl.yerv likely in Ihi- way of nursing, and when

the breadwinner is struek down the income reuses tocome in.

It will beat ollee answered that the man uujiht to belong to a club, and

with truth: even then his sick ijav will not eiiual his waKe^. unless he is a

a member of se\eral. and if the former, then lie is still less able to pay tlie

lee aboyi-melitioned. The i-a.se is scarcely niu.-li better when the wite is laul

low, for then all the domestic arrangement go wrong
children, tlieii the wife's time aud cuergi

It lias lieen a common experience, when siiigiou to the Battei-»ea Dispen-

sary, to hiid that patients had been having the services of pruatc medical

men until their means were exhausleil. an<l they could not atToid it any

longer ami so joined a provident dispensary. Having sucli a class to ileal

witVi.wlmt other plan l-an be adopted? Some of Dr. Paiamore s supporters

say hand them over to the parish, bnt this is imixissible. as under the

urwent state of the law Ihe pari.sli wouhl i-efuse them, and rig dly so.

nsthey certainly are not destitute, and it would not bo fair to tax the gmil

niaiorilv in order that men with :i*. a week might be provide.l with medical

necessaries. Itelief must come by dubbing together, and by a hxcd and cou-

tinnoiis iiayment the iiecc.s-sary provision mn.-t be made, and this is the )ini-

viilent ilisp'eiiSaiy scheme. There must be a mutual accommodation on the

port of the profession and those needing help. .,..,•
Those who oppose provident ilisiicusaries'would lead one to niter I Hat then

Wlief was that mankind was spceiallv created to supply them with the

means of living comfortably, no matter what shifts the said mankind was

reduced to in so doing. Dr.' Paramore is ungenerous enough, in the hurry ot

the moment, to seize upon abuses reported alxiilt the Leicester dispensary, to

sneer at the whole system, hut such practices are not allogether nnkmiwn m
nrivate surgeries. 'There are two abuses in iviinieclion with provident dis-

pensaricH. and both of which ought to he grappled with. The hisit is the

most crying, and it is the most difticult one to dial witli-the adnnssion o

unntp<-ople. This is not. however, a pi-ohiem beyond human power to deal

with. When I held a dispensary appointment, I always used U> report at

headquarteisi any case, when m'y own observation lead me to believe the

UKtients were not lit objects for re"licf. The other evil is that the dispen-saiv

^aff being limited, jealousies are promoted Ijetween sui'li staff and their

brother practitioners. The cure for this is to allow every qualified man in the

neighbourbooit, who cares to do so, to put himself torwafd as a candidate,

and to lie iu?cepted by the committee.
Dr. Itentoul is quite correct in saving that elub practice is heart-breaking.

Biul for two reasons, the one being' that clubs put no wages limit to their

memliership, and tlie other that the medical man is entirely at the mercy ot

the dub. whereas, in provident dispensaries, he has to deal with a committee

in Ihe main comi>osed of men of an altogether different social standing, and

from whom lu> obtains a fair hearing In case of any disjjutes. I firmly iH'lieve

tlittt no fairer scheme than that propounded by the Society of Arts Committee

could be arranged both iu the Interests of imtients and doctors.
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LECTCmE III.

Drt/nes*.

I NOW come to the consideration of dryness of the tongne and
it3 causes. A glance at the annexed table will sufiice to show
how largely this depends on constitutional and how little on
(ocal circumstances.

Concomitants ofDryness of the Tongue.
Cases.

Tongue dry, irrespective of other qualities... ... 113
Pyrexia (temperature 102° or over) ... ... 37
Temperature not above normal ... ... ... 39
Discharge by simple diarrhcea or dysentery ... 6
Discharge, diarrhosal or other, connected with larda-

ceous disease ... ... ... ... ... 2
Diarrhcea in connection with other forms of organic
disease—phthisis, cirrhosis, etc.... ... ... 9

. Cliyluria ... ... ... ... ... 1
Discharge by suppuration ... ... ... 8

.' Serous discharge by frequent tapping of pleura ... 1
Diabetes (including 3 of diabetic coma) ... ... 8
Dry diet... ,.. ... ... ... ... 6

1 -Coma or unconsciousness, with general openness of
mouth ... ... ... ... ... 14

Openness of mouth from obstruction of nose, tonsil-
litis, or other causes unconnected with coma ... 6 (?)

Great prostration or exhaustion ... ... ... 51
Cases ending fatally ... ... ... ... 56

The old physicians recognised dryness of the tongue as of evil

Omen. Hippocrates, who very seldom takes notice of the tongue,
refers more than once to dryness of it as a bad sign. The great
Willis speaks of the dry tongue in certain cases of fever, and refers

it to constitutional causes as expressed in the fanciful language
of his time. " The nervous juice," he says, " is thoroughly roasted
fcy a long concoction, and so becomes almost like glue, thick

;

wherefore, not being able to be dispersed neither by spittle nor
Oy insensible transpiration, nor to be separated by the urinary
pwsages, at length leisurely runs out by the passages of the
•pittle, and forthwith by reason of its thickness grows into that

• felueiness." 1 think most physicians at the present time regard
^ne' dry tongue as a constitutional symptom, and as a bad one,
^twithstanding that there are some who have sought to refer
U rather to local conditions than to the system at large, ily
gaes, collected without special selection, s'how with the dry
fcngue, be its origin what it may, a startling mortality—one of
ajmost exactly 50 per cent. ; of 1,13 patients with drj- tongues, 50

I will now come to the causes in detail. The immediate causes
fire two : increased evaporation from the mouth; diminished secre-~ tion into it.

1. Increa-sed evaporation may be due to exposure of the mouth
by persistent openness : as when the nose is obstructed, and when
coma exists ; or to increased heat of body, and as a consequence
of expired air. Further, tliere is a double relation between drj--
ness and bareness ; dryness has been seen to cause bareness ; but
must not bareness iit least help to cause dryness? Kpithelium is
I onservative of moisture, as may be witnessed in any dissecting-
room; wherever the surface of the skin hiu< been rubbed off the
deeper part dries and cornifies. Thus, if by chance the upper
epitlielium of the tongue should be lost, the deeper investments
must be more amenable to evaporation and desiccation.

2. Diminished secretion may be cither of ths salivarr or ths
[1423]

mucous glands ; but the moisture of the tongue depends morj
upon the salivary secretion, which is abundant and watery, than
upon the mucus, which is scanty and thick.

Prom the immediate conditions which determine dryness of the
tongue I now approach the more complicated morbid circum-
stances which lie behind them. First, I will take conditions which
entail persistent openness of the mouth, and so increased evapora-
tion. Secondly, states of pyrexia, of which the bearing is more
complex, but which involve increased evaporation from the tongue
by reason of the heat of the expired air, and also general dehydra-
tion and consequent diminution of saliva from the generally in-
creased evaporation which the heat of the whole body entails.
Thirdly, profuse discharges which consist largely of water, by
which the body is dehydrated and the salivary glands in par-
ticular stinted of their proper material. Fourthly, conditions of
prostration or exhaustion, which states are adequate in themselves
to suppress the saliva and dry the tongue, though often they
are assisted by other causes, more especially discharges and
pyrexia.

Habitual Openness of the Mouth.—Much importance—I think I

can show too much—has been attached to this either as occurring
during sleep, or from obstruction of the nasal passages, or from
coma. If the tongue be persistently and generally dry, I believe
that other causes are always at work. 1 have known the tongue
to remain perfectly moist while the nostrils were, and had been
for some days, plugged for epistaxis. On the other hand, it is

common to hnd a path of drj'ness down the centre of the tongue,
corresponding to the exposure to breath in tonsillitis and other
throat affections. With regard to the chronic enlarged tonsils of
childhood, when the child sleeps with the mouth open. I am as-
sured by my colleague Mr. Bennett, who has removed many of
these, and always does it early in the morning, that on waking
the tongue is usually dry, but afterwards soon becomes moist

;

certainly such tongues are usually moist when they come under
my notice. If the tongue is persistently dry from enlarged ton-
sils, I think the affection is usually inflammatory, so that causes
other than exposure assist. In the earlier part of this inquirj- it

was my rule to examine into the course of the breath whenever
I found the tongue to be dry; but the conviction was forced upon
me that the state was generally due to other than mechanical
causes, and I ceased to Took for this with the attention I had
before given to it. My figures are therefore less reliable than the
general impression which I record. In the great proportion of
cases where the mouth is habitually open, it is either from coma
or some illn^^ss which interferes with full and alert consciousness;
the relaxed jaw and gaping mouth are but signs of ebbing vitality,
of which the failure of secretion is also a part. I have sometimes
ascertained by catheterisation, what was obvious without, that
the tongue in such oases is drj-, not because normally abundant
saliva has dried upon it, but because the secretion has been want-
ing. In cases where the tongue is dry and the mouth open, other
circumstances generally concur in causing the condition : as in a
case of tonsillitis ^-ith a temperature of 103^ ; one of acute rheu-
matism with a temperature ot 101.5^ ; one of suppression of urine
with profuse diarrhcea; and I might add others. But 1 heed not
dwell further upon a cause of drj-ness which, though it has a
place, has not an important one; nor does it obscure to any con-
siderable extent the great constitutional signilicance of the sign
in question.

Pyrexia.—^To take this next, dryness of the tongue is so fre-

quent with it that the two must be connected ; at the same time,
the occurrence of the drj-ness with little or no pyrexia shows
that other causes may produce it. As the temperature of the
bod.v rises the moisture of the tongue diminishes : on the other
hand, it by no means fcrtlows that if the tongue be dry the tempe-
rature is. or has recently been, raised. Slany causes iuter\ene
which complicate the relation between heat of body and drj-ness
of tongue. With typhoid or acute rheumatism the tongue is apt
to be dry at a temperature under which, with pneumonia, it would
probably not be ^o. Something is due to time ; the more chronic
disease is the more drying. A temperature of 102^ has little

effect in drying the tongue. Even much higher temperatures are
reaclUHl without the tongue becoming dry. though its moisture is

lesseutni. I have noted many instances of acute disease where
the plastered tongue has retained enough moisture to forbid its

being called dr>- under temperatures of from wy to 104°. It

would appear that over 101° dryness is general ; over 105° nearly
constant. The extent to which other causes interren? is shown
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to a third nf th.' ninnlici- thd' temperature was not over normal

;

in half it wn.< not ov.r IW. Thorp is no variety of dry tongue

whioh civc-sso high a mean temperature as the moist plastered

toncue of acute disease. It is clear, then, tliat though pyrexia is

a dr>-iiiff agent, yet there are others which are important.

Gentral Dehydration.—^exX, as a cause of dryness of the

tongue, I come to general dehydration of the body, whether by

deprivation of drink or excessive aqueous discharges. Apart from

complications, we presumalily have to do not with increased

evaporation from the moutli, but with tiiminution of the saliva,

often as a simple and direct result..

First, as to deprivation of water. I have never seen this earned

to extremity, nor cani adopt asmy own the experience of " The

Ancient ilaJuier " ! i' ''>

t.. And every tongue through uttCT ilronght

Was withered at the root

:

\\'e foulil not speak no more tliaii if

We had been choked \vith soot.

But of lesaer degrees of deprivation, mostly in the treatment o£

aneurysm and some forms of dropsy, 1 have recorded eleven in-

stances, in six of which the tongue became dry ; I need say no

more of these cases now than thiit they show the results ot

dehydration in its simplest form; diminution of saliva and dry-

ness of the tongue, with sometimes furring, sometimes more or

less denudation, .

As a mode of dehydration less simple but more definitely mor-

bid, I may next refer to diarrhcea. Of the 113 cases of dryness

this flux, simple or complicated, was present in seventeen. Lhere ex-

clude typhoid. Six were cases of simple or dysenteric diarrhoea; the

rest were associated with phthisis, cirrhosis of the liver, larda-

ceoua or other organic diseases, which it would serve no purpose

to recapitulate. In six the temperature was 102° or over, in live not

above normal. In the larger number the complications were such

that it was impossible to assign the state of tongue to the diar-

jhcea only ; but there were three which served to exemplify the dry-

ness as a direct result of diarrhoia, without either organic disease

or marked pyrexia; in one of these the temperature was sub-

normal More often when this appearance presents itself under

the flux some other condition is present, often organic disease, the

fatal end of which is not far off.

The maintenance of the moisture of the tongue under diarrhoea,

profuse even to death, is a matter of common experience in Asiutic

cholera. The tongue here remains moist, creamy, and noticeably

cold during the whole of the purging or algide stage. When the

discharges have ceased and reaction and fever set in, then as the

puUe rises the tongui? ' begins to dry and becomes quite dry and

brown, as often in typhoid, the edges an<l the tip being red. Prob-

ably the persistent moisture of the algide tongue is in some meas-

ure due to the watery vomit which so abundantly flows over it,

but something must also be attributed to its low temperature.

It is a matter of experience that a tongue which is in itself dry

is not easily kept otherwise by external wetting. The patient

may drink ohen to this end, but only with a superficial and evane-

scent effect.

Excessive discharges of urine may be next considered. Diabetes

mellitus is a cause of extreme dryness of the tongue ; of the IK!

cases where this state of tongue was recfirded, 8 were of this

disease. When the tongue has been dry under a mixed diet it

will often become moist under a restricted one. By restriction

both the sugar and the water of the urine are lessened; the forma-

tion of sugar is checked, and with tliis the discharge of water.

Whether the presence of sugar in the blood or the di.scharge of

water takes the chief part in drying tlie tongue may be ascer-

tained by a comparison with diabetes insipiilus, where the loss of

' In thli description o( the tongue In cholera I have been enabled to eupplc-

itient my own recoIlecHona by the more ^tnuive experience of Surgeon-

Qcneral OoTDinh. ' • ' '

water occurs without the production of sugar. I have notes of

eiiiht cases of thjs kind, in most of which the discharge of water

was greater than with diabetes mellitus. The tongue was recorded

as moist, generally slightly coated, in six ; in one as "cleaning;

in another iw/' dryish, pale, and flabby." The desiccation was

tlierefore decidedly less with diabetes insipidus than with diabetes

mellitus, and in the latter disorder must therefore be attributed

to some other cause than the simple loss of water by the kidneys

I may mention a case wliich bears on this point. A woman had

profuse diabetes insipidus, passing on an average a pint ot unne

an hour for the twenty-four hours, and drinking to almost exactly

the same amount. The tongue remained moist. sUghtly coated,

scarcely uuuutural, except that it displayed a syphilitic scar.

Three years afterwards 1 saw the patient again, havnng lost sight

ot her in the interval. A very unusual change had taken place ;

the diabetes had altered from irmpidus to mellitus; the urine was

now loaded with sugar, and in exactly half the quantity, the

amount of drink having fallen in the same proportion. The

tongue was now dryish, reddish, and a little brown. The tem-

Tierature of tlie body was subnormal. The patient was on the

verge of diabetic coma, in which she shortly died. The access of

drs-ness of the tongue with glycosuria, though the diuresis was

diminished and the temperature not increased, was instructive

The osmotic action of the sugar in the blood is probably the_chief

cause of Uie dr\-ness of the tongue in the cu:cumstances, as it has

been shown to be of the dehydration of the lens and consequent

cataract. The proximate cause of the dryness of the tongue is

absence of saUva, as is evident by the state of the mcruth and ot

the parotid. . . , , ,

Prostration.—In speaking of the several varieties ot dry tongue,

I have shown how much fatal disease they present—altogether

about 50 per cent. A dry tongue, more than any other, foretells

the ending of mortality. The kinds of disease which it accom-

panies are chronic more than acute; if febrile, usually conUnued.

Putting aside designed restriction in drink, and also diabetes,

where the- dryness .is due to special circumstances, one is at once

struck with the gravity of the cases and the large proportion ot

those which end fatally. The conditions are most various
;
it is not

easy to see what they "have in common, except it be somettiing

which may be indicated by such terms as "prostration and ex-

haustion.'" Exhaustion by suppuration of many sources, advanced

phthisis and tuberculosis .of other kinds are frequent when the

tongue is dry and smooth. When it is dry and rough, the tables

show concluding brain disease, concluding cirrhosis, advanced

cancer, advanced pyaemia, and severe pneumonia. Ot t^e've

cases of pneumonia in which the tongue was dry, seven ended

fatally ; of twenty-seven in which the tongue was moist, only nve

ended fatally. A" dry tongue in rheumatic fever is commonly re^

cognised as "an unfavourable omen, though not necessarily a fatal

one. In tj-phoid the converse may be stated—a persistently moist

tongue is indicative of a mild attack.
, . , . .

I have used the term " prostration " as a somewhat inclusive one

—one which can be better understood than defined—representing

great failure of strength and nutrition, however brought about.

With the 113 cases of dry tongue, this condition was noted m
iiftv-one • in 2i'2 cases where the tongue was moist, it was noted

in but twenty-tour. We cannot but conclude that prostration or

failure of vftal force is the most important factor of the dry

tongue- pyrexia takes the second place. Clinical experience

warrants the assertion that, though dryness of the tongue may

occur without great prostration, great prostration is never long

continued without dryness of the tongue. Great prostration

occurs with little alteration of the tongue in connection \ntn

abdominal collapse, as in acute obstruction and perforation, Dni

the condition has not been of long continuance.
, . . ;

Besides prostration—or, be it rather said, together witni^^T

coma presents itself in connection with lingual dryness ;
this 18

not wholly due in the circumstances to the open mouth, as l nave

already shown, but to deficient secretion of saliva. It is to tnis

that the dn-ness of the tongue is u.sually due, and it is because

the dryness is an index of this deficiency that it has the clini^

importance which, I think I have shown, must be attntiuiea

to it. , fT,

On the Influence of Food upon the 1 ongue.

In considering the causes of the several states of tongue, more

particulariy of dryness, 1 have aaid much which I peed "Ot re-

pent as to" various influences which bear upon it; but tjere are

still one or two which demand separate consideration. However

brief.
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First comes the queBtion of food. The act of eating undoubtedly

has an effect in cleaning the tongue, which is mechanical ; and
coating has been thought to depend, more largely than upon any
other circumstance, upon the absence of the attrition which this

process entails. It has been shown that the tongue is commonly
more coated before food than after, that it i.s apt to be coated on
the side of a tender tooth where mastication is limited, while it

remains clean on the sound side.wliere it is not ; and njuch of the

effect of acute disease in coating the tongue has been ascribed to

the attendant loss of appetite and limitation of diet. But I have
already shown that coating is a matter not only of want of wear,

but in part of overgrowth ; and that other causes (notably py-
rexia), are directly concerned. As regards the influence of food, I

have sought instruction in cases where there was absence or

limitation of it, apart from pyrexia or other causes which act

upon the tongue. 1 have watched the state of this organ in many
cases of stricture of the cesophagus where solid food has been
entirely, disused, and have before me the notes of five such,

and I might add as a sixth a case in which the patient refused

food in consequence of cancer of the larynx. The back of the

tongue here was covered with long shaggy fur, like coarse hair.

There was another instance in wliich the tongue was furred, but

it did not become so, notwithstanding long total absence of solids,

until it became drj' under extreme prostration and absolute pulse-

lessness. Among "the other cases there was no instance (though,

in some, solids by the mouth were impracticable, and feeding con-

ducted chiefly by the bowel) in wliich the higher degrees of coat

existed. In two the tongue was coated but not plastered ; in one
it was partly stippled or dotted, being coated only in the back and
central parts; in one it was dotted only. In the last case, slight

as the covering was, the difficulty of taking food was such as to

call for gastrostomy. This case declared m a manner to which
accident gave effect how slight is the coating produced by absence

of food as compared with that due to acute febrile disease, for it

chanced that I had at the same time in near proximity some tj'pi-

cal cases of the plastered tongue of pneumonia and pyiemia.

The difference was graphically (lisplayed ; among other points the

general spread of the acute coat over the dorsum was contrasted

with the tendency of the other to cuUeet at the back and in the

median line, leaving much of the tongue nearly free.

Cases of restriction to liquid diet, not as a mechanical but a

physiological necessity, are seen daily. The physician knows
that no other will " agree with " the patient ; he is guided chiefly

by the presence of pyrexia and the state of the tongue ; the more
coated the tongue the more liquid the diet ; if the tongue be dry,

the diet is wholly liquid, and alcohol part of it. Here the tongue
determines the diet, not the diet the tongue ; but not without
instruction is the issue. As the acute disease abates the tongue
cleans, notwithstanding the limitntion ; as it cleans, and because
it cleans, solids are added and may help the process, but the
cleaning comes first. In my table of normal tongues are seven
which were so under a strictly liquid diet ; on every ground,
therefore, it appears clear that, though some influence must be
ascribed to food and mastication in cleaning the tongue, yet these

are of secondary importance.

I need not revert to the effects of 'ilry diet which have been dis-

cussed in relation to dryness of the tongue ; these are briefly want
of saliva, and in some cases furring, in others denudation.

On Conditions of the Alimeniary Canal in Relation to the

Tongiie.

It is a common belief that the tongue is directly indicative of

many disturbances of the stomach, bowels, and organs directly

connected with digestion ; some appear even to be possessed with
the fancy that the tongue is but an exposed sample of the ali-

mentary canal, and declares by its changes the existence of

similar changes in the hidden parts. Witli those who do not go
thus far the white tongue is !taken as a sign of constipation, or

that the stomach or tlie liver is out of order, and that alteratives,

especially of the mercurial kind, ari' needed. It is not easy to

disentangle the complications which involve this subject; in the

endeavour to do so I must appeal to a wider experience than 1

have been able to tabulate.

First as to the stomach. I have eAamined this organ after de;ith

with the naked eye and with tlie microscope where the tongue lias

been thickly coated or furred. Examination of tlu' stomach is un-
satisfactory, partly from the po«^-7n(»-/(-?/i influence of its contents ;

but it may be safely said that this organ presents no changes
which are obviously analogous to those of the tongue, ajjd the

same statement may te extended to the rest of the aiimentarj-

canal.

i have not been able to discern any state of tongue especially

connected with dyspepsia or ulcer of the stomach. When dys-
pejisia is associated with stomatitis the tongue is eometimes
thickly coated, probably as a local result. In simple dyspepsia
and ulcer the lower degrees of coating are usuaJly present, pos-
sibly in connection with the loss of appetite and the limitation

of food, in one case of ulcer I noted the tongue as clean but

flabby.
'

. ,

Next as to the bowels. Some forms of constipation or diseases

associated with it are undoubtedly connected with changes in the

tongue ; but that the arrest is not necessarily connected with any
such change is evident. I have seen the tongue perfectly clean

and normal after three weeks of nearly total constipation in u

hysterical woman, and equally so after twenty-eight days of

nearly total constipation in a woman who was ue.vt duj' made the

subject of colotomy for stricture of the sigmoid flexure; and it

would not be difficult to cite other cases where the tongue has re-

mained natural under long constipation, either functional or con-

nected with chronic obstruction. On the other hand, where the

obstruction is acute, the tongue early becomes stippled, or coated
and dry. I think the difference between the tongue of acute and
of chronic obstruction, and between one case of chronic obstruc-

tion and another, is in the presence or absence of constitutional

disturbance. The early dryness of acute obstruction is not, as a

rule, associated with pyrexia, but depends on salivary deflciency

associated with the constitutional state. The dryness determines
the state of tongue. Unless there be constitutional disturbance,

which with simple constipation or chronic obstruction there often

is not, the tongue may remain natural. I have more than once
noticed an old block in the rectum to be attended with thick

coating, which has disappeared or lessened on the removal of the

accumulation. It may be inferred that in such cases there i.'^

general disturbance and probably pj-rexia connected with morbid
absorption, as the fcetor of the accumulation cannot fail ti'

suggest.

Passing from constipation to the opposite condition, diarrhoea

is early and powerfully productive of lingual changes. The tabu-

lated cases speak for themselves, and I might largely add to tlie

evidence they present. Looking through my notes not included in

the tables, I find the tongue of diarrhoea described as "thickly

coated and drj'," •' thickly coated, mouth dry, saliva scanty,'
'• foul and coated," " brown, dry, and furred," " coated with
brownish fur," " very drj', brown in centre, coated," " dry, brown,
and cracked." There is scarcely any condition in which the

tongue becomes more rapidly dry, coated, furred, and encrusted

than severe diarrhoea. The absence of saliva is self-evident

;

direct dehydration helps to cause this ; and pyrexia, which is often

present, helps tlie desiccation.

I have already referred to the red and bare tongue which is

sometimes associated with dysenterj', together with abscess of the

liver. Here we have fever of the hectic tyjie together with the

purging.
0})uan.

It is no part of my design to describe the action of drugs upon
the tongue, but I will nevertheless insert a word as to opium. It

is well known that opium makes the mouth dry. I have fre-

quently given it experimentally to persons whose tongues have

been clean, or nearly so, and moist. The effect has always been

to coat the tongue", impair the appetite, and diminish the saliva.

In one case the temperature rose from normal to llK)°. Some of

the coating may be due to the loss of appetite and of friction, but

the diminution" of saliva must also have importance attached to

it, and falls in with what has been already said with regard to the

relation of this secretion to the coat. .

On the Influence of the Xervous System upon the Tonffue.

This is not to be ignored, though I think more has been attri-

buted to it than can be demonstrated. The late Mr. Hilton showed
that coating of the tongue was often confined to the side of pain-

ful teeth, and referred this to reflex nervous irritation. 1 have

already adverted to such cases in the view that the effect was
due to want of wear on the tender side. It is a matter of com-
mon observation that in hemiplegia the tongue is not unilaterally

affected as if from the local change, but bilaterally as if from the

constitutional results of it. On "the other hand, I have already

cited an instance in which there was reason to believe that uni-

lateral dryne.ss and eoating of the tongue depended on an injury
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to the chorda tympftni on the affected sido. Here wo have the

intervention of saliva, nn.l may with probability aacnbo the coat-

inc to the want of this secretion rather than to the direct effect

of the nervous lesion. It has already been .shown how largely

deficiency of saliva affects the toni.tue, and it is a matter of

ancient us well as modern experience that this secretion is much

under the intluenee of the nervous system. I do not now refer

to physioloRical experiments, but to conditions of wider range.

The m'ind affects the saliva, and may, or even must, by its moans,

or by means of its absence, affect the tongue. The dryness of

agitation is well known ; the tongue " cleaves to the roof of the

m'outh." The Eastern ordeal by rice, which can be swallowed by

the innocent, not by the guilty, will occur to everyone. I have

often noticed the tongue to be white ami sodden-looking after an

exacerbation of nervousness, associated in particular with phos-

phatic urine, and thought the first change to be a want of saliva,

the coating secondary. I was told by Mr. Charles Hawkins that

a certain practitioner, who saw many men of business after their

business hours, could always tell how things were m the City by

the tongues of his patients.

1 need not here discuss in relation to the tongue the general

conditions of dehydration, pyrexia, and prostration, since to do

BO would be but to repeat what I have said in connection with

coating and dryness. Neither need I delay, or only for a moment,

to point out that if one were to seek to connect the states of the

tonrme, as a general rule, with individual diseases, so various and

apparently so contradictory would be the results that nothing but

confusion could result. What can be said towards this end may

be briefly put. There is a tongue of heart disease of which the

Denuded tongue covered with straight membrane liite the roadway

of a bridge. .

cyanotic character is evident to the naked eye, aiyl a somewhat

similar condition which is apt to accompany chrome albuminuria

which needs the microscope for its detection. Ihe tongue ol

diabetes mellitus has a special tendency to dryness, as has been

sufViciently explained ; but this does not prevent its being some-

times normally moist or even normal in all respects. Among the

febrile diseases it would commonly be said that the tongue of

scarlatina and that of typhoid are characteristic. The well-known

StraWberrj- tongue of scarlatina approaches nearly to the patlio-

Knomonic. for the eruption helps to make it so; but even here

dther febrile disorders, like pneumonia, in whicli tlie face and

mouth are apt to be injected, produce an excellent counterieit,

bosidjcs which the strawberry character in scarlatina is soon re-

plac-d by other pha.ses of coating and by denudation. The tongue

of typhoid presents many varieties, according to the stage ot the

disease and other circ'umstances. In eighteen cases it was

stippled and coate.1, coated, plastered, strawlw^rry, furred,

encrusted, and denuded. Only two presented tlie dry furred or

encrusted state, which is commonly regarded as tyjucal, J lie (iry,

bare condition was not absent. The tongue of i)yiMmia more often

shows the ideal typhoid state than does that of typhoid itselt. 1

say nothing of the tongue of typhus, of which of late years

1 have seen bUt: littlu- In the only case 1 have recently

seen it was dry and black, as it is known often to be. Lobar

pneumonia presents a range of tongue which runs through the

whole gamut, the plastered type preponderating, as it does with

typhoid and most other acute febrile states. In bronchitis the

lower degrees of coating are generally presented, but if the dis-

ease bo con,siderahly febrile the tongue is apt to be plastered,

which may be accepted as a sign of severity. With regard to

acute rheumatism the variety is considerable, the lower degrees of

coating being more often seen than with diseases which present

a higher temperature and more depres.^ion. Nevertheless, the dry,

furred, and encrusted tongues, with their significations, are not

absent from the series. It would serve no purpose, and would

involve repetition, were 1 to dwell further upon the relations of

the tongue to individual disease ; the tables speak in this sense,

though the experience therein recorded is but a fragment small

indeed compared to what must be in the minds of many who
honour me with their presence to-day.

I have not dealt with local affections of the tongue, nor have 1

had much experience of them. That local irritation increases the

coat may readily be believed. The coated or thickly stippled

toncue of the smoker is well known; this may even aesume

(though, I trust, but rarely) the startling form of leucoplakia, an

exaggeration, I presume, of the epithelial growth, though here I

speak without post-mortem observation. I present a drawing

from a patient with regard to whom I had the advantage of the

opinion of Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson. I will dwell no further on

this part of the subject, save to repeat what 1 hope has been

made evident, that general influences tell more widely upon the

tongue than local ones.
. „ . , •

It only remains that I should sum up briefly the conclusions

which have been arrived at.

The tongue is an index ot constitutional states, seldom or in-

dividual diseases. An ancient theologian described the face of a

wicked man as a map of the empire of sin. It has been fancied

that the tongue presents a map of the empire of disease
;
and a

writer, though one of no great note, has gone so far as to divide

the lingual surface into a number of rectangular regions as nu-

merous as the United States of America, which he places under

the rule of separate organs; the larynx, the bronchi, the lungs,

the pleuriP, the large intestine, the small intestine, the kidneys,

and the brain each possessing a distinct territory. The heart,

says this this writer very wisely, has a common control over all.

But in truth the tongue has no such local signification ; it seldom

points to solitary organs or isolated disorders, but is rather a

gauge of the effects of disea.se upon the system than an indication

as to the locality of it. It is often a guide in treatment, so far as

treatment is general, not local ; and it is an important help in

prognosis. It may, indeed, be doubted whether any means of ob-

servation open to the physician, including tlie pulse and the ther-

mometer, give him more insight into constitutional states than he

can derive from the tongue. Clinically it always speaks the

truth and in a language which is not foreign to the experienced

physician. And how much truth, or rather how many truth.s, are

to be road on how small a page ! Conditions of fever and of feed-

in<J states of the nervous system ; the maintenance or abeyance

ofVital secretions ; failure of vitality, though we may not be able to

find out why; in one ca.se that the disease is getting the better of

the iiatient, in another that the patient is getting the better ot

the disease—all the.se are discernible to the educated eye. The

clinical value of the tongue largely depends on the number of in-

terests it represents; these are more or less mingled m its indica-

tions and the impression they convey is a combined one, but it is

none 'the less valuable because comprehensive; it gives to a glance

what otherwise could only be learned by detailed inquiry.

It has been shown that the %vhite coat of the tongue essentially

consists of hi>rny eiuthelium, and that the various grades of coat-

ing are mainly "due to its increase. I have not dwelt upon the

parasites which are apt to gather upon the coat ; these aro only

of secondary interest ; they do not determine the character of the

coat or of the tongue, and they have been subjecti^d to an ex-

haustive examination by Mr. liutlin, with results in negation ot

their practical importance. It luis been shown that the several

decrees of coat aro mainly due to overgrowth of epithelium,

thoii'di in a smaller measure to its want of removal, and that

ther(7is a remarkable correspondence between the heat of the

body and the coat ing of the tongue. If the tongue bo coated, the

indication is usually of febrile disturbance without especial reler-

ence to the stomach or liver, and points more to the K«",1'"*'

system than the aliment ary. Tiiough sometning is to be ascribed
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to disuse, yet I think I have shown that too much haa been ; and
that more than ono modern observer, like an uncharital>le peda-
gogue, has attributed to idleness what is directly due to illness.

Superadded to theforcing process, if I may so speak, of fever,
we have step by step other changes, dryness, furring, and incrus-
tation, which are essentially connected with want of saliva. I

have endeavoured to show that this diminution or arrest is de-
clared by the state of the tongue almost as certainly by observa-
tions on the ducts, and is the chief cause of the furring and in-
crustation which accompanies it. It is true that in the crust are
parasites, but these are secondary ; the primary fact is the want
of saliva, a clinical indication always of importance, though the
Erocess by which it is brought about is not always the same. 1
ave shown the effect of dehydration in diabetes and by diar-

rhoea; but it has, I think, been made clear that the most frequent
andimjiortant concomitant of the drj-ness is a certain failure of
bodily force and function which I have not assumed to describe
with physiological exactness, but have expressed by such terms as
weakness, prostration, and exiiaustion. 1 do not ignore the effects
of deprivation of water, of alcohol, aud of opium; but, neverthe-
less, the relation to which I have drawn attention, so far as it

concerns such drj'ness as to cause incrustation, has a generaJ hold.
It is diiBcult not to infer that with the salivary are other gland-
ular failures, more especially such as concern the digestive system.
Good digestion waits on appetite. Putting aside diabetes, where
there are special circumstances, it may be said with general truth
that with the dry encrusted tongue appetite is nil, and solid food
impossible, not 'merely from the local difBculty caused by the
dryness of the mouth, but from inability more profoundly seated.
It may be inferred without rashness tha't the loss of power to take
food is connected with a loss of power to assimilate it ; and if the
digestive function is Lu abeyance it is not likely that the digest-
ive fluids are abundant. Hence it presents itself as what may be
called a working probability that a want of the more vital juices
concerned in nutrition may be indicated by the want of saliva
which is sometimes so conspicuously displayed. Physicians ac-
knowledge in their practice some such guidance ; the 'dry and en-
crusted tongue is seldom disregarded as a call for animal liquids,
which require little digestion, and alcohol, which requires none.
To translate theory into practice is not only dangerous because
the theory may be wrong, but the means may be ill-adapted,
though the theorj' be sound. I have often taken the dry tongue
as an indication for peptonised food, and thought it beneficial,
but have not as yet had enough experience to speak confidently.
Proceeding from the varieties of clothing which dryness p'ro-

duces, we come to the opposite, but sometimes succeeding, condi-
tion—that of nakedness. This is often connected, like the pre-
vious, as has been shown, with want of saliva, of which it is

usually a latter concomitant. It may be simply due to this cause,
but other circumstances are so often present that it is difficult not
to assign to them some share in the loss of integument, and attri-
bute this, in part at least, to the failure of nutrition which
belongs to hectic fever and suppurative waste. When the tongue
becomes dry and bare it is ill with the patient. He is not sure
to die, but likely to. If, as has been said, the tongues of dving
men enforce attention, it must be often directed to this. Th'e in-
dication of the red, smooth tongue, is for what failing nutrition
calls for—tonics, stimulants, and food, probably liquid, but
nourishing. The failing pulse does not more surely tell of
asthenic tendencies than, as a rule, does the red, drj-, and polished
tongue.
The tongue, indeed, has a whole book of prognostics written

npon its surface. When tlie tongue is approaching the condition
of health, so, as a rule, is the patient, as is seen whenever the red,
dry, and bare tongue acquires moisture and clothing. There is no
better sign in diabetes than the resumption of the natural mois-
ture by the tongue which has been dry. Something may be
judged by the way an encrusted tongue cleans ; if gradually and
from the edges, well ; less so when in scales, especially when the
surface exposed is red and dry. One glance at the coated or plas-
tered tongue may give an assurance, which perhaps could not be
otherwise obtained, that the disease is on the wane. If the thick coat
m the centre steeply shelves towards the sides and front, revealing
u normal, moist, not over-injected surface, the tongue is in process
"fclenuing; the natural friction is overcoming the coating pro-
'ess, and tongue and patient are on the mend. A tongue acciuires
•oat more evenly and generally than it parts with it ; "we can thus
I'll whether the coating is on the advance or decline, and apply
;Ui8ruIe to the disease.

There remains to me only the pleasant duty of mentioning these
to whom I have not yet referred to whom I have been indebted.
No one who has worked at the tongue can fail to have profited by
the labours of Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, to whom, indeed, I have
been under special obligation, though as surgeon and physician
our points of view have not been the same. I must next record
my debt to Mr. Sweeting and Mr. Armstrong, of the Western Fever
Hospital, and Dr. Collie, of the Eastern Fever Hospital, for kindly
providing me with scarlatinal tongues. Clinically, I have to
acknowledge the services of a series of excellent clerks—Mr.
Brushfield, Mr. Le Cronier, Mr. Sortain, Mr. Ogle, Mr. Drabb'e, and
Mr. Barlow. And I have, finally, to thank the Fellows of the
College and all who have formed my audience f'lr the attention
they nave bestowed upon what I fear must too often have been
tedious.

ABSTRACT OF LECTURES
OK THE

develop:mext of the organs of
circulatiox and respiration,

IXCirDINO THE

PERICARDIUM, DIAPHRAGM,
AND GREAT VEINS.

Delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons, March, ISSS.

By CHARLES B. LOCKWOOD, F.E.C.S.,

Hunterian Professor of Anatomy in the Royal CoUepe of Surgeon? of Bngland
Surgeon to the Great NortUern Central Hospital ; and Deraonetrator of

Anatomy and Operative Surgery in St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Lectuee I,

The lecturerb^an by saying that he did not think he could show
his appreciation of the honour conferred upon him by his re^

election to the post of Hunterian Professor better than by lecturing
upon a subject which was especially in need of elucidation.

Others might he mentioned of more immediate professional in-

terest, but none of greater scientific importance. The develop-
ment of the pericardium and diaphragm was involved in much
obscurity and surrounded by many diiHculties, more especially

as English authors had not, so far, treated it systematically.

In endeavouring to repair this the synthetic method had been
adopted, and the various phases of development followed step by
step, begiiming with the simplest and gradually proceeding to

the complicated. It had, however, been found impracticable to

obtain human embryos to show the earliest stages, and these,

therefore, had been studied in rabbits' embryos ranging from the

eighth to the seventeenth day of intra-uterine life. The results

of these investigations had already been communicated to the

Royal Society, and in these lectures they would lie described

chiefly with a view of explaining and illustrating their applica-

bility to human embryolog;^'. Ultimately it would be seen that,

whilst bearing more directly upon the development of the vas-

cular and respiratory systems, they threw light upon the origin of

the fttjtal membranes, the placenta, and other problems.

Beginning, therefore, at the eighth day of intra-uterine life, it

wUl be found that the uterus of a rabbit which has reached that

stage has along each of its tubes three or four vesicular dilata-

tions which almost double its calibre. If one of these vesicles be

opened in warm saline solution at the side furthest from the meso-
metrium and uterine ve.ssels, after a little dear albuminous fluid

has escaped, a delicate film (the blastodermic membrane) is to be

seen spread out upon the surface of the interior of the uterus

which faces the opening. The shadowy outline of the embryo
occupies the central part of the film, and is of an oblong form, and
slightly constricte<l at its middle. At the head end of the oblong
the fon^brain projects very slightly, and behind it, on either side«

aud a little way apart, are two small fusiform swellings, which
indicate the commencement of the heart in two separate halves.

Section through the embryo, and through the part of the uterus

with which it Is in contact, shows that it lies with its dorsal

surface, covere<l with opibla^t, next to the uterus, and with its

ventral aspect, lined with hypoblast, towanis the interior of the

blastodermic vesicle. In some types this arrangement is reversed

in an extraordinary manner, and the lecturer argued that that
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cxrcnmstanco suggested that apptications of developmeiltal data

from types vrhioJi tvpto known to those which were not, ought to

ho reci'ived with gront rantiim. I'rocveding, it was said that be-

tween the epiblast and hwoWast lay the raesohlast, which at the

eichth day nad divided into somatopleure and splanchnoplenre.

The deft between tliese two layers is us\ially called the cculom,

and it extends from behind the"fori^brain far towards, andlieyond,

the tail end of tlie embryo. The somatopleure, covered Milli epi-

blast, lies upon the wall of the uterus, and has no feature of par-

ticular import, but the splancJinopleure on either side has about its

midst a .slight thickening, which is Ivnt with its concai,nty

ventralwards, that is to say towards the hypoblast, and its con-

vexity towards i he ccelom. These bilateral symmetrical thicken-

ings are the bei; inning of the heart, and it is to be noted that (A),

they are of pun'ly splanchnic origin, and (b), that they project into

tTie fore part of the ccelom. As the embryo grows, these cardiac

splanchnic loops become more complete, aud horseshoe-shaped

(Fig. 1), and, simultaneously, o-R-ing to the; bending inwards of

CC „ r-
^0- ^'^

Fisr-r.

the manner of their commencement is particularly interesting,

Ijecause it has to do with the formation of the placenta, ine

hinder part of the somatopleure, in the region where the um-

bilical veins begin, maintains its original proximity to the uterine

wall. As development proceeds this relation to the uterine wall

persists, and the somat<ipleure, in the region of the commence-

ment of the umbilical veins, becomes much thicker than else-

where, and broken by venous spaces, and to all appearances terms

the main part of the" placenta. ^ . ^-u ii„„t„:=,
The lecturer then discussed, the development of the allantois,

and was of opinion that observers had been misled m assuming

that in the rabbit, and probably in the human embrj-o, there wag

a balloon-shaped allantois, similar in development to that ot the

chick. On the contrary, he believed that in the rabbit and in man

somatic structures took a much greater share m the development

of the placenta than had vet been assigned to them ;
and, more-

over, he endeavoured to show that the allantoic vesicle of the

rabbit originated in a different manner to that of the chick.

Lectcbe II.
.„ , . ,

Keturning to the great organ of circulation, it will be found

that, after the beginning of the ninth day, the heart grows

rapidly, and bulges the wall of the cardiac portion of the calom

j/t. Ao. Jt-

Kg. 1.—Rabbit'3 emlrvo of eight days 'and four hours, ehowing the

splanchnic cardiac "loops. G.C, cardiac portion of the ccelom; Ht.,

heart ; Ac, aorta.

the splanchnopleure to form the pharynx, they gradually approxi-

mate and finally coalesce. Whilst these events are in progress,

there is no change in the relation of the heart to the coelom, and

it continues to project into the foremost part of that cavity. By
the beginning of the ninth day, the rabbit's heart is a slightly

bent tnbe attached to the pharynx by the supracardiac splanchno-

pleure, -which has become the mesocardium posterius, and to the

ventral wall of the ca?lom by the infracardiac splanchnopleure,

which has become the me.socardium anterius. Moreover, the

hinder end of the heart now receives two large veins which, ori-

ginating in the blastoderm, run inwards at right angles to the

aixis of the embryo along the splanchnopleure and, consequently,

along the ventral wall of the ccelom.

Theae vessels, therefore, may be said to divide the coelom into

two portions, namely, a cardiac and a pleuro-peritoneal, and are

the first factors concerned in separating the one part from the

other. This is effected as follows: the venous end of the heart and

the cardiac ends of the oraphalo-mesenteric veins are fixed to the

ventral wall of the pharynx by the mesocardium posterius, and in

addition, after the early part of the ninth day, the veins become

faMened by an adhesion, the mesocardium laterale, to the soma-

topleure, at a point which is almost at the same level as their

entry into the heart, but some distance nearer the lateral limits

of the embryo. Thus a portion of the ccelom is converted into a

pft.ssage which has the following boundaries: in front, the cardiac

end of the omphalo-rai'senteric vein; behind, the body wall ; ex-

tonially, the mesocardium laterale ; and internally, the mesocar-

dium posterius and pharynx. As this passage owns its formation

to one vein and its subsequent closure to another, it may be called

th« " it«r venosum ;" and it is unnecessary to repeat that it leads

from the cardiac into the jileuro-peritoncal portion of the coelom

(Kig. 2). The mesocardium laterale is a union of splanchnic

with Bomatie structures, and is the route by which the somatic

veins (that is, those developer! in the body wall) find ingress

into tho splanchnic (that is, those developed in the splanchno-

pleure). So far the portions of the vascular system which

have been mentioned, namely, the heart and omphalo-mesenteric

veins, are purely splanclinic in their origin, but coincident

with the establishment of the mesocardium laterale, a large

vein makes its appearance on either side m the substance

of the body wall, and after coursing in the body wall the whole

length of tho pU'uro-periton.Ml portion of the ccelom, passes

through the mesocardium laterale into the omphalo-mesenteric

Vjins. These newly-formed vessels are the umbilical veins, and

Hepatic Hifpoblast

Cat lorn

Fiir 2 -Uabbifs embryo of nine days and four hours, to show tJie cardion

^portion of the coelom continuous beliind the on.phalo-mrsentcnc ^«n

S-Hh the hinder or pleuroperitoneal portion. ^^'=\7 ^.'^^'^ZT^i
Omnh v., omphalo-mesenteric vein ; Am., amnion ; V. Ht.. veoou" <«>•>

of the heart :V.S.T., ventral portion of the septum trausvorsuro.

ventralwards (Kg. 2). But, near the hinder end of the heart, this

displacement is prcn-ented by the omphalo-mesentenc veins,

which, as was said before, are themselves fixed doraalwards W
the mesocardium posterius and the mesocardium laterale. lu

consequence of this fixation, when the hearty expands and the

cranial flexiure is formed, the ventral wall of the coelom 19 retro

fleeted opposite to the omphalo-mesentenc veins and becotoM a

transverse fold, the septum transversum, which stretches behina

the heart from one mesocardium laterale to the otner. juc

origin of the liver was then discussed, and that organ waa
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considered to originate in the hyboblast which clothed the liinder

surface of the.septum transversum, so that that structure formed
a partition between the heart and the liver, and was, in fact, the
commencement of the diaphragm.
Towards the end of the ninth day the rabbit's embryo has

assumed many of its later and more familiar characters (Wg. 3).

\fB

Fig. 3.—Semidiagraramatic figure of rabbit's enibryojof lat.t«r part, of ninth

f, day. An arrow hag been drawn in the iter veiiosum. Ant. C, anterior
\ cardinal vein; i*.C., posterior cardinal vein; CD., Cuvierian duct; Au.,
^'''

auricle; Ven.. ventricle; Ventral Dia., ventral diaphragm: Liver:
'

- Omph. v., omphalo-mesenteric vein ; P. P.O., pleuro-peritoneal cavity ;

J, F.B., fore-brain.

There is still a wide communication between the cardiac and
^euro-peritoneal portions of the coelom, but the former has a

inuch greater resemblance to the pericardium. MoreoTer, an
Important addition has been made to the venous .system. The
anterior cardinal, or jugular, veins appear during the earlier part
of the ninth day, and, being somatic in their development, run
tailwards in the body wall, and empty into the umbilical veins,
just before the latter open into the omphalo-mesenteric.
About thf middle of the ninth day, the po.sterior cardinals origi-

nate also in the body wall, and empty into the anterior cardinals,
a little distance from their termination. The portion of the vein
which conveys the blood of the anterior and posterior car-
dinal veins towards the heart is the Cuvierian duct, and it has

I considerable influence upon the development of the pericardium.

I

It owes this iuijiiirtauce, as we shall presently see, to its relation
I to the iter venosum, for, as botlv transverse and longitudinal sec-
tions show, it runs towards the heart in the part of the body wall
which forms the outer boundary of that passage (Pig. 3).

By this time, the latter part of the ninth ilay, tlie iter venosum
has for its inner boundary the wall of the pharynx, which, in

common with the rest of the embryo, has grown considerably.
Moreover, the lungs have begun to project on each side from the
sides of the alimentary canal, in the shape of small buds, situated
a little farther back than the Cuvierian ducts, and close to the
dorsum of the septum transversum and liver.

In the next stage of development the heart and venons system
undergo a modittcation which greatly alters their anatomy. So
far the heart has been said to receive two venous tributaries.

namely, the right and left omphalo-me?enti-ric veins. But toward*
the end of the tenth or the beffiuning of the eleventh day the

venous heart expands, and engulfs the whole of the cardiac ends
of the omphalo-mesenteric veins and the terminations o£ the

umbilical veins. In consequence, the omphalo-mesenteric veins

are no longer the ventral boundary of the venosum. for they have
been converted into the venous end of the heart, which takes their

plac(!. Owing to this expansion the other veins acquire separate

and independent openings into the heart, which now receives on
either side the Cuvierian duct, the umbilical vein, and the om-
phalo-mesenteric vein (see Fig. 4). The liver has also grown, an

F,^4

Ii.A.C.Y

RFC v.

L AntCI

LP.Cl.

Jr^il

Fig. 4.—Scheme of the venous aysteni of the rabbit's embryo at the *nd o£

the ninth day (nine days and sixteen hours). R. and L. Ant. C. "V.,-,

right and left anterior cardinal veins; R. and L.P.CV^.. right and left
,

posterior cardinal veins; K. and L. Umb. V.. right and left umbllicatr
veins ; Ht., heart ; L.. liver ; K.O.V. and L.O.V., right and left omphalo-' '

mesenteric veins.

surrounds the part of the omphalo-mesenteric vein which is

nearest the heart, and the substance of the organ is penetrated by
venous channels, wliich open into the omphalo-mesenteric vein3,

and through them tind a passage to the heart. The venous system
remains but a little while in this condition, and about the begin-

ning of the eleventh day the umbilical veins upon each side

acquire communications with the venous spaces of the liver, and
can, therefore, send their blood to the heart by two routes; the

first being, of course, by their original cardiac openings; the

second by the omphalo-mesenteric veins, through their communi-
cations with the hepatic venous spaces. The eleventh day also

witnesses the commencement of a dorsal pericardium, which is a

mesoblastic septum uniting the venous end of the heart and the

omphalo-mesenteric veins to the body wall, and continuous with
the dorsal part of the septum transversum. This structure seems

to be formed partially, perhaps, from the mesoeardium laterale,

but mainly by elongation of the septum transversum. From its

earliest formation it constitutes a partition betwixt the cardiac

portion of the coelom and the foremost part of the pleuro-peri-

toneal cavity, that is, the part in wliich the lungs lie. Moreover,

the characters of the dorsal pericardium are such that a part of

each omphalo-mesenteric \ein, immediately before entering the

heart, is between its layers and, as will be seen presently, the

right omphalo-mesenteric vein becomes the mouth of the in-

ferior veiui cava, and permanently retains tliis relation. It

is convenient, therefore, to divide the course of the omphalo-
mesenteric veins into tliree parts—a septal, a hepatic, and a me-
senteric I the latter being the part before their entrance into the

liver; further, it is to be noted that the foremost part of the

dorsal pericardium is continuous with the Cuvierian ducts.

Whilst the cardiac and pleuro-peritoneal portions of the ccelom

have been expanding, the iter venosum has remained stationary',

and, in comparison -with its surroundings, looks like a narrow
passage leading behind tho venous end of the heart, from the
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1>lpuro-ii»ritonpnl into thfl cardiac ccrlom. and is the same as a

passftce found in tlint position in the skate and dofj-tisli. But be-

fore tlie iter nctunllv closes, changes are effected in the renous

system which deterriiine the permanent characters of those chan-

nels. First, the hepatic portion of the left omphalo-mesenteric

vein becomes occluded with liver substance (Kig. 4). This early

closure of the left omphalo-mesenteric vein is associated with an

inequality of the right and left halves of the liver, the left side

beinp, after the occlusion of the vein, rather smaller than the

rieht- , ,

Tho lecturer argued that this left a larger area of pleuro-peri-

toneal cavity to be bridged over upon the left side of the body

when the completion of the diaphragm was effected, and the

pleural cavity 8eparate<l from the peritoneal. This would ex-

plain the greater frequency of congenital deficiences of the pos-

terior part of the left half of the diaphragm. Variations of such

important organs were not frequent, because their incidence was
governed by two causes, upon which enough stress had hardly

been laid, "in the first place, structures essential to existence had

little tendency to vary, and for a simple reason. Any variation

of a great organ or important muscle, such as acrico-arytenoideus

posticus, might be supposed to jeopardise the life of the in-

dividual afflicted with it, and, therefore, the variation had little

chance of being transmitted by descent. In the second place,

structures developed early are seldom found to vary ;
indeed, the

frequency of variation seems in inverse ratio to the time of de-

velopment. The reason for this is likewise simple—namely, that

a variation in one of the earlier organs produces such an effect

upon its after-comers that the life of the embrj-o is again jeopar-

dised, and it is rendered incapable of reaching maturity.

Examples illustrating these laws were given, and it seemed pro-

bable that they were capable of being applied to neoplasms as

well as organs. The anatomy of the human pericardium and

diaphragm were then discussed with the view of showing that in

early life the fibrous pericardium was easily separable from, and

independent of, the diaphragm: and, moreover, that the thoracic

portion of the inferior vena cava had a complete investment of

fibrous pericardium until the third year, or even later.

Lectctie hi.

The next step in the development of the great veins is the ob-

literation of the cardiac openings of both umbilical veins. This

is followed, subsequently, by the entire disappearance of the

right, and by the diverfio'n of'the left into right omphalo-mesen-

teric vein (see Fig. 5). The manner in which the umbilical veins

loose their cardiac openings is far from clear, but the event seems

to he associated with an elongation of the cardio-thoracic portion

of the embryo. The left umbilical vein acquires its channel into

the right omphalo-mesenteric by taking advantage of its alterna-

tive route through the liver substance, the venous spaces of which

seem merely to dilate. The pft.«sage caused by this alteration is

called the ductus venosus Arantii. Moreover, the septal portion

of the left omphalo-mesenteric vein disappears, so that, upon the

left side, the dorsal pericardium, between whose layers it lay, be-

comes a simple membranous septum between the auricle and

pulmonary portion of the pleuro-peritoneal sac. Tho septal por-

tion of the right omphalo-mesenteric vein, on the other hand, now
carries to the heart its own bloo<l, and that of the liver and of the

ductus venosus. In addition, tho right omphalo-mesenteric vein,

before its entrance into the liver, receives a number of veins from

the alimentary canal, and is in process of conversion into the portal

vein. .Most of these events take place during the twelfth day,

and by the time they are completed the iter veno.sum has almost

cioscJ. The Cuvieriiin ducts are the chief cause of that event.

At the i-nd of the twelfth day tho fore limbs have developed,

and empty their blood into the Cuviorian ducts, which become

larger ami are in process of conversion into the superior vena;

cavw, just as in the earlier stages of development (Fig. .^) the

Cnvierian ducts run round tho outer wall of tho iter to gain the

heart, but, owing in a measure to their expansion, they arc

approximated to the wall of the trnchea and oesophagus, whilst

simultaneously the tissues which surround these canals become

more bulky and assist the procass. l!y tho thirteenth day there

is no trace of any communication between the pericardium and

the pleuro-peritoneal sac. The thirteenth day also witnesses the

formation of the inferior vena cava. This vessel originates either

alittle sooner thon or simultaneously with thopermanent kidneys,

from which at first it derives most of its blood.

As a preliminary to the appearance of the xein io the urogenital

ridge, the dorsal lobe of the liver forms a junction—caval junction

—with the tissues near the base of the mesentery. The cava enters

the liver by this union, and runs through the tissues of the organ

into the right oniiihulo-meseuteric vein, close to its junction witn

the ductus venosus (Fig. 5). When, at a later period, the hinder

hepatic portion of the right omphalo-mesenteric vein becomes

occluded with liver substance, the familiar features of the ICEtal

circulation are established. Thus, in the rabbit's embryo of Iwelv

H.AitlC.Y L.Ant.C.K

Pl„ .5 _SL-liemf of the renous system of thf rabbit at the end of the tHelf(^

dav The portions of the veins which have hecome obliterated ar

.haded with diagonallines. Letters the jame as I.R 4. D.V.A . d.ict^--

venosas Arantii- V.C. Inf., vena eava inferior ; M.^., mesenteric veins

.

and ft half days of intra-uterine life, the heart is contained in a

closed sac, and tho lungs lie in the pleuro-peritoneal cavity, just

behind the superior veute cava, (that is, nearer the tail enu of the

embr>-o), and in contact with tho dorsal pericardium and dorsal <

surface of the liver.
i j:i. !

The next stage is tho formation of a partition or dorsal dWr

phragm between tho pulmonarj- portion of the pleuro-peritoneii

sac and the hinder or peritoneal part. This is accomphsUed by »

crescentic fold, which, during the latter part of the twelfth day,

crows inwards from the side body wall towards the mesentery (! ig.

6) At first this growth is incomplete, and consists of indilleren-

tiated mesoblastic tissue; but by the foiu-teenth day it has growa

inwards as far as the mesenterj-, and, near the body wall, contains

mu-cular fibres. MorTOver, as the dorsal diaphragm grows Wr

wards from the body wall, it becomes joined to tho foremost^

of the urogenital ridge. There is reason to believe that t'le fore-

most end of the urogenital ridge develops into the suprarenal

body, whose connections with tlie diaphragm aro more intimate in .

eariy embrj-os than at later periods. -

The lecturer showed two human embrj-os, one of the soventB

week, in whicli the suprarenal body contained gjo™''"'";, " ,„!ff^

contimious with the Wolffian I'ody, and another "f t>": te°^

week in which the connection had almost disappeared. He was

inclined to think that the suprarenal bodies assumed their aia-

phragmotic relations verj- eariy in intra-uterine life.
,

^
The development of the sides and crura of he diaphragm, and

the manner in which the pericardium '^"/ diaphragm assume th«r

permanent characters, wa8 then traced both m rabbits ana W

"uefore'concruding an attempt was made to ascertain how far,

the data derived from the rabbit were applicable to tho lmma»

embryo. Evidence was adduced to show that the human embo?
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was developed with its dorsum to tlie uterine wall, and that it

afterwards, like the raliliit, underwent rotation; so that, in the

placental region, its venter was turnod towards the uterine wall.

It seemed uncertain in which direction this rotation occurred,

whether to the ii.;ht or lett.

With regard to the question whether the cavity in which the

heart lies ever, in human embrj'os, communicates witli the pleuro-

peritoneal ca\-ity, the h'Cturer showed sections of a human tmbrj-o

in which the passage could still be seen, lying between the Cavi-

erian duct and the wall of the trachea and cesophagus. Tlie same
specimen also indicated tliat the closure of the jiassage was the

same in man as in the rabbit, namely, by the approximation of

the Cuvierian ducts to tlie wall of the alimentary and respiratory

canals. Traces of the passage (the iter venosum) had been looked

for at later periods, but without success until lately, when traces of

its persistence seemed to bo seen in an exceedingly abnormal
foetus dissected by Mr. D'Arcy Power, who very kindly allowed it

to be shown. On theoretical grounds it might be expected that

before long the persistence of the iter venosum would be definitely

Fiff.e.

P,'RlC.

Fig. 6.—Transverse section through U»e thrmcic portion of a iiunian em-
liryo to sliow tiio dorsal diaplira^m. D.D., dorsal diaphragm : V.D.,
ventnil diaphragm ; C.V., cardinal veins ; An., auricle ; K. and L.V.C.S.,
right anil left superior ven^ cava- ; Peri. C, peritoneal cavity ; 1*1. C,
pleural cavity; Lng., lung; Gj)s., (Esophagus.

Stabli.slied. Human embryos young enough to display the com-
aencements of the umbilical veins and their relation to an allan-

oic outgrowth had not been obtained, but specimens were at

land which showed that those vessels were closely related to the
>ody wall and most probably began in a modified portion of tliat

tructure. There was no evidence to show that the umbilical
eins of the human cmbr\-o opened directly into the heart,
Ithough the rvsearches of His made them emjity into the
inus reuniens—a chamber singularly like the cardiac ends of
he omplialo-mesenteric veins of the rabbit; the difference seemed
liither one of detail tlian of principle. Specimens of human em-
rj'os Were shown whicli seemed to indicate that in other respects
he evolution of tlu' great veins was the same in num as in tlie

ibbit. The dorsal diaphragm of the human embryo was de-
eloped in exactly the same way as in the rabbit, and consisted of

cresceutic process, wliicli grew inwards from the foremost part
f the side body wall towar<Is the mesentery (see Fig. 6). Owing
' the expansion of tlie limgs, the pericardium and dorsal ana
entral ('iiipbrngm umlerwent considerable modilu'ation.
The leeturf'V conclinled by describing: the develoimient of the
iilnioiiiiry \riiis .iivl the fomviti'in of the bcpitic ligaments.

The annual report just issued by Dr. Fussell. Medical Ofticer of
ealth for Kastbourne, gi\-es a death-rate of XZA per 1,000.

ABSTRACT OF A CLINICAL LECTURE ON
PERICARDIAL EFFUSION WITK

PULSUS PARADOXICUS.
By p. BLAIKIE SMITH, M.D.,

rhysician and Lecturer on Clinical Melicine, Aberdeen Koyal Infirmary.

Gentlemen,—Many of you have recently seen in my wards a
case of pericarditis with large effusion, accompanied by symptom*
of such a nature as to baffle for a time the efforts that were made
to interjiret their significance and arrive at a satisfactory dia-

gnosis. The patient was a man aged 45, a stone-cutter by trade,

and his history- briefly is as follows. He had enjoyetl uninter-

rupted good health up" to eighteen months ago, when, after ex-

posure, he began to suffer from cough and expectoration. His
illness persisted tor nearly a year; it then subsided, and he de-

scribed his recovery as complete. About five mouths ago, how-
ever, his cough returned. Htemojitysis occurred on one occasion,

and a gradually increasing brealhlessness, with debility, induced
him to seek advice at the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, where he was
admitted on August 10th. As regards his family history, there

was no mention of rheumatism or phthisis, but lie told us that his

father died from bronchitis. When he came under observation his-,

appearance w-as indicative of dyspna-a; he spoke in short sen-

tences, frequently stopping from w-ant of breath, and using ensr-

getically the forced muscles of respiration to enable liim to get air

into his" lungs. There -was slight cough, with scanty mueo-puru-
lent expectoration. The temperature was 102°. Examination of

the lungs anteriorly revealed signs of consolidation at both apices,

most m'arked on the left side, where they w-ere accompanied by •

small moist rales. The apex beat of the heart could neither be-

seen nor felt ; the sounds were feeble and rapid, and accompanied
by a peculiar murmur, systolic in rhythm, best heard during in- -

spiration, fainter during expiration, and almost inaiKiible during
the respiratory pause. The bruit w-as loudest about the lower
end of the sternum, but w-as quite distinct in the left infra-

axillary region. The cardiac dulness was manifestly increased ia
area aiid in intensity; it extended from the second space to tlie

sixth rib in the mammillary line, and from the left edge of the-

sternum to a little beyond" the nipple. Over the w-hole of tiis

area the respiratory murmur w-as feeble or absent, and vocal reso-

nance and fremitus" were reduced to a minimum. The lungs pos-

teriorly gave a dull percussion note in the supraspinous regions,

w-hile "over the low-er half of the left side there were present

bronchial breathing and signs of some consolidation Now-here

was there any evidence of venous engorgement, arterial pulsation,

or glandular enlargement; and there w-as neither aplionia nor
dysphagia. The liver and spleeii were of normal size; the urine
acid and free from albumen and sugar.

Three days after admission it was noted that the patient pre-

sented a -Nvell-marked pulsus pai-adoxicus— that is, a pulse-

whose beat became enfeebled or absent on every inspiration, re-

turning at the commencement of expiration; and that the righf

nidial artery pulsated w-ith greater force than the left. About tlu-

same time, also, it was observed that the left pupil w-as distinctly

larger than the right. From this date until the termination of

the case the difference betwteen the two pulses and the in-

equality of the pupils were frequently observe<l, but on some days
careful" examination failed to discover any abnormality in the.se

respects. The pulsus paradoxicus. however, persisted up to abovt

ten days before death, when it became gradually less marked, anJ '

finally subsided into a feeble and rapid but otherwise normal <

pulse.

Without following minutely the gradual changes that t-jok-

jilace in the physical signs. 1 "may mention that the peciUiar car- •

diac souud heard on admission slowly disappeared, apparentlj-

re.-;olving itself into a pericarilial friction murmur lieanl upon
one or two occasions at the site of the m rmal apex boat : and that

the cardiac dulness slowly extended downwards ami laterally

until, becoming triangular in shape, it crossed the lower end of
the sternum and caused a dull percussion note between the car-

tilages of the fifth and sixth rigid ribs. Symptoms of pleurisy

with effusion soon appeared <,>n the left side, and a few dayc
before death the right side became similarly allVcted. The super-

ficial thoracic veins, especially in the left infra-axillarj- region,

showed signs of engorgement : dyspucea increased, comjielling left

decubitus; inspiration became more laboured, and was accom-
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paniofl l>y ilisluict, I'liigastrJc recession; and rcdenia of the feet

was not loni,' in making its signilicnnt amioarance. Gastric

troubles ttdJid to the pationt's miserable condition; the intelleet

b eanie impaired : ami tiually an attack of dyi*i)no3a occurred on

September •J4th, which was of such severity as to cause death

next day. , , .
: '

' '

Throughout the progreaa of the case the pulse beat on an

average l.'O, and the respirations luimberod 30. per minute; and

the temperature, which was at liist dei-idndly febrile, became

normal after a short time, remaiuing -so during the last fortniglit

of the patient's existence. The state of the urine is worthy of

notice. .Vcid at first, it .soon became alkaline, and so alkaline

that the addition of nitric acid caused effervescence to such a

degree as instantly to overflow the test tube. It was highly pig-

mented, giving a Veil-marked reaction from the presence of in-

dican. and deposited a very large amount, sometimes as much as a

fifth of its bulk, of sediment, consisting of crystals of animoniiuu

-arate, of triple phosphate, and amorphous phosphate of lime.

The treatment ot the case consisted in the employment of

cardiac tonics, and remedies to relieve the distressing breathless-

ness and gastric troubles. The operation of paracentesis pericardii

was at one time contemplated, but its performance was rejected

mauily owing to the pulmonary complications.
' ' At the ;;/isN?Hf>r?(»»j examination, the right pleural cavity was

ilound to contain 70 ounces and the left 10 ounces of greenish-

coloured serum. Both lungs were marked by several depressed

cicatrices, which at the apices had resulted in considerable de-

formity, and in those situations the lungs and cosl:al pleurse were

firmly" adherent by fibrous bands, a state of matters which was
especially noticeable at the extreme left apex. Scattered over

the pulm"ouary surface and throughout its substance were num-
bers of hard nodules, all about the size of a mustard seed. At

' first sight they resembled tubercles ; but, taking into account the

other features" of the case, they were probably due to the inhala-

tion of stone dust. The bronchial glands were all considerably

enlarged, and of a universal deep slate colour. The pericardial

sac contained 43 ounces of deeply-stained semm. The surfaces

vrete free from adhesions, and were covered with a thick, firmly-

adherent coating of lymph, which throughout had a characteristic

' honeycomb appearance. The mucous membrane of the storuach

' iseemed in a state of catarrhal inflammation, and its condition

affordcKl a ready explanation of the gastric troubles complained of

by the patient. Nothing unusual was observed about the other

organs.
..' -The C8.se which I have above briefly narrated affords a good

liexampie of the difiiculty which sometimes attends the early

idiagnosis of pericardial effusion, and illustrates the importance

of carefully observing the symptoms as they arise, and of weigh-

ing the evidence that they supply.

II When I first examined the patient,! thought his case might

be one of thoracic aneurj-sm, a suspicion which was strengthened

by the unequal pujiils and the disparity in the radial pulses ; but

the unsteadiness of these conditions, the absence of other signs of

aneury.''m, and the occurrence, i'n^fr a/fVr, of the pulsus paradoxi-

• ens, s(X)n caused the rejection of that theorj-. Led away by the

. ipresence of this peculiar form of ])ulse, I next entertained the

itheorj' of its commonest cause, namely, indurative mediastino-

jiericarditis, a disna.se in which intlammation of the pericardium

and anterior mediastinum results in the formation of fibrous

band.s connecting the posterior surface of the sternum svith the

prolongations of the pericardium along the great vessels. Such a

state of matters would readily explain the paradoxical condition

of the pulse ; for you can easily understand that the act of inspi-

ration, by elevating the chest, "would tighten the bands of indura-

tion, con'ipress the aorta and other great vessels, and bring about

not only weakening or obliteration of the pul.se on inspiration,

with its re^\-ival on expiration (when the bands would become
relaxed), but also in.«piratory venous engorgement in the veins

tributarj- to the superior vena cava. Such a condition of the

upjier venous system, however, did not exist, nor would an

increasing area of cardiac dulness result from the form of peri-

cardial and mediastinal inflammation to which 1 have just

alluded. This theory, then, also fell to the ground.

Was a tumour occni)ying the anterior mediastinum the cause of

the syrai>toras? Such a tumour might undoubtedly produce dul-

ne.ss on percu8,sion ; but there were none of those signs of pressure

.. which an unyielding body growing within the thorax is bound to

. exercise on contiguous structures. He had no tracheal stridor nor

dysphagia, and no localised dropsy, and in addition the normal

state of the supra-clavicular and axillary glands gave no &\i\\

to this diagnosis.

So far having failed to find a satisfactory explanation of 1

1

chief symptoms in this case, there remained but two

diseases" which might reasonably bo suspected of being the i

cause of the dvspnoni and the physical signs referable t.

heart. I allude to extensive cardiac dilatation and to pericar

with large eflfusion. And first as to the dilatation : In thi.* <

plaint w-e get the physical signs of enlargement of the heart
;

In

the dulness does not "extend bevond the apex beat, and its outlii

is pretty much that of the hea"rt itself. Generally some imiml

is to be felt, and the cardiac sounds, though weak, are never ii

audible. Pericardial friction is, of course, absent. Dropsy is v. r

frequently present ; and if the dilatation affect mainly the riL'l

side of the heart, we have in addition urgent dyspnoea, v..ii "

engorgement, and epigastric pulsation.

Well, then, cardiac dilatation, though it explains the breatl

ness, yet leaves untouched the main s>-mptoms of the cas-

does not account for the triangular-shaped area of cardiar

ness nor the absent heart sounds ; it is quite unfit to pr-uu

friction, and it has not been observed to accompany the ]iu. si

paradoxicus.
.

Coming lastly to pericardiris with large effusion, the cli

which 1 ultimately selected as the chief source of the pat

troubles, let us see what symptoms it presents : distr.

breathlessness, with a gradually increasing area of cardial

ness, finally assuming a triangular shape having the base 1

absence or enfeeblement of the heart sounds, pericardial frict:

some period of the disease, and pressure sj-mptoms—for exan,,

fulness of the superficial veins of the thorax or neck. In the c;i

before us all of these symptoms were present sooner or lati r. !>

it was not until the area of cardiac dulness became triangiihi

involved the fifth right intercartilaginous space that the dia^

was rendered certain. Do not, therefore, omit to note the lu-i

of this physical sign—when the area of cardiac dulness be..' -i

triangular, and extends to the right of the sternum below,
]

'

cardial effusion of large amount is almost sure to exist.
^

As r

firmatory of the diagnosis, it was observed that the epigastni

sank a little^nward on inspiration, and that the pulse was j
ai

doxical. You are all aware that the diaphragm is a muscle oi i

spiration, and that when it contracts the epigastrium protnul.

but when a large pericardial effusion exists, the long-continu

pressure which it exercises on that muscle induces partialis'

lysis, and thus recession of the epigastrium on iuspirati'H

brought about.
, ,.

,

I have already mentioned to you the most frequent cause 't i

pulsus paradoxicus, indurative mediastino-pericarditis, and l;:i

explained its production in that complaint, but this form

pulse is also well known to occur in large pericardial effn^i'

and in a few other diseases interfering with respiration, su

stenosis of the trachea. When it results from effusion, it i;

posed to be due to pressure on the vensD cava;, especially <.

expiration (when the intra-thoracic pressure is augmente i ,

that the heart contains less blood at the beginning of in-:

ration than at the commencement of exjiiration. This c

dition is well illustrated by the accompanying sphygmogia ^

taken smin after the patient's admission into hosiiital, but w,'

the j)ulse ceased to be parado.vical, while its reputed cause, I,'

pericardial effusion, was about its maximum, I am unable to 'r

plain. It may have been that the physical changes in t''* "H,

pleural cavity (you will remember that it contained much tl^

towards the end of the patient's illness) so altered the con«uti<:S

essential for the production of this form of pulse as to ctw

peculiarity to disappear. At all events, the two occurrenc

cided in ))"oint of time. The extremely alkaline condition

urine latterly, with its large deposit and peculiar reactioi:. '

;

for comment, but 1 regret to say that I tun unable to <"• "

satisfactorily for either the one or the other, nor am I aware oju

similar state having been observed in any analogous case.
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Lastly, although the presence of pericardial and pleural effusions

proved 'to be the correct diagnosis, how is it possible, you may
ask, that tliey sliould have brought al)Out the dilated left pupil,

and the small left radial pulse ? 1 believe that the real cause of

these symptoms lay in the extreme fibrosis of the apex of the

left lung, which excited pressure on the sympathetic nerve and on

the subclavian arteiy, and that the iutermittence of these sym-

ptoms is to be explained by the alterations in the intra-thoracic

pressure, due to a varying amount of X'cricardial and pleural ef-

fusion.

I have said little with regard to the pulmonary signs noted

during life, and their explanation as witnessed in the post-m.ortem

room. I expected to find signs of consolidation at both apices,

with evidence of double pleurisy, and I was not disappointed;

the large effusion on the right side was clearly of recent occur-

rence, and its rapid accummulation proved fatal to the patient.

Although the pulmonary signs there were comparatively easy tc

'.understand, yet I believe that read in the light of tlm post-mortem
' examination, they had an important bearing on the patient's

illness. Apparently the inhalation of granite dust induced fibrosis

of the lungs, which, slumbering for awhile, broke out anew, and

resulted in the pericardial and pleuritic effusions which gave rise

to the peculiar symptoms that I have endeavoured to interpret

to-day-

METHOD OF PKEPARATION OF LARGE
SECTIONS OF THE LUNG.'

By G. SIMS WOODIIEAD, M.D., F.R.C.P.ED., F.R.S.Ed.,

, Eesearch .Scholar. Grocers' Company, London : Snperiuteudent of the College
' of Physicians' Research Laboratory. Edinburgh : Pathologist to

the Royal Infirmary."Edinburgh, etc. JiJ "'•/]!, ".

Once Professor Hamilton had introduced his most valuable process
' of making large sections of the whole brain, the application of his

method to other organs became merely a matter of time, neces-

sity, and opportunity. Whilst working at the subject of phthisis

I saw how invaluable such a method would be for demonstrating

the localisation of tubercular and other lesions Lii such an organ

as the lung, and during the period that 1 -was working with Pro-

fessor Greenfield a number of the lung sections to be demonstrated

'were so prepared. Since that time I have, in connection with my
work as Research Scholar of the Grocers' Company, prepared a

very large number of sections of various forms of diseased lungs.

The m,o(his operandi is as follows: After the first incision

) through the lung—^ivhich should be made in the direction in

- which you wish to have j'our sections, usually from apex to base

-«nd from the antero-external angle of the lung down to the root,

'BO as to obtain as large a section as possible—a second incision is

"made parallel to the first, so that a thin slice, not more than half

.'^an inch in thickness, is obtained. This slice is carefully hardened

in Miiller's fluid for five or six weeks. The hardening must be as

perfect as possible, if even moderate success is to be attained. I

'find that the best way to accomplish this is to lay the section out

flat in a dish on a layer of lint, then to cover with several layers

'of lint, and immerse the whole in Midler's fluid, a plate of glass or

i weighted wood being used to keep it down. Spirit also liardens

' the sections well, and in some cases this reagent may be used, but

it must be rcmemhered that it is somewhat difficult to get rid of

the whole of the spirit without softening the textures too much ;

©specially is this the case in warm weather; but it may be

done by' running a continuous stream of water over the sec-

tion for about thirty-six hours before further preparation. The
specimens hardened in MuUcr's fluid need not be washed with
'Water for more than twenty-four hours. The slice of tissue is

then placed in a mixture of five parts of mucilage f11. P.J and four

parts of a syrup made by boiling '20 ounces of sugar in a pint of

'Water. The proportion may be varied a little in winter by using

only three parts of the syrup. Two to the ounce drops of carbolic

acid may be added to prevent the formation of fungi ; the tissue

should be soaked in this for forty-eight hours at least, but it may
be left for a fortnight or even a month without injurj-.

The microtome used is one modified by Dr. Alexander Bruce, in

which are combined the best features of both the Hamilton and
Williams microtomes. It consists of a large square tub in which
are fixed nine brass pillars; to the top of these is screwed a large

' A description of a demonstration in the Section of Pathology at the
Annual Meeting of the British Metlical Association in Dublin.

zinc plate. To the tub are fixed a couple of rails similar to those

on the bed of a metal planing machine, and on these .rails runs a

hea^7 plane, to which is attached a knife blade fixed at an angle

of 4'fi. This knife is moved upwards and downwards by means of

a fine screw, which is so a,djusted that sections of very great

delicacy may be cut (if the knife is sufliciently well sharpened).

The best and cheapest knives are those made for paper cutters'

guillotine machines. To this microtome I have added for the sake

of convenience and rapidity of working, first, a second metal plate

which may be screwed to the fixed plate, so that after a fe-w sec-

tions have been obtained, the plate with the piece of tissue may
be removed and put aside until again required ; and, second, a tin

box about 4 inches deep with a bottom an inch from the lower

part of the sides, which fits over the second plate. It is proiided

with a lid, has the bottom sloping to one end, and has an outlet

pipe to which a piece of india-rubber tubing may be attached.'

Tub and tin box are both filled with ice and salt. The section is

taken from the gum. and sjTup, carefully dried with a soft clean

cloth, and then placed in B.F. mucilage until the surface is

thoroughly saturated (ten minutes is quite sufBcient for this),

after which it is transferred to the freezing plate, on which a very

thin layer of gum has been laid. The section becomes fixed im-

mediately. It must then from time to time be carefully banked

up with gum, the tin freezing box being placed over it during the

intervals. When nearly frozen, take a long thin knife and pare

the tissue, down to the'level of the rails. Xow prepare a large

clean white flat dish, fill -with slightly warm distilled water, to

which a little sjTup may be added (especially if the tissue is at all

brittle), and place it in"front of the tub, about an inch below the

level of the sections, so as just to clear the plane. In this lay

the sheet of glass which is to serve as the cover glass. This should

be considerably larger than the section. The glass I find best suited

for the purpose is thin rolled plate, which is to be obtained only

from Jlessrs. Chance, of Birmingham. Bring the knife do-wn t6 the

level of the tissue by means of the screw, and cut away all frag-

ments till a complete section is obtained. The first complete section,

if thin enough, is spread out with the aid of a camel hair pencil on

the glass, on which it is carefully removed from the water and trans-

ferred to a second vessel containing distUled. water, where it is

allowed to stand for a few hours in order that all the mnciiage and

sugar may be thoroughly washed out.
_ _

The sections may he mounted either as they are, unstained, or

they maybe stained with alum-carmine, picro-carmine, or ordinary

ammonia-carmine ; but I find that the two former are the most

satisfactorj- reagents. In staining with picro-carmine, a rapid

staining on the slide, with no after-washing except aroimd the

section, is best. For the alum-carmine staining the best method

is to transfer the cover glass with its section to the staining fluid,

where it may be left for a night. It is then put hack into dis-

tilled water, and is there thoroughly washed in order that all alum

crj'Stals may be removed. In order to clear up some of the un-

stained sections, Hamilton's liquor potassne method may be used.

After the sections have been tlioroughly washed, he pours over

the surface with a pipette a strong solution of liquor potassas and

water. Strength of 1 to 4 gives the best results. When thoroughly

cleared up the section may be mounted.
To imbed and mount tliese sections, tal^e a quantity of gela-

tine (Nelson's, or Cox's and Coignet's), wash well and cover

with a saturated and filtered solution of salicylic acid ;
allo-w to

soak all night, so that a considerable quantity of water may be

als-irbed. Pour off superfluous water and heat over a water bath

until the whole is thoroughly melted : add one part by measure of

this to two parts of glycerine, heat over a water t'ath, stimlig

regularly until the wliole is tliorouchly mixed; strain through a

piece of close clean flannel into a flask, in which it may be re-

heated over the water bath as required. When not in use the

flask should be kept corked.

Having allowed most of the water to drain away from the sec-

tion by tilting it against some object, with the glass protecting

the section from dust (it must not be allowed to dry, or air-

bubbles will be enclosed in the section and it will be spoiled) it is

placed, section upwards, on a level stand (a screw tripod serves

the purpose admirably), and a thin layer of the warm glycerine

jelly is run gently over the surface of the section by means of a

pipette. Great care must be taken not to allow the jelly to run too

rapidly.or the margins or even the whole section may be displaced.

It is tiien set aside to cool, after which, if kept away from dust

' This microtonia is made by Mr. Alexander Fr.i5er. Lotliian Street. Edin-

burgh.
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'"''enJ lieat, it may be left for a -week or two until time and oppar-
". tunity bo found to finish it off.

,' Tins fmishing-off process requires n little practice, but is not

;' ditlicult. The slide on which the section is to be mounte<l is

plftced on three or four pieces of cork over a water bath until it

13 warmed through. This is to prevent the too rapid setting of

the jelly. It is then triinsferred to the tripod, and a quantity of

jelly is poured on to the centre and gradually on to the end

nearer the manipulator ; the cover glass is then taken and gently

lowered, the near end first and so gradually downon to the slide.

The jelly on the cover keeps the section in position sufficiently

long to allow of the cover glass coming into its place. The slide

j usually retains sufficient heat to melt away all .superfluous jelly.

!' Should this not bo the case, the whole slide may be again heated

c !over the water bath, and by the application of gentle pressure the

..extra mounting medium is squeezed out. If this extra medium
'

be left at the margin of the cover, the slide may be left for some

time without further treatment. To preserve the section remove

the extra jelly with a s-patula, wipe carefully with a moist cloth
' and then with a dry one. .^iter this the margin of the cover glass
"- and the slide should be carefully painted over with benzole bal-

\ som, layer after layer being applied at intervals of two or three

days, until there is a good firm coating. Unless this be done at

once after clearing oS the extra jelly, the jelly at the margin under

the cover dries rapidly, air bubbles make their way in, and once

there, will eventually spoil the section. At one time I afterwards

paste<l first a layer of calico and then a strip of black glazed paper

over tho edges of the slide. I have found, however, that it is

better to mount them in common wooden frames like slate frames,

so that the cement may be examined from time to time, and if

necessary repaired. The sections are now ready for examination.

List of sp^'cimens exhibited by means of limelight lantern with

9-inch condensor, kindly lent by Dr. Alexander Bruce, of Edin-

, "burgh : Specimens of normal lung (1) uninjected, and (2) injected

".with carmine gelatine ; (3) sections of emphysematous lung unin-
' jected; and (4) injected with Prussian blue to show the normal
''

structure and arrangement of the bloixl vessels, alveoli, and air

passages, and the altered conditions in emphysema.

t' 5. Lung of child in which lower part of upper lobe had been

invaded by tubercle. The gland at tho root apparently corre-

sponding to this area is much enlarged, and evidently caseous

;

radiating from this to the surface are masses of tubercle, some

small and not caseous, others larger, ajiparently formed of several

smaller nodules fused and now become caseous. Here septa are

slightly thickened, and the tubercle nodules are apparently com-

, mencing in the small lymphatic nodes.

6. Tubercular catarrhal pneumonia in tho lung of a child. The

lobular distribution is very distinctly marked, small areas of

healthy tissue appearing here and there. Away from the largo

consolidated patches are small tubercle nodules, evidently grow-

ing in tho inter-alveolar or small interlobular septa. Here also

the glands are enlarged, caseous, and tubercular.

T 7 and 8. Other sections in which the patches of catarrhal pneu-

,, monic consolidation are not quite so tj-pical, and in which there
'

is more marked interstitial tubercle.

0. Miliary tuberculosis in child. Section injected with Prussian

blue and stained with picro-carmine. In this the tuberculosis

appears to have spread by the lymphatics, but catarrhal changes

have quickly supervened. An examination points, however, to

the fact that the tubercle is primarily strictly confined to the

interlobular septa. The glands at the root are enlarged and

caseous. The non-vascular condition of the tubercle nodules is

well seen in this specimen.

10. Section of acute miliary tuberculosis. Here the nodules

are very small, and are quite distinct in appearance from any-

thing we have yet seen. They are found commencing in the

interlobular septa, and have evidently arisen in connection with

infection by the lymph channels or blood vessels. Around some

of these points catarrhal changes may be observed, but they are

comparatively lit'Ie marke<i. The patches are very different from

those that are due to infection by the air passages.

11. Lung with well marked catarrhal pneumonia in lower lobe.

In the upper lobe is a large gangrenous cavity, opening directly

into the large bronchus. In tho walls of this cavity we have a

slight development of granulation tissue in which is a consider-

able quantity of altered blood pigment.
V2. .Section of lung from a case of chronic fibroid phthi.sis with

emphysema. At tlie apex are small cavities filled with partly

caseous, partly calcareous, material. The walls are composed of

deeply pigmented fibrous tissue, which, by its contraction, has

caused a puckering of the thickened pleura at tho surface. The

pleura is thickened over the whole lung, and the two lobes are

firmly bound together. A few firm fibroid nodules are to be setn

scattered throughout both lobes.

13. Typical case of phthisis. Chronic fibroid phthisis at V:--

apex ; thickened pleura and septa. Small cavities with fibroi.l,

deeply pigmented walls, little normal tissue left ;
base consoli-

dated, catarrhal and caseating pneumonia well marked; a few

masses of racemose tubercle throughout the lobe. There is evi-

dently con.siderable congestion in the lower portion of the lung.

14, "15, and 16. Similar specimens from other cases.

17. Stonemasons' phthisis. Lung much consolidated; pleiira

enormously thickened; lobes adherent; several cavities with i

thickened fibrous and pigmented walls ; nodules of chronic fibroid ,

thickening, firm at the margin, frequently deeply pigmented, and

in some cases caseating in the centre; septa thickened. The

glands at the root are enlarged, dense, and fibrous ; medullary

portion deeply pigmented ; coftex free from pigment.

18. Section of coal miner's lung with thickened pleura. Small,
,

deeply pigmented, fibrous nodules, paler in the centre, darker at

the periphery ; no cavities. The distribution of the pigment in

the deep layer of the pleura, the interlobular septa, and tiiu

lymphatics around the vessels and bronchi is here well seen.

Other specimens of pulmonary infarction, tubercle of the liver

(acute miUary in the tissue of" the portal spaces, and caseating
;

tubercle affecting the bile ducts), waxy sago spleen, showing

localisation of the disease in the Malpighian bodies, old infarc-

tion of the spleen, in which a fibrous and contracting capsule

around the caseating or softening central mass is well
^
seeii

;

waxy kidney (large and small forms), granular contracted kidney,

waxy liver, cancer of the lung, etc., were exhibited.

A METHOD OF EXAMINING AND EEMOYING
THE SPINAL CORD FROM THE FRONT.

By THOMAS HARRIS, M.D.Lond., M.R.C.P.,
^

Patholoeioal Eeeistrar to the Manclieetor Roy.il Infirmrvry :
Assistant Lectuier

and Demonstrator of Pathologv in the Owens College ; and Assistaut

Physician to the Manchester Hospital for Cooaumption ;

and Diseases of the Throat. ;

The method of examining and remo\-ingthe spinal cord which is

adopted in the majority of the pathological departments of the,

lioppitals of the United Kingdom is by means of a median in-

cisicm along the posterior aspect of the body, the lammise of

the vertebra; from the cervical to the lumbar region being subse-

quently remove<l with the aid of a saw, or of a saw assisted after-

wards by a strong pair of bone forceps. In the majority also of

tho German universities a similar method is employed. However,

as far back as 1863, Professor Brunetti, of Padua, published' an

account of a method which he had introduced for removing tbe

cord from the anterior aspect of the body by means of specially

constructi^d chisels, with the aid of which he removed the bodies

of the vertebriE, and so exposed the interior of the vertebral canal.

This method has been employed in the Pathological Institute at

Vienna for the past fifteen or twenty years, and having heara

very favourable accounts as to the advantages of the method, l

took an opportunity last autumn of visiting Vienna, chielly T\ntn

the object of becoming practically acquainted with the details or

the process. Since that time, I have adopted it in ihe post-mortem

department of the Manchester Infirmarj-, and finding it most ex-

peditious and in many ways convenient, a short account ot tne

method may not be unacceptable to those who have many BOtt-

mortem examinations to make, and who have not yet tried it. A

brief notice, by Dr. Cayley, of the method will also be fouaU «i|

Onum's Dictionary of 'Medicine:^
, ,, oLA

The organs in the neck, thorax, and abdomen are UTS';

examined, by means of tho usual median, incision from tlw;

chin to the symphisis pubis, and are all removed from tBe

body, so that tho anterior and Literal aspects of tlm DoaieS|

of "the vertebras are exposed along the whole length ot Mt

spine. After the exposed parts of the vertebrae have been exa-

mined, a wodge-shape<l wooden block^ is placed under tiie DQa>

1 CazzMa Medica /talimd I'rcvince Venetc. Anno vi, Nns.
V.',',*'i'",',fEdiUoo

a A mcUonary of Medicine, e<Ute<l hy Ui..-har,l Qu«n, M.D., !• .U.S.. Isi. muaw

""'"a TO^nvenient Mock for this pnrpos.' !» one 12 indies !on(t, 6 inehe. Ulg^.'«fd

6 inches broad at the base.
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ill the lumbar region, so as to make that portion of tlie spine arch
^^l ] 1 forwards. By moans of a strong knife the intervertebral
(:r(ilage between the fourtli and fifth lumbar vertebnc and tliat
I : ween the fifth lumbar vertebra and the sacrum, are divided.
1'

I- the subsequent procedure we require a moderately heavy
\'."iiien mallet, a strong pair of forceps (Fig. 3), and two chisels.
'I'lir chisels are of jjeculiar shape, as will be undcr.stood from
.M udying the accompanying illustrations (Figs. 1 and 2), it -will,

liMwever, be unnecessary to enter into a detailed description of
tlitra. Each chisel is 14 inches long, and has a cutting edge
1: inch broad; adjoinint; the cutting edge is a small blunt pro-
j
rlion

-J
inch long, wliicli being introduced into the vertebral

i;iji;il, acts as a guide. One chisel is used for dividing the pedicles
f file vertebr.-o on one side of the body, the other for the pedicles

i!i the opposite side. The only difference in the chisels is that

i..

So
-7

i- 1.—Chisc-l for dividing the pedi-
cles on the left side of the spiue.
(Surface and side view.)

Pig. 2.—Chisel for dividing the
pedicles on the right side of
the spine. (Surface and side
view.)

ich is nocessarj' for their employment on one or other side of
,; .spine.

letter the intervertebral cartilage above and that below the fifth
nbar vertebra have been divided, the intervening vertebral body
removed by chiselling through, -with the aid of the chisels and
Uet, the pedicles of that vertebra, one chisel (Fig. 2) being used
the right pedicle, the other (Fig. 1) for the left pedicle. After
pedicles have been divided, the body of the fifth lumbar

•tebra is very easily removed by seizing it with the forceps
g. 3), and using a knife to free it from any surrounding soft
uctiires.

fhe dura mater covering the corda equina is tluis exposed for a
irt distance, and the whole of the vertebral canal may now be
'ned by chiselling through the pedicles of the vertebne, or,
ere that is not readily accomplished, as in the dorsal region,

through the posterior part of the bodies of the vertebne. It is,

however, impossible to divide these parts from the lumbar to the
ujijier cervical region, firstly all alon^ one side and then all along
the other: it is necessary to divide the pedicles of only four or
five vertebrfo on the right side with one chi-sel, and then the
pedicles of tlie left side of the same vertebra; with the
other chisel, after which the inten'ertebral cartilage alx)ve
the body of the vertebrte (the pedicle.^ of which were
last cut through) is divided, and the bodies of the separated
vertebr;e being seized with . the forceps are removed. Tlie
wedge-shaped block of wood is now moved a few inches
higher, until it is placed beneath the vertebne of the lower
part of the dorsal region, so as to make those project well for-
wards. The pedicles of four or five more vertebrai are then di-
vided by means of the chisels and mallet, and after the interver-
tebral cartilage above them has been divided, the bodies of those
vertebra? are removed. Then the block is again moved upwards
a few inches, and four or five more vertebral bodies removed in a
similar manner, and so on until the base of the skull is reached.
By this means the dura mater is exposed from the occipital fora-
men to the lowermost part of the lumbar region, and if the opera-
tion has been done carefully, both it and the enclosed cord are
uninjured. In using the chisels it will be found necessary to keep
the cutting edge nearly horizontal when working n-ith" them in
the lumbar and dorsal regions, but in the cervical part it should
be held obliquely or nearly vertically. Although not absolutely
necessary, an assistant will b? found verj' useful in seizing the
vertebra! with the forceps and pulling them forwards away from
the vertebral canal, when the operator is using either of the
chisels.

Fig. 3.—Forcepi for removing the bodies of the vertebra: after the pe*.^.i.lej

have been di\nded.

After the vertebral canal has been exposed, the external aspect
of the dura mater and its surrounding structures are examine<I.
That membrane and the nerves of the corda equina are next di-
vided at the lowermost part exposed, and, together with the spinal
cord, removed by dissecting from below upwards from the verte-
bral canal. The dura mater is then laid open by means of scissors,

and the spinal cord examined in the usual way.
There are several advantages in this method of removing the

spinal cord. We avoid all necessity for an incision along the
back; the only incision into the skin of the trunk is the usual
median one along the anterior aspect of the body. The corfise is

consequently not so much disfigured, and we avoid the lalour of
extra stitching. The method is more expeditious, and involves
less labour when the operator has had a little experience of its

details. This, however, is not the case at first. The majority of
beginners will probalily find it hard work, and I must confess
that my first two or three attempts caused me some little disap-
pointment, as I found the chiselling really hard labour. 'When,
however, one has done the operation a few times, it is easily and
quickly accomplished. That it is much more rapidly carried out
tliiin the method of opening the canal from the dorsal aspect is

sufficiently testified to by the fact that it is the only method em-
ployed in the I'athological Institute of Vienna, where they have
so many pn.<!t-7nnrton examinations to make tliat an expeditious
method is indispensable. In Vienna it is carried out by the poxt-
mortpin room porters, who accomplish the task in a wonderfully
short time. By this metliod also we obtain a much better view'
of the spinal cord and spinal nerves, and can more readily localise

any lesion in the cord, so as to state exactly the relation of the
''

lesion to any particular part of the vertebralcolumn.
.\s will be surmised, the removal of the bodies of the vertebne

renilers the corjise very limp, much more so than when the spinal
cord bus been removed from the dorsal aspect. This, however, is

but a very slight drawback to the method, since it requires but
the exertion of a small amount of ingenuity to render the body
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ricid bv monns of a broom-handle or pioco of iron t"bmg. Even

that, however, is unnecessary, as ^N-itli care the body can be

Dlaced at once without ditlicnlty into the colhu.
'^

The method is one -which I believe will be much more frequent y

employed in the Unite.1 Kingdom when it becomes more tully

known than is the case at present.
, , ,. m ;=„ .,^,1

The chisels and forceps are now made by Messrs. Weiss and

Sons, O.xford Street, London, to whom I am indebted for the ac-

companying illustrations.

A CASE OF HYSTERO-EPILEPSY OF TWENTY
YEARS' DITRATION, TREATED BY REMOVAL

OF THE UTERINE APPENDAGES.'

By FRANCIS IMLACH, M.D.

Of the treatment of various neurotic pathological conditions b>

removal of the uterine appendages I have Uttle knowledge and

less belief. Dy a curious coincidence, two entirely different

motives appear to have suggested this '""^^„ '^^^^^'fl^l ^^i^S
procedure almost simultaneously to men ?f 'i^S^'y?" >f "^,?'/f"f.

5ne motive may be termed transcendental, hj-pothetical, doubttul,

it is determined by the belief that certain untoward neurot c

manifestations depend upon morbid o^'a"''" activity, and may be

cured, and can only be cured, by remowl of the "vant^s The other

motive is commonplace, obvious, sure; namely, that dibturbing,

disabling and often more dangerous and even fatal conditions, due

to acute or chronic inllammat:orj- diseases of the uterine append-

ages can only be relieved, and ought to be relieved, by removal ot

the diseased parts. , ,.

It is by the latter motive I have been influenced, and the

greater my experience becomes, the more convincd I grow ot its

^""vhOrin Tenby, however, at the new year, Mr. Beamish Hamil-

ton asked me to see a hystero-epileptic patient, who might he

thought, be benefited by surgical treatment, and whose rewrd may

be useful at the present t ime. She was aged 40, and had been bed-

ridden for the past nine years. At 20 or 21 years of age she

became subject, she said, to epileptic fits, which had continued to

the time I saw her. Indeed she appeared to have become bed-

ridden almost as much from the increasing seventy and frequency

of the fits as from pain ; her fits generally recurred three or tour

times in the day, and it was rare to pass a week with so tew as

four or five fits. She was always unconscious for ten_ or twentj

minutes during a fit, but did not sleep heavily after it. Haying

been in five different hospitals, special and general., for periods

varying from six weeks to four months, without relief, she had

given up expectation of cure, and Mr. Hamilton informed me that

bromides and other nervines appeared entirely useless

It was plain, upon examination, tlmt the Fallopian tubes were

ereatly lUstcnded, ami I therefore advised their removal. Men-

Itruation was very profuse, and there was^eat pain
;
my opinion

was formed regardless of the neurotic condition which now, how-

ever, induces me to record the case in detail. At 28 years ot age

she married, and had a child, which <lied two years later. 1 have

no record of the condition of the uterine appendages previous to

*
"S I was unable to tpmain at Tenby, she was brought to

Liverpool, entered my private hospital on January 10th, and

four days later I removed her uterine appendages. Jt was

a case "of double hydiv^salpinx, with extremely ""''"''?.''",

shninken ovaries. The right tube contained half a pmt ot

serous, slireddy fluid, and the left about half an ounce, lln

left ovarj- wa/ no larger than a dried split pea, and the right

ovary atout double that sizp (specimens shown). While, bemf,

ana38thetised she had a prolonged and rather alarming fat;

she became suddenly unconscious, her lips turned blue, respi-

ration was arrested, and her back becam.,- strongly arched. An

hour after the operation, which lasted only a few minutes, she

had a similar attack, and, to our disappointment, a week later she

had another, but no more. i„^^A «
On iMbruarv- loth. Ix'ing able to walk alone, she returned to

Tenby, and the following letter was received on March IBtn trom

her medical attendant, Mr. Hamilton:
, , , , . ,„.,,

"Tenby. March 17th. 1883. Dear Dr. Tmlach.-In reply to your

letter of queries about M.r8. B- she has been practically bctt-

1 COTnmunicat«a to the Nbrth Wales Branch, March mh, ISSS.

ridden for the past twelve years, since her 29th year an I has

passed through the hands and treatment of many medical men,

without getting the smallest ben-fit. Eight years ago she was

kept upon her back for three months in the— Infirmary, and

tre^xted with pessaries, etc.; twelve months
«f fl^°

,^^"f '^'^f
in the— Hospital with stem pessaries, etc., but without re let

For the past tw-enty-one years she 1"^% ^"ff'^^'l/^^^^iX'^f'i'l
seizures, accompanied with marked arching of

.
the syine at the

commencement of the attack, insens ible for periods varying fom

ten to twenty-five minutes, for which she came under my treat-

ment about eight months back; but nothing I could d,. seemed to

S^itigatetheni, and they were increasing in f^-^l'f"«>' ^°\^X
tion, when she had the good fortune to fal

^f^J^^'^J^'f^^
Since her return home there have been only two tits of any

severity, and they seem now to be amenable to bromides. Seven

wleks^frnm the day of operation she had a spurious menstrual

flnwCwhich lasted for fivx days. This made her "«^;ous, and

think was the cause of the fits mentioned. She is eating well

her back-pain is gone, and I am only waiting for the fine weather

to send her out Sf doors.-In great haste, yours very faithfully,

^!^Tprijnary r™dt of the operation this is very encouraging.

Had this treatment been carried out years ago, the patient would

probably have been a useful housewife, free from P""- ^°^ ^"
compaiion to her husband, in place of a hopeless and expensive

invalid. .

PRACTICAL ANTHROPOMETRY.
By CHARLES ROBERTS, F.R.C.S.

I HOPE that the suggestion thrown out by Dr. Stone i° 1"s/Im

veian Oration that • medical Phy^^'^V ,
''"'Vlrv for ''scient\^c

science to be taught in the proposed laboratory for scientihc

purposes" to be attached to the new Examination Hall of tlw

Royal Colleges, will be acted on, and that practical anthropo-

mXwUl form part of that important branch of the me^c^

man? education. Anthropometry, or " man-measurement. strn:t^y

speaking, is a branch of human anatomy, and deals ^^tli the body

as a livmg organism, while the anatomy taught m our medical

Schools deals Inly with the structural arrangement of its several

parte ; and it is obWous that if our students were P^operly taught,

their first lesson should be to acquire a knowledge of the phy

sical characters of the whole body before P^^^eeding to s udy^ts
|

elementary constituents. It is necessar>' moreover, that, in order

to™mcti7e his profession with satisfaction to himself Ms

natients and. in public medicine, to the public that the medical

C houkl be ac'^uainted with the normal condition of he body.

:

and the variations in its conformation which result ffcm race,
;

sex, age, and sanitary surroundings. Besides being a branch or

anatomy anthropometry is a valuable means of diagnosis, not
i

onlvXr'dXing diseaLd conditions but tlie^^nfluence of ex-

;

ternal acents on the growth and development of the whole body,

or "ome^ of ts organs Indeed, in its widest sense diagnosis is

anthronometn- for all our attempts at differentiation of diseases

"are me^sre2;ts of either time o"r space, and all o- -f"^^f
,'^1

1

whether for pathological or physiological
'°f

^t.gation are an

Uiropometric'instruments when applied to the "ive t.gat.on of

the 'anatomy and functions of the human
^'f

y-
, .

J'f
j
'"t"^?,

pensable part of the experimentn observation of pli> sical facts s

the measurement of quantities," says M. Henri Martin in ni»

ThZueT^^^X phys^al objects are'extended, and oomequently^

nieiifrable, thou,i]i -they may not '^^/f
J/fXS'Sno^m na

methods and instruments we posses.s
:
and all Pl'^J^'^. P

rithoneh'
take place in periods of time susceptible of measurement althoU|n

some of the measurements are imperceptible by ourjeiis^'j ""^

right method as regards all these Pbe""Menfl, he goes on o^«y

"fs that taught by Galileo, to mea.sure all that s "'ea^"^*'; '

and to endeavour to render measurable ^H that s ""t "l rec y

so." But while claiming for anthropometry t'"s ralat.o"

medical physics, and thereby securing it^ '"e?"!??'*'"";"-',
*L^

Ten ial eFeiiient of that nmch neglectx.d branch
f.^^^^o^^^^

it is desirable in theS(> days of the dmsion of labour to conmi

U sph"™ of anthroiiomef rj- to the^study of the phy-al
^^

ters or qualiUes of the b..dy. and to ^ave the siibju ts wn

have hitherto been included m the provmces o^
P'^yf'p^^^scur

natholocn- such as the functions of the senses and other onst
j

^hvS^ychological phenomena, -hicli,thoug^i measurable H
suitable instruments, can only be property studied oy pe'
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X.

?'<j diams

COATED.— Excess of homy epithelium on papillae with

epilhelial and other matters in intervals.

>^.^ *».

oO dianis.

PLASTERED.—Elongated papilltc surmounted by

epithelial and accidental matters.

^•^SPtii^ii^ ¥, ''^ -jg^

30 dianis

ENCRUSTED.— Heterogeneous crust on

and between papilla;.

^tv^tA;^^!*^
?0 diams

BECOMING DENUDED.—Malpighian

layer, and in places corium exposed.

TO ILLUSTRATE
DR. W. HOWSHIP DICKmSON-S LTJMLELVN LECTURES ON THE TONGUE AS AN INDICATION OF DISEASE.
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.11 acquainted wilh^the minute anatomy of the body and of
ii various imperfectly,; as yet, understood functions of the

.
1-, 11113 system.

I mrntion this here because I fear thai practical anthropometry,
~ L" norally understood nn the Continent and .Vmerica, as well as
I I 'li-j fnmitr\', is likely to suffer from a series of ingenious inven-

11- iiiiiiiifactured and sold by the Cambridge Scientific Instru-
iiin < (iinimny, and advertised in the columns of the Joubnal as
jthropoiuetric apparatus. Xow the instruments required for re-
irding the purely physical qualities of the body, that is to say,
u- >tature, the length, breadth, circumference, and thickness of
tl' r.'ut parts of the trunk and limbs; the weight, strength, and

'liing capacity ; and of the complexion, as distinguished by
ilourof the hair, eyes, and skin, are few in numljer and in-

,
ii.^ive, and consist of a pair of ordinary callipers, two or three

iL'ii' moditications of the shoemaker's rule, a measuring rod and
|i'

. a weighing machine, one or two dynamometers, and a spiro-
rirr. Not only does the catalogue of the Cambridge Company
111 ;iin instruments of this description, but many others for test-

II t he keenness of eyesight and appreciation of colour (not the
III' as have been ]]erfVcted by ophthalmic practitioners); keen-
-- of hearing, and appreciation of musical pitch; and the
nil. rous qualities of the senses and the mind which are largely,
not entirely, the result of education and individual experience,
rii as "judgment of the eye [mind?] as regards squareness and
;:illllrdi^^sion

; judgment of the eye [mind ?] in estimating the
\i-ionof aline; reaction time to sound and sight ; appreciation
-liL,dit differences of weight." These are doubtless interesting
Iji'itsof inquirj', but they are not anthropometric inquiries in

' -iMise in which the word is generally understood, and to which
liiiik it is desirable to restrict it.

I lira inclined to thinlv, moreover, that Air. i\ Galton, who has
siuned these instruments, does not see what complicated pro-
m-i he is asking us to investigate under such an apparently
njile question, as, for instance, "the judgment of the eye as
i^ards squareness." An instrument for this piurjiose might serve
a rough way to distinguish between an artist and a baxrister,
artisan and an agricultural labourer; but between two persons
I'lpial training and experience the test would be one of the
fi'iint amount of astigmatism in the two persons under ex-
iiiation. Similar objections occur to me with regard to some
I 111' other instruments in the catalogue; but my object is not
criticise them, but rather to point out to the members of my

1 n profession the pro]ier spliere and the practical utility of
1 thropometr^- as generally understood and as was understood by
' ^telet, who invented the word to cover the series of inquiries
iiich he carried out on the human body, and which axe recorded

111-; work entitled Anthropomitrie mi Mesure des Diffirentes

A Inn I published my Manual of Anthrnpometrt/, in 1879, I

- roundly rated by the Lancet for making such free use of
''i^telet's observations, but it would be just as'rea.sonable to rate
'lain and Gray for appropriating the labours of previous
Mtnraists. Although anthropometry- has existed in a slipshod
liner for many centuries among artists and .sculptors, it was
t.let who first reduced it to a scientific form and applied it to
Mfic uses; and it is desirable, if any progress is to be made in

1
- in other sciences—and e.specially in those which, like anthro-

l,netrj% so largely depend on collective investigation— that
(;inges in its nietliods of procedure should not be made without
'17 grave reasons.

I'nfortunately for the stability of the science of anthropometry,
<|5telet was a mathematician and an artist, and not an anatomist.
•|l he gives us in his book only the results of his antliroporaetric
Ctervations, and not tlie metli'od by which he obtained them. He
tit; with the subject as if he had exhausted it, as indeed, for
istie piirpo.ses, he xery nearly lias done so. It is when we come
ry to apply his method to Mie distinctions of the races of man,
I to medical, sanitary, and other scientific uses, that it fails us,
ply because he has not defined the condrt-ions under whicli his

Ojervations (mostly made by his medical friends) were made, and
'as for the purpose of defi'ning these conditions that my essay
published, and tliis only after a translation of Quetelet s work,

lithe necessary notes, was refused by the Sydenham Society. I

ition all this because I wish to impress on evervoue who takes
the subject of antliroporaetn,- that it is better' to get some re-
s by methods which have been found to work fairly well, than
le constantly tinkeriijg the methods and obtaining no results
disheartening others of a less critical turn of mind. Ars Ivnga,

vita brevis is a motto especially applicable to tliis subject. While ,

we are inventing instruments and illustrating mathematical
problems by our miserably small collection of anthropometric ob-
servations, the French are applying the science in its simplicity
to the identification of criminals, the Germans to the differentia-
tion of races, and the Americans to the results of gymnastic and
athletic exercises, and to all of them antliropometry has become
serious everj'day duty and study—as serious, to comjjare large
things with small ones, as the study of micro-organisms is with
ourselves. Sufficient work has, however, been done in thie-

country to form a basis for more and better work in future, and
sufficient ha-s been done, especially in differentiating sanitary con-,
ditions such as the influence of occupations, food, social status,,

etc., and of the racial elements of the population, to promise
great results if the methods of anthropometrj' we already possess
were recognised, and their practice properly encouraged by the
Colleges of Physicians and .Surgeons and the medical schools.

Simple and easy as anthropometry is in practice, its application
to the solution of racial, physiological, and sanitarj^ questions is

so wide and comprehensive, that it is hardly within the power of
individuals to carry it out. Qu^telet first descrilied the method
but he shrank from the labour it involveil, and instead of measur-
ing men, women, and children hy thousands he measured them by
tens, and so missed seeing some important facts in relation to

sexual and racial differences which have since been discovered.
Dr. Beddoe has spent a lifetime in collecting anthropometric data
for differentiating the racial elements of our British population.
Professor Bowditch has with much labour discovered by anthro-
pometric observation the difference in the rate of growth of the
two sexes.

Jlr. F. Galton has illustrated in a similar way some important
facts relating to the hereditary transmission of physical charao-

.

ters, and I have endeavoured to establish standards for compari—

,

son, and to define some of the results of the " conditions of life "...

on the development of the body, while in another field Ilutchiq^r-

son's investigations have become classical. ,

But not only does all this work want re-i-ising and extending,
we want also a profession which can understand and appreciate-
its value, which we have not got at present, and which, I fear, we
never shall have till the heads of the profession, as represented,by
the colleges and schools, recognises its importance as equal at

.

least to those of comparative anatomy, chemistry, and botany,.

and, indeed, as superior to them in its educational value, the
mathematical and statistical accuracy which anthropometry
demands being of supreme importance as a check on the imagina-
tion of the student, and a suitable training for otherinvestigations
necessarj- to the progress of medicine and sul•ger^- in our day.

HOW TO REFORM THE DENTAL DEPARTMENTS
OF OUR HOSPITALS.

By F. XEWLAXD PEDLEY, F.R.C.S. and L.D.S.,

Deatal Surgeon and Lecturer on Dental Surgery to Guy's Hospital.

This is a problem I took in hand at Gay's Hospital, and now that
the experiment has resulted well and nearly two years have been
allowed to lapse as a time-test, 1 bring the matter forward in the
hope of inducing other hospitals and other dentists to adopt neces-
sary changes.

I do not advocate that each medical school should be a .school

for dental students ; at present this is impossible. Let dental
students seek special training at special hospitals, but those who
hold the dental surgeoncies to hospitals should show their opera-
tions and the scope of their subject as the other specialists do.

The status of dental surgery, though improved, is far from what
we would see it, and from what wc think it deserves. What can
be more damaging to our profession, which, above all, rightly
claims to be a branch of surgery, than the lamentable fact that
medical men so frequently feel obliged to a<lmit utter ignc ranee
of the subject ? Hence it becomes a frequent source of complaint
amongst dentists that the impirtance and value of their work is

inadequately appreciated, and the medical fraternity is blaminl for-

possessing little or no knowledge about teeth. The work done at
the dental hospitals is admirable, but busy medical student-s can-
not give the time to attend there, and they go into practice with
the idea that the extraction of teeth and their replacement artifi-

cially fonu the limit of our practice and science.

The fault lies with those dent^ists connected with hospitals who
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do not tako pracfc.il m,>nn3 to ilissipat.. this illusion. Tlie posi-

tion of opiitimlmic sur^jery wouM not Iv what it i.'s if I h<> eyp-

aiirccon-i trcatixl t>vfrv !iosi>iti\l ciiso hy I'XCisinn of the eyela'l.

'Ih^ schools would cnn'l.'inii su :h teiichiiig iiiul practice as a b»r-

ib irons pxhiliitioii of bad scii n v.

If ciu'h hosi.ital d.Milist dovoted ono sitting a week to extrac-

tions nndon.-sittin« to tho other ojier.Uions of dental surgen,-.

tho diflicultv would he overcome. No one is called u^xin to treat

nil the diseased teeth of his di.strict, hut it does not follow that

nothiu'-' whftteviT should be done or taught. I do not consider

two siTtinu'sa week too large a dfinnnd upon the time of those

who occupy the responsible position of connecting link between

ilentistry and surgery.
. i „f n„„',

1 will now briefly run over the arrangements made at Ouys

Hospital. Tlier- are two dental surgeons' dressers ; they hold

office for two months. A fresh dress.-r is appointed each month,

•who becomes " senior " during his second month of office. The

ilriwsers attend daily at 12.30 to see out-patients. In very urgent

<-n«ea they are at liberty to give " gas," hut of course the adminis-

trator must be a (pinlilied man. (ieiu>nil imictitioners are very

frequently asked to give " gas " for dentists, and it is to be regretted

that thev' so often find themselves lacking in practical knowledge

.upon this subject.
, - ,, , *

At first 1 had to do nearly all the extra work of the new depart-

ment myself, owing to the absence of my then senior colleague,

Mr. Moon, but of late I have had the assistance of a present

student. Mr. Wynne Rouw, an ex-house-surgeon fit the Dental

Hospital of London. He attemls on Tuesdays at 1.30, and I on

Thursdays at the same hour for out-patients, and these are our

afternoons for gas extractions and surgical cases. Xitrous oxide

gaa should be gi\en as a matter of routine in our severer opera-

tions, and in the numerous cases where tlie health of patients

renders tliem phvsicallv incapable of enduring pain without

severe suffering. 'An aiiiesthetic so safe should always beat hand,

an 1 is more suitable for many patients in the wards of the hos-

pital than ether orchloioform when a tooth ha^ to be removed.

On Friday afternoons at 1..30 we 1 o'li work, doing anything ex-

cept extractions. It is on this afternoon that we see patients

under treatment for fracture of jaw and children wearing regu-

lating plates, and we frequently have cases where plates are

required to restore parts removed by operation for surgical

<iJ9ej»se9. All such patients are supplied with mechanical appli-

ances anil plates, for which the hosiiital pays the senior dfutal

.surgeon £40 a year. 1 am informed that this sum represents an

.•qiiivalen* fixed bv Mr. Salter. The rest of our time on Fridiy

is devoted to " stopping," including gold.

It is a mistake to suppose that medical students are not in-

terested in even tedious operations. 1 have had abundant jiroof

of how keen an interest they take in our work, and have been

astonished at what good men apply for dental surgeon s dresser-

ships. Atone time I had an e.x-hoime-surgeon as senior and a

l''.R.C.S. a.s junior dresser. Advanced students do not reepiire

much teaching, and I am not sure to what extent their services

might not be available in filling simple cavities with " plastic
"

stoppings. That aspect of the subject I will jiass over as " not

ttroven." Suffice it to show what work can be done by two

dental surgeons, and how. The time may come when we may be

jihle to copo -with all the decayed teeth that require attention, and

I will admit that the question is one of national importance,

which may some day affect the supremacy of the Anglo-Saxon

race, and' I quite svmpatbi.se with those who would demand

State aid for dental hospitals, and that in the anny and na\-j-, and

•wherever medical siijiervision i.s provided, salaried dental appoint-

nienta should be invariably adcbMl. Hut at tho present time tJiese

considerations must be deferred, and what dentists have first to

do is to educate the medical profession, and through them the

laity, in the merits and Iw-aring of their science.

Those who are opposed to those .suggested changes in our hos-

pital practice plead that they could not devote the time to the

increased work. In the fir.st place. I only Bugge.st two attendances

a week for each dental surgeon, and one cannot say that is an ex-

cessive claim on their time, or that it reaches the aveiage period

spent in tho hospital by the dentist's colleagues, (iranted, metro-

politan schools arc undermanned as regards dentists. Such im-

portant hospitals as London, St. (ieorge's. University. King's, and
< "baring Cross, have only one dental surgeon each. If these need

Hid tUey can ask that assistant dental surgeons be apiiointed.

There are yoiinij men available for future appointments ready to

'Icvotepart of their time to a hospital, and to rise thereby in a

It

way usual amongst members of a staff. If possible,_the"nssistai,t

-

shouhl hold independent api)ointments, as at Guys. Ihe.Mcit.

Dirnfoni shows that there are in L.uidoii «. "hospitals and

"dispensaries." Some of the latter are very large, and one sh..

nn annual attendance of L'4,U(K) patients. We km.w it is the •

ception for a London hospital or large dispensary to "««••";'

an appointed dentist. This gives an idea ot what coul 1 be .!_

if each dentist attended twic-e a week, and reserved part ol 1.

allotted time to operations other than the extraction ot teeth,

is a noteworthv fact that some dentists hold two appointments,

and I maybe permitted to add that 1 resigned my post on t-

ho,>pitals'in order to devote adequate attention to one.

Vhe matter of necessary funds sliould be considered, althougU

to avoid probable delay and ol^tacles in what had .something of

the nature of an experiment, I ma.le the additional ex-

penses at Guy's a personal affair. Accepting £-10 a year ^ he

enuivaleiit of tlie "artificial work" done. I sliould estimate the

cost of "gas" for the past year at £.50, and the instruments,

stoppings, etc., about £30. Thus I judge the expenses of the de-

partment are at present about £120 per annum -^Vith the result

of mv experiment I am .satislied, and do not desire any altera-

tion 'of existing conditions as affects myself; but 1 am ol

opinion that, when new dental appointments are made h>

h'>spitals requiring eHicient dental departments the cost ot

he^nstruments. materials, etc., should be defrayed by the insti-

tutions benefited. If the dental surgeons were to express wdling-

ness to do the better work, and the hospitals were to decline o

provide the expenses, the onus of bad dental departments wouia|

be entirely thrown upon the authorities. But there l^n<'^: »'

great competition amongst the hospitals each vying with the

other as to which shall have the most complete administration and

the best teaching, and as they undoubtedly wish to i"'P7^;e hei

dental d,'partments, 1 have yet to learn that they will '1-™"^ ^i

furnishing the means. At St. Bartholomew's all the -"'orking ex-:

nenses are supplied at the cost of the b.ospital, and an annua^,

?um of £250 is divided amongst the four dental ^'^rgeons ap-.

pohited, made up thus: the Treasurer pays £50 a y«^'«,
"

f,^'^^'

senior, .Ind £25 to each junior; and the school pays «" «|W'^'r";

£25 a year to each of the four. On the one weekly occaslon^^ lit.

each senior attends he is assisted by his corresponding lU"'"''. an ll

between them thev see twenty or thirty patients, and they d.,

virt they cTn to Reserve some of the teeth at this s. t.ng b^

slopping'^ Having so many patients to see. many of whom re.

,2e gas, it is obvious tli'at little can be done m the ^^'ay of

'topping. I recently made a formal visit to St. 15"tholomew o.»

the day when mv friends Mr. Paterson ami his pinior, Mr. AcW),

were sittin-- They did not profess that their stoppings lone;

Zto rcondit^ons were 4 to the standard of M>e.r work in-

rivate practice, and no gold fillings were attemp ed. Each

assistant also attends three times a wck f.^r extractions. The

assistant dental surgeoncies are dependent appointments

There is, of course, an advantage in num. rical strength, tho Rt

it leaves them still hopelessly unable to cope with ^ven a si »U

percentage of their cases. And there is this 'l^^b'iek such a

?o™s could not expect to be placed on tlie staff of tl>e hosp. alJ

and ill fact, no dentist at St. Bartholomew's has a seat <m tU

staff commi tee. The number seems to me more than sufhcien<

or hTr"q«irements of a general hospital and school t-r mcnh «

students, yet insufficient for adental I'o.sp.tal and school for denta

s dents^ Such a staff of dentists could well afford to keep tie

u

extraction cases separate from their other operations ""'1^0"^;

hen do thefr best work. They are, however, "tterly unable t,

^rive dental students the practice and teaching ^^Send l^ tU^^,

dental hospitals, as a cursory visit to one of those ""^''">'
"!;,

wiU how Yet, London, St. Bartholomew's, and some othe

To pitab have the right, to si.n-up dental ^tu'lents for the .en

practice required by the College of Surgeons. Ihi.s P" >'^R''

•ver exercised, imposes a grave responsibility "» '^,' <;"^^^'
''Xy:

ment of such a hospital. London liospitu .
in is t,"l^'«^%*"{,,

"The attention of dental students is l'''n'™''""'>' *'"^'i!^s^ t
fact that the Council of the Collepe of Surgeons recognises *^

dental department of the London Hospital as a
^<; Ji^^l f^j^^

inav be obtained the .lental practice necessary to qualify a stuaei

for'the examination for the dental diploma.
»„,ditabl

In the forecoing sket.li I have tri.Ml to show bow aj^'jf
»"

dental department can be carried on by two dental ^" «";";•«'

at very mo.lerate cost. I)oubtle.s,s other
'"^P^^'^'f .^ '1'

^"^^eV^^
matter up. and will s.-e that dental surgery is duly represem

amongst the special branches of surgery.
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SURGICAL MEMOEANDA.

COCAINE L\ TtACIIEOTOMV.
SiNCB the introduction of cocaine, nnither I nor my colleagues at
the Central London Throat and Ear Hospital have employed
chloroform when performing tracheotomy, but have in substitu-
tion injected five minima of a ten per cent, dilution of cocaine on
each side of the immediate region at which the trachea is to be
opened. Ten to twelve minutes have been allowed to elapse be-
fore commencing an operation, and in the majority of instances
pain has not been felt even from the first incision through the
akin. Local anaesthesia has been maintained sufficiently long to
allow of a careful and leisurely performance of the operation,
without, however, encouraging that undue tediousness against
which Mr. Christopher Heath has recently spoken so opportunely,
a.t a besetting fault of modern surgeons who operate under
chloroform. •, ^ -"
My experience with cocaine in tracheotomy would be repre-

sented by about forty cases ; we have had twenty in the hospital
and in my private practice during the last year. I have witnessed
its good eflfect especially in the last fortnight, during which time I

have had occasion to perform the operation four times, all the
^ases being on account of cancer, and occurring in patients aged
'^, 58, 77, and 54 respectively.

Beyond the advantages of cocaine as a local anaesthetic, this
remedy so applied has the effect of depri\-ing the part of blood,
«nd thereby diminishing haemorrhago during the operation,
whereas with chloroform and ether the contrary effect is often
'produced. It also quiets the breathing and steadies the larynx in
eases in which respiration is seriously hurried. In only one case
have I seen any to.xic action, and that was at once remedied,

.
Irien the trachea was opened and a full flow of air admitted into
the lungs, Lennox Beowne, F.R.C.S.Ed.

•• Weymouth Street, Portland Place.

TREATMENT OP CARBUNCLE.
Thk treatment of carbuncle by erosion, as now advocated, is no
doubt speedy and effective, but seems severe for ordinarj- cases.
I have been for some years in the habit of treating carbuncle by
injecting three or four times a day a solution of a drachm and a
half of carbolic acid in eight ounces of water, by means of a small
glass syringe. This can be done as soon as an opening, however
•mail, appears. If there is more than one opening, the fluid in-
jected will pass out through all the other apertures. After
iyrmging I apply a small fold of rag soaked in the carbolic lotion,
•and over this a warm linseed poultice.

_
I advise a good diet, stimulants in strict moderation, and some-

times a course of the sulphide of calcium. Under this treatment
the slough at once ceases to extend, and is soon wasted away in
"hreds by the injections, and the swelling and hardness rapidly
disappear.

.
I have hitherto had no case that has not yielded rapidly to this

•unple and rational mode of treatment, which I have no doubt
has often, with whatever modifications, been adopted by many
"'"?"• Uenbt Lowndes, M.K.Q.C.P.I..
Liverpool Consulting Surgeon Northern Hospital

THERAPEUTIC MEMORANDA.
ACETIC ACID AND ERGOT.

SlMnii Dr. Gngg cjilled attention to the value of vinegar as nn
ecbolic, I have frequently u.sed it' for that purpose. And I have
also found that four drop.^ of the strong acetic acid (representing
nearly half a drachm of vinegar) combined with strychnine has
neen successful in bringing about contractions of the uterus after
<»got had failed. In one noteworthy case where in a very weak
"ndanajmic woman the pains, after continuing feebly for a day or
two, seemed to be leaving her, and ergot had been exhibited (the

1

waters having broken), I found acetic acid and strj-chnine produce
larj) and effectual pains.
The same thought, therefore, occurred to me as to Dr. Francis

i "Iii-
P°«»'^'.V ?ood results of combining it with ergot, and, iii

I

Maitiwi, observing that acetic acid could extract the active prin-
'
"-ipio from colcliicum and ipecacuanha, I asked Messrs. Corbvn
-make a preparation of ergot, using acetic acid as a menstruum

- 'th a standard surplus of free acid. In a short time I received

from them two samples, one of ergot extracted by acetic acid, of
which a fluid drachm represented sixty grains of ergot with ten
minims of free acid; the other an alcoholic extract of ergot, which
also represented si.xty grains of ergot and ten minims of free acid
in each drachm.
Both preparations had tlie colour of the ordinary extracts, but

the acetic acid frothed when shaken, which, of course, the alco-
holic extract did not do. The acetic acid process should be more
economical than the spirit method.
In a case where there was retained discharge after labour I gave

some of this extract, and when the medicine was exhausted wrote
a prescription for a similar dose of li.P. extract, to which I also
added some bromide of potash, which is stated to aid the involu-
tion of the womb. The case was still unrelieved on my next
visit, the uterus being obviously distended, so, after .syringing out
the cavity, I told them to have the medicine made up again, when
the patient said, " Oh, sir, the medicine you gave me at first
brought away something everj- time, but tliis medicine has done
no good." This seems like a comparative test iu favoa? of the
acetic extract.

In a case of flooding, due to a large fibroid, I found that twenty
minims injected deeply into the buttock gave rise to no local irri-
tation, and there was no bleeding the night following, but there
needs further experience before attributing this result to the drug.
Ergotine discs did not always control it.

Bqurnemouth,,
,

G. S. Mahomed, M.R.C.S.

'
' ' '

' CAHBOLIC ACID IN PERTUSSIS.
The results of the following four cases of whooping-cough treated
by glycerine of carbolic acid of the B. P. may be of interest. I

give them in the order in which I find them in my casebook,
without comment.

1. G. W., male, aged 7 years, suffering from whooping-cough,
with roughened breathing over right apex, but otherwise liealt by,
bad a week before I saw him

; given 2-minim doses of glycerine
of carbolic acid in simple syrup every third hour: distinct im-
provement on third day ; cured in two weeks from beginning of
treatment. Carbolic acid given only everj- fourth or fifth hour
on second week ; no other treatment ; no complications.

2. F. W., female, aged 2 years, similarly affected, bad six days
before treatment was adopted

; given i minim of glycerine of
carbolic acid in tr. gent. co. No improvement till fourth day.
when patient retained nourishment on the stomach, which she had
not been able to do for some days previously owing to the severity
of paroxyiuns. The cough gradually disappeared, and the little
sufferer was all right in seventeen days.

3. C. W., female, aged 4 years, got IJ minim of glycerine of car-
bolic acid everj- third hour; progressed favourably till twelfth
day, when she had a rigor. On examination of chest next day,
there were well-marked evidences of croupous pneumonia over
right lung. Continued glycerine of carbolic acid every second
hour. Worse next day. Vin. ipecac, and spt. am. arom. added.
Complained of pain in stomach and soreness of throat on follow-
ing day; carbolic acid stopped. On seveuteonth day seemed
better, but left lung affected similarly to right. Died on sixth
week from onset of double pneumonia.

4. J. B., female, aged 14 months, also suffering from Capillary
bronchitis ; fifteen days bad before seen ; ^ minim of glycerine of
carbolic acid administered every third hour, in combiiia'tion with
tr. seuegsD. All right in three weeks; no other treatment adopted.

G. E. J. Greene, L.K.Q.C.P. and S.I.,

Medical Officer, Fums District.

SALIX NIGRA.
Dr. J. Hutchison, Glasgow, in the Journal of February ISth.
draws attention to the adulteration of salix nigra by eliii bark.
hut a more probable and less easily recognised form of adultera-
tion is that by salix phylicifolia L. (the tea-leaved willow). To
discriminate between tlie two in the dried state is simply impos-
sible

;
only a very experienced botanist can say v.hich is S. nigra,

and that only by examining the fruit or drying the leaves, thos.?
of nigra always turning dark. For this reason. I doubt if ever
there has been a pound of genuine S. nigra bark in the market.
the common S. phylicifolia being usually so nam<><l.
The trees under consideration "differ so slightly from ono nnother

that most botanists consider "niirra'' but aform"of theothpr. Then;
Is. on that account, probably but little difference in their medi-
cinal villus if they possess any special virtues at all. lathe
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fr<«h Btftte"niOTa" possesses more tannin, and the leaves ond

,8hoot3 possess Tome form of albuminous matter, only present in the

"^Ttmst'^mrorVour readers vriW be able to throw more light

on the doubt here raised. Anstruther Davidson, M.U.

Sanquhar, N.B.

CAKBOLIC ACID IN NASAL CATAREII.
.

Last summer I prescribed, for a gentleman, the mouth lotion as

follows : B Acidi carbolic. 5 iif ; ^P* • chloroform, g iij
;
tr. myrrh.

• 5ij7eau de Cologne ad. l^. This o: course to be used -mth

"^Suffering severely from nasal catarrh, 'he coiistlltea Hn eMftent

throat specialist. Who ordered some powder t^o be sniffed through

thTnosmls This treatment he continued for the prescribed

time without benefit ; so he tried my mouth lotion, and putting a

few droD'^ of that into about an ounce of water, sniffed it up in-

stead of^the powder ; this immediately and completely relieved

ev?rTsympto"i°f ^^^ troublesome complaint. The wat«y dis-

Se and the constant sneezing ceased, so also did the distress-

ina min in the frontal sinuses and nasal passages.

fsup^se that in this case the disease Ls due o the develop-

ment ofgerms, which are completely destroyed by the carbolic

?cid Itwouldbe interesting to find out whether some severe

cases of hav fever would be cured by similar treatment
;
but, in-

stead of using the somewhat clumsy contrivance of a tube, 1

would suggest a spray apparatus.
^r u ^ o t n c

Wimpole Street. Nathaniel Stevenson, M.R.C.S., L.D.S.

THENACETINE.

Wl^L vou permit me to call the attention of the profession to a

new antip>Tetic and antineuralgic agent, called " phenacetme

thTughVco^ectly speaking, it bears the chemical name of para-

acetphenetidin,' the formula of which is C, H,
| jr'H(cd-CH3).

It can be given with perfect safety in doses of from eight to

twel^ Krainfever)- fourliours. Phenacetine is a febrifuge which

Sarw favourably with any of the modern antipyretics m the

^»^Fi„tv of its effects and freedom from evil consequences. In

feTeruradinistration is followed by i^lief of the symptoms

;

^di^ sciatica, in which I have employed it very frequently, its

"Sa'cS ul'Sfcrj-stalUne powder, soluble with diffi-

'"^'A^-^J-'- """' " " "'' '''°'"'
ROBERT BBLI, ^.D.

PATHOLOGICAL ME.MORANDA.

CONGENITAL UMBILICAL HEENIA.

MM S ased .S2, primipara, was delivered at term, after normal

Uh^ur "of a male child, which presented the following condition

fnarts -On a level with and a little to the right of tbe um-

iUcus was an opening about two inches in diameter, through

vhTch pTotUed tbe cxcum, ascending and greater part of trans-

verle co[on,much distended with flatus and meconium, and which

had evMentlv severely suffered from utenne pressure, as t was

bruised and «t„vasation had taken place from a few small rup-

't,';;?:^ The whole of this h^ma ^^^^'^^X'^^^;
7^'JXnrJ^ Zl^^^Xl^ Tlie chifd lived for t-nty-

Zr, hours. No histor,- of ^-^-^^-P—.l" anTlEd'''
coming. "• "^

Darlington.

A CASE OF CEKEBRAL ABSCESS.

Mr. noBSLEV concludes the narrative of a successful case ot

; e%ining for cerebral abscess with a brief reference to totor

..f ?iie pus a.s in,Ucating its connection with ot't.s media In th^

recard It may t)e interesting to record the fact tliat o-^.y » «ew

l,™o 1 hli occasion to make a po.t-m„rte,n examination o a

cMe of cerebral abscess, in which there was most marked foetor

.Tth" puTth^ein cont;uned.although a minute "amination o

both i«trous bones and the cranial wall generally failed to reveal

any eVidence pointing to the secondary origin of the cerebral

. A .hort note on this .In.e will b» tound to tho I!etro.iMK:t for 1887. Art

I'liannacology and Tli»mpeulioi'. p- IW*.

legion The abscess was situated in the white substance of the

right hemisphere. Immediately beneath the " ™otor area and

extending down to, but not through, the roof of the lateral

'
7mav'mention that the only other lesions found in the body at

all explanatory of the condition were caseation and suppuration

of the left bfonchial glands, and an acute miliary tuberculosis of

the kidneys. By these evidences I was led, though with much

hesitation, to conclude that the cerebral abscess had originated

in some acute suppurative change in a solitary caseous masa in

the riffht hemi«Dhere. Alfred G. Barrs, M.U.,
the right

'^^^^-jP^'^^-pj^y^i^i^^ to the General Infirmary at Leedg.

REPORTS
OF

HOSPITAL AXD SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES

ST BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

EXCISION OF THE KSEE-JOINT FOR OLD DISEASE: ENDS OF TH*
^

BOXES FIXED TOGBTHBft BT STEEL FINS.

r

--'
\ V '

[Under the care of Mr. Morraxt Baker.]

<p<^-the notes of the case we are indebted to Mr. RichamJ.
^

Reecb, late Semor House .Surgeon.)

Thp fbllowine case is a good sample of the benefit derived from I

Ixfng tXnes after the^operation of excision of the knee-jomt

The method adopted was that to which Mr. Morrant Baker drew

Itte.SiB a paper published in the Jottrnai. of February I2th,

^TH aged 32, housewife, was admitted into " SitweU- J^ard on

March'l^fh, im, suffering from old disease of the right kne»-

'oin She states' that eighteen years -^^ ^^e knel on a ru ty i

nin which penetrated the joint just below, and to the inner siae

S ;i7e ri"ht mtella She pulled out the pin and continued her

lieve mfn Vbout a month later the joint was agam opened, unde

discharged had no pain, and the limb was nearly straight and sh.

'T.ntiT?hree"months ago she had no trouble ^tl> the knee but

frn,^ hat time until tlie present it has been gradually gettm

•"?£, iri,(.T,^-F,.h.r .nd »«.h.. M ot pk.hUi.. T.^

centre and lower part of the oint, 2^ inches by
»
J '"Cl

•
a™

tWrd on the outer side of the lower part of the '' 'g''- ^
'?^^f

"^

1 inch There are also other small scars scattered about th

neghbourhood of the joint. On e.xamimng the ^"•'^J"'^^;!^,'

slight movement can be detected. The patella ^'t^^ted o

the outer si.lo of the external condyle of the fc»^J

Hrmlv ank-ylosed-the place where it °}'f''J°^l^t Z inc

grooved. Down the inner margin of the t.b a for ^"0^^ ^j,

or two, a nodular condition of the bone »8
.

t^"' /.r. "ige,

mi, rg the site of the large scar on the ^ner «id^^ °^
on pr^ur

.small nodule can be detected which
^^f.^l P""^^^„°"fe?ence.

anX^MorranlTaker performed e-ision of the ^"^10-^^^
incision was made across the fron "^ ^'^^"^ ^X^^^™ patel^

the inner side, and the skin reflected upwards over r

1
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f!v!n^?^h„M • ''J"!"u''°"'^ "^f^ ''« distinguished; what wa.

^A^r^lnl^l '""f
"b^rpsity of the tibia was then sawn oil

f^t
?°.,'^"''"Pt '"'^.^e to

l'""g the limb into a straight position;
this failing a portion of the bone from the proximal side was

na?ena Tflt.f
^'••''^

^r.""" P"^^''""' ">roug^hthe centre ofThe

Ll!^i 1 if m"'^ P"""® °^ ''"""^ ^'''^ ^''^'"^ °ff the distal end, andremoved with the lower part of the patella. The first piece ofbone removed was then found to be the inner condyle of thefemur The remaining half of the patella was then separa edfrom the outer condyle of the femur and removed. The limb was

te w»f"'^''Sr^'.P"' "P °° '^ backsplint with a foTtpilce

LrfaeeTnffr^l,'''"''^'"^ f*"PP?'^ ^>' "«'^'"^^- The contifuoussurfaces of the bones were kept in apposition by two steel pins.inserted into the bones from belowf'passing through the fkS'one on the outer, and the other on the iSner sidf The skfn
,flaps were sutured by

_
horsehair, and a piece of gutta-percha

:
wuon wool

"*• '°''""^ ^^' '^ ^^''^ ^"^y" °f absorbent

^llfl ot^K- g"."°S the night some pain in knee and heel.
• tlrX ?nf^ f^"""

"' "''^'^ •'y "^^"'^^ Position of foot,

albumen. '
^^"^ °^ ^^ <=^">^"^"' contained a trace of

• fP"^l ffu' S?^^
™°'^'*^ '*'& '° ^Pliit without pain.

- Hnt^l'if ; f
"""'^

'^P'"''^-
The wound has healed by first inten-

^. i;.,f? ^?^ "" 1°"' •'^"'^ ^ '^^'^ ''t i™er side, and for abouThdf
.

an inch at outer extremity, where tissue has been introduced Athe su ures except tliree at the inner extremity of the wound and
,

both pieces of tissue, removed. No swelling, pain, or tenderness
, around the wound. Wound dressed as before General conHi^fnn
.good; takes food well ; sleeps well

i^eneral condition

•

.r^^^}^
Cth Has had difficulty in retaining her urine during sleepand pam before the act of micturition. Thick sediment of^n^ £

th^lWh^^""'
^''*'^°' has recovered power over her bladder since

'
iJ{f^l ^^ V- T^""^^ ^%^^^^ ?«''^ 'o-^ay- ^° pain or tenderness_:inlimb, which ism good position.

'cme.s

April 21st. Wound dressed again; looks healthv Patient mt,
• ?,?' 'Tt ^^,t ^\^\ '^y^'^^ '^^^^^ °« the bed Raided and canalso rotate the limb \vithout any pain

^!"ueu, ana can

• r.i^f'^-r^^}- ^^J-
^''''®'' 'emovcd the back splint and the steel„pm3. Limbputup on a straight backsplint. Patient feels com

' A ^^-fooy.'"'^'
"^''^ ^"-0 ' °° albumen or sugar

;• stA?5^'wfh'thf^KflheTa^f ^'^^"^ *^^ =°^<^ °^ ^^«^ ^-' -

;. Jh'olt^'ny^ain."'"
*'' ^^ «=--derabIy on the backsplint

^ March 10th. Patient gets about the ward on crutches not venj^.turmg to hear weight on the limb.
crutcjies, not ven-

March 16th. Leather splint for thigh and lee

S^aTey * ^''*'"°'^«°' t° the Hospital Convalescent Home at

On the evening of March 30th the temperature rose abovenormal for the first time, reaching 99.G^ falUngLsubnorr„J

L'pitT""^'
''^'^ "^""""^ subformaruntU^at/ent leftThl

« tw^'^M ^fT^ k""1 ^'^o^?
'^^'i '"te'j'- a"'i can walk well with

tmKd leg°forso'r tim'e'^
^^ *° "<»^ " '^"-^ ^'^'-^ ---^ "i^

?«5

BRISTOL ROYAL INFlRMAllY
A CABB OF INTUBATION OP THE LARYNX IN THE ADUI.T.

(Under the care of Dr. Waldo )
[FOR the ^'"P^.'-t

-;^
the ca^e we are indebted to Mr. P. Watson

Vi ILLIAMS, M.B.Lond., House Physician.]

Examination of the throat showed scars of old ulcers on tl,;

the glottis being seen Both vocal cords had ulcers on their freemargins about a line from the posterior commissure
"'^ir iree

rliffl.fiP'"'"! '^'i
'^'"" "!' °'''°''''"" 7th, when she complaine^'of

difficulty in breathing and a feeling of obstniction in theXstnot in the throat Respiration was a little croupy. In the evenineMr M atson Williams was called in great haVte, and foMd thfpa lent propped up in bed, li,-id, stniggUng for breath^^veredwith clammy perspiration, with a ra,,id, feeble pulse, ^ndoSvhalf consciou.s. A few whiffs of chloroform we.? aLin^t^Jbut so httle air entered the chest that no more timeTasw3in giving an anesthetic, and the largest-sized O'Dwyer's tul e wai
placed in the larynx forthwith, the sTlk thread beini left att!che^

he na ,W r?' '''T'
^^'^'''^^ ^«^ immediatelf relieve!, and

e^-a^l ofXliHM^''''«1,
^''"^^''"''ness completely after a short in-ters al of delmum. She was put into a steam bed. The tube was

T.tf °"i
^°"' ^°'^'' '"*"' ''"' '^'^ ^^'^^'i that it might be r^placed; and. as respiration soon became embarrassed it wm

^rZlli-'^''^ ."T-
^"* ^'^ ''^«'" ^""ghed out i-n tile ni^h^

mb^ll'^H "'*'*''"'='' ^^^ "^^^^""^ for^after this till October
litii, when dyspncea once more became marked, and. at the

^u Tn th'"'"''*'
'*'? yas intubated, but after the tube came

m ie^t 1 f^ fT^% °^ *''"
^i^'

'' ^''« °°t required again. The
free fro^ r

«firmary on November 11th, having bee£ perfectlyfree from respiratory embarrassment for three weeks

arSfe^'^Mpwfc *^«;, ^^^^^".^ MjLLiAMS.-One cannot of course

stTnlth f^^ ""J
""^

""t"^" °^ intubation in the adult on thestrength of a single case, but it is certainly of great moment toadopt such simple measures for therelief of dyspS d"e tTtem-porarj- obstruction of the glottis, instead of Vt^ortina to trach^otomy with Its additionaf dangers and obvious di>advanta^t

S,w i"^ ^S?'"f"^
operation requiring an ana-sthetic, Indoften involving difficulties in leading off the tube after the ob-struction in the glottis has disappear?d. So simple is the proce^

nLi^Lf /7.*^!l*^''P?"''°''^°"l'l hear it apparently without
discomfort after tJ^^e cocaine spray, and declared that shi " did not

fTa chiM ?o-
The largest-sized O'Dwyer's tube being intended

and w«s tn / ff °^ '^'',
'^J'"'

"^ ''^""'^' *^° ™^» for tSe patient.

l^tm *oojeadi y coughed out, for which reason the silk threadattached to the tube on insertion was not removed, as it is always

Xlfn.
^-hen intubating children. Had it been of a suitable

Tufl?^ '"^"i'
''"^'°-''' '' '^""''^ have remained in situ and been

readilj borne if necessary, for several days consecutively The
§n h''°Lv I y

'""'' ^^'^ '°™'' ^"^ht difficulty in swallowing

»J^ i^Vr ^^ I'^r/''* "P coughing, but, considering how littllep glottis she had left to cover the tube, she managed ver^- much
rpcn^i H °"t T^-^

^''' expected. 1 would therefore stronglyrecommend intubation in oedema of the glottis as being more
effectual and easier of accomplishment than scarification of the

b^; ".V
•."'* "' effectual but less dangerous and objectionablethan tracheotomy. At any rate, 1 venture to think that it should

^ZT' ^ PT^T '*'' ''- ?^'''" '^ '"^^ hefore proceeding to trache-otomy, which, 1 am weU aware, has been very succeslful in these

REPORTS 0F_ SOCIETIES.
rATHOLOGlCAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

TuBSDAT, April Srh, 1888.
Sir James Paget, Bart., P.R.C.S., F.R.S., President, in the Chair

Intestines m i>i>^Wfri«,—Specimens of intestines from three
cases of diphtheria were exhibited by Mr. Colmax. Diphtheritic
lesions were present in the pharj-nx and larynx. The spleen was
not enlarged in any of the cases, and the oesophagus and stomachwere healthy. Fever's patches and the solitan- glands in all

inr^f^^f
*""

^IZ
enlarged, and all the Ij-mphoid st^ctures were

injected, and the mesenteric glands were enlarged. A similar
acute swelling of Peyers patches had been obsen-Sl bv Dr. JohnHarley in scariet fever.-Dr. Wn.KS thought that the bases illus-trated how much there was in common in the various specific
fevers. In cholera the great enlargement of the solitary- and agmi-nated glands was remarkable. Dr. Vandyke Carter had describedchanges of the same nature in malarious fevers. The condition
•

f ,

intestinal glands in diphtheria closely resembled that seenintMihoid fever. If these glands were so commonly affected inother specific diseases, it would tend to negative the" theory that
in typhoid fever the virus first established itself in them, and from
thence infected the whole organian.-Dr. CotrPLANP, thoHgh he
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had seen the enlargement of tUo RlMui-. '''''^

"?f^.^/^'T-^^'ko
uloen^on which "was 80 characteristic of typlim.l. Dr. \ an.ljko

C^t?r hid Observed such ulceration, and tl-t ol,s..rvaU«u ended

to break dowTi the sharp distinction which had been drawn

^twe^ the n^^rbid process seen in the, iulestines "> typhoid and

t other ^^^^^'^^Y'^^l^^l^^ H "Jufdrsiiown

CTiclt^w tiu?^nT;";n:s"w^

luch cases but characteristic of typhoid, it ^^o-^''^. «V
f>°i,^;,

occurrence of such cases.-Mr. Colman, in '''^P'y; S'^'V
1 n. 1^^w^^ ulceration in the cases ho had observed, but quoted Dr. Bar-

J^w. wlu' had stated that he had in one case of uncomplicated

diphtheria seen ulceration of the intestine.
Moore •

Articuhr Legions in Gout and C'<rr^;.i..-Dr.
^^J^f ^J^^

*A90«^^

1. Kne^Hoint from a case of gout a man
''S^f .f

•

f°5"'^,it
ienosit of urate of soda in part of the synovial fr'nge. Utpos t

idhf^tSA^naS^s^e^t^estd^S
L"vtr Unll'oVtttot^^^^^
we none in the hands or shoulder.,

''}'%^°Z:'' ^^^"^^ ^t
Knpp-ioints from two cases of cirrhosis of the li\ er, sUownng ae

«£o cartilage, erosion, eburnation and lipping, from a male

iStred 67, and^a female aged 61. Thi. condition ma greater

or l!^ Tesree was the common one in the joints of patients

witLTirrhofi^ ofX liver. Out of twenty-four cases o cirrhosis

Tf the liver, urate of soda was found m only "^«^' ^^L^^^^^^ta?
showed these degenerative. changes.-Dr.

>J

• B- Hadden b^kI that

it was rare to find uric acid deposits in the lo^^^f "/^e to
cirrhosis of the liver. As cirrhosis was undoubtedly due to

akohol the fact throw some doubt on the supposed relation be-

. tw^n alcohol and gout.-Dr. Wilks said that the kidneys and

';iW^ were not commonly affected together by alcohol
;
in the ma-

iority^.f the cases of cirrhosis of the liver the kidneys were not

affected whereas they were commonly diseased in go^t.-Dr

^UPLAND questioned Whether it was safe to a.ssociate he^rosion

of c&rtUage with the visceral lesion, and referred to Mr. Arbutn

uotTaneTv^ws as to the influence of long continued pressure

d^e to sDecSToccupations.-Dr. Nokman Moore said that in large

nale kidneys .X^only attributed to beer drinking, it was very

^^ to find uiSHf sod^^ deposited. He thought it desirable hat

•'^n>fulobsenations should be made on the influenco of various

'

Xholic beverages on the anatomy.-The Pbesidknt referred to

th^report on Xohols recently presented to the Acadomie des

Sciences, which showed that alcoholic beverages contained many

^d various secondary products due to the mode of manufacture

wl.iih mitrht have very varying effects on the economy

.

"'^'SCV. '-Dr''^IlAi,?.B/ brought ^--1
.-.^Xo'diel

- cvst in the heart. The patient was a woman, aged 66, v^ho died
-

f?, m ciXsis of the liver. There were no -^5-Ptoms pointing deft-

nitelv to the condition of the heart, infl^^.tl'l^S.^" the history to

oTDlain bhi' oriirin of the cyst. It wa-s 1.V inch in diameter, glo-

bufar tliin wa*Ued!and situated in the inter-auncular septum.

The contente were pink and microscopically were found to con-

gist ofTnelv -ranu ar fatty material. The walls of the cyst were

,i.of <^e fil r'oS tLue. There was no evidence that thejyst
j;^"*

hydatid dermoid, or serous. Its nature and ongm were obscure

_I)r U N-™TT showed a small closed cyst projecting on the

ventricular siXcl^ of the mitral valve; it had contained a puri-

fo™ fluid which, however, was found t%f°'f^ ies were
cholestcrine and <i.=ir« without any pus. ^^ the artenes were

atheromatou.s, he thought that the cyst was also of that
"^"J«^-

Malignant Disease of the ^^^r-VasMur^-l^xro^ c^^^ o

maU,?nant disease of the air-passages ^^^^^
''^""J^ /,Tv?fio^^e

Dr. Feux Sbmon and Mr.SAMUK.L G. .Shattock the first «asonc

of alveolar sarcoma of the laryn.K in a patient, aged H). jloarse

n.«^. gru.lual loss of voice without pain and ^y'P^^.'^g'''- f"^, ,'i'^

oliief symptoms, together with abundant expectoration of frothy,

sometimes sanguinolent. sputum. Dr. Semon was consulted "n

account of considerable aggravation o the dyspnoea
f

for n g )t

previoa.sly the diagnosi.s of bilateral pnralysis of .1''^ Rlottis

Spencrs \L\ been mUde. The patient wou d not permit a laryngo-

swpic e-vamimition. The larynx was slightly tender on pressure,

a^ on the right halt of the cricoid there was a hard swelling.

apparently intimately connected with the cartilage, and of the

sfze of a hazel nut. There was complete aphonia, and respuration

was stridulous, but not sonorous in character, expiration as wel

rs fnspiration, being affected. Dr. Semon arrived, by exclusion of

her po^ibilities, at the probable diagnosis of malignant disewe

of the larynx, the nature of the .lyspncea and the aphonia render-

ing blatSal abductor paralysis highly improbable. The pa en

would not submit to tracheotomy, which was advised. Two days

Tfterwards death took place from asphyxia Kxammation of the

narts showed an extensive, though nowhere very prominent.

swAung extending over the greater part of the laryngeal cavity

below tie cords which were involved in the disease, and lay

almost n appos tion. The growth extended through the crico-

thyroid spaced and appeared externally in front o? the larynx

Tlfe mucous membrane over a large area of the growth sas

VilouV This condition was quite independent of any ulceration

Lid was one that might in certain cases be of much clinical

taportance Microscopic examination showed tho growth to be an

aTveolar sarcoma. The total number of cases of sarcoma o the

Kx Mtherto recorded did not exceed .00 and m none had the

ace of the patient been so advanced as in the present case. In the

Second case^there was epitheliomaof the right half of t^e lary^nx

with an epitheliomatous insula on the left vocal cord. IDe

natienra gentleman, aged .-. was seen by Dr. Semon on October

rnhl887.^on account li hoar.ene..s without pain or dysphagia.

Tai^'ntoscopic examination showed a widespread red infil-

^rl?inTS,1n;olving the whole of the right half ot^
pxcenfthe epiglottis. There was no history of syphi h,, and the

^nieroraan?were healthy. On October 21st Mr. Butlin saw tho

naUentTnd sl^ed Dr Semon's views as to the malignant nature

^fh" "disease Extirpation of the right half of the larynx wa.

performed by Sir WDliam Mac Cormac on >ovember Ist. IR^

The mtlent died from pneumonia on the third day after

Uie operation The presence of a small isolated growth

on thriower surface of the left vocal cord was only ascer-

tained at the time of operation by means of an electric lamp

ntroduced into the laryix. It was excised by a c.rcu ar incision

n the healtln parts around it. Microscope examination showed

the ^owHis L^oth sides of the larynx to be similar ""d epitheli-

omatous in kind. The case illustrated the necessity of arriving at

aTli.gnosi" of malignant disease of the larynx m certain cases by

rl mVaUvmotoms Snly, without the aid of the microscope ;
since

tiTTnfiltrSFng M?ure of the growth would have rendered he

intraTarvno-eal removal of fragments for microscopic examination

imWble^ The presence of the isolate.l growth on the left cord

was one of the class of facts that might be interpreted as evidence

S a direct cancerous inoculation, although, m the absence of

direct experim^-nt. it might always be held in argument that the

siotonnosed to the primary tumour was, by tho advent of an

inflammatory process^only prepared to become cancerous for th

same ^nerJl'^reason which lay at the bottom of the original

disease! At any rate, facts of this.character were «ceeding^y r«e.

and no case of laryngeal carcinoma similar to the one irow

recorded had, so far as l)r. Semon and Mr. Shattock kne^. been

report d. Professor von Dergmann had ''ccently shown oth

Twiin Mndical Society a case of carcinoma of exactly opposU'

ws of the u'pper an^lowerlips. The third case was an eKamjle

:rAtratrach?al carcinoma continuous w.Uicarcuiomao^ ^
thyroid The patient was a man, aged o9, under tlie car? ^ v'

Ord and afterwards of Dr. Sharkey ?n St. Thoma.s s "ospilal.^^e

chief sympo';:rwere ha^moptysi's of some standing eniaciati&J

couMi and ni<dit sweats. There was paralysis of the r'g"' vocw

co^" and rather indistinct pulmonary symptoms. ;^3^ '^^^t^
«i<Tns there was some th ckening external to the tracliea low

All symptoms present in the case aPPf'^'^cd compati e witD t^

diamosisof tubercular disease of the lung and t™chea, but no

b cf^rwerl found in the sputum
-"f.^Yst^ae

"
on^Ttli^^

patient's life Dr. Sharkey, who ^f
c)ed the last stages, ont..rwa

a strong 8U.spicion of malignant disease of the tra hta. i^»

ensued from increasing hxnioptys..,. At ^^'^PZ^^'^J^f^V^O.
nation double pneumonia affecting t '^'ower obes was foupd, M^

a smooth ovoldal growth projected '"t° .'' Uachca iron

anterior aspect about 1.5 centimetre below the lo^^e^ "^™',; "'
j^

cricoW Sections showed an extensive ^;'>^>^«co|is .
I tratwn.

the tumour substance spr.,.dlug t^twecn the trad, al oirt.age

to tha thyroid gland and to the "-'-tei.or of the trachea j.eo

I
latter. The right recurrcut, laryngeal nerve was tounu w »"
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it''^

the mass of malignant disease which lay around the trachea. The
histology of the growth was that of cylinder-celled carcinoma

;

the investing epithelium of the trachea was not involved. As the
tumour was traced outwards its thyroidal nature became plain.
The cell columns had everj-where a lumen, and were. formed by a
single cell layer. This form of thjToidal carcinoma was very rare.
Wdlflcr had recited seven cases collected from different authors,
and figured a specimen very like the present. It was also remark-
able that the extension into the trachea took place in the form of
a well-defined, comparatively large tumour, and not, as usual, by
mere infiltration of the tracheal walls.—Mr. Godleb referred to
two cases of thyroid tumour, in which the secondary tumours
were situated in bone.—Dr. Pitt, iu connection with the theory of
the transmission of malignant diseases by contact, referred to the
frequency with which growths secondary to malignant disease of
abdominal viscera occurred in Douglas's pouch.
Mediastinal Tumour involving the Heart.— Ht. Handfobd

showed a specimen of mediastinal tumour taken from a man aged
45,_ who had complained of cough for six months and a half. His
chief trouble was dysphagia, which eventuated in complete in-
ability to take food by the mouth. He died from slow haemoptysis.
A. mediastinal carcinoma was found after death, which involved
the lower lobe of the left lung. The left auricle was also impli-
cated, and communicated by a small opening, wliich was probably
the source of the haemorrhage, with the pericardial sac, which
contained blood-clot, and also an irregular sloughy cavity be-
tween the roots of the lungs. With this carity the trachea and
bronchi, the walls of which were extensively destroyed, freely
communicated. The oesophagus was not involved in the growth,
and was not strictured, but communicated with the same cavity
by three openings, one of which was more than an inch long.
There were numerous secondary growths in the liver, which, on
microscopic examination, presented typical alveolar stroma of
scirrhus. In a very similar case mentioned by Dr. Impacciati
(Lo Sperimentale, January, 18S.8) the left auricle was involved,
but not perforated. The oesophagus presented two small per-
forations, and death occurred from inanition from difficulty of
swallowing. A third case was described, where death had been
due to pulmonary hicmorrhage. There was a carcinoma of the
root of the lung, spreading along the bronchi and blood-vessels
into the lung, and secondarj- growths in the humerus, muscles,
and kidneys.

Ci/stic Kidnei/.—BT. II. "W. G. Mackexzib showed a kidnej- with
cysts containing calculi. The patient, a woman aged 69, died of
cerebral hemorrhage; and the arteries were atheromatous and
the left ventricle hj-pertrophied. Both kidneys were cystic, but
in the right only calculi existed. The largest of the calculi was
about the size of a small bean, the others, about thirty in number,
were about the size of coriander seeds. They were highly polished,
very hard, consisted of oxalate of lime, and weighed together
13| grains. The kidney was not enlarged, and contained, besides
numerous small cysts, two large ones an inch in diameter in the
cortex. The largest calculus was contained in the largest cyst, a
number of others were contained in the second cj'St, and the re-
mamder were in the small cysts. There was no calculus in the
bladder, ureter, or pelvis. No communication existed between the
cj-sts and the pelvis. No such case had previously been brought
before the Society, but Dr. Dickinson referred in his work on
Diseases of the Kidneys to a somewhat similar specimen in the
Guy's Hospital Museum. Assuming tliat the cysts were the result
of obstruction of tubules, either the obstruction must have been
incomplete or the cysts must have communicated with non-
obstructed tubules so as to permit some flow of urine through the
cysts. The cysts were not due to the calculi, as the presence of
cysts in the other kidney without calculi showed. He thought
that It was not improbable that the cysts were due to obstruction
by small concretions.
Card Specimen.'f.—ilT. Eve : Cyst of Spermatic Cord, originatingm the Organ of Giraldo.s.—Dr. h\ J. Smith : Aortic Stenosis.—Dr.

Handfoed
: 1. Simple Hj-pertrophv of Kidney. 2. Multiple Tu-

bercular Strictures of Intestine.—Mr. Fenwick: 1. A'esical Car-
anoma. 2. Prostatic Carcinoma. — Dr. Drewitt (for Dr.
Cholmelet)

: Lung from Case of Iloemoptysis in an Infant.—Mr.
Shattock

: Recurrent Sarcoma of T)ivroi'd associated with Hy-
pertrophy nf Accessory Thvroid.—Dr. -Hadden : Intestinal Coh-
cretions.-Dr. Monisos- : Valvular Disease of Heart in an Inf;mt.
—Dr. 1>ITT : 1. Caseous Gland rieerating into (Esophagus and Sto-
mach by Numerous Openings. 2. Hypertrophy of OSsophacus
associated with Hypertrophied Ileai-t.

MEDICO-CHIRUEGICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
Wednesday, Mabch 21 st, 18SS.

John Smith, M.D., LL.D., President, in the Chair.

Nephrotomy.—Mt. A. G.'Milleb presented a report of three"
cases of nephrotomy. The general conclusion suggested by the
results obtained was that nephrotomy for pyo-nephrosis and
similar conditions was not a favourable method of treatment.
Tfie immediate result was often good, but, more especially in the
young subject, the ultimate issue was bad. The tendency to sinus
formation was verj' great. Such sinus was exceedingly intract-
able, particularly in the young, and in a large proportion of cases
led to the supervention of amyloid disease. When surgical in-,
terference was necessary, >Ir. Miller believed that nephrectomy;
was a better operation.
Hespiratory Neuroses.—Dr. Andrew Smart described some

forms of respiratory neuroses which had come under his attention
in the out-patient department and in the special ward for alcoholic
patients. Charts were exhibited illustrative of various rhythmic
alterations in the respiratory tracing, to which Dr. Smart believed
attention had not yet been drawn. Ingenious theories were
elaborated in explanation of the phenomena.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN 1REL.VND.
SuEGicAL Section.

Friday, March 9th, 1888.

A. H. CoELEY, M.D., Pres. R.C.S.I., in the Chair.

Subcranial Hamorrhoge treated by Secondary Trephining.— •

Mr. Thoenley Stoker said this case was that of a man, aged 50,

,

who was received into the Richmond Hospital four days after he
had fallen from a cart and sustained such injury that he became
insensible. At the time he came under observation he was in a
state of stupor, with left brachial motor-monoplegia and a very
partial paralysis of the facial nerve on the same side. The left leg
showed a barely detectible motor insufficiencj'. There was no

.

sensory paralysis, and the pupils were responsive and sj-m-

.

metrical. A bruise simulating depressed fracture existed in '.

the scalp over the upper part of the right fissure of Rolando.

'

No accurate history could be obtaineil, and it was not possiblel^
to say whether his symptoms were of apoplectic origin or due
to pressure on the siuiace of the brsia, the result of laceration..'

of a meningeal artery. This uncei tainty as to the nature of
the case caused delay in operating. On the ninth day of the
case the man had become worse, and was evidentlj- dj-ing. He ,

was completely hemiplegic on the left side, profoundly coma-
,

tose, could swallow in the most imperfect manner, and breathed .

with stertor only twelve or fourteen times in the minute. The

,

conclusion come to was that the symptoms were probably due :

to hremorrhage between the bone and dura mater, dependent
on a laceration, with or without fracture, of the middle menin-
geal artery. Although there had been, so far as could be ascer-
tained, no complete recovery between the injury and the advent,^
of the later symptoms of pressure, and therefore an absence of •

that interval so characteristic of subcranial pressure, yet, on
the other hand, there had not been that even level of ills, or''.

that uniformly downward path of sj-mptoms, indicative of lace-
"

ration or apoplectic pressure. The reading of the case, as ei-
'

pressed at the time, and fully borne out by its subsequent
history, was this: 1. IIa?morrhage over the right motor area,

between the bone and dura mater, probably due to laceration
of the middle meningeal arterj- or one of its branches, most
likely associated with fracture, and producing the partial left

paralysis which at first existed. 2. Subsequent increase of the
hemiplegia, either due to renewed ha;morrhage or to that sudden
yielding of brain function which was repeatedly seen both in
liajmorrhages or serous effusions which had existed for some time,
even though no additional mechanical pressure was called into play. .

The existence'of the scalp injury over the upper and back part of.,1

the motor area was of less value in indicating the seat of pressure
'

than the opposite paralyses, which pointed clearly to the engage- .'

ment of the greater portion of the right motor area, including Uie
i

extensive surface occupied bj- the cortical centres for the various
parts of the upper extremity, the face and tongue, and lower ex-
tremity, the interference with them being in the sequence in
which they are written. As to the assimiption that the
pressure was cortical, and not apoplectic, it was founded
on his belief in the absence of any sensory paralysis,
and the teaching on that point, so well expressed by Ferrier,
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who says that "strictly cortical lesions of the motor area

do not cause ansesthesm in any form, and it may be laid

down as a rule, to which tlieri! are no exceptions, that if

ansestlu'sia is found along with motor yanUy.-is, the lesion is not

limited to the motor zone, but implicates also, orgaiiically or func-

tionally, the sensorj- tracts of the internal capsule or the centres

to which they are distributed." The cortical nature of the pressure

was furthvr supiiorted by the existence in the early stage of the

case of a premounced brachial monoplegia, as it is well established

that monoplegia is a condition due to interference with the cor-

tex, and not usually found in more deeply situated lesions.

Considering the whole story of the case, and in view of the in-

evitable death of the patient if not relieved by treatment, it was

determined to trephine him. This was done on June 21st, the day

on which he exhibited the pronounced conditions just described,

and the ninth after his accident. The patient was completely

comatose, and no anresthetic was used. The injurj' over the

tissure of Kolando was taken as the point indicated for operation,

because, although not in the centre of the engaged portion of the

motor area, a possible fracture existed there. A trephine with a

diameter of 20 millimetres was applied, and, on the disc of bone

being removed, the antero-inferior edge of the opening disclosed

the edge of a well-formed blood clot. A second trephine opening

was made immediately below and in front of the first, and an oval

opening, measuring 52 millimfetres, rendered available for removing

the clot. At its centre the clot was so thick that the dura mater was

distant from the cranium about 40 millimotres. Before the patient

was takenofl theoperating table he moved his left armaud leg with

tolerable freedom, asked for a drink of water, which he readily swal-

lowed. Anunintemiptedlygoodrecoverywasmade. Theeveningof

the day of operation the paralysis and brain sj-mptoms had all but

disappeared, and he could pass water voluntarily. A day later

he was in a perfectly normal condition as regards any brain

symptoms. lie was kept under observation until September 29th,

when he left hospital. If another case resembling this offers

itself for treatment, he would consider the propriety ofmakingdrain-

age as efficient as possible by forming a small trephine opening at

the nearest accessible point to the lower edge of the line of separa-

tion between the cranium and dura mater. He was able to arrive

at a conclusion justifying a useful operation by two circumstances

—first, that he could, independent of any knowledge of a fracture

enabling him to localise the htemorrhage, put his linger over the

motor area and say with sufficient accuracy, " There is pressure

here over the cortical centres for the upper extremity ; it extended

downwards and forwards to those for the face; it afterwards

reached upwards to those for the lower extremity." The sequence

is anatomically perfect. First, a brachial monoplegia ; then, as

the blood or pressure effect extends, a facio-lingual ; and, finally,

a crural para^'sis. Independently of these points, the case—as one

in which no defined bone lesion served to localise the hemorrhage
—^belonged to a class sufhcientlyrare to deserve notice. If he re-

qiiired any other apology for presenting it at such length, he would
have it in the words of so emment a surgeon as Mr. Hutchinson,

who says, speaking of instances of effusion of blood between the

bone and dura mater, "These are especially important, because

generally supposed to be capable of relief by treatment. Yet it is

a remarkable fact that the modern annals of surgery do not, so far

aa I am aware, contain any cases in which life has been saved by
trephining for this state of things." On a careful study of the

lignt which modern investigation had thrown on the localisation

of intracranial pressure, and the security wliich modem surgical

methods had given to the operation of opening the cranium, and
bearing his clinical observation of deaths from doubtful intra-

cranial accidents in mind, he had come to this conclusion for

future guidance, that if lie were in doubt be would operate.

Traumatic Stthdural Ahscex.^ nf the. Brain and its Treatment hy

Trephining and Aspiration.—Sh Wii.r.HM Stokes referred to the

statistical records of .\bercrombie. Gull, and Sutton, which show
that of Cerebral abscesses the traumatic subdural forms are tliose

which occur n-ith lea.st frequencv. He also pointed out how, until

comparotivcly recently, cerebral abscesses were considered as a

rule a necessarily fatal condition, and that the reason they are no
longer considered as such is due to the knowledge we have

acquired of the localisation of cejebral function, injurj', and
disease, and also to our improved knowledge of the principles and
practice of antisepticism. The author was of opinion that the

advantages to be derived from trephining in such cases are more
likely to be observed in these cases than in other conditions

causing pressure, and alluded to eleven recorded cases operated on.

in five of which the recovery was complete. He then gave the

details of two cases in which lie had performed trephining m the

Richmond Hospital, both of which were illustrative of the

pathological fact noted by Dease, as to the late appearance of

cerebral trouble after cranial traumatisms. In the first of these

cases he did not succeed in reaching the abscess, and the patient

died ; in the second, however, he did, and the recovery was com-

plete. In this the matter was not reached untd the needle of a

hj-podermic syringe was introduced to its full length. The relief

was immediate. About an ounce and a half of pus was removed,

and the abscess cavity then washed out with a 1 per cent, solu-

tion of carbolic acid. The author then mentioned the principal

details of the cases that were operated on by Dupuytren, Koux,

Fenger, and Lee, Reutz, Macewen, Hulke, Sir J. Paget, and Uax-

shall, and from these as well as his own cases he considered the

following propositions might be stated : 1. That after the primary

symptoms of cerebraltraumatism had subsided, therewas frequently

a latent period of varying length, during which there were no dis-

tinct brain symptoms connected ivith abscess formation whatever.

" That their appearance was, as a rule, sudden, and, if uninterfered

with, ran a rapidly fatal course. 3. That the occurrenceof pus

production resulting from cerebral traumatisms was not incom-

patible with a perfectly afebrile condition. 4. That this latter

fact wouldprobably aid in differentiating traumatic cerebral abscess

from meningeal or encephalic inflammation. 5. That both as re-

gard colour and consistence there was great variety in the contents

of cerebral abscess cavities, and that, as shown in Wilm's case, pub-

lished by Rose, of Berlin, they might be transparent. 6. That anti-

septicism had largely diminished the risks of the operation of tre-

phining. 7. That having regard to the great mortality of cases rf

cerebral abscess when uninterfered with, namely, from 90 to 100

per cent., the operation was indicated even when the patient wa«

in extremis. 8. That in the ease where the trephine openmg did

not correspond to the situation of the abscess, exploratory puncture

and aspirations might be employed. 9. That by the adoption of

this measure the necessity for multiple trephine openings could be

largely obviated. 10. That the employment of a blunt-point«d

aspirating needle, as suggested by Rentz, was probably the safest

mode of exploration and excavation. 11. That drainage was de-

sirable in the after-treatment of such cases. 12. That both during

and subsequent to operation interference in these cases a rigid

antisepticism was imperatively required.

Case of Traumatic Aphasia Successfully Treated Ou Trephmtng,

and Removal of a Blood Clotfrom the Interior of the Cerebnim.

—Mr C. B. Ball read notes of the following case. I .
B„ aged X,

admitted September 1st, 1887. He stated that he had been struck

on the head with a penknife ten days before coming under obser-

vation. He presented himself at another hospitfd immediately

after the accident, but his case was not considered sutBciently

urgent for him to be detained as an in-patient. Since the acci-

dent he had found diflicidty in using the right word, os, for in-

stance, he said he had a "man" in the side of his bead when he

meant " pain." He stated that the difficulty of speaking and

pain in his head had increased considerably during the last few

days. Upon examination a small scab was found adherent to the

scalp, over the squamous portion of the left temporal bone; this,

when detached, showed a cicatrix apparently extending deeply

through the temporal muscle, but the wound was quite healed.

Classifying the symptoms presented by this patient during hw

stay in hospital, it was found that his motor aphasia was to the ex-

tent of being unable to name arricles which were shown to mm
correctly, while in speaking he constantly used wrong words or

parts of words. Although he was able to write his name correctly,

and with rapidity, and copy writing, he was unable to write from

dictation, or to write sentences which he originated himself; his

attempts to do so di<l not show a single properly formed character.

(Word blindness).—When given a book to read he said the words

ran into one another, and then he could not make them out.

(Word deafness).—When asked questions his answers were some-

times so irrelevant as to suggest that he had not appreciated the

meaning of the quer>- correctly ; and when told to put out his

tongue he openeil his mouth only, but when he was set an

example he at once protruded the tongue. This was frequently

tried with the same result. There was no paralysis whatsoever

to be detected of any of the voluntarj' muscles when he came

under his obser^-ation ; and, judging from the fact that im-

mediately after the accident his case was not considered suin-

ciently grave for admission into another hospital, there couJa

not have been at that timi- any overt paralysis. Five days alter
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his admission his symptoms had so much increased that it was de-
termined to operate. A flap was turned down, including portion of
the temporal muscle, and containing in its centre the cicatrix ; this
disclosed a wound of the squamous portion of the temporal bone,
of a size and shape likely to be produced by the small blade of an
ordinary penknife, held horizontally, with the back of the knife
towards the patient's back, and the edge looking directly forwards.
A medium-sized tre])hine was now applied, and a circle cut out,
containing in its centre the cut in the bone ; this was attended
with some difficulty, as the lower part of the circumference was
exceedingly thin, while the upper portion was tolerably thick ; the
piece was removed without injury to the dura mater by the tre-
phine. It was found that the knife had perforated the diira mater
and brain. The wound in the dura mater was enlarged, in doing
which the large posterior branch of the middle meningeal artery
was divided, and gave some little difficulty to control ; this vessel
had very narrowly escaped injury by the penetrating knife. A
sinus forceps wag gently passed along the brain wound, and the
blades separated, when a dark-coloured blood presented, and was
gradually extended by the internal brain pressure. Some more
fragments of clot were removed by the sinus forceps, and by a
stream of weak perohloride of mercurj- solution from a syringe.
A drainage-tube having been introduced, the flap was replaced
and held in position hy deep sutures, including the temporal
muscle.

_
On the evening of the same day the patient was much

more rational, and carried on a long conversation, with very few
mistakes in his selection of words. Next morning he was again
more aphasic, and it was found that the drain had become blocked.
Upon freeing it a considerable quantity of fluid, containing broken-
down blood clot, was removed, and his power of speech improved.
He made an uninterrupted recovery, and regained completely his
power of -ttTiting, reading, and speaking. In this case he believed
the knife penetrated the superior temporo-sphenoidal convolution,
traversed the fissure of Sylvius, and probably injured Broca's
convolution, and that liis symptoms were due to a blood clot in
the fissure of Sylvius, which was breaking down, and which was
evacuated by timely surgical operation.—The discussion was post-
poned to the nest meeting.

SHEFFIELD MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Thuesdat, Mabch 15th, 1888.

M. M. DE Baktolome, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Specimens.—T>r. Hunt exhibited (1) Large Indurated Glands re-
moved from_ a Child's Keck ; (2) Appliances for receiving the dis-
charges during operations, and securing cleanliness and comfort

;

the\' were in use in the Boston (IT.S.A.) General Hospital.
Plumbism.—Jlr. Priestley introduced a case of plumbism, a

patient of Dr. Dyson's, the only assignable cause being the im-
jPr^^nation of the drinkin" water by lead.
Exophthalmic Goitre.—ibr. Baldwin related particulars of the

termination of a case of exophthalmic goitre shown to the Society
3ome time since.

M(emophitia.—Ui. Pye-Smith related brief notes of a case
which ended fatally in a man aged 47. He was admitted into the
I ubiic Hospital for a wound in the left hand. The ha;morrhage
was with difliculty stopped by styptics and pressure, but a fort-
iiight later blood began to be passed by the rectum, and, after
'rising a good deal for two days, the patient suddenly became
caint and died with symptoms of internal ha;morrhage. At the
oost-mortem examination the stomach was found to be full of soft-
;dotted blood. The small intestines and the rectum were empty,
''ut covered with blood-stained mucus and small ecchymoses.
The male children of the patient's mother's sister were also
'jJeeders.

Etiology of Chorea.—Dt. PonxEB gave a series of cases which
•lad come under his personal notice. In 49 there were 37 females
md 12 males, the usual proportion of 3 to 1, which was a singu-
aJly constant one. Ho found that in 44 cases some member of
he family had suffered from acute or subacute rheumatism alone
a 13, and in 2 more there was a history of both rheumatism and
*orea

; of chorea alone there were 3 cases, and of other nervous
pections (epilepsy, insanity, etc.) there were 3 more. There was
1^ rheumatic history, either family or personal or both, in 22 out
j* 46 cases, and nervous predisposition or antecedent chorea alone
n 1». He held that chorea alone could produce endocarditis and
l-rganic valvular diseases. In 8 out of 39 there was in his cases
a organic murmur, and iu 3 only was there a rheumatic history.
le alluded, among exciting causes of chorea, to educational pres-

sure. The pathology of rheumatism was doubtful ; some had
claimed for it a nervous basis, and it was possible that there

,

might yet be found some antecedent condition common to it and
chorea; whether the two affections occurred vicariously was the
question.—Remarks were made by Dr. DvsoN, the Phesidesx, ilr.

.

Pblesiley, and Dr. S. Robebis.

SL^'DERLAN'D AND NORTH DLllHAil ilEDlCAL SOCIETY.
Thubsday, Mabch 15th, 1888.

G. B. JIoBGAN, L.R.C.S.I., President, in the Chair.

Tracheotomy.—Mr. JIackay sent a woman on whom this ope-
ration had been performed eleven years before. Since the opera-
tion she had borne five children, but she had never been able to
do without a tube. '

"

Etcision of Shoulder-joint.—Mr. Hopgood showed a Ixjy lit

whom acute periostitis of the upper end of the right humerus had
followed a blow on the shoulder.

Specimens.—Mr. E. A. Maiing: Large 'Vesical Calculus.—Mr.
HoPGOOD : (1) Ovarian Cyst. (2) Caries of Femur.—Dr. Gbay:
Excessive Hypertrophy of Toe-nail.—Mr. WHiTEHOtSE : Eeductiou
en Bloc.

Post-aural Branchial Fistula.—Mr. 'R'HrrEHOtiSE read notes of
a case which had been under his care. The patient, a strong man,
aged 30, complained of repeated formation of abscesses in front of
his right ear. For the last two years one had formed about every
two months. A small depression was found leading to a passage
large enough to admit a bristle. Before the abscesses had fully
formed he always noticed a slight discharge of creamy fluid from
the sinus. The seat of the abscesses was about three-quarters of

an inch in front of the depression, which was on the upper part
of the helix. His hearing was perfect, and no branchial fistulEe

existed in the neck. The tract was laid open and scraped, and
the temporal artery tied, and so far there had been no return of
the abscesses.—Mr. Settlle made some remarks.

The Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra.—Mr. WHiTEHOrSE
read a paper on this subject advocating the operation of internal

urethrotomy whenever the circumstances of the case demanded
it.—The Pbesident, Mr. lIoPQOOD, and Dr. Gray made remarks.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

The Childeen of Stt.kvce : ob the Stoby of the Dbaj.
By Joseph A. Seiss, D.D., LL.D. Philadelphia. Porter and

Coates. 1887.

The author of this commendable little work tells us modestly in

his preface that it '• has grown out of some special studies, in-
tended for his own information, the more intelligently to discharge
his duties as a director of an institution for the deaf and dumb.'
It would be well if other directors of such institutions considered
and acted upon their obligations in the same spirit and with, the
same ability.

The volume before us is for the most part accurate, as far 03 it

goes, and impartial ; the compiler has evidently had access to ths
valuable library on matters connected with deaf-mute education,
which was in the possession of the late Charles Baker, head of
the Yorkshire Institution for Deaf-Mutes, and, unfortunately for

us, curiously transferred to the United States of America some
years ago. The American Aiuials of the Deafand Dumb during
Its " thirty or more years " of existence is an evidence of this. The
author concludes his preface by hoping that the present volume
will be influential in demonstrating the sources of the sad mis-
fortune of deafness. We are very sorry that he did not add " and
more especially dumbness."
To diminish the sources of deafness is a labour truly Herculeau.

As regards dumbness arising from the source of deafness, thera
seems to be little, if any, difliculty in dealing with this condition
in most countries, the exception being the United States o£.

America, Canada, and Great Britain.

Dr. Seiss treats of the classification of deaf-mutes, that is, those
who are, and who are not, to be considered as such. This is most
important when the question of their education comes under re-

view. Many a child with only a moderate degree of deafness has
been sent to these special schools and has become dumb in coa-
sequonce of the peculiar form of teaching employed. It is need-.

less to say that in such institutions the total deaf always remain
dumb ; further, which seems saddest of all, children becoming deaf
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Illt-er hftviTi!j iifquirod spoken limpunpe in the nsunl way, have lost

it ui\iUr the Affu »ysli-in of instnictiun.

Tlioqiic-'tion of the niiiiilur of ilimf anrt " (liimb is, of course,

also interesting, but most ililKcult to iirrivc at for many obvious

reasons. The author of tbo Children of Silence lias revived an

amusing in.ident whicli oecurr.il in the Irish census years ago,

when a quite unu.'^iml number of children -n'ere returned as" dumb,

but not denf or otherwise defective." I'pon inquiry these were

found to he infants uudor 12 months: that collector was evidently

not a father.

Dr Seiss (pp. 17 and 18) curiously observes in a like mimiier:

" All children are born mute," although in another paragraph he

is quite careful to show how rare muteness is. So long as any

misunderstanding continues as regards the term " articulate

language and voice," so long will the deaf child be considered to

be 'dumb or mute in the popular mind. When Hie two words

" deaf and dumb" are divorced, a distinct advance will have been

made towards a proper appreciation of the true condition of these

afflicted children. .,

The writer says that the " deaf are not always nor necessarilj

dumb " and that '-'0 per cent, are capable of being taught to speak,

whilst other authorities assert that SO per cent, ormoro can be suc-

cessfully taught. It is a pity that he does not mention those

largeh- diverging authorities. The smaller percentage will be

found" in the ^Vmericau and English estimates, and the larger in

those of the Continental.

The causes of deafness are naturally most interesting just as

thev are perple-xing in so many cases. Dividing the causes as

usual into ante- and post-natal. Dr. Seiss v.Tites soundly

on Intermarriage of Blood Relations, Hereditary Transmission,

and Constitutional Taint, quoting well-known authorities on these

points, and proceeds to consider under the heading of "Im-

pressions on Jlothers," the vexed question of maternal emotions

affecting intra-uterine life to subsequent permanent mjurj- to the

offspring. A considerable number of cases are quoted to support

the opinion that this is so. It is impossible to iirove a negative,

and it would, therefore, be useless to quote the iniiumer-

ahle cases where frights and impressions during the. period of

eestation did not have a baneful effect upon the offspring. W e

MTassured by one who has had considerable experience amongst

the deaf, and has made particular inquiries upon this point, that

he has never heard of any case of a hearing female connected

with an institution for deaf-mutes having borne a deaf child

owino' to her association with the deaf and dumb.

Physiologically considered, suppose a nervous woman m a state

of pregnancy to receive a shock, which affects her offspring in a

characteristic way—namely, deafness, some part of the organ of

hearing is presumed to be undeveloped, owing to the supposed

shock and subsequent maternal impressions. But what caused

the shock ? Not the condition of deafness in another individual.

One mav pass a hundred deaf persons in the course of a short

i>eriod without being at all aware of their condition, how then

can a shock be received even to the most delicate orgam.sation .'

The usual account is not that the mother was frightened by a

" silence," but by an unnatural and unpleasant noise ; if then her

offspring were ifound reproducing this noise, we might admit the

theory- of " maternal impressions," but why a child should be born

deaf because the mother was disturbed by a disagreeable sound

ie, to say the least, somewhat perplexing.

A typical instance of the sound, not the silence, being supposed

to cause deafness will be found on page 74 of Dr. Seiss's book. It

is possible to entertain the theorj- of a morbid hj-persensitive

imagination incessantly dwelling upon tin; condition of deafness

and Its terrible consequences influencing injuriously in some way

the offspring of a mother of weak constitution, but authenticated

evidence on this point is very difficult to obtain. In fact, few

parents will even admit deafness in their own child to be

congenital. , . . ... ,

In comparing the terrible mi.-*fortunps of congenital hlindne.-s

and deafness. I)r. Si^iss is probably right m his view that the

latter is by far the more deplorable. ,,., , n
The historical portion of the book is useful and fairly full

and accurate; the usual drawback to this part being that the

writer confines himself far too much to the consideration of one

county and one .system. But we cannot dismiss this matter with-

out defending one of the cariy English teachers, who has been

assailed more than once by American writers, respecting the Kev.

J. Oallniidefs visit to London in 1815 to gather information and

experiences in deaf-mute cducatioii. Dr. Seiss says: "That the

extravagant demands of time and money made on him in England

to secure the object of liis mission became the occasion of his

^oin" to I'aris, when he brought back with him the sign ^system

and an educated deaf-mute to assist him in teaching it. As a

matter of fact, he accepted from the Pans InstitutKin almost

identical terms which he refused from the London .\sylum. A

Birmingham daily paper recently, in descnbmg a visit of Mr.

Chamberiain to the National Deaf-Mute College at VV ashington,

US \, writes as follows: "The President of the College, l)r t.

Gallaudet, came over to England in IR'**: to give evidence before

the Royal Commission, etc., in spite of the fact that i^nglanU re-

fused information to his father seventy years ago. Ihis same

Dr. E. M. Gallaudet was sent to Europe some twenty years ago to

study the system of education for the deaf pursued in Europe, and

after an inspection of schools reported most unfavourably on the

speech system ; and at the Milan Congress, referred to by Dr.

Seiss in iSSO, again opposed most vigorously, as the -n-nter says,

the same method, he forming one of the minority of 4 m a majonty

of 160. We cannot for a moment accept Dr. E. M. Gallaudet either

as friendly to or an authority on the pure oral system. He has

certainly advocated what he calls the " aural system ;
this seem-

to be a method of teaching children who can hear in schools for

the deaf—a somewhat unusual proceeding one would think.

The least satisfactory part of Dr. Seiss^s compilation is, in our

opinion, that devoted to statistics, which will be found at the end

of the volume. These figures are by no means brought doTsn to
1

date, in fact, we may roughly say are quite antiquated becaiwe

they do not deal with the extraordinary- revolution m teaching

which has been effected since the year 1880 m Europe and

^In looking through these statistics, we find, for instance, the

London Asflum in the Old Kent Road (we believe the oldest and

most richly endowed institution for the deaf and dumb in the

United Kingdom) is credited with teachmg 158 pupils on the oral

system; thfs in the year 1879! The year following the respon-

sible head teacher of that institution, m company with Dr. e-. M.

Gallaudet already referred to, "most vigorously oPPO^ed the

speech system, then, again, mention is made of a school at

C4istle Bar IliU, Ealing, W.,founded in 1878, returned as ha^ngf?;*

pupils and one teacher, the system employed being described as the

• oral
" The methods of education employed m these two schools,we

venture to say, have nothing in common one with the otpw:^

fact, the term " oral," as applied to deaf-mute education, s most

misleading. The Ealing School, whatever its merits or dements

may be, has a peculiar Tiistorj- and interest. It was founded by

a society formed in 1877 due to the persona exertions of a genM^

man, the father of a deaf daughter, who wished to BJtye her from

dumbness. The reasons given for the f°™ation of the society

were:--l. That a great number of children were allowed to grow

up without any education whatever. 2 That near J' «" tb«

schools in the kingdom used the French, or silent, method,

namely, teaching by signs and the manual alphabet.

No teachers of the pSre oral system were at this time obtainaWe

in England outside their engagements, and t'^^ few who were m
ployed (at most 5) were imp.n-ted foreigners, notwithstanding that

kt that time a society for the training of teachers, started under

most influential patronage, had been at work some years, ine

chief object of the Ealing Society was announced *" '''^
t";™^

teachers of the deaf on the German system, and so to d>ffuseth«

mode of instruction. The figures, so far as England « ec,ncerne^

connected with deaf-mute education may be approximately quoieo

as follows

:

fiummnni of Oral Teaehinr, in the United Kingdom.

Vrar No. ofiT.iulion.. No. of PupU»

18fi6 ... 4 ^
1876 l-^' ,"'

The marked increase both in teachers and pupils after tne

establi.shment of the school at Ealing fwhich f'g"f' ^^ '"'Jfl

niflcantlv in Dr. Seisss statistics) will be noted; ^"rther, that

directly and indirectly due to its training and teaching -i^e."""

Kaling(eight years established) has trained, down to the endoi

the year 1886," 02 students, and been the means of teaching «/

pupils. Tlie most marked change of all, however has occurrea

in Wance, the birthplace of the sign system, and where, up to tne .

year 1.H80, when the International Congress of Teac'iers ot ueai
|

Mutes was held at Milan, the method generally employed,was tne,

sign or silent one. Now, out of over 60 institutions, we undei^
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stand that not more than 2 refuse the use of speech to their
pupils.

There are many other points in Dr. Seiss's volume we should
wish to dilate upon had we .«pace. One thing may be said iu
conclusion wath respect to the merits of the speech and the silent

systems (the combined, being illusorj-, we may disregard;,
namely, tliat if a deaf child can he taught to use spoken language
and saved from dumbness, it ought, without any question,
to be taught, and that it can we have the fullest evidence through-
out the length and breadlli of Europe. Let America and England
follow this good work as speedily as possible.

The Tkansactions op thj; Edinbueqh Obstetbicai, Society.

Vol. xii. Session 1886-87. Edinburgh : Oliver and Boyd.

The work contains a record of the proceedings of the Edinburgh
Obstetrical Society for the year 188G-87. Triough it may seem
invidious to mention one article rather than another where all are

60 good, we cannot omit to praise especially the papers brought
before the Society by Dr Berry Hart, Dr. Freeland Barbour, and Dr.
Halliday CYoom.
Dr. Berrj- Hart contributes extremely important papei'S on " The

^atomy of the Post-partum Uterus, with Special Reference to

Placenta Praivia ;" and a " Note on the Mechanism of the Separation
)f the Placenta during the Third Stage of Labour.'' Taken in con-
junction with Dr. C'hampneys's series of papers on "The Mechanism
)£ the Third Stage of Labour," they form an important contribution
X) this subject. Another article by the same author, entitled " A
>)ntribution to the Sectional Anatomy of Advanced Extra-uterine
Sestation," is also of the utmost importance, and the subject could
lot have been undertaken by a more competent or painstaking
ibserver. It is here conclusively shown, what has long been
lisputed bj- many, though contended for by Tait, that an ectopic
.{estation may be entirely extra-peritoneal. For this condition
he author suggests tlie term " subperitoneo-abdominal."

' Dr. Freeland Barbour contributes an article on " The Sectional
jVnatomy of Labour," a contribution showing much study and
idginal work. The diagrams illustrating the subject are re-

narkably good and clear.

1 The President, Dr. Halliday Groom, in a paper of great practical
•alue, treats exhaustively of " The Indications for, and the Methods
f, AVashing Out the Puerperal Uterus." The value of corrosive
iiUimate as an intra-uterine injection in puerperal cases and

angers attending its indiscriminate use are laid before the
fy, while the indications and contra-indications for theintra-
!ie douche are clearly pointed out.
ther paper of interest on "A Case of Myxomatous Degenera-

i"ii of the Chorion; Profuse Hsemorrhage ; Transfusion; Re-
lOTery," by the President, is also worthy of note.

I

The volume, which is elegantly bound and clearly printed,
ontains numerous beautiful lithographs. A complete index
nd a list of the Fellows, with the office-bearers for the year
S8C-87 are included. The Transactions are valuable and im-
ortant, and we wish the Society as great an amount of success
1 the future as it has obtained in the past.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
:'ESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
I

IN MEDICINE, SrROERY, DIETETICS, AND THE
ALLIED SCIENCES.

THE TELEPHONIC BULLET-PROBE,
r a recent meeting of the New York Academy of Medicine, Dr.
)hn Harvey Girdner exhibited a telephonic bullet-probe, which is

lUStrated by the accompanying engravings. Fig. 1 represents a
lephone receiver (R), to which two terminal wires (A and B) are
Itached; the framework of the receiver i? of hard rubber; G is

[central bar of soft iron, round which is coiled an insulated wire
|f)

; the two ends of the wire are connected with the terminals ; a
jetal diaphragm (I) is su.«pcnded close in front of the contra! bar
). If a current of electricity passes through the coiled wire,
e central bar (G) is rendered a magnet, and will attract the
aphragm (I), causing it to vibrate, so that each time the current
made and broken a clicking or rasping sound is heard when the
^iver is held to the ear. In practice it is found convenient to
«two receivers, one for each er.r; a steel band (depicted in

Fig. 2) connects the two receivers and keeps them closely applied
to the ear ; in this way extraneous sounds are excluded, and both,

hands of the operator are left free ; when the double instrument
is used the two receivers are connected by the short wire to be
seen in Fig. 2.

Fig- 1;

The instrument is thus used : the operator having adjusted the
telephones, the patient takes the steel bulb (Fig. 1 C, and^Fig.p)

inhismouth, and the sui^eon introduces the thin probe (Fig. 1, E,
and Rg. 2i,which is fixed in the holder (D) by the screw (P) into the
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Bitius which is to be-Benrched for a IniilPt ; honp and other tissues CAn

be fplt bv til.' hnnd usiiiK' the prntw, but no soumi is heard in the

t<'l(i.lioiie until metal is touched, whenimmediately a rasping

sou mi is ven-eived in tlio telephones. The patient 9 liody. under

the circumstances stated, furnish.-s a suihcient current of elec-

tricity to work the telephones. The bulb may be placed in any

other cavity of the body, or may be grasped by the moistened hand.

The indicat"ions obtained with this instrument were stated to be

tar more reliable than those given by the porcelain-tipped probe,

•which, if the bullet was greasy or coated with salts, tailed to Be

"^
Another advantage claimed for the apparatus was that when

no sinus existed the probe might be replaced by a sharp slender

steel needle, which, having been rendered aseptic, might be thrust

into the tissues to search for the bullet or other piece of metal

without much pain to the patient. When the metal has been

struck the needle could be detached from the handle (D) and woulil

serve as a guide in cutting down on the bullet. .

Dr Girdner's paper, from which the above description and draw-

ings are extracted, was published in the New York Medical Record

on February 4th, 1888.

A NEW FORM OF TRUSS.

In December of last year, at a meeting of the Medical Society, I

showed some cases of large inguinal hernia in which the rupture

was retained by a new form of truss. With one exception, in

which no truss liad been worn, ordinary spring trusses had proved

inefficient or inconvenient to the patients, all of whom were at

that time satisfied with the new pattern in question.

I have since that time followed up these and other cases, and 1

have satisfied myself that the truss is an efficient and useful one,

especially in cases where the abdomen is pendulous, and the but-

tocks are rolls of fat. -,„ T J 1 -D A
It is, I believe, the invention of a Mr. Fry, of 18, Ivydale Road,

Nunhead, and its appearance and construction are shown in the

accompanying woodcut. It will be seen that it differs widely

from the better known patterns ; it resembles, however, rather

closely in principle a truss described by Mr. Rushton Farker in

the JornNALof February 25th of this year. ,,, .

The truss (.Fig. 1) consists of a bar of gun metal fnfliciently

presumably constant outward pressure of the rupture save only

the very slight action which the elastic spring behind may esej-

cise The door is closed by something heavy placed agamst it

rather than by a continuous push, and 1 can see no reason to sup-

pose that it can be in any way curative, or applicable to rap-

lures in which a cure may be looked for. But it is strong, light,

and inexpensive; it can hardly ever wear out and does m prac-

tice afford very efficient relief in cases in which that rebel can

only be given by a spring truss at the expense of a great deal of

especially troublesome litting.
, „, ,, . tt -t.!

"Waltee Pi-E, F.R.C.S.. Surgeon to St. Marj- s HospitaL

\ NEW FORM OF SEQUESTROTOME.

The accompanying engraving represents a form of sequestrotome

shown to the Nottingham Medico-Chirurgical Society m connec-

tion with two successful operations for total diaphysial necrosis.

The entire length of the instrument is thirteen inches. The

en<n-aving shows the shape and proportion of its various parts.

Th'e mechanical points on which it varies from the bone-forcepa

in use are these :

—

flexible to be bent by the hands to the general contour of the

front of the pelvis, but stiff enough to retain that shape. It is of

such a length and shape that it runs across in from just below

one anterior iliac spine to below the other, and has a dip in the

middle, where it rests against the pubes. From the ilia the curve

of the bar is continued round the buttocks on either side by two

strips of stiff leather (which were in the earlier patterns made of

soft malleable metall, and these are fastened behind by a piece of

stout elastic webbing with a buckle.

The pad (Fig. 2) by means of which pressure is made upon the

•Fig' 2-

hernia aperture, is of wood or vulcanite, and is so arranged that

it can be slid along the gun metal bar and clamped in its right

position; it can also be adjusted to the right angle by means ot

a binding screw. It is obvious that in this truss, as in Mr.

i^l^ieifs, t(ieie can be no constant pressure inwards agamst the

aur av:

.M.'itlJl'l-. . ^
(a) It is forged from the finest steel at cherry lieat, and tem

pered between a pale straw and bat's wing.
_ fi,.ni

(b) The cutting edges are of a less acute single bevel tuan.i

^fc) The edges are not opposed, but move on contiguous par^«

planes. Thit greatly increases the breaking VO^^-<ir.\m\.oV6n\a

mechanical disadvantage that it tends to separate the niaut^

laterally with divergence of planes.
, „ :i.« larff-

Id) The latter is remedied by the forceps having a veiy iW¥.

accurately fitting pivot, of the same steel as the instrument,W
large steel counters, so that it is impossible for movement to taH

place unless the material or workmanship is inferior. „ a I

•^ ^ EUPEBT C. CnlCKBN, Jb-K-UD.
I
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BRITTSH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

rBSCBiPTiONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January
Ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretarj', 429, Strand, London. Post-

office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-
trict Office, High Holbom.

fljc iBritisI; ittct)ial jfourn^iJ,

SATURDAY, APRIL 7th, 1888.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL:
"" '!' ^' ADMINISTRATION.'

SANITARY

I. Ritchie's Local Government BiU bears examination satis-

torily, and although since the publication of the fuU text it

1 been subjected to searching criticism and is likely to undergo

ae important modifications, nevertheless, the general feeling

the country is, we believe, in favour of its main provisions.

ii-liave already pointed out what we^consider to be some of its

in defects, which are chiefly faults of otnission. "We notice

•t the most competent authorities, such as Jlr. Stansfeld,

cur in the expression of regret to which we gave utterance,

t the Government have not seen their way to go further than

1 BiU provides, and to imify aU the local authorities which
J exist, so that there might be one local authority, and one

Y, exercising jurisdiction over a particular area. Mr. Ritchie's

posal to leave the poor-law unions and the poor-law guardians

olutely xmtouched is, in Mr. Stansfeld's view, as in our

J, an obvious defect, which, if it cannot be supplied now, will

e to^ remedied at no distant date. The continuance of

divorce of the administr.ation of relief of the poor from other

.8 of local administration is a great blot, and we are still

pinion that by grasping the question in a more comprehen-
spirit, it would have been possible to have avoided a

'tition of the constant tiaikerings at reform which have been
Ijbane of the local administration of the country for the last

tyation, and which must still continue unless the Bill be
cjrged in the direction, wo suggest. It will, however, at the
' .ent be useful to many of our readers briefly to analyse the
> 1 features of tho Bill as it is at present drafted.

.|
la mainly ono of decentralisation and readjustment, by

''|h powers and duties already exercised by a variety of

» arities, and even by Parliament itself, will be transferred to
Jar representative local bodies. New powers and duties are

o any very groat extent proposed to be created.

the outset a broad lino is drawn between tho judicial and^
oistrativo functions of tho existing county authorities, i.e.,

Courts of Quarter Sessions. The former are to remain
i in the magistrates, as at present, whilst the latter, in-

ig tho administration of county rates and financial business,

county buildings, county bridges, the provision and management
of tho county lunatic asylums, the establishment and mainten-
ance of reformatories, etc., the granting of licences for music

'

dancing, and_;the sale of intoxicating liquors, ^the execution of

the Acts relating to the contagious diseases of animals, the

adulteration of food and drugs, weights and measures, and
certain duties as to main roads, are to be transferred to the new -

" County Councils " which it is proposed to constitute. These
County Councils are also to undertake all the powers at present

exercised by tho Board of Trade with respect to the making of

provisional orders under the Pier and Harbour Acts, the Tram-
ways Act, the Electric Lighting Act, and the Gas and Water-.""

works Facilities Acts as regards companie?, and the powers of [

the Local Government Board as regards the making of provi-

sional orders as to schemes of local authorities under the Gas and
Waterworlcs Facilities Acts, the sanctioning market tolls, fixing,

the scale of charges in respect of water supply, the investment

of a rural authority with the powers of an urban sanitary

authority, the settlement of disputes as to boundaries and other
'

matters under the Public Health Act, the Public Health (Water)
'

Act, the Artizans' Dwellings Acts, the "Valuation (Metropolis)
;

Act, the Sale of Pood and Drugs Acts, etc. Certain borrowing
'

powers are also to be given to them, and they are to be emr
powered to aid emigration amongst non-paupers. They are

'

further to have certain powers for securing the efficient adminis-
'

trationofthe Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, and they

are to share with the justices the control of the police force.

In deference mainly to the sentimental objection which is widely
"

raised to any material alteration of the ancient landmarks of

the comitrj', the jurisdiction of the new County Coimcil is at

first to coincide with the geographical area of tho county, but it

,

wUl be competent to the new authorities, when constituted, to

obtain a revision of boimdaries. London (as defined by the

MetropoKs Local Management Act), and ten of the largest

boroughs—Liverpool, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield,
'

Bristol, Bradford, Nottingham, HuU, Newcastle—are to be con- .

stituted separate counties in themselves, whilst in the remaining

sanitary districts—Urban and Rural, Local Board and Improve-

ment Act—" District Councils "' are to bfi elected to supersede

the existing authorities, and to exercise powers as to the Petro-

leum Acts, Dogs Acts, Infant Life Protection Act,' the licensing

of slaugliterhouses, game dealers, pawnbrokers, fairs, etc. Aa
regards the mode of election of those Councils, the Municipal

Corporations Act is to be extended to the whole country, thus

giving a qualification to all ratepayers. Three-fourths of the

new Coimty Council are to bo directly elected by the ratepayers,

and tho remaining fourth are to be '•' selected " by the council-

lors, either from within or from without their own body. The
District Comicils are to bo elected on the same franchise. Thus
the complete organisation of the coimty will be—for the judicial

work, the magistrates ; for the administrative work, the County
Council ; all internal areas to conduct the'municipal government

'

of their areas ; and all elected upon the same franchise. The
poor-law guardianswill continue to exercise their functions with
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leferenco to the administration of the poor-law within the areas

which exist at present. No alteration whatever in regard to the

election oi guardians or theirJpoor-law powers is proposed.

Aa regnnls finance, the relations between Imperial and local

taxation will bo materially affected. Certain Parliamentarj-

grants in aid, amounting to £2,000,000, are to bo withdrawn,

and instead a sum of £5,600,000 is to be allocated to the new

authorities, in reUef of local burdens.

The existing chaos of areas and overlapping jm-isdictions has

been' a/o detrimental to sftnitary progress that, from a public

health point of view, any reasonable scheme for the simplifica-

tion of locid administration is welcome. It is also well that at

last the poor-law and the sanitary administrations should bo

separated. One of the greatest obstacles to the proper execu-

tion of the Pubhc Health Act m rural districts has resulted from

the assignment of sanitaiy fmictions to boards of guardians.

Apart from the fact that the poor-law unions were not designed

to meet the requirements of sanitary operations, and are not, ex-

cept by accident in some cases, suitable miits for sanitary ad-

ministration, such administration has often, if not a^ a rule,

been distasteful to boards of guardians, and has invariably been

subordinated to the poor-law business. Nor is the supersession

of the small local boai-ds a matter for regret. In the large com-

pact boroughs health matters have in most cases been honestly

and energetically dealt with during recent years, and i-educed

sickness and increased prosperity have resulted amongst the in-

habitants. But there are, scattered over the coimtiy, scores of

small urban districts where sanitary affairs have been grossly

neglected. It is to be hoped that in the new subdivision of the

counties due regard will lie had to the configmration of the

localities for sanitary administration, and to the exigencies of

water supply, drainage, and such like.

The assignment to the new county authorities of certain

powers under the Salo of Food and Drugs Acts and the Rivers

Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, inspires a hope that these

important enactments may be more thoroughly enforced in

future than they have been in the past. The Adulteration Acts

are practically a dead letter in many counties and boroughs,

whilst many rivers continue to be polluted because the sanitary

authorities who are responsible for enforcing the Act are them-

selves the chief offenders. The Aire and Calder, which are as

filthy rivers to-day as they were when the Conunission of 1868

reported on their condition, are glaring examples of this unsatis-

factory state of things.

Vaccination was only incidentally referred to by Mr. Ritchie

when ho announced that the Parhamentary grant in aid of

public vaccination would be withdrawn, but that part of the

larger grant to be made to the county authorities would bo

devoted to the same object. Whether this means that vaccina-

tion, which is a distinctly sanitary operation, is to be detached

from the control of the poor-law authorities remains to be

seen.

As regards the p.osition of medical officers of health under the

new scheme, Mr. Ritchie's statement contains no information.

The question must not, however, be regarded as one of im

detail ; it is of vital importance if the full benefits derivable from

the reform of sanitary government are to be obtained. At

present the system of appointment of health officers is, as has

boon so often pointed out in those columns, very unsatisfactory,

not only from the point of view of the interests of the medical

profession, but from that of individual efficiency and local w»-

fulness. There should be sufficient inducements for able men

with special scientific qualifications to enter the ranks of the

sanitaiy service of the comitry, and the constitution of couhQf

authorities affords an admirable opportunity for securing this

result. The larger area would enable a salary to be paid which

would secure the whole of the officer's time. But the appoint-

ment should be during " good behaviour," and not from year to

year, as is the general rule at present. There woidd als^ ,be

public advantage in assigning to the metUcal officer of heidth thej

duties—such as those of county analyst, the making of pott-

morfem examinations for coroners' inquests, etc.—which at

present are not performed on any recognised plan.

It was wisely said by John Stuart Mill that " power may be

looahsed, but knowledge to be most usefid must be centraUsed."

We hope that the new system will residt in a closer local en-i

forcemeut of proper hygienic principles, and the extension of thel

local study of preventive medicine in the manner that it i»

already practised with good residts in many of the larger muni-

cipalities. Concurrently with this local impetus to sanitaij,

science we should be glad to see an extension of the valuable

scientific work of the Medical Department of the Local Govem-

tnent Board, whereby the observations of local observers would,

be checked by the light of -wider experiences, and problems

locally propounded might be satisfactorily pm-sued to a useful

conclusion. '.
,. , ,

THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.

The introduction into the House of Lords of a fresh Univer-^

sities (Scotland) BOl has excited great interest in the university

centres of Scotland. The publication of the text at the end of i

last week has called forth an endless variety of criticism. The

Bill proposes to hand over the administration and management

of all the revenues and properties of the university to the Uni-j

versity Court, to which it would give the powers of enacting

regulations for graduation and conditions for the tonm« of

Fellowships, etc., and of affiliating to the university, with the

consent of the Cliancellor and the approval of Her Majesty in|

Council, new colleges, duly incorporated and endowed, imderi

conditions to be laid down by the Commissioners to be ap-

pointed under the Act. For these purposes the Court will be,

enlarged and made more representative. It wiQ include thel

Principal, Rector, and head of any affiliated college, an assessor

nominated by the CliancoUor, and one nominated by the Rector.

Tlie Senate and General Council will each bo represented by

four assessors. The university town is to be represented by its

Lord Provost for the time being, in the c-.xso of Glasgow, Edip-

biu-gh, and Aberdeen, while the Edinburgh Town Councfl re-
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eeives the privilege of nominating an assessor. In the case of

eaoh university the Bill provides that the assessors are nomi-

nated by the Crown, while in the event of colleges being

affiliated provision is made for a representation of their govern-

ing body in tlio Court. The Tlcotor may take the assistance of

the students, as represented by their Representative Councd, in

the choice of his assessor. Tlie powers of the Senate are, under

the BUI, reduced to educational matters and the discipline of

the luiiversity. Provision is made for a Committee of the

Privy Council, to be called the Scottish Universities Committee.

The Commissioners, under the Bill, are given powers to transfer

the patronage of professorships vested in individuals to the

Court, to regulate foundations, etc., to regulate the powers and

privileges of chancellors, professors, and other university officers,

to alter the constitution of faculties and create new ones, to

regulate fees, courses of study, degrees, and examinations, to

enable the universities to be opened to women, to regulate

Salaries of professors, to found new chairs or lectureships, and

to affiliate colleges. The application of the College of Dundee

to the University of St. Andrews is specially mentioned in the

Bill. The noticeable point in the financial proposals of the Bill

are that the finality claiue is omitted, and Glasgow University

receives, in addition to its proper average, an annual sum of

£500 for maintenance of builtlings.

; The essential features of the proposed measure are, it will be

iwen, the transference of the financial administration of the

universities to the University Courts, the increase of function

delegated to the Courts, and the reconstitution of the Courts in

Boch manner as will allow of a fuller representation of imiversity

graduates and of the pubUc generally. The BUI ought to give

satisfaction to the reform party. The enlarged and representa-

tive character of the new Court, tlie transference of the manage-

ment of the university to it from the Senate, and the powers of

affiliation aro among the chief demands of that party, and are

»ery fairly met in the BUI.

Since the suggested alterations are of so sweeping a character,

the Bill, as might be expected, cannot be said to meet the

wishes of those members of the professoriate who find it possible

to combine the immediate duties of their chairs with close atten-

I tion to the large and varying problems which the administration

! of so important an institution implies. On the other hand,

1
a growing section lf>iiks with favour on a measure wliich appears to

promise them relief from burdens, which are, in no sense, essential

. appanages of their office. To the wide circle of imiversity

i graduates the Bill has evidently commended itself. At a meet-

,' of the Committee of the Association of the Gener;J Coimcil

the University of Edinburgh, resolutions wore passed ospres-

ig fiUl satisfaction jvith the proposed measure, and praying

; that it might speedily become law.

Sib Jon^ Simon, K.C.B., F.E.S., and Dr. C. J. B. Williams,

F.R.S., have been proposed by the Council cf the Pathological

Society for election as Honorary Member.^ of that body. Dr.

Williams was the first President, and Sir John Simon Ls a past

President. . ,
' -

By the resignation of Mr. Watson Cheyne, a neseareh Scholarship

of the British Medical Association becomes vacant. The scholar-

ship is of the annual value of £150. Applications should be

forwarded at once to the Secretary at the offices of the British

Medical Association, 429, Strani'-'--'' .

^iR James Paget will x>re8;de at the dinner of the Royaj

i-itcrary Fund on May '2ni^. Many of the leading mombei-s of

the medical profession hnv! signiflod t'leir intention of be-ng

P'03»nt.

i-A ---Tj.-r .; a

Sni Pbescott IIewett, Bart., Consulting Surgeon to St.

George's Hospital, and Sir Thomas Longmore, Professor of Mili-

tary Surgery at the Army Medical School, -were elected Assoctis

Etrani/ers at the. meeting of 'the Academy of_ Medicine, Paris, on

March 27th. Both gentlemen have been corresponding members

of the Academy for several years past.

Mb. B. Bannistee, F.I.C, F.C.S., is announced to give the

Cantor Lectures at the Society of Arts ; he wUl take as his sub-

ject Milk Supply and Butter and Cheese Making. The first

lecture wUl take place on Monday, AprU 9th, and -wUI be con-

tinued on the two subsequent Mondays.

Me. Benjamin Waineweight was elected, on Wednesday last,

April 4th, Assistant-Surgeon to Charing Cross Hospital. Mr.

Wainewright received his professional education at the University

of Edinburgh, and is Assistant-Surgeon to the West London

Hospital.

The new laboratory at the College of Surgeons is now in work-

ing order. It can be reached by a lift, a great advantage, as it is

built very high above the level of the roof of the Museum. The

rooms set apart for the preparation of specimens appear to be

well adapted to the purpose for which they were constructed.

The windows admit plenty of light, and there is no want of

the necessary appliances for dissection.

THE INDEX MEDICUS.
We regret to learn from the publisher, Mr. George S. Davi-s.

Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A., that the Indej: Medicus, a publication

which we have more than once noticed with approval, is still lan-

guishing for want of support. As a key to the books and articles on

medical subjects published in the year, this publication seems to

us to fill a useful purpose, and as such we should be sorry to hear

that it had come to an untimely end.

SMALL-POX IN ABYSSINIA.

The foUowing information as to .the prevalence of small-pui lu

Abyssinia has been received by the Exchange Telegraph Company.

At Shea the annual epidemic of small-pox is said to be raging

with great severity. The heir to the throne, Eas Muhccha, aged

25 years, is dead, also three other members of the Royal family.

At Massowah the heat is said to be intense—47^ C. in the

shade. The sanitary condition is deplorable. Typhus is preva-

lent among the men and the cattle. Water is scarce, and it will

be necessary for the greater portion of the Italijn expedition to

re-embark for Europe.

A MEDICAL HERO.
At the annual meeting of the Bristol "Royal Iir.rmar., ,

tin- Presi-

dent stated that a memorial window had ju.=t been completed for

the rhfip"! in co-memor.-t'k^h of tV.e heroic deed . f a yoi:ng sur-

gecn, Mr. W. RniTicr Lysoght. who lost his life in endeavouring to

'flavfeapporpatik'nt w»io ; hafl ondergon'; fie rperation of ttache-
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otony while sultering from diphtheria. The window is in

three panels, representing incidents from the parable of

the Good Samaritan, and it will be inscribed " To the " glory

of God, and in afTectionate remembrance of 'ft'illinm Conner
Lysaght, who was born May 7th, 1861, and died July i4th, 1.'nS7."

Acta of medical heroism are not rare, and unhappily, a fatal issue

in snch cases as these has been repeatedly recorded.

LESSONS FROM CARLSBAD FOR ENGLISH HEALTH
RESORTS.

Dr. Yates Baixubigge in the Droitwtch Guardian reprints the

third of the series of letters called " Spray from the Carlsbad

Sprudel," by Mr. Ernest Hart, which was published in the

JorBNAX of Januory 17th. He takes as his heading " How Carls-

bad ensures Success : a Lesson for Droitwich ;" and, in reprinting

the whole letter, he adds a series of observ'ations in support of it,

and asks the Droitwich citizens whether they should, from sheer

apathy and neglect, encourage sufferers from gout, rheumatism
and kindred complaints to seek relief abroad while they have at

their own door, at less expense, trouble, and worrj', waters supe-

rior in everj' respect to foreign waters, and which (as was the

case with Droitwich) performed cures which foreign waters had
failed to do, at great expense and loss of time to the patients

themselves. In calling the attention of the people of Droitwich
to the suggestions in Mr. Brnest Hart's letter " for dispelling the

cloud of dulness which darkens the future of this as of so many
other of our health resorts," he expresses the conviction that the

suggestions of Mr. Hart, if acted upon even in a modified sense,

would greatly increase the number of visitors and ameliorate the

lot of those who now from necessity visit Droitwich, besides

bringing in a rich harvest to the town directly or indirectly, in

place of the poverty now existing there.

TANNIN IN THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULAR
DISEASE.

Axthe fifth meeting of the Societi Italiana di Chirurgia, recently held
at Naples, Professor .\ndrea Ceccherelli, of Parma, drew attention

to the value of tannin in the treatment of local affections of tuber-

cular origin. From experiments which he had made on animals,
and from clinical experience, he believed it to be a powerful anti-

septic, with a specific power of destroj'ing the tubercular virus.

He found that the addition of tannin prevented the putrefaction of

animal tissues and fluids, and that decomposition was very con-
siderably delayed in the bodies of animals which, while alive, had
undergone a course of treatment with tannin. He had also found
that whilst he could produce tuberculosis in certain animals by
the injection of phthisical sputa, or of tubercle bacilli, the injec-

tions produced no bad effect when tannin was injected simultane-
ously, or was given internally every day for some time. He had
treated twenty patients suffering from tiibercular diseases with
tannin, both externally and internally, with very satisfactory re-

sults. He therefore looks upon tannin as an excellent remedy in

tubercular affections of the bones and joints; under its influence
ulcers heal kindly, any tubercular formations that may already
exist are destroyed, and generalisation of the disease is prevented.
Dr. Ceccherelli considers that tannin is much superior to iodoform
in the treatment of tubercular disease, besides ha-ving the further
advantage of being perfectly harmless.

THE HEALTH OF THE GERMAN EMPEROR.
It is with the greatest pleasure that we learn by special telegram
from Charlottenburg that the Emperor of Germany Ls going on
most satisfactorily. The disease appears for the moment almost
quiescent

; there is no sign of its spreading, and the glands are not
in the least involved. His Majesty's general health is excellent,
and his appearance show* no trace of illness or suffering, except

that his hair has become very grey. The position which Sir Mort
Mackenzie took up from the first, and which he has steadfast I

maintained ever since, that no radical surgical measures were t/l

visable in the ease, appears now to find more favour among tl|

medical profession inGermany than hos been thecase till quite latelj

The disastrous results of several cases in which similar operatio:|

have recently been performed seem to have opened men's eyes I

the magnitude of the risk to which the Imperial patient woui
have been exposed but for the intervention of the English phyel

cian, in whom he not unnaturally places such confidence. Th!
our Berlin correspondent, who is in a position to know the fad!

informs us that Herr Kayser, a prominent member of the Socii

Democratic party in the German Beichstag, died a few days B|

immediately after half of liis larynx had been cut out by Pt'

fessor von Bergmann for cancer. We are also informed that «1

the eleven other patients on whom that distinguished 8urge(|

has performed this severe operation have since died. 11

Eugen Hahn, who has hitherto been the most successful opel

ator in that line, has been equally unfortunate in his la«t W.

cases. Only the other day an operation of the same kind, pd
formed by a leading London surgeon, resulted in the death

|

the patient on the third day. In private one hears mention of sini

lar cases which have not yet come publicly before the professici

These facts, in our opinion, quite independently of any c6h|

reasons peculiar to the case, go for to justify the course which h|

been adopted with regard to His Imperial Majesty. Sir Morij

Mackenzie was to have returned to London on Tuesday nejj

April 10th, but we understand that in compliance with the urge:!

request of the Emperor he has agreed to postpone his departu

from Berlin for a short time. Dr. Norris Wolfenden, who attend

the Emperor professionally for some weeks during his stay

England last summer, has gone to Berlin at the invitation of B
Imperial Majesty.

ABDOMINO-VAGINAL COMPLETE HYSTERECTOMY
FOR UTERINE FIBROIDS.

Pbioe to operation on a case of fibroids of the uterus recently

the Hospital for Women, Jlr. Reeves, in his remarks, stated to tl

students and visitors present that he intended to adopt a nfi

plan which had occurred to him, provided that the relations

the growth permitted it. If, on opening the abdomen, the tumo'

proved to be an ordinarj- form of fibroid involving the fundus ail

body, and did not extend too far laterally into the broad lig

ments, he intended to tie these on either side in two interlocki|

ligatures, including the upper two-thirds of these structures, an

after applying pressure-forceps to their uterine side, to divii

between. Then the peritoneal folds attaching the growth to tl

bladder and rectum would be divided well up on the tumonr,

'

as to form flaps in the pelvic floor when the growth was remove!

The ureters, bladder, and rectum would then be cleared from tij

cen-ix until the vaginal mucous membrane was nearly reachc;

when the vaginal part of the operation would begin. This coi;

sists in separating the mucous membrane, as in vaginal hyst'

rectomy. The uterine arteries would be compressed with forcei

to be left on or tied according to circumstances, and the uter

removed entire. The pelvis wouhl be cleansed, the serous fla

placed in apposition, or stitched together if thought desirah

and a drainage-tube inserted per vaf/inam. The subsequent tren

ment would be as for vaginal hysterectomy. Mr. Reeves explaim

that his object in combining these plans was to do away wi

the uterine stump and its disadvantages, such as seconda'

hsemorrhage, septicajmia, dragging on the bladder and rectui

and occasionally the risk of its slipping into the abdomen fti

causing peritonitis. The combined operation should occupy le

time than supravaginal hysterectomy with extenial treatme

of th ; stump, as much time is taken up with trimming this aii
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Mituring the peritoneum over it. Seeing that the best results in

the supra-vaginal operation have been obtained by extra-perito-

neal treatment of the stump, and that the mortality is still a high

one, any practical plan which will reduce the causes of death

should be acceptable. The cbief of tliese are now-a-days hemor-

rhage, septicaemia, and peritonitis, and it is believed that the pro-

posed plan will banish all but a possible traumatic peritonitis

;

and as in vaginal hysterectomy for cancer this has been prac-

tically abolished, there is no reason—except, perhaps, the greater

size of the growth removed—why the same favourable result

should not follow the proposed operation. Complete removal of

the fibroid uterus by Freund's method has been done, but the re-

sults of his mode of operating have been far from encouraging.

The combined plan suggested allows of free drainage and syring-

ing of the pelvic cavity, and offers every element of operative

success, while doing away with many drawbacks. The case men-

tioned proved to be one of pedunculated fibroids, the larger of

which was Impacted in the pelvis, and the specimens will be

Shown at an ensuing meeting of the British GjTUBCological

Society.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

The list of candidates for election into the Royal Society this year

has just been issued to the Fellows. It contains sixty-one names.

The candidates belonging to the medical profession are : Dr.

Thomas Buzzard : Sir Charles Cameron, of Dublin ; Professor W.

H. Corfield ; Dr. D. J. Cunningham, Professor of Anatomy, Dublin ;

Dr. Douglas Cunningham, Professor of Physiologj-, Calcutta ; Dr.

W. H. Dickinson ; Dr. W. D. Halliburton, Assistant Professor of

Physiology in University College ; Dr. C. McMunn, of Wolverhamp-

ton ; Dr. W. M. Ord ; Dr. W. 0. Priestley ; Mr. Alfred Sanders,

F.L.S.; Dr. David Sharp, President of the Entomological Society

;

Dr. Thomas Stevenson ; Sir William Stokes ; Mr. T. Pridgin Teale

;

Dr. E. Thome Thome; Professor C. M. Tidy; and Dr. Henrj-

Trlmen, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon.

STROPHANTHUS AS AN ANTIPYRETIC.

De. A. RoviGHi, of Bologna, in experimenting on the effect of

tincture of strophanthus (prepared according to Professor Eraser's

directions) in cases of cardiac disease, came to the conclusion that

it was much inferior to digitalis and caffeine in its power of regu-

lating disordered action of the heart, relieving dyspnosa, and in-

creasing the excretion of urine. He was, however, struck by the

way in which it seemed to lower the temperature, and he there-

fore tried it in various febrile affections with verj- satisfactory

results. Thus in four cases of pulmonary phthisis in which for

months there had been considerable pyrexia, and in which other

antipyretic remedies were useless or were badly borne by the

patient, tincture of strophanthus in doses of from four to

six minims every six hours reduced the temperature by two

or three degrees. In a lad suffering from tubercular disease

of the intestine with peritonitis, with a temperatiure of from

40° to 40.5° C, tlu'ee minims of the strophanthus tincture

I
eyery six hours brought the temperature down to ."JT.o" in the

course of twelve hours, and as long as the remedy was continued,

the temperature never rose beyond 37.8° C. In a patient with

tubercular disease of the lefthip.apyroxial temperature of 39.7° C.

fell to 37.2° after the administration of fifteen minims (five every

six hours) of tincture of strophanthus. In a case of tj-phoid fever

in the second week four to six drops every six hours lowered the

temperature by two degrees. In all these cases the drug eased head-

ache, lessened the quickness of the pulse, and produced a feeling of

comfort in the patient, and did not in any instance give rise to

symptoms of collapse, nor to disturbance of the gastro-intestinal

canal, nor profuse sweating. Dr. Rovighi states that these clinical

observations were confirmed by experiments on rabbits, in which

tincture of strophanthus in doses of ten or twelve minims lowered

both the general and the local temperature to a very markad degree.

On the other hand. Dr. Y. Martini, of the Universitj- of Siena, has

{Sul Valore Antipiretico dello Strnfanto, Siena, 1888;, tested the

alleged antipyretic properties of strophanthus with absolutely

negative results. He used a tincture prepared by Merck, of

Darmstadt, of the same degree of concentration as Fraser's, and

also one made by Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome, and Co. according

to Professor Fraser's latest formula. He tried it in cSaes of phthiaa,

tubercular peritonitis, broncho-pneumonia, acute rheumatism,

erysipelas of the face, acute pumlent cystitis, and hysterical

pyrexia. From ten to fifty drops were given daily in three, fonr,

or more doses at regular intervals. The thermometric readings

were carefully noted every three hours for three or four days be-

fore and after each experiment, as well as during the course of it;

in some cases the temperature was taken every hour whilst the

drug was being administered. In the majority of cases no effect

whatever on the temperature was observed; in a very few in-

stances there was a slight fall, extending only to some fractions

of a degree, which was followed almost immediately by a return

to the former level. Dr. Martini concludes that strophanthus

has not the slightest value as an antipyretic.

FEVER AND SANITARY DEFECTS AT BUCKINGHAM.
The sanitary authoritj- of the little town of Buckingham has just

been awakened by an outbreak of typhoid fever to the conclu-

sion that the general sanitary condition of the locality is not so

satisfactory as it should be. For seme years past iXr. De'Ath, the

medical officer of health, has drawn the attention of the autho-

rity time after time to the need for improvement in the sanitary

arrangements, but, as a member remarked at a recent meeting, his

reports have been ignore<l. He has pointed out that the drainage

is in many respects defective ; that, although the water supply

is good at its source, he could not feel certain that in the course

of its distribution it might not become fouled by the leakage of

some faulty drains ; that in many cases the closet accommodation

is not what it ought to be, that the scavenging needs to be better

done so that the accumulations of filth at present to be found

round about dwellings might disappear. In fact, the town needs

a general cleaning up and putting in order, and afterwards a

careful supervision, in order to secure a wholesome state of

things. The Local Government Board have been appealed to for

an immediate inspection, but surely in these days of local self-

government that is a sign of weakness and umiecessarj- panic

The facts are admitted by the Mayor and other members of the

Town Council, who have verified them by personal inspection.

They have been reported many times by the responsible health

officer. What advice can the central authority give in such a case

except to clean up the district, put the drainage in proper order,

protect the water supply, and establish a system of frequent and

periodical removal of filth and refuse ? It is strange that the out-

break of disease, with its attendant misery and expense, should so

frequently be required to secure improvemtait of defective local

hygienic arrangements.

COCAINE POISONING.

In the Vrntch. No. 4, 188.'*, p. 64, Dr. Nikolai M. UnkoTsky, of

Moscow, relates the case of a strong man, aged .W, suffering from

hydrocele, in whom the hj-podermic injection of two Pravaz

sjTingefuls of a 4 per cent, solution dif hydrochlorate of cocaine

was followed in a few minutes by intense excitement, agonising

pain along the spine (especially in the lumbar region), giddiness,

blanching of the skin and mucous membranes, dryness of the

mouth and throat, weakness of the pulse and voice, paroxysmal

dyspnea, failure of sight, prostration, and complete inability to

move the limbs. The patient's state rapidly growing worse. Dr.

Unkovsky resorted to free inhalations of amyl nitrite (recom-
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mended aa the best antidote to coctiine by Professor W. F.

Qnibe. of Kharkov, and Dr. Schilling—see Jockxal, vol. i, 1887,

(pp. t>US and 1401) and subcutaneous injections of ether. The

gyniptoms gradually disappeared in about an hour and a half.

The total quantity of amyl nitrite inhaled (from a piece of cotton

wool) in the course of an hour amounted to nearly one gramme
while three syringefuls of ether were injected. The operation for

hydrocele (injections of a 4 per cent, carbolic solution, etc.) was
absolutely painless. Dr. Unkovsky al.so saw a case in which

mental disturbance occurred an hour after the injection of half a

•yringeful of a 20 per cent, solution of the alkaloid into the gum.

In another patient, an injection of a sj-ringeful of a 4 per cent.

cocaine solution under the skin of the leg gave rise in about si.x

hours to giddiness, suffocation, slowness of the pulse, pallor, and

faintness.

INHALATIONS OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID IN

PHTHISIS.
Sbvbkal French physicians have been trying the effects of

inhalations of hydrofluoric acid gas in the treatment of pulmo-

nary tuberculosis. Several methods of administering the gas

have been suggested : probably the simplest form is that brought

before the Therapeutical Society of Paris by M. Constantin Paul.

M. Paul uses an ordinary wine bottle, containing a solution of

fluoride of ammonium of the strength of two parts to a thousand.

The bottle is closed by an india-rubber stopper with two holes,

through which pass two glass tubes, one of them passing nearly

to the bottom. The patient is directed to take from fifteen to

twenty deep inspirations, and the acid smell of the acid is dis-

tinctly perceptible in the expired air. In this way the patient

not only derives benefit from the powerful antiseptic'qualities of

the vapours, but he exercises the lungs. M. Paul is unable to ex-

plain how the gas cornea into contact with surfaces which are

protected by mucus, but he claims to have met with considerable

iuccess'in several severe cases of pulmonary excavation and bronchi-

ectasis. Under this treatment patients regain flesh and strength,

and the malady appears to be arrested for a time in its course.

MULTIPLE ABSCESSES IN SUCKLINGS.
.Srvbral authorities have noted the frequency of abscess in in-

fant life. Hensch has shown that suppuration of the connective

tisBue is especially marked during the first years of infancy. lie

refers to the multiple abscesses which appear simultaneously and

successively in many parts of the body without appreciable cause.

The younger the child the more frequent are the abscesses. He
believes that there must be a distinct suppurative diathesis. Dr.

Bouchut attributes this frequent suppuration of the subcuta-

noous tissue to three diatheses : first, the puerperal diathesis

;

lecondly, struma ; and thirdly, syphilis. The latter two conditions

are well known ; the former is seen when a mother has continued

to suckle her child after the appearance of symptoms of pucri)eral

fever. In a case of this kind the child was seized with erysipelas

« week after weaning, it having been weaned when eight days
old. After the subsidence of the erysipelas, abscesses developed

in the arm, abdomen, elbow, knee, breast, foot, etc. ; they were
opened, but more appeared, and the child was not well till the

third month. Dr. RouUand, of Niort, has ^recently written on
this subject in the Annale^ de Gyntcologie. He observes that

Hensch and Bouchut alone have considered the question in a

scientific manner. He concludes that subcutaneous multiple

abscesses are seen in sucklings, and appear to be traceable to

•ereral causes. Hereditary taints, syphilii, and scrofula especially,

are decided sources of the affection. There remains a more im-
portant and essential form, Bouchut's puerperal diathesis. Dr.

RouU&nd believes that he has proved auto-infection in a case of

jfreon diarrhoea at least. The child, aged six weeks, was closely

watched and kept scrupulously clean ; the mother was in robu^.

health, and continued to suckle her cliild, but, the milk diminish-

ing, the child was allowed too frequent use of the bottle ; this had

set up diarrhaa. Dr. Roulland succeeded in curing that dan-

gerous complication, and persisted in seeing that the child was
kept clean. However, abscesses freely formed. Three monCbs
after recovery the child was again seized .with diarrhoea, thoiir'

it had been carefully brought up. During convalescence, fr

abscesses formed. The infant ultimately recovered. Dr. Roullanu

believes that this patient must have been infected by the absorp-

tion of noxious alkaloids formed in the intestines. True infection

from without may follow the ingestion of milk from a mother

stricken with puerperal fever, or may 'result from erj'siiH'las, or.

suppuration of the stump of the cord. Dr. RouUand also quotec i

the important researches of Dr. Escheric (Centralblattfur Kinder-

heilkunde. No. 2, 1887), who declares that in all children at the

breast, whether they be well or ill, the staphylococcus albiis and

the staphylococcus aureus are constantly to be found in the liver

and in the more superficial layers of the epidermis. These pyogenic
j

germs can enter the sebaceous and sudoriparous glands, and set up

inflammation. Of course they more usually enter through a

breach of surface, which is so common in the tender integuments
|

of an infant. Throughout his memoir Dr. Roulland uses the term

" nouri^son" indiscriminately for all infants at the breast, whether!

suckled by their own mothers or by wet nurses. Some of the I

worst cases which he describes were nursed by their mothers, who
were in many cases quite healthy. From the case above quoted

every practitioner will draw the natural conclusion that in manv

other instances the bottle, and not the breast nor the binder, i-

blame.

SCOTLAND.

PRESENTATION TO PROFESSOR CLELAND OF
GLASGOW.

Immediately after the close of the winter session of the medical

;

classes at the University, the students assembled in the Anatomical

'

Theatre and presented Professor Cleland with several very hand-

some pieces of silver plate on the occasion of his approaching

marriage.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS.
j„ j

Thb half-yearly preliminary examinations in general education

for degrees in medicine and science in the University of Glasgow

were held last week, simultaneously in the examination hall of

the University and in the University College of North Wales

Bangor. There were in all 482 candidates, being the largest

;

number ever entered for these examinations. At the medical

'

preUminarj- examination held by the Faculty of Physicians and '

Surgeons there were seventy-five candidates.

ANDERSON'S COLLEGE DISPENSARY, GLASGOW. i

At the annual meeting the directors reported that during the

past year 3,149 visits, comprising 1,291 new cases, had been mk'de,

to the sick poor, and that 12,106 new cases had attended the dis-

pensarj'. In addition, the dispensary ha.s undertaken the visita-

tion of the pensioners on the outdoor fund of the Association for

the Relief of Incurables. These, during the past year, numbered,

about VjO, and were attended by the students of the College under,

proper supervision.

DR. THOMAS KEITHS REMOVAL TO LONDON.
It is announced that Dr. Thomas K-itli 1ms made arrnngemonts

for removing to London shortly. Though it has often been

rumoured that the distinguished surgeon meditated such «

change, little attention has hitherto been paid to the statement

But now the announcement comes with startling unexpectedness-
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It seems but yesterday since the fact -was fomially published that

Dr. Keith hnd obtained funds which enabled liim to institute an

Kdinburgh Hospital for Women, to be practically under his own

manngenient. Apparently this project has been abandoned.

By the removal of IJr. Tlionias Keith, the Edinburgh school

loses one of its most striking figures, and the Koyal Infirmarj-

one of the most distinguished members of its staff. The jiosition

Dr. Keith has for many years occupied in the public mind, as well

as among his professional brethren, is so completely unique

that the blank Tvill not easily be filled. >'o one is more generally

respected, and no one is more devotedly revered by the few who

have been permitted to know him 'well. It is with much

reluctance that Kdinburgh releases another of her favourite sons

for further triumphs in the wider field of the metropolis.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY, GLASGOW.
At a meeting of the surgical section, Dr. Knox showed a patient

on whom he had successfully performed the old operation for

ruptured femoral aneurysm. Drs. Knox and Beatson showed a

patient who had suffered from double popliteal aneurysm, the

larger having been cured by compression of the common femoral

by Dr. Knox, the other at a later date by ligature of the superficial

femoral by Dr. Beatson. Dr. Beatson also showed a patient

suffering from femoral arterio-venous aneurysm and two card

specimens, a large parovarian cyst, and an old intracapsular

fracture of the neck of the femur.

TUBERCULOSIS IN RELATION TO FOOD SUPPLIES.

The Mcdico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, at its last meeting,

agreed to memorialise the I'rivy Council on the subject of tuber-

culosis in relation to the supply of meat and milk, -n-ith the

prayer that the matter may receive earlj' and full consideration,

and such measures be adopted as the grave issues demand. The

Sjcitty has also under consideration the advisability of addre.ssing

the local authorities on the subject of the better inspection and

ventilation of cow-houses and dairies. An evident difficulty in

connection with this latter move is the necessity that such a

system, to be effective, must be more general than can be ensured

by the city authorities.

CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS AT EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITY.

The Board of Examiners of Edinburgh University has adopted

certain suggestion.? for the conduct of the final examination for

the M.B. degree which will be received with much satisfaction by

candidates. The new arrangements are of the most common-

sense description. In place of the clinical examination in medi-

cine dragging its weary length through six weeks it will be com-

pleted in a fortnight. The system of examination will be no less

thorough than formerly, but students will not have their mental

lowers kept in the state of very uncertain enuilibrium through

six long weary weeks. The regular summer clinics.1 instruction

also will be less disturbed. It is to bo hoped that similar arrange-

ments will be made for the surgical side of the examination,

which, it is announced, will be made more stringent.

ST. MUNGO'S COLLEGE BILL.

TtTE managers of the Glasgow Royal Infirmarj- have issued a

Statement in favour of this Bill. They dwell on the size and im-

portance of the infirmary, and briefly but pointedly state its his-

torj'. Contrasting the large numbers of students that used to be

trained within its walls and the small numbers that now attend,

they attribute the decline to the removal of the university wcst-

wards, the opening of the Western Infirmary close to the new
Uttiversity, the impossibility of a student now obtaining a degree

at St. Andrews as could be done before 1862, and the facUitlcs

for obtaining degrees in England by the affiliation of the New-

castle School to Durham University, and by the colleges of th« •

Victoria University. The statement emphasises the value to a

hospital of the attendance of students in numbers, and points to

the overcrowding at the Western Infirmary. It e.xpressea the

willingness of the managers to grant to the proposed college the

use ot^ the buildings at present occupied by their medical school,

and of the furniture contained in them, so that, without furiher

endowment, the new college might start fully equipped.

ABERCROMBV STREET INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, GLASGOW.

A FUETUER report has been made by Dr. J. B. Bussell on the extra-

ordinary epidemic among the boys in this school, from which we

learn tliat up to this date there have been 4 deaths in the institu-

tion, 27 boys and 2 girls have been removed to Belvedere, and 31

boys are more or less ill, being a total of &4 attacked. The occur--

rence of the two cases among the girls gave rise to great anxiety,

'

because both were employed in the kitchen, and one had a brother

who was one of the first attacked among the boys, and the mother

had more than once gone from visiting her son to see her daughter.

These circumstances were strongly suggestive of infection, but the

girls were promptly removed, and there has been no more illness

'

among them. As regards the nature of the disease, the opinions

of those who have observed it are stUl at variance. Of hitherto

defined diseases " influenza " of a malignant type, and " infectious

pneumonia " are the only choice. Something may be said both

for and against each, but whether this outbreak falls under either

denomination, or arises from some new septic poison, or from some

other kno-rni septic poison acting under circumstances of special

local aggravation, cannot be discussed till all the lines of inquiry

are completed. Whatever may be the ultimate diagnosis,

we are driven back upon the local insanitary condition.

There is a blood-poison of some sort wh.ich is either

created or intensified by these conditions. Much public

attention has been directed to the graveyard beside the in-

stitution, especially on account of the cholera pits of 1848 therein.

But the graveyard is only one item—a serious item, no doubt—in

the aggregate of insanitary circumstances. It has been found

that tobacco chewing was much practised by the boys, and, while

such a practice could not cause a febrile disease, it may be added

to the other causes of depressed vitality which render these boys
'

ready victims to disease. Dr. Russell further refers to similar
'

outbreaks that have occurred from time to time in similar institu-

tions. Ten years ago there was an outbreak in Werthom Roman

Catholic Reformatory for Boys, in which two boys died rapidly.

In Januarj-, 1SS7, there was an outbreak at Birkdale Roman

Catholic Reformatory for Boys, in which twenty-three were

affected and three died. Dr. Seaton, of the Local Government^
^

Board, has also described a febrile epidemic disease that broke out ^'

in a Roman Catholic school for boys near London, and caused 157.

'

illnesses and 7 deaths, some as rapidly as in the present instance^,,

and with almost identical symptoms. In all these cases doubts as

to the nature of the disease did not prevent the inference that

obvious local insanitary circumstances were the cause.

PIT BURIAL AT DALBETH. NEAR GLASGOW.
The Barony Parochial Board, as local authority, have been investi-

gating the "mode of intc^rment, called "pit burial," at Dalbeth Ceme-

tery, of which Dr. James \. .\dams has complained as a nuisance

aiKl dangerous to the health of the inmates of the neighbouring

Roman Catholic convent. Dr. Christie, the medical officer of the

board, has visited the ccmeterj-, and condemns the system most

strongly. He says that the biu'ial pits at present in use are 12 feet

deep, "i feet long, and fi feet wide. The pit is dug into from 4 to

G feet of the original stiff clay soil, the upper portion being made-

up soil. A layer of coffins is placed on the bottom, and sprinkled
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over with a littlo earth, then another layer of cntlins, and so on,

until the pit is filled to about 3 feet from the surface, when it is

covered over w-ith stiff clay. Kach pit, when full, will contain

about ."V; adult bodies, and about the same number of children,

making at)Out 70 in all. The pit inspected had been but recently

opened, and in the space of half an iKJur Dr. Christie witnessed 5

interments therein. The pit system has been in vogue since 18G3,

when the cemetery was opene<i, but at first and for several years

the pits were much smaller than tho.so now in use. No offensive

odour could be detected on going round the pits and over the

ground, but the 'weather was cold and unfavourable to decomposi-

tion, and it is hardly possible to conceive that these pits during

the hot dry weather of summer could bo inodorous. Dr. Christie

further investigated the causes of deaths that have taken place

in the neighbourhood of the cemetery since 1881, but he has failed

to connect any of them with the insanitary state of the cemetery.

The question of deaths in the neighbourhood, however, is compara-
tively immaterial ; for those who attend the funerals are most ex-

posed to the danger, and there may bo cases of severe illness with-

out death. Accoriling to the Public Health (Scotland) Act, 18G7,

"any churchyard, cemetery, or place of sepulture, so situated or so

crowded with bodies or otherwise so conducted as to be offensive

or injurious to health, may be treatefl as a nuisance, and shut up
or regulated on sutBcient proof being laid before the sheriff by
the local authority of the place in which the graveyard is situ-

ated. " According to the Burials Act, it is in tho power of the

local authoritj- to shut up or regulate all graveyards which are
" conducted in such a manner as to be dangerous to health, or

offensive, or contrary to decency." Seventy coffins disposed of

within the space mentioned, and covered with three feet of clay,

is a nuisance within the meaningj'.of these Acts, and such a

nuisance exists at Dalbeth.

IRELAND.

THE LABOURERS ACT; CELBRIDGE UNION.
Last week Dr. llayes made an api)lication to the board of

gutirdians for a remuneration of ten shillings a house for each

house inspected by liim under the Labourers Act. The guardians,

however, considered this too much, and unanimously passed a

resolution awarding him half-a-crown a house, which Dr. Hayes
indignantly refused, and the matter has been referred to the arbi-

tration of the Local Government Board.

TRINITY COLLEGE: LECTURESHIP ON MEDICAL
JURISPRUDENCE.

On Saturday (to-day) the Board of Trinity College will proceed to

the election of a successor to the late Dr. Travers, Lecturer on
Medical Jurisprudence. Among the candidates mentioned are Dr.

Quinlan, Dr. R. MacDowel Cosgrave, Dr. Pratt, Dr. Bewley, and
Dr. Auchinlpck.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INSPECTORSHIP.
As yet there is no official confirmation of the statement that Dr.

Edward Thompson, of Omagh, has been appointeil inspector under
the Local fJovemment Board. It \s, however, generally believe<l

that he has been selected, and already numerous candidates are in

the field for the various offices held by him.

BELFAST WATER SUPPLY.
The controversy which has been waged <luring tho past winter
regarding the quality of the water supplied to tho inhabitants of

Belfast may lie regarded as finally set at rest by the reports re-

cently presented to tho Belfast Watfir Board by Dr. Tidy and Dr.

D8>-is, of Netlry. When public attention was first drawn to the

alleged impurities of the Belfast water, the Water Commissioners

obtained the services of Dr. Tidy, who came over and personally

inspected the water sources, tho reservoirs, the public fountains,

and the supjily to private houses. Ue brought away samples of

water for examination, and the results of his analysis are now pre-

sented to the public. lie states that, while the quantity of

organic matters in the Belfast waters is rather high, "hf has no
hesitation in advising the Commissioners that this organic matter

is of vegetable and not of animal origin, and that it is of a per-

fectly harmless and innocuous nature. The dissolved organic

matter is less than is often to be found in the much-lauded Loch
ICatrine water, and, all told, amount^ to less than one grain per

gallon." He also reports favourably regarding the state of the

water sources, and believes that the Commissioners have not been

guilty of any negligence in the past in their choice of feeders for

the reservoirs. He advises that the water should be filtered, rather i

,

to improve its colour and appearance than to aTert any positive
|

danger. The report of Dr. Davis is similar in tone. ' These reports

from such competent authorities will finally reassure the public

mind, which had naturally been disturbed by the very alarmist

statements made both in the press and in the Belfast Town Coun-

cil. These statements were believed more readily than would
otherwise have happened, owing to the fact that the death-rate of

Belfast has been abnormally high during the past -winter, and the

blame was not unnaturally cast upon the alleged defects in the

water supply.

METnoD.s OF Executing Chiminai,s.—The committee of the
Medico-Legal.Society of New York, to whom the subject of the
best method of executing the death penalty was referred for con-
sideration and report, has had under its consideration some
important papers dealing with this subject, by medical j,

men and others who have given special study to it. The > N
suggestions made by the committee in their report, which have p
been approved and adopted by the Medico-Legal Society, include
the following :—That hanging should be abolished as cruel, and
contrary to the public sense of our civilisation. That as a substi-

tute for the present death penalty they recommend—Death by the

electric current ; or, death by hypodermatic, or other injection of

poison ; or, death by carbonic oxide gas injected into a small
room in each gaol, as recommended by Prof. John II. Packard
(Med.-Leg. Papers, vol 3, p. r)21), giving preference to the first,

or death by electric current. In their judgment executions should
be private, and not public, for if it was possible to prevent the

publication of details of executions in the public press, it would
lie a public ijood. A further suggestion is that the bodies of

criminals should be delivered to the medical schools after e.xecution

for dissection. No opinion is expressed by the committee as to

the propriety of inflicting capital punishment by the State, as to

which there'is a strong opinion of the popular mind. This report

bears the signatures of the following members of the committee:
R. Ogdcu Doremus. Clark Bell, .1. Mount Bleyer, M J)., Chas.F. Still-

man, M.D., Frank 11. Ingram, .VI. D.
Domestic Hvoiexe. -An interfsting course of lectures has just

been given at the Parkes Museum by Dr. Schofleli on Domestic
Hygiene. The lectures were addressed especially to ladips. and
the good attendance and great attention showed that the lectures

met a want that had been much felt. After the lecture on March
Kith on " Boys and Girls," some sjiecimens of reasonable or, as it is

called, rational dress combined with beauty were shown, and a

capital demonstration of the value of improved physical culture

was given by .Miss Chreimnn, and, after the fifth lecture on " Home
Nursing," an illugtralion of the mode of handling a patient in bed

under various circumstances was given by two trained hospital

nurses. The lectures will be followed by an examination in the

subjects dealt with, and II. R. H. the Duchess of Albany, Patroness

of the museum, hiis consented to distribute the certificates to the

successful cnndidalos on May Sth.

Hkolstration and Examination of PlumTters.—The Regis-

tration Committee of the Worshipful Cora]inuy of Plumbers
received at the Guildhall on Wednesday the first nominations for

the registration of Plumbers in Edinburgh and the Kast of Scot-^
|

land. They were forwarded by the' (.'ouncil recently formed in
|

Kdinburgh, under the presidency of Sir Douglas Mnrlagan, M.D.,

to extend the registration system in that district of Scotland.
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PETITION TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
AGAINST THE TAXATION OF HORSES OF

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.
It issuggpsted that tin.' following, or some similar, petition he ad-

dressed by every medical jiractitioner who desires to oppose the

imposition of the tax, to the member of Parliament for his dis-

trict, with a retiuest that he will present it and support its

prayer. It should be written on one sheet of paper, and on one

Bide of the paper only. If addressed to an M.P. at the House of

Commons, and the wrapper marked Petition, it does not need to

be stamped. Eenest Hart,

Chairman of the Parliamentary Bills Committee,

British Medical Association.

To THE Honourable the House op Commons in Pabliament

A.gSEMBLED.

The petition of your petitioners humbly sheweth—

That in view of the proposal in the forthcoming Budget to im-

pose a horse tax and increase in the carriage tax a grievous

burden will be inflicted upon members of the medical profession,

who have often, in discharge of their duties both m the public ser-

vice and in private practice, to travel longdistances—such as, in

many instances of very unremunerative work, necessitate the use

of ahorse and vehicle. , , , •

That as such horses and vehicles are used for the exclusive pur-

pose of the performance of such duties, or other purposes m con-

Section with the conduct of medical practice. We humbly pray

your Honourable House to amend or rescind this clause, as intro-

duced by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, which will have an

oppressive effect on the performance of the duties of^ the medical

practitioner, and tend to injure the interests of the hfealth' ot the

community.
And your petitioners will ever pray.

EECURRENCE OF MALIGNANT GROWTHS
AFTER REMOVAL.

At the recent meeting of the French Surgical Congress perhaps

the most important question discussed was the recurrence of

malignant growths after extirpation. M. Cazin, of Berek-sur-

Mer, introduced the sul>ject by giving a summarj- of the results

of operations which he had performed from 1862 to 1886. During

these twentj'-four years he had removed no less than 564 tumours,

including myxomnta, chondromata, and sarcomata, besides true

canceroiS growths. In 102 cases of scirrhus ot the breast there

was secondary- glandularaffection in60; of these7 werepermanently

cured in 48 recurrence took place, 3 died, and in 2 the result was
. unknown. Among the remaining 42 cases, in which the glands

were unaffected, there were 8 cures, 28 recurrences, 2 deaths, and
." were lost sicrht of. In 120 cases of encephaloid, the glands were

involved in S(J; of these ."i were cured, the disease returned m b7,

t aied. and 4 could not be traced. Thus in a total of 222 cases

ill. 're were 28, or 12.6 per cent., permanent cures. Taking the

^Llr^hus cases .separately, we find that the total number of cures

• was ],'•) or 14.7 per cent.; but of those in which the glands were
'

afFected, only 7 out of 60, or 11.66 per cent., were cured, while of

' others, in which the disease was limited to the breast, perma-

I it cure was obtained in 8 out of 42, or a fraction over 19 per cent.

Amon." the 120 cases of encephaloid, 13, or 10.8 per cent., were

luredT but of the 80 in which the glands were involved, the

proportion of cnres was only 5, or 6.2.5 per cent., whilst of

the 40 in which there was no glandular enlargement, no

fewer than 8, or 20 per cent., were cured. In the cases

in which recurrence took place, the disease returned from

three months to seven years after the operation :
this state-

ment, it is to be presumed, applies to the whole mass of

cases taken together, and not to the cancer group alone.

M. Cazin is right, we think, in looking upon the.se results as

fairly satisfactfiry in the present state of surgical science, and he

attributes his success to the freedom with which he removes

apparently healthy tissues surrounding the growth, and to the

care with which he seeks for and removes, not only diseased

glands, but the lymphatics between them and the tumour. He is

not content witli exploring the axilla, but makes minute search

in the subclavicular region, behind the claxicle, and in [the

supraclavicular fossa.

M. Verneuil, whilst laying stress on thorough-gomg methodB

of operating, drew attention to a point which he considered

of the utmost importance in the prevention of recurrence after

extirpation. He said that when a cancerous tumour was

removed, some seeds of the disease were, in the vast majority

of cases, left behind, which sooner or later developed into

a fresh growth. This, however, did not as a rule take place

for some time after the operation, and during that period the

morbid process was in abeyance. That was the time, m his

opinion, when the morbific elements being in an inactive

state, there might be some chance of destroying them_ or '.

eliminating them from the system by internal medication. Thus

a prolonged course of alkaline treatment i,Vichy water, magnesia,

etc.1, together with arsenic, should be tried after operation, with

the 'view of neutralising the gouty diathesis, which M. Vemeuil

believed to be the predisposing cause of cancer. Again, as it

had been shown by M. Reclus that cancer was all but unknown
among persons whose food was exclusively vegetable, this fact

might afford a useful hint as to diet in the prevention of recurrence.

M. Verneuil, alluding to the increased prevalence of cancer at the

present time, said that when he was Lisfranc's house-surgeon, in

1844, that enthusiastic operator had only two or three cases ot

cancer of the anus or rectum in the course of the year; to-day,

M. Verneuil, at the samehospital and with the same number of

patients, had on an average fifeeen such cases come under his

hand {annually. The same might be said with regard to the

breast, the lip, and the tongue ; in fact, there were three or fpur

times as many cases of cancer now as there were forty years_ ago^

He believed that this was largely due to the carnivorous habits of .

diet of the present generation. ^Vhilst speaking of the length of

time that cancer might remain latent in the system, M. \ emeuU
mentioned the case of a lady from whom, thirty-fonr years pre-

viously, he had removed a tumour which v^-as examined after the

operation and pronounced to be cancerous. Thirty years aftei^

wards the disease recurred in the scar, and was again extirpated ; :

the microscopic examination completely confirmed the former^,

diagnosis.
, , , , ,

M. Labba agreed ^vith M. Verneuil as to the probable ad-

vanta<Je of post-operative treatment with arsenic and alkalies; '

he was also disposed from his experience, extending over many-

years, to place some reliance on tincture of condurango as a pre-

ventive of recurrence.

M. Galezowski confirmed II. Vemeuil's statement as to the

increased frequency of the occurrence of cancer from the held

of ophthalmic practice. He had, during the six years that he

was assistant to De«mares, seen only one or two cases of melano-

sarcoma of the eye ; he now saw on an average six every year.

AI. Molliere, of Lyons, said that the great point to attend to

in estimating the probability of recurrence was the patients

age If he were young, the disease was so certain to return,

that he doubted whether it was worth while to operate; after'

50 there was a fair chance that recurrence might not take

place, after 70 it was almost certain that the patient would re-

main free from the disease.

ASSOCIATIONJNTELLIGENCE.
COUNCIL.

NOTICE OF ilEETIXG.

A meeting of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso- •

elation. No. 42f>, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on Wed-

^

nesday, the 18th day of April next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

March 15th, 1S?8.

NOTICE OP QfARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
. ,

'

Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-lawu

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any

recognised £TO?jrA CoK?!C!7. .,,0.^x1 iqu,
Meetino-s of the Council will be held on April 18th, July 18th,

and October 17th. 1888. CaneUdates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of appUcation to the
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General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each
meeting, namely, June 27th, September HGth, and December 28th,
1888.

Cnndidatos seekinff election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Serretarj- of the iJranch. No member can be elected by a Branch
Council unle-«9 his name has been inserted in the circular summon-
ing the meeting at which he seeks election.

Fhancis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTI^T: rNTESXIGAXION OF DISEASE.
Tub Report upon the Conn-ection of Disease vith Habits of
ISTEJU'EiiANCE, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
in the Annual Meeting of 1887 'will shortly be published in the
JOUBNAL.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namelj-, that into

DiPHTiiERiA, and that into the GEoGUAi'iiirAi, DisTRip.rTiON of
CBBTAIN' Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as
soon as ready.
The following inquiry only of the first series remains open, namely,

that on The Etiology of Ththisis.
A fresh inquiry into the OiiiGix AND Mode of Pkopasation or

Epidemics of Diphtheria lias been issued.

Memoranda upon t/ie.^c fuhjeets, and form^for recording observa-
tions, inay be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective
Investigation Committee, 4S0, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Metbopoutax CorxTira Braxch : East Loxdox axd South Essex Dis-
TBICT,—The next meetine will lie held on Thuradav. April I9th. at the Hackney
Town Hall, at S..10 p.m. Thechairwill be taken bv"F. M. Corner. Esq. A paper
on the Surnerv of Abscess will be read hv Howard' Marsli, Esq. Visitors will be
welcome.—J. \V. UuxT, lul, Queen's ISoaJ. Ualston, Honorary Secretary.

"West Sometmet CRlKcn.—The tprinf; meeting will be held at the Kailway
Hotel. Taunton, on Thursday. April 12th, at 6 p.m. Dinner at 6.30 p.m. The
subject settled by the Council to be discussed after dinner is Bone Setting. Mr.
W. J. Penny. Assistant-Surgeon to the Bristol General Hospital, and Demon-
«trator of Anatomy to the Bristol Medical School, has kindly promised to come
ami open the discussion. The election of representative of the Branch on the
Couoctl of the fVssociatioa for the ensuing year will lake place at this meeting.—W. M. Kkt .i.y. M.JU., Taunton, Honorary Secretary.

SoiTn-E.i.?TERX Br.inch : WEST Kf..\t Distbict.—The next meeting of this
restrict will take place on Friday. April 37lh. at the Hospital, Gravesend, It. J.
Bryden. Esq.. in the chair. Oeuilemen desirovis of reading papers or exhibiting
specimens are requested to inform the Honorary Secretary of the District not
later ttuin April Sth. Further particulars will be duly 'announced.—A. W
NAsniivKu., F.J!,C.S., St. Bartholomew's HospiUl, Cliathara, Honorary Sec-
retary.

Nobth or Exoi.A\-D Bnixcn.-The spring meeting 'will be heM at the In-
nrman', Sunderlan.l. on Wednesday, April 2.Hh. at 3 p.m. Members intending
to read patters or show specimens are requested to cximmunicate at once with
the secretary. The dinner after the meeting will take place at the Queen's
Jlotel, at 5 o'clock. Tlui following papers are already promised :—Dr. Hume :A Case of Congenital Fistula of the Stomach. Cured by Openition. Dr. Coley :On the Treitinent of Effusion into the Pleura In Children. Dr. Murphy:
A Man aw Days after Gastrostomy. Dr. Oliyer ; Notes on an Unusual Case of
Hematuria.—O. K. WlLLLiJiaox, F.B.C.S., 22, KlUon Square, Newcastle-ou-
Tyne, UoQorary Secretary.

Nortti or IRKI.AXD BHANCn,—A general meeting of this Branch will be held
In the Roval Hns[,ital, Belfast, on Thursday. A|iril Itltb. at 11 A.M. Dr. John
Strahan will nvvl a p.-iper ou Turpentine in Wliooping-Cougb ami some other
allertions. Dr. O'Neill will show two patients on wliom ho operatcil for Con-
genital Inguino-Scrotal Hernia (Kadlcal cure), and re.ad notes of the cases. Pro-
fessor Sinclair will report u[>on a Successful Jciunal Enterectomy performed on
fhn day of the last Branch meeting, and exhibit the segment of Intestine
cxdse'l. Dr. Burden will show a seriea of Microscopic I'reimrat ions of Tumours.
Dr. Byers will show an Ovarian Tumour which he successfully removed.—Jonx
w. Bk-ebs, M,D„ Lower Crescent, Belfast, Honorary Secretary.

OiroRp Avn DiSTTiicT Braxch.—The next meeting will he held at the Had-
cllffe Inhmiary. Oxford, on Friday. April 2;th, at 3 p.m. Notice of papers to
be rea-1 must be sent to W, Lewis Morgan, <2, Broa4 Street, Oxfonl, on
or before April isth. A dinner will be provided for those members who signify
their intention to dine to the Secretary two clays liefore the meeting.—S D
UABDISBIRE and W. Lewis Moroak, Honorary Secretaries.

BoPTHTR't Bra»th: SoirrnAWPTOx District.—The next meeting of this
District will be held on Tuesday, April 10th, IRKS, at the residence of Dr.
Jlaclcan, l,,B.. M, Carlton Creacciit, at 8 P.M. Business: Election of officers,
r-aaslng of accounts. At the same time, a joint meeting with the Southampton
JBWiloil ^'J-iety will take place, when a paper will be read by Brigade-Surgeonuodwm, M.S., on the Treatment of Wounds of the Abdomiiial VUcera. Ur, L.

M. Buckell will bring under notice a ca^i-. with specimen, of Monster Birth,
Ass'iciation and Branch subscriptions for current year, amounting to £1 .Is. *d.,
became due on January 1st. and may be pai 1 to tl'ie llononirv Sei:retary as soon
as cnuvonieut.—THKo'ru. W. Ike.vd, M.D., Honorary Secretary, «, 'Ansflcaeu
Place, Southampton,

Southern Braxcti: Soitth-Bast ILixts District,—Ordinary meeting at
the Gnisvcnor Hotel, Queen's Gate. Southsea, ^n Thursday. April Ilth. isss.
The chair will be taken by the I'resident, Dr. James Watson, at 4.15 p.m.
Gentlemen who are desirous of introducing patients, exhibiting pathological
specimens, or making cdniiuunications are requesteil to signify their intention
at once to the Honorary Secretary. Dinner will be provided at 6.30 p.m. ;

charge, os,, exclusive of wine, etc.—J. Wakb Cousixs, Honorary Secrotary.

South Wales and Moxmouthshire Braxch,—The spring meeting of this
Branch will be held at Pontypridd, on Friday, April 13th, at 12,30. Paper-
promised :—J. P. Fry : A Case of Excision of tlie Thyroid. J. Arnallt Jonc* :

A Case of CEdema of Hand, with Specimen. J. Tath.am Thompson: On Dr
tachment of the Uetina.—Alfred Sheex, M,D., Cardiff ; D, Akthue Divita,
M.B., Swansea, Honorary Secretaries.

ABERDEEN. BANFF, AND KINCARDINE BR^VNCH,
A MEKTINQ of this Branch -nas held at I'JH, I'liiiin Street, Aber-
deen, ou 'Wednesday, March L'lst, at 1 r,M. Dr. UaiiUHABT, Vice-
president, in the chair.

Minutes and Nomination of New Mnnbers.—The minutes ot

last meeting being read and approved, Dr. James Cravie, Ne'n'-

burgh, -n-as nominated for ballot at ne.xt meeting.
Admission of New Members.—The f(illo%viiig gentlemen 'were

ballotted for and admitted as members of the Branch, namely:

—

Dr. John Anderson, Elmhill House, Aberdeen ; Professor Cash,
Dee Street; Dr. John W. Ilutoheon, Alford; Dr. George Mair, 21,

Croiivn Street, Aberdeen; Dr. Robert Morrison, Rosieburn.Methlie;
Dr. Stephen, Belhelvie; Dr. 'W'hitton, Aberchirder, Banffshire,

METROPOLITAN COIIXTIES BR.VNCII: NORTH LOXDON
DISTRICT.

A MEETING of this District ivas held on 'Wednesday evening,
March 2Sth, 1.S88, at the North-'West London Hospital, Kentish
Town Road, N.W., A. E, DunuAii, Esq., President of the Branch in
the chair.

Cases.—Several interesting cases from the wards of the hospital
and out-patients' department were exhibited.—Dr. Hood : Case
of Marked Lineaj Albicantes after Dropsy.—Mr. F. Dceham's
cases: Fissured Fracture of Skull: Trephining: Recovery.
Tumour of Neck, pushing Trachea and Laryu.x to opposite
side. Osteotomy of Femur. Pathological Specimens : Cancer
of Breast ; Sarcoma of Sole of Foot ; Melon Seed Bodies from
Compound Palmar Ganglion; Two Breasts with Scirrhus,—Dr,
CoLLiNs's cases -were Paralysis of Fifth Nerve: Opacity in

Vitreous,—Dr. Campbell's cases : Early Puberty in Boy 'of 7
years. Coloboma.—Mr. Black: Ulceration of Tongue: Epithe-
lioma,

Communications.—Dr, IIooD read a paper on Empyema follow-
ing Pneumonia,

J'ote of Thanks.—Votes of thanks to the Pre.si.lent, Dr. Hood,
and the gentlemen who had slinvs-u cases, as well as to the Com-
mittee of the hospital, were given.

SHROPSHIRE AND MID-WALES BRANCH,
A iialf-yeaht.y meeting of tlie Brancli was held at the Salop In-
firmary on Tuesday, Marcli -'7th, at 3 r,M.; the President, W.
Eddowe.s, Esq., occupied the cliair.

New Members.—The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of the Branch: E. L. Burd, Shrewsbury ; R. T. Csesar, Wel-
lington; C. I. Gibson, Shifniil ; F. K. Pi«ot, Slirewsbury ; S. II.

Puckle. Bishop's Castle ; A, F. Whitwell, Shrewsbury; G. F. Jolm-
Ston, Wellington.

Conununications.—Mr. J. T. Meek r md notes of a case of In-
testinal Obstruction, and on a case of Cirrhosis of tlie Liver, with
nervous symptoms,—Mr. J. F. ILinuiES gave a demonstration of

the latest Antiseptic Dressings,—Mr. J. L, Webu read notes on
three cases of Carcinoma of the Breast, and asked for answers
from members of the Branch to the following questions: J, The
average duration of life, after operation for cancer of the breast,

in old and young cases ? 2, Is eczema of tlie nipple a common
jirecursor of cancer? 3. Whether it is common to lind tumours of

the scalp in recurrent cases ? Mr. Webb also showed microscopic
sections of the growth.

[.,.

Electric Cystoscopy.—Mr. AsHToy Salt, of Birmingham, at-

tended the meeting, and exliibited and practically demonstrated
some now and interesting inventions for examinations by Electric
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Light of the Bladder and its entrances, also various appliances for
cauterisation.

The Pbesiden'T subsequently entertained the members in a
most hospitable manner.

E.\ST Ai\GLI.\N BRANCH : ESSEX DISTRICT.
An ordinary meeting of this District was held at the Saracen's
Head Hotel, Bumuow, on March 2.3rd, 1888, R. B. ilAnmoTT,
Esq., President, in the chair. There were also present ten mem-
bers and yisitors.

Election of Honorary Secretary.—Jlr. C. E. Abbott, Braintree,
was re-elected Honorary Secretary for the ensuing year.
Next Meetinr/.— It was decided that the next meeting be held

at Clacton-on-Sua in September.
Communication from the Lancashire and Cheshire Branch.—Dr.

Vf. A. Elliston, Ipsmch, proposed the following resolution

:

"That this meeting 'expresses its approval of the memorial of
the Lancashire and Cheshire Branch respecting the inadequate
fees paid to medical witnesses at assizes and county sessions,
and requests the Council of the Association to petition the
Home Secretarj' to revise the fees which are at present paid to
medical witnesses."—This was seconded by Dr. S. K. AiEXANDEE,
and carried unanimously.
New Members.—The following members were elected : 11. Stear,

Esq., Saffron Walden; E. W. Holland, Esq., Chelm.«ford.
The late Mr. W. T. Jackman.—Dr. Houses, Sudbury, proposed

in appropriate terms that a letter of condolence be sent to the
relatives of the late Mr. W. T. Jackman, Brixton, S.W., who was
mainly instrumental in the formation of the District in 1S85, and
filled the post of Honorary Secretary for two years, and whose
untimely death, at the age of 34, occurred on November 2nd,
1887.—This was seconded by the Peesident, and carried
unanimously.
Communications.—R. B. ilAERiOTT, Esq. (President) : Short

Notes on a few Cases of Stone in the Bladder.—Dr. F. de Ha^-il-
LAND Hall, Loudon: Remarlcs on certain Remedies employed
for the Relief of Pain and Spasm.—Dr. Downes, Chelmsford

:

Remarks on Epidemic Diphtheria in Rural Districts.
Cases.—hir. C. Hahtlky, Dunmow, exhibited several interesting

surgical cases.

The members afterwards sat down to a " high tea " at the hotel.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE BRANCH.
An ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday, March 20th, at 7.30
P.sf., at the General Hospital, Cheltenham, imder the presidency
of Dr. CtmniE.
Minutes of Last Meeting.—The minutes of the last meeting

were read. It was proposed by Dr. Nbedham and seconded by
Dr. SouTAB that the last paragraph be omitted. Carried.
Paper.~i,ir. Mason (General Hospital. Cheltenham) read a paper

on seventy cases of tj-phoid fever which had been admitted into
I the hospital during the last six months. A discussion followed.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

VIENNA.
[from OtTJ OWN COMIESPONDENT.'I

Nephrectomy.—Mclanosarcosis.—PJdegmonoiis Pharyngitis.
I At a recent meeting of the Imperial R<iyal Society of Physicians
of Vienna, Professor Weinlechner showed a woman, aged 51, on

I
whom he had performed neplirectomy for pyonephrosis. The

I patient had suffered for ten years from pains in the right part of

I

the abdomen, and a tumour, the size of which was constantly
,

varying, developed beneath the right costal arch. At different
|pen()d3the patient was attacked with fever, ami suffered from
jPams in the swelling, the urine being clear, and the tumour in-
I creasing in size on each of these occasions; in the apyretic
periods the urine was found to contain pus, the swelling
diminished, and the patient felt well. These alternating period's
were, during the first five years, observed only once every twelve
months, but during the last few years they had become much
more frequent, so that t'.ie patient was never quite free from pain,
Un admission a tumour, which extended almost to the symphysis.
was detected

; it was tender on pressure, and presented a dL«linct
fluctuation; the urine was clear. Professor 'Weiulechner \\qt-
lormed nephrectomy by the extraperitoneal method. An incisioii

was made at the outer margin of the sacro-lumbalis muscle, the
kidney was laid bare, and about half a litre of pus was discharged
from it by puncture. After the upper and lower ends of the
organ had been detached and the pedicle ligatured, the kidney
was removed. Healing took place without any trouble; the
quantity of the urine increased from 600 to 900 grammes, and on
the twentieth day after operation it amounted to 1,.300 grammes.
Docens Dr. Zemann, assistant to Professor Kundrat in the chair

of pathological anatomy, brought before the same Society, speci-
mens of two cases of melanosarcoma with secondary formations.
The first case was that of a patient, aged 3,5, who had been treated
in the clinic of Professor Billroth, and who was, at the beginning
of his disease, affected with a small na-rus piymeniosue on
the back. Jlelanosarcomata of a colossal size developed later on
in the axillary glands, a certain number of which were removed
by operation. Innumerable small melanotic tumours also formed
in the skin over the whole body. The post-mortem examination,
which was made by Dr. Zemann, showed that there were a great
number of secondary formations in most of the internal organs.
What was of a special interest in this case, was the uniform dark
brown colour of some organs, such as the liver and the spleen.
The cancellous tissue of the bones, especially of the "vertebrae,

was also intensely dark in colour. Some nodules could also be
detected in the pleura, the pericardium, the oesophagus, and the
pharynx. In the second case, that of a man aged 70, a melanosar-
coma of the left eyeball was the primary affection. Enucleation
was performed, but the patient died some time afterwards. The
number of secondary formations was still greater in this case,
some melanosarcomatous patches ha\-ing been found even in the
large veins, and on the internal surface of the dura mater.

Dr. Zemann also showed a specimen of "pharyngitis sub-
mucosa phlegmonosa " from a man aged 60. This case was of
special interest from the fact that Senator, who had recently de-
scribed this affection in the Berliner Klinische Wochensckrift,
stated that the disease was previously quite unknown. Accord-
ing to Dr. Zemann, however, pathologists, if not clinicians, had
long been well acquainted with the affection, and the disease was
not so very rare, as four or five examples of it were generally ob-
served each year in the post-mortem rooms of the Vienna General
Hospital. The disease was characterised by phlegmonous inflam-
mation of the submucous cellular tissue of the pharj-nx and the
larjTix, running a verj' acute course; this was why the diagnosis
could be made only with great difficulty in the "li%-ing subject.
The patient from whom Dr. Zemann's specimen was taken had
been admitted into the General Hospital on March Sth,
with symptoms of emphysema, severe bronchitis, and slight
dyspnoea. His condition improved during the night, but on
the morning of the 9th the dyspnoea increased, and death
supervened before an exact examination of the case had been
made. In the pharj-nx, extensive infiltration of the submucous
layer with cloudy serous fluid was found. There was. moreover,
enormous

_
swelling of the right ary-epiglottic fold from infil-

tration with pus, and there were superficial ulcerations of the
pharj-ngeal mucous membrane. The swelling and infiltration also
affected the right wall of the larynx, and extended as far as the
ventricular bands. Besides emphysema and bronchitis, parenchy-
matous degeneration of the cardiac muscle, the liver, and the
kidneys, and acute swelling of the spleen were observed. Dr.
Zemann remarked that the" disease was to be looked upon as a
most dangerous infectious malady, with an exceedingly rapid
course ; its origin was still unknown. Persons attacked died
either from parenchymatous degeneration of the heart or from
asphyxia caused by narrowiug ot the air-passages. Another case
which had been recently observed was that of a young girl with
cardiac failure. Owing to sudden dyspnoja, tracheotomy was re-
.oorted to, but without success, and death immediately supervened.
The ;Ms/-?no)Y«« examination showed that death was due to acute
phlegmonous phnrjTigitis. In conclusion. Dr. Zemann urged
clinicians to study more closely at the bedside this disease, which
was well known in the deadhouse.

BERLIN.
rraoM otm OWN coiuiesponden-t.]

The Health of the Emperor.—Fatality of Laryngectomy.
I AM in a position to give you authentic information as to the
prest!iit condition of the Emperor. The growth is absolutely
lo-alised and limited, the neighbouring glands are not in any way
affected, and even where the disease is worst it makes little o"r
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noproeress. His Itnperial Majesty's {renrnil bealth m excellent;

he has' iMwm.' vt-ry Kri'V, but stiLl r.^tivius Ins elastic step and

BoUliorlike beariiiK. lU' takes daily walks in tUo sunny gardens

of tiiarlotlenburs; Schloss. Yesterday, Miircli 30th, he visited

his capital for the first time since his accession, and was received

iwith the utmost enthusiasm by the Berlin people.

Some days ago Ilerr Kayser, member of the Social Democratic

section of the Reichstag, died. imme.Uately after a partial extir-

pation of the laryu.v for cancer, whicli was pertormed by 1 rofesBor

von Benrmaim, our leading surgeon. A like result followed thu

last two operations of the same kind done by Dr. E. llahn,

•who is well known in England for having operated on Mr.

l^Montacu VVUliams. It is also saiii, but I cannot vouch for

ithe tiTith of the statement, that all the eleven other patients

'on whom Professor yon Bergmann has performed larj-ngec-

tomy, have died. The fataK result,s of these operations go

far "to justify those who refused to e.vpose the precious life

'

of the heir "to the throne to so formidable a risk. Fulilio

opinion is beginning to veer round to that view of the case. A

trighter view of the situation is now generally talien, and at

any rate it appears certain that no immediate danger is to be

apprehended.

PARIS.
[FEOM OtTB OWN COnnESPONDENT.]

A Curious Case.—lodUm.— Vitality of Rabic Virus.

"jl Pbieb has recently had under his care at the Ilopital Necker

a curious case of hysteria, presenting the phenomena of sensi-

bility of the integuments to gohi, and susceptibility to the influ-

ence of medicinal substances at a distance. The patient was a man,

who applied on account of contracture of the entire right side,

principally in the leg. He is a well known hysterical subject^

and it was on him that the theorj- of telepathic medicme, broached

not long ago by two surgeons of Kochefort, was chiefly based. It

'

-was noticed that his skin was extremely sensitive to the contact

of certain metals ; but Dr. Peter, who is very cautious m accept-

ing such facts, seeing that the patient was an inveterate liar,

took every precaution to ensure absolute accuracy in the expcn-

menU he undertook. Dr. Peter, as if by accident, touched the

hack of the man's hand with a gold ting which he was wear-

ing. The patient complained of a sensation of pain, and the

next morning there was a small blister, as of a burn o£ the second

degree, on the spot touched by the ring. The same day the head-

nurse, while helping the patient, accidentally touched one of his

fingers with her gold chain, and the same result was produced.

To prove that there was no trickery, and that the man had not

purposely burnt himself with a match, Dr. Peter's assistant. Dr.

Carou, percussed the man's back, particularly where his hand

could not reach, even with a lighted match, and wherever Dr.

Caron's gold ring had touched the skin there was a blister as in

the first case. Other metals similarly applied did not give the

same result. Pollowing up these experiments with regard to the

influence of medicaments at a distiuice, the following curious

effect was observed. "Without the patient being aware of it, a

small tube wrapped up in paper, the contents of which were

unknown to Dr. Peter himself and to his assistants, was held

within about four inches of the back of the patient's neck. In

lesa.thau ten minutes his face became covered with profuse per^i-

ration, he was seized with nausea, and soon vomited some liquid.

On tearing off the pajirr cover from the tube, it was seen to con-

tain ipecacuanha. Similar experiments with alcohol and opium

gave no results whatever.
. „ ,

According to M. Duret, poi.soning by iodine shows itself in three

distinct forms—the eruptive, the cerebral or delirious, and the

syncopal or hwothermic. Thu eruptive form is the most fre-

quent. It is characterised by a rubeolar eruption appearing on

Uie different parts of the body, and far removed from the point

of application. The poisonous anil iodised priucijjles are absorbed

by the body, and this eruption is probably caused by the elimina-

tive process carried on through the gland.-»of theskin. ThesecoiHl

form is characterised by epileptic symptoms, or by fits of sleep-

lessness accompanied with delirium. The third form is more

serious. The absorption of the iodine is followed by a great

increase or decrease in the temperature, which sometimes falls as

low aa 34.6° C. These sym])tonis cease ns .loon as the iodine is

no longer given . Thus, if iodine is raluable on account of its

antiseptic properties, yet it must be employed with caution, as in

some cases it gives rise to lymphangitis with diffuse suppurative

cellulitis. M. Duret has twice seen inflammation paoduced by i

use in wounds on the hands and lingers. The inflammation cea.-

when tho iodine was discontinued.

The virus ot rabies is so active in buried corpses, that wIhji

subsequent doubts arise as to the nature of the disease which

proved mortal, inoculation with the exhumed medulla oblongata

will settle the question. M. Galtier has observed that i:

medulla of a dog dead from rabies, removed seventeen (h:

after death, then buried in the earth for fifteen days lon^--

preserved all its virulence. Inoculations from it caused ra'-

in twelve days.

GLASGOW.
[FEOM OrE OWN COnllESPONDENT,]

Glasgow Faculty of Fhysiciatis and Surgeons.— Glasgoio Vni-

versify.— Glasgoiv Philosophical Society.—Small-pox on Board

an Atlantic Liner.—Prosecution under the Margarine Act.-

Measles Epidemic in Port Glasgou:

\T the meeting on April 2nd, the election of a representative to

the General Medical Council took place. Dr. D. C. Mc\ail has

represented the Faculty recently, having been elected to com-

plete the term for which the late Dr. Scott Orr was appomted.

It was decided that the new election should be for five years; and,

thereafter, Dr. Alexander Robertson, seconded by Dr. James Dnn-

lop, nominated Dr. McVail for re-election. Dr. James Finlaysoni

nominated Dr. Hector Cameron, and was seconded by Dr. Donald

Fraser of Paisley. The vote was by ballot, and hi voted tor Dr.

Cameron, 50 for Dr. McTail, 2 declining to vote. Dr. Cameron

was accordingly, declared elected. Unusual interest has beeni

manifested in the election, the meeting being the largest ever

held, and many Fellows coming considerable distances to take

part in the business. , ,. .

The number of candidates for the medical preliminarj- e.xami-

nation at this University has been steadily increasing at each half-

yearly examination. At this term the very large number of 48J

has been reached. The winter session of the medical classes closedl

1 ast week. The examinations for degrees inmedicine andscience beginl

to-day (Friday). For the degrees in medicine, first, second, and thu-d

,

examinations, there are SG, 5U, and G8 candidates respectively, ai

total of 204; while 60 candidates apply for the examinations for,

B Sc The Board, recently appointed in connection with Glasgow,

University, for the extension of university teaching by local lec-|

tures and classes, has issued an account of the scheme and the;

mode of working it. in which, after the results of the scheme, as,

carried on by the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, hare been,

described, the various tentative efforts made in the same direction

in Scotland are alluded to. The pamphlet follows with a careftU:

explanation of the purpose and method of the scheme and the

proper manner of working it, ending with detailed infomation

for the benefit of local committees, of the means they should adopt

for making the scheme effective, and of the cost ot so doing. Wit n,

the issue of this pamphlet there ends the prelimmary stage of tm.

movement. The fruits of the scheme camiot begin to nppe^ till

next autumn and winter, but the account has been published in

good time to give those directly interested in the movement thi

opportunity of considering whether they wi 1_
take advanta"e of it.

The pamphlet can be obtamed from the Iniversity publishers;

Messrs. Maclehose and Sons, Glasgow. m •i.,o„«h!™il
At the last two meetings of the Glasgow Phlosophical

Society very interesting communications have beeil niaae in

reference to atmospheric i)articles and micro-organisms in air.

witer etc On March 8t'h, Mr. John Aitken, F.R.S.F., showe,

a most ingenious method of counting tlie number of dust

particles in the atmosphere. The essence of the method con

sists in i.roducing a fog, by supersaturating the air whose dusl

particles one wishes to count with water in a glass recMver

Kach fog particle has a du.-t particle as a nucleus, *"« 0?

simple method of magnifying and illumination, the particJcs sr

seen falling on a small silver mirror with a ruled surface. Ih

details of the method were published m Mature of March 1st B

his method Mr. Aitken calculated tl'e number of jjart^Ies in th

outside atmosphere, when rain was falling, to be "-1.00"?^//"/"

inch and 2 119,0(X) when it was fair. In the atmosphere ot i

room the number was .30,318,000, and in the "i--

"'"f
'^''^ <;S

8«,.346,000, all per cubic inch. In a Bunsen "ame
Jl^

calculate^

the niimber to be 4.^9.000,000. Mr. Aitken adds
:

It does see^

strange that there may be as many dust particles in one CUDU
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inch of the air of a room at night when the gas is burning as there

are inhabitants in Great Britain, and that in three cubic inches of

the gases from a Eunsen flame there are as many particles as there
• are inhabitants in the world." At the meeting of March 21st, Mr.

Ernest Maylard, M.B., gave a most interesting demonstration of

' bacteriological metliods adopted for the detection and cultivation

of micro-organisms in air, water, and soil. lie also demonstrated
. some of the pathogenic organism.s. Referring to the recent report

regarding the pollution of Loch Long, Mr. Maylard ga-\ e results

of some observations he had recently made by bacteriological

methods, which showed that, from this point of Tiew, while Loch
Goil was nearly as pure as Loch Katrine, Loch Long was little

better than the Clyde itself. Mr. Maylard's demonstration brought
together a verj' large meeting.
The Anchor Line steamer Circasda arrived in the Clyde from

Is'ew York on March 22nd, with five cases of small-pox on board.

The first ca.se was reported four days after the vessel left New
York, and the other cases occurred at internals of one and two
days. Immediately on the arrival of the ship opposite Greenock,
the men were removed to the Greenock small-pox hospital. Half
of the crew had been revacoinated on the voyage, and Ur. Wallace,

of Greenock, revaccinated the remainder, together with all the
passengeJS. All of the men affected belonged to the crew. After
thorough disinfection, the vessel was allowed to proceed to Glas-

gow. >'o other cases have yet been reported.

The first case of prosecution in Glasgow under the Margarine Act
was brought up on March 23rd, when the accused was fined a
modified penalty of £2, for failing to mark clearly the margarine

; he had exposed for sale in his shop.
• The School Board of Port Glasgow have found it necessary to
' close one of their schools in the east end of the town, because of

the prevalence of measles among the scholars. Towards the
close of last week, 150 were reported absent from this cause, and
by ilarch 26th the absentees had increased to 227. Very few
cases have been fatal, but the epidemic has spread with very great

, rapidity.

CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. ST.VJfHOrE AND TUE RANK OF ARMY MEDICAL
OFFICERS.

SiE,—I was much disappointed with the tone of ilr. Stanhope's

reply to my question on March 13th. His courtesy in aU matters

connected with the department had been so great last year, and

the reception given by him to the Parliamentary Bills Committee

deputation was so cordial and friendly, that 1 was quite unpre-

pared for the cavalier way in which he has now flung down the

gauntlet of defiance to the civil profession.

No doubt, according to the strict letter of hard and fast military

law, the collection of the opinions of medical officers^ by a
" civilian association " may be in " contravention of discipline,''

for we know that combination is specially abhorrent to the

official mind. But whether it is judicious, in the interest of a

Bervice which depends for its very existence on the estimation

in which it is held by medical schools and by medical practi-

tioners outside, to take this line is a question which I must
leave everj' unprejudiced reader to settle for himself.

In my judgment, nothing can be gained but evcrj'thing may be
lost by an ostentatious indifference to the views of army doctors,
however expres.<ed, at a time when great changes are impending,
and wlien it will become the duty of the advisers of our medical
students seriously to consider whether they can continue to

recommend military medical service under the altered conditions
of the future.

Mr. Stanhope airily informs us that " the status of medical
officers is just what it was before." This may be his opinion

;

but as he does not himself wear the shoe, he cannot tell where
it ]>inches, and nearly 1,000 experienced surgeons on active
service, whose views you have so ably analysed, in addition to
many who have favoured me with private letters, have stated
most emphatically that they have lost much, both in prestige
and position, by tlie abolition of relative rank. 'VVe are further
told by the Secretarj- of State for War that a " proper channel "

is open to anyone for the discharge of his grievances ; and by

this is no doubt meant a personal interview with the Director-

General at Whitehall Yard. No one can hold Sir T. Crawford in

higher respect than I do. He is courteous and able, and as little

formidable as possible under the circumstances ; but surely it

would be an act of some personal heroism for any indiridual

officer (junior, perhaps, in rank^ to enter the dread sanctum for

the purpose of arguing out the terms of a Royal Warrant; and, of

course, anyone on foreign service can only make his views known
through the medium of his principal medical officer, and the

fatal defect of tliis mode of action is that it is scattered and inter-

mittent, and devoid of that cohesive and collective force which a
large body of united opinion must possess. You have given the

department the opportunity of expressing this with no uncertain

sound, and whatever the reception of your communication may be
to-day, it must have its due weight in the future, and its influence

may make itself felt in quarters the most inconvenient to those

who have been induced by their military advisers to brush it con-

temptuously on one side.

Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any immediate pro-

spect of discussing 'Vote 4 in the House. The preliminary stage of

the army estimates on the motion that the Speaker do now leave

the chair is usually devoted to the consideration of every variety

of grievance, but this time it was entirely taken up by Sir W.
Barttelot's motion for a Royal Commission, and when I rose to

address the House on medical questions 1 was ruled out of order

by the Chair. Mr. Stanhope has since declined to give me a

pledge that the vote will be taken at a time and hour when full

discussion is possible. Last year it came on in August, towards

the small hours, and great uncertainty necessarily attends its

appearance now ; so we must only watch and wait, and make the

best u-'e of opportunities as they arise.—I am, etc..

House of Commons, March 27th. R. Faeqchaesos.
P.S.—Will you allow me to take this opportunity of gratefully

acknowledging the communications I have received in answer to

my appeal for defiinite details regarding the abolition of relative

rank? Medical officers have v\Titteu to me from all parts of the

world, and have not only expressed their opinions with fulness

and abUitj-, but have told me how they have actually lost

prestige and position by what outsiders consider a verj- trifling

change. Armed with tliis brief, I hope to render some service to

the cause when the discussion on the vote comes on.

THE ELECTION OP PRESIDENT OF THE COLLEGE OF
PHYSICIANS.

SiE,—As one of your correspondents last week observed, the re-

sult of the election of President of the Royal College of Physicians

will have given satisfaction to many, but the mode in which it

was attained has given dissatisfaction to a large number of

Fellows. It is quite true that a form of canvassing, sub silentio,

was had recourse to, but this was not the only unusual phenomenon
which marked the election. A report of a meeting of the Com-
mittee of the College of Physicians, published in the JorRNAl. of

February 4th, p. 253, contains a resolution to the effect that it was
undesirable for Fellows, Members, or Licentiates to v,Tite on pro-

fessional subjects in journals supplying medical knowledge to the

general public. Though etiquette forbad you to reveal the tenour

of the animated discussion which took place on this resolution,

there was a very strong feeling against it, which found formal ex-

pression in an adverse amendment, lost only by a small majority.

Many Fellows who were aggrieved at the action of the Censors'

Board took advantage of the presidential election to make a pro-

test by voting at the second ballot in favour of that Fellow owing

to whose action more especially the resolution of February 2nd had

originated.—I am, etc,
"

Asotiiee Fellow.

THE BUDGET.
Sm,—From Mr. Goschen's speech he appears inclined to include

the medical man's horse amongst those kept for pleasure, and
therefore to be taxed ; whereas, as you well know, a horse is just

as much a necessary adjunct to a country or town practice as a

butcher's or a baker's cart is to his business—the baker's cart

carrying bread, and the doctor's brains. Instead of our gettin^'

up any memorial on this question, I would ask every medical mi i

in England to write to his member of Parliament, putting lUe

facts before him.—1 am, etc.,

John- Woodman, M.D., President-Elect, South-Westeru
Branch, British Medical Association.
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Sir,—Your Icftding article in the JouuNiL of March 3lEt appears

'>to nssunio thnt (iocl<irs' horses will liocnmo liiible to the new tax.

•1 venture to think tile presumption is tlic other way, and I -(VTOte

n letter to the Timex, which ajipeareil in that journal of April

•Jnd, i)oiutin(j out that recent judicial rulings to the efiect that the

business of general practitioners is "u trade," would appear to

strengthen this presumption.

I suppose that in tilling up the form for the payment of stamp

duty wo should be at liberty to dechuv how many of our horses

(if liny) were kept for pleasure purjjoses, and to be liable for the

tax oiily so far as they were concerned. Where a countrj- prac-

titioner carries on ah extensive country ])ractice, he not infre-

(juently retiiiires to keep from four to six horses, and it would lie

monstrously unjust if he were obliged to pay the new impost upon
them all.

IVrhaps the Parlinmentary Bills Committee of our Association

will make inquiry on the subject.—I am, etc., J. Holmes Joy.

Manor House, i'amworth, .Vpril 2nd.

• Sib,—I do not think we will bo dealt so hardly with as you

imagine. At present the income-tax people allow us to deduct

£30 for each horse from total income, on the ground that the

liorses are used for professional purposes. I hope, under the new
scheme, we will be allowed to pay the " wheel tax " instead of

the carriage tax. I for one will make a try to do so. When we
are allowed to deduct the keep of the horse as a necessity in the

practice, surely we cannot be taxed as if he, she, or it was kept

for pleasure, "if the horse, then the carriage. If this contention

is correct, we shall save by the new Budget.—I am, etc.,

Wilmot House, Krdington, Wilijaii Donovan, L.R.C.P.Ed.

Birmingham, March 31st.

Sm,—By the new Budget just before the public we shall have

to i>ny £1 on each horse we use, which is very hard on us country

practitioners. The Chancellor of the Exchequer admits in his

speech tliat it will be a ^at hardship on " doctors and clergj'-

men." If the medical profession, through your valuable Associa-

• tion, were to forcibly urge this injustice upon him, he might be

>!induced to exempt us from this further tax; also the wheel tax as

well, if we ore to pay tliis. A petition should be signed and sent

in at once, which would materially strengthen your arguments.

—

1 am, etc., Genebai, rKAcxioNEii.

1 Sib,—Can nothing be done to prevent so great an injustice to

the medical profession as this new horse tax? .Surely. the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, by however great a stretch of the

imagination, cannot think a medical man drives about in all

. weathers and both day and night for pleasure. Tlie medical pro-

fossion is taxed up to its neck already, without this additional

burden, and with the wheel tax in addition it will indeed be a

severe burden on many a poor doctor. Terhaps if every member
of the profession interested iu the matter wrote to the Member
of I'axharaent for the division in which he lives and put the

subject clearly before him, it might have some good eft'ect.—I am,

ttC, I'. L- ^'ICHOLLS.

, April Ist.

., *,* We recommend that course to be adopted without delay.

Meantime, the l'arlia«nentary Bills Committee will also no doubt

taJie action; but each medical man should indivi<lually and
promptly act for himself through Irs own member, so as to sup-

l»ort the proceedmgs of the Committee.

THE PO.SITION OF MEDICAL OFFICERS' 5P "IIEALTH
', ,|' L'XUER THE PROPOSED COUXTY COL'.VCILS.

5lB,—There is every prospect, cs you have ju>itly indicated in

your leader on the above subject, that unless some etTort be made to

supplement an obvious deficiency in the County (iovernnient Bill,

a great opportunity of improving sanitary administration, espiv

ciailv in rural districts, will be lost. It is "remarkable that while
' the Bill provides tho new authorities with advice in the legal and

constructive aspects of sanitary matters, it leaves them entirely

without any in regar<l to medical ones. This is tho more astonish-

in,' considering that every District Council will have such an

advis'T in Iho person ok its medical ollicer of health, for it is

8C irc'.'ly to be suppoiscd that if these minor authorities require

sujUaivic, the central body, which is to be invisti d with their

CO itr il. can ilo its work elliei"ntly without Such help.

i-;iuion» who knows anything of tho practical requirements of

car sanitary organisation can have any doubt that the County

Councils have a most important work before them in the direc-

tion of organising, consolidating, and unifying sanitarj- aiiminia-

tration, if they are only properly equipped for such functions,

and if they understand, on their creation, that such work is ex-

pected of "them. I have no hesitation in saying, with some ex-

perience in the matter, that tlie efficiency of sanitary work in

rural and the smaller urban districts might be enormously in-

creased by the influence which a competent central health officer,

backed up by such a strong body as we may hope the County

Councils will become, could exercise. In co-ordinating the statis-

tics of infectious disease alone, he would have, under the uniform

enforcement of notification, which cannot be far distant now, an
opportunity, such as does not now exist, of preparing the authori-

ties in his district to resist its attacks. And, indeed, it is «o

obvious as not to require arguing, that if such an ollicer is neces-

sary in order to stimulate, advise, and generally direct the work
of sanitary administration iu a small area, he must a fortiori he

the more so in an organisation which is formed by grouping such

small areas together, and the professed object of which is to

regulate their administration.

There is, perliaps, room for doubt whether the provisions of the

Bill as at present drawn would place any insuperable obstacle in

the way of a County Council availing itself of the advice of any

medical officer of health in its district, if it desired to do so ; bnt

the possibility of such an arrangement is questionable, and it is

mucli better, in view of the importance of the matter, that it

.should not be simply optional, but as imperative on a County

Council to provide itself -n-ith such an official as it is at present

for a local sanitarj- authority to do so. Such a requirement should

be acconipanied -n-ith the power of so ordering the relations of

the poor-law medical officers to the central officer and to the local

authorities as to allow of the whole machinery of public medical

administration being used in the most advantageous and economic

manner practicable t^or the jiublic sanitary interests.

And here 1 venture to ditier -n-ith you in regard to two of the

duties which j'ou suggest might be "imposed on such an official,

namely, the making of post-mortem examinations for coronas'

inques"ts and the work of a county analyst. 1 feel sure that a

central health officer would find quite enough to occupy him in

most counties in the way of lumdliur; statistics of various kinds,

correspondence, attendance at meetings of local authorities, as

well r.s on those of the County Council, to make it very difficult

for him to be available at sho'rt notice, as is often necessary, in

any part of the county, to make a pnst-mortem examination, still

les's to give the continuous attention which is requisite for foed

analyses, which are now very well provided for in the hands of

men with whose daily occuj)ation such work is much more cog-

nate. It .should, however, certainly be the duty of the county

medical officer to act as medical assessor to the coroner when the

latter was not a medical man, and to make inquiries of fltst

instance, for example, in cases of uncertified deaths, with the

view of ascertaining whether there were any prima facie groimds

for holding nn inquest. And in this capacity there would be BO

difficulty in entrusting him with the general supervision of poat-

morfem examinations.
There is one most important department of sanitary work w'hicn

sliould certainly come under the observation of such an officer, and

tliat is vaccination. It is simply absurd that whilst the medical

officer of health is recpiireil to ileal with measures for arresting

the spread of small-pox, he has no official cognisance of vaccina-

tion. In those counties in which the experiment of combining a

number of sanitary districts under a single medical officer of

health has been in operation for the last fiiteen years, the transi-

tion to attaching this official to the Couuty Council would prob-

ably in most cases bo raaib^ without dithculty, but where no such

combination has been hitherto edectcd, it might not be easy at

once to create the office without either sacrilicing vesteil interests

or entailing a charge for a new salary wliich might create much
opposition. Whilst imposing upon the Country Council the abso-

lute duty of appointing a saiiitary adviser it is, I think, desirable

to give them a certain amount of latitude in determining how

lliey can best make such an a]>pointmeut with a due regard to

economy and to antecedent conditions. Wo may be quite sure

that if the lines of duty are clearly laid down for such an official,

the Council may be as safely trusted to do their best to meet this

requiri'ment. asthocorimrations of the large towns, which arencrw

to bo created counties of themselves, have shown themselves to be

in making similar ajipoiutments. ]tisvei^>' inexpedient that the

ratepayer should be led to look on the new' machinery as likely to
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be more expensive than is absolutely necessary. Wliat is -wanted

is reorganisation as opportunity offers, rather tlian any sudden

upsetting of existing organisation, however imperfect it may be.

I trust, therefore, an effort will be at once made to direct the

attention both of the Government and of Parliament to the serious

defect which the County Government Bill exhibits in this respect,

and there is no body by which such effort could be so appropri-

ately initiated as by the Parliamentary Bills Committee of the

British Medical Association.— 1 am, etc., Cuivia.

NOTIFICATION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES.
SrE,— I send you herewith a report of proceedings taken against

Dr. Dalton, of South Norwood, by the Corporation of (h-oydon. Dr.

Dalton is an M.D. of the University of London, a practitioner of

twenty years' standing, and holds a high-place in the estimation of

his neighbours.
The object of notification of infectious diseases is not for the

purpose disclosed in these proceedings. The information being

given to the authority, it is immaterial as regards repression by

whom the information is given, provided they get it as soon as its

nature is established. The Act says that it shall, in some parts of

the kingdom, be given by the householder or person in charge of

the patient, and also by the medical attendant. In this case. Dr.

Dalton had instructed the householder to give notice to the

authority; the authority had actually acted upon the notice, and
had disinfected the house. The dignity of the authority is, how-
ever, damaged, for the notice is not given by the medical atten-

dant. This result is brought to the knowledge of the town clerk,

who revenges it by putting the doctor into the dock. This, Sir,

may be law, but it is neither justice nor satisfactorj- to the true

promoters of disease repression. It opens the road to private

malice, and to conflicts between members of the medical profes-

sion, in which it is possible for a superior in social and professional

life to be treated with indignity by one of a lower standing, for no
true reason whatever, and for no good purpose, as in this case

there is nothing to be gained but revenge.

As I Iiave often said before, and the medical profession by the

British Medical Association at its annual meeting has endorsed

that view, the object of the Act is to procure the repression of

disease, and I am doing as much as anybody to promote repression.

That repression can only be obtained by information from the

source, and the proper person to give that information is, in the

opinion of the medical profession, the householder. The law
should and, in some cases, does allow the householder to employ
the medical attendant as his agent, and, when so acting, the

m.'dical attendant should be entitled to a fee, but it should be the

householder who ought to be summoned, if the Act is not com-
plied -with. The medical attendant could then be called as a

witness in the case. In Dr. Dalton's case there -n'as no damage to

anyone, except the dignity of somebody, for the spirit of the Act
was complied with. I w-'ill not insult Dr. Philpot by suggesting

for one moment that he has been the instigator of these proceed-

ings, but I am really sorry that he has been compelled to be a party
to them. It maybe, and it doubtless is, convenient to the medical
officer of health to get the information direct from the medical

attendant ; but how about cases where there is none ? 1 am
aware of the existence of such in this borough; in which there has

been no medical attendant on cases of infectious disease for reasons

best known to the householder, and the action taken by the cor-

poration is more likely to increase the number of cases than to

discover them, to the serious detriment of true sanitary -work and
the continued spread of infectious disease among us. There is a

curious idea upon this point which is prevalent among the people,

and among lawyers especially, that the doctor should be held

liable to a criminal procedure if he does not disclose facts -which

I

only come to his notice by reason of his professional employment.

I

1. It ma\(.es the doctor a particejis eriminis U the disease is not

disclosed, and the evidence forthcoming against the householder
cannot be satisfactory as to diagnosis, without his aid.

2. It tends to prevent the very people who are most likely to

spread the disease, such as lodging-house keepers, hotel keepers,

and shopkeepers, (employing a medical man at all in such cases,

and encourages them to send for an acknowledged quack, or so-

called " botanist,'' two or three of whom are actually practising in

Croydon and its neighbourhood.
3. It places two medical men in antagonism to each other, to

the detriment of good feeling, and damage to the estimation in

which our profession ought to be held by the public, and espe-

cially by lawyers, -who like to pit one doctor against another.

I think, sir, that the whole medical profession -will object to the

extension of the law upon the basis on which it stands in this

borough, and will call for a law apjdicable to the whole kingdom,

that tlie householder shall alone be liable to prosecution nnles*

the doctor is acting in an official capacity as the medical officer to

a public authority, or a benefit society, etc., the law also enacting

that the medical attendant shall act as the agent of the house-

holder -svhen required to do so by him, and that when so acting-

he shall be entitled to a proper fee to be paid by the local

authority. ' ^ . , .

It could never be intended by the Legislature that a new series

of crimes should be put upon the statute book; namely, that

doctors must be common informers, and that the dignity of the

local authority is lessened, unless the information comes by the

metlical instead of by another source. The knowledge was actu-

ally obtained, in this case, and the measures for the prevention of

the spread of disease were actually taken primarily by the act of

Dr. Dalton, yet he is prosecuted, and the justices -were foolish

enough to put a fine upon his conduct, instead of doing him tlie

justice which was really due to him in the matter; namely, in-

flicting a nominal penalty only.—1 am, etc., UT
Croydon, April 2nd. AiFBED CaepestbB.

THE CLIFTON LUNACY CASE.

Sib,—I am sorry that Dr. Marshall should have thought proper to

have made -n-hat 1 must pronounce as being an offensive and un-

warrantable attack upon me, and made personal because I have

dared to differ from hun in opinion. I have been strongly urged

to take other measures than I now do, but I give him an oppor-

tunity of retracting his remarks after he has perused this. The

facts are shortly as follows.
'

I was consulted about the case of Miss Mason in the month o£

January of this year. 1 examined her on two occasions, and

heard her account of the incarceration in three lunatic asylums.

I advised both in writing and verbally, that Dr. Marshall's action

should be dropped altogether ; but that there -n-as a strong case

against the convent for locking Miss Mason up m her room and

depriving her of liberty previous to obtaining the lunacy certili-

cates I felt positive of, and I do so now.

I was examined, on entering the witness-box, on the very certiti-

cate of Dr. Marshall on which I had stated that the case ought

to have been dropped. I, therefore, declined to answer the ques-

tion relative to his certificate. One of the witnesses for the

defence said to me on leaving the witness-box, " Dr. Wmslo-w, by

your answer you have upheld the honour of the profession.

In my last letter, -n-hich appears under that of Dr. Marshall, 1

showed clearly that the course advised by me and the answers

given by me met with the approval of the learned judge -whotned

the case I cannot but think that had Dr. ilarshall considered

well before writing as he has done, -without the facts before him,

it would have been a wiser step- to have adopted. I never put

up with an insult from anyone, and as I have been grossly insulted

bv Dr. Marshall, I demand through your columns an apology from

him with regard to his statements. I challenge him to substanti-

ate the truth of any one of them, and caution him as to his

reply.—
^""•j.^^^^^jjg WixsLOW, M.B., LL.M.Camb., D.C.L.Oxon.

70, Wimpole Street, April 3rd.

THE EDUC.'i.TION OF FEEBLE-MINDED CTIILDBEN.
.

Sir.—In the JornxAL of March 31st, I notice under the head-

ing, " Beating an Epileptic Girl," you say, "Why should not suit-

able classes for such feeble children be provided for day scholars?"

There is no reason why classes should not be provided, and some

years ago I wrote to Sir E. Currie, who was tlien on the School

lloard, urging that classes for feeble-minded children should be

formed. 1 -ivent into details, and showed that the scheme could

be easily carried out. Sir E. Currie said, at the time I -ivrote tp

him that the School Board was busy on other matters, but the

scheme should be attended to. Nothing however came of it. 1

am of opinion that feeble-minded children have as much right to

be educated by the School Board as the blind and deaf and dumb,

w-ho for some time past have received instruction. Schools for

the feeble-minded have been in operation in Germany and >orwaY

for some years, and those wiio are interested in the subject -will

find an instructive article by Dr. Shuttleworth in the AprU number

oi the Journal of Mental IScifnce. ...
There is also no doubt that schools should be visited occasion-

ally by a medical man, -who should have power to report to the
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authoritipp. The tfinchers -tt-oald b^ glaJl of the risBistatice, atiJ

feohlo-minded ohildron •N\uu!d Ijeilcfif. 1 was seiit, . sOme year^
a^o, by Sir K. C"urric to report on the case of a child, whose father

wished that she should attend the Unard Scbool, hut the teacher
refused to receive her, as she upset the school and could not be
instructed. The child was hu nudoulited imbec-ile, and about a

j-ear ago was admitted into the. Darenth Asylum.—I am, etc.,

, AprS 4th.
..:... \:i >" FiKTCHEa BKAtjH.

'/CONSULTATJOXS WITH HOMtEOPATIIS."
^ Sptt,—As three letters have appeared in the Jouekai., referring

to the last paragraphs of the report, of the meeting of the
Gloucestershire Branch, held on Fcbruarj- 21st at Gloucester, I

think it only right that 1 should draw your attention to the re-

port of the meeting held on March L'Oth, at Cheltenham.^
when it was resolved that the paragraph in question be
erased from the minutes.— I am. etc.,

Cheltenham. O. Aethcr CabdewJ Honorary' Secretary
Gloucestershire Branch.

THE ALLEGED AttREST OP SYPHILIS IN ITS PRIMARY.';
' '> STAGE. • -- : .. .

Sib,—Whilst entirely concurring in the view of Mr. Jonathan
Hutchinson that syphilis is caused by the presence of a microbe

—

as yet unknown to the microscope— I have not been able to

corroborate his experieace tliat this microbe may be destroyed in

its early phase of existence, or when the initial lesion of syphilis

alone is present, by means of small doses of mercury. For many
years I tried, by giving small doses, first, of green iodide, and then
small doses of mercury with chalk, to prevent the occurrence of

roseola in my hospital patients, who were all very young women,
at the Rescue Society's Lock Hospital; but in all cases I found
that when there was a well-marked sj-philitic sore, some sym-
ptom, such as roseola or mucous tubercles, followed, although often
the symptoms were very slight indeed.—I am, etc.,

Charles E. Detsdale,
Late Physician to the Rescue Society of London.

London, March 28th. *

A HEW INCANDESCENT LAMP CYSTOSCOPE.
Sm,—It may perhaps be of interest to those who contemplate

providing themselves with a cj-stoscape similar to the one so

cleverly described by Mr. E. Hurry Fenwictc, in the Journal of

Februarj- 4th, to know that tlirough the agency of Mr. K. Shall,

of Wigmore Street, Leiter (of Vienna) has made for me a cysto-

Bcope, which, although idwatical in priuciple, is of much larger

size, and, in my opinion, of much greater practical utility than the
one originally introduced.
The ojameter of Leiter's first instrument is No. 22, French gauge,

that of mine No. 40. Tbe advantages of the increased size are that

the larger instrument obviously affords a wider field of vision and
the employment of a larger incandesceut lamp with corresponding
increased brilliancy of light. The window of observation in the

new instrument is at least twice the area of that in the old one,

and the lamp i.-< double the size.

As there are few urethras with a capacity of 40 French guage, 1

propose using, as I have already done, the eystbscope through a

median incision in the membranous urethra upon thOse patients
whose urethras will not admit the instrument in tlie ordinary
mannec. The objections to the perineal inciiiion have very little

foundation in actual practice and are insignificant in comparison to

the advantages to lie gained by a correct diagnosis—a diagnosis
wliich can frequently only be 'obtained by a visual and tactile

examination of the interior of the bladder, a means for which
the perineal incision provides the most direct, the safest, and
the most convenient facilities. Recently I explored the bladder
C(f a man with the new cystoscope, and I was able to demonstrate
that the illumination anA field of vision left nothing to be desired.

The following day the patient passed the whole ot his urine the
natural way.

Loiter has written to say that he was very much impressed with
the suggestion, and that iie had tried the cystoscope on a dilated
female bladder with the greatest success.— I am, etc.,

Manchester, April 2nd. .

'

. Waltbe 'WHiTBHEAi),

1 Sw puRe 7*1.

The Local Government Board have sanctionetl the appointment
of t>r._T. M'Corljttt as medical officer of the Clonaslee JJispensarj-

District. . t I'l . ...:-;ri ...jijr.'.ai i; />. / ..

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

ARMY MEDICVL SCHOOL.
The summer session of the Army Medical School at >'itli\v cui:-

menced on Jlonday, the 2nd in.<t.,'tlip op'ening lecture being giv>

by Professor Sir Wm. Aitken, -M.I)., F.R.S. Twenty-four surgeon

0^ the .irmy Medical Staff, and fourteen candidates for commis-

sions in H.il.'s Indian Medical Ser\-ice, have joined to go througli

the courses.pf instruction at the school.
y/w.

' EXTENSION OP FOREIGN SERVICE.'' :

Iir Biinwer to a " Mpmher B.M.A.J" we Ratlier from Mr. Stonhopu's reply to Vr

Tanner's question in the House tbat tho extension of loreilfti sarvloo will

apply to officers of ail the departments o! the aruiy't this, he said, would N-

ilone in the interests of economy, and with the eSect of lengthening the

period of home service. We have as yet no information as t*> the " reason»b'.i

period" which nmst be served befoi-o clainnn}^ pension in any rank; tlu

, mufit he made loiowQ very soon now.

rXl r :

V MR. STANHOPES MEMOBANDUM.
"FOilEIOS Service" writes that the reorganisation of the Medical M,ltl fore-

shadowed in Mr. Stanhope's meinorandiim will inflict- injustice on ofiic«r«

serving abroad by e.vaoting additional foreipi service without anv eqmvalea*

niuney compensatioii ; be also complains that the question of rank and statu*

seems' ignoreil in the memorandum, and says it is unite impossible for t

civilian to understand the military position ot a medical officer from eiojting

titles.
'

^__

THE AEMY MEDICAL BESERVE.
A MlLlTlA-MAX writes: As a militia medical officer entitled to selection lor

employment alreadv. the only advantage offered bv the new Warrant, wny

should I subject myself to the chance of being found uulit. and, as you sug-

gest, removed from the department altogether? Besides, as medical o^^*
of militia not belonging to the .lepartmeut get double pay when attending

other men than their oWn, it is much more advantageous not to belong t««

department (see Med. Reg., page 157, paragraph 'JSS. Part 5, Section Ih

For instance, I was placed in charge of 1,200 men in addition to mv own at

the training ; as a departmental oian I received nothing estra ; if I had been

strictiv regimental. I should have got JMfl in addition.
.

Menibersof the lieservc are to have precedence over civiliatt pmctltjonenk

Does that mean they will not be reckoned as civilians thtjmseUes;-' ,'

..:;:>,-.., ^..,:..
—

- .

..-,,:;.!':.: -I-'

r THR NAVY i
' * -

"-'''(

STA£F-ltmG*ojt W'ttLIAM EVANS, retired, died in Eondon OT.'Mirill 20th',«HJW

age of 6;). His rommission as Surgeon bore date Sept«raWr Ist.-IMB, ana as

Staff-Surgeon February 17th, is5S. '
'
"

.

Surgeon H, J. M'C. Tobn has been appointed to the Ataanira..
,

. .

Staff-Surgeon A. li. R. Pbesto». M.U.. retired, died at 'Port Alfred, Soatn

Africa on February 13th. He entered the sei;vice September Ist, IMt), ana WM
mJide Staff-Surgeon May 1st. ls.i7.

' •:

,il .Mii'ii: (.-i !Vy.\ >: '].'.': ;'il Ii.),I' '

...!i
.,.: i,',.o,ip fj j,„i THE MEDICAL STAFF.,, ., ri':l..i ;,!!; J. _

SraoEOS-MAJOR K. Tfbner, of the 3rd Brigade Cinque Ports Divtaion Boy

Artillery (other\vi3e the Roval Sussex Artilcry Militia^ has resigned his com-

mission, which was dated Slarch 1st, 1873 ; he is permitted to retam his ran*

and uniform. „ , , . * j « .i^

Brigade-Surgeon J. IXKSOJf. M.D.. on arrival from England, is P^f'^d to W
general duty in the Bangalore District, Belgaum and Ceded Districts, juaoiaa

command. ^ ^ , .^i
Surgeon R. E. Kklt.y. M.D., on arrival from England, is posted to do genor«

duty in the Burraah Division, Madras command.
_. , . . ^ -ir.wh

Drigadc-SurgconH. J. W. Obton dic.,1 atN«wcastle, Staffordshire, On Marep

snth, aged .V,. He entered, the scrWce as Assist.ant-Surgcon May 3.-<th. i»m,

became Surgeon March 1st, 1873; and Sorgeon-Major April Ist, Is, J; >«™
placed on retired pay with the honorary raiilt of Briga<ie-Surge«i June JTIU,

ISSl. Brigade-Surgeon Horton scr,L.d nii the Medical Staff Ul. O"' ^'''f"™.'"'?
FebruarvL'.irdtoSeptemherl2th, l-.V, imcdal with cl.asp from S<>';-'="'"l'"i; ""?

Turlii5h"medall. and with the lltli H.giment during the campaign in the «onii

of China in IHfrfS Crae-lal and clasp for Takil). ^t \ »o,i
Surgeon-Major R. H. CUriineh, M.D., died at .Cheltenham on March lun.

the early age of :!(>. His Surgeon's commission was dated Septemlier 30tn,
•

and that oF Surgeon-Major September Wth, ISM. He was ™K"S™ '" *HJ
war in Zululand in 1878, and lia.i received the Sooth Africau metlxl »no

'^

s'urgeon-Major 1. Coebas. M.D., istiromotctl to be Brirade-Surgepn (™"1''"S

as Lieutenant-Colonel), vice John Mackefuiie, M.D., retired. Dr. Corhan entered

the service as Assistant-Snrgeoii Septemher 30tli, IWH ; beoame .Surgson

JUarch 1st, lt»7:i; and Surgeon-M-ijor September 30th, 18Tti.
,

Ho wa« («?>•

me .inn iiaiLaiioii i^une ui i-i'i n*>.in » ijiuxit imttuvi > , »,..i ..«" pr«'l«...- -- -

engageinentsat El Magfar and Ttl-el-MBlmt.i, in the two actions at halsaMin,

and at the battle of Tel-el-Kebir (mentioned in despatches, oromoled ^"'&i'r_
Major, with rclath-e ranl< of I.icutcnnnt-C'olonel, medal witli clasp, ""d nM-
dive's SUir). He >er\cMl also with the Nile Expedition in 1884-84 oa banior

Medical Officer; to the Camel Corps, Medieal Field Inspectxiron the i.io<» »•

Communication, and Senior Medical Officerat Abu Fatmeh (clasp).'
•

Surgeon-M.ijor It. F. BvctTANA.v- is granted retired p:iy. His commissions wj
dated:—.Usistaiil-Surgeon, .March alst, Vm-, Surgeon. March Ut, 187.1s M"
Surgeon-Major, Man;h 31st, 1878. Ho servol during the Afghan n-ar lo I8?B-i»

with tho Kuram Field Force, and received the medal for the campaign.

Surgeon W. R. SMfrn, M.D., of the 3rd Volunteer Battalion West Kent Rep-

ment (late the 4th Keuti, is appointed Surgeon-Major (ranking as Major) In tne

new ArmyMJadical Reserve. ' 1
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THE INDIAN MEDICAL SEUVICE.

TBI retiremeut o( Sur^eon-Omeral W. J. MooRE CLE of the Bombav i.5U^

uSmient and of Ueuutv Surgeon-General H. F. HlTcnisSo.v, M.D., of the Ben-

Krtahlishment. Lnmmce!l some time »in™ '" t'''=/«.»Y^,;„'^^''rrkft
Se approval of Her Majesty. Dr. Hutt'hinson 13 grantrf the honorary rank of

Suriri-on-General, his retirement ilating from December ath, IBSi.

Sn geon-Major W. P. KxAPP, of the Bombay Establishment. 1ms been tra™-

te?reli to the retired list from the half-pay Ust. on which he was rlaeed March

'*Th'e^^rrices of Surscon-Major J. Wliso.x. M.D.. Benfgl Establishment, are

teroporarilv placed at the disposal of the Government of Bengal. „„ .,„
Tlie a-rvices of Sur-eon A. O. EvAXS, Madras Estabhshn.ent, are temporarily

placed at the disposarof the Government of India in the Home Department for

employment in Lower Burmah.
. .

i. j «. „ * „« t>„^
Burgeon H P. DlMMoCK, Bombay Establishment, is appointed to act as Pro-

fessor of Pathology. Grant Medical College, during the absence of burgeon K.

*'The'''serviceB of Surgeon J. Macgrf.oor, M.D.. Bombay Establishment, are

temporarily placed at the disposal of theGovemment of India.

SurgeonV H. QulCKE, Bombay Establishment, is posted to general duty in

the Mhow Division. . * 1 c t«
Surgeon M A. T. Collie. Bombav Establishment, is appointed Secretary to

the Surgeon-General with the Government of Bombay, uice Surgeon-Major U.

A. Patterson, transferred to other duty.
,. , ^ o- -i e .

Brigade-Snrgeoa H. Cook. M.D., Bombay Establishment. Civil Surgeon at

Poona. is allowed leave of absence to Europe for twelve months on private

affairs, with the necessary subsidiary leave.

SurgeoTi-M.^jor J-CMEsPKTEBKlx.lateof the Madras Estabhshment, died at

Kew on March lath, aged 70.
, , . . . ^ u „„„™

Surgeon-Major E. SA>I>Eas. Bengal BstabUshment. is appointed Honorary

i

Surgeon to the Central Bengal Light Horse, vice Brigade-Surgeon, S. M. Shir-

I

'°Surg'eon"p!'b. C. HAWKISS. Bengal Establishment. Civil Surgeon 2nd class,

I
is transferred from Sultanpore to Minpoorie. ..„,.,,., . , .v.. i.f

I
Surgeon-M«ior D. P. Macdo.kald. M.D., Bengal Estabhshment. of the 1st

I Battalion 2nd Goorkhas. has leave of absence for one year on private affairs
;
and

SurgeonD.ELCO.M. of the Madras Establishment. Zillah Surgeon at Berham-

pore. has leave to Europe for eighteeu months.
-„ ^ .,,. . » >, ^ ^

^urgeon-Maior T. C. H. Spe.ncer. of the Madras Establishment^^ having re-

turned from furlough, is posted to do general duty in the Eastern District.

Surgeon W. H. Burke, M.B.. Bombay Establishment, 13 directed to act as

Civil Surgeon, Kutnagherry. * ^ * y.„

Surgeon-Major A. Barrt. M.D., Bombay Estabhshment, is promoted to be

Brigadi^Surgeon. He entered the service March 31st. 1S65, and became Surgeon-

Maior twelve years therefrom. He was in the Ahyssiuiau war in ISbi-bs. and in

the Afghan war in 18S0, and took part in the march to Candahar with the force

under Major-General Pliayre ; he has the Abyssinian and Aighan medals.

THE VOLUNTEERS.
The undermentioned gentlemen have been appointed Acting-Surgeons to the

corps specified :-A. W. Knox, M.B.. 1st Volunteer (Norfolk) Brigade Eastern

Division Rov,^l Artillery (late the Ist Norfolk Artillery); G. A. CiLOAS. 2nd

Oloucestersiiire (the Bristol). Fortress and Railway Forces. Royal Engineera

(that is. Engineer Volunteers); F.J. Kxowles, 2nd Volunteer Battalion South

Uncashireltegiment (formerly the 21st Lancashire); Sl.Mox Linton. M.B.. 1st

Flfcshire Artillery; J. F. TisB. 3nd Kent; G. D. Tocd. 1st Volunteer

Battalion. West Yorkshire Regiment (late the 1st West Riding). „, ,

Acting-Surgeon TitForKD Jokes. M.B.. of the 1st (Brecknockshire) Volunteer

Battalion South Wales Borderers (lat« the 1st Brecknockshire), has resigned his

commission (dated February 26th. 1876), with permission to retain his rank and

; " Su'rgTOn J. L. W. Ward, of the 8rd Volunteer Battalion Welsh Regiment (late

^
the 2nd Glamorgan Vol unteers), has been granted the honorary rank of burgeon-

i

Acting-Surgeon W. L. Brapdon, M.B., of the 2nd Volunteer Battalion Wor-

cester Regiment (late the 2iid Worcester), has resigned his appointment dating

from September loth last.
, ^, ^^. , ..

Mr A. C. Taylob, M.D., Is appointed Surgeon to the South Nottinghamshire

n;ieon'H.P. Symoxds. from thelst (Oxford University) Volunteer Battalion

1 ixfoni Light Infantn- (otherwise the Ist Oxford), is appointed Surgeon to the

iQueens Own Oxford ~reom.anrv Hussars.
I Acting-Surgeon O. BoLTox is transferred from the 1st Northumberland and

Sunderland Artillery, on its division into two corps. totheSth Durham Artillery

as Aetiu"-.'^urgeon. the date of his commission remaining unaltered.

Acting"Surgeon F. K. Streeten. of the 1st North Riding of Yorkshire, has re-

!«igned his appoint ment. which bore d.ate February litth. 18S7.
.. , .

, Acting-Surgeons A. F. Turner and R. P. Elliot are transferred from the Ist

Volunteer (Hamps.iire) Brigjuie. Southern Division Itoyal Artillery, on its

division into two corps, to the 3rd Volunteer Brigade of the same Division, the

'dates of their commissions remaining unchanged.
,

I
Surgeon and Honorary Surgeon-Major A, T. Norton is appointed Surgeon

.Commandant to the London i)t\-ision of the Volunteer Medical Staff Lorps, mce

'J. Cantlie, M.B., resigned. Surgeon-Major Norton joined the corps on June
Uth, 188,i.

'

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

A LIBERAL FRIENDLY SOCIETY.
A HoRHlviED CoBKi-sloNDENT writes:—!. " I agree if app<iintrd by the Com-
mittee of Management, to accept the ofSce of medical referee for the Liverpool

Victoria Frion.lly Society, at . upon the following terms :
For exami-

nation of assurers for amounts above £13 and up to and including £35, not

more than Is. in each case ; for assurers above £3.5 and under £50, not more
thku 4s. !i\ each case ; for assurers above £50 and under £100, not more than
66. in each case, aud for assurers for £100 and upwards, not more than 7s. 6u.

in each case,"

2. " 1 agree, if appointed by the Directors, to accept the office of medical

referee for the National Medical Aid Company, Limited, at , upon the

following terms : A remuneration of 2s. 6d. per annum tor each member
placed on my books by the Company."
The above are extracts from two forms given to me by an indmdual who re-

presented liimself as agent for, and wanted me to become medical referee to,

the two above societies.
, . , „ «.

I took No. 2 first, and asked, "Who is the clnh intended for? His answer

was :
" The middle classes." I told him I should never dream of attendine

• middle-class " patients at 28- 6d. per heail per annum. " Then what would
you take ?" he asked. I mentioned a sum considerably larger. " Oh 1 lean
write to the managers and get you that I think, or at any rate 80 per cent, oa

the gross collections," was his reply.

I said no more, but wondered where the extra money was to come from, and

how an "agent" could promise me such eKceptional consideration. I might

add that the rate of payment of members is Id. per week adults, jd. per week
under 14 years of age. .,,.,. r. » 1
NowforNo.l. I thought what examination for hfe insurance means. Detain

of personal history, details of family history, examination (by percussion.

auscultatioQ, etc.) of thoracic viscera; examination of abdominal viscera,

examination and testing of urine, and various other details required. Then I

thought of the time it all took ; then I thought of the fee. Is.

I soon made up my mind, and told the agent, " I would rather not accept

the office for either." In which conclusion I sincerely trust all other protei-

eional brethren will heartily concur. ..».,. .

Surely the profession has not become so regardless of oar status as to

allow such societies "to cram down our throats" an;p patients they may
think fit for us to attend at fees according to their appointing. Let us stand

together as a body, unanimous on every point, and refuse to have to do wltn

such affairs or make them come to consult us first as to our charges and claM

of patients whom we consider should be admitted into such societies lor

attendance. . , , ,, j „ i

Let us think of our " social " position as a body, and each and everyone of

us by refusing to have to do with such as the above, protect not only our own
personal interests, but that of every professional brother ; in doing which we

should also increase that one end which should always be our aSm': "Unani-

mity in our brotherhood,"

IMPERFECT PROTECTION.
Mr Buchanan.—Unless the person complained of, by fraudulently adopting a

registrable title, has exposed himself to a prosecution under the 40th Section

of the Medical Act, we know of no steps that can be taken.

The surgical nature of the case would debar the Society of Apothecaries

from tailing proceedings ; and, as we understand, an indictment for false

pretences has already been brought against him, and thrown out.

NATION.VL MEDICAL AID COMPANY.
ACouiTEB* Member Writes to us with reference to the action of the National

Medical Aid Company, in his neighbourhood. We have several times lately

exnressed our opinion as to the conditions offered by this Company, and we

cordially agree with our correspondent that " it is not creditable to our pro-

fession that men should be found ^vUliDg to undertake work on such con-

ditions."

HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT.

MERCEE'S HOSPITAL, DUBLIN.

The annual report for the year ending December 31st, 1887,

shows that the expenditure was £2.360 12s. 4d. ; the m(X)mej

£1741 13.9. 3d., showing an excess of expenditure ot

£618 19s Id k serious deficit would have occurred but for

some large legacies. The decrease in income, however, occura

almost entirely under the heads of interest and dividends. The

governors complain of the resolutiou of the Dublin Hospital Sun-

day Fund Committee striking them off the list of those entitled

to a share of the annual collections. They state that they have

begun the construction of new buildings.

CORK DISTRICT LUXATIC ASYLUM.
Diraixa the past year 278 patients were admitted into the asy-

lum, while the discharges numbered li.1. The deaths amounted to

94. The admissions show an increase of 38. the recoveries an in-

crease of 40, and the deaths a decrease of 0, as (:ompared with

1886. A gratifyiiig feature in last years report is that the re-

covery rate was higher than for any of the past hve years. On

the last day of the past year there were 958 patients in the asy-

lum The question of increasing the accommodation at the female

side of the house, in order to relieve the congestion that has ex-

isted for some time, is one that the resident medical superinten-

dent recommends to tlie consideration of the board of govemora.

The average allowance of cubic space in Irish asylums appears to

be 600 cubic feet per patient. At this rate the accommodation in

the asylum, including hospitals, is for 902; excluding hospital

beds, which may at any time be necessary, there is only accom-

modation for 802. The Cork District Lunatic Asylum at_ present

contains 151 pauper lunatics from the Cork Union, and from the

entire county 220 workhouse patients. The Cork guardians for-

merly paid the governors for these patients, but latterly have dis-
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continued it. The governors, however, insist upon payment, and
a tneoting of a committee from t ho governors and guardians has
heen agreed to in order to eonsidiT the question of payment. Dr.

Nugent, nn Inspector of Lunatic Asylums in Ireland, has ex-

pressed his approval of enlarging tlie accommodation in the -n-ork-

nouse lunatic wards, which has been done very successfully in

Belfast, hut he does not approve of the lunatic asylum being made
subsidiary to the workhouse with reference to the admission of

dangerous lunatics.

BELFAST OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL.
TirB annual meeting of the supporters of this institution was held
on March 20tli, under the presidency of .Mr. F. D. Ward, J. P., and
was largely attended. The medical report showed that 7G cases

had been received into the hospital for treatment or operation.

At the dispensary attached to the hosjiital O."i0 eye cases, 290 ear

cases, and 160 throat affections had been treated, making a total of

1,462 cases. Dr. Walton Browne reported that among the opera-

tion cases were 25 cases of cataract, which had been operated on
without the loss of a single eye. By a recent resolution the
Certificates of the hospital had been recognised by the Royal
University. .

; ,

Thb Bishop of Winchester (Dr. Harold Browne) will open the
new wards of the Royal Portsmouth and Gosport Hospital on the

afternoon of Wednesday, May ."Oth.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

HEAi-Tn or English Towns.—During the week ending
Saturday, March 31st, 5,564 births and 3,882 deaths were regis-

tered in the twenty-eight large English towns, including
London, which have an estimated population of 9,398,273
persons. The annual rate of mortality per 1,000 liWng in

these towns, which had been 20.3 and 21.1 in the two preceding
weeks, further rose to 21.G during the week under notice. The
rates in the several towns ranged from 15.1 in Birkenhead,
17.8 in Hull, and 18.3 in Cardiff to 20.4 in Manchester, 31.3 in
Bolton, 33.3 in Blackburn, and 33.4 in Preston. The mean death-
rate in the twenty-seven provincial towns was 22.G per 1,000, and
exceeded by 2.3 the rate recorded in London, which was 20.3

per 1,000. The 3,882 deaths registered during the week under
notice in the twenty-eight towns included 388 which were referred

to the principal zymotic diseases, against 363 and 319 in the
two preceding weeks. Of these, IGG resulted from whooping-
cough, 63 from scarlet fever, 42 from measles, 35 from "fever"
(principally enteric), 31 from diarrhcea, 27 from small-po.it, and 24
from diphtheria. These 388 deaths were equal to an annual rate
of 2.2 per 1,000; in London the zymotic death-rate was 2.4,

while in the twenty-seven pro^-incial towns it averaged
2.0 per 1,000, and ranged from 0.0 in Preston and 0.7 in Ports-
mouth and in Halifax to .3.4 in Nottingham, 4.5 in Sheffield, and
G.l in Blackburn. Measles caused the highest proportional
fatality in Plymouth, Bradford, and Nottingham; scarlet fever
in Blackburn; whooping-cough in Leeds, Brighton, Bolton, Sal-
ford, Derby, and Blackburn: and "fever" in Derby. The 24
deaths from diphtheria in the twenty-eight towns included 15
in London, 3 in Norwich, and 2 in Sunderland. Of the 27 fatal

cases of small-pox recorded during the week under notice, 19
occurred in Sheffield, 3 in Blackburn, 2 in Nottingham, 1 in
Bristol, 1 in Manchester, and 1 in Hull. The Metropolitan
Asylums Hospitals contained 9 small-pox patients on Saturday,
March 31»t, of whom 1 had been admitted during the week. These
hospitals also contained 1,087 scarlet fever patients on the same
date, which showed a further decline from the numbers in recent
weeks : there were 70 admissions during the week. The death-rate
from diseases of the respiratory organs in London was equal
to 5.6 per 1,000, and was below the average.

HEALrrr of Scotch Towns.—In the eight principal Scotch
towns. 816 births and 599 deaths were registered during the week
ending Saturday, March 31et. The annual rate of mortality, which

had been 21.0 and 22.2 per 1,000 in the two preceding weeks,
further rose to 23.7 during the week under notice, and exceeded
by 2.1 per 1,000 the mean rate during the same period in the
twenty-eight large English towns. Among the.se Scotch towns,
the lowest rates were recorded in Perth and Aberdeen, and the
highest in Paisley and Glasgow. The 599 deaths in these towns
during the week under notice included 45 which were referred

to the principal zymotic diseases, equ.il to an annual rate of 1.8

per 1,000, which was 0.4 below the mean zjonotic death-rate i

during the same period in the large English towns. The highest i

zymotic rates were recorded in Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and
Glasgow. The largest proportional fatality of whooping-cough
occuiTed in Aberdeen and Glasgow, and of diphtheria in Edin-

|

burgh. The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs
i

in these Scotch towns was equal to 6.1 per 1,000, against 5.6 ia

London.

Health of Dublin.—The 211 deaths registered in Dublin durine
i

the week ending Saturday, March 31st, were equal to an annual

rate of 31.2 per 1,000 (against 29.0 and 29.7 in tho two preceding

weeks), the rate for the same period being only 20.3 in London

;

and 22.8 in Edinburgh. The 211 deaths included 15 from the'

principal zymotic diseases (equal to an annual rate of 2.2 per

;

1,000), of which 8 were referred to whooping-cough, 3 to measles,

2 to scarlet fever, 1 to diphtheria, and 1 to "fever." |

GUARDIANS AND MEDICAL OFFICEItS.
A MEETING of medical men of C'rnvdon .anil the neigliliourhood was held fit the

|

Crovdon General Hospital on Wednesday, March SSth, to meet Mr. E. Marshall.

of ftiitcham, and hear his statement of tho difficulty between the HolUom
Board of Guardians and himself. ,

Although convened at short notice, the mcetinp;wa8 largely attended, and

i

the subjoined resolutions unanimously apreed to.

Dr. Alfred Cabpexter, Vice-President of the British Metlical Association,
j

was appointed Chairman. Dr. Duncan, the Honorary Secretary to the East i

Surrey District. South-Eastern Branch of the British Medical Association. I

through whom the arrangements for the meeting were made, acted as Hono-
rary t>ecretary.

After Mr. Mar^hael had made a statemeTTt, from which it appeared that he
had been medical officer to the Milcham schools belonging to the Holbom

[

Guardians or their predecessors for thirty-two years, and after he had satisfac- !

torily answered the nmnerous questions which were put to him by the asseiB-

ble<l gentlemen, among whom were Dr. W. P. Coles, Crovdon: Dr. Wilton.

Sutton ; Mr. Kelsey, Jiedhill ; Dr. P. T. Duncan, Croydon ; Dr. .^Ifrrf Car-

penter. Croydon ; f)r. McNeice, Carshalton ; Dr. Hearnden. Sutton ; Dr. Moger*

Carshalton ; Dr. W. Smith. Crovdon ; Dr. Parsons-Smith, Addiscombe ; I>r.

Banies, Croydon ; Dr. A. B. Carpenter. Croydon ; Mr. T. A. llichirdson.

Crovdon ; Di-. Nicholls, Cr()vdon ; Dr. Philpot, Croydon ; Dr. Adams. Croydon:
Mr.'George Wray. Mr. A. Matthey. and others :

It was moved "by Dr. Coles, and seconded by Dr. Hrard'EN :
" That having

heard the statement made by Mr. Edward Marshall, and the corR*spondenee

which has passed l>etweeu him and the Holbom Board of Guardians having

been read, tills meeting is of opinion that the action of the llolborn Board is

unjust to an old and well-tried officer; that the circumstances in noway
warrant the action which that Board jiroposea to take ; and that the President

of the Local Government Board be requested to refuse his consent to the .pro-

posed removal of Mr. Marshall from his office."

Moved by Dr. Pahsoxs-SmITH, seconded by Dr. WlLTOX : "That, it is only »
matter of fustlce to the nietllcal profession that medical and sanitary officerB,

who have fulfilled their duty to the satisfaction of a local authority, 'should be

entitled to some suixTannuiition, according to their length of service and tbe

charai'ter of duties performed."
Moved by Mr. A. Kelsey. seconded hy Dr. ModEn : "That this meeting is of

opinion tliat no sanitary or medical officer holdlug offir-e under »nv public

authorltv should be reniovahle except for grave neglect of duty or for some

other cause which has rendered him incompetent to perform the dulicBof nif

office."

Moved by Dr. P. T. DirNCAN, seconded hy Dr. McNeioe: " Tliat the above

resolutions be published in the Bkinsit Memcal Joi'RXAL. and forwarilet! to '

Mr. Bltchle. the Presulent of the Local Government Board, and to the CliaU-

man of the Parliamentary Bills Coniinittee of the British MtHlical AsS(K-iation.
|

OBITUARY.
PROFESSOK PRDKLE FEDELI, M.D.

This eminent Italian phy-sieian died on March 6th, at the age of 7S.

He was bom at Campigllii Marittima in 1812, and spent his life in

tlie teaching and pract ice of hisprofession. He occupied the chair

of Clinical Medicine in thi; University of Pi.sa i\-ith great credit

to himself and benefit to several generations of students. He waJ»

also medical inspector of the hot springs of Montecafini, the

virtues of which lie .set forth in a variety of jmblicitlions, both in

French and Italian. He wrote also on several otlier medical sub-

jects, his last work being the Clinica Mtdica del/a R. TInirersiii

di Pi'fa. In 1876 he was named a Senator of the kingdom of Italy,
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but he took little share in the work of the Senate. He was buried

at l^isa, the funeral being attended by the municipal authorities

and a vast concourse of students and citizens.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY,
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

JS'oTicES OF Motion.
Notices have been given of the following questions

:

Db. TirtSKR : To ask the Secretary of State for War whether the Royal War-
rant of November, IMV, which jfave oiBcera of the Army Medical BtaS the
right to retire after twenty years' eervice, ia about to be interfered with or set

aside. Whether the condition of rctireiaent was intended as an inducement
trt medical men to enter tlie service. And whetlier this provision under the
iaid Warrant, if interfered with, will affect the retirement of those medical
officers who entered the service since the Warrant was issued.
Dh. Tanner; To ask the Secretary of State for War if it is a fact that a

General Order has recently been issued to oflficers of the Array Medical Staff

Corps restricting the height of recruits for the corps to the minimum of 5 feet

i inches. Whether an important portion of the duty allocated to the men of

the said corps is to act as litter bearers for the purpose of carrying the wounded
men out of action. And what was the. previous niinimuDi standard of height
(or recruits.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.
Examination Lists.

(Candidates' names are in alphabetical order throughout.)

B'acui.ty op Medicine.
Intermediate Examination.

Uh, A. E
Chalmers, A. J,

Rfiwnr.ls. G. F.
ilorrooks. H.,
fforlcy, P.

f^rst Divisioyi.

Owens College
University College

Owens College

Second Division.
Beaver. H. A., University College

Oweus CollegeGriffith, A
Robinson, F.i i

Wilson, A. C.v

,

. .University College

Distinguished in Anatomy.
Ash. A. E.. Owens College.
Horroeks. H., ,,

Worley. P.,

Distinguished in Physiology.
Edwards, G. F., Owens College.
Horroeks. H., ,,

Worley. P.,

Final Examination.—Part I.

Alcock. K.. Owens College.
Buchanan. R. J. M.. University College.
Feartihead. T.. Owens College.
Kelynack, T. N., „
Stanslicld, F. W., „
Thresh. J. C, „
Watson. A. B.,- ' 'Mint
Wood. F. L., ,,

Final Examination.—Part II.
Serimd Division.

Pomfret. H. W., Owens College.

Distinguislied in Pathology,
Thresh, J. C, Owens College.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Examining Board in England by tiif. Royai. College of

ciANs op London and the Royal College op Sub-
ions of England.—The following g;entlemen passed the Second
xamination in Anatomy and Physiology at a meeting of the
jOard of Examiners on April -m\, namely:

—

I. Stalker. T. O. Ouston. A. D. SI urges, and C. Benson, of Leeds School of

I

Medicine ; J. E. Godsi.u, A. W. M.-.Michael. S. It. Perry. L. P. Gamgce.

iO.
A. Green, and .\. J. Green, of Birmingham; H. S. Jat-Kson. L. W.

Dryland. S. H. Lucv, and F. K. .Sernso, ot Bristol .School of Medicine ; I).
L. Davies. J. H. Uow. .1. L. Fletcher. R. M. Littler. an<l J. S. Wllitaker.
of Owens College. Manchester: H. Hopkins ond R. H. W. Dundcrdale. of

I Liverpool InHrmary School of Medicine.

I

Passed in Anatomy only.
iH. Cross, ot Shcffldd. iuid W. Pearson, of Owens Cullce, Manchester.
1 assed in Pliysiology only.
W- S. Finch, of Liverpool ; A. W. Senior, of Manchester ; and C. Wintle, of

Briiitol.

Passed in Anatomy only on April 3rd.
U. K. Sawhnv, of Newcast'le-on-Tyne; B. G. Neale and J. S. GrifHth, of

Bristol School of Medicine ; F, C. Bottom and .\. H. Boardmore. of Shef-
Ueld

:
J. T. Barrow, of Charing Cross Hospital ; J. S. Sewell. of Liverpool

;

w. A. Stott and J. Pcarnley, of Lecfls School ot Medicino: J. S. IMckford,
U. H«6i\ridge, and Q. W, Holton, of Owons Collega, Mauchsster; G.

Keudrick, of Birmingham ; D. N. Morgan and H. R, H. Wonnacott. of

Ix)ndon Hospital : C. W. Bmlyn, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; aad O.
E. Keller, of Leipzig.

Passed in Physiology only.
C. F. Sutton. A. H. Aldridee. and K. Smith, of Owens College. Mancbett«r;

W. B. PolUtt, O. F. Rowley. H. Tempest. K. B. Colliiigs. and A.. H.
Relnhardt. of Leeds ; E. P. H. Lulham and A. U. Meadows, of Gtiy'a

Hospital ; G. M. Arkle, tl. C. Wimberly, and S. Greenwoo.1. of Birming-
ham : W. Hutchinson, of Haward University ; W. B. de Mille, of Halifax.

Passed in Anatomy and Physiology on .April 4th.
B. G. M. Baskett. of Bristol School of Mcticlne ; C. H. Preston, ot Oweilb

College. Manchester; R. II. Shaw, of Leeds; B. L. Robinson, of St.

Mary's Hospital ; T. L. Paget, M. L. Hepburn, K. G. Hogarth, K. Turner.
andC. Addison, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; F. R. Hiley, K.Chichester.
A. H. Smith. C. S. WaUridssou. and W. H. Sturge, of London Hospital

;

R. M. II. Walford. of St. George's Hospital; C. de Silva, of Ceylon Medi-
cal College ; C. EUerman, of Heidelberg and Mr. Cooke's School of Ana-
tomy ; H. C. Harper, of Westminster Hospital : T. G. Stevens and 'W.
Winslow. of Guy's Hospital: U. F. Shearer and W. F. Umney. of St.

Thomas's Hospit'al ; T. H. lonid&s, of University College; 2i. J. VaiahD&v,
of Grant Meiiical College. '

Passed in Anatomy only.
A. W. German, of Liverpool ; G. Martyn, o( King's College; A. A. Fenninga,

of St. Mary's Hospital ; and J. W. tiraliam, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Passed in Physiology only.
S. P. Wrigh, of St. Thomas's Hospital.

Society of Apothecaeies of London.—the foUowing gentle-
men having passed the Qualifying Examination in Medicine,
Surgerj', and Midwifery have received certificates entitlincr them
to practise in the same, and have been admitted as Licentiates of
the Society.

Abbott. Frederic William, Redruth, Cornwall.
Barratt, John Oglethorpe Wakelin, 46, HoUoway Head, Birmingham.
Clarke, Thomas Henry, Montague Place. Poplar, B.
Cleveland. Henry Francis. 26. Kidbrooke Grove. Blackhoath. S.B.
Corvn, Herbert Alfred William, l.'i-'?. Acre Lane. BrLxtoa, S.W.
Evans. Evan, King Street, Trinitv Square, E.G. .11

Griffiths. John. The Grove. Ruvtan XI Towns. Salop.
Metcalfe. William, Field House, Ingleton. vi

Read. Arnold Edward, St. Paul's "Vicarage, Devonport.
Samman. Charles Thomas, Deddiiigton, Oxfordshire.
Shirtliff, Edwaril Dickinson, Elmside, Kingston-on-Ihames.
Watkins, William James, 19, Rivers Street, Bath.
Williams. Frederic Newton. ISI, High Street, Brentford.

The following gentleman passed the Medical portion of the
examination.
H. T. S. Aveline, of the Bristol School of Medicine ; B. Balv. of the londob

Hospital ; .\. E. Howse. of King's College Hospital ; H. H. B. Maclcod,,^^
King's College Hospital. ••

The following gentlemen passed the Surgical portion of the
examination.

B. H. Andrew, of King's College Hospital ; W. J. Best, of the London Hos-
pital ; M. P. Cooke, of the Middlesex Hospital; C. H. Cosens. of St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital; E. V. Pegge, of Kind's Colle^je Hospital ; C. J.
Stanley, of King's College Hospital ; H. B; Trist, of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital. — -

^'"^ '''""
IVIEDICAL VACANCIES. .. -.^O

The following Vacancies are announced :
't '-f^'M.!-!' Jnr

BIIIKEXHEAD BOHOUGir HOSPITAL:— Junior iroase-Surgwm.^^ Salftiy,

£oO, hoard, etc., and extras. ApplicAtioxis by April Itjth to the CbAinnanqf
the Wceiily Board.

niEMINGUAM GKA'EliAL DISPENSAJiY^Resident Surgeon. SaUry, JEUM^
and £30 extra for cab hire. Applications by Slay lOlh fo A. Forrest, Esq.
S^fretary. ' '^

CENTRAL LONDON" OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL, Gray's Inn Road.—Hotiifii-

Sur^on. Applications by April 10th to the Secretary. 'i

CITY OP LONDON HOSPITAL FOU DISEASES OK THE CHBST, ViutorU
Park.—Kesidont Clinii^al Assistant. Applications by April Y2\h to the Seo-
retftry, :)l, Finabury Circus, E.C.

DEKBY BOHOUUH ASYLUM.—Medical Superintendent. Salary. Jg350. wittt
furniahed house, etc. AppUeations by April liith, t*) be addresded to the
Derby Borough .\sylum Couimitteo. under cover to the Town Clerli, and
endorsed "Medical Superintendent."

DURHAM UNION 'VORKHOUSE.—Medical Officer. SaTary. £.V>, and extraa.
Applications by April UOth to William Lislc^ Ksq., Clurk' to t-he Guardlaoa,
'i&, Sadler Street, Ilurbam.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION A^'D DISR\SKS OF TUB CHEiT,
Bromptou. Resident CHnioal Assistants. Applicaiious by April 7th, to the
Secretary.

INFUtMARY FOR CHILDREN. M^-rtle Strcrft. Livpxpoal.—House^uriioon.
Salary, £5.7. with board and lodging'. Applications by April Hth, to C. W.
Carver, Esq.. Honorarv Scorotary.

LIDDELL provident" DISPENSARY. J.-vrrow-on-Tjiie.—Mediml Offie^,
Salary. JE200. Applications to John Christie. Kaq.. 3S, CoNieii Stn^,
Jarrow. ' 1<<

OUG HTERARD UNION, Cloonbur No. 3 Dispensary.—Me-iical Officer. Salar^

.

i.'lo2 per unnuni and fees. Applications to Mr. Jame^ Hipgios, Honorary
Secretai-y. Election on April ITth.

OUGHTERAKD UNION. Lettermor* Dispensary.—Mai ical Officer. -.Salary,
£i:tJ {>er annum and fees. At^Ucationa to Mr. John Wallace, Honorary
Secretary; Tully, Inveran. Election on April I7th.
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PAKtSH OP TARBAT K0STHR, Hojj-shirr "N.B.—Meatcal Offlcen S»liiry,

£115. Arplicatlons to Pinlay Munro. Hocl(Rela-bTFe«rn, Boss-shlrf
,
N.B.

HOYAL AI-BKUT HOSPITAL. DeTonrort.-Honomry Ophthalmic Surgeon.

ApplloatlonsbT April Wh to the Cbairnmn of the Selection Committee at

the Hospital.
"

, , , . .

ST. LOKK'S HOSPITAL.—Resident Clinical Aesislnnt. Board and lodging.

Appliaitlons by April :;6th to the Secretary.

MJEa)IOAL APPOINTMENTS.
BuCKCTT. W.C. M.R.C.S., Ii.S.A., reappointed Medical Officer of Health to

the Durham Union.

BOKP K. M.R.C.S., L.R.O.P., appointed Clinical Assistant, to the Central

London Tliroat, Kar, and Nose Hospital, Gray's Inn Kim.1, W.C.

Beooks J. Pratt, M.It.C.S.. appointed Clinical Assistant to the Central London

Thrijat. Ear, and Nose Hospital, Gray's Inn lioad, W.C.

Bbooks. R. p.. M.H.O.S.Eng., L.K.C.P., appointed Second Pouse-Surgeon to

the Tottenham Training Hospital, Tottenham.

Bbowx M. L.. M.D.Ed., appointed Surgeon Administrator of Anaesthetics to

the Dental Hospital. Exeter. v:ce A. C. Hoper, M.R.C.S., resigned.

Clarkf J. St. Leger, M.R.C.S., L.K.Q.C.P., basbeen appointed Senior House-

Surijeoa to Jervls Street Hospital. Dublin, vm Q. Stoker, L.R.C.S.I.,

L.K.Q.C.P.. resigned.

Datey, W. H. C, appointed House-Snrgcon to the Charing Cross Hospital.

Dinn,0P, T. Cameron. M.D., appointed Medical Officer to Glasgow Iron Works,

St. KoUox. vice Dr. Walker, deceased.

Field A. Theodore. 'M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A., appointed Medical Officer and

Public 'Vaccinator of the 4t.h District of the Hollingboume Union.

GOOTBfrr, A. B.. M.B.Lond.. L.E.C.P.. M.R.O.S.. appointed Honse-Surgeon to

the General Infirmary, Northampton, vice W. E. Audland, L.K.O.P.,

M.R.C.S., resigned.

Gkatlinq Arthur, M.R.C.S., appointed Medical Officer to the Forest Hill Pro-

rident'Dispensan,-. viceG. C. Parnell, M.R.C.S., resigned.

OtTKi, Christopher, M.D., M.Ch., appointed Surgeon to the Dublin United

Tramways Company, rice E. A. ^Vlate, deceased.
,

James. J. T., M.B.. appointed Assistant-Surgeon to the Central London Oph-

thalmic Hospital, Gray's Inn Road.

Mitchell W. G.. M.B.. M.A.. appointed Medical Officer to the Glenmuick

Parochial Board, vice H. Haldane, L.P.P.L.S.. deceased.

Pick Herbert L.H.C.P.Ed.. appointed Resident Assistant Medical Officer to

the Workhouse, Walton-on-Hill. vice Henry T. Groom, M.R.C.S.Eng.,

resigned.

Pbowse, -Arthur B.. M.D.Lond., F.R.C.S.Eng., appointed Physician to the

Bristol Uoval Infirmary, and Dean of the Faculty, Bristol Royal Infirmary
.

Sdiclaib, W. J., M.D., M.A., appointed Professor of Obstetrics to the Owens

College. Manchester, t-ice Professor C. J. CuUingworth. M.D., resigned.

Weatherbv, A. J., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., appointed Assistant House-Surgeon to

the General Infirmary, Northampton.

Wells. A. P. L.. M.B., CM., appointed Assistant^Surgeon to the Central Lon-

don Ophthalmic Hospital, Gray's Inn Road.

Wills W. A.. M.B.Lond., M.R.C.S.. appointed Medical Registrar to the Weatr

minster Hospital, i»ice H. W. .Syers, M.D., resigned.

Wood. T. Outtcrson, M.D.. F.R.C.P., F.B.C.S.Edin., M.R.C.S.Eng., appointed

Physician to the St. George's and St. James's Dispensary,

Hawkins, M.D., resigned.

vice F. H.

Macboom Union.—The report of Coloael Spaight, LoCal Ootem-i

ment Board Inspector, for thp past six months is of a satisfactory

nature as regards the general management and condition of the

workhouse. He, liowever, state.s tliat the drainage of the in-

firmarj' and separation wards is not in a proper condition, and he

recommends that the gtiardians shoidd consult a competent autho-

rity as to the best means of remedying this defect.

The Peak Hydbopathic and Thermal Establistiment at

BtnxTON.—This establishment, which has heen considerably en-

larged and remodelled throughout, was opened on Monday, when

a (toner, concert, and dance were given by Dr. and Mrs. Hyde.

'

Adultebation of Milk.—A few such fines as that inflicted re-

cently on a Govan milksuUer should hare a considerable effect in

reducing milk adulteration. The offender in this case was fi^ec

£8 for selling milk adulterated with 10 per cent, of water.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURmG THE
NEXT WEEK.

id lo L iJiij;;i.J« irtiimiiii.t;

» The Refobm of Lunacy Pkocedube.—The annual reports of

Garland.-i Asylum, Carlisle, always contain some interesting

information either on the treatment of insanity or the manage-

ment of asylums. The report for last year is no exception to

this rule, and, in addition to tlie usual information, has some

valuable remarks bearing on lunacy legislation which ought to be

of service to our legi-slators at atime when the Lunacy ActsAmend-
ment Bill is before the House of Commons. It is gratifying to

observe that Dr. Campbell's Committee are fully alive to the

importance of the subject, and have forwarded a copy of Dr

Campbell's remarks to the Lord Chancellor.

A WELL-KNOWN resident of Calcutta has offered 10,000 rupees

towards the building or purchase of suitable accommodation for

the Lady Dufferin Zenana Hospital for Women and Children, pro-

vided the Bengal Branch of the National Association can find

15,000 rupees for the same object. It is stated that without

special help the Bengal Branch will not* be able to find so large a

sum, its small capital being barely suflicient to raise an income

for the maintenance of the present establishment and scholar-

ships.

Jllusteationb op NEEVons Disease.—A new journal devoted

to nervous ciiseases has apjieared in France, with the title Nouvdle

Iconographie de la HalpHriire. It is edited by MM. Paul llicher,

GUles de la Tourette, and A. Londe, under the general supervision

of M. Charcot. It will be jmlili.slicd twice a month, and -will be

II fvisely illustrated. The publisher is M. Lecrosnier.

The publication of a new journal for nur.ses is announced by

.Vesfrs. Sampson Low and Co., bearing the title of the Nursing

ht(ord. It will be published weekly, price twopence.

HOlfDAV.
MEMCAi'SocEETT OF LosBOS. 8.30 P.M.—Dr. Ord : A case of Ulcerative Ei.

carditis. Mr. Astley Bloxam ; On the Treatment of Syphilis b'l

Intramuscular Injection of Mercury.

ODOlfTOLOGICAi. rSoojETT OF Gbeat Bkitain, 8 p.m:—Dr. Stretch Dowse I

On some Practical Points in Relation to the Physiology ui<:

Pathology of the Fifth Pair of Nerves. Dr. George Cunnlnfi

ham : A Statistical Inqnir\- as to the Results of the Immedial

Treatment of Pulpless ami Abscessed Teeth. Dr. Campbell

Casual Communication.

SociETT or Aets, 8 P.M.—Mr. Richard Bannister, 'F.I.C., P.C.S. :
The Canto

Lectures on Milk Supply and Batter and Cheese Making

Lecture I.

TCESOAY.
I

KoTAt Medioal anb Chisubgical Society. 8.30 p.m.—Mr. Herbert W. Pagf,

A case of Double Nephro-Lithotomy in which Lateial an

Median Lithotomy had been previously performed, with Hi

marks on Svmpnthy between the Kidneys. Sir T. Spen«

Wells. Bart. : Remarks on Splenectomy, with a Report of a Bni

cessful Case.

WBONESDAT.
Bbitish GrN.ECOioGiCAL Society. ,S.30 p.st.—Dr. Robert, Bell: On Intn

uterine Medication. Dr. Rich.ard T. Smith: Cystic DiseaM (

the Cervix and Endometrium. Specimens will be exhibited.

HtlNTEEIAN Society. 8 p.m.—Dr. Dundas Grant : On Tinnitus Aurium. M_

De Berdt Hovell : Therapeutic Reminiscences. Dr. A. .

Davies : A Case of Paralysis.

ROTAL MiCBOSCOPICAL SOCIETY, S P.M.—Dr. R. H. Ward : Fasoldfs Test Plate

BpiDEsaoLOQiCAi SOCIETY OF LONDON. 8 P.M.—Mr. John Spear: The Danp

of Specific Contamination of W;iter during its Distribution,!:

lustrated by a recent Epiilemic of Enteric Fever, with certai,

other points in the Etiology of that Disease.
'

FRIDAY.
I

Clinical Society of London, s p.m.—Mr. R. J. Godlee :
Case of Acromt

I.LINICAL oociEi
^^ ^^ Hadden and Mr. Ballance : Case of AcromM»l,i

Dr.' West : Cases of Acute Periosteal Swellings in several your,

Infants belonging to the same Family, perhaps Rickety i

nature. Mr. "(V'ainwright : Case Illustrating_the Advantage.

Early Incision and Drainage as opposed to
"

I^ase of Perihepatitis.

Excision of Joint'

Dr. llalc White : Case

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
77k charaefoT inserting anmnmcematts of Births, Marriages, and Deatka it St.

wMch should beforwarded m stamps with, the announceinent.

BIRTH.

FEIiotn.Hi:T.-Pebruary 1.3th. the wife of J. Peter Fenoulbet, K«q., Hortf
I

Surrey, of a daughter.
MABEIAGES.

joNFS—WiiLiAvs.—At Llanberis Church, by the Rev. D. Jones, Hector,

28th March ult.. Dr. Richard Jones, M.l!., CM., Blaeiiau Festinio^, U> M

Mary Walsh Williams, Erw-Falr. Llanberis.

MACKEN..E-HAMILTON.-On ,Wil 4th.atSt.Maj;y^A^

Rev. E. KeviU-Uavies, l.ewis -V

Thobbubn—Melland.—On Wednesday „ .... Cougregalic'i

LL.B.. Wimam Till

to Augusta, daughter of W
, near Manchester

M;m-ll 2.Sth, at tlii^

Church. Withington, by the Rev.' Prim ipal Scott

hum. M.D.. F.H.C.S.. of Manchester

Melland, Esq.. of Moorfield, Withiligtoi.. —
TKFvoR-MoBPHEW.-On 2Htli February, at Christ's Church. Kawal rm^

P iniaub. li^lia. by the Itev. Genil.l Nichols. Henry Octavl,is,'S-evor Ar

Medical Staff, son of James Trevor, of Nether Slowey, bomerset. t» All-

MMioS. secoiid daughter of Augustus M,.rphew, Army Mclical blaff.

DEATHS.

LoGiE-On April nth, 1886. suddenly, Cosmo Gordon Logic. M.D^F.B.S.

F S A., Surgeon- Major Royal Hor.se Guards (Blue). In memoriam.

PBOCTEB.-^On the 27th March, at Tunstall, Staffordahire, Jamea Procter, M-]

M.R.C.S., of angina pectoris, age<l 67 years.
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OPERATION DATS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY 10.30 A.M.: Koval London Ophthalmic—1.30 P.M.; Guy's
(Ophthalmic Departmsnt) ; and Royal WestminsUr OphthiV-

mic—2 P.M.; Metropolitan Free ; St. Sfark'* ; Central London
Ophthalmic ; Hoyal Orthopiedic ; and Hospital for Womea.

—

2.30 P.M. ; Chelsea Hospital for Women.
rUBSDAY « A.M. : St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 A.M. t

Royal London Ophthalmic—1.30 P.M.; GuJ-'s ; St. Bartholo-

mew's r<-)phthalmic Department) ; St.Mary's ; Royal Weatmln-
Bt*r Ophthalmic—2 p.m. ; "Westminster ; "St. Mark's ; Central

London Ophthalmic—2.30 P.M.; West London; Cancer Hoipit»l,
Bronipton.—4 P.M. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).;

WBDNBSDAY..,.10 a.m. : National Ortliopwdic-10.30 a.m. ; Royal London
Ophthalmic—1 P.M. : Middlesex.—1.30p.m. St. Bartholomew's,

St. Thomas's ; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 P.M. ;

London ; University College ; Westminster ; Great Northern
Central ; Central London Ophtlialmic—2.30 P.M. : Samaritan
Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Peter's.—3 to 4

THtTBSDAY...

FBIDAr ,

p.m. ; King's College.

..10.30 A.M.: Royal London Ophthalmic—1 P.M. ; St. Georges
—1. .'SO P.M.; St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department);
Gay's (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Ophthal-

mic—2 P.M. ; Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseases of the Throat ; Hospital for

Women.—3.30 P.M. : North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital for

Women.
..9a.m.: St. Marv'a (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 A.M.:
Eoyal London Ophthalmic—1.I.5 P.M. ; St. George's (Ophthal-

mic Department!.— 1..30 P.M.; Guy's; Royal Westminster Oph-
thalmic—2 P.M.; King's College; St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic; Royal South
London Ophthalmic ; East London Hospital for Children.

—

2.30 P.M. ; West London.
..9 a.m. ; Royal Free.—10.30 A.M. : Royal London OphthalmVf.

—

1 P.M. : King's College.—1.30 p.m. ; St. Bartholomew's ; St.

Thomas's ; liaval Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. ; Charing
Cross ; London ; Middlesejt ; Royal Free ; Central London
Ophthalmic—2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOUES OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON"
HOSPITALS.

SATUKDAT....

xiiroai, Au.. y; OKiu, in., ^ ; A.'eiiiai, uaiiv, p.

id Surgical daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. Th. S.,2;

2.30; Ear, Tu.F., 2; Skin, F., 1.30; Larynx, F.,

Charisg Choss.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; Skin,

I
M. Th.. 1.30 ; Dental, M. W. F.. 9.

'Qi'y's.—Medical and Surgical, daily. 1.30 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1.30; Eye, M.Tn.
Ih. F., 1.30; Bar, Tu. P.. 12..30 ; "Skin, Tu., 12.30; Dental, Tu. Th. F., 12.

Klnq's College.-Medical, daily, 2; Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. Th. S.,

2; o.p., M. W. F., 12.30; Bye, M. Th., 1 ; Ophthalmic Department, W., 1;

Bar, Th., 2 ; Skin, Th. ; Thro'at. Th., 3 ; Dental, Tu, F., 10.

LO!n)0.\.—Medical, daily, exc S.. 2; Surgical, daily, l.,30and2; Obstetric, M. Th.,

1.30; o.p. W. S., 1..30; Bye. W. S., 9; Ear, S.. 9.30; Skin. Th., 9; Dental, Tu.,9.

IClDDLBSEX.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; o.p.,W. S.,

1.30 ; Eye, W. S., S.:W ; Bar and Throat, Tu.. 9 ; Skin, Tu., 4 ; DentaLjiaily. 9.

St. Bartholomew's.—Metiical and
o.p., W. S., 9 ; Eye, Tu. Th. S.. 2.

3.30; Orthopsfdic, M., 2.30; Dental, Tu. F., 9.

[St. George's.—Medical and Surgical, M. T. F. S., 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. S., 1 ; o^.,
1 Tu., 2 ; Eye. W. S. 2 ; Ear, Tu., 2 ; Skin, W., 2; Throat, Th., 2 ; OrthopKdic.'W.,
' 3; Dental, Tu., S., 9, Th., 1.

St. Mary's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.45 ; Obstetric, Tu. F.. 1,46 ; o.p., M.
I

Th., 1.30: Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9; Ear. M. Th., 3; Throat, Tu. P., 1.30; Skin.M.Th.,
'^9-30; Electrician, Tu. F., 2; Dental, W. S., 9.30; Consultations, M., 2.30;

1 Operations, Tu., 1.30; Oplithalmic Operations. F.. 9.

St. Thomas's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, except Sat., 2; Obstetric, M.Th., 2;
i o.p., W., 1.30; Bye, M. Th.,2; o.p., daily, except Sat., 1.30 ; Ear, M., 12.30;
: Skin. W., 12.30; Throat, Tu. F., 1.30 ; Children. S.. 12.30; Dental. Tu. F., 10.

lUxiVERSlTY Colle<;e.—Medical and .Surgical, daily, 1 to 2; Obstetrics, M. Tti.

Tli.,-F., 1.30; Eye. M. Tu. Th. F., 3 ; Ear, S., 1.30; Skin, W., 1.45,5.9.15;
Throat, Th.. 2.X): Dental, W., 10.30.

Wbstminster.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu.F., 3; Eye,
M. Th., 2.30 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skin, Th., 1 ; Dental, W, S., 9.16.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

iComruyicATIovs respecting editorial matters should be addressed totheEditoe;
I 429. Strand, W.C., London ; those concerning business matters, non-delivery

I

of the Journal, etc., shoiild be addressed to the Manager, at the Office, 429,
t Strand, W.C., London,
llw order to avoid del.ay, it is particularly requested that all letters on the

editorial business of the JoujiNAL be addressed to the Editorat the office of the
Journal, and not to his private house.

Authors desiring reprint* of their articles published in the British Metical
Journal, arc request<-Hl to communicate beforehand vnth the Manage r. 429,

I Strand. W.C.
|3orbespont>ents who wish notice to be taken of their communications, should
1 authenticate them with their names—of course not necessarily for publication.
;Corr>:spondents not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre
Bpondents of the following week.

HANrscRIPTS FORWARDFP TO THE OFFICE OF THIS JOURNAL CANNOT UNDEB ANY
OIRCirM.^TANCE^ BK RI-TTURNED.

Public Health Department.—We shall be much obliged to Medical Officers
of Health if they wdll. on forwarding their Annual and other Repo"rtB, favour
.US with DupUcaU CopUs.

To COBRESPOXnEXTS.

OuB correspondents are reminded that prolixity is a great bar to pnblicaiioo,

and, with the constant pressure upon every department of the Jooiwal.

brevity of style and conciseness of statement greatly facilitate early insertion

We are compelled to return and hold oyer a great number of communications

chiefly by reason of their unnecessary length.

aVERIES. T

Mr. Richard Bice (Harwen, Stevcnton. Berks) asks where a woman who is

I.,
slightly deaf could receive a course of training qualifying her for monthly

tt nursing.
Post-Partum H.emobbhage.

Felix has to att«nd a ladv who in her three previous confinements has suffered

from severe flooding following the expulsion of the placenta. The labours

have been otherwise in every respect natural, and most favourable in cha-

racter. All goes well until the conclusion of the process, when compIet«

atony of the uterus seems to take place ; and it has been with the greatest

difficulty that any of the usual means aroused the apparently exhausted organ

to sufficient action to control the continual oozing or gushes of blood. It

proved immaterial whether delivery was hast«aed or retarded, whether the

placenta was removed bv hand, or left to Nature. Flooding followed, no
matter what was done. Bot water injections seemed to do some good on the

last occasion. "*•*«*

With respect to ergotinfe, will some member give his experience, and 5t»te

the best preparation for hypodermic use? As to Schieftelin's pills of ergoti°'

can anyone give experience, and state how long they take, after administra*

tion, to produce contraction? Would the administration of iron, etc, f'J'

some weeks pre\-ious to confinement, be of any probable advantage in corabal^

ting the tendency to haemorrhage ?

ATtSWERS.

H.M.B.—We do not recommend^indi\-idual practitioners.

TREATMT^iT OF HeARTBITIW.
Dr. E.H.Warner (Barton Hill House, Bristol) writes: I gather from " A
Member's" query In the Joubnal of March 24th that his case is one of chronic

gastric catarrh," with dilated stomach, the contents of which, being never

thoroughly e\-acuated downwards into the intestines, are retained, and
imdergo acid fermentation. I would, therefore, recommend him first of all

to ensure a daily evacuation of the contents of the stomach by means of a

warm solution of Glauber's or Carlsbad salts, given in the morning liefore any
food is taken. In combination with this treatment, in order to check ferment-

ation, and give tone to the coats of the stomach, he will probably find the fol-

lowing formula useful, namely : R Acidi carbolic! (liquid) iniv; tinct. iodi

mxvi; tr. nucis vom. 5i ; aquse menth. pip. ad Xiv. M. Sig. jss every two
hours. If " A. Member" has the opportunity of reading the German Clinical

Lectures published by the New Sydenham Society, he will find some valuable

practical hints as to the treatment of gastric disorders.

F.R.C.S. writes ; In reply to " A Member," who asks for " suggestions for the

treatment of obstinate 'heartburn," let his patient try a tumblerful of milk.

Sea-Sickness.

Dr. J. R. Stocker {Board of Tnide Office, Glasgow) writes : The observations

recorded bv Drs. Leiser, Stockman, and Prentice (Journal, March 24th), as

to the relief afforded in sea-sickness by forced inspiration, are by no means

new. In a paper published in the iancef, December nth, IS,'*!, when I was

medical officer to the royal mail steamship .S'ert'iVi, I referred to this in support

of my views upon the etiology of the sickness.

Vital Statistics of Convict Prisons.

Mr R Power (Portsea) writes ; Medical statistics of convict prisons are

printed in the annual Blue Books, published by Eyre and Spottiswoode, and

can be ordered of any bookseller.

Practice in .\merica.

Dr. James J. O'Brtes (Lower Svdenhami write.s, in answer to "Stars and

Stripe^;''!. American States; .\rizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Columbia,

Connet'ticut. Dakota, Idaho. Illinois. Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts.

Michigan. Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska. Nevada New Hamp-

shire New Vork. North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island.

Tennessee. Texas. Washington, West Ynginia, and Wisconsin. Caiiachan

States - British Columbia. Manitoba. New Brunswick. Nora Scotia, Newfound-

land, and (Quebec. 2. No. 3. Yes. 4. The cost vanes from five to ten

dollars, according to the State registered in.

MD (U S.A.I writes; In answer to the four questions asked by " Stars and

istripcs-inthe JoL-BNAL of March 31st; 1 would say . in answer to the firet

legally speaking, none. 3. The laws of many States require aUme.lio>l prae-

Ulioners (American or British) to register the r
•Y''"''^^J;^'?I!.^^;!y, J?°

legallv practise medicine. In oilier States no registration is required, tmt the

persoi ('American or British) practising medicine must I* duly quahned and

hold a diploma, otherwise the authorities would soon be on his trsck. and pro-

vide a comfortable (?) homo for him for a period of from two to seven years

according to the requirements of the case. 3. .Ml persons graduating at any

American Medical College must satisfy the professors of same that they have

a sufficient knowl«1gp of me.1icine, surgery, and obstetric! to successfully

practise the same, other^^ise they do not receive a dm ma; t^*"''.'"*.

should the person not have the knowledge, the ordeal .'^""''l
"?f.

'^> ""A'
4. The cost of registering iu the States is the same to l«th British Mid

American physicians, varying ui amount according to the laws of the State

where the physician desires to reside-sav from four to eight shillings I

wo.ild here m"ention that, as regards the State of New lork, a 1 persons who

have gr.uiuated outside that State must, before they are allowci the privilege

„t rx-iristerinK their diplomas, get the same endorsed by one of the medical

colleges of that State ; the fee for which is £4. Also, in case anv medical col-

lege has reason to think that the person presenting the diploma to be

ciuiorsed is not qualified, they have the power to examine lum and. if found

incompetent, to reject him, tfut it is ven' "»'«.'i;,^"^,- ^^^^^ J" '^fj?±^
tkm of any of your readers, I would say that all Brit ish registered mclical pi*^
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tltioncrs i\r» ullowcct llie SAme privllcEM of rcin'l rat Ion and tho rlRtits to prar-

««• mMtclti» In America on an equality with Anierlrau phy»i.'mn» ; and it U
to bo ulncorelT lioiml that llor Maje»ty« I'rivy Council will, In accordamo

Willi tlio provisions menlionod In tlio Uodlcal Act. 18SS. cxton.l similar
'

jurivileKOS to any duly nnnlllifd American.pliyslcian who may bo dcsiroue of
' ^piBCtlslng mediciiiR in Great Britain.

Ixpt'CTiox or PRSXATrni! Lahoib.
rERPI.BXED asks for advicoin tlia followinn ca«.v A lady, whoso last conflnrv

nient wa.sa»t«i<lcdtiy very gn'at poril, ha" applied to him under tliese circiim-

atanccs. She is pregnant some live or six weeks, and at a consultation of lour
• Tnpdinti men In the last conlinement. It was a.lviaed that the future foetus

should not lie allowed to come to nrnturilv. WouM it lie Bafi-r to cause ex-

pulsion of the e.irlv fictus. or allow the ejwe to (;o on lo the seventh month, or

^hen.' It Is preferable to have recourse to the former for various reasons.

• • On Viequate medicil grounds it Jis acl<nowledged 'that tho course of

'

preljnanoy niay be Interrupted under skilled oiivice, The determination as to

whetlior. lu any particular case, this course Is called for, caa only bo settled

on formal consultation.

NOTES. LeTTBRI^, ETC.
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CLINICAL LECTURE
ON

LEITER'S ENDOSCOPE IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF VESICAL DISEASE.

Delivered at University ColUge Jlospital, March 25th, ISSS.

By Sm HEXRY THOMPSON, F.R.C.S.,

6iir2eon-Ehttraor.li..arv to H.M. the Kins of the Belipuns ;
Consulting Surgeon

and Emeritii^* Proffssur.of Clinical Surgi-ry to^the HospiUl.

Gentlemen,—Soin>; important improvements have been recently

made in endoscopic apparatus for examining the various cavities

of the body. During the thirty years that I have been connected

with the hospital, I have from time to time demonstrated here

the various contrivances which have been adopted for this pur-

pose. They have long been used for the more accessible cavities,

notoriously for the throat, ear, and vagina ; but they have been

also used for cavities which are more difficult to enter, such as

the bladder, and more recently the stomach. The first instru-

ment that I brought here, some twenty-five years ago, was the

well-known endoscope of Desorme«ux, of Paris, and it was em-

ployed in the wards under my care. It was used not only for the

bladder and the urethra, but occasionally for the rectum. I

cannot say that I think it was of much service ; but it was, of

course, desirable and necessary that in a great medical school men

should see siich inventions tested. Then Dr. Cruise, of Dublin,

improved the illuminating power of the instrument, and we found

it better than the other. We had also a small endoscope designed

by Mr. Warwick, which was much less costly than the others, and

answered nearly every purpose. After this no great change took

place in endoscopic appliances until 1879, when it was reported

that Mr. Leiter, of Vienna, the well-known and skilful instrument

maker there, had devised a very remarkable apparatus for ex-

aminmg the bladder and stomach. I made it my business that

autumn to visit Vienna, and had the advantage of using Leiter's

instrument in the Allgemeine Krankenhaus, with my friend Pro-

fessor Dittel, the distinguished surgeon there. I found it diffi-

cult to use successfully, although far more efficient than its

predecessors. I therefore ordered one. and exhibited it for the

first time in the theatre here in April, 1880, on living patients.

It was a large and cumbrous machine, but by means of it an

incandescent v\-ire heated by electricity was introduced into the

interior of the bladder. In all preceding instruments the source

of light had been outside, and a ray was thrown by a mirror or a

prism into the bladder, the observation being made only by trans-

mitted light. But Leiter, with whom was associated Dr. Nitze,

succeeded in illuminating the bladder by direct rays. The heat,

however, arising from the incandescent vv-ire rendered it neces-

sary to provide a current of cold water constantly flowing in a

minute channel round the instrument, from the outside to the

extreme end of the sound, and returning to make an exit through

the handle, otherwise the bladder would have been injured. This

involved a very costly and complicated apparatus. Moreover, it

was too unwieldy to' be carried about in a carriage, a condition

which limited its usefulness considerably. But more recently

Leiter has succeeded in simplifying the process and the machine,

and now without difficulty a tmy Swan lamp, sufficiently small

to lie within the apex of "a hollow sound not more than No. L'2

or 23 in size (of the French scale), can be introduced into the

bladder. Moreover, no constant supply of water is now required

to reduce the temperature ; but it is still necessary to follow

certain rules in order to ensure safety and to obtain good

results. .

In the apparatus now before you the electric current is supplied

ty a battery of four or six cells (a bichromate is employed), besides

which there are the connecting wires with two sounds, one sup-

plied with an opening to show the anterior wall, sides, and floor

of the bladder, and one Ui show the posterior wall.

The first step is to move the handle of the battery, which sinks

the elements of each cell into the exciting fluid and furnishes the

current. The rheostat must then be adjusted so as to produce the

[1424]

maximum of resistance, that is, to diminish the current as much

as possible before making contact with the little electric lamp.

which would be destroyed by too large a charge. The amount of

light displayed will show you whether you require more, and if

so you will move the slide until suificient brilliancy is attained.

The apparatus is now ready for action.

But certain rules must be followed in order to employ tbc

apparatus safely and efficiently.
. -, • , .u

First it is necessary that the bladder should contain fiiiul
;
tHe

light cannot be employed in an empty bladder, as a consKlerable

degree of heat is produced ; a quantity not less than six ounces is

desirable, eight or ten may sometimes be better.

Secondly, the fluid must be transparent; it is desiraule.to

remove all cloudy urine, and more especially if any source of

ha;morrhage exists there, to wash out the bladder so gently as not

to excite, 2 this be possible, any fresh flow of blood. Since the

examination is, as we shall presently see. chiefly useful for the

discovery of papillomatous growths, or for ascertaining the fact

of their absence, the greatest care and gentleness must be em-

ployed in every step of the process. ,„ ^

Thirdly, this having been done, the sound No. 1 must be care-

fully passed into the bladder before the circuit is completed and

the light produced; otherwise injury might be inflicted on the

urethra by passing the lighted sound along the canal. For the

oame reason the light must be extinguished bfefore the sound is

withdrawn from the bladder. The best way is to pass the sound

before attaching to it the connecting wires, and to do this latter

only when it has been placed in proper position.

Fourthly, when the beak of the sound is felt free within the

partially distended bladder, it should be pressed in nearly as far

as it will go, and then the wires attached connecting it with the

current • after this the little handle is moved which completes the

circuit, and then if all is right, the light instantly appears. If

the fluid is clear, the observer will, on looking through the ex-

ternal end of the sound which contains a small telescope, obtaui a

distinct view of the anterior part of the vesical wall. This view

is obtained by means of a small prism situated at the angle l>e-

tweerithe shaft and beak, so that the rays of light are transmitted

from the surface to the observer's eye. By gentle movements,

which must be learned by practice, and cannot be verbally taught

or described, different portions of each lateral wall and of the

floor can be observed at pleasure. But the posterior third of the

cavity is outside the sphere of vision through sound No. 1.

No. 2 must be introduced, and be managed in the same manner

as the former, if it is required, employing for it the little tele-

scope removed from the first instrument for the purpose. Mmd
also that you do not forget when the lighted sound is within the

bladder, that the beak should not be permitted to rest at any spot

for more than a few seconds in close contact with the wall of the

cavity, lest it should be slightly injured thereby: it is wise to

keep the beak gently moving. And when the sound is removed

from the bladder, should it be relighted, the beak must be placed

in a vessel of water, otherwise tlie Swan lamp or the crystal

covering it, may suffer from undue heat. The light should never

burn above one minute in air. If it is not wanted for a minute

or two, turn off the current or put the light under water.

[A male patient, about 60 years of age, was now brought in under

ether, whose case was a "suitable one for exploration. Eight

ounces of warm water were introduced into the bladder after

withdrawing the urine. Seated between the patient's lower

extremities, which hung over the end of the operating table.

the lecturer introduced the sound and, having lighted it. was

able after a minute or two to say that the fluid was clear.

no trace of blood having appeared, that the mucous membrane

presented a healthy tint of pale pinkish yellow, but that there

was an unusual amount of fasciculation of the muscular filTes

in every direction, probably caused by some obstruction of the

prostate to the natural outflow. This, indeed, was very well

marked; no other morbid condition was present. This descrip-

tion was verified by a number of persons present who in turn

examined the organ through the endoscope. This done, the lec-

turer proceeded:]
.

You will naturally ask, In what cases is it likely that

the instrument will be chiefly useful? Certainly before all

others in the case of those small bleeding tumours, respecting

the presence of which, but more especially the extent .<.f

their development, it is often difficult to arrive at an actii-

rate conclusion. I refer especially to the p-ipiUomatous tu-

mours, the distinguishing character of which is their history of
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re|U>aU'(l nttncks of hfrmntiiria during a considerable period of
' time. Thej' niny develop slowly for two, three, or four years

: before the loss of hlood bemmes considerable. They are often for
1 '» long t ime unaccompanied by pain or liy frequency of passing

-water. The -way by which you an'ncrall'y arrive at a positive
lcnowledge\thftt the bladdpr' contains such a tumour is not by
sounding as for stone, because the sound is not capable of appre-
ciating n small soft tumour. The mode of determining tlie fact is

to search for a tiny .shred of the growth expelled with the urine,
Mid it is very strange indeed if you do not lind one after the ex-
penditure of a little time and patience, and are able to identify
the .structure of piipilloma, which is quite charaeteristic. "When
you have found this you may be certain that there is more or less
of the morbid product there. But you cannot tell whether you
have to deal with one growth or two, or more, or whether it is

large or small, because neither the sound in the bladder nor the ex-
Rimnation by the rectum will afford you any information whatever
on tbe.<e points. In such cases it has been sometimes necessarj- to
make an incision into the urethra by the perineum in order to
obtain these data, and I think this will still be necessary in some
exainples : but in others, perliaps in most, we may now" be able to
'ascertain the facts by means of thi.s instrument. Still when, as

'not infrequently happens, the tumour is so vascular that the
introduction of the instrumetit produces a considerable outflow of
blood, it is useless to pretend that the endoscope -will enable us to
realise the number or size of the growths in the ca%-ity. If, on
the other hand, we succeed by ven,' gentle manipulation in wash-
ing out the bladder, clearing it of all opaque matters, and intro-
duce six or eight ounces of fairly clear water, then I think the
instrument will enable us to obtain the information required.

" One word more in relation to tumours. So far as cancerous
•rejiical growths are concerned—those tumours which you can feel
'tlio presence of from the rectum and elsewhere—little or no occa-
sion exists to use an endoscope; and it would mostly be the means
of inflicting suffering without adequate advantage to the patient
to examine the cavity. Thus, 1 do not say that it might not be of
use sometimes, but, as a rule, thiit is a condition in which the pro-
ceeding might well be spared.

[The second patient brought in was one from whom a consider-
able portion of the prostate had been excised by suprapubic
operation about a fortnight before, by Mr. Christopher Heath, who
ma» present and joined in the examination of both patients. The
external wound had nearly healed; nothing, however, could be
se«n, from the patient's inability to retain more than four ounces,

' and owing to the presence of lilood oozing from the prostate,

^

although the sound passed without any difficulty.]

Here, then, you see an example of the effect of" blood to interfere
with visual examination, just referred to ; and it is a condition
commonly met with in cases of pajnllomatoua tumours.
There is another class of cases for which the apparatus may pos-

sibly offer on rare occasions some service. We now and then meet
with foreign bodies introduced into the bladder, of which, for
some reason or other, a dear history is not always obtained. I

have met with several instances of foreign bodies, in my time,
most, of them broken catheters, and have rarely had any difficulty
in romoving them ; in one only was it serious ; it occurred in this
luwpital more than twenty years ago. A hairpin lay riglit across
tho bladder, so that I could not move it when seized by the litho-
tritp. I then did the high operation, and removed the hairjiin

with some difficulty. I found it lying transversely right and left,

with its pointed ends embedded in the mucous membrane, so that
it Wim impossible to remove it by the natural passage. Sometimes,
a.'i I have said, only a doubtful hi.story i.<! furnished; there is some
rf^ii.son for retici nee, both in regard to the body supposed to be in
til" bladder and the mi-tho<l by which it arrived there. I remember
a ca.se in the country in which a boy had introduced nn ear of oats
or rye, the spikes of which lying in the right direction ensured its

rapid progress to the cavity, in another case in this hospital I

ci»*. out a piece of sealing-wax. The history of this was not clear,

and we did not quite hidieve the story given, but sounding re-
vealed the presence of a hard mass. 1 performed median lithotomy.
rciuoving a phospbatic calculus, with an inch of sealing-wax for
its nucleus. I may say that I have twice removed sealing-wax
tbu.H, and also twice removed a hairpin. In cases of this kind,
when you are uncertain as to the fact and desire further informa-
tion, you may ascertain the nature of the foreign body by this
in.strument.

Then occasionally there may be a suspicion of impacted cal-
culus. This is a very rare condition, and should not be toO:

readily suspected to be present. Yet here, too, the endoscope
may sometimes throw valuablo light—literally—on the situ-
afiini.

How much it may be necessary to use the instrument for the
urethra is a matter of indi-vidual opinion. I should say thai i

is verj- easy to use it unnecessarily. If, however, you propo,--.

employ it in any given casi!, it will be generally desirable first ..,

apply a solution of cocaine, of 4 or ."i per cent., for some eight or
ten minutes, in order to prevent pain. The urethra is a very
delicate tube, and only now and tlioli wants inspection. I do not
think you ought to require the instrument for stricture, uulesain
cases of exceptional difficulty ; for all onlinai-j' cases are managed
with the least amount of irritation to tln' passage when treated
with simple instruments by a sensitive and intelligent hand. 1

have never yet, throughout ray experience of urethral stricture,
met with a cage in which I have derived the .'^lightest advantage
by inspection. This, of course, refers to the old endoscopic appR-
ances, and I will not say that the present may not be superior in
this respect. But I know the urethra well enough to be aware
that the introduction of a tube disturbs the relations of the
minute orifice, and is by no menus so advantageous in practice as
l)y theory it appears to be. The kind of handling which I have
found invariably successful for the narrowest and most difficult
stricture cannot be adopted when the canal is occupied by a
metal tube. But there are other conditions besides stricture for
which the endoscope may render some st;rvice. The passageis
sometimes the subject of little papUlomatou.s growths and con-
gested conditions, which may be removed by an applicatioh,
say, of some caustic, and you may ascertain the particular sp<l)t

VN-itli ease, and touch it at the same time, by means of this in-
strument. -J

In conclusion^ I think you -will have already arrived at the
conviction that it will not be necessary very frequently to ^na-
ploy the apparatus I have shown you in the diagnosis of vesical
disease. For the fact is not to be altogether overlooked that its

employment taxes the urethra and liladder more severely, for
example, than the ordinary operation of sounding for stone, and
should, therefore, not be resorteti to without adequate necessit}'.

In relation to the presence of papilloma and some other obscure
conditions,

_
it may sometimes render essential senico; but do

not regard it as an instrument that is in any case to be used for
diagnosis, except as a special resource when other and ordinarj-
resources have failed. Do not give up in any respect the simple
means of prosecuting diagnostic research hitherto employed ; but
by all means keep it in reserve for certain e.xceptional cases when
other usual methods have been tried and have proved unsuccesa-
ful. You may then occasionally tind it a valuable ally.

CoBK (Population, 81,200). Derreasinif Prevalence of Typhug.i-

Dr. Donovan states that the mortality returns for 1886 are vafy

satisfactory, and bear favourable comparison -svith those of othfer

towns. There was a marked improvement in the death-rate of

the city compared -with other years. The annual death-rate from

all causes was 20.8, the infantile death-rate li.4, and the zymotic

death-rate 0.9. Typhus fever, which has always l)een verj' preva-

lent in Cork, only caused ."> deaths during the year, 83 cases being

the total nuinbiT reported. In 1881, 1,261 cases of this disease

had come under notice. Dr. Donovan attributes the decline 'pf

this fever to the reduction which has taken place in the oT*-
crowding of congested districts, the improved condition of tene-

ment houses, and tlie system of regular inspection to which thepe

houses are subjected. Typhoid fever was unusuallj- prevalent,

and caused 17 deaths. The precautions taken proved effectual in

preventing the spread of the di.sea.se, which at one time showed
signs of becoming epidemic. Scarlatina was much less fatal than
in 18.''.'i, the deaths being nearly .50 per cent. less than in that

year. Many instances were met with during the year where
patients suffering from scarlatina were lying a few f(^et from
pans of milk expo.sed for sale ; and in one case the manager of a

large dairy in the city was removed to the hospital suffering fropi

tlie disease. In all the.se cases the sale of milk was immediately
stojiped. Dr. Donovan has devoted a considerable portion of his

report to the question of domestic scavenging. If his efforts are

successful in securing the removal of the offensive privies and
miildens, and the general substitution of water-closets, the health

of the city will undoubtedly be benefited.
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A CASE OF CEREBRAL SUPPURA-
TION DUE TO OTITIS MEDIA

DIAGNOSED AND SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED BY TREPHINING

AND DRAINAGE.
By ARTHUR E. BARKER, F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon to University Collegia Hospital, mnd Teacher of Practical Surgery at

1 University College.

If any example were required to illustrate the perils of inflamma-

tion of the middle ear, and the need of the most careful study of

them by physicians and surgeons, the following case would fur-

nish it. It supplies, on the other hand, fresh evidence of the

advance of operative surgery to the rescue of cases hitherto con-

sidered altogether hopeless, and suggests the possibility of still

further progress. Apart from its intrinsic interest, this case is of

importajice from the contrast it offers as to pathology and sym-

ptoms with a case of abscess in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe

published by myself in conjunction with Dr. Gowers in the Jocn-

NAX of December 11th, 1886, in which trephining and drainage

Syere also followed by complete recovery. If the present case was,

as I beUeve, primarily one of fairly localised meningitis, the

difference of its symptoms from those of the first case are easily

explained. . . „ ,

A. G., aged S3, an engineer, was admitted into University Col-

lege Hospital on Januar)- 21st, 1888, under the care of Mr. Heath,

who, knowing my interest in such cases, kindly transferred him

to mV care.

The patient's family history was excellent. When 7 years old

he had scarlatinal otitis media, which soon healed, but the right

ear has discharged more than once since, and before the last attack.

Up to tlie age of 21 he enjoyed good health. At that time he

suffered from some epileptiform seizures, and was treated for

them for a few days in University College Hospital. At 24 he

states tliat he was under treatment tor gastric ulcer in an infirm-

ary. At 29 he had a bad fall, and injured his spine, after which

his right arm and leg were more or less paralysed for eighteen

months, with partial anoesthesia. For this he was treated by Dr.

Beevor at the tjueen Square Hospital, and recovered completely.

In May, 18S6, he contracted gonorrhcea, and was an in-patient at

University College Hospital for prostatic abscess. At this time he

began to complain of weaknMS, and a sensation of coldness in

the, right leg, which he dragged in walking. The left leg was

strong; ankle-clunus was well marked on the right and absent on

the left. Knee-jerk was exaggerated on the right and well

marked on the left. There was some localised anesthesia on the

dorsum of the right foot ; tdc/ie c^rdhrale was well marked.

On August 25th, 1886, the patient came under the care of
_
Dr.

Gowers, whose notes record exaggerated knee-jerk on both sides,

with ankle-clonus on the right but not on the left; also tremors in

the right ujiper limb on movement, but only slight in the left.

Slight" nystagmus on movement was doubtfu'l. The pupils were

dilated, and reacted sluggishly to light, but well to accommoda-
tion. There was tenderness from the fifth to the eighth dorsal

spines, but no prominence. Dr. Gowers's diagnosis was lateral

sclerosis, and under his treatment forthis the various nervous sym-

ptoms mentioned disappeared one by one ; but, on December 4th,

1886, neuralgic attacks in the right side of the face were noted.

After March, 1887, he ceased attendance, and appeared,

from his own account, to have been quite well unt^il the

present illness. The hitter began on December .Mh, 18.'*7. with

a purulent discharge from the right ear, for which he

became an out-patient under Mr. Biltonl'olhird. The ri^ht meni-

brana tymjiani showed a large perforation an eighth of an inch

across in tlie anterior segment, and from this the discharge

escaped freely. The treatment consisted in thoroughly moppint'

out the latter, and dressing the inflamed surfaces lightly v
''^

iodoform powder.

1 K»»d at a meeting of the West Surrey Branch on March 29th. 18SS.

th

On December 28th great pain set in over the whole of the right

side of the head. At this time I was asked to see the case, and

found the ear as just described, and that there was no evidence of

caries of any kind, or of pent-up matter in the middle ear. With

Mr. Pollard's concurrence 1 passed a stream of quinine solution

through the middle ear and down the Eustachian tube into the

throat, sho-iving that there was a free passage for discharge in

two directions, inwards or outwards. There was no trace of

redness or swelling over the mastoid, or other e>-idence of mis-

chief in this process at this date or up to the present moment.

The pain was neuralgic in character, and felt moat severely over

the branches of the trifacial nerve. The optic discs were quite

normal, and the pupils equal and normal in reaction to light and

accommodation. The temperature was 101^.

Viewing the case aa a whole, we both agreed that it was more

like one of neuralgia, such as is not infrequent in the course of

acute inflammatorj- ear disease than anything else. From this

time the pain continued to increase, and was worse at night.

reaching its maximum towards the morning, and preventing

On January- 18th a carious tooth was extracted, but without

relief. On the night of the 20th the patient vomited twice, and on

the 21st he was admitted into hospital. The comlition of the right

ear was as before ; the left membrana tympani was also perforated,

but the middle ear was not inflamed. In addition t<i the sym-

ptoms already enumerated, there was great superficial tender-

ness on tapping over the right side of tlie skull; this was most

severe just behind the mastoid process and over the right lobe of

the cerebellum. There was no trace of redness or swelling any-

where in these regions, or over any part of the scalp. The patient

wore a dazed look at this time, apparently from intense pain, and

was difficult to deal with in the matter of obtainmg accurate

information from him, though, as since proved, a very intelUgent

man He says now that his sight was at no time in any way
affected; but 1 am sorrj- to say he was not specially examined

for hemianopia at the time. r

His temperature on admission was 100°. Until the evening of

the 23rd the most marked symptom was intense pain in the head,

the temperature varj-ing between 99° and 100^ At 6 p.m. on this

day the patient had two epileptiform fits within an hour, pre-

ceded by vomiting, during which he ground his teeth, and the

right side of his body was very much convidsed. The last fit

becan as described by the sister of the ward, by his hdgetting

about with his right hand, and breaking therewith two ward

basins, then extending to the whole side. The latter part of this

fit was seen by Mr. Herring, the house-surgeon, who also noticed

that the right side was chiefly affected. At the same Mme the

breathinty was stertorous and the pupils widely dilated. The eye^

were turned first to the right, and then upwards and

backwards to the left. After this he slept fairly weU,

the temperature rising to 100.2° at 7 a.m. next morning.

When I saw him at 2 p.m. on the 25th, the symptoms were as

before His pulse was increased in frequency, and he was groaning

with pain in the head. On rising to walk into the next ward, tor

ophthalmoscopic examination, he was rather unsteady in his gait,

inclining to stagger to the left. The optic discs were normal. The

pupU on the riglit was now smaller thiui on the left. The patients

»eneral aspect and demeanour at this time gave the impression

that he was highly neurotic and inclined to magnify his troubles,

a fact suspicious in itself, as 1 have known this comlition present

in similar cases of grave intracranial mischief, ultimately ruiming

a fatal course. On this dn y, in order to make sure that there was

no pus confined inthemiddleeav.andtocleansethelatterthoroughly

I ti-epldned the mastoid in the usual way. Lit lie or nothing was

found, but the tympanum was thoroughly washed out through

the openincr. The wound wa.s dressed with Iwracic aeid fomenta-

tions The next day, the 2Cth, the condition was unchanged, ex-

cept 'that the temperature had fallen to 99° in the morning; it

was 100 4° in the evening, and his breath was noticed as very

f<ul On the27tli there was a rise from 100.2° in the morning

to 101.2° in the evening. On the 28th he was sick all nighty

and more drowsy, and much les-s observant ; temperature ItW.l

in the morning, to 100.6° in the evening. For the next few days

1 did not see the patient, being myself confined to the house.

During this time his condition was practically unchanged,

except that the temperature was generally a little lower,

from UX>° to 98.8°. But on seeing him again on lebruarj-

1st, I noticed great wasting of the whole body, and that

the skin was of a dirty yellowish, earthy colour. ilr.
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Ilerrinif niso rt'conied a slight loss of power in the left facial

miisch'S. The paliriit hail also hegiin to pnss his motions and
Brine invohintarily in the hcil. Still ho could be nniscil lo speak

rationally, but quickly lapsed into a stupid heavy state, an<l was
constantly proaning and eomplaininj^ of intense pain over the

right side of the scalp, wliich was also acutely tender. On the

2nd he was noted as very dull and sleepy, not takinp notice of

anything around him, but he could still answer questions when
roused. 1 1 is eyes were kept constantly closed tightly, the pupils

ililating widely when the lids were raised. The right pupil was
now larger than the left. There was greatly increased knee-jerk

and ankhvclonus on Imth sides, and very little plantar reflex on
the left. During the preceding night he was first noticed to have

lost power in the left arm, and later it was found that the latter

was almost powerless, and rather rigid. There were also occa-

sional twitchings about the wrist and fingers. The paresis w.as

most marked in the extensors, the "drop wrist" being very plain.

The facial palsy was also more marked than before ; temperatxire

98.8°; pulse 64, In the evening I endeavoured to examine the

optic discs, but found it impossible to get the patient to fix the

eyes for more than an instjint.. He would do so when shouted at,

but almost immediately the eyes would roll upwards, and
remain so till shouted at

again, in a way that looked
like ])erversity. When held
open with the finger they
still turned upwards, but
whether unconsciously, or

wilfully to avoid the light I

cannot say. When remon-
strated with, he replied in

a dreamy way that he could
not help it, that he would do
anything to obtain relief

from his torturing pain. His
breath had at this time the /

most intensely sickening /

odour, and his body was I

e-xtremely emaciated. The
\

paresis of the left arm and 1

face was more marked ; \

micturition and def:ecation

were quite involuntary.

It now appeared to me
that a point had been
reflched m the case at

which there w.re definite

symptoms of local cerebral
inflammatory effusion for

which I had been on the
look out, and that its locality

was fairly indicated. I also

thought that the six other
serious conditions which I

always t*ach may likewise
arise from otitis nie<lia (vide
Jjancet, 1887) might now be
excluded as complications in this case, though this could not
be done earlier. Putting the matter shortly: fl) Mastoid cell

ahscess had already heon excluded by tlie operation of
,lanuary 2."ith, and the subsequent persistf-nce and aggra-
vation of the symptoms; (2) pkstic phlebitis of the lateral
sinuii, with thrombosis, appeared also to be negatived by
the course of the temperature, the absence of rigor, and of any
swelling in the course of the deep jugular vein and side of the
face. Tlie temperature, raised before the opening of the cells, and
thorough cleansing of the tympanic ramiticatirn^, had shown a
g.nernl inclinalion to fall slightly but steadily; (.1) pya-mia was
negatived much in the same way, also by the absence of secondary-
deposits, as well ns by the general aspect ef the patient : (4) sub-
dural abscess, besides being less likely to form in an ndult, and
especially in one who had no evidence" of definite cari>-s in the ear,
would probably have h d by this time to O'dema of the overlying
skin, which wag conspicuously absent, and would probably have
been ushered in by a rigor, and have kept tlie temperature steadily
higher than was the cnse; (.5) cerebellar abscess, besides its relative
rarity, seemed improbable from the history of the case, that is, the
character of the ear mischief and the absence of caries of the tym-

panum ; and although it was suggested that the right-sided fits at
the commencement of the intracranial complications might be ex-
plained by cerebellar disease, the gradual onset of facial and arm
paralysis, with twitchings of the wrist, appeared to me to give a
clear indication of the situation and nature of the lesion as near
the motor areas of the cerebrum

; (6) abscess in the temporo-
sphenoidal lobe again seemed alone to be insufficient to account
for all the symptoms present now. In another case, alluded to
above, in which 1 operated for the latter lesion with the best
results, the most noticeable feature was an almost complete
absence of special nerve symptoms, although they were carefully
watched for, and in the present case these were abundantly
present. In the former case, too, the temperature had been
usually subnormal after the first onset of the acute attack
in the middle ear, though there had been a second sudden
elevation, with rigor just before the operation on the brain. The
pulse, too, had been constantly slow (circa 52), unlike the present
case in its earlier stages, although here, also, it gradually slowed
down at the last to 64, with the onset of pressure symptoms.
With the purely temporo-sphenoidal abscess there was tor a time
a dull aching in the temporal region, which ultimately passed off.

In this present case there was from the first violent, deep-seated
headache in the temporal
region, with extreme hyper-
esthesia all over the right

side of the head. This was
followed by vomiting, then
convulsions with transient
coma, followed by intensifi-

cation of the pain. Later on
there was partial left hemi-
plegia, with twitching of the
left wrist, and some rigidity

of the arm, together with
exaggerated tendon reflexes,

and ankle-clonus symptoms
entirely absent in the first

ease, except one attack of

vomiting just before the
operation.

A consideration of all

these facts -seemed to me
to point to the presence
more or less of localised

meningitis rather than any
of the other six conditions
mentioned. Further, it

seemed that the locality of

the inflammatory effusion

was sufficiently clearly in-

dicated for a working hj-po-

thesis. The paresis had
started in the left side of

the face, and had spread to

the left arm, and there were
twitchings in the left wrist;

t he legwas unaffected, except

Fig. I.— From a photopmph by Mr. Marriott of a bkull, \v)lh Ihe miirkitigs on it eivon in

the t<?xt. and the trepliiiie openings made exactly aa in the operation. Kxactly
one-half the natural aize. a a Ileid's "base line;" /> ^> vertical line from latter in

front of the tragus, or from tnUercIe of superior maxilla: r c second vertical line

from posterior border of mastoifl process to sagittal suture ; d d line marking Sylvian
fissure; « c line indiejifing Rolando's fissure : 1 and 3 first trephine opening o\er
mcitor centres for head and face (the figures indicate the points of puncture in their
(r.ler); 3 second trephine opening over first, temporal cxinvolution. IJ inch above
" biise line," \\ ineli behind centre of long meat us nf ear. The figure 3 indicates the
point of the third puncture and dniinagc opening.

r;ht to indicate a lesion in and aboutas regards the reflexes. This ouy
the junction of the middle and lower third of the right ascending

frontal and parietal convohui<ins. a lesion which apparently com-

menced with inflammatory irritation, and had gone on to inhibi-

tion, probably from pressure. In one or two ca<es dying of

meningitis due to ear disease 1 have observed poxt mortnn that the

inflammation has appeared to concentrate itself about the bifurca-

tion of the Sylvian fissure, and to have spread by preference from

this up along the fissure of Itohindn. On these grounds, therefore,

1 decided to trephine over the arm and face centres on the right,

and hoped thus to evacuate the materials of a localised meningitis

pressing upon them. This operation was accordingly done the

next morning, Friday, February ;ird, at lO.SO, after 1 had briefly,

in a few remarks to the class present, given some of my reasons

for arriving at the conclusions just indicfited. Iinmediately before

operation deficcation had taken place involuntarily.

Operation.—Mti^T the usual shaving and cleansing of the head,

the main fissures were marked out on the scalp w-ith an aniline

l>encil, Reid's method of measurement being adopted. A semilunar

flap, including scalp and periosteum, the base about 3.^ inches

long and jiarallel with Ihe " base line," was then raised from over
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the middle of tlis motnr area, its uppor tanpent bem^ 2 inches

from the middlo line of the vertex or sagittal suture, 'ihe pm of

an inch trephine was then placed over Koiaiido'.s fissure (big. I)

liinch above the .Sylvian tissure, and a disc of bone was removed.

The dura mater was at once noticed to bulge markedly outward.i.

A second <iisc was then removed above and just touching the hrst

on the same line. Here, too, the dura mater bulged, but not so

much The angles of bone between the two rings were then cut

away, and the dura mater was slit up in the middle hue of the

resulting oval opening of the bone. The surface of the exposed

convolutions was now seen to be apjjarently healthy, but there

was considerable bulging and a distinct sen.se of deep fluctuation

under them. I theref(.ire punctured the brain with a large hollow

needle in the middle of the oval opening (Kigs. I, II, and n , 1),

and at right angles to the surface, but though the needle entered

am inch deep no fluid escaped. The needle was then again entered

at the lower border of the opening (Figs. 1, 11, and IV, 2), and

thrust downwards and inwards into the exposed convolution.

When it had penetrated to the extent of 1 J inch, thick, turbid,

yellow serum began to flow out, and was received into a test tube

to the amount of nearly two drachms.

A third trephine ojiening was now made, the centre ot

which was li- inch above the base line and I^ inch behind

tbe centre of" the bony meatus of the ear. Through the

middle of this third opening .^r—

-

(Figs. I, II, and III, 3) the

needle was pushed inwards
and forwards for Ig inch

from the surface of the

bone towards the point at

which fluid was struck in

the last puncture. On
Teaching this spot a quan-

tity of thin, vdiite, odourless

pus flowed av.ay and was
received in a glass to the

«xtent of nearly half an
ounce. The dura mater at

either side of the puncture
was now split up, and a

ainus forceps was thrust

into the latter as the needle

was withdrawn. When the

blades of this instrument

were slightly separated

more pus came away ; then

a rubber drain-tube was
thrust into the open track

for an inch and a half from
the surface of the bone,

through which more pus
flowed off freely, espe-

cially when the patient

struggled, which he did

once or twice at this

moment, being but lightly

sntEsthetised. The flow

was also observed to increase when Mr
with a sponge on the convolutions under

ing. "

Herring pressed

a sponge on the convolutions unaer the upper open-

ing. Altogether half an ounce of pus w-as actually collected in a

glass, and quite as much escaped through the drain-tube, so that

not less than one ounce was evacuated. On its escape the convo-

lutions under the upper opening were observed to sink down con-

siderably over the area which had before bulged.

The bleeding from the scalp was now finally arrested, and a

small vein in the diplOe was closed with a Pacquelm's cautery;

then the edges of the incision in the dura mater were united

with live fine silk sutures after the opening had been lightly

dusted with iodoform in fine powder. The flap was finally

dried, similarly dusted, laid downi, and stitched all round with

eight silk sutiires without drainage. Before this was done, how-

ever, a small portion of the whole thickness of the scalp was cut

away over the lower and posterior trephine opening to admit of

free "drainage through the rubber tube lying in the brain, which

was brought out of this opening. A sal-alcmbroth gauze dressing

laid over'^the whole scalji after dusting with iodoform completed

the operation, which had lasted an hour and a quarter. The car-

bolic spray and all other conceivable precautions were ta!<en to

ensure asepsis.

Throughout the whole procedure thercispiration, face, and pupila

were specially watched by our Resident Medical Olbcer, Dr. Arkle.

and the pulse and left arm by Mr. Jecks, to whom i am indebted

for the following notes:

—

- » i

••Chloroform was administered at first on the comet of ^ to]j;e'.

lat^T bv means of a Junkers inhaler through the nostril. The

condition of the patient was most critical. At the moment of

administering the amesthetic the pulse was only .% per minute, of

only moderate strength, and comi.re,s,sib!e. It was irregular m
force and rhythm, with pauses of three and even four seconds

between successive beats. In about ten minutes the pulse rose to

44 and 4K per minute, improving a little in character, and remained

like this during the first part of the operation. The respirations

were slow and shallow, about 18 per minute. The patient took the

chloroform well, and only struggled a little, both sid-.s of the body

movinc. but the right more freely than the left. While struggling

he could not raise the left arm higher than the manubrium stemi.

On exposure of the dura mater by the removal of the hrst disc wTth

the trephine the respiration altered, becoming deeper and more fre-

quent There was no sudden appreciable alteration at this tune in

the pulse ; but, on the opening up of the dura mater, it was noted

as 60 per minute. ,

" Shortly after the punctures through the motor areas there was

some clonic spasm in the left arm and h.and. none m the face, leg.

or foot. This was repeated

several times when tbe

sponge was pressed on the

convolutions, but not con-

stantly. Immediately after

the pus was struck the

pulse became very weak,
rapidly reaching lOLI, and, a

little later, im It was
small, regukr, and very
compressilile. An enema of

brandy was given but was
not retained long. Before

the operation was over the

condition of the patient

appeared to be most alarm-

ing. The breathing again

became very shallow, and

the pulse was 16«) and run-

ning; the face was pale and
sweating, and the lips a

little blue. Fifteen minims
of ether were injected

under the skin of the prae-

eordium with manifest ad-

vantage. The patient was
only kept lightly under

the" anesthetic during the

whole operation, and very_

little chloroform was used."

When I next saw the

patient, three hours later,

he was already better,

and stretched out his right hand and shook mine warmly.

speaking quite rationally. His pulse was still very rapid, and he

had just been sick, but at 9 p.m. I thought him in a very critical

condition. His pulse was very weak and varmble---140 to IW,

temperature 100°; he had been constantly sick. The dressings,

which were slightly soaked with blood and serum, were now

changed, but the drainage-tube was not disturlHjd.

The next morning. February 4th, he was decidedly better. The

sickness had ceased, the pulse was I2(\ the temperature 9/.& .

The facial paresis had improved, but there was still great weakness

in the left arm. Freces and urine were still passed mvolun-

'^Februan,- 5th.—Better in every way. Pulse 112 temperature

97 8° Takes food fairly well. Second dressing as before, at whictt

a silver drainage-tube, made from a No. Vl English catheter, WM
substituted for the rubber one. It was pushed m along the tracK

of the latter for one inch and three quarters from the surface ottne

skin and in a direction inwards and forwards frviin the openmg.

It had a slight curve upwards and forwards. The unne and

motions were passed voluntarily from this day onwards. Ihe

facial palsy was nearly gone, and the arm much improved. 1 here

was no optic neuritis." The pains in the head, though better, were

^^-acxxM
YW II -Fmm a photograph by Mr. Marriott of the same skull with the brain expose.!.

shoNTin^ the nosition of the punctures, which ha.l been prenously made with small

woiSlnrods^thout opening up the dura mater. One-half natural s.ze. a" base

Hnr^K fissure of Rolando; Tv Svlvian fissure; 1 indicates the spot at which the

irst 'puncture was made fo^ an inch, from which nothing came ; 2 first wooden peg

Ivin/exactlv in the fissure of Rolando, passes downwards and inwards, and .nd.L-atc,

whe?e the second puncture reached turbid fluid ; 3 second P/S Passes througl he

flnt temporal convolution inwards and forwards to meet the first, and indicates the

apot at which the drain-tube was inserted
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still severe, but the patient's general aspect had mucli improved,
raise 82, temperature 98.6°.

February Gth.—Has slept fairly well. Puin iu tlie head much
better. I'ulso S2, temi)erature '.)S.l)°. Three j,'mins of calomel
•wore onlered. The track of the tube was waslud out with a warm
saturated solution of boric acid; this did not produce any nerve
symptoms. Tlie silver tube, dusted with iodoform, was replaced,
ajnd the wound was dressed as before.

From this time there is Uttle to note except uninterrupted re-

covery. Tlio facial and arm paresis disappeared in a few days
completely. The breath became less offensive, and the appetite
normal. The bowels required to be opened occasionally with a
few ){rain.s of calomel ; there was still an occasional slight tremor
or twitch in the left wrist for some days, but this, too, disap-
peared soon.

On Februar)- 9th, he drew attention to a feelins of "pins and
needles'' iu the fingers of the left hand, and slightly in the left

leg, and a sensation as though a string were tied tightly round his

tongue. On the 10th, the pain in the head was gone. On the
11th, the "pins and needles" were gone, but he noticed that his

tongue was still sore.

On the llith, a shorter and smaller drainage-tube was used, as
there was very little discharge from the brain. Two days later a

still shorter one was inserted. Humming tinnitus was noticed.
Pupils equal. Great tenderness all over the left side of the body
was complained of on this day, but especially over the thorax. The
dynamometer registers 45 with the right hand, 40 with the left.

Ku. III.—From one of Dalton's photofjraphs of .in imbedded brain, reduce<l
,

f. to exactly half size. The section is vertical and longitudinjil to expose
the space in which the island of lU'il lies. 1 2 .t 4 5 the convolutions of
the inland of Rcil ; the position of tlie figures 4 .and T\ would indicate as
nearly as Dosslble the spots reached by my two punctures in the opera-
tion ; t, lobe t^mporo-spheuoidal lobe ;*onIy the inner part rcTHiunf.

On February 15th the patient was practically convalescent.
ULs bowels were regular, appetite good, and he was cheerful
and intelligent. There was not much pain in the head, and the
colour of the skin was much better: the drain-tube was finally
di.ipensed with. The scalp wound healed ev(^rjwhere by first in-
tention, except at one angle, wliere sliglit moisttire escaped up to
February 20th. On the 21st all the stitches were removed. The
patient was out of bed on and after the sixtt^enth day after the
operation, and was very cheerful and bright in spite of occasional
neuralgic pains over the branches of the trifacial nerve, probably
aggravated by the very severe weather. The knee-jerk on botli
sides remained, though less than before, and ankle-clonus was
still present, though diminished. G. left the ho.spital on Slarch
8th for the Convaloscent Home, where he still is.

It would be interesting did space permit to discuss the patho-
logy of this affection, and to analyse the sj-mptoms present at
greater length, as well as t.o deal more fully with the purely sur-
gical features of the case. But the mere record of the essential
and salient facts of the case has carried me already too far, and
t^ese questions must be left for future consideration." This record.
However, would not be complete if I did not state my belief as to
the exact nature of the inflammatory collection, and the position
it occupied in the brain.
'Seosons alluded to above were briefly given before the opera-

tion for my belief that this was a case of more or less localised

meningitis in and about the middle of the Sylvian fissure, and ex-
tending up over the motor centres of the face and arm on the right
side. But on trephining over the latter, the arachnoid was seen
to be healthy, though the cortex fluctuated. The introduction of
the hollow needle, however, downwards and inwards (Fig. JV, 2),

evacuated thick, turbid, odourless serum. This experience shook
my faith for the moment in the correctness of my diagnosis ; but
the result of the next puncture (Fig. IV, 3) through the posterior

and lower trephine opening, in which the needle should have
uearly met its fellow at about 1 J '.inch from the surface of the
skin, brought me back to my original conviction, that this waa a
case of localised meningitis, which I now hold with a verj' slight

modification. It is quite clear that the collection of inflammatory
fluid tapped did actually lie in the Sylvian fissure, and was not a
temporo-sphenoidal abscess. But instead of extending up over the
external surface of the brain, as I at first thought, it accumulated,
1 believe, among the convolutions in the deeper part of the fissure

between the island of Keil (Fig. Ill, 1, 2, 3. 4, 5) and the overhang-
ing motor convolutions, and pressed the latter outwards against

the skull (Fig. IV). This explains the fluctuations of the motor
gyri under the first trephine holes, and also theiricollapsing on the
evacuation of the fluid through the third trephine opening below.
If the abscess had been seated actually in the white substance
under the motor centres, the arm and face would hardly have reco-

vered 80 rapidly as was the case here ; whereas if a collection of

Fig. IV.—From one of Dalton's photographs of an imbedded brain, reduced
exactly to half size. The section is vertical and transverse, in |tbe
region of the punctures made in the operation. Ttie right half of^he
brain is apparently a little shrunken. ^ Sylvian fissure ; a b c first,

second, and third temporal convolutions
; p ^'pons varolii ;

»' cap internal
capsule; o ( opt ic tract : / 7i lenticular nucleus ; i 7£ island of Keil ; 1 first

punctuxe, directly vertical to surface of brain, wliicU gave no result : 3
second puncture, downwards .atid inwards, which rejiehed turbi-i fluid ;

:* third puncture, inwards and forwiirds. through the first temporal con-
volution, into which a drain-tube was inserted ; drained the same space
as that reached by No. 2 puncture.

fluid lay in the deeper parts of the fissure of Sylvius around the
island of Reil, it could act doubly upon the motor centres, on the
one hand by forcing the overhanging convolutions outwards
against the skull, and on the otlier by pressing directly through
the island upon the motor fibres of the internal capsule (Fig. IV,

2. cap.) lying underneath, and after its evacuation the functions

of the parts around would quickly be resumed. But the matter
is put beyond (piestion by the performance on the dead body of

exactly the some operation, taking every possible precaution as

to accuracy of measurement. ?:f^-S
In doing this, 1 selected an adult skull of the same dimensions,

within a small fraction, as the patient's. In this skull the dtira

mater was exposed with the trephine, exactly at the same point

(Fig. I, 2) as in G.'s- case. I then took a slender lucifer match,
jiointed it and cut it to the length of IJ inch. This was then

thrust through a puncture in the dura mater, and into the brain,

at exactly the same spot, and in precisely the same direction

downwards and inwards, as was the needle which struck the first

turbid fluid. A second similar match, 1 j inch long, was then

pushed through a puncture in the dura mater under the lower

trephine hole (Fig. I. 3), in a direction inwards and forwards, as

in the case of the needle at the operation. The outer ends of both

these rods were now flush with the cortex and concealed by tli»
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dura mater. The skull wa.s then photographed by my friend Mr.

Marriott (Fig. I), after which the right side of the ealvarium was
removed. On cutting open the dura mater, the outer end of the

first rod was seen, exactly in the Assure of Rolando
_
(Fig. 11, 2),

that of the second rod in the superior temporo-sphenoidal convolu-

tion (Fig. 11, 3), as seen in a second photograph. A vertical

section of the hemisphere exposing the whole length of the first

match was now made, and then a horizontal, exposing the track

of the second. When the posterior half of the hemisphere was
now lifted off, the points of the two rods of wood were seen to be

almost in contact in the space overlying the island of Reil, and

touching the latter (Fig. IV, 2 and 3). The first had passed between

the ascending frontal and ascending parietal convolutions (2), the

second through the superior temporal convolution (3). Had the

collection of fluid been a temporo-sphenoidal abscess, it is quite

obvious that it would not have been reached by the first

puncture, which evacuated fluid IJ inch from the surface of the

cortex, at the junction of the middle and lower third of the

Assure of Rolando. Xor would it probalily, unless very large and

high, have been reached by the second puncture, which met the

first and travelled quite above the body of the lobe. It must be

remembered, further, that one ounce of fluid among the convo-

lutions over the island of Reil would press the former asunder

more or less, and would produce a larger space than that repre-

ioiited in the drawing, so that ^vithout actually touching each

H-r, thetwo needles might easily empty it. 1 am careful to

ar up this point, less as a mere operative question (because of

1 iiurse one would evacuate the pus wherever the needle reached

It I, liut rather as bearing upon the wider question of treatment of

••tic meningitis by operation, which for some time past 1 have

ked forward to as possible. It would of course be unwise to

,.,,gmatise as to the e.xact limits occupied by the pus in this

j

case, and as to whether it was produced primarily by a lepto-

meningitis or encephalitis, or, possibly, by the giving way
of an abscess. The patient is now alive, and we cannot

settle the matter by dissecting his brain ; and although I have

approached as nearly as possible to proving, by operation on the
' dead body, what actually was the locality involved, still I wish

I

to put forward the above view only as the most reasonable hypo-

thesis dedueible from a careful and anxious clinical study of this

and several allied cases for which I have had esceptional oppor-

tunities now for many years, and also from numerous pathologipal

I
data accumulated in the post-mortem room.

All those who have given close attention to this whole subject

will feel that, in the matter of operative treatment of non-

traumatic intracranial suppurations, we are but on the threshold

of a new region common to medicine and surgery, and most will

be unable to divert themselves of a feeling of. dismay at its

complexity. It is comforting to us all, however, physicians' and

surgeons alike, to reflect that already this region has shown itself

fruitful, and that one more group of fatal diseases has Ijeen

brought within the reach of surgical operation.

yote.~\ have thought it better to give reduced copies of

Dalton's beautiful jihotograplis of sections through an imbedded
brain in Fiss. Ill and IV, rather than drawings of my own dissec-

tions. Without a large material and special apparatus for em-
bedding and section, it is difflcult to make an accurate representa-

tion of the relation of parts of the brain, which soon sinks down
\vlien the skull is opened and it is cut. I have therefore trans-

f'-rred to Dalton's sections the lines of puncture observed in my
wn dissections ; this leaves as little room for error as possible.

March 30th. The patient returned from the country on the iSth.

He still complains of pain in tlie head, but looks well and_ eats, I

Sm told, remarkably well. I shall continue to observe him, and

report later if anything further of interest should be noted.

The 105th annual report of the Hull Royal Infirmary shows the

niunber of in-patients for the year to have been 1S73, the number
of out-patients 10,772—the largest number that has e% or passed

through the hospital in any one year. The average cost of each

in-patient for treatmnit, nursing, and maintenance was
£2 19s. lOd. The estimated cost of each out-patient was nearly

1b. 8Jd. The alterations and improvements in the main building

have been satisfactorily completed, and it was hoped the .south-fast

block would shortly be available for patients. With a view of

providing better accommodation for the nursinc; staff, it was
decided to proceed at once with the conversion of tlie Watts Wards
into a home, and by this means provide the nurses the comfort

due to their position and the exhausting nature of their duties.

ON SOME HITHERTO UNDESORIBED SYMPTOMS
IN THE EARLY HISTORY OF OSTEO-

ARTHRITIS.
(The So-calleb RHErM.vTorT) Arthuitis.)'

By JOHX KENT SPENDER, M.D.Lond.,

Physician to the Eoyal Mineral Water Hospital. Bath.

Few things are so apt to cause a feeling of drowsj- despair at a

medical meeting as the prospect of an academic discusSion on

the etiolog>' of osteo-arthritis. The fields seem barren ; the har-

vest is small, even after every scrap has been gleaned ;
one master

says one thing, and another master says another ; so that the seK-

styled practical man cries out in his confusion. How have all

these speculations helped me? Two wants, he exclaims, I ask to

have supTjlied- such sure notes of a disease that I may, if possible,

know it at once when I see it, and trustworthy landmarks to its

treatment at a time when treatment is available. The practical

man has some ground for his dolorous plaint. It is certain that^

if scientific questionings about the nature of a disease do not help-

us to do people good somewhen or somewhere, those questionings

will soon lack interest and be forgotten. Three common but

wholly distinct maladies affect the same structures : the patient

cannot distinguish his malady, and naturally requests his medical

adviser to do so : but he is prone to lose himself in vague gene-

ralities and probably falls back on that old-fashioned, ghostly,

thing called " suppressed gout.'" Now, is it not an enormous gam
if we can at the earliest moment give a verifiable diagnosis—not-

merely a fancy or an opinion ? When so much depends upon tbe

issue, time is everj-thing. Such is the plea for my paper to-night.

It is my aim to strengthen those landmarks which tell of early

dan^en because they proclaim with unerring precision what the

disease is. To be able to identify osteo-arthntis m its ver>' cradle,

and to sharjien the lines of boundary between it and all other

things which resemble it, is sui-ely worth a little time and

Bath has been called a museum of IMiig osteo-arthritis; bnt

this conveys no adequate idea of the wealth of our clinical ma-

terial which I believe to be without a parallel in its kind. In onr

Mineral Wat-er Hospital, nearly half the cases belong to the osteon*'

arthritic group ; and a crowd of so-called rheumatoidal people

flock to our spa from all parts of the country. Among our resi-

dential population there is no osteo-arthritis worth speaking of;,

nor are any of the influences present which would fayoiur its de-

velopment. But this procession of suffering pilgrims-what a.

challenge to our therapeutic skill \ In the presence of an over-

whelmino quantity of the same sort of trouble, the tendency of

the mind is towards apathy and almost weariness, k ceaseles*-

iteration of the same phenomena dulls the faculties and dims the

sen«e= We see. and vet we do not see: curiosity is dead, for there

is nothing to be curious about ; what happened yesterday happens

a"«in to-day. and (for aught we know) will happen again to-

morrow. All interest perishes in the everiasting sameness In

this shroud of mental torpor no man ever discovers anything.

because there is no enthusiasm and no inward light.
_

It has been said by a writer of distinction that there is nothing

which may not be "found if we start on an inqum- with the in-

tention of" finding it. It is sound advice to. inquire without

expectinc, and without even the desire of finding; and it is plain

trnthwhen I say that some "hitherto undescribed symptome

of early osteo-arthritis were so little expected that even when

found after a careful induction of nearly a thousand cases, the

feelin" of wholesomo scepticism was long m clearing away.

"Was" it not a mere coincidence J" asked the casuist -and his

locioal appetite suggested that there were a hundred little pit-

fatls scattered here and there. So it required some hardihood of

mind to think at last that certain signs, when present, connote

osteo-arthritis in its earliest phase, and demonstrate beyond doubt

that the disease cannot be anything else.

1 Dividint' roiuWilv all cases of osteo-artbntis into slow and

quick forms—the first sometimes occupying decades of years in it*

chronic ruin, the other maimins: and crippling m forced marches

—wo find that a ^reat number of the latter cIb.ss are character-

ised almost from the beginning by an increased velocity and ten-

sion of the heart's action. Quoting from cases the history of

which was traced from an eariy date, the pulse may go up at

once to between 80 and 90, and remain so for years. But we
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uoMoni st'i' ftt lintli llipsp twilight lifginnings of the disease;
imjpic come or lire S' nt when it is (ievoloped, und we are startled
by coiiiitiin,' a steady pulse of much tensiou, varyiii;,' from 'Xi to
110. Ili-yond this i>oint aro the rare cases to which 1 ri'i|uest
i»pe«itil attention. Tlie pulse quickens synchronously witli the
(iiirliest ohjeclive signs of osteo-artliritis; it increases in fre-
quency until no, U.'), or 120 are reached; any variations lie

within (juite a narrow range. There is no haemic murmur, and
uo sign of the heart being in any way affected. In one instance,
unique in my e.xperience, a young lady was entrusted to my care
(la.1t July) whose pulse was uniformly above 140, and as incom-
pre.^sibli^ as it was rapid. The body is absolutely non-pyre.vial,
.•uul the iry purple coldness of the liands is often a strikiiig fact.
This is nut the place to speculate on the cause of this remarkable
symptom, nor have I time for doing so. Easy it is to discourse
eruditely on the withdrawal of the inhibitory influence of the
pneumoga.>^tric nerve; but I do not see how this lands us nearer
any satisfactory theory of what osteo-artliritis is, or how its com-
plex neural relations are thereby unfolded. And it is strange
that the cardiac tumult often does not subside even in those
many cases in which the osteo-arthritic phenomena become, so to
speak, " tamed down."

2. The next point of mark is the disturbance in the chromato-
geueous function of the skin. This symptom has been of unfailing
interest to me for the last three or fo"ur years, nor do I understand
why it seems to have escaped the attention of so many keen ob-
servers. Concentrated in the form of patches more or"less large,
the pigmentation assumes many hues, and affects many parts of
the lioily. Across the forehead it often runs as a light-bronze
smear, always more pronounced over the temporal fossae ; thence
it extentls under the lower eyelids, deepening the pigmentation of
an already pigmented area, and generally shading off into the
natural colour on the cheeks and the sides of the face. Sometimes
the predominating tint on the face is lemon or orange, and some-
times there are fawn-coloured patches on the cheeks. The yellow
tinge is nearly always discernible on the backs of the hands, as
yellow circles around the finger-joints, and especially around the
matrix of the finger-nail. In people of dark complexion the dis-
colourment of the face and neck may be so swarthy as to call up
recollections of suprarenal melasma ; and the white luminosity of
the eyes stands out in brilliant contrast. But I desire to lay
special stress on the occasional deep pigmentation of far advanced
osteo-arthritis, representing what has been termed multiple
xanthoma. In this extreme form large, dirty-brown blotches ap-
pear Ijetween the knee and the ankle, connected by longitudinal
streaks, which are intensified in colour by paroxysmal pain. Tro-
phic changes in the texture of the skin occur on the soles of the
feet and the palms of the hands, which become rough and horny,
and bright with the hue of marigolds. Finally, the nails of
fingers ami toes separate from their respective phalanges, and are
t,om and twisted from the matrix by an accumulation of dry
chalk-y material. In this condition of things a patient dies sooner
or later from some intercurrent malady, probably an extension of
the already grave neurosis. I have now drawn the outlines of an
actual patient, entrusted to me in 1«84 by Dr. Morton, of Guild-
ford, anil who was my constant care until her death more than
two years afterwards.^
That form of disseminated pigmentation which goes by the

common name of "freckles" is a very frequent accompaniment of
early osteo-arthritis. A multitude of little yellow specks may
now and then be discerned on the foreheads of many light-haired
women and not a few men, appearing at the commencement of
what they call their "rheumatic gout; bigger specks come faster
and faster, until the whole face may be covered with spots of every
size, which extend to the neck and ears, and are often of a
hlackish-yellow colour. Now look at the hands. Not only on the
backs of tlie hands do the freckles cluster near the knuckles, but
they extend far up the arms, along divers nerve-lines ; and even
t« the elbows, if these joints chance to be involved. I'atients are
much puzzled by these freckles appearing on jiarts not ex-
posed (as th.;y say) to sun or artificial heat ; and why do they
come ? is a question which I am often asked, but find it difficult
to answer.

.'I. The next noteworthy .symptom is the va.somotor disturbance,
whifh causes local jH-rspiration. Taking the liaml of a lios])ital
patient,amiddle-nge(l woman, extremely rheumatoidal, I found it so
wet that I said," You have just put your hand into water." " No. sir

;

'A '"" "O-'Ount of .this case was publishej i» thu Jolr.val of March 7th.

my hands are nearly always like that." There are many degrees
of this morbid sudorrhoea. It may be a mere dampness, scarcely
more than that which exists in many chlorotic people whose cir-

culation is feeble, and who always have chillHains during the
winter; or the sweating may be only on the palms of the hand-
the natural furrows being so many rivulets which drain the i)ar!

around. The sweating process is generally intermittent, and thei.

is most moisture when and where there is most pain. A lady sent,

to me in the autumn of 1886 suffered thus : every morning, at

about 2 o'clock, a severe neuralgic attack came on in both lower
limbs, and, at the same time, there was such excessive perspira-
tion that the whole bed felt wet. and a thick layer of flannel was
put under the thighs and legs to absorb the fluid which streamcl
from them. Other upsetting of vasomotor proprieties is shown
in erysipelatoid swelling of the hands ; in transitory feelings of
great heat, as if the hands were " parboiled," said one patient, or
being "stung all over with nettles," said another; and a very
common sensation in both hands and feet is that of being
" scalded," as if the textures all through were submitted to a
fiery ordeal.

4. There yet remains the large and subjective phenomenon of

pain, which follows the course of certain nerves in such a manner
as to deserve the title of essential neuralgia. In the early synovia!
stage of osteo-arthritis there is pain more or less localised in th<'

affected joints ; but the warnings and foreshadowings of which 1

now speak are altogether different, and are due to a perverted in-

nervation of a large nerve-plexus, or of a large area of nerve-
supply. The earliest prophetic ncite of the coming storm is pain
in the muscles of the ball of the thumb, with sharp pangs on the
inner side of the wrist, which I venture to call the " ulnar area'
of this specific neuralgia. Later on the pain is massive and
diffused, and not always to be identified with the chief nerves of a
limb. Thus a middle-aged lady had a painful condition of the whole
right arm, acute and paroxysmal. Pressure along the course of

the ulnar nerve and over the brachial plexus was badly borne.

Now what was the meaning of all this neural disturbance ? It

was a beacon warning of coming evil. Already there were the
pathognomonic signs of enlargement of the first and second meta-
carpo-l^halangeal articulations, and a trivial discolorment of the
skin; and it was clear that if our whole therapeutic thought had
been addressed to the neuralgia as such, we should have missed
the very point of the case. What we imagine to be sciatica pure
and simple is now and then a note of osteo-arthritic disease
having begun in the tarsal articulations, or perhaps in the knee.
But the specific neuralgia of the lower limb which I am now de-
scribing is, so to speak, pain in bulk ; the sufferer clasps the thigh
with a fervid grip, and says that the pain is all round, engaging
the anterior crural and obturator nerves, no less than the sciatic.

An exhaustive surgical examination of the hip-joiut may discover
that an osteo-arthntic lesion has already begun in it, justifying

the old name of " hip-ache," often applied when it was doubtfiu
whether the joint or the nerve v\ere the more affected. We pro-

fess to have more perfect instruments of diagnosis than our fore-

fathers ; but it is certain that while we are meditating how to

treat a supposed exclusive pain-storm, another and deeper patho-
logical mischief may be creeping on unperoeived.'
There are many collateral facts which show how far-reaching

are the disturbances which may be roused by that profound
nerve-quake (if I may so term it) which is at the'root of the true

neural arthritis. I have seen two cases (both middle-aged
women) in whom the phenomena of the so-called gastric crises,

precisely as in locomotor ataxy, were the earliest signs of rheuma-
toidal disease.

In another case the battle began with symptoms of asthma; and
a long dreary prelude of migraine-headache is very common in-

deed.

Dr. Johnson, of Tunbridge Wells, sent me, three months ago, a
patient who exemplified in a striking form the waves of cerebral

sympathy which may be stirred by a progressive osteo-arthritis.

A lady, aged 75, has the usual nodular joints in the fingers and
knuckles ; she has an orange tint on her forehead and face, with
red cheeks ; the fifth nerve expresses its partnership in sorrow by
intense supra-maxillary pain; the equilibrium of the glosso-

pliaryngeal nerve is upset, and queer tastes arc frequently per-

ceived : there is intense deafness, and now and then visual ver-

3 I am indeblp^l lo my fripiid ^Ir. C. T. Griffiths, reaitient mpdiral officer »t

oi:r .Minnnil Water HoBpital. for iiitirli iipip in tlip collection of data for the pur-
{loses of tills paper. 1 owe a great tieiii also to medical men in London and
virions iiarta of the country for sending me cases of interest for private treatr

nient.
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tico. And just now another patient, a lady of middle age, having

an intensely pigmented face, suffers from inco-ordination of the

pharj-ngeal muscles to such nn extent as to suggest to her medi-

cal attendant the possibility of glosso-labial paralysis, so great

was the difficulty of swallowing.
_ .

There are links which bind together osteo-arthritis, tabetic

arthropathy, and the arthropathy of hemiplegic limbs. I venture

to put forward the theory that the term "osteo-arthritis" will be

found to include several kinds of joint lesion. There is what is

commonly called the acute type, and there is the chronic t>'pe,and

in both the anatomical changes are the beginning and end of the

whole thing. But I contend that there is a large and hitherto

nndescribed group in which the pathology of joints is merely one

sign of a profound nerve disorder. We call it conventionally an

arthritis; but really the arthritis is only one neural symptom

among many others, and possibly not the most important. Syn-

thetically we do not build osteo-arthritia out of pulse, pigment,

perspiration, or pain ; the special morbid anatomy must be there ;

\iut one or more of these symptoms may eclipse the arthritis so

far as to make it insignificant in any given case. A new name

seems to be wanted for a complex state in which the neural and

trophic phenomena of the body are so curiously upset and con-

fused; but 1 do not venture beyo-id my allotted province of

merely recording what I have seen and heard.

To sum up. A patient (male or female) walks into our con-

sulting room with a slightly forward attitude, spare habit of body,

and very likely a halting walk from something wrong in the lower

limbs. We note the ovoid face, the melasmic tinge around the

eyes, or the shining yellow pigment on the forehead ; we feel the

cold wet hands, and glance at the nodular fingers; and our dia-

gnosis is made—made, I affirm, beyond the possibility of doubt or

fidlure; and if there be besides the hard quick pulse, one more

element is added to the diagnosis already assured. Our ancient

friend, the practical man, is now certain to be pleased ;
he can

begin his treatment without hesitation and without fear ;
he

knows, or ought to know, that time lost in applying his remedies

is time which cannot be recalled.

I have refrained from touching many minor points, and from

travelling along some interesting by-paths, because I desire the

main outlines of my theme to be vi\'id and unblurred. Fallacies of

observation and induction beset all human inquiries ; and with

every caution and reserve I oSer for the judgment of this veteran

8oeiety some material for the elucidation of an obscure and almost

malign disease.

ON SOME POINTS CONNECTED WITH
CONCOMITANT CONVERGENT SQUINT,'

By W. ADAMS FROST, F.R.C.S.,

A39istant-Sur>;eon to the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital:

Assistaut Ophthalmic Surgeon to St. George's Uospilal.

In man, and probably also in other animals whose eyes command
a common visual field, the two eyes are intimately associated in

I he act of vision; not merely in the sense of doubling the intensity

if a visual impression, but, the two retina} transmitting to the sen-

orium impressions which differ from each other much as the two
ides of a stereoscopic slide, the mind is enabled to fuse these into

i single mental picture, from which impressions of solidity, depth,

:md distance are obtained with much greater certainty than could

be obtained from a single retinal image. Perhaps the simplest

way of demonstrating the advantage of stereoscopic, or, as I

.'hall hereafter call it, "binociilar" vision, is by means of Hering's

teat, A horizontal string is held at the level of the eyes at a

distance of about two feet, and small bodies such as beans are

dropped from a height of a few inches either on the proximal or

distal side of the string, and close to it. With both eyes open

there is not the slightest difficulty in seeing on which side of the

«tring the object fulls, but with one eye alone it wUl be found

iimuossible, even witli the closest attention, to be certain.

Binocular vision cannot, however, be obtained of all points in

the visual field simultaneously, but only of such as fall upon cer-

'ain parts of the two retina;, which are for that reason said to be

corresponding areas." The yellow spots correspond, and if the

vetiniB be divi<led into quarters bylines meeting at this point,

llie.right upper, left upper, right lower and left hiwer sections in

^ An abstract of two lecturM delivered February Uth and aut at the Royal
Westniiustcr Ophthalmic Hospital.

one eye would correspond with those of the same name in the

other. The result of this is that when the visual axes are

directed to any point (so that its image falls on the fovea in each

eye), images of other objects in the same vertical transverse plane

as the object fall on corresponding areas, whUe those which are

at a greater or less distance have their images on non-corresponding

areas. In the latter case double vision, or " diplopia " results if

the mind takes cognisance of both images. The impressions, how-
ever, produced by retinal images at a distance from the fovea do

not force themselves on the consciousness ; and although, by a

little practice, most people can convince themselves that this

diplopia really exists, we are as a rule as unconscious of it as of

the existence of the blind spot. If, on the contrarj-, the object to

which the attention is directed has its image on the fovea in one

eye and on some other part of the retina in the other, then dip-

lopia is produced.
The whole function of the ocular muscles is to direct the visual

axes to the object on which our attention is fixed. Partly, no

doubt, from the anatomical fact that the centres which govern

accommodation and convergence are in close connection, and

partly from the physiological fact that the accommodation and

convergence have from the first dawn of vision been associated lq

action in order to obtain binocular vision, both in the individual

and through an innumerable succession of generations, it comes

to pass that on accommodating for a given distance, the visual

axes are converged to meet at that distance, instinctively and

without conscious effort. But the power of adaptation to environ-

ment is a characteristic of organised beings, and if from any

cause the conditions are so altered that binocular vision can only

be maintained by an alteration in the normal relation between

convergence and accommodation, that alteration may be made
unconsciously if it does not exceed certain limits. This may be

illustrated by placing prisms or lenses before the eyes.

Within certain limits, then, the desire for binocular vision will

lead to binocular fixation. It remains for us to consider under

what conditions continuous binocular fixation either demands a

conscious effort or becomes impossible.

Now, in the first place, having regard to the variations in the

conformation of the face, in the shape and size of the orbits, and

the degree of prominence of the eyeballs, it is not to be expected

that the range of the ocular movements should be the same

in all cases. The admirable investigations of Motais have

shown that the limitation of movement of the eyes depends

on the parts of Tenon's capsule which form the check ligaments,

and that these are called into play not merely when the limit of

movement is reached, but that they exert a continuous and

increasing control during the whole range of movement. It would

seem probable, therefore, that the variations in the power of mov-

ing the globes depend less upon actual differences in the power of

the muscles than upon the anatomical connection of the ligamentous

processes, although, of course, when there is feeble muscular tone,

an impediment would be noticed which might otherwise be un-

important.
For much of our knowledge of the variations that exist in the

relative amount of convergence and divergence we are indebted

to Landolt. Adopting the metrical notation, and taking parallel-

ism as zero, we may say that the normal condition is a power of

divergence (negative convergence) which would cause the visual

axes to meet at a point one metre behind the base-line connecting

the centres of rotation (that is, one metrical angle — 1 M a"!; and

of convergence (positive) to a point distant one-ninth of a metre

(-{ 9 M a), the range of convergence being thus ten metrical

angles. Now it is evident that this may varj- in many ways. The

ranee may remain unaltered, but it may be displaced towards the

positive o"r negative side, or it may be shortened at the expense

of either positive or negative end, or of both. A consideration of

these varieties would be beyond our present purpose, and 1 must

refer those of you who are interested in it to Professor Landolt"s

paper, of which an excellent translalation by our late clinical

assistant, Ur. T-aw, appeared in the Opkthalmological Revieic, July

and .\ugust, 1S8G.

It is evident that any great departure from the normal condi-

tion will render binocular fixation difficult or impossible, accord-

ing to its ilegree. In the former, the use of the eyes upon near

objects for long periods will cause the symptoms classed under

the term "asthenopia" with which you are familiar in lij-per-

metrvipia, a symptom which has been well dofiucd as " a strike for

less work or better tools." In the higher degrees of abnormality

binocular fixation may be impossible, aad then we get a squint
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l)«Talop«<i. When binocular fixation is only performed under

protest, as it wens, and in order to avoid diplopia,, a squint

may be said to Iw lotent, and it will become manifest if anything

happens^ to'^vri'veiit binotnilar vision, or to impair its (value.

A Intent squint may tUerefore artificially be rendired manifest

by covering ono eye, or by causint; vertical displacement of

one retinal image with a i3rism, fur, since the eyes can only

be moved together iii the vertical meridian, fusion of the two
images then becomes impossible. The best test object for this

latter examination is the well-known one of Graefe, a ver-

tical line with a dot in the contro. When binocular fixation

occurs for the distanceof the object the lines are fused ; in other

conditions two complete lines kre seen, too great convergence

being shown by divergence ' of the images, too little by their

crossing. . : ! •
: .

. .

A latent squint may also be rendered manifeA hy impairment

of the vision of onfe eye;' ''ii: •" '' '
'' "

' ;So far we have considered the interference with the normal

relation between convergence and accommodation from the side

of the former function, but it may of course depend -on defects in

the latter. Myopia !ict!5 thus by requiring less accommodation,

and hypermetrbpia by requiring "moro; the tendency in both cases

is to equalise the lise of the two functions, and therefore of

myopia to cause either spasm of the accommodation or defective

convergence, and of hypennetropia to cause'eitlierdefeotiTe ac-

commodation or excessive convergence. ' ' I' /:' '

Lack of time prevents me from saying much as to the treatment

of these conditions of disturbed relation between convergence and

accommodation -without actual squint. If the amount of positive

convergence is defective, the symptoms can be relieved by the

following methods: 1, the uSe of prisms with their bases in-

wanU: '2, tenotomy of one oi* both external recti; 3, advance-

ment of one or both internal recti v 4, a combination of several of

thefie. Prisms alleviate the symptoms T\-ithout removing the

condition to which they are due;' the weight of the 'stroiger

prismsi and the chromatic aberration that they cause limit their

\isefulne5s. Tile chuice between 2 ami 3 will depend upon the

relative amount of negative and positive convergence ; 2. dimin-

ishes the former, while 3 increases the latter. '

''• '' ''

We will now pass from latent to actual squint, still conftniiig

our attention to cases in which there is noparolysis, and whicli

are called " concomitant '' because the eyes, although always too

convergent or divergent, accompany each other in all theirmove-

ments in the normal manner.
Concomitant convergent squint is most commonly caused by

hypennetropia. The^niode of tausation is probably well known
to all of you. The hypermetrope has la use an excessive amount
of accommodation in order to see : he has, therefore, three courses

open to him ^ 1 1. He may dis.sociate his convergence and aceum-

mo<lation, and' aise the neces.sary accommodation with only the

normal amount of eonvwgenee ; he would, « pn'on, seem more

likt'ly to do this if his h\-permetropia were of low degree. 2. He
mny not use the nece.4ary accommodntion, an<l be content to

havo rtefectivt) n'ear vision f it \vfts formerly assumed that this

actually occnrred in the higlier degrees" of hyiiermetropia,

although this is theoretically possible, but I think that it is much
more probable that a hypennetrope who may lie unable to neutral-

ise his defect alwavs endeavours to do so. X He may facilitate

the use of accommodation by employing his convergence at the

sami! time.' We are now concerned oiily with this last.

To Dondws we owe the discoverj' of the connection between

hypermeCrof)ia and strabismus, and his theorj' has been uni-

Tcrsally accepted till recently. Latterly, however, two objections

which havtt been urged agairi.st it seein to havo.shaken the faith

tif some. One is tiiat, according to it all hypermetropes should

gqnint ; the second is the altegod immunity of the higher degree

of hypermetropia from squint. Ttiii first 1 believe to be unreason-

able" and the second untrue.

Whv do not all hj-permetropes squint ? Is there any op-

posing influence ? Surely l;he d>«ire for binocAilar vision in this

case, as in those we have already consi<lered, will tend to

-prevent the detelopment of a squint. If binocular vision

exists, the imrandiatfl effect of loss of binocular fixation will be

difilopia, and the choice has to be made betwiMu the inconvenience

of diplopia aiMl that of dissociating accommodation and converg-

ence. It is true that most children who squint have no diplopia,

<«it then we seldom see them until the habit of squinting is well

Mtablished; and children learn very early to disregard or " sup-

press " one of the retinal images, I do not Chink it surprising

that children do not oftener mention the diplopia ; they are gene-

rally very young when they commence to squint, and are not

accustomed to mention subjective sensations unless they are

painful ; but I have met with many instances in which it has

been complained of, and in some of these I have had an oppor-

tunity Inter of finding that it had entirely disappeared. Given

the tendency to squint, it is e\'ident that anything that lowers tho

value of binocular vision will remove an obstacle to that tendency.

Squint will, therefore, be the more likely to occur if the vision

of one eye is defective ; the same effect will be produced if one

eye has a higher degree of hypermetropia than the other, for since

the accommodation can only be used equally in the two eyes, the

more ametropic must have blurred images when the hypermetropia

of its f«Uow is neutralised. Xow, as a matter of fact, we do

tind in the majority of cases of squint that the squinting eye has

either a higher degree of ametropia, an inferior visual acuity, or

both. It used to be supposed that the impairment of the vision

was the result of the squint, and was due to tho constant sup-

pression of, impressions received from it. I cannot now examine

the evidence' bearing on this; my own belief is that there is, in

such cases, an original inferiority of one eye, but that this i/t

largety increased by the habit of voluntarj- suppression. Eyas

which present this amblyopia in a high degree often possess a

very fair ainount of indirect vision, but the vision of the centr^

portion of th0 retina does not show that marked superiority over

the peripheral, which is the normal condition, and is often, obr

viou^ly inferior to it. There is a class of cases in which the

two eyes are equal, and in which it seems to be a matter of utter

indifference to the patient which eye he squints with. In these

cases of " alternating " squint also diplopia is absent when the

squint is fully developed. It is not unlikely that in such cases

there is an original preponderance of the internal recti.

It remains for us to consider the alleged immunity, comparative

or absolute, of the higher grades of hj-permetropia from squint.

The explanation usually given that those affected with extreme

hypermetropia, being unable to neutralise it, give up the attempt,

always seemed to be a /)nbn' improbable, and has no foundation

in fact. It is strange that thi.< statement has been generally, pi-

cepted without question of its accuracy. When some learned

philosophers disputed as to the reason why a dead cod-fish weighed

more than a live one, it occurred to someone to test the tact,

with the well-kno^^Ti result. Low hj-permetropia is exceedingly

common, while high degrees (over 6D) ore comparatively raie;

therefore among cases of squint we cannot expect to find a pMr
ponderance of high over low h\iiermetropia, but I believe that it

will be foiyid that the proportion of the former is much greater

than ainong the non-squinters. Last year I went over my tiMes,

in ordei; to.ascertain whether this was so or not. I found a re-

cord ot 123 cases in which the refraction had been tested The

following table shows the relative proportion of the different

degrt*esof hj-permetropia (when the eSfe? differed the refraction

of Uie working eye is given).

Under ID , .,. ....

Iiiiiimfno') n jy .71) ' RUltami; 'I'mUo K
'

' 2'„-3D ':. ..;.

3„4I»
4 „ .5D
.5 „6D
OvefeO

. ,

I Rubpose no one will contend that 11.9 j)er cent, is the proportiMl

in wHibh H. of over OD occurs in comparison with other degre«,

Ijut this is'hot all; squint is a prominent symptom, and a 14^
proportion of the cases are brought for advice, H. without sqiunt

in the cbihl often produces few symptoms, and therefore opTjJ
minority of thv cases are brought. These facts are quite consistCTt

witli th'e' view that the liability to squint is proportionate to me
amofttnt of hnwrmetropia. ,.,.•.. „„i

If defective -vi-^ion of one e>-e, or preponderance of the internaJ

recti is present in most cases, you may ask why should not they

altWie be'held responsible for the squint ? For the simple reason

that th.i Verv large majority of cases of squint in the early stage

can he cured by correcting the bj'permetropia with cpnvex glBs9M.

M first, and sometimes for months, the squint will return tne

moment the glasses are removed, but eventually a permanent

cur<' will nsult in most instances. The best test of the curability

of II squint with glasses is thi. effect of afroiiine : if there is no

squint when the accommodation is rendered impossible. Inhere wiu

u.-iunUy hVlione wlien it is rendered unnecessarj-. It is not

always so, for habits that have been acquired may persist alter

8.13 per cent.
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the original cause has been removed. I know that some authorities

are sceptical as to the cure of squint with glasseji, but positive

evidence must be allowed to outweigh negative, and those of you

who have followed the practice of this hospital can have no doubt on

the subject. I would go still further, and say that in many cases

the glasses may subsequently be laid aside, if binocular vision

exists, without the squint relapsing.
- Of the operative treatment of squint I will not here speak, but

I wish to direct your attention to a method of producing or re-

storing binocular vison when binocular fi.xation has been obtained.

This in this country has been much neglected; we are too apt to

think that, when we have cured the squint, we have done our

work, while in reality we have but scamped it. It is true that a

deformity has been remedied, but the correction of the squint in

the majority of cases does nothing towards restoring binocular

vision. Of this you can easily convince yourself by means of

Snellen's coloured letters.- You will find that the patient can, if

each eye has good vision, see after a little practice either set of

letters at will, but seldom both at once. He is not, therefore, really

cured, for he does not see as in the normal condition. We owe
much to Landolt in the matter of the treatment of affections of

the muscles, but in my opinion his greatest achievement is that

he has taught us how binocular vision may be restored in a

large number of cases of squint. For this purpose a modification

of the stereoscope is most useful. In the ordinary- instrument the

picture before each eye is, by means of a prism with the base

outwards, projected to the same point on the middle line and a

little fiu-ther from the observer than the actual picture, so that a

dight amount of convergence is used. For oiu- purpose it is

necessary that we should be able to regulate the amount of con-

vergence required in order that such pictures may lie on the

fovero centrales. Accordingly the prisms must be capable of

rotation, by which means their effect on convergence can be

gradually altered. There must also be an arrangement by which
either the distance of the object or the strength of the lenses can

be altered, in order that the amount of accommodation can be

regulated. The objects before the two eyes should be dissimilar,

but capable of being fused into a single pietuje. A bird on one

:-i(le and a cage on the other make a very serriceable slide.

If the vision of one eye is defective, it must be improved as

much as possible by practice, and a more conspicuous object

chosen for that eye! In most cases it is at first necessarj' to

attract the child's" attention to the picture before the eye that

I

squinted by covering the other. Even when both images are

! seen simultaneously, it is seldom that they are fused, usually at

I first there is homonymous displacement, which must be overcome
by rotating the prisms, aud, if necessan,', by adding others.

When once the patient has succeeded in fusing the images, and
understands what is required of him, he should be encouraged to

practise with other slides, and to amuse himself daily with it.

I

i>om time to time Hering's test should be used to see whether
any progress has been made towards habitual binocular vision.

This mode of treatment has been little practised hitherto owing
to the difljculty of procuring a stereoscope which would be within

j
the means of hospital patients. Messrs. Pickard and Curry have,

however, now manufactured au instrument after Dr. Landolt's

I model which will, 1 believe, obviate this difficulty; and it is not

I
unlikely that by tliis means many more squints will be cured
without tenotomy than has hitherto been possible.

Transparent letters of complementarj- colours, arranged alternately, and
- iewed through similar (glasses— fttie before each eve. Since each glass quenches
the.Uitht which has passed through the letter of its complemcoitary colour, each
ej€ can only see the alternate letters.

THE VALUE OF ELECTEIC ILLUMIXATION OF,

THE URINARY BLADDER (THE NITZE

METHOD) IN THE DL4.GN0SIS OF
OBSCURE VESICAL DIvSEASE.'

. ^,, ;., By E. HUERY FE^'WICK, F.E.C.S.,

Assistant Swrgeou to the London Hospital ; Out-patient Sur«' :; :.> bt. I'.'.nb

Hospital for Urinary Diseases.

The new incandescent-lamp eystoscopfe has been tiefere! ttc pro-

fession for more than a year,= and sufficient knowledge has b«en

acquired of the capabilities of this instrument, and of its. prede-

cessor, the Nitze-Leiter cj'stoCope of 1879, to warrant the .discus-^

sion of certain important questions bearing upon the subject.'or

vesical endoscopy. There can be no dispute as to the immense

,

advantage which would be gained by a visual examination of the,

iriterior of the bladder in certain cases of obscure reno-vesical dis-'

ease—cases in which neither the sound nor the microscope nor a

careful estimation of the symptoms afford any clue to the nature

and site of the disorder. 'Nor can there be, as far as the .mere;.

examination of the bladder is concerned, any difference of opimoft,

as to the superiority of a successful cystoscopy over,a digital e.x-i

ploration by the boutonnS-re operation. The questions which

merit our consideration relate to the means at our command of
obtaining a successful inspection of the interior of the bladder,

without a cutting' operation. They may be thus formulated : Is,

the electric cysfoscope of practical value ? What rank wiH^^tl}^,

instrument acquire as a diagnostic ajzent ?
, . ;

The former question can be readily answered by a reference to

the work already done. Obscure vesical symptoms, in which an,

efficient cystoscope would prove of practical utility, may be.

elicited by foreign bodies (other than stones), latent aud sacca-|

lated calculi, various forms of ulceration and vesical growtti"

which cannot be diagnosed bimanually ot otherwise. It is in the

inferior zone of the bladder that these conditions are mostly to he

met with. Given: an incandescent-lamp cystoscope in good work-
ing order and well lodged in the bladder, a clear medium, a prac-

tised eye and hand, and it can be affirmed beyond dispute that

the entire inferior zone can be thoroughly searched without a

cutting operation by means of electric light. The following

briefly described cases from the literature and my own notebook

will serve as illustrations.

Foreign Bodies.—Ko case could be more conclusive as to the-

practical value of the cystoscope than the following, which came
under the care of Dr. Xitze, the able introducer of this brilliant

innovation. F. S., aged 35, had left-sided ovariotomy performed

by Martin; the pedicle being secured by several stout silk liga-

tures. Two years after the operation the patient was suddenly

seized with acute cystitis. A calculus was discovered and par-

tially crushed, a silk ligature being subsequently passed aloDg-

with calculous debris. The patient then came under Dr. Nitze,

who performed litholapaxy. In attempting to remove the )ith&t i

trite, it was felt to be firmly held by something in the bhulderw

It was withdrawn with an "effort, and a silk ligatnre was found

entangled in the jaws of the instrument. Ail the stone was re-

moved. The electric cystoscope was iutro<luced, and the emls of

a thick glistening white ligature were seen projecting from a,

deeply congested pit in the^mucous membrane of tli§ l^fewaH oi

.Satisfactory information as to the decrease of small-pox at

Sheffield continties to be received. The malady is saiil to be de-

cteasing^iotkiiutlie-iiumber of cases and in the malignancy of the
disease.'. n I

It is suggested by President Cleveland that the United States

Oovemment should prohibit the importation of swine or porcine
products from France and Germany, owing to the information
received that disease exists among swine iu those countries.

Stbps have been taken by the friends of the late Dr. .\dey to

oonnect his name inseparably with the Hasting.s, St. Leonard's,
and Kast Sussex Hospital. K meeting with this object was held
at the hospital on Thursday, March 29th, to consider the question
of raising some pennanent memorial to this physician, whose
name is deservedly held in high esteem by the inhabitants of the
district.

the bladder (Fig. 1). The lithotrite was introduc(<l and the .liga-r

1 Abstract of cjinical lectures^upon Electric Cystoscopy ri«lirer«d in the cmt-'

patient department, of tlie l^ondon Hospital, January 27th. ISf^i 'and at St.

Peter's Hospifjil. February l.^th, 1SS8.
2 Nitze, ihustrirte Mom'tt:ichriJft rfer aerzliichat IVyUc/'TOJi, Martdl. 18S7 t'l-eiter.

Kmtg. Gtsilischaft dcr Aertte :m Wieii, Uarcb, 18Kl; JourarJU.. I^eb^lkly .4th,

1888. * .;- ' "
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toiro cleverly caught and dragged out. This and the other liga-

tures had evidently ulcerated their way througli, producing tlie

cystitia and consoqvient calculoiia formiition,' Nicoladoni ^ was
able to demonstrate a needle sticking in the riglit half of the

anterior wall of the bladder to a large elass of students.

Calculiuf.—Uittel, finding a difficulty in removing a stone by
the lateral incision, introduced the cystoscope. and found that the
calculus was projecting from the mouth of a diverticulum.
Altliough the cystoscope will never supersede the sound, yet

stones are very easily found by means of the light, and that with-
out much manipulation. They form beautiful objects. I tried

tlie instrument in two cases lately before using the sound, and in

both the stone was immediately recognised.
(;«.sel.—H. H., sent by Mr. Molson, of Haistow. The patient had

had frequency and straining for four years; no hematuria; no
characteristic pain ; residual urine eight ounces. The cystoscope re-

vealed a large irregular brownish coloured calculus, with a tloccu-

lent surface lying on the right side of the base of the bladder.

Subsequently verified by the lithotrite.

Ca.se 2.^Si. C, aged Gfi, sent by Mr. Hichens with the diagnosis

of calculus. Thepatient had suffereil charaoteristiepain and profuse
h;cmaturia ; a large intravesical collarette of prostatic growth was
present. Cystoscope showed the calculus as a brilliant white
object, lying in a clot of blood behind the prostatic outgrowths.
It was removed suprapubically.

Vesical Growt/i-n.—Case 1.—N. C, male, aged 70, under the care

of Mr. Eve. Patient had been a hea\-y drinker. Sixteen months
before death a profuse hematuria appeared, which never subse-
quently left him. though it was kept under control by haemostatics.

He suffered no pain, nor was he troubled with frequency until the
disease was considerably advanced. No growth or stone could be
discovered. Microscopical examination of the urine revealed
nothing. I was asked to examine him with the cystoscope. The
instrument was introduced and turned on to its side, and a sub-
sessile lobulated tumour was immediately discovered on the right

side of the trigone. The lobes were large and deeply injected.
Fig. 2 represents the sketch taken. It was decided to leave it

mg. a.

alone. Perineal cystotomy was performed a month after for

drainage, and the growth was then verified by digital exploration.

On port-morUm examination secondary deposits were found in the

liver.

Case 2.—M. B., female, aged !)5, under the care of Mr. Ileycock.

Patient had suffered from intermittent ha;maturia for three years.

Usually pain on passing clots. On introducing the cystoscope I

detected a walnut-sized tumour on the left side of the base. It

•was a remarkable object (Fig. 3). Its surface was slightly nodular.

Fig. .3. 'The mucoirt film lixs heon omitted.)

but the cracks and crannies were filled with a glistening white

layer of phosphatic deposit. Floating away from, but partially

J CnmiL^rr ri-9<ill9 of Uaksimow Bii.l Znameoaky in the use uf ligatures in

re»«-tioii of llio lilidder. Li\ngea)iecV.'3 Arrhiv, SI. .....
* Nifol»<lonl."Stcckni«lel^nder raiiuulicheaHarnblfuc." Wimer Mixl.fliK/ien-

ichrtfi. 16ki6. Nos. 7, 8.

attached tothe summit was a cloak of clear mucus, which wavered
and trembled at everj' current set up by the movements of the

instrument. The urethra was dilated, and the position and size of

the growth verified by digital examination ; an hraaeur loop was
slipped over it, and its thick stout pedicle slowly cut through. It

proved to be a tibro-papilloma. The patient made an excellent

recoverj-.

Seventeen other vesical tumours are to be found in the litera-

ture, from which I have selecteii two (figs. 4 and 6) from l>r. Nitze's

Fig. -l. Fig. h.

work.' Fig. 4 represents a pedunculated villous tumour which

Dr. Nitze found hanging over the urethral orifice of the bladder

of a man aged 60, a patient of Professor Kiister's; it was removed
suprapubically. Fig. 5 represents a carcinomatous infiltration

very similar "to Case 2. It was found on the right side of the

urethral orifice by Dr. Nitze in a patient of Dr. Israel's.

What rank will the electric cystoscope assume as a diagnostic

agent ? It is as yet difficult to estimate its future position, for the

instrument has become very popular, and improvements are

already on foot. It will never bear comparison in general utility

with its kindred, the ophthalmoscope, laryngoscope, or otoscope;

for even the slight difficulty attendant on its management and the

necessity for a battery will debar it from the wide popularity of

those easily-managed instruments for the eye, throat, and ear. It

will doubtless become an important atom in the molecule of

vesical diagnosis, and in some very rare instances that molecule

itself. Without, therefore, weakening the analytical judgment of

the symptoms of the case, it will probably be turned to when
other forms of investigation have failed. Of its future importance

in the differential diagnosis of the site of symptomless hematuria

and pjTiria, I have but little doubt. The ureters can generally be

discovered and examined as to the nature of their efflux. I have seen

in one case of renal hsematuria a jet of bloody urine issue from

the right ureteral orifice into the artificially cleared medium in

the bladder, just as a miniature cuttlefish would squirt out its

coloured fluid into the water around. The source of the htemoS

rhage was thus at once indicated. In the estimation of the ad-

s-isability of suprapubic removal of prostatic intravesical out-

growth (MacG ill's operation) it may prove of use. I have latterly

made a point of examining the prostate by its means. IncreBSed'

visual knowledge of the living bladder may cause the cystoscope

to assume an important prognostic position (as may be judged

from Figs. 2 and 5), indicating those growths which are removable,

and those which it is the" wisest policy to leave undisturbed.

Lastly, it will be the arbitrator between the houtonniere and the

suprapubic operation for vesical growths; for those which are

single, lightly pedided, and situated close to the urethral onflM

may well be treated by the perineal incision, whilst those which

are shown to be multiple, subsessile, or springing from dimples

in the mucous membrane certainly require the wider access

afforded by a sectio alta.

5 Dr. Nitze. " BeitrSge zur Endoskopie der.mannlichen Harnblaae," I<»ng«n-

Ijeck's A rchiv, 36.

Tiu'. Dose of Dioitai.in' a.vp AroviTiN.—The French Phai"

raaceutical Society have decided not to dispense granules contain-

ing more than one-tenth of a milligramme of diaitalin or aconi-

tin. Uitherto it has been usual to prepare them with a quartir

of a milligramme of one or other of these alkaloids, but owing

to the greater activity of the modem crj-tallised alkaloids, several

serious accidents have happened from doses of a quarter of a

milligramme, fatal effects in one case having followed the mgee-

tion of this quantity of aconitin.
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ON THE ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE OF CER-

TAIN LOOSE BODIES IN THE
KNEE-JOINT.

By HOWARD MARSH, F.R.C.S.,

Assistant Surgeon to St. Bartholomews Hospital ; Surgeon to tlie Hospital

for Sick Children, Ureat Ormoiid Street,

In a letter from Frnfessor Humphry in the Journal of March

17th (at pa£;e 61.3), on " Loose Bodies in the Knee-Joint," the follow-

ing sentences occur :
" I am correctly stated to have expressed

my scepticism in regard to the possibility of the formation of

these loo.se bodies by the detachment of portions of the articular

cartilages." " It must be a very extraordinary and violent acci-

dent that would break off into the joint a piece of the articular

cartilage, with or without bone, of the femur or the tibia. One

can scarcely imagine the occurrence of such an accident, or con-

ceive how It could take place." " We have a ready and sufficient

explanation of the formation of loose bodiesin the growth of

tufts or processes of synovial membrane, which naturally con-

taining cartilage cells," may become the seat of cartilage-growth

and ossification, and by rupture of the pedicle become loose in the

i,,int We need not therefore search for other and highly impro-

bable modes of origin." " 1 can scarcely suppose that anyone really

believes that a portion of bone detached by the process of necro-

sis can be converted into one of these bodies, though such a sug-

L'l -tion is actually made in a recent and important work on

.Mirgery."

But" for the adjective "important," I should conclude that

the work alluded to is one for which I am responsible (Bu-

eases of the Joints, Cassell and Co. 1886), for 1 have stated,

at page 181, (1) that " pieces of cartilage, with or without por-

tions o£ the underlying bone may, after injury, as pointed out by

Teale, Sir James Paget, and others, exfoliate and drop loose into

the joint, without the symptoms of inflammation usually observ-ed

in cases that end in necrosis ; or (2) a piece of cartilage, or of carti-

lage and some of the adjacent bone may be chipped off and fall

j

into the joint." Thus—though perhaps" Professor Humphry refers

to some other work—1 have certainly written in a manual in-
' tended for students, as well as surgeons in practice, that which

Professor Humphry " can scarcely suppose that anyone really

believes." I shall therefore be gla"d, if space can be afforded me,

I

to say what grounds there are for stating that which Professor

Humphry regards as so e.xtremely improbable.

1. As to the formation of a loose body by the breaking off into

the knee-joint of a piece of the articular cartilage, with or with-

out bone, of the femur or tibia.

In the museum of St. Thomas's Hospital, Specimen D. 110' is

thus described in the Catalogue (vol. 1, page 140) :
'' Loose body

from the knee-joint, removed by Mr. Simon, in 1864. It is a

fragment of articular cartilage and bone, apparently chipped off

from one of the condyles of the femur." The specimen was shown
by Mr. Simon, at the'Pathological Society on May 17th, 1864, and

is described by him in the following terms {Patholoyical Society s

Transactions, vol. xv, page 206).

"Broken-off bit of Omdt/le loose in the Knee-joint—

X

young man who, in "falling, "had wrenched his knee, came into

St. Thomas's Hospital to be treated for some inconsiderable synov-

itis which followed the accident, and. while under treatment, was
found to have a loose body in the joint. As soon as all acute

symptoms had subsided (about three weeks after the injury), Mr.

Smion operated for the removal of this loose body, and, having

removed it, found that it was a broken-off bit of the articular end
of the femur, covered on one side with its natural cartilage, and
being about the size ot a bean. The patient recovered without

interruption.

"

I am indebted to Mr. Shattock, whose opinion on such a ques-

tion few, 1 think, will dispute, for the following report

:

" The cartilage in ilr. Simon's specimen has every character of

healthy articular cartilage, iu arrangement of cell-groups and
homogeneity ot the matrix. There can be no doubt whatever that

the loose body is a portion detached from an articular surface."

Fig. 1 represents this body enlarged, for the sake of clearness, to

about live times its real size. The bone and the cartilage can be

plainly seen. Considering the ven,- dctinite history which we
have direct from Mr. Simon himself, and considering Jlr. Shat-

took's report, I think there can be no reasonable doubt that, in

this instance, a piece of the articular cartilage, with some adja-

cent bone, was broken off into the joint.

A noteworthy point in this case, m reference to Professor Hiim-

phrv-'s opini<m,"that it must be a very extraordinary and violent

accident that could breakl off a piece of articular cartilage, with

or without bone (see above), is that, according to so cautious an

observ-er as Mr. Simon, this injury was produced by a mere

wrench of the knee occurring dtiring a fall, and that it was lel-

lowed only by "some inconsiderable synovitis."

Fig. 1.

2. As to the question whether " a portion of bone, detached by

the process of necrosis, can be converted into one of these bodies."

In the museum of St. Bartholomew's Hospital (Cat., vol. i. No.

721) are " two portions of cartilage removed from the knee-joint

of a lad, aged 18. They are almost exactly alike in form and sue,

each resembling such a piece of cartilage as might be obtiuned.

by removing that which covers the posterior surface of one of the

condyles of a femur, and each, as such a piece would be, is

smooth and polished on its convex ami rough on its concave sur-

Fig 2 F'e- 3.

face (Figs. 2 and 3). There was an inter\al of about a year be-

tween the operations by which these bodies were removed J" "^ ^"^

port on this specimen "in the St.Bartholomexc s HospitalJCeporU,

vol. iv, 1868, p. 2o7, I said, " On close examination both these car-

tilages are found to have a thin layer of bone on their concave

surface ; this presents, under the microscope, tlie charactejs of

true bone, and is covered with a scanty layer of irregularly ois-

posed fibrous tissue. The arrangement of the cells in the Cjir-

tilage of both specimens is precisely similar to that ot articular

The next specimen (722) in the same museum I have described

in the Reports (vol. iv, p. 2.56) as follows:-" It consists of a layer

of cartilage and a layer of bone intimately connected with each

other. The cartilageis smooth and glistening on its free surtaee,

like ordinan- articular cartilage (Fig. 4). In profile it is seen

to have the" thickness of the layer that encrusts the condyle

of the femur in a healthy adult. Its margins are irregular, a^ n

defined by fracture, and recede towards the bony layer, inis

latter is ot less superficial extent than the cartilage, whicfi ex-

ceeds it in every direction. At its central, which is also K8

thickest, part, it measures about two lines. Its surface is irregular

and cancellous (Fig. 6). Examined with a microscope the earti-

Fig. .s

lace is found precisely like articular cartilage. In its deeper layer

the cells lie with their long axis at right angles to the subjacent

bone, while, towards the free surface, they are small, numerous,

elongated, and with their long axes parallel with the surface.

The bone presents the characters of true osseous tissue.

Dr Vincent Harris. Demonstrator of Physiology at St. BMtholo-

mow's Hospital, in the course of last week kiu.Uy examined these

specimens (Xos. 721,722). He writes: "I have no hesitation m
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.S»yiiig tluit. tUoY. cpp^st (if spongy bono covured with artioular
oAiLilii^o, nnd have also submitted them to another connietoul

.ftuthority wlio coiillrms my opiuiou." .j i ii,,ir r./, .|i
'.

I Itithoi)'/. IiarUi'ilmieu'« £u>$j>itnl 2J«pori?«i(v(»L vi, 187Q,-p,'l)
Sir James iVnit, after reEwring to a paper (vn"Qiiiot Necroais"
whipli lie haii eoiitnhutoil to tlie L'linienl Societi/'s Tranxnc-
twfm (vuj- iii, p. Itvj), writiis;—"Not loug after this case 1 had
occiiiiion to remove a loose cartihvge from a knee-joint. The
patient was Ifi, active, athletic, and, except at his knee,

.

tlioroughly healthy. At Hnrnnv he hail had many blows and
strains of the knee, but he could not refer to any one of them as a

CAuse of special injury. lie had had for nearly a year all the
usual sif^ns of a loose body in the rifjht knee."

After removal " this body looked exactly like a piece of the ar-
ticular cartilage of one of the condyles of the femur. It was
irregularly oval in outline, about an inch long, half-an-inch wide,
and a line in thickness. On one surface it was convex and
smooth, on the other concave and rough: and on this surface was
a small prominent piece of bone, as if, with the cartilage, a piece
of the artiCTilar surface of tlie femur lind sepftTattil. The borders
of the loose body were sniootlily rounded off. In agreement with
.this general likeness to apiece of articular cftrtihige from a con- '

Jdjle was tlie microscopic structure of this loose body. In sec-
.-tions through its thicknes.s was found a nearly homogeneous basis-
JsuUstance, with cartilage-corpuscles, which," in arrangement and
all their other characters, were exactly like those of articuhir
:««rtilagp Thus no character was wanting to make it certain
that this loose body was a piece of the cartilage, together with a
very small portion of the bone, of one of the condyles of the
femur."

" I believe that the explanation of the formation (of such
bodies) is to be found in the case of quiet necrosis referred
to at the beginning of this paper. These loose bodies are
sequestra, exfoliated after necrosis of injured portions of carti-
lage, exfoliated witliout acute inflammation, just as the piece of
bone was, or as a tooth after a blow may be slowly detached from
its alveolus and cast out "

"The view tliat certain loose bodies in joints are pieces of articu-
lar cartilage, exfoliated after necrosis due to violence, is supported
-by the fact that they are frequently consequent on injury in per-
fectly healthy young persons, and that, when a particular injury
can be assigned, it is always at some weeks previous to the first

-linding of the loose body." '

• >yhen these descriptions were given, neither Sir James Paget
Bormyself knew of Wr. Teale's ^iuper (Medioo-Chirurf/icccl Trans-
'actirmt, vol. xxxix, 1885, p. 31) in which he describes a "case of

detached piece of articular cartilage existing as a loose substance
in the knee.'-joint.'' In this case a brewer, aged .37, had, a year
before, accidentally let a cask fall against his right knee. "Severe
pain followed, and he was vinalile to work for three weeks, after

'Which he followed his employment as usual for nearly twelve
'inonths until a few days ago, when he became suddenly lame, and
•was unable, to bear his weight upon the leg. He then for the first

'time felt a flat substance mo^-ing about in his knee-joint."

'Mr. Teale removed the body, and, unfortunately, the patient, who
'"had l>een a free drinker, died. "The substanc*', on being ex-
''Aniined, was found to be fiattened, circular in form, and irregular

'^T rafjgvd at its border. One of its surfaces had the ajipearance of

'cirtilnge, and was smooth, and slightly convex; the other was
'COticave and rough, from a layer of hone." On opening the joint,

" at the under surface of the inner condyle the articular cartilage

showed a circular d(X>ression, about the eighth of an inch in

depth, having a rough surface of bone at its base. On comparing
this breach in the articular cartilage with the substance which
had been removed, they were found to correspond accurately with
each other, and, on placing the detached substance in the cavity

in the condyle, the continuity of the articular surface was per-

fectly restored. It is, therefore, evident that the loose boily was
a portion of the articular cartilage along with a thin layer of

bony substarlee." Mr. Teale believed that the injured piece of

cartilage was cast off into the joint "by a slow process of exfolia-

tion extending through a period of about twelve months - '(Figa.

6 and 7). •, .;•!
.

Here, then, are nix loo.« bodies from knee-join*s. One, we are

toM by .Mr. iSimon, is "a broknu-off bit of condyle," and iMr. Shat-
tock ha.-i no cloubt that it c^inmsts of a piece detached from an
articular stfrface. .\ second wns found by Mr. Teale to exactly fit

into and 'make good a breach in the inner condyle of a femur. A
I third is minutely described by Sir James Paget, who states:

"Thus no character was wanting to make it curtain, that this

loose body was apiece of cartilage, with a very small portion of

bone of one of the condyles of a femur." The remaining three are in

the St. Bartholomew's Hospital iluseum, and are pronounced by Dr.

Vincent Harris to have the .structure of true bone and articul..'

curtilage. All .but the first are, I believe, sequestra detacb^

by the process wtueh.,Sir:. James Paget has termed "qui-

necrosis." .v.nin !..i.,irei m

II ;i jloji-; ii ,iiji-l .

ihoY^ Jnntioifiid

Fig.;

In this communication I have kept exclusively to the two chief

points raised by Professor Humphry, though there are manj
others connected with the interesting subject referred to in hl8

letter that would well bear discussion. I will only add that 1

entirely agree with his view, which no one, so far as I know,
would question, that the great majority of "loose bodies" in

joints are derived from the sjTiovial membrane in the maimer
which he has described. ''•'

Since the above Iwas written Sir James Paget has directediny

attention to No. 647 in the College museum, which is thus

described (Catalogue, p. 35) :
" A large piece of cartilage and bone,

of the shape and about half the average size of a patafla, removed
from a knee-joint. It may be regarded as a portion of one of the

condyles of the femur, which, probably after injury, was separated

by a process similar to necrosis, but without acute inflammation.

The articular cartilage is thinly extended over the edge of the

bone. Presented by Sir Everard Home." Sir. F. S. Eve, Patho-

logical Curator of the College, who has kindly examined the

specimen microscopically,{states : " I believe that in No. 647 the

loose body was derived from the articular cartilage;"

Some two years ago, while writing a brief article on scrofula and

tuberculosis for a student's Manual of Surgery,- my attention was

drawn to the differences of opiuion existing on the jirecise rela-

tion of scrofulous gland disease and affections described as tuber-

culous. 1 found that some clinical teachers with large experience

in diseases of childhood still maintained that the two affections

wert practically distinct, while among pathologists some taught

that scrofula aiid tuberculosis were synonjiii.s for the same disease;

others that in scrofula the tuberculous Virus was so profoundly

modifieil as to constitute a special variety. The latter view was

strongly sujiported by some experiments of M. S. Arloing,^ which

appeared to prove that inoculation with material from scrofulous

1 Ecad befort^the PntliDlogioal Society of Louiloa. Novcmtwr, 1887.

2 Trcvea's .VfTTlwai o/'.Sur/^fry, vol. i, p.'!J16. ,

9 Compel i<en(^M, tome xclz, 1884, p. 661. '

ON THE BELATION OF SCROFULOU.S GLANJ?
j

DISEASE TO OTHER FOEMS OF TUBERCU-^ I

LOSIS : AN EXPERIMENTAL INQUIRY.'

Bx FREDERIC S. EYE, F.R.C.S.,

Assistant-Surgoon 16 the London Hospital ; Curator of tlie l»atliolOj?loal

Museuqi, Boyal Comg^ol Surgeons.
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glands was innocuous to rabbits, while it produced general tuber-

culosis in Buinea-pjgs.
, . , , . ,

The significance of this assertion, if well cstabbsht-d, is clear,

when it is stated that material from true tuberculous diseases

produces \-isceral tuberculosis in both ammias. The results of

these experiments seemed of so much importance that I was

desirous of testing the matter for myself, more especially as

Arloing, in his first two groups of experiments, had only used

elands taken from one patient. Further, I had observed such

remarkable differences in the naked-eye appearances of strumous

elands that it would have been no matter for surprise to have

found that two or more diseases had been grouped under a smgle

headintr. This could only be tested by making experiments with

a series of cases. Structures microscopically characteristic ot

tubercle and bacilli had been found in some glands ;
but m many

others the histological app.'arances were indistinguishable from

those of simple chronic inflammation, and might even simulat^e

those produced by syphilis in other organs. For example, J.

Arnold, who examined ninety cases, found giant cells very rare.

M. Arloing's experiments were, shortly, as follows: A juice was

prepared from a single scrofulous gland, caseous in the centre,

which was taken from a boy aged 14. This was injected beneath

the skin of ten rabbits and ten guinea-pigs. Visceral tuberculosis

developed in all the guinea-pigs, but the rabbits remain,ed healthy,

except that two showed yellow and caseous granuWtions at the

seat of inoculation.
, j i

A second series of experiments were made with a gland subse-

quently removed from the same boy. The juice was injected into

the peritoneal cavity of six rabbits and six guinea-pigs. As be-

fore, the guinea-pigs all presented tubercular lesions ; the rabbits,

on being killed, were found to be perfectly healthy. In two in-

stances, pus from strumous abscesses gave similar results.

Some glands excised from the neck of a young woman produced

tuberculosis both in rabbits and in guinea-pigs, but the patient

died three weeks after the , operation from miliary tuberculosis.

Arloing appears to consider this case as outside the general cate-

gory of strumous glands.

From these experiments he inferred that either scrofula and

tuberculosis were nearly allied affections, but caused by different

agents, or they were derived from a single virus, of which the

activity was modified in the scrofulous form.

In my experiments I used small fragments of the glands pre-

pared with sterilised instruments, and the possibility of infection

of the animals with true tuberculosis was negatived by the pre-

cautions taken. Uy experiments on rabbits are briefly as

follows:

—

r 1, ii

ExjERiMENT I.—Rabbit inoculated beneath the skin ol both

cars. Cold abscesses formed at the seat of each inoculation, and

remained stationary ; but the animal continued well until the ex-

piration of nine months, when, judging it to have escaped, it was

re-inoculated in the peritoneal cavity.

Experiment ii.—Rabbit inoculated in anterior chamber of eye

with portions of a non-suppurating gland. A large mass of

caseous material formed and ultimately projected from the eye

(drawing shownl. Animal killed three months after inoculation.

Tuberculosis of lungs and liver. Brain healthy.

ExpEErMENT III.—Rabbit inoculated in anterior chamber with

portions of caseous material and adjoining gland tissue from a

strumous gland. No growth formed in the eye. Animal killed in

two months and a half. No disease anywhere. Sections were

made of these glands, and, after careful staining, no bacilli

could be demonstrated. The gland substance had become in great

measure transformed into fibrous tissue.

ExPERniENT IV-.—Rabbit, previously inoculated beneath the

skin (see Experiment i), again inoculated in abdomen. Killed

after lapse of eleven weeks. Three large caseous glands were found

beneath and below liver, and in the latter were yellow threads

and stripes, found, on microscopic examination, to be tuberculous.

Lungs and other organs healthy. Pus containing many bacilli

etill existed in the abscesses of the ears, but the visceral tnber-

eulosis may probably be afcrib<xl to the last inoculation.

ErPERiMENT v.—Rabbit inoculated in abdcjmen. Killed after

lapse of four months. Tuberculosis of lungs ; other viscera healthy.

An enlarged lumbar gland. ...
Glands from four other i>atients were also used for inoculation

of guinea-pigs, and each time with positive results. Altogether,

glands from ten different cases, taken at hazard, were used
;
but in

one (not cited above), in which a rabbit was inoculated in the

eye, the animal died in twelve days, and only minute yellow

nodules were found in the liver. The nature of these nodulea

could not be absolutely determine*!. Eight of the remaining nine

cases were all proved to be tubercular.
u i j

'

As regards the results of the experiments on rabbits with glands

from five different subjects, the material from three cases pro-

duced visceral tuberculosis ; from one case, cold abscesses ;
and m

one instance (Experiment ni;, in which a rabbit was inoculated

in the anterior chamber, it escaped infection altogether; no,

bacilli could be discovered in this gland. The animal in which

cold abscesses occurred was inoculated beneath the skin. :

I need hardly call attention to the marked manner in which

these results differ from those of Arloing above described.-

While my experiments were in progress Arloing was pushing his

somewhat, further in the direction indicated by his first experi-

ments.^ Believing that scrofulous glands never produced visceral

lesions in rabbits, and that in struma the activity of the virua

was attenuated, he sought to find if this could be increased by

passing it twice through guinea-pigs. His experiments showed

that the passage of glandular scrofula through the guinea-pig in

two successive generations did not augment its virulence as re-

gards rabbits. He also found that local tuberculosis of joints and

bones only produced cold abscesses in rabbits, but, on pas.sing the

virus through a guinea-pig, tuberculosis of the lungs developed in

rabbits. "This fact merits," he says, " to be taken into serious

consideration at a time when there is a tendency to contound

tubercle and scrofula as a single affection. It justUies once more

the difference that we have estabUshed between the two morbid

states. If it is not yet proved tliat they are the work of a distinct

virus, it will be granted that true gland scrofula is yet more re-

moved from the primitive virulence than local tuberculosis. 1 er-

haps it is suflicieutlv removed t-o constitute a fued variety analo-

gous to those micro-organisms whicli, after having lived for many-

Seneratious in a certain species of animal, have become incapable

m consequence ^in spite of aU known meansj of killing the species

which had furnished them and among which they made numerou*

"vn o t-i Til s • '

These later observations 1 have also repeated, with equally dis-

similar results, i- 1 •

'

ExpKRiMEST I.—Two rabbits were inoculated respectively m;

the abdomen and anterior chamber of the eye with organs iioma.

cuinea-pig rendered tuberculous by strumous ghinds. Ihe rabbitr

inoculated in the abdomen was killed two months after, and,

showed tubercles in the peritoneum covering the ca;cum (opposite

the abdominal wound), caseous lumbar glands, and tuberculosis

ot the lungs. The other rabbit lUed after the lapse of faye weeks.-

The portion of tissue placed in the anterior chamber had increaseU*

but there was no \isceral tuberculosis.

EXPEBIMEXT II.—A rabbit wa* inoculated with portions of the

lung ofa guinea-pig rendered tuberculous with strumous glands.

It died without apparent cause in eleven days; but a caseous

abscess and some tubercular material had already formed in the

groin, and there were numerous yeUowish-white points in the

"experiment ra.—Two rabbits were inoculated in the abdomen

n-ith tuberculosis of a guinea-pig excited by strumous glands.

One died in seven weeks and the other was killed. Both showed

creneral tubercular peritonitis and general visceral tuberculosis.

°
In the first and third of these experiments, the virus was cer-

tainly intensified by passing it through the gumea-pig, "r these

are the most acute cases of tuberculosis I have been able to induce

by strumous gland disease in rabbits, the tubexcles being dis-

seminated over the peritoneum (specimen shown).
.,„„„,,

Here are the intestines of a rabbit inoculated in the peritoneal

cavity with miliary tuberculosis which had beeji passed through a

guinea-pig. and it mav be seen that there is very little difference

in the result in each case (specimen shown). ,,.,••,
It is difficult to reconcile the discrepancies between il. Arlomgs

results and my own. As in his first serK« he used glands from

only one case, the virus may have been of an exceptionally mild

type or the failure of rabbits to take tuberculosis when the

inaterialwas injected in solution into the peritijneum may, iw
haps, be explained by the virus being absorbed immediately and

destroyed by leucocytes. When introduced by small fragments ot

alands, as in my experiments, a certain amount of mflammation

maybe excited, and a more favourable nidus obtained for the

srrowth of organisms. This was evident in cases of tubercular

peritonitis, for in these a mass of gelatinous granulations on the

* See CotnpUs Bsndu^, September 27th, 1S8«, p. 5»».
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inner siirfnoc of tlie wound in tho iildoniinul wall formed the
focus of infection, as shown by the distribution of the tubercles
on the peritoneum.
The similarity in point of histolojfical appearnnces between

scrofulous ancl tuberculous lesions has formed the subject of
several excellent memoirs. I have exnmined sections from mo.'^t

of the animals experimented on, and thid no essential differences
between them and the same lesions produced by the inoculation
of miliarj- tuberculosis, onlv slight alterations in accordance with
the acuteness or duration of the disease.
Like other ol)«ervers, 1 have found tubercle bacilli, although in

very email nvimln'rii, in strumous glands ; but in abundance in
those organs which I have examined from the rabbits and guinea-
pigs inoculated exiierimentally. The bacilli in the visceral tuber-
culosis were generally unifomily stained with even outlines; but
in the strumous abscess in a rabbit which had existed for eight
months they were nearly all " beaded" or uniformly stained, and
often collected in groups not unlike clumjis of micrococci. These
changes in the form of the bacilli in acute and chronic cases of
tuberculosis have been noted by MM. Raymond and Arthaud.'

In investigating the relation of strumous disease to other forms
of tuberculosis, it was necessarj- to consider the possibility of its

belon^ng to the form of tuberculosis described as tuierct/lose

zoogUique by JIalassez and Vignal," and which has also been ob-
served by Ebertli. This disease in its coarse anatomical characters
cannot be distinguished from tuberculosis ; but, on investigating
the lesions microscopically with appropriate reagents, the bacilli

of Koch are not to be found, while at the periphery of the caseous
centres of the nodules are dense masses of micrococci, usually dis-
tributed in zooglcea, but in part in chaplets. The precise relation
of this disease to bacillarj' tuberculosis has not yet been deter-
mined. Malassez and Vignal discovered it in guinea-pigs which
had been inoculated with a tuberculosis of the skin ; and" recently
Chantemesse'' obtained the same disease by inoculating guinea-
pigs with portions of sterilised cotton-wool, through which the
air of waiting rooms used by phthisical patients had been passed.
Malassez and Vignal incline to the opinion that zoogloeic tubercu-
losis may coexist with the ordinary bacillary form. In their ex-
periments bacilli appeared in animals inoculated wdth a third
series of cultures of micrococci, of which each generation had been
passed through a guinea-pig. It is even possible that the micro-
cocci may be simply contaminations of bacillary tuberculosis.
The subject, therefore, requires further investigation, especially in
tuberculous products from man. With the reagents employed by
the authors above mentioned I have carefully searched two speci-
mens of strumous gland, and many diseased organs both from rab-
bits and guinea-pigs inoculated with strumous glands, but have
found nothing like zooglcea, except in one gland. Here were some
darkly stained granular masses, but the granules were not well de-
fined, and disappeared when the field was fully illuminated by
removing the diaphragm. They were probably nothing more than
masses of granular caseous material.

In passing I may here state that I have much pleasure in con-
firming, as regards strumous glands, the observation of Mr. Treves,"
which has been combated by high authority, that many of the
"giant cells" are clenrlv formed by lymph coagula lying In Ivmph
sinuses. I may also ca^l attention to a curious condition of the
lungs of some guinea-pigs which had been inoculated with
tubercle. They are studded with rounded cavities, some larger
than a pea, and many of these projected beneath the pleura, look-
ing like bulla?. On microscopic examination they appeared to lie

formel by the softening of the caseous centres of tuberculous
nodules, and by dilatation of the minute bronchi. The occurrence
of cavities in the tuberculous lungs of animals has been denied by
Chantemesse.
To conclude, while I have shown that the virus of stnimous

gland disease produced visceral tuberculosis in rabbits as well as
m guinea-pigs, vet I admit that the disease in rabbits is not so
acute and rapidly fatal as that following inoculation with, for ex-
ample, acute miliar^' tubercle. The difference is one only of degree,
not of a kind permitting us to infer, with Arloing, that struma is

a specialised form of the tuberculous virus. We must, therefore,
fall back on another explanation of the clinically innocent course
of strumous gland disease; and we find it probably in the locality
or soil in which the virus is implanted. Taking cervical gland

» Propht/loTie dt la Tubercuhae, p. .»«.

•^ • Arch, df Phyrwinyit. FcbniRry l.'.th. 18.S.1. February 16tb, 18M.
' Ataialts dr LlniUbit Paiteur. Marci. 1SS7.
• Holmes'8 System e/Surjery, vol. i.

disease, if the virus Jis not inherited from a consumptive or

strumous parent, it may be surmised that the common bacillus of

phthisis is implanted in the lymph follicles of the pharynx or tonsil.

in one of the adjoining mucous membranes on the skin, and is carried

direct to the glands. These, acting as filters, arrest its progros?

permanently, except in some cases in which suppuration and
ulceration take place, when the surrounding textures may become
implicated, and general dissemination ensue. The malignancy of

the Wrus may be somewhat attenuated under the local inlluence

of the lymph cells and leucocytes in the gland, but to admit that

the virus producing the disea.se is ab inttio specialised, would bi-

to infer that the strumous disease could only be produced by the

virus of struma, and no other."

In conclusion, I would emphasise the objections to the use of

the terms "scrofula" and "struma" for lesions resembling tuber-

culosis.

Teachers must often be a.sked by students as I have been. What
is the difference between a strumous and a tuberculous testicle ?

Further, any evidence tending to connect more closely strumoua.

gland disease with general tuberculous affections encourages us
to persevere in the practice of early operation (where possible),

with the view of completely eradicating the disease.

PERICHONDRITIS OF THE LARYNX.
By R. XORRIS WOLFENDEX, M.D.Cantab.,

Senior Physician to; the Throat Hospital, |GoIrten square,

A VERY instructive case has recently occurred in my clinic, of

which I append the notes. The patient, C. T., aged 4.3, a big,

strong-looking man, by occupation a policeman, applied at thfr

Throat Ho.spital on September 20th, 18»7. He gave the following

history. He had been a policeman for sixteen years, had never

had any illness that he remembered, except an injury to the knee,

which kept him in hospital for fifteen weeks. The father is alive

and well, the mother dead fifteen years before from " cancer of

the breast ;
" all other relatives were healthy. The patient him-

self, though frequently pressed, could give no history of syphilis.

.At Christmas, 1885, hehad caught a severe cold, suffered sore throat,

andlossof voiceanddyspnoeaon lyingdowninbed. Under treatment
he got somewhat better, imrtly regaining his voice, which, how-
ever, never became so clear as formerly. From time to time he

caught cold, and suffered extinction of the voice, but was not ill

enough to relinquish his work. He attended the Victoria Park

Chest Hospital at Christmas, 1886. In July, 1887, he went to

Yarmouth, and on returning home continued his work until com-

ing to this hospital in September, 18S7.

1 saw him first on October 25th, 1887, and then found upon
laryngoscopic examination that, situated under the right vocal

cord, projecting beyond its edge, and occupying the anterior thirS

of its subglottic portion, was a swelling, smooth and red, having

all the appearance of a neoplasm (Fig. 1). The vocal cord of that

FiR. 1.
^

';

side was nearly motionless upon deep inspiration, and its sutfaid*

was congested. The left cord was well abducted, and presented

no abnormal appearance. The ventricular bands of both side*

were a little thickened, just as in chronic laryngitis. The voice

was hoar.se but not extinct. No history of pain in any part cculd

be obtained. Breathing was easy, and the patient's general con-

dition satisfactory.

Bearing in mind the age of the patient, the history of the case,

and the resemblance of the subglottic swelling to a new growth,

I thought the case might possibly be one of malignant disease of

the larynx. 1 therefore proposed to the patient that on my next

*• For two cases in which the inoculation of circumcision wounds by ttjtjcr

eulir virus was foUoired only bv cae^otu .abscesses, see.iance', JanuaijrzstD,

1888. ,......;: v.-Ji, :
.:;.

,-.
C-J-' "../.;.• ;.. U'j.i'. It^-.... • ,-',
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visit, three days afterwards, 1 should remove a portion of the sup-

posed neoplasm, and submit it to microscopic diagnosis. The

patient did not come to the hospital until eight days afterwards,

when his symptoms had suddenly become urgent. For some days

before he had suffered fresli dyspna-a, and was now at the point

of suffocation. There was great inspiratory stridor, and extinction

of voice; the whole skin was bathed in sweat; the pulse was rapid

and feeble; breathing was most difficult, and the patient's expres-

sion was most anxious. The imminence of asphyxia rendered

tracheotomy necessary on November 1st, 1887. The man was there-

fore put under anaesthetics, and the operation was performed with

skill and dexterity by Mr. Procter S. Hutchinson, the resident

medical officer.

Just before the operation I was enabled to make a laryngoscopic

examination. Though this was difficult, I was able to make out

that all the soft parts of the larj-ngeal tissues were greatly swol-

len—the ary-epiglottic folds, the ventricular bands, and the

cushion of the epiglottis. The vocal cords were completely

hidden, except a small part of their posterior extremities, of

which the edges could be seen, quite white, but motionless and

fixed. Externally the thjToid cartilage was swollen and enlarged,

slightly tender to pressure, and giving some sense of fluctuation.

There was very little bleeding during the operation of trache-

otomy, and immediate relief was experienced ; it -was followed,

however, by an attack of bronchitis.

The development of the case became now extremely interesting.

Two days after the performance of tracheotomy, 1 obtained a

laryngoscopic examination, but could see but little beyond that

the w^ole larynx was occupied by red swellings ; no vocal cords

could be seen, nor any orifice to serve for respiration. The swelling

was covered with frothy mucus, and brushing it off with alkaline

lotion exposed a surface, upon which no ulceration could be de-

tect-ed. The odour of the breath was offensive, the secretion

smelt also. A good deal of muco-purulent matter escaped

through the tracheotomy wound, outside the outer tube. Expec-

toration was copious, depending of course upon the bronchitis.

The secretion through the laryngeal wound continually soaked the

dressings and the wound, which was dressed at first with iodoform

gauze, looked irritated and inflammatory. lodol dressings were

1
substituted for iodoform, with great benefit. The temperature

I

chart suggested the presence of pus, and for some daj-s was up
and down ^Fig. 2).

CCTlNOV.
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charge now from the tube, nnd he could Vireathe for twenty
minutes at a time easily with the tube corked up. (I expect he

could havo breathed for longer, but was nervous.; Ice was again

ordered for external application, ami four days after (Februarj-

28th) tl\e external inllammation had subsided. Internally there

was still swelling of the ventricular bunds and the cushion of

the epiglottis aud ary-epiglottic folds,, but no ulceration any-

where ; the extremity of the vocal cords was quite normal in ap-

pearance.
On March 9th, the lar\'ngeal opening was larger, and breathing

tolerably easy. He walked about now for several hours with the

tube corked iip. At this visit I commenced to dilate the laryngeal

opening, and passed a Xo. 7 esophageal bougie (bent to shape)

through it.

On March 13th, If.th, 20th, and 23rd I again dilated it with
Mackenzie's three-pronged dilator, and on each occasion passed

(esophageal bougies of increased size through the constriction

with ease. After each operation he was able to breathe better

and for longer with the tube corked up, and now (March 28th) he

is able to dispense with the tracheotomy tube altogether. The
general condition is excellent, and he has gained in weight. He
may now he considered as cured. The tube is entirely removed, and
the tracheal opening closed up within twenty-four hours. At the

last visit he pointed out to me the cicatrix of an old scrofulous

ulcer in the neck, which had been hidden by the beard, and which
I had not seen before. '

As to treatment, iodide of potassium was, oif course, givenj at

first in doses of 5 grains, afterwards reaching 1.5 grains, three

times a day. This vras given without any reference to syphilis.

The tracheotomy wound was always dressed with iodol gauze
(except just at first, when iodoform was used), and washed with
perchloride of mercury (1 in 1,000). Iodol was insufliated into

the subglottic region through the tracheotomy tube, and headache
was relieved with antipyrin.

A drawing of the condition of the larynx at the present time is

here appended (Fig. b) ; it was executed by Mr. P. S. Hutchinson

Fig. 5.

who also made the drawings of the larynx reproduced in Figs.

1 and 3. It is seen that the laryngeal aperture is now
large enough to permit of easy respiration. All active inflam-

mation has subsided. I quite expect that occasional dilatation

will still have to be performed ; but the patient may be said to

have made a very successful recovery.

Perichondritis of the larj-nx may arise, as is well kno'wn, in the

course of tj-phoid fever, tuberculosis, syi)liilis, and cancer; it has

also been known to oocur as a result of chronic larj-ngitis ; to

these must be added traumatism, both external and internal.

Charles H. Knight, of Xew York, recently recorded a very in-

teresting case of this kind, the cause of which was injury to the

larynx by strangling during a quarrel. He also, in the same
paper, recorded a case in which perichondritis followed from
swallowing a plate of false teetli during an epileptic fit in a

woman. The lodging of the teeth in the pharynx was succeeded

by abscess of the posterior wall of the larynx. Perichondritis

from decubitus, the pressure of an ossified cricoid cartilage against

the vertebral column, has also been described by Gerhardt and
Dittrich, and Mackenzie has seen it after cut throat.

The injudicious use of oesophageal bougies in the aged is re-

ferred to by Knight as an etiological factor, and there is no doubt
that careless or prolonged use of the galvano-cautery to tlie

larynx may give rise to it. .

ft seems desirable to correct the general opinion that perichon-
dritis must necessarily be caused by syphilis or cancer. The
case I have here recorded shows how it may arise out of chronic
laryngitis, aBd the same catarrhal condition which leads to pro-
duction of innocent neoplasms may also lead to perichondritis of

the laryngeal cartilages. ' '

"'"'^ W"'-'

A second case of extensive perichondritis of the larynx has oc-
curred in my practice recently, arising out of chronic larj-ngitia,

and in which there was no question of sj'philis. In this casii the
cricoid cartilage was extensively affected, and formed a large al>-

scess externally, on opening which a large quantity of sero-

sanguineous fluid was poured out. The stenosis of the larynx
was extreme, aud traclieotomy had been performed many months
before I saw the case by a surgeon at the Cape of Good Hope.
As to prognosis, every case of perichondritis of the larjmx, even
when extensive, is not necessarily followed by fatal termination.

Those due to syphilis, or of traumatic origin, frequently recover,

and the case I have here first recorded in detail shows how peri-

chondritis, arising out of chronic larj-ngitis, may also recover.
'

What influences prognosis most is probably the extent of car-

tilage involved as well as the patient's general condition; and it

is probably true, as all writers on the subject are agreed, that
perichondritis of the cricoid cartilage progresses slowly but .surely,;

towards a fatal termination. Sufficiently accurate descriptions ot]
the sj-mptoms and laryngoscopical appearances of this disease ara!'

contained in many textbooks. I will merely remark that, iil^

cases where there is a possibility of the presence of malignant,
disease, verj' little importance can be attached to the examination.jl

of the, secretions. ',^

\'"'"-- '

\i

A MODE Of obtaining vaccine LYMPfl
WITHOUT PUNCTURING THE VESICLES. ' r

By W. C. GRIGG, M.D.,
Physician'to^Queen Charlotte's Hospital.

The present method of taking lymph for vaccination purposes is

coupled TR-ith so many inconveniences, not to say dangers, that 1

feel sure medical men will gladly welcome any suggestion whicHi^

will dispense with the necessity for puncturing the vesicles at th^

risk of obtaining a lymph contaminated with blood, or of favour-

ing the occurrence of subsequent inflammation.

The method which I have adopted for some time past for the

extraction of lymph from the pock has, so far as my present ex-

perience goes, a double advantage, namely, that the supply of

Ij-mph obtainable from each vesicle is greater and its efficiency is

increased. Out of upwards of 200 infants vaccinated by me dunng
the past few months, I have not as yet had one ill-developed

pock nor a single failure of a punctured spot, although many of

the cases were from vaccine obtained from verj- young infants. As

a general rule, I only vaccinate in four places, principally ou

account of the young age of the infants I am called upon to vac-

cinate. Down to December 31st, 1886, I had vaccinated altogether

2,685 infants, of whom, with one exception, all were successful

either at the first attempt or at the second. The unsuccessful case

resisted four successive attempts to vaccinate, for which no ex-

planation can be given. The mother had never had small-pox.

A complete failure in all four spots on a first vaccination was
comparatively rare, and could, as a rule, be traced to a deficiency

in the Ijonph, for it seldom or never occurred when the lympli

was obtained from children of three months old and upwards. It

generally happened when the Ij-mph was drawn from an infant

less than a fortnight old, at whicli age the quantity of lymph is

verj- scanty and its efficacy below the normal. It is seldom pos-

sible to vaccinate successfully more than a dozen children from

one such infant ; and failure in one, two, or three spots is not

uncommon.
I may remark incidentally that where one or more punctures

had failed to take, revaccination of the infant -n-ith Ij-mpli ob-

tained from its own successful pock generally ensured n_ satis-

factory' result, the primary pock or pocks remaining quiescent

until the pocks which followed the second vaccination arrived at

maturity, that is, at about the eighth day, when they all faded

away together. In these cases it was impossible to say from

appearances, by the eighth Aay, which were the primary and

which the secondary pocks. In only one case did this method ol

re-auto-vaccination fail, and no better results were obtained when

lymph from other sources was substituted for its o^vn. I had

therefore to be satisfied with the two successful primary pocks.

My system of obtaining lymph is as follows: I drop a small

bead of pure glycerine upon the centre of each jjock, and then

gently rub the top of the vesicle Avith a smooth, blunt instrument

(the round glass head of a shawl pin does excellently). After the

lapse -of two or three minutes the bead of glycerine will have
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increased to nearly double its size, especially if the vesicle contain

a good supply of lymph. If necessary, a second drop of glycerine

may be applied after the first has been used, and even a third.

fhis plan avoids the risk of drawing blood, which at times it is

not easy to escape doing when puncturing the vesicles. More-

over, not having to hold the infant's arm, there is no fear of cap-

sizing the child, the possibility of which adds to the difficulty of

arm-to-arm vaccination where many children have to Ije vacci-

nated from one.

I should be glad to hear whether, in the hands of other practi-

tioners, the same good results are obtainable. I have only given
< the method a four months' trial so far, which is perhaps hardly

I sufiScient to authorise any definite conclusion.

CLINICAL JIEMOEANDA.

H^JIOPHILIA.
The particulars of the following case are of interest from the very
early age of the patient and the symmetrical arrangement of tlie

phenomena.
M. S., aged 38, a primipara (married eighteen years), was on

I'ebruary 14th delivered of a male child after a natural and quick
labour. The child was apparently healthy and strong, crying

lustily. On the third day a small dark spot was observed on
either side of the occiput ; the day following the child had two
black eyes, e-s-idently due to extravasations of blood, the dis-

colorations extending sjonmetrically above the eyebrows and on
the malar bones. The eyeballs presented an unusually pearly

appearance. Next morning the nurse observed a purple swelling

on the external aspect of the left humerus, and in the evening

the same was to be observed on the right side. The following

night the umbilical cord began to bleed, which the nurse arrested

temporarily by the local application of brandy and by retying.

Haemorrhage broke out, however, again on the proximal side of

the ligature, and the child died from loss of blood before medical
as-sistance could be obtained. Duncan K. McAbihue, JI.D.

Sturminster Newton.

Undee the above heading Mr. Eagle recorded a case in the Jouenal
of March 10th ; and as a verj- similar case has just come under
my notice, 1 think it worthy of record.

On March 8th 1 delivered Mrs. P., a countrywoman aged 25, of

an apparently healthy male infant. The child was at the full

term. It was somewhat jaundiced on March 10th, but better on
March 11th. On March 12th the jaundice became more intense,

and on March 13th two swellings appeared, one behind each axilla,

evidently composed of extravasated blood. During the next two
days other swellings appeared on the back, shoulders, front of

chest, elbows, and knees. The cord separated on the morning of

M arch 15th, and there was a continual oozing from the umbilicus

t'yl the child died at mid-day on March 16th. No treatment was
V any avail.

Jlrs. P. was delivered of a male infant six years ago at the

eighth month. He survived his birth one month, and died much
swollen and covered with lumps. Two years ago she aborted at

the end of the third month, and lost much blood. I did not

attend her on Uiese occasions. Two of her brothers suffer much
from epistaxis. Geobge Vincent, M.D., M.K.C.S.

Shouldham, Downhom, Norfolk.

MULTIPLE SARCOMATA OF THE SKIN.
Saecoma cutis is such a rare disease as to justify the recital of

the following case. Koefcner reports only two such cases

(secondarj'), whilst Kaposi had only .seen five cases of tht^ idio-

pathic disease (Hebra on DUeasen of the Skin, vol. iv") ; in the

latter the affection always began in the soles of the feet, and was
doubtless a general morbid affection from the very outset.

On October Sth, l.*^S7, 1 was called to see E. D. O. E. T.,a school-

tnistress, single, ag(>d 32 years, fair complexion, red hair, extremely
aniemic. temperature 101° F., pulse over 100 and weak. She was
in bed, and could not change her position in the least owing to

intense pain in the right hip ; she stated that stie had come two or

three weeks before from near Leeds, where she had been ill and
treated for sciatica for six weeks. On examination, I found a dis-

tinctly localised oval swelling, four or five inches in length and
three inches in width, situated immediately over the upper and
back part of the right ilium to which it was attached ; the inner

border of the swelling, which was elastic and semi-fluctuatingf

corresponded with the sacro-Hiac synchondrosis; the superjacent
skin was of its natural hue and consistence, and could be moved
freely over the growth, the borders of which were distinctly

definable. Tlie growth itself was neither tender nor painful, and
of six weeks' duration. There was a history and marks of scrofula

in the patient. Was the growth a sarcoma or a chronic painless

abscess ? Neither a hypodermic needle nor a small trocar could
obtain pus. This settled the diagnosis. There was no history of

injury, except a fall on " the small of the back " two years before
from a gig. On further examination, I found several nodules in

the skin of the head, face, and neck, and a few on the body, some
of which projected half an inch above the skin level. The nodules
varied in size from a split-pea to a pigeon's egg. Some were
evidently situated in the deeper layers of the skin itself, whilst
the skin could be moved over others; they were mostly isolated,

some were firm, others elastic and compressible ; over some the
skin was of its normal hue, over others white and glistening,

whilst on other nodule.s it was bluish-black, giving the appearance
of an enlarged vein. She stated that thtse nodules developed
shortly after she became ill, and that some disappeared entirely,

but 1 could find no cicatrix nor anj-thing else to mark the site o(
a former nodule. There was no ascertainable evidence of disease

in the lungs or liver ; there was dysphagia, which was probably
due to nodules in the submucosa of the gullet (as in one of Kaposi s

cases, in which they also appeared in the lining of the stomach,
intestines, and bronchi); the fauces were quite bloodless. Cough
and dyspnoea were conspicuous by their absence. The nodules
continued to increase in number up to her death, which took place
from exhaustion on November 17th, three months and a-half from
the commencement of the Olness, when no less than sixty or

seventy were present on the head, neck, and trunk, the limbs, un-
like all Kaposi's cases, being exempt. There was some remission
in the sciatic pain before death, but the iliac growth was unaltered.

There was no ulceration or gangrene of any of the nodules. The
lymphatics were unaffected.
The rapidity with which the nodules developed after the first

noticed growth seems to favour the view that the whole of the
tumours were due to a primary disease of the blood, and were not

the result of secondary infection. I regret not to have been abl«

to obtain a nodule for microscopic examination after death, owing
to the great distance (ten miles over moorland) from the patient 3

house and my other engagements at the time. . j
Stanhope. William Robinson, M.S. and M.D;,

THERAPEUTIC_MEMOR.\XDA.
PEPPERMINT WATER IN PRLTIITUS PUDENDI.

Evert practitioner will have had under his care cases of this

troublesome affection, which have been proof against all treat-

ment, esperially in the neurosal forms, where the cause of the

pruritus, which is, of course, only a symptom, is more difficult to

remove. No excuse, therefore, is needed to mention a local

remedy which will, if the skin be unbroken, either cure the

patient, or afford relief whilst the source of the irritation is being

treated.

The agent here alluded to is peppermint water, used as a lotion.

The B. P. preparation of aq. menth.pip. answers well, but is bulky
for carrying about, and is incapable of concentration unless ren-

dered alkaline. This is best done by borax, as being in itself

soothing and antiseptic. Patients can easily make their own lotion,

as required for use, by putting a teaspoon!ul of torax into a pint

bottle of hot water, and adding to it five drops of ol. menth. pip.,

and shaking well, the parts affected to be freely bathed with a
soft sponge.

If no cracks or sores are present, this lotion will remove the

itching, but if there be eczema, etc., or rawness from scratching,

it is inapplicable, olive oil, with five grains of iodoform to the

ounce, being then more useful. The greatest and most permanent
relief is afforded in the neurosal form, especially in the reflex

pruritus which often accompanies pregnancy, and which then m.iy

take the place of reflex sicknesa or vomiting. It is aUo very use-

ful in the pruritus which occurs in the climacteric, or in elderly

women, in whom it may be only part of a general pniritus, and
also in those cases of women of all ages, where the urine simul-

taneously becomes of very low specific gravity, without any
evidence of having a goutv or granular kidney a^ a remote cause.

In pruritus due to pediciili, a'scarides, an irritable urethral car-
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uncle, nn pndocervical polypus, oarly canror of the cen-ix, disten-

sion of r.artlioUnis ducts or glands, the leucorrhcea of vaginitis,

endoc.Tvicilis, and metritis, or tlie irritating dischart,^es of

Wlvaucod carcinoma uteri, or to a gouty or diabetic diathesis, the

drus{ excels all others, cocaine inclusive, in affording relief, whilst

endi<avours are being made to remove tlie cause.

In two obstinate cases of uncontrollable pruritus of pregnancy,

whore this remedy only gave temporary relief, the patients were

cured by iipplying iodine liniment to the angry looking cer\ ix

uteri, whidi method has been used successfully by Dr.. John

IMiillipit and others for the similarly severe vomiting of preg-

nanev- ,

Peppermint has long been used by the Chinese as a local remedy

for neuralgia, and has lately been sold here, combined with cam-

phor, as menthol. It appears to act as a local anaesthetic, its

effect lasting often many hours, and in some cases of reflex origin

a. single application of the lotion has cured the patient. The

remed"y was. I believe, named in a casual communication to the

Joi'BNAX about twenty years ago, but 1 have failed to find the

reference, and though it has been prescribed spasmodically by my
father, and perhaps by others, its extreme utility seems known to

Tery few. Amand Roi-tu. M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P.,

Assistant Obstetric Physician, Charing Cross Hospital.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF
'/GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES

", THE CIVIL HOSPITAL, HYDERABAD, SIND, INDIA.

., LATERAL I.ITnOTOMY.

By Surgeon-Major B. C. Keklan, L.R.C.S.l., L.K.Q.C.P.I., Indian
' Medical Department, Civil Surgeon of Hyderabad, and
t'li 1.. il. . Superintendent of the Medical School,
,'•

:
' ' Hyderabad, Sind.

Tm? following table gives a statement showing twenty-four large

atone cases which were operated upon by the lateral method of

lithotomy during the six months from June 1st, 18.87, to Novem-

ber ."JOtli, 18.S7. Besides these there were sixty-seven other cases

operated upon during this period, which will be published here-

after, thus giving a total of ninety-one cases, of whom three

were females operated upon since ^Tiling my last paper for the

Journal.

Table, shounnf/ tlie Number and Size of Lavge and Hard Stones

removed by the Lateral Overntionfrom June 1st, 1887,

to Novemher 30th, 1887.

Avuraf^ Size
1 oUStoiwu. ,-
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how much more so ironW it be in adults ? Mr, "Rrichsen shows

the mortality to be one in tlirce or thereabouts. If this immense

ttiortality is Compared to lateral lithotomy on large stones which

I can show to be one in twelve, the difference is startling. I w'"

norw proceed to quote from Flrichsen's Huiyery, 8th edition, which

1 believe is the latest, vol. ii, page 988 : ..." of a gross total of 467

cases of the suprapubic operation in both sexes, there had been

135 deaths, or a mortality of 1 in 3.44 ; the mortality being about

one in three in males."

The mortality is said by Humphry, who collected 104 cases

with thirty-one deaths, to be due chitlly to peritonitis and uri-

nary infiltnition. So much for the suprapubic operation for the

present. .',
,

GRK.YT XORTIIERS CENTIl.\L HOSPITAL.

CASE OF RAPIDLY FATAL CHOBEA : DEATH IN 130 HOUBS.

(L'nder the care of Dr. Cook and Dr. Clifford Beai.e.)

A. C, aged 9, was brought as an out-patient on October 27th, 1887,

suffering from chorea. The mother stated that on October 25th

the child had had some difficulty in putting on her stockings,

owing to slight loss of control over her right arm and leg. The

mouth and eyes had been noticed to twitch next morning, and

since then the irregular movements had become general, though

most marked on the right side. The child had not taken food

well, had slept badly, and been slightly delirious during the night,

occasionally screaming and complaining of pain in the left hypo-

chondrium. She had been very thirsty. The evacuations had

been normal, and ne^er passed unconsciously. She had been a

fairly healthy child, and had passed through an attack of scarlet

lever two years previously without any known sequelae. She had

not been frightened, nor had she been in company with other

choreic children, nor had any worms been seen.

When first brought under observation, on the 27t.h, the child

was obviously vei-y ill, with flushed face, hot skin, and a terrified

expression of countenance. The choreic movements were violent,

and according to the mother were hourly becoming more so. The

pulse was very rapid, varying between 160 and 170, but the respi-

rations were only slightly increased. She was at once sent into

the ward, where, after careful examination, a short systolic mur-
mur could be made out at the apex, which was in the normal

position: Only a few scattered crepitations could be detected in

the lungs, the' breathing being quite regular. The child kept

constantly smacking her lips and frequently protruding the

tongue, but there was no difficulty in deglutition.

October 28th. She slept very little and was very restless, being

sometimes delirious and occasionally screaming. During the day

the movements became so violent as to render restraint necessarj'

to prevent injury. The bowels were freely open ; the urine was

Eassed involuntarily, but a little, collected, was found to be free

om albumen; the "tongue was clean .'ind moist, but the lips dry

and cracked ; the temperature was slightly raised, but never ex-

ceeded 101°. The heart's action continued at the same rate or

faster, and the pulse at the wrist became almost imperceptible.

On the following day some difficulty was experienced in swallow-

ing and the girl became very noisy, frequently screaming and

uttering inarticulate sounds ; the respiration became irregular

and jerky, and she died rather suddenly the same evening, the

whole co'urse of the illness having run between the morning of

the 25th and the evening of October 3(ith.

At the ;)o.s^-7nor^rm examination both lungs were found to be

much congested at the bases, and the left pleura was adherent.

The right side of the heart was slightly dilated and tlabby, and

contained some fibrinous clot and a little dark fluid blood; on the

auricular surface of the tricuspid valve were a few punctiform

patches of congestion. The left ventricle was tirmly contracted,

Its muscular tissue very good. On the auricular surface of the

mitral valve, between the hinge line and the free border, were

numerous tiny patches of punctiform congestion, especially

marked along the hinge line itself. At the free margin of the

valve the attachments of the corda; tendineaj were much thick-

ened by lymphy vegetations, to a few of which slightly coloured

fibrinous clots were attached. There was no positive ulceration

of the endocardial surface to be detected. The brain and upper

part of the spinal cord were healthy, except for an extreme degree

of anffimia at the jions and medulla. The tissue of these parts

seemed quite normal on section. Other organs were healthy.

The case was treated with arsenic, morphine, chloral, and bro-

mide of potassium, but in no case did the action of the drugs

appear to havte any influence upon the downward course of the

disease.

REPORTS 0F_ SOCIETIES.

EOYAL MEDICAL A.NU CIIIRURGICAL SOCIETY. !

TCESDAY. Al'HlL UiTU, 1888. ;/

Sir E. II. SIK^EKIXQ, M.D., President, in the Chair. n

A Case of Doublo Nephro-LUhotnmy. in which Lateral and

Median Lithotomy had been Prertmif/y Performed, with Bemarks

on Sympathy betwee>i the Kidneys.-}ii. Heebeht W. Page read

this paper. A man, aged 22, entered St. Marj's Hospital in

November, 1886. For ten years he had suffered pain in the region

of the left kidney, with occasional attacks of left renal colic. In

1882 he becan to pass gravel and to suffer from irritability of

bladder and in 1885 a small calculus was removed from the

bladder by lateral lithotomy. Sj-mptoms of vesical calculus soon

recurred together with pain in the left loin, and his general health

became much broken. His urine contained pus and occasionaJly

blood. Left calculous pyelo-nephritis was diagnosed in addition

to stone in the bladder, and this was accordingly removed by

median incision on December 4th, 1886. On December loth the

left kidney was exposed in the loin, and two small calculi -were

removed "from a large suppurating c^st. The amount of pus,

however, did not materially lessi-n, and towards the end of Janu-

ars' he began to have pain in the region of the right kidney, from

which it was soon suspected that the pus now came. On February

ISth he was attacked with violent pain in the right loin with

rigors, vomiting, and high temperature. At the same time the

pus almost entirely disappeared, and his unne dropped from

forty-two to twenty ounces. It was believed that this unne was

fiuniished by the left kidney only. The symptoms increased, and

there was fulness in the right loin; On February 2oth the nght

kidney was exposed ; it was foimd much enlarged and surrounded

by stinking pus. and there was an opening into the pelvis, from

which an abscess had probably burst into the perinephral tissue,

no stones were found. He did well after this operation. The

urine .steadily increased in quantity, the pus diminished, and hiB

pain ceased. He left the hospital on May 26th. and a few days

afterwards he passed four small calculi per tirethram. From that

time he made steady progress towards recovery. The case was cf

interest from its bearing on the question of sympathy betvfeen

the kidneys, and it was suggested that in this case the nght kid-

ney had in all probability contained calculi, though without

o-ivincr rise to sj-mptoms, for some considerable time, and that its

condition was revealed by the operation on its fellow. In support

of this view, the writer referred to a case recently under his care

in which the presence of calculi was first made known after the

operationof hysterectomy, undertaken by the late Dr. Jleadows.

Reference was made to other cases in which there was a somt^

what similar sequence of events, ftom another point of view

Mr. Page considered this case of importance in its bearing on

nephrectomy and preliminary abdominal exploration. Nephrec-

tomy as time proved, would have been in this case n ven,' wrong

thin" but he had never felt quite satisfied that abdominal e.xplor-

ation, by which he would have found an apparently useless left

kidney.'and a right kidney so enlarged as to be presumably ht for

all future needs, its calculi being, moreover, so small as to elude

detection, might not there and then have led to nephrectomy.

The patient would have been placed thereby in a position of in-

finitely greater danger when at a future day the right kidney was

in its turn hors de combat. The case thus demonstrated, with how

many precautions and with what consideration abdominal ex-

ploration for the examination of kidneys must be made.—

Mr. lioDLEE congratulated Mr. Page on the success of his treat-

ment, and the many valuable reflections that were to be drawn

from it. It confinned his opinion that it was wise at the time of

excision of a stone to leave tlic kidney from which it was taken,

for it might heal, or, at any rate, it would contr,»ct. and then

would be easier to remove If absolutely necessary-. In one of the

cases ilr. Piige had cited it -was a question whether hysterectomy

had caused a stone in the kidney, or had merely lighted up in-

flammation round a pre-existing stone. He thought the first

hypothesis very possible, considering how often stones were ap-

parently the results of accidental injury, such as 1>eing run over

by a cart-wheel, etc. He acreed with Mr. Page in thinking much

caution must be used iirdescribing tlie effects of sympathy
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between the kidneys.—Mr. Page said, in conclusion, that he had
been pUi<1 to supplement the paper by showing the patient to the

Society that evening in a state ot very good health, with his urine

nornuu in nil respects. He agreed that mechanical injury might
have been the origin of the renal calculus. The sympathy between
one kidney and the other was probably not greater than that

between one kidney and any other viscus. It was important to

remark that in this case abdominal exploration, had he made it,

would probably have led him astray, for he was tolerably satis-

lied that he woidd, after exploration, have excised the small left

kidney—but •nTongly, as the sequel of the ca.sa showed.
Remarks on Splenectomy, with a Report of a Successful Case.—

Sir Spb.nceb Wkixs reported a case where he had successfully re-

moved an enlarged spleen from an unmarried woman, aged 24.

He appended rejnarks upon the details of the operation, especially

upon the mode of securing the blood-vessels, and upon the progress

ot splenectomy before and since the periods of anfESthesia and
antiseptics. He added the following table, prepared by Professor
Adelmann, to show how in fifty-three cases, recorded up to June,

1887, the result was inHuenced by the nature of the disease which
led to operation.
jl,.. Diseaae. ;': ,, Xfo. of Oases. Becoveries.

i
Dejiths,

, Hypfrtrophv withleukamia.. , 19 ... 1 ... 18
V ' Simple liypcrtrophv '.

; 14 ... 1 ... 1-3

Malarial hypertropliy .; !„..%..„ ' 4 ... 1 ... 3

.
I

Wanderiug spleen j.«. ,.. M ... 7 ... 2

Splenic cysts « 4 ... 3 ... 1
•<" „ hydatid 1 ... 1 ... —
-'?" ,. sarcoma 1 ... 1 ...

—
He concluded that, as the results of splenectomy had gone on im-
proving during the last thirty years, we might hope that, with in-

creasing knowledge and greater experience, still better results

might be obtained ; and sufficient facts had already been accumu-
lated to prove that patients who recovered from the operation
might live in good health for many years without a spleen.

—

Mr. W. A. Mbukditii had three times assisted at the operation of

splenectomy. In the first case, with Mr. Knowsley Thornton,
there had been a cystic spleen, very mobile, and there was no great

difficulty in the operation, but a very dangerous moment just after

the ligature was applied and before it wa.s divided. There was a
good recovery. In the second case, also with ilr. Thornton, the

.spleen had been very large and very vascular ; its attachments
were tied with three loops, and death followed in a few hours
from the giving way of the middle loop. In the third case, this

of which Sir Spencer Wells had just given an account, the method
had been excellent ; traction on the pedicle had been avoided, and
after the main mass of the spleen had been cut away the appli-

cation of the ligatures had been comparatively easy. In looking
back over pre\aous cases he had noticed how those had been most
favourable when there had been a long gastro-splenic omentum,
allowing much movement of the spleen.—Mr. IIawabd felt,

naturally enough, the encouragement given to all surgeons by the

record of another success in this department of practice. Mobility
of the spleen gave more distress here, but generally it gave more
success, perhaps because there was less disturbance to the sympa-
thetic plexuses and easier manijiulation. Any great size of the
spleen was of course against success in the operation : any refer-

ence to the lists of cases showed that those on spleens of smaller

aize were the most successful, and also those where there was
least leukaemia. It was a question whether moderate leuksemia
should be held to negative the operation ; he gathered that Sir

Spencer Wells did not agree in discountHiiancing the opera-
tion if there was only slight leuka?mia. The use of pressure
forceps were very advantageous. In a case of his own, however, he
had found it possible to control the flow of blood from a rent in

the brittle substance of the morbid spleen by a sponge.—Dr.

Anqel MoNi;y remarked that a moderate excess of colourless cor-
puscles in the blood was generally now called leucorytosis, and
was always found in fever. iL JIayem had recently shown that
it wob univirsally found in all processes in which there was mor-
bid exudation of blood corpuscles, and in states also .such an carci-

ndmn when it wa.s an insufficient reason for the discontinuance of

operations.—41r. GoDLEr said he had been puzzled by the record
of frequent jaundice before the operation and none after it. Did
the tumour displace the bile duct or block it?—Dr. T. M. Rooke
hid been the medical advi.?er of the lady for about ten year.-s, and
had always seen nn icteric tinge on her face, and observed many
jkttack.s of acute jaundice. Ho agreed that there had been none
itj tlie last thre.e months since the operation, but was uncertain in
hi") explanation. He ivaa struck by the little importance of the
spleen to the animal economy., and regarded it as acting aSi a

mechanical diverticulimi to the liver.—Dr. A. II. N. Lbwebs was
surprised that the diagnosis should first have been of a pelvic

tumour, and, further, that after the discovery of its true nature
the operation should have been continued, seeing that the mor-
tality of splenectomy was 60 per cent, as compared with 25 per
cent, for hysterectomy, and G or 8 per cent, for ovarian tumours.

—

Dr. Day had seen the operation and after-treatment, and re-

marked that the only period of danger in the latter was on the
third day, when Sir Spencer Wells was away, and he found the

temperature 103° and the pulse 130. He advised an ice cap and
reduced diet, and after that the case did very well. She had only
taken as anesthetic bichloride of methylene 5iij' which was
given slowly, and the operation was not begun until there was
full relaxation of the muscles. Those he considered important
points.—Sir Spencer Wells, in reply, said he entirely agreed

with Mr. Hayward in believing that the smaller the tumour and
the longer the attachment, the less would be the difficulty and
danger of removal. Of his own four cases this was the only one

of wandering spleen with a long attachment. One of his other

cases was the largest solid tumour hitherto removed. In two
cases there was marked leukiemia. Dr. Lewis's estimate of a mor-
tality of 60 per cent, after splenectomy for hypertrophied spleen

was not greater than the general mortality- of ovariotomy thirty

years ago, and a very great diminution in the mortality might
reasonably be hoped for. The cessation of the fever on the fourth

day, as described by Dr. Day, he (Sir Spencer) was inclined to

attribute, not so much to diet and the ice-cap as to the appearance

of the catamenia, and he was strengthened in his belief that the

most favourable period for removing any abdominal tumour from

a woman was soon after a menstrual period.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, Apeil 4th, 1888.

John Williams, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Speci)nens.—DT. Cullingwokth exlubited a thick-walled cyst

behind the uterus, wliich lay imbedded in the anterior wall of the

cyst.

Interstitial Gestation.—A report was read on Mr. Sidney
Harvey's specimen of interstitial gestation, exlubited at the

January meeting.
Scarlatina durinff Pregnancy andin the Puerperal State.—The

adjourned debate on Dr. Boxall's series of papers was resumed
and concluded.—Dr. Galabin noted the remarkable absence of

mortality in Dr. Boxall's cases, but brought forward statistics to

show that the general belief in the danger of puerperal scarlatina

was not incorrect. The favourable results in Dr. Boxall's series

might be explained either as due to the excellent antiseptic pre-

cautions, or to the mUd tj-pe of the epidemic. Experience proved
that puerperal scarlatina was sometimes mild where no antiseptics

were used ; on the other hand, there might be much pelvic com-
plication, and Dr. Galabin had twice seen fatal peritonitis ap-

pearing during desquamation. Dr. Galabin considered that evi-

dence " concerning the masked form of scarlatina resembling

septicremia was conflicting. There appeared to be a fascinating

simplicity in arguing that scarlatina and septicaimia were two dis-

tinct specific diseases, the one inconvertible into the other. T«t

septiciemia was not one disease, but a group, comparable rather to

all the z)-motic diseases together than to scarlatina or erysipelas

alone, .\bout twenty microbes had been described as the active

agent in different forms of septicaemia, which must be defined as

including the effects of all germs except the specific agents in

named zymotic diseases. Hence septicasmia did not represent'

a

definite entity like scarlatina. In the latter disease, again, Cheytie

found the common microbes of suppuration in the lilood not !-
frequently. Dr. Matthews Duncan had shoi;\'n that according >)

the Registrar-General's Reports for London there was no increase

of puerperal fever in proportion to that of scarlet fever or ei^
sipel.ns ; this was strong evidence that scarlatinal poison cooU
hardly produce a disease simulating puerperal septicoomia. Dr.

Galabin believed that at least the aliove fact proved that scarlafcima

was not numerically an important cause of puerperal fever; if it

did not account for over 5 or 10 per cent of all cases, it would not

be manifest in statistical charts. There was strong evidence of 8

bacterial relation of erysipelas to puirperal fever, niid Dr. Galabm

brought forward evidence which tended to prove that scarlatinal

poison might produce a disease simulating puerperal sei>tica)niia.

—Dr. HoEBOCKS quoted Reports of the Guv's Hospital Lying-m

Charity, which showed the rarity of scarlet fever of thp ordmaiy
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jtjTJe in the puerperal state, and he asked how many women were
• confined during the time that Dr. Boxall's cases were collected.

Some of those cases were possibly not scarlatinal, or else repre-

sented very mild scarlatina. He believed that the incubation was
not shortened when infection took place during labour, but inas-

much as then the poison could generally enter tiie system at once,

the incubation began at once, and so the fever developed within a

few days alter the e.xposure. He discussed at length the ;?ubject3

of Dr. Boxall's series of papers, noting corroborative evidence, and
ifldicating sources of fallacy.—Dr. Cayley thought that there was
not sulBcient evidence that the poison of scarlatina was capable

. of directly causing septicasmia. Cases of scarlatina following
C(perations, and operations on patients suffering from scarlatina,

had usually done well at the London Fever Hospital. Verj'

fe^w cases of puerperal scarlatina had been admitted
I into that institution, and in two alleged cases, where
.ther^ were -acute septicaimic symptoms, diagnosis was doubtful.

—

_ Dr. Champneys testified to the great care with which Dr. Boxall
had studied his series of cases, never neglecting to trace the
history of each case after discharge from hospital. Dr. Champneys
noted that the paper contained the analysis of a series which
occuiTed during one epidemic. Different conclusions would pro-
bably be drawn from the record of cases seen in consultation, for

the very fact of consultations implied picked bad cases. In other
.words, series should be compared with series. Dr. Champneys
then made some observations on the question of scarlatina puer-
peralis, and criticised the accuracy of Collective Investigation Re-
ports, which represented opinions formed by hundreds of men of

different views. Dr. Cayley's valuable evidence was unfavourable
. to the opinion that the septicremic variety of scarlet fever existed.

—Dr. Jahison agreed with Dr. Boxall's views; he thought that
the best diagnostic difference between scarlatina and puerperal
septicaemia was to be found in the retina, for retinal haemorrhage
w;as an almost constant occurrence in septicaemia and all but in-

variably absent in scarlet fever. Extreme antiseptic precautions
,Were impossible in ordinarj' practice, and fortunately scarlet fever

' was neither very readily communicable to puerperal subjects nor
very severe when they took it.—Dr. W. J. Collins was no great
believer in the absolute specificity of scarlet fever, and hinted that
a process of evolution might affect the materies morbi of specific

diseases.—Dr. Hates insisted on the entire distinctness of scar-
latina and septicemia, and in his experience puerperal cases were
not highly susceptible to scarlet fever.—Dr. West distrusted
theories about the evolution of diseases, and maintained the speci-
ficity of scarlet fever. lie had seen much of puerperal fever, but
had never come across a case which could be traced to the con-
tagium of scarlet fever, a disease with which he might claim to
be very familiar. The pregnant, parturient, and puerperal woman
was undoubtedly not highly susceptible to the contagium of
scarlet fever. Only two cases, which he related, represented Dr.
West's personal experience of scarlatina in pregnancy or after
delivery.—Dr. Chalmebs stated that in connection with disturb-
ances in the puerperal condition, he had oliserved that septicccmia
in the lying-in woman was associated with and apparently gave
rise to a variety of pathological conditions amongst those in
attendance ; again, when scarlet fever assailed the mother. Dr.
Chalmers founci that it never ran its natural course. He did not

I

believe in the absolute specificity of disease, and did believe in
1 the existence of a puerperal septicemic form of scarlet fever.

—

i

The I'ltESiDEN'T obscr\-ed that it must ever be borne in mind that
soqie epidemics of scarlet fever were mild and others severe ; that
infection from a mild case might give rise to a most malignant
form ; and that scarlet fever poison might give rise to septicaemia,
but in a secondary manner. He compared Dr. Boxall's series with
evidence brought forward from other sources in the course of the

I

present discussion. In the latter case, the patients had often
I been seen but once or twice in consultation or under circum-

j

stances where thorough observation was impossible,and accuracy of
diagnosis questionable, or where antiseptic precautions were not
employed. In Dr. Boxall's cases the course of the disease had been
observed throughout, and antiseptic precautions thoroughly and
successfully carried out. In the course of an epidemic of scarlet
fever, thot disease had attacked some of the patients in a lying-in
hospital where sepsis had been stamped out, and in every instance
had produced scarlet fever, and not septicaemia. On the other
hand, we learned that when lying-in jiatieuts were exposed to
septic infection and to scarlet fever poison, septicaemia was
present in all whether scarlet fever was present or not. Since
the reading of Dr. Boxall's paper, Dr. ileyer, of Copenhagen, had

published a report of an outbreak of scarlet fever in the Lying-in
Hospital of that town. Twenty-one cases were attacked, yet

they all ran the usual course of scarlet fever. In support of the
view that scarlet fever poison produced septicaemia, not a single

case had been noted where this result had been brought about
under circumstances where all possibility of septic infection had
been excluded.—Dr. Boxall, in reply, first thanked the Society
for the attention bestowed on his paper. He founded his diag-

noses on a definite chain of phenomena and not on the rash alone.

Turning to the comparative immunity of pregnant and parturient

women to scarlatinal infection, he stated that, when Obstetric

Assistant at University College Hospital, he visited a recently

delivered mother ; three of her children lay in her room ill with
scarlet fever, and he caught the fever himself, but the woman
escaped. lie did not deny that the period of incubation might be
prolonged in pregnancy, but showed that evideuce in favour of

the theory was defective. "With reference to the severity of

scarlet fever in the puerperal state. Dr. Boxall referred to the Col-

lective Investigation Eepoit as evidence of unusually severe cases.

He recognised that the cases in his series were of a mild tjype with
one exception, and stated that during the same epidemic, three

cases occurred in private patients, two of whom died of the

fever. He did not attribute the severe cases to direct inoculation

through the pelvic tissues, and the mild to ordinary infection, nor
did he believe that of necessity the two forms represented two
really distinct diseases. He reminded the Society that very great

variations in the character of the fever were well Icnown to exist

in children, in men, and in women neither pregnant nor partu-

rient, and until these varieties were explained, the anomalies

which occurred in scarlatina during pregnancy and parturition

could not be explained. Turning to the septicaemia question.

Dr. Boxall maintained that the direct effect of scarlatinal

poison was the production of scarlatina and not septicaemia in

lying-in women ; but the former, like all fevers, was apt to favour

the onset of septicaemia at a subsequent stage. Coincidence was
readily explained ; scarlet fever could not protect a woman in

childbed, but that such an association was none other than acci-

dental was borne out by the fact that when the septic element

was eliminated, scarlatina and not septicemia was the result.

The contention of Dr. Playfair that the modification of individual

scarlatinal manifestations was contingent on the antiseptic treat-

ment of the puerperal state rather than on that state itself, was
disproved by the fact that in cases where no antiseptics had been

used similar modifications had been proved to e.xist. The modifi-

cation, not absence, of individual symptoms did not amount to

masking. Eliminating septicemia, the influence in the puerperal

state which really might mask the symptoms, it might be con-

cluded that scarlatina, whether masked or not, bred true, and
did not produce septicaemia. As to prophylaxis, it was wrong
to suppose that cleansing the hands was the one essential precau-

tion, for the genital tract did not hold a monopoly for the tngre^

of scarlatinal poison. Though the precautions recommended in

the paper were open to criticism on the score of idealism, they

were such as Dr. Boxall had consistently carried out in practice

;

and, though fully aware that their complete adoption in every

case was impracticable, they had been put fom-ard by him as

embodying the correct principles of treatment. He had omitted

from his paper the bacterial question, for the germs themselves

were, so to speak, on probation, and the exact relation of

different organisms to scarlatina and to septic diseases were.fl.ot

very precisely determined.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDO.N.

Monday, April 0th, 1888. ' ;',
" ||;;' _'

Sir William MacCormac, F.K.C.S., President, in the'Cnair.

Case, of Ulcerative Endocarditis.—-"Or. Oai> read the notes of a

case of ulcerative endocarditis. The patient, a young woman
aged 10, had been out of health for several years, but had had

neither acute rheumatism, chorea, nor scarlet fever. Her main
symptoms were a systolic mitral murmur, increasing in loudness

under observation, enlargement of the heart on both sides, and
signs of some pericardial effusion, enlargement of the liver and
spleen, and dropsy of the lower limbs. The urine never con-

tained any albumen, blood, or other indication of renal mischief.

The temperature during her stay in hospital was always high in

the evening (102'' to 104°. or more), and from '.'7=' or 98° to 100°

in the morning. She died suddenly of syncope after a little more
than three mouths' stay in hospital) never having had haemoptysis
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nor any sign of migchitf in the brain. The difforential diagnosis

wa.1 (liscussrd, and the reasons which lod tn that of ulcerative en-

docarditis were stated. The lieart, carefully prepared by Mr.

Shattock, was exhibited. It showed very extensive lesions of

ulcerative endocanlitis affecting the mitral valve, and e.xtending

far into the left auricle. At the post-mortem examination large

infarcts, recent and old, were found in the spleen, and both kid-

ney.s were greatly enlarged and pitted with the scars of iiifarcts.

Dr. Ord drew attention to the remarkable fact that, while the

kidneys were so much diseased, the urine presented no sign

thereof till the very day of the patient's death.

On the Patkologi/ of Rheumatunn.—Vlr. Money excused the

disjointed nature ol his remarks on the ground of the short notice

he had received. He observed that they had been taught from

time immemorial that rheumatism was especially prone to attack

the fibrous and serous structures of the body. While he was not

disposed to question that view at pr sent, he was prepared to

point out certain other affinities of I lie disease. The difficulty

was to define exactly what they meant Iiy "rheumatism." They
were only authorised to term rheumatic phenomena those which

had been frequently observed in Conner i ion vsith undoubtedly rheu-

matic manifestations. He said that it there were one thing more
characteristic than another of rheumatism it was the fugitiveness

and the mutability, the erratic nature of its manifestations.

Another feature was that suppuration was distinctly not a result

of rheumatism, and when it did occur it was due to collateral

and accidental agencies. To show how little had been done in

the way of careful, systematic observation, he instanced the lack

of information bearing on the variations of function of the cuta-

neous structures during attacks of rheumatism. In acute articu-

lar rheumatism the sensibility of the skin was usually increased,

especially in the neighbourhood of the inflamed articulations, but

the power of distinguishing sensations was blunted ; moreover,

great differences were observed as to this. Complete analgesia

had at times been observed, though this had been classed as hysteri-

cal. Of all the variations of cutaneous sensibility the most marked
was that to faradic electricity, which was often scarcely felt, but

this was usually confined to" the neighbourhood of the inflamed

articulations. He remarked also on the differences which
presented themselves in the character of the perspiration

during the attacks; that fact alone showed how profound were

the functional changes in the skin. He passed in review the

eruptive and desquamative phenomena which accompanied some
forms of rheumatism. Finally, he alluded to the difficulty there

was in demonstrating the effect on the spinal cord in rheumatism,

though he inclined to the view that the symptoms were of nervous
origin. He suggested that rheumatism might be due to the fact

that hyjiersemia of fibrous tissues led to more permanent changes

than elsewhere, from its subsiding less rapidly.—Sir William
MacCormac asked Dr. Money whether the curious insensitive-

ness of the skin over the joints to the faradic current ceased ab-

ruptly.~Dr. OnD questioned the idea of a rheumatic poison, and
asked what grounds there were for believing this. He concurred

in the view that suppuration was not a sequel proper of rheuma-
tism. His own view about rheumatism was that a definite tend-

ency existed in certain people to have inflammations of a parti-

cular character; that, when tissues became inflamed in certain

individuals, tliey were inflamed in a particular way—a non-

suppurative inflammaticm. Whether it was by reason of ijoisons

generated in the system, or by the operation of the nervous

system, was a difllciilt question to decide. He thought the cuta-

neous phenomena pointed in this direction.— Dr. Money, in reply,

said that the in.sonsibility to the faradic current faded gradually

off, which was what one would expect from the nerve supply of

the skin. He certainly looked upon rheumatism as the result of

a blood-poison, though what the poison was he did not know

—

possibly sarcolactic acid, acting, not directly on the tissues, but

through and by reason of its affinity for, the nerve tissue.

IIAHVEI.IN SOCIETV OF LONDON.
TaUBSDAY, Al'RIL OTII, 1888.

William Sedgwick, M.II.C.S., I'resident, in the Chair.

FAromyomaia Complicnting Pregtidnri/.—Dr. .Tohn Thillips
read a paper on flbromyomata complicating pregnancy and labour,

which chiefly referred to the statistics gathered during the past

nine years, and compared them with those found in theses on
the subject by Lefour and others. The subject naturally fell

under three hea<l9, according as the tumour complicated early

pregnancy with non-\-iable fretus, pregnancy with viable foetus,

including labour, or the puerperium. The uterus was capable of I

division into three zones, a superior and inferior segment and the

cervix. Fibroids of large size or multiple in character arising in

the superior segment gave trouble during pregnancy often neces-

sitating interference, while their presence in the two latter situa-

tions was sometimes only noticed by the pressure symptoms tli.-y

produced, as at labour, when they were more or less serious obstacles

to the progress of the child, onits way through the pelvis. These

could with some propriety be called " dangerous zones," the upper,
!

however, being very little less so during pregnancy, both to
:

maternal and fatal life. Unlike peh-ic bony narrowing, it was diffi- I

cult to fix with any precision the size of a fibrous body which

could be called an obstacle to labour. The author had collected
1

fifty-nine cases where some difficulty occurred during pregnancy

and labour, but in which abdominal section was not required, and

forty-seven in which one or other of the varieties of that opera-

tion was performed. Special attention was devoted to myomo- i

tomy in pregnancy, five cases being noted with a mortality of 60
|

per cent. In Miiller's ablation or " abdominal section with re-

moval of the tumour and the uterus containing the non- I

viable foetus," nineteen cases were recorded with a mortality

36.S per cent. Analyses of each case were given in a tal.

special attention being paid to the reasons for the operatiuu.

The author then alluded to induction of premature labour, and

related two fatal cases in his own practice, illustrating the re-
j

marks with diagrams. Forcible reposition was mentioned, and a

warning given of the great dangers which accompanied it. A
|

case of CiEsarean section was briefly related where a hbroid

tumour filled up nearly the whole of the pelvis, and the 1 orro-

Ca^sarean operation was impossible. The various salient pomts

arising during the operation were touched upon, and it was

thought that the case was one with which present resources could

not cope. The results of twelve other cases were given, and

thirteen Porro-Cajsarean operations occurring m the past eight

years, the mortality being the same. The author, in concluding,

directed attention to a table showing the very; high mortality

consequent on forceps Tersion and embryotomy in these cases.--

Dr Braxton Hicks thought each case must be taken on its I

merits. A fibroid of the uterus added greatly to the dangers of i

pregnancy, especially when situated near the cer\-LX. The tumoure

frequently got out of the way towards the later stages, and,

therefore, he was accustomed to wait and watch. During preg-

nancy fibroids grew very rapidly, and might entirely block tue

pelvis Reposition was sometimes advisable, and, also, tumours

near the cervix were always easy to enucleate. Retention of the

placenta was another danger caused by fibroids.- Dr. Champ-

NEYS said it was difficult to obtain accurate statistics, rare ana

fatal cases being alone recorded. Twin pregnancies seemed fre-

quent in cases of fibroids, and these tumours increased the

dangers of pregnancy so much, that marriage was to be depre-

cated. Tumours situated in the posterior wall were the most

likely to be attended with ill results, and were less often raised

nut of the pelvis; hydrostatic pressure, however, often achieTPd

that result. His own cases of version had been successful.—W-

Bantock considered there was great risk of haemorrhage when

endeavours were made to replace the tumours. He would gener-

ally prefer I'orro's operation, which would also obviate any risK

of pregnancy. He had three times removed the uterus for

fibroids in which it was found that pregnancy was present.—Dr.

CORBYN commented upon the dangers of fibroids in pregnancy.

Two cases he had watched had been fatal.-Dr. Handfield-

JONES emphasised the risks of forcible reposition, and thougni;

the proceeding was seldom justifiable, more e.specially as there

was often adhesion between the tumours and important vessels,

and because the endeavour caused bruising of the fibroids, ne

was inclined to prefer Porro's operation. After Cesarean section

the uterine wound had been known to give way.—Drs. KOlTH anu

Alderson also joined in the discussion.—Dr. Fuillips, in repiy,

said version was contra-indicated.

BRITISH GYNJECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

March 14tu and 28th, 1888.

Artiii-R W. Kms, M.D., F.R.C.l'., President, in the Cliuir.

Elertrnlynia of Uterine EiliroUl and stiMefitertt UrjKtcrectnmy.---

Dr. RiriiARD t. Smith exhibited a fibrous tumour of the uterus,

removed fifti'en davs previously by abdominal section. ine

P"tient had been suffering from menorrhagia for four years, anu
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Apostoli's treatment had been carefully carried out. The uterus

became ver^' hard, and remained for about twenty-four hours in a

state of contraction after each application. lite luid sent the

patient away for three nionlhs to see if any benefit accrued, "but

she ri'turneii about a month pre\ icui.<>ly almost dying from loss of

blood. The tumour, wliieli was a soft fibroma, rose to three inches

above the umbilicus, and as the patient was unmarried and the

parts narrow, he was of opinion that if they had attempted to

enucleate the tumour (hey would have lost her. She made a good

recovery.—ilr. A. H. Keeves also exhibited a uterine fibroid,

which he liad removed from a single woman, aged 41, who had
undiTgone the Apostoli treatment without benefit. The tumour
in question was pedunculated and im]iacted in the pelvis. The
pedicle was twisted, and tlie tumour intensely congested ami

tilled with clotted blood. He thought that the electrical treat-

ment, when unsuccessful, might lead to the loss of valuable time.

In that case he had removed the tumoiu- after two attacks of

peritonitis, and he thought the patient might have recovered had

he operated in the Hr.st instance. Hysterectomy was a very

dangerous operation, and for that reason they ought to give the

electrical treatment fair play.

The Actum (if the Constant Current mi Z'tcri/ie Fibromata.—Dr.

J. l.NXiU.s Pahso.N's read this paper. He thought it was too early

to come to any conclusion on the succes.s or non-success of this

juethod of treatment, therefore he had endeavoured to ascertain by
e.\periments how the electricity acted, lilectrolysi.s was found to

cause throe distinct effects: ^1) a decomposition, partial or entire,

of certain molecules; (-) a local action at each pole, caused by the

collcrtion of acids and bases residting from this decomposition : (,.3

)

the 1 ransjiort of elementsthrough the tissues traversed by t he current

.

Tiiv,.(. different experiments were devised to ascertain whether
imposition took place only at the poles or throughout the

11. s traversed by the cvirrent. The result in each case showed
ill.. I it only took place at the poles. The electrode, therefore,

iiiii^t come in contact with the tumour to produce decomposition.

Til;' chemical action at each pole could be utilised or abolislifd by
varying the method of apjilication. It also explained the dif-

ferent etl'ects produced by each pole, and was entirely local. The
positive was, if anything, found liy numerous experiments to be

more destructive than the negative pole. The third action—the
transport of elements— became an important factor when the

complex molecule of albumin was split uji at the poles. It pro-

bably had a modifying influence on the cells of tumours, as they

could not recuperate so well as the normal cells of the body.

After several experiments the author found it impossible to intro-

duce substances into thi.' body in this way. as described by ,Munk,

Legro.*^, and others. Uy observing the vessels of the retina on

several occasions during the passage of a current, and also the

cu-cidatiou in the frog's foot, the author did not think that any
clinnge took ])lace in the vessels, excejjt a local liyperaMuia due to

chemical action at each pole. There appeared to be no contrac-

tion of the uterus during the ))a.«sage of the current, except at the

makeandbreak. Theauthorused a largemetal electrode with several

layers of damp linen ; this answered quite as well as clay, and was
much less troublesome. He did not agree with Apo.stoli in laying

down a definite rule for 1 he number of applications ; each case must
bo taken on its merits. On one occasion he had given 2.")0 milli-

imiperes for thirty minutes pverj" other day withovit ill result.-^

Dr. G. Granville Bantock was much gratified that Dr. I'arsons's

paper confirmed the view.s he had formed after a careful con-

sideration of all thi> evidence. It was only rea?onabU> to expect

that any new method of treatment should, if not uniformly suc-

cessful, at least show a goodly majority of successful results. In

this it had comi>letely faileid. He admitted the local caustic

action of the current. Hiemorrliage might be an-ested in cases

of so-called gi-anular degeneration of the endometrium, so com-
mon in association with fibroid tumours, as the result of the de-

stniction of those granulations by that caustic action. But.

he. contended, where tlie granular disease was extensive, it

was far better to remove the whole at one sitting by means of

the curette than by the galvanic ehemico-caustic process fri^

quently repeated. Certainly it, would be more expeditious. He
admitted tlu< production of muscular contractions of the uterus

under the intluence of the continuous current, but they were only

temporary. The action of ergot was of a similar nature. In von-

jimctiou "with the pm-hloride of iron the latter remedy wa.s often

most beneficial. Apostoli himself only elaimecl an amelioration of

symptoms, and had never seen a tumour disappear under hi<

treatment. Apostoli and his foUowers Imd found it necessary to

shift then: ground in self-defence, a sure sign of a failing cause.

They had recognised the iiiefBciency of their foitner method, and

now found it necessarj- to tlirnst one of the electrodes into thi;

tumour itself ; still, thev clung to th.. theory of electrolytic action.

Th(> late Dr. Greenha'lgh had emjiloyed the actual cautery in a

similar way, thrusting it into the .Mibstance of the tumour
through the vagina. There was no essential difference iu the

])riueiple of the two niethfKls. The object of both wiis to bring

about the di'Struction of the integrity of the tumour, and the prac-

tice might be said to be founded on what was now a well-known
fact--namely, that if you could once start tlie degenerative process

in a fibroid tumour, either the active and dangerous process of

sloughing or the more gradual and innocent process of absorption,

that process would go on until the turaoiu- was ultimately got rid

of. It, was, however, unpossilile to control the process.—Dr. IIey-

wooi) Smith said that fibroids were exogenous; and not endo-

genous gi-owths starting from a central point. They were there-

fore buried in the contractile tissue of the uterus, and it was to

this external ring that they had to look for the source of absorp-

tion. How was absorption to take place if the I'lectrodes were

introduced into the centte of the mass ?—Dr. FAxeornr Bahxes
said he had had two cases in his wards treated by this method.

In the first case there was a fibroid tumour reaching nearly up to

the umbilicus. After many weeks of suffering the tumour disap-

peared, and she left the liospitah In the second case also the

tumour was much smaller, but tlie patient's sufferings had been

great, and she declined fiu'ther treatment. Comparing the results

with those obtained by renunal of the appendages, he much pre-

ferred the latter.—Dr. JlAX.sKi.i. iloLi.Lix said it was not gene-

rally understood that electrolysis implied destruction: the ^yo^d

itself had that signification, it was impossible for electrolysis to

take place in living tissue. There was no such thing as a modi-

fied electrolytic action takiu}; place at a distance from and be-

tween the electrodes. Supposing, for the sake of argument, that

such action di(i take, ylace, how^ was it that the current picked

out the morbid tissues only? Dr. Parsons"s theorv' that it was

in consequence of the lower vitality of the morbid cell "iwth,
which was infiuenced in some way by the current, had nothing to

support it. In two out of the four cases recently brought before

the Society sloughing of the tumour had occurred. He had pre-

viou-sly remarked upon the danger from this source, (ind believed

that it was due to the prolonged contraction interfering -with the

circulation. It was not the result of electrolytic action. Seeing

the difficulty of diagnosis, it being in many cases impossible to

detiue the charactcr'and position of the fibroid, the treatment was

at best es.sentinllv empirical—Dr. Aveuxo said that electricity

could relieve pain, luemorrhage, and bulk of tumour, the three

urgent symptoms for which hysterectomy was ]ierformed. If a

patient could be thus s'ympton'iatically cured, was it not worth

trying? He- did not a^ree that there was no electrolytic action

lii'tween the poles.—Dr. BrnKinT) raised a protest ag.ainst the in-

discriminate insertion of an unjirotected metal r.^d with currents

of high intensity into the uterus. He had lately witnessed tJie

expulsion of the entire cast of the lining mucous membrane of the

uterus; which had l)een in process of discharge for some days. He
had also seen a slough detached from the mucous membrane of

the cervical cjinal about the size of a shilling. This had resulted

with a current strength of seventy-five milliumperes.— Dr. EoiTH,

.Mr. Lawsox Tait, Dr. Macax, 'Dr. ('iiai,mei!.s. Dr. Savage, Dr.

Steavexsox. Dr. RfTHEnFOKTi, Hr. l.MLACH. Dr. Bedforp Fex-

wirK. and the riiESlDEXT took part iu thediscu-sion.—Dr. IXGUS
Parsoxs replied,

Ill'XTKRIA.N SOC'IKTV.

WEDNTJsnAY, MAnrii L')<T)r.

R. Clement Lucas. B.S., I'.K.C.S., President, in the Chair.

.Ihdominal Pimcfurr in Tympanifet.—'Dr. R. J. Rtlt: r^d a.

paper on a cjise of tympanites treated by puncture through

the abdominal wall. 'The patient, a man aged 40. came under

treatment in October, 1.S87, with vomiting, ijaroxysmal pain, and
constiiiatiou, of about ten days" duration. Kxamination of thn

abdomen showed considerable fulness, but no tumour was felt,

and examination bv the rectum revealed nothing. Encmata and
O'lbirni^'s tube ga'vi- no information. Colotomy was declined,

t Uerefore puncture of the intestine to relieve lUstension was re-

sorted to as the only treatment wliich promised relief. Eight

punctures were made." with cmisiderable relief to the di.stcnsion,

but with the result of setting up an uttack of violent peristaltic
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contraction about half an hour nftcr it. Tliree days liitor it ^\-as

ncci'ssary to punctilio again in tlirco iilnoos. and two procaiition?

were nsi'd to prevent peristalsis, namely. (1) hypodermie injection

of inorplio-atrojiine, and (lil use of a lar''er a>piratin<; needle. .\

verj- large (juanritv of gas was let ofl'. N'o violi'ut peristalsis fol-

lowed. 'Forty-eigiit hours later tlie linwels opened, .\fter a fort-

night symptoms of obstruction reHirned, aiid puncture again be-

came necessary, the same precautions being taken as on the

former occasion, and in the course of the following three -n-eeks

jiunctviring was four times repeated. Great temporary relief was
gained, but the patii^nt gradually sank and ilied. .\ ponf-morfrm e\-

aniinationshciwed an antuilar strict lire of the lirst part of therectuni,

but no evidence of peritonitis or extra vasal ion of ficces, and. with

the exception of certain small black sj^its, no trace of tlie puncture

was visible in the wall of the bowel. The points of interest in tlie

diagnosis of this case of chronic obstruction were then discussed ;

and, sccondlv. those of the treatment by puncture. As to the

latter, the relief afforded by this procedure was of value for three

reasons: (1) us checking the respiratory and circniatorj- difficulties

consequent on extreme distension ; c'l :is diniinisliing the direct

risks of distension, namely, rujiture and jieritouitis ; Qi) as favour-

ing the re-cstablishment'of the normal intestinal action. The

chief mode, however, in which jnincture tended to produce

evacuation of the bowel was by exciting brisk peristalsis, and

this was a result which, as in "the present instance, might re-

quire to be guarded against. As to the dangers of intestinal punc-

ture, thinning or ulceration of some part of the bowel might coii-

\ ert a imncture into a rent, or liquid fieces might be conveyed

from the needle to the peritoneum. But a much less hypothetical

danger seemed to be rupture of the diseased Ijowel by the vio-

lent peristalsis set up by jiuncturing. or if the puncturing was

Ter>- free. The reality of this risk was shown (possibly) by the

historj- of a case nf' Dr. liristowe's recorded in the Vrttholi'i/irnl

Stciet'i/'f Ti-fitunctiimx for \>r,-\ and still more clearly by a case re-

corded in 1878 in the JornxAi, by Dr. C'oupland and Jlr.

ilorris. in which nqiture was due" to pi-ristalsis caused by

puncture. If this view of the danger were correct, the proceed-

ing came to resemble the administration of ergot during labour,

and the cases most suitable for the treatment would seem to be

those which were known to be characterised by healthy bowel and

an absence of insuperable obstruction, such as "sometimes occurred

in obstetric practice or after abdominal operations. I'erhaps. too,

as had been suggested by Dr. tlalabin, this treatment might be of

nse in commencmg peritonitis. The beneficial effects of simiile

relief of tension in checking the ])rogress of inflammation were

shown in jieriostitis and cellulitis, and probably a few needle punc-

tures would be less dangerous than continued distension to the

'peritoneal coat. Prom similar considerations he suggested its em-

ployment in enteric fever, more especially if, as was probable,

excessive peristalsis could be prevented by ojiium. The specimen

was shown at the meeting.
^iride IntcstinnI OMntcfinii mmji/icntiiir/ T'tero-ijcstntion.—

Mr. ConNim read notes of a case of this kind. The patient, a

woman aged H". who had been married four mouths, was believed

to be four months pregnant; during this period she had much
sickness and retelling. On .N'ovember aith, after a hearty supjier,

she was seized with great pain and violent vomiting. The bowels

acted freely several times. Xothing abnonnal wa.s felt in the ab-

domen, anfl the uterus was of normal size. Vomiting and iiain

continued, with constipation. On November •Jtltli chloroform was

given, and the rectum, vagina, and abdomen were carefully e.\-

jilored, hut nothing unusual detected. On the -JTIh death took place.

On nont-mnrtnn examination the ileum was found constricted five

inrlies above the acx-nm by a thick band nf adhesion in the

middle line above the imbes. The IkjwcI was completely divided.

The peritoneum contained a quantity of ficcal material. The sjie-

cimen was shown at the meeting.—.Mr. .MrCAnriiY said that he

had seen Mr. Comer's case for the lirst time the <lay before death.

The diagnosis lay between pregnancy and obstructiim. There

being nothing to indicate the jirecise nature of the ca.se, he did

not advise operation; and. looking at the nature of the case as re-

vealed after death, had this been performed the bowel would im-

mediately have given way, as it had done on the following day.

These cases, if seen early enongh. especially in hosjiital practice,

and treated by operation, might terminate in a good result. As

to puncture o"f the intestines, he had emiiloyed this method in a

gyna'cological case wit h great relief.— Dr. I'yk-Smitii, in discus-

Sing the nrst case, spoke of the difficulty met with in diagnosis,

and thought there was nothing to be gained by the passage of a

long tube up the rectum. Tt often coiled up. ond he believed ii

to iie anatomically impossible for it to pa.ss beyond the secnii i

j.avl of the rectum. Then as to the classical description usiin':-

given of -pipeclav" motions he thcuighl it questionaiile if asti

luri' high 11)1 couli'l iiniiriiil its form on the faces, but that t

condition was usually due to some disease of the anus.
_
(,'ase-

jioint were then descVibed. On the other hand, there might !

.stricture low down with no narrowin" of the nmtion.s; he tie

fore considered this condifinn unreliable. rassing_ to easi-

annular stricture due to malignant disease, chronic in their
i

gress anil limiteil to the larye intestine, he thought these ougli

be diagnosed and treated by colotomy. Cases of this sort w^
ofti'ii allow fa-ces to be [la.s'sed, and he quoted a case of disea^-

sigmoid flexure in which arrangements had been made for
;

forming colot(miv, which was deferri'd on account of the passage

li(|uid fa'ces at the time. Death took jilacenext day. Ulceratimi

in these cases, as in Dr. Eyle'<. was markedly absent, in contradi--

tiuction to Mr. Corner's case. In all such cases he urged operatieii.

As regarded ilr. Corner's case he expressed regret as to the resul:

if the case reached the gangrenous stage, he thought that

operation took away the last chance of recovcrv". and as a ri ^

death was frequently jmt down to its performance. Gonsidernii;

the whole question of operation, the more cases he saw the less lir

trusted the signs; the signs as taught so often failed. Exploru'

operation ended in failure in all his cases he had recently loo

up. A more loose method of diagnosis than that usually tan _

he considered useful, and he classified cases under several headn

1. Acute obstruction in which (a) operation was followed !

good result, as in eases of hernia: (li) treatment by opium

starvation—some of these recovered, i Chronic obstruction, '

stricture of rectum, treated by colotomy. 3. Chronic obstruct

due to impaction of fieces, t"reated for constipation by enen

(this included also that due to gallstones~i. He agreed witli

Dr. Kyle had said as to puncture". He had performed the o]-

tion once to relieve excessive distension, and found that peristi!,:

was excited. The patient passed some fieces, and ultimately re-

covered. He thought it might be performed with fTeater freedom,

and recommended "frequent puncture. The needle, however, should

not be allowed to remain in any length of time.—Dr. DundaB
Grant gave his experience of two cases of cancer of the rectum

low down, in which he had used this method of treatment by

puncture with great relief to the patient. He asked Dr. Hyle

if he had passed the whole hand into the rectum for the purpose

of diagnosis. T^-jihlitis lieing sometimes accompanied by fiecal

vomiting and liable to be mistaken for acute intestinal obstruc-

tion, he inquired as to what degree of weight .should be attache<l

to this sign.—Dr. Galabtx adverted to the criticism by the Lancet

on the statements made in his manual as regards the method of

treatment in puerjieral peritonitis being so fatal, the relief given

could cmly be temporary. He quoted cases of this kind, and also

one of intestinal obstruction in which puncture had been used

with gi-eat relief. He also thought that puncture might be used

in cases of extreme distension where there was great trouble about

to be experienced in abdominal section. The finest tubes only

should be used. He had employed fine ])uncture for the relief of

great distension of intestines which hail escaped from the abdo-

men after ovariotomy : a small drop of fa'ces was noticed at the

site of each puncture. Kinally. he related a case of acute intes-

tinal obstruction with iiregnan'cy at six months caused by volvulus

of the small intestine, wliiidi terminated fatally. Xothnig

was done, tlu^ ])atient being niorihund when seen.—Mr. SvMOXD.s

discussed the increasing dilliculty of diagnosis in intestinal ol>-

struction, and related several cases' he had hail under his care. He

always recommended an exjiloratory operation in these cases, and

the .s'uccess he had met with was certainly encouraging. The use

of largeenemata. he thought, did not [irove the jiosition of the

growth. Ill cases similar to that of Air. Corner's. Xelaton's opera-

t ion was useful as a method of relief short of abdominal section.—

Dr. \j. K. Shaw had seen Dr. l?yle's case during the second attack,

and thought the case an admirable ime for operation. He believed

that puncture might always be emjiloyed in the first jil ace before

the performance of o]ieriition tor the removal of growth—the

method a]i|ieared to be so innocuous. —Dr. PiTT related a case ot

puncture of the intestines in a man for obstruction due to stran-

"iilalion of the ascending colon without relief. Colotomy was

subsequently performed. In the majority of ca.?es he believed the

colon was not full of gas but fieces, as in the case just mentioned.

.\ very valuable method of treatment for the relief of symptomi

in int'estinal obstruction was to wash out the stomach. So, again,
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ill enteric fever, might not the contact of micro-organisms with

the food form gas? From experiiiicnts he had made, it was un-

certain wht-tlier the i-ol.m ur small inti.>stine was punetiired.

—

The I'BKSIDKXT thought Dr. Ryle's case a tyiiical one tor colotomy.

and ri'tcrptted that thi' patient could not lie jiersuadHd to uiulergii

the operation. In elironic obstruction where tlie position of the

tUsease wa.s a matter of conjeetni-e, he always «dvi-ed left-side

colotomy, and he related two cases inwhioh patients were relieved

in this way. In one case there had l>een symptoms of chronic

disease and complete ohstrnction for thirteen days. He colotu-

mised on the left side, and found the ojieniiii; was below the

stricture; jiassiiig in hi,- tinger he felt the disease at the splenic

Hexure. tlien turned the patient over, and operate<l on the right

side. This patient was alive nearly three years after the opera-

tion. .Vs illustrating the use of puncturing, he referred to a case

of Jlr. Forster's related in the (riti/'s Hnxpital lic/jurtii for 1H(>S,

where the patient lived eighty-eight days after complete ob-

struction.

WEST LOXDOX ilKUICO-CHmatGIC.VL SOCIETY.

FniDAY, Apeil (ith, 188.S.

C. H. B. 1u-;eti.ky, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Cancer of the Bodies of the Vertebrce.-^'Siv. Roche Lynch again

produced his specimen of cancer or sarcoma of the lumbar ver-

tebra, which he described at the la.st meeting (.lorRXAL, March
10th).—In the adjourned discussion the Pbesident observed that

he had seen a case of secondarj' cancer of the vertebra^ in which

the symptoms had been mistaken for those of hysteria.—Jlr.

Lloyo had seen a specimen of melanotic sarcoma of the spine.

The peculiarity of Mr. Lynch's specimen was that it appeared to

be a unique specimen of primary cancer of vertebra.

liare Congenital Lefonnittj lif the Hani1.<.~'SVr. I'f.rcy Potter
showed a man in whom the metacarpal bones were so fused that

each hand had the appearance of having but two iligits and a

thumb.—The Prk.sivext, Mr. Axlixgham. Mr. Benham, and Dr.

JiANNlXG took part in the discussion which followed.

Dermoid Ci/xt B.iiielled per Rectum during Lnhonr.—Mr. Prior
MiiLAM related this case and exhibited the specimen. A woman
who had had two natural confinements previously was taken in

labour, and found to ha\e in the recto-vaginal septum a tumour
large enough to obstruct the descent of the child's head. In de-

livering with forceps the tumour was forced out through the

anus. It was founci to contain serous fluid and some hair. The
patient recovered without any bad symptoms.—The case was dis-

cassed by Dr. Wells, .Mr. Di:xN', and the Pre-Sibent.

Per/orution of the Egeball bg the Knot of a ll'/iip.—MT. Percy
Dux X related the case "of an attendant at a hippodrome who felt

his eye suddenly cut with, as he supposed, a pebble kicked up by
one of the ponies who wert' being trained. lie was admitted lo

the West London Hospital ; and on the following day, there being

re panophthalmitis, Mr. Dunn performed enucleation with the

possible result, the man being made an out-patient at the end
ight days. A curious thing was that the man, when struck,

standing beyond the reach of the whip. ilr. Dunn supposed
1* the thong had become heated, and the knot, detached, had

.llown off at great speed. It was found to have pierced the ball

Ijust below the horizontal meridian of the corneo-sclerotic junc-

ition and to have become embedded in the vitreous humour.

—

^Remarks were made by Mr. Lr.vx and Mr. Lang.
1 Ca/cidiis in a Tonxil.- Vit. Aliierson showed a hard concretion,

labout lialf an inch in diameter, whidi had sloughed out of the

tonsil of a patient aged 72. There was no historj- of gout or of

a calculous diathesis.—Dr. Ball had seen many calcareous con-

cretions from the tonsils, but not one so dense and brown as this.

Large lien in the Nec/c treated Inj a Kew Method.—In the case

of a wen of old standing, and which extended from the jaw to

the clavicle, Jlr. Kketley tPresident) had operated in the follow-
ing manner. Kemoving an elliptical piece, about three inches by
an inch and a lialf, from the cyst wall, he turned out the con-
tents. He then cleansed the cavity thoroughly, tirst with car-

bolic acid, then with corrosive sublimate, and tinally with boracic
acid. The hole in the cyst was then stitched to the hole in the
skiu, and the cavity of the cyst was plugged with strips of iodo-
form gauze, which were removed from time to time. At the
end of a month the cyst had almost disappeared. During
treatment the head and neck had been kept lixcd by a ])oroplastic

apparatus, which had probably had much to do with the success-
ful result.

Pathohyicul Specimens.—ilr. John R. Lcxn: Cancer of the

(Esophagus.— Jlr. PKnry Dl'nn : aiCy*tof Ovary; i2; Xoevoid

Condition of Brain; ('o» .Sarcoma of Cterus: {4} Liver from a Case

of Peritonitis following Perforation in Typhoid. ,

ROYAL .\CADEMY OF MEDICINE IX IRELAND.
.Skption of Axato.my.

Feidav, March i>sn, ISSS. ..

,

.St. John Brooks, M.D., President, in the Chair. /

Brain-groirth and Vranio-cerehrnl Topography.—ProtesfOT C0»-
NiNirHAM exhibited fifteen models of the human head. He stated

that for some months past he had been endeavouring to determine

the relative degree of growth of the several lobes and convolutions

of the cerebrum from infancy up to adult life. It could easily be

piroved that the movement of increase of the subjacent brain did

not correspond with the growth of the component bones of tlie

skull. He quoted Fere and Topinard in support of this view, and
gave two examples in which it co\ilil easily be seen, namely (1)

tlie frontal eminence which overlay a different portion of the

frontal lobe of the brain in the adult and child; and (2) the dif-

ferent relations which were observed between the squamo-parletal

suture and the .Sylvian lissure as first noticed by Foulhouze. The
measurements rnust be applied to the brain itself, and for this

piirjiose some means must lie taken to preserve its volume and

contigiu'ation absolutely unchanged after the cranium was opened.

He -n-iis now able to prepare the brain so that when it was exposed

in situ it would remain absolutely unaltered for at least twenty-

four hours. But a further step \vas necessary. A more extensive

comparison between the different brains was necessary than that

afforded by columns of figures. It was very essential that the

parts of tlie brain should be fixed and retained in their natural

form. For tliis purpose he had had recourse to models which he

had prepared immediately after exjiosure of the brain. Two
inoiiels were prepared of "each head selected for investigation,

jiamely (ei) a model of the head before it was touched : and i4» a

mo<lel"of the same head after it had been prepared and the brain

exposed. The brain was exposed on the right side, but narrow

bars of the cranial wall were left in the lines of the cranial sutures.

The models on the table represented the head of a boy o years old,

a girl of II years, a hov of l^h years, a youth of 15, two middle-

aged women,"and two adult men! He then briefly alluded to some

of the points concerning brain growth which he had observed.

but stated that until he was able to obtain specimens under live

years old he did not expect to make much advance. In the

antero-posterior directio\i very little difference was observed in

the relative length of the frontal, parietal, and occipital lobes

above the age of .5 years. What difference there was could readily

be accounted for" by individual peculiarities. The temporo-

sphenoidal lobe, however, showed some interesting changes as age

advanced from childhood to adolescence. It was placed more

horizontallv in the child: in the adult its tip was turned down-

wards and "inwards, .so as to give its llong axis a curved direction.

Again, its vertical depth in relation to the part of the cerebrum

above the Sylvian lissure diminished uniformly and steadily as

adolescence and adult life was approached. In discussing whether

the relative decrease of the outer surface of this lobe could have

any functional significance, IVofessor Cunningham referred to the

recent important investigations of Professor Schafer upon the

temporo-sphenoidal lobe. He also indicated that Dr. Sj-mington

had suspected that there was such a decrease in the vertical

dimensions of the lobe in ipiestion, and had accounted for it on

mechanical grounds. The question of cranio-cerebral topography

came in as a side-issue to the present investigation. There were

two distinct methods bv which anatomists had determined the

relation of the different parts of the brain to the surface of the

head, namely, the sutural, which ha<l been followed out with great

exactitude liy numerous investigators, and that method whereby,

by means of' certain lines and iueasurements made with reference

to well-marked prominences, the subjacent brain could be mapped
on the surface of the head. The latter plan was the one most
interesting to the surgeon, and to it only he would refer. Hare,

Seguin, and Reid had each developed a method of this kind. For

Hal-e's method he had nothing but commendation. It was easy

of application, and as exact as any such plan could reasonably be

expei'ted to be. Reid's method was in some mea-sure a modifi-

cation of Seguin"s, and in so far as the fissure of Rolando was
concerned, lie had found it most unreliable. In none of his

\ sjiecimeus dj 1 this )issi\re coincide with Mr, Reid's lines, and in
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one model on tlie table it wonld be seen that even a trephine
with a dinmoter of two inolies would have fniled to oxii(is(>
the iippor i'TkI nf tin' Knliindic tissiin' hivl it lioen applied uccord-
ma to Mr. Ki'id's nilus. It was m iiicthnil, furtlirr, wliidi,
although i>n.sy (if .application lo a ilriwiii;,' of a hoad upon pap">-,
wa.s exceedinply dillicult of apiilicinlion on llu" living Inail.
The I'RKSIDK.NT .<ai<l 1'rofe.ssor ('nnninjilium's coniniuniciiiion was
of Rival practical utility, fsiu'ciiilly'as it upju-an-d lliat Kcid

-

method wa.s till- one that was ivi^ubirly tnnglu in many schooN.
-Vow that cerebral surgery was h.-sjin'ninj,' t^i malte n'nnirkalih-
strides, the loculisaliou uf the iliflV.ivnl portions of llie lirain in
relation to tlie outside heeanie of nioi-e and more inijjortance. and
therefore thi' conlirmatioii of the re.-iills oljtained by ilare wa.-; of
corrt\si)ondin^ iuil)ortani;e. Hare's method ditfere<l from IVdessor
Cnnniiii{hunrs a.s i-ousistiii}; in renioviuf; tlie whole sidi- of the
skull, while Professor (.'uniiiugham left liridjies of Ijone aloiiir the
line of the suture. Ill another ruspeet. also, their nietliod.s differed.
Hare used mi s)iei'ial hardeiiinj; method, while I'rofessor (-'iinning-
ham hardened the brain in lifii with nhsoliitely uo shrinking, so
that wiieii the skuU-cnp was renio\ed tlie oerehrnl convolutions
were siM'n tightly applied to the dura mater. At the same time.
the resiilLs showed remarkable uniformity. Hare was of opinion
that the hardening; tended more or less to displace the brain and
make it sliriuk. He -sva-s also averee to freezing the brain, be-
cause when the braia was fro/en, unle.ss special mean,s were taken,
it_ wa.s inclined to tliaw and become more dittiuent than ever.
What he relied up.in was to gut the snlijects as fresh as possibli-.
He examined them thirty hours after death.—Mr. Thom.son. Kev.
Dr. lUiiiHTu.N, Dr. Fuv, Dr. .Xixox. Mr. SwAxzv. and Mr.
BK.N'XKir, took ])art in the discussion.— Professor CfN.MXuHAM.
in reply to Sir Wu.li.im Stokk.s. said tliu paper from which lie

quoted the result.s of Professor Schafer's investigations would be
found in the hi«t number of Brniii .• and his experiments
consisted in rem.iving the temporo-sphenoidal lobe on each
side. In each case the monkeys he operated on showed
no evidence of loss of hearing, tactile sensiliility. or taste.
His experiments also tended rather to conHrm thosi> of Jlimck.
in which coniplele removal of both occipital lobes led to total
blindne.<.s.

Sncri)-Iliac Juintx ill n Prci/iiant If owrtH.—Professor Cit.mning-
UAM exhibited a sjiecimen illustrating relaxation of thesacro-iliac
joints in a pregnant woman.—Tlie Puksiuent, Dr. 1!kx.\£tt, and
Dr. I''oY joined in the discussion.

Humnliji/ij and Inucrvatinn of the Achmlboqen and Pectoralis
Quartiis, and the future of the Laferul Cutdneoiis Kerve »f the
Thora.>;.~Dr. Amhhosk Uiumixgham read a paper on this subject.
The jioiiits sought to be established in tlie paper were: (1) that
pectorali.s quartiis is a segmented portion of the great pectoral;
(2) that achnellmr/eit. is a. derivative of panniculus -. (3) that pecto-
ralis quart us is supplied by the internal anterior thoracic : (4)
that ach.ietb<,iiea is supiilied by the internal thoracic; and (o) that
the lateral cutaneous nerve of the thorax is the nerve of Wrisberg,
associated with more or less of the internal thoracic—The Presi-
DKNT and Professor Cr.v.MNGllAM made .some remarks, and Ur
BiRMlNGilASi replied.

Ilintory of the Serve to the Aiicoueus.—Tlxa President read a
short paper on this subject. The history of the nerve involved
the morphology of the muscle. The anconeus was usually regarded
as a part of tlie triceps which had waudi^red downwards from the
olecranon process to a more distal l<oint on the forearm. For this
view of its morphology two rea.sons were assigned; (1) continuity
with the lower fibres of the triceps; and (2) nerve sujiply. Tlie
author had fouml in a lizard (llatteria) that the anconeus was
separated from the triceps, but formed an integral part of the
extensor carpi ulnaris ; lie found also that the " nerve to the
anconeus " supplied other muscles as well (for exarajile. supinator
brevisl.and then joined the (wsteriorinterosseous nerve to take part
in the innervation of the exten.sors of the digits. Iti the alligator
he found the extensor carpi ulnaris absent, its place being taken
by a large anconeus with a double nerve supply (from the -'nerve
to anconeus,' and the posterior interosseous nerve), in man he
had found a similar double supply for the anconeus in two out of
four subjectshe had examined: this arrangement had been described
by LusoJikii. He concluded : (1) that the anconeus was to be re-
garded more as part of the extensor carpi ulnaris than of the
triceps; (2; that the " uervo to the anconeus" originally took a
largf- share in the ionervntion of the muscles on the extensor
asjiect of the forearm.—Professor CfNNixoHAJl made some re-
marka.

SnEPPIET.D MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Tiii-RSDAV, .March l'Oxu, 1888.

M. M. DE Bartoi.omi:, M.D.. I'resident, in the Chair.

C'l'ei).— .Mr. Sneli, showed a boy who had been operated upo
forse\'ere ectopia.—Mr.S. lloiiioitTSs'howed a boy with hyportroph
of the gums.

I'niiniteri Fracture.—'Mr. Pyk-S>iith exhibited an instrumer
he had devised for use in ununited fractures.

/ 'ninn ofDirided T'rethra. M r, (i ARRA HI> related a case in whic
a man had fallen on a piece of iron and lacerated his perineui
from the sphincter nni into I he scrotum. The Mound penc-trate
deejily, exposing the base of tlie bladder, and comyjletely dividin
the iiivthra near tlii> bulbous portion and li'aring part of it awaj
The jiroximal end was found, and when the silk web catheter ha
been jaissed on into the bladder, the divided ends were two inche
apart ; they were brought together by thin silk sutures, and
syphon tube was attached to the end of the catheter. The cathetf
was changed aliout once a week for six weeks, when the urethr
was found lo be united, and the perineal wound nearly heale(
Afler this a catheter with a sharp curve was occasionally passet
and in three months the perineum was entirely healed, and th
man could pass his water as well as before.—Remarks w-ere mad
by Dr. Kekung and the Puksiuent.

Mri.inai/e.—Jlr. Atkin reml a paper on massage, in which he dif

cussed its value in certain surgical affections. An opinion wa
exi]res.sed of the uselessness of treating scoliosis. Hat-foot, ben
legs, and riiiets generally by jackets, .splints, etc., unless the ap
paratus could constantly be fj-moved and thi> parts well shampooei!
Attention was also drawn to the use of shampooing in curtailing
tedious convalescence, as afler a surgical operation. Early mas
sage was [recommended for sprained joints and muscles, thougl
not to the exclusion of the physiological rest needed for rejiair. ^

future was also claimed for massage in certain hysterical affection
which simulated surgical diseases, and benelit was stated to hav
lieen seen from massage in diseases of the anteriorpart of the ey«
-Remarks were made by -Mr. ICvight, Dr. IkXT. Mr. Jkffrevs

ilr. .Snkli,, Dr. S. Roberts, Dr. S. Wuiyr:, and ilr. .Iacicsd.v.

Terehene.—Dr. Martix gave brief particulars of three cases
bronchorrhuea, in the treatment of which he found the use of pup
terebeue most useful. Ten minims -was the dose prescribed, am
in each case the heneticial action was immediate, progressive, ani
persistent. Dr. Martin laid stress on the necessity of inquiriu)
into the condition of the kidneys before ordering terebene.-
Remarks -lyere made by Jlr. S.xioLL, Mr. Biujwnixg, Mr. Uab
GREAVES, and Dr. Clabke.

ABERDKK.N", BANFF, AND KIXCARDIXE BRANX'H.
Wp.d.n-esday, .March 21st, 1888.

'^

.Joiix' Urqujiart, il.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Ocelnsion of External Amfituri/ Meatus.—Dr. .lonx Goiioo:
showed a boy, aged 11, with I'ompiete occlusion of the right audi'
tory meatus, about half an inch from the auricle. The hearing

A

.

distance for the watch was _=j.' and bone-conduction 'svasW
on the aflected side. 'Wilh the probe a bony ring con'
made out round the meatus al the blind end. Attention had >

drawn to the boy seven or eight monllis ago, when he hecaiu.,
deaf from I'histachian obstruction of the left side. Dr. (iordon in-]

tended to operate at a later date.

Erhidifinn of Electric Appnrnfus.—Dr. Garden exhibited si

Schall's battery, suitable for all medical and surgical i>urposPsJ
He showed Leiter's electric rhinoscope, urethral endoscope, andj
cystoscope, and demonstrated the mode of using the latteri

by means of an artihcial bladder filled with water and con-i

taining various minute objects. An eh-ctric raouih-illnininatori
with tougue-dejiressor.a laryngoscope, and ear speculum were alsoj

shown. Dr. (iarden al.so exhibited Schech's handle for the electric,

cautery, an<l its adjustment with the electric loop, and a variety.
of electrodes. Ml these appliances -weru worked by means of the!

Schall's battery.

('onr/eni/fzl iSi/philia.—hr. EoMoxn showed a niimbor of patho-'
logical specimens of congenital syphilis occurring in a boy aged 7,i

who w;is blind, deaf, and dumb ;' namely, theskiill with large per-|

forations in some places and numerous ulcerative depressions,!
the sites of gummata, amyloid liver filled with calcifying "•''

cheesy gummata of varying size, and amyloid spleen and kidn
Dr. Edmond also showed a photograph of Several beautifully '
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cuted paper models of cattle, horses, deer, rabbits, etc., whieli the

boy hiifl made—I'rofdssor ILvmilton' had observed that th(> brain

was tlie most hip;hly I'onvoluted one he had over met with

almost approaching tliat of the cetacean.

Ciise (tf so-called tS/ioiitn/ieous C'oin/iuafion.—Dr. Mackknzik
Booth described a case wliieli he had met with. It will be pnli-

lished in full in the JofnxAi,.

IvKHAllM.— In the rci)ort of the proceeilinjr^ "1 >'"' Suiultn-hmil liuil Xonli
Durham Meilicnl Smii-lv. puhM'.hcil hi the .loiHSAl. oF .V|)lil 7th, imiji' Tin.

" Pon-nmal Biiiiichhil Kiitilht " slimiM liave beiMl " Piis.l-o:iih
'

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

filVDE MKDIC0-I,EG.\.LE .Sm LKS BlE.SSITIES PEODUITES I'All

i.KS AcciiiKXTS iiK C'HKMix UK FKii. I'p. 118. Par le Dr.

('If. ViisF.RT, E.\per( pres le Tribunal de hi .Seine, etc. I'nris

:

nailli;-re et Fils. 1888.

As far a> we know, this is the first work which has appeared in

the French language on the subject of i-ailway injuries. The
author of it appear.s to have had considerable medico-legal experi-

ence, and from the titles appended to his name we gather that hi-

holds an appointment as " medical assessor" in the I'aris Courts of

Justice, lie has thus enjoyed the oppurt unity of viewing a num-
ber of cases from a wholly judicial standpoint, free from any
necessity, whether imaginary or real, of supporting particular

views in or against the interest of any claimant for compensation
tor jjersonal injuries. From the medico-legal reports, which
are to be found cerliatim in the book, we should say that the

author is well worthy of the conlidence placed in him in the

official position whieii he liohls. It would be well if in this

country, also, appointments of a like character were not unknown.
The injuries received in railway accidents are, as we well know,

of singular interest; and nowadays, when botli claimants and
railway companies alike see the disad\ antagcs of litigation, and
amicable .settlements are much more common than in time-^ gone

by, when medical meii are, therefore, ahle to approach these ea.ses

in le.ss of the spirit of contending parties, and more in that of

calm judicial observation, it i,s to be hojied that the results of

railway injttries may more closely engage the attention of leading

neurologi.its, who luive hitherto rather sought to avoid them, for

vai'ious reasons whicli it is needless to name; for the conse-

quences of railway injuries fall especially uito the categoiy of

neurological work, and they derive llfir chiefest interest from
the light which they sometimes throw np^n the close and intimate
interdependence of mind and body, of iisyehical and physical

being. I'nictures and dislocations, wounds and contusions, rt^-

qeived in railway accidents do not differ in the least, either in

their immediate symptoms or in their after-consequences, from
tliose inllicted in a hundred other ways ; nor is there any evidence

that the coarser lesions of brain or of spinal cord, or of other parts

of the nervous system, have any .special con.sequences when they
have been caused by accidents on railways, by the collisions

which we commonly understand raih\ay accidents to mean. To
the infliction, however, of all, and every form nf, injuries in col-

lisions there is frequently added a disturbing element which is

commonly, though not invariably, absent from other and more
ordinary accidents ; and the course of the after-symptoms is often

unusual tmd unexpected, because of the interference with con-
valescence which any unsettlement of mind, such as may be in-

duced by litigation, tiy anxiety as to the future, or by delayed
arrangeiiient of claim, is pretty sitre to entail. .^-^ to that which
has influence al the time of the accident, it is well known that

considcralile importance has been attaclu'd, and is apparently by
Dr. ViHERT himself, to the /'hrctnlement, or vibration, which is

sup))Osed to be commttnicated by, and at the moment of, the col-

lision to every obji'ct of, or connected with, the colliding bodies.

It has always seemed to ns remarkable that tliis ibra/ilement

should be so partial in its effects, and unaccountable, moreover,
that a vibration, gi'uerated by the collision and necessarily com-
municated to, and diffused through, every particle of, or connected
with, the colliding bodies, should exercise a great and injurious

influence, say, on one individual, while another individual sitting

next him should go scot free.

The different effects of railway injuries, apart from gross bodily
le-sion, have therefore to he sought elsewhere, and we believe that
they are to lie found in individual idiosyncracy, one person suffer-

ing largely from the fright incidental to the horrors of a railway

collision, another feeling such effects but little, or it may hf not

at all. And therefore every variety and combination of result"

may be nut with, as for example: (n) severe bodily injurj- aSsoci-

atell with great mental ilisturliance: f//) sf-vere bodily injury asso-

ciated with none: (c) great mental disturbance witli slight bodily

injury; (d) slight bodily injury with little disturbance from

fright, or it may be by none at all. l!y far the large.«t niimln-r

of injured jjersoiis fall'into the thiid class (c) thus affording some
warrant for regarding ilirioilnnent as the real caUse of the sym-
ptoms so commonly seen, ami for diverting attention from, anil

paying less heed to, the personal element in railway injuries, and for

disregarding the friglit. that all potent mental disturbance, either

immediate or delayed, which calls the iiersonal element into play.

This is not the place to record the urdinary symptoms of in-

juries of this class : they may be found in works in our own
tongue. It may be well, jiowever, once again to point out that

the most recent nliservations upon railway injuries both in this

country and in .\merica have tended to show that it is in the

brain r'athiT than in the spinal cord we must look for the lesions,

if there be any, which underlie the sv-mptoms of railway injuries ;

and that •'railway lirain," rather than "railway spine." would be

an aiipropriate term to apply to the congerie- of symptoms with

which we are familiar. The work before us is of interest from

this point of view, in that the cases recorded, related as they

are in detail and Avith the WTitten ••medico-legiil" ojiinions about

them, are vei-y largely cases of cerebral injury, with symptoms
referable to brain lesion or disturliance rather than to lesion or

disturbed function of the spinal cord. The experience of tlie

author appears to have been drawn largely, if not exclusively,

from the victims of the well-rememtiered accident at Charenton

on September .')th. 1881. The acciilent was one of the worst de-

scription. Eighteen persons were killed on the spot, five died

within a few months, twenty-six received very severe bodily in-

juries, and some eighty others were more or less hurt. The cot-

iisiim itself was of the most truly terrifying nature, for it

became known to everyone that ' the accident was inevi-

table : the cry of " Saiive qui peut " was raised aloud, and

everyone was doomed to pass through a few seconds of the

greatest agony and suspense before the crash came. We are

not surprised; therefore, to learn that the great majority of

persons suffered from jn-ofound mental and emotional disturbance,

from nightmare and sleeplessness, from involuntaiy trembling

and severe headaclie, from grave disturbances of_ nutrition, ami

that convalescence was slow and jirolonged. We should ha\e

been glad to have heard more of the iifter-histoi-y of these patient^,

but nevertheless Dr. Vibert has made good u?e of their cases by

giving a careful and lucid account of the cerebral troubles which

are apt to supervene after railway collisions even in cases where

there has been no .serious bodily injury nor any true concussiou

of brain. His account in every way confirms the views now held

ill this country, and we fail to tind anything new in the reconl.

Differences of opinion seem to exist in France as well as here,

and in oni' of his cases we liave the verbatim reports of the several

surgeons whn saw the patient. The views entertained by each

appear to us to be alike legitimate and warranted by the recorded

facts, and they combine to show Imw much better it is that the

judicial tribunal shoidd be assisted in arriving at a just conclu-

sion by the perusal of such reports than liy the oral testimony of

witnesses in open court, who run the risk of being sulijected there

to the taunts and questionings of contending counsel, who may
easily lose their presence of mind in such circumstances, and who
perhaps at the best mav ba\ e a difficulty in conveying their

opinions on medical maiteis to lay and uneducatetl ears and

minds, whether of judge (ir jury.

The author has little to say on the sntijeot of exaggeration and

imposture, but his remarks thereon, if short, are judicious and

well timed. He rightly cautions against the suggestions to pa-

tients which lie in leading questions, and he shows that if the

iletection of downright imposition is not the ditlicult thing which

it is often supposed to be, it neverthele--^ may lie no easy matter

to decide -whether a person is or is not exaggerating the sym-

ptoms of some real, though verj- trifling, injury. Experience,

lunvever, is of the greatest value in enabling a medical man to say

whether the indefinable svmptoms which have no iihysical signs,

which are purelv subjective, and have no other basis than the

statements of the patient himself, are or are not genuine. Xo

book, no account of such symptoms, however accurate and clear,

can supply the want of "experience in such matters, and those

who come to the examination of such cases without experience
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woulil iihvujs liow.'U to tlf.fer to tliose wlio liavc. Wf writo on lln'

aj'Mimut ion "t hilt tbo expert is a pirfcctly imlcpi'iidcnt uml iiii-

partiiil olisiTver, siidi iis Dr. Vibert s<<'ms liimsclf to he, wlio.si-

oiiinioii would bo procUuly tlie samr, and j;ivi;n in precisely the

saino words, lio tin; inttTesl what it may, which he is supjiosed

to serv.'. .\lru ot this kind huvi" doni' mndi to rt'scui- cusi's of

railway injury truin tlio oiiproluiiini which unci' siirronndcd

tlieiu, and to lilait- i hem on a ditVcri'nt toolin;^ I'ruuj tlmi whiols

ilii'V had whin railway injnrics and tin' disputes arising' out ul'

llieiu first spranij into' prominence, and when neitlier medical
men nor lawyers knew how to deal with them.

Dr. Viberl says next to notliinji ns to treatment, but yet treat-

ment may do iniuh for the>e cases of profound general disturb-

ance of tiie bodily and mental lii'allh such as he records, and such
as are .so often si'en after si'vere railway collision. Treatment it

is true is very often ii.seless because of ]iecuniary di-sputes, or at

aiiy rate is useless until pecuniary disputes are at an end, and it

is obvious that these should be put out of the way as soon as pos-

sible, so that proper treatment may be brought to l)ear on those who
are really ill, in whom each function is out of order, whose bodily

feelilenes.s becomes extreme, who find work impossible, and who
provide the suitable soil for the development of all sorts of hypo-
chondriacal or neurokiuetic symptoms, with anorexia of the most
aggravated kind. It is in cases such as these that the Weir-
Mitchell treatment is often of the greatest service, and one at

least of Ur.Vibert's own cases would, inour judgment, have derive<l

benetit from it. How diflitidt it might be to inaugurate such line

of treatment for railway injuries, omy these who have had experi-

ence can tejl ; but we can speak of its usefulness in many a])pa-

reiitly hopele-ss oases. Treatment may do niucli for the patient,

but wide e\i)erience, tact, judgment, and above all good common
sense are necessary &'ot of all to unravel and rightly estimate those
mysterious symptoms which may be met with after railway in-

juries; symptoms which often lie on that .slippery borderland
between genuine neurotic <listurbance and the conscious or un-
conscious simulation of ner\e disorders, when, if we may not call

him " hysterical"—a phrase we can surely use without thinking
of the womb—the patient nevertheless shows distinct "perver-
sion of the er/o," and is very jirone indeed to develop perverted
notions of the relative value of mi'inii and tuum, especially if the
latter be that of a corporate body, without a soul to be saved.
The authfir has had no ))ersona! experience of injiuies of the

spinal cord, and he has notliing of his own to tell on this subjecl,

but his book nevertheless has in it ranch that is interesting ami
instructive, though nothing that is new, on the cerebral and
general nervous derangements which follow railway injuries, and
He have no doubt that it will he of much u.se to the medical pro-

fession in the country where most of its readers will be found.

Hhe .MKDico-CijiuinfiU'.M, TAiiriKS. prepared for the late Shrop-

shire Kthical liranch of the ilritish .Medical .\ssociation. Uy
.liTCKS DK STYT!Ap,-.\I.K.ti. t'.K, etc. Thel''ourth Kdition, re-

vised and enlarged. Loudon: H. K. Lewis. ]>*W.

TilK new edition of these valuable; Tariffs comes not a moment
too soon, for it would be a real loss lo the. j)rofession if they were
to be allowed to remain loug out of print. Indi.spensable to the
young practitioner, they are of great value to t he more exiierienced
for reference in ciriiuu.-lances a little out of the ordinary routine.

Two tariffs for the ordiiniry work of a general practice arc given
—one, ex- or inclusive of medicine, one fee being named; the other,

di.-tinguishing belween the fee for advice and the cliarge for

medicine. There is also a tarifl' of surgical feus for a long list of

operations and manipulations. These Tariffs are the only autho-
ntative document of the kind in existence in this country, and
their general applicability and justice are further shown i>y the
fact that they have been translated into French. The practical
value of the.se Tariffs, and the moderate ]>rice .Tt which the
pamphlet is iiul)Ii»hed, ought to induce every practitioner to

pobsess himself of a copy for reference. To this new edition valu-
able advice on the question of professional charges to the clergy
and to the relatives of members of the medical profession ha\e
been added, and carefully considered i)aragraph.s on the circum-
stances under which an extra fee for prolonged examinations or
consultations have been iaserted.

Till- thanks of the profession are due to Dr. Stybai* for the
trouble which he lias taken to render these tariffs absolutely re-
liable: he has not spared himself; and we venture to express the
hope, which will be warmly reciprocated by many grateful readers,

that I he ill-heallli which has delayed the appearance of this mii

needed edition being now a thing of the past, he may be enab'
I'l su])erviso Iheissue of many more editions in future years.

SkWAOK TKEATMKNT, riUlKirATIOX, AXI) L'TIIJSATIOX. I'.V .1

\V. .Sf.ATi:!!. I'.K.S. (fownSvo. Whittaker and f'o.

Tills volume appears in the "Specialist.*' Series," and purport') ;
-

lie a practical manual for the use of corporations, hicul boai-'t-,

medical officers of health, inspi^ctors of nuisances, chemists, maim-
f.tcturers, riparian owners, engineers, and ratepayers. It is, tlni'

fore, a work which at any rate aims at appealing to an ahii-

universal class of readers, and it is diflicult to understand whet i.

the book is intended for .specialists in the dispo.sal of sewage, mi

whether it is supposed to be written by a specialist in this jiai-

ticular subject. If the latter is the impression intended to
'

conveyed by the title, we should have been glad to learn s\i

what branch of this very wide abject the author may be regarib .

to have sufficiently profound acquaintance to entitle him to li.-

thus described. VVetakeit that the author is neither a medii : 1

man nor a chemist, it is not our province to decide as to whet
he is an engineer. Vet he does not hesitate to discuss the medi
and chemical aspects of his subject with a self-oonfideuce :

liippancy which would ill-become a veteran in either of these

partraents of science. The autlior is a strong advocate of pr.

pitntion methods of sew.ige-treatment, although he is ubligeil i .

admit that where n pure effluent is required, it should he supiili -

mented by filtration. But whilst the ijurest effluent is thus ml-

luittedly obtainable by tlie process of "intermittent downwiirl
filtration,"' the author devotes but ten short pages, princijia'

wasted' in irreleTant personalities, to this important siibji

whilst a chapter of nearly forty pages is absorbed in discuss

i

processes of precipil ation.

Taking, as another instance of the kind of information impart

in this tiiiok, the chapter on the detection of sewage pollution

chapter we take it which is especially addressed to chemists-

find a lengthy disquisition on the evidence afforded by the \<\

sence or absence of fish, frogs, and water plants of various kin .

the upshot of which is to show that very little weight is to 1«

attached to sucli indications. Of chemical or bacteriological

methods of detecting sewage pollution, the author appears to

have an equally low opinion, but he concludes with " one very

simple test, wllicli may be ajiplied to any apparently pure water,

is to put a few ounces of the sample in a perfectly clean bottle,

close it with a glass stopper, or with a new clean cork, and let it

stand for some (lays at a temperature of fiO^ to 70^ Fahr. If on

unstopping the bottle it is found to give off an unpleasant smell,

the water must be condemned." This then is suppo.sed to be the

limit of our power of diagnosint; sewage-polluted water in the

year 188S ! We cannot help thinking that if the author had taken

t he trouble to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the Blue Books

of the l.%8 Commission, as well as those of the Comiiiission of 188.^,

reports which have become the textbooks of the civilised world,

he would have compiled a somewhat different volume from the

one whicli we have before us.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN 3IKDICINB, SrUGKHY, DtETETICS, AND THK

ALLJJiD SCIENCES.

THE " COMPE.VpiU.M,;' OK INVALID'S SELF-HELI'.
Undeu this name an invention has been registered which seems

likely to prove serviceable to invalids requiring' a douche fur

any purpose. .\ glance at tlie accompanying illustration will

show the chief parts in the apparalus. 'flie central arrau^'ement

is a flattened bog made of patent inodorous rubber, which is very

<lurable, and capable of withstanding tropical heat. The bag is

filled to any required capacity with \\ateror other lii|uid, which

may be medicated with any required drug, and used at any re-

quisite degree of temperature. .V lube, in which is a tap which

must at first be closed, is then attached to the bag, and the latter

is placed on a .spring board in a neatly finished, flattened box, the

lid of which is closed on the bag, whilst the tube passes out

through uu aperture in front. The box being then arranged in

any convenient position, the outer free end of the tube is next
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pliiL-ud ill sttu; and tlie tap being turiifd on, the instrument is

used. The bag automatically empties itself, and the Hot.- of liquid

therefrom is gentle, equable", and eat-ily regulated by the height

Hi which the box is placed, as well as by the degree to which the

tap is opened. .\o effort on the part oi the jiatient is neccssaiy,

and the patient may of course be in any convenient position in bed-
room, bathroom, or w.c. As the liquid in the bag retains it.s warmth
for an hour or two. it may be carried reaily tor use by doctor or nurse
to the patient's house. The "Compendium" maybe used as an
enema, or as a douche to vagina, ears, nose, or jiossibly eyes, or for

the irrigation of wounds, as bags of any capacity up to two
quart'-', or even a little more, are made and can be fitted to the

instruments. The bag.s can also be used us hot water bags by
screwing in the stopper instead of the efferent tube : and for rectal

alimentation the small " Compendiiims " appear to be thoroughly
adapted.
The apjiaratus can be purchased (wholesale) of ilessrs. A.

Hutchinson and Co., 70, Uasinghall Street, London, E.C. ; of all

chemists; and of the inventor and patentee, iliss >I. V. Browne,
U, lilandiord Square, X.'W. The price is one guinea and a half.

SALT'S IMPROVED RKADIXG. ITOITiyG, A.XD DRAWIXG
JEASEL.

Gheat and sometimes permanent evils, especially in girU ijetween

the ages of 12 and b"*. tinw from the habit of studying for pro-

.\^'t ''?

ouged periods in a crumped und unnatural po.slure, wherein the
lead ie bent unduly fon^'ard, and tw-o or three of the cer\ical ver-

tebrae are made to project beyond their proper curve. Much of

this evil may be traced to the use of desks whose slope approaches
too nearly to the horizontal line, and i> incapable of being varied

so as to suit the different heights of individual pupils.

Mr. Salt, of Birmingham, has devised a desk or easel (figiu-ed

below) which appears likely to ob^date many of these untoward
results; it is e.yeable, portable, and inexpensive, and when either

folded or expaiided for use, forms a pretty and unobtrusive article

of furniture.

The flap which \% to sui)port the readiug, writing, or drawing
materials has a bead to jn-event them from falling off, and is so

arranged that by a pair of quadrant joints, one on either side, it

may be raised or lowered from the pei-peudicular to the horizontal

position, nr any angle between the two; moreover, Viy a series of

notches, the woodwork carrj'ing the desk can be elevated or de-

pressed, so as to suit the stature of differijnt pupils or the conve-

nience of an individual when sitting or standing. I'rovision is

made for the reception of ink ami pens, and the whole apparatus

can be folded into a small space stv a.s lo be carried.

The Colu;ge of State Medicixe.—The following lectures

during the summer session will lie given in the theatre of the
Chemical Society. Burlington House, on Wednesday afternoons, at

1 o'clock:—lntroductor\- lectiure. Mav 2nd, R. Brudenell Carter,

r.R.C.S.. •' The Aims and Objects of State Medicine." May Kith.

Professor JL G. .Seeiey, F.R.S., " Soil in its Influence on Health."

May ;Wtli, Inspeclor-Geueral .lohn M. ilacdonald, M.U., F.R.S.,

"The Organisms oceuiTing in IVesh Water, and the Hygienic
Importance of their J'resence." Juue J.'jth, G. P'leming, Esq.,

T>L.D., C.B., etc., "Some of the more Important Diseases Common
tn .Man and Animals." Jnne 27th, Sir Robert Rawlinson, K.C.B.,
" The Rise and Progress of Sanitary Engineering within the

Present Century." .Inly 11th, Sir .1. Criehton Browne, M.I).. LL.D.,
" Kes]Kinsibility and Disease." All those interested in public

health work are invited to l)e present. Further information

al)]iears in our ailvertisiiig columns, m- may be obtained of

Surgeon-General Cornish, "the Honorary Secretary, 2tj, King «

William Street, W.C.
_

Smai,i.-pox AMr)Xi> THE AH.iBS.—Some curious details are em-
bodied in a paper by Dr. il. A. I'rengnieher. of I'lilestro, On the

spread of variola among tJie Kabyles. a native tribe in .Ugeria.

They practise inoculation by mean.- of an incision between the

thumb and the index finger, wliirb n^it infrequently degeuerates

into an ulcerated wound, slow- tn heal, and giving nse to iiiHam-

mation of the lymphatics and phlegmonous t rysijxJn.s. In one
instance a native pedlar, on bis return from .Msiers. developed

symptoms of small-pox. Immediately the whole tribe rushed to

his tent for the ])urlM1^e of procuring the material for inoculutiou.

and from this tribe as a starting point the <lisease rajiidly spread
among the neighbouring tribes far and wide. Among a popula-
tion of l.'i.Tl).'!. 710 cases of grave ami couflueul small-pox oc-

curred, with 94 deaths, equivalent to .">._' per cent, of the inhabi-

tants, and 1S.2 per cent, of the cases. Dr. Prengruelier recommends
romptilsoxy vaccination.

The iledico-Legal Society of New 'i'ork announce that the time
for sending in the competition essays on subjects within the

domain of medical jurisprudence or forens'C medicine, has been
extended to ,Iune 1st, l-v^S.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SL'lJSCKJl'TIO.N'S TOR 1888.

SfBSCRiPTloss to the Association for 18-S8 became due on Jumiury
1st. MembtTs of Branclu's are requested to pay the same to

their resjiective Scrntnries. Membcr.s of the Association not
belonging to Urauches are requ steil to forward their remit-
tances to the General Secretaiy, 4-'!), Strand, London. Post-
office orders should bf made payable at the AVest Central Dis-

trict Office, High Holborn.

J'fjc ^SritisI) iHctiiol Joirnuj.

SATURDAY, APRIL
—

Hth, 1888.

THI-: HORSE TAX.
Thk |>ri))K)8Hl of tliu Chaiieellor of tlie Exehei|iiev to iiiiiiose lunv

dijties on liorees and vehicles naturally provnkes uppositi'Oi.

Taxes which increa.su the expense of locomotion are not only

irksome to those who liave to pay them, blit they increase the

cost i>f articles—especially heavy ones -which have to be moved
from one locality to another. Tlie answer to objections to the

proposed new taxes is that the maintenance of roads necessarily

involves expenses, which have to be defi-ayed fi-om si mie source,

and that it is fair that those who use and weai- out the roads

should contribute to some portion of the cost of their repair.

Such an answer is weighty, and it seems^ impossible to deny

that ill principle the proposed taxes are fair enough. thi>nsl>

their incidence, miles.s modified, seems likely to be unequal.

Many ditt'erent intere.sts have made tliemselves heard, each with

the object of showing that it is entitled to some relief or exem]i-

tion, and at present the (piestion as to what exemptions, if any,

arc to be allowed is still nndetennined. We notice, however,

with satisfaction that Mr. Uoschen seems disposed to view

favourably the claims of professional men : and that two classes,

namely, country clergymen and doctors; on whom the proposed

taxes would press heavily, seem to have a ihnnii! of obtaining

i^pllef,

II It has been rightly urged on tlieir behalf tlmt tliey osi! horses

iii)t for pleiisnre, but as a piu-t of the ontUt necessaiy for cairy-

ing on tiieir pi-ofession. and that a tax on such things is unfair,

Tt is admitted on all hands that things iiecestsanly useit in a

trade or business should, if possible, l)e exempt fiom taxation.

and, as regards carts and hoises, Mr. CJoscheii has from the

first proposed that those used for fanii puqioses, though usually

hea\7, and therefore destructive to the roads, should be uiitaxed.

Tlie ciise for the county doctor seems at least as strf)ng. There

his vehicle is used to convey not goods but hini.self, but he is

required to tia\-el for the benefit of other people, and liis car-

riage, being light, does not cjinse vei-y much wear and tear to

the roads. Moat practitioners, if they had tlieii- choice, would
probably prefer to be visited by their patients in a consulting-

room rather than to bo obhgcd to drive lung distances, (ften in

bad weather, to see them at their own homes.

No one, as far iis we are aware, has disputed, or can dispute

that carriages so used by profe.ssional men are not generally usee

for pleasure, and few would object to their claim to partial, i

not total, exeinjjtion from the proposed taxes. We are glad t<

be able to point to a pretiedent which shows that sucli claim

are legally recogniseil as valid. By the Income Tax Act of 1(<.53

ill assessing the dntj' chargeable in respect of any public oftic"

or employment, "the expenses of travelling in the perform

ance of the duties thereof, and of keeping and maintaining i

horse to enable " the person chai'geable " to perform the same,'

!U'e to be dedurted before the iiii'ome chargeable is ascertained

It is. therefore, clear that in some cases locomotion is c<msidere<

liy law as a matter of expense, to be deducted before a man'i

e.iriiings are ascertained. In fact, and in the public estimation

a doctor's carriage is generally as mnch a jiart of his professiona

outfit as his instruments or his libraiy. According to moden

economical science, taxes should not be imposed on .such things

and we ventmv to hope that Mr. Goscheii will be able to caiTi

out his half expressed intention, and to give to struggling pro

fossional men the exemption which they need, and whicb, oi

principle, they ought to have.

IV

I'HERAPEUTIC STUDIES.
RKCENT GeRM.IX LlTER-iTURE OP CHRONIC GaSTEIC

'

Dl.SBASBS.

TitK lecent literature of this still unsettled department 0l

me<licine has been lately ably reviewed by Dr. Boas in tjl|(

/iflr/hier Klin. Wochninclivlft. Nos. 6 and 7, and the views of the

partisans interested in the question are fairly rendered. Il

a])pcars that the Congress fiir iiuiere 'Medicin afforded oppor

tunity for reopening the much di.sputod question of the absence

of free hydrocMoric acid from the .stonnich when theiie is cangei

of that organ. This absence has been a-ssorted b3' so many

clinicid observers for many years now that it has become a point

of great importance. Oalui at the above-named coiigr

remarked on the unreliability of oui' Jiresent rough tests for

HCl compared with the titration method, which never failed to

give iixlications of the presence of HCl. The failure of colour

tests I I reveal HCl depends, in his opinion, upon the aix-uni"'

t ion of the products of digestion and the loss of " eliminn

activity." This failure, however, is not coustiuit. for Cahn him-

self has rejiorted ncaseof hyper-secretion of Jicid in i>yloric cancer

Riegel, von NiHirdell, and Sticker hold out for the value of the

determination of the presence or absence of HCl. in the diagnosis

of cancer. Moreover, von Noorden and Honiginann (Zeitsc/i'' ^

Klin. Med., Bd. xiii, H. 1 ) find that tlie HCl residue, alv

found to lie present even in cancer when the titration method is

employed, is due not to free HCl., but to combinations of the

latter with albumens. They,'[thorefoi'e, uphold the value of thei

colour tests. But another ditficulty arises, inasmuch as miiny|

observers have proved that Hc'l may be constantly alisentini

chronic gastric catarrh also. a,s well as in atrophy of the gastric

miu'ous membrane, .faworski and Gluzin.sky have reported such

i-a,«es, also fiona l)i'i(is,/ir .\fi->l. /f.W«-)Mc/(C.. lH«r, Xos.24-L'fi1,and'
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Grundzach {Berliner Klin. WockenscAr., 1887, No. 30). Tha

latter observer found that HCT was constantly absent from the

atomach in five o>it of more than a hundred non-cancerous

persons. Wolff and Ewald (Ibid, No. 30) strike a stiU stronger

blow agamst the theory that the absence of HCl from the

gtomach is 'pathognomonic of cancer. In eight persons—some

quite healthy, others with only shght gastric disturbance—they

found that free HCl was constantly absent, and even tha

administration of this ac-id made no difference.

Turning now to the colour tests of HOI, of which there are a

great many, Congo-red is declared by Riegel to be a perfectly

satisfactory preliminary test; Gunzburg advocates phloroglucin-

vanillin ; and Boas prefers tropreolin paper. But here, again,

there is a great disagreement, for Giinzbiirg maintains (Centralb.

f. Klin. Med., 1887, No. 40) that the usual colour tests, namely,

gentian violet, tropjeolin, and Congo-red, are affected by the organic

acids also in various degrees of concentration, and Boas specifically

states that a 0.03 per cent, lactic acid solution will cause a weak

but distinct blue in Congo-red paper. Arlt {Ibid., 1888, No. 3)

and Kuhn (Inaug. Diss. Marburg, 1887) argue that this is only

true for a watery solution, but Boas replies that the objection is

superfluous, as he only referred to free lactic acid. Boas has had

a tropteolin paper prepared which discriminates between HCl and

lactic acid, and is declared to be highly satisfactory as to cheap-

ness, simplicit}', and distinctness of result. A percentage of HCl

even below 0.05 is easily recognised thus, and the presence of

even 5 per cent, of organic acids makes no difference. Moreover,

the degree of coloration with HCl affords an indication of the

quantity of the latter present. Giinzburg's test is also extremely

sensitive and reliable, but less simple. Two parts of phloroglucin

and one of vanillin added to thirty of absolute alcohol give a

yellowish-red solution. One drop of this in contact with a trace

of a mineral acid gives a fine red coloration, red crystals being

precipitated. Organic acids, oven when concentrated, do not

affect this test. In using it, a few drops of a filtrate of the

gastric contents (usually obtained by a soimd) are mixed with as

many of the test solutions, and the mixture is carefully evaporated

over a small flame, a bright red colour appears at the margin of

the hquid. The test indicates up to 1-20 per mUle of HCl. Or

a drop or two of the test solution may be added to a few drops

of the unfilterod stomach-contents on a strip of paper. On well

warming over a flame the red spot indicating HCl appears
;

it is

not affected by ether. As before said, the absence of HCl in

gastric cancer cases is attested by so many different observers as

i to make this sign of importance diagnostically, not\vithstanding

that a few cases to the contrary are cited, besides many negative

cases, that is, cases in which HCl was foimd to be absent but in

which no cancer Wiis present.

Next in interest to absence of HCl comes hyper-acidity of the

stomach. This condition is associated with hjTper-secretion of

gastric juice, according U) Boas, who argues that (1) chronic

hyper-secretion without hyper-acidity has never been observed ;

(2) the subjective sjTnptoms ai-c not the result of excess of the

;ric juice, but of its abnormal acidity; if this is removed they

at once cease ; (3) in general the two conditions go together, in-

creasing and diminishing pari passu. The amount of acid juice

in a ffisling stomach must be about 100 cubic centimetres to con-

stitute hyper-acidity, according to this obsen,-er, who lays great

stress on the quantity. Riegel and Ms disciples, on the other

hand, maintain that the two conditions are to be entirely sepa-

rated from each other; Honigmann, in particular (Miinc/,. Med.

Wochenncfir., 1887, No. 48), states that there is no connection

between them ; but both Riegel and Reichmann {Berlin. Klin.

Wochenschr., 1887, Nos. 12-16) allow that there are transitions.

Taking hyper-secretion apart from h)-per-aeidity, Reichmann,

who has carefully studied this subject, distinguishes continuous

from periodical hyper-secretion. The latter is a symptom of

derangement of either the central nervous system (tabes), or

the whole nervous system (neurasthenic dyspepsia, hysteria), or

else is due to local disturbance of the secretory nerves of the

stomach. The crises gastriques of Charcot, the periodical vomit-

ing of Leyden, and the gastroxjTisis of Rossbach come under

this category. The typical hemicrania and periodicity point to

a central cause, and not to mere irritation of the stomach from

accum^ilation of juice in the fasting condition, as Reichmann

would have it. In such cases the acidity is lower than the

normal. As to continuous hyper-secretion, this is a condition

quite imesplained as yet, for it is no explanation to say that

there is "increased irritability," and "lessened absorption " is

not a constant'accompaniment of this state.

We come now to the etiology of hyper-acidity of the gastric

juice, a condition occupying the foregromid in recent investiga-

tions. Riegel has constantly foimd an excess of acid when

chronic ulcer of the stomach is present, and maintains that the

latter is due to hj-per-acidity per se. The frequency of this co-

incidence, though it is not absolutely constant, is asserted by so

many other obser\-ers—Ewald, Korczpiski and Jaworski, van

der Welden, Rothschild, and others—that it may be regarded as

estabhshed. Again, Decker, working in Leubes clinic, has made

experiments on dogs by injecting smaU quantities of hot fluids

into the stomach (Berlin. Klin. Woch., 1887, No. 21) ;
in one

case an extraviisation was produced between the mucous and

muscular coats, the mucosa being intact ; in another case two

typical round ulcers were caused, close to the pylorus. Decker

thinks that the continual ingestion of hot substances (including

liquids) is the most frequent cause of ulcer, and cites a case in

support of this. Rittcr has experimented on animals in another

way, namely, by direct uijury to the giistric mucous membrane

(Zeitschr.fdr Klin. Med., Bd. xv, H. 5, 6), but lesions so caused

heal too rapidly, as Cohnheim h;is shomi, to aUow of any infer-

once from them to chronic ulcer in man. Ritter and Hirsch

have recently asserted that hyiier-acidity is by no means so com-

mon in g;istric ulcer iis has been supposed (Ibid. Bd. xiii, H. 5),

for they fomid tliis condition only twice in five cases of ulcer;

and Boas has seen two c;ises with all the symptoms of ulcer, but

with normal acidity: these cases, however, he declares are ex-

ceptional. The test meals selected by Ritter and Hirsch,

namely, egg and milk, are said to be unsuitable for ascertaining
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Uio ncidity of the gastric jiiiee, as being highly albuminous

;

starch is tlie proper food for tliis purfwae, as the results of

EwtUtl, Sticker, iuid Boaa prove.

As to the final results pf excessive acidity, Jaworski (ilftttj-

chen. Med. Woc/ienac?ir, 18S7, No. 7) has followed up several

cases of round lUcer, and found that after several months the
formation of acid ceased altogether. Boas observed the same
result in dilatation of the stomach, but observes that such cases

are exceptional, and that the aim of treatment must be, not
the prevention of the gastric secretion, but its regulation.

As to atrophy of the gastric mucous membrane, Ewald, Lewy,
.And Boas have published cases. The latter mentions sharp
-, radiating pains in the epigastriimi as important in the diagnosis,

also absence of coagulating ferment (besides absence of hydro-
chloric acid and pepsiue). See Berliner Kim. WocA., 1887, No.
4 ; Miinchener Med. Wochemchr., Nos. 42, 43.

. Ewald and Sievers have used salol iji the diagnosis of dilata-

tion, as this substance passes mialtered through the stomach
(Therap. MonaUh., 1887, August). Tlie presence of salicyUc

acid in the urine was ascertained in about twenty or thirty

.iniimtes after giving salol, and at the latest after an hour, so
that its absence for a longer period than this would indicate

,,dilatation of the stomach (from pyloric stenosis). The appear-
ance of salicylic acid in the urine was hastened by faradisation

of the gastric region. But Salili throws a doubt upon the cer-

tainty of the salol test by his assertion that fission-fungi can
.decompose salol—in other words, that fermentative changes in

.
the stomach may cause the destniction of salol witliin that
organ. But such changes always require a considerable time.

.SEWEEAGE OF MAEGATE.
The inhabitants of Margate have at last been brought face to
face with the sewerage question ; and a thorough system of
tubular drainage, as some .people term pipe or brick sewers, has
been fully determined upon.

^
Few people who visit Margate year after year had reahsed the

fact mitO the light of pubUc opinion had been brought to bear
upon it in the press, that the only system of sewerage was the
cesspools o£ bygone days. Visitors, indeed, would naturally
seldom think of the subject at all, and even many of the residents
only discuss it when it is brought prominently before them, and
quickly dismiss it again as distasteful.

..
As was recently stated in our cohunns, ''the reason why the

evils attending ^the cesspool system have not been fully recog-

•
nised and remedies appUed, is that cesspools afford a ready
means of getting rid of a troublesome matter, and being out of
sight are out of mind, requiring a positive outbreak of disease
from bottled-up gases, wliicli mast sooner or later occur, to brii^
about a change. It is only the remarkable salubrity of Margate,
'and the cleanliness which so generally prevails, that have up to
the present time served to counteract the evil results of the
cesspool system."

.
We, therefore heartily congratulate Margate that proper drain-

^age of the town has been finally determined upon, and that the

domiuids of the visiting public, upon whom the tnide andpq)
si>erity of tlie town depend, have been acknowledged. As Jfti

Ivowo pointed out the other day, the immediate welfare of Muf
gate duj^ends upon two classes of visitors—those who go thep
for pleasure, and those who go tliore in search of health. Xhefli

searchers after invigorating breezes demand efficient sewerage

coupled, as it must be, with the absence of all bad smells in W
streets, and the certainty of obtainmg good drinking-water ajjc

pure sea-batliing. These throe desiderata are absolutely essent^i^

and each of them is as much a sim qua nan of Margate in tiae futun
as they have been in the past. It therefore behoves the in

habitants to pay special attention to and carefully examine ao]

sewerage scheme which may be submitted to the Corporation, ^
that no plan may be adopted for the sake of economy, whiel

may prove a worse remedy than the disease itself. "VVbatever.ii

to be done must be done once and for all, and that which if

most suitable to the place and its permanent resid^j^ts will prqyt

most economical m the long nm. on. j-

The disposal of ihe sewage is by far the most difficult part pi

the whole question ; faUure here would prove disastrous to tht

town, and we certainly sympathise with the large body of bur-

gesses who demand a more thorough investigation of the 6(4>

ject at the hands of the Council than this point has yet received.^

The Coimcil, it would appear, have already to a certain exte^it

pledged themselves to the plans of an engineer^certainly an
eminent one—who is brother to the borough surveyor, and whp,

mifortuuately, has declared himself m favom- of , turning t^
raw sewage without any purification into the sea at no great

distance from the town. The majority of those who have giv«i

their attention to the subject, on the other hand, do not relish

a scheme which is distinguished by a feature which may detract

from the pre-eminence which tlieir to^vn has gained for itself.

These burgesses would " draw the attention of the Town Coun-
cil to the extreme desirabiUty of inviting plans for the sewerage

of the borough from other eminent engineers than the one

selected, and wish theii- plans submitted to an independent

umpire of well-known repute." Moreover, they are wiUing to

pay for this advantage, even though it would involve an out^y
in fees of four times the amomit of pne. In the case of Mar-
gate, which is exceptionally placed, we must

,
ponfess that wo

quite agree with this expression of opinion, particularly as tlio

selected engineer recommends a plan which, as we have just said,

is objectionable to a great majority of the inhabitants.

Two broad points are involved, and must be met and settled

:

1. The turning of the sewage in its crude state into the sea,

1'. The cleansing of it throug|ij (land rl)p^M« discharging it int<i

the sea.

We consider that there ought to be no hesitation in brin^ig

under review the whole question by the compaiison of several

schemes embracing other treatment than mere discharge into the

sea
;
for it ought not to be forgotten that Margate is situated on

the chalk, the absorptive and purifying powers of which are well :

known, whilst with regard to the discharge of the crude sewage
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into the ocean, not only must the burgesses be satisfied as to the

Icurrents never washing it back again on to their bathing-ground,

Ibut they must bear in mind that the Metropolitan Board of

(Works is threatening to discharge sonie 3,000 tons of sludge

jdaily into the sea, off the Nore, and that if they themselves

cause a nuisance from the discharge of ,their own sewage, they

win necessarily be unable to resist what appears likely to prove a

gigantic wrong to the North Kent watering places.

l! Details as to whether compressed air or steam]should to used

|bo lift the sewage are at present quite out of place ; the dis-

posal question, for which everything else waits, must first of all

be settled, and we trust that the judicious proposal of the rate-

payers will be. immediately acted upon by the authorities of^jthe

wrough.

MEDICAL OFFICEES OF HEALTH AND THE
NEW COUNTY BOARDS.

[n the labours of the State Medicine Committee of the British

Medical Association, in wliich Bumsey, W. H. Michael, William

Parr, • Acland, and A. P. Stewart did so much to prepare the

oasis and mould the form of the Pubhc Health Act, great stress

fi^s laid upon the creation of an " Intennediate Authority," for

ianitary administration, such as the County Boards, which at

gth Mr. Ritchie's Bill will create. One of the chief functions

>{ such an authority is its sanitary function, and one of its most

ilportant oflScers should be a medical officer of health. Never-

t})eless, Mr. Eitchie, actuated probably by the fear to disturb

the peril of his great measure) the status quo, has left the

Soiinty Council without a medical officer or staff. It is alike in

ffle interests of the medical officers and of the co\mty that the

nedical officers of health should in future hold their appoint-

jg^ts under the Coimty Councils instead of the District

Drfhncils, as arranged in the Local Government Bill. We are

aid' to see that the Council of the Societj' of Medical Officers of

pSsalth are prepared to adopt that view, which we have for so

nany years advocated ; and we trust that means may be found

o bring it prominently under notice in the House of Commons

LJ)n the discussion of the Bill.

% '

We are informed tliat the Galen Club, Sackville Street, will be

ipened to members after the first general committee meeting,

vhich is convened for Wednesday next, April 18th. The opening

tinner is fixed for Thursday, April 26th, and it is desired that

arly application be made for tickets.

The hospital which was founded some time since at Bahia

Brazil) for the treatment of beri-beri has recently been closed,

n spite of the protest of the local medical men, who urge that, in

fiew of the rapidly fatal effects of this disease, it is unwise to

teprive them of the opjiortunity of studying its etiologj', course,

nd treatment, all of which are at present envekjped in

bscurity.

A NURSING SCHOOL IN CAIRO.
I PEOPOSAL to establi.-*h a Nurses' Home in Cairo attached to the

iasT'cl-Ain Egj-ptian Hospital, and the introduction of a few

rained English nurses to control and educate female native

nurses in the performance of their duties, was submitted to the

Kheflive by Sir Sydney IL Waterlow during his recent travels in

Egypt, and met with ready acceptance by Ills Highness. The

necessary money for this year has been promised by the Minister

of the department controlling the hospital, and is to be taken

from the Reserve Fund. The scheme is to come into operation at

once, and the nurses are to be sent out by Sir Sydney immedi-

ately he returns to London, early this month, and they are ex-

pected to be on duty by May 1st.

MEDICAL WOMEN IN THE METROPOLIS.
We understand that Miss Macdonald, having passed through the

recognised course of a medical school, has been admitted by the

Society of Apothecaries to examimition for its diploma in medi-

cine, surgery, and midwifery. Subject to the same condition being

fulfilled, the Society will henceforth adniit any lady to its

examination.

EPSOM COLLEGE.
The Duke of Cambridge will be present at the twenty-fourth

festival of the Royal Medical Benevolent College, Epsom,

which takes place on Tuesday next at the Hotel M^tropole. Of

the success of the festival, itself as a social event there has for

some time been no doubt, but it may be said that those who are

prevented from being present can yet contribute to its success

from a financial point of view; and we may remind our readers

that Dr. Holman, of Reigate, the Treasurer of the British Medical

Association, fills the same responsible, office in .the Boyal Medical

Benevolent College also. Jj.lir, cMiIumrni; [j-.ioiJiJnob

PHOTOGRAMS OF THE EYE.

In the recent (sixtieth) Naturforscherversammlung in Wiesbaden

both Dr. Claude du Bois-Beymond and Professor Cohn exhibited

photograms of the eye obtained by means of the •' lightning

"

illumination (discovered by Herren J. Goedicke and A. Miethe,

Berlin, S.W., Ritterstrasse 74). The illumination is so sudden

and fleeting that when it occurs in a chamber in previous abso-

lute darkness, the pupil has not time to contract, and thus the

maximal dilatation can be represented on photograms. It is

hoped that by appropriate ^arrangements ,the retina can be thus

photographed during life. ' ' -

THE HORSE TAX.

rETmoNS again.'t the horse tax and increased carriage ta.T, have

been presented during the week by Mr. H. S. Cross, from Dr. John

Johnston ;
byMr.R.Donkin,from the practitioners of Tynemouth ;

br Jlr. F. B.Mildmay, from the practitioners of Plj-mpton ; by Sir

E. Reed, from medical men of Cowbridge; by Viscount Curzon.from

Burnham and High Wycombe ; by Mr. F. S. Powell, feom the

Wigan medical profession ; by Sir R. Temple, from the metlical

profession of Evesham; by Mr. T. Milvain, from the medicol

profession of Durham ; and by Mr. Round, from Dr. Nicholls,

Clacton-on-Sea.

DEFORMITY OF THE HANDS IN GLASSBLOWERS.
At a meeting of the Acadi?mie des Sciences, on March 2<3th, M.

Toucet, of Lyons, drew attention to a peculiar deformity of the

hand in glassblowers whicli, according to him, had never before

been noticed. It consists in permanent flexion of the fingers on

the hand ; the Uttle linger and the ring finger are more bent than

the middle one or the index; the thumb is not affected. The

flexion is most marked in the second phalanx, which is bent

almost at a right angle to the first. The deformity is not, accord-

ing to il. Poncet, due to fibrous bands, but to retraction of the

flexor tendons. The phidangeal joints are more or less deformed,

and show a tendency to subluxatioiL Most glassblowers suffer

from this deformity, which as a rule gets steadUy worse. aa lonp
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as they continue working at their trade. TTie deformity is caused

by thi'ir hnving to hold a metal tube, over three feet lonp; and
weighinp alinut four pounds, whicli they liare to keep constantly

turning with their closed hands. Th<y do this on an average

eight hours a day. so that it is not surprising that even after a

month or two complete extension of the lingers becomes difficult,

and in a short time impossible. The deformity Tvhen fully esta-

blished is permanent. It is known among the workmen them-
selves by the name of maim en crochets (hooked hands).

THE LONDON HOSPITAL.
The Lord Mayor, who was supported by the Duke of Cambridge,

presided over a meeting, held on ^V'ednesday last at the Mansion
House, in aid of the third quinquennial maintenance appeal for

the London Hosi)ital. The Lord Mayor, in the course of his speech,

obsirved that while the hos^pital was spending £50,000 a year, it

had a reliable income of only £16,000. At the close of the meeting
the Secretary read a list of subscriptions and donations which
had been received or promised amounting to £G,500.

HEREDITARY POLYDAOTYLY AND ANOMALY OF
DENTITION.

In the Xaturforscherversammhing recently held in Wiesbaden, Herr
Thomas, of Freiburg, brought forward a case of the above-named
anomaly, which derived especial interest from the fact that there

was also hereditary malformation of the teeth. Polydactyly had
existed for several generations in the father's family, and similarly

dentitional anomalies affected the mother's side. Some of the

teeth were always wanting, and the primary dentition in many
cases persisted for a long time. The offspring combined both

kinds of irregularity, for one child, aged 11 years, exhibited, be-

sides Polydactyly, only two upper and no lower incisors. Milk
teeth were present, and there was a corresponding defective de-

velopment of the jaw. A brother had six fingers on- one hand
and seven on the other, also six toes on each foot ; one pair of

fingers had grown together ; all the rest, together with the toes,

were separate and well formed ; the condition of the teeth in this

case is not stated.

GERMAN CONGRESSES.
At the seventh German Medical Congress just held in Wies-
baden, the following papers, amongst others, were read:
On 'Wandering Heart, by Herr Rumpf (Bonn) ; Experi-

mental Investigations of the Mechanism of Respiration,

by Herr Unverricht (Jena): an .\ddress, by Herr Liebreich

(Berlin) ; on Combined Degeneration of the Spinal Cord, by Herr
Adomkiewicz (Cracow) ; Experiments relating to the Dietetics of

Digestivi' Derangements, by Herr .laworski (CYacow) ; on Address,
by the same ; the Treatment of Basedow's Disease, by Hen-
Stiller (Buda-Pesth); the Diagnosisof Renal Tumours, by the same;
the Excretion and Solution of Uric Acid, by Herr Emil Pfeiffer

(Wiesbaden) ; the Pathogenesis of the Epileptic Attack, by Herr
Binswanger (Jena); on C'ryj)togenetic Septic I'ya^min, by Horr
Jiirgcnsen (Tiibingen).—The seventeenth Congress of th« German
Surgical Society was opened on April 4th, by Professor von Berg-
mann, in the Aula of the University of Berlin. Oeh.-Rath Profes-

sor Kiinig was chosen Vice-President of the Congress, and 'le

initiated the scientific proceedings by an Address on the Prognosis
of Cancer. Professor Gluck will edit von Langenbeck's Lectures.

THE SPREAD OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES.
At a recent meeting of the Clinical Branch of the Preston Medico-
Ethical Society, Dr. J. K. Rigby read a paper on this subject, which
containe<l numerous illustrations derived from his own experience
of pome of the methods by which infectious diseases are propa-
gated in Preston and its neighbourhood. The Preston Fever

Hospital is only open to tho.se able to pay lOs. M. i)er werk f'

their maintenance; consequently the only means of isolii

available for the poorer classes of fever patieuts is that whic
be practised iu their own overcrowded houses, with the alter::

of their n^moval to the fever ward of the workhouse, sliou!

guardians be willing to admit them. Naturally the hard-wr 1 1. ,.

and deserving poor refuse to be pauperised for what is no fauU
their own ; and the result is the uncontrolled spread of infee''

diseases, which is sufficiently evidenced by the high zy:-

death-rate which has been characteristic of Preston for i

years. It seems almost incredible that the authorities of a

like Preston, which is notorious for its high general deatli-i .

and the excessive mortality which prevoils amongst children u;iil

five years of age, should have so long disregarded so ready

means of controlling by isolation the spread of infectiou,- 'li

eases. As Dr. Rigby has pointed out in his paper, " in the cn-i

all dangerous infectious diseases, the State or the municipal u

thorities ought to be prepared to bear the burden of the exjn n

of protecting the remainder of the people, and not expect t)

infected people themselves to bear it."

LOOSE BODY IN THE ELBOW-JOINT.
In the Gazette Medicale de fitrm'hourg of April 1st, Dr. G. Bcecki

relates a case which is of some interest in connection wit

views which have recently been expressed as to the nature aji

mode of origin of loose bodies in joints. The patient, a stronj

healthy man, aged 45, fell from a ladder on his left elbow. Id

mediately after the accident he lost all power of movement in tl

forearm. When he came under Dr. Bceckel's care some tw
months later, movement was found to be very limited and pair

ful, both pronation and supination being accompanied by gratin

in the joint. Between the olecranon and the external condyle <

the humerus a hard body was felt projecting slightly, which coul

be moved laterally to the extent of some millimetres. Dr. Boecki

was under the impression that he had to do with a case of ol

arthritis deformans, which the injury had started into renew*

activity by displacing an osteophyte. He cut down on the loos

body, and with considerable difficulty removed it, when he Wli

surprised to find that it consisted of half the head, with a sma
piece of the neck, of the radius. The patient made an e.xcellet

recovery, and in three weeks from the date of the operation ha- ;

so far regained the use of his limb that he was able to do ligh

work with it. Dr. Bceekel said that this was the first case h

had mot with in which the loose body was a fragment of articul*

surface broken off by violence, and he took the opportunity c

formally recanting a different opinion to which he had recentl

committed himself on the subject. In fact, less than a year ag

(Gaz. Med. de Stranboury, 1887, Xo. 11, p. 121) he had maintaine

that such a mode of origin was inadmissible, the loose body bein

in all cases formed by vegetations springing from the synovis

membrane or the articular cartilage.

THE PHENOMENA OF DEATH BY DROWNING.
At the recent Congress for the Advancement of .Science at Oral

(Algeria), Dr. Paul Loye brought forward some observations mad

by him, bearing on the phenomena which precede death by suddei

immersion. The first stage of deep inspirations lasts about tei

seconds, followed by a reaction caused by the resistance to th

entrance of water into the bronchioles. This lasts for a minut<

and is succeeded by arrest of resi)iration and loss of conscious

ness. Finally, the scene closes with four or five respiratory effort

—the last. Immersion causes an immediate rise in the blood-pres

sure, with slowing of the heart-beats. The action of the hear

remains slow but strong till death ensues. The pressure gradual!;

lessens, but rises just before death, to fall to zero immediatelli

afterwards. The heart sometimes continues to beat feebly fo
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ibout twenty minutes. Tlie re.9ult is the same in animals which

lave been traclieolomised ; the period of respiratory resistance

s, therefore, due tu the resi>iratorj- muscles, and not to spasm of

he glottis.

NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.

IL FEW words will sum up the finance of this fund. Some people

eem to think the annual payments needed to secure pensions and

trovide against sickness rather hea-v-y- We give at p. 815 the analysis

.f the figures in some details. Briefly, a pension may be secured

n this fund at rates 7 per cent, lower than in the Post Office

iGoTemment) annuities. Further, the Government paj-ment is a

aaximum and devoid of bonuses; the Nurses' Pen.sion Fund gives

his as a minimum and will provide bonuses. Further, the Nurses'

'ension Fund is wholly "mutual," so that if there should be a

urplus the insurers receive the whole benefit. It may be

4ded that the generous donors who have provided the deposit

i £20,000 also provide that the dividends thereon shall

le devoted to the payment of working expenses; and

he Council of managers are unpaid ; they comprise the names

•f leading city authorities as well as eminent medical men.

fo such opportunity can be again anticipated for women

i the nursing profession to provide for themselves by reason-

,ble and moderate payments. The medical profession will, we

je convinced, not fail to impress upon those nurses with whom

hey come in contact the duty of self-help, and the importance of

•Tailing themselves of the thoughtful munificence and well-de-

Tsed administration which is now pro\-ided on their behalf.

4any medical men, we are glad to see, are taking opportunities of

(ringing the matter under the notice of the nursing staffs of the

lospitals to which they are attached. They could render them

10 greater service. Hospital committees, it may be pointed out,

night provide for their nurses the whole annual sum necessary by

nstituttng a just and useful reform in the external economy of

heir institutions by pro-viding the nurses with washing free,

rhich would set free for the purpose of providence at least £4 a

cear for each nurse. Some of the best managed hospitals do this

Jready. Documents may be obtained from the offices of the fund,

«, Old JewTj-, E.C.

ANOTHER SPECIAL HOSPITAL SCANDAL.

.I- is one of the many lamentable features connected with the

n«ltiplication of t^peeial hos!)itals that many of them are the

Mts of contiuually recurring dissensions and scandals. Com-

Wratively recently we have had the resignation almost en masse

it, the staff of the Throat Hospital, and the creation of a new

ipecial hospital by the dissenters. Then came the Jubilee

iogpital suit, and the charges brought against the administration

>{°the St. Johns Hospital, following upon various secessions in

ihat staff. We hear now of a fresh incident of a similar kind in

sonnection with the Cancer Hospital. The allegeii cause of the

jattle is a dilTerence of opinion among the statf as to the per-

'ormance of a particular operation ; but that such differences of

jpinion should had to suspensions or dismissals, re.^ignations and

sgal proceedings are among the peculiarities of the atmosphere

.vhieh seems to pervade special hosintals, and which tend so often

.0 render them .sources of professional discredit. The multi-

ilication of special hospitals has always been regarded in the

irofession as a source of miscliief and danger, and has been

uore than once the subject of grave protest by leading medical

lUthorities. The frequency with which these disagreeable inci-

Jev.ts of administration have attracted public attention will have

»gOod effect if it does something to lessen in the future the raul-

;iplication of useless establishmeuts of the kind, ami to impress

ipon the charitable public the necessity for a more stable, sound

idmiuistration of the minor raetlical charities, which are so often

nultiplied without due tliought or auy real public reason for

existence, but rather in obedience to selfish impulses and to further

personal objects. So many of the little hospitals nowadays are

created rather for the purpose of the stiff than to meet a public

necessity or to fill any felt want, that it can hardly be suri)rising

that institutions commenced with egotism should end in dis-

repute.

THE WOKING CREMATORIUM.
The Duke of Bedford, the Duke of Westminster, Mr. Arkwright,

Mr. Budget, and Mrs. Crawshay have each forwarded a cheque for

£100 in furtherance of the erection of a chapel, waiting-rooms,

and lodge at the crematorium of the Cremation Society of Great

Britain. The proposals and plans for the erection of these desir-

able buildings at the crematorium were put before the Council of

the Society by the President, Sir Henry Thompson, at the meeting

of the Society held on Tuesday, at which Sir Spencer Wells, Bart.,

Dr. Cameron, M.P., Dr. Farquharson, M.P., Sir Douglas Galton,

C.B., the Rev. Mr. Haweis, and others were present. It was

announced at the same time that, whereas the number of crema-

tions that had taken place at this crematorium up to December

was only twenty-five, during the last three months there have

been no fewer than eleven cremations. A sum of £5,000 will be

required to erect the proposed chapel and waiting-rooms. It is

highly satisfactorj- to note, in the interests of public health, that

cremation has made so rapid progress in public favour since the

publication of Sir Henry Thompson's last paper on the subject

answering the objections urged, and reiterating the many argu-

ments in favour of urn burial. The example of persons of so much

social influence and sober judgment will, no doubt, go far to

accentuate the rate of progress, and it is much to be hoped that

the proposed chapel may be provided by public liberality with as

little delay as possible.

•A SEA VOYAGE."

The prescription "a voyage in a sailing ship" is sometimes too

lightly given to patients suffering from pulmonary- disorder.

Some of "the discomforts as well as the actual dangers to such

patients, which must be run. are' well described in a letter recently

addressed to his physician by a medical man in delicate health

who sailed for New Zealand last autumn ; he says :

—

•'
I think it would be a matter of much importance to point out

to medical men how much depends on the ship in sending pa-

tients for a long sea voyage, ilany of them—London mediCAl

men—are quite unaware of the risk and actual hardships that

have to be undergone on board sailing ships not purposely fitted

up for the comfort of passengers. Most people now traveLby

steamer, and so but little care is taken regarding the victualUng

and furnishing of the saUing ships. The hospital ships as they are

called—the Sdbraon, for instance, of the Devitt and Moore line—are,

of course, exceptions, and by them invaUds should go, or perhaps by

the other ships specially fitted for the passenger trade. Besides

not carrving food of quality an<l variety suited to invalids, ordi-

nary ships go much too far south for chest ca.ses. >\e were tor

about five weeks between latitude 45^ and 47^ s., and though it

was midsummer the cohi was intense, and the heavy sea and we.

decks obliged us to keep below for a great part of this time. On

one occasilni a heavy sea broke over the ship and flooded the

saloon and cabin, everything was wet, and for a week or more the

i>lace was very damp, knd the stove-heat caused constant steam.

Vou may imagine how the invalids suffered. I mention these

particulars to enable you to form a judgment of what happens in

the usual southern course of the sailing ships. The ships 1 men-

ti.>ned above, Sohraon. etc., do not go south beyond the tape.

after passim' wliich they at once steer north again, and go t<f™^

east in latitute CA)^ to 40°, so that they never have cold, bleak

weather the whole way to Australia. In fact, my experience

amounts to tliis: that invalids lose as much durmg the latter part

of the voyage to New Zealand as they g.iin by the early part tin

the ordinary- sliips\ I am sure you will believe me when I say

this is a strictly accurate account. 1 am not actuated by any

feeling of disappointment in my own case, but merely by a desire

to warn other invalids of the risks so little knowa"
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A NEW METHOD OF OBTAINING VACCINE LYMPH.
In imnctiiring vesicles for the purpose of obtaining a supply of

lymj)!) for vaccination, there is iihvays some risk of causing an
Biluiixture of blood, which , is umlesirable and even dangerous
under certain circumstances. A plan is suggested by Dr. Grigg
which obviates this risk, and at the same time practically increases

the supply of vaccine material. He drops a little glycerine over

the ripe vasicle, and tliis, by a process of osmosis, withdraws the

lymph from its interior without any solution of continuity in the

delicate membrane .which'contains it. The lymph thus obtained

appears to be fuUj- as active as onUnary lymph, and failures in

primary vaccinations were of extremely rare occurrence. It

would seem from Dr. Grigg's observations, which we publish else-

where, tliat lymph obtained: from very young infants, under a

fortnight old, for example, is not only verj" scanty in amount, but

is deficiejit in power, unsuccessful punctures not infrequently fol-

lowing vaccination with lymph derived from this source. Another
point of iiiiterest, although [it is one which has already been ob-

ser\-ed by others, is that in cases where only one or two punctures

out of several prove successful, it is generally possible to secure a

more satisfactory' result by reinoculation from those vesicles which
remain stationary until the maturation of the second crop, when
they all fade away together.

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY.
Wb are informed by special telegram from Charlottenburg that

there is no change in the condition of the Emperor's throat. His
Majesty's general health, however, has, we regret to learn, suffered

to some extent during the past week, owing to his enforced confine-

ment within doors and want of exercise. It is probable also that

the cares of State and worries of a more personal kind have some-
what overtaxed the strength of the illustrious sufferer. We are

requested to contradict the statement that Dr. Norris Wolfenden
visited Berlin professionally; we are informed that he went there on
business of a purely private nature. On Monday, April 9th, the
Emperor conferred on Sir Morell Mackenzie the HohenzoUern
Order of the Second Class and Star, in recognition of his great

and distinguished services to His Majesty ; Jlr. Mark Ilovell re-

ceived the Ch-own Order, Second Class, at the same time. In

handing the insignia of the Order to Sir Morell Mackenzie, the

Emperor addressed him in the following significant terms : " When
you first came to Berlin I had confidenco in you, because you
were recommended to me by my German doctors ; but I have since

learned to appreciate y(jur skill myself. I have much pleasure in

giving you this Order, in recognition of your valuable serrices,

and in remembrance of my accession to the throne."

TEA-DRINKING.
The habit of tea-drinking is becoming moro and more thoroughly
national in the British islands as the century draws to a close.

Eighty years ago, the practice was looked upon as a sign of effe-

minacy, a well-known patriotic ballad in praise of roast beef

lauding the good old day-s "ere coffee and tea, and such slip-

slops were known." Cobbett, in his Advice to Young Men, said,

" let me beseech you to resolve to free yourselves from the slavery

of the tea-and-coffee and other slop-kettle." He thinks that his

model young man should devote to the study of arithmetic one-
half of the time " usually wasted over the tea-slops." In 1888
tea-drinking is universal. The poor and the ricli have long been
tea-drinkers; it is amongst the lower middle classes that the habit
has recently spread to so marked a degree. Young men begin-

ning life and the great army of elder men, so well known in great
citii a, whose duties involve much going about from one quarter
of the town to another, are steadily recognising the fact that tea
is better than alcohol at lunch. In real society and sliara society
the "afternoon tea" affords to tliat bevi rage the powerful sanc-

tion of fashion. The chief evil of tea-drinking amongst the pnn

is the practice of taking tea whilst it is verj' hot, so that it .irt

both directly and indirectly as a cardiac stimulant, causin;

pleasurable feelings to the drinker, but at the same time irri

fating the gastric mucous membrane. At the " afternoon tea " o

polite society, too much is often consumed by the same persun

who may pay half a dozen visits before the dinner-hour. Will
bred people hate exces.s, and dislike to be seen eating and drink

ing, nevertheless they are often automatic in their doings, si

that the fact that somebody is sipping tea often causes everybod;

else in the same room to accept the offer of a cup, whicli

the simplest, tidiest, and least demonstrative way of refresli

the inner man or woman. The evils of tea-drinking have I

been recognised, or, at least, we know certain bad results, thu

it does not follow that others have not been as yet overlookt ii

The acute objective symptoms of an overdose of tea are relatively

trifling compared with opium-poisoning or alcoholic intoxicatiiii

yet amongst them is vomiting, and violent sickness under mn =

unfortunate circumstances may be the result of dining or smokiuf
too soon after taking tea. This accident may happen even to f

strong-stomached person, at a " high tea," " severe tea," or "ir:i

d inn er," for, as Dr. Lauder Brunton has shown, the tannin of th>

tea interferes with the digestion of fresh meat, whUst Dr. J. W
Eraser has observed that it does not interfere with the digestion ol

ham, tongue, and other cured and dried flesh. Hence a slice oi

tongue is better than a cut off the best joint at a " high tea," (i^i ai

breakfast. Again, severe and intractable dyspepsia may foil- iv.

tea-drinking, especially between lunch and dinner. Under tlies.

cii'cumstances the tannin and the special alkaloid of tea mix with

the half-digested food and gastric juice, the products of this at>

normal mixture remaining till food is swallowed at dinner, or at

least irritating the stomach so as to render it unprepared for the

digestion of a good dinner. Several living physicians have shown.

on the evidence of experience and of chemistry, that tea cannot In-

served up free from tannin, even if it be filtered during the pro-

cess of infusion, like coffee, and poured into a teapot free from
leaves. What distant evil effects may be caused by tea-drinking, !

physicians have not yet determined. Yet we know that it often

sets up dyspepsia, which may cause several deadly visceral dis-

orders ; it also impedes assimilation, and the resistance to cold.

More interesting is the question as to whether it may not induce

disease of the circulatorj- organs by affecting the blood-pressure.

On the nervous system, both as understood by physiologists and by
hypochondriacs, the habit may exercise a very bad influence. A
true tea-vice is not unknown ; even certain business men feel, at

five o'clock, an irresistible desire to break off important duties in

favour of the tea-cup. In hysterical subjects this vice is often a

most serious symptom. Though tea too soon before dinner causes

dyspepsia, dinner ['unexpectedly delayed for many hours after a

heavy draught of tea, sets up in some persons very severe nervous

symptoms, especially marked by tremulousness and an inability

to keep the attention fixed on any subject of duty, pleasure, or

conversation. In short, the rules of all things in due season, and

not too much of anything, apply to tea quite as much as to flesh
|

diet and to alcohol.

POSITION OF SANITARY INSPECTORS.
We are glad to see sanitary inspectors recognising the importantie

of their duties, but there are occasions when they appear to claim

a position which is not accorded them by law, and which their

previous training does not fit them to occupy. Thus, ilr. C.

Eason, of Tottenham, recently read a paper before the Association

of Sanitary Inspectors, in which he is reported to have said that

the inspector " must be a clerk ; must know something of trades,
I

manufactures, and furnaces ; must hare practical knowledge and I

be a judge of the quality of articles of food sold by butcheiS,
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oulterers, fishmongers, fruiterers, greengrocers, millers, bakers,

nd dairymen ; must have a fair knowledge of jilumbing and of

uilding construction, and should, withal, know something of

hemistry, and of the diagnosis of zjinotic diseases." Perhaps

Ir. Kason could not have adopted a better course if he had desired

D make hia claim ridiculous. Tlie diagnosis of zymotic diseases

i often one of the most ilifficult duties that has to be undertaken,

y medical men, and an error may easily lead to loss of valuable

fe. To trust this duty to an oiBcer who has had no medical

raining is, on the face of it, absurd. While ilr. Eason exalts

is own functions, he has no high opinion of those of the medical

jfficer of health, for he argued that this officer should be paid by

!e, and only called in for expert opinion in special cases where

le orUinarj' sanitarj' inspector's knowledge fell short. We should

ot have thought that Mr. Eason would have admitted that the

dinary sanitary inspector's knowledge ever could fall short.

ideed, endowed with such general information, he could surely

splace not only the medical officer, but the authority beside.

; would, indeed, much simplify proceedings if the law were re-

Tanged to permit Mr. Eason and those who think with him to

umnon the authority at such times as they might think neces-

jry. There would be a vast saving of labour it all sanitary

Iministration were entirely in the hands of such competent
srsons.

SCOTLAND.

THE GLASGOW MEETING OF THE BRITISH
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

IB magistrates of Glasgow have intimated their readiness to

itertain the members of the Association present at the ap-

•oaching meeting in Glasgow, at a conversazione in the Corpora-

on Galleries, and also to grant every facility for the visitation of

ly of the works or buildings connected with the municipality, or

which they have an interest.

EDINBURGH MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
t the meeting of the Edinbiu-gh Medico-Chirurgical Society on
Jtil 4th, 1888, Professor T. R. Fraser showed a female patient

leBenting the interesting condition of inversion of the abdominal
idvisceral organs. Papers were read by Dr. W. W. Ireland, on a
Mof Cerebral Injurj' from a Fall, and by Dr. G. Dods, on Tro-

«aj Malaria audits Sequelae.

PROFESSOR RUTHERFORD.
ajFESSOR RuTHBEFoBD, of Edinburgh University, whose return

anticipated for the conduct of tlie Second Professional Exa-
ination, still remains absent. Dr. Caton of Liverpool, formerly
aminer in physiology at Edinburgh University, has conducted
anamination, in conjunction with Dr. Noel Paton, the present
sessor.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH,
rfhe last meeting of the Koyal Society of Edinburgh, a paper by
ofessor His, of Leipzig, was communicated by Sir William
irner. The paper consisted nwinly of a discussion of the prin-
?les of animal morphology. The importance of observation was
iphasised, as opposed to logical theories and the scholastic
Jthods. Attention was also dra-n-n to the great importance of
imentnry mechanical considerations in accounting for morpho-
^cal connections.

NATIONAL REGISTRATION OF PLUMBERS:
EDINBURGH BRANCH.

tB movement in furtherencc of the National Registration .of
umbers continues to make progress in Edinburgh. Periodical

meetings of the Registration Committee have been held, when ap-

plications in considerable numbers have been received and dis-

cussed.

DR. THOMAS KEITH AND THE EDINBURGH ROYAL^T
INFIRMARY.

The managers of the Royal Infirmarj- of Edinburgh have adopted
the following minute regarding Dr. Thomas Keith's retirement
from the surgical staff:

—"The managers, in accepting with
regret the resignation of Dr. Thomas Keith, desire to record tlieir

sense of the importance and value of the work which, in conjunc-
tion with Mr. Skene Keith, he has done in the wards under his

charge. They beg to convey to him their thanks for the skill and
success with which he has performed his duties as extra surgeon
for the treatment of ovarian diseases, the result of which has been
much relief to suffering females, increase of credit to the Royal
Infirmary, and enhancement of the reputation ot the Edinburgh
Surgical School."

ST. MUNGOS COLLEGE BILL.
A DEruTATiON attended the last meeting of the Town Council,
from the managers of the Royal Infirmarj-, to ask the support of

the Council for this Bill now before Parliament. The spokesmen
of the deputation, Mr. Hugh Brown, Dr. JlcVail, and Dr. W. G.
Blackie, stated that they did not appear in any antagonistic spirit

to the University ; they merely desired that a new college should
be erected in the east end of the city, to utilise the great amount
of material for clinical teacliing at present lost, and relieve the
enormous classes at |the University. Lord Provost King assured
the deputation that the arguments would receive [the careful at-

tention of the Council. The Trades House, at a special meeting,

unanimously agreed to petition Parliament in favour of the BOl.

CITY MANURE AND INFECTION.
Dn. Pride, of Xeilston, read a paper at the Glasgow Philosophical

Society on the Spread of Enteric Fever, and possibly Diphtheria,

in Rural Districts by the Use of City Manure for Agricultural

Purposes. He related a number of cases of enteric fever that had
occurred in his neighbourhood, a hilly and healthy district, and
attributed them to enteric germs conveyed from the city in

manure spread on the hill slopes from which the water used by
the patients was collected. He argued also that there was a

strong probability of diphtheritic germs being carried by the
same means, and suggested the destruction of the city manure in

charring furnaces as a remedy.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY. GLASGOW. ;.;
Professor Oairdneb and Dr. Joseph Coats showed thrbtfi

specimens of perforating ulcer of the duodenum near the pylorus,

in which an artery was laid open. In one of them stricture of
the pylorus was present, and the case resembled cancer of the
pylorus. Dr. Coats showed a liver with four hydatid Cysts, in

one of which true ossification of the cyst wall had occurred. Pro-

fessor Gairdner showed a man suffering from choreilorm spasms
of certain facial, cervical, and abdominal muscles. Mr. Clark
showed an epithelioma of the penis from a patient aged iJ5, and
reported a case of successful trephining of the skull for abscess of

the brain. Dr. Middleton showed sections of the muscles from a
case of pseudo-hypertrophic paralysis, and Dr. Pollock showed
sections of sebaceous cysts of the eyelids, and of dermoid cysts

of the orbit.

THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.
Grbat activity has been aroused by the appearance of the Uni-

versities Bill. All the interested parties are indulging in free

criticism of the measure. The general result shows an unexpected

unanimity of feeling in its favour, which cannot fail to aSord
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jjraleful cncoaragoment to its authors. Both the Court and

Senatus of Aberaecu Univexsity have e.xpresseil ai>i)roval of the

Kill, subject to slight modifications in detail. St. Andrews Uni-

versity expresses its satisfaction -with the Bill in general. In

particular it approves cordially (11 of the enlarged constitution of

the University tViurt, and of tho traasference to that body of the

management of the finance of the universities ; (2) of the power

given to the Commissioners to incorporate the University and

Colleges of St. Andrews into om- body, while retaining their

position as Colleges within the University; (3) of the proposal to

admit women to the teaching and graduation of the universities ;

and (4) of the affiliation or incorporation of University College,

Dundee, with the University of St. Andrews. Opinion in Edin-

burgh and Glasgow appears to be rather more divided, and a fear

has been expressed lest the prestige of the universities may suffer

through the proposed affiliation of colleges. Probably Edinburgh

and Glasgow Universities will finally adopt some conjoint line of

procedure With a view to further combined action, deputations

from the other three universities met representatives of Edin-

burgh University on Saturday last, under the presidency of

Principal Caird, Glasgow. The proceetUngs were private, but

it is understood that a committee, including the Principals of the

four Scottish Universities, was nominated, for the purpose of ex-

pressing the views of the conference to the Secretarj' for Scot-

land, and generally to -watch over the interests of the universities.

T-he only expression of determined opposition comes from the

Town Council of Edinburgh, -who have resolved to petition against

the Bill. The chief ground of their objection lies in the re-

constitution of the University Court, whereby the influence of the

to-wn authorities in university matters is curtailed.

J ;" . THE GLASGOW UNIVERSITY CLUB.

This club has been formed with the design of promoting the

reform of the University from within, in order to save her from

the less friendly offices of outsiders. The principle of reform laid

down in the constitution is expansion within the organisation of

the University, and under the control of the University Court

;

and the constitution goes on to specify the direction which such

reform should take, namely, towards enlargement of the Uni-

versity Court , increa.se of the teaching 8t_afl, a wider range of the

subjects of study, and closer contact with secondary education in

schools, and with the general intellectual life of the country.

Other objects of the Club are to aid in securing endowments f<ir

new chairs, to promote social union among members of tho Uni-

versity, and to hold periodical meetings for the discussion of

University subjects. The adoption of a general fee fund, the

appointment of junior professors and lecturers, vestiug of finan-

cial administration in the Court instead of the Senate, and larger

representation to the University Council and to public bodies in

the Court are suggested as means to the attainment of the objects

of the club. The mere mention of these various parts of the

constitntion of the new Club and of the ideas of its promoters

suggests that the indoor reformers are rather late in the day, and

that it is not liltely, >ow that the whole machinery of State legi.s-

lature has lieen set in motion to accomplish the chief of these

purposes by parliamentary enactment, that the movement -will be

arrested at the call of a few who think reform will be more

railiUy effected from within. The Club may be useful for pro-

motion of social union among members of the University, sup-

posing such social vinion to be possible, and useful for the discus-

sion of University topics. The .social siile of the Club was the one

exhibited on April 6tli, when the inaugural dinner was held in

the Grand Ilott'l, Glasgow, under tho chairmanship of Mr. Jas. A.

Campbell, M.P., the Honorary President. In proposing the health

of the University, Dr. .\. B. McGrigor trusted that they would not

seek on the one hand to sink their University into an academy,

nor, on the other hand, turn it into a simple board for conferrii

degrees. The Club has already a membership of IW.

IRELAND.

Dn. C. H. Robinson has been appointed Lecturer on Medical

Jurisprudence in the Ledw^ich School of Medicine.

THE LECTURESHIP ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE,
TRINITY COLLEGE.

At a meeting of the Provost and senior Fellows of Trinity Col-

lege on Saturday, April 7th, Dr. A. Bewley was elected Lecturer

on Medical Jurisprudence for the present session. Dr. Bewley

was formerly assistant to the I'rofessor of Institutes of Medicine,

Dr. Purser, and is Assistant Physician to the Adelaide Hospital.

It is stated that the only remuneration will be the class fees.

THE KING AND QUEENS COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

The legal proceedings between the College of Physicians and the

Apothecaries' Hall have terminated. The plaintiffs having failed

to obtain an injunction to restrain the defendants from canying

out an examination conjointly with the College of Surgeons, they

have now resolved not to proceed with an appeal to the higher

Court. The Apothecaries are thus admitted to be within their

rights in the arrangement -which they have entered into. It is

not impossible that hereafter the Physicians may join in an

examination held by the three bodies, but, judging from their pre-

sent temper, even that is remote. The victory of the Apothecaries

is complete, but it is only truth to say that it does not cause

general satisfaction, even to those with whom they are now asso-

ciated. But the error of recognising them, if error it were, was

committed too long ago to hope for its correction now.

THE COST OF PAUPER LUNATICS.
|

A DispiTTE exists at present between the Cork guardians and the i

governors for the Cork District Lunatic Asylum in reference to the
'

payment for pauper lunatics sent to the asylum by the guardians.
'

The latter have refused to pay for them, but it should be borne in

mind that district asylums, though intended for the insane poor,

are not necessarily open to everj- poor lunatic. The Privy Council

rules have, as pointed out by Dr. Nugent, all the power of the

original Lunacy statute, and give to the governors of the asyhun '

the selection of applicants for admission. Subsequent Acts

authorise' the direct admission, or by the Lord Lieutenant, the

inspectors, and by magistrates, when parties are duly certified to

be of unsound mind and dangerous. So far back as 1881, the Cork

guardians sought the admission of twenty-five limatics from the

workhouse into the asylum on an engagement to pay £A per

head per annum for each, which sum was less than the cost of

their maintenance in the union. This contract -was carried out,

,

and also a similar proposal in May, LSa'i: but, singular to state,

the guardians appear disinclined to pay for the last batch of

lunatics sent to the asylum from the workhouse.

At a special meeting of tlie Abbey Parochial Board, Paisley, it

|

was agreed to erect a hospital for the sick poor, capable of receiv-

ing one hundred patients.

Within the Itst few days there has been a serious outbreak of

small-pox in Oldham, beginning on Friday morning last -with some

nine or ten cases sent into the infectious diseases hospital, ine
^

number had increased to forty up to Wednesday night.
,

Thb trial of Dr. Middleton for the murder of the gipsy guw*

who attempted his life at Cordova has resulted in a verdict ot

acquittal. .

Db. Midwintbb, on the occasion of hifl leaving Fleet to reside

at Penge, was presented -with an illuminated address and a hwa-

some sUver inkstand, together with a silver-mounted blotting
|

book, as a mark of esteem.
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THE REPORT OF THE BROWN INSTITUTION
FOR 1887.

Jiahiea.—Th^ report of Mr. Victor Horsley, the Professor Super-

ntendcnt to the Coramittee of the Brown Institution, contains

his year the usual interesting details as to the work carried on

n the hospital and in the laboratory. The remarkably beneficial

fleet of the muzzling order and the destruction of stray dogs is

igain pointed out, only one case baring been noted during the

,'ear among all the dogs, over one thousand in number, treated at

he hospital, and none in the other animals. Distemper, -n-hich is

,'enerally communicated by the secretions of the air-passages,

lUo verj' much diminished after the muzzling order was put in

orce; but the Professor Superintendent anticipates that both will

,igain increase now that the authorities hare been compelled to

eiax their vigilance. The statistics furnished by Lieutenant-

colonel Moorson as to rabies in Lancashire are verj' striking. In

he nine months from January 1st to November 6th, 1887, serenty-five

:ases of rabies in dogs were reported, thirty-seven persons had been

)itten, and nine had died of hydrophobia. On November 6th, 1887,

he muzzling order was issued", and in the following three months

line dogs only were reported as having rabies, and no person had

leen bitten by a rabid dog. Jlr. Horsley states that rabies, which

8 always prevalent in Surrey, is now beginning to work its way
nto the metropolis, and we" can endorse his opinion that it is

very greatly to be regretted that a most ignorant sentimental-

sm "has been allowed to throw obstacles in the way oi

he adoption of universal measures by the Government."

i. good deal of work has been done in the laboratory in connec-

ion with rabies ; in the first place, twenty-three cases have been

nvestigated with the view of establishing, by the result of test

noculation of rabbits, w-hether animals or human beings,suppoEed

ohave died from rabies, had really suffered from that disease,

'hese applications came from many parts of the countrj-, and in

he ease of two cows, one horse, and four human beings, the

nswer was in the afHrmative ; of the sixteen dogs it was found

bat only eleven had died of rabies. The test inoculations, which
stablisbed conclusively that the malady from which the deer in

:ichmond Park were dying was rabies were made at the

iboratory by the Professor Superintendent, as were also the

^searches for the Committee on Pasteur's prophylactic, appointed

y the Local Government Board in 1886 ; the report of this com-
littee was fully discussed 'in these pages on its publication

ist year. Mr. Dowdeswell has also made a series of experiments

1 the virus of prophylaxis of rabies, which also bear out M.

asteur's statement?. He brought out the further fact that the

ssues of an infected animal do not become virulent till towards

le close of the incubation period, and failed to find any drug
hieh had any constant effect on the result of infection in the

thbit.

' 'v Medical Department of the Local Government Board.—
r:il series of experiments were performed for the Local Govern-

•'nt Board under the general direction of Dr. Klein: the results,

|> far as they have yet been made public, were published in the

•port of the medical oflBcer to the Board, and have already been
Jly dealt within these pages.'

Various Eenearches hy\Mr. Ballance and others.—Mr. Ballance's

searches with Mr. S". G. Shattock on the presence of micro-

i-ganisms in healthy tissues were incidentally stated in a report

i the Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medical Associa-

jjn.^ It is stated that Mr. Ballance is continuing his researches

li the pathology of the ligature of arteries undertaken along with
r. Walter Edmunds, and has commenced with Mr. Lingnrd a re-

;arch on the infectivity of tetanus, and with Dr. Hadden expcri-

ients on the motor area of the cortex of monkeys by stimulation
'id ablation.

\Researche.'! on the Central Xerrotis St/.'tcm.—Dr. Beevor and the

i'oressor Superintendent have made three sets of experiments on
e functions of motor areas; a minute analysis of the repre-

ntation of movements in the so-called motor region of the cortex

rebri has yiflded, among other interesting results, the fact that

e focus of representation of the great toe is practically as nearly

lineated as that of the thumb, and is situated in front of the

per end of the fissure of Rolando. This special observation has

JOCRNAL, Vol. ii, 1SS7. p. l,296,'e« .<»•?., The Etiology of Soirlot Ferer (Dr
'in\ M(Kle of Action of Pathopcnio Orpini^ms (Dr. Wooldriilget. Attenu.ation
Perchloride of Men;ury (Dr. Klein.t, Tuberculosis of Bone (Dr. Klein and
IJn(^rd>.
Jonoiia, vol. ii, 1887, p. 9.3C ,; i..--£ur'[

already been of use as a guide for the operator ia trephining for

epilepsy. The same experimenters have ascertained by faradisa-

tion of points in the internal capsule that the fibres in it are

arranged in the same relative order and position as the centres

projected on the cortex cerebri of the same hemisphere. Dr. iioti

has made some experiments on the Cauda et^uina in monkeys by
limited total destructions; when the posterior roots were thus

destroyed a well-marked degeneration of the posterior mediaij

columns occurred throughout the cord. In three cases where the

anterior roots were destroyed, there ensued not only degeneration

of the muscles, but a rarefying osteitis in the ilium, femur, and
leg bones.

Portal 'rkromhosis.—Dr. Wooldridge's curious observations on
the artificial production of portal thrombosis, published in the

Proceedings of the lioyal Society, were also made in this labora-

tory. As" has been previously stated in these pages, he has_ dis-

covered a proteid body in thethymus gland and other situations,

which, when injected into the jugular rein of a rabbit, causes

death from complete intravascular clotting. In the dog, injec-

tion of small quantities leads to thrombosis of the portal vein

and ha?morrhagic infarction of the liver. The clot in the portal

vein gradually disappears ; the hepatic infarctions are succeeded

by areas of overgrowth of connective tissue, leading to cirrhosis.

The injection of this proteid material, moreover, determines a

temporary condition resembling that seen in the hsemorrhagic

diathesis," extravasations of blood occiu-ring in any part of the

body which mav be slightly injured.

Puerperal Fe'ier.—1)T. W. E. Smith has completed a research on

puerperal fever, which will shortly be published. .

Pathology of Epilepsy.—ilajgniLri showed many years ago that

absinthe rendered an animal insensitive to pain, but provoked an

epileptic fit. In conjunction with Dr. Ilughlings Jackson, Mr.

Horsley has made use of this fact to prove that the lowest motor

centres were incapable of generating any convulsion. In an

etherised animal the spinal c'ord was divided above the atlas_, and

artificial respiration maintained. Injection of essence of absinthe

into the jugular vein evoked a characteristic epileptic fit entirely

limited to muscles innervated from centres above the section.

NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.
The National Pension Fund, as now constituted, will consist of two
classes—members and policy-holders. The members are those

who subscribe .€'J -s. per annum, or make a single payment of £25,

or who are nominated by hospitals and other similar institutions

subscribing £'i -"is. annually, or making a single payment of £50.

The policy-holders will beniu'ses and hospital officials, who take

out policies for annuities or sickness allowances. Under the con-

stitution the members cannot receive any profit, not even interest

on their monpy. All benefit must go to the policy-holders. The

business of the fund will be carried on by the Council, and the

policy-holders have the right to elect from among themselves eight

members to the Council, thus ensuring that their views shall be

fully represented. This provision disposes of the criticism which

has been heard in some quarters, that the independence of the

nurses will be destroyed if they have their affairs managed for

them.
. . , , J

The most important question at present is: Are the rates charged

safe, and at the same time moderate, when set against the benefits

for which thev are to be paid? The report of the consulting

actuary states the basis on which the rates have been calculated.

Setting aside the sickness allowance, the recently published ex-

perience of the Government annuitants has been used for the pen-

sions. The policy-holders of the fund will consist mainly of

females, and under the rules the pensions will commence at a

comparatively early age. bO. bb, and GO. The longevity of such

persons is proverbial, and although no doubt the life of nurses is

oft.n a hard on,', yet when they enter on their pensions they will

obtain rest, and then the mortality among them will probably not

be grreater than the average with their sex. It is interesting to

compare the rates of the National Pension Fund so calculated

with those charged by Government for precisely the same benefits.

The following are the" annual premiums in each c«$e for an annuity

of S.\b, to commence at age of 60:
l»res«nl Ace. Pension Fund Rate. Government Rate.

£ B. d. £ S. d.

20 ... 1 IS 8 ... 2 2 6
25 ... 2 10 ... 2 13 9
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The pension rates fuml minimum benefits are tlien iit least

seven per cent, lower than the Post Office charges for maximum
benefits. Kates are reasonable and moderate, and these figures

supply a complete answer to the complaint that the Council are

askmg more than is necessary and fair. Although very few

insurance companies now ^ant annuities, because the business is

unprofitable, yet it is possible that some company might be found

willing to compete with the National Tension tundfor business

by offering lower, and, therefore relatively unsafe, rates. It must

be remembered that Government and insurance companies will

pay only the bare pension stipulated for, while the National Pen-

sion Fund already nas handsome provi.'^ion for bonuses, and, being

a mutual society," all the nurse's savings will be returned to her

ultimately with interest.

It has been said that nurses will be pa\iperised by the bonus

element, but the object of the promoters is to encourage thrift and

self-reliance ; but, recognising the difficulties of the nurses as a

body, they ask them to entrust to their keeping such periodical

sums as they can afford to invest or save, and it is only the

nurse who so exercises self-denial who will reap any advan-

tage from the fund which has been organised to enable

her to secure, by her own exertions, a modest compet-

ence for her declining years. It is thought that hos-

pital managers and committees who employ nurses will find

that this fund, by making the staff of nurses they employ

contented and free from anxiety as to the future, introduces an

element of permanence and contentment now often wanting.

With the view of encouraging the hospitals and kindred institu-

tions to induce their nurses to join the Pension Fund, it has been

arranged to give a rebate of 2J per cent, on all premiums received

officially through recognised institutions.

Medical men, who already possess a flourishing fund of their

own, are doing much to foster the Nurses' Pension Fund. The
medical officers of some institutions have convened meetings of

the nursing staff with the view of explaining the objects of this

fund, whicn they hold to afford to nurses an opportunity for good

not likely to recur if the present opportunity is lost. It is prob-

able the annotmcement will very soon be made that one thousand

nurses have joined the fund, this being the minimum number that

must be reached before the nurses will be able to avail themselves

of the munificence of the City princes, who have conditionally

given £26,000 as a nucleus for a bonus fund. The office of the

Fund is at 38, Old Jewry, E.G.

SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF INEBRIETY.
Thr annual meeting of this Society was held in the rooms of the

Medical Society of London, Chandos Street, on Wednesday, April

4th, Dr. Norman Kerr in the chair.

A paper by Mr. Clark Bell, the President of the Medico^
Legal Society of New York, on the Medical Jurisprudence of

Inebriety, was read by Dr. Joseph Smith. Mr. Clark Bell

pointed out as to civil relations that intoxication was regarded

by the common law, when complete and characterised by uncon-
sciousness, as a species of insanity. Delirium tremens, which re-

sulted directly from habits of intoxication, was in ci\Tl matters

considered to be a form of insanity, and this had been repeatedly

held by the courts. It had always been a well-settled rule of law
that no person could make a contract binding upon himself while

he was wholly deprived of his reason by intoxication. This

would ho true as to deeds, wills, all instruments and obligations

of every kind. This rule was not changed where the intoxica-

tion was not procured by the other party to the contract, but was
voluntary on the part of the drunkard. An intoxicated person

was rendered incompetent as a witness, and the American statute

law usnally classified such intoxicated persons as lunatics, and
thi' provisions frequently applied similarly to each and both. In

the marriage contract the sound general rule had been that if the

party was so far intoxicated as not to understand the nature and
consequences of the act, this would invalidate the contract. By
English law, the Lord Chancellor, as the direct representative of

the Crown, had always oxeicised the right of assuming the cus-

tody and control of the persons and estates of all those who, by
reason of imbecility or want of understanding, were incapable of

taking care of thrtnselves. Writs de lunatico inqtiirendo were
issued in cases to inquire whether the party was incapable of

conducting his affairs on account of habitual drunkenness. This

principle had been exercised and adjudicated upon in Kentucky,
in Maryland, niinois, Indiana, and North Carolina. In many of

tUo American States the habitual drunkard even was classilii'i:

and treated under the same provisions and in the same manner ;i

the lunatic and the idiot, notably in Pennsylvania, New Jer.-^cy

ilarylaud, Illinois, New York, and many other States. In Niw
York it had been held by the courts that all contracts madr !>

haliitual drunkards who had been so adjudfjed in proceeding'

de lunatico in'/uirendo were void, and that the disability contiin" <

after the committee had been ajipointed, even when lie was
]

fectly sober and fully aware of the nature and consequenc
his acts. It had also been held that habitual drunkenness l)ii:i.

established was prima facie evidence of the subject's incapatiiN

to manage his affairs. Medical men should keep in mind the dis-

tinction running all through the law between insanity and irre

sponsibility. The medical view that irresponsibility should fol-

low wheruinsanity exists had nowhere been conceded by the law

Responsibility was a different matter, and this was more severe

Some judges held that intoxication was an aggravation nf

criminal offence, but most held that it was simply no excuse. 1

1

some cases the frenzy of delirium tremens had exempted frm
responsibility. The law did not as yet recognise inebriety a- ;

disease.

A paper by Dr. T. D. Crothers, ot Hartford, Conn., was read

treating of the study of inebriate criminals, in which it was laic

down that the medical history of. t^e .accused, should be firsi

studied, then the crime.
.

Dr. Arthur Jamison read tbe recommendations of the Neii

South Wales Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Commission, to the eflec'

that an inebriate home should be opened at the public expense

besides a hospital for the treatment of quasi-criminal inebriates

the evidence having shown that punishment had been a faijuje

and that inebriety was a disease demanding remedial treatment.,

THE REPORT ' OF ' THE DIRECTORS OF CON
VICT PRISONS FOR THE YEAR 1886-87.

Thb latest Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons is now Bfe

fore us, and, as usual, the medical statistics present, as judged bj

the death-rate, an exemplars' standard of sanitation. For scan

reason or another, probably economy, which is the present crMt

in Government circles, the medical report is much curtailed. .1'

is, however, improved in form : instead of, as heretofore, separati'

reports from the medical officers of the different prisons, these havi

been amalgamated and analysed by the head of the Medical De
partment, and so presented as a whole to the public.

"The chief causes of mortality," so runs the report, "were pul

monary phthisis, 18 cases ; and heart disease, 13 cases, i

is noteworthy there were but three deaths from acute inflam

matory diseases of the respiratory organs, namely, one from acuti

bronchitis, and two from acute pneumonia. With the exceptioi

of a single death from enteric fever at Dartmoor, there were n''

deaths from any eruptive fever in any convict prison."

This is verj' satisfactory, and, taken with the death-rate, show:

a low mortality. The report does not, however, say whether th(

single death from typhoid was due to general exemption from thi

disease, or from the skill of the medical officers in their treatmen

of an epidemic. Tbe e.xistence or non-existence of important dis

eases, such as small-pox, diphtheria, acute rheumatism, etc., 1

passed by in silence ; nor are we informed as to the nature ant

extent of accidental injuries, beyond the fact that one death re

suited from a compound fracture of the leg.

Taking, however, the report as it stands, we learn that ll,li

prisoners were accoimted for during the year, giving a daily averag'

of 7,573. The entire number of natural deaths (there was on.

suicide, not included) was 86, giving a death-rate of 11.3 pe

1,000, whicli was slightly in excess of the average, 10.5, ot thi

past eight years.
, ^

In analysing the death-n^tum, wliich is given in satisfactorj

detail, we" find that, of the 86 deaths, only 36 of the patients wen

or appeared to be, in good health on reception, the remamde

being more or less unsound ; it is also noticeable that 62, or ove

72 per cent., had been previously convicted, in most instance

more than once, and in several more than ten times. In two in

stances, the causes of death being Bright's disease and hepatitis

the unfortunate victims had been convicted each no le.ss than six

teen times, one being at the date of death only 40 years of age, tb*

other, the Bright's case, but 50. :

The greater proportion of the deaths from phthisis were at tn*

prime of life or early manhood, ranging from the age of 30 up t'
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46, only four deaths beiiif? rt!corded at the ages of CO and upwards,

the avenif^i' of all aKt'^* lii-ing ^6.8.

Turning to the reijorts, or ratlicr extracts from the reports, of

the medical officers themselves, they are meagre in the extreme.

We gather, however, that nt Chatliam there was a mild epidemic

of diphtheria in the officer!^' harraeks, which did not spread to the

prisoners ; and at I'ortsniouth some cases of typhoid and scarlet

fevers, which were also eontined to the officers' quarters. Accord-

ing to both these rejjorts there seems to have been an unusual

sick and death rate, wliich is accounted for by the closing of

Woking Invalid I'rison, referred to in the Directors' report, and
consequent distribution of the invalid inmates to these prisons.

In the rejiorl of the medical officer of AV'ormwood Scrubs Prison

it is not a little amusing to notice the an.xiety on account of one

possible case of scarlet fever in a prisoner, as compared with the

feeling expressed in the relation of the epidemic amongst the

warders' children.

On the whole, it is to be regretted that the report is not a little

more expansive. It is good as far as it goes, and shows, especi-

ally when confirmed by previous ex])erieuce. that there is nothing

in "the medical statistics of convict prisons that need fear to see

the light. It would add materially to the value of these reports

if the medical statistics of the whole establishment were in-

cluded.
Prisoners are so isolated from external influences that it is diffi-

cult to make a useful comparison between them and the com-
munity at large ; but whilst the prison staff \\-ith their families

are presumably under the same cotiditions as the prisoners with

regard to house sanitation, ventilation, sewerage, and water supply,

they are, as regards age, food, clothing, and risk of contagion or

infection, on a par with the rest of the population. If, on inves-

tigation, it should turn out that the same high state of sanitation

prevails amongst them as within the prison walls, an exemplary
proof would be afforded to our sanitary authorities of the neces-

sity for enforced cleanliness and properly-constructed dwellings,

with a plentiful supply of fresh air and pure water.

AN APPEAL.
An appeal is now being made to raise a fund sufficient to enable

a medical man of good position, who has been reduced to absolute

destitution, through no fault of his own, to buy a small practice,

and thus make a living for himself and his \vife. A good opening

at a watering place can be secured at very small cost, and contri-

butions towards the purchase money will be received by Dr. Far-

quharson, M.P., iligvie Lodge, Porchester Gardens. Amounts
already subscribed

:

Sir Willi.im Jennt-r. B.irt.

Sir Jjinies l*aget. Btirt.

'Sir.Tnscph Lister, Bart.
Trriirv Ttumipson ...

pcncer Wells, Bart.
jL.imskiU

a.
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BRANCH MKETINTiS TO BE HELD.

JlFTRnrOLlTAS CoL'NTIES BRANCH : EAST LOXPON AND SOI'TH KSSEI DlS-
TRIcr.—Tlu' nfjtt mertint will be lu-M on Tbursdiiv, Ai>rU 19th. at the Hackney
Town Hall, at a..Vl P.M. Theehiiirwill Ik- takfti by F. M. Corner. Ksq. A paper
on the Surjlerv of AliseeM will lie iv..ul by Howani Marsh. Esq. ^'isilo^s will be
-welcome.—J. W. Hl'.ST, 101, (Queen's l£o:ui. Ualstcuj, Honorary Secretary.

North of KNGi-A?fT> Praisch.—The spring raeetiiiRVill he held at tha In-
firmary'. Sunderland, on Wednesilay. April 2.'th. at .1 r.M. Members intending
to rea^i papers or show specimens are requested to communicate at once with
the secretary. The dinner after the meeting ^vill take place at the Queen's
Hotel, at 5 o'clock. The followinp papers are already promised ;—Dr. Hume :

A Case of Conpenital Fistula of the Stomach. Cured liy Operation. Dr. Coley :

On the Treatuieut of Effusion into the Pleura in Children. Dr. Murphy :

A Mao 22tt Days after Gastrostomy. Dr. Oliver: Notes on an Unusual Case of
Hxniaturia. Mr. Morgan will move a Itcsolution on Quack Advertisements.
Mr. Kntherford Morison will read Notes of two cases of (jall-Stones : (1> Ope-
ration on Dilatetl Gall-Bladder : Kemoval of Stones ; Drainage: Cure. (:?) Ab-
dominal Section for Intestinal Obstruction; Discovery of Gall-Stone, Incision
and Suturi' of Intestine and Removal of Stone. Specimens exhibited. Mr.
Morgan will show (1) a Girl disfigured by Cancrum Oris ; (2) specimens from a
rase of Tnliercular Peritonitis simulating Cystic Disease of the Ovary. Dr.
Dnimmond will exhibit some Pathological specimens. Dr. Lindsay will show
n [vitient sufTering from Paralysis Agiians.—G. E. Williamson, F.H.C.S., 22,
£tdiui Square, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, Honorary Secretary.

ABERnEES, Banff, a-to Ki!»CiRi>r!«K Braxch.—The April meeting of the
Branch will be held at 19."*, Union Street. Aberdeen, on Wednesday. April 18th,
at 8 P.M.. the President. Dr. Smith, of Kinnairdv, in the chair, Business : (1)
Minutes, nomination of new members, etc. (2) iJallot for the admission of Dr.
James Cra\ie. Xewburgh. Alierdeenshire. (."il Exhibition of patient: Case of
Senile Chorea, by Dr. Gordon. (4) Motion by Dr. Wight :

" That the Branch
p<-tition the House of Commons against the taxation of horses of mcdii-al
pnu-titioners. as proposed by Mr. Goschen in the Budget, and also recommend
individual members to use their influence with Members of Parliament to
attain the above object." (."i) Case of Labour otstructefl bv Fibroid Tumour of
Uterus in Pelvis, by Dr. Aymer, Bervie. (6i Keport of Standing Committee on
Tost-(iradnate Courses for !.«.»«. by Dr. Edmond, Convener. (7) Exhibition of
specimens : 1. Exhibition of Lungs', with casts, in a state of Chronic Interstitial
Pneumonia and Bronchiectasy. by Dr. Gibson. 2. Dissection of Haminer-toe.
bv Dr. Mackenzie Booth.—UoBERT^JoHN GAi<i>NEB,'|and J. Mackenzie Booth,
Honorary Secretaries.

Border CopntIES Branch.—The next meeting of this Branch will be held at
Cockernuiuth on Friday, May 4th. at .'i.l6 p.m. The Seeret:u-v will be glad to
receive intimation of papers for reading.—H. A. Lei>iaju>, ;4r. Lowther "Street.
Carlisle, Honorary Secretary.

Bath anh Bristol Branch.—The fifth ordinary meeting of the Session will
be held at the Grand Pumn-Room Hotel, Bath, on Thursday. April 19fh. at
7.XI P.M.. Dr. G. F. Border. President. .K discussion on Dijilitheria will be
openc<lwith a short paper by Dr. A. B. Brabazon. Medical Officer of Health.
Bath.—R. J. H. Scott and E. Maki^ha-M SKtKiiiTT.^Honorary Secretaries.

North or Irci.anh BRArcH.— .\ general meeting of this Branch will be held
In Uie Royal Hospital. Belfast, on Iburstiav. April lyth. at 11 A.M. Dr. John
Strahan will reail a paper on Turpentine in Whoopiug-Cough and some other
affections. Dr. O'Neill will show (I) Two patients on whom he operated for Con-
aenlul Inguino-Scrotal Hernia (Itadical cure), and read notes of the cases. (2)
An Ovariiui Cyst sui-cessfully removed. Professor Sinclair will report upon a
Suot-essful Jejunal Entcrectomy performed on the dav of the last Branch
meeting, and exhibit the segment of inlesthic excised. Dr. Burden will show a
series ol Microscopic Preparations of Tunnuirs. Dr. Bvers will show an Ovarian
Tumour which he suecessfulW removed. Or. Esler will bring forward a coniuiu-
joication On Inicction of Carbolic Acid in llvdrocde. Dr. Whitla will show a
case of AlHloniinal Aneurysm.—JoHjl W. Bvem, M.D., Ix>w6i- Cre«ceiit, Belfast,
Honorary Secretary.

SoirTH-EA.?TrR!» Branch: Wkst Kent District—The next meeting of this
District will be held kt the Hospital. Gravesend. on Fri<laT. April 27th, at 4 P.M.,
K. J. Bryden, Esq., in the cliair. The ilinuer will take place at the New Falion
Hotel at 6, .TO P.M. Charge Bs. (id., exclusive of wine. (Jentlemen who intend
to dnie are |«rticularly requested to signify their intention to the Chairman.
K. J. Bryden. Esq., 21, Ilarmer Street, (rrivescnd. not later than April 2.'th.
Papers already promised;— Dr. P. Horroiks; On Puerperal Fever, Dr. Tanna-
liill

;
On SymmetricBl Gangrene. All Memlwrs of the South-Hastem Branch

areentirlefl toatfenfl this mectingand tointroduce friends.—A. W. Nanmvki.l
F.R.O.S., St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Clmtham. Hcpuorary Secretary.

'

OxTOBP Aim DtSTRTcT BRANCH.—The next meeting will be held at the Kad-
ellffe Inhrmary. Oxforil. on Friday. April 27lh, at 3 P.M. Notice of papers to
be rea<l must be sent to W. Lewis Morgan, 42, Broad Street. Oxford, on
or before April leth. A dinner will be provided for those members who signify
their Intention to dine to the Secretary two days before the meeting —S D.
Uarbisuire an.l W. Lewis Mokua.n, Honorary SecretArlea.

CEYLON BRANCH.
Ai- ordinary meeting was licl.l at tho Colonial Medical Lihrar>-.
Colombo, at 2 p.m. on Saturday, January 14th, IfiSS. The foIlo'«--
ing gentlemen wire present : the Hon. Ur. 1'. D. Anthr.nisz (in the
cliau-); Drs. As'ieruppa, Attyi,'alle, Macdonald, Stokes, Vander-
straaten (Hon. Treasurer); Messrs. Aidous, Britn, Kleyatambi,

Fernando, Garvin, Johnson, Schokman, Thornhill, and Kep^;ol

(Hon. Secretary).
The minutes of the prcviou."! meeting were read and rontirmed.
Elex'tion of Affibers.— Mr. Thornhill drew attention to the

irregularity of the election of members at the la.st mioting, in

that the names of members to be electeil did not ajipt-ar on tli-

iiotice paper. It was decided that the elections be conlirmed iit

the next meeting of the Council.
President's Address.—The Hon. ruESiPENT then delivered liis

presidential address "On the Progress of British Medicine ami
Surgery in Ceylon during the last Forty Years."

Mr. ThorniVill proposed a vote of thanks to the President for

his address, which was duly carried.

Head Injury.—Mr. Fer.vanho, on behalf of Mr. Thomas, of

Hambantota, rend a paper entitled " Observations (on a c.ase of

Head Injury, especially as regards Ophthalmoscopic Examina-
tions in such cases."

Postponement of Paper.— .\ paper by Dr. Van Dort, entitb 1

"A Translation (with notes) of Dr. Daalmans's Observations of the
Diseases of Ceylon and India towards the End of the Seventeenth
Century," was postponed to the next meeting for want of tim^'.

The meeting then separated with a vote of thanks to the cluiir.

A meeting of the Council was held at Tthe Colonial Medic:il

Library, Colombo, at 1 p.m. ou Saturday, February 4th, 188.S a<.

which Dr. Van Dort, Vice-l're.sideiit (in the chair), Drs. Loos, Atly-
galle, Rockwood, Macdonald, Messrs. Van Geyzel, Schokman,
Thornhill, Nell, and Keegel (Ilouorarj' Secretary; were present.

New Members.—The Chairman proposed, and Dr. Macdonald
seconded, the election of Surgeon-Major Stokes, il.D.. M,S., and '

Mr. W. J. A. "Wright, L.C., M.C., to membership of the Parent
Association and Local Branch. (Carried.)

Sew By-laivs.—Mr. Thornhill proposed in terms of no:

that the Council, under the authority of By-law 6, pass the i"i-

lowing new by-laws:
1. At all elections of members or of officers voting shall be Iiy

" voting papers ;' such voting papers to be signed and dated l>y

any member of Council voting without being present at the mcci-
ing of Council at which the election takes place. i

_. That no alteration in the hour, date, or place of meetinga,
nor any by-law be made or altered, nor any member be elected by
the Council, unless written notice of such alteration, or Viy-law,

or election proposed has been sent to each member of Council at

least one week before the Council meeting at which such is to be
}

discussed.

3. Council meetings to be held half nn hour before each ordi-

nary meeting, and at other tiini's when the President or Vice-Pre-
sident or any two members of ('ouncil request.

The second and third by-laws passed 7ipm. dis., but in proposing :

the first Mr. Thornhill referred to the wording of the third by-
law of the Branch, which required that the election of a memlter
should always take place by the "majority of the whole Council."
He felt that this rendered it necessary that the votes of all mem-
bers of the Council should be recorded, and hence the necessity of

giving sufficient notice in order to obtain the votes of all such
members as could not arrange to be present.

Dr. Loos, in seconding this motion, said tliat it was necessary
that the tone and character of the Braiicli should be maintained,
inasmuch as this was not an ordinary medical society, but onf
aililiated to a highly respectable and influential Association. All

possible guarantee should be afforded that the election of proper
persons would take place in a proper manner. The election .should

not rest with a few members of the Committee who might find it

ccmvenient to attend the meetings in ColomlKi, but all members
of the Council should have the opportunity of voting, and suffi-

cient time for this purpose should be allowed to elapse between
proposal and election of new members.
No substantive amendment in Clause 1 was, however, proposed,

but the original motion having been put to the vote, was carried

by six votes against four.

An ordinary meeting was also held at the Colonial Medical
Librarj-, Colombo, on February 4th, 1888, at 2 P.M., at which Dr.

Van Dort, V'ice-President (in the chair), Drs. Loos, Attygalle. Mac-
donald, Kockwood. Messrs. Van Geysel, Thornhill, Nell, Schok-
man, and Kee_gel (Honorary Secretarj') were present.

]

I)isenj>es of Ceylon and India in the Seventeenth Century.—Dr.

Van- Dort read "Translations |(with notes) of Dr. Daalmans's
]
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bservations of the Diseases of Ceylon and India towards the End
f the Seventeenth Century'.

"

A vote of thanks was accorded to Dr. Van Dort for his inte-

jsting paper.

The reading of the second paper was deferred to next meeting

)r want of time.

Alteration af By-law.—Mr. Tiiorxhili. gave notice that at the

ext ordinarj-"meeting on March 3rd next, he wo\ild propose the

jllowing alteration or amendment of by-law 4 :

"After the word 'Colombo' to insert • Kandy, tlalle, Jaffna, and

iadulla,' to omit the words 'and the following' and also the

rholeof the fourtli and fifth lines, and the word ' Colombo ' in

he sixth line, and insert the words • these towns.'

"

In doing so he desired to be allowed to explain the object of

his motion in order that the members might understand its im-

ort, as he might not be able to be present personally at the ne.xt

leeting. This, however, the Chairman held to be out of order,

Ithough there coidd be no objection to an informal discussion at

tie conclusion of the meeting. Notice of motion was accordingly

iven, and the meeting separated with a vote of thanks to the

Uttir.

BERML'DA BRANCH.
. MEETING of this Branch was held on March 14th, Pabk B.

"UCKEB, M.D., President, in the chair. Two members and two
isitors were present.

Office Bearers for the I'cnr.—Park B. Tucker, Esq., M.D., Presi-

,en't ; Dr. Ileldon Harvey, Secretary and Treasurer.

Delivery in Arm Presentation.—Hv. Tucker explained a new,

afe, and easy mode of delivery in arm presentations, the child

reiug dead, and turning impossible, by puncturing the thorax of the

hild, and crushing the bodies of two or three of the vertebra} with

ooth or other forceps ; the breech descending, by slight traction,

he foetus is easily delivered without danger to the mother.

Enormous Nundier of Calculi.—Dr. Tucker also exhibited 242

alculi taken from the prostate and bladder after death. The
ratient was a medical man, who was quite ignorant of the cause

f his so frequently suffering from retention of urine, being under

he impression that stricture was the cause of his trouble, nor

ould he be made to tliink otherwise, as he was often on horse-

lack, and could ride long distances without inconvenience. Two
f the largest calculi, oblong in shape, were taken from the blad-

ler, having been forced there by the sudden introduction of the

atheter. His death was caused by an overdose of morphine, taken

arelessly, without weighing, to induce sleep.

Bbratitm.—In the rpport of the meeting of tlie Shropsliire and Mid-Wales
tmnch. published in tlie Journal of .\pril 7th. page 763. the name u£ Mr. J. T.

Teech was erroneously printed " Meek. '

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

VIENNA.
[from our owk correspondent.]

flemianopiiia Cured by Iodide of Pi>ta.iJiium.—Ajitifebrin in

! Epilepsy.— Erytltrophlocin. — The Imperial Royal Society of
! Physicians.— The Vacant Chair of Anatomy.—Ligature of the

. Thyroid Arteries in Goitre.

j>T a recent meeting of the Koyal Society of Physicians of Buda-
,
esth Dr. St. Csapodi brought forward a man, aged '<> years, who,
jfter a sudden attack of giddiness, repeated twice on the same
Jay, had remarked on the following day that he could not see

bjects situated on his right side. lie also sufferixl from headache
if the left side. Examination showed that vision was absent on
|he right side. No organic changes were found except some signs

if endarteritis. Improvement took place under ioillde of potas-
ium; a .symmetrical scotoma, situated l.'>° outside of the lixation

[ntre, remained, which did not, however, interfere with vision.

he hemianopsia in this case was probably due to htemorrhage
nto the cerebral cortex.
Dr. Borosnyoi, of Hermannstadt, referring to the use of anti-

^brin as an anti-epileptic, reports in the Orvosi Hetilap nine cases
f epilepsy (six males and three females) in the lunatic asylum of

lermannstadt, which had been first treated with bromide of

otassiuni, and later on with antifebrin. On comparing the
'Suits which were obtained with bromide of potassium

(from 6 to 9 grammes) with tho.se obtained \\-ith antifebrin

(from 0.2.5 to 2.0 grammes), it was evident that the former had in

all cases a much more powerful effect than the latter. Antifebrin;'

as a rule, did not seem to have much influence on the diseaset,

Kven if larger doses of this drug should be proved to be useful, jt;

would not be advisable to carry out a course of treatment with iti-

as cyanosis was obser\-ed in all cases treated with antifebrin.

At a recent meeting of the Society of Physicians of Styrja,.

Professor Lipp, of Graz, gave an account of the results of his expe-

riments with erythrophloein on thirty persons. He used Merck's
" erythrophloeinum muriaticum," and made injections of doses

varying from 1 mUligramme t» 1 centigramme. He had never

observed any bad general after-effects, except in the case of a

neurotic woman, who, after the injection of one centigramme of

erythrophloiin, showed retardation of the pulse and respira-

tion, and was attacked with giddiness. He made the injections

under the epidermis, as well as under the skin. In each instance.

analgesia (not aniEsthesia, as tactile sensation remained intact)

was established over a large area round the point of injection;

the analgesia lasted forty-eight hours. The local appeaninces were
intense redness, swelling, and pain. The intensity of the local

symptoms, however, depended more on individual irritability

than on the strength of the dose used. The most remarkable

feature in the experiments with erythrophloein, in Professor Lipp's

opinion, was the development of peripheral analgesic areas, which.

persisted in this condition for several hours, and even for some,

days after the injection. These territories corresponded to those

which were supplied by nerve branches taking origin nearthe seat

of injection.

The Imperial Royal Society of Physicians of Vienna held it»

annual festival meeting on Friday, ilarch 16th, under the presi-

dency of Hofrath Bamberger. The first secretary of the Society,

Professor Kundrat, gave a report of the Society for the last year,

which is the ftfty-first of its e.xistence. The report showed that

the number of members, which had increased in the last year from.

279 to 306. was again reduced to 285, 5 members having resigned

their membership, 4 having changed their domicile, and 12 haying

died. Thirty-one meetings, with S9 lectures and demonstrations,

had been held during the past year.

The committee charged to select names from among the candi-

dates for the vacant second chair of Normal Anatomy in the

Faculty of Medicine, proposed Professor Schwalbe, of Strasburg-

(primo loco) ; Professor Zuckerkandl, of Graz (secundo loco) ; and
Professor RabI, of Prague (tertio loco). The general opinion is that

Professor Zuckerkandl has the best chance of being called to Vienna

by the Ministry of Instruction, though his name only stands

second.
Professor Billroth, in the first number (April 5th, 1388) of the

Wiener Klinische Wochen^-chrift. the new Vienna weekly medical

journal, discusses the utility of the method of ligaturing the

thyroid arteries with the view of producing atrophy in goitres—

a

procedure which was not long ago reintroduced into surgery by
his late assistant. Professor "Willfler, of Graz. Professor Billroth

first tries to answer the question why we are not content with

the very satisfactory results obtained in recent years by the ei-

tirpatioii of goitre, and replies: (1) because we are not able to

prevent tetanus, which sometimes supervenes after these opera-

tions ; (2) because it may occur, even when the greatest precau-

tions are observed, that tne recurrent nerve is cut or tied into the

ligature; (3) because " cachexia strumipriva '' is a not infrequent

result in children when the whole of the thyroid gland is re-

moved. .\m0n4 the operations by which it was proposed to

replace extiipation, the method of "ligaturing the thyroid arteries

deserved the greatest attention. -1 priori, the following

statements could be made as to the eventual success of this

operation: As, after ligaturing all the four arteries, several

small arteries still supplied the goitre with a certain quantity

of blood, it was probable that no gangrene, but only a
gradual shrinking, would take place, just in the same way as in

the case of obliteration of the renal arterj-. The small arteries,

which, in this case, derived their origin from the renal capsule,

hindered the occurrence of gangrene after the obliteration of the

renal artery, but they were not able to prevent atrophy super-

vening in the kidney. Though this analogy was very striking,

the matter nevertheless required to be verified by experiments

on animals and men, which was also done by Wijlfler. The indica-

tions for this operation were nevertheless limited, as extravasa-

tion, calcification, cystic and colloid softening were very often met
with in goitres, which, owing to the absence of any drculat,ion in
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them, would, of course, undergo no change whatever after the

ligature of the thyroid arteries. The question as to whether the

fluid contents or cysts were capable of undergoing absorption

after operation had yet to be dt-cided. It thus became evident

that the method in question would be really successful only in

those cases in which no degenerative necrobiotic processes had
yet taken place, such as rapidly growing goitres in young
subjects. Two points were necessary for the success of

this plan : 1. The first effect after ligature of all four arteries was
that of a glandular anaemia ; the goitre would be smaller and
softer than before operation. '1. The second effect was oblitera-

tion of the blood-vessels, and the disappearance of tlie epitlielial

and interstitial tissue, so that only cicatricial connective

tissue would remain behind. Respecting the development of

"cachexia strumipriva" in children after complete atrophy
of the thyroid gland, Professor Billroth considers that

no positive statement could be made on this subject, but
that it was possible that such a condition would not super-

vene, as the atrophic process, in such a case, took some weeks or

months to become complete, and the organism had thus sufficient

time to get accustomed to the absence of the thj-roid gland. As
to whether it was probable that the atrophy would be permanent,
Professor Billroth holds that, when all four arteries are ligatured,

there could be no doubt about this, but that, when circulation still

existed in one of the chief arteries, or became established again
by the " vasa vasorum," such a permanent atrophy would never
occur. This had already been confirmed by experience. Discuss-

ing the details of the operation. Professor Billroth states that, in

his opinion, the incision on the outer margin of the sterno-mastoid
muscle was the most convenient one for ligaturing the inferior

thyroid artery ; he wished, however, to lay stress on a point

which had not yet been mentioned, namely, the extreme
thinness and fragility of the inferior thjToid artery. It had
occurred to him on three different occasions that this blood-vessel

was torn by the manipulations with the forceps or by ligaturing

too fast, etc. The haemorrliage which thus ensued was very
considerable, and it was was very difficult to pick up the artery,

which retracted behind the scalenus muscle. In one case he
cut through the scalenus muscle to enable him to seize the end
of the artery with a broad clamp. In ligaturing arteries. Professor

Billroth usually applied two ligatures in their continuity, divid-

ing the vessel between them. In the above-mentioned operation,

however, he contented himself with one ligature, owing to the

fragility of the inferior thyroid artery. He had never met with
secondary h.-emorrhage in such cases. Professor Billroth

has performed the operation in question in four cases of

common goitre. In all of them there was a slight degree
of fever, of short duration, but the absorption of the substance of

the goitre was not attended with any ill effect on the general

condition of the patients. The impression which the operation

had made on him was a very favouralile one, and he would repeat

it in appropriate cases, but in future he would ligature all the four

arteries at one sitting. In one of the cases thus operated upon he
observed a slight degree of jaundice, which soon disappeared, and
was probably due to absorption of blood. From a cosmetic point

of view it had to be borne in mind that the ligature of all four

arteries naturally caused four scars, as against the single

lateral scar left after extirpation, which coidd ea.sily be hidden
by a small cravat. On the other hand, the attenuated appearance of

the neck from which the thyroid had been removed was a still

greater disfigurement. Professor Billroth concludes by stating

that although ligature of the thyroid arteries was a valualile and
interesting addition to our operative resources in the treatment of

goitre, it would have a much greater importance if it were at-

tended with similar re.sults in the case of sarcoma and car-

cinoma of the thjToid gland. The attempt made by him in this

direction failed. It was possible that ligature might be suc-

cessful even in such cases, if done at an early enough period in

the development of the disease.

BERLIN.
fPBOM OUR OWN C0BKB8P0>rDENT.]

Memorial Celebration in llonottr of von Langenhecl!.— Trans-

plantation of Muenux Membrane.
iBorKSSOK von BERCiMAfTN Opened the Seventeenth Congress of

G< rman surgeons in the Aula of the University. The evening
before, a memorial gathering in honour of the late Bemhard von
Ltngenbeck had brought the members of the Congress and of the

Berlin Medical Association together in the largest room of tU
Philharmonic. Langcnbeck had been honorary president of both
societies. The vast room was completely Hlied. The family of
the great surgeon took part in the celebration; in the boxes wen
present the Grand Duke of Baden an<l many ladies. One end'of
the room was hung with black clotli and magnificent palms, Id
the midst of which was placed a full-length bust of Langenbeok.
After some choral singing. Dr. v. Bergmann delivered the funeni
oration, of which I will only give the part dealing with the de-
ceased surgeon's relations with England. " His journey to Eng-
land increased his inclination for surgery, and decided ]

career. In London at that time many illustrious surgeois
were teaching who kept up the heritage of a glorious past. SciaiH
tific collections, never seen or heard of in Germany, were fredy
open to him ; whilst the hospitals gave him occupation for the
whole day. Astley Cooper especially attracted him. He had
already given up lecturing : but his three nephews, first-rate BttP-

geons, paid much attention to the young German surgeon. Here'
Langenbeck felt happy and at home. These men were not only dis-

tinguished practitioners of the healing art, but they were happy in

the unselfish practice of their profession. The impression made^
on Langeiibeck's mind by his visit to the College of Surgeons was^
deep and lasting. His influence has been of the greatest service
in establishing intimate relations between English and German

'

surgeons. When in 1881 he went for the last time to Englan^l
take part in the International Congress of London, he had a m
enthusiastic reception wherever he went."

Professor Wiilfler (Gratz) spoke on April 3rd of the value of

transplantations of mucous membrane. He said that where cica-

trices were produced in cylindrical organs of the body, which were
lined with mucous membrane, an operation could only be useful,

if it were possible, after excision of the scar, to unite the mucosa.
But that was impossible in many cases. Therefore he had em-
ployed the method of Thiersch (tlie transplantation bf portions of
epidermis) with great success. After having excised the thick-!

ened and indurated tissue from' impermeable urethral stric-l

tures, he transplanted mucous membrane from a prolapsed uterus.
;

The operation was completely successful. In the same manner he'

transplanted mucous membrane from a prolapsed rectum on to

the conjunctiva in a case of blepharoplasty. He succeeded even

'

in transplanting mucous membrane from i'rogs, pigeons, and rab-

bits with good results.

PARIS.
[fkom orn. own cobjrkspondent.]

Hypodermic Injections of Artificial Serum.—" Growing Fever.'—
The late Dr. Cnnstantin Jame-'^.

Da. Pbegadiiis has made some interesting observations on the !

subcutaneous injection of artificial serum. He experimented on a

large number of dogs, which, after considerable and rapid loss of

'

blood, revived after ha^^ng had artificial serum injected into their

veins. The saline injection, or artificial serum, is composed of six

grammes of pure sea-salt dissolved in one litre of boiled water, and

then filtered. Before injecting care must be taken to render the

skin as aseptic as possible by washing it with antiseptics. The
injection should be made at a point where there is plenty of

cellular tissue, from twenty to thirty cubic centimetres of liquid

being given as a dose. In all, the quantity injected must be about

one-naif of the quantity of blood lost. A slight massage aids the

diffusion of the liquid. The sjTinge must be aseptic. The

.sensibility being deadened by loss of blopd, there is not much
pain. The immediate results of the injections are renewed

sensibility, cessation of contractions and of cardiac pressure,

followed by gradual return of vital manifestations. The process

is simple, "free from danger, and rapid enough even for acute

cases. Dr. Pregadius recommends its trial on the human subject.

At the Hotel Dieu il. Reel us recently gave a lecture on the

fever of growing children. He described the case of a young girl

aged 19, who, while suffering from febrile symptoms, was suddenly

seized with severe pain, especially referred to the left hip. She

had been growing rapidly. M. Bouilly was the first to Call atten-

tion to the subject in a little work published in 1870. In it he

described the three important characteristics of this fever, which

is rarely met with in infancy, although a case is recorded in

which an infant aged 25 months grew 8 centimetres in six
'"'*'5J; |

M. Reclus cited two cases of this fever observed in patients aged 20

,

and 21. The affection usually occurs between the ages of 7 and 13

,

or 15. It is frequently manifested after extended movemints and
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ter great fatigue foUo-vving violent exercise (gymnastics, swim-

inp, etc.). It sometimes appears after pyrexia (eruptive and

pluiid fevers). The anatomical lesions observed are due to dis-

jbance in the function of nutrition in the region of the connect-

a cartilages, more particularly in those tibro-cartilages wluch

imish most bone, such as the cartilage of the upper extremity of

18 humerus, the cartilage of the lower extremity of the radius

id ulna, the cartilage of the lower extremity of the femur, and

lose of the upper extremity of the tibia and fibula. Faulty

itrition is observed in the epiphyses which furnish most bone,

ipecially in the interior of the lower extremity of the femur.

Growing fever" is never fatal, so there is no opportunity

r necroscopic examination. The bone alterations which charac-

rise this affection cannot therefore be thoroughly known. It

certain, however, that it presents a series of osseous lesions

osely allied to each other proceeding from simple inflammation

I osteo-myelitis. In some cases "growing fever", causes the

rmation of exostoses on one or more epiphyses. In other cases

results in inflammation, which engenders staphylococci aurei

• infectious osteo-myelitis. M. Bouilly has described the three

•incipal clinical symptoms of "growing fever" as follows: the

•at of these is pain of a particular kind ; this may be sponta-

jous and generalised, in which case it is not a pathognomonic

mptom ; or it may be confined to the epiphyses, when it may
i; regarded as a characteristic phenomenon. The second sym-

:Qm is the rapid growth of the patient; a case is recorded of a

lild of 15 who grew 14 centimetres in six months, and of one of

le same age who grew 14 centimetres in two months. The third

inptom is fever of a particular kind, which may present three

atuict forms : 1, acute and transitory ; 2, acute and prolonged ;

chronic and prolonged. The first form is similar to the fever met

ith at the beginning of pneumonia. It reappears at night with

idden intensity, being preceded by shivering fits. The tempera-

ire readies 4C)° and 41° C. (104° and 105.8° F.). There is severe

lin in the limbs. This fever lasts one or two days. The patient

rows from 1 to 3 centimetres in seven or eight days. The acute

id prolonged form is frequently preceded by headache, general

lin, epistaxis, singing in the ears ; these symptoms are foUowed
t shivering, fever, nausea, vomiting, disturbance in the respi-

tory function ; the spleen is hypertrophied ; spots are ob.served

1 the body ; the tongue is foul ; there is diarrhrea, with gurgling

1 the iliac fossa. These phenomena disappear in five or seven

lys ; the patient recovers, but remains thin for a certain time.

1 order to ascertain whether these symptoms are the result of

growing fever," the epiphyses should be careiuUy examined. In

le third form the fever is slight ; the temperature never exceeds
)° C. (102.2° F.). The fever only la.sts a few hours at a time ; it

'.appears from time to time during several months. Theepi-
liyses are painful when pressed ; the patient increases in height.

|.. Reclus cited cases in which the symptoms of "growing fever"

rere attributed to coxalgia; similar errors are often made. M.

Irissaud lately met with a case of this affection in which the

iltient, a rirl' aged 16, grew 8 centimetres in two months. The
jiagnosis of acute chlorosis, typhoid fever, and tuberculosis had
|aen successively made in this case.

I

Dr. Constantin James recently died, at the age of 75, of infiam-

|iation of the lungs. Ilis professional career began in 1840, and
18 was well known by his writings on mineral waters. He had
tsb obtained celebrity by his criticisms on M. Pasteur's antirabic

jiethod, by his theories on hypnotism and suggestion, and by his

pntroversies on the subject of the experiments made by Drs.

'harcot and Luys. He also wrote against the Darwinian tueory,

ad his work oii the subject had the honour of being annotated

y the Emperor of Brazil. In 1869, on his return from the open-
ig of the Suez Canal, he narrowly escaped assassination, a youth
18 inflicting fourteen blows with a loaded stick upon his head.

ven this misadventure furnished material for Dr. James's prolific

12;

AppAi.i.TNG iiooounts have been received of the inundations

lused in the Flbe district by the accumulation of ice, and the

msequent breaches made in the river banks. From a Router's

legram we learn that from Wittenborge to Dannenberg and
oizenburg both banks of the Elbe are flooded for miles. A
undred villages are under water, and there has been some joss

f life. The damage done is enormous and the distress terrible,

[any cattle have been drowned.
Traces of gold are said to have been recently found in the

aWrs of the spriidel at Carlsbad.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE LOCAL GO'VnERNMENT BILL AND THE P. H. .SERVICE.'

SiH__I should like to say a few words in supplement to your

excellent article in the Jouenai. of March .31st on the subject of
" Public Health Service under the Local Government Bill."

I hold an appointment as medical officer of health to one of the

largest uncombined rural districts in the country, with a popula-

tion of over aj,000, and am, therefore, qualified to state where

the shoe pinches, and unlikely, if the new Bill becomes law, to

pinch again. I shall only touch upon one or two salient points in

connection with rural districts.

I<"irst, with respect to the guardians. A parsimonious expendi-

ture of the public money being the one aim of the average rate-

payer, the most parsimonious candidate obtainable—a small

farmer—is probably returned to the board. Men of this stamp

form a majority on most rural boards, and it strikes me that the

District Councils will be very similarly constituted. Farmers,

because of the straitness of their own circumstances at the pre-

sent time, are the best possible representatives of a parsimonious

policy, and being often, in addition, open offenders against sani-

tary law, their nominal office as guardians of the public health

becomes a most unseemly farce. I have said nothing of their edu-

cational unfitness, as this goes -vvithout saying. It is commonly
supposed that the " ex-officios " seen on the lists are effective

guardians. This is for the most part an error, as county magis-

trates, for various reasons, seldom attend the meetings.

The appointment of a superintendent medical officer of health

for the county is advocated by you and many others, but it seems

to me a mucli easier way out of the difficulty would be to vest

the appointment of all medical officers of health in the County

Council, leaving the Local Government Board, as in many other

matters, still tiie superintending authority; the tenure of office^

under such appointment, to be also "during good behaviour."

The amalgamation of the duties of analyst and pathologist with

that of superintendent medical officer of health m a large county

would involve more work than any one man, however able and

energetic, could effectively do. .i great deal of detail in public

heaUh matters must still be left to simple evolution ; but the pre-

sent system of appointing sanitary medical officers, which it

seems the intention of the Government to perpetuate, is a radical

error and evil. There could be little danger of the medical officer

of health almsing the power and status given him by the elective

arrangement suggested above. Local influence and control would

be too strong for this, though not so powerful and paralysing as

it often is under the present system. The redistribution of sani-

tary areas upon a scale sufficiently liberal to alhiw of the exclu-

sive appointment of pure medical' officers of health would be, I

fear, too large an order for the Government or County Councils to

undertake. ' ...
I may add, as a remark applying especially to niral districts,

that the inspector of nuisances," by whomsoever appointed, should

bo directly subordinate to the medical officer of health. This does

does not "follow from the L. G. B. order (1872), but is a most

necessary provision.—I am, etc., Xotts.

DENTAL DEPARTMENTS OF HOSPITALS.

Sir,—The thanks of the dental profession are due to Mr. Newland

Pedlcy for his'practical paper in the Joubnal of April 7th, and it

is to be hoped' that the subject may not be allowed altogether to

drop until reforms of the kind proposed have been generally

adopted. Th. y would confer benefits not only upon metUcal and

dental students, but upon vast numbers of the suffering poor, who
now either go unrelieved, or submit to the barbarous operation of

extraction for the relief of curable dental diseases. These dis-

eases, the most common and universal of maladies, are much
neglected because they rarely endanger life, and yet, in great

numbers of instances, "they render existence as miserable as it

can be made by any form of physical suffering. Many years' ex-

perience of hospital dental work convinced me that it would not

be possible to deal with the entire mass of dental disease existing

among the poor bv any organisation however extensive, but very

much' more might "be a'ccomplislied than is now done if measur^

such as Mr. Pedlev advocates were systematically carried out. I,

however, go further than he does. I long ago formed and ex-

pressed the opinion that every hospital, and particularly those

with medical schools attached, ought to have a completely
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equipped dental depajlment in which dental surgery might be as

fully practised and tnujjht syi St thedentul hospitals. No special

hospital could be more tree from even the suspicion of abuse than
the Dental Hospital of London. It has dona and is doing work
which could not have been done elsewhere. But not to speak of

notorious evils and abuses which sooner rather than later seem to

become associated with most special hospitals, it is appearing
more and more evident that, with rare exceptions, these institu-

tions might witli advantage in every respect be merged into

special departments of general hospitals.

Instead of foumling a dental hospital, had it been possible from
the first to divide the statf and students and to organi.se well

arranged dental departments at a few of the leading Loudon hos-

pitals, many of tlie complaint? that ilr. Pedley justly makes
would have been now uncalled for. If during the last twenty-
five ye.TJS dental operations had been fully demonstrated daily at

general hospitals, a large proportion of medical practitioners, to

whom such an accomplishment is valuable, would have gained
knowledge and skill in dental surgery, and the medical profession

would have become more thoroughly enlightened as to the scope

of dental science, and the value of conservative dental surgery.

There seems no room to doubt that in a very few years there will

be so great an increase in the numbers of medical students taking

up dental surgery as a profession that the Dental Hospital will be
quite inadequate to accommodate them. The qualified dentists

on the Jieyister niuuber only a few hundreds, and there are

besides three or four thousand unqualified practitioners registered

by virtue of being in practice prior to the passing of the Dentists

Act. This latter class is decreasing, and must of course more ami
more rapidly disappear as years go by. They can be replaced in

future only "by qualified men. Owing to the elevation of dentistry

in consequence of its recognition as a legitimate special branch
of the medical profession, and the gradual enlightenment of the

public as to the value of dental surgery, the demand for qualirted

dentists must increase, whilst under these circumstances the crowded
condition of the medical profession must, I repeat, lead many
medical students to adopt the speciality as a calling. The ex-

penses of a dental department in a large hospital are, as ilr.

I'edley shows, comparatively trivial. There could be no difficulty

nowadays in finding full staffs of highly qualified dental officers

to provide daily attendance and teaching. I believe that if

general hospitals woukl organise such departments so as to

furnish special instruction equal to that given at dental hospitals,

there would soon be attracted enough students to efficiently work
the department without putting an undue strain upon the officers

or calUng upon them for unnecessarj- sacrifices.—I remain, etc.,

IIenby Sewill, M.E.C.S., L.D.S.,

Wimpole Street, W., April 7tli.

COMPfLSORY NOTIFICATION OK INFFXTIOUS DISEASES.
Sm.—The letter from Dr. Alfred Carpenter, in the JotrasAL of

April 7th, might lead the casual reader to suppose that some
private motives had dictated the prosecution of Dr. Dalton for not
notifying a ca-se of infectious disease; it is, therefore, incumbent
upon me to ask you to place before your readers the real facts of

the case.

During the few years that compulsory notification has been in

force in Croydon, Dr. Dalton has been the only medical practitioner

who has refused to comply with the provisions of the Act of

Parliament. In this refusal he has been persistent, notwithstand-
ing official and private remonstrance from myself, couched, as I

thmk, in the most friendly terms.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining evidence of the existence of

infectious disease without the testimony of the medical attendant,
it has not been possible to prosecute Dr. Dalton until the occur-
rence of the case referred to. There the patient died, and in

accordance with law Dr. Dalton gave the registrar of deaths a

certificate, stating the cause of death as scirlatina. An inquirj-

was then made, which gave Dr. Dalton an opportunity of explain-
ing his omission to notify, if anv explanation had been possible.

In answer to that inquiry the right of the Corporation to require
notification was denied ; thereupon a summons was issued, and
upon the hearing of the summons, for the first time the defence
was raised that an informal notification had, in fact, been given to

the sanitary inspector. It appeared, however, that this informal
notification related to a previous case, and not to the case under
(fiscussion ; a conviction therefore followed, as was inevitalile.

Undi>r these circumstances, I think your readers will see that
the Corporation, unless they were prepared to allow the Act of

Parliament, 'obtained with considerable trouble, to be set a;

naught, were bound to take proceedings to enforce it. Other
medical men in the borough who were notifjinghad just cause of

complaint if, whilst they Jairly carried out the provisions of the

Act, one of their professional brethren should be allowed to aet

them at naught.
All medical men will understand that a prosecution of this sort

is distasteful to those who have to embark in it, but both before

and after the issue of the summons private attempts were made
to get from Dr. Dalton an undertaking that in future he would
comply with the provisions of the Act, and an offer was made to

him, both before and during the hearing of the case, to withdraw
the summons if such undertaking was given, lie, however, abso-

lutely refused to give any sort of untlertaking, and apparently
relied upon being able to upset the proceeding upon technical

grounds. In this he was unsuccessful, with the result known •

your readers.

It is hardly worth while to discuss what might have been ii

the case had borne the aspect suggested by Dr. Carpenter. The
facts, however, as will be seen, differ entirely from those related in

Dr. Carpenter's letter. 1 have been on friendly terms with Dr.

Dalton for many years, and hope that these proceedings, in which
I had no alternative but to appear, will make no dlilerence in

those friendly relations.—I am, etc.,

Chaeles W. Philpot, M.D.Lond.,

Medical Officer of Health, Croydon.

Sir,—The medical profession generally have reason to thank i

Drs. Dalton and Carpenter for standing out in opposition to thofle .

who wish to make us responsible for the delinquencies of oth»r

people, Let but regulations of a like nature be forced upon
clergymen and solicitors, and a cry of persecution would be

raised immediately. The Kingston Corporation at the present

time are promoting a Bill in Parliament similar to that in force -

at Croydon : and eighteen of the local medical men, including

three out of the four officers of health, have signed a petition in i

opposition to the clause which seeks to impose a penalty on any
medical man who neglects to forward personally a certificate

notifjTng the existence of infectious disease. We are all willing

to give a certificate to the householder for transmission, but we
I

decline to act the part of public informers. Moreover, a radical
I

defect in the Bill, and one which we desire to see altered, is that

it allows medical men who are engaged in practice to be appointed

public health officers. The following reasons will suffice to show, I

think, why they should be entirely independent. Though en-

gaged in practice as ourselves, they would be placed on an entirely

different footing to their brother professionals, inasmuch as they

would have to report to no one, and would be in every way a law

unto themselves ; and, in the case of their having as patients large

owners of property, they would, for fear of giving offence, be in-

clined to allow nuisances and dangers to the public health to
^

remain uncorrected, which they would not do were they in a per-

,

fectly independent position. It is almost impossible in certain .

instances, however conscientious one may be, not to be bias.sedto

some extent by existing circumstances. In order to work any

Sanitary Act properly, it is necessarj' a person should be ap-

jiointed who is independent of all external considerations.—

I

am, etc., F. P. AtonSOS.
Surbiton.

THE ALLEGED ABRE3T OF SYPHILIS IN ITS PEIMAEV
STAGE.

I

Sib,—I ''do' 'loot agris* with Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson or Dr.
j

Drysdale, that there is the slightest evidence that syphilis is due

to a microbe. " as yet unknown to the microscope." This may be

heresy in the present microbian age. I must also say that I was

much surprised at Mr. Hutchinson's experience in invariably

arresting the sequelas of primarj- syphilis, if seen sufficiently early,

by small doses of grey powder. I have seen a good deal of sj-pUilis
,

for over twenty years, and my habit has been in all doubtful caaes ,

to administer Ijichloride of meccurv with potassium iodide. In

some cases, thus treated, no matter liow early, secondary raanifee-

tations occurred, though certainly of a very modified nature, while ,

in others there were no secondary symptoms. My experience goes

to show that no one can predicate to a certainty that under any

treatment a given sore will not be followed by secondary mani-

festations.

The subject is, of course, too wide to be dilated upon at any

length in a note. The combination of mercurj- which I employ u
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almost mTarial)Iy the bicliloride, dissolved in an excess of iodide

of potassium. I'tyulism 1 consider to be due to the precipitation

of metallic m'Tcury in the glandular structure:^. Mercury dis-

solved in iodide of potassium is not so precipitated, and in this

form ptyalism from mercury is rarely or ever seen. Iodide of

potassium furtlier aids the action of mercury liy stimulating

histolysis, and thus acting on the glandular system. It is thus,

in my opinion, that the therapeutic effects of these agents, in

syphilis, are to be explained.—I am, etc.,

D. Campbell Bl.^ce, M.D.,

Assistant Physician to Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

Glasgow, April !)th.

ST. ANDRE\VS UXIVERSITY AND AN >I.D. FOR
PRACTITIONERS.

Sib,—A petition is about to be presented to the Senate of St.

Andrews University, praying that all medical men of ten years'

rtanding may be eligible for the practitioner examination for the

M.D. degree, without restriction as to age or residence, and I am
snabled to say that the Senate will not oppose such a scheme if

it be well supported by a large number of names.

Already one petition to this effect has been lodged, containing

;he names of representatives of nearly every British university,

iwho, whilst not desiring the change for themselves, support it as

:i means of justice to others.

The subject was thoroughly ventilated in the Jofrnal some

Lime ago, and I hope those who are in favour of the chanM will

iend their names to me at once, and I shall also be glad if those

kho would be willing to obtain the signatures of their neighbours
' n large towns would so express themselves.—I am, etc.,

Leigh, Lancashire. B. Jones, L.R.C.P.Ed.

GAD FLIES ATTACKING MAN.
Sra,—With reference to recent correspondence on this subject

n the JotrsNAL, the following note may be of interest:

—

A friend of mine was engaged for some weeks on a survey up

me of the rivers of Venezuela. Soon after his return to Trinidad,

it large grub was squeezed from a swelling over his lower jaw.

Phe sore healed rapidly after the escape of the larva.

He gave me the grub preserved in spirit, and I forwarded it to

Hr. C. 0. Waterhouse, of the British Museum, who kindly sent me
,he following repo"-! by last mail :

—

"Your larva is the one known under the name dermatoliia

loxialis, but there is not at present sufficient evidence to prove

iha,t it is the same insect as was originally described under the

lame noxialis.''—\ am, etc., Beaven Rake, M.D.Lond.

Trinidad, March 12th, 1888.

LECTURESHIP ON FORENSIC MEDICINE, TRINITY
COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

j
SiK,—In page 760 of the .Ioijenal of April 7th, you mention my

lame among the candidates for the Lectureship in Forensic Medi-

•.ine in Trinity College, Dublin, vacated by the death of the late

)r. Travers. "Kindly permit me to state through your columns

hat such is not the case. I have not in any way sought the

)08ition in question.— I am, etc., F. J. B. Qoinlan, M.D.

29, Lower Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin,

April 7tb.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

ICHE ARMY aiEDICAL WARRANT OF 1879 AND
MR. STANHOPE.

Ve are glad to acknowledge the conciliatory spirit in which Mr.

itaniiopc replied to Dr. Tanner's question, as to whether it was

Intended to tamper with or set aside the \Varrant of 1879. e.spe-

ially the right of medical officers to retire after twenty years'

emce. The Secretary of State for War went out of his way to

.nswer the question, which had remained unput for four days on

he notice paper. We welcome this changed attitude to a great

•rmy department, and to the civil medical profession, who are

leeply interested in the rights and status of their militani'

irethren. He intimated that " it is not intended to jjrevent medi-

al officers retiring after twenty years' service, but it is proposed

require a reasonable service in a given rank before allowing rt-

iiement on the rates permitted for that rank."

This statement, wliich is most important, at tirst sight seems

clear enough ;
yet, reflection suggests that much depends upon the

interpretafion of the term " reasonable service ;" and perhaps even

more, as regards tlie medical officer, on what is meant by " that

rank." For instance, a medical officer on completion of twenty

years' full pay service, acquires a new army rank, in ranking as or

with a Lieutenant-Colonel, but does not alter hLs departmental

title of Surgeon-Major; but, on being promoted Brigade-Surgeon,

he changes his departmental title without gaining any addition to

his army rank.

What, then, is " that rank " to which Mr. Stanhope refers ? Is

it Departmental, or Army, or both ? If the former, then, as the

medical officer at twenty years will already have served eight

years as Surgeon-Major, 'the " reasonable service " cannot apply,

and he may retire at once ; if the latter, then, as the Brigade-

Surgeon, who will beat least of twenty-five years' service, gets no

increase thereof, he, too, may go at once after promotion.

The "reasonable service" becomes bound up. therefore, in the

question of "rank." We gatliered from Mr. Stanhope's memoran-

dum on the Estimates that a "reasonable period" was tobe
exacted in a given rank throughout all branches of the service,

and we presume, therefore, the rank referred to must be army

rank ; if so, how is a medical officer who gets a step at twenty

years able to claim retirement at once, and at the same time serve-

a " reasonable period " in this rank ?

We advise Mr. Stanhope to clear up all the doubts and

difficulties created by the late miserable tampering with the rank

and status of medical officers before modifying the right of retire-

ment. The War Secretary further admitted that retirement at

twenty years was undoubtedly granted as an " inducement to

candidates" to enter the service; and that "no restrictions"

would be placed " on retirement on £1 a day." Good; but, if so,

why at the same time speak of requiring a " reasonable service" in

each rank before retirement ? A continuation of service beyond

twenty years will clearly be a " restriction."

His announcement that an officer's "vested rights," according

to Lord Penzance's Royal Commission of 1876. " are limited to the

rank he holds " is no doubt good law as applied to the question of

compensation in the curtailment of prospective advantages ; but

we would venture to think this decision does not bear on the

ri"ht or justice of limiting the vested rights in a given rank,

deliberately created by Royal Warrant, by merely setting them

aside, at convenience, in another Royal Warrant.

The further developments of Mr. Stanhope's plans will be

watched with much interest.

THE BURMAH MEDAL.
A corkespokdent complains that the officers and men on board

the hospital ship during the late Burmese war have been refused

the medal, whereas medals were granted to those on board similar

ships during the Abyssinian, Ashantee, and Egyptian expeditions.

The official grounds of refusal were that the ship did not cross the

frontier—a physical impossibility. But we believe the authorities

maintain with no little force that the Burmah ship was so far

removed from the scene of hostilities in Upper Burmah, that it

was not on all fours witli the ships in the other expeditions,

which were located directly on the seaboard of operations.

ADMINISTRATIVE MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE ARMY AND THEIR
KESPONSIBILITIKS.

We regret to learn of the retirement from the service of a surReon-general

o^ing to a rtecislon recentlv arrived at by the military and me.1ical authon-

tiea. Judpng from tlie facta of the case, tliis appear.^ fo me»n that an

administrative medical officer in siting a hospital is personally responsible

for tlie correct diagnosis of every case in it. whetlier reported to him or not.

which is certainly a new departure. If this be so, we are strongly of opimoa

that the sooner the medical regulations of the army are rereed the better,

both in the interest of the soldier and of the medical officer; as at present, by

all exi.^ting regulations, the senior medical officer specially appointed to the

charge of the hospital is held i-esponsible for this duty.

Tills strange decision as re^nls responsibilty appears to us contrary to the

spirit of the Queen's Regulations for the Army, an.l the "cliain of responsi-

bility
" there laid down, and also to the usages of the medical and miUtary

professions, and to the true interest of the sick or wounded soldier. It is the

more unjust and inexplicable in this case as the Secretary of State for 'War.

while declining to alter the decision of the authorities, at the same time

officially and " fully re^ogntws the excellent services performed" by this

medicai officer. The surgcon-gener.il referred to holds seven special letters of

approval and thanks for his services received at various times up to the date

of learin^- the army, at home and abroad, from as many directors-general and
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jrrneml offirirti, which -Km mhmltffd to the Commnmlcr-in-Chief. This is,

<" My the Irast. n ftr.inur miinniT of eneournKitip nicilical officers to do their
•luty undemll riroimistanoesof ilifliculty and ilnng.r.

DUTIHS OP ACTINQ SURGEON OF VOLUNTBKKS.
M.D.a&xs: 1. Whutarr tlie duties of uri actinj; siirgiHui iif voUintcers? 2. Where
ran I uhtoiii llie Iwst information nlwut iimiluctiiifi an aniliulance class or
nnihiilnnoe drill for volunteers? a. What uniform does an actliie surecon of
voluntoors wear? n &

'.* 1. Duties of acting surgeons of volunteers : (a) Proficiency eramlnation
(\'olunt«er liogulations. 1887. Part I. Sec. II. Para. 144). (4) Camps with
Hi'Rular Forces (Volunteer RegulationF. 1H87. Part. I. Sec. IV. Para. dOo ; Medi-
cal l{<RulatioBS for Array. 1885. Part. I. Sec. III. Para, ."i,") to 82).

. 2. Trainin([ ol Stretcher Bearers (Queen's Kepnlations for the Army. 1885,
-Sec XIV. Para. 80; and Volunteer Hegulations, IMI.Partl. Sec. VI, Para. .SI 7).

3. Uniform (Volunteer Kcgulatious. ls;7. Part IV, Sec. Ill, Para. 1W4).

AKE B.MTAXION SCKGEONS NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS?
Dk. W Al.rKR Pearce. Acting Surgeon. Artists li.V.. writes : Volunteer surgeon-i
have .ubstantire rank n'olunteer Regulations. 18.^7. Part I, Sec. II. Para. 121
and 12.1), and ate coinniissione<l. Acting surgeons have no substantive rank,
are not commissioned, and their appointments cease whenever the corps to
which they belong is called out for active service.

PRECEDPNPE OP AliMY MEDICAL OFFICERS IN INDIA
A« Admia-istrativf Ofeiceb writes : In the Journal of Februar\' 18th. paire

.3,9. you published a letter on this subject. I now enclose a verbatim copy of
the orders relating to precedence.
By the first, paragraph l.tfin, vol. \i (The Medical Regulations), you will see

that raeilical officers are only to be members of modiiiat boards, and should, in
all other cases, attend to give evidence. If this rule were adhered to. there
would be no groiuid for coniplaiut. .is. it the president acted as described in
your cnrrespondenfs letter, he would do so on his own responsil.ilitv, and itwould he evident on the face of the proceeding that the medica"! offlcer's
opinion had not been asked for or recorded.

It happens, however, that in p.aragraph 11.19, vol. ii of the Indian Army
{/hsciphnrt Regulations, power is given to the Government (really to the
liea<lqnarter militarv staff) to nominate medical officers as members o'f mixed
boards, and. when this is done, to mv certain knowledge the medical officer is
iiivanably nominated last, and has, therefore, to '• sit and sign" junior to all
the. otlier members of the ftoard.
Two instances have quite lately come under my observation, as principal

molioal officer of the division in which this has been done. In one case a
surpeon-major of twenty-live years' service, with rank as lieutenant-colonel
of hv<- years standing, had to sign lielow a junior captain ; and in the second,
a surgeon-major of twenty-three years' serrice had to sign below a suhaltem
In iKith these eases the medical officers appealed to me. but niv advice tothem was (considering they were both rapidly approaching their turn for
promotion) to accept the position, and " don t kick up a row."
Will no memljer of our profession take this matter up in the House, and

call on the Secretary of State for India to amend the regulations to such an
extent as to give medical officers their proper position on all boards '

Army Kegul.ations. India (.1/«toff/), vol. vi. p. 1360.—" Medical officers will
be detailed as members of medical boards onlv. Should a medical opinion be
required by any other board, reference will be made to the medical officer
detailed to attend it. who will, if necessary, furnish his report in writing, or

^
give evidence in person."
Army Regulations. India (/5i«ip&ne>. vol. ii. p. 1139.—"When committees

;arc convened by Cjovemmoiit composed of military and meilical ofRcers. or of
.these and civilians also, the relative precedence of 'the members is to he that
tn which they are named in the order convening the committee. In such
cases the president may belong to any branch of the Service."

*,* It Seems to us the military authorities in India (and elsewhere) stick at
nothing in their extravagant endeavours to deprive medical officers of any
semblance of army rank and status. We have no difficulty in realising the
ntterly unworthy spirit which works in such a paragraph as 1139, Indian
Army Regulations

; but what is past our comprehension is that such an order
can lie promulgate.1 wltJiout draw ing a vigorous protest from the heads of the
Me-Iioal Service iu Imlia. We never hear of any such protests.

„ THE NFW WARR.VNT.
NEMOwntes: The "more 'the Warnuit on the Reserve of Medical Officers is

•.turtie<l the more insidious do its terms appear ; he considers the Warrant has
been lssue<l to afford the authorities a powerful lever against the regular

Trr.^T'tl!"!,
''."'"' "f^'" become unpopular; he trusts the influence of the

Hritish Medical Association will frustrate any such scheme; he thinks no
medical man of any standing could accept the ••Reserve" terms at the risk of
ruining his civil practice,

A coRBKvpoxxiryT, signing himself •• Beware," thinks the Warrant creatingtheArmy «e'lical Resene of Officers "another mean flv-trap of the most
approved w*r Office pottcm ;" and s-ays that medical men should be careful
liefore they walk into it ; the terms offered, he thinks, are benciith professional
dignity.

Reoi'lar MRT.ICAI, Staff write, : The Royal Warrant for the establishment
of an ArniT Me-lical Reserve will he read with interest by all who have long
recognised the nocessitv for such proii.ion lieing mjido.' U only remains tobeseenbowthenew Warr.int willbe accepte<l by the medical' staff of the
Auxiliary Forces, who it Is presumcl will carefully weigh allthe conilitions ofw-n ICC iN.-fore joining.

liJ,'."»?';u'''^''17°'
.''"'""'"'^'""' *" mmeticallv the Warrant. In the^m. or these Instmctions. wliat does a mclioal officer gain by joining the

2. Publication of his name in an Army List, however useful to the Government. IS no advantage to him.
i. Compulsory service as a surgeon-major up to the advanc6.1 age of «. t

certainly a doubtful advantage, yet noprovisioii is made (or any higher raniwhich means higher pay. '

4 Ifa re.ll great natiiinal emergency should occur, all the auxiliary fore.-
will natnrallv be ealleil out. when the medical officer of a corps will neces-
sarily draw the pay and allowances of his rank, and will have a lieltcr chai.r.
of serving with his regiment. Instead of being knocked about the countrv >

a Medical Reserve officer. * '

h. To a question whether the terms offered are sufficient remuneration l.u
the duties to be performed, most officers of the regular Medical Staff
acqu,ainted with theje duties will sav most decidedly thev are not.

t). Prior claims to hard work and insufficient p,ay can liardly be considered
an advantage. "^

7. Would appear to be a provision for medical officers retaining their present

r,!.?'"l1"'fi'.i'.t't?i!'!™'"''' .
'?''<;"'l'.' ""'.V join a reserve, they would soon find

quired,
•dical reserve

^ ^. - , . , „ - — t-.— -

—

'•'"' brethren will
come to tlie assistance of a Government which has persistently treated II.
regular medical officers of the array with flagrant injustice ami scant court. -

whether they will accept terms all the advantages of which are on the h..i.
of the Governracnt, and whether they will not be far wiser to wait until the
emergency arises, when bearing in mind the treatment now being experienced
by the Medical Staff, these terms will be what the medical profession chooses
to demand, are questions deserving the rareful consideration of those now
being tempted to join the Jledical lieserve.
As a MedicaJ Reserve, the provision ma.te by the Warrant is utterly inade-

quate, and does nut bring us one step nearer to the solution of the q'uestions
how to provide for one or two army corps in the field. A more unstatesman-
like Warrant was never issued. One thing is certain, that with the present,
strength of the regular Meilical Staff, our first small war will have to oonsti
lutein the opinion of the authorities a great national emergency, and tli.new Medictil Reserve will be called on to give up practice and home, and iin
dertake duties for which the rernuneratitm is tidally inadequate. Let medi.-
nien. more particularly at this moment, bide their time if hereafter thevwi-
to serve the Government; their market value will be three or four times win
the Government now offers.

regimental appointments, .shouhi they join a reserve, thev would s
out that they would be sent just wherever their services were require

Jinally, the Warrant is clearly an attempt to play off a medical
against the present Medical Staff. Whether our p'rofessional brott

.ei i^''T^'';l!"?>'°
!'»'»«"'?'> '• » medical officer mav presumably W unfit f.

•taSi^^r^J'r^-l'v^^?'"''"''^'"'''*'^"''
'hi' vnt^^t corps': Clearty Inau Dexter remain with hU oorpv, : ni.*'i.i«

he

CIVIL OR MILITARY?
Dr. J. HfXTOX (Blackpool; late 17th Regiment and Army Medical Department)

writes: I have lately wondered whether my old comrades in the Anny Medi-
cal Staff are to be considered civil or military; the order removing the
aiguilcttes from the uniform of honorarv surgeons to the Vicerov of India oti'
account of ••exception having been t-aken by the military authorities to the
honorarysurgeons of the Viceroy wearing an aiguilette." co'mpelsone toaskthe.
question. For my own part I consider that army medical officers are as much
military as those of any other branch of the service Wherein therefore''
lies the nucleus of the order?—evidently in the jealousy of the so-called com-'
batant officers. Surely this is small If medical officers are not niilita'
they must trust to civilians to look alter their rights ; but I observe Mr. Sl:ii
hope considers the action of the Briti.«h Medical Association in finding out 11"
grievances of the Medical Staff, contrary to military discipline How will
the Roy,al Warrant for reserve and armv medical officers affect those now on
full p,ay and those aspiring to the Medical Staff ; will the elastic "cxiBoiidas
of the service " curtail home service, and rob military surgeons of their la=:
chance of a year or two at home, after the extended period of Six ye:i
abroad ? '

'

We medical men are all indebted to Dr. Farquharson and others for brhig-
ing medical officers' grievances to the front, and we must ventilate them as' it
individually strikes us. We have a common welfare as a profession ; the well-
being of military medical men is ours.

THE ARMY MEDICAL STAFF.
UiaoN IS Strkxgth writes : The time has come when the medical officers of the
army will have to offer, in the defence of their own interests, the lht*tl
strenuous opposition to the proposed changes in the Medical Deparlimotlfc'.
contained in the momorandum recentlv issued by tlio Secretary of Stale tor
War. Tlieir vested riglits are seriously threatened, and if they do not now
speak out. they will have onlv themselves to blame if the proposed changw
be carried into effect. The.se changes mainly refer to conditions of eorvklft;
pension, and the formation of an Army Medical Reserve, the latter Uf\»
composedof retired officers, officers of tl'ie auxiliary forces, and civilian sui^
geons. Naturally, they are calculated to excite the gravest apprehensions in the
minds of medical officers, affecting as thev do most seriously their pn'vileges
and prospects.
The Medical Service has been alre.idy transferred by a recent order from

the War Office to the Horse Guards, who. following their old traditions, may
be expc'ted to treat our grievances with scanty consider.ation. In this
struggle for tlic recognition of our claims combined representation is deiiLed
ns. and individual representation, though allowed, is perilous ; hence «T lliW*
to depend altogether on external support,, and on the influence which can be
most powerfully exercised in our behalf by the various licensing bodies, the
universities, and the memhera of the British Medical Association.

'.'

Under the present system there is alrea<ly intense dissatlsfacl ion existlnff
as to the very short period of home service permitted to medical officers ; ana
if the proposed scheme of the addition of an extra year abroad to eachtour
lie adopted, the inevitable result will lie such an increase of prulongtyl uut
continuous service in tropical climates as will leave us practically no hovie
service to recruit our heallli. What is the good of life under such coaditiona.
of perpetual exile? And what are likelv to be the cousequen.'es ? The an-
swer is easy : a greater amount of sickness, temporary half-pay on ttie exjiil*'
tion of six months^ sick leave, followed six months later I)}' removal fn>W
the service, with a small bonus for permanent ill-health, and an Incrvafic In,
the death-r.ate of the medical officers. alrea<lv considendily higher than that
of the combatant branch, together with the 'loss of all tlie advantages con-
ferred by the Royal Warrant of 1879 while serving hi India. ThisisasoTi
rowful outlook. Do Mr. .Stanhope and his advisers think a medical offices
requires no rest in Englan.l alter frequent and prolonged tours of service In
uiihe.illhy climates? Do they think he has no bones to be nicked by fetW
and no inside to be rent by dysentery ? , , !;! I
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!,te. and not play the game of
"'%Y./„. The latter as at present, iormu-

excuse to send medical ofheers abroad. Constant bre<u.hesoiiau»

:,^ir.d us ,,ith such a '1- .'-'-fii-^^^^™,^,' '"^^eThefefo e'ea,;estly hope

^'rd"'o^4c''e";'vS\rSa';: ?X'ce'^?X:e- appointment,; they certainly

'IjfeTeni'e^^rndtr'ed'rmedic'l'oS^^^^^^ in the recent campaigns in Africa

iHiiiliiiia^
i he army.

,

ITHE NAVY

illages were destroyed and severe pun.sbmcnt inflicted ""l, .•;f,"\"lF,., ^",1

;5"^;;&S'^^;^s;r'inSii!iii=^r;'"i^^-"-^^

t T \v 5 Ki-ii iRn Staft-SurL'Con. to the Mittirte: K. r. >l^"',fV. •"
»il

-•W.cSrrS Smith Staff-Surgeon, to the Kin^fis^er 'all these gent^

, and Fleet-Surgeou, January 6th, IbGU. He retired April Ut, 16,U.

TUB MEDICAL STAFF.
lov IT M TiiM-Jir who entered the senice January .TOth. is;«. 1.- ap-

,?S "ge™ u; the Scitl Guards «.« G. S. Robinson. ,>ho ha» bceu pr<.

i.im in recognition of his services with the Egypti-in army, whilst acHveij

ud entirely employed beyond Her Majesty s dominions.

Sorireon F H. Baxter dic<I at Cheltenham on March lS.th. aged 69. Hi^

conimSos wereJaU-d: As.istant-Surgenn, July Ilth, J»15: S"'g«;";.Aagrist

iMh 8-4 and Surgeon-Major. Julv 11th. 1K6.=.. He retired July l«th, l<i70,

•Vifhph'onnnirv rank of Deputy Inspector-General. He served succewivelT

r, '^e".ar?«ZwiU^t eT^imsfilling Dn.goous.andin th^^^^^

I »nrere He was with the InniskilUngs in the Cnmea from Marti 9th. l«o5.

nc"ud?ng thoIss-.u?t oil June l»th. the battle of the Tchernaya. =^i the s««

and fall of Sebastopal (-nedal with clasp, oth class of the Medjidie, and Turkish

""stfre^on-Major T. FARI3, M.B.. ha. taken up the appointment of Stafl Officer

to the Medical Stall Corps, and is stationed at headquarters

SWeon-MaiorW JonxSTos. M.B.. has entered on bis duties as tte Officer

CommaSSing'at the Depot and Training School at Aldershot, m« Surgeon-

Major F. P. Staples.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE. _

SrRGEOX-MAJOR T. C. H. Spkxceb, Madras Establishment, is directed U> do

H"ur«™-5irorA ^iluR^MlJSombav'Este^^ pt*nioted to be

Briga§e°Su^geLn fro,? February 26th. «.« IP. S. TurnbuU, M D.., promot^ to

Deputv Surleon-General. Df Barry served in the war in Al.yssima m 1»67;«8

m?dai) and in the Afghan war in 16S0. when be took part in the march to the

rSief of Caudahar with the force under Major-Geaeral Phayre imedal).

'"surlLn Major C. W. S. Deaki>% M.B.. Bengal Estal.l.slunent, ,s appomt^l

Medical Storekeeper at Meean Meer. vlcc Surgeon-Major G. A. Uund»s,

-is!s^'nj:si>i:?<s;pSsS7^h!^^Sf lu^rs^f^
^'^?,?u^n"™entioned officers, all of the Bengal K^tablishment are appoint^

to the officiating medical charge of the remments
°^»«»=-f"JP'^- THi,^»

TVvrT^i7%- -th Native Cavalrv ri« Surgeon H. Henley ; Surgeon U.M. lHosu>o«,

Sd"Ba«af£n%^dGo'?rkh^,' v^c. Sufgeon-Major P. ^-^ Smyth.^nt«ile|ve;

'"^-Tai'oV rrw"E^t;t°T ^t'LV'nT^rLVnlt ^^^^^^^^

SU^ ^'g^X "^^v ^SXS^eJ ^e^ertP^f^^iion District, for

"IJ^^^^^T^^i^^s,. Bengal Establishment, retired, died .t

Brighton on April 5th, at the age of 6S.

THE VOLUNTEERS.
<;,or,.ovW P RAWira= M.D., Surgeon to the Honourable Artillery CotniMy.

'^Acting-Surgeon T. Fbaseb. M.B.. of the ''^ Bj.rwick-on__Tweed Artillery, has

re^^'e,? his ^VVO^'^^^^nU.^^^^^^ron. J^ -^ 2"*^. ^^^^^^ ^^^.^e. Eastern

J,^it^ln^r;^^i^^^^^ry,. has also resigned. h,s

commission bore <lj!<-
^'5'«™'''^'%^**'i',b,- v-i.-.t^r Brigade .'Sonthem Division

He'^'Kr(tor^-er?y''rhe'2?d Hertfordshire), is gninted the honorary rsnk o.

Middlesex CtVest London). —

MEDICO-LEGAL ANDJIEDICO-ETHICAL.

AimvFBR.N.-We see nothing unprofessional in the course proposal. I. is a

Ster rather of discretion than oi professional el.quette.

F K DAvrr -It is a question of ccntract. and depends on the wordi^.<jf the

uoie Tfle saw a copy of it we should then be able to advise.

VKK*; TO DKNTISTS. ,

I^responaeto "M.D.V- in^^j'- -i>-™r;,^S?orpS^U^'S'tw'^°Si
knowledge extends, there is

f
< /'.'\'° "^ 'f>'Xd <U^J there appear to be

professions of medicine ^°''/'">V„*'l^AMtitheirf^ to medical .{tw Some
any general rule among '

™'>"'
"^^Utivf oblS^ti^s. and arc eontent with

tafce a liberal view of tRe.r
»f""^.[^'"V cO,eS^.«i. . simply modify their

for • stopping " five teeth n eetis no comment.

A..inlarge.owJ'l^c^^^S^gSSSES:^^"^^

{?;;,fdl^rt,,'^"h t'Ve;JS.°u^n^m4ror^i
arrang^ premium, to he 4.

ducted out ol his slikre. eiUnding over a number of > ears.
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No (irmnpenipnt isentcn-d Into between thpm in tlie pinned agreement R3

t« ft«e» for iittemting nnt! (tiving evidence at inqtiests and eoiirla of jtistire,

th4' p<Mnt not hAvinpl>een mooted by eitlier A. or B. at the time of signing
Oiedee*! B., nine numtlts afterwunls, considers lie is entitled to these tei's.

though ho did not oliiim them at first. A. hai roneeded so far ns to give li.

the fee wlien Nith A. nnd H. have t»e<'n requlreil and receive*! a fee each, btit

(ieclinea in tlie mutter of inquests and post-mortems, holdinc that B. was en-
^.ige<1 to reprt'sent him during his iihsenee. and relieve lum of a portion of

tlie work, and thi\t ttu' giving of evidence and making ;jo.«f-mor(<?ms is only
p*rt of his duty In the carrying on of the practice which he has agreed to do.
Which is in the right ?

*,* Taking a common-sense view (haspil, moreover, on the customary pro-

^•iaion^ made in all cJircfuUy anti pmcticaUy rlrafted deeds of medical partner-

ships) of tlu' points fpecitied in our correspondent's communication, we are

clearly of opinion that the view of the matter a^ expressed by "A." is in strict

accord witli riglit.

A QUKSTION OV DAMAGES.
IX. writf a : For more tlian two months I have been atten<iing a child who had

fallen down an open cellar-door and receive<1 injuries to heaii and chest. The
father of the child lias rci-ently threatened to sue the owner of tlie cellar for
damages. Yesterday, without acquainting me, another practitioner, at the
request of the owner of the cellar, visitori iind e^^amined my patient, and this
I consiiier a breach of prt)fe*8ional etigtiette. If lie had called on me, I would
have tia.l no objection to his examining my patient, or even accompanying
him. I think that the first duty of a mciUcal man in such a case is to ascer-
tain fn>ni the metlical attendant if the patient is in a tit state to receive such
a \i'!it.

*** The duty which devolved upon the intei-viewing practitioner is clearly

laid down in the following rule :

" When an employer or other person becomes anxious and apprehensive in

regard to the illness of an employe, or in the case of an impending action for

damages, and the like, and for his personal satisfaction requests his own
family or another doctor to visit the patient and report to him tliereon, it is

a duty incumbent upon the deputed practitioner to pointout to the employer
or other interested party their respective ethical obligations in the matter;
and, prior to making such visit, to solicit and obtain the sanction of the
medical att-endant in the case ; otherwise, he will commit a grave breach of

professional etiquette, and jnstlj* subject himself to severe criticism and
reproof."

*
*

PAYMENT OF FKES TO SUBSTITUTE,
A. is engaged to attend a Imiy, who has a very quick confinement, so that the

patient's mother sends for a doctor (B.) who lives close at hand. B, has left
before A. arrives ; still the patient requires an attendance of two hours and a
half, owing to impending collapse, such ha\-ing been her comlition after her
last confinpment. Frequent \isit3 were ne'-e^sary during the following twelve
^lays, and medicine was suppliorl. B. demanded lialf the fee, which was two
guineas. A. wishes to know who ought to pay it—the patient or A. ?

%* The only rule within our knowleilge that bears on the point submitted
by our correspondent is the following (13) extracted from the Code of Medical
Ethirv, 2nd edition, page 71

:

"
'Wtieu a practitioner is called in or otherwise requested to attend at an

accouchement for another, and completes the delivery, or is detained for a

considerable time, ht is entitled by custom (except in the case of illness, etc.,

provided for \<y Kule .3) to one-half of the fee, et^."

At the same time, we are of opinion that, under the circumstances related,

the patient in question may fairly be called upon to pay the half fee de-
manded by D.. and especially if the fee of two guineas includes the " frequent
visits and medicine which were necessary during the twelve days following
the confinement," in reference to which latter point A. will, we think, do well
in his own interest to consult the explanatory note (No. II) on " Midwifery,"
in the new edition of the ^fed^c<>•Chirurg^cal Tariffs, page M.

HB.WILY HANDICAPPKD.
A. writes : Tn my absence urgent cases have been sent on to B. ; he has retained
Ihem, and I have not taken any notice of it. But if B. happens to be out
when a message comes for him. his servant comes round to me with B.'s card,
requesting me to see the case for B. Thus, he not only keeps the patients
that have sent for him and I have seen, but gains those who would have been
my patients if I had been in. I wish to do whatever is professional ; but this
1h rather hea\*y handicapping.

•„* Under the circumstances relat«d by our correopondent, he may. we
think, not only justly regard himself as (to quotei his own language) "hea\-ily

handicapped, " but unfairly so, in the matter in question. The following is

the rule extracted from the second edition of the Code of Medical Ethics, page
69, by which practitioners should in similar cases l>e strictly governed :

'* When a practitioner is called to an urgent case, either of sudden or other
Illness, accident, or injury, in a family usually atten<ied by another, he should
(unless his further ntten'lance In cnnstdtation be desired), when the emer-
gency is proviiled for. or on the arrival of the atten.lant in ordinary, resign
the case to the latter; but be is entitled to charge the family for Ins

services."

THK CONSKQUKNCRS OP CATCHING SCARLET FKVKn.
T. S. J. writes: (1) I was subptjcnaed to give c\idence as principal medical
witness in a case for X. v. an Accidental Insurance Company, at assi/es in
In^land. on March Ifith, the terms arranged lieing first-class expenses and
£3 3^. a tl&y, also £a 2s. for a statement of the cause of death, and reasons formy opinion, etc. On March 9th I gf»t scarlut fever, ond consequently could

not attend. On the day of the trial t-ho company compromise^i, givhij;
instead of £1,000 claimed. I may add that X, relied almost solely on uw
deuce, which was opposed to that of the jury. Knowing that I would
to go to the trial, 1 was unable to lake any |>ermanent appointment (wb
was offered), and was out <>t work for over Ihree weeks, by which 1 ca!.

I lost £2i>. Am I entitled to claim this £2.1 1-" 1 havo been paid Imi

statement.
(a> I was acting as locum ienens for fifteen days, at rat© of £:} Ss. jwr v

On the tenth ttay I was attacked with scarlet fever, whicli I got iri

patient. Am I entitled to tlie pay for fifteen days or for ten daysi-

%* (1) Ai>parently all the services actually rendered were in makin-
report, which has been paid for. No fees are ordinarily payable to witu
unless they attend for the purpose of giving evidence. They might b<-

able under a special contract, but such contract does uot appear in thi~.

to have been made.

(2) The engagement being a definite one for a definite period, the a

remuneration is payable for the whole time. Illness uontract«d in tli-

forniance of the duties is no reason for refusing pajinent.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
SOUSE OF COMMONS.— Thursday, April 5th.

Reiirement of Army Medical OJficem.—Dr. Tann'EB asked tli

Secretary of State for \Var wliether the Royal Warrant of Noveiri
ber, 1879, which gave officers of the Army Medical Staff the righ]

to retire after twenty years' service, was about to be interfere!

with or set aside; whether tlie condition of retirement was it|

tended as an inducement to medical men to enter the ser\'ice; ani

whether the provisions under the said Warrant, if interfered wittl

would affect the retirement of those medical officers who enterej

the service since the Warrant was issued.—Mr. E. Stanhope n\

plied that it was not intended to prevent medical officers froi!

retiring after twenty years' service, but it was proposed to require
reasonable service in a given rank before allowing retirement o

the rates permitted for that rank. The power of retiring afte

twenty years' service was undoubtedly held out as an inducemeil
to candidates to come forward ; and as regards that retirement o!

£1 a day, no restriction would be placed" upon it. The last pari]

graph of the question touched on vested rights. These, as in a'l

other branches of the service, must be regarded as governed bi

the rule enunciated by Lord I'enzance's Royal Commission in IW
that an officer's rights are limited to the rank he holds, and thi

rule was embodied in the preamble to the Royal Warrant.

Friday, April 6fh.

Pharmacy Acts Ammdmnit Bill.—Ur. FAHQrHARSON" move!
the second reading of this Bill.—Mr. J. K. Kelly opposed th

Bill, on the ground that it would alter the whole status c

chemists' assistants, who would, if this Bill passed, be entirely d(.

prived in many cases of all chance of becoming chemists an
druggists. The Bill simply placed the chemists' assistants boun!

hand and foot in the power of an irresponsible body called thi

Pharmaceutical Society.
j

The Horse Ta-r.—ilr. IIozieu asked the Chancellor of the Ei;

chequer whether he could see his way to permit medical men t

keep, at least, one horse each free of horse tax.—Dr. Farquhaf
SOM said, before the question was answered, he should like to as

whether horses used by medical men for professional purpose

might not fairlj- be considered as horses used for trade purpose
—The Chaxcellor of the Exchequer said, in reply : 1 fin;

that there is a precedent for such an exemption as the honoui

able member suggests. Up to 1869-70, when the horse tax stoo

at one guinea, doctors and ministers of religion paid only half th

duty, and this continued till the duty was reduced to lOs. 6d. fi,

everybody. The question whether one horse ought to be exemptej

in the case of doctors and ministers of religion is receiving th|

consideration of the Government ; but it must not be forgottej

that exemptions are almost always of an invidious nature, an,

that it is tlifficult, when once you begin making exemptions froi

any duty, to know where to draw the line. There is some force i

the observation of the hon. member opposite that doctors i

country districts do, to a certain extent, come under the definitio|

of traders. I must take this opportunity of reminding the Houi
that the question of exemptions from horse or wheel tax, and, iii

deed, the question of these taxes generally, is one between tl-

interests of persons using horses ami carts and that of thegenen
1 ly of ratepayers. It is not a question between the former aiv

the >'ational Exchequer. I mention this because I see that \

many quarters the idea still prevails that these taxes are in son

way connected with the reduction of a penny in the income ta:
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the same timo, tl.e Government feel that it is essential that

^taTs!p"e V local as they ar., should be paced npon he

^,t possible ba!>is.-Mr. Cuanniko inquired -whether the

'^'
used byfarmers ^ould be exempt.-The Chancel./>u o

ITxcnEQUFR said the principle which he wished to carry out

a that horses used for /nirposes of luxury shoiUd be tixe.^ and

Me u«ed in any particular trade should be exempt. He wouitt

re the point raised by the hon. member his most careful con-

leration. „ , . -ion,Monday, April vth.

{Medical lVac<t7toners.-Mr. A. MORLEY asked the Vice-Presi-

l„t of the Committee of Council whether repsteredmec^ca

^titioners in the United Kingdom were afforded prmleges of

1^ ng'n the United States of America; and ^h^th^r any

rns had been taken or were in contemplation by the Pnvy

i:& under Section 17 of the Medical Act, !*«. in t^e direc-

Irosi^lar privileges being given to legally qualified ^Vmerican

lactitioners w ho miiht be des^ous of practising medicme m the

Uted King<lo«--SiJW-H^^^-D^'^'^P"'"^ in the negatiTe to

ith questions.
•, f»*i

Thursday, Aprtl 12tn,

Vedical Practitioners and their Horses.-Ur. Knatchbull-

TOKS^EN ^ked whether medical practitioners were now allowed

'deduct the explnses of their horL in the calculation of income

I as being necessary- for the carrj-ing on of their busmess.-The

iIncblloI of the Exchequer: Yes, Sir. if the horses are u^ed

Lly i^ the exercise of their profession, they would be exempt m
n manner suggested.

literary work In 1841 he became a-ssistant in Marsh's Library.

and hTwal hus enabled to indulge the ta..te.s ^h'ch were so

"tr ma in him. He, however, stiU raaintame.1 his connection with

r^e Heine, and in addition to his other occupa-tion., he lectured on

Sed al iurisprudence in the Ledwich School of Medicme. Hia

"cfures were^well worked up, full of interest, and mstn.ctiye,

but th^ were peculiar in style, and some of his laughable class

8toriel!^told in quaint and stilted language, are tlie common pro-

pertfof medical society. To the general body of the profession

he was not known, for his habits were essentially those of the

recuse He had a remarkable knowledge of anonymous literature,

particularly in that of a theological or patriotic character

&V was always prepared to help any inquirer from theTast

^ores which he had accumulated. His illness was of short dura-

ton When ^ked what faith he held, be declared " Chnstianiis

sum • I die hi the faith of the three creeds.- To the many students

Xm he taught and who survive him, his death will cau^e much

pain for thej- all had for him a strong personal affection and

admiration.

OBITUARY.
THOMAS HITCHCOCK, M.11.C.S.

^ ,. ^ ,

-B have to announce the death of Mr. Hitchcock, who died at

reeke on March 14th, in his seventy-ninth year, from heart dis-

ae. He was bom in 1809, and became a pupil of Mr. C. Mayo,

Iwinchester. He afterwards studied at St Thomas's Hospital,

scorning a Licentiate of the Apothecaries Society m 1830,

lECS in 1831, extra-Licentiate of the Koyal CoUege of Phj-

iians i^n 1845, and Licentiate in 1859. For many years he prac-

'sed at Winchester, where he gained the esteem and respect of

HL In 1851 he was appointed Physician to the County Hospital,

post which he held for twenty-eight years ; on resigning it he

^reappointed Consulting Physician. He held the appointment,

p to within six months of his death, of Medical \ isitor to the

'.•cstbrook House Lunatic Asylum, Alton. At the time of his

'eath Mr Hitchcock had retired for some years from active prac-

tice In 1871 he was appointed county magistrate, having been

Ireviouslv appointed to the Commission of the Peace. The de-

leased gentleman was fond of sport, and was ever foremost m
ivin" a helping hand to pliilanthropic, charitable, and other

^
• 'ts. He leaves issue one son, Colonel T. B. Hitchcock, and

laughters.

GEORGE YATE.S, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.

f K regret to announce the death of Mr. George Yates, late of Perry

^lar, Birmingham, who died at Leamington, after prolonged Ul-

!-ealth due to renal disease, on .\.pril I'nd, aged 66. Mr. Yates was

'Ir Alfred Baker's first pupil at the Birmmgham General Hos-

liital, and from that time until his death was an earnest worker.

ile obtained the diplomas of M.R.C.S.Eng. and L.S.A. m l.St4. He

fas a member of the Paris Medical Society, and became Resident

Surgeon to the Bedford (General Infirmary. Afterwards he w-as

lonorary Surgeon to the Uirmingham General Dispensary. He

iontributed papers of gr^at interest to the Dublin Qiiarterly and

Midland Quarterly Joumah; he read many papers to local

•nedical societies, and was a constant debater at their meetings,

'le was a good classical scholar, and deeply interested in physio-

logical qucJtinns. He has ended a long professional career gene-

•ally esteemed by his professional brethren as a true friend and

nest gentleman.

ROBERT TR.i^VERS, M.B.T.C.D., F.K.Q.C.P.L, Professor of

Aledical .lurisprudence, Dublin.

i^lii. Robert Traver.'i, whose d.^ath on March 27th we have already

umouQced, was Professor of .Mi'dioal Jurisprudence in Trinity

'illege, Dublin. He graduated in 1.-<:VJ and became professor m
"''"4. He did not derote liimself fo pructice, but rather to punly

UNIVERSITYJNTELLIGENCE.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
. , ^ ^ ^

It is expected that the magnificent new Chemical Laboratory

wh ch h£ been erected in Downing Street will be partially ready

Tor occupation this term. The laboratory course m Pharma-

ceutS Chemistry for the second M.B. examination will be held

%7aSKlfc'ofHealth for the Borough, ^d
Secreta^ of the State Medicine Syndicate and Mr. Kobinson

A^sistSt to Professor Liveing, announce for the ensuing long

^S a course in Practical Hygiene^ suitable f"'; candidates

for the Diploma in Public Health E^^f^'^f^, ""/f "l"^.'^. ^^
eonrsp will include analys 8 of air, water, and food, and the de-

XtrrtLof^anitary'models. Details may be earned on a^^^^

cation to Dr. Anningson or Mr. Eobinson, at the Chemical

^
PrJfeJor Macalister announces a course of lectures onthe Rudi-

mental Structures in the Human Body, beginning on April 24th.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

PIT BURKL IN SCOTLAND: AMENDMENT OF THE
^'^ ""^

BURIALS ACT.
. , „ .

, t.

\T a recent meeting of the Glasgow Philosophical Society, Dr.

Eben Duncan, President of the Sanitary Section, proposed and

caS"ed the Mlo^s-ing resolutions: • That the Society memorialise

thT Secretary for Scotland to take steps for the amendmen of

the Burials Act, so as to place the private cemetery companies of

Sn" andeVthe regulations issued by the Home Secretary m
1883 for burial grounds under the Burials Act, and Ihat it oe

refitted to the Council of the Sanitary Section to consider wh«t

other reforms are required on our present methods of dispo*al of

''IftefreTeilngToiie horrors of pit burial in vogue in all tlie

private cemeterifs round Glasgow Dr Duncan showed that these

cemetery companies were not affected by the ^i "als Act. 1 hat Act,

na^ed L 1855, provided that every local authority should take

?ompulsorv- powfrs to secure ground for the proper mtennent of

tlTpeop^? but, unfortunately, there was one clause mtn^duced

n o thllct vv-hich had prevented any benefit being derived from

iUn ScotTand It was exacted that local authorities coud mate

an ncToement with private cemetery companies to inter their

poorTor Thejn in any way tl.e cemetery companies thought

proper The cemetery companies were under no regulation what-

?ve? hey could do exactly as they liked.. The amendment that

hlproposed would enable' local authorities to deal.with these

cemeteries and put a stop to pit burials or other nuisances. At

pr?^^nt.i^a"ocri authority wished to put down such nuisanc^.

it required to act under the Public Health Act, and to prove to

theVati..faction of the sheriff that there was an immediate dangw

health Moreover, country local authorities had never paid

. ligles attention to thil matter. There were thr«e pnrate
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ormotcriep outside Glasgow that had continued this system of

pit burial in svite of much public criticism, and yet the local

authorities had not bestirrod themselves in the least to put an

end to this crying nuisance. It was therefore time that (iovern-

ment should take up tho question, luul amend the Act so as to

bring these cemeteries under proper supervision.

In the discussion that followed Sheriff Spens stated that the

sanitary authorities in rural districts were simply no authorities

at all, so far as doing practical work -w^is concerned. The present

state of matters was not only an outrage upon public decency,

but could not by possibility be consistent -with public health.

Tho President (Dr. J. B. Russell) said the local authority of

Glasgow had thought it of so much importance that they had
resolved to endeavour to get power under the Burgh J'olice (Scot-

land) Bill to make by-laws for the regulation of burial grounds. '

The whole difficulty"was that there was no power in the hands of

the local authority to enforce regulations that would prevent such

i* nuisance arising.

-^HBAiTH OF E?fGi,reH TowNS.—In the twenty-eight largest

English towns, including London, which have an estimated

population of 9,398,273 persons, 5,766 births and 3,584 deaths

were registered during the week ending Saturday, April 7th.

The annual rate of mortality, which had increased in the three

preceding weeks from 20.3 to'L'1.5 per 1,000 declined again during

*he week under notice to 19.9. The rates in the several towns

ranged from 13.6 in Derby, 14.8 in Brighton, and 1.5.0 in Halifax

and in Sunderland to 23.7" in Salford, 28.1 in Blackburn,, and 29.7

in Manchester. In the twenty-seven pro-\nncial towns the mean
death-rate was 20.3 per 1,000, and exceeded by 0.9 the rate re-

corded in London, which was 19.4 per 1,000. The 3,.584 deaths

registered during the week under notice included 141 which were
referred to wliooping-cough, 51 to "fever" (principally enteric),

48 to measles, 46 to scarlet fever, 41 to diarrhoea, 27 to diphtheria,

and 17 to gmall-poi; in all, 371 deaths resulted from these

principal zymotic diseases, against 319 and 388 in the two pre-

ceding weeks. These 371 deaths were equal to an annual rate

of 2.1 per 1,000 ; in London the zymotic death-rate was 2.2,

while it averaged 2.0 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, and
ranged from 0.0 in Sunderland, 0.3 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and
0.4 in Portsmouth to 3.9 in Blackburn, 4.6 in Salford, arid 5.4 in

Plymouth. Measles caused the highest proportional fatality in

Derby and Plymouth; scarlet fever in Ilalifax and Blackburn;

whooping-cough in Manchester, Liverpool, London, and Salford
;

and " fever " in Preston, Leicester, and Nottingham. Of the 27

deaths from diphtheria recorded during the week under notice

in the twenty-eight towns, 16 occurred in London, 3 in Birm-

ingham, and 3 in Salford. The 17 fatal cases of small-pox in-

cluded 14 in Sheffield, 1 in Manchester, 1 in Halifax, and 1 in

Leeds. The number of ema!l-pox patients in the Metropolitan

Asylums Hospitals on Saturday, April 7th, was 8, of which 3 had

been admitted during the week. These hospitals also contained

1,032 scarlet fever patients on the same date, which showed a

further decline from the numbers in recent weeks ; 62 eases were

admitted during the week, against 94, 77, and 70 in the three pre-

ceding weeks. The death-rate from diseases of the respiratory

organs in London was equal to 5.1 per 1,000, and was below the

average.

Health of Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Satur-

day, April 7th, 933 hirths and 551 deaths were registered in the

eight principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality, which

had nsen in the three preceding weeks from 21.0 to 23.7 per

',1,000, declined to 21.8 during the week under notice, but ex-

ceeded by 1.9 per 1,000 the mean rate during the same period in

>^he twenty-eight large English towns. Among these .Scotch

'towns the lowest rates were recorded in Leith and Oroenock,

„8nd the highest in Glasgow and Aberdeen. The 551 deaths in

Tthese towns during the week under notice included 51 which
were referred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an an-

Innal rate of 2.0 per 1,000, whicll was slightly below the mean
zymotic death-rate during the same period in the large English

. towns. The highest zymotic rates wore recorded Glasgow and

Paisley. The largest proportional fatality of measles occurred in
' Edinburgh ; and of whooping-cough in Gla.sgow, Aberdeen, and
' Paisley. Two deaths were referred to dij)htheria in Edinburgh.
.The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs in these

Scotch towns during the week undcsr notice was equal to 5.3 per

1,000, against 5.1 in London.

Hkaxth of Irish Towns.—In the sixteen principal town d

tricts of Ireland tho deaths registered during the week enili

Saturday, April 7th, were equal to an annual rate of 27.2 p
1,000. The lowest rates were recorded in Sligo and Kilkenny, a

the highest in Drogheda and Dundalk. The 188 deaths regis!' r

in Dublin during the week under notice were equal to an anin

rate of 27.8 per i,000 (against 29.7 and 31.2 in the two preeedi

weeks), the rate for the same period being only 19.4 in Lnnd

and 22.0 in Edinburgh. The 188 deaths included 19 which
suited from the principnl zymotic diseases (equal to an anrn

rate of 2.8 per 1,000;, of which 6 resulted from " lever," 5 f r.

measles, 4 from whooping-cough, 3 from scarlet fev^r, and, 1 f r<

diarrhcea.
, i .

HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY MANAGEMENT.

.;.,, \ THE COTTAGE HOSPITAL, WALSALL.
In contradiction of the statements made in the JouaHAL of Mai

3rd, Dr. Maclachlan, Mr. John Wood, and Mr. P. Shore, wri

follows:

—

I

1. There is always a qualified medical practitioner at the

patient department, which is open on three afternoons in tht-

2. The Sisters do not treat fractures without surgical .-

vision. .

3. There never has been a cose corresponding to, or in th.-

resembling, that related by the " well informed correspondeni .

the hoy with the fractured fibula.

4. The patients have fish for dinner once in the week, in ^

'

cod, fresh herrings, and plaice, play about equal parts i

course of the year. The doctor's instructions as to diet anc

matters are, and always have been, faithfully carried out.

5. That " the Sister in charge carries things with a very

hand," is a vague assertion, but that during the whole tiui

has filled that office, now over nine years, there has nev:
the smallest friction between her and the three doctors wh
form the honorarj' staff of surgeons, is only the bare truth.

A HOMCKOPATHIC PEER.
Loud Dt.sart, a believer in homoeopathy, has availed himself I

the opportunity afforded by the projected enlargement of
_
8

Grantham Hospital (of which he is president) to offer £22.">o

complete the required sum of £350, and £100 a year for the t:t

ten years, " on condition that a homoeopathic physician le 1-

mitted in the staff of the hospital, with full power of treat g

patients on that system." The letter came before a meeting of e

committee on Monday, but its consideration was postponed. ' e

governors will of course understand that if any such offer f

accepted, the medical staff will undoubtedly feel called upon^
accordance vrith the general rule in the profession, and the st(«

of opinion which prevails on the subject, to resign.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Examining Boaud in' England by thb Kotal Colleob ?

Physicians of London and the Royax Collegk of St-

GBONS OF England.—The following gentlemen passed the Seed

Examination in Anatomy and Physiology at a meeting of '>«

Board of Examiners on April 5th, namely:—
T A. O. Langston. H. S. Thurston, E. F. Syrett, and H. J. Waring,

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Q. D. K. Bannerman. o( Loniloii i

and Mr. Cooke's School of Anatomy; F. K. Jtogers. of Ix>nrton H

R. N. Daniel. J. W. llactayiah, J. K. Harper, mnd S. Z< Idiu

Thomas's Hospital : D. Drew. E. Ringroso. L. Williams. A, C, ^'

and J M. Paul, of Unlyersity College ; J. B. N. Viekers and (> M
of St. Mary's Hospital ; C. Thompson, of Charing Cross Hospit:'

M. Makahia and J. Wood, of iuug'a College ; K. C. Long and t. h

of Middleaex Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy only.

K, J, H. Budge, of Guy's Hospital; A. Daliell. of St. Thomas sHospi

Passed in Physiology only. ,.

V. 0. B. Swanseger, of Charing Cross Hospital ; W. K. Steele, 01 <JT

Hospital.
-1 rtu

Passed in Anatomy and Physiology only on April btn.

F M Mangan. K, W. Richards. A. Quennell, F. M. J. Powell, and ""
lialdlow, of St. Bartholom.w's Hospital ; E, T. Whitehead an.l I

Cooper, of .St. Thomas's Hospital ; T. J. W.jod and C. B. Turn.-

vcrsity College: E. A. Rock and H. L. Curling-Hope, of Midd •

uital : M. S. 1'. Monler-Williams, of St. George s HospiUl
;
D.L. -

_

of King's College ; E. U. Sharman, »f Lirerpool, Edinburgh, md [»i
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, PrjTine, of

; A. TUorne.

to

miustcr Hospital ; A. K. BarriiU. of St. Mary's Hospital ; J. H. Br}'a"t

:uul H.W.John, of Ouy's Hospital; A.W.Allen and A. 1!. Colyer, of

Clmring Cross Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy only.
H. W. W«-kes and K. W. Sniitli. of Univeralt.v College ; H. V

Mirtiilesex Hospital ; H. L. Morgan, of Westminster Hospital

of St. Mary's Hospital ; J. I-. Blakistun, of King's Ck)lk-Be.

ra.«sed in Pliysiologj' onlj'.

li. T. Bakcwell a.mX W. ¥. tlumibors, of University College ; N. ilarder, of St.

Dartliolomow's Hospital: .\. Lawson, of Miil.lli'sex Hospital.
I

Passed in Anatomy and Physiology on April Tfh. '\ '"
'

t'. P Le Quesnc, P. Arthur. C. P. M. Swales. J. P. Wightman. ixiH C: H.
Lan^'torrt, nf St. Bartholumew's Hospital ; H. Burden and E. Du Bois. i.t

St. TJioniass HosjiiLd; iV. Crick, of St. Thomas's Hospital and Mr.

Cooke's School of Anatomy; K. M. Mackenzie and G. E. T. Haydon, ot

London Hospital ; H. S. Baker. D. J. Jones, and J. B. Williams, of Charmft

Cross Hospital ; P. J. Duffy, P. Evans, and A. J. Ohamljers, of I nlversity

CollegB; B. W. Hogarth. o"f (iuy's Hospital; L. RoKers and J. C. Wood,

of St. Mary's Hospital ; W. F. Adams, W. A. Eden. M. K. Sontter, and J.

J Waddelow. of King's College : F. B. Marin. R. H. Rej-nolds. and C. L.

Lake, of Westminster Hospital ; P. G. Garrett, of Middlesex Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy only.
A G. It. Cameron and H. M. Phillpotts. of St. Mary's Hospital : H. J. F.

Badcock, of Charing Cross Hospital ; A. Kidd. of Middlesex Hospital
;
J.

B. Lemon, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital; G. Pernet. of Edinburgh and

University College ; Y. T. Morris^of Uni\-er3ity College.

Passed in Physiology only. -

W. A. Hampton," of Middlesex HospltaJ ; J. W. Da\ie9. of King's CoUege;

Pa3se<l in Anatomy and Physiology on April 9th.

M. L. Margrave, K. Brown, and H. W. C. Austen, of St. Bartholomew's Hos-

pital ; H. E. Girdlestonc. W. H. Miller, H. D. Levick. and J. E, P. -Andre,

of St. Thom.as's Hospital; F. G. S. S. Harvey andV.W. Law. of St.

Mary's Hospital; W. B. Morton, of University College; T. li. Hamlen
and E. Jones, of Middlesex Hospital ; A, Hudd, A. T. Coleman, and H. C.

DoKenzi, of Westminster Hosjjital ; E. W; M. Higg?,, of Charing Cross

Hospital ; D. W. Samways, of Guy's Hospital. '
', ,".,,',,'

, ,

'

'

: Passed in Anatomy only.
' H. CUft and C. A. Coventonr of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; E. J. Finch, o

St. Mary's Hospital ; C. H. C. Visick and H. B. .Allan, of Univereity Col

lege; J.' B. O. Kichards and L.,J. Mjjiter. of King's College. . ,

,
Passed in Physiology only. \".\;i< '•"':

. „..j„ „ ,'.^
,

' A. G. Minshall. of 'Universitv College; P. A. Harsant, bt Middlesex HospiUl

;

' IL W. West, of London Hospital. '

'

- Passed in Anatomy and Pliysiology on April 10th.

A A. Hewer. P. Furnivall, II. Stephens, C. H. Fowler. A. G. Gane. H. A.

Eceles, C. B. Dale, and A. Oarney, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital; H. L.

Hatch of St. Mary's Hospital;' D.C.Johnston, G.F.Dickinson, F.C.
1' ' Porter and F. H. .S". Blucke, of Charing Cross Hospital ; K. B. S. Krohn.

of University College ; T. li. BVodie. A. Wliitlield. and B. L. Pritehard, ot

King's College : T. H. Kellotk. A. King, and H. T. Jones, of St. Thomas s

- Hospital ; A. W. Harrison, of Westiuinater Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy onlj'.
i „ ^

B. H. Hentzsch. of King's College ; U. F. J. Gill.' A. G. Rider, and T, G. S.

Crouch of University College ; H. Knevitt, of London Hospital !' St. J. B.

, KilUry and H. Kerewill. of St. >Bartholc!Blewfa.Ho9Pi1i»l! • Ai Jeffreys.

of St.'Thomas's Hospital. .
.

^.. ..,, ., .. [; .(.. - :.,,, i

' Passed in Physiology only. ; .,

J. Mountford, of Charing Cross Hospital; and C. G. Hoysted, of Channg
Cross Hospital and Mr. Cooke's School of .Anatomy.

_

. The follo-wing Member haying passed the nece.ssary examinations

On November 24th, 25th, 2tith, and l!7th, 1.S86, and haying .since

attained the legal age (25), -was at a meeting of the Council on

April 12th granted his Diploma of Fellow of the College.

6. P. Newbolt. ilate, of membership, January 22ad, 1SS6, M^Durham, ot

Newcastle and St. Bartholomew 3 Hospital.
['' The following gentleman having passed the necessaiy, examina-

tions was admitted a Member of the College.

B. L. Haynes, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

of

LIVERPOOL STANLEY HOSPITAL.—Junior House-Surgcon. Salary. iKO,

w ith boani, etc. Applications by April 19th to the Honorary Secretary.

LIVERPOOL ST.ANLKY HOSPITAL.—Senior House-Snrgeon. Salary, *8«,

with board, etc. ApplicatlonB by April 19th Uj the Honoiary Secretary,

NORFOLK COUNTY ASYLUM. 'Thorpe, near Norwich.—Junior AssUUnt
Medical Officer. Salary. £100, with board, etc. Applications by April 2l9t

to Dr. Thompson. Medical Superintendent.
^

NORTH-WEST LONDON HOSPIT.U>. Kentish Town Road.—Senior Beaideat

Medical Officer. Applications by .\pril 23fd to the Secretary.

OUGHTERARD UNION, Cloonbur No. 2 Dispensary.—Medie-al Officer. Sftlarr.

£loa per annum and fees. Applicartions to Mr. James Higgins, Honorary

Secretary. Election on April 17th.

OUGHIKHARD UNION, Lettermore Dispensary.—Medical OfScer. Salary.

jeiB2 per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. John Wallace, Honorary

Secr»tacv, TuUt. Invacan. Eiecrton •n April iTtb.

PARISH OP T.VRB.AT EUSTBE, Ross-shire, ^.B.—Medical Officer. Salary,

£11.5. Applications to Fiulay Munro, Rockfield-by-Feanuitoss-shire, N.B.

ROTHERH.\M HOSPIT.VL.—.^aaistant House-Surgeon. Board, etc. Appli-

cations by April 27th to the House-Surgeon. . .

ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL.—Resident Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging.
"

Applications by April 26th «o th« Secretary.

MEDICAL APPOINTMEJJTS.
BOWKES, Ch.T.rles S., L.R.C.S. and L.M.E., L.F.P.andS.G., L.B.C.P., appointed

House-Surgeon to theBoyal Intirmary, Glasgow.

Bejine. Woodhouse. L.R.C.P.. F.R.C.S., appointed Anesthetist to St. Peter's

Hospital for Stone, Henrietta Street. W.C.

Clemow, Frank G.. M.B., C.M.Bdin.. appointed Resident Medical OJBcerto the

British Seamen's Hospital, Cronstadt. St. Petersbncg.

Fisher. Alfred, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.K.C.P.Edin.. appointed Honorary Medical

Officer to the No. 2 District of the Ladies' Charity and Lying-in Hospital,

Liverpool, vice William O. Pughe. M.B.Lond., resigned.
;

FouBQUEMrs, George V.. L.R.C.P., L.R.Cii., L.M.Ed., appointed Resident

Medical Officer to the St. Helen's Friendly Societies' Medical Aid Associa-

tion, vice A, M. Hmes, L.R.C.P.. M.lt.C.S.

Gemhell, John E., M.B.. C.M.Edln., etc., appomted Honorary Medical

Officer to the No. 4 District of the Ladies' Charity and Lj-ing-m Hospital,

Liverpool, vice Meyer J. Bernstein, M.B., C.M.Bdin,, resigned!.

Holmes. Thomas D. H.. M.B., C.M.Ed'., appointed Assistant Medical Officer to

the East Riding Asylum.

Mechas Joseph M.B.. CM., late Resident Assistant at the Glasgow Royal

Inerinary, appointed Resident Assistant Medical Officer to the Glasgow

Town Hospital.

Milne J B M.B.. CM., appointed House-Surgeon to the Dewsbury aad

District General Infirmary, vice Alexander MUne, M.B., CM., resigned.

McKi>STRY. W. H., M.B.. M.Ch., appointed Assistant Surgeon to the LiTerpooI

Dispensaries.

Pedleb William Frederick, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.U.CJ.Lond.. L.SA., appointed

House-Surgcon to the Richmond Hospital, vtce W. A. Payne, resigned.

EOLSTOX. J. R.. M.R.C.S.Eng., appointed Hononwy Ophthalauc Surgeon to the

Royal Albert Hospital, Devonport.

SiMPSO-i, Samuel, M.B. an.l B.Ch.Dub.. appointed Second Assistant il^-Hc^l

Officer to the Somerset and Bath Asylum, vice W. S. Barnes, M.D.,

resigned.

Smtth. W. J. S.. M.B.. C.M.Ed., appointed Temporary Assistant Medical Officer

to the Essex Lunatic Asylum. Brentwood.

Watsox. Thomas Alfred. M.B., C.M.Bdin., appointed Assistant Rraident

Medical Officer to the Woolwich Union Inlirmary, PlumBtead. S.E.. rice

j. M. Caw, M.B., CM., resigned.

Webb, J. B., M.R.C.S.Eng., L.U.O.P.Lond., appointed Assistant-Surgeon to

the Liverpool Dispeusaries.

Whitbt. Charies J.. B.A... M.B.Cantab., appointed Resident Assistant-Surgeon

to the Liverpool Dispensaries (East),

WILI.S. William Alfred, M.B.Lond,, M.B.C.S., appointed Medical Begistrar to

the Westminster Hospital, vice Dr. Syers. resigned.

;,, MEDICAL VACANCIES.
"^ The following Vacancies are announced

:

WEKENHBAD BOROUGH HOSPIT.\L.— Junior House-Surgcon. Salary,
• ' £50. iKiard. etc.. and eitras. Applications by .\pril 16th to the Chairman of

the Weekly Board.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL DISPENSARY.—Resident .Surgeon. Salary. £150.

and £;» extra for cab hire. ,, Applications by May 10th to A. Forrest, Esq.,
'**' Secretary.

••Birmingham general HOSPIT.VL.—Assistant House-Surgeon. Resi-

dence, board, etc. Applications by April 2dth. to the House Governor.

-BDKOUQH OF BRIGHTON.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary. £.'•00 per

annum. Applications tiy May 2nd to F. J. Tillstoue. Esq., Town Clerk.

.JEISIOL ROYAL INFIRM.\RY.—Honorary Assistant Physician (to out-

patients). Applications by May .'ith to the Secretary.

DURU.VM COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Honorary Surgeon. Applications by

April ;iOth to the Secretarj-.

JDORHAM county HOSPITAL.—Honorary Surgeon-Dentist. Applications

by April iiOtli to the Secretary.

DURHAM UNION WORKHOUSE.-Medical Officer. Salary. £.W. and extras.

.,' Applications bv April 20th to William Lisle, Esq., Clerk to the G uardians.

38, SaiUcr Street, Durham.
"'IIDDELL PROVIDENT DISPENS.^RY. Jarrow-on-Tyne.—Medical Officer.

Salary. £200. .Vi^plications to John Christie, Esq., 23, CoWen Street,

Jarrow.

Guv's Hospital Medical School.—The Michael Harris prize

in anatomy, value £10, has been a-svarded to Mr. J. H. Bryant, of

Ilminster ; the Beaney prize in pathology, value 30 guineas, to

Mr. E. n. Starling, of Bombay ; and the Goldiug Bird prixe for

diagnosis, value 33 guineas, to Mr. R. D. Mothersole, of Col-

chester. '
.

St. John Ambulance Association.—Tfe leam from Mr. Hugh
Lane, of Bath, that the whole of the candidates of the Bath

Ladies Branch of the St. ,)ohn Ambulance Association obtained

certificates of competency at the recent examination.

-V TABLET bearing a portrait of the late Dr. Austin Flint,

erected in the Carnegie Laboratory by the Alumni Association of

the Cellevue Hospital, -New York, was recently unveiled by the

President of the Medical College.

A Bill has been introduced into the House of .Vssembly 'with

tlie object of providing the United States with a national Pharma-
copeia.

,

The will of Dr. Robert Palm, r Clayton, of Denby Dale, Huddere-

tield. has been proved, the pirsonal estate amounting to over

£14,000. ,,, , ,,, , .. ,...^..,.„
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The Pahkes Mi'seum, Maboaret Street, S.W.—His Grace

the Duke of Westminstt^r. Ii.Ci., linB made a donation of £100 to

this Museum in aid of its work of practical tejicliing and demon-

strating sanitary science.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
NEXT WEEK.

MOITDAT.
MmiCAL SociiTT OF Loxpos. 8.30 r,M.-Mr. Pampr Hamson, of Liverpool •

Cerebral AbtcesB treated In- Operation, Dr. J. Milner Mother-

Kill ; Small ami Moderate Valvular Lesions of the Heart.

SOCIETT or Abts. 8 p.ll.-Mr. Richard Pannlster. F.I.C., P.C S. : The Cantor

Lectures on Milk Supply and Butter and Cheese Making.

Lecture H.
TlieSDAY.

PilBOIJJOICAr, SociKTT OF LoKBos. 8.30 P.M.— Specimens :
Mr. Shattock :

Rare kind of Pedunculated Body in Knee-joint. Mr. Sharkey :

Alcoholic Paralysis of Phrenic. Pneumogastric, and other

Nerves. Mr. Bowlbv : Some Cases of Gangrene. Mr. Doran :

Primary Cancer of Fallopian Tube. Dr. Q. Griffiths : Tumour
in Neck invading Jugular Veins. Mr. Bruce Clarke : Sloughing

of Bladder following Cystitis. Mr. Silcock : Cystic Disease m
Testis. Card Specimens ; Mr. Bowlby : Unusual Forms uf

Loose Bodies from Knei^joint. Dr. Lediard ; Enlarged Bursa

Patella: with Outgrowths from Walls. Dr. N. Daltou : Gmn-
mata in Liver of an Infant.

BOVAX MiBICAi. Bekftolext Cm.LEfiE, Epsom.—Twenty-fourth Annual Fes-

tival at the H6tel Metropole. at ' p.m.

fTBDNESOAV.
Al.iT01IICXL Society of Great BiUTArN axd Irelaxd, St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, 4.16 P.M.

THURSDAY.
FARsra Mpseitm of Htgieke, .•. P.M.—Mr. Justice Cunningham: On the

Public Health in India.

Habtelu Societv of Lo>-Doii. 8.30 P.M.—Dr. Braxton Hiclis, F.R.S.: Two
Cases of Ovariotomy complicated with Pregnancy. Dr.

Frankish : On Venesection.

FRIDAY.
SooiETT o» Medical Officem of Health, 7..TO p.m. — The Council will

present reports on: (l)The Journal of the Society; (2) The

Local Government Bill. The following papers will be read:

C A Watts Parkinson. M.R.C.S.: Notes of an Epidemic of

Pneumonia. J. F. J. Sykes, M.B., B.Sc: Verification and Cer-

tification of Deaths.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Tht chargefar inserting annomcemmU of Births. Marriages, and Deaths is 3s. td..

vihxeh shtmhi beforwarded in stamps with the annowicemtnt.

BIRTHS.

Bro-wtje.—On April 9th, the wife of Samuel Browne. M.D., late Royal Navy

Medical Officer to H. M. Prison, Warwick, of a son.

Dabtkell.—At Rochester, on April 4th, the wife of William A. Dartnell,

surgeon, of a son.

GWFFiTHS.-On April 8th, at IS, St. George's Terrace, S.W.. the wife of Her-

bert T. Griffiths, M.D., of a son.

McCaw.—On April 7th. at Alba House. Portglenone. Belfast, the wife of J.

Uysart McCaw, M.D.. F.K.C.S., of a sou.

MARRIAGES.
AC7t.A>-T>-GrLL.—On April 12th, at All Saints' Church, Margaret Street, Lon-

don by the Right. Rev. the Lord Bishop of Lincoln, assisted by the Rev. A.

B Cotton, uncle of the bridegroom, Theodore Dyke Acland. third son of

Sir Henry Acland, K.C.B.. F.lt.S.. of Oxford, to Caroline Cameron, daughter

of Sir William W. Gull. Bart., F.R.S.

DaUKOABTKEB—PATTrasON.— On April .'ith. at St. Mary's Church. Gate.^hcad.

by the Rector, the Kev. W. Moore K.le. Henry ijpelman Baumgartner

MB MS M.R.C.S.. etc., Newcastle-on-Tyne, youngest son of John lercy

Baumgartner, Esq.. J.P.. of Gorieston, Suffolk, to Ethel Mawson, second

(Uughter of John Pattinson. Esq.. Shipcote House, Gateshead.

BvAJis—Babtoh.—On April 11th, at St. Mary's. Batham ,
Charles Silvester

Evans M.B.. of Shaftesbury. Dorset, son of the late Benjamin tvans,

F.R.C.S.. of BrUton, to Lilian Mary, daughter of George Mitchell Barton,

Esq., of Calcutta.

rL0Ol>—Spboule.—On April «h. at Omagh.by the Rev. W. Colquhoun. assisted

by the Rev. — Houston. Surgc<,n S. J. Flood. Army Medical Stafl. youngest

son of A. Flood, Esq., M.I)., Danesfort,, .o. Fermanagh, to Mar on, only

daughter of R. Sproulc, l;sq.. J.P., Irish Land Commissioner. Coolnagarde,

CO. Tyrone.

IlRK90<c-DUBItAlc.-0n April 4th. at SI. George's, Hanover Kqu.ire. by the

Rev. William Rogers, M.A.. Hector of St. Dotolph s. nishopsgate and

Chaplain In Ordinary In the Queen. John Godfrey Hickson, son of the

late Jamea Hickson, i.f llighgale. to Ellen Lucy (Nellie), second daughter

of Arthur E. Durham, F.K.C.S., of 82, Brook Street. Grosvenor Square, W.

ltT0J!9—CORMACK.-On Januar)- 2l5t, at St. Paul's Pro-cathedral. Melhounie,

Vlctori*, by the Rev. G. K. Bromhv. D.I).. Brigade-Surgeon R. T. Lyons.

M.D., to Helen Rose, elilest daughter of the late Sir John Rose Cormack.

M.D., of Paris.

RowTioTHAM—Abbott.—On April Sfh, at Ff. Mary's, Bidcfoni, Devon, by the

Rev. Roger Granville, M.A.. Rector, Herbert Claude Rowbotham, surgeon,

Meltioume, Derbvshire. son of the late Dr. Kowbotham, of Wool»ieH,.Jo

J«Mi« Caroline, diughler of John AhlK'tt. ct Bi<'»rord.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND
Tub quarterly meeting of the Council -n-as held on Thursday

April 12th, 1888.

The minutes of the ordinary Council on March 8th were conflniic<l

Mr. Sibert Cowell was appointed Assistant Secretary of tli.

College.

The minutes of the Jacksonian Committee on April 11th win
read as the report from that Committee, The Committee havini

adjudged the Jacksonian Prize for the past year to the author «

the dissertation bearing the motto " Thorough," the Presiden

opened the sealed envelope bearing the aforesaid motto, an(

declared the name written therein to be Edwin Hurry Fenwick.

The Council also recognise the merits of the dissertation bear

ing the motto " Veritas as deserving of special mention ; and i

was resolved to open the envelope bearing the said motto, ujki

which it appeared that the author was Mr. F. A. Southam, n

Manchester. Both these gentlemen were invited to attend tin

next meeting of Council.

The following was declared to he the subject of the Jacksonia)

Prize for the ensuing year 1889, namely :—The Pathology. Diag

nosis, and Surgical Treatment of Intracranial Abscess and Tumoui

A report, dated March a)th, 1888, from the Committee of Man
agement of the Examining Board in England by the Royal Collegj

of Physicians and the Roval College of Surgeons was approvecl

adopted, and entered on the minutes.

The Committee reported that, in consideration of the neces.'ar

additional work which had fallen on the stafi during the pas,

year, involving as it did a considerable extension of the offic

hours beyond those originally contemplated, the Committee ba

thought It right to recognise their serv-ices by awarding to th

Secretary fifty guineas, to each of the two senior clerks fiftee

guineas, and to the junior clerks ten guineas.

A report, dated April 11th, 1888, from the Committee on th

form of the report of the Council to the annual meeting of th

Fellows and Members of the College, was approved, adopted, an

entered on the minutes.

The report stated that the Committee having, m pursuance c

the resolution of the Council of March 8th, 1888, taken into cor

sideration the " form of the report of the Council to the annuai

meeting of the Fellows and Members of the College," had adopte

the following report to the Council, namely

:

" The Committee are of opinion that no alteration should

made in the report so far as the materials from which it is frame

are concerned ; and that, in addition to the returns as to the c:

aminations and the statement of accounts, in which no change

necessary, it should only contain, as heretofore, an actual recor

of the transactions of the Council ; but the Committee recommen

that the form in which the report is drawn up should be altere

so as to provide that, in the arrangement of the several subject

discussed and determined by the Council, each subject shoulc

within the range of the period to which the report relates, b

complete." . , „. „
A re 5ort, dated April 3rd, 18S8, from the President and Vice-Pres

dents on the arrangements for the College lectures was approvec

adopted, and entered on the minutes. This report was as follows

•' The President and Vice-Presidents have to report that, in pur

suance of the resolution of the Council of June 9th, 1887, the;

have taken into consideration ' the propriety of rearranging tli,

lectures annually delivered in the College, and of making thei,

more serviceable to the profession;' and that thoy are not pr<

pared to recommend to the Council that any alteration should I

made in the arrangements for the lectures, believing that the pla|

recently adopted of dividing the lectures amongst several pn

fessors has been to some extent successful, as evidenced by thf n

creased attendance upon thera, and that it would therefor^' 1

inopportune at present to make any change in that plan/'

It was also agreed that the experiment of the lectures bein

livered at 5 p.m. instead of at 4 p.m. as hitherto should be tri' '

Sir T. Spencer Wells, Bart., was appointed the .Morton Lecturi

on Cancer and Cancerous Diseases for the present year.

A letter of March l.''ith was read from the Privy Council statin

that the Government had <letermincd to advise Her Majesty to refi

tlie suliject of the grant of degrees in medicine and surgery to

Koval Commission.
Deputy Surfeon-General Jeffery Allen Mnrrton. C.B., and .\

Thomas Annandale, of Edinburg'h, were el.icted Kellows unUj

Sections of the charter of the l.^th Victoria applicable to Men

bers of the College of twenty years' standing.
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LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

avERiE^'

R H. C. asks to be recommended where to obtaiu the best kind of portable

commode suitable for an invalid when travelling.

B N. Casks If there Is anv Institution tor the reception of medical men in

delicate health, or any home in which a medical man would receive slighj

medical treatment. He would be prepared to pay a small amount, say HI oi)

30s. a week.
_

'

I.NCONTIXEXCE OF UBISE A>T> T.ECES.

H K C B. wTltes: 1 have a patient, aged Si (fc'irl). who from infancy has

passed both fa-ces and urine involuntarily. She is not nervous, enjoys good

health, and is well developed, both mentally and physically, for her age

There is no pain or tenderne.3s over the spine She has been seen by vanous

medical men. and different remedies (including galvanism, which was not

applS regulariv owing to the patient residing in the country have been

tried, but vWthout any permanent benefit. I should feel gi-f«
"J. 'f^^"^

hints as to treatment and prognosis from those who hav-e had similar cases

under their care 1 also tn know of any paper or book which deals with th9

Bubject.
I

AKSWERS.

SVRGFON- F. M. KxiGHT.-A paper on the determination of proteid bodies irt

the urine Is la type, and will be published shortly.

EiTSTicfs.-The case has been inquired into by the officers of the BritUh

Me, ical Benevolent Fund, and the facts are as stated. The c.rcumstancet

are peculiarly distressing, and the case is stated to be a genuine one.
;

CONGE-SITAL BLIXO.NESS. I

H.C.M.G. asks whether there are any institutions for cases of ™ngf°'tal Wnd-

ness. where they would be taught a trade, such as basket-making, etc.

••Our correspondent will probably be able to obtain all Information from

Dr. Armitage, 34. Cambridge Square. Hyde Park, Secretar,- to the Assocatioil

for the General Welfare of the Blind. There is also a list of various institu-

tions in Frj-'s London Charities.

Tbeathext of Heahtbuhn.
i

M D writes In reply to a Member suffering from heartburn, I would r«toni-

mend him to try the effect of a piece of the best Spanish iquonce, of the s«e

S a Pin'shead.^ It may be repeated as often as he needs it, but not in greatej-

quantity at a time.^
Pu-RE Wool Clothikg. ,

,A Member asks if there is any way by which irritation of the skm, caused hf

pure wool clothing may be checked or minimised.

• » The irritation diminishes after the clothing has been property washed

and the skin becomes habituated to the wool. A great deal depends upon

obtaining good material in the first place, and in this respect the English,

Scotch, or Welsh goods are far superior to their competitors.

Gtk.ccolosical Couch.

Cons-TBY Member will find the Itotunda Couch, advertised by Stewart and Lo..

, - Newgate Street, meet his requirements.

Treatment bv Axticipatiox of Post-partum Hemorrhage.

Dr K HN™H(Hay^vard's Heath) writes : 1 have found the following plan

of tr'eatnfentremarkiblv successful in several cases in which severe l^oodmg

has prevhmsly and repeatedly taken place, and the patients have made good

'^FoT'ome days or even weeks before give a mixture containing dilute sul-

nhuricJI'idW drops, liq. stTVchniie 4 minims, with a little sulphate of mag-

Seste ?f tliere is cons ipation. Just before labour sets in give .=. mm.ms of liq

^trvAnii with a .lose of ergot, unless the pains are strong. Then use constan

"^ pressure on he uterus durh.g the passage of the child. 1 like a towel fo ded

™me wise with a knot tied at the baclt. Directly the placenta is expelled,

w^h out tiiruterus with a large quantity of warm, almost hot water cou-

SSngCond,v"s fluid. Put on a binder or tighten the towel with a firm pad

over the uterus.
. t i «

Db G Armstboko Atkinson iNewcastl<-upon-Tyne^ writes: In reply to

"Felix
••

1 fe^ the account he gives of the stages of labour is too hnet to

indk'^e the manner in which he conducts them, especially as regards the

t°,^ stage I .his case oh^nously one ought very carefully to keep graeping

theuterus during the birth of the child and Uie placenta, the latter be ug

removed on v after the lapse of at least half an hour from the com-lusiou ot

he e^nd stage The bladder ought to be emptied shortly before the clnd

IsborT After delivery the uterus must be kept within t^e hand and thf

org^nstea^ilvwt^ pressed, from time to time making firmer pressure. It

nS:' the^therSiand maj- he introduced into the vagin..l ™nal or..'-'-

so as to compress the organ botweeii the l«^n,^«"'l%,^
-^J.^

;''^'
'"ett ^.'-'^

retard the use of hot water injections as detailed by At thill, hmmett. ana

mf^erecentl -by Milne Murray, preferable if further means he required^

As to the liso of ergot or ergotin in labour. I regard an^ pills as quite -i. -

less The pCmaoopffial hypodermic injection of ergotin is as conyenien. a

nrTOaiitioif and one giving as satisfactory results, as any yet formutate.f

-

KiVrmustTlwavs bfar ilfmind how very ^-riable ergot i' " ^-^-l^^;'

»[4
also that it deteriorates, however carefully it be P"5C"-ed. Jn the ca^« "'iaj-r

discussion. 1 would Inject the ergot n » eoon M
''f,^^^„^<. £r"of etSa

treatment which would raise the patient s tone before labourwould tieot great

advantage. _ ,. ., u i-

. Vtt. C. T. BRooKSorsE (Brockley. S.B.) writes : In reply to " Felix, whoasks

for 8ugg«ttons in the treatroent of anticip.ited post-parTum ha-morrb»«e. I

would suggest the administration of mv liq. strychnia twice a -J^v for a

month prior to the expected confinement, and the immediate application of

"ectricitv after the birth of the child, should normal contraction not Uke

Dlace This can easily be done by means of a Gaifte battery, price 21* one

Songe being pressed above the pubes and the other introduced bv the hand

?Sthfcen"x.^The sol. ergotin hypoderm., B. P. is a very reliable prepara-

Hon; mx may be injected* deep -into the gluteal region, and repealed it

necessary. , ,.t. ,. « • »i

Mr. Geobge Eaton Stangeb writes : In reply to the querj- »/ ^e^'' >" '«

Tm-PNii of Vnril 7th I have ong been in the habit of admlnlstcnng liq.

ftrvchn^aMliv ter die for a month before the completion of the term.

Db Jo'^FPH Thompson (Xottingham) writes : If " Felix " will give hia patient

Sniinim? of iqsirychnis in tincture of orange peel three times » day to a

month or six wi;eks before her contiuement, I think she will have no hsemor-

Avncus writes In answer to the inquiry- of " Felix • as to the treatment to be

a"loDted in a'case where post-partum ha-morrhage has occurred aftCT three

P e?i^us confinements, may I Suggest to him a trial of "r.^:*"'"^!"
t'?^"'

4 or i minims of the official solution, three times a day. with or without iron

as adSle? In two cases in my practice, where such haemorrhage had

Jecurr^ t^ce and four times respectively in former l^bo"^- ><» ''^«",S?*
during two months before the expected time was most satisfactory. The

u;e"in*i conflations were more forcible, and no atony followed the expulsion

of the placenta.
Pbactice jn Ajmebica. ^. ^ 1.

„,.-„„ „_:tes- 111 reply to -Stars and Stripes.'' I beg to state that he can

"^pracllsr^ all tl;; States, with tie exception of New fork. Pennsyl^n^ and

Illinois These States demand an examination which is rather severe. I»r

ticularlv fo"an Englishman. It would be a great advantage for anyone con-

emp^at^nglocatinlin the States to posses the M.D, degree. The registra-

Uon fee is thirty dollars (about £6) in the States requiring registration.

Tbeatment of Tbacheai. CofGH.

\rB T ockhart Stephens (Emsworth) suggests inhalations of pinol. 20 to.?© drops

to be Placed on a ptelget of absorbent cotton in the hot water of any ordinary

form of inhaler to be used for ten or fifteen minutes three or lour times

laXo ring the past sLx months he has had under close obsenation four

cies'ofSenfphthisis. In which the cough was the most prominent

s^ptom and in all the cough ceased after using these 'uhalauons for from

four to sLx days ; all the patients are doing well, and ""^^F? f/"i'f^
relief afforde<1. He adds that in these cases sedatives had had full trial and

had Med No remedy, in his personal experience, gives such relief as pinol

inhalSions. The makers of pinol are Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome and Co..

Snow Hill BuiUliugs.

NOTES. lETTERS. ETC.

The BtTxiET. „

MEPicfs writes : The classing a doctor's horses as "pleasure horses and his

J^rrSieI?s u.ed for purposes of luxury is very unjust. I doubt if they are

Association.
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ j ^^^^^

. , , . „
Mr a Teevan (Ballarat. Victoria! writes : There was a slight^ mistake in the

Si"££^ FS5e:JS'^«roF-po^tJ^fS^r^^»
acatii retired from jiractice.
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. and umlrroloChlng of all sorte, I can always And a place for, and I ask this

from ladles and gontlemcn for ladles and Kcntlumcn who liave fallen on hard

times.
Placenta Pn.KviA.

Dr. O. E. Pvller (I.olceitt'r) wril»s : I bus laiUid to Boe a woman (precnant S

months) attacked with seven' lloodinK, (In my arrivivl I found the ha:mor-

rtiaj^e had ccjised, and on miiklti^ an ex'uniiiKf ion discovered a mass of clots

IllUnK up the vnginal canal, on tlie removiil of wliich tlie cd(;o of the placenta

could Ik' felt pn-<entin({ through the OS uteri. The thought occurred to roc

that It was a case of natural sepanitlon of placenta from Barnes's danRcroiis

7.one, with consequent cessation of ImMuorrhnKc. On making a second vaginal

examination ten minutes suttsequentlv. I could feel a foot presenting. I

decldM t<i leave the case to Nature, wiil'ching narrowly the course of events,

and had the satisfaction to find that the labour was completed without
further mishap, the afterbirth following the child almost immeiliately. The
woman made an e:^ccllent recovery. The cliM. wliieh was dead, presented a

t>-pie*lly rachitic appearance, and the plivcenta bad undergone well-marked
raTnoUtsstment.

Nkale's ••Digf.st."
H. M. I), writes ; As a cheap Issue of Dr. Neale's Medical Digest is adyertised in

your columns, which places the work within the reach of all, I wish to im-

press upon the minds of my busy medical brethren the great value of the

work in everyday pmctice. To some it may appear chiefly as a book of refer

enco ; but in" the m.ajority of cases no recourse is needed to the works referred

to; e.g., sonic time since "a practitioner, met with a case of hairpin in the

urethra, wliich he skilfully cut out. But had he glanced at the Digest, a

ready means of extracting it by the end of his thermometer case would have
l)ecn suggested to him. In a case of mushroom poisoning which proved fatal,

a reference to the Digest would have revealed the fact that atropine and pilo-

carpine are valuable antidotes. In cases of threatened abortion, among the

host of remedies recommended, a peep at the Digest will indicate tllat vibur-

num surpasses all others.

HERPETIFOHM ERL-PTIOX in TONStLLITIS.
Mr. Arthur W. Loveridge (Newport, Monnioutlishire) writes: I was con-

snlted on April 6th by Miss A. S.. under treatment for pronotmced anjemia.

The fauces and both tonsils were acutely inflamed, the latter enlarged, and a

small ulceration of the pharynx, midway between the two glands, accom-
panied by the nsu.al fclirilc symptoms, teniperature lOS..")" P. I gave a mixture
containlnK chlorate of potash and the liq. amro. acet., telling her to take to

bed, and tnat I should see her next day. I did so, but found her sitting up,

the throat trouble slightly relieved, the left tonsil less inflamed, the right

much the same, if anything larger. But the point of interest In this other-

wise ordinary attack is now to be noted.
On the right check, cx.actly in the centre, was a bright circumscribed ery-

thematous patch the size o'f a halfpenny, and studded in the centre with
numerous small vesicles fherpetict, which ultimately became pustular. My
patient was some>vhat al.armed, thinking it erysipelas ; the patch did not
increase in size at all. The right tonsil became very much larger, in fact,

touching ita fellow, which was much reduced, and the whole of the right of

.the roof of the mouth and neighbouring parts became oedematous, and the

symptoms were so severe that I incised the gland in two places, but failed to

come upon pus. though the incisions were deep.
The following day, however, December 12th, the sixth from the commence-

ment, the abscess broke. Despite fomentations and steam inhalations, the
suffering was most acute, necessitating a nightly* opiate. During the whole
period this curious patch continued, and, with the abatement of the sym-
ptoms, gradually got smaller, and the colour fading, there were no other

marks or spots on any part of the body.

Professor Stephexsox ox Midwipkby Forceps.
Dr. Archibald D. Macdokald (Liverpool) writes ; Whether obstetric experi-

ence Is best acquired north or south of the Tweed cannot be decided except

by comparison of experience on both sides of it. But, although another .Scots-

man, I am incline'l to take the side of the "well-known authority" quoted
by Professor .St^'phenson in the Jodrxal of March 3lst, with the addition
that 1 think a good deal of unnecessary fuss is made over forceps cases on
either side of the l)order.

And I observe that Professor Stephenson's experience of forceps—in the
granite city, presumably—Ixas not enabled him to detect and point out one
of the ra-lical defects of the long forceps in ordinary use. I mean the con-

tinuation of the first curve of the blades at the very point, which causes them,
in plain words, to "dig into" and unnecessarily inark the fa-tal parts. The
points of long forceps should tend to return to the straight ; and this idea I

carried into practice in the use of mv Indicating axis-traction forceps, figured

and described in the /ymcel of July 29th. 1RS2.

As to length. Barnes's is preferable to .Simpson's only in a very few cases ; I

have had one case where Barnes's forceps locke<i at the vulva. As to the
blades. I cannot agree with Dr. Stephenson; practically, i found the narrow
fenestmm anrl broader steel to be [ireferable ; we exert tnaction through the
I»art grasped under the steel, and neither should we draw nor hold by the
bulging of fiftal skin through a wide fenestrum.
The iielvlc curve is a mucTl tlirashcd-out subject. Where should it He when

the bla<les are piifised well over the ffetal head? Udow the hla^lcs. Practice
with almost St might blades and the curve in the lower part of blade and
upjtor part of shank supports this proiiosltion.
Profi-ssorStcphcnsim's plan of axis-traction Is wanting in precLslon. Itscems

to me that the panlllclograms of forces Involved do not give a constant result-

ant in the pelvic axis for the time Ix-iug. If a simple plan be desired, it can be
applied to any long forceps by dipping two pieces of tape in a disinfectant,
such as iodized water, and In carbolic oil, then passing each through a fenes-

trum of Simpson's forceps, as I once did in a labour obstructed at the brim,
and pulling the tapes with the left while managing the handles with the
right hand.

COMMUNICATIONS, LBTTBRS, etc., hsre been recelyed from :

Mr. W. H. Maling, Sunderiand ; Dr. J. Hicketts, Southport ; Mr. H. T,.

Friend, London ; Mr. Addison. Colchester; Mr. B. Jones, Leigh ; Dr. Tellow-

lees. Glasgow; Mr. O. King, London; Mr. B. H. Lane, Bath; Dr, Halli-

bnrton, London; Mr. B. Walker, KIrkby Stephen; Mr. J. T. Neech.
Oswestry; Dr. H. Snow, London ; Dr. W. D. Haslam. London; Sir Henry

Thompson. London ; Dr. Duftey, Dublin ; Mr. J. P. Pedler. London ; Dr. W,
McKinlay, Invorkip; Mr. ]!. Oraveh, SoutlipeV^; 'Ihc Seoretarj- of the Paris

Kxhihition, British Section, London; Dr. Savage, London ; Mr. O. B.

Strange, London; Dr. P. J. D. (Juinlan, Dublin ; Mr. L. M. Oaljricl, London!

Mr. R, Grame. Hiclimond ; Mr. Collins, London ; Mr. J. Taylor, Chester

;

Mr. W, B. Benham, London ; Mr. C. B. Lockwood, London ; Dr. J. Bower

Harrison, Manchester ; Mr. G. Wilson, Iluntly; Dr. J. lloldcn, Preston;

Our Berlin Correspondent; Mr, W. H.Candler, York; Mr. S. .Simpson,

Wells ; Jlr. E. Bailey Denton, London ; Dr. James Maclachlan, Walsall ; Mr,

Roberts, London; Mr. J. Mcchan, Glasgow; Mr. W. R. E. Coles, London

;

Mi.ss Iv. Mason, Grantham ; Mr. J. E. Gemmell, Liverpool ; Dr. J. Anderson.

London: Mr. W. A, Dartnell, Rochester; Dr. T. B.\-ton-Jones, Wrexham

;

Mr. C. T. Yates, Shrewsbury ; Mr. R. Nelson Jones, Swansea ; Dr. Danford

Thomas, London ; Mr. Ernest Sheaf, Toowoomba ; Dr. S. Smylli, Bourne-

mouth ; Professor Dupre, London; Mr, W. F. Pedler, London ; Dr. A. E.

Mayo, Rhyl ; Our Swiss Correspondent ; Dr. W. Alexander, Streatham ; Dr,

Newth, Hayward's Heath ; Dr. F. H. Spencer, Wonford ; Dr. G. L. Gulland,

Edinburgh; Mr. A, Hepburn, Bournemouth; Mr. E. J. Evans, Aberystwith;

Dr. Beddoe, Clifton ; Mr. W. Marriott, London ; Mr. Q. McLennan, Glasgow;

Mr. D. C. Druck, Glasgow ; Mr. W. J. Kilner, London ; Mr. H. Cripps,

London ; Mr. J. B. Lakeman, London ; Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome, and

Co., London ; Mr. Tales, Shrewsbury ; Mr. S. M. Franck, London ; Dr. R. H.

Coombs, Bedford ; Mr. J. P. Fenoulhet, Horley ; Dr. N. Wolfenden, Berlin;

Our Glasgow Correspondent ; Mr, J. M. Coates Cole, Peel, Isle of Man ; Dr,

Clippingdale, London; Mr, H. A. Dumat, Durban. Natal ; Mr. A. P. LuB,

London; Mr. H. H. Middlcton, London ; W. A. Wills, M.B., London; Dr,

.\. Campbell, London; James Campbell, M.B,, Birmingham ; The Honorarj

Secretaries of the Nottingham Medico-Chirurgical Society ; Dr, Louit

P.arkes, London; Mr. J. E. Russell, Liverpool; Mr. C. S. Bowker, Glasgow

Mr. T. D. Holmes, Beverley; Mr. E. S. Duttoh, Plymstock ; Dr. K. Stock

man, Edinburgh ; Dr. J. Allen, Leeds ; Mr. H. C. Male, Grays ; Mr. J. Craig

Beckenham ; Dr. J. Phillips, London ; Brigade-Surgeon H. Knaggs, Bed

ford ; Mr. S. C. Noble, Kendal ; C, J. ^VTiifby, M.B., Woolpit ; Mr. F
Milner, London ; Mr. A. W. Nankivell, Chatham ; Mr. R. K. B. Crawford

Penrith ; Miss V. M. Ch.annely, Shrewsbury ; Dr. A. Haig, London ; Dr. Q
Riehl, Viennfl ; Mr. H, C. M. Gibson, Surbiton ; Dr, G. A. Atkinson, New
castle-on-Tyne ; Dr. Tatham, Salford : T. A. Watson, M.B., London ; Dr

R. J. H. Scott, Bath ; F. Q. Clemow. M.B., London ; Mr. W. Adams Frost

London ; Mr. D. H. Gabb, Hastings ; Mr. C. Kirkby, London ; Surgeon H
Martin, M.B., Shomcliffe ; Dr. Buxton, Blackpool ; Mr. J. Davies, Monafon

Dr. J. Moore, Dublin ; Dr. W. F. Haslam, Birmingham ; Dr, C. W. Philpot

Croydon ; Dr, F. P. Atkinson, Surbiton ; Dr. H. F. Goodridge, Bath ; Mr

W. T. Evans, London ; Mr. J. Lewis. Birmingham ; Mr. Shirley Murphy

London ; Mr. C. H. Phillips, Hanley ; Mr. G. A. Pogson, Homburg ; Mr. M
B. Scott, Glasgow ; The Secretary of the P.arkes Museum, London ; Mr. G
C. Williamson, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Dr. C, R. Drysdale, London ; Dr. J. M
Booth, Aberdeen ; Mr. S. R. Copeman, London ; Dr. Philip, Edinburgh

Mr. G. R, Leeper, Edemey, etc.

BOOKS, ETC, RECEIVED.

Report on the Mortality and Vital Statistics of the United States, .as retnmi

at the Tenth Census (Juno 1st, 18S0). By John S. Billings. Surgeon U.

Army. Part II. Washnigton Government Printing OlBce, 1886 ; »1

Plate and Diagrams aocomimuying Part II of Report on Mortality and VII

Statistics.

Sell's Dictionary of the World's Press, and Advertisers' Reference Book, 18f

By Henry Sell. London ; Sell's Advertising Agency,

Memory and its Doctors. By Dr. E. Pick, K.F.T. London : Triibner and Co,

scaub: of chakges for advertisements in
"BRI'nSH MEDICAIi JOURNAL."

Seven lines and under ... ... ... ... £0 3 6
Each additional line ... ... ... ... 4

A whole column ... ... ... ... ... I 15

A page ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 «
An average line contains seven words.
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CLINICAL LECTURE

DISEASES OF" T H E T N GU E.

Delirered at University College Hospital.

By C'lIRlSTUPHKK HKATII, b'.R.C.S..

Holme Profebeor cf t'Uuical Surgery in tlnivepsity College, London.

8NTUSMBN,—-J pTopoBC to-<iay to speak of tliP diseases of the

lingue. Of course the tongue is constantly looked at simply as

1 index of disease elsewhere ; and, as far as that is concerned, 1

p not propose to deal with it tivday, but to coutine my observa-

lons to the surgical disease.^ of the tongue. 1 think you will

[nd that the, simplest way to consider these will lie under three

isads, namely, the intlaramatory affections of the tongue, the

Icerations 61 the tongue, and, lastly, deposits in the tongue. Of

>urse you will find them given differently by different authors,

it, on the whole, I tliink that it is perhaps as convenient a way
! putting it as any other. .

ijim.

First, as regards the inflammatorj- affections ' of the tongue.

here is, of coiu'se,.such a thing as acute glossitis, but it is very

jre, and you have not had an example of it bafore you, that 1

aow of, of late—at all events, not in my practice. StUl you may
.eet with such a case, and it is well to know that patients are

ible to a sudden great enlargement and inflammatory swelling

the tongue, which looks very formidable for the first few hours,

id may sometimes prove dangerous to the patient's life by in-

icing suffocation. You may occasionally meet with it coming
X lapparently idiopathically, but more often it seems to be con-
icted. with the administration of mercurj-. A patient ha.s been

iijig mercury for some reason ; and, it is difficult to say why,
gets acute glossitis. Under these circumstances you find

te tongue enormously swollen, filling up the mouth of the
itient and almost suffocating him, and naturally requiring to bo
tlieved immediately. The treatment is extremely simple—by
alfing an incision on each side of the median line of the tongue.

q not mind a little free bleeding. Bleeding relieves the affec-i

on, and then with, a little fomentation and simple gargles the

bole thing subsides in a few hours. It really is not a very im-
ntapt affec,tion» althougii it looks very alarming when, you first,

«it. ,; ,. V ,

'-
'

!•':.--

'; What I want to speak more particularly about to-day are the
iiouic affections of the tongue. We get chronic inflammation of the
mgue from various causes. Perhaps one of the commonest is the
Tm which is due to smoking, for there can be no question what-
iT that tobacco has a deleterious effect upon the mucous mem-
111.' of the tongue. If you must smoke, and I suppose in
1" present day it i« difficult for any young man not to smoke,
my smoke mild tobacco, and do not use pipes which are satu-
ited with oil, and which, perhaps, have been smoked by other

".v, with regard to the chronic glossitis which is produced by
-ubacco affection, you will [find that authorities differ about

, but I agree with Mr. Barker in his essay in Holmes's Surgery
lat there is a condition of reddened tongue which ia an early

«ge of chronic glossitis. When that has passed away you find

later stage where you have a development more or less com-
pete (it varies, of course, in different patients) of a white patch.
' Bttay be simply a loss of epithelium—that is, a common con-
.tiop which is sometimes known as "glazed tongue"—but you find

11 addition to that sometimes a development of white tis.sue in

le tongue, of which you see a very good example in one of the

lustrations in Mr. Butlin's book. We happen to have a jiatient

ho has been in No. 1 wai-d lately for an anal affection. 1 have
tinted him out to you wlien you liave gone roimd. a-s a remark-
>ly gD0<l example of what is dignified by the name of "leuco-
|*kia" or "leueoma,"and I will now bring him before you; and let

)fi remind you tliat when you examine a tongue, the first thing
ways is to dry it. I will drj- this man's tongue, and then you
ill see clearly a white patch, which is partly the cicatrisation

suiting from an operation performed upon it. Here we have
good example of the results of chronic ^dossitis, which at one
me seemed likely to run into morw aenous disease. We have

[1425]

here a growth developed in the white patch, which at one time

looked exceedingly like epithelioma, so much so that the man wa«

admitted into the hospital in 188fi wit h the view ot having part of the

tongue remove<L It was not removed quite so promptly aa it

wouhl have been but for a Fellowship exammatiou which was

coming off, and we wanted the patient to be shown. 1 postponed

the operation, therefore, and during the fortnight or so that he

was waiting here the tongue improved so much under simple

treatment that I made up my mind that it could not be epithe-

lioma, and accordingly I simply scraped away the disease which

had sprung up in the white patch, or beneath it, and the result,

as you see, is that the man is now well. He has a perfect tongue

instead of having lost part of it, and it is quite clear that it was

not a case ot epithelioma developing in a patch, but was simply

hypertrophy of the submucous tissues, the result of chronic in-

flammation. Let me at the same time warn you that there is no

doubt whatever among those who have carefully observed these

cases, that a patient who has a white patch is more liable to

epithelioma than the patient who has not a white patch. 1 do

not Jike to put it more strongly than that. 1 do not say that every

such patient will have opithelioma, but his chances of having it

are greater than those of a patient who has not a white patch.

The white patch may of course go on and develop into a sort ot

warty growth, aa you "see here in one or two of these pictures, or

it may develop into a condition which is sometimes badly called

psoriasis : or again, it mav develop by still greater irritation int^

what is sometimes called ichthyosis of the tongue. They are all

degrees of the same disease. Ichthyosis was the name given by

Mr Hulke, who first called attention to it ; and it is undoubtedly

much nearer epithelioma than the white patch. There is a draw-

ing here in Mr. Clarke's book which illustrates it very well. It «
a very o-ood representation of a highly hypertroplued and,

roughened mucous membrane. An ichthyotic tongue is so near

epithelioma that it is just a question whether you should rianove

the tongue at once, or wait untU there are positive signs of epi-

thelioma. I think myself, if I had a weU developed ichthyotic

tongue, I should prefer to have it out at onoerather thiin run any

further risk. „
'•^'

, : ,

Now let us take another clas.s of case, where you have a

chronic change in the epitheUnm due to syphilis, iou may have

a primarj' chancre. The early enlargement of the glands under

the chin and jaw is very characteristic of chancre; but do not

suppose that you will find that induration which we see so com-

monly on the penis, because you will not anj- more than you do

on the lip. The cases of primar,' chancre on the tongue are ex-

tremely rare; but vou must bear in mind that a patient may most

innocently get a 'primary' sore upon the tonguf from another.

If a patient hands, from a mouth which has mucous tubercles in

it a pipe, which musl necessarily have some sj-philitie saliTa

upon It, to another person who has a little sore or crack on the

tongue, it is conceivable that the tongue may become afiecte.d.

and the patient may have a primarj- chancre. Much more com-

mon than that, but still rather rare, are mucous tubercles, lou

find that a patient who has syphilis in the system sometimes de-

velops mucous tubercles about the tongue, particularly on tne

back part of the organ.
. < u . ,., ;=

But the most common syphUitic affection of the tongue is

another form of glossitis—chronic glossitis with cracks m tne

ton<^U(^-which is well recognised as the result of secondaPf

svpliilis. The picture in mv hand shows it well. \ou see the

l6ss of epithelium in the centre of the Umgue. and round the

sides you see a cracked, cicatrised tongue. Those deep cracks,

sometimes running quite far into the tongu.-, are as characteristic

as anything you can have of secondarj- syphilu. Then, if you go

further and follow out sMihilis. of course you may have gummata

in the tongue; but 1 sluill put these under the head of deposits,

and I will say a word now with regard to the trefttBaent of that

whicii is so common iin affection.
,

'- '

'

r i, .
The question arises, in the case of such a tongue as 1 naTC

described, will you give mercury or iodide of potas-sium .
UJ-

tainlv. in a tongue like that you had bettor give small do30.3 ot

mercurv. It is true the patient may havo had mercury before:

but I find that these patients do better with small doses ot

mercurv- - which you can, if you like, combine with iodide—in

the form of biniodide. or you may give it separately as liquor

hydrargyri perchloridi. The thing I lay most stress on. how-

ever, is the local application of mercury. These tongues do

well if you only pickle them iu a mercurial lotion. It is ot no

use to tell the patients to use a mercurial mouth-wash and
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rh^n si>it it out. Tliev shoulil (h- tol.l to liold it in tli.'ir mouths

ten uiimitee l>y till- nnlch, niul breathe through their iiose.s so us

to cot the tongue thoroughly pickleil with the lotion. As to the

•itTongth of the lotion, 1 lulvise you to begin with a <iuarter ot a

grain (nfterwiinls getting a little stronger) of perchloride of mer-

cun- with 11 little honey to make it more palatable, in an ounce

of water. If the process of "pickling" is repeated twice or

three times a day, the effect produced on the tongtie is astoni.<h-

ing- the ulcers' will heal under the mercurial treatment, the

tongue will cicatri.-ie, and the patient will recover a pertectly

useful tongue, in which there will be no risk, so far as 1 know,

of any future development of eiiithelioma. It is longstanding

<liseases that develop into epithelioma; but it you cure the

disease and make the tongue healthy, or comp;iiMtively healthy,

the patient will be no more liable to epithelioma than any other

person. . , . , •
,

Now let US go on and take the forms of ulceration, which we

have from three different sources. You may have the syphilitic

ulceration, you may have the tubercular ulceration, and you may

also have the epitlieliomatous ulceration. Syiihihtic ulceration 1

have alreadymentioned in connection with superficial inflammation

(if the tongue. It is well that you should remember that there is

another form of ulceration connected with syphilis, that is the

ulcerated gumma. Some months ago we had in the hospital an

oM man, a foreigner, with ven' well marked ulcerated gumma on

one side of the tongue. I took him in because he could not be

attended at home, and he got steadily better under good treatment.

He was here a week or two ago to show his tongue, atid I then

called vour attention to how ver>- much it was improved. 1 he

treatment of these ulcerated gummata is of course a little differ-

ent from that of the ulcers occurring in the earlier stage ot

syiihilis. Where you have ulcerated gummata of the tongue, it

would be unwise to push mercury. You give iodide of i_.otassmm,

and improve the patient's health in every possible way ;
and it

you use the mercurial wash, not stronger than a ^ to a i gram to

the ounce, you certainly get those tongues better.

The tubercular ulcer of the tongue is not a very common thing,

and you see it more often in pnvate practice than in the hos-

pital. It usually occurs at the tip of the tongue, and is 1 believe

very often determined by irritation from the teeth ; at all events,

I have found that by covering the teeth with gutta-percha, so as

to prevent the tongue being rubbed against the back of the tci'tli,

fhave been able to get these tongues verj- much better. Here is

on example in Butlin's book of a well-marked ulcer of the tip ot

the tongue, and where you find an ulcer in that condition you

wiil generally find some evidence of tubercle in the lungs or other

parts of the body. An ulcer like that you must treat as you

would treat an ordinary' tubercular ulcer elsewhere, namely, by

scraping away all the diseased tissue. You may or may not hud

tubercle bacilli in it. lam not prepared to say which is more

common, but at all events you should scrape the ulcer, and then

dress it with iodoform, anil treat the patient with cod-liver oil

and by general anti-tubercular remedies.

Then we come to the third form, which is the malignant or epi-

theliomatous ulcer. Now, why does a patient get epithelioma of

the tongue? Invariably, I believe, from some irritation. Patients

with perfectly healthy tongues do not get epithelioma. Bill, if

you have a patient who has a white patch beforehand, \vhich is a

little irritable, perhaps scratched by a tooth, and which is kept in

a Btate of irritation by the constant application of tobacco iuice,

one can ea.sily imagine that developing into epithelioma. But as

far as my experience goes, the greater number of cases of epithe-

lioma are simply due to the local irritation of a ragged tooth cut-

ting into the tongue: nothing has been done to relieve it, and

then at last a development of epithelioma takes place. During

the last winter 1 have seen two middle-aged gentlemen, both of

whom had the verj- smallest patches of epithelioma that 1 have

ever seen on the tongue from that cause. They both had sharp

pointed teeth, and they were conscious that those teeth had been

irritating their tongues. They went on, liowever, until at la.«t

they began to find something wrong, and then they took advice.

In both cases 1 cut out the piiece, and it was simply mucous mem-
brane that was affected by the disease, which did not go down
into the muscular fibre of the tongue at all ; but still in both ca.ses

there was well-marked microscopic evidence of epithelioma. One

may hope that by such an early removal as that, the patient may
be completely relieved of the d'isease. Still, the great thing i.« to

p'cvent the occurrence of such cases. T am happy to say that

dentists are becoming better in«fru-;ted every day ; they arc more

alive than they were to the importance of irritation caused '

teeth, and they do send on ca.ses at once, when they find anytl

suspicious about the tongue, to medical men and surgeons to -

what the matter is. Too often, however, patients themselves are

content to let the thing go on ; and then at last they come wth a

rat'ged ulcer, which is undoubtedly epitheliomatous.

T quite allow that the very early stage of epithelioma is a

little difficult to recognise; but when the ulcer is well developr-t

and the induration at its base has become well formed, no one .

hesitate for a moment. Here we have three examples of epitln

oina. An epitheliomatous ulcer is not simply an ulcer,

but an ulcer with a growth, a growth springing up at _th(|

edi'es of the base and forming a protrusion, sometimes a distincti

protrusion, as in this particular case, but more often like thiij

'ither case, an indurated base of the ulcer with well marked granu-[

lations coming up into the cavity. Unfortunately, you have seeii

many of these cases, because we have a great many in the hos 1

pital at various times, and in hospital practice they do not com.j

until very late, so late that generally the glands are enlarged. Bu'

in private practice we see them rather eariier, before the glandi|

are enlarged, and I want particularly to impress upon you tlj.j

importance of not waiting for the glands to become affected. 1

1

is very absurd that a surgeon should think to himself, "This__can|

not be cancer because there is no enlargement of the glands, an<j

then deliberately wait and watch to see whether the glandi

become affected or not before he makes his diagnosis. That is al|

very good as regards diagnosis but verj' bad as regards ti,

pat'ieut, and the patient who is waited for in that way is badi;

treated, for you ought, if possible, to get rid of the cancer belor

the glands become affected.

Let me now say a word about diagnosis, because that is reall;,

the important point. How will you diagnose a case of epithelii

oma when you see it? In the first place by the position. It il

more generallv at the edge and side of the tonjue than anywhen

else, and the historj' is pretty conclusive. You will hnd that fr

|

weeks or months the patient has had some irritation about tn,

tongue- he has had an ulcer w-hich has too often been constantb

irritated by the application of nitrate of silver, and has develope

more and more until there is the characteristic growth in thebas,

and edce of the ulcer which 1 have mentioned. Then there ma

be tenderness of the glands of the neck. The iiam, too,

characteristic ; the patient tells you that it shoots up into the ea

I always dread that phrase, and never prompt a patient to use i;

but as sure as he does so it is a case of cancer of the tongue.

Lastly, we have the deposits in the tongue, which 1 have mer,

tioned incidentally, and which are of two kinds, the epitheliomi,

tons, which always follows the ulcer and extends beneath _i.

and the gumma, which dsvelops, as a rule, in the central portioi

of the tongue, and is apt to break down and give rise to a fonnii

able-looking ulcer, as already described. Unquestionably a

ulcerated gumma may develop into epithelioma, and it is tnet

mixed cases which apparently improve for a time under iodide v

potassium, and yet prove malignant aftej all.
;

What, then, is to be done for cancer of the tongue ? Undoub

edly to palliate these cases is merely to lose valuable ti™''- *r

the so-called "cancer cures " are simply swindles on the puwii

Chian turpentine stands on a different footing altogether, and

have used it where I thought it right as an adjuvant to surgic

treatment, but 1 confess that I have never seen any beneht iroi

it whatever. 1 have even sent a patient on whom 1 had operate

and who had a return of the disease, by his own wish, to a

Clay of Birmingham, that he might himself carr>- out the trea

ment • but the patient died under the treatment, just as he wou

have done without it, and in about the same time, without havii

received the slightest benefit. I do not think there is any specn

cure for cancer, and the only chance for the patient is to get no

it as early as possible. .„„„,.
That brings me to the question of operations on the tongu

Of course there are many, but I am not going to trouble you wi

them all • it will be sufficient to tell you what we do here at.t

iiresent time. We have all come, in most cases, to removing ii

ton<Tue with scissors. Years ago, as you will find if you look in

the records of the hospital, the galvanic icraseur was used, t.

we cave it up because it led to secondary hremorrhage. I

answers well for the time, if the battery is in good order, ana j'

can remove the tongue without bleeding; but you are aP* *»

secondarj' haemorrhage a few days afterwards ;<fl>«n. •j'?!j^^,

comesaw-av. .\fter the galvanic fcraxet,r ^-eufsd '^e wire<'cra»e|

The best w"ay of using it is Mr. Baker's modification of the opei
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tion—nrtmdy, to split the tongue down the middle, to loosen it

from all its attachmeuts beneath, and tlien divide with the
icraseur far back, taking one-half of the tongue at a time. Of
course in many cases you remove only half; it is not necessary to

remove the whole. AVe h.ive most of us now given up that operation
and gone to the intrabuccal operation with the scissors, generally
known as Mr. Whitehead's operation. It is e.xtremely simple. All

you have to do is to gag the patient thoroughly—it is important
to have a good gag ; then, getting a firm hold of the tongue, with
the scis.-iors you divide the mucous membrane under the tongue
and the muscles, and, drawing the tongue well forward, next
divide it at the root, cutting steadily through till the lingual

artery is e.\posed, when you can often pick it up before dividing
it. jflaving done one side, you go to the other, if you remove the
whole tongue, and treat it in exactly the same way. The result

is that you get the tongue awa_y as far back as you like with very
little hajmorrhage.
Let me say, on the subject of haemorrhage, that I myself intro-

duced an improvement in the operation about the tongue some
years ago, which I find most surgeons have adopted, namely, that
when tliere is h,"emorrhage and you require to stop it, you simply
put your fingers down the patient's throat and hook up the base
(if the tongue and the hyoid bone. I found that out when assist-

ing my colleagues in removing the tongue. We used to have
occasionally sharpish hsemorrhage. It was my business to help to

pick up the arteries, and I found that by putting the fingers well
down I could stop the bleeding, making the tongue bloodless, and
pick up the arteries quietly, as you might pick up an artery in

a limb.

But then supposing yoil have disease of the tongue with en-
largement of the glands, should you or should you not operate
upon them? For myself I am not particularly fond of removing
glands, yet I am obliged to do it from time to time. Where I

hnd a patient has an ulcer of the tongue which is distinctly can-
cerous with infiltration in the submaxillary glands, I do not
hesitate to make an incision and take the glands out. It becomes
a little ditferent when the glands of the neck are affected. In my
experience cases where the submaxillary lymphatic glands are not
affected and the glands under the stemo-mastoid are affected are

the worst possible cases. If you cut out one gland, you find very
soon afterwards that another becomes affected; and those patients,

as a rule, have very short lives. Cases where you can remc^ve the
glands under the jaw merely do fairly well, as well perhaps as

any of these cases. Because, after all, you must remember that
recurrence is almost invariable, and one hardly knows of a patient
with Ao»n^(fe epithelioma living more than two years. Then in

these cases where the glands are affected you may" have seen some
of my colleagues do a very large operation called Kocher's opera-
tion. You make an incision into the neck, turn up a large flap,

and get down upon the glands ; you then get hold of the tongue,
and you can undoubtedly remove numerous glands and extensive
disease of the tongue through that incision. I am not particularly
favourable to it. It seems to me that in cases in which there is

such extensive disease as to warrant an operation like that, we
had better not interfere with the neck, but content ourselves with
ittnoving the tongue. That, however, is ray individual opinion.

' Vou saw me in the beginning of last session do an extensive
oj)«ration on a man in the private ward. No. 1. He was sent up
mnn the country with extensive disease of the tongue and of the
submaxilliiry tissues. He was in a miserable state, and anxious
to have something done. I told him plainly that I would operate
if he wished, but I could not promise him' anything more than
temporary relief .

On November 2nd I operated on him. The dis-
nsse was so extensive that I thought it better to do tracheotomy
lirst. I do nut usually do tracheotomy in these cases; 1 do not
!!old with preliminiiry tracheotomy in ordinary operations on the
tongue; but this was so extensive a case that' I tliought it riglit

t*' do it. I was then able quietly to remove the whole tongue
down to the hyoid bone, and a piece of jaw right up to the
inftgaeter on each ,«i(h', and all the infiltrated submaxillary tissues.
It is not the first time that I have done an extensive operation
like that. The first case I had was in 1876, and the result of it

is in the museum. The patient lived certainly four years after
'lie operation, but he did not appear t^ have' m'any weeks to live

' the time I operated.
Still these extensive operations are not vers' satisfactory-. This

very patient, before he was really well, had a recurrence. The
"operation was on November 2ud." and he went out on December
?nd convalescent from the operation, but having slreadv e\'idenceR

of a return of the disease. I heard from the friends that he hod &
recurrence, but I have not heard whether he is dead r the poor fel-

'

low cannot have long to live.

The satisfactorj' cases are those where the disease is entirely-

confined to one part of the tongue, where you can get well behind'
that portion and remove it at once, and where there is no inflltra-'

tion of the glands. It rests with you, who will see these cases

'

early, to insist upon the patients having an operation in early

days if there is evidence of disease. When we get that sufficiently

insisted on, unquestionably our rate of mortality and our rate of

cure will very much Improve.
The Registrar-General has pointed out that cancer is much on

the increase. There are two or three explanations. No doubt"

many cases are put down as cancer which formerly were not'

recognised as such. Still even if that be so, I think, from my own
observation, there can be no doubt that we do see more cases of'

cancer of the tongue than we did twenty or thirty years ago. One
explanation is, I believe—you will excuse my saying eo^the
greater spread of smoking; and another, I thin"k, is the greater

spread of syphilis. Those are the two main elements which have
to do with cancer of the tongue being so much on the increase. I

hope that we shall be able to diminish it, and that by taking the

cases early and by removing the diseased part thoroughly, we may
be able to hold out some prospect to the patient of prolongation of

life—we cannot honestly do much more than that at present.

THE PROCESS OF COMPENSATION AND SOME
OF ITS BEARINGS ON PROGNOSIS

AND TREATMENT.iu J
'.

By BYROJl BKAilWELL, M.D., F.E.e.!p'.Eriy.,
,

Assistant. Phvsician to the Edinburgh Eoval Infirmarv ; Lecturer •'•tl the
Principles and Practice of Medicine in the Extra-Acadernicil

School of Medicine. Edinburgh ; etc.

Me. Peesident axd GENTLE^rEX,—When my old friend, yonr

esteemed Secretary, asked me in the name of your Council to read'

a paper and introduce a discussion at this meeting, I felt that it

was impossible to refuse such a complimentarv invitation, for.

which 1 now beg to return you my warmest thanks; but I did

not, 1 fear, .sufticiently appreciate the difficulties of the task to

which I was committing myself ; indeed, it was only after 1 had
accepted your courteous invitation, and when I came to look.

about me for a subject, that those difficulties became fully appa-

rent. After much consideration and not a little hesitation in

coming to a decision, the subject which finally commended itself

to me was " the process of compensation and some of its bearings

on prognosis and treatment ;" and I trust that in selecting this

subject my judgment may have guided me correctly, and that it:

may prove both acceptable to yon and the. source of a good
debate.

Speaking generally, and using the term in its widest sense,

compensation may be said to include all those processes by means
of which Nature endeavours to repair a damage done by disease

or injury, to protect herself against the injurious results of dis-

ease, or to relieve, reduce to a minimum, and make bearable those,

results.

The basis of all compensation is the fundamental fact that the

human organism as a whole, and each of its individual parte in

particular, is, in ordinary circumstances—and granting, of course,

that the condition is "one of health—working below it« full

strength ; that, in short, it possesses a large balance or reserve on
which it can fall back when any sudden or unusual demand ia.

mndi- upon it.

Now the success of the result—in other words, the complete-
ness of the compensation—depends upon several factors, the most
important of which arc: [

1. The amount of the reserve.

2. The suddenness and extent of the call : or, in other words,'

whether time is allowed for the realisation or development of the

reserve.

3. Whether the demand is temporary or continuous; in other

words, whether the lesion is stationars" or progressive.

1 may perhaps be able to make my meaning clearer if I make
use of a financial illustration.

1 A paper read before the Border Counties Branch of the British Medical
Association at Carlisle on Fehniarv Wth, ISf^.
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Appose, then. inUhe ^r.^place. that a call is made upon a

trTd-Vwhich exceeds his resen-e, the result ^v.ll. of course, be

bankrupt cv or financial death. The same result may fo""^ ^\hen

a . emnnd for a sum. well within hi. reserve, is made so Buddenly

f 1 at h" io unable to realise his resources and so to meet the call

vhkl t tu unexpectedly made upon him. In the latter case^^the

n"k of bnnkruptcT will, of course, be greater when the reser^•6 is

already unrtlv mortcacod and tightly tie<l up. „ , . ,.

Now both of these^onditionshave an exact parallel in disease.

\ severe case of malignant scarlet fever, which rapidly proves

fataTnnd in which, from the intensity o the attack the case is

clear V hopeless from the fir«t, may be taken as an illustration of

the former ;^-hile the latter is exemplified by the fact that sudden

[instruction of a comparatively small portion of »!>«

"J°

°'-
^-^^^^.

of the brain will produce paralysis or loss of function -bank-

ruptcy of the muscles, aa we may term it-whUe much more e.v-

t^nsive destruction, provided that it is slow y and gradually

establish«l.or,in other words, provided that time is allowed for

compl^sation or realisation of the reserve, may be unattended

with anv paralysis (see Figs. 1. 2, 3, and 4).
.

In the lecond place, a heavy call made upon a man in a large

v^av of business and who has an ample reserve, ^^i'
.^?Y^}yJ^^^

his energies and resources for the moment •. but, provided that he

is able to keep himself afloat and to tide over the great and

sudden strain vfhich is placed upon him, his P^^'tion is uUimatdy

little if any, the worse. For a time, it is true, he may be debili-

ated and shaken ; but his business is so sound, his credit is so

good ^n other Words, his vitality is so great and the ocal damage

vvhich is left behind is comparatively speaking so slight, that he

soon makes up his loss, andls ultimately in no way deteriorated

\8 examples of this condition, acute croupous pneumonia and

ihose inflammatory and febrile diseases, such as typhus, which

leave little or no permanent local damage, may be mentioned.
_

In the fA,><f place, a demand, which falls short of producing

bankruptcy, may so seriously reduce the traders reserve and so

mat^"allv^lamage his credit that it leaves him permanently

rippled. Under such circumstances, a wise man appreciates the

diffirence in his position, reduces his expenditure, i.s careful to

avod risks and hazardous speculations, and above all t^o guard

himself as carefully as possVble '^g'^'"*^ a repetition of the

ditionswhioh produced his previous reverse,
^f^?"'"!"'.

'^„°'^.

pressionof the lung, the result of a pleurisy with effusion or

an emp^ma, destn.ction of one kidney by suppuration, and

s^hilitic disease of the larynx with resulting stenosis, may be

mentioned as cases in point.

IntheA^rM place, instead of, as in the former cases, a single

call being made the demand may be repeated
^If^':;^^'^^^'-

or it may become more or less continuous. At first the effect

may be unnoticed, for, the call being small in P^opo^tJ'^"J° /^^«

reserve, it may excite no anxiety or apprehension. But frequent

repetWonsof the call may so reduce the reserve that ultimately

a to" od may arrive when the reserve is exhausted and the

"ncZe isZyjust sufficient to balance the expenditure Under

such circurastinces, a trifling extra demand, which formerly

wonlrt have been laughed at because of its insignificance may

now be suflicient to upset the balance, to throw the trader into

Xt difficulties, or eien to produce bankruptcy. Illustrations

S this gmup are numerous in disease ;
perhaps the best that^can

h'.citpd is a slowly progressive cardiac valvular lesion, such as

''^ViSn- t-ctual di.sease.let me mention some of the chief

means by which compensation and compensatory protection are

""rrthi-cLs: oVZuMy'r bilaterally.represented orgai. when

one is disabled or destroyed, compensation is effected »^y f"l»'-P^-

ment or true hn^ertrophy of the remaining sound organ on the

Zwsite side. Familiir illustrations are the hj-pertrophy of one

kidney or of one lung which follows destruction of the kidney or

'""TL°vei%TporUnfpractical bearing which the condition of

the rema?ning and apparently soivnd organ has. both for prog-

nosis or treatment, is self-evident. The success ^ failure of

an operation for the removal of a diseased kidney to a large

oTteht depends upon the condition of the kidney on the opposite

"And here 1 would raise a pactical point, and ask ^^ether there

is any other means than palpation and percussion of the kidney

« The p«™l.V5i.wMcli follows ».adden but .mall lenon ot the motor cort«x

may Ik-, in fact usuiilly is. mtrt-ly l^punxfy.

(in other ^ords, than the presence of localised pain or tenderness

on pressure, or of distinct^ enlargement
f'^P'^^^l^l^'^^'.'t

it is possible to ascertain the condition of the kidney which is to

remain The condition of the urine discharged per urethram, is

In uncertain ^de, for, representing as it does the products of

botrkidneys,^y Abnormal constituents which it contains may

of course. I deri^-ed from the diseased
-'-^J-

.l^^.^/j^^
i^c e .-

ask whether it may not be possible, by the aid of the electric en

doscTpe which Mr Hurry Feuwick has recently, described, to

atheterise he ujeters in the male, and by obtaining the urine

dkect from eitirkidney, to ascertain the functional condition of

^the^ShfvtSiife after one of two bilateral organs, siich

as the lung or kidney, has been destroyed or removed, is a ques

Uon of distinct practical importance, and one which, so far as

know, has not yet received the attention it deserves. The subject

is oTevvhich might 1 think be profitably taken up by the Collec-

tive Investigation Committee of the Association.

It is quits obvious that the life of an individual who has lost

one lung hi consequence of an empyema or a long standing ^d

badlv treated pleurisy with effusion, or ot a patient who has lost

onelidney either as the result of a pyelitis, or m consequence d
Hs having been excised by the surgeon because it wa the seat o

a tumour, or affected with by'H°-"'*P^•°^^^^^tf;ld b? the
disease, is a bad one, quite apart from the "fks ^^ "led by the

diathesis or special pathological tendencies of which the origina

seiseVia manifestation. A limited
P.^'j—Jfld^be a c^m

pleuritic effusion, which in a normal '"'l'y,"i"^'X-
tended wUh

paratively trifling condition is, as we all k°°^
•.
\''f"^f. 7'*^

the great-est danger when the opposite lung is
"f

'//S;

.^^f
'"j^

spective of such obvdous and well-knowu
"«^f' ^^.^tfi ""'i^^^ow

ask, the increased strain and functional activity which is throvvii

upon the remaining sound organ, when "s fellow has bee^de

stroyed, entail special risks, and predispose it to <iisease When

or instance, one' kidney has been destroyed or removed is Mt the

risk of Brighfs disease greater than it would be "the same iu

dividual provided that he had two kidneys ? I would ask tlu

m mbers li the Branch to giv;e us their experience on these

T,niiitK_to detail for example, the life-history of cases in wnicn

Smg has beLn rendere^d useless by a previous pleurisy or

'""E^^LaUon in Brain ie«.n,.-There is Pe^'-P? "O o^f^" ^^

which the results of unilateral damage are
>^°«,"'\««fJ°K' °i[

rpouire more careful observation than the brain. Consisting as w

Te o tTo hem^pheres or halves, the different
V^^'^^^^^^ul^.

areas or centres of grey matter) are, as modern investigation (e«-

perimenlaland clinico-pathological) has shown, endowed ^ith

^pechil functional activities, it is a most iit««f'^"g "«^ "°P^„"?^^

nuestion to determine whether the corresponding centres in tue

To hemisphere^ are functionally separate aiul d-t.nct, or whe h«

they are so related that when one, say a centre in the "ght hem

sphere, is destroyed, the damage may not be
^^P^e'cOTre pond-

w-ords, the function taken up and carried on by the correspona

ina centre on the opposite (say the lett) side.
.ha fact*

The Question is a difEcult and complicated one, and the fact*

wlUehTe at present possess are not sulhcient to enable us to

^^ve a definite^swer m all cases. The result would .appear to

SepPnd chiefly tfportwo factors, namely (1) the function of theS which is destroyed, and (2) the age of the patient at the

time when the destruction takes place. .

The motor centre for speech in "Rht-handed person., i. as we

all know, located in the posterior end of the ower or third iffl'

frontal convolution. Destruction of this centre is followed b> motor

SSburthe permanence of the speech deran|emen dep^n^

'o a large extent at least, upon the age of the Pat'ent. 1" cBiuu^

the aphasia is usually of Muite temporary dijration and myoimg

adults the condition may be entirely or
"V.^v^imnerfect indeed.

frr.ni hilt in old Dcop e recovery is usually very ""Pe^eci.
,
"""^ .

n^anv caies aiter the temporary disturbances (speech defects)

'drto^'sho^ck! inflammatory fema. and --i^n'-^nft^ s^^^^

the aphasia which is due to the actual . estruction ot n";8 "

tlfat is to the lesion itself, and not to the temporary disturbances

in its nrighbouihood) remains. an,i little or no improvement in the

condition subsequently takes place.
_„,.„,„.:„„ has been de-

Xow in those cases in which Brocas convolut on has nee

strovpd and in which recovery from the aphasia takes P ac*' "O"

penSn is in all probability ^^A^cted by the c^rr^pond^ngce^e

on the opposite side (posterior part of ^he right lower iron a^

volution) taking on the function of the part which has oeen
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stiroyed. That this is the manner in which compensation is

effected in such cases seems proved by a case of preat interest and
importance which Barlow has recorded ; the chief details of which
are as follows. A boy, aged 10, affected with aortic disease, was
suddenly seized with right hemiplegia and aphasia, the paralysis
chiefly affecting the face and arm. The aphasic symptoms soon
passed off, and at the end of a month he had apparently quite re-

covered. He was then seized with left-sided hemiplegia, which
chiefly affected the face and arm. There was now complete
aphasia, with paralysis of all the muscles of the face and tongue,
reflex movement.?, such as deglutition, being, however, unaffected.

The aphasia continued until the time of death, which resulted
from the cardiac lesion. At the necropsy a lesion was found in
e.vactly the same situation in each hemisphere, namely, a yellow
softening of the posterior part of the middle and lower frontal, and
of the lower end of the ascending frontal convolutions. In this

case, therefore, destruction of the left motor speech centre pro-
duced aphasia, which was soon recovered from, while subsequent
destruction of the corresponding part in the right hemisphere
(destruction of which, it will be observed, does not as a rule pro-
duce any aphasic disturbances in right-handed persons) was fol-

lowed by complete and permanent aphasia, and, in addition, by
paralysis of the facial and tongue muscles (Jocbnal, July 2Sth,
1877, 'p. 103).

In the case of the motor centres more strictly so called, the re-
sult (that is, whether compensation will or will not take place)
^nms to depend largely upon the fact whether the movements
1' liich are represented in the centre which is destroyed are in the
haliit of being pi-rformed bilaterally or unilaterally.'

Hg. 1.—Diagram illustrative of the manner in wliich paralysis is compen-
sated in the case of muscles which are in the habit of acting in associa-
tion. Tlie letter B points to the right, and B' to the left, cerebral hemi-
•phere ; n and n' to the nerve nuclei in the spinal cord, for the muscles
7/1 and m', which are in the habit of acting together. A lesion, in the
position of 1, will arrest tlie motor nerve force, passing down from
B to m' through «' : and will therefore cause paralysis of >n'. Compen-
sation is effected, and the paraly:^is recovereil from'by the motor nerve
force from B', passing through ii andn' to m', as shown by the arrow.

The movements of the two eyes, of the two sides of the face,
chest, and trunk are, for the most part, performed in concert. We
laugh, for example, with both sides of our faces, and although
some persons are able, by means of a voluntary effort, to put each
individual muscle of ex)iression into separate and independent
iietion, for most of us this is impossible without long practice.
''I any people even find it difficult to wink with one eye alone.
In short, there is every reason to suppose, from the observation

of muscular action in the healthy man, from the results of experi-
mental investigation on the brains of monkeys, and from observa-
tion of spasms dui' to localised cortical irritation in the human
subject, that thosp muscles on the two sides of the body which are
in the habit nf acting in true association or concert may be thrown
into action from either hemisphere.
Possibly this associated bilateral action is effected, as Broad-

nent has ingeniously theorised, by means of commissural fibres
connecting the nerve cells of the trophic nerve nuclei in the pons
> arohi, medulla oblongata, and spinal cord. (See Pig. 1). But be
fliat as it may, there c4in be little doubt that when a cortical
I'entre which innervates muscles which are in the habit of acting
in concert with corresponding muscles on the opposite side of the
"ody is dMt^oye,d,,comgens5ition is efiecited apd pmnanent

paralysis prevented by the function of the destroyed centre being
taken up and carried on by the corresponding centre in the op-
posite hemisphere of the brain.

The more highly specialised movements, on the other hand,
seem, so far as we at present know, to be represented only in one
—the opposite—cerebral hemisphere. If this is so we should ex-
pect that complete destruction of the cortical centre, say, for the
muscles of the forearm and hand, would be followed by perma-
nent paralysis, and that such is actually the case seems proved by
the experiments of Ferrier, Horsley, and Schafer, in the monkey,
and by the results of disease (destroying lesions) in the human
subject. In those cases, for example, in which hemiplegia results

from a lesion in early life, though the leg regains a considerable

amount of power—indeed, in some cases, almost completely re-

covers, the muscles of the hand and forearm may, and often do.

remain markedly paralysed. Such cases seem to prove conclu-
sivelj- that the motor centres for the muscles of the hand and fore-

arm of one side are only represented in one, the opposite, hemi-
sphere ; and that when the muscles concerned in the production
of the highly specialised movements of the hand are paralysed,

compensation cannot be effected by the corresponding centre on
the opposite side of the brain taking up and carrying on the func-
tion of that which is destroyed.

Cases are occasionally met with which seem at first sight, at all

events, to form exceptions to this law. The most remarkable case
of this kind with which I am acquainted is one which I have re-

ported in the Edinburgh Medical Journal for Februan,', 1879,

page 693. In it, a large sarcomatous tumour, almost the size of

the closed fist, had apparently destroyed the greater part of the
motor area on the right side. So far as one could judge with the
naked eye, the whole of the motor centres for the face and
upper extremity were destroyed (see Figs. 2, 3, and 4"),

and on microscopical examination the grey matter in this region
seemed to have completely disappeared. And yet there was abso-
lutely no trace of paral^-sis.

'"","'
Cases such as this suggest at all events the possitiUity of sub-

stitution being in some rare case* effected, even when the move-
ments paralysed are highly specialised and differentiated, by .the
corresponding motor centres in the opposite hemisphere.
A more probable explanation is, ho^vever, that which _ supposes

that the grey matter in the affected area was not entirely de-
stroyed. In considering cases of this description,, it must be re-

membered that the different cortical centres are not sharply
defined and separated one from the other, that to some extent at
all events they run one into the other. Such an overlapping has
been clearly demonstrated by Horsley and Schiifer in the case of
those centres which are situated on the inner side of the cerebral
hemisphere (that is, in the marginal convolution).
The importance of this overlapping, and the possibility of com-

pensation being effected by undeveloped or embrj'onic neiwe-cells
in the immediate neighbourhood of a centre which has been de-
stroyed has been clearly set forth by Victor Horsley. "Since,"
he says, " in a complete piece of mechanical apparatus we find

that loss of function is in proportion to the amount and seat of
the injury inflicted on it, analogy will surely lead us to imagine
that unless it is specially provided with a reserve of embryonic
tissue in even,- part, the nervous system is no exception to this
general rule. Although the purport of this paper is briefly to dis-

cuss the scientific value of the theory of substitution or compen-
sation, it is impossible to go further without referring to the
sa'^ing clause above mentioned, namely, the possible existence in
the cerebral corte.x at least of numbers of small nerve-corpuscles,
connected with the veteran corpuscles of well-marked centres, but
which have not yet themselves subserved psychical function.
The existence of such corpuscles has been assumed by several
writers at the present day, and vnt\\ fair ground, seeing that in
the first place the gradual accretion of knowledge by the child,
and in the second place the intellectual acquirement of some new
subject late in life, are both best explained theoretically on the
assumption that fresh tracts are opened up with each new and
complete idea. The bearing that this' view has on the question of
substitution is of course of fundamental importance, since, sup-
posing it to be true, it is very easy to imagine that if a centre be
destroyed, the elementary corpuscles in the uninjured area around
having within themselves a faint echo of the nerve disturbance
which before was normally existent in their immediate neigh-
bourhood can be educated gradually so as to replace the part in-
jured" (/>n:«ce;. July, 18S4, p. 71. 1

I
In order to illustrate this theory of substitution, and to show
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the important difference that there is hot wren rapid niul slow

destruction of a motor centre. I am in the habit of makinp use of

the following simile: Supposing a peal of bells, each runR by a

rinaer especially trained to ring his own bell and that boU onl>

(the bell-ringors representing the discharging motor centres in

of whom may be able to establish lateral connections, and to

train themselVes to carry on the work of their disabled colleague.

In the case of the sensory cerebral centres, compensation by th«

notion of the opposite hemisphere seems to occur much more

readily.

TiK. 2.-The outer .wrfac of therisl.t
^^^r'f,Z±loroI^irel''int^lfunIen^^^^^^ p^rah^^sfrhowlL'trtumo.'Jr™

mater, which had produced e.,tensive Btrophv of '^e motorcentres bj^t „ a. unatten ^^^t^^^^-
^^,(^,, „f ,\, ^,,^ n,ater

c4"r .,$^??i,frJ;°f'?h^efro^u;'^\hr.err^'el\,;;e^"^fth? re'are^detaited tu n^^y work on I.,r^rra,„.l ^.-.r,. pa^e H.

the cerebral cortex, the bell-ropes the conducting fibres of the

pyramidal tract, and the bells the muscles) ; and suppose that one

of the bell-ringers or discharging centres is suddenly disabled-

pay, killed or put hors d^ combat by an apoplectic seizure-para-

lysis of the bell or muscle, which he, and he ouly, has been trained

The tactile centre (which according to Ferrier is situated m Uie

hippocampal region, and according to Schafer in the gyrus forn

-

catus as well as the hippocampal lobe) appears in t^f .f
''^t;^^* ?"

events, to be distinct and separate from its fellow on the opposite

fide; but it is doubtful if its complete destruction in the child is

I,«.r,.-Th.ou,..r,„rf..e „r t.,. rlKht bcn.iM^.r. oMhcJ^rulu in the case of M. a.^^^^^^^ SSsrJrdepre-ioTo'n Ti"
rfnioved. ^Copied from a photoRmpli, and .oinewhat reduced In size.) ThB letter a Doinw

Kurface of the brain Into which tlie tumour fitted.

to ring, -will necessarily result ; but if in.%tead of being suddenly

destroyed, one of the ringers is gradually and slowly disabled by

some chronic disease— say cancer of the stomach—he will be able

to communicate his failing condition to his fellow ringers, some

followed by permanent hemianresthesia;Jn^ other tyords,,^

lat t'
' ^ '"' "~ ^'>""'

The extensive connections which the tactthe child^ke up and_carr_;r_ on the funcU ,ts

opposite side.
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has with the other portions of the cerebrum, and the important

fact that when one sense is placed hors de combat, compensation

may be effected by one of the oilier senses supplying the place of

that which is destroyed, are shown by the facta that blind

persons may be taught to read and that they may be

largely educated Ijy means of the sense of touch, and also by

the most interesting and remarkable circumstance that in some

cases in which there is complete word-blindness, in which the

patient is unable to decipher a single word or letter by the aid of

sight, he is able to read, when he writes the letters or even when
he traces the letters with his finger in the air. In the latter

case the loss of vision is compensated by means of the muscular

sense.

In the case of sight, destruction of the posterior part ot the

occipital lobe—the half vision centre as it has been termed—seems

to be followed in the adidt by permanent loss of visiontowards the

opposite side (that is homon'vmous hemianopsia). Whether this

is so in the child, in other w'ords, whether the half-vision centre

in one occipital lobe is able, even in the child, to take up and carry

on the function of the half vision-centre in the opposite occipital

lobe, has not been as yet ascertained.

Central vision seems to be bilaterally represented, so that com-

plete destruction ot the whole of the Visual centre in one hemis-

phere need not destroy the

acuity of vision, since cen-

tral vision is bilaterally re-

presented. It is said, how-
ever, by Munk, and his ob-

servations on this point seem
supported by Schafer, that

destruction of the half vision-

centre in both hemispheres is

followed by complete and per-

manent blindness.

, It seems certain that the

special senses of hearing,

taste, andsmellare bilaterally

represented, but the exact

position of their respective .

cerebral centres is not yet de-

finitely decided, Schafer's re-

cently published observations

being opposed to some of

Femer's observations on this

point. Clinico-pathological

observation in man has as yet

failed to throw any very
certain light upon the sub-

ject. Loss of hearing, taste

and smell, very rarely, if

ever, result from a localised

lesion such as a tumour in

either cerebral hemisphere,^
though a peculiar form of

loss of hearing, " word-blind-
ness," does seem to result from
a lesion of the first temporo-
sphenoidal convolution in tlie

left hemisphere. The fact too.

that localised lesions in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe are in some
'•ases attended with an auditory or olfactory "aura " a noise or a smell,

ems to support the view that the auditory and olfactory centres

le situated m this region. It would appear, therefore, that the

cjrtical centres for hearing, taste, and smell in one hemisphere

can take up and carry on the function of the corresponding centres

I
on the opposite side.

I As regards the mental and intellectual defects which result

from localised lesions in parts of the cerebral hemisphere."! other

I

than those parts or centre.^ which have just been referred to, our

knowledge is also somewhat indefinite : but there is reason to

•uppose that localised destruction of the pra;frontal lobe on one

aide can, to some extent at least, be compensatwl by the action of

the corresponding centre on the opposite side. In tliis. as in other

eases, the compensation is more perfect in those cases in which
the lesion is slowly and gradually established, and in which the

' Loss of hearing of course mnv result from a localised cerebral lesion, such as

ft tamour, which presses upcu the autlitory nerve.

struction is also, of course, a most important factor in determining

the result.

Kxtensive lesions of the praefrontal lobe are probably, in the

adult, attended with lasting alterations in the mental faculties

and disposition ; small localised lesions may, in all probaUility,

be compensated to some extent ; but in investigating such cases

it is necessarj- to remember that slight mental defects and altera-

tions are difficult to detect, and may therefore easily pass un-

noticed. In dealing ^vith purely mental symptoms, in other

words, with ca.ses of localised bra'in destruction in which there

are no motor or sensory derangements properly so called, the

greatest caution is required. We can only determine whetlier any

mental defect has resulted from a lesion (in other words, whether

perfect compensation has resulted or not) when we are in a

position minutely to compare the mental condition after recovery

with the mental condition before the occurrence of the lesion;

and it is unnecessary to say that in most cases we are not able to

make such a comparison founded on our own personal knowledge.

We have in most cases to rely upon the statements of the

patient's friends and relatives—In many cases an uncertain and

unsatisfactorj' method of ascertaining the normal mental con-

dition of the patient, even when dealing with educated and in-

telligent people. That severe lesions of the prefrontal lobes

which produce no obvious

motor or sensorj- disturb-

ances do produce permanent
mental alterations, in other

words, that such lesions are

not compensated, in the adult,

at all events—and the same
also applies to the child—is

abundantly proved by clini-

cal obser\-ation. The extra-

ordinarj- case, which is known
under "the name of the
" American crowbar case,"

shows how profound these

mental symptoms may be

;

and at the same time illus-

Btrates the enormous reserve

which >'ature possesses, and
the marvellous recoveries

which sometimes take place

afterthemost serious injuries.

The details of this remark-
able case (I quote from Fer-

rier1 are as follows

:

"The subject of the lesion

was a young man. Phineas

P. Gage, aged 25. While he

was engaged tamping a blast-

ing charge in a rock with a

pointed iron bar, 3 feet 7 in-

ches in length. \\ inch in

diameter, and weighing ISJ

lbs., the charge suddenly ex-

ploded. The iron bar, pro-

pelled with its pointed end

first, entered at the left

<^'

:i-^'"^3*-': -./;-5

Fig. 4.—Trausverae vertical section tlirough the rigiit hemisphere of the brain in

the cise of JI D. showing the tumour in section, and the depression m the

lirain tissue produced bv it. (Copied from a photograph, and somewhat reduced

in size.) The letter K "points to tlie tumour ; B is placed on the inner (left) side

of the right hemisphere, which has been separated from the opposite (.left)

hemisphere Ijy a section luaile from before backwards, in the middle Ime.

anwle of the patient's jaw, and passed clean through the top

ofTiis head, near the sagittal suture in the frontal region, and

was picked up at some distance covered with ' blood and brains.

The patient was for the moment stunned : but within an hour

after the accident he was able to walk up a long flight of stairs

and give the surgeon an intelligible account of the injury he had

sustained. His life was naturally for a lon^ time despaired of

:

but he ultimately recovered, and li\ed twelve years and a halt

afterwards. Unfortunately, he died (of epUeptic convulsions) at

a distance from medical supervision, and no post-mortem ex_ami-

nationof the brain was made ; but. through the e.vertions of Mr.

Harlow, the skull was exhumed and presened. Ipon this the

exact seat of the lesion can be determined. The line of union

of the cicatrices of entrance and exit, however, allowed a pre"y

accurate estimation of the track of the bar during life, and Dr.

Biceiow did so with considerable accuracy.

The size of the lesion or the amount of de- " Dr. Bigelow. who examined the man two years aft«^ t^e acw-

dent, thus describes the appearances presented : A linear cicatrii

of an inch in length occupies the left ramus of the jaw nejir its

anule The eyelid of this side is shut, and the patient is unable
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Fig..

to open it ; the eye considerably more prominent than the other.

...(Vision lost.— irftrlow.)...L^po"n the liead. and coverec.! by the

hair, i.-> ii large uneqiml lU'pres.sion and elevation K piece of the

cranium of about the size of the piilm of the hand, its posterior

border lying near the coronal suture, its anterior edge low on the

forehead, was raised upon the latter as a hinge, to allow the

t-gress of the bar: it still ri'raains raised and prominent.'

•'Prom his examination of the skull itself. Dr. Harlow thus de-

scribes the track of the bar: The niis.sile entered, as previously

stated, immediately auterior and external to the anple of the

inferior raaxillarj- bone, proceeding obliquely up-
~; wards in the line of its ax's, passed under the junc-

tion of the superior ma.xillai'y and malar bones,

comminuting the posterior wall of the antrum,
entertd the base of the skull at a point the centre of

which is an inch and a quarter to the left of the

median line, in the junction of the lesser wing of

Jl the sphenoid with the orbital process of the frontal
*

1 bone, comminuting and removing the entire lesser

wing with one-half of the greater wing of the

sphenoid bone, also fracturing and carrying away
a large portion of the orbital process of the frontal

bone, leaving an opening in the base of the cranium
after the natural efforts at repair by the deposit of

new bone of one inch in its lateral, by two inches in

its antero-posterior, diameters.' (See Figs. 6, 6, and
7.) Dr. Harlow does not describe the further track

of the bar through the frontal bone, but you will

clearly see from the figures that the whole lesion is

situated anterior to the coronal suture. If. now,
you will compare the track of the bar through the
skull and brain with the diagram before you (Fig.

8), showing the relations between the skull and the
brain, you will, I think, have no doubt in convinc-
ing yourselves that the whole track is included
within that region of the brain which I have de-

scribed as the praifrontal region, and that, therefore,

the absence of paralysis in this case is quite in har-

mony with the results of experimental physiology.
The only other region which the bar could have in-

jured is the tip of the temporo-sphenoidal lobe and
the outer root of the olfactory bulb. Re.specting the

condition as to smell, nothing i,s, however, said either

by Bigelow or Harlow. Thiscaseis generally quoted
as one in which the man suffered no damage bodily
or mental. But hear what Dr. Harlow says as to his

mental condition: ' His contractors, who regarded him
as the most efficient and ca- ^

pable foreman in their em- "^II

ploy previous to his injury, '(
considered the change in liis ^t-

his intellectual capacity and manifestations, he ba.s the animnl

passions of a strong man. Previous to his injurj-, though un-

trained in the schools, he possessed a well-balanced mind, an(l wa<

looked upon by those who knew him as a shrewd, smart, busmcwx

man, very energetic and persistent in executing all his plans of

operation. In this regard, his mind was radically changed, so

decidedly that his friends and acquoiiitances said h^ w^ "m.

longer Gage".' "'

(To he continuedj

;»^.<

k,M,af^ .^

. iin.i T.~Illu8traiions of Dr. Harlow** case of the pass.ige of .in iron

bar through the head. (Copied from Ferrler').

mind so marked that they could not give him his place again.

The equilibrium or balance, so to speak, between his intellectual

faculties and animal propensities seems to have been destroyed.
He is fltTul, irreverent, indulging at time.s in the grossest pro-

fanity (which was not previously his custom'), manifesting but
little deference for his fellows, impatient of restraint or advice
when it conflicts with his desires, at times pertinaciously ob-

stinate, yet capricious and Tacillating, devi.sing many plans for

future operation, which are no sooner arranged than they are

abandoned in turn for others appearing more feasible. A cluld in

ON A CASE ILLUSTRATING THE PROGNOSTK
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BLOOD PRESSURE

IN ACUTE RENAL DISEASE.

By W. H. BROADBEXT, M.D., F.R.C.r.,

Physician to St. Mary's Hospital.

It is well known that kidney disease is attended with increase of

tension in the arterial system. This is most marked in the con-
|

tracted granular affection of these organs, but it is present in

almost every form of renal disease. I have, however, met with
|

cases in which the arterial tension has been much below instead
\

of above the normal average, and all such I have watched witih
|

unusual interest. I have twice seen low tension when the oha- I

racter of the urine, the age, antecedents, and condition of the

patient have indicated cirrhosis of the kidney; in both the disen-

proved fatal with unusual rapidity. In acute renal dropsy I hB'>

found persistent pulse of low tension more frequently, and it ha.-^

always, been associated with an intractable character of the

disease. A fatal case of this kind was the subject of a clinical

lecture some years since.

In acute renal dropsy the arterv is usually at first full between

the beats, and rather large, but the beat is short and easily ar-

rested. This corresponds to a period of temporary dilatation am!

weakness «f the left ventricle. In the course of a week or ten

days, however, the heart recovers itself, and the pulse acquires
|

the character of moderate tension, which, in a case ending favour-

ably, is sustained up to the time of complete recoverj-. I have
i

learnt, therefore, to look for the superv-ention of a certain degree !

of tension in the pulse as an indication of favourable progrsM
; \

but as has been said . already, in some cases it is missing. Toe i

defect of tension may be due" to persistent weakness of the heart, l

the capillary' or arterio-capillary resistance being present, but tile I

driving power on which the degree of pressure in the iirtCT-

mediate arteries ultimately depends being deficient. That weak-

ness of the central organ of circulation is of unfavourable prog-
^

nostic import is easily seen, but the low tension is not always BO

caused ; there is sometimes diminished resistance at the pen-

'

phery ; the capillaries and arterioles are relaxed, and allow the

blood to slip through them as in pyrexia, and the pulse is not

only weak but short. It is not so ea"sy to understand why this

should be of bad augurj-, and it is only by observation that this

,

conclusion has been reached. .
••_

•

The case to which these remarks lead up is summarised in- tne

following account.
.

,'^'
'

J. L., aged 27, a carman, married and having three healtn>

children, of sober and steady habits, and previously in the enjoy-

ment of good health, was admitted into St. Marv-'s Hospitaljai

October l'9th, 1887. on account of acute renal dropsy. His

mother, still alive, was much addicted to drink, which brought

her to the workhouse, where she then was. There was no other i

unfavourable family history.

The patient was bom and had lived all his life in London, anrt

had had no illness since childhood, when he had sm.ill-pox. He

underwent a certain amount of privation two years previouslT.

when he was ouf of work for four months, but did not ajjiiarently

suffer in health. For the last eighteen months he had l>een a

carman. Without any special exposure to cold, he had four days

previou.sly noticed on rising that his face, arms, and legs v/atf

much swollen, and he had a bad cough. He remainetl at home

for two days, and then returned to work, but on the day of lus

admission to the hospital the scrotum became swollen, and witn

thi&the face was pale and swollen, the eyelids puffy, and '-''*"'

tremities—the arms and hands more than the legs—affected 0>

the characteristic firm, v\'axy oedema of early acute desquamauye

nephritis. The urine was found to have a specific gravitjM"

« The Localisation of Certlral Piseait, Ijy David Ferrier, M.D., F.H.S., Pr Wii
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1030, and was almost entirely converted into a coaguliun of albu-

men on boiling and adding nitric acid. It was straw coloured,

gave a very slight blood reaction with guaiacum and ozonic ether

;

no blood-corpuscles were seen, but numerous epithelial cells.

The temperature was slightly subnormal, the pulse 64.

I first saw the patient on November 1st, and found the pulse 60,

short and very compressible. The heart was normal in size, but

the apex beat could only just be felt, and could not be definitely

localised, and there was no right ventricle impulse ; the sounds
were everywhere weak and indistinct. "

A week later the dropsy had everywhere increased, and there

was a small amount of fluid in both pleural cavities. The pulse

was still short, weiik, and devoid of tension ; the heart somewhat
enlarged downwards, the first sound short, the interval between
this and the second rather longer than normal, the second sound
weak. The amount of albumen in the urine was still very large,

the coaguliun occupying seven-eighths of the volume ; nj'aline

dnd granular casts were present.

The prognosis was at once formulated that the case would be
of long duration, the basis for this being the defective pulse-ten-

sion and weak blood-propulsion by the heart. It was at the same
time considered probable that the large proportion of albumen
was not due to any specially severe affection of the kidneys, but
was in part the consequence of the languid circulation, which
would almost permit of complete stasis in the capillaries ramify-
ing between the convoluted tubes in the cortex of the kidneys,

and, consequently, in the Malpighian tufts. It was anticipated,
therefore, that if the circulation could be improved, the amount
of albumen might diminish rapidly.

The patient was, of course, kept in bed. His diet was mainly
milk. Tincture of iron with sulphate of magnesia was given at

first, to which were added in a few days nux vomica and digi-

talis ; dry cupping over the loins was practised.

At the end of a fortnight, on November 14th, the dropsy had
slightly diminisheiU and there was still much fluid in both
pleural cavities. The pulse was short and compressible, the apex
beat of the heart just perceptible in the fifth space slightly out-
side the nipple lini». The urine had a specific gravity of 1018, and
the coagulated albumen occupied half its volume.
On November I7th the albumen was some'what diminished.
On the 21st a general improvement was noted in the pulse.

The artery could easily be felt between the be^ts, and rolled under
the finger, and was not so compressible. Simultaneously the
amount of albumen had fallen, So that it wa^ described as rather
more than a trace. The dropsj' and pleural effusion were much
less.

On November 24th the apex beat could be distinctly felt in the
fifth space, three-quarters of an inch outside the nipple line.

The first sound was- here indistinct and rather prolonged instead
of short, as before ; the second sharp and louder than normal, the
interval still much prolonged ; the pulse was long, and not easily

compressible ; alljumen one-eighth : dropsy nearly gone.

Two days later the patient appeared to be so nearly well, that
he was allowed by the resident surgeon to get up for a short

time. There was at once, December .'ith, some return of swelling
in tile legs. The apex beat and heart sounds became weaker and
the pulse more compressible, while the proportion of albumen
rose to one-third.

That this was not an ordinary felijpse due to chill was clear
ffom the rapid ri'furn to the previous condition of the urine when
he was sent back to bed. The explanation was that the heart was
not equal to the maintenance of the circulutton in the erect

position, and with tlie lan"uid movemeiit of blood so caused came
the increased amount of iilbumen.
He was now kept in bed. He took bis food, slept well, re-

mained free from dropsy, and had only n varAing trace of albumen.
Before it was considered safe again to allow him to rise he had an
attack of tonsillitis, in which the temperature rose to 103.8° on
Jttmiarj' 2.3rd, and the urine was now of a dark blood-purple
colour, and contained four-fifths of its volume of arbunien. Under
the microscope, however, there were scarcely nnj- blood-cor-

puscles. The blood and albumen rapidly disrippenred, and were
succeeded three days later by uric acid crystals in large quantity.
The attack was. in tact, one of hnemoglobinuria. The patient is

still in ho.spital, but his subsequent historv possesses no points of

interest. ''

The imperfect development of blood pressure to which I ha've

called attention in this case is not to be looked upon as the cause
of the slow recoverj- or of the complications observed in the course

of the disease ; it merely reveals the constitutional weakness to

which they are to be attributed, and shows that the patient is

made of poor stuff. In doing this, however, it fulfils a useful

purpose, as it throws light on the prognosis. The occurrence of

hamatolysis and hfemoglobinuria in the course of an attack of

tonsillitis was an interesting confirmation of the opinion formed

as to the feeble powers of resistance possessedby this yoxing man's

constitution.

The development or non-development of pulse-tension in the

course of acute renal disease appears to me again to furnish some

guidance in treatment. To raise the tone of the circulation is a

help towards recovery when this is defective.

CASE OF SO-CALLED "SPONTANEOUS
COMBUSTION."!

By J. MACKENZIE BOOTH, M.A., M.D., C.M.Abbbd.,

I'livsician to the Aberdeen Gener.il Dispensary, and Lecturer on Disease* or

the Kar and Lar\Tix in the University of Aberdeen.

I WAS lately called to a case which vividly recalled the old tales

of spontaneous combustion, and more especially an article that 1

had read on that subject by our late President, Professor Ogston.

The term "spontaneous combustion" has been applied to two

conditions : first, spontaneous ignitability, and, secondly, increased

combustibility; and 1 need hardly say that it is to the second

categorj- that the present case belongs. As Dr. Ogston remarks

on these cases, the subjects were all found dead, their bodies, their

clothes, and the articles in their neighbourhood being partially or

entirely destroyed by fire, the only remarkable thing about them

being that the bodies were burnt and charred out of all propor-

tion to the neighbouring objects, and to an extent which seems

incapable of being accounted for by the heat of the burning clothes

and objects in the vicinity.

On the morning of Sunday, February 19th, I was sent for to

examine the remains of a man, A. M., aged Go, which were found

in a hayloft off Constitution Street. This man, a pensioner, of

notoriously intemperate habits, had been seen at 9 o'clock the

night before to enter the stable below in an intoxicated condition,

and he asked the lad and girl who saw him to shut the stable

door after him, which they did. They then heard him ascend the

ladder leading to the loft above, and afterwards saw the skylight

of the loft lighted, and later still the light put out. Between 8

and 9 o'clock next morning the wife of the proprietor of the stable,

living near Ijy. happening to look out of the window, observed

smoke issuing from a hole in the roof of the loft. She informed her

husband of the fact, and he, on entering the stable, was horrified

to see through a hole in the loft floor the remains of the old soI->

dier perched on the joists above, and leaning against the wall.

The police were at once communicated with, and 1 was sent for to

attest the accident. On arriving I ascendetl to the loft, and found

the charred remains of a man "reclining against the stone '^all,'

and kept only by one of the joists and the burnt remnant of the

flooring under him from falling through into the stable beneath.-'

What struck me especially at "first sight was the fact that, not-

withstanding the presence of abundant combustible matenal

around, such as haj' and wood, the main effects of combustion;

were limited to the" corpse, and onlv a small piece of the adjacent

flooring and the \\-oodwork immediately above the man's heart hsd^

.suffered. Several of the slates had fallen in over the corpse, ma*-.

ing a small hole in the roof above it, and a small piece of the;

flooring had fallen through immediately round him into the stable-

below, leaving the hole thrinigh which he had been first seni.

The body was almost a cinder, vet retaining the form of the fate

and figure so well, that those who had known him in life couUl

readily reeo<niise him. Both hands and the right foot had been

burnt'offanShad fallen through the floor among the ashes into the

stables below, and the charred and calcined ends of the right

radius and ulna, the left humerus, and the right tibia and fibula^

were exposed to view. The hair and scalp were burnt off the,

forehead, exposing the bare and calcined .-ikull. The tissues of the
.

face were represented by a greasy chider retaining the cast of the-'

features, and the incinerated moustache still gave the wonted

-

niilitan,- expression to the old soldier. The soft tissues were

almost "entirelv consumed, more especially on the posterior sur-

face of the body, where the clothes were destroyed, and the pos-;

> Read at a meeting of the Abeivleen, Banff, and Kincardine Branch OB
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tcrior surfaces of tlie femora, innominate bones, and ribs ex-

po»eU to view. This was doubtless in a measure caused by
the falling of tlie slates on the body, and a more per-

ffCt cinder would liuve been found had we arrived earlier

Oil the scene. Part of the trousers on the anterior aspect of the

legs that had escaped the impact of the slates was still represented

in cinder.

Regarding the condition of the internal organs, I regretted

much havinji been denied the opportunity of investigating their

condition, as wishing to have a photograph taken of the remains

prevented me at the time, and on my return from other work
later on I found that the whole had been removed. The bearers

told me that the whole body had collapsed when they tried to

remove it en masse. From the comfortably recumbent attitude

of the body it was evident that there had been no death struggle,

and that, obfuscated by the whisky «-ith in and the smoke with-

out, the man had expired without suffering, the body burning

away quietly all the time.

So much for the condition of the corpse. The strange fact

remains that while round about in close proximity were drj'

woodwork and hay, loose and in bundles, these had escaped, and
the body of the man was thoroughly incinerated. The exceeding

stillness of the night (for it was remarked by the policeman on
the beat that there was not a breath of wind) would only in part

account for the facts.

To return to Dr. Ogston's paper. That increased combustibility

exists cannot be denied, though at first sight it is not so clear to

what it owes its existence. The question has given rise, as has

been already seen, to numerous hypotheses, all of which, with one

exception, are manifestly untenable, and it is owing to the wild-

ness and illogicality of these hypotheses and deductions surround-

ing the subject that the whole question has come to be treated as

a half-forgotten fable. In the doctrine that increased combusti-
bility in bodies is due to excess of fat, Dupuytren has advanced
the only explanation capable of setting the subject at rest, and on
a true basis explaining rationally and philosophically the cases of

so-called " spontaneous combustion."
When we consider the amount of fat some bodies contain, the

subject grows even clearer, and a review of the cases demonstrates
that the incineration was always most extensive in the skin and
subcutaneous adipose tissue, and other places where fat is abun-

m. lliil, Holbain street, Abeuluen.]

dant, and least marked in organs and regions with less fat. The

fatty degeneration of various organs and structures, the inter-

muscular and subcutaneous atlipose tissue, along -ndth the masses

deposited on other parts of the body, all present a body of deapj

nous matter amply sufBcient to account for the combustion, aao

which, once ignited, would tend rather to burn in situ than t«

flow out, thus explaining the greater destruction of the corpw

than of objects in the vicinity.

Regarding the influence of alcoholic indulgence in these case.-,

it has been conclusively proved that tissues soaked in alcohol du

not burn more readily than others not so treated, and that it i-

only as a stupefying agent and in its tending to the deposition o;

fat in the body that alcohol aids in increasing its combustibility.

THE DETECTION OF PROTEID BODIES IN
URINE.

By SID>!EY MARTIN, M.D., M.R.C.P.,

Pathologist and Eeglutrar. Victoria Parlt Chest HoapiUl ; and British Me.ilc«l

Association Kesearch Scholar.

The test ordinarily applied for the detection of albumin in th«

urine is, as is well known, that of boiling and acidulation. Thi*

test is taken as indicative of albumin alone ; it does not distinr.

guish between albumin and paraglobulin, and, moreover, does not.

indicate the presence of those proteids which occur more rarely »•

urine, as for example, the albumoses and peptones. Of late years

the methods for Sistinguishing and separating proteid bodjed:

have greatly improved.asour knowledge of their properties na«

advanced.
The object of the present paper ie to discuss these more modeal.

methods of the separation and detection of the proteids in the

urine—methods which are not uni^er8ally applicable in bedside

clinical examination, but which are necessary for the elucidation

of doubtful cases. The bodies which I shall consider are

:

1. Albumin: serum-albumin, egg-albumin. 2. Globulin: para-

globulin (serum, flbrino-plastin;. 3. Albumoses (globulin, hemi-

albumose, propepton). 4. Peptones.

As was stated above, the heat test does not distinguish between

these bodies. This test may be applied in two ways as followa*.

a small quantity of dilute acetic acid may be added to the unn»'
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in a, test tube, and the upper stratum of liquid boiled; or the

liquid may be boiled first aUd rendered strongly acid witb nitric

acid. The first method is more delicate, provided too much acid

is not added so as to convert albumin into acid-albumin ; it also

prevents the precipitation of phosphates. In the second method,
phosphates, if present in excess, are precii>itated by heat and re-

dissolved by the acid. The picric acid test has no advantage over
the heat test carefully applied.

In ordinary cases these tests are quite sufficient, but when it is

tk question of the presence ot globulin or albumoses or peptones,

other tests are necessarj-.

- In the first place, if the proteid is present in only small quan-
tity, it ought to be obtained in a concentrated solution before

tests are applied to it ; and even if present in large quantities in

the urine, it ought to be separated and redissolved Lf its nature is

t>f a doubtful character.

Precipitation of Proteids m an Unchanged Form from, the

Urine.—This is readily done for most proteids by saturating the
urine with neutral ammonium sulphate [(XH^), SO,]. After pow-
•dering the crystals in a mortar the salt must be added to the

urine in a flask, and shaken well with the hand until no more is

taken up by the liquid. This operation takes only a few minutes.

By this means albumin (serum and egg), paraglobulin, and albu-

moses are completely precipitated, whether the liquid be acid,

neutral, or alkaline; while peptones remain in solution.

The precipitate obtained is amorphous, and rises to the surface

ot the liquid ; it is readily removed by filtration. When on the
filter it may be redissolved by adding a small quantity of dis-

tilled water, or, if it is requisite to obtain the proteid in a state

of great purity, it may be washed twice -vvith a saturated solu-

tion of ammonium sulphate before adding the distilled water.
The proteid or proteids are now in concentrated solution contain-
ing ammonium sulphate, the presence of which does not interfere

with the ordinary test for proteids. The filtrate, after saturation
svith ammonium sulphate, may contain peptones, and these are to

fae tested for in the manner presently to be described. We shall

now consider the tests for the individual proteids.

Albumin.—In the great majority of cases the precipitate ob-
tained bj- boilmg urine after acidulation is due to serum-albumin.
But in a smaller number of cases it may be due to egg-albiunin,

paraglobulin, or to hemi-albumose. It is, therefore, not possible

by this test to distinguish between serum-, egg-albumin, or para-
globulin, even if the temperature of heat-coagulation be carefully
taken, inasmuch as they are all precipitated at about 75^ C. The
behaviour of heat to the kind of hemi-albumose which has been
found in urine is peculiar, and is suggestive of its presence. If

urine be not acidulated, the albumose is precipitated on gently
i heating, but redissolves on further heating, being reprecipitate'd
: on cooling. If the liquid be acidulated with acetic acid, it is not
!
precipitated by heat. Further details of this reaction will be
given further on.

Egg-albumin is distinguished from serum-albumin liy the addi-
tion of ether, -which coagulates it. Before this test is applied,

^

however, the proteids ought to be separated by saturation -with

ammonium sulphate in the manner described. If it is a question
,
of the presence of serum-albumin or paraglobulin, or both together,
the tests for paraglobulin must be applied.

I Paraglobulin.—This may be found in urine by itself Cglobulin-
iiria) or in association with albumin when there is pus or blood

1
present. It is indicated by the following tests :

i

1. Urine containing it gives a precipitate on acidulating and
boiling, which precipitate is not soluble in an excess of acid; that

-
is, it is coagulated proteid.

I 2. Saturation of the liquid with magnesium sulphate precipitates
(the paraglobulin. Before doing this test the urine must be per-
fectly clear. If there is a deposit of mucus, urates, or phosphates,
the clear superstratum of liquid must be poured off. and if the
lUrine is turbid it must be filtere<l till clear. Two or three drops
l<rf dilute acetic acid are then added to the urine in a test tube,
, and magnesium sulphate added to the liquid, which is to be well
shaken with the thumb placed over the mouth of the tube. The
amount of salt that it is necessary to add is about equal to half
the bulk of the liquid. Complete saturation at the ordinarv' tem-
perature does not occur unless the liquid be shaken three or four
hours, but for ordinary purposes simple hand-shaking for a few
minutes is sufficient to cause the precipitation of most of the
globulin. The precipitate is readily removed by filtration, and
after dissolving it by adding distilled water the ordinary tests for
proteids can be applied to the solution. This test distinguishes

paraglobulin from serum-albumin, which is not precipitated by
magnesium sulphate ; but it does not distinguish it from hemi-
albumose or any of the albumoses presently to be described.
There is only one albumose which is precipitated by heating; this is

called hetero-albumose, and this is the albumose found by Kiihne
and others in the urine. As has been stated, this body is pre-
cipitated at a low temperature, and is dissolvi'd on further heat-
ing, iloreover, the precipitate by heat is readily dissolved by
adding a drop of dilute acetic acid—an important point of dis-
tinction from paraglobulin, which when precipitated bj' heating
is rendered insoluble in acid.

If this heat test is doubtful the clear urine must be saturated
with magnesium sulphate, and the precipitate with the liquid
poured off from the sediment of salt into a clean drj- test tube.
This precipitate and liquid must now be boUed and several drops
of acetic or nitric acid aftersvards added. If the precipitate dis-
solves it is albumo.se; if it does not dissolve it is paraglobulin.
These tests may be confirmed by the following: To a small quan-
tity of the original urine, or, better still, to the magnesium
sulphate precipitate dissolved in water, a drop of one per cent,
solution of copper sulphate is added, and then an excess of liquor
potassfe; the albumose gives a pink colour (biuret reaction), while
the paraglobulin gives a violet colour (ordinarj- proteid reaction).

These reactions taken together distinguish paraglobulin from
serum- and egg-albumen and albumose. Sodium chloride also
precipitates paraglobulin and most of the albumoses, and it has
been stated that saturation of the liquid with ammonium sulphate
precipitates globulin, leaving albumin in solution. But besides
the doubtful character of this reaction, some albumoses, if present,
would be precipitated with the globulin. It is only necessarj- to

perform these distinctive tests between paraglobulin and albu-
moses when there is an indication of the latter being present. To
the detection of these we shall now pass.

Albumoses.—These are bodies which are formed during peptic
digestion, and are considered as intermediate between globulin
and albumin on the one hand and peptone on the other. To those
derived from albumin the term " albumose " has been applied, and
to those from globulin the term " globulose." These two classes,

however, bear so close a resemblance to each other in their reac-
tions and properties that, in the present state of our knowledge, it

is more practical to use the term "albumose" for both. The re-

actions to be described apply to both albumoses and globuloses.
Albumoses are of three kinds, and they may be considered

as a row of bodies linked at one end by their properties to
globulins or albumins (undigested proteids), and at the other end
to peptones (digested proteids). They are named hetero-, proto-, and
deutero-albumose. They differ in the folkTsving manner. Hetero-
albumose is soluble only in saline solutions (1 to 15 per cent,

sodium chloride), and not in distilled water. It is precipitated
from solution by heat, and by saturation with sodium chloride or
magnesium sulphate, but only partially ; it is thro-mi down also by
dialysis.

Proto- and deutero-albumose are soluble in distUIed water,
are not affected by heat, and are not thrown down by
dialysis. Proto-albumose is, like hetero-albumose, partially pre-

cipitated by saturation with sodium chloride, but deutero-albu-

mose only if 20 per cent, of acetic acid be added. All the albu-
moses are precipitated by saturation with neutral ammonium sul-

phate in the manner which has been previously described, and
they all give a characteristic reaction n-ith strong nitric acid.

Nitric acid added to a solution of hetero- or proto-albumose causes

a precipitate, which dissolves on heating, is reprecipitated on
cooling, redissolves on again heating, and so on. Deutero-albu-
mose only gives this reaction when a few crystals of sodium chlo-

ride are added to its solution in a test-tube. All the albumoses
are precipitated by adding acetic acid and the ferrocyanide of

potassium to their solution. The precipitation by ammonium sul-

phate, and by acetic acid and ferrocyanide of potassium, and the
peculiar behaviour of the nitric acid precipitate, serve to dis-

tinguish albumoses from all other proteids. Like peptones, they
all give a pink colour with copper sulphate and potash.

.^U these albumoses have not been described as occurring in

urine, verj- probably because their distinctive tests have not been
applied.

The albumose first described by Bence-Jones, and later by
Kiihne and others, as occurring in tlie urine, was probably hetero-
albumose. The specimen of urine examined by Kiihne (" Hemi-
albumose im Ham," Zeits. fiir Biologie. Bd. xix) gave a proteid
precipitate between 43° and 50° C. (109.4° and 120° F.), the pre-
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cipitAte ilissolvins on further lu-ating. If a f^mnll quant t^' of

r<-rtic acid were added to the uriue. no ^r.^'ip'tato was obta ned

W heating. So,liun. chloride to saturation !,mve A precpUa e,

aJ^d tTmSWt"'*- ^vith nitric aei.l behaved in the manner pecu-

iTartVraflmniUs. The sediment in the unne partly consisted of

llhum..^" Th.-*.e reaction* are similar to those given by hetero-

ab mo«einurine.»s I hare nscertained by applying them after

d" viug one of the pR^teid in normal urine. Further re-

Bearche. will show whether the other a bumoses occur as ab-

l^omal urinarj- constituents, At present '^ ^'
b'l.f^'^Xwina

state that an albumose is indicated m urine by the following

"^I^'tTc precipitate by heat comes down at a lower temperature_

than that TfVraglolinHn and albumin. The temperature of

coagulatton maV be%ccurately taken.by -"^ansof a very simple

ammratus. A portion of clear urine is placed in a test tube, in

well an accurate thermometer is also put and the test tube al-

Clh\ to rest in the neck of a small flask containing distil ed

Cter The water must be alK.ve the line of the iirme Ihe

Zsk is then craduallv Ireftted, while the urine in the tube is s irred

"ymean of^the thermometer. The temperature at ^ >H-h the

•urine becomes cloudy is the lower limit of coagulation- the liquid

St" en heated further until a precipitate occurs ;
this is the higher

imit of coagulation. l<'or paraglobulin and albumin the lower

S isSy C. and the higher 7.^° C; for hetero-a bumose

th^ lower amit is 4.r and the higher 50° C. If hetero-albumose

b^ suspected, the urine must not be aci-lifie.! pre^•lous to heating ;

Init in the ca,se of paraglobulin or serum-albumin, one or two

<lrops of dilute acetic acid must be added

It is important to emphasise the fact that a specimen of unne

rontainin.' hetero-albumose (without paraglobulin or serum

Ximin) wUl give a jirecipitate with heat only when no acetic or

other free iicid is addeil. . .

•i Sitric acid added drop by drop to the urme causers a precipi-

tate if albumoses are present, which behave m the charactenstie

manner already de.scribed. This reaction ,s <^i«t>"chve of albu-

moses. n is not given, it must he remembered by deutero-

albnmose unless solid sodium chloride be added to the urine.

pZ<^«;Are closely allied to albumoses, especially to dentero-

albumose. A urine containing them alone would give no pre-

c pZte on boiling, and none with nitric acid, even if sodium

c doride he added Such a urine would, however, give a pmk

colour with copier sulphate and potash. This test (biuret reac-

Uonrwmld indicate the presence of peptones i th. heat and

TiTtric acid tests proved negative. A small quantity of proto- and

deu oro-albumose would, however give the biuret reaction and be

n uch small quantity as to give a doubtful reaction ^-^^ratr^.

acid The biuret reAction cannot then be taken as ahso ut^ly

demonstrating the presence of peptones, even when applied after

thrheaTnd nitric acid tests. It is best to apply the loUowmg :

saturate the urine with neutral rtmmonium sulphate m the manner

described alo"e, and filter off the precipitate, if any, which

occurs The precipitate ^.•ill consist of globulin, tilbumm or

alb mose if they be present, and the filtrate will contain the

pep ones or these are not precipitated by ^''t"'^t'7.;^'t'!

LCnium sulphate. To the filtrate then "'^^
-^

J^^^f
\^f^

cent copi.er sulphate solution and a large e.wss of potash
,

it a

-pink coiur is producd pepton.^ are present. ()r add two or

tC^d^'lps of nitric aci/l, boil and add liquor ammonine after

rooHng: if the liquid turns brown P^-P^f>/'\w?,I';^f"^'l, ^^'
methoii of saturation with ammonium sulphate i^'tfce-'onlycer-

tuin one of testinL' for peptones in urine.

^'a method whic^ hal Un
'•"V—

"'-V nPl>'i«l -,[-
,

". I^^.tp!
nrin.. after concentration nto a large excess ot alcohol ;

»'" pep-

^:^ri,= down,andmayb.Wt;.d_on a fi ..^
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tones are tiirown uowii, anu iii.i.r ^y .-

.

,

solved in water. If such a solutim. gives no ,,recmitate on heat^

ing or with nitric acid, or with acetic acid and t.n-ncyanuie of

S>tas..inm, or on saturation with ammonium «'>'P '»*""" J";,

Sves a brownish colour on heating with mtric «c>d and adding

fJmonia, and a pink colour with copper su phate and lK>tash

UuM.rinecontain.H'no proteid hut peptones, <^^'^

'X^Z^l^"^\^l
Bimnle nentonuria. Rut in every case it is best to saturate^ tin

urine ti?st^wi"h ammonium sulphate, as by this m.ans all proteids

are readily separated from peptones. ^^^_
rnoFESSon CArciOPOl.l recently performed extirpation of the

larvn.x and six rings of the trachea for sarcoma 0°
f.
^7™«";

agt-d W, ii» the.llospital for Incurabh.s at -Vofle^.^, .fhis is the

thirteenth caseW Inrj-ngectom'y in Italy.

There are fe-sv gyntecological questions of greater practical in-

terest, and none which have been more frequently brought under

my notice in the course of a somewhat extensive climcal experi-

ence in hospital and consultation practice, than those connected

wTth the sub'ect of sterility in women. 1 therefore 7^;^;;?ture

to sulimit the following observations on this top'-;-

»°^,^f
/'J ^?!

the purpose of expressing my own views, -svluch 1 believe to be

well-founded, but also in the hope of eliciting the opinions of

other practitioners on a matter o much I'^P-J^ance, and one

involving not only the physical health of our patients, but, more-

oTerin many instances also intimately aiiecting their social in-

terests and the happiness of conjugal life.
j-t-„„ „^

Ettlor/y of£arrmnes,.-As in every other morbid condition, 80

with reaard to sterility, our first aim must be to ascertain it8

Tause i.reach instance. Of the various factors m the causation o

iXcundity, some-such as the absence or arrested development

of any of the organs essential for conception, namely, t'l^fP"'
Fallopian tubes.^or ovaries-being beyond remedy need not hafe

occupy consideration. In the great majority of mstanees, how-

ever, sterility, when occurring in women within the penod of

ovarian fund onal activity, admits of effectual treatment, pro-

vided that treatment be rationally directed to the special exigen-

"For'contnf^ce of description, in the .foUowing observatiopB I

have followed the example of the ma ority of writers on female

XilitT by whom, under this term, is also included the object of

!mpo ency or sexual incapacity. Strictly ^peaking lOwev^Mhe

latter terii should be restricted to those cases m yh ch mantfl^|

intercourse is prevented by some physical impediment, sucU M^

^ acinal or vulvar occlusion, imperforate hymen, vagiuismuB, etc..,

whilst stermty, or reproductive inability, Is commonly the result

S om strSiral fesiou, malformation, displacemei^, or defl-

ciencv of either the uterus or its appendages, although it m8>

a so be due to certain morbid constitutional couditious, as w^Jl as

be occasioned by other causes, such as sexual incongruity or irre-

spondence of a moral rather tlian of a physical kind. ^ ,

XiWs- of the Cervical Caxal.-This is not only the mosti

commoi of all he cause, of sterility just alluded to, but is mora

ov™r accor in<T to my experience, the one which proves mosl;

ImeAaWe to appropriate treatment. Until a oomparativel>;

Zde?n period, howe'^-er, atresia of the cervical canal was g«n..

"ally regarded as irremediable, and thvs opinion contimu-d towe

vnil verv L'enerallv for years after the period when Dr. MaxsJun

to^hot-KdSb^rgh. by his revival of the ancient but long-<UsusB.,

rael^hol "atiiig the cervical canal . when occluded prove-.

the curability of that condition. Practically, the modern Ireat

ment of ^rvical stenosis was initiated a <iuarter of a centux

St.r when Simpaon brought the subject prominently before tb/

iirolVssioii and proved the feasibiUty of treating stenosis byan,

?Snw™ht", metrotome, as well as by dilatation with 8ix>ng:

^n.l lamiuaria tents. This, however, is not the P'^co to tm:e
,

nroOTessive historv' of the improved procedures by whicli^ti

crXoperaiions resorted to half a centurj- ago, m t^e treaWiei

o"obst uctive dysmenorrhcea and sterility have been «c^«

placed. My present object i.s a more practical one ^^"^vin

as I do that, though both dilatation and '"C's on of tl e cervv

mav be successtully employed in many cases. 1 also "^"OW inj

S hes, plans verj' o"''" «''" ^ i.ermanently overcoming tJ

nara contractility of the cervical structures, and hat aft

eae opera ion llie canal too commonly rapidly resumes its form-

condition, ami frequent^ly from cicatricial contracnon l^^om^^^

l,.ss permeable than before the operation. Hence I "OJ fJJ^

in^ct attention to the advantage I have observed >
'

t « trM

m.nt of such ca^es from a method of procedure anJ Hi""*''

^strume^tB bV which the parts are so forcibly sejmn;ted^gdt2^

TlTeaa to the Section ot Ohstetric Memcine at the- Ann^mTMectlilg tjt *

BrltlBh MeWical AMOciatton. held in Dublin. August, 1881.
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apart, rather than cut, as to reduce any risk of their speedy re-

union.
Operative Treatment of Cervical Stenosis.—As the method

which I employ in such cases differs in some respects from that

generally adopted, I may perhaps be permitted to refer to the de-

tails of a plan of treatment which within the past session alone

has been employed in eighty-two of my hospital cases of ste-

nosis, and in many of these with the co-operation of my friend

Dr. Duke. The total number of cases on which I have operated
during the past ten years now exceed five hundred instances in

cases of cervical stenosis productive of obstructive dysmenorrhcea
or sterility.

In such cases the operation should, if possible, be undertaken a
lev^ days after the catamenial period, and should be preceded
by daily hot water sj-ringing for some time previously. For its

satisfactory performance the patient should be fully etherised, and
placed in ordinary semi-prone position on a suitable gj-nsecological

table. Then the cervix being exposed by a duck-bill speculum,
the anterior lip is dra'mi down by a strong vulsellum as near to

the vulva as possible. The sound should be now used, or, if this

cannot be introduced at first (as happened in a case of stenosis on
which I recently operated in England), a very small flexible probe
may be passed, and followed by a larger one, until the ordinarj'

uterine sound can be introduced. This being removed, I then pass
in, up to the fundus, my uterine director, which you per-

ceive is a long probe-pointed instrument, with ball and socket ad-
justment in handle, and rather less bulky than the common
sound ; and along its groove the button of the triangular guarded,
blunt-edged knife, now exhibited, is forced, with the cutting
surface directed backwards into the uterine cavity. It is then
rotated, and withdrawn in the oppo.site direction. The edge of

this instnmient is thick and blunted, so as to crush apart or tear,

rather than sharply divide, the parts through which it is forced,
and thus to diminish the risk of haemorrhage at the time, and to
prevent the subsequent reunion of the separated surfaces.

These instruments have now been used with satisfactory results
in upwards of a hundred cases in my hospital and private practice
during the past session. But for twenty years previously I have
employed, and in many cases still use for this purpose. Simpson's
original metrotome, which I regard as a far better instrument
than any of the more recent metrotomes, and in everj' respect
superior to Sims's or Kmmet's, or any other intra-uterine knife.

I

Whether the metrotome or my knife be used, 1 think matters
little, at least when compared with the importance of maintaining
the permanent permeability of the passage by whatever means
this has been restored. This, I believe, may be best secured by
the use of the dilator now shown.

ARNOLD M SONS LONDOH

Immediately after the completion of the incisions I employ this
instrument, not merely with the view of thorouighly eximnding the
canal and its orifices in the most effectual manner possible, but
also for the purpose of tearing the divided tissues and vessels, and
thus arresting any excessive htemorrhagc. The extent to which
this dilatation may be carried must, of course, be largely deter-
mined bj' the special circumstances of each case. As a rule, how-
jever, in ordinary cases 1 pass the instniment well into the uterine
cavity, and then, by means of the screw adjustment, separating
(the points to their'fuU extent (that is, one inch and a quarter,
;and then not reducible by any external pressure to less than
three-quarters of an inch), I withdraw the expanded blades
forcibly through the canal, so as to expand the canal in the
inatnral direction from within downwards and outwards, and not,
18 most other dilators, which act in the opposite direction ; rein-
troducing it, and repeating the same manoeuvre in opposite
iirections, until the passage is so expanded that I can
readily pass my finger into the uterine cavity, which is

hen thoroughly washed out with a hot carliolised injec-
lon. In the next place, I pack the cervical canal with a
ong tampon of compressed absorbent cotton, saturated in dilute
Jiycerine of carbolic acid, and till the underlying vagina with a

large glycerine plug. The latter is removed in twenty-four ltoan(
and the former in si.xtj' hours, if not sooner expelled, being then
replaced with a large-sized, soft rubber stem, also previously well
carbolised, or else by Dr. Duke's ingenious ball and socket
intra-uterine stem, which causes no irritation and requires no ad-
ditional support, and which I direct to be worn, if possible, until
the next monthly period passes over. For a fortniffht or ten days
after operation the patient should lie kept in bed, and the uterine
cavitj- daily washed out with hot water, plain or medicated. Be-
fore allovring the patient to leave her bed I invariably secure the
uterus in situ, and lift its weight off the ligaments by a properly
adjusted Hodge pessary, which to a considerable extent obviates
the occurrence of the possible after-troubles that might otherwise
be consequent on this operation. Moreover, I desire the patient
to remain in bed during the next menstmaj period, which is gener-
ally attended with some pain and increased discharge. She should
then wear a soft rubber stem until the approach of the subsequent
period, after which, and never sooner, she may return to mantal
intercourse.

These precautions and directions maj' perhaps be regarded as
superfluous after an operation which has been described by some
who ought to know better as " one of the simple.st and safest of ail

gj-njEcoTogical procedures." This certainly is not my opinion, and
I ascribe the success which has attended my treatment of stenosis
chiefly to their adoption. For although any tyro armed with a
metrotome may lay open a contracted cerv-ical canal easily
enough, the operation may probably prove worse than useless if

it be rashly and needlessly undertaken or carele.ssly performed,
being extremely apt to be followed by ill consequences, such as

hicmorrhage. pehic celluliti.*, endometritis, and above all by
permanent cicatricial occlusion of the canal, when abused by those
who disregard those details and precautions which are essential

for its safe and successful accomplishment.
J'affinal Aphoria or Incapacity.—In reference to the causes of

sterility, the condition of the vagina also requires consideration,
it being obviously essential that this canal should be capable of

receiving, retaining, and transmitting the spermatic fluid. These
requirements may be variously defeated. Thus the vagina may
be wanting, as I have seen in one instance, wherein the urethra
opened on the perineum directly. The vulvar orifice may be
occluded by morbid adhesions from vulvitis or congenital atresia.;

the vaginal canal may be abnormally narrowed, or—and more fre-

quently—it may be occluded by membranous septa consequent on
former parturient injitries or inflammation, of which I have
recorded several cases, one of which is at present under my care
in the hospital. u;

Infecundityfrom FTjyi'nijmiM.—Conceptive incapacity, or feMale
impotency, is, according to my experience, very frequently trace-
able to vaginismus or excessive sensibility of the vaginal orifice

and adjacent parts, attended with such ppa.smodic contraction of

the sphincter vaginse as to form an impediment to marital inter-

course. This occurs chiefly in patients of a hysterical tempera-
ment, and is generally occasioned by neuromata, confined to the
parts supplied liy the superficial perineal branch of the pndic
ner\'e. In all such cases constitutional treatment by nerve tonics

and sedatives should be combined with the simple plan of local

treatment, which I have generally found efficient in relieving the

most intense dyspareunia thus caused, without any operative in-

terference beyond the forcible dilatation of the vaginal canal, and
stretching of the pudic ner\-e by a method fully described in a

recent paper of mine. In some instances, however, these measures
fail, and we must then fall back on Sims's and Emmet's opera-
tions for the cure of vaginismus. It sometimes happens,

that even in cases of vaginismus, so intense as to render

complete marital intercourse impossible, the disease is not neces-

sarily a barrier to impregnation. Thus, in one instance under my
observation, so extreme was the local hypenesthesia as not only
to prevent the possibility of complete cohnbitarion. but also to

prevent the patient submitting to any local treatment for relief of

the morbid condition. Nevertheless conception occurred, and 1

was subsequently called in to deliver her at full term, and, in

doing so, was obliged to incise the still unruptured hymen by
which delivery was obstructed.

Sterility from Uterine Flexions.—The various displacements of

the uterus by which sterility may be occasioned have lieen fully

discussed by recent writers." For my own part, I am inclined to

think that an undue degree of importimce is attached by Dr.

G rally Hewitt and his followers to the influence of anteversiou
and anteflexion in the causation of infecundity. In my own
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practioo, at least, I have not often met with cases of sterility as-

8i«iiable to anterior deviations from the normal position of the

uterus, and 1 have seen early pregnancy coexistent ivith

marked anteflexions. On the other hand, I have often traced

sterility to retroversion, and again still more frequently to re-

troHexi'on, by the latter of which not only is the permeability of

the canal m'echanicallv constricted at the point of flexion, but,

moreover, as in cases of retroversion, and also of prolapsus uteri,

the vai'inal retentive capacity was necessarily interfered with.

In each and all of these three latter conditions I have generally

found that the reposition and maintenance i'« situ of the uterus

by a properly adjusteil Hodge pessary sufficed, if the canal itself

was permeable, to cure the sterility thus occasioned ;
otherwise,

the operation of opening, by incision and dilatation, the cervical

canal is also necessary, more especially in cases of flexion with

elongation of the cervix, where, from long-continued pressure at

the angle of flexure, much absorption of tissues has taken

place, "in such cases the result of incising the cervix, which

should always be divided backwards, is, as Dr. P^mmet observed,

to bring the 'neck of the uterus to a more naturallength, and it

then becomes straighter, shorter, and thicker. This change m the

neck is brought about, it is supposed, by the action of the longi-

tudinal fibres after the circular ones have been divided.

Endometritis and Steri/itt/.—VhTonic endometritis is incom-

patible with fecundity, and as long as that disease exists to any

serious extent the patient must remain barren. This fact, to

-which I called attention many years ago, is one of great practical

importance, and is too generally ignored in practice. I have

known many instances in which patients were subjected to active

surgical treatment to overcome some supposed mechanical

obstacle to impregnation, and who nevertheless remained child-

uless, no attention having been paid to the e.xistence of chronic
"
„'i"iui'?jil inflammation, on the subsequent cure of which pregnancy

.,,„"i' ',", -^a uod. In such cases not only is impregnation mechani-

!..iKr nWri.AVi'^' J ''>• the viscid glairy secretion by which the os

^
i'- ffin^ it^V'-t of the cerfical canal is sealed in all cases of

""w 1 .iHtT?';-iS'"^. as Mr. AVhitebread long since pointed out,
.endocervicitis.lmt al . . ^ s,^^^^

„t
the inflammatory action b-:.^^ decidua; and hence the ovum,
the formation of the memb ,„ ,„^,3,,rii ji,,„^,^ ^g ^uhout any
even though impregnated is neo,

.( fertilised state. Secondly,
manifestation of its existence in

^,^, ^g^,,,^„, „f ^1,^ ^^rus may
the diseased condition of the linin*

obliterating for a time their
be extended to the Fallopian oanti^

^^^ ,,^„ig, ^^ i„.
internal onhces so as to oppose an 111* .j^ ^^^^^ ^f endome-
pregnation. Thirdly, the uterine secre,,^^,

,^^'^ ^^ j,^^ spermatozoa,
tntis, may bo inimical to the active existt^ ,„,_ ., _, jf. _.: i

,, ""e Whitebread's
Mr- ,fiu<Hence, agreeing as I do with ..,. ^tu,,ions on this

may also recapitulate briefly the conclu.)-^,
^^^^ ^^^^^

ject which I published several years ago in tl. .^y,. j^^'^.^ j^^^

views, I

this sub-
volume of

'r^"^",";-" 'f""•'.••—"'"—
J- B- — -.-w,- have been con-

tlie Ihibltn Obstetrical Transactions, and which ly, r^\^^^ conces-
firraod by my more recent experience, namely: i^.e,, cervix uteri
tive hypertrophy of the uterus, and especially of tluf

^djtjong ^re!
is a very common cause of sterility. 2. That these cou ^, ^^gp^ o^g
in the majority of cases, occasioned by constitutional Ccqu 'g That
of the most frequent of which is the scrofulous diathesis, ioitmenf
these diseases require constitutional as well as local treaif

^j,gfltg
and in this connection 1 therefore would again urge the bM, ..^jp^^
derivable in such coses from certain mineral and thermal

'^\v.-i,alth

the uses of which are fully described in my work on The Ha, n

Resorts of Europe. * 1^ of
Ovarian and Titbal Sterility.—Ovarian inflammation is on« (^^_

the most frequent consequences and accompaniments of em
j^^

metritis. In these cases the inflammation extends from 6 tl ^
uterus along the Fallopian tubes to the ovaries, and this toipjj.^

great extent accounts for the fact just mentioned, that patien'litg

suffering from endometritis or endocorvicitis are invariably steril.at ^
In snch cases the inflammatory action is generally attended by Op
viscid exudation, by which the tubes, and especially their uterinvB,_

orifices, ore mechaiucally sealeil against the possibility of impregn^.

nation. Independently, however, of its frequent sequence on eush.

dometritis, tubal obstruction, productive of dysmenorrhcea andot

sterility, may also arise from thosf; possibly graver, but, occordin^ie

to my experience, comparatively exceptional diseases, namelyds
idiopathic salpingitis and pyo-salpinx, in the treatment of which
operative procedures, involving loss of all future conceptive—
ability l)y the complete removal of the uterine annexa, are now^^,

80 readily resorted to by some practitioners. For ray own part,|„_

having in not a few cas !S seen all the supposed symptoms of pyo-)m
salpinx subside completely without any surgical interpositior

whatever, it would seem to me (piile as rational to amputate tli

breast for an ordinary mammary abscess as to remove the Fall i

pian tubes merely because they may be the seat of serous or puDi

lent exudations. !n some eases of the latter kind there is, ;n

can vouch from clinical experience, no absolute! impossibility o

reaching and removing such collections by aspiration or even 1';

catheterisation of the Fallopian tubes.

Many years ago, having occasion to use the sound in a patii ri

suffering from dysmenorrhoio and sterility, I was surprised, tli.r

being no enlargement of the uterus, to And the sound pass m u

to the handle, and on palpation discovered that obviously it ha

entered the right Fallopian tube. A year subsequently that lad'

gave birth to her first child, after eight years of married lif.

Since then I have more than once succeeded in accomplishing b

a little careful manipulation what in the first instance was but

happy accident. And hence I endeavour to impress on those wb
attend my hospital practice, the fact that the catheterisation <

the Fallopian tubes, when employed by a practised hand and wit

due caution, is a feasible, and in some exceptional instances ma
possibly prove an effectual, method of treating certain cases i

dysmenorrhea, sterility, and other morbid conditions.

Sterility may also arise from causes irrespective of any physic:

lesion; and although impregnation in no way depends on tl:

sexual orgasm, unquestiouably it may be prevented by strou

mental emotion or personal dislike. In some instances, h':>v

ever, sexual incongruity productive of sterility coexists wit

conjugal affection. Thus, 1 have more than once been cui

suited by sterile patients, happily married, desirous of offsprin;

and not suffering from any physical disability, who informed n

that, though warmly attached to their husbands, not only w:

there absolutely sexual indifference, nut oven positive repugnam

to coition, any attempt at which in one of these cases invari:il

produced nausea. In that case I may add that the last-menti^ ,i:

symptom was allayed by the use of cocaine suppositories.

Still more commonly is sterility dependent on abuse or abnorm

irritation of the sexual organs, and hence the general sterility .

prostitutes. It is hardly necessary to observe that in such ca^--

long period of abstention from all sexual stimulation affords f
I

only hope of curing the impotentia r/enerandi.

In the treatment of infecundity, independent of any i'V

disease, malformation, or displacement, or of any obvious deran;,'

ment of the general health, or other tangible cause, and in wlin

the mineral waters already referred to have either been tri.

without benefit, or are contraindicated or not available, a cour

of sea-bathing, whatever may be its modus operandi, is a pr

scription the occasional eflicacy of which in such cases 1 ha

seen proved by experience.

HEMORRHAGIC PHAR'YNGITIS.

By AETIIUR JAMISON, M.D.,
Loudoa.

I WISH to draw attention to a condition I may call, -from its chi

symptom, " harmorrhagic pharj-ngitis." It is not mentioned m >

textbooks. I have found it verj- obstinate to cure if its can-

overiookcd, and also because 1 have found amongst patients si

fering from it some of the greatest grumblers ot medical m
whom I have ever met. And no wonder. Five out of eleven vo

marked examples of this condition were thought to be, or \v,

become, victims of phthisis, had got no benefit from mpdical i

ment, and before they came under my care had drifted, li,> '

advice of friends, to the tender mercies of quacks, who pronn.-:

to cure their consumption, and had made themselves wor.-^e

pocket and digestion by swalhnving many bottles of tarry emv

sions. Three otherpatients, whom 1 saw when at the Riviera. « >

'

wandering from one town to another there, at OTeat inconven

to their work in life, and without any benefit to their ail'

Let me give a case foirly typical of them all, as much as p

in the jiatient's own words.
, , , »• j

Mr. 13. came to see me, and, almost before I had time to

word', produced his pocket handkerchief, and. with a yon

pressinff the deepest concern, said, " Doctor, what s this .

serious" Is it a return of consumption?" I saw on the Iku

kerchief several masses of dusky, red-stained expectoration,

told me that, preceding this attack for several days, "e "«/
sensation of constant tickling in his throat, and an equalU tj

raenting desire to clear it; and bis throat felt dr>- and burnn;.

and this burning feeling was greatly increased by swallowij
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anything pungent. He told me he generally got his first warning
whenever sherrj' felt hurning as he swallowed it. After about two
days of great discomfort he got relief by being able to hawk up
very frequently dark, blood-stained liuups of phlegm. This he
kept constantly doing all day long for about a fortnight. He at
the same time had a good deal of pyrosis and great mental de-
pression. As the attack wore off the blood-staining got less and
less ; and, as he invariably examined each mass of e.\pectoration,
he got cheered liy seeing it become yellow ; then the yellow mi.xed
with something clear and gelatinous, with what he called dark
spots in it. He very strongly emphasised the fact that he got no
benefit from coughing ; that only by hawking, in which he was
quite an expert, did he bring the secretion up easily and quickly.
This gentleman was of an intensely nenous, anxious tempera-
ment, seemed to be in fairly good health, not intemperate in any
way—indeed, far too careful to keep up his tone, and had not got
any thinner, felt himself verj' low, was verj' liable to be bilious,
ind in cold weather liable to attacks of extremely painfid diarrhcea,
passing many copious, offensive, white-coloured motions. An
ittack of this diarrhoea seemed to relieve his throat for some time
ifterwards, and the sanguineous expectoration stopped for awhile.
He never had piles, and when a boy had many attacks of epi-
rtaxis.

Another interesting case was that of a young gentleman, a Mr.
VlcK., aged 27, who was brought to me by his father, having been
:old by their family doctor that his son was suffering from an
ittack of hemoptysis, which indicated commencing mischief in his
jhest and urged him to take a long sea voyage, or a stay on the
Siviera. This young gentleman had had frequent free epistaxis
rfien a boy, and was frequently bilious. Another case was that
« a Mr. R., aged 52, of portly s'ize, and, being a man of leisure and
neans, had been to a fresh physician for each recurrence, and now

,
houffht he would try me just to give me a chance. He had epi-
*:iM- when a boy, and told me also that he remembered getting
'Mi'imerable powders in childhood, as his liver was said to be per-

;illy out of order, and his motions never pleased his mother or
either in colour or consistence, being always called pasty.

;-ast indulgence in the good things of life gave him a bilious
lelie, and he had been told his heart was weak.

I I" diagnosis of all these eases rested on the fact of the entire
I'.bsence of lung mischief, and on the microscopic characters of the
putum. The clear portion of the secretion con.'iisted of large
quomous epithelium from the mouth, and manv small round cells
rom the entrance to tlie larj-nx, and a few pus corpuscles, the
'ellow portion of pus and fat cells, a few blood coiiiuscles, and in
reat abundance the large .spheroidal cells from the pharynx, and
1
few cubes of common salt—when the phlegm was dark red, of
wirse quantities of blood corpuscles and crj'stals of hrematin.
here were no elastic fibres nor any distuictive epithelium from
nealveoh or bronchial tubes. Two of the cases came under my
lotice since the discovery of the tubercle bacillus, and I neeil
lardly say I could not find it. I may mention that as most of
liese cases were very nervous people the microscopic examination
•-nifd to reassure them verj- greatly, and I would like to advise

> practitioner as a routine thing the microscopic examination
' sputum. I have found nothing equal to it in obtaining the
nt s confidence. There was nothing unusual to be seen in the
yiix except that it looke<l frequently anaemic in the early
< with enlarged veins coursing over it.' Afterwards there were
I'-s, especially laterally, of a very deep dusky-red colour.
'Were no signs of follicidar disease, and the larj-nx was
:il in everj- case. In nine out of the eleven cases 'the liver

; -''ghtly eidarged and tender.

I

iNow what causes this comlition ? Is it catarrhal ? I think not.
I

am inclined to think it hepatic in its cause. The epistaxis th.nt
(lost of these cases suffered from in childhood is. we know, asso-
(lated with hepatic disturbance. There was a fairly continuous
listorj' of biliousness and liver engorgement, and as there were no
lies, It seems to me that pharj-ngeal hemorrhage of a passive
naracter replaced the ordinary rectal leakage.
At first, thinking 1 had to do with a local disease, I used various
«ringent pigments and sprays chiefly of iron and tannin, but no
enetlt was derived from their use. I'have found most relief in
'®,"7?t''''"ve stage from painting the pharynx with a solution of
irbohe acid and glycerine ( 3ss to § j), and using Allen and Han-
urj's pastilles of chlorate of soda. As most of the cases were men
t a flabby condition in addition to their biliousues.^. I have found
combination of nitric acid and extract of bark of the greatest
wiieit continued for several weeks, adding a little tincture of

nux vomica if much flatulence troubled the patient; also limiting
the amount of fluid taken to about half a jjint with each meal,
and the avoidance of cold bathing or sponging helped to maintain
the gain derived from the mixture. The effect of alcohol was
verj' marked in its positive injurj-. It was noticed by several that

if they had been out to dine and had taken more wine—especially

champagne or port—than usual, they knew that next morning
their expectoration would be bloody. One gentleman noticed that

he iuvariably had a relapse when abroad after taking cafe notr

and cognac the night before.

I found in obstinate cases when the nitric acid failed, the
somewhat old-fashioned prescription of sulphates of magnesia and
iron with dilute sulphuric acid of great use. The use of a saline

aperient, e.specially if taken after a little blue pill the night be-

fore, was extremely useful, and latterly I have always started the
treatment with it. Tlius it will be seen that as I treated the
throat less and the general condition of the patient more, and, to

use an old medical phrase, "looked after his liver," the better the

result. Many times I have heard patients say that they could
not get their medical men to do this. It .seems to me that this

important organ has gone out of fashion with the profession now-
adays, and bacilli and endless neuroses absorb all its energies,

greatly to the gain of the endless makers of pills and mineral

waters ; the numbers of aloetic pills and glasses of waters contain-

ing chiefly sulphate of magnesia, that are swallowed—too often

unwisely—by the public is hardly realised by medical men.

THE COMMmsQCABILITY OF TUBERCLE
THROUGH COWS MILK.

By LOUIS PARKES, M.D., D.P.H.Lond.
Assistant to the Professor of Hygiene. University College, London.

That cow's milk is not uncommonly a vehicle for the transmis-

sion of infectious disease to the human subject is now well under-

stood. The evidence in support of such a mode of propagation is

in many cases incontestable. Enteric fever, scarlet fever, diph-

theria, and a disease resembling the foot-and-mouth disease of

cattle are known to have been spread by means of the milk-

suppl}-. There is one other disease, tuberculosis, in which cow's

milk has not been definitely proved to have served as a carrier of

contagion ; but amongst those who have made a study of the sub-

ject the view in favour of such a mode of propagation is regarded

as containing the elements of extreme probabUity.

Cattle are very susceptible to tubercle, and stall-fed dain,' cows
in towns are not infrequently found to be affected. Indeed, Pro-

fessor Fleming has asserted that at least 2.5 per cent, of all dairy

cows kept in towns are the subjects of this malady. These
animals are stalled day and night in stables often uncleanly or

badly ventilated, and they are perpetually being drained of lai^e

quantities of milk. Prolonged lactation in the human female is

well known to be a frequent precursor of phthisis, and it is not to

be wondered at that, under such circumstances, and \vith the

additional factors of confinement, want of exercise, and bad air,

cows should succumb to a malady to which they are in a high

degree susceptible.

It has been found by experience that the best bred animals,

which are also usually the best milkers, are those which are

soonest affected. In the early stages the symptoms of the disease

are ill-defined, the health of the animal is apparently not inter-

fered with, and the milk secretion is as abundant as ever. It is

not until the disease is well established that nutrition is inter-

fered with ; and even then, unless the amount of mUk is seriously

lessened, the dairy farmer continues to keep the animal in stock.

So far as known at present, the mUk of tuberculous cows is free

from tubercle bacilli, unless there has been—as is sometimes the

case—a deposition of tubercles in the glands of the udder.

It would be extremely interesting to know in what percentage

of cases the mammary glands are involved in the process of

tuberculisation, and at what stage of the disease such involve-

ment usually commences. Milk which contains tubercle bacilli,

when given to guinea-pigs and rabbits, causes tubercular deposits

in the lymphatic foIUcles lining the intestinal walls, followed by
tubercles in the mesenteric glands, peritoneum, liver, spleen, and
geneTal tuberculosis (Klein). Milk which is free from tubercle

bacilli, although derived from undoubtedly tubercular cows, has
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not so fnr beeji found to be productive of tuberculosis in calves

and other animals to whit-h the milk was L'lvin.

It mivv lie fairly nssumed that in many of those cases of primary

tubencuiar ulceration of the intestines or of tuberculosis of the

peritoneum ami mesenteric aUivU (tabt^s meseulerica), which

occur iu the human subject, the tubercular virus has been intro-

duced with the food, and the absorption of the virus has taken

place through some part of the digestive tract. These diseases are

usually primarv in young children; iu adults they are mostly

secondary t.i tiibercular lUsease of other organs, especially of the

lunes* On referring to the Kegistrar-tieiieral's Summary it is

goenthat in the ten years 1S71-80 tubercular peritonitis and its

allied disease, tabes me'scnterica, caused amongst children uuder

years of ago an average mortality of :2.55 per 1,000 per annum,

w-hicJi approaches closelv the average mortality from measles

{•li>~ por 1,000) in the same period, and is more thau twelve times

as cn-eat as tlie corresponding mortality from these diseases of any

otiror age-period of live vears, from the age of u up to 100. Tri-

nnuy tubercular disease of the lungs m children uuder 6 years ot

age is a comparatively rare event. The average annual mortality

from phthisis of children under 5 years for the decennium 1871-W)

was only 0.77 per 1,000, and possibly some of the cases so registered

TPercs really secondai-y to primary tuberculosis of the abdominal

otguns. Tlie extreme incidence of prunary tubercular disease ot

tho ajjdominal lymphatic system on young chUdren is at once seen

from these figures. In the matter of dietary there is one great

distincniishing feature between this age period and all others.

Under 5 years of age, milk—usually unboUed—forms the staple

food of children.
. ^ j ^.i

Whilst not denying that the tubercular virus may find other

means of reachini; tTie digestive tract than through unboded

cow's milk, it appears to me that there are no sufficient safeguards

in the management of town dairies to warrant us in assUmmg

that milk from cows in an advanced stage^of tuberculosis has no

chance of being mLxed with the milk of other healthy cows, in

every dairy of any size there will probably be tubercular cows,

some of thera, perhaps, %\'ith tubercular deposits m the udders ;

and as it is the common custom with dairymen to mis together

the fnilk yielded by different cows, it is not too much to assume

that tulierele ;)acilli may be widely distributed in the milk supply

of any town. It has been said that the tuberculosis of cattle is

not the same disease as tho tuberculosis of man, and that the

absence of any proof of the human variety having ever been de-

Tiendcnt upon'ingestion or inoculation of the virus of the bovine

variety tends to strengthen such a belief. To this it may be re-

plied that the bacilli of bovine tuberculosis are identical—accord-

lU'Ttoall bacteriological metliods at present known—with those

found in tubercular formations in the organs of man, and that

althDU<^h the disease presents anatomical differences in man and

cattle.lhese differences may be explained as being due to differ-

ences of soil in the human and bovine tissues, the bacilli mgratt-

inc themselves in those tissues wliich present conditions most

favourable to their growth and development, Secondly, absence

of proof may only mean want of observation or recorded data, and

cannot be held to imply that at no future time will satistactory

evidence of the dependence ot the human disease upon a bovine

source be brought to light.
, ^^^ ^- , „

Having regard to all these considerations, surely the time has

arrived when a radical change in the present methods ot milk

uroduction and milk consumption is urgently needed In the

rtrat nlace it should be rendered illegal for cows kuow^ to be sut-

fering from tuberculosis to be kept in stock by dairymen and

farmers for milking purposes; and. secondly, m no household

should unboUeil milk be consumed, more especially by children.

No other animal food is consumed by civUised nations m an un-

cooked state; and by the light of our recently acquired know-

ledee it would apjiear that there is as much, or more, danger con-

oe^.il with the practice of drinking .ujiboiled milk as of eating

"^*'Kxpo''sure to the heat of boding water for five minutes destroys

the lie and action of the tubercular virus (Klein); and the same

is true o£ the other specific disease poisons. By such sunple means,

then, ia it po.ssible to guard against an ever present source ot

danger, as well as to obtain protection from those possibilities ot

the introduction into oar bodies of the viruses of enteric tever,

scarlet fever, and the like, which the experience of past epidemics

baa taught us to be latent po.ssibilitie« in mUk, with powers ot de-

velopment at the most une.vpected periods. If medical practi-

tiobera generally recognised the importance of these views, and

were careful to enforce them upon those entrusted with the caro

of delicate children of scrofulous diathesis or with hereditary ten-|

dencies to tubercle, a commencement would be made in the right

rlirection, which would gradually extend itself through, all clat.

of society.
'

CEREBKAL ABSCESS TREATED SUCCESSFULLY

BY OPERATION.

By BAMER lIARKISSOiX, M.K.Q.C.P.I.,

Honorary Surgeon to the Liverpool Northern Hospital.

The case yfas one of traumatic origin, the injury having beet

received eleven years before urgent, aad (ten year^ before evei;

slight, symptoms appeared. '.>
i i

'
'"

,

!'''. .l'" _
The patient, a boy, aged 1.-., was admitted into

'
the Northwi

Hospital, Liverpool, on December 22nd, 1887, with partial righ|

hemiplegia and severe pain in the head. His parents gave the folj

lowing history : Eight days before admission, he received a Wot,

upTn the r gh\ side^ of the head, which another hoy accidenta^l;

Zted with a pair of tongs, Three days afterwards he was sud

denly attacked with convulsions of the "ght side of the b(^}

These appeared first in the arm, and then spread to the face ani,

le" When they had ceased, the patient, found that he had los

more or less power on the whole of the right side of ttel>«l/-
"^

e«Decially in the right arm. During the succeeding four days, h

had eight simUar attacks. These convulsive fits were accompam H

by giddiness and pain in the head, but by no loss of f^^sciousnes

The pain in the head had increased '" severity,, and the parahs

had also increased, especially in the face and leg. Vomiting h.

occurred two or three times. , , i ,;„ ,.

On admission into the hospital, there was marked paralys^

the right side of the face and neck, the right arm and the nglil

lee In the arm the extensors of the wTist were principa ly

fected, the biceps nest, and the deltoid only slightly so. Intl..

the quadriceps extensor and the long extensors of the toes wer.

muscles chiefly paralysed.
,, ^ f n,„ i,„„h nor r

There was very severe pain over the top of the head, not r

ferred to one side more than the other, and the intellect was dul

Tl" tong^was 'protruded towards the right side. There was m
pau-ment of vision in the right eye, but sensation over the »urf«

of the body was quite normal.
r n „ «,„.„rfi(MftJ

The reflexes on the right side ^ere as follows -Superfloa,

plantar markedly diminisTied, abdommal diminished; J^*^?
•

™e'

ierk much exaggerated, no ankle clonus. Numerous moist rd/.

and s™ousrhonchi were heard over the right apex, and bro.

chophony was marked posteriorly on the right side.
.

Soon after admission all the P'li'alysed muscles were convidMl

for about five minutes. Upon examination of the head no sp^

tender to pressure or percussion could be definitely discovered, b

a cicatrix was observed on the left side covering a somewhat u

even surface of bone, and a fiirther i^.'l^'T' fr"°\
'^? P*"*^

friends elicited the following lustory ; _
Lleven year.s before, wh

between 4 and 5 years old, he had received a se^,^--:, ^o^ "pon
»^^

left side of the head, causing a wound from which bone wM r

moved; this injury was followed by ""severe symptoms. Durn

the last twelve months twitchings m the
"f

!>' fm
had be^ o.

aen-ed, which were confined to the flexors of the ^ribt, the bicei

and the deltoid. There had. however, .been no fits except tho

'' Fro^ thriiisto^ of the patient and the personal observationa

haveTela e, my^coUeagues and I came to the conclusion th

there was probably an abscess of the brain situated m the mo^

region of the cortex, and an operation was determined upon.
^

On mapping out the side of the head by Thane s method the tf

. .711}.^ F_....J »„ „r^rr..c:,inn,l n llOSltlOn tO tllC UPPBr PftTt .<

Cicatrix was found to correspond in position to the upper p«t <

the left ascending frontal convolution, and the centre o; v

C catrix was tHore chosen as the site of operation ;
and on K

cember 23rd an inch disc of bone was removed, the centre of t

trephinehole being three-quarters of ^n 1^=^ in front of t « fts^oe

Rolando. The bone removed was very adherent to the l"«jnA^

and was found to be of very unequal tliickncss, a ridge of ho^-

occum"ng i scentre, having evidently pressed in an abnorni.

manJi^r u!,on the brain. The whole extent of the ndge -ot hav^

.

been removed by the trephine, it ^as followed up witu a oui

close toThe mid(Ue line and removed, leaving an ur**"'" 0P«"i

^ i^ch by an inch and a half in gxtent. ifaving removed wt-
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might possilily ht- a source o£ irritation, and as tlu-re was no
bulging of the dura matur, I decided to postpone further pro-

cedure, in the meantime keeping the wound open, so that further
exploration might readily be made.
I)ecember 24th. The patient passed a quiet night, with complete

relief from pain, and was more intelligent. The plantar and
patellar reflexes had become normal. Pulse 60; temperature
normal.
December 2.5th. He had had slight pain in the head occasion-

ally. The plantar reflexes were more marked, the limb becoming
firmly flexed, and remaining so for some minutes.
December 26th. lie had passed a restless night, complaining of

pain at intervals ; the right lower limb was tonically half flexed,

and could not be extended, the plantar reflex exaggerating this

contraction for a few minutes.
December 27th. He was rather more apathetic, and inclined to

be drowsy. The temperatiu-e during the night 97.2° F., the pulse
46. Paralysis was absolute. The contraction of the right leg
was more marked, the patella tendon reflex was absent, and the '

plantar reflex delayed.

1 now considered it necessary that a further exploration should
be made. This was effected by a crucial incision through the
dura mater one inch in length; then, with a tenotomy knife, a
puncture was made into the brain in a vertical direction for one
mch and a quarter in depth, until a drop of pus was observed to

ij have made its way along the blade ; an incision was then made
one inch in extent, through which nearly four drachms of fcetid

pus rapidly (lowed, as if under the influence of consiilerable pres-
sure. The abscess cavity was syringed out with corrosive sub-
limate lotion, and a horsehair drain inserted.

December 28tli. He slept all night, and had no pain. The-pa-
tell a tendon reflex was just perceptible. :,' _

December 30th. He had not been so drowsy. Thfe dxainage was
unsatisfactory, one drachm of pus having collected. The horse-

I
hair drain was removed; and a small india-rubber tube inserted.
January 1st. The right leg had recovered some power; the

[iluntar reflex was much less marked.
.January 2nd. The hamstring and quadriceps extensor muscles

of the leg had recovered more power; facial paralysis was less

! marked. On January 3rd, slight movement was observed for the
i first time in the right arm, and on January 5th he was no longer
I drowsy, had no pain, and was quite intelligent and quick in
answering all questions. The right arm could be rotated out-
wards at the shoulder. The leg had power of flexion, extension,
and adduction. On Jajiuary 6th, a hernia cerebri protruded from

I the wound an inch in height. On January 10th he eouLd flex th«
;
arm at tlie elbow.

: . .

Januarj' 13tli. Pressure having been applied to the hernia
Cerebri, it was observed that upon relief of pressure during the

I

dressing of the wound, the pulse would rise from 60 to 84, becom-
iinc again (iO after two hours of pressure.-

I

From this time the history of the case is siinply an uninter-
Jnipted progress towards recovery. Tlie hernia cereliri, wliich at
one time assumed the proportions of a large walnut, entirely sub-

'I'd under the influence of elastic pressure. The temperature
.

;
generally subnormal, and only reached 100° F. upon one

occasion.

I The patient was allowed to getup on January 29th, and could
'Walk with some assistance; about a fortnight afterwards the
jdrainage-tube was finally removed.

;

At the present time, April loth, the patient is perfectly well

—

the only difference when comparing the opposite sides of the
body, being found in the grip of the hands, the right hand grip
being 27, the left hand gnp beingi 28J kilogrammes. Optic discs
are normal.
Remarks.—The duration of the latent period, eleven years,

lEorms an interesting feature in this case, ns 1 understand that
;here are not many recorded. The symptoms of localised disease
luring the latent stage, as shown by the twitchings of the right
inn, and afterwards by the convulsions beginning in the arm
iOefore spreading to the face and leg, clearly point to the arm
'.entre as the focal area of the abscess. The order in which re-
jovery took place also supports this view. 1. The face and
iOngue. 2. Neck. 3. The leg. Lastly, the arm.
The localisation was much facilitated by the presence of a cioa-

•rix indicating the point of original injury, but, in the absence
>£ this, the extensive nature of the paralysis, which implicated so
apidly the face, tongue, and neck (the centre for the latter in
aonkeys being the first and second frontal convolutions), would

have led to the choice of the ascending frontal, rather than the
ascending parietal, convolution as the seat of disease.

In diagnosing abscess rather than tumour, the factors chiefly

taken into consideration were the original injury and the pro-
longed latency, afterwards followed by acute symptoms, accele-

rated by a recent blow, the symptoms bearing the character of . a .

rapidly increasing focus exerting great pressure on surrounding
parts.

The operations and, after-treatment of the wound were conducted
with the most careful antiseptic precautions. I re^et that no
ophthalmoscopic examination was made on the patient's admis-
sion, but his condition at that time would have rendered any satLs-

factory examination extremely difficult. The horsehair drain was
a complete failure, but the india-rubber tube gave perfect drain-
age, showing that drainage by silver tubes is not absolutely neces-

sary.

OPHTH^MOLOGICAL ME.AI0E.\2sT)A.

f.^'.',f'^EYE-OPERATIOXS : BEOMIDE OP POTASSIL'il.
The JotrBNAX has recently contained several contributions de-

scribing methods of employing cocaine in squint operations, the
aim being to render the operation painless. -Mr. Browne says:
" Squint operation, even on nervous, frightened cliildren. can be
done painlessly.'' Immunity from paiu is not enough for the
'• nervous frightened " child, wliose fear must be allayed. Cocaine
will not banish alarm. We are all, however, familiar with the
soothing influence of bromide of potassium in emotional disturb-

ance, and yet the virtues of this drug do not appear to have been
utilised in relation to operations. It is now my practice to give

to children who are to undergo operation a full dose of the drug,

and operate during the calm which ensues. I now speak not of

squint operations merely, but of eye operations in general. The
suggestion I make commends itself ; it does not need much advo-
cacy. I shall mention only one recent case : C. H., aged o, had
double congenital cataract, a considerable portion of the lens

,

being transparent. For both eyes the ,
procedure was the same—

•

needling, and several days afterwards linear extraction. On each

of the four occasions cocaine was instilled, bromide ^40 grains for

the extraction) admiuistered, the operation performed without
'

difficulty, and followed by sound sleep. I tried to tear the cap-

sule of the second eye without bromide, but the boy was uu-
,

manageable. David McKeown, il.D.

Manchester. ,..•. m], <

TOXICOLOGICAL MEMOKODA.

TOXIC ACTIOX OF EXTRACT OP EUCALYPTI'S.
A FEW days ago, a male patient, aged 2-3 years, took by mistakei'

about five drachms of extract of eucalyptus, at 10.45 p.m., and laid.

himself down in bed again, after going to atteml to a sick relative .

in the same room. Near 12 o'clock he felt faint and giddy, and

;

as if he was being lifted up by the heels and his heels pulled up
over his head. He also began to feel inclined to say all his,-

thoughts aloud, and found some twitching going ou involuntarily-

in his fingers. Thinking dreamily he niight be poisoned, he .

drank a large glass of cold water, hut did not vomit. His -svife,

aroused to his condition, came for me, and at 1.20 A.M. I fouud
him with weak, rapid pulse (120), but quite sensible, and com-:

plaining of the above symptoms. Free vomiting (smelling and.

tasting strongly of eucalyptus) was caused by administration of

mustard and water.
On page 840 of Dr. Lauder Brunton's Materia Medica, he says :

" Eucal-yptus acts chiefly ou nerve centres : depression of brain,

medulla and heart ; drowsiness, feeble respiration, lowered bUK)d-

pressiire, and fall of temperature Death from paralysis of.

respiration." At page 793 of the same book, oatt'eiue is said to—

'

"stimulate medulla and cardiac contres, and raise the blood-,

pressure." '

As 1 was unable to find in any book, or remember an antidote'

for eucalj-ptus, 1 hastily prepared a hypodermic injection ( Alartin-

dale and'Westcott) as follows: Caffeine. 20 grains: salicylate of

soda, 17i grains ; water, 1 drachm. After the emetic had acted, I

.

injected liito the arm six minims of the solution. All unpleasant

symptoms speedily di^sappea^ed, and we sat talking till 3.30>^n>
when I left him apparently recovered, ., : ;;..7r
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He called upon me in the evening of the next day, said he was

sleepless aft.T 1 had left him, for a couple of hours, got up at

noon- the urine had a peculiar odour, and there was some diar-

rhoea of a blackish colour: he had also pain in the end of the penis

and the right testicle ( which was drawn up). The dose of extract

of cucah-ptus is ahout fifteen minims. „_„„„.
EHNE9T Sheaf, M.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.Ed.,

Honorary Surgeon to the Toowooraba Hospital,

Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia.

POISO>-IXG BY STEAlfOXlUM.

J. B., a strong and healthy voung woman of eighteen, took by mis-

take for herbs about half an ounce of stramonium leaves (.which

her father had left in the cupboard for smoking to relieve Ins

asthma), and having made an infusion with nearly a pint of boil-

inc water, she drank a large teacupful of it off. Characteristic

symptoms were developed -n-ithiu an hour, and I saw her shortly

^ter they appeared. BrieHy they were as follows: 1. bhe had

no rash, vet (2) there was complete mydriasis, indistinctness ot

vision, and a staggering gait. 3. There was no stupor, but inces-

sant '• fussy " delirium and much " giddiness. 4, The mouth and

throat were dry and the fauces insensible to the touch, so that

irritation of the pharynx produced no reflex action. 5. bhe chat-

tered, laughed, and grasped at imaginary objects, and had a ten-

dency to fall over when endeavouring to rise. 6. The pulse and

respiration were not seriously affected.
r • i .•

The treatment consisted in the administration of stimulating

emetics and five-grain doses of caffeine, at frequent intervals, fol-

lowed by a full dose of castor-oil. The symptoms subsided in

about eight hours; and a partial explanation of their less than

u<=ual intensity after such a dose is probably to be found in the

fact that the patient, feeling " giddy and queer," as she descnbed

it, took a copious tea-meal immediately after the ingestion ofthe

poison. J- Holmes Joy, M.A., M.D.

Tamworth.

C^.SE OF OPR'M POISOXING IX AN IXFANT ONE JIONTH

OLD- ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION: RECOVERY AFTER
FORTY-FIVE HOURS.

At 6 A.M. on February 16th I was called to an infant, aged one

month, to whom a dose of three drops of laudanum had been ad-

ministered by its nurse, on the previous night, at 10 p.m. The

child was in a semi-comatose condition, from which it could with

difficulty be aroused. Two drachms of vin. ipec. had no effect as

an emetic, but a hot bath, followed by a cold douche dotvn the

back, thoroughly roused the child for the moment, but the sleep

subsequently, grew deeper and the respiration fainter, till it

gradually ceased altogether.

I at once resorted to artificial respiration, and after ahout an

hour's work succeeded in inducing the child to breathe again.

This was maintained by means of constant stimulation with hot

flannel tor an hour and a half, when another relapse took place. I

acain had recourse to artificial respiration, and after another hour

the child once more opened its eves. Another hot bath and cold

douche had now a good effect, and bv dint of constant fnction,

patting on the back, application of hot cloths, and stimulation

-with the current of air induction apparatus, we kept her awake

for a couple of hours. The effect of the drug, however, had not in

the least worked off, though it was now eighteen hours since it

had been given, but the infant seemed more under its influence

than ten hours previously. Nutrient enemata had been given

every hour and retained.

She relapsed for the third time into a comatose state, and arti-

ficial respiration was again kept up almost constantly for about

three hours, by which time natural breathing was agem

established ; but" constant watchfulness was still necessary. The

face was -w-izened, the jaw dropped, and the eyes glazed and

heavy; pulse and respiration barely perceptible. In this condi-

tion she remained for nineteen hours, fed by nutrient enemata.

At about 5 P.M. on February 17th she seemed to wake up of her

own accord, and gave a little cr>-. On being put to the breast she

took it and drank heartily. She made a rapid recovery. The

child was one of t-R-ins, and premature by about a month.

Seafnrd, Sussex. William PniNfiLE Mohoan, B.A., M.D.

REPORTS

Lord .Tfstice Bowes will preside at the annual festival

dinner of King's College Hospital, which will be held in the

Whitehall Rooms of the Hotel M^tropole, on Jlonday, April 30th.

HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AIST) ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.

TWO CASES OF LABTNGOTOMY : A SUGGESTION- AS TO TUB

APPLICABILITY OF SUTrKES TO THE AIR-PASSAGES

IN CASES OF CLTT THROAT.

(Under the care of Jlr. Henry Morris.)

[Notes by Mr. Vt'. G. Nash.]-

CASE I. A Larqe Recurrent Myeloid Sarcm^M of the Fact

Larvnqotwny: Removal ofthe Growth; Recovery.-'n. T., age..

45 a stonecutter, was sent by Mr. Lang into Broderip ward on

January 16th, 188.8, under Mr. Morris. He was suffering from a

larce recurrent sarcoma of the n§ht side of the face.

mtoru.-Ty^o years ago he Srst noticed slight protrusion of

the right eye and blocking of the right nostril, followed by a small

swelling of the right side of the nose. There was bleeding from

the right nostril, the eye became more prominent, and the swelluig

increased for a period of six months.
.
The mouth was not in-

volved at this time. He went to the Bristol Royal Infirmary, and

Mr Board removed the superior maxilla with the gro-svth. As soon-

as the wound was healed the tumour recurred. B"™g the neifc

few months a large swelling formed and projected the cheek, but

did ^Hnvolve the eye, and six months after the first operation

'his recurrent growth was removed. Si.x weeks i^ter the second

operation a swelling formed below the right eye. from which th.

present disease has iradually developed. He had syphilis at A^

Ulceration of legs for the last twenty years. Has ti^/" a^ff^t.

beer drinker. Father died of alcoholism, aged bO Mother died. I

aged 70, of imknown cause. One sister died of phtmsis. JNo

familv histors' of cancer or tumour.

St<^teon7dmis.non.-On the right side of «« f«ee }s a tumoru-

about the size of an orange. The skin over it is of a mottled^

dark-purple colour, and is ulcerated, and there
^^^^'''^^KJj!

sanious pus and blood. The tumour is firmly fixed to the SIHV

rounding structures, and involves the skm from the orbit to the
|

upper lip, infiltrating it for neariy an inch from the margin of the

,

umour. It spreads upwards as far as the »;.per margm ot the orbit

.

behind the eyeball, and downwards nearly as far as tlie corner of
i

the mouth. "Internally the growth projects against the nasal sep-!

turn ^tending forwards to within half an inch of the anterior ap?^-,

ture of the nose. Externally it spreads to within an mch Md_a,

half of the ear. Its edge is ill-defined. It is not adherent to the
I

roof of the orbit. The lower eyelid is everted, and the eye is

pushed upwards and prominently forwards, thus producing

diplopia. There is a verj- offensive .lischarge from the nght

nostril, and frequent hemorrhage from the turoour. In the

mouth there is a large soft swelling, which «t'^°'is internall> a*

far as the middle line and backwards to the front part of the soft i

mlat° There are no enlarged elands beneath the ]aw or m the-

^neck The pat'ent was in a^ verj- distressing and loathsome con-,

dition, and was quite willing to undergo any operation which,

afforded him fair hopes of relief.
Ji„.~tian-'

Operation, January 24th.-Patient being aniesthetised, laT^nf^;

tomy was performed and a Hahn's tube inserted. After waiting a,

few"minutes to aUow the compressed sponge around tl^ tube to,

swell, an incision was made '^''yo.nd the upper and outer margins^ol

the growth along the free margin of the orbit a little below tho,

eyebrow and just over the external angular process o tbe

frontal bone. The tumour and the eye were f;;««d and pushed

forwards and downwards with a raspatory ; the dfPf'f fJVf!^^!
of the orbit were divided with scissors and the whole of the con

tents of the orbit thus enucleated. An incision ^"S then maoe

downwards along the outer border of the growth about an inch «
front of tbe ear-Eole to about half an inch above the_ angle o tne

mouth, and another incision inwards above the free border- of tne

upper lip as far as the fncnum of the nose. L'lstly, a fourth m

cis on was carried upwards to the inner end of the first inasior

along the right side of the bridge of he n^*;
/"^^^/./'^h

inner end of the right eyelirow. The bones were 1m^«^J^S
bon.-pliers, and the growth 'as thus taken away^« ««^«e-J
large chasm remained, the roof of which was formed I'y'heTW

cff the orbit ; its inner wall by the septum of tbe nose; it« outt.
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wall by the outer wall of the orbit, pterygoid processes, and
ascending ramus of the lower jaw. The floor was formed by the

tongue and a portion of the soft palate which was left intact. Po.s-

teriorly it communicated by a wide opening with the pharj'nx.

The internal maxillary artery bled freely, but was easily controlled.

The cut end of the parotid duct opened at the lower and
outer margin of the chasm (seen as a dark spot in the
woodcut). Paquelin's cautery was freely applied to the stumps

• «• X

of the muscles and the optic nerve at the apex of the orbit. The
mucous membrane of the cheek was sutured to the skin at the
edge of the wound. The wound was stuffed with a large soft

antiseptic sponge ; the cannula was easily withdrawn from the
air-tube ; and the wound over the crico-thyroid membrane was
dressed with carbolic gauze, but no sutures were inserted either

into the crico-thyroid membrane or the external wound in the
neck. The Hahn's tube acted very well, and allowed of the
operation being rapidly proceeded with, without any interruption
from haemorrhage, or difficulty in the administration of the anaes-

thetic.

Course.—For the first twenty-four hours the patient was fed by
nutrient enemata. The subsequent progress was, on the whole, most
satisfactory, although it was interrupted on January 27th, and on
two or three subsequent days, by swelling and tenderness over the

irotid region, and on February iSth, 14th, and loth by severe head-
' iie on the right side. On January 31st, just aweek after the oper-

;ition,the larj'ngotomy wound was quite healed, and the patient sat

up. There was never at any time after the operation either air or
mucus discharged through the wound in the larynx. The patient
lias been greatly benefited by the operation. The outer and lower
parts of the chasm have much contracted ; the line of the upper
lip is perfect. There are no signs of recurrence in any part of
the structures ; he is quite well, and ready to wear the artificial

face with which he will be provided. The microscopic
examination showed the growth to be a very vascular myeloid
sarcoma.

Case n. Papilloma of Larynx ; Extra-laryn(feal Excision ; Im-
tnediate Healing after Suturintj the Wound in the Larynx.—W. G.,

aged 38, a board-school teacher, was admitted under Mr. Morris
on January 24th, 1888, suffering from loss of voice due to a

polypoid tumour below the anterior extremities of the vocal
cords.

Hiitory.— lie has had good health until eighteen months ago,
when he lost his voice and was treated for laryngeal catarrh. He
recovered his voice until October, 1887, when he lost it again. He
came to see Mr. Hensman as an out-patient, who has kindly
furnished the following account of his case at that time :

" W. (t.

IS first seen by me in the out-patient (Jcpartment of the hospital
1 October 4th, 1887. Patient was a strong, healthy man, though

looking somewhat old for his years. Had for more than twelve
months past complained of huskiness and weakness of voiw;.

Latterly he had been obliged to relinquish his duties on this ac-

count. Previous to this, however, he had experienced several

attacks of ' sore throat,' which had pa.ssed away without affecting

Ills voice. He was able to swallow and breathe \vithout difficulty,

and had at no time suffered from larj-ngeal pain. On examining
his throat it was clear he was at this time suffering from an attack

of catarrhal pharyngitis extending into the larynx. Patient was
ordered an inhalatfon and a throat paint, and was advised to

come the following week with a view to a more complete exami-
nation of the larj'ux. On examining the fauces on the following

Tuesday (October 11th) the catarrhal attack had sub«ided,

but the voice remained as before, thick and husky. , The
larj-nx was apparently healthy, and the vocal cords moved freely

and .looked quite normal. On placing the mirror far back in order

to bring into yievr the anterior portions of the cords—previously

hidden by the epiglottis—a reddish, smooth growth about the size

of a pea was observed below and apparently midway between
them. In phonation this was observed to be freely movable, a

portion of the growth appearing momentarily above the cords.

but slipping below them duruig inspiration, and remaining there

during ordinary breathing. The patient subsequently came into

the hospital, and remained some weeks under treatment. With
the aid of a 10 per cent, solution of cocaine brushed over the part?:

and the intelligent co-operation of the patient, in spite of a very
low isthmus of the fauces, every chance was afforded of dealing

by intra-larj'ngeal methods with the growth. 1 was, however,

unable to remove it or reduce it materially by crushing. The
upper portion of the growth was seized and crushed on several

occasions, and at one time the voice materially improved.
Mackenzie's forceps were used (those with the antero-posterior

blades being most easily managed), also Schrbtter's forceps (verj-

much cur\'ed in order to pass round the pendant epiglottis). As
it became evident that a further operation was desirable the

patient, after a considerable interval, during wlii-h he was under
observation as an out-patient, decided to come into the hospital

under Mr. Morris to have the growth removed through an ex-

ternal incision."

On Admissiem.—Patient is a healthy-looking, well-nourished

man, complaining of great hoarseness and occasional attacks of

difficulty of breathing. On laryngoscopic examination there is

seen a small pinkish-white pedunculated growth below the vocal

cords at their anterior extremity.

Operation, January 25th, 1888.— Chloroform being adminis-

tered, Mr. Morris made a vertical incision over the centre of the

crico-thyroid membrane and cricoid cartilage, about an inch and
a half in length. Several transverse and oblique veins had to be

divided, and the isthmus of the thyroid body was found much en-

larged. The bleeding being controlled, a vertical incision was
made through the crico-thyroid membrane and cricoid cartilage

and membrane above the first tracheal ring. The edges were held

apart by blunt hooks. A good deal of inucus was expelled by
coughing; and then, by the aid of an electric light, a small

pedunculated polypus, about the size of a large pea, was verv

plainly brought into view immediately below the anterior ex-

tremity of the vocal cords, a little to the right of the median
line, k line wire snare was passed around it, and, on being

tightened up, it brought the tumour away easUy. The
spot at which the petlicle was attached was touched with
the fine point of a Paquelin's cautery. The edges of the
wound in the air-tube were brought together by five dat-

gut sutures, passed so as not to perforate the mucous mem-
brane. Two were inserted in the crico-thyroid membrane, two in

the cricoid cartilage, and one in the membrane below the cartilage.

The upper half of the skin incision was secured with two silk

sutures, but the remainder was left open. The wound was dressed

with carbolised gauze.
Orowth removedfrom the laryitv was examined microscopically

by Mr. Hudson, who reported as follows :
" This growth is a

simple papilloma. It is of roughly spherical shape, and consists

of a central portion, from the surface of which spring numerous
papillary processes. The central portion is composed of finn

filirous tissue, with numerous nuclei of irregular shape. It con-
tains some dilated blood-vessels, and towards the free convex
outer part a deposit of pigment has taken place from these. The
epithelium covering it is of the stratified squamous variety, and
arranged in a thin layer like that on the normal true cord ; the

papilliform projections have for the most part broad bases, and' in
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»li.MrcPntre is ft prolongation of the tibromatous structure -frdnl

M.;'Antral part of th? growth. The epithelium both <,t th.

cwitrnl part ami of the papUho everywhere preserves a regular

line and does not transgress the haseiuent raemhrane.

Vfter the operation nothing escaped through the wound in tlie

'IrtTvnx, the eiosure of which was quite perfect. ;
v ... .r'

January liTth. I'atient says he feels " as if he had artery large

,«.a«Me for air in his throat.' He is still hoarse. Kxternal wound

li^m^i He has a little pain on swallowing, aild the fauces

-w«. omgested. Ordered inhalations of steam and a spray ot a

.*>i«tion of chlorate of potash. Liquid diet. ' ';'•'>'
|

'i January 28th. Better; got up for an hour. ' :^j':,

• Januarj- 31st. There is a good ring in his voice to-day. Much

•i^H hoarseness and soreness of throat, ^ftouud looking well.

''"'"I'Xru'arv
*
2nd'. Silk' sutures in external wound removed.

•Wound hekled at the upper half, but not at the lower.

M.niary 14th. Lanj-ngoscopic examination by Mr. Henaman.

•' Bi.iglottis is quite normal, vocal cords are still very slight j

.-nBirested their action is perfect. The voice is stronger and quite

olear Nothing can be seen below the vocal cords except a con-

sented appearance. There is stiil a feeling of effort when Swn -

lowing saliva." The external wound presented exuberant granu-

lations, which were rubbed do^i n with nitrate of silver.

Ij-ebruary 21st. Mr. Uensman again examined patient and

m'orted "the whole larj-nx appears normal ; the vocal cords are

• .now of their normal colour, and act perfectly in phonation. 1 here

i.<i no congestion below the vocal cords, and no sign of any recur-

rent growth. The voice ia normal in the lower notes, but he has

aome difficulty in the higher notes."
_, „ „ •„^ ;,

• l*^.bruari- 28th. The vocal cords now act perfectly ;
the voice is

atronser Pati(?nt is able to resume his duties as a teacher.

• 1 1 .March 23rd. Seen to-day. There has remained a minute granu-

/\at.iOn mass in the middle of the scar from whicli a short piece ot

twisted silk was presenting. It was the deep part of the sUk

Miture the knot of which only had been cut oif and remoV«d on

Hchniarv 2iid. The wound closed immediately after thLs.

-/ Rbmajiks by Mil. Henky Monms.—These two cases, which

happened to come under my care about the sttme time are re-

norted t<jgether befcause they afford some evidence as to the value

of .stitching up the opening in the air-passage when made tor

». hrief temporary purpose. In Case i the crico-thjToid mem-

bfftne wa.s divided transversely as usual in such operations, and

it w«.s found impossible to close the wound l.y sutures. Thia was

-Uie partly to the very small external wound not allowing the

.ylces of the divided membrane to be seized, partly to the nar-

rowoeesof the crico-thyroid membrane, and partly to the Com-

pre«sion of the edges of the divide.l membrane, by the with.

dmwal of the swollen sponge-covered cannula. Though the wound

waa left unstitched it will be observed that both superhcial an4

.leen structures were completely united in a week.

In Case II the incision of the air-tube was much larger and

in ft vertical direction through the crico-thyroid membrane,

cricoid cartilage, and the raeml r.ine between the cricoid and the

SrsL ring of the tnichea. This wmind was completely and accu-

THtoly closed by sutures, and its healing was by imme^te

union The portion of the external wound which wa.^ sutured

aitod immediately, and there is no doubt the whole of the wound

. would have a.s rea.lily healed had sutures been inserted in the

lower half also. Still, even then healing would not have been

more ripid than in Cane I. (The protracted granulation growth ift

tl«e superficial wound may be ignored in a comparison of the two

0MeH,a3itwas clearly due to the fragment, ot silk suture used

for the external wound, and had no reference to the catgut sutures

eniiiloye<i on the larynx.)
, ,. ,• r»i „„i

V MIowing for the difference in length an.l .brection of the wound

in the air-uassage of these two Cases, we may at lea,it draw tins

conclusion : that a simple incision in the crico-thyroid membrane,

audi M is maile for convenience and safety m operations on the

Ifliujue an.l mouth can close at once without sutures. It is roost

nrubal)lo, however, that a vertical wound will close more rapidly

and perfectly by being sutured, .and that '^ «"t"f.«%«^.,ff,^
inttt)duced into the superficial soft structures, the patient wil be

.luicker well than when the tracheal and external wounds are lett

tc. granulate. In the vertical division of the cricoid cartilage it

would seem that sutures prevent the lateral gaping caused by

'.the inferior constrictor muscles. That this was so m ray patient

is suggcstetl by the sense of dragging and etfort exporuMiCf^l ut

tlio vround during swallowing, -ii 'V!-: (> .j . j
:;< mum ',i .

Another advantage of primary closure of the wound: in ['

irtichea or larynx is the impossibility of stricture or narrowing;

following; union of the wound which occurs when sutures are

used is immediate and not followed by contraction.
, .

^

In ctt,ses of cut throat 1 think we shall often do well to eiup o.v

sutures on the air-passage, and clo.se the external ^vound^algo^

using drain-tubes if thefare indicated. In the only case of cut

throSt under my care this year the •^i^-'ube was not openeO^ am

the superticial wound after being sutured healed by hrst mtenuon

But at the first opportunity in a case where the larynx or trache,

s opened, I intend to put this practice to the test of experience

If the edges of the divided air tube be accurately sutured emphy

sema would not occur, and there would be no danger of the pas

sa^eof discharges from the surrounding tissues into the lungs

Cul throat woSnds, being usually clean incised wounds, ough

to heal by immediate union.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

OUNSHOT INJtIEY OF nlOHT KNEE-JOINT: EECOVKRY WITH

FAIE MOVEMENT.

(Under the care of Mr. \Vii.LlAJ« Kose.)'

[Notes by Mr. G. L. Cheatle, Ilonse-Surgeon.]

C C aged .31, a coachman, has always enjoyed good health, an

te^n moderate in the use of stimulants. He was out shooting o

November 16th, 1887, near Caterham, and about
.;

p.m. he w

holding his gun in his right hand by the mUzzle and ramming t

butt ei?d down a rabbit^hole. It was an o/d fasluoned muzzl

loader He states that the hammer was at halt cock the gu

went off, am the ckrge passed through the outer side ot his ngl

kn^e, He did not suffir much pain at the time, and manag.

walk a distance of forty yards to the house.
^^^^^ ^,, „

soon after by Dr. Eady, who wrapped up the limb in a to^^( .,
.:

pU^d a temporary back splint, imd sent him up by tram to Km.

"'"clTMfoZnAdn.ission.-ri.ere had been profuse h.^morrhajj

on the lourney up, the dressings being completely saturated. Tl

mtient was seen by Mr. Rose It 10 p.m., taken into the operat.ri

theatre rndpkxced under an anaesthetic. There was a ragg

wound on the outer aspec); of the knee measuring ,S.^ inches tro

before backwards, by li Sches wide. The tissues, and skin arou,

were blackerd by Jimpowder. On examination with the fin^i!

Zouerthi^dot^ the patella was found to be shot^away,leavii|

a'ough and comminute'^l surface, and the upper and outer port.,

[Sri =urJS^^^^reSa?^»^
"^AVareful'examination of the interior of the joint failed to cj

. rf Hfrnresence of any foreign substance therein, neither sh

nof DortioCof wad and, from the direction of the fijo there vj,

:v ,|°pS^ity that the main portion of tt->mt had ^cajc^:

Mr Rose uroceeded to clip away the ragged a"d blackened t

sufs and smoothed off the irregiar surfaces ?f/he patella a

extemri condyle. The whole cavity of the 10>.nt,.as well M t

wouml WM next washed out by m^'ans of a Illggmson s synr

wXasXtion of carbolic acid'(l in 20) and corrosive .sublim^^

a n 51X)) a d one or two articular branches were secured ],

wa^iine wM most tiioroughly carried out for upwards of hftlf

hm a.^ tl^re was still some oozing. The opemng in th* s.

."mes in the first twenty-four hours
f;;'^Pf.%*7„fui PpuTse'.

On the ISth the temi)erature rose to llJl-/ .a"'* ", thrrihh

'

1 (" face flushed ; tongue white fur. He complained of thrdbb ,

iltn 'rthe knee,but%n examining the wound, it looked^'.

Md thero was no effusion or tenderness of joint.
,,

The drainaae tube was removed on the third (lay, ami "'^

out disturbing the re.st of the limb.
cainful, and tli«

On the following day the knee felt 1 ot a ^ Pa>^'„"^
Jj

was some redness and sVelling, for which an lee-bO^ wa. u.i-f
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.'duteide tlie dressings. These symptoms quickly disappeared, and
'iJia^ter-progi'ese of the case was most satisfactorj-. After a

,810911 superficial slough of fibrous tissue had separated, the wound
-slowly granulated over, cicatrisation being assisted by occasional

-akifl-grafts. The. patient left the hospital on Februarj- 9th, with
:» p^Tp-plastic splint fitted to the knee, so as to limit the move-
-ol^llt^ of the joia^,- which then admitted of slight fiexion. The
;»<ih«sion of the cicatrix to the external condyle rendered it neces-

.88Ej[to control the movements of the joint for the present, to

;.p»)ev.v#t the possibility of the wound being torn open.

;. .,'J!»iSi—The patiejit was shown to the Fellows of the Medical
-Society of London on March 26th.

-if !'!

REPORTS OF^ SOCIETIES.

PATirOLOGICAL SOCIKTY OF LONDON.
Tuesday, Apetl 17th, 1888.

Sir James PageTj' Bart., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Pedunculated Bi^dy in Knee-joint.—Mr. Shattock showed a
specimen of a rare form of foreign body removed from the knee-
ioiat. The lower and other structures were quite healthy except

.(or some fibrous' metaplasia. Projecting into the joint on the
•;right side, and imrriediately below the patella, was a discoidal

/body i centimetres in its transverse diameter, 3.2 centimetres in a
,;rertical direction,; and 7 centimetres thick. It was invested by a
tkia capsule of connecti-s*e tissue continued into the falciform
.^ynovial fold on. the right side, which fold was lost on the
adjacent borders of the patella in the general synovial membrane.
•It rested on the posterior surface of the bone, and its upper border
^ivas- adapted to the lower margin of the articular surface. At
jj^rsl; sight it looked like an overgrowth of fat such as often
.^eccurred in the alar, ligaments. There was an example of such
i lipoma in the niuseum of St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Mr. Bar-
iWell had had a c?^e of inter-articular lipoma on each side of the
'.patella. Furthee inspection of the body showed blotches of
'otapge red, charaoteristic of extravasation. It was of compact
feel and consistency. Histological examination showed a faintly

tStained structure, ^vith collections of reddish brown granular
pigment in trabe(2ulie variously arranged. The size of the coagu-
lum placed it beyqnd the pale of organisation. It was evidently
"due to an old haepiatocele into the alar ligament from contusion or
other injury, He mentioned that one form of foreign body was
constituted by unorganised substances, such as the ordinarj-
luelon-seed bodies. These consisted sometimes of blood, in
ifirt, as in a ^ecimen in the University College Museum.

best collection, numbering fifteen, was in the museum
of St. Thomas's Hospital. They were laminated in structure,
audiOf a reddish-irown colour. A distinct nucleus was found in
.these bodies, easily distinguishable on account of its white colour.
TVse laminated bodies might become calcified, and then re-
.sembled phleboliths.—Mr. Bowlby alluded to a specimen in St.

Bartholomew's Hospital Museum of a heematocele which formed a
loose body and w,as removed from the knee of a strong healthy
man who had wTenched his knee. The injury was followed by an
attack of acute sypovitis, which left a chronic synovitis. Three
luonths afterwards the patient, a surgeon, detected a loose body
in the joint, and. this was removed by direct incision. It was
.lQ(ihd to be attacjied by a small pedicle to the synovi;il mem-
nrane. After reipoval it was seen to consist of a torn portion of

novial membrane, and between its two surfaces there was a
'usiderable exti;ny;»sation of blood. He then showed another

iMoimen from OAC of Mr. Morrant Bakers cases, of a loose body
smarting from a torn fringe of synovial membrane. There was a
(US^tpry of injury to the knee a considerable time prior to the ad-
tfflSMon of the patient. He liad the usual symptoms. It was re-
Ittoved, and consisted of a torn portion of synovial membrane
tOlckened by inflammatory effusion. Another specimen showed
juppuration of portions of semilunar cartilages removed a few
Wy* hefore. The pa't's"*, an athlete, after a football match found
^* Wit'es swollei; and painful, and was unable to play for a time.
SulBequently. while playing cricket, one of his knees gave way
Wi^ a cruncliing. sensation, which disabled him. He recovered
ftoi^ this, but aiterwards his left knoe gave way in the same
-Winer- A year later he came to the hospital with a loose
Wjun the left Jpiee. It turned out to be a torn portion of the
mternal semihmar cartilage, which was torn about half-way from

fart,
he

its posterior attachment. He had also brought down two other
specimens, one of wliich was shown by their President to illustrate

his Bradshawe lectures on certain rare diseases. The interest in

that case was the number of the loose bodies (415) removed
from the knee-joint of a man who, six years before admission,

had suffered from chronic swelling and pain. He had had three

attacks of rheumatic fever. The synovial membrane was rough
and vascular, and the joint was packed full of these bodies, only
four or five of which had pedicles. The other specimen, which he
had already shown to Professor Humphry, was interestii^ in con-
nection with the possibility of separation in cormection with
damage to the cartilages of tlie knee. The patient was a lad, aged
18, with no historj- of any injury to either knee. On admission a
loose body was found in the left knee, and incision revealed a
small detached portion of cartilage from tlie surface of the femur.
He made a good recovery. A year later he returned with a similar

body in the other knee, identical in its nature with the other.^
Mr. Lediabd sent a dislocated and loose semilunar cartOage.—Mr.
KiCKMAN GoDLEE mentioned that he once had the opportunity
of removing a very peculiar body from the knee-joint, diagnosed

as a loose caitilage, which turned out to be a broadly pedunculated
mass, growing from the internal ligament.—Mr. C'LUTTONsaid that

in his case the cartilage did not suggest that it was articular car-

tUage. The interest lay in the fact that the specimen was sym-
metrical. In 1885 he removed a body from one knee-joint in a

boy, and two years afterwards he had removed another from the

other joint.—Professor Humphby said that Jlr. Shattock's and
ilr. Bowlby's specimens were singularly interesting. The speci-

mens, also, of detached, or partially detached, inter-articular car-

tilages were not quite new ; a similar case was reported in the S.t.

Georye's Hospital Reports. They were generally more or legs

attached. The specimens showing tlie large detached portions,

loose in the joint, lik« articular cartilage on one side, and fibrous

tissue on the other, had caused him to ponder a good dfal,

and he had been unable to give any satisfactory explana-

tion of the manner in which thej- were formed. He dis-

cussed the possibility of quiet necrosis of the cartilages

leading to separation, and added that the presence of cal-

careous matter was a difficulty in connection therewith.

He said that up to the present time no instances
^
had

been adduced of a portion of bone or cartilage being chipped
off and forming a loose body in the joint, except the caSe

reported by Mr. Simon, in which, three weeks after a wrench
which gave rise to no immediate symptoms of consequence, Mr.
Simon had removed what appeared to be a piece of cartilage and
bone, considered to have been detached from one of the articular

surfaces. It was very difficult to understand how that could be.

They must bear in mind that these loose bodies might lie for

years snuglj- hidden in the joint, causing absorption of the bone
with which they were in contact, and then in some sudden strain

they became detached, and gave rise for the first time to the sym-
ptoms of a loose body. That was certainly a very frequent con-
dition.—Mr. HowAJiD Maesh said that the only criticism he was
disposed to make on Professor Humphry's letter was, that he
assumed that there was an adequate exj>lanation, and therefore

that there was no necessity to go further in search of one. They
ought not, however, to prejudge the case, but form an opinion

from the evidence. He thought tliat Professor Humphry wae
still unconvinced that a piece of articular cartilage could be

chipped off, but he could only refer him to the specimen.* of Mr.

Simon. There was the authority of Mr. Shattock for saying that,

however it was produced, there it was. They also bad the stater

ment ot Mr. Simon of its presence in the joint three weeks
after the injury. He was quite convinced of tlie fact, and did not

presume to offer any explanation. Professor Humphrj-, moreover,
evidently did not believe in quiet necrosis, though of this there

were at "least two specimens. It was perhaps a rare process, but

certainly did take place. He thought of all the structure.*

articular cartilage would be the most likely site of quiet nt--

crosis. He referred to the cases of Cline and Teale (of

Leeds). The second one he had illustrated in the JOUB-
NAL of April 14th; he alluded to the fact that this

drawing in the Medico-C/iintryical Transactions had been mis-

placed, and probably overlooked. Tlie history in that case was
almost the prophecy of what their President had described as

quiet necrosis. A brewer's drayman had an injurj'. and a year

later a loose body was found In his knee-joint. The man died,

and on being enabled to compare this loose cartilage with the hole

in the femur, they exactly corresponded. CUneslcase was iater-
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esting in several ^-ays. partly as showing the '^'"'l of
"P;">' ^^^^f

was necessary to set it going. A young man, aged 8b, n perfect

LaUrstepMon aluUiardLll. ami brought his foot .v.th a.harp

I anc on the "round. The injury was followed by some inflamma-

fon^of he1oint,and ten months aftervvards a loose body was

found. Cline removed this. and. unfortunate y, the patient got

Z-^mxA and died A vacuity was found m the surface of the

FimiS 1n?o wh^h the loose h^dy accurately fitted. In reference

to Professor Humphry's suggestion, Ciine specia ly mentioned that

the vacuity in the femur could not be accounted for on any such

'

MTOthesis, because the body fitted so accurately into the vacuity,

and the surface of the tibia which faced the cavity, although a

nttle degenerated, was not in any ^vay worn. That case was very

much like one of their President's cases in a boy at Ilan-ow. lie

thought Mr. Bowlby's cases were case.s of quiet necrosis.-Sii

jS PagkT said the credit of the suggestion of quiet necrosis

^applied to articular cartilages belonged to Mr Teale ""<] ""t to

himself. He thought the specimens accumu ated showed that

thJv were right in thinking that it was possible that a piece of

cartilage might be so damaged by injury as to undergo slow

necrosis and separate. He was glad the subje^ct had come up for

discussion, especially as it had been questioned, for nothing was

more likeU- to cause evidence to be forthcoming. He referred to

a point which he thought was generally accepted m relation o

what Professor Humphry said as to necrosis tollowmg strain m
Taxtil^e orbone. Had time allowed he would have brought

^

paper to show what he called periostitis from strain. He sail

that many of the consequences of a strain or ]olt were attribut-

able to the periosteum, which became inflamed. There were

two or three cases in which the strain upon the muscles had

been followed bv well marked necrosis at their attachments.

He mentioned the case of a young lady who took violent exer-

cise with her arms in a gymnastic institution. Some more than

usually violent feats were followed by necrosis of the acromion

attachment of the deltoid without any other sign of inflammation

of the adjacent parts or shoulder. He had seen several cases of

this kind —Professor HrMPUHY explained that he had not

intended to express a doubt as to the possibility of the occurrence

of necrosis.-Mr. SnATTOCK, in reply, said that certain loose

bodies simulated very closely detached pieces of cartilage.-bir

James Paget asked whether there was any definite change ot

strlicture in the section of the loose body such as one found m
articular cartilage.—Mr. Shattock replied that he had not

°
A^nholic Faralmi' of Phrenic, Pneumogastric, and other Nerves.

—Mr SH4RKEY showed some microscopic sections trom tne

case of a woman who was admitted on August 29th, and died on

September ^.'ith. She had been an in-patient six months before

for what her husband called "liver complaint with yellow fever

She hatl been a hard drinker, principally of whisky and beer
;
had

suffered from diarrhcea and hfcmoptysis (one attack). She had

been loMng flesh and strength, and was very weak in her legs.

She had also complained of numbness and cramp m her legs. On

admission she could understand well enough what was said to her

but was incoherent in her replies. Respiratoo' sounds harsh but

no evidence of pulmonary disease. Liver enlarged and hard.

No albumen in urine. Legs wasted, especially in front of tibiae

She could neither walk nor stand. The legs were tender both

superficially and on deep pressure. Temperature normal. Tremors

of the tongue and lips. A few days later she had a rigor
;
her

temperature went up to 102.8» F. On September .3th she lad

two severe attacks ot'^dyspncea, and it was then noticed for the

first time that the iliaphragm was completely paraly.^ed. Iheie

was a difficulty in swallowing. Respirations 40 to the minute.

On the morning of the loth she began to spit blood. The average

pulse-rate 14.3. On September 2.3rd the apices of the lungs showed

signs of breaking do^s-n, and on the 2.5tTi she died in a .sudden

access of dyspnofa. P,.st mortem the diaphragm was found on a

level with tlie fourth rib; slight hremorrhage beneath peri-

cardium over right ventricle. Tuberculosis of apices. Liver

hard anfl firm, in early stage of cirrhosis. Ividneys normal.

Spinal and cerebral memWanes healthy; brain normal throughout.

In the dorsal and lower cervical regions there was softening

which seemed to be pathological and not a poHt-mnrtem change.

The microscope revealed slight general inflammatory vas-

cular changes throughout the whole central nervous system,

including t"ie motor convolutions and spmnl fo^d. though the

change.s were trivial except in the lumbar pnlaTgrment. 1 ne

brun' 0? the disense had evidently fallen on the peripheral nerves,

inflammatory changes being intensem the phrenic, pneumogaatnc

and popliteal nerves; thereVere inflammatory changes also >n the

n u4les supplied by those nerve^.-Dr. ()nMEiioi> observed that,

a rule,'alcoholic neuritis got well when the cause was re-

moved, but soirte cases did succumb quite suddenly. He men-

tioned a case which bore on the subject of ^">lden death through

the pneuraogastric from the p,..<f-nwtem room at St. Bartholo-

mew-s It was the case of k cliild under Dr. Andrew who had

just recovered from diphtheria, and was apparently ;vell % Bemg

a weakly child she developed abscesses in the neck, butXshe was

'oTn'on well when suddenly she died, and at the P^-^t-^rtem

rxamiuatiuu it was found, on dissecting up the pneumogastr^

nene on one side, that it was involved in the capsule of an afr-

""ss, which pressed upon and flattened it. Nothing else wag

found to account for the sudden death.
finiFFiTHS

Tumour ill Neck i7ioadii,<j Jugul"!- ^ ""^T H^nld nn
.bowed a specimen obtained tr„m a man

^•^, ^'"l,
"^'"''^f^^^ .

I

October 23i'l, IfWO, and died in January, 1887. Three months
|

before admis ion he noticed a small movable tumour, seated m ,

tlie posterior border of the left sterno-raastoid muscle It grew

aradmilly downwards in the neck. On admission, there was
|

loS parUcular to observe, except that. he had certain lungi

symptoms, with intensely fcetid expectoration, pointing to gan-

L^^ie of the lungs. PoH mortem i\^^ growth was founJ to harei

mvolved the upper third of the sterno-mastoid muscle, extending,

^wnwardsinthelineof the external jugular vein, the lumen o,

whicTand the internal jugular vein, it followed towards the roo

of the neck- thence it ex'tended into the right side of the heMt;

and into the right ventricle. There was a small.. shrunken-like,

^"
wth, free in t^e interior of the ventricle, consisting apparently

S small masses of fibrin. A similar growth «ten^^^^/ ^"8 '^«,

pulmonary arteries into both lungs passing along the lumen of

the vessels, and giving rise to coagulation oF blood. There was a,

aiVe cancerous lavit^in the right lung.
^.'^\^'^\7:Z'T1\U

the superior vena cava, nor in the right auricle. ,.*l>cro^copically

the cTowth consisted of fibrous tissue, which did not admit of

beinfclassed, in various stages of degeneration He mentioned

thahisimila; ease had been reported by Sir James Paget -Mr

BowLBY suggested that the growth should b^ referred to the

Jlorbid Growths Committee. j r ,;i^7,-«™ /r«n

Ca^e. illustrating the Pathology of 2"^!^r'^'/ZZ^t'^^etZ
Arterial Thrombosi.':.—MT. BowLBY brought before the t^ociety a

sere of spec mens illustrating the pathology of gangrene fro^,

eXlism^and arterial thrombosis. The fi«^^"%^g/"^fCi
hand from a man, aged 63, who was admitted in 1884. He had

alwaVs ren healthy until just before admission, when he hac

symptoms of heart disease. A fortnight before while cleaning;

hidie vvas seized with pain in the thumb, which becam*

numb a Id cold, and this condition shortly "fterward.s extended t

the fingers. There was evidence of advanced heart dlsea^e. Th

thumb was black and shrivelled, and the fin-ers blue and cold. Ther.

was" pulsation in radial or brachial arteries. The gangrene s owlj

Tread and he died a few days later. Post mortem the heart wa.

Senargedand fatty, the mitral orifice very much dilated

artories athfromatous. The braclual artery' was normal as far a<

thp bend of the elbow, where it was blocked. lUe .specunei

howe exceed ngly well a multiple embolism. Tlu^ second cas-

was that of an old and feeble man, admitted on November Ttfc

He had pain and tend.mess in the left leg. He had rheumatic feve

andaiastory of heart disease The '^t foot -as gangrenous, am

no pulsation could be feU.in the artenes of the leyeg,^n^^^^^^^

in the femoral arterv. This slowly cleared up. On UeceniDer i-u

the itatimt was suddenly seized with pain in the right leg belov

he ^nee The limb became cold, and pulsation ceased in tKengh

femoralartery. Ultimately.the limb became gangrenous and tw

divs laterhe had right hemiplegia, soon after wh ch "e died. »

shovved the p u-ginl of the arteries of the brain, and the ngh

-moral v^as^Urdced^ the left femoral, the ^^^^
^ Ĵj^^ta'd ^h^S

clear Another case was that of a man who "ad rneu

matic fevi^r forty years previously. There was evidence of hear

^seaso On De^cember 9th. 188.< he was suddenly seucd wa

rrami)-like pain in the left gi-oin. and the left 'eg becam

coirGan^r?no"is patches .showed themselves on the outer 8^

of he thigh On December Kith the leg and foot bewm

gangrenous^ and the patient died. The heart was ["' "-^
'°

^
^xtr*^.m,.lv disease.1. and the right femoral artery- was blod^c^^by

«^

embolus. The fourth case was ft woman aged 3-, "^bo «as sii

denlv seized with pain in the left groin, followed by coIdneM an

numbness of the fee., and ultimately by gangrene. ^ hen waa n
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evidence of heart ilisease. Ttieise were specimens of embolic gan-
grene. It was rare to see such large vessels blocked by emboli.

An embolus geuiTally blocked the artery at a bifurcation, thus
occluding two vessels ; and secondary emboli w<'re common. In

all the cases except one the heart was diseased. He then showed
two cases of gangrene from arterial thrombosis, though one of the

cases was complicated by embolism. A woman aged 56, ad-

mitted in 18S.'>. She was seized, while walking, with pain and
numbness in the left leg. She had heart disease, and sank and
died. The aorta was completely tilled with a large clot, and, on
washing this away, a raw patch was found, on which the blood

had clotted to the extent of complete occlusion. Plugs were also

carried into the arteries of both lower extremities. The other

specimen was the hand of a comparatively young woman. Her
general health had been fairly good. In December, 1883, she
"caught cold," and never recovered from it. Weakness was the

prominent symptom. Her legs, feet, and hands were liable to be-

come cold, blue, and swolh'U, nil togetlier. In the first week of

February the left hand became more numb, and gangrene set in.

No pulsation in the vessels of that arm, which was the seat of a

buruingpain. Thepatient graduallybecameweaker.andthe circula-

tion almost imperceptible. She became comatose and died. The
heart was found quite normal ; in fact, no disease was found any-
where except in the left upper extremity, the arteries of which
were completely and evenly tilled with clot. This case was
unique. It was difficult to assign any definite cause for the
thrombosis, yet the history pointed rather to a general than a

local cause.

Card Specinipns.—ilr. Bowlby : An unusual Form of Loose
Body from the Knee-Joint.—Dr. Lediakd : Enlarged Bursa PatelUe
with Outgrowths from Walls.—Mr. Dalton: Gummata in Liver
of Infant.—Mr. Turijf.tt; Bony Tumours nf Buttock.—Mr. Percy
Kidd: (1) Mitral Stenosis with Pulmonary Phthisis ; (2) Tubercu-
losis of Bladder and Urethra.—Mr. Clutton : Symmetrical Loose
Bodies from Knee-Joint.

CLINICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Friday, April 13th, 1888.

W. 11. Dickinson, ii.D., F.B.C.P., Vice-President, in^the^Chair..

A Case of Acromegaly.—ilr. Kickman .J. Godlee described the
case. The patient, a lady, aged 41, had applied to him on account
of a great enlargement of the thyroid body, of aljout nine years'
duration, in which a cyst formed which caused neuralgia by pres-
sure on branches of the cervical plexus; this cyst Mr. Godlee

1 opened and drained, with relief of the symptoms. The patient,
who had previously been of a slight tigure, and the possessor of a
good voice, tirst noticed the disappearance of her high notes, then
the swelling of the neck, and then the sudden stopping of the
menses at the age of 3('>. Since that time there had occurred a

I

gradual increase of the thyroid, accompanied by enlargement of

i

the bones of the face and limbs, and especially of the lower jaw
and of the hands and feet. The patient came of a gouty and
-'i-^umatic family, and had been the subject of rheumatism before

illness developed itself, hut not afterwards. The present state
^ then descriljed. Bones: The lower jaw was much enlarged,
tliatthe teeth, which spread out, could not adapt themselves
those of the upper jaw. The head lines were little if at all

affected, so that the face had the shape of an egg with the large
end downwards, thus differing much from that of osteitis defor-

1
man.i. The clavicles and ends of the ribs were massive, so that the
sternum seemed sunk in a hollow. The bones of the limbs were
not generally thickened, but all the natural prominences were
much exaggerated, and the small bones of the hands and feet much
enlarged, so that the extremities had become broad and spade-

I

like. Spine: There was marked kyphosis, suggesting caries, and
;
causing considerable diminution of' height. The cartilages of the
saw, and probably of tlie nose and larynx, were thick and still.

The skin was coarse, and with large seliaceous glands in the face,
but was natural elsewhere. The subcutaneous cellular tissue was
normal, but delicient in amount owing to emaciation. I'erspinition

I

was profuse, the skin having been previously not abnormally
moist. The muscles were much wasted. Senses : Hearing was
normal. Smell was much impaired, especially for delicate odours.
Tasting was also much impaired, especially i'or delicate flavours

;

the tongue was very thick and lar^e. Vision remained good. Touch
was normal, the paiiimt l)eing still able to play the organ as well
M ever. The voice was harsh, metallic, and monotonous. Respi-
ration: There was some dyspnoea, partly due, no doubt, to the

thyroid enlargement. The general condition was one of marked
and increasing weakness ; she "shuffles about like an old woman."
The appetite was poor, but thirst excessive. Pulse rapid. Tem-
perature normal. The urine contained no albumen or sugar. Her
intelligence was perfect, and disposition placid. Mr. Godlee then

referred to: 1. The connection between this remarkable condition

of the bones and the abnormal state of the thyroid noted in most
cases, comparing it with cases of serous malignant tumours of the

thyroid, which had a tendency to recur in bones. 2. The relation

between the abnormal state "of the thyroid and the early stop-

page of the catamenia, also apparently a common symptom of

the disease. .3. The resemblances and differences between acro-

megaly and osteitis deformans. 4. The superticial resemblance

but wide difference between acromegaly and myxoidema.

A Case ufAcr(ime(/aJy.—Dv. Hadbe.v "and Mr. Ballance brought

forward another case. The first observations respecting it had
been published in the Clinical Society's Transacdonx three years

previou.sly (vol. xviii). Fifteen months later the attention of the

authors was again drawn to the subject by a paragraph in the

Lancet, headed " AcromtSgalie," and under this head it was found

that Marie had described a condition which tallied with the author?"

case (Revue de Medecine, April, 188o). Dr. Hadden's patient was a

woman aged 37, and the disease dated five years back, when she

had rheumatic swelling of the knees, following probable scarlet

fever. But previous to this she had sutfered from a tingling sensa-

tion in the hands, and the catamenia had ceased and never re-

appeared. The face became enlarged, the nose broadened from
hypertrophy of the nasal cartilage's, the cheek-bones prominent,

the lower jaw square, massive, and protruding, the lower lip thick

aud everted. There was some fulness beneath the eyes, but no

pallor or translucency, and no circumscribed redness over the

cheeks. The cranium'was not affected. The thyroid gland was
distinctly atrophied. There was no indication of enlarged thj-mus,

as shown by dulness over the manubrium. The clavicles were

hypertrophied. The hands and feet were enlarged, but not de-

formed. The enlargement was general, but the subcutaneous fatty

tissue was disproportionately thickened. The skin of the ex-

tremities, as elsewhere, was in every respect natural. Previously

she used to wear 7 gloves, now the circumference of the hand was
9i inches. The feet were even more enlarged in proportion than

the hands. At one time she wore large 4 boots, now she took

large 8's. There was no loss of muscular power, and the woman
could use her hands as well as ever she did. The forearm and legs

were not hypertrophied. The arm was natural. The speech was
guttural, not slow. The tongue was hypertrophied. The viscera

were natural, and there was no albumen in the urine. The arterie-s

of the extremities were apparently natural. There was complete

blindness of the right eye, due to' optic nerve atrophy, probably

following neuritis. Sensation was good, the muscular power un-

impaired, and the muscles not wasted ; the intellectual processes

were good; there was no excessive perspiration, no undue thirst,

and no curving of the spine. The authors then gave an account

of the literature of the affection, and among other cases quoted

one by Dr. Wilks. mentioned in Fagge's Medici?ie. It would

appear that rheumatism was a possible cause, and in four cases at

least the catamenia were suppressed at the onset of the disease.

Both the sexes might be afiected. The disease received its name
from the characteristic enlargement of the hands and feet, but

the bones of the face become hypertrophied, as also the cartilages

of the nose, ears, and eyelids. The long bones, unlike in osteitis

deformans, usually remained unaffected. Blindness had been

noted in three or four cases, and the authors mentioned that

this might depend on hypertrophy of the pituitary body

exerting pressure on the oiitic chiasma and tracts. Enlargement

of this' body had been found in two or three fatal cases. The
thyroid gland also alwavs seemed to be abnormal. Attention was
called to the chief points of difference between acromegaly

and my.xoedema and osteitis deformans. The difference in the

shape "of the face were very obvious. In addition there were

many important features ab.sofutely characteristic of acromegaly.—

Dr. \Vii.k:s congratulated Dr. Hadden on having so well pursued

the investigation of this remarkable malady th.^t now, after four

years, he was able to bring the case again before the Society. No
doubt manv instances of the disease had Ijeen observed before

Marie had christened it; not only was there Dr. ll-duen's own
case, but the one he had alluded 'to as described in Fagge's work
on Medicine. Dr. Wilks said this was the case of a young lady,

aged i-i, who visited him for the first time on February 9th, 1.^9.

She had been a tolerably good-looking girl, but her face had be-
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come now friRhtfuUv distortj-d. She had boon aihng six >ear>

with amenorrhcea, pain in the face a-nd back of head aud gradual

lose of sicht. Her appearance was so disfigured that people

would stop in the street to look at her ; her ears nose, and lips

having become enormously enlarged, and the whole face elon-

irated Her hands and feet also had become gigantic, so that she

could with difficulty get gloves to fit her. I)r. Wilks^ saw her

several times during the following year, and prescribed arsenic.

The pains in the lunid became less, and she expressed herself as

altogether better. She then went into the countrj- and died

shortly afterwards in a state of coma. He believed she had an

intracranial tumour. Dr. Wilks said he thought we were right in

<nviug this disease a distinct appellation, as it certainly differed

From myxoedema, osteitis deformans, and other maladies to which

it had been compared. He remarked that these cases of over-

<rrowt.h were of ver>- great interest, as they were quite removed

from ordinarj' examples of disease, which depended upon morbid

chancres in the structures and organs of the body. They had rather

a physiological than a pathological bearing, and by their very ex-

ceptional occurrence emphasised the great fact so well enforced

bv Paget, of the necessan' exact relation of the different organs ot

the body for the due fulfilment of the natural functions. These

overero'wthsshowed thatfrom some unexplained cause this rehition-

ship might be broken up. so that the bony skeleton might grow

enormously, or the fat of the body increase until the patient became

of preposterous size, or the lymphatic gland tissue develop to an

extraordinary extent, or as in the present instance a sudden sprout-

ing of the Extremities take place. In a very interesting case

described about a year agointhe Berlirier Khmsche W ochenschnft.

the natient, a musician, was obliged to give up a wind instru-

ment, as well as his violin, owing to the enlargement of his hands

and lips ; he also had headache, and had partially lost his vision.

His thyroid also was diminished in size. The writer alluded to

other cases, and said that where an opportunity occurred ot a

rmt-mortem examination, the pituitarj' body was found much

Qarged by new growth. Dr. Wilks said he could quite believe

that his patient might have had a tumour of this kind. Virchow

had remarked on the resemblance between the thyroid and the

pituitary body, and Sir W. Gull, many years ago, had been

struck with the similarity of structure between the pituitary

body and the suprarenal capsules, and had asked Dr. Wilfs to look

at t\iese organs in all coses of Addison's disease. He had done so,

but never found them affected. It was very interesting, however,

to remark on the possibility of "acromegaly" bemg associated

with the pituitary body, since it had a structural resem-

blance to the adrenals and the thjToid, both of which organs

were admitted to have a marked influence on nutrition.—

Mr GoDLKE, in reply, said that in three cases of acromegaly he

had found, BOS? OT«r<eOT, some enlargement of the pituitary body.

In one case it was as large as a walnut. Krb s paper collected

eleven cases of the disease, which, with the two now reported,

brought the number up to thirteen. They had occurred between

the ages of 15 and m. The cases recorded by him were very in-

teresting The first case was in a woman, aged .W. The di.sease came

on at the menopause. This patient suffered from migraine, a not

uncommon symptom in this disease. In her case the di.sease pro-

irressed for three years, and then remained stationary for six. 1 tie

loss of vision in several cases seemed to have been duetto opacity

of the cornea. Kriedreich had described two cases. With regard

to the temperature, it was normal in his own case exceptjust

.•subsequently to the removal of the thyroid bo<ly. The long bones

were distinctly affected. In several cases the marked enlargement

of the lower jaw was absent. In connection with the nails, hrb

had pointed out that in his ca.ses they were much affect^ed, as in

other recorde<l cases.-Dr. Hadi.en, in reply, mentioned that Dr.

Ord had examine<l his patient, and had said distinctly that it was

not a case of myxedema, the dUease with which it was most

likely to l)o confounded. t ^ , t th.
Acute Perw^teal Swellini/K in several Young lr^f<mts of the

,ame Family, rml.ahly IticMy in Nature.-l)r^ b. ^fST read

this paper. A child, age<l rfve weeks, was brought by its

mother, with the statement that its left arm had 'dropped

A swelling, apparently periosteal, occupied the middle third

of the shaft of the left humerus. It was exquisitely Pamful

and tender. The movements of the arm were perfect, but

the child kept the arm still on account of the pain which move-

ment caused. Similar swellings were found on the right humerus

and on the left femur. There were some slight bosses on the nbs,

but no other signs of rickets, and the' child was well developed

and well nourished, and except for the pain of the swellmKS

seemed in good health. The treatment consisted m the adminis-

tration of some cod-liver oil and a little iodide of potas.suim, and

the mother's milk was supplemented with cows milk. In a tort-

niKht the pain had almost gone, and the awe mgs were smaller.

In the course of three months they were hardly to be made out.

and they ultimately entirely disappeared, leaving the bones

straight. The patient was the fifth child, bom at the eighth

mont^h, and fed upon the breast only. The first swe Ung coine on

the niAth day, the second in the fourth week, and the last two

days before it came under observation. Of the other ehi dren the

eldest was similarly affected at the age of a week. The child,

now a lad aged 9 years, was seen, and showed no traces of th.

old bone affection. The second, a boy aged 7, was n«'*-er >-'

affected. The third, a girl, aged 5|, and also the fourth a bo>

Tedt, years, were both affected; the former recovered com-

pl^tely.-but the latter had considerable "C^ety deformity TliMe,

was no historj' of syphilis, or evidence of it in the family. The

second case was seen in a child of the brother of the father of the

previous children. It was a girl infant aged 3 weeks and had

developed a swelling of the left humerus a week before bem^

seen It was also suckled, and as the mother was strong no medi-

cine was given and no treatment adopted except to keep the arm

s ill by a loose bandage. In about a month the s'"'*! '"g.^'^d en-

t rely disappeared. This patient was the fourth child The ftMt,

a airl aged 6, and the third, a girl aged 2, were and had be?n

a&well. The second, a boy aged 4, had had both arms a^
llg.lneZd in the same way at the same age, but "ad CjUite r^,

covered. In this case also there was no evidence of syphilis. Dr.

West believed that all these cases were rickety in natuxe and

closely allied to acute rickets, if not actually casea of that dis-

ease From the cases of acute rickets recorded they differed in
,

respect of age, acute rickets being rare in so young ch. drsn
;
alM

,

in the fact that more than one member of the fafliily "^as at-

,

tacked and lastly in the mortality. That these were cases of
,

early ri^ckets could not, however, be doubted, on account of the ,

evidence of rickets in the family, and of the absence of any other
|

alfgnable cause. Of syphilis there was no "thf ^dence and

greenstick fracture or injury must also ^^ ^eluded Dr W^t

Slso referred to another case seen by him, and recorded by jar.

Hertert Page, which was an undoubted case of acute "ckets. and

that seemed to him to differ from those here described

only in degree. The element of scurvy had been suppo^d,

to enter iSto the causation of acute rickets, but that,

ennrtition was certainly not existent in the pivsent oases.-,

Dr B^LOW c^ons dercd^Dr. Samuel West's .cases of groat yalufl,,

and cmild not remember any quite similar group of cases on

record. The closest p.vrallel that he could recall was the late Dr.

Ormerod's case of a man who was the subject of combined mol-

UiTand rickets, with remarkable proneness t°
ff.^'l'f^'Ct ^^^

transmitted his bone proclivities to two of his children but these

children were, according to the history, healthy-born, and did not

mani estlhe endency to bone fracture until they ^^^ a fewyeM

Sd The special features in Dr. We-sfs cases seemed to be 1 th.

very early appearance of bone lesions (xvithin a week of birth in

oMcase) and (2) the repeated occurrence m the fame family^ Dr

Barlov^had?by Dr. West's kindness, seen one "£ the children when,

theseTesions were present, and he quite agreed with the descrip-

tion even of Them He also agreed that there was no evidence of

congS s>i,lulis. but he was%nable to accent the view thatj*

cnsM beloneed to the group called " acute rickets by the ««

mans and which group Dr. Cbeadle and he had given reasons foi

behoving was a combination of rickets and scurvy. In contr^t-

ing Dr. West's cases with the scorbutic cases, he PO^^^ed out that

the latter had severe cachexia, vnth much sallowness and pallor

and S at goneness to hemorrhage, especially «ho-ung itself u

sDOiilv bleeding gums or ecchymoses in the gums, but also in sufr

coniSctival and other ecchymoses: that the pain and suffenn

wereX severe, and that the local bone lesions were dependent o

h^moSge between bone and periosteum, '^ommencmg at th.

area of junction of shaft with epiphysis, and sometimes sepa

rating thi whole length of the d.aphysis, or l«adi°gJo ™^^^^
inst above the epiphysial line. In none of the recoraeu w,u

^ria-ete (that is, scofbJtic) cases had the infant been b-^t-fed^a

the time of the appearance of the symptoms. In D/^ ^«''
"^^

he cachexia was almost «;/.; there was no Pronene^' l^J'S
rhntre- there was no suffering, except on pressure, tne lesi"

were in the mMdle third of the shkt of each )o"g bone
:

th.

Tf^t^ weJe actually breast-fed at the time. Into what categorj
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theii, should Dr. West's cases be put ? Dr; Barlow thought the

most probable explanation of the lesions was that they were
^Teenstick fractures with some callus round them. He sng-
.ji'stcl that the infants had been tlie subjects of intra-uterine

rickets from some faulty nutrition of the mother during preg-

nancy, and that thi^ results of the intra-uterine rickets made
the bones easily liable to yield after birth. The ease with
which multiple greenstick fracture might occur was Bome-
iimes very remarkable. The question might be asked, Was
there any reason to lielieve that true rickets occurred as an
intra-uterine disease ? No doubt many cases described as

fcetal rickets were quite distinct from rickets, and depended
m an error of development in which the cartilage cells did not
;.)roliferate, but the bone was foi-med entirely from periosteal out-

,TOWth, etc. Thus a malformed fretus was developed, presenting

J'eatures superficially resembling rickets, but differing fundoment-
illy from that disease. Nevertheless there seemed reason to be-

' ieve that a true rickety change in the fojtus was sometimes
jjresent quite comparable in anatomical features with the disease

.0 commonly found in hand-fed children. Some years ago Dr.

Sarlow had found in s-veral fcetuses a slight but definite beading
it the anterior ends of ribs, and some recent extensive investiga-

ioas by observers in Naples and in Vienna had shown the exist-

,'nce of true congenital rickets to be by no means rare. Dr.

!3arlow had brought to the Society that evening a child aged 9
jnonths who had Ijeen under his observation since she was ten
greeks old, and whose ca.se, he thought, bad some bearing iipon

!)r. West's paper. This infant had been delivered with head pre-
entation, but the legs were found considerably bent. The lower
imlw were found to present an extreme curvature convex for-

's'grd, the curve affecting both femora and both tibiae, whilst the
libitp were also flattened from side to side. The appearance was
exactly like that of many museum specimens of extreme rickety
•leformity. The lower limbs for some weeks after birth were verj-

ender, but the tenderness gradually passed away, and the curva-
ure had undergone a certain amount of involution. When the
infant was one montli old a swelling appeared in the middle of

he right arm, and for this it was brought to see Dr. Barlow. The
I

welling was in the middle third of the humerus, was very tender
lin pressure, but did not yield crepitus. There was subsequently
ji similar swelling on the left humerus, but it was a little higher
jip. The swelling referred to gradually subsided, and now a
light bony projection was xiresent, marking, as Dr. Barlow be-
ieTed, the vestige of a greenstick fracture. Thus in the case
a question there was probably intra-uterine rickets, gi^ang
ise to deformation of femora and tibise. and causing these
K)ne« to be tender for some time after birth, and the rickety
lyscra.sia still showed its continuance from the foetal into
he infantile life by the occurrence of the greenstick fracture

I'f first the right, then probably of the left humerus. Dr. Barlow
iiggested that Dr. West's group of cases might admit of .! similar
xplanation.—Dr. Dickinson said he had seen several instances
faoute j)eriosteal swellings in infants and young children, and
onnected them especially with rickets and scurvy. He formerly
[upposed them to have some association with syphilis, but in-
ireased experience had convinced him that this was not the case.
j'he association with sc\irvy was very striking. A child of about
lourmonths old was Viroiight to him from the country in a miser-
ble state of pallor and ciicbexia; it had a large hard swelling
round each femur. eviib'Utly connected with the periosteum;
jJid it was passing liloody urine. At an early period of its life it

''ad' been deprived of fresh milk, which was not thought to agree
>ith it, and fed chiefly on Swiss milk. Under a complete change
f diet, fresii Alderncy" cow's milk being substituted for the Swiss
|iilfc, the ha^maturia ceased, the swellings disappeared, and the
liila got perfectly well. K little iodidn of potassium was given
lor » snort time, and in some doubt, lie did not think this did
Inyttood, and now never gave it in such cases. Whatever scorbutic
'entutg presented themselves in infants—hnematuria was frequent
a this relation—fresh milk was the one thing needful. The benefit
."Uch ensued in such a case upon its taking the place of less suit-
ble diet was very striking.— Dr. Glover mentioned a very similar
ase which puzzled him very much for a time. The patient was
child a few years old, with painful swellings of the legs and
lighd hsematuria. .SjN-philis being suspected, the iodide was
:iven, but with unsatisfactory result, but the child rapidly reeo-
er»d frith Parrish's food. Dr. Gee, who saw the case witli him,
fag <rfi opinion that the child was scorbutic, a condition which
<s>ld be attributed to the use of Swiss milk.—Dr. WrLBEBFOncE

Smith pointed out that strumous periostitis almost always wen*
on to suppuration, which this disease never did.—Dr. ORUF.Kor«

drew attention to the fact that in Dr. West's interesting series of

cases the disease affected relatives, and not merely t lie cbililren

of one family, but the children of two lirothers. He thought that

this fact, unless it were explained as a mere coincidence, did not '

harmonise with the view that the disea.se was due to ricfcel* or i'

syphilis.—Mr. R. W. Paekee was plejised to hear Dr. Ormerod draw '

'

attention to a very special feature in the eases related, namely, the ;

multiplicity of the lesion, as well as to the fact that the lesion''

occurred in the families of two brothers ; in seeking for a came
for the disease, tliis multiplicity was of considerable importance. '

In the course of the debate scurv'^', rickets, und syphilis had t)een

referred to. As regarded scurvy in this and kindred cases, he

would only say this: that, were a hundred sailors exposed to the

conditions which were formerly kno-n-n to produce scurvy, in *be

classical sense of the word, probably not a single one would
escape; on the other hand, notwith-standing that many thousands

of children, jiredisposed to malnutrition both by inheritance and
by bringing up, had for years and years past been exposed to what
had beeli described as a scurvy diet, yet these cases of so-called

scurvy rickets belonged to the greatest of pathological raritiee.

Under such circumstances, he (Mr. Parker) could not agree that

scurvy', in the classical sense of the term, had anything to do with

the disease under consideration. Then, as regarded rictets: it

was quite new to him to hear of periosteal complications ; the i

tones suffered quite commonly, but only at the epiphysial parte
'

'

of the diaphyses. In Dr. West's cases the stress of the disease

fell on the middle of the shafts, a most unusual place for rickety
'

manifestations. To come next to syphilis, the incidence of syphilis

was quite the rule during the earliest weeks of life, while rickets, ,

as regarded the long bones, was infinitely rare at this period ; the ;

shafts of the long bones, moreover, were the "seats of election'':;:

of syphilitic disease, while the multiplicity and uniformity of the '

lesion were most suggestive of a syphilitic origin, the absence of a

syphilitic history notwithstanding. The cases were doubtless

peculiar, but the peculiarity was due to some very special personal

or family idiosyncrasy of the subjects attacked.—Dr. M'bst, in .

reply, said thiit he adhered to his original opinion in the absence

of any serious reason for altering it. He said he had failed to

find the slighest bending of the bone in Dr. Barlow's case. He
had only noticed cachexia in a case where there had been a good

deal of "haemorrhage. He observed that Mr. Parker begged the -

question. If the swellings were to be accepted as proof of

syphilis, there was an end of the matter, but there were no other
_

signs of its existence, though tliey had been carefully looked for.

With reference to the parentage of the children, he nientioned

that none of the brothers were strong, and one was actually sufSer-

ing.from some strumous aflfection of the ankle-joint.

Xivinq Specimens.—Di. Barlow showed a Ca.se of (Partly) (Jon-

genitalRickets ; Mr. Murphy, an Infant Recovering frotn Bromide

Rash, the Bromide having been taken by the Mother ; Dr. Had-
DEN and Mr. BaljAjjcb, a Case of Acromegaly.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Monday, Aprif, 16th, 1888.

Edmund Owen, F.R.C.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Cerebral Absc^fs treated succefsfullt/ by Operation.—Mr. Dahkb
Haurisson read a paper on this subject, which is published atpa^
g4a—Mr. Barker alluded to the immense difficulty of oxamming

the eyes of patients just at the time when it jjossessed the greatest

interest. In some cases there was papillitis, and in others this

symptom was absent. In neither of his cases was there any ten-

dV'ucy to hernia cerebri. He recommeudeii the use of a metallic

drainage-tube, such as a silver catheter split and bent to form

flanges, as better calculated to favour a free discharge. Ue men-

tioned that cerebral abscess might remain latent for years—Dr.
Beevor thought that the tendency of all these cases of cerebral

abscess waa to confirm Dr. Perrier's view as to the cerebral

tentres. He observed that the .site of the lesion was evidently

the upper part of the arm centre, but it was of large extent, a«

evidenced by the parts involved. He a,sked Mr. Harrisson in what

part of the arm the fits began, whether in flexion or extension,

and in what sequence, as this was essential to the localisation of

the lej?ion. He pointed out that abscess, being of rapid growth,

might not give rise to optic neuritis, whereas in tumours this wsb

generally present.—Dr. Angel iloNEV asked what was the
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condition of the superficial os compariiJ •with the deep re-

flex.w. In brain lesions the liVep letUx.s wore generally in-

ereoseU anil the puperficiftl leMened. He mentioned a case

at present under his care in which he had diagnosed a tumour

in the middle lohe of the cevehellum, evidently pressing

upon the pons, interfering with the function of the jiyramidal

tracts when they passed through the pons. In tliis ease tliere was

practically no cremasteric reflex on the right side.—Dr. iMaclagan

asked whether the absence of pyrexia was common after such

operations.-^Mr.jESSOP asked what ^yas the extent and the degree

of the usual lesions.—Dr. Monisy added that their experience at

University College Hospital wa.s that the temperature, m cases of

suppuration in the brain, was invariably subnormal.—Dr. Her-

BiNOiFAM confirmed Dr. Money's remark as to the subnormal tem-

iHTdture in cases of suppuration in the brain.-Mr. HarhiSSON in

reply, acknowledged that he had a prejudice against using metallic

drainage-tubes, and said that although the horsehair dram had

failed, the india-rubber tube had answered every purpose. He

made the trephine hole as far forward as possible on account ol

the extent of the paralysis. The wound was absolutely aseptic.

The first operation relieved the patient's symptoms, probably by

reducing the pressure. The first symptoms on the arm began

twelve months before the urgent symptoms showed themselves,

•ind he was very careful to elicit the minute historj' of the case.

The first sign was the contraction of the flexors of the wrist and

hand. The patient was carefully examined on April 15th, and

botli eyes were found to be normal.

»nnll and Moderate Valvular Lesions.- Dr. Milneb Fothbb,-

aiLt, said that in the consideration of valvular lesions of the heart

little or no attention was paid to the discrimination of large and

small injuries; all were grouped together, and usually the prog-

nosis of the gravest lesions was given to small injuries produc-

ing verj' little effect upon the organisation. In order to grasp

the subject properly the facts of comparative anatomy and of

embryology must be borne in mind. They saw the primitive heart

a more pulsatile, muscular sac. It was not till the ganoid fishes

were reached that imperfect pouch-valves were developed in the

bulbus arteriosus. So in the fcetus. At first the heart had no

valves ; then imperfect valves appeared, and became more .com-

plet# as the embrs'o grew. A valvular lesion was the undoing of

evolution precisely to the extent of the valve mutilation ;
and

there was all the 'difference in the world betwixt a small lesion

well compensated, on<l a large one which could not be efficiently

compensated. He added that Nature compensated a valvular in-

jury by falling back upon the primiti\e form of heart—the mus-

cular sac. As in evolution valves economised muscular energy, so

in dissolution an injury to the valvular mechanism of the higher

heart was compensated by muscular growth—a development of

the early lower heart—spoken of as " compensatory hypertrophy.

When t-hey detected a valvular injury they realised that they

could do nothing for that ; their hopes were centred on the primi-

tive muscle. If by rest and good food, with cardiac tonics, they

could aid Nature's attempt to develop the primitive heart, so far

80 good. A small lesion was easily compensated, and the com-

pensation was well maintained for many years. Where the injury

inflicted was large, complete compensation was unattainable; and

such compensation as was possible wore out comparatively soon.

Consequently it was of great importance to measure the extent ot

Talve-mutilation in each case, and from that to calculate the

chances of the patient. A murmur revealed the existence ot

valvnlor injury ; but it was diimb as to its extent. For that they

must examine the case physiologically, especially in mitral lesion.s
.

and test the effect of effort. 'With a small le.sion the patient could

run, but not very far ; with a moderate lesion he could walk on

the flat, but could not get up hills very well, or run ;
with a large

injury all effort was distressing. In strict proportion to the extent

of the lesion the organism was criiii)led and life shortened.—Dr.

MdWBY said that the nodules which formed in rheumatism

offered some idea of what was going on in the heart.

TIOYAL AC.\DEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.

Section of Patholoot.

,

Friday, March 2.3bd, 1888.

., , Samuel GoanoN, M.D., I'resident, in the Chair.

^arcinnma nf Li>:er.—\iT. Walter Smith exhibited a specimen

of carcinoma of the liver from a woman, aged a^. Three months

before admission to hospital she complaine<l of dull pam in the

right side and posteriorly. In about a month jaundice super-

vened, increased from day to day, and lasted until her death. .\t

first she vomited, but not subsequently. The motions were vvhif •.

and the urine was free from albumen, and not very deeply tin^..!

with bile. No increase in the size of the liver could he detectiJ,

and there was no ascites until within a tew weeks ot her deal li

While in hospital she emaciated rapidly, and later on she vomitni

blood on several occasions, ojdema of the legs and a.scit. -

developed, and she died about six weeks after admission. Duriiii;

nearly the whole ot her illness the temperature was above normal

—on one occasion as high as 102°. On post-mortem exammalioi

no diffuse peritonitis was found ; the spleen was adherent, the li\ ri

not materially enlarged. On the upper surface of the left Inb.

there was a cancerous node about the size of a florin, an.

numerous other prominences, some of them cupped, on the upp>'i

surface ot the right lobe ; there were a tew nodules on the lown

surface. The gall-bladder presented itself as a hard, pynfo™
tumour, and upon incision its coats were found to be great h

thickened and calcified, except at the fundus. It contained som.

white gall-jtones, and a yellow, grumous pulp composed o

cholesterin. The cystic and hepatic ducts were enormously

dilated. The pcncreas was adherent to the liver, and was f us.-.

into a mass along with enlarged glands. The kidneys andstomacl

were healthy. Microscopically, the disease was proved to I

.

polygonal-celled carcinoma.—the Chairman said it was rath.-

an unusual circumstanLa to have so much malignant disease with

out a good deal of enlb.rgement of the liver, and from tha

peculiai'ity arose the question whether it was not originally a ca^

of cirrhosis of the liver, in which carcinoma supervened. A m- .-

interesting fact was the absence of any disease of the stoma. I

from which carcinomatous disease so often preceded.- Di

O'CaRboll mentioned a case woich, during eleven months, pr.

sented all the signs of continued etteritis, the number of motion

having gradually increased to something like twenty a day, whil

they varied between fifteen and twenty-five during the last fiv

or six months of the patient's illness. The motions came on vti

suddenly, and were fluid and tuitid. Tne patient never had un

jaundice, save a passing tinge in the cunjunctivse during som

two or three days, which was merely suggestive of it. He nad n

ascites or vomiting, and it was more or les^ constantly a questio

whether there was any hepatic trouble wha'.ever. The sympton

always pointed to enteric trouble. He arrived at a diagnosis i

the case rather by the exclusion of other diagiioses than from tl

actual symptoms, and that diagnosis was atteiwards confirmed 1

the pos^»iorte?« examination. The liver wasfound to be simpl

a mass of encephaloid tumours, which had Crushed out all tl

normal liver tissue. The cancer was primarily 'n the liver, as fi

as he was able to make out, tor he found no tiace of any otli

tumour in the abdomen.
_ ^ „ t »- , ., • ^ ,

Acute Pulmonary Tuberculosu.—m. C. J. Mxcn exhibited tl

lungs of a man, aged 29, who died after an illness of five week

in which a deposit of miliary tubercle was distributed uniform

throughout both organs. The patient had beeh .n good hcall

five weeks before his death, when he was seized -nith a shiverii

fit. He became feverish, and gradually developec sj-mptonis

gastro-enteric disturbance, which led to his being ireated out.-i.

the hospital for enteric fever. The chief symptons during 1

progress of the case were high temperature without any murk-

depression ; dyspnrea with greatly increased respiiatory rate, t

respirations averaging 48 in the minute; marked cyanosis, e,-i

cially about the finger-nails and alie of nose
;
a pulse varyn

between 132 and 148; tendency to profuse sweating
; tongue (}''

and red. The physical signs, on examination ot ,he chest, w.

minute crepitating rales, heard best at the bases of the lungs, li

before death extending over the whole of both luags ; occasi.ii

friction sound heard posteriorly; no alteration of sound on ]»

cussion. From these symptoms the diagnose ot pulmouii

tuberculosis was made.—Dr. M'Kee thought tjat in almost .

cases of tuberculosis—even the most acute—'t would be tou

that there had been some old focus of the disease in the body.

Dr. Nixon, in reply, said the point raised ly Dr. M'Kee was

important 'one. In the present case there Vas no evidence wk:

ever of caseation in the bronchial glands. T'here was caseation

two or three places at the base ot the lun^, but it was an act'

caseation brought about by the clusteruig of the tubercles; a I

in one of those centres the caseation wa^ evidently a recent pi-

duction, and the lung was broken down.

Chronic Bright's Disease.—Dt. .)i.MT.a Little submittetl '

following case' of chronic Bright's disease. The kidneys weigh'

rather more than 2* lbs. The patient xras 38 years of age at 1'
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death. Thirteen years previously he liad had an attack of acute
nephritis. Afterwards he came under his (Dr. Little's) care in the
Adelaide Hospital for acute renal dropsy, lie did not know
whether it was ju.stitialile to connect the state of his kidneys at

the time of hie death with that past illness, because they all knew
that acute nephritis usually ended either in death or a complete
cure ; and the man appeared to have recovered from that former
illness. After five or six years he became subject to winter cough,
of which he had attacks everj- year ; but these were never severe
enough to oblige him to seek hospital relief uutil the winter of

1886-87. He then came under his care for dropsy and general
bronchial catarrh, his urine being markedly albuminous. After
being four or five weuks in hospital, he went home apparentlj"

quite well. There was no reconl as to whether his urine was free

from albumen at the time he left the hospital ; but the man him-
self said that he heard tlie clerk who had charge of his case say
that it was entirely free from albumen before he went away.
The matter was one of consequence, because an important point
in the case was as to the age of the renal changes that

were found after death. About three months ago he came
again to the hospital, suffering from e.xtensive anasarca
with dyspnoja. At that time he generally passed between
30 and 40 ounces of urine daily; it was highly albuminous,
and had a specific gravity of 1012. The diagnosis made

! was that he had some chronic form of Bright's disease, with general

ij bronchial catarrh. His pulse was always exceedingly soft and
weak, his heart-sounds very feeble. There was no evidence of the
cardio-vascular changes that were found in some forms of Bright's

S

disease. He fought off death for more than two months in hos-
pital, and the day before he died appeared as if he might recover.

On the day of his death he awoke in the morning, alter a fair

night's rest, with a violent pain low down in his left side. He
remained in great suffering during the day, and died in the

-.(middle of the night. On a. post-mort(m examination the cause of

intense pain was found to be, as they had giiessed, acute pleurisy
affecting a small portion of the lower lobe of the left lung. It

was also found that, in addition to general catarrh with highly
emphysematous lungs, he had small cavities in both lungs, and
miliary tubercles all through them. His heart weighed 9 oimces,
and was soft and flaccid, presenting no sign of enlargement. One
of the kidneys weighed lit ounces and the other 2\\. They were
smooth and rather pale on the surface ; the capsules peeled off

very readily, and when each kidney was divided the cortical por-
.iou was of a dull, yellowish-white colour, and the pyramidal por-

' (iion had a vivid red staining. The question was, were these kid-

: joeys affected by parenchymatous nephritis since the affection of
. j;h&teen years previously. All their knowledge, however, forbade
jiuch a conclusion. They must conclude that the last disease was
|jf about a year's duration. The kidneys showed distinct evidence

.; j)f amyloid change.—Dr. Bewley said the kidneys were an ex-

Iimple
of chronic Bright's disease, every constituent part of the

)rgan being more or less affected. The renal tubes were in some
3laces dilated, and in others diminished : and the epithelium was

in

most parts fatty, and in many parts low and with jagged edges.
Che comiective tissue was increased in several places, but not to
iny great extent. The glomeruli were a good deal diseased, being
'he parts chiefly affected by the amyloid change. The vessels
l^ere also affected by amyloid change.' The spleen, with its veins,
jirteries, and capillaries, was affectetl in the same way ; and the
ttalpighian bodies were also similarly affected.—The Chaieman
•emarked that the absence of cardiac pain indicated that the dis-
sage was not of very long standing.
Chronic Bright's Di.tease with Cerebral H<emorrhage.—Dr.

I

AMES Little submitted a case of cerebral hsemorrhage. .\boiit
hree weeks before a man aged 45 was admitted into the .\delaide
lospital in an apparently unconscious state. The storj- told of
am was that, about a week before, he had violent con\iilsions,
fter wliich he remained in a more or less stupid and confused
tate in bed. Two days before his admission he had another fit.

wlthen he was brought to the hospital. When first seen he was
fing in bed with his eyes open, the pupils being equalin size,
ut moderately dilated. If spoken to, he made some attempt to
nswer, hut could not speak; but when a little drink was offered
5 him he swallowed it. He could move both arms and legs per-
ctly, and there was no sign of paralysis of any of the facial
mscles, eyes, or cranial nerves. The "only thing of that kind
Masionally observable was a very slight twitching of the left
ogle of the mouth, and of the left occipito-frontalis muscle. On
tamining his reflexes they found the knee-jerk extremely well

marked in both lower extremities, and aUo ankle-clonus de-

veloped in as high a degree as he bad ever seen. On listening

over the heart they perceived a deficiency in the first sound, and
also a well-marked systolic muscular murmur. He (Dr. Little)

concluded that he had to deal with a case of ursemic convulsions,

judging by the pulse and cardiac action. His urine had been
passed involuntarily in bed, and by means of a catheter a few
ounces were drawn off, which were found to be rather highly
coloured and densely albuminous. He was carefully observed
from that time until his death, and it was noticed that he had no
hemiplegia, but moved his arms and legs on both sides ; and, be-

yond the twilchings of the comer of the mouth and of the
occipito-frontalis muscle, there were no indications of paralysis.

Early the following morning the man jumped out of bed, put his

hand to his head, and went into a violent fit of convulsions, in

which he died. On post-tnortem examination the kidneys were
found in a shrivelled condition, one a little less and the other a
little more than tliree ounces in weight. The capsules were
thickened, and when peeled off, left a rough granular surface.

The heart showed verj' distinctly hj-pertrophy of the left ven-

tricle. They found nothing to account for the muscular murmur.
The whole of the arterial system was very much diseased. A
portion of the aorta showed in a very highly marked form the

changes that used to be called atheroma, but which were now
called endarteritis deformans. The circle of Willis at the base of

the brain was the seat of patches of similar change. On the right

side of the brain was an enormous hscmorrhage, the right lateral

ventricle being full of blood ; and the hisemorrhage appeared to

have taken place in the frontal lobe just outside the right lateral

ventricle. There had evidently been two haemorrhages—namely,

one that must have occurred at the time of the seizure a week
pre^-ious to his admission, and a second one that, he presumed,

occurred at the moment of his death. There was a clot, which
had the appearance of being a week or ten days old ; and there

was also a large quantity of what appeared to be recently-

extravasated blood. The man had been a soldier, and a very hard

drinker at one time of his life. The case presented a specimen of

a chronic form of Bright's disease occurring in a person of in-

temperate habits, and accompanied with the cardiac vascular

changes that were conspicuously absent in the preceding case.

—

Dr. Nixon believed that most of the hasmorrhage now seen in the

specimen must have occurred at the time of the final convulsion.

So far as he could make out from the specimen now, the hasmor-

rhage seemed to have come from the posterior lenticulo-optic

artery; and that was just the situation where there wculd
have been the least amount of pressure on the motor part of the

internal capsule. A small hcemorrhage might have occuired there

for some days without its being attended by any paralytic pheno-

mena; but at the time the man sprang out of bed in convulsions

there was most likely a disturbance of the clot, followed by the

fresh hemorrhage and large amount of blood now visible, which
could not possibly have existed previously during the man's life

without producing paralytic phenomena.
Corneal Tumour.—Dt.'Stoily exhibited, jointly with Mr. Scorr,

a corneal tumour. It was removed from the eye of a boy aged 16

or 17, about ten days before. About four years previously the

lad had been in St. Mark's Hospital, under his care, and the

gi-owth in the cornea was then in exactly the same state as it was
when recently removed. It was a small opaque, yellowish-white

body, situated at the upper margin of the cornea, of oval shape,

of five or six millimetres in its long, and three or four in its trans-

verse diameter. The colour was somewhat the same as that of

the Meibomian glands when seen through the conjunctiva. The

tumour was ^•ascular, as blood-vessels could be seen running up
to it and over its surface. It occupied nearly the whole thicknes.s

of the cornea, reaching from the anterior coat to the posterior sur-

face. The epithelium of the c<irnea ran smoothly over the tumour,

which was not the least raised above the surface of the cornea.

He removed only a portion of it, because he beUeved that if he

had removed the whole he would have gone into the anterior

chamber.—Mr. Scott said the specimen, when examined under a

high power, practically represented the whole of the cornea.

Under the conjunctiva there was a mass of undoubtedly fibrous

tissue, containing a quantity of small round cells, and this had a

ver>- large supply of blood-vessels. In one of the specimens seen

under a high power, the supply of round cells was greater than in

the rest, so much so that if tliat specimen alone were looked at,

they would think the structure more like sarcoma than anything

else. It was very difficult to make out how the fibrous tissue
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rame there It might have been either a cicatrix from an old

Sornn'oldpafinus.-Mr. liENSON remarked that in a some-

vlfat rai"ar caifwbich he brought before the Section ast year,

he tumour, which was present in the cornea, was entmly re-

nted from the sclerotic border, and there were no blood-vessels

r mn ns into it, nor any evidence of blood-vessels having ever

L'one i^fo its neighbourhood. The panmis theory would therefore

not apdy to this case. The growth would rather, seem to be a

n-pe?p asia of the corneal tissu? itself.-Mr Stoky, in reply said

tlie tumour in Mr. Benson's case was almost in the centre of the

cornea, and there was a perfectly clear cornea between it and the

sclerotic In the present case the tumour ^vas situated at the

Umcton between \he cornea and the sclerotic. T- case was one

in which there had been at one time granular ophthalmia but not

of a ver>- severe character. He had come into the hospital for he

state of'his other eye, which. had entropium consequent on the

granular ophtlialmil The slice which he took oft the t imour

S^Spied nearly the whole surface of it, but did not f
through

to th^e posU-rio? surface of it except in P^^^icular place^ and tliere

was left a circular depression in the tumour as ^f a little piece ol

H had been scooped out. The way in which the healing pro-

^es'ed was remarkable. It progressed from the Pe"Phe>T o[ the

fittle ulcer equally all round toward its centre, and a fresh little

CoUecrion of blood-vessels and a fresh pannus sprang up, running

not alone from the sclerotic edge, but from the
,

cornea towards

the centre of the tiimour, which ^^as now the deepest j^art.pt. the

ulcer.
,

^_M. .! ,

'

,

SOUTH INDIAN BRANCH (MADRAS).

Fbiday, Decembf.b 2np, 1887.

Surgeon-General G. Bldie, I'resident, in the Chair.

Suphilitic A:e/«!rf.—Drawings of a remarkable example of wide-

spread keloid, as.'^ociated with syphilis, was shown by Surgeon-

MaiorE F. Drake-Brockman. The patient, a Brahmin ryot,

acfil "7 was admitted into the Rye Infirmary, Madras, -rnth cor-

i^al ulceration and prolapse of the iris in both eyes. He con-

tracted primary syphilis at the age of 22; he had a secondary

eruption, in several crops, with fever. The only other illne^ss he

had had was variola when aged 3, but no marks of that disease

were visible When admitted the whole body was found to be

covered with disseminated, indurated, elevated growths, which

were <ti«tinctlv keloid in character. Some parts of the body were

more affectod'than others—namely, the trunk on its ventral and

dorsal aspects, and the upper extremities. The lower limbs, as

far as the insteps, were also covered with growths similar to

those on tho trunk, though in a much less aggravated form. In

the vicinity of some of the nodules scar-like patches might be

«een in wliich situation also the skin was in an atrophic state,

and had lost some of the natural pigment of its structure Jn

reference to these atrophic patches the patient stated that t ley

corresix.nde<l to the sites of former similar nodosities which had

disappeared by a process of shrinking. Besides these markings

there were also evidences of a former skin eruption m the form ot

nicmiented patches, varying in size from a small pea to that of a

hazelnut. The patient stated that the keloid had made its ap-

pearance on the sites of these patches. The etiologj'. of k^'O"!

was discussed in reference to this case.—Surgeon-Major BRAN-

FooT mentioned a case in which keloid growths formed at tne

site of vaccination.—The PbesibeN'T thought that keloid was

more often seen amongst convicts, especially Burmese convicts,

than in the civil population.—Brigadf^Surgeon Box had fre- I

ouently seen the growths in convicts, and Brigade-Surgeon bin-

THORrK in sepoys, osppcially Telugu men, who were fre(iuently

burnt on the abdomen when children.

Filaria Sanguinis nmink. — Brigade-Surgeon .Sibthoupe

showed two pitients in whose blood filaria) sanguinis homims

were present ; in one of the cases there was chyluria, and the

tilftriw were only discoverable at night. The blood contained in

bugs (acanthia 'ipffulnria) from the cots occupied by these pa-

tients contained filari^p, in much larger numbers, moreover, than

the blood taken from the finger. Reference was made to Ur.

Manson's observation that the intermediate host of the hlana was

the female of ft siiecie.s of mosquito.—Brigade-Surgeon ' onxER

had had three caiJes of chvluria under his care eariy m 1887 ;
in

onn c««e filaria; were found in the blood both by day and night,

in another during the night only, and in the third none could be

foand.—Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe, in reply, observed that cases

of^Obylttria often terminated spontaneously. i. vt.-.>•'

ScroMotu< Kidney: Uterine Fibroids: ^""""^
.^^"'Z Z^^

J Sm^^h, M.D., related the case of an unnKirried lady, aged «>,

who was admitted into the Civil Hospital, Vizagapatam There

w s Tsmooth globular tumour on tfie right of he abdomen

evtendinc from the margin of the ribs to a point two inches

be ow th? umbilical level; the tumour was not connected with

the liver or uterus; the urine was acid and free from albumt-n

The pltient was also suffering from phthisis, and to it her death

appeared to be attributable. At the necropsy, the ascending colon

and small intestines were found matted together by firm adhe-

sions Sid attached to the left anterior aspect of tlie t"mour: A

ven- friable new growth, resembling the roe of fish m appearance

'an? consistence, a'ffected'the meso-eolon mesentery, and capsuk. of

ricrht kidney, affecting especially the pelvis of the latter, binding

them a og .ther in <rsolid mass. On tearing open this mass the

kidney was" found in its centre, considerably enlarged and soft-

ened Its capsule enormously thickened, yet fairly separable from

its surface The peh-is and'infundibula of the kidney were much

Hstended!and full of a urinous purulent fluid. The iptenor o

his dilated cavity was studded over with granulations m.everal

pans The parenchyma of the organ was softened and inffltrated

Fn several places with caseous deposits of smal size; several! arge

calculi, like masses of dried ginger, occupied the dilated infundi-

biOa and pelvis. The uterul' and small tumour with the ON-anes

were removed together. They were not involyed in any way m
The larS tumour. This small tumour, about two inches in d -

ameter.^wasTsXperitoneal uterine fibroid and three other sma 1

oneV about the size of a grape were now also Bef"-,
The uterus

small only two inches long, ^vas otherwise quite healthy. Th

rWit ureter was obliterated about two inches from is pelvis just

at" the margin of the mass of new growth. The left kidney was

''%MHy'irocele--An adult patient with infantile hy^oeeU

was exhibited^ by Brigade-Surgeon SibthOrpe, who stated riiat

there appeared to have been an encysted hydrocele of 'the cord,

wliicli ha'd extended' down along the cord into the scrotum.

NOTTINGHAM MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Feipay, Apml 6th, 1888.

W H Kansom, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Treatment of f7/m«e Xi(«p&rc«»e«i«.-Mr. Hatherly read a

paper on this subject, advocating more attention to constitution..!

Ztment by res and tonics, witli local treatment of accompa..>

nfcSions, and less reliance on purely
^-rf'^^^'f„ff^

,""1';^

He held that in recent displacements, especially such ^ followed
|

partv^ition, and were due to deferred involution of the uterus a^
\

^rXxed cindition of its normal supports, treatment by pessa^ee

was not only unneoessar>' but sometimes mischievous. It was

ve,^Xn s.me accidental complication which first directed a^

tention to an anteflexion or antevers.on and in such cases the

trea ment should be chiefly directed to the removal of sucl. co^

plication. Posterior displacements were more amenab e to mer-

ScaUreatment, but even in them a pessary °>>g'>t ^« «««-J
pared to a crutch to a lame man. not in itself curative, but affofd-

in" a useful support to a weak part whilst Nature was doing her
,

work. He found pessaries often very useful in P-^ocidentia but W
extreme cases of prolapsus after the menopause, advised the na*-

rowinTof the vagina by operative methods In ^^c usion. be

enumerated briefly the conditions which ,''.°'}tra-mdicated the U*8

of nes'^aries and the general principles which should govern tneir

uie^-i discussion enfued in'whieh Dr. Ransom, Mr GeR*;^^^ ^r.

Collins Mr. Wolveuson, Dr. Micktr, Dr. MuTCH, Mr. White,

Mr. Boobbyer. and Mr. Burnie took part.
^^..ilino of

6>e«,X7o/&rofem.-MT. Crew showed a case of swelling ol

the scrotum presenting unusual symptoms.

Proposed Horse r«.r.-;-Upon the initiative of Drs.Mnrcnanfl

W0LVER80N, the following resolution was passed: T>*' '°
'J"

op?n on oTthis Society the proposed t^ax upon horses J^ouM pr?«

unduly upon medieval practitioners who use horses in the practice

of their profession." __^_
MIDLAND MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Wednespay, .March 21st. 1888.

Surgeon-Major Tctrtcn in the Chair.

AmrutnU<m at Shmlder-joint-fr.ionVKV ^.'^^\^^'"^^>
case of amputation through the right

^I'^'t'lTr^^Tii^eiS
inff ftwav of the whole of the axdlary contents for JPC""^"^,^

cifoma
^ The subclavian artery was tied as a prelimmary stepi an-
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no Wood was lost at the operation. The wo\md healed in three

Abortion, after Reinoval of Ovaries. — Dr. Leslif. Phillips

showed u remarkable abortion. Two months before aborting, the

woman, aged 30, had had a large, pedunculated, uterine myoma,

as well as both ovaries, removed by abdominal section. The foetus

was of the fourth or fifth month. Pregnancy was unsuspected at

the time of operation.

Extra-uterine Fastation.—Ur. J. W. Taylor showed an extra-

uterine pregnancy of three or four months successfully removed a

fortnight previously.

Amputation by Berqefs Method.—Mr. Bennett Mat showed

an upper extremity, with the attached shoulder-girdle, which he

had removed a few days before by " Berger's method," from a boy

[aged 17, for sarcoma o^ the humerus. The patient's condition was

in every way satisfactory.

I Uterine 'Myoma.-- Mr. Lawson Tait showed an enormous

'Uterine myoma, weighing nearly forty pounds, removed from a

'woman, aged 56. A great part of the tumour had formed a hernia

iin the abdominal wall, and the overlying skin was ulcerated. The

patient was doing well.

I
Abdominal Section for Peritonitis.—Mr. Lawson Tait read a

'paper on a series of cases of acute peritonitis treated by abdo-

Ininal section.

i

Acute Peritonitis .mccessfully Treated with Saline Purgatives.—
"'- Suckling showed a man, aged 21, who was admitted into the

khouse Infirmary on .Januarj' 6th, suffering from acute peri-

iifis. Restated that he had had the "bowel complaint" two

H'ears previously, but had been well till three days before admis-

Uion, when he was taken ill suddenly in the early morning with

imin in the abdomen and vomiting. He had been constipated be-

I'ore this attack, and had had no motion since. The abdomen was

! ease and tympanitic, and the abdominal respiratory movements
Iffere abolished. There was extreme tenderness all over the abdo-

nen, the legs were drawn up, the pulse small and frequent,

luid the expression anxious. He had retention of urine and

'ever. Xo tumour could be discovered in the right iliac fossa.

L'omiting was incessant, and pain about the umbilicus greatly

'complained of. Dr. Suckling thought that the peritonitis was set

ip by typhlitis, due to f.fcal retention. Opium and belladonna

jv>ere "first given, hut the vomiting and pain continued. Then half-

ilraclim doses of sulphate of magnesium and sulphate of sodium,

|vith ten minims of tincture of belladonna, were administered

I'very four hours. Improvement soon followed this treatment,

leveral liquid motions being passed. On January 9th the vomit-

ing, pain, and tympanites had passed off, and a distinct fulness

lould be observe'd, with increased resistance to pressure in the

light iliac fossa. The medicine was continued, with the result

jhat the motions became more and more solid, till on the 14th the

lationt was apparently quite well, and free from fever. Only
Imall quantities of peptonised milk and beef-tea were given. The
liatient continued to complain of dragging pain in the abdomen
'or some time, but in about three weeks he was able to get up,

ind, five weeks after his .admission, was allowed solid food_. He
lad since had two or three .slight relapses, which at once yielded

'o purgatives and proper dieting, and at the present time there was

\ distinct indurated swelling in the ri^ht iliac fossa. Dr. Suckling

ifas of opinion that in this form of peritonitis, and in typhlitis due
faecal retention, saline purgatives, in moderate doses and with

'lenty of water, were of great value.

MANCHESTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednkkday, April 4m, 1888.

James Ross, M.D., LL.D., Vice-President, in tho Chair.

mplicafion in a Case <(f Femoral Hernia.—Mr. Stocks de-
"nbed a peculiar complication in an operation for right femoral
emia, where a large mass of omentum accompanied the pro-

"uded bowel. The bowel was returned, and the omentum tied

nd cut off. The patient did not rally, and died three hours after

le operation. On examination it was found that the strangu-
ited bowel was ileum, and that the omentum had been tied so

lose to the colon as to include a small piece of the bowel. The
ansTerse colon had so nearly recovered its normal position that
le ligatured stump was found above the level of the umbilicus.

^Esophageal Forceps.— Mr. STOCKS also exhibited an oesophageal
'Tcepg made by Krohne and Sesemann, by means of which a

'reign body could be removed almost from the lower extremity

of the outlet without the danger of pushing it further down, as

must be the case when using an ordinary probaug.

Erythromelalgia.—Dr. ilOR«AN made" some remarks on a case

of erythromelalgia, and showed a patient sufifering from this

affection.

Malarial Fevers.—T)v. Basil made some observations regarding

imported malarial fevers.

The Action and Uxe.'i of Nitro-glycerine and the Nitrites.—X>t. .

Leech and Dr. R. B. Wild read a paper on this subject, the first

portion of which comprised an account of experimental refiearches
,

to determine the action of various nitrites on the contractile tis-

sues, and the extent to which this could be modified by different

bases. The latter portion of the paper discussed the therapeutic

uses of the nitrites, the indications for their administration in

various diseases, and more especially the danger attending thei?

,

use in certain conditions of the heart and circulatory system.
, ;

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

The Pathology of Intra-UtehinI: Death. By WnXEK»r'l

0. Priestley, M.D., F.R.C.P., etc.. Consulting Physician to

King's College Hospital. London: J. and A. Churchill. 1887; "T

The lectures included in this volume comprise the Lumleiair

Lectures delivered at the Royal College of Physicians of London

'

in 1887. The references to the literature of the subject are^

numerous, and will be found of special value to the student. _'
"

In Lecture I the author compares his statistics of abortion with'

the well-known tables drawn up by Wliitehead. An analysis of

400 cases shows that 152, or 38.0o" per cent., had not aborted

;

while 248, or 62.(XI per cent., aborted. These statistics are almost

'

exactly the reverse of Whitehead's, and are explained by the

difference in age. Whitehead's analysis was made from women
under thirty years of age. Dr. Priestley's from women over forty.

Ten pages of this lecture are devoted to the effects of high tem-

perature as a cause of abortion, and the results of a series of es-

jieriments carried out in the Physiological Laboratory in King's

College are shortly recorded, the " heat theorj- " of Runge is/

probalily the corre'ct explanation of the death of the foetus Wi

'

utero; Houlier's theory of degeneration of the myocardium being

untenable. The forcible uterine' contractions so frequently ob-

served in cases of abortion during high temperatures are brought

about by an accumulation of dark venous blood, charged with

carbonic acid, in the uterine sinuses. Undue distension of these

sinuses will cause contraction, while the excess of carbonic acid

present will bring about a still more vigorous contraction of the

uterine muscles. This action of carbonic acid upon contractilei

tissues was first proved by Brown-Sequard in 1861.

Lecture II treats of the" diseases of the foetal appendages, and is

full of valuable information. Dysmenorrha>al membranes, resem-

bling " both in external appeara'nce and minute structure '' a de-

cidual cast from the impregnated uterus, are capable, as is now
known, of being expelled quite independently of pregnancy. Ex-

travasations of blood in the decidua and decidual inflammation

are fully considejed.

Consi'derable attention is paid to the morbid changes affecting

the chorion ; the etiology and pathology of cystic degeneration of

this body being special'ly discussed. The views of Virchow and'

Ercolaniupon this interesting and somewhat rare disease are dis-

cussed at some length, with the result that the author confesses

himself unable to accept the tenets of the latter authority.

Except in exceptional instances, it may be laid down as a rule

that cystic degeneration precedes and is the cause of the death of

the fcetus. To the question : Can cystic or vesicular chorion ever

occur in women without conception ? a negative answer is:

given. '

In Lecture III the various diseases and anomalies of the pIs"

centa are studied fully and adequately. The experience and

teaching of the author are opposed to tliose of Charpentier. who
holds that the placental undergoes only one morbid change. It is

now admitted that the placenta may be affected by various dis-

eases, and many obstetricians will be found who entirely agree

with Dr. Priestley when he says " the placenta is, in truth, as

liable to be affected hv a variety of diseases as the liver or the

lung." Under the term'" phthisi.s of the jilacenta." we find described

alow form of inflammation, not associated with Kacilli as phthisis

of the lung is, but characterised by a tendency for exu-

dations to be thrown out into the parenchyma of the placenta.
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TliH exudation m.iv eitlier become organised, and so form tibroid

nodules scattered in the organ, or it may break dcnn, and de-

struction of the placental tissue take place In either case if he

d^ease advances beyond a certain pont the result will be 1
1
e

same, and the life of the faaus -ivill be dostroye.l A^ ith regard

to the changes produced in the placenta by syphilis our present

knowledge icarcely entitles us to attribute any specific lesion to

that disease alone. ,. , ,

In conclusion, we must note the numerous diagrams and several

coloured plates of microscopical sections. The volume is of very

handy size and neatly got np. Much of the material contained

in it IS original, and all of it is extremely valuable, especially to

the student of obstetrics. Hitherto no book, so far fJ" 1<"«^-.

has ever been published in which this subject is treated of in the

same systematic maimer; indeed we believe no attempt has ever

been made to collect so much material into one volume. There

is still much to be learned, and the author is careful to point_ out

the paths by which many more facts may be gathered. The book

should be in the library of every obstetncian.

FmsT Aii> rx Accipest and Sudden Illness. By George

Black, M.E.Edin., C.B. London : Ward, Lock, and Co.

This book is very well arranged and excellently written, but n

almost reaches the requirements of a manual on minor siirgery,

rather than of a plain, practical guide to the rendering of he p m
cases of accident and sudden Ulness, and a manual for the instruc-

tion for ambulance students. The anatomy and surgery of the

nose, eye, ear, and larynx cannot be usefully comprised within the

teaching of an ordinary ambulance class >o doubt many who

take an interest in the work of the St. John Ambulance Associa-

tion will read this book with interest and profit.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

same authors make another short communication on the frequenr

.

with which cilio-retinul vessels and retinal pulsation are .seen. .\-

the presence of venous pulsation has been not infrequently men-

tioned as a symptom of glaucoma, it is important to note that u

was found in 73.8 per cent, of the eyes examined. It would hay.-

been interesting to know whether age has any inlluence on th.

frequency of it! occurrence. Mr. Collins, the house-surgeon, con-

tributes "a paper on Suppuration. Glaucoma, and Corneal Opaci.-

loUowing Cataract Extraction. The facts given are valuable, 1-

when the writer launches into statistics he is unsafe. l-"« c"-

of complication are colleu-ted fr.ira several years, while the taL>!

showing the average age of patients, the number of operations

.lifferent months, etc., are compiled from one year only. ilr. I •

lins attributes suppuration to general conditions rather than

local infection; nearly all the facts, however that he addu«.

would be equally consistent with the view that such conditions

only rendered the eye more susceptible to the influence of septic

organisms. Five cases are given in which the inieotion ot a solu-

tion of biniodide of mercury (1 in 2.5,tJOO) was followed by cornel

opacity, a matter which is of interest in its bearing on the subject

of intra-ocular injections, on which a correspondence recently

appeared in our columns. It is difficult to see with what object

Mr Domes Observations on Tobacco .Amblyopia have been

inserted: On the strength of a S'>Utary case, of which the early

history is obviously unreliable, and the result admitted to be

unknown, and which the writer only observed for twelve days,

he has the temerity to found a theory of pathology m support of
i

which he does not produce a single piece of evidence. In pro-|

pounding this theory, he entirely ignores the pathological evi-

dence which has been collected by others at c«ns>derable labour,

and on which the commonly accepted view of the pathology o

tobacco amblyopia is based. The admission of crude material^ ol|

his WndTvil , we cannot but think, do much to damage the higl«

repuFarion which the Reports of the Royal London 3phthaliaK

Hospital have always enjoyed.
^

\

Modem Theories of Chemistry. By Lothar Meyeb; trans-

lated from the German (5th edition) by P. P. Bedson, D.Sc, and

W. Carleton Williams, B.Sc. (Longmans, Green, and Co ).—

This volume is a translation of a work which has gained for itselt

a. worid-wide reputation, as being uiidoubteiUy the most successtul

attempt to present to the student a complete survey ot the

theories of chemistr\- which have been built up from the vast

array of experimental data. The work is one which from

its nature appeals mainly to the pure chemist, to whom tor

a number of years past the German original has formed an almost

indispensable companion. The present translation will be wel-

comed by all whose German scholarship is too limited to enable

them to pursue such hard reading as a study of the original en-

tails. We can thoroughly congratulate the translators on the

faithful and conscientiovis manner in which they have per-

formed their task. We notice, however, that some of the matters

treated of have not been quite brought up to date ;
thus, m deal-

ing w ith the laws governing the incomplete combustion of gaseous

mixtures, no reference is made to the important researches made

in this country, and published as long ago as 1884.

l-\The Roual London OjMhalmic Hospital Report-^. Vol. xu.

Part 1 .lamian,-, 1888. (,L and A. Churchill.)—Notwithstanding Us

extremely emaciated appearance, this number of the Reports con-

tains matter for instruction. Mr. Lawson contributes an interest-

ing case of Sarcoma of the Optic Nerve Sheath. Tumours grow-

ine from the optic nerve are extremely rare, altliough seyera

cases have, however, been recorded in addition to those mentioned

bvMr Lawson. and ft few monographs have been written on the

subject The value of the case under consideration is ii^preased.

however by the fact that a thorough examination of the tumour

was made. Messrs. Lang and Barrett contnliute a paper on Con-

vercent Squint which gives evidence of systematic work extend-

ing over a considerable jieriod. We hope to consider this paper in

detail on a future occasion. It is sufficient to say here that it

shows that in young subj.i-ts squint can be compli-tely cured by

glasses in about 10 per cent, of the cases, and that the occurrence

of squint can b,. prevente<l while the glasses are being worn in

33 per cent. No doubt, as suggested by the authors, many in the

latter class would ultimately be completely cured : on the other

hand, it is not unlikely that some of the cases of complete cure

would reJapoe if the glasses were discontinued for long. The

authors promiise a further communication on the subject. The

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS',

IN MEDICINE, 8FEGERT. DIETETICS, AND THE
ALLIED SCIENCES.

A:^0THER BINAURAL STETHOSCOPE.
J

This is a stethoscope which I venture to think is worthy Oj

beinc' brought into notice. Its form was suggested to me by tD»

of an instrument for one ear which was described by Mr. K. .

Combes. I have employed it now for about two years, and hnd r

both efficient and exceedingly convenient in use, more especial
,

in comparing different portions of the chest in children. H

portability is a great recommendation, as it can be easily cftirie

in any coat pocket without any ease to contain it. It is also chea]

The old-fashioned wooden stethoscope excels it for auscultatm

thick-walled chests, as of men with strongly-developed muscte

but for all others, especially of women and children it is entire,

satisfactory, contributing greatly to the comfort of J'Oth patie.

and auscuitator-of the former by largely diminishing the ne

for chan-e of position, and of the latter by the avoidance of awl

ward and c.rastrained attitudes. It is eood to carry both instr,

ments, this in the pocket, the other in the hat.
,

This stethoscope has the chest-piece like that of the commj

binaural instrument, but about an inch shorter. The tubes a

aiiout 14 or 1.5 inches in length, made of rubber tubing somewh

larger in calibre and firmer than that used for infants feemn

bot'tles The ear-pieces are tipped with rubber tubing to ma

them fit comfortably in the ear, and should be selected so^s to

fairiv well the ear of the au.scultator. The ear-peces are retain

with quite sufficient firmness, without any aid by a sP"ng

other contrivance, if they are gently pressed '"t^ t e meat.

giving them at the same time about half a turn of a screwi,

""Thrstethoscope is sold by.Toung, Foreet Pusad Edinburgh,!^

.3s. 6d., and also by- the Argyle Rubber Company. Glasgow.

Dundee. J"' •w'^'-'^"' "^ '
i

Succb.s3Ki;l Vaccinatio.n-.—Mr. William Cooper, of Widne«,l

received the Government grant for successful vaccination.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIOXS FOB 1888.

SuBSCEiPTiONS to the Association for 1888 became dne on January

Ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

oflBce orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Holbom.

(Ttje iritis!) iHctiml JoiirmtL

SATURDAY, APRIL 21st, 1888.

t SANITARY ADMINISTRATION AND THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL.

A SOMEWHAT remarkable feature of the debate on the second

reading of the Local Govei'nraent Bill has been the inadequacy

of the attention that has been given to the pubhc health aspect

I

of the Government proposals. Mr. Stansfeld opened the debate

|in a very clear and carefully-reasoned speech, in which he pointed

out various matters in respect of which the Bill falls short of

;compIeteness as a measure of local government reform affecting

the health and prosperity of the nation. But, with the exception

|of Sir Lyon Playfair, the subsequent speakers directed their re-

marks almost exclusively to those other phases of local admini-

stration which, although matters of vital importance, do not

j

stand in such great need of reorganisation as does our system of

isanitary administration.

Sir Lyon Playfair, m his able speech, very forcibly exposed

!the insufficiency of the proposals in the present Bill to secure a

removal of the hindrances to sanitary progress which at the

ipresent time are in full operation in many localities. Chief

liunongst these hindrances must be reckoned—as we have on

many occasions pointed out—the unsatisfactory system under

which medical officers of health are appointed and hold office.

At present, as Sir Lyon Plaj-fair observed, the plan of appointing

a medical officer of health fur a small, insignificant area results

frequently in a practitioner being chosen who has had no special

itraining in the science of public medicine, and who, in exchange

!for a trifling remuneration, gives some fragments of his time to

sanitary duties and to preparing reports to the Local Govem-
'nent Board. The less such an officer does the better will his

jmployers be pleased.

"The people would ratlier have their dimghills and nuisances

eft alone, as in the time of their fathers, than have them stirred

p by the stick of a parish doctor. The officers are paid to do
otiiing and they do nothing. What is the result ? That wliilo

ur towns have hirgely improved under sanitary legislation, as

ley generally possess well-qualified medical officers of health,

ae niral districts, as a whole, have not shared in this rate of

nprovemont, and theii- disease and death-rates remain much
hat they were."

In contradistinction to this pict\u-e Sir L. Pla3rfair points to

Cheshire, where much has been done to improve the orgaiiisa-

tion of the sanitary service, and srhero the duties of the medical

officers of health have been consolidated in respect of large areas.

One of tliese areas has 280,000 acres and a population of 1.3.5,000

persons. It has the entire services of an able officer of health,

who has a salary of £800 a year. Another consolidated area in the

county has 139,000 acres and a population of 84,000 persons, and

the medical officer of health has a salary of £'6.3.5. But the rest of

the county has not shown this inteUigence, and there remain

213,000 acres, with a population of 420,000 persons, split up
among 28 health officers, who, if Stockport be excluded, have

salaries ranging from £10 to £75. Combinations exist in other

parts of the country where sanitary matters are properly super-

vised and controlled with benefit to the public health. But, on

the other hand, many combinations have been broken up or have

crumbled to pieces through the jealousies or quarrels of con-

stituent authorities or individual members. It is clear, there-

fore, that in practice the system of voluntary combination of

districts cannot always be seciffed, whilst the use of compulsory

powers by a central authority is, for obvious reasons, not satis-

factory.

At the present time, according to the last report of the Local

Government Board, there are some 1,300 medical officers of

health thioughout the country, and the salaries of these officers

range from £3 a year to £900. In Sir L. Playfair's opinion

there would be far more efficient sanitation in the country if the

number of health officers were reduced to 180, each of these

officers having a larger area than at present, and having public

health as his sole duty, instead of regarding it as an accidental

adjunct to his private practice. If London, and the largertowns

that are to become counties in themselves, be excluded, a popu-

lation of some 18,000,000 remains, and this would form 180

health officers' districts of 100,000 each. Undoubtedly the

£130,000 annually spent on medical officers of health would,

imder an arrangement of this sort, secure infinitely better results

than at present. Instead of this considerable siun being

frittered away in small honoraria, a thoroughly efiiective method

of sanitaiy administration would be built up.

The means proposed for putting this matter on a satisfactory

footing is to make all officers of health officers of the County

Councils, and not, as proposed in Mr. Ritchie's Bill as at present

drawn, to make them officers of the District Councils. Each

Coimty Cotmcil should be required by the Act to appoint a

duly qualified Siiperintendent Medical Officer of Health, who

should be responsible for advising on all pubhc health matters in

the comity, should be debarred from private practice, should be

paid a i-e,vionable salarj'. and should be secured m his office so

long as his duties arc adequately and faithfully performed.

Only under such circimistances can the most useful and un-

fettered skilled advice be secured, which a county authority must

have, if it is to fulfil properly the functions transferred to it from

the Local Government Board. Subsidiary health officers would

be necessary for special areas or towns in the county, or in order
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.-l,> A.^,.\ with cas-^ .rf errter^etoyjvat Mvoh officer also should be

-appointed l>y the County Gonncil. Bhould act under tho Supcr-

Itetendont Mediftal Officer, and sl.oukl leport to h.m.
'

' '

_

Tliis is a simple, lo-ic-al pix.pos.d which we are glad to tod has

v«ry general support in the niedical professifm, and which we

.feel sure in practice would (jreHtly improve the SHuitaiy serv-,^)

tifthecrnintr,-. It is the idbal which the Joint Uommittee of

the British Medical and Social Sciwice' A8SOoiftti6us on State

Medicine adv,.catod in their memorial to Lord Beaconsheld m

June. 1877, and it is to be hoped that Mr. Ritchie w.ll see the

public advantage of the scheme, and will agree' |to--th^ mod^^o^i-

tion.ofMs Bill ticcoitlinilly. " .'

"""
~i 01-': ;! !' -li '^mun.'i't ;"5i'

;;;;; 'sulphonal •. a new hypnotic.

Tins substance is "diothylsulphondimetliyhnethan," an oxida

tioh product of the uriion Of ethyl-inercaptan with acetone, and

has therefore, the composition represented by the formula

(giL,),=0=vC,H,Soj),. We owe its discovery to Professor E.

3«u«i^-of Preibnrg, and its therapeutical application,

- or rathet, some kno^7leage of its remarkable phj-siolo-

gjc»l properties to Professor A. Kast, of Freiburg, .who

has a long article on the subject in the current ^ue

i fil the Berliner KUnUcke Woche^i^chrift (April 16th, 1838),

i'iiv wliich he hivs nothing but praise for this ne* addition to the

'.(Bmteria mecUca. Tho term '• sxdphonal " is due to a hap^jy sug-

gestion of Herfen Pr. Bayer and Co., Elbei-feld, who supply it.

fllis substance crystallises in large isoloiu-Ifiss tables, and is per-

,' Jfectly devoid of taste aud smell. It di8s.!.lves iii 18 or 20 parts

oiOfiboihiig water, in 100 pirts of water at the ordinary tempera-

[g|BB^;»ud is easily soluble; iri alcohol oj->lcohohc ether. It is

tifit affected by acids or atkahs, or by oxydiaihg agents either iiv

.-the cold or warm. Thus, concentrated sulphuric acid with hfeat

OfBparoely affects it, and it resists fuming nitric acid, and even

^.Chlorine and bromme ; it is, therefore, a very stable body,

'.fVent^ experiments with sulphonal on healthy men showed that

i,jdo6es of three of four grammes wore borne by adults without tho

^flfeust discomfort or disagreeable aftor-effect. Thus, a medical

bcjrtau, aged 28, took 3 gtamjaes (40 f?rainfl) *t 4 Pwif.^. and at

5.1.') P.M. beg.an to feel $le6py, with a feeling of heavi-

^*«9 W. the heml. At (>.!'' f'««« i<^^m^ lessened, but

YJrt.c8A5 liiey increased soniefrhat. At 0.15 the subject of ex-

jt^riment went out for tlie evening, hnvijig resisted the inchna-

rfHtion to sleep. He passed a tranijuil night afterwards, and felt

.fno after-effects of faiy kind. Another medicUl colleague sank

o,»«to a sound sleep two hours after the same dose, the sleep

„;la«tn.g several hoiu-s. 'Hie time of day Wid the meaJs weire found

9^ influence the action of sulphonal vOry umch.
^

o • Employed medicaUy tho drug has been given to t» patients,

.(,autl »Wob8ervatiotisof it^etfoets wero ni»do (Professor Cramer

!..«ave it 2<J0 times in the Marburg Ltmatic As)-lum). Tho results,

i »lmp9t without exception, ware that tho patients sank within

n from half an hour to two hoarsinto a tranquil and sound sleoj),

t,il*8ting from Ave to eight hours, and awoke feeling perfectly

,,ft>iuforUble. A few felt tired aud sleepy nest day. The diges-

tion, pulse, and temperature were unaffected, and it is cuno.L.

that'Bo'ataxy of nny degree or kind was present, wlicitis'this was

,

the most prominent symptom in dogs after large doses. The'

ordinary dose for man'ia two grammes (half a dra«M), Profe'-

Kries h;.s examined the effect of sulphonal oil tho blood-prete.

and Has estabhshed the fact that in dogs, even after very lu

dosM,'th© ,blpo(i-pres^i«e,is.,ilot loitered. ,
Poisonm;s dose-

dog^, '.^ft
•determine the mi)de of death, caused sew© cqhv

sions, then, after a few hours, a heavy sleep, deAJienihg' to cr:

and ending ini-death in about ten hoars. Spectroscopic and,

microscopic examination of tho blood revealed Bu .^f.eration o'

its elements. Sulphonal appeared most efficaciom^^es -

sleeplessness in ner.-ous subjects, but was given with benefit v.

all kinds of cases, including even cardiac valvular disease.

EUEdTRICAL TREATMENT OF DISEASfe*' £)F tHE

UTERUS. )T

•Vt the next meeting ^f the Brighton and Sussex Medico-Chiru.

erica! Society on Thursday, May 3rd, a paper on the above 6ubjec|

^r he read by Sir Spencer Wells. Bart. Dr. Apostnh wi! >

presenfand Ufce part in the discussion. The meetmg will be 1.1

at the Dispensary. 113, Queen's Road, Brighton, at 8 P.it. Membe,

\ of the.pre^esBiQp,^^<;,54mitted on the introduct^on.Qta member <

the society-.
j(jj-j- ^^fj . .ijWism e;

•

jH-, iinoVj •

i. SANITARY PLUMBING.' ."-^f'^'

MEDiGAi,officersof health have consistently and persistently .a

ported, the movement now, on foot for the reform of pluipbe

work ^The medical ofBcer of Liverpool CDr. T«-lor) has recenti

broucrht the subject prominently before the Health Commit

the city, and he is,: We learn, now taking steps to Obtata sucli

port from the architects and plumbers of the lofcal.ty as «

,eciu-e the formation of a district council to carry out m Liu

pool the examination and registration of plumbers on a nat^i^

system inaugurated by the Worshipful numbers Company,W
don. The medical officer of Birkenhead [(Dr. Ydcher), whaj

evinced an active interest in tlie movement from the oiitset^;

a paper on Defective Plumbing at the Koyal Institution, LiveqfO,

on Monday, April 16th, illustrating it ^^9^4. '"'' "'''" *'''''

of cases coming under his obseri-ation. , .,x,;,-,j .

the'research scholarship of the BRiTiPfj

MEDICAL ASS0GlAT10f^.,v.
, ;

_

Dr Kaiph' Stockman has been appointee)-' Tle,search Scho'

the British Medical Association. Dr. StockmftVi is assistatit^

Professor of Materia Medica iu the University of Edinburgh, .

received ^ special training in the modem aif<thoda;pf^I'h8hii.a
•

logical apd,phygiological research ia the.labwt(?r|e^,oI.>tt^;

Schiemedeberg'and Hoppe-Seyler. He proposes to font

.

undertAe researches on tho following subjects :-^I. t

changer- which menthol, camphor, and simiW bod.,

after absorption; how far tliese metabolic products aft'

orKanism,-and .whether they stUl act as antiseptics. -. Uu-

mode of luition of the camphor group on tlie heartland Ci^c»

3 The plianhacology'of a new body which acts Iikedigif;-

The problems connected with the absorjition 'ifed excr.

glycerine' and of fats. 5. .On the connection betwDea Cl''

constitution' and physiologic.il .notion of some rtlcohoL". -

NEW 'MRDS at the SUSSEX COUNTY' H'CSPiT-

b inOE df^^ac^ied wards have been built on thosite of tlie m'

The wardd arfe -intended to be used for violent patient',

cases of erysipelas, etc., and a special feature is that those- on.
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rttop floor constitute almost a separate establishment, having a

.pSeparate entrance and staircase, ad well as bath room and offices.

,
:Herethere are two large wards—28 feet by 16—and four smaller

—

16 feet by 12^— all 1,'i feet high; a corridor ^i feet lon^ and f)

wide separating north from south rooms. The middle floor has

six wards, which are either 16 feet by 10, or 16 by 12.1, separated

by a corridor nearly 90 feet in length. On the ground floor there

are four wards, with kitchen, laundrj', and other offices. The in-

. temal walls of the building are covered with Portland and
•Keene's cement, trowelled to a smooth face, and all angles of

walla and ceilings are rounded off, so as to lessen deposit of dust,

i.etc. The floors are fireproof, and laid with pitch-pine ; the grates

;
are " Kconomiscrs," and the general appearance of the wards is very
bright and pleasant. The closets are fitted with " Unitas" pans, and
the ventilation through the window-sills and over the doors is on
an improved plan. In the lower rooms are two large beds, with

j

movable aides, for refractory patients, constructed on the model

;
of those at St. Bartholomew's. The museum has been rebuilt,

.and is well arranged in its new quarters ; the post-mortem room is

equal to the best in light and convenience. Altogether the build-

ings are an extremely advantageous addition to the professional
: resources of the institution, and reflect credit on the Committee
.sad the staff, as well as on the architect, AlliScOtt^ i,

EXTENSION OF ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL, PADDINGTON.
We are iiiformed that at a recent Board meeting of St. Mary's
Hospital a resolution was unanimously passfed arranging for the

purchase of twenty-three houses on the north side of Praed Street

j

adjoining the hospital, giving an entrance to the hospital in Praed
' Street. The new buildings will include a residence for nurses,

apecial wards, ami wards for lying-in women. The latter depart-
ment will obviously he of great value to the clinical work of the
hospital as well as an immense boon to the many poor women
who frequently suffer at their own homes for the wijnt of the ad-
vantages of asperial treatment and careful nursing, which they
•would receive the wards of the hospital. In adopting this resolu-
tion, the Board passed also -A vote of thanks to Mr. Field, the

i

Dean of the school, to whose energy and warm interest in the hos-

j

pital much of the success which has attended the preliminary
arrangements for this enlargement ia due.

A NEW MEDICAL JOURNAL.
\ KEW medical journal, the Wiener Kliniscbe Poc^^schrift.
appeared in Vienna on April flth. It is to be published weekly,
ttnder the editorship of Dr. G. Riehl. The first number contains an
article by Professor Billroth on the Treatment of Goitre by Ligature
of'thc Thyroid Arteries, an abstract of which was given in the letter
of our Vienna correspondent last week : and other important papers
by Professors yon Bamberger and.E. von Hofmann. The journal
is Well printed, on good paper,, and is altogether more satisfactory
tVtheeye than tlie majority,of foreign .journals, whether lay or
Tftyaical. ...liJV.l 5.U''..-.. ;,a.'

.r,,..;

DEATH OF PROFESSOR DE CHAUMONT.
Wb deeply regret to have to announce the death of I'rofessor de
Chaumont, who succeeded the late, Professor Parleys, as I'rofessor
of Military Hygiene at the Royal Army. School, Netley Hospital.
jDr, de Chaumont was amongst the most able and accora-
ipl|Slied members of the Army Medical Department. Hi.» scientific
acquirements, especially in chemistry and physics, and his valu-
able contributions to the Army Blue Books on the subjects of
dietary, hygiene, and ventilation, early marked him out for special
emplojinent as a teacher. He assisted Professor Parkes for some
yeai-8 at Netley, and his appointment in succession to that eminent
n>«? wns recognised as one which did much to fill the void. Pro-
fesfiotde Chaumont was also employed by the Privy Council and

the Local Government Board to carry out ?perial inquiries in

public health matters., His social accomplishments were' hardly
less notable than his scientific acquirements, and his personal
character was so agreeable, his bearing so courteous and con-
siderate, that he was universally beloved. Professor de ChaTunont,
whose weak state of health has caused his friends much anxiety

for some time past, died suddenly of failure oL the. heart at his

residence at Woolston. . /r oi! t:, ,n:ii! I'j'tm oi h-.-tos'iiio

THE SUMMER SESSION.

Tradition in medical schools disparages the summer session.

The first of October is the student's New Year's Day. At once he
begins his work in the dissecting room, and, Avith the exception of

a few days' holiday at Christmas, his labotrrs are continued till

the end of March. The new requirements of the Conjoint Ex-
amining Board wall give greater importance to the summer ses-

sion. The medical schools are shaping their arrangements in

accordance with the new order. When the student enters in May.
he will enjoy the advantage of getting used to hospital life, aiid

will be able to spend part of his summer vacation in learning

osteologj'. At the end of September he will know how to ensure

a " part" in due season. It is, therefore, satisfactory to learn that

the Warden of the College at St. Bartholornevr's Hospital has
issued a notice encouraging the entrance of freshmen in May.
The notice advises a student who has passed a preliminary exa-
mination in arts early in the year (and has not commenced medical
study) to enter in May, and to pursue bis studies as follows r

'
1. In his first summer session to attend chemistry lectures "and

practical chemistry, with lectures on chemical physics. At the
end of this session to pass the examination of the Examining
Board in England of the Royal College of Physicians and Royal
College of Surgeons in these subjects. He thus goes from his che-
mistry lecture to the practical study of the subject, and has the
direct stimulus in his work of a public examination at the end of
the session. 2. In. his fir.st winter session to attend ana-
tomy lectures and .dissect -, to attend physiology lectures
and practical physiology classes. At the end of his first

winter session to pass the examination of the Examining Board
in elementarj' anatomy and physiology. 3. In his second summer
session to attend materia medica lectures and practical pharmacy.
At the end of this summer session to pass the examination of the
Examining Board in materia medica and pharmacy. 4. In his
second winter session to dissect and to study practical physiology,
and to attend the advanced course of lectures on anatomy. He
may with advantage k\so attend a second course of physiology
lectures. At the end of his second winter session to pass the
second examination of the Examining Board in anatomy and phy-
siologj'. Although systematic clinical work is necessarily deferre<l

until after a student has passed his examinations in anatomy,
physiology, and the otlier elementary subjects, he should, from
the beginning of his Career take every opportunity of learning
the rudiments of practical medicine and surgery by attendance as
opportunities occur to him in the wards, out-patient rooms, and
the poatMrwrtem rooiiu \ fl :/.'JC-'.'..L'Al

We unilerstand that othw medical schools intend to follow the

example long ago set Ijy University and King's Colleger, axid-'tttore

recently by St;. ,Miyrx'§i,s»i ,t*,enpoviraige.tlie eattylof jjnejjbisfu-

dents in summ^r.-.ij
;io Y^il. -Iji/ili:.; iil^ JiiiiOjo-i oJni OiTj!;

;. :-. -"
'~ ••-' '"-Si

UNFOUNDED CHARGES AGAINST MEDICAL' WflNV
MkdioaT, practitioners arc, as our readers know too Well, liabW to

have unfoundptl charges of negligence brought against them, and
are consequently are oftenput to a great dtml of unnecessarj- troiible

and expense for their own protection. Tho fact of charges having
been made is sometimes remrrabered, and perhajw mi<ntioned
against a man beliind his back, while the mori> important fact' that
tliey were shown to be unfounded is forgotten or ignored. We
think it well, therefore, to giv.' publicity to a case in which a

member of the profession was "nabled recently to vindicate his

character succeusfuliy. In the Ujunty Court at Yarmouth in
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March loot a Mrs. Grief brought an action against Mr. C. A. Mayo,

a medical practitioner of rooiI standins in tl>e town to recover

damages for injury to her health conseiiuent on abusive and

violent lanjmag.. used by the def..ndnnt. and on his negligent

treatment of her case. In the winter of 1886 she was ill, suffering

from rheumatism and pneumonia, and attended by Mr. Mayo.

She wanted to call in another docU.r, a Mr. Collier, but Mr. Mayo

obiected to meet him, as he was his junior, and Mr. Meadows was

called in instead. The plaintiff alleged that on the morning alter

the consultation. Mr. Mayo, on paying his regular visit, accused

her of having been attended by Mr. Collier, sw,.re at her, using

di^eustin- language, and went violently out of the room, banging

the door after him; and that the effect of this conduct was to

cause her to spit blood and confine her to her bed for six months^

Thestorj'onthe face of it appears improbable, but the plaintiff

took no steps against Mr. Mayo for nearly a year, when she con-

sulted several solicitors successively, and at last found one to

bring her case into court. The demand in the first instance was

for £20 and an apologj- for violent conduct and brutal language,

and the charge of negligence was subsequently added m order to

make a legal course of action. The plaintiS and her witnesses

contradicted themselves and each other as to the language alleged

to have been used by Mr. Mayo; and Jlr. Meadows said that he

was satLsfied v^^th Mr. Mayo's treatment when he was called in.

The judge Sir F. Roxburgh, decided that the plamtifi's case as to

neeligence failed entirely, and said that " having heard the wit-

nesses called for her, and also the defendant himself, he was

satisfied that no such conduct as alleged took place. As a question

of character was involved, he had thought it right to liear the

case out, but even if he had considered that the words alleged had

been uxed, he should have decided, in point of law, that they would

not support an action. In justice to a medical man, he had pre-

ferred to decide upon the facts, and he considered Mr. Mayo had

vindicated his character most completely." The result is satis-

factor>', and should be generally known. That the defendant

should have been put to considerable expense and more trouble

and annoyance in repelling an unfounded charge is less so. But

English law, in its anxiety to refuse justice to nobody, is un-

wilUng to prevent actions being brought where there may possibly

be a good claim. It is not tUl a case gets into court, and the

evidence is tested, that its value or worthlessness becomes

apparent. Hard though it may be on defendants to have to resist

extortionate or unfounded claims, we do not see any probability

of the law in this respect being altered, and members of the

medical profession, when thus attacked, must be content with the

knowledge that they are only under the same liability as other

respectable Englishmen, though the consequences of an adverse

decision are to a professional man more serious than to others.

signs of tidiness, intelligence, quickness, and happiness. It is an

important but a difficult and complicated question how to es-

timate "results" of education ; the teaching profession might do

well to try and give some practical definition of "good resulte."

\n assessment of the results of school work must take into^ccount

individual differences among children ; it is very undesirable that

the a<^e of children should in any large degree be taken to indicutr

what'standard in the school a certain child ought to occupy la

developments often mike very good gro'nth. In framing a Stat-

ment of results of educational work, allowance ought to be made I

for the variations of individuality in the children, and this can

only be done by those trained to observe individual children, and
,

able to estimate their condition and progress by what they see in

*hem The results to be sought in a child that is feeble, or one of

poor development, differ greatly from those to be expected i

children of average growth; a verj- moderate amount of know-

ledge, but fairly quick brain action, well under control, isiperhaps^

all^thatcanbe expected, but a "good result" has been obtained}

if such a dull child is made to like the school, if he attend rega-,

larly and is active and obedient. We protest that school resultsl

should not be estimated by mere scholastic work, and should_ not

much depend upon lesson work in relation to age. The indi-l

vidualityof children differs immensely, so also does the special

character of different teachers. Some method of estimating re-;

suits must be employed, but it is highly desirable to leave con-'

siderable freedom of action to teachers, and they in their turn

will be glad that the results of their work should be known and

estimated. The real question at issue is not that any of us doubt!

the van-ing individuality of children and teachers, but how ar(j

we to apply tests as standards of results? This difBculty is les^!

felt in secondary schools, where the parents' opinion of progres.^,

and later successes of former pupils in part form a standard.c

school success.

INDIVIDUALITY OF AND RESULTS OFCHILDREN
TEACHING.

Constant and urgent complaints are made by teachers that, in

iudging of results, inspectors and managers do not sufficiently

take into account the individuality of children. This feeling

found strong expression at the annual conference of the National

Union of Elementary Teachers. The work of teachers paid by the

Government and ratepayers must ever be estimated by results

:

those who pay must have some security as to what they get for

their money. If we visit schools for the blind, the dumb, or the

feeble-minded children, we see that different criteria arc looked

for in each ca.so as indicating "results" of training. The mtU-

viduality of childri'U differs greatly, consequently the objects and

methods of training must bo various. The attainments which we

desire to see in chUdren of 11 years old are not simply such as

are indicated by examinations in grammar, writing, arithmetic,

etc., but also the signs of physical growth and healthiness, the

AWARD OF THE MARSHALL HALL PRIZE.
.

Fifteen years have passed since the Marshall Hall Fundwa|

instituted, with the twofold purpose of commemorating th;

late Dr. Marshall Hall, and of encouraging research in that brane

of natural science which he did so much to develop. The tniij

provides "that a prize shall be given every fifth year for tl;

best original work done and recorded in the English languaf;

during the previous quinquennium in physiological or pathologic,

researches relating ,to the nervous system, and that the pn.,

shall consist of the simple interest derived during the preceding.fi''

vears from the amount of the capital fund." The first awardwas.ma.

to Dr. llughlings Jackson, the second to Dr. Terrier
;
and thiaye

the Council of the Koval >I.xlical and Chirurgical Society, i

whose hands the fund was placed, have awarded the prize to h

Walter Holbrook Gaskell, F.R.S., Lecturer in Advanced Physiolo;

in the University of Cambridge. The Council have invited 1

Gaskell to ^ive some account of his work before the Society, a,

a special meeting will be convened for this purpose, which wiU

duly announced.
.

THE LATE MR. MATTHEW ARNOLD.

Tin? life and death of Mr. Matthew Arnold have a lesson 'of htif

and a warning for the large number of persons who suffer In

heart; disease. Twenty-five years ago he consulted Dr.-now •

Andrew-Clark, and was told that he had valvular disease ot t-

heart, but advised that if he exercised reasonable care it need

at all interfere with his career. For many years he ngidJy .

hered to the recommendations as to regimen and exertion wli,

were eiven to him, and it is interesting and encouraging to recw

^ .... . i_ :_ ^-:t-;»;^Ti-i (irtiir^fttion. fMeducation,

His repc
that nearly aU his serious work in criticism,

theology was done within the last twenty-five years,
_

and essays on middle-class education, the Essays in CriUci

Literature and Dogma, all belong to this period. Such a lue ii
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striking proof that heart disease, even of a type generally ac-

counted serious—for Mr. Arnold had disease of the mitral and

aortic valves—nee<l not interfere with the labours or the enjoy-

ments of a successful career, provided only that the limitations

and moderate restrictions to which the individual must submit

are frankly recognised. Emboldened by long impunity, patients

are disposed to come to believe that the precautions have been

unnecessarj', and to relax their ^^gilance at the very time when

the approach of old age renders all more or less liable to weakness

of the heart. The Arnold family are a remarkable instance of

family predisposition to disease of particular structures; the

father of Dr. Arnold cf Rugby, Dr. Arnold himself, and now two

of his sons, have all succumbed to chronic heart disease.

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY.
We learn, by special telegram from C'harlottenliurg, that at the

end of last week inflammatorj- swelling of the loose tissue sur-

rounding the windpipe was observed below the tracheotomy wound
in the Emperor's throat. His Majesty had a slight shivering tit

on Saturday evening, and this was followed by symptoms which

made the medical attendants fear that the lungs were becoming

affected either by the development of a fresh centre of the disease

.vhich has so long existed in the larynx, or by inflammation ex-

cited by the triclding of irritating discharges into the bronchial

'ubes. So far, however, we are pleased to know that no

trace of any pulmonarj' complication has been discovered

ifter repeated careful examinations hy Professors Senator

ind Leyden, whose scientific attainments and practical skill

jre as fully recognised by the medical profession in this

!Ountry as they are in Germany. The Emperor's temperature

ose to 103° F. on Tuesday, but came down to 101° F. in the

Tening. On Wednesday it reached 104° F. for a short time,

lut quickly- fell again. Sir Jlorell Mackenzie believes that His

Jajesty is at present suffering from pya>mia, a form of blood-

loisoning which is, under any circumstances, extremelj' dangerous,

nd which, in a patient whose vital powers have been slowly

apped by a lingering and painful illness, must give rise to the

rorst apprehensions. His Majesty's physique, however, is so ei-

eptionally robust, and his life has been so entirely free from

xcesses of any kind that could weaken or vitiate the natural

oundness of his constitution, that there may still be some room
hope that the present crisis—tlu"eatening and almost desperate

3it undoubtedly is—may be successfully got over. The worst feature

f the case, however, «-ith regard to the ultimate prognosis is the in-

ernal condition oft he air-passage,which,itappears,became suddenly

much uaiTower at a point opposite to the wound that it was
ound necessary to introduce a new tube long enough to reach

|ielow the obstruction. We have pointed out more than once that

(De of the most perplexing features of the case is the extraordinarj^

iuddenncss with which the disease, after prolonged periods of

luieseence, starts iuto renewed activity. Whether the invading

'lass be an offshoot from the original cancerous formation in the

irynx, as the German physicians are said to be unanimous in be-

j.eving, or an abscess depending on destructive inflammation of
tie cartilaginous structures, is now, we consider, a matter of com-
aratively little practical moment. Probably a patient would
ave a chance of a longer lease of life with undoubted cancer
ban with perichondritis of so widespread and severe a character
s is postulated in the present case.

SCOTLAND.

The honorary degree of LL.D. was conferred upon Sir William
itkcn, M.D., and Dr. W. II. Walshe, by the University of Edin-
urgh at the annual graduation ceremony on Wednesday last.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY EXTENSION SCHEME.
TuE town of Paisley has taken the lead in adopting the extension

scheme recently announced by the University of Glasgow. A
largely attended public meeting, convened by the Provost, was
held on April 13th, and after the details of the scheme had been
fully explained, the meeting unanimously agreed to its adoption.

A large and strong committee was appointed to make the

necessarj' arrangements.

SOUTHERN MEDICAL SOCIETY, GLASGOW.
Dn. Eben Duncan introduced a discussion on the modes of dis-

posal of the dead, and after reviewing present modes of burial, he
pointed out verj- fully the advantages of cremation. He illus-

trated this subject by the accounts of experiments made on the

bodies of animals, and then discussed the various precautions

taken to prevent, at any time, a miscarriage of justice by cre-

mation.
^ _ / .

,

CHOCOLATE CHEWING GUM.
Two confectioners in Glasgow have been fined £3 each under the

Adulteration of Foods Act, for selling a sweetmeat called choco-

late chewing gum, and containing 42 per cent of paraffin wax.

It was stated for the respondents that the confection was manu-
factured in Lincoln, and that it was bought by children for the

purpose of chewing and then making crackers. Dr. Russell stated

that the paraffin wax was insoluble in any of the fluids, and in-

digestible, and might so irritate the stomach as to cause convul-

sions in children of tender years. The sheriff said the article had

a misleading name, and as children might purchase it for eating

the trade must be put down.

DALBETH CEMETERY, GLASGOW.
The Archbishop of Glasgow has replied to the communicaHon
made to him by the local authority in regard to the condition of

Dalbeth Cemetery owing to the custom of pit burial. He ex-

presses the willingness of the committee in charge of the ceme-

tery to make such regulations in the method of interment as are

indicated in Dr. Christie's report, and intimates that instructions

to that effect have already been given. At the same time he

states that the Committee, while willing and anxiotis to meet

everyproper and reasonable requirement, cannot see that there is

any evidence that the methods hitherto adopted have created, or

are likely to create, a nuisance. He refers to the exceptionally

good health enjoyed by the inmates and attendants of the re-

formatories on each side of the cemeterj-, the low death-rate, and

the favourable reports of Her Majesty's inspectors as supporting

this view, and expresses the opinion that the offensive odours com-

plained of arise from the Tollcross Bum. He, therefore, thinks il;

a hardship that Dalbeth Cemetery should have been singled out

for animadversion, and the managers of it alone called on to alter

their method of interment.

FRESH AIR FORTNIGHT FOR CITY CHILDREN.^

The Committee who so successfully carried out last year the ide."*

of giving the poor children from the slums of Glasgow a fort-

night in fresh coimtry air, are again taking steps to carrj- on this

important work during the ensuing summer. Their plan consists

in boarding the children in the homes of cottagers in healthy

country districts. The Committee, however, found last year that

children with open sores could not be so boarded out, although

they required fresh air even more than the others, and, conse-

quently, nothing was done for them. An attempt is to be made

this year to get over the difficulty by providing a special home

for such children. We wish the attempt all success, as the work

is most necessary, and will assuredly be followed by excellent

results.
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PATHOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL SOCIETY. GLASGOW.

kri" uu-cung. on Avril mh, iH: M..„'han showed n man who

W ad 1 piece of Botil ombeciaod in h... left oyo for ton years.

?h mil was now mak,ng its way oulwar<ls through the co.™a^

Dr. Reid showed microscopic specimen, from a case of mycos.s of

the cvebnll. in which mycelium tubes ami spores were found

sDreadine from the deep« layers of the conjunctiva into the sub-

sfa'c of choroid and interior of the eyeball. Dr. -'oseph Coats

showed specimens of fat-embolism of the lung from a case o

;imple fracture of the femur. Dr. Fleming showed a portion of

lending colon containing a large concretion, which had caused

^he formation of an abscess in the right iliac region Dr. >ewman

bowed a perforating ulcer of the anterior wall of the stomach

communicating with an abscess cavity of old standing. Kecent

rupture of abscess into the peritoneum had occurred.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY COUNCIL AND THE

UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.

ATthestatutorj- half-yearly meeting of the General Council of

EtUnburgh University, held on Tuesday, April 17th the text of e

UniversiUes (Scotland) Bill came up for consideration. The Busi-

ness Committee presented a report on the Bill, whicli m large part

was accepted by the Council. The Committee he d that the pro-

posals for affiliation and incorporation of other colleges were need-

lessly vague. It appeared to the Committee that the term afiilia-

tiouWht be accepted as sufficient. The Committee insisted on

their previous contention as to the impolicy of transferring the

Botanic Garden to the University, and as to. the inadequacy of he

proposed grant to the Scottish universities. In other respects the

Committee, belie.-ing the measure to embody much for which

thev bad long contended, expressed the opinion that, subject to

such minor alterations as had been suggested, it should be passed.

of the district, who some time since stated that considerably Jew

than one half of the entire number of houses had any sanitary ac-

commodation W'hatsoever.

CASE OF HYDROPHOBIA.

IN Januarj- last, a workman employed in Guinnesss stores, at

Umerick, was bitten on the hand by a rabid animal. The wound

tas caut;rised at the time, but symptoms of l^f-P'^^^ -^;
vened last week, and he died in Barrmgtons Hospital, t^vo daja

after admission.

SIR PATRICK DUN'S HOSPITAL.

A DKPUTATiON of the governors of this hospital availed on the

Public Health Committee on April 17th in reference to the pro-
.

posed fever hospital in connection with that institution Mt«r
,

Lme discussion, the deputation stated that their board would

acquiesce m the wishes of the Public Health Committee. A
!

deputation of residents in the neighbourhood, of the prop^
;

fever hospital also waited upon the
^^-^^^'^^^^iZ^-

resolution was then agreed upon unanimously :- ^'mt this Com

mittee cordially thanks the Board of Governors of Su: Patrick

Du"rHospital fortheir public-spirited conduct m agreemg a the
j

request of this Committee and at material cost to abandon their ,

or <^nal intention of using the new wing of their hospital for the

recSn of fever patients, and to devote that winy to the treat-

,

mtnfornon-infect'ious diseases, and that the Committee regard

ZTnLly satisfactory this concession freely made by the Board

of Governors in deference to the desire of this Committee.

ULSTER MEDICAL ^5^IE?Y: DISCUSSION ON

MEMBRANOUS LARYNGITIS.

AvEiiir'ikteksting discussion upon the li'^g-sis and txeatmen I

SCARLET FEVER AT GARNET HILL, GLASGOW

SCABLBT fever is Very prevalent at present in the Garnet Hill

district of GUsgow. n appeared first in a dairy m the district,

the proprietor of which at once communicated with the authorities.

All the other cases have been traced to this dairy. Immediate

investigation of the sanitary conditions of the farms whence the

milk supply of the dairy was obtained led to the discovery that

atone of them-a farm near Kaglesham-there were two cows

suffering from sores on the teats and other symptoms resembling

the recent Hendon cow-disease. It was accordingly resolved to

bring these cows into the city for further and "more careful obser-

vation rtofessor JlcCall kindly offered accommodation at the

Veterinary College. During the last fortnight carefid observations

have been made as to the condition of the cows, and some young

calves and pigs fed with the milk. Bacteriological observations

are also being made, and in due course a full report of the whole

circumstances will doubtless be given.

IRELAND.

SANITARY CONDITION OF NAAS.

Tot Local Government Board have received a report from their

inspector. Dr. Burke, in reference to- the sanitary state of this

town, which they forwarded la,st week to the Naas guardians.

The report states that the sewerage is in a d<,'fective condition,

and the Board hav.; TOiiueste.l that the matter may receive the

attention of the guardians, who are the saniurj- authority. Ihe

latter, however, are of opinion that they have done all that is

necessary, and refuse to hove n main drainage scheme for their

town. That up to a recent period the sanitary condition was

positively disgraceful is shown by a report of the medical officer

A VEET inieresiiui: Lu^i^iioiii. -.^ -i-- - „ i'i.,a»

of'embranous laryngitis, occupied the attention o^J^e U t«

Medical Society at its last meeting, upon Ap"! U b.
^Je ^C^J

sion was opened by Professor Cuming, who devoted '"^ remark.,

Zl tTthe therapeutic aspects of the question.. He depre

"
tS th excessive use of steam, and especially the erection of

t nt aroLd the patients bed to concentrate the vapour, M
hmuAt U^at a warm and somewhat moist atmosphere was desu^^,

Sr II h dMen no advantage from the use of emetics, wh.cl

Tre of acknowledged efBcacy in simple laryngitis. Sprays a

Tac ic acid, sulpho-carbolate of soda, lime water, and glycenne

Sit be employed, but ho did not rely much upon them. A

Siutrrnalme'dication,hehad a leaning in favour o mer

Cry. but thought that probably he had seen mos benefit fron,

^on and chlorate of potash. Xutrients and stimulants were o

course, most valuable. The important question of trach oto^,

Z fully considered. He drew attention to the ^i^'^^l^'^^e d^

cr^iancy between the results of the operation in diflereiit han

^, in different localities. Although his own experience of tin

per'iJfwaTuii™^^^ ^'^ '^'^-^ ''«•<- '^-'^^ "^-^^
!' ^'^°Z.

:£ently early it materiany ™P-ed the -ry gloomy^ P-

nosis usually necessary in membranous lar,-ngitis "^ ';'"«

,

that as soon as the existence of a membrane in the ^''^'^^.

d finUely diagnosed, tracheotomy should be at once P'^opo;'^>'

of time beiug'very perilous. As regards the f- P^^^jf,
'

tubation, he had no personal experience of it. 1^"' ^"^

'"f
«'

|

there was a rapidly accumulating body of evidence n its favou

Professor Sinclair.-Professor Dill, Dr. MTariand. Dr. Bye«. D

Wa e . Dr. Lindsay, Dr. Dempsey, Dr. M. Connell Mr. Fagan, «,

the President, Dr. Ksler. took part in the discussion whij

foUoweth ,"T'

=f^ri^^^i^5^nd aAnual report of tlie^Jti^Io/P^^^^i^

Sil Children'and Women states
'.^f

-""^
^"/aicin'e -Sthou,

r^p^cUA^V-^the net expense to the hospital was less than *l
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PARLrAMENTARY BILLS COMMITTEE.
Lunacy AcU Amendment Bill.— Tax upon Rones.—Irish Lunacy

Laxiis.—Notification of Infection.^ Diseases.—Public Health Pre-

vention of Infectious Diseases iHastiriffS) BiU.—Iielative Hank.

—PJiannaoy Bill—Coroners BiUi—Iluriats BiiU—Loatl Govern-

ment Bill.
'"= '•-'' ii-^^-:^;H';^ ••;':;'

A MKETiNG of the Parliamentary liills Committee of the British

Medical Association was held on Thursday, April 12th, at the

offices of the Association, -129, Strand. The following members
HV^re present

:

Mr. Eendst; JIabx in the Chair.

Mr. W. D. Spautou, Ilanley

Dr. Walter Dixon, Loudon
Mr. Balding, Royston
Dr. Phillips, Reading
Mr. Wallace, London
Dr. C. E. Glascott, Manchester
Dr. A. J. Harrison, Clifton

Dr. S. H. Agar, Henley-in-Arden

Dr. Bridgwater, llarrow ;,

1)1. Ilolman, Reigate

Pr. Alfred Carpenter, Croydon
JDr. Langdon Down, London
Dr. Mickle, London
Dr. Grigg, Loudon
Mr. Eastes, London
Dr. C. Orton, Newcastle-imder-
Lyme

- The minutes of the pre%aou8 meeting, of which printed copies

had been circulated among the members, were confirmed.

Dr. Beidgwatbb proposed and Dr. Holman seconded the re-

appointment of Mr. Ernest Hart as Chairman, which was carried

unanimously.
Letters of apology for non-attendance were received from the

President and the P'resident-elect ; Dr. Deas, Exeter ; Dr. Duffey,

Dublin; Dr. Meadows, Market Drayton; Dr. Bruce Goff, Bothwell

;

Mr. Harrison, Liver[.iool; Mr. Jeafiresou, Framlingham; Dr. Philip-

son, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Dr. Ritchie, Edinburgh ; Mr. Sibley, Lon-

don; Mr. Watkins, Towcester ; also from Dr. Esler, of Belfast, who
sympathisetl with the efforts made to prevent the taxing of horses

of medical men.
The Ckaieman said he had asked the Committee to meet at

that time because it was the time at which they usually met to

consider the Bills before Parliament, and to consider specially

any points in respect to particular Bills or any matter affecting

the medical profession. They had a long list of Bills before them,

and he suggested that, with respect to any Bill requiring detailed

consideration, it might l)e convenient to appoint a subcommittee
to consider the .special points, and to refer the conclusions arrived

at to a future meeting.
- Lunacy Acf.i Amendment Bill.—This Bill, which had been tvrice

before the Committee had, the Chairman pointed out, now passed

the House of Lords, and he asked Dr. Mickle to report on the

further proceedings desirable.

Dr. MmcT.Fi said the Bill was considered by the Committee last

year in its amended form, and the present Bill seemed to be very

I

much the same thing. There had been a shuffling of the clauses,

I
still the provisious were very much the same. Some matters in

i
the former Bill had been omitted and a few new matters intro-

I duced, but these, he thought, were not important from a medical
I point of view, lie had drawn up a report upon these

! which he would read if necessarj-. With regard to registered
' hospitals, as to which they made representations last year, some of

I

the clauses had been omitted and others rr-tained, and he woxild

be glad to know if Dr. Deas (who had interested himself in this

I

question) was satisfied. He (Dr. Mickle) had also noted the points

j
to which the Coinmittee ^^•e^e committed in previous years, and

i
which still applied in tlie present Bill. The first was Subsections

; 1 and 2 of Section 4, which had been introduced, partly in modi-

i

flcatiou of, and partly in substitution for, clauses existing in a
i former Bill. Tho provisions, as they had already argued, left it

i

optional witli the judge, magistrate, or justice to consider whether
I or not he was satisfied with the evidence appearing by tho medical

1 certificates, etc. ; and, if not, he should make suoh further in-

I quirios as ho thought fit. But, if he thought tho evidence suffi-

I Cient, he might make an order forthwith. Tliis was connected
' with a different section, namely. Section 9, passes and 7,

where a number of provisions were made for cases in which
the magistrate had not seen tlie alleged lunatic ; and in that case
the alleged lunatic might, if he had not lx;en previously seen by a
judge, magistrate, or justice, demand, at any time within
seven days, an interview with judge, magistrate, or

justice. This left room for a good deal of delay; so that
lie might be certified and yet his case only decided upon a

fortnight later ; and though when certified he might be extremely

insanei when examined by a magistrate he might have recovered.

It was most desirable that it should be made compulsory for a

magistrate to see the alleged lunatic before siguiug an order for

his admittance. Then there was the question of the remunera-

tion of workhouse medical officers, as to which there was some

little doubt whether the Bill really meant that the workhouse me-
dicai officer should receive any remuneration. They recommended
that the workhouse medical officer should receive remuneration.

They also made a recommendation in respect to the severe penal-

ties attaching to the workhouse medical officer for not reporting

cases, which might easily happen from oversight. Dr. ilickle

called attention to Section oU, page 22, as to which it had been

suggested by their Committee that " the person making applica-

tion for the discharge of a patient under thia section, shall give

security for the payment of all expenses." The clause in the Bill

read as follows : "An order for the examination by two medical

practitioners, authorised by the Commissioners, of any person

detained as a lunatic in any asylum, hospital, or licensed house, or

as a single patient, may be' obtained from the Commissioners upon

the application of any person, whether a relative, or friend, or not,

who shall satisfy the Commissioners that it is proper for them to

grant such order ; and on production to the Commissioners of the

certificates of the medical practitioners so authorised, certifying

that after two separate examinations, with at least seven days in-

tervening between the first and the second examination, they are

of opinion that the patient may, without risk or injury to himself

or the public, be discharged, the Commissioners may order the

patient to be discharged at the expiration of ten days from the

date of the order.'' It was to be anticipated that under this sec-

tion vexatious and wholly unnecessary proceedings would be in-

stituted, likely to lead to the discharge of patients unlit for dis-

charge. Any person, whether a relative or friend of the patient or

not, might apply and get an order from the Commissioners for the

patient to be seen by any two medical men, who, after two exa-

minations, may certify that the patient should be discharged.

There were, he thought, "Jblack sheep" in the profession who
would make it their business to see patients, and certify for their

discharge. A patient so discharged would have, prima facie, a

very strong case if the certifying was recklessly done by persons

who were not acting Aonn fide.

It was also suggested that ser^'ice of medical officers in public

asylums should count accumulatively towards pension, etc.

It was proposed that Dr. :MickIe's report be accepted and_ re-

ferred for consideration to a subcommittee consisting of Dr. Bridg-

water, the Chairman (Mr. Ernest Hart), Dr. Alfred Carpenter, Dr.

Langdon Down, and Dr. Mickle, with power to act.

This resolution was seconded and adopted.

Dr. Laxgdon Down thought it very desirable that the BiU

should be carefully watched through Committee.

The Chairman said the Committee were greatly indebted to

Dr. Mickle for the trouble he had taken in drawing up his reports.

Ta.r upon Horses.—The ChairM-\.n said there bad been, as they

knew, a considerable feeling raised throughout the profession_ on

the subject, and he had received a large number of communica-

tions, practically unanimous, from persons feeling it to be a griev-

ance that such a tax should be imposed. One or two persons

however had taken a different view, feeling it undignified on the

part of the professicai to protest against the imposition of a tax of

£1 per year. He (the Chairman) felt that th.^ question of £20,000

or £:30,l)0i) a year was an important matter for the profession as a

whole, and that there was an obrious objection to taxing horses

employed in medical business as pleasure horses. He had had him-

self some private communication with tho Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, and be (the Chairman) bad advised medical men, individu-

ally, to address communications to Parliament. They had seen the

statement made by Mr. Goschen in the House, which he thought

they might accept as practically indicating his willingness to make

some cous-iderable exempt ions. He did not think, from tlie ^'^'^oui

of the communications which had been received, tliat it would be

quite abolished, but he thought they mi^ht gather from what had

boon said, that probably one' horse would he exempted, and in the

same way exemptions would be made as to the carriage tax, which

would considerably lighten the existing burden of medical men
in that respect. The Chancellor of the Exchequer had intimated

that ho did not think it necessary that he should receive a depu-

tation from their Committee, because he was akeady verj- fully in

possession ot the views of medical men on the subject, from a

tnreat variety of sources, and he was doubtful whether it would add

to his information. He further pointed out that the actual provi-
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Mons of the Bill had not yet been passed. Ue(theChainnnn) thought

thaTtakin- the tone of that letter, and seeing they had already

a consideralble body of I'arUanientary assistance in t^he matter,

ffit would perhaps he hardly necessary ordign.fied that, under

the circumstances, they should put h,rt her pressure on Mr

Ooschen, but wait until the actual provisions n-ere introduced in

the measure, and if then no concessions ^^e^e made, he should be

allowed to call the Committee together to make a collective re-

™Tation A number of petitions had been presented, and

Members generally had received instructions from their medical

"^"d/'hoTman called attention to the threefold natwe of the un-

aue burden of taxation upon the medical man. There was t^ie

increased taxation on his income, upon his horses, and upon his

carriage wheels. The average earnings of a medical man m the

e^n?n- were under £300 a year. & could not earn more than

that with one horse, and to earn £.^0<) he had to keep two.

Mr. BAl.DiN-a agreed with Dr. Holman.
, , t^, Tr„,„„„

The Chairman" thought the statement made by Dr. Holman

would he an important element in any further statement they

micht have to make. The income of medical men was a pre-

cis one ; they would have the wheel tax to pay, and the house

in which they carried on their business was taxed as if it were a

pure dwelling house ; so that medical men were hit m every pos-

sible way. ^^ ^^^ _ ,__^^^^ should be written to Mr.
Dr. CARPEKTEn suggested that a letter ..-_^

Goschen stating the views that had been expressed had had that

dav the support of the ParUamentarj- Bills Committee.

"Mr Baldivg said he knew two or three medical men with a

thousand a year practices, who required the tise of three horses.

Dr Bridgwatek agreed with the suggestion of the Chairman

that it would be well that the Chairman should address a further

letter to Mr. Goschen, and then they might wait and see the pro-

visions as introduced into the measure before taking further action.

This course was decided upon.
.

Id'h Lunac,/ Lairs.-The Chairman read the following reso-

lution of the Psychological Section of the Dublin meeting, which

had been referred to the I'arliamentarj- Bills Committee by the

"Tt'^^was moved by Dr. YeUowlees and seconded by Dr.

"""fhiiT this Section of the British Medical -Association, having

had under consideration during the meeting m Dublin the insu

lunacy laws and their practical working, an.Ihavm- strongly telt

their £rravo defects when compared with those of England and

Scotland, conclude to bring this subject under the consideration ot

the Council, in the hope that they will take such steps as to bring

under the attention of the Government the urgent need of better

regulations and further legislation in regard to this matter, ihe

ch~ief defects are the following : „i,j„i,
"

1 The modes of admission of patients into asylums, which

often involve injustice and injury to the patients, and great

danger to the public. „„;„
"••' The defective powers possessed by the medical superin-

tendent for the proper and efficient management of the asylums,

for example, his having no power to engage or to dismiss he

attendants, on whose loyal discharge of duty the welfare of the

uatients so greatly depends.
. ^ , ,

" ' 3 The want, in the majority of asylums, of assistant medical

officer's, so that the medical superintendent is unable to give the

neccssarv time to his strictly medical duties, and large asylums

contiuning some hundreds of lunatics may he left entirely with-

out resident medical supervision when the superintendent is

"
The Chairman said he had obtained the opinions of tfie gentle-

men who moved and seconded the resolution, and also ot ur.

Mickl", who had drafted a report, as to the necessary reforms.

The state of things there disclosed was obviously one which was

far behind that of which they complained in England and bcot-

Th'e following resolution was moved by Dr. Dixon, R.N.,

seconded by Mr. Eastes, and carried nem. cnn..-

"That the foregoing re,sohition, together with the memoranaum

now handed in by Dr. Mickle. be referred to the subcommittee

already appointed, with directions to frame a report on _the sub-

ject, and to circulate it in type before the next meeting, bubse-

quently, l>eing found to deal fully with the subject, this memo-

randum was accepted as the report to be so pnnted for considera-

tion by the Committee.

Notification of Infection Di^eases.-I^
ChaibmIN reported the

refeipfc^Ta letter from Dr. Biddle of Kingston, accompanied by a

memorial signed by a number of medical men rssidmg in that

roXcaling attention to the fact that in the Kingston Improve-

ment Bill a clause had been inserted requiring concurTent nolifl-

cation of infectious disease; that was to say, notihcation by the

householder and by the medical attendant. The memonahsts ob-

'%fll^:^lfto^^ explained that there was a very strong

feeling in Kingston on the subject, the medica profession being

pra a'caUv una"urao«s in opposing the dua not><^-t'°f"- ,' ^^^^^
iiirr being that their practices would be worth nothing if they were

niit in the lifht of common informers.
^
The CHAIRMAN pointed out that it had long ago been legaUy

decided that their Committee had no loc. ^'f'"'''
^e °-

"J,

."^^

Ihem^elves apply to be represented. The proper course was o

InstTOCt a Stor. They were the only persons who could

°^Dr' Alfred Carpenter said the question was one of some in-

terestSome Importance, though of course he agreed that they

had no foc». standi. In his ""ighbourhood dual no ifica-

tion prevailed, and medical men, as a rule, did notify, but

there^were Medical men in Croydon ^l>o
. "^^J^^^^t;." ^'•

and tl^ authorities were just then procedmg "gamst Dr

Dalton to recover a penalty because he refused, and wou^d

fnil refuse to notift-, but would do as he had done m

he case refe^ed t^ instruct the householder and oom-

,er \nd in Uie above case the householder did notify, and

the house was cleansed, but the local authority, for some reascm I

or ano hir-not. he thmight, suggested by the medica officer-

thoughUt best io proceed against Dr. Dalton. A second case oc-

curred soon after. The authority recovered, but there was tne

nrineiDle involved that though there was dual notification there

Eeen no notification by the householder, nor could proce^- .

incts be taken against the Ihouse'.iolder because he did not noti^

b if immediatelv thev got a complaint agamst a med ca mafl
\

thevprSed against him. It showed the way in which he
<

\ctwasbeinrvvo?ked was not exactly the best to promote the

reprrs'ion of° disease, because at that moment in the P^i h of
,

Crovdon?herewerecLses of infectious disease which were being

Sded by herbalists, who were not called upon and could not
|attenaea oy neruu

, „,
n(,^. .^^^ag that disease wars

bdrspt^d "ect he/were n^^^^^^^ the care and manage-
,

meSt of qualified medical men, and no proper measures w«e
,

Taken for preventing the spread of disease.. It the law said the
^

medical man was to"act as agent of the patient there yonld be no
,

difficuUv^diatever, and where there was a determination not to

be a o-caUed informer, he would request tl^^ householder to give

the notice, and the householder would prot^ably do t
|

Dr T.qnpdou Down was requested to inform Dr. Bid(lle that tne

Commlu^f symjathised with' his ^^^^^XXi^^^^^^^
times been determined and announced in the J9F^?tr'a "riv^
lirmentary Bills Committee had no locus standi before a pnvate

^

"""^IS^^ Pretention of Infectio,. ^'-- (f^Kf* !

-^:fr=ict;:!n^ ^-s;::^:?|'f:
"s^^- \

or town" of England, and the Bill proposed the method to whch

Dr Carpenter objected, and to which so many pe.Tl« >" *",;

"Lci"^on objected, namely, the method of dual no;;<'Cf;""^„^'

was a Bill which he supposed had very ''"'^^ "
pr CaCnter'

Tf thB Cnmrnittee proposed to take any such steps as vr. ^<^n^"'r

the Bill in favour of or agnmst the provisions of the Bill.

rtr GniGO called attention to the fact that in the list oi
"Jj

fec°[mis creases Sven in the Bill as to which notification w«^

to bo made, puerperal fever was included.
„„ reasons

The followinETsubcommttee was appointed to draw iJPfe°*iL

for opposing thf Bill :-Dr. Bridgwate'r,' Dr. Alfred Carpenter. Dr

'"fll'^.".?Zn^''-Tb:;';?HAiRMAN said he had to report on thj

qu^tYon ofrank that for the moment they might consider

,
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taken out of their hands, inasmuck as it -n-as still before the
Council, who were dealing -with the subject. As they would have
seen, he was not seeking to give tlie matter attention, and various
questions had been put to Mr. Stanhope. The answer given as to

the interpretation of the Warrant was more conciliatory and pro-
mising. A considerable number of military members of tlie House
of Commons had sympathised with them. He was sure it would
bo pleasing to the Committee to know that tlie course token thus
far by the Committee was exceedingly satisfactory to the Service,

and that they were constantly receiving letters from officers of all

classes giving their most sincere thanks. One officer, as a testi-

mony of his sense of the great services of their Committee, had
forwarded the names of no less than forty new members during
the year.

Dr. Alfred Cahpknter said he thought they owed Mr. Hart a
Teiy cordial vote of thanks for the ability and energy which, as
their Chairman, he had shown in dealing with the matter of rank.

Dr. Bbidgwater proposed a cordial vote of thanks to their
Chairman, Mr. Ernest Hart, which was seconded, and unani-
mously accorded.
Pharmacy Bill.—The Chaiiutan said they would remember

that he brought before them certain points connected with the
Pharmacy Bill which indicated that, under that Bill, there was a
possible tendency to encroach on medical rights, especially in
including among the courses of instruction materia medica, and
to examine therein. The Committee had directed him to write
letters to the Pri^-y Council and to the General Medical Council.
The General Medical Council adopted their views, and Jlr. Mar-
shall and Dr. Quain, on behalf of that body, had an inter\-iew
with the Privy Coimcil. The Bill as now introduced had been
expressly modified to meet their views, and it was satisfactory to

know that the resolution of the Committee had had so good an
effect.

Coroners Bill: Coroners Election Bill.—The Chairman e.x-

!
plained that the Coroners Bill of the Lord Chancellor proposed
to put the election of coroners in the hands of the Lord Chan-

I
cellor, and the Coroners Klection Bill proposed otherwise to

;

amend the Act. The Committee would remember that they had,
i some years previously, a very elaborate series of reports on the
' amendment of coroners' law prepared for them and by it, with
\

the assistance of the late Dr. Taylor and other eminent persons.
: They were all in favour of the abolition of the election of coroners

I

by freeholders, and thought it would lead to great abuses. The
objection seen to the Bill as drawn was that, if the Lord Chan-
cellor appointed, he would probably appoint a lawyer and not a

1
doctor ; otherwise the Bill seemed 'to be a good o'ne. The Bill

j

might, he thought, be printed in the Jodbnai,, and suggestions
i asked for.

Dr. Cabpentee said if there was to be an alteration with
regard to the law of coroners, they should endeavour to get a
plan by which medical assessors to coroners should be appointed,
and he suggested for this purpose medical officers of health
where their whole time was devoted to their duties. If the Bill
^was to be seriously considered in this Parliament, he would sug-
gest that a committee should be appointed to deal with the Bill,
and to press the question of the appointment of medical assessors
.upon the attention of the Government.
I Mr. BAitJiNG thought if the Bill passed it would be very much
to the disadvantage of the medical profession. There were from
,400 to 500 coroners in England, and it was proposed to revolu-
jtionise a system of appointing coroners which had existed for many
hundreds of years. How was the Lord Chancellor to decide on
;the proper men to hold the office of coroner ? He contended that
jthe duties of that office were, in some respects, better performed
, by the medical man than by the lawj'er. One of the most difficult
pcnnts for a coroner to dc^cide was when to hold an inquest and
Iwhen to order a post-mortem examination. Tliese questions could
jbe much bettor .solved by a medical man than by a lawyer. It
jwaa compulsory upon a borough coroner, whatever his profession,
1^0 appoint a ia-nyer as his deputy, but that did not apply to
county coroners. He was in favour of a medical coroner being
|Compelled to appoint a lawyer as his deputy, and a legal coroner
|J>«ing compelled to appoint a medical man as his deputy. He
i'^^gl't it would work much better than appointing assessors.
lue Chaibman suggested the appointment of a subcommittee,

^ <»nsist of Mr. Balding. Dr. Danford Thomas, Dr. Carpenter,
WQ Mr. Sibley, with power to call in the assistance of gentlemen
wt members of the Committee, for the purpose of considering the
-owners' Bill.

" ^

Burials Bill.—The Chairman called attention to the fact that
in the Burials Bill, which was otherwise generally approved,
there was no provision for supplying a zone around cemeteries or
burial groundj. It had frequently come to tlie notice of saoitary
authorities that they were quite up to the very verge of high-
ways. It was decided that the Committee should urge the in-
sertion of a clause providing for a zone of unoccupied, ground
around cemeteries and burial grounds as being important in the
interests of public health.

A resolution in accordance with the above was proposed by Drj
HoLMAN, seconded by Mr. Spanton, and adopted.
Local Government Bill.—The Chairman, in calling the atten-

tion of the Committee to this Bill, said it had always been main-
tained by their Committee and by the State Medicine Committee
of the British Medical Association and by the Council that it was
of the utmost importance, first of all, that an intermediarj*
authority, such as the County Boards, should be established for
health purposes, and theyknew thatwhen the Public Health Bill was
framed, they fought verj' hard to have such County Boards created.
>'ow that intermediary authority had been created, it answered in
many respects the desire of the Committee. Although large
sanitary powers were given to its Council, it had no sanitarj' staff,

and the medical officers of health were in no relation to it, and
the County Boards in cases of epidemics would have no means of

communication with the Local Government Board. They had
always contended that medical officers of health should be
appointed over large areas and have large jurisdiction, and any
reduction in their numbers would be more than made up by the
efficiency of having officers over a large area. He was glad to
see that the Council of the Society of iledical Officers of
Health also considered that they should be attached to and
should be appointed by the County Councils, He thought that
would have the entire concurrence of their Committee. It was
entirely in accordance with their traditions, and the only objec-
tion that could possibly be raised would be the objection of cost,

and he did not think that would beany obstacle. Supposing there
were 200 appointed and they were paid £200,l>M a j'ear, there
would be little or no increased expenditure, with considerably
increased efficiency.

Dr. Cabpentee said those were the views which had been so
often expressed bj- the Association at various times, and the time
seemed to be at hand at which it would be right to urge those
views upon the Government, especially in connection with the
Local Government Bill. Dr. Carpenter also called attention to
suggestions made at a meeting held at Croydon, to consider the
treatment of a medical officer at the hands of the Holborn Guar-
dians, and suggested they should be considered in connection with
that matter.
A resolution was passed to the following effect :

—

" That an endeavour be made to introduce into the Local Govern-
ment Bill a clause attaching the medical officer of health to the
new County CouncUs."
The subject was referred to the same subcommittee as that

appointed to consider the Coroners Bill.

I

SEVENTH GERMAN MEDICAL CONGRESS;"^
HELD AT WIESBADEN.

[fBOM OUa SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.]
The seventh German Medical Congress was opened by the Pre-
sident, Professor Leube (Wiirzburg), on April 'Jth. He gave a
short historical view of the advance in medicine during the
century, and pointed out that in future we must endeavour to
find means of treatment corresponding to our progressing powers
of diagnosis.

Treatment of Heart Disease.—Professor Oebtel (Munich),
whose method has attracted so much attention, both at home and
abroad, since the cure of Prince Bismarck by Dr. Schweninger
(hence falsely "Schweningercur'), opened the discussion on tlie

treatment of chronic diseases of the heart-muscle. After stating
that, in his opinion, Stokes, who first introduced this method, had
not found any followers, he said that it had first been employed in

Germany by himself, with great success on a relative of his

own, who suffered severely from weakness of the heart-muscle in
187.5. During the following nine years he endeavoured to give a
scientific basis to tliis mode of treatment by experiments on
animals and observations on men, which are to be found in his

book Therapie der Kreislauf Sturungen. He had, how-
ever, reconsidered his position, and recognising that his
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treatment wns not equally wiitaW.^. for all oases, he woukl

«xcln^rfrom it a.lvunwd atheroma and grave incompetence^ ot

fW heart-mu8clG. IW a combination of an appropriate diet

^nimaUooTl containing little water) and exercise obtained by the

Sa ascent o mountains (Terraino.ir), he obtained the fo low-

Cre'"lt; : 1 d.mininution of the quantity of ttmd in the body

Lnd removal of the condition which he had termed serous

nLthor" 2 oxidation of the fat; 3, compensation between the

Arterial and Venous system ; 4, strengthening of the heart-muscle.

¥he method he sad ought not to be employed when the dyspnoea

lasTncreasedhvitand the flow of urSn. dimimshed.-Protessor

7icOTHEm (llerne), lus opponent in the discussion, 'i«i?ed the

eSfce of a serous plethora, and cited the recent P^bhoations

ofBamberger, and of one of his own pupils, showing that tie

?elat've mount of red corpuscles «n^ -'^"'P?
7;„^,,t,J. ,he*

^,,„„titv He considered the method only suited (although then

^e^eff^ctuaU Tor cases of fatty heart in persons o sedentary

hftSt who lived high, and for the removal of .Iropsical swellings

The chl f danger lav in acute dilatation of the ventricles
;
several

of the cases of^ sudden death recorded were thus l^^ought about -
DrKisCH (Prague) mentioned that in cases of general obesity, with

or -v^thout drof-sical swellings, he had found that the proportion

of red corpuscles was always constant.
Hn-^ nn

Alt^lwl as a IterMdu.-Ihe discussion of the second day on

alclKs a rem^ was opened by lYofossor BiNz (Bonn) and

frofelor von Jaksch (Gra7.),who considered that recent obseija-

tionstad proved that alcohol was an excellent remedy m febrile

d°sea8e^ diphtheria, typhoid fever), owing to the multiplicity of

its effects in lowering the temperature, stimulating the hearts

nctiono^d diminishing metabolism. A healthy man, however

^S^ alcXl-Prlfessor NotHNAGEL uttered a warning word

as toTe Employment ot alcohol in childhood, and expressed the

Sllief that the rapid increase of neurasthenia was one of its

'''pr'n.ntion and Treatment
"/^^/''^-''-p-^^^'p^^^^l^'I^Tes-

on the prevention and treatment of cholera. Dr. I^FErFFBB (« les

?aden). who gave expression to contagionist views, without, how-

ever bringing forward further evidence, agreed generally with he

Hi ts arrive.l at by the Vienna Cholera Conference prevention

was to be effected by isolating the patient, and d'smfecting e. ery^

thing coming from him.-Professor Cantani (Naples) spoke n

Geman on the treatment of cholera. He confirmed the results laid

down in his recent publications by new experiments on aninui s

and new statistical material. The idea tliat tannin might

crove powerful originated in his mind from seeing that tanners

^ere eSpt from cliolera in the recent epidemics. After experi-

ment* on animals he ascertained that his ^^cajled tannm

dvster" (injection of .5 to 10 grammes tannic acid dissolved ml
?o -Mitres :W° to 40° C. warm water into the rectum) fulfilled the

folfowing liree chief indications: (1) weakening a".<l destmction

of SWnis«B; (2) excretion of ^^.^ef^ers ptomaine ^ the re-

moval of anuria :
(.3)remova o t^e .'"sP'S^^ted condition o^^^^^

blood. He believed that his injections reached the I'eo^c^cai

valve and even the stomach, for they were sometimes vom ted

He wa?^W recommended also a 6 in UX^^olution of ohlonch>^of

sodium as'a hj-podennic injection.-Drs. Hc^ppe and BtcHNM

both well-known bacteriologists, gave expre.s8ion to the view ttiat

even the recent epidemics had .sfiown the existence of what Pet-

tlnkofer called local and periodic influences. While considering

the comma bacillus as the canse of the disease, they Relieved that

we were yet far from recogniring the whole e'-iolopy of ^holera-

I'rofessor BnusGBR mado some observations on cholera ptom.unes.

_l)r R08ENAT(Wie8haden) urged that the investigations brought

fomard by a larp bo<ly of English and Indian epidemiologists,

wh^ studied the disea.sr in its home, had not received due atten-

rion inOemany Mentioning the recentMilroy Lectures of Surgeon.

General Laws^n. he (Ur. Rosenau) thought it possible that by

dust w nds so often experienced by ships. at sea m tropical zones

which carri- an immense amount of organic ""tter, cholera g rms

might be v^A,\y spread. As prophylactic means he would advise

a combination of pep,sine with muriatic acid.
r„\ chn-^red a

(Esophageal Catheter. - I'rofessor LHvrKN (Berlin) ^^^ed ^

permanent catheter (Dauer,onde), resembling that of ^S^omls,

lor cases of stricture of the oesophagus. In one case "f ™rons
stricture the sound had remained during ten months without any

nit I ration of tissue. „ ,. _> ,„r,r.»»o(1

V. Fathoiooy ofEpilep>v--Pro{o^oT r.rN9;vrACGT.ii (Jena) reported

• new serfS of efp^^riients confirming tho.e maxle .t>.V ^ o^^^^fl
lotirteen Tews ago, «uid showing that epileptic fit* might onginat«

J:;owUis werSmet with in the aorta and the substance of th-

''"Local Anaesthesia and Looa.lA"''>f^'r^'>--^:^'Z'}:I^^^Zl
1 „ r,„,.crnf bich interest, demonstrating that the most lieKrn

merits on erythropWann.
_. ^^^^^ p^ ^ ^

plfc^es! wlf'c^osin a^ the place of the next meeting, in spite of * .

considerable number being m favour of Berlin

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT COLLEGE.

T?Etlrnty-fourTh festival of this College was held on Tues^y
|

guests were His Koyai uigimi >
sir Trevor Lawrence.

Tto ..s«.l loyl t~t. t.vi..S 1>~ J£i"l"'Tto irov K."!.

SS «.'1~S«JXtte-my Sy U,, Mrtical S..« b«. tbfl.

CSDK<lm,o».c.„.wi.b.he ~"« '«~?°3»Sa. K,:
The DrKB of Camhrimb. "> reBpomling to the toast, saio, »^

L„ri M.y.r „d geoUeto-n. SfiX't^.S " Se Am,".S

srtr;=;K:?i«;.t|3> »»;-i'

-

shut our eyes to o.u- own e'P''«"/f™^j
''"xol ody more awa.

when everything progresses ^'St^P'f>;,^„^"I;™1 \ am addre.".'

of that than the large hotly of
f'^"^

'.'f^ ™f
"

'^^ fo'U^rofessio

ing on this occasion, and who know that i° jlieir own I
,

everything changes, everything
r\°^«tnme fev7ve^?s ago won!
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improvements, and advances take place, 80 it must be, and is, with

other professions, and so is it with the great military profession of

the armj- and navy, for which I have at this moment the honour

to respond. This "is, perhaps not the occasion when I ought to in-

dulge in my thoughts on this suhject, but I can assure you I feel

so impressed with tlie imjiortance and tlie an.xieties which are

surrounding this subject, that I never like to get up and speak

for these services without bringing to your notice what ought to

be done, what might be done, what should be done, and what
would be done if we look into this subject, which is not to

be thought of or dealt with in a party spirit or a political spirit

;

for, to my mind, it has nothing on earth to do with politics what-
ever. What it has to do with is the existence of this grand country,

which every one of you, here or elsewhere, is ready to

defend with your life, if necessity arises. That being so,. I never

can shrink from bringing tliis to your notice in the most forcible

manner that I can. Now, gentlemen, I have said my say as

regards the special toast to which I have been called upon to

respond, and I now will turn to the fact of my lieing here to-

niglit, not in the chair, but most delighted to support the Lord
Mayor, who, with that good taste which is conspicuous on these

occasions in all the Lord Mayors of London, is always ready to

come forward to do what he can tor works of benevolent charity.

Gentlemen, I am here to-night at your invitation, also, I hope,

with your full concurrence. I think I maj' claim, to a certain

extent, to have a right to be here in this respect, that there is a

great affinity between the important sers'ice that I represent and
the great corporation which you represent here upon the present

occasion. The fact is that we army men could not exist without

ithe medical service. I have always felt that most fully. I have
always deplored the possibility of occasional little rubs and
grinds, which I hope have now entirely passed away, and I sin-

jcerely trust that that cordiality and good feeling which ought to

exist, and which I hope exists, between the military and naval
professions and the great medical profession in all parts of this

country is so strong that nothing possibly can shake it in the

'future. Well, now, gentlemen, when you come to see what I

have seen, and what others have seen more than I have, of what
imihtary service is, I can assure you that if it was not for the

medical profession armies could not exist in the field. And not

[Only in the field but even in daily life, in our»daily avocations. If

lit was not for the great a.ssistance that we have from the medical

jprofession of the army, which emanates from the great colleges

land medical schools which ore so largely represented here to-

night, it would be impossible to keep our forces in the condition
|in which they ought to be. Therefore, I think I have a right to

claim that I, representing those services, may be assumed to

ihave great sympathy for those institutions which are connected
;with the profession many of whose members I am at this

Imoment addressing, and therefore I appreciate the compliment
jthat has been paid to me in having be<'n invited to support the

iLord JIayor on the present occasion. Gentlemen, there can be no
[difference of opinion that in every profession there is need of help
1—1 speak absolutely now of help not in a professional sense, hut,

1 am sorry to say, in an economic sense ; that is to say, there are

Imembers of every profession, who, by circumstances, either by
Ideath or accident, or some means, are not in a position to leave

;their families and friends able to look after themselves. Well.

Igentlemen, it is right that there should be great institutions, such
las the one that we are assembled to support to-night, in which
these incidents should be considered ; and 1 am glad to think that
there is a feeling of symjiathy amongst medical men, as there is

amongst all right-thinking professions, that one man ought to

support the other when he is in difficulty. That has bei'U the
^foundation, no doubt, of this institution, which, 1 believe, owed
its origin to -Mr. I'ropert, and the first Treasiu-er, the late Mr.
IHancock. Now you are represented by Dr. llolman, and you
Ihave a most inlluentinl supporter in Dr. .lonson. It has
aJso been very much aided by the groat liberality of ilr. Fry, and
jthough there are many others, 1 think I have named sufficient

jto show you that I have taken that interest in the institution

«fhich it is right that tho.se who come to support it should appre-
-iate and be able to give to those whom they are addressing. I

Jan only assure you that I for one, and every member of my pro-
fession, have the greate.st regard and esteem for their medical
friends of the army. Sometimes it is said that we do not appre-
ciate you, that there is no cordiality. I can assure you there L<

ttothing of the sort, and if ever there is anything of the sort,

lepend upon it there is some individuality in the matter which in

every land will occur, and which we all appreciate every day that

we exist. There is another point; we in the army are called upon
to go to every portion of the world. We have great difficulties

of climate to contend with, we have the advantage and the know-
ledge and experience which you possess and which you acquire in

the medical profession in mitigating the dangers, the risks and
the anxieties of militarj- life in bad climates. There again we
have your valuable assistance. As to war, I need not say
that that carries with it its consequences : thej' are deplor-

able, but yet they are inevitable, and but for you they would
be detestable ; your assistance enables that to be passed over
with less distress, with less pain, with less anxiety than
would be the case otherwise. 1 believe that there is no pro-

fession in the world so ready to do its dutj', not only for the

sake of its profe.ssion, but for the spread of humanity throughout
the world. We have men like my friend Sir Joseph FajTer and
others, who have been in India, who have studied all those cli-

matic differences that we have to contend with, and who have
given us the benefit of their advice and assistance, and the conse-

quence has been that we have passed through difficulties which
other nations have never been able correctly to face. All this

justifies me in feeling that I am no intruder amongst you; that

the army is not an intruder amongst you ; and, as a result, I trust

that the cordial feeling which I have endeavoured to express on
this occasion throughout the medical profession is reciprocated,

and will be more and more reciprocated year by year. In my
opinion it is the bounden duty of every man, whatever position

he may fill, to try to bring together ever}- element that can pro-

duce results beneficial to the great State to which we belong. It

ought to be our bounden duty. I can assure you it is my anxious
endeavour and desire alwaj's to try to be in accord with all my
neighbours, under whatever circumstances I find them. 1 can
only say that, if at any time there are differences, they certainly

aje not created by me, and I do my utmost on all such occasions

to mitigate and to assuage, and to try to bring cordiality where
there ought never to have been any question of anything else.

These are the sentiments which I on my own part and on that of

the army entertain towards this great profession ; and, having
that feeling, 1 could have no hesitation in at once coming forward
and accepting with satisfaction the compliment that you have
paid me, and I thank you on the part, of the army and of myself
for the honour you have done me on this occasion.

Sir Edwakd Sieveking, in proposing the toast of " The Houses
of Parliament," expressed the debt of gratitude which all who
were connected with the Medical College owed to Earl Manvers,
its first president.

The Earl of Daetmouth, in responding for the House of Lords,

claimed that with any amendment of the House a gentle

treatment would be preferable to more drastic treatment.

Sir Trevoe Lawrence, M.P., on behalf of the House of Com-
mons, expressed the belief that the House was doing its d^jty in a

satisfactory manner. He was glad that a Medical Bill ha-i-ing

been brought in year after year, the House had at last had the

good sense to leave to the medical profession the management and
settlement of its own affairs.

Mr. C. G. Wheelhocse: At the request of those who Wave
organised this banquet, I have been entrusted with the proposal

of a toast wliich I know. you will receive with enthusiasm. If I

pass over those impolitic and illogical restrictions by- which ex-

perimental research is hampered and hindered, I think_ 1 may
venture to say, without fear of contradiction, that at no time and
in no other country iri the world have the opportunities for the

study of medicine and the allied sciences been more abundant
or more perfect than they are in our own. Covered as each

divi.sion of the kingdom is with ancient universities, ancient cor-

porations, and great schools, devoted alike to the study and to the

teaching of medicine, and flooded as the country is with zeal on
all hands for the promotion of scientific knowledge, it would be

marvellous indeeil if Uritish medicine and British surgery did not

stand in the foremost rank all the world over ; and, whether as

pioneers or as practitioners of our profession. Great Britain may
certainly point with pride and satisfaction to the achievements

and reputation of her sons. And if we regard that reputation as

it was in ancient days, and only a generation or two ago, and as it

is in these present timesof ours, where are we to look for the springs

and sources of its present improvement but in the training

insisted on by our great corporations? Without the guiding

hands of our Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, and of that

,
most excellent and useful corporation the Society of Apothecaries,
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wJll-nighal her pre-eminence; sur^'ory co'.ld n.ver ha^e at

TainedToits present standard o^ ^reatne^s had it not been for

Similar efforts on the part of the Koya
^f"g^^^^^^Xse'names

sidled over a^ thi'^e eorporations have been, by m"^"
^""^X^^TirTr^o

have become liou.ehoUl word, all the world over, they hare done

>hMr work with 'in-ulur diffuity and efficiency, and have mam-

&7othrworldwhatsucl. c?.rporations ouKht^t^^^^^^

be ; and the m.-re mention of the name of Sir " il'ifm mXiue is

loved '^t bo.e and hc^d in ver^rat on -^-e -^^^^ ^S^;.
Thirsuct;»Sor Sir IndreV Clark we lok for great things also

Ind^elook w'\,h no fear of disappointment^
^™^J^,^ "e^gra^d

S^^retheTa-ndTamtTwitlot^^^^^^^
wCare ea hered at these tables may live to see arising ont of

«,*eiTnifn ?et another corporation,
-'^'^^^.f^^^l^^^C.llml

>e to grant to those who aspire to possess them, and ^° "«
^^^^

fo show bv the acquisition of superior knowledge, wheresoever

a^cquirTd, Whether i^n our universities, or in London or in our great

provincial schools, that they deserve them t^^Be higher t.ties and

Laliftcations which it is a legitimate aim and '^^''t'on/^^/J-t'^

Ian to set before himself. Gentlemen, I propo e to you the toast

of "Our Medical Corporations/and I
;°"P>^„;^^'Vof PhTskian°

Sir Andrew Clark as the President of the College _ot rtijsicians,

and of Dr. Amsden as Master of the Society of Apof'ff
,"'fii that

Sir MEW CI...11K in responding, said he -;«"^ dr^''^! t^a

lay in his power to stimulate the coqioration ^^'^h^Ji-eh h^
^^^

connected as well as the other corirorations to come torwara in

?SrsSportof the Royal Medical Benevolent College m a waj

that they had not hitherto done. r„np™ " dwelt
The Loud Mayor, in Proposing " Success to theCoUege™

upon the great services that were rendered ''y *l^f, ™^';'.'„^^^^^^

fe^ssion to the community at
'^^f

;/"'! .^^^ ^^^."*,En of
should be made for the support of the widow.s and children oi

those who fell in the discharge of their diity ^L^^ated that he

bad visited the College and saw the good work it was domg, ana

roncluded bv appeal ng to those present and also to the puouo

forincreas^l liberalityIn the support of this noble work.

Dr. HoLMAN- having acknowledged the toast,
,„„ -^„^ tbnt

The Secketabv announced that the total sum received that

fiveningf incufSng £20 from the Duke of Cambridge, was

^^tl^toast of "The Chairman " ^asthenproposed bj- Dr. IToo.an,

Tt" The Local liecretaries," proposed by Dr. JoNsoN and responded

toby Dr. Purnki-i., brought the proceeding to a close.

MEDICAL SICKNESS, ANNUITY, AND LIFE
. V ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

Report foe tub Quabtkr Enpino March SIst, 1888.

Presknted April 18th, 18^. „„„_f„ i„

The number of proposals received dunng ")« P^'.f,'^,'^^,^
above the average! namely. 43. as compared witl 34 m ^ ;%P;V
vious quarter, and 30 in the corresponding q-.'wter of at year

The total number of proposals received during he four >earB

the Society ha-s been established is 1011 On the. "
"^1-^ ""^^

the SocietT has lost more •"embers than usual during tne

quarter-2- having died, 2 proposals beiiig 'i*''=l'°«'l' -
'''^''mi

withdrawn with surrender values, and ^\ (^nte^^ nnn.xi^,

number) liaving lap.swl by non-payment. If
^^'^J^^%,1^' i.

deducted from The 43 new' members during the ^^^ej, there re

mains a net increase of 26, which, added to the 829 members gooa

[April 31, law.

on the books at the commencement of the quarter, gives a present

available membership of 8oo. Neither of the two members who.

deaths were notified during the quarter had eifected lite as»u,

""Tirfollo^i^gis'flummary of the operations of the vari,..

^''"si^kZss Fund -The vvemnim income of this fund has beea

£1#2 4 6d. agafust £1161 18s. lOd. in the previous quarter,

ni d £1 091 4s 2d. in the corresponding quarter of last year The

X enditure for sickness pay is

^^f ^^;^. 'W°i^lX''J^
v±o-\ icio in the preceding quarter, and £.j8i l.is. in tne corre-

T and the ftCBregate p..ri.id of sickness. 11^ we«k^ C Inys, «
™°eot 3S«w«i. tJ,M. claim.... The m.mknof ch.m.jjl

;^'X:Sin\L" 'J.ndi4'F'»* "' 1-'
y^is'fSk i,

expected.
x'.,„^_The premium income to this fund has]

bee/£'n6^13r'^l.^ompaJe'".Ttr£213 6s. 7d. in the pre.ed^;

^ft; „nrt £107 lis lid. in the corre.sponding period of 1887.,
qiiarter. and

*i;''-^|f•//''> ..,^^ ^^ acoount o? the death of a

sHwS isHss.'&K :uss
fon^and was made immediately on their having done so. •

uon, aimY>
F„„/7 —There is an income to this tuna oi

^.,'^-''L"'6dFr^m this he expenditure for management, etc.,|

^'rf„^?Ill^?^'n -ThTposition of the Society and the amount!

standing to^hfcr"edit of tL various funds is now as follows
; ,

Sickness Fund
Annuity Fund
Life Assurance Fund
Management Fund
Interest (not yet divided.)

This, the aggregate P-se^t wort^i
oV^i;;,f'>-f

*>
' ^r/ear cl

Kmes f the ^rustees^at an average in e^

^£^7 ir,\n^eetrt;\tiit:'WueL'b';ingwit,^^

of London in the names of the trea^urej-s^ "» caM baUn^^^^^^^

remaining in the hands of any of 'j""'^'^/';
J, ./^e stated £i

are all of\ trustworthy and secure nature arul art he
the price actually paid for them by "'«

f^,^'*"^^:
o '3 invested

is considerably under their true va ue as the
^^f^l^H ,;,:

saleable stocks with fluctuating va ues is, "^ '''« F«f"„^ P,n
1

worth nearly Sitm more than C"^' P"';'^',^"^,'^^',^ advisabl
realised should a sale and

'•>""7-''.f
' "^ ^^^

a par, and are n(

The remain.ler of the investments are made at par, a

capable of increase or depreciation in value.

£
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THE PROPOSED TAX ON PLEASURE
HORSES.

( -l:l

The following letter lias been forwarded to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer from the Metropolitan Counties Branch : "' ''-'"'f
[

82, Brook Street, Grosvenor Square, London, WiJ'
April 17th, 1888.

To the Miyht lion. G. J. GoscAen, MP., Chancellor of the
• Exchequer, etc.

Sir,—On behalf of this Branch, which includea upwards of one
thousand members of the British iledical Association, we venture
to draw your attention to the hardship which will be inflicted

upon members of the medical profession, particularly those
resident in country districts, whose work is of necessity largely

unromuneratire, if the proposed tax on pleasure horses be applied
to those horses which are necessarily used by medical men in

their daily avocations and practice. We, therefore, respectfully
beg that you will take into your favourable consideration the
justice and practicability of making an exception in favour of

sucli horses so used.

We have the honour to be. Sir, your obedient servants,

, (Sjmefl) Akthub E. Dukham, President.
hju.w :,.i/i .Q BnoDiE Sewell, President-elect.
' •

''" ';'"' gEPTisius W. Sibley, Hon. Treasurer.

George Eastes, I Honorary
Noble Smith, j Secretaries.

Jthe following petitions against the Iforse Tax have beeil presented from pro-
floa^lal medicarmen ; By Sir J. Pease, floni William Robinsoni M.D., Stanhope

;

W'BIr W. Foster, from medical practitioners of Ripley, Derbysliire ; by Sir J.

nase, from Reginald and Maurice Koettiitz ; by Mr. Rankin, frtim medical men
a the Leominster Division of Herefordshire; by Mr. E. R. Wodeliouse, from
tfr. T. BidJulph Go33 ; by Mr. C. W. Gray, from'the-medical profession of Bruin-
ree; by Viscount Newark, from Epperstone : by Mr. W. Lowther. from Dr.
fairer, "Kirkby-Stephen ; by Mr. C. Hall, from the district medical officers of
.'ottenhara. Williugham, ajid iiwavesey ; by Mr. L. Fry, from G. D. T. Willett
ind others ; by Mr. Morrison (2), from medical men;bv Mr. W. Sidebottom,
rem medical practitioners at Hadlield ; by Mr. F. B. ifildmay, from medical
liBcers of health of Pt\Tiipton St. Mary Union ; by Mr. H. J. Trotter, from me-
Ucal men of Colchester and neighbourhood ; by Mr. Hobhouse, from medical
inen of Castle Cary ; and by Sir J. "Whittaker Ellis, from Dr. George Cowen ;

.Isoa petition from'the medical men'of Shrewsbur3'.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

I
NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OP MEMBERS.
iNT qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

;
f the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
!hree members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
ecognised Branch Council.

I Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and
''ctober 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of
'lie Association must send in their forma of application to the
Jeneral Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each
leeting, namely, June 27th, September 26th, and December 28th,
DoB.

I

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to
;18 Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a
ranch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular
Jmmoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
HE Report upon the Connection or Disease with Habits of
<TKMVKJiANCE, which wos presented to the Section of Medicine

S; the Annual Meeting of 1887 will shortly be published in the
:>l'ttNAL.

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, najiiely, that into
tPHTHERiA, and that into the Gf.ogbai'hical DisiRiBnioN of
iaiAiN Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as
on as ready.
[The following inquiry only of the first series remains open,
j-wely, that on the Etiology" of Phthisis.
:A fresh inquiry into the OnioiN and JIode of Propagation of
?IDEMJC8 OF Diphtheria has been issued.
\Memoranda upon these subjects, and formsfor recording observa-
"M, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collecttue
vtttigation Committee, 4S9, Strand, fK.C.

I.in;
JBRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

North of Esolamd Branch.—The spring meeting .will be held at the In-
firmary, Sunderland, on Wednesday. April S^th, at 3 p.m. Member* intending
to read papers or show specimens are requested to communicate at once with
the Becretar>-. The dinner after the meeting will take place at the Queen's
Hotel, at 6 o'clock. The following papers are already promised ;—Dr. Hume ;

A Case of Congenital Fistula of the Stomach, Cured bv Operation. Dr. Coley :

On the Treatment of Effusion into the Pleura fn Children. Dr. Murphy :

A Man 229 Days after Gastrostomy. Dr. Oliver: Notes on an Unusual Case of
Hsematuria. Mr. Morgan will move a Resolution on Quack Advertisements.
Mr. Rutherford Morison will read Notes of two cases of Gail-Stones : (I) Ope-
ration on Dilated Gall-Bladder ; Removal of Stones : Drainage : Cure. (2) Ab-
dominal Section for Intestinal Obstruction ; Discovery of Gail-Stone, IncUiou
and Suture oi Intestine and Removal of Stone. Specimens exhibite*!. Mr.
Morgan w ill show (Da Girl disfigured by Cancriun Oris ; (2) specimens from a
case of Tubercular Peritonitis simulating Cystic Disease of the Ovary. Dr
Drummond will exhibit some Pathological specimens. Dr. Lindsay will show
a patient suffering from Paralysis A^itans.—G. E. Williamsos, fc*.R.C.9., 2S
Eldon Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Honorary Secretary.

_
_

BoBi>EH CouKties Branch.—The spring meeting of thia Branch will be heM
at Cockermouth on Friday, May 4th. The chair will be taken bv Dr. McLeod.
at 3.15 P.M. The following papers will be read: Dr. Campbell (Garlandd) ; On
Three Cases of Recovery after a Lengthened Duration of Insanity, with remark*.
Dr. Highet (Workington) : Notes on a Case of Puerperal Eclam'psia. Dr. Black
(Keswick) : Notes on a Case of Suppurative Peritonitis. Dr. Highet will open a
discussion on the subject of Fees Paid to Witnesses. The Secretary will be glad
to receive iutituatioli.of papers tor reading or specimens for showing prior to
the 2.^th.—H. A. Lt:l>rARD, 41, Lowther Street, Carlisle, Honorary Secretary.

South-Eastehn Branch : West Kent District.—The next meeting of this
District will be htld at the Hospital, Gravesend. on Friday, April 27th, at 4 p.m.
R. J. Bryden, Esq., in the chair. The dinner will take place at the New Falcon
Hotel at 6.30 P.M.; charge 63. 6d.. exclusive of wine. Gentlemen who intend
to dine are particularly requested to signify their intention to the Chairman.
R. J. Brvden. Esq., 21. Harmer Street, Gravesend, not later than April 2otb.
Papers already promised :—Dr. P. Horrocks : On Puerperal Fever. Dr. Tanna-
hill : On Symmetrical Gangrene. All members of the South-Eastem Brancli
are entitled to attend this meeting and to introduce friends.—A. W. Nankivkxi*.
F.R.C.S., St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Chatham, Honorary Secretarv',

Oxford a.\d District Branch.—The next meeting will be held at the Rad-
cUffe Infirmary, Oxford, on Friday, April 27th. at 3 P.M. Notice of papers to
be read must be sent to W. Lewis Morgan, 42, Broad Street. Oxford, on
or before April 18th. A dinner will be provided for those members who signify
theii- intention to dine to the Secretary two days before the meeting.—3. D
Dahbishibe and W. Lewis Morgan, Honorary Secretaries.

Southern Branch: Isle of Wight District.—Annual meeting, Pelio
Hotel, Ryde, Thursday. April 26th. IS88, at 4 p.m. J. M. Williamson, Esq.,
M.D.. President, in tlie chair. Proposed new district member. Edward Fawcett
M.D.Dub., M.Ch.. East Cowes. Agenda: 1. The President : Report oftheiao-
ceedings of the District during the past year. 2. Election of officers and state-
ment of accounts. 3. Ne.xt place of meeting. 4. T. A. Buck. M.B. : An address
by the President-elect at 4.45 p.m. o. Charles Fryer. Esq. : Cerebral Aneurysm.
Gentlemen who are desirous of Introducing patients, exhibiting pathological
specimens, or making communications, are requested to signify their uitentiou
at once to the Honorary Secretary. Dinner at 5.45 p.m.: charge 6s., exclusive
of wine. Please return postcard before Tuesday, 24th. Trains leave Ryde for
Sandowii, Shanklin, and Ventnor at 7.45 ; and for Newport at 7.41. [By-law.

—

When a member cannot attend whose paper is upon the agenda, it should be
sent before the meeting to the Secretary for the purpose of being read and dis-
cussed.]—W. E. Green, Honorary Secretary.

WEST SOMERSET BRANCH: SPRING MEETING.
The .spring meeting of this Branch was held at the Railway
Hotel, Taunton, on Thursday, April 12th, at o p.m. In the absence
of Mr. Edward Stephens, the President, who was professionally
prevented from attending. Mr. J. B. SixcocK was voted to the
chair. The minutes of the last meeting were read and con-
firmed.

Cases.—.Mr. W. B. Cosens e.xliibited a man suffering from Char-
cot's disease of the knee-joint, and gave a hi.-itory of the case.—An
infant, a year old. suffering from blindness after convulsions, was
sent by ilr. Stephens and seen by the meeting.

Instruments.—Mr. Ween (Taunton) exhibited some instruments
and an electric light for surgical purpose.s.—Messrs. Ltnch and
Co., London, also exhibited an assortment of surgical instru-
ments.

Bone-netting.—After dinner, at which fifteen members and five

visitors attended, ilr. W. J. Penny, of Bristol, openeil a discu.ssiou

on the subject of bone-setting. He described the various affec-

tions which were often successfully treated by bone-setters, and
by means of drawings and the narrative of typical cases he showed
that, for the most part, the pathological condition existing in
these affections was that of adhesions in and about joints, by the
forcible rupture of which a sensation wa.« given as if a bone which
was out of place had been reduced. He pointed out that this

practice was much neglected by the profession, and, in conse*
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nuence. many cases we cured by ^^^l^l^'^r^^^
aisndvantttge

"f "''<l'?,'l'f;";,,,"tmu months before ha^ sus-i

CMC. were healthy
^?'^3';«f' ^.'

°
'"'^'t'igerd L'"* ^ ^^ such cases

tai.KHl an '"J"OSl««v.ng em v, .Ui
,'',o™al?and the^e was a good

Peuuy for his interesting '^"<i

'"ff^^^f^^^'.^f^en of Epithelioma of

tared Femur amputated after a gunshot in]ur>

.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,

BERLIN.
[fBOM 00a OWN COERESPONDENT.]

The Illnesi of the Emperor.-The German Emperor and &r

Morell Mackenzie.
I .1. .11

TUB disease from which ^he Emperor j^suffe^^^^^^^ am^^

'S.S^ot^^:^^'^^^^^^^^'^- rrercU.the eannula.

S ? ^ore^l Macffif made a faryngoscopic examination and ob

served that the disease had extended downwards into th^^^

?:.^-^^sSrX:?SV^er^^g^

nu^te tree, it was nONVblocked by a large moss.
,

I» y"^ necessaiy

wrtrse the local symptoms are, the better His -Majestj seem.
|

f^el He still (April 13th) absolutely refuses to give up his daily

»3sr;s; esc; ssrs'u-SKinx
full text :- ., ci.arlotMnburK. April 9th ISPS.

.. Mv dear S(r MoreU.-You were called In t« n,e a. the -'-'™-'p *»;;:,[;'

my O^mmn .loctfln. who were treatinR me ,^»/ ''';'

"^^n",^'!,,^, but 1 sooi.

rLl oonr„l.-noe in you in
'™»'--qV'l""\"LV,"' ^^ You ha e rendered n,e

larnedlrom per.onal «P*"'"''' !
°*

'^ \^';," ^'ices and a. a souvenir ot

most vaU.al.le "ervice.. tn f^*"*"
,X,?;e\n c^fe^^^^^^^ vou the Comt hur

„,y a,-ce.»io,. to the throne I ha^«
pJ^/Xom"S-Yonr well dl»r"»«1

Cro«» and Star 01 my Royal Order of iiononioijern. „ f,„,j.nR,c„.
•• To .Sir Morell Maekenjie. i;_„„ " nf thi^i letter tn

One does not need to " read between the lines
f",,,. /h

'

,,8es of

pXsion and in society. Before
.-\t'^"fJ^;»!!;;,tl mig't

uerial Cro^Ti of Germany to a formidaVJe '^'''ration-v^ men migm

^r^bly be attended with disastrous
^^''^^rone pTOfessor

C

the aucust patient but to the whole of ^"op*'-^?"^^
„^.„„rt

Berg?^^:;^ n^aturally wished to have tl^^

';»°^^'°"Tt choi^>C
whose authority would be generally recognised The cho^c^i.^_

between the leading Knglish lar%-ngologist and Professor l«aiica

f^7 of St PeSurgT and the former was selected, as the

Koror says •• rt th..^;„animav.s desire of my German doctor^

mconcludiliB words in which the Emperor speaks of his acces-

ftrst inclined to do. ||'..j'

V SHEFFIELD:"''
I .,.,;, IFBOM ODte OWN COBRESPONDENT.J ^«

Decline of the Small-po.r Epidcnic-New Wards at the ChlOrtlf,

Hospital. -Donations.
, . . VU

funds oi the Beckett Hospital

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE HORSE TAX. '

. ,

Sra-\ctiiie on vour advice, I have obtniried the' sjpatur.

sign, and post it on to another to do the same,
a'^^'^^'J^ .vkwtii:

etc.,.

Ilaj-ward's Heathy.
, ,

y."-
,

-
'

' .1 ,'
I t I'A.

PERICHONDUITIS AXD CANCER OP THE LARYIfX.
,.

Sm-Y)r Vo^ris Wolfenden, in his P-^Pf "" P^'t stvH
"

the!aWn:« published in the .IrtrKNAl.
f,,

AP"!,,^!
^.s oJciirl

second case of extensive perichondritis "^ '''^''^'^ "1^ 'jrand ,

rmy practice recently, arising
""^..f/^^^-'h ,"'^;"^ h/oric 1

which there was no question of syiihi is. In this case u
_

Cartilage was extensively affected and fortned a large -i^^^^^
,

ternallv, on opening which a large 'i"^" ''> ,°i,i^'^° a7ixtre'.

state that the above-quoted case is not well chosen for suppo
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his views. The patient in question, who is at this moment an in-
mate of St. Thomas's Hospital under the care of Sir William
Mac C'ormao and myself, suffers beyond doubt from laryngeal
cancer; and this disease, not chronic laryngitis, has caused the
perichondi-itis. \Vhat Dr. Wolfenden coiisidered to be a large
abscess and incised was tumour-mass spreading externally.
Hence no pus, but .scro-sangaiineous fluid, was poured out. The
incision wound never healed, the tumefaction rapidly spread, and
at this moment the tracheal tube is sticking in an ulcerating
mass of cancer. A fragment of this mass has been removed for
the purpose of microscopic examination, and the latter, made by
Mr. Shattock, has placed the diagnosis of carcinoma beyond dis-

pute. I am ready to give Dr. Wolfenden the opportunity of per-
sonally verifying the actual state of matters.—I am, etc.,

39, Wimpole Street. Felix Sbmon.

ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL.
Srn,—I will ask you to give me space for the following facts

respecting the behaviour of the Board of llanagement of St. John's
Hospital for Diseases of the Skin. Since my connection with the in-
stitution I have taken, or have dictated, notes of every case which
came before me. After my dismissal by the Board of Management, I

wrote to those in authority and asked them to let me have these
notes, offering at the same time to defray the expenses incurred"
by purchasing new books. To this request I received a peremp-
tory refusal from the secretary. 1 wrote again, asking that some
of the notes, which I was anxious to refer to, might be copied by
the gentleman (Mr. Jones) who was acting as clinical clerk at the
time of my elimination. The answer I received was, that I might
send ilr. Jones to select those cases I was anxious to refer to, but
they must be copied by an official of the Hospital, for whose ser-
vices I was to pay. 1 appealed against this vexatious decision,
and in reply received an impertinent letter from the secretary.

I make it a rule of my life not to complain, but surely the "facts
which I have stated must demonstrate the harshness of the treat-
ment which the Board of Management mete out, and when we re-
member that on this Board sit two members of our own profes-
sion, Mr. Melton and Dr. Dow, I hope I shall be considered to be

1 justified in bringing this before the profession.
It is most irritating to have the labour of some years snatched

away from us: it is doubly irritating to know that those who
must realise the full value of that labour should be instrumental

j

in supporting the conduct of tho.se whose action might be put
idown to motives which I do not care to find in my vocabulary.—
' I am, etc., T. Robinson, M.D.

II. Princes Street, Cavendish Square, W.

I

SiK,—Pray allow me to correct an inaccuracy in an annotation
jpubli.slied in the Journal on April 14th. It is not in accordance
Iwith fact that " charges were brought against the administration
of St. John's Hospital, following upon various secessions in the
staff." Such a loose version of what really occurred is not fair to
myself and my colleagues, who were the first to bring those
charges to the notice of the governors, the president, and finally
the public; and who, for thus doing our duty as honourable men,
were vindictively dismissed by a Board, whose behaviour, both
before and since, has amply proved that we were right in pi-o-
jiestuig as we did.— I am, etc., C. M. Campbell, JI.D.

37, Queen .:Vnue Street, Cavendish Square, W.

I

BRAXCH PRACTICES IX CILVEGE OP UNQUALIFIED MEN.
Sm.—It is hoped that the General Jiledical Council will

ictively enforce their memorandum in regard to the employment

I'l
unqualified assistants ; and not, as has hitherto been the case,

jillow it to remain practically a dead letter. The memorandum
ippears to me to be rather vague, and to afford many a loophole of
hscApe for the delinquent.

I

In Section C it is stated that irregular practice will probably
|iot lon^ continue to exist, because the practitioner cannot reeover
lOf services rendered by his unqualified suljstitute; this argument
|i fallacious, inasmuch as these gejitry take pretty good care to
insure ready mcmey. A censure, pure "and simple, even from the
•eneral Medical Council, will mean nothing whatever to many

i

lenders unless foliowetl up by more active measures. Who cares
or a censure .' As far as I have been able to gather, the General
leaical Council have as yet only struck off the Rei/ixter those who
*^*'''.«ady been con-v-icted by a jury—there is nothing at all won-
erful in that. What we want tliem to do is to go a step further
-to judge and to puniah those who are guilty of professional mis-

conduct. The law provides for those who offend against public
morality.

. ,

'

i

'

I'' ;
'• '

I

I believe the Incorporated Lttv Society harp<«'feY't6 'strike off

the rolls any of their members who are guilty .solely and simply
of professional irregularities, and by no means infrequently make
use of their power. Let the General Medical Council do the same
if they have the power; if they have not, it is quite time they
took means to procure it, in order to rid the profession of the
great blot that we all know exists in our midst.
The General Medical Council must do their own " dirty work,"

for they cannot, for ob^-ious rea.sons, expect a me<lical man to take
the initiative against an offending brother. Many of us, no doubt,
know of cases of irregular practice ; but if we take the " law into
our own hands," we immediately incur the slur of private malice
and professional jealousy. Besides, individually, the "game
would not be worth the candle."

If the General Medical Council will only follow up their words
by action (on information received, or otherwise), they would
gain the great thanks of the profession—be respected and revered,
a veritable Alma Mater, which they ought to be. At present one
hardly knows what they exist for.— I am, etc.,

Walter Fowler, M.A., M.B., F.R.C.S.

145, Bishopsgate Without.

COMPULSORY NOTIFICATION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES.
SiB,—Dr. Philpot's letter does not touch the points which are

raised in mine, except so far that he accepts a responsibility for

which I did not give him credit, and which I even now think that
he has done chivalrously and not instinctively.

How can he reconcile his duty with his acts? He puts a clause
of an Act of Parliament in force against one delinquent without
having been able to show the least ill consequences from the
" laches," while he allows the 999 other persons, who, as a class,

altogether ignore the pro'N'isions of the Act, to escape; he condones
their disobedience to law, and makes the dual notification a farce.

Infectious disease can only be stamped out by the people them-
selves, yet Dr. Philpot and the supporters of the dual notification

clause are publicly telling them that, in spite of the Act of Par-
liament, it is a matter with which they have nothing to do,

that it is the doctor who has to do all. By what right can he
prosecute a professional brother and yet allow the whole class of

non-professional persons who ought to notify to ignore the Act
and neglect its provisions? He shows that it is not from a desire

to compel a compliance with its provisions, otherwise he would
be impartial. He is satisfied with a single notification, he proves
by his own habit that a single notification is sufficient, then on
what ground can he claim a right to prosecute a professional
brother, and not take note of the whole class of non-professional
delinquents? The law is no respecter of persons, but Dr. Philpot
singles out his professional brother and lets the rest alone. Jf

there is a duty ca.st upon Dr. Philpot then he has failed to do it.

for dual notification is not enforced. Dr. Philpot cannot show
that dual notification is efficient in stamping out scarlatina ; it

is not diminished in one town more than another. The Act is no-
where in existence as a dual performance ; medical notification is

as beneficial when voluntary as it is when it is compulsory, pro-
\iA9d. a fee is paid for the notice. The cases are at times as
numerous in all districts as before notification was observed. The
house in question had been disinfected by Dr. Philpot's agents
after notice, immediately before the case occurred, about iHiidTi

Dr. Philpot has taken action.

Does Dr. Philpot or anybody else suppose that a 4<ls. penalty
will overcome a man's determination to remain a free agent ? Dr.

Dalton is not likely to change his conduct at the bidding of a

professional rival ; he will continue to ignore the Act, and until

medical officers of health are prohibited from being in private
practice such action as that taken by Dr. Philpot ought not to be.

I am not intending to charge Dr. Philpot with having taken this

course on account of professional jealousy ; it is not his nature,
of that 1 am assured : but it is open to the charge, and it is a false

move on his part which all medical men must regret that he has
m.ade.

It will be soon enough to put the penal clause in force against
the profession when it can be fairly shown that repression cannot
be forthcoming without it. This "has not liitherto been done.— 1

am, etc., Ai,pbi?d Cakhenter.
Duppaa House, Croydon, April 16th.

*^* Ouiriff to prestur«.«n our tpactj several long lettert IfHt'.M^
avoidably held over. -— ' """
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NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

CHAXQES OF STATION.

Thk following changes of station ftniong the officers of the Mediful

Stuff of the Army lave been officially notihed as having taken

place during the past mouth:—

lOIUl •"
'lil

,

BriuuJo-SurKeoii J. Jameson, M.D.

„ J. S. MacA.lum
Surgeon'-Mijor T. M. O'Bireii ..

W. U. Climo.M.D. ."
J. Fleming, M.U.
T. Dabington ...

", J. P. H. Boileaii.M.D..

J. G. Williamson
W. J. Oiarltnn
W.A.May

SttTgccm M. H. Rvan, M.D.
., \V. A. P'arltel

J. G. MacNeecp
F. It. Barker. MB. . .

\ T. Dorraan. M.D.
T. B. Moffitt...

C.A.Webb
^,y J. a. S. Lewis
„ H. Martin. M.B.
„ R. O. Cusack...

y.U E. F. Smith
\ W. D. A. Cowen

S. J. Flootl
;

Q.W.Robinson
,

G. F. A. Smytlie
' „ A. P. O'Connor

.1. MM. Bolster
''-'\, W. J. Maenamara.M.D.

31. P. Maenamara
J. O. G. Sandilord. M.D.
H. W. Murray, M.B. ...

M. W. Kerin
A. Petcrkin, MB.
W. Heffernan
J. G. W. CroUs
A. P. Hart. MB
T. F. W. Fogarty, MB.

., Q. Coutts.M.B.
„ E. Butt

S. TownsenJ.M.D. ...

J. Gibson. .M.B.

L. W. Swabev
K. Porter, M.B.
J. W. Beattv. M.D
W. D.-vbtie. M.B

., , „ J, MXanghlin, M.D
W. L. Keade

, JF. T. Wilkinson
S. F. Lougheed ...

,

W. A. Morris... ..;

F. W. Held, M.B.
, T. W. U'H. Hamilton, M.B.
G. M. Dobson, M.B. ...

P. J. W. Stoney

From
Aldcrshot...

Loudon ...

Benical
Mauritius...

Nova Scotid;

Bengal '.'

.Netlsx

rll 1

To
Chatham.
Portsmouth.
Devonport.
Colche.ster.

Hong Kong.
'Ketley.

! .Woolnlch.

Netley

Aldershot
Netley

in-,;- Ir«o|

Ti ,iiT.v> -feBiii;'
'... York.

Portsmouth.
... Dublin.

Portsmouth.
... Dublin.
... Devonport.

"
... York.
... Dublin.

.0 \y

..;»t.

iDover ...

Curragh ...

Cork
Woolwich...
Tipperary ...

Buttevant...
Woolwich...
Cork
Shomclifte
Fleetwood...

Colchester
Dublin
Hulme
Belfast ..'.'jMit

§ueenstOftTX
el fast ..

Fort George
Dover
Sunderland
Bengal

. Dublin ...

. Clifton
. Chatham ...

. Belfast
.' Bengal
..- Dover
.. Dublin
.. Egypt ...

,. Cork

Bastbourne.
Dublin.
Buttevant., ..

Netley.'

Tipperary.
Netley.'

Lancaster.
Netlev.

Newcastle.
Netley.
Belfast.

Netley.

Aldershot.
Netley.
Mauritius.
iJubUn.
Fermoy.

THB INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
''

!«°eS''w"-r!lirt;rguVri;'se'-,r'o"n" furlough of Surgeon-Maior D.

Wilkie.M.B.
n„vAVi» M D Bengal Establishment, has been pormlf-

^" •'"\,!?,SwHfi'R"B.^.Nl"rdb»?S' Light lnfan„7.- «'« Sur-

gtonMk.iorl? M.lownie.M.D.. who rejoins his permanent apponUment In

the 29thPun,iab Infantry.
„„„„r»neralJ Pi\KFRTOX, M.D., of the Bom-

The promotion of Deputy Surgeon-General J. ii>kii(iu.,^

bav Establishment to be Surgeon-Genera ;
and ot

^J'^f^^^^^^^f^.gJ^

^'^hru^ndemtentioned gentlemen h-e leave of^absence «- tV,e periods_^sjec.;

fied :-S^irgeon R. J. Marks ''p^f^l^tlfJ'MD Bengal Establlshmeirt, Onh-

^^!:^^:^^^:^^^iS-^0^^^-i^Jy. Medical college. &
cutta, for 24S days on private affairs.

•,11 .th; .

'

'' THE VOLUNTEERS.
, ,

.

, ,

MKSSBS. SAMt;KL Br..TTiK, M.B and DAvm LAn,-o, M.D., have been appu,ut.a

^"j^lV"^' V^ris*rs'!;;po1nl"r Acti'nfSi^i'geon to the 1st Volunteer BatuUon!

South Wales Borderers Uate the 1st Breeknocks^^^^^^^^

oorh?^e"^e^i^.r\Ue^fe ls^L^tc;';nrhi°'re'^rg,,ed hls' commission, w:

was dated May Uth, 1880.

FX^MINATION OF VOLUNTEER SURGEONS.

^'T, se'e'^p'rolidency Examination for Volunteer Officers, Journal, June lU,

1887, and Volunteer Regulations, 1887, Part I, Section 11, pai-a. 144.

R

li

THE NA-VY. ,.-,v.:Ml.ni -
Tb'e following appointments have been made at the AjJmlraHy: S. W. V*siiv,

Sureeon to the Tnt™, temporarily; GaRJ-anp AV. L. Harbison, F^eet-Sur-

gtOT to'the .Vu^/teurt,- Jam£s H. Mabti.v. Fleet-Surgeon to the Bo^icea:

We^ p. S. M'Dermott, Fleet-Surgeoii, to the Bntamua. additional
;
Edward

r Sharoou Fleet-Surgeon, to Ihe SuiUux : Ciiari.K3 W. Magrane Staff-Sur-

geon to the /Jr%n«4/? . RICHARD D. White, StafT-Surgeon. to the Danmn:

&A?L FITZGERALD, Staff-Surgeon, to the Sw.fUure : Henrv HaRR™, bur;

geon to the Soai.ctu : Charlfj F. Newland, Surgeon, to t^.e Ca/yp.«

.

Wii-UAM a. LioHirooT and John E. Pe-ns. Surgeons, to the bwifUure.

THB MEDICAL STAFF. ''' '"

The following sopointment. have been made in the Madrw command

:

Brigade-Surgeon /y. Donaldson, M.D., to be .Senior Medical Officer, Bellar>

«Xn hospital : Surgeon-Major i. A Smith, to do duty at the s ation ho,^

pital. Bellarv ; Surgeon J. AsDEftsoN M B., »»
<»'>.«™<^7'',b^ J.i?ion hosnitar

district- SurKCon P. J. Nkalon. M.D., to do duty at the station hospital,

Bellm Surluu J. F. DOXEGAX to do duty at the station hospital, Belga.im

BriSvde Surgeon WGRAV^:.s, serving in the Bombay command, is appointed

to the medleal charge of the station hospital at Mhow
Surgeon W. O. bIrrell, also ser^-lng in the Bombay command. l>«Vlr>P J-;^

turnf!! from field 8er>ice in Burmah. i. posted to general dutym the Presidency

"*'Th'e"'\'indermentioned gentlemen, who are serving in ?«"«»'• 'j,"™
''''':

J "!

.b.ence as specilied : Surgeon-Major T O'Farrell. for six m""'*" "U i.rgmt

private aftairs: bucgeon-Hajor K. F. Bochaxan, on private affairs, pending

Ktlrement from the iiervice . and Surgeon il. C. DE-NT and C. ODo.VEL each for

•Ix months on medical certificate. ti„ „„i„r<.,1
Surgeon-Major O'DoNOVAN died in Dublin on the 13th ultimo. He entered

the Service as Assistant-Surgeon. July 14th. 18.M ; and became burgeon, August

-•', 18437 : retiring on half pay. October 21st, 1879. He was in medical charge ot
nth, 18437 : retiring on half pay. October 21st, 18;9. He was in meaica. .;u».k" -
the Wtli Regiment during the burning of the steam transport AaroA Aamts at

sea, on November Uth, 1661. He also served with a lorce sent against tne

hOitUe Indians of Yueatan, in April and May, 1861. ,<i,,. \ m- v.''">v.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

HOUSE OF LORDS.—Monday, April 16th.

Smoke Abatemmt.-'LoT<i. Steatheden and Campbell pr

rented a Bill for the abatement of siiioke in the metropolu^

was, he said, the same Bill as that of I'^^tyear with some mod'

fleations suggested by the report of the Select Committee on t b

subject.—The Bill was read a tirst time.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.— Thursday, April 12th.

The Leasing Pmoers of Sanitary Authorit,es.-Mt B"CHIK, i

answer to Mr. Cozens-Hardy. stated that a samtao' authont

could not compulsorily acquire land upon lease instead of DUi

chasing the fee simple ; and for the reasons which were Stated

tie debate which arose on this question when the Allotments B

was in Committee, it was not the intention of the Government

introduce a Bill conferring thi.s power o^/'^^^ary a"t^hont«9.

Honorary Surgeons to the J iceray.—Sir G Hlnteu asKea h

SeTbetary of^tate for India whether honorary surgeons

the \4eroy c^' India had been prohibited from rearing the a.gg

ette heretofore used by them.-Sir J. Gobst >-epl"-'i that, und

the dress regulations of the "my, honorarj' surgeons to t

Viceroy had no autliority to wear such a decoration. If they ni|

been in the habit of so doing, it had been an irregularity.

""^'^'"" "'"""'
'-"Friday, April ISth.

, ^
Local Government Bill.-SiT Lyon Playfair '"/^e /ottrW

a Ions speech, in the discussion on this Bill, said he was anxio]

that fh? President of the Local Government Board should cc

sder carefully whether the clauses of the Bill dealing with sai

'

Tarv mat "rs sufficiently preserved the controlling powers o,

the acts of the District Councils, which the existing aw gave

the Local Government Board. AVith regard to officer of heal

he suggested that they should be servants of the <^ounty Counc
._

and not of District Councils. The moment that was done,

Coit^ty CouncUs would soon be able to consolidate areaBjand^

would make that compulsory upon them. The beneficial reel^

would be to bring County Coimoila into touch with the com
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nent District Councils. That couW not be accomplislied as the

Bill stood. He fancied that by a single clause considerable im-

provement might be effected in the measure. At present about

1,200 medical officers were employed throughout England, -with

-alaries amounting in the aggregate to £130,000. But if, instead

li the 1,200, something like 180 medical officers were appointed in

consolidated areas, omitting the scheduled town,s, immensely
-letter results would be obtained without any extra expense. Un-
less medical intelligence were brought to the aid of the County
IJouncils in the way he suggested, public health would largely

ieteriorate, instead of improving. Sanitary science had given enor-

nous benefits in preventing deaths, and in keeping up the living

n health and productive ability. Diseases which formerly pre-

railed in this country had almost disappeared since the advance of

;anitary science.

Monday, April IGfh.

Burgh Police and Healik (Scotland) BilL—The Loed Advocate
aoved the second reading of this Bill with a view to its being re-

erred to a Select Committee.—Mr. Buchanan' asked whether the

'ommittee would be composed wholly of Scotch members, and
vhether the large towns at present mentioned in the Bill as

'
'

' - which would be exempted from its operation.s were really

I'xempted.-—TheLoHiJ AiivoCATi: replied that the Committee
..ji.M consist largely, but not exclusively, of Scotch members,
t would be contrary to usage to nominate only Scotch members
the Committee. To the second question of the hon. member he

eplied in the affirmative.—The Bill was then read a second time
nd ordered to be referred to a Select Committee.
Sale of Foreigti ats English Meat.—Sir Michael HiCKS-Beach,

-1 reply to Dr. C'lakk, said he believed, although he could not
ive an authoritative opinion, that the sale of foreign meat as

Inglish when English meat was demanded was an offence under
lection 6 of the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, IST.i.

Tuesday, April 17th.

The Tulilic Safety and Theatre.^.—Mr. Tatton Egertox moved
ha second reading of the Metropolitan Board of Works (Theatres)

[iijl, the object of which was to continue to the Board the powers
liven to them in reference to theatres.—Mr. Dixon-Habtlaxd
lOVed the rejection of the Bill, mainly on the ground that the

card was threatened with extinction by the Local Government
ill.—Mr. Matthews took the same view, and, after a short con-
ersation, the Bill was thrown out by 144 to 18.

The Medical Staff Corps.—Dr. Clark asked the Secretary of

tate for War whether the new general order restricting the en-
stment of men for the Medical Staff Corps to three years' army
ud nine years' reserve service had been considered or approved
y the Director-General ; and whether he had considered that the

j.'sult of the new regulations might he that the men of the corps
ould scarcely have become skilled in their nursing duties as

rderlies when they would be removed and replaced by raw, un-
tilled men.—Mr. E. Stanhope, in reply, said every army order
ras issued on the responsibility of the Secretary of State after

msultation with his professional advi-sers. The importance of
aving a larije reserve of trained men of the Medical Staff Corps
Irailatile in war time was so great that the disadvantage of a
luaewhat curtailed training must he faced.
Irinh Prison Snryeons. —Mr. ilfRPHY asked whether the Irish

jrison Regulations (Kule lOfi) provided that the surgeon might, in

Use of danger or difficulty, call in medical assistance ; wliether
lere was anytliing in the rules to limit the discretion of the sur-

-"on in selecting the medical assistance he would call in; whether
circular had been sent fmm the Irish Prisons Board to goveri\ors

gaols requiring them to submit a list of names of medical
"actitioners whom they might consider suitable in their dis-

ictsfor the purjiose of being called in consultation ; and whether
le Prisons Board were justified in attempting to fetter the dis-

etion of the prison surgeons in this matter.— Mr. A. .1. Balfoi'R
plied that the rule was as stated, and a circuhir had been issued
mentioned. The appointment of medical officers of prisons re-

lired the sanction of the authorities, and it seemed to him to be
rtainly within the spirit of the rules that some effective con-
ol should be exercised as to the election of eoixsulting phy-

The Architect.^' Registration Bill.—Colonel ni'NCAN, in moving
e Second reading of this Bill, said that its principal object was
throw obstacles in the way of improper and unqualified per-
ls acting as architects.—Sir W. Foster asked the House not to
cept the second reading without having more information upon

the subject.—Sir L. Playfair said that the Bill was drawn ex-

actly in accordance with the Medical Act, 1886. It was only after

consultation with all the examining bodies and the practitioners

that he was able to get sufficient support to pass such an Act.

The Bill now before the House was framed on exactly the same
principle—that was to say, there were certain qualified bodies who
were to go upon the General Council. Then there were to be cer-

tain representative members elected for the three parts of the

kingdom. But who were the representatives in this case? There
were no regularly qualified and registered people who could be-

come representatives at the present moment. They were to be
constituted by the Bill. The architects, and engineers, and sur-

veyors were not at present identical, and the House could not in

justice pass a Bill which met with so much opposition as this

Bill did, and which was not founded upon the same conditions

as enabled the House to pass the Bill relating to the medical
profession.—The Bill was by consent withdrawn.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL

COVERING UNQUALIFIED PRACTICE.
Fair Flay had better communicate -with the Clerk to the Society of Apothe-

caries, Biackfriars. " 'I 01/

NATIONAL MEDICAL AID COMPANY.
i^;

Pro Bono Publico.—We have already more than once expressed a decided con-
demnation of the proposed arrangements and proffered terms.

REGISTRATION AND FEES.
Mb. Grame.—In the case of Leman v. Fletcher. L. R.. 8 Q. B.. p. 32.'^, the
Court, in putting a construction on the 31st section of the Medical Act. I&dS.

held that a practitioner must register his qualification, and can only recover
according to it. and that in a medic-al case, in onler to recover for medicines
supplied, he must be either registered as an apothecary or as a physician. lu
a surgical case a surgeon, if duly registered, can recover for medicines.

PROFITS OK ARREARS.
M.D. London-.—The division of profits must depend on the exact words used in

the partnnrsliip agreement. Unless words haxing a different meaning have
been used, profits of a practice during a certain period must mean profits

earned during that period. Money received then in respect of fees due pre-

\ iously would not be earned during the period, and w-ould not ordinarily be
divisible as profits of the practice under the agreement. On the other hand,
an outgoing partner would have a right to his share of fees paid subsequently
in respect of work done while he was a partner. A ilivi?ion of receipts, irre-

spective of the matters for which the money is paid, is not a di\i.siou of pro-

fits. The partners may. however, have agreed to treat it as a proper division

under their agreement ; and if so. the account could not properly be i*-

opened.
If the diWsion has been made under a mutual mistake as to the meaninit of

the agreement, the lapse of four years is no bar to a proper account being
taken.

If further information is wanted, the agreement and a precise statement of

facts should be sent.

•THE GREAT ROYAL STAFF OF FRENCH. BRITISH, AND GERMAN
SURGEONS."

Dr. W. J. McK.—Although we are at all times desirous to respond
to the reasonable request* of our Antipodean and other colonial cor-

respondents, we are constrained, owing to the ever-increasing demands on
our space, to restrict insertion to matters of practical interest to the profes-

sion ; for which reason, as will be patent to Dr. McK., we arc unable to accede

to his request that the circular and extracts from the Colrnust might appear
in the Jul rxal. since they merely tend to establish the too-evident fact that
quackery and illegitimatepractice. in conjunction with a like gnllibiHty of

the public, are as rife in the colonies as in the old country: a regrettable con-
dition of things which may. we think, not unfairly be attributed to the un-
restricted facilities for diarlatanic advertising affonletl by the newspaper
press, the proprietors of which are naturally unwilling to forego such lucrative

advertisements, highly prejudicial thoughtheybe to the true intere'^t=; of the
public.

" -
.

- -'V] ^ ,-..-, r

^R,iV
PAYMENTS FOR POST-MORTEM EX.\MIN.\TIONS.

M.D. asks if he is entitled to claim a fee- for making a post-mortem examination
without i»reviously hft%i!ig received hit order from the coroner for so doing.
although at the inquest he gave evidence as to the results of Xhe jy^m-mtritm
examination.

\» Section 4 of the 6 and 7 Will. IV, c. 89. proWdes a.« follows :
" That no

fee or remuneration shall be paid to any medical practitioner for the perform-'

ance of any ;jos(-mor(tfm examination without the previous direction of the

coroner."

We should advise *' M.D.," in similar cases to the one ho describes, to com-

mmucate at once with the coroner and delay the making of post-mortem ex-

aminations until he has received an order from the coroner for so doing. It

may happen that the friends of a deceased person might accuse the medi-

cal attendant of neglect or improper treatment, or indeed he may himself be

implicated In causing the death. Under either of these circumstances it is

ob\ious that the 7>05i-nwr(£jTi examination should be placed in other hands

than his. other^vise the ends of justice might be defeat^^d. We are aware of

the difficulries ffurrounding a ca.-^ where there may he a strong belief Irt the
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_.„^ of tha onw-MUonfrthit the .Iciith rtW not arise from natural cause..

:::rt:^3rx';;;r;'rr.c^-a,.f.^ .ai^ .. ..e^.M.u. ».

r^^rrtlo the law or unwisely, but unforUnrntHy, he x, depr.ve.lby .aw >(

r <?e wll* he nnght well e.pect to revive, being, vre presume, prev.ou.ly

uuawareuf tlielaw on thesulijert.
'

i

PiHTVKHSHIP WITH AN UNftUALlFIBD PERSON.
,

i

>,.D, writes'^^^^^'uSs at present^a n,e.UcaU^^

:Ji,^;:;^reS.lu r-1^;!^e«.Tr^lu".n:',." biio^er canV.ceive a certain

'T^'Ti;::M:il^irp!:;:;uit unc,ua.iBeaper,onsiron. actin. a, nteaica,

practiUonerrBut the^ourt of Aypea.. in the year 1885 n 'he case o

pTv1. Makuna. intimated that there «onla be notlunR ..legal if an un

aua.ified person carried on business as a surgeon or apotheca,.v entirely by

Teant of qua'ified assistants.and not perso.,a..y. There seems therefore to be

not'^nK to prevent an ....qualified person entering into an aRreement of part

nershpU^v a quaUtied one. so as to share the prohts . but be ...ust take

re.wUU.q.mli.ied.to conflue his practice to such .natters as do no. re-

quire to be performed by a qualified practitioner.

MHHTCAI, ETIOUHTTB OK SUBSTITUTES.

M.B.En.... -jte^'^l^^B^Ser'^rr^^n.^a^^ftratT^^ ^^

l^.^,:^?o^t ''onlL^'re"::^;.';"-at?e.i^ the family trom October

27th toiJeccrober Hth.
^rfous illness of Mrs. C.'s baby, and was told

On Apnl «th A. heard of '',"^''^"°".'
'"JJ^,., q .5 residence fou..d that B.

that B. was in attendance and on cathng at Mr^ C. » re^.^en
^^^^^^^^^^ ,^.^,

Xdrn-^oSrendTbf baiv':''"TMs'he'Jil-.'i.hout i,.foAning A., although he

'Tw^rit:rA ^thrg"''•T::rno"rron ?o; refusing to attend him (Mr. C.^
B. wntes A.. sa%iiig. i »<>" '" - hirp not attended him before, and

iMbvi (or anyone else, I did not hesitate.
a ,„h Tl in

.* A e„;f„l consideration of the correspondence between A. and B., .n

refe'renceTthecase submitted by •• M.B.Kdin.," leaves no doubt r.pon our

„h,d that B. having gaizied an introduction to the family .n quest.o..

Z.UBh the media... of his atte.,da..ce on M.-s. C, as the ofhc.atu.g fr.e..d o

A tTLTa"^ view it, clearly his duty to have declined to take charge o

eltherZe a..d to have referred Mr. O. to the us,.al fami y --^'-l "'^t,^*

A We may add that although B., in asscting to attend M..C. and the

'S^:U^^:^^^oi^^^''^'-^ as he would Wish to

be done by! and therefore hy such omission cont.avened the true sp.nt of

me<Ucal ethics. .

DETENTION OF CKIiTIFlC.\TKS.

M.H.C.S. wHt.. , A we"ef4o ];^^^;Xr^^'^ a"'^c^.?"n '"p^raSt^'e';

.lorthof England for an appo...tnient to Uke narge o
i,-,f„V,nation

»nd encjoscl him ...y '"
'"i'""'''; «1^„te t" 1" n r. q .esH.'g him to kindly

that the appointinent wa^hl «I.
^

I wrote to .. .n q
^^j^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^

SS|SVo'^i:eTJlurm^It?:ri.loT^'irlo'^co'.n^emismedic.I man to deliver

"''."',[ -MTct'' commences proceedings for the recovery of his t^s.I-

mn^iall. and in such proceedings ask for damage, against the person det.,.n-

Ing them, this would soon lead to their return.

UNIVERSITYJNTELLIGENCE.

UNIVERSITY Oi' ABERDEEN.

Graduation in Medicine.

Ax the graduation, ou April 11th. the foUowing cancUdates re-

ceived degrees in Medicine and Surgery.

P„tney. Londo,.^ J.
J-^J°'j,^„f„;,fh.''sta'lvordshIre ; J. Kussell. M.B

- cT i'rbSh = W.'U Toi'gh. M.A.. M.B.. CM., Crook, co. Durham ;
A.

Thri':^;tLtf1l^.''an^-C:riTiie awarding of honours h„s

: IbJ^-^r^ Oro-i! kUy?^.T™^At^cli'tiS«™ T. W. imngworth.

,. T T !« » Hnntlv A. Keith, Turriff ; D. A. F. Kydd.
Scnrborcgh; J. Joss, M.A.. H.intly, A^n.e

,

jiackenjie, M.A.,
Pollokshielris. GlMgow ;

A L™™/ ^™,™%. r. c. Mlddleton. M.A..
Alness

;
« O'^* ^""^\^',Mnv J S Ridde 1, M.A.. Aberdeen ; O. R.

Aberdeen ; T M. Rae M.A .
Udny J^"^

"'^^^i^j^e ; W. .St. John Skeen.
C. Uusseli. Orkney-: A.M. Saunders. M^.."

Aberdeen.
Aberdeo..; R. M T°w-™e..d(^ape Colony A i

^^^
^^. ^ ^^

'M.B°."n:.'aM-!V"*.? will'not''^^diale'',.^i. "he has attained the neces.ry

Tbe'diploma in Public Health was conferred on the following

^"a cTrguson,M.A.. M.B., CM.; G. Rose. M.B.. CM.; A. M. .Saunders.

The"ftiiow!ng''c'^ndidateshave passed the First Division of the

Kirst Professiofal Examination for the degrees of M.R

W. Astin, R. N. de Bea.iva.s, J; Bell.
^Yamont A. B. Macartney, J. A. Mac

Snt^sb':°rM^™'d; §rr"Mfnse'rw°'s.^Park, B. Saunders. W. J.

TheTolTowing candidates have completed the First Professional

Examination :

^ „ „ t, „„„„ tr, n Cowie, E. J. Cox, W. Davidson.
G.Black.IW. Bulloch, S.H.B..rnett..H. b.oow.e I, >!

^ ^^^^^ ^
, A Davie. R. C D,.th.e. J. F aser A Gedd^.^^^^

G- A Lang, J. B.
Hunter. J. n. Keitn, /'/' "'.''vif Marbain F. P. M'Lennan, J.
Lendrum. J. R. Lev;ack A^ .I'-^I'.von W Macba.n..* ^ ^ ^,^^^^^ ^
Miller, L. J. M.lne, W. S. Park A. '"^fi''^. j gmith. TH. L. Suther

rrr& ^Th^m^™N'D.^M.^T'o''mi;;-?: g'^Wa'.k'er': J. W.'Watson, J. .

The'foUo;rng'candidates have passed the Second Professional

W. Diack, S. S. Dunn, J;^. D .rran L r
.
re

Macdonald. 0.
Gra.it. A. G. Jolmston, "A. kittle »^vv. w.n^o

^ ^ Mackin-

^-'<'T^\:J'j "^f^m^D "^lieYd J. Reid W^'irReiti;; D Rennet P.

noo, F. Noble, J. P. jhmp. ii. ""u. " „., J q y, gmith, J. F. Souter,

(y «„°'>|?ep'l^en"rw"-T^S?ep1in?on',- l.'T SiSh^rla'nd, wl C. Taylor, «.

Thomson J Troup. J. Valentine. „

ciTdit."

UNIVERSITY OF GL.^.SGOW. . . . ,

V'wwiite J Whitehouse, B.Williams, J. Zuill._ .

The'foilo\ving have passed the second professional examination

(subjects-Anatomy o,!!*! P'>>'\\°\''Ky) =

w. Bovd. R.Brown-
P. H. .\berc.rombie, R. H. .\dam. M.A.. ^;^3?'^""''y '^^,;

"
,\. tMrlie. M.A.;

ridge, J. R. Bryce.M Cameron, J. Cask.e W. t^^^" 'jA^^^.^,
^;, M'C.

Thrfolfowing have passed the third professional examinatibn

(stibrectfSnalAiLtom^^^^^^^^^^

H. Dickson, A. Donald. J- P- »"""• Vt B^H, tcheson. »C. A. Lewis, G.i

D. M'Intosh K. C. Macljenne J B M L^n. D. Re^ne J^K^
^

TriSni- S^'lK^^-H. c;.t,cwar"'-A%. Walker, M. Whyte, W.

M'G, Young. M.A. ;
H. H^//rk._^

,^ pathology.
'

'"
UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.

Medical Gbaduation, Session 1SH7-BS. .1

?;-[tSdf^srof^j^=t^
'"i.^^'^iS^ni.R.CS,Eng^ L.S.ALond., ^^t™ • ^,^:. f^

-^^•A^^-?:^||K,«^d -Kgjrih! W. Ri;^JJJ

^gf-?-ld
•

L f'^pIgU^ow- tk.'-s'^iple -rKl's™^

SJ¥Ss^r^^.^ny,?s^^^rSuJ^^f^-t«
L.R.O. P.Lond., M.R.C.S.Eng.. London.

~~m^i^^^^Ii^^^~^TTiK METROPOLITAN SEWAGK.-The Metro

tioliUn Board of Works have resolved to appoint ^.'r Henr

Roscoe M P. cons.tlting chemist to the Board, "•.<=''"°'"; °"
?J^'

Uie deMonstit'on of the^ewage and the purification of the Bive

Thames, for a period of twelve months.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE TRUE DEATH-RATES OP LOJTDON DISTRICTS DURING
THE FIRST QUARTER OF 1888.

In the accompanying table will be found sunimariged the vital

and mortal statistics of the forty-one sanitarj' districts of the
metropolis, based upon the Registrar-General's returns for the
first quarter of this year. The mortality figures in the table

jrelate to the deatlis of persons actually belonging to the respec-

itive sanitary districts, and are the result of a complete .system of

jlistribution of deaths occurring in the institutions ,of London
limong the various sanitarj' districts in which the patients had
jpreviously resided. By this means the precise number of deaths
pf persons actually belonging to the respective sanitarj' districts
'

9 known, as all deaths occurring in institutions of persons who
'lad previously resided in another district have been excluded
;rom the total number of deaths in the district in which the in-

'liitution is situated, and credited to the districts from which they
I'Ame. By this means alone can trustworthj' data be geciired

•ipon which to calculate, reliable rates of mortalitj'.
^,

.;'_

The births registered in London dui-ing the first quarter of 'the

nrrent year were equal to an annual rate of 32.2 per 1,000 of the
lopulation of the metropolis, estimated at 4,282,921 persons, and
howed a further decline from the rates recorded in the correspond-
ng periods of recent j'ears. The birth-rates in the various sanitary

digtriots last quarter showed the usual wide variations, the ag© and
sex distribution of the population differing greatly. In St. James
Westminster, Kensington, London City, and Hampstead the birth-

rates were considerablj- below the average, while in East London,
St. Lake's, Southwark, and Fulham, where the population can-
tains a large proportion of jKJung married persons, the birth-rates

.

showed a marked excess.

The 23,IW deaths of persons belonging to London registered

during the quarter under notice were equal to an annual rate of

21.7 per 1,(J<X), which, although it exceeded the low rate recorded
in the corresponding period of 1887, was below the mean rate in

the Hrst quarttjr of the ten preceding years, 1878-87. The lowest
death-rates among the fortj'-one sanitarj' districts last quarter

w«re 13.9 in Hampstead, 16.7 in Kensington, 17.5 in Plumstead,
17.8 in Battersea, and 18.1 in Camberwell ; in the other districts

the rates ranged upwards to 28.3 in Bethnal Green, 28.9 in Lon-
don City, 29.9 in St. George-in-the-East, 30.2 in Fulham, and 32.8

in llolbom. During the quarter under notice 2,96o deaths resulted

from the principal zj'motic diseases in Loudon; of these, 1,617

were referred to whooping-cough. 412 to scarlet fever, 307 to

diphtheria, 238 to measles, 238 to different forms of "fever" (in-

cluding 4 to typhus, 224 to enteric or tj-phoid fever, and 10 to

simple and ill-defined forms of fever), 149 to diarrhcea, and 4 to

small-pox. These 2,965 deaths were equal to an annual rate of

2.8 per 1,000, which exceeded that recorded in the corresponding
quarter of anj' year since 1882. The lowest zymotic death-rates

during the three months under notice were recorded Ln Hamp-
stead, Strand, St. Giles, Plumstead, Marylebone, St. George
Southwark, M'oolwieh, St. George Hanover Square, Ken-

Analysis of the Vital and Mortal Statistics of the Sanitary Districts of the Metropolis, after Complete Distribution of Deaths
occurring in Puilic Institutions, during the First Quarter oflSSS.

Sanitary Areas.
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«inWon and St. Sa>-iouT Southwark, in each of which it

^fbelor^O per 1.000. In the other districts the. zymotc

Tath ratZ ranged upwards to 4.0 in Stepney, 4.1 in West-

mTnVter 41! in Mile End Old Town, 4.8 in Le^\nshani, .5.0 in

MhIm and .^ In Bethnal Green. Compared with the pveceding

Jianlr the fatality of each of fe P"-'-''!-! ;,y-°^ >-

,t ,^«„^^

MTf-ei.t whooDine-couch, showed a decline. Only 4 aeatns irom

small-poxTerr^ecord^ed in London during the first h"«,°ff),

>^

onhis^ear, of vhich 1 belonged to Bethual Green, 1 to M. e Knd

Old Town, i to Camberwell. and 1 ^o r.reenwich saniUn^

The number of small-pox patients in .^h-^. ^l^^Xl^^n As> U.ms

Hospitals, which had been 7 at the beginning of the j ear Irna in

crea-ed to IV in the middle of March, but declined to 9 at the

Clined to l%7at the end of March; the
<^<^^^^?"l'^ "^^

hospitals of persons suffering from this disease, whidW^ad nsen

from 531 to 2,186 in the four quarters of 188(, declined to 1,110

during the three months ending March last.
^^^t^ortion of

Infantv mortality last quarter, meaifured by the proportion 01

of the three preceding years, 188.VG-7. Among the various sani-

smith.

Health of Knglish ToWNS.-During the jR-eek ending

Sarur^y. AprU 14th, 6,477 births and 3,952 deaths ^-^re reps-

te" d in'th^ twenty-eight largest English tojn|.-'^."dmg Lon-

don, which have an estimated population of 9,398,-,^ ? fwe
The annual rate of mortality per l.O(X) persons living m these

?ownt?whilh had been 21.5 a^d^O^. m the t- preceding weeks

rrvop noain to •>!
'.) during the week under notice. lUe rates m

Xe seferaUownsranged^froml6.8iiiPortsmouth 17J_.n Hudde^^^^

Tan'clVester. _^The mean ^^th-rate in the t t^^^^

cS TLondoi r vhicTw^r 20^;:' 1,0C^. The 3,952 deaths

Sered during the week under notice in the twenty-eig, t

tTns included 358 which were referred to the principal zyrnotic

diseases, against 388 and 371 in the ^^^\yriofngjejUof
these. 172 resulted from whooping-cough, 4b from scarlet mer,

mrom diarrh<«a. .33 from dip'hther a 52 f--™
,-^^f^'^fe, '3;^

"lever" (principally enteric), and 16 f^^.f^^^'^'fooo in Lmi-
deaths were equal to an annual rate of 2.0 per l.UUU, in i^on

on the zyUtii death-rate was 2.2, while in the twenty-se^.-n

Svincial\owns it averaged 1.8 per 1,0«^ .and ranged from 4

and 5 in .Sunderland and Preston to 3.2 in Salforjl, .3.4 in 1 1>

m u h an in ShetHeld, and 3.5 in Blackburn Measles caused e

hiXst Dronortionnl fatality in Nottingham and I l>-raouth

Sf fe erCliirkenliead. IruU, and Oldham ;
wliooping-couph

i^I ondon Lt"cester. Blackburn, and Salford ;
and fever n

I^,. 7 The :3 .leuths from .liphtheria in th<\/.^^''">;-«;,'

tdwnV included 19 in London, 4 in Liverpool, and 2 >"
^^ V^^;^^''

Of "lie Hi fatal cases of small-pox recorded .hiring the «eek

„d no ic! n occurred in Shef^eld, 3 ii. "lackburn in Bris-

tol, and 1 in Manchester. The M'-'^^P°l't'^";^!y' '" t ^^w on
contained 15 small-pox pat ents on Saturday, April 14th, of w Horn

rhad been admitted duHng the week. These h-P'fJ' ."'-;-";

tained 1.002 scarlet fever patients on the same -late, showing a

further decline from recent weekly numbers: there were J-

admissions during the week. The death-rate ^om diseases of ^he

respiratory organs in London was equal to oA per 1,000, and v as

slightly below the average.

.teAi-TH OF Scotch TowNS.-ln the eight P"ncipal Scotch

townr*49 birrh^ an^ .V2fi deaths were registered auring the

week ending Saturday, April 14th. The anmuil rate of mortality,

which had been 23.7 and 218 per 1,000 in the two Preceding weeks

further declined to 20.8 during the week under ".o^'*^.*'

".f'^^X.V
per 1 ,000 below the mean rate during the same period in the twenty

-

eicht large English towns. Among these Scotch towns h»

ir,wp<:t rates were recorded in Leitli and Greenock, and tli^

high t?n Aberdeen and Perth. The 526 deaths in these town^

ifriug the week under notice included 49 which yere referred
,

to the principal z-^-motic diseases, equal to an annual rate of 1.9
,

per 0& wl?fch Almost corresponded with »!'« />^^.\
^y^'^^^'f

death-rate during the same period in the large Eng '^^ town..

The highest zynfotic rates were recorded in E3.nburgh,Glasgn^Y

and Perth. The largest proportional fatality of whooping-cougl,

occurred in Glasgow and ^^dinburgh. The three deaths fronn

diphtheria included 2 in Edinburgh ; and 5
f
fa' ca.,e^ of f.v

were recorded in Glasgow. The mortality from I'seases o a
respiratory organs in these, to:»ims was , equal to 5.1 per l,'""',

against 5.4 in London. ' '
''

,' ,V ^ ,,

'

Health of Irish TowNS.-During the week ending Satwd^,

Al^il 14th, the deaths registered in the ^^''^';" P™"^,!.'^!^
!

1

districts of Ireland were equal to an annual "te of -b.9 pw
,

1 000. The lowest rates were recorded in Sligo and Gahvaj,

'

and the highest in Kilkenny and Lisburn. The death-rate rom^e

principal zymotic diseases in these towns av-eraged ..9 per 1 WO. ,

ind -^-^s highest in Lisburn and Lurgan. The 187 deaths regis

?eredin cSblin during the week under notice were equal to an

annual rate of 27.6 per° 1,000, which showed a ^li^J^t further de- ,

clinefrom the rates recorded in the two preceding weeks a ne

187 del?hs included 15 from the principal zymotic diseases (equal

to an annual rate of 2.2 per 1.000), of which 7 were referred to

whooi^ng-eough 3 to measles, 3 to " fever." 1 to scarlet fever, and
|

1 to diarrhoea. .___^

BELVIDEEE FEVER HOSPITAL GLASGOW.
.

Ft'RTHER improvements are proposed at Belv.dere Hospital, with,

a vtew to inXse the administrative department. It is proposed

to e^ectne^ washing houses, with all necess..ry aPP ia"'^«^;.

f°f
so amnged as to isolate officials, patients and hospital clothmg,

fno^t strongly urged by the medical staff. The present washing

hoCs'woulTtLni reconstructed for the -commodation of h
;

house steward's department, stores, etc. The total cosi 01 im.

n^w w^ nrestima?ed at £10.m0. It will also pro-dejo th.

pVection of dwelling-house accommodation for the ertiplm/i''-

other°han the nursing staff, who should reside in the hospital.

THE MARGARINE ACT IN OPERATION.

gestion was that thelumpsot margarine were meant to be covert

by the butter label. __^

Ma. ...^^^.^^^^?}^^^^:^.^'^\
>..nlin»e.1 until the rlose of ISSt, It rtirt ""' '"/j^' ''

.,„ji,, I,, embrace

,u.t been issued iu »..
,"'r''!"'''^f,Zwent fo Hie FiCntb A..nu.ll Uep<i

I'apers on Cholera, pubhshe.l "VV^'WiX^'VaJer 4 « i S"""'" l*"*"- f*

|>nv of tl e agen Xtli Parli.nienUry paper,, An arUcle on tUvW^.

«itl teVmu.d at page 787 of the Jolu.NiL (or ApnlOth. 1887.
,

•. ..
[

^^:[4-^:i,^.::^rK»^eS:p^'^raUan;s.^'

hi ^n:r d:;;r ::^-::::i;::tz .ne^;>^ -.^'
nui.a„ce, iu your distriet, and you «ould ''«"^"

^,„ti^^' ^ he dJ'
special causes of ill-health, but the duty '^''^"^

^J^'f^f^^l^ ,.„„ h.ve'

4y that 16 required of an inspector of nmsanee.. and «e, tioia j

retponHbility for reporting all.
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OBITUARY.
SURGE0X-.\1A.I0R R. II. G.VRPNKR, il.S.

The death of .Surgeon-Major Gardner occurred at Cheltenham on
March 19th of fever contracted at Dune Dune. The deceased

officer was in Iiis thirty-seventh year. The following is an account

of his public services.

He was gazetted Surgeon September 30th, 1S74. He served in

India (Madra.s Presidency) and IJurmah from IST-"), and in the first

Egj-ptian campaign of 1882. and -was at the engagement at Kl

Magfar, in two actions at Kassassin, and at Tel-el-Kebir (medal

j
wit n clasp and Egyptian bronze star). On his return he was in

imedical charge of the Station Hospital, Sheerness, when he was
• again ordered to Eg^'pt for duty during the cholera epidemic of

ll883. Returning to England in"l884, he did duty in the Station

Hospital, Dover, and at the end of the year he was again ordered

to India, and did duty in Fort William, Calcutta, till November,
188.!i, when he left for Burmah in medical charge of the King's

jLiverpool Regiment, and was present at the capture of the ilinhla

jForts, and wnen K-ing Theebaw was taken prisoner, and accom-
Ipanied him in medical charge from JIandalay to Madras (Burmah
medal with clasp). In March, 188(5, he returned, and took over

the duties of Staff-Surgeon at Fort William, and on May 10th,

1887, was appointed to the medical charge of the Station Hospital,

Dune Dune. During his service he had many severe illnesses,

^rbich 80 iindermined his constitution that he never recovered from
the effects of the fever attack, though a change first to Ceylon and
then to England was tried.

,

,.i ^ •,

-TT? . , !i' I '

HEN'RY JAMES DWELLT, L.E.C.P.Edin., M.E.C.S.E.

riTE death of Mr. Dwelly occurred at his residence. Rye Lane, Peck-
lam, on Sunday, April 8th. at the age of 4.i. Tlie deceased gentleman
was born in London, and liad been in practice at Peckham for the

ast twenty-three years. He took an active part in the Volunteer
.novement, and at the time of his death held the office of major of

he 1st City of London Artillery. The immediate cause of his

iJeath was inflammation of the lungs, to which he succumbed after

live days of suffering. He was widely known in his district as a

iiu8y practitioner, and highly esteemed for his pleasant social

lualities. He was buried with military honours. He leaves a

widow and three children.

MEDICAL NEWS.
"Examining Boaed in England by the Royax College of
'htsicians of London and the Royal College of Sur-
BONS OF England.—The following gentlemen passed the Second
).\aniination in Anatomy only at a meeting of the Board of

Ixaminers on April 11th, namely:

—

F. A. FieM, C. H. Whitefonl, K. A.W.ilter. F. Johnson. J. B. Anderson. G.
K. Benslev. W. W. Nuttall. H. S. McD. PuIIcn. E. C. Bridges. M. Swahev.
W. W. Smith. A. W. Tiilbury. and J, H. Tootal, sfuilentsof St. Bartho-
lomew's Hospital ; E. G. Kenny and P. C. Phillips, of St. Thomas's
Hospital ; E. K. Goodwin, of King's College ; M. C. Langford. of London
Hospital; 'W. E. Pa«smore. of Westmin.sfer Hospital; W. K. Bell, of

Charing Cross Hospital and Mr. Cooke's School of Anatomy.
Passed in Physiology only.
I. U. Rogers-Ti'llstone, "h. E.'Wickes, E. E. Wilhe. and A. W. Lemarchand,

of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; M. F. Agar and .\. W. Sturdee. of

London Hospital; T. S. Bvass and F. S. Colton. of University College;
0. Lirhel and H. G. Biddle', ef Guy's Hospital : T. Presoott and J. B. M.
Kennedy, of King's College; W. D. Lockhart. A. R. Chater. and H. J. h.

Bullen.of St. Mars''s Hospital ; W. \\'hite. of Middlese.f Hospital ; W. F.

B. Milton and J. li. Seott. of St. Thomas's Hospital.

Ptssed in Anatomy only on April l'2th.

C. W. Grant. B. W. Everett! A. O. Hubbard, and J. E. S. Frazer. of St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital ; C. K. M. Hey, A. K. F. F. Huntsman, and K. M.
Knott, of St. Mary's Hospital ; K." J. M:ieGr.ith and J. C. Ellis, of St.

George's Hospital ; G. Padmore. of St. George's Hospital and Mr. Cooke's
Sehiwl of Anatomy ; E. B. Smith, F. Dove, and C. T. W. Hirsch. of London
Hospital ; E. M. itooke. F. A. Osbom. and W. A. Higgs. of Guy's Hos-
pital; J. Yeonmns. of University College ; K. C. MacLeod, of Westmin-
ster Hospital : A. H. McFarlaue, "of Middlese.\ Hospital ; and E. D. Duini.
of St. Thomas's Hospital.

Passed in Physiology only.
8. A. Ord-Maekenrie. A. "S. Jones, and A. C. Blaek. of ITniversity College ; B.

F. Parish. L. A. Kraneis. E. G. Boon, and G. R. M. Gideon, of St. Mary s

Hospital ; J. Wells and S. R. Strouts, of London Hospit-il ; J. H. Roberts
»»d C. E. Pollock, of Guv's Hospital : S. Gresswell and A. R. Badger, of
St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; J 'W. 'Williams, of Middlesex Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy and Physiology on April 1.3th.

J.Qrlmehaw, of London Hospital.

Passed in Anatomy only.
E. Henry and H. F. Luckie, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; C. E. Sailer, o£

Guy\ Hospital ; E. C. Walter, J. S. Bradish, E. P. Isaacs, and A. S.

Ge<ige. of St. Thomas's Hospital ; G. B. Gillett. R. Jackson. P. A. Green,

J. E. S. Passraore, E. J. F. Moore, and C H. Hemming, of London Hos-
pital ; H. C. Nicholls. of Charing Cross Hospital ; A. J. Latter, H. W.
Roberts, and G. Y. C. Hunter, of St. George's Hospital ; H. G. fieville, of

St. George's Hospital and Mr. Cooke's School of Anatomy ; C. S. Bowlier,

of Middlese.x Hospital. '^\^

Passed in Physiology only.
H. Ho,lgson, of Guy's Hospital ; H. E. Burch, A. C. Durham. W. Watkins.

and A. Pliimbe. of London Hospital ; J. H. Hadawav. of Middlesex
Hospital; R. H. Collins, of Charing Cross Hospital; H.J.Curtis, of

University College.

Ki.'iG AND Queen's College of Physicians in Ibeland.—
At the usual monthly examination meeting of the President and
Fellows, held on Friday, April 1.3th, 18S8, the following registered

medical practitioners, having passed the necessary examinations,

were duly admitted Licentiates of the College.
For the Licence-'' to Practise Medicine and Mtdwtferi/.—W. G. Rutherford,

L.R.C.S.I., Tipperary.
For tlie Licence to Practise Medicine.—X.T>. MacLeod, L.R.C.S.I.. Portarling-

ton. yueen's County.
For the Licence U Practise Midwifery.—^. A. C. Baylor. M.B.Univ. Dub.,

Fermoy. CO. Cork ; J.W.Gallagher, L.R.C.S.I., Strabane; E. J. Jacob,

L.K.Q.C.P., Maryborough.

.Vt a special examination for the Licence in Medicine of the

College, held on Thursday, Jlarch 22nd, 1.8.S.S, the undermentioned
candidate was successful.

C. Westbrook, L.S.-i.Lond.

At a meeting of the President and Fellows, held on Friday,

April Gth, 1888, the following candidate -svas elected a Fellow of

the College.
G. P. CBstrange Nugent. M.B.Univ. Dub. 1878, L.K.Q.C.P.I. 1885.

M.K.Q.C.P.I. 1.S87. Physician to the House of Industry Hospitals,

Dubliu.

Stray and Rabid Dogs.—We glean from the report of Mr.

Charles Colam, Secretary of the Dogs' Home at Battersea, thi.t the

number of stray dogs which entered the home during last year

was considerably smaller than during the previous twelve months.

This is regarded as the natural result of the rigorous enforcement

of the police orders respecting stray dogs issued in 1885 and 1886.

During the year 12,881 were brought into the home. It is satis-

factory to iearn that during the past year only one dog in the

whole of the metropolis was afflicted with rabies, a fact which

seems almost incredible when it is remembered that three years

ago there were no fewer than sixty so attacked, and a year later

fourteen. This points to the practical extinction of this dreadful

disease. It is a matter for regret that this institution,

which lias done so much to stamp out hydrophobia, has not re-

ceived more substantial support. An unsuccessful application

has been made to the Government for an increase in its subscrip-

tion, -n-hich amounted only to £10 per annum, and an appeal to

the Metropolitan Board of Works for a special donation has also

been made in vain. There is still a debt of £1,000 upon this in-

stitution.

The Hospitals Association.—The next evening meeting of

the Hospitals Association -will be held in the Governors" Hall of

St. Thomas's Hospital, Albert Embankment, S.E., on Wednesdaj-,

April 25th, at 8 p.m. The President of the Association, Dr. J. S.

Bristowe, will preside, and a paper will be read by Mr. W. Burdett-

Coutts, M.P.. on "Contributions by Patients in relation to the

Financial Condition of London Hospitals." Cards of admission

can be obtained on application from Mr. Howard J. Collins,

Secretary to the Hospitals Association, Norfolk House, Norfolk

Street, W.C.

A Charge of Neglecting to Notify.—A charge which created

a good deal of local medical interest was brought a few days since

by the J arrow Corporation against Mr. W. M. Jennings, M.R.C.S.,

a" medical practitioner of the borough, of neglecting properly

to notify cases of infectious disease to the authorities. Mr.

Jennings had, it appears, informed the mother that the children

were suffering from fi;ii'latiua, and that scarlatina was one of

the diseases mentioned in the Act. The Town Clerk eventually

admitted his inability to carr>- the case any further, and it -was

therefore dismissed, as vi-ere "three other charges of a similar

character. Each party had to pay their own costs.

Dr. James HrrcnisoN, Paisley, has just been presented with a

p'jrse containing 120 sovereigns, 'and a gold albert, by gentlemen

in Paisley and neighbourhood, on the attainment of his jubilee as

a medical practitronei'. A short time ago Dr. Hutchison also
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re«coivo<l a pr. -.ntatiin, with consratulationF ptt liis jubilee, from

his pr^fossioiiiillirotlir.Mi in Paisley. '
•

TiiK St. I'aucras Vrstry l.uvr docia.Hl. by a large majority, to

contribute £:W,0(K) to tlw fund for Hi.- aciiuisitiou of 1 arliamont

Hill.
, , ,

,. ,

A WHOI.K8A1J1 provUion dealer at Sliruw.^bury has l.een lined

£311 for supplying to th,' Salop Intirniary margarine containing

eichtv vart^ o"f foroiijn fat, for tmttcr. _^ , _ ,,

%^\\ F BiRNKs?of Dnlmeny House, Tufnell l^ark "Roaa, has

beeu elected a ga.irdian for the Lower Holloway Ward, on the

Islington Board of Guardian.^. The ..aperannuat.ou of medical

officers will .-arlv occupy the attention of the board and Ur

Bumea promise,-* to bo a tlrm fri.nd ot professional rights on the

board.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.

The following Vacancies are announced : '

BIKMINGll.VM GENEKAI- DISPENS\RY.-K«Ment Surgeon. Sil^T. £U>0.

._., mc, „_..o f„, ^,1. l,ir« Ann ications liV May 10th to A. torrest, iA
»nd^ oxtra Tor ciu hir...A,plictions l.y May lOth^ A. Vorrest. l,sq

BIKMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-SurKeon. Resi-

'^den«¥oaVjl,...c Applications by April isth. to the House Governor.

BIRMINGHAM (iENEKAL HOSPITAL.-Ur.i.1«nt «urgiral Oja'','';:-.,

.^"J

;">•

£130 per annum, with board and resi.lenOf. .Applications by April JOth to

the House Governor.

BOROUGH OF DKIGHTON.-Mertical Officer n( Health. Salary, £oOO pe,

annum Applications l.v M.y Jnrt to F. J. Tillstone, Esq., Town Clerk.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIKMAUY.-Honorary Assistant Physician (U. out-

• patients). Applications bv May 5th to the Secretary.

DURHAM COUNTY lIOSPITAL.-JIonorary Surgeon. Apphcations by

April .'iOth to the Secretary.
_

DURHAM COUNTY HOSPlT.\L.-lIoriorary Surgeon-Dentist. Application.

by April 30th to the Secretary.
. ,- ,i

HBRTFORI) BRITISH HOSPITAL, Piiris.-llouso-Surgeon. Application^ u

the Secretary, Hue rlc Villiers. Lcvallois, Pans,

HOSPITAL f6k THE PAHALYSBO AND Kl'^^'^PTIC. Queen Sqiia'^.

W.C.-Housi^Phvbician. Salary. £.1i) per annum, -with .board a"<i "«

"ence. Application, by April :wth to p. Burford Rawh.igs, tsq.. Secretar.v-

LIDDKLL PROVIDENT DISPENSARt. i",^"!'-°'i;'^y°'^;r^'LSn "qfrSt"
Salary, £3uO, Applications to John Chnstie, Esq., 28, Cobden Street,

Jarrow. ,

,

„

LIVKRPOOL INFIRMARY FOR CHILDREN.- Assistant Housf^SurKeon.

Board and .tidence. Applicition. by .May 2„d t,. the Honorary feecretary

LONDON SKIN HOSPITAL. 47. Cranbourn Street, W.C—Assistant Medical

Officer. Applications bv May Ist to the.Secretary.

lONDON THRO\T HOSPITAL. Great T.irthuid Street. W,—Surgeon. Ap-

gUolL" by iLy Ist to w; R. U. Stewart, Esq.. Houomrj- Secretary of

Medical Committee. i ' ,.
,

NBWPORT AND COUNTY lNPlUM.\RY.^House-Surgeon. Salap% £10() per

annum with board and residence. Applications to J. K. btow;. Bsq.. I he

Infirmary. Newport. Mon.
.r • i • ,

i^ORPOLK COUNTY ASYLUM. Thorpe, near Norwich.-Jumor Assistant

-<; Medical Officer. Salary. £100, with board, etc. Applications by AprU Slst

u; to Dr. Thompson. Medical Superintendent.

NOKTH-WE.ST LONDON HOSPITAL, Kentish Towu Road.-SeniorBeeident

Me.lical Officw. Appliciitions by April I'Srd to the Secretary.

b6tHBRHAM HOSPITAL.—Assistant Housc-Surgeon. Board, etc. Appli-

cations by April 27th to the House-Surgeon.

fcBYAI. SOUTH H.UJTS INFIimARY, Southanipton -A-ssistant to House-

^o jSureeon, Board and residence. Applications by May 6lb to Ur, Thoiu.i3.

., Angleeea Place, Southampton.

siAMAN'S HOSPITAL SOCIETY.-Visiting Physician. Apjilirations by

^XTsth to P Michelr,. Secretary. Seaman^. Hospital. Greenwich, b.jl.
_

S*. LUKE'S HOSPITAL.-Resident Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging.

•. iApplieations by April 26th to tb« Secretary.
. ,, ,

OIKWICK COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM. Hatpin. i«»r Vyarwick.-Assist.int

jr the Suiieiiutoifdcnt.
^^^^ ____^:': ^ '1 '."'I "' '

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS

-''SiSSg^S^S^^"t«^^-^'--^^^^^^-
Mcl!!™!', Allan, M,B,.C,M„ appoiutert Medicaromcer of Health to the Por.

land Urtmn Sanitary Authority, ._ii^„i„„
M^NSIMi. L. S., M.B., CM., appointed House-surgeon to the Central I^nUoa

Ophthalmic Hospital, Gray 8 inn Road, W.C.
,„«„,,,, for

MURH.V. R. M., MJ!., CM,, appointed House-surgeon to tf^ M™'^^-'

Children, Liverpool,.ceKL,. ox, M^aMR,C.^^^^^^^

'*"lfk'eatth'\or^he'MaV^-.;^ Urban 'fsanitary DistriX «« W. K. Trer^.

F.E.C.S.. reaigned.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
••jif inii. NEXT WEEK. '''

T t . 'Ill

MONDAY. ^

M^c"r>" Dr,ttTndtord^NoUingh»ni>i 0», Alhummurjp, V.

Enteric Fever.
]

'"-•'

li^t«u";D'Jit^s^^rci'is?';Te^tirr\,«a^^^
toitr^t w"h the Action of Salicylates, as shown m a previ.

Paper.

WEDNESDAY. tnrd««SH..^:M..o«o.^c..Soc^^^,«^^^^,£^
'ti. il

MEDICAL APPUUMMJiiMn.
. . J

•

&3t£<«, ^:i'!!}i:£:C.k.VA.. appointed Senior """'^S^S™" |«th^AS-^
00! Ho«pitV, MttnchestCT, Wc« &' W. Hunton, M.R.O.S., L.R.O.P.Loml...*^

?, (tgtuy. •',.'.'' ". '

iltaim.w Wm M.is. M ircSEiiz.. L.I!.O.P..LJtf.Bd..'lateChloro(Qrm»t t»

*:*^rLivX;'jRo;i;inii^r.nar;,''appointe.l Honorary Assistant Surgeon to

Seacomlx; Hospital, Birkenhead.

Sinu.Bra,T, Fmnk, M.U.C.S.. L.U.CP.Kd., annointed Medical Officer of Health

I' for the Northern Division of the Newark Union.

Wmoks, Samuel John. M.R.C.S.Eng.. L.S.A.L.md^, ''.PP'""l>^.^^''^'J!S'"
of Health tn the Launeest.m Url»in and Kural Sanitary Authont>

;
Medjoa^

- Officer to the Laun,;eRtou Workhouse, to the No, h and No 8 Districts re-

^
,p7,.livelv ; Public Vaccinator to the Borough of Lau.iceston, .»« G, Sar-

gent, M,lt,C,S,, L,S, A,, r.-digned,
. ,„ ,.,

l>oi>D, Thomas Anthony. L.B.CP.Bd,, M.B^.S.Kng., appointed Consulttag

Modiral flffleer to the Newca«tle-on-T>Tie Workhouse Hospital.

UraB R 'O M A MDOamt., M.R.C.S.. Pathoh)gist to the WestminstCT

^H^^pitil, appAnted to the I.ectureshiii on Morbid Histology at that school.

O' ! *« Dr. l(GnMi|;e Olbb<»», Testgned.

M.Inst.C.E., F.R.Met.Soc.i Insolation.
.„ ,^ „hihit«l bTl

B«--av...co.ooiCA.Soc^y^^^^^^^

Sd±s i
-r'^e-?^^incn?^r [^

Women. Council, 3 P.M. . ._,,„,

?-—^-xi^tU^iE^k^n- ^'irf^^^B^
' '.' •

., ,with Rheumatism. Dr. »""'>'"
,<|™?\,;,4VTrenWne Dr

^--n\^?(ft'fhe%Sti?r;"lfe;.<rry"ite^i«-of the Iri,

associated with Talipes. „ „ , • ki Thonuu-— •-'S^S?S^tirJ;s^^S'S'S<^^^'i^^^
cial Condition of London Hospitals.

ROYAL Microscopical Sooicty, 8 P.M.-Conversar.ione.

FRIDAY.

C^eof Tumour of Right Ovary in a Child aged ,
s^^««|

with Precocious Puberty : Ovariotomy: Cure. "/• J'i'"" ^l
Z^e of Rupture of the Urinary Bladder, in which the Heut *.|

Sutured. .^
.

BIRTHS, MARRUGES, AND DEATHS.

MARMAGES.

BK.™vr--McVKAOK.-0» Aprit^^Uh.^t,St Osbu^^^^^^^^

^stt '•• W™dlaul^ Btkl^eaYh," to Catherine Stuart (Kate), ^oo,.

daughter of Dr. McVeagh, J.P., Coventry . J

CLKl.A/^B*I.FOUB,-At St-,«i'-;CathedraI, M'"^'™;f,V ^ f^'l^^'^ "

Very Rev, PHjiripalCairdLLD,, agisted
^^^ttomy in tho UiiivereltJ,

ton, JohnOleland, M,D,, KK,h..i'roteS3oroi «i <J ^ late J,
,

Cao^-S^^'I^On April l«..i,^atS..Ma«^^^^^^^^^^^^

rt.r^arc'fik^^i'f^'np7'^,g.|..^^of
th^ aty of^L^^^

Eleanor Annie, second daughter of John Storey, Mq- "

aBn'^^KV-PoWKLL.^n April 12th, >'St,^UUp;s Church. S,^enlia«^;;

^;i,;^r,';n^sls^f&S^|fj:jS^
Court and Official Receiver in Bankruptcy, to llorence, youug e

]

by the Very Rev, the Dean of
^''^'^"'""^^f^fyf Solesworth. vifflrj

linlmcs father of the bnac^room, and the R"^- ••."• ,,„„_,horDe n'

o! Thomas Jam» Walker, ol Peterborough M,D and J P,

"Sligorand widow of the late Isaac Cooke SedJon, soliutor. mt.
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY 10,30 A.M.: Royil London Ophthalmic—1.:10 p.m.; Guy's
(Ophthahnic Do>artment> ; aud Koyal Westminster Ophthal-
mic—2 P.M.; Mrtropolitan Free ; St. Marlt'a ; Central London
Ophthalmic : Ro^al OrthopEcdic ; and Hospital for Women.

—

2.30 P.M. : Chelsei Hospital tor Women.
XOBSDAT 9 A.M.; St. Marr'a (Ophthalmic department).—10.30 A.M.:

Royal Loii.ltMi Cphtlialmic— 1.30 P.M.: Guy's; St. Bartholo-
mew's fOplithalnic Department) ; St.Mary's ; Royal Westmin-
ster Ophthalmic—3 p.m. ; Westminster; St. Mark's : Central
London Ophthalnic.—2.30 P.M.; West London; Cancer Hospital,
Bromptou.—4 p.m. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).;

,,.10 A.M. : Natioml Orthopa'dic.—10.30 A.M. ; Royal London
Ophthalmic— 1 P.M. : Middlesex.—1.30p.m. St. Bartholomew's,
St. Thomas's ; Riyal We8tmin8t€T Ophthalmic.—3 P.M. ;

London; University Colleeo ; Westminster; Great Northern
Central ; Central London Ophthalmic.—2.30 P.M. : Samaritan
Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Peter's.—3 to 4
P.M. ; King's Colle;;e.

..10.30 A.M. : Royal London Ophthalmic— 1 P.M. : St. George's—1.30 P.M.: St. Sartholomew's {Ophthalmic Department);
Guy's (Ophtlialniic Department); Koyal Westminster Ophthal-
mic—3 P.M. : Cliaiing Cross; London; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Ho.^pita' for Diseases of the Throat ; Hospital for

Women.—2.30 p.m.: North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital for
Women.

..9 a.m.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 A.M.

:

Koyal London Ophthalmic.—1.1.5 p.m. : St. George's (Ophthal-
mic Department).—1.30 p.m.; Guy's; Royal Westminster Oph-
thalmic—2 P.M. : King's College ; St. T'homas's (Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic ; Royal South
London Ophthahiic ; East London Hospital for Children.

—

2.30 p.m. ; West Lradon.
SATUBDAY 9a.m. : Roval Free.—10.30 a.m. : Royal London Ophthalmi>.—

IP.M. : King's College.—1.30 p.m.: St. Bartholomew's ; St.
Thomas's ; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic.—2 p.m. : Charing
Cross : London : Middlesex ; Royal Free ; Central London
Ophthalmic—2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

' wbdnbsday..

.lIA :

IHtlfiSDAY.

FBIDAX

HOUBS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

Okabing Cross.—Meilical and Snrgical, daily, 1; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; Sidll.
M. Th., 1.30; Dental, M. W. ¥.. 9.

1 Qdy's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1 .30 ; Eye, M. Tu.
1

Th. F., 1.30 ; Ear. Tu. F., 12.30 ; "Siin, Tu., 12.30 : Dental, Tu. Th. F., 12.
King's College.—Medicil. daily. 2; Surgical, d.iily, 1..30; Obstetric, Tu. Th. S.,
2; o.p., M. W. F., 12.30: Eye, M. Th., 1 ; Op&thalmic Department, W., 1

;

Bar, Th., 2 ; Skin, Th. ; Throat, Th.. 3; Dental, Tu. F., 10.
[.ONDO.v.—Medical, daily, e.xc. S., 2 ; Surgical, daily, 1.30 and 2 ; Obstetric. M. Th.,
1.30; o.p. W. S.. 1.30 ;. Bye, W.S., 9; Ear, S.. 9.,%; Skin, Th.. 9: Dental. Tu.,9.

!JtDDLE.siE.x.—Medical and Surgical, daily. 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; o.p.,W. S.,
IM ; Eye. W. S., 8.30 ; Ear and Throat. Tu., 9 ; Skin, Tu., 4 : Dental, daily, 9.

iSr. Bartholomew's.—Medical and Surgical daily. 1..30 : Obstetric. Tu. Th. S.,2;
\
o.p.,W.S.,9; Eye, Tu. Th. S.. 2.30; Ear, Tu.f..2; Skin, F.,1.30;Laryilx,F.,

\
8.30 ; Orthopaedic, M.. 2.3u ; Dental, Tu. F., 9.

]St. Geokge's.-Medical and Surgical. M. T. P. S.. 1 : Obstetric, Tn. S., 1 ; o.p.,
:

Tu.. 2 ; Eye, W. S. 2 ; Ear. Tu., 2 ; Skin, W., 2; Throat, Th., 2 ; OrthopsedicW.,
8; Dental, Tu., S., 9, Th., 1.

t~
. .

13t. Mary's.—Medical and Surgical, daily. 1.4,') : Obstetric, Tu. F.. 1.46 ; o.p., M.
-Th,, 1.30; Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9: Bar. M. Th.. 3 ; Throat. Tu. F., l..'lo ; Skin, M.Th.,
i9.30: Electrician, Tu. F.. 2; Dental. W. S.. 9.30; Consultations, M., 3.30;

j
Operations, Tu., 1.30 ; Ophthalmic Operations, F., 9.

;3t. Tao^Lis's.-Medical an.l Surgical, daily, except Sat., 2 ; Obstetric, M. Th., 3

;

o.p., W.. 1.30 : Eye, M. Th.,2; o.p., daily, except Sat., 1.30 : Ear, M.. 12.30;
1 Skin, W., 12.30; 'Ihroat. Tu. F., I.,'i0; ChikU-en, S., 12.30; Dental, Tu. P., 10.
lUKjTKKSiTV College.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 to 2 : Obstetrics, M. T\i.
.
Th.,:F.. 1.30: Eye, M. Tu. Th. F.,3;T3ar, S., I'.SO; Skin, W., 1.4.\ S. 9.15;
Throat, Th.. 2.30; Dental, W.. 10.30.
IfWrinxsTER—Medical and Surgical, daily. l.Rii; Obstrtric, Tti.r„3; Bro.
M. Th., 2.:i0 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skin. Th., 1 ; Dental, W, S., 9.18.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO
CORRESPONDENTS.

^^^^'^^""^"^ '"''^f"^*'"'^ editorial matters should be addressed tothe Editor,
4J», Strand, W.C, London ; those concerning business matters, non-delivery
ot the Journal, etc., should be addressed to the Man:iger, nt tlie Office, 429,
Strand, W.C, London.

'Js?'''!"
,'" ''™''' del.ay. it is particularly requested that nil letters on the

eaitorial business of the Joihnal be addressed to the Editorat the office of the
JOURNAL, and not to his pri™te house.

iiOThors desiring reprints of their articles published in the British Medical
JOnR.NAL. are requested to communicate beforehand with the Manager. 429,
Strand, W.C. -f

•

loilHppoNDFJiTS who wish notice to be taken of their communications, should
I

auiiienticate them with their names—of course not necessarily for publication.
"JRRESpoxDENTS not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre-
"pondcnts of the following week.
lANVSCRIPTS FORWAROEI) Tu THE OFFICE OF THIS JOC-R-NAL CANJIOT USDEB AltT
.OmClTMSTiXCES BK RFTrU.\El..

^n" IJr"-'^,'^
Department.-- Wc shall be much obliged to Me-lical Officers

\,,^u rl t'"'^"
^1^^- ™ forwartUng tlieir Annual and other Reports, favourus with Duplicate Capus.

' 4VKRIB8.

Smkll of Iodine in Bedroom.
Iodine wi.-hes information from members as to the l)e»*t way to remove the
smell of iodine from a bedroom, inhabited during the winterjby a patient who
has freely used the same.

Practice in America.
Stars and Stripes begs to return his thanks to the gentlemen who kittily-

answered his queries, and to ask further : 1. What are the modt auitabfe
American and Canadian States for rheumatics to live in y 2. Can a medical
man who is without friends or private means hope to be able at once to make
a livelihood by his profession. 3. The usual way of starting in practice:
whether as assistant, house-surgeon, dispensary doctor, or in a private
capacity ? 4. In the event of a medical man being unable to support himseW
by his profession, would he be able to learn a livelihood b\' teaching, writing,
acting in the capacity of clerk, etc., or are all tlieae offices (as in the oul
country) overstocked ?

Naso-Phartnoeal Ulceration.
.\ Member asks for advice in the treatment of the following case: Mi» —

.

aged 19, has suffered for two years from superficial ulceration (not syphilitic!

of the naso-pharyngeal surface. There is no oza^na, no pain, nofoetor. Some
membranous fragments mixed with mucus and pus, but no blood, constitute
the discharge. She is anaemic and strumous-looking. The lungs are healthy.
Kemediee hitherto used : cod-liver oil, Fellowes's syrup, ferri iodid. and other
tonics ; inhalations of chloride of ammonium ;

gargles of borax, Condy, and
Sanitas ; brushing with boro-glyceride, iodine, iodoform, arg. nit,, dilute car-

bolic acid ; snuffs of diluted hydrastin, etc, ; vapour of terebene; gencroui^

diet, and residence by the sea. So far I can only say that she is no Ijettei

and no worse than she was a year ago. There are no vegetations in the naso-

pharyngeal cavity.
Medical Heroism.

Dr. D. Mitchell (Renton) asks whether any publications exist which _ contain
the records of instances of heroism displayed by medical men, both civil and
military. If no such publication exists, whether there is any information
regarding some such instances as may be found in a scattere«i form in many
publications.

Climate for Rhei-matism.
C. M. asks for the best places in England for a person suffering from rheum«-i
tism in the winter to reside in. A large town preferred, and one wlier* rente

are low and living cheap.

AN^WEIM.
~'^

. RuPTL'EF.D Perineum.
Provincial SirRCEON asks : Having, during a period of over twenty years' prac-

tice in midwifery, met with about eight cases of ruptured perineum, I would
like to ask through the medium of the Joi'RSAL if any of your contributors

would inform me whether, in their experience of such c.%3es. it is always ac-

companied by retention of the urine. 1 may mention that I have attended

nearly 5.000 "ca-ses, a great number of them being instrumental, inoonse-y^

quence of a peculiarity in this district of most of the midwifery being at

tended by midwives, and the use of the forceps is so frequently called for in

their difficult cases ; but the cases of perineal laceration that I have met with

have in every case happened where no instruments have been used ; the pen-

nenm liaving been well supported, but the force of the pains has driven the

child's head through, and lacerated right up to. but not through, the

sphincter, and in each case retention of the urine has followed, nec-essitating

the use of the catheter, in some cases twice a day for a month, in others for
^

shorter periods. All the cases were rigid perineums of primlparse- I have •'

looked in half a dozen works on midwifery, but cannot find any statement

about this being one of the sequelse. and therefore should like to have the

opinion of some more experience*! obstetricians than m.vself. and any sugges-

tions as to the future treatment to prevent the use of t he catheter, which to

lady patients is most objectionable. I k-now that it will be said that these

.iccidents should not occur, hut I think from my having only hail eight oases

in ,"1,000, 1 shall have.the credit given me of using every needful care.

,» Retention of urine is most frequent when the patient is a primipara.

There can be no direct rclationjjetween^that complication and rupture of the

perineum.
Post-partum H.emorrhage.

D.H.O. writes: 'Felix" asks for the experience of others as to the efficacy

ofergotin. A few weeks back t also aske-l for an expression of thee.xpe-

riences of members in Burroughs and Wellcome's ergotinin (1 in 150> tabloids,

which 1 have found most s.atisfactory and rapid in their action, given hyp*-

demiically. Ergotin either in pills or solution I have not found reliable.

A gentleman, on l£9n bein;
oollected „. «. ... 90

Dr. J. F. Goodhart ... ... 8.3

NOTE!4. lETTERS. ETC.

A Cask of Distress.

s^''-y}ttf /.i.-tf of IJonations,

£ a, d.

10 «
1 •

£ 8. a.

Dr.' If. Jov Clarke. Doncaeter 'l

(per Dr.'O. C. Jonson) ... 1 1:0
M.B.. Torquay
Mrs. Luscoml)e,

The donations already received, thanks to the generosity of the donors. wHl
enable one of the children to obtain an immediate presentation to St. .\nne's

School, in compliance with the offer of a gentleman to give half the amount
nccessarv for that purjxise.

.\ny fuither donations will be applied to the relief of the family, and to-

wards proviiling for the e<lucation of the other children.

Erratum—The donation from "Two Friends at St. Bartholomew's Hm
pital " should have been entered as £2 0. instead of as printed in part of

our edition. " ' '

Erythe-ma Nodosem. '
Mr. Beamish Hamilton (Tenby) writes : I have recently treated two cases of

erythema nodosum by perforata? rubber bandages with most gratif>iDg t^~

suits. The'first. an ansemic young woman aged 30, who could not stay in bod
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.nd on ,-..on, tonic, of virion, kiml,,earned '" '-«v;no efleot got immMiate

JiTiriuK the atUck with v.ry tritiing inconvcnwuce.

Thf CrirroN Lvnacy Cask. .

and Shaw fund ?

Amount alrwdy »cknow
ledged ...

.^nrtiTws, O., M.«.
Aoklanrt, W. K
Burrtor. G. F, M.l).

Biirn>ii|;li<. B. V. B. l>Vi-s-

ton-super-Mart'i

Crossman. E.,M.U. (Ham-
bnxikl •••

CiinninKliam, A. U.. M.B.
Coomt)S.C.P..M.D.iCastle-

C«JV)
Cohuan. T. J.. M.l).

Cory. W. H
Kwens. J. ...

Fiwcerald, — . M.U.
Fowler. K. S. (.Bath)

Fendiok, K. G
Giles and Schacht. Messra.

(ioss. T. B
Gibbs. A. N. Godl>.v

Hinton. J. (Warminster). ..

Johnson. George. M.D.
F.K.S

e s. d.

ISO 18 6
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REMARKS
BKASSwoBKmS^ ll I SEA SE S :

BEING A TIIKSIS FOR TUE DEGREE OP M.D. IN THE
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

By ROBERT M. SIMON, M.D., M.R.C.P.LoNDi,

Assistant Physieian to the Birmin0iam Oeneral Hoafiital, and Visiting
Phyeiciaa to the Jaffray Suburban Hospital.

'

Thi8 subject is one of the greatest interest to those who live in

manufacturing towns, such as Birmingham, where large numbers

of men are employed in the brass trade. Tliat brassworkers are

eTj)osed to unhealthy conditions is fully recognised by the men
themselves, as well as by their employers, who^speak of the trade

SS a most unhealthy one. Brassworkers rarely attain old age,

and formerly provident sick societies either altogether refused to

iiiroll them on their lists, or accepted them as members at

}:ri;itly increased rates.

The recognition of working in and making brass as causative of

disease is due to Dr. Headlam Qreenhow, who, iu 1862, read before

the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society a paper on Brassfounders'

Knafi. This was based on his experience gained while paying a

brief holiday visit to Birmingham in 1858, in connection with his

investigation of trades injurious to health. It is curious that he

I should have selected for his title the name of a disorder which un-

doubtedly occurs, but which, as I shall endeavour to show, is only

an acute e.xpressiou of a chronic disease, and one which rarely or

never comes within the range of experience of practising phy-
jsicians.

In the out-patient departments of the Birmingham hospitals one
meets with an enormous number of brassworkers complaining of

various pulmonarj' and gastric disorders; but in over eight years'

experience among over 30,000 patients, I have never yet beeri con-
sulted by anyone in the matter of this so-called ague, although
questions wUl very frequently elicit the statement of its occur-
rence.

Tl\e literature of this subject is very scanty, but Greenhow
quotes Thackrah's essay on the Effect.i of Arts, Trades, and Pro-
tensions on Health and Longevity, published about 1830, as well as

Ithe writings of a few Frenchmen, who have not, however, mate-
rially advanced our knowleilge of the disease. Thackrah's observa-

;
tions were clearly inaccurate and imperfect, for he mentions only
" ague," which he speaks of as an intermittent fever, attacking
brassworkers from once a month to once a year, and leaving them
ia a state of great debility.

i Dr. Hogben, Physician for Out-patients at the- Queen's Hospital,
Birmingham, published a very interesting paper on this subject in

the Birmingham Medical Review in May, 1887. Dr. Greenhow re-

fers only to ague and bronchial disorders, and WTy cursorily to

ner\'ou8 troubles, as resulting from brass-casting: but Ur. Hogben
mentions also the colic, constipation, and dyspeptic troubles which
result from this occupation. Dr. Greenhow, on the one hand, re-

fers all the symptoms to intoxication by zinc, while Dr. llogben
thinks they should rather be referred to clironic copper poisoning.
These two metals are the principal ingredients in the making of

brass, which needs a brief description.
Copper is put into crucibles, which are plunged into a sunken

furnace, and covered in order to exclude the air. When the copper
is melted, the crucible is removed, and zinc—about 30 per cent.

—

and small quantities of lead, tin, and brass dust are mixed with
the molten copper, which is hot enough to melt them. When the
whole mass is molten, it is poured into moulds cjiUed .sows

;

(iuiiog the pouring the zinc deflagrates, and a dense white smoke
IS formed, which almost instantaneously fills the atmosphere of

I

the casting shop. This smoke is rapidly con\'vrted into snow-
i
white Hakes and white powder, consisting of the oxide of zinc.

I

which remains for some time diffused through the atmo.sphere of

I

the shop, and, in ill-ventilatod casting shops, collects upon the
raftexs and ceiling in the form of a dense white incrustation. The
quantity of these fumes depends, first, upon the amount of zinc
en»j>loye<l; secondly, upon the ventilation of the casting shops j

ftlUla tihirdly, upofl tbs weather—-o dull foggy day preventingi their

[142G]

escape. The shppa in ne*ly-erectcd factories are only one Stor^

high, and have large sliding panels in the roof to pennit frff

escape of the fumes, but in tlie older buildings they sometim**
have other rooms above them, and free ventilation Is impossible:

It is a miltter of experience that workers in iH-ventilated '8Hop5

suffer much more from ague and bronchitis than those who -ftrork

in the better buildings. The men who do tlii.s- work are dalled

mixers, and protect themselves to some extent by tying hanflke'i*-

chiefs over the nose and mouth to prevent as far "as possible inhn-

lation of the fumes. From the mixers the work goes totlit-

casters or founders, who remelt the pigs of cold brass, at a lower

temperature than is required for melting copper, an<l pour it into

the sand moulds, which are faced with a hue powder of ' lo^m.

charcoal, coal, and bean flour. From this powder rises a deiwe

cloud of dust, and from the molten metal a cloud of zinc-oxide,

though not so much as in the mixing shop. Founders suffer pyin-

cipalTy from bronchitis, or asthma as they call it, and ague, thongli

in a lesser degree than the mixers. From the casters the work
goes to the warehouse, where it is sorted and sent to be polisli^

or dipped and bronzed. ' "

By thti polishers, emery, fine sand, lime, and rouge ar^ tis*tt hn.

rapidly revolving brushes, or wooden wheels faced with leftthr

From these considerable dust is given off, and bronchial tro^iblef

are caused ; but " ague " does not affect the polishers.

The dippers work under a shed open on all sides to the air,'((hd

immerse the brass in a weak solution of sulphuric acid ; it is then

dipped into water, then into a stronger acid solution, again info

water, once more into acid, then into a solution of soda, fitiMly

into pure acid, and washed in water. There are always eitlwla-

tions of acid, and in warm weather these are especially trotiMe-

some. It is noteworthy that, though dippers do not suffer from

ague or iatestiual troubles, their occupation is considered hy

masters and workmen alike to be the most unhealthy of all, en
account of the great bronchial irritation from the acid fum«ii:_*_;-

From the bronzers the work is sent to the lacquerers, wh(j -are

nearly always females, and suffer nothing from their occupat4«n.

Prom them it goes to the dressers to be fitted, and finally to^ln

warehouse. . .!
".

It vrill appear from this account of the process, that those Wlo
deal with the molten metal are the only ones to suffer frombrjk'*

ague, while they, as well as those occupied in shops wher* t.he«-

is much dust or acid fumes, are liable to broncliitis and asWiiiia.

Moreover, all brassworkers except dippers and lacquerers •«»*

subject to colic, constipation, and various other disturbances' ftf

the gastro-intestinal system. • ' '

'""

That Thackrah was' in error in speaking «f brass-agtte ii*'**!

intermittent affection, occurring once a month or once a yeft^,' is

clearly proved by the following positive obsenation, whi*l> is

supported by all brassworkers. Ague never occurs among' the

regular workers, but always affects those who are new t^.tbi-

work, or who resume work after an absence of even a montlvor' a

fortnight. If a man resumes work, that is, melting or casting,

after ever so brief an interval, he is sure to have an attack cf ague ;

but he will have only one attack, and remain free until after bis

next holiday. There is most certainly no kintl of regular int'*")-

mission, and, according to brassworkers themselves, they Only

suffer until they are inured to the poison.

The following are the symptoms of this so-called ague : aKer
working a few hours, a man becomes languid, depressed, nnd fet'ls

very cold. He is very pale and almost in a state of coUnpsCi' tiis

face is covered with a cold perspiration, he shivers, ln#*^f**'Hi

chatter, and he is restless and anxious. His head aches, ttiewtis

much natisea and complaint of muscular pains. As a rule he'goes

oris led home, where he drinks freely of milk and goes to tx-d.

The symptoms continue until he ha.s vomited, either as the ivs^flt

of taking an emetic or independently of it. Vomiting is usiti>ty

followed by sleep or recover}-, with more or less of debility ;aiid

lassitude on waking. .
" ' '

Drs. Greenhow and Hogben speak of a more or less marketlltat

stage following the cold, and following the hot stage they me*\fion

profuse .sweating. The hot stage may ue absent, but the sweating,
according to these writers, invariably occurs.

My own observations, based on inquiry amongst those who' lilAe

suffered from this ague, have never elicited a statement of.t'hesc

hot and sweating stages. Even direct questions as to llieir

occurrence have'iuways b^en met with positive ncMtion, tlik.»t:li

some have spoken of free perspiration in the stage ofcollapse.;Ko\v

to reconcile these statements 1 do not know. '

The cycle of events, as recorded by Greenhow, ia J^JSt-tHftt-of
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ordiniiry ague, from which this disease differa, otherwise than in

tho Htiirgested sequence of symptoms, >n tuto. The luquines 1

Uavo mtidu do not support such a sequence, and certaiiiJy uot a

RUaUonsliip to malarial ague. The symptoms are lUst such as

would be caused by the ii^estion of a quantity of an irritant

metal, sufficiently large to cause vomiting and its attendant <le-

preasion. Such, indeed, is my opinion of the causation pt the

symptoms, and therefore the name " ague " should not be continued,

as tieiuc: wrongly suggestive and misleading.
, , , ,, ,

It will be remembered that it is only when fresh to the work

that brassworkers suffer from " ague ; " but, though they do not

»uffcr from acute metallic poisoning, they do suffer from its

chronic effects, and it is extremely probable that, as with arsenic

and opium eaters, they may become inured to the use ot tlie

metals. It is not very common for brassworkers to use tooth-

l.ruithes, and tlie accumulating tartar will be found coloured

urocu If every effort be made 'to cleanse the teeth, there will

vel lie generally green discoloration of them. This has been

Irovod to be due to the presence of copper. White hair is often

coloured green among these workmen, and the underclothing is

often stained green by the per.spiration. The gums may be

sJichtly blackened at the edges, but tliere is nothing distinctive

a.< in the case of the blue line of lead poisoning ;
nor, mdeed,

l,,.yoiid the green colouring of the hair and teeth do brass-

workers present any unequivocal evidence of their calling.

Afiue is not a disorder for which brassworkers consult a medical

man • they know how to treat it themselves, and also that it is

transitory in its effects ; but they come to hospitals in large num-

Iwrs to be treated for bronchitis. About this there is nothing

Huecial They suffer from it in common with all workers in dusty

\nA&»
'

and, so far as I can learn from the secretary of the Brass-

woi-kers' Organisation, they usually die from chrome bron-

chitis or fibroid phthisis, unless they succumb to some acute

""the e'x^istence of nervous disorders, especially paralysis agitans,

has been said to be common amongst them, but 1 cannot hnd that

a iBJCer percentage of brassworkers than of the rest of the com-

munitv suffer from diseases of the nervous system. It is common,

liowever, amongst them to meet with complaints of disturbance ot

the digestive function. They suffer from dyspepsia, loss of appe-

tite Kastro-intestinal catarrh, nausea, vomiting, metallic taste,

tUiret! colic, constipation, and diarrhoia. They are often nervous

and hypochondriacal, complaining of headache and muscular pains.

Tliere ia nothing distinctive about any of these disorders, except

the obstinacy with which they resist ordinary methods of treat-

ment, and the readiness with which they yield to the administra-

tion of iodide of potassium in combination with the other drugs

indicated by the various conditions of iU-health. All the sym-

Dtoms bear a remarkable resemblance to those produced by chronic

copper poisoning, and in Guy and Ferrier's lorensic Medicine an

outbreak of copper poisoning from the use of copper vesses in

cooking is recorded, in which the symptoms were almost identical

with those here mentioned. ^„„^^
The inmates of a convent suffered severely from obstinate

and severe colic, retching, and bilious vomiting, costiveness and

tl&lulence burning pain m the pit of the stomach and extremities,

and paralytic weiikness in the arm. According to Stevenson, it is

impossible to distinguish lietweeii the symptoms produced by

7,iac and copper poisoning; these are just such as brassworkers

suffer from, and it is therefore impossible to say which metal-

copper or zinc—is most concerned in the production of these

"^bT Grronhow attributes them all to the inhalation of the de-

flagrating zinc; this forms zinc oxide, which is only sparingly it at

all soluble, and therefore is not likely to be freely absorbed m the

rttomaeh but he jiays little or no attention to the common and

chronic gastric and intestinal troubles to which brassworkers are

liable TliH.-e affect all tliose engaged in the various processes by

whicheither in vapour or in minute particles copper and zmc—
that i.s. brass—are distributed in the atmosphere.

Dr Uogben, on the other hand, considers copper alone to he the

efficient cause of the symptoms, and advances the following

arttuments: , , • • . ^- t

1. We have no evidence that the internal administration ot

zinc ever j.roduces the symptoms of brass-ague. Knorraous doses

of the oxide have l)een administered without apparently produc-

ing the characte.ri.stic febrile reaction of brass-ague.

2. The malady is observed in individuals whose work la oth^r

; thaa casting. ia^ta l<> *bi3 idl

3 The malady is not observed in operatives such as galvanised

ironworkers, who work with zinc and are exposed to its fumes.

4 Zinc is rapidly excreted, and does not, like lead, mercury, or

cotiper become fixed in the body, and produce chronic affection.^

It seems more probable that, accepting Stevenson's statement o\

the impossibility of distinguishing between the effects of acute

copper or zinc poisoning, the symptoms of a^ue are due to an

admixture of the two metals, whereas for the chronic complamts

the copper is responsible. ... .. , r n .

How the practice of taking milk during an attack of so-calleM

atrue has arisen is not clear, but its wisdom is proved by the fact

that in cases both of copper and zinc poisoning, milk is one ol

tlie best antidotes, since it precipitates both these metals into in-

soluble albuminates. • ,, • ,

,

It is abundantly evident that brassworkers are specially liable

to diseases from the use of the metals employed in its manufac-i

ture, but they are not new disorders ; they are either proofs of

chronic poisoning by zinc or copper, or as in the so-called ague,

are due to intoxication by them.

For much of my information as to the effects of this work 1.

am indebted to Sir. Lilly, the local secretary of the Brassworkeril

Association.

ON TESTING THE COMPETENCY OF THE
VALVES OF THE HEART BY

MEANS OF AIR.

By D. J. HAMILTON, M.B., F.K.C.S.E., F.R.S.E.,

Professor of Pathology. University of Aberdeen.

TtfE ordinary method of testing the competency of the valve? o

the heart with water is admittedly faulty in many respects 1

can be applied only to the aortic and pulmonary artery onticefj

and eveniwith them the pressure of 1| to 2 inches of wateij

which alone can be retained in the attached portions of the vesselii

does not represent anything like the pressure to which they ar,

naturally subjected. Hence a valve which durmg life might hav;

been sufficiently incompetent to give rise to a murmur, may ti

found after death to be perfectly competent. The water metho:

is also defective from the fact that the cusps of the valve are nc;

seen in motion, so that the mechanism by which a murmur ma

liave been elicited is incapable of being demonstrated m the pos

mortem room. We possess, moreover, no exact method of gaugiE'

the amount of incompetency of the mitral and tricuspid, nor (

ascertaining when they are competent.

For some time past 1 have been in the habit of demonstrating

.

my class the natural action of the valves by driving air into the1

instead of water, and also of reproducing the murmurs heard :

disease of the valves by several simple modifications of the sim

method. . .. ~ r n
The ascending aorta with the attached valve is cut off from tt

heart ot an ox. A brass tube attached to a bellows is introduci

into the distal end of the aorta, The aorta is now fixed in i

nearly as possible its natural position, and air is driven m tro

the bellows with a sharp click, so as to imitate as closely as mt

be the effect of the arterial recoil. With each inflation ot t

bellows the cusps are retracted, to be closed again as soon as ti

air is expelled ; and so perfect is their adaptation, even aft.

death, that not only do they prove perfectly competent when t

heart is healthy, but the sharp sound elicited bears a remarkal

resemblance to the second sound of the heart. The valve can

turned up in any position, so as to be made readily visible t"

whole class. . ,
,

The same means may be employed to display the action oi i

pulmonary artery valve. In the case of the mitral nnd tricusp.

the respective auricles should be cut away close down to t>

orifices. The nozzle is pushed down through the aorta or puin-

nary artery, as the case may be, past the valve, so that it ent.

well into the cavity of the ventricle. It is tied into the vessel

'

as to prevent regurgitation of the air.
.^ f„, f„,H>

It struck mo that the same means might be utilised for testif

the competency of the valves in the post-mortem room
;

a.

.

having employed the method lately in a number of cases, ir.i

that it works admirably. It can be applied almost as qui<k

the water test, and has the great advantage of being a

v

for all the orifices. , „ .

The procedure I adopt is the following. An opening is m^
into the left auricle, so as to expose the auricular aepect ot «
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mitral. Any post-niurtem clots which may bo adhering to the

j

edge of the vulve are removed with care, so at* not to disturb the
position of the cusps. An aperture sufHciently large to admit the
brass nozzle is next made into the apex of the left ventricle in the
line of incision which will afterwards be required to lay vhe

j

ventricle open. The nozzle is then introduced, and air driven in

j
by the bellows in the manner before described. The heart should

!
meanwhile be suspended by the cut edges of the auricle. A series

of hooks fixed on supports is useful for this purpose, the supports
being movable so as to allow of the proper apposition of the
cusps.

The slightest incompetency can be detected quite as much by
the irregular manner in which the cusps mutually adjust them-
selves, as by the escape of air between them.
The same means of demonstration is to be followed in the case

of the tricuspid, and, after its condition has been ascertained, the
incision in the left ventricle is carried up as close as possible to
the root of the aorta, without, of course, injuring the aortic ring.
The heart is now suspended, as before, by the cut edges of the
ventricle, and the nozzle is tied into the distal end of the aorta.
The aorta should either be cut off at the termination of the
ascending part of the arch, or be laid open up to this point. The
nozzle both in the case of the mitral and in that of the aortic may be
simply held in with the hand, or it may be tied in ; or, what is even
preferable, a simple clamp apparatus may be attached to its ex-
tremity, which seizes the cut edge of the vessel or cavity into
jwhich the nozzle is introduced, and holds it air-tight or nearly
'30. In watching the action of the valve, the ventricular aspect
should be turned upwards, the air being driven in from below.
The pulmonary artery orifice is next tested in the same manner.
In a perfectly healthy heart it will be found that the aortic,

Icnitral, and pulmonary artery valves are quite competent, but, so
ifar as my present experience goes, I have never met with a tri-
icuspid in man which will stand the test. There is always a
'li?ht leakage, even when the cusps are perfectly free to move.

> THE PROCESS OF COMPENSATION AND SOME
1 OF ITS BEARINGS ON PROGNOSIS
i AND TREATMENT.
1 By BYROM BRAMWELL, M.D., F.R.C.P.Edin.,
|P| ' AMistnnt Pliy^ician to the Eilinhurzh lioyal Infirmary ; Lecturer on the

Principles ami I'ractice of Medit-ine in the Extra-Academical
School of Medicine, Hdiuburgh, etc.

(Concludedfrom pfijje S!^.)

Compensation in Cardiac Leiions.—One of the most eominon and
)Dviou8 methods of compensation is the increase (hypertrophy) of
|-nuscular tissue which takes place in muscular tubes and mus-
cular organs when an increased effort is frequently and re-
|>e&tedly demanded of them. The hypertrophy of the bladder,
JBSophagus, and intestine in eases of organic stricture are familiar
lixamples

; but there is, jierhnps, no organ in which compensatory
l>ypertrophy is more beautifully developed than in the heart.
out, although hypertrophy of its muscular walls is by far the
iBost important manner in which vah-ular lesions are' compen-
i-ateW, it must al.^o be remembered that in .some forms of valvular
|USe^o a pertain limited amount of dilatation and alterations in
ne frequency of the cardiac contractions also take part in the
rompensation. and assist tlie hypertrophy to restore and maintain
|ne balance of the circulation. It may be stated broadly that in
;iD.ntnictive valvular lesions compensation is effected by muscular
^yjiertrophy, aided, in some cases, by slowing of the cardiac
jctiou, while regurgitant lesions are compensated by hyjipr-
|rophy. aided by n certain but strictly limited amount of "dila-
|etlon, and it may be by increased frequency of the cardiac con-
iractions. The manner in which the different valvular lesions are
jompensated is brielly as follows:—

I

In stenosis of the anrtir orifice, comp.^nsation is chiefly effected
•y nypertrophy of the left ventricle, by means of which an in-
reased quantity of blood is forced through the naiTowed orifice
t each ventricuhii- rMutraction. The duration of the ventricular
ystole IS at the same time lengthnn^d, wliile the frequency of the

^"Y??
contractions is diminished rather than increa-sed, with the

suit that more time is afforded for the hypertrophied left ven-
ricieto discharge it^s contents. In aortic stenosis, dilatation of
ue leu ventricle affords no aid as a means of compensation, ami
nen it Uoes occur, it ia a secondary and injurious rusult.

In stenosii of the mitral orifice, compensation is partly due to
hypertrophy of the left auricle, but chiefly to hypertrophy of the
right ventricle. Prolongation of the ventricular diastole, in-

creased duration of the auricular systole, and slow action of the
heart are also, when present, important factors in the compensa-
tion, since they facilitate the flow of an increased quantity of
blood through the stenosed orific« during each cycle of the heart.
At the best, however, the compensation in severe mitral stenosis
is imperfect, much less perfect than it is in many cases of aortic
stenosis, for even when fully developed the pulmonary circulation
is subject to some strain. The most that the comfjensation can do
in mitral stenosis is to enable the left ventricle to supply an ade-
quate quantity of blood to the peripheral tissues, and to protect
the organs and tissues which are situated behind the right heart
from the effects of venous engorgement. In mitral stenosis, the
pulmonary circulation is exposed to engorgement and all ita

secondary consequences, for the obstruction in front (that is, at
the mitral orifice) is not suddenly relieved, as it is in mitral re-
gurgitation, by the bursting open of the mitral valve and the suc-
tion action of the left ventricle. Even in those cases, then, in
which the compensation is most perfect, the blood-vessels of the
lung are exposed (in consequence of the obstruction in front and
the powerful action of the right ventricle behind) to increased
pressure and the injurious consequences which may result there-
from.

In stenosis of the pulmonary orifice, compensation is partly due
to hypertrophy of the wall of the right ventricle, but chiefly in
congenital cases (which comprise the great majority of cases
of pulmonary stenosis) to the fact that the foramen ovale
remains patent and allows a portion of the blood to avoid the
lungs and to make a short cut, as it were, from the right to the
left heart. The imperfect aeration of the blood which results from
this arrangement is, of course, a disadvantage, and the compensa-
tion is, consequently, always imperfect ; but if the foramen ovale
did not remain open, the circulation could not be carried on with
the extreme contraction of the pulmonary orifice which is present
in some cases of this description, for the blood which could get
through the contracted pulmonary orifice and lungs to the left,

heart would be inadequate to distend the arterial system, while
the engorgement of the venous circulation behind the lesion would
be too great to allow of the long continuance of life.

In incompetence of the aortic orifice, compensation is effected
chiefly by hypertrophy of the left ventricle, partly by a certain
but limited amount of dilatation of the left ventricle, and partly
by shortening of the ventricular diastole, and, it may be, by in-
creased frequency of the cardiac contractions. When the dilata-
tion of the left ventricle is just sufficient to accommodate the
blood which regurgitates through the aortic orifice, and, at the
same time, to receive the normal quantity of blood from the left

auricle, and, when the hypertrophy is sufficiently great to enable
the cavity to empty itself at each systole, compensation is as per-
fect as circumstances will allow. The circulation in the parts
behind the mitral valve is little, if at all, interfered with ; and,
provided that the arterial amiemia, due to regurgitation from the
aorta during the ventricular diastole, is not great, there are few,
if any, symptoms. But in free aortic regurgitation, compensation
can never be perfect for any length of time, for a greater amount
of dilatation than the theoretical minimum required for the per-
fect restoration of the balance of the circulation is sooner or later
established; this necessitates a proportionate excess of hyper-
trophy if the ca>'ity is to be completely and satisfactorily emptied,
and this dilatation and hypertrophy tend to go on in«reasing.
Again, the increased frequency of the cardiac contractions and the
diminished duration of the ventricular diastole prevent the nor-
mal amount of blood flowing into the left ventricle from the
left auricle, and coui^equently tend to cause some obstruction to
the blood-flow behind the mitral valve and left heart. The sudden
and excessive distension of the arterial system is also apt to pro-
duce dilatation in the aorta and the vessels arising from it.

In iniompetrnre of the mitral orifice, compensation is effected in
a still more complicated manner—namely, partly by dilatation
and hypertrophy of the left auricle, partly by hypertrophy of the
right ventricle, partly by dilatation and hypertropliy of "the left

ventricle, aud perhaps to some sHght extent by diminished dura-
tion of the ventricular diastole and increased frequency of the
heart beats.

When the dilatation of the left auricle is just sufficient to
accommodate the blood which regurgitates through the mitral
orifice, and at the same time to receirs the normal amount of
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Wood rn-sing to it from the lungBt when the 'lyP/Tt^P'^l'
^^^J,"),^

il Kil^^ rrinrt of it im'tBUX" forwards into the aorta in the normal

AiancesLut fn freeTegxirgitation satisfactorj- compensation does

"Ili^it^al^S'atio". - '-S "^'^ the compensation is good,

the eCrsement of the pulmonar)' circulation is not so con-

S-, .titon I^^^Th of tile ef^ndrfeht ventricles, to venous engorge-

!„t;^t in thi4 cnop entirely depends upon the condition ot the

STuri "e If X clTtTof^the ri^Kt auricle could become

3 sufflctntly dilated to accommodate the blood which regurgi-

tates from the right ventricle and at the same time to receive tie

noma amount 0^- blood passinfT info it from the yerise cav.'e and

STs wan could become sufficiently hjT>ertrophied to expel all

fhis bCd into the right ventricle, the compensation wo"ldJ"! ^^

nerfect as it could be under the circumstances. As a matter of

^rtloo much dilatation and too little hypertrophy are aimpt

Swavs the result ; and even in the earlier stages of anything like

fr^Wspid' regurgitation, engorgement 6f the penpTieral

^^?rSir^"5^& r^'^^-T^-'jfe'dS'
If^ionf is a question which has given rise to a good deal of debate

Sh authorities are now pretty well agreed, except perhap a

re3/the relative gravity of aortic regurgitation and mitral

SosA I shall be gfad to "hear the opinion of members on tliis

?oi^r"For my own part, I believe, for the reasons advanced

aW thaTfr™e aortic^ncompetence is, as a general rule, more

™essive and more rapidly fatal than advanced mitral stenosis

?t°flins to me that in free aortic regurgitation the lesion must of

necLsTTgeTthe upper hand, and the compensation prove inade-

mX befwe ven- Iong. l'"t that there is no such necessity m
Advanced slenoS, prowled that the patient leads a quiet, vege-

tntive life The following i8 a case in point.
. . ^ ,

Some few vears after entering practice 1 examined po..« morte,n

the b^dy of a^ woman, aged 56, who had been under ^Y ffliers

riKation with advanced mitral disease for more than thirty

veojT For the greater part of this long period she had been a

SeWe-'S cripple from lelt-sided hemiplegia, the result of embolic

p&g of the right middle cerebral artery, and hj^d
I'Jf.'i

f. ^f
«'

'^^'Ift ad't^^ cTrhe\?oTtT;rUt;ie fin^rranrt^^^^^

raxtbTe^otMJring^h^exlreme mitral Jteno^

S .^fa^edTeft auViclclind bound by adhesions to the upper

rtie other conditions for compensation are as faxourable as couiu

£ wLlSl 1 Wieve this is the general n.le when the lesion is a

^n"us one, but there are certainly exceptions to U-cas^B^ on he

one hand, in which free aortic incompetence i/ to'f^ted
lor a

1-ong tim;, and, on the other, cases of mitral stenos s i" whicti

compensation fails much more quickly than .a usually the cas^.

Aut when the lesion is slight in degree or stationarj-, aortic meom

Jec^ceis'l think in man^y caf^-and this is perhaps the^genera

rttle^lees serious than mitral" stenosis: Slight aorti« incompe

. .. „„„<,»o in mv evnerience, less disturbance of the circulation,

' H-^Z1;T?tTthemtient is compatible with a more active

''1
n Pn^fso wUh a bnger" e than the same (relative) amount

^F^l'lMrd^^^riptfonrwilr": apparent that hypertrophy ,

th^ZscMwaU of someone or other of the cardiac cavities^

heXf mernVby which valvular lesions
_
are compensated

When tlierXre. an organic valvular lesion is established and
W uen, "^ereiore, b . gejids one, or when, though
more especially when that s,on„^^^

depends largely on

fufprotbmt;*of"aScifnt ^nd satU^tory amount of muscular

determine the prognosis are as follows, "j '""i^^., ^tvof
disease and the risk of its causing sudden death , (-) the seventy or

maintenSic^ of a suificientland satisfactory muscular hj-pertropby,

the following conditions are 'iff
^ary : ^_

1 Thp muscular tissue must be healtUy.or at au e>eui.o duju

-SE^^r-ss^^^tio::^^is^q
^>;f'^5^:SlcmS"Iu:^^cSsufflcient supply of health,,

"a'The^wasie products of its combustion must be 8ufflcientl,|

''1' U^s troTifnerve apparatus must be healthy. In short th||

heaVtmu,scTmu"t possess the conditions v.hich are essential fo:

rapid development and healthy growth.

^^a^erial^-'addt I. gravity of the -e- 1™^-^^^^^^^^^^^^

supposed- that in cases of '^''^^

jf*^ \'^„l^"X^;p\rwiio lead qui.

'TSL^ttaXuiuSfefa^^^

ihp heart and the progoosis in Tilvular leeloUB. AIM my rr''''
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blood is supplied to the cardiac mu3cle, and whether th« products

of its waste are satisfactorily removed, Wf observe the condition

of the peripheral, arterial, and Tenous circulations.

A badly filled radial pulse or atheroma of the superficial vessels

is suggestive that the coronary arteries are also badly filled or

diseased, and therefore that the supply of arterial blood to the

muscular wall of the heart is deficient. .Vngina-like pain in the

region of the heart is also suggestive of disease of the coronary
arteries, and of fibroid or fatty changes in the wall of the heart.

A dilated right heart and engorgement of the systemic veins

suggest tliat the veins of the heart are also engorged, and that

the removal of waste products from the cardiac muscle is de-
fective.

As yet we have no sati.<!factorj' means of ascertaining the con-
dition of the trophic nerve ajiparatus connected with the heart.

Indeed the exact nature of this mechanism is not as yet thoroughly
understood, though Gaskell's brilliant researches seem to show that

the vagus exerts some sort of stimulating and trophic influence

upon the cardiac muscle. But be that as it may, the course of

cardiac valvular lesions (and perhaps, too, the amount of muscular
hypertrophy and compensation which are developed) is largely
determined by the condition of the nervous system, and by the
mental temperament of the patient. In no affections are the
beneficial results of a healthy nervous system, and of a serene,

1
happy, placid disposition more manifest than in cardiac valvular

I

lesions.

The powei- of resistance jiosges^ed by the peripheral tissues and
organs to the iimirious effects of cardiac vahndar lesions depends,

1 as in the case of the heart itsalf, upon (1) the condition, healthy

I
or otherwise, of the peripheral tissues; and (2) the fact whether
the conditions for their nutrition are satisfactory or not.

Here, as in the case of the heart muscle itself, the tissue must
receive an adequate supply of healthy arterial blood ; the waste
products of its metabolism must be satisfactorily removed, and
its trophic condition must be satisfactorily regulated by the
nervous system.

I

It is quite obvious, therefore, that the presence or absence of

;
complications, more especially of diseased conditions of the
stomach and other organs which manufacture the nutrient fluid ;

of the kiduey.s, liver, and intestines and other organs, which
purify it ; and of the nervous system, which exerts such an im-
portant influence upon all the processes of nutrition and resistance
are most important factors in enabling the peripheral tissues to

resist the injurious effects of valvular lesions, and to protect them-
selves (in some cases by the production of an increased amount of
connective tissue) against the injurious effects of venous engorge-
ment. And, pice versa, that the presence of disease in any
;of these organs adds most materially to the gra\-ity of the
prognosis.

j

The important bearing which these facts have in the treatment
I of cardiac valvular lesions is obvious. It is now an acknowledged
axiom in cardiac therapeutics that the muscular hypertropliy,

I

whichwas at one time thought to be injurious, and, therefore, a
' condition to be attacked and removed by treatment, is the best
thing which can result under the circumstances, and is, therefore,

j

to be encouraged. Our therapeutic efforts are now directed to
sustaining the vitality of the cardiac muscle. Our main object
is to reduce and renn)ve the lesion on which the cardiac hyper-
trophy depends, but, so long as the lesion persists, to sustain the

I

hypertrophy, which is Nature's chief means of compensating it.

i The more I see of cardiac valvular lesions, the more I am convinced
' that digitalis, strophanthus, and other remedies of a similar kind,
are much too freely and too frequently used in the earlier stages,
and that the indiscriminate use of these remedies is often most
injurious. It is only when compensation fails, either in the earlier
stages, as the result of some temporary overbalance of thecom-

I

pensatiou, such as is so frequently occasioned in mitral cases by
1 an intercurrent attack of bronchitis, or, in the later stages, when
' tU« period has at length arrived at which Nature's reserve is ex-

I

hausted, when tlie lesion has gained the upper hand, when the
cardiac muscular fibre is undergoing degi'uorative changes, and
when dilatation is succeeding to hvpertmphy, that digitalis or
other remedies are called for. So long as the natural compensa-
tion is sufficient tn meet the lesion, our chief efforts should be
directed, first, to removing all sources of cardiac strain and ex-
citement. Hecondly, to maintaining the general health in the best
possible state of efficiency, by (a) careful regulation of the diet,
exercise, rest, sleep, whob' mode of life, And general hygienic con-
dition of the patient; (b) by attention to the condition of the

blood-forming and blood-depurating organs, more especially of the

stomach, liver, intestine, kidneys, and skin ; (c) by the adminis-

tration of such general tonics as arsenic, quinine, and strychnine ;

and (d) by avoiding all causes of nervous exhau-stion, and by pro-

moting, as far as possible, a tranquil, happy, and healthful state of

mind. And here I must again emphasise the all-important influ-

ence which the mental condition has upon all the processes of

nutrition and repair, and the value of what I term mental thera»

peutics—the influence produced on the mind of the patient by a

judicious and hopeful medical adviser, by the avoidance of all

worry and anxiety, and by cheerful and pleasant surroundings.

Thirdly, to avoid all conditions which are likely to aggravate the

lesion or to produce those complications and accidents to which
the disease predisposes and renders the patient liable.

The Importance of forming a Correct Estimate of the "Reserve,"

for the Purposes of Prognosis.—In forming an opinion as to the

"chances of recovery, both in acute and chronic atfections, it is of

the utmost importance to endeavour to estimate correctly the

amount of reserve on which the patient caJi fall back, and the

power of compensation which he possesses. In order that this

estimate may be correct, it is necessary (1) to be acquainted with

the mental temperament of the patient ; for this, as I have else-

where tried to show, exercises a most important influence on the

chances of recovery, more especially in cases of acute disease

(Practical Medicine and Medical Diagnosis, page 141) ; and (2) to

gauge correctly the condition, not only of the part which is pri-

marily affected, but of all the tissues and organs. In illustration

of the importance of the latter point, 1 need only instance the ex-

treme gravity of acute croupous pneumonia in the presence of a

weak or fatty heart, and of t}-j)hus or typhoid fever when the kid-

neys are diseased. The advantage wliich a knowledge of these

particulars gives the ordinary medical attendant over the con-

sultant is so obvious that I need hardly refer to it.

Compensatory Protection. — Closely allied to these processes,

which we truly term compensatory, by which Nature endeavours

to counteract or minimise the effects of lesions such as I have

already described, there are many other methotls by means of

which the causes of disease are got rid of, or the injurious effects

of disease prevented. The vomiting and diarrhtea which are due

to the introduction of irritants into the stomach or inte.-^tine ; the

contraction of the peripheral blood-vessels which results from ex-

posure to external cold ; the board-like rigidity of the abdominal

muscles which is present in perityphlitis ; and many reflex nerve

alternations, such, for example, as" the beautiful reflex process by

which the peripheral blood-vessels are relaxed when too great

strain is suddenly thrown on the left ventricle of the heart, may
be mentioned as illustrations.

Probably the process of suppuration, as ilr. Bland Sutton has so

ingeniously theorised, is also a protective and compensatorj- con-

dition, the pus corpuscles endeavouring to take up, devour as it

were, and carry off the irritative particles on which the inflamma-

tory condition depends. .
-

.

Whether the pyrexia which so frequently follows tlie introduc-

tion of noxious materials—more especially particulate organic

poisons—into the blood has any beneficial and compensatory

action, or whether it is wholly injurious, we do not at present;

know. .

J . t
The adhesive inflammation which prevents the production ot

pneumothorax in cases of phthisis and the perforation and pentonr

itis in some cases of ulcer of the stomach, and the obliterative pro-

cess which seals up the blood-vessels and prevents (he occurrence

of hffimoptysis in cases of phthisis are also beautiful examples of

Nature's protective processes.

The Value of the Local Apj>licntio!t of Cold i;i the Treatment

of Ilcemontgsis ; and the Treatment of Acute Perforative Pert-

tonitis.—And here I would raise two practical quesLious : first,

what, in the opinion of the membexs of the Brunei, is the value of

the local ajiplication of cold to the exterior of the body ia 'be

treatment of ha;moptysis, and indeed in the treatment of localiswi

internal inflammations such as acute pericarditis or acute peri-

tonitis ?

/U though personally I have until comparatively recently been

in the habit of recommending the application of an ice-b^ to

the surface of the chest, at a point superficial to what appears to

be the source of the bleeding in cases of hiemoptysis, I have never

felt thoroughly satisfied as to the practical value of the treat-

ment, and for some time past I have had grave doubts M to the

correctness of the thuory on which it is based. It is supposed
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that the local applicAtion of cold produces, by meanB of reflex

nerve action, contraction of the blood vesfels of the internal

ort'ftn, which is situated beneath the part of the surface to which

the cold is applied. But the experiments of Dr. Milne Murray, and

the practical experience both of surgeons and CTnieeologists have

conclusively shown that the application of very hot water is a

much more powerful means of arresting hnemorrhnge and of pro-

ducing marked and sustained contraction of the blood-vessels

than the local application of cold water. The question naturally

arises whether, instead of applying an ice->>ag, we should not

rather apply a bag containing very hot water over the part of the

surface which is superficial to an inflamed or bleeding part. 1

have hopes that Dr. Milne Murray will clear up this verj- impor-

tant practicjil question by an
additional series of experiments

;

but pending such direct evi-

dence I shall be glad to elicit ^_^
the opinion and to learn the (^^
practice of the members of the

Branch on this point.

Secondly, I would ask has

any gentleman present seen a

ca.se of recovery from peritoni-

tis due to the perforation of an
ulcer of the stomach ; and what
practice is it advisable to adopt

in the treatment of this most
serious accident ?

Personally I have never seen

n case of recover)', though cases

<lo without doubt occur. For

my own part, I am disposed

to' think (since by means of

transfusion we are able to tem-
porarily restore the patient, and
80 prreatly minimise the danger
of death from shock during or

soon after the operation) that

the proper plan of treatment is

first to transfuse the patient,

and then to open the abdomen,
-wash out the peritoneum, and
etitch up the opening in the

stomach. I am not of course

oblivious of the gravity of this

procedure and of the difficulty,

perhaps the impossibility, that

there would often be of carry-

ing it out in private practice;

but I shall be glad to hear the

opinion of the surgeons on the

point.

Euphoria.—Whether the feel-

ing of well-being and hope-
fulness which is present in some
affections, notably in many
cases of phthisis, has any spe-

cial or beneficial effect on this

disease, and why this peculiar

condition of mind is associated

with some affections, and pre-

sent in some cases and not in

others, it is perhaps impossible

to say. That the opposite con-

dition of mental depression,

which is often associated with
derangement of the functions ofaerangementot tneiunctionsot .,

the liver, has a distinctly prejudicial effect, no one, I presume, will

deny. The causation and significance of the remarkable hopefulness

which is prespnt in some cases of advanced organic disease re-

quires, I think, more attention than that which it has bitherto

received. One of the most remarkablr cases of the kind whicU

has come nnd.r my own observation occurred in the person of a

medical friend, aged, I think, .')(5. While in charge of an im-

portant appointment in the Indian Mrdical Sen-ice he began to

fail in health. He was seen bv several medical men, and a small

hard tumour about the size of an egg was discovered in the epi-

gastric region. The patient was of an extremely ner\ous ana

anxious disposition, and since the exact nature of the tumour was

not very obvious, it was not thought advisable to inform him of

its presence, rie was therefore advised to come home on sick

leave ; this he accordingly did. He arrived in Edinburgh som.

two months after the tumour was first noticed, under the hnii

belief that there was nothing of any importance the matter with

him and that his great weakness and extreme emaciation wer-

entirely due to the effects of very small doses of morphine, wnieh

he had been in the habit of taking on the voyage to relieve^th.>

uneasiness (not actual pain) which he felt in the abdomen Both

the patient and his wife, a most intelligent, sensible, and sober-

minded lady, were fully persuaded that there was no serious or-

ganic disease, and that the patient had only to come to Edinburgh

to get thoroughly restored to health. I saw the patient a few
^ ^ •' hours after his arrival, and my

i

wonder was that he had been I

able to complete his journey. '.

Profoundly cachectic-looking, i

emaciated" to the last degree, BO
:

weak that he was unable to i

walk across the room, withan i

unhealthy sloughing ulceration I

of a few davs' duration on the
|

cornea, it was obvious, without |

any further examination, that
j

lie was dyingfrom some serious
;

orsanic disease. On uncovering i

tlic abdomen the cause was at
(

lice apparent, for a large tu- I

rimur, fully the size of a child's
|

head, of great hardness, and
[

evidently malignant, occupied

the upper and central part of

the cavity. The new growlB
I

appeared 'to be (chiefly, at all

events) an enlargement of tlv

abdominal glands; but as n"

post-^nnrfem examination was ;

made, the exact connections]

of the tumour and the organs i

which were involved were not

ascertained. Both the patient •

and his wife seemed amazed;

when the presence of the tn-

mouv wus pointed out to them.

,

How it could possibly havei

escaped the attention of the

patient, a most cultured and in-

telligent medical man, 1 am

utterly unable to conceive, for

it was impossible to place the

hand on the abdomen without,

at once recognising the large

tumour and its dense, hard.i

character. Nothing, of course,

in the way of an operation

was possible, though Dr. Keith,

was kind enough to see the

patient with me, and to cor-;

roborate my opinion on tnisj

point. The patient died, t

think, on the second day aftetj

1 saw him first.

Advanced Organic Duea*f

without Sunr;)?oTO.«.—The man-|

ner in which the most senouf;

disease is tolerated, and, in-

, .., „v. J

.

deed, in some cases borne witn-i

out any apparent suffering or distress, is sometimes very re^!

markable. Why there should be this "t^'^'f '"^^ toleranc

in some cases and not in others, it is difliicult to say. On

of the most remarkable cases of the kind which »ia8 com;

under my own personal observation was a
f''^.'^

°f
"J"^""^'"

"^

the thoricic aorta. All physicians and pathologists are, of course

familiar with the fact that sudden death not inf™q"™5wa™n
from the rupture of a thoracic aneurj-sm whose Pf^^ff« ^p'*

;„
suspected diiring life. In most cases of this kind «>'

""^f>/^
is of small size, usually deep seated, often arising f;"'?^^^/ "^
part (root) of the aorta ; and seldom so situated as to "a^e cq
pressed such important structures as the asophagus and tracDei^

Fig. S.-Thc bcirt and thoracic aorta in the a«e of J. G.,
''•""•*ti'''"hhe''aSrtic

•inenormmi^ aneurysm of the ascending and trnnsvcrse Portions of the aorlu,

k?rh" coTi"rt from a photoRrajih of the -)ri«\ prcraration). The s.ze of the i.ro-

par^tioX lOJ Inchelverticallv and ;; inches
'-""'"^'y-,J^;^^";f,„'^T;

:„r»»4i inches verticallv and 3J inches transversely. Ihe letter A points to

Ih^ d'^Jndl^rtho^lc'^^or.a ; ^ to the innomittate artery from

of cotton-wooT is i,ro,ie<-tinR :
C to thej^oft ,™'"'""".

<^tn. Vto ,h^ ISeurvsm •

Mihclavian arteries ; K to the t rachea ; F to the cesophagus ; Q to the aneurj sm ,

H tothe heart; and P to the pulmonary artery.
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The case -which I am about to relate is a remarkable exception to
these statements. It is probably unique when the enormous size of
the tumour is considered (it is,"! think, the largest entirely intra-
thoracio aneurj-smal sac which has come under my own notice), and
when it is remembered that there is an entire absence of sym-
ptoms, the patient liarinf; regularly followed his emplojTnent
without ever making complaint of illness until an accident to the
eye caused him to seek admission to the infirmary, where the
aneurysm was discovered almost by accident the verj' day before
the fatal rupture occurred. Further, it is important to note that
not only was the main tumour of such great size, but that a small
gccondarj- sac (which cannot be seen in the figures) sprang from

I

the primarj' tumour, and was in direct contact with the trachea.

I

It is remarkable that, so far
1 as I have been able to ascer-
tain, the patient did not com-
plain of shortness of breath
until the night before he

,

died, for the small secondary
aneurysmal sac was not only

' in contact with, but had cm-
dently pressed upon and flit-

l
tened the trachea. The nott s

of the case are as follows —
Enormous anei/rt/sm ofthe

atcendinr/ and transversepoi -

tions of the aortic arch, en-
tire absence of symptoms,
death from rupture info the
left pleural cavity.

J. G., aged 58, was admit-
ted to tlie Edinburgh Rojal
Infirmary under the care of
Dr. Argj-ll Robertson on
jXlarch 11th, 18&5, suffering

I

from an injury' to tlie right
eye. The patient stated that
on March 9th a piece of
wood struck his eye with
great force. Upon admission
the lens was found in the
anterior chamber ; it had al-
ready caused a considerable
amount of irritation.

On March 12th, Dr. Robert-
son (to whom I am indebted
for this clinical note) re-
moved the lens with the
scooji. On the evening of
iMarch 14th, the patient com-
jplained of difficulty of
Ibreathing, and when ex-
iamined by the clinical clerk,
jMr. i'ettie, he was sitting
up and labouring under
Considerable dysi)ncBa. In
I'.he course of a little time,
iind after the administra-
' ion of an antispasmodic the J^g-9--Tlie heart .ind t)

luhculty of breathing sub-
i'lded. Mr. Pettie then ex-
imined the chest, and found
ixtensive dulness and very
narked heaving pulsation
>ver the whole of the upper
.lartofthe front of the thorax, more especially on the left side.
Uie following day, March Ijith, the patient suddenly died, before
Py further examination of the chest had been made.
I
^"Si'os^-;)iorto?i examination was made by me on March l.~<th,

j.885. The body was well nourished, and the patient had evi-
dently been a very muscular man. The capacity of the thorax
vas great in proportion to his height, the length of the body
'*H'g 6G inches, and the circumference of the thorax 41 inches.
The left pleural cavity was filled with blood, for the most part

•lotted, which had escaped from a huge aneurysmal sac, which
'Ccupied a large part of the thoracic ca^^ty (see Figs. 8 and 9).
he aneurj'sm involved the terminations of the ascending and the
'hole of the transverse portion of the arch of the aorta. It was
lobular in form, and measured transversely (from a point a little

above the letter P, to a point a little below the letter G. in Fig. 8)
21 inches ; and in circumference, the tape being passed round the
distended and dried sac between the left subclavian artery (D) and
the trachea (E, in Fig. 8) Ifi inches. Without any exaggeration,
the distended dried sac is larger than a child's head.
A small secondarj' sac, about the size of a walnut, sprang from

the upper and posterior surface of the large tumour, and pressed
directly upon the trachea. This pressure had evidently been con-
siderable, for the trachea was distinctly compressed and flattened.
The aneurj-sm contained a large quantity of laminated clot ; the
sac had ruptured just above the root of the left luns. and a very
large quantity of blood had escaped through the wide laceration
into the sac of the left pleura. The aneurysm was in contact be-

hind with the trachea, ceso-
phagus, and spinal column ;

there had apparently been
little if any pressure on
the spinal column, for there
was no erosion of the ver-
tebrse. The left lung was
extensively adherent to the
exterior of the tumour ; and
the left recurrent and vagus
nerves were incorporated in
the anterior wall of the sac
The sac wall was remark-

ably friable, and on micro-
scopic examination the
structures composing it were
found to be markedly fatty.

The heart was of small size

;

it was not weighed, fortius
would have necessitated de-

Btaching it from the aneu-
rysmal sac. The exterior of

the heart was covered with
a moderately thick layer of
fat ; the muscular tissue of
the organ was in an ad-
vanced condition of fatty
degeneration; its valves
were healthy.

The question naturally
arises whether this fatty
condition of the heart and
the low arteriiil tension
which we would expect in

such a condition may not
to some extent account for

the absence of symptoms in

this remarkable case. The
descending thoracic aorta
and the great vessels arising

from the sac were dilated.

The lungs were deeply pig-
mented, but otherwise heal-

thy. Pennission was re-

stricted to the cavity of the
thorax ; the other organs
were consequently not ex-
amined.
The historj- of the case

seemed so remarkable that
I wrote to Messrs. Tancred,
Arrol and Co., in whose em-

plo>Tnent the patient was; and also to Dr. James Ilunter, tlie

medical officer of the Forth Bridge Works.
I api>t'nd the answers which they kindly sent me. It is, per-

haps, right to mention that the men employed at the Forth Bridge
Works Clin have the bi'nefit of Dr. Hunter's advice and attendance
simply by askinjj for it. It is, therefore, very unlikely that this

man could have been ill without Dr. Hunter hearing of it.

Copy of Letterfrom ^[essrs. Tancred, Arrol and Co.
" Forth I5ridge Works, South Queensferry, X.B., June 16th, 1885.

Dear Sir,—Referring to yours of yesterday. We have the pleasure
in giving you the following information. Tlie man you refer to

worked here under the luuue of J. G. for about two years,

first as a litter, but latterly in looking after the planing mackine,
neither of which is hea^J• or severe work. So far as we can moke

lorncir aorta in tlie CAse of J. G., from the l«irk, sliowinp an
enorraons aneurysm of the ascending and tnins\erde portions of the iiorfic ureli

(copied from a pliotognipli of tlie dried preparation;. The size of tlie preparation is

verti<'aUv 10^ inches and tr.insversely 7? inches. The figure measures 4^- inches
vertically and .3^ inches transversely. The letter A points to the descending thor-

acic aorta; B to the superior vena cava ; C to the left common carotid artery ; D to the
trachea; I'Mo the o^sopiiagus ; and H to the heart. The hciirt, aueurysm, arteries,

trachea, and a'sophagus were first filled with cotton wool ; the prepai*ation was then
dried, varnished, and ptiotographcd
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aut U- was not «ndor puKlical care here, nor (U<1 he comijUim ofE at any timo. W.. Iru.t th,. above information nvUI suit

Ibur i.iirposo; a.ul arc. yours faithfully, Tancuki., .\aBOi. and Co.

—pi-. Byrom liramwoll."
' c»,m of Letter from Br. James Hunter.

••ni.. Priory, yueousforry. Decfml-.-r 29th. 1887. Dear Dr.

Bratnwril.-.l (i. was a member of th.- Forth Bridge A\ orkmen s

(;1.ib m virtue of which he was ,>ntitled to medical advice

at aiiv time. Up to the date on which he met with the accident

to his oye 1 had not been asked to see him professionally. Indeed,

t am not aware that he was on any occasion absent from his duties

kt'tht bridffe.—Vours sincerely, J AMi'.s HrNTEB. .

The details of another case of aneurysm (which is reported in

the mn/'un/h McdicalJoumal for April. 1888) were al.so given,

in which the patient was able to work for a period of eight years

•syiOi an aneurysm projecting through the front wall of the thorax.

ill tllM .' ' 1
,'*" —

'

';UlA^^-"OF'fellIOUS H.^5M0ErvHAGE FROM
-•'THE CAVITY OF THE TYMPANUM IN

' AN INFANT (OTITIS MEDIA
H.EMORKHAGICA).

By THOMAS BARR, M.D.,

Surewu lo the Glasgow Ear Hospital ; Lecturer on Auml Surgery, Andersons
^. • '• College, etc.

- .. , ,ii Ili.i '.nl,: '

iJi KI5PIN0 from the ear may occur in various affections of that

orcan Thus it is not uncommon in purulent diseases associated

•ivitb poHnn, granulation tissue, or caries; in these conditions,

however it is rarely more than sufficient to tinge the discharge.

V moderate escape of blood is also not unusual in otitis externa

iml in myringitis, from the rupture of hnemorrhagic elevations,

•ither on the osseous portion of the external canal or on the tym-

panic membrane. In otitis media haemorrhagica the source of the

hiemorrhage, as the name implies, is the middle ear, especially the

cavity of the tympanum, the raucous membrane of which is m a

state of acute inflammation. The walls of the distended and en-

"iitfrKed vessels give way, blood is poured into the cavity of the

tviupanum, the tympanic membrane is ruptured, and hiiemorrhage

takelj lilace exteniallv. The following case is probably unique m
respect of (1) the tender age of the patient, and (2) the senous

loss of blood. A baby (girl) of it.V months was sent to me on

November 17th last by Dr. Sinclair Kennedy, of Perth. I was in-

formed that, five weeks previously, the baby had become restless,

uneasy, and sleepless, apparently from severe pam. These sym-

ptoms continued for about a week, and then seemed to be ex-

T)laine<l by the appearance of muco-purulent secretion from the

left ear There was also noticed a considerable swelling in the

neck below the left ear. This escape of matter was on the even-

ing of Friday, and on Sunday night the mother awoke, and was

dismayed to find the upper part of the child's dress saturated

with blood • she was of opinion that at least a cupful of blood

must have 'escaped. Dr. Kennedy says, in a letter of Novem^ber

I'Jtli
" r was sent for at 5 a.m. on Momlay.when I found the child

(teluge'l with blood from the left ear. 1 used a weak injection of

afi-tate of lead, and enjoined rest, The bleeding returned once or

tyi\6e during the day, but not to so great an extent. I had Dr,

Bram'wen seeing herwith me in the afternoon, and -we tried to see

the 'sUte of the tympanum, but she was so restless we left her

iiione We thought she must have had some inflammatory mis-

cWef btthe middle ear, with rupture of the membrane. Underthe

iJaV tltefe was a swelling as large as a walnut, and tender to

feiictl with a brawny feeling around. She had no pam over the

nKiat'oid process, but did not like to be touched over the head of

tWe loWer jaw-bone. She was put on iodide of potash, with liq,

hydrarg, perchlor, and tinct, of iodine. Iodoform was put into the

"eW pfl cotton-wool, and iodoform and vaseline applied to the

sWMiln*' under the jaw. Some hours after the first bleeding a

trAlftlegome dr>- cough came on, without any chest symptoms, and

mvf Concluded it was aural. The bleeding again returned on

Tue.sday morning, and I put her on gallic acid internally. From

Hhia time there was no return of the bleeding. In a few days the

SXWllng under the jaw went completely away. The discharge

from the ear by Thursday, the ilst, was colourless and odourless.

"On Ht-r recovery 1 tried to examine the ear, but she was restless

'Wtli me. However, I felt satisfied, I saw a ragged ;tear of the

M^,^^>°^^^^ tympanum." ,,.^ ,,, ^, .

When 1 examined the patient, there was neither discharKe from

the ear nor perforation of the tympanic membrane
;
but a^ swim

cauTx on t^he antero-inferior part of the membrane indicated W
recent existence of a perforation. The membrane had not the

ordlnlry^^tre, and tlufvessels of the """"
'"."Vhad'n" d^S

injected. The Eustachian tube was permeable, I had no douDt

that a perforation had recently existed m the tympanic mem-

ne?a'nftliat the hxmorrhag/had its -"[-•"
'the'sfatmtk'i

The child was decidedly amemic, bu ,
accorckng to tli« ^t^'ement

of the parents, the pallor was much less than it had been sogu

after the bleeding, w-hen the face was quite b anched.

In regard to the explanation of the hemorrhage in a case aucb

as this,^it has been argued that the dilated and engorged aHeriole«

L the tympanic mucous membrane give way uider he mfluu^

of the partial or complete vacuum produced in he tjmpamc

cavity from the closure of the Eustachian tube. It is urge.! that

jus a^s rarefaction of the air in the tympanum may so ac upon

he hlood-vessels of the mucous membrane of "»« "^7;^,,^"^ '^
produce a serous exudation [hydrops «

^'"f""}-^l2^f^^^
inflammation exists with, as a consequence, ^'lated and ei^^r^d

nrterioles on the surface of the mucous membrane, tue suciion

S "ntimTlead,not simply '« transudation o^ serum th^^^^^^

the coats of the vessels, but to their r"Pt'^'^«'.
.^.j"'Jf^q,^^/,

rhaae into the ea^-ities of the middle ear. In this case, nov, ever.

the?e was probably perforation of the tympanic membrane two

days pr^viou° to^th^e h«.morrhage which .^o^^ remove
^'^^^

vacuum unless indeed, which is quite conceivable, the aperture

nthriembraie was 'afterwards closed temporarily by in P^-

sated secretion, so as again to l-''^'!. t?,,P"V
.,Jv—ftS

air. But while admitting the P°si^ibjl.ty of the vacuun tueo^.

it must be pointed out that such conditions frequently t^^^t >"

every c.se^f otitis media,
^
a very common a^^^^^^^^a very luimiuuu ^.j..,^. -

.

he tTie result of morbid changes due to Brighfs d^^e'^e. andl

rherewas no evidence of the existence of Bngbt s dlsea^o. and

indeed the age was quite opposed to the supposition of chaise.;

n the arterial coats from chronic Brighfs disease. Apart, how-

'^•er from Brighfs disease or any other chronic affMUon thew

was 'probablY in this child a h.v^morrhagic tendency which predis-

nn<fed to he hEemorrhage. Just as ophthalmic surgeons recog-

nise a orm of reS apoplexy - the young, due simply t^

ha^morrhacric tendency, so may such a case as this (tjmpan

apoplexy I'a- its ori^i-n mainly in the same Pred'sposmon^ Th

immediately determining cause may
^^V^^^ ^^'l^;^ *^^^,^„'4°W.

Bible, future inflammatory attacks m the ear
interested ill

The following authors may be consulted by those interestea u

the literature of this subiect :—
„/• /i„ P„r • Politic

Dr, Roosa's Practical Treatise on Bisease^ of the -^'''^ •

f"'"'^
on the Membrana Tympani (p, 9o), translated by Dr. MaUi^^

«nn and xNewtnn ; Schwartze in a paper m Archivptr '^'?.^™'^ .

z?,^/^ entitled "Ein Fall von Bluterguss in die Paukenb..lde h;

K;sBrShtii,"Bd.iv;Dr.McBridS on Otitis Hemorrhagica .-

Archiie.t of Otoloffij, vol x\. .. . ,.[;,'

LUMBAR COLOTOMY; THE CAUSES OF FAJLim:

IN FINDING THE COLON, AND HOW THEX.

MAY BE OBVIATED. '

By HERBERT Wm, ALilXGHMI, JuN., VM-CS..

Sar,eon to t.,e Gr»t^^'^:^^^^'"^^' '"^'""""' "

MAKY surgeons commence the operation of lumbar colotomy imd

the impression that it may be impossible to find tlio colon, a^

almost^all of us have seen the best operators ^Pene'-ce d.&c^H

and even failure in finding the gu . Cases, too. have ^-^
uorted in which the ,small intestine has been opeue ^y.'^'ft?^

Siiowing This! and having ruad Mr. C, B, Lockwood , intereati.
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pamphlet on the development of the colon and the abnormal posi-

tions it may take up, it occurred to me to trj- and iind out these

causes of failure, and, what is more important, the ways by which
they may be overcome. All will agree that unless one of the

longitudinal muscular bands (which are invariably and only
found in the large intestine) be seen, the intestine should not be
opened from the loin. These bands are descriljed as being situ-

ited, one on the anterior surface, another along the inner part,

md the third at the posterior aspect of the gut. It is this poi-

;erior band that is looked for, and generally supposed to be seen,

Iffhen searching for the bowel in lumbar colotomy. It is thought
:)y some authorities that these bands can be easily detected with-
mt opening the peritoneum, but this is not so, except in a very
lew cases, i'or I find from an examination and dissection of over
me hundred ascending and descending colons, that the bands are

;,lways more easily and distinctly .seen when they are covered by
ihe peritoneum, which makes them hard, prominent, and shiny;
jvhereas when the peritoneum is stripped off them, these ct.arac-

leristics are lost. I admit that in eight cases out of the one hundred
ixamined one or two of tliese bands could be seen, but not very
j
istinotly, on the posterior part of the intestine, although they

j.'ere uncovered by peritoneum. M'hen the jieritoneum only covers

bout one-half or two-thirds of the circumference of the gut, it is

enerally reflected off the gut at the longitudinal ban^Js on to the
rails of the belly. Thus, unless the peritoneum is stripped off,

he bands are not visible. If an attempt is made to expose these
mgitudinal fibres the peritoneum, owing to its being so firmly
dherent to them, is frequently torn and the abdominal cavity
pened perhaps unknown to the operator.

It is argued in favour of lumbar colotomy that the large in-

istine can be reached without opening the abdominal cavity,

his, of course, is possible. Yet it is much more important to

lake absolutely certain that the large intestine is being opened
y first seeing the longitudinal bands. This, from the anatomical
lints I have mentioned, can only be done by opening the peri-
jineum. Moreover, I propose to prove that in this way only can
he large intestine be found with certainty in most cases. I am
rengthened in these conclusions by three cases in which I

lierated on the right side on the dead subject, where it after-

.ards appeared that, if I had not looked carefully for the longi-
idinal bands, the descending portion of the duodenum would
jive been opened instead of the large intestine. This occasionally
iippens when operating on the living.

I Some years ago my father came to the conclusion, after careful

Jvestigation, that the best incision from which the colon could
';' found was one with its centre quite half an inch posterior to
lidway between the anterior superior and posterior superior spines

!
the ilium, and midway between the last rib and the crest of the
Um. This incision should be limited in length to between two
lid three inches, for this compels the operator to cut down exactly
the position in which the colon generally lies ; whereas if, as is

bquently the ease, the length of the incision is five or six inches,
;8 operator runs the risk of missing the gut. Moreover, another
! vantage of the small incision is that afterwards there is no
[plapse of the gut and very considerable sphincter power is ob-

^

inea. For it is obvious that if a large wound is made, which
'

jes not heal by first intention at the anterior and posterior part,
[ireak cicatrix is left in the abdominal wall, and there is conse-
jently a loss of muscular power over the new anus.
;I will now consider the various positions which the right and
|t colons may occupy with regard to their peritoneal covering,
le general position "(as shown in Diagram 1) is where the pen-

cofc/j ivUh
itc meaentern

vcrtelu-al

co/u/?ut

.peritoneum.

Diagram 1,

toneum only covers a half or two-thirds of the circumference of

the gut, leaving the posterior part uncovered, with the intestine

bound down to the loin. This, according to Jlr. Treves is found
to be the position in

74 cases out of 100 on the right side,

64 „_ „ 100 „ left

My own observations, assisted by Mr. Stewart Pollock and Dr.

i'enrose at St. George's Hospital, show
11 cases out of 60 on the right side,

10 „ „ 60 „ left

This, by taking the percentage, is

18^ cases out of lUO on the right side,

16j „ „ 100 „ left „
From tliis it would appear that the position above described is

less general than is popularly supposed. With the intestine ia
this state and a longitudinal muscular band seen, which must be
uncovered by the peritoneum, all should go well, and there is

little or no difliculty in operating. But when no bands can be
seen, owing to the peritoneum covering them, the best distinction
between large and small intestine is wanting. Therefore, knowing
that the small intestine is frequently exposed by opening the
peritoneum unwittingly, I consider that it is much more advisable
to open the peritoneum intentionally and search for a piece of

intestine with longitudinal bands than to run the risk of opening
the small intestine, under the impression the peritoneum has never
been opened at all, and that it is the large intestine -nith which
you are dealing.

In Diaaram 2 the colon is represented entirely surrounded by
firmly adherent peritoneum, and having a comparatively short

rc/cn fvi/A-

s/icrt m^si-nter//

-perifcneum.

Diagram 2.

mesentery, and in such a condition that it is absolutely impossible
to reach it or to see the longitudinal bands without first opening
the peritoneal cavity.

The ascending and descending colons were found to have a
mesentery of varying length, according to Mr. Treves, in

26 cases out of 100 on the right side,

36 „ „ 100 „ left

I have observed this in

49 cases out of 60 on the right side,

50 „ „ 60 „ left

showing, by taking the percentage,
81j cases out of 100 on the right side,

83^ „ „ 100 „ left „
In Diagram 3 it will be seen that this condition of mesenterj- is

much intensified, and that the intestine, although it may rest in

the loin, can so alter its position in the belly that when operating

ccl'inm

.perUciu

•clai u-Ut*

ineseiileiy

.1 ,
' :i'l .

;
I

"" ""
1 '. \ I

, 1,1'- |...oy Diagrams. .,r. 'mU
on either side it may lie on the side of the belly opposite to that
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in which the incision is made. U then, in the cases TeportrnVwas

"ail and supposed to be impossible to timl the colon from the

'•"dasTtwo examples show how imperative it is to make sure

that it is the lar^e and nor the smnll intestine, or even the

tomach wh"h isl^oins to be opened. f^'^t^^^^Z
Tmimt imwess upon my tenders the necessity ot tollojsnng cue

H,Kri UdTwn for^scertiiuingth.t it is the hu-se mtes^^m^

the operator is bringing to the loin. The presence ot the appen-

dces enploice-may aTso inform the surgeon that he has found

the rarg^eh.'"tine, but 1 do not consider these as so nuportaut as

t e ongitudinal Immls, since the appendices may not always exist

on the Piece of lar^'e gut brought to view. Bearing in miml these

anatomS facts, we must now consider how they maybe dealt

"^In a'caTerepr^ented by Diagram 1, after exposiiig a piece of

int "stine:an7f«iling to s^ee a Tongitudinal ha.id, I

"'f^.^^^^^»
incision into the peritoneum, and convince myself, by ^F^^^H^

S. that it is thi large intestine. The posterior part of t^e in^

te«tiAe is then taken hold of, dra-mi to the surface ot the wound

(tKt bein.' pulled out as far as possible, so as to obtain a good

imir) and ca?e\ully stitched with interrupted sutures all round

toti;edae?oftho\skin, without perforating the mucous lining

The int'stfne may then be left unopened for some ^urs or if

necessa^, opened\t once, provided that it is carefully attached

at everfpoint to the surrounding edges of the wound.

Xn?^ condition occurs, a. is ^^P^f^^^',",^
diagram 2 of

course ill the first place a sufficient search should be made for the

gut about til subperitoneal tissue under the
''f

"-P''""
|'^f.

J^^"
ST its normal position; but should this search fail, all the loose

^eces of fat mS^t be sponged out of the wound, and the per'toneum

at the anterior angle of the wound, deliberate y opened (and the

edges clipped), iusr sulBciently to admit the index finger. This

taaer I pass towards the vertebne, and then sweep it over the

Eront of the kidney and quadratus lumboriim, and the gut,

auSoughit be in the position represented m Diagram 2, can be

easUv felt, hooked up. and the longitudinal bauds seen I then

wen the peritoneum to the extent of the womid, and introduce a

spon-e w?ith string attached, to keep the intestine out of the

wav while the ed|eB of the cut peritoneum are drawn up and

Tturld to the skin in the manner I adopt m inguinal colotomy.

TWs entirely shuts off the cut abdominal muscles from the peri-

tonealcavity. OccasionaUy this stitching ,s not eas^' to do either

on account of the depth of the wound, or from the hrm adherence

o?thep«itoneum to th.. abdominal wall. The rest of the opera-

tion is completed in the usual way, as described m Case 1. Htr .,

if the me.seutery be sufficiently hmg, a stitch may be passed

ilirough it fixing it to the surface of the wound; thus a good spur

"*
"n de"'fing with the third position, as represented mPiagram.^,

after procetMlingin the'minner described in Cases 1 and 2, and fail-

ing to find the ?oh.n. I then enlarge the external wound forwards

Sid backwards sulficiently to a.Tmit the hand. ; 1 next open the

peHto .uin to a corresponding extent, and, ha>TBg well cleaned

the h^nd 1 introduce it'into the abdomen If it is the left colon

that is to be operat.^ on, I' first pass the hand upwards towards

the spleen, and feel for the splenic flexure. Hereupon I draw he

hand down the intestine until the pi.... opposite the wound is

found and brought to the surface. K'a.ling to find the intestine at

ts splenic bend, \ pa.-^s the hand towards the rectum or across the

abdomen (keeping the back of the hand in contact with the pos-

terior aspert 'of tlie anterior abdominal wall), towards the hepatic

flrure^Ld then slip the hand along the '"•«'
'"^''^''"'i-'^tt^W

a piece to the s.vrface. Of course T take care to ascertain that this

Diece of intestine has the characteristic longitudinal bands. 13yK means I have never found any difficulty in finding he colon

When the large intestine is found, command it with forceps

that will not perforate the gut, ami introduce a sponge to keep

the small intlstinc^, which may prolapse, out ot the way while

the woun.l is treated as follows. At the anterior and posterior

parts, if the incision is six inches long, two inches in front and

two behind should b<. dealt with as in an ordinary case of abdomi-

nal section, by passing the suti.re through the .skin and perito-

neum, so AS to bring the cut peritoneal edges in contact. But at

the middle two inches of the wound where the intestine is to 0(

brouglit up to the surface, the peritoneum should be sutured to

the skin as described in Case 2, and the operation completed in

the same way. In this third condition a good spur can and

should alwiiypibe ma-le, and when the gut i? opened it* promi-

nent edges ought to bo cut away in the manner I suggested in

mv tHiver c in inguinal colotomy. '

., ,' „,v,„-i„

\ Wmot help thinking that the above described methods

treatment mu«t\ave occurred to, and been used by. some surgeon.

"1^,?m[:SS;~S the frequency of the oj^rati^.

ng to find the colon. I do not at all advocate '^^"l';^';';"

f^^f
when it is possible to perform the inguinal operation, for the Umi-

Mr is cert,anlY the more difficult; the patient runs greater nsks

Xlreco'^^s with less rapidity, and the after '"esults are not so

^t sfactory Nevertheless, fur those surgeons who persist in the

lumbar opwation, and in cases where the obstruction is at the,

Zerpart of the sigmoid flexure or in the transverse colon. I

Z^tCt these remlrks may assist in ^-^V^^y^r^^Jl-^^^
dilficulties, and minimise the mistakes not infrequently made.

SUCCESSFUL EXTRACTION OF A PIECE Oi

GL\SS FROM AN EYE WHERE IT HAD
LODGED FOR MORE THAN

TEN YEARS.

By T. H. BICKERTON, M.B.C.S.,

,, ,,. Oculist, Liverpool Koyal Infirmary.
.

HAViNe.'m'the literature of oi^i^mic surgery. beeniaUe to to,c|

hnt four cases mentioned' where glass has been found in th.

anterior chamber of the eye, a recortl of the foUowing case may

not be without interest.
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ago watching,

closeiy the mauufact^ixe of oxygen. Suddenly tbe glass retori,

iS and'on Mr. T. recovering himself, numerous pieces of gW,

w^re fou d stickin.-' in bis face; his lip was cut in two, and h

couTd not see well with the left eye, Owing to ^ seve-^^

f^»^"

wAnT„l he was for a fortnight kept m a darkened ro.Dm, torture

we^siom-er he had a bandage over both eyes, and for about si

months hi wore dark protectors. The following is his sta emen

Tto the pTogre 8 of affairs :-" My eye gradually got better

useful sightwas regained; an.l ibr years it gave no txoubh

hou dl in cold ^vinds it used to i""'"»'\r''i "^f
1*^ . «^rih.

P hst f.nir vears it has given more trouble, but this was ascnb.-

to it^anar condition^ rf the lids, and cubbing wihWu

s?one^ ve relief. Still there was always a red look about tl.

fZ hi liMce sun it was weak, and often, when playing tenni

If , „.;n, ,,,„ pv.i caused pain. This year 1 have piajt

V
"

J i normal in all resp.^rts ;
pupil 4^-»- ..Left e>.-. V.

"' Left Bye. .

'. - >!i>i>..)

Line of incision. OlaBS. Glas..««tu. _. _

1 letter J. i ; small brownish corneal "C^t^ix below and to tj

inner side of the centre of the pupil, to which a
^f<^}J;\x a fW

of the iris (not the pupUlary iimrgm)
''flfjf '

"J
'^ inipU 21 m

cicatricial line runs up to. the centre of th^ ^""^ea >P^ ;i
,

nnd sliLditlv irreaular; ins acting well to light, uns noruj

"dug aVth^^ bottom of 'the anterior^hamber. not quite hon.^^^^

but tilted up to the outer side, can l^e .se?"- o" «»,«7' "^''''j

imT^ation.'^a foreign body, which is i"di^t.nginshab e in cen.

positions, but which, when the eye is so directed
''\*^av S ^

light to fall on its margins, can be geenjwlily^_J^J5yj^^

. TheobalZT^ Graefe-^ .^r.j..vvol. x.x p^ »; ^^'^J^X^M'
iii. p. 103: Critchett, Moorfields lie/mrU, \o}. i,

tergusou. r
,

Hcvitic, vol. iv. p. 293.
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inus between the cornea and iris, and was not imbedded in the
itter. The iris in its neiglibourliood seemed to be slightly
luddy, but this apjjeurance might have been due to a condition
f the cornea or aqueous humour. The ocular conjunctiva around
his part of the cornra was very hyjjeriemic, and it had slightly
ncroaohetl uixm the cornea. There was also localised ciliary con-
estion. Tlie attacks of irritation could now be accounted for on
he supposition that the active exercise—tennis, shooting, riding,
tc.—in which ilr. T. engaged caused some sliglit movement of
lie gla.ss ; and he could now recollect that each fresh attack had
)llowed e.xercise.

A quiet life was' adviaed, and in two months the muddiness of
36 iris and the ciliary congestion had disappeared, and much of
tie conjunctival redness had gone.
On September 12th, 18S7, the operation was performed; and I

lay here thank Dr. Fox, of Philadelphia, an old iloortields friend,
iir the good advice and able assistance he gave me. Eserine
aving been freely applied, in order to cause firm contraction of
le ins, and the eye placed thoroughly under the influence of a
5 per cent, solution of cocaine, a horizontal, purely corneal
icision was made by puncture and counter-puncture with a
raefe's knife across the fi'ont of the cornea, at the junction of

jie lower third with the upper two-thirds, the aqueous being
lilowed to escape slowly. A curette was then introduced between
le lips of the wound and passed on in front of the iris to a posi-
on behind the foreign body, in order to Hx it. This being done,
pair of fine forceps was introduced to the bottom of the ante-
or chamber, and the glass, being seized at the first attempt, was
imoved entire. At the moment of withdrawal a speck of blood
peared on the surface of the iris, evidently being due to its

iving been pricked by a fine needJe-like poiit which projected
om one of the ends of the glass. Iced compresses were applied,
id the eye made an uninterrupted good recovery, though, in
lite of frequent instillations of eserine. a slight adhesion took
'.ace between the surface, not the pupillary margin, of the iris

id the outer part of the corneal incision.
Two months after the removal all conjunctival redness had
me ; the pupU was almost regular, and had increased in size to
'(mm. Vision ^S 4 letters, J. i.

The glass measures in its greatest length 4| mm., in its shortest
jiigth 3| mm. It is 1 mm. in breadth, and J mm. in thickness.

A NOTE ON THE CONDITION OF THE
BLOOD IN MALARIA.

Bv .J. I'\ EVAXS, SuEBEOiV, I.M.S., Mand.vlay.

ALAHIAL fevers have naturally always obtained a great deal of
tention from medical men throughout the Indian Empii'e. In

J86,
according to Surgeon-General Thomson's report, one-fourth

' the admissions to the European military hospitals of the Bom-
ly Presidency were for this disease. But, while the mortality is

rely high, the debility tliat results from re])eated attacks is a
uch more serious matter, f^nglishmeii who have l.ieen living in
malarious climate occasionally suffer from ague after their

JTival home, pointing to some effect on the tissues persisting sub-
quent to e.xjiosuru. \n officer who had been some years in
idia told me tliat his first attack of ague was when taking his
!"8t leave liome.
I It may be that malarial ]ioisoning is n gradual ])roeess, and that
Icondition of semi-tolerance is established, and that the chill or
j:posure. of wjiich Dr. Oldham writes, is the immediate exciting
use. In LSTH, KU'lis and Tommasi-Crudeli professed to have
jiccessfully inoculated ralihits with malarial fever, and to ha\e
scovered the bacillus mahiriio ; their experiments do not seem to
ive been confirmed by other ob.servers. .Marchiafava and Celli, in
'85, published a detailed aecouut of the changes observed by them
malarial blood, with which the later researches of Dr. Laveran
great measure coincide (ride Bhiti.su .Medioai. .JornxAL.
;tober 2'.)th. 1S,S7). There has of late, in thi> military hospitals
Mandalay, been a wide field for research into th.' patliologieal

langes induced by malaria. I have never examined a single spe-
oien of blood taken from a patient suffering from ague or re-
ittent fever -without tiiuUng some definite change.
The following are the changes observed by me :

1. In health the red blood cells are -i^-ith difficulty stained by an
oline dye, but. after even a single attack of ague, the red blood
fis can be readily stained liy an aniline solution of gentian

violet ; a small area, however, in most being left unstained. This
unstained area is not constant in size, nor in its position in the
corpuscle, in some involving nearly the whole corpuscle, in others
so small as to be easily ignored. In specimens of unstained blood
I have recognised the hyaline material replacing the luemoglobin
of the red corpuscles, as described by Jlarchiafava and Cerii, who
state that this hyaline material can be readily stained with methyl
lilue ; but hitherto I have not been successful in obtaining this

reaction. The globule of new hyaline matter in the red corpuscles

can be seen slowly to change its shape from time to time, which
Marchiafava and Celli pointed out. Whether this hyaline material
coincides with the unstained area, I am not at present able to de-

cide. In ca.se8 of malarial cachexia, the softening and crenation
of the red corpuscles is a marked feature; in such cases, it is

difficult to find in a specimen of blood a corpuscle with normal
outline. This crenation is certainly more marked in the blood of

natives than in that of Europeans, and may be due in part to the
deficiency of nitrogenous matter in their diet. It is due probably
to a gradual loss of the cell contents, and may serve to account
for the intense anjemia that occurs in malarial cachexia. The red

corpuscles are not only altered in structure by this disease, but
are absolntely destroyed in the process ; they can be seen in every
stage of destruction, from mere erosion of the margin to almost
complete obliteration, a thin semilunar rim of pellicle being left.

.\s might be expected in blood imdergoing a process of slow de-

terioration, small free masses of pigment are often met with.

2. In addition to the structural changes already mentioned in

the blood-corpuscles, I have found free spherical bodies in the
serum and in the corjmscles. These spherical bodies are possessed

of movement, both rotatory and from place to place. They are of

two perfectly distinct kinds, and I shall, for purposes of descrip-

tion, describe them as nucleated and non-nueleated, although not
considering the nuclear body of the nature of a nucleus

:

a. The non-nucleated spherical bodies are dark in colour, of the

same consistence throughout, and about I'lth to -j'^th the diameter
of a red corpuscle (that is to say, 0.2/i to 0.3^ in diameter). They
are to be met with either moving freely about in the serum, or else

stationary inside the red corpuscles ; when immured in a red cor-

puscle they as a rule remain fixed, but rotatory movements are

to he observed sometimes. Three or four of these bodies generally

occur in the same corpuscle together, beneath the pellicle, at one
point ; they frequently occur in the corpuscles undei^oing the hya-

line degeneration noted by Marchiafava and Celli, and also in those

cells where this degeneration cannot be distinguished. I have
never seen any of these organisms inside a white blood-corpuscle.

I have found them in the serum and red cells of the blood of men
suffering from lieri-beri ; and similarly in the serum and red cells

of the blood of horses suffering from surrnh. in company with

Surgeon Hendley, who tells me that he has observed similar bodies

in the blood of rats, and of a dog ailing with fever. More numerous
and more freely movable than the nucleated spherical l>odies, it is

only po.ssible to suggest that they may have some relation to the

nuclear-like bodies of the latter, although up to the present this

has not been traced.

h. The nucleated spherical bodies are of a greenish-yellow tint,

circular single contour, brighter than the red corpuscles, and with

a highly refractive outline ; varying slightly in size, they are about

Ith to Jtli the diameter of a red" blood corpuscle (about l^ to 0.7/tl

The nuclear-like body can be easily distinguished inside the

sphere, which is often little more than an enclosing capsule. Like

the splierieal body in which it is enclosed, this nucleus has free

rotatory movement.
The "nucleated, like the non-nucleated bodies, have movements

rotatory and from place to place, though not so freely us the latter;

they lire also not so numerous, but, like them, are found floating

freely in the plasma and stationary in the corpuscles. They usually

occur singly in the blood cells, and 1 have heen them occasionally

in the white blood cells as well as in the red. They often occur

with the non-nucleated in the same red corpuscle : but 1 have
never found them in corpuscles undergoing the hyaline degenera-

tion My first a'.quiutance with these nucleated spherical bodies

was in the blood of horses suffering from iurrah. where thev occur

like the non-nucleated. I have not seen them, however, in the

blood of lieri-beri, where the non-nucleated occur, and in whicli

disease, on two occasions quite recently, I have found a strepto-

coccus, in chains of three cocci each, not very unlike the cocci oc-

curring in kitmri. The appearance of these nucleated spherical

liodies would justify the assumption of their being monococci. 1

have not yet, however, succeeded in staining them. Accordingly,
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-trithout this nnd cultivation on nutrient modia. and the roproduc-

^on of tl '"disuse from culture, it ^vouUl.b. un^v.se to pronounce

'"ThJlni;^:"s^rr.ncnlhodios, described byM;U^^^^
l..nr«.r than rod l.lood cMls, I have not hitherto seen

;
but I nm

Sd t
"M ovo tl>at, ^vhat are de.eribed by bnn as the large

sXrotl-i are red blood cells invaded by the parasitical elements

fha'i observed. The wliite l.lood-<-o,TUScles in malaria are not

incrc7.od- they are apparently little affected by the disease,

be ni: nvad.d,?ccasi,Tia(ly by tV- nucleated. spheroi<ls; onf.^^"'"

RuddedWh pipncnt granules, as .sometimes occurs they pre-

sent the S'aFdS^e indicated by il. Laveran as the "leucocytes

miUdniftres." i e

THE CHEMICAL INCOMPATIBILITY OF

ANTISEPTIC AGENTS.

By EOBEET BOXALL, M.D., M.R.C,r.,,

,'!',';pj^ic-W. to tl^e General Lyiug- i.i ami to tds S^raV^f^P.^ffi^^H^P''*,'^-

TiiK necwsity o£ employing antiseptic agents in solution of

d^uitestren-thwiUbe.l presume, on all hands conceded -.for,

ff ho so utioS be too attenuated, the object in view ^vlll tad in

its acamipUshment, and, if too concentrated, considerable damage
"

U in mLy cases be wrought, not only
^-'^y.^J^^^.S^ 's

which the auplicatiou is made, but also on the body geneiallj .us

the resist ?t- absorption. The borderland between safety and

Buccessis in many instances, a very narrow one The possibility

of redudi - the strength of the solution, or of altering its nature

IrouXthe chemicTl incompatibility of the materials employed

haL uUierto received but little attention. The important practical

btw 1 g Xch this may exert on their efficiency as antiseptic.

must w-ove mv apology for drawing attention to the matter.

By Cy of examplefl have aelect''ed live of the more xmportan

ant^epUc agents in general use, and, for ready reference as to

tSe iucompaUbilities of each, the results of the experiments are

prlsenWd in a tabular form, showing the '^'^t'?".'^"^""!?
°/^ J?!?,

Ments on one another, but also of certain lubricants with which

Xvaix frequently Combined and brought into contact, and o

soap .Wth which they are apt to be contaminated in the process of

washiii" and lUsinfecting the hands and in.striuuents.

^Jnvi^wo the practical utility of these observations the ex-

Ber nents were made, not with concentrated. materials, but with

Slous oT the strengths usually employed
^^^r^^^Xolf

CWied put at tfipiperatures not exceeding tliat of the body,

(TH -.11 1 l)i /I'il.iii

I

I'lCorrosivc SiiWimat* Sohition I
• 'i (Porchloriik- of Merciiryl ... *

,Si;'Cartiolic Solution (Phinel) ... .

,8f
liKliiie.Sululion clodioeaiul l<H\iUe I

of l'otas.siiimi ... . • '

'i'' S.llir-Vli'- Solution (.Snlicvlio AokD...

ly Oni.lv« V'liiid (Perroangnnate of I

,1, I
JfuUw»ium ... — '

— 10

The following incompatibilities were observed :

V C,n-^.;reUlimJe and /oA-«<..-Xo precipitate omercunc

io. de is at any stage of the admixture formed. A small a, dit m

of ublimate soluticm fixes the free iodine, as may be seen by e

imme.\iatp bleaching of the iodine solution, and conhrmed by

8ubs«,uent addition of starch r«ste which
P^°f

"<- "O
'j

"

colora ion. One part by volume of sublimate so ution (1 in 1 .U 0)

•

is iu"t sufficient to fix ihe whole of tbe free lodine in 4 parts vv

TOlumo of iodine solution (tr. iod. B.I>. 5] ^ "]). >.B-riils

formsa rough and ready test for the strength of Bublimate

"*a."co"^»/.. SMimrde and .%ap.-Kn insoluble so.ap is produced

even when a neutral soap solution is use.l. This is of special im-

portance in consi.leration of the small a.lmixtnre ^Nnth soap wh.eh

{s required to throw do\vn the whole of the mercury from solu-

-tions of the strength usually employed.
,, , . . „;^u

1. :t. Carhnlie nnri Indinc.^kn exceedingly small admixture With

iphenol is miflicient to fix the whole of the free iodine as m (1).

One part by volume of carbolic solution (1 in liO) remores the

whole of the free iodin,> from 2,(K10 parts by volume of iodiiir

solution of the strength indicated above.-

TcZ-bolic nnd (t»rfv.-This is perhaps t,he most generallv

rec^-nised of these incompatibilities. Admixture wit^ phenel

imniediatelv turns permanganate brown.

Tf^hX and <nu-e 0,1^ This is of importance and of sr^Ti.

interest when taken in conjunction with the '"''^ea^he^ of ^m
.

of Berlin, who has shown that bacillus spores are capable of iNntv

Old deve oping after having been immersed m carboliscd od (1 ,

•.Sfr4 months. The oil appears to enter into some combinatm.

^vil and to fix the phenol. If a drop of tr tern V^^^DJ
be shaken up in a test tube with carbolised oil (1 m -JO) no cha, '^

,s found to lave been produced in the iron as it
g™X^''^V?J°

bottom. Moreover, if carbolised oil be shaken "r,^-'*^ a fe^^ dr
,

of water, the water allnwe.l to separate out at the boUom of t

mle and a drop of iron solution conveyed into it, the eharacteriM

"^'plecolorati^on with phenol is "otprodnced unh^s tlieshak,,

has been very prolonged and energetic, and then onlyto.asiv

de^ee By strongly heating the carbolised oil phenol is ag.,

»effree and the above reaction can then be obtained. ,

MTod^^e and Soap.-^o action is produced ^y a neutral SO^

solution, but ordinan' soap, which contains an excess oi alkali, at

°"v^^^X;^ri«i;^^i°^n:^.-A verydimte salicylic acid solaJ

tion 1 in 800) slowly reraovef the colour from permanganate.
'

S S^cylicAM Ind Soap.-A drop of dilute ,^ahcvhcj«4^,^
'

'

tion gives a white precipitate even when a neutral soap sokit.

'TcSand OHve 0,7.-When permanganate solution is shaken^

up with olive oil its violet colour is changed to brown i

10. Cond;/ and Olycenne.-mvn permanganate solution is add. o

to glycerine its colour slowly changes.
<,(vneTOli"

n.CondM and .%«/..-This incompatibilitv is also general ,

recognised Soap, even when a neutral solution is emploj'

readily turns permanganate brown
_

I do not pretend to any precise knowledge of the lodie' P[.

duced, some of which may, for all 1 know. Possess powerful ant
I

^entic Dronerties. But until this point is settled by direct on

e?vation?wlu>n chemical incompatibility e^'^^s, the antisep

properties of the original solution ipiist he regarded as ^^eakene.lj

''C rj^l^lln^S^liy the above experiments is ohviou.:avoi.j

as far as possible the admixture ,,f antiseptic agents and their CO il

tamlnationwith lubricants and with soap wKen inconil at bil,

exists. For instance, in employing corrosive sublimate it is a.

,

.nsableto use the .same solution for J'sinfecting the hands (car

fully avoiding contamination with soap) and for cle"" >?§;>
|

struments' as°for irrigating the parts, to employ a "^ercunahs.

lubricant and to use alembroth dressings If ^o^ any reason i

becomes requisite to substitute one antiseptic agf"' f?.^.^"^?;

second should be chosen which is not iticompatible ^vltll he firs

.

and the same precautions should be observed throughout

'''The above observations deal with one phase only of the subj..

I q™ content to leave to more able hands the elaboration of furth

le^iK The second question-the chemical nature of he bod

produced-is for the chemist to answer; the tl'^™ P"'"^
antisei.tic value of these bodies-stiU remains for the gem,

uuSstto\ltermine, .When these points have bee^^^^^^^^

acted upon, less scepticism as to the value of antiseptic age

may he^looked for. "^The fault ''es .not so much w^tfi th^^

septics themselves as with the unscientific method m ^v men u

are often employed. ~~
nickel plat-'

1 Hen-, ajrain. a cauti..n is reciui.^ite for copper
''"'l,^J;'^,';,''''H"",,;„-„,en;ury

i

are apt to decompose the solution and to cause precipiUtion of tin. merv f

^

a free state. —r^=:^^s:^i

TF,STiMONTAL.-Br. Williams, who was recently compg
resign his appointment of medical superintentlent of 1

1
-?>»«

lSc Asydiim at llayward's Heath '" ^0"^,^^;-" «
"^^^^^^^^

hnsbeenoresented by upwards of one hundred members oi

staff ot at n titutton with an illuminated address in the fo.|

nf in alb m a« an expression of their appreciation an. regard

\T a m^tln'of the Committee of the Home and mhrman^f

SickYhiren"EowerSydenham,S.E. on April 2nd a^^

vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Spencer Smjtl, '•"•'r'"^'

vatmble services rend^.red to the institution for/o^"
f^j.^^,

Honorary Surgeon and Consulting Surgeon. Dr. Smyth no8 8^

to reside at Bournemouth.
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SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

REMOVAL OF HAIRPIN FROM THE FEMALE BLADDER.
On Jiuie 22n(l, 1RS7, I was asked to soo E. P., a domestic servant,
aged 25, who, about three weeks previously, whilst assisting in

spring cleaning, strained herself, and had since suffered from con-
stant jjain in the hladder and womb, with a frequent desire to
pas3 urine, the urine being offensive, and containing a quantity of

thick tenacious sediment. Standing or sitting aggravated the pain
and discomfort. She had been seen and prescribed for by another
medical man, but, getting no relief, slie came home. A digital ex-
amination revealed nothing -svrong. Subsequently, being informed
by her mother that the girl had confided to her that, at the time
of straining herself, she felt " something come down," which she
tried to replace with a hairpin, that the hairpin had slipped out
of her reach and had not since been seen by lier, I decided to pass
a catheter into the bladder, when, almost immediatelj', I felt it

impinge upon a hard, roughened substance. The nature of the
case was now ei-ident ; accordingly, I determined to dilate the
aretlira with sponge-tents, with a view to removing the foreign
liody. Before proceeding, however, I introduced a fine urethral
forceps, and, to my great satisfaction, succeeded in grasping the
jbject, which I was able to remove without much difBcuIty, and
ivith but slight pain to the patient, who, the following day, was
ip and about, apparently perfectly well. The foreign body proved
,0 l)e an onlinary black, japanned hairpin, as shown in the accom-
aaaying sketch. It was coated with a thick deposit of gravel

ind, from the manner of the coating, it was eijident that the
)osition of the pin must have been reversed soon after its intro-
luction to the bladder, the thicker and heavier deposit being
owards the curved end. The absence of deposit at the head, or
lurve, is accounted for by the pressure of the forceps in its re-
noval. The pin, with its coating, weighed forty-eight grains, and
neasured two and a half inches in length by lialf an inch in its

.Teatest width. A microscopical examination of the deposit
-bowed it to consist chiefly of crystals of uric acid, triple phos-
)hates, cystine, with numerous epithelial casts.

TiiEVOR FowLEB, L.K.Q.C.P.I., L.M., and L.R.C.S.I.
Epping.

RUPTURE OF MIDDLE MENINGEAL ARTERY.
5. C. D. aged 10 years, a small boy, received about noon, Saturday,
)ctober 8th, 1887, a blow from a stone. There was no complaint
'f pain or illness during the remainder of the day, nor did the
ilow cause any immediate sjTnptoms.
On October Otli there was slight tenderness behind the left ear,

nd slight headache, but no mention was made by the patient to
lis parents of any blow. On October 10th the lad went to school
.8 usual, and in the evening was rather noisy and more than
isuttlly cheerful and mischievous. He went to bed at about
' o'clock. At 12 o'clnok his father was called to him, he was cry-
ngwitli headache and was very sick. The father stayed with
im until he appeared more quiet and went to sleep (?).

Early on October 11th I was sent for to see the child. He was
uite imconscious, both pupils were widely dilated, not acting to

iRht, and he was sick. The extent of paralysis coulil not be re-

ngnised as there was comjilete insenslliility. The bowels and
ladder had been emptied unconsciously during the night. The
ulse was very feeble; tlie teinjierature was below normal. At
tlis time 1 did not know of any injury. He continued in the
ame condition until noon, when he died. ,' "

,

iVecTO/wi/.—There was a slight bruise over the'lc'ft temporal
9gion; behind the ear the squamous portion of the temporal bono
•'as ver>' thin, not thicker than a sheet of brown paper. The
oaterior branch of the middle meningeal artery was ruptured,
he dura mater was separated from the skull, and there was a
irge clot the size of the palm of the hand, between the skull and
he dura mater. All the otlier organs were healthy.

,

REMARKS.—In this case there was an inteiwal of sixty hours
ween the injury and any acute symptoms. The boy had'enten a

considerable number of'acorns on Monday, and it seems just possible

to me that the artery may have been' only bruised in the first

instance, and subsequently ruptured by the sudden straining of

the vessels caused by the'sickness, which porhapyswas due to the

acorns, and at this time not to active cerebral mischief. Of course

there may hare been slow haemorrhage during the whole time.

Redhili. H. W. EwEN.

A CASE OP TRAUMATIC PERICHONDRITIS OF
THE LARYNX.

The following case is of interest, first as an example of a sonie-

wbrit rare accident,' and secondly as confirmatorj' of my conten-

tion that caries is not a necessary sequence of perichondrial in-

flammation, as is held by most authors, for in not a few cases the

inflammation terminates in resolution with more or less thicken-

ing and functional impairment, but without caries or separation

of any portion of the cartilages. I take this opportunity also of

saying that 1 have long held the opinion, as is evidenced in my
published writings, that perichondritis may arise independently

of any specific dyscrasia, syphilitic, tuberculous, or cancerous.

Mr. J. R. J., lieutenant "in the Royal Na\'j-, consulted me on

February 2Gth, 1888, stating that he had received a blow from

the elbow on the left side of thc.pomum; Aflamij, in the pr^yi(j)us

October, while playing football. V .'.^ ,,, ,j; ,,,,.,,,,, ,;.,..,

There was no visible bruise, but ther« V^? 9pi)siderable jam
with slight external swelling. His voice was entirely lost for

forty-eight hours, and was afterwards husky for some days. The

further effect on his voice was peculiar ; for even after recoverj-

of phonation, he experienced the greatest difficulty in controlling

his speaking voice, and especially in giving the word of command,

which was attended with more than ordiiiary difficulty, he being

engaged in gunnery experiments. He had formerly pitched his

voice for this purpose in a rather higher tone, but this he found

himself now unable to do. Before his accident he had a fine sing-

ing voice, with a range of fully two octaves from E to E, and

even to F. On recovery of his speaking voice, he attempted to

sing, but found that he had lost five or six notes, his limit then

being G, in the fourth space of the bass clef. His lower notes had
remained unaltered.

On laryngoscopic examination I found that there was swelling

and redness of the left arytenoid cartilage, and slight congestion

of the cartilaginous portion of the vocal cords. There was also

distinct tenderness on palpation of the left side of the larj-nx. At

no time had there been any pain on swallowing.

Treatment has consisted in complete vocal rest, the nightly use

of a wet compress over the larynx, and the application by means
of a compressed air spray of a b"olution of ioi.lide of zinc, ten grains

to the ounce. The patient may now be considered well, and will

immediately resume duty, but "he reports that he has only re-

gained one note and a half of his singing voice, and that after

vocal exertion in even ordinarj' conversation his throat becomes

painful. Le.nnos Beowxk, F.K.C.S.Ed.

WejTnouth Street, Portland Place, W.

TRE.\TMENT OF CARBUNCLE.
I AM quite at one with Dr. Henry Lo-mides. of Liveqiool, in the

treatment of carbuncle. I have seen nearly all the various methods

of treating carbuncle tried, and I am decidedly in favour of sul-

phide of calcium with carbonate of iron, generous diet, and locally

cleimliness with linseed meal poulticing as occasion demands. 1

have, without exception, had good results, and now in all c^ses I

never think of using the lancet. The old method of resorting to

the knife in all cases of carbuncle I think is to be deprecated. >''

Glasgow. QurxTiN McLexnaS, M.B., C,!!,'"!

In the report of a lecture by Mr. Page in the JoTTRVAl-of March
24th, in speaking of the treatment of carbuncle by potassa fusa,

he says: "Otliers think the separation of the slough may be

hastened by pusliing small pieces of potassa fusa through the

skin holes into the gangrenous tissue beneath." Prom this ex-

pression it is sufficiently obvious that he has no knowledge 'or

experience of this plan of treatment. 1 made it the subject of

the surgical address when our .\ssociaf ion met in Bristol, under

the presidency of the late Dr. Symonds, in 1863. and since that

time I have always used the caustic, and -tvith unfailing success,^

in my own cases and in consultation.
_

' '' '

A deep central circular slough, which may include' sOMife Of tlie

apettiires. if any. that are already formed, must be mad(i'^^y the
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apnlicntion of the caustic, and its size must vary with the size of

tl,; carbunclcmenninK perhaps the third or fourth of its diameter ;

,„..l when I entered the profession we had trequently to make

caustic issues near the joints or on the arm or any other part,

and we learnt that to form a slougli involving the whole thickness

of the cutis will require the continued application of the potash

for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour.
,• i

When the slouch has been formed the patient is at once relieve.l

of the pain, and pressure, and tension of the disease, whii-h from

this time ceases to extend, and as a nvle, the recovery is unmter-

"T have never employed the method of scraping, having complete

faith in the caustic treatment. I agree, however,m one particular

with Mr. Page, namely, in hoping that ho wdl not have a car-

buncle. AUQCSTIN ralCHABD, i.K.C.b.

UlLfton, Bristol.
^

In the Jocbn'al for March 3rd, 188.3, p. ,417. Mr. H. B. Hgwetson,

of Leeds, gives an account of a case of carbuncle .siiccessfully

treated, in which he employed both scoop and scissors for the free

removal of all dead and doubtful tissues.
. ., , ^ . . ...v

Following Mr. Hewetsons lead, I have similarly treated three

"^T tHl . aged 6(1, admitted April .3rd, 1883, ill two weeks with

carbuncle four inches in diameter, situated on the back of the right

chest, and suppurating through several small openings on its sur-

face Under ether the diseased tissues were freely removed by

scoop and curved scissors. Iodoform powder was used as dressing

for a few days. Recovery was complete on May 25th, having been

delaved by large size of sore.
.

" M B age4 60, admitted in Januarj-, 1884. with very large

carbuncle'on the back of the neck, treated as last case ;
recovery in

*'
3 il V aged 49, admitted on Dedember 3rd, l885, with ca.r-

buncie two inches in diameter, situated behind the right ear
;

ill

twelve days ; entirely removed at once as before ;
recovery in hve

weeks. . . j- ^ i

In all the cases pain, previously intense, was immediately re-

moved, and the site of the carbuncle was in a very short time

converted into a healthy sore.
,

. , . ^ , ^ ...
Mr Rushton Parker, on page 691 of this yeir s Jouenai,, insists

on the free removal of carbuncW ; in this he was anticipated by

Mr Hewetson. Mr. Parker recommends the knife m addition to

the scoop, while Mr. Hewetson recommended scissors, a more ser-

viceable instrument for the purpose.
, , ,

Mr Teale's description of the removal of carbuncle by scraping

errs in not advocating a free enough removal of the diseased

tissues; it is impossible to satisfactorily deal -mth a carbuncle

bv tbe scoop alone _ ^ , „ . v ^
James Allan, M.A,, M.D., Leeds Union Infirmarj'.

adopted in such casea failed to give relief. On the morning of the

tentli day I waJ called up at 3 a.m. as the nurse thought the

patient was dving, and on my arrival I found him ... a most

critical condition. The pulse was almost imperceptible at the

wrist, the breathi.ig was quick and shallow, the heart s action was

alarmingly tumultous and rapid, and the countenance was pincli.

.,*•',, _, r„..i.„:,,i Tr woa ovident that uulesst

NOVEL METHOD OF APPLYING TAXIS.

A FEW days ago a native presented himself at the dispensary of

this hospital with a right large scrotal hernia, which had been

down for some months. The man was placed on his back, ami the

tumour manipulated. The coverings were fairiy tense. Before

attempting reduction I ca.sually asked the patient if the_ tumour

ever got smaller; lu^ replied " Y.s," and proceeded to give me a

demonstration in taxis which I had not previou.sly beard of. anil

which will probablv.be new to many readers of the Joubnai..

Lifting up the tuniour with his left hand, he placed his right

thigh on his ab<Iomen, then crossed it over to the left side, catch-

ing the tumour between the pubes and thigh, then applying

pressure. The hernia disappeared with a gurgle and a snap be-

fore I had time to call the attention of the students to this novel

procedure. The reduction was complete.
G. Jameson', M.B., I.M.S..

Resident Surgeon, Medical College Hospital, Calcutta.

ABDOMINAL PUNCTLTIE IN Tl'MPANITES.
. Sta,—Having resorted to abdominal puncture in tympanites

several times during the last thirteen years, I have read with

in'ereat your report of Dr. Ryle's case (Jouenal, April 14th, p.

70 >).

I first adopted this method in the year 1875 under theVollowmg

cirriimstances :—A gentleman, aged 30. wa.s suffering from ,peri-

tonitis, resulting from a chill, and on or about the eighth day the

tympanites gave rise to great distress, and all the usual methods

witn a eld. clammy forehead. It was evident t.iat "nl'-'s '1

tympanitic distension wa,s diminished a fatal result -vmild cc,u

and I. therefore, decided to punct.u-e the most re.sonant pa.t, and

dUl so with a hypodermic needle. It was most gratifying to

no ice that in a few minutes the breathing became deeper and the

heart's pulsations steadier. The patient after this progressed

favourably, and is still alive and well. - ' , 'v.' . ,,„„

In all the other cases in which I ha,ve punctured. ^much, ben-

has resulted, and in no case has any unfavourable symptom arisen

''7^^^Z,'t:x[^.. plan in 187o 1 had not heard of h bein.

'

used or even suggested, and I certainly consider that it is a p

cedure which might be adopted ver>' frequently. ^ „
Auburn Wilkinson, M.B., i) .B.(^.s.i!ing.

Tyn^iftguthf

\ C^.SK OF INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION. WITH RUPTURK

OF THE BOWEL : OPERATION :
RECOVERY.

W V , a grocer's assistant, aged about 29, sent for me eariy one

morning in July, 1885. He stated that on the previous evening,

when chopping up iirewood, he felt a pain in the stomach, which

had continued until morning. There had been slight sickne.ss, but

the bowels had not acted for twelve or fourteen hours. I fotind

the patient in bed, complaining of pain in the hj-pogastric and;

right inguinal and lumbar regions. The pam was increased h^

pressure in the hypogastric region. There was no marked ,

ness or tumour. An aperient pill and aose of castor-oil a^

given, but both were rejected with vomited food. The castor-oiU-a»

fepeaied,and ^ne pill of opium (half a grain) and belladonna

(quarter of a grain) given everj- three hours In the aight jomit-

ing was distinctly g?eenish and sour. As there was no action of

the bowels, an injection of soapy warm water, C'l^f^^-"' • ^°^ *"5:

pentine was given. This succeeded m cleanng out thecoloii, and it

was followed' in six hours by a very slight action. ^ .omjting con-

tinued everA' few hours. The abdomen w«s increasingly tender

and there Was dulness over an area of four or five squar

inches to the right of the umbilicus, and three inches below

There was slight tympanites. No improvement fo lowed, and tM

parifent having been^emoved to the hospital, it was decide.

at midnight (four days after first symptoms) to operate The pa,

tientwa?almostmoribun.l,the abdomen was greatly distended

temperature 104..^° ; pulse IS."., and quite characteristic :
respira-

rion^wM short, rapi.l, and laboured. The A.C.E raixture was ad,

ministered. The usual median incision was made through the al>

dominal wall, and afterwards carried two inches ab"y« ''"

umbilicus. (By the courtesy of the surgeon of the hospitd. I wa

asked to assist in the operation.) The peritoneum was care.ul^'

divided on a grooved director. No sooner ^as the "hdc^^*

cavity thus laid open, than out there gushed a la^^e volume o,

horrible f*cal gas, followed by a ^"Pi°"««°^^'«7\°i„';'V"„\fkU
rreenish fiuid, containing a quantity of flakes of lymph, and bit

ol faecal matter. The small intestines were distended with ge.

The peritoneiun was intensely injected We baled "ut tho »bdo

minil cavity with a teacup. Then slight bilateral pres.s re cause'

a small fountain to well up from the deep part of the •' «>?«""

cavity. Taking this fountain for my guide, I Pasff^l ,''''« P^!,

finger of my right hand thr<«.gh the aperture into the ''o^e •
up

w^rds and downwards. 1 strongly a,lvocated re^e^t.on. 1 ut wa.

overruled, and consequently sewed up the parietal wound in

man to all ajipearance seeme.l outhe point of e.xpunng. Ihewir

sutures all i.i turn gave way, quantities of frecal matter and flu

continued to escape from this wound for several '"'«'««•
,J^

ruptured bowel became disengaged, and rose to the suiface ot tn

parietal (operation) wound. The latter became "gg'"*""^";
'^,

mass of granulations. The abdominal cavi y was o'J^emorert

stored, l-.-cces pas8ed;..r anum, and the Pat'*-"*. Pf^^ff.*''!?"^^
a long convalescence, escaped with a very- small fi*'''"'*-

^J^^^^'JL
a heinpseed. and is now otherwise in the enjoyment of perte(

'"'•'thos'r hTkvkv, .M.D.. L.R.C.P.Loiid.. M.R.C.S.Eng.. et<?*

St. Leonard's-on-.Sea. 'f'^L'"
'
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THEKAPEUTIC MEMORANDA.

,, .' JAMBITL IX DIABETES.
iC LABY, aged .65, has been a diabetic since 187(5, and under a re-

stricted diet lias, with tile, e.xceptiou of some physical -n-eakne.ss and
[ailing sight, enjoyed pretty fair health until about twelve months
igo, when she commenced to urinate much more frequently, to

iuffer from excoriation of the vulva, and to be so weak that walk-
ng alone became impossible. These sj^mptoms were quickly re-

ieved by codeia, alternated with sodium salicylate and occasionally

Sethesda water, and shi,' rapidly came to her usual state of passing

'our or five pints of urine daily, specific gravitj' 1030, and contain-

ibout 10 grains per ounce of sugar. A friend in London, also a

llabetic, recently recommended lier to try Jambul seeds, and sent

I supply in tablets, one of which was to be taken three or four

.imes daily. Under less than a fortnight of this treatment the

irine became more than trebled in quantity, specific gravity 104.'i,

to grains of sugar per ounce. Patient got intensely thirsty and
'Xtremely weak, but in .spite of this persevered as long as she
lossibly could -n-ith the jambul, having remembered that codeia

lad disagreed with her at first. Now, after ten days' cessation of

ambul and resumption of codeia, she is much stronger, passing

ive or six pints of urine a day, containing 17 grains per ounce of
' agar, and specific gravity 10.30.

1 may mention that the tablets were procured from a first-rate

jondon chemist. In the friend mentioned above as also suffering

rbm diabetes, the jambul effected no improvement whatever.
Peel, Isle of Man. J. M. Coates Cole, L.K.Q.C.P.I.

STROPHANTHUS.
;e('ently I have tried strophanthus in two cases, one mitral re-

urLjitation, the other aortic valvular disease. The first case, a
iiing managed 23, had been ill for si.x months; he had taken
lyitalis for some weeks, and, as he expressed it latterly, the

ledioine had done him no good. One evening I was sent for ; he

/as propped up in bed ; had a quick, thready pulse ; face and
xtremities cold from venous congestion; respiration 46. I was
fraid he was sinking, and so I expressed myself to his friends. I

rdered one-drop doses of Burroughs's tincture of strophanthus
very hour for six hours, then the dose to be repeated every two
ours. What was my surprise in about twelve hours after to find

im much better; piU.se slower and fuller; the congestion disap-

earing ; free perspiration and diuresis. Eventually he got out
f doors, and has been better for nine montlis. In the other case,

gave tincture of strophanthus as soon as I commenced attending
le case, and was puzzled at the uncertain effect. I tried fresh

ifusion of digitalis, which had a marked beneficial effect for

iree or four weeks ; soon afterwards the patient had an attack
f congestion of the lungs, which left his trunk and legs much
woUen and cedematous, his urine albuminous. I got a fresh sup-
ly of tincture of strophanthus from London, which had a similar

Sect as in the mitral case, and now 1 am glad to say the man is

meh better, able to do light work, not having taken any of the
ledicine for ten weeks. Combined with iron and quinine, I have
|iund strophanthus beneficial in functional derangement of the
eart. Thomas JACK80>f, M.D.
Hull.

PHENACETINE.
tTBlNG the past three weeks 1 have been using this drug as an
atipyretic, and I can confirm Dr. Bell's statement as to its elh-

icy, I find that it is quite equal to antipyrin, but it is not
sarly so powerful as antiiebrin.

Phenacetine in moderate doses is not followed by any disagree-

ile after effects. Antifebrin, on the other hand, causes profuse
Jtspiratiou accompanied with great depression and should be
.ven with care, not more than five grains at a time to an adult.

igors occur after both antipyrin and antifebrin, but I have not
St observed them after phenacetine. , , •

BVcttQ five to ten grains of phenacetine may be safely given to
> adult and frequently repeated. It reduces the tempejatura
"nsiderahly in two or tliree hours, but the reduction is a >'ery

ansient one, lasting a few hours only.
I consider sponging with| tepid or cold water to Iw far more
fective and agreeable than any of the antipyretic drugs, and it

't only reduces the temperature but it relieves thirst, induces
Sep, and is agreeable to the patient.
Birmingham. i,.,,.{,.,iijC,. W. Suckling, M.D.

COCAINE IX ACCTE TONSILLITIS.
Eecently I began to suffer from a ^•rj- sharp attack of acute

tonsUlitis of the right side, with a considerable injection of the

surrounding parts. Two days after I experienced the most ex-

cruciating pain in swallowing, also severe pain in the right ear,

and 1 could only -with great difficulty speak. In the afternoon of

this day my friend Mr. Thomas swabbed out my throat three or

four times with a 4 per cent, solution of cocaine, and poured a few
drops of the same (into my ear. The relief which I experienced

was so great that I could soon after speak fairly easily, and
swallow with very much less difficulty. I continued to apply the

cocaine every two hours during the day with continued success

for five days, then a day in the country put me right.

Cardiff. P. Rhts Ghiffiths, B.S., JI.B.Lond.

T;

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

ANALYSIS IX AUSCDXTATION.
Will you allow me to suggest to those who are specially in-

terested in the study of cardiac murmurs and bruits, and morbid
sounds generally, a mode of e-xamination and an arrangement of

stethoscopic apparatus, which I have found of very great ser\-ice ?

The principle of procedure is to collect the .sounds produced by
the respective valves, or at several points, and to bring them to

the ear together ; which, ob\-iously, facilitates the fomiiition of a
correct judgment of their comparative intensities; and then to

suddenly eliminate one or another set of sounds, thereby render-

ing the determination of what belongs to each severally a

matter of far greater ease than the same discrimination when the

valves, etc, are examined separately; while the accurate placing

of such sounds as the early, middle, and late diastolic (presystolic)

murmurs involves little difficulty. The method is analytical; the

aggregate sound, or sounds, produced by the movement of the

blood-current or the several parts of the cartliac or pulmonary
organs being, so to say, taken to pieces under the ear of the auscul-

tator, thus enabling" him to appreciate with clearness the part

played by each in the production of the whole.

The stethoscopic arrangement consists in connecting two or

more ordinarj' elastic tubes of suitable lengths, by means of an

X piece, to the distal ends of a binaural instrument, in such

manner that the chest-pieces may be applied at pleasure over

distant areas simultaneously, and each instantly lifted so as to stop

out all sound that arises from any particular region at will. The
arrangement is so simple, and at the same time .so effective, that

1 think it desirable to call attention to the matter. It differsfrom

that of the ordinary differential stethoscope in that the sounds are

brought to the two ears simultaneously, and the whole of the

auditorj- power is, therefore, at work on the same subject, which,

as I liave said, is analysed, by a process of exclusion, to the very

great advantage and ease of the listener in forming his judgment.

The arrangement can be carried out by any medical instrument

maker. J. Mobtimkr Gha.nville, M.D.

14, Hanover Square, W. • < - I

OBSTETRIC MEMOR.\NDA.

RUPTURE OP THE UTERUS.
Mrs. D., aged 35 years, was the mother of four cliildren, the

youngest of whom is 4 years old. Since its birth she has had six

abortions.

I^reguancy had advanced to the eighth month. The head
presented in the first position, and the delivery of the foetus

passed off natunilly, the first stage lasting aliout four hours, and
the second two. The child had evidently been dead for some
time, and its abdomen was distended by ascites. Twenty-five

minutes after the foitus was born there was some contraction of

the uterus, when the placenta came partially through the os, but

afterwards receded again ; the patient, however, did not complain
of any excessive pain. Ten minutes later I observed a sudden
increase in the rapidity of the pulse, and a collapsed state of the

patient, so 1 at once introduced my hand, which went in with
very litble resistance; but it passed through a large hole into the

cavity of the abdomen, which evidently containefl; a large quan-

tity of blood. I found the placenta to be adherent above, and
separated it without much difficulty : but, after removing it. 1

found another large mass in the vagina, which I also removed.
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It proveii, oil cxnminntion, to bo a fibroid thiekoning of the

uterus, formiiij; a tumour weighing over two pounds. 1 kopt up

compression of the abilorainil aorta all the time, but the patient

was in a very collapsed state, ami died shortly afterwards. Dr.

Tresilian kindly made a post-mortem examination for me, which

revfiiUtl the following conditions.

The cavity of the peritoneum was full of blood. There was a

large perforation of the uterus ; in tact, the upper and anterior

wall had come away, evidently containing a largo intramural

fibroid tumour.
The point of interest of this case seems to be the fact that the

rupture probably took place after the fwtus was born, though at

what time cxaotly 1 am unable to say.

Ebbw Vale, :Mon. AiEX. S. Patton, M.B., B.Ch., Univ. Dub.

AFTER-TREATMENT OF ABORTION.
I HAVE read with great interest Dr. JIurdoch Cameron's article on

the PatholoLO' of Abortion, in Relation to Treatment, in the

JorasAL of"March 31st, and cite briefly two cases which have

come under my own notice.

Case t.—Mrs. B., on my arrival, I found suffering from severe

htrmorrhago from the uterus ; a fi.etus of the third mouth having

been expelled. The placenta was within reach of the finger, but

apparently detached. The os was pretty dilatable but very

slightly d\lated. After several attempts at removal, which proved

fuUle, I was on the point of sending for assistance when, to my
great surprise and pleasure, on another attempt with two fingers,

while pressing on the fundus uteri, through the abdominal wall,

the placenta slipped through the os. The hnemorrhage ceased,

and the patient made a good recovery.

Case ii.—Mrs. G., complained of hrcmorrhage and severe pain,

chiefly located in the lumbar and hypogastric regions. She had

not rrienstniated for three months. A soft mass was easily felt

within the uterus. All attempts at removal with the fingers were

fruitless. I plugged with pieces of cotton wadding, tied to a

piece of string, at intervals of about six or seven inches, dipped

-in a carbolic solution (1 to -tO). This method of plugging was ap-

proved of and recommended by Dr. "\V. L. Reid, and greatly faci-

litated removal afterwards. The plugs were left in about twelve

hours ; on their removal the soft mass was still in sitit, and ad-

herent. I introduced my hand into the vagina without administer-

ing chloroform, and with little dilliculty scraped away and removed

wliat afterwards provp<l to bi' a true mole. In this case chloroform

should have been used. This patient is under my care now. She

has not ni'^nstruated for four months. She presents symptoms of

threatened abortion, otherwise she is comparatively well.

I can thoroughly endorse the opinion of Dr. Murphy (Sunder-

land), that chloroform and fingers are to be preferred to any kind

of mechanical instrument for removal of retained placenta after

abortion. In every case, pressure over the fundus uteri through

the abdominal wall greatly helps in the operation.

>'ewmilns, Ayrshire.
_.

T.' C, DuNLpP. ;

CURIOUS DEFOR.MITY IN A TWIN.
I WAS called by a midwife to a patient who had been delivered of

a well-developed, eight months' infant three-quarters of an hour

before my arrival. The patient, a 7-para, wa.s found to have con-

siderable hydramnios, and a second child was found presenting in

the R.O.C. position. I ruptured the meml'ranes, turned and ex-

j)elled the child by supraijubic pressure. The single, large,

phicentnl mass was expres.sed, and was found to have the cord of

tbe first child attached centrally, that of the second was an
"insertio velamentosa." This Intt'er insertion, although not as a

rule 'lirectly hinderinff the development of the fretus, may affect

U« life : (1) from the fact that the branches of the umbilical

Tessels may be pressed on during laliour; or (2j from the rireum-

stance that the membranes may rujiture at a part over which one

or more of those branches ramify, henco causing ha^morrlingi'

fatal to the fret us. This insertion" is frequent in multiple preg-

nancies.

It is well known that hydramnios awl deformities of the foetus

(and, curion»ly enough, often of the last bom of the two) are fre-

quently associated with twin pregnancies. In this case the

second child was the subject of the following deformity : The
right hnuil was articulated to the lower and outer surface of

the radius, about one inch from its lower extremity, and
the movement of this anomalou.s joint was good as regards flexion

ond extension, l)Ut lateral movements, as might be expected, were
impossible. The radial and ulnar- inferior extremities were

pointed, and no articular surface was to be felt. The entire thnmb

was wanting, neither a rudiment of the first metacarpal n»r any

traces of the thenar eminence being present. No contracture or

paralysis of the radial group of muscles was discovea'd. Ihp

opposite limb was normal, and the child was wcU-nounshcd but

smaller than the first. It died on the third day after Us birth,

and, as I was at the time from home, neither the cause nor

mode of death was ascertainable further than that "it gradually

sank." The probable cause was asthenia produced by hiemorrliago

induced bv either of the accidents incidental to the velamentoiw

insertion of the cord. No necropsy was permitted, which 1 much

regret, as the arrangement of tendons, vessels, and articulations

would have completed the record of a most singular deformity.

Chables 11. Bepford, M.B., C.M.Edin.,

Resident Medical Officer to the Gesto Hospital, Skye.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AJfD SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OP

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, ANT) THE COLONIES

ST. B.UITHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

a case of intestinal obstruction: localised peritoneal

SUPPURATION : incision, WASHING OUT, AND DRAINAGE :

RECOVERY.

(Under the care of Mr. Walsham.)

[From notes by Mr. C. M. Powell, Dresser of the Case.]

R D., aged 32, was admitted on .January 20th, 1888, under the care

of Mr. Walsham, to whom he had been sent on the recommondation

of Jlr. T. H. Evans.
. .

.

On the evening of January ISth, while sitting still after an ordi-

nary meal, he was seized with great pain in both inguinal and

umbilical regions, accompanied by swelling and tension ot tho

lo-n-^r part o'f the abdomen and rumbling flatus, followed by retoli-:

in<T and sickness. The vomit began to be stercoraceous on ttit

morning of .January 19th. He had suffered from inguinal hernin

on the right side since he was two years old, and wore a truss till

he was seven. During youth and ever since he had been troubled

n-ith occasional attacks of giddiness and vomiting until aboutsiJ

or seven years ago, when they gave place to attacks of abdomma;

pain centering in the umbilical region, transient in character, me

unattended by intestinal obstruction. The hernia had frequentl)

d(\scended, biit had neyer become strangulated, and had always

been replaced, though often' with difficulty. No blood haa e'e;

passed per anum. Four months ago. he was seized with p.iin am

swelling in the abdomen, with inability to pass motions ;
this con

dition was preceded by motions of small calibre for about two

days ; it lasted ten days, during which salines were given, an(

then a drastic purge. The illness left him very weak. Ihe rao

tions had since been no thicker than his little finger, and passef

generally twice a day. He ha<l repeatedly of late tried to do W-

work, which was laborious. Init was always disabled by increaw

of pain in the abdomen. His family history was good. '

When admitted, the patient looked pale and ill, but said he na-

always had great muscular strength. There was moderate disten

sion of the abdomen, with some muscular tension, equal on Iwtt

sides, but with slight fulness over Poupart's ligament on thorign

side
' On percussion, there was comparative dulness in the rign

ini'uinal recrion. The pain was also greatest there, but was gre«

everywhere"below the nmbilieus on the slightest pressure
;

ther

was'dullpnin at all times. Tlie rectum was normal. No licrni:

could be felt, and the external ring was enlarged. The vomit ci

the T>revious night (small in <|iiantity) was tlnn and ''''p-"'""'''

No f.-Eces had passed at all during this illness, but a little AM »

after an enema. The breathing was shallow and mainly tno™^"

The temperature was 08°, rising to 10(1.4° at 1 ?•>'
j
P" f 2,'„,

respiration 24; urine acid, specific gravity 103.5, slight^ albumet

The abdominal organs could not be examined owing t" t'"""*"'*'

of the abdomen. Tongue fairiy clean. Opium and belladonn

were given ; small ((nantitv "f ice to suck ; no food.
.

'

j i

From this date u]) to .Ja'nuar\' 27th, the abdomen contmuMi

much the same condition, the tenderness and swelling, nowev*

hpcoming more localised to the right iliac fossa, and the skin i

this region appearing mottled-red and very slightly cedematoa

I
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After an enema, given on Janiiary 24th, a scanty motion was
passed: and, from this date till the 27th, several motions were
passed daily. He was given at first only half a pint of whey
a day, hvit subsetiiiently half a pint of milk wa.s added to the

whey, and still later increased to a pint, as the vomitings did not

return. The temperature never rose abo^f 101°, and varied from
day to day between this and normal. The pnlse continued of fair

volume, and varied from HH to 1 12.

.Tanuary 27th. After a consultation with Mr. M'illett and ilr.

Baker, Mr. Walsham decided to explore the abdomen in the right

inguinal region. An incision was made, beginning half an inch
above the middle of Pouparts ligament, and running parallel to

it outwards for two inches. The abdominal muscles having been
severally divided, the peritoneal cavity was carefully opened, and
about a pint of dirty yellow pus, with a strong frccal odour, was
let out. The cavity was irrigated with a solution of iodine, de-

colorised with carbolic acid, t^U the fluid flowed away perfectly-

clear. It was then found that the cavity was bounded by highly
inflamed and matted-together coils of intestines. The cavity ex-

tended towards the middle line, Init in a downward direction fur-

ther than the finger could reacli, and into this the irrigating tube
n-as passed for about eight inches. A similar sinus, between coils

Df adherent intestine, also extended in an upward and inward
direction, and further than the finger could reach. A large-sized

irainage tube was placed in the ccvity, and the wound sprinkled
ibundantly with iodoform, and dressed with iodoform gauze and
wool. On the morning after the operation, the temperature had
'alien to 9.8°, and the pulse was HX), of fair volume and strength,

jocally the wound appeared quiet, and the washings from the
lavity were clear. There was no pain nor tenderness, the patient
'xpressed himself as feeling very comfortable, and was in ex-

cellent spirits. From this date he made a progressive and unin-
:errupted recoven,-. The tulie was gradually shortened as the
•.avity slowly closed from the bottom.
On February 1st, slop diet was changed for fish, which was on

he 3rd replaced by meat diet. On the 15th the wound had
lealed, and the patient was discharged in excellent health and
pirits to the Convalescent Home at Swanley.
Remarks by Mn. WALsjrAM.—The cause! I believe, of the ob-

truction was inflammation in and around the cpecum : and, from
he frequency with which, on post-mortem examination, such re-

urring attacks of typhlitis have been shown to depend on mis-
hief of some kind in the vermiform appendix, it is prohable that
his might be the primary- cause. On the patient's admission, the
inestion of opening the peritoneal cavity in the region of the
.•ecum and exploring the condition of the parts was raised; but,
in the whole it was considered, at a consultation that was held,

hat it would be better to wait for a few hours. As, under the
nfluence of belladonna and opium, and the total abstinence from
II nourishment, the aeuteness of the symptoms subsided, the
'omiting ceased, and the bowels were relieved, whUe the general
'ain and tenderness over the abdomen became less, the explora-
orj' incision was put off till it became fairly clear that suppura-
ion had occurred. From the condition of the cavity when tJie

•eritoneum was opened, and the length of the sinuses extending
mongst the inflamed intestines, it was evident that there was ex-
ensive peritonitis, involving more or less the lower half of the
Women. In one direction the irrigating tube was passed fully

ight inches into the peritoneal canity amongst the intestines, and
he lower portion of the peritoneal cavity was thoroughly washed
ut. The case was elearlj- more than one of a mere localised peri-

pneal collection around the erecum ; and although the inflamma-
ion undoubtedly started at this spot, it had extended, as mani-
'sted both by the symptoms and the state of the parts found at

lie operation, more or less over the whole of the lower half of the
bdomen. This case in many respects appears similar to those
escribed by Mr. Treves, Mr. Marsh, and others, and is, I think,
nother example of what may be accomplished by washing out in
ippurative peritonitis.

On two other occasions I have opened the abdomen for perito-
itis, and attempted washing out. In neither of these eases was
lere suppuration. 1 found the sticking together of the coils by
le lymph prevented the free passage of the irrigating fluid

mongst them, and in no sense could a thorough washing out of
ie peritoneum be said to have been accomplished. The condition
"the patients was too serious topermit of any extensive expo.»ure
ith a \i»^w of supplementing irrigation by sponging. Both cases
ided fatally. In sucll cases, 1 fear, little can be expected from
lie procedure.

QUEEN'S HOSPITAL, BIKMINGIIAM.

THUBE CONSECCTIVE SUCCESSFUL CASES OP TREPHINING.

(By Augustus Clay, Senior Casualty Surgeon, Queen's Hospital,

Birmingham.)

Case r.—.T. G., aged 6, was brought to the hospital on Sep-

tember 6tli, in a semiconscious condition, having fallen out of a

window, a distance of about twelve feet ; upon examining his

head, a simple depressed fracture of the vault of the skull VM6
discovered. The precise situation of the depression was the right

parietal bone, a little behind the coronal suture and about three-

quarters of an inch from the median line—thus corresponding to

the upper part of the ascending frontal convolution. The patient

became unconscious, and violent twiteliings of the leg. arm, and

face of the left side soon occurred. The right pupil was dilated

and inactive. Pulse slow, but not particularly full. When 1 saw

the child, there was complete paralysis of the arm and leg, al-

though the twitehings still continued in the face. The breathing

was stertorous, very slow and shallow—so much so that it was

feared it would cease altogether. The sphincters had relaxed.

Trephining was decided upon, and he was hurriedly taken into the

operating theatre, where the operation was commenced by the

usual crucial incision. It was then seen that a part of the bone,

the size of half-a-cro-wn, was simply depressed, with the excep-

tion of a linear fracture (half an inch long) situated at the anterior

edge of the circular depression. A three-quarter-inch trephiw

was applied, and a disc of bone ("just taking in the fracture) was

quickly removed, the surrounding bone being then easily elevated.

There was a little hemorrhage, which was allowed to continue to

relieve the venous congestion : after which the wound was syringed

with corrosive sublimate lotion (1 in 2,a')0), a drainage-tube in-

serted, and the edges brought together by silver sutures. Dress-

ings of absorbent tissue, moistened with boroglyceride. were used.

Almost immediately after the bone had been raised, the left arm.

and leg became convulsed, and the twitehings already existing in

the face became more marked. In about a couple of minutes all

the epileptiform convulsions had entirely ceased, and the pulse

and respiration improved considerably. The operation was per-

formed without chloroform, and, before all the sutures could be

introduced, consciousness had so far returned that the boy cried

with the pain and raised his hand to his head. Three-quarters of

an hour after, the patient answered questions, and in an hour he

asked for some water to drink. On the second night the little

patient woke up suddenly, and complained bitterly of pain in his

head ; however, he soon went to sleep again, and was fjuite lively

and playing with some toys next morning. On the fifth day his

bowels 'were obstinate, and there was a slight elevation in his

temperature, which was otherwise normal throughout.

The head was dressed dailv with iodoform gauze, and the drain-

age-tube removed on the fourth day. The patient made a rapid

and uninterrupted recover>': but. on account of his inordinate ap-

petite and his " rumbustical " nature, he was not discharged until

six weeks after the operation.

Case it.—E. B., aged 26, was admitted on July 10th, 1887,

about an hour after ha\-ing received a blow on the head with a

stick. At the time he was struck he did not appear to be very

badly injured, as he was able to walk some distance to a neigh-

bouring surgeon ; but on reaching the house he fainted, and was

forthwith sent to the hospital. On examination, there was found,

sli<Thtlv above and external to the l<-ft frontal eminence, a vertical

linear wound, one inch in length, which led down to a depressed

and comminuted fracture. The patient was very drowsy, but

could be roused by speaking louiUy to him. Ilis statements and

answers were incoherent, and he only desired to curl himself up

and sleep. There was no paralysis nor monospasms : but before

the arrangements for the operation could l>e completed, he became

somewha? comatose. The original wound was enlarged and inter-

sected by another at right angles, when it was found that a frag-

ment of bone, one inch by three-(piarters (consisting of both

tables^was driven int(^ the skull. This aperture was conveniently

enlarged by a chisel, and the piece of bone above referred to, with

several comminutions of the inner table—sufficient to cover a

florin—were removed. The dura mater was perforated, the brain

contused, and covered with blood at the seat of the injury. Per-

chloride of mercury lotion (1 in 2.0tK») was used : a drainage-tube

inserted i stitches being put in the scalp only. Absorbent gauze,

moistened with boro-glyceride and covered with gutta-percha

tissue, was the dressing employed. K saline purge was admini-

stered fix hours aft«r the operation. The diet consisted for ten
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davs of milk and soda-water, after wbich fish was allowed The

head was dressed daily. The wouml healed primarily, with the

"xccption of the part in contact with the ti.be wh»ch was

shortened at each dressinR, and finally removed on the htth ila>

.

On the ei.'hth day the temperature, which was otherwise normal,

•ro'e U> UHJ'^ ; the patient seemed somewhat depressed, and com-

; plained of pain in his left eye. The eye was kindly examined by

mv coUeafTue. Mr. Priestley Smith, who reported it o be healthy

;.JFrom this date the patient progressed very satistactorily, and

1 -wa.' discharged on the eighteenth day from the injiiry. Isaw

him four months later, when he was (|uite well, and had not ex-

..oerienced a bad symptom since he left the hospital.

1 Case in.—J. li., aged 36, was received as an in-patient on uc-

'.tober 27th, 1887, having met with an injury to his head, lie was

quite conscious, and gave the following account of the accident

:

.While at work with a forge-hammer, a pin or bolt required to be

readjusted, and he stooped down for that purpose. Lntortu-

-.liately, he reached too far forwards, and so placed his head

.Dartiallv tetweeu the steam hammer (weighing 10 cwt.) and

the anvU. The blow waa directed obliquely, the force

'

knocking the patient from under the hammer and against

, another part of the machinerj-, causing a small scalp wound over

.,the occiput, but not exposing the bone. He was stunned for a

while, but soon recovered himself, and walked to one of his fellow-

workmen for assistance. On examination there was found a con-

tused wound of the forehead one inch and a half long over the

left frontal eminence, and the bone in a corresponding situation

was found comminuted and depressed for nearly a similar e.xtent.

HiemoiThage had taken place beneath the coujimctivoe and into

the eveUds, which soon became discoloured and so prominent as

to obstruct the sight; there was no paralysis of the orlntal

muscles, nor hasmorrhage from the nose. The patient was placed

under chloroform, and an incision one inch long was made at ngUt

angles to the original wound, but only intersectmg one side ot it.

The pericranium having been raised, a three-quarter inch trepnine

applied, and the disc removed, six pieces of bone, varying from

one inch and a quarter in length and half an inch wide were then

taken away. It was observed that the bone on one side ot tlie

cavity was fractured and depressed (after the manner of "gutter

fractures"), but was not quite separated. This was, with some

difficulty, elevated, and allowed to remain. A linear fracture ex-

tended antero-posterioriy for some distance beyond the seat ot tUe

depression and the limit of the incision. The dura mater appa-

rently was not injured. The wound was autisepticised _
with

lotio'hydrarg. perchlor. (1 in 2,000), five silver sutures put in the

scalp, and a drainage-tube inserted. Dressings were similar to

those used in Case li. The tube was shortened daily, and perma-

nently removed on the sixth day. The patient got up on the tour-

teenth day of the accident, and was discharged three days later,

having made a most uneventful recovery. •

llEMABKa BY Mb. AUGUSTUS (JLAY.—Case II is very interesting

from a surgical point of view, inasmuch as he was trephined

eleven years previously by my colleague, ilr. Wilders. He had a

" buffer' injury to his occipital region, causing great comminution

and depression. As far as I am able to learn, this case is unique

for its double successful trephining. ^-——^=

REPORTS 0^ SOCIETIES.

ROY.\L MEDICAL AND CIIIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Tuesday, April 24th, 1S88.

Sir E. H. SiETEinNG, M.D., President, in the Chair.

A Further Contribution to the Stuily nf Itheumatwl Arthritic.

—Dr. A. E. GAaaoD read this paper. The study of the nervous

theory of rheumatoid arthritis, commenced in a former paper, wa.s

continued ; the muscular atrophy, deformities, and dystrophies ot

the skin and naUs met with in the course of the disease being

axamined with a view to seeing whether tbeu" occurrence afiorded

MT evidence in support of this theory. The muscular atrophy

had b«en regarded by some as part of the disease itself, by others

a-s merely an examp'le of ordinary arthritic muscular atrophy, and

by others again as the result of clianges in the peripheral nerves.

Evidence was brought forward in favour of the view that tlie

muscular atrophy met with in rhpumatoid arthritis was not pecu-

liar to that disease. The result of an examination of the tendou-

jettexes in fifty cases yvas given, and it was sho^^^l that, whereas

itie jerks were usually exaggerated, thi^ was not an invariable

rule and it was suggested that peripheral neuritis, the preeence
|

of which had been demonstrated in such cases, might act as a
|

disturbing factor. This same condition might account for the
|

occasional occurrence of numbness and tingling of the extretoi-

lies in rheumatoid arthritis, examples of which were given, i

A\here these were met with, the jerks were not found to be in-

creased. Attention was called to the importance of exelud^g
1

ca-^es in which sensory and motor disturbances were produced by I

pressure on the nerve-roots, when the disease had attacked the

vertebral colimin. It was pointed out that changes in the joints,

indistinguishable from rheumatoid arthritis, were met with in

cases in which other nervous phenomena had preceded the

articular disease ; but these cases were regarded as belonging to
;

a somewhat different category from ordinary examples of the

disease The conclusion was drawn that the ordinary muscular

'

atrophy of rheumatoid arthritis was, as Dr. Charcot beUeved, a

:

secondary' phenomenon, and as such afforded no evidence as to thei

oricin of tlie primary disease. The deformities due to muscular

spasms were also regarded as secondary, the spasm to which they

w-ere due being of the same nature as that usually met with m
the neighbourhood of diseased joints. These deformities ware,

not peculiar to rheumatoid arthritis; the skin changes were re-;

garded as being probably due to peripheral neuritis, but whether!

this neuritis was a primary or secondarj' phenomenon there waS'

not as yet sufficient evidence to show. Some facts seemed to in-

cUeate that it was of a primary natura-Dr. Maclagan bought

the paper a valuable contribution on an obscure subject, but had

not much to say upon it. It tended to confirm his view of the|

neurotic origin of the disease ; but how far it was due to the cen-,

tral or the peripheral nervous system was more than he could at.

present tell. The coincidence of peripheral neuritis was not likely'

to be entirely fortuitous ; its occasional appearance was yery pro-,

bably the reason of the eccentricity of the reflex phenomena -l>r.

IlADDEN considered that there should be much caution m the in-

troduction of peripheral neuritis into the symptoms. 1 he cm)

distinct evidence that had been given was from two or three caseiJ

of I'itres and Vaillard. He had himself read a paper on the same

subiect four years ago to the Clinical Society, and thrown out tUt

same suggestion, but he had had no further distinct confarmation

In one 6t his cases he had noticed, along with advanced change.'

in the carpus, patchy anajsthesia in the arms, legs, and face, im.'

was most marlfed in the legs, where the jomts were very htU,,

affected; in fact, the nen-e changes did not go along with t6>

joint changes. He had examined many o d case^ '"; '','"1' ^T'
was no lost of sensation, and no atrophy beyond what would b^

accounted for by disuse, and found the reflexes variable, some i

excess, some normal. Another patient had been a woman ^h<

had had acute rheumatism, a year before, and slight recurrence o

rheumatic pain ; and along with this recurrence, tlie typical gloff.

skin of such states in one hand, with loss of sensation an.

marked atrophy of nails and of the forearm. " seemed a genmn

neuritis ; a relapse, in fact, affecting the nerves and not he join

The increased reflexes he had found very inconstant; ankle Uonu.

he had seen at least three times. Charcot guessed it to be due to^

change in the cells, not in the peripheral nerves, but m the spmo

cord.-Mr. W. A. Lane was sorry to find that, after caref,d oo«

sideration of the nervous theory, and much dissection of af^ecte-

cases, he was unable to accept it. He found the changes desOTbe

as those of rheumatoid arthritis in many case| where^ he cou

only suppose them the normal consequences of the habits o lU.

as *in carpenters, coal-heavers, etc. beyond such as were due t

rheumati,sm or senile change, he considered the rest due/o sud"^,,

or habitual pressure.-Dr. IIkkbingham wa^ anxious to call U

Oarrod's attention to a poss l,le explanation of t'le pos tion of th

ftngers in rheumatoid aithritis. They were turned ""'"-b alwa)

to the ulnar side of the hand. If there was any atrophy or weak

ne,s3 of the abductor indicis. as there nearly always was m la

disease it would be found that tension of the extensor muaU*

puUed 'theTiXx and, to a less extent, the. mid.ile finder over U'

wards the ulnar side of the hand and this, >« l'°"«''
• ^"om

ordinary besinning of the ulnar deviation of the fingers, vui

stiJtTd^it'fas quickly increased, and the otlier hngersw^^^^

out of nosition —Dr. A. Money could not help express ng the n

Urest he felt in these questions, and hoped they might look ;

more contributions from Dr. Garrod There was a long cha^^

Btill to be written, he thought, on the phe^o'"^^
Iti^^ ^

in rheumatic and rheumatoid disease. ««
^f,f,,".S py

perspiration sometimes alkaline, and also od.'ll>\
'^'^^"^"'fj'^

parts where neither tendons nor muscles nor joints were anecie^
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as if it might possibly be the result of a nervous anomaly. It

also came and went, sometimes without apparent reason. In

these cases gastric crisis occurred, sometimes in a form quite in-

distinguishable from that of locomotor ataxy. The gastric secre-

tion which was vomited was extremely acid, and contained both

sarcina; and toruUe in cases in which there was no sign of

pyloric obstruction. Tlie urine showed remarkable changes ;
there

was sometimes transient glycosuria and sometimes rapid transi-

tory changes in the amount of uric acid and urea secreted.—

Dr. A. E. Gareod, in reply, said he quite agreed that there must

bo great caution in assuming neuritis, and that much more obser-

vation was neces.sarj% Considering the small amount of post-

mortem observation possible, he thought it remarkable that ilM.

Pitres and Vaillard had found it in all their cases. He agreed

'with Dr. Hadden that joint lesions did not go pari passu with

lerve lesions. In reply to Mr. Lane's theory that pressurewas an

jfficieut cause, he did not see that it sulEced to explain why
rheumatoid arthritis was specially a disease of women, and at

;he menopause why it affected the peripheral joints, and such

jarts as the tempofo-maxillarj- joint ; why it was symmetrical,

ind why it attacked the duchess as much as the washerwoman.

He was much obliged to Dr. Herringham for his suggestion as to

leflection, hut was inclined to think no explanation at present

•ompletely satisfactory.

'ff'ects in Disease connected u-ifh Uric Acid ofsome Drugs

'h cause Retention of Uric Acid in Contrast u-ith the Action of

•salicylates (as s/ioirn in a previoitspaper).—Dr. Axexander Haiq
•ead this paper. He said a large part of the value of salicylates in

iric acid diseases was due to their preventing acids from causing

etention of uric acid, as pointed out in a previous paper. Some
Irugs that had the opposite action of causing retention of uric

icids were contrasted with the salicylates and their actions in

lome diseases compared. The drugs whose action on uric acid

'.xcretion was now brought forward were lead, iron, and lithia, and

t was shown that they caused retention of uric acid, though

ithia produced this effect in an indirect manner.
_
The doubtful

.-alue of lithia in gout and as a solvent of uric acid was pointed

)ut. The relation of dyspepsia to the uric acid headache, and the

vay in which it explained the periodicity of the attacks, was
•eferred to. The effects on the ner\-e-centres of any causes of

lepression in headaches and epilepsy were described. Sir A.

Jarrod's investigations on chronic lead poisoning, the presence of

uric acid in the blood of such cases, and the action of lead in

irecipitating an attack of gout were stated to be in accord with

he facts now brought forward. Lead was mentioned as a cause

)£ epilepsy, which could be easily explained if epilepsy was due

uric acid. Iron caused a relapse in gout, and did harm in epi-

epsy and in uric acid headache. Salicylates were valuable in

;out, chiefly in prevention ; they did not act promptly in acute

!OUt. Reasons were given for believing that some cases of epi-

cpsy were due to uric acid, just as some cases of headache had

I

wen shown to be in previous papers. Recent obseirations by the

vriter in the Neurologisches Centralblatt were referred to. Atten-

ion was called to the close parallel between epilepsy and the

leadache in question, and also to the close clinical relationship of

both to gout. It was suggested that epileptic fits might be pre-

rented by salicylates in place of bromides. Salicylates prevented

l.ccumulation of uric acid, and thus stopped fits due to such

I.CCumulation. Such cases of epilepsy might probably be cured

|>y the diet which was so useful in the uric acid headache. When
Jkalies were given along vrith bromides in epilepsy, less bromides

Irould suffice to keep off the fits. The observations of Dr. Rad-

[•liffe on this point were referred to. This result was due to the

lact that alkalies Cas previously pointed out by the writer) pre-

j'ented retention and accumulation of uric acid ; hence, as there

'vaa less of the irritant, less bromide would suffice to stop the fits.

)r. Radclifle's remarks about iron and diet pointed in the same
lirection as to the causation of epilepsy by uric acid. The same

easoning was applied to attacks of gout and their prevention by

alicylates.—Dr, Ohmerod was glad to hear of any fresh pallia-

ive, or possibly curative, treatment for epilepsy. He confe.ssed

hat the theory he had just listened to seemed to him to be ba-^ed

n very few facts, and inapplicable to the great majority of cases

f epilepsy, ki any rate, a long clinical testing was required.

le had had experience that afternoon of two interesting cases of

pilepsy in this connection. One was in a young man who had
ypical' attacks of migraine, beginning with flashes of light in

he eyes, and going on to vomiting and headache. The remark-
Me point was that exactly similar flashes of light in hini some-

times led up to epileptic convulsions and biting of the tongue.

There was no history of gout. In the other case, a boy 11 yeari

old, there was a strong rheumatic history in the family, and ha

had prescribed sodium salicylate, 10 grains three times a day. For

five weeks there had been no fit, but after that there came a batch

of fits a,s bad as ever.—Dr. Lactdeh Bruston con!>idered Dr.

Haig's paper a valuable attempt to solve one of the most diflS-

cult of medical problems—the cause of gout. He thought no
sufficient distinction had been made between retention of uric

acid and diminished formation. Sir Alfred Garrod had first

shown how lead brought on gout in persons who had not in-

herited it. He had been himself much struck by a case of

diarrhcea, in which, after all the vegetable drugs had failed, h«

had given acetate of lead, and that had brought on rapidly a

condition of red and swollen joints. In epilepsy he must beg

to insist that there were many factors at work. So, too, in

migraine there might be local conditions, such as decayed teeth

or anomalies of vision and inequalities of the two eyes, which

were shown to be the determining factors, because with their

correction the headaches ceased. Defects of -v-ision he had found

to affect headache in nearly nine cases out of ten that he saw.

In a lady who had come Irom Massachusetts there was much
pain in the back of the neck, which he had at first attributed to

some local disease, probably of the bones, and Dr. Terrier had

come to the same conclusion; but nevertheless they found that

the pain completely disappeared when her eyes were properly

suited with spectacles. In considering the effects of lead, they

must not forget that it had a definite effect on the cells of the

cerebral cortex. It would be interesting to see if in some cases

of epilepsy it could be removed by solvents, and the epilepsy

thereby cured. When he had been working at the effects of

the bromides, he had noticed that some German observers at-

tributed all results to the potassium, and some to the bromine,

and this had led him to try the effect of common salt on a

number of epileptics. There were some good results, some

failures; and he thought it possible that its use might arise

from its causing the patients to drink more and wash out the

cells of their brain. Dr. Haig recommended sodium benzoate,

and he thought it would be worth while to trv' that along

with potassium bromide.—Dr. W. H. White had noticed in Dr.

Haig's tables that iron was represented as causing a greater

retention of uric acid than lead. This retention, they were told,

was the cause of epilepsy; but were there any cases of iron

epilepsy to bring forward? Saturnine epilepsy he admitted wa«
well known, and lunacy was another nervous effect of lead;

was that produced by this retention of uric acid ?
,

And what

effect had potassium bromide on this retention? If epilepsy

depended on this poisoning of the system, he was surprised to

find its effects beginning generally unilaterally.—Dr. Haig wa«

much obliged for the favourable reception of his paper, but

wished to deprecate any too sanguine expectations from its

conclusions. He pointed out that migraine resembled epilepsy

in so far that in both at the time of the attack the excretion

of uric acid was increased. He had foimd some good result!

from the use of salicine in epilepsy. As to retention of uric

acid, he considered it would be shown to be separate from

diminished formation. The local conditions, such as anomalie*

of vision, etc., he admitted might cause irritability and sus-

ceptibility to the uric acid poison. The effects attributed to

lend in the cortex of the brain might, perhaps, be due to com-

bined lead and retained uric acid. In comparing the results of

lead and iron, it should be noticed that the amounts cf iron

taken were much the larger. He had made experiments on

the effects of potassium bromide on the retention of uric acid,

but found no variation caused by it. Sir Alfred Garrod, twelve

years ago, had sliown that uric acid was in excess in the blood

in epilepsy, and he hoped soon to be in a position to argue

more generally from its excess in the urine to its excess in the

blood.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONBOX.
Monday, April iiSnD, 1885.

Edmund Owen, F.R.C.S.. Vice-President, iu the Chair.

Iiitra-mu.<cidar Lijectum of Mercury in the Treatment tfSypM-

/i*-.— .Mr. J. ASTI.ET IIloxam' read a paper pointing out that the

subject of the injection of mercury into the tissue-s had received

but scant attention in this country, although Iwgely practised

abroad, e-ipecialW in Germany. His attention had been dtawn to
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the subject in the first instance by the benefit derived by a patient

of his, during a stay in lierlin, from the treatment of Dr. Le^yln,

who used a solution of the perchloride of mercurj' for injection.

He then carried out the method at the Lock Hospital on a large

scale. He found that certain precautions were necessarj- in using

the solution, in order to avoid tlie formation of abscesses. Dr.

Lewin used three solutions, containing respectively four, six, and

eight grains of the salt to the ounce, the quantity used varying

with the frequency of the injection and the condition of the patient.

He claimed for the method that it was more prompt lu action, en-

abled the medical man to know exactly what amount of mercup-

was being absorbed at any given time, and .spared the patient the

gastric derangement apt to follow the administration of the

drucT by the mouth, ilr. Bloxam said lie had employed the

drug in this way in all stages of the disease with uniformly

successful resiUts." He had tried the preparation of calomel in

glycerine (1 in 10) and calomel in vaseline (1 in 5), but found

that both were very painful and prone to give rise to the

formation of troublesome abscesses. He gave quotations from

textbooks showing how little the subject and the modus

operandi were understood. His own plan was to inject ten drops

of a solution of sal alembroth, containing one-third of a gram ot

-the salt. This he injected deeply into the muscular substance of

the buttocks once a week, changing sides at each injection. The

pain was but slight, the induration little marked except bleeding

took place, and in no instance was followed by abscess. This

solution kept well, was clear, and was not liable to fungoid

growth or precipitation. The primarj- sore had generally healed

by the second injection, and the secondary sjTuptoms soon cleared

up, leaving only the throat and the glands as evidence of the

disease. As this stage the injection need be given only once a

fortnight, and, still later, only once a month, continuing the treat-

ment thus for a year or eighteen months, some eight or ten grains

of the salt sufficing for the whole course of treatment. Mr. Bloxam

brought several cases under treatment, showing the effect of the

method, and demonstrated the mndm operandi.—Ut. Edmund
Owen said he was interested ratlier than convinced by the paper,

but he expressed his intention of giving the method a trial. He

asked whether infiltrations were frequent after injection, and^ a.s

to when Jlr. Bloxam would use the injection. Also, did he hnd

the method prevent the occurrence of secondary symptoms, and

were relapses more or less frequent ? He suggested that the

method was one which presented certain difficulties in carrying

it out in private practice, especially in respect of women.^Mr.

John Morgan said that Mr. Bloxam had, at any rate, shown how
mercury might he safely introduced into the tissues, his results

comparing favourably with what he had seen of Sigmund's plan,

as carried out in Vienna. He had given the system a trial,

but although there had been no bad results, he had

not obtained any particularly good ones.—Mr. Berxaud
Pitts explained that he had announced Mr. Bloxam s

paper in advance by mistake for the previous week. He said he

should have to see a good deal more before he could realise that a

medicine given once a week could act as well as one given like a

food. He pointed out that the results obtained in one of the

cases, at any rate, were not better or even as good as those obtain-

able by the ordinary means. He mentioned that with small doses

of grey powder he "had succeeded in preventing the secondary

symptoms, even in ca,se8 of undoubted syphilis.—Dr. UanDFoud
mentioned that in Vienna he had usually seen used a combination

ot the perchloride of mercury- with peptones. He himself had

used a simple solution of the perchloride, but the pain prmluced

was BO great that patients begged that the treatment should not

be continued. He had, however obtained ver>- satisfactorj- re-

sults with it.—Dr. T. OrTTERSON Wood said that the pain attend-

ing the injection by Mr. Bloxam was verj' slight, and patients

often asked for it to be repeated oftener than once a week.—Dr.
Hrron quoted the case of a medical man who had suffered from

syphilitic manifestations for upwards of twenty years, who had im-

proved materially under the injection treatment. He (Dr. Heron)

had injected himself on one occasion, to test the amount of pain,

and found that while the pain at the time of injection was not very

great, the subsf^quent pain was far more considerable. He added

that, if any great advantage could be shown to be obtainable by

this method, patients would probably be willing to agree to it,

though tht-re might be rt difilculty with regard to lady patients.

—Mr. Bloxam, in reply, explained that infiltration only occurred

when bleeding followed the puncture. He always waited for

clear evidence of syphilis before beginning treatment. He did

not believe that it was possible entirely to suppress the second-

nrv symptoms. He employed it in private practice without any

difficulty. Kelapses were iiol more common than with the other

methods of treatment.
Albuminuria in Eyiteric Fever.—Dr. Handfobd gave an account

of his observations in 75 successive cases tlmt had been under his

care during the past three years in the Nottingham General Hos-

pital. There were 10 deaths, 7 of them due to perforation, giving

a mortality of 13.3 per cent. In 8 of the cases a poat-morUm

examination was made, followed by a microscopical exammation i

of the viscera. The account of the lesions in the kidney was bas^ I

on these and on two or three other cases not included m tM I

series. Murchison gave 549 cases by 10 observers where album*-
I

nuria was observed in 1.57, or 28.6 per cent. In the 75 cases ob- 1

served by Dr. Handford the urine was examined by himself in
!

every case (save one not included in the tables) several times, and

in most daily during the si'verity of the disease. Albumen was

present in 42 and absent in 32 : that is to say, it was found in W
per cent, of the cases. Of the 42 cases with albuminuria 9 died,

giving a rate of 21.4 per cent. Among the 32 without albumen

there were no deaths. Among the 42 cases there were 3 children, •

whereas in the 32 there were 14, showing that there is much
|

less liability in children to the albuminuria of enteric fever. The

cases of albuminuria were classified under three heads : 1. Those i

with pre-e.xisting definite kidney disease. These cases seemed vejy

rare 2 When there was abundant and persistent albummuria,otten I

to tile extent of 0.05 up to 0.1 per cent. Among these the mor- '

talitv was verj- high. The most marked change m the kidney m
such cases was found to be interstitial or diffuse nephritis, with I

<Tlomerulitis and h.'emoiThage. The nephritis was probably ol •

septic origin, like so many other complications of enteric lever, i

3. Where the albumen oily existed as a trace, and that only

for a short time, .\mong these the mortality was mudi less. The

renal changes were much less definite, and sometimes scarcely

any alteration could be detected. The chief alterations appeared

to be vascular engorgement with capillary hemorrhage, slight

cellular infiltration and multiplication of nuclei, and cloudy

swelling of the epithelium. -M.arked parenchymatous nephritis '

with fatty degeneration of the epithelium was not found, thougn

some degenerative changes were generally present, but (Ulhcult

to distinguish from alterati.ms which occur so rapidly poit

mortem, especially in death from peritonitis due to perforation.

Numerous drawings of microscopic preparations were 6hov,Ti.

lIARVEI.A^f SOCIETY OF LONDON.
THrRSDAV. .\i'UiL 19th, 1888.

William Sedgwick, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.
j

A hpecia Areata.-Dr. RowxsoN read a paper on alopecia are*tt

He described two varieties, a parasitic and non-parasitic. xne

former had a relationship to ringworm. He had found life in tne

open air one of the most efticacious modes of treatment.— ur.

Lylk had not seen alopecia follow ringworm.
,i,„«^

Ovarian Tumours in Preynnnt J( o^neH.-Dr. Braxton Hicm

read two cases of ovarian tumoiu-, associated with pregnancy, in

which the removal of the tumour had been followed by recover-

In the first, labour had continued thirty hours. The tumour came,

down, and prevented the head being seized with iwr-

ceps, and turning was tried, and found impossible. W
child was finally delivered with long forceps, and was still

living. The placenta required removal. The t"™of,. P*':

rapidly after deliver>-, and was removed. I was adherent

everywhere, and was compound in character, nearly coUo a. i«e

patient made an excellent recovery. In the second case there was

an ovarian tumour which reached rather above tli« """l"''^"^-.
',

was diagnosed to be compo.sed of two cysts. The womrm ha<l

missed two periods, and it was proposed to wait until af er t a

middle of pregnancy. However, t'le/ys*
^f':?'f^''^"'^\r'V' Cur

and was removed. The pedicle was found twisted and the l"">o"J

adherent and becoming necrosed, ^o uterine action c^me on lor

two weeks, when an ovum wa.s expelled. The cases sho^^ed that

when ovarian tumour and pregnancy ""^^^ 5=°"'=""!"V«l tho
tumour gave signs of irritation, the sooner it ^^'i^""^^"?

"„(,

better.-Dr. Handfield-Jones spoke of the rapid £^« °'

ovarian cysts after the uterus had been emptied. He 1"«1 '-"^'''^

them within two months attain enormous sue, and contrac

adhesions. Ho thought, therefore, that ovarian tumours ougiu

be removed as soon as possible after delivery.
.,.„„«petion

Vimesection.-'DT. Frankisii then read a paper on venesection
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le had found it of particular benefit in cases of unemia and
erebral congestion. He had seen puerperal convulsions, in cases

rhere there was albumen in the urine especially benefited by
t. In spite of popular prejudices, he thought it ought often to

e practised.—Dr. Robinson was accustomed to bleed in cases

rhere there was much venous congestion.—Dr. Bbaxton Hicks
ad considerable experience of bleeding, and had done the oppo-
ite, transfusion, eight times. Venesection had been most bene-
cial in cases of puerperal convulsions.—The Peesident felt that

opular opinion rendered venesection difficult to practise, although
ften beneficial. The older practitioners used to bleed in the early

,ages of collapse, especially those due to perforation. It was also

ractised in collapse due to cholera.—Dr. Handfield-Jones men-
oned a case in which he had bled for amenorrhoea with excellent

iSult.—Dr. faANKiSH replied.

BRITISH GYNAECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
WEDSEsnAY, April 11th, 1S88.

ABTHun W. Eras, il.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair.

Ruptured Tubal Pregnancy occurrinij twice in the same Patient.
Mr. Lawson Tait read notes of this case, which will be pub-
ihed in the Jottrnal in full.

Jinnoval of the Uterine Appendages.—Dr. G. GRANXiiiE Ban-
! K exhibited a number of specimens illustrating many forms of
j'Ti-e to which the uterine appendages are liable : 1. Cirrhosis
the Ovarj-. The patient, a married woman, aged 29, the mother
two children, had been the subject of most severe dysmenor-

ii ii. rendering her perfectly incapable of following herusual avo-
tiiins. The cervix had been dilated with temporary benefit, but
> dysmenorrhoea returned in a few months with increased
vt rity, and with the addition of more or less con.=itant pain. At
urgent entreaty of the patient, and on the ground of negative

id'-iice from the absence of any enlargement and inability to
'1 the ovaries in a favourable subject, which induced him to

nclude that the ovaries were cirrhotic, he removed the append-
;es. The result had been a complete cure, both in the arrest of
nstruation and the relief of pain. 2. Salpingitis in association

ith an Ovarian Tumour with a Twisted Pedicle. In tliis case
th tubes were as large as the index finger, that on the side op-
isite to the tumour being closelj' adherent to the posterior aspect
the broad ligament. The patient was a married woman, aged
, without familj'. 3. An example of Abscess of the Right Ovary
th Salpingitis, and Adhesions and Chronic Salpingo-ovaritis on
e left side. The patient was a single woman, aged 36, who had
d one child some years before. The operation was a very formid-
le one, owing to adhesions which involved the caecum, but its

ccess was complete. 4. A recent specimen from a single woman,
ed24, illustrating the conditions of Hffiraatosalpinx in the uterine
d of the left tube, and Pyosalpinx in the outer portion, in which
e contents had undergone caseous degeneration. In the right
be there was pyosalpinx in the same stage, together with almost
mplete severance of the tube by a constricting band of adhe-
)ns. The patient was progressing well. Dr. Bantock stated that
all the cases brought forward he had been able to ascertain by
e physical signs that the cases were suitable for operation.
en in the case of cirrhosis he had diagnosed this condition ; it

IS not necessary to make an accurate diagnosis in such cases.

was impossible to diagno.se a blood-cyst in one ca.se, or an ab-
!SS of the ovarj- in another, associated as they were with exten-
'e adhesions and enlargement of the tubes. It was sufficient to
able to say that there was disease which nothing but ab-

minal section could clear up.
Vyosalpin.T.—Dr. FANCOLnx Barnes exhibited an ovary with
? left Fallopian tube, which he had removed six weeks pre-
lusly from a patient who had been a chronic invalid in conse-
ence of her sufferings. She had left the hospital a fortnight
fore perfectly relieved. lie had not made a differential diagnosis
iween pyo- and hydrosalpinx in the case ; it was sufficient to
iRhose one or the "other.

Ultra-uterine Medication.—Dr. Robert Bell (Glasgow) read
S paper. He considered the uterus in a large majority of cases
IS the source of the mischief in a great many of the various
ectionsto which the tubes and ovaries were liable. It was, there-
's, by suitable treatment of the uterus that such evils were to
averted. Iodised phenol was the preparation which gave the

it results. It was aseptic and antiseptic in the highest degree,
1 the carbolic acid exercised a powerful anodyne effect on the
lometrium; it possessed also powerful alterative properties.

In treating cases of long-standing endometritis it was necessary
to remove the granular condition of the raucous membrane as a
prcliminarj' to the strictly medical part of the treatment. This

was effected by means of the curette. He had also found intra-

uterine medication useful in a class of cases where it was not usu-
ally employed—namely, in displacements. Displacements were
invariably associated with a softened condition of the uterine

walls from a congested condition of the parts. In conjunctioii

with the use of pessaries, intra-uterine medication did much
permanently to remove the displacement. The treatment of such
cases, as a rule, occupied three to four months.—In the discussion

which ensued. Dr. Hetwood Smith, Dr. Bantock, Dr. Aveling,
Dr. FANCorBT Barxe.s, Dr. Peidham, Dr. Maxsell MorLLis, and
the President took part.—Dr. Bell replied.

MIDLAND MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, April 4th, 1888.

Ross Jordan, M.R.C.S.E., President, in the Chair.

Lupus Vulgaris.—Dr. Kjrby showed a case of lupus vulgaris, of

seven years' duration, on the arm of a girl, aged 14, who was re-

covering rapidly under treatment bj- Unna's plaster. There was
no history of struma in the family, but several relatives had died

of cancer.

EjicyxtedHydroceleofEpididymis.—"Sir. 3oB.-DXti Lloyd showed
a case of this disease.

Urethral Calculus.—Ur. Jordan Lloyd also showed a large

urethral calculus that had been passed by a boy.

The Daros and Engadine Valleys.—DT. Foxwell read a paper

on this subject.

Pancreatic Cyst.—Mr. Bennett May reported a case of pan-
creatic cyst for which he had operated. The operation resulted

in the removal of a large gall-stone from the gall-bladder. The
cyst had collapsed previous to the operation, but two months be-

fore that a quart of fluid was removed by aspiration. The necropsy

showed that death was caused bj- gangrene of the pancreas. The
cyst had a large aperture of communication with the duodenum.
It appeared probable that it was a retention-cyst (gall-stone in

the common orifice), as there was a well-marked history of attacks

of severe biliarj- colic with jaundice.

Vesical Calculi.—Jlr. Bennett May also showed a number ot,

vesical calculi.

Drop-u-rist and Extensice Muscular Atrophy from Lead-poison-

ing.—Dr. Suckling showed a young woman who had worked as

a maker of paper bags four years ago, and who had to give up her

work on account of paralysis ot the upper extremities. She had
suffered from colic and constipation. There was a well-marked

blue line on the gums, and double wrist-drop. The supinator

longus on each side was much weakened. The thenar and hypo-

thenar muscles on each side were wasted, and the main en griffe

was present. The muscles of the forearms and shoulders were
also much atrophied. The intrinsic muscles of the hands and the

extensors of the wrist did not respond to the faradic current.

Senile Chorea.—Dr. Sucklino showed a woman, aged 62, who
had suffered from chorea for nine years. She had suffered from

chorea when 12 years of age, but recovered completely from this

attack in about three months. She had an attack of rheumatism

when she was 4.5 years of age. There were jerky spontaneous

movements of both the upper and lower extremities, and th»

tongue and lips were especially affected. There was considerable

inco-ordination, and the disorderly movements were intensified by
emotional disturbance, and ceased during sleep. The intellect wa»
unaffected, there were no sensory disturbances, and no signs of

heart disease. The patient attributed her illness to worry and

anxiety.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX MEDICO-CHIRUEGICAL SOCIETY.

TlifRSDAY, Aprll 5th, 1888.

J. Harris Ross, M.D., in the Chair.

Gangrene of Peni-t.—Vr. J. Harris Eoss showed a man who
had sullered destruction of the penis from gangrene during an
attack of diphtheria.

Adenoid Vegetaiioiis of the Naso-PAarynx.—ilr. Crbssweix
Babeb showed photographs, before and after operation, of a man,
aged 2."!, from whom a large quantity of these growths was re-

moved under chloroform at one sitting, and drew attention to the

improvement in the appearance of the face produced by the

restored nose breathing. •
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Obscure Cerebral Cate.-HT. WnmLE read notes ot the ease of

A man, agr.l 2tl, ^vho liad receiveil a blow ou tho head ^\-hen a boy,

from whicli permanent deafness resulted. Ho had had two severe

illnesses abroad attributed to sunstroke, and had been subject to

vertiM P aurul). He appeared in good liealth til 1- ebruary _..th,

when, after exposure to cold, he was attacked with frontal head-

ache, pain in tlie rifjbt shoulder, and a feeling of weakne.ss

MotorparalYsis rapidly developed in the n-ht arm, thenextended

to the left "arm and both legs. lie complained of dilhcult> in

breathing. There was loss of superfic'al_ reflex and extensive

but not absolute, sensory paralysis. His mmd was clear ti

^thin a short time of his death, wliich occurred on the eleventh

day with signs of apncea. The post-mortem examination threw

no licht on the cause or nature of the disease.
, - t^- ,

Th^ Prwciples and Practice «f the Local Treatment of Dipli-

theria—UT. K. Sanbebson read a paper on this subject. He

areued that, apart from Oertel's elaborate researches, there w;as

lulicient clinical e\-idence to sliow that diphtheria was primarily

a local disease. The local lesion should be regarded bacteno-

losiically as a "cultivation" upon human mucous membrane;

and caleri.^ paribus-that is, assuming a uniform healtluness ot

orcanism—the constitutional poisoning was directly proportional

to the area occupied by the cultivation. The diphtheritic mem-

branes were a protecting blanket under which and m which this

cultivation throve, and, moreover, were in themselves a mecUa-

nical danger, and aided the spread of the cultivation by trans-

plantation and continuity. They should, therefore be thoroughly

dissolved early, and redissolved as soon as reformed. He knew ot

no solvent better than Finkler's papain, and described the method

of applying it. Ha%-ing thus exposed the cultivation, a germicide

should be at once used; he preferred glyc. acid, carbolic. oJ.

glycerine 5i. He maintained that by taking a case early ana

teeating the local lesion rationally on the above lines, the area

and conseciuently the tox.Oimift could be controlled, and the danger

of invasion of the nose and larynx minimised.—Dr. Black thought

that the general symptoms were not always proportionate to the

local lesion.—Mr. Auhed Scott agreed with Dr. Black. Albu-

minuria dill not in his experience always come on at the_ com-

mencement.—Sir. Algerkon Hodson mentioned a series of cases

which he had treated with large doses of perchloride of iron-—

Dr Palkt thought that after tracheotomy children still died ot

suffocation ; this happened in at least two-thirds of his cases of

tracheotomy. He had found good effects from a spray of papain

into the tracliea after tracheotomy.—ilr. NicnoLLS and Mr.

Jknneb Veuuaij, also made some remarks, and Mr. Sandebso.v

rsplied.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF MANCHESTER.
Wednesday, Apbii. llxn, 1888.

J. Drxo.v Mann, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Ca.ie of Ih'aMei) Mellitvs in v/iirh Acefonirmia wa.t imlnred by

fhf Shock nf a Strangulated Femoral Hemia.—Dr. Railton

thowed sections of various organs from this case, which was that

of a woman, aged M. who had been und^r treatment for diabetes

at the Mancliester Clinical Hospital for Women and Children for

sixteen months. During that period she never had any symptoms

of acetone in the blood, or aceto-acetic acid in the urine. A
femoral hernia, from which she had suffered for many years but

had failed to mention, became strangulated. Acetonremia at once

aasuml, and although herniotomy, with local anesthesia from

cocaine, was jierformed by Mr. Southam, she became comatose

and died. The sections from the cortex of the brain, the medulla,

and the cervical cord showed nothing abnormal. The liver pre-

»ente<l a general dilatation of the intralobular capillaries, with

omeslight atrophy of the cells and depo,sit of pigment; the kid-

neys showcKl degeneration of the epithelium of the convoluted

tubes, with slight fibrosis, thickening of the intima of arteries and

dilatation and engorgement of the capillaries. The heart muscle

nhowed but slight degi-nerative change—granules at the poles of

the nuclei, hut no loss of striation. Tliere were nosignsof phthisis

about the lungs, but a slight amount of broncho-pneumonia

existed in the left base. The pancreas was not examined. No
trace of peritonitis was discovered, the bowel at the seat of the

(trangulntion being (piite healthy. An interesting point about

the case was, that the temperature became subnormal at the onset

of the acetonremia, and remained so until death.

Stctiow of Ijiverfrcm an Tlmiswil Ceue of Cirrhosir.—Tyr. Wild
(hewed sections of cirrhotic liver, from a girl aged 9 yean, who

died after a prolonged illness, the chief characteristics of which

were ascites, ha,>matemesis, emaciation, and progressive exW
tion leading to death. No history of alcohol or o congenital

svpl ilis could be obtained. The liver was harder than normal,

'the urface uneven but not " hobnailed." On section, rolygonaJ

areas ot yellow liver tissue were seen, surrounded Uy white Tineg

Uie new-formed fibrous tissue. Microscopically the cirrhosis

was of the multilobular form, more advanced in some part^ than

others ; the fibrous tissue contained a large number of round, cells.

There was no marked proliferation of biTe-ducts, no thickening of
|

""S")rt; Disease ofjaws.-^ir. JoKES '^Sl'^^^^'l

f„XftTed'in'i6
showed-^ the specimens. 1. A man, aged o.5, was admitted into

]

the Manchester Royal Infirmarj- on December ^^^WfJ-,^ ,

noticed swelling on the right side of his nose nine months before.

wlichgradually attained considerable dimensions The growth,

wic was painful on pressure, obstructed the nostnl. and eau^

a bulging of the hard palate. There was slight ulceration on the

cl eek^and a discharge. Beneath the lower aw and along the

erno-mastoid there was a chain of enlarged glands T'lesupenor

maxilla was removed on December 22nd,,t1ie enlarged f'^^g^fm j

Uken away at the same time. The patient recovered sufficienUy

o lltransirred to the Convalescent Home at C leaclleoa Januuy
|

nth 18.88. On his return there were some indications ot recui-

renc; of the disease, which was epitl^eliomatoiis in character 2.
]

A man, aged 23, was admitted on January 23rd, 1888. In Govern,

beri«86^ie had a constant tic in the left cheek ; the P-^m d'sa^

pe.ired about July, 1887, when he noticed a small swelling above
,

the rrum on th/ left side of the upper jaw. This swelling m-

creas'ed upwards and inwards, and loosened the P«°iol^ t««^.
,

so that he- could easily extract them with his fingers 0° atou|-
,

sion a large ovoid swelling occupied the region of the left che^,

pushing down the angle of the mouth. Its upper li^t reached

th^ orbital ridge of the superior maxilla. The hard P^^'^'e ^'^ Sff ,

considerably, ,md in the centre of the bulging was '^ smalUd^.
,

the edces of which were not undermined or everted. 1 he 9U«ace

was Mt raised. No enlarged glands could be detected. The left

uimer aw was removed%n January 26th. The skin incision

rJadily^healed, one-third of the sutures (fine ^^Ik) were removed

on the 30th, and the remaining ones on February 3r^. JVh.ii h.

left for Cheadle on February 7th. very slight -li^^fisurement couM he

noticed. The disease was spindle-celedsarooma^^ 3. ^ woman, agca

39, first seen in N.;.vember, 18S7. Five years be ore she had the left

lower wisdom tooth extracted for canes, with toothache. For the

last three years at least she had always had some discomfort n

the situation whence the tooth was removed. Eighteen months

ago she noticed a swelling of the gum, and for ^i^.^veeks she had

been unable to talte any solid food, owing to the paan it tbe roots

of all the teeth on the left side of the lower jaw. On ""n"^"^"""

it became evident that the bone was expanded by a tumour con

trallv situated. The portion of bone "mplioated was removed^,

November 12th. Tho patient made a rapid and complete r,^j

^'^g^J-^^^I.fSK:^^^ and others showed various i

Preparations. .

'

LEEDS AMD WEST RIDING MEDICO-CIIIRURGICAIi
SOCIETT.

Fbihat, Apeil Bth, 1888.

E. Atkinson, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Supraptdiic Prostatectomy.-The Puesipent gave an a«:ount

of two ca.ses in which he had removed portions of the gland By

Mr. McGiirs process. In the first case a farmer, a^ed 06, was

admitted to the Leeds Infirmarj- with a five-years history oi

repeated attacks of retention, requiring catheterism, the WIBl

drawn off containing blood. The last attack occurred two da^

before admission. The bladder was much distended; there wM

free urethral hemorrhage, and the prostate was much '-"'"JH'-".

A catheter drew off dark chocolate-coloured urine with numerous

clots. The urine was regularly drawn for eight days and tne

bladder irrigated. The rectum was distended by a bag contain

ing 12 ounces of water, and the bladder 'njectcd with 10 oMCe

of boracic solution, and opened over the pubcs. A growth abom

the size of a cricket-ball was found to spring from the right looe

of the prostate. There were two openings into tho •''a'l'f'•/'""

below and behind the growth, the other, which seemed to do «

false passage, through the centre. Tho mucous membrane DeiDfc

incisc^l, a considerable portion of th« growth was enucleated n
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veral portions. There was free lisemorrhage, and, the patient's

imlition caused some anxiety for some days after the operation

1 account of voraitinf;, diarrhroa, and great weakness, but lie made
good recovery, and wua discharged well twelve weeks after the

leration, passing urine freely by the natural passage. Case li.

—

man, aged 71, had had symptoms of enlarged prostate two years

id retention for four days before admission. The bladder had

(t been emptied for two days, and was much distended. A
theter witlidrew 50 ounces of "deeply blood-stained urine. After

s days of regular catheterisation and irrigation of the bladder

ith astringents without restraining the hoemorrhage, turpentine

as administered successfully as regards the h.Temorrhage. The

adder was opened, and two large masses were found projecting

to the viscus on each side of the urethral orifice. A small

i:dunculated growth, projecting from the mesial surface of the

ft enlargement, was removed with scissors (this appeared to

ock the urethral orifice), and the two larger masses were enu-

mted by the fingers. There was little bleeding. The bladder

as at a later period drained by a long tube into a vessel placed

ider the bed. The patient did well for a month, and he was

lowed to get up. Six days after, however, he was seized with

lUte pleurisy, of which he'died. The local conditions, however,

ere quite satisfactory.—Sir. Jessop mentioned a case in which

had performed the operation, the patient dying from acute

jotitis. lie asked whether enucleation from the rectum might

it sometimes be practicable.—Mr. McGill said prostatic enlarge-

ent might be divided into two classes, according as they grew
ainly towards the rectum or towards the bladder. In the latter

tegory he included those in which, without much enlargement,

ere existed the vah^^la^ collar arrangement first described by

r B. Brodio. The first cla.ss caused no bladder symptoms, and

erefore he thought the operation suggested by ilr. Jessop

inecessary. In one ca.se of his own, which proved fatal, there

1- iilbuminuria at the time of operation. The patient sank

ailiinlly, and /w.sf morton the walls of the bladder were found

I

be very thick, and there was suppuration in the cavum Retzii.

e thought the prognosis better with a thin than with a thick

aUed bladder. He had recently operated successfully in a case

here the portions removed weighed 2 ounces.

Antiseptic Midwifenj.—Dr. Purdy maintained that strict anti-

ptic precautions were impossible in private practice, and said

at among the heads of the profession there existed great differ-

ice of opinion as to tlie best methods and the best antiseptic

;ents. lie had seen much harm ensue from the routine washing

It of the vagina by nurses.—Mr. Wm. Haxl thought we must not

se sight of the fiict that there was a serious and highly infec-

)us malady in puerperal fever, and there could not be a too care-

I disinfection of the person of the obstetrician.— Mr._ C. J.

RIGHT pointed out that the adoption of strict antiseptic pre-

Utions had lowered the mortality in lying-in hospitals from 7

!r cent, to less than 1 per cent., but that by antiseptic mid-

ifery he understood every precaution which ensured complete

]eanlines8, not merely the use of a particular disinfectant.—Ur.

HU.IE11 and Dr. Braituwaite also made some remarks.

\Patholngical Specimens.—Dr. Ai,t,AN: 1. Tibia, three months
iter comminuted fracture. 2. Extreme Granular (Gouty) Kid-

liys.—Mr. Ti'Eker: Microscopic Sections of (1) Mammary
nmours; (2) Inter-stitial Hepatitis.

C<uef.—Dr. Barrs showed three cases of Myicedema.—Mr.
' Atkinson showed a patient on whom Thiersch's operation for

jmoval of the Genitals had been performed.

'

CAMBRIDGE MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Fbitiay, March 2nd, 1888.

I

H. Stkar, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

iCongenital MaJformntinn of the Piilmonanj Valves simnlnting

neurysm ofArch rf Aorta.—Mr. Wm. Collier (Oxford) showed
e heart and large vessels of a woman, aged 33. She had enjoyed

lod health until the ago of IS. when .she had rheumatic fever,

UdVed by constant pain over the upper half of the left side of

e chest, and dyspnrea. She was believed to be suffering from
irtic aneurysm", and after treatment by rest and diet for twelve

onths, Mr. "T. Ilohnes tied the left common carotid, the operation

ing followed by marked relief to the sjTnptoms. Thirteen years

ter the patient died of phthisis in Ox"ford, when a post-viortem

amination showed that all the symptoms were due to a con-

nital malformation of the pulmonary valves, and that an aortic

leurysm had never existed. The case is fully reported in vol. is.,

m, ot the Clinical Societt/'i Traraactiont. -.'' - '
' "" '

'

A Case of Charcot's Disea.ie of the Knee-joint (mceiinen ihnwn).

—Dr. Wm. Colxjee referred to the discussion on Charcot's disease

at the Clinical Society, as to whether the disease was a form of

rheumatic arthritis altered by locomotor ata.xy, or whether it was
a special disease in no way connected with rheumatic artliritis.

He thought the history of his own case pointed to its being a

special disease. The knee-joint shown was that of the woman, aged

41, who had first come under observation 2,i years previously with

marked locomotor ataxy, with a strong historj' of syphilis, but

none of either gout or rheumati.sm. Twelve months before her

death the left limb was noticed to be swollen, but no change could

be found in the joint, with the exception of fluid effusion. For

the sixteen months previous to this she had been practically Iwd-

ridden. as the ataxy had been so severe as to prevent her standing

without support on either side. Six months later it was found

that in the space of sLx months the joint had become totally dia-

organised ; the bones were freely movable in every direction ;
there-

was very marked grating, but no pain. After death it was found

that eno"rmous loss of tissue had occurred, the crucial ligaments

had entirely disappeared, the external condyle had gone, and yet,

as he had stated elsewhere, a large amount of new bone had been

formed in the immediate neighbourhood of the destruction.

Thoracic Tumour: Jiecoveryu-hil.it taking Chian Turpentine.—

Dr. Bradbitry related the case of H. J., aged 39, widower, ad-

mitted into Addenbrooke's Hospital on November 26th. There

was a histor>' of cancer in two sisters, and his father had died of

" tumour." The patient had had several attacks of severe epistaxis

since boyhood. When 19 years old he had some disease in the

left lung, and lately had had several attacks of h.-emoptysis. The

presentlUness began with cough and pain in the right side of the

chest and shoulder, blood-stained expectoration, and night-sweats.

On examining the chest there was a smooth elevation as large as

the palm of tie hand, extending from the clavicle down to the

third rib, just to the right of the sternum. Xo pulsation was fort-,

and there was no enlargement of the superficial veins. Percus-

sion was impaired over this region and caused some pain, a'nd

respiration was feeble there, with occasional rhonchus. No m\ir-

mur was audible over the swelling, and the heart sounds werp

normal. There were no signs of aneurysm, and the lymphatic

glands were not enlarged. The swelling increased in size and

became more prominent, causing pain and slight fulness of^ the

right arm. On several occasions he had epistaxis. He was given

five-grain doses of iodide of potassium for a few days, and OB

December 11th he was ordered fifteen minims of ethereal solution

of Chian turpentine three times a day. The swelling continue4

up to December 2rith, and then gradually diminished, so that on

December 31st there was no prominence and only some hardness,

the physical signs also clearing up. He still had attack.s of

epistaxis. He was discharged, well, ha-i-ing gained 22 pounds in

weight.—In the discussion which ensued as to the nature of the

tumour, the probability of h.iematoma was raised, associated with

the tendency to epistaxis.—Dr. Bradbury, in reply, thought the

situation was unusual for hematoma, and the history was quite

as much in favour of cancer. Its origin might possibly be in-

flammatory.
. ,

L!fu.''.msception in an Infant.—Vr.'EASBr said on February 1( Ji

he was asked to see H. W. F., aged 7 months, a male. On his

arrival he found he was suffering from well-marked symptoms of

intussusception, the first appearance of which had been noticed

on the 14th. On rectal examination a sausage-liko tumour, four-

inches in length, was found high up. The child was placed imdty:

chloroform, and with a seamless Higginson's enema syringe h^

commenced to inflate. In about two minutes there was a rush of

air past the nozzle, the distension of the abdomen subsided, and

on introducing the fingerthe sausage-like tumour had gone. Minim

doses of tr. opii were ordered, and, for food, lime water and nullf.

On the 18th a good motion was passed, and on the 24t-h the child

was well. '-i

q
m.

SHEFFIELD MEDICO-CHIRLUGIC.U. SOCIETY. q
Thursday, April 12th. 1888. : n

M. M. PE Bartoi.omk, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Ertra-uterine Fa'fation.-Ur. Martin showed the uterus and

appendages from a patient, in the Jessop Hospital, who had died

from rupture of the sac. The woman, aged 23. was married : had

three children, the last four years ago. She had suffered from

endocer\-icitis and endometritis. The" ffftation was tubal, in the

' right side, the foetus being about three months' growth; a large
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rent was seen in the posterior part of the fivtnl sac. Dr. Martin

remark.a on the (iiflicultifts attending a diasnosis in this case.

Diabetes Treated h,j Codeia.—Ur. StoKKS related a case

occurring in a man, aged 6.i, exemplifying the value of this

l^acture of Olecranon by Indirect Violence. ~\)x. Symes

(Chesterfield) related this case. The patient, a man, had, whilst

•workiu" in the pit, put out liis hand to stop a coal tub, and he

immediately felt something give way. He was admitted mto the

Chesterfield Hospital on the third day after the accident, llie

olecranon process was then found detaohed, and could be readily

moved from side to side. The fragment was not much displaced

tipwards. There was great swelling of the joint. The result was

Cancer of Breast.—'^U. H. .Iackson read a paper entitled Carci-

noma of the Bresist : its Treatment.

Urinarti Calculi.—^Ir. Fa-^-eli. showed a calculus, weighing

nearly tive ounces, which he had removed by lateral lithotomy

from a patient a few days previously. The man had done wel .

—Mr Baldwin showed a calculus, weighing fifteen grains, whicU

he had removed from the urethra.—Dr. Morton exhibited a calcu-

lus, weighing ten grains, which he had extracted from the urethra

of a girl, aged 6. ^ n i t

Specimen.t.—'DT. Stokks showed an Aneurysm of the first part

of Arch of Aorta. — Dr. Sy.mes exhibited the Tibia and t ibula

from a limb which he hail amputated. They were both thickened,

and were handed over for careful examination.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES,

Medical Lectities and Essays. By Geokoe Johnson, M.D.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine, and

Consulting Physician to King's College Hospital, etc. London

:

J. and A. ChurchUl. 1887.

Theue is certainly no lack of books in every department of

medicine and surgery, written by young men who 'WTite to live

;

admirable as many of these books are, learned, elaborate, and com-

plete as are some of the best of them, the disappearance of the

majority would not perhaps be a serious loss, for their places

would presently be supplied by the next generation of mdustnous

and ambitious young men. On the other hand, it is a fair matter

of complaint against too large a proportion of the senior and lead-

ing members of the profession, against physicians of such stand-

ing especially, that they do not sufficiently often, or sufliciently

fully, give to the world the result of their ripe e.xpenence. The

portly volume, therefore, which contains the latest and most

matured opinions of a past-master like Dr. Geokge Johnson, on

such subjects as the various forms of Bright's disease, the relation

of membranous croup to diphtheria, the proximate cause of epi-

leptiform convulsions, the nervous disorders that result from over-

work and anxiety, and on thoracic and abdominal aneurj-sm, to

mention only a few of its leading topics, is sure of a respectful

welcome. „ „u ^ . i • i.

Most readers will be disposed to turn first to Chapter xlv, -wlucn

is in fact a new t-dition revised, and in part re-written of the

authors iec<«r<» OM flrif/hf.'^ Dixen-'te; it is a long chapter, per-

• haps the longest in medical literature, but interesting and in-

structive from the first to the hundred-and-sixtieth page. Dr.

irises his views in five " propositions," which inJohnson summarises his view. ,- r— . . ,

sum amount to this, that chronic Brighfs disease is a constitutional

malady, characterised by a morbid state of the blood, which lead.s

first to changes in the secreting cells of the kidney, and

secondly to alterations in the blood-vessels of the kidneys and

other organs. It will be at once seen that the objections to this

theory which will have to be met are. the alleged existence of

primary interstitial nephritis, and the alleged occurrence of pri-

mary arterio-capillary fibrosis. Dr. Johnson naturally and pro-

periy lays stress on the indisputable connection between acute

nephritis and certain acute general diseases, ot which scarlet

fever is the most typical example ; in these there is at least very

strong presumptive evidence that the connecting link is the

morbid state of the blood, the kidney cells being damaged by the

poisonous bodies which they endeavour to excrete. The researches

of Klebs and Klein must not be overiooked in this connection,

because I hey tend to prove that the stress of the disease falls

aqually upon the glomeruli and arterioles, and upon the excreting

evithelium, if indeed the latter do not suffer le-ss than the former.

Dr. Johnson linds in the granular kidney intrinsic evidence in

support of his position: "it is call'.d," he says, " and correctly

called, tlie small red granular kidney," for it retains, even in the

most advanced stage, some .if its vascularity, and consequenUy

of its red colour, and he argues that U the change were

primarily intertubular the result would be early ansema

and consequent pallor. Microscopically he finds the intWr

tubular changes far advanced while vascular ''l"|°f'' ««
still absent o? little marked, and he urges that if there were

much insterstitial growth of connective tissue, the "'t''^tnb"lar

capillaries would be compressed and the Malpighian caP'llanM

in consequence engorged, a condition which would lead to ewly

and copious albuminuria and hemorrhage, whereas, as s well

known; albumen is less copious than in any other form of 1 right 8

disease. In the advanced stage the granular kidney undoubtedly

contains an amount of connective tissue, that is to ?«>•- """-"''^^

ing tissue, out of all proportion to the quantity in the healthy

kidney, this excess is partly due to actua o/«gr°Y^VL ofX
necti^^ tissue due to perverted nutrition, but the 3"sUce of Dr.

Johnson's views as to the origin of the greater part ^^;ll P™bably
,

be crenerally recognised. " When a granular kidney, he .-wntw.

•'hafbeen reduced to the half or one-third of its normal sue and

weight, there can be no question that this is,.™'''"'^,'^""j,^^u"!
destruction and disappearance of the gland cells, and that in what

remains of the wasted organs, there must be an enormous relative

excess of fibroid tissue composed ot fibrdlated basement-man-^

brane, thickened Malpighian capsules, and bloodless ^^Vfj^
This view is adopted In the well-known Lectnres o»

P'^'^^'X^J^
Anatomy, by Drs. WUks and Moxon, and it is not easy to see ftow

its force can be diminished by any arguments founded on micro-
^

scopical appearances, since the question in dispute is not;:^«™J

the?e is an excess of fibroid tissue, but how arge a Propart.on of

admitted excess is derived from fil^^ous basement-membranes

which have persisted after the secreting cells "e destrojed It

would seem that pathologists have been rather ed awa> M tne
^

supposed analog- between granular kidney
«"\f"^

",
'^,i°^/'i?

liver, whereas tlie essential difference between the f"n^t'°"» »*

the organs ought to have prevented any attempt to explain tne

morbid anatoniy of the one by direct reference to.the other^

Upon this viiw of the pathology the
""^^'^"'T^lrioles tto

rioles remains to lie accounted for. In the '^''^''1^^^^^^^%^^
thickeninc occurs in the intima, the connective tissxie vimcn

exst'be"l-eenthe endothelium and the elastic lamina b..coming

very greatly increased in bulk. There are a', least three theoriw

to acfount^or this overgrowth. One which Dr. Jo';"^""
^^'^'^J^

the forefront to demolish would attribu e it to endarteritis Mrt

allhouch it is, we take it, almost certain that an inflnmmato^^

pro;^.ss is the initial lesion in the kidney, cr at leas accompames

that lesion, we are not aware that it has ever been g'^en an appli

cation universal either in extent or time, .\nother tl^eov is th.

the overgrowth is mainly degenerative, involving a replacemen

high?-specialised byiowh^-specialised tissue-aF^^^^^^^

which we are familiar in a variety of chronic maladies The thud

theory—that advocated by Dr. Johnson-is that tbe tt^«« '^

"a physiological overgrowth having a conservative purpost ana

tendency," which, by strengthening the arterioles in tlie'r lonp

udinal^.iirection, enables them the l^^tter to resist the stra.n^^^^

the resulting tendency to elongation to which they a^esubjecte.

l,y the impulse from the greatly-hypertrophied veritricle_ Tlu^

view is ably defended by argumen s drawn f'^f,

th^."f ,

appearances as well as by general Patlu.log.cal.consider tions. "

is stated that the thickening is always a'soelated^lth hyper

trophy of the muscular coat, and bears a constant relation to^t.

that the structural character of the thickening is 'emarkablj urn

form ; that every artery in the kidney is affected to a "n^fo™ dt

gree; and that the thickening ,s strictly limited to tj e intima

gome very striking drawings, from preparations mad. b) i|

IleneageGibbes, are given to illustrate hese P?>"tf .^ ^
'\f.^ut.

doubted whether the statements can be rcceu ed m hia absoiu

form without certain limitatums. As has ^f
",''''^'''";>

.^.^j ;^t
Johnson looks to a' modified condition of ^'Ofci associated wit

gout, dyspepsia, or some other derangement of tl>e general he^t"

as th« immediate cause of initial renal changes,
^'f.

^°;^'^,^°°

dition of the blood leads to mo'^b.d.nu ritiou of he excr^ton

cells, which in time decay and are dismt^egrated, the ba*eme°

membrane of the tubules subsequently tuekcn.ng and contract.

ing. The secreting tissue of the gland beine thus vep great

.

diminished, it requires less blood, and the renal arterioles, unat
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;lie influence of the vasomotor nerves, no-nr regulate the blood

supply in accordance witli the diminished requirements of the

'land. Tills regulating action contimies and increases month
ifter month, year after year, and the physiological result of this

aersistent overaction of the minute renal arteries is that their

ivalls become hypertrophied."
The theory is consistent, its parts cohere naturally, and it is

ugued with great ability and fertility of resource ; it supplies a

reasonable logical substitute for the somewhat vague statements

ibout a degenerative tendency to fibrous overgrowth—a i)art of a

general decay^whieh are favourite generalities with some
(vriters, and has this great advantage that it has a very obvious

clinical moral ; if chronic granular kidney is to be traced to

ihronic toxsemia due to gout, dyspepsia, or suppression ot

cutaneous secretions, then we have a rational basis on which to

'ound a method of treatment which may be efficient to check the

arogress of the disease.

There is a very valuable chapter on the various modes of testing

'or albumen in "the urine. Dr. Johnson considers that picric acid

s a more delicate test for minute traces of albumen than either

leat or nitric acid, or than both these tests combined. In order to

ustify this claim, the i)icric acid must be used with certain pre-

jautions ; if very alkaline, the urine ought to be acidulated with

icetic or citric acid, although the picric acid solution is itself

sufficiently alkaline to dissolve the phosphatic deposit which re-

mits from boiling a slightly alkaline urine ; a long test tube is

ised, and into it is poured a column of urine about four inches

ligh, then holding the tube in a slanting position, the picric acid

(olution is gently poured on to form a column about one inch

ligh, which, owing to its low specific gravity (1007), will float on

lii- surface of the urine; where the two liquids meet, a rather

icf intermixture occurs, and, if albumen is present, it is precipi-

,ated in this area, and a cloudy ring is produced ; if the albumen
.8 in very small quantity, the application of heat to this turbid

ayer will increase the turbidity. If the specimen of urine which

ms to be examined is turbid, it must be cleared by filtration be-

.'ore applying the test. Picric acid, like nitric acid, will produce

m immediate turbidity, due to precipitation of urates in urine

lontaining an abundance of these salts, but this turbidity disap-

pears with heat. It is. however, desirable in every case to let the

urine cool before making an examination : the excess of urates

separates in the cold, and may be filtered off; the liability to this

source of fallacy is thus greatly diminished. A more real objec-

tion is, that in a few urines picric acid will cause a precipitate of

uric acid crystals, and thus produce an opacity which is not re-

moved by heat, and can only be recognised on microscopical exa-

mination. Peptones, also, it ought to be remembered, give a pre-

Icipitate, but this is dissolved by boiling; by making use of this

Itact, Dr. Johnson has found it ea.sy to" detect and separate

Ipeptones in albuminous urine. On adding the saturated solution of

Ipicric acid in the cold to such urine both these proteids are pre-

[Cipitated, but the peptones are dissolved up on heating, and, if

the liquid is filtered hot, will pass through the filter in solution,

and separate out in the filtrate on cooling. A caution must be

added against the use of acetic or citric acid to acidify the urine,

lunless that fluid be very alkaline ; in any case, if one of these

jacids be added, it is safest to filter, in order to get rid of the

mucin.
' Some excellent observations are made on the proper mode of

|6earching for albiuninuria. Most readers are now alive to the

:fallncies involved in examining the morning urine only, but a new
heresy appears to be springing up ; so much has been written of

the necessity, in diabetes, and in tlie so-called renal inadequacy,

of obtaining a specimen from the whole bulk of the day's urine,

that a disposition is shown fo extend the recommendation to cases

ot suspected albuminuria also. Of course, if it is desired to obtain

a quantitative estimation, this is right ; but in the cases now re-

ferred to it is the existence of albumen which has to be estab-

lished. For instance, in the slight albuminuria which so often

persists for some weeks or months after scarlatinal nephritis, the

abnormal constituent may only be present after food and e.xercise,

and when looking for albumen in such a case the obvious and
reasonable course is to examine the urine passed after food and
exer;ise. If a trace is present, then it has, as is generally believed

and we are glad to see that Dr. Johnson fully endorses the

opinion—a serious clinical significance; by diluting this spe.'imen

ot urine, which contains the clue to the whole position, with all

the urine of the twenty-four hours, we are digging a pit into

Whichtofall:"" ^"' ^' " """'"""'* -' "'' -• '=.'

.\nothcr valuable monograph contained in this volume is that

on the pathology and treatment of epidemic cholera: it extends

to 11-' pages, and is a powerful exposition of the principles upon

which the evacuant treatment of cholera has been founded. A
careful perusal leaves upon the mind a very strong impression of

the validity of the arguments advanced ; that during an attack

of cholera there is a morbid material actually in the blood has

been rendered more than ever probable by recent researches, and

that this material is in some way intimately associated with

morbid changes occurring in the intestines can hardly be dis-

puted The tone in which the subject is discussed is unnecessarily

polemical • it is probably because cholera is so terrible a disease

to witness that every difference of opinion as to its nature or

treatment leads to an embittered controversy. Men are tembly

in earnest about it, and it is not easy to be tolerant.

The evacuant treatment of cholera consists in the administra-

tion of some laxative—calomel, according to the older Indian

writers, castor oil, according to Dr. Johnson—in frequent doses,

with the object of emptying the intestines of the morbid

material, solid as well as liquid, which they contain. Ihe

theorv- as generally understood is that the alarming sj-mptoma

of the algid stage are due to the presence of a peculiar

poison in the blood. The modern theorj', which has been espe-

cially favoured by Koch and his fellow-workers, is that, whether

the disease is primarily intestinal or not, the morbid process 18

kept up by the intestfnal derangement ; that, in fact, the intes-

tines are the laboratory in which the poison, ptomaine or what-

ever it may be, is manufactured. Dr. Johnson fights against this

theory, if we understand him aright, with unnecessarj' vehemence.

A fairiy extensive acquaintance with the literature of cholera

fails to afford an instance of a writer who has given so phiU-

sophical an explanation of the symptoms of the algid stage. Dr.

Johnson is right in insisting that it is not a mere form of ordinarj-

collapse. There is good reason to believe that it is a toxKmia,

and Dr. Johnson makes out a strong case for the theory that the

cholera poison is a lung (asphy.xiating) poison. But a distinction

must be drawn between the cholera poison—which may, for ^the

sake of arcniment, be assumed to be a ptomaine—and the cholera

virus the latter is capable, the former incapable, of self-multi-

plication. Although the view is nowhere specifically stated. Dr.

Johnson appears to hold that the symptoms of cholera are pro-

duced by a single dose of the cholera poison, and that cholera is

therefore directly analogous to poisoning by—to quote instances

mentioned by him in illustration of his arguments—muscann or

tinned meats. The current theory is that the virus of cholera,

at a certain period of its evolution, finding its way into the

intestines while they are in a favourable state, therein multiplies,

giving rise to a poisonous body or bodies, which produce systemic

poisoning evidenced by the algid state, and also cause the peculiar

flux. The evacuant treatment would appear to be indicated upon

either theory; on Dr. Johnsons, to remove the ptomaine from the

blood by unloading the venous system, and on the other to re-

move not only the ptomaine from the blood, but also the virus

from the intestine. Unfortunately there is a serious confiict ot

evidence when we come to inquire how the evacuant system

works in practice. Dr. Johnson writes very strongly m its

favour, and quotes many striking cases; but current Indian

opinion is certainly opposed to it. Mr. Macnamara. speaking in

the debate at the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society in 18So,

said that he had gbne out to India a thorough believer in the

evacuant treatment, but had soon been led to abandon it. In this

state of doubt this question must be, for the present, left; but we

would strongly recommend all medical practitioners, civil or

military, who may be called upon to treat cholera, to study this

monograph ; it contains a sjreat deal of information and the resuKs

of much thought, and its perusal wiU have Hie [further important

effect of stimulating thought.
. »

Thoughfso much space has been devoted to these two important

essays, It must not be supposed that the volume does not contain

many other shorter essays of great value. For instance, m a

lecture onliysteria which ^orms the eleventh chapter of the volume,

there are some interesting obsenations on globus and on larj-n-

ceal spasm, a subject which is further elaborated m a cluneal lec-

ture founded on a remarkable case of hysterical spasm, and in a

paper on the laryngeal symptoms resulting from pressure on the

vagus and recurrent. From the fact that the inhalation of chloro-

form immediately arrested the stridor of hysterical spasm. Dr.

Johnson was led to give chloral internally, and with great success.

He states that the tlrug is also of great value m laryngi-^mua
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striduliH, and suRijests tliat it will i.robiil.ly be found useful as a

palliative in sp.ism e.veited by pressure ou the pneumoga«tric.

The productiou of bilateral spasm or puNy by pressure ot uu

aneurysm or other tumour on the trunk of the vagus on one side

is discussed nt length, and Iho development of the conviction that

it was due to morbid cliunges induced in the vagus centres by

irritation of the aflerent libres is traced. This view lias been

aocept.^d by Sir Morell Mackenzie in his work on Diseases of the

Larynx, and its correctness is now, we bulieve, generally admitteU.

There is also a whole series of essays on other subjects, more or

Uvss nearly connected with laryngology. Special mention may he

made of those on croup and diphtlieria, and of an interesting

anecdotical chapter on foreign bodies in the throat and air

^^Tlt^re^is another series of lectures and essays on diseases of the

heart and aneurysms of the aorta contaimng many valuable clini-

cal observations, and numerous illustrative cases. There are also

a number of lectures and essays on detached subjects, among

which a particularly valuable paper on latent peritonitis, and a

paper containing a series of cases of poisoning by the homoeopathic

tincture of camphor may be specially mentioned on account ol

their direct clinical bearing.
, • , , ^\ ^

The volume is a remarkable monument to the industry, tlie ex-

tensive experience, and the wide range of reading of its author.

If it stood alone it would represent a life's work of which any

man might well be proud, but we are glad to remember that l»r.

Johnson is still with us in the full vigour of his lacultie.^, and

still hard at work, as is evidenced by the suggestive essay on

• Albuminuria a frequent Result of Sewage Poisoning, published

in these pages since the volume now reviewed was issued from

•the press.

Mkuicai. History of thk .Meatk Hospital and Co. Diblin

ImrrBMARY. By Lambert Hepbxstal Oemsby, A.B., JI.D.

Univ.Dub., F.R.C.S., ilember of the King and Queens College of

Physicians, Ireland, Surgeon to the Jleath Hospital, etc. Dub-

lin: Fannin and Co. London: Baillicre, Tindall, and Cox.

There is scarcely one of the medical and .'^urfjical institutimis

connected with the Dublin School that has acquired so great, ancl

we will add so deserved, a reputation as the Meatli Hospital

and Co. Dublin Infirmarj-. This it has gained from its having

been the arena for the labours of so many worthies who have

shed lustre on the Dublin School, among whom may be mentionrd

among others, Crampton, Porter, Uynd, Smyly, Macnamara.

Graves, and Stokes. It is gratifying to note that the same zeal

and energy that characterised the staff in the pa.st are still ap-

parent in Its present members. Among these Mr. Ormsby has been

conspicuous for his untiring energy, and no small amount of the

high state of efficiency that at present characterises the Meath

Hospital is unquestionably due to his steady determination to

make it, especially as regards the nursing and general management,

.second to no other similar institution in tlie Cnited Kingdom.

We congratulate Mr. Drmsby on the satisfactory completion of

the medical history of the Meath Hospital, and sincerely hope

that the good example he has shown may be promptly followed

by the medical ofKcers of our ottu>r hospitals.

The motto that has been alli-xed to the olHcial seal of the lios-

pitnl, "tjure regio in terris nostri non plena laboris?" we think

very appropriate, and feel confident that the many pupils of the

"old Meath " now practising in the British islands, in the East

and far West, will gladly welcome and become jiossessed of Jlr.

Urmsby's most interesting book, in which their names appear,

aa it will give them ample opportunity of reviving many pleasant

leminiscences of their student daj-s.

As regards the printing, paper, and illustrations, with which

latter the volume abounds, we have little to sny save in the way
of praise.

A JcNioE CounsB OF Practical Zoology. By Professor .Milnes

Mar-SHAll, M.D„ F.R.S., etc., and Mr. C. H. Hvrst. London:

Smith, Elder and Co. 1887.

Tnis useful manual for dissection met with so much approval on

its appearance last year, that we are glad to hear that a second

edition will shortly be issued. The hook deals with all those

animal-types required for the Preliminarj- Science Examination
(M.B.) of the London University, together with some other equally

important types, amongst these being Amphioxu-'i. This is the

first concise and accurate description, in Knglish, of this interest-

incr vertebrate, and is accompanied by five excellent woodcuts. A
description of the life-history of the liver Huke also makes its

appearance for the lirst time in a student.s' manual.

The arrangement of the types follows that which is found in the

lirst eilition'iif Huxley and'.Martin's Practical Bioloyy, commenc-

inir with Amccba, and advancing through the more complex

forms to the mammal. The bird-type, however, is dealt with

after the rabbit—a course which is, in many respects, convenient,

although not strictly scientific. In fact, it appears to us a great

pity that the Loudon University does not require the Amphio.iw,

in place of the much less important bird.

The instructions for dissection are preceded in each case by a

short life-hi.storv of the animal under discussion; the variout

onrans are treated systematically, instead of topographically ; and

the woodcuts have 'the great advantage that they do not tak?

the place of sketches \\\\\c\\ should be made by the student, but

are in most cases longitudinal or transverse sections, more or less

diagrammatically represented, and are of considerable aid in

teaching. The book is clearly printed on good paper, the names

of organs being in thick type ; the woodcuts are most carefully

executed; and at the end is a useful list of reagents, together

with the methods of preparing them. The manual will be found

most handy alike by teachers of zoology and by students.

The Comparative Anatomy op Domesticated Anima.l8.

Part I.—Osteology. By J. McFadyban, M.B., etc. Edin-

burgh : W. and A. K. Johnston.

The book is written, nominally, for students preparing for the
j

veterinary examinations, and deals with the skeletons of the
|

horse, cow, sheep, pig, dog, cat, and fowl. '

The skeleton of the first animal is described in great detail, the :

description being in large type, the names of bones and their parts

being in thick type ; the description of the skeletons of the other '

animals is in sniall t)-pe, and is. of course, less detailed. A large

number of woodcuts accompany the letterpress, and these would i

in some cases (for example. Pig. 57) have been rendered consider- :

ably more useful ami distinct if less shading had been introduced.

ilo'reover, it appears to us advisable to give references to the

figures in the letterpress, although the woodcuts are themselves

sufficiently explained. i

Precoiling the more special part is a short chapter on the histo-

logy of bone, and the mode of development of " cartilage bone
"

aifd " membrane bone," the value of which ^vould have been en-

hanced by the introduction of woodcuts representing the process.

The mode of development follows the description of each bone.

It is a pity that the old plan has been retained of employing the

terms " anterior " and "posterior" for these surfaces ot a skull

which, to tlie comparative anatomist, are known as dorsal and

ventral; also "superior" and "inferior" for the posterior ami

anterior surfaces. Again, "inferior maxilla" is retained for the

niandibl.', "squamous temporal" for squamosal, and so on,

although, in most cases, the zoological terms are mentioned in the
,

text. '

'

In speaking of the fowl, the statement as to the number of verte-,

liTffi is different from what is given in other textbooks; for

example, the cervical region of the domestic fowl is said to consist

of twelve vertebra;, whereas in reality there are fourteen, with-

out counting the two hindermost, which carry freely articulating

The book, on the whole, will be found very useful to veterin«iy,

and medical students, as well as to zoologists.
]

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Guide to the Administration of Aneesthetics. By Hesby

Davis, M.R.C.S. (London: H. K. Lewis. 1887.)—The literature

descriptive of anresthesia has received no additions of any im-

portance for many years past, that is to say, no volume has been

published in England of any note. Fugitive papers there have been,

dealinc with matters germane to the subject, and some of con-

sidera&e importance, but no attempt has been made to gather

these fragments into one compact whole. Mr. Davis has not;

attempted to treat his subject from a scientific point of view,

aiming at giving in " a concise form, the chief details which are

requisite for the safe administration of the various aniBBthetic
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jents throughout the civiliaod world." The account given of

lese various agents, although very scanty, is fairlj' accurate, but
.gome instances is not up to the hun-n-lcdgc of the time. In
leaking of chloroform, the writer does not enforce iU dangers
ith sufHcient emphasis, wliile, in dcnliug with the A.C'.E. mixture,
r. Davis is much ton brief, lie dismisses the subject in three

lies, neglecting to mention how to administer it, its undoubteil
Ivantnges in ma:iy cases, and its dangers and peculiarities. The
me brevity clianictrrises his treatment of all the less usilal

isesthetics. ilr. Davis's style is easy, if not polished, but he is not
ways accurate. On page 16 the figure given is not, as it is

ated. that of a Junker's inhaler, but a niodilication due to Dr.

Cldley 13u.xton, and described in the Lancet some years ago.

msby's inhaler is furtlier described as having been invented to

ercome inconveniences, if such there be, of Clovers instruments,
statement not borne out by history, as Clover's apparatus was
ronologically the second. .Mr. Davis's book will doubtless prove
eful to many, and he has certainly done liis best, and taken great
.ins to compress into a very small space a good deal of useful
formation.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

ESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MKDICINE, SDBaEKy, DIBTKTICS, AND lUE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

THK KANELAGII TORTAELE GYMNASIUM.
_ have received from Messrs. Walkley and Co., o, Strand, W.C.,

eof the Ranelagh Pocket Gj-mnasiums (F. Milne's patent), of

lich they are the agents. It is claimed for this simple machine

at it produces a high form of healthy bodily development, with

rfect safetj*, and that It establishes and maintains a vigorous

ne in the whole muscular system ; the series of india-rubber

rands (which govern the strength) being so constructed as to

event any jerk in the motion: and tliat, therefore, it is sujierior

either Indian clubs, dumb bells, or other heavy weights, and is

ually suited to the most delicate child and the strongest maji.

consists of a series of si.\ india-rubber strands, with handles

tnched by means of cords working on a system of pulleys. It

fi.xed to a hook in the wall, and can be pulled out to any desired

tent by the user making a forward movement. We have tested

and have formed the opinion that it is undoubtedly a useful

vention, and may be recommended also on account of its great

Ttability and moderate cost. It occupies, when packed, about

ilfafoot square. It is made in various degrees of stri^ngth

:

3. 1, suitable for ladies or children, can be procured for half-a-

linea; No. L'. for gentlemen, at lis. fid.: while they can supply

le of extra strength at l.-^s. fid. This is by far the most x'ortable

mnasium we have seen.

ALLEN'S HOT-WATER AND ICE BOTTLES.
K have received from Messrs. ,1, Allen and Son, -I and '!?<,

ar\debon>' Lane, specimens of their improved hot-water and ice

'tt^es in white polished metal, which are vastly superior to any-

ling of the kind we remember before to have reen both in shape,

instruction, and general aelajitibility. Being made in two pieces

istead of four, and jnit together iii a form which renders the

•ams stronger and more durable, there is far less danger of

akdge than with many of the old forms of bottle. Another

rounded edges, rendering injury to the patient impossible, and

bein" convex on the upper and concave on the under surfaces.

they" well fit that part of the body for which they are intended

(see Figs. I and 2).lot^l X '»>~- A till'*- "/
The ice bottles for the chest, stomach (see Figs. 3 and 4) head,

and knee (see Figs, o, 6, 7) are equally well adapted for their

No. 1.
^"- -•

oticeable feature is the comparative lightness of the improved

•ottle, being neither so hea^-y or cumbersome, and possessing a

Qore shapely appearance, with fewer angles than met with in

lany of the bottles in use. All the stomach —"""^-= h>>v»warmers have

several uses, and are fitted with large filling screws for facilitat-

'

ngthe filliis with broken ice. but this of course does not re-^-

^"?,t their lling utilised when required ''^ >^?^-^?'« ^' "'^^

'

They are moderate in price, and can be procured lu tin at 3s. and

5s., "or ill copper at 6s. or 7s. each^^ ———===
ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS. ,

Vv ordinary meeting of the College was held on Thursday, April

L'6th Sir ANDREW 5r..u.K. Bart., the new President « the cha r.

On the motion of -Sir Alfred Garrod, seconded by Dr. yi ain,

a vote of thanks to the retiring President Sir \\ ilham Jenner.

Bart., K.C.B., was unanimously adopted by the College

The following gentlemen were admitted Members ot the College

.lohn Duff. M.D.Glas.; Henry John Tvldeu M.B.Ox.ul Uenr^

Waldo, M.D.Aberd.: Joseph \\'igleswortli, M.D.Lond.; and Arthur

Thomas Wilkinson, M.D.Lond.
„..„t1,>men

Licences to i)ractLse were granted to seventy-four gentlemen.

who had passed the retiuired examinations.

The examiners for the Murchison Scholarship reportKlthat six

candidates had been examined, and that all l'".'!/

J"';' ^vlden M B
The scholarship was awarded to Mr. Henry John T>lden, M.tS.

Oxon of St. Bar holcmiew's Hospital. The examiners adde<l that

Mr Starling and Mr. Feuwick were also deserving of l.onourabl.3

""•rhe annual election of Fellows was th.... proceeded with. Ths

names of those on the list nominated by
^^'^^''{'"f^'^'tZf ^re

submitted one by one to the judgment of t'^^
^f^^S^;;'^^-^,,^",^

all elected, nnmelv :
Tliomas Cole, M J>-1'""'!-

^ ^'.'T'lSri^'i ^ "
lonifstaff Ml'.Oxou.: Kiclmrd Caton. M.D.Edm.; IredenckG. U.

fi M.nltixon.: Walter Baugh Hadden Ml'-T-n<>, ,•
".^"'i.

llenrv Tooth. M.B.C.imb. : Charles Edward Beevor M.D.Lond. .

.lamel F Pairy McCoimeli. M.D.Aberd.; William Hale ^\ h.te.

^'t^immunications were received from the Board of Trade and

from the Colonial Office. . . . „„• ,

A letter was received from Dr. Curnow resigning his appoint-

ment as Examiner in .Anatomy. „,„.,^
The quarterly report of the Finance Committee "^d'l report

from the Committee of Management were received and adopted.
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BRITISH
I'll inn am i.

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOE 1888.

SUBSCBiiTiON-s to the Association for 1888 became due on January

let. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretarj-, 429, Strand, London. Post-

office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Holborn.

rt)c ^Brittsl) iVtctJiwl Journal,

SATUEDAY, APRIL 28th, 1888.

OFTHE ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE
OFFICERS.

When 'the Warrant seeking to create a reserve from raedicid

officers of tho auxiliary forces was issued about two months ago,

we offered a few friendly criticisms on its provisions, although

we confess to having had grave misgi^ngs about it as a whole.

Fui-ther consideration, in the light of many hostile criticisms

which have reached us, now strengthens the opinion that the

Bcherao is not likely to come to much, for the simple reason that

it has, in truth, no substantial element of success in it.

We fail to find in the April Anny List even a beginning

of the Auxiliary Reserve List; b\it we hear some have

actually joined, as against several vohmteer surgeons who hastily

sent in their names, but \vithdrew them equally quickly. We

are not surprised ; rightly read the scheme is wholly in favour

of the War Office, at the expense of those who are expected to

embrace it. Its authors must have ourious notions as to who

the gi-eat bulk of the auxiliary medical officers are, and how they

get a living. Is it imagined they are idle medical gentlemen,

anxious to serve for practically nothing, provided they can air

their names prominently in tho Arm;/ Lint 'f They are, indeed,

mostly hard-working civilians, with large private interests wholly

dependent on their individual exertions, What are they asked

to do ? They are invited to place—without retaining fee or

any adequate prospective pecuniary advantage—their personal

independence, their practice, patients, and private interests en-

tirely on one side, and, with unhoard-ot disinterestedness, give

their individual professional services at the cheapest rate when-

ever the War Office finds it convenient— or necessary, in a

medical sense-to declare " national emergency."

This is asking too much ! We doubt not our medical volun-

teers are quite prepared to make great persona) sacrifices along-

side of the volunteers of all ranks when real national danger im-

fiirtiiinately comes about ; hut it is entirely another matter to

ask thorn to risk private professional ruin when the emergency

may be not national at all, but only medical and artificially

biougTtt about by reckless docking of tho regular medical vote.

rMuiy things indicate tliat Finance is at the bottom of this

reseiTe scheme. • It was, for fnstanoe, lately natvtil;^* rbniBrked

by one of the " Service " papers that the scheme would, at alT

events, bo agreeable to the " taxpayers ''
!

From this it appeaa,

that, although medical men of course pay taxes like other citB-

zeus, they are further cooUy expected to tax themselves donblf

by rendering military services at a personal loss in order to

please tho general taxpayer ! MecUoal men, indeed, have too

often to sacrifice themselves in civil life; but why shonM^

"doctors" alone be asked ;to offer themselves meekly on ^. |

altar of public economy? Lawyers, engineers, traders, and worl?.

men are not asked to do so,

We before pointed out that the scheme was crude and \SBf^

statesmanlike, because it tried to stop a gap while actually ore. I

ating another and a bigger one. The auxiliary forces will he ia|

j

want of their own medical officers when real national emerg8«sjf. I

arises ; they coidd not spare them to do duty with regular troops' I

This reflection forces the conclusion that the authors of the 1

scheme could hardly have had a national, but only a factitioi%

" medical emergency " in view. The idea was less to support than, \

if difficxilties arose with tho medical profession, to altogether I

supplant the regular medical service. It was no doubt foreseen I

that, if tho regidar medical service bo recklessly cut dowai at the
J

bidding of one-eyed economists, our first small war will me\ital4y '

bring about a medical emergency, and full terms, wider presstfM, '

would then have to bo made with civilian practitioners ; 5Q, it fM '

meanwhile desired, under the conditions of a reserve, to gecuretha !

obligatory services of certaui medical men on cheap terms whicl^

will prove wholly niinous to those with even the smallest private

practices. Very few men will risk such conditions. Vohmtpet

medical officers, moreover, will not allow themselves to bo played

'

off so palpably against their regular brethren to merely \\^\

'

political financiers to starve the medical vote. -^.ij

If no trace of the auxiliary reserve is to be found in tho Annl'

Anny List, wo do find in it a change for the better in the reoog'

nition of the regular medical reserve. The list of retired officers

in reserve used to be headed "retired medical officers eligible for

temporary employment;" it is now worded <' retired medical I

officers liable to be recalled to service." This is a distinct im-'

provement, exlubiting those officers in the true light of ai

genirine reserve, and more in accordance with the wording of thej

Warrant mider which they have Hability ; but we think the words

should have been added " under Article 23 of the Royal War-

rant, December 3nd, 1879."

The article runs thus: "2^. Any officer of Class A who ahall

voluntarily retire before the age of .55 years shall be liable to bel

.called upon to serve, in a case of national emergency, in a rank

not lower than that from which he shall retire until lie shall

complete the age of .5.5."

The Secretary of State's instr\ictions on the article are
:

"^'i.

The name of a medical officer who retired voluntarily before thej

ago of .55, and, under Article 2.3, is liable imtil then to be calledl

upon to serve in any case of national emergency, will be re-j

tained in italics, ih the Army LiH with those of effective offlcers.'l

We find thoflumhoF of retired pfficers liaWe t^, be recalled, -

in!

jth-s April Ai-m}/ Ltut (whoso names, howcwcr, afo hot in itaB»).
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tated at 133, of whom twenty-three are now actually tempo

ily employed. Now, this is a very valuable and true reserve
;

are fully experienced and highly trained ; not a few of them

well known as among the ablest men in the Department.

) numbers will constantly vary no doubt, from death, ill-

,1th, and attainment of 5.5, but others will yearly he added,

len an agitation was lately attempted against the early re-

ment of medical officers, not a word was said about the ex-

.nce of this most valuable and reliable reserve; it was care-

y concealed from the public that the early retirements alone

.bled this great reserve to be formed. The change in the

tiy List indicates that the anthorities now mean that the

lervelist shall be clearly shown. Let them cultivate it; it

stop a gap in a brnid fide manner during emergency, and not

the auxiliary forces of their proper medical officers.

"here are one or two points connected with this regular medi-

reserve we should like to see cleared up. Are retired medical

3ers liable to be recaUed for service outside the United King-

a P We see nothing in the articles quoted to show they are

, although it is niniversaUy luiderstood they are only Uable

service at home.

hen, why are some retired medical officers, apparently equally

ibje and hable with the others, not put in the Reserve List,

Bhmited altogether away on the "Non-effective List"? This

no doubt be satisfactorily explained, but we cannot think of

reason in certain individual cases.

•il q?HE LAW OF ANTAGONISM.

4 Widay discourse delivered at the Royal Institution on

?il20th on War in Nature has a special interest for lis, be-

rt'Sir William Grove, who before ho earned distinction as a

yev and a judge had gained lasting fame as a physicist, ap-

r^nched the subject from the physical side. The lecturer,

most valuable contribution to science in the past was his

tion of the theoi^ of the conservation of energy, set him-

,st week to show that the universaUty of antagonism had

li, received the attention it deserved, the element of force hav-

been mainly taken into account, and too Uttle stress having

.n laid on the element of resistance. Some aspects of the

l.blem involved in the doctrine of antagonism have been ap-

li.ciated by medicine from the earliest times, and to the biolo-

It the idea has been familiar long before the phrases « struggle

i existence " and " survival of the fittest " came uito vogue,

SVe mav observe at least three forms of antagonism between

n and the rest of the living world: the antagonism ^^•ith other

lividuals of the same species-the wars of earlier, the keen

eUectual competitions of later ages-the antagonism with

ler species of the higher mammals, which species man either

ks to exterminate or to bend xmder his yoke ;
and lastly, the

newhat one-sided antagonism in which a vastly mfenor

ides attacks a superior, where the superior can gain nothmg

?ohd a mere perpetuation of individual hfe, while the inferior-

j'b^tcritim dr helminthic patasite-not only sustains its lifo,

t perpetuates its species at the cxponso of the higher.

There is no medical saw more hackneyed than that which

speaks of the vu medkatrir naUrse; it expresses a well-grounded

confidence in the result of the conflict between the forces of the,

body and the external forces which have put it in peril. SocrateSr.

in the RepiMie (Book III), quotes from the IIM that wh«ft,

Monelaus had been wounded by the spear of PaudaruH, the boiW;

of Asclepios "sucking the blood from the gash, laid mild

simples upon it," knowing, says Socrates, "that the simples were,

sufficient to cure men who before receiving the wounds wera

healthy." Tlie physician, in fa^t, played the part; of Lord

Pahnerston's "judicious bottle-holder," believing that if ha

could afford a fair field «id no favour, the "war of

Nature" would end favourably t-i his client. This is, u>

fact, the attitude of the scientific physician in every-

age. Much of the advanced surgery of the day is based on a.

profound conviction of the greatness of thew nxedicatriv nature

Take, for instance, the operation of abdominal section for puru-

lent peritonitis. The cells of the peritonevun have been defeated h>

their conflict ^rith the forces of disorganisation ;
by removing:

the accumulated morbid secretions the surgeon seeks to equaUse

the battle, and, by diminishing the number of their enemies, to

give the cells a fresh chance of destroying [those which remam.

An eminent ovariotomist has suggested that the plan of wash-

ing out the peritoneum with large quantities of tepid water was

successful because it broke up the dead tissue, which might be-

come the seat of decomposition, into microscopic scraps, which the,

active peritoneal ceUs could destroy. The surgeon rehes upon

the power of resistance of the peritonenm, and thus affords a

practical illustration of the advaiitages which may be gamed by

lea^-in.^ the principle of ant;igonism to work itself out.

Man, in common with aU other living-and. Sir \^iUiam

Grove would add, inanimate-things, has to contend also

^-ith the forces of inanimate Nature, and it is m this

conflict that the good results of antagonism, not altogether

beyond recognition in the other conflict, are most easily per-

ceived It might not have been easy to foresee that the cop,

ditions of Ufe on these islands shoiUd have been so peculiarly

favourable to the development of the human race; yet they

have produced the dominant race of the world, at an epoch

when the struggle for supremacy is the keenest.

There is, in fact, a mean between the external conditions

belonging to the class generally reckoned unfavourable and

the internal powers of i-esistance. which gives as a resiJtant

a state of health and energy of mind and body far better for

the individual and for the race than that produced under con-

ditions at first sight more favourable; A question of eur-

passin.. interest is, why under the most favourable circum-

stances this balance cannot be long maintained, and why the

period for which it can be maintained is approximately the

same in each individual of the same species, though so widely

different indifferent species- ^Vhy do we grow old ? \SemakB

shift to say when, and where, and how we grow old, but not

even Professor Huirtphry caa tell us why. The conditions which

-ovorn the dur.-vtion of Jifp ii> Various species have never.boon
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made out; tho hulk of the animal may have some influence,

since a largo animal will, aetfri.'t paii/in.i, require a lonfjer time

to secure the surplus of nutriment required for reproduction,

and the dofjree of structural complication will also tend to fix a

minimum time, because it also will have a share in de-

terminin'; the time at which reproductive power is at-

tained. It is no explanation t-o say that Nature taltes

no thought of the individual, bnt merely provides for the per-

petuation of the species ; this is merely to express the facts in an-

thropomorphic terms. Wo are driven to adopt the colom-Iess

view that the duration of the life of the individual is determined

by it« innate power of resistance to external forces. Wiere the

external conditions are extremely unfavourable, the reproductive

powers diminish, and so contribute to the disappearance of the

species ; where external conditions are so favoiu-able that the

species not only continues, but increases, still the individiiala

succumb to the antagonistic forces ; the only conclusion to be

drawn is, as has been recently pointed out by Weismann and

others, that, in the words of a writer in Nature, " the occurrence

of death at all is a provision to secure the greatest possible

number of individuals of full strength Death makes

room for new complete individuals."

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL.

Although the Local Government BUI has been read a second

time in the House of Commons without a division, it was not

until many of ita provisions had been severely criticised, both

from the Conservative and from the Liberal benches. N<i serious

opposition to the main features of the measure has, however,

developed, and the Government have thus been encouraged to

u«e their best efforts to pass it into law during the present

seesion.

•^ The defects which have been discovered in the Bill will be

more seriously discussed in Committee, and doubtless remedies

for many of them will then be strenuously pressed upon the

acceptance of the Government. By no means the least im-

portant of these flaws, not only fi-om the point of view of the

medical profession, but from that of the ratepayer who desires

to secure wholesome surroundings and good sanitation through-

out the countr)', is the proposal relating to the appomtment and

tenour of offlee of medical officers of health. We have on several

occasions recently called attention to this matter, and on the

13th instant the question was ably discus-sed in the House of

ConunoiM by Sir Lyon Playfair, when he advocated the vostuig

of the appointment of health officers in the new County Authori-

ties, instead of in the District Councils as proposed by the Bill.

But unless IVL'. £. Stanhope's criticisms are to be taken as in-

dicating the views of Mr. Ritchie, no official statement h.Ts been

made as to the attitude of the Government towards the ques-

tion. We feel sure that Mr. Ritchie will give carefiU considera-

tion to the weighty arguments in favour of Sir L. Playfair's

contention.

Mr. Stanhope is of opinion that a medical officer of health

appointed by a local board would in many cases have mor^ in-

fluence with that board tlian would any person imposed upon
|

them from headquai-ters. But as the health-officer acts simply
|

in an advisory capacity we do not regard this objection as a^

serious one. It is of the first importance that every District^

Council should have proi>orly-qualified aiid fearless advio«.|

Wliether that advice is acted upon or not, is a matter for them

to decide and to settle with their constituents. Moreover, tlu:|

supreme County Council appointhig the officer will thoniselv«|

have been directly elected by the ratepayers on the same|

franchise as tho District Councils ; and it is further wortli,

noting thiit, although the coercive powers of the Pubhc Hoaltli|

Act are to bo transfcwed to tho County Councils, Mx". Ritchie's

,

Bill does not propose that tho Councils shall have the power oij

the duty of providing themselves with the advice of a skJUeC'

medical officer.

There are midoubtedly many verj' conscientious health-offiowni

in our rural districts who have performed their duties with great,

efficiency for a merely nominal remimeration. But, on thi|

other hand, there are many who have no special qualificatioij

to advise on sanitary mattoi-s, and who act on the principl<|

that their slender salary is to pay them for doing nothing, li

camiot be denied that the best work has been accomphshod ill

those areas where tho medical officer of health gives liis whol'i

tinie to tho duties, and is specially qualified to advise in pr8|

ventive medicine. As long ago as 18oo the General Board 0|

Health, in their instructional mhiute relative to the dutiel

and qualifications of officers of health, expressed the opinioii

that, "whore possible, it ^vill be well to debar the officer from

the private practice of his profession—first, because the daimi

of such practice would be constantly adverse to those of hi|

public appointment, the duties of which (especially at times cl

epidemic disease, when his official activity would be raoe,

needed) private practice could scarcely fail to inteiTupt 8n(

embarrass; secondly, because the personal relations of privati

practice might render it difficult for him to fidfil with impar

tiality his frequent functions of complauiant ; and, thirdlj

because with a view to tho cordial goodwill and co-oi)eration i^

liis medical brethren, it is of paramount importance that th

officer of health should not be their rival in practice, and th»

lus opportmiities of admonitory intercourse with sick familit

should npt even be liable to abuse for the purposes of profwj

sional competition." Tho same opinion applies at the preset'

day. In small districts, however, the whole time of a healti

officer would be an unnecessary extravagance, unless severij

districts are combined for the joint employment of tho sanv

officer. Bnt experience has showii that vohmtary corabinatioj

in such cases is not to be rehod upon, whilst compulsory oou!

bination is obriously objectionable.

The further argument advanced by Mr. Stanhc^e—that, if tb

appointment of healtlnjfficcrs bo vested in tho County Council'

those bodies will be saddled at their formation with an eno

mous expenditure—is untenable on close examination. Few«

officers—probably not more than 200—would be needed for tl'

whole county, and the united coat o(, this staff of speciall;
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)d officers would very sliglvtly, if at all, exceed tlie \inited

; of the ],-'{(XJ otiicer.s at present holding iippoirtinents. Tlie

stion of compensating those officers who \vo\ild be supor-

}d would \ery sc-ldoui arise, as tho appointments are at

sent mostly made for a year only.

t is to be hoped that Mr. Ritchie will see his way to adopt

suggestion that the ofTicers of health should be appointed bj'

Coimty Councils instead of by the District Comicils. The

lit would undoubtedly be a more efficient sanitary sen'ice

administration throughout the country, and a consequent

inution of sickness, witli its attendant misery and loss.

HE LONDON ITNIYERSITY AND METRO-

POLITAN MEDICAL STUDENTS,

opinion is entertained in some quarters that the University

london might still, by reforming its regulations, and in some

ctions relaxing their rigidity, solve the problem of providing

tho expansion of the higher education in London, by consti-

ng itself a true University for the metropolis. Those who

this opinion have given evidence of their sincerity by pro-

ng a great variety of reforms, and we learn that the Com-

;ee appointed by tho Senate to report on tho regulations for

rees in medicine has drawn up a report conceived in a verj-

:al spirit.

Hiat reception this report may meet with from the Senate it

apossible to foresee, though that body is evidently more

3 to the dangers which thieaten the University from all

I, and not from tho medical alone, than was the case a few

B ago. Meanwhile it may not be amiss to indicate some of

reforms that are most urgently needed. Regulations

tije pass and honoiu-s examinations at the Intermediate

mination in Medicine, which came into force last year,

9 been universally condemned, and, we apprehend, cannot

be continued ; the old reg^ilations, with, perhaps, some

lit modifications, which woidd have the effect of allowing

tho candidates who had done well in the pass examina-

i to proceed to the honours examination, would be far

We satisfactory. The regulations for the preliminary scien-

h examination also stand in gi-oat need of amendment ; as

itjireaent framed they have too little reg;ud to tho real

*liirements of the medical profession, and are too tender to

ilimisceptibilities of the professors. A strict limitation of

''examination to subjects which aflbrd an education really

?"iininary to tho strictly professional subjects would bo an

Ujiixed gain ; and if candidates were to be permitted to take

'l|the subjects seriatim, the rigidity which is now so much
^iplaincd of would be diminished.

may be hoped, however, that the rumour which credits

members of tho Senate with a disposition to increase the

rity of the matricidation examination may turn out to 1)0

unded. That examination is already almost oncyclopjixlic in

nt, and has probably done more than any one other circmn-

ce to deter students from becoming members of the Uni-

versity. It i.s no doubt true, a« lias often been urged, that a grefit

many of the fiiiliuos topaiis or toiittempt the examination are due

to the fact that students of medicioe are often not awar-e of the

advantages confeiTed by matriculation until after they have en-

tered at the medical schools, and are thus more or less com-

mitted to the curriculum of the Conjoint Board. But it is also

true that the examination as a mere test, preliminai^ to enter-

ing on a university education, is absurdly severe. It is so severe

owing to the immense number of subjects which must be passed

simultaneously ; if the University is ever to become a popular

institution, ever to do the work which it was created to do, and

might do, this examination will have to bo rensed. At present

the educational enthusiasts on tho Senate will hold up their

hands in pious horror at the proposal to allow the !^atricula-

tion Examination to be passed in two parts, but every proposed

reform has thrown them iuto the same attitude for a time. We
firmly beUeve that a relaxation of the present hard and fast

rules would add to the honour and dignity, as well as to the

popularity, of the University, and would have the most bene-

ficial efl'ect on the higher education. A letter from the officers

of the medical school of the Middlesex Hospital, which is printed

at page 928, will show how hardly some of these regulations

bear on men whom it woidd be to the advantage of the Uni-

versity to enrol among its members, and tho fact that this

reasonable request was not immediately acceded to will show

how strong are the forces of obstruction within the Senate.

The University, moreover, might well do more than this for

tlie medical profession. It mu^t be remembered that the medi-

cal EaciJty in this, as in other universities, has a closer relation

with the life of a great profession than is the case with any

other Faculty. Tho circumstances, moreover, of the medical

student are different from those of the student of any other

Facidty, because tho curriculum is stringently prescribed by the

General Medical Council acting in the interests of tho public.

Yet it is in this Faculty alone that the University of London,

wdth that curious inability to inarch with the times which

characterised its counsels until within the last year or two, has

imposed a rigid curriculum. The time has now come when the

degrees in Medicine may safely be given .on the same terms as

those in Science or in Arts. The University wiU give a degree

in these Fivculties to any undergraduate who can pass the

necessary examination. Thus the degrees of B.A. or of B.Sc.

can be obtained in less than two years from matriciJatiori, and

the candidate may be engaged—as, indeed, many are engaged

during this period—in the exercise of a calling, ;is, for instance,

tliat of a school teacher, by which he maintains himself.

We can conceive no sound objection to applying this prece-

dent to degrees in modioinc. Tliero is a certain gratification in

being able to quote a precedent, because thereby the party of

obstruction is hoist with its own petard. Though the Uni--

vorsity is only half a century old, some of its Fellows speak

as though all its regulations woro sacred and inviolable. The

University owes its existence to the crass obstinacy of the

older universities in failing to move \rith the times, yet now
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that theso venerable bodies \m\6 begun to move, v-ith, it may

bo, unexpected speed, there are some who desire to make the

younger body stand still apparently as a protest.

The University of London might not only make tliis conces-

sion, but it might do much more ; it might arrange io gi-ant

its degrees after proper examination to registered medical

practitioners of a certain standing; there are many men who

would gladly avail themselves of such an opportunity to gain

a degree in medicine upon equitable terms, and we have reason

to believe that a proposal of this natiu:e will shortly be con-

sidered by the Senate. If the University discovers any seriovis

desire to reform itself, it will undoubtedly be much strengthened

when it goes before the Royal Commission which is about to

be nominated. But if it is really to fill the place of a

university for London it will have heartily to consent finaUy

to lay aside the policy of immobility, which has governed it

too long.

^
kH Richard Middlemoke has given £1,00() to the Birming-

•ham tnd Midland Eye Hospital for the endowment of a

lectureship. '

,

Wb understand that the differences at the Cancer Hospital are

likely to be brought before a court of law, Mr. Jennings being

the plaintiff in an action against Dr. Herbert Snow for alleged

libel. • '

ROYAL COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN

LONDON.
LoED Sklboene, who as Sir Roundell Palmer was for many

years standing counsel for the Royal College of Physicians, will,

we understand, be chairman of this Commission. The Commission

will consist of seven members, and will not, we believe, include

any member of the medical profession,

SIR HENRY ACLAND.

The memlers of the General Medical Council proposed to invite

Sir Henry Acland to a banquet in testimony of their sense of his

post serdces as Chairman. Considerations of health connected

with his recent ophthalmic operation have, we regret to learn,

compelled him to decline the in\-itation.

STUDENTS OF GERMAN-SPEAKING UNIVERSITIES.

Thb number of medical students in the follo\ving universities in

the winter session just elapsed i8:-In Vieima, 2,287; Munich,

1,369; Berlin, 1,316; WUrzburg, 90G ;
Leipzig, 7!H; Prague, 5G6;

Graz, oOl; Griefswald, 471: Breslau, 382; Freiburg, 350; Halle,

"93- Conn 291; Ziirich, 2p5 ; Jfarburg, 2.i(;
;

Erlangen, 2uj;

Strasbnrg,2.-iS; Konigsberg. 243 ; Innsbruck, 243; Tiibiugen. 242 ;

Berne, 2.>3 ; Gottingen, 221 ; Kiel, 214 ; Heidelberg, 212 ; Jena, 201

;

Eostock, 136; Giessen, lU; Basle, 123.

BOLDIN, A NEW HYPNOTIC.

BOLDIN is the glucoside obtained from boldo leaves, and Dr.

Junanville highly praises it in a recent number of the Proc/ns

Midical, as a hypnotic " far exceeding opium and chloral." This is

saying a good deal for it. We are told also that boldin is not dis-

agreeable to take, has no unpleasant effects, increases the appetite,

and has a "strengthening" influence on the patient, Between

5 and 10 grammes were given daily to various patients. The

Bleep induced by this substance is of a natutai »!«<*, and the

breathing is regular and tranquil. Boldo leaves contain about 3

per cent, of boldin. It may be given in capsules in doses of 0.V

grammes (three grains), repeated as necessary, or (diluted 1 in X

in water) subcutaueoualy.

THE GREAT INSURANCE FRAUDS.

For fie credit of the " cloth " it ought to be known that "Dr.'!

Henri Castelnau, who is now on his trial for havmg conspirw

with Scheurer and others to defraud certain insurance offices

has no legal right to that learned prefix. He was educated to

the medical profession, and had a fairly distinguished career U i

student, having even held the much-coveted post of interne; bu

for some reason or other he never took his degree. Though a mu

of considerable ability, his whole life seems to be a record o

failure, or worse. .\-3 a journalist, he is said to have used hi

opportunities of "candid friendship" to levy blackmail f»i

prominent members of the profession, .\i51aton, who had th

misfortune to have been a fellow-stu.leut of his, was a favount

object of these polite attentions. Whenever Castelnau s funt

were low, a gross personal attack on Ni51aton was sure to appei^

in some journal, and the great surgeon was weak enough-moi

from good nature, it is supposed, than from any fear of awkwMi

revelations—to stop his scurrilous mouth with money. ' t
]

A LAW DISPENSARY.

Thb boast of the medical profession that it alone of all the leani.,

professions gives its services absolutely free to the deserving po-j

would appear to have excited the rivalry of some lawyers mM
York, for it is reported that a " Law Dispensary" has been est«|

lished in that city " under the auspices of reputable lawyers

connection with the Rev. ilr. Goss's People's Mission." This is

hint for the committee of lawyers in this country who call thei|

selves the Society for the Preservation of Personal Rights, orsoi

such name, and whose -public appearances have reflected IBC

honour on their forensic erudition than their common sense.

the Boston Medical and Saryical Journal, in which we readt|

piece of news, truly observes: " It is to be hoped, however, tlf

in the dearth of opportunity to give away advice on ' real p,-

perty,' ' contracts,' ' %\-ills,' and similar subjects, the philanthro,:

law-dispensers will not devote themselves to giving instructJ

as to actions of tort to such of their patrons as are also comtr

attendants at the multitudinous medical dispensaries. Too mi|i

of such advice has been given by lawyers in the past, and 1

1

better dispensed with than dispensed."

THE TITHING OF MINT AND CUMMIN IN INOII

We have had to notice, not with approbation, the style and r

queney of the circulars issued from the office of the Surgei--

General at Simla to medical officers under his orders, as web»

their too often vexatious and trivial nature. We are glad to 1|J

that these Simla "circular showers" are more intermittent tn

they were. This is something; but we must be allowed to

whether the Surgeon-General cannot see his way to comtult

own dignity and that of his profession, and the amour prop'

his officers better than by (presumably at the suggestion

apothecary it pleases him to substitute for the commi

secretary supplied by the State) issuing a circular on the 1«

of a hospital saltcellar, value some three fartlungs! We

expect the apothecary-secretary to be familiar with the oft-qu,^-^

law maxim. Be minimis non curat fer, but surely it_ CHiin-i

stran-^e to a man in the responsible position of the Chief

Offic(^r of the army of India. When we reflect on the -

matters that should fill the minds of the Medical Staff oi

army, it is with something more akin to sorrow than ni-r.'

prise that we see this highly-placed official thus taking

'

mint and cummin." The impression throughout both ^•-
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rices in India is that the tours of the Surgeon-General and his

ithecary-secretary are more costly to the State than profitable

;he sick, to say nothing of the irritation awakened in the minds

tiis highly-competent deputies, by this petty interference. If

y cannot be trusted with the small details of hospital adminis-

iion, on wliat principle can their pay, position, and authority

justified ?

THE BRAZILIAN POISONING MYTH.
i appalling tale of wholesale poisoning of natives in Brazil

Lch has gone the round of the press tliis week has now been offi-

ly contradicted. The story was, on the face of it, so

tesquely improbable that we are surprised it should have

a believed for a moment. There was an epic completeness

ut the catastrophe which was in itself a highly suspicious fea-

Granting that Senhor Joaquin Bueno (surely a most ineon-

Dus name in this connection) might have conceived such a

an of campaign," it is diiEcult to see how it could have suc-

led. Strj-ehnine, as is well known, is most intensely bitter,

corrosive sublimate has a taste the reverse of agreeable. It

aidly credible that any large number of persons should have

in a poisonous dose of either of these substances at the same

ant ; and in the case of strychnine, at least, the symptoms, both

jective and objective, sre sufiiciently pronounced to be at once

rred even by ignorant people to their real cause. The first to

e the poisoned food or drink would no doubt perish, but the

of their sufferings would effectually deter the survivors

1 following their example. On the whole, therefore, we cannot

that the tale of horror had even the merit of being well

snted.

MEDICAL CONGRESS IN SPAIN.

Indepmdencia Medica states that a Medical Congress will be

lat Barcelona from the 9th to the 15th of September, in connec-

with the Universal Exhibition which is shortly to be opened

!. Among the subjects down for discussion we observe the

)-mng, which will suffice to show that our Spanish brethren

well abreast of the medicine and surgery of the day :
Measures

e taken by the State for the prevention and cure of blindness,

ul for the improvement of the condition of the blind in Spain ;

p-'ent state of leprosy in Spain, and how to prevent it from

ing; indications for surgical interference in intestinal ob-

m; identity or difference of scrofula and tubercle; localisa-

lesions in diseases of nervous centres ; application of hyp-

and " suggestion " to the treatment of nervous affection?

;

irganisms in mineral waters, their influence on the chemical

ution and therapeutic effects thereof; laparotomy as an

itory measure in penetrating wounds of the abdomen (more

.i:illy gunshot wounds); antiseptic midwifery; etiologj' and

pij'hylaxis of cholera'and yellow fever. A Pharmaceutical Con-

" ^ will meet at the same time.

THE PAY SYSTEM IN HOSPITALS.
K.a on "The Pay System in Ilospitals " was read by Mr.

:t Coutts, M.P., at a meeting held under the auspices of the

als Association, at St. Thomas's Hospital, on Wednesday,

-">th, in which the opinion was expressed that, if a proper

-. stem were adopted in both the jut-patient and in-patient

rtments, the extraordinary deficiency would be made up by

>ayments of patients. There was a great blot in the present

> >m. Of charity there was enough ; but, under the present

"y^m, what might be called the incidence of charity was wrong,

M lose who could help themselves wholly or in part were helped

61 rely from charity, and those who could not help themselves

* e, therefore, pushed to a certain extent into the cold. Every

oa should, he advocated, pay what he could; and there should

be, where possible, a remunerative ward, such as St. Thomas's

Home. He referred to the working of the pay system in the pro-

vinces, abroad, and particularly in America, as illustrating the

advantages that might be expected from its adoption ;
and sug-

gested a fixed scale of graduated payment, according to the class

of ward occupied. Sir E. Hay Currie and Sir S. Waterlow thought

it would be an injustice if the pay system were introduced at the

expense of the provident system. If they could begin de 7tovo,

Sir S. Waterlow observed, he would like to see pay and free hos-

pitals kept entirely distinct. Mr. Carr Gomm, Chairman of the,

London Hospital, thought the pay system would be an injustice

and injurj' to the medical men in the district. The discussion on

the paper was adjourned until June 20th.

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY.
A SPECIAL telegram from Charlottenburg, received as we go to

press, states that the Emperor is now able to take solid food with

hearty appetite. The highest temperature on Wednesday was

102.3° F.; the lowest on Thursday morning 99.3° F. Less pus is

discharged. Tne august patient feels better, but is rather weaker

and thinner, as the result of fever and suppuration. This report

agrees with those which have been published during the last

two or three days, and may be looked upon as relatively

favourable. It wiU, of course, be understood that it refers

only to the incidental complications which have recently arisen,

and not to the essential disease, which appears to make steady

progress, though with alternations of quiescence and activity

which have already on several occasions given rise to delusive

hopes, followed by paroxysms of somewhat exaggerated alarm.

We regret to see that the suspension of hostilities—diplomatic

rather than based on any real " unanimity" though it may have

been—agreed upon among the Emperor's medical advisers at San

Remo, has come to a premature end. We think it due to Sir

Morell Mackenzie and Mr. Hovell to point out that all the evidence

shows that the truce was not broken by them. They

were attacked in so grossly personal a manner by cer-

tain German newspapers, that they have been compelled

to invoke the aid of the law. Actions for libel have already been

instituted against the Koluische Zeitung and the Kreia-Zeitwuj

for publishing definite accusations of professional incompetence

which, we understand, have no shadow of foundation. From in-

formation we have received from a trustworthy source we have

reason to believe that a false passage was made in replacing the

tracheotomy tube, as this operation was followed by considerable

hemorrhage ; but it can, we are informed, be clearly proved that

neither of the Emperor's English medical attendants is responsible

for this unfortunate occurrence.

TEACHING STUDENTS TO THINK.

It is often a subject of regret to teachers in our medical schools

that the work of the first two years is so soon forgotten; a man

who has passed his preliminary examinations frequently so far

forgets his scientific subjects in six months as to be unable when

in the hospital wards to give a description of the cerebral supply

to parts of the body, the convolutions of the brain, and the

cranial nerves, or the minute anatomy of the kidney and liver ;

still, such students may have dissected diligently, attended lec-

tures, and read at night, but they have not learnt to think or are

not trained to think systematically and correctly. This defect is,

we suspect, not entirely the fault of the students, but is also in

part due to defects in teaching. When observing students under

examination, both for University degrees and on the lower exa-

minations, it has often been obvious that failure to pass the

standard may depend upon inaccurate methods of thinking and

speaking—or upon no previous thinking—quite as much as from

ignorance of the subject matter. Obserring the objects of study
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in the dissecting room does not necessarily teacti flunking
;

to

obserre is to receive imprefsions, thinlting may or mny not follow

observing. We hare no intention of suggesting formal teaching

of tlio laws of thought in the form of logic, though this useful

science used to be one of the extra subjects in the Arts examina-

tion of the Apothecaries' Society. It does, however, seem neeilful

to call iittention to the importance of educating students to think

as well as to observe facts ; the scientific sub.iects and the teach-

ing of medicine afford plenty of scope for btith. The student is

generally interested in the application of scientific knowledge to

practice, and to show him such connections early in his career

stimulates thinking. The constant application of anatomy, phy-

siologj-, chemistn,-, comparative anatomy, and the principles and

facts of vegetable biologj-, to what is seen in patients, produces

an expansion of the subjects of thought, and engenders habits of

correct thinking. To follow well made analogies, and to answer

questions which exercise the imagination in a scientific manner,

as in describing the minute conditions of circulation and the cause

of nerve-currents in reflex actions, necessitates correct thinking.

A student will often say that he hears a systolic mitral bruit, and

is satisfied with his achievement, without understanding that the

sound heard suggests an hypothesis which requires to be fully

worked out before he can know the condition of the patient. A

man well trained, not only in observ.ition but also in rapid and

correct thinking, will get through much more good work in prac-

tice than one less thouglitful. Thought, preceding action, guides

him rapidly to make the nece-'-sarj- obser(-ations in the case before

him, till thinking becomes automatic, and his opinions are rapidly

formed upon brief observations, and what is ill termed " clinical

instinct." In making these remarks we by no means wish to de-

preciate the necessity of thorough and .systematic examination of

all the organs as a matter of primary necessity.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL.

Thibk is one aspect of the working of the new Local Government

Bill, in respect to its 11th clause, which has not yet received the

attention it deser\-es, and unless that clause be modified it will

undoubtedly have the effect of creating a new monopoly, to the

detriment of th(! public, and to the benefit of landlords, wine mer-

chants, and publicans. At present the granting of " off " licences,

that is, of licences for wines, etc., sold in sealed ' vessels in given

quantities, and not to be consumed on the premises, is limited

only by certain conditions of a formal character, intended to

ensure respectability on the part of the vendor. The provision has

worked exceedingly well, and as a Committee of the House of

Lords ascertained, and as we have always contended, it has a two-

fold advantage. It has secured to the middle classes a supply in

every small district of wines, etc., which they desire to use in

their own homes, of good quality, and at moderate price, and by

reducing the value of the monopoly of the publican and the

temptation to drink in public-houses, has worked in everj' way for

the public good. If now on the operation of the Bill thi.?, too, be-

comes a monopoly in a few hand.s, the first effect will be to'givoan

immense bonus to landlords, who will at once raise rentals. It is

known that this effect is already beginning to operate, and that

renewal.4 of leases are only being made under condition* of in-

creased rental if this clanse should become law. It is the force of

the vestt.'d intere.'<ts, and the immense accumulateil fund created

by the monopoly in the beei' and spirit trade, which has made that

question so difficult and so costly to deal with ; and it is much to

be hoped, in the interests of the general public, that such a mis-

take -vriU not bo coramit'ed in the present legislation. The great

object should be, while satisfying all legitimate requirements of

those who wish to consume alcoholic liquors, whether in the fortn

of wines or spirits, in their houses, to diminish the temptation for

drinking in pnblic-honset, and to avoid odding to the value of the

existing monopoly of landlords and publicans. Clause 11, nltlir

no doubt framed -n-ith the beet intentions, will really, as th.

at present atands, have no other effect than to present a mau

cent bonus to both these classes, virith the immediate resu

adding to the cost of the wine used by the middle classes, f. r

is theliolders of the "off" licences who practically supply thr

wine cellars. To cut off ariiitarily the trade of the holders of " off

'licences who have held them in many instances for twenty-!i\

years, without any corresponding advantage to the public hi

really to the public detriment, would be an act of confiscatic

iwhichhasnothingto justify it. If all licences Wf^re to be coi

Ifiscated without compensation, wo should have no objection

;make, but the class of traders whose trade is th6 mo.^t blam.I.

and least .open ta abuse ought not to be made to suffer alone.

THE vIvisecTlcilN "Kcr iuG ^the 1NOCULAT19N c

ANIMALS.
i

-,: •. \.

Thb President of the Privy Council (Lord Cranhrook), and_^^.

Home Secretarj' (Mr., Matthews) received a deputation froin.J'

Royal -Vgricultural Society and the Koyal Veterinary College <

Tuesday last to urge that the Vivisection Act should be. amej)d

so as to allow of inoculation of animals and prevention of flisea.

Lord Egerton of Tatton, and Professor Brown having spoken, t

Home Secretary said that the difficulty all arose from the u§e

the word " experiment " in the Act. The Act did not define t

word, and he was bound therefore to apply. it. Professor Brpi

agreed with his own interpretation; but the professor suggest

that there should be this addition made, not a belief that t

operation performed would produce good results, in which case

would become treatment and l>e exempted under the Act, Ijut tl

if there was a bond fide desire to benefit the animal without a

belief or knowledge one way or the other wliether it would beiji

the animal or not, that that should be taken out of the cla^

experiment and put into the class of tjeatmont. But such a^'c

as that would Come perilously near to the experimental stage.

M. W. Eidley said Professor Brown had been carrying on e-xpt

ments for .two years with reference to swine fever, and iWi'

come to the conclusion that a certain injection into the skir

the pig would most probably protect from swine fever .not o

ithe particular pig operated upon, but the whole tribe of pi_g>

ihe was allowed to have this performed by competent yeterin

surgeons all over the countrj-. Lord Cranbrook thought, it w£

pity that they had not the decision of a' court ofJaw-up(^

subject ; and if that should be against them, then they PUghtJe

remedied by Parliament. The Home Secretary observed th^..,

less some action of this kind were taken he was afraid .they
'JVp

not get the House of Commo.^s tp, amend' Ih^^ct, jX'h^Ai^

tion then withdrew.

NURSE-REGISTRATION. .

'<'''

WHETnER nursing is to be regarded as a trade or profession, tl

can be little doubt that its cTliimV to public sympathy have m1

for it a plaoe in public esteem Very different from that -s^'

; was thought poWihle to attain to a few years ago. Many

ihave contributed to this result. Perhaps the niostiinflu. i

I

all can be traced to the establishment of niitBo training scl

most of the large and in some of the smaller hospitals wher

women of good character and ontecedtmtsv as well as genth

I are initiated to the work. With its progressive devxlopm'

' not surprising that there should be a desire expressed to r

!the employment, by instituting an educational curricn

which all" nurses should he subject. Upwards of a yem

i movement was set on font by the Hospitils Association haiij

this object in view, as well as to consider the c«pedii>ncy of esU

'lishing a. collective register for qualified nurses, since thera «

\
eTSry reason to expect that at no distant date the iholesnbjB-ti
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their educational training ami the practice of their art might be

considered worthy of legal supervision. From inquiries made at

the chief hospital centres it appears very doubtful whether the

matter is ripe for adjustment, nor is there any agreement among

the authorities consulted as to the body to whom such a power

should be delegated. The whole question is bristling with diffi-

culties, not likely to be lessened by the ardour of the enthusiasts

iwhoare now loudly clamouring for legislation on their behalf,

without giving a thought of the dangers in their path. We have

[the greatest possible sympathy with the women and their work,

I but we are not prepared to follow the lead of any a.ssociation which

professes to represent the vocation, far less to promote legislation

in its behalf, without first ascertaining from an exhaustive in-

'quirywhat are the needs and wishes of the many. The hetero-

geneous character of the class now following nursing as a means

jof livelihood, and the various branches of the art practised in

itown and coimtrj', render it very inadvisable that it should be

placed under an exclusive jurisdiction. The important interests

'involved, ranging from those of the cultured lady-superintendent

to the nurse who dispenses her medical comforts to the -i-illage

poor, are numerous and conflicting; nor is it the technical know-

ledge or hospital experience, however valuable, which renders the

nurse best fitted for her work. Too little account is taken of

those natural gifts of temper, tact, and disposition, wliich cannot
'

be registered, but which after all contribute more essentially than

[anything else to the formation of character in a nurse. Xor is it

to be supposed that the midwife, the monthly nurse, and the

' masseuse or other specialist can take common ground with the

I certificated hospital nurse, who has spent some of the best years

jof her life at a small remuneration, that she may arrive at a sup-

posed standard of efficiency, or, rather, that she may conform to

the exigencies of the hospital in which her lot is cast. It is but

fair that the distinctive terms "binding" and "training," which in

practice are almost synonymous, should be better understood.

The binding renders the probationer subject to a moral contract

to continuous employment for periods varj-ing from two to three

lOr more years, and may prove advantageous to herself, as it cer-

tainly does to the hospital which receives her services, but it

hardly meets the approval of charitable and other agencies, which

, must be at the cost of training their own nurses in separate insti-

tutions, for the special duties they will afterwards be called on to

perform. Co-operation is, no doubt, a good thing when it can be

managed without friction, but, in the face of the great diversity

of opinion which exists on the subject, coupled -with the manifest

obatacles to harmonious action inherent in a novel organisation,

the question of collective nurse-registration is not ripe for solu-

tion. Let each hospital and training school look well to its oivn

register, and to the educational facilities afforded to its nurses, so

that it may be possible in the course of time to adopt one uniform

basis which would be acceptable alike to the leading hospitals,

ithe profession, and the public.

SCOTLAND.

W« are informed that Professor Rutherford has returned to

I Edinburgh, and will resume his duties on May 1st. It ought to

lh»Te been stated in a paragraph published a ^fortnight ago that

Dr. J. Berry Ilaycraft, who has conducted the course of Physiology

during the last winter, took an equal share in the recent Second

Professional Examination with Dr. Caton and Dr. Paton.

GLASGOW MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
At the meeting of the Obstetrical Section, Dr. Stirton read notes

of forty cases of uterine fibroids, treated by Apost oil's method.

About one-half of the casss had bean benefited by the treatment.

The harder and more encapsuled the tumour, the less was the effect

produced ; while the more rapidly growing tumours, and especially

those endangering life by profuse hcemorrhage, were most amen-

able to the treatment.

GLASGOW SOUTHERN MEDICAL . SOCIETY. -o:

Dr. Abciubald Johnstone showed an interesting case of extttt-.

version of the bladder in a child agcd4| months. Dr. Gilmour also

showed drawings of a similar deformity in a boy aged 10 who

had formerly been under his care, and described the nature of the

defect in development and the treatment of such cases.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY UNION.

A LITTLE more than three years ago it was resolved, at a largely

attended meeting of the students and graduates of Glasgow Uni-

versity, to establish a University Union, and a Committee was ap-

pointed to earn,' this resolution into effect. This Committee had

just commenced its duties when it was announced that a gentle-

man, whose name was not at first disclosed, but who is now

known to be Dr. John Mclntj-re, Odiham, Hants, had offered to

the Senate the sum of £5,000 for the purpose of providing the

necessary building. The offer was promptly accepted, and a suit-

able building has now been erected on the University grounds,

and is almost ready for occupation. The building contains a large

hall for debates, a spacious library and reading room, a dining

room, smoking room, several committee rooms, porters house, and

other 'accommodation. To provide the funds necessary for it«'

furnishing and for a sufficient endowment for its maintenance,

it is proposed to hold a fancy fair early next year.

THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.

The Senate of the Glasgow University have forwarded to the;

Secretary for Scotland a memorandum setting forth their views

in regard to university legislation. The Senate approve generally

of the new Bill, but strongly object to the affiliation clauses, as

introducing a principle of an altogether novel and unprecedented

character, and involving fundamental changes in the Scotch uni-

versity system. The subject of affiliation is not one on which

public opinion is ripe, and is surrounded by difficulties and com-

plications which have not been considered in the drafting of the

Bill, or which it makes no attempt to solve. These clauses should

therefore be deleted from the Bill, and the Commissioners be in-

structed to take the whole matter into their careful consideration,

and report to the Queen in Council. The Senate also object to the

rT-eat diminution of their powers, and their altered relations to

the University Court. They hold it to be essential that the Senate,

should retain the whole of the educational functions they hiTe

hitherto 'exercised, and that if any power of initiation in such

matters he granted to the Court, it should be exercised only after
•

reference to, and report by, the Senate. At the usual monthly

meetincr the governors of Glasgow Technical College resolved.

after discussion, to approve the Bill as a whole; while desirous

that in any new system arrangements be made for enabling the

teachers of the CoUege to qualify in part for university degree*,

they considered it essential that the governing bodies of college*

thus affiliated should retain full control over their own finance*

and internal arrangements. They were therefore strongly op-

posed to the provisions of the Bill by which affiliated college*

would be brought under the control of the University Court, and:

resolved to petition in favour of the Bill as a whole, reserving th»

subject of affiliation for the consideration of the Comniissioner*, -,

ST. MUNGO'S COLLEGE BILL., ,.,,^ ^
A SPECIAL general meeting of the Merchant's House was ieM Sh

April 19th to consider the Universities Bill and the St. Uungo

College Bill. The Chairman, Lord Dean of Enild. movetl " that
,

this meeting express approval of the intent and principles of the
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Universities (Scotland) Bill, and genorally of its proviiious, but

stronuously object to the proposal contained in Clause 14 (1) to

transfer tlie patronage of bursaries now vested in private indi-

viduals, or corporate or other bodies, to the University Court, and are

of opinion (1) that more full provision should be made in the Bill

for the recojjnitioy by university courts of the certificates of

extra-mural teachers as qualifying students for examination for

university degrees; and (2) providing for such examinations being

conducted by persons other than teachers of the students applying

for examination." This very remarkabla resolution, showing how
thoroughly some of the gentlemen of the Merchant's House under-

stand medical affairs in Glasgow, was carried unanimously.

Thereafter, on the motion of Mr. William Macewen, it was unani-

mously resolved to petition Parliament in favour of the St.

Mungo's College Bill, and the Chairman, ex-Lord Provost Ure, and

Mr. ifacewen were appointed a committee to proceed to London,

if necessary, in the interests of the Merchant's House to promote

the passing of the Bill. The University Club, of which Mr. J. S.

Campbell, M.P., is Honorary President, has petitioned against

the Bill. A5T Town Council, at a special meeting on April 20th,

after hearing a deputation consisting of Dr. McVail, Sir James
Bain, and ilr. George Gibson, also unanimously agreed to petition

in favour of the Bill.

THE PRIVILEGES OF THE ROYAL COLLEGES OF
EDINBURGH.

The privileges of the Fellows of the Royal Colleges of Physicians

and Surgeons of Kdinburgh, in respect of hospital and other

similar appointments, have just been called in question. Dr.

John Haddon recently raised the question in the General Coun-

cil of Edinburgh Unirersity, and moved a resolution bring-

ing before the University Court the gross injustice and great hard-

ships to medical men in Edinburgh that the degree of Doctor of

Medicine of Edinburgh University was not recognised by the rules

of any of the medical charities in Edinburgh, and asking that

Steps be taken to obtain that all Doctors of Medicine should be

fully qualified to hold appointments in these charities. Dr. Had-
don drew especial attention to the Royal Intirmary, where the

only acknowledged qualification was the Fellowship of the Royal
College of Physicians. Dr. Peel Ritchie, President of the Koyal

College of I'hysicians, deprecated the transmission of the motion

on the grounds of ^inexpediency, inasmuch as the University and
the Royal Colleges were acting in perfect harmony. Discussing

the merits of the question, he drew attention, in a historical

sketch, to the position which the Royal College of Physicians oc-

cupied as the founders of the Royal Intirmary. Dr. Cadell moved
a direct negative to Dr. Haddon's proposal. Ultimately, on the

motion of the Rev. Professor Flint, it was agreed by a majority

to transmit Dr. Haddon's motion to the University Court, without

ejcpressing any judgment on it.

IRELAND.

OUTBREAK OF MEASLES IN DROGHEDA UNION.

Db. Callan, medical officer of the union, has reported that an

epidemic of measles has broken out in his district; also sporailic

cases of German measles. Xo cases, so far, have resulted fatally

and precautious have been taken to prevent the disease from
spreading.

THE VACANT INSPECTORSHIP. LOCAL GOVERNMENT
BOARD.

De. Edward TnoMPSo.v, surgeon to tlie Omagli Infirmary, has
been selected as inspector under the Local Government Board, in

room of Dr. O'FamU, appointed to the Prisons Board. The pro-

bab^ity of this appointment has been already referred to in the

.loi'BNAL. There is much dissatisfaction because so many other

excellent candidates, who had the advantage of;,being trained in

the service, have been passed over.

A MEDICAL PRACTITIONER SENT TO PRISON.

At the Armagh Quarter Sessions, held recently. Dr. .\rthur

McKeown was sentenced to three months' imprisonment with hard

labour for having assaulted a bailiff last February. .\s Dr

McKeown has offered to give compensation to the bailiff, a me-

morial will be forwarded to the Lord-Lieutenant that the sentence

be reduced.

THE FELLOV\^SHIP OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS, IRELAND.

The Council of the College of Surgeons has just issued revised

rules in reference to the Fellowship. From and after October,

1888, candidates will be examined in the months of January, May,

and November. There will still be two grades—candidates under

ten years' standing, and candidates of more than ten years' stand-

ing. For the first grade there will be a written examination in

anatomy, physiology, and surgery, extending over six hours.

Second day, oral surgery, one hour ; surgical pathology, half an

hour. Third day, clinical surgery, one hour ; histology (labora-

torj'), one hour ; dissections, half an hour ; oral, anatomy, one

hour ; physiology, half an hour. Fourth day, operative surgery,

one hour. Grade II.—First day, papers : surgical anatomy, three

hours ; surgerj-, three hours. Second day, oral surgerj-, three-

quarters of an hour ; morbid anatomy, quarter of an hour ; clinical

surgery, one hour. Third day, operative surgerj-, one hour ; sur-

gical anatomy, half an hour. A gross total of 60 per cent, shall

be considered the passing mark. A candidate who has scored less

than 60 per cent, but more than 30 per cent, in a particular sub-

ject or subjects other than anatomy and surgery, shall be passed

or rejected by the majority's vote of the whole Court. Licen-

tiates of the College will be permitted to present themselves for

the primary part of the examination at any period after their ad-

mission as Licentiates.

Univehsitt OK Lo.vnoN: .\ppointmknt of Examinees.—At
the meeting of the Senate, held on April 25th, the following gen-

tlemen were appointed examiners for the ensuing year m the

Faculty of Medicine : Dr. Cayley and Professor F. T. Roberts, in

Medicine ; Mr. Morrant Baker and Professor Christopher Heath,

in Surgery ; Professor Curnow and Dr. Alexander Macalister, in

Anatomy; Professor Schafer ami Mr. J. N. Langley, in Physiology;

Dr. Champneysand Professor John Williams, in Ob.stetric Medicine:

Dr. Bruce anil Dr. Frederick Taylor, in Materia Medica and Phar-

maceutical Chemistrj' ; Professor Poore and Dr. Stevenson, in

Forensic Medicine.

Provident Scrqicax Appliance Society.—This Society, of

which the sixteenth anniversary festival was held last week, has

since 1872 been doing a useful work in supplying patients of

small means with surgical appliances or artificial limbs of the

best manufacture at nominal prices, or on a provident system of

payment. Since its foundation 42,(X>0 articles have in this way

been issued by the Society ; and with the object of extending the

usefulness of this Society, a branch has this year been successfully

opened at Norwich.

Mehical Magistrate.—Dr. Thomas Allan Wotherspoon, of

Brampton, has been placed on the Commission of the Peace for the

County of Cumberland.

TuK Committee on Pleuro-pneumonia and Tuberculosis, ap-

pointed by the Agricultural Department of the Privy Council,,

have chosen Mr. Jacob Wilson as Chairman ; Mr. Victor HoMto^

is a member of the Committee.

Ahran(!emknt8 for holding an international exhibition W
Carlsbad, during the summer season of 1889, have been definitively

made.

Thb prizes in the Faculty of Medicine of Unirersity College

will be distributed by Mr. J6hn Marshall, President of the Geaenal

Medical Council, on .May 17th, at 3 p.m. ; e •
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1.867.

Hoi,r>EN (L.) Human Osteology. 1.^87.

HopiilNS (W. B.) The Roller Bandage. LsS-"-.

Hempiiry (G. M.) Huutcrian Oration. 1879.

Hi-xley (T. H.). Lav Sermons and .Addresses. 18,.'.

Jones (Macnaughtonj. Handbook of Diseases of the har. .^..

JoRDA.N (Furneaux). Surgical Inquiries.

Keetley (C. B.). Index of Surgery.
Klein (E.l. Anatomv of the Lvmphatic System. ;-.•..

Knight (C. H.). Yea'r Book of Surgery. 18*3.

Laycock (Thomas.) Mind and Brain. 186ii.

LlEBiG (Justus Von.) Familiar Letters on Chemistry. If..!".

Lfovard (C.H.) Manoal of Bandaging. 1886.

MacCormac (Sir W.). On the Abdominal Section. IS81.

Mackenzie (Sir Morell). Hav Fever. 1887.

McLachlan (J.) Tlie Anatomy of Surgery. I881.

McLean (W. C.) Diseases of Tropical Climates. 18>(i.

McLEon (K.) Operative Surgery. 188.5.

MAB.SHALL (John.) Huntcrian Oration. 1885. «„„„_
Ma-ssachesetts State Board oe Health Eigbtfj-:>-th A»lal Re?obt.

Medical Officer.? of Health (Society of). Transactions of. 188»-1886.

Medico-Legal Society of New York (Papers read before the). 1886.

Mfjiical Society of London (Proceedings of). A o^s_. 1 to V ill. isi--?--'.

MicHiGAS Registration Reports. 3 vols. 1871-18ib.

Mitchell (Weir). Wear and Tear. 1S87.

Molony (M. J.) Rupture of the Perineum.
Montreal General Hospital Reports. Vol. I. 1888.

M0BB19 (R. T.) How we treat Wounds to-day. 18S6.

AIOlRF (Dr E. J.). Manuel Pratique des Maladies des Fosses ^asaIes. 1886.

National .\ssociation for Promotion of Social Science (Transactions of).

14 vols. 1871-1884.

Newsholme (.\rthur). School Hygiene. I881.

New York State Medical Association (Transactions of^. 18.86.

Nomenclature of Diseases, bv a Committee of the Royal College of Phy
sicians. 2 vols. 1869 and 1885"

. „ „ , ,0-, ,0.= ,
Obstetrical Society of Edinburgh (Transactions of). t> vo^. I8,4-i8to-8.

OlLSTETRlCAL SociETT OF LONDON (.Transactions of). \ ols. A.\ 11-AJ^, AA.11-

XXVII
Ori) (W. M.) Influence of Colloids upon Crystalline Form and Cohe«ion. 1879.

Owen (Richard). Anatomy of Vertebrates. 2 vols. 1866.

Parker (W. H.) Morphology of the Skull. 1877. ,„. „. ., ,„j:„^
Pathological Society (Transactions of the). 20 vols. 1S69-8. and Ini^ces.

Pennsylvania, Medical Society of (Transactions of the). 4 vols, lssi-4.

Pereira (J.) Materia Medica. 3 vols. 18.84.

Philadelphia College of PHYSicLtNs (Transactions of the). 6vol6. IS^
18A1, aou low.

Medical Society (Transactions of the). Vols. VI--VIII.
I849-1-

Polyclinic (The). 1886-67.

PoTlEB (S. O. L.) Compeud of Anatomy. 16*..

Pye (Walter.) Elementary Bandaging. 1887.

Pte-Smith (R. J.) Syllabus of Lectures on Physiology. 18Si.

Quain's Anatomy. '2 vols. 1876.

Reconstruction OF Central London. 1836.

Remington (Joseph). Practice of Pharmacy. 18*6.

RivlvGTON (W.) Rupture of the Urinary Bladder. 1884.

Roberts (F.) Theorv and Practice of Medicine. 1685.

RooSA (St. John). Diseases of the Ear. 168.5. ,„.,,_ .„i a™«:™.r..
Royal College of Surgeon's Mu.»el m (Catalogue of PatholOKicul Specimens.

Vols. III. IV. l.<84-.5. ,c-A.,«u-
St. BARTnoi.oMEiv's Hospital Reports. 16 vols. IS.O-li**'.

St. Georges Hospital Reports. 4 vols. 18J1-1.8<8.

ST. Thomas's Hospital Reports. 13 vols. 1S.0-1S*.5.

Simon (Sir John). Public Health Reports. 2 vole. 188,.

Snow (H. L.) Clinical Notes on Cancer. 188;!. ,.,.,, ,.,,, ,a-(.
SociETif CLiNiquE DE PARIS iBuUetiu de la). ^ ols. II—\ . \ II-\ III. ^1^

Southam (F. A.) Regional Surgery. 1882. ,, .. , o » ™i.
Stone (W. D.) Editor. Halt-Vi-arly Abstract of the Mclical Sciences. ^^Rvohi.

Suckling (C. W.) Diseases of the Brain. 1887.

Sutton • J. B.). Introduction to General r.atholog}-. I.8)-6.

SlzoKiR.). Hvdrophobia: M. Pasteur's System. 1887.

Tnc.MPsoN (Sir'H.) Tumours of the Bladder. 1S.«4.
•

TiiuHUURN (Professor.) Practical Treat isc on Diseases of \\ omen. IBSo.

TlBiilTTS (H.) How to Use a Galvanic Battery. I8.'-«.

Tinv (C Mevmott). Handbook of Modem Chemistrj-. 1st,.

TROUP (Francis). Spntum : Its Signiications. 1886.
,, .i,.n

United Statis i\.RjiY Subgbon-Gbkbbals Ofuck Librabt ^ludei to uie).

6 volt. 1880-85.
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Wahhah (W. J.I Practice of Surgerv. I*'"-

WAHi>.t iK. J.) H.^pital Prayer Book. 1!«^S.

Watsox in. A.) Ampulalioiis of the KitrcmitlP3._ 188.''.

•WiJiVKK (Jiimi's'l. Pulnu-iiary Consumption. ISSi.

WKini (11. 1 Prompt Ai.l to tlio Injured. IXST.

WKI.I.S (Sir Spencer). Tumeurs .\bdom\nale5. ISi^b.

Wiu.1 \MS (('. J. an.l C. T.l. Pulmonary Consumpfion. IMT.

Wiisos (Sir Erasmus). Lectures on Dermatology. IS, s.

WiLiJox (J. C). Treatise on Continue.! Fevers. 18S1.

WiscKKi. (F.> IMwLses of Women l*";.

Wriiiiit (O. A.1 Hip Disease in Chllitliooii. 1S»7.

Yeab Booi "K Pharmact. 4 vols. 188.'-85.

. Trkatmext. 1886.

ITcsentcd toy C. HOIMA^T. M.p.. .I.P., RelBOte.

BOXCT (Theo.) A Guide to the Practical Phj-sician. Old Folio.

CHK3KLDES iW.l .\uatomy of the Human Dod.v 1,56.

Clise and Hakiutok. Lectures on Siirt:rry. M»b. !,;)».

Clouuct (Jules.1 .Ulas d'Anatomie Descriptive. ISdl.

Coo?.ER(Sir Astlev.) A Treatise on Dislocations and F-^etureo. 1824.

WlSKMAX tKichurd.) Several Cliirurgieal Treatises. lbS6.

Prevented toy lH-. A. MAUTIJI.
UartI.-i (B.) Atlas of Obstetrics and Gynaioology. lb»u.

Pri-scntcd toy THE NEW SYDENHAM SOtlETV.
The SvDKSiiA.M SociCTv's Lkxicon. ,,,„., ,,,.,

Duckworth (Sir Dycei. Warburton Begble a « orks. IMJ.

Gravks. Clinical Sleilicine. Vol. I. 1»M.

KfSSMAUL and Tksnf.k. Selected Monographs. 1S0».

Latha.-*. Diseases of the Heart. 187t>.

Clinical Medicine. Vol.11. 18(9.

McDoxSELL (R.) Observations on Venereal Disease. 1831.

Nkubai:eb and VouEl.. On the Urine. 18tj3.

VlEMKTER (Felix von). On Phthisis. IS, 0.

PooKK (Dr.l Selections from Works of Duchenne. iss-j.

Skmple (R. H.» Memoirs on Uiptheria. 18.W.

Vo» TroltsCB. On Diseases of the Ear. 18,4.

WABOii (Dr.) DibliotliecaTherapeutica. 1878.

Dusci.t(J. Matthews). On Sterility in Womea; beiun the Gulstonlan Leo-U

turi'S. 188:!. I

KiisTEix (W.) Corpulence and Its Trcfttnient. IRM.
,,.,,„,„,.„,„. ,

HAKUiao.-( (Keiiinald). Lectures on Surgical Disorders of Lriuary orgMU. ,

HfwitT (Crailv). Pathologv. 1882.
, . , ,

HuTcuixsoK Jonathan). Syphilis. Clinical Manual Series. (J Copies).
1

-

Papers. Lectures, Addresses, etc. Various u
^

\iHr.< ..

. Clinical Lectures. Vol. I. Bare Diseases of the Sliiiii

lOlPI 1^

Syrhilitic Diseases of the Bye and Ear. 1803.

Illustrations of Clinical Surgery. Vol. I. 1876.

Kketi,ev (C. B.) Proceedings of the West London Chirurgical Society. 1>;

Kerr (Norman). Inebriety. 1888.

Page (Herbert W.). Injuries of the Spine. 1885.

Pavt (F. W.) Harveian Oration. 18.86.

Powell (Douglas). Diseases of the Langs. 3rd edition. 18su.

KoosE (Kohson). Gout. 1887.
. ^, ,,^,

Sa-ikey (W. H. O.) Lectures on Mental Diseases. 1881.

SAN30M (Arthur E.). Treatment of some of the Forms of Valvular Diseaj,.^ -,

the Heart. 1886. ^ ^. „ ,• • „ ,. imi' !
SciUlBE (William). Collected Essays on Preventive Medicine. 2 vojs. 1887.

_
I

_! Temperature Observations on luiauts and Children. is», ,

Steatessot* (W. E.). Electricity, 1884.

SWAUZY (H. 14.). Handbookof the Diseases of the Eye. 1384.

Thorowgood (J. O.) Bronchial Asthma. 188.5.

Williams CC. Theodore). The Climate of the South of Irauce.

1870.

Presented toy Dr. PABK.
Anatomy of Human Gra\ id Uterus. 1 at ^

1882.

2nd edition. 1.871.

tion. 1A86.

Ht'KTEB(Jolin).

Prciienlcd by AHAX WEXTWORTH. Es*.

ABKBUfrrHY (JohiO. Surgical Works and Lectures of.

Bell's Surgerv. 6 vols.

CooPEB (Sir A'sllev). The Anatomy of the Thymus Gland.

CiniEX (William). The Works of. 2 vols.

Materia Medica. 2 vols.

HUHTEB (J.). On the Blood.
Treatise on Venereal Disease.

PABIsd.A.). Pharmacologia. 2 vols.

Medical Jurisprudence. 2 vols.

Pott (Percival). The Chirurgical Works of. 2 vols.

The rolluwlng books have been presented by their respccUvo
Authors.

Adams (Williami. Lectures on the Curvature of the Spine. 2nd edition.

. On the Keparative Process in Human Tendons. 1860.

Club Foot: its Causes, Patliologj-, and Treatment. Jack-

' 'sonim Prize 1864. ,

'
. observations on the Contraction of the Fingers (Dupuytren s

Contraction). 1879.
i • _ i^„ loaa

Baoer (E. Creswell). A Guide to the Examination of the Nose. 1886.
^

. Eesearehes on the Minute Structure ot the Thyroid

Belt. (Joseph). A Manual of the Operations of Surgery. 1879.

Bigg (Heathen. Artilicial Limbs.
, ,

. ,.

Spinal Curvature. 188*. ' "' ' '

Bbktowe f.r. S.). Theory and Practice of Medicine. 1887. „ ^ , ,.^
Bmowxe (Lennox) and Behnke (Bmil). The Child's Voice: its Treatment with

regar,l to After-development. 1885.

Science and Singing. ia81.
'

, ttnd Dehske (Bmil). Voice, Song, and Speech. 8th alition.

The Throat and its Diseases, Including Associated Affections

of the Nose and Ear. 2nd edition. 1887.

Voice— Use. iind Stimulants. 188!>.

Bbustos (T. Lauder). The Bible and Science. 1881.

Disorders of Digestion. 1886.
,

pharmacology and Therapenli(*j IWO.'
. Phannacntogy and Therapeutics.' '1887-.

BttTLUf (Uenry T.) The Operat ive Surgery of Malignant Diieaae. 1387.

Malignant Disease of the Larynx. 1883.

Sarcoma and Carcinoma. 1882.

BUZZABD (T.) Some Forms of Paralysis. 1886.

Diseases of the Nervous System. 1882.

Cabi'Extkr (W. B.) Principles of Hnman Physiology. 1,969.

Ci TLER (C. W.). A Manual of DitTerential Medical Dlagnosll. 1886.,

DATtW.H.) Headaches in Children. 1887. >

Irritable Brain in Children. 1886.

DiscAX (.1. Matthews). The Fecundity. Fertility, und Slenllty of Womea.

l)id l>arturition. 187.5.

- Papers on the Female Perineum. 1879.

- On the Mortality of Childlied and Mat,'rnitv Hospitals.
1870.

- Clinical Lectures on the Diseases of Women. 3ni edi-

- A Practical Treatise on PeriiixetriUs end Parametritis.
1869.

Contributions to the Mechanism of Natural and Mor-

2nd editmui

:

Besoarcbea in Obttatrics. XUi.

THE SANITAEY CONDITION OF HAILEYBURT
COLLEGE, HERTFORD.

Owing to several cases of diphtheria suddenly breaking out ..

Haileybury College during last term, which resulted in the deal!

of one boy, the illness of live others, and the consequent breakm

up of the school before the Easter vacation, we instructed ou

Special Commissioner to visit the College and investigate its san

tary condition, so as to enable us, if possible, to allay the anxiet

which has arisen amongst the parents and friends of the boy!

owing to the sudden breaking up of the school ; and to point ouj

if possible, to the governing Council any e.xisting Haws m tt]

sanitary arrangements for the advantage of the future.

Our Commissioner, Mr. E. Bailey-Denton, visited Haileybur;

April 7th, and reports as folhjws :—
.^ I carefully inspected Iluilevbury College, m company with U

College Steward, on Saturday. AprO 7th, with the ready pemuESic

of the Rev. James Eobertson, the Head Master, wlio kindly Co!

sented to my inspecting everything in and about the phice.soth;,

I might the more accurately discover and realise its sanitary <"•

ditiou. ... 1- • 1-

For the sake of clearness and distinction, I purpose dividir-

-

remarks under three heads: I. General Sanitation; II.

Supply; and III. Milk Sujiply.

1.

—

Sanitation. ,

The College is situated about two miles from Hertford, on ami

and in a position as naturally conducive to health as wouW "

pear possible. , ,r ., u
Evternal Arranffementi.—The liquid refuse of Haileybury

lece is conveyed by 15-inch pipes to a small sewage farm situai

at a distance of about one-third of a mile from the building, wht

it is applied to eleven acres of land by means of surface irnj!

tion. The position of the farm is isolated, and its conilitic

thoudi perhaps not showing the tidiness which ought to Oisl,;

cuish sewage farms, is certainly not such as to be iii any w

preiudicial to health. There are no tanks for the dep.isitioiioft

.solid matter, and consequently no concentration of bad smellS; t

fresh sewage is applied to tlie land without any treatment, a

the effluent, after passing over it, flows into a brook m an unci

iectionable condition, though not critically pure. Ihe ouUj

sewer from the College to the farm is well ventilatetl, has a goi

gradient, and is effectually disconnected from the College at

upper end. It is, therefore, next to impossible for any gas^s B? '

rated along its course to liud their way into the school bmWi

to disseminate disease. All the rain-water and bther pipes J

disconnected from the sewer, and discharge, tluar contents o>

traps, whilst all junction chambers have ventilating shafts cam.

up to tlie roof of the College, out of the way of thc.uvpw wmdo

There are no water-closets upon the premises, cither tor lae^

of the boys or servants, and only two in the Masters l'""-'''^ *;»
,

closets, which are kept very clean and attended to U^.
"J

adopted thr(^ugliout. The earth before use is carefully, dnea a

sift..l%nd afte? use is kept in open sheds, mixed with cindorsj

utilised on a garden specially reserved for the purpose. W lien

'

manurial properties have been extracted, the earth is
<\?^^^%

and thua the system is regularly mamtamod, Tlie unnais
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pt ailed with sawdust, which ia removed daily and utilised on

le land.
, ^ ,

The laundry and bakery attached to the College are both excep-

jnally clean and perfectly disconnected with the sewers, and

e swimming bath and gymnasium are all that could be de-

red.

Internal Arrant/ements.—T!he kitchens, sculleries, and pantnes

e clean and sweet, .showing clearly that the upper servants are

ive to their responsibility and duties. The dormitorj- slop-smks

.d baths, which are suliiciently numerous for all purposes, and

iply supplied with hot and cold water, are disconnected from

e sewers. One earth closet is fixed and attached to each dormi-

ry for night use.

The air space allotted to the boys throughout the dormitories

good, being 800 cubic feet in the older and about 1,000 cubic

jt in the modern rooms. The ventilation, however, ia not so

tisfactory as it should be, although there is nothing connected

th it which could be called a factor for the propagation of dis-

se. The method adopted of allowing the foul air of the lower

rmitories to escape by o]iening3 in the ceilings, and, after mi.x-

re with fresh air brought in from the outside between the

ats, to enter the upper dormitories at the floor level, is wrong

principle, and should be certainly remedied. The medical

lieer of health, indeed, allows that this method of ventilation

faulty, and he states that it has, in consequence, been con-

mned. In his annual report to the Council for 1887, he states,

he system of ventilation cannot be considered satisfactory." In

f opinion, it could be easily improved, at a small outlay, with-

t any material alteration of the buildings, and, no doubt, the

verning body will sanction the improvement without further

lay. The " Tobin tubes " in the " sick house " are not placed at

proper level to secure ventilation without discomfort to the

Jbe arrangements for sick boys at Haileyburj' have been well

laned, and are satisfactorily carried out. Those suffering from

nporary disorders of a non-contagious character are kept in

3 "sick house," which is a part of the CoUege itself; whilst those

Bering from contagious complaints are relegated to the " sana-

nmn," which is a spacious building standing well away from the

Uege, where the best possible medical attention and care are be-

iwed on them.
[t will be seen by the above remarks that" the sanitation of

ileyburj- is decidedly good, and, indeed, 1 believe there are few

'blic schools in the kingdom which can compare with it; it is,

r.fore, all the more necessary that the authorities should re-

the only flaw in its character—that is, the dormitory venti-

I. One more remark only is necessary under the head of

il sanitation, and that is, that the state of the ditches in Little

U, a village close to the CoUege, where the boys constantly

A. is ob.iectionable. These ditches apparently contain sewage
111 T, and in the summer must emit effluvia of a malarial

iructer. The College authorities should bring pressure to bear

rrmedy this evO.
II.

—

Watee StrppLY.

Clie water supply is derived from a deep well under the build-

;, passing through the clay to a depth of about oO feet into the

aik, the total depth to the bottom of the well being 228 feet.

e water is pumped up from this well by a 7^ h-p. steam engine

a tank at the top of a water tower, whence it is distri-

ted, after undergoing Porter Clarke's water-softening process,

the various cisterns tliroughout the College.

There is no doubt whatever that the position of the well is in-

ing of pollution, which no amount of steining and clay puddling

I'revent. The very reason which the late Dr. de Chaumout
, when he was called upon to report on an outbreak of typhoid

vf which occurred at Uaileybury in 1S81, "that the water

mot be contaminated because it passes through clay before

iching the chalk," appears to prove the reverse ; for the water
•x>mea discoloun d with clayey material. It would appear, thert^

e,that some disturbing influence causes this discoloration, which
.y, if it has not already been proved so, turn out to be pollution.

!t is not within the province of a civil engineer to analyse

ter, especially as I understand that Dr. Stevenson, of Guy's

spital, has been lately supplied with a sample for analysis,

lich will probably throw some light on its present quality. The
blic will anxiously await his verdict ; but, in the meantime, I

luld fail in my duty if I did not state that the proximity of the

U, notwithstanding its deptli and its steining, to the urinals

I various gulley» down which sewaga is thrown, suggests dan-

ger. Any well in close proximity to a large establishment, and

Immediately under the foundations of the building, receives by

ordinary gravitation the oozing wetne-ss of the ground, and in time

allows polluting matter to descend with it to the water level by

imperceptible passage, either inside or outside the brickwork with

which such well may be steined ; and the fact that the water does

at certain seasons become discoloured, as I myself saw, proves that

the views I have expressed cannot be far fetched.

It would be impossible to say that any of the cases of diphtheria

which recently occurred are in any way traceable to the drinking

of polluted water from the well in question, for none of the other

478 boys, or any of the masters, their children or servants, who all

drank of the same water, and who practically breathed the same

air, suffered in Like manner, whilst the previous analysis made by

Dr. Stevenson showed the water to be " pure." The last samples

handed to him contained, I am told, yellowish vegetable matter,

which, the authorities aver, enters the well at the bottom after

percolating laterally from the Lea, through the chalk and clay,

and must, therefore, be innocuous. Many people will probably

decline to accept this conclusion; and as no e.xpert can decide the

case on the present premisses, it may be well to consider if the

presence of vegetable matter is not due to imperceptible soakage

from the surface immediately above the well.

III.—MrLK Supply.

The milk supply for both masters and boys is derived from a

farm at Hertingfordburj', about five miles distant from Haileybury,

in the occupation of Mr. Wells, who has supplied the CoUege for

some few years. The dairy and cowhouses at this farm are healthy

and good, and all the dairy utensils were upon the day of my visit,

wliich was quite unexpected, clean and sweet.

The water for cooling the milk and general washing purposes is

obtained from a well sunk in the chalk in proximity to the farm

buildings, whence it is pumped into a tank over the cow-

house. It is here that I consider that there is a serious defect in

arrangement. This tank is placed in the roof of the cow-house

itself, with the cooling apparatus bene.ath it. There can be no

doubt that this is open to much objection: for the foetid impuri-

ties of the air, due to the emanations from twenty-one cows,

standing in one building, especially when confined at night time,

must to a certain extent be absorbed by the water. I have no

hesitation, therefore, in saying that the College authorities should

require the removal of;this tank to a more suitable and healthy

position.

i'MTOWjaru.—Having thus reviewed in detaUthe sanitary arrange-

ments of the College, with a view, if possible, to trace the cause of

the late outbreak of diphtheria, I admit that I cannot directly con-

nect it with an>-thing associated with that establishment.

The history of the'^outbreak is briefly this: Two new boys, who
were inseparable companions, went for their eueat together on

March ."ith, returning to the school on March 7th, and were ad-

mitted to the sanatorium on March 19th and 20th, suffering from

diphtheria. Between the 22nd and 28th of the same month, four

more cases were admitted—the first two were sevexe cases, result-

int; in one death ; and the remaining four were mild in character.

The cause of the outbreak, therefore, must, in my opinion, be

sought in the first-mentioned case; and, in fairness to the College

authorities, who, in conjunction with their medical officer. Dr.

Shelly, are most anxious to discover the origin, I would add that,

until'the patient who is now on the road to recoverj- is sufficiently

weU to be questioned as to where he and his friend went, what

they did, and what they drank on their way to and from their

homes on the occasion of their e.veat, all judgment should be sus-

pended.
. . . J . ,

Under any circumstances, I am of opimon that, in order to place

Haileybury where it ought to be. in the foremost rank of public

schools jua health, and'to avoid the suspicion attached to the

well, the school authorities should consider whether they might

not advantageously change its position; for the subterranean

source of supply would be the same in any case : and in like

manner they would do well immediately to perfect the dormitory

ventilation, and remedy the faulty arrangemejita at the farm at

Hertingfordbury, whenc* the milk supply is obtained.

BKiiiKSTS.-The trustees of the late ilr. D. Maclure, litho-

grapher, of Glasgow, have ordered pa>-ment of the foUowing

legacies, among others, free of duty :—Koyiil and T\ estem Infirm-

aries, each £2o: Eye Infirmary, £10; Lock Hospital and Home
for Incurables, £10.
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THE SOCIETY OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF
HE\LTH AND THE LOCAL GOVERN-

MENT BILL.

Till- provisions of the Local Government Bill as affecting 8a,nitary

admimrtration wore discussed at some l/^^g^hJ^y the ^ocety of

Mc^d oal Officers of Health at a meeting held on Fndny. April 20t,

at the Scottish Corporation Hall, Crane Court, Fleet Street, Dr.

AnrriFD IIiLL, I'resideut, in the chair.
, , , , ,

Th? CHAIRM.VN reported that the subject had already been

mider the consideration of the Council, who suggested tberrpinion

'^hat the interests of the public would be best served by the ap-

rointtnent ofmedical ofHcers being entirely vested in the Coun y

Council" instead of in the District Councils, as arranged in

^he Local Go emment Bill." The Chairmau reported that a

meetinc had been hel.l an hour before, convened by some ot

The principal medical oflicers of combined districts in the country,

who were^ most nearly interested in the matter, and he was

leased to say there seemed to be a very common feeling that he

Wo' it ons submitted by those gentlemen were acceptable to the

Sal body of medical officers. In fact their first resolution,

passed without the knowledge of the Council, was vt^- much the

?ame ireffect as the resolStion of the Council, and he hoped m
General meetin" they would be able to fi.v on some torm which

fhouM rn^t the%iews of gentlemen of combined districts as well

''d1 Wr.Tv'"lofos.Sd it was seconded and carried, " That

^'TheToUo^Vn^SionrpS'a; the informal meeting, was

now read:-" Tliat as the Bill proposes to transfer to the County

Councils the powers for uniting sanitary districts for the appoint-

Sof medic^il officers which are now vested in the Local Govern-

ment Board, it is desirable in the interests of increased efficiency

Tnd economy that these powers should be generally exercised as

regards all urban and small rural districts, and that the appoint-

mfnrof medical officers of health should be entirely vested in the

County Councils, instead of being primarily in the District Councils,

"'as at present provided by the Bill."

'- Dr W-lWs opinion was. when he read the notice on the

atrrnda paper that it hardly went far enourfi, and that some

Site opinion should be expressed as to t!ie impossibility of

med"cal oSicers of health holding appointments in "'7' ^"^ smn

urban districts and still being allowed to practise He thought it

impo"sib e that these gentleineii could discharge their duties satis-

fXri V to the public\nd to their private patients. They wished,

if poSe, for some expression of opinion from the Council as re-

ga?ds the doing away of appointments in some small urban and

""Dr tn'nsTEAP (Cambridge) proposed as an amendment words

identicaTw th the'words of the resolution of the Council given

above. He thought it would be a mistake to go beyond tha
,
and

that all that Dr. AVilson desired would follow as a matter of

course K the appointments were vested entirely m the County

Councils, it was not likely ^or their own sake they would have

more medical advisers than they could possibly a^old The

Munti" of Rutland, Huntingdon, and Bedford, were contrasted

^"h Liverpool ^-ith its population of .^=.0,000, Mancbes er with

I^metWnl^liko 300,0fH., each managed b>;one medical officer.

Whv be asked should a County Council, with only a population

of 5 0('^ requiVe more than one medical officer? And the same

with the county of Rutland. They might safely say every county

Z]\h a population of less than lOO.CKHl would not req.nre more

Than on^e medical officer; a county with ^..nOO would probably

require two! The larger counties, such as Yorkshire and Lanca-

s^^n^would have theTr numbers diminished by the creation of

*^lM™nTsked what compensation would be given to mem-
' l«>rs who were sqnec;!ed out ? ,, ,

Dr VnvisTEAi. replied by asking what compensation could be

.riven to medical officers who were at present engaged 1° P"^"!'^

practice, and who only held their certificates for one K^r. a^^h^

end of which they would have to be reappointed by the County

C 'uncils instead hf the District Councils and they v

p.iut more than they could possibly avoid. There was Lssex w
twenlv-four medical officers, and the county of (.beshire^ with

thirty-four. Of this number thirty-two were appmnted to one-

tenth of the county, and the other two medical officers ii\ ere re-

pp^nsili'e for the rest. „ „ , . , j . vo« «f
Dr. \nMSTROKO (Newcastle) said Dr. Robmson Imd spoken ot

advisers to the Council. He should very much like to see s.^

thiuL' introduced into the Bill referring to a larger set of officeri

than mere officers of what he would call combined districts. Ill-

thoucht they were liraUing themselves to a body whose incoml'

would average something like £600 to £7(iO a year, and that it wal

detrimental to the public service and themselves as a whol

There should be a larger set of officers than those whose im

wouhl average £H()0 or £7IH) a year—a superintending ><

appointed as adviser to one. or i.ossibly to two, County torn.

It would, he thought, raise their status, and Mr. btanhopes i-j

of the previous evening tended, he thought, to underrate the
i».!.

|

tion of the medical officer.
, ,, , , ..i ,

Dr Bond (Gloucester) agreed that they should looi upon tt

matter from the broadest possible point of view. He thoughtthe

would have no Inmif stan</i either with Mr. Ritchie or the Ooven

ment if they were not prepared to show that any recommendi

tions they made were made in the interests of the public. K

thought It desirable that they should not introduce details moij

thaii^'absolutely necessarv, and that they should limit their reconl

mendations as"far as possible to matters of pnnie urgency. Tliei

were, it seemed to him, two great blots m the Bill. One wasth.

it perpetuated a system by whicli medical officers of health 1

rural and small urban districts were primarily elected by whi

would be the local District Councils, and the other was thai

althourrh the Bill imposed upon the County Councils }-ei]

large and important supervisory functions, it made no proyi8i(

whatever for attaching to these Councils any competent adnce •

assistance-such assistance as was provided by the Local Gover

ment Board at the present time (from whom there was to lie

larce devolution of powers'), such as was possessed by the Bmallel

sanitary authority. He thought if they saw their way t<. me:

those two essential Wots, they would accomplish all tli.

wished to achieve. The only other matter to which he wished

refer was the blot referred to by Sii' Lyon Playfairin his admiral';

speech, and thatwas that allreports and returns were to bemade^i

cording to the Bill as at present drafted direc ly the Lof.

Government Board without the County Councils lia;->ng »'i

means of ac<,uainting themselves with the contents of hes doc;

ments. and therefore of being adequately acquainted w h U

sanitan- condition ot their district. The Government, it appear

had recognised the blot, and Mr. Stanhope, referring to Sir L>

I'lavfair's criticism, said "there was no reason why copies 1

these reports should not be furnished to the County Council

That could obviously be etfected in one of two ways, either byt:

Local Government Board sending down to report or what seem

to be a more simple way, that all reports should be hrst tra

mited to the County Councils, and then to the Local Governrn'

Board They might assume that that deficiency in the Hill woi

certainly b? rectified. They had before them at the pi^s.;

time only the consideration of the first-namely, the desu-ab 1,

of tran ferring to the County Councils the appointment of.

medical oflicers of health,, and "e thought that^ was a IKj^'

which could be amply justified on the grounds bot^i °f
'f^.

efficiency and economy. He thought it was sufficiently reci

nisedthnt atany rate! it was desirable to make the areas sin':

V ed lymedicafofficers of health large rather than small
;
and

that was admitted, it followed as a matter of course the juinc.,

of combination must be adopted " /""^^i '^T<, To, nl^'c^r
mieht be entirely superseded by the fact that the County tot

Ss laving theVoi"tment of all medical officers of hea •

would pracUcally mike combinations of their own by either

poi ting one officer for the whole
•^'ir'^'V '^'".J^rruf' the

-

lection of a county, as they might consider it a^Y^"'^^' ?"
Jo

.

terests of the public, lie thought confidence should be 6 K>^

by giving the County Councils the largest possible PO^ers toi

what they considered right in the public interes H had h

asked what did they propose to do
}^',' \" '/^^"7,

officers of health now in existence? Did they PW'PO'"";.

siSde them all at once? He neither Pr^l'^f" "»' „%
gested it. He thought it exceedingly

""'l^f,'™"'Vj»tT

'

Violent or sudden changes in their organisation. What tj

had got to do was to look at existing facts .»« "is ng f«:

;

and to makethe best of them, but to take care ," t e fa u« t
.^

would eflfect improvement gra.lually as "PP""^ ""''>
^Jf^'jit

thought if that fact was distinctly i™P'-e'=«''J "P"" ^''^'X .-

of the Local Government Board, and if it could in anyi^nj 1'^

corporated in the Bill, it would answer every reasonable oH^

Ht^e county Councils could have it statutorily impo^d upon t;>

to effect comliinations, or rather to avail themselves, a.s oppu
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V occurred, of enlarging the areas of 'sanitary supervision, he

m^ht thev would have laid the foundation for what would

.ntually be the most desirable nrrangement-the enlargement

the areas of sanitarj- supervision by the medical otticer ot health

the largrat extent compatible with efficient work. He (Ur.

nd) and Dr. Wilson had drafted a moditication of the proposal

the Council, in which it was suggested that the principle ot

nbination should be carried out as opportunity arose. He did

; wish to enforce that modification if it was not considered ad-

able He hoped they would hare an opportunity of submitting

ir view to the President of the l.ocal Government Board, and it

uld bo sufficient then to lie prepared, if he raised an objection,

meet it by admitting that they tUd not desire a violent disturb-

;eof the' existing system of things; all they suggested was

it the County Couneils should be invested with the largest pos-

Ic nowers in' regard to the appointment of all medical officers

health, and then that it should be left to them to consolidate,

len and as they might see it desirable to do so in the interests

the public.
„ ,, ., , ., „.„ .

> TvTK.vsi said that, having carefully considered the liill in

relation to sanitary administration, it struck him that if the

mestion made could be adopted, the President of the Local

Vernment Board would be simply extending to the counties

it principle which he admitted worked so well in the boroughs.

did not know of any borough in Erigland in which the dis-

3ts of tliat borough appointed a medical officer separately, and

Ritchie would not be inconsistent if he applied the same prm-

.'le to the County Councils. He agreed with Dr. Bond on the

estion of what was to be done witli the present medical officers.

. knew it to be the fact that there was a large number ot badly

id officers who would be exceedingly, glad to be relieved of

nr present duties ; as regards the other men who took up public

alth work because they lik-ed it, he thought there would be

lans eo.sily found for extending their work and gl\^ng_ them

ire to do; and they might trust to the process of evolution to

. matters right. -v-v^ c n
Dr. HiwR said reference had been made to the possibility ot tiie

iomes of gentlemen being cut off, and their means of livelihood,

the acti?n of the Bill. He did not think their sufferings would

very' great in the case of gentlemen who received the munih-

it sum of £3 a year for devoting scientific energies to an area ot

000 acres, and including many thousands of individuals. Re-

Tin" to points in the Bill as to which he thought representations

ould l)e made and pressed upon the Government, Dr. Hime

oke of the unsatisfactory character of the vaccination clauses

till- Bill. He thought it by no means a foregone conclusion

i' the County CouncUs when appointed under the Bill would

1 il'araate districts; the experience of the past and the present

il been just the ojiposite. He did not think there was any

ison to suppose the County Councils would act differently. So

• as he could judge, the (bounty Councils would be elected by

a same franchise as the Borough Councils and local boards, and

could not see that they were to anticipate that the County

iincils would consist of men of a superior tjT)e to the existing

68. He thought their representations should go into some

tail, and that the adoption of large areas should be put forward

a verv important factor in the successful administration of the

•alth of the eountrj-. The Society ought, he thought, to express

strong opinion as to the absolute necessity of appointing scien-

fic advisers not only to the County Councils but to the central

)dy in I.ondon—.sucli should exist for the benefit of the country

lar^e. He su-'trested that a subcommittee should be appointed

dnSt'such recommendations as they might think desirable.

The Chairman said no doubt a great deal that Dr. llinie had

id as regards matters of detail would be acted upon
;
they

uld not lie introduced into a resolution, but could be submitted

the I'resid.uit of tlie Local Government Board, when the depu-

tioii waited upon him.
Dr. SvKKS thought that it would bo seen by those who tried

follow out in'imiigination the working ot the Bill that the

)imty Councils would have a number of sanitary duties to pcr-

rm which would necessitate their calling in skilled opinion, and

lat the conference required would necessitate amalgamation.

ae-half of the fees was to be paid by the County Council, whieli

< did not suppose they would amicably do without ha-\-ing soma
lice in the appointment.
Dr. Seatox, referring to the subject of the extent of the area

ost suitable for the supervision of the medical officer of health,

ought a district with a population of laWXl. as suggested ht

«67

Sir Lvon Playfair, much too small. If they wanted a good sa?iitiary

service they must have something like prizes in the profession
;
m

districts of only 100,000, he took it, there would be none.

Dr FosBROKE, speaking in favour of large areas, said of course

a medical officer could supervise a much larger population ma
thickly populated town than where the population was distri-

buted over a large area.
, , t, , „„.„„ . ,^ -„h

The following resolution, proposed by Dr. Ahmisxead, and

seconded by Dr. Tatham, was unanimously carried: „..,..
"That the interests of the public m regard to efficiency ana

economy would be best served by the appointment of the medical

officer of health being entirely vested in the County Councils in-

stead of as arranged in the Local Government Bill.
_

The next resolution put from the chair was the following, pro-

posed by Dr. Bond, and seconded by Dr. .Vbmistead, which was

also carried unanimously :—
.

. , . .,

"That as no provision is made in the Bill for furnishing the

County Councils with the sanitary advice and assistance ^hich is

essential to enable them to carrj- out properly the respon^ble

duties of super\-ision with which it is proposed to entrust them, t

is desirable that such provision should be made, and hat this

object will be promoted by the foregoing resolution, i^hich will

enable the Council to arrange the sanit^ary ser%ace of their dis-

tricts so as to secure for themselves such advice f*
j^^^e-

and to adopt in its fulle.st degree the principle of consolidating

the areas supervised by medical officers of health which experi-

ence has shown to work satisfactorily."
,

Dr. HiME proposed the following resolution:—

"That in the interests of the pubUc health of the coiuitry it is

desirable that skilled medical officers be appointed as advisers ot

County and District Councils, who shall not be engaged in the

privat'e practice of the profession."

Dr. Wilson seconded it.
. . • „ fT,„f n.

It being evident from various expressions of opinion that Dr.

Hime's resolution did not meet with the unanimous approval of

the meeting, he ultimately withdrew it as a matter of expediency.

It was decided to circulate the above resolutions among medical

and other members of Parliament.
. Ti„..t th„

Mr. SuiRLEY MUBPHY read a letter from ilr. Lraest Hart the

Chairman of the Parliamentary Bills Committee of the Br ti»h

Medical Association, stating that at the last meeting of that bo^

a resolution was passed favouring the attachment of medical

officers of health to the County Councils, and that a subcommittee

had been appointed to carry out that object ;
that it y^s resolved

to seek the co-operation of the Society of Medical Officer^ of

Health in the matter. It was, Mr. Hart said prop'xsed to ap-

proach Mr. Stansfeld as the author of the Public Health Ac ,
the

President of the Local Government Board. Sir John Lubbock

and Sir Lvon Playfair. Mr. Stansfeld was willing to_ have a

private conference with them any morning, and he unshed to

know whether they were willing to co-operate.
,:„r„»ntnrv

It was decided to accept the invitation of the Pari amentarj

Bills Committee of the British .Medical Association and to api^omt

a committee for the purpose; and. as soon as^the •"^l^'^t
amena

menu were thought out, to go before Mr. Ritchie as President of

Uie Local Government Board, and state the result of the confer-

ence with Mr. Stansfeld.
• ^ ., rv. Ai*«jri H-il) (Rir-

The following committee was aPPO«*^f;,?'- f"'^^,^e,, r^lv
miui^iam). Dr. Bond (Gloucester), Dr^Corfield

(^f
"'1;"^;;j'^^'^^Y.

Miirphv (London), Dr. Armistead (Cambridge ,Dr Tatham (^-,al-

ford), Dr Woodforde (Reading). Dr. Hime
'P'"'] "^'*>„,f,^'^-TC'^^

stroll". M.R.C.S, (Xewcastle-on-T>-ne) Dr. >";^,ton
(^^'^^'^^^I^^-iP-

Wilsoi; (Leamington). Mr. G. Kosbroke, M.K.C.^. (Lideford), Dr.

Thursfield (Shrewsbury). Mr. G. Turner (London)

Vt the close of the meeting Dr. Corkiei.d referred to the death

of Professor de Chaumont, to whose eminence a.s a sanitarian and

kindUn:::rof di;position he paid ^^vo^-deserved tribal, and

proposed that a letter of condolence should be sent to his wi.low

wid f irailv -Dr. Bond, as one who had enjoyed his profession^

liaintaice for twenty-five years, seconded the motion, which

was carried item, con.
^ , ._^^

1>iNATlo.N-s.-The Clothworkers- Company have given £i"0(ad-

d. onal) to the Clwing Cross Hospital, and ^/^ the Roya

National Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest at

AViitnor -The Vestry of the I^arish of St. Martin-in-the-F.elas

ha •e°h-eii5>1 guineas to the .Tubilee Fund of the Channg Oross

1 o\piU .- The Hon. Algernon G. Tollemache has g,^•en £100:to

he Charing Cross Hospital, and £1TO to St: Mary s Hospital.
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T!HE- LONDON UNIVERSITY AND METRO-
' " - POLITAN MEDICAL STUDENTS,
Tub following letter was read at the last mpeting 6f the Senate

of the Universitv of Loiidou

:

' The Jlidellesox Hospital, "VV., April 14th, 1888.

yVe, the medical officers and lecturers of the Middlesex Hos-

pital, heg leave to represent to the Senate of the University of

London that, in our belief, it not infreq^iiently happens that

gtudeuts and medical practitioners otherwise well qualified are

prevented from taking degrees in iredieine at the L'niyersity

because they have not passed tlie matrieulntion examination

before commencing their medical studies. Mterwards, when they

would be glad to have an opportunity of presenting themselves

for examination, they are debarred because they would be required

again to go through the whole of their medical curriculum.

We believe it would facilitate the obtaining of degrees in medi-

cine by many capable students and practitioners if the Senate

would,' under certain circumstances, so far relax the existing

regulations as to accept attendance at lectures and hospital prac-

tice before passing the matriculation examination, and to admit

such candidates to the examinations without requiring them again

to go through their curriculum.
' BMmed on behalf of the medical officers and lecturers,^

J. W. UuLKE, Chairman.
W. Cayley, Treasurer.

A. Peabce Gould, Dean.

,1 Ji

In

ailJ
ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY ilEETHS'GS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Any qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any

recognised Branch Council.

Meetings of the Council mil be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretarj' not later than twenty-one days before each

lileeting, namely, June 27th, September L'6th, and December 28th,

1888.
Fbancis Fowke, General Secretary.

I

COLLECTIVE imrESTIGATION OF DISEASE.

The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits of

Intbmpebanc.b, which was presented to the Section of Medicine

in the Annual Meeting of 1.S87 will shortly be published in the

JOCHNAI,.
. .

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the Geoquaphicai. Distbjdijtion of

CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and -will be published as

soon as ready.

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open,

namely, that on the Etiology of Fhtiiisis.

A fresh inquiry into the Origin ani> Mode of Propagation of

Epidemics of Diphtheria has been issued.

Memoranda upon these .wbjects,and fonn-tfor recording observa-

tiom, may be had on application tu the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 4^9, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
il;,.

'

' feoKDRR Cotwnra Brasch.—The spring meetlnp; of this Bratieh will be helil

Bt Cockermouth on Friday. Sluy 4t.h. The chair will be talton by Dr. McLcnd,

tttS.l.'il-.M. The MlowiilK paptirs will be rea.l : Dr. t'am|itwll (.Unrlan.ls;
:
On

'Chri-e Cases vf Recovery after a Leii((theiie<ll)uniti..Ti of Insuruty. with remarks.

Dr. Hiijliet CWorkington) : Notes on a Case of Puerperal E.-lampsia. Dr. Illack

(Keswick) : Notes on aCase of Suppurative Peritonitis. Dr. Hi^liet will open a

<li«cus»ion on the subject of Fees Pai^i to Witnesses. The Sei;relar>- will be clad

to receive intimation of i«|»r» for rea.lin({ or sueeimeus for showing prior to

the Mth.—H. A. Lediari), 11. Lowther .Street, Carlisle. Honorary Secretary.

SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTH BRANCH.
The gpring meeting of this Branch was lield at Pontj-pridd on

April 13th. Present : J . Adams Eawlinos, M.R.C.P.Ed., President,

in the chair, and about thirty-five members.
New Memiem.—D. R. Bowen (Morriston), J. Barrie, M.B. fCar-

diff), Ivor H. Davies (Perth), A. N. Loveridge (Newport), D. Lloy-'

(Newcastle Emlyn), T. H. Morris (Aberdare), were elected meml

of the Association and Branch; and W. W. David (Tonypau:;,

and Dr. "Walford (Caxdifi) members of the Branch.

rresident-EUct.—liv. C. T. Vachell, of Cardiff, was unammously

elected. , , ..t

Papers.—^ir. J. Abnallt Jones (Aberavon) read notes or a

curious case of (Edema of the Hand, for which he had perform-''

amputation above the -wrist, and showed the specimen.-

Taxhaji Thompson, M.B, (Cardiff), read a paper on Detachui'

of the Retina, and showed specimens and drawings.^^Mr.

Stanley Wood (Pontypool) read notes of a case of Gritti's am;

tation at the Kjaee-joint, and showed a plaster cast of the resu

ing stump.—Mr. U. N. Da\-ies (Cj'mer) showed a boy_ in wli

Pirogoff's amputation in the right foot and Chopart's in the I

foot had been done eight years before. The resulting stumps v

very good, and he coidd get about without trouble.

Congenital Abserice of Both PaCe/te.—Mr. T. W. Parry (Fem-

dale) showed a patient having congenital absence of both patellje,

with a deformity at each elbow, consisting of a suqilus amount

of bone. The patient had ten children, all healthy, except that,

in the fourth child, exaotly similar deformities were reproduced.

Biliary Calculi.—Dt. Taylor (Cardiff) showed a number of

biliary calculi. The patient was a woman, aged 38. Durmg a

course of four mouths she had paroxysms of severe pain, with

attacks of jaundice, and passed about twenty angular-shaped

stoues. The pain was much relieved by hypodermic injecUons of

morpliine on each occasion.—Mr. H. N. Davies mentioned a case

where i!00 were passed; and Mr. Evan Jones one in which a much,

larger number came away.—Mr. Wood referred to the value of, ;

chloride of ammonium in possibly preventing their formation, and

referred to an illustrati^^ case. ,,.„.„ ,•»,

Suggestion as to Meetings.—^ii. A. P. Fiddlan, M.B. (CaidlfT).

read a paper, urging the more frequent holding of district meet-

ings for working purposes only, and a committee was nommated

to consider the matter.
. , tt m '

i
•

Petitiuns.-Petitions, were adopted: (1) Against the Horse tK:!

(2) In favour of the Arcliitects, Engineers, and Surveyors Regp-

tration BiU ; (.3) In favour of a Welsh Centre in connection with

the proposed Nursing Institute ; (i) On Fees paid to Medical^

Witnesses. ^ , c J
Diniwr.—The members and friends afterwards partook ot an,

excellent dinner at the New Inn Hotel.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN BRANCH.
The monthly meeting of this Branch was held at the Adelaide,

Hospital, on February 23rd. Present : The President (Dr. Davie;

Thomas), Drs. Lendon, Mitchell, Poulton, Symonds, Todd; Messrs

Aitken, A. A. Hamilton, Hayward, and the Honorary becretarj,

Mr. Cleland).
'

„„ . ..J
The minutes of the meeting held on January 26tn were rea4,anf,

'^°%w%iember.«.-A.. E., i^igg, M.D., M.E.C.S., was elected i

member of the British SledicalAssociation, and of its South Austra

ian Branch.
.l

«

Pterygium.—Vt. Symons read some nptes on pterygium a

occurring in South Australia. -^
j

Laparotomy.—In. GuRGEit"s paper on laparotomy, and "OW o|

cases was taken as read, owing to the writer's unavoidabu

ahsence. Any discussion thereon, or of the subject, was postponei

until the itar'cb meeting.
, , •. .J

Treatment ofPolyuria.—^Ir. Cleland read a paper on Uw ex

perience of the action of a preparation of hamamelis virguuca M

a case of polyuria, and the subsequent employment of codeia» i:

which the latter failed to produce any effect in diminishing tU

quantity of urine.

ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS OF COUNCIL.

At a numerously attended meeting of the Council, held in^th;

Council Room at the offices of the Association, 420, Strand, W.C

on Wednesday, April, L^th, ls,^8, Dr. Bridgwateh, President c^

the Council, in the Chair, it was
1

Resolved: That the financial statement for the year enmnij

DecemberSlst, 1887, as certified by the auditors, be approved tr

published in the JotrjiNAL, in accordance with By-law 2fi.

The remainder of the proceedings of the Council will appear

ne^t week's JovnuiJL.. .j,„j j. iijiv/ i
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BRITISH MEDIckL ASSOCIATION. . ,

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE TE.UI ENlJiNG DECEMBER ^I'sT, 1887.

BALANqB Shket.

Dk
Suliscriptions paid in atlvance

LU.B?iLTIB;9.

Advert iscnieiits ditto

Publiahiug ditto

Contributors
'">'- tr'.'i

"'.'':"

Heportiug • " '"

Kngra\ins
Printing Journal
Paper for Journal
Postage of Journal
Miscellaneous Printing
H:ibitiml Drunkards Committee
.Stationery
Architect 9 Charges
Coal and Coke
Alterations ••• '

Legal Charges. Ac
Furniture • '.• .> "
Wood Fund :- ' '.M V • rv'

Kent, Taxes, and Insur.auce v - if." r. •
Plant and Type
Sundries

Total Liabilities

Depreciation— £ s. d. ^£ s. d.

Lease, l.s years, one-eighteenth o£ 4,600 = .JoO o

Alterations, do.. . do. 3.580 5 4= 198 17 9

Furniture. 16 % on 1.491 16 4 = 323 1.5 f>

£ 8. d.|
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association

will be helilat Glasgow, on Tuesiliiv, Wednesday, Thureday, and

Friday, Augu.st 7th, f*th, 9th, and lotli, 1888.

Pre.'fiilent : John T. Bunks, M.D., D.Sc.(Hon.'), F.K.Q.e.lM.,

Ucgins I'rofessor of Fhysic in the L'uiversity of Dublin.

Presiilent-Etect : I'rofessor AV. T. Gairduer, il.D., LL.D., Professor

of Medicine in the University of Glasgow.
President of the Council: Thomas Bridgwater, M.B., J.l'., Har-

row-on-the-Ilill.

Treasurer: Constantine Holman, M.D., J.P., Reigate.

An Address in Medicine will lie delivered by Thomas Clifford

Allbutt, M.D., Consulting Physician, Leeds General Infirmarj-.

An Address iu Surgery will be delivered by Sir George II. B.

Jlacleod, M.l)., Surgeon in Ordinary to Her Majesty in Scotland.

A Special Address on his "Kec'ent Investigations in Surgery"

will be given by M'illiani JIncewen, M .D., Lecturer on Clinical Sur-

gery, Glasgow Royal luhrmary.
An Adfiress in" l'hysioiog>' will be delivered by John Gray

McKen<lriek, M.D., LL.D., P.K.S,, I'rofessor of Institutes of Medi-

cine, University of Glasgow.

A. Mrdicine.—P;•p.slV/^?)^ T. MoCall Anderson, M.D. Vice-Pre-

riilentf.W. L. Bowles, M.D. ; George F. Duffey, M.D. Honnrary
Serretarie.t, J. McGregor Robertson, -M.D., 400, Great Western Roac'l,

Glasgow; Rol)ert M. Simon, M.D., liT, Xewhall Street, Birming-
ham.

B. Sttbgeet.—President, George Buchanan, M.D. Tice-Presi-

denfi, James Dunlop, M.D. ; Cliarles Robert Bell Keetley, F.R.C.S.

Ilnnorary Secretaries, David Neilson Knox, M.B., 8, India Street,

Glasgow; Walter I'ye, F.K.C.S., 4, Sackville Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.
C. Obstetric Mepicin'e.—President, Thomas More Madden,

M.D. Vire-Presidcnts, William Leisliman, M.D. ; J. llalliday

Groom, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, William Walter, M.D., 20, St.

John Street, JIancheeter; W. L. Reid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent,

Gla.sgow.

D. I'riiLic Medicine.— President, Henry 'Duncan Littlejohn.
' M.D. Vice-Presidents, James Christie. M.D. ; D. Page, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Ebenezer Diincjin, M.D., 4, Royal Crescent, Cross-

hilf, Gla.-igow; John C. McVail, il.D., Ilolmhead, Ivilmamock.

K. Psychology.—President, James C. Ilowden, II.D. Vice-Prc-

«V//7iA<, James Rutherford, M.l).; Julius Miokle, iM.D. Honorary
^Secretaries, A. R. Urquhart, M.D., Murray House, Perth; Alex.

"Jfewington, M.D., Ticehur.st, Sussex.

F. Anatomy and Physiology.—P;'(>««Zpw*, John Cleland, M.D.,

LL.D., FR.S. Vice-Presidents, R. J. Anderson, M.D. ; Heurj- Kd-
ward Clark, F.F.P.S.G. Honorary Secretaries, .Tohn Barlow, il.D.,

27, Klmbank Crescent, Gla.sgow; Charles Ban-ett Lockwood,
F.R.C.S., 19, Upper Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W.

G. Pathology.—President, Sir William Aitken, M.D., F.R.S.,

K.C.B. J'ice-Presidents, ,\Iexander Davidson, M.D. ; Joseph
Coats, M.D. ; Charles Roy, JI.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, G.

Sims Woodhead, M.D., fi, Marehhall Cre.scent, Kdinlmrgli ; J. Lind-

say Steven, .M.D., 34, ISerkeley Terrare, Gla,«gow.

m; H. Ophthalmology.—PrMiV/w/, Thomas Reid, JI.D. Vice-Pre-

«»d!fn^», .1. R. Wolfe, M.D.; C. K. Glnscott. M.D. Honorary Seei-e-

taries, Henry liendelaek Ilewetson, M.R.C.S., 11, Hanover Square,

Leeds; .\. Freeland Fergus, .\I.B., 41, Elmbank Street, Glasgow.

I. Otology.—President, Thomas I'arr, il.D. Vice-Presidents,

John Astley Bloxam, F.R.C.S.: J.J. K. Duncanson, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Johnstone .\Iacfie, .\l.l)., 2.'i, Asliton Terrace,

Glasgow; James Black, F.R.C.S., IR, Wimjiole Street, London.

J. Diseases of Cnir.DnEN.

—

President, Walter Butler Cheadle,

-M.l). Vice-Presidents. Jnnwa Finlayson, M.D. ; Ibiiry .\shliy,

M.D. Honorari/ Secretaries, George S. .Miildleton, JI.T).,2.'i, Sandv-
ford Place, Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.R.C.S., 14, St.

Thnnins's Street, S.K.

K. PiiAUMACOLOGY AKD THERAPEUTICS.— President, James
-Morton. M.D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D. ; Theodore
,CA«h, M.D.. F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, Alexander Napier, M.l).,

3, Royal Terrace, Crossbill, Glasgow; .Sidney Harris Cox Martin,
M.D., fiO, Gower Street, London, W.C.

L. Larynooi/)OT and Rhinolooy.—President, Felj.x Semon,
M.D. Vice-Presidents, Qeorgs Hunter Mackenzie, M.D. ; Peter

>rcJ3rida, M.D. Honoranj Secretaries, D. Newman, M.D., 18, Wood-

side Place, GhLsgow; A. E. Ganod, M.D.,9, Chandos Street, Caven-

dish Square.

Honorari/ Local Secretaries, John G. McKendrick, M.D., F.R.S.

4.'i, Westbourne Gardens, (ila.sgow; James Christie, M.D. ,
llillhcad

Glasgow; John Glaister, il.D., 4, Grafton Place, Glasgow.

PEOOnAMMB OF PROCEEDINGS.
Tl'ESDAY. Al'GtlST "TH, 188S.

O.Sfl A.M.—Meeting of ISSMSSS Council.

n.:» A..M.—First General Meeting. Heport. of Council. Kcporl. ...

Committees. Service in the Cathedral.
]

8.30 P.M.—Adjourned General Meeting from 11.30 A..M. Prcaidenl'l

Address.
WEDXWnAY, AU(4UST 8TH. 1888.

fi.sn A.M.—Meeting of 1SS.S-S9 Council.

10.30 A.M. to 3 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
, ,, ,, ,

3 P.M.—Second General Meeting. Address in Medicine b;|

Thomas Clifford AUhntt, M.D., F.K.S. i

Thuhstiay. AuGrsT 9th, 18SR.

9.30 A.-M.-Address on his Keccnt Surgical Ipvcstlgalloii

William Macewen. M.D.
11 A.M.—Meeting of Council.

10.30 A.M. to 2 r.ji.—Sectional Meetings. 1

3 P.M.—Third General Meeting. Address in Surgery Hy 81!

George H. B. Macleod, M.D.
7 P.M.—Puhlic Dinner.

Friday. Aigvst loin, ISSa,

10.30 A.M. to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
3 P.M.—Concluding General Meeting. Address In Phy^i

by John G. McKondrlck, M.D., F.E.S.
Satubpat, August 11th, 1888.

ExcurBions.

April 18th, 1888. Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
PARIS.

[from our own correspondent.]

Test for Hydrochloric Acid in the Gastric Secretion.—En/tm
phhcin.^Electricity of the Human Body.— Telepathic Senu'

dies.— O.vide of Zinc in Infantile Diarrhaoa.— Contayious Pnei

mania in Piys.—Anfijiyrin in Labour.—Relation of EnjsipeU

to Puerperal Fecer.— Diphtheria in Man and Animals.

Treatment of Gumhot Wounds of the Abdomen.—An Ambulan't

Service for Paris.

At a meeting of the Academy on January 17th, Profes.sor '

'

eommunicated the results wiiich he had obtained by the .

Gunsburgs test for hydrocliloric acid in the gastric secretion;

dyspeptic patients by means of a solution of phloroglycine vani

line. In order to obtain the secretion il. S6e gives the jinf"'

hard boiled white of egg and a gla.^s of water. An hour hii

extracts a portion of what the stomach contains, and examii

with the reagent just mentioned. In certain cases he perceives » ri

colouring, which proves the presence of an inorganic acid, whi(

il. S4e says is chlorhydric acid. if. Faucher, who has repeatij

il. Sfe's e'xperiments, 'finds that the test is an extremely delica

one; in the presence of sulphuric acid, nitric aeid, hydrochlor'

acid, etc., it produced a red colouring, while inorganic aci:

chemically pure, such as lactic acid, tartaric acid, etc., produoi

no effect, if. Faucher then took eggs of various degrees of fres^

ness, and after having them boiled hard he took an equal weig,

of their whites, and triturated them -n-ith a given weight of dj

tilled water. He then tried the reagent (phloroglycine vanill

upon the liquids separately. The new-laid egg showed no deftiip

reaction ; the egg five days old became rose-coloured; three eg

of doubtful freshness gave an intense dark red colour ; in shot

the intensity of the reaction was in proportion to the ai

of the egg. which is explaini'd by the increasing quantity of si

phuric acid. It has also been proved that a drop of sulphuretti

hydrogen, prepared by the lielp of well purified gas, phosphate
)

soda, and tribasic phosphate of lime also produced a red colon:

ing. The.se experiments have been frecpiently repeated, ii'j

always with the same results. M. Faucher therefore concilia

that It is impossible to prove the presence of hydrochloric acid

the jiroducts of digestion by the use of phloroglycine vanilla.

Dr. Trcmsseau has made some experiments with erythrophlce!

with the following results. Mter from five to ten minutes the

was complete anaesthesia of the cornea, not extending to t

conjunctiva or to the eyelids, but limited to the transpare

membrane: its duration varied from half an hour to an not
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Trcrasseau performed the operation for cataract on_ three

ionts after injecting erj-thropliloein. There was no pam, but

• cornea remained clouded for some time after the operation,

inflamed eyes tlie agent had no effect. On the whole he hnds

it erythrophkein has less effect on the conjunctiva than

aine, and that it is a much less powerful local aniiesthetic.

\l Charles Y6r6 publishes in tin; Cvmpte Rendu des Seaiices de

SocUti de Biologie for Januiirj- 20th, LSSS, some interesting re-

rks on the electricity of the human body. It is well known

it certain individuals become charged with electricity va. Ojj,

d weather, especially in hard frost. Sparks or flashes ot light

ape, especially from the hair when combed, with a dry crack-

a sound, il. I*"(5ri5 relates the following case, which came under

own notice some years ago. Madame X., of a neurotic stock

oncst other troubles suffered from ners-ous anorexia, which had

ted"^ since childhood. She had (at least temporarily) ovarian

nerffisthesia on the left side, and sensory anaesthesia on the same

e When about 15 she noticed crepitation in her hair m frosty

ather, and flashes of light in the dark. At the age of 27 this

etricity manifested itself with greater intensity. Madame X. s

ffers attracted light bodies, such as fragments of paper, ribbon,

• Her hair not only gave forth sparks, but became rebellious

1 difficult to keep smooth. When her clothes touched her body

luminous crepitation was produced, and her clothes adhered to

r body The luminous crepitation was increased by friction,

by pressing the comb repeatedly through her hair, fnder the

iuence of moral emotions, also, the electric tension and the

Iinifestations increased. After iladame X. had been hstemng to

isic the crepitation was highly exaggerated, and a nisagree-

le pricking sensation was felt, especially m the legs. In 1W4

flidame X. had cedema of the legs ; her skin became so dry that

i Chapped on /he least exposure to cold, even m the parts ot the

'3 not affected by the wdema. M. ¥&ri ordered her to wear

ik clothes, and to powder her skin with lycopodiiim, m order to

jderate the electric phenomena. He also prescribed daily baths

static electricity. Since this treatment has been pursued

rr health has been better, although the electric phenomena

I ,ve persisted. JIadame X. has a son eleven years of age who

r three years has suffered from nervous anorexia, hysterical

lenoraena, excessive sensibility of the left testicle, lett hemi-

xesthesia, spinal pains, hvpera;sthesia of the scalp, and dyses-

esia of the sole of the foot. For the last few months he has

30 presented electric phenomena under the same circumstances

his mother. Examined with the aid of a hygrometer, both pre-

nted extreme dryness of the skin, especially on the left side.

le electrometer showed that Madame X. produced a slight de^^a-

jn to the right, which was increased when the left hand was m
ntact with the apparatus (75 to 100 volts). After friction of the

inds, both patients caused a deviation to the right—the mother

volts, and the son 500 volts. Under the influence of peri-

oral stimulation, a deviation to the right (125 volts) was caused

1 Madame X. when she looked through a blue glass. The de-

ation reached 700 volts when a bottle of ether was held near the

itient. M. FercS thinks that the existence of these electric phe-

imena may give the key to phenomena of transfer, polarisation,

ectric sensibility, and the effect of certain substances at a

stance. ,„ .. ,

M. Dujardin-Beaumetz'a report, on behalf of the commission

)pointed by the Academy to investigate M. Luys's obser\-a-

ona on the therapeutic effects of telepathic remedies on

hrpnotised patients effectively disposes of all the fancitul

Jtions that have been entertained on this matter. The commis-

on found that empty tubes had more efiect on the patients than

lose filled with active substances, and the same drugs could be

.ade to produce diametrically opposite effects when tested on the

^me patient at intervals of a few days. The report proves the

>Uyof putting faith in any phenomena caused by the uncon-

;iou8 freaks of "hysterical "patients.
_ , , .j r

M. Dupr^ stated at the SocitH(5 M^dicale de Reims that oxide ot

JiC is by far the most effectual remedy in infantile diarrhoea. It

Muld be prepared as follows:— U Sublimised oxide of zinc, J.;>(i

rammes ; bicarbonate of soda, 1.50 grammes : tincture of kramena,

3 drops
;
plain syrup, 30 drops. A teaspoouful of this preparation

1 given everj- half hour untU vomiting and diarrhrea have ceased,

he first teaspoouful stops the vomiting, and the third or fourUi

ae diarrhaa. In the few cases in which this treatment taUs m
ntiiely checking the disease, it gives great relief and prevents

omplications. From 1884 231 cases, all of which occurred dunng

he months of July, August, and September, were treated by

oxide of zinc, and among these only eight deaths were registered,

the death-rate being thus only 4.7 per lOO.
'

\t a recent meeting of the Academie des Sciences, an essay by

y Foiique"(of Marseilles) on the development and pro^eaa-;

of- contagious pneumonia in pigs in the South of France ^as read,
.

Tlie following' is a summai^ of its conclusions:-!. That the

.klemic of contagious pneumonia which broke out m ls87. and'

n a f"v months clused the death of more than '^.WJO Pigs in the-

Bouches du Rhone department alone, was imported by Algerian

Srom the pro^•ince of Oran. 2. That young pigs, from e ght

^o^'nine months old, English (Yorkshire and Berkshire) as well as

Russian and Marseilles mLxed breed are more exposed to the con-.

ta^ion of that distemper than the Afncan and fat pork 31 hat

if!y young pigs, from^two to three months old. from the Hnnte

laroJn^ wer? removed to Gignac about two months ago;

and placed in a badly dL^infected pen. They have remained m"
^health, while more than one hundred cases of rneiimon.a

were contracted in the same sty. 4. The cause of this natural

^urdty from distemper presented by the Haute Garonne p.g8^;

Xhselms to resemble that attributed by M. Chauveau. som*

years ago, to Algerian sheep against bactenan anthrax, is being^J

'"Ifrilrt^n- of the Academie de M^decine on March 13th a

letter was read from M. Queirel fof Marseilles), on the use of anti-

pvTinin labour. He gave subcutaneous injections of ty^^"*^"

fiVe centi<rrammes to twenty patients. The head presented m all

the caTes^ Fifteen out of the twenty had perfect an.-estliesia and

all felt a remarkable diminution of pam. The antipjTin did not

seem to interfere in anyway with the normal course of the

^''ATthe same meeting a communication from Dr. Doyen.^otf*;

Rlfeims was read on th? aiBnity of erysipelas and puerperal fever"

Dr Do;-rn has always found, both in mild and severe cases of

puerperal fever, a streptococcus similar to the streptococcus of
,

RSach and the streptococcus of Fehleisen, the streptococcua:

™nes. and the streptococcus aureus. The cultivations of this

microbe are similar to those of the streptococcus of ^-n'^'Pfla?' t^«,

^reptococcus pyogenes, and the streptococcus aureus M. Doyefl

made some taoculations, in order to determine the relationship of

Uiesesteptococci. The streptococcus of puerperal fever caused

erysipelas! and the streptococcus of erysipelas developed puer-

peral fever A number of clinical facts also demonstrate the

nnalonr of these affections, and prove that the streptococcus pyo-

".eSmeUmes causes puerperal fe.;er, andthat the f^ptoco^cus

Sf puerperal fever may cause erysipelas. Dr. Doyen believes that

tL?Sbe of puerperal fever is the same as that of
'-^'f

Ef'a?
.

M Paulinis published an interesting article in i'he BuUeUn

^f6dical of Januarv- 22nd, on the relation of human diphtherm to

that of domestic birds. In 1878 and 1879 .Nicati. of Marseilles,

observed farts tending to prove that diphtlierki can be conveyrf

?rom fowls to children. M^gnin, supported by numerou^cases

of non-contagion and microscopic examinations, denied the

k entUy of thf two affections. Since then bacteriology ha? made

"progress, and almost identical baeili have, been ound in the

diphtheritic false membranes of birds and children, but proof of

he transmLion of the disease from the one to the other has been

wantine In 1881 il. Menzies published an essay on diphtheria

TwS he maintains that the disease is caused by the excrements

nf brds He cites a case of diphtheria which came under his

notLe at PosUippo near Naples. Four children in one am.ly were

attacked by cUphtheria, and died. M. Menzies att^^utes the epi-

demic which spread among the inhabitants of the neighbou^g

housed To the patients ha^^ng drunk the water from a
Y''' .'"^^

which the excrements of numerous fowls and pigeons had been

wa bed by the rain. All who had drunk the water we-^ attacked.

Tud he brother of the four children above mentioned escaped, be-

cause he
™

drank the water. Dr. Paulinis relates an epidemic

^n the little inland of Skiatos. of which the climate is very

'lubrious ami where, until 1.^^. diphtheria had never been

known In .Une 1.44 Dr. Paulinis was called in to a little girl

t" o had l"en °11 four' days. She was feverish, and had sore

throat and dysphagia. False membrane was no iced on the ton-

.' extending towards the pharyiis. The girt died on the follow-

iit'dav The same day Dr. Paulinis was called in to three houses

i^the^same quarter of the town to sick children. The seven

children were ill with diphtheria, and five died. .Vs they were all

il atthe^ame time, it could not be supposrf that^diphtheritic

V r^is had been transmitted from one to tfie other. The epidemic

spread amongst the inhabitants of the town; it lasted five
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montbs, aail, out of the !-."> attacked by it, ;>6 died. At thobe-
giiiuiiigof the epidemic, IJr. IVuIinis was informed that some tur-

keys, whicli had beeu brought over from Salouica, wera ill in a

garden belonging to their owner, to the uortli of the town. Two
were ill when landed, and died in the garden after three days'

illuess. The others fell ill, and, when e.xumined by Dr. I'auJinis,

presented all the symptoms of human diplitheria. The north
wind, which blows periodically in the i.slaud, passed over the

garden to the neighbouring houses. The temperature (20° C.) at

that time of year facilitated tho development of the diphtheritic

virus, which was conveyed by the wind to the neighbouring
quarter, where the first victim of the disease actaially lived. From
these facts Dr. Paulinis draws thi' following conclusions : 1. That
turkeys are subject to a kind of diphtheria resembling that of

human beings in its symptoms, evolution, and severity. 2. That
its virus can be transmitted by the atmosphere to man, give him
the disease, and develop an epidemic. Furthermore, when the

epidemic was over, germs of diphtheria remained in the island,

which from time to time became developed, like those of erysipelas,

carbuncle, puerperal fever, and tetanus. Diphtheria is now endemic
in tho island, which before was totally free from this disease.

Dr. Delthil, of Xogent, publishes, in the Journal de Medecine, the

following remarks on the affinity of human diphtheria with that

of animals : The different theories regarding the transmissibility

of the affection and its principal agents are as follows. 1. Some
authorities believe that the inhalation of the surrounding atmo-
sphere is the only means of infection. L'. Others, admitting that

the air is the chief agent of transmission, believe in direct con-

tagion, either bj- the application of a surface denuded of its epi-

thelial layer to a diphtheritic centre, or inversely by applying
diphtheritic matter to a part deprived of its integumentary cover-

ing, 3. A few authors affirm that contagion is possible at a dis-

tance without direct contact. Dr. Delthil himself transmitted the

disease from a person in Paris to a patient at Nogent. 4. For the

last few years a certain number of authorities have made observa-

tions tending to prove that the diphtheria of human beings and
that of animals is identical, and may be transmitted from one

to the other. Trendelenburg inoculated sixty-six rabbits after

tracheotomy, introducing diphtheritic false membrane into the
trachea ; eleven cases resulted in death from diphtheria. He after-

wards performed tracheotomy on other rabbits, and introduced
foreign boilies, skin, india-rubber, etc., into the trachea ; no cases of

dipht,heria resulted. Oertel introduced into the trachea of twelve
rabbits, after tracheotomy, fragments of diphtheritic exuda-
tions; five rabbits died after tlie development of false membranes.
Zahn, Gerhardt, Labadie-Lagrave, and Francotte made experiments
on rabbits, all tending to prove that human diphtheria may be

transmitted to animals. On the other band, many high authori-

ties, such as Ti-ousseau, RajTial, Bouley, etc., opposed this doc-

trine. LoelHer and Cornil found in the diphtheritic exiulations of

birds micrococci very similar to those found ia the false mem-
branes of human beings ; the discovery did not. howevex, convince

them of the identity of fowl and human diphtheria. It must be

reim'mbered that, in onler to obtain a perfect res\ilt, the place

chosen must be acid, in order to aid tliphtheritic proliferation ; the

time between making the wound and inoculation must be long

enough to allow of the necessary fermentative inflammation ; and
the diphthjeritic matter must be applied to an extensive wound.
IJr. Dwthil conchidtw, from many cases attended by liim. that tlie

frequency of diphtheritic affections in and near Paris is owing to

the presence of badly kept poultry yards.

The Congres Franjais do Cliirurgie discussed on Tuesday, March
13th, the trejitment of gunshot wounds of the viscera. Host of

the commuuications related to wounds of the abdoroeji. 11. Chau-
vel maintained that it is necessary to inter\-ene in all cases on
account of the dangers of fa'cal extrava.sation and septic peri-

tonitis. ,iL Reclns replied that intestinal jierforatious are not

nearly so arave as id. Chauvel supposes, and that laparotomy is

riot »o irSallibly efficacious as M. Chauvel says. M. Reclus
has oUierved, in experiments made on dogs, a ,

great many
perforations, which were cured without the least intestinal

trouble. He concludes that ipen have been cured also in many
cases wheTe jwrforution was inilicatetl by haitnatemesis and
melx-na. These experiments with doss were far from convincing
.U.M. Chauvel and Trflat. M, Chauvel pf)intid out that no copi-

parison could bo made between the dogs which were purged and
gorged with ojiium before being wounded and solcuerg whose
stomachs oiid int^tifles were full. if. Trolat remarked that the
in^^etioa and stomach are quite different ia a human beuig wd n

dog. Besides, after jjeritonitis has declared itself, there is no hoi)c''

of operating successfully. The surgeon must operate witln

loss of time in cases of litemorrhage or ftecal extravasation.

It is annoimced that ambulances are to be established for

in the city of Paris itself. The idea was started by M. Xaei

(Special telephones will connect the St. Louis Hospital w

chemists and police stations in twenty-seven different quart.iT

J'aris; an ambulance wagon is to be kept always ready to .^i

from the St. Louis Hospital ; on the aliu-m being given by
telephone it will set off with a house-surgeon to the seen-

accident. Ilelp vAW thus be forthcoming in ten minutes at ii.

It is hoped that this method of giving succour will prov
effectual that the citizens of Paris may later on bo induced >..

provide funds for its maintenance.

VIENNA.
[from oub own correspondknt.]

A Case of Laparotomy.— Tubercular Disease of the Ear.

At a recent meeting of the Imperial Royal Society of Physiei..;..

of Vienna, Professor von Dittel related a case in which he had re-|

cently performed laparotomy on a woman aged 24, who had stif-:

fered from acute cystitis for two years. In the autumn of
'

year the patient for the first time notited blood in her urine,

a swelling developed above Poupart's ligament on the right -

^Examination revealed a tumour about the size of a man's fist

,

Closely resembling a kidney in shape. Hsematuria was also
;

pent at the time, liut it could not be decided whether the !•

ic'ame from tlie bladder or the kidney. The diagnosis w:

seemed most probable was that of movable kidney, the luei

rhage being supposed to be due to torsion of the renal peil

Laparotomy was resorted to; the swelling was found t

covered by omentum, which contained many dilatefl veins, i

'was detached, and the rosy colour of the capsule of the tun

lat once showed that it was not a kidney. In the meanwhile,

'before the operation was completed, the patient was atta<

with severe syncope, and died in spite of repeated and 1

continued artificial respiration. The operation lasted ;!

tliree-quarters of an hour, and not more than 10 graranv

ichlorofortu were used. Dr. Zemann then described the res

u

\t\\e post-mortem examinatiim. On raising the epiploon, a tumoiu

ibecame visible, from which a cord \\'as prolonged towards thi'

'fimdus of the stomach. This tumour w-as the spleen, eularg''! ''

height times its normal size. The bladder was small and t'

,eued; the surrounding tissue was very tough. The right ki>

Was almost entirely destroyed, owing to pyelo-nephritis, aini

left one was in a conditinn of advanced amyloid degii;

tion, so that the patient in any case could have lived only ter i

short time. Professor von Dittel went on to point out that the mis

take in diagnosis was due to tho fact that movable kidney? v'-

met with verj' frequently, whereas movable spleens wert' oIi>'

;
only very rarely ; moreover, movable spleens were, accordi!i„

;Rokitansky, who had describ.'d three sucli cases, alway.? situalit

on the left' side ; in tlie present case, however, it was found on tli'

right side. Professor Kundrat mentioned other cases of movabi

! si^een with twisted pedicle, and said that in all cases of movabi

;
spleen this organ was to be found on the right side.

Dr. Habermann recently made a communication on tnbercula

disease of the ear to the Verein Deutscher Aerzte of Prnt'H'

He had seen eighteen patients affected with tuberculosis

: suffered from hardness of hearing and otorrhea. In nin

ith^se cases he detected the presence of tuberculosis of tli

;
auditorj' apparatus ; in seven, purulent otitis media; and in two

catarrhal swelling of the mucous membrane of the middle Kaf ^'"i'

i

present. He described two 6f these cases in detail. In a chil"

;
uged 1§ year, there was tuberculosis of the mucous membrane o

I the middle ear, beginning at the isthmus tuba? and roaching a;

;
far as the antrum mastoideum. There was no perforation of tn

imembrana tympani. This case was remarkable on account k

the localisation of the affection. Various parts of the lourm

membrane of the middle ear were found to be affected wit

tuberculosis, and evidence was thus given of the spread o

the disease in the miildle ear by infection frorti contact

The possibility of infection of the ear taking place through W
Kustacbian tube was, by sucli observations, rendered more prof'

able. By way of illustrating infection by contact in such i

Dr. Habermann showed the melnbrana tympani of a man,

.•Jl, which presented a large perforatign at tlie anterior part, ""

three small perforations at the posterior one ; the latter were uu
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the fact that the membrana tympani was attached at that

nt to the mucous membrane ot the promontory, which was

>cted with advanced tuberculosis. The second case which he

cribed, particuhirly rcterred to the condition of the internal

as the middle ear luid already been completely destroyed by

ies The disease,' in this case, liad supervened in the middle

a year and a half before the patient's death ; later on it gaVe
'

to perforation of the wall of the labyrinth, and to exteiusion

^he disease into the internal ear. Proof of this wiw afforded by

fact that the morbid process in the internal ear had already,

part, undergone retrogressive metamorphosis, when the pro-

•saiug carious process of the bone led to a new affection and

itruction of the structures of the internal ear.

BERLIN.
[fBOXI OtTB OWN COHRESPONDENT.]

iEmperor's Illness.— Olive Oilm the Treatynent of Gall-stones,—

Electrolysis in Enlarged Prostate.

is almost impossible now to obtain trustworthy information as

the present state of health of Uis ilajesty tlie Emperor. The

e has again become a subject of violent controversy among

different political parties. One newspaper states that there

a great difference of opinion between the German and the

Jljsh physicians, and alludes to intrigues carried on by both

ties. Another, again, maintains that there is perfect una-

aity'of opinion among the doctors, and that their persoual rela-

oa are of the most millennial character. One party makes

dcenzie and Hovell responsible for the present situation;

rther abuses von Bergmajui. The "English" party affects a

Deful frame of mind ; the " German " one already speaks of the

iperor in the aorist tense. The general public does not know

at to believe in such a vortex of contradictory stories, all told

iih equal confidence. In my last letter I told you that the

ginal cannula had been replaced by a longer one. Tlw night

ore it was changed His Jlajesty's attendant, Beerbaum, was

miflsed. He had observed that the Emperor's breathing was

ore frequent than usual, so he woke ilr. Hovell, who saw at

se that there was no dy.spnoia, but only some quickness of

fflration. He therefore went back to bed. Beerbaum, how-

«,, summoned the physician in ordinary, Gejieralarzt Dr.

^uer, who also found iio cause for anxiety. In spite of this,

J,man twice asked the Emperor if he felt any difficulty in

Mthing. This alai-med His Majesty, who complained about the

M»V in the morning, and Be-erbaum was dismissed. The

ibtiiche Zeituni/ recently stated that Mr. Hovell had irritated

llTTOund in attempting to replace the tube. Mr. Hovell has

itten to that journal tiatly denying this. He asserts that there

H no bleeding till Professor von Bergmann vainly tried to intro-

ce the new cannula—an operation which had finally to be per-

med by his assistant, Dr. Bramann. As Dr. von Bergmann has

t contradicted this statement, it may be accepted as true. Im-

idiately after the introduction of the new tube the Emperor's

nperature became raised, and there was a purulent discharge

)m the wound. For two days it was feared that pyaemia would

. in. Professors Leyden and .Senator, who were called in, agreed

at the Uings were'not affected. Sine* then no authentic news

a been published. The official bulletins tell little or nothing of

y real importance. The fever is believed to be due to some

cwnulation of pus in the neighbourhood of the trachea. One

ling is unfortunately too clear, namely, that the illness, js rapidly

lading to a fatal issue.

[Dr. Rosenberg lately presented to the Berlin Medipal Society

case of gall-stones cured by lajge quantities of olive-oil,

method which has been reo^mmended by some .\inerican physi-

uia. The lady had been ill for five years. No treatment had

W.anygood, not even the Carlsbad waters. The weight of the

dy had diminished to an extraordipary degree. She had lost all

petite, and suffered from almost continual sleeplessness. She
ak 820 grammes of oil in five doses, and in her sUwla there were

Upd 62y stones from the size of a hazel nut to that of a pin's

"-^ It is probable, however, that there were at least 200 stonesad.

ore, which have not been found. The liyci. which was much
larged, cannot now be felt. Appetite and sleep have returned,

ough she still feels a little pain. This proves that there are stUl

Jre stones in the gall-bladder.

Dr. Leopold Casjier reported to the same Society on a new
dthod of curing hyi>ertrophy of the prostate by electrolysis. :JIe

d used it in four cases, with good results in two. .
'

SWITZERLAND.
[prom OrB OWW CORRESPONDKNT.]

Menthol in Surgical Practice.—Menthol in Anorexia.—Hydro-

fluoric Acid in Pulmonary Phthinis.— Cocaine in Sea^Sickness.-j^

Saline Tramfimiotiin Acute Amemia.—" Spontaneous EeMCtivn"

of the Small Bowel—A Bit of Family Medicine.—Dental In-

spection at the Aarau Cantonal School.- Winter Sivimming-

Baths for School Children at Zurich and Berne; Professor

Adolf Voyt and School Hygiene at Berne.

At a meeting of the MedicLnisch Pharmaceutischer Bezirksverein

von Bern, Dr. Girard read a paper on the use of menthol in sui^

ncal practice. Good results obtained lately by some practitioners,

from the internal administration of the drug in pulmonary tuber-

culosis had induced the author to try a mixture of equal parts ot

menthol and iodoform, in the fonu of a dry powder, m fourteen

cases of scraping out and resection of tuberculous bones and soft,

parts, the wound being either rubbed or plugged with the powder..

In everv- instance the wound healed more rapidly and kindly, and

generally the whole course of the case seemed to be more favour-,

able than in another series of similar cases where iodoform alone

was employed. As far as Dr. Girard's personal experience goes,

menthol causes but trifling local irritation and pain, while it is

said to be the best deodoriser in regard to iodoform.

Durin<7 a discussion on Dr. Girard's paper. Dr. de Giacomi stated

that he had employed a 20 per cent solution of menthol m a case

of lupus of the ear with most satisfactory results. On the other

hand. Dr. de Giacomi was disappointed with the internal adminis-

tration of menthol in one-gramme doses as a remedy for anorexia.

The latter observation was endorsed by Dr. Daettwyler, who gave

the drug in daily doses varying from three to live grammes in

several cases of anorexia, the remedy causing nausea instead ot

improving appetite.
. ,,• , .

As is known, some time ago Drs. Seller and Garcin published a

remarkable paper <m the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis by

inhalation of hydrofluoric acid. Accordingto theirstatements,out ot

100 patients under their care who were treated by this method, as

many as 3J were cured, and 41 showed a more or less consider-

able" improvement, while 14 remained unbenefited, and 10 died.

In favourable cases the authors observed a very rapid improve-

ment both in point of appetite and sleep, and a marked diminu-

nution of fever, night-sweatc-, and dyspucea, while expectoration

became scanty and"' less ^-iscid, the tubercle bacilU gradually dis-

appearing. Being struck with these results. Dr. de Giacomi, ot

Berne tCorrespondenz-Blatt fur Schweizer Aerate, March 1st,

1888, p. 142), proceeded without delay to test the treatment in

eight a.lvauced cases of liis own. He simplified the Seiler-Garein

method insofar that a mi.xtureof lai grammes of fluoric hydrogen

with 300 grammes of water was heated in an open leaden vessel by

means of a spirit-lamp. The patients sat around the vessel and

inhaled the vapours for au hour daily. Dr. de Giacomi s experi-

ence was not so favourable as that of the French observers, lu

six of the eight patients the result was absolutely negative ;
in a

seventh som^ temporary improvement of appetite and decrease of

dyspuoja were observed ; in the remaining case a strdiing reiiet ot

aU symptoms ensued after the very tirst sitting. The author,
_

however, reasonably euough. hesitates to attribute such an ex-

traonlinary and sudden change to the treatment employed
;
the

improvement might have been purely accidental. At all eventa;

:

lie thinks that the method [deserves a further and more extensive t

trial. The inhalation does not cause any discomfort to the pa-

tient. The only drawback which he menuous is that window-

panes gradually become opaque under the lutiueHce ot hydro-

fluoric vapours. As the acid has a violent causUc action ontlift,

skin. Dr. de Giacomi recoiumeuds the utmost caution in manipu-

lations with the solution. Dr. CoUou employed the method in

'

two cases of advanced tuberculosis with high fever and extreme

emaciation, and did not see any good beyond some luuehoratiou int

respect of sleep. ., „ . ,
' Dr. Dufour, of Lausanne, says that, while suffering from se«-

'sickuess, he successfully employed cocaine in doses of one decJn

cramme every half hour. Drs. iiogivue and DtimieviUe obtained i

very satisfactory results ervsn with, ..dosesir:: five, or tenu)ti})a«9<i

smaller. '
'

.
'

'
.^ '^'io;

I

In the Remie MMicale de la Suisse Rom/inde, Januwry, 1888, p.

i40i Dr. C. Morel, of Lanaaime, records a successful ease of axjute

hnsmia treated by the transfusion of a saline solution. The par.

tient, a woman, aged 39, when in the fifth month of her eleventh.-
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pregnnncy, fell ill with violent gastritis, nssocinted with high

fever (40..">° C'l. The hitter soon ciuised abortion, followed by pro-

fuse uterine lufmorrhnge imd uncontroUiible vomiting. Ergot and

stimulants were returned immediately after being swallowed.

Tlie womnn's state rapidly growing worse, one litre and a half of

a salinf solution (a t? per Vent, solution of common kitchen salt

in distilletl water, heated to 37° C.) was injected into the central

portion of I lie left median cephalic vein, the ajipuratus consisted

of a simple glass vessel, to wliich a piece of india-rubber tubing,

with a metal cannula, was attaelud. The improvement was im-

mediate. The pulse, which had been irregular and almost imper-

ceptible before the operation, became stronger and steadier during

the transfusion. Referring to I'rofessor Demitry Ott's researches

(see London Medical Rfcoid, Febriuiry, 1880, p. 00—70), and to

numerous similar successful cases piiblished during the last four

years, l>r. .Morel expresses a hope that the transfusion of saline

tluids will gradually supersede that of blood, which is far more
dangerous and less" advantageous than the former (see also the

JoT'itN-AL. September 25th, ia8fi, p. 001).

At ft meeting of the Soei6ti5 Vaudoise de M^decine, Dr. Krafft

communicated an interesting case of "spontaneous resection" of

the small intestine. The patient, aged '28, was admitted on

account of chronic tuberculous ostitis of the head of the tibia.

Some time after his admission he began to complain of agonising

abdominal pain, and violent diarrhcea supervened, which per-

sisted in spite of bismuth, opium, codeia, etc. Nothing abnor-

mal could be made out on careful examination of the abdomen.

Only nausea, but no vomiting, was present, while the motions re-

mained free from blood and pus. Two days after the onset of the

symptoms (the seventh day after resection of the diseased knee-

joint) there was found in the stools a complete piece of the intes-

tinal tulie measuring sixty centimetres in length, with all its three

coats complete, but gangrenous at several points. The patient

was very much exhausted after the evacuation of the slough, but

his appetite remained good and the abdominal pain disappeared.

The surgical wound, however, did not show any sign of healing,

while about the fifth day after the passing of the slough, acute

pyrexia came on, which induced Dr. Krafft, without further del.iy,

to perform amputation of the thigh, some distance above the

knee. This wound rapidly healed by tirst intention. At the date

of the report (nine days after the discharge of the intestinal slou<^h),

the man's general state was good, the only morbid symptom being

diarrhcea, with an occasional slight admixture of pus and blood.

An extraordinary instance of domestic medical practice was
lately published by the Emmenthaler VolkMatt (March 10th,

1888). An inhabitant of Coeuve, whose little daughter was suffer-

ing from lice, attempted a radical cure by pouring petroleum over

the unhappy child's head, and then lighting it. The child was in

a hopeless state at the date of the paragraph quoted, and probably

has died long ago from extensive bums.
According to the Bemer Zeitung (March 14th, 1888) Professor

Muehlberg has lately examined the teeth of 125 pupils of the

Aarau Cantonal School (Kantonschale ). The outcome of his in-

vestigation is by no means very comforting. His interesting table

shows that onlv 4 pupils bad a perfectly sound set of teeth. Tn

37, though the full number was present, many of the teeth were

(liready more or less carious. In the remaining 84 children the

set was incomplete, either from spontaneous falling out or owing

to removal for disease. The total number of teeth extracted up to

the date of Professor Muehllterg's inspection was 204, that of the

teeth found more or less diseased was 512.

The Bund (March 10th, l.-^) says that the Ziiricher Hygien-

ischer Verein has decided to establish a permanent winter swim-

ming bath for school children. The bath, which will be opened

in the course of next autumn, will be the second of its kind in

Switrerlftnd. The first was established two years ago at Berne,

by the local Society of Public Hygiene and Social Aspirations, on

the initiative of the indefatigable Professor Adolf Vogt (see the

Jot- R>rAl., .June 18th, 1887, p. 135!)), who is always sure to be

at the head of ever\' movement promoting the health and com-

fort of the community. The Tiernese children are indebted to his

energetic agitation for their having obtained last winter a gra-

tuitous skating rink at HoUigen, arranged and kept up at the ex-

pense of the Commune {Gemeinde) and several District Aid Com-
mittees (Leiste). About three years ago, on the initiative of the

same philanthropic professor, a Knahenhund (Boys' Union) was
organised, chiefly for the purpose of supplying the Berne school-

boys with a common jday^round, of a moat suitable kind, and

otganising their games, etc., in the best way.

GLASGOW.
[from OLTl OWN CORBESPONBKNT.]

Glaayoic Unirerxifi/ Council AssoctaHon.—Glasffow and Ayrshire

\

Missions to the Deaf and Dumb.—Port Glasyow Ainbulaaix\

Class.— The Measles Epidemic in Port Glasgow.—Glasgow Uni-\

rersitt) Extension Board.
|

The annual general meeting of the Glasgow University Council,

Association was held on April 19th in Glasgow. In a letter

|

of apolog>' for absence, Mr. J. G. Baird, Jf.P., said he
j

regarded the afliliation clauses as among the most import-

1

ant in the Bill, and he hoped the Association would affirm

,

tlie general principle of affiliation. The report contrasted the,

inadequate reform offered in the last Bill, which the Association
j

resolutely opposed, with the much more thorough-going characterj

of the new proposals. The committee of the Association believed

that the Bill was in all essentials adequate to the ends of a
|

great reform. In discussing the constitution of the Univeriity
j

5ourt, the Committee pointed out that the number of members who

mifht be thought of as independent of academic party fell short-

,

of'^that representing the Senate, instead of being, as it ought

rather to have been, if unequal at all, in excess. It was objected,
|

also, that the assessor nominated by the Chancellormight be in the,

future, as he had always been in the past, a person suggested by,

the Senate, and apt to be guided by its influence, and that the

assessors nominated by theCrown might be in the same position,nn-

lessitwas explicitly enacted that they should be chosen from among

the heads of local public bodies. In spite of such senous objec-

tions, the Committee advised the Association to accept the consti-

tution as it stands, in consideration of the whole scope of the Bill,

provided no attempt was made by the Senate to alter the character
,

of the Bill for the worse, from the Association's point of view. The

provision fortheCouncil electing an assessor every year was emplis-

tically approved of, and the Committee extended a similar approval

to the provisions dealing with the powers of the Court, Senate,

etc observing that no power proposed to be conferred upon the

Commissioners involved the possibility of greater or more beneBci&l

issues than the power to afiiliate duly incorporated and endowed

colleges The report also discussed St. ilungo's College Bill, and

the Committee declared that, having taken the Bill and relative

statements into consideration, they were of opinion that the case for

the establishment of a college in the east end of the city was com-

pletely made out. They reserved judgment on the details of the

Bill but they approved "in general of its provisions, as quite in the

line of the Association's aim. In reference to the whole question

of the means of University extension provided for in the Bill, the

Committee expressed the opinion that " no previous Universities

Bill has come near the present one in the breadth of view and the

grasp of facts with which it approaches the problem of reform.

The Rev Dr AVatt moved the adoption of the report as printed,

ivith the addition of a paragraph which admitted that the pro-

visions of the Bill seemed open to objection on the ground of their

fdvintr afliliated colleges or incorporated colleges a share in the

direct administration of the original college, while the oripna

college had apparently no share in their management. l)r Watt

expressed the opinion that the attack on the Bill would be de-

livered by the University authorities on the afliliation clause, and

asked the Association to affirm that the removal of that clause

would compel them to oppose the Bill. The motion was seconded

by the Rev .1 W.King. Professor Edward Caird moved the toi-

lowing amendment: "That the whole section in t'le report re-

lating to St. Mungo's College Bill should be deleted, and that the

following words should be substituted: 'That this Association

regrets fte publication by the executive of a report which con-

tains an approval of St. Mungo's College Bill, seeing that that

Bill goes against the principle recognised by the Association, ana

seeing further that the Bill is an attempt to anticipat^e the de-

cision of the Commissioners as to the conditions on which colleges

should be affiliated.'" I'rofessor Caird took occasion to object

strongly to the personal references made to him in the report, ana

to the tendency to represent him as in any way representing tne

views of the "Senate. He pointe-i out that the parafrraph in

refrence to St. Mungo's College Bill committed the Asso^at,'""
v!

a new principle, wliich fUd not fall under that adopted by tW,

Association last year. He objected to the Bill because it tned to,

anticipate the general method of dealing with the QUfst'o^j'i

affiliation by the Commissioners, and to force a new college mro

the University before the conditions of the new system—a system
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bicli was a new thiug in Scotland, and which, in the exact form

uposed, was not uxt-mpliefd in any other couutrj-—had been

refiilly cousidcrud and imparlially determined by the Commis-

,ners He was not opposed to the adojjtiou of a method by

lich tlie teaching of the Koyal Infirmary should be ^Jroiight

ithin the system of the University. But he contended that the

Hhods and conditions of the alHliatioii of colleges should be

termined before any individual case was considered. Mr. Dyer

condi^d the amendment. The discussion w.is engaged m among

hers by Dr. McVail, who, in the course of his remark.^ reterred

tho recent extraordinary appointment by the University

lurt of an Edinburgh graduate of two years' standing as an

iaminer in Medicine. On a division 55 voted for the motion

id 12 for the amendment. Professor Caird then resigned his

embership of the Association, and withdrew from the meeting,

ibsequently it wa.s unanimously agreed to petition I'arliament

favour of the Universities 13iU, and the Committee was em-

iwered to taJce such steps in connection with tlie progress of the

11 tlirough Parliament as seemed expedient in furtherance of the

ijects of the Association.
, rv r

By means of the Glasgow and AjTshire Missions to the Ueat

id Dumb, 104 afflicted persons belonging to Glasgow and the

est of Scotland have been attended to during the past year. Of

a total number aided, 51 were children, who were maintained

id educated. The report of the Glasgow organisation states

at not a poor deaf and dumb person had been left unattended,

tuations had been secured for 41, of whom 2.3 were men. The

^shire Mission had expend;ed in its work nearly £600, and its

tal receipts had been £738.

The ambulance class, taught by Dr. Crawford, of Port Glasgow,

as examined on April 18th by Dr. Wallace ^Vnderson, of Glasgow,

lere were thirty-five members present, and at the close of the

:amination Dr. Anderson expressed his satisfaction with the pro-

tienc.Y displayed, and congratulated Dr. Crawford on his success-

1 teaching.
The outbreak of measles in Port Glasgow is now on the declme.

ae of the public schools has been closed for four weeks, nearly

Of of the scholars having been attacked. It has now, however,

len reopened.
.

A meeting of the Glasgow University Extension Board was held

; Glasgow on April 23rd, presided over by the Lord Provost,

ratitication was expressed at the favourable reception which the

^tension scheme had met with from the press and the public,

id it was intimated that tentative steps had been entered upon

1 Paisley, Kilmarnock, Dumbarton, Ayr, Stirling, Ardrossan, and

iltcoats. An interim list of lectures was announced, in which,

nong others, the names of Mr. Patrick Geddes and Mr. Somer-

Uc appear as lecturers on Botany and Zoology ; those of Drs.

ite Mackay and Bruce Young as lecturers on Anatomy; Drs

1 Zoology and Geology-.

strongly of opinion that an organised and efficient .system of

reeistration of plumbers should be put in force in LiTerpool

and '^ district." This was seconded by Dr. Hope, the assistant

medical officer of health to the city. It was also warmly sup-

ported by the President, Dr. Carter, in a most able and tellmg

speech, and by Dr. Harvey, the medical officer of health for

M'avertree, and being put to the meeting, was unanimously car-

ried The following motion was afterwards proposed, seconded,

and'carried- " That copies of the resolution be sent to the chair-

man of the Liverpool Health Committee, and also to tho chairmen

of the various local boards throughout the district.' At the

meeting of the Architectural Society on April 16th, Dr. Vachers

paper proved an admirable pivot on which to hang a resolution

Vccordingly, a resolution similar to the one passed at the medical

meeting was put before this meeting also.
^ „. , , , „ .

\t the end of the last financial year the Birkenhead Borough

Hospital was in debt to the extent of £200. A verv- successful

ball was held on April 18th in the new town hall and it is con-

fidently expected that the surplus proceeds will be sufficient to

clear off the debt. ^ i. a ^^ ™,-n.
Throwing orange-peel on the pavement is being dealt with

sternly in St. Helen's. A Liverpool paper gave a full account of

the action of the chief constable of that borough, suggesting that

the same course should be taken here. This newspaper article

has had the effect of setting a local antiquary to work It ap-

pears that there is a very comprehensive local enactment on the

subiect, contained in the Liverpool Improvement Act of 184^

Section 149. It is sincerely to be hoped that the magistrates will

do their duty in the matter here, where accidents occur weekly

from orange-peel, etc., lying on the pavements.

The corporation have taken defimte action to avail themselyea

of a supply of water from the river in watering the streets.

LIVERPOOL. . .miiiiaT

[from OrR OW^ CORRKSPOTTDEHT.] '
'

'^'-

'*« Ret/ifttration of Plumher^.—Birkenhead Borough Hospital.

—Orange-peel oil the Streets—Salt Water for watering the

Streets.

''iTH reference to the question of sanilar>- plumbing and the

i'gistration of plumbers, it is true thai, as stated in the

'oUBSAi. of April 21st, the meiiical officer of health for thi,s city

irought the matter before the Health Committee. Dr. G. Walter

teeves, the medical officer of health for Toxteth, struck by the

ict that Liverjiool seemed to be behindhand in the subject,

eterrained first of all to bring it under the notice of -the profes-

on, and also to make the movement known in other directions.

this end he has been working hard for several weeks past,

ntil now a general interest appears to have been excited. On
pril 12th Dr. Steeves delivered an admirable address at the

iveipool Medical lustitution. He first of all gave a concise

istojy of the movement: next alluded to the steps that had

een .taken in other cities ; aud concluded by enumerating the

anditions under which plumbers are admitted to the Register

'> the London Plumbers' Company, and mentioned the mode of

orking of the " district councils." Dr. Sleeves then moved the

'Uowing resolution : " That the members of tliis institution are

CORRESPONDENCE.

COMPULSORY 50TIFICATI0X OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

Sir -I cannot allow Dr. Philpot's letter in the Journal of April

14th to pass unnoticed. He states that the facts which he pres
" differ entirely from those related in Dr. Carpenter s letter. In

this he seems to me mistaken, his facts being ^"PPle™/"''^' ^^*

not contradictory, to the facts given by. Dr <-='n'en!!^-
,

^
*l»J«

carefully read Dr. Carpenter's letter, and .if for "town clerk he

substituted "Town Council," I do not see that his statement of

fnct=( reauires any modification. ,

I re^et that aiy suggestion of personal feeling, as existing o^

likely to arise, should have been made. The town clerk acted

throuchout with perfect courtesy and consideration, and with the

medical officer of health I had no communication, either private

or official regarding the case in question. My difference is with

the Town Council as a body, and has arisen solely because it see^

to exercise its powers under the Notification of Infectious Diseases

\ctin a way that seems to me to be unfair and in a manner not

kitended when tho Act was passed. The object of the Conned m
takina proceedings was apparently to coerce me into compliance

^Th i^mode ol working the Act. In this it failed, and so

cained nothing but, as Dr. Cariienter puts it. revenge.

%oth the tow-n clerk and medical officer of health Y«^'\^
lieved, unpleasantly surprised when they found 1 would not ac-

c,fpt the terms offered, and that they had to carry on the proceed-

'"Dr. Philpot is mistaken in supposing that 1 ,'-eIjc'J.o°,'^P^«"^S

the proceedings on technical grounds, aud I distinctly stated,

after raUina the question whether the death certificate was ad-

^sJiblT^^ev'den^e (bearing, as it does, a distinct statement that

it is intended solely for the use of the registrar and a caution

from the Registrar-General to all persons against using it for any

other purpoie whatever), that I was quite prepared to answer the

summons on other grounds. My answer was as foUo^f
.

,
;

1 That the Corporation did not exercise its powers fairly ana

iustly the Act requiring dual notification, the Corporation

gnorii^g those sections which relate to the infectious persons and

foZh^lders. and only seeking, to obtain not'ficaU°n by the

medical attendant, thereby placing him in the position of Jn-

^°-"That information had been given by the householder ot the

previous existence of scarlatina in his house, and that in this par-

ticular case he had given information within forty-eight hours of
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the time when 1 first saw the patient, and about or quite as soon

as I could myself have given definite information as to the nature

of the disease. .,. •

3. That as the Corporation is satisfied with one notification

when given by the mediciil attendunt, and never in such case

takes proceedings against the lumsoholder, so the Corporation

ought in fairness to be satisfied with one notification when made

by the houseliolder, and not take proceedings against the medical

attendant. ^ ,, ,. ,

4. That the spirit of the Act having been so fully complied

with in this case, the Corporation had really no valid reason for

setting the law in action.

The householder had no less than three times informed the

sanitarj- authority of the existence of scarlatina in his house

;

twice when he applied for disinfection of rooms and bedding, and

once in intentional .comiiliance with Section 1 of the Act. This

latter notice, given at my instigation, was not sent direct to the

medical officer of health, but to the office ot his subordinate

officials, and, therefore, is called by Dr. Thilpot informal; it no

doubt was so, but this was simply from over.sight. No record of

it had been made, and the books of the sanitary authority were

so badly kept as to the entry of dates and other particulars that

I could not establish from them, as I had expected to be able to

do, several points, and more especially the fact that information

reached the officials two days after I first saw the case, and that

they disinfected the room the next day. Although I have refused

to notify in the manner wished for by the Corporation, I have fre-

quently given information personally to the medical officer of

health, and in most instances the occurrence of infectious disease

amongst my patients has been made known to him in one way or

another. Dr. I'hilpot made the statement in court that in his

opinion the Act was working satisfactorily, and that I was the

only practitioner in the borough of Croydon who failed to notify.

After the threat of proceedings was made, I asked some of the

other practitioners what they did with regard to notification.

Five, like myself, habitually neglect to do so, and two who gener-

ally notify admitted that in .some coses they did not. Such being

the result of a very limited inquiry, I cannot but think that a

more extended one would show that in concentrating its atten-

tion on myself, the Corporation has been straining at a gnat and
. swallowing a camel.

The Corporation of Croydon has hitherto evaded the difficulty

of getting its burgesses to notify infectious diseases, but, as the

public has been taught its duty as to the registration of births,

and, more onerous still, its duty to report the amount of annual

income, it would surely not be a hopele.ss task to try and teach it

to report the occurrence of infectious disease. When the Corpora-

tion of Croydon honestly takes this task in hand, they will have

jfLV sympathy and co-operation.—I am, etc., B. N. Dalton.

,l,pputh Norwood, April 17th, 1888.

, -J

'

Sra,—I would not trouble you on this subject had not Dr.

niilpot, in the Joms'Ai, of April 14th, endeavoured to justify

the prosecution of Dr. Dalton for refusing to inform the Croydon

sanitary authority of a case of scarlatina which had been attended

by him.
Dr. Dalton deserves the thanlts of the medical profession for his

determined stand in refusing to be constituted a private detective

and public informf-r, and he evidently is one who feels that what-
ever a medical man learns in the discharge of his private profes-

sional duties .sliould be treated as private and confidential.

Dr. Philpot says that the Act of Parliament was "obtained with

considerable trouble," and that they " were bound to take proceed-

ings to enforce it.'' Is it not unfortunate that those who intro-

duced the Act to Croydon did not experience even more trouble

and faU in the attempt", and thus save Dr. Dalton the indignity of

a prosecution ? Some years ago " considerable trouble " was also

taKen here to force the Act upon us, but a strong protest was
made by the profession, which prevented such a calamity. One
medical man, who could not attend our meeting, wrote to me to

sav that, "rather than be compelled to be informer, I would de-

cline to attend a case of fever ;" and we fully endorsed his sen-

timents.
All interested in the subject would do well to read Dr. Alfred

Carpenter's letter in the Joubnai, of April 7th, in which he
clearly gives a few reasons why a medical man should not be

compelled to give information regarding his patients. Notice
particularly objections 1 and 2, page 767.

Most medical men recognise the importance of requiring theH

householder or person in charge to inform the sanitary authority I

of all cases of lever, and 1 never find much difficulty in getting '

'

my patients to give the necessary information when such cases I'

occur in their homes ; indeed, they sometimes authorise me to do I •

so for them. I then feel free to act.— I am, etc., T. M. Wir-LS. I

Bootle, Liverpool, April 16th, 1888.

SCARL.\T1NA AND PUERPERAL SEPTICEMIA.
Sra,— 1 verj- much fear that the interesting discussion onthigl

subject at the last meeting of the Obstetrical Society may tend to'

diminish the wholesome dread of carrying scarlet fever to lying-

in patients which has hitherto so powerfully influenced the con-

1

duct of obstetrical practitioners. That the infection of scarlatina

is capable of producing a virulent form of septicsemia, generally

unattended with local sj-mptoms, I have not the smallest doubt

In April, 1863, I was called in to see a case of this kind occurring,

in a primipara. She was attacked about five days after delivery,'

and on the day following her husband was attacked with scarlet

fever, lie recovered very well, but she died after four days' ill-

ness. Her case was a typical one of what used to be called malig-

nant puerperal fever." She had no rash of any kind, and_ no'

marked abdominal tenderness. We made a post^iortcm examina-'

tion, but found no uterine lesion and no sign of abdominal inflam-

mation ; but decomposition had set in most rapidly. In fact it

was a case of blood-poisoning of the worst kind.

About fifteen years ago a medical practitioner (who has since'

left Bristol) called me in to a patient he had attended in her con-^

finement about four days previously, but who was attacked ins'

similar way to the case just mentioned, except that there wat'

some abdominal tenderness. She died on the ninth day after de-'

livery. About three days before she died her husband was at-

tacked with scarlatina, but ultimately recovered. On making'

strict inquiry of the medical practitioner who attended her, h('

ncknowledge'd that at the time when the hu.sliand came to fetch'

him to his wife his own children were lying ill of scarlatina.

There can be no doubt that in each case the husband and OTff

were infected from tlie same source—in the first instance, I be-;

lieve, from a servant; and in the second from the medica:

attendant himself. I have seen many similar cases to these, bui

not of so well-marked a character. We know that people wh(

have once had scarlatina are generally protected against a seconc

attack, but yet that, if they iire agai'n exposed to infection, the;

may get tro'ublesome sore"throats in consequence. In the sap

way I believe that a puerperal woman who has had scarlatini

bef'ore may get a sufficient amount of the poison to induce fata

septicaemia—unaccompanied, however, with the rash or othe

characteristic .signs of scarlatina. The poison of scarlatina is o

so subtle a character, and creeps in through so many channels

that ordinary antiseptic treatment is of little avail against it. h
fact, the longer I live and the more experience I gain, the mop'

determined 1 am to keep clear of scarlatina in any shape or form

—I am, etc., Joseph Gbutiths S'WATNB.

74, Pembroke Road, Clifton, Bristol.

PERICHONDRITIS OF THE LARVNX.
|

SiK,—In Dr. Norris Wolfenden's paper on Perichondritis of tb

Larj-nx, and in respect of the first case he mentions, he tell

us that on November 1st the patient became suddenly worS(

and that on December 19th he coughed up a piece of bone. Woul

it be trespassing too far on Dr. Wolfenden's goodness to ask mi

—1. Where the bone is supposed to have come from originally

2. How long it was in the larynx ? 3. Is it not reasonable to sup

pose that it (the bone) was tlie cause of the laryngeal trouble?-

am, etc.,

14, Hertford Street, Park Lane, W.
Geohcie Stoksb. !

DENTAL DEPARTMENTS OF HOSPITALS.

Sir,—I was glad to see Mr. Ilenrv Sewill's letter on the subjw

ofmypaper.intheJotniNALof .\prili4th,andl quite agree wnth hn

tbat"there is no reason that each Medical School should not evonti

ally include a Dental School. At the present time, however, 1 ai

recommending all dental students to go to the Dental Ho.spital i

Leicester Square, for the reason that, a-s things .stand, they ca

obtain far better training there than we could offer them at Guy

But the two dental hospitals in London, as Mr. SewUl points ouj

will soon be unable to accept more students, and it will then bj

come necessary to found another special hospital, or undertaJr

dental education at the medical schools. This desirable transn
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:)uld be made easy by the immediate development of the existing

iital departments" of our hospitals. I could mention numerous
•tropolitan general hospitals which applied for and received

im the College of Surgeons recognition of their dental depart-

nts as schools where students might obtain the two years'

atal practice required from candidates for the L.D.S. diploma,

e dental surgeons connected with these hospitals should feel

md to do their best to approximate the calibre of their teach-

; and practice to the standard of the special hospitals. By
)lishing the impression that there is anything in dentistry that

inot be done and shown in a general hospital, we shall remove

; chief impediment to the restoration of the specialty to its

)per educational sphere.—I am, etc.,

F. Nkwland Pkdley, F.R.C.S. and L.D.S.

iJevcnshire Place, Portland Place, W.

KINEAL CTSTOSC(JPY; OR, THE CON.IUNCTION OF TIIE
NEW ELECTRIC CYSTOSCOPE WITH THE

BOUTONNIERE OPERATIOX.
^IR,—The JoiHRNAi of April 7th contains a description by Mr.

liter Whitehead of the tirst departure from the size and the

)jected use of the original incandescent lamp cystoscope (JouK-

L, February 4th). This cousi.sts in employing a No. 40 French

jged instrument for the electric illumination of the urinary

.dder through a perineal incision, instead of a No. 22 gauge by
; urethral route.

>fow, although Mr. Whitehead's innovation traverses the very

son d'etre of the electric cystoscope, the small size and adapta-

ity of which causes it to rank immediately before, and par-

tly to supersede, digital exploration of the bladder in the dia-

3sis of obscure vesical disease, yet it is none the less valuable.

en from a very limited experience of this large-sized perineal

itoscope, I may safely predict its utility in three directions.

In that class of case in which digital exploration fails because

. finger cannot reach the bladder by reason of certain mechanical

itacles (vide Whitehead and Pollard, Lancet, 1883, October Gth,

583). As an example, a case under Littel of sacculated stone

thenlarged prostate may be cited (Schustter Wien. Med. Woch.,

!6, No. 13). The finger "ecuId not reach the bladder through the

'ineal route, and the Nitze-Leiter cystoscope revealed the calcu-

in a diverticulum.
!. In cases of subvilloid papillomatous growth in the bladder

at is, a carpetting of the mucous membrane with stunted

iillte like the pile of velvet), the exploring finger sometimes

is not possess sufficient tactile delicacy to detect the disease

ich the perineal cystoscope would immediately reveal. This

88 is well illustrated by a patient who came under the care of

yes, of New York, after'hnviug had cystotomy twice previously

ionned without the discovery of an existent subvilloid con-

ion (Journal of Genifn- Urinary Du!eas-rs, July, 1887, p. 247).

I. To regulate the complete removal of vesical growths by the

•ineal route, just as a ili-ntist would control the burring of a

i6n8 tooth by means of a mirror preparatory- to stopping it.

—

L etc., K- IlLREY Fjbnwick.

id Burlington Street.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL S£.WICE£.

THE KSTIM.\TES COMMITTEE.
li. Knox, the able ai\d impartial Accountnnt-tJeneral, underwent
lsS7examination before the Estimates Committee a few days ago

Vote 4, "Medical Establishments." In reply lo Mr. Brodrick

'Ij said that while it was a "moot point " whether it was neces-

t'y to give medical oflicers £1 a day retirement after twenty
J|irs' service, " it was a bargain with the medical profession in

ler to get competent men to serve in the army."
'his is a plain fact well known to all the War Office permanent
cials; and as a bargain is a bargain all the world over it must

1 honourably adhered to. To another question by Mr. Fowler
1 prudentlyrefrained from committing himself to the suggestion

it "the whole (medical) expenditure is on too high a scale, and
lid be reduced without impairing the efficiency ;

" he simply
d, that while the number of officers employed does appear

'ge, "they have multifarious duties to perform," and abroad it is

;e6sary to be prepared for emergencies. ' Mr. Knox here clearly

ognises another plain fact, that medical attendance on the sick

is but a part of a multitude of military duties and responsibilities

which devolve upon the army medical officer.

Mr. Knox so far was on safe ground, but when closely pressed

by Mr. Fowler on the question, " As permanent financial head of

the department (Accountant-General), in the public interest do

you think this branch (medical) of the ser\-ice could be managed
more economically ?" he replied, " I think the number of medical

officers certainly might be reduced." This was probably the an-

swer such a stern economist as Mr. Fowler wanted to extract,

but we fear it is an admission Mr. Knox will have some difficulty

in demonstrating. Mere reduction of numbers is a very rough

and ready method of practising economy in a public department,

but it too often leads to lavish expenditure afterwards. How
does Mr. Knox propose to meet "emergencies abroad" and carry

on the "multifarious duties" everj'where with a diminished

Medical Staff? We are presuming that up to this hour the re-

sponsible advisers of the War Office have not needlessly kept up
a redundant number of medical officers. It would be possible

no doubt by making medical officers do double work, and by in-

creasing their spells of foreign service, to diminish their numbers

;

but that would not meet such " emergencies " as the sudden

mobilisation of an army corps, or of even a division or two to

carry on some of our small wars in unhealthy countries._

We fear that Mr. Knox, able as he is, is not in a position to be

oracular on such a purely militarj- question as the organisation of

an army corps, or the medical necessities of our world-spread

army; these are hardly questions for a civilian to determine.

We notice that Mr. Fowler embalms in his question that now
venerable phrase of the Manchester school of economists, "the

public interest," as against an army, or navy, or civil service in-

terest. As if there could in these" days be any such divided in-

terests in the nation ! It is vital to the " public interest " that the

public services should be maintained in efficiency ; there can be

no antagonism ; mere blind economy is often directly against the

"public interest."

CLASS BLACKBALLING.
Sir,—The following notice has been put up at the Junior

United Service Club, Charles Street, St. James's.
" Notice is hereby given that an extraordinary general meeting

of the Club will be "held on Monday, 7th May, 1888, at 2.30 p.sr.,

to consider the following motion of the Committee: 'That the

undermentioned candidates, who were rejected at the ballot on

7th instant, being in eve^^• way eligible, and their rejection

constituting class blackballing, t"hey be elected members of the

club.'" (Here follow the names of two army medical officers, one

officer of Militia, and one officer of the Commissariat and Trans-

port Staff.)

From correspondence in your columns your readers will re-

member that certain officers, particularly army medical oflicers,

have been lately blackballed at this Club; and the Club Com-
mittee have very properly now taken up the question, which is

prejudicial to the interests, and contrary-, it is believed, to the

wishes, of the ma'oritv of the members; and when it is remem-
bered that one bl'ack ball in ten excludes, you will easily under-

staTid how a few narrow-minded men can operate against a par-

ticular class «f officers. Through your columns 1 wish to ask

such of your v.-aders a"* are members of the Club to be present, if

possible, "on May 7th, and endeavour to break down the influeiice

of a " clique."—] am, etc., A ConBEsroKDKNT.

THK ATIMY MI-nirAI. I(1-:SET!VK. ,„ ,.,
RrirKTi- writM : I Iiav.- rpa.l the la-t Wnrmnf , nr..l tlie Secn-Liry of State s in-

stni<-tii.iistheT«,n. also vnur e.liti)rial i-oilimi-nt?. etc.. in f lie J.n'RXAL of

Mardilitli Preoisi-ly as it apyrars to me vow l.;ive riearly and consistently

and iwsllv unhild the canse of the olHcers of the Meitical Staff in the gnve
questions at issoehctween them and the TVar Office; so row. by the caution

vou liKuleate upon medii-al ofticers of the reserve forces as to acceptinp the

terms of thenewWarrant.it is apparent that your views on this, the l.vt

move of the authorities are sounil and worthy of universal adoption hy an

whom it may eonceni. .. . , „ i, , tgt

At all army stations it is the custom to prepare a list of all meJical otucer*

in the district. This list is arranged in order of precedence, and whenever

belli has heen needed it has been readily forthcoming. The help to which I

allude is that descrihed under Article (2) of the Warrant, and further detailed

under Articles (SI and (6^ of the " Instructions." Such help I can person.iUy

attest Is eiven at preat individual disadvantaite to the civilian practitioner,

and is not of a remunerative character. If any practitioner doubts this, let

him trv for himself when oi-casion offers, an.l he wnll soon he convinced.

Yctthisislheonly halt held out as an inducement to malic a display or

cheap patriotism on our part. I venture to assert that if we yield to the

temptation we shall incur the charge of preferring our own superficial and

unreal advanUge to the interests of our nie<1ical brethren on the regular

Medical Staff.
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PrCTsiuit omcrnfucv ul tUL- present time Ihcre is uouo. QruM- nntionat

MtrwKntinu'i IS. .Ise whv sluHlM wi' giv- "ur time and trmlWe as We do

rXr n iOK? l.i tin, h,.v.r of d>il.«cr ...ul triul «o are ,dl ruady t.> do our bos^
'

fOTtTccruilrv,bi.twl.il»ltl.e«ti;.o»plu'r..ls sorcnclet u» uot (oruet tl e ob-

'H™tims'/nr..tossio.,nl brotberhocKi. If cnly wo eau net u.mninu.usly m
Si i nt: t> help Mr. Stnxl.npe out of a scrape, we need fi-ar no repro,u-l>es

(ron ^ V qu."ier%ave Iron, thu unseen bnt .mt u.,folt advisers of that rij;l.t

hou K,-ntleumli. » 1... seem to pursue t be nuforluuate ofhcers ol iier Majesty »

jJeOiiuiil Sl^ Willi mirt-K-utui^ spite and luahgmty.

TBK QnK"" liM b.«o pl.««e<l to give and grant ujilioSurKenti William Henry

I'UUliw U->'is, Armv Medicjil §taft. Her fiajesty's roya heencc andautb^

rity ",-rV andvuarthe insignia of t:,e Order „ the Osnmnieh of the

.Fourth Claii, conferred iipou him by Uis Highness the Kliedno o( Egypt,

v.'Wlthotisod by His linpurinl Majesty the Sultan.

VT. '

"

^' VOLUSTEEK AMBrL.\NCK SCHOOL OF IN.STRUCTION.

•A CotrnSB of aLx lectures will be delivered in the headquarters of the London

Scottish Kitie Voluuteers, eommeneing Monday, April aSril at i .30. by Leslie

Uiaivie. M.B.. and Walter IVarce. M.l).. ActiuR SurKeou Artists KUie\ oUin-

teers which the followini! is the syllabus : 1. The Air we Breathe :
Breath-

ing" i*"-" andVeuHlation.'^a. The Water we Drink : Bathing and Personal

Cleanliness. 3. The Food of the Soldier: Cookiufc the True \ alue of Alco-

hol 4. The Clothing and liquipment of the Soldier : C imate 5. KYrcise.

6. Traiulng. Diseases liable to occur in field service will be described, with

•^ their proliable causes and methods o( prevention.

?' THE BANK OF MEDICAL OFFICERS.
*^Xi)W1Ck" suggests that the pamphlet issued from the oBlce of this JOUBKAL

J'^th* rank question should he more freely circulated by medical officers to

thoea friends who are working to secure the just, recofjnltion of the status of

v-tb^ medical profession in the armyh. Tose good friends should have their

^ads in ererj way strengthened.

L coRRFSi-oxriKiT sends us a letter cut from the Irish Timff disclosing the

following After a recent Castle levee the medical officers who attended were

groutie.) together in the official lists simply as " Surgeons " at the tail end of

everything ; not only was their army rank and precedence absolutely ignored,

but even their depart ni8nt.al rating among themselves was treated with con-

temptuous indifference, as the Principal Medical Officer figured well down
the list below the latest joined surgeon from Netley. This is the last outcome

of the persistent endeavours to eivilianise the department. Ireland used to

furnish a large proportion of medical recruits to the services ; we wonder what

»be pn>i>ortion will be in the future?

peilitiou in 1881-41. tmcJttl with clasp and Egypliou bronze star). Surgeool

Major McSwiney has no war record.
, „ —in, ,v.\

Surgeon-Major H. H. Pl.-(cuixii has been .seconded for servioe vrith thi

Slirgeoii''j"jJwxlJ)aox, who is serving in the Madras command, is diroot»l

to report himself to the I'rincij.al Me.li<al Officer, Upper Dnru.ah. MandaUj|

for orders. . , , , . ^ i-.,

Surgeon-Major W. Cmevk, serving in Bengal, lias leave .of absence on prtvat,

affairs pending retirement from the service. .

Surgeon-Major li. M. Ckku.. serving in the Bombay eommand, having r.

turned fr<im field service in Burmali, is iHistcd to general duty In the Pro'

deucy district.

':' AUMY MEDICAL HESERVE.
Thk «'nae*'*n*ntil>tied officera are fappohrted Surgeons-Major (ranl.ni!; as Llm^

tcnant-Colonelsl in the Army Medical Ucserve of officers : Surgeon-Major U. li

ChaWTobu, M.D., Srd liattaliou North Slaftordsldrc Kegin.ent (late the
^|

King's Own Stafford Militial ; Surgeon-Major C. M. MiClJuini.AX, M.l)., 3l,

Battalion Gordon Highlanders tkite the Aberdeen Milltia) ;
burgeon and Hon

rary Surgeon-Major Matthew Baixes, M.D.. 1st Middlesex Engineer \

The following are appointed Surgeons (ranking as Captainsi ;
Surgeoi

Makby, ard Volunteer Battalion South Staffordshire Keginient (late ti:

Acting-Surgeon
shire Kegiment (.late the 4th Stafford)

PENSIONS TO ARMY MEDIC.U. OFFICEKS.

Ajt IXTHBvaTta) Okk writes: Should the intention oj^ the Government of not

allowing medical officers to retire on a pension after twenty years' service be

carrioi out, it will be most unfair and a breach of agreement to the great

number who came into the service under the Royal Warrant of November,

I87S, and who entered solely for the privilege of being able to retire after

twenty years' service. I would recommend that a vigorous protest be at once

set oti foot. _^ ,

THE NAVY.
Tnz followhig appointments have been made at the Admiralty : U.K. Brat,

Surgeon to tlie TM^e of Wellmrjton : J. L. Ahehue, Surgeon, to the Kfrittm . W.
U CRAlil. Surgeon, to the InviiicMe: O. A. Dreai'KR and 0. H. FooTT. M.D..

Surgwins, to the .Suidui ; J. J. M'DoxsELL, Surgeon, to the ^jmco«r( ,• R. K.

BiDDUl.i'H, Surgeon, to the Tfnierairi; ; C. S. WoomvBiaaT, Surgeon, to the

Burgcson W. C. Spiilkb. who entered the service August 20th, 18SS, has been

place<l on therctireil list of his rank with a gratuity.

THE MEDICAL STAFK.
^ubokohs-Majos G, B. DoB.iOS. M.B., F.U.S.; E. V. McSwirkt, M.D. ; A. H.

I'BsTHASOK, P. T. Frazkr. aiid F. A. L'Estra.ige hare been granted retired

p«7 The commissions of all these gentlemen were contemporaneous, namely :

Assistant-Surgeon, March Mist. 18t!8 -,
Surgeon, March 1st, 187:1 ; and Surgeon-

Major March :ilst. IKHO. Surgeon-Major Dobson serve.! in India .and in the

Zulu (-amiaigil of 1»7» (meilal). He is well known as a distinguished zoologist

and pomi.»rallve anatomist, and graduated B.A.T.C.D. 1.S60 (1st gohl me.lal

in BxiH'rimeiital and Natural Science at the Degree E.xamination and 1st Senior

Moderator) ; M.B. and Ch.M. 1.H07 ; and M.A. l»7.'j. He is a Fellow of the Royal,

Llniiean, an.l Zo<ilogical Societies, a member of the Senate of the University

of Dublin, and author of numerous contributioiu to various scientific jour-

'aaU, and of separate works, aliKing which may bo noted: Essay "On the

DlagnoKis and Pathol.igv of the Injuries and Diseases of the .Shoulder-joint

(»w«rd«-.l gold mi:dalof Pathological SocietyoJ Dublin); Mtdieal Ihnit to Trn-

K;i<rr<lpMtilished l.v the I!..varaeograpblcal Society); CutaJeipu <^ Cktropiera

in tA« //riluA .»fiu™>/i : M<^n^jT,iph "/ the /nstctivora, ."iyitematu: and jiniilomtrnl.

4to isii-n:;; " Insectivora." " Chlroplera," " Uodentia," in article Mammalia,

Kiicyc. Ilrttan.. IISSC! ; and articles " Mole," " Shrew," and " Vaiujiire." in the

swne publii»tlon. Surgeon-Major A. H. L'Estrauge was engagetl in the opem-

tioui fu Uu. MiJav Peninsula in l.s;5-7ti (medal with clasp). Sorgeoil-Major

Frazdr was in the" Afghan war in 1.S7SI-8U. first in medical charge of Uoral Artll-

Urj at I.undi KotjU during the occupation of the Khyber Pass, and afterwards

with the llith Hussars at Caudatiar and with the Southern Atglianistan Field

Poroe until the ev.-u-u.at ion of the country in l»sl (me.lal). Surgeon-Majur

P. A. LEsLraugB ha<l meilicalcbargo of the 1st West India Regiment during

theAilianteenarin l«7;j-71.and was »t the liattlo of Amoaful and the capture of

Ouunu.uie, and was nftorwards Transport Me<lioal Officer for the embarkation

of the sick and woun<l.-.l (medal with clasp) ; he also 3erv«d with tlw Nile Kx-

THK INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
Surgeon W. L. Price, M.B., Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the ii

charge of the 2:!rd Pioneers, net Surgeon H. Hamilton, who ha-s heen i ..w

ferred to the 5th Bengal Cavalry. Surgeon ti. F. W. BRAinr, Bengal I'.sU

lishment, takes the officiatinj,' medical charge of the regiment, pending l

return of Surgeon Price from Upper Burmah.
. . ^ . ., ,.„„, „vi,,l

Surgeon WVosT, Bengal Establishment, is appointe.1 to the medical chU-,

of the 2.5th Punjab Infantry, vice Surgeon-Major G. H. Beevor, ordered on Wi.

service. , ^, tt ,

Surgeon D. Prais, Bengal Establishment, Curator of the Herbano

ontta Botanic Gardens, is appointed to act as Superintendent of the i

Surge'on D. Basu, Bengal Establishment, Civil Surgeon of Furreediiorc.

directed to act as Civil Surgeou at Mymensingh. „,_. , ^ , ,,

SurgeonH. A. F. ;Nailer, M.B., District Surgeon at Ohingleport, has Ii^

lough for one vear on medical certificate.
,, , , ».i,.v

Surgeon H. P. jERVls.Bomljav Establishment, in meilical charge of the J

Native Infantry, is granted leave out of India on private affairs for one ye:ir.
,

Surgeon M. A. Ker, Bengal Establishment, is aPP<'i»'e>l^»'" *'""„"*';^i

medical c^harge of the 34th Pioneers, vice Surgeon-Major C. W. S. I'ean

appointed officiating Medical Storekeeper at Meean Meer.

Surgeon G. jA.MKSOif, Bengal Kstablisliment, is appointed Acting ).

Surgeon at the Eden Hospital. Calcutta.
. .,,.,

The undermentioned probationers for the Indian Medical Service, ha\ m ;;
i

"

pleted a course of instruction at the Armv Medical School, arid being rcpor'

qualified, have been appointed Surgeons on the Madras Establishment
:
w.

M. I.VGHAM, F. J. DeW£3. J. O. PlNTO, P. C. H. STRICKLAND, and T.

^"l^geoA-Major T. C. H. Spf.:»ckr. Madras Establishment, is appointed to <j.

ofliciaiiug medical charge of the «h Light Cavalry, i>i« Surgoon-MajorS.

Dobie.
{

THE VOLUNTEERS. ,. ^ - ,. _,;

ACTIKG-SUBGKOK C, B. Resdle, of the 1st -V-olunteei; B"t-<^''™.
.""T,,* h .

ment (late the 1st Suffolk), has resigned hU commission, wluch bore a,

m" T. G. UAiT.'is appointed Acting-Surgeon to the lit Volunteer B»tt»Ji

West Riding Regiment (late the 4th West Hiding). ... , « ,.l

Mr. D'Arcv I'invKB, M.B.. is appointed to the London l'»'«"™ "'
»^^;?',.,

teer Medical Staff Corps, and Mr. PR BtBUH Birch. M.D., burgeon to theW
Division.

=f
MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL

A QUESTION OF CHARGING. i

Viator writes : I have been attending a gentleman for nearly two ">?/>">•''

suffered Jrom a " Potfs fracture " of the leg. The gentleman in luestton qr

lied (L.S.A.) alxjut thirty years ago. but never praitised at all. and at pri^

speculates in stocks. Hisbeuiga man of s<mie .»'»"•
""''"J";';'.' ^ to,

for Uls not entering into the work of hi. pro es.ion. Would it l'" "«" '«

to send in my billTn the ordinary course, juit a» I would to any ordln!

patient ? „ i «
»," Under the exceptional circumstances relatf-I by " Viator. then< cm

wo* think, be a doubt that ho will Ix. fully ju.tifi.vi in oliarginK

"L.S.A." as an ordinary patient (the general rule of the profession to

contrary notwithstanding), inasmuch as, although he qualifiM somo th:

years ago as an ip.ithecary, he has never practisofl as such, and In our opli i

therefore is not entitled to the gratuitous services of the protenion.

ETIQUETTH OF SUBSTITUTES. i^Aii
A is attending » laljour close to B.'s house, and he leaves It to fo M » am

tirtv at a df.tancc. B. is suddenly sent for. a. " the ohiM Is born. «»f'

TOmplet,e» th« cas« (placenta, bandaga. etc.), ami deiarls, leaving ms <
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amely. haJt the (ee.; ami. i« «o. wbat does he flo to get it ? Dobs he write U)

emind A.; or doeshejiskitot thepatient?
i n'O*^ . i ii' ' jj

rule, extracted from tbe CW< o/ifWicoi ^Sftia^pftge (1.

'^'

%* Tbe following

lApplicalile to tjie easp of A. lUld B.

;

"Wben a practitioner is called in or otherwise requested to attend at an

ccouchcment for another, and completes the delivery, or is detained for a

onslderable time, Ut is entitlM by custom (except in tbe case of illness, etc.,

Tovided for by Hule S) to onivbalf of the fee ; but, on tbe completion of tbe

eliTcry. or on tbe arrival of tbe pre-engagefl acconcbeur, he should resign the

ortber management of the case. In a case, however, which gives rise to nn-

sual fatigue, imjiety, and responsibility, it is right that the accoucheur in

Mendanee should receive tbe entire fee. Note.—In either event, when the

fficiating accduclieur is a stranger, or a non-acquaintance of the family

oetor, the fun fee should be tendered to him."

' ' COSTS OP PAJITSKRSHU' DEEDS.
BOL would be glad to know, in a question of partnership where money has

een paid over, which of tbe partners should pay for the stamps on the deed.

*,* If the partnership deed ia preparc<l in duplic-ate, tbe better course Is

ijrtbe parties to fiend them to Somerset House and liave one stamped with

Ihe full duty {itd valnrem), and tbe other as a duplirate copy. By this means

he parties "have to pay bait the duty otherwise paid (that is, it they are

tamped separatflj. full duty is cliarged on eaclij. The costs would then, of

ourte, be diTided equally between the parties.

CONTKACTS BY TELEGRAM.
:!I»« Tenens received a telegram at 8.30 P.M. to go at once and take charge

{ a pi-actice on account of sudden illness of iucumbent. He wired that be

las coming. On arrival by train be was met \>y a person who informed him
hkt another locum tenens. who had been sent liy an office, arrived before

am. It was too late to return bv train, so be stajed at an hotel for the

Jight, and charged for hotel and travelling expenses and one week's salaQT,

5 3s. Can be recover it ? •

, ;

A contn^ct may be made by telegram. Whether it. was so mad? in the

ijwent case roust depend on the wording of tbe telegram. It it contained a

lefinite offer of an engagement . the intending lo<-iira tenens would be entitled

^recover damages for the breach of contract and the expenses which he in-

^rred in consequence. " ^"^ '''''

FEE FOB INSURANCE CERTIFICATE OF CAUSE OP DEATH.
BBE is no legally recognised scale of fees in such cases. Tbe fee recoverable

louid therefore be what is reasonable. The issue of an action to recover the

ss beyond the 10s. »d. paid would be very doubtful, and clear evidence

iu^ a guinea is the fee usually charged would ho ue(*S8ary in order to win.

flfluch cases a practitioner is under no oblij;ation to give a certificate, and
he best course is to decline to part with it until the proper fee is paid.

: MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

SOUSE OF LORBS.—Monday, April 23r,l.

The Eoyal College of Surgeons.—\n reply to Lord Sudei.ey,

scount Obanbrook said that ho did not think that the petition

the Royal College of Surgeons for a supplementary charter,

ough it raised points of some importance, could he properly re-

rred to the Commission which was about to be. appointed to con-

ier the question of a new university.

SOUSE OF COMMONS.— Thursday, April 19th.

Medical Officers of Health and the yieic Local (Toremment Bill,

Mr. E. Stanhope, in the course of the discussion on the Local

i)vernment Bill, referred to Sir Lyon I'layfair's speech, in which
l! dealt with the subject of public health. The right hon. gentle-

an, he said, was perhaps the greatest authority in that House
ran such a question as that, and it was with much diffidence

I

at he ventured to criticise some of his obser\ation.?. By the

rth section of the Bill the powers of existing sanitary

ithorities were transferred to the District Councils, while certain

'wers of the Local (ioverntnent Board were transferred to the

mnty Councils. The right hon. genth^man complained that the

)cal 'Government Board would still retain the power of prcscrib-

g the duties of the medical officers of health, although tlu-

lunty Councils would have the power to make regulations with
gard to their appointments and with regard to certain of their

notions. The object of certain po^vers over the medical officers

health being retained by the Local (iovernment Board was to

«ure uniformity of action throughout the country by means of

neral orders and instructions, wliich could not be secured it

le whole control were handed over to tho different County Coun-
Is. The right hon. gentleman had jilso complained that the

edical officers of health were to make their reports to the Local

OMmmeut Board instead of to th» County Cmincile, but iiieK

was no reason why copies of those reporU relating to their dter

iricts Phould not be furnished to the County touncils. If tne

Bill required amending upon this point, no objection would b6

raised on the part of the Government when the measure reached

the committee stage. The right hon. gentleman had proposed a

scheme dealing with large sanitary areas under which the number

of officers of health would be reduced from l,2iX) to 180, each o$

whom would receive £600 a year. This, however, would leave

1 000 existing medical officers unprovided for, and he was afraid

that the result would be to start the Cotinty Councils with an

enormous expenditure, while many medical officers who h«d

learnt their duties, and had discharged them with great efficiency

and industry, would be deprired of their posts. He believed that,

a medical officer appointed by a Board would haTe, in many cases,

more influence with them than any person imposed upon them]

from headquarters.
, ^ .. n .^

The Spread, of Infectious Du<:eases.—ln reply to Mr. BurSTTBa,

Mr RrrcHiE said his attention had been called to the report of

the Medical Officer of Health to the yorthwich Rural Sanitary-

Authority, and he might state that the Government hoped to be

able to introduce a Bill to deal with the compulsory notification

of infectious disease.
Friday, April SOth. . .. '

.

Cremation.—Dt. CAiSTBROS asked the Secretary of Stat^'fof the

Home Department whether he had yet consideredthe application

of Mrs. Eichbaum for a permit to remove, for the purpose of

cremation, the remains of her daughter from the churchyard m
which they were recently interred, and whether he proposed to

treat the application in any way differently from one for permis-

sion to exhume a body for the purpose of reinterment.—Mr.

Matthews replied that the application of Mrs. Eichbaum had

been under his consideration. He was advised that cremation

was not necessarily illegal, and he should not therefore take upon

himself to refuse leave to exhume a body merely because the rela,-;^

tions intended to cremate instead of reinterring it.
_
In Mlp,|

Eichbaum'9 case he had referred the matter back to the mspector,

because so long a time had elapsed since her daughter's death that

he thought it required consideration whether the body coiJd

properly be exhumed for any purpose, or whether special condi-

tions would have to be prescribed.

Monday, April 'iSrd.

Telegraph Clerk.^ and Infectious Diseases.—^It. Cahew asked

the PosTMjkSTKR-GENEBAL whether clerks employed at the Central

Teleoraph Office were compelled to absent themselves from duty

when there was an infectious disease in their homes; whether

they were allowed full pay during their enforced absence :,

whether, if the clerk suffered from an infectious disease himself,

one-third of his pay was deducted, and whether he would grant

full pay in both cases.—Sir H. Maxwell, on behalf of Mr.

RiiKES^said that the hon.member had stated the practice correctly.

Telegraphists at whose homes there were infectious diseases were

required to absent themselves; and this absence being not for

their own sake, but for the sake of othei?, it appeared only fair

that their pay should continue. But when telegraphists wen;.

themselves ill. they became subject to the deduction common U>,

all officers of similar rank. -.

PrUon Surgeons and Chaplains.—T^r. ClABK asked whether it^

was the case that prison .surgeons in the principal prisons in Eng-.

land were appointed at a salan- of £400 per annum, increasing to

£500 per annum, while thepri.son surgeons in the principal pnscma

in Scotland were appointed at £l>00 per annum, increasing to £300

per annum ; whether the prison surgeons in the pnncipal Insh

prisons be^an at £;150 per annum, and increased to £400 per

annum ; whether the prisoners in the principal Scotch prisons were

as numerous as in the English and Irish ones ; whether the assist-.

nnt surgeons in England began at fiW per annum, increasing to

£800 per annum ; whether the prison chaplains in England began

nt £350 per annum, and increa.«ed to £4.M1, while the prison chap-

lains in Scotland began at £ilOO and increased to £300 ; whether

the assistant chaplains in England began at £i50, increasing to

£:100: why Scotland was treated in this way; and whether the

Treasury intended to level up the Scottish officers or to reduce the

English' and Irish ones.—Mr. .Tackson said it would not V pos-

sibfo within the limits of an answer to follow the hon. membel:

into elaborate comparisons of salaries in the three kingdonw,

though he must not be understood to admit the accuracy of his

statements. His whole arsument rested on the 5uppositiQn.thal the

prisoners in the larger Scotch prisons were as numerous as thoge

in England, and that -waa not a fact. Several firet-class prison* in
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Englaml contained over 1,000 prisoners, whereas the largest Scotch

prison contained only 73.') prisoners, and the next two contained 650

and 4.''iO respectively. It must be borne in mind that several of

the largest Knglish and Irish prisons, unlike those in Scotland,

contained convicts.

Tuesday, April Sith.

Medical Officers in India.—§ii Walter Foster aaked the Under
Secretary of State for India, whether it was the case that an

executive officer of the Medical Staff in India, who officiated for

leas than one month as deputy surgeon-general, in the absence of

the deputy .surgeon-general on sick leave or furlough, received no

allowances for the period, although he performed the duties in

addition to his other duties ; whether, in such instance, the
" half-stafif " of the appointment reverted to the State ? Whether

the acting officer would be held pecuniarily liable in the event of

loss of stores, or other mistakes ; whether officers officiating on

the Military (Combatant) Staff, in a similar way, would draw the

"half-staff" for broken periods; and why the difference was
made in the case of the medical officers.—Sir J. Gorst said he

had been informed that if an officer were regularly appointed to

officiate as deputy surgeon-general he would receive pay as such ;

but if ho were merely appointed to take charge of current routine,

for instance, the clerical duty of the office, and not its really ad-

ministrative duties, he would not receive any extra allowance for

temporary work. The answer to the second question was " yes."

The answer to the third question was that the Government of

India reported that he would be liable, but he imagined only to the

extent to which he was personally responsible. As to the fourth

and fifth questions, he had been informed that there was no

parallel between the two cases, the reason given being the one

was an administrative department, and the other an executive

one.
Contagious Diseases Acts in India.—\n reply to Mr. J. Stuart,

Sir J. GoHST said that he had already stated that the Secretary of

State would not apply to the Government of India for any reports

and papers until the full report promised by the Government of

India on the whole question, of which lock hospitals were a part,

had been received, considered, and a decision founded thereon.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION IN BRADFORD.
OXR of the greatest obstacles in the way of the sanitary improve-

ment of districts is the tendency of combinations to fall to pieces

and to lose the advantage of the continuous services of a competent
medical officer of health. The large towns are free from this

difficulty, but some of them, nevertheless, have adopted the

method of appointing their sanitary adviser for a short term of

years. This custom is unfortunate, for it is very difficult for any
officer who faithfully performs his duties not to offend one or

more members of his authority, and a town suffers considerable

loss If such a circumstance should lead the officer not to seek

reflection. We must quote Bradford as a town which has

appointed its health officers for five years, and which has

acquired a high reputation for its administration during this

period. Happily, there appears no likelihood that it will lose the

services of so liiglily qualified a man as Dr. Ilime, for there seems
to be a general wish that he should remain in office for a further

period. Memorials, we learn from the local journal, are being

largi"ly signed by the medical men engaged in jiractice in the

town and by merchants, and artisans in favour of Dr. llirae's

re-election at the conclusion of his five years of office, a course

which the profession, as a whole, will endorse. Bradford is

eredited with being further sighted than some other towns, and
we think it would best mointam its credit in this re.spect if the

Town Council were to put an end to temporary- service. If these

gentlemen understand the value of public health work they will

elect their present medical officer for life, and terminate once for

all the uncertainty that must always remain where the appoints
ment is for a fixed period. Any other course will weaken his

influence for good, and encourage a less satisfactory service than
a town like Bradford has a right to expect.

IIkalth op Enoush Towns.—In the twenty-eight large

Kngluh towns, including London, which have an estimated popu-

l>

lation of 9,398,273 persons, 6,862 births and 3,585 deaths wer- "

registered during the week ending Saturday, April 21

The annual rate of mortality, which had been 19.9 and 21.9 jn

1,000 in the two preceding weeks, declined again during the we«k !•-

under notice to 19.9. The rates in the several towns ranged from It-

16.7 in Brighton and in Derby, and 16.2 in Sunderland to 21.7 in I'-

llalifax, 2.').4 in Blackburn, 29.1 in Oldham, and 29.6 in Ply- jt

mouth. In the twenty-seven provincial towns the mean deatn- K
rate was 20.7 per 1,000, and exceeded by 1.8 the rate re- !•:

corded in London, which was 18.9 per 1,000. The 3,585 deaths i

registered during the week under notice in the twenty-ei;;

towns included 161 which were referred to whooping-cough, .

to scarlet fever, 44 to diarrhoea, 40 to "fever" (.principally .

enteric), 37 to measles, 2.'> to diphtheria, and 19 to small-pox;'-

in all, 364 deaths resulted from these principal zymotic diseaaas, )»

against 371 and 358 in the two preceding weeks. These 364 I

deaths were equal to an annual rate of 2.0 per 1,000; in Lon-

1

don the zymotic death-rate was 2.2, while it averaged 1.9 perl:

1,000 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, and ranged from UO '

'

in Halifax and in Cardiff, and 0.5 in Derby and in Birkenhetd I

to 3.2 in Salford and in Sheffield, and 3.7 in Bolton. Measles I

caused the highest proportional fatality in Bristol and Notting- I

ham ; scarlet fever in Oldham and Blackburn ; whooping-couch I

in Salford, Bolton, and Blackburn ; and " fever " in Preston. Of

the 25 deaths from diphtheria recorded during the week under

notice in the twenty-eight towns, 10 occurred in London and i

'

3 in Brighton. The 18 fatal cases of small-pox included 12'"

in Sheffield, 3 in Hull, 2 in Oldham, and 1 in Manchester. The I

ni'mber of small-pox patients in the Metropolitan Asylums H«s-I

pitalson Saturday, April 21st, was 21, of whom 6 had been ad-'

-

mitted during the week. These hospitals also contained 961

'

scarlet fever patients on the same date, which showed a

further decline from the numbers in recent weeks; 91 cases'

were admitted during the week, against 62 and 92 in the two'

preceding weeks. The death-rate from diseases of the respiratory I

organs in London was equal to 4.4 per 1,000, and was below thel

average.

Health of Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Satur-'

day, April 21st, 812 births and 635 deaths were registered in the'

eight principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality,'

which had declined from 23.7 to 20.8 per 1,000 in the three pre-'

ceding weeks, rose again to 21.2 during the week under notice, and

exceeded by 1.3 the mean rate during the same period in the twenty-'

eight large English towns. Among these Scotch towns the

lowest rates were recorded in Greenock and Aberdeen, and the|

highest in Perth and Paisley. The 5.35 deaths in these towns'

during the week under notice included 52 which were refwredj

to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate of s.S'

per 1,000, which exceeded by 0.6 the mean rate during the same'

period in the twenty-eight" large English towns. The highest

zymotic rates were recorded in Glasgow and Perth. The largest

proportional fatality of whooping-cough occurred in Glasgow

and Leith ; and 8 deaths from diphtheria were recorded in Glas-

gow. The mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs \t

these Scotch towns was equal to 5.0 per 1,000, against 4.4 ii:

London.

Health of DrnLiN.—The 168 deaths registered in Dublin

durinc the week ending Saturday, April 21st, were equal to at

annual rate of 24.8 per 1,000 (against 27.8 and 27.6 in the tw.

preceding weeks), the rate for the same period being only 18.9 it

London, and 20.1 in Edinburgh. The 168 deaths included 12 whid

resulted from the principarz^Tuotic diseases (equal to an annua

rate of 1.8 per 1,000), of which 5 resulted from whooping-cotiRh

3 from scarlet fever, 2 from " fever,' 1 from diphtheria, and

from diarrhoea.

OBITUARY.
FRANCIS S. B. F. de CHAUMONT, M.D.. F.R.S.,

Professor of Military Hygiene in the Army Medical School,

Netley.
.

In our last issue we announced tlie lamented death of '*"' °'5

tinguished man, cut off at the comparatively e^irly age of 5^

Dr. de Chaumont was, as his name indicates, of French extreotio

on his father's side ; his mother was a Scottish lady. He w«
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m in Edinburgh, and educated in the High School and Uni-

•sity of that city. Mlur passing through the arts and medical

sses with distinction, he obtained his degree with honours, and

,ered the medical service of the army, serving in the Rifle Bri-

le in the Crimea. On the removal of the Army Medical School

m Chatham to Netley, Dr. de Chaumont was appointed xVssxst-

; Professor of Military Hygiene, under the late Dr. Parkes. In

s position he not only assisted his principal in the laborious

;y of teaching in the laboratory of the School, but did an im-

nso amount of extra work for Government in the way of

ilysis, reporting on hospitals and barracks, contributing to the

)artmental Blue Book, and papers to scientific journals on

Jth questions. He was also appointed to give instruction to

ing officers of the Royal Engineers at the School of Military

gineeriug at Chatham on military hygiene, so far as concerned

: health arrangements and construction of military buildings,

I such like matters—instruction which was highly valued, not

y by the young officers, but by their seniors also.

)n the lamented death of Professor Parkes, Dr. de Chaumont

3, with the hearty concurrence of the other professors and the

ole service, appointed his successor. It is with regret we have

idd that the late Professor felt aggrieved with the terms of his

wintment, He felt that the Government had driven a hard

gain with him, ignoring his previous military serWce, exacting

oh and giving little. Into this unpleasant subject it is vain

V to enter. Suffice it to say that what Dr. de Chaumont

med unjust treatment was keenly felt by him to the last,

I must be regarded as one more example of the little apprecia-

1 by the Government of the day—and of all days—Lu this

ntry, of scientific merit, particularly in the ranks of the

ileal departments of the public service.

'rom this time until his health completely broke down, the

i^ft of this notice led a laborious life. In addition to the

and responsible duties of his chair, conscientiously dis-

d, he did an immense amount of work, taking an active

II congresses at home and abroad; inspecting and report-

L hospitals, barracks, and public buildings ; giving addresses

alth questions to various societies; and, above all, editing

reat work of Parkes on Practical Hygiene, two editions of

^,ieh he published, bringing the work up to the latest develop-

ijats of the science with conspicuous ability, and in such a reve-

r t spirit to the work of his great master as to be highly appre-

: by Dr. Parkes's old pupils and friends and the profession

' 'illy.

,)r. de Chaumont was elected a Fellow of the Royal' Society.

Is not possible for us to give in this brief obituary notice a list

cliis numerous contributions to science ; that will be done fully

i|;he Transactionx of that Society in the usual course. Mean-
I'ili' it must suffice to say that the late Professor was facile

ps in his own department, and was acknowledged to be so

uhout Europe, and in the United States of America more

liticlilarly. His scientific knowledge, far from being confined

tihis own branch, was large and accurate; he delighted in

' f-raatical science, in which he excelled, and in which, if his

pressing duties and pursuits had permitted, he was capable

. ^^reatly distinguishing himself. He was an accomplished

i 7ui3t, familiar with all the modern languages, and a master of

ilology, a study very congenial to him. Ho delighted in music,

1:1 a knowledge' of its principles that would have been creditable

tja professed musician, and far beyond that of amateurs ; if time

III allowed, he would have excelled as an executant ; as it was/

siie years ago he could " attack " the compositious of the great

«l3ter8 of the piano in a manner not often attempted by
B.iateurs. Like most men of intellectual power, he had a

Jicaulay-like tenacity of memory ; whatever he read he remem-
l|ed, and stored in liis mind with such order and method that

iva3 available with unfailing readiness at a moment's notice.

Vth all his acquirements he was the most modest of men; all

1 knowledge was at the service of his friends; he possessed a

* lerous and equal temper, had not a trace of literary jealousy in

'I nature, and was a loyal colleague.

nto the melancholy details of the ailments that cut short this

ful life we do not propose to enter; cardiac failure, the out-

le of diabetes and occasional albuminuria, attended of late

h profound menial depression, closed the scene. It was too

lent to his friends that his life's work was done, and they feel

t under the sad circumstances he was fortunate in his death.

rt ultima linea rerum est.

(• waa buried in the cemetery of St. Mary's Extra, near

his own residence, Woolston, Southampton. Although rain fell in

torrents throughout the day, with a bitter north-east wind, it

was attended by the whole of the staff at Netley Hospital, the

professors and the surgeons on probation in the Army Medical

School, many members of the Southampton Literary and Philo-

sophical Society, of which he was President, the Council of the

Hartley Institution, of which he had, until a few days before hifl

death, been a member, and representatives from other public in-

stitutions in Southampton, and by a large number of the gentrj-

and medical practitioners in the neighbourhood.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

CAMBRIDGE.

The following degrees were conferred at the Congregation on

Thursday:—M.B. Degree: Chichester Gould May, B.A., Trinity ; E.

Hunt Cook, M.A., St. John's; Thomas Brushfleld, B.A^ Caius.

B.C. Degree : E. Hunt Cooke, M.A., St. John's.

A grace proposing to put Bachelors of Medicine into the statu*

pupillaris was rejected.

MEDICAL NEWS.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced

:

ANCOATS HOSPITAL, Manchester.—Junior Visiting Surgeon. Salary, £60

per annum. Applications to the Honorary Secretary.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL DISPENSARY.—Reai.ient Surgeon. Salary. £150.

and £30 extra for cab hire. ^Applications by May 10th to A. Forrest. Esq..

Secretary.

BIRMINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-Surgeon. Be«i-

dence, board, etc. Applications by April 28th. to the House Governor.

BIRMINGHAM GBNER.\L HOSPITAL.—Resident Surgical Officer. SaUry,

£130 per annum, with board and residence. Applications by April a)th to

the House Governor.

BOROUGH OF BRIGHTON.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary. £500 per

annum. Applications by May 3nd to F. J. Tillstone, Esq.. Town Clerk.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRM.\RY.—Honorary AssisUnt Physician (to out

patients). Applications by May 5th to the Secretary.

BURY DISPENSARY HOSPITAL.—Junior House-Surgeon. Salary. £60 per

annum, with board and residence. Applications by May 5th to the Hono-
rary Secretary.

CALLAN UNION.—Medical Officer. Ballingarry Dispensary. Salary. £120 per

annum and fees. Applications to Mr. William Bryan. Honorary Secretary.

Election on May 3rd.

CROYDON GENERAL HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary. £100 per annum.
with board and residence, increasiug to £120. Applications by May llth to

the Honorary Secretary.

DURHAM COUNTY HOSPIT.VL.—Honorary Surgeon. Applications by

April 30th to the Secretary.

DURHAM COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Honorary Surgeon-Dentist. Applications

by April 30th to the Secretary.

HERTFORD BRITISH HOSPIT.iL. Paris.—House-Surgeon. Applications to

the Secretary, Rue de ViUiers. Levallois. Paris.

HOSPITAL FOR THE PARALYSED .«<U EPILEPTIC, Queen Square.

W.C.—House-Physician. Salary. £.50 per annum, with board and re«i-

dence. Applications by April 30th to B. Burford Rawlings, Esq., Sflcretary-

Director.

HULL ROYAL INFIBMARY.-^unior AssUtant llouse-Snrgcon. Salary. £30

per annum, with board and lodging. Applications by April 30th to the

Chairman, House Committee.

LIVERPOOL INFIRMARY FOR CHILDREN. — Assistant House-Surgeoo.

Board aud residence. Applications by May 3nd to the Honorary SecretaJT-

LONDON SKIN HOSPITAL, 47. Cranbourn Street, W.C—Assistant Medical

Officer. Appliralions by May 1st to the Secretary.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL.—Registrar and Chloroformist. Salary,

£50 per annum. Applications by May 5th to the Secretary.

LONDON THROAT HOSPIT.\L. Great Portland Stj-eet, W.—Surg>v.n. Ap-

plications by May Ist to W. R. H. Stewart. Esq., Honorary Secretary of

Medical Committoo.

MONKWEVKMOUTH DISPENSARY AND ACCIDENT HOME.— House-

Surgeon Salary. £S0 per annum, with board and lodging. Applications

by May ftth to"T. H. Blum.j, Esq., Honorary Secretary, Avenue House.

Moukwcarmouth, Sunderland.

NEWPORT AND COUNTY INFIRM.UtY.-House-Surgeoii. Salary, £100 per

annum with board and residence. AppUoatlons to J. K. Stone, Kiq., Ihe
Infirm.iry, Newport, Mon.

NORTH-WEST LONDON HOSPITAL. Kenti-sh Town Road.—Senior BesiJent

Uedloal Officer. Applicationa by May 7Wi to tte Socretaiy-
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PABISH OF LOCHS Stomowav-Medlcl Offlwr. SM»™, £140 p*.- aTHlum,
•^^

*-S, f?» ^se A,Tlit*tu.f« by May leth to Mr. H. if. h. Ko... Inspector

c.( I'oor. Uwhs ami B»rvas. „v" i . . i-

ROYA-L FRUK HOSl'IIAI., CtmyUnn Koad.-AMi.tantBhywaan.: APPl»»-

lions^vMi^v lOtUtotlu' SfiTi'tary. .
;

KOYAL riKHlIOSPITAI- Ghiy-a Inn Roa.I.-Asslstant Surg«.Ti. Applica-

Uons bv Msv uith to the Secrrtary. „ ^ , .

ROYAL HOSWTAL POK DISKA8B8 OF TUB CHRST City noad^-Jiimor

u;mB"rh,.lc(»n. S.lary,£50 per annum. wiUx board and lodging. Ap-

iilit^tions by May ISth to tlie Sucrctary.

unvAT SOITTH HANTS INFIKMAKY. Soutljamplon.—Assistant to ilonsc-
'^

SurgeTn Boarlranlfr^^^^^^^^ Applications by May 5th t« Dr. Thomas,

AjiglM«a Place, Southampton.
,. ., k

SBAMAN-S HOSPITAL SOCIETY.-Visitinp Physician Applications by

May Hh to P. Michclli. Secretary. ScHmau b Hospital, Greenwich, S.li.

WARWICK COUNFX LUNATIC ASYLUM, Hltton. near Warwlck.-Assistant

Meiiical Offlcer. Salary. £100 per annum, with board. et«. Applications to

the Superintendent.

WVSTPORT UNION. — Medical Officer. Ariiill and Ballycroy Dispensary.

Illarr £117 per innum and fee,. Applications to Mr. John Corngan.

UoQurary. Secretary. Election on May 8th.
, 'i

•^
.=

''^'"-''!, ', MEDICAL APPOLNTIVIENTS.
SiW BlSrttey J.. M.B.Edin.. appointed Lecturer on Pathology and Morbid

Anatomy in the Bristol Medical School.

n»ierT W T M n.O.S.. appoint<vI Resident Clinical 'AsBistant to the Hast

London Hospital (or Children, vice N. Lewis. M.fi.C.S.. resigned.

Bbowk. F. L. Harman. M.B.. appointed Assistant Medical Officer to the Bristol

Asylum, SUpleton. „ . »..

iiiuirrrT I .S M U C S En"-.. L.S.A.. appointed Junior Hnuse-Surgeon to the
"'

Uo^i iondon Opliihilmic HospitllTm" K. X. Collins. L.R.C.P.Lond,.

M.it.C.S.Eng.

KirmiA-iK. Otto. M.B.. M.R.C.S.. appointed Resi.lent Clinical Assistant to

the Hospital for Consumption. Broinpton.

LDi M. J.. L.K,C.P., L.B.C.S.Brtin., appointed Medjeal Officer to the Cltgnbiir

No. 2 Dispensary, Oughterard Union, iiicf John Gorham, L.K.C.r., L,.K.l^.o.

Edin.. resigned.
.

MoKTOii T M.B..B.S...»ppoint«l Medical Officer to the Durham Union Work-

house, mce Edward Jepson. M.U.C.S.. L.S.A.. resigned.

POM-KI. Qeorge Aston, M.K.C.S.Kng.. L.K.O.P.Lond., L.S.A.. appointed

Deputy Superintendent o( Vaccination for ilandalay. Upper Burmah.

Raikes. Alwvn. M.B.. CM., appointetl Medical Officer to the York Rural Sani-

,,»Ary Authority.
, , .» '

SOMEW, Noble L. U.. L.R.C.9J., L.M., appointed Medical Officer to the Letter-

., niore Dispensary, Ualway. ; «,_ .

Srinitue. F. Osmund, M.B., B.S.Lond.. appointed Surgical Hegisttar to Charing

CViMS Hospital, vice W. J. Koeckel. resigned.
. ^, „ „, t^„

WiLkKB. C. H., M.U.C.S.. appointed Senior House-Sargeon to the Royal ton-

don Ophthalmic Hospital, Mocrticlds.

WnH G W M.D.. CM., ippoiuted Medical Officer to the Liddell provident

I)i.p^-ns,iry, JaJrow-on-Tyne. «.« J. Johnstone Weir, M.B., CM., resigned.

V/OETORK. J., L.U.CP.Lond., M.R.C.S.Kng., app.jintea Junior Assistant Medical

Officer to the Norfolk County Asylum, Thorpe, i>.ce F. L. Harman Brown,

M.B., CM. Edin., resigned,

WrjiTER. W. B., F.B-CS.Bng., L.R.C.P.. appoiuted Herident Clinical.AssiaUnt

to tlie Hospital for Consumption, Brompton.

.,- Society fob Eblibf op Widows and Orphans of Medical

'Hhn.— ^t the quarterly court of Directors of the Society, three

new mcmbera were elected, and the deaths of three announced.

The deaths of three widows in receipt of grants were reported. A

fresh application for reUef was read from a widow for herself and

five chSdren, and a ^ant wa.s made her. Applications for a re-

newal of their grants were made by sixty-one widows, seven

orphan.'", and three orphans on the Copeland Fund, and a sum ot

£1 .TSO 10<< was recommended for distribution at the next court.

The expenses of the quarter were £57 148. A legacy from the

executors of Mr^. Elizabeth Dougla.« of £000 was announced. The

following gentlemen were recommended for election as directors

at the annual general meeting, in the place of those who retire :

nr. Matthews Duncan, Dr. Buzzard, Dr. Glover, Dr. llett, Mr.

Brailev, and Mr. Spencer Watson. The annual general meeting

wa."! fi.xed to be held on May 18th, at 5 P.M. The centenary dinner

will be on October 20th.
,u a cnnrSn tr.

The QriNv Bequest.—Mr. Henry Qiunn bequeathed iuiU,OW to

the charities of London and the neighbourhood, out of which^Mr.

W M. Hepper, the executor, has giveji £5,000 to the BujJding

Fund ot the Great Northern Central Hospital fwitU the condition

that a ward in the new building shall be named " The Henry Quinn

Ward ") • £1,200 to King's College Hospital ; £1,200 to the Channg

Cross Hospital ; £1,000 to University College llo-spital ; £1.000 tn

the Richmond Hospital ; STM to the Royal Hospital for Diseases

(.f the Chest ; £.500 to the National Hospital for Consumption,

Ventnor ; £400to the Victoria Hospital for Children. Chelsea ;
k-MM

to the Metropolitan Convalescent Institution; £300 to the London;

Temperance Hoepital ; £!»0 to the Royftl .Hospital for Ch>larW;i

and Women : and £200 to the Surgical Aid Soeiety i all l£«3 auty.[

St. Thomas's Hospital MEDirAL ^riiom. : PniZES A-.

ScnoLAiisniPS (la'ty-WY—1st Winter: .1. H. I'isher. the__ Willi

Tite Scholarship, £.30; A. Bnnlcs, £20; C. S.Wallace, .C^; (,. ^
.JaffiS, £5 (College prbies). 2iid WiuteV: C. P. Lovcll, the 1 eat*Wt

|

Scholarship (40 guineas) ; W. I''. Umncy, College prize (£20) :
H, F

Burden, College prize (£10). .Ird Winter: .V. P. Stabb, ser--

tenure' of Musgrove Scholarship (40 guineas) and College ji-

(£20)- S. G. Toller, CoUege prize (fl.")); W. G. G. Stokes, Col

prize (£10). The, "Mead" Medal for I'ractical Medicim- 1!

Tumey ; Messrs. W. H. L. Copeland, T. P. Cowen, and P. C. Thf';

were specially mentioned, and obtained m.irks qualifying for

medal. The "Cheselden" Medal for Surgerj" and Surgical A

tomy: F.C. Abbott; Messrs. A. N. Boycott a^iid -H. t(. litU.

obtained marks qualifying for the mcd.al.

A ruoMisiNO Student.—Complaint is often enough heard i

the portals of the medical profession are not guarded with
j-

cient jealousy against the intrusion of persons oi defective cl

tion, and examiners, no doubt, often have the delicate artj

ments of their higher cerebral centres rudely shaken by

phonetic spelling and ataxic composition of the embryo J ei.i

and Pagets who come before them. With all our deficieu-

however, it is doubtfulwhether even the most hopeless "chro.

could match the following (authentic) specimen Of a cin

report which we take from uii American contemporary :—" 1

tory of Present Illness.-Stranded himself and spit of a brit.

coUor. P^resent Condition.—' Have you any feaver or mte sv,

'No' Very little expanshun of scapular in rite, lisical i.\

nasliun.—Exagerated breading, herd friction sounds.^ Herd ^:

valves (this statement much puzzled the exammers; ult)iii;i

they concluded the candidate referred to ' sonorous rale-'').

gnosis.—Can't be cured, but can be sent to mexico. _. ,

Preston Memco-Ethical Socibtt-—At a meeting of

Society, held on April 5th, a resolution was propo.sed by DM
Rigby, seconded by Dr. Dunn, and carried, expressing the vi.

the meeting that the necessity imposed upon medical men to :

horses for professional purposes, altogether apart from pha

should cause them to be exempt from the proposed hor.-

Letters having been read from the local agent of theJNat.

Medical Aid Society, it was resolved: "That the members u.
^

Society be recommended to adhere to the resolution of Octstlw^

1884, counselling them not to become medical oilicers to any pr

vate society started to provide medical attendance.to families i

a fixed rate." The following oflicers were elected: "r- I-onj;

President; Dr. James A.Rigby. Vice-President; Drs.CTamer.bmiti

Green, Rayner, Cliarles Rigbv, and Anderson, Committeo
;
«

Walmesly, Treasurer; Dr. Sellers, Clinical Secretary ;Urs.JW.o

and Ken-; Auditors; and Drs. Holdeu and Byrne, General SecreUne

The St/dvey Morning Herald, of February 24th, states thi

Mr W. \{. Paling, of George Street, has most munihcently otten

to Lord Carrington his estate at Camden, consi.'^tiiig of 4.50 aer.

with the entire plant and stock, with the sum of £10,000. Ion.

purpose of establishing and endowing a hospital tor convai(

cents The hospital is intended as a memorial ot the cenwna

of the colony, and is to bear the naran of the present governc

Lord Carrington has been r.'questetl to take the necessary sW'O

carry out Mr. Paling's wish. The property, which w within

short distance of Camden, is said to bo admiraby suited tor t

purpose intended. A provisional committee is to be lormed, v, n.

the sclieme is to be brought before the public with a vieit

obtaining additional subscriptions to supplement this magauice

*^Death of a French Medic.vl JofRNALisT.-Dr. Broch

editor of the (fa:rtte dM Hnpitaii-r. died recently at an ftdvanc

age For nearh- half a century he had hold a leading place MW
medical journaiists in France, and lie may be saidito "a^'e «»^

his life in harness. He was a man of great literdry and proi

sional ability, and of singular integrity of character.

MEETINGS OF SOCXETIES DUEING THE
NEXT WEEK.

MOirbAT. ,

,

M»Tiirii .SociKTY or Lo.NDON, S..T.1 r.M.—Clinical evenuiK. Tlie '

Medicai. SOCHm.^^oF.^^1^^^
Mai-Cormar): Case of Oste,vpi;,,t - Re

1, '; the Foot method ..f Mikulicz). Mr. Edmund Owen

;

. Reducible Lumlwr Heniia cured l.V Operation, "r
'••-' '''•

Ca!«! of KcUiM|.Hii Nutans. Dr. 'If,''""^^^''" f^ii
strtictive Jaundice, with BoIargt^J Clall-WfliJaor, t-a.

i4j/n .OTixVi. Dr. H«roB*nd olh^n, - - - '
.i •• • • "
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TCEHDAT. „

Cv"tir Disrase in Testis. Mr. J. Hutcliineoii. juu.
:
tOipuytrns

F?^ ure ^r VVurmv : Cnffnnital Disease of U^rtrn

Adult. Dr. N, Moore: 'Examplps of .everal forms of Nev,

Oro«-th Dr Coat^- 1. Miiltiple Cancer of Brain I.uiiga,

B^es ot..°2: PrTlnary Cancer of Brain I';- C™oke :
Pnmao

Cancer of Liver Dr. Turner : E.xtreme Contnictlou of Onhce.i

otTorooLv Arterle,,. Dr. Pearse -^Ivanee^ ^urgic^ K.toy .

Mr. Bland- Sutton: Mamm». In Dermoid f^y»'»- ^^r^ *?«
mens: Dr.CrooUe: Perlhepatitfsjvlth ^rrljo .s of L.^ or Ur.

H Hahershoii Malformation of Heart and Kldnej .
Mr. uunn.

Cer"braTTumour.''Mr. Sha.toek : 1. C.vst '-; CorPJ^ Ijuteu™

2. Two Speeimens of Hamnwr Toe Mr. ^"""4 P<'"iP'"f« °;

Larynx. Mr. MansoU MonUin : . Osteoma ot !?'''"—
'.'[J^^''^':

wltii Vesical and Prostatic Calculi. Mr. J. H. Morgan
.
L Icora

tlon o[ Bladder.

WBONE8DAY. •

^f-'t^-S;,.:;:, '^l^fnd t^^e^r ''^in^ti^nl'^D. I^^ -
A

Case of Hemiplef;ia after Parturition.
nrodenell

LKGE OF Statk MEPicrNE, Burlinston House 4 r« Mr. K. Brudenell

Carter : The Aims and Objects of btate Medicine.
.

,.co-Psvcnoi.o«,CA..Assoc,Artn.. Dethlem Hospl^^^^^

•• Sonic Remarks on Crime and Lrmiiuais. a. lutci.. fa

Council will be held at 3 P..X.

THUK8DAV. . ,

tTHALMOLOOICAL SOC.ETV OF THK UNITKI. K.SGDOV 8.30 P.M^-Lmng a^^^^^

Card Specimens at S p.M.-Mr. W J. Collins '• ''»"
'"^"f p

ot the Evelids-Photographs and Drawings. 2-
<J"^^ ."'parho-

Ivsis of Fifth Nerve with Cataract. Mr. J. B. Law^ord ™""

Hysteria and Allied Conditions.

Cases of Painful Veet.
1 t • rin

,KES MUSEUM OF Hv«,FXE. 5 P M.-Professor T. Hayter Lewis: On

Ancient and Mediscval Towns.

FRIDAY. „ .

ExMtosesiS three members of the same family. Mr \an

sSm" A else of Na-void Growth in the Lower Jaw of -^ Ch d

Mr Swinford Edwards: A Case ;''-'-''"*' ™"?"'',';^' YcZl
in the Operation for FWula in Alio Mr.^'erc I unn A Cas^e

"Jls;:r''orThc"S^^cH^^'and CoTn'Va.^ Mr. Jonathan I^^^^^^^^

FlntS^peritolieal) of the Urinary Bladder treated by Suture.

feir^.^e^Si<^^=n^-r^^\gj^

.

Gyrus Dr. Beevor : Sections o£ Braiu sumed by Pal s modili-

IHT cation of Welgert's method.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

BIETHS.

™„F.B.-Aprill9th.at Southend, K.,ex, the wife of Robert G. Dempster,

fe:::?:t:u;S'A;::;^.e wdfe.K.L. Love, M.D.. surgeon

Army Medical Staff, of a son, premature, stillborn.

mahbiaqes.

"{^^i^^pt^;. ^^. rMaiiSS^^^'tii/
.! 1:2^

Howarth, Wallsuchcs, Horwich.

DKATHB.

!MPSTHH.-ArHI Slst.at Southend, Essex. Dorothy, the infant daughter of

Bobert and Kate B. Siddeley Dempster.
, ., _

ps.-On the inth instant, at 1«. Deane K^™^.,ff^ ''eV^-^H^'c^s "oVeP J
short Illness, James Johnstone Luce, M.D„ L.li.C.I .,

M.K.v.o. ^<. v 1

regretted.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

roMiiCMCATIONS respecting editorial matters should be addressed to the Editor

JouBXii., and not to hia priv.ite house n„,T,«TT Mkdicai.

CORRESPONDF.VTS not answered are requested to look to the Notices to i-ori^

Ml'J'.^Jr-;;-V^BVAtnS"?oTlE OFFICE OF XH. JoVH.AX. CA..0X V^»K. A»V

Pnm?rHFt^?S'DFp!RlMFXT°-We shall be much obliged to Medical Officers

orHeafthiflbey win on forwarding their Annual and other Reports, favour

uB with Dupiicate Copia.
.

aVERIES.

-^^^;;;frl^r^l:^iK^:^-"^-'^
'

CONGEXITAI. SvPHirlS. ., „ .

Hfkvts asks lor advice in the treatment of the following case
:
Mrs. S.l»

«^^tf'J^°ontJ.l^gnant:^ixmonth^^b^^

',;;d\":r4n"reS? r";ugVio^^^ The impregnation took place in

mo;herto''t"ke"mer^uiy?'lst iustifiable to'procure abortion or mduee

premature labour?
Peesistf.st Yawntxg.

tried without removing this somewhat unpleasant affection.

ANSWERS.

A D asks to be recommended the best recent book, on goiiorrlia>a, acute aiid

^Hr'::5;;^:rrwS^-/)^»^^—^y Hm and cooper; orfW,.-

llseZ. by Bumstead and Taylor. The most .recent work on syphiUs onlj 1.

tliat by Mr. Hutchinson in Cassell's senes.

"TiTE IxioriTors Tax ox Iniu'S'Try."
, ^ . ., ,

to the extent of £<» Thf
.!"!,^J^i

" 'n<l must not be hicludcd among ex-

S:iH=lhSSi^r^^^^ =^^^"
ri rn^rst:rrth: r::..!:rorkx Repayment Agency, 2o, O.-

viU: Terrace, Powis Square, London, .V., write :
-One of '-^^-;-« f^

in the present system of assessing professional incomes i, «h"
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A VISIT TO PISTYAX.
By Sib T. SPEXCER WELLS, Babt., F.R.C.S.

Consulting Surgeon to the Samaritan Ho:,pital tor Women and Children.

1 iLAD heard occasional] y for many years past of remarkable re-

coveries of patients crippled by gout or rbeumatism, or by chronic

digeaaes of joints; also of great benefit derived in many paralytic

cases, after a course of the baths at Pistyan, in Hungarj- ;
and

last September, before attending the Hygienic Congress at Vienna,

J determined to visit the place. I could find verj- little about it

in any of the guidebooks, or in works on bathing-places. Brad-

•shaw's Dictionary says it is on the route from Vienna to Pesth,

-which it is not, but on a branch line -n-hich turns up northwards

at Pressburg. In Baedeker's Southern Germany, in the account

flf the railway route from Pressburg along the valley of the Waag.

it is correctly stated that at fifty miles from Pressburg we reach

Tistyan, "vrith the favourite baths of that name, used as a remedy

•fdr gout and rheumatism, on an island Jn the Waag. On the 26th

of July, 1599, the Turks attacked the baths when attended by

numerous patients, massacred the men and carried away the

women as prisoners." This is all that I could learn from books,

ibut fortunately I found an old friend there, a former " operateur
"

•of Professor Albert's clinic in Vienna, who had been practising

there during the summer, and who had been so favourably im-

pressed by what he had observed that he had decided to return

there next season. From him. Dr. Wilhelm von Vra^assy, I received

even more favourable reports of the efficacy of the treatment

.carried out at Pistyan than I had heard in England ; and the few

notes 1 made on the spot may interest practitioners who are con-

sulted as to the choice of a Continental bathing place by patients

who desire—in addition to rest and the change of air, scene, diet,

and mind to be obtained at almost any of the well-known places

X)f resort—something more decidedly curative in cases of serious

chronic disease. The well-known Vienna surgeon, the late Pro-

fessor von Dumreicher, some thirty years ago recovered from very

obstinate sequela; of blood-poisoning most une.xpectedly, and con-

tinued to send patients to Pistyan every year until his death.

He poisoned the middle finger of'his right hand during an opera-

tion, and long after danger ceased stiffness of the finger apd

hand disabled him from operating until he recovered at Pistyan.

'And Duchenne has spoken of the great use of both the baths, the

water taken internally, and the svUphiiroua mud, in cases of severe

sciatica.

The town or vilhige (in the Hungarian language Postyi5n) has

some l.'iO houses and about 1,000 resident inhabitants. There are

alwut 800 furnished rooms for visitors, a comfortable hotel, a cur-

jiark, or pleasant public walk on the banks of the river, with a

theatre and the usual music and amusements of a German bathing

place. All this, at present, is on a small scale, but it is expected

that before long a society of neighbouring proprietors will unite

in the endeavour to rival Vichy, Homburg, and Carlsbad. The

bathhouse is on an island in the park, formed by a divi.sion of the

Waag into two branches. The season opens on May 1st, and

closes on September oOth. In one bathhouse there are about

twenty private bathrooms, and one so-called mirror-bath, about

4 feet deep, in which patients may sit or swim. In another house

there is a public bath, about 4 feet deep, the water at a tempera-

ture of OS* to 104° F., where patients of both sexes in bathing

costumes take their baths in company. In the private baths the

temperature of the water is usually from 86° to 0S°. In this

second house there is also the mud bath, 2' to .T feet deep, tie

temperature of the mud varying from lOO' to 10.j°. Here the

natural warm water springs up in different places amid the mud,

wh'icb is the only foundation of the baths. In this building there

are also forty cabins for the local application of the mud to joints

only or to some special region. Close by are the springs of the

mineral water for drinking. The temperature of the water in the

springs varies between 4.''° and 51° R(5aumur (132° and 147° F.").

It is quite transparent and colourless, has a slight odour of sul-

phuretted hyilrogen, rather a pleasant taste, and slightly reddens

[1427]

litmus paper. Analysis shows that it contains rather more than a

drachm of sulphurous acid in 16 ounces, a little carbonic acid, and

some lime, soda, potash, and magnesia, with a trace of phosphate

of iron Another analysis gives rather more than 3 cubic mchea

of free carbonic acid, and half a cubic inch of free sulphuretted

hydrot'cn to the pound of water. The mud (Schlamm) which is

foundls a foundation wherever the hot water .springs up, is of a

greyish-green colour, and of the consistence of soft butter. It is

much hotter than the water and cools more slowly. This mud li

the real specialite of Pistyan. It has a much stronger odour of

sulphuretted hydrogen than the water. In 100 parts of the mud
there are said to be some 65 of sihcious earth, 13 chalk, 6 oxide

of iron, 14 clay, and a little phosphoric acid with magnesia, and

some organic substance. „-„ - , ^ ...
1 took one of the water baths at about 9o° for twenty minutes,

simply as an experiment. On getting out of the bath an attendant

carefully covers up the bather in linen sheets and wooUen coverlet,

and leaves him to repose and perspire for half an hour or more. In

many cases the perspiration is kept up for a defimte time, and the

patients are not allowed to walk to their apartments, but are

taken in a sedan chair or small carriage. Bronchial catarrhs,

uterine and bladder catarrhs, and chronic intestinal catarrhs, are

all greatly benefited by a course of these baths, and children with

whooping-cough are said to be very soon curedby staying in a

room which contains the vapours from the Pistyan water. Con-

stipation htemorrhoids, and amenorrhcea are also relieved, pro-

bably by the continuous free action of the skin lessening venous

congestion, restoring the contractility or tone of the relaxed

or dilated veins, and leading to increased appetite and better

assimilation of food.
. . „ . ^ ^

But the most remarkable effect of the Pistyan treatment as a

.jvliole—baths.water.andmud—istheremovalofchronicexudations,

especially those about joints and tendons, which have caused the so-

called " spurious ankylosis." Patients thus crippled, with more

or less evidence of peripheral paralysis, and some where paralytic

and neuralgic conditions are evidently associated with, or follow,

some serious change in the central nen-ous system, are among the

most numerous and the most successful of the cases which have

kept up the reputation of Pistyan. Many inveterate cases of

sciatica have been completely cured. In one sentence it may be

said (using the words of the late Dr. Scherer, who wrote on the

combination of electricity and massage, with the I istyan treat-

ment) that this combination " stimulates and increases the wiai

functions of the skin, the mucous membrane, the nervous and

circulatory systems, and consequently leads to absorption of patho-

logical products." The last effect is greatly promoted by the mud

ba°hs, sometimes used for the whole body, but more often for one

joint or limb, either immersed in some suitable vessel, or used like

^
uVevldent, therefore, that the Pistyan treatment is resorted

to in a great niunber of different 'conditions, the chief of them

being those which are loosely called "gouty," and which lead to

more or less swelling, stiffness, and deformity of the joints, and

are associated with the uric acid diathesis. Next to the gouty

come the rheumatic affections of muscles and joints, ankylosis,

and neuralgias, especially sciatica. Sufferers from chrome rheu-

matism soon experience remarkable benefit ; and so do many witJi

chronic periostitis, whether a sign of tertian,- s>-philis or not, and

many paralytic cases, especially hemiplegia which has followed

an apoplectic attack or some wound or injur}-, or lead or mer-

curial poisoning. I also heard of some remarkable cures of

facial paralysis! and of relief to the pains of locomotor ataxy.

Tho«e are the cases where electricity and massage are principally

employed in addition to the other treatment with a rational sur-

gical and orthopa>dic treatment on the principles of modern sur-

Sery. After the last war a great many wounded men who had

suffered from simple and compound fractures of bones, or chronic

exudations after other injuries, or neuralgia after amputations or

resections, recovered rapidly at Pistyan. And so with other

chronic inflammatory swellings of glands, pelvic exudations,

metritis, and its results, uterine fibroma and haemorrhoids. Sucn

are the ca.ses where, as is well known, sulphur baths at Ischia

and other places have been the great popular remedy. 13ut at

Pistyin we have, perhaps, the best of the sulphur baths hitherto

made use cf, more powerful and less disagreeable than any of the

others. , , ,

I can scarcely doubt if the Government, or some powerful asso-

ciation of scientific and moneyed men, carry out a plan which

has been proposed for developing Pistyan after the fashion ot
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better known watoriiig-iilnces which are far inferiorin real thera-
peutic power, that this llungarian spring will become of far greater
use than it has been to suffering humanity, and -will be resorted
to by invaUds,_not only from Europe and America, but from India
and our colonies, and amply repay the enterprising minister or
financier who provides what is required by tne invalid traveller
in search of health, and by the relatives or friends who accompany
him.

REMARKS
ON

DIABETES MELLITUS, AND ITS TREAT-
MENT WITH THE MINERAJL
WATERS OF CARLSBAD.

By B. HOFMEISTER, M.D.,
Carlsbad.

About a century has passed since Carlsbad -waters began to be
used in diabetes mellitus. At that time, when the number of

watering places was verj' small, all patients with chronic, hardly
curable diseases, were sent there as a last resource ; when it be-
came known that some diabetic patients had derived benefit from
its waters, Carlsbad was for a time regarded as a specific. At the
present time the number of health-resorts has enormously in-

creased, and some of them boast of the same efficacy in diabetes
aa Carlsbad; pamphlets have been issued denying that Carlsbad
has any efficacy, and various methods of treating the disease have
be«n invented

; yet tlie sufferers from that disease mostly prefer
the Carlsbad waters, and the number of them who visit it in-

creases every year. That this reputation is fully justified will be
showxi in the course of this paper.

I do not propose to discuss the multifarious theories as to the
etiology of diabetes which have been propounded by Claude
Bernard and so many others, up to the present time; 1 will only
refer to Ebstein's recent hypothesis, which has some relation to
the Carlsbad treatment.
Whilst most authors seek the origin of diabetes in a disorder of

one organ of the body—the liver, stomach, pancreas, kidney or
brain—Ebstein places its seat in the protoplasm of nearly all the
cells of the body

; but he denies that the presence of sugar in the
urine is the result of a deficient combustion of the normal amount
of sugar into carbonic acid and water, and refers it to an over-
formation of sugar, occasioned by the want of a sufiicient amount
of carbonic acid in the protoplasm of the cells. By a series of
chemical experiments he has found that the capacity of diastatic
ferments to decompose hydrocarbon is much restricted by the
presence of a certain amount of CO^; when this is lessened, the
glycogen in the human tissues, he says, will easily be transformed
into sugar. He thus looks upon diabetes as a chemical disorder,
due to an anomalous nervous influence, the nature of which, how-
ever, he is at a loss to explain.
According to this theorj-—the truth or falsity of which has still

to be established—the direct introduction of CO^ into the proto-
plasm by the blood would be a rational method of treating dia-
betes ; Kbstein goes so far as to recommend injections of CO.^ into
the rectum. Now, it is certain that alkaline waters containing a
large quantity of free carbonic acid, especially those of Carlsbad,
tend to lower the amount of sugar in the urine, and consequently
somewhat to improve the healtb ; but, on the other hand, it can-
not bedenicd that their curative action is but slight, compared with
that of a proper antidiabetic diet, consisting in the main inavoid-
ing sweet and farinaceous food. The combination of both these
plans must still be regard(^d as the best method of treating dia-
betes; therein all Carlsbad physicians are agreed. They differ
only in one point, namely, as to the significance which is to be
attached to the quantity of sugar to be found in urine, in regard
to the prognosis and treatment of diabe'es.
As is well known, two forms of diabetes are usually distin-

guished; (1) the slight form, the amount of sugar being directly
proportioned to that of starch matters taken by the patient, anil
adcoMitiglyentirdy disappearing if they are only abstained from ;

(2) the severe form, in which more or less sugar is present in tlu
urine, in spite of the strictest antidiabetic regimen, and in which
therefore sugar is formed also from albuminates. This classification
however, wliich cannot be applied to each individual case, and
does not comprise all cases, has been much criticised of late, and
will probably soon be abandoned.
As a guide in treatment, I venture to propose a practical

division of diabetes into three large groups.
(a) Sugar in Proportion to the Sei-eriti/ of the Disease.—A great

many of the most conspicuous symptoms (sugar in the urine from
1 to 7 per cent, polyuria, polydijisia, emaciation, languor, impo-
tence, etc.) were present. This form is by far the most common
of all, and, as it can never fail to be clearly recognised, we may
call it " diabetes manifestus."

(A) ^flKh Sttffar, with Slight Diabetic Symptoms.—\n patients
of this group we may find from 1 to 5 per cent, of sugar, and even
more, and yet with such slight diabetic sj-mptoms that they
escape the notice both of the patient and the physician. Here we
mostly observe disorders of the stomach and intestines, sometimes
of the nervous system. The diagnosis is incidentally made by an
examination of the urine. This form is more frequently met
with than might be supposed, and is rightly called "diabetes
decipiens."

Case i.—T. B„ lawyer, middle-aged, had always enjoyed good
health. In the year 1887 he first complained of tnataise and
irritability of temper, which he was inclined to ascribe to slight
dyspepsia with constipation. Having formerly been of a cheerful
disposition, he gradually became moody and irascible, and in
August, 1887, he went to Switzerland, thinking that rest and
change of scene would do him good. At Greneva he consulted a
physician, who accidentally sat at the same tabie d'hote with him,
and thus had the opportunity of observing the patient's inordinate
fondness for sugar and sweets. Out of mere curiosity he ana-
lysed B.'s urine, and was surprised to find 5.5 per cent, of sugar
two hours after dinner, and about 3 per cent, at different hours
on the subsequent days.
At the end of August B. came to Carlsbad. Here I could

detect no symptom pointing to diabetes beyond a certain
degree [of nervousness manifesting itself, particularly in headache
and insomnia. At first I was inclined to look upon the case as
one of simple glycosuria, due to the vast amount of sugar con-
sumed by the patient, although in normal constitutions we find
at most very slight traces of sugar from this cause. I soon
became convinced, however, that I had to deal with a real diabetes
mellitus, for, though the patient abstained entirely from sweet
matters, from 2 to 3 per cent, of sugar was still found in the
first week of the treatment ; the following week it gradually
decreased, and in a fortnight it had wholly disappeared. TVitn
the cessation of sugar-excretion the patient greatly improved,
the headache and insomnia left him, and he regained his natural
cheerfulness. The last week he was allowed to take a moderate
amount of farinaceous food (SO grammes of white bread in the
day), of all sorts of vegetables, and of uncooked fruits, without the
sugar reappearing. During the following three years his health
remained excellent, when suddenly, without any evident cause, a
relapse occurred in July, 1887, which was again cured by the
Carlsbad treatment.
Case it.—B. P., aged 42, was sent in 1886 to Carlsbad for

habitual constipation of very long standing. Many remedies had
previously been tried in vain. The patient's habits were not
sedentary ; he did not suffer from haemorrhoids ; his appetite was
pretty good ; there was no apparent disorder in any other or^an.
Ills urine was found to contain 4.t) per cent, of sugar. On being
closely questioned he remembered having sometimes felt dryness
of the tongue, and he had become somewhat thinner of late. He
had always drunk beer very freely, and was not conscious of
greater thirst than heretofore. After four weeks of treatment he
left Carlsbad without a trace of sugar. Next year, 1887, he came
again, but this time only " to show himself," for he had not been '

troubled with dryness of the tongue, and his bowels acted regu-
larly ; in short, he felt perfectly well. I was the more surprised to
find again 3.2 per cent, of sugar ; he had kept at home on stricter

diet only for some weeks, and then, feeling quite well, indulged
in ordinary food, like other people. Three weeks of Carishad
treatment sufficed this time to remove all trace of sugar; the
patient on leaving was advised to diet himself strictly for a whole
year.

1 am of opinion that all forms of diabetes decipiens exist

only for a certain time afi such, for one year or two at most, after
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vhich the more conspicuous symptoms of diabetes slowly appear

;

ho cRifi are a contrast to diabetes acutissimus.
.

(cTuWe S>Zr and Severe -Sy»ip<o«..-Patients o£ this group

ufler from severe disturbancesla various parts ot the system or

general nutrition, and yet have a minimum of sugar in their

^e not only in the beginning, but sometimes also during a

^ long period, so thatlt can be found only by a most careful

iKorough examination of the urine by special method-s The

iSrect contW which this group offers to the
^^f'^^^^S^fJ^ ^^

l)bviou8. From its resemblance m this respect to the 1°™ «
I'ever known as " intermittens lan-ata," in which the characterist^

Soxj'sms are replaced by quite different symptoms, this form

Tiftv be called "diabetes larvatufl.
, , i. in,

'"cCm.-K.D.,merchant,aged52,whohadawaysbeenhe^^^^^^

irst became aware of gradual emaciation in the spring of 18S5

.

S^erw'se he felt quite leU. Some time later a dyspepsia nerrosa

fccSTed with loss of appetite; this having been cured by medi-

Srthe Emaciation n^e^ertheless progressed in «>^ch a measure

that his weight fell from 85 to 72 kilogrammes (18< to lotf,

EnrfishDounds) within eight months. The first analysis of the

^^^e which^wasmadeonls^ovember 10th, 1886 showed 0.7 per

vnf'oTsugar. He kept to antidiabetic diet during the whole

w ter- thi sugar disappeared, and his weight increased to <o

Ulo^-li^i^es (165 pounds). In April, 1887, he returned to ordinary

rood^whenhe again began to lose flesh; tli^^
,^^«' \7,^^f'e^^

thirst, no poljHula, no impotence, no skin affection. At ^he end

iof May he began to suffer from great nervous imtabilitj .with-

out any apparent cause. He was sent to the seaside, where

severT probably superficial, examinations of the urine gave no

evidence of sugar. Feeling no better, the patient came to Carls-

bad on August^lOth, 1887. On the day of his arrival I could dis-

.

' cover distinct traces of sugar. I persuaded the patient to ive n

: a strictly antidiabetic mamer, and ordered him two tumblersful

: of MUhlbrunn daily. In two weeks he had g^^^^d two kilogrammes

(ik pounds), felt pretty well, and no sugar was to be fojind 13y

^V of experiment, 1 then allowed a moderate use of starchy

'
Salter; forVee diys, when small traces of

^^f".^i^« ^,^;°

detected. 1 therefore recommended him to keep to the strictest

diet for a whole year. This patient, whom I accidentally met a

short time ago, had followed my advice strict y, and i^ now much

Cter as regards his nervousness; his, nutrition has ikewise im-

proved, his weight being 80 kilogrammes (17b poipds)

This case clelrly proves that the severe disorders of nutrition

-namely, the emaciation in diabetes-is not the consequence of

an o^rformation of sugar from glycogen, nor of its loss by pass-

^g out of the body, but that it is as important a symptom of

tobetes as the excretion of sugar itself, although there may be

,
TZ"^ -Xs! a C.:'^:d°3?7ho three years before had been

' plump a^d ros "now si^ewhat thin and pale, had never had any

i serious illness; four children; menstruation perfectly regular.

In 1881 she began to lie troubled ^th such intense itching n

the vulva and the surrounding part^hat she could not help

' frequently scratching herself. In this way her sfP ^ as dis

: turbcde/erj' night; by-and-by she lost appe ite,

^'^^^

f^^l
"^'"/^

state of melancholy and despair She could not make up her

mind to seek medical advice till the end of 188o, when botli ner

thighs and the lower half of the abdomen were covered vnth

/emafrom scratching. She was treated with .^'^'^^^ P^'^^'^!^^

„ul ointments for nearly two years, but all ui vain. Jf ^^°°J^
. time she would seem to improve, but this was

'^^'^j«/f°^/^
by relapse. The urine was e.yamined several times, but either a

v?ry small quantity of sugar, or none at all was found. I cou d

not learn what method of examination ^''^ been used The pa

t.ent came to Carlsbad on July 27th. 1887. An >f^ed^^,\^,^f'^™"^
lion of the urine showed0.5percent.of sugar. She was t»™ tr^-ateu

Uke Case in. After one week the itching had nearly ^ ^^;='ded;
^"f

the eczema had much improved without any local treatment

tvMle sleep was no longer disturbed. In the f<=°"^
.^^l-^J-

,'^^

patient, thinking that she need not keep strictly '« .^.'^^ die. 1 had

prescribed, took two rolls of white bread daUy at dinner, and m
two days was again as bad as before, the sugar, which had .n

tirely disappeared, returning to the extent of U 4 P^^r cent. Alter

that she followed the treatment strictly, and left Carlsbad whollj

"u*ntU recently it was the general belief-and the opinion is still

held by some-that small quantities of sugar in the urme are oi

tto.particular significance, and do not cal for treatment. It i..

indeed true that it is not the lose of.tMs triftmg quaaiUty of sugar

^v,;o>, ^anw« <iach. serious symptoms, since we observe large

fos e» of sutar pretty weU toleJate^d by the system (Group 6) but

iti a^d I Tay much stress upon this pomt. a highly important

«ie1'e?f e-idcuM in the dialiiosis and treatment of a senee of

case' in which no treatment^but the strictest antidiabetic re^-

men wSl be of theleast benefit. The greater or less amount of su«ar

Surne-within certain limits-will therefore never give ^ a

reliSle cround for prognosis, inasmuch as in some cases it is m
Inverse mtTto the^everitj- and danger of the disease

,
Thu«.

^hen we meet with various maladies, Fike neurasthema, dyspep-

Tia emaciation, eczema, retinitis, cataract, boils, etc., and in cop-

nectirwith them an excretion of even mere traces of sugar (such

elcretbn being not temporarj' but permanent), we must not

hesHate to Zgnose diabetes mellit us, and to treat the cas*

^"lltS' Glvcosuria.-The diagnosis of diabetes larv-atu8i|

somltmes rendered difficult by its resemblance to the f>-calle4

•'eTvc™4ia transitoria." or diabetes alternans. It is well kno^n

that there are different maladies (gout, rheumatism, typhoid fever

menin^tis epUepsy), in which small quantities of sugar suddenly

SS^w m the uiine We likewise know that an excretion of

Sm^y be artificiaUy produced by a severe injury, by senous

aMomhial operations, especially by lesion of the floor of the

fourth ventricle or of the medulla oblongata, and by. cutting the

IZtToi ?he pinal nerves. But this kind of glycosuria cannot U-

reaajded as diabetes mellitus; there is an essential diffcrcne^

between them. 1. The artificial and transient glycosuria d.sap-

news with the attack which calls it forth, or lasts some days, or

?f .^nJ some weeks after it. 2. It is never followed by serious

consequents, s!! further distinctive feature is its entire inde-

pendenceTf starchy food. The risk of confounding them may

''p~l: ./S^aS 3/^;^.-^-.-Regarding the prognosis of dia-

betes melUtus, one point must be discussed in the first pJace,

nameh whether diabetes is curable or not In pulmonar>

plThTslswe unhesitatingly make an
"-f^^Xt^o^ld ^e'l^ons of

vet there are post-tnortem evidences enough in old Persons ot

tnbercular cavities which have perfectly cicatrised. Is this the

c^se™ diabetes ? Has a restitutio ad inteyrum ever been ob-

^rved hi tme diabetes in the sense that persons who once have

suffered fr™m it cease to be compelled to keep to a special diet

vi?houtrisk of relapse? Such ca-s have been mento^^^^^^^

some renowned authors, as well as by old t-arUbad practitioners

irmv part I confess that I am very sceptical, for I have not

beersoTortunate as to find one case of perfect cure out ot

efZy-six cases which I have observed since the beginning of my

twenty-lh-e jws of practice. On this ipoint I entirely agr«. w h

Professor Ebstein. who absolutely denies that diabetes mell tu^

fs curable, and only concedes that cases may occur in which a

somewhat larger amount of starch and even sugar is well toler-

atSltobetes appearing again as soon as these Imaits are tnuis-

^es^ed There is always, therefore, Uability to relapse. On the

^her handVTt camiot be denied that there are a great ma"^

mtients who prolong their lives by Judicious conduct. I my»eTf

rifted CrkWto toul TOk. every J'"'- " tf"J'KtJJf
to the .trieie.i Hiel. lut 4"»B */ 'f °K- .™wg,. .iSltui"

trustw4thy signs which enalle us o distinguish the --^ere «.^
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diet, sugar iicrsists above 1 per cent. There are, hoAverer, excep-

tions to tins rule. In former times great significance wa8 at-

tacluxl to tlie complication of sugar with acetone or diacetic acid

ill tl\o urine, but this has proved false, severe and mild cases

li'tvinp; been eciuftlly observed with and without acetonuria. My
eicperiencc of late years has taught me to regard the complication

with nervousness, especially restlessness, irritability, and slecp-

K«sncss, as very serious. The quantity of sugar in itself is, as has

already been mentioned, of no great intiuence upon the prognosis :

the largest amount may disappear in the shortest time by proper
tjefttjncut, while the smallest quantities, as can be gathered imm
Cases iir and iv, are sometimes associated with serious disorders

of the system, and cannot be got rid of by any means at our dis-

posal.

EsUmation of Sugar in the r/cwe.—Owing to this fact, it may
not be superfluous to add some words about the recent introduc-

tion of more accurate methods for the detection of the smallest

trace* of sugar present in the urine ; but from want of space I can

ooly mention those which, from their simplicity, are most avail-

able for the ordinarj' practitioner. .'

1. Fehling's Method Modified In/ Seegen.—tVe Vinfe is filt^rea

through a thick layer of animal clvarcoal (of blood), which absorbs

the wTiole of the sugar; the charcoal is washed out -nith distilled

water, which di.ssolves out the sugar, which may be tested with
Fehling's solution; traces of sugar will be found In the second, and
even in the third and fourth washing. This method is mostly
used by the chemists of Carlsbad.

•2. PerKoldfs Method.—Some drops of a solution of acetate of

lead, mixed with some drops of ammonia, are poured into a test-

ing tube half filled with unne. If sugar be present, the precipi-

tate will be rose-coloured ; if not, white. This is a pretty good
aod sensitive test.

.'5. Johnson's Method.—Some drops of picric acid are added to the

urine, which is then mixed with a solution ofpotashslightly heated.

.\ light red colour ajjpears in normal urine: the presence of sugar
makes the colour deep red. As the difference between the two is

only a difference in shade and not in colour, the observer is

uaturaliy exposed to optical mistakes, a matter which impairs
the value of the test. It can, nevertheless, be recommended for

its other good qualities.

4. E. Fischer's Method Modified by Jaksch.—This method
is highly to be recommended in everj- respect. It is based on the

power of phenylhydrazine to unite with grape sugar and form
characteristic crj'Stals. To a measuring beaker half full of water,

two drachms of hydrochloric phenylhydra2ine and three of

aodium acetate are added ; the compound having been heated a

little, the same quantity of urine is added, and placed in a vessel

of boiling water for fifteen minutes ; it is then quickly put in

very cold water. After .standing for some minutes a yellow sedi-

ment slowly falls, in which crystals of phenylglucosazon are

always to be found if the least quantity of grape sugar be present
in the urine. The.se yellow crj-stals have the shape of long rods,

terminating at each end in round balls or bunches.
.'i. Mnli'ch's Method.—The recently invented double method of

.MoUsch ([1] o napthol and [l!] thymol, both with sulphuric acid) is

worthy of mention, as it will detect the presence of even O.OOUl

j)cr cent, of prape sugar ; it is, however, entirely useless for our

imrpose, as it produces exactly the same reaction with cane sugar,

maltone, and all dissolved .ilbuminates.

Trcatjnent.—There is no general rule for the treatment of

diabetes mellitus; each case mu.st be dealt with according to its

individual features. It would.be a great mistake to allow everj-

patient passing onlj- a trifling quantity of sugar a greater amount
of .itarch ; on the other hand, it would be -(vrnng to be too rigor-

ous towards every patient with o per cent, and above. The first

indication is to improve the general health, remove the most
urgent symptoms, and give tone to the nervous and muscular
.Hy»t.em. Vie certainly succeed in Carlsbad in some cases in lower-
ing the amount of sugar from > per cent, to a mere trace solely

by strict diet. This may be done in a very short time, frequently
within twenty-four hours; but the patient derives no benefit

from the loss of hia sugar ; on the contrary, he feels daily worse,
he declines rapidly, so that we arc comp >lled again to allow him
a certain quantity of amylaceous food, with the certainty of in-

or«a.<iin<; the excretion of sugar, but, at the same time, of improv-
ing the condition of his health. In like manner we .sometimes
observe that patients of thee group, with 0,.') per cent., or still

leas, wfll not get better as long as this small quantity of sugar is

otvihorygot ri I of by means of th" strictest diet (Cautani's).

Yet, setting aside the question of idiosyncrasy, there remains a|

'

series of hygienic and therapeutic rules equally suitable for all:,

sufferers from diabetes. Although these are generally enough
known, they are of such essential importance that I may bo al-

.,

lowed to summarise them. '
-

1. The dietetic and hygienic regimen ought not to bo tota''

changed in a sudden way. Sweet things must be at once i

bidden ; the amylaceous food should at first be confined to Vi-g.-

tables of all kinds, except the leguminous ones, and bread, 10(1
'

grammes of which may be allowed, this quantity being gradually

reduced to 60 grammes, and so on.

2. Pure fat and fatty meats are highly to be riscommended f.jr

their great efficacy against congenital predisposition to diabetes;
'

150-1200 grammes may be allowed daily.
,

3. An exclusive meat diet (Banting treatment) is rather danger-|

'

ous in diabetes, because it strongly promotes the disintegration of

albumen, that is to say, emaciation.

4. All substitutes for bread are objectionable, partly because'
..

the}' contain a considerable amount of starch, and partly because ;

they are all more or less indigestible. Fiirbringer's gum bread
'

(Kleherbrot), manufactured by Basserman, at Manheim, seems to
,

be the least injurious of these. ;

T). Diabetics ought to masticate perfectly each bit of food,
.

eating slowly, in order to mix the food completely with the

mucus of the mouth.
6. In all cases in which a somewhat larger indulgence with'

regard to the diet is admissible, al! sorts of vegetables, including

the sweet ones (turnips, carrots, cabbages, etc.), only excluding the

leguminous (peas, beans, and lentils) are permitted, likevrise raw
kernel fruits and berries.

7. Milk and wine should be allowed only in small quantities,!

even in mild cases ; half a pint of each daily should be looked|

upon as the maximum dose. All sorts of beer must be forbidden!

under all circumstances.
8. Exercise is much indicated, especially as long as farinaceou?

food is partly allowed. The best time for it is immediately after

dinner, and it should be continued for at least two hours. Riding'

on horseback and hill climbing (if the ascent is not too steep) is:

certainly preferable to gymnastic movements indoors; but wbeni

outdoor exercise cannot be taken we are now in possession of ni

good substitute, 1 mean the " ergostat " recentlj- invented by;

Professor Gartner, of Vienna (see JornNAL, January 7th, 1888,i

p. 35). Patients, who, in any stage of the disease, are easily:

fatigued by the least muscular exertion, will derive great benefit

from daily massage of the whole body for twenty minutes!

(Finkler).

9. Warm baths, as the best means of keeping the function of the

skin in order, are very beneficial to sufferers from dialietes, pro-

vided that they are used at a temperature of 93° to 91° for fifteen:

minutes not oftener than twice a week.
10. The mineral waters of Carlsbad are undoubtedly of the!

greatest use in the dietetic and medical treatment of diabetes ;l

their effect is mostly die to the alkaline salts they contain.

Although there are several alkaline springs in Germany and else-

where which have similar ingredients, though in different pro-

portions, and whicli boast of still better climatic conditions than

Carlsbad, yet in their efScacy against diabetes they are far inferiorj

to Carlsbad.
_ .

I

According to the theory of Ebstein, referred to atthe beginning of,

this paper, the efficacy of alkaline waters in general would be

clearly exjilained by the direct supply of carbonic salts and free

carbonic acid to the protopla.sm of cells of the whole system ;
but

the question why any other mineral water with as much carbomc

acid is not to be compared to those of Carlsbad in efficacy against

diabetes remains unanswered. Pfeifler, of Wiesbaden, attributes

to Carlsbad waters the capacity of restraining the organic dis-

integration, and hence their beneficial influence in diabetes

accompanied by emaciation. The quantity to be taken in dia-

betes is not different from that indicated in other diseases. It l»

continued till the urine becomes alkaline, or other symptonu of

saturation appear. . I

In severer cases the treatment should be carried out twice a|

year—in the spring and in the autumn. That drinking the water|

at Carlsbad itself is of much greater value than drinking it at

home is so well known that I need not dwell on that jioint.
|

11. Among the innumerable drugs recommended for diabetes.]

there are but few worth mentioning. In the first place there is

opium, the tolerance of which by diabetic patients is remarkabl.

and ine.xplicable. Opium makes the sugar disappear; itdimini«nei
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he body; it causes neither narco" no i

^^^^^^ diseases,

vhich v.'OxM be positive^
£f°g;J°};" /„ "^ „£ from 1 to 3 grains

5tiU more efficanous >% '"°^fVb,f'\'^„'; however, does not last

laily. The beneficial effect ^1 j^^^. ;™fi;'!'lo,e their effect, and

^ijSS^af^:^?^i^l«-I phenol, and

salicylate of sodium, are f"
'';f^"^^;;^-t,,p following propositions,

case of diabetes. ,„„„, fmmd onlv by most careful

3. The sniallest traces of sugar found on'>^^^^^
importance

chemical exnmmation of the unne are m c
^^^^

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^

in a great many cases, so that they can
j^,

intr>ingtoarnyeatacom.ctdiagno.isa p
^ ^^^ .^^ ^^_

4. The dietetic treatment
™"f^^f^^^7-3^3 in which, without

quirements of ''-'^^ --;„^^ ex^^'ed complete abstention from

eo^i-SSr^f||\&-rs of Carlsbad, is the

best method of treating diabetes mellitus.

. ON DlABETEs"7^^D^^^^io^ECTION WITH

HEART DISEASE.

By JACQUES MAYER, M.D.,

Carlsbad.

f n,o HtPriture of diabetes, which, more especially

A Gi^NCE at

'll'^''^^^^J^^1i Claude Bernard, has attained

.re nnt- to occur in the course of that aisease. ii"= " j f t

^. . . v/^^O Nos 21 31, and 32) on certain symptoms

Xouldrrt^io t^h^le^tTrm. lu fact tlfe symptoms were analogous

to those of angina pectoris
j ^j^^ j^j^i^l

T:^S^:^hii^tii^^;«-^-^tt^^^

£;ierit^t=ra'1foroF'irh5^y^- »re.uently ob-

patients suffering
^Xin!;t1ll%h: v^r^eg^-s^oV

^S
society, and the C'wes bemg in all tiie van ; t- ^ ^i^j^n the

1 am /ully aware that obsei^ at o,^ o^ t^is k n .

^^^.^^
same degree of accuracy as tliosemaae^m i i ^^^.^^ j^^

have, been anxious to at^me for th^s wa„^^
cases beinRCom-

^I^SruUf^r: delrrc^- v:,«: may perhaps 1. attacU to

^^:J^^^^^ I ^-e haa under my care ^caB^-^^^^^

betes, of which 266 occurred i""^'f\f" occurred between the

iT^T^io"arU"r3;S^-^^-h:Trst,aod 43 in the

of " stages
" rather than of a mild Mid ^^vere,^^^.^^,

rience has shown me that the lormeri.
^_^^^^^j ^j^^

facts of the case far better than the latter "u
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

second degree, 26 merged, as It were unaer mj j

into the second stage.
present the degree of intensity

If we leave out of sight tor tne pre^eui.
e° eral appearance

of the malady, and direct ^^J^^^tention to ti^e gene vy^
^^^^^

of the patients, we notice ^jtam di^^ nctive
^^ ^^^_

-S ^Sct^^L-trelvttn^^ distinguish three un-

marked types of ^iabetic patients_
^^^^ ^^^ ^,^,5^^^

eoltilron"fmor\"or\esr;^le^^lp.e.ion,
and a tin..d and

anxious expression.
pontrar\-, have a vigorous and

be^tS^S-cVa'^florid 'ctmpri^n?'and a lively and ani-

"3 ttt'h'obese° patients, some of whom are pale and sallow, ^h.le

otL^ht^'tthLaruddyorUivM ^^ „^^
In the beginning of the .c°™?''^';°/'hg heart and vessels hardly

menced, the physical lamination of the nearL
^^^ ^^^

ever shows in any case belonging to tht^,̂
^^^^^3^^ ^^

-^p^^^S^;:^!^^ .if^^n^ients of siniUar eon-

t^S%^rtSSu^lS^thiVl7o.pr^^^^
attention. . „ . ^hat is in those of a moro
In cases belonging to the <^^t type, that is

j j, ^„

an advanced age. , ^„ii_tnown symptoms of

In oth.r cases of the same type
4l^fii7fj,','XircalWs found

cardiac debility came on ^"^d^^^^^^^f ho^ Ihat any morbid

on examination of the heart ma °"
,; ^^ ;„ the mus-

changes had occurred either i'* t^^ enaocar
however conclude

cular substance of the organ. ^^ the^e^wt^ maj
^o^p^eMible

from the quality of the P">f'^''^^'^^Vom^ the wlakness of the

-'i °.f -^I'?5i!f?J!f„^^;^s on
"

x^esence of the S0;called " ^n^-and of varying frequency, as we 1 a:, i/om u.
^^^^^ _

hearts sounds
«?f,t^!%°«;tune™on^ power of the heart is Tes-

lopin^
'^"XVtWs is otin^e her to atrophy or to retrogre«,iv.

sened, and that this is o™'"b "^
,

^ ^^y degeneration,
changes in the muscular hbres that .^j^tatty

^^^.^^^-^^^ ^f the

In a further number of cases the pnj^ic
abnormal, re-

heart, which had >" the beginning .hownn^ ^fe.^^
^^^ ^

vealed as time went on dila at oii ° t^° ^ '

t^nj^, hut which
did not seem to lead to anj v^O ^tn^g^>^

^1^^ ^^^^^ ^_^„^^^
was, as soon as an exciting cau.eu.

by severe dvspna?a and
^'''''""".^f.^.'Vhose of over-strain of the

\;ases of this kind are analogous to thos. ot
^ ^^

Sr^S.^r B:;f .^
'^ -) -^ -- - h^^

the ventricles. »-^„»„ „f thn !iM!ond type, I '"'^e

With regard to diabetic P*t>ents of the s^on
yp^^^^ ^^^ ^

found in the majority of cases, if er the nwlady^
^^ ^^^

variable time, a welt-marked group of
^>,^f ,l^,^on becomes

development of cardiac hyPcrtroph^ u v^^^
conjunctiva

1 reddish, the mucous membrane of the mouui au
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axv cougestpd, llic eyes are lustrous, and the carotids puUate
strongly as soou as there is the slightest emotional excitement.
Vartij;o, headache, ami singing in the ears are frequently com-
plained of. The first signs of shortness of breath appear habitu-
.vlly after a somewhat abundant repast; walking exercise after
meal.s causes discomfort

: there is pain in the stomach and belch-
ing, and the action of the bowels becomes irregular- sleep is
broken, and often disturbed by a dry cough. The pul.se is full
luid strong, but does not show unduly high tension. It is regular
nnd not accelerated, but, on the contrary, sometimes rather
retarded.

The physical examination of the heart shows a strong impulse
which extends over several intercostal spaces. The apex-beat is
either Avithin or without the mamillar)- line towards the left side,
mo.stly in the fifth or sixth intercostal space. Percussion shows
an enlarged sphere of dulness upwards and downwards, and less
so lu the transverse direction. The heart's sounds are loud and
normal. In short, we have to do with idiopathic hypertrophy of
the l<ft, ventricle, which h.as become gradually developed.
Further ob.servations have shown me that this condition of the

heart may persist for a number of year.s without producing much
iystemic disturbance, provided the patient avoids over-exertion
*nd emotional excitement, is temperate in bis habits, more espe-
cially in regard to alcoholic stimulant?, and is careful to take
regular exercise. On the other hand, where there is impaired
nutrition; where, as is sooner or later always the case in diabetes
the food taken does not suffice to supply the wants of the system

•'

where, therefore, the structure of the organs themselves is called
upon for the maintenance of work, or where sedentary habits of
life promote arteno-sclerosis, then the functional activity of the
heart becomes lessened. The cardiac mu.scle is then relaxed and
dilated, or sooner or later severe symptoms of disturbed balance
of power make their appearance. Signs of cardiac debility, in
tact, are then of cardinal importance for the further progress of
the ducase.

In a considerable number of cases of diabetes, therefore h\T)er-
trophy and dilatation of the heart become developed without
there being any morbid changes in other organs, such as the
kidneys, arteries, etc., which so frequently lead to these affec-
tions. They must therefore be owing to chemical irritation of
the heart by the sugar and urea which are circulating in the
blood. Diabetic patients eliminate more urea, other thinas bein'^'
equal, than healthy persons ; cases are on record where from three
to fave»imes the average quantity of urea has been excreted. The
quantity of sugar contained in the blood in this disease likewise
far exceeds that which is found in the normal blood, and it may
then^fore act as an irritant on the heart's structure
This abnormal condition of the blood leads to polyuria, glyco-

suna, and agoturia. which are known to have a prejudicial in-
Buenceon the kidneys by causing hj-pertrophy and hyperplasia of
those organs. In connection with this I may here refer to the
experiments of Gravitz and Israel (Virchow's Archiv, vol. 86,
p. •£i^), who have produced hypertrophy of the heart in rabbits,
first, by causing chronic nephritis, and, secondly, by removing
one kidney. These observers explain the increased cardiac func-
tion which took place in their experiments by the partial loss of
renal tunction, and conclude that the matters which are excreted
from the blood by the kidneys constitute an irritant for the heart
leading to increased function, and eventually to increased volume

Israel has. in another series of experiments, arrived at results
which afford a considerable amount of support for the views
which I have been led to form with regard to heart affections
being the sequeke of diabetes. He fed rabbits with large do«es
of urea, and found, after a few weeks, that hypertrophy of the
heart came on, which was preceded by hypertrophy of the kid-
neys, showing that the system gradually gets accustomed to in-
creased claims on the functional activity of the organs, as no
.H.'.rious .leviation from health occurred in these animals. A similar
result occurred after the introduction of nitrate of sodium, while
KTap<' sugar did not appear suitable for prolonged a<imimstration
a, however, injections of a concentrated solution of one or twomimmea of this substance were made, either into the veins or
into the peritoneum, it could be shown with a kymographionthat iiicreas(:d blood-pressure was the result.

•' s f

h..!?!!"?''?^
experiments Israel has drawn the conclusion that

rill. m.T'^'-''.
"'•"' '° * ^'^'y ^'^^''^ '^'''™*' ons^" the increased

AilL i^ a\ ^H" P^'^f • ^"" *'"''• '" extreme cases, such as

..W ^n?M ^**'^"'*^ with urea, they eventually become insuifi-
Uijnt, and tlus sooner or later, according to individual circum-

stances. This insufficiency is then met by increased action of the
heart, which, if persisting for a considerable time, leads to hyper-
trophy of that organ.

It is in this sense that I wish to be understood to account for
the hyjiertrophy and dilation of the heart which is so frequentlv
found in diabetes. •

It is well known that the kidneys are often found after dealjli
in a state of hj^pertrophy and hyperplasia; and while the resulto
of necropsies of such cases which are hitherto recorded do not
seem to confirm my theory, I would point to the fact that these
post-mortem examinations have been made on hospital patients,
who are generally admitted for more or less acute diabetes, which
is connected with rapid wasting of the substance of the organs.
The cardiac muscle in such cases behaves much the same afi

other muscles when they have to do more work, yet do not become
hj-pertrophied if they ore badly nourished.

\..^
A very telling analogous instance is furnished by pemicioM

anaemia, where the small quantity of oxydisable constituents df
the blood, and the necessity of supplying the system with oxygen,
act as irritants on the heart, and would lead to hypertrophy, pro-
vided the heart were well nourished ; but as such is not the case,
and the heart is called upon for undue efforts, fatty degeneratii n
will, on the contrary, be the result.

We may therefore take it for granted that the anatomical
lesions to be found in diabetic patients of a better class would
differ, so far as the heart is concerned, from those to be met with
in average hospital patients.
Considering the fact that of the former class of cases hardly

anything is known in this respect, 1 thought it all the more im-
portant to go carefully through the records of the Pathological
Institute of Berlin, in order to ascertain any anatomical changes
in the latter class, more especially as Israel had already found in
10 per cent, of diabetic cases which had proved fatal in th.'

Charit(5 hypertrophy of the heart without valvular disease, aivl
without affections of the arteries and kidneys.

Professor Virchow was kind enough to allow me to peruse these
records from 1856 to 1887. I gave special attention to the stated
condition of the heart, blood-vessels, and kidneys, and found that
the percentage of hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart was
1.3.0, while in the cases observed by myself it amounted to 21.6
(82 out of .380).

Want of space prevents me from giving the details' of the po$t-
mortem records of the Pathological Institute, but I may say that
most of them show simultaneous severe affection of the lungs,
and nearly all of them morbid changes in the brain ; while in my
own 82 cases no organic disease could be discovered, either by
clinical symptoms or physical examination. The percentage of
13.0 must therefore be looked upon as considerable. I will not
omit to mention that in a number of the other post-mortem re-
cords, hypertrophy of the heart with chronic endo-aortitis, as weU
as endo-arteritis and hypertrophy, were the primarj- affections.

'

While therefore heart disease in diabetes has only quite recently
been described, and that by a very few authors, the occurrence of
arterio-sclerosis in that dis||se has been much more fully dwelt
upon, more especially by^eriehs. Those who leave out Of
account the increased functional activity of the heart have to
look to the chemical alteration of the blood as the cause of the
vascular disease. ,

,

We have seen above that the accumulation of sugar and urea in
the blood is not proportionate to the quantity of these substances
which is eliminated, but that, on the contrary, in consequence of
increased cardiac activity, a compensatory elimination taies
place- in the urine, which is partly owing to enlarged kidneys
and partly to changes in the heart's structure. The dilatation of
the blood-vessels which occurs subsequently is simply owing tO
the increased work of the heart, which throws more blood mto
the vascular system in a unit of time. Vascular disease is the
consequence of permanent mechanical irritation.

Sir William Gull's and Dr. Sutton's " arterio-capillary fibrosis
"

as occurring in nephritis, and Dr. Kwald's "muscular hj-pertrophy
of the arterioles'' must be looked upon as secondary consequences
of the cardiac disease. In the same way, the occurrence of arterio?
sclerosis in diabetes has to be traced to the mechanical influence
of cardiac changes.

I hope to have rendered it evident that the cases of cnrdisC
disease which I have observed in patients suffering from diabetes
have to be traced to morbid changes of metabolism. My argur
ment is, moreover, well supported by the observations of several
authors, auch as R. Sclimitz. who have apparently found fatty
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egeneration of the heart in a large percentage of cases of

HiTe read such statements by the side of tlje anatomical

B^ordsVhkTh I have mentioned, ft will be. seen that they have

^be taken for what they are worth ; for neither fatty metamor-

hosis nor infiltration of fat has been at all commonly me with

l^tZortem On the other hand, such observations have a clinical

^ueS as far as symptoms are concerned, fatty degeneration

^"Sn of fat, brow^n a'trophy, dilatation, '^'^1 o^he^^^f^^^-^^^^

ssions of the heart may show at times the same clinical aspect,

Sv that of cardiac asthenia, which latter appears to me due

Hhe clabns made upon the heart by the .
diabetic change of

aetabolism. Compensation under these circumstances must

Iwaysbr temporary, more especially where the ii^tntion of

hlsvstem in general suffers at an early period, and where the

iiormatioTof iJea and sugar exceeds that limit within which

liXnourished kidneys and a. weU-nourished heart are able to

'liminate these substances. f.„„ fi,o f^r.-o-nintr

As far as treatment is concerned, it appears from the ^°l^?fi^%

liat everything should be avoided that may impair the action of

Khelr^and kidneys; for we know that organs which are in a

a' of hyperactivity easUy become diseased. I may here refer

he frequLt occurrence o'f valvular disease m nephritis, and of

eibritirin diabetes. The latter I have found recorded in 30

ut of 66 cases contained in the records of the Pathological Insti-

ute of Ber^L. Stokvis has forcibly drawn attention to the same

"in Ms able paper on diabetes read before the late iledica

1
r^ress at Wiesbaden, while I have seen nephritis i>i 61 out of

•«fases, although not frequently in the form of granular con-

'ThfpriSe of sparing the suffering organs as much as pos-

il 1

'

ha^' in my opinion, to be carried out particu arly as regards

i.t. In many cases a rigid nitrogenous cUet cannot be enforced 1

lave on this account, during the last few years, frequently added

^k to the diabetic diet, and can fully
^°™'^°'-f'^/.'j^ 'fX'la e

estimony which Hoffmann gave on this point before the late

Medical Congress.

ON THE INDICATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE

KBEUZNAOH WATERS IN STRUMOUS
DISEASE.

By DK. IIEUSNEB,
Krcuznach.

The motive which leads me to publish this article is the fact that

patients are frequently sent from England to kreuzuach suffermg

Lm diseases for which the waters of this P\^ce are not sutabk,

1 while, on the other hand, many persons, for whose successful cure

I

reasonable hopes might be entertained, are not ordered to kreuz-

''^G^lml'Treatme,,t ofStruma.-Jn the treatment of strumous
'

diseSes i is pre-eminently necessary to bring about an impwve-

;ment in the constitution. The t-T^t™"'* °* l°^„'|\,f.f,''"''„':

though frequently indispensable and very beneficial ^ tte con

,
8titution, is seldom in itself sufficient, and will certain y be faul

tated and rendered more efficient by the adoption of a suitable

^'KZl'STreafment.-'Vhe question which I propose to an-

swer is whether a course of the Kreuznach waters
»*;
""al

: in all cases of struma, and under what circumstances t oir use is

contra-intUcated. I am unable to answer this .[uestion by quoting

statistical data, partly because a physician practising ft
a water-

ing-place is apt to lose sight of the majority of the Patients after

,
toS short a time, and partly because it is extremely d.fliculto

give a decided opinion as to whether the strumous '«"?.
*i\f,

Sitely and totally eradicated. In many cases one cannot ^P^a^J '

certainty of a cure, but only of a general improvement, l/^^ «^'''^_

of my observations goes to prove that this improvement of th«con

stitution has been attained, with very few exceptions, in "eai Y all

esses after a steady and persevering course of the l^r*-""'''.^;'
J^'^'^'^f

•

In many cases the local symptoms so greatly prodom.na e o| .r

the constitutional that the improvement ot the fo™f
/'"^!fj,7

indicates the degree of constitutional amelioration. ^''^ lf\^"f-
able climate, anil the possibility of exactly regulating the de^u•ed

curative action, make a visit to Kreuzuach advisable for indi-

viduals of the most opposite and varying constitutions, in some

cases however, the hopes entertained with regard to Kreuznach

have b^n doomed to disappointment, simply because people

mieine that a single stay-and that often of very short duration
™

s^ufflcient to effect a cure. It is, however, only in very slight

rases that a single course of treatment suffices ;
deep-rooted con-

Btftutional affecfions cannot be so easily eradicated ;
they neces-

s Ute not only repeated and lengthened visits to Kreuznach, but

aUo continuous' an!l careful dietettc treatment •..^''jjle

-^l^.'j^fS^
stay at the seaside, or in the mountains, etc., is frequentlj indis-

^''Coftra-zndications of the Kreuznach rreatmentSoznecomvU-

c^tions of str^mis disease make a course of Kreuznach watersS while Xrs render it objectionable. For instance, I con-

s der itTlisinctly contra-indicated in decided tubercular diseaseof

he limgs Sso in disease of the kidneys at an advanced stage, and

in an^chionic state of feverishness, from whatever cause. But

when sSt manifestations of fever are kept up by a st"^oiu

TffecUon which, from its very nature, seems to point to Kreuznach

as a TiKce where an improvement is to be hoped for a tnal may

fairly be mldV^more especially when it is impossible to attack

he &easTat%s seat, as is the case, for instance wih caries of

he vertebra, Particu ar care should be exercised with patients

sufferfnrfrom valvular disease of the heart, or from degeneration

of the heart-muscle, as the Kreuznach baths often unfavourably

kei^t^oS?rre::j^:^i:^u::t:^^the)^::;:n^
waters in Tases of leukaemia or malignant lymphomata (pseudo-

Teut^mia, Hodgkin's disease, adenie), nor m cases of cancer or-

^^'TZ\'reu~nach Treatment in Glandular Enlarffement^.-'The

ob^^i^a^-wfth which glandular affections resist any treatment is

well^nown and he question arises whether it is not advisable to

TxtiiarthetoeSlands at once before -Unng other r^^^^^^^^^

A. source of tuberculosis is thus removed that "^'ght enaangtrtne

of a strumous nature, they are ciu-ed with =;''^PF^^" ,^i^*P
;, ^o%

a course of Kreuznach waters.
. "

^^^^^^^f '^rh^ -n^^^^-
doubtful, though 1 am of opinion ^'at a relap. e may

^
j^^

ably retarded by a -urse of kr.H.znach.
«f^--^l!!" "en after

t^::^z^:\'rz%^:^^^ the cA is dehmtive

unavoidable coryza of strumous patients. In thv^^

of the pharynx and fauces, the effects ot ^)'^'-"""''"
^^^rable siz»

most favoumble. Adenoid vegetations of any cou^eram^^^^^

are not, it is true, diminished by its u>,e to '^nj """^'r';'',
|,i ^l

but smdl lymphatic follicles may disappea fr. m
^1^«J'-^^\J«^'^°^

the fauces. Hypertrophy of the tonsils, i
™:^.> ^^^^^^^^^^

Uoned here, is but seldom cured or even nolabb decre^isea ,

irOphthalmia.-The success attending the treatmeiifipt.etsurt
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mous affections of the eyes is partieulnrly striking wlipn the

object is to prevent tlie endless relapses of keratitis. Although
the opinion' of a considerable part of the medical jirnfession is

opposed to the use of Kreurnacli -n-uters in tlorid inflninniations

and ulcerations, nothing in my experience justifies tlje laying
down of sucli a contrii-iiulication. '

'
'

'

In Ear Disease.—The effects obtained in iliseases of the ear are

less striking. Catarrh of the middle ear often leads to deep de-
generation, shrivelling, adhesions of the mucous membrane, etc.,

which render all hope of a cure futile. Xevertheless some of the
dangerous suppurations of the middle ear, whether connected
with an affection of the bone or not, have actually been cured at

Kreiunach.
In Bone and Joint Disease.—In .^peaking of affections of the

joints and bones the difliculty is to detiiio the limit beyond which
a surgical operation becomes necessary. We have certainly seen
several cases cured at Kreuznach in which most surgeons of the
present day would have advised an operation. In other cases the
removal of the bone, whether desirable or not, is impossible. On
the whole I incline to the belief that it is safer, especially when
the joints are involved, to operate a little too soon rather than to

delay too long. This particularly applies to adults. Among the
advantages of such a course we may mention that the transfer of

the invalid to Kreuznach, in order to have his strumous ail-

ments attended to after an operation, is generally attended by less

difficulty. Besides, should an operatiou become necessary during
the course of treatment, it causes a very unpleasant interruption
of the cure. For the definitive and final healing of wounds and
ulcerations, the waters of Kreuznach have always proved excel-
lent. Kidney diseases, such as are associated with suppuration of
the bones, I have also seen cured when attacked in the beginning,
but not after ha%nnjj been allowed to develop fully. Though J

have by no means exhausted the list of strumous diseases, never-
theless I think that the foregoing considerations will suffice to
determine in each particular case the desirabilitj' of a course of
the Kreuznach waters.

THE MINERAL AVATERS OF BRIDES-LES-BAINS
AND SALINS-MOUTIERS.

By p. DELASTRE, M.D.,
Correeponding Member of the Medical Society of irvdrology of Paris ; Coa-

Bultinp Physician at Brides" and SalinB.

BniDES is a charming little village, situated in one of the most
picturesque parts of Savoy, five kilometres and a half from
Moutiers, the chief town in the prefecture. The village stands at
an altitude of 1,800 feet above the level of the sea. Situated in a
valley, it is sheltered particularly from the east, west, and north
winds; yet the pure air of surrounding mountains and glaciers of
the Tarantaise is invigorating and refreshing to the mo.st delicate
constitutions. The country around is remarkable for its pictur-
esque beauty and the variety of its scenery-. Brides is accessible
from Paris, in about fourteen hours, by the Lyons and Mediter-
ranean Railway. The season is from the middle of May to Octo-
ber. The hotel, lodging, and bath accommodation is excellent.
The springs supply abundant water, at a temperature of 95° "F.

;

they are alkaline, and powerfully diuretic and slightly aperient,
containing, as the chief ingredients, sodium chloride, sodium sul-
phate, magnesium sulphate, with smaller proportions of the
alkalies, carbonates, and free carbonic acid, which imparts to them
a limpid and slightly sparkling chara<'ter. The water presents
many of the qualities of the famous Carlsbad springs, and, besides
possessing valuable diuretic and aperient action, is also tonic and
Invigorating in debilitated constitutions. Its effects will be
found to be especially serviceable in the various forms of func-
tional derangement of the gastro-intestinal tract, especially when
associated with abdominal plethora depending on chronic gastro-
intestinal catarrh, and conge.stion of the liver or spleen with con-
stipation. Cases of biliary colic, lithiasis. and functional derange-
ment of the liver, the result of prolonged residence in India and
other tropical countries, are almost invariably benefited by their
use. In a brochure which I lately published, termed Etudes sur
let Eaux Minfrate.i de Ilrides-lex-Bainx et Satins-Mnutierf, I have
treated specially of the physiological and therapeutic properties
of the various springs. Their action is r.-markable in a.ssisting to
restore healthy nutrition, and particularly in favouring the elabora-
tion of cholesterine in the liver, and also the elimination of the

products of urea and of phospliatic salts by the kidneys. Th.
u.se would seem also to favour oxygenation of the blood and tli

format i(m of h.Tmoglobin, at the same time diminishing the tn
dency to obesity in those so disposed. In gout generally,:'
specially in atonic cases, the effects are often remarkable. J '

found diabetic jiatients also improve very much under treatu
The springs of Salins-Mouti(TS,the natural temperature of v

is about 96° F., are rich in sodium chloride, and also contain
and arsenic. Their properties are even more marked than tli-

many other waterswhich possess a similaraction.suehasKreuzi
llomburg, -Manheim, and Kissingen. The springs are less ;...

two miles distant from those of Brides. Their use is of great v.ili

in children of rachitic or scrofulous constitution, in aniemii

chlorosis, and other debilitating conditions in women. In afi-i

tions of the uterus and appendages, they are of much service. I

disordered menstruation, amenorrho?a, dysmenorrhiea, and
corrhoja, and in fibroid tumours of the uterus, with uteriiT

gorgement, their use is atti'nded with marked benefit. 1

waters are often of service in conjunction with the use of (

of the neighbouring springs of Brides. Dr. Hermann Webi i

his chapter on Climate and Health-resort in the Book of Hi
refers to Brides and Salins-Moutiers as " among the best sun
health-resorts, not only for its springs, but for its delightliill

salubrious air."

Were the valuable properties of these springs more wi'lil

known, as well as the natural charms of the district in whic
they are situated, I feel sure they would be largely tuku
advantage of.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE OF THE
EFFERVESCING CHALYBEATE WATER

OF STRATHPEFFER SPA.

By FORTES CUE FOX, M.D.Lond.,
Stratlipeffer.

Strathpeffek in Scotland and Harrogate in England are s

commonly associated with sulphur treatment, that it may not I

out of place to recall the fact that iron waters, of greater or lei

value, are almost invariably found in the neighbourhood of sii

phuretted springs. At the first-named spa there is, for exampli

a chalybeate spring to which attention has been lately directe

on account of its unusual character. It has been conveyed to th

pump-room, where it issues as a water, richly carbonated c

aerated in the summer months. Here it is drunk, hot or cold, L

a state of cloudy efferyescence.

Thus it is usually possible at sulphur spas not only by the uS
of iron to supplement with advantage the alterative effects (

sulphur, but also in an entirely different class of cases to provid

a treatment founded on the tonic waters alone. The object of th

present obsen-ations is to illustrate this latter or primary use c

the effert'escing chalybeate at Strathpeffer. The cases whic
appear to have benefited the most by its use tend to fall, on th

review of four years, into the following groups, examples of whic
are appended.
Group I.—Debilitated men of advancing age, with (probably*

certainly) renal and vascular lesions, with or without gout.

Case i.—A gentleman, aged 71, had lost health rapidlj' during th
past twelvemonths. Therewas no obvious disease in any organ. Th
pulse was small and weak : urine normal. He was very aiue^
and rather sallow, showing some oedema of the face and handffl

The chalybeate was commenced in small doses, and afterward

increased to GO ounces daily. L'nder this treatment, with judiciou

dieting, strength and colour returned in a very remarkable maniiei

This gentleman died in the following year.

Case ii.—A lawyer, aged bi, suffered from overwork and worrj

under which he completely brnke down. lie had two passinj

attacks of aphasia, which led to the discovery of albuminuria

after which he was laid by and put upon a milk diet. lie arrive<

at Strathpeffer a few weeks later, complaining much of headache

poor sleep, and great nervousness and lassitude. The chalybea^

was persevered in for five weeks, given always in small doses, a

short intervals, before breakfast and again at noon, and altogethe

with the best results. The only remaining symptom was a \xnxi<

faintly albuminous, but the specific gravity had increased fronr

ini.S to 1018 (or, on the average of .bounces "in twenty-four houT8|

1017).

Case m.—A gentleman, aged 57, stated (in 1885) that he hac
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iffered from gout in the feet for about four years. In that year

i took for four weeks the strongest sulphur watfr and baths,

he following season (1886) he returned, having had two verj'

iffht attacks of gout during the spring. The general condition

as, however, changed for the worse. He was anaemic and

nguid • the urine was very albuminous, although the skin still

•ted freely. After a few days of sulphur treatment the chaly-

ate was resorted to with benefit. The next year (1887) he

ported himself as moderately well, but he had had several gouty

.tacks in the feet and knees. One of these had been " brought

1 by a course of steel." The effervescing chalybeate was taken

,r three weeks, and he left the spa without gouty symptoms,

id much better in everj' respect, and able to walk several miles

, a stretch. The urine remained faintly albuminous.

It is thus evident that a sparkling iron water of moderate

rength (a tliird of a grain to the pint) may be useful in gouty

ises ; or, rather, it may be proper to disregard the gout and treat

this manner the more serious maladies to which it has given

Be. But whether gouty or otherwise, a condition exists of pre-

ature senility of the tissues, with ansmia (perhaps hydrsimia),

id often with signs of renal failure, in which carbonate of iron,

eely diluted, is beneficial. And thus if Leamington, with its

line chalybeate, is excellent in the anjemia of the young, so no

88 Strathpeffer, with its effervescing carbonated chalybeate, may
regarded as congenial to the anaemia with debility of the

'ed.

Group //.—Dyspepsia in middle life, due to nerv'ous prostration

overwork. ...
Case iv.—A lady of nearly 60, after severe domestic trial,

igan to complain of " rheumatic " pains, indigestion, and loss of

rength and colour. She was recommended spinal douches and

16 chalybeate water, taken hot at noon. The quantity was soon

.creased to about forty ounces daily, divided into small doses.

tter a fortnight she "left the spa, not without much improye-

ent in health. In this class of cases the peculiarly stimulating

lect of effervescing waters is often noticed, exhilaration and

ran giddiness following their use by delicate stomachs.

Group ///.—Chronic malarial affections.

Case v.—A lady, aged about 45, after much mental strain and

)dily illness (dysentery and " fevers") in tropical South America,

turned home in ailing health, subject to recurring " internal

lills," diarrhoea, and general weakness. She was stout, very

ifemic, nervous, with frequent indigestion, headaches, and flying

lins. For nearly four weeks this lady took the chalybeate,

mally hot, and latterly to the extent of forty-five ounces daily,

'ith this were combined occasional douches, sulphur baths, and

.assage, which no doubt contributed to a striking improvement

I nervous, muscular, and digestive tone. For cases of this kind

very prolonged use of the water is to be recommended, repeated

om year to year, where benefit has been once derived.

The pure or carbonated chalybeates, more especially those of a

ght and digestible quality, will probably be accorded a wider

lerapeutic range when they have been systematically put to the

!8t. That the iron is actually absorbed would seem to be cer-

iin not only from the fact that the evacuations are hardly ever

iseoloured, but also from the rapid and obvious tonic effects in

iany instances.

ACTS AND FIGURES IN CONNECTION WITH
THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.

By JAMES H. PAKKINSON, L.R.C.S.I.,

Sacramento, California.

of stations in the following tables, I append the latitude, longi-

tude, and height above sea-level of seven towns in the btate.

Table I.

stations.
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-litf. 'irilltn! 'Ill

ii-i M/lJ III 11 I ,TAW.!i,jUit,

Ststioin.'

Los An^^les I

.

OiiklanS' ... |.

Red Ulilff... I .

S.icmm^nto
S.in Krancisco i

S.iiita Barbara .

S»a Di«g«
, ,

,

Averajce
Annual

Number of

I)h» ; Kain
Pell.

•
'« 88.01

!l

.1 a.itiAiir

Avfmge
Sra^itfial

ItHinlall.

Averagr

I

Annual
' Number of

Clear Days.

Average
Annual

Number of
Fair Days.

Inches.
17.>H

24..\*
a7.-w
IS.H-l

24.ii

16.92
11.01

.' 'a;

171.3
2ti.-!.»»

227.7
24(1.0

146.7

No record
I

12».3

142.4

81.7

74.9

139.0
No record

157.8

Average
Annual

.Number of

Cloudy
-Days.

61.6
101.4
65.3

.W.4
79.6

Ifo record
85.4

X

.^ - ..

^£j, ,
* Clear aaid fajr tlays eumbineil ; they ai-e not recorded separately.

The following table is self e.xplanatorj-

:

.

,

Table IV.

—

Average Direction from which the prevailmff Winds
have been obferred to blow. The Averayes are from 7 to 13 Years;
those in San Diego and iian Francisco are Averages from 1S71 to

1SS4. while Los Angelos, Sacramento, andRed Bluffarefrom 1S77
"' tolSS4-

Stations.

San Diego ...

Los Anj^les...
San Francisco
Sacramento...
Hed Bluff ...

-Cape Mendreino'
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Qterior portion of the foot remains connected with the leg by a

lose bridge of soft parts. The blood-supply appears to be ample,

)r almost directly after the operation blood issued freely trom

le distal ends of the divided plantar artenes. ,

_

All hajmorrhage having been arrested, the foot was brought into

straight line with the leg, and the cut surfaces of bone were

atured together with kangaroo tendon. The attempt to discover

ad unite the di-s-ided ends of the posterior tibial nerve tailed on

-count ot the sodden condition of the soft parts. Suitable

ressings and a plaster-of-Paris splint were applied, the toes

BUic brought into a position of complete dorsal flexion.

I need not detail the after-treatment ; the boy made an excel-

•nt recovery, and a firm bony union eventually took place,

ensibilitv began to return in the sole of the foot in about a

lonth, and this gradually became more complete. In December

Ve bov returned to the hospital to be fitted for the boot he now

'ears (Fig 3 ) He can stand or walk with ease and comfort,

he left limb is hall m. inch longer than the right. (Fig. 4.)
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iniur\' more especiaUy-than for those of disease. My experience

o^^tSs c^sc h^owever. would tempt me to adopt the procedure

aeain in any cJe where the bones of the heel and soft parts

cfverin^ them were extensively damaged or diseased, the anterior

''^KaUenT whTn'^wnt'^L Medical Society, walked with

thf^ea est fSy up and down the room, both with and

wHhfut^: boot, '^her^ was perfect union at the Ime >^f secUo^

and he was evidently very proud of his po^^er to walk so wall,

and with such ease. _^^^

m-nk 3.-root fitted with boot.
Fig.4.-StumpafterMickuliez',operation

irhe sen.sibility of the left foot appears to 1^. perfect showing tha

hf rlivided ner\-e must have united. Ihe toes are mouue. x

:^ifltS:J^.SK^p^ss^^^^t
'^^rfSu::?t::i:^t'f^Zk t^s oa.e win sW is^»^

Si^:^e tt: tirt^mZ=^- ^i^f r -r^i
1 otherTmputations of the foot ; these are brought into a straight

Sie Trilh the eg, and the toes bent at a right angle, so that the

^W wa ks on ihe ends of the metatarsal loues, covered by the

Airpads of t°8sue which invest them (Fig. 4). A broader surface

*stpport is provided than is afforded after either Syme s or Piro-

S^ampit^tion, and there is .ome elasticity of foot left In

^rfinarv cases the limb will be longer by nearly an inch, ^^lncn

^e read ly compensated for by a^icker sole on the other boot

As regard3^ndications. it may be at once conceded that
^
he

operatfon will prove better adapted to cases of mjury-gunshot

OBSTETRIC MEMORANDA.

CASE OF LABOUR, WITH DOUBLE UTERUS AND VAGINA

if„o p o^^H '"! cpnt for Dr. Culpin on September l,th, 18(«.

devious tocher marriage she had always had good health, neverS had o"on to "seek medical advice,
f^^-

'he patient

nor hir husband had ever suspected any abnormalitj .
bUe Daa

Wnmamed sateen months, and had had one miscarnage when

three months pregnant. She now believed l;e self at t^ie tail term

of pregnancy. Labour pams were first felt !,' 2 A.M on beptemDer

S^^lss-tfof ^^/fo'S^drdoubirv^S^a.- T^TwtJan^^

^uld be eSi^t Sguished thro^h the septum, which ^as entire

^-'^^TbVi^^f^C^^^^^^^^
Xceiv.cK\l Dr.H^mansubs^ saw the patient

tFHL^^^^^^^
atd iJtletua?way; but P--nted difficult^s greater than

^:f'r u^pi^hS^o^ r.:^s:jJ'i^pf^ni^'^^^^
bee?tomth^?^gh. The chUd -as

f
Ulborn^

t\°e&-in°'^o
was noticed about the third stage of labour, or the lying in. >^
thin^ like a decidual membrane was noticed in the discnajgea.

Tt patient wa's delivered of her second ^Jl'^'i
°-.£.f/"^'^;J^'

l«8« Air Plaister being in attendance. She believed nerseii lo

was pressing on the vaginal septum, .^h^she^ pushed tootle leit

side. In thi intervals between the pains, he could ^'stmctlj^ee^

the left OS uteri, and, after delivery, he ascertained that tue cnua

had blen bor: f^om the right uterus
.

The ^-^;l^™-^t a^£
weighed 51b. 10 oz., and measured 19 inches m length, iheia^o^

was^a quick one. On March 3rd Dr. Culpm
^^'^.^'Jl^.f'J,^^,

amined the patient together. The sound entered the left uerus

two inches. Xo decidual membrane was seen by them, or noticea

hv the nuie The left cervix uteri had the appearance of that of

sound entered the right uterus for three inches. The vaginal sap-

uterus bicomis d"Plex. Jhere '^r^^^^^.^.^ereuiiited. There-

"e vaginal septum ofiers resistance to .^'lata on a resi>tance

Wurrfimg, 1S69. -.•ib )ciU moll sun^tBu=.»"-" —i " '*- •^"
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labour, tho first labour in this cflse was lingt>ring, owing to feeble-
ness of pains

; aud to this cause, and the unfavourable position of
the ehild, \\-ith the premature escape of the liquor amnii, the death
of the child appeared to be due. Both pregnancies were in the
right uteru.<, and the left uterus did not appear, so far as may be
inferred from its condition after delivery, to have at all shared in
the development during pregnancy of "its fellow. In some cases,
the unimpregnated uterus was enlarged during the pregnancy of
its fellow; but Cruveilhier saw a case in which, as in this, the un-
impregnated uterus remained small and hard.

MiLLICE VlU.Vl'S, L.R.C.P.Ed.
W. II. rLAisTun, Jl.R.C.S.
G. Ern-rst Herman, M.B., F.R.C.P.

'1 CASE OP PUERPERAL COM-ULSIOXS TREATED BY
CHLOROFORM.

O.v November :i3rd, 1887, I was called to see Mrs. G., a young
woman about eight months advanced in pregnancy for the ftrst
time. She was then in an unconscious condition, having just had
a convulsion. She had great cedema of the lower extremities, and
passed only a small quantity of blood-stained urine. I went home
and fetched some chloroform, and during the time I was gone she
had a convulsion about every hour, and stronger than the one be-
fore. I at once commenced giving inhalations of chloroform (6
P.M.), not heavily, except when a fit threatened, at which time 1
gave it freely. She had a strong convulsion at 6.30, the right side
being chiefly affected, but the convulsion was cut short by in-
creasing the chloroform. From 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. I kept her under
chloroform, only the above mentioned convulsion taking place.
At 10 1 went home for some more chloroform, and whilst gone she
had a convulsion. From 10.30 to 4.30 I gave chloroform without
intermission, at which time the child (stillborn) haiing been bom
I ceased, there having been no convulsion in that time, nor after
I ceased giving it.

AV'hen I stopped the inhalation the patient was quite unconscious
and she continued in that state the rest of that night, all next
day, and the following night, and recovered consciousness the
second morning after the attack. She made a good recovery under
ordinary treatment, and is now quite well.

I think this case interesting, from the ready manner in which
the chloroform stopped the convulsions, the length of time the
patient was under the anie.-*thetic, namely, ten hours, and the time
she was totally unconscious, namely, about forty hours

Bourton, Dorset. B. Pope Babtlett, M.E.C.S.

TETANUS AFTER MISCARRIAGE.
The patient, a married woman, aged 27, was small, thin and deli-
cate, having suffered from painful ovaries ; she had had two chil-
dren and four miscarriages.
On September 25th, la87, a miscarriage at three months took

?Aoo®/,
"^'"^} '"^" ^<"' '^'•'^ ^"y^' '^'x^" the temperature rose to

10/ a. at night
;
this was found to be due to the presence of a

small portion of verj- adherent placenta, partially decomposed, in
the uterus. Under chloroform it was removed, the os having to
be dilated by the fingers

; the temperature that evening rose to
104 , but was normal the next morning. On October 2nd two
days after its removal, stiffness of the back of the neck was com-
plained of

;
next day the teeth could only be slightly separated

the masseters being hard and contracted. Spasms on drinking'
slight opisthotonos, and the risus sardonicus succeeded in the
order mentioned

;
severe and painful spasmodic contractions of

the muscles of the back occurred frequently ; the patient could
swallow only while under the partial influence of chloroform,
but later on even this was impossible.
On October 4th a severe general spasm occurred, followed bv

others
:
the temperature rose to 102^ and death soon followedAo necropsv could be obtained. Treatment : chloral hydrate gr

-flJ every three hours; frequent inhalation of chloroform, and
nutrient enemata. T. G. Pahbott, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.Lond

Aylesbury.

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

CmRIIOSIS OF THE LTVER.

JnVv^?I.V°L^u^ ''^^^°i
cirrhosis of the liver, described in the

«o^h«^» .^ f^""f^ !"'•." °/ ^8P«"''l interest to me, because Inow ha\e a patient, suffering from that disease, who has mani-

fested nervous symptoms, similar in character though not so ill
tense in degree. The history is shortly is follows :—

T. P., a labourer, aged 48, formerly addicted to drink, consults
me in January 1887 for jaundice, etc. He got gradually wore*
and m March kept his bed. Soon after ascites appeared, he be
came very restless, and sleep entirely left him. He had delusiohf
and at times got verj' excited. He lost his memorj-, and talke
in a very rambling manner; his .speech becarhe slow and dra*l
ing. He remained in bed about two months, when he began t
improve. The ascites disappeared, a fact which seems to bear oil
the remarks of Dr. Wilks in the Jofhnal of February 11th. Th
delusions left him and he now talks rationally. He can go abou
a little, but his gait is unsteady and staggering. His mempr
continues defective, and his speech slow and drawling.

Oswestry. James T. Neech, L.R.C.P.E.

THE PROPOSED METHOD OF OBTAINING VACCINE LYMBl
WITHOUT PUNCTURING THE VESICLES.

The introduction by Dr. Grigg of a new method of obtainini
lymph entitles him to the gratitude of every practitioner wb
has much vaccinating to do. I am disposed to think, howevei
from the results of my own experience, that the rationale of th^
proposed method depends, not on e.xosmosis of lymph, but oi
rupture of the vesicles, and consequently direct admixture of th
lymph and glycerine.
A characteristic vaccine vesicle, if carefully examined on th

I
eighth day, is seen to consist of minute ridges, radiating from th
centre. Now, it is easy to understand that any friction appliei
transversely to these lines may break through them and let ou
the imprisoned lymph, I am disposed to think that Dr. Grigg'i
method acts in this way. A salient point in his procedure ii

rubbing a globule of glycerine on the vesicle. The result of mi
few experiments leads me to infer that this rubbing is a sine gti
noil, and that the success of the new method depends more on th
rubbing than on the glycerine, though the latter is an excellen
vehicle.

It so happened that I was in the midst of my half-yearly vac
cinations when Dr. Grigg's valuable article appeared in thi
JouBXAi, and I had an early opportunity of testing his methodF
I applied the glycerine to vesicles on three different children, ane
in so doing varied the degree of rubbing. In case No. 1, I merel-
applied the glycerine and spread it on the vesicle with the eiv
ot' a director. In case No. 2 I rubbed it in gently. In cas.
No. 3 I rubbed it in with moderate force, but not so hard as tv
cause pain ; in this case a minute streak of blood was visible'
The result on the seventh day was that the fluid from No.
produced no sign of vaccinia, while the fluid from Nos. 2 and

:

produced redness and apparently commencing vaccinia. I woul(|
infer from this that to obtain fertile lymph friction is essential!
The presence of blood in one case, No. 3", showed that the vesichi
had been ruptured, and the same probably occurred in No. 2. Thu
fluid from No. 1, where rubbing was not employed, produced m
effect whatever.
Of course, I am aware that the results of one or two experi

ments are very apt to mislead, and practically prove nothing; bu'
at the same time I think that we should not attribute certaii]
results to such intangible causes as exosmosis and endosmosia, ii

tho.se results can be explained on merely mechanical grounds. I|
is difficult to conceive how glycerine could have such an effect Oi'

the dense and horny cuticle as to allow the lymph to diffusi
through it in a few minutes, unless the glycerine produced actua
disintegration of the cuticular structures.
At all events, whatever the way in which Dr. Grigg's methc

acts, there can be only one opinion as to the great value of hi;

suggestion, and it will without doubt prove a real boon to thosd
who hold the thankless and troublesome office of public vaci
cinator. FitzJames Moloxv, L.K.Q.C.P.I., Public Vaccinator.

Porlock, Somerset.

The American Medical Associatio.v.—The meeting of thJ
American Medical Association will begin on May 8th, under thi
presidency of Professor A. Y. P. Garnett, of Wa,shiiigton, at Cin
cinnati. An address on General Medicine will be given on th(
following day by Professor Bartholow, of Philadelphia ; an addresf
on General Surgery by Dr. E. M. iloore, of Rochester, on May 10th
and address on State Medicine by Dr. H. P. Walcott, of Bostom
The eight sections, which include a " Section on Dental and Ora.
Surgerj-," will meet on each of the four days during which th(
Congress lasts. i
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REPORTS
OF

' HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL
ji^Hi^ ;HOSPITAL.

BBY LAEGE SAECOMATOUS TITMOUE OF THE EIGHT BBEAST OF

A FF.MALE : SUCCESSFUL EEMOVAL.

(Under the care of Mr. Vincent Jackson.)

I E , aged 44, unmarried, was admitted on September 25th, l.S,87.

[er previous personal and family historj- was unimportant, nega-

ive, and barren of causal origin. Eighteen months since the right

reast began to enlarge, and it gradually continued to do so until

he mamma attained its present unusual dimensions, and it was in

Misequence of the unsightlinoss produced thereby, as well as ot

ie weight and dragging of the organ, that she felt constrained

I apply for surgical relief.
. r ..u

To the eye there appeared to be a general enlargement of the

rhole of the right breast ; the nipple was not interfered with

ither in size, appearance, or position. The subcutaneous veins

eing enlarged were visible, and they arboresced in vanous direc-

ions With this exception the skin uniformly appeared quite

ormal, ever>-where free and of natural tint, and in no part Ble-

ated by underlying bosses.

A

The weight of the breast was very much added to
;
this was

jBecially appreciated when with the same hand lirst the left and

,hen the right mamma was lifted. To the feel all over the im-

!)ression conveyed was one of semi-elasticity, although here and

'.here a greater resistance to finger pressure was undoubted ;
the

'weast moved easily over the underlying thoracic structures. Ihe

'ixilla was void of any enlargement of the a.\illary glands. Ihe

oUowing measurements were taken

:

, „ „ .

Right Breast. Left Dreaat.

Horizontal 15^ inches ... 10 inches

Vertical 1-t .. .
•• °^. " , .,

September 30th. Ether having been given, amputation ot tne

.whole breast was performed, the weight, after removal, being

5 lbs. loz.
, , ^ ,. ,. I

i October 12th. The wound having quite healed, the patient re-

turned to her home. The length of the linear cicatrix by mea-

surement is 11 inches.

Remarks by Me. Vincent Jackson.—The above case is one

of considerable interest, both on account of the large size ot

the growth involving the right breast and its somewhat doubtlul

histological character. For a mammary' tumour to weigh six

pounds is rare, although, ot course, not at all a unique circum-

stance, for Dr. S. Gross records in a foot-note in his work on

Ttmours of the Mammarx/ Gland, that a case is narrated trom

the practice of Dr. Kremer in which the tumour weighed',twenty-

two pounds. The growtJi,.o£ the tumour appears to have been

fairly regular from the time it was first observed. Although sarco-

mata are generally admitted to become m time the most bulkj- of

the mammary tumours, yet they seem frequently to run an irregu-

lar course, starting and then growing a little stopping awhile,

then growing again, once more quiescent, and hnally. as if with

LcreaTed energy, rapidly enlarging to a bulk which apparently

is only limited by the life of the unfortunate euflerer. The

surface temperature of the two breasts to the bare hand was not

perceptibly different, but the test of the thermometer was not

resOTted^to._^^
Gibbes on this occasion, as on many pre-

vious occasions he has done similar work for me ex-

amined microscopically a portion of ^he tumour and I

quote as follows from his written report: "I find the mor-

1 "d growth is of a fibrous character. In some parts it^ resembles

mvvomatous growth, in others a homogeneous tissue of a fibrous

Chirac er is firmed. The appearance of cysts ,s caused by the

new^owth surrounding the gland acim having absorbed the

major portion, leaving only a larger or ^"^a"^^ ,^P"^: ^ l^V^^i^
lined by epithelium identical with that in a normal gland. I thi^

be growth is of a sarcomatous nature as it resemb es some I have

which show a distinct sarcomatous change m parts ;
but, at the

Tame time, I have similar growths which have been removed from

rbrea^? without any recurrence." The illustration taken from

a photograph will assist in explaining the previous description.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, GREAT ORMOND
STREET.

LUMBAB HEENIA; RADICAL OPEEATION ;
EECOVBET.

(Under the care of Mr. Edmund Owen.)

[Reported by the late Registrar, Dr. Peneose.]

Alice J., aged b\ years, fell down six steps in the ^ninian oi

life, and soon afterwards complained of pain in the small of he

back and in the right foot. She was kept from school, and whilst

staying with some^'friends in the country during the succeeding

December an abscess broke above the left hip-bone After this

Uie child walked better, but the sinus contmued to discharge for

?ee months, then the wound closed. Six weeks before her ad-

mSion hito the hospital, the date of which was November 18th.

1887 a painless lump had appeared where the original abscess

broke- it was for this that treatment was sought. ...„.
On lamination it was found that the back was stifi, and that

whUe the dorsal region of the column was unusually straight,

Tome of the lumbar spinous processes were prominent. The lump,

wMch was about the size of a small orange, was just abo^e he

lift iliac crest, in the inter^-al between the anterior border of the

at ssimus dor i and the posterior border of the external oblique-

the triangle of Petit. The tumour was resonant on percusMon.

and Ttscfntents could be completely returned into the abdominal

cavity, they slipped back spontaneously, moreover. ^he° t^«

chUd lay on the right side. The sac being emptied, theJmger

could be invaginatld into the abdominal cavity, and at the same

time co^dcleLly define the margins of '^e abnormal aperture

which was about as large as the end of one s thumb. A cough or

strain would at once drive the bowel again into the sac. ana

anotLrcough would still further distend the coverings of the

henl and sfretch the painless white scar upon its ^-rf'^c/^-^^h

marked the spot at which the abscess had burst Th*„«f^^^^^
bowel was probably part of the co on, for hardish masses, wtiicn

tered bv Mr I'rie.^tley. iMr. Owen made an incision over t le

blue wool The child was much collapsed after the operation

but she made an uninterrupted and perfect r^cov ery'. Before

leavrng the hospital she was -'lo-ed to run aboiit the war4

without a truss or pad being placed over the wouna ine

hernia is now soundly cured. tTiough there is stiU some fulness,

''°'^^:i.T^^l^:'o:it-r2ro^c abscess in the situation

ref^^^o is of common occurrence, so that when a surg«,n. sees

a soTt! rounded tumour above the back of the iliac crest, and
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notdcrs at the same time that there is a stiffness or a con'ature
of the spine, lio is apt to conclude that tho tumour is an abscess.
Indeed, that error had been committed in this very case. Should
the swellinj; be incised in mistake for abscess, however, the result
miRht bii disastrous. Lumbar hernia is rarely met with, at any
Rite in such a definite form ns that in tho case" just recorded, and
I apprehend that an operation undertaken for the cure of a
reducible lumbar hernia is quite an exceptional procedure; at
any rate, 1 can find no reference to a similar case.

1 I-
REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

.TATHOLOGICAL society of LONDON.
Tuesday, JIay 1st, 1888.

J. HlTOHLiNOS Jackson, M.D., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

I'rimartj (.'ancer of the Faf/opian Tiihc.—Mr. Axbax Doran- ex-
hibited a right Fallopian tulie and ovary. The tube was dropsical,
and its walls were invaded by a cancerous growth. The ovary was
small, but completely converted info new growth. The patient
was a married woman, aged 4<S. For three years she had been
subject to a clear vaginal discharge, which sometimes contained
membranous fragments. In .lanuarj-, 1.S87, Dr. Amand Routh
scraped out the interior of the uterus, remoiing a quantity of red
fungous growth. An attack of pelvic inflammation followed, and
during the patient's recovery a tumour was detecte4, rising to the
right abovt the puhes. The tumour grew slowly larger, and the
patient lost flesh ; fragments of solid matter came away in the
discharge. On March 1st, 18.'^8, ilr. Knowsley Thornton removed
the tube and ovary; the patient recovered. ' The uterus was free
from malignant disea.se. A series of sections of the new growth
.were also exhibited. The tumour-substance was made up of col-
lections of large polj-morphous cells, surrounded by trabecule
which were infiltrated with small cells. A few tubules lined with
ciliated epithelium were to be seen ; they were surrounded by a
wide area of large flat cells. The tubules 'and their surroundings
suggested the glands which, as Ilennig and Bland Sutton had de-
mon8trated,e,\:isted in the Fallopian tube, and further indicated that
the cancer originated in those glands. The same collections of
large cells Cwith wide oval spaces caused by vacuolation) and tra-
b'eculse, showing small cell infiltration, were to be seen in sections
from the ovary. The historj' of the case, and the small size of the
infected ovarj' compared -rtnth the lar^e proportions of the growths
in the tube, would appear to prove that the tube was the primarj'
seat of cancer, A cancerous ovarj' grew very rapidly, and seldom
infected the tube till it had become a large tumour. Only three
cases of primary malignant disease of the tube had been described.
The first, Scanzoni's, was doubtful ; in the second, Dr. Senger's, of
Bre.slau, the tumour was sarcomatous; the third occurred in Dr.
Martins practice, and was described by Dr. Orthmann as an in-
stance of truly cancerous papilloma. In the .specimen exhibited
Iny Mr. Doran. malignant degeneration of previously innocent pai)il-
lotnatous growths might have taken place ; but in any case he
Wlieved that the cancer was histologically of glandular origin.
".^C;/rf>c bixfaac' nf fhe ToltHx.—Mr. QtrARiiy Silcook showed a
specimen of cTStic disease of the testis. The body of the testis
was the seat ot an interstitial fibroid overgrowth, apparently ra-
diating from the mediastimim testis, with an accompanying pro-
gressive cystic dilatation of the seminiferous tuliules. the cysts,
to the naked eye, varied in size from a pin's head to a pigeon's
egg, but, microscoi)ically, every stage between a well formed semi-
niferous tubule and the fully developed cyst was observable. A
STotal tumour was thus formed, which con.sisted almost wholly of
tough-walled cj'sts, gome of these having ruptured, owing appar-
ently to absorption of the intermediate fibrous tissue, so giving
rise to multilocular cj-stic cavities of considerable size. The cystic
c intents varied, being a clear hydrocele-like fluid in the larger
cysts, and n tliick glairy fluid or caseous material in the smallest.
Tile specimen was removed from the body of a middle-aged man
w'no died in the medical wards of St. Mary's Hospital, and no his-
tory attached to it. The disease appeared to be analogous to some
c ises of cystic disease of the breast, with general dilatation of
the ducts, and to pure cystic disease of the kidney. There was no
evidence to the naked eye, or microscopically, that it was in anyw IV connected with the formation of a neoplasm, such as an
adenima or fibroma. The vas deferens appeared to be permeable
and healthy. The vesiculro seminales were not examined.

Congenita! Heart iJineare in Adult*.—Specimens from two

cases of congenital cajdiac malformation in adult women we
shown by Dr. MoNTAau MtniiiAY. The first specimen was t

example of patent ductus arteriosus, in a woman who died at tl

age of 2*i, of malignant endocarditis. During life there was
systolic thrill over the pulmonary cartilage, and a systolic mn
mur loudest over the same place. The patient died with ordinal

symptoms of ulcerative endocarditis. She had never been cyi

nosed, and there had not been any clubbing of the finger-end

At the necropsy the heart weighed 18 ounces ; the bypertroph
chiefly affected the left side : vegetations were found on all tl

valves ; the ductus arteriosus was patent, about three-eighths
an inch in length, and large enough to admit a quill. A Ian
mass of vegetation was found in the pulmonary artery, near tl

opening of the duct. This condition occurring iii the adult was rar

The position of the mass of vegetations, the dilatation of the pu
monary artery, the absence of cyanosis and the position of tl

murmur and thrill seemed to show that blood passed from tl

aorta into the pulmonary artery, while the absence of any mark(
hypertrophy of the right ventricle was evidence that there cott

have been but little obstruction caused in the pulmonarj' artei

by the entrance of the blood. In the second case the aorta aro;

from both ventricles ; the interventricular septum was incoD
plete ; there was stenosis of the pulmonary artery ; phthisis at

tubercular meningitis were present. The patient was quite we
until she reached the age of 21 years, when she had rheumatisr
and perhaps heart disease. This was followed by attacks of ca

diac failure with persistent cyanosis. A systolic murmur wi
heard at the apex, base, pulmonary and aortic cartilages, in tl

great vessels, and at the scapula, the patient finally dying i

phthisis followed by meningitis ; vegetations were found on a

the valves after death; the infundibulum was small and the pu
monary valves adherent, so that the opening only measured
quarter of an inch. The ventricular walls were of equal thicl

ness. Attention was called to the age of the patient, and tl

absence of cyanosis till she reached the age of 21, and to tl

probability that the pulmonarj' stenosis was partly acquired.

Dr. II. Habekshon referred to a specimen which he exhibit©
olitained from a child aged 4. The pulmonarj' arterj' was atri

phied, and a large aorta arose from both cavities, the ventricl<

being in communication at the undefended spot ; the lungs wa
supplied through a large ductus arteriosus. In the same patiei

the kidneys were conjoined, lying in front of the vertebn
column, forming but one flattened, so-called "horseshoe," kidnc
with two pelves and two ureters.

Multiple Cancer.—Dr. Joseph Coats showed a specimen i

multiple cancer of the lungs, bones, brain, etc. There wi

an old ca^vity with cancerous walls in the right lung, whic
was regarded as a primary ulcerating cancer of tlie lun|j

There were secondary tumours in the lungs, bones, live:

pancreas, and kidneys. The most extraordinarj' condition

however, was that in the brain. Here there were cysts <

various sizes, numbering no less than twenty-four, the large;

about two inches in diameter and the smallest about a quarter <\

an inch. There was only one instance of a consistent tumour i;

the brain, and even this was sfjft and evidently to a large extetl

cystic. Microscopic examination showed in the lung tumours
\

typically cancerous stnicture. The tumour which was regardej

as the primarj' one, owing to its size and apparent ag"[

and to the bronchial glands being the only glands affecte<|

showed alveoli resembling in size and shape the normi;

lung alveoli, but occupied by epithelial cells, the perj

phiT.il ones of which had a regular cylindrical shape. In th
secondary tumours in the lung the alveoli n'ere less regular i|

size and shape, and they showed a tendency to cystic develop

ment, apparently by colloid metamorphosis of the cells. In tn|

bones it was found that the expanded ends of the femur wer
birgely occupied by cysts in various stages of development, fror

simple collections of epithelium to large .spaces filled with colloii

materiiil. The bone was greatly atrophied, being only reprd

seiited by narrow trabeculie. In the brain the cysts had
definite lining of epithelium. In the case of the semi-solid tumouij

cysts in various stages of development were visible, much resem
Wing those in the bone. It was regarded as very extraordinar

that in the bones and in the brain the secondarj' tumours shouh

have shown this cystic character. The clinical historj' of th,

casf was given from notes by Professor Gairdner. P. XI., agttd 11|

was affected with various nervous symptoms, of which the chiej

were amaurosis, .squinting, and nystagmus, but without ani

definite paralysis or loss of intelligence. In the course of th»
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a,6 tumours in the bones were observed. The ca^p,^.^Q<l wit^

imlsions. , w • n, TnqifPH CoATS also showed an

s and enclosing spaces. Dr Coats
^^gf^l^'^l „ cU"^^''> ^'""^"^

.our from the epithelium of the aqueduct. ™
^^^^^^^

plied by Professor Gairdner showed
J;"" .P'^'"^?.;' a and re-

ient wasapamter ^g^^ 6^' ^%'^,''/l ve" when the patient
Walter Foster and Dr. Simon. The liver, wi f

nicroscopical examination °fjf«fX'^^a'
'
owths in the

lich illustrated one mode of ongin ot P"»ary ^"„g of cells

er, namely, from proliferation of he li^'''-wlf; ^«'"P^°^^igh
,reto beietwithin the advancing part of

«^XeTvecilo be

K^Ue t'.e n cie -c-e -nge-t tbe ^periphery .in

Id thus the adenoid structure ^^-^^ o^^'^^^'^rom the pwilobular

^oecific agent.-Dr.CRooKE bne% replied

!
Contraction of Orifices of

'^f"'^^, Xd V^-n found dying,
itiowed the heart of a man aged 52, ^*"™';''Xlg orifices of

he cause of death had been extreme =°"t™°'^"
°^,*,'^ent of th

't^r^ ^r^^t?Sfwan^e^h^9^??^e^^
:t ies\'r''m^a;!d of

>-r^;oXeTc?:iy,rdTo"o^h'e? c^^s'ln

:a*es of angina pectoris, '>^"S"ed th-i

f
«io^^^

^'^^"J'Soo'd

Irteries caused death in all cases by interterencewu

upply to the myocardium, and not '"directly througlimtme

:ntt the nutrition of the nerves, as ^^^l^^^.e"
^"P,^f/^„'^„ose

Dickinson. He regarded the pain and anxiety
g. ^^l^ufg a"

ittack as tending to the recovery of the
^"™f":ti^„„''" uilibriiim

novement, and thus aiding a restoration of nutritne equiiinriu

n the heart wall.
ii, -Rt awti Rittton said that it

Mammce in Dennoul fi'*-';;-.*^'^ i^^'trinS of an ovarian
(vas by no means uncommon to find in '^'le

interior
_

Ifirmoid cyst tags of skin resembhng.a nyple Such t^^^^^S.

be associated wfth a more or less rounded Pf^Jf^*
"°;

'"'^l^'^^sd
1 striking manner Ithe shrunken mamma of a ^oman wtio

suckled many children. The Birfaces
"^--^'^^r.-r.^SS

inovarlandermoidsweredotted o^er witi numer
^ ^^^

ihdicatingthe orifices ^ ^^^^f^^^"^/'^"turf^e ThS^conditioi.
usually sprouted from the «^ "-^^^"™,^^,'^'^i^- the museum of
was well Illustrated by a specimen preserved m tn

^^^^
the Royal College of Surgeons. J^tandrng be^rte ic,

^^

collection, was another °X^"*j^ '^ttram'oDte Skiing from the-

the size of a walnut, furnished Jl'th
a
°Xr^.|^io^Sfine hairs v

cyst wall. The -f^^-^-.-^^^^r^sMn'ontining sebaceous and.
itwasmadeupoffat,co^ereaw.t Middlesex Hflspital
sudoriparous glands. I" the museum oi

j ^ g^. stand-
there was an ovarian dermoid

f^y^.^f/^.^^'^r^f^ith skin, and fur-

ing out from its wall was a °^'^'^^ °"**'T"a. T" ported upon a
nished with a nipple The mamma Useli was suppor e^^.^p

^^^
piece of skin-covered bone, lodging three tMUi

^^

fnterior of the mamma
T^f^'';"*"^^'^,"^ This specimen had

ducts leading to a g'^^du'ar ma s at "se.
^^^ J^^ ^^^ ^^,j

been put up long ago, and the histological I ^^ j,^^ Ban-
preserved. A recent o^^rian dermoid cyst, remove j

^.^^ ^
tock, -contained a mamma with a

^ PP'^ P.^^^'"| "
of a Tangerine

Join the cyst wall. Thejnam'^^
^ Lying in he mtdst ol this

L^^ValSefofTittl^^^^^^^^

^,^^.^r;e^::h^S^^i^i---^^
S-o-i^^M^lS^?^^^^^
sented even colostrum gl°''?.7\/'Yf'?he normal mamma in the

the glandular tissue resembled that °f the "om
.^ ^^^^_

arra'ngement of the d^cts and acini budd^
obsen-ations

glands were modifications of sebaceous glands.

CLINICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Friday, Apeil 27th, 1888.

kirVMAcCoBMAC. F.K.C.S.. Vice-President in the Chair

TclIa^^^trat^J tHe^^-^-^j£,f^ i^^Z'^
Drainage as Opposed to ^'ZT"Lmed 3 waradmitted to

described the case. T^e pat ent a boj a ed
^^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^

theWestLondonHospital about two years a o^t H ^^ ^^^
superficial

J-
Jhe periosteum c^vering^a^^^^^

^^^.^ ^

outer aspect of the let t
tnig" "". .^^ ,,y antiseptic

from a fall a fortnight P^/^;,°^„^y:JX before the incision was
incision and drainage A fortnight }^ter «etor

^^ ^^_

c:%^Ts:;^in?^^i^UK^^-hi:^^

other month, leaving a P«^rff̂ ^
'^J^J^te i rkn>>*

^"-^
'^''^ '°'^-

thickening, which had «'Sted about the leU knee
^^^^^^

mencement, became more
P^^^.'^^Xer fhe right hi^^

tender and Pamful-so that shortly ofter thengl ^^^^^^^

the left knee was f'-'?«ly/"7^^:''^„,
^^emtrane by which they

freed from an overgrowth of ^T^o^^V^hSn spoon and scissors,

were completely ^o^^^'^:
''^^^^^"^ere us d anl?he child left the

Antiseptic dressing and drainage
^^^?^";;,;gtpr .splint on the left

hospital about SIX ^^^^
'^^f' ^^f^^.^s admitted about seven

knee, the ^O""^ havang healed. He
J

«
^^^^^^^ f^„ ^

months later, and a sma 1 extoliatio i on on
^^^^

granulation cavity l"^t abo\e tlu e k^iee^
^^^ ,^^

fiealed, but the knee had ;>'''-"^^^. P"/^'^i ^^o^ders. An effort had
having ^''«''^^™?'

i?ert t is by exfension and another plaster

since been made to co^^'-t t his by e.xie
^^^^ ^^,^^

splint. h^>t consid^-^e^ef^^^^^
^^ ^,^^^5^,,, ,

nowneary immovabk. 11^^ ^^ interesting if

were perfect.—>lr. Henneii buni ^ ...ip, came whichZ ^fainwright could ^^ j';";""J^^'^f/om 'he sX of the

he described as >;a^"g „^'';" ole^rwas aTort of case by no
'^"'^^-

rf;: "ThlabVc';^ d^tcTi^ed wLTuch a one as followed i.-

means rare, llie aosce^s ue.i
_,,.,, „„5e the suppuration m the
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that the advantage gained by the operation performed on the
Jcneo-joint was the removal of the fungous material rather than
simple drainage of the Joint. On the wliole he questioned whether
the condition of the joint which Mr. Wainwright had described
was better than would liave followed excision. He asked what
was the present condition as regarded locomotion.—Mr. Lucas
mentioned a case in which three joints had been affected in
succession and required e.xcision. He thought that so far as the
hip was concerned he would agree with what Mr. Wainwright
had advocated, namely, incision, examination, and removal of any
carious bone in the neighbourhood. With regard to the other
operation, he felt with Mr. Bennett that the title of the paper was
misleading, and he thought that the joint might have done as
well with excision. Excision as at present practised was a very
different operation from what it used to be. He always clipped
away the pulpy material and the synovial membrane as much as
could be seen before proceeding to remove the bone. Did the ex-
foliation come from the neighbouring abscess or the erased joint ?—Sir. Howard Majrsh thought the paper turned on the question
as to whether the disease of the joint was tubercular or pyaemic.
He had often seen good results, with perfect movement, follow Mr.
Wainwrighfs treatment in pyemic abscesses in joints in children,
but doubted whether this would be the case in tubercular disease.
He thought excision was destined to become more rare than here-
tofore. He himself had been verj' disappointed with the results
obtained from exci.sion of the knee in children; often no bony
union followed, and the leg remained flexed and useless.—Mr.
Paekek hoped that the possibly misleading title would not be
allowed to detract from the excellent results of the arthrectomy
carried out by Mr. Wainwright. He himself had not obtained
such good movement of the joint after drainage alone.—Mr.
Bennett asked whether Mr. Parker considered multiple abscesses
evidence of tubercular disease.—Mr. Pabkeb said they did not
absolutely prove the existence of tubercular disease, but if a
child had multiple abscesses, and then disease of the knee, the
evidence was in favour of struma.—Mr. Symonds said he had exa-
mined the child, and thought it was a brilliant result. At the
same time he thought that the child was not suffering from
tubercular disease. He suggested that the hip disease was due to
extension upwards. His own e.xperience was decidedly in favour
of the operation. There were, however, a number of cases in
which excision was the only operation. The after-results of ex-
cision of the knee were very good, and the union often quite solid.—Sir Wiu-iAM Mac Cormac said the knee was evidently the seat
of strumous synovitis, which Mr. Wainwright had erased with
arthrectomy.—Mr. Wainwright, in reply, said that the title of
his paper should have been " early incision with drainage and
scraping." What he had done to the knee was an erasion, but
not to the hip. The bone removed from the thigh was not cari-
ous ; it came from about an inch and a half above the knee, and
was caused by superficial necrosis of the femur in a granulation
cavity. As to the question of pyaemia, the child's temperature
never exceeded 101* F., and was usually normal, even when the
suppuration started in the hip. It would be strange if such a
condition could be compatible with pyajmia being set up in the
opposite hip. Probably the knee had been injured at the same
tune as the hip, and the injury liad caused'pulpy degeneration of
the knee, and necrosis of the femur. Ho had scraped away a pit
from the front of tlie neck of the femur. The pus was sero-pus,
not foetid. As to the result with tlie knee, probably it would have
been as good had excision been performed. The paper was read
more for the hip tlian the knee, and the bad result to the knee
wa.s probably due to the fact that the parents took off the splint
without permission.

PerihfpatittK.—Dr. Hale White began by giving an account of
» man, aged 29, in wliora the abdomen had been tapped 3.")

times for ascites, and from whom 7i»0 pints of clear fluid had
been drawn off. The tappings extended over a period of about
20 months, and at times tlie fluid re-collected at the rate of
2 pints a day. On one occasion 31.} pints were drawn off at one
time The ])atient had been abroad a great deal, and had had ague,
dysentery, rheumatic fever, typhoid, and probably syphilis. He
gradually sank from diarrhoea, and at the necropsy it was found
that he had general lardaceous disease, granular kidneys, and
universal perihepatitis, perisplenitis, and chronic peritonitis.
Ihere was never any jaundice, nor was there any evidence of
dilatation of the portal vein. For these reasona, and because of
the extreme rapidity with which the fluid re-collected. Dr. Hale
White maintained that neither pressure on the wholp liver nor on

the portal vein could explain the ascites. He examined 40 en?

in the Guy's Records, of which 22 were cases of universal m
18 of partial perihepatitis; of the latter, 6 were example ^

malignant or tubercular peritonitis. The conclusions at whi>
he had arrived were that universal perihepatitis was, in the grp
majority of cases, part of a general disease consisting of chrni
peritonitis and universal capsulitis of spleen and liver. It \v

almost invariably associated with granular kidneys, and fr

quently with gout, syphilis, over-indiugence in alcohol, or rti

of the heart or lungs, causing backward pressure. That the .

of the ascites was the general chronic peritonitis seemed pr^ ,

by the fact that there was no ascites in the very rare casts
which chronic peritonitis was absent. There was never any
dence that the disease could remain latent, or that it ten'i

recover, so that the prognosis was bad. The cases of partial
probably distinct from those of universal perihepatitis, li

former the thick capsule would not peel off ; there was no fn

of the anterior edge; the capsulitis of the spleen was not ui

versal, and there was but rarely any peritonitis or ascites. It ;i

peared probable that the universal perihepatitis began equally :

over the liver, and that the partial was never converted intd \

universal form. The average age at death of cases of uni\f r-

perihepatitis was 473 years, the oldest being 60, t!

youngest 29. There were 13 males to 8 females. Jit -iv

suggested that if the author's contention that uni-v

perinepatitis was only part of more 'general disease turned out
correct, it would be better to have a new name for that disease.-

Dr. Kingston Fowler said he had very frequently demonstrati;
the presence of this membrane on the surface of the liver in casi

of ascites of long standing. The same thing was found on tl'

peritoneum elsewhere in cases of chronic peritonitis. He ntti

buted the membrane in some cases to the peritonitis set up by r

peated tapping. If peeled off, the membrane was found to 1

fenestrated. A very similar condition was seen in the pleur
cavity when dropsical fluid had been long present, and it was th'

membrane which often prevented expansion of the lung after tl'

withdrawal of pleuritic fluid by tapping.—Dr. Sidney Philijij
said he had often remarked how very rapidly the abdomen reftlle

after tapping in cases of perihepatitis. He said that sever'

varieties had been described, and designated three which occurre'
He mentioned the case of a man under his care at St. Mary's Hoi
pital who had jaundice a long time without ascites, but in who:'
the ascites was very acute a month before death. Being tappe'
the abdomen quickly refilled. At the post-morte^n examination
thick band was found blocking up the portal vein. He agreed i

discarding the theorv that the liver was constricted by the men'
brane ; it was usually enlarged.— Dr. Longhubst inquired ho'

far the condition described might be due to climatic influence'
and asked where the patient was when the disease first showe
itself.—Mr. Lucas quoted two cases. The first was one under Dl

Pye-Smith, in which the abdomen rapidly filled up after repeate
tappings. The patient was a youth -with a peculiarly blue con;

ple.xion, and he diagnosed pericarditis with perihepatitis. In thr

case there was an inguinal hernia, and they had attempted I

drain the peritoneum through the patent tunica vaginalis. Th]
proved unsuccessful in consequence of the blocking of the tut,

and the closure of the opening by IjTnph. The diagnosis wt.

confirmed at t\\& post-mortem examination, at which was found a,

adherent pericardium, with perihepatitis, and a thick membraUj
was found binding down the lungs. The second case was und(
Dr. Goodhart. In that case he made an oblique incision throng:

the linea alba for the purpose of drainage, and it succeeded ad
mirablj-. The patient went out cured, as the fluid did not ri]

collect. For months it was possible to turn him on his side, an-,

when the wound had nearly closed if a probe was passed in larg!

quantities of fluid escaped. If a tube were kept in, such wound
always quickly closed.—Mr. Symo.N'D.s quoted another case undc
Dr. Goodhart in which an unsuccessful attempt was made to drni:

the peritoneum, as the tubes became quickly blocked with lympl
He said that they could not wipe over the whole peritoneum wil

carbolic acid, and nothing short of that would be of use. He wDj

of opinion that surgical treatment in such cases was usele.ss. Po.^j

sibly Jlr. Lucas's successful ease was not similarto the one quotcij

by i)r. Hale White.—Dr. Hale White, in reply, said there mighj

be a general cause at work, but what it was could not be made outj

Climatic influence could not be traced.

A Case of Tumour of the Rit/ht Ovary in a Child aged 7, Atsm
dated with Precocious Puberty.—Mr. R. Clement Lucas read i

paper on this case. The patient was admitted in to the Evelini
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08t>ital in December, 1884, for a tumour of the abdomen, and the

.other had noticed some time before that the child at times had a

»rk-6tained vaginal discharge. Other signs of puberty were also

resent, namely, lirm breasts as large as oranges, and a mons

eneris Covered with hair an inch in length. The tumour was hrm

ad slichtly lobulated. This extended from the right iliac region

> within two fingers' breadth of the left anterior superior spme,

Qd from the pubes upwards to one inch above the umbaicus. The

lild menstruated while under observation on January 7th, and

rain on Jaiiuar>' 2flth, 1865. Jlr. Lucas performed ovariotomy on

"bruarv 4th, 1885. The tumour was a solid, round-celled sarcoma,

he ehUd menstruated again on February 6th, two days after the

' wration, but from this time it ceased. The signs of puberty also

I'adually receded, and the breasts againbecame flat. The child made
. .vnellent recovery, and when seen two years and nine months

lie operation was in perfect health, and showed no signs of

-,,nc,e._Mr. IIowaud Maush said it was not always the

iM- that growing ovarian tumours in children hastened the ad-

'nl of puberty. Some years ago he performed ovariotomy on a
'

iL-edS, in whom no precocity e.\-isted. He thought that

iiiight'be settled by looking up the records of such cases,

I were not rare. The nature of the tumour in Mr. Lucas's case

a-coma, not dermoid, as were most of the cases of ovarian disease

mg children.—Mr. Mebeihth mentioneda case to prove that

tumours were not always accompanied by sexual precocity,

itient was a little girl aged 7, from whom he had assisted to

,

.. a dermoid growth of the ovary. She had no sign of pre-

On the other hand, the stimulating effects of ovarian

; lis on the sexual functions were well marked when they

i-.a in women after the menopause; in such patients there

iften a return of the menstrual discharge.—Dr. Angel Money
.ill that negative evidence went for nothing in such cases. Other

idominal tumours in children sometimes accompanied similar

•i cocity. He mentioned the case of sarcomatous growth of the

nirarenal body in a little girl aged 8, who exhibited many si^ns

puberty. A similar case had also been recorded by Dr. Dickin-

lin.—Mr. Howard Marsh said that it would be interesting to

lillect a number of cases of precocious puberty, of which he had

[en a large number.—Mr. Bennett asked whether any other

embers of the child's family had exhibited similar precocity.—

ir William Mac Cormac approved of Mr.Marsh's suggestion, and

lought the case pointed to some such association as that indi-

lUd -Jlr. Wilbebforce Smith asked whether the subsidence of

1,- mamma} had still persisted.—Mr. Lucas, in reply, said that

u- mammfe had since remained small. There was no history of

ly similar precocity in the other members of the family.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Monday, April 30th, 1888.

Sir William MacCoemac, F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Clinical Evening.

R'lampsia Rotans.—'Di. Hadden showed two children sufEer-

ig from eclampsia rotans. The patient with eclampsia

lUtans whom he intended to show had not come. The first child

•as nine months old—never had fits, but two of the family died

E convulsions. Although the child never had fits, it often looked

'strange." In the two other cases, there had been nystagmus cor-

'tspouding to the movements of the head. In the case he was to

ave shown there was nystagmus, but in a vertical direction. In

le child then before the Society there was nystagmus of the one

yr only. The movements began ten weeks before the child was
• u by him.—Dr. Outterson Wood asked whether it could be

•aced to any injury, as was often the case.—Dr. Herbinqham
ointcd out the interesting analogy between these cases and the

lovements in old age (paralysis agitans), which was also of two

'inds. He mentioned the case of an old man who. in addition to

•emors of the hands at the rate of five per minute, had a peculiar

iiovement of the head, two and a half per minute, due to an affec-

,on of one splenius muscle.—Dr. Hadden, in reply, said that no

jistory of injury was obtainable. He criticised the designation

I

eclampsia nutans," and said that the word "nystagmus,'' signify-

ig to nod, would have been preferable.

!
Post - Mediastinal Tumour.- -Dt. Heron showed a man,

jjed50, who, for fourteen years past, had been in perfect health,

-e now complained of severe pain, radiating from the right clavicle

) the level of the tenth rib, in front and behind. For four months
mst all solid food was vomiteii. but liquid f<iod could be retained

l-ith comfort. No vomiting of blood. Bowels regular; urine

normal. Had been losing flesh since about two months. Dis-

tended veins on right side of chest ;
pupil permanently contracted,

with slight ptosis on the same side. Never any difficulty of

breathing. Dulness, on percussion, under right claricle. No his-

tory of syphilis.—Dr. FoETESCrE Fox asked if there were any

history of strain, or any cardiac symptoms.—Mr. Bowbbmak
Jessett said the historj* of the case and the interference wdth the

circulation were too rapid to lead one to think of an aneuryem.

He suggested sarconJa of the mediastinum.—Mr. Tl-b.nee men-

tioned a somewhat similar case, but the pressure was sj-mmetri-

cal. He summed up the evidence in favour of a neoplasm.—Mr.

Adams Frost said he could detect no impairment of the move-

ments of the eye, and said that the ptosis, if present, was pro-

bably due to pressure on the sympathetic, bearing m mind the

condUion of the pupil—Dr. Beevoe said that, in monkeys, tlie

nerves to the pupil came off with the second dorsal nerve, and

Miggested that the disease was in,, that neighbourhood.—Dr.

Heron, in reply, said that the eye movement was not impaired,

and mentioned that the patient had toldhim that the drooping of

the eye existed when he was a child.

Reducible Lumbar Hernia Cured by Operation.—Mt. Ber-

nard Pitts, in the absence of Mr. Edmund Owen, showed a

child who had been successfully operated upon for lumbar hernia,

the details of which are published on page 957.

Osteo-Plastic Reaction of the Foot {Method of Micku-

licz).—?,\i William Mac Coiimac showed a patient upon whom
he~had operated for carious disease of the calcaneo-astragaloid

joint involving the ankle-joint, the details of which are published

on page 954.—Mr. Bernard Pitts said that he had looked upon

the operation as the pious observation of a promise not to ampu-

tate, but seeing the highly successful result, it was evidently a

great deal more.—Mr. Boweeman Jessett asked Sir William

what condition he expected to find when the growth of the bone

was complete. He mentioned a case of disease of the astragalus

and calcaneum, in which he bad obtained an extremely satis-

factory cure by gouging out the diseased bone, leaving merely a

shell —Sir William Mac Coemac, in reply, said it was not so

mucli in the body of the os calcis as between that bone and the

astragalus that the disease was. The operated limb was fully an

inch longer than the other, so that there was room for growth.

Functional Contraction of the Rifjht Ha)id.—l)r. Beevoe
showed a lad who had contused his hand in May last-.

Five days later he noticed a tendency to closure of the hand, and

this shortly became permanently flexed. The flexion was followed

by total anesthesia up to the shoulder, with loss of muscular

sense. The movements of the arm and forearm were however in-

tact. He considered it to be purely -fcnctional, but had never

heard of a similar case in this country as follovring injury.—Sir

William Mac Cobmac mentioned that M. Charcot had shown

him a case of anaesthesia of both superficial and deep structures

following injury.—Dr. Hadden inquired whether there was any

defect of vision, and mentioned an exactly similar case as having

been admitted to St. Thomas's Hospital some years ago. Such

cases were generally preceded by loss of sensibility. He then

alluded to the medico-legal interest of such cases in connection

with railway accidents.—Dr. Beevor, in reply, said that after

the shock of a railway accident the patient might be able to

walk home, the sj-mptoms developing sutisequently.

Obstructive Jaundice with Enlarged Gail-Bladder.—Ut. UKB-

RINOHAM showed a man, aged 68, healthy and temperate,

who was attacked in the second week of March ^^^th violent pain

in the abdomen. Jaundice followed ten days later. ^^ hen seen

he was deeply jaundiced. The liver projected one inch and a

half below the ribs, and the gall-bladder could be felt as a

rounded tiunour reaching to the level of the umbilicus. The liver

was tender. The gall-bladder felt elastic, and there was an in-_

distinct crepitation, suggesting gallstones when it was pressed. No

stones have been passed since ho came under treatment. The

1 r.iicipal complaint is of intense itching, preventing sleep. Tlic

diagnosis was obstruction of the bile-duct by a gall-stone. Treat-

ment consisted in ojuum pills to relieve attacks of pain, a draught

of tartrate of soda internally, and lotions, none of which proved

of great benefit, for the itching.

Curvature of Spine and Kvphosis.—Dr. IlEnniJfGHAM

showed a boy, aged 17. much affected with rheumatism, and

possessing a systolic cardiac murmur. His ba.^k presented a long

kyphotic curve, beginning about the tenth dorsal and end-

in.^ at the third lumbar. The boy maintains that he has had it

ever since he can remember, but his historj- is probably not very
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-trustworthy as to this, tliou(!fh it it is cortuin that he has had it

for two years. Before that hu ha<i had for threo years to carry
two heavy milk-cans. The case was sliown for diagnosis. Dr.
Herringham thought the choice lay between rhoumfttic arthritis,
and kyphosis, from the prsssiire Of the weight, and -wsie inclined
to the latter.

Tracheotomy for Syphilitic BUcase of the Zan/H.i-.—Mr.
BowBEMAN Jessbtt ehowed a. man on whom" he had per-
formed tracheotomy tive years af,'o for sj-philitic disease of the
larj-nx. He subsequontly'had to scrape u'way a large quantity of
papillomatous growths, since which time the" voice had returned
and continued good.—Sir William Mac ConiiAC asked what had
been done to prevent blood trickling into the trachea.—Mr. Beu-
NABD PiTT3 asked whether tubage had been attempted.—Mr.
Jbssett, in reply, said he had used tampons to prevent h.-emor-
ihage OS far as possible.

^hua.;
.'Enteric :

Principal zymotics

1881

0.70
0,.3.5

•i.80

1886 1887

0.11 0.07

0.;38 0.38
o 90. 5.12

KOYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.
Section of State Medicine.
FsiDAY, Aphil 6th, 1888.

0. F. Moore, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Distribution of Enteric Fever in the City of Dublin.—Dr. GiirM-
SHAW, Registrar-Gejoeral for Ireland, in conjunction with Sir
Charles Cameron, Medical Officer of Public Health for the city
of Dublin, hrought before the Section a paper on the distribution
of enteric fever in the city of Dublin. The authors stated that
their attention had been especiallj- directed to the subject in con-
nection -with an inquiry which they had recently conducted into
the prevalence of enteric fever in the Royal Barracks, and part of
the information utUised for their paper had been compiled with
the view of throwing light on the barracks inquiry. They showed
'-^hat while typhus fever had steadily diminished in Dublin for
many years, and relapsing fever had been almost absent, enteric
fever had remained stationary as to prevalence, not showing any
marked tendency to increase or diminish. The death-rates from
typhus and enteric fever, and from zj-motic diseases generally, had
^been at the following rates per 1,000 of the population of Dublin
duiingthe past eight years:

"""'
1882 188.3 1884 1885

0..30 O.h-l 0,.30 0.18
0.40 0.37 0.42 0.42
0.81 3.62 3.57 3.47

It was also shown that enteric fever was not evenly distributed
among the populations ^of the city and various townships of
Dublin—the average deatfc-rate per 10,000 for the whole district
being 3.7, which varied from 1.8 in Finglas and Glasneviu district

,;to 3.9 in the city itself. It was pointc^d out that while the death-
jXate from enteric fever in England and Wales was 0,2.5 per 10,0iX)

.of the population, and in London only 0.23, or nearly the some, in
-Ireland the rate was only 0.17 per 10,000. In the Dublin district,
however, it was 0.47, or nearly three times the amount. Thus,
Dublin, situated in a country with a low enteric fever death-rate,
had a higher rate, relatively, than London, situated in a country
with ft higher rate. It was clear, therefore, that enteric fever had
found in Dublin favourable conditions for its spread. The ques-
tion was. What were these conditions ? The greater portion of the
Dublin district was supplied by the excellent Vartry water ; but

,
it was a remarkable fact that in the only division outside the city
.where there was not a Vartry water supply, namely, Rathmines,
during the past eight years, the enteric fever death-rate was 3.7,
or equal to the average for the whole district, and exceeded all the
divisioas of the district, except the city. Although Rathmines
and the adjacent district of Donnybrook were provided witli an
-excellent system of m.iin drainage, such as did not exist in anv

', other portion of the Dublin district, Blackrock and Kingstown,
inhabited by tlie same clas-^es, and supplied with Vartrj- water,
had extremely low enteric fever death-rates. There wore also
varieties in the geological nature of the Dublin district which ha/l
an important influence on the prevalonco of enteric fever. Many
portions of it wore situated on perriou*, others on impervious,
strata, and enteric fever prevailed most (except in the case of
Rathmines, which had a bad water supply) on the pervious strata.
The rote of prevalence of enteric fever among the population
situated on the pervious stratum was 6.82 per 10,000, while on the
imp.rvious stratum it was only 4.6 per 10,000. In the case of the
deaths it was found that the enteric fever death-rate on the
perviovis strotura was at the rate of 1 in 365 of the inhabitantfl,

while on the imperrious stratum it was only 1 in 531. This
vious stratum consisted of a sand and gravel bed formed bC
old raised sea-beach, vvhich occupied the centre of the city a
both sides of the river Liffey, into which was discharged aU
city sewage. This gravel bed lay in clay and rock, so that i

tained all the fluid rilth cast upon it or soaked into its pores J

the river, and might be considered to be like a basin of t
water placed in the middle of the city, over which housei
built inhabited by about 80,000 people. The authors believed
to be the great ground for the propagation of enteric few
Dublin, and pointed out that the only remedies were t

directed towards the prevention of the saturation of thegi
bed -with sewage, and the complete isolation of the houses J

the foul air contained therein. Tliis must be done by
drainage, the abolition of privies and cesspits, and the concre
of the basements of all the houses situated in the gravel.—^A.

cussion ensued, in which Dr. J. W. Moobe, the PaESiDBWt,
Little, and Sir C. Cameron took part, and Dr. Qbxusi
repl ied.

Hypnotism.—Mr. G. M. FoY read a paper in which he traced
history of hj'pnotism from t he days of the notorious Iriabi

Valentine Greatrex, who was specially commissioned by Chari
as a " Stroker," and gave an account of the wonderful boy " i
teller," Duncan Campbell, the .Scotch lad, who had De Foe f

biographer, and was the subject of some of Dick Steele's pa
ill the Sjiectator, up to the advent of Mesmer. Mr. James Br.

examination of the claims of Mesmerism was detailed, and
fact that many surgical operations of a severe nature were
cessfully performed by Esdaill, Cloquet, and others was i

tioned, together with the views held on the subject by Hai
hain, Tuke, Carpenter, and others. The practical questi<
" What therapeutic use can medicine make of hypnotism
awaited an answer, and the author did not much favour the

of the remedy, as it was attended with many dangers, and
not always reliable in its action. Hypnotic sleep had, how<
given rest when ordinary remedies had failed, and in the case
very hysterical woman it hot only diminished the pains of lab

but also protected the lives of both mother and child, which ^

endangered by the wildness of the patient's acts. In cases w.

heart or lung troubles precluded the ordinary anaesthetics, 1

notism might fairly claim a trial, but such cases were few. On
whole, the remedy could not, in our present insufficiency of ko
ledge of psychology, look for support from scientific medicine,

Olengarriff ax a Wintei- Health-resort.—Mr. Edgajb Fjlinni
Glengarriff supplied a want long felt in Ireland, where the
ferer recovering from a long, tedious illness might find a clin

mild ,equable, and yet invigorating—a climate similar, aiic

many respects preferable, to that of Torquay, Bournemouth
the Isle of Wight—a locality now more easily arrived at,

completely sheltered frojn the east, north, and north-westm
There could be no question of the suitability of Glengarrifl'

residence for sufferers from bronchial affections, consumptive
asthmatic patients specially deriving great benefit and reliatiS

a sojourn there. Rheumatic and gouty patients requiring a I

temperature and a minimum of variability of weather W{
derive considerable relief during the winter months from an
to Glengarriff. In February of the present year, when the p'"'*

visited Glengarriff, the thermometer at mid-day in the sun
tered as high as 76° F., and in the afternoon never went
58°, and .«;o mild was the climate in the evenings that p'-r

were enabled to sit in the open air without feeling the slii:'

discomfort or chilliness.—Dr. .James Little, from personal

vation, expressed his entire concurrence with Mr. Flinn.

garriff comp.xred very favourably, as far as climate Sni\

accommodation were concerned, with the English seaside i

resorts, including Torquay, Bournemouth, and Vcntnor. I

he thought, makmg a contrast with Continental resorts al-

Glengarriff lacked the 0)ldness, dampness, gloom, and rain

prevailed during a great part of the year at Pan.—Sir On
Cameron considered the worst feature of Glengarriff, I

health point of view, was tlie large rainfall, between 40 uu'

inches. The discomfort of Buxton was the frequent rainfall; t

it was nothing to that which prevailed at Glengarriff, if *

return given was authentic. It would b(! of great value that if

meteorological statistics should be accurately known, giving •"

average number of rainy days, the mean temperature, and the

treme each month.—Dr. J. W. Moore regretted that there was K'

meteorological station at Glengarriff, and until there was sucp

station the place would never be known outside Ireland. It vis
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y the establishment of cUmatological stations that certain places

1 the South of Kngland came to be known and frequented. The
earest stations to GlengarrifE were those at Killarney and
alencia. It appeared that the bulk of the rainfall de^^cended

I the late summer, throughout the autumn, and in the early

inter. Therefore, at the season that Glengarriff was moat
eeded as a health-resort—namely, spring—the climate must be

iply delightful. There was a moderate rainfall, the sky was
ear, and the wind, though easterly, was deprived of all its

arehness by passing over a considerable eitent of water surface.

he desirability of establishing a station at Glengarriff should be

Mught under the notice of the Council of the Meteorological

DCiety, and some suitable person in the neighbourhood ought to

5 induced to take the observations.—Dr. Cosgbave said that a

itient of his, who had been for the la.st four weeks at Glengarriff,

id written to him, stating that he had been out from morning
II night during the whole period without feeling the slightest

convenience, though when he left Dublin the apex of one lung

as aSected, and he had great difficulty in breathing. In addition

the advantage of having such a desirable climate within easy

ach of Dublin, there was also the advantage that Glengarriff

as an exceedingly cheap place, the hotels charging only from
' to £2 10s. per week for bed and board.—The Pbesident re-

arked that it was also an important fact in favour of Glen-

irriff that no such violent and sudden changes of weather from
lat to cold occurred there as in Southern Europe along the

editerranean shore.—Mr. B. Montgomery said the great draw-
ck. to Glengarriff was the difficulty of access and the want of

ausements to supplement the picturesque scenerj' and balmy
Mr. G. Clabke and Mr. J. J. Mubpht made some remarks,

,d Mr. Flinn, in reply, said he had called the attention of the

oprietors of the two hotels at Glengarriff to the necessity of

,ving a regular system of meteorological observation, and they
id they had applied for it five or six years ago, but their request

IS refused. The rainfall at Torquay was 4D inches in the year,

lich came very near to that at Glengarriff. Wherever there was
autiful scenerj', mountainous especially, there was sure to be
excessive rainfall.

NORTH OF IRELAJO) BEAXCH.

-lirriOo '' ri
Thubsday, Apbil IOth, 1SS8. ,-^; -51,

J. ilANBBB&H Paxmeb, F.R.C.S.I., I'resident, in the Chair.

Cases.—Dr. Whitla showed a case of abdominal aneurysm ; Dr.

IfEiLL two children on whom he had operated for congenital
niino-scrotal hernia (radical cure) ; Dr. J. A. Lindsay a patient
ifering from paralysis agitans.

~_<eciinens.—Dr. 0'NErn,exhibitedanovarian tumour successfully
noved ; Dr. John W. Bybbs a multiloculax cystoma of the ovary
jce.ssfully removed ; Dr. BuBMiir.a series of microscopic pre-

1

rations of tumours. / i
|

Injection of Carbolic Acid in Hydrocele.—JJr. ESiBE presented I

ommunication on this subject. • •
,

;

Teju7ial Enterectomy.—Professor Sinciaie broughC forward a
SCessful case of jejunal enterectomy for the cure of an artificial

ofl in the right groin, the result of sloughing in a femoral hernia
Ihteen months previously. About four inches of bOwel were
noved, and a single row of Lemberfs peritoneo-mu.scular stitches
jtoduced. No wedge of intestine was excised. The specimen
exhibited, and the patient reported as having returned to his

ick.

turpentine in Whooping Cough.—Dr. JoHU StbahAs read a
feit on turpentine in whooping cough and some other affections,
which he drew attention to the great value of this drug. He

'ded it as one of the best stimulants, and his rule was to give
ider much the same circumstances that hospital physicians

BCribed brandy and whisky. — Professor COiiiNO, Dr.
EY, Dr. Gbey (Castlewellan), Dr. Bybes, Dr. Lindsay,

Scott, Dr. Buedbn, and the Pbesident took part in the dis-
tton on the paper. i

W. .
• .-, HI,;:,. .•/.>„ I

' AJJEBDEEN, BANFF, AND' KINCARDINE BRANCW.' ''
'

Wednesday, Aphil ISth, I?88.

De. Smith, President, in the Chair.

^(Me of Uterine Fibroid Complicating Labour.—I>T. Aymeb,
•vie, contributed notes of a ease of labour obstructedf.by a
•old tumour of the uterus in the pelvis. The patient, aged 39,
I married for four years, was delivered of a stUlborn child

three years previously, miscarried at the second month in De-
cember, 1881, and January, 1883 ; and in February, 1884, was tn
labour at full term. The posterior vaginal wall was pushed 80
far forward by a round, hard body about the size of a foetal hotAt
that the examining finger could not reach the os. Rectal e^ioiiii-

nation showed it to occupy Douglas's ponch and completelyj to
block up the pelvis. An attempt was made under cliloroform to
push up the tumour, but without avail. It was then punctured
per rectum with negative result. The oa was now reached, and tilfe

head found presenting in the first position. The hand was intro-
duced, and with great difficulty insinuated past the tumour into
the uterus, and first one and then another foot seized and turning
effected. After steady traction for an hour and a half, a stUlbom
child was delivered. Opiates internally and regular antiseptic
uterine douches were ordered, and the patient got up twelve days
after delivery. Since then pregnancy had not again taken place,

but the tumour now occupied the whole abdomen, extending four
inches above the umbilicus, and having an umbilical circum-
ference of thirty-eight inches. Menstruation was regular every
three weeks, lasted four days, and was not excessive. For the
past year she had suffered from frequent severe neuralgic
attacks in the right iliac region, which were relieved only by
hjTJodermic injections of morphine. Last January the patient
was sent to Dr. Thomas Keith, of Edinburgh, who considered the
case unsuitable for operation on account of the fixed mass in the
pelvis, but suggested electrical treatment.

Specimens and Casts of Cirrhotic Lwigs.—Dr. Gibson showed
the lungs removed from a man, aged 32, and zinc-gelatine casts
of the same. There was a history of haemoptysis of two months'
duration. The left lung was in a state of chronic interstitial

pneumonia and bronchiectasy, while the right showed well-
marked compensating hypertrophy. Save the kidneys, which
were slightly cirrhotic, the other organs were healthy.

Specimen of " Hammer-toe,"—Dr. Mackenzie Booth showed a
strongly-marked specimen of '' hammer-toe," which he had re-
moved from a teacher of gymnastics, aged 36. The deformity,
which was due to contraction of the flexor tendons and the
lateral ligaments, had begun twelve years previously after an
awkward fall from the horizontal bar, and was operated on nine
years ago by subcutaneous division of the fiexor tendons, and con-
tinued extension. A short time after the operation tiie contrac-
tion recurred, and soon became worse th4n before, the patiaDt
walking on the tip instead of the plantar surface of the thiifd

phalanx, and a painful corn resulting on the tip of the toe in ad-
ilition to that previously existing at the junction of the first and
second phalanges. Removal of the toe latterly became necess&fj-

on account of the pain and interference with the patient's occupa-
-tion. .1

: ',T

-. IT '

SOUTH-EAST HANTS MEDICAL SOCIETY'.

Wednesday, Apbil 18th, 1SS8. ;*

James Watson, M.D., President, in the Chair. ;,

Sacculated Kidney.—Mr. James Gbben exhibited a large saccu-
lati.^ kidney, in w"hich all traces of renal structure had disap-
peared. A concretion occupied the pelvis. During life the
patient had not suffered from- any marked symptoms of renal
calculus. .

,

•

Round-celled Sarcoma of Kidney.—Dr. J. O'Conob exhibited
the specimen. The patient was admitted into the Royal Ports-
mouth Ho-spital, suffering from extreme dyspnoea from rapid
affusion into the right pleural cavity. The removal of two pints of
bloody serum was followed by temporary relief. After death the
primarj- growth was found to occupy the riglit kidney, and
secondary deposits were discovered in the lungs, lircri and peri-
toneum.

Spindle-celled iSarcoma.—Dr. J. O'CoNOB showed a lar^ge nodular
growth which had been removed by Dr. Ward Cousins at the
Royal Portsmouth Hospital. It covered half the sternum, and
extended into the lower part of the neck. It was a recurrent
growth, the primary tumour having been removed two years
before. The cellular tissue and skin "were e.xtensively involved.
The wound was nearly closed by freely detaching the skin sab-
cutaneously over the pectoral regions. The patient made a good
recovery.

Nephro-Pyelitis and Stone in the Bladder.—Dr. J. O'CosOB also
exhibited the kidneys removed from a boy. aged 10 years, who had
been admitted into the hospital for stone intliebladder. A few hour,'*

befor? the time fixed for tha operation, he was attacked with all
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the symptoms of acute peritonitis, constant vomiting, and almost
««itirp suppression of iirine. Renal cuppuration was suspected.

The abdomen was greatly distended, but tlure were no localising

symptoms. At the necropsy an old iib.ice.^s was found in the left

ladney, the ureter was dilated, and the structure of the entire

organ was destroyed. The right kidney was large and much con-

cested. Dr. Wabp CorsiNS remarked that the patient succumbed
nrom acute septic disturbance. If lithotomy had been performed
before the onset of the attack, the operation would probably hare
been fatal from the advanced di.eease of the left kidney. At the

time of admission the stone in the bladder was found on exami-
nation, and the condition of the ps.tient appeared favourable for

surgical treatment. The vesical symptoms were not urgent, and
the urine contained only a little muco-pus.
Larpe Hound-celled Sarcoma of Ovary.—Dr. Wabd Cousins

exhibited the specimen. The patient was 17 years of age,

and the tumour had developed with great rapidity. The first

symptom observed was wdema of the right leg. The abdomen
measured thirty-five inches in circumference below the umbilicus.
The mass was solid, nodulated, and immovable, and appeared
continuous with the upper border of the ilium on the right side.

The uterus appeared healthy, but firmly fixed to the base of the
tumour. After death the right iliac vessels were found much
involved in the growth, and they had a very circuitous course
through the fibrous structures which fixed it to the pelvis.

Secondary nodules were present in many of the abdominal organs,

and were scattered also over the peritoneum.
Chronic Fhthisis with Atlnnto-axoid Disease.—Dr. Wakd

Cousins exhibited the specimen. The patient had been many
months under treatment with all the characteristic signs of the
disease of the upper cervical vertebrre. He could only rest with
the head carefully fixed and inclined to the right side. Once only
he complained o^ dysphagia. Deep-seated tenderness was present,

but no swelling of the neck. Physical examination of the chest
clearly indicated old disease of the lungs, but the thoracic sym-
ptoms were only occasionally troublesome. At the post-mortem
examination the atlas and axis were found in many parts exten-
sively softened and disintegrated. The odontoid process was
rough, completely denuded, and surrounded by purulent fluid. A
thin collection of pus existed in the anterior surfaces of the three
upper vertebree. Dr. Ward Cousins remarked that the secondary
disease of the cervical spine was the result of purulent infection.

The extensive disease of the apices of the lungs was of long
standing, and the exciting cause of the pyiemic caries.

Calculi Removed by Suprapubic Lithotomy.—The patient, aged
60, was under the care of Dr. Wahd Cousins, in the Royal Ports-
mouth Hospital, labouring under urgent symptoms of stone in the
bladder, attended with fcetid cystitis. On examination a concre-
tion was readily detected, apparently impacted in the vesical wall.
There was no history of hsemorrhage. The lithotrite was intro-

duced, but the attempt to seize the stone was unsuccessful. Three
c&lculi were then removed by the suprapubic method. They were
detached by the point of the finger from the wall of the bladder,

which was very thick and vascular. The patient died on the
fourteenth day after the operation. The necropsy revealed old
renal disease, with dilated ureters, and also the presence of a new
growth involving the bladder around the ureteral orifices.—The
report on the nature of the growth was postponed until the next
meeting.
Early Diagnosis of Typhoid Fever.—Dr. Axfobd made some re-

marks on the difficulty attending the diagnosis in the early stages
of some cases of typhoid, especially instancing cases of typhoid
simulating intermittent fever. He then read notes of a case
which to all appearance was metritis and parametritis, but which
ultimately showed itself to be in reality enteric fever. Miss W.,
aged i}, had suffered from dysmenorrhcea. Commencing to men-
struate on Sunday, November 20th, she was exposed to severe cold
on the following day ; the flow ceased at once, and severe pain in

the uterine and left ovarian region came on, and there was a patch
of dulness in this part. There was acute pain of a spasmodic
character in the lower part of the abdomen, and the attacks of
pain were accompanied by retching. A vaginal examination
caused most acute suffering. The os was swollen harder than
usual, and very ten<ler, and pushed somewhat forward. On pres-
sing upwards towards the left ovarj' there was some swelling to
be felt, and very great pain was produced. .\t first the bowels
were confined, but early in December there was diarrhoea for a few
days, but this was never severe. Typhoid spots were seen about
the fourteenth day. The patient waa treated by hot fomentations

and poultices, with laudanum and quinine internally. 1\v
perature on the fifth day was 104° F. ; it generally ranged fr

101° to 103°. In the early i^tages there was little differei

between the morning and evening temperature. Convalesce!
was established by the twenty-eighth day, and resulted in compl
recover^'.

Ovarian Tumour and Ai>citos.—Dr. II. L. K. IIackjian sta
that the first symptom complained of by the patient was a o
stant desire to micturate. Early in 1887 the left leg beca
swollen, with tenderness along the femoral vein, and indurat
in the left iliac region. The bladder symptoms continued, i

soon after marked ascites followed. After careful examinat
an ovarian cyst was diagnosed, surrounded by peritoneal flv

The patient refused to undergo any surgical operation. The
domen was tapped to relieve the distension, and then a w
defined tumour was readilj- detected. The operation was
peated several times, and the patient at length died fr

exhaustion. Only a very imperfect post-mortem examination «

permitted. The abdominal viscera were matted together by
adhesions. The cyst was brittle and evidently undergo
necrotic changes. It was firmly adherent everywhere, and c
tained a dirty fluid and much cheesy-looking material.

Hackman said that he considered tapping in ovarian disease Vi

dangerous treatment, and he thought the case favourable for ;

dominal section, but it was impossible to persuade the patient
submit to it.

Aural Inflator and Evacuator.—Dr. Ward Cousins exhibii

an aural inflator and evacuator especially adapted for t

Eustachian catheter. 15y this apparatus the treatment of alt

nate injection and evacuation of air could be applied to one
only.

Microscopic Secttons.-~DT. F.J. Deiveb exhibited: 1. Roui
celled Sarcoma of Kidney. 2. Sections of Heart-Muscle 8

Kidney in a Case of Phosphorus Poisoning. 3. Sections of Lu
and Trachea affected with Chronic Syphilitic Induration.

Neio President.—Mr. H. B. Jforman was unanimously eleol

President of the Society for the ensuing year.

MIDLAND MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Wednesday, Apbil 18th, 1888.

W. Ross Jordan, M.R.C.S.Eng., President, in the Chair.

Ataxia in a Brassworker.—Dr. HoanEN exhibited a case

ataxia, occurring in a man, aged 31, who was a brassworker. 1

patient came to the out-patient room at the Queen's Hospital t

years ago, complaining of tremors and weakness in the legs,

had the green discoloration of the teeth characteristic of his OW
pation. His gait was staggering, and he suffered much fri

static ataxia, being quite unable to walk in the dark, or to sta

with his eyes closed. On examination, his muscular sense T
found to bo much impaired in the lower extremities ; therS*
no loss of sensation. The patellar tendon reflex was exaggerat

and ankle clonus present. His pupils responded to light andi

commodation, and the fundus oculi appeared healthy. There*
no history of syphilis, nor of gastric or other crises. The pstl*

had continued under observation for two years without muchp
grass for better or for worse. M

iS/)«<n'wCTw.—Mr. Lawson Tait exhibited the following 8pe|^

mens : a Sarcomatous Kidney, weighing one pound two ounc.

removed from a child three years of age ; a Dermoid Tumour ;

Ovary, with a long twisted pedicle, and adherent to the ascondi

colon; a large Cj-stic Kidney, removed from a woman aged .'52
•

Mr. E. L. Fhebr showed a case of Dupuytren's Contraction in.

man successfully treated by multiple incisions.

Treatment of Spinal Curvature.~UT. Freer also read a paj

on " The Treatment of Curvature of the Spine," and demonstrat

the mode of applying the di\-ided plaster cuirass.

Presentations.—Mr. William L. Thomas, M.ll.C.S.Eng., li

been presented with a purse of money and an address, on retiri

as Medical Officer to the Weald of Sussex Lodge of Odd Fellows.,

Mr. Robert Francis Symmons, M.R.C.S.Eng., of Colchester, has be,

presented with a purse, containing upwards of £100, by hispatin

and friends, as a mark of esteem and goodwill.—.\t the prcs- n'

tion of certificates to the successful lady members of the runi

pool Ambulance Class by Dr. Lawrence, of Usk, Dr. E. Stanl

Wood,who had conducted'the class, was asked to accept a valual'^

gold pencil case, bearing a suitable inscription, from the twent?''

one members of his class.
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" REVIEWS AND NOTICES,

NCTioNAi. Nehyous Diseases; inEm Causes and their

PUEATMENT. Hy CtEOBge T. Stevens, M.D., Ph.D., formerly

Professor of Ophthalmology and l'hysiolog>' in the ^Albany

iledical College. New York : D. Applfcton and Co. 1887.

this book there is a great deal of what is good mixed up with

; products of a specialist's exaggeration. Its thesis is tlius

pressed by the author: " Difficulties attending the functions

accommodating and of adjusting the eye.s m the act ot vision,

irritation arisTng from the nerves involved m these processes

( among the most prolific sources of nervous disturbances, and

)rc frequently than other conditions, constitute a neuropathic

idPTlCV

UlphVsicians and ophthalmologists will agree with tfie author

it headache, migraine, and facial neuralgia are very frequently

jsed by disorders of accommodation, and especially by byperme-

mia and insufficiency of the ocular muscles,

rhe chapters relating to these functional nervous disturbances

, the best in the book. The author, taking consecutive cases of

adache, shows that, by correcting disorders of vision, 8.1b per

It. were cured, VIA per cent, improved, and 4 per cent, not

red Similar results were obtained m cases of neuralgia. It

3 author had stopped here he would have written a very instruc-

e and practical treatise, but he goes much farther, lie asserts

at sciatica and lumbago are also occasionally due to ocular dis-

rbanoe He shows that the majority of cases of chorea occur

children who have hypermetropia or other disorder of accommo-

tiou This may be so in America, but, even taken with the suc-

isful cases of the author who cured the chorea_ by correct-

I the vision, it by no means proves that " chorea is empliatic-

a nervous trouble.,,depending upon ocular conditions

Similarly epilepsy and insanity are believed to be associated

.th derangements of accommodation, and to be curable by atten-

m to the visual disturbance.

In spite of the author's imposing array of 2,692 cases, and even

ikin<r considerable allowam-e for the fact that functional neuroses

B more common in America than in England, we do not agree

ith him in his conclusions.
-u c -t

We will add one more quotation, p. 130: " 1. In such families

-itli hifh degree of refractive errors) there is an extraordinary

evalen°ce of nervous disorders, including migraine, neuralgia,

sanity, and organic lesions, such as apoplexy and paralysis. -.

.nsumption and Bright's disease are rife in these families. A 1 he

gher the grade of refractive anomalies, the greater is the pro-

irtion of these last-named diseaaes."

The author is clearly an expert ophthalmologist, and the sup-

ement to his book, gi-ving the methods of detecting and treating

actional disorders of the eyes, is an excellent summary.

The account of the work which we have given will serve to

how into what errors of judgment too great specialism may

ioasionally lead an otherwise able observer. It is right we

,ould state that, in spite of what we judge to be its faults the

emoir received the highest honours from the Acad^mie Royale de

fidecine of Belgium in 1883.

in the direction of romance of a physician well known and

respected for his literary and artistic attammenti -

That there are many cultured medical men is a fact wjiich

cannot be denied, and although there are numerou.s "-^ol^t^^ in-

stances of talented doctors who have distinguished themsehes.

by their «)ntributions to general literature, ,'*
must be confe|8^

tiiat our calling as a profession is not famed for its imaginative

or romance prfductioL. Whetlier thi.s is due to ^"-"t <> leis^e,

to the intrinsically engrossing nature of its duties, or to the prac-

°ca and materialistichine of thought which it entaUs. " is p.ed-

ss at present to discuss. The fact remains that Joctors^ as a

rule, are not novel-vsTiters. This '« P^T '."^P^'o
''« J^f„^'j!l

a" medical men in reality have opi.ortunities of observing and

stiSg hu^ian nature under varied aspects, and of ooffini&

n contact with incidents and scenes which should provide them

with a rich soil for the cultivation of romantic and imaginative

works and which, if properly utilised, might provide us with

more whofesome and intelligent reading than the insipid pub-

^"S*fT retS'lh?; bo* we do not propose to speak We can

only express our opinion that it is cleveriy written, that the hte-

rrr^sTvle leaves nothing to be desired, and that the characters and

nSdenti of th/s?ory wfu be found to ''"if."«*'"? ^^.^P^f^t
oacallv instructive. There is nothm^ .strictly medical in the

Sok unless it be that one of the chief personages is a fashion-

able doctor, who.se character is admirably drawn. He represent|

a type unfortunately too common, of man whose stj le of

nract^ce we deplore but are helpless to prevent. Dr. Bland is

?he astute worldly-minded individual, who, without being crimm-

allv cuJpaWe^r even placing himself beyond the pale of the pro-

fession sails close to the wind and succeeds i" g'i''i''ig '\«
=°°-

fidenceand money of the public in greater abundance than the

respect of his own colleagues.

ga New Judoment of 1'ams. A Novel in two volumes. By

Philip Lefaiique. London : Macmillan and Co. 188S.

iDlCAL men, like other hard-worked folks, are none the worse

['times for a little intellectual as well as physical recreation.

Inse of them, therefore, who desire agreeably to divert tlieir

Jtention for a tew hours from the routine of duty, will hnd

ii'perusal of the volumes under notice a congenial and retresii-

m pastime. To any of our professional brethren who are

'eaned and jaded by professional work, we can conhdently re-

bmmend a course of VuuAV LEFAnurE as a tonic and stimulant,

hey in turn may safelv prescribe it to their patients as a whole-

me and efficacious restorative in cases of weariness or depression

A^medical journal is scarcely the place in which to give an

xhaustive or critical review of a novel, 'ft e, howe\ er. g aQij

pare a brief space in our columns for the notice of thi.s boon, as

re have good reason for knowing that it is the production ot

ae of our own cloth, and we believe that it is the maiden effort

NOTES ON BOOKS. q

Shepherd:s First Aid to the /«/«rer?. Revised and Rearranged

bv Robert Bruce, M.R.C.S.-This shdlmg handbook of the St.

Tohn Ambulance .A^^sociation has been carelully revised and much

improved The illustrations will verj- greatly assist the reader in

fXwing the practical descriptions of impro^^6ed splints and

s?r td er^ A very useful chapter on Conveying Injured, bv Mr

Tolm Furiey. will be found invaluable by those lecturers wto are

nstrurting ambulance classes of men engaged m factories and

mines S? manual can be found equal to this for he P^rpose f«r

wWc it is intended, that is, to give some plain rules to^o°-P^?:

flssional persons, which will enable them to render immediate wd

i^ many of the cises of accident and illness which occur in our

daily life.

Royal University of Ireland. The Calendarfor '*« ^''«;/;^^^"

Vrnmiimtion Pavers, 1SS7. A liujjplement to the LnneMTy

falendarfor theVear ISSS. (Dublin : Printed for t_he Royal Uni-

versUv by Aexander Thorn and Co. 188S.)-The Royal brnveiv

Ifty of Irlla^d has this year pul,lished the Calendar V^^^^^,^^
examination papers in separate volumes. The innovation will W
a ri^ convenience to students preparing for its exanimati^

who will find in the bulky volume of im pages, which contains

alUhT papers set during 1887, matters of absorbing interest

The Caiendar of the Pharmtrceafical Society of Great Britain.

ISS^ (London Printed for the Society,)-The new volume of

the Calendar of the Pharmaceutical Society contains the usua^

c assiRed Hsts of members, associates and apprentices and ab-

stracts of Acts of Pariiament affecting the interests of pharmaceu-

tical chemists and others engaged in the drug trade.

J^vun. fhom tite Ditch TNDiES.-Dr. J. A. Q"«"Kr. °f Am-

3terdamyiecord8 in the H>ft6/«rf a case of ^>abetesm which he

a iminisfered an infusion of janibul ^''t^g^'^
.^^^Jlf,^',^^^K

men employed was imported from Dutch India, where tlie plant,

S>4v^^imT™bolona, fs called by the natives Di-^^-
''"f

" *°
^^

found everywhere in the gardens. The drug appeared to exert so

b^.neficia an effect that tTie strict diabetic Siet
^-''/J-^l""^ ^'1;

out increasing the sugar. It is not clear whether this is the same

plant as Kugenia jambolana. ,jutw isrJ •*.>',iu •
'"'
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOE 1888.

SrBSCBlPTloss to the Association for ISSS became due on January
Ist. Members of Branches ore requested to pay the same to
their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not
belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-
tances to the General Secretarj-, 429, Strand, London. Post-
ofBce orders should be made payable at the 'West Central Dis-

1

trict Office, High Holbom.

m)c iSritisl) iHftitmJ JourmtL

SATURDAY, MAY 6th, 1888.

-THE DITTIES AND THE DIFFICULTIES OF
!u EDUCATIONAL WORK.
We have often urged in these columns the necessity of providing
special classes or day schools for those children whose feeble con-
stitution or low brain-power renders them unfit for education in
the ordinary classes of our pubHc elementary schools. This sub-
ject is ably discussed in tlie last two numbers of the Journal of
Mental Science, and reference is there made to the auxiliary
schools wliich have been established in several of the more im-
portant German towns, mainly through the efforts of Herr
Kielhom, these schools being intended for children who are un-
able to bear the strain of the ordinary curriculum. Those
children who after two years' trial have been shown to be quite
unable to follow the instruction given in the classes of the
national schools are drafted into these special schools, where, aU
tie pupils being on about the same inteUectual level, it becomes
possible to place them under the charge of a specially trained
teacher, who instructs them in classes not exceeding twenty
fflembers, so that some care may be devoted to their individual
capacity and requirements. This withdrawiJ of the feeble and
more backward children from the national schools enables more
care to be given than to the ordinary children working, in the
earriculura, a heavy incubus and tax upon the teachers' time
being thus removed. It is manifesUy miwise in tlie interests of
society, and unjust to the weakly children to leave them practi-
cally uneducated, allowing them to bo sent out into the world
to meet the many dangers which await the weaker members of
the commimity, tending to draw them towards pauperism or
criminahty if left untrained and unprepared. Dr. Shuttloworth,
o^ the Royal Albert Asylum, Lancaster, advocates the intro-
duction of a similar system in this country. No sj-stematic
effort has thus far been made among us for the special training
of those children whose weak mental capacity renders it im-
possible for. them to keep pace with the requirements of "the
code." ,:'.'

'''

A similar movement has been made in Norway, where
it.i? said that the ratio of the "abnormal" chUdren
in-public elementary schools bears a ratio to the ordinary
school children of 0.4 per cent. This ratio appears much

IK

lower than^that suggested by our own experience in En«
hind. The requisite fimd.s are provided through the Schc <!

Board, and the annual cost is about £6 15s. each pupil. So
auxiliary schools are at work both in Christiania and in Bergj
Dr. Shuttloworth has suggested that an experiment might
made with some centra! school or special department of a schB^t

for exceptional children. Such school department would havi f-

distinct sphere of usefuhiess. apart ahke from the common scho

»

and the imbecile institution. An important hiatus in our En a-'

lish educational system is thus pointed out. The subject is ri at

for practical consideration and action. A satisfactory soluti<

«

of the problem has been found by our Continental neighboa
and we must be prepared to do Hkewise. It is not fair to 13

ordinary National Schools, wliich have to depend for their i »

come in a large degree upon the results obtained at examin
tions, that they should be burdened by a number of feeb

children, and it is unjust to neglect such children. Sufficiei

scientific knowledge exists among ua for^the selection^of thai

" special children " by those whose studies have led them to ol "'

serve children with care. It seems to us unnecessary to wait t)

two years' failure in school has demonstrated thejfeeble brdl *'

power of the children. Selection might be made by the oas '-

sional visit of a medical inspector, acting in conjunction with ti
''''

opinion of the teacher and managers. The subject is within tb

scope of the Royal Commission on the blind, dumb, and childre "

who, from exceptional circumstances, require special methods
education. We beUeve they have already received some
dence as to this class of children.

A very temperate article in the current number of the EdueJlF

tional Times refers to what sounds something like a declaratio '•

of war between the National Union of Elementary Teachers air
'^

the Education Department. The causes of quarrel are prind !f'

pally two—payment by "results," and tho "cast-iron systen '

which ignores every consideration of humanity." Two hei*' ^

indictments, but of different significance. They both, howew '•'

have some foundation in certain points within the cognisance, p ''

our prpfession. Results of education, as the bellicose echo^ ^

master points out, are not simply to be tested by scholaadfi

examination, but partly by results seen in appearance, in opn

duct, in accvuracy and quickness of brain-action. Some tangflJU

results of education must be looked for; let the schoolmasten' ^'

say what in their opinion are the visible results of their beat'

work. Members of our profession often have to work long aiu

hard without reward or recognition, contented that good always

follows good work. A medical practitioner does not take as thf'

standard of his work the amoimt of money it will bring him

but is bound to do the best he can in the discharge of his pro-

fessional duties. We cannot echo the sentiment contained in a'

letter from the President of the Teachers' Union, as quoted 'vst

tho article we have noticed, when he s.ays : " I advise the*

teachers of the country to leave overt acts as to the moral traln-l

ing of our children to their parents, their ministers, and the'

magistrates. Neither of them have to enter in a punishment'

book the deterrent good they do to their own disparagement.
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V this advice seems very shocking ; still, I hold it to be

olicy." We caimot ourselves recominend that a "safe

" be placed before loyalty to the honoxirable traditions of

e profession. We greatly sympathise with elementary

teachers in the unwise attempts of certain magistrates to

the power of maintaining discipUne in schools by means

.oral pimishment ; children may not like it, the remedy is

•id it by obedience. As long as such means are found

iry in higher schools and in families, it is only just

aoderate and reasonable means of pvmishment be left in

ads of teachers. We agree with the Edwational Times in

that " more stringent discipline is needed in an elemen-

ablic school than in a higher school." There is too much

entality nowadays about corporal pimishment.

AND CON-EISH PRISON SURGEONS

SULTANTS.

rbitrary conduct of the Irish Prisons Board towards, and

3rference with the powers and duties of, prison surgeons,

bliged us mors than once to comment on its proceedings.

the inquiry and report of the Royal Commission on Pri-

iscipHne, better relations appeared to have been established,

as hoped that further attempts to curtail the inde-

|ice of the medical officers of prisons would not have been

' <|aestion asked by Mr. Murphy in the House of Commons

ml 17th—which, with Mr. Balfour's reply, was noted in

i KNALof April 21st—shows that such hopes were vain,

the Board is again endeavoiuing ultra vires to interfere

rights of the medical officers.

LiOT that the Prisons Board issued a circular to gover-

prisons, directing them, after consultation with the

officers, to forward a list of medical practitioners—

luahflcation and religion—to be called in from time to

^ 11 consultation.

i ras asked whether the power to caU in additional medical

ice was not given by the 106th Rule of Local Prisons

tions. This was a mistake—and a very natural one—for

th Rule professes to give the power. But the lOSth Rule

batim extract from the SSrd Section of the 40 and 41

ap. 49 (the Prisons Ireland Act), so that the power of

J <: in a consultant is statuteable, and necessarily involves

ice by the person on whom it is conferred of the con-

i to be called in.

England, the mistake of confomiding the pro\-ision3 of an

Parliament with the rules made by the Prison Commis-

coiUd not occm-, because, in the rules for local prisons, the

us taken from the Acts are printed in Roman characters,

•J the rules in script type. In the Irish rules, however, the

a'l-pts from the Acts and the rules made by the Board are

ir|«d in similar type, numbered consecutively, and presented

to le world as made by the Board and approved by the Lord-

ly tenant.

Advantage of the mistake was taken to furnish Mr. Balfour

with his reply; and the only explanation of his answer which we

cui arrive at is, that his iafoimant confused the appomtment of

.

wardens with that of medical officers, so that a specious reason

might be given for an autocratic action on the part of the Board.

Mr Balfour is reported to have repUed that -The appoint-

_

ment of medical officers required the sanction of the authontiee,.

and it seemed to him to be certainly within the spint of the.

rules that some effective control should be exercised as to the

election of consultmg physicians."

There is a grave error in the first statement :
the appomtmeBt

of medical officers does not require the sanction of the authori-

ties the latter part is a mere seguitur ,- and, finally, there is no

such office as that of consulting physician, nor any election

thereto.
i + • •

As it stands the reply is incomprehensible, but what is in-

tended to be expressed appears to be that the power of callhig

in consultation being conferred by the Board, it is natural that

the authority givhig that power should ako have the right of

controlling the exercise of it. But, as the power is not given by

the Board, that body has no more right to control or to mter-

fere with its bond fide exercise thaii the junior clerk in xte

office has.
^

.

The Act of ParUament is specific. Section 53 says: 'Me

(the medical officer) "may in any case of danger or difficulty

,chick appears to him to require it, caU m additional medical

assistance ; and no serious operation shall be performed mthout

previousconsultationbeingheldwithanothermedical practitioner

except under circumstances not admitting of delay, to be recorded

in his journal." Now it is clear not only that the medical officer

may call in addition^d medical assistance, but that he is consti-

tuted the sole judge of when it is requisite ;
and it is a recog-

nised principle of law that a power conferred cames with it»

unless expressly stated to the contrary, a tUscretion to the

person so empowered as to when and how and by whose means

he shall exercise that power.

The effort of the Board to regulate or assiuue an authority to

approve of the practitioners to be called in may seem a small

thin- to cavil at ; but when it is remembered that there is in ex-

isteiL an uncanceUed circular of the Board directing, m dis-

tinct opposition to the provision of the Act. that additional

advice is not to be obtained, except in urgent cases, without the

.

sanction of the Board, >^d that the Board has taken it on itsetf

to specificaUy order that certain practitioners are not to be

caUed in again because they have refused to accept a fee of one

in place of the ordhiaiy consultation fee of two gmneas, or b^^

cause they have compelled the Board to pay money legully^and

equitably due, or for other trivial reasons, the matter :.ssume».

larger proportions.

But the real objection lies in its being only one of a number

of persistent attempts to takeaway the independence dehber^

ately conferred on the prison medical officers by the Acts of

Parliament. Tlie medical officer is intended and ought to stand

independent between the prisoners and the discipline authonlws.
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HlB duty to the Government requires that he should hu,.sel

obov the rnles, and not suffer them to be relaxed on .nod.cal

.^umLs unless tho health of a pi-isouer is suffering or is hkely

to suffer. His duty towards the prisoners is not merely to treat

them when sick, but to see that neither their lives are endan-

gered or their healths injured by diseipline, diet, labour or con-

finement. If he fails in either ho is Hablo to punishment, but to

discharge his duties efficiently he must be to a great extent

independent.
, ^ ,

The tendency of modem prison legislation has been toward^

more humane treatment and greater care of prisoners, botii

mentally and physically; and vv-ith this object ui view the

Prisons Act has removed the appointment of medical olhcers

f«>m boards of superintendence and the Prisons Board, vestmg

it in the Lord Lieutenant ; and they have confened much more

e.tenBive pows directly on the medical officer. Thus, in addi-

tion to the duties imposed by 7 Geo. IV, c. 74, sec. 7%.the

Prisons (Ireland) Act incre^ises his duties and defines thehi more

clearly, and then it places the health of the prison in his charge;

m.'vke.. him responsible for its sanitary condition,: warmth, venti-

lation, quality of pn.^-isions,etc.; authorises him to give such

directions as he may think proper for the treatment, not o the

insane alone, but for that of any prisoner whose mind is likely

to be injuriously affected by tho discipline ; and in case of death

of a prisoner, directs him to report particulars of the illness,

etc., "together with any special remarks that appear to him

requisite." . .

At any time to reduce the medical officers to a position

of. eul^rvienoe to the Boarf would be a policy most detn-

montal to the best interest of the service and the welfare of

the prisoners. But at the present it is singidarly mopportime.

Wild charges are made of an intention on the part of the

Government to destroy the health and lives of prisoners claimed

to be poUtical. So long as the prisons are screed by mdepen-

.tent medical men, who can, without fear or favour, exercise the

powers conferred in the Act, it is felt tliat such charges are

ahentd and incapable of fidfilment. But once lot the medical

officer become the more servant of a department, then pubhc

confidence is shaken, an<l tho possibility, nay the probability, of

a- prisoner being done to death will be enteri;aine<l. That,

even in case of such subserviency any intentional cruelty or

injury would be sanctioned or permitted, we do not for a

moment believe, but the positi.m of a medical officer would

become intolerable. He dare not act without orders: he would

l« liable to censure for this, blame for that; precious time would

i«evitably be lost in ascertaining the will of the Board, and in

many casos irretrievable inju.7 would be done, and even fatal

mischief have resulted, before the oi,inion or permission of the

ISoard could bo obtained.

Tlie groirnds, therefore, of objection to the illegal action of

tho Board are not even primarily the injustice or hardship of

interfering with and curtailing the statutable rights of the

medioiil officer; they lie chiefly in the interests of the pubUc,

and enormously so in the interests of tho prisoner. .-

It would be difficult to conceive why the Board should soe^.to

;

deprive the doctors of their rights, were it not tliat the B^*,

appears to mistrust its officers, and more especially the medicl

ones It probably suspects that they give a preference to th.^

medical gentlemen who discharge their duties when absent.

There is no evidence that this is the case ;
but even if it we,

we see nothhig objectionable in it; on the contrary, the man

who has some experience of the peculiar circumstances of prison

life from having acted as the medical officer's substitute, is the

onJ best smted to appreciate the relaxations of disciphne or

changes in diet requisite in particxdar cases.
,„,,,.

W: trust the matter may not be allowed to rest, and Ojst

members of Parliament will closely watch the action of the

Board, and prevent by gradual encroacliments its acqum««„

supreme authority. , ,

kr is there any need for such encroachment The « eik d

th Irish prisons surgeon has been well done. The reports of

the Board, year after year, show a remarkably smaUmor^^

which is mainly o.riiig to the medical officers ;«" to^

sanitai7 state of the prisons and their care

-' f^^^)^

,

ners; on the other hand, discharged prisoners testify pubMf^

to their efficient discharge of duty. ^_,k^
With sudi testimony from both parties, it seems parbcdi^

h ard that these officers, whose responsibilities axe -nous, wh^

work is arduous, and whose salaries are madequate, sho.^

have been publicly slighted by being
'^'^^^J^lf^

promotion, and that now injury ^^^'^
^'f.^^^'^^

It woidd be far better for all parties concerned i the Pn*ns

Board adopted the sensible poUcy of trusting the. m^^

officers. If their powers are large, they must -^ -*
j/^

sense of the heavy respoiisibihty such powers -o^ .^^"

good cause to try and curtail those powers, lowers Ije
^^0^

esponsibility; and when the conviction of ^^-^''^^^
added all heari. for or interest in their work is taken away

were the Board capable of appreciating ^^vice^^^^

X

Trust your officers fully, and do not hamper them m the

charge of their duty. If an officer is proved
-^«^f

"^ " ?^
less :r neghgent by all means apply to tl« Lor «-^^
get rid of liim; but until he is - P^°-<1

""^^/^.f^^lfical

trust him fully ; and we ventiue to say on b>^^;" ''^

*J^ "^j^,

officers that they are not and will not be found unworthy of such

confidence.

A C0.VK.S..0.. will be given "V
|^- ^^jf„ftS^

its rooms, H, Chandes Street, ^^^^^'^^
j^^.^/^^by Sir /osepl

May 7th, after the annual oration, to be dtlnereu ny

Fayrer, M.D.. K.C.S.I., at 8.30.

AT the meeting of Convocation of the.Unive«ity of Londcm _c,

Tuesday next (May 8th), a resolution -•» ';« -»^«^'
;;„^^„etio:

stance of the annual Committee, ^P^^^^f^, '^^^si rhili

with the Committee appointed at ''- /^
'"'"^J^;;,, ^.-.tnes.-:

Ma^us in 188.-,, to take steps to represent bj .»"."''";
.„jgj t!

tKw oCoAvocation to the Royal Commission -VVO^'

iijuirelnto the condition of the higher education in Lond«U.
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ILOBP RAKBOLPH Chltichiix, M.1>., Will preside a a Special

!«tival Dinner, to be held at the Hotel Metropole on May 1-th, in

Id of the scheme for the extension of St. Marj-'s Ucspital, men-

laned in the Journal on April 21st (p. S60).

HEH THE DrcHESs of Albany has graciously consented to

stribute the certificates to ladieswho have passed the e.xamination

Uowine the lectures on Domestic Hygiene, by Dr. A. 1- bcuo-

M, at the Parkes Museum, Margaret Street. The ceremony will

ike place at 3 p.m. this day (Saturday).

HE SIR GEORGE BURROWS MEMORIAL PORTRAIT.

'B are asked to state that the subscription list for this portrait

in be closed on May 13th. Intending contributors ve, there-

U requested to send their subscriptkms without delay to any

lember of the committee, or to the hon. treasurer. Sir Dyce

u.ckworth, M.D., 11, Grafton Street, Piccadilly, ^\

.

Tious but since that is Sunday, the ceremonial of presentation is

deferred until Monday. It is needless to say that aU who can

attend from this countrj- will be most heartily welcomed. Itu

e.\pected that the total amount of the fund will exceed £-,0U0.

of which some £250 wUl be from this side of the Channel. A pro-

gramme of the ceremony will be published.

Hi;.^ -544A/0
,a

THE SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES.

Iiss Macdonald has obtained the diploma of the Society of

Lpothecaries. Subsequent to the admission of Miss Garrett in I860,

legations were adopted by the Society which had, up to this

late, prevented the further admission of ladies to this examina-

'ion' These, it will be seen, have now be^en relaxed.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

'HE surgical lectures to be deUvered by Mr. Thomas Bryant at

he College will be three in number, and will be given in June.

The hour°for their delivery has been, as our readers should note,

kiteredto P M. The subject of two of the lectures will be the

hauses, Effects, and Treatment of Tension in Surgical Cases, and

that of the third lecture will be the Surgical Treatment of Injuries

F the Cranium.

THE CROONIAN LECTURE.

rHB Croonian Lecture of the Royal Society will, as we have pre-

viously stated, be delivered this year by Dr. Kiihn,^ Professor of

Physiological Chemistry in the University of Heidelberg, on

May -'Sth in the theatre of the Royal Institution, Albemarle

Street. Professor Kiihne, who will speak in German, has chosen

for the title of his lecture " Ueber die Entstehung der vitalen

Beuegunu (On the Source of Vital Movement)."

ROYAL COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN

LONDON.

We are enabled to announce that the Earl of Selborne

wiU bo the Chairman of the Royal Commission on Univcr-

eity Education in London, and that the other members

of the Commission will be the Right Hon. J. T. Ball, lately Lord

Chancellor of Ireland; the Right Hon. Sir James Hannen; the

Hon. George Brodrick, Warden of Merton College, O^foTd
:
Dr

Weldon, Head Master of Harrow; Professor Stokes, M.I .,
l-resi-

dent of the Royal Societv; and Sir William Thomson, LL.D..

P.R.S., with John Levburn Goddard, barrister-at-law. as Secre-

tary. The Coramissiou will be signed by the Queen at the next

Oottncil meeting.

DONDERS MEMORIAL FUND.

AfltUe subscription list to tlus fuud must shortly be closed, it is

requested that all who still wish to subscribe will send in their

nunee to the Honorary Secretaries, Messrs. Gerald Yeo and Brailey.

on or before MondnY,"May 14th. It is to be hoped that some of

our countrymen may be aWe to attend the ceremony at Ltrecht

on May 38th. DonUera's 70th birthday falls upon the day pre-

THE GERMAN EMPEROR.

As we go to press, we are glad to learn, by special telegram from.',

Charlottenburg. that His Majesty is daily gaining strength. The

highest temperature on Wednesday night (the 2nd instant) w<^

1014'' F the lowest on Thursday morning was OO' F. There la,

still an "abundant purulent discharge. The local condition is.

unchanged.

RABBITS IN AUSTRALIA. .- .

.

TuE Australasian Medical Gazette states that the Mimstar.:f«W.

Laud.s in New South Wales, in whose department the adinmisUa-

tion of matters relating to rabbits has recently been placed^ has.

communicated with the Governments of the other colonies, asking

whether they will co-operate with the mother colony in the ap-

pointment of a Commission to advise on the subject. Considerable .

doubt was felt as to whether it would be possible to constitute a.

Committee which would command general respect, since the m-

quirv would involve much travelling to make investigations on

?he spot, and a consequent expenditure of much time. Our con-

temporarj- suggests that a more effective body might l^ consti-

u" d by appotting a Committee consisting of a human patholo-.

^1 recommended by the CouncU of the Royal College of Phy-

sicians London, a veterinary surgeon by the govermng bodj of

the Royal Veterinary CoUege of London, a pupil of Pasteur, and

one educated under Drs. Virchow and Koch.

MEDICAL SELF-HELP.

THK quarterly report which we published on April 21st of the M^.-

cal Sickness, .\nnuity, and Life Insurance Society shows in bright

ourstl" xcellent'resultsoE mutual co-operation among mes-

cal men to secure for themselves provision asf"«' f^"^:;.*^"
'

dent or temporary- or permanent disablement from those maladies,

a ci^ent^ ^misfortunes which so often strike down practisii^

melal men unexpectedly, and deprive them for a Ume at^e^t

of the means of continuing to earn an income. This Society

nrovides for each subscriber a claim to weekly paj-ments of from

loo, to £4 4s a ^eek, in addition to lifelong maintenance pay-

•

mentlncase of permanent disablement or in old age. The last

lar'ey report states that the Society, alth.ugl> only four yea^rn^

Sncc. has now 85,5 members, and an annual income of about

£U (^ xclusive of interest on its invested funds, which a^dy-
±,U),uuu, e.\uiuo

to.),i,),i It is paving out upwards of

amount to upwards of £-J,000. it is P"> ^ ,i.w_p^ or
^•1600 a year to members who have suffered from sickness or

I^ci, aU two insurance claims 11..
^^^^^^^^^^^ J-.

-

^s:^-:^ :frxuy^r::/:r^.^^3
grnisation,and the honorary- services ^\'\\^^^^'^^^'^^^^
cent, had been reserved for management (which «« ^^out half th«

usual estimate), the actual outlay for the year has been 3} P^r

ce t of the premium income. The inve.<t«.ents are all m tl^.

u^dsof rusL.s, and the flrst-class securities show an unpn>^

ment of about 10 per cent, since the date of investment. The'

"ccessand prosperity of this fund ha.s been continuous and un-

alt .r n^ from the tlrst. It Ls proving of the ut^os benefit t^ a-

Seat number of professional men, not only by afforvl.ng them the;

^el of s^'curing themselves from inconvenionce at fm« when-
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income ce-nses and expenses increase, but by relieving them of

anxiety of mind and of the sense of insecurity -which so often

darkens long years of professional life. Reports and forms of

proposal for this Society may be obtained from the Secretarj',

Mr. Radley, 26, Wynne Road, Brixton, London. S.W.

MALIGNANT SYPHILIS.

Db. Kopp states in the Miinc/iener Medhinisc/ie Woclienschrift

that, out of nearly thirteen thousand cases of skin and venereal

disease under his own obsen-ation, he only detected four cases of

malignant syphilis. This form he recognised as manifesting itself

by very early and regular development of what, in ordinary

syphilis, would be considered as tertiarj- symptoms, especially in

the skin, with severe constitutional disturbance. In these char-

acteristics the variety in question resembled the great epidemic at

the end of the fifteenth century. As the phenomena in the latter

case indicated that syphilis, when it appeared in countries and

amongst races where it was hitherto unknown, always assumed a

se-vere type, so Dr. Kopp concludes that malignant syphilis in a

European in the nineteenth century implies that the patient's

ancestors happen to have been free from that disease. He advised

great care in the administration of mercury, and found that the

cases did best under a course of quinine and iron, nourishing diet,

and plenty of fresh air, iodide of potassium being administered

when the patient showed distinct signs of improvement.

IDIOPATHIC NEPHRITIS IN CHILDREN.
Dr. Stephen Mircom states, in the C'entralblatt fur d. Med.
Wifsentchaften, No. 40, 18.87, that between August and September,

IRW, he observed fourteen cases of primary nephritis amongst
children between the ages of S and 10, in a town of 3,000 inhabit-

ante. The illness began with high fever, which disappeared at the

end of the third or fourth day ; then very firm redema developed.

Convalescence began in the majority of cases at the end of the

second week. Three children died. In the kidneys from one of

these fatal cases Dr. Mircoli discovered the appearances seen in

diffused acute nephritis, and also numerous little specks, which,

when strongly magnified, appeared of an elongated oval form, and
consisted of collections of germs resembling groups of pneumo-
cocci The germs were arranged either in balls or in chains, and
were most abundant in the outer part of the cortex, then in the

glomeruli, then in the midst of the Wood-vessels around the tubuli

uriniferi, and most sparinglj- in the tubuli themselves. The germs
had caused the formation of thrombi in the vessels of the cortical

and medullary part of the kidney, causing either obliteration of

the lumen or dilatation of the vessel. Dr. Mircoli could not ex-

plain the nature of the micro-organisms, and he most rightly took

care to note in his report of these cases that he could find no

germs in the kidneys of the two other latal cases. At the time of

this epidemic of nephritis in children, none of the zymotic dis-

eases which most frequently cause inflammation -of the kidney

were prerailing in the same district. '''" '• '"

PROFESSOR SEEGEN ON DIABETES MELLfTUS.
Pbofessob Sbkoen'.s paper, " On Diabetes Menitu.s in regard to

recently acquired knowledge regarding Sugar-formation in Ani-

mals," is to be found in the ZeitKckrift Jiir Klin. Mrdicin., I5d. xiii.

The chief results of his investigations are formulated in the

following theses: 1. The formation of sugar is a normal process,

going on in the liver unintemiptedly. 2. The daily amount of

sugar formed in the liver is very considerable. 3. This sugar ii

continually "converted" in the body, but where and in what way
this occurs has not hitherto been explained. 4. Sugar or carl>o-

hj'drates taken as nourishment do not participate in the formation

of sugar within the liver. .">. Albumen and fat are the materials

from which the liver forma eugar. C. The formation of glycogen,

in contrast to liver-sugar, is intimately related to the kind of

nourishment taken, and is greatest when cane-sugar is taken.

How do these facts agree with those derived from clinical observa-

tion of diabetes mellitus ? The latter occurs in two forms ; in the

first of those (the light form), the patients are usually well-

nourished, belong to the middle period of life, and voracity, thirst,

and polyuria are only seldom excessive; in the second, or severe,

form the patients are usually young, lose flesh rapidly, and have

great voracity and thirst, with an excessive amount of urine.

The main distinction between these two forms lies in this, that

patients of the first class only excrete sugar when they take sugar

or carbohydrates in their food ; the symptoms of diabetes cease

when these are discontinued. In the second class of patients, the

sugar excretion is scarcely influenced by the avoidance of carbo-

hydrates in the food. Seegen is of opinion that these two different

forms represent two distinct pathological processes. In the first,

the excreted sugar is derived undoubtedly from the sugar ingested,

and the diabetes must be regarded as the result of incapacity of

the liver cells to dispose of the carbohydrates in the normal

manner. In the second form, it must be assumed that the normally

formed liver-sugar is excreted. The w-hole body, or more or less

of its elements, has not the capacity to " convert" the sugar con-

veyed in the blood ; hence the graver prognosis in this form than

in the other. The ultimate cause of diabetes is still unknown,

but the author is of opinion that ner\-ous derangements very fre-

quently underlie this disease.

-0 3D3JJC

CHLOROFORM-WATER AS AN ANTISEPTIC.

Peofessor E. Saxkowski has nn article on this subject in the

current issue of the Deutsche Medicinisrhe Wochenschrift. He has

used chloroform for some years to preserve urine from decom-

position (a few drops added to a specimen presen'e its acid re-

action apparently for any length of time), and has lately examined

the action of chloroform-water upon former ferments, and on

some pathogenic bacteria. Chloroform well shaken up with water,

in the proportion of 1 to 200, dissolves perfectly at the ordinary

temperature, and it was found that such a solution prevents the

occurrence of all fermentations which are dependent on the

vitality of micro-organisms ; for example, alcoholic fermentation,

ammoniacal urine-fermentation, the fermentative decomposition

of hippuric acid, lactic acid fermentation, and the bacterial de-

composition of albumen ; while it, has no influence upon unorgan-

ised soluble ferments (enzymes), and therefore does not affect the

action of ptyalin, pepsin, trj-yisin, invertin, diastase, etc. The latter

fact was known already. Of course, in this use of chlorbfortii'

care must be taken that it does not 'escape by evaporation; the

bottle should be well corked or stoppered. Thus used chloroform.

is convenient for revealing the presence of minimal quantities lA'

ferments, the actions of which are only developed after soBlBi

months ; for the obsen-ation may be continued as long as deMB"

able, without the intexvention of any micro-organisms, and chW>

roform, while it can be removid from a liquid when desirableif

does not injure the nutrient sulistratum. This is well show* iJi'

milk shaken up with a little chloroform and kept in a cloead <

vessel. After some months the casein and fat separate, but a cl^ar

albuminous fluid remains, just as in sterilised milk. Solutions of

cane or grape sugar shaken up with yeast do not ferment, but tnft'

sugar is inverted by next day, the inverting ferment of^'yeast

being a soluble ferment, and therefore unaffected by chloroform.

Albuminous liquids are sterile with chlorofonn-water, andfeven

meat in small pieces may be thus preserved without essentaal'

alteration, though a certain degree of rancidity may be perceive*'

after a time from the gradual oxidation of fat. But chloroforJ*'

has a powerful disinfectant and destructive action upon bacteHa'

already present. A putrid meat infusion is rendered sterile by if
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a few hours ; and the same destructive action is exerted upon

e bacillus anthracis (though not on the spore-form) and on the

mma bacillus. The chief use of chloroform as a disinfectant

11 probably lie in the preserration of solutions of the soluble

ments, the action of the latter not being influenced by it, but

rious other uses suggest themselves, both pharmaceutical and

erapeutical. Chloroform-water is well tolerated by the system.

a supplementary note Professor Salkowsky writes to the effect

at most of the ethylic chlorine compounds possess^ antiseptic

operties, and that chloroform, from its superior volatility, is the

St as a respiratory antiseptic

ORBITAL SYPHILIS.

1. Mackrk observes, in the Wiener Klinik, that orbital

phiUs is rare, but may be observed in the inherited as well as

e acquired form of the disease. It usually begins in the roof of

e orbit, being first recognised by severe pains, which are con-

int, but worst in the evening and at night. The lid swells, and

en the eyeball may become unusually prominent, Symptoms of

ralysis of the recti or oblique often appear. These symptoms

1 develop slowly, and are of long duration ; as a rule, a clear

story of syphilis, or symptoms of that disease in other parts of

e patient 8 body, is at hand. Orbital syphilis must be promptly

aated, as the eyeball may suddenly become involved, or the pro-

,88, which is essentially periostitis of the bony boundaries of the

Ibit, may extend into the cranial cavity, attacking the meninges

I

the brain itself. The cure, which consists in the administration

I

the ordinary antisyphUitic drugs, is always slow. Dr. Macerk

tends to publish a complete series of histories of cases of orbital

philis which have come under his observation and treatment.

ABDOMINAL SECTION FOR RUPTURED UTERUS.

i. Garkigues, of New York, performed abdominal section for

pture of the uterus, last January, and contributed a paper on the

bject to a medical society, which is published in the Philadel-

\ia Medical Neivs, March 3rd. The patient was a multipara, aged

[ She fell in labour at term, a few days after a bad fall. About

irelve hours after the pains began her medical attendant. Dr.

cCauley, reduced an extreme left lateral obliquity of the uterus,

pur hours later the waters broke, but the head did not advance.

1 hour later crampy pains occurred, without shock, and the

igina was found full of clots. Abdominal section was performed ;

e placenta was free in the peritoneal cavity, with a quart of

lid blood and lumps of meconium. The child was large, dead,

\d ensanguined. The rent comprised ih-e whole anterior wall and

irt of the posterior; it went down too low to allow of Porro's

•leration. The rent was sewed up on Schroder's principle, by

irty-seven antisepticised silk ligatures, deep and superficial. The

Hlominal cavity was washed out with warm water, the uterine

.vity with a hot solution of bichloride of mercurj- (1 in 5,000).

ifortunately the patient lived in a lodging-house of very low

ade, and was badly nursed, being allowed on one occasion to get

It of bed. She died of peritonitis four days after the operation.

INFANTILE OPHTHALMIA AND SUBSEQUENT
j

BLINDNESS.
'' has been calculated that at least 30 per cent, of the cases of

'tal blindness existing in tho United Kingdom (that is to say,

|>out 7,000 of the 22,000 blind persons enumerated at the lost

insus) have resulted from the neglect of purulent ophthalmia in

ifancy. The Ophthalmological Society of the United Kingdom,

|*ut three years ago, appointed a deputation, comprising Mr.

Imathan Hutchinson, Sir W. Bowman, Mr. J. Tweedy, Dr.

jcKeown, Dr. Aborcrombie, and others, which waited upon the

egistrar-General and the Local Government Board, and urged

that registrars whenregistering birtlis. and relieving officers whea;

issuing orders for the parish midwife, should, at the same time-,

issue a printed slip containing the necessary warning. Tb«

Registrar-General did not. however, see bis way to imposing

on registrars this additional duty. Another, but unfortunately

equally unsuccessful, effort has recently been made by the Com-;

mittee of the Bradford Eye and Ear Hospital to enlist the co-oper*-

,

tion of the central authorities. The Committee deserve great

credit for their efforts to spread the warning in their own town,

and the local registrars deserve thanks for their voluntary co-

operation in distributing the printed slips. Taking 1,000,000, as

a rough estimate of the number of births annually in the United

Kingdom, about £30 woiUd be sufficient to defray the cost of

printing the same number of the slips already referred to.

ABDOMINAL SECTION ON A NEW-BORN CHILt):'^;',,

The Journal of the American Medical Association for January

14th describes a singular case of what may be termed radical cure

of congenital umbilical hernia in a new-bom child. Dr. Dunlap,

of Springfield, Ohio, attended on October 2nd, 18.S7, at the birth of

a healthy female child. There was a large umbilical hernia,
^

which included the intestinal canal from close below the duo-,

denum to the sigmoid flexure and the great omentum. The sac

was formed by the tissues of the umbilical cord: its neck was so

narrow tliat the hernia was irreducible. Dr. Dunlap therefore

enlarged the neck of the sac by incision. A fresh difficulty was

then encountered. Owing to the absence of the intestines from

their normal position, the abdominal cavity was so contracted

that they still could not be properly reduced. " I
_

therefore,"

writes Dr. Dunlap, "made an opening commencing in the um-

bOicus, running up two inches, and then began stretching the

walls of the abdomen with my fingers; then catching portions

of the bowels and forcing them do-mi iuto the ca%aty, while

assistants, with hooks passed through the cut edges of the

walls of the abdomen, held them firmly up. In about twenty

minutes 1 succeeded in forcing them in and closing the wound

with five sutures and ligatures to the cord close up to the natural

skin." No anesthetic was used. The child neither struggled nor

screamed, nor did any signs of shock follow the operation. A

small teaspoonful of castor oil was given, and the bowels after-

wards acted freely. Ten days later, when Dr. Dunlap read the

case before the Medical Society of the District of Columbia, the

child was suckling and sleeping well, tlie stitches were out, and

the cord wa-s separating in a satisfactorj- manner. The earliest

age at which ovariotomy has ever been performed is one year and

a half, on patients at which tender period of their existence Vr.

Schwartz and Dr. K lister have successfully operated. "'-^

MICRO-ORGANISMS IN THE FEMALE GENITAL
TRACT.

Much has recently been written about gonococci and streptococci

in the vagina,' uterus, and Fallopian tubes. Professor Bumm

claims to have established pathological laws of high importance,

relating to the infection of these parts by micro-organisms. He

states that the gonococcus does not in itself cause suppuration,

but by damaging the epithelium facilitates the admission of

pyogenic streptococci. This is seen in inflammation of Cowpers

giand in gonorrha-a, which ends in resolution or in cystic dege-

neration of the gland when gonococci alone have entered its duct;

but should streptococci enter the gland, suppuration becomes

certain. Gonococci, Bumm declares, readily ascend as high as the

tubes, whilst the pyogenic micro-organisms are slow to follow;

hence the comparative rarity of pyosalpinx in proportion to the

frequency of gonorrhrea. Superficial observers have detected

hosts of micro-organisms in the normal tract, after death. But

Dr. Winter has made a series of careful experiments in this direc-
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tion, pmbodied in ii communication to the current number of the

ZeitKchrift fur CreliurtMUfe mid Gynaholor;ie. lie concludes,

first, thnt the normal tube contains no micro-orsjanisms, and, as

a rule, no contents of any kind. Secondly, tlie uterine cavity in

health contnins no micro-organitims. and in half the cases which

he examined, no germs were found in the neighbourhood of the

OS internum. The cervical secretion of over)- healthy woman

abounds in micro-organisms, and so does the vagina. In short,

the genital canal of a healthy woman contains micro-organisms

in the vagina and cerrix, from which the uterus is free, and the

l>oundary between the part bearing and the part free from germs

lies about the os internum.
'"

ERGOT IN SUBINVOLUTION,
Some ven.- interesting observation.s were recently made by Dr.

Emile Blanc on the effect of ergot in involution of the uterus

after labour. A fairly large number of vfomen who had gone

through normal labour were divided into three categories. Forty

of them were left to Nature ; forty were treated with daily hypo-

dermic injections of Vvon's .solution of ergotine (1 cc.= l gramme

of ergot) during the first five days after delivery ; and the remain-

ing ;twelve were similarly treated for ten days. Daily externil

measurements were then made in nil the cases to ascertain the

size of the uterus, and on the fifth and tenth days its internal

measurement was taken by means of the uterine sound. It was

found that the administration of ergot during the first five or ten

days failed to produce any favourable effect in hastening the

pi'ocess of involution, but that, on the contran,-, it seemed to delay

the normal refraction of the uterus. Ergot is nevertheless an ex-

ceedingly useful agent in the treatment of secondarj^ haemorrhage,

and its action is more marked the less the interval of time that

has elap.'ed since the confinement.

COCAINE IN LITHOTRITY.
In a case in which an attempt to perform lithotrity proved futile

on account of the extreme irritability of the blailder and tho

prostrate condition of the patient. Dr. ThiSlip injected into the

bladder sixteen grains of cocaine dissolvixi in twelve fluid ounces

of water at a suitable temperature. After a few minutes, during

which the patient was moved into different positions to ensure

the amesthetic coming into contact with all parts of the wall of

tho bladder, it was found possible to proceed. Tho patient felt

no pain whatever, and the surgeon was enabled to do his work

quietly and completely. The anicsthetic condition of the bladder

lasted about twenty minutes. The exjieriment, having proved

so successful, was repeated on five subsequent occasions with the

some happy result. It was noticed, however, that the effect pro-

duced by the last two injections was less marked and did not last

as long as after the others. No untoward symptoms followed at

any time,' but it is recommended to adapt the dose of the drug to

the degree of vesical irritation, and never to use the higher

strength before trying the effect of a weaker one.

THE EFFECT OF OPIUM ON THE FCETUS IN UTERO.
It is a curious fact that while therapeutists are thoroughly alive

to the danger of giving opium to young infant.s, they have not

apparently considered what oflfect is likely to bi- jjroduccd on the

unborn fa'tu.s by its administration to the mother. Dr. Kuth, of

Muscatine (Iowa), has recently investigated tho subject, and has

arrived at the conclusion that it not infrequently causes convul-

sions in the foetus analogous to those produced in the infant.

Bartholow states that opium kills by paralysis of the respiratory

muscles, and more rarely by paralysis of the heart. The foetus

has, of course, for the time, no respiratory function, and this may
account for the small number of deaths from admini-itering opium
to pregnant women when labour is not threatened or in progress ;

mil also acc<^nt for the relaxed condition and feeble hold upon

life that children have when bom while the mother is under the|

influence of an opiate. Given what we know of the effect olj

opium on infants, it is ob\-iou3 that the moment a child is bom

whose blood is charged with opium, so soon do the influences ot[

I)aralysis of the respiratory muscles manifest themselves. Opium
|

is the stock remedy in cases of threatened abortion, but it pro-l

bably does more to bring about the very contingency that it iS|

sought to avert, while it seriously imperils the infant's chances
|

of a separate existence. The foregoing observations may possiblyj

afford an explanation of the preference which has of late beeD)

given to chloral in cases of threatened abortion.

SCOTLAND.

LECTURESHIP OF BOTANY, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,!
DUNDEE. ', "

^

Mh. Pateick Geddes, F.R.S.K., late Assistant to the Professor bl|

Botany in Edinburgh University, has, at the request of the au-'

thorities at University College, Dundee, consented to deliver th('

summer courpe of lectui'es on botany in tte College.

GLASGOW MATERNITY HOSPITAL. i

We are glad to be able to record what is said to be the first COm-l

pletely successful case of Coesarean section performed in Clasgowl

The operation was performed at the Maternity Hospital by DrI

Murdoch Cameron nearly three weeks ago. Both mother and sort

are alive and well, and the latter has been appropriatelv

christened " Ca}3a.r Cameron."

GLASGOW EAR HOSPITAL. "
I

At the annual meeting of the subscribers of the Ear Hospital, thd

medical report was read, and showed that the hospital was in i|

flourishing condition and increasing in popularity. In the outi

door department there were 789 now patients, an increase of 8ii

patients over the previous year; and in the indoor departmen

I

there were 57 admissions, an increase of 6. As a means of diftus',

ing knowledge of ear disease among 'students and [practitionersj

the hospital had been utilised during the past year, to an unprecei

dented extent. At the last annual meeting^it was reported that 1'

students attended Dr. [Barr's course of lectures. During the pas:

year 7.5 names were enrolled, including medical men from botl

town and country.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, GLASGOW.
'

This exhibition, which is to be opened on May 8th by their Roy*

Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales, promises to be on'

of the most interesting as it is the largest exhibition of recen

years. It will doubtless form a special attraction to members o

the Association at the forthcoming Glasgow meeting in Augus

next. The press view of the exhibition took place on April 2lBt

when over one hundred journalists, representing the daily pres

of the United Kingdom and also some^Continental and .\mericai

papers, came to Glasgow and visited the buildings. They wcti

hospitably entertained by tho executive, and fortunately wer

favoured with beautiful weather. They were evidently mucl

impressed with the architectural beauty of the buildings, thei

magnificent situation, and the interesting nature of tho exhibit'

Not the least interesting feature of tho exhibition to professionn

men will be tho largo and magnificent display of historical an'

archieological treasures now being arranged in the Bishop's Palac

on the slope of Gilmorehill.

GRADUATION CEREMONY, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.
TifF. graduation ceremony took place on April 27th in the But

Hall, the Vice-Chancellor presiding. There was a largo attend

ance of students and their friends. Besides the honorary and oth«
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jrees conferred, the general Untversity prizes were awarded,

1 thfin the Vice-Chiincellor delivered an eloquent address on the

loral idea of knowledge and of the higher education on which

!h an institution as a university is based. The idea was that

ire was not only no disconl, but no hard and fast distinction,

;wcen the various departments of human knowledge ; that each

,nt uiwn and could be rightly apprehended only in its organic

ation to the rest. Although limitation was the necessary con-

,ion of success in either study or work, there was no incompati-

ity between knowing a wide range of subjects in their leading

iturcs and some one subject with^the completeness of those who

ike it their principal occupation. It was this combination

lich created a truly cultured mind and an enlightened, educated

blic.

FAITH HEALING.

? the last monthly meeting of the Parochial Board of Dunoon, a

d case of insanity was reported. A woman, who, some time ago,

18 delivered of her fourth cliUd, had since been affected with

ralysis. It was stated that a local clergyman, with one of his

aeons, visited the woman, and prescribed the faith-healing cure.

,6 woman was accordingly prayed over, and anointed. The cure,

iwever, failed, and the poor woman went mad, and is now an

mate of Lochgilphead Asylum, suffering from religious mania.

le case was severely commented on by several members of the

)ard, and a committee was appointed to investigate the matter,

id report to a future meeting.

EDINBURGH ROYAL INFIRMARY.

iST week this admirable institution was subjected to a wholly

warranted attack in regard to a case admitted to its wards. A

:)man who had been sent in from the country to be treated for

jpposed ovarian disease, very shortly after her arrival was

livered of triplets. This fact was made the basis of a highly-

ioi'd descriptive article in a local newspaper, which detailed all

,_ circumstances of the case in a manner that is unusual in the

V press. It is not as yet generally known who has been the

ilty party in producing so sensational a version of a very simple

(.ident, and in giving his canard so successful a flight.

EDINBURGH MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND ART.

IE original design of the Edinburgh Museum of Science and

t, so inseparably associated with the name of its distinguished

under, the late Professor George Wilson, has at length, after the

pse of many years, bseu fully carried out. The new addition

Insists of a large west wing, which completes the symmetry of the

lilding externally, and gives it additional internal accommoda-

bn amounting to at least a third of its previous area. The new

Jleries it provides are to be dedicated in part to works of art,

Viefly from Italy, to a collection illustrating the arts and manu-

ctures of savage races, and to maps and model sections showing

e results of the geological survey of Scotland.

months from the post of duty, and to the satisfaction with which

he again met his students, completely restored by his visit to a

southern climate. He also referred to the ability and conscien-

tious thoroughness with which his teaching duties had been per-

formed in his absence by his friend and former assistant. Professor

Haycraft, of Birmingham. In all the departments, and in the

wards of the Royal Inflrmarj', the opening lectures were attended

by a plethora of students, from which it would appear that the

new session shows no falling off in the numbers coming forward

for the Edinburgh degree. '"^ ^'"''

\ H:r

THE SANITARY WORK OF A GREAT CITY. 'i
' •

In the course of a lecture delivered on this subject to the Philo-

sophical Society by Mr. Peter Fj-fe, sanitary inspector, some of

the provisions of the Burgh Police and Health Bill were discussed.

Glasgow, it was stated, was supplied from the country with about

Zbfim gallons of milk daily from 1,175 farms, many of which

were dangerous to the community from defects of structure and

the nature of their water supply, yet all that could be done by the

sanitary officials of the city was whenever a case of infections

disease was known to exist at any of the farms, at once to stop

the milk supply from that farm. The new Bill provided no such

central authority as medical and scientific inspectors as England

had possessed for years. The Bill only applied to burghs and

populous places, while the country was left to feed the town.s

from amid insanitary conditions which, through ignorance and

carelessness combined, many of its landlords or farmers would

not remove. The lecturer insisted that, besides compulsory

notification of infectious diseases by medical men, there should

be more power iu the hands of local authorities of removal and

isolation. This would entail great expense and difficulty from

the want of hospital accommodation and the increased work of

disinfection. There should also be more summary power of com-

pelling landlords to remove nuisances. But the most diflicnlt

problem of all was what was to be done for the people who were

condemned to live in such conditions as were pictured by the

words '• 348 to the acre." Such a state of things went on from

day to day in some districts of the city. Xay, during the night

little knots of humanity were found huddling together at the

rate of 4,400 to the acre, or 10 persons in 11 square yards. To

give some idea of the atmosphere in which many of the popula-

tion nightly sleep, ho had caused two samples of air to be taken

for analysis. No. 1 was taken at 3.40 A.SI. from a single apart-

ment house measuring 700 cubic feet, and in which four adult*

and three children were sleeping ; the amount of carbonic acid gas

was certified by Dr. Wallace to be 21.9 in 10,000 volumes of air.

No. 2, taken iu somewhat similar conditions, contained 14.1 in

10,000 volumes. In the first case the carbonic 'acid gas was fire

times and a half, and in the second case three times and a half,

what it should be. What could the sanitarian do to decrease the

chances of disease in such homes ?

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY.
IK summer session commenced on Tuesday, May 1st, when the

irious professors and teachers who hold summer courses met
;ieir classes, and delivered introductory lectures. In the Botany

i^partment, at the large lecture hall in the Botanical Gardens, a

ieat gathering of students and teachers assembled to listen to

ofessor Bayley Balfour's inaugural address, on his induction into

e duties of the Chair. The new Professor was very heartily

ceived, and listened to with great attention by his large audi-

ice. Iu the department of Physiology, Professor Rutherford de-

ifered a short address introductory to the work of the practical

lysiology courses that are held during the summer session. In

5 address he adverted to the fact of his absence for twelve

SCARLATINA AND COW DISEASE.

Dr. J. B. Russell, Me<lica! Oflicer of Health for Glasgow, has issued

a report on the outbreak of scarlatina at Garnethill. After a careful

house-to-house visitation of the district he found that there were

ninety-five cases in all. and that each of these cases obtained milk

from the one dairy. All the cases had fallen ill since March l.'^th.

The milk was, therefore, the obvious medium of infection. Further

investigation led to the suspicion that the milk in this dairy had

come from a farm at which there had been a case of scarlet fever.

The son of the farmer who brought in the milk was seized on

March 23rd with the first symptoms, and the hj-reman on March

24th was seized with sore throat. No other person had been ill.

With the view of answering the question. Did the milk derive its

infection from the cow? as in the Hendon ca«e in 18S6, Dr.
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Bu8«ell ajid Ur. McC'all, veteriaary surgeon, oarafully inspccUHl

the 9ti>ck. Two cows were found with scabbed sores on the teata.

One of theee was miserably thin and mangy-looking, casting its

hair and skin ; the other was in good condition, not casting its

hair, and tho sores on the teats bled freely. These cows were re-

moved to the Veteriuarj- College for observation on March 31st.

Owing to the state of the law no inoculation eiperiments were

possible, and consequently the field of observation was much re-

stricted. This much, however. Dr. Kussell says, is certain: a

calf fed on the milk from these cows was almost at once seized

with a liighly febrile illness, which nearly killed it, but from

which it is now recovering with loss of hair and copious casting

of the skin. The cow which was not casting hair or skin when
tjemoved is now doing so freely. Dr. Russell'.s object in making
the present report is not to draw premature inferences or make
rash statements, but to show that he has in hand a question of

immense importance both to the consumer and producer of milk,

and to obtain permission of the local authority to buy these

cows and otherwise make a certain expenditure of money on the

question.
—

IRELAND.

HOW DISEASES ARE SPREAD.
A MAS aamed Sproule having died at Athlone recently from fever,

his wife was cautioned against holding a " wake " over the re-

mains. She however persisted in doing so, and ten persons were

found " waking " the deceased. A summons has been issued

against ilrs. Sproule by order of the guardians.

NATIONAL LYING-IN HOSPITAL, HOLLES STREET,
-r DUBLIN.
'At a meeting of the President and Council of the Royal College

of Surgeons in Ireland, held on April lllth, it was resolved, on the

recommendation of the committee of inspection, to accept from

candidates for the diplomas of the College the certificates issued,

I by tlu8 hospital.

oil

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, CORK.
Thb work d' me at the hospital during the past j-ear has been

much greater than in any pre^-ious year since its foundation, and

this has been carried out at a greatly reduced averaged cost. The
system of sending out nurses to private cases, inaugurated in

1886, has been carried out during the past year with marked suc-

cesa,and the probationer nurseshave in all cases given the greatest

satisfaction. In addition to the public wards there are private

rooms attached to the hospital, which have been largely availed of

by many la<lip8 resident in the countrj-. During tho close of the

year tho severe epidemic of measles which univer.sally prevailed

in the South of Ireland materially interfered with the work of tho

hospital. The disea.'e having found its way into the wards, it was
deemed necessary during.the continuance of the epidemic to close

the children's ward, eo as tOiHmit as far as possible the spread of

, thu diseajie.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF CORK.
Thk proYulence of infectious diseases in Cork lias been for a
numlwr of years a matter of anxiety to tho corporation, and it has

been shown that the existence of enteric fever and some other
zymotic diseases is, in a great measure, traceable to the defective

sanitary condition of the sewers in consequence of tho want of

,
ventilation. The medical officer of health. Dr. Donovan, and the
lOity engineer have recently furnished a report to the I'nblic

Health Committee on this subject, which states that sewers .several

mile* ill tiitent are in almost all cases unprovided with rentUa-

tors of any kind, for the ordinar>' street gullies are trapped, aa

in the words of Dr. ilacCabe in a report made in 1877 on 1

1

prevalence of enteric fever in Cork during that year, " Her
he says, " we have conditions all favourable to the develo] in.

of enteric fever—unvontilated main sewers, trapped gullies '

pressure twice a day, compressed sewer gas, vrith no ]

outlet except through faulty drains, and sink-traps witlim i

houses, and faulty traps and valves of water-closet basins." Va

if the traps and valves of water-closet basins are construct . I

what may be termed scientific plumbing principles, yet thr n

and atmospheric pressure at the mouths of the sewers will,

many instances, fores the gas through those traps and valvr.s in

the interiors of the dwelling houses, where, mingling wit'n i

confined air of the room, it frequently becomes dangerous, if i

fatal in its effects. Dr. O'Farrell, late inspector of the LotL

Government Board, in December, 188G, among other suggestioif

recommended that all the main sewers should be ventila' '

their highest levels, and that they be provided with side enti:

man-holes, and not less than twenty ventilators for each mil.-

sowers ; but financial difficulties prevented the matter h"'

carried out. What is known as the " open grid" system is t!

to 1» the best of the kind ; and it has been resolretl that a

£750 shall be borrowed from the Government for the puq>i'-c

carrying into effect a complete system of sewerage venti!:iti

throughout the city.

DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR IN DUBLIN.
The Dublin Corporation, whatever shortcomings may be cliarj,'.

against it, has done a great public service. It has built and
about to let dwellings for the poorer classes, which will ar-'--

modate 730 individuals. The work in this direction has hi

been done by a public company, which, with tho aid of tli

poration, has taken possession of squalid comers, and built

them suitable homes for those who could only pay small ^^

rents. The undertaking, besides conferring a great benefit

poor and on the general community by tho removal of hornt

rookeries, has proved a marked financial success. Now the Cc-

poration itself has followed the example, and we hope it will co

tinue to pursue it. In 1881 the leases of some old tenements
one of the worst streets in the city fell in ; and it was determini

to clear away the tumble-down houses, to erect new building

open a new street, and to erect tenement blocks. These blocks ai'

substantially built in Ted brick. The total accommodation pP
vided is as follows:—5 shops, 9 treble-roomed dwellings, (

double-roomed dwellings, Ctb single-roomed dwellings, and II

beds for casual lodgers, making in all habitations for about 7!

persons. All the rooms are 9 feet high, except the basemet

rooms, which have a height of 11 feet. 'The length and width vai

from 12 by 20 to 14 by 13 feet. Each floor is supplied with wgt'

supply, scullery trough, and dust receptacle, whence the conten'

pass into the yard bins, which are emptied by the servants elf tl

Corporation. The roofs are flat and asphalted, and give a stirfai

of 16,'250 feet. They are to be used as playgrounds, and they nr

of course, properly protected. One of the blocks is set apart for>

lodgers, who will be accommodated at 4d. a night each, and pri

vided with a bath for an additional penny. There is a suppi

room 32 by 11 feet, and 13 feet high. The 'rents will vary froi

la. 6d. to 28. per week for a single room ; from Ss. to 4s. for tw

rooms : and from 48. 9d. to 5s. for three rooms. The whole cost (

the buildings has been £25,0<X). Sir Charles Cameron, the ifupp'

intending medicjil officer of health, hag carried out the sChen:

with characteristic energy, and it is certain that it will prove ^,

munerativa ' The Corporation (leserves the highest credit for th^

enterprise. If it onlycontinup.8 in the same path, it will do miic|

to improve tha physical and moral health of the Irish metn'

polis.
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PARLIAMENTARY BILLS COMMITTEE.
NOTIFIC.VTION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES,

r a meeting, on Thursday, April 26th, of the Subcommittee ap-

)inted to draw up reasons for opposing the compulsorj' notiti-

,tion clauses in the Public Health Prevention of Infectious Dis-

.ses (Hastings) Bill—present, the Chairman (Mr. Ernest Hart),

r. Bridgwater, Dr. Alfred Carpenter, Dr. Grigg—Dr. Carpenter

inded in the following returns :—

Voluntary Notification.

Town.
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Vith tt certoiii Act of Parliameht, -while 99 other 'jiiertons^ho

do not comply fire left alone ? It seems to me a wrong
principle.

The followini,' document was then discussed, and ordered to bo

circulated as lunended:

—

AlKMORijrDtTM or Reasons

Why Ihe BritUh Mfdical Association ofijects to the Penal Clause

ayaitist Medical Men as proposed in the Notification of Infec-

tious Diseases Bill, JSSS.

The promotors nnd objectors agree upon sottie of its principles,

namely, the necessity ifor the enactment of eompulfnn,' notifica-

tion -which shall equally apply to the -n-hole of the kingdom.

They agree that -svhcn a medical practitioner is employed to

treat a case of infectious disease it is his duty to make its

nature clearly known to his employer, or to the person legally iu

charge of the case.

They are agreed that this information should be conveyed to

the local authority for use by the State.

They are agreed' that the information, if conveyed by the medi-

cal attendant, should entitle the latter to a fee from the local au-

thority. .

They disagree as to the means -n-lierehy that information snail

reach 'the local authority. The objectors base their objections to

»he independent action of the medical attendant upon its being

the establishment of a ne-sv crime, if failure to perform the duty

is to be penal that it is an interference between the relations of

employer and employed, which the State has no right to claim.
'

lledical men object to doing an invidious duty which ought by

law to de-s-olve upon the employers, and them alone. They do

not object to disclose the tact's if the law takes proceedings

against the true defaulter, and they do not object to act as the

employer's agent, when the latter requests the medical attendant

to do so.
, , ~

They believe that repression and prevention can only be effect-

ive by the act of the people themselves ; that to relieve them of

the duty of notification either by themselves or their agent is to

lead them to believe that the doc'toris the person to secure repres-

sion, although this effect can only be produced by the proper dis-

infection and isolation, which must be carried out by the house-

holder himself, and not by the doctor.

The proposed plan is encouraging the people to think that it is

a question for the doctor and for the local authority, but not for

themselves, by which course sanitary knowledge among the

people is impeded.
That it proposes to enact a clause which past experience has

shown will be a dead letter as to one part of its dual action,

namely, that which imposes a duty on the householder. That

such legislation is contrary to the principles of justice, and is

likely to lead the people to think they can set aside the clauses of

an Act of Parliament when it suits' their convenience to do so ;

that there is no moral or legal obligation on their part, to conform

to it, and that in this view they are upheld by the act of the

local authority—a vicious course which must be contrnry to equity

and good government. Although so-called dual notification is at

present enacted in forty-si.t towns, the obligation upon the house-

nolder is, it is alleged and believeil, nowhere enforced.

The objectors believe that a penal medical clause defeats the

object sought for, inasmuch as it leads to the employment of

irregular, unqualified, and non-registered practitioners for the

treatment of mild ca."es of an infectious character; and so the

disease is spread because skilled aid is not sought. It should be

remembered that such mild cases are apt to be the most potent

and efBcient agents in the sprcoding of epidemic disease. The

skilled adWser would ad\-ise efticient methods of personal disin-

fection and isolation. Thus hotelkecpers, innkeepers, dressmakers,

tailors, some retail tradesmen, lodging-house keepers and others,

who would bo seriously injure<l in their business by the ^-isits of

official persons, and their businesses ])0ssibly put a stop to for a

time, avoid such visits and aUog'-ther evade such notification by

empUiying quacks and herbalists instead of legally qualified medi-

cal practitioners, upon whom alone the responsibility of notifica-

tion ot pnsent really virtually falls under the operation of the

dual clnuses. The objectors "l)e1ieve that there is no harm in

secrecy if proper measures are taken to rejiress disease, ami to

ensnre that it docs not spread to other people, discoverj' being

used onlv to avoid extension.

The penal clause as drafted in this Bill can only reach the care-

i:

less, and -will not reach those who dishonestly fail to notify. Thil

careless will be equally reached by the clauses proposed by thil

British Medical Association. v

U is not shown that zymotic disease is materially lessen,

districts in which it is penal iigainst the doctor if he doi'

notify ; but .statistics indicate that these diseases are as prev::

in those districts as in others in which notification is volun

It is contended that the plan proposed by the British Mr
Association would be more eflicacious, though possibly givi

little more trouble to the medical officer of health.

The ijritish Medical Association proposes that notification

be compulsory- on the householder or person in charge of

patient, but that he may employ the medical attendant ii

agent, and that when so employed" the latter should be entitl-

a fee from the local authority for the certificate given.

The British Medical Association contends that the enact'

of this clause would procure much more satisfactory result.s

that in the proposed Bill. The compulsory clause puts the v
profession in a false position.

That, until medical officers of health are forbidden to eng.iL

general practice, it may easily cause friction as j)lacing the r

tation of practitioners "at the" mercy of a professional rival, iniis

much as an error on the part of the ordinarj- medical attendanl]

might be used for malicious purposes under the cloak of zeal foi

the public good, whereas diagnosis is especially difficult in somili

forms of infectious disease.
'

For these reasons, the British Medical Association urges ;;

the Government the propriety of not assenting to the proj,

Iienal clauses against medical men.
,

On the notice of the Chairman, seconded by Dr. BaiuuWATKBJ
it was agreed to forward copies to th^^ promoters of the Bill, t(

the President of the Local Government Board (Mr. Ritchie), andk
other members of Parliament.

PUBLIC HEALTH CLAUSES OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTj
BILL.

A Subcommittee of the Parliamentarj' Bills Committee of thij

British Medical Association and a delegation from the Society,

of Medical Officers of Health appointed to consider the pubh(,

health clauses of the Local Government Bill, met at the oflicet

of the British Medical Association on Wednesday, May 2nd.
,

Present : Mr. Ernest Hart in the chair ; Mr. W. H. .Michael, Q,C.

,

Dr. Alfred Carpenter (Croydon i. Dr. Woodforde (Reading); Dr,

Wilson (Leamington), Dr. Fosbroke (Bidford), Dr. Armisteadi

(Shelford. Cambridge), Mr. Shirley Murphy (London), and Mr

George Turner (London).

The CiiAinMAN stated that he was informedthat all were agreed »(

to the general principles and objects to be attained, which weri

to secure that tlie County Councils to be constituted by the nev^

Local Government Bill should have attached to them medical

officers of health, and that the necessary powers for making such

appointments efficient should be transferred from the existing,

health authorities. I

The Chairman laid on the table the follo-sving documents: (1j

A Report, dated August, 1871, of the joint committee of the British

Medical and Social Scienc-e Associations, adopted at tin

annual meeting of the British Medical A.'sociation s'

Plymouth, in which the reasons for desiring the estab-

li,s"hment of County Councils, and the appointment thereto o-

medical officers of health of adequate skill, having authority ove;

large areas, were laid down in detail. He thought it desirabli

that this document should now be reprinted, in order to point out

that the Association had consistently urged upim successivi

Governments, from that date, thi' creation of such an organisatioi

as that which was now the .-.ubject of impending legislation, to-

gether -with the creation of medical officers of health in con-

nection with such councils. It was to him a matter ol

melancholy recollection that this report was drawn uj

partly by himself, with the aid of Dr. Stokes, Dr. Rumsey

Dr. William Farre, Dr. Sibson, Dr. A. P. Stewart, and othew o'

hardly less eminence and W(ij,'ht in the Association, few (.f when

now H"urvived to see the fruit of their labours recognised aso-

bgislative imminence, (i.') There were also laid on the table Tw(

Reports prepared by Dr. F. Bond, medical officer of health for tnij

Gloucestershire combined district, headed "The Local Govemmenl

Board in its relation to Medical Officers of Health and Sanitar)

Organisation in general;" and (3) on behalf of the Pariiamentor)
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8 Committee, the follo^-ing Draft Me/^o^-^f.^^A^lfi *°4''^

Less of Mr. W. II. Michael, Q.C., in which the object in >iew

the reasons in support of it are briefly condensed

:

Draft Memobandum. .

a order to secure efficiency in local government adm>°ist';atwn.

to obtain the greatest Public advantage it is essental that

y qualified medical officers of health should form part ot the

L?^^irancrmr"-f late years in the .knowledg^ of

cticfl hvaiene is mainly due to the special f'^in'^K
°f, "°'''^,=,f,

ervers who have devotld themselves to the study o the causes

of the best means of arrestingthe ^Pf
^^^ °f

P,^^J"\ f.'^l^^^^^'^^
t in only bv securing the services of such highly-trainea ana

Lrienced offices that adequate skill can be obtained m order

V to cam" out the pro^sions of public health .statutes.C th^Local Go^^emment ^m there is at present no adequate

ariision to insure such appointments. These can onlj De ren

"?certan by mak^R the area of the appointment of a medical

cer of health sufficiently large to J.^^'^fL ^^^^^ P^The time
nuate sala^^' in return for the devotion of the whole of the time

a^^fghlytSn^d officer to the exclusion of private medical and

r.i^er'competent,the full value of the service of a medical

ce^of health cannol be obtained without the corfl^l co-opera-

n of the members of the medical profession practising in the

i^dtal Srs'oV hS'^hould be attached to and appointed

County Councils, for districts large enough in area popula on.

i rateable value to occupy their whole time and attention

rile superintending inspectors should be, as at present, appointed

the Local Government Board.
„ffl«<,r

(There one County Council is self-contamed, the medical officer

hLltli would report to and be exclusively occupied by the care

the district under the government <?* such Council.
t.;,..:..

^here a County Council contains within its area several District

ZcUrone or more medical officers of health should be ap-

Sted by such County Council. In such a case all medical

cers of heaUh so appointed should, in addition to reporting to

eSunty Council from which they received their appointment

nort also as to all work required to be done or executed with n

^^rea of a District Council to such District Council. Shoud

L reports not receive proper attention, or sanitarj- work remain

lattended to power should be given to the County Councd, upon

trepor^ of tlfe medical officer of health, to execute such works

fd recover their cost from the defaulting District Council.

A letter was read from Mr. Finch Heneage, M.P., gi^|"g
^^If

frding of an amendment which he proposed to move to Clause 3,

"ThV.!p?oin"rent, control, and dismissal of -fi-l officers

health and the power to unite two or more sanitaij di>,trict>

,der one' oVcer of Lalth. together with any other powers iiow

!8ted in the Local Government Board under the 1 ublic lleaitu

The Imendments on the same subject proposed by Dr. Bond

^*»''"The°r^^siian be transferred to the Council of each county,

a and after the appointed day, the powers at present 'tested in

Durban „n,l rural authorities of such county f?;^^ 'he ai—

-

'ent, remuneration, and removal of medical ofhcers of health,

.oh po'-Zbc.ing in addition to those relating to the ^ame matters

l.Tare hereinbefore transferred to County Coimcilsrom tie

' Government Board: and the County Council shall in t e

. .ution of such powers, have full authority to determine the

lumber of medical officers of health which it may consider neces-

iry for the efficient sanitary supervision of the 'l'*t"«^
.""'^,f,.\'^

ontrol, and to assign to them .severally such duties and relatu e

positions as they may deem necessary."
,

Add to Section 4,5 (K) "the power given *""'•'«" andjural

mitary authorities respectively by Sertions 181) an'l UO of the

ublic Health Act shall not be transferred to District Councils but

3 County Councils as hereinbefore provided."
^ttt^^,^ nf

Add to Section 118 ^7)
" except in the case of medical officer of

ealth, who shall become officers of the Council ot the countj
in

'hich the sanitarj- authorities to whom they are severally at-

iched exercise their jurisdiction."
' Mr. W. H. Michael. Q.C. suggested amendments as fo'io^ •—

"Sections 189, 190, 191. Power to prescribe the quahhcation ot

medical officers of health, to appoint such officers, to sancUon th^

nrmointment of the same person as medical officer of health lor

r" more districts, and t^ prescribe the amounts to l^ paid b^

each district towards the expenses, salarj-, and charges ot sucn

"^The abo'l^amendments were discussed and ultimately adopted.

A delegation, consisting of the above gentlemen with the ad-

dition of Mr Sibley, subsequently waited on Mr. btansteia, Ji.r.

ftrauthor ;f he Publia Health Act), and discussed the subject

with him prior to official proceedings of a more formal character.

ASSOCIATIONJNTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE o.^^^^^i;^^^^n^i,^o^ ^^-

\NT Qualified medical practitioner, not disqualiiied by any by-law

of rhHlsocktion, whS shall be recommended as ehgible by any

three members, may be elected a member by the Councd or by any

,

"KSs^rtt^CWl will be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Uuncil of

the Associat on must send in their forms of application to the

Genetal Secretary' not later than twenty-one days before each

meS.namely.June 27th, September 26th, and December 28th.

^^fandidates seeking election by a Branch CouncU should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. >o member can be <"lected by a

Branch Council unless his name has been inserted m the circular

summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.
**

Fbancis Fowke, General {secretary.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.

Tttp Kenort upon the Connection of Disease with Habcts op

I^^eSance which was presented to the Section of Medicine

in thrinnual Meeting of 1887 will shortly be published m the

"^°K^DOrt's upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

DiphChia^ and that into the
^^^^.'^^^^^'^^''^^ZluZl as

cebtain Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

'°The'fonowing inquiry only of the first series remains open.

"Tfe^^qrar^-Vnt'^oX^oS.Tn?J."mSe o. Pbo.aoaxxon or

tion.^, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 4^9, Strand, M .t.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD,

T Vi:iCEXT Jacksox. Wolverhampton.

Jomes's street, Dover. .

I- T]....„n KieT Kkvt District.—Tlie annual meetiug of

tu!?.^;'L^S?^.^rt:.Te\a^riI^^Uurv on Ih^^^^^^^^

fo=ArcL,?XniS^^?h^^H<^^^fe!"^^'^^^^

t;.«t Yobk ivn North Hnc»I-i BRAMCH.-Tlie annual mcctinB «iU beheld

to inform the Secret-irv not Inter than May 20th.-h. F. HARDEN. Honorary

Secretary, SO. Spring fiank. Hull.

Mftropolitas Coi'XTiKS Bbaxch : SouTH Loxpox Di«TBici.--The aBjiual
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mtttM^ »nrf Secretary for the ensuing veaK AH thp presetit officers are eligible

for rtwl^e*lon. Dr. Sav-Hge, Resident ^hyBloiao to Betlilem Hospital, will give

a dornoiwlnaioii on Ciwes of Insanity m the War'ls of tlio Hospital. AH ^nedi-

cal practitioiUTS ^\iU Ih' welcomed. Tht-re will ho a Committee mretinff at the
same pliu-e at .S P.M. Gentlemen desirous of readini; pspprs. exhibiting spoci-

mcns. etc., at future meetings, are requeste«i to eoniniunieate with K. Percv
Smitk, HonoTiiry Secretary, Bethlem Hoyal Hospilal, 8.B.

Soi'tk-Kasterx Branch: East Surrey Pistrict.—The next meeting will

behoM at the (rreyhound Hot^l. Croydon, on Thni-sday. May 10th, at r p.m.

T. A. Kichttrdson.*B?iq.. of Croydon, i» tho chair. Diunerat 6 p.%r. ; cliarge Zs..

exolnsivp of wine. Thr following papers have bet-ii piomiBtki. l)r. Gooahart

:

On Certain Innominate Felirile UonditiLMis and Antipyretics. Mr. Bruce
Clarke; On the Treatment of Stricture by Electrolysis. Dr. Philpot : On the
Local Treatment of Eczema. Memhera desirons of contributing papers will

please communicate with the Honorary Secretary, P. T. Dl'.N'CAN, M.D.
Croydon.

/ j
'

1., T A . (/
1 A Xk

NORTH OF ENGLAND BRANCH,
The spring meeting wa8 held at the Inflrmary, Sunderland, on
April 2oth.

Cases.—Mr. Morgam showed a little girl who had suffered from
a severe attack of cancrum oris, resulting in great destruction of

the cheek, and distortion of the mouth.—After some remarks by
Dr. Lawbexce and Dr. Embleton, Mr. iloKOAN said that he
intended to repair the deformity by operation.—Dr. Hume
showed a patient on whom he Imd performed the operation of

inguinal colotomj' with a good result.—Dr. Murphy showed a

man on whom he had performed the operation of gas-

trostomy about seven months ago. The patient's condition

improved so much after the operation that there was a hope that

the original diagnosis of cancer might be given up.—Drs. Watson,
OiBSON, and E.mblbton discussed these cases, and Drs. Hume and
MuRPHT replied.—Dr. Murphy showed a girl with closure of the

jaws from cicatrix, caused by accidentally inhaling flame. It was
suggested in the discussion (Mr. Morgan and Dr. Hi'me) that if

the adhesions did not give way on stretching under chloroform,

that they should be diTided, and, if necessary, the strong hands of

scar dissected out, and also a piece of fresh mucous membane
might be transplanted to the surface of the wound.

Speetmen-s.—^Mr. Morgan showed some of the parts from a case

of tubercular peritonitis simulating cystic disea.se of the ovary.

The case raised a discussion on the question of diagnosis and
treatment, the surgeons thinking it desirable to explore the abdo-
men in doubtful cases, and, as far as possible, cleanse the peri-

toneum, whilst Dr. Drummoxd, as a physician, urged the

advantage of general and local medicinal treatment.—Dr. Dbuth-
MOND showed a tumour of the brain, removed after death. The
interesting feature of the case was that there was no optic

neuritis, although other symptoms were present which established

the diagnosis.—Dr. Drummonb also showed the parts from a case

of intestinal obstruction, in which there were pendulous growths
of the structure of a cylindroma. He also exhibited a spleen with
many infarcts of uncommon appearance, and a liver full of adeno-

matous growth.
Coriffenifnl Gastric Fisfulfr.—'DT. HtTME read notes of a case of

congenital fistula of the stomach cured by operation.

Quack Advertisements.—Mr. Morgan moved the following

resolution on quack advertisements, which was seconded by Dr.

Eastwoop, and carried :
" 1. That inasmuch as the evidence is

before us that the newspaper notices, the pamphlets, hooks, and
handbills issued by advertising quacks on the subjects of

'Nervous Debility,' 'Courtship and Marriage,' 'The Philosophy of

Life,' and such like, are most injurious in their effect and most
debasing in their moral tendmcy, suggestive of impurity, and
giving false notions of heal'h, it is the duty of this meeting of

the North of England Branch of the British Medical A.«sociation

to warn the public, and especially the young, against those who
pretend, under the garb of philanthropy and religion, to minister

in some secret way to the physical and moral well-being of their

fellow men. And further, to point out that ' health, energy, and
manly vigour' are best maintained, and if lost through vicious

habits, best recovered, by self-restraint and purity of life. 2.

That this resolution be printed, and a copy sent to each of the

mayors in the district which our Branch covers, asking him to

take such steps as he may deem right and practicable to have
these advertisements suppressed within his jurisdiction; and
also to the chairman of each bench of magistrates with the same
request ; and, secondly, to each newspaper proprietor in the said

district, drawing his attention to the evil, and asking him, as a
respectable journalist, to refuse insertion of such advertisements;
and, thirdly, to allow such resolution to be publicly advertised,

as onr warning to the public against this baneful thing."

Over sixty members were present at the meeting.

i>in?wr.—Afterwards the members and their friends dined t

gether at the Queen's Hotel, Sunderland.

JAMAICA BRANCH.
The usual bi-monthly meeting was held at the Public Library

April -Ith, the Hon. J. C. Phillippo, president, in the chair. Tii

were ten members present.

Multiple Mammary Tumours.—Dr. .1. Leslie Cox read a paper

on a case of Multiple Mammary Tumours. The jiatient \v:is

shown.
-

'.,!.,

Removal of Foreign Body from Mate Bladder.—Dr. T. 11,

Saunders read a paper on the removal of a pipe-stem from the

bladder of a man.

ABERDEEN, BANFF, AND KINCARDINE BRANCH.
The AprU meeting of this branch was held in 198, Union Street,

Aberdeen, on Wednesday, April 18th, at 8 P.M., the president, Dr
Smith, of Kinnairdy, being in the chair.

yew Me7>iber.—The minutes of last meeting having been r

and approved, Dr. James Cre-s-ie, Newburgh, was ballotted

and admitted a member of the Branch.

Petition against Proposed Horse and Carriage 7"(W'.—Dr. WiOHt
moved that the Branch petition the House of Commons against

the taxation of horses of medical practitioners, as proposed by Mr
Goschen in the Budget, and recommend individual members to

use their influence with members of Parliament to attain the

above object. Dr. Wight further proposed that the petition should

take the form suggested by Mr. Ernest Hart at page 761 of f

current volume of the Joubnal.—This motion was secondcl

the President, and unanimously adopted by the meeting.

Post-Graduate Course.—Bv. Edmond, the convener of last yeartf

Post-Graduate Course Committee, made a statement regarding the

advisability of a course for 1888, and wished to elicit the feeli

of the Branch on the matter.—Dr. Garden proposed that a >
should be missed, and no counter motion having been propo;

the motion was declared to be carried.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE BRANCH.
An ordinary" meeting was held at the Gloucester Infirmary onj.

April 17th, 1888, at 7^30 p.m., under the presidency of Dr. CurrH. -

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Ne.vt Meefin(j.—U was proposed by Dr. Batten, and seconded]

;

by Mr. Waddy": " That the half-yearly meeting be held in June at|

:

Gloucester." Carried. '•

Therapeutical Societi/.—U was proposed by Mr. Wadpt, andj

seconded by Dr. Soutar: "The Branch having heard the offer oJ|

Dr. Percy 'VVilde, of Bath, to bring the subject of the aims &ndi

object of the Therapeutical Society before this Association, this]

'

Branch accepts his offer." Carried.
i

Communications.—Dt. Soutar read a paper on Epilepsy.—Dr.,

Brown showed the Temperature Charts of a Case of Hysterical'

Pyrexia.

BATH AND BRISTOL BRANCH.
The fifth ordinary meeting of the session was held at the Grand

Pump Room Hotel, Bath, on Thursday evening, April ll»th, Dr.

G. P. BuRDER, President, in the chair. There were also present

thirty members.
New Members.—The following gentlemen were elected membeWj

of the Association and the Branch .-—Messrs. B. R. T. Trevelyan,]

M.R.C.S.E., Bristol General Hospital; W. R. Ackland, i\I.R.C.S.,,

L.D.S., Rodney Cottage, Clifton ; and A. Pring, L.R.C.P., 4, Arling^j

ton Place, Clifton.
t>- v •

Diphthfna.—The evening was devoted to a discussion on Diph-

theria, which was opened by a short, practical paper by Dr. A. B.,

Bbabazon, medical officer of liealth for Bath, who pointed out the

lines on which the discussion should be developed. lie wa«,

followed by Drs. Crossman, Davies, J. Broom, Stockwell,

Bonville "Fox, and E. Field, and Messrs. Tuckett, Hi.vton,

Wauoh, Pollard, and.R. J. H. Scott, who spoke severally on the^

etiology, the distinctive features, and the treatment of the

disease.

Some of the medical societies in the United States, following,

the lead of the Georgia State Medical Society, are agitating for the^

removal of all customs duties now levied on surgical instrumentSi

and medical apparatus and suppliejs.
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PROCEEDINGS OF COUKCIL.

a meeting of the Council, held in the Council Boom of^e
ocifttion, 429, Strand, London, on Wednesday, April 18th, 18JJ8

,

sent:

—

-, u i

Dr. T. Bbipgwateh, President of the Council, in the cUair,

Mr. T. R. Jessop, Leeds

Mr. H. R. Ker, Hale.-^oTven

Dr. W. G. V. Lush, Weymouth
Dr. J. Mclntyre, Odiham
Mr. F. Mason, Bath

Dr. W. W. Moore, Brighton

Jlr. W. Jones-Morris, Portmadoc

Dr. F. Needham. Gloucester

Dr. G. Parsons, Dover

Dr. R. Saundby, Birmingham

Dr. A. Sheen, Cardiff

Mr. S. W. Sibley, London

Dr. W. Strange, Worcester

Mr. T. Sympson, Lincoln

Mr. .1. Taylor, Chester

Dr. T. W." Trend, Southampton

Jlr. F. Wallace, London
Dr. E. Waters, Chester

Mr. C. G. Wheelhouse, Leeds.

Mr. A. Winkfteld, Oxford

C. Holman, Reigate, Treasurer

J. W. Baker, South port

H. Barnes, Carlisle

G. B. Barron, Southport
r. S. Bristowe, F.R.S., London

H. T. Butlin, London
A. Carpenter, Croydon
geon-General W. K. Cornish,

london
J, Ward Cousins, Portsmouth

G. W. Crowe, Worcester

A. Daridson, Liverpool

J. L. H. Down, London
George Eastes, London
J. H. Galfon, Upper Norwood
Bruce Goff, Bothwell
0. Grant. Inverness

AV. C. Grigg, London
T. W. Grimshaw, Carrick-

lines

James Hardie, Manchester

he minutes of the last meeting having been printed and circu-

d, and no objection having been raised, were put and confirmed.

ead letters from the Registrar-General, of which the following

bXA*»lh, 1888. Sir,-: am directed by the Eegistrar-General to ac-

^Sot the rereipt. of wur letter of the 1st instant, and to state that he

hreSetsthat. for the reasons fully stated in his former communication

d NOTemher IMh. 1SS7. he is unable to comply with your request that

^bu?atton of causes of death shall he extended in the ^™y P™?!?^'^ ''^ y°"-

•eeards the suKgestion made by the Eegistrar-General that the informa-

15?fwish for could probably be obtained by you from the hospitals of the

,W, this was, of course, no more than a passing "^uRKft'°":, ^°^ '^"^

ftrar-Generalregrets that it should have been one ^YllUh as it appears,

W not n your fudgment meet the case. ! am. Sir, your obedient servant

SsLEM.n.. Superintendent of Statistical Department—The General

etarv, British Medical Association, 429, Strand. W.L.
. ,. ^„„ . .. „

tauarv 29th IS88. Sir.-Enclosed in the letter forwarded by you to the

K-General which has been answered officially, was a letter addressed to

^^onalW in itlng me to have an interview with the signatories «f that

S^ntevtion Will you be so good as to say that I shall be happy to receive

Cteman Who wishes to see me. at any convenient time, and »« convey to

Kstrar General any remarks which lie may wish to make on the subject

tiS iTe letterTeiers.^ 1 take it. however, that the object of such an Inter-

pol, d be otasist upon the importance, from a medical point of view of

formation asked for. As. however, the Registrar-General does not in the

hKst this value, of which, of course, the medical signatories are_ far

lecompeten judge, than himself, but has based his refusal to extend his

latimi of rauses of death upon perfectly different grounds. I Imrdly think

tCprop^sed interview anS discussion would be of "^-^^I^I^}^^^-^-
nheclient servant. W. OiiLE. ^ P-',^ilP'^"?'™'1";*„°^!^^'4 'Am, w^n

t ^The General Secretary. British Medical Association, 42<), Mran.l. W.L,.

:e9olved : That a reply be sent to the Registrar-General in

words following

:

, „ . u „i „.^

To the Registrar-General of Births. Deaths, and Marriages in England,

r -We are desired by the Council of the British Me,h«,l Association o

'owledgeand tliank you for your communications, elated lebruary 29th,

,'we umi7rs"md'tharyou*kre unable to comply with our request on account

le necessity of avoiding any Increased expenditure in your department,

w frl^froin pressing the matter at the present moment. But we sincerely

li^t the time is not far distant when you may see your vj^V to providug
• died stiitistics of cancer which we liave suggested.—We are, Sir. your

nt servants. _ „,,.,-, i.

ad proposed bv-laws of the Perthshire Branch,

^^olved: That the proposed by-laws be approved, and that the

Miition of that Branch as a Branch of the British Medical

lation be and it is hereby confirmed by this Council ;
that in

;ving this resolution the Council of the Association desire to

B ress to the Perthshire Branch their high sense of the mutual

^ efits that this union should necessarily insure.

nlved • That the -319 candidates, whose names appear on ttie

liar convening the meeting, be and they are hereby elected

Eiuhers of the British Medical Association.

lesolved- That the Financial Statement for the year ending

Irember ,31st, 1887, as certified by the auditors as correct, be re-

e red and approved, and published in the Journal in accordance

T h Bv-law 28. „. „
iesoived: That the minutes of the Journal and linance Com-

B tee of to-day's date be received and approved, and the recom-

iiidations cniitained thprein cnnied into effect.' -•

. The minute, of the Journal and Fin»nce CcmmittM cont»in the «conxrt. fcr

the quarter ending March 3Ut. atnounting to &.9,9 ^'^:^\'^^^^Jl
the auditors foTthe Quarter, and a recommendation that tne naitor s

ala?y"be "inVreLed b/£2»0 the Manager^ by £150. and the A.™t.nt

Secretary's by £100. and an honorarium of £10f. '° f>lSMan^"

The Treasurer reported the investment of £2,000 in .Nottingham

Corporation 3 per cent, inscribed Stock.

^solved: That the President of Council, the Treasurer, and the

General Secretary be empowered to seal power of attornej

authorising the London and Westminster Bank to. receive the

mentary Bills Committee, and that Surgeon-General Cornish be

added to the Parliamentary Bills Committee.

Resolved 'That the minutes of the Branch Orgamsa ion Com-

mittee of AprU 17th be received and approved, and the recom-

mendations contained therein carried into effect.

to pach Honorary Branch Secretary. .^ .r, ^ r^ •**.-.

Resolved "That the minutes of the Scientific Grants Committee

of April 1-th be received and approved, and the recommendations

contained therein carried into effect.
.

a recommendation that Dr. Ralph Stockman, Edinburgh, be appointed to

Resolv'r^That ThYTresident of Council, the Treasurer, and

Mr Sibley be a Committee to draw up the Annual Report.

Resolved : That the arrangements for the Annual Meeting be

approved and confirmed.
^^

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PARIS.
;;

[fbom oub own CORRESPONTIENT.]

" mthisiogenk" Pleuruy. - Vaginal Antisepsis.- Orthosyphon

Stamineus.-Treatment of Typhliti'^.-Telepatkic Remedies.

In a clinical lecture at the Hopital de la Piti.?. Professor Jaccoud

recently made .some interesting remarks on a case of dry dia-

phragmatic pleurisy, and on the possible connection of such cases

with tubercular phthisis. The case was extremely severe at the

outset, and the patient breathed with great diihculty, and suffered

much pain. On examination, it was foimd that the fecfon wa^

localised at the postero-lateral part of the left side of the chest m
communication with the diaphragm. The severe ^'.>7"P\'!'^^/°«°

eave way to local treatment, and recovery was rapid. At the end

of eight days the only traces left of the pleural iiUlammat.on con-

sisted in a 'slight fibiinous exudation mdicaled by some vi ajit erf

Resonance, hafehness of breath-sounds, and re ract.on ofJ 'e two

intercostal spaces in the lower posterior part of the chest in m-

spiration. Dr. Jaccoud attaches special 'mport ance o the ^r-

sistence of this exudation after apparent recovers- as it may lead

To preuritic adhesions, and, on account of the close connection

between pleurisy and pulmonary phthisis. It is genera ly sup-

posed that onlv pleurisy of the apex can lead to tuberculosis of

the lunes This is quite a mistake. Any pleurisy, no matter

where Seated, mayVecode and pave the -^T/- tube.c es^

Moreover, as Dr. Jaccoud already stated in 18b2, the essential

diaracter of " pbthisiogenic " pleurisy is that it occupies the

[ower region of the pleura at its antero-lateral part and generally

on the right side. In a ease of pleurisy of this descnp ion he

patient recovers rapidly, with, perhaps, some loss of strength :

ibis's the first stage. Ijut after some weeks, or perhaps month^

he again falls ill; a pneumonic patch is discovered at the seat of

the^leuri tic adhesions, and the patient IS obliged to take to h^bed^

The pneumonic patch ,'oon breaks down, and leads to what is
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kno-nm as caseous pneumonia. This is the second stage. Lastly,
shouIJ the patient survive for a few montlis tliere may be a third
stage, represented by more or less generalised pulmonary tulier-
culosis. Dr. Jnccoud thinks that the connection between these
pleurisies end inf; in adhesions and tlio formation of a pneumonic
focus, which is, after all, tuberculous, may be explained by the
fact that the portion of lung bound by the adhesions to the chest-
•wall has lost its power of expansion, and participates little or not
at all in the respiratory process. On the other hand, the blood
circulates perfectly in this region of the pulmonary parenchj-ma,
the vessels are compressed by the pleuro-costal adhesions, stasis
becomes frequent; consequently there is a diminution of the
nutritive action, extremely favourable to the multiplication of
the bacilli, which have already taken up their abode in this part
of the lung, while direct examination of the apices shows tliat

these are still quite free from microbes. Dr. Jaccoud draws the
following practical conclusions from the above facts : Pleurisy
may as readily lead to pulmonary phthisis when it affects the
lower parts of the pleural cavity as when it is in the apex. This
is particularly the case as regards dry pleurisies ending in adhe-
sions situated in the antcro-lateral parts on the left side, such
pleurisies being more often "phthisiogenic " than any other. On the
appearance of such symptoms active measures must be taken not-
withstanding their apparent mildness and the rapid recovery of
the patient. Every effort must be made to prevent the formation
of adhesions, particularly by extensive blistering of the side of the
chest. This will often succeed. The inhalation of compressed air
is also very useful if it is continued during several weeks.
The France Medkale of March .3rd publishes an article by Dr.

F. Verchere on vaginal antisepsis, of which the following is an
abstract :—Vaginal and uterine cleanliness is one of the greatest
achievements of modern times, and, thanks to it, g\-nEecolog)' has
become surgical and effective. For a few days before operation or
childbirth vaginal asepsis must be established and maintained.
The author pa,sses in review the various liquids employed to obtain
vaginal asepsis, carbolic acid, boric acid, bichloride "or biniodide
of mercury, etc. Carbolic acid, in order to be efficacious, must lie

used at a strength of 40 in 1,(XK1, when it becames too irritating to
the mucous membrane of the vagina and uterus ; boric acid, on the
contrary, is not energetic enough. There remain the mercurial
solutions, which are the best ; above all Van Swieten's solution.
For vaginal injections it maybe used pure, but for intra-uterine
infections it is better to employ a weak solution of about one-
thud of the liquid to two-thirds of water. The surgeon or
accoucheur should not trust to the patient, but should give the
injections himself twice a day for four or five days before the con-
finement or operation. Between the injections occlusion must be
maintained by means of a pad of iodoform wool, which should
remain in situ night and day. Should the odour of iodoform lie

disagreeable to the patient, ground coffee. Tonka bean, etc., should
be used to disguise it. After operation, the antiseptic measures
must be continued with the same care until healing is complete.
After deliverj', the iodoform pad is not necessary, and may be re-
placed by iodoform gauze.

Dr. Frochard recommends, in the Gazette des Ilopitaux. of
March 1st, a powerful diuretic, orthosyvhon stamineus, in the form
of Java tea, in treating gravel and arthritis. He records the fol-
lowing cases. I. H., aged 60, had pa.ssed gravel in his urine
for a year. An infusion of Java tea (five grammes to the litre)
was prescribed daily. The urine gradually became clear and
abundant. ir. F.. aged .')2, for six months had suffered
every- three weeks from nephritic colic, followed by the expulsion
of large calculi. Java tea was prescribed in the same way as in
Case I. In the next two months he had only one attack, and
during the five months which had since elapsed he had not suf-
fered at all. III. M., aged •«j, had suffered since 188.S from
ascites due to cirrhosis of the liver. For a month he took Java
tea, at first five grammes, and then ten grammes in a litre of
water. The abdomen diminished in size several centimetres
weekly. The drug is perfexjtiy harmless. Dr. Frochard has only
used it in the form of Java tea, and pUls obtained direct from
the importer, M. I'orinelle.

M. Bouchard recommends the following treatment for t,\-phlitis :

Soothe pain by a morjihine injection, if very' sharp at first; if not,
a thick layer of Xeapolitan ointment with belladonna, covered by
a large, very hot poultice. Aseptic rectal injections twice a day,
with at least one litre of water, to which are added five grammes
of horaU of soda, and two or three teaspoonfuls of tincture of
benzoin, mixed with camphorated alcohol. The injections must

be given very slowly. Absolute rest is indispensable. No purgrl
fives, or, if any, only those of the mildest kind, such as magnesil
in water, etc. Only the lightest diet, which will leave nodeposi
for intestinal fermentation, should be allowed. Milk and alkaliEi
drinks may be given in small quantities at a time ; later on, mill'

thickened with yolks of eggs. Jf at the end of a fortnight «

thickening can still be felt round the CECCum, a small blister ,>;1

be applied.

Professor Bernheim, of Nancy, writing in the Hevue IIypnotigu.\
observes that, since recent experiments have led the medical prti

fession to believe in remedies which can act at a distance, exper
ments on that subject should be made in a more serious and coi
scientious manner. Substances having a definite action should b
chosen and enclo.sed in numbered tubes by a person not present a

the experiments, the names of each being put in sealed envelope'
bearing corresponding numbers with those on the tubes, Nei
substances should be chosen for subjects who have already '"•

submitted to those experiments, in order to prevent their fir^

pressious being recalled. The various phenomena shoidd be ii

immediately after they are observed. The envelopes should bi

opened only after the experiments are terminated and the subject
has gone awaj-. If, after all these precautions have been takcil
the effects produced agree with the known action of the drug, thi

presence of something more than the influence of suggestion i I

telepathic medicine will be proved. Professor Bernheim's owj
experiments on a young girl considered susceptible to the nctin

of telepathic medicine have given negative results.

VIENNA.
[from our own COBIlESPONDENT.l

|

Acute Quinine Poisoning.—Hare Form of Congeyiital Syphilit, I

Dr. L. Eosenbdsch, of Lemberg, in a recent number of th.

Przeglad Lelcarski, reports a case of acute quinine poisoning'
which he had observed in the hospital of that citj-. After th
administration of a gramme of the sulphate of quinuie, the patienl
was attacked with shivering, tinnitus aurium, severe headache, colij

and pains in the extremities, palpitations, and vomiting, with grea'
prostration. An hour later the patient became unconscious, th''

temperature rose to 39.7° C, the pulse was 1.58 and compressiblfi
the pupils contracted, but reacting to light, the tongue dry. Th.
skin of the face and the whole body presented a uniform rednes-'j

resembling that of scarlet fever, and composed of many small conl

fluent patches. The likeness to scarlet fever eruption was th,

more striking as the neck and the thighs were very deepH
coloured. Kespiration was difficult. Castor-oil, caffein, and cell'

compresses to the head and the cardiac region were ordered. Oi'

the following day the temperature was only .36..5 C, the puis
lOS, with considerable arterial tension. The patient had a restles'

night and was delirious; the bov.-els acted towards the morning
the rash became paler, the pupils regained their normal size, th
tongue became red and coated with yellow patches. Sensation'
of tearing and trembling in the extremities were complained of

Bromide of sodium was given. The rash and all the other svui
ptoms just described disappeared in two days, and only a sligh

pigmentation of the skin remained. The patient had stated that, nv
years ago, lie had a similar attack after taking two powders, eaci

containing half a gramme of sulphate of quinine. On that occasion thi

rash disappeared the next day. Dr. Kosenbusch points out that thi

case is specially interesting bj' reason of the high temperaturr
(39.7° C), which had never before exceeded 38.7° C ; also oi

account of the great resemblance of the rash to that of scarle

fever, from which at first it could hardly he distinguished. Th^

absence of throat symptoms and the sudden occurrence of adif
fu.se and uniform lilush over the whole body were the chie

features which differentiated the affection from scarlet fever.

At a recent meeting of the Koyal Society of Physicians of Buda
Pesth, Dr. Rdna showed a baby two months old which was affectef

Avith congenital .syphilis of a particularly interesting type. Somi
dayspreviously Dr.Hona had observed thefollowingsymptomsinthi
child: c.oryza (which had already been present in the first weei
after birth) ; mucous patchfs on the lips; a papule ns large as i

pea on the left cheek; broad condylomata and ulcers around thi

anus ; pseudo-paralysis of the two upper and right lower extremi'

ties, due to considerable swelling of the lower ends of both thi,

arms, the ulnpe and radii, and the lower end of the right femuJ
The metatarsal bones and the first phalanges of the middle fingers

were swollen to such a degree that the palm of the hand was a;

convex as the back. The spleen was enlarged; the liver anc
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,ts unaffected. Hence in this case the skin, the bones, as we 1

he pieen, were the sites of syphilitic affection. The sj-phi-

• affection of tlie epipliyses and the enlarged spleen were quite

mion symptoms of congenital syphilis, but the rare and in-

"ting feature in the else was the periostitis of the small

ular bones, an occurrence quite unknown even to the most

lerienced pediatric specialists. After five mercurial inunctiojis

symptoms began t.) disappear. The child is the tenth of its

ents The father acquired syphilis in 1879-80, and the mother

aented the first syphilitic symptoms in 1885.

BERLIN.
[fbom an occasional cobbespondent.]

» Health of the Emperor.-The Withdrawal of Professor von

Bergmann.

E condition of our Emperor-King continues to occupy men's

Ids here to the exclusion of almost every lung else The ofiicial

'etins-meagre and somewhat Sphmx-like as they are-are

.erly scanned, and in the absence of ^ny 'ntormation as to the

ntial points of the situation, we try. though wi h '."different

vr,. tS comfort ourselves with slight falls in the illustrious

I.r.As temperature and passing improvements m 1"S general

Kilt inn. Even those who professed to share the optimist c

^« . of the foreign physicians no longer blind themselves to the

1 that the present reign is too surely destined to be very ^1^°^'^

,1,.. meantime. His Imperial Majesty is considerably better, and

:,s fairly well, taking solid food with hearty relish Dr Leyden

,k,s agreat point of his taking grape instead of cane sugar

t the reason for this injunction the Professor appears to

„vve in petto. The mornmg
_
temperature is now

,ni normal, but in the evening it has risen to 10- *
ice Vpril L'oth inclusive. Before that the evening tem-

'rature had been 103° on several occasions, and once

' reached 104°. The temperature is always taken mtne

buth with a "half-minute" thermometer, which was gu-en

Sir Morell Mackenzie by an eminent surgeon during his

St visit to England. The instrument which is generally used

l^e s a rather coarse affair, which has to be kept in for ten

iinutes before a trustworthy register of the ternperature can be

')t When the Emperor returned to Berlin, Dr. Wegner, w ho is

; tiler wlmt the French call perruijue in his ideas, insisted—

ather to the annoyance of the august patient-on using the

-dinary German thermometer to which he was accustomed in-

eadof the new-fangled English importation. I* ^«\only aft^r

.peated trials with the two instruments-one being kept in t e

louth for half a minute and the other m the axi la for ten

Iinutes and finding that they invariably 'registered the same

hmperature, that the Leibarzt would give way on this Pomt- A"

he physicians are now, however, unanimous m their approval ot

he "short time " thermometer, and it alone is used in t^e case

i

You have already learned, no doubt, that a few days ago the

rolonged "tension" among the Kaiser's medical advisers came

a crisis, which ended in Professor von Bergmann with-

Irawine from the case, lie has been replaced by Professor Bar-

eSthe head of the surgical staff of the Charite who.se nam^^^^

i.S I am given to understand, much better known m i^ngland than

•hat of von Bergmann. Bardeleben, who is considerably the

.enior of his brother professor, is a man of great judgment and ex-

wrience, and it has been a matter of some surprise that his

;S was not asked before. At the stage which the case has

low reached, however, the change of surgeons is of very htth

^practical consequence. The event has, I need .hardly say, ma K

,111 immense sensation here, not only in professional circles but

among the general public. 1 hardly thmk, however, that much

U)-n,pathy will be felt in England for Dr. von l^ergmann who

ithough he may possibly have good grounds for complaint agains

ISir florell Ma'ckenzie, has, in tTiis particular instance at least put

Ihimself out of court by the aggressive attitude which he took up,

apparently without any special provocation on the part ot his

IWlish colleague. 1 do not mean to imply that he is per«.nalU

responsible for the scandalous attacks on Mackenzie and HovUl

which appeared in certain ultra-patriotic German papers but it

he did not directly inspire them he has never so far as I Know

disowned them. Considering that these att^acks did not concern

matters of opinion, but were statements of concrete tacts me
truth or falsehood of which was within Dr. von Bergmanns

knowledge, this reticence on the part of the distinguished surgeon

can only be interpreted as an endorsement of the charges tnere

made When the alleged facts are absolutely denied in the most

rblio manner by the persons accused. Professor von Bergmann

hasnorighrto shelter himself behind a -^oiduant .^V'^r.OT c^oA^

of profesfional ethics, and refuse to take up the challenge thus

"^'\tl fsomewhat suspicious circumstance, moreover, that this

virtuous resolution of the Professor should be announced ]ust at

this particular time. He did not appear to be so scruViJous a few

weeks ago, when, at the Langenbeck Memorial lesn al hereJus

speech was understood to contain a covert attack on S5ir -Nlorell

J?ackenzie. which was received with the
^^'^'^l^^^H^Z'^l

the audience. I happen to know also that, whether he has in

"pired"Ue press or not, he has been in frequent communication

or a long time back with the Berlin correspondent o a powerful

English "newspaper, whose "candid friendship towards the

Enflish specialist has been obvious to ' '«
?>°'V"h, t when the

1 dare say there have been faults on both sides, but when the

whole miserable business comes fully be ore the medical Wd, as

it is sure to do one of these days, I think it will he ^^en that Sir

Morell Mackenzie has had such an amount of Provocation that

Xralhhe may well, like Lord Clive. "stand astonished at his

own moderation."

GLASGOW.
[from era OWN cobbespondent.]

Meetmg of Gla.gmo University ^"^^Pj^-RroZfMarg<^^^^
versify Authorities to the Umversities -«

«--'''"«^'\,f %*rA/'
rnUenP —Tuvhus Fever in "Tinkler'' Uigwams.— lit. Marys

'ln!^^:trial%ch:olEpi<lernie.--The Scotch Educat^n Depart-

ment and Leaving Certificates for Secondaiy Schools.

Thf annual meeting of the University Council was held on April

25''th,'and wTfchafacterised by the Ingest attendance for v.
„,»nvvpnrs It soon became evident, however, that tne expecieu

SssYonontheUniversitiesBiU was -t the cause of the unusua

attendance, but that the large number was the result of the beat

Ligup for votes on the part of i"drfatigable candidates for the

va'cant clerkship of the Council. Three candidates ?vere put for

ward one bv the University Council Association, but his name

Tnd that of another were withdrawn after the first vot.e as «Don

as the enormous majority was evident in favour of a strictlj non-

rS;^^t^'w^t^:t^o^^i^s^oft^mJ^iny^^P^way.
On the' question of approving the "rangements made by the Uni-

versity Extension Board for the extension of """ersity teacmng.

Dr. McVail expressed a strong objection to the scheme. "« ^^
"

tained it was"^ completely inadequate he^use the umversit^

element in the certificate proposed to he^f^«"ted would be r^

ducedtoa minimum, and there was no provision tor ^ccepting

any of such certificates as qualifying for the degree in the Urn

versity. He refrained from proposing an a^endmtm because he

hoBed that they would soon find themselves working under a

new I'n versities Act, with a different University Court and a

Senate reduced from its position of dictation and universal con

trol In the discussion that followed on t^ie I niyersit.es Bill

here was nothing of marked importance elicited TheCommmee

of Council had suggested that general approval of theM
be expressed, coupled with a desire for a fuller aenmuou u

meaXg and conditions of affiliation.
''"d/^^V^ri^'dpaT DofglL';

.\n attempt was made, on a motion moved by P™"?,'"'
'^'I^.fresi

seconded by Sir William Thomson, to get the touncil to expr^

an opinion in favour of restricting the Commissioners t^o mv^^^^^

gation and report on the question o/, ''ft^'^ot ve^ beeiTufli-
Tegislation, on the ground that the subject had not^jet bee^*"

^^ ^M:rt[:^rerw^-^e Pa^i^n^geTbu^es .
Sosed in the Bill. Owing to the

•'^^™f„^,^ ^'^/.H^ThTv
Motions by Dr. J. R. Wolfe ^.ere postponed to next meeting, ^n^
proposed that a representation be made ^o the Imversitj toim

L consider, with the managers of the Royal Infirmao. ho^.b^

endowine chairs of clinical medicine and otherwise, tne cimique

orthTfnstitution might be utilised for the
^ "^If''J-jf;^

^j^

consider the disadvantageous position of extra-mural teachers in
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medicine, in respect that they are not represented among the

Examiners for Degrees, ami to report in -n-hich way this disaxl-

vantiige can best be removed. Should it be necessary when next

meeting comes round for these motions to be brought up, con-

siderable support is promised for them.

The authorities of Ghisgow Universityare directing all the force

of their attack on the new Bill to the affiliation cTauses.and to

the proposal to give the Court power to review, « propria motu,

the decisions of the Senate. These are the portions of the

Bill to which the University Court itself, at a recent meeting, took

strong e.\.ception. They also expressed the opinion that the Court,

as proposed, was too large for busines.s purposes, and recommended

that only one assessor, instead of two, should be appointed

by the Crown, on whom the title of Dean of Faculties

should be conferred, with a view to maintaining that his-

torical office. The deep dislike entertained to the Bill

by many of the Senate is shown in a letter addressed by Pro-

fessor Dickson to the Cniversity member of Parliament, Mr. J. A.

Campbell. Professor Dickson ofiers a most uncompromising criti-

cism to the whole Bill, objecting to the proposals bearing on the

General Council, because " they are understood to have emanated

from a self-constituted association," formed of scarcely one-fifth of

the whole body of graduates, and representing those mainly resi-

dent in Glasgow and vicinity, because they limit the freedom of

choice of the Council in its representatives, and because of the

proposal for a Standing Committee of Council. He objects to the

size of the proposed Court aiid to its extended powers of review,

and speaks of affiliation as "an unknown quantity under a meta-

phorical name," finally characterising the Bill as "legislation at

haphazard," and as " a perilous experiment." There is no doubt

that the Senate will use uU its influence to have all the affiliation

clauses removed from the Bill, and the question referred to the

Commissioners simply for consideration and report ; and the

Senatorial breast is animated with no little hope that in this

attempt they will be successful.

queen Margaret College closed its fifth session on April 30th,

when the prizes were distributed by Sir J. N. Cuthbertson. The

total number of students was 242.

Dr. Bussell gives another example, in his latest report on the

health of Glasgow, of the conditions which maintain typhus. It

is that of a one-apartment house from which five cases were

removed. The house was inhabited by two families, consisting of

fourteen persons. The parents of the first family were 4-1 and 41

years of age, and they had a family of four girls, of ages 16, 11, 9,

and 7 years, and three boys, of ages 13 and 3 years, and 16 months.

The parents of the second family were 35 and 24 years of age. and

had two children, one a boy of 4 years and a second boy of b days.

The mother of this family was a daughter of the first. Her age is

24, and her mother's 41, and both were suckling infants. There

was besides an illegitimate child, aged 2 years, of a grown-up

daughter of the first family. The people belonged to a class

known in Scotland as " tinklers." They had no furniture but a

table and some soap-boxes, one bed and shakedown, and a very

scantj' .supply of cooking or feeding utensils. The complicated

indecencies of life in these circumstances, Dr. Russell remarks,

may be evolved by anyone's imagination. The existence of such

circumstances depends in this case on the wUl of the parents who
choos" to revert to the savage state. Ought the habits of the

wigwam, he asks, to be permitted in the midst of a city ? If they

are, tho smallest penalty is the expense of treating typhus and

maintaining people in the reception-house.

St. Mary's industrial Behoof remains free of disease, and only

five of its patit^nts remain in hospital. A total of 310 cases are at

present in Belvidere, of which 168 are cases of scarlet fever, .')2 of

enU'ric fevel, 34 of mea.sles, 2.3 of typhus, 19 of whooping-cough.

6 of erysipelas, and 5 undefined. There is also a solitary case of

small-pox —that of an actor, who left ShefTield on April Jst, re-

mained in Kdinburgh fulfilling an engagement till tho 8th, and

then came on tn (ilasgow. It is a mild case. A fortnight ago the

total number of ca.^es of fe\er in hospital was .'i44, and at the cor-

ft^sponding peri(xl of last year they were only 2.")4.

The Scotch Kducation department has now offered to secondary

schools placeil under their inspection leaving certificates of three

gradis : one aiming at the standard maintained in the senior local

examinations of the university, or the examination preparatory to

the tliree years' course ; ^ second corresponding to the junior local

examination or the medical preliminary; and an honours certifi-

cate for the benefit of such schools as nini at still higher standards.

(The examinations will be held in the third week of June.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
^

To CoRMISPONDESTS.

Our correspondeuts are romiiuled that proU.\ity is a great bar to publi'

and. with the constant pressure upon every department of tho Jo\

brevity of style and conciseness of statement greatly facilitate early in

We are compelled to return and hold over a great number of communir

chiefly by reason of their unnecessary length.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF IIAILEYBUKY COLLEtiE,,

Sir,— I trust that you will allow me space for a few remar|

under this head, and for the statement of some facts which

not appear in your commissioner's report, in fairness to t|

authorities of the College and to the parents of the many boys

,

school there. For the sake of clearness I shall follow the order |'

Mr. Bailey Denton's report.

I. Sanitation : External Arranaements.—There are no wat.

closets " in the Master's house ; there are two in houses
,

,.

"Assistant ilasters." This correction may appear a mere quibl|^

but it wUl be appreciated by those who know Haileybury and i

"

acquainted with the relative position of its several buildings. I '.

Internal Arranffements.—DormitoTy ventilation. In fairness !

the College, it should be known that the method of ventilation
'

ferred to was originally adopted as one which then held a positi|,.

of considerable prestige, and only after its adoption had been |--'

commended by a sanitary authority of acknowledged positi,,:

Although now somewhat discredited, it may stUl be regarded aj.

j

fair " system," as anyone who examines the dormitories under .!

conditions would, after noting the low percentage of carli,

dioxide present in the air of all the rooms, admit. But the v(
•

advantage originally claimed for the " system," namely, that!;,

practically converted each set of dormitories into one large apa"

ment, and ventilated them as such, constitutes its essential •'•

back; because it the more readily admits of the cxmveyan

infection (should there be such in one dormitorj') to the

above. [As a matter of fact, none of the recent cases held s;

relationship to any of the others as would be explicable ui

hypothesis?]

"it was on account of this special feature m the ventil

that I, as medical officer of the school (not " the medical ofli

health ") stated in my report to the Council for 1887—in

which Mr. Bailey Denton gives partly as mine and partly a

own—" The system of ventilation which exists in most ..

school dormitories cannot be considered as satisfactor)', or ;i-

accordance with the otherwise good system of sanitation "I'Sa

ing in the school. I believe that it could be greatly improv. <!

but a small outlay, and that without any material altera! i

the buildings. I hope shortly to be able to draw up a dr.

memorandum on the subject." In the same letter (dated All

9th, 1888) in whidt I supplied Mr. Bailey Denton with this inf-

mation, I added that the Council had, immediately on receivf

this presentment, agreed to the undertaking of such alteratm

in this respect as were recommended ; and that the actual car-

ing nut of these changes was now held over only in order >

await the detailed report of the sanitary authority to whom '?

question had been committed in connection with an investiL-

into the recent cases of diphtheria.

In the same letter I also stated to Mr. Denton that, on

representation, it was, some time ago—and quite indepeinl.n

of the late illness—arranged that the Tobin's tubes in th-

house should be heightent-d, and that this work had bee

i

poued until the Easter holidays simply in order that it niiy

carried out in conjunction with other structural alterations ifl

repairs which were due at that time. This work, with otT

minor details, has been completed ; but, in justice to parents la

others interested in the College, these facts should, I think, iiO

have been made public simultaneously with the criticisms f
ferred to.

, , ti

'

As regards the condition of some of the ditches between lii-

ford Heath and Haileybury, it should be known that these '"

become pure as soon as tlie new sewage farm, now in proces^'I

arrangement for this district, is completed. Many of the boy.

Haileyburj' must often pass these ditches, as, at times, tliej"

others for mUes round ; but it is not the case that they ' C|-

stantly play " in Little Amwell. It may be added that the (ji-

lege has, in successive years, spent very considerable sums mp
quiring property in its immediate neighbourhood,_ simply in OB*

that it might improve ^d hft^^,qoptr5>] of the drainage, etc.
(

-
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II Water-supply.—It^e present position of the well may not

, ekactlv such as would be chosen were it now proposed to sink

new well for the College. Whether its contents axe, or ever

ive been, prejudicially affected by its position is,an(>ther matter.

a this head it should be noted that:—

1. Not only does the well for a large part of its depth pass

rough a dense and practically impermeable clay, which would

rtaiSlv allow impurities to be washed away over its sloping

jface more readily than to penetrate its ma.ss, but that all tlie

idenceof repeated examinations, made under the most various

nditions, at all times of the year, at short intervals, and, again

ter pumping the weU dry, is quite agamst the entrance ot fluid

to it. except from the one point, at the very bottom, whence the

ater issues from the chalk. As a result of the numberless exa-

inations made during the last quarter of a century- there has

iver been found the slightest trace of soakage through any part

'. its walls. . . ^. - ,, , „, ,,

2 There is certainly no permanent contamination ot the well-

ater, from sewage or otherwise. In such a case, successive

lalyses could not have given such results as " a phenomenally

ire water " " a most excellent water," " of the highest degree ot

iritv
" In his last report, dated April 24th, iaS8, Dr. Stevenson

'ain describes the water as " of the highest degree of punty
'3 After long-continued heavy rain the well-water is apt to be-

.me yellow in colour. Examinations of the well under these con-

itions prove that there is no leakage through the well-walls.

ther chalk wells in the district exhibit a similar phenomenon,

id the conclusion is that this yellow matter enters at the bottom
' the well after percolating the chalk and thick superjacent

.rata, the filtration through the chalk being naturally less rapid

Qd less effectual under the pressure resulting from a heavy and

,n«-continued rainfall. [I do not know the " authorities who

arfer" that this vegetahle matter percolates " laterally from the

ea " Inasmuch as the Ordnance data show that the bottom ot

le well is some sixty feet above the level of the river Lea, such

iteral percolation from this source is obviously impossible.]

nalyses of the water at these times show the yellow matter to

e vegetable, and peaty in character. Dr. Stevenson, for ex-

mpleT analysing the darkest sample which could be collected

Iter awaiting very heavy rainfall for the purpose, states that the

rcanic matter " is of a peaty character, and does not appear to

e due to sewage matters"—a conclusion obvious from the hgures

isclosed by the analysis. This would rebut the suggestion that

arface contamination (due to the proximity of "urinals and

arious gulleys down which sewage is thrown"?) was the cause of

te irruption of organic matter referred to. Moreover, after flood-

IK all the drains with carbolic acid and other substances, no trace

rcontamination has been obtainable in or about the well.

It should also be noted (as showing that the authorities were

liit blind to the possibility of risk, nor careless as to its preven-

ion) that Messrs. Allen and Hanburj-s, analysing similar (dis-

oloured) samples of water in February, 1886 (again after heavy

'auO, state that "the softening process' [which is applied to all

well-water before distribution] "has reduced the vegetable

unio matter to a verj- small amount. It is now a satisfactory

> ater, and is fit for drinking and domestic purposes.

1 think it vdW be admitted, therefore, that
^^

i,a) There is no permanent contamination of the usually most

latcellent " well-water.
i. ^„ • •

Xb) That the occasional discoloration noticed after heayy rain is

'lot derived from surface contamination of the weU.or from

ateral soakage into it. That it is due to a temporary irruption

''>f vegetable organic matter, and is not dependent on sewage pol-

ution. That the College authorities were justified in relying on

,.he analyses which showed that this vegetable matter, ^ben 't

'lid find Its way into the well-water, was effectually removed by

lie Porter-Clark softening process, before the water was distn-

juted throughout the College : and .

(c) That the authorities have taken eyery reasonable precaution

-by frequent examinations of the well itself, and by regularly-

•epeated analyses of its water (hoth before and after softening,

ilways) wider various coiuliticnus—to keep themselves posted lis

» the state of the water-supply, and forewarned with respect to

uiy possible impairment of its quality. •

. .

III. Milk-supply.—The Council will doubtless take action in

ihe direction suggested by your commissioner, if they are not an-

icipated in this matter by 5Ir. Wells himself. Of course, as

egards the recent cases of diphtheria, the same argument whioii

Mr. Bailey Denton quotes, from my letter to him, as opposed to

983

the idea of the water-supply being the/o««£« o^go
'«f

'.^pphes

with at least equal force to the milk also. I prefer not to commt

myself to any theory with lespeet to the origin of the diphthena

until we have all the facts obtainable at our command. These are

being very patiently and thoroughly collated by Dr. d. Turner, to

whom the investigation of the subject was entrusted by the

Council at my suggestion. His full report will, I hope, be com-

pleted shortly. Meanwhile. I can conscientiously state that all

the evidence before us unites in exonerating the College from the

suspicion of any such local defect in sanitatiou as could be con-

sidered responsible for an outbreak of epidemic disease.—1 am,

„tc CiiAS. Edwd. Shelly, M.B.Cantab.,

Medical Officer to Haileybury CoUege.

*,* The above letter appears to us to be somewhat of an ad-

mission of the facts described in our conmissioner's report,

although Dr. Shelly apparently does not concur in the remarks

made therein as to the possibility of the College well being or

becoming polluted owing to its position. The best way for Dr.

Shelly to strengthen his case as to the immunity of the well from

suspicion ^-ill be to send us for pubUcation Dr. Stevenson s last

analysis, with his notes and remarks thereon, which, we presume,

are by this time in the possession of the College authorities. We

will gladly publish them.

THE NATIO>"AL PENSION FUNT) FOR NURSES.

Siit.-Now that the subject of the Pension Fund is under dis-

cussion, there are many nurses who would be glad to have their

own opinion on the matter made public, and who would be grate-

ful to you if you would make it known through yop paper.

In the first place, surely the word "pension' is misleading;

the dictionaries define it as "an allowance made without an

equivalent." Of course, no nurse would be so unreasonable as to

expect her se^^•ices to be so rewarded, but there certamly is a

very widely spread feeling of disappointment that the terms ot

the Pension Fund are such as to render it almost an impossibility

° So much °has been written in the Hospital about the "duty of

making provision for the noble women who are devoting their

lives to the nursing of the sick." that the first feeling on receiving

the prospectus was one of surprise that the provision was to be

made almost entirely by themselves.

It is true that very young nurses i^ill find the terms compara-

tively easy, but the vast number, who have already spent many

years of their lives in this work, will find it difficult, if not im-

possible, to spare regularly from £-20 to £40P«>-/°?]Jf °'i;» In
salary which, in the case of nurses, never exceeds £40, and is in

most instances considerably less.—I am, etc., A JNlTBSE.

* » We believe that self-help and self-respect will be found to

be the dominant principles by which the great body of nurses are

animated. At the discussion at the Society of Arts m October

last when the Fund was first instituted, the founder emphatically

stated that the Pension Fund was one of providence and was not

eleemosynary Nurses were then, and are now. wanted to join the

fund by paying into it at least one-eighth of their earm^gs year

by year. .Ul who do tliis may. we believe, rest assured that those

who have already sho^Ti so much liberality and Imterest in the

cause of nurses by promoting this Fund will take. f''Ps:to con-

serve the best interests of everj- nurse who entn^ts !>«' s^;^ mgs
,«

their care. There are necessarily a large number of nurses w ho hav e

already devoted many years of their lives to
'>"f^''"g;«.^'J„^^°^fr

no reserve, who will, as our correspondent points ou^ hndit d^-
cult, if not impossible, to spare regularly from £20 to £40 per

annum out of a salary which, in the case of
«",T^'Tr' manaee«

€40. and is in most instances considerably less. The managers

of the fund, with the object of meeting such cases, we believe

notified that nurses so placed, and who are desirous of bemg

assisted to help themselves should apply to the Secretary, oS, Old

lewr\- EC for a special form of applicaUon to be filled up ana

returned with as little delay as possible. With reference to some

statements which have been published, aiid are being circulated

intiir.atiug that the pajnnents required are from an actuarial

point of view excessive, It is right to say that they are effectn-

illv refuted by the report of jfr. King the well-known actuary,

and that the comparisons th.rein made ars based on palpable

errox., .;.,,, •- -
'' ' '
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THE LOCAL GOVERXMEXT BILL AND SANITARY
,

ADMINISTRATION.
, Sm,—In a leading article in the Jouknai, of April iJSth you

have pointed out a defect of the most dangerous kind in the Local

Government Bill, namely, the careless provisions made for the

appointment, tenure, and duties of the medical officer of health.

It may seem from the Bill itself that little attention has been

given to this department, and that old provisions have been in-

considerately thrown into the new BUI to take their chance

there.

I sincerely hope that the medical profession will make its voice

plainly heard on this matter, for I am sure that we should carry

the public witli us ; indeed, I can scarcely doubt that when the

attention of the Government is drawn to their defects the clauses

in question will be fully reconsidered. Sir Lyon Playfair's speech

on this subject on the second reading displaj'ed his usual ability

and knowledge, and must do good service; other speeches, I trust,

will follow his lead. It was my intention to secure an opinion on
this subject at the recent special meeting of the West Riding

Quarter Sessions, but we did not reach the sanitarj' clauses. The
Quarter Sessions stand adjourned for May 8th, but time presses,

and it is possible that even then these clauses may not be reached.

Our chairman, Colonel Spencer Stanhope, has, however, expressed

his own opinion to me in the terms of the enclosed letter, which
he permits me to publish, and which I therefore now enclose for

that purpose.
The views which we hold could not be better or more tersely

expressed.—I am, etc., T. Cliffoed Allbutt.
Athenaium Club, Pall Mall, S.W., May 1st.

" DBAS Dk. Cliffobd Allbutt,—As you suppose, the Quarter

Sessions did not find time to discuss the sanitary question. I

think the adjourned session of May 8th will have to be adjourned

again, as I believe the deputation to ilr. Ritchie will be later than

that.
" I think that sanitary matters wiU fare worse under the Bill

than they do at present, and I think medical meu should raise an
independent protest against Part III (Sir Lyon Playfair has, I see,

spoken on the second reading).
" The proposal is that sanitarj' work shall be done by a District

Council, which will be elected by the cottagers in rural sanitary

districts, divided into wards for the purpose of election of one
councillor.

" Practically speaking all ratepayers rated above £4 per annum
will thus be disfranchised, as they will have a vast majority of

smaller ratepayers to outweigh them. I do not think it would be

possible to have a more ignorant council than that which will pro-

bably result from this proposal, and I should think that vaccina-

tion and all compulsory sanitation will in most cases be opposed
by them.

" It is these clauses to which, in my opinion, public attention

should be directed. The powers of the County Council can be in-

creased after they have come into action.—Yours very truly,

"W. Spencek Stanuope.
^ " Cannon Hall, Barnsley, April 24th."

%• The ^-iews here urged are those first brought forward by
the State Medicine Committee of the British Medical Association,

and forcibly urged by them upon the Royal Sanitary Commission
and the Government, when the resulting Public Health Act was
framed. It will be seen that the Parliamentary Bills Committee,
acting in concert with the Societj- of Medical Officers of Health,

whose co-operation they have courted, are now engaged in

framing clauses to carry out the object stated (see report, p. 276).

The Memorandum of the State Medicine Committee in 1871—

a

most valuable document, drawn up with the aid of Dr. Stokes,

Dr. Farre, Dr. Rumscy, Dr. Sibson, and ilr. W, H. Michael, Q.C.—
has been reprinted, and further memoranda on the existing situa-

tion have been prepared by the Parliamentary Bills Committee,
with the aid of Mr. W, H. Michael, Q.C., and of Dr. Bond, of

Gloucester, iledical officers of health and others interested in

this highly important question are invited to apply for such
copies of these documents as they may require for their own use

and that of members of Parliament and others. They will be for-

warded post free. Communications on the subject, by way of
• criticism or suggestion, should be addressed to Ernest Hart, Esq.,

Chairman of the Joint Subcommittee on the Public Health Clauses

of the Local Government Bill, at the o£Bces of the Association.

RESECTION OP THE PYLORUS FOR CANCER.
Sm,—A mortality of 70 per cent, of cases in which pylorn

has been performed—to say nothing of the number of cases

cancer of the pylorus in which surgeons have commenced to op

ate with a view of resecting the pylorus, but have had to aban^

the operation for some more expeditious method of relieri

symptoms (such as duodenostomy or jejunostomy) from wh:

the patients suffer—is more than sufiicient reason for classing t

procedure among tlie most severe and fatal operations in surge

The reasons for this high rate of mortality are not far to se

First, patients are rarely seen until the disease has existed so Ic

that they are reduced to a state of approaching inanition fr

starvation, and the neighbouring mesenteric glands are more or 1

affected ; and, secondly, the length of time occupied in perform]

the operation is such that the patients, who are invariably ii

condition not well adapted for prolonged operations, run i

great risks of immediate death due to shock, the result of _'

operation, or more remote death from exposure to infecti

These dangers may be diminished in proportion to the shorteit

of the time consumed in the operation, and by inducing patie

to submit to operation at as early a stage of the disease

possible.

Dr. Senn, of Milwaukee, in his admirable address entitled

Experimental Contribution to Intestinal Surgerj-, with Spec

Reference to the Treatment of Intestinal Obstruction, read in

Surgical Section of the Ninth International Medical Congress

AYashington last year, has given us the results of numerous

periments made by him on dogs and cats ; and although, so fai

I know, he has not published any experiments of resection of

pylorus on these animals, yet, from his description of operati

such as gastro-enterostomy and resections of portions of

intestines, I think a great deal can be learnt which may enable

to reduce the time occupied in the performance of pylorecto

very considerably.

In reading Dr. Senn's very able paper, I was at once struck

the simplicity of the operations he suggested, and I can see

reason why, with some slight modifications, the same metl

should not be adopted for uniting the duodenum and stomi

after excision of the pylorus.

I would suggest, then, supposing the preliminary steps of

operation to have been performed, and the cancerous pylorus w
a portion of the stomach and duodenum to be brought out of

abdomen in the usual way, that the incision for the removal

the cancerous mass from the stomach should be somewhat of t

shape: — , so as to allow the end being fashioned to fit i

the duodenum. Two plates of decalcified bone, of the S8

shape and about a quarter of an inch in width should be j

pared, as recommended by Dr. Senn, with double holes in th

or four places, about an inch apart, through which loops of asej

silk should be passed through and tied so as to form loops on

back ; then long threads of silk or carbolised catgiit with neec

corresponding in number to the loops, should be tied togetheri

fastened securely to the loops on the bone. Each plate of \y

being accurately adapted to the mucous lining of the stom;

along the cut edges, the needles are passed through the en'

thickness of the stomach walls, and the edges inverted so ae

bring the two plates covered with the stomach walls accurat

together. The corresponding sutures on the two plates are thw

be tied ; in tying the sutures, the centre one should be tied fl

then the end ones, and finally the intervening threads.

The end of the stomach, which is to become the intussuscept)

is to be lined with a soft pliable rubber ring, made of a rub

band transformed into a ring by fastening the ends togetherjj

catgut sutures. This ring must be the length of the circum

ence of the end of the stomach, and about half an inch wide

;

lower margin is stitched by a continuous catgut suture to

lower end of the stomach, which effectually prevents the bulg

of the mucous membrane. Then a few carbolised catgut sutu

are threaded, each with two needles. The needles are pafi

from within outwards, transfixing the upper portion of the rub

ring and the entire thickness of the wall of the stomach, iC

equidistant from one another. The cancerous pylonis should !
-^

removed with scissors from the duodenum, all bleeding point

caught up and ligatured with fine catgut. The needles w!i

attached to the threads pa,ssing through the rubber ring m
of the stomach are now passed through the peritoneal, in i

and connective tissue coats of the duodenum at corresponding pon *

about one-third of an inch from the margin, and when all *

needles have been passed, an assistant mates equal traction
f
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e threads, and the operator assists invagination, by turning in

e mar-^ins of tlie cud of the diiodenura evenly with a director,

id 1)V gently pusliiiig the end of the stomach completely into the

lOdenum. The invagination accurately made, the catgut sutures

e tied only with sufficient firmness to prevent disinvagination,

lould vomiting occur. ,..,, f

The invagination effects accurate, almost hermetical, sealing ot

,e viscera? wound. After a few days the rubber ring heconies

i;tached and passes by the bowel, aJld the decalciAed bone be-

.mes absorbed. , ,,

The importance of this subject must be my excuse for the

nath of this communication, but it will be evident it the above

Bthod of performing the operation can be earned out with equal

ietv and efficiency as by the adoption of the Czerny-Lembert

itufe, there must be a material saiing of time, with a propor-

onate less risk to the patient.—I am, etc.

46, Upper Wimpole Street. Fbbd. B. Jessexi.

TEA AND TEETH.
Sir,—Having seen in a recent number of the Joubnai, an

rt,icle on the old question of the harm in excess of tea-dnnkmg,

write to allude to a point that does not appear to be touched

pon Some years since, when on duty at recruiting stations m
le north of England, I took oli.servation on the great amount ot

isease and loss of the teeth existing amongst the class ot men

eferintr themselves. It became a cause of rejection ot itselt in

reat numbers. As far as mv inquiries went 1 was led to trace it

, the excessive tea-drinking indulged in by the working classes

I the manufacturing towns, and this went on all through tue

av, whether with food or not. In fact, instead of hve o clock

ia being the invention of the upper classes, it was found to exist

>an injurious extent in the working classes long before that

ime Tea seems to have a peculiar tendency to cause hyper-

mia in the tooth-sacs, leading to inflammation and, eventually,

bsce-is of the fang, with, of course, dentalgia at every stage.

Whether this .special tendency was due to theme or tannin

avinff an elective affinity for dentine it is not possible for me to

w It would be curious to know if medical men, practising in

acii manufacturing districts, had observed the deterioration of

seth to be coincident with tea-drinking.
.

\T. T. Black, F.R.C.S.E., Surgeon-Ma3or.

CHIAN TURrEXTINE IN CANCER.

SiE —I obsen-e that in his lecture on diseases of the tongue,

>ported in your issue of April 21st, Mr. Christopher Heath refers

I the treatment of cancer by the use of Chian turpentine, and

,vs that he has employed the drug as an adjuvant to surgical

ceatment, but without having seen any benefit from it. Jn Ulus-

•ation of this opinion Mr. Heath mentions the case of a patient

-/bo came to me after having been operated upon by him, and who

fter operation had a return of the disease. The patient, Mr.

leath adds, died under the treatment, and in about the same

ime, without having received the slightest benefit.

Will YOU permit me to say that when this patient came to me

edid not look as if he could live more than three or four weeks

istead of three or four months, the period for which he did live
J

'he case was a hopeless one. It was one of recurrent cancer ot

he stump of the tongue and the floor of the moutli. the growth

ffing the mouth up to the level of theteeth. As Mr. Heath did

Ot see the patient after I saw him, I cannot think him justified

^contending that the sufferer received no benefit, and I am sure

a will admit this when I say that after treatment by Chian tur-

entine there was an evident arrest of the growtli, and a large

lortion of it sloughed away, so that the gums and the root of the

Qmnie could be seen; and, as I have often observed m such cases,

fi^ taking the Chian turpentine for some time the enlarged sub-

BBImar^' gland broke up and discharged freely. The immediate

ause of "death was h.-cmorrhage ; a slough, separating from tie

tump of the tongue, exposed an artery which during one night

led to the extent of twenty ounces, the patient refusing to allow

n-lical assistance to be obtained for the purpose of arresting the

"I'lt'of regard for your space I will not now discuss the general

...,• of Chian turpentine as a palliative, and in some instances a

lemedial agent in cases of cancer. 1 will only say that generally

ipeaking recourse is had to this agent only when the disease por-

ends a fatal issue, and not at the commencement, when, as my
wn practice and the experience of others convince me, a bene-

ficial effect is capable of being produced. Even when the use of

the knife is clearly desirable, the drug might be concurrently em-

ployed ; indeed, in cases of the tongue and mouth I know that it

IS not useless, as I have seen several cases of cure, some of them

recurrent cancer after operation.—I am, etc., ,...„'
Birmingham. ^""^ Ci^Y. j

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.
{

\RMV MEDICVL DEFENCE FUND.

SiH -In the JouRNAi. of April 14th you say that the time has

come when the medical officers of the atmy will have to offer.in

the defence of their own interests, the most strenuous opposition

to the changes which are now in contemplation. In order to do

this effectually I would suggest the formation of an Army Medical

Defence Fuud, with a paid secretary, and a committee formed of

pensioned officers of the department, the officers now m the

service subscribing a small sum for the purposes of the com-

™ThTcommittee would endeavour to interest members of ParUa-

ment, issue printed letters and circulars setting forth the griev-

ances of medical officers, and endeavouring to induce editors of

professional as well as non-professional journals and newspapers

to bring the subject before their readers.

One of the most effective ways of bringing pressure to bear on

the authorities is to stop the supply of candidates, and this may

be done by issuing a notice of the grievances of the department,

which should be posted in every medical school in Great Britain

and Ireland, setting forth that the service '« !^°t worth entenng

till the grievances complained of are redressed. I was a m-^mber

of the Indian Medical Defence Fund, and we issued such a notice

to every medical school in the kingdom, with the result that the

numbei^of candidates fell off to such an extent hat at one or

more of the competitions there were not men qualihed to fill the

vacancies which were before eagerly sought after After this

ven^reat concessions were made and the ^^'atusof the service

was Ireatly improved, the committee being told that, but for

their interference, all this would have been granted long before.

This of course, we believed

!

, , , •

If tills idea meets with approval, I shall be verj' gla-i o give

anv information I can as to the mode of working the agitation. 1

need hardly say that the names of subscribers to the fund would

be known to the committee and secretary only, ^'"1/^'^?;^ Xl^'eS
small sum of monev -would be necessary, which might be obtAined

bv the secretary' issuing a circular to every member of the service,

sittincr forth the object of the committee and the amount re-

uuired°-I am, etc., James Irving, M.D., Surgeon-General

Fowey, Cornwall, April 16th. Bengal Army, retired.

CHUN OF RESPONSIBILITY IN MILITARY HOSPITAL^

Referring to a late instance in which the chain of M^POf'•"''^y

for an incorrect diagnosis in a militarj- hospital was stretched to

its utmost, a correspondent points out that the said chain is ve^

clearly and fairly laid down in paragraph 111 of the Aray Med,c^

Regulations, defining the duties of medical officers « ho»pltal^ as

follows—" They wUl invariablv draw the attention of the medical

officer in charge to all serious and important cases in their waras,

immediately on such coming under their obsen-ation; ani will, in

au'ases of professional douTit and difficulty, seek "'^ af^'^e f^
consult with him as to the course to be

P^'-.^Vt,'^-.^"V' ™"f„,^
clearly understood that each medical officer will be held personally

responsible for the proper treatment of patients
"°'l^,^

hi» car^

This judicious regulation is. with reference to the fact that,

while the medical officer in charge diagnoses, as far as possible,

The na re"f each case on admissfon, such diagnosis
>^
"^ces^^^y

subiect to revision on a fuller investigation m the wards. Con-

uZtion by the whole hospital staff is often "ecessary in o ^c^e

cases, and should always he carried out both fo^/hf Patienta

sake and for the mutual support and safety of the medical

officers.

similar cirx-umstances of. say. a Commanding K"?^*' °"K',"'ri- /,,!^ ,???

Department must liam to «ght its own l.attl« or submit to be sat upon.
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THR NAVY.
SUSGEON U. J. QOADON has been uppuluted to the Camjcs.

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
nRiGADE-SuRGKOX Thomas Rn>D, M.D.. is promoted to be Deputy Sur^'eon-

General (ranking as Colonel), ri>if H. W. CHfton, retired. Dr. Kudd's previoua
commJsaions arc thus dated : Assistant-Surpeon, August 1st. 1857; Surgeon,
November l8tU. 1871 : Surgeon-Major. Mftrch lal. 187;*; and Brigade-Surgeon.
March KUh. 1883. He i^erved with the Sth Hussiirs during the Indian mutiny
in 1857-68, and was present at the capture of Kotah. battle of Kotaria and
Kooahana (mentioned in despatcbes, medal with clasp). He also served in the
Afghan war of 18'8-m) nnedah.
Surgeon-Major G. AV. McNalty, M.D.. F.R.C.S.I.. is promoted to be Brigade-

Surgeon t,ninking as Lieutenant-Colonel), ri<-«T. Rudd. He entered as Assistant-
Surgeon, April llth, 186;i; became Surgeon, March 1st. 1873 ; and Surgeon-
Major, April 1st. 1874. He was (says Hart's Army List) with the British Ambu-
lance, B DiWsion, during the Frauco-Germau war from October, 1S70, to March,
1S71, and was present at the siege of Paris; aocompanied the 22ud Prussian
DiWsion in the operations before Chartres and Orleans, and was present at
several engageraeuts (received the tlianks of Genera! vou Wittiseh, command-
ing the Di\isioii, for attending wounded on the field, Gerraau steel war medal).
He subsequently proceedod to Le Mans and Connerre (French bronze cross for

SDCCouring wounded French), Served in the Ashantee war in 1873-74. Was in
medical charge of the Headquarters Staff, and present at the battle of Amoaful,
battle of Onlahsu, aud capture of Coomassie (mentioned in despatches, xjro-

moted Surgeon-Major, meclal with clasp). Was Chief Surgeon and Commis-
sioner of the National, Aid Society in the Rnsso-Turkish war in 1876-77. and
w»8 present at the siege of Plevna. Served in the Afghan war of 1876-80, and
was present with the expedition into the Lughman valley and in the engage-
ment at Saidabad ; accompauied Sir Frederick Roberts in the march to Can-
dahar. and was present at the battle of Candahar (mentioned in despatches,
medal with clasp, and bronze decoration). Ser\'ed in the Egyptian war of
18fi2 as personal assistant to the Principal Medical Officer with the Indian
Contingent, and was present at the battle of Tel-el-Kebir (medal with clasp,
4th Class of the Osmanieh, and Khedive's starV
Surgeon-General Johx Irvine, M.D., Honorary Physician to the Queen, has

been granted retired pay. His commissions are dated : Assistant-Surgeon,
March 15lh, 1850; Surgeon. October 2nd, 1857; Surgeon-Major. November 16th,
1869; Deputy Surgeon-General, November sth. 1S76 ; and Surgeon-General.
June Ist, 1883. He ser\'ed throiighout the operations with Havelock's column
in 1867 in medical charge of the Koyal Artillery (Maude's), including the actions
of Futtehpore, Aoung. Pandoo Nuddee, Cawnpore, Oonao, Busserut Gunge,
Mungawarra. and .\lumbagh. relief and defence of the Residency at Lucknow
(mentioned! in despatches) ; fwith Outram's force in the Alumbagh from No-
vember. 18.57, to March. 1858. and at the siege and capture of Lucknow by Lord
Clyde (medal with two clasps, and a year's service).^
Deputy Surgeon-General John TuLLOcn, M.D., is also granted retired pay.

He entereil as Assistant-Surgeon, June 7th, 1R.S4 ; became Surgeon. February
13th, 18tJ6; Surgeon-Major. March 1st, 1873; Brigade-Surgeon. November 27th.
Id7& ; and Deputy Surgeon-General, May and, 1883. He served with the luth
Regiment in the Indian campaign of 1857-58, including the suppression of the
mutiny at Benares, capture of Atrowleea, advance to Lucknow, and actions at
Chanda. Umeeriiore, Sultanpore. and Douraha. siege and capture of Lucknow,
relief of Azimghur, and operations near Jugdespore tmedal with clasp).
Brigade-Surgeon W. J. Wii^on, M.D., is granted retired pay. His commis-

sions bear date ; Assistant-Surgeon, April 1st, 1861; Surgeon, March 1st. 1873

;

Surgeon-Major, April let, lS76;and Brigade-Surgeon, March 2,Sth. 1887. Dr.
Wilson was with the Southern Afghanistan Field Force during the war in 18SU-
81. and during the campaign in the Soudan in 1885 he was in command of a
bearer company (medal with clasp, and Egyptian bronze star).
Surgeon-Major S. G. Whitk. M.D.. also has retired; having applied prior to

January Ist last, he is gnmted the honorary rank of Brigade-Surgeon. He
entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon. October 1st. 1860; became Surgeon,
March 1st. 1873; and Surgeon-Major. November 2nd, 1875. He served with the
Boyal Artillery in the Hazara campaign of 1868. including .the expedition
a^iainst the tribes on the Black Mountain (medal with clasp). He was also in
the Afghan war of l»7fl-S0, and was present in the engagemeut^ at Ahmed Kheyl
and Urzoo near Ghuznee (medal with clasp).

,

THE VOLUNTEERS.
The undermentioned gentlemen have been appointed Acting-Surgeons in tb
regiments specilled : Robkkt Dknman, 2nd Volunteer Bri'^ade Souther
Division Royal Artillerj- (late the Ist Dorset) ; Acting-Surgeon J. W. Beattu
from the 1st Northumberland Artillery to the 1st (late .Mh) Durham ; and J
M. WffiTE, M.B., Ist Volunteer Battalion Royal Highlanders (lato the li

Forfar).

'

;
ARMY MEDIC^VL RESERVE.

The undermentioned Surgeons-Major to he Surgeons-Major (ranking as Lieu-
tenant-Colonels) : PRANCTs Bonnet, 3rd Battalion East Surrey Regiment (late
the iBt'Sorrey Militia); B. A. Rawson, 8th Battalion King's ftoyal Rifles ^late
the Carlow Militia) ; 0. B. Stoney, M.B., 3rd Battalion Prince of Wales's Lein-
ster Regiment (late the King's County Militia).
The undermentioned Surgeons to be Surgeons-Major (ranking as Majors) :

AwDRtrw Ci.ARK. 4th Middlesex Volunteers; William Hall, FJl.C.S.E., 5th
Lancashire Artillery Volunteer*.
The uudermentioned offic4!rs to be Surgeons (ranking as Captains) : Surgeon

W. H. n. CroCkwkll. Matu-hester Division Volunteer Medical SfafT; Surgeon
T. W. RfCHAitnaoN. Ist Volunteer Battalion Norfolk Regiment (late the 1st
Norfolk Vohinteer«) : Acting-Surgeon R. B. PoRTKors. M.D., 2nd Lancashire
yolunleers; Acting-Surgeon R, T. A. O'Callaohan, 1st Klintahire Engineer
Volunteers; Acting-Surgeon F. J. Walkkh, M.B.. lat Volunteer Battalion
Lincoln Regiment (late the 1st Lincoln Volunteers) ; Surgeon A. D. Mac-
DoNALn, M.D.. .?rd Volunteer Battalion King's Own Scottish Borderers (bite
the Ist Dumfries); Acting-Surgeon James Tubto?(, Ist Vohmtf^er Battalion
Royal Sussex Regiment (late the 1st Sussex); and Acting-Surgeon J. A. Mac-
Ki321£. M.B.. 1th Lanwuhire Volunteers.

THE INDIAN MKDICAL SERVICE.
St^EOWS-MAJOR H. I)K Tatham. M.D., Bombay Establishment, has been
allowed to retire. He entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon April 1st. 1367,
and became Surgeon-Major twelve years thereafter. He was engaged in the
AbVMlnlan war in 1S67-68. and has the medal granted for that campaign,

T?T w,.?'*""*^"'*'"*' "^ Brigade-Surgeon liMAWrKL Bonavla, M.D.. Bengal
Hstabhshment. already announced in the Journal, has received the sanction
ol the Queen.
Surgeon Q. B. Ihvixk. Bengal Establishment, has pajsed the examination in

HlnduaUDl by the lower standard.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

A HARD CASE.
An appeal is being made to the profession on behalf of Mr. H.' C
Bayfield, L.R.C.P., who has been subjected to heavy co«t

(amounting to £106) in defending an unfounded charge brougb
against him under the following circumstances : On Februar
2()th, 188G, an attempt was made to poison his wife's mother b;

introducing laudanum in tea prepared for her use. The polic

made e.xihaustive inquiries, and on their own responsibility, aai

entirely in opposition to Mr. Bayfields wish, took the parlourmaii
into custody on the charge. Fully persuaded in his own mine

that the girl was not guilt}', Mr. Bayfield supplied her with legs

assistance. As may be remembered, the cook confessed to tn

crime. The parlourmaid, who was acquitted, then brought u

'

action against Mr. Bayfield for £200 damages for false imprison
ment. The case, of course, was decided in Mr. Bayfield's favoui
but the plaintiff having no means he was left to pay his own cost*

which, as we have stated, amount to £106 on the solicitor's bil

alone, to say nothing of the very heavy incidental expenses.
The following subscriptions have been received :

—

e.
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•d warranty in cases where the person taking lodgings was

ware of the danger of infection, and even incases where

74«/er was clear, he had his doubts unless there was evi-

fraudXnt concealment of the fact. In cases of express

nty, however, there would be no doubt, but here there was

•h plea in the statement of claim.

judge considered that the parties ought to come to terms

16 case was settled out of court upon terms which did not

>ire. . —

^

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
The Horse T.vx. ^ , j j ,,„

our last announcement the following petitions have been lodged by

tiou bvMr L. Frv, from Walter B. Borland and other-s; by Mr. A.

iv9 from members b the p.ofession iu the district of Alton ; by Mr.

l7ndi.rorr.lberayron and Lan.peter; by Mr. St-uilev Whton, from

rv hv Mr A E<Terton. from Eccles, Swinton. Pendlebury, and wmt-

v'^SirW Lawson fromkarvport; by Mr. Haldane. from Haddmgt^on;

1 Kennaway fromT. Southcott, Almouth ; uud^ by Mr. W. Lowther,

irkby Stephen.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Monda;/, April 30th.

dical omcers.-Sii U. Fletcueh asked the Secretary of State

ar whether it had been customary to grant meda s, gratui-

ad other rewards, to the medical officers and establishments

lyed on board hospital ships in time of war ;
and whether it

he case that the medical officers who served on board hos-

ships in the Abyssinian, Ashantee, Egj-ptian, and Soudan

iig£s received medals, including those who served on board

idian hospital sliip Cesareidtch at Suakim.-Mr. E. STA^-

replied to both questions m the affirmative.
, . -n

.demic of Pnemnonia in Fermoy Barrncks.—la reply to ur.

EE Mr E Stanhope said that, probably on account ot the

'eable weather, lung disease had been rather prevale_nt in the

'of Ireland, and, in the weekly return to April 20th from the

.rdshire Regiment at Fermoy, it was shown that there had

thirteen admissions for pneumonia, and one deatn. iue

irv state of the barracks was reported to be satisfactory, and

.use other than the weather had been assigned for the out-

Further inquiry had, however, been ordered.

Tuesday, May 1st.
^ t,, m

s Vaccination of Lifants.-Ur. Ritchie, m answer to Mr. W.

iBBN, said his attention liad been drawn to the two inquM's

ed to by the hon. member. As regards the case of the chiid

in the Greenwich Inflrmarj-, the verdict of the Jury at the

er's inquest was not that the child died from being vaccm-

ivhen sue days old, as stated in the question, but from being

^ntally suffocated while at the mothers breast. The child

ne infirmary thirteen days after the vaccination, and, accord-

I the statement of the medical officer of the guarclians, was

tlv healthy at the time of the vaccination and at the time ot

ig the infirmary. A po.'<t-mortem examination showed, how-

tliat the child had one lung in a state of collapse, probably

the time of birth, and had other congenital malformations

;

,he iury, having this evidence before them, added to their

ct a rider to the effect that the child was, in their opinion, m
ceptionally delicate state of health, and that its vaccination

nuch to be regretted. As he had already slated, however, the

I of death was accidental suffocation. As regards the case ot

hild born at Queen Charlotte's Hospital, it was vaccinated

five days old, as was the practice in that hospital unless the

it obiected. In this case the mother was aware of the rule,

m not object. The child, when discharged from the hospi-

m certified by the physician to be in good health The child

When iust over a month old. The coroner stated that death

m due to the vaccination, but to injury to the vaccination

.followed by inflammation, which was probably of an erysi-

W3 character.
. tj,™,„xt

Mih>ox at S/te./rKld.—Ur. RixCEiE, in answer to llr. Picton,

«a exhaustive inquiry into the circumstances of the epidemic

lall-pox at Sheffield by one of the Board's medical inspectors

5fll in progress, and added, in reply to ilr. Vincent, that the

sniic had been so far suppressed that the town could be said

1 clear of small-po.x.

%vtoyme»t of Retired Officers .V.S.-Jlr. K. Stanhope, m

reply to Dr Tanner, said retired medical officers would be em-

ployed from time to time as their services became necessaiy.

When so re-employed their remuneration was limited by the

Royal Warrant to a sum of £150 a year beyond their retired pay.

and their service did not count towards increase of retired pav.

He might add that this re-employment during peace waa entirely

at the option of the retired officer. If a retired officer were called

out for service in a time of national emergency, the conditions of

employment would be altogether different.

Wednesday, May 2nd.

The Early Closing BilL-Sii Waltee Fosteb, m seconding the

motion for the second reading of the Bill on general ground^,

with reference to the effect on the health of the population, re-

ferred to the public health question involved As long ago aa

1845 the Comnussioners reported that the health of those persons

who were compelled to work in the vitiated atmosphere of shops

and private dwellings waa greatly injured Twenty J'ears^o he

himself had undertalen an inquiry into this subject and he had

ascertained that confinement in factories and workshops largely

tended to the increase of lung-disease among the persons, especially

the females, employed in them. The decennial report of the

Resistrer-General showed that while the death-rate among the

aglcXalcTass was as 644, that among the Bhopkeepmg cla^

was as 877. In the same report it was shown that, taking the

death-rate of fishermen, who lived in the purest air, at 198, that

of agricultural labours was 237, that of persons employed m
grocers' shops was 283, and that of persons employed ^n drapers

shops was 430. No figures could be more eloquent than these,

whTchrhowedthe necessity of this Bill for the pu^iose of secur-

^g the health of the population.-Mter a lengthy discussion the

House divided, and the Bill was lost by a majority of 183.

UNIYERSITYJNTELLIGENCE.

CAMBRIDGE.
\T the conErreffation on Thursday, Edwin Cooper Perrj-, M.A.,

fate FelloTS liuVs College, Senio'r Classic 1880, assistant physi-

cian at G^y's Hospital, was admitted to the degree of M.D. A

S-ace proposing the%u;chase of the site of the Perse School, ad-

joining the new Chemical Laboratory, was carried.

GLASGOW UXIVERSITY.

Extension BoARD.-This Board has appoin ed the foUowin^

lectoers on scientific subjects :-Magnus Maclean and John ^
Kerr M.A., on Natural Philosophy and JlathematiCj,. Patnck

Geddes and A SomerviUe, B.Sc, on Botany and ^oologJ"- ^^^«
Mackay!M.D., and Bruce Young, M.B on A-'^t^^y-

.

f'

"^^^^^^or

Robertson, M.D., and W. Snodgrass, M.B., on Physiology-. G. (1.

lenderTon, M.A., B.Sc, on Chemistry \ ^^^^'^l°Sy-^:
Forsyth, M.A., B.Sc, on Physical Geop-aphy. .J- "-//X;
Ton MA B Sc , on Geology. It has been further intimated that

eadi ciur'se of ec"ures wTll cost about £.50, but where there may

be difficulty ill raising this sum, the Board will endeavour to meet

the requirements of each case as far as possible.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
Faculty of Mepicine.

Examination for Degrees in Medicine and Surgery, Easter Term,

liTilf he First Examination for the Degree of Bachdor m
Medicine the following candidates satisfied the examiners :

In Erementary Anatomy, Elementary Physiology, Chenustry and

Medicine, Neweastle-upon-Tyne
^^^ ,:„i„_t

In Elementary Anatomy,_and £ementary 1 hjs.oloffy.^

Jredae CoUece of Medicine. Newcastlc-upon-Tvue ; J-.
,^\-. {^'Jk*";

Shield ScboSlof Medicine; F. W. Standish. College of Medicme, Me»

In"chemi:to-'with Chemical Physics. Botany with Medical

^k' H.^Alder.,on, Middlesex Hospital ; H. A CIarid,e^Q^..-nV College^ BU-
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"' tvnf • E G«hc. St. BiiHholomcw's'Hosrital; It. M^c<3onll, College of Madi-
<•' ' Pine Nwwoostle-upon-Tvne ; J. P. Molvnenx. Oweim Colleue; A. B.Wear,

jL-plleRe i.( Miauin.-. N.-weastli-uiKiu lyne; U. K. M. Woo.1, Uuys Uos-

i^iUU; J. WotKl. 0\vt^^C^'lll'-y(.

' In Chemistry with Chemical Physics.
•

' T \ CoUiiis..n M.K.C.S.. L.S.A., C<)ll.'i;c nf Mcclicjnc. Newoastle-upon-Tyne;
' "a. Jervis. L.lt.0.1'.. M.H.O.S.. St. Georiie's Hospital ; J. S. Tew.M.K.t'.b.,

1,.S.A., University Collejfe ; A. A. D. TomiBenri, Queens Coliege, Bir-

miiiKli&'u.

Old Regulations. Botany only. jl.», M.i i
.17. .•

L. A. Baiuc, College of Mciiicine, Newcastle-Upon-TJ-iie.

Chemistry only. ,

•

\V J liurl(.'i"h-l!obinsoii. London llospii.-il. nml College of Medicine, New-
eastle-upon-Tvne : N. Haw, Collejie of Meaieine, Newoastle-upon-T\-iio.

^

At the Second' Examination for the Degree of Bachelor in Medi-

tine, the following candidates satisfied the examiners.

' ^txand CUus Umiours.~\. Gane. St. Hartliolomcw's Hospital.

,,I>(UiList.—i. Arnott, College of Medicine. Neweastie-upon-Tyne ;
R. C.

Beninirton, L.U.C.P., Mji.C.S.. L.S.Sc. St. Tliomas's Hospital ; G. B. S.

•I Dartef, .St. Thomas's Uospital ; A. E. Davis, College of Medicine, New-

€M3tI(^upon-T\'ne ; E. Oane, St. Bartholomew's Hospital; J. L. Joynes,

Middlesex llo'spital ; F. li. Hotter. Loudon Hospital ; U. L. Uutter, London

Hospiul; A. J. Swallow. St. Thomas's Uospital; A. M. Wilson, St.

Thomas's Hosviital.
. . v t i

At the Kxamination for the Licence in Sanitary Science, the fol-

lo'n'inc? candidates satisfied the examiners.
F. EStes. M.D.. M.R.C.S.Eiif;.; J. P. Williams-Freeman, M.B., M.R.C.S.Eng.

:' OBITUARY.

HORACE TURNER, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.

The death of Sir. Horace Turner, of Norwich, at the age of 39,

occurred on March 27th under peculiarly melancholy circum-

stances, the deceased gentleman having contracted diphtheria

whilst attending his patients. lie Wiis a student of University

College, and formerly house-surgeon at University College Hos-

pital, house-physician at the Midillesex; Hospital, and resident

medical officer of the Female Locli Hospital. He had been in

active practice in Norwich for about fifteen years, where he held

some local appointments. He was medical superintendent of the

Bethel Asylum and surgeon to the Jenny Lind Infirmary. He -n-as

a member of the Norwich Aledico-Chirurgical and Meteorological

Societies. He leaves a wife and four children.

' PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

CHARLES GOODWIN, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.

NoBWiCH has lost another of its most respected practitioners in

the person of Mr. Charles Goodwin, who died on March 2"2nd at

the age of 76. The deceased, who -n-as the son of a solicitor of

that city, studied at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. He was for-

merly house-surgeon to the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital.

Having filled the post of senior surgeon to the Norfolk and
Norwich Eye Infirmary, he subsequently held the position of con-

fiulting-surgeon to that institution. He n'as a Justice of the

Peace, and occujiied many influential positions in connection

with local charities, taking'a keen interest in all that concerned

the welfare of the city. ', ' : ^ '

"

WILLIAM ALEXANDER, JI.D.Edi.v.

We have to announce the death of Dr. William Alexander, who
died somewhat suddenly at liis residence at Blackwell Lodge,

Halifax, on April 13th, at the ripe age of 81. Dr. Alexander was
the son of Dr. Gervase Alexander, and grandson of Dr. Robert
Alexander, of Hopwood Hall, and for two centuries the Alexanders

have practised as medical men in the Halifax district. The de-

ceased gentleman was bom in IfOfi, and educated at Hipper-
holme Grammar School, and after-wards at the University of

Edinburgh. He took his degree of M.D. in 183(3, and com-
menced practice in his native town, where for many years he

enjoyed a large and lucrative connection. He was elected a Fello^v

of the College of Physicians in 1869, was a member of the Council

of the University of Edinburgh, honorary physician to the Halifax

Infirmary for nearly half a century, and on liis retirement two
years ago was appointed consulting physician to that institution,

lie was a member of the magisterial bench. He was the author
of several works, including fhe Spa Water and Sea-bathing at
Scarhorougk, The Adulteratinn of Food and Drinks, etc., The
Sanitary Condition of Halifax, etc. By Dr. Alexander's death
Halifax has lost one of its beet known and most respected
citizens.

BELFAST WATER SUPPLY.

The public mind of Belfast is at present much exercised

alarming statements which have been made before some of
_

public boards and in the press regarding the alleged contami

tion of the water supply by sewage matter, surface water, i

other impurities. On April iith a meeting of the Public Ilea

Committee of the Town Council was held to consider the sta

ment of Councillor Finnegan. This gentleman states that a i

weeks ago, as he was -n-alking near one of the reservoirs of

Water Commissioners, he was surprised to see a number of di

fish lying about. Seeking for a cause for this remarkable fact,

exam'ined the sources of the reservoir, and found that a tur

constructed some time ago for the purpose of draining off poUu

water proceeding from tlie Oldpark Mill and adjoining mead(

had become leaky, and was discharging into a watercourse le

ing to the reservoir. He further stated that at one portion of

waterworks there was a metal pipe carried over the reservoir a

height of only two feet, that this pipe contained sewage niat

and that at the time of his examination matter of a foetid .

disgusting character was escaping into the reservoir.

These extraordinary statements naturally excited the utn

astonishment and alarm. The question is being thoroug

examined by the Water Commissioners, the public health ofBc

and the borough analyst, and is still under consideration,

results hitherto made public are mainly negative. The pu

health officers and the borough engineer visited the waterwo

and were unable to verify the statements made. They saw

dead fish, and deny that sewage matter finds its way into

public reservoirs. They decline, however, very properly to

press any opinion regarding the quality of the water until t

obtain the results of the examination of the borough analyst

whom six specimens have been sent. Mr. Macassey, the engil

of the M'ater Board, states that the water escaping from one

the culverts, and alleged to be very foul, is only discoloured I

little iron rust. Councillor Stewart, M.D., who took a sampli

the leaking matter, finds that it contains nothing worse than

face water. .• ,

It is also clear that the verj' high death-rate which has

vailed in Belfast during the past winter is not directly attnl

able to impurity of water, the chief sources of mortality hai

been measles and whooping-cough, tj-phoid fever not having
;

vailed to any abnormal extent. While we should deprecate

public panic until the alleged facts are more thoroughly

vestigated, the public attention now directed to the -W

supply of Belfast can hardly fail to exercise a salutary inflne

That supply has certainly been inadequate in point of quaU

during the recent period'of drought, but it is only fair to

Water Commissioners to recognise the efforts which they 8«

present putting forth to give the town a thoroughly satisfaci

supply. The engineering works at present in progress c«l

however, be completed for some time, and it is eminently at

able that in the interval which must elapse until then every
;

caution should be taken to preserve the great and growing tic«

lation in Belfast from the manifold evils resulting from dene

or impure water supply.

NOTIFICATION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE.

Official Statement by the CnAraMAN of the Selec

CoMiniTEE OF the IIouse of Commons.

The Select Committee of the House of Commons, consistin

Mr George Hastings (Chairman), Dr. Farquharson, Mr. Hardcail

Mr. Mayne, Mr. Powell, Mr. Sexton, Mr. J. L. Wharton, and 1

Williams, sat to consider the clauses in the Kingston Improved

Bill, on Wednesday, April 2.'-ith, when Dr. Biddle, Dr. Corbet, ,«

Dr. Paradise appeared on bi-half of eighteen members 01 .^

medical profession to oppose the notification clauses, so far Bji

provides for the compulsory notification of infectious disease
J

medical men, and urged the arguments which have already !p

stated in these columns in favour of the limitation of compul

to the occupier of the house.

The Chairman stated that it was not necessary for tn« coup

to address tlie Committee in support of these clauses, but the l,"
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:itee were anxious that in giving their decision with regard ^
retention o£ thes. clauses 1u the existm^sj iorm he should saj

ew words, for wluch publicity was desired. He pointed out

vttr Committee bad now sanctioned the insertion of these

uses in many Bills dating from the year 18.S2, because they be-

v^d them tobe framed and to have, acted or the ben.ht of he

^ole commuuitv. the medical profession included Mter giving

ae e™les of the weU-knoU evils following from the to al

^enee o?notificatioii, he proceeded to speak as follows :
Z5-niot.c

ease i.s like flre-you can put it out very easily and quickly at

, commencement, but allow it to spread, and it very soon gets

oryour c«,tro\. I venture to say that a vep- large propor-

n of /v-motic diseases in this country are caused by the absence

notincation where the disease breaks out in the localitj

.

conliug the statement of the President of the Local Govern-

ntlS;made in the House of Commons a very few weeks

ce there are npwards of fifty boroughs m the United Kingdom

10 have this system of notification of disease m force. \ ask

at prlof is there that in any one of those P"^«es any misehiet

3 followed? We have had two instances given to us to-daj ,

Bin Croydon where it has been in existence our year.,, during

°iJh time one case of prosecution is recorded; oiie other in

™w, where for some reason or other-^we know nothing of he

™-; medical man has been convicted for not complying wi h

9 Act I thinli that really proves the case for notihcation. In

V towns YOU have had this Act in force for years, and only two

es foTcomplaint have arisen, which proves that the Act is ad-

Ltered with perfect satisfaction both to the public and the

Sion lu Edinburgh the medical profession stands very- hig

ercising immense intiuence in the city aid university through

eir owl high attainments. They were at first opposed to the

stem, but fre now completely reconciled to it, and admit that

doe^ a great deal of good, and according to a statemen sent o

rbv Dr Littleiohn. there is not a single medical practitiont-r m
e city of Edinburgh who is now in any way opposed to the

orkinc of this system of notification. It has been said that all

is could equally be done if the duty was eft wholly upon the

mseholder^ 1 \otally differ from that opinion and I -^"s a

)0n my own conscientious conviction m the matter. Is it to ue

pposed that if a man is gaining his living by keeping a odgi.ig-

rihouse he will v^^llingly send notice that infectious disease is

Lfs house? And do we not know that one of the most common

uses of the spread of a scarlet fever is through people contract-

eitin lodging-houses, where its existence has been carefully

.ncealed, and they have gone out from those places and spread it

•oadcast ? To leave it to the occupier to notify is, m my opinion

, do away with the utility of the Act, so much so that if it were

ft to them I should be in favour of striking out the claiKse alto-

ither. for that would be simply a delusi.m ami a snare There is

le great town in Great Britain which did adopt that very pro-

aioli, which is the town of Greenock, where they imposed iiotih-

ition only on the householder, and I have the authority of the

edical officer of health of that town for saying that the sj stem

^tifying by the householder proved a complete failure. .>o

lenotifie-suAless they want to do so for some reason of their

TO, and if they do not want to notify they simply leave it alone.

Id there is no remedy either for the medical ofhcer or the sam-

S^ authority of the borough. He has placed these facts upon

K&d, and has printed them, and no one can doubt the result, i

m ye^ well aware that the British Medical Association has ex-

ressed an official objection to these clauses but we all know how

liese votes are taken. I had the honour of being present at o e

f the discus.sions of the Association on this question, and t e

lajority against was exceedingly narrow. I would "otdo tlu

ipdical profession at large the dishonour of thinking that thej

.r purely private reasons of their own, are m favour eithei o

oncealment of disease or of the spread of zymotic disease amoiig.^t

%e community. I am quite sure that, when these provisions haN e

'een made- as they will be made by I'arliaraeut-- universa , and

pplicable to the whole community thn«ighout (xreat i>"taiu

hat the medical profession will withiu three years theniselves

cknowledge that no wiser piece of legislation has ever been

^Mr.' Powell: Being connected intimately with the borongh of

iradford, where the notification of infectious disease is enlorLCU

'y these clauses, 1 wish to bear witness to the salutary operation

t the Act in preventing the spread of disease saving many

aluable lives, and giving entire satisfaction to the whole popu-

Uion of that great borough. :', • 'Oiii' -nu'ii '•

'

9ad

TKK foUowing letter has been ^dr.s.e.1 to the
«*|^^,Jf-^ruir>'^2olh''i^".

<!rH S„m<. time a20 aserics of queries, anent the iiotifieali.m of infectious'

^^t^. ^^eti^^^p^^t^s^ri,^i:rsei<^gUeranea liy *'"/."
"^.^"f-V, soecificallv in the subjoincl protest, unanimously;

Llopt^at a mee ng^fthe'^rrof'siLheldon kbruary 2nd. IS^ Atta^
meeliuK I was^nltracted to firward this protest to you aud to ask for It yOtt#.

careful eonsideration.-I am, Sir, your obedient sen,-a„t,^.^^^^
McLliSHj,

Oiierv" We assert that the removal is carried out most capriciously, itt

Ss;=^v.^^rr^rass."5r;ju:esr^^^
SXTbtd. are »t«pped from tjieir work. <. ^^^^^^Z^^^r^tr^t^^:
^?Sro»att^h'ihouro/1?"uU^osTneTd.^vrl this 1, done without

""au"e'??'^'"we "ttrmpuUoi, notificatiou by the me,«cal all^ndant. as

nev er ha' been, in general practice, we bold that his opimou on this question

''0uTrvT'-W^"ag^e'ettat notification should be compulsory, but that the

SsSl?SSS5Sf^:^s&Sfi^ss:t

''oZr°rih, proposal to give the medical officer olliealthandhisinsp«tor*

on^lv resided It may also be added under this head, that nie.lioal men not

Health op English TowNS.-During the week ending

Saturday, April 2Sth, 5,781 births and 3,400 deaths were rep-

toed in^he^twenty-eight large English tow^sind

which have an estimated population of 9,398,^1 3 persons Ihe

Timual rate of mortality per 1,000 persons living m these tow^.

wWch had been 21.9 and 19.9 in the two preceding weeks, further

declined to 18.9 during the week under notice. The rates m the

several towns ranged from 14.7 in Bolton and in Hull, and 16.1 in

Bri-hton and in Newcastle to 24.3 in Wolverhampton 24.8 in

M nchester and 2.5.9 in Blackburn. The mean death-rate in the

twS'sevxn provincialtowns was 2tl0 per 1,0(». a?d exceed^

by 2.5 the rate recorded in London, which was only 1 , .6 per 1 (m
The 3,400 deaths registered during the week under noti^ m
Jhe twenty-eight towns included. 3iS which were referred *«

the principal zymotic diseases, against 3o9 and 3b4 in the two

nrecedSr- weeks; of these, 143 resulted from whooping-cough. 4^

from s^leT fever. 38 from measles. 35 from -iiphth^er.a, ,>4 from

^a^rh^tls from -'fever" (principally enteric and .from sm^-

pox. These 328 deaths were equal to an annua rate of 1.8 per

ToOO; in London the zymotic death-rate was
}-^'J'Y^^i

twentv-seven provincial towns it averaged l.i Per l,UOl'. ana

rrneed from 0^0 in Birkenhead and Preston, ?"d, 0^ m Brighton

Indin Sunderland to 3.0 in Oldham and .3.4 m Cardiff Measles

caiisedthe hXst proportional fatality in Leicester Bradford, and

Sol car It feverin Oldham, Blackburn, and Cardiff ;
^hooprng-

coueh in Wolverhampton. Halifax. Manchester, and Salford; and

"^fever" in Leicester. The 35 deaths from diphtheria in the

twenty-eight towns included 22 in London and 3 in Oldham Of

the ""^fattl cases of small-pox recorded J^r^^S-f^.^^^^/f?^
notice in the twenty-eight towns. 5 occurred "» bhetheld. 1 m
Cdon and\ in Brltol. .

The Metropolitan A^yl^is Hospital,

contained 21 small-pox patients on Saturday. April 2sth, ot wmcn

^ had been admitted d.iing the week. These hospitals also con-

Lned 06? scarlet feverfatients «" ^he same da e agai-t

1 002 and 961 at the end of the twopreceding weeks .t^fe were <
.*

admissions during the week. The death-rate
^^Ztrntnll^

respiratory organs in London was equal to 4- per l.wu, ana was

below the average. ..„...._
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Heaxth of Scotch Towns.—In the eight principal Scotch
towns, 839 births and 530 deaths were registered during the week
ending Saturday, April 28th. The annual rate of mortality

in these towns, which had been 20.8 and 21.2 per 1,000 in the two
preceding weeks, declined again to 21.0 during the week imder
notice, but exceeded by 2.1 per 1,0CK) the mean rate during the same
period in the twenty-eight large English towns. Among these

Scotch towns the lowest rates were recorded in Greenock,
Aberdeen, and Leith, and the highest in Glasgow and Paisley.

The 530 deaths in these towns during the week under notice

included 49 which were referred to the principal zjinotic diseases,

equal to an annual rate of 1.9 per 1,000, which slightly exceeded
the mean zymotic death-rate during the same period in the
large English towns. The highest zymotic rates were recorded

in Perth and Paisley. The largest proportional fatality of

measles occurred in Glasgow, and of whooping-cough in Glasgow
and Aberdeen. The 5 deaths from diphtheria recorded in these

towns during the week included 4 in Glasgow. The mortality
from diseases of the respiratory organs in these towns was
«qual to 4.5 per 1,000, against 4.2 in London.

THE LOCAX GOVERNMENT BILL: SANITARY ADMINISTRATION.
Db. Paul Q. Kajikeek (Medical Officer of Health for Torquay and St. Mar>-"

church") writes : I foresee that the proposed new county medical officer may
possibly turn out a doubtful blessing. If tliis officer be chosen by the County
Council, there Is a probability of all the evils now ascribed to local influences
being perpetuated. Some protege of a local magnate, or a raw boy with a new
diploma in sanitary science, or perhaps a difficult man to work with, may get
appointed, and turn out to be a round peg in a square hole, or worse.

I venture to suggest that these county medical officers be deputies of the
Local Government Board sent into a county or division to work, and answer-
able to the Board, although advising the County Council. Let them form a
" Sanitary Service of the Local Government Board," just as the " Army Medi-
cal Department." Such men. if impracticable or unsatisfactory in any way,
could be removed by the Board, or admonished, advised, etc.. and they would
icarry more weight from the fact of their being the representatives of the

' Board. But if the officer be elected by the County Council, he would be then
' for e\"er subject to social and other influences, and answerable only to a few
local magnates, whom he might keep in ^ith. In fact, he might do what,
how, and when he liked. The nearest resemblance I can point out to my idea
of a county medical officer is that very active, independent set of men called,

I think, surveyors of tajces, though I should be sorrj* to see the county medical
officer 80 unpopular. If my idea of a Sanitary Service be adopted, very many
probable evils will be avoided and many advantages follow.

HOTAX SmoEON writes : With reference to your leading article of April 28th,
- allow me to suggest that the appointment of sanitary officers should be vested

,
neither in the County nor the District Councils, though the former proposition
\b obviously the leas objectionable ; but tliat such offices should be filled by a
'Competitive examination open to all qualified medical men of a certain age

, and standing. This course would ptit an end to the familiar and, too often,
-» successful attempts to secure these appointments for ill-qualified persons, by
backstair influence and petty party and religious intrigues. The ratepayers
would have the best guarantee that the best man was selected, while aspiring

'Candidates would have an opportunity of gaining the object of their ambition
(iby honourable competition with their fellows, instead of liaving, hat in hand,
to solieit the votes of village magnates, while if successful they would enter

. on their duties unhampered by obligations to their village patrons.

ftl; 'D. T. Belding, St. Bartholomew's Ilospi)

( Hospital ; *R. Bird, St. Bartholomew's Hospi-
las's l^ost^ital ; *S. A. Bontor, St. Barthofome

HUMAN AND CALF LYMPH.
MA^CffESTFTi, judging from the course and similarity of the vesicles obtained
from calf lymph to those of humanised lymph (taking aa a standard the calf

lymph used at the Animal Vaccine EBtablishment of the Local Government
, ioardj, the protection would appear to be almost certainly the same, but there
eilst no statistics in Great Britain to prove it. With reference to his second

1

1 «ueetion. " Manchester " will find a full account in the Report of the Medical
- Officer of the Local Government Board for 1882, page 34 ; also a shorter account
. in the JouRKAL for June 2>*th, 18S4. As regards the private vendors of lymph
mentioned in "Manchester's" letter, we nave no opportnnity of express-

ing an opinion.

TEXTBOOKS ON HYGIKNK.
H. J. T. will find ad\'ice as to books to read for the diploma in Fublic Health at
page 49 and at page 72-4 of the current volume of the Journal.

MEDICAL NEWS.
HoYAi, CorxKOE OP PHT8ICIAN8 OF LoNPON.—The follovting

pcntlemen, having conformed to the by-laws and regulations, and
passed the required examinations, were admitted Licentiates of

the College on April 26th.
H. p. Ain«worth, Guy's IlnspltAl ; V. AUen. St. Oeorge'e Hospit*! ; J. H.

Anwyl, St. Bartholomew'^ Hospital ; *J. W. Appleffate. St. Barttiolomew'e
Hospital; •»[._£. Applcton, St. Mary's Ho.'^pital : C.

-. -H. Ashford. St. Dar
thoromew's Hospital . _ .

Bristol : J. L. Avmard. Ouy'd Hospital; "G. A. Ballin^&ll. Kdinhurgli
University and fit. Georjee's Hospital ; *A. M. Barford, St. Bartholomew's
Hospital ; •!(. Bamett. Camlpridge University and St. Thomas's Hospital ;

•H. N. Baron. King's College; J. C. Barr. St. Mary's HospiUl ; "L.

Beckett, London Hospital

;

*E. S. Bell, St. Thomas's Ui
•A. H. Blunt. St. Thomas's i^ospital ; "S. A. Bontor, St. Bartholomc
Hospital ; K. F. Bour. University College; *Ii. "W. Boyce, University (

leKe;**G. Braide, Manchester; H. J. Braye, London Hospital ; H.,
Bristowe, St. Thomas's Hospital ; E. H. Brock, Guy's Hospital ; "F.
Brooks. St. Mary's Hospital ; *J. D. Brown, St. George's Hospital; H
Cappe, University College ; A. E. Chambers, Manchester ; F. Chand, N
castie-upon-Tyne ; *K. S. Charsley. Westminster Hospital; *C. H. 01
ton, University College ; T. Clifford. Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; V. Q.
Colby, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; C. Collier. London Hospital ; F. (

tins, IJniversity College ; E. Cooper. Charing Cross Hospital ; F. Con
London Hospital ; *J. K. Couch, Middlesex Hospital ; *J. J. CouU
London Hospital ; A. E. Cox, St. Thomas's Hospital; H. C. F. Crs
London Hospital ; *J. D. Cruickshank, Guv's Hospital ; G. W. B. Dani
St. George's Hospital ; B. A. Daniell. Dubfin ; *C. S. Dowdell. Univen
College; "C. W. Edwards. Middlesex Hospital: "W. S. Fenwiok, Lolli

Hospital ; H. S. Fremlin, Westminster Hospit.^l ; "G. B. Flux, King's (

lege ; P. G. Gilraour. St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; P. D. Goldsmitti, ^

toria University. Ontario ; A. Goulston, St. Thomas's Hospital ; *F. Grat
Charing Cross Hospital ; T. J. Head. London Hospital ; B. M. Heamc
Guy's Hospital; F. Heasman. St. Bartholomew's Ifospital ; S. M. Heb
thwaite, St. Bartholomew's Hospital; G. A. Heberden. St. George's 1

pital ; »W. M. Helsham. St. Thomas's Hospital ; "P. Hicks, St. Earth
mew's Hospital ; "H. Hill. Bristol ; F. S. D. Hogg. St. George's Hospl!
*W. S. Holford, St. George's Hospital ; F. K. Holman. Guy's Hospital
T. Hudson. Bristol; A. H. W. Hunt, Westminster Hospital'; *i, A. Hut'
Middlese.^ Hospital ; *A. W. L. Jones, St. Bartholomew's Hospi
*R. Jones. London Hospital ; H. R. Kenwood, London Hospital ; J.

Ker, St. Thomas's Hospital ; *W. B. Lane. St. Bartholomew's Hospital
W. Lockver, St. Thomas's Hospital ; **K. McLaren, St. Bartholomew's 1

pital ; Vt. J. Maillard. Guy's Hospital ; W. L. Mathias. St. Thomas's I

pital; G. H. Metcalfe, Guy's Hospital; S. C. H. Moberly. St. Earth
mew's Hospital ; J. C. Molson. London Hospital ; S. 'G. Moores,
Thomas's Hospital ; E. W. Morris, St. Thomas's Hospital ; »B. Moss. G'
Hospital ; *J. E. Moyse, Guv's Hospital ; W. B. Nelson. Middlesex I

pital ; »F. O'Kinealy, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; *F. J. Oxley, Lott
Hospital; J. V. Owen. King's College ; ^J. P. Parkinson. University *

lege ; F. G. Parsons, Middlesex Hospital : E. V. Pegge. King's Co'lU

F. F. L. Penno, University College; E. V. Phillips. St. Thomas's Hospi
A. B. Poolman, Guy's Hospital ; W. F. Pridham, St. Mary's Hospital

;

Purvis. Charing Cross Hospital ; **W. B. Ransom. University College
Richards. Bristol ; "N. C. Ridley, St. Mary's Hospital ; •!. W. Hobb
London Hospital ; J. L. Roberts, Guy's Hospital ; *N. B. Robinson,
George's Hospital ; J. W. Sandoe, Guj-'s Hospital; G. H. Seagrave, I

versity College ; *C. E. Seal. Uuiversitv College; "H. B. Seddon,
Thomas's Hospital ; *W. S. Sharpe, St. Mary's Hospital ; G. S. Sims,
Thomas's Hospital ; "C. J. Stanley, King's College ; E. A. T. Steele, Li

pool ; C. H. Stevens, University College ; W. C. Swayne, Guy's Hospi
*C. S. "Vines, Westminster Hospital; *H. Wade. " Manchester ; *R,

Walker, St. Thomas's Hospital ; W. K. Walls. Manchester; "E. W
Bristol; J. Watson, Westminster Hospital and Newcastle-upon-T-yne;
K. Whiteliead. St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; *H. Williams. St. Earth
mew's Hospital; "J. P. AVilliams. Manchester; A. E. Wynter, .St

.

tholomew's Hospital ; AV. B. Yates. Manchester.
* Approved by Examining Board.

BoYAx Colleges of Physicians and Sitiigeons of Ed
BtraGH, AND Faculty of Physicians and Sctrgeons of Gt,

GO'W.—At the April sittings of the examiners for the Triple Qui

fication, held in Glasgow, the following candidates passed
^^

respective examinations

:

First Examination. ,,;

W. P. Lonergan. F. Rawlings. junior, A. J. D. Reid. J. C. Ferguson, W. &
Davies, J. Suley-Wheeler. J. T. Hislop. and J. C. Sturdy, of the Gla«i

Medical School; C. K. Lester, of the Ediuburgll School; J. M'CullOt

of Queen's College, Belfast ; P. B. M'Loughlin and P. F. Godfrey, ol

Dublin Medical School ; W. R.amsay, of the Liverpool School.

Second Examination.
M. M. Campbell. J. Steele. T. M'Millan, J. Smith, J. Kerr, of the OIni

Medical School; W. E. Toyne, E. B. Craster. an<l A. G. Ginders. of

Edinburgh Medical School'; J. W. Chapman, of Queen's College, Bali

H. Stedman. Miami. U.S.A.; 11. C. Pauli, of the Leeds School ; A. Bull

of the London School.
,

Final Examination (and admitted L.R.C.P.Ed., L.R.C.S.Ed:, l

L.F.P.S.Glasg.
C. Carruthers. B. Brooks. A. Nicholson, A. F. Crinan, D. Buchanan, J. Bro

J. F. Fergus, M.A.. G. A. Bannatvne. R. W. Roberta, J. T. Hawortt
Steele, aiid J. Kelly, all of the Gla'sgow Medical School ; C. F. de Mem
Bombay and Glasgow Schot>ls ; E. Carter, of the London School ;

V
VanderBtr«at«n, of Ceylon Medical College.

Society of Apothkcartes or London.—The following cjii
-

dates ha\'ing pa.ssed the titialifjring Examination in Medici ',

Surgerj', and Mid-ssifery hayo received certificates entitling tlio

to practise in the same, and have been admitted as Licentiate^'

the Society.
Andrew." Bennet Harvey, .1.1. Tvrwhitt Road. St. John's. S.E.

Cooke. Montague Percy. Fern 'House. Landkey. Barnstaple.

Byton-Jones. John Arthur. Wrexham. North Wales.

Goldsmith. Perry Da»'id. Camijhellford. Ontario.

Macdonald. I8al)"ella Macdonald. Windmill House, Arbroatb.

Merrall. Harry. 102. 'Victoria Terrace. Bury. Lancashire.

Nail, Joseph. Whalcv Bri'lge. near Stockport.
Reichardt, Ernest N'oel. St. Bartholomew's Hospit.'il

Valintine, Thomas Harcourt Ambrose, Qre«n Lane, Addlestonf
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'he following candidates passed the Surgical portion of the

tmination.
W Kvane of St.. Bartholomew's Hospital : B. P. Johnson, of the Liverpool

School of Medic-inp ; W. De la Motte. of the London Hospital
; J. S. Part.

of Westminster Hospital ; P. do C. Potter, of Owens College, Manchester;

J. A. Smith, of the Leeds School of Medicine: O, T. Steplicnson, of the

Liverpool School of Medicine.

'he following candidates passed the Medical portion of the

tmination,
J Brown, of the Middlesex Hospital ; J. M. Cochrane, Toronto ; A. J. De
Butts, of St. Mary's Hospital ; S. H. Seccombe, of Guy's Hospital.

rimary Examination.—The following candidate passed the

ole examination.
. 0. M. Given, of the Liverpool School of Medicine.

he following candidate passed in Anatomy and Physiology.

P. M. Swales, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

'he following candidates passed in Anatomy only.

. P. Cadel, of Guy's Hospital ; J. M. Fry, of Westminster Hospital.

:he following candidates passed in Chemistry, Botany, and

teria Medica.
B. Atkina, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; H. Massingham, of the London
Hospital ; J. T. R. Miller, of St. Thomas's Hospital ; W. L. G. Morgan, of

St. Thomas's Hospital ; H. B. Shillingford, of Guy's Hospital.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
!he following Vacancies are announced

:

DOATS HOSPIT.\L. Manchester.-^unior 'Visiting Surgeon. Salary, £60

per annum. Applications to the Honorary Secretary.

IMINGHAM GENERAL DISPENSARY.—Resident Surgeon. Salary, £150,

and £:W extra for cab hire. ^Applications by May 10th to A. Forrest, Esq.,

Secretary.

WMSBUBY DISPENSARY.—Physician. Applications by May l!>th to the

Secretary.

STOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.-Honorary Assistant Physician (to out

patients). Applications by May 5th to the Secretary.

RY DISPENSARY HOSPITAL.—Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £60 per

annum, with board and residence. Applications by May 6th to the Houo-
lary Secretary.

)YDON OBNBEAL HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 per annum,
with board and residence, increasing to £120. Applications by May 11th to

the Honorary Secretary.

BTPORD BRITISH H0SPIT.4.L, Paris.-House-Surgeon. Applications to

the Secretary, Rue de Villiers, Levallois, Paris.

LYWBLL UNION. Whitford District.—Medical OfEcer and Public 'Vacci-

nator. Salary, £42 per annum, and fees. Application by May 10th to P.

Harding Roberts, Esq., Union Offices, Holywell.

LYWELL UNION.—Medical Officer to the Workhouse. Salary. £40 per

annum. Applications by May lOtli to P. Harding Roberts, Esq., Union
Cilices, Holywell.

ISl'lTAL FOR DISEASES OF THE THROAT, Golden Square.—Resident
Medical Officer. Salary, £.50 per annum, with board and lodging. Appli-

cations by May 26th to the Honorary Secretary.

liSl'ITAL FOR EPILEPSY AND PARALYSIS, (.•?2, Portland Terrace,

Regent's Park.—Assistant Physician and Registrar. Applications by May
1 II h to H. H. Graham, Esq., Secretary.

l\IiiiN TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL.—Registrar and Chloroformist. Salary,
' " per annum. Applications by May 6th to the Secretary.

WEARMOUTH DISPENSARY AND ACCIDENT HOME.- House-
_;eon. Salary, £80 per annum, with board and lodging. Applications

Uay 5th to"T. E. Blumer, Esq., Honorary Secretary, Avenue House,
nkwearmouth, Sunderland.

"N'AL LYING-IN HOSPITAL, Holies Street, Dublin.—Two Assistants

t.j tlie Master. Applications to Dr. Roe, 13, Lower Pitzwilliam Street, or at
I the llotjpital.

>WPORT AND COUNTY INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon^ Salary, £100 per
! annum with board and residence. Applications to J. K. Stone, Esq., "rhe
' Idfirmary, Newport, Mon.
1|RTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY.—House Physician. Salary £100,
with board, washing, and apartments. Applications by May 23rd to the
Secretary.

IRTH-WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Kentish Town Road.—Senior Resident
' Medical Officer. Applications by May 7th to the Secretary.

i'RISH OF BARNKT, ETC.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary, £443 per
> annum. Applications by May 14th to H. M. Turner, Esq.. 66. High Street,

Watford.
: RISH OF LOCHS. Stflrnoway.—Medical Officer. Salary. £140 per annum,

I

with free house. Applications by May 16th to Mr. H. M. L. Ross, Inspector
'of Poor, Lochs and Barvas.
J'VAL FREE HOSPITAL, Gray's Inn Road.—Assistant Physician. Applica-

I lions by May 16th to the Secretary.
1|VAL FUEE HO.SPITAL, Gmv's Inn Road.—Assistant Surgeon. Applica-

I

tions by May 16lh to the Secretary.
lilfAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, City Road.^Junior
House-Physiciiui. Salary, £60 per annum, witli board and lodging. Ap-
plleations'liy May 19th to the Secretary.
IfAL SOUTII HANTS INFIRMARY, Southampton.—Assistant to Home-
Surgeon. Bo,^rd .and residence. Applications bv May 5th to Dr. Thomas,
Anglesea Place, Southamptou.
VMAN'S HOSPITiVL SOCIETY.—Visiting Physician. Applications by
May 6th to P. Mlohelli, Secretary, Seaman e Hospital, Oreenwioh, S.B.

WARWICK COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM, Hatton, near Warwick.—Assistant
Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per annum, with tjoard, etc. ApplicatioDS to

the Superintendent.

WESTPORT UNION. —Medical Officer, Achill and Ballycroy Dispensary.

Salary, £117 per annum and fees. Applications to Mr. John Corrfgan,

Honorary Secretary. Election on May 8th.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
BAItKY T. Ridley, M.D.Bdin., reappointed Medical Officer of Health to the

Bilston Urban Sanitary Authority.

Fox E L M.R C.S., appointed Senior House-Surgeon to the Stanley Ho«pital,

Liverpool, vice G. P. Newbolt, M.B., M.R.C.S.

GiDDiNGS George T., M.B., M.R.C.S., appointed House-Surgeon to tha London
Hospital, vice Q. E. Haalip, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

MAXraNG. P., M.B., M.R.C.S.. appointed Junior House-Surgeon to the Borough
Hospital. Birkenhead, vice H. Scurfield, M.B., CM., resigned.

MoLeak, C. J. R., M.D.Bdin., reappointed Medical Officer of Health to the
Yeadon Urban Sanitary District.

Nkwbolt, G. p., F.R.C.S.Eng., M.B.Dur., late Senior House-Surgeon, Stanley
Hospital, Liverpool, appomted Surgeon, No. 2 District, Manchester Ship
Canal.

Ptxe, W., M.B., C.M.Glas., appointed Medical Officer to the Tarbat Parish,

Ross-shire.

Savebt, Frank, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.Lond., appointed Senior Assistant House-
Surgeon to the Hull Royal Infirmary, vice W. F. Pedler, resigned.

Williams, W. G., M.R.C.S., appointed Junior House-Surgeon to the Stanley
Hospital, Liverpool, vice A. Wood, M.B., CM., resigned.

Thb New Labtngological SodET^.—The proposal to establish

a society for the study of diseases of the throat and nose, to which
we referred some time ago (Journal, Januarj- 21st, p. 149), has been
received with favour by members of the profession specially in-

terested in these subjects. A preliminarj' meeting was held on
April 27th, at the rooms of the Medical Society, under the presi-

dency of i)r. McNeill Whistler, to whose initiative, seconded by
the indefatigable efforts of Dr. R. A. Hayes, of Dublin, the society

owes its existence. The folio-wing gentlemen, among others, were
present : Drs. Whipham, Woakes, Prosser James, Dtmdas Grant,

Gordon Holmes, J. W. Bond, Coleman Jewell, and Matheson, and
Messrs. Lennox Bro-wne, G. H. Bailey, W. R. II, Stewart, G. Stoker,

and Arnold Woakes, of London ; Mr. Cresswell Baber, of Brighton

;

Dr. Hunter Mackenzie, of Edinburgh ; and Dr. Molntyre, of Glas-

gow. Letters of apologj' were read from ilr. Sydney Jones and
Dr. Norris Wolfenden. It was stated that there had already been

fifty-one applications for original membership, the list including

the names of nearly all the prominent laryngoloofists in Great

Britain and Ireland. It was unanimously resolved, that a "British

Laryngological and Rhinological Association " should be estab-

lished, and the first general meeting for the election of officers was
fixed for Friday, June 29th. The acting Secretary, Dr. R. A Hayes,

56, Merriou Square South, Dublin, will be happy to give every
information relative to the Association to any gentleman inter-

ested in it.

The Centenabt of the Linnean Societt.—The centenary

of the Linnean Society •will be celebrated on May 24th. A eulogy

will be pronounced on Linnfeus, by Professor Fries, the present

occupant of the Chair of Botany at Upsala; eulogies will also be

pronounced on Robert Bro-wn and George Bentham, both eminent
botanists, by Sir Joseph Hooker and Mr. Thiselton Dyer respec-

tively, and on Charles Darwin by Professor Flower. A Linnean

gold medal will in future be presented for eminence in botany and
zoology in alternate years. This year two medals will be pre-

sented to Sir J. Hooker and Sir Richard Owen respectively.

London Slums.—The report of the Mansion House Council on
the Dwellings of the People presented at its last montlily meeting

showed that action taken respecting several streets in the Shore-

ditch parish had been successful, and resulted in the almost entire

remedy of the insanitary conditions reported, amounting to over

100. Action was also being instituted in regard to insanitary

dwellings at Islington and Ilolboni. Upwards of £200 had been

received in answer to the Lord Mayor's appeal, and it was hoped

that the receipt of further donations would enable the operations

of the Council to be extended.

St. Mary's Hospital Medical School,—Mr. John P. H.
Broadbent, of Hertford College, Oxford, has been awarded a

scholarship of S.M in classics: Mr. Price, of Pembroke College,

Cambridge, a scholarship of £50 in mathematics.

An Open Space in the Crrr.^The gardens skirting the moat
of the Tower of London, between one and two acres in extent,

have, through the instrumentality of tlie Jletropolitan Public

Gardens Association, been thrown open to the public.
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Ttct! L *TE Mr. GEbROK SirriGE—Tlic deiitli ia anbotinsed W
Mr George Stur(,'e, of 'Woodthorpe, Sydenham, at the ripe age of

ninety years. Tlie deceased gentleman took a warm interest in

hospital.^, and showed his practical sympathy with them by

liberally sub.'scribinij to their support. He not long since gave

£4 000 to University College Hospital, was a liberal supporter of

the London Hospital, and had contributed largely to the North-

Eastern Hospital for Children. From its commencement, he sub-

.stantially assisted the London Temperance Hospital. Two years

iiffo he offered three prizes for the best essays on " The Causes of

tiie Financial Depression in Hospitals." He called attention to

the variations in t^ie expenditure on alcohol at the various general

hospitals. He was the founder of the "Sturge Convalescent

Home " at Folkestone, and was through a course of years engaged

in the promotion and continuation of much charitable and philan-

thropic work. Mr. George Sturge was connected by near relation-

ship with that great pliilanthropist Joseph Sturge, of Birmingham,

and was not distantly related to two or three members of the

medical profession. He died, as he had lived, a member of the

Society of Friends.

SUTfKE OF VTor.NDED LivuR.—The Siforma Medica, of April

25th states that Professor Postempski recently stitched up an in-

cised wound of the liver. The operation, which is said to be the

first of the kind ever performed, took place in the Ospedale della

Consolazione at Rome on April 18th. The abdomen was opened,

and the edges of the wound, which was situated in the left lobe,

and which was seven centimetres in length and two in depth, were

broueht together with six catgut sutures, applied by means of ex-

tremely tine needles. The hremorrhage, which had been verj' free,

was at once checked when the wound in the liver-substance was

closed On April 23rd, four days after the operation, the patient's

temperature was normal, and he was doing well. Professor

Postempski will publish the case in detail in due course.

Ax attempt to blow uy with gunpowder a wooden structure

intended for use as an isolation hospital at Trooper's Hill, St.

George's an extensive suburb of Bristol, was made on Sunday

night No patients had yet been sent there, and no great harm

was done. There has been, it is stated, a strong prejudice agamst

the use of the site (which was used as a children's playground) for

the erection of the building.

Db. Clemens Lozieb, of the New York Medical College and

Hospital for 'Women (of which she had been Dean since its estab-

lishment in Xmi), die<l recently from ajigina pectoris. She

was the pioneer of the movement in America for the medical

education of women, and also a leader in the female suffrage

movement.

The Lonflon Gazette of Tuesday last announces that the Queen

has been pleased to direct Letters Patent to be passed under the

Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

m-anting the dignity of a ICnight of the saiil United Kingdom

Snto John William Tyler, Esq., M.D., F.K.C.S., L.U.C.P., L.M. and

L.S.A.Lond., CLE.

Clon ^KiLTi- Union.—The guardians last week passed a resolu-

tion allowing £!> a year to the medical officer of the Rosscarbery

dispensary district for attending petty sessions at all prosecutions

in vaccination and sanitary cases. Dr. Bennett, of Clonakilty

district, also receives the same sum for similar services.

Medjcal HoN'OtTis.—The name of Mr. Charles Williams, J. P.

M R C S of Duffryn, the President of the North Wales Branch

appears 'in the London Gazette of April -'.5th as a Deputy-Lieu-

tenant for the county of Merioneth.

The Medical Record (New York) states that a Bill has been

passed by the local legislature incorporating an institute for

teaching " Christian Science," which appears to be the same craze

ns faith-healing.

The Vienna Genekal Policlinic—The Minister of Public

Instruction of Austria, Dr. v. Oautsch, has given to the Vienna

General Policlinic a subvention of one thousand florins for tho

year 1868.

At the beginning of the year, there wore, according to the

Australian Medical Gazette, sixty students attfending the practice

of the Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney.

At till! annnal festival of the Kings College Hospital, held on

Monday, April 30th, subscriptions amounting to fJ.'JOO were an-

nounced. "I" : '. 'i.!

HoNOutts TO AN AnsTBiAN Propbssob.—The Emperor
Austria has conferred on Hofrath Professor E. Briicke, Professor

Physiology in the University of Vienna, the Order of t

" Ehrenzeichen fiir Kunst und 'Wissenschaft." This distinctii

was created by the Emperor only last year, and has hitherto,

far as medical men are concerned, been conferred only on HjTt!

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES DURING THE
T. ./. :..l,:.n.T NEXT WEEK.

HOJTDAT.
Medical Society of Londos. 8..30 p.m.—Annual Oration, by Sir Joseph F»»i J

K.C.S.I.: The Natural History and Epidemiology of Choi* a

to be followed by a Conversazione.

ODoNTOLOGlciT. 'SOCIETY OF GREAT DiUTAiM, 8 P.M.—Dr. Edward Blal

On Dental Heflexes and Trophic Changes. Dr. George Cunnl

ham ; On a Statiatiial Inquiry as to the Ueaults of the Immedl
Treatment of Pulpless and A'bscessed Teeth. ~

TUESDAY. ,11
HoTAI. Medical and Chirfrgical Society. 8^30 p.m.—tlr. 0. Theodore T ;.;

Hams : On the R.-sult,s (.f the Tre.itment of Pulmonary Ooniul ^r

tlon by KesideiiL-e at High Altitudes. «9 exemplified by .,

Analysis of 141 Cases. Dr. Perev Kidd and Mr. H. H. Tayl
_,

On the Value of the Tubercle Bacillus in CUuiual Diagnosis.
,,

WEDNESDAY.
British Gyv.ecologicai, Sooiefy. 8.30 p.m.—Specimens will be exhibitedf'

Dr. G. Granville Bantook, Dr. Bedford Fenwick. Mr. 1.

.

Tait.and others. Mr. Bland Sutton: On Dermoid Tsi:

Dr. Kichard T. Smith : Cystic Disease of the Cervix an.i

metrium.

Epidemiological Society of Loxdon, 8 p.m.—Election of Office-Bearers.

B. A. Whitelegge : Age, Sex, and Season in relation U>S«»
,

Fever.

KoYAL Microscopical Society. 8 p.m.—Dr. A. C. Stokea; New lafna

Flagellata from American Fresh Waters.

FRIDAY.
Clinical Society of Londos . 8 p.m.—Mr. Charters Symonds :

Case of Bnpt ''

of the Urinarv BLidder. in which the Kent was Sutured,

de H. Hall • The Local Application of Cocaine in Acute n>
chymatous Tonsillitis. Dr. Percy Kidd: A Case of Comp
Bilateral Paralysis of the Vocal Cords the Result of Ac

Laryngitis. Mr. Thomas Nuiin : Necrosis of the Great ComlJ I.

Hyoid Bone.

BIRTHS, MARRUGES, AND DEATHS.
Tht chargefor inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, and Deaths is

'

which should beforwarded m stamps wUh the annouHCement.

BIRTH.

Waller.—On April U'tb, at Weston Lodge. 16. Grove End Koad, the

Dr. Augustus Waller, of a son.

MARRIAGES. f

Hamii ton—Bodinotos.—On April inth, at St. James's Church, Vanoonj

British Columbia, bv the Rev. H. Edwardes, Lauchlan Alexander Hanull

D L S of Winnipeg. Manitoba, Land Commissioner of the Canwj

Pacific' Railway, to Constance Eaton, daughterof George Fowler Bodinrf

M.D.. M.R.C.P.Lond., F.R.C.S.Eng., of the City of Vancouver. B.C.

PAHRY-HowELL.-On April ISth, at St. Mary's Church, New Walsn

Norfolk, bv the Rev. G. R. Woodward, assisted by the Kev. K. t.

George Hkles Parry, L.K.C.P,, M.R.C.S'.. L.S.A. of Docking, N

second son of George Parrv, M.R.C.S., L.S.A Docking, to barah F:

only daughter of James Howell, Esq., New Walsinglmm, Norfolk.

SMlTH-PiCKEiilNO.-On April 2;th. at the church of SS. Philip and

Cheltenham, by the Rev. W. H. Hutchinson, rural dean assist,-.

;

Jiev. Peicival Smith, brother of the bridegroom Montagu

M R C S Enc of 28. Park Place. Cheltenham, son of the Itev. l.><

Ilolmwood, Weston-super-Mare, to Ethel, youngest^ daughter of t

Rev. Edwanl Pickering, chaplain of Port Bliinbeth, South Africa.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND^SWERS TOF

CORRESPONDENTS.

CoMMtmiOATIoNS resnectinR eflitorial ™»"*". ^'""W '^"'''"r:! ^^Ij^^n
429. Strand. W.O., tendon: those eoncerninR business "»"'"; "^Xl"?
of the Journal, etc.. should be addressed U> tho Manager, at the Office.

»

Strand. W.C., London.
,ii ipiters ol «

In order t.> avoid delay, it is particularly
n"7,''^Vi . ,r»t the ofSie •»

editorial business of the Jol'RVai. be addressed to the F^itorat the otBOci|-

Journal, and not to his private house
, ,. . , ,„ ,,,. -RniTiqH UtxM

Authors desiring reprints of their articles Pf'''h^^^'" "'«
'f,""JJf,JlS»

Journal, are requested to communicate beforeliand with the luaiiaisc

Co1,'"5poiJ!.fNTS who wish notice to be taken of their
">"""'.'"'™"™J',i^n.

authenticate them with their names_of coureencl
J"';-''*^"'^,

"'
P"w Ct«

Corrmpondknts not answere-i are requeet«d to look to the Notic.9 w
snnnd'-nts of the following week. ,..„„., _.,™ot nxTEl'"

Manuscripts forwabpkd to the Officb or THia Joubxal CAiraoT wvt.

PUBLIC Health UKPARTMt:NT.-We shall be much
"'''f*!. ^^ ^""^>»

of Health if they will, on forwarding thsir Aonoal and other Keiwrw. t-

atyiibpiiplux^ Copes.
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aCERXES.

Formula WjjfTRn.
USTBT DocrroR writ«a : Would any of your reader? be good enough to give

ne A recipe for an "alkalinp miKture," containing sod.T bicarb., amnion.
arb., zingiber, etc.. conc^-nt rat ed so tliat an ounce added, to seven ounces of

vater would form an agreeable mixture ?

Practice tn Spain.
RIPATETIC Pktsictan would hf- glad if any member could give him informa-

ion with regard to the perniitsion to practise in Spanish possessions. Would
he M.B.Lond., and M.K.C.P.Lood.. be accepted, or is a Spanish diploma
bligatory ?

Medical Bookkeeping.
B. and CM. asks to be recommended an easy and siraple^set of ^books for

lodical bookkeeping.

ANKW^EKS*

i. D.—Quite correct,
AVESA.

. W. AsPHJALL writes: In answer to a question by a member in the

OVRNAL of April 28th, 1888. respecting " Avena," your correspondent

ill find there are many varieties, the chief of which are : Avena sativa alba,

•white oat; avena sativa nigra, or black oat; avena nuda. or naked oat;

grain formerly used to feed horse?. There is another vegetable of the same
ass, called avena strigosa. or thistle-pointed oat, or Spanish oat ; an annual
nmd in corn fields. All these varieties were formerly used amongst the sick,

ut it is scarcely medicinal. I have never before heard of avena being pre-

ribed In epilepsy.
Persistent Yawning.

Henry Sutherlani> OVhitehall) writes : If your correspondent. " Ubiqne,"

ill consider what yawning is due to, he will not be long in finding remedies
rit^cure. Tawning is caused bv an accumulation of carbonic acid gas in

le blood of the lungs, which is the result of neglect on the part of the sub-

ct to assist Nature in her efforts to properly oxygenate the vital fluid,

ence a reflex and spasmodic attempt by a prolonged but unnatural inspira-

on to do the work which ought to be done by the respiratory muscles of

le che^t.
His patient is a middle-aged ladv. one of a class and at a time of life when
:ercise is habitually avoided. If she will take a brisk walk for an hour or

;o every day, and also make use of free exercises which tend to expand the
lest, she will soon cease to complain of this troublesome affection.

Mepico-Parliamentary SrnJECTS.
George Cobdwent (Milverton) writes : Several questions raised and
6cu6sed at the recent meeting of the Parliamentary Bills Committee, invite

iticism. Permit me space to direct attention to two of them.
In what consists the necessity of a medical coroner appointing a lawyer as

s deputy? A coroner and hi«. deptity do not sit at the same inquest. The
w of coroner is so little complex in its points of statute law, that a reason-

le and cultured mind can have no difficulty, so far as those are involved in

ch inquiries as come within his office ; on the other hand, most of those in-

jries present features demanding much pathological knowledge in the
roner. some chemical knowledge also; by these only in occasional cases

n essential evidence be brought out before the jury; the causes of death

n best be inquired into of course by those who best know the laws of organic

e. What lawyer, as such, could, as readily as a medical man, cause to be
veloped essential evidence in death doubtful as caused by apoplexy or

ium, or in death attendetl or preceded by especial convulsions ? ^Vhat
wyet would not unfavourably compare with a medical coroner in inquiry as

culpable interference or attributed neglect in a case of fatal child-birth?

l»dical evidence would be called certainly, and may be duplicated, but
|thal the coroner should be as fully able to appreciate the evidence if con-

iting. as should a law judge be able to appreciate points of law, and lay

ith views distinctly and fairly before the jury. In cases of questionable

use of death, will the public be content to depute decision to au individual,

will it still be preferred to retain an unimpeachable mode by jury which
3 retained its public sanction more than one thousand years ? And now.
lere representative elections are more than ever promoted by the Govern-
nt, and suited to popular taste, will freeholders be content to be deprived

Sheir longest traditioniil right and a nominee nf the Crown appoint their

ratory magistrate, who ougJit to be familiar with the habits of the x>eople

3s district, and whose duty it is to inquire whether a death among them
% occurred by fair or felonious means? 'Vh^t po-rt-mortem examinations
l>uld be niore completely done than has been frequent is evident, but as

it evil is markedly lessetiing. it would be insulting to supersede the prac-

|,oner in attendance, and injurious to remove from him the stimulus of

iscious liability to be called any day to give precise evidence on a point of

i.hology. As to " assessors " being added to a coroner's inquiry, the country
1 never submit for inquests to be burdened with the further expense of

ii an anomaly. How can a medical coroner be other than an ** assessor?"

court is a' court of inquiry, not of pro5»ecution ; he sits to develop

petent evidence, or sees tliat it is done, and is himself essentially an
essor.

am past any personal interest in this matter, and to that extent have
advantage not possessed, I fancy by many experimejital legislators. I

did add that, in my experience, the attributed want of competence in in-

liet juries has now "become a buffoon tradition : if errors occasionally occur

J^are not more frequent tlian those which happen in the higher courts of

\ as shown by daily applications for amended trials.

langard to alarmist views as to spread of disease by personal propagation.

ild it not be of vast individual and commercial service before proceeding

ler with an effort towards penalties, if we endeavoured to find out some-
more definite than our present slipshod acceptance of spre.atl of e^i-

8 by propagation trom person to person, by which preconceived admis*

'l»e less industriously seek a probably morefrequeut cause. Till recently
^ a was thought infectious, so diphtheria ; yet if it be so by possible in-

ion, X am certain instances of this must be extremely rare ; every cas«

many I have seen has occurred in childhood or quite young adults, and
irigin Itas clearly been due to intense or continued exposure to privy gas.

if such a phrase may be need for distinction. Is roseola infectioui? Is typhoid
fever infectious ? And if rubeola be doubtfully so. the lirst two cases in a rural
district are often miles apart, and this, as other epidemics, often lubsides even
more quickly than it invades. I have seen Fevcral cases of endemic small-
pox refusing as it were to propagate. A cosmic cause must give a condition
essential to the speed of an epidemic, by intensifying or elaborating pre-
existing elements. If this be true or approaches truth, ought we not to modify
our views.iu regard to spread of epidemics hy personal propagation.

HOTK8. LETTERS, ETC.

HOMtEOPATHIC FORMULARIRS.
Dr. F. A. Castle (^Editor of the American Druggist, and member of the Com-
mittee of Kevision and Preparation of the Pharmacopteia of the United Statee

of America) writes : In the Journal of March 10th, p. 545. you comment
upon a recently published report of The Temperance Hospital, for l«*6-87.

The existence of this institution has long been known on this side of the
ocean, and there has been a justly general desire for information respecting

the forms adopted for the administration of medicines which would be con-

sistent with the claim which is made that alcohol is not used.

I have several times addressed letters of inquiry to the hospital, requesting

information on this subject but. thus far, have never been favoured with an
answer. Can you give any information on this subject-

You are aware, of course, that alcohol is the menstruum for a very large pro-

portion of the drugs used in medicine, and tinctures, fluid extracts, and winea

would appear to be almost intUspensable. If. however, the managers of the

Temperance Hospital have succeeded in preparing a special pharmacopceia or

formulary in which alcohol is replaced by something equally serviceable, they

would be duiug something which would give very general satitfaction in

making their formulary more public.

%* We believe that the tinctures at the Temperance Hospital are prepai'ed

with glycerine instead of alcohol in some such proportion as 1 in 3. As,

however, we have no authentic information, we can only agree with Dr.

Castle, that an authcritaUve statement of the precise form of the various

non-alcoholic preparations in use at this hospital is greatly to be desire*!.

A Case of Distress.

Donations received since April 17th.
£ s. d.

I

£ 9. d.

Arthur E. Durham, Esq. ... 5 5 G. Everitt Norton, Esq. ... 110
Dr. F. de Havilland Hall ... 1 1 | J. E. Kenyon. Esq.. Bradford 10

Further donations towards the relief of the family will be gratefully re-

ceived bv Dr. G. C. Jonson, 16, South Eaton Place, S.W., or by Dr. John M.
Bright, t^orest Hill, S.E.

The Cliiton Lltjact Case.

£ s. d.

W 1
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nipiinat I2.1S3 in Hii? rmintiv: liefw^en fh* i>2<"5 of 40 (md SO Fnincf Tins

la 101 pfr liH>.i»i.i, n}p»iiHt ii.iiLVin this I'lHinlry. Vinnlly. lictwrtMi w im\ ti»,

till- imiportiuiml miiiiliiT i»M- UiO.tlOU in FminHi li i<.62, against iS.l-'o in tins

<M»niit-rv.
, *,

,

* I

It 1» \v»ll Imown Mint rancpr Is f»r more i-mnnion In liiH country since

there h»s l>wn iin incn-.nf in ita Bvprnge longevity, and cionseqneiitly. it for-

tiari, wb must cxpwt to nml a gr«it«r iiiorwiw In tlii- more ailnlt liountrv of i

France. Tlii», nu-i not .liet. a. 'ems to ni» a mure probable cause of the clfOi.-t

chronicUvl by the le;iriie'l Prufeaior Vci-ncuil.

Crackixo off a Fly.

Dr. T. Sancti-abv (Kensiiijjlonl writes: 111 your report of the meeting of the

West Lonilon Meaico-ChirnrKieal Roeietv for .\pril 6tU. Mr. Dunn, iu relating

n case of perforation of tlie eyeball by the knot of a whip, assisneif ns a reason

for the (letaehment of the knot from the lash that "the thong hail become

h«ite<<." I .lonot tliink this solntioii of the accident is the riifht one:an4
nithouffh it is but a small point, I venture to suf;g"st. that the knot flew off

on iwwoimt of the lash being so sharply curved in order to produce the " crack
"

«t the wliiii. , „ , .

An auBloipms thing frequently happens m fl;,- fislung. and was much com-

moner liefore "eyeil" hooks came into vogue tor artilicial 6ies ; in this case

there is certainlv no heating, for in the majority of instances the fly is only

just out of the cold water. 'an<l the cause of the fly " cnurking " oft is that the

line is returned ti>o siKldenlv from the Imckw.ird cast, thereby allowing it to

m.-lke an acute angle with tfie line instead of an e.asy curve. XnA that this

shoidd hapiu'U more fretiuentlv with oitgut than whiplash is explained by

the fact of the comparative bvi'ltleness of the former. Perhaps Mr. Hulke or

Mr. Prid^nn Teale could give their practical experieiice on this point.

As an iriustration of the force with which a fly " cracked off " in this way
goes through the air after its separation, I may" mention a fact which oc-

curred under Tuv own observation, where a he;ivy salmon fly tied on dry gut

<not projitirlv sciaked preWous to using) cracked off and went through a glass

window behind the flshermau. I may add that the fly couUl not have reached

the window without being det.iched from the line ; it must have travelled

nearly ten yirds after separatiuj! before it smashed the glass, and it was
pieke'd up on the floor of the room subsequently, just as the knot of the whip-

lash was foujid in the eyeball.

Tliis unique case is the more interesting to me personally as it ocx^urred

whilst I was acting as " medeciii en chef ' to the Hippodrome at Olympia ;

and because I scat it on to Mr. Dunn for fckie operation which he so soccess-

fully perfornu'd.
" Kissing thf. Book."

Mr. F. W. I.ow.vdes (Uverpool) writes : Now that the Oaths Bill has lieen in-

tro»luceil into the Hi>use of Commons, would it not be a favourable oppor-

tunity for effecting a reform in the manner of taking the oath ? Even should

the ifill pass, as seems certain, there are many witnesses, medical and lay,

as well as jurors and iMiilifTs, who will still feel bound to take the oath, in pre-

ference to making aji affirmation.
In all parts of the Uinterl Kingdom except Scotland and (I believe) the

"Channel Islands, the oath is administered to the witness by the coroner, or in

all other courts by an officer appointed for the purpose who repeats the form
of words, the witness being required to place to his lips a copy of tJie New or

Old Testament ; the only exceptions tjeina Quakers, who are permitted to

afiirm. This '* kissing tlie book," as it is ealled. is. to say the very least, a dis-

agreeable mode of being sworn, from which many would be glad to be re-

lieved. When regard is had to the very varied classes of the witnesses, who
are all sworn upon the same book, this feeling of the disagreeable is consider-

ably enhance<t. Nor does it require any great stretch of the imagination t<T

suppose that this mo<le of swearing, or taking the oath, may be a possible an<l

very probable source of infection. Wliat is more probable than that a witness

x>r luror should have come from a house in which one of its inhabitants was
uffeetedwith f<-ver? Again (though I hardly like to suggest it), might not
syphilis be conveyed in this way? If the latter may be communicated by
kissing, by using'a toljacco- or blow-pipe in common, of which we Iwive abso-

lute proof, this handling and kissing of a book indiscriminately appears to me
to be a perfectly possible meansof contagion. Even kissing the open book
does not remove the objection.

In Scotland the oath is given to each witness In a manner free from any
such objections. The witness holds up his right hand aiul repeats the form
of oath after the judge. No witness is required to kiss the book, and one is

only used in tlie case of Eoman Catholics, who hold the finger and thun\l)

ujMin a cross made on it, while repeating the form. It appeiirs to me very
desirat»Ie to substitute at least a modilication of the Scotch form of oath for

that now in use In Kngland. The holding up of the right hand and the repe-

tition of the oath by each witness is more impressive, and free from any objec-

tion. A very short" clause in the Act would suffice to ensure this, and would
facilitate nitller than r(;tard its passing. I have suggested it to two members
of the- House of Commons, and if every associate who agrees witli me will use

his influence with other members, tliis much-needed reform, even if it be not
efTecte<l, will at lea^t receive some of the attention it deserves.

OOMMUNICATIONS, LBTTBRS, etc., have been recMved from :

Mr. T. Wilsiui. Wallsend ; Dr. Birt. .Stourbridge ; Dr. Godfrey, London ; Mr.
B. P. White. WIgan; Mr. A. O. Harnett, .Sittingbourne ; Mr. F. Mulliner.

Xiverpool : Dr. Bond, (ilouce.st^-r ; Mr. P. L. Karke<'k, Torquay: Dr. C. K.

Shelly. Hertf.n-d ; Mr. J. O. Mixllin. New Itaiinor ; Dr. W.iller, London ; Dr.

J. Ma^'kmizie II<M)(h. At»ertleen : The Secretary of the Phamiaeeutieal Society

-of Great Britain. L<-)ndon ; Surgeon-General Cornish, London: Dr. Park,

Glasgow; Mr. C. L. Williams. Birkenhea>l : T. Wardrop Grimth, M.B., Lee.l3;

Mr. Adams Frost, Limdon ; Mr. fJamer. Clonmel ; Mr. H. O. Stuart. Plnm-
»t«id ; Dr. fi. H. Batterburj-. WImbonie ; F. J. Wethere.l, M.B., London

;

*rhe Honorary Secretary of the Irish E.xhibition in Loudon; Mr. J. C. Wat-
son. Sunderland ; Mr. S. Plowman, London ; Hoyal Surgeon ; Mr. T. Vincent
Jackson. Wolverhampton : Mr. Ihitler-Smytlie. London ; Mr. D. J. Brooking.
Woo<lward, Iowa; Mr. H. P. Stokes, London : The Secretary- of the Parkes
Musenm. London; G. Gore Gillon, M.B.. Wellington. New Zealand : Dr.
Mayer, Carlsl*.! ; Mr. J. Powell. Weybridgc ; Mr. 0. K. Williamson, Ncw-

castle-on-Tyne; Mr. W. Jimes-Mor'rrs.'Portmadoc ; Mr. G. P. Newbolt. I

nii're Port; Dr. ClilTord Allbnl 1. Leeds ; Dr. Althaus, London ; I>!

F. Haslam. Birmingham ; Mr. W. Gardi.ur. Lomion ; Dr. M. F. Nevi-. l-.

inir. India; Dr. Percy Boulton. Loudon ; Mr. W. J. Black, Liit-rpool

Ward Cousins. Southsea ; Mr. A. de St. Dalnias. Leicester ; Mr. .K. i

Ueu/.i. London ; Mr. K. S. McKay. London ; Mr. fl. F. Da Costa, Kings! own:

,7auudea ; Dr. F. A. Castle. New lork ; Mr. il. W. T;iyIor. London ; Mr. C. 3

Bond. Leicester; Dr. Kieketts. Southport ; Dr. K. Main, Newbury: Dr. H. K

Cii-w-ne Pasha. Cairo ; Mr. F. Treves. London ; Dr. JIaxwell. Woolwich ; Mi

W. M. Kni|ie. Melbourne; Dr. "i'oMug. Hounsiow ; Mr. F. Bellamy, London

Ml. J. Clay. Birmingham ; The ChaiuberUuid Pasteur Filter C'omi»any. Man
Chester; Mesai-s. Ureen and Co.. London; Mr. W. H. Spurgin, Maryport

Mr. O. M. Smith. Clifton; Mr. W. H. Peari'c London; The Secrrtan,' of th

I'niversity of London ; Mr. W. W. Wngstafte. S'eveiioaks ; The Secretary o

the Royal Agricultural Society iif England, London ; Mr. T. P. Teale. Leeds

Mr. H. K. Lewis, London ; Dr. Suthwlaud. London ; Dr. J. Brown, Baeup

Mr. W. J. Coryn. Brixton ; Mr. M. liees, Llanelly ; Dr. W. L. Symes. Birkec

head; Mr. J. H. Nealc, Leicester; Mr. F. H. Collins. Manchester; Mr. I

Garraway, Pavcrsham : Dr. Brailey, London; Dr. Maguire, London ; Dr. t

P. Smith. London ; The Bight Hon. J. Hcueage, M. P.,. Lonilon ; Our Glasgo'

Correspondent ; Mr. J. West, London ; Mr. T. H. Davis, Dawley ; Mr. J. B

Anderson, Rugby; Dr. (i. E. Fuller, Leicester ; Mr. A. F. Bari-ett. Derby

Dr. H. Aspiiiall, New York; Mr. E. Roe, LyiuUmi.st ; Mr. K, J. Bigdei

Giavesend ; Mr. J. Di.xon. Dorking ; Dr. II. J. H. Scott, Bath ; Dr. P. Fraiil

land. London ; Mr. K. Hamilton. Dublin ; Messrs. llayward and Sons. Stovi

market ; Mr. W. Gardiner. London ; Messi-s. Chaffey Brothers, London ; Mi

J. F. H. Broadhent, London; Mr. J. Kobertsou. Ucrtfonl; Dr. Mickle, Loi

don ; Mr. -V. W. Hull, Sawbridgeworth ; Jlr. Carl Lawiilski. London ; Dr. t

liendall, .\L\-les-Bains ; Dr. T. Sanctuary, London ; Mr. H. Hall, London

Dr. Q. Cordwent, Milverfon ; Mr. P. G. Bell, Thome; Mr. G. H. Parr;

Docking; Dr. J. Hamill, Westgate ; Mr. J. P. Wilton, Gloucester; II

Honorary Secretaries of the Maisludl and Shaw Fund, Clifton ; Mr. E.i

Byrd, Halton ; Mr. H. H. Graham, London ; Mr. M. J. Moylan. liuabon ; M
K. Gurrie, Ballymena ; Mr. H. J. Tizard. Weymouth ; Mr, P. Grove, Londoi;

Dr. A. T. Gibbings, Datston ; Dr. E. Slade King, Ilfracombe ; J. Wildini

M.B., Bristol; Mr. F. Savery. Hull; Dr. Bond. Gloucester; Dr. E. Liveiil;

London; Our Vienna CorrespoudeuL ; etc.

BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED.

Principles of Forensic Medicine. By the late William A. Gu%-, M.B.Canta
F.U.S.. and David Ferrier. M.D.. LL.D.. F.R.S. Sixth Edition, revised a

illustrated ; 174 wood engravings. London : Henry Kenshaw.

Nature's Hygiene. By C. T. Kingzett. F.I.C., F.C.S. Third Edition. Londi

Baillii>re. Tindall.and Cox.

Lectures on the Treatment of the Common Diseases of the Skin. By liotiert

Simon, M.D., M.K.C.P. Birmingham; Cornish Brothers.

Physiological and Clinical Studies. By A. James, M.D., P.H.C.P.E. Bd
" burgii : Oliver and Boyd. ISsa.

An Index of Symptoms as an Aid to Diagnosis. By Ealph W. Leftwich, M
London : Smith, Elder and Co. ls»s.

Will-making made Safe and Easy : an Aid to Testators. By A. Rumsey.
don : John Hogg. 18S8.

Guide to the Health Resorts in Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand. Edl|

and com])iled by L. Bruck. Centennial Edition. Published at tbe.\ustral

Medical Gazette, Sydney. London : BailliOre. Tindall, ami Cox.

SCAUB OF CHARGES FOR ASVERTISEUENTS IN TB'

"BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL."

Seven lines and under ... ... ... ... J60 3 6
Each additional lino ... ... ... ... 4

A whole column ... ... ... ... ... 1 15

A page ... ... ... -.. ... ... 5 1

An average line contains seven words.

When a series of insertions of the same .advertisement is ordered, a diftc.itin

made on the alwve scale in the following proportions, beyond which no redact .

.

can be allowed. n
For li insertions, a deduction of ... ... 10 per cent. ||
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REMARKS
ON

THE ELECTRICAL TREATMENT OF
DISEASES OF THE UTERUS.

Read before the Brighton and Sussex Medico-Chirurgical Society.

By Sib T. SPENCER WELLS, Bart., F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon to the Queen's Household.

HAVE had, perhaps, a longer and more varied e.xperience tlian

most men in dealing with uterine diseases, especially those which

jre characterised by overgrowth. I have so constantly had to

regret the inefficacy of medical treatment ; and the results of

mrgical operations, though sometimes brilliant, have often come

iO short of my desires that I have for many years past fallen into a

Tame of mind readily disposed to listen to any suggestion of a

mode of treatment which offered a reasonable chance of success,

ind avoided the risks and perils attending the bolder practice.

Jo, when reports reached me from Paris of what Dr. Apostoli was

;eaching and doing, they came with a welcome ring.

Electro-therapeutics were no novelty to me. More than thirty

years ago I had put galvanism to the test, and had gathered in

rorious ways evidence of its potency both in destroying and

repairing tissues. What I had learned of the treatment of ulcers

jy galvanism was published in 1849 by Golding-Bird, and may
itill be read in an appendix to his book ; but his son and Mr.

Sunn are the only surgeons, so far as I know, who have made
much use of the practice.

Not long afterwards I tried the galvanic stem pessaries of

Simpson in amenorrhcea, and have used them until now with

jccasional good result. I knew also what Radford had done with

jalvanism in the treatment of uterine hasmorrhage, and what
jimpson had taught as to the influence of galvanism on uterine

Bontraction in labour. I have repeatedly made use of the galvanic
jBUtery in various ways, and have verj' often removed masses of

I epithelioma, or the cer\-i.x uteri itself, by a platinum wire heated
oy a battery and used as an (craseur, with very satisfactory results.

IJuite recently, with Dr. Goddard, of Highbury, I removed a cervix
uteri without the loss of one drop of blood. My attention was
later on attracted to the electrical work of the French and
\merican surgeons in reference to fibroid tumours of the uterus.

This was so little satisfactory that it dropped out of notice. Our
English experiments were not more encouraging, and surgical

snterprise seemed destined to throw into the shade all less

Injzling endeavours.
In the meantime, taking up the idea of the wonderful influence

A galvanism upon the nutrition of tissues, Apostoli was unob-
trusively resolving the problem of its right application in the

. (treatment of abnormal growths and exudations. His published
jbservations were so interesting, and the reports of eye-witnesses
were so confirmatory, that in the autumn of 18S6 I determined to

?ee and judge for myself. ] went to Paris, and was received
frankly and cordially. Dr. Apostoli explained to me his views,
and demonstrated his mode of procedure. He threw open the
records of his daily practice, and gave me the opportunity of
verifying his diagnosis, and witnessing his treatment of the cases
ictually under his care. Besides this, he mustered for my inspec-
iion about sixty of the patients who had passed through his

hands. I heard many of their histories in their own words, and
could contrast for myself their actual condition of good health
and activity with the symptoms reported in the early notes of
itheir attendance, and the deformity represented in the plaster
:'asts of their bodies, taken before the tumours had been influenced

the galvanic current. I spent many laborious hours in what I

ly say was a rigidly sceptical examination of the evidence before
lue, seeking for weak points in the system and the resolution of
pieoretical objections.

i

The con-\'iction was irresistible that, though the method might
not have reached its point of perfection, the work, so far as it

! jwent, was good. If the women were not radically dispossessed of

Ij'
[1428]

their tumours, they were symptomatically cured. Nothing but

prejudice could have turned the back upon the facts; and it

would have been unjust not to put the matter to further proof.

This I have unhesitatingly done. If I have hitherto been silent,

it was because 1 did not wish to prejudge the case. But 1 have

not been inactive, for I wished that if the utility of the method

could be made as manifest here as elsewhere, it should be ad-

vocated impartially, and presented to the profession upon reason-

able grounds.
The uterine diseases which come under Dr. Apostoli's care range

through all degrees of fibroid development. He has to deal, as we
all do, with simple cases of sub-involution, general hypertrophy

of the organ, with metritic deposits all round, pol}T)Oid excre-

scences in the cavity, thickening, more or less irregular, of the

walls, and sub-peritoneal outgrowths expanding into abdominal

tumours. I'ractically all these cases group themselves into two

classes: first, those which give no trouble and may be left alone;

and secondly, those which threaten health and life by loss of blood,

or, by mechanically interfering with the organic functions, cause

a multiform series of distressing symptoms.
In the treatment of these conditions, instead of scraping and

cauterising the ca%aty with a curette, or caustics, or fire, Apostoli

does the same thing with a pole of the galvanic battery. We
give ergot, or mercury, or iodine, or bromine in the hope of alter-

ing the nutrition of the diseased mass ; he sends a disintegrating

current through it. We castrate to cut short a woman's sexual

existence ; he seeks to quiet down neurotic sensibility, and induce

regularity of ovarian function. Where we proceed to a root and

branch extermination, he proposes a denutritive paralysis of the

uterine substance. Time will show whether, and how far, he

surpasses us in his results.

But the novelty at present is not so much in the fact of elec-

tricity being used, as in the mode of using it. Others have tried

the same means, but not in the same way ; former methods were

uncertain, dangerous, and insufficient. The point that Dr. Apostoli

has arrived at is this: he has studied the effect that certain

currents will produce, he measures the intensity of those currents,

and he has found the means of safely directing them, of proper

force, through the diseased tissues, to ensure the partial if not

complete disorganisation of these tissues with the desired coinci-

dent relief of suffering, and often with restoration of general

health.

It is the continuous galvanic current which is generally brought

into action. For this purpose the operator must be provided with

an apparatus which will guarantee him an unfaUing current of at

least 250 milliamperes, or electro-therapeutic units. I may say,

in passing, that it may probably be found convenient to speak of

milliamperes as "units" of current strength—10, 20, or 60 milliam-

peres, for example—would be 10, 20, or 60 units. In practice at

the hospital or the surgeon's residence a battery of Leclanche cells

answers admirably. It is enduring and easily manageable. For

work at the patient's home a portable batterj- of the bisulphate of

mercury is convenient, but it requires great care and frequent

renewal. An indispensable accessory is the galvanometer. With

a fractional deviation it gives a measure of the intensity of the

current passing. The graduation shoukl rise to 250 units or

milliamperes, though this intensity is rarely wanted. Before

every operation the perfect working order of battery, galvan-

ometer, and conducting wires should be ascertained. As it is a

characteristic point in the Apostoli practice that the galvanic

current should be carried either into the cavity of the uterus or

into the substance of the tumour, appropriate sounds and trocars

are essential. To avoid loss of power by action on the metal, the

sounds are made of platinum. For punctures with a negative

current steel trocars are equally good, but when it is intended to

transmit a positive current, a certain length of the sharp end of

the trocar must be of gold. All that portion of the sounds and

trocars passing through the vagina ftoin the handle of the instru-

ment to the mouth of the uterus or point of puncture must be in-

sulated. Before every examination or operation the closest atten-

tion should be given to antiseptic precautions, both as regards the

patient, the operator, and the instruments. During the whole

course of the treatment vaginal irrigations, with sublimate or

phenol, are never to be neglected.

The labours of Apostoli have expanded and given a definite-

ness to our knowledge of the special power of galvanic cun-ents

in the treatment of uterine diseases, and of the mode of applying

the currents in a way which I may thus resume.

In the first place,' we have lea'mt from him better to under-
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stand the double action of the unintemipted, contiiinous, galvanic

curri'ni. The one action is purely local, iind coincident with the

How. thetis.eues inime<liately in "contact \\ith the pole which de-

livers it are decomposed ; the bases and acids of the substances

and fluids acted upon are sot free, and, according to their nature,

liroduce cauterisation of the surroundini; parts, independent of

anv thermic inlhience. This effect is local, immediate, and

visible. The second action is due to tlie interpolar pa.?sage of the

current. It is a trophic action inlhunoiMg tlie nerves, vessels,

and lymphatics, followed by raolocuhir clianges, so ns to modify

the nutrition of the ti,«sue.s 'through whicli the current goes, and

varying according to the pole emiiioyed. The effect of the direct

ami of the .secondary counter-current is durable, and, whatever

may be our interpretation of it, it is remedially of far more im-

pOTtancp than the mere galvano-ehemical cauterisation.

Secondly, though the coagulating power of the current passing

from the positive pole was known from the ^\Titings of Ciniselli

iind A. Tripier, we have had disclosed much more since as to the

distinctive character of the a^-tion of the currents from the two
opposite poles. It was with the po.sitive current that Apostoli

began his attack iipon uterine fibroids, because of the more strik-

ing nature of the ha>morrhagic symjitoms, and it was the speedy

relief of this gi-ave trouble by "the production of a hard, diy

eschar, and resisting cicatrix, which enctuiraged him to persevere.

The eschar resulting from the alkaline caustic action at the nega-

tive pole is just tlie contrary, softening and liquefying, and tend-

ing to promote discharge and haemorrhage. Logically enough,

its dissolvent powers' were applied to the opposite class of cases,

where there was no haemorrhage, and the object was rather to

reduce the bulk and solidity of compact masses of fibroid material.

Experience has proved this to be as good in practice as in prin-

ciple. The positive pole is therefore designated as " anti-hiemor-

rhagic" or •• hemostatic," while the words " hiemorrhagic " or
" denutritive " are applied to the negative pole.

Thirdly, Apostoli has taught ns a much more satisfactory way
of utilising tliese currents in uterine diseases. His predecessors

had usmI currents which were generally uncalciilated and
ineffective. They were often not strong enough to do much good,

yet at othi.T times sufficient to bring about mischievous results.

They were brought into play in an ill-judged fashion, and, when
used by means of puncture, the punctures were made through
parts which ought to have been left untouched. Now the opera-

tion is performed under such control as to be a matter of measur-
able certainty. A strong and regular current is at command. By
means of the galvanometer a knowledge of the exact intensity of

the current employed is insured. The dosage can be regulated in

proport.ion to the cauterising and trophic effects considered neces-

sary. A current of high intensity can be made to traverse the

tissues inoffensively, and brought out through the abdominal
integuments in a dispersid fashion, without more than a tempo-
rary' blush, and made to complete thecircuit through the cutaneous
electrode imbedded in wet clay. Than this clay nothing as yet

has been found more effectual. Then, by insisting upon the

intra-uterine introduction of the current by means of the uterine

sound, or its direct interstitial application through the inattack-

able trocar, a certainty of action is obtained which was otherwise

out of reach. The whole performance is thus strictly at the will

and under the control of the operator, who, granted his master-

ship, wants no other guide either as to the dosage, direction, or

duration of the current than the facial expres,sion of the patient,

or her declaration of tolerance.

Fourthly, other important points upon which we have clear and
definite information are the modifications which this treatment
requires according to the varying nature of the cases, and the

successively changing circum,stance8 of each case as the treatment

is going on. and tlie wide range of uterine affections to which it

is adaptable. Oiven a tumour and a current, there is no such
thing as reci|)rocal automatic action. At everj' step of the process

of cure, deliberation, judgment, and promptitude of resource are

challenged. One day thiire is an unaccountable power of endur-
ance, another an exaggerated sensibility, one day a perplexing
structural resistance, another an easy flow of current, all which
have to be taken cognisance of, and throw an ever-recurring
strain upon the mindfulness of the surgeon, enough to baffle

book-guided novices, and make inestimably valuable the more
than five years' experience to wdiich we can recur for coun.sel. A
field, too, is opened up for exploration among the infinitely multi-
form presentations of disease of the female generative organs,
untraversiible by the limited powers of any one man, but to

which Apostoli has pointed the way. This will be the work ol

the coming generation.

Lastly, there are several' interesting questions upon which Hm
work of Apostoli has thrown a new ray of light, such as tin

dangers and difficulties of the procedures ; their being a cause, . n

the rever.se, of subsequent sterility; the practicability of applying

the treatment in cases ^vhere the uterus is impenetrable; the i" i

mauence of the benefits derived from the treatment in the mi i

gation of the symptoms and Itie reduction of the tumours; tin

relation of the nie.nopause to the production or dispersion o

fibroid enlargements. It would take up too much of your time il

1 were to consider these in detail, and it is needless, as Apo.^tnl

himself is here, on the invitation of your. President, to give uii)

required information.

But, admit that there may be danger in treating our patients )<\

electricity. Is this a reason for rejecting it? AVhat surgica

operation" is, free from risk? Would common sense sanction oui

leaving disease alone till science has reached completion and skil

infallibility? The danger lies not in the method but with tht

operator, and the moral is, that no man should undertake tlii;

work till be has qualified himself to do it well.

Then, as to the permanence of cure, where cure there has been

one can only say that though five years and a halt is but a shor

term to form estimates upon, when we are assured that durinjj

that time the return of symptoms, or the necessity for furthe:i

measures has been quite exceptional, it augurs well tor the future;

and the objection of the possibility of relapse becomes of littlt

weight.
Again, when Apostoli tells us that some of his patients nov,

under treatment are women in whom the tumour developed afte

the menopause, no trace of such a growth having previous!;

existed, what ore we to say to the principle of Hegars operutinn

To say the least, it would limit castration in the treatment o

uterine disease to the cases where loss of blood is the prominm
symptom in younger women. 1 might go on much further, but

think I have"said enough to show that whatever may be, or ma;

not be, the merits of Apostoli's method, we have made .since h

began his work a distinct scientific advance. And coupling th

specific infoi-mation we have thus acquired with our previou;

diagnostic tact and pathological exactitude, it appears to me thai

we are in a better position, even supposing that circumstancei

hinder the personal practice of the method, not only to discus

the abstract principles upon which it is based, but as consultant

to pronounce upon its respective applicability to the cases siit

mitted for our opinion.

There are conclitions of fibroid tumours iri which it would seen

to me almost idle to suggest electricity. A polypoid growth froi

the mucous surface of the uterus projecting into the cavity, o

perhaps through the os, can be so easily and expeditiously take,

away that I should not think of any slow or gradual procesi,

Neither does it appear very probable that a subperitoneal out'

growth from the body or fundus of the uterus could be in an

great degree affected by any current that could be made to reac

it. Myomotomy would be' the work of minutes, and the ris

scarcely worth mentioning. Even large solid tumours, the i-i

moval of which means the removal of a great part of the utenii

have been successfully removed by me and by others, and sucoiti

has increased -vyitli experience. But the ri^k must be alway

great, and there are tumours so large, or with such intimate coi

nections, that no prudent surgeon would meddle with then

Here, surely, is the. occasion for the electrician to show hi

power. Ills method is a new resource for a desperate couditioii

and should be welcomed as such. It has been successful in sue;

cases, if not completely so yet to a degree which has rendere;

life enjoyable. No weak prejudice should stand in the way of r<'

commending a trial under experienced guidance.

Where the object is mainly to suppress hfemorrhages, electrici

treatment has decided advantages over other practices. Shoul

the tumour be growing, but not advanced beyond the limits (

reasonable surgical interference, balancing the comparative risk,

should bo disposed to put the matter to the test ; since in case (;

failure, the more hazardous operation of removal can still bedoni

In my opinion, with the option before her, it would be neithil

wise 'nor charitable to give a patient strong advice in favour »l

an immediate cutting operation.
_

j

Experience seems to show that there is a group of easel

numerous as they are troublesome, of chronic metritis with el

largement and surrounding deposits, which may be cited as pni

eminently eligible for electric treatment. They are, as regan:
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the patient, painful and exhausting. To tlie judicious surgeon

j
they are exa.<(peratin{j by their rebelliousness, and in some rash

Iwinds they have opened the way to practice more lamentable

j

than the disease. It will be one of the crowning merits of

electro-therapeutics if proved to be equal to bring relief to these
! patients. Recent ivports give good reason to hope that this end
may be realised by a carefvil use of tlw positive galvano-
pnncture.

i
We have not, I am inclined to think, taken heed enough of the

i work of Tripier and Apostoli in reference to various disordered
states of the uterine appendages. The soothing effect of the
vaginal or uterine bipolar application of the induced current in

I

some distressing forms of ovarian neuralgia and vaginismus is

said to lie marvellous and enduring.
As a last word, I may say that we are face to face with an im-

portant revival ; and though some American surgeons have gone
before us in its acceptance, nowhere more thftn in our own
country has there been shown an open-minded readiness to weigli

ifairly all the evidence which Dr. Apostoli has to set forth in sup-
fport of his system.

In London we have heard, through the medical journals, of
some failures, of one death, and of more than one accident, pro-

' jbably due to the ine.xperience of the practitioners. But we have
• (far more encouraging reports from Edinburgh : and if some mem-
iber of this Society who combines sufficient knowledge of elec-

itrical science with practical experience of the diagnosis of uterine
'diseases, and of the treatment by other methods, will carefully
;put to practical test the conclusions already arrived at by Dr.

' iApostoli, I am very hopeful that the result will not be disap-
pninting.

THE ELECTROLYSIS OF FIBROIDS.
By W. E. STEAVENSON, M.D.Cantau, M.R.CP.,

In charge of the Electrical Department at St. Bartholomew's Hospital
;

Physician to the Grosvenor Hospital for Women and Children.

What takes place when an electric current is passed through a

, iSbroid tumour? Does any change take place in the substance of

^ I'.he ttmiour or only at the points of application of the electrodes?

- lin interesting paper on this subj'ect was read by Dr. J. Inglis

- Parsons before the British Gynsecological Society on March 14th
' ind 28th of this year. The human body contains about fifteen

J
plements combined in different proportions to form the several

; lataues. These elements, ananged in an electro-chemical series,

ire as follows

:

Electro-ntgative. ' Electro-positive.

Oxygen Hydrogen
Sulphur Iron
Nitrogen Manganese
Fluorine ilagnesium
Chlorine Calcium
Phosphorus Sodium
Carbon Potassium
Silicon

Jut each element in the series is electro-negative to the one
'.^liich follows it, and electro-positive to tne one which pre-
cedes it.

In the electrolysis of animal ti.ssues the electro-negative ele-
Tients are freed or a])pear at the positive electrode forming at
ice new chemical compounds, and the electro-positive elements
r liberated or undergo similar recombinations at the negative

•trode.

would require a most accomplished analytical chemist to
ii'oide what actual changes taJce place at the relative poles, but
vhftt we know is that oxygen and chlorine are liberated at the
msitive pole and give an acid reaction : and that potash and soda
I'l' formed, and hydrogen liberated, at the negative pole. Some
I the most likely bodies to be found in the substance composing
fibroid tumour are : .\lbumen, which contains C II X S ; mucin

I '32.2, U7.0, X12.6, 28.2 per cent); gelatine (C 50.4, H 6.8,

, j< laS.S-fO 24.5 per cent."!; keratin (C50.3-.52.."). Hfi.4-7.0, X 16.2

|- 17.7, S 0.7— 5.0, O 20-7— 25.0 per c«nt.) (Hermann's Phy.<iolo(/y).

• indtlie saline solutions of the body containing potassium and
odium phosphates. In these compounds " the molecules of the
limpler bodies, as OH, CH,, NH^, CoH,. occur in the most varied
ad intricate combinations." "Of these complex substances"

which occur in the human body, ''only a few can be obtained in

a pure condition ; the remainder cannot, either because they are
too unstable, or because they are not crj-stallisable ; with regard
to the majority, we do not therefore know even their composition
by weight, much less their constitution. The greater the num-
ber of atoms which combine to form a compound, the greater
becomes the complexity of its composition, so that elementary
analyses are insufficient clearly to indicate its formula. The
formulie of the substances are for this reason unknown to us

"

(Hermann's Physiology).

All we can say with regard to the electrolysis of these bodies iS

that the oxygen and sulphur have a tendency to be liberated at

the positive pole, and the hydrogen and potassium would traverse

the space between the two electrodes, and appear upon the surface
of the negative electrode.

The fact that elements are only liberated at the surface of the
electrodes is explained by the theorj' of Grotthiiss, which is, that
the molecules of any electrolyte, under the influence of an electric

current, turn themselves so that their electro-negative constituent
is directed towards the positive pole of the batterj', and their

electro-positive constituent towards the negative pole. The mole-
cule nearest to the positive electrode yields up its electro-negative

constituent, and it escapes free, but the electro-positive constituent

acts upon the next molecule in the direct line between the two
electrodes, attracting its electro-negative constituent, and again
repelling the electro-positive atom or atoms. This action, con-

tinued in each contiguous molecule, forms a direct chain of decom-
positions and recombinations across the substance being electro-

lysed, until the negative pole or electrode is reached, and then the
last molecule of the chain ha\'ing yielded up its electro-negative

constituent in the direction towards the positive pole, and there

remaining no further molecules for the electro-positive element to

split up, it is therefore discharged free at the negative pole. Sneh
is the theory of Grotthuss, propounded in 1805, and, as applied to

water, it is explained by the accompanying diagram

:

.}nui-u«4iij>

3©Q®GB?cmfOPa© Giii*GP

j--..x; ;o.; jn *J

A is the positive electrode, and B the negative one. In the upper
line the molecules areseenarranging themselves so that the electro-

negative element, the oxygen, is turned towards the positive

electrode (A). In the lower line the molecules are arranged in

a chain across the liquid. The atom of oxygen nearest the positive

electrode, is then liberated as free gas, and the two atoms of

hydrogen combine with the atom of oxygen directed to it in

the next molecule, and form a new molecule. This action extends
throughout the chain, and ultimately the two atoms of hydrogen
of the last molecule, having no further molecules to split up, are

liberated as free hydrogen gas at the negative pole (BV There-

fore the volume of gas liberated at the negative pole is double
that liberated at the positive pole. Xo appreciable action orchAjIge

can be seen or detected at any point across the fluid ; the gases

are liberated only at the points of contact with the electrodes. A
similar diagram" would explain the electrolysis of liydrochloric

acid; only for the oxygen (the electro-negative atom") would have
to be substituted one" atom of chlorine, and for the two atoms of

hydrogen only one would be liberated by the decomposition of

each molecule, because chlorine and hydrogen combine in equal

volumes to form hydrochloric acid gas. This is the case with a

simple compound composed of two elements, and constitutes

primary electrolysis. When the compound is more complex, what
is called secondary electrolysis takes place. This would be the
case in a solution of sodium sulphate Xa. SO,. We should obtain

at the anode, from the splitting up of the water, an equivalent of

oxygen 0, and also an equivalent of free suljihuric acid H.j SO,,

while at the cathode we do not obtain sodium Xa, but we have
instead of it hydrogen H, and in the solution we have also caustic

soda Na HO. This results also from the secondary splitting up of
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the water (Sprague, Electricity. 1884). When we are dealing

with mixed electrolytes, such as the substances composing
animal tissue, the decompositions which take place are still more
complicated.

It is difticult, in the present state of our knowledge, to say how
many secondarj* electrolyses take place in the passage of the

current through the body. That it meets several elements pre-

senting different states of polarity towards each other is certain,

but whether chemical change takes place at the points of junction

of each of these heterogeneous bodies it is at present impossible

to determine. As a rule, electrolysis does take place between any
two substances of different electro-chemical polarity at the point

where they touch one another, if they are capable of conducting
electricity. If in the treatment of a uterine fibroid we use an
external potter's-clay electrode, a water rheostat to regulate the

current, and an intra-uterine electrode, we know that electrolysis

takes place at four points : (1) in the cells of the battery; (2) in

the water in the rheostat ; (3) between the clay and the skin of

the patient ; and (4) at the point where the internal electrode

touches the mucous membrane of the uterus.

That electrolysis does take place in the tissues is probable

from the fact that storage of electricity takes place in a patient

subjected to the electrolytic treatment. The patient becomes a

secondary battery, and is capable of giving off a current in an
opposite direction to the one used from the battery. We have
demonstrated this to be the fact on several occasions at St.

Bartholomew's with patients under treatment for uterine fibroids.

Immediately after the application of electricity has been dis-

continued we have disconnected the rheophores irom the battery

and united them to each other, still keeping them connected to

the electrodes in contact with the patient ; a reverse current has

immediately been shown on the galvanometer, at first about
12 milliamperes, but rapidly decreasing to 8 and 4. Xo storage

of electricity could take place unless some decomposition of the

fluids contained in the tissues electrolysed had taken place. The
liquids bathing the cell elements of the tissues must have become
split up, and their constituents accumulated on the opposite sur-

faces of contiguous tissue cells. It is this only which could pro-

duce a polarisation current. Becquerel and Faraday have shown
that polarisation results from the depositions caused by the passage
of the currents.

This possibility of converting the human body into a secondarj'

batterj' was demonstrated by Dr. Stone in his Lumleian Lectures
before" the Royal College of Physicians in 1886. He charged the

porter of St. Thomas's Hospital by placing his feet in a foot-bath

containing a leaden electrode, and passing through him a constant

current; he then disconnected him from the battery, and showed
that he (the porter) gave off a constant current in a reverse direc-

tion to that given by the battery from which he was charged, and
Dr. Stone asserted that he would continue to give off such a cur-

rent, gradually diminishing in intensity, for about four hours
{see JouHNAL, vol. i, 188G, pp. 812, 813).

In the recent discussions on the electrolysis of fibroid tumours
it has been asked : If the passage of an electric current has an
efiect upon the tumour, how is it that the normal structures,

such aa the bladder, muscles, skin, adipose tissue, etc., which are

included between the two electrodes, are not also affected.' It is

quite possible that they are affected ; that in them the normal
tissue-changes always in progress are accelerated, and that assimi-

lation or " progressive metamorphosis " is encouraged. This from
analogy would appear to be the case ; for when a galvanic current

is applied frequently to an atrophied and palsied muscle very
often its nutrition is improved and its bulk increased; and Dr.

Apostoli has drawn attention to the extraordinary increase of

subcutaneous adipose tissue which takes place in the abdominal
walls of patients subjected to the electrolytic treatment.

Dr. Poore has said,' " it is probably impossible to pass a galvanic
current through animal tissues without setting up some electro-

lytic action, and we are unable to say what part such action may
Flay in the ordinary phenomena caused by the galvanic current.

"

have elsewhere said,^ " it is probable that changes are induced
in the ultimate tissue cells of a part exposed to a constant current
of electricity, analogous to the chemical action produced in the
electrolysis of water. If the current is weak, the process does
not go so far as splitting up the watery parts of the cells into
oxj'gen and hydrogen, but produces some sort of activity in the

' Kitctrieitfj in Matirme and Suniery, bv O. V. Poore, M.U , p. 2.1."!. 1876.
» EUctricdii and its ilanner of Working m tlu Trtalmmt «/ Disease, by W. E.

Bteai'tMoii, M.D., pp. 24. 2.1. 1884; 'i' '• '''' i'

cell not present there before. It increases or alters the charactei

of the secretion of the cells composing secreting glands, as evi-i

denced by the increase of saliva and metallic taste in the mouth,
produced by the application of a continuous current of electricity!

anywhere in the neighbourhood of the salivary glands. Thi.''

probable increased cellular activity, the quickening of the build-

ing up and destruction of cells neverceasingly going on in the living

body, is sufficient to account for the increased demand for blooi

required for these changes, and the resulting increased supply

afforded by the dilatation of the capillaries. The capillaries di

not dilate by any power possessed by the constant current u

cause muscular relaxation, but secondarily through nervous in

fluence excited by the demand produced in the cells for mori

blood. The action of the constant current upon muscular tis.-Uf

if anything beyond, besides inducing these probable changns ii

the ultimate muscular elements leading to increased activity ii

the ultimate cells, increased nutrition, and therefore incretL^tl

tone (as it is called), is probably to induce contraction rather thai

relaxation. In considering these changes in the cellular element

of the body and in the blood-supply, the osmotic power of elec

trieity must not be forgotten. It has been found that if tw^

fluids of different densities be divided by a porous diaphragm niK

an electric current be made to pass through them, osmosis take

place in the direction of the current." That is from the positiv

to the negative pole. " If the current passes from the lighter t

the denser fluid the natural osmotic action is increased ; but if th

current passes in the reverse direction, the osmotic action is re

versed ; the denser fluid passing through the diaphragm int

the less dense. The osmotic power of electricity probably explain

the influence of galvanism in causing the absorption of fluin

:

effused into joints, or serous cavities, when applied in sue

cases."

The theory suggested by Dr. Inglis Parsons, that the electri

current has a modifying inifluence on the cells of tumours whic

from their lower vitality could not recuperate themselves so ^-i ^

as the normal cells of the body, is also not altogether improb;;

In fact, it may be that in the tumours subjected to a curren

electricity a " retrograde metamorphosis " is set up.

The tumours do not disappear so rapidly or so completely as w
have been led to expect, or perhaps as British gyntecologists sui

posed would be the case. 1 do not think that the electrohli

treatment will supplant the necessity for abdominal section ••

removal of the uterine appendages in such cases as those in -n I

these operations would be appropriate, but 1 do think that in

use of electricity we have a means of treating fibroid tum
which is superior to any we have formerly employed, shor

their entire removal. I have treated a large number of cases, ...

in nearl}' all the sj-mptoms have been relieved, in many tli

tumours have decreased in size, and in some the decrease has li-

'

considerable. The hfemorrhage lias usually been arrested ;

dysmenorrhoea has been relieved; the pain and discomfort !i

decreased; the rectal and bladder troubles have also been lessen.

and the patients able to get about and walk with much less dill

culty. All these favourable symptoms are probably due to
•'

relief from pressiure caused by a slight diminution in the si,

the tumour. Nearly all the patients I have operated upon 1

expressed themselves as feeling better—better in health and l"

in spirits. In those whose tumours were accompanied by mi i.

rhagia no doubt the improvement in health was greatly due t

the arrest of the hajmorrhnge. That adventitious titsue dot

decrease and get reabsorbed under the electrolytic treatment

feel sure, and have been able to observe it in several cases of stritj

ture of the urethra.

NOTES OF A CASE OF HYDROSALPINX
A NEW MODE OF ELECTEICAL

TREATMENT.
By G. APOSTOLI, SI.D.,

Paris.

The case of which I am about to give the particulars seems t

me to be of great interest. It opens up a new question in then,

peutics, and will serve as a prelude to a complete memoir which

shall shortly publish on the electrical treatment of salpingiti,

In this paper I confine mvself to a full and exact report of tn,

case and a statement oi the conclusions that may be drBW|

from it.
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\., SCMMABY OF CASB.
Patient, 25 years old, general good liealth. Three full natural

pregnancies; abortion at two months on September 2l8t, 1887,
twenty days after a violent fall on the back, followed by
incessant pam, excessive menorrhagia, general derangement of
health, with sharp pains in the right iliac fossa ; no antiseptic
precautions. Came to clinic on October 27th, 1887, with indica-
tions of a threatening pelvic peritonitis. Swelling of the whole
upper part of the vagina, with fluctuation on the right side.

,

On October 27th first galvano-puncture, negative, on the left

I

side, vaginal
;
100°

; 5 minutes. Remained in bed for forty-eight
,|

hours, with some relief on the following days.
1

November 8th. Second galvano-puncture, negative, vaginal, in
thr rul de sac, right side, one centimetre; 140°

; 5 minutes. Two
<lay^ later spontaneous opening of a cyst, and discharge of fluid,
without either pus or blood. Cessation of aU pain and diminution
of swelling.

'j _
November 18th. First appearance of menstruation since abor-

-.Ition; flow continued freely for three days; pain on left side only.
;&ince then local condition has become natural, and all symptoms
|have disappeared. The periods of December and January natural

;

health good, and allowing of regular work at the sewing machine!

Details op Case.
Mrs. T., domestic, aged 25, came to the clinic of Dr. Apostoli on

I
October 22nd, 1887.

ifisfory.—Native of the Vosges, was married when 20, came to
ans a year afterwards, and has lived there since. No account of
lereditary disease

; no disease during childhood ; menstruated at
.2 years ; no infantile leucorrha'a. Menstruation has since been
eeular, but painful, the pains preceding the flow, continuing the
vhole time, and then disappearing; quantity moderate; time
nree days, and no leucorrhcea. Had no illness before her mar-
mge, and was always able to do her work regularly.
las had three children, with natural labours, at full
erm, at 21, 22, and 2.3i years. Each time kept her bed for
en days after delivery, but had no mUk for her children. Men-
truation recommenced sis weeks after the first two confinements,
ut not till three months after the last. During the time of mar-
lage menstruation has not deviated from its natural characters,
ad has been less painful. Her good health has been uninter-
jpted

-^ she has carried on her work regularly up to the month of
Illy, 1887, has had no leucorrhcea, and conjugal relations have
lused no suffering.

In July of 1887 her fourth pregnancy began, and for the first
me gave her trouble, from severe pain"in the body, though not
lusing her to give up work. On September 2nd, at the second
.onth of pregnancy, she had a violent fall in the street, on her
wk, after which she had constant pains in the back and lower
irts of the body. This pain increased day by day till September
LSt, making her work very difficult. A little discharge of blood
as seen on the 19th and 20th, and on the 21st there was an
Kfftion. The patient affirms that there was no other cause for
lis accident, and it was evidently owing to the fall twenty days
ifore. The pains lasted for three hours. The expulsion of the
intents of the uterus was complete, and followed by profuse
smorrhage. She had no medical assistance, and took no anti-
ptic precautions. She kept her bed for eight days, rising only
casionally for a short time, and used injections of warm water.
jere was a pretty copious bloody discharge for four days, and
IP was supplanted by profuse le"ucorrho?a, which lasted for a
anth. On October 5th she began again to attend to her house-
Id duties, and continued them till ttie 20tli. Immediately after
! miscarriage, for the first time in her life, she felt a severe pain
the right iliac fossa. This confined her to bed, and prevented
r from doing any work for a fortnight. After a short respite
B pain became worse, and she was obliged to give up on the
'h. The pain never ceased, but there were moments of e.\acerba-
n, brought on especially by sitting down. It spread over the
"'le of the right hip, but was never felt on the opposite side, nor
the lumbar region.
The patient lost flesh, strength, and appetite; her countenance
iwed how much she endured, and, on October 20th, she was so
rpowered that she sought relief at the clinic.
Actual Condition, October 22nd, 18.S7.—Woman somewhat under
medium size, verj- pale, with a distressed look; walks with

ficulty, and complains of severe pain in the right side of the
ly. Lj-mphatic temperament, without hysteria. She is in a
te of feverish excitement, with high temperature. On eight

e

successive evenings has had a rigor about bedtime, and lasting for
an hour. There is complete sleeplessness, loss of appetite, consti-
pation, and foul tongue.
The abdomen is tender under pressure, especially on the right

side, where, in the region of the broad ligament, there is evidently
a phlegmonous deposit.
Local Examination.—The uterus is very low down, almost

touching the vaginal orifice. The anterior c'ul de sac only is nor-
mal, all the others being obliterated, and the parts verj- tender to
the touch. The uterus lias on each side a large e.xudated mass.
These encroach upon the posterior cul de sac. Though apparently
the result of the same inflammatory action, they are m some
respects different in character. On the right side the projection
into the vaginal space is more marked, more tender, and more
elasticaUy resistant than on the left. It has almost the form of a
hen's egg, with a rounded surface, the least pressure upon which
causes intolerable pain. The evidence of fluctuation on the right
side is very clear. The swelling on the left side is less defined,
less prominent, and not so painful. It is not so elastic and re-
sisting as the tumour on the right side. Both swellings are amal-
gamated with the body of the uterus, and the whole mass seems
to be adherent to the walls of the peh-is, for no movement can be
made of any part.

The condition of the patient is serious, the symptoms indicating
the setting up of an acute pelvic peritonitis. I therefore put oS
any local operative treatment.

October 24th. The patient is worse, and eagerly demands relief.
It was, however, decided that we should wait before making any
application, but by the 26th the pain was so much increased that
the patient had been rolling on the floor; walking was nearly im-
possible, and it was with difficulty that she was conveyed to the
clinic.

October 26th. Diagnosis.—There is no sign of general peritonitis
being really present, but it seems imminent. Taking into con-
sideration the accession and increase of pain, the local conditions,
the manifest renitency on the right side, together with the un-
mistakable fluctuation and the high temperature (38.5° C), there can
be no doubt as to the existence oi a pen-uterine phlegmonous sup-
puration.

Treatment.—Kt the urgent request of the patient, I with some
hesitation decided upon the treatment by galvano-puncture in its
most modified form. Hoping that it was not too late to expect
an arrest of the threatening inflammation by this means, I pro-
posed to make the sligjhtest possible tentative puncture on the
left side, so that I might judge by the effects there produced
whether it would be possible or proper to do the same thing on
the right side.

October 27th. After chloroform and a vaginal injection of weak
solution of sublimate, I made a vaginal negative galvano-punc-
ture on the most prominent point of the swelling of the left side,
in the lateral cul de sac, with a very small steel trocar, entering
only 1 centimetre, with a current" of 100 milliamperes, for five
minutes. The trocar was one specially made for the purpose, and
not larger than the point of a subcutaneous injecting s\Tinge.
The puncture caused no bleeding. I again used the anl;iseptic
irrigation, and placed a tampon of iodoform gauze in the vagina.
The patient was put to bed at the clinic, and there she remained
for two days.
During this time she was in a state of great excitement, almost

constantly delirious, moaning incessantly, with green vomiting
and a temperature varying between 38 and 39° C. The delirium
had all the characteristics of that produced by chloroform, with
alternations of agitation and quiet, during which she was scarcely
conscious.
By the evening of the 28th, the delirium had all passed away.

She slept well during the night, and woke up in tlie morning of
the 29tli refreshed and better. There was a complete transforma-
tion. She got out of bed without assistance to be examined and
dressed, stood up and walked about free from pain and difficulty.

The abdomen was much less tender, and bore such pressure as
would have been intolerable the day before.

Tlie vaginal tampon was not stained. On examination, no
change was found in the state of the right side, but on the left side
there was a great change for the better, less tenderness, less swell-
ing, and the space was freer. Contrary to advice, the patient was
imprudent enough to return home on foot, a distance of three
kilometres (about two miles). On arrival she was obliged to go
to bed, and all the night suffered much pain in the right side.

The next morning she was easier and returned to the clinic.
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walking with less (lifliculty. The i)aiii was less, the tannKin was
clear, and there was no iinusunl discharge from the vagina. The
injections were continued, and for several days she remained
under observation, with gnuUial amelioration.

November 8th. On this day 1 made a second vaginal galvano-

pnnctnre, under chloroform, with the same trocar, to the depth of

a centimetre and a lialf, in the centre of the right cul de sac, and
used a current of 14»1° for five minutes. In order to insure the

coaptation of the tumour with the wall of the vagina, and to

give myself the certainty of making my puncture e.xact, I caused

nn assistant, during the whole time of the operation, to press

downwards slightly with his hand in the right iliac fossa. There

was no escape of fluid after the^ pimcture, and t)ie injection and
tampon were used as before. ' '.,

'

As on the former occasion, the patient remained in bed for two
days at the clinic. There was no delirium, but she suffered some
sharp pains in the right Uiac region. They were sufficiently bad
to prevent sleep, but she could take soine nourishment, and was
less feverish than before.

N'ovember 10th. Since the morning the patient has become more
calm, and the shooting pains are less frequent. In making the

vaginal toilet, which na.s not been done since the operation, the

tampon was found dry and unstained. The abdominal tender-

ness hu£ subsided, and there is no trace of disten.?ion. Examina-
tion shows that structural retrogression is going on ; the vaginal

sensibility remains much the same. The dressings were replaced

as usual.
_ . ,

._'
.

, ;.

In spite of remonstrance she persisted in gdibg tb" her hoHie,

and was much fatigued by the journey. Unable to keep about,

she was obliged to lie down, and, while quiet in her bed, she sud-

denly found lierself drenched by a fluid, clear and transparent as

water, which ran from the vagina, without being accompanied
with any pain. The patient says this liquid was without smell,

unmi.xed with blond, somewhat serous, and continued flowing for

several minutes without washing away the tampon. From this

moment she found complete relief. Her former pains ceased, and
she had no more suffering. A good night followed, and in the

morning she feJt so well that she tose and dressed without fatigue,

and was not in any way inconvenienced when driving down to

the clinic.

November 12th. There is a great change in her appearance, her
complexion is clearer and she declares herself well m all respects.

She nas no further sjTuptomatic troubles. Locall}' the transfor-

mation is not less remarkable; two facts are especially to be
noted. The sensibility of the two culs de xac has disappeared to

such a point, that this woman, who two days ago could scarcelj'

bear to be touched, particularly on the right, side, can now submit
to a thorough vaginal examination, accompanied with e.xternal

piressure, without a word of complaint. The aruitomical change
IS quite as complete, for in place of a resistant tumour as large as a

fowl's egg, there is notliing now remaining on the right side but

a fibrous substance, a little irregular on its surface, not one third

of the original .size, unresisting, not at all tender, and fixed to the
uterus.

The conditions, both symptomatic and anatomical on the left

side, have umlergone a similar change. The tampon, which had
been in place since the 10th, on being removed before examina-
tion, had no blood stains upon it. but was found saturated with
about two spoonfuls of serous Huid. A new light was thus thrown
upon the question of diagnosis ; the tumour, supposed to be a col-

lection of pus, was after all a serous cyst of the Fallopian tube.

November 1.5th. The patient goes on improving both locally and
generally, she walks easily, and all the functions are regular.

Absorption has taken place, and the rtih de -inc have their natui'al

depth. The punctures, made on either side on the same liorizontal

line, are now only to be fotmd near the centre of the posterior cul

de sac, in consequence of the general contraction of the vaginal
mucous membrane. The uterus, although attached behind, is in

some measure movable. Same local treatment.
November 17th. The improvement continues ; though she can-

not resume her full outdoor occupation, she manages to do her
household work.
,' November 24th. Iler visits have been suspended because men-
struation began on the 18th, for the first time since September
21st. The appearance was preceded by two hours of sharp pain.
The flow continued for three days, freer than usual, and the pain
lasted all the time. Comparin:; the present period with those of

esrlj- years, .<die finds that instead of having pains all over the

ftbijomen, they are now confined to the left ifi^c i^on, with ncme

on the right side. A feeling of weariness obliged her to lie dowi

occasionally during the three days. But, since the cessation o

the period, she finds herself a.s well as before it began. Sli.

thinks she is a trifle fatter, and she looks well. There is ?>

tumefaction of the upper pari of the vaginal mucous membri
and the points of puncture have resumed their original place u

the lateral culs de sac.

November 29th. JIuch the same; but though her strength i

returning, and she is gradually mending, she cannot manage mor
than her home work.
December 3rd. Examination " shows :—l. That the uterus i

higher up, and that the neck is slightly turned forward. 2. Dirai

nution of the bilateral peripheral exudation, and compUt
absence of tenderness under pressure. 8. The two punctures nr

no longer found on the sides of the uterus, but are actiially in
'

posterior c«/ rfe s«c. 4. The hinder part of the uterus is atttn

to the sacrum. The>ound passes for 65 centimetres, and cau

a little pain.

The patient is completely free from aU the symptoms caused !.

her malady; has no pain, walks well, has no sensation of weii;!!

in the body, eats well, digests perfectly, grows fat, and ha? r.

gained her strength and health}- look.

December 27th. Menstruation came on, for the first lime wit 1

out pain, on the 20th. The duration was five days, and t!i

quantity rather more than usual. She has resumed conjugal r.

lations, interrupted since September 1st, without inconvenieiu;

For the last fortnight she has worked five hours a day at lit

sewing machine, with one pedal for the right foot; and, thnug

the niovement fatigued her, she was not obliged to give it up.

January 15th, 1888. Since the 1st ot this month she has workn

all day at the machine, and, notwithstanding the extra exert ilh

has not been in anv way troubled.

January 27th. this month the period was rather later t!u!

usual, but she had no difficulties, and was able to do her macliir

work regularly, though away from her home in a factory. -M'l

struation lasted three days, less abundantly and without pain.

Feliruary 10th. Since "the last report the patient has been frt

from all troublesome symptoms. Independently of her decjaratioi

—and she is generally very truthful—the following fact is a clei

proof of her full restoration to health: she has been able to gi

through her day's work at the machine, from 7 o'clock in tl

morning till 7 "in the evening, regularly and without fatigue c

interruption, even during the last two menstrual periods 1

December and January. In fact her condition is so satisfaetor

that she declares herself better than before her last pregnane;

and free from the little miseries which she then had to endure.

Local Condition.—1. No reasonable pressure on the abdo""

gives her any pain.

2. The uterus is natural as regards form and consistent

little low down, and retroflexed; the neck of right form un

without ulceration. '

,

3. The vagina is everj-vvhere in its natural state, and there 1

peri-uterine swelling.

i. The uterus is still adherent by its posterior surface, 1>"-

admits of some movement.
b. Under strong pressure the sides and back part of the uteri

show a little sensibility, especially when the finger touches

deep-seated nodule, about the size of an almond, lying to tl

right side and a little behind the organ. This is probably tl

tube slightly hypertrophied.

With the" finger in the rectum, pres-sure on the back of tl

uterus is not painful, and, even in spite of the retroflexion, it

easy to trace the form and the upper border. On either sn

the"tube and ovary mav be made out distinctly a little enlargeii

more so on the right t"han the left side. Both sides are a tnfl

more tender than natural. The ovary on the left side is Ter

plainly felt ; that on the right side forms a conglomerate mat;

with the Fallopian tube.

Conclusio?hi and Ofiservafions.—Withont anticipating the es

tended memoir which I intend to publish on the electrical trea',

ment of salpingitis, I may sum up in a few- words my observatioi|

on this case. Other facts, to be produced at a future time, wi

give full confirmation.

1. In gj'nfecology fever and inflammation are not to ue ri

garded as absolutely contraindicating the methodical aud prop'

application of the galvanic current. 1

2. Inflammation of the uterus and its appendages, when not

«

the stage of suppuration, mar be advantageously treated by tr

galvanic currwt. Tlu8 current, though admiseible in the nr
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stapes of congestion and inflammation, I consider ought not to be
used when suppuration exists, unless it be brought into action in

the form of an electrical ciiuterisation, for the purpose of making
a safe and certain outlet for the matter through the vaginal
wall. • -.^ r i

. ^
' . i

;

.'S. A galvano-caustic puncture is a valuable means by which'we
may gain two ends: first, to check the outbreak of inflammatory
action or to stop its progress; secondly, to give an easy exit to a
collection of fluid, by the falling of an eschar, in any case where
the cavity containing such fluid is accessible through the upper
part of the vaginal wall,

4. Every inflammatory exudation presenting itself in the
vaginal cul de sac may be treated by means of the galvano-
puncture, except under the condition which I shall hereafter
mentiou.

5. This method may be easily and harmlessly employed for the
treatment of certain cases of salpingitis and hydrosalpinx, on ac-
oount of the close relation between the tumours and the vaginal
wall.

6. In making every galvano-puncture, all the rules which I have
hitherto laid down concerning the seat of the puncture, its depth,
the size of the trocar, the antiseptic precautions, the repose of the
patient, etc., must be scrupulously obsen'ed.

7. Two negative galvano-punctures, vaginal only, were sufficient

in one case of hydrosalpi:ix to bring about very quickly aa im-
portant anatomical change, and complete symptomatic cure.

A. CASE IN WHICH RUPTmiED TUBAL PREG-
NANCY OCCURRED TWICE IN THE

SAME PATIENT.
By L.\WS0X T.\IT, F.R.C.S.,

?pofessor of Gynaecology in Queen's College. Birmingham ; President '6f''thB
Birmingham and Midland Counties firaucll. :

/' -.'.:

)N May 10th, 1885, Mrs. E. R., aged 25, was sent to me by Mr. \f.
*. Whitcomhe, Victoria Road, Aston, suffering from urgent abdo-
ninal symptoms. The historj' was to the effect that slie had been
liling from a short time before Christmas. She thought it was
)regnancy. Menstruation had been suspended for three months,
n April she had a period, and again early in May, and at the
atter time she complained of violent pains in the lower abdomen,
Jld on the 9th she had an attack of fainting with vomiting, the
«in being referred to the lower abdomen. When I saw her she
ooked extremely ill and amemic. A large ill-defined mass existed
la the right side of the uterus intimately associated with the
Jfcan, and the roof of the pelvis was fixed. There was no diffi-

ttlty in diagnosing the case to be one of ruptured tubal preg-
liijDcy. 1 opened the abdomen on the 11th, and found the belly
_" of blood-clots and bloody serum. I removed the right Fallo-
ttQ tube, which was occupied by a pregnancy of about the third
lontb, and in its walls a large rent had occurred, through which
iMr foetus and placenta were partly protruding. Some points of
leeding from the intestine required touching with perchloride of
|i», I inserted a drainage-tube, and the patient made an easy
ml rapid recovery. The case is published in a short paper on

itured Tubal Pregnancy, in the Joubnal of December 19th,

Aljout eighteen months after this operation, she was confined of
t&ild, at the full term, being attended by a midwife, and there
'ia nothing remarkable about the labour.
About fifteen months after this confinement she 'again became

jfegnant, and her husband states that during the period of this
regnancy (whicli she thought had turned four mouths), she had
3 symptoms of note, but only complained at intervals of slight
lin in the abdomen, but not sulKciently severe to induce her to
iill in medical assistance. Tlie only point on which he lays anv
iress was, that she stated that she felt the child very plainly,
li>re so, it seemed to her, than at the same period in any previous

' i.'uaney.

\lr. Whitcomhe was sent for to see her in the forenoon of JIarch
li, but he being from home, the patient was seen by his assistant
ortly before 1 o'clock on that day. She was lying fully dressed
the bed, her knees drawn up, and was complainingof great
in in the hypogastrium. She was extremely pale and almost
Iseless, and had had some vomiting. Mr. llall was informed
It only half an hour before she had been cleaning her fireplace.

and, in the act of stooping, was seized with acute pain and a
feeling of faintness. Stimulants were at once administered,
and every effort made to restore her without avail, and the patient
died shortly after 5 o'clock, clearlj- from internal liremorrhage.

itr. Whitcomhe made a po-sf-)norfem examination, and has been
kind enough to give me the following particidars : He found the
abdomen full of blood-clots and fluid blood ; a large clot was ad-
herent to a portion of the placenta which protruded from the
uterine wall, and when this clot was separated it had a quantity
of villous placental tissue adherent to it. All the organs were
very ansemic, and there could be no doubt that the hcemorrhage
was the cause of death. Mr. Whitcomhe was good enough to

bring me the preparation, and aided by my assistant, Mr. Teichel-
mann, I am enabled to giv^ the fplloiying report of the appear-
ances presented. .

' :' ' .
-

There can be no doubt that the specimen represents an inter-
stitial tubal pregnancy of the left side. The cavity in which the
fcetus is situated is separated from the true uterine cavity by a
strong septum of uterine tissue springing from each side of the
uterine walls. The under surface of this septum and the rest of
the uterine cavity is lined by hypertrophied mucous membrane
(decidua). The stump of the right Fallopian tube is attached to

what appears to be the lower angle of the uterus, but which is

really the much displaced upper angle. This displacement, how-
ever, is only apparent, and arises from the enormous development
of the left cornu of the uterus. A fine probe maj' be passed from
the true uterine cavity into this stump. The left Fallopian tube,

on the contrary, communicates with the cavity in which the fcetus

and placenta lie, and the rupture has taken place in the upper
and back part of the left uterine corner. In this case we have the
almost incredibly strange instance of a woman suffering from
tubal pregnancy twice, with the still stranger fact of her having
a normal pregnancy between the two occurrences. From the first

of her disasters she was saved by prompt surgical interference,

and she might even have been saved the second time, bnt there

can be no doubt that the poor woman's doom was sealed before
medical assistance reached her, and there was no time then to

effect the interference which was necessary. All the appearances
of the preparation point to the fact that the woman's estimate
of the period of her pregnancy was correct, and we have therefore

an indication that the interstitial form of pregnancy does, as we
might have expected it would, take a longer time to arrive at

the period of primary rupture than do those cases in which the
pregnancy occupies the free part of the tube. In these latter we
have no evidence as yet of any instance going beyond the twelfth

or thirteenth week before primary rupture. It may be noticed

here I am introducing a new phrase in using " primarj- rupture."

I do so because I am becoming convinced that unless we make
such a distinction as I am about to indicate we shall still continue
some of the elements of confusion which exist about this in-

teresting displacement.
'

,

It is perfectly clear that in all cases of tubal pregnancy, whfeh
the ovum is growing, the tube must burst, and that it bursts in

two directions, either into the peritoneal cavity or into the cavity

of the broad ligament. In the free part of the tube this rupture
takes place, as 1 have said, about the twelfth or thirteenth week.
In the interstitial form, the case before us shows that the rupture
may be deferred to a later date. The primary rupture into the

jieritoneal cavity seems to be almost necessarily fatal alike to

mother and child ; but when the rupture occurs into the cavity of

the broad ligament, it may l>e followed by a continuance of the

development" of the child,' and these only are the cases in which
the child is permitted to reach a viable period.

In a recent number ot the Xcw i'ork Medical Record, a case is

reported by Dr. Taft as being one in which no rupture had taken
place. But the description given makes it perfectly certain that
this was a case where the primarj- rupture nad taken place into

the cavity of the broad ligament. In this group of cases a second-
ary rupture at any period is possible, and therefore it is that the

adoption of tlie terms, used strictly to indicate relative dates, will

l>ecouie verj- useful. This secondary rupture was most clearly

demonstrated in Nonat's celebrated "case as given by Bemutz, a
case which, on account of the occurrence of this secondary rupture,

is full of the greatest interest (.see my Ingleby Lectures, 1887).

This secondary "rupture probably also explains such an occurrence

as that in .lessop's case.

Connected with the case I am now discussing there are many
important points worth alluding to, some of wliich are new, and
others, though quite familiar, are worth noticing on account of
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the coufusion -which still seems to exist in the mind of the most

recent w-riters on this subject.

The j)at icnt wiis rather an intelligent -noman for her class, who,

haring undergone the terrible experience involving her first opera-

tion, had obtained a fairly full knowledge of the nature of the

accident, atid what had been the condition as a consequence. Yet,

with this dreadful experience, and the knowledge of it when the

same condition recurred, so little did she suffer that, up to the

moment of rupture, knowing she was pregnant, she never thought

ot asking for medical assistance, and this was the case also in her

first tulial pregnancy. There were no symptoms whatever to draw
attention to her state until the rupture occurred ; indeed, there

were no symptoms even calling for examination.

The strangest thing of all to me is that, in the enormous experi-

ence I have now had of tubal pregnancy, I have never but once

been called upon to make an examination until the rupture had

occurred, and in that case there was neither history nor sym-

ptoms which enabled me to do more than determine that there was
tubal occlusion ; not, indeed, until the rupture occurred and the

abdomen was opened was a diagnosis possible. Under these cir-

cumstances, I think I may be excused for maintaining a somewhat
sceptical attitude concerning the correctness of the diagnoses of

those gentlemen who .«peak so confidently of making certain dia-

gnosis in cases of tubal pregnancy before the period of rupture, and

wlio speak with equal confidence of curing the cases by a punc-

ture either simple, medicated, or electrolytic.

The great bulk of the utterances in these directions may stand

very well in " society discussions " or in " library papers," but

they will not stand the test of bedside experience. Upon
these points I have been much misrepresented, and am glad to

have an opportunity of clearly stating my views ; but I wish to

state that after the period of rupture a diagnosis can be, and has

in my own experience been, made correctly in the majority of in-

stances.

Another point in connection with this interesting case is the

fact, made abundantlv clear by the preparation, that, no matter
what the symptoms had been previous to rupture, physical ex-

amination could not have permitted any diagnosis other than
that of normal pregnancy of about four months and a half.

This is my solitary experience of interstitial tubal pregnancy,
but it so closely resembles a number which 1 have seen in mu-
seums that I take it to 1)e quite typical of its class. I am, there-

fore, disposed to believe that from physical examination inter-

stitial tubal pregnancy could not be diagnosed, and I can imagine
no symptoms which would help us to recognise it before rupture.

If we were to assume that in such a case as this a diagnosis

could be made, much ingenious speculation might be indulged in

as to what would have been best to do for the patient. If a

correct estimate of the relation of parts could have been made,
clearly what ought to have been done was to dilate the cervix,

divide the septum freely, and empty the cornual cavity. To have
attempted to destroy the child would not have benefited the

patient one bit. The placenta would have gone on growing; and,

even if it had not, putrescible material would have been left, wliicli

must have burst into the peritoneal cavity. At the time of

rupture, if .'urgiral assistance could have ri'ached the woman with
sulficient promptitude, she might have been saved by a hysterec-

tomy ; and, from the appearances at the post-mortem examination,

there is no doubt tliat this could have been easily accomplished.

Thk ViKN'.NA Mkdic.vi, F.^riLTY.—Tlie prospectus of tin' Vienna

Medical Faculty for the summer semester shows that 1!)2 lectures,

courses, and demonstrations will be held during this semester by
1!) ordinary professors, .'56 extraordinary professors, and 70 i/ocenten

and assistants. During the past semester, there were 6,1.57

students in the different faculties, distributed as follows:—(1)

Theology, '.'ii ordinary and 17 extraordinary students ; (2) law,
I.lti7 ordinary and 2'>C> extraordinary students; (3) medicine,
2.287 ordinary and H.'Jl) extraordinary students; (4) philosophy,
4:58 ordinary and .'ioS extraordinary students. A comparison of
these numbers with those of the winter semester of last year shows
an excess of students in the law fa::ulty and an increase among
the extraordinary medical students. The number of the ordinary
medical students, on the other hand, shows a slight decrease. The
extraordinary students were this year, for the most part.
foreigners, of whom 109 were .Americans, .39 Ru.ssians, 36 English-
men, 2ti Prussians, 11 Swiss, 16 Roumanians, 12 Belgians, 7 Greeks,
.'i .Vustralians. and 4 Turks,

AN ADDRESS
ON

THE VALUE OF PRACTICAL STUDIES,
Delivered at the opening of the Summer Session in the School

of Practical Physiology, Edinburgh, May lit, 1888.

By WILLIAM EUTHERFORD, M.D., F.R.S.,

Professor of Institutes ot Medicine in tlie University o£ Edinburgli.

Gentlemen,—Before proceeding to the ordinary work of thi

session, I should like to direct your attention to some ideas ro

garding the value of Practical Studies. A short discussiou (n

that subject may be of service to you who are still on fli'

threshold of a life of study. It may help you to perceive tin

principle that has led your teachers to develop methods of prac

tical study, and to extend them in all the departments of natura

science and in those of medicine.

We can acquire a knowledge of Nature in two ways : in a dinci

way by observing Nature by means of our own senses, and in ni

indirect way by listening to and by reading an account of tli.

observations of others. All natural science springs from the nl.-

servation of Nature. To assist our obsenation various instru

ments have been invented, and various experimental methods '1'

vised to induce Nature to reveal her secrets. The facts so -l;-

covered and the laws deduced from them have been marshaliii

in the orderly array that forms the characteristic feature ol

science.

The first and obvious duty of the student is to gain a knowle'lf^i

of what is already known. He is not immediately concerned will

the advancement of science, but with the attainment of a know-

ledge of its facts and principles, and the methods by whicli :

scientific knowledge of Nature has been gained. The old methoi

of instruction in too many departments of natural and of medii-u

science consisted in the mere absorption of statements made 1^

lecturers and authors, without production of the necessary evi

dence of their truth, and with imperfect illustration and explanu

tion of the methods by which the evidence has been obtaii> >!

The result of such modes of teaching could not be satisfact.r-

The student's interest in the subject was not sufBciei

awakened. The knowledge he gained was superficial, as, inin

it could not otherwise be on a method so imperfect. The mcl
instruction now aimed at in all departments of natural scienc

to bring the student as directly as possible into contact \\

Nature, so that he may have not a mere description or exposil-.'i

such as may be foundin a book, but may, as far as possible, stul-.

phenomena" directly by the use of his own senses, so that when ;
!

object is de,scribed he may, if possible, see it with his own (.\

touch it with his own hands, li.sten to it with his own ears, aim,

if necessary, smell it and taste it. On such a method of instruc-.

tion the student is not treated as a mere absorber of the state-

ments of others, but as an independent observer, requiring a de-,

monstration of the truth of what is said, expecting that structure

will be shown to him, that the properties of things will be re-

vealed by experiment, that methods of observation and experimenti

will be demonstrated and explained, and that he will, as far as

possible, l)e allowed to observe and experiment for himself. This,

practical study of Nature is attractive to all, but especially so to

young minds. The mind at any age, but esjjecially in youth, i?

apt to grow weary of abstract statements, and to lose sympathy

with a subject so treated. The young mind is enthusiastic, it is,

eagerly expectant, and keenly on the outlook for new impressions.

It is not satisfied with mere de.scriptions of phenomena. It de-

sires to realise them by dirnct inspection. Such desire is so

natural that one can only wonder why so many years elaijsed be-

fore a serious effort was made to satisfy it. This method of study-

ing Nature by contact witli it inspires a coufidenci' that is not

otherwise attainable. Tile mind feels the solid supiiort given by

the direct study of phenomena ; it feels itself on solid ground, and,

can advance -with firm step. AVhen by this method the student|

criticises and tests anew the observations made by others, they,

become to him living impressions printed on his mind in a way

they never can lie by merely listening to, and still less by reading

descriptions of them. The student soon comes to feel that tms^

practical method of study is the surest way to acquire deflmte
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nd accurate knowledge of scientific facts. But in his eagerness

learn the facts, he is apt to lose sight of another mental pro-

ess that is being cultivated while his category of facts is grow-

og: he is apt to overlook the fact that a great and leading object

n practical studies is to quicken and increase the power of

aaking accurate and independent observations.

To any student of Nature the e.xercise of such power is

mportant, but it is doubly so to a student of medicine. Theprac-

|ice of medicine largely consists in an exercise of observing power.

"he correct diagnosis of disease requires this power to be acute

|ad highly trained. It not infrequently happens that the early

Itage of a disease passes undetected because the physician has

ailed to observe some symptom that is imperfectly developed,

nd, therefore, apt to escape attention, unless his power of obser-

ation be acute and highly trained. It is often the case that a

ractitioner does not sufficiently use the ophthalmoscope, the

iryngoscope, the microscope, and other appliances which would
lelp him in the diagnosis of disease, but of which he cannot with
onfidencc avail himself, because in his student days he had no
pportunity of learning how to make reliable observations with

ach instruments.

I need scarcely remind you how greatly men differ in their

ower of observation. If you listen to travellers giving an

Xicount of the impressions they have received in the countries and
ities they have visited, you will find they vary very much in the

86 they have made of their eyes ; some men let few things escape

beir notice, others have only vague impressions of what they have
witnessed. Some men have that power of precision which enables

hem to fix their attention firmly on an object until they have
tioroughly scrutinised it, and have obtained from it a deep and
isting impression. Such men apply their minds thoroughly to

be subject on hand. They proceed methodically ; they avoid

itting rapidly from one subject to another, knowing that by such

utterily method an abiding impression is not attainable. On the

ther hand, tliere are many whose minds have no firm grasp ;

heir eyes are open but they fail to see ; their impressions are

ague and indefinite ; they hesitate to describe what they have
?en because they cannot exactly recall the impressions. The
Isual explanation is that the mind was not firmly fixed on the

Ibject, and the mental vision was not steadily turned towards it.

\\'e shall not require to travel very far to have such experience

f the difference in men's powers of observation. It is soon ob-

lined when a number of observers put their eyes to the miero-
'npe : all may be looking at objects precisely similar, but if the

ifft/rent observers be called upon to describe what they see, we
uickly find great differences in observing power, I assure you,
1 ntlemen, that this is a subject of great moment to every one of

iou—especially great to those who intend to pursue medical science

(nd practice. Your power of observation must be carefully and
•idely trained. You must strive to fix the mind so firmly on
viry object your teachers place before you that the power of

I'ute and accurate observation may grow steadily ; it is sure to

row steadily if you will only refuse to be satisfied with impres-

ions that are vague and indefinite. The power of precise and
ccurate observation depends far more on the mind than on the

rgans of sense. Jlost men's eyes are good enough, the relative

Isuteness of their vision is mainly the result of a mental cause.

i
Again, in relation to the exercise of the power of observation,

Jiere is a principle of no small importance from an educational

lOint of view. There are some practical studies which from their

ature must be undertaken by the student working in an isolated

jianner ; practical anatomy is one of these. As you know, it is

iBCessary in the dissecting-room for each student to pursue his

wn way without reference to his fellows. He works out the

'.abject with a book of reference by his side, and with the help of

teacher at intervals. There are several other subjects, of which
'ractical physiology and practical pathology are illustrations, in

idiich a collective system of study is adopted. On that system
le teacher treats his pupils like a regiment, directing them all to

erforra the same operations and to observe the same facts at the

ime time. That system has been to so great an extent originated

nd developed in this university that it might almost be called

le Edinburgh method of pnictieal teaching. This method has now
een adopted in a number of other schools, yet 1 have heard it

Jversely criticised by teacliers in the South, who prefer the
/stem of isolated study, on the plea that a student who is quick
I thought and movement ought not to lie hampered and held
ack by those less rapid, and that self-reliance is fostered by
elated effort. Well, g^'ntlemen, I believe our regimental system

of practical teaching has for you great advantages that far out-

weigh any drawbacks. Taking work with the microscope as an

illustration, it is for you and still more for the teacher a great

saving of time to be collectively told how to prepare an object for

the microscope, and how to observe its several characters. You
save a great deal of time by keeping your eye at the microscope

while information regarding the object is not being sought for in

a book, but is reaching vou through another organ of sense which

more than any other stimulates the mind and keeps it vividly

awake. ,,.,.,
Microscopic study is apt to proceed very slowly if information

is being searched for in a book. But it proceeds smoothly and

quickly if the information come through the ear. To you who
have so much to acquire in a limited period, any method that

economises your time is important. But our regimental system

has another great advantage that isolated study never can have;

it creates at once a congenial mental atmosphere ;
each hourly

section of our class becomes a miniature scientific world, in which

one mind reacts upon another, and stimulates it by sympathetic

rivalry. In such an atmosphere the observer is at once thrown

on his guard, for he knows that the same object is being looked

at by many eyes, and that the accuracy of his description is being

keenly scrutinised. Such an atmosphere seems to me of great

value to young minds, for we all know that a characteristic

feature of youth is desire for sympathy and love of generous

rivalry. That mental glow we call " enthusiasm," which in youth

is so readily kindled and fanned by the sympathy of other minde,

is an invaluable help in study ; it lightens labour, it carries the

mind up different paths to high attainments, and induces it to

forget its fatigues; therefore, it is our duty to do what we can to

enable you to foster a spirit so helpful.

At the same time, gentlemen, I must guard myself against mis-

apprehension in thus commending to you what I have termed the

regimental system of practical study. That system must not be

pushed too far. It is particulai-ly suitable for beginners, and

should for them be adopted in all subjects that permit of it. But

for the advanced student the method of isolated study is prefer-

able, in subjects characterised by elaborate practical details,

requiring much time and thought for their execution, and for

the full apprehension of their significance.

But practical studies carrj- with them another advantage espe-

cially miportant to students of medicine, namely, cultivation of

the power of manipulation. You have all, no doubt, felt how
rapidly manipulative dexterity is cultivated by the practice of

dissection, and you know that, from a surgical point of view, it is

nearly as important to acquire a dexterous use of the knife as it

is to gain a knowledge of anatomy. Not a few medical practi-

tioners make no use'of the laryngoscope, because the use of a

mirror at the extremity of a handle and the management of the

light thrown upon it require considerable manipulative de.vterity.

Many a practitioner would refuse to perform such operations on

the eye as iridectomy and extraction of the lens because he may
have'had no opportunity of practising such operations on dead

eyes, under the supervision of a teacher. And 1 have heard not a

few medical men bitterly complain that in their student days

there were no arrangements by which on suitable models they

could acquire the manipulative dexterity so essential in many
obstetrical operations. It is a matter of common observation that

men differ greatly in manipulative power. Some men are clever

with their hands, quick and precise, and delicate in movement,

accomidishing a practical result fluently ; in others th • hands

accomplish their task with difficulty, there is lack of precision,

and the result may be failure. Such diificultiis are always

diminished, and sometimes eatirely ovircjme, by practical

studies.

The Medical School of Edinburgh can lay claim to no smail

share in the development of practical teaching;. In former years

the development was denounced as aneedle.«s innovation by those

who were victims of the curious popular delusion that the old

times were good enough, and required little improvement. Be-

lieve me, the Medical School of Edinburgh goes far better now
than it did twenty years ago; some of us have often timied the

eye back to our stuilent days and have marvelled at the change.

I'ractical teaching has been developed in nearly every department,

and every year a'dds something to its efliciency, for though much
has been accomplished, we have to keep in mind that the prin-

ciples and methods of education are problems full of difficulty

and peridexitv, and that a perfect system can only grow by de-

grees. But while pointing out the great development of practical
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tencfiing iu Edinburifli, 1 winild not liavf you suppose that in this

nwpt-ct wo stand alone. Many teaohcrd have gone from this to

other mi-(1icnl schools aiul havo carricil with them our methods,

itnd have planted tht>m there. And inloeil all the medical schools

of Euf,'land and Ireland, us well a.s tiiose of Scotland, have been

makinj» rapid progress in the attempt to raise the standard of

sHainment in every student of m-dicme by providing him with

increased facilities "for study iu every department. To those of us

who are familiar with the results both of the old and of the new
systems of medical education, the great benelit of the newer
method is apparent.
But although we have taken the right way in bringing the

young mind more and more into direct contact with Nature, we
must ask you not to fall into the error of supposing that a prac-

tical mode of study can ever supersede the older method by

means of lectures.
'

It would be impossible for one mind to

observe independently all the facts of any science, even if it had all

the means at its command. How much more impossible must it

be for any one of you to observe independently the great mass of

facts in the many" sciences you have to learn within a limited

period of time. In practical studies salient points have to be

selected and many others omitted. The systematic lecture must
always remain us a systemised exposition in which facts and
principles are arrayed," not in the order that might be necessary'

for practical etudy^ but in the order required to produce a lucid

conception of the subject. Both methods are necessary to enable

the mind to gain a definite knowledge of detail, and a suificiently

wide conception of any science that deals with physical nature.

1 have now seen a good many years of student life, and have
watched the results of a good many educational e.xperLments,

and as the result of the experience, the advice I oiler you is to

attend all the practical classes you can. Give no heed to their

being compulsory or non-compulsory, for with their help you
can obtain a kind of education whicli j-ou never can find in books

or get from lectures; and when you leave the university and pass

into medical practice you will find the opportunity gone.

NOTES OF A CASE OF CHOLECYSTOTOMY

:

RECOVERY.
By RUTHERFORD MORISO^', F.R.C.S., M.D.Ediu.,

L»te Viuituig Mcilkal Officer, Hartlopools Uospltal, Newcastle-upon-Tjue.

li. I'., aged 45, married, was the mother of si.t living children,

and had iiad four miscarriages. The patient was an active, intel-

ligent-looking woman, with nervous complexion and features.

black hair and bright brown eyes. Slie was iu good condition,

though thinner than formerly. She had been occasionally intem-

perate. The organs, with the exception mentioned below, were
nealthy. Menstruation had been irregular lately, and for the last

four years profuse. The tongue was furred, appetite poor, and
iKJwels irregular.

She had never felt well since a miscarriage, her last pregnancy,

eight years ago, and had had pain in her right side from that

date. So far as she could judge, the pain had always been of the

same nature as that of which she now complained. The attacks of

pain started in the right side over the liver, and extended to the

right shoulder and epigastrium. They were accompanied by
vomiting and shivering, and made her so ill that she was obliged

to stay in bed. Latterly the attacks had increased in number
and severity, so that three or four days of each week had been

spent in binl. The bad fits always terminated by diarrhoea. Exer-
cise brought on these attacks.

Till' lump was first discovered by herself four years ago. It

was tender then, and had remained so tliroughout, but was worse
sometimes than others. She said that it became decidedly lees

und not so sensitive after the purging.

Kxaraination discovered a round, hard swelling in the position

of the gall-bladder, about the size of an orange, and moving freely

uji and down with respiration. I'uncture with a hypodermic
syringe showed its contents to bo the ordinary opalescent mucous
tiuid of a distended gall-bladder.

Tiie operation was performed on February 2'Jth, the tumour
being exposed by a vertical incision through the abdominal
pnriites, immediately over it, from two to three inches long. After
placing a couple oi small sponges behind the distended gall-

liladder, an aspirator necdio was introduced at tiie fundus, and
six ounces of opalescent fluid removed. The front wall of the

gall-bladder was now drawn forwards by two pairs of ordinn

artery forceps, and opened suliiciently between them to mbi
easily my forefinger. Betweun fifty and sixty small round -i

i

the largest being no bigger tluui a pea, were scooped out wii

finger, and washed out with a Iligginson's syringe. Thr l,,

bladder was sponged dry, the bile-ducts explored without findi

anything, and the sponges removed from the abdominal cavil v.

The only serious difficulty in the operation occurred a'

time. One of the sponges was lost amongst the intestini

before I could find it 1 was obliged to enlarge the incision.

future the sponges shall be under my control with ligatni

forceps. The difficulty of finding them has to be experienc. 1

be believed. The edges of the thickened gull-bladder were u^

fixed to the abdominal wall, including the peritoneum, by :i e^

tinuous suture, the edges of the wound brought together ali.,

and below with interrupted sutures, a rubber drainage-tubt- 1-

in the bladder, and the wound lU-essed with carbolic gauze uud

wood-wool pad. The operation tliroughout was conducted \vi

antiseptic precautions.

The after-progress was uneventful. The patient got up ou t

ninth day, and went home some distance by rail on the scv.

teenth day. The wound was entirely healed at the end of l;

weeks, and her health is now as good as it ever was, and li'i

than it has been for years.

A CASE OF TRAUMATIC CEPHAI.-HYDROOF L

By F. a. SOUTIIAM, M.B.Oxon., F.R.CS.,

Assibtant-Surgeou to the Manchester Itoyal Infirmary;
Surgery in the Owens College.

Lecturer on C'l

As cases of traumatic cophal-hydrocele—the term now applied

a tumour formed by an accumulation of cerebro-spiiial fli

beneath the scalp, occurring as a complication of simple fracti

of the vault of the skull—are somewhat rare, the following )

stance is perhaps worthy of record.

The patient, a male child, aged 6 months, was admitted in

hospital under my colleague, Mr. Heath, on December 28tli.

suffering from an injury to the head, the result of a fall down
flight of stairs the previous evening. The mother stated tli

when taken up the child was in an unconscious state, anl i

mained so during the night. On udmi.ssion tlie following morniij

he was sensible, thougli somewhat drowsy ; there was right ptos,

with slight conjugate deviation of the eyeballs towards the rig-

side ; the pupils were equal, neither contracted nor dilated. t|

examining the head a fracture was found rurming obliquely aero!

the parietal and occipital region on the right side, causing a dee

oval, gutter-shaped depression, two inches und a half in lengi

one inch in width. There was no bruising of the skin, and i
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swelling beyond a little puftiuess of the tissues of the scajp over

and around the seat of fracture. In the course of a few days the

child became bright and lively, the deviation of the eyeball.s and

the ptosis disappeared, and on January 8th he was discharged

from the hospital apparently quite well, no swelling bein" per-

ceptible in the region of the fracture, the depression of which was
still evident.

Four days later, on January 12th, the child was brought to my
out-patient room, when I saw him for the first time, and on ex-

amining the head a distinct swelling was apparent immediately
over the seat of fracture. The swelling was oval in shape, about

two inches in length, one inch and a quarter in breadth, and
slightly constricted at its middle, its long axis running parallel

with the direction of the fracture ; it was raised about three-

quarters of an inch above the level of the surrounding surface,

[and was soft and fluctuating ; it exhibited distinct pulsation

synchronous with that felt at the anterior fontanelle, was partially

reducible on pressure, and became fuller and more tense when the
ichild cried; the skin covering it presented a normal appearance.

The fracture could be felt beyond the anterior and posterior

margins of the tumour, and, after partially emptying the latter by
external pressure, the depression of the bone beneath could also

be distinguished. The child, though somewhat dull and drowsy,
presented no other symptoms. The only treatment adopted con-
sisted in applying moderate pressure over the tumour by means of

!i pad of lint and bandage.
January 19th. The swelling was somewhat diminished in size,

md the pulsation less distinct.

January 24th. The pulsation had quite ceased; the tumour
was much smaller and softer; it still became more tense when
;he child cried, and was only reducible after prolonged pressure.

Febiiiary loth. The swelling had entirely disappeared and
ihe child appeared to be enjoying perfect health ; there was still a
narked depression in the bone along the line of fracture.

The condition, of which the foregoing case is a good illustration,

was first fully described by Mr. Clement Lucas, iu the Guy's Hos-
vital Reports for 1876 ; since that date other instances have been
recorded both by himself and other surgeons. Lucas believes that

8;he cerebro-spinal fluid escaping through the fracture in the vault
)f the skull comes, not as one would suppose, from the subarachnoid
ipace, but from the lateral ventricle, owing to the laceration of
)rain substance which accompanies the injury to the head in-

volving the ventricular cavity. In two instances he has been able
,0 verify this opinion by post-mortem examination, and in two
jther recorded cases a similar communication has been found to
ixist.

The present case, to some extent, supports this view, for the
lleep in-driving of the bone at the seat of fracture would almost
(lecessarily be accompanied by a wound of the dura mater, while
irom the nature of the injury and the symptoms which the child
(ifterwards presented, it is probable that some laceration of brain
jiubstance was also produced. The fact that the swelling did not
iippear until after an interval of thirteen days also agrees with
lae period at which the tumour has first shown itself in other
i'ases, and Lucas suggests that the inflammation which follows the
injury to the brain is accompanied by softening of the cerebral
ubstance and increased secretion of cerebro-spinal fluid, " so that
liressure from within and yielding of the brain-wall together cou-
iribute to the escape of fluid from the ventricle ;

" it accordingly
i.ccumulates beneath the scalp in the form of a distinct tumour,
vhich, owing to its communication with the interior of the
iranium, presents the characteristic symptoms already described.
,'he absence of any cerebral symptoms at the time the "tumour ap-
jieared is accounted for by the very young age of the child, for it

\i a recognised fact that in infants extensive mischief may be
:oing on in the brain, without producing the same marked sym-
(itoms which would usually be present in an adult.
I
The cessation of the pulsation, and the difficulty in reducing
he tumour after the twenty-eighth d.ay, were probably owing to
lie gradual closure of the lissuro in the bone cutting off the com-
luuication with the interior of the cranium, and the gradual di.s-

ppearance of the swelling after that date was the result of ab-
jrption of the fluid by natural means, assisted by the application
f external pressure.
According to Conner {American Journal of the Medical Sciences,
uly, 1884), the prognosis in traumatic cephal-hydrocele is very
ufavourable, half the recorded cases (which up to 1SS4 were
Jveuteen in number) having terminated fatally from the super-
ention of meningitis. The accompanying sketch illustrates the

shape and situation of the tumour, and its relation to the sub-
jacent fracture, the outline of which is indicated by the dark
lines.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STATLSTICS OF
STONE OPERATIONS.

By JOSEPH PROCHNOV, M.D.,
Buda-Feath.

XoT long ago the excellent work of Sir Henry Thompson, On the

Surgery of the Urinary Organs, translated into German by Dr. B.

Dupuis (Wiesbaden, 1885), came into my hands, and in the last

lecture (p. 149) I read the following lines :
" It is the sum total of

result obtained by employing the two procedures which is to be re-

garded as the measure of the surgeon's success. And 1 think I

may say that a list of 782 cases in male adults, the mean of whose
united ages exceeds 60 years, with 82 deaths, or 1 in 9^ cases, ia a
result which will be held to justify the selection and adaptation
of the method to the case, which has been adopted throughout
this series. 1 venture to say that it is a result which has not,

certainly to my knowledge, hitherto been realised."

Professor Kovacs, at Buda-Pesth, has recently published his stone
operations. It is true that Sir H. Thompson is able to show larger

numbers, but the statistical data of Professor Kovacs give a result

which is a little better than Sir 11. Thompson's.
Sir H. Thompson, on 716 patients, performed altogether 812

operations, with 84 deaths (10.3 per cent.). Hia cases are dirided
in the following manner:

1.3 female patients

:

10 lithotomies, with 1 death.

3 lithotrities — — —
15 children

:

12 lithotomies, with 1 death.
3 lithotrities — — —

2 extractions.

If these 30 cases are deducted, there remain 782 cases of male
adults.

110 lithotomies, with 39 deaths, 35 per cent.

672 lithotrities „ 43 „ 6.5 „

Total . 82 10.5

At the First Surgical Clinic Professor Kovacs, on 233 patients,

performed 248 operations, with 21 and 18 deaths respectiTely

(8.5 per cent, and 7.25 per cent.). There were;
77 sectio periuealis lateralis, with 4 deaths.

2 .sectio alta „ 1

168 lithotrities „ 16
1 extractio calculorum —

But it must be remarked tliat among the cases treated by
lithotrity there were 3 who died of intercurrent diseases—namely,
one patient of 14 years died of apoplexia cerebelli, one patient of

67 years of cholera Asiatica, and one patient of 48 years of pneu-
monia. If these cases are deducted, as seems to be reasonable,

the mortality becomes less.

The cases of Professor Kovacs, classified iu the same way aa Sir

II. Thompson's, give the following result

:

13 female patients:
all 13 lithotrities — —

115 children (namely patients under 20 years)

70 lithotomies, with 2 deaths.

75 lithotrities „ (4) 3 „
1 extractio calculorum — „

and 2 sectio olta „ 1

(The two cases of sectio alta are cited separately, because Sir

H. Thompson did not mention any cases of sectio alta amongst
the lithotomies of male adult patients.)

These 131 cases deducted, there remain 117 male adults treated
by lithotomy and lithotrity—namely

:

7 lithotomies, with 2 dejiths, 28.5 per c, nt.

110 lithotrities „ (12)10 „ (10.9 per en:.) 9 per cent.

Total 117 (14)12 (ll.Hper cent., 10.2per cent.

Consequently, from this combination, i is clear

:

1. In the female patients lithotrity was performed without a
death.

2. In children—namely, patients under 20 years—lithotomy
(sectio perinealis) was performed 70 times, with only 2 deaths

;
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consequently, 1 death to 35, namely, 2.8 per cent. Lithotrity was
performed 45 times, with 3 deaths, because, if the one that died of

apoplexia cerebelli be omitted, the mortality is 6.6 per cent.

3. In the list of male adults—namely, patients over 20 years

—

there were 7 lithotomies, with 2 deaths, a result which, in spite of

the small number of cases, is better than Sir H. Thompson's, the

mortality being only 28.5 per cent. Of the 110 lithotrity cases, 10

died, omitting "the two patients who died of intercurrent diseases,

giving a mortality of 9 per cent.

Thus lithotomy and lithotrity were performed on 117 male
adults, with 12 deaths—a mortality of 10.2 per cent.; consequently

the result is about 0.3 per cent, better than Sir H. Thompson's

result, which is 10.5 per cent.

CLINICAL MEilOEANDA.

FUGITIVE (EDEMA OF EYELIDS.
A Sister of Mercy consulted me on March 1st of this year.

Her history was that she had not menstruated for four months.

(She was 46 years old.) She had been subject all her life to

stomach and head troubles, and she had had many attacks of ery-

sipelas of the face and head ; the last attack of erysipelas was six

years ago. She had always had a puffiness of the face, often the

headache. Her friends oft'en used to say, " Hav'nt you a touch of

erj-sipelas?, Your face is so swollen." Her present condition

began in December, 1887. The swelling of the eyelids was much
worse in the morning, and was sometimes so marked that she

could not see out of them until she had bathed them and been

about for a time. There was a discharge from the eyes at times,

which glued the lids together. The swelling kept coming and

going ; It generally la.sted two or three days, and returned when
she got another headache.

She was a big-faced woman, with a large, loose frame. Her
face and brow were covered by drops of sweat. There was quite

a cushion of (Edematous tissue overhanging each upper eyelid.

There was nothing which would indicate eczema. She was free

from any organic disease of the heart or kidneys. The legs were

not swollen.
Kemabks.—Such cases a.s the one given above are not un-

common. We often find those who are the victims of periodical

headaches present a condition of fugitive oedema of the eyelid.s.

In one instance the swelling was limited to one orbit, and looked

as if the man had been stung by a wasp. We also find many
women during the menopaxise who have localised swellings of the

hands and arms—swellings which are tender, pit on pressure, are

preceded by pain, but pass away after a few hours of exercise.

Tom Hobinson, M.D.

9, Princes Street, Cavendish Square, W.

A CASE OP HIP-JOINT D1SE.\SE WITH PERIPHERAL
NEITRITIS AND EPILEPSY.

T. C, aged 15, was seen by me on December 20th, 1887. For the

last three years he had suffered from disease of right hip-joint.

The lower limbs were stretched out a"t full length in the bed. On
the right thigh there were six openings whicli occasionally dis-

charged pus, three on the outer and three on the inner side. Both

feet were "dropped," so that the upper part of each foot wa.s

nearly on a straight line with the front of the leg. A rule placed

along the left leg and foot lay only half an inch above the sur-

face of the leg. On the sole of the right foot the arch was deep,

and on the upper part of this foot there was a slight rounded
prominence. He could dorsiflex the toes and feet to a small ex-

tent. The skin from the knoe down was drj% scaly, and cracked

;

its condition somewhat resembled ichthyosis. The nails of the

feet were kept closely cut to prevent them growing into the flesh,

otherwise they presented no trophic changes. The knee-joints

were ankylosed. The legs were very hypersDsthetic, so that the

boy would not allow them to be washed, and complained of the

weight of the bedclothes. His feet could not be bent into their

normal position. There was no anpesthesia. Two months before

I saw him he had had severe cramps in his legs. The knee-jerks

were well marked. The plantar reflex was present on both side_s.

The peroneal ner\'es were not tender. There was no difficulty in

passing urine or fieces ; no bedsores. Three months before I saw
him he commenced to have " fits." He " screeched," lost con-

sciousness, and was convulsed in them. lie never bit his tongue
or passed his urine in those fits. There was no aura. He died on
February 17th, 1888, from exhaustion. There was no necropsy.

Remarks.—The dropped feet, the trophic changes in the ski

and joints, and the hyperesthesia were due to peripheral neurifi

Dr. Gowers says that nerves near suppurating joints may becom

inflamed. The nerves on the left side were involved, and thi

was an instance of " sympathetic neuritis." The nutritive changt

in the skin are interesting. Irritative lesions of nerves ai

specially liable to be followed by trophic changes. It is we

known that peripheral irritation sometimes produces epilepsy.

Londonderrj-. E. Donaldson, B.A.T.C.D., L.R.C.S.I., etc

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BLOOD-PRESSURE IN RENAL
DISEASE.

While I thoroughly appreciate and agree with the whole tor

of Dr. Broadbent s remarks on the sigmficance of the blood-pro

sure in acute renal disease, I feel that on one point I must difE«

from him. After well describing the course of the variations (

tension usual in that disease, he points out, what is certainly trU'

that failure to develop increased tension generally means inabilit

or defect of the heart, and is, therefore, of unfavoiu-able pn
gnostic import. But he goes on further to remark that " the lo"

tension is not always so caused; there is sometimes diminishe

resistance at the periphery ; the cai)illaries and arterioles are n

laxed, and allow the blood to slip through them as in pyrexia, an

the pulse is not only weak but short. It is not easy to unde

stand why this should be of bad augury, and it is only I

observation that this conclusion has been reached."

The correctness of the observation I can confirm, but the e:

planation seems both unnecessarj' and deficient in probabilit

Putting nerve Influence on one side, the three principal factors i

the production of arterial tension are heart power, peripher

resistance, and mass of blood to be propelled. With peripher

resistance increased, heart muscle developed, and tissue was

going on at nearly normal rate, we have the most typical exampl

of high tension,' as seen in men who, although suffering fro

chronic granular kidneys, are struggling to do the work of healt

If, however, as is apt to occur in more acute conditions, the hea

does not develop power in proportion to resistance, we find t1

pulse still persistent but not so hard. Persistency of the pulse, i

shown by the sphygmogram, commonly spoken of as the trace •

high tension, does not necessarily indicate raised tension, norew

absolutely increased peripheral resistance ; it only shows that tl

resistance is increased relatively to the propelling force, and

found not uncommonly to co-exist with great softness or compre*

bilitv.

Shortness of pulse is, however, a different affair, and is (m

seldom found in conjunction with the increased peripheral resia

ance common to all forms of Bright's disease. Any interferenc

however, with the mass of blood to be propelled may, at any ra

for a time, take away both the tension and the persistence, leavii

the pulse both weak and short. We see this after bleedin

sometimes after purging, and I think it possible that in Dr. Broa

bent's case the course of the disease had so interfered with the ma

of the blood as to produce shortness, as well as compressibility, <

the pulse, and that the condition may, therefore, belexplaimi

without calling on the hj-pothesis that the capillaries and arte.!

oles were " relaxed." The heart was verj- weak, and there was i

increased tissue change to produce excess of excrementorj- matti

and, therefore, of resistance, so that there was no likelihood

any increase of tension, and 1 suppose that the disturbance

both mass and quality of blood, produced by the large dropsio^

effusion, and the extreme albuminuria would, like either bleedii

or purging, be sufficient to produce the shortness of the pulse. .

make this suggestion merely for the sake of putting this case t

all fours with others which on any different hjiiothesis are ve^

difiicult to explain.

While compressibility of pulse is not uncommon in the lot

stages of chronic renaldisease, such shortness as to be suggestr

of diminished peripheral resistance is chiefly met with in ca^es

which some intercurrent malady, such as paralysis, has so alten

the patient's general condition as to food and waste and bio-

production, that the mass of blood to be moved is lessened. As

fact, we do see men whose pulses have formerly been so tight
j

to burst their arteries, leading an invalid semi-vegetable exi!

ence, with pulses beating shortly in slack arteries, the peripnei

resistance no doubt still lieing suflicient to oppose the pa-ssage

quantity, but, the quantity being no longer there, the amount

be propelled is well within that which can be resisted.

This is, I think, the true explanation of these somewhat ra
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8885 in which the pulse is slack where we should expect it to be

lersistent, and it miiy possibly apply to the one so well described

^y Dr. Broadbeut.
" ScLOJio.v C. Smith, M.D.

Ilalifa.x. ======
SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

A CASE OF INFANTILE INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION.

IN October 8th, 1888, Mrs. H. gave birth to lier first child. Its

owels not acting at the end of twenty-four hours, a dose of castor-

il was given by the mouth, which was repeated ne.\t day, and a

mall soap suppository inserted. These were repeated on the third

ay. Afterwards it was discovered that the rectum was all but

ccluded just above the sphincter. Just before this there was a

uantity of most offensive material vomited, which was so verj-

isagreeable that the babe was removed from its mother. Re-

eated trials failed to force a passage into the bowel. The skin

as rapidly changing colour, and collapse seemed to be setting m.

n the si.ith day I succeeded in passing a small probe through the

pex of the inverted cone in the rectum, and afterwards the blades of

small pair of dressing forceps, which were gradually expanded,

hrough this opening a No. 10 gum elastic catheter was passed to

je extent of four inches. A brass sjTinge, charged with an

nulsion of castor-oil and warm water, was attached to the

iher end of the catheter, and about two ounces injected. This

ad the effect of distending the bowel, and allowing the catheter

I slip higher up still. 15y perseverance in this method, the

hole of the catheter was "passed into the bowel, and the distal

id could be felt near the ascending colon. About sue ounces of

18 above emulsion was then injected, and the catheter with-

rawn. Eight hours afterwards the babe passed a free motion of

leconium. In eight hours more it passed another copious mo-

on, which smelt very strong, and looked dark olive-green. The

ttle patient looked exceedingly ill. The skin was mahogany-tint,

ad very shrivelled; thebones of the head had sunk; the hands and feet

ramped ; the lips and tongue dark purple. The nurse then gave it a

arm bath, and afterwards wrapped it well up in wadding, and

ipplied it with a bottle of milk and water, which it sucked

ivenously. It was then carried back to its mother, who had not

sen it for sLxty-four hours, and never expected to see it again.

he babe soon resumed breast-food, and for same time did well. 1

lerely bring this case before the profession to show that these cases

f infantile occlusion of the rectal end of the bowel are not always

) bad as to require colotomy. There was an undoubted stricture

t the bowel, about an inch and a half from the anus. This was over-

jme by, first, a probe, and afterwards dilatation of the blades of

4Mnall pair of dressing forceps, and the whole tract of colon dis-

fflded by enemata introduced through a long gum-elastic

Itheter, "which enabled the latter to slip along to near the

aeending colon. Whether the emulsion passed through the ileo-

BCal valve into the ileum, and so released a possible intussuscep-

xm, 1 cannot say. Treves says {Intestinal Obstruction, page

88) that enemata do not pass this valve.

Thomas P. IIabvky, M.D., L.R.C.P.Lond., M.R.C.S., etc.

Springfield House, St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

THERAPEUTIC MEMORANDA.

HE ACTION OF ANTIPYRIN IN MIGRAINE THAT OF AN
ACID.

mCB my paper on the treatment of the paroxysm of migraine

ly acids appeared in the Journal of Januarj* 14th, 1888, 1 have

iveral times been asked whether I could explain the good effects

t antipyrin in the same kind of headache.
1 was at first inclined to think that its action as a nerve seda-

ve was sufficient to account for its effects, and that it perhaps

cted like bromide potassium ; there was, however, some diffi-

alty in accepting tliis view, for several fellow-sufferers, who,
ke myself, had found that bromides were of comparatively little

se, yet found that antipyrin acted like a charm.
I therefore repeated my experiments with antipyrin, and found

tiat it quickly and decid"edly increased the acidity of the urine,

fact which I had overlooked in my previous experiments with

, probably from taking too small a dose to overcome minor dis-

irbing influences.
I now find that a dose of twenty grains raises the acidity of

le urine within the first hour after taking it, and the rise con-

tinues and increases for some four, five, or six hours more, and

one drachm taken in three doses causes a very distinct rise in the

acidity of the twenty-four hours, aud a decided fall in the uric

acid excretion. Further, in experiments on myself, antipyrin

caused the pleasant feeling of well-being, which I have noticed

in my paper on Epilepsy in the Neurologisches Centralblatt of

March 1st, 1888, as one result of taking acids. I should therefore

have no doubt that the rise in acidity it occasions is sufficient to

account for the action of antipyrin in curing any case of migraine

which is due to uric acid.

Another instance of the same thing is probably to be seen m
the good results which some have obtained in these headaches

with chloride of sodium (see note in JornxAL, vol. ii, 1887, p. 528)

as this drug also raises acidity, and acts as an acid.

I have not myself made use of antipyrin in the treatment of

migraine, for my results with acids are completely satisfactory;

and I frequently hear from other people of their obtaining good

results. I notice also that somewhat smaller doses of acid than

those I have recommended appear often to be sufficient.

30, Welbeck Street, W. A. Haig, M.B., M.E.C.P.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE m THE

HOSPITALS AISTD ASYLUMS OF
GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

QUEEN'S HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM.
CASES OF NERVOrS DISEASE.

(Under the care of Dr. C. W. Suckling.)

Tabes Borsalis, tcith Rapid Development of Ataxia.—In the fol-

lowing case the ataxia developed so rapidly that the disease in

this instance deserves to be called acute. The patient, up to

within a fortnight of his admission, was walking about in charge

of a team of horses ; while, when admitted, he was totally unable

to stand. Moreover, the inability to stand came on in a single

night. H. B., a carter, aged 33, was admitted in February, 1887,

complaining of loss of power in the legs. He stated that five years

earlier he had a sore on the penis, but no rash or throat affection.

Five months before admission he found that he staggered when
standiniT up and washing his face. Later on he noticed numbness

in his feet and a sensation like " walking on wool," with shooting

pains at intervals. The sj-mptoms rapidly increased, but he was

able to walk by the side of his horses until a fortnight before his

admission, when he suddenly found himself unable to stand. He
had been out all day, walking perfectly well without any diffi-

culty, but the next morning ne was unable to stand, the ataxia

thus developing within a few hours. When admitted he was quits

unable to stand without support, swaying in all directions. He

could move his legs about freely and with considerable force, but

could not properly control the movements. There was no vertigo.

The muscular sense was greatly deficient, both in the upper and

lower extremities. There was a separation of tactile and pa""i4

sensations. When pricked with a pin contact was first felt and

then pain. The knee-jerk was lost on both sides, the plantar re-

flexes were also lost ; the other reflexes were normal. There was

mvosis, but the pupils responded to light and accommodation.

There was nystagmus when the eyes were directed strongly to the

right or left "or in an upward or downward direction. Diplopia

wis also observed when looking upwards. The fundus oculi on

both sides was normal. ^\iter admission the ataxy rapidly in-

creased, and he soon found that he could not hold his pen to write,

and he complained of loss of control over the movements of the

little and ring fingers of the right hand, with numbness
;

lii3

writing was almost illegible. The patient was at .first treated

with iodide of potassium, but the symptoms increased while ne

was taking large doses of this drug. Nitrate of silver was there-

fore given, and in a few days he expressed himself as being bettCT,

the numbness and loss of control over the fingers had disappeared,

and his writing was much better. The girdle pain and shooting

pains in the logs were also relieved, but he still remains unable to

stand. There were no crises of any kind. ^
, , ^,. ,

Hemiph-qia with Herniana:sthe^ta due to Cerebral Hemorrhage.
— \ P a woman, aged 59, was admitted in March, 188( ,

suffermg

from loss of power on the right side. The only feature of interest
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in the family history was that her father suffered from gout, and
that one of her brothers is gouty. A few days before admission,
while standing, her right arm "began to tingle, and in a few-
minutes she lost all power and feeling in the right leg and arm,
and also lost her power of speech. On admission, it was found
that the right arm and leg were completely paralysed; the lower
facial mnscles on the right side were also weak, and the tongue
waa protruded to the right. There was also complete anesthesia
of the right side of the face, right arm and leg, and of the right
half of the trunk to the middle line. So hemianopia or affection of
the special senses was observed. There was cardiac hj-pertrophy
with accentuation of the aortic second sound and a hard pulse, the
arteries being very atheromatous. The urine contained a trace of
albumen, but was otherwise normal.
The patient improved slowly, and in a fortnight could move her

leg fairly well, but the arm remained almost completely paralysed.
The annesthesia to some extent had cleared up from "above down
in the upper extremity, sensation being quite lost on both sur-
faces of the hand, but having returned slightly in the forearm, and
K) a still greater extent in the arm. Painful impressions could be
•asily distinguished, but tactile and thermal sensations were
completely lost. The anassthesia formerly present in the right
side of the face had also disappeared, and on the trunk and right
leg was much diminished, sensation reappearing in the leg also
from above down. The muscular sense was still completely lost
in the right upper extremity, but was only slightly impaired in
»he leg.

On April 14th it was noticed that the anSDsthesia of the lower
extremity was clearing up rapidly, and remained only along the
outer surface of the dorsum of the foot, where she could not feel a
pin prick, or a light touch.
On April 19th she complained of pain in the right elbow and

wrist joint*, which were found to be slightly swollen.
May 15th.—The patient got up, and could walk unaided, but

with considerable dragging of the right foot. The power of
moTcment had returned to a considerable extent in the right arm.
In the lower extremity she could feel and localise a very light
touch, and sensation was now recovered in the right half of the
abdomen, but was still impaired in the pectoral region. She was
still unable to perceive the exact position of the arm or leg. The
recovery of sensation was far in excess of the recovery of
motion.
RBMAnKS BY Dn. Suckling.—Ilemianassthesia is far more

eommonly due to hysteria than to coarse organic lesion of the
brain. Still, it is not infrequently observed in severe cases of
haemorrhage. The clot in the above case is, in all probability, in
the internal capsule, and due to rupture of the lenticuIo-st"riate
artery. The sensory fibres of the internal capsule occupying its

posterior third are evidently damnged. All forms of sensation
were impaired, the loss of muscular sense being very marked. The
sensory portion of the internal capsule is supplied by the posterior
eerebral artery and not by the middle cerebral, so that, in cases of
hemiplegia accompnnie<i by hemianesthesia due to a vascular
lesion, the ca.se is always one of hemorrhage, obstruction of the
middle cerebral artery "by a thrombus or an embolon not affect-
ing the sensory portion of the capsule.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.
A CASE OP TUMOrR OP THE LOWER JAW : ENUCLEATION : RE-

MOVAL OF THE LEFT HALF OF THE TX)WER JAW.
(Under the care of Mr. Walsham.)

M. W., a woman, aged 2o. was admitted on July 12th, 1881, having
been sent toMr. Walsham by Mr. Harrison, of Braintree. The patient,
who appeared in perfect "bodily health, stated that about nine
years ago, whilst cracking a nut, she broke her second left molar
tooth, and about two years afterwards noticed a swelling of the
jaw in that region, which then began to be painful. The swelling
and pain had gradually increased, and had been attended with a
discharge from an ulcerated opening in the gum. On examina-
tion there was found on the left side a swelling of the lower jaw,
extending from the anterior bicuspid tooth backwards nearly as
far as the ancle, and downwards to the lower margin of the bone.
It projected both externally on the cheek, and internally into the
floor of the mouth. In the situation of the second left molar
tooth, which was absent, there was an ulcerated opening leading
into a cavity extending from that point downwards and forwards
towards. the bicuspid teeth. A small quantity of puriform fluid

exuded from the opening, and a fleshy granulation was seen n

the entrance of the sinus.

On July 16th Mr. Walsham made an exploratory examina
under gas, and a piece of the tumour was removed, and appt-u:

on microscopic examination, to have the structure of a sarcoma.
On August 3rd an incision was made through the skin mr

periosteum, along the lower margin of the jaw, extending from !

little to the left of the symphysis nearly as far back as the an;,'!''

tlio periosteum was separated from the outer table, and sufhei.n

of the latter was removed with bone-scissors toe.xpose thetum. nr

which was found expanding the bone around it. The tuni u

was next enucleated with the aid of a raspatory, leaving a sui'

walled cavit}' in the interior of the jaw. At the situation ot

second molar tooth, however, the tumour had formed for itsi-li i

smaller loculus, and as at this .spot the growth did not shell out si

readih', Paquelin's cautery was swept over the interior of the cari' y
After all the growth had" been removed, the ulcerated aperturo ;ii

the situation of the second molar tooth was found to communicat.
with the cavity in the interior of the bone. It appeared, then'-

fore, that the growth had commenced at this situation, and, rx-

panding the bone, had protruded into the mouth through '

socket of the tooth.

The growth is described in the notes as having the microscop
characters of a sarcoma, but beyond this, and that it was
papillary nature, the detailed account of its minute structurr

unfortunately not given.

The patient made an excellent recovery, and returned to i

'

country on September 20th, with the wounds in the mouth
below the jaw completely and soundly healed. Nothing n

was heard of her till February 25th, 1886, four years and a !

after the operation above described, when she was again admi
into the hospital with a large tumour of the left side of the Ic,.

jaw. In the meantime she had married, and had three childrii

She had enjoj-ed perfect health till two years before, when sli'.

noticed a return of the swelling about the site of the fomv i

operation. The lower jaw on the left side was now found <:-

panded by a tumour, which had fungated at one spot into tli>'

mouth, and was infiltrating the cheek. It extended along the

alveolar margin of the jaw, and prevented the teeth from beiii-

completely closed. There were no enlarged glands, and the p.i-

tient's general health was good.
On March 5th Mr. Walsham excised the left half of the low( r

jaw in the usual manner, and a portion both of the mucous mem-
brane of the cheek and of the masseter muscle, which were t .

some extent infiltrated. The patient made a rapid recovery, anl

was discharged March 30th with the wound soundly heak-J.

When last heard of, January 25th, 1888, there had been no return, i

Remarks by JIr. Wamham.—The specimen was examined by Mr. i

Bowlby, and shown by him at the Pathological Society ; it is nowl
contained in the hospital museum. The microscopical examination!

of the tumour after removal of the jaw clearly showed it to havel

the structure of those growths for which Mr. Eve has proposed'

the term " multilocular cystic epithelial tumours." Such tumoursl

appear to be the result of the ingrowingof the epithelium of the gum
consequent upon an increase of the blond-supply attending certain

injuries, the irritation of decayed teeth, and the like. They arel

generally of slow growth, frequently do not return, and show littlei

tendency to involve the lymphatics or to become disseminated. 1

The small portion of growth removed for microscopical examina-

1

tion before the first operation was thought to have a sarcomatous

structure : but, as the growth after enucleation does not ajipear to

have been examined with sufficient care, it is questionable whether

from the first it was not a multilocular cystic epithelial tumour.

Its clinical character, moreover—namely, slow growth, its origin

in connection with a broken tooth, the absence of any glandular,

enlargement and of any tendency to general dissemination—bear

out this view. The growth had already attained some size when
it first came under my notice, and ha"d perforated the bone in

places, and consequently some outlying portion probably escaped

extirpation. The propriety of an early and thorough remoTal of

the growth whilst it is yet confined within its bony case cannot, I

think, be too strongly insisted upon. 1

Accident to Dr. Reid, Rothesay.—While driving through

Rothesay on April 25th, Dr. Reid met with a severe accident, but

is, we are glad to learn, now recovering. i

Padpington Green Children's Hospital.—Miss Augusta
Forbes has been appointed Matron of this hospital.
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REPORTS 0^ SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AXD CIIIRUBGICAL SOCIETY.

TrBSDAY, May 8th, 1.888.

Sir E. H. SiEVEKiNG, M.D., President, in the Chair.

On the Results of the Treatment of Pulmonctnj Consumption

Residence at High Altitudes, as exemplified by an Analysis of

I Cases.—Dr. C' Theodore 'Williams offered a contnliutioii

im his own iiractice of 141 cases of phthisis treated in sanitaria

rying in altitude from o.OOO to 9,000 feet, in the Alps, the Rocky
mntains, and the South African Highlands, during the last nine

ars, in order to deduce certain practical rules therefrom. The

icaseshad been tabulated forstatisticaljiurposesunderthefollo-n--

5 headings : Sex. Age. The length of illness before the com-
sncement of mountain residence. Haemoptysis. Historj' and

ture of cases. State of the lungs. Medicine and diet. Length

residence at high altitudes. The Alpine climate was then com-

red with that of Colorado and the South African Highlands.

,e results of this treatment had been tabulated under the heads

General—referring to the general health, vigour, and weight

—

<!al, including the conclusions arrived at from the examination of

B lungs. The general results were divided into (1) cured 41.13

t cent., where the restoration to health was complete, (2) greatly

.proved 29.78 per cent., (,3) improved 11. .34 per cent., (4) deterio-

ted 17.02 per cent., thus giving a total of 82.25 per cent, im-

wedand 11.34 per cent, deteriorated, including 13.47 per cent.

deaths. The local results of the 141 cases yielded improve-

mt, greater or less, in 74..S2 per cent, (including arrest in

«xly 44 per cent.), and deterioration in 21.5 percent., and a

itlonary condition in 3.59 pur cent. Among the first stage cases

was improvement in 91 per cent., and arrest of disease in 63

rcent., wdth deterioration in nearly 7.5 per cent. Cases of unila-

ral first stage gave 92 per cent, improved and 70.5 per cent, of

rests, and cases of bilateral affection yielded 87.09 per cent, of

iproved and 48.38 per cent, of arrests. In the second and third

f[e cases there was improvement, to a greater or less extent, in

per cent., arrest in 10 per cent., and deterioration in 46 per

at. Single ca\-ity cases gave better results than cavity cases

ith the opposite lung involved, and left lung cavities showed a

» tendency to change, either for better or worse, than the right

Dgones. The following conclusions were arrived at: 1. That

Winged residence at high altitudes produced great improvement
tte majority of consumptive patients, and complete arrest of

e disease in a considerable proportion, such arrest being in a

are or less degree permanent. 2. That in order to secure these

.TOntages, patients must be free from pyrexia and all acute s^tu-

ioniB, and must possess sufVicient lung surface to adequately carry

'i the process of respiration in the rarefied atmosphere. 3. That the

fluence of the climate seemed to promote a change in the

"7". either of a curative or destructive character, and to oppose

once. 4. Tliat residence at high altitudes caused enlarge-
' (if the thorax, hypertrox)hy of the healthy lung-tissue, and

je development of pulmonary emphysema around the tubercular

isions, and that this expansion of the chest was accompanied by
minution of the pulse and respiration rate. 5. That it was pro-

.ble that the arrest of consumptive disease was partly owing to

e pressure exercised on the tubercular masses by the increasing

iilk of the surrounding tissue. 6. That the above local chances
ere accompanied by general improvement, shown in the cessa-

l)n of all symptoms and the gain of weight, colour, and of mus-
|ilar, respiratory, and circulatory power. 7. Tliat consumptives

I
both sexes benefited equally by mountain residence, but that

jeageof the patient exercised considerable inHuence on the re-

lit. 8. That the high-altitude treatment seemed to be specially

apted in ca.ses where heredity and family predisposition were
esent. 9. That the climate was useful in cases of hremorrhagic
ithisis, and that haemoptysis was of rare occurrence at the

oimtain stations. 10. That mountain climates were most effec-

?e in arresting phthisis when the disease was of recent date, but
ey were also lieneficial in cases of longer standing. 11. That
especial effects of high-altitude residence on the healthy and
;k were common to all mountain ranges of elevations of from
XK) feet and upwards. 12. Tliat to ensure the full advantages of

gh-altitude residence, a period of at least six months was neces-

Inr in the majority of consumptives. In cases of long standing
<l of extensive lesions, one or two years were often requisite to

oduce arrest of the disease. 13. That, in addition to the above

I

examples, mountain climates were beneficial in (1) cases of imper-

fect thoracic and pulmonary development : C2) in chronic pneu-

monia without bronchiectasis ; (3) chronic pleurisy where the lung

did not expand after removal of the fluid ; (4) spasmodic asthma

without much emphysema ; and (5) in anaemia. 14. That they

were contra-indicated" in the following conditions : {\) rhthisis

with double cavities, with or without pyrexia; (2) cases of phthisis

i

where the pulmonary area at low levels hardly sufficed for respira-r ,.

torj- purposes ; (3) catarrhal phthisis; (4) erethric phthisis, or

phthisis where there was great irritability of the nervous system ;

(5) emphysema; (6) chronic bronchitis and bronchieota.sis ; (7)

diseases of the heart and greater vessels; (8) affections of the brain

and spinal cord, and conditions of hypersensibility of the nervous

system; and (9) where the patients were of advanced age, and

where they were too feeble to take exercise.—Dr. Bowles wished

to call attention to a point which was very common in the Alps,

and produced pathological changes, namely, sunburn. It did not

seem at first sight to have much to do with phthisis, but he con-

sidered that it might be found to throw some light upon it. Snow-

was a potent factor in producing the effects of sunburn, as might

be seen in any collection of snow walkers in the high Alps, as

contrasted wi'th those who walkeil in the lower levels ;
some of

them felt a stinging sensation in the face almost as soon as they

got upon snow, and developed a condition almost like erj-sipelas.

He had noticed that the freckles on a face were almost unaffected,

and from that indication had painted his o'mi face brovNTi before

going on the snow, and had by that means succeeded in avoiding

bein<T burnt. He had been interested to learn subsequently that

that°wasa plan adopted for a similar end, by the natives of North

Africa and Sikkim.—Dr. IIerjian Weber was specially interested

in Dr. Williams's figures, as he had compiled somewhat similor

tables himself in 106 cases which he had sent to high altitudes.

His results were not quite as satisfactorj' as those of Dr. Williams,

but very nearly so, for they showed nearly 40 per cent, of cure,

and nearly 40 per cent, of' improvement, more or less. He had.

however, "sent a larger proportion of patients in the first stage

(namely, 70 out of 106) than Dr. Williams. Of his cases, oo per

cent, had gained weight, 38' per cent, had remained stationary,

and only 7 per cent, had lost weight. He was not inclined to

attribute verj' much importance to this last group of figures, as it

was largely dependent on the opportunities of nourishment before

leavinff^Eiigland ; nor did he attach value to altitude, except as

making open air and exercise easy. At Frankenstein, for instance,

which was less than 2,000 teet above sea level, he thought they

got quite as good results as in the high Alos, or even better.—Dr.

DE Havilland Hall had been sorry to hear nothing from Dr.

Williams about laryngeal phthisis. He should be glad to know

if Dr Williams agreed with the general opinion that no gam was

to be got for that from high altitudes, unless in the cases m
which the larj-ngeal mischief was merely catarrhal.—Dr. J. E.

Pollock thought there was something to be learnt from figures

in this matter, and was srateful to Dr. Williams for what

he had put before them. He had himself, a good many years .

ago collected and tabulated a series of 13,500 eases which had

been under his obseri-ation at the Brompton Hospital. Altitnde

was only one of the raanv agents which might tend to cure

phthisis," and on what all the others were we had still a great deal

to learn The cases Dr. Williams had selected to send to the Alps

were iust the cases that would do well in London also. The cases

where there was pyrexia had been excluded, and he must draw

their attention to this, for really it seemed to him that this -was

half the battle. The cases with a chronic first stage did well in

England also. The cases with a limited cavity in one lung I^ted

longer in England than those in any other stage of any other form

of phthisis- thev were checked bv the consolidation, and migdt

live through twentv-five or thirtv years. And, lastly, the cases of

scattered deposit often remained unchanged for a long w-hilo.

They had often heard of a rich man's gout, and a poor man s. rap

di'!e"ase Dr. Williams had been talking to them about was emr

phatically a rich man's phthisis. What these people were suffer-

in.^ from, who would indulge themselves in their weighing ma-

chmes and their toboggans.^and support their doctors and tne»

parsons, was a ver^- different thing from the malady ot Ks

jni'-wnA/f-t with which we all had so much to do nearer home.—

Dr. A. TrcKER Wise remarked that in the Alps appetites im-

proved and spirits rose in all who could enjoy the sun and take

wholesome exercise, and there was very little annoyance from the

lesser colds and coughs. The cold aseptic air acted as a sedative

to the cough, and the rooms were often not heated above 50 »
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The action of the sun's rays lielpwl to change the wliito corpuscles

of the blood into red, and to develop hncmnirlobin. The ozone was
Iwueflcial. lie hud noticed that those who perspired readily did

not have the usual dyspniva of a high altitude.—Dr. Ewaut had
110 doubt that the poor would improve even more than the rich if

they could go to equal comforts in high altitudes ; it was diffi-

cult, or in fact impossible at present, that they should go. The
question they had to consider was what was the best way of im-
proving phthisis in rich men. They suffered here from luxurious

living; in the Alps they got physiciil and mental rest. They got

complete change and a fresh spring of hope. If anyone doul)ted

it, it would be best for him to go to see the patients whilst they
were out there, or at least to hear their evidence when they came
home. He had himself been greatly improved by four winter
visits to the Alps, and the comparative want of vigour and fresh-

ness in the Kiviera had struck him much. Nevertheless, much
discrimination was wanted in choosing the cases to send to

the Alps.—Dr. IlroOARD had not met with a condition of hyper-

trophy of healthy lung-tissue in the Alps, such as Dr. Wil-

liams had mentioned. He had found the chief change in

the chest was increased cap.acity for movement, a greater maxi-
mum of expansion in inspiration or smaller minimum after expi-

ration. He could not agree with what Dr. Bowles had said as to

the probable effect of snow in the cure, for the consumptives did

equiiUy well in Mexico and Colorado and the Andes, where there

was no snow. It was a remarkable fact that phthisis was com-
pletely absent from Me.xico, although it was a crowded citj-.—Dr.

QuAlN was very much obliged to Dr. Williams for his statistics,

but he could not help saying that to him they were absolutely

valueless. He had heard not a word of the constitutional sym-
ptoms and dyspepsia of these patients, and he was inclined to

think they got well because they could not help it; they would
have got well anywhere. One point went strongly against his

sending anyone to the Alps, and that was the most unfriendly

fashion in which Switzerland had forbidden English physicians

'to practi.se there, under pain of imprisonment. That was a genuine
grievance, and needed speedy attention.—Dr. C. T. Williams
Begged to thank the meeting for their kind reception of his

paper, and for their various criticisms and suggestions. He was
glad to find Dr. Weber, on the whole, confirmed his statistics.

Before he could quite believe all that was said of Franken-
stein as a health-resort for phthisis, he wanted to see more
statistics about it, and asked where he could find them. He
had found, as Dr. Hall had expected, that laryngeal phthisis

was not benefited at all by treatment at high altitudes. The
hypertrophy of healthy lung-tissue he had mentioned was a

conclusion to which he had been led by the absence of any other
hypolliesis to explain the i)hysical facts of increased nausea, chest

capacity, and breathing, as measured by the spirometer. lie

acknowledged great debts to Dr. Pollock, but ventured to doubt
if even he could show him so many ca.ses of arrest, although he
admitted for his own part, of course, that ho had selected his

cases. He referred to many tables on the walls with a view of

showing that many groups of cases treated at the Knglish coast,

or on the Riviera, or by sea-voyage, did not show equally good
rwults with those treated at high altitudes.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Wednesday, May 2nd, lass.

JoHM WrLLlAMS, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Specimens.—Mr. Doran : Glandular Structure in the Substance
of a Primarj- Cancer of the Fallopian Tube.—Dr. Galabin ; Micro-
scopic Section of Tube from a case of Tuba! Gestation at fourth or

flftfi week.—Dr. GniFFiTH: (1) Microscopic Section of Oviduct
of Frog, showing Tubular Glands ; (2) Microscopic Section from a
case of Interstitial Gestation, .showing Mucous Follicles in the
Muscular Wall of the Fallopian Tul)e.—Dr. Hohhocks : Completely
Inverted Uterus removed by Operation.—Dr. Graily Hewitt:
Invalid's Compendium.—Dr. Godson; Auvanl's Nipple Shield.

—

Dr. Abmsthono (Liverpool): Alpha Enema Syringe.
G/it Connected with Uterus, and 'Simulating Enlargement of

that Organ.—Dr. CcTLLiNOwonTn described the case of a woman,
aged 23, admitted into hospital on November 2.3rd, 188*;, with an
abdominal swelling which had been observed for five months.
The catamenia were regular, but during her last pregnancy they
had continued to the seventh month. The swelling fluctuated
distinctly, and reached upwards as high as half way between the

umbilicus and the ensiform cartilage. A soft bruit, synchron
with the radial pulse, could be heard, especially towards the 1

iliac region. The uterus lay high in the pelvis, and was
timately connected with the tumour; no fcetal heart sounds ro

be heard. She left hospital, but returned on December i;i

sudden abdominal pain having followed an attack of prcit

metrorrhagia, and the abdomen, which had been very tense, lic-

came soft as the pain set in. She was pale and collapsed when
readmitted; high temperature followed. By December 2(ith she

had greatly improved. A distinct, firm, elongated, movable^

tumour could be felt in the lower part of the abdomen. Ascitic
^

distension of the abdomen took place. On .lanuary I'Jth, 1887,j

Dr. Cullingworth performed abdominal section. Six pints of

ascitic ftuid were cleared away, and there were evidences of

recent peritonitis. The uterus, or what appeared to be the

uterus, was enlarged, as at the fifth month of pregnancy.

Douglas's pouch was obliterated by adhesions. The right ovary

(as large as a hen's egg) and the tube were found to be covered

with recent lymph; they were ligatured and removed. The '

ovary was normal. The omentum was enormously thickii.

Nothing like a ruptured cyst was detected. The patient du.'d,
^

with symptoms of catarrhal pneumonia, eleven days after the

operation. At the necropsy the uterus was found to be of nor-[

mal size, and what had appeared to be the enlarged uterus
^

proved to be a thick-walled cj'st, containing a quantity of,

thick, opalescent, jelly-like fluid, in which were some portion.n!

of tissue, like softened parchment. The left Fallopian tube ran

along for some distance in the wall of the cyst, but did not,

anywhere communicate with it. No fojtal remains could be|

found. A thickened patch of tissue on the cyst-wall was care-|

fully examined, but Dr. T. Harris (Manchester), who examined

i

it when fresh, could find no evidence that it represented de-

generated placental tissue. The specimen had been referred to|

a committee after its exhibition before the Society in April.,

Their report was now read; the parts were minutely described,,

and it was concluded that it was impossible to say whether the

tumour was a cyst which had grown, possibly, from the left broad,

ligament and extended to the right between the uterus and,

re'ctum, thus becoming adherent to the surrounding parts, orj

whether, on the other hand, it was the product of an inflam-,

matory process with pseudo-cystic walls. The cyst had com-|

pletely separated the posterior part of the uterus from itg|

peritonea! coat. Douglas's pouch lay behind the cyst, obliterated

by adhesions.—Mr. Bland Sutton believed that the cyst really'

represented hydatid disease.—Dr. Hobbocks thought that the,

thickness of the middle muscular coat negatived that supposition.

—Mr. Sutton considered that the presence of a layer of muscle

fibre supported his view.—Dr. Culunoworth regretted that the

fluid from the cyst had not Ijeen examined; he was inclined toj

agree with Mr. Sutton's theorj'.—Mr. Aldan Doran admitted

.

that the cyst occupied the position noted by Freund and others

in tlieir recorded cases of hydatid disease of the pelvis. But

hydatids were usually much" disseminated, and none were dis-

covered at the necropsy on Dr. Cullingworth's case.—Dr. Hewitt

had seen a case where a hydatid tumour was found in the saine^

situation as in Dr. Cullingworth's .specimen. i

The Glands of the Fallopian Tuhes and their Function.—Ur.
^

Bland Sittton endeavoured to show that the mucous membrane

of the tubes in the human sulgect was, contrary to the current

opinion, glandular, and that the tubes themselves had a function

lieyond acting as simple passages for ova. Their structure had,

been so thoroughly investigated by competent histologists that

the questiim was merely a matter of interpretation. The homolog)'

of the various parts of the human uterus and the avian oviduct

was described, and the function of those parts considered. Thus

the infundibulum and the albumen segment of the oviduct cor-

responded with the Fallopian tube and its fimbria?. The shell-

forming segment and the uterus proper were homologous. The

vagina was the homologue of the isthmus and the oviducsl por-

tion of the cloaca. The nature of a gland was considered, and

comparison made between the epithelial diverticula of the ovi-

duct, the uterus, and Fallopian tubes, in order to show that the

so-called ruga? of these tubes were really glandular diverticula,

whose function was to secrete an albuminous material comparable

to the albumen of an egg. From this substance the embryo ob-]

tained pabulum by means of the chorionic ^-illi.—Mr. Alha"

Doran stated that llennig had shown, aljout fourteen years og".

that there were glands in the Fallopian tube, but had not con-

vinced authorities in respect to his theory. Mr. Sutton had more
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loroughly demonstrated the glandular nature of the tubal

iiicous membrane, but sceptical scientists might demand more
ractical evidence, in the shape of microscopic preparations and
^curate diagrams, than could be afforded by his undoubtedly

ale arguments alune.—Dr. Griffith insisted that in discussing

16 function of the highly specialised mucous membrane of the

uman oviduct the glands found in the oviducts of many lower

jftebrates should nave been taken into consideration by Mr.

itton.—In reply, Mr. Sutton admitted the value of studying the

/iduct in the lower vertebrates, but when it came to be a ques-

oa of structural peculiarity in a mammal, the oviducts in lower

rms afforded little that was trustworthy. Doubtless the opinion

iiat the rugiu of the tube were glandular in function had occurred

many; but they lacked the boldness, or perhaps rashness, to

;press it.

Hemiplegia occurring Jyine Days after Parturition ; Death :

irtial Post-mortem Kvamination.—This case was recorded by
r. E. F. ScouOAi, (Iludderstield). A patient, aged 37, was con-

led on August 2l6t, 1887, of her seventh child. All went well

;l August iJ8th, when she complained of numbness and tingling

the first, second, and third hngers of the left hand. At 1.30

U. on August 29th the nurse noticed that amongst other sym-
oms the patient's mouth was slightlj' drawn to the right. At
JO P.M. she was found as follows : complete paralysis of the left

m and paresis of the left leg, slight divergent strabismus of the

»ht eye, and the mouth slightly drawn to the right side. There
d been a little difficulty in swallowing, which had now passed

ray. Consciousness and speech were unaffected; there was
me pain in the right side of the head. The skin W'as moist,

oaperature normal, pulse 96 ; no loss of sensation could be de-

!ted. Three and a half grains of calomel pill was given, to be
lowed by two ounces of .Esculap water every two hours till

tharsis was produced, and a draught containing iodide of potas-

im and citrate of potash was prescribed. By 1 p.m. the left leg

IS completely paralysed. In the course of the next day drowsi-
came on; the bowels were opened by enemata. Later on

itlessness and increased pain in the right side of the head were
served; the temperature rose to 99.2° ; the pulse was irregular

rhythm and power, varying from 72 to 84. The secretion of

Ik had quite disappeared by August 31st. The patient became
matose and died at 2.15 on September 1st. The brain alone w-as

amined after death. A clot was found in a vein on the surface

the brain corresponding in position to the right middle menui-
al artery, and another in a vein corresponding in position to

3 right middle cerebral artery. These clots were distinctly ante
wtem. There was no sign of thrombi in the sinuses. The brain,

ng, and medulla exhibited no trace of extravasations or of any
lier morbid appearance.—After some observations by Dr. MON-
QU Handfield-Jones on a case in his own experience, Dr.

;ITH Napieb observed that puerperal hemiplegia was practically

e to thrombosis, embolism, or reflex influences, the first cause

^ ing the most frequent.

j(i Case of Evtirpation of the Uterus for Primary Carcinoma of
fi ! Body.—This communication was read by Dr. Lewees. The
i^ tient was aged 58, and had had one child. She had been sub-
*i tt to uterine luemorrhago for ten months, accompanied ulti-

Jiitely with watery discharge, severe pain radiating to the thigh?,

ifd emaciation. On vaginal examination, February 26th, 1886,

* 3 vaginal portion of the cervix was found normal ; a hard lump
^ J felt poeteriorly, apparently in the supra-vaginal part of the
JitIx. The uterus, examined under chloroform, was freely
"ivable, the body evidently enlarged. Through the speculum
^ne blood-stained discharge was seen issuing from the os. The
ijind was then passed, and afterwards small fragments of a soft
^l.terial appeareil in the discharge. On March 1st, 1886, vaginal
;irpation of the uterus was performed. The pc^rineum was in-

od, to gain room. The bladder was sei>arated from the uterus,
i Utero-vesical reflexion of peritoneum being, at this stage, left

'|CUt. Douglas's pjuch was then opened to a small extent with
ssors, and the aperture enlarged by laceration effected with the
gers. The utero-vesical fold was then torn through from below,
the size of the uterus prevented the operator from passing his

gers along the back of the uterus and over the fundus, so as to

e a guide to the cutting through of that fold. Tlie ends of the
erior and posterior incisions were united laterally, by cutting,
first, through the mucous membrane only. The lateral attach-
nts of the cervix were tied on each side by silk ligatures passed
til the aid of an aneurysm needle from behind forwards. The
vix was cleared as high as the level of the internal os. Each

broad ligament was transfixed and tied in two halves, stout silk

ligatures being employed. The broad ligaments were then cut
through, and tne uterus separated ; on account of its bulk it could
not be retroverted and brought out fundus foremost. The peri-

toneal wound was closed with silver sutures, the ends of the
broad ligaments being adapted between the edges of the wound.
A small drainage-tube was introduced into Douglas's pouch ; it was
found loose in the vagina two days later. The vagina was filled

with eucalyptus gauze sprinkled with iodoform. The patient made
a good recovery. The uterus was found to contain a papillarj-

growth occupying the right side of its cavity, and separated from
the healthy mucous membrane by a sharp line of demarcation.
She continued in good health for several months ; at length a lump
could be felt in the upper part of the vagina, followed by secondarj-

deposits in the lumbar glands. She died in hospital si.xteen months
and one week after the operation. Dr. Lewers considered that
the patient had enjoyed ten months of renewed health and com-
fort, owing to the operation which had prolonged her life.—The
Phesident was glad that Dr. Lewers had not published his case

until able to give a complete account of it. Total extirpation of

the uterus for cancer of the cervix was not justified, because supra-
vaginal amputation was less dangerous, and furnished as good re-

sults ; recurrence, when it took place, appeared in the cellular

tissue around the cervix, and not in the uterine stump. The
scanty data at our disposal did not put us in a position to judge
the value of total extirpation for cancer of the body. The mor-
tality was high, and recurrence, in most instances, so early that it

remained doubtful if, in the majority of cases, life were prolonged.
Still, it could not be doubted that a longer or shorter respite from
suffering was given in all eases which recovered from the opera-
tion.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP THE L^ITED
KINGDOM.

THtrasDAY, Mat 3ed, 1888.

J. W. HcLKE, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mela)iotic Sarcoma.—Mr. C. Higgens gave an account of a case
of this affection. The chief point of interest was that the appear-
ance of the growth simulated to such an extent an opaque and
displaced lens as to be taken for one by more than one of those
who examined it. The eyeball was eventually excised, and found
to contain a mass of melanotic sarcoma. The patient died with
a greatly enlarged liver seven months after the removal of the
eyeball.

A Point in Connection with Artificial Eyes.—Mr. McHASDy
pointed out that a sinister appearance almost invariably asso-
ciated with the wearing of an artificial eye was very largely, if

not indeed entirely, obviated when such a patient wore spectacles

or eyeglasses glazed with odd lenses, so that the lens in front of

the artificial eye had something like 3 D greater refracting power
than that before the natural eye. The extra lens power before

the artificial eye produced an optical delusion regarding the level

and size of the latter; and the excess of lens power, which
usually was about 3 D, could be varied according to the distance

at which the lens was placed in front of the artificial eye.—Mr.
Tweedy thouglit there was nothing new in the suggestion ; he
had adopted the practice for many years, and believed he owed
the idea to Mr. Lawson.
Primary Tuberculosis of the CAorofW.—Mr. MoIIabpy read the

notes of a case of local tubercular choroiditis occurring in a child

aged 6, with negative family history. He closely watched the
intra-ocular condition during four weeks, and then enucleated.

Tlie constitutional symptoms which had preceded enucleation
immediately subsided' after removal of the eye, and had not re-

turned in the five months that had since elapsed. The specimen
showed that complete detachment of the retina had occurred at

the time of enucleation ; that the main intra-ocular tumour was
in the choroid, and that the two smaller masses in the retina were
all definitely tubercular so far as the microscopical appearances
witliout tlie presence of bacilli would reveal. He regretted that

inoculation had not been practised, urged the importance of early

enucleation in analogous cases, and remarked that the literature

of the subject pointed to the infrequeney of local intra-ocular

tuberculo.-is, to the not invariable, but very usual, failure

to find the Koc'h bacillus tluTein, and that successful

tubercular inoculation from such ma.-ses had been effected

even when the Koch bacillus had eluded detection.—The Pbb-
siDBM did not remembor to have seen a single iietanctf
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of primary tulwcle of the choroid.—Dr. Hili, GnirifrTn asked

how it was urovod that the growth was not a sarcoma? lie had

enucleated an eyeball for sarcoma, ami found a detacliiiient of the

retina which was not present immediately before the enucleation.

The improvement in the constitutional state might have been the

result of the relief from pain.— Dr. Su.inKKY thought that the

diagnosis of primary tuberculosis of the choroid could not bo

sustained in this case without further history. It was a well

recognised fact that tubercular peritonitis was frequently cured,

as attested both by clinical and pathological evidence, the latter

being extremely strong. It was much more lilcely that this was

a case of tuberculosis of the peritoneum and subsequently of the

choroid.—Mr. Cakless described the methods of staining adopted

in the search for bacilli, and alhuled to some points in the clinical

historj- of the abdominal ailment.—Mr. McIIabdt, in reply,

pointed out that the appearances did not at all agree with those

seen in sarcoma. There was no pain about the eye, but the tumour

grew verj- rapidly, and hence probably the relief of the sj-mptoms

after the enucleation. He quite agreed that there was a doubt as

to the nature of the original abdominal affection.
_

Ftmctvmal Eye Symptoms in Hysteria and Allied Conditions.—
Dr. Hii.L Ghiffith read an abstract of a paper on this subject. He
classified the cases into the following groups: 1. Hysterical

blindness, mostly monocular; 2. Amblyopia of one eye, with

achromatopsia and hemiamesthesia (Charcot); 3. Same group with

absence of hemiana:sthesia; 4. Blepharospasm as sole eye sym-

ptom. This symptom was common in all the groups ; 5. Hysterical

conjugate deviation of eyes ; G. Neurasthenic asthenopia, sym-

ptoms bilateral, lie was in favour of the theorj- of changes in

the centres of vision rather than in the retina, as the cause of

contraction of the field of vision.--Mr. Jessop asked if he had

met with the concentric spiral ca.ses described by Mr. Priestley

Smith, in which it had been shown that a neutral tinted gla.ss

enlarged the field. He asked if any change had been noted in the

ordinary fields, that is, in relation of green to white, etc.—Mr.

Erne.st Clabke objected to all the cases being grouped under

one heading, some being evidently due to fraud, others to true

hysteria, and others possibly were central.—Dr. Gkiffith agreed

that the fields of vision were alwavs affected. He thought it was
difficult to draw the line between fraud and self-deception.

On the llemoral of Staphyloma of the Cornea.—^-Ix. TATHA^t
Thompson road a paper recommending that a curved needle

threaded with horsehair should be passed through that portion of

the staphyloma which it was intended to remove ; it afforded a

ready means of steadying the eye whilst the elliptical incisions

were' being made, and of removing the portion after they were
Completed. Tht! edges of the wound usually adapted themselves

readily : the parts were then well flushed with a weak solution of

perchforide of mercurj', and tolerably firm pressure applied to

keep thera in apposition. The results obtained were very satis-

factory'.

5jDc«me«j?.—The following card and living specimens were

shown:—Dr. W. .1. Cor.t-TN.s : Photograjihs and Drawings of some
Rare Affections of the Eyelids: 1, Spontaneous Symmetrical

(Kdema of both Ryelids in a" Boy without obvious cause of rapid

onset and slow subsidence ; 2, Spurious Ptosis due to Paralyses of

Frontalis Muscle on one Side ; ;!, Bilateral Hysterical Ptosis.—Mr.

S. n. A. Stephen-son- : Case of Double Optic Xeuritis after Measles.

—Mr. J. B. Lawford: Pathological .Specimens: 1, Pigmentation

of Ketina chiefly along the Larger Vessels ; 2, Colouring Matter

(? Blood Pigment) in Cornea ; ."?, New Tissue Formation in Choroid.

—Mr. BnATi.EY: 1, Case of Destructive Ulceration of Eyelid in an
Infant, proliably Sypliilitie ; 2, Case of Nij)ple-like Detachment of

the Retina.—Mr. Jessop: New Form of Stereoscope.

BRIOHTON AND SUSSEX MRDlCO-CniRURGICOi SOCIETV.

TiiuasnAy, May 3rd, 1888.

F. W. Sai.x.mann, M.Il.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Electrical Treatm/mt <fj)i!<eai>e.'< of the Tfferm.—HiT Spencer
Wei.i,s read a i)aper on this subject, which is publi.slied in full at

p. yj5.—Dr. ArnflTOi.i said he had but one word to add to what
bad been said by their illustrious master. Sir Spencer Wells. In

the month of ,\ugust, lR8."i, he (the speaker) wrote as follows: " If

the electrical treatment of fibroid tumours ot the uterus is not

destined to altogether replace the knife, yet it ouglit, when its

safety anil eflieacy are taken into consideration, to be counted a

most useful auxiliary to surgery; whether it is to be used only

for wohien upon trhotn it is not advisable to operate ; or wdiether

it wiU delay, for all, for a time at least, or jjerhaps render unni

cessarj', an operation which is always dangerous." These wortl

remained true to-day. After an experience of nearly six yean

during which time more than ."lOO patients had been treated, an

more than (>,OtH) applications of electricity had been made, he wa

able to confirm what he wrote three years ago, and to say that hi

method was not in itself dangerous. It was also necessary, hoi9

ever, to state that it might become full of danger in inexperience

,

hands, and, if antiseptic precautions were not carried out, or i

the rules which he had laid down were not attended to. Thes

rules were as follows : 1. Never to employ large doses suddenlj

but always gradually, and according to the amount of toleranc

which was shown by the uterus. 2. In all suspected or recognise

inflammations of the uterine appendages it was necessary to re

double the precautions and to lessen the doses. He repeated th«

his method was almost constantly efficacious in relieving gyn

ptoms. The electrical treatment did not pretend to make a radici

cure of fibroid tumours of the uterus ; it was content to diminis

their bulk, to relieve the patients, and to make them feel wel

In the presence of an operation such as that of hysterectom;

always difficult and accompanied by great danger, and of that <

oophorectomy, an operation not always possible nor always efl

cacious, the electrical treatment, in its simplicity, in its freedoi

from danger, aspired legitimately to place itself before all gynseeok

gists as a means of treatment of fibroid tumours of the uteni

palliative in the first place, but also one which allowed us to assui

our patients that theywould almost certainly remain ingoodhealtl

—Dr. Playfair said that few subjects in gynascology had of lat

years caused more interest than Dr. Apostoli's work, and he wa

glad to find it made the subject of public discussion, so that th

experience of those who had' been working at it should be learm

There could he no doubt that any means of treating certain classi

of fibro-myomata which would"prevent or postpone the formic,

able and mutilating operations of hysterectomy and removal (,

the uterine appendages would be an enormous gain, even if tb

results fell far short of those claimed for his methods by Dr. Apo!

toll ; and great credit was due to him for his energetic work, whic

had thoroughly roused the interest and attention of the professici,

Being anxious to see for himself what Dr. Apostoli was doing, h

(Dr. Playfair) had visited Paris at the end of last summer, an

had not only been received by Dr. Apostoli with great courtesj

but had had free access to his carefully-reported cases, and opiwi

tunities of personally investigating and examining many of hi

patients. One thing he was perfectly satisfied of, that althoug

Dr. Apostoli might be an enthusiast, and possibly given to ovei

estimate the value of his treatment, ho was at least an hones

and con%anced enthusiast. Certainly in this he did not Stan

alone, for without enthusiasm in medicine no progress was ere

made. They did not need to go beyond that room for an example i

point, for had Sir Spencer Wells not been an enthusiast in ovari

otomy, in the face of the most unfair and prejudiced oppositioi

where would be the great name and world-wide reputation ti

had achieved for himself ? As to the criticisms on Dr. Apostoli

raetliod, all he had heard were based on mere theory or on second

hand f^o.ssip. To this sort of olijection no sensible man would giv

a monient's attention. What was wanted was careful antl unhiasse

personal investigation and accurately recorded facts, without prt'

judice either for or against. If Dr. Apostoli's treatment was ml

'jected to tests such as these and found wanting,then by all mean

let it be condemned, but not condemned untried and unheart

Since October he (Dr. Playfair) bad been endeavouring by numerou,

trials to fonn an estimate of its value. In so short a time noTer

positive conclusion could be arrived at, especially as to permanenc

of residts, but he had at least had a fair opportunity of testing if

He had not used it in anything like the number of cases in whic,

he might have tried it, as he selected his cases, and did not wis-

to use it indiscriminatelv. With the permission of the Society H

would say a few words : (I) as to the cases in which it was appn

cable- (2) as to its possible dangers; (.3) as to its application, ati'

the difficulties connected with it. 1. The cases in which Jt Bn

been most talked of were those of fibro-myomata, attended wi
h.-emorrliage, anil certainly this was its most important and pronus

ing application. Now out of (he cases of this kind he had treatei

most had been benefited; in some the h.Timorrhage had bee-

entirely checked, but in one or two he was bound to say thatn-,

appreciable result on the hiiMnorrhage had followed. Jtwasim,

possible in such a meeting to enter into details, ^hicn

might possibly publish elsewhere, but such was the fact. Periisi

he might fairly say that in three cases out of four the hajmostani
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reeiUte ha<l been distinctly good. The action of the positive cur-

rent in this way wag, no doubt, that of a chemical cautery, and he

was inclined to think that the failures were due to the difficulty

of bringing the sound, in certain cases, into accurate apposition

with the uterine cavity. Some more perfect mechanical appli-

ances in this direction were certainly required. With regard to

non-hsomorrhagic fibroids, the number in which any interference

was needful was very small. Indeed, it was only when pressure

Bymptoms were well marked that it was justifiable to do anything.

:He had, therefore, only treated two cases of this kind. In one a

'large tumour had practically entirely disappeared, but with a

'very serious amount of constitutional disturbance presently to be

Irefe'rred to. In the other, then under treatment, the patient,

;

whose tumour was impacted in the peh-is, and who had not

i micturated for a long time in consequence of pressure on the

i
urethra, was already able to pass her own water. The cases in

j which he had found the most remarkable and satisfactorj' results

jwere those of severe dysmenorrhoea,and bad chronic endometritis,

; with profuse glairy discharges. In them the results were really

very remarkable, and some cases of both kinds, which had resisted

years of treatment, had apparently been perfectly cured after only

[three or four applications of the electro-negative currents. Thus,

three cases of intense dysmenorrhea were treated, the patients

writing of themselves as follows : (a) after four applications, " en-

tirely free from pain;" (b) "quite painless;" (c) "hardly any pain."

Of the application of the continuous current to absorb inflamma-

tory deposits, and of the faradic current to relieve pain, he had
not had sufficient experience to offer an opinion. The faradic

ourrent he had found very useful in restoring the menstrual dis-

charge in one case of amenorrhea of seven years' standing in

another it had failed. 2. "With regard to the alleged dangers, hej

believed them to have been greatly exaggerated. Dr. Keith's expe-

rience was of itself sufficient to prove tliis. Unquestionably, how-
ever, like all potent agfnts, electricity might do serious mischief

if rashly employed by t hose unskilled in its use. He had only seen

two cases in which the slightest irritation or mischief had followed

ts use. One was a case of pelvi-peritonitis withpelvic exudation,

,n which he was conscious that he had used it too soon, and a fresh

jut not serious exacerbationhad followed. The other was the case of

Bbroid above referred to. This was a dense fibro-myoma he had
ff-atched for ten yexirs, steadily growing. It nearly filled the
jelvic cavity, and reached above the umbilicus. He had made
lix electro-negative punctures in Douglas's pouch. These were
'oUowed by pyrexia, accompanied by a profuse purulent offensive

liseharge from the uterine cavity at intervals of two or three

lays. The tumour had entirely disappeared, but the constitu-

'lonal disturliance had certainly been considerable. That there
••'• certain risks must therefore be admitted; he did not, how-

'. believe them to be prohibitive, and time would probably
iiuw us what they were, ami how they were to be avoided. 3. As to

i he alleged difficulties, they certainly were not of a nature to pre-

sent any well-instructed gyna^'cologist from adopting the prac-

ice. He must protest strongly against the statement that had
leen made that this class of work should be carried out by a

jirofessed electrician. Anything more absiurd he had never heard,
i'he manipulation of the apparatus, so far as the electricity was
concerned, offered no difficulty at all. Any intelligent student
|ould learn it in half an hour. The selection of proper cases, how-
iver, the passage of the sound, etc., required a profound gj"nffico-

ogical knowledge, as Dr. Apostoli had well remarked ; and beyond
'ny question this method of treatment never could be widely and
inttiscriminately employed. If not carefully used, an<l in

luitable cases only, much mischief would mo.st certainly follow.

—

|>r. AvEi.iNG said he was sure all who, like him.self, were employ-

ing electricity for the treatment of uterine tumours, would feel

prtitied in their opinions, and encouraged to proceed in their
rfork, by the fact that Sir Spencer Wells sympathised practically
inth them. All would remember the remarkable paper which Dr.

*ith published in the .lol'iiNAi, a short time since, in which he
lid he should consider himself guilty of a criminal act were he
i advise any patient to run \\w. risk' of her life by hysterectomy,
efore having given a fair trial to electricity; "'even," he adds,
if he were sure the mortality would not be greater than that
hich hysterectomy luis given in his privatepractice— under 4per
int." jJo one could s.iy Sir Spencer Wells and Dr. Keith had takeu

p the eloctricnl treatment of tumours because they were afraid
' operating. Their exploits in abdominal surgery were known
lover the world. Their support of electrical treatment was
lerefore all the more valuable. The galvanic battery was, as

already pointed out, used by Sir James Y. Simpson forty years

ago for the discussion of a uterine fibroid, and one of the most
healthy signs of the electrical method was the gradual develop-

ment of it since that time, every step enabling the operator to

employ it with greater safety and efficacy. The two greatest

modern improvements had been the use of the galvanometer, and
the substitution of the dispersing abdominal electrode for the dan-
gerousabdominal galvano puncture, two points insisted upon by Dr.

Apostoli. Thespeakersaidit wasquiteamueingtoobservethe flutter

of excitement which the recent rapid advancement of electrical

treatment had caused among some distinguished abdominal sec-

tionists. From their uncompromising opposition and their abuse
and ridicule, one was almost inclined to think these gentlemen
feared their occupation was gone. They need not be alarmed

:

there would always be a place for hysterectomy and oophorectomy,

as there seemed every reason to believe there would be for elec-

trical treatment. An endeavour was now being made to deter-

mine what that place should be. If it were proved that it could cure

a patient sjTnptomatically— could stay hfemorrhage, relieve pain,

and diminish bulk, in fact could remove the symptomswhich brought
the patient to the medical man for help—how many would propose

and how many submit to the more fatal and radical operations ?

Complaint had been made that we were acting empirically, and
were all in the dark as to the action of the galvanic current on

tumours. This might to a great extent be granted, but it was no
argument against its use. Who knew how quinine cured inter-

mittent fever? If clinical experience proved that a patient having

a uterine tumour could by electricity be relieved of her symptoms,
and her existence rendered useful and comfortable, we were
bound to employ the galvanic ,

current, and might contentedly

wait until science explained what was the effect of the caustic

action of the pole, and how the catalytic interpolar current acted in

producing atrophy of the tumour. "Dr. Aveling stated that he had
used the electrical treatment in several eases, and had met with such
satisfactorj- results that he intended to continue its employment.
He had met with no symptoms resulting from it to give him the

least anxiety. He believed that most of the accidents reported

were due to' ignorance, carelessness, or impatience. Sir Spencer
Wells had not mentioned the use of a rheostat in his paper. A
water-rheostat was a great comfort, to the patient. It obviated

the succession of shocks caused by adding or taking off cells,

while increasing or reducing the intensity of the current. A useful

dispersing electrode was one made of a flat coil of copper wii'e,

placed between a layer of moist spongio-piline and amadou. An
important practical point !was that the skin of the abdomen
should be thoroughly satiuated with warm water before using

electricity. Dry epidermis was a potent non-conductor. The clay

was difficult to keep sufficiently moist, and was dirty. Later in

the discussion Dr. Aveling dissented, from the opinion that

the interpolar current was inert, and asked Dr. Parsons

whence he thought the ions were derived which ar-

rived at the poles during the passage of the current.

—

Dr. Inglis Paksons congratulated Dr. Apostoli on his success.

He was not, howe^er, able to agree with Dr. Apostoli's theory of

an interpolar action. There were no scientific proofs that any
change occurred between the poles. The speaker had tried several

experiments, thinking to prove the theory, but had found it un-

tenable. The first of these was on the web of a frog's foot. At
the negative pole a collection of hyilrogen gas oc:urred, at the

positive a coagulation, but between the poles the circulation pro-

ceeded as before, and no change in the tissues could be found
under the microscope. A similar result took place when a cur-

rent of i'lO milliamperes was passed through a small fibroid for

one hour and a half soon after its removal from the body._ Sec-

tions made by Dr- Rutherfoord showed destructions of all tissues,

except the fibrous, in contact with the poles, but no intei-polar

alteration could be discovered. The principle also held good with
saline solutions. If three glasses filled with a standard solution of

iodide of potash were connected by damp cords, and a current were
passed through for several hours, the solutions in the end glasses

containing the poles were decomposed, while that in the centre, or

interpolar, glass remained imchanged. Xot only was there no in-

terpolar decomposition, but the transport of elements from one

pole to the other had apparently no effect ; but the latter action

required further investigation. These results corresponded with
Dr. I'arsons's clinical experience at the Chelsea Hospital for

Women. If a tumour could be pimctured it soon disappeared. He
l^ad ciu'ed a case in this way that was not amenabk to surgical

treatment. Xothing remained of the tumour but a diffused mnsf
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one-third the size of the original. This probably consisted of

fil>rou3 tissui', which, as lie had shown, wa.'! not decomposi'd by

the current. The patient left the hix^pitiil tliree months ago, and

wa.'* seen recently witli no return and in good health. With re-

gard to ha>morrhagic cases, he found that unless the electrode was
brought into direct contact with the whole of the bleeding surface

the lucmorrhage would continue. In a case now under treat-

ment the electrode was passed only half the full distance

into the uterus, and the luiemorrhage continued, even after

twelve applications. But aa soon as it was passed the full dis-

tance, the ha;morrhage commenced to diminish. This was no

doubt due to the fact that the action of the current was chiefly at

the poles. With regard to dosage, he found a distinct difference

between those cases where the current jiassed first through the

uterus, and those where it passed directly into the tumour. In

the latter case a much larger dose could be used even with suscep-

tible patients. To one he had given as much as 2.50 milliamperes

every other day for thirty minutes, with a most successful result.

If the current passed th'rough the uterus, the restrictions laid

down by Dr. Apostoli must be strictly followed.—Dr. Heywood
Smith, 'in answer to the President's invitation, said he had but

little claim to speak on the subject, as he had no personal experi-

ence of Dr. Apostoli's treatment, nevertheless, as they were all

present that evening to learn, he thought that some questions

might elicit some instructive answers. He wished to know the

way the electric current was intended to act, whether as a dis-

integrating force or as an escharotic. If the latter, then any

cautery would do to start to destructive action, as had been the

case in some of the cases reported ; namely, one by Dr. Holland,

and that just mentioned by Dr. Playfair, where eWdently the

curative process was proceeding by the sloughing away of the

tumour. If the current acted as a disintegrating or decomposing

process, in what way was the debris thrown off or absorbed, as

rthrous tumours were exogenous, not endogenous growths, and

their vascular and lymphatic systems were at the circumference

of the tumours? How then was the disintegrating process, which

was commenced round the needle which was thrust into the

middle of the tumour, placed in relation to the vascular system

at the circumference of the tumour? Then, in cases of subinvolu-

tion with chronic endometritis and menorrhagia, what was the

action of the current on the lining membrane of the uterus, and

did it produce any escharotic or other effect on the membrane and

on the uterine follicles, or did it by its stimulus induce greater

tonicity of the uterus, and so lessen the hiemorrhagic tendency ?—
Dr. Elper (Nottingham) said that his first duty was to thank the

President and members of the Society for allowing him to take

part in that important discussion—a permission which he would

bo wanting in gratitude to Dr. Apostoli for his kindness to him

during a recent visit to Paris, if he had not gladly taken advan-

tage of. The necessarily short time at his disposal would be best

occupied by first alluding to three of his most successful cases

under tliis treatment, and then generalising upon the other cases

which had been under observation. Case i.—Mrs. F., aged 37, came
with a history of flooding for two years and severe pressure sym-

ptoms, totally incapacitating her for housework. A solid uterine

growth filled the pelvis and reached midway between the um-
bilicus and the xiphoid cartilage. Treatment was commenced at

tlio end of July by galvano-punctures (negative), and continued

at intervals, usually of a week, till Christmas, with the following

results. The growths had decreased by quite a third, so that her

clothea, which on her first visit were fastened by connecting

tape, now overlapped ; the periods had become normal as to time

and quantity; the pressure-.symptoms disappeared, and she was
able to do her work as beforetimes. From time to time she had
been seen, and the improvement was maintained. Case li.—Mrs.

W., aged 4H, consulted him for flooding of five months' duration

due to an interstitial myoma in the posterior wall. The uterine

cavity measured four inches ; seven intra-uterine applications of

the gal vano-positive electrode caused disappearance of the tumour,

arrostcd the lucmorrhage, and reduced the length of the cavity to

throe inches. Case iii.—Mrs. Jl., aged .3."), had suffered for several

years from bouts of flooding, which during the past twelvemonths
nad laid her up for weeks together, and totally disabled her for

work. The uterine cavity measured 3.\ inches, and a uterine growth
occupying the right iliac fossa and reaching above to a level with
the anterior inferior iliac spine could be well defined. Treatment
by galvano-positive intra-uterine applications was begun in

January, and continued once a week till now, with the result of

bringing about menstrual regularity, removing pressure symptoms,

and also restoring the patient to very good health. In all, th.

treatment had been employed by him in forty cases, includini;

some examples of subinvolution, endometritis, peri-uterine exuiUi-

tion, etc., without danger to the patient, unless in a case whici,

would again be alluded to, and with only one distinct failure i

relieve more or less the symptoms for which the patients Ciii

suited him. The failure occurred in a lady suffering from «

uterine myoma, in whom complete removal of the tubes ami

ovaries had not arrested the draining, nor had the galvano-positiv<

applications any better effect. The only case which gave him an\

anxiety was that of a middle-aged woman enfeebled by lon;,'-

continued haemorrhage and pressure symptoms due to a laii^i

uterine growth. In September of last year, after the third galvan j

puncture, she persisted in walking home, a distance of a mile, oi

a very wet night, and took a chill. Some four months afterwards

she died of septicaemia ; but whether after this interval and witl

the utter neglect of common-sense precautions on the part of thf

patient this casualty could fairly be laid to the charge of tli.

treatment must be left to fair, impartial judgment. So far as In

experience of this treatment had gone, he believed it to I"

not only a distinct advance on the treatment of myom
by rest, diet, drugs, etc., but one which would in most c

:

supersede removal of the appendages and hvsterectou.,

and our plain duty in all cases where its application ^^:l

possible was to offer to our patients this altemativi'

-

Dr. Tratees asked what was meant by " tolerance of the uten

—Dr. Apostoli replied that where there was a simple fibrom;.

the uterus in a healthy woman the uterus was made more tolerant

than where there was inflammation of the annexes, or where thi

uterus was irritable. In the latter case much more can

was needed in applying electricity. It was best to begir

with small doses and short sittings. If he could intro-

duce a sound, he employed that first.-Mr. Skjenb KeitE;

said that although sufficient time had not elapsed since Dr

Apostoli began this treatment for them to pass judgmeni

upon it, yet he could say, from an experience of nearly 3,0a

applications, that the results—and some of these results hac

already stood the test of 8 or 9 months—had been such that Dr

Keith, whose mortality after hysterectomy appeared to be thi

smallest of any operator, had not found it necessary to advief

either that operation or even the less serious one of removal o)

the ovaries since his visit to Dr. Apostoli last year. Since June Dr

Keith and himself had had under treatment 92 cases of distinct

fibroid tumours of the uterus, in fact, everj-one where there where

sjTnptoms had been treated; and, without entering into detail;

which would be published later on, he might say that, on the

whole, the results had been extremely satisfactorj'. Of those 91.

women, 76 had had more or less of the ordinary treatment withoul

receiving any marked benefit. The great disadvantage of this

treatment was the length of time it took, though often not lonpei

than a visit to a watering-place, and the amount of work whic;

fell on the physician or surgeon. On the other hand, one great

advantage was that, when necessan,', it could be carried out ir

the out-patient room of any hospital, and that the patient coulc

attend to her ordinarj' duties exactly the same as usual. They hac

already heard of operation being required when this treatment hai

failed. This might be so, but he would ask that a distinction

should be made between Dr. Apostoli's and various methods o

treatment which went by his name. For example, a friend had

told him (the speaker) that he had not read Dr. Apostoli's papers

another thought that be had made a discoverj- when a patient

told him that he (Mr. Skene Keith) had moved the sound over tlif

surface of the uterine cavity. Need he say that their results had

not been brilliant ? The practice of Sir Spencer Wells of publish-

inc everv case of ovariotomy had been followed by Dr. Aposto i

in the thesis of Dr. Cariet, published in 1884. They had had full

details of about 100 cases, and it was by such means that the valuf

of the electrical treatment of fibroids had to be decided. Vr

Keith regretted much that he could not be present, but nf

ahe speaker) had his authority for saying that so long as they

could get the results they had had by electricity, he had no inten-

tion of advising any patient to run the risk of dying after hysterec-

tomy, or after removal of the ovaries for fibroid.—Mr. WIL-

i.oi-GHBY FfnN-EK inquired as to which pole of the batter)'

should be used in a case of uterine fibroid that did not bleed.—iW;

Apo.stoli replied that the positive pole should be used in hiemor'

hagic cases, on account of its hccmostatic properties. In non-

hajmorrhagic forma the negative pole sliould be employed, as beinf

more active.—Dr. Inolis Paesons made some further remarks oi
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he electrolytic action in these cases, and on his own experiments

n this direction.—Sir Spencer Wells made a few concluding

emarks.
Electrical Apparatus.—Messrs. Mayer and Meltzkr exhibited

battery for the electrical treatment of fibroids and other uterine

liseases. The battery, which is 14 in. by 10 in. by 10 in., is arranged

o that the fluid cannot be spilt if carried with ordinary care. The
attery is supplied complete with Dr. Aveling's abdominal
lectrode, platinum-pointed sound, and trocars. Messrs. Mayer
nd Meltzer also exhibited specimens of electric lamps, Dr. Hey-
rood Smith's speculum lamp, etc.

BBITISH GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Wednesday, April 25th, 1888.

Abthub W. Edis, M.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair.

Hermaphroditism.—Dy:. Fancourt Babnbs exhibited a case in

'hich the determination of the sex appeared to be doubtful.

he individual was the third child in a family of eleven, and was
OW nineteen years of age. Up to the present she had been

tought up as a girl, and her tastes were decidedly feminine. His

sasons for believing the sex to be masculine were—(1) the ap-

earance of the head; (2) the timhre of the voice; (3) the non-

evelopment of the breasts; (4) the undoubted existence of a well-

)nned prepuce and elans penis ; (5) the imperfectly-formed

rethra running down from the tip of the glans and passing into

le bladder; (6) the utter absence of anything like uterus or

varies ; and (7) the appearance of the perineum. The thighs and
wer abdomen were covered with masculine hairs. Hair had
»wn on the arms, and especially the forearms ; and there were
aces of moustache and beard, which were evidently shaved.

he head was somewhat bald. Maternal impressions were alleged

I a possible cause. The last born of the same family appeared to

! similarly affected.—Mr. Lawson Tait, Dr. Routh, Dr. Hey-
OOD Smith, and Dr. E. Barnes made some rejnarks.

Kolpo-hysterectomyfor Malignant Disease.—Dr. F. A. Purcell
chibited the uterus and appendages which he had removed
irough the vagina for epithelioma of the cervix. The growth
as removed by the galvanic icraseur. As a portion of the dis-

tee appeared to be left behind, he proceeded to the total removal
the uterus, which was accomplished without loss of blood.

sth ovaries and the Fallopian tubes were also removed. The
itient made a most satisfactory recovery, and was up and walk-

g about by the twenty-second day.—The President pointed out

liat the patient was only twenty-five years of age, and the speci-

en showed clearly enough the nature of the growth. Under
ich circumstances total extirjjation seemed justifiable.

A Method of treating Incontinence of Urine in the Female in

ixes hitherto considered to be beyond the Resources of Surgery.—
r. William Alexander (Liverpool) read notes of two eases in

ihich he had successfully treated this condition. The first

,as a married woman, aged 35, who had had two miscarriages
it no children. She ascribed her illness to her having been com-
Ufd by her occupation to remain for long periods without
mptying the bladder. The urethra was quite patulous, admitting
!ith ease the inde.x finger, and sphincter power was lost. In other
Ispects she was a strong, healthy woman. He first released the
bper or anterior surface of the urethra from its connection with
|.e pubic arch. A slit was made into the rectum through the

|)po3ed vaginal and rectal walls. The urethra was then denuded

I
front and laterally only, except a small piece around the orifice,

lid drawn through the slit in the rectal wall, to which it was
litched in front and at the sides, but not beliind. The labia

inora and clitoris—in fact, everything in front of the urethra

—

,ere denuded up to the middle of the labia majora. The vulvar
iifice was then completely closed by the labia being united in

I

e middle line with numerous fine silkworm-gut sutures. The
rethra was thus pressed well back and firmly supported in its

|ace, and the rectal wall at the same time hoUl forwards by the
itches that passed through it. The result had been a complete
ccess. A diagram showed that there was only one external
lerture instead of three. The urethra opened into the rectum,
id just behind the urethra was a small fissure through which
ly uterine or vaginal secretion found its way into the bowel.
1 passing the finger into the rectum, the opening of the urethra
uld he felt with difiiculty just above the internal sphincter

;

e difficulty of feeling it arose from the way in which the folds
the rectum covered it over. The folds were so disposed that it

nild appear very difficult for gas to pass from the bowel into

the bladder. The patient could hold her urine for upwards of

four hours.and hadtoget up onlytwo orthree timesduring the night.

The second case was that of a patient, aged 50, whose urethra na<l

completely disappeared from sloughing, an unsuccessful attempt

having been made to cure a cystocele some two years before. A
somewhat similar operation had been successful in her case also.

—After some remarks by Dr. Granville Bantock and Dr.

AvELiNG, Mr. Lawson Tait said that the first time he saw the

vulvar orifice closed on account of the destruction of the anterior

and posterior walls of the vagina was by Sir James Simpson, in

18G2, and he happened to be able to trace the woman's history

afterwards. It was one of prolonged misery. What was reported

as a " mild diarrhoea " amounted to irritation so excessive that the

patient ultimately induced someone to undo the result of the ope-

ration. A patient on whom he had operated seven years ago had

also had the operation undone for the same reason. In spite of

that, he was attempting to close a third, in the hope that the con-

dition of irritation might not be common to all these unfortunate

creatures. If he found that the rectum would tolerate a mixture

of fKces and urine, he would agree in the performance of Dr.

Alexander's operation. He suggested it would be better to divert

the ureters into the rectum.—Dr. JUNSBLL-MoriilN said it was
obvious from the diagram that the bladder, vagina, and rectum

intercommunicated with each other at the seat of operation. The

patient, therefore, was in no way benefited by Dr. Alexander's

operation beyond what she would be by the simple closure of the

vulvar orifice, and an opening made into the rectum. In either

case the urine necessarily passed into the vagina.—Dr. Alexandbb
replied.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES,

HUNTEBIAN LECTtTBES ON CERTAIN DISEASES OF THE JAWS.

Delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons. By Christopher

Heath, F.K.C.S. London : J. and A. Churchill. 1888.

The author has been so long and so well known as the most

established authority on surgical affections of the jaws, that we
are not surprised at his making use of his large store of material

for the Hunterian Lectures, and there is no doubt that these lec-

tures -will form the best modern reference on the subjects treated

in them. But the author's position as the editor of the largest

and best work in recent days on the practice of surgery, and his

vast field of observation at one of the most important metropoli-

tan hospitals, may have led us to hope he would have devoted his

practical mind to some new region of surgery in these lectures.

However, there is much in them that is indicative of the author's

thoroughness, though it does not seem that there is much that is

new to record in this branch of surgery.

The first lecture includes cystic diseases of the jaws, and, as

with the other lectures, deals "with the pathology and treatment

of the disease, making excellent use of the store of specimens to

be found in other museums besides that of the College of Surgeons.

The second lecture considers the other tumours of the jaw.o, and

one kind comprises the diseases of thetemporo-maxillar)- articula-

tion, and the very troublesome and unsatisfactory class of cases

where the jaw has become closed by disease in the joint, or by

contracted scars or other similar complications outside.

The deformities produced by these diseases are certainly ugjy,

and the pictures often very repulsive, and for that reason perhaps

the subject is not attractive ; but. if the surgeon can relieve these

conditions succes.sfully, he will be the greater benefactor. The

causes and the pathology of the disease are here specially treateil

of; but there are certain points in the treatment we should have

expected to find comment upon. For instance, we miss in these

lectures any reference to the steps which should be taken in per-

forming some of the greater operations, and such reference would

be advisable in any such a work as this may become for a surgeon

or student in the" future. The question of preliminarv- trache-

otomy, and the best apparatus or means to prevent suffocation

during operation, are important matters; the case recently

reported in the Journal (April 21st\ where a recurring sarcoma

of the upper jaw was removed, shows this very clearly, and Mr.

Morris's remarks are very much to the point.

It is a pleasure to find that the experience and the opinions of

the older race of surgeons and anatomists are brought prominently

forward; for we cannot but feel the justice of some remarks
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in'the Xottrnai,, recently niftde, that students nre nowadays made
to trust too much to the oiiinions of modern authorities, and to

overlook the work and the judgment of ahle surgeons and patho-
logists who lived before the days of Listerism and bacteria. We
do not mean to make light of what is now being done in these

directions ; but it is quite possible to make too much of it. It is

also refreshing to find that Highmore's work is still continued by
able successors in the same classical Sherborne ; for we And that

one at least of the recent cases, sent to the author for operative

treatment and pictured in these lectures, was under the care of

Highmore's present representative in the practice. The illustra-
• tions are numerous, the type good, and the -wTiting clear and
forcible, as we should expect from the author.

00]

T^AJwrrsiON, By C. E. Jennings, F.R.C.S., M.B. Third Edition.

London: Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox. 1888.

TBiS little book, which has reached a third edition, discusses an
important subject to the general practitioner and to the surgeon,

and we look into it with some interest to see what the author's

experience n"ill lead him to recommend. There seem to us to be
two distinct points to be inquired into : first, the simplest and
safest' means of transfusing; and, secondly, the kind of fluid to be
transfused in particular cases. Each of these subjects is capable
of careful consideration ; and the author has succeeded, we think,

in selecting a practical and simple method of transfusing, or, more
eorroctly, injecting into the veins fluid which is artificially pre-

pared. The method he adopts is practically what has been recom-
mended before him, and may be described as the syphon method,
in contradistinction to the force-pump method, which has always
appeared to us as dangerous and unscientific. Moreover, as he
rightly points out, a simple apparatus is the only one available in

the majority of cases, and where skilled assistants are not within
call. lie is right, too, in insisting upon complete arrest of hsemor-
rhage as a preliminary to any transfusion. But we want fuller

endence than he gives of the utility of transfusing simple saline

fluids, though there is no doubt they act as a charm for a time.

But will their influence be lasting enough for Nature to work the
eore ? Anyhow, they are not open to the objection of blood-trans-
fusion, as it must be done verj' often in general practice, or as we
have seen it done in hospital practice. Koussel's ingenious ap-
paratus is too elaborate, too costly, and too liable to be out of

Tvorking order to be of real service in the majority of instances.

As to the character of fluid transfused, we confess to not feeling

convinced by the author's arguments that he has made out his case
for the simple saline and alcoholic solution, as against that of milk
with saline and stimulant, and more, we think, remains to be done
in this latter direction. The one or two cases he gives are not
sufficient, though they are interesting and valuable. It does not
seem to us that the work does itself justice as a manual on trans-
fusion, but here and there we find a summary of the author's
opinions on certain important matters, as on pages 21 and 63.

The appendix constitutes half the book, and gives cases, other
papers on the subject written by the author, a numt)er of ex-
periments performed on animals, under different circumstances, by
the author and others; and extracts from medical journals, includ-
ing those referring to the injection of milk. These latter we have
already referred to as inconclusive.
The little book is interesting as calling attention to a very im-

portant subject. In manj' parts it is olijectionable in its style, and
not scientific in its method, and the attempt at a popular ami
rather flashy style detracts from its influence. Very much is

assumed, but not proved ; but we shall be glad to see that further
experience supports the sanguine hope which others before the
authorhave felt and expressed, that benefit is to be obtained from the
transfusion of nutritive as well as stimulating fluids, when a
patient has been drained by hjiemorrhage, whatever the cause.

Mn. W. n. Alisoin Tebbs. of Auckland Hospital, New Zealand,
has been awarded a Scholarship of £4(1 in Chemistry and Physics
at the Westminster Hospital lledical School.
I'EESENTATioy.—Dr. Cobbold, the late Medical Superintendent

of Earlswood Asylum, has received from the members of the medi-
cal staff of that charity a gratifying testimony of their esteem and
regard, by the presentation of a handsome spirit stand, claret jug,
and palver. Dr. Cobbold, in acknowledging the gift, spoke of the
freat chungus that had been effected in the five and a half years
uripg which he held ofiice, and referred to matters in which hf

had been enabled to improve the position of the staff. "''••^ '^'

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, SITRQEKT, DIETETICS, AND TKB

ALLIED SCIENCES.

GREEN'S HYPODERMIC SOLUTIONS.
Although the introduction of tabloids, gelatine discs, and the

like for the extempore preparation of hypodermic solutions at the

bedside has of late years met with considerable favour, many
practitioners still prefer to employ solutions. Messrs. Green and

Co., of Tower Chambers, Moorgate Street, B.C., have submitted to

our notice a number of such solutions, for which they claim the

following advantages: that they are of uniform strength; that

they are clear and neutral ; and" that they will not undergo de-

composition under varying climatic surroundings. These claims,

as far as we have been able to test them, are well founded. Tii.

solutions are certainly neutral and clear, and in our hands li:

retained their condition when subjected for a prolonged perio-"

widely different conditions as to temperature and light. We
informed by Messrs. Green that this result is effected by the

of an antiseptic hydrocarbon as a preservative.

Messrs. Green's list of solutions includes aconitine, apomorphiii-

atropine, caffeine, ergotin, morphine, sparteine, pilocarpine,

They are all of convenient strength, the morphine especially -

grain of the alkaloid being contained in 12 minims of the sn,

tion. Thus, a half, one-third, a quarter, and one-sixth of a grain

of morphine are all represented by an even number of minims

and no calculation is required in order to administer these dosi ^

FliY'.S TRUSS.
Mr. Corbie Jackson (17. Polaud Strot-t. W.) writes ; Shortly after the Ine^•tin^

of the Meiiical Society in December last, referred to hy Mr. Walter Pye in \.':

article in the JorHXAL of April 7th, tlie truss invented V^y Mr. Fry. of 18. 1

,iale lto.art. Nunheaii. was bronKlit to my notice. I litteil one. with the

results, on a patient who ha<i had a large double scrotal liernia of forty y.

duration, for which he tiad Ix-en under treatment for three weeks in hoa

pital for stranf;ulation. all otlier trusses proving painful and ineffectual.

A great feature in Fry's truss is that it can be worn by the patient whU«I

lying on hie tmck ; in the Case mentioned no other truss could be woru in 0>»l' i

jjosition.
, I

Contrary to Mr. Pye's experience. I found that considerable pressure wv
obtained against theapei-tures brthe action of the elastic webbing and tapeft*:

shape of the pad. I Ijelieve this truss would afford very efficient relief ir

cases of inguinal, femoral, and scrotal hernia on account of the ready adjaat-

nient of the pail.

KOYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
An ordinary meeting of the Council was held at the College od

the afternoon of Thursday, May 10th.

The minutes of the qtiarterly Council held on April 12th wert

read and confirmed.

Mr. E. Hurry Fenwick was introduced, and the President

handed him the" Jacksonian prize for the past year fa cheque foi

£12 15s. 2d., being the amount of one year's dividends received

from the Jacksonian Fund), together with the instrument declara-

tor,' of the award thereof. Mr. F. A. Southam was also intro

duced, and the President handed him an instrument declarator}'

of the ajipreciation of the Council of the merits of his dissertation

for the Jacksonian prize. Mr. J. A. Marston was introduced, and

after signing the necessary declarations, etc., was admitted «

Fellow of the College. ^^
A Report from the Committee on Extension of the College VK-.

mises, recommending the Council to authorise the expenditure oil

about £400 in alterations of tlie library and other portions of th(

building, and also recommending that! with a view to expeditinj

the completion of the redecoration of the library which is con-

templated, it be closed during the month of August as wella.'

September, accommodation being provided for readers during

August, was approved and adopted.

A Report from the Committee of the two Colleges, on "the In-

ternal .-Vrrangements and the requisite Fittings of the Eooins

and Theatre in the New Building on the Embankment," was read

approved, and adopted.
,

k motion " That the annual m<>eting of the Fellows of the W'-;

lege for the election of members of the Cotincil be held at tin

College on Thursday, July 5th, at 2 o'clock, P.M., precisely, "'i"'

agreed to.

A letter was read thanking the Council for their resolui

of condolence in reference to the death of Mr. T. B. Curung.
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BRITISH MEDICAL "a'SSOCII'tION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

CBSCRiPTioNS to the Association for 1888 became due on January

Ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

o£8ce orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Uolborn.

ft)e iSritisI) fUctitCitl Journ.tl.

SATURDAY, MAY 12th, 1888.

:jp[E DEVELOPMENT OF BRITISH HEALTH
RESORTS.

.pCH has been said and written during the last year or two

garding the development of the health resorts of tliis eoiuitry,

i4 at thi.s season it seems opportune to inquire what may
irly be aimed at in this direction, and what is clearly iU-

Ivised and cliimerical. It can hardly be denied that in the

t; of popularising sanatoria and rendering them thoroughly

J«ractive, we have still much to learn from our Continental

Bghbom-s. Some of the most noted resorts in Em-ope have

ff rnatural advantages either of scenery, {xisition, or resom-ces,

ifciii many cases art has been admirably utilised to s^ipple-

Kkt Nature. The gay Kursaal, with its daily roimd of

iiusements, the pleasant {»rks- and trim gardens, the admir-

v appointed (tahlissements des bains, the excellent music

—

I these are but parts of the ordinary stock in trade with

Jiich Wiesbaden and Carlsbad, Homburg and Vichy so suc-

issfully attract their crowds of annual patrons. But of such

tractions our British resorts are for the most part singularly

itCitute. They may have beautiful scenerjf, valuable mineral

(iters, excellent air, but these important advantages do not

If them from being in many cases intolerably duU. Our
.jr is twofold : we make the theoretical mistake of regarding

jalth resorts as places solely for definite medical treatment,

getting that amusement and mental distraction are not only

iusurable to aH, but absolutely indispensable to the sick ; and

fall into the practical error of assuming that sanatoria can

>vide sufficient recreation without organisation and co-opera-

jin. We need to realise, finst, that a health resort has not

filled all its duty when it has built fine hotels, secured an

I
iccable water-supply, and cleansed its drains; and, secondlj',

if adequate distivaction and amusement cannot safely be left

tile accidents of individual enterprise, but require united

':i municipal efiort. A health resort must first be healthy,

'|d secondly attractive. It must aim at securing as many as

Ijssible of the conditions wliich check -disease and promote
I

x

i

i

i

sovery, and it must provide ample and varied relaxation foi-

u-alescents and their companions. Nor should it be for-

tten that the presence of overj- inv.alid entails on an average

! presence of two or three otliers, friends or attendants, who
not invalids. A health resort which provides sufficient

upation and amiLsement for this latter cUiss wiU have gained

additional claim to consideration.

Wliile we are stiU far behind rrance and Germany, im.enteijs

prise of this kind, it would be inijust to ignore the great pro-

gress which is being made. Southport shows what a pleasant

resort can be constructed upon the barest of eandliills, and

Bournemouth is a witness of how a pine forest can be trans-

foimed into one of the most attractive of sanatoria. Bath,

Leamington, and Droitwich are proving that enterprise is

not hopelessly dead at the English spas, and here, as always,

well-directed eflbrt is reaping its due reward. No British,

resort has hitherto, so far as we are aware, adopted the plan

so general on the Continent of imposing a -fixed tax upon all

\-isitors for the development of the locality on the lines in-

dicated in this article. Such an impost would be a novelty in

tliis country, and perhaps somewhat repugnant to our pre-

judices, but a nation that still tolerates tolls upon bridges

cannot consistently rebel against a Kur-iax. The advantagts

of such an arrangement need hardly be pointed out.

After all has been said, it may be m-ged that Continental

resorts sw-pass us in point of chmate, and that as long as our

summers and autumns are prone to be sunless and damp, so

long will those who have the means migrate to more favoured

regions. Granting this argument some weight, it by no means

disposes of the entire question. There can be little doubt

that at the hohday season our chmate is far more promotive

of liealth than tliat of many of the most famous sanatoria.

From July to October includes the period at wliich our various

classes seek their annual hohday- Dm-ing July and August

sea-bathing is one of the chief ends pursued ; and it may be

confidently asserted that no marine resorts in the world equal

those of Great Britam. Scarborough, Hastings, Brighton,

Eastbourne, Ilfracombe, Cromer, WHiitby, Llandudno, Tenhy,

and Barmouth constitute a hst that might easily be enlarged,

and one to which no Continental coimtry can aflord an ade-

quate parallel. Another large class of hohday-seekers is com-

posed of those -Nvho require mineral wafers and batlis, which

are usually associated. Now, with one important exception,

this counti-y is well provided with natural mineral springs, and

it can hardly be denied that in summer or early autumn

Harrogate, Buxton, and Molfat are more desirable resorts than

the German or Austrian baths. Unfortunately, our springs

are deficient in waters aerated vvith carbonic acid gas, a.nd

hence onr sulphur and sahne -waters are apt to prove some-

what heavy and indigestible. It has been proposed, and in

places successfully attempted, to have some species of natural

water ai-tifioially aerated.

But, to recui- to om' original position, it is not, we think,

any natm-al deficiency in our health resorts which dooms many

of them to insignificance, so much as lack of enterprise and

blindness to those attractive accessories which make the for-

tune of many of the Continental sanatoria. It must be owned

that as a nation we are not successful in organisuig those

minor enjojniient.-? and hghter graces which are yet indispen-

sable to a well-roimdcd existence. We ''take our pleasures

sadly," and thereby are great losers. Probably that inca-

pacity for small enjoyments, that inabihty to be easily

amused which so strongly chan»cterises \is, is a hngering relic

of the old Puritan prejudice against every s^wcies of pleasure.

Such a prejuthce is happily almost a thing of the past. From

the medical point of \iow it was an error to be deplored, and
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snch errors, even when ostensibly abandoned, are apt to leave

traces behind in the poise and adjustment of the national

mind. We must not be ashamed to amuse the sick, and both

sick and healthy may with advantage occasionally devote

some serious thoughts to those arts which promote the best

and most advantageous utilisation of leisure hours and hoUday

seasons. It is only a crude philosophy which can condemn

such efforts as unworthy of our best endeavours and most

serious attention.

This JomtyAL has taken many opportimities of pressing

these \-iews upon the attention of those most interested in

their success, and the subject is one to which Mr. Ernest Hart

referred in some detail in his "Letters from Carlsbad." It

is gratifying to us to know that some good results are likely

to follow. At the beginning of another season we again in-

\-ite attention to a subject of national as well as professional

importance.

TEACHING SCIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC

TEACHING.
In teaching science, a double aim is sought—to impart knowledge,

and to give mental training ; both objects are of great import-

ance to the student. It is frequently a subject of regret to see

how soon physiology, anatomy and chemistry are forgotten by

the student who has passed his examinations in those subjects,

although he may have worked industriously at them in his

earlier years. We cannot but think that this is in part due to

failure in training the student to think and argne for himself

about what ho sees in the laboratory and the class-room.

Observing facts does not necessarily imply thuiking about them

;

to make logical comparisons and analogies between objects seen,

to trace out under wise supervision the sequences of events as

demonstrat'Cd by what is seen does compel thinking. Questions

asked as to the action of different groups of muscles, and as to

the mnscles, the nerves, and the nerve centres which produce

certain visible movements ; such methods tend to produce effi-

cient thinking, and add a practical interest to physiological and

anatomical studies. In the hospital some students are too apt

to be satisfied with detecting physical signs ; a systolic apical

bruit is detected over the heart, and the hasty inference is drawn

that the mitral valve is diseased, and that this constitutes a

diagnosis justifying at once the prescription of digitalis and iron.

The brvit is a very important piece of initial evidence, and sug-

gests the hypothesis of po.ssiblo mitral disease, and the neces-

sity of looking to all the physical conditions of the heart and

the circulation in the pulmonary and systemic systems, as well

as in the various viscera. A successful observation should stimu-

late thought, and lead to further observation. A patient com-

plains of pain in the chest ; on listening no friction is heard, and

no abnormal dulness is found ; the hasty conclusion may be

drawn that no pleurisy is present, the student neglecting to take

the temperature and to look for all the signs of pleurisy. Such

habits of want of thoughtftilnesa lead to bad practice. Every

observation should be followed by thought as to its significance

and its relations to our knowledge ; such mental habits may be

inculcated in teaching science. It is not only in clinical work

that the need for correct thinking is seen ; in the examination

room we have frequently seen candidates fail to answer simpk

questions, not necessarily through ignorance, but because thi \

were impractised in continuous and regular habits of thought.

« -.i

Me. Pearce Gould has resigned the office of Surgeon to tlul

London Temperance Hospital.

Thb Guy's Hospital Biennial Festival Dinner will take place mI
Wednesday, July 4th ; and Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith, F.R.S., will \n\

the chairman. The annual distribution of prizes will be made iri

the afternoon of the same day at the Hospital.

De. August Wbgneb, Generalarzt of the First Class, ancl

Physician in Ordinary to the German Emperor, has been en-

nobled. This gives him the right to place the particule nobiliair.

" von " before his name.

Dr. Matthews Duncan will preside at the half-yearly dinno

of the Aberdeen University Club (London), which will be held a

the Holborn Restaurant on Wednesday next. The honorary secre

taries of the Club are Dr. R. W. Burnet and Mr. R. M. Routledge (Ij

Elm Court, Temple).

The Burial Reform Association has resolved to memoriali*!

the Home Secretary to inquire into the condition of cemeteries an(

the mode of burial adopted. At the annual meeting to be held

next Monday at Grosvenor House, the Duke of Westminster in thi

chair, it is proposed to put the sanitary aspect of the question t<

the front. Sir E. H. Sieveking, M.D., Dr. Hubbard, Dr. Danfor

Thomas, Mr. EUice-Clarke, C.E., Mr. F. Seymour Haden, F.S.A.,

and Mr. Wollaston Pym, are among those who have promised t<i

take part in the proceedings.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL.
We understand that it is proposed to present a testimonial t'

both Dr. Wadham and Mr. Holmes, whose periods of office t

physician and surgeon respectively to St. George's Hospital hav.

recently expired. Dr. Dickinson is the treasurer, and the sub

scription to each testimonial is not to exceed one guinea.

RABBITS IN AUSTRALIA.
A TELEGRAM from Sydney states that the conference upon th

•means of dealing with the rabbit pest has resulted in the selcc

tion of an island where M. Pasteur's and other methods of extirpa

tion will be thoroughly tried. The liability of other animals am

birds to infection by the same means will also be tested.

INTERNATIONAL OTOLOGICAL CONGRESS.
The next International Congress of Otology will be held a

Brussels from the 10th to the 16th of September next under th>

presidency of Dr. Ch. Delstanche. Gentlemen wishing to be pre

sent are requested to communicate before May 15th with th

Secretary, Dr. Ch. Goris, 143, Rue Koyale, Brussels.

MEDICAL DEVOTION.
Another instance of the heroic and praiseworthy'services soofte'

rendered by medical men, in times of disaster and special dangf

has come to our notice in an account of the terrible disastc

which recently occurred at the St. Helen's Colliery at Workingtor

where, as the result of an explosion, many lives were lost an'

others injured. Drs. Dudgeon and Ormrod were, it ia stated, earl;

on the scene, and, while Dr. Dudgeon was attending to the injured

Dr. Ormrod went down the pit with the rescue party ;
and thougi
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le after-damp was very oppressive, the whole of the workings

ere explored. Again and again they made the descent, bringing

) the dead and injured, and imperilling their own lives in doing

'.. Kvery possible help was given to the injured and suffering,

r. Ormrod has, we believe, had e.xperieuce of many colliery ex-

osions.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH : WESTERN
DISTRICT.

E are requested to call the attention of our members resident in

le Western District of the Metropolitan Counties Branch to the

ct that at the next meeting, which will be held on Wednesday,

ay 16th, at St. George's Union Infirmary, Fulham Road,

rompton, the chair will be taken at 8.15 by Dr. Charlton Bastian,

R.S., Vice-President of the District, when a short paper will be

ad by Mr. Butlin on " The Treatment of Chronic Ulcers of the

sngue." Demonstrations will be given by Mr. Noble Smith and

r. H. W. Webster. This District Branch, which has an ample

nstituency, promises a programme of considerable interest for

s summer proceedings, and the attendance of all members and

leir friends is invited.

THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.

. seems probable that the General Medical Council will not

ive much business before it during the next session, which com-

ences on Tuesday, May 22nd. Official notification of the op-

jintment of two new members. Dr. G. Y. Heath, representing the

Diversity of Durham, and Dr. Hector C. Cameron, representing

le Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow, will be re-

sived. Reports of the various committees—the Finance, Phar-

macopoeia, Statistical, and Income and Expenditure Committees—

j ill be presented, as well as a report from the Education Com-

dttee, which may possibly give occasion for some discussion,

he Executive Committee will meet on Monday, May 21st, to

rrange the order of business.

THE MAGNESIUM LIGHT IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

Jbofessok Dr. Hermann Cohn, Breslau, is of opinion that the

]

lightning powder " used of late (consisting of magnesium pow-

lered and chlorate of potash in equal parts) is disadvantageous

l)r the following reasons : 1. On account of the dangerous charac-

r of this powder it cannot be made in large quantities and

(ired for use, but must be carefully prepared for use as occasion

liquires. 2. It is not easy to set on fire at the precise moment

lesired, even with the electric spark. Fuming sulphuric acid will

Iq this. Dr. Cohn has been told, but this is not a desirable sub-

|;ance to deal with, as its vapour would damage any delicate ap-

aratus in the vicinity. 3. It is not always desirable to have a

'ouble illumination. 4. The light should be "photochemical."

'rofessor Cohn obviates all these inconveniences by using simple

lagnesium powder, which is then blown through any flame in

s.' by means of a simple little apparatus (which may be obtained

ir :!s. from Herr Pusch, Breslau, Schmiedehriicke 46). Armed

!rith this and a small benzine lamp, anyone can produce a

iiomentarj- and brilliant illumination, and this may obtain photo-

raphs anywhere and at any time. Magnesitim is only about

wopence a grain, and a grain or two amply suffices. For medical
'

hotographers nothing can be simpler than Professor Cohn's

iftgnesium-benzine light.

A THRILLING INCIDENT.

)B. A. C. DOTT calls attention to the following circumstance rc-

orted in the Indian Daily Neics (Calcutta), which is of interest

lot only for its personal aspects, but as an example of successful

reatment of snake-bite. A number of snakes, principally cobras,

vere sent to Dr. Vincent Richards for experiment. Dr. Richards

took out one of the cobras with the object of getting some of its

poison in a watch-glass, which he had ready for the purpose. He

held the snake in his right hand, and was moving his left hand in

front of it, when the snake bit him severely on the forefinger of

the left hand. Dr. Richards, fortunately for himself, preserved

his presence of mind ; he killed the snake, and with a knife laid

the finger open to the bone above the wound, and applie<l per-

manganate of potash ; he then applied a ligature to the finger

and another to the forearm, and drove off for medical help. Dr.

Macleod and Sir Benjamin Simpson reopened the wound and

thoroughly cauterised it with nitric acid. Ordinarj- dres-sings

were then put on. More than two months have passed since the

accident, and Dr. Richards is doing well.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR.
We received the following telegram from Charlottenburg on Thurs-

day morning : " Last Saturday, immense, sudden increase of pua

took place, twice as much as any day previously, but no increase

of fever occurred. It is probable, therefore, that the abscess

which formed a fortnight ago broke down. The discharge of pus

is now lessening, and the Emperor is gradually recovering

strength." We learn, on what appears to be trustworthy autho-

rity, that in Professor Senator's opinion the disease is undoubtedly

laryngeal cancer, complicated with extensive suppuration. Xew

swellings are continually becoming developed in the trachea, so

that the cannula has to be frequently changed.

THE PARKES MUSEUM OF HYGIENE,

Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Albany presented on Satur-

day last, at the Parkes Museum, certificates to the ladies who had

passed an examination following a course of lectures on domestic

hygiene given by Dr. Schofield on behalf of the National Health

Society. Sir Douglas Galton, who opened the proceedings, spoke

of the need which was felt by friends of hygiene and workers in

sanitation at this critical point, when further progress of the

sanitary education of the nation required earnest and concentrated

effort, and expressed a strong belief that, if all the different sani-

tary and health associations were combined, ample funds for the

endowment of a grand national college of hygiene, with affiUa-

tions in the chief localities of the empire, would be at once avail-

able. Lord Wantage proposed and Mr. Ernest Hart seconded a

vote of thanks to the Duchess of Albany, which was cordially

passed. A letter from Miss Florence Nightingale, expressing her

deep sympathy with the objects of the Museum, especially with

the ceremony that day, was read ; it contained the following

passage :
" Without women there can be no domestic hygiene. The

first principles and work of sewerage, water-supply, and ventUa-

tion must, without the housewife, almost remain a dead letter.

But let her be practically interested in how to keep air, earth,

and water pure, and to admit light in her house, and the health

and life-giving machinerj- is complete."

MEETINGS OF GERMAN ASSOCIATIONS.

TiTE sixty-first German Scientific and Medical Congress ^vill be

held in Cologne from September 18th to 23rd. Dr. Laudahn. repre-

senting the section of Neurology and Psychiatrj-, will receive

announcements of intended papers.—The second Congress of the

Anatomical Society will take place in Wiirzburg from May 20th to

23rd. The following papers and addresses are announced:—

Gegenbauer : On Cicnogenesis. Bardoleben : On the Position of

the Female Pelvic Organs. His : On the Origin of Nerve Fibres

(with demonstrations). Kollmann : On the Skeletal Hand in Ver-

tebrates; also OnCwlom and Nephridium in Vertebrates. Von

Brunn: Membrana Pripforraativa and C\iticula Dentis. H. \ ir-

chow: The Spinal Cord in Anthropoidea. Th.Kolliker :
On the
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Simple Deposition of the Intermaxillary, with demonstrations

contra Biondi. Leboncq: Tlio Finger-skeleton in_Pinniptdia ami

C'etacea. Bonnet : Stump-tailed Dogs, in regard to the Transmis-

sion of Acquired Peculiarities. Born: On the Formation of the

Valves, Orifices, and Septa of Mammalian Hearts, •n-ith demon-

strations. Kabl (Prague): On the Origin of Connective Sub-

stances. Several interesting _'de.moustration8 are announced, in

addition to the above.—The German Gynaecological Association

will hold its second meeting in Halle from May 24th to ii6th.

About twenty-three members have promised papers, amongst

which are the following,—Winckel (Munich); On the Facilitation

of the Delivery of the Head in Foot-presentation. Dohen (Kijnigs-

berg): The After-birth Period. Schwartz (Halle): (1) The Treat-

ment of Kxtra-uterine Pregnancy ; (2) Atony of the Non-puerperal

Uterus. Alilfeld (Marburg) : (1) On Placenta Pnevia and Uterine

Incision; (2) On some Intra-uterine Fatal Movements not hitherto

described. Olshausen (Berlin) : On the Mechanism of Delivery in

Cranial Presentation.

BOWER AND KEATES INDEMNITY FUND.
The Committee of the Bower and Keates Indemnity Fund are

now, after several unavoidable delays, in a position to wind up
the affairs with which they have had to deal. After paying
Messrs. Bower|and Keates's bill of taxed costs and all the expenses

connected with the appeal to the profession, etc., a balance of

about £500 remained. Some time ago the Committee issued to

every subscriber a circular regarding the disposal of the surplus,

and suggested that part should be given to help other practi-

tioners who had been attacked and had vindicated themselves at

considerable cost, and that part might be given to some of the

medical charities. The subscribers having left the power of dis-

posal in the hands of the Committee, we believe they have
advanced so far in the distribution as to vote £100 to Mr. Ralph
Hodgson, late of Lewisham, who was successful in clearing himself

from charges brought against him by a servant ; in the case of

Gibson and Wife v. Jeffries and Hills, .£.'iO to the defendants ; and a

like sum to Mr. Brown, of Wandsworth, in the case of Lennard v.

Lennard, Brown, and Allatt. The Committee have still about
£300 remaining, and they propose to meet in a month to decide

as to its distribution and to close the accounts.

A CASE OF SPLENECTOMY.
In the Annali Clinici delf Ospedale deijl' Incurahili in Napoli for

May and .lune, 1887, Professor Agostino Casini has recorded a ease

in which he successfully excised a "wandering" and hj-pertrophied

spleen. The patient was a woman, aged 22, who for four years had
suffered from frequent attacks of malarial fever, sometimes accom-
panied by jaundice. Three years before she came under the care

of Dr. Casini she became conscious of uneasy dragging sensa-

tions in the abdomen, and noticed a tumour in that region which
steadily increased in size, whilst her general health became
gradually worse. On examination the belly was seen to be en-

larged, especially on the left side. A .smooth, nmiided, rather

hard swelling was felt occupying tlie fore part of the cavity ; it

extended upwards nearly to the. margin of the ribs, downwards to

the pelvis, and laterallj' to a line passing downwards from the

anterior axillary border. The tumour was freely movable, and
was not adherent to the abdominal parietes. It could be rotated

80 that its upper edge was directed forwards perpendicularly to

the wall of the belly, the anterior surface thus becoming the in-

ferior, and the posterior the upper. On the rounded margin a
notch could be distinctly felt. The mass could he moved up-
wards and to the left, so as to be almost covered by the ribs ; dis-

placement towards the riglit, on the other hand, caused a feeling
of dragging and stretching on the left side. There was some fluid

in the abdominal cavity. On April 20th Professor Casini opened

the abdomen in the middle line, and removed the spleen. Thei'

were some adhesions to the kidney, and especially to the pmi-

creas, wliich formed part of the pedicle. The latter gave a gO'id

deal of trouble, and had to be tied in a number of separate pieces, h

portion of the pancreas, which could not be detached, being seiz

between the blades of apair of forceps, and crushed off ; the stun

of the pancreas was then stitched up, and, after careful cleans n

of the jieritoneum, the abdomen was closed. Very little bio .

was lost in spite of the difficulty which had been felt in secur-

ing the vessels of the pedicle. The spleenweighed 3 kilogrammes ai'i

XOO grammes (Sjlbs.). The temperature on thefu-st and second il

was 10O.-l° F., after which it fell to a point little above noruiLii.

On the seventh day the sutures were removed from the

abdominal wound, ,which had healed by first intention. A f •

~

days later a small abscess formed^in the abdomen on the left si

above the level of the umbilicus ; the patient, however, soon aft -

wards passed a quantity of pus in her urine, and continued

do so for some little time, the swelling meanwhile gradually dis-

appearing. Towards the end of May she was discharged cured,

and six months later she was still in perfect health. This makes

the ninth splenectomy that has been performed in Italy, the first

having been done in 1874. Of these operations five had a fatal

result ; the remaining four, which have all been performed since

1881, have been successful. ti

DR. APOSTOLI AT BRIGHTON.
At the last meeting of the Brighton and Sussex Medico-Ch

gical Society, held on Thursday, May 3rd—Mr. \V. F. SalzmaHBi M
President, in the chair—Sir T. Spencer Wells read a paper " On

the Electrical Treatment of Diseases of the Uterus." After the

:

paper, which will be found reported in full on another page. Dr.

Apostoli, who was very well received, made some remarks in i

French. An animated discussion then followed, sustained by Dr3.

I'layfair, Aveling, Inglis Parsons, IIe3'WOod Smith, George Elder

(Nottingham), Travers, Skene Keith, and Mr. W. Furner. \b willj

l)e seen from our report, most of the speakers were decidedly in
i

favour of Apostoli's method. Various questions on the subject

were replied to by Sir Spencer Wells and Dr. Apostoli. There >

were over sixty gentlemen present, amongst others, as visitors,

Mr. Morse (Norwich), Dr. Beaumont (Southampton), Drs. Colgate

and Farnell (Eastbourne), etc. The members present included the

Vice-Presidents, Mr. Noble Edwards and Dr. Withers Jloore,

the Treasurer, Mr. Hodgson, and the Honorary Secretaries, Mr.

Cresswell Baber and Dr. Mackey (acting for Dr. Whittle).

THE DEATH OF MR. WALTER SHIRLEY.
The distressing circumstances attending the death of Mr. W
Shirley, until recently M.P. for the Doncaster Division, liav''

natiu-ally attracted a good deal of attention. He was admitted

into the London Hospital, and died within twenty-four hours,

pust-mortem examination showing that the immediate cause of

death was suppurative peritonitis. A i)ainful impression was,

created by the statement that he had previously applied toSt.
|

Thomas's Home and Hospital and had been refused admission.

We have received from the Resident Assistant Physician the fol-;

lowing explanation of the reasons which led to this refusal:—;

•'On April 30th, at 11 P.M., Mr. Shirley, accompanied by his land-

lord and a i>oliceman, applied for admission to St. Thomas's

Home. He was seen by Dr. Edmunds, the medical officer of the

Home, and subsequently, at Dr. Edmunds's request, by Dr. Haw-

kins, the resident assistant pliysician of the hospital. It appears

that he had left his residence in the Temple to take lodgings Jo

Newington. In Newington he had been seen by a local practj-|

tioner, who had recommended his admission to St. ThomBSSj

Home. The appearance of the policeman on the scene was dua^o

the fact that Mr. Shirley, on his way to the Home in a cab, had
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itnped out and invoked the assistance of the police to protect

im irom being taken to on asyhim. Dr. Edmunds and Dr.

(twkins foimd Mr. Shirley to present such marked signs of

ental aberration as to render him unfit to be admitted to Home
• Hospital, the rules of which forbid the admission, except in

was of e.xtreme urgency, of such cases. Extreme urgency -was

•rtaiiily not apparent. Mr. Shirley walked about with much

Aivity, conversed freely, had a good pulse and a clean tongue-

is mental condition rendered it in the highest degree undesirable

lat he should be introduced into a ward containing a number of

sraons to whom rest was precious. His physical condition after

a journey to the hospital showed nothing incompatible with his

turn to Newington, under the care of his medical attendant in

lat locality. Admission was therefore refused. At the same

me a letter was sent to his medical attendant, giving the reasons

hich prevented his admission ; and a telegraphic message was

•dered to be despatched to his nearest known relative notifying

8 condition."

SWISS LAWS AND ENGLISH PATIENTS.

the discussion at the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society on

treatment of phthisis by residence at high altitudes, Dr. Quain

1' some very pertinent remarks. He dwelt vrith some emphasis on

1 .-cent action of the Swiss Government, which has rendered

|- iiuglish practitioner, however well qualified, liable to fine

id imprisonment for attending his own couiitrymen within

Republic. This unfortunate state of the Swiss law led Dr.

aain to hesitate before advising patients to go to health resorts

here they would be so ruthlessly deprived of the advice of

aglish medical men. There was, he said, good reason to believe

at not a few of his colleagues in London held the same opinion.

lis recent decision of the Swiss authorities ia the more remark-

ile inasmuch as they must be aware that Swiss medical men can

actise in England without let or hindrance, and could now even

placed on the Register for foreign practitioners, which confers

ery privilege possessed by an English practitioner, provided

at the Swiss were willing to reciprocate by giving English prac-

;ioners a like privilege in Switzerland.

A VICTIM TO THE CHLOROFORM HABIT.

vu points at least furnishing matter for reflection arise out of

e death from inhalation of chloroform reported this week. The

ceased, a midwife, aged 42, had, it appear.s, been in the habit for

least ten years of inhaling large quantities of chloroform ; in

ct, she claimed to be—at any rate it was claimed for her at the

quest— that she was the champion chloroform taker of the

)rld, and that she would take a pint of chloroform in the day.

i
will be safe to assert that a verj' considerable quantity of this

lily allowance was never really taken, or inhaled by her at all,

|.t wasted on the atmosphere around her. As everyone cou-

rsant with the subject is well aware, it is not the amount of

loroform, but [the proportion of it to air, that constitutes the

ief source of danger in inhalation. The first point, however, to

lich we would refer is whether we may infer from this case that

9 system may become habituated to, and so more tolerant of,

loroform vapour; we do not think such an inference can be

ide ; we have no evidence as to the degree of concentration of

9vapour she was wont to inhale, and her death would prove

It she certainly had not attained to complete toleration, whilst

is well known that many fatal results from chloroform inhala-

n have occurred in persons who had previously and sometimes

leatedly taken chloroform without any ill effect. Our second

lection is as to how it ha]>pened that this woman was able to

rchase such large quantities of so potent a drug ; some chemists

y sell it to medical men, or by their instructions ; and it is to

I regretted that the opportunity was not afforded to the jury of

making a strong presentment on the subject on the present occa-

sion. The unfortunate woman could never have acquired the

habit had it not been for the laxity of some person or persona in

selling chloroform to her.

WEIL'S DISEASE.

Within the last two years, another disease, bearing a man's name,

has been described and discussed. We have already Bright's.

Addison's, Graves's or Basedow's, Raynaud's, Friedreich's, Thom.-

sen's, and Meniere's diseases, besides iVrgj-U-Robertson's pupils •

CoUes's fracture, and several surgeons' amputations. There are

numerous objections to the practice of employing men's names to

distinguish diseases. The taunt of the Psalmist against the

heathen calling their lands after their own names does not apply

to the present case, as the names in question, surnames of distin-

guished observers, are invariably attached by others to the diseases

which these observers first described without the aid and con-

venience of nomenclature. Nevertheless, the practice is objection-

able ; it implies the glorification of men through disease, and, as

part of a system of nomenclature, is faulty. Weil's disease is so-

called for the usual reason—that is to say, it was first described

by a physician of that name. About thirty cases have been noted,

including those first detailed by Dr. Weil only two years ago. Dr.

Fiedler has since written on the new disorder in the Beutsch.

Archiv, vol. xlii, part 4, page 281. lIJs paper has already been

ably condensed in the May number of the American Journal of

the Medical Sciences. Fiedler concludes that the disease, first de-

scribed by Weil in 1886, is not an abortive form of typhoid fever,

as Dr. Weil has suggested. It is a distinct, acute infectious or

toxic affection. The disease begins suddenly, without prodromal

symptoms, but often with a chill. The constant symptoms are

fever, headache, gastric disturbance, jaundice, and muscular pain,

especially in the calves. The fever has a typical course, and lasts

eight or ten days. Relapses have been observed. The spleen and

liver are generally but not always swollen; the liver often be-

comes tender on pressure. Nephritis is often observed ; herpes

and erythema occur at times. The prognosis is generally favour-

able. Weil's disease is generally seen in hot weather, and men in

the prime of life are the most subject to it. The cause is quite

unknown, but butchers appear most liable to the disease, judging

from the scanty statistics already at the disposal of the physicians

who have studied Weil's disease.

EXTIRPATION OF CONSTRICTED PORTION OF THE
LIVER.

Dr. Langenbcch describes, in the Berliner Klinische If'ochen-

schrift, No. 3, 18&^, the case of a woman, aged 30, who had suf-

fered for eight years from abdominal pain, most marked when she

lay down : when lying on the back, palpitations and a feeling of

fear came on. In the upper part of the abdomen a swelling, the

size of a fist, could be felt. It was hardly perceptible externally,

and extended from the ensiform cartilage to within two and a

quarter inches of the umbilical level. The swelling was smooth,

tough, and elastic; its inner border was thick. Percussion im-

paired, the dulness being continuous with that corresponding to

the area of the liver. Echinococcus or, more probably, constric-

tion of liver, caused by clothing, was diagnosed. An exploratory

incision was made, and a large mass of liver-substance, cut off by

a deep constriction from the left lobe of the liver, was discovered.

The position of the constricted mass explained the high degree of

pain and discomfort which it caused, strongly contrasting with

the trifling inconvenience observed when the right lobe is simi-

larly affected. The mass in this case pressed the pyloric portion

of the stomach, the duodenum, pancreas, aorta, with several great

nerves and ganglia of the sympathetic against the vertebral

column. The mass of liver was amputated, several pedicles being
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made out of the bands of connective tissue which still united it

to tlie main part of the liver, and carefully lij^atured. Haemor-

rhage occurred on the evening of the operation, the abdominal

cavity was opened up again, clots removed, and a vessel ligatured.

The patient recovered for a time. Gradually ascites set in, with

cedema. Dr. Langenbuch was uncertain whether the ascites

should be attributed to the high degree of hydncmia present in

this case, or to diminution of the area of the portal circulation.

The abdomen was twice tapped, when the patient is said to have

recovered completely.

PHYSICAL INSTRUCTION.
MADA.ME Bergman OsxEnnEEG, who has for some years acted

for the London School Board as superintendent of physical training,

and in supervising and [training the teachers, has given evidence

before the Royal Commission on education. Madame Usterberg,

as the result of her experience, gives her opinion that the present

drill does not develop children physically, it simply sharpens their

attention. The recommendation is made that the training of

special teachers should comprise an elementarj' course in ana-

tomy, physiology, and hygiene, and that special inspectors should

supervise these subjects. The health of girls appears to suffer

from neglect of such training, especially in towns, and improve-
ment has been obvious under training upon the Swedish system.

In schools it has been fovind that where mistresses at first grudged
the time given to physical exercises, they have never afterwards
regretted the time so spent. Exercise must, of course, be modi-
fied in the case of children who are underfed or starving. Mr.
Alexander, of Liverpool, advocates tliat teachers should qualify

themselves in giving gymnastic exercises, and that children

should commence such practice when 8 years old. He also pro-

poses that children should be taught to play under competent
supervision, and that gymnastic apparatus be provided in every
school ; he considers that the use of some such apparatus

quickens the circulation, and that other exercises aid development,
while free exercises are enough for health. It is much to be
hoped that the report of the Royal Commission will give some
recommendations for physical training and attention to the
hygiene of primary schools.

ULCERATIVE OR INFECTIOUS ENDOCARDITIS IN

DOGS.
M. Mathis, of the Lyons Veterinary School, has recently pub-
lished some cases of infectious endocarditis in dogs, which appear
to be of interest to medical men from their similarity to coses

occurring in human beings. The first case described is that of an
old bitch, which had been operated on for a tumour of the udder.

All went well till a week after the operation, when the

animal managed to tear away a ligature which had been placed

on the mammary artery. This was followed by violent hiemor-

rhage, which was checked by the actual cautery. From that time
the bitch refused her food, the wound ceased to granulate, and
the respiration became rapid and difficult ; there was also violent

palpitation of the heart. A week later she died. The heart was
found filled with whitish clots, easily broken down, looking more like

jelly than fibrin; these were adherent to the walls of the heart

and especially to the mitrol and tricuspid valves, which were ulcer-

ated. In the second case a bitch, which had just dropped a litter

of puppies, had to walk through a large puddle of water which
came up to her middle. She was immediately afterwards attacked
by violent fever (40.5" C), the pulse being 14.'i, and the heart beat-
ing very violently ; the breath was short, and the mouth hot and
dry. She fell into a somnolent state, the dyspnoea and palpita-
tion gradually increasing, till death ensued seventy-two hours
after the commencement of the attack. Clots and valvular ulcers
were found ia the heart. In the third case, where there had been

a good deal of uterine hasmorrhago a trocar had been inserted int

an old hiematoma situated at the fundus of the vagina of a bite

five years old. Soon afterwards dyspnoea, palpitation, am
pyrexia came on, death rapidly ensuing. Some very distinc!

ulcers of a reddish-grey colour were found on the auriculo-ventri,

cular valves; from these ulcers a micrococcus was obtained an<

cultures prepared; these succeeded very well in broth, bu

developed less quickly in gelatine, and not at oil in agar-agai.

The juice of all the organs terved for sowing the cultures. Intra

venous injections of the culture did not succeed in developing th

disease in healthy animals, a certain predisposition being appar

ently required. Thus, in two of the three cases described ther

had been exhausting hasmorrhage, wliile the third occurred in th

puerperal state. The clinical characters of this disease may b

said to be sudden invasion causing extreme depression, dyspuojt

and violent palpitation, no physical signs to account for tln'.-

being discoverable by auscultation or percussion.

SCOTLAND.

Dr. W. Scott Lang has recently been appointed to lecture o:

surgical pathology at Surgeons' Hall, and commenced the cours

by giving an introductory lecture on May 2nd.

SOUTHERN MEDICAL SOCIETY, GLASGOW.
On May 3rd Dr. Mclntyre read notes of loryngeal cases illustrat

ing difiiculties of diagnosis and treatment. He specially referrec

to the frequency with which the larynx was the seat of refleJ

irritation from other parts, such as the nasal mucous membrane

or from the presence of nasal polypi, and described the mon
recent methods of treating such cases.

OPENING OF THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION.
The great social event of the week has been the opening on Tues-

day last of the Exhibition by their Koyal Highnesses the Princi

and Princess of Wales. The event was most successful, (ilasgow

visited so seldom by Royalty, was en fete. In the most brilliani

sunshine, the miles of gaily-decorated streets and the dense

crowds of holiday-makers made a sight well worth seeing. The

E.xhibition and grounds were in apple-pie order, and nothing oc-

curred to mar the beauty of one of the most brilliant ceremoniw

that have ever occurred in Glasgow.

DISCUSSION ON TRACHELORRHAPHY.
At the last meeting of the Glasgow Obstetrical and Gynae-

cological Society, Dr. Park introduced a discussion on trache-

lorrhaphy ; he criticised and traversed the conclusions of Noeg-

gerath. He thought subinvolution and hj'pertrophy were not

only directly but remotely se(iuent to lacerations of any con-

siderable extent; but that, while that was so, these frequently

yielded to treatment, and trachelorrhaphy was only called for in

intractable cases. The discussion was an animated one, and wa«

engaged in by Drs. Sloan, Oliphant, Pollock, Turner, Stark, and

.N'airn.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY, GLASGOW.
At the meeting of the Medical Section on May 4th, Professor W.

T. Gairdner showed a young child with a peculiar deformity ol

its arms, affecting chiefly the muscles, causing abduction of the

arm, with flexion of elbow and inversion of forearm. It wa.-

supposed to be due to some central nervous lesion. Dr. Middle-

ton showed a patient with congenital cardiac disease, due pro-

bably to communication between the auricles or ventricles, bul

without any blueness of skin. Professor Gairdner showed a hearl

from a case in which an auricular systolic murmur was heard

during life, while the post-mortem examination revealed no lesion
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lit ft perforation of one of the anterior segments of the aortic

alve. Professor Gairdner said this was the first case that had

)me under his observation that appeared to support Austin

lint's theory of the causation of the presystolic murmur. Pro-

Bsor Gairdner and Dr. Middk-ton showed a heart from a case in

hich systolic and diastolic murmurs were heard during life,

hile the post-mortem examination revealed extreme mitral

enosis as well aa aortic and tricuspid lesions.

DEATH OF DR. H. C. MACEWEN.
HIS talented physician has just died at the early age of 27, from

kphtheria caught in the discharge of his professional duty, and

the verj' outset of his career. After a most distinguished

lurse as a student, first at the University of Glasgow, and after-

ords of Edinburgh, he graduated in 188.5, and then proceeded to

ienna, to continue his studies of special branches. On his return

Glasgow he entered the Royal Infirmary as house-physician,

jhere he resided for a year, and only left a month ago to fill a

jicancy on the staff of the Belvidere Fever Hospital. He had

irdly been three weeks in his new post when he was seized with

3 fatal illness. He first complained of sore throat on April

tth, and he died on May 3rd, deeply regretted by all who knew

GLASGOW BOUNDARIES COMMISSION.
SB report of this Commission, which has just been issued, will

many respects have a verj' great influence on the health and

nitary conditions of the inhabitants of Glasgow. The Commis-

311 recommends the inclusion within the city of all the presently

parate suburban police burghs and of certain portions of the

lUnties of Lanark and Renfrew, built upon and inhabited, but

ill extra-burghal. This means the addition of about 180,000 in-

iWtants and of about S,.'JOO acres to the present city, giving a

tal population of about 724,000, and an acreage of 14,600 to the

tended city. In making these additions the Commissioners

ive been largely guided by the sanitary and drainage necessities

the various districts and by the common interests of the citj-

id districts in regard to the spread of infectious diseases and

,e treatment and removal of these diseases and of all other in-

Edtarj' conditions. They regard it as of the utmost importance

at the whole urban area should be under the charge of one

ief medical officer, with an adequate staff and appliances in

e'Tarious districts, and that that officer should be responsible

the central authorities, consisting of representatives of every

*l) of the e.ictended city. It is to be hoped that a report based

such enlightened considerations for the health of the inhabi-

'mts may speedily be made the basis for I'arliamentarj- pro-

ure.

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY,
summer session of the various Glasgow medical schools

ined last week. The interruption to the ordinary course of

brk by the opening of the International Exhibition on May Sth

jms, however, to have deterred many students from entering

nmptly for the classes. At any rate the enrolments at the Uni-

rsity are as yet in many cases considerably below those of last

ar. The agitation aroused by the Universities Bill seems to

lepen as the Bill slowly progresses in Parliameut. It will be

her difficult to form a just estimate of the dominant opinion

?arding the Bill so far as Glasgow University is concerned, as

fewer than four petitions have already gone up from various

dies connected with the University, and expressing views of no
tic divergence. That of the Senate seeks to have the affiliation

luses wiped out, and the clauses relating to the powers of the

urt and Senate amended, so as to leave the present powers of the

nate in educational matters intact ; while the petition of the

uacil Association, representing the views of " about a thousand

graduates, comprising clergymen, medical men, lawyers, and

others," specially singles out the affiliation clauses and those re-

stricting the powers of the Senate for approval, though it ex-

presses the opinion that the affiliation proposals are defective in

that they do not expressly confer on the University Court any

share in the management of the affiliated colleges. The Council

itself asks only for a definition of affiliation, incorporation, etc.,

disapproves of the transference of the patronage of bursaries, and

petitions for an increase in the financial grant ; while the Uni-

versity Club takes the senatorial view that the Commissioners

should have affiliation referred to them merely for consideration

and report. On May 3rd the unusual spectacle was witnessed of

the Principal and a deputation from the Senate, consisting of Pro-

fessors Leishman, Yeitch, Stewart, and Jack, appearing before the

Town Council to show cause why the Council should not petition in

favour of St. Mungo's College BUI, as the promoters of the Bill

had desired them to do. The deputation addressed the Council

for an hour and a quarter, and at the close the Lord Provost inti-

mated that the statements made would be carefully considered be-

fore a decision was arrived at.

ASPHALTE PAVEMENTS AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
The vapour of tar has been supposed to be beneficial in a number

of disorders, but Dr. Edmund 3. Mills, of the Glasgow Technical

College, has written a short note on the injurious effects of tar

vapours so copiously discharged on our streets while asphalte

road-mending is going on. It is said that the injurious effects of

these fumes is perfectly well known at tar works, where the

pitch is always cooled down in a closed chamber prior to casting

in blocks. Casual inquiries have convinced him that the opera-

tions of road repair in Glasgow have been, during the last three

weeks, the cause of a great deal of totally unnecessary illness, the

leading symptoms of which are nausea and giddiness. He him-

self has been three times prostrated in this way, and has been

thereby debarred from pursuing his ordinary professional work

until these repairs cease. In view of the serious inconyenience

from which many more must have suffered, it is to be hoped that

the use of pitch in the future may be dispensed with, as the ope-

ration of road-mending can, if desired, be conducted without any

offence whatever to the public health.

THE CONSUMPTION OF METHYLATED SPIRITS.

At a meeting of the Edinburgh Town Council held last week, an

important communication was presented by the chief constable

of the city referring to the great and increasing use of methylated

spirits as a beverage among the poorer classes. This trade in a

most noxious material is largely carried on on Sundays, when the

ordinary liquor traffic is prohibited in Scotland under the Sunday

Closing Act. The head constable's report is as follows: "I think

it my duty to bring prominently under the notice of the magis-

trates and council the fact that on Sundays within the city a con-

siderable trade has arisen among certain drxiggists for the sale of

methylated spirit to persons who consume it as a beverage. In

consequence of numerous complaints, I have had observation kept

upon the shops of a number of druggists who were reputed to

carry on this Sunday trade, and the result of that observation

shows clearly that a verj- considerable traffic goes on every Sun-

day. The class of persons who purchase the spirit is about the

lowest we have in the city, and their appearance ought to be

sufticient to denote to the ilruggist the purjiose for which they are

making their purchases. Ko questions, however, are asked as to

what the methylated spirit is wanted for, and in not a few cases

the purchaser did not even require to ask for any specific article,

but simply placed an empty bottle on the counter with the price

of the quantity wanted, and it was at once supplied. The w'. ole

facts go to show that the druggists are perfectly well aware that
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the spirit ia bought to be dnrnk, but without specific evidence to

•prove this knowledge on tlicir part there is little hope of securing

« conviction for a contravention of the Act. The spirit is known
amongst its users by a voriety of names, among which are 'finish,'

'dynamite,' 'polish,' etc. The trade i.'i an increasing one, and I am
certain it is doing a vast amount of mischief; but as the law

stands, the police are powerless to deal with it. I have never

been able to find any objection which would hold good to the

proliibition of the sale of methylated spirit on Sundays, and if the

corporation can see their way to make any representation liliely

to effect this, they would do a public service."

\ ,'; ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
At the last meeting of the Royal Society, several papers of medi-

cal interest were communicated to the Fellows. Dr. Woodhead

and Mr. Irvine read a paper on the secretion of carbonate of lime

by animals. Dr. Bruce then communicated a paper on his recent

interesting case of a brain in which the corpus callosum was

entirely absent. After fully describing the actual condition of

parts in the cerebrum, which was in many particulars curiously

abnormal, he entered into a discussion of the views held by Pro-

fessor D. J. Hamilton, of Aberdeen, who communicated his doctrine

of the non-commisural character of the corpus callosum some

twelve months ago. This doctrine has found little favour in Dr.

Bruce's eyes from the first, and in his paper he largely developed

his antagonism to the new doctrine. Several other interesting

papers, mostly on zoological subjects, followed ; among them a

valuable paper on the distribution of marine lite on the west coast

of Scotland, and one describing the Crustacea of the Firth of Forth

bvMr. W. E. Hoyle. '',.;-
J '•vj il ".n ii:

-^ .—
IRELAND.

THE WATER-SUPPLY OF LISBURN.

ji,llEPOET has been issued, in which the sanitary officers of Lis-

bum give a startling account of the impurity of the water at

present supplied to the inhabitants. Confidence is felt that now,

when attention has been drawn to the matter, the necessary im-

provements will be instituted by the lord of the soil. Sir Kichard

Wallace, who has always shown generosity and public spirit in

tlie management of his property. •

POLLUTION OF THE RIVER LEE, CORK.
The Cork City Engineer has recently reported to the Fu'blic

Health Committee that at JIacroom the river Lee is subject to

pollution, and it is intended that immediate steps shall be taken

to compel the guardians of Macroom to prevent any further con-

tamination of the water which supplies the citizens of Cork.

LADIES AT IRISH EXAMINATIONS.
At the recent examination imder the Conjoint .Scheme, Miss Thorns,

of London, outstripped the other twenty candidates and came out

first. At the Royal University, Miss Fleury, of the London School

of Medicine for Women, made brilliant answering at the third

year's examination. She was one of six candidates who—out

of 80—were recommended to compete for honours. The result of

this further test has not yet been made known.

TESTIMONIAL TO SIR GEORGE OWENS, M.D.
On Friday, .May 4th, a purse of one thousand sovereigns, an album,

and a claret jug, with an address, were presented to .Sir George

Owens, M.D., as an acknowle<lgmentof his services to the public.

Sir fieorge Owens has devoted much time to the duties of the

various public bodies of which he is a member, and he has earned

the approval of a large section of the community.

THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS AND THE
QUEEN.

Thb President and Council of the (Allege of Surgeons annouiK

that a portrait of the Queen will bo unveiled at the College <

May 22nd. His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant and Prim

Edward of Saxe-Weimar will be present on the occasion. T!

President (Mr. Corley) will give a banquet on the evening of tl

same day, when Ilis Excellency the Marquis of Londonderry ai

other distinguished guests will be present.

AMALGAMATION OF SCHOOLS.
A nEiiUlsmoN is being signed by Fellows of the College of Su

geons, asking the President to convene a special meeting to co)

sider the question of the amalgamation of one or more privii

schools with that of the college. The subject was brought u|i

the annual meeting last year by Jlr. Thomson, and was defi:ili

by a narrow majority. There are no less than five medical scIh-i

in Dublin, two of them being proprietary. The waste of pow

which results is very obvious, and it would be a clear gain

medical education if there could be more concentration

teaching.

Election of Examiners, Royal College of Si-n^

IN Ikeland.—The annual election of examiners took

at the College of Surgeons last week. Messrs. 0'( '• •

Mapother, R. L. Swan, and A. Benson retired by rot

The following were appointed to the Conjoint Board of tl,

College of Physicians and College of Surgeons:—Anatomy
John Barton and Thornley Stoker. Surgery : William Thou

son and C. B, Ball. Physiology and Histology: .T. A. Scot,

Midwifery : H. G. Croly. Ophthalmology: H. R. Swanzy and F. I

Devaine. To the Conjoint Board of the College of Surgeon-

the Apothecaries' Hall :—Anatomy : F. A. Nixon and C. H. K^

son. Surgery: L. H. Ormsby and H. G. Croly. Physiology;

Coppiuger. Medicine: JI. A. Boyd. Chemistry: H. C. Twi i ^i

Midwifery : J. J. Cranny. The last-named gentlemen will al;

take place in any other examinations at which their serrices ran

be required. Dr. Hayes was appointed an examiner in Medicii

and Dr. Minchin in Chemistry. ' '." i'-jjij'. ,:,:

CoLLEOE OF State Mepicine.—^The introductory lecture of ti

inaugural session of the College of State Jledicine W(i

delivered by Mr. Brudenell Carter on Wednesday, Mn

2nd, the subject being "The Aims and Object.s of -

Medicine." Sir Joseph Fayrer, in introducing the leci

described the character, scope, nnd objects of the instui

tion which that day had began its active existence. It was pr<

posed that the College should be a training institution for t'"^-

who desired to be .specially ([ualifled to guard the public Ii'

or to fill any of those public offices which required sain

knowledge, and also for those who held commissions in tl.

Volunteer Medical Service and who required a knowledge^ <'

amlmlance work; that, in fact, the College should do for the civi

members of the medical profession very much what Xetley nO|

now for many years past done for the military.

Testimonial to Mr. John Broadbent.—At the last meetini

of the Manchester Medico-Ethical Assoriation, an illuminate^

address was presented to Mr. .Tohn Broadbent, surgeon, who h«;

held the office of honorary secretary for the last ten years. Th'

address, which was signed by Dr. jtenry Simpson, President, am

Drs. A. Wahltuch and Frederick H. Collins, honorary secretane

in the name of the Association, expressed a high appreciation (

the manner in wliich Mr. Broadbent had discharged the duties f

the office for so long a period.

Bequests.—Mr. Richard P.enyon, of Englefield Park (thr ''

sident), has given .€.500 to the Royal Berkshire Hospital, Reading.

Professor Leone Levi has given i(X) guineas to the Great .Vorther

Central Hospital, on condition that one of the beds in thenewbuili

ing shall W named "The L. one Levi lird."— Mr. Heiiry Clarke ne^

given .tlliO to St. Mary's Hospital.— Mr. U'illiam Speke, J.I. »"]

D.L., of Portledge, Bidefonl, has bequeathed .£100 to the Tauntoi

and Somerset Hospital.—The Royal Maternity Charity has receive,

£10fl under the will of Mrs. E. Douglas.—Sir Edwni Saunaei

(the senior Trustee) has given SS-rO to the Dental Hospital f

London. i
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PARLIAMENTARY BILLS COMMITTEE.
IRISU LUNACY LAW.

'HE following is the report of the Subcommittee of the Parlia-

lentary Bills Committee of the British Medical Association on the

bove.

There were present at the Subcommittee Mr. Ernest Hart,

>r. Bridgwater, Dr. Alfred Carpenter, and Dr. Mickle, who drafted

tie report.

Resolutions in relation to Irish lunacy law passed m the

ection of Psychology at the annual meeting of the British Me-

ical Association in Dublin, August, 1K87, and referred to the

'arliameutary Bills Committee by the Council of the Association

;

"It was moved by Dr. Yellowlees and .seconded by Dr.

BTage :

—

•"That this Section of the British Medical Association, haying

ad under consideration during the meeting in Dublin the Irish

inacy laws and their practical working-, and having strongly felt

leir grave defects when compared with those of England and

ootland, conclude to bring this subject under the consideration of

le Council, in the hope that they will take such steps as to bring

dder the attention of the Government the urgent need of better

iffulations and further legislation in regard to this matter. The

nef defects are the following

:

" ' 1. The modes of admission of patients into asylums, which

'ten involve injustice and injury to the patients, and great

inger to the public.
" ' 2. The defective powers possessed by the medical superin-

mdent for the proper and efficient management of the asylums,

r example, his having no power to engage or to dismiss the

itendants, on whose loyal discharge of duty the welfare of the

Itients so greatly depends.
•"3. The want, "in the majority of asylums, of assistant medical

ficers, so that the medical superintendent is unable to give the

'Cessary time to his strictly medical duties, and large asylums

mtftining some hundreds oi' lunatics may be left entirely with-

i( resident medical supervision when the superintendent is

iSPUt.'
"

I. The modes of admission of (pauper) patients into asylums in

oland.

(hie mode of admission is provided for under the General Eules

i>l Regidations for the Management of District Lunatic Asylums
Ireland, made by the Lord-Lieutenant and Privy Council (Xos.

,
l.\ 16).

A ileclaration (stamped) is made before a magistrate that the

rsrin (for whom admission is sought) is destitute and insane.

ith this is a certificate liy a magistrate and clergyman or poor-

w guardian, that they have inquired into the case, and believe

e person aforesaid to be a lunatic in destitute circumstances.

iiother certificate required is a medical one, that the individual

!ncerned is insane and a fit subject for speedy admission into the

'strict asylum. The applicant for a lunatic's admission to an
'ylum must also enter into an engagement to remove the lunatic

!ifnever called upon to do so by tile inspectors of lunatic asylums
tlie board of governors. These prescribed procedures and forms

.ving been duly complied with, and application for admission of

|e lunatic made, the latter may be admitted on the authority of

|e board of governors of the asylum; three governors ; the resi-

'nt medical superintendent (or, in his absence, the visiting

lysician) having also the power to admit the case at once should
'!• i?ra it to be urgent, and report afterwards to the board of

VI mors, and obtain its sanction at the next meeting. A form con-

,iniug a few particulars must be filled in by the lunatic's friends.

;So far as it goes, it is believed that this mode of admission is

isigned on fair and just lines, both as regards the iniblic. the

aatic, and those who send him to. or receive him in, an asylum.
it it has met with several objections: it has been said to cause

! necessary delay, trouble, and expense, application having to

made for the fiinn at the asylum, and the form, after being filled

having to be returned to the asylum before the patient can be
it. Yet, in these days, when it is thought to be so necessary to

'eguard the liberty of an alleged lunatic, and when it is desir-

le that the whole procedure, in placing a lunatic under care and
itrol should be most carefully carried out, and the checks upon
'elessness or negligence therein should be eiHcient. the above-
ntioned objections will, perhaps, hardly be considered to tell

linst this particular metliod of admission into asylums, and, in
I I, in some points they refer to provisions that are commendable.

With this, however, we would link the suggestion that whilst in

ordinary cases of alleged lunacy it is desirable to avoid undue pre-

cipitancy of action in placing the subjects thereof in asylums, yet

some provision is necessarj' for securing promptitude^ in placing

urgent and dangerous cases under proper care and control ; and
some modification of the ordinary mode of procedure is needed in

these latter cases, and can easily be devised.

Another objection to the above mode of admission ^_is that it

does not provide absolute authority for the immediate admission

of dangerous lunatics. And this flaw might well be met by an
amendment to the effect that the magistrate might have power to

order the immediate admission of lunatics dangerous to themselves

or to others.

But the mode of admission under which, in fact, most lunatics

(more than two-thirds) are admitted in Ireland is the

procedure under the Act 30-31 Vic, cap. 118, sec. 10. This is as

follows:—The alleged lunatic having been brought before two
justices, and it having been proved to their satisfaction that such

person was discovered and apprehended under circumstances de-

noting a derangement of mind and a purpose of committing some
crime for whicn, if committed, such person would be liable to be

indicted, the said justices shall call to their assistance a medical

officer of the dispensary district, who 'shall examine such person

;

and if he shall certify that such person is a dangerous lunatic or

idiot, it shall be lawful for the justices, by warrant, to direct that

the alleged lunatic shall be taken to the lunatic asylum for the

district or place. But any relation or friend may, thereafter, take

such lunatic under his own protection and care if he shall enter

into sufficient recognisance for the peaceable behaviour or safe

custody of such lunatic, before two justices of the peace, or the

Chairman of the Court of Quarter Sessions of the county, or a

judge of a superior court at Dublin.

That the magistrates may be duly satisfied that the alleged

lunatic was found and taken imder circumstances denoting a de-

rangement of mind and a purpose of committing some indictable

crime, it appears to be necessarj- that the alleged lunatic should

be apprehended, be taken before two justices, and that a deposi-

tion should be sworn concerning his conduct and acts, and justify-

ing the required opinion and conclusion on the part of the justices

as to the existence of such derangement and purjiose. The jus-

tices also, although they are required to see ond examine the

alleged lunatic, and be satisfied that he i'.< lunatic and dangerous,

are not bound to give any reasons for their coming to that conclu-

sion, except the recital of those mentioned in the deposition.

Then, again, the form of medical certificate and statement of par-

ticulars relating to the case are meagre in their requirements.

However desirable in a few dangerous and criminal cases this

mode of admission may be. it is obviously unsuited for the vast

majority of patients. And while adapted only for dangerous or

criminal cases, it is inseparably linked with the most incongruous

provision that any relative or friend may get the dangerous or

criminal lunatic, who has been sent to an asylum by this mode,

out of the asylum liy becoming bail for his good behaviour and

safe custody—behaviour and custody of a dangerous lunatic which

such friend or relative is, in reality, unable to secure, but with

regard to which failure to secure, it" is believed, the recognisances

entered into are never forfeited, thus depriving the public of any

real protection by the feebly deterrent influences of the provision

concerning bail.

It is submitted that what is required in Ireland is: either a

modification and expansion of the mode of admission to asylums,

first described above : or else such changes as will, as nearly as

possible, make the modes of admission the same there as they are

in Great Britain, or in one or other part thereof.

J. The defective control of medical affairs over the asylum staffs

in Ireland.

According to the Act alneady mentioned (30 and 31 Vic, cap.

118, sec. 2), the Governors of the Asylums in Ireland appoint all

the servants and attendants. Obviously, it would conduce to the

welfare of the asylums and their inmates if the selection was left

to the medical superintendents, and if engagement or dismissal of

members of the staff should primarily rest with them, subject to

the approval and confirmation of the "board of governors.
_

3. The absence of the post of assistant medical officer in many
asylums in Ireland. ^-. . r .

It is understood that only about 9 asylums out of 22 m Ireland

have a second medical officer. Where the asylums are of any but

ver>' small size, the desirability of having an assistant medical

officer is too obvious to require any comment. '

'
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LUNACY ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.

At n meeting of the Subcommittee appointeil to consider the re-

port submitted by Dr. Mickle on the above Bill, present Mr.

Ernest Hart (Chairman), Dr. Bridgwater, Dr. Carpenter, Dr. Mickle,

and Dr. Origg,

It was proposed by Dr. Bkidqwater, and seconded by Dr.

GiuGG :—
"Tliat the report now made be received and placed on the

minutes, and that a copy be forwarded to every member of Par-

liament and to the Branches, -n-ith a request that they communi-

cate the same to their members, and asli their support to the sug-

geste<l amendments in tlie House of Commons, and that a special

request be forwarded to all the medical members of I'arliament,

asking them to consider the same, and if they approve to put

notices in accordance therewith on the papers of the House."

HHCOMMESDATIONS OF PARLIAMENTARY BILLS COMMITTEIS OF
THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASS0CI.4TI0N ON LUNACY ACTS

AMENDMENT BILL.

Sect. i. subsections 1, 2. p. 3. anil Section 9, pp. 6 and 7. It is suggested that

partly in modilication and partly in subslitutiuu for these provisions in non-

pauper cases, the justice should see the alleged lunatic before signing an order

of admission. At present, the provisions of these Sections leave room for mucli

delay, so that a lunatic may be certified and vet his case only decided upon a

lorthight later ; and though when certified he ndght be e.'itremely insaue. when
examined bv a justice lie might have recovered, and hence the certifier be

placed in ail extremely equivocal position, open to misunderstanding and

attacl<. It is desirable to make it compulsory for the justice to see the alleged

lunatic before signing an order for his lulmissiou.

Sect. 12, subsection 2, p. 9. line 21, for "may" read "shall ;" and in line 23-3

omit "or whether making such Wsit or not ; and thus secure personal exami-

nation bv the justice. Also in

Form 12. p. 51. Schedule, line 4, after " practitioner " to insert "and haring

pcrsoually examined A.B."
It is felt to be desirable that the existing reqvdrement that the justice who

signs the order of admission of a pauper lunatic to an asylum shall personally

see and examine tlie alleged lunatic before signing such order should not be

discontinued under the present Bill.
,

Sect. 20. subsection 6, p, 13. for " prictitioner" to read "practitioners, and

to omit " not being an officer of the workhouse ;" and in line 4, for " examines
"

to read " examine. ' Also in

Subsection 7, p. 13. lines 23 to 25, to omit " for each day or part of a day. after

the first day and before the notice is given during which the alleged lunatic

remains in the workhouse."
These suggestions are made to secure remuneration for the medical officers of

workhouses, except where they have contracted to do all the duties for a fixed

salary ; and modilication of the severely punitive clauses with regard to them.

Sect. 28, subsection 4, p. IS, line 10. to omit " a special report," and the words

following it to and including the word " with " in line 13, and to make the

necessary alterations in this and subsequent subsections to harmonise with this

alteration, .,.,,.,
The medical certiftcate of unsoundness of mind sent periodically is thought

to be sufficient.

The large amount nf extra routine work imposed on the medical superin-

tendent of an asylum will for a time absorb his whole attention to the detri-

ment of his other numerous and imjHirtant duties. Imperfectly recovered

lunatics will constitute a serious ilanger to the community when at large, and

the tendency of this Section will be to set many patients at liberty before reco-

very has Ijecome sufficiently established.

Sect. 36, p. 22. It is suggested that this Section be omitte.1. If this Section

b« not omitted,—it is suggested that the person making application for dis-

cliarge of a patient under this Section should give adequate security for the

payment of all necessary expenses; and that persons be disqualified to sign

any medical certificate under this Section who hold to the applicant under this

Section the same relations as the persons disqualified to sign under Section 8

hold to the "petitioner" for an onler for reception of an alleged lunatic into

an a.«ylum, or under single care, etc.

It i's to be anticipated that under this Section vexatious and wholly unneces-

Miry pnii-eedings will sometimes be instituted, and that it is likely to lead to

the discharge of ijersons who are in an unfit state for discharge.

Sects. 40 and .11. It is suggested that these Sections he omitted; or failing

this, to omit Section 41, and the part of Section 40 following the word " be " in

line IS, p, 2.'>.

The correspondence of patients in private a.sylum9 is thought to be already

rtoly protected, inasmuch as all letters to certain persons and authorities must
be forwarileil, unopened ; and any letter written liy a private p.atient, and not

forwarded to the person to whoin it is addressed, must be cndorse<l to that

effect by the meilical superintendent or proprietor, and laid before the Visiting

Commissioners, or Uomtnittee of Visitors, as the case may be, at their uext

Sect. .V)-i5. p. .32, et teq. It is suggested that the provisions of the Bill be so

altered as not to subject the registered lunatic hospitals to special restrictions

and disabilities.

Sect. 60, page 35, line 27, It Is suggesled t« omit the words " wholly or lu

part belonging to the county or borough;" so that the servit^cs of medical
officers in any two or more county or borough asylums should count accumu-
l«tively towarils pension, as if all such service had been in one asylum ;

each
•ueh county to contribute its appnipriatc share.

It is also "suggested that officers and servants in county and borough asylums
fthould tie entitled to olalm pensions, as a right, after a certain length of service

with gocl conduct: and that the medical olficers should be plaaed, as regards

this matter, on a footing analagous to that ot members of the Civil Service
(First Class. 23 Vic., cap. 3«. see. 4). -j oi-v

MEDICAI- SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Thk annual meeting of the Medical Society of London took place

on Monday, May 7tli. The Oration was delivered by Sir Joseph '

Fayrer, K.C.S.L, on " The Natural History and Epidemiology of

Cholera." The orator alluded to his own considerable experience

of cholera in India and elsewhere, reviewed the history of the

epidemics of the disease which have devastated the various

regions of the habitable globe at different epochs, and discussed
'

its appearance in the sporadic, endemic, and epidemic forms. He I

alluded to the ignorance which prevailed as to the real nature of

epidemic influence, and proceeded to consider the influence of

meteorology on the production of epidemics. He pointed out

that the word cholera was as a rule only applied to the disease in

its fully-developed condition, although it presented many phases

varying in gravity from simple malaise to collapse and the coma
'

of the worst forms of fever. He maintained that under certain
[

circumstances English cholera was indistinguishable from its'

Asiatic congener, and quoted the opinions of various authorities
j

to the effect that Asiatic cholera, Damietta cholera, and British

cholera differed only in severity and not in kind. Various local

outbreaks were quoted as tending to show the influence of some

factor or factors apart from contagion and local insanitary condi-

tions. He showed that the severity of the disease was not always

greatest in proportion to density of population, and that its geo-!

graphical distribution was a phenomenon of meteorological sig-

nirtcance rather than of condition connected with human inter-'

course. He then discussed the correlation of season and the]

spread of cholera, pointing out how in India the seasonal preva-
^

lence varied according to the district, consequent to some extent

on the fluctuating level and stagnation of subsoil water. The I

periods of cholera abeyance and cholera prevalence offer curious

differences in the various pro^-inces, the disease being very general

in one district in a given year, while others ore comparatively

exempt. He argued that the theories of contagion and diffusion'

by human intercourse did not explain the movements of cholera

epidemics, since neither the frequency, the direction, nor the

rapidity of the spread of the disease bore any relation to the de-i

velopment of means of communication. He then criticised the

alleged transport of disease by contagion, and showed that im

many instances the disease had already occurred before the vehicle

of contagion had arrived. In the same direction, he recalled the

peculiar predilection of the disease for certain districts, streets,

and even houses. Moreover, in Bengal, for example, the course of;

the disease was upwards, that is, not with but rather against the|

rivers and main lines of traftic.
_ !

Passing on to the consideration of the etiologj' of the disease,

the orator reviewed the various theories that had been suggested

to account for it, and expressed himself as unable to convince

himself that any of them satisfactorily or conclusively explained

all the phenomena exhibited by epidemics, or that either or any

theory was to be accepted to the exclusion of the others. Allud-

ing to the present tendency to trace all diseases to a specific

cause, he insisted on the necessity for not losing sight of the

possibility of poison, autogenetically developed, giving rise to,

disease. He added that although the primary cause was stiU ft

mystery, local conditions undoubtedly permitted and favoureo

the occurrence and spread of the disease. He declined to accept

the water theory as a sufficient explanation of all cholera out-

breaks, and was" led to seek the explanation in causes of a widei

and more general character. He maintained, therefore, that until

contagion in every form was entirely disproved authorities wert

justified in adopting measures which, while avoiding all oppressive

or coercive interference witli personal liberty, took reasonable pre-

cautions against possible sources of infection, and gave full effect t(

all known practical measures against the importation or dilliisioii

of disease. The orator then discussed coercive measures and then

results, dwelling upon the rigours and hardships of quarantine

and the great suffering and incalculable damage to commercia

interests which had resulted from the contagion theory as inter

preted in other countries. After giving some tables bearing or

the mortality of the disease at different epochs. Sir Joseph pro

ceeded to discuss the precautionary measures, general and special

at present employed against cholera, and wound up with lUteei

conclusions based on the knowledge of the facts and phenomena o-

the disease which have so fur been recorded. These were io W
effect (1) that cholera has always been present in India, but thai

isolated cases occur there and elsewhere ; (2) that its P'''-'^*'^"'^'

varies according to the year and the season of the year; (3) tna
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lolcra does not visit mU tlie places within an epidemic area
;

(4)

lat meteorological changes produce sudden alterations m the

Hivitv and intensity of an outbreak ; (6) that the rate and

irectibn are not influenced by facilities of communication
;

(b)

lat cases are more frequent and more severe at the commence-

ment than in the continuance of an outbreak; d) that hygienic

leasures afford the greatest but not an all powerful safeguard

rainst cholera, and that it is important to check diarrhaa m
me of epidemic ; (8) that cordons and quarantine have utterly

lUed to prevent the spread of cholera, but on the contrary have

Dne harm ; (9) that epidt-mic districts present peculiar dangers

) new comers, from which residents have a better chance ot

icape; (10) that in case of attack of bodies of men, removal is

le best course ;
(111 that attendants on the sick do not sutler

.ore than others ; (12) that certain agents, impure water articles

diet, etc., may cause diarrhwa and then cholera; (1.3) that

^tigue, anxiety, etc., are powerful predisposing causes; (14) that

jservations tend to negative the idea ot a specihc powon
;
(15)

lat one attack confers no immunity. The orator concluded with

1 eloquent appeal to authorities to secure the removal of con-

ations likely to favour the occurrence and spread of the disease

serving that epidemics were not a necessary though a constant

pnditions of men's existence, and were amenable to the laws ot

Ifgiene and common sense.
. ^ , ,

\lterthe annual oration, the usual conrer^azione took place,

w. music being furnished by the band of the ColdstreamGuards,

id. r Mr C Thomas. The pictures were lent by Messrs. Boussod,

iliMlon, andCo., andby Messrs. J. and W. Vokins. There was

.o.,n exhibition a number of photographs by the new colour

ncrss by Mr. Mayall ; Robertson's writing telegraph, etc. A

TV larae number of Fellows and their friends were present, and

ere received by the President, Sir William MacCormac.

HE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL AND PENSIONS

OF ASYLUM OFFICERS.

SYLUM officials are invited to attend a special meeting of the

.Mico-pRYchological Association, to be held at Bethlcm Hospital,

1 May 16th, at G p.m., to discuss the pension clauses of the

muicy Acts Amendment Bill, and the clauses of the^ Local

.-vcrnment Bill affecting Asylum.s.
. r ,. i Tr'"

\inong the many indications of the keen interest felt by those

,..t affected in the operation of the Local Government Bill,

inuld it become law, is the action recently taken by the Com-

ittee of Alsitors of the Derby County Asylum. The following

a resolution passed at their meeting on May 5th, Sir Henry

livery, Bart., in the chair.
. .

11, It ia the opinion of this Committee it is desirable ttat all «istinK officers

.niM haveanassureil right to a pension on a scale not lower than that pro-

li, I l.y the rules relatinR to Her Majesty's Civil Ser\ncc.

\ similar resolution was passed by the Committee ot V isitors

the West Riding Asylum, Waketteld, on April 2(3th last, and

lotherto the same effect was adopted by the Committee of the

luth Yorkshire Asylum, Wadsley. on April 30th.

; The following petition was unanimously signed by the statt ot

iBcers attendants, and resident servants of the Derby County

'sylum, and forwarded to the President of the Local Government

ioard, on May 2nd.

1 Ta the Itigkt Hmoitrahte Charles Tliompsm Hitchie, M.P., President of the

Local Govemmmt Board.

The petition of the undersigned offlcere, attendants, and servants in the

,Erbv County Asylum, humbly sheweth—
. . .. ,-

iThat our position at present as regards prospect of pens,™ is unsatisfactory

ring to its uncertainty, ami to the extreme inequalities which prevail
;
whilst

I the now County Goveminent Dill no clause appears which is likely to rcnied\

l.iB state of things; that our .liities are irksome, depressing, and trying to

muer and to health ; that they involve more or less continuous responsibility,

ixiety and bodily risk ; that the houi-s of duty in an asylum are long, and the

tiyin'most cases is by no means proportionate; that a prospec-t of pension is

'le of the greatest inducements to long and faithful service.

We theii^orc pray that, in our interest and for the advantage of the piiblu .

mwiU insert in t.lie County Wovernment Bill a clause which will ensure to us

f«ed scale of pension similar to that which is granted to cm servants under

Vict. cap. 26. with the same qualifications and additions as thei-ein spccitied.

We further pray that you will insert in the County government Dill a clause

hich will enable officeis, attciuUints. and servants, when tliey arc transferred,

often happens, from an asylum in one county or borough to an asylum in

lother county or borough, and when their approved service has been of not

!8 than three years' duration las proposed iu the I'olice Constables buperan-

lation Bills of iss.i and 18S71 to reckon such transferred service as continuous

rvlce which shall be counted (for the purpose of computing their pension,

perannuation allowance, or gratuity) for length of service as if all such

ylum« had constituted only one asylum (see Section 60 ot the Lunacy Acts

nendment Bill, 1S88, which'only applies to asylums in the same county).

And your petitioners will ever pray, etc..

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The annual meeting of Convocation took place at the University

Buildings on Tuesday, May 8th. Dr. Fukdehick John- AVood was

re-elected chairman. The Clerk of Convocation, Mr. II. E. Allen,

LL.B., B.A., was reanpointed.

Dr. T. B. Xapier and Mr. W. J. Spkatliso presented the

report of tlie Annual Committee, and moved its reception, which

was agreed to.

Dr. T. B. Napier next moved

:

. ^ ^ c, , ^
" That the Annual Committee, jointly with the Special Com-

mittee already appointed on December 8th, 1885, for the considera-

tion of the scheme for the constitution of the University, be em-

powered to take steps with reference to the representation, by

suitable witnesses, of the views of Convocation to the Royal Com-

mission appointed to inquire into the condition of the higher

education in London, and for that purpose to adopt such mea-

sures and make such communications to the Senate as shall seem

desirable," , ., , . . . •

In moving this resolution, the proposer gave a lucid historical

account of the present movement for the furtherance of university-

education in London, and criticised adversely the part which

University and King's Colleges had taken in the matter. Mr.

SpnATLixG seconded the resolution. Sir Julian Goldsmtd con-

sidered the movement furthered by University College in favour

of the formation of the proposed Albert University was decidedly

retrograde. He had used some influence to prevent it, and, being

unable to attain his end, had, with several other persons, resigned

his position in the College. It was not desirable to have two uni-

versities in London. He thought that Convocation ought to be

well represented before the Royal Commission, and he cordially

supported the resolution. Jlr.T. E. Sceutton urged that Lni-

versity and King's Colleges had not started their movement m
favour of the Albert University untU they found that the benate

of the University of London was opposed to their interests. Mr.

T. Tyleb and ilr. B. H. Cooper addressed the house, and the

resolution was carried unanimously.
, . c- ^ n

Mr J -\\STIE, t^.C, presented tha report of the Special Com-

mittee for the Consideration of the Regulations for the Examina-

tions for the Degrees in Laws, and moved its reception. Ihis

proposal was seconded by Dr. J. B. Ben.son, and, after a long

debate, was carried unanimously.

ASSOCIATIONJNTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any

recognised iJrancA C'o«nci/.

Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretarj- not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, June 27th, September 26th, and December -8th,

1 QQ\l

"candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be -^l/cted by a

Branch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular

summoning the meeting at which he^seeks election.
"

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.-

The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits op

Intemperance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine

in the Annual Meeting ot 1887, will shortly be published in the

JOtBNAL. .... , »!,„» ;„f-
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that uwo

Diphtheria, and that into the Geographical Distribution of

CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and will be pubiisuea as

^°T°irfo'l?owing inquiry only ot the first series remains open,

namely, that on the Etiology of Phthisis.

A fre^h inquiry into the Origin and Mope of Propagation of

Epidemics OF Diphtheria has been issued.
•,. . ,

Memoranda upon the»e subjects, and forms for recording observa-
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tions, may he had on application to the Secretaiy of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 4^9, Strand, W.C.

BltAJ^'CH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

STAFFORPsniRE Bra>-ch.—The third Rrnrrn! moetincr o( the present Be«sion

will be lieW in the Dell Library anrt Mediral Institute, Cleveland lioad. Wolver-
hampton, on Thnrs.lay, Mav :ll8t. The eliair will be taken by the PrcEident,

Mr. W. I). .S|>anton. at .) o'clook in the afternoon. The following papers ivill

be read:— Dr. C. A. McMnnn : Excretion of Itei'uction Products of Ha'niatin

in Disease. Dr. Alfred U. Carter : Practical Considerations on the Nature and
Treatment of Chronic Cardiac Disease. Mr. V. Hurry Fenwick, London

:

Tlie Klectric Illumination of the Bladder and Urethra, and its Value in the Dia-

gnosis and Treatment of Obscure Vcsico-t'rethnil Diseases. Dr. McMnnn will

show a simple method of adapting a photographic camera to the microscope.—
T. VISCKXT Jacksoh, Wolverhampton.

Bast Vork asp North Ltkcoln Brasch.—The annual meeting will be held
at the Inlinnary. Hull, on Weiincsday. May .Wth. at 1.30 p.m. Gentlemen who
intend to make any communication, or to propose anv resolution, are requested
to inform the Secretary not later than May 20th.—E. P. Hardet. Honorary
Secretary, 80, Spring Bank, Hull.

MrDt.ANr) Branch.—The annual meeting will be held at Nottingham on
Thursday. June 14th, at 2 p.m. Members desirous of reading papers, exhibiting

cases, etc., are requested to communicate with the Secretary before May 24th.

Candidates for election by the Branch Council must send* in their forms of

applicatiou by the same "date.—\V. A. Cari.ixe, M.B., Honorary Secretary,

Lincoln.

METROPOLITAif CopSTiES BRAitCH : Westehx DISTRICT.—The next meeting
will be held on Wednesday, May 16th, at St. George's Union Infirmary. Ful-
ham Ro;id, Brompton, S.W. The chair will Iw? taken at 8.1,'i p.m. by H. Charl-
ton B.astuin, Esq.. M.D., F.U.S., the Vice-Presi<lent of the District. Business :

—Minutes of preceding meeting. A short paper will be read by H. T. Butlin,
Esq., F.K.C.S., on the Treatment of some Chronic Ulcers of the Tongue. A
Demonstration will be given by Noble Smith. Esq., F.H.C.S., on the Treatment
of various Cun-atures of the Spine. A few Cases of Clinical interest will be
introduced by H. W. Webster, M.D.. Me<tical Superintendent of the St. George's
Infirmary.—C. Arthtr Patten, Honorary Secretary, Marpool House,
Baling.

South-Eastkrx Brasch : East Kent District.—The annual meeting of

the ab^ive District will be held at the Kent and Canterbury Hospital on Thurs-
day, May 24th, at 3 P.M., Dr. Parsons, of Dover, in the chair. The dinner
will take place at .^ p.m. at the Royal Fountain Hotel. Agenda:—Usual busi-

ness of annual meeting, Mr. Kaven : Tendon lieiK'tions in Health and Dis-

ease. Mr. Brian Kigden : Notes on a recent Epidemic of Measles. N.B.—Anyone
wishing to s<'nd papers, etc., should commimicate at once with the Honorary
Secretary, W. J. TvsoN, 10, Langhome Gardens, Folkestone,

Aderpef.n, Banff, and Kikcarpine Branch.—The May meeting of this

Branch will bo held in lyl. Union Street, Aberdeen, on Wednesday, May 16th,
at 8 P..M.. the President, Dr. .Smith, of Kinnairdy, in the chair. Business :

—

Minutes, nomination of new members, etc. Ballot for the admission of Dr.
Ligertwood. Methlick. Professor Ogslon : Intubation of the Lar>-nx. Dr.
Mackenzie Booth : Otological Memoranda; <1) H.vperaconsia after Trauma of
Membniiia T.yinpani ; (2; Uccoverj* of Hearing after prolonged Eustachian
Obstruction .and Tympanic Catarrh. Exhibition of Specimens:—Dr. Gordon:
Absoeas of Liver. Dr. Mackenzie Davidson : Jessop's Refraction Ophthalmo-
scope. Professor Ogston ; Composite Photograph.

—

Kobeht John Gordon and
J. JoACKENZis Booth. Honorary Secretaries.

OXFORD AND DISTRICT BR.VNCII.

A MEETlNfi of this Brancli was lield nt the Rndcliffe Infirmary,

at three o'clock, on Friday, April 27th ; the President, Mr.
Cheatle, was in the chair, and about thirty members attended.

New Members.—Mr. D. lies, of Fairford ; Dr. Mair, Mr. AVatson,

Mr. Hickman, and Mr. Palmer, of Newburj--, Mr. O, Mallnm, of

Oicford ; and Dr. Ball, of Wantage, were elected members of the
Branch.
Alteration in Si/-Laws.~Some alterations in the by-laws, pro-

posed by Dr. Dabbishide, were carried.

Member Proposed.— Mr. Oates, of Bampton, was proposed as a

member of the Branch.
Case.1 and Papers.— Mr, Bloxsome showed a very successful

case of M acewen 8 Operation.—Dr. Batt showed a most interest-

ing and marked case of Pseudo-Hj-pertTophic Paralysis in a Boy.
—Dr. Collier showed a specimen of Thoracic Aneurysm ; there
were no physical sipns during life.—Mr.W. Lewis Morgan showed
a good sjxjcimen of Tubercular Disease of Testis.—Mr.WiNKFiF.Ln
showed a specimen of Round-celled Sarcoma of the Testis.—Dr.
BnooK.s read a paper on the Uses of Antipyrin.—Mr. Dotne
showed an Optometer.

MRTROPOUTAN COUNTIES BRANCfl: SOUTH LONDON
DISTRICT.

The annual meeting was held at Bethlem Royal Hospital on May
Hth, at 5.30 P.M. There were present about thirty members and
visitors.

The mintitPR of the previous meeting were read and confirmed, i

Election of Officem.—In accordaneo with a resolution passed at'

the last meeting of the Council of the Draneh, the present officers

of the District were re-elected for tlie ensuing year, namely:

—

Vice-President: Dr. Frederick Taylor. Peprcseniatire on Council:

Dr. Savage. Comtniffee: Mr. llowcU, Sir, Brindley .lames. Dr.

Oswald, Dr. Pitt, Mr. .lohnson Smith, Mr. Sangster, Dr. Verdon.

Honorary Secretary : Dr. Percy Smith.
Dr. Savage tlien conducted the members and visitors through

the wards of the hospital, and gave a clinical demonstration on
several cases of insanity.

Vote of Thanks.—A vote of thanks to Dr. Savage for his in-

teresting demonstration was subsequently carried unanimously.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
BERLIN.

[from an occasional corhespondent.]

The Health of the Emperor.— The Bergmann Incident.—The

Gennan Pre<!s on Sir Morell Mackenzie.— The True History of

the Present Crisis.

DntiNG the past week there has been a slight improvement in

the Emperor's condition, which of course has been made the most

of in the oiBcial bulletins. The most favourable feature in the

case is, that His Majesty has no difficulty whatever in swallowing,

and is therefore able to take plenty of nourishment. His appe-

tite is, however, capricious, and it is in this respect that Sir

Morell Mackenzie's continued presence beside him is so especially

valuable, for His Majesty will obey the advice of his Englisn

physician when he will not listen to any one else, and will eat in

deference to Sir Morell's wishes, even when he has no appetite.

The Bergmann catastrophe still continues to be hotly discussed,

both in professional circles and in the general press. Public

opinion seems, on the whole, to be against our " leading surgeon,"

as Bergmann is usually called here, not so much because he re-

treated from a position which circumstances had probably made
untenable, but because he was unwise enough to make the situa-

tion which he himself had created the basis of a further attack on

Sir Jlorell Mackenzie, At the la.t meeting of the Berlin Medical

Society, the following letter was read:'

" In der Nummer 1426 des Briti.'sh Medical JomvAL vom 28

April, 18S.S, wird mit folgenden AVorten auf Seite 033 :
' As Dr.

von Bergmann has not contradicted this statement, it may be ac-

cepted as true," die Behauptung vertreten, dass, well ich zit per-

eiinlichen und sachlichen Angriffen schweige, ich die Richtigkeit

derselbcn zugebp. Wenn das British Medical .Iociinal nicht

ein Ulatt ware, dessen wissenschaftlichen AVerth ich ausserordent-

lich hochschiitze, ktinnte ich zu diesem Schlusse auch schweigen.

So aber muss ich mich gegen denselben verwahren, Ich schweige,

nicht weil ich Unrecht habe, snndem weil ich, wie jeder ehren-

werthe britische und deutsche Arzt, Vorgange am Krankenbette

melner Patienten nicht offentlich besprecne,
'• Eenst von Bbromann."

It had, I believe, been intended by some of Professor von Berg-

mann's friends to make that meeting the occasion of proposing a

vote of confidence in him, but when his letter was read it was

received with dead silence, .\fter the meeting the letter was

freely discussed, and no one seemed to have a word to say in

Bergmann's favour. If he ha<l merely said he had a defence but

that was not the time to publish it, such a course would have

met with general approval, but his indirect attack on his Eng-

lish colleague was thought to be in very bad taste. The genem
opinion seemed to be that Bergmann ought not to have attacked

Mackenzie before the Medical Society, because that was not •

place for the ventilation of personal grievances, but solely for the

discussion of scientific topics, and also because Mackenzie could

not defend himself before the Society. Much the same view of

tlie matter is taken in the general press. The Vossi.'r/ie Zeitwig

of May 4th says: " The meeting heard Professor von Bergmann in

silence and with astonishment. His explanation did not make »

favourable impression Bergmann made use of the Society to

attack a distinguished man who enjoys the absolute confidence

> a translation of this will lie found in Sir Morell Mackenzie's lettff ,»*

page 1032.
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the Emperor. It is quite possible that the editor of

e English profes-sioniil journal (the British Medical Jomi-

LL, to wit), wounded in his national feeling's by the

irman papers attacked Bergraann of his own accord. But

is also possibli^ that tlie l^^amed and able editor was
Buenced by Mackenzie, which has yet to be proved ;

d in that case Bergiiinnn has other means of defending himself

an tliat which he has chcseu. JIackenzie would not think of

tacking Bergraann at a meeting of the British Medical Associa-

)n, and Bergmann should not attack a foreigner with reference

a matter which was not before the meeting of the Berlin

edical Society."

In dealing with the same subject another paper says: " Pro-

33or von Bergmann draws a fine distinction between an honour-

le medical practitioner and one that is not honourable.

:cording to him, a doctor who talks publicly about things

curring in the sick-room to a number of different people through
lose means this talk is inserted in a newspaper, such a man is

nourable ; but if a doctor demands, in accordance with the

rman Press Laws, that incoiTect statements concerning himself

all be corrected and siflnx hit name (in accordance with the law),

ch a physician is not lionourable." Then there is the Freisin-

je/ieitimg, which says :
" It is remarkable in any case that at

3 very moment when Professor von Bergmann demands the

atest reticence from the physicians in attendance, the
fficious " press is able to publish the contents of his correspond-

;e respecting the august patient. If one physician publicly

i.acks another, we consider his conduct more honourable if he
ns his name, than if he attacks his colleagues through the

ptilia:'

'hese quotations will suffice to show that the independent public
inion of Germany is entirely misrepresented by the " elegant
;racts '' from the reptile section of our press, which certain

your newspaper correspondents have so perseveringly collected

the edification of your English gobemouches. By the way, I

jpose that I should explain the expression Reptilia, used above
designate the German Tory papers. This addition to the poli-

al vocabulary owes its invention, like so many others, to the
liiis of our Iron Chancellor. There is a very large sum of money
;he hands of the Prussian Government, owing to the confisca-

a of the property of theKing of Hanover. This money Bismarck,
th his characteristic cynical frankness, said he would keep for
bery and the payment of spies in foreign countries and of par-
m scribes at home, and he gave it the significant name of the
eptile Fund." In this way, certain papers which are com-
nly supposed to receive subventions (the KrUnische Zritung, the
eiv: Zettung, the Po.'^t, and the Hambiirger Kachrichten), have
Be to be known among opposition journalists ns the Reptilia.
ear that Mackenzie is bringing an action against one of them,
ich recently used the term "dishonest" in .speaking of him.
claims 10,000 marks as damages, this being the legal price here
.he luxury of applying that epithet to an opponent.
.s there has been an incredible amount of misrepresentation as
j^hat occurred on tliat fatal 1.3th of April (when the present
is in the Rraperor's malady began), I think you may like to

"e a brief account of what actually took place. You may rely
bhe accuracy of the information which I am about to give. On
night of Wednesd.ay, April 12th, Dr. Ilovell noticed that His

jesty was breathing somewhat noisily, but plenty of air entered
I lungs ; he shifted the tube a little so as to make it lie more
' ifortnbly, and at 10 o'clock on Thursday morning, when Drs.
^ ^niT and Krause, together with Sir Morell Mackenzie, were in

n lince, a fresh tube was put in. After Drs. AVegner and Krause
r Morell Mackenzie, not being entirely satisfied with the
f things, went into Berlin to see if some tubes which he had
i-ily ordered were ready. Finding that they were not, he had
:irom])tu tube made of lead, which, of' course, could be
.' bent to any curve that might be desirable. On his return
rlottenburg, it being then 3 P.M., Sir Morell Mackenzie dis-
1 a groom belonging to the palace (called ofiicially a Reit-
but in the papers, not quite correctly, a Dispafchenreiter)

. letter to Professor von Bergmann asking him to " come as
"' las possible." This expression, which has been made so much
y Sir Morell Mackenzie's assailants, meant in reality nothing
e than that, as everything was in readiness, it was desirable
-_ the IVofessor shouhl be in attendance without delay. In
!ing a Reitknecht Sir Morell Mackenzie only did what he is in
habit of doing on much less important occasions; in fact, when
rrived at Choriottenburg he was told that when he wanted

anything (for example, a book from Berlin, change for English

money, etc.), he was always to send a Reitknecht. The dispatch of

this messenger, therefore, whose ride ventre a terre to Berlin haa

been described with the lurid eloquence of Carlyle as a historical

event of " epoch-making" character, was in reality nothing out of

the ordinary course of things. Professor von Bergmann was sum-
moned as a matter— not of necessity— but of professional

courtesy; and it is Sir Morell Mackenzie's declaration to that

effect (made in reply to totally unfounded attacks) that has made
him so angry. \Vlie"n he arrived, instead of standing by while

Sir Morell Mackenzie introduced the tube, Bergmann quickly

pulled out the cannula then in the trachea, and tried to introduce

a fresh tube. It went in, but no air came out. He then thrust

his finger deeply into the wound, and afterwards pushed in a

second cannula. Still no air came out, but blood began to flow

freely, and repeated attacks of violent suffocative cough came on.

Bergmann then sent for his assistant, Dr. Bramann, who was wait-

ing outside, and the latter inserted a small tube (No. 8 German
scale). This tube was several sizes smaller than the one Sir

Morell Mackenzie had suggested using at San Remo, when he was
overruled by the German surgi^ons. The bleeding con-

tinued for some hours, and during Friday and Saturday

the Emperor complained of soreness in the throat. At 6 p.m.

on the latter day, he had a shivering fit, followed by

rise of temperature. An abscess situated at the sides and

back of the trachea near the lower end of the tube soon after-

wards burst, and pus has been discharged in greater or less abun-

dance ever since. This is a plain unvarnished narrative of the

facts as they occurred. I prefer to make no comment on them,

but professional men will no doubt draw their own inferences from

them. The retirement of Professor von Bergmann has removed

the one discordant element in the counsels of the Emperor's

medical advisers, among whom the most perfect harmony now
prevails.

PARIS.
[from OUB own CORItESPONBENT.]

Volatile Bases in the Blood. — Bacillary Pseudo-tuberculosis.

M. Wtotz publishes, in the Compte Rendu des Seances de la So-

cii'te de Biologie, of Januarj' 20th, some notes on the presence of

volatile bases in the blood, and in the air exhaled from the lungs.

To collect and isolate the volatile bases which pass from the

blood into the expired air, M. Wurtz stirred up in it a 1 per cent,

solution of oxalic acid, using a special apparatus. This apparatus

is so constructed as to avoid error arising from the projection of

saliva or solid particles. When a sufficient number of cubic

metres of air has passed into the apparatus, the solution of oxalic

acid is saturated with pure carbonate of lime, free from chloride

or sulphate, ns the solution is neutralised by adding a drop or two

of lime water, which immediately precipitates the oxalic acid.

Then filter ; neutralise exactly by a trace of chlorhydric acid

;

evaporate iii vacuo. Various chlbrhydrates are thus obtained,

amongst which chlorhydrate of ammonia, which predominates ;

and a certain proportion of an organic base determined by M.

Wurtz, by the following reagents precipitated by Bouchardat's re- ,

agent, also by donble loduret of potassium and of mercury. A.

soluble chloroplatinate, crystallising in short needles, is formed.

This chloroplatinate seemed to have the same crystalline form as

that of one of the bases of the blood isolated by soluble chloro-

aurate. M. Wurtz was not able to analyse or to ^experiment on

the physiological effects; this he intends to do on future occa-

sions.

A communication from MM. Charrin and Roger, on baciUary

pseudo-tuberculosis, was read before the Acad^mie des Sciences,

on March 19th, 1883. A guinea-pig died suddenly in Professor

Bouchard's laboratory. At the necropsy the liver and spleen were

found covered with granulations similar to those of tuberculosis.

MM. Charrin and and Roger isolated a mobile bacillus from [those

organs which develops in gelatine, gelose and potato, but does

not liquefy gelatine. The skin of rabbits was inoculated with

this bacillus, and a local tumour was produced, followed by

adenopathy. The animals died on the third day: the liver and

spleen were full of granulations, and in a fifth of the cases similar

granulations were found in the kidneys and lungs. The same

results are produced when the peritoneum is inoculated. A sero-

fibrinous pleurisv results from inoculation of the pleura, in addi-

tion to the above lesions. In the guinea-pig the disease gives
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rise to local lesions. The microbe is pathogenic to the mouse,
hut has no effect on the dog, cat or nss. The disease discovered

by MM. C'harrin and Roger, like that of MM. Malassez and Vignal,

is inoculable in series. This characteristic does not suffice to

prove the tuberculou.'* nature of a disease, but to indicate its

parasitic nature.

VIENNA.
[from Om OWN CORRKSPONDENT.l

Operative Treatment ofEmpyema of the Antrum.—Innervation of

Hepatic Vessels.

De. S. Link, of Lemberg, in a recent number of the Przeylad
Lekarski. relates two cases of operative treatment of empyema of

the antrum. Miculicz was the first who succes.sfully performed
the operation proposed by Zuckerkandl. lie has operated
in four cases. With a specially constructed drill he perforated
the thin part of the wall of the maxillary- sinus below the in-

ferior turbinate bone, and thus gave issue to the contents through
the nose. Dr. Link has in two similar casi'S perfoimed the same
operation, with an equally good result. The first was that of a

woman, aged 32, who suffered from severe pain' in the upper
ma.xilla owing to a carious tooth. After the extraction of the

tooth, pus was constantly discharged from the alveolus. On exami-
nation Dr. Linlc detected in the alveolus, corresponding to the left

upper wisdom-tooth, a fistula through which the mouth communi-
cated with the maxillary sinus. On dilating the fistula a con-
siderable amount of atheromatous material escaped into the
cavity of the mouth. With the view of closing the fistula, Dr.

Link performed the above-mentioned operation under chloroform.

A large quantity of sour-smelling fluid escaped from the nostril.

The antrum was then washed out with a 10 per cent, emulsion of

iodoform and glycerine, and stuffed with iodoform gauze. The tam-
pons were removed after twenty-four hours, and the cavity was
washed out every day by means of the syringe devised for the
purpose by Miculicz. After eight days the fistula in the alveolus
was closed, and after three months the patient wrote to the
author that she had very seldom occasion to syringe out the
cavity, that the pain had ceased, and that there was very little

discharge. The second case was that of an artilleryman, aged 22,

belonging to a tuberculous family. After the extraction of the
second upper right molar tooth, which was carious, an aliscess

formed beneath the internal angle of the right eye, which burst
later on, and was followed by a fistula in the cheek, from which
there was a constant discharge of pus. The fistula communicated
with the maxillary sinus, into which a probe could be passed
through the alveolus of the tooth which had been removed, or
through the natural opening of the right nasal cavity beneath the
lower turbinate bone. Miculicz's operation was performed on
November 26th. On sj-ringing out the cavity, a fiuid similar to

that in the first case escaped. The maxillary sinus was after-

wards scraped out with a sharp spoon wliich was passed
through the external fistula; a drainage-tube was introduced,
and the right nasal cavity was stuffed with iodoform gauze. The
tampon was removed after twenty-four hours, and the maxillary
sinus was then daily washed out with a solution of salicylic acid.

The drainage-tube was removed after six days, and two days later

the fistula in the cheek and the alveolus liiui closed. On washing
out the cavity, which was now done daily through the artificial

opening, the injected fluid returned quite clean. A deep retracted
scar was left below the internal angle of the right eye, at the
spot where the fistula had been before. The author then discu.ssed

the advantages of this method as compared with that of Stork,
and stated that he had found a new diagnostic sign which con-
sisted in the fact that by percussion of the hard palate it could be
recognised whether the maxillary sinus was empty, and whether its

contents were fluid or solid.

At a recent meeting of the Imperial Royal Society of Physicians
of Vienna, Dr. I'al made a communication on the innervation of
the hepatic vessels. Claude Bernard was the first to formulate
the hyijothesis of hepatic nerves, though their existence had not
b€en directly proved. Dr. Pal had tried to decide this problem
in the following manner. lie ligatured below the anastomosis of
the hepatic veins with the portal vein all those blood-vessels
which conveyed blood to the liver, such as the thoracic part of
the aorta and the a.^cending vena cava. On irritating the peri-
pheral part of the splanchnic nerve, considerable increase of the
blood-preesure was produced; the same was also observed when

the ascending cava was ligatured above the implantation of i h"

hepatic veins, but in this case to a le.sser degree. Kxperim.ni <

which he had made with the view of determining the riipiliiy "i

the out-llowing blood showed that the liver pressed out l<li.!<ni nn

irritating the splanchnic nerve, thus proving the presence of

vnso-constrictors in the liver.

EGYPT.
[from an occasional correspondent.]

Economies in the Sanitary Service.—Professor Virchow on Ilil-

harzia.— The Medical School and Hospital.—Foundation of a

Medical Society.— Out-Patients.— The Ale.vandria Hospital.

Economy is Just now the order of the day in Kgypt. To pro\ )''•

means for cutting di'aiuage canals and thereby supplement ii:i'l

complete the irrigation scheme from whicli so much has b' -n

expected, the finance authorities are resolved on reducing >\-

penditure in all departments of the State to the lowest possible

figure. A Commission of Economy has consequently been very,

busy lately examining budgets in the various administrations, and

amongst other retrenchments has recommended that a reduction

of £7,500 should be effected in the Services Sanitaires. This

department, with a totally insufficient budget of £100,000, is sup-

posed to carry out the following duties : Registration of births and

deaths throughout Egypt ; vaccination ; the issuing of permits for

burial ; examination of, and report on, all medico-legal questions ;i

recruiting ; medical inspection of government employes : medical

charge of prisons ; sanitary supervision of country in general

;

charge and maintenance of 21 hospitals containing 1,735 beds; the

same as regards several newly established dispensaries, whichi

latter seem to promise well for the future civilisation of the

country. Out of the a'love mentioned sum no less than £28,000

is devoted to the scavenging and watering of Cairo and Ale.x-

andria, one item of expenditure in the former city being £7,000,

for cost of water alone ; there remains, therefore, about £70,000

to meet the above requirements, besides others too numerous to

mention, such as veterinary supervision, sanitary engineering,

maintenance of foundlings, etc., and from this meagre allowance

it is now proposed to subtract about 10 per cent, in order that

visionary irrigation may be prevented from ruining the land.

This is certainly very hard on the officials of the Sanitary Depart-

ment, who have one and all worked with zeal and energy, and are

admitted on all sides to deserve well of the country. The Economy
Commission also holds this opinion, for it has recommended the

fusion of the Tanzim in the Services Sanitaires, the Tauzim being

that section of the Public Works Department which gives permis-

sion for the erection of new buildings, and which also has charge

of road making and public gardens. For these purposes a sum of

£60,000 is allowed annually for Cairo alone, a sum which the

Commission with justice looks on as too large, considering the

results obtained, and considering also that no less than 54

engineers and 26 writers are now employed in obtaining theae

results at a cost to the State of over £12,000.

Professor Virchow, who had been for some time up the Nile.,

lately returned to Cairo, and devoted his immense influ-

ence towards stimulating the authorities to a systematic examina-

tion into the habitat of the bilharzia hi-ematobia and the manner

in which that parasite makes its entry into the human body.

There is no doubt that the distoma is abundant in Egypt, hut

what remain to be ascertained are the localities where it under-

goes its development and attains to maturity. If these could be

determined, something might possibly be done towards reducing

the evil, or perchance the ])est might even be stamped out alto-

gether. Dr. Fouquet, of Cairo, has had great success in the treat-

ment of the bilharzia by means of the extract of male fern. He

has communicated to La France Medicate a detailed account of

fifteen ca.ses in which perfect cure had been the result. This

seemed to interest Professor Virchow very much, for, in common

with most authorities, he had been under the impression that

treatment was of little avail when once the parasite had estab-

lished itself in the urinarj- tracts.

The great pathologist visited with unwearied diligence the

whole of the medical and sanitarj- institutions of Cairo, and ap-

peared much struck with the new installation of the medical

s.-hool, and with the arrangement of the Government hospital at

Kasr-el-Aini, which of late years has been much improved undei

the able management of Dr. Milton. Amongst the cases whicli

attracted the attention of the Professor was one of a native ga\
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vho was being supplied with a new upper lip from her arm, the

imb being immovably fixed in the necessary position by means of

,
plaeter-of-Paris apparatus. Perfect union had taken place by

he first intention, but during the process there had necessarily

lecn some difficulty in feeding the patient, till it was discovered

hat she possessed the power of swallowing fluids quite easily

hrough the nose. For the Professor's edification she was given a

:up oF water, which she applied to one nostril, quietly sniffing up

he contents without even closing the other nostril, and with

.pparently the greatest ease in the world.

A new medical society has lately been started in Cairo under

he presidentship of Dr. Salem Pacha. The second meeting took

)lace a few nights ago, when Professor Virchow delivered an ad-

Iress in the German language, his eloquent utterances being, at

he close of each period, translated into equally eloquent Arabic

ly the President. It is hoped that this Society, so auspiciously

naugurated, may do much to cement and solidify the entente

ordiale amongst'the members of the medical profession practis-

ng in Egypt, whom, unfortunately, national and other jealousies

lave hitherto done much to keep separate and antagonistic.

The out-patient department at Kasr-el-Aini has increased of

ate in an almost alarming manner. Last year no less than 30,000

lases were treated—that is to say, there was a daily average at-

endance (excluding Fridays) of about 100 patients, for whom
ipwards of 17,000 prescriptions were dispensed. This, of course,

ncreases the drug bill of the Sanitary Administration, whose
mdget, however, is unfortunately not an elastic one.

Dr Greene Pacha hopes soon to secure the services of another

Suglish medical man, whom he proposes to place in charge of the

lovernment hospital at Alexandria, in order that that institution

nay be raised to the level of Kasr-el-Aini, a desideratum which,

mder present circumstances, is absolutely hopeless. Dr. Keatinge,

vho has done good service with the Egj'ptian army, and who is

veil acquainted with Arabic, is the gentleman proposed for the

)08t.

SWITZERLAND.
[mOM OUB OWN C0BRE8P0NDENT.]

Camphorated Carbolic Acid.—Professor Forel on Hypnotism.

N the Carresponden~blatt far Schceizer Aerzte, No. 7, 188S,

). 229, Dr. Th. Schneider, of Basle, recommends camphorated car-

wlic acid as an " elegant, reliable, and verj' convenient anti-

leptic preparation." As is well known, when one part of crystallised

iaibolic acid and three parts of powdered camphor are shaken up
ogether in a test-tube, a colourless limpid fluid is produced. This

mxture does not possess either the characteristic odour or the

Tlbefacient and caustic properties of carbolic acid, while the an-

aseptic power of the latter remains intact. When placed on the

»ngue the compound causes but a very slight burning sensation.

.t has no effect on polished steel.

At a meeting of the Gesellschaft der Aerzte in Ziirich, Pro-

essor Forel read an interesting paper on hypnotism. Having
ecently made experiments on seventy-two persons, he had suc-

leededin inducing more or less deep hypnotic sleep in as many
18 fltty-two. He had never observed" the slightest injurious

iffects from hypnotisution by modern improved methods,

l/hereas, several years ago, when using an old bad method consist-

ng in fixation of a bright shining button, he had seen

in a neurotic woman) a severe hysterical attack, with
lubsequcnt delirium, whicli, however, yielded to faradisation.

)n the whole, he believes that any injurious effects of

lypnotic experiments are caused by the employment of bad
methods, as well as by some want of skill and experience. Like

liiebeault. Professor Forel teaches that the hj'pnotic state is

;imply an artificially-produced sleep, modified in so far that the

lypnotiser is enabled to influence the course of the "subject's"

Ireams. The hypnotisation itself consists in actually sending to

lecp, and, as far as the person experimented upon is concerned,

ts success depends solely upon a certain power of falling asleep

!asily, and a corresponding willingness to submit to the hyp-
lotiser's will. Any disappearance of nervous symptoms under the

nfluence of hypnotism is to lie explained exactly in the same
.vay as the cessation of pain (for example, toothache, sciatica, etc."),

A'hich, as is well known, often follows sudden violent fright, etc.

n other words, " it is to be attributed to cereliral inhibitory pro-

cesses caused by intensive dreams." " A deep-rooted morbid irri-

lation cannot be removed by hypnotisation." The author men-
ions a case of obstinate neuralgia in an otherwise healthy nurse.

which was permanently cured by hypnotic suggestion. A
marked improvement also took place in a case of chronic alco-

holism where a disgust towards spirits had been "suggested

during the hypnotic sleep." On the other hand, no satisfactory

results could be obtained in a case of epileptic insanity in a boy.

Referring to Professor Forel's communication. Dr. yon Monakow,
of Ziirich, stated that he had lately treated two women by hyp-
notic suggestions. One of them was suffering from brachial

neuralgia, the other from hallucinations. In both, the morbid

symptoms disappeared for a time, but returned after a certain in-

terval (for example, a fortnight) to yield again temporarily to the

same procedure, and so on.

NEWCASTLE - LTON - TYNE.
[from our own correspondent.]

The Infirmary.— The Medical Officersfiip of the Workhome
Hospital.

A quarterly meeting of the governors of the Infirmarj- was held

last week, when it was announced that the Corporation of New-
castle had increased their annual subscription from 160 guineas

to £300, and that there was an increase in the subscriptions for

the quarter over that of any previous year.

The board of guardians have at last definitively settled the ap-

pointments of medical ofiicer and master and matron, and both

appointments have been ratified by the Local Government Board.

Mr. T. A. Dodd, assistant-surgeon to the Infirmary, has re-

ceived the post of consulting medical officer after a close fight

with Mr. W. G. Black. The appointment is a popular one with

the profession, and could not have fallen into better hands. Mr.

Dodd has been in practice for some time, and has held the

assistant-surgeoncy of the Infirmary for about ten years, so that

both in age and experience he is well qualified for the post.

MANCHESTEE.
[from our own correspondent.]

The Owens College Medical School—Professor Sinclair's Intro-

ductory Address.— The " Siceatiny System."

The summer session in the Medical School of the Owens College

was opened on May 1st, and already we believe the entries are

ahead of those in any previous session, so that, as far as numbers

go, the present summer session bids fair to be the most successful

in the history of this Medical School.

Professor Sinclair, the newly-elected Professor of Obstetrics in

the College, gave his introductory lecture on Thursday to an audi-

ence who accorded him a most hearty welcome. The Professor

gave an interesting account of the evolution of gynaecology, and

he secured the wrapt attention of his audience from beginning to

end by the marked literarj' tone of the address, combined with

the effective historical account of the subject. We understand

that clinical work will form an integral part of the teaching of

Professor Sinclair.

Much interest is being exhibited by the authorities in the investi-

gation of the "sweating system" in this neighbourhood. and already

reports have been made to several municipal authorities thereon.

SHEFFIELD.
[from otm own correspondent.]

IVorJcinff Class Representatives on the Board of the Rotherham

Hospital. — Small-po.v Hospitals and Schools.— Small-}w.v in

Sheffield.

The working men of the town and neighbourhood contribute in a

most praiseworthy manner to the Kotherham Hospital. Somo
little feeling has found expression that they are insufficiently re-

presented on the management. The weekly board called a mee^t-

ing of the representatives of the working men subscribers, and, in

consequence of the frank and courteous manner in which the

chairman and other members met the delegates, it is hoped any

irritation will have been dissipated. The question of hospital

management is recognised as a difficult one. and the increase of

working class representatives, whose time for such work is neces-

sarily limited, is one requiring care and wisdom. The hospital has

received a notable and valuable addition in a new ward for twenty

beds, erected at a cost of about £1.200. with every modern requi-

site. It was opened in Januarj- last. It was suggested by one of
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the workiiit; men representatives that the opening of this new
ward would reuJei' necessary an increase in the medical staff.

During the last year, however, the daily average of in-patients was
only 10.1, and, therefore, it may well be affirmed that more such

wards will have to be added before it becomes necessary, or,

indeed, desirable, to add to the honorary working staff, which

already consists of three members.
The Me.\borough School Boai'd are proceeding with their plan of

erecting a school close to the small-pox hospital, in spite of the

remonstrances of the medical officer of health. The playground

will be adjacent to the hospital.

The small-pox epidemic may almost be regarded as ended. The
number of deaths from this cause during the last week was only

five. Attercliffe has been the district where the disease has

chiefly lingered. Here many people have unfortunately persist-

ently set their faces against revaccination, pinning their faith to

Mr. Herring. If Attercliffe had only adopted the prudent and
sensible course adopted elsewhere, the disease would have died out

ere this.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE CIIARTEKS OF THE ROY.VL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

SiK,—The Fellows and Jlembers of the College must not allow

of any lull in their agitation for those rights for which they have

so long striven. A sharp eye must be kept on the petition of the

College for a new charter. The last that was heard of the matter

was on April 2-3rd, when Viscount Cranbrook, in reply to Lord

Sudeley, said that he did not think that the petition of the Koyal

College of Surgeons for a supplementary charter, though it raised

points of some importance, could be properly referred to the Com-

mission about to be appointed to consider the question of a new

university. Care must be taken lest the Fellows and Members

should be hoodwinked by the expression " supplementary," which

practically, though not technically, implies a new charter; in

short, it signifies precisely what the Fellows do not wish to be

sanctioned by law until they have been allowed a voice in the

matter. Let them remember and think on their claims calmly and

deliberately, else they may not be awakened to energy till within

three weeks or a fortnight of the next meeting—too short a

period for independent thought. Let not everything be left for a

few well-known bold and disinterested leaders. Again, July is

drawing near; let the Fellows and Members think whom they

will select as worthy to reiiresent them and to further their views

on the Council ; and may the provincial Fellows exert themselves,

so as to add at least one more of their number to the Council. It

is noteworthy that the Council have tliought that prudence ad-

vised them not to notice the Members' petition to the Privy

Council, or to attempt any reply to the statement made by them

to the Lord President.—I am, etc., F.K.C.S.

SIE MORELL MACKENZIE AND PROFESSOR VON
BERGHANN.

SiK,—At the meeting of the Berlin Medical Society last Tues-

day 8 letter from Professor von Bergmann to the following effect

was read; "On April 28th the British Medical JoimNAi, made

these remarks :
' As Professor von Bergmann has not contradicted

this statement it may be acci'pted as true ;' that \a to say, because

I am silent in the face of a statement of facts and of personal

attacks it shows they must be well founded. If the Bbitisii

Mkdicai. JouitNAi, were not a journal whose scientific value I

prize very highly, I might still remain silent in the presence of

such an accusation, but under the circumstances 1 must defend

myself. 1 am not si/enl ficcnwie I am in the wrong, but because

I, li/ce every honourable British or German physician, do not talk

publicli/ about what r/oen on at the bedside of my patient*''

The obserTotions which you made on Professor Bergmann were,

I suppose, called forth by tlie letter which Mr. Hovell addrr-

to the Cologne Gazette demanding a recti|icatiou when chai,_

by that newspaper with "having done serious injury to Hit

Majesty by having forced deleterious matters down into hia

lungs." In Germany, before taking criminal proceedings against! •

a journal for making a false statement, the Press Laws require the

aggrieved person to demand a rectification (lierichtigung), and

suc/i demand must be signed. I have never given any information :

to the press except such as was permitted by august personages,

with a view of contradicting the false and exaggerated report*

which certain people have delighted to spread.'

Further, neither I nor Mr. Ilovell have ever attacked a colleaguei ;

under the veil of anonymity, nor openly, except when acting ini .

self-defence. On the other hand. Professor von Bergmann is
,

known to be in close relationship with Dr. Fischer, the Berlini •

correspondent of the paper {Cologne Gazette) which libelled Mr.

Hovell so cruelly. It has, in fact, been stated over and over again .

in the German press that this attack could only have come from

Professor von Bergmann. The English public have seen that

Professor von Bergmann is on such intimate terms with the Berlii,

correspondent of the Times that he has shown that person a pri-

vate letter of mine to him. The Kreuz Zeitung, an organ which

likewise receives its inspirations from Professor von Bergmann,

and could only have obtained its pretended information, directly

or indirectly, from him, described me as "at my vjii's end'

(rathlos); then, when, in accordance with the German Pres.-

Liiws, I wrote a letter demanding a rectification, and pointed

out that Professor von Bergmann did not even introduce t'u

cannula, the professor is hurt at my candour and poses :

" whole-souled" man who " does not speak publicly of what ..;

on in the sick room." This is really too much like the Graoclu,

denouncing sedition.

The medical profession in England will be glad to hear that!

have received an immense number of letters from medical men in

all parts of Germany expressing their satisfaction at the treat-

ment which I have pursued in the case of His Majesty, and it is

on the pressing advice of eminent members of the profession in

Berlin (member^ of the Berlin Medical Society) that I now defend

myself in the JouflNAi against the attacks of Professor von Berg-

mann.—1 am, etc., Mobell Macebnzii:.

Charlottenburg, May 8th, 1888.

WANTED AN ADDRESS.
Sir,—The late Dr. John Murray published in the Medieo-

Chiruri/ical Transactions for 1873 the case-s of three children in

one family who suffered from a most extraordinary couilition of

the gums "with the development of subcutaneous tumours in various

partis of the Ixidy. The parents of the children S. kept a green-

grocer's shop near the Liverpool Road. The children had been

under care at various hospitals, and their cases had excited great

interest. I should be very much obliged to any of your readers

who may be able to give me any information as to the present

condition of these patients, and should be especially glad of an

opportunity of seeing them again.—lam, etc.,

1.5, Cavendish Square, W. Jonatuan Hutchinson

TEA AND TEETH.
Sir,— It seems a pity that the writer who contributes to tli.

Journal of May 5th some speculations on a subject of dental

pathology did not first make himself acquainted with some of tlw

fundamental facts of the subject. He might have learnt from

any dental manual that no such structures as " tooth-sacs" exist

in relation with fully formed teeth ; and that teeth are covered

with enamel, not dentine. Reference to a work on chemistry

might have further taught him that to write of " theine or tannin

having an elective affinity for dentine" is pure nonsense.

This ^ytiter represents a considerable class who seem to look

upon the teeth as mysteries worked by miracle, whereas tliey m;
in fact, extremely slmijle structures compared to more hignly

organised parts, and their maladies proportionately easy to under-;

1 Wliilst, however. Professor von Bergmann was iu attendance, tlic mlnutwl

rl(!t»ila from the siok chamber were pubU-(lie<1 in the National Zeitmij. » P*^
\fhlh received its information from Professor von Bergmann. Nntonl.VW««

the sUto of the pulse given, but llie frequency of the respiration was P""'''"™":!

not. only was the o;;act food and ilrink stated, but) the medicine ami fi'/'t "^J'J
giral mensares proptftd liij Proftssor von lierntnann.hM not earned into elict».,

worn ile^cribed. Neither I nor my English colleague Iiave ever P'^" »"',

Information as to food or medicino. much less as to the frequenc^y ot '«]"'"

tioii. Knj details on such matters pubUsLea iflEnglbh [apers have Ijcou »»."'

from Gorman wurcea.—M. M.
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tand and explain. The main predisposing causes of tooth decay

caries) are, tirst, innate structural defects in enamel and dentine,

endering them easily acted upon by agents ; and, secondly, vitia-

ion of the secretions of the mouth, whereby these agents (acids

.nd micro-organisms) are developed and lodged on and about the

eeth. Excessive tea drinking, in so far as it might tend to pro-

luce the latter effect, should certainly be looked upon as a remote

;ause of dental disease.—I am, etc., H. S.

London, May 5th.

Sib,—About 2,000 of the population here work in the cotton

'actories ; they not only take strong tea at their morning, mid-

lay, and evening meals, but many or them a cup at 6 a.m. when
;oing to their work, and numbers also carry cans of tea with them

vhich thev drink during the day, heating it on steam pipes. They
ilmost without exception have bad teeth, many having lost nearly

Jl their teeth at puberty, and in not a few instances the disease,

vhatever be its cause, appears to be hereditary, children during

he period of teething losing their first teeth before the latter ones

ippear. The decay begins in or near the fangs, having no resem-

ilance to specific disease ; in fact, syphilis is almost unknown in

his particular district.—1 am, etc.,

E. B. i'FEN.XELL, M.B., B.Ch.

Barrowford, Lancashire, May 7th.

INCISION AND EXCISION OB' JOINTS.
Sir,—May I be allowed to correct a clerical error in the report

f my remarks on Mr. 'W'ainewTight's paper, read before the last

neeting of the Clinical Society. I was arguing in favour of Mr.

Jennett's view that the suppurating hip-joint which recovered

ifter incision was the result of acute inflammation, possibly septic

n nature ; and I mentioned a case in which three joints in suc-

lession had been affected, requiring incision. The printed report

lays, " Mr. Lucas mentioned a casein which three joints had been

iffected in succession requiring arcision." This quite alters the

llirection of my contention, which was to the effect that acute

tuppurating joints would recover after simple incision, but that

j'.hronic pulpy joints would require a more radical operation to

pring about complete cure.
! The case alluded to is now before me. A child, aged 3 years

nil months, was seized five days before admission with shiver-

11,'. sickness, and headache. She was admitted as a medical case

in a fretful, typhoid condition, complaining of general tenderness.

\i tew diys later a swelling connected with the left shoulder v.-a3

1 Ml- vd, and about three weeks after an abscess was opened auti-

leally. The temperature fell to subnormal, but soon rose

_ in. After another interval of three weeks, owing to pain and
Willing about the right hip, it was thought advisable to apply a

louhle hip-splint. A week later an abscess was opened behind
Ihe right trochanter. Irregular temperatures continued, and, after

|. fortnight's interval, an abscess was found connected with the

eft hip, which was also opened. All these joints recovered, and
ihe wounds healed, but some shortening was noticed on the right

ide before the child left the hospital.— I am, etc.,

K. Clement Lucas, B.S., F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon to the Evelina Hospital for Children, etc.

Finsbury Square, May 5th.

MEDICAL DECLARATIONS RE ALCOHOL.
Sib,—The annexed circular has been sent to more than 2,000 of

he leading medical men of the United Kingdom, and a very large

lumber of valuable endorsements has been received. Oiir Council
vould, but for the great expense involved, have sent a similar

ircular to every practitioner in the kingdom ; but, as this is im-
lossible, may I ask that this important matter may be brought
mder their notice through your columns, and that all may thus
ivo an opportunity of appending their names before the list is

lublished? If, as soon as possible after reading chis, e ich one
vho approves of these declarations will semi me a post-card,
ddressed " Dr. Ridge, Enfield, Middlesex," with the simple state-
lent, "I endorse Declaration 1, II, and III" (any or all, as the
ase may be), with his name and qualifications, it will be much
ppreeinted.—I am, etc., J. James Eidqk.
Enfield.

Carlton House. Enfield, Midilles<i.x. February, 1.M3. Dkar Sir.—You or*
JUbtless awiiro that durio}^ the Ust iiftr years three modicAl declarations
ispectliig aloohol have l)«en lsiu»d. The first of these, ijsuo.i iu 1S39, was to
le foUowlug effegt ;—

Declaration I.—'* An opinion handed down from rude and ignorant time*

and imbibed by Englishmen from thnir youth, has become very general, that

the habitual me of some portion of alcoholic driuJt. as uf wine, beer, or spirit, is

beneficial to health, and even necessary to those who are subjected to habitual

labour. Anatomy, physiology, and the experience of all ages and countries

when properly e.iamined, must satisfy every mind, well-informed in medical

scieuco. that "the above opinion is altogether erroneous. Man, in ordinary

health, like other animals, requires not any such stimulants, and cannot be

benefitted by the habitual employment of any quantity of them, large or small

;

nor will their use during hia lifetime increase the aggregate amount of bis

labour. In whatever quantity they are employed, they will rather tend to

diminish it. When he is in a state of temporary debility from illness or other

causes, a temporary use of them, as of other stimulant medicines, may be

desirable ; but aa soon as he is raised to his natural standard of health, a con-

tinuance'of their use can do no good to him, even in the most moderate

quantities, while larger quantities (yet such as by many persons are thought

moderate) do, sooner or later, prove injurious to the human constitution, with-

out any exceptions. It is my opinion that the above statement is substantially

This document was signed by Sir Benjamin Brodie. Dr. W. F. Chambers.

.Sir Jame^ Clarke, Bransby Cooper. Dr. D. Davies, Sir J, Eyre, Dr. H. Fer-

guson Mason Good. Dr. Marshall Hall, Dr. 3. Hope. C. A. Key, Dr. R. Lee.

Herbert Mayo. R. Partridge, Richard Quain, Dr. A. T. Thomson, E. Travers,

Drs. Andrew and Alexander Ure. and in all by seventy-eight men of distinction

in the profession.

The second medical certificate was promoted by John Dunlop, Esq., in IM7.

and was signed by upwards of 2,000 physicians and surgeons. Their testimony

was as follows :

—

„...„. ^ ,

Declaration //.—"We, the undersigned, are of opinion: 1. That a very large

portion uf human miserv, including poverty, disease, and crime, is induced by

the use of alcoholic or fermented liquors or beverages. 2. That the most perfect

health is compatible with total abstinence from all such intoxicating beverages,

whether in the form of ardent spirits, or as wine, beer. ale. porter, cider, etc.

3. That persons accustomed to such drinks may, with perfect safety, discon-

tinue them entirely, either at once or gradually, after a short time. 4. That

total and univei-safabstinence from alcoholic liquors and beverages of all sorts

would greatly contribute to the health, the prosperity, the morality, and the

happiness of the human race."

Among the signatures to this document in London were those of Dr. Addi-

son Dr. Kiel Arnot, J. Moncrieff Arnott, Esq.. Dr. B. G. Babington. Dr. Beattie.

Sir J liisdon Bennett. Dr. A. Billing, Dr. John Bostock. Dr. Golding-Bird.

Dr Black Dr K. Bright. W. Bowman, Esq., Sir B. C. Brodie. Sir W. Burnett.

Dr G Bu'dd Sir G. Burrows, Dr. W. B. Carpenter. Dr. W. F. Chambers. Sir J.

Clark, Dr. Copland, Sir J. Eyre, Dr. A. Farre. Dr. Robert Ferguson. Sir W. Fer-

guson, Sir J. Forbes, H. D. Grainger, Esq., Dr. Guy, Dr. Marshall Hall, Sir H.

Bolland Sir Aston Key, F. Kiernan, Esq., W. B. Languiore. Esq., Dr. P. M.
Latham, Sir J. McGrigor, Bart., Dr. J. A. Paris, Dr. Peacock, Dr. Pereira, Dr.

Pettigrew, Dr. Prout. Dr. Toyubee. Dr. Wilks. Erasmus Wilson, Esq., Dr. Forbes

Winslow, and many others of equal note.

In the provinces the following signed with many others:—Professor Adams.

Dr. Aitken, Professor Alison. Dr.S.Begbie, W. Braithwaite, Esq.. Dr.Buchanan,

Dr P Crampton, Professor Curran. Dr. Keith, Sir H. Marsh, Dr. Q. E. Paget,

Professor Pirrie, Professor J. Held, Professor Synae, T. P. Teale, Esq.. Dr. An-

drew Wood, Dr. Wvlie, etc.

The third declaration was Issued in 1871 to the following effect:—

Declaraiim II/.—"Aa it is believed that the inconsiderate prescription of

large quantities of alcoholic liquids by medical men for their patients has given

rise, in many instances, to the formation of intemperate habits, the under-

signed, while unable to abandon the use of alcohol in the treatment of certain

cases of disease, are yet of opinion that no medical practitioner should prescribe

it without a sense of grave responsibility. They believe that alcohol, in what-

ever form, should be prescribed with as much rare as any powerful itrug. and

that the directions for its use should be so framed as not to be interpreted as a

sanction for excess, or necessarily for the continuance of its use when the

occasion is past.
. . , *.

•They are also of opinion that many people immensely exaggerate the

value of alcohol as an article of diet, and since no class of men see so much
of its ill effects, and possess such power to restrain its abuse, as members of

their own profession, they hold that every medical practitioner is bound t«

exert his utmost influence"to inculcate habits of great moderation in the use of

alcoholic liquids.
, . . , . , , , ,.

Being also firmly conWnceti that the great amount of dnnking of alcoholic

liquors among the working classes of this country is one of the greatest eiils of

the day. destroying—more than anything else—the health, happiness, and
welfare of those'classes. and neutralising to a large extent the great industrial

prosperity which Proxidence h.i3 placed within the reach of this nation, the

undersigned would gladly support any wise legislation which would tend to

restrict within projier limits the use of alcoholic beverages, and gradually intro-

duce habits of temperance."
This third declaration was signed by most of the leading consulting «nd

hospital physicians and surgeons of the day.

It is now 17 years since the last declaration, 41 years since the second, and 49

since the first, and during this long period a vast amount of experience lias

accumulated both as to the effects of alcohol, and as to the practice of absti-

nence, so that there should be no difficulty in determining whether the above

declarations are correct or not.
,

It has seemed to the Council of the British Me<Jical Temperance Association

highly desirable, both for the credit of the profession and the ad\-antage of

the public, that these declarations should lie reviewed, and their statemenU
confirmed or denied, accor.llng to the judgment of the medical authorities of

the present day.
I beg. therefore, respectfullv to submit these declarations to your notice, and

ask you to be kind enough to sign and return the enclosed form, if your expe-

rience and ob3er\-ation enable yon to endorse them.—lam. etc., J. James Kii>gk,

Honorary Secretary British M'edii-al Temperance Association.

Bkcjuests AND Do:xATioNS.—Mr. George Cope, J. P., of Woolton,

Liyerpool, has bequeathed £5,000 to the Woolton Convalescent In-

stitution.—The Baroneas de Stem has given £1,000 to the London

HospitaL
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NAVAL AND MIUTARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

CLASS BLACKBALLING.
Sib,—With reference to the announcement in your issue of

April 28th that an extraordinary general meeting would be held

at the Junior United Service Club on May 7th, to vote concerning

the rejection of four officers at a former ballot, your readers will

he glad to hear that the four gentlemen, two of whom were

medical officers of the army, were elected almost unanimously.

The "clique" who amuse themselves by blackballing medical

officers made a most ridiculous and feeble display, and it is quite

evident that the great majority of tlie members are determined to

permit no class prejudices to operate in the working of the club.

The meeting was a large and representative one, and, it is hoped,

will do much to eradicate tlie objectionable practice which has

prevailed for some time past of blackballing officers for no other

reason than that they belonged to the medical profession.—

I

mu etc., -^ Correspondent.

The DraECTOa-GENERAL and the Reserve of Medical
Officers.—In a lecture on "Field Medical Organisation," de-

livered to the West Kent Tactical Society, on May 4th, the Director-

General, Sir Thomas Crawford, M.D., K.C.B., referred to the objects

of the Reserve of medical officers. He stated that the scheme was
under consideration and drafted, two years ago, before the present

discussion of the rank and privileges of army medical officers com-

menced, and that there was no intention of employing the officers

of the reserve to the prejudice of the officers of the regular

army.

Army Medical Tolitics in India.—A correspondent sends

us a cutting from the Indian Pioneer, from which we see the press

in that country fully grasps the points at issue between the War
Secretary and the Medical Department. The questions of the re-

ductions in the active list, the restrictions placed on retirement,

and the proposed increase of the periods of foreign service, are all

cleverly handled. The full significance of the Army Medical Re-

serve Warrant is also realised, and pronounced to be a shabby

endeavour to inveigle medical men in the auxiliary forces to place

themselves and their practices at the disposal of the War Office

—

for, literally, nothing

!

THE NAVY.
STArr-SoBGKON Robert Graxt, M.A.. JI.B.. has been promot«ri to the rank of

Fleet-Surgeon. His commission as Surgeon is dated May 7th, 1868. and as

Staff-Surgeon. June 7th, 1879. While Surgeon of the Flora, he served on shore

with the 6«th Regiment during the Kaffir War. 1877 ; was specially promoted

for services when in charge of small-pox patients of Boadicea, \^19 \ as Staff-

Surgeon, he landed during the Zulu war. and accompanied the Naval Brigade

to Port Duruford (mentioned in despatches, medal) ; Staft-Surgeon of Orion

during Egyptian war, 18.S2 (medal, Khedive's bronze star) ; Staff-Surgeon of

fh-onUs during naval and military operations in the Eastern Soudan. 1881 ;
was

Me<llcal Officer in charge of Transports, and accompanied the Koyal Marino

Bjttallon in action at Tamanich (mentioned in despatches for his admirable

arrangements for the sick and wounded, clasp).

Flcct-Surgeon Maiwkli. lioniiEKS, M.U., has been promoted to be Deputy
Inspector-Creneral. His previous commissions are dated : Surgeon, December

28th, 18.'J ; Staff-Surgeon, December 8tb, 1868; and Fleet-Surgeon. March 6th,

ISM.' Ho served as Assistant-Surgeon in the BMeisle. and attended on the

wounded during the operations at the Peiho forts in 1858 (China medal) ; was
Acting-Surgeon of the -J.^^iranf<? during an outbreak of cholera and fever on

iKiard in 18(5.'). when in the River Danube and Black Sea; Fleet-Surgeon of the

Monarch at the bombardment of Alexandria. July 11th, 1882. and at the occupa-

tion of Port Said (Egyptian me<lal, clasp. Khedive's bronze star).

Inspector-General 't. J. Haran has Ijeen placed on the retired list. He
entered the seriice as Surgeon, July 27th. 18.'i0 ; became Staff-Surgeon, April

«h. 18.M; Fleet-Surgeon, June 8th. 1871 ; Deputy Inspector-General, April Ist.

1881 ; and Insi>cctor-Gene™l, March 19th, laM6, He was (says the Koijal Isavi/

List) Assistant-Surgeon of and employed in charge of IlarUqum'^ boats in attack

on Ijigos, November, IS.'il (mentioned in despatches), and in several subsequent

expwiillons Into the rivers and lagoons adjoining against the expelled chief

Kosoko : also employed repeatwUv in boat cruising in UarUqutn's boat*, forsiip-

prcaston of slave trade on the West Coast of Africa. Assist.-int-Surgeon of Viper

in the Black Sea during the Crimean war, repeatt-dly in action ; took part in the

tmttle of Eupatoria ; 0|)eratlon9 on the coast of Circassia, including the capture

of Kertcli. and the expedition in the Sea of Azov, night attacks on sea defences

of Sebastotiol, capture of Kinburn, and subsequent operations in the Gulf of

Diielpcr (Crimean and Turkish medals, Azov and Scbastopol clasp). Assistant

ai I a lililii'iial Surgeon of lioscawen. flagship of the Hon. Sir F. W. Orey on the
(::i;ko( (i,„.d Hoj>e and West Coast of Alnca Station, 18.^7-60. and landed at

A^Vnslon to itttend yellow fever cases of Trtdent in 18.59. Surgeon of BrwA-,

18.t)-0'J, empbiycd at the Cape of Goo<l Hope and East and West Coasts of

Af^i<M ; accompanied Commotlore Wilraot in December, 1862, on a mission to
the King of Daiinmey, considered then a perilous enterprise ; absent from ship

»ix weekt. Selected for service with Koyal Marine Battalion which proceede<1

to South .\frica in 1879. Kniployc<l a« Deputy Inspector-General at Haslar, and
Id charge of Malta hospitals, 18811886, when promoted to Inspector-General and

appointed to Plymouth Hospital (Sir Gilbert Diane's Gold Medal) ; J.P. af

(Queensland.
The following appointments have been made at tlie Admiralty; P. W.

Foster, to be Surgeon and Agent at Walton-on-thc-Naze ; T. A. Skeke, M.B,
to be Surgeon and Agent at Cove Bay.

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
Brigade-Suroeon Henry Knagus has been granted retired pay. Entering u
Assistant-Surgeon, April 22nd, 18.S8, he became Surgeon, March 1st, 187.3; Sup-

gcon-Mnjor, April 1st, 187:); and Brigade-Surgeon, April 16th, 1884. During the

Bechuanaland Expedition, under Sir Charles Warren in ,lsSt-85, he had charge

of the hospital at the base.

Surgeon-Major Alexander Bkkbnf.r, M.D., is also granted retired pay. His

commissions bear date : Assistant-Surgeon, April Hth, 1S6.'1; Surgeon, March

1st, 1873 ; and Surgeon-Major, April 2Bth, 1876. He was with the .'i.ith Regl- '

ment during the Bhootan campaign, in the North-West Frontier of India, and I

was at the recapture of Dewangiri in I86.'j (medal with clasp).
,

Surgeon H. G. Chbistia},-, M.B., has resigned his commission, which bote i

diite March 6th, 1880. ...
Surgeon 'V. B. Hunter, serving in Bengal, has passed the examination In I

Burmese by the lower standard.

ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE.
The following is substituted for the announcement in the Gazette of April 24tli.

1888 {vide JouRKAI,, April 28th) : Surgeon Krf.pehic EpwAnn Mandv. F.R.C.S.,

3rd Volunteer Battalion the South Staffordshire Regiment, to be Surgeon-

Major (ranking as Major). ,, ,

The undermentioned officers to be Surgeons-Major (ranking as Majors) : t

Surgeon-Major Howlasd Hill Coomus, M.D., 3rd Battalion the Bedfordshire '

Regiment (late the Bedford Militia) ; Surgeon EBE.\-t:zER Shedc. 2nd Volunteer
|

Battalion the Essex liegiment (fornifrlv the 2nd Essex Volunteers) ; Surgeon I

Henry Geary Dyer, 4th VoUiiitccr Battalion the Hamijshire Kegiiuont (late ;

the 4th Hampshire Volunteers). '

The undermentioned officers to be Surgeons (ranking as Captiiins) ; Surgeon >

Walter Culver James, M.D., F.lt.C.S.E., the Honourable Artillery Company
of London; Surgeon William Joll.v Naismith, M.D.. F.R.C.S.E., Ayrshire.

Yeomanry Cavalry ; Acting-Surgeon Alkred Lingard, 3rd Middlesex Artillery
'

Volunteers ; Acting-Surgeon Kohert Clark, 6th Lancashire Artillery Voluli- i

teers; Surgeon William Chalmer-s Cuwan, 1st Forfarshire Artillery Volun-

,

teers ; Surgeon William CoATES, the Manchester Division Volunteer Medical
.

Staff Acting-Surgeon Quintin Chalmers, M.D., 6th Volunteer Battalion the :

Highland Light Infantry (late the loth Lanarkshire Volunteers) ; Acting-Sur-

geon William DirxCAU, F.K.C.S., 1st London Uifle Volunteers ; Acting-Surgeon

William Bhowh Moir, M.D., 2nd Volunteer Battalion the Highland Light

Infantry (late the 6th Lanarkshire Volunteers).

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SKIJVICE.
Surgeon F. C. Clarkson, Bengal fistablishment, is appointed to the officiatiDg

medical charge of the 6th Bengal Cavalry. I'U-e Surgeon-Major P. F. O'Connor,

:

M.D., granted furiough. This cancels Surgeon W. H. Clark's appointment to!

the 6th Bengal Cavalry, previously notified. 1

Surgeon W. R. Clark. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the olhciUIng i

medical charge of the 17th Bengal Cavalry, vice Surgeou-Major W. B. GrifflUis, \

granted furlough.
, _, „ , ,,

;

Surgeon B. Hudson, 'Beng,al Establishment, is appointed to the ofneiatlng i

medical charge of the 11th Bengal Infantry, vice Surgeon C. Vaid. transterMd ;

temporarily to civil employ.
. /c .j_.J

Surgeon W. A. Sykes, Bengal E^tablishment, is appointed to the officlMingl •

medical charge of the 18th Bengal Lancers, vice Surgeon A. W. Dawson.
]

Surgeon E. C. Hare, Bengal Estahlisliment, is appointed to the officlaUni:

medical charge of the 1st Punjab Infantry, vice Brigade-Surgeon J. Duncan.

M.D., appointed to Shaikh Budin during the ensuing season.

Surgeon W. CoNRY, M.B., Bengal Establishment, medical officer 13tli Bcngti

Lanee'rs, has leave of absence for one year on private affairs.

Surgeon G. B. Irvine. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the omclaling

medical charge of the 1st Battiilion 2nd Goorkhas, vice Surgeon-Major D. r. i .

M.acdonald, M.D.. granted leave out of India.

The services of Surgeon H. Ahey. Bombay Establishment, are placed at Hi«!

disposal of Government for employment in the Civil Department. _ , ,

Surgeon T. D. C. BARRY, Bombay Establishment, is oppointed to the otiiclal-!

ing medical charge of the 20th Naihe Infantry during the absence of burgOOll-;

Major J. Macgregor, M.D., or until further orders.
, , , . .i,.,

Surgeon-Major J. LuCAS. B<unl>ay Establishment, is appointed to tne

officiating medical charge of the 27th Native Infantry during the absence 01

Surgeon H. Adey. or until further notice. jij~,
Surgeon CHARLF.S Mathia.'), formeriy of the Indian Medical Service, dlea on i

April 1.3th at Penally, Pembrokeshire, aged 70. „ ,. , „ • >,.«ln»i
The undermentioned probationers for the Indian Medical Sen,ice. navniK

completed a course of instruction at the Army Me<lical School anil being ''

poried qualified, have been appointed Surgeons on the Bengal Lstalilishmem.,

their commissions as such bearing date October Ist. 1887, the day of l"<jr J.""'
;

in.' the Army Medical School :-A. E. Roberts, D. M. Davidson I .P- "at

NAKD. J. C. LAMO.NT. A. H. NOTT, A. COLEMAN. W. W. WHITE. D. ' •
I-""'

M D R. C. Macwatt. W. H. B. Woodwrioht. W. J. Buchasa.n, J. UMMfci

M.D.' J. M. Mactamaha, M.D., and H. M. Bradazok.

THE VOLUNTEERS. .

The undermentioned gentlemen have been appointed Acting-Surgeons t«t»f|

corliS specified ;-C. L.Traskr. Ist Ilerwick-on-Tweed Artillery ;
Act"ig-Sol((Mii

R. K. Tait. from the 1st Ncwca.-,!!.. and Duriiam Engineers, t.) t''0 '»"",l

Division Submarine Miners Royal Engineers; Edmund VacDBKY, M.B., "'l

Volunteer Battalion Derbysliire Regiment (late the 1st Derby).
....uLrc

Surgeon and Hon. Surgeon-Major II. Mkad. of the 2nd West Riding Artl»«7jj

has rt^lgned his commission, which was dated July 3rd, 1872 ; he is [lermiwea,

to retain his rank and uniform. ii.iiillmJ
Surgeon and Hon. Surgeon-Major J. Williams, of the 1st Volunteer lUtlauoi

South Wales Borderers (late the 1st Brecknock), has also resigned, Willi l "^'J
sion to retain his rank and unifonu; his appointment was dated Apin w

.,

"Acting-Surgeon A. R. Wade is appointed Surgeon to the 2nd Battalion.

Hampshire Regiment (late the 2nd Hampshire); and Mr. W. J. llAliafci'

appointed Surgeon to the 22nd Middlesex (Ceutral London Rangers).
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SurRCon E. T. PBtoR, of the 4th Voliint«fr Battalion Norfolk Regiment (late

e 4th Norfolk), has resigned his commission, which was dated July 30th,

Mr. H. J. JonxsoN ia appointed .SurReon to the London Division of the

Munteer Medical Staff, and Mr. J. Olivkb. M.B., Surgeon to the Leeds

l\ision.

, B. F.—There i.s every rci.son to believe that the effort, at promotion in the

family party at tin- 'headquarters of the .\rmy Medical Department which

was rumoured, and which is referred to by our correspondent, has been

frustrated.

SPREADING THE NET FOE VOLUNTEER SURGEONS.
A.CAUGUT Bird," himself ensnared into the Medical Staff, expresses his sur-

prise that any volunteer surgeons could be caught by such a naked pinch of

salt as the Army Medical Reserve Warrant seeks to pl.ace on their (ails. He

thinks they, in joining the so-called Reserve, incur obligations scarcely

realised, or they would pause. They will not be able to back out of these

jbligations when pounced upon to do duty anywhere in a factitious "na-

tional emergency."

THE QUALIFICATIONS OF VOLUNTEER MEDICAL OFFICERS.
EDICI'S asks : Can a practitioner holding only the L.S.A.Lond, be appointed

loting-surgeon of a volunteer regiment? If so. is it not time tor the Volun-

teer Me<lical Association to move "that volunteer surgeons should possess

wo qualifications," and have the same inserted in the Volunteer MedicaUO
Regulations ? I have looke.l through the Volunteer Regulations, but cannot

inil any reference as to the necessary medical qualifications. I ask this ques-

ion as" I know of a case wherein a practitioner ha\-ing only the L.S.A.Lond.

uis been nominated for this appointment, his name being sent to the War
Office for confirmation of appointment.
%* A certificate of proficiency is only granted to a volunteer medical officer

'who is registered under the Medical Act of 1858 as qualified to practise

nediciue and surgery in Great Britain and Ireland " (Army Form, E 564 ;

7olunteer Regulation. 1887, Part I, sec. ii, para. 144). Volunteer medical

ifficers have been appointed who have only one qualification, and the certifi-

tate of proficiency has been withheld by the War OfBce in such cases.

)fficers are now required to become proficient within one year of their

.ppointment.

THE ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE.
Fraseh Stokes (Surgeon, the London Rifle Brigade) writes ; As a vohmteer
nedical officer, I have read with interest your leading article upon this sub-

set in the Journal of April 28th. Since the issue of the Warrant I have

«en hesitating about .joining, but at present have not done so, there being

omany adverse opinions to the scheme. Doubtless, as your article states,

volunteer medical officers are quite prepared to make great personal sacri-

.ces, together with volunteers of all ranks, when real national danger un-

Drtunately comes about, but it is entirely another njatter to ask them to risk

rivate professional ruin when the emergency may be not national at all."

With this I entirely agree, but it seems to me that if the War Office wishes

3 see this Army Medical Reserve become a success, and be thoroughly well

»ken up, it should make tlie Warrant more adapted to the position and

ccupation of tlie man whose services it is seeking to enlist. For instance, if

i were to guarantee that voUuiteer medical officers should be placed in

harge of troops only in those barracks situated in the immediate neighbour-

ood of the towns in which thev reside, anil at the same time to allow them
3 devote some part of the day to the supervision of their own private prac-

.ce.s, I belie\'e the scheme would be warmly supported. As matters stand at

resent it would appear, for example, that an officer resident in London is

able to be ordered to Portsmouth or Chatham, and kept there for an un-

mited period, dm-ing which time his private practice must be seriously

aniaged. Perhaps the War Office will see fit to so modify the Warrant as to

lake it more adapt eil to the professional life of volunteer surgeons.

>„• We fear the writer of the above hardly grasps the absolutely necessary

mditions of a Reserve which shall be other than a merely bogus one. In any

Bational emergency," real or factitious, the military authorities would very

show they care nothing for the private practice or p"rsoiial convenience

ll» reservist who is bound under penalties to fulfil a contract. He must go

iere ordered—the " London resident " to Chatham, or, for that matter, to

negantle Fort or Trnlee if required. If he repents and refuses at the last

tOmeiit, we <loubt not he would discover he was under the penalties of the

olunteer and other enactments. Crude and unworkable as the Warrant is,

could certainly not be made more impracticable by guaranteeing reservists

Ify should only have such duties as suited their private interest or con-

nlence. If the writer is in any doubt ou this subject, then, we say, do not

Ih the Reserve.

PLEA FOR HONORARY RANK.
X Years writes: I think the familiarity with which medical officers of

ne service and lii!;h position are treated bv young military officers is very

lUlng and luimiliating. I have seen Senior Surgeons-Major. Brigade

irgeous, and ailministi-ative medical officers of the highest position ad-

eased without any prefix to the surname bv officers young enough to be

leirsons. In civil' life such a thing could not occur. Military officers re-

lect military rank only, and treat Dr. Browne, the Surgeon-General, as they
iDr. Browne, the Surgeon, not condescending to inquire what their respec-

n ranks may be.
.

rhere is no doubt that socially we have lost position since the abolition of

e regimental system. We are a large body of officers, brouuht in intimate

Itact with military officers, and dependent on them for all that constitutes

ilal life in the army. We have no messes, and no means of making, as a

ly. any return for hospitality. Naturally, regiments look down on a body
nlfioers without anv position, and we sink lower every d.sy in the social

scale. This cannot be denied ; it is evidenced by the neglect of regiments to

make us honorary members of their messes, and by the exclusion of medical

officers from regimental entertainments. I do not say every regiment ex-

cludes us, but the number of those that do is steadily increasing. We are

growing more unpopular every dav. There is a str»Dge want of independence

amongst us. Many an act of grave injustice has been done medical officers;

for instance, sweeping us with one stroke out of our regiments, hut a

Director-General resigning his chair, no matter how snubbed and insulted,

has never been known. A short time ago the "aiguilette" was taken from

honorary surgeons to the Viceroy ; any other body of officers would have re-

signed the degraded position, but I have not heard that any one of tbosa

gentlemen has acted with becoming spirit and independence, a public insult

to the Department should be publicly resented. The position of a medical

staff officer is intolerable to men of gentlemanly feeling; snubs, slights, and
humiliations are daily served out to us with au unsparing hand. The

remedy is obvious-honorary rank. There is a slarish respect for military

titles i'n the armv. .and no matter who the persons are, they rise at once to

weight and consideration when granted military titles. I need only point to

paymasters and Commissari.at officers. Can any one deny that their position

in'the army has been marvellously improved by honorary rank ?

We are deeply indebted to you. Sir. for fighting our battles, but^we are a

numerous body, and, I think. 'should do something for ourselves. We should

establish in Ldndon a Medical Stafl Defence Association, appoint a paid sec-

reUry ; plenty of medical officers on retired pay suitable for the post. 1 shaU

be happy to 'subscribe liberally. The medical officers of the Indian Service

adopted 'this plan, and got their grievances redressed. I do not see why we
should not do the same. Our jiosition is bad, and will, unless we exert our-

selves to improve it, become intolerable.

MR. STANHOPE'S MEMORANDUM.
.

A Sesior Sfrgeon-Major, wTiting from India, s,ays the alterations in the

terms of retirement foreshadowed in Mr. Stanhope's memorandum have pro-

duced positive consternation among the Medical Staff sening lu that country.

He asks: Can it be possible that the British Government, hitherto dis-

tinguished for its absolute good faith, would deliberately break its con-

tracts with its servants ? It is surely impossible.
^—-———z=.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

PRESCRIBING CHEMISTS AND COMPOUNDING DOCTORS.
M R. C. asks if it is competent for a L.K.Q.C.P.I., in face of the declaration,

to superintend a medical hall publicly opened for sale of medicine and for

compounding prescriptions ; the hall to he the property of unqualified per-

sons, who would have in it a capable though unqualified hand to do all work,

and merely superintended by the L.K.Q. C.P.I.

»,* We have referred this question to Mr. James R. Upton. Solicitor to the

British Medical Association, who replies as follows : Whether L.K.Q.C.P.I's

superintendence would constitute "covering" would entirely depend on the

extent of the superrision he exercised. If complaint were to be made to the

General Medical Council, the tests that would be applied to the facts laid

before them would be (1) was the employment of the unqualified assistant in

substitution for the services of L.K.Q.C.P.I., or under circumstances in

which due personal supervision and control were not, or could not, be exer-

cised by him ? And (2i did L.K.Q.C.P.I. do any act to enable the unqualified

pei-5on"to practise as if duly qualified (see the Joub-Nal for March 3l5t laat.

at p. 714) ?

A BONE-SETTER.
T W writes- I have been attending a woman, aged 70. suffering from fracture

of the neck of the femur. I put a long splint on. but was obliged to remove

it on account of bedsore caused by incontinence of urine. I was

going to mould a leathern splint for it when 1 was supersede<l bv a bone,

fetter, who said it was out of joint, and the leg never had been liroken. 1

have been severely handled bv many of my patients for my ignorance. Have

I any redress at a court of law. and should not our Branch take it up seeing

that' it would benefit the profession ?

%* The only means of obtaining redress that we con suggest would be an

action claiming damages for slander. Before attempting to bring such an

action, it is important to have clear proof of the exact woi-ds used. If they

impute ignorance of his profession to a medical man they would clearly be

actionable, but the amount of damages awarded would depend on the view

taken by the jury.

CORONERS AND MKDIC.\L WITNESSES.
Nemo asks : WHiat discretionary powers, if any. has the coroner lu regard to t^ie

calling ill or not of the medical man in attendance on Uie deceased before

death ?

* * If the coroner previous to the inquest considers metlical evidence at nu

inquest is necessary, he can subpoena a medical man to attend. Should, how-

ever, the inquest have been commenced and no medical evidence forth-

coming, it is within the power of the coroner or the jury to adjoiu-n for the

attendance of a mcfical witness. The jury have also the power to call addi-

tional medical evidence, and to name the medical man they desire to attend

should they not feel satisfieil with the medical evidence that may already

have been given. ^

The Skinners' Company have given a donation of ten guineas to

the Parkes Museum, Margaret Street, Regent Street, to aid ia

maintaining and extending its work of practically teaching the

law? of health.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

EXGLISH ITEUAX MORTALITY IN THK FIKST QU.VRTER
OF 1888.

Thk ^ntal and mortal statistics of the twenty-eight towns dealt

with by the Registrar-General in Iii? weekly return are summa-
rised in the accompanying table. During the three montho end-
ing March last, 16X~1 births were registered in the twenty-eight
large towiis, equal to an annuiil rate of .'S2..5 per 1,000 of their

aggregate population, estimated at nearly nine and a half millions

ot persons. In the corresponding periods of the three preceding
years, 188.5-7, the birth-rate in these towns was 35..3, 34.7, and
32.9 respectively. The birth-rate in London last quarter was
equal to 32.2 per 1,000, while in the twenty-seven provincial
towns it averaged .12.8, and ranged from 22.7 in Brighton, 26.5 in
Iluddersfield, and 28.3 in Bradford to 37.4 in Norwich, 37.7 in

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 39.5 in Preston, and 4.3.9 in Cardiff.

The 51,fti9 deaths registered in the twenty-eight towns during
the first three mouths of this year were equal to an annual rate
of 22.1 per 1,000, against 22.7, 24.4, and 22.0 in the corresponding
quarters ot the three years 1885-7. In London the rate of mor-
tality was 22.0 per 1,000, while in the twenty-seven provincial
towiis it averaged 22,2 per 1,000. The lowest rates in these pro-
vincial towns were 18.0 in Bradford, 18.1 in Hull, 18.5 in Brighton,
and 19.0 in Sunderland; the highest were 27.1 in Preston, 28.8 in

Plymouth, and 29.0 in Blackburn and in Manchester. During the
quarter under notice, 5,<i.37 deaths were referred to the principal
rymotic diseases in the twenty-eight towns, equal to an annual
rate of 2.41 per 1,000; the zymotic death-rate in these towns in
the first quarter of the five preceding years averaged 2.38 per
1,000. The lowest zymotic rates in these towns last quarter were
0.75 in Halifnx, 0,97 in Sunderland, 1.01 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and 1.04 in Brighton; while they ranged upwards in the other
towns to 3.01 in Xottingham, 3.31 in Plymouth. 3.74 in Black-
burn, and 5.39 in Sheffield. The .">,f)37 deaths referred to the
principal zymotic diseases included 2,.335 which resulted from
whooping-cough, 8.58 from scarlet fever, 618j from measl es" 8

from "fever" (including typhus, enteric, and simple and ill-

defined forms of continued fever), 499 from diphtheria, 30i> from
diarrhcea, and .393 from small-po.\. The 2,335 fatal cases of

whooping-cough registered in the twenty-eight towns during
the quarter under notice were equal to an annual rate of 1.00 per

1,1X10, and, with the exception of 1886, when the rate was also

1.00, exceeded that recorded in the first quarter of any year since

1882. This disease was proportionally much more prevalent in

London than in the aggregate of the provincial towns; for while

the whooping-cough deatli-rate in London was as high as 1.52 per

1,000, it did not average more than 0.56 in the twenty-seven pro-

vincial towns, among which it was highest in Norwich, Salford,

Leicester, and Wolverhampton, The 618 fatal cases of measles

were equal to an annual rate of 0.26 per l.OtK), a lower rate than

in any quarter of any year since 1878. The rate of mortality from

this disease in London last quarter was 0.22 per 1,000, while it

averaged 0,.30 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, among which
it showed the highest proportional fatality in Bolton, Blackburn,

Birmingham, Nottingham, and Plymouth. The death-rate from
scarlet fever was equal to 0.37 per 1,(X)0, and e.xceeded that re-

corded in the March quarter of any year since 1884 ; in London
the rate of mortality from this disease was equal to 0.39 per 1,000,

and slightly exceeded the mean rate in the provincial towns,

among which scarlet fever was proportionally most fatal in Man-
chester, Sheffield, Birkenhead, Oldham, and Blackburn. The
number of scarlet fever patients in the Metropolitan Asylums
Hospitals, which had been 2,049 at the beginning of the year,

steadily declined to 1,087 at the end of Jfarcli. The admission*

into these hospitals, which had risen from 466 to 2,908 in the four

quarters of 1887, declined to 1,087 during the first three months of

this year. The 538 deaths referred to different forms of "fever"

in the twenty-eight towns last quarter were equal to an annual

rate of 0.23 per 1,000; this rate was below the average of the

corresponding quarters of the five preceding years, although it

exceeded that recorded in the first three months of any or the

three previous years. In London the fever death-rate was 0.23 per

1,000, and corresponded with the mean rate in the twenty-seven

prorincial towns, among which it was highest in Cardiff, Derby,

and Nottingham, The rate of mortality from diphtheria was

equal to 0.21 per 1,000, and although showing a slight decline

from the rate in the preceding quarter, was higher tuan in the

PubHc Health Statistics relatinr/ to Tioenty-eir/ht Large Enr/lish Towns, for the First Quarter of 188S.
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It quarter of any year on record; in London the death-rate

m diphtheria -n-M equal to 0.29 per 1,000, while it did not

srace more than 0.15 in the provincial town.s, among which this

isase sliowed the highest proportional fatality in rreston, llud-

rsJield, Xorwirh, and Oldham. The rate of mortality from

irrhcea was 0.17 per 1,000, and was below the average. During

- first three months of this year, 393 deaths resulted from small-

X in the twenty-eight towns; of these, no fewer than 318

curred in Sheffield (against 3, 45 and liSO in the three preceding

arters), also 15 in Bristol, 13 in Manchester, 13 in Leeds, 9 in

.ttingham, 8 in Blackburn, and 6 in Oldham. Only 9 cases of

lall-pox were imder treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums

jgpitals at the end of March, and 38 cases of this disease had

en admitted during the quarter, against 1 and 30 m the two

eceding quarters. ,

The rate of infant mortality in the twenty-eight towns, measured

the proportion of deaths of children under one year of age to

XK) registered births, was equal to 147 per 1,000 during the

larter under notice, against 1.54 and 145 in the corresponding

riods of the two preceding years. While the rate of infant mor-

lity was 143 per 1,000 in London, it averaged 1.50 in the twenty-

ven provincial towns, among which it ranged from 114 m bun-

rland 119 in Hudder.sfield, and 122 in Bristol, to 177 in \V olver-

irapton, 178 in Preston, 199 in Plymouth, and 203 in Blackburn.

The causes of 1,0.54, or 2.0 per cent of the deaths registered m
e twenty-eight towns during last quarter were not certihed,

ther by registered medical practitioners or by coroners. The

•oportion of uncertified deaths in London did not exceed 0.9 per

jit., while it averaged 3.0 in the twenty-seven provincial towns.

id ranged from 0.8 in Wolverhampton, and 1.0 m Birkenhead

id in Portsmouth to 4,1 in Halifax, 5.5 in Sheffield and m Liver-

)0l, and 5.8 in Hull.

J037

in the " ilinutes of Evidence in the first Eeport of the Eoyal Sani-

tary Commission." No mere renaming or grouping of the existing

sanitary authorities could be satisfactory. The conditions^ of

sanitary science and progress in the large centres of population

and combined districts might be considered fairly satisfactory
.
but

the very reverse held in the numerous small dLstncts; there tne

hindrances to effective sanitary work and to the officials were greatest

andmost powerful. No doubt the former might be left as separate

organisations or centres; but adjoining small districts ought to be

grouped around their l-^^gest town into a sanitao" district or area

with a definite minimum population (about 100,000 or loO 000,

this latter corresponding to the approximate Parliamentary din-

sioual basis), under the care of a properly qualified medical officer

and his staff, who would each devote their whole time and energies

to the work, with life tenure of office during " good conduct, and

at adequate remuneration ; these four were the long recognised

essential defects of our legislation. There were two other points he

would allude to. From the experience of the 30 odd towns havingcom-

pulsorj- notification of infectious disease,there Y^every reason that

that iiiportant provision should now be extended bj- the Bill (or a

separate one to loUow it) to the whole country, al the "^w autho-

rities being compelled to forearm themselves with suitable hos-

pital accommodation; lastly, there was the urgent necessity of the

abolition of the antagonism between the practical working of the

Education Acts and tlie Public Health laws in the matter of the

constant difiusion of infectious diseases by schools. -VU pecuniary

loss to the elementary schools by the non-atteudaiice of children

from infected house/ought to be done away. The Bill, ^o amended

would meet the most pressing and acknowledged defects ot our

nresent sanitary disorganisation.-Dr. A. Hill thought the obiect

Kemeedng should delimited to that taken by the Metropolian

Societv-namely, the desirability of the medical officers of health

holdincr their appointments direct from the County Councils.—Ur.
iioium^ Lucu ai^t^ .,,, c„,,OT^5t,ion. DroDosed:

MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH AND THE LOCAL
GOVKRXMEXT BILL.

8PECIAI, meeting of the Birmingham and Midland Branch of the

)Cietv of Jledical Officei-s of Health was recently held for the

irpose of considering the Local Government Bill, presided over

r Dr A BosTOCK Hill, President, who said he thought the

<esent moment was favourable for effecting the reform m the

isition of medical officers of health which they had so long been

\'\w out for There were a great many medical officers of health

,"" i.M.d at salaries which made it absolutely impossible for them

.
.' Tiny sanitary work at all. There were a large number getting

liii.-.if £5 and even £3 a year—a sum which did not pay a

•of. .^sional man even for the time expended in collecting statis-

e^ for his annual report. The payment of such a small salary, in

ri was practically an intimation from his employers that the

vZ-initary work iie did the better. A large number of the pre-

nt officers' would become the officers of the district councils; but

1.1. T the new system, there would probably be an amalgamation

1 h.' smaller areas, so that a salary could be paid which would

:>!ile a man reallv to do good sanitary work. Reference was

nil- to the recent meeting of the Society held m London.—Dr.

\.iK suggested that the impending change afforded an opportu-

ity of effecting still larger reforms in the system of sanitary ad-

uni^tration. l^ir instance, vaccination ought to be included in

le work of the sanitary authorities. Small-pox was as much a

liatter for the sanitary administration as other zymotic diseases.

he Bill was a comprehensive and far-reaching measure, and those

'ere special reasons that the utmost care should be bestowed upon

'le construction of its details. Putting aside the omission of the

diustment of the shortcomings of our poor-law system, it was

iirprising how little, as the Chairman had noted, the Bill proposed

i effect in the reconstruction and adjustment of our " tumbled

'p," piecemeal sanitajy legislation, beyond renaming the local

uthorities and the introduction of County Councils. The Bill

jok no notice whatever of those sanitary requirements which

uch competent authorities as Farr, Aclaiul, Simon, Rumsey, and

tie Councils of the British iledical and Social Science Associations

ave declared essential to the satisfactory working of our sanitary

rganisation. Her Majesty's Government had no excuse for iguor-

igthe.se essentials, since they were duly brought officially before

liem as long ago as 18('i.«, in t he " Memoriuulum of State Medicine,'

lie "Memorial of the Joint Councils of the British Medical and

ocial Science Associations, appointed to consider the better ad-

linistration of the laws relating to Registration, Jledico-legaJ

UQuiries, ancl the improvement ofthe Public Health ;
and in 1869

lioldinc tneir appoimmeuis uiicui ii^^iii 1^,^,^^ j

PAGE,1n accordance ^-ith the Chairman's suggestion. Proposed;

"That this branch of the Society of Medical Officers of Health

wishes to express the opinion that the election of medical officers

of health should be in the hands of the County Council. -l>r^ A.

Hill seconded the motion.-Dr. Feston said that he agreed v^ith

the proposal so far as it affected the small rural appointments but

he thought that in boroughs of a moderate size matters ^Jgl^t re-

ma nas^hey were. He ha'd. during his time, Pro«^t*^.f!,"".thW
Mayor and other members of the Town CouncU but he had not^mg

to complain of in the way he had been treated.-Dr. Lndkehili,,

while having no personal grievance, supported the moUon, and

wth regard to the amalgamation of districts, said that hey must

link thiir personal inter^ests out of regard to the
f^^^^^f^^^'^^

of sanitation.-Mr. Hollixgshead said he could not "^ote
f
ot 'he

motion. He had no reason to complain of want of support from

the authority of his district.-The President said that he was

exactly in the same position as Mr. HolUngshead, being officer to

two local authorities. There were, however, some flagrant in-

stance" of medical officers of health of the highest ability losing

their positions through having incurred j^rsonal hostiliU in t lie

discharge of theirduty.-Dr. A. Hill said if ™">^'y^ '

[he dif-
were appointed, they could only supervise the work of t4ie dis

tricts. Local officers would still be required for the details of the

works. The motion was carried.

HOSPITALS FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

The principle that the spread of infectious disease is to be con-

trolled most effectually by the isolation of the first cases attacked

has been so frequently exemplified, that of late years it has be-

come more generally recognised and acted upon by samtary au-

thorities ; but .^-ith^ome authorities exaggerated considerations

of expense and false notions of economy have asserted themselves,

^nd t?ie warnfng that a comparatively small i"^^'''

,fPf^-^' "^f
in making some\small hospital provision ""."X be the ™eans of

protect in| a locality from much sickness, miseo% and pecuniaiy

OSS has too frequently been ignored The Public He^Ub Art 187o.

leaves the matter entirely within the discretion of tlie 'ocal sani-

irv authorities, but theMedical Department of the Local Govem-

; ent oanVhave, with much success, availed themselves of every

suUableopiK)rtunity of influencing local authorities in the right

''"a hirther effort has just been made by the Central Department

to bring the subject under the attention of those local authonUes

who have not p^vide<l their districts with hospital accommodft-
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tion, bj- the issue of a short memorandum' on the subject, signed
by Pr. G. Buchanan, together with some carefully prepared plans
of small hospitals. In that memorandum it is pointed out that
too often the provision of isolation hospitals is put off until some
infectious disease is immediately threatening or has actually in-

vaded a district, and that it cannot be too clearly understood that
such hospitals, to fulfil their proper purpose of sanitary defence,
ought to be in readiness beforehand. During the progress of an
epidemic, it is of little avail to set about hospital construction.

The mischief of allowing infection to spread from fir.st cases will

always have been done, and this mischief cannot be repaired.

Thus hospitals provided during an epidemic are mainly of advan-
tage to particular patients; they have little effect in staying the
further spread of infection. Moreover, hospitals provided under
such circumstances, to be of any use, must be large and costly,

and their construction can seldom be of a kind that is suited in

after times for the isolation requirements of their districts.

Large villages and groups of adjacent villages will, it is pointed
out, commonly require the same sort of provision as towns.
Where good roails and proper arrangements for the conveyance of

the sick have been provided, the best arrangement for village

populations is a small building accessible from several villages;

otherwise the requisite accommodation for (say) four cases of in-

fectious disease in a village may be got in a suitable four-room or

six-room cottage at the disposal of the sanitary authority ; or by
arrangement made beforehand with some trustworthy cottage
holders, not having children, that they should receive and nurse,
on occasion, patients requiring such accommodation.

In towns hospital accommodation for infectious diseases is

wanted more constantly, as well as in larger amount than in s'il-

lages ; and in towns there is greater probability that room will be
wanted at the same time for two or more infectious diseases which
have to be treated separatelj'. The permanent provision to be
made in a town should consist of not less than four rooms in two
separate pairs ; each pair to receive the sufferers from one in-
fections disease, men and women of course separatelj'. The num-
ber of cases for which permanent provision should be made must
depend upon various considerations, among which the size and
the growtli of the town, the lodgment and habits of its popula-
tion, and the traffic of the town with other places, are the most
important. There is no fLxed standard, therefore, by which the
standing hospital requirements proper for a town can be measured.
Furthermore, it is to be remembered that occasions 'will arise (as

where infection is brought into several parts of a town at one
time) when isolation provision, in excess of that commonly suffi-

cient for the town, will become needful.
For a town, the hospital provision ought to consist of wards in

one or more permanent buildings, with space enough for the erec-
tion of other wards, temporarj- or permanent. Considerations of
ultimate economy make it wise to have permanent buildings suffi-

cient for somewhat more than the average necessities of the place,
so that recourse to temporary extensions may less often be neces-
sary. And in any case it is well to make the administrative offices

somewhat in e.xcess of the wants of the permanent wards ; be-
cau.se thas, at little additional first cost, they will be ready to
serve, when occasion comes, for the wants of temporarj- extension.
Some very useful plans, illustrating the sanitary requirements

of small hospitals for infectious disea.ses, are arranged on sheets
accompanying the memorandum. In all the plans proper standards
of space are observed, namely, not less than 2,t)00 cubic feet of
air space, 144 square feet of floor space, and 12 linear feet of
wall space to each bed ; means are provided for the adequate
ventilation and warming of wards, and for securing them from
closet emanations and the like. Places for washing and disinfec-
tion, and for a mortuary are indicated. An interval of 40 feet is

everywhere interposed between every building used for the recep-
tion of infected persons or things and the boundary of the hospital
.'ite ; and this boundary', it is recommended, should have a close
fence of sufficient height, and the 40 feet of internal should not
afterwards be encroached on by any temporary building or other
extension of the hospital.

In determining the locality where an infectious hospital should
be placed, the wholesomeness of the site, the character of the ap-
proaches, together with the facilities for water-supply and for
slop and refu.se removal, are matters of primary importance.

* Trt he purohiiipl. either flirectly or through anv booksnller. from Eyre and
,SMltl>w3)le. Kut Hirding .Street . Fleet Street. B.C. ; or Adam anft'Charles
Black, 6. North BrldRe, Edinburgh : or Uodgat, Figgit, and Co., 104. Grafton
Street. Dublin

n
•

sn

The memorandum does not fail to emphasise the caution which
recent experience as to the spread of small-pox from hospitals has

shown to be necessary. "Sites," it says, " for hospitals designed
to receive small-pox require a very much larger space about them
than sites for other infectious diseases hospitals. Small-pox hos-

pitals, as we know them, are apt to disseminate small-pox, and
their sites should, therefore, be placed outside of towns, and
should, indeed, be sought at places as far distant from any popu-
lated neighbourhood as considerations of accessibility permit. It

has been suggested that small-pox hospitals may be so constructed

as not to be dangerous to neighbouring habitations; that this

can be done by a system of passing through a furnace all out-

going air from infected wards and places : but this suggestion

has not yet been carried into effect in England."
We commend the memorandum to the serious attention of all

_

those sanitary authorities that have not provided their districts
'

with the primary defence against epidemics which isolation hos-

pitals constitute.

PUBLIC HEALTH ADJIIMSTRATION IX BRADFORD.
A MEETING of the medical practitioners of Bradford was held re-

cently for the purpose of presenting an address to Dr. Hime on
the approaching termination of his five years' engagement as

medical officer for the borough. There was a large attendance.

The address, which was elaborately illuminated on five pages, and
handsomely bound in book form, with a suitable inscription, i

signed by eighty-six medical men, congratulated Dr. Hime on the

good work which, in conjunction with the sanitary authority, he

had been able to accomplish during his five years of office; on the,

cordial relations subsisting between himself and his medical

brethren, which had enabled him to secure their active co-opera-

tion in carrying out the by-laws for the control of infectious

diseases ; on the greatly diminished death-rate, and the fact that

Bradford now occupied a favourable position among the healthiest

towns in England.

CHOLERA IN CHILI.
Accounts reach us of the fearful ravages of cholera, which has

prevailed during the last three months in Chili. The Chilian

Times of March 17th says :
" Last week there occurred here 96

cases and 39 deaths, against 105 cases and 38 deaths in the pre-

vious returns. This brings up the total for the twelve weeks
ended last Saturday, according to the defective returns of the

Board of Health, to 3,.338 cases and l,.3o7 deaths, which is nowhere
near the mark. Dr. Gacitua estimates that from 4,500 to .5,000

persons have died in Valparaiso of cholera from the time of the

appearance here of the disease on December 25th last until the 3rd

instant. As the epidemic shows no signs of disappearance yet, a

recrudescence of the disease having coincided with the introduc-

tion of fruit and chicha (grape cider), the probabilities are that the

cholera will linger on until, as happened last year, it is tempo-
rarily placed in abeyance by the arrival of winter, by which time

it may be taken for granted that Dr. Gacitua's highest estimate of

victims will have been reached, and perhaps exceeded."

Health of English Towns.— In the twenty-eight large

English towns, including London, which have an estimated popu-
lation of 9,.398,273 persons, 5,834 births and 3,367 deaths were
registered during the week ending Saturday, May 5th. The
annual rate of mortality, which had declined from 21.9 to 18.9

per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, further fell to 18.7 during

the week under notice. The rates in the several towns rangeu

from 12.7 in Portsmouth, 15.1 in Birkenhead, and 15.8 in Sunder-

land to 24.8 in Plymouth, 2G.3 in Preston, 27.6 in Manchester,
and 28.1 in Salford. In the twenty-seven provincial towns the

mean death-rate was 19.8 per 1,000, and exceeded by 2.3 the

rate recorded in London, which was only 17.5 per 1,000. The 3,367

deaths registered during the week under notice included 14G

which were referred to whooping-cough, 45 to scarlet fever, 38

to diarrhcea, 32 to "fever" (principally enteric), 31 to diphtheria.

25 to measles, and 12 to small-pox; in all, .329 deaths resulted

from the.se principal zymotic diseases, against .363 and .328 in the

two preceding weeks. These 329 deaths were equal to an

annual rate of 1.8 per 1,000; in London the zymotic death-rate

was 2.1 per 1,000, while it averaged 1.6 in the twenty-seven pro-

vincial towns, and ranged from 0.0 in Portsmouth and in Ply-

mouth, and 0.4 in Sunderland to 2.8 in Sheffield and in Norwich,

3.5 in Blackburn, and .V3 in Salford. Measles caused the highest
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opnrtional fatality in Bristol, Preston, Bratlford, and Notting-

im ; scarlet fever in Salford and Blackbuni ;
whooping-cough in

orwich, Manchester, London, Blackburn, and Salford; and

fever" in Manchester and Salford. Of the 31 deaths from

iphtheria recorded during tlie week under notice in the twenty-

ght towns, 15 occurred in London and 'S in Manchester. The

! fatal cases of small-pox included 8 in Sheffield, 2 in Bristol,

in Oldham, and 1 in Hull. The number of small-pox patients in

le Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals on Saturday, May 5th, was

1, of which -2, had been admitted during the week. These hos-

itals also contained 920 scarlet fever patients on the same

ite, against 961 and 967 at the end of the two preceding weeks ;

) cases were admitted during the week, against 91 and 79 in the

10 pre\'ious weeks. The death-rate from diseases of the respira-

|.ry organs in London was equal to 3.5 per 1,000, and was con-

iderably below the average.

Heaith of Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Satur-

ly. May 5th, 888 births and 493 deaths were registered in the

fht principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality,

ich had been 21.2 and 21.0 per 1,000 in the two preceding

eeks, further declined to 19.5 during the week under notice,

'){t exceeded by 0.8 per 1,000 the mean rate during the same period

the twenty-eight large English towns. Among these Scotch

iwns the lowest rates were recorded in Perth and Dundee,

i^ the highest in Edinburgh and Glasgow. The 493 deaths

1 these towns during the week under notice included 35 which

ere referred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual

ite of 1.4 per 1,000, which was 0.4 below the mean zymotic

eath-rate during the same period in the large EngUsh towns,

lie highest zymotic rates were recorded in Aberdeen and Glas-

3W. Eight fatal cases of diphtheria, 7 of whooping-cough, and 5

; measles occurred in Glasgow; but no zymotic disease was
itally prevalent iu any of the other towns. The mortality from

iseases of the respiratorj' organs in these Scotch towns

aring the week under notice was equal to 4.4 per 1,000, against

5. in London,

THE POWEn.S OF THE REGISTRAR OF DEATHS.
. Y. Z. asks : Has a registrar of births and deatlis power to give a

"Iwrtificate of death in cases not seen by a medical man if there are no sus-

picious circumstances ? My reason for asking Is the following case, which has

occurred this week.
A man called at the surgery to ask me to go at once to see his child. I was

uriiilile to do so. but offered to go as soon as 1 could. Tliis offer the man
WMiild not accept (his house is four miles from the surgery), and said if I

! could not go liack with him I was not to go at all. I did not do so. Next day
I the child died. Speaking casually to the registrar, he informed me he had

I

registered the death as due to inflammation of the bowels. The case had not
' been seen by any medical man, and it is customary here for the registrar to

I

give ccrtiticates in cases similar to the above, Would you kindly tell me
whether he has any legal power to do so ?

" If the person giving information of a death to the registrar states that

ieceased had no medical attendant of any kind during the last illness.

If, upon inquiry, the registrar linds that the case is not one which he

lid report to the coroner (such as a death caused directly or indirectly by

i-nce. or atteiuled by suspicious circumstances, or when the cause of death

' Lited to be " unknown," or " sudden "), he must record the best informa-

;i respecting the cause of death which he is able to obtain from the

>rmant, and may issue his *' certificate of the registry of death" in the

:il manner.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

CAMBRIDGE.
Assistant to the Phofessor of Suegesy.—It is proposed to

appoint an Assistant to the Professor of Surgerj-, whose duty_ it

shall be to aid in the surgical teaching, and to add to and main-

tain the surgical collections in the museum. The thanks of the

University are offered to Professor Humphry for his generous pro-

posal to provide, out of his own pocket, a suitable stipend for the

assistant. Mr. Joseph Griffiths, M.B., is at present doing the work

of the new office.

HoNORAEY Degree.—It is also proposed to confer the degree

of M.A., honoris causa, on Dr. Siegfried Ruhemann, who, for the

last two or three years has acted as assistant to Professor Dewar,

and has very successfully conducted the teaching of organic

chemistrj- in the University laboratory.

Cambridge and London.—The interest taken by London hos-

pital schools in students from the Universities is evidenced by

the announcement just made that Charing Cross will offer a

scholarship of £50 for competition among Cambridge men who
have passed the second M.B., and Oxford men who have passed

the first M.B. examination.

OXFORD.
EXAMIKATIONS IN Medicike axd SlKciEBX.—1. The Regius Professor of

Medicine inves notice that the examination in the several parts of the tir^t

examination for the degree of Bachelor in Medicine, will comme-nce on or about

Monday June 2.ith. The final examination for the degree of Bachelor of Medi-

cine wil'l commence on or about Mav 28th, and that for the degree of Master in

Surgerv on June 7th. The precise davs will shortly be notified. Intending

candidates are requested to forward their names to the Kegius Professor of

Medicine, medical department of the museum. 2. The Secretary of the Boards

of Faculties gives notice that he will be in attendanceat his office in the Claren-

don Building, on Fridav. Mav Uth. and Saturday. May 13th. from V to 10 A.M..

for the purpose of receiWng names of candidates for the second examination for

the degree of M.B. ; and on Fridav, June 8th, and Saturday, June 9th, from

9 to 10 A M for the purpose of receiving names of candidates for the first exa-

mination for the degree of M.B. Kames may be sent to him by letter at any

time not later than the above-mentioned days.

UOI! LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS' ASSOCI.VTION AXD THE PUBLIC
HEALTH PREVENTION OF DISEASES BILL.

T a meeting of the Council of the Poor Law Medical Officers' Association, held
at their rooms, 3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street. May 1st. it was considere-l

that the time had now arrived when poor law mediL-al officers could co-

i operate most effectually iu the proposed arrangement sought to I* made by
'the medical officers of health. It was proposed to suggest to tlie central

authority that poor law medical officers should be styled " district health
oflacer3,""and that their duties should include the acting as deputiea to those
appointed as liealth olficers of counties or large districts.

I
The subject of the Public Health Prevention of Diseases Bill came also under

': consideration, and Clause 3. Subsection 5, which makes a distinction in the
amount of fees payable under different circumstances, was thought to be very

j
objectionable and derogatory to those holding public appointments, and the

I
Council requested Mr. Barnes to communicate its views upon this subject to

Dr. Farquharsun, M.P..
In reference to the Lord Chancellor's Coroners Bill, the Council resolved

that it is not just towards the medical profession, and will, in many cases, be
a hardship on the poor law medical service, if the appointment of coroners, as

proposed by the Bill, becomes vested in the Lord Cliancellor ; and the Coun-
cil urgently requests all memberfl of the medical profession to oppose in every
pouible way that clause of the Bill which confen this power on the Lord
Chanc«llor.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

ROUSE OFLORDS— Tuesday, May Sth. ^

The Lunacy Laws.—t^e Earl of Milltown asked whether it

was the intention of the Government to forward and pass into

law this session the important Bill for the amendment of the

Lunacy Laws, which, having already passed that House on three

previous occasions, was sent down to another place on March 22nd

this year.—The Earl of Selborne also expressed the hope that

the Bill might not be longer delayed in the other House.—The

Lord Chancellor said it was difticult to answer the question,

because he could not answer for the progress of business

in the other House. He agreed that this was a topic quite re-

moved from party politics, and although there was not perfect

unanimity, yet he" thought they might hope soon to settle it one

way or the other.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.— Tuesday, May Sth.

Foreign Medical Practitioners.—ilr. C. Wright asked the Vice-

President of the Committee of Council on Education whether the

Medical Acts Amendment Bill which passed in 1886, and provided

for registering duly-qualified foreign medical practitioners, was

now in operation, and whether the requisite forms would be sup-

plied to those practitioners to fill up for registration; and whether

he could name the countries that were eligible to claim registra-

tion for their metlical practitioners.-Sir Vi. Hart Dyke said the

second part of the Act had only been applied to New Zealand and

Ceylon. In regard to registration of foreign medical practitioners.

Sections 11, 12, and 13 ofjthe Act prescribed the exact course to he

adopted.
.

Hospital Accommodation on Transatlantic Steamers. — tsir

Michael Hicks-Beach, in reply to a question by Dr. Tanner as

to whether the hospital accommodation on board Transatlantic

steamers was not frequently utilised for the accommodation of

passengers, officers, or crew, said he was assured by the companies

that such was not the case. No such hospital berths could be

allocated to other than sick persons, unless on the express sanc-

tion of the medical officer of the ship.—Dr. Tannkb aaked -whether
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It was not a •well-known fact, from all the reports furnished by
the emigration oflicers at Liverpool and Queenstown, that sucli
hospital accommodation wiisfreq^ueutlvutilised by lioth passengers
and crew.—Sir M. IhcKS-BiSACH siu4he was not aware of it.

D'lfGH POLICB AND HEALTH (SCOTLAND) BILL.
''

On (lie motion ofllu- LoRii Aiivocatk, it was agreed that the Select Committee
on the Bnrj-h Police «n.l Health (Scotlanil) Dill rto emisist of twent»-livememUM; .Mr. Anstruther. Mr. Asher. Mr. Baird. Sir G. Balfour, Mr. Barlour
Mr. Bimlay. .Mr. Bolton. Mr. treiSton liruce, Mr. Caldwell. Mr. Macdonald
Cameron b,r .V C.uipbell, Mr. U-, F. Campbell, Dr. Clark, Mr. Cochranc-
Baillle, Mr. D. Crawford, Lord i'loho, Mr. Esslemont. Mr. Hozler the Lord
Advooate, Mr. Meniies. Mr. F. 6, P.>wcll. lit. Sinclair. Mr. Mark Stewart
Mr. Webster, anil Mr. Williamson, with power to send for persons, pauers'aud rcconis ; hve to l>e the quorum. f f

.
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THE HOKSK TAX.
Additio.nal petitions aKainst this tax have been presented by Mr. Hanburv-

Trac)-. from the mMical praetitioners of Welshpool and district by Sir W
Foster, from Northern Counties (Scotland) Branch of the British Medical
Association ;

by Lord Bective. from n Westmoreland Dalesman doctor bv
Mr. S. Leighlon. from medical men of Oswestry ^ bv Mr. T. W. Legh froiii
medical officers in Wisan district ; bv Viscount Ebringlon, from surijeons of
Hatherleii;h and Black Torrinjjtou ; hv Sir Wilfrid Lawson, from the niedieal
men of Maryport

; by the ilarquis of HartiuKton, from Drs. T. Evans and J
Jones, of New Quay; and by Mr. K K. Gathorae-Hardy, from medical meum Hayward s Heath and district.

OBITUARY,
M.VRK LONG, M.D., of Ludlow, Shropshire.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. Mark Long, which
occurred on April 2.'^th, in one of the paving ward.s of Guy's Hos-
pital, at the comparatively early age of 44. The subject of this
notice was the eldest sou of the late Mr. John Long,
engineer of the Limerick Harbour Board. Dr. Long was educated
at the Queen's College, Cork, and the Ledwich School of Medicine
Dublin, taking the M.D. of the Queen's University in 1865, and the
L.R.CS.l. the same year. He soon after proceeded to EngJand,
and was for ten years in practice in Hackney, in partnership with
Drs. Daly and Gibbings. Owing to the delicate health of some
members of his family he subsequently removed to Ludlow, where
he soon acquired a large and good class practice. The deceased
gentleman hada happy way of winning in a remarkable degree
the confidence of his patients, and had a genial and pleasant
manner. In the zenith of his success, in tlVe autumn of last year,
he developed obscure symptoms of , dis6a.se of the bladder and
kidneys, for which became to London and consulted Mr. Jonathan
Hutchinson. The symptoms becoming more acute, he was visited
in February of this year by Mr. Clement Lucas, who advised his
coming into one of the private wards of Guy's Hospital. Nine
•weeks ago Mr. Lucas cut down upon the right kidney, letting out
eiglit ounces of ftetid pus. The operation wa.s most successful,
and a rapid improvement was manifested in his condition, but
subsequently grave nraemic symptoms occurred, terminating in
convulsions ami coma, A post^nortetn examination justified the
operation, the cavity in the kidney iiaving contracted to a third
of its dimensions at the time of the operation ; the left kidney
wa.s quite healthy, but the left ureter was enormously distended,
owing to the pressure of a jieriprostatic abscess. Dr. Long leaves'
a •widow, the daughter of .Mr. James Coopei', of Cromer, and four
ctul<lren, two sons and two ilaughters. .

' 'PETKR LEOK.ARD, M.D., Inspecebr^JOeneral of Hospitals
and Fleets.

Db. I'etrr Leo.vaRI) died at Arbroath on May 2nd. The decea.sed
gentleman was bom at St. Vigeans, Arbroath, in IMll, and educated
at Arbroath Academy ; became a Licentiate of the Royal Colle"e of
Surgeons. Rdinlnji-^h. in ]«22; M.D. of St. Andrews in LVil Tflnd
M.R.C.IMximlon 1n l.<Mf.' He pnt.if^n thf ^lavy very early in life,
and set^ed in every naval pfation of the Hri'ttsh Hmpife except
that of the -HV/st Indie.fl. In »«:« lie' imbl^islied ?Av;r(fo f,f a
> "yni/e fo thn II rsfern f'.<n.«? nf Africa and <if the .Serried mi that
Statwn for thr finppremim nf the Stare Trade. Hm tilfo wrote a
NamI Me<IieM Jouirnal of fier^iriib S/mtJi AitteHca. fdi* which he
*ah awaMed Pir 0-: Blairte'.<i gold' medal. Dr; Ijeonartl was the first
rn'»f)e(+or^»>HFTa|: appbintind iirider tjio C'onriigio»«? Disoflso.s Act,
and he orjjft-nis.id ti>ie rtdminist ration of the .Vet, ' He was for maiiT
ypSM Dejnify ln!rfM»ci-or-<^ienerar at Chntham, And ifterwards at

"Srilj^f"'',
'"*' >'e«eiT«d!«h»t>rean<»ri4il»'H«wpital owwioh for good

riiTEE ADRIAN VAN DEH LAAN, M.D. Lisbon
DE. VAN DHB Laan, the leading ophthalmologist of Portuca
died at his residence in Lisbon on April 20th.

' He was bom afepanbroek, in Holland, ii, 1M41, and educated at the Lmversity oItrecht, where he took the degree of Doctor of Medicine, 'tin
subject of his inaugural dissertation being the disturbances ovision associated with albuminuria. He afterwards studied ti
IJer in. London, and ^ lenna. giving his attention chiefly to oph
thalraolog}-, under such masters as von Graefe,Liebreich,"and Arlt
lieing threatened with consumption, he startetl for Madeitt
towards the en<l of 1870, but broke his journey at Lisbon, when
he remained for the rest of his life. Wishing ti practise his pr»
tession in his adopted countrj-. he with rare energy- went tlirouol
the required course of .study in the Lisbon Medibal School, and
successfully passed all the numerous examinations for the degreeHe soon acquired a great reputation as an oculist throughout

f>? '.f,"L^
"""° '"^ '^^™*''' ''" *« s'^'d t« 'if'^-e treated no fewei

than 24,000 patients. He was an indefatigable worker, and em-ployed tlie rare intervals of leisure which his professional engage-
ments allowed him m contributing to medical literature. He died
ot the disease which had in the first instance driven him south-
wards, studying up to the ver^- last moment. As the Correio
Medico says, he died with a medical treatise in his hand on a
subject altogether unconnected with the affection from which

"

was himself suffering.
The Correio Medico goes so far as to say thatTtn der Laan intnJ-

'

duced ophthalmologj' into Portugal, where the pathology and
treatment of diseases of the eye were almost unknown before
1S70. In addition to his professional attainments, Dr. van der Laan
was a deeply-read theologian, a sound classical scholar, and could
converse fluently in English, German, and French, besides Portu-
guese and his native Dutch.

MEDICAL NEWS.
RoTAx College op Sfegeons op England.—The following

gentlemen having undergone the necessary examinations for the
diploma were, at an ordinary meeting of the Council on May 10th,
admitte<i Members ot the College. .

,

,• '

"
^r- ^'!\';V'!''"''

L.K.C.P.Lond.. 26. Norland Square, W. ; J. L. Avnurd,
I..a.UP.Lond.. Vine Lodge. Surbiton : G. Black. L.S.A.. 34. Pembroke
Hoad. Walth.imstow; J t) Cruickshank. L.R.C.P.Lond.. 10, Dartmouth
Terrace, Lewisliam

; P, K. Holman. L.li.C.P.Lond.. Thaningtou Vicarage.
Canterburv; W J. Maillard. L.K.C.P.Lond.. 72, Miskin StVeet, CartiSf;

^'n n'o ?'"'r'"f; ,^-"-?-.^-'"""'- '^- ^"-^ !*'«'' S.B.; B. .Mom,
L,K.C.P.Lond.. 2J. Josephine Avenue, BrLvton ; J. E. Movse li.H.O.P.
Loiid., .Vnden. Torquay; J. L. liobeits. L.U.C.P.Lond.. Eirianfa. Lmnnrit,
; 5'''':'''„^^- ? >«-».vne, L.li.C.P.Lond.. 2. New .Street, S.E.. srtudent.

of (.uvs Hospital
;
J. W. Appli.pite. L.li.C.P.Lond.. 18. Tufnclfl Hark

f 1 i .;
}>' -M^'Plet"". L.K.U.P.Lond.. The Liz;ird. Connvall; C. tj. A»h-

ford L.K C.P.Lond., <y Alfrcl Place. Plvmoutli: A. .M. Barforri, ll,.K.C.P.
Lond., Wokingham, Berks; D. T. Beldine, L.li.C.P.Lond., East iSreham.
Norfolk; Hobert Bird, L.li.C.P.Lond.. Wrattesley Koad. Plum«te«d;S.
r-J'^"]."^ ^"•'^•^•^'""'^'•''''^'<''nau'*''Ha«. Barnes; J. G. I'J. ColbV.
LRC.P.Lond., 11, Percy Circus, W.C; P. G. Gilmour. L.H.C IP.Loni!.,
21 Carleton lioad. N. ; P. Heasman, L.R.C.P.Lond.. Anemer^.n(t. near

I^?,'^,t"J';'
^- ""'''^' L.R.C.P.Lond., Blastow Hall, Kent; A. W. L. JonM.L liC.P Lond.. 28 Sutherlan.l Gardens. W. ; W. B. Lane. L.K.C.,l'.Lond..

42. Great nv.sscll street, W.C; K. McLaren. L.H.C.P.Lond.. Ln nherne.
Kingston Hil; S. C. H. Molwly, L.R.C.P.Lond.. 17. St. Thom.i.s Raul,
JinsburvP.irk; P. O. Kmealy. L.R.C.P.Lond.. St. Bartholome%i,'s Has-
jntal

;
W. O. .Steinthal. L..S.A.. .''l, TorriuElon Square, W.C. '' H, »•

Mhiteheail. L.R.C.P.Lond.. 3J0. Esse.'e Hoad, N, : IL Williams l\ H.C.F.
Loud.. .!. Augusta Place. Weymouth, and A. E. Wvnter L R C P'.Lond..
Templijeombe. Twickenham, of St. Bartholomew's" Hospital ; T. .Vlilrtni,
L.li.t P.Lond. 10. Keedworth I!o;i,l, Kennington ; W. H. Burrows l.Ts.A..
\\cstciu House. Long Lane, S.E.; E Cooper. L.R.C.P.Lond. SoinhVinp-
ton Villa. Southsea

; P. Gmnce. L.R.C.P.Lond.. «1. Peckham Rve « vV A.
Purvis. L.li.C.P.Lond.. .V,. Tvrwhitt Road, Ilrocklcv, of Chariliff Cf
Hospital: G. A. Ballinpill. L.II.C:.P.Lfln.l.. Altamon>, BlnlrL'.mai. N
.T. D, Bmwn. L.li.C.P.Lollfl., M. St. O.JwaM Road. W-; O W B Banlell ,
L.li C.P.Lond.. r,7,Leln!««er Square, \*-.; Ct. A. Iteberden, L.».0,P.L<»nd..l
IS, Mlltou Dhnnibers; K. K. I). Hogj/; L.R.C.P.I.o,,,!.. i ; HalseV Stree'.
R.W.: W. S. H.)lfor.\. L.R.C.P.Lo,,,!.. Worcester House, Sutton • lind K. B.
l(ni,i„5„i,, I li.r.iM.oMd.. Wet Hill KfMd. Wandsworth, of St. Geor*-.
Hoapital; H. HarneH.. L.H.C.P.Lond.. 17. Oak.ten Street. S.B.- K. S. Bell,
L.K.C.P.Loiid.. Christ Church Vicarage, Spa Il/«i.l. S.E.- A H BInhl,
L.Tl ('.P.LoM.I.. Market Place l)erbT ; It. C. Bristowe, L.R C P Loud.; 1.1,
Old Burllnntoo Street. W.! A. K. Gov, L.R.C.P.Uind.. .^7 H»rlln(»ttin
Street, Oerby; A. Ooulstoh, L,R.C.P.Land.. 3fni. PeCkham K^e• W:!U.
Helsham. L.R.C.P.Lond.. l:i. Barton Street. Wcstmiusler ; O. W. toeWer,
L.H.C.P.r>ond.. ;, St. Julians Pami Bond, West Norwixid • R. 0. JWifres,
L.R.C.P.Lond.. St. Andrews House. Hertford; H. 1) Seddon E.R.ftP.
Lond.. 1. (Jneen Anne's Gate, S.W.; R. P. Walker, L.R. C.P.Lotid. Vlile
Ottage, Ksher, of St. Thomas'e Hospital ; H, N. Boron L.R.C.P.Lond.,
S7. Gre»» Ormond Street. W.C; G; B. Fliu. L.R.C.P.Lohd.. 37, Hariey

1 «f)ri<»t ) ».V.'PeBgoi'^.B-O.P,.TAiid.JV*rhrtn Hnnw, BHfoU Ferrf, f»(>*th
Wales ; C. J, Stanley. L.H.CP.Lond., The Kuowle, StreathmB. Of Klrfe's
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Terrace. Seacombe. of LiverpCK.l Infirmary ; B. K bawlmy L K.t.P.Lond

li.Ladbroke Grove. W.. of Lahore College India;
f ^'''^^''^".^•"^'-jf ;

Ljnd.; L. C. K. Caltl.orp, L.U.C.lVLonrt.. The Cbe^l. Horn ey Lane N

B Clark L.ll.C.P.Lond., Coldhurhour Lane. Brixton ; C. Collier. L.K.L,.r.

Loild?. St lulnns, Tiv.;rton ; F. Corner. L.U.C.P.Umd Manor Ho.i.e,

Poplar; J. J.Coulton, L.K.C.l'.Lond., 47. Bromley Street, t^
,^VLoiid

wick L.R C.P.Lond.. 39. Harlev Street, W.; T. J. Head L.K.CP.Lond..

J^ Queeus Down. Koad Claptin ; K. Jone,, L.K.CP.Lond., Newtown.

Montsconier^-.hire; P.J. Oxley. L-H.C.P.Loud. Drayton lioadLeytm-

stone • T. W. Kobbiiis. L.K.CP.Lond., 41, Ktchingham Koad, Stratford

N^wi'own.of the London Ho,,pi.al
;
X. D Best,

I-=^iVp'l"ind Un"'
Walsall. Staffordshire, of UirmiiiKham ; E. P. Bour, L.K.C.P.Lond Lm
versUv CoUese ; K. W. Bovc-. L.K.CP.Lond., W lUoughby Koad H.mip-

stead" H. S. Cappc, L.K.CP.Lond.. 7. Dean Road, WiUesden Park
;
C. b.

D^vdelL Lll-C P.Lond., 25. Rutland Street, N.W.; J P Parkinson.

L.E.CPXond., 21, Eichmond Terrace, Blackburn ; \V H. Kansom,

L.K.CP.Lond.. The Pavenienl. Notts.; C. l^- Sf»V„I--
, i^™«;' i,m'

Albert .Street, Kejients Park; C. H. Stevens, L.R.C.P.Lond., 21, bt. lld-

maiidsTermce.S.W.; C H.. Clayton, L.H.CP.Loud 11, Fairfax Roa.i

South Hampstead, of University College ; G. Braide L H.CP.Lond. Ihe

loplars. Warringtou; H. Wa<le, L.K.CP.Lond .5 York Place Man-

chester; W. K. Walls, L.K.CP.Lond., 46, Swan .'street Manchester ;
J. P.

Williams L.K.CP.Lond.. Broomtield, Swinton, Manchester
;
W. B.

Yates L.K.CP.Lond., 14, Palatine Street. Manchester, ol Manchester;

B. S.'Charsley, L.K.CP.Lond., .5. Cowley Street. S-W. ; £>• C. Cory,

L.S.A., 17, Sudelev Street, Brighton; H. S. Iremiin, L.E.C.P.Lond

1. Margaret Street. W. ; C S. Vines, L.K.CP.Lond .Abbotslord,

Hamsgate, of Westminster Hospital; J. K. Couch L.K.CP.Lond..

Mansel House. Swansea; M. P. Cooke, L.S..\ Fern House Landke..

Barnstaple; C W. Edwards. L.K.CP.Lond.. Mill HiU Hendon
;
H. C.

fox L.b\A, U, Alfred Place, W.C ; J. A. Hudson. L.K.CP.Lond iO.

Charlotte Street W.C. ; W. B. Nelson, L.K.CP.Lond., 1, Shrewsbury

Koad W • A Primrose, M.B.. C.M.Ed., The College, Middlesex Hospital,

of Middlesex Hospital ; E. H. Gibbon. M.B.Durh 1 Laygate Ternice.

South Shields; E. K. Lyth, M.B.Durh.. 39, Brooke Road. N., of New-

castle-on-Tyne ; H. Hill. L.K.CP.Lond, 84, Coronation Koad, Bnstol
;

i.

T Hudson" L.R.C.P.Lond., 6, Royal York Crescent, Clifton, and h. Vi aid.

L.R C.P.Lond., 7, York Place, Clifton, of Bristol,

House-Surgeon. Hcaip;
Applications by June 2nd to the

MEDICAL VACANCIES.

Irhe following Vacancies are annoanced

:

OOMSBUKY DISPENS-UiY.—Physician. Applieationsby May 15th to the

Secretary.

IIGHTON, HOVE. AND PHESTON DISPENSARY. — House-Surgeon.

I
Salary, £140, with apartments, etc. Applications by June 2nd to the Assist-

ant Secretary.

ISTOL KOYAL INFIRM.VRY.—House-Pbysician. Salary, £100 a year, with

binud. washing, and apartments. AppUcations by May 19th to the

Sr, retarv.

Ill SEA. BROMPTON. AND DELGEA^'^ DISPENSARY, Sloane Square.

-.Surgeon. Aplilicatioiis by May 17th.

-
I LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Shadwell, E.—Assistant Sur-

L n. Applications by May I'Srd to the Secretary.

.il LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Shadwell, E.—Surgeon. Ai>

I plications by MayjSSrd to the Secretary.

')HDON HOSPITAL FOR FISTULA, ETC, Vauxhall Bridge Boad. Assist-

! ant Surgeon. AppUcations by May 26th to the Secretary.

.U.1FAX INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY.— Senior House-Surgeon. Sal-

i ary, £80 per annum, with board and residence. Applications by May 22ntl

to"l)r. E. Wp«t Svmes, Hope Hall. Halifax.

OSPITAL FOK DiSE.\.SKS OF THE THKOAT, Golden Squ-ire.—Resident

1 Medical Officer. Salary, £60 per annum, with board and lodging. AppU-
cations by May 26th to'the Honorary Secretary.

OSPITAL FOli EPILEPSY AND PARALYSIS, 32, Portland Terrace,

Regent's Park.—Assistant Physician and Registrar. Applications by May
14th to H. H. Graham. Esq.. Secretary.

0WE6TOFT FRIENDLY .SOCIKTIES MEDIC.VL INSTITUTION.—Snr-
1 geon. Salary. £16*.' per annum, with extra fees. AppUcations by ilay 21st

I
to Mr. J. Haninioiid, 4, Raglan Street, Lowestoft.

lETROPOLITAN HOSPITAL; Kingsland Road.—Apsistant House-Surgeon.

i

Salary. £'li' per annum, with board and residence. Applications by May
2l5l t'o'tbc .Sccri'tarv.

VTIONAL LYING-IN HOSPITAL. Holies Street, Dublin.—Two Assistants

to the Master. Applications to Dr. Hoe, 13, Lower Fitzwilliam Street, or at

I the Hosi»ifal.

bHTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY.-House Physician. Salary £100,

j
with board, washing, and apartments. Applications by May 23rd to the

j
Secretary.

oVENS COLLEGE, Manchester,—Professor of Surgery, AppUcations by Juno
9th to the Registrar.

\UISH OF BAHNET, ETC.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary, £443 per

annum. Applications by May Hth to H. M. Turner, Esq., 66, High Street,

Watford.

VHISH OF LOCHS. Stornowav.—Medical Officer. Salan', £H0 per annum,
!
with free house, .\pplications by May 16th to Mr. H. li. L. Ross, Inspector

i of Poor, Lochs and Bar\'a9.

OYAL FREE HOSPITAL, Grays Inn Koad.-Assistant Physician, AppUca-
tions by May 18th to the Secretary. .,,,,... .

:3YAL FREE "hospital. Gray's Inn lioad.—Assistant .Soigeoo. AppUca-
tions by May 16th to the Secretary,

BOYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OP THB CHBST, City Ho«d.-Jnnlor

House-Physician. Salary. £.50 per annum, with board and lodging, Ap-

plicationsby May 19th to the Secretary.

SMALLPOX HOSPITAL, Birmingham.-Resident Me^iical Superintendent.

Salary, £l-'i" per annum, with board, etc. Applications by May 2Sth to the

Chairman. He.ilfh Committee. Council House, Birmingham.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Chelsea—House-Physidan. Honttj

rariumof £.yj, with board and lodging. Applications by June 2nd to tlie

Secretary.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Chelsea.

rarium of £.io. with board aud lodging.

Secretary.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Hammersmith Hoad, W.—Assistant Sargeon.

Applications by May 24th to the Secretary. ' /- • .
- >:\

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
Blurtov J F.. M.B.Durh., M.E.C.S.. appointed Obstetric and Ophthalmic

House-Surgeon at the Queen's Hospital. Birmingham. ti« R. J. Riley,

M.H.C.S.
Bbybex. P. W. A., M.E.C.S.. L.S.A., appointed Assistant House-SurgMn to the

Rotherhara Hospital,

Cuff, Robert, MB. Loud.. M.E.C.S.Eng., appointed Honorary Surgeon to

Scarborough Hospital and Dispensarj-.

De Rf-XZI Arthur C M.R.C.S.. L.S.A.. Late of the New Zealand Shipping

Company's H. M. S. RimutaAa. appointed Resident Surgeon to the Chnst-

church Hospital, New Zealand.

Hal.!., W. W.. MB., CM., appointed Registrar and Chlorotormist to the Lon-

don Temperance HospitaL vice 1. F. Pearse, M.D.. resigned.

Hewitt. R. J.. L.K.C.S.I., etc, appointed Medical Officer t» the BaUiugiurry

Dispensary, luce M. Fennelly, L.R.C.S.I., resigned,

Hll-L. J. de Vcre, appointed Sanitary Suryeyor (Board of Trade) for the port of

Liverpool.

Hill. E. B.. M.R.C.S.. appointed Assistant House-Surgeon to the Birmingtiam

General Hospital. t>i« E. Antrobus. M.R.C.S., resigned.

Mfllfb, C. B.. L.R.C.P., M,R.C.S.. L.S.A.. appointed Medical Officer

of Health for the Borough of Cowbridge. and Medical Ofiicer, Putrfic Vacci-

nator, and Medical Officer of Health for the Cowbridge I>istrjct oJ the

Bridgend Union. .

Naso.s, E. N., M.B., M.R.C.S., appointed Resident Surgical Officer to the.Bu>.

mingham General Hospital, vice John Elliott, M.B.. resigned.
.^

NicOLsns. R. H., appointed Assist.tnt Medical Officer to the Warwick County
Lunatic Asylum, rireG. P, Tomey, L.R. C.S. I., etc.. resigned.

,^

OWEX A. D.. M.H.C.S., L.S.A.Lond.. appointed Medical Officer to fW
Halwell District of Totnes Unioui vice 3. T. Cape, M.K.C.S.Eng., deceased; .j

Prowse, a. B., M.D.Lond., F.H.C.S.Eng.. appointed Lectin^r on UaterU
Medica and Therapeutics at the Bristol Medical School. • ;T

Saxctiahy, T.. M.D., L.R.C.P., etc., appointed Assistant Medical Officer to the

London Skin Hospital, W.C.

Shaw, W. R., M.D., C.M.Toronto. L.R.C.P.Lond.. appointed Resident CUnio»J

Assistant to the City of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest.

TOB.XEV G. P.. L.K.Q.C.P.I..L.R.C.S.I.. apt>oiiited Assistant Medical Officer

to the Lincolnshire County Asylum, vice J. W. Marsh. SI.B.C.S., resigned.
,

Williams. P. W.. M.B., appointed Honorary Assistant-Physician to the Br^ato,!,

Royal infirmary, vice A. B. Prowse, M.D. ;

Post-Gbaduate Course in Livehpool.—It is proposed to give

at the Victoria University, during the summer session, a post-gra-

duate course of lectures and demonstrations, commencing onilay

IGth. The fee for the course is two guineas. Among the lecturera

and subjects announced are the following : Mr. Reginald Harrisom

on Affections of the Bladder and Urethra, including demoustra^

tions with the Electric Endoscope; Dr. Glynn: Some Points ip.

the Pathology and Treatment of Infective Diseases of the Heart

;

Dr. Carter: Oii the Practical Examination of the Urine (demonstra-

tions); Dr. Davidson: tin the Medical Selection of Lives for Assur-

ance, and on recent Improvements in the Local Treatment of Skin

Diseases ; Mr. Edgar Browne : Diseases and Defects of the Eye in

Childhood : Dr. Ross : On the Anatomy of the Spinal Cord and the

Localisation of Spinal Lesions ; Mr. Royston : On the Teeth ;
Mr;

Mitchell Banks : On the Anatomy of the Brain in relation to Cere-

bral Surgery ; Dr. Wallace : Oii Abnormal Tumours ;
Mr. Paiil

:

Demonstration of a rost-mortein. Examination made for Medico-

legal Purposes, and Ready Methods for the Detection of Common
Poisons ; ilr. Rushton Parker : Recognition and Treatment of In-

juries to the Upper and Lower Limbs : Dr. Caton: On Ptomaines

and Leucomaines ; Dr. Barron: On Pathogenic Micro-organisms.

It is intended that, if possible, June 6th, 2l1th, and July 11th, shall

he devoted to demonstrations of the Different Forms of Insanity

in a Lunatic Asylum,

IkrN-OAiiiAN Medical Works.—The Society for the Publica-

tion of Hungarian Medical Works last year completed the twenty-

fourth year of its existence. During that time oo large and 7

small medical works have been published in the Hungarian

language, at an average yearly cost of 6.750 florins. Three

hundred members ha-re already signified their intention to join the

Society.
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CBKsnBB OF A PouCB SuRGBON BY A JtTRY.—Rather too much
blmne seems to have been attributed by a Deptford coroner's jury

to a young surgeon acting for the divisional police surgeon, who,
on being called to the police station—which was full of men
waiting to be paid, and therefore greatly crowded—failed to

detect that a prisoner, who had perforce been placed in a passage
outside the cells, was suffering from paralysis in addition to

drink. .Vccording to the newspaper report, the senior medical
officer of Greenwich Workhouse Infirmary, who made the post-

mortem examination, attributed death to syncope, caused by
taking too much beer, combined with the e.xistence of a fatty

heart. It is quite possible that the paraplegia, which the young
surgeon alluded to promptly diagnosed on a second visit, had
come on subsequently to the first examination.

Treatme^h' or Mercitixal Stomatitis. — In the Rivisfa

Clinica e Terapeutica for February, Dr. E. de Reuzi, of Naples,

states that he has treated several cases of mercurial stomatitis

with corrosive sublimate with satisfactory results. He was in-

duced to try this plan by the consideration that a powerful anti-

septic was indicated in a disease characterised by well-marked
putrefactive processes. The remedy was prescribed as a mouth-
wash, a solution of 2j centigrammes of corrosive sublimate in

1,000 grammes of water being used in that manner in the course

of two days. On the first day the foul smell of the breath was
removed, and within three days the redness and swelling of the

mouth had much diminished. On the fifth day, as a rule, the
patient was completely cured. ,i, ,.„, , . . i.i

Medicine ijt Portugal.—The Correio Medico de Lisboa of

May 1st states that twelve students will present themselves for

their final examination in the Medico-Chirurgical School of Lisbon

in July next. The following are among the subjects which the

candidates have chosen for their theses ; they are of some interest

as showing that Portugal is alive to the latest developments of

medical science: Radical Cure of Hernia; new methods of Dia-

?nosing Carcinoma of the Stomach ; Pathogeny of Tetanns ; new
reatment of Chronic Metritis and Fibroid Tumours of the Uterus

by Electricity ; Uses of Antipyrin ; Hypnotism and Suggestion

;

Massage in the Treatment of Fractures ; Anomalous Forms of

Typhoid.

Darenth Hospitai-s.—The Local Government Board have
authorised the Managers of the Metropolitan Asylums Board to

erect at Darenth a hospital for convalescing small-pox patients, at

a cost not exceeding £G3,.'J92; and also to cause the Darenth camp
buildings used in the last small-po.x epidemic to be adapted to

to infirmary purposes, at a cost not exceeding £2,750. It was resolved

to apply to the Metropolitan Board of Works for a loan of £50,000

for the erection of the hospital.

AMBtTLANOE INSTRUCTION KOR THE POLICE.—Mr. John Furley,

Deputy Chairman of the St. John Ambulance Association, pre-

sented 104 certificates last week to members of the Metropolitan
Police Force,who had shown themselves proficient in the principles

and practice of " first aid." The Chief Surgeon of the Force, Mr.

A. 0. McKellar, spoke in warm terms of the numerous cases of

valuable " first aid " rendered by police officers brought to his

notice,

William IIknry Burke, M.E.C.S., of Monk Bretton,

near Bamsley, who, on Februarj' ilth, discharged a revolver at his

daughter, aged nine years, in a public-house where he had been
drinking heavily during the day, was charged with the murder at

the Leeds Assizes, found guilty, and sentenced to death.

On June 12th the University of Bologna -n-ill celebrate the

800th year of its existence. This university is said to be the

oldest in the world, having been founded by the Emperor Theo-
dosiug II in the year 42.5 a.d.

Dr. Garrii, hitherto Privat-Docent in Ba-sle, has become an
assistant surgeon in the surgical clinic and Decent in Surgery in

Tiibingen. Dr. E. Haffter will take his place on the editorial staff

of the C'orre.spondenzblatt fiir Schweizer Aerzte.

Phivat Docest Dr. Enoelhardt, in Halle, becomes Extra-
ordinary Professor of Gyna?colog>' in the University of lena, in

place of Professor Kiistner, who lias been invited to Dorpat.

The Commission of the Peace for the town of Belfast has been
offered to Dr. Whitla, who hag, we understand, declined the prof-
fered honour.

DIARY FOR NEXT WEEK.

TUESDAY.
Fatholooioal Socikty of London, 8.30 p.m. — Mr. J. Hutchinson C

jurt. : Dupiiytren's Fracture. Mr. Baltance and Mr. Sbattoclc

Note on the llistoloKV of Cancer and Normal Tissues '

Sterile Incutiation. Mr. Bruce Clarke: Slouching of B!.i

follow in^f Cystitis. Mr. Vincent Jackson : Sarcoma of Bla
Dr. Turner': Kccrosis of Kidney. Mr. Fenwick (for ]J'

Jones): Localised Tuberculosis of Ureters. Mr. Targett : !

liar Fracture of Skull, Dr. Pitt: 1. Malignant Grow;
Bronchial Glands and Pleura ; 2. Spinal Cord from Dr. C<'

Case of Charcot's Joint Disease. Card Specimens: Mr.
nmn: Polypus of Umbilicus. Mr. S. Paget: 1. Unusual
tureof Head of Humerus; 2. Adenoma of the Tongue.
Collier: Curious Fracture of the Larger Pastern Bone
Horse. Dr. Ormerod ; Cancer of Gall Duct ; Mr. V. Jack
Stone from a Vesical Diverticulum. Mr. Fenmck (for li:

Harris! : Bilharziac Carcinoma of Bladder. Mr. Stonhain ,

Tubercle of Prostate and Vesicula; Seminales ; 2. Cancer .

Prostate, Prostatectomy; 3. Melanauotic Cancer of Bone;>j,

Two Specimens of Cancer of (Esophagus necessitating .Trachw ,.

tomy ; 5. Haematocele with Tunica Vaginalis from Difficul'

Breech Delivery ; 6. Cyst of Peritoneum. Mr. Battle : 1. Du(
Cancer of Breast ; 2. Very Early Malignant Disease of Testi»|i'

3. Sarcoma of Lower Jaw Associated with Necrosis. Mr. I

O'Connor: Hydatids of Liver and Spleen. Mr. Luim ; I

Tabetic Feet ; 2. Calvaria, Clavicle, and Lower Jaw front a Cm
of Osteitis Deformans ; 3. Multiple Epiphysitis. Dr. Hebb: 1,^

Cancer of Thyroid Isthmus ; 2. Tuberculosis of Breast.

WEUNESDAT.
College of State Medicine. Burlington House. 4 p.m.—Professor G. B

Seeley. F.R.S. : On Soil in its Influence on Health.

ItoYAL Meteorolooical SOCIETY, 7 P.M.—Mr. Q. M. ^Vhipple and Mr ''

H. Dines; Report of the Wind Force Committee on
periments with Anemometers conducted at Hersham.
William Marcet (President); On the Measurement oi ii

Increase of Humidity in Kooms by the Emission of Steam frr.

the So-called Bronchitis Kettle.

THURSDAY.
Harveian Society of London, 8.30 p.m.—Mr. W. Bruce Clarke : The \

of Antiseptics in Internal Urethrotomy.

FRIDAY.
Society of MiajiCAL Officers of Health (Crane Court. Fleet Street). 7. '<"

—The following papers will be read. Mr. C. A. Watts Park h

Notes of an Epidemic of Pneumonia. Mr. J. F. J. &>

Verification and Certification of Deaths. Mr. F. J. Lloyd: "

the Powerlessness of the Public Health Act for tlie Closuru

Wells Supplying Contaminated Water.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The chargefor inserting annowicements of Births, Marriages, and Deaths is Ss. Cd

which should Uforwarded m stamps ivith the announcement.

BIRTHS.

Hooker.—On May 7th, at Cirencester, the wife of Charles Hooker, of a daughtfi

KNO-IVLF.S.—On May 7th, at S, .\shfortI Road, Maidstone, the wife of Jolr

Knowles, surgeon, of a daughter.

Napier.—On May 5th, at 3, Beaufort Qardens,' S.W., the wife of \. D. I

Napier, M.D., F.R.S.B., of a son.

DEATH.
Sheehy.—On April 30th, at 4, 'Claremont Square, N., iStyra. vrife of W. If. 1

Sheehy, L.R.C.P.Lond., aged 29.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

CoMMtTSiCATiONS respecting editorial matters should be addressed to the Edit")

429, Strand, W.C, London ; those concerning business matters, non-<ieliv«

of the Journal, etc., should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office, U
Strand, W.C, London. „

In order to avoid delay, it is particularly requested that all letters on u

editorial business of the Journal be addressed to the Ed'.torat the office ol"

Journal, and not to his private house. «r,™«.i
Authors desiring reprints of their articles published in the British MEDicj

Journal, are requested to communicate beforehand with the Manager,*^

Strand. W.C.
,

. _,
Correspondents who wish notice to be taken of their communications, snou

authenticate them with their names—of course not necessarily for puhllMnc

Correspondents not answered are requested to look to the Notices to ton

spondents of the following week.
Manuscripts forwarded to the Office of this journal cannot unks"*'

circumstances be returned.
, . ,r j. 1 nukKf

Public Health Department.—We shall be much obUgecl to Medical omK
ol Health if they will, on forwarding their Annual and other Reports, l»vo'

u( with Lhtplicate Copies.
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aVERIES.

,. D.. in practice, wishes to l<iiow what books are usually read for the London
College of Physicians final.

IfERl.KV asks which would be the best sea voyage, lasting about three months
Dili and hunie, for a phthisical pat lent whom ho wants to be at sea, starting

middle of Maj-.
Esr.ROE.

writes: 1. When and by whom was this name first applied to the active

firinciple of the Calabar bean ? 2. Where is the earlieBt mention of it to be

ound ? 3. What is the derivation of the word ?

AKSTTERS.

T. Z. should put: himself in communication with the Registrar of the

General Medical Council, W. J. C. Miller, Esq., 299, Oxford Street.

Lecti-bf-s at the Roval Colleges of Phvsiciaxs axd Si'Bgeo.xs.

Jons iNCE.—The lectures at the lioyal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons
arc always noted in the Diary for the next week, which is published weekly.

Medical Bookkeeping.
.D. writes : In reply to your correspondent, " M.B., CM.," let me recommend
him to try the "A. B.C." system of medical bookkeeping. It is infinitely

more simple, accurate, and rapid than any other system with which I am
acquainted, and before I a*lopted it I had tried a number. It is suited toany
size or class of practice, andean be commenced at anytime. I believe it is

much used now. and it will certainly revolutionise tlie bookkeeping of doc-

tors, doing away with the wearisome drudgery and the immense losses which
have been general among them. The publisher is Mr. Allsop, Saltaire, near
Leeds.

.MBYSES writes : When I remember many of the horrors I endured over the
lay liooks and ledgers of others in years gone by. I am thankfulthat necessity,

:he mother of invention, has stimulated me to de\ise a muHum in parvo for

Tly own use and comfort. All one wants in ordinary practice is as follows :—
i. Loose leaves to be fastened together as they increase by a clip, on wluch

;an be pencilled down every day names and nremoranda.
2. Prescription book for recipes like to be repeated or wanted again at some

:ime fone in five, say, ,it most), at least, tijat is my experience.

3. .Silverlock's, or' Smith's Monthl;/ List, with column in same page of

'fiffcgate fees opposite each name, which can always he verified at a glance.

.J. Ledger, in which the sums for each month are simply entered, imder
ihe proper name w ith member of family also if preferred.

This system answers all practical purposes, andsaves araint of time to the
usy practitioner, let alone worry.

D. writes: If "M.B.," "CM." will refer to Sections .iS.j-.') of the Medical
'iiyest and appendix. He will find a clue to all the various plans which have
«en reconwncnded in the JoiRXAL since 1880, excepting the last, which
ppeared in June, I?6i5,

COXSTITI'TIONAI, SYPHILIS.
OBE writes; In answer to the question of "Hermes," the impregnation
nust have taken place before the syphilitic eruption appeare<l ; had it oc-

or'-ed after, the mother would have aborted a syphilitic ovum of two or three

lonths' gestation. In the supposition assumed" the child will not be syphi-

itlc; but now constitutional syphilis has declared, four or five abortions will

es«lt~if there be so many pregnancies—each successive gestation being more
Tolonged, until in time a living birth results. This, in my experience, will

c the course whether mercury be given, or time only assuages the acuteiiess

fthe evil. To procure aboi'tion on mere supposition of syphilis would be
rimlnal ; if acute syphilis exist in the fcetus it is certain to be aborted.

.R. J. Brydex (Gravesend) says, in answer to " Hermes "
; I attended in her

jntinement, about a mouth ago, a person whose husband a year previously had
iven hersyi>hilis. She came to me suffering from bad " secondaries,''^ and,
Ithough under proper treatment, the disease was very obstinate

: yet, after

iree or four months course of mercury, she got much better. She had sore

iroat. with severe ulceration of one of the tonsils. The hair fell out, and
er skin presented a marked psoriatic eruption, etc. I qinte expected to

!ea svphilitic fcetus, but she went the fidl term, an<l w.is delivered of a

ne healthy child, and it has freniained so up to the present time of four

Mks. She got very weak and exhausted during the labour, so I used the
*rbeps, and slie afte'rwards made a rapid recovery.

This case proves that the child need not of necessity be syphilised. It is

wolutely necessarj- for the mother to take mercury, and there is no justifi-

ition insucii a ca.s"e to procure abortion or induce premature labour,

AVENA.

I
A. I>l: Watteville WTites : The answer given by Dr. Aspinall to " Mem-

J:r" in your last issue ^vill no doubted have satiated his hunger for botanical

Riowledge, but hardly satisfied his therapeutic curiosity. Wliat he wants to

Blow is that there is an American coucoctitm known as " tinct.avenajsativa;"

NCeith. New York), reputed to be " a powerful nerve stimulant, tonic, etc,"

J.d reconnnended for the cure of paralysis, writers' cramp, epilepsy, chorea,

Icoliolisiu, insomnia, nerve exhaustion, etc. "Member" ^vill prolialily be
Impted (and wisely-) to ask himself how this American tincture of common
llta can differ so much from the Scotch decoction, or porridge, as to acquire
Ue marvellous therapeutic properties ascribed to it by its promoters ?

IP.S.—Since writing the above, I came across the following report {Xeic

VlrkMctltcnl Jmmml. .\pril21st, lS8.«")by Ur, H, Smith. Professor of Cliemistry

1 Yale College:—"I luive separated from the preparation ("Scotch oats

nee') a considerable quantity of morphine."

GllAIU'ATIOX IN .\rSTRALIA.
|vKX Down asks whether a student, who is ol)liged to go to Australia, can
iHfy in the colony, and, if so, wlmt qualifications are available, where, and

• The universities of Sydney ( New South Wales) and of Mellxiurne (Vic-

O grant degrees in medicine after a curriculum has been kept and certain {

examinations passed. In both properly attested certificates of attendance on

lectures at a recognised school are accepted as proof pro tanto of attendance

on lectures and examinations required by its by-laws. A degree in Arts, or

some similar literary or scientific ceHificatc is required by the University of

Sydney. The University of Melbourne requires matriculation in it, or In

some university recogni^ed by it. The total fees for education and gradua-

tion at the University of Sydney amount to £171 12s., but of this only £12 is

payable to the University, the remainder being for hospital practice and

systematic classes. Fuller particulars will be found in Bruck's Australian

Medical Director;/. Sydney : Australasian Medical Gazette Office. London :

BailliSre, Tindall, and Cox. 183tj.

A Toxic Pill.

A. H. C—Eichardsons, of Leicester, prepare a sugar-coated pill. No. 9.i, con-

taining 1 grain each sulphate of quinine and sulpliat« of iron, and l-8th of a

grain of nux vomica, which is an excellent combination. This is probably the

pill referred to.

Treatment of Palmar Psoriasis.
_ _ _ ,_

VlCTUS asks to be recommended treatment for so-called -psoriasis.palmaru,

which has baffled all recognised methods for the past two years.

%• Tlie effect of macerating the skin in its own secretions might be tried

by the use of india-rubber gloves. If this fails, the hard epidermis m ght be

softened and removed by the application of Beiersdorf's salicylic gutta-

percha plaster, and stimulating remedie-s applied subsequently. Valuable

indications will.be (ound in the larger works on skin diseases recently pub-

lished.

Practice in America.
M.D.. M.H.C.S.E. (Philatlelphia. Penn. ) writes : In reply to " Stars and Stripes,

and at the same time correcting a grave mistake of " Yankee's " in his reply'"
"
"Starsand Stripes," I would say th.^t an English graduatewill have nodifficulty

whatever in securing the proper registrationinany of the States of the Lmon.
The examination required is simply formal, as the examiners themselves will

tell you. Yankee." unlike the o'riginal Yankee, remarks that it would be

liard'for an Englishman to pass. This is an intentional error (I feel like say-

ing lie), since anyone who knows the relative standing of the profession in

bi th countries w ill bear me out in my assertion. It would be no advantage

for an English graduate or licentiate to po.ssess an American M.D. It wouirt

beto him less than "thank'ee for nothing." And should he desireons (M.U.)

he would have Utile trouble in securing it. " I speak whereof I know, since

I am graduate of England and America.

The "Medical Digf.st."

A Cofxtry Doctor writes : It " A Member" (Joernal, April 21st. p. SSSI will have

his British Medical Joiuxals bound, which any bookbinder will do for

half-a-crown a volume, he will find the Medical Digest more useful to him
than the new editions of textbooks on medicine, surgery, or midwifery.

The Letter of the Law at the General Medical CoiTicn, Office.

SlRgeon-Major (Indian Medical Department ).—The Kcgistrar of the General

Medical Council is bound by law to keep his Uegi.iler correct, and for this pur-

pose sends lettei-s of inquiry as to change of address to the addresses giveu

by the persons registered. If these letters are not answered, it is hebl «> be

tlie duty of the liegistrarto remove the name fi-om the Register. Registered

person.s' are retpiired to take care that their addresses are correctly given.

Our correspondent appears to have great cause of complaint against the

India Ofli<-e. and probably, if represent:itions were made in the proper

quarters, the difficulty would be overcome.

NOTES. lETFERS, ETC.

Disease or Tox.c.mia.

Scroeon p. H. Foi (Castlebar) writes : I have been much impresseil by Dr.

Alfred Carpenter's most interesting paper on " The Difficulty in Diagnosis

between Symptoms produced by Disease and those prmlucci by Drugs,

which appeared in the Journal of March 21fh. IK-^S ; and, as the subject is

one of great importance to military as well as to ciril surgeons. I l>eg to otter

a few remarks, and to give a brief "description of a case in point. I have had

some experience in these cases, and. as Dr. Carpenter so well remarked, it is

not always easy to distinguish between " dead drunk." cerebral compression,

and narcotic poisoning. In fiict. when called suddenly to see a patient in a

cell or barrack-room suffering from intense coma, it is often almost impos-

sible to arrive at a correct diagnosis : and. unless there hapijens to l>e some
person present who can give a satisfactory history of the case, the real cause

of the comatose condition cannot be determine.!. The following is the latest

case which I have had bearing on the subject.

Private J. H., Roval Welsh Fusiliers, aged 20, w.as found in a most intense

state of coma in his"barrack-room on the morning of Mareh 26th. shortly after

the "rouse" was sounded. His comrades aiid the non-commissione<l ofticer

in charge of the room were interrogated, but nothing could be elicited which

would in any way account for the man's con.Ution. They merely state.1 th.it

he was a most te'mperate man. drank nothing the d.ay before, never had hts.

went to bc.l apparently in good health, .and at "rouse" they found him in

his present condition." I bad him conveyed to the hospital on a stretcher,

w here I made a most careful examination.
The pulse, temperature, and respirations were normal ; the hc.-.rt and lungs

were also healthy. I passed a catheter and drew off a few ounces of urine,

which I found to be normal in every respect. There was no smell from his

bre.ath. no a-dema or swelling, no w'ounds or other marks of violence on his

head or ou any irnrt of his body; yet there be lay. perfe<-tly unconscious.

Slapped in the face w ith a wet to"wel'. he opened his eyes and gazed vacantly

for a moment or two ; and then, closing them gradually, he went on to sleep

as before. The pupils were slightly dilated, but sensible to light. There was

neither congestion of the countenance nor suffusion of the eyes. In this

state the patient remained for two nights and three days, having slept sixty

hours without partaking either of food or drink.

Medically speaking, the only tbitig I did for him was this. Finding the

ordinary nieans of resuscit;it ion ineffectual, I plied him with cnemata. drew

off his lirine, and blistered the nape of his neck, .\fter a goo<l deal of y.awn-
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REMARKS
OM

THE TREATISIENT OF CARBUNCLES
AND BOILS.

Bt sir peter EADE, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Senior Physician to tlie Norfoilt and Nonincli Hospital.

Thb very valuable papers by Jlr. Page and Mr. Rushton Parker

recently published in the Bbitish Medical Joubnal aptly recall

attention to the subject of the local treatment of carbuncles as

well as boils, and I think yet a few more words may well be said

on this matter.

The contribution of Mr. Page refers chiefly to the treatment of

carbuncle in its advanced stages, and especially to the method of

then treating it by incision and scraping away as far as pos-

gible the sloughing and diseased mass which gradually forms in

the course of this disease. It is doubtless in these later stages

that this method of procedure by abrasion or scraping appears

most applicable, because it is then that the soft, boggj- material

exists in considerable quantity, and the size of the peculiar " core"

or slough is then such as to make its removal desirable for everj-

reason. In all three of Mr. Page's cases the carbuncle had reached

a very forward stage, the diameters of the swellings being four^

fiye, and eight inches respectively, and in all the disease having

existed for from two to three weeks. The results appears to have

been in all of them highly satisfactory.

Mr. Parker's cases carry these views as to the desirability of

surgical interference still further, and press upon consideration

the question of always treating carbuncles and boils at all their

stages by removal or destruction.

These views are, of course, in direct opposition to the opinion

expressed by Sir J. Paget as to the propriety of non-interference

in these cases, but they strongly confirm the recommendations

given by the late Mr. James Startin (British Medical Joubnal,
vol. ii, i866) in a most practical paper on this subject.

Many years ago I devoted considerable attention to these dis-

eases, and I published several papers (see Lancet, 1869 and 1874,

and British Medical Journal, 1876) advocating the free use of

caustics for their destruction. Then, as now, all evidence went to

show that a carbuncle (like a boil) was mainly a local disease,

and that its career could be cut short at almost any stage, from
its earliest one of a pimple with an open apex, through that of a

solid papule, to the fully-formed condition of a pulpy mass with

its characteristic cribriform and discharging openings.

The several cases so recently published show once more what
are the true theoretical jjrinciples on which we should act, and
also how effective is the knife or the spoon in removing the dis-

ease and relieving the patient. I would urge that they forcibly

inculcate the duty of considering in every case whether prompt
surgical interference is not called for, not only when the disease

is large and fully formed, but also when smaller, yet slowly but

surely advancing in its well-known course, and is certainly in-

vohTng the patient in a prolonged illness attended with much
pain and general suffering, as well as the possibility of some
danger to life.

That the disease is not only local, but is due to the presence (or

products) of a micrococcus, is now practically established (see

Mr. Watson Cheyne's Lectures, 1888, etc.), and "there is now little

doubt that the multiplication and spread of a muss of germ-
growth (? staphylococcus pyogenes aureus) from the centre or

original pimple in a circular form outwards and outwards is the

essence of the disease.

Like anthrax and malignant boils generally, carbuncle is in its

early stages undoubtedly curable through local destruction or re-

moval. But it seems that a necessity for increased strength of

the destructive agent steadily increases as the period of its exist-

ence is prolonged. At first the pimple may be almost certainlj'

destroyed by continuous soaking with a solution of boracic acid,

salicylic acid, or other mild antiseptic. At a little later period it

[1429]

may usually be aborted by inserting freely into its central or

cribriform openings some strong solution of carbolic acid in water

or glycerine, or by adopting one or other of the methods suggested

by Mr. Startin (Journal, vol. ii, 1866). But when it has become

large and solid, and much surrounding tissue has been infiltrated

with the growing germs and their products, the disease appears

to be chiefly susceptible of surgical treatment by partial or entire

excision, or incision with scraping away of the boggj- material,

as recommended and practised by Jlr. Page.

In cases where this severer form of treatment is either declined

or thought inexpedient, there is then nothing for it but such

careful expectant treatment as Sir J.Paget recommends; although

my own experience shows that even in the later stages the free

application of oil or glycerine of carbolic acid, alone or upon a

poultice, or inserted into the openings, has a marked efiect in

penetrating and rapidly improving the condition of the sloughy

mass, and apparently in hastening its separation.
_

None of the usual local caustic applications are otherwise than

painful, for the spreading growth is always excessively tender,

but nevertheless, in many cases, it is well worth while to submit

to the pain of the application in the early stages, rather than incur

the risk of one, two, or three months' severe and, perhaps, dan-

gerous illness. But in some other cases it is almost imperative

to trj- and abort or destroy the nascent growth, as, for example,

in carbuncle commencing upon the face or upper lip, which is,

perhaps, its severest form. A few years ago it happened that a

well known surgeon in this county was attacked with a carbuncle

of the lip, which was treated in the ordinarj- way by poultices

and the other usual methods of soothing and expectant treatnient.

This gentleman was severely ill, and in considerable danger of Ins

life for several weeks. He was compelled to leave his home and

to relinquish practice for several months ; and when he returned,

the whole side of his face was deformed and distorted from the

contraction of cicatricial tissue, and his face and chin were red-

dened and disfigured for Ufe.

A'ery shortly after tliis I was asked to see another medical man

in whom the same form of the disease had begun, and was lapully

spreading. It began at the right side of the upper lip, and had

extended nearlv to the middle line, and the lip was swollen, tense,

and very painful, whilst several small openings had already

formed Remembering the other recent and unfortunate case,

which I quoted to the patient. I persuaded him to allow me freely

and frequently to insert a strong carbolic glycerine solution into

even- part of the swelUng where a hole permitted it. The process

was disagreeable and somewhat painful, yet the good r^ult ob-

tained encouraged us to persevere, and in three or four days we

had the satisfaction of finding that the increase of the growth

was quite stopped, that the tension and swelling were steadily

subsiding, whilst bright red granulations (such as carbolic acid

will often produce in the base of a sloughing tissue) began to

show themselves.
,

In two or three weeks from the commencement of the attaclc

thi'i gentleman was absolutely well, quite free from deformity,

and almost free from any cicatrix, the result exhibiting a marked

and gratifying contrast to that in the case of lus professional

"^Boils are not identical with carbuncles, for they have a fjifferent

size and aspect, a different life-historj-, and an entirely different

duration ; but they are evidently closely al^i".
""J"' 'f

"-"^^ a"<l

" fungoid," and the theorj- of their trejitmcnt must be the same.

however modified in practice by their lesser unportance. And

they are markedly contagious, for there is strong rejison to believe

that what is commonly called a "crop of Ik)i1s, and is often

attributed to some blood-fault, is essentially tho result of autiv

inoculation, and that each successive boil is due to the implanta-

tion in the skin of fresh seeds or germs from the preceding one.

11 is well known Uiat a nascent boil may be easily aborted by a

point of some strong caustic. The same result may be more easily

and pleasantly obtained (as in the earliest stages of carbuncle) by

-soaking the commencing pimple frequently with a solution ot

salicylic acid ; and 1 had tho satisfaction a short time since of

thus entirely stopping the progress of " a crop of boils in both

husband and wife, who had clearly infected each other, by the

adoption of this verj- simple and painless process.

The whole tenour of our increasing knowledge of both car-

buncles and boils appears to me strongly to point not only to the

certainty of their local and parasitic nature, but also to the de-

sirabUity of their destruction and removal at the earUest stage at

which they come under our obsexvation. .td ^ai oi
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ABSTRACT OF

CLINICAL LECTURES

CARCINOMAS OF THE BREAST WHICH
REQUIRE AN OPERATION.

By i\. C. JIACXAMARA, F.R.C.S.,
Suriteon to the Westminster Hospital.

Lectitre I.

SiE E. Brodie, in his lecture on the treatment of scirrhus
tumours of the breast, obsen-es, "that terrible as is the fate of
persons suffering from carcinoma, and desirable as it moy seem
to remove such tumours, we must remember that the larger pro-
portion of those operated on die within two or three years after-
wards, and, in many cases, instead of the operation stopping the
disease, it actually seems to hasten its progress." This opinion
was formed some fifty years ago by one of the ablest surgeons
J!.ngland has produced; and the question is whether there is
reason to suppose that recent improvements in surgerj' enable us
to modify our ideas on this subject. Sir B. Brodie commences his
lecture on the treatment of scirrhus of the breast by stating that,
from a clinical aspect, carcinomas in this situation may be divided
into two classes

:
those in which the tumour in the "course of a

r^^"l*?"V'-\'''"'"'^''V''
'"''^•' '''^«' ^'''^ ^'^"••^ 0^ tlie gland beingconverted into a malignant growth

; and secondly, slowly-iVro^-ing

6.Ts?ance''n?'?h '".""h"" Z'l^ '^"^^'^f.
"PP*"" "' '^ embedded in thfsubstance of the gland. The peculiarity of the rapidly-growinc

?«r.r,T*:h'' "V'S
">?

'^i''''>^«''
'"••i"i ^eems to i^volVe^ simul?taneouslythe whole of the epithelial structures of the affected

ioii .; '^- P''°F«*^ '8 remarkably rapid, neighbouring glands aswell as distant organ., of the body being speedily implTcated, .so

lnn^hl":>f>'T^'''""'"^'"°•^""'^« *° *'^« diseasi within twelvemonths of its first appearance.
For instance Mr.s. M., aged 38. first came under my care in theWestminster Ho-^pital on November 4th, 1880. Her family and

on account of a submammary abscess on the left side The abs'cess
wa-i opened on xVovember iL'th, and the patient left the hnsmtal

^Uhor.'JT'^';
^'\'-}^' ^''""? •^"'' '^'"' '^^"'el. -^nd the breast™ in ,««"™,r'"''

"!'r"'"«^ otherwise to be healthy. On Feb-

ZJ,^k^u' f''- n'- ^"J
^'^I'l"""'-'^- "er left breast was then

eTfr2°l ='"'/V'^?i'' ","? P'^jec""! uniformly forwards
; it wasextremely painful

:
the skm was of a dusky red colour, i i places

.nt^fV"^
"ttached to the gland. The 'breast felt 'tense budastic; the axillary glands were enlarged. The patient urgedme to operate, and, as she was suffering intense pain I did soremoving the whole of the diseased structures. Mrs. M. left the

,
Y^P'tal m March, having made a good recovery from the opera-

tic n.: but within six months she returned, with recurrence of the

'^Ti"h?.''xJi?h^"
-^^^ ^i^'".

e"<l, evidently in a dying condition,

t^l^^^VXeZ' """""^ '""^ ""^ timewhen^he abscess

"^^e^dfe".?r'°
"'«»«' rapidly-growing cancers, the opinion

*^^!1 not 01.^" ^- ^'^O'^e 'n-as correct; he states that "anope-
^"."Xe diseftsy."^^;'"

succeed., but it rather hastens the progress
"* .itmoTbV T''.'8

form of carcinoma is usually preceded by
""^

, rent, of a^injurj- to the gland, but such cases hardly form
^ ^""I/ctice.

'"Stances of cancers of the breast we meet with
in ^y ft reference

1\^ in -which' the second class of cases mentioned by Sir B
^I.IT an<l has I"C7 "a^ first appeared as a hard lump in the

rflio about tifJjly RTown in the course of twelve months or

Tou\d bo subdiyid^-^ a pigeon's egg. I think these tumours

first
obs,.r.-cd

after t^^ Uses ,n which the scirrhus has been

menia ba^i^lS ^'"^^^hicbyf some r,0 vears of age, the cata-

^^^^^^ thos«,,J°" had t^ely ceased for some two or three

III
" change of we

^^
j^^pl^rcmoma has commenced before

SuoposinS * Ktwxrh ha* ' ' • ,

•n the breast, "Whic" ^^ ^fh ^ densely hard tumour
"» ily existed (or two years, and

during that time has grown to be as a large as a pigeon's i

skin over the tumour being dimpled and fixed to the -

growth; there is a su.spicion of the axillary glands ben
larged, and the patient has lately experienced a consi.
amount of pain m the part. In such a case, if the individual ,<

upwards of ."iO years of age before the tumour had been notiii
the menses having ceased for some time, I should hesitate n'i^
an operation, but caution the patient against allowing her
or anything else to rub or press upon the breast. My rea-
forming this opinion would be based on the experience I

gamed as to the results which in such cases follow an opu
as contrasted with those which are observed when the diSea
been allowed to run its course. The mammas, at the period
1 have supposed the tumour to have developed, are slowly i

going atrophic changes, and it is not unreasonable to hope t

a morbid growth forms in them, it may with the breast, r
irritated, pass into fibrous tissue and so become converted in I i

cicatrix. For instance:
1 was asked by Dr. Potter to see a patient suffering from scirrU

ot the right breast
; the woman was then 3U years of age, and 11

ceased to menstruate for about five years ; she had for some ti

»

noticed the lump in her breast, regarding which she sought for i
opinion; this was in 1870. The tumour was about the size oi
pigeon s egg

;
the skin over it was dimpled and adherent to i bgrowth, some of the axillarj' glands were enlarged. It is nown »

years since I first saw this patient; she is still in excellent heali-
the breast has become converted into a dense cicatrix and I

J

" w / glands appear to have undergone similar changes.
\\ e have another patient attending the hospital at present S i

observed a nodule in her right brea,st when she was 55 years Eage
;
it had been in existence for a considerable time' and she i

not think it had increased in size lately ; the skin, which was «•
lerent to the growth subsequently ulcerated; the woman h
been under observation for seven years, and. although she has .Al-

tered much from pain in the part she is now in very good healt
and well able to do her work in life: I do not think this wou
have been the case had I excised the breast seven years ago.

Corni! and Ranvier, WTiting on cancer, remark ' that " the o
tainty of their dissemination is in proportion as the disease is
longer standing ;" this is not my experience in the class of cas
above referred to. On the other hand, Sir B. Brodie was rigwhen he remarked that "if you are doubting about the exi.eii
eucy of an operation, and the disease be in an indolent state tl
recollection of such cases as these, where the patient has liv,
with scirrhus of the breast unaltered for many years, should be su
hcient to incline you to reject it." I would, however, restrict th
observation to the class of patients who are advanced in life b
tort! the tumour develops; such cases form. perhap.s. 10 per cen
01 all the slowly growing cancers of the breast which are met wit
in practice. This opinion, as I have already remarked, is founde
on my own experience, and I have no desire to fortify it by refe
ring to statistics of cancer of the breast, for I think thaf'figure
It applied to a subject of this kind, are often misleading. Probahl
tew surgeons were better able to appreciate this fact than Sir 1

i.ro(lie; and it is quite possible he may have had the matter i.r<
minently brought to his notice, with regard to the treatment i

carcinoma of the breast ; for Sir Charles Bell had written forcibl
on the advantages to be derived from excision of the gland whe
affected with cancer. Sir Charies, in his Edinburgh lecture.'
taught that excision failed in the greater number of cases becaus
the operation was delayed too long ; on the other hand. Dr. Ale>
Munro, of the same school, published a paper in which he state
that of neariy sixty cases of cancer he had seen extirpated, on^^

four were free of the disease at the end of two years." In reply t<
this, bir Charies remarks it was natural that Dr. Munro sliouh
have formed so bad an ojiinion of excision of the breast foi
cancer, because he was only a consultant, and, therefore, saw
none but far advanced cases of the disease. Sir Charles observes
lietore applying for this kind of assistance, private surgeons an

usually consulted, who generally retain the patient under theirown management if the case does not appear to be desperate, oi
It any reputation is likely to be got from an operation." In order
to prove tlie correctness of this idea. Sir Charies quotes the fol-
Jowing from a paper written by his friend Dr. Hill, of Dumfries:
He was the more readily induced to do this from knowing that

no fallacy or mistake could occiu- in the relation, Mr. Hill having
been so exact as to keep a register of every case." The statement
Which bir C. Bell thus endorses as being accurate shows to what
remarkable purposes figures may be turned in reference to thesur-
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Bical treatment of disease; for Mr. Hill asserts that he had not

!n1v extLroated eiehtv-eight genuine cancers, all of which except

?owhancerated%\h only two deaths, but that of seventy-

wven such cases, sixty-six continued free of cancer as long as

The Uv^. so tha't " thl different patients Uved
-^f

°"g
"f

'«^,'^^, ^-

patlon of the cancer as, according to the bills of mortality, they

would have done had they never liad any cancer, or undergone any

rperation." Sir Charles i'n this way disposes to his own satisfac-

tion of his friend the " late justly esteemed Dr. A. Munro. i tia\e

DO desire^o foUow his example.'and attempt to strengthen my

Scinion regarding carcinomas of the breast winch should be oper-

ated on by referring to figures, for "everyone knows how easy it

fs to ?wi8t statistic! to soft any moral which the manipulator is

TxTu^g 'c^ses 'If cancer which have advanced ^'eyond hope of

relief and those whose health is seriously .cofflfO'°'^!«tllow^a
other disease. Sir B. Brodie avoided operating on rapidly-growing

Sl^cLomaras well as on those very slowly-growing tumours

Xve referred to. He was also disposed to hesitate in operating

then the skin and axillary glands a-s well as the breast were

Tfiected with cancer in younger persons. There seems good

reason why he should have formed this opinion, because fifty years

4o ?he death-rate directly following an operation for excision o

Se breast was hardly less than 16 per cent., and if the glands

were removed it rose to -5 per cent. With a risk of this kind

fr^m thHperation, and the c'ertainty that by « the larger pro-

Dortion of those who survived excision of the glands would die ot

Ker within two years. Sir B. Brodie was right m declming to

S^mte^nless in exceptional cases of this kind. ThankMiow-

e?er to drainage, anaesthetics, and antiseptics, we may now take

Tmore favoi^ble view of the risks i^^dent to excision of the

breast; the death-rate from this proceeding has diminished of

late vears and the pain from the subsequent dressings has been

Neatly alienated, L that we are not only justified, but it is our

futy to remove a large proportion of carcinomas of the breast,

altlfough the skin and axillary glands are diseased ;
we may

thus hope to prolong life, and we have good reason tobelieve that

we shall also save our patient much suffering, t is true there

Te a certain few cases of rapidly-growing carcinomas of the

breast, and some very slowly-growing tumours we l^^d be ter

leave to run their course, but these do not form more than 1_ or

15 per cent, of all the cases of scirrhus we meet with, and their

existence cannot justify practitioners ab«taimng from excising

the affected gland in the large majority of cases, especially m the

early stages of the disease, a subject to which I shall return m my

next lecture.

MODE OF FIXATION OF THE SCAPULA,

SUGGESTED BY A STUDY OF THE MOVEMENTS OF THAT

BONE IN E.XTRE.ME FLEXION OF THE SHOULDER-

JOINT: ITS BEARING UPON FRACTURE OF

THE COR.\COID PROCESS.

By W ARBUTHNOT LANE, JI.S., P.R.C.S.,

AssUtant-Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, and to the Hospital for Sick Cl.iMren,

Great Onnond Street,

that in such labourers an arthrodial joint is developed in this gitua-

t on and that the perfection at which the joint arrives depends

ent" ely upon the strain exerted upon the arm and therefore upon

the opposing surfaces of coracoid process and .clavicle ^^'1? the

shouWer-joint is in a position of complete flexion (this condition

is even more marked when the load exerts a direct as well as att

indirect pressure upon the clavicle).
, .

,

n i„

In some cases I have found this joint remarkably well de-

veloped, the articulating surfaces on the coracoid process and

clavicle being eburnated, and the capsiUe surrounding them

8 Zg and well defined. In that paper in the ReporU 1 suggested

that this apposition of the coracoid process of" the scapula anrf

clavicle was the developmental factor which determined the

s paration of a portion of the tendon of the pectorahs minor to

form the coraco-humeral ligament, that tendon originally passing

superior to the coracoid process, as a large portion of it does m
occasional instances. In the same manner it has Po^^^bly de-

stroyed a portion of the subclavius, which may have formerlj' ex-

tended outwards as far as the acromion In porters I l>ave seen

the subclavius arising by fleshy fibres from the capsule of this

oinf rendering it ob'vious that'during one lifetime the extent of

the on| n of that muscle can be considerably-altered. As it .Iocs

not bear directly upon the point I wish to illustrate here, I will

ony men on the^ similar joint formation and other pressure

chanaes identical in character with the above, and associated

with^Uiem! which develop between the clavicle, rhomboid hga-

ments, and the underi\-ing first nb and cartilage.

In the Guys Hospital Reports, 1886, page 532, I showed that dur-

il the movement of flexion of the shoulder-join ,
the scapula

l^ates around a transverse axis, or, more accurately, around aji

axis whose direction is, on the whole, oblique y inwards and for-

wards. While the scapula is performing this movement, that

portion ot it which is most fixed as regards the clavicle is the

icromion at its articulation with that bone, and next to that the

coracoid process of the scapula. The lower extremity of tl e

scapula glides outwards, forwards, and then upwards, over the

convex outer surface of the thorax, while its upper margin is

carried backwards and somewhat upwards from its relative posi-

tion to the clavicle in the pendulous attitude of the arm._

The coraco-clavicular ligaments oppose and limit this separa-

tion of the two bones, and the coracoid process is prevented from

moving upwards and backwards by its coming in contact with

the under surface of the clavicle.
, , » „„^.

1 also pointed out that in those labourers who have to carry

loads upon the head or trunk, in order to keep their heavy bur-

dens in place bv their arms, the shoulder-joints are retained in a

position of extreme flexion, the scapula being fixed upon the

cU-f icle bx the opposing surfaces of clavicle aad coracoid proccM;

FiK 1 represents the upper t«o costal a«-hes. the <^'«™1^
'''.hfiVft'^id? of

the eoracoi.l Drocess ami the ha f of the m.inubnum of the left sirtc ol

\tlhX of a teS.T,rer On the upper surface of the coracoul pr«-ess C

tSe articular tc?t T,v wWcl! this^'^tie articulate with the under ...r-

faS. of the clavicle, is represented as a slightly elevat«l Vj^^'^J^
dotted line indicates the position of the capsule of the acquire,! ccnw^

cHviVular foint A points to the artlmMdaV joint which has devclop«l

i the outer ISirtion of the os-sifi«l tirsl costal cirtil^e. O indicate the

oosiUonof fS-e s on the first costal cartilage and on the antenor «-

rem uot the firs. r"b. which articulate with a oorr.^s,>oml.n» art.cutar

surtace on the umicr surface of the clavicle, and fonn with it what I call

the chondro-clavicular articulation.

In Pics 1 2, 3 and i 1 have represented the chombro- and

coraco-cTavicular joints as they existed in a labourer who earned

loads upon his left shoulder.

The movements of the scapula with regard to the clavicle dur-

ing flexion of the shoulder-joint fi^ verj- bnefly and somewhat

inaccurately described by anatomists, and 1 am describing them

irere'" a knowledge of them suggests a very important praclical

Koin't in the surgical treatment of that joint.
. ' • .i

'

'

^
The drcumstance which I wish to call attention o is this-

namely. that in complete flexion of the shoulder-joint the scapula

isTendered fixed by the coracoid process impinging upoi} the

i^toeXe of the clavicle, and tlmt while the .houTder-jo.ni is
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coiuiil.>l<'ly flexed the humerus may be rotated, completely ad-

ducted, luid very- extensively abducted without the scapula ac-

companying it in its movements. .„,,., . .

Surgeons are all familiar with the diflicuUy they experience in

ftxinij the scapula when they wish to break down adhesions

whi^i have formed between the humerus and that bone, and many

meaiu have been devised to obviate this difficulty. I will illus-

trate this bviiuoting a few lines referring to the treatment ot

svuovitis of "the shoulder-joint from Holmes's Hi/stem of !iur</en/,

ol ii page 303 :
" But, if adhesion remain between or about the

»uritac'es. difficulties in restoring motion are met with in the

ghoulder-ioint which are not present to the same extent in other

ioints They are due to the mobility of the scapula, wluch, when

we attempt to make passive motion for the stretching or the tear-

ioii of the new material, moves with the bones, and we have no

^Int iTaupui, as in other joints. But the difficulty c^n to some

eitent be overcome if the patient be put under the influence ot

an ans^sthetie, by giving the scapula into the charge ot an

sssiotant. who stands at the side of the patient opposite to that ot

the affectwl joint. If now. while he grasps this bone with both

hands, and fixes it against the ribs with his fingers on its borders,

the humerus be slowly brought away from the side, and then

routed upon its own axis, the adhesions may be gradual y

loosened after one or two attempts if the assistant be able to hold

the scapula firmly. Unfortunately, the paUent himself will not,

as a rule, carry out active motion carefully."

dent might then ensue by the exertion of a sudden or considerable

strain upon the trunk of an individual hanging by his arms, or by

a heavy- fall forwards, the arms being at the time completely

flexed at the shoulder-joints, and, therefore, stretched directly

forwards. In either case it is very likely that fracture of tna

coracoid process would be accompanied by dislocation of the head

of the humerus.
_ , , , u • i; , ._.«

The coracoid process would, therefore, be broken by indirect and

not by direct violence, but, according to surgical authors, the

coracoid process is not broken in this manner For instance, m
Holmes'sV'^ of Surgery, vol. i, page 9o3, I hnd the following:

" Fracture of the coracoid process is an extremely rare accident,

and only produced by severe direct violence; it is usually accom-

panied by other injuries, as dislocation of the humerus m the

cases reported by South and Holmes, or bv fractures of other parU

of the scapula." I would a-sk how it is that fracture of the cora-

coid process by direct violence is so frequently associated with

dislocation of the humerus? It seems difficult to iind«stand.

The writer goes on to say that " Two cases of fracture of this pro-

cess have come under my notice. In both the fracture wa^ caused

by a fall forward from a slight height with the anns stretched

forward, etc." Again I would ask in what manner does he sup-

pose that the coracoid process could have been influenced by

direct violence when the shoulder-joint and arm were in the posi-

tion he describes ?
.

. . „,>,»
It is obvious that he refutes in a very practical manner the

assertion he had just made by the two cases which he has brought

forward to illustrate and verify it. since it would be almost im-

possible to fracture the coracoid process by direct violence under

the circumstances related.

Fig. 3 represent, the un.ier Burfaoe of the left c\a™le ; ^ the facet on the

clavide which enters into the formation of the chondro-claYciil«r

articulation ; an.l B the facet forming the clavicular portion of the toi-aco-

clavicular articulation.

Fi • 3 -Tlic dotted lino indioites the limits of the chondro^^lavici.lar jomt
"
and in relations tothe »ubclavius muscle (S)and .teroo-clavlcular articu-

Ution. The outer end ot the clavi.^lc has bc«n displaced upwards and

backwards, in order to show this new joint.

The writer very wisely inserts the proviso, " if the assistant be

able to hold the scapula firmly;" and in my experience the

a.i«i.ttant was never able to do so to my satisfaction. By means

of the method I suggest, not only can the surgeon and his

aaftistant completely fix the scapula, and rotate the humerus

readily when the scapula is fixed, but the patient can readily

arrange that his relations or friends shall carry out the definite

and .simple instructions of the surgeon, and a very important part

of the sub.«equent treatment can in this manner be secured.

It is obvious from the al)Ove description of the movements ot

the should.r-joint that the coracoid process is brought into for-

cibbf contact with the under surface of the clavicle only in ex-

treme flexion of the shoulder-joint ; and that if the force exerted

in bringnT these bones into apposition be great, the coracoid pro-

C-i^ moy sustain a strain sufficient to break it. Su;h an acci

Fig. « represents the upper surface of the eft ™'-«^°''l
P-^Jf'"ij^, °i, ,lijfi

the raised Hnt f^wet on this surfare of the tone, »'l'<^^,'^'="^^. ?,„
the facet B on Fig. .!. D and E point to the trapeimd and conoid hg*

ments respectively.

The extreme rarity of this fracture illustrates another point m
which I am interested, namely, the relative frequency of "»;«"™

of the various bones. In 325 bodies whose bones I have thorougl>0^

examined in the dissecting-room, I found no undoubted instanOB

of fracture of the coracoid process, though I have lookwl for w

very carefully. In the .same number of subjects I found that a

considerable proportion presented fractures of the a^omion that

portion of the scapula being broken more frequently than any

other bone in the body. Yet in the statistics of t^e fractures M
the upper extremity, treated at the Middlesex Hosp tal during

ten >-el?s ending 1870, comprising a total of l-Of^
/"Ctur^'

"^^ff
are six fractures of the coracoid process, and only ten fractures oi

'''Thrr^nof the incompatibility of this last statement witb

the results of my experience in the dead subject is obvious irom
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the comparative difficulty in detecting a fracture of the acromion.

I have in many instances of so-called simple contusion of the

shoulder of the living subject been able to satisfy myself of the

presence of an ununited fracture of the acromion or of fracture of

the outer third of the clavicle.

This is another instance of the extreme inaccuracy of the pub-

lished statistics of the relative frequency of fractures of the

yarious bones. In a paper in the Guy's Hospital Reports, 1886,'

1 have described in full the frequency of fractures of the acromion,

lirst costal arch, and outer third of the clavicle, and I am merely

referring to it here as bearing upon the rarity of fracture of the

coracoid process. It is also obvious that the force required to pro-

duce a fracture of the coracoid process must be great as compared

with fractures of the acromion or clavicle.

A NOTE ON THE RHYTHM AND CHA-
RACTER OF CERTAIN TREMORS.

Br R. NORRIS WOLFENDEN, M.D.(Cantab.),

Physician to the Hospital for Diseaaes of the Throat

;

AKD

..•, DAWSON WILLIAMS, M.D.(Lond.),

1 Fellow of UniTersity College, and Assistant-Physician to the East London
Hospital for Children, Shadwell.

The voluntary contraction of a muscle in man is maintained by a

series of nervous impulses, which reach the muscle at a certain de-

finite and fairly constant rate. Under ordinary circumstances in

health, the fine vibration thus produced is imperceptible to the

casual observer; but if even a steady hand be attentively -svatched,

it may be seen to be constantly vibrating. By the use of suitable

apparatus a graphic representation of this vibration may be ob-

tained; the general character of such a tracing is fairly repre-

sented by Fig. 1, which was obtained by one of us from his own
forefinger.

The rhythm of muscular contraction for the muscles of the fore-

arm was set down by Beaunis {Physiologie Humaine, 1876, p. 273)

at 10.5 per second, and he added the remark that these vibrations

were much more "pronounced in senile tremor and alcoholic

trembling, which are only exaggerations of the physiological

state."

Horsley and Schafer {Journal of Physiolocjy, vol. v) have recently

found from experiment that the rhythm of muscular response to

electrical excitation of the nerve centres is the same, whether the

excitation be applied to the grey matter of the cerebral cortex of

the motor region, the corona radiata, or the spinal cord (but not to

the peripheral motor nerves) ; and that with all the rates of ex-

citation higher than ten, the rhythm of muscular response is

maintained at a fairly uniform rate of about ten per second. The

rhytlim in the case of voluntary and reflex contractions is essen-

tially the same as that got by excitation of the nervous centres.

Jn the case of epilepsy they obtained sometimes a slower rate, due

to summation in the cells of the spinal cord. This summation on

the part of the spinal cord cells explains why in some cases a

rhythm was obtained the same as the electrical excitation, or, if

not quite equal to that, yet considerably exceeding the normal

rhythm. This was due to failure or imperfect performance of the

summation process. They think that the spinal cord cells are

never capable of originating a rhythm of greater frequency than

ten per second, but that cortical cells may originate a rhythm of

twelve, thirteen, or even more.

Schafer (Jounial of Plty.nolo(/y, vol. v) also has recently shown
that a prolonged voluntary action in man is an incomplete tetanus

produced by from eight to thirteen successive nervous impulses

per second. He concludes that in this case the average rhythm is

also ten per second.
That this rate of rhytlim is maintained fairly constantly in the

various movements constituting the tremor of disease is made

Mr. Victor Horsley has already

i. 188.5, p. 112^ a tracing of ankle
evident by our observations.

figured in the JornNAL (vol. ., - —-. i- ---/ - r,

clonus in a man suffering from caries of the spine, which showed

a wave-rate of eight to ten per second, and also a tracing from a

well marked case of paralysis agitans made by Dr. Beevor, show-

ing a wave-rate of four or live in a second. Mr. Horsley added that

he had found frequent indications of each wave being a compound

of two.
i J ^ ,.1.

The investigation which we now report was directed to tn»

study of the characters, but especially of the rate, of various forms

of tremor observed in disease, with the view of ascertaining

whether the relation on which they stood to the normal oscilla-

tions of health was of a constant character. Th« analysis of

complex movements such as those of athetosis, or even of chorea

did not come within the scope of our inquiry.

The apparatus which we employed is represented in Fig. 2. The

tracing was taken on an ordinary revolving cylinder (a) driTen by

clockwork ; the writing lever of the time marker (b) marked half

seconds on the same cylinder; a Marey's tambour (d) carrying a

writing lever (c) was connected with an india-rubber bag (Fh-of

the kind used by Dr. Warner in his experiments—by a long piece

of glass tubing (e) ; this rigid tube was introduced in order to

prevent as much as possible accidental jarring or shaking of the

apparatus, which, especially when the patient has a severe form

of tremor, is very prone to occur if the whole connection is by

india-rubber. The patient placed the tips of the lingers or the

palm of the hand upon the india-rubber bag ; each movement was

thus transmitted to the tambour (d) and inscribed upon the black-

ened paper of the recording cylinder by the writing lever (C).

This arrangement of the apparatus has the great advantage of

permitting observations to be made without difficulty m an

ordinary ward ; it can be quickly put together and cJimed from

ward to ward by a single assistant.
, u , •

The first observations were made on cases of exophthalmic

goitre (Graves's disease) ; the exceedingly fine character of the

tremor which is present in the earlier stages of that disease can

only be studied by obtaining a graphic record of the movements

and. while affording a good test of the applicability of the method

to clinical purposes, there seemed to be some probabilitv that a

comparison of the tracings with others obtained in other forms of

Ftq 3

mmwmi'
' " The Pathology »£ Pcassura-jtianges in the Truak and 3hould»r-girJlc.'

disease where the tremor is coarser might throw sojje light on

I the nature of Graves's disease itself. Fig. 3 ia a reproducnon of a
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tracinc taken ns above described while the cylinder was revolving

S^^ The patient was a young woman, A. C, suffering from

well-marked svmptomB of Graves's disease in an ear y stage The

uemo^ could be distinctly felt when her hand ^a« loo^^^y
^l-^^f/^

n the hand of the obser%er. The tracing was taken witli her

rieht hand resting lightly on the tambour. The movementsS at the rate of 11 per second, and their amplitude is slight,
miui cii iiic loic

^
r ,•_:», M,,,„u„„,o fropintra were

though
e Ol 11 MCI Br»^«JlIVA, «»mv» ....w— ^'

^
^

n-ithin small limits. Numerous tracings were

i^en from this patient, and also from another young woman

K A . who also presented well-marked symptoms of Graves s

rt e^e in the early stage. All the tracings had t^>e same cha-

?^«,and the rate was practically
"^f

^"='^' |" t, JcCd \n
the maximum of numerous countings being II'' P^JX of the
A. C, and the minimum 10.8 per second in L. A. A study of the

..xtended .series of tracings from these two case.s appears to show

that even this slight difference is due to impertections in the

iT.^mt«s and that, within the limits of e.xpenmental error, the

?E UiJse ca.-es was almost identical. Fig. 4 is a reproduc-

ner second ; and, as each is double, the true rate is 10.2 per second,

which is about the average rate of the oscillations in health, the

difference lying in an alteration in the amplitude, and m the

fusinir of each alternate wave with the one immediately pre-

ceding This point is further elucidated in another tracing

(Pic 7) taken from this case on a more rapidly revolvmg drurn^

The 'lever, as it descends, is caught by the secondary wave, and

again thrown up. very much ns in a tracing of a "dicrotic pulge.

The tremor of paralysis agitans, which ordinarily gives such a

tracing as that reproduced in Fig. 5, is thus seen to be due to B

fusion of the waves in pairs as above stated.
„„i,„~.:.

Tracings were taken from two cases of disseminated sclerosifl.

In one A D., a woman aged 77. a very uniform tracing, reprodu9ed

in Fig 8, was obtained. The rate is 5.8 per second. A traang

tionof a tracing taken with a more rapidly revolving c>linder

Though the general aspect is, for this reason different, the rate at

which the movements occur (11.3 per second) is almost the same

Ts in Fig. 3, and the two tracings have essentially the same cha-

^ThTnext tracing (Fig. o) is from a man, W. H. H., aged 78,

obtained from another case of the same d.sea.se in a
^^'P'"^"-

f;^^..

affords evidence of secondary waves, which, viewed m the V>^

afforded by the tracings from the cases of P'^ralysis agit^

(Fias 5 6 7), points clearly to a process of fusion. The same

effert is'exiremely well show^ in a tracing (Fig. 9) from a case of

wh0T.r.*.'nt»l wll marked symptoms nt paralysis agitans; he was

^der the care of Dr. Scanes Spicer in the Fulham Inhrmary to

who^e ^nd^ess we are indebted for the opportunity of makng

thi« nq well as the observations recorded belo\%. thougn ine

^mo'/w'alVeil marked, the Patient was still able to d h^^^^

Ucrht work The tracing gives a rate of 5.2 per secona, out. m
Kir siiows that mln^ of 'he curves ^ve judications of

sRcnndarv waves This is beautifully marked in tlie tracing

mgot from another case, G. E., an oM man, also m the fulham

lateral sclerosis with tremor of the arms in a woman aged^

\ros 10.
^v^'- n/^

\f'ifj 6

;« ^1 ^pffrY^IW^^

Inftnnarv-. with incapacitating paralyses agitans. Each wave is

notTed at the summit with singular regularity, and is clearly

compounded of two waves. Thelarger waves give a rate of o.l

,.^7.7.

.MS\

91,whohadwell-m^kedBem, tre^^^^^^^^

SeSK asfn oZ^insta^ces, we here have, in all proba-

bility, an effect of regular summation in pairs^
evidence of tl>

It would be easy to mu tiply t™'='"8«"'L^Vo lake it clear that

same nature, but enough has I'^-^^^^v
anc^'\i,'°,,'"4rlus o^ of

the rate of the tremulous '^o^'^^^f"^'', '°
J^^^;'^^^^^

nervous disorder does not overpa.ss t^e\°"J'*„\ 'Nervations is to

Schiifer and Horsley. T'le general result of
o^-f 9^;"i^^^-g^^^

A NOTE ON
FILARIA SANGUINIS HOMINIS:

WiTU A DKscnnTioN of a MAI.E Specimen.

By ALFRED GIBBS BOURNE, D.Sc,

Professor of Biology in t he Presuleney College. MadrM.

OCK knowledge of the adult fo™
^^.fi^-Ce^in'^lUr^t't

It was discovered by Dr Bancroft, ° Brisbane, m ^^ p,.

also been found by br. T-mohy Richards Le^w^s.m ^^^^ |

Patrick Manson, in Amoy ; Dr. ^'>ya Aranjo a,vl Dr.
^

,

in Brazil. Dr. Bancrofts speciments were de^cnbea Dy^^|^^

Cobbold. Drs. Lewis and Sanson have both given l-^^
^^

their epecimens. All these specimens were impenei.
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stated by Cobbold to have all been females. Th 3 authority states

mhi3book(Paras.VM.- a Treatise on theEntozoaofMenand

Animals, 1879) that the mal.. parasite is unknown. This wa not

however stricily correct, as Lewis in the paper ( 0««'-'^^ ^•^"«" ^,'

of Microscopical Science, 187U) referred to by Cobbold, states that

he found portions of two specimei^: the one was f^^'O^'/ °"^J^^*
and a half long, and belonged to a female from

^'^'fJj^^^^fl^^l
extremity had been severed, whUe the other was a fragment of a

male worm. Of this latter he says : '"It measured halt an mch

rienlth, and , U of an inch transversely ; it was thmnerthan the

Sma°e.butof considerably firmer texture-so hnn. mdeed that

whUst endeavouring to make out its anatomy a considerable por-

Uon of i? wallost b'y one of the needles used for dfecting snap-

ping, and carrying a portion of the worm along with it. On tear

She helmi?th^cross, the severed surface does
"f

P««^"t
<t

Sfged edge, but an even outline. The male manifested also a

griat tendlncy to coil, and it was only ^jth difhculty that it could

fe separated tVom the specimen of the female parasite aroimd a

portion of which it had twisted itself. It is unfortunate that its

Mudal end, especially, could not be found, as the definite decision

rf he genus to whicli it should be referred depends in a great

measure on the_ characters which the posterior end of the male

""llrig^d^isurgeon Sibthorpe has had several cases of filarial

disease in the General Hospital at Madras and has always made a

search for the adult worm ; this has hitherto proved tnutless.

Recently, however, after an amputation of a lymphoid scrotum he

found two worms which he had mounted and identified as adult

filarise. He had found embrj'o lilariae swarming m the patient s

blood on the previous evening. He verj- kindly sent these speci-

mens to me for examination, and I found that one was a female,

while the other was a male. The female specimen agrees very

closely with Cobbold's figure, but the vagina i?/^-«rtedJ'^ P.^I

truded. Dr. Smyth, resident surgeon to the hospital, who mounte^

the specimens, tells me that the eversion took place during mount-

ing ; it is probably a normal act during life. The^ caudal portion

is^anting. The male specimen is about an inch and a quarter

long; the anterior extremity is wanting, but the caudal extremity

is mtact, and presents two spicules. The structure of these

spicules will doubtless form a valuable specific character. Unlor-

tunately, only one of these spicules remains in situ; the fne^ nas

dropped out m the mounting and lies nearly isolated on the slide.

The spicule is broad at its proximal extremity, and graduallj

tapers until it becomes capillarj- in character. About halt-waj

down there is a lateral prominence, and when in situ the spicule is

folded on itself so that this prominence forms the actua tree ex-

treniity of the spicule, whUe the broad end and the capillarj- end

lie near to one another.
. -n, 4.i,„ „.,

A description and figures of this specimen, which, with the ex-

ception of Lewis's fragment, is, I believe, the first recorded speci-

men of the adult male filaria sanguinis hommis, will be Published

in an ensuing number of the Transactions of the South Indian

Branch of the British Medical Association. . ^ . ,
.,

It is interesting to note that in this case, as m Lewis s case, the

male and female were found in close contiguity.

EMPYEMA FOLLOWING PNEUMONIA.'

By DONALD W. C. HOOD. M.D.Cantab.,

Senior Pliysician North-West Lon.lon Hospital, and Pbyslcian West London
Hospital.

I WISH to call attention to those cases m which an inflammator>

attack connected with the chest has been followed by anoma ous

or irregular symptoms. I can of course only lu.pe to touch ligMj

upon a branch of such a vast subject, and any remarks I maj

make will relate only to those cases where an acute pneumonia

has been followed by purulent effusion.
• „ ^ Tsi^„rol

Is a lung solid witli adventitious products or is the pleural

cavity chafged with fluid contents ? This is a problem which w e

are often called upon to solve ; happily it i.s one m J.1"C
"i

the greater majority of cases we shall have, no doubt, no difhculty

On the other hand,"we may be called upon to express an opinion

where the clinic^il course has been shroude.! m obscurity, where

the symptoms from the first are complex and irregular where our

diagnosis is a matter not only of moment but of diltculty.

1 AlMtract of paper read before the .Me.tropolitau Countiej Bmncl.. North

London District.

occur on the right .ide.
fy°^^ had been ailing about a week.

no expectoration, though frequent cough^
^^ ^^^^.

From this tune the patient was severeij ui, au y*
inwer

rate careful examination of *!-, .<=hef
-as impossible. The lower

part of the right lung was implicated in the attacit, tne con^u

'"or/aimarriTh 'ste'n^fter admission, a thorough exami-
On January i-itu, se> «" ""J

jj j^^ tubular breathing
nation was made. The left s^de was a .

^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^

"KhTppetite. The temperature -a^ -^^-^^'Sult

patient has made a" ""i^tOTupted reco>^ry
^^^^^^

tionof rusty and bloo.^stllineds^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

On the seventh ^laj ''"er adra« J ^^^ ^^^^^
patient was ^atisfactorj . The attacK

^ f g^, ,j,,j^
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illness passed off rftpidly ; but after all fever and constitutional

pvmptoms had subsided, there remained a very small patch of

dulness at the lower part of the right chest. The heart was not

displaced, but there was the some paroxysmal cough as I hare

just referred to. Indeed, so paroxysmal was the cough, that it

was suggested tlint the disease wn.s pertussis, commencing with

acute inHammntory symptoms. We determined to explore the

dull patch at the base' of the lung, and a hypodermic syringe re-

vealed the presence of pus ; four drachms were removed. The

cough ceased from that moment, and t\\i child was discharged

well. Though kept for some weeks under observation there was

no return of cough or chest mischief.

Large effusions occurring on the right side of the chest, espe-

cially when they simulate solid luug, are doubtless much more

difficult to diagnose than when the Huid is on the left side. We
do not gain the same help from altered positions of the heart. A
large effusion may occur on the right side and the heart beat in

it« normal position. Of this fact we had striking proof some

months past in the case of a poor woman who was admitted

under my care. She was sent in for supposed enlargement and

disease of liver, that organ being felt below the umbilicus. . The

enlargement, howerer, was apparent only, the viscus being dis-

placed downwards by an enormous effusion into the right chest.

Although tliis effusion was sufficient to influence the position of

the liver to such an extent, the apex of the heart was found beat-

ing in or about its normal position. A free exit was made for

the pus whieli tilled the chest, and the liver returned to within

two fingers' breadth of the ribs.

An interesting ease occurred to me a few months ago in the

case of a strong young man admitted under my care into the

West London Hospital. The patient stated that three days_ before

admission he had been seized with a severe shivering fit, and

since the attack had had pain over the chest, with difficulty in

breathing. The constitutional symptoms were of extreme

severity ; no physical symptoms of importance could be detected

on admission. During the first week it was impossible to examine

the chest wath exactness, as the patient being in a state of de-

lirious mania, it was with the greatest difficulty he could be kept

in bed. There was, however, a plentiful crop of herpes on the lip,

and an expectoration of rusty sputa, the balance of clinical evi-

dence being largely on the" side of pneumonia. The delirious

state was followed by a sharp attack of pericarditis, which again

prevented a careful examination of the chest ; and it was not till

after the patient had been in hospital for nearly a fortnight that

we were able to estimate the amount of chest mischief.

Briefly, the physical symptoms were as follows : The right chest

was found to be dull, and over this region tubular breathing and

bronchophony were well marked. On February 1.5th, being

twenty-eight days after admission, the following note was made:
" The general strength of the patient has improved, but the lung

has not cleared up. The right chest is still dull. Vocal fremitus

can be felt on this side, the breathing being tubular. The heart

beats in normal position, and the liver is not depressed. The
clinical evidence is against the presence of fluid."

A week later the physical symptoms were much the same. The
general condition of the patient was good, his temperature gradu-

ally falling. The cough was noted as being peculiar, coming on in

whooping-cough-like paroxysms, and unattended with any ex-

pectoration. A hypodermic syringe detected pus. Subsequently

three pints were withdrawn, a free opening being made into the

chest, the patient making a complete and rapid recovery. The
cough ceased immediately after the pus was removed.

IVrhaps nothing has contributed more to the study of medicine

aa a science than the knowledge gained by an exact investigation

into the natural history of individual diseases; in other words

—

the physiology of pathological processes. We should be in a

position to slate with confidence the time necessary for the lung,

eolidified by pneumonia, to become normal tissue. We .should

know the relation between such a period and the amonnt of tissue

implicated in the attack. Some such exact knowledge would
doubtless help us in forming an opinion as to the presence of fluid

in the chest, more especially in those cases where the ordinary

symptoms are modified or absent.
" Dr. Addison, in his 27th aphorism, writes :

" When serou.?

effusion ie very considerable, giving rise to unequivocal
bronchophony, tubular breathing, want of re.ionance and vocal

vibration, physical examination has repeatedly led to a mistaken
belief that thfse signs resulted from a pneumonia or other con-

solidation of lung." That similar mistakes may occur, even if the

fluid be pus, must be admitted.

In the case of the two patients whose attacks I have brietiy

brought before you, there was nothing in the course of the illness

per ie to indicate, even granting the existence of fluid, that that

fluid was pus. They had gone through no process sapping the

vital forces. They were strong, in vigorous health, and well-

nourished. The attacks were marked by extreme severity at the

initial outbreak. There was nothing to indicate a septic influ-

ence. There was no hectic, no heavy sweats, no fluctuating

temperature. At the time when the first exploratory puncture

was made, in the one case it was normal, in the other 99°
: in

both cases it had been gradually falling. There was no bulging of

ribs, no oedema of parietes, no extreme "stitch-like pain—nothinfj.
I say, to warrant us in thinking the fluid was purulent. Baccelli s

test' failed in both instances, for in each whispering pectoriloquy

was to be heard with striking intensity. From my own observa-

tions I look upon this test as useless, and I have reason for think-

ing that the vibrations giving rise to the conduction of whispers

depend more upon the tension of the fluid than its character. As

a general rule tension (that is, distension of the chest) is greater

in serous than in purulent effusions : thus we are more likely to

hear whispering pectoriloquy in cases of serous effusion. But if,

on the other band, there be a large purulent effusion with conse-

quent great tension, the whispers are as readily conducted as if

the fluid were serous.

A paroxysmal cough, more or less of the natiure of whooping*

cough, has been a symptom to which, personally, I owe much help

in those cases where the signs of fluid within the chest have been

equivocal. My experience is not sufficient to enable me to say

with confidence that such a cough, remaining after an acute chest

attack has subsided, is invariably indicative or pathognomonic of

the presence of fluid. But certainly in nine consecutive cases occur-

ring directly under my own notice such a cough was present, and

immediately ceased on withdrawing the fluid from the chest. In

all cases the fluid was purulent, and, with one exception, eacB

patient made a complete and speedy recovery, the one exception

being a young woman whose attack was evidently septic, and fol-

lowed a miscarriage.

The case of the little child to which I have very briefly referred

was of special interest, the amount of pus removed being but four

drachms, this small quantity evidently giving rise to the cough

which so closely simulated pertussis.

NOTES ON ANTIPYRIN.i

By W. TYRRELL BROOKS, M.B.Lond., B.A.Oxon.,

Lichfield Lecturer in Clinical Medicine in the University of 0.xfor(t.

It is not my intention to make any remarks on the uses of anti-

pyrin as a febrifuge. Antipyrin lias been long used for this pur-

pose, long enough indeed for a host of rivals to have arisen, one of

which—1 mean antlfebrin (acetanilide)—bids fair to displace it.

I wish rather to bring before the meeting some account of the

various diseases for which antipyrin has been used in which it

has a more or less specific action, apart from its property of lower-

ing temperature. Antipyrin has been so largely used, during the

last year, more especially upon the Continent, that it runs the

danger of degenerating into a universal panacea for all ills. &o

great in fact has been the demand for the drug, that it is be-

lieved that the supply has with difliculty kept pace with it, ana

complaints are now made that the drug is suffering from over-

popularity, and that its purity is being sacrificed by the makers to

ensure a sufficient quantity in the market.

Antipyrin has been very largely used as an anodyne, ana a

claim has been made for it by Professors Germain Si^ and Lopme

that it is a reliable substitute for morphine, whilst in cases when;

mori'liine is contra-indicated, such as advanced kidney-disease,

acute gout, or certain forms of cerebral irritation, antipyrin may

be given freely to allay pain. It has the great advantage over

morphine that it does not cause cerebral symptoms :
"i"«

^'l^''*,''"

not anv vertigo nor vomiting, and according to Professor see tnc

use of the drug is not followed by sleep or nervous stimulation.

Profe.»sor Lepine, however, considers that antipyrin acts botn a.

an anodyne and a ner\-e-stimulant, so that though it relieves paiii,

it at the same time quickens the intellectual faculties 01 ine

patient and renders him disinclined for sleep.

Taking his view of the action of antipyrin as an anodyne, wt

may say that it is diametrically opposed to morphine in tjiatji

1 Ecad before the Oxford Branch of the Britieh Medical A»«oci»tion.
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acts as an anodyne without depressing the higher brain-centres

In only two eases in which I have given antipynn has it caused

sleep, and in these instances I believe the sleep was rather the

resist of relief from pain than of any somnolent action ot the

druc The fact that antip'^-rin acts as a nerve-stimulant as well

as an anodj-ne is a decided objection to its emplojTuent ^hen we

wish to relieve pain and at the same time ensure sleep. The best

method in such cases is to follow the antipynn by a hypnotic,

such as chloral.
, , , , , , a \. „„

For the immediate relief of pain the drug should be used hypo-

dermically, and as it is very soluble in water a fresh solution

may be "made by dissoh-ing one of the tablets prepared by

Burroughs and Wellcome in an equal weiglit of water.

The dose for an adult of antipyrin used hypodermicallv to re-

lieve pain is five grains. This has been calculated by Dr. Frankel

of Berlin to be equivalent to one-thirtieth of a grain of morphine.

The dose may be repeated if the pain be not relieved. Beyond the

pain caused by the injection, and a certain feeling of tension

which lasts a few seconds, no bad effects have been noticed. The

drug usually gives relief in from fifteen seconds to half a minute,

and the effect lasts for some hours (six to eight hours-Frankel).

As an anodyne antipyrin has been used chiefly in herpes zoster,

lumbago, ataxia, hepatic and nephritic colic, acute asthma, acute

rheumatism, and acute gout. . ,. f •

If given in sufficiently large doses it appears to give relief in

the majority of cases, br. Frnvkel gave it in all cases m which

morphine appeared to be indicated, and did not meet with a single

failure. Dr. Jennings, of Paris, however, side by side with many

cases successfully treated by antipjTin, mentions a case ot acute

gout which was uninfluenced by the drug.
_ , j •

If given by the mouth as an anodyne antip>T:in must be used in

large doses ; thus Professor S(Se recommends a drachm to a

drachm and a half in the twenty-four hours, and Professor

Lupine 150 grains divided into two doses.

In rheumatism and gout the drug appears to be both sedative

and curative in its action ; it not only allays the pain, but m many

cases shortens the attack. Professor Si5e gave it m fifteen cases

of hydrarthrosis which had resisted treatment with the salicylates

and also counter-irritation by the actual cauterj-. In all these

(•uses he found that swelling and pain disappeared in a few days

Ur Frankel gave it in thirty-four cases, with the result that in all

but two there was amelioration of the symptoms and shortening

of the attack. In fifteen cases, however, a relapse occurred. He

found that the average duration of acute rheumatism -mth anti-

pyrin was 25 days, whilst with the salicylate treatment it was

35 2 days. Mr. Raymond Johnson tried antipj-rin in four cases

ot acute rheumatism, with the result that it lowered the tempera-

ture in all, but in only one out of the four did it relieve the

symptoms. The three cases which were unrelieved by antipyrin

yielded to treatment with the salicylates, whilst in the fourth

case, where salicylate of soda had failed to relieve the patient,

antipyrin readily did so.

To give relief 'in acute rheumatism or acute gout, large doses ot

antipyrin must be given, 1 to 2 drachms during the twenty-four

hours being a usual dose. As a rule the drug produces free sweat-

ing and rapid defervescence. In chronic rheumatism it acts in

I allaying the pain and shortening the course of the disease. I

have given it in a large number of cases of rheumatism, and in

;
the majority I have found it successful. It appears to me to

be a remedy which at least should be tried when the salicylates

' faU or produce disagreeable after-effects, as they occasionally do.

Most of the cases recorded in which antipyrin and the salicylate

treatment have been used side by side, for the purpose ot com-

parison, yield either to the one or the other, the refractorj' cases

in either section usually yielding to the admmistration ot tlie

Other drug. I have not any statistics to prove whether antipyrin

is of use in preventing the secondarj' troubles in acute rheuma-

tism, such as endocarditis. .

Antipyrin has been used with great success in nervous disorders,

and I believe it supplies us with a specific for many neuralgic and

other allied complaints. Its succes-j in the treatment of migraine

and cephalalgia is now assured, and one rarely takes up a medical

perio<Uc«l without finding in it the description of various cases

which, after being more or less intractable to remedies for years,

have yielded to antipyrin. .

In Germany and France especially has this drug been used in

the treatment of migraine, and to a less extent in England. During

the last few months I have used it in the out-patient department

I
and in private practice in such cases with very good result*. As

a rule patients return after having taken the Tfmedy an ^>
Dointedly for some more of the same medicine that they had.last

time a fact which stamps its value at once on one s mind.

Tn treating migraine with this drug. I believe the best plan is to

u.e the remedy as a specific against tTie attacks, and not to ad-

mTnster it continuously. If The migraine be periodic, or if there

"e a preliminary- aura, the drug should be exhibited as soon M
nossible before the threatened attack. Thus, if an attack be

feared for the morning, antipyrin should be given at night and ^
the aUack still threatens in the morning, a Further dose should be

administered. In this way the attack generally is aborted. Even

U Dreliminary warning be absent, the medicine taken as soon as

fhe a tTck c^mes on either aborts it, or renders its symptoms less

intense In my experience it is verj- rare for antipyrin to fail to

nfluence favourably an attack of migraine, and in this I am sup-

por ed by almost all of those who have noted on this drug.

^
I is rarely necessarj- to give large doses to produce the specific

effect I generally give 5 to 7 grains combined with alkalies and a

bitter infu^s'on, to bf taken when an attack threatens, and to be

reDeated if necessary in an hour. I find that somewhat larger

Sses fre recommended (15 to 20 grains), but patients rarely com-

nlain that the smaller dose fails.

I have found the drug useful also in those cases of bilious lead-

ache whch often occu? in patients of full habit, who are addicted

to the too frequent use of alcohol. These cases, which generally

occur amongst women in a comfortable posit on in life yield to

?he adr^mstration of antipyrin; I had the satisfaction of hearing

a patieT who has suffered in this way for more than ten years

state tluit at last a remedy had been found which re leved her. Of

course the remedy does not touch the root of the evil.

In some cases of cephalalgia, antip^-rin reliev;es for a tune hut

at lengtrthe patient becomes habituated to the drug, and the

rel ef IS less marked. In such cases, either the drug may be in-

creased, or antUebrin or some other of the substitutes for anti-

^Tantl^y^^^has so marked an influence over these nervous

compSTseems natural to suppose that it may be usefiU u»

""^te'concludes that it has a distinct influence over epilep^

akin toVhat manifested by the alkaline bromides, but he confessee

that larcre doses must be given (1 to 2 drachms daily), and that in

a consid'erable number of"cases it has to be given up, owing to the

"SiUfttdthe drug in many cases of epilep^y. but I ^.as

not favourably impressed with the result when I did trj- it. As a

sedative antipViii has been tried in cases of noc urnal emissions

and has been found that 7 to 15 grains administered on going to

bed prevents the emission in many cases. It also acts^ dimimsh-

inc the excessive flow of urine which not infrequently accom-

panies spfrmatorrhcea, and which arises from the hyper«^sthes a

of the nervous system. I would venture to thmk that this drug

may be3 worth a trial in those cases which so o ten are found

to exi>t in young men who have fallen into the habi of mastiu-ba-

Hon atVchool aSd who. on coming into the world, learn the evils

of U andrelhiquishthe habit, but in whom spermatorrhcea re-

auently supervenes to a serious extent. I have given Urn similar

cases with^good results, the best plan being to give lO^ams o^

antlpYrin in combination with 10 grains of chloral hydra e at bed

time^'Se patient usually falling asleep ^''^^^^ J;.^\"/^Se
bed and remaining asleep without disturbance till the morning

AntrDvrin was liven by M. Bloch to a neurotic man with «

tenderS.^-ho was periodically overcome by attacks of drowsi-

neTwhich came on a^er each meal; these were accompamed by

pa ns in the head and debiUtJ^ His condnion had been im-

proved by the use of nux vomica to some extent
;

but, on the ex

hiWtiou of- antim-rin in 15-grain doses given on waking and at 11

A V the drowsfne" after a'few days disappeared, and tie remam-

fng'nervous symptoms abated. In this case it acted as a deaded

"'S^S'has'been strongly recommended in cases of chorea by

Legrour-bo considers it.V most rapid,
«^'X'o'otaTn« dry

remedy He administ ered it in six cases, giving 40 t^o ..0 grains clMJy

AlSasesrecoveredrapidlyinfromGto27days. Ihaveno^^^^^^

oDiiortunity to use it frequently in chorea, but in ^uch cases as l

have used it the movements diminished rapidly. In one child t_o

whom I gave the drug it had to be discontinued, owing to the car-

diac depression which accompanied its use.

\ntim-rin ha«been used with success in spasmodic nervous dis-

ordeTS such as hay fever and whooping-cough. Dr. Bloch tried it
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in a CiiSf of Iinv fever in which cocaine nnd the bromides had

li<>en given without result. He gave it in 3(Vgrain doses at the

Lours when the attacks usually came on, and found that the drug

aborted the attacks. After taking autipyrin for some weeks the

disease disappeared in this case.

Sonnenberger, from an experience of 70 cases in which he used

the dr\ig in wliooping-cough, concludes that it is a very useful

remedy in such cases. He gave it to infants in doses of ito li grain

three times a day in syrup of tolu or raspberry, increasing the

dose to 10 or l.'> grains for older chiklren. The remedy must be used

sy.i^tematically to produce a good result in whooping-cough.
'

lu nervous 'vomiting, especially in the vomiting of pregnancy,

antipyrin is useful. If the vomiting be periodic, the drug should

be given a few hours before the usual appearance of the attack.

In sea-sickness the drug has been lauded as a specific, perhaps only

tahave its day as most other specifics for this disorder have had.

More than one medical man has, however, recorded the debt of

rititude he owes to this remedy in crossing the Atlantic, so that

may be tried in the hope that it may be of use.
' AutipjTin has been used as a hemostatic in cases of pulmonary

hemorrhage by Dr. Olikoff. He made a solution of 15 grains to

the ounce in water, and made his patients breathe through this

for four or five respirations, repeating the use of it every half hour.

Ih all the six cases tried the hoemorrhage was diminished. As a

hremostatic for general purposes, antipyrin is too costly a remedy

tn be employed lavishly, though it has'been recommended for epi-

staxis and other forms' of hsemorrhage. Herpes zoster and loco-

motor ataxy have both been successfully treated with antipyrin.

In locomotor ataxy it appears to act in alleviating the lightning

pains and in giving ease to the patient rather than by altering

the course of the malady.
Since antipyrin became a popular remedy, many cases in which

the drug has produced disagreeable effects have been recorded,

though, as far as 1 am aware, none of these cases have ended

fatally, nor have there been any symptoms which have lasted

more than a few hours. The cases which I have collected (more

thati twelve in number) appear to me to be pure examples of

idiosjTicrasy. They are usually isolated cases occurring amidst

many others in which the same quantity of the drug was ad-

ministered. They do not appear to depend on the quantity of

the drug given, for in one case 4 grains, in another 8 grains, and

in a third 1.5 grains of antipj-rin produced S)-mptoms of poisoning,

though more than double the dose has been given in many hun-

dreds of cases without bad effects. There is, as far as I can find,

no special class of cases in which the administration of antipyrin

is likely to bring on symptoms of poisoning ; but, as it appears in

certain iniiividuals to cause disagreeable symptoms, regardless of

dose, we are likely to hear furtlier of this property it possesses

from some of the large number of people who are now taking the

drug as a preventive against sea-sickness.

The chief symptoms which manifest themselves in cases of

poi.soning by antipyrin are certain nervous sensations, such as

restlessness, loss of memory, a feeling of general expansion of the

body, and a sensation of great coldness. These are followed l>y

swelling of the face and the appearance of an erj-thematous erup-

tion resembling measles—so much like it, in tact, that those who
iiAve seen cases of antipj-rin rash are careful to warn us to avoid

the diagnosis of measles in patients taking antipyrin.

The chief points of difference between this rash and measles

are that it appears but slightly on the face, that its chief distri-

bution is on tlie extremities, that it is non-cresccntic in distribu-

tion. In many cases it is not accompanied by catarrh of the eyes

and nose, but in a few cases catarrh does occur, and when present

it must make the differential diagnosis verj' difficult. Besides

the.se symptoms, antipyrin may cause diaphoresis, feebleness of

the pulse, and general collapse. Gastro-enteritis occurs rarely.

The antidote which removes these disagreeable effects most

readily ig belladonna, given either as the tincture or in the form
of atropine used hypodermically (one-seventieth of a grain).

CmclJun'onn.—l would venture to think that in antipyrin we
have a drug which, though suffering from a temporary over-

popularity, IS likely to be of use in practice Its power of reliev-

ing migraine and other forms of cephalalgia is, in many ca«ca,

magical. As an anodyne it is particularly useful in those cases

where'morphine is contra-indicated, especially in advanced kidney
disease, acute gout, or in the bronchitis of old people. I do not

think that antipyrin is at all likely to displace morphine, as this

dnift possesses the advantage of being much more powerful bulk
for bulk, and hence is more convenient for hj-podermic medica-

tion. But a trial of it should bo made where morphine cannot b»

given, or where morphine must be withheld for fear of establish-

ing the morphine habit. In cases of long continued pain in which

some anodyne must be given for a period often stretching oyer

years, antipyrin may be found useful as an occasional substitute'

for morphine when the patient has become habituated to th*

morjihine, and when it otherwise would be necessarj- to increase

the dose of this drug. I regret I have not met with a case in

which 1 could try this, but such cases as locomotor ataxy, of

cases of slow paralysis accompanied by spasm of the muscles,

would be suitable ones in which to make a trial.

I do not think antipyrin will displace the alkaline salicylates

in the treatment of acute rheumatism, but it is undoubtedly use-

ful where the salicylates have failed, or where they are contra-

indicated by the disagreeable effects they occasionally produce.

With regard to the'objection raised against antipynn that it not

infrequently gives rise to symptoms of poisoning, I believe that

such is of I'ittle value. I have given the drug in a large number

of cases without meeting with any bad effects from it, and fev.-

of those who have used this drug most largely lay any stress upon

this difficulty. One must be prepared to meet with cases ot

idiosyncrasy in the administration of this drug as one has to be

with cocaine, morphine, quinine, and other drugs.

By far the most serious objection to its extended use, particu-

larly in hospital practice, is expense. At present, its manufac-

ture is in the hands of monopolists, and though the French chemists

say they have ascertained its composition and method of prepara-

tion, no one at present has sent on the market any of the dnig

under its proper chemical name, which is dimethyl-oxiquinisin,

a name which requires some reflection before being added to a

prescription. , , . , i

1 have tried antifebrin as a substitute for this drug in several

cases of migraine, and though the effect does not seem so certain

as when antipjTin is used, yet in many cases it has acted well

The relative expense of antifebrin is much less than that of

antipyrin.

THE USE OF "SALUFER" (SILICO-FLUORIDE

OF SODA) AS AN ANTISEPTIC.

By A. W. MAYO ROBSON, F.R.C.S.,

Honorarv Surgeon, Leeds General Infirmarv ; and Lecturer on Practical Surgery

at the Yorkshire College.

A PKBFBCT antiseptic for surgical purposes has yet to be found.

It must be at the same time a strong germicide, non-poisonous,

unirritating to tlie skin or to the tissues, inodorous, non-volati .,

not destroyed by oxidation, non-corrosive to steel instrument.-

-

non-injurious to "sponges, and inexpensive. In " salufer " (.silici

fluoride of sodium) we have a substance which would seem t

fulfil most of these conditions. Mr. W. Thomson, F.R.S.Ldin.,

read a paper before the British Association at Jlauchester last year

in which he explained the results of certain experiments he had

made with respect to the antiseptic properties of some ol tne

fluorine compounds. He had tried the effects, on flour paste Mid

on meat clujpped into small pieces and mixed with water, ot »

very large numl>er of chemical compounds, and had found that

those which had the most remarkable antiseptic properties were

the compounds of fluorine, the neutral fluorides of sodium, potas-

sium, and ammonium, and their fluosilicates. Fluosilicate of soaa

he found to be the best adapted for use as an antiseptic, it tyeing

non-poisonous, inodorous, and sparingly soluble in water. As
J'

had only a very- slightly saline taste, he said it might beein-

ployed i'n preserving food without communicating any taste to it.

Mr Thomson stated that a saturated solution which containea

only 0.01 per cent, possessed greater antiseptic power for animal

tissue than 1 in .000 perchloride of mercury solution.

For general surgical purposes I have been very well satisnen

with perchloride of mercury, which is a most efficient antisepOC,

and which is so verj- convenientlv carried m the form ot powaere,

each containing five grains of perchloride and five grains ot sal-

ammoniac, which quantity, dissolved in a pint of water, maKes »

1 in 2,000 solution: but it has the great disadvantages ot rougnen-

ing and cracking the hands, of corroding steel instruments, and oi

being poisonous. Hence it is dangerous for sjTingmg out large

eavities--for example, psoas abscess ; for washing out serous sacs

—for example, peritoneum and pleura; or for irrigating tne in-

terior of the uterus after gymeeological operations or in obstetric

practice.
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It is chiefly to find a safe and efficient antiseptic for sucli cases

lat I have during the past few months been using " salufer

"

most exclusively in my surgical work.

Before describing details of critical cases which incontestably

y the value of any antiseptic, it might be well to mention a few

the uses to which I have put " salufer "
; and, unless otherwise

ated, a solution of 20 grains to the pint of water is always

iiderstood, which proportion seems to be at the same time un-

ritating and efliciently antiseptic. They are as follows
:

in

ashing out the peritoneal cavity after laparotomy, here using

) grains to the pint ; in cases of strangulated hernia ;
in the

idical cure for hernia ; in excision of joints ; in amputation of

le arm, leg, and thigh ; in washing out the pleural cavity
;^
in the

moval of tumours; in excision " '
'

' ^

of projecting tibia was removed, and the tendo Achillw was

divided before the leg could be got into good position. The wound

was enlarged for about an inch and a half, and syringed out with

five pints of "salufer" lotion. The highest temperature was lOO.i

the night after operation, never afterwards reaching 100 ;
per-

fectly aseptic course.
, ^, . , , • •

8. Radical Cure of Varicose Veins of Leg and rAjj?//.—Ligatures

applied in four places. Dressed on ninth day ; course asepUc.

Highest temperature 99.7°.
. . .... , .

9 Tubercular Salpingitis : Acute Peritomtv^.—Kn incision about

three inches long was made through linea alba. Acute pentonjUs

with effusion was found, and as its cause a ruptured I'allopian

; out the pleural cavity ; in tae ,
tube, covered with miliary tubercles Aftfref°viDg the diseased

of veins; in ligature of blood i
appendage, the peritoneum was washed out with saluter (grs x

._: _.„!.;,. . ?„ „„„i,;.,„ „„f I Sni\ o?,H o Rontoft's tube, introduced. The case ran a perfect
essels ; in compound fractures ; in osteotomies ; m washing out

le bladder ; in washing out the uterus after curetting the in-

jrior, and after the removal of septic retained membranes ;
as a

aginal douche before and after Apostoli's operation for fibroid

;

1 the irrigation of extensive ulceration in the rectum, where a

oisonous antiseptic could not have been employed ; in washing

ut the stomach ; as an injection in gonorrluea (10 grains to the

int); as an injection inotorrhcea; in sjTinging out large pelvic

bscesses ; as a gargle in hospital and in diphtheritic sore throat

;

s a nasal douche after removing polypi ; tor syringing out em-

yema of antrum ; and in many other cases. My colleague, Mr.

;endelack Hewetson, tells me that he has used it extensively in

phthalmic and aural surgery, and that he is well pleased with it

8 an antiseptic.

As I have no opportunity of testing " salufer " in obstetric prac-

ice, I have asked some of my medical friends to try it, and their i

eports have been uniformly satisfactory. My brother, Mr. Herbert

tobson, tells me that he "has found it most efficient, both in

yringing out the uterus and as a vaginal douche.

The following cases, for the notes of which I am indebted to

ay house-surgeon, Mr. Berkeley G. A. Moynihan, are given more
Q detail.

1. Goitre threatening asphyxia. Division of isthmus by galyano-

auterj'. Skin incision four inches long. Drainage-tube intro-

uced, and wound stitched up with catgut sutures. Tube removed
n third day. Antiseptic dressings on third, fifth, and eighth

ays, the wound being then completely healed. The highest

emperature was on the day following operation, being then
19.7*.

2. Strangulated Inguinal Hernia.—Mtar the return of the gut

a portion of the Omega loops of Treves) the neck of the sac was
igatured with No. 3 catgut. The wound was syringed out and a

Irainage-tube introduced. Dressing on first, third, sixth, and
leveuth days, the tube being removed on third day. All but the

Irainage opening healed by first intention. Highest temperature
19.6°, at every other time below 99°.

3. Double Osteotomy for extreme bowing of the tibise. The right

ibia was divided on December 8th, and tiiree-quarters of an inch

)f the shaft of the bone removed. No drainage-tube introduced.

The wound was uncovered for the first time on December 22nd,

ind found to be perfectly healed. Highest temperature 100.4°, the

ivening of the day after operation. Temperature never afterwards

•eached 100°. Left tibia divided on December 29tli, and an inch

ind a quarter of bone removed. On Januarj- lltli, when the

^wonnd was uncovered, it was found to be perfectly healed.

jHighest temperature 99.5°. In both cases a catgut stitch was
imtroduced.

I
4. Varicocele of enormous size, said to reach in summer to the

iknee. At the operation the veins were ligatured in four places,

luid the intermediate bundles of veins removed. No drainage-

|lube. On the seventh day the dressing was taken off, and, but for

ithickening and induration round the veins, the site of the wound
jcould not nave been found. Temperature never above normal.
' 5. Removal of Enlarged Glands ofNeck.—Umsion two inches

llong ; four enlarged glands, two of them caseous, were removed.
Small drainage-tube introduced. Dressings on third, sixth, and
ninth days; wound healed by first intention. Highest tempera-
ture 99.2*.

6. Radical Cure of Varicose Veins ofLeg and Thigh.—Two veins
of the leg and the internal saphenous trunk were doubly ligatured,

the ligatures being al>out half an inch apart, the intermediate por-

tion of vein not being divided. The wounds, which were not
drained, were not dressed till the eighth day, running an aseptic
course, the highest temperature being 98.8°.

"

7. Compound Fracture of Tibia ana Fibula.—About half an inch

ad'bj), and a Ba'ntock's tube introduced. The case ran a perfectly

aseptic course.
, . ^ .u

10. Removal of Scirrhus of Breast, of very large size, together

with enlarged axillary glands. The whole breast and about six

enlarged a.xillarj' glands were removed. The wound was of such

large size that it was found impossible to bring the edges into ap-

position along the central part, where a gap of about three inches

by two inches was left. Wound dressed on third and ninth day.

The whole of wound, with exception of central part, was perfectly

healed. Highest temperature 98.6° ; course perfectly aseptic.

11. Macewen's Operation for Kitreme Genu J «/;$/!««.—The angle

formed by the tibia, with a line continued down m vertical <iir^

tion from the thigh, was 75°. Highest temperature 100.^.

Dressing never changed until twelfth day, when the wound was

healed. , , ... i, *
12 Puosalpins.—The abdomen was opened by an incision about

an inch and a half in length. The distended and totally adherent

Fallopian tube was accidentally burst, a large quantity of the

most fcetid pus escaping. The abscess cavity and the lower part

of general peritoneal cavity (the upper being separated off by

sponges) were well syringed out with about ten pints of " saluter

lotion (twenty grains to the pinti. Keith's drainage-tube intro-

duced. At subsequent dressings the discharge was found to be

perfectly sweet. The temperature, which before operation had

never been below 101.2°, fell after operation to normal, and has

remained so since.

13. Lipoma of Shoulder.—Tamour, size of large orange, removed

January 2oth.
' Dressed on third day, when the drainage-tube was

removed, and on the tenth, when the wound was quite healed.

No pus was seen, and temperature normal throughout.

The following are the conclusions to which I have come, after an

extensive and varied trial of the fiuosilicate.

1. That "salufer" is an efficient antiseptic.

2. That the powder is a strong irritant, even acting as ft caustie

if dusted on a raw surface, and is, therefore, in that form, un-

available for surgical purposes.

3. That a solution of one grain to an ounce of water is quite

strong enough for ordinarj- purposes, in that strength being appa-

rently unimtating.
4. That a solution of ten to twenty grains to a pint may be

safely used to syringe out closed cavities, even where one cannot

be certain of all the fluid returning.

5. That the solution is unirritating to the hands, which is no

small advantage to those operators whose fingers are easily irri-

tated by the ordinarj' antiseptic solutions.

6. That the solution acts on the glaze of porcelain after long

use, and corrodes steel instruments, but that sponges are un-

affected by it. Mr. Thomson kindly suggested to me the addition

of bicarbonate of soda to the solution of "salufer 'to prevent it cor-

roding steel instruments ; this certainly diminishes its action on

steel.

7. That a verj' convenient and comfortable antiseptic poultice

may be made by soaking Gamgee tissue or absorbent wool in a hot

solution (ten grains to the pint^. wringing it free of excessive

moisture, applying it to a wound, and covering with gutta-jHjrcha

tissue.

8. That although for ordinary surgical work I may still employ

perchloride of mercurj-, in all cases where there is danger of ab-

sorption, as in syringing out cavities, I shall employ " salufer."

9. That I believe "salufer" \%-il! prove to be of great use to ob-

stetricians, it being both safe and efficient.

10. That it acts very efficiently as a deodoriser to the hands.

After examining carcinoma of the uterus or rectum, by washing

and steeping the hands in a saturated solution, the odour is re-

moved more efficiently ban it is by any solution with which I
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IB on this condition, and that is the amount of distension of the

3wel not only of the large intestine itself, but of the whole pen-

meal cavity. In the great majority of bodies examined m the

nt-mortem room, where the intestines are collapsed, and espe-

ally in multiparous women, the descending colon is found com-

letelv invested by peritoneum, with frequently a mesentery ot

alf an inch or more in length. Now, the effect of gradual di.s-

insion of the gut by the injection of air is (as can easily be proved

V experiment) to cause the bowel as it distends to encroach on

lis mesentery, shortening and separating its two surfaces, the

3wel at the s"ame time coming into close contact with the abdo-

linal wall, and this occurs all the more readily if the parietal re-

ections of the mesentery are themselves stretched apart by the

aneral distension of the peritoneal cavity. For the peritoneal

ivestment of the hollow abdominal viscera accommodates itselt

) their varj'ing size more by a sliding or a folding movement

lan by an actual stretching of the membrane itself.

inflammatory change being a deviation of the uteru.s to the right

side of the pelvis. The encysted effusion simulated closely an

ovarian cyst. James OLivEn, M.D., F.R.S.Edm.,

Assistant Physician Hospital for Women, Soho, » .

CO ^l
Diagram showing the effect of distension ot the colon on it« peritoneal

investment.,-

With regard to the practical application of these remarks, in the

Derations I have witnessed no difficulty has occurred in hndmg

^e bowel in cases where there has been distension, whereas when

le bowels have been empty dilKculty has occurred, and m the

ist case on which I operated a meso-colon of two inches in length

/as found only after opening the peritoneal cavity. In such cases,

hen, if the gut cannot be distended with air at the time of the

p.Tation (a somewhat uncertain proceeding) it would be better,

H Mr Allingham suggests, to open the peritoneal cavity and draw

ut the bowel. ^- J- Bond, F.R.C.S.,

Honorary Surgeon, Leicester Infirmary.

TREATMENT OF CARBUNCLE.
HAVB tried the expectant treatment of carbuncle recommended

jiy Paget; but find it so long, tedious, and painful to my
mtients that 1 have completely discarded it. The treatment by

excision and scraping is too severe to be generally adopted in pri-

•ate practice, although apparently very successful.

I have adopted the following for the last three years, to which

have added the hypodermic injection of cocaine. I inject into

he carbuncle hypodermically half a grain of hydrochlorate of

wcaine, and wait about five minutes until the skin is quite anses-

hetic ; then I make a small incision into the centre of the oar-

mncle'with a tenotomy knife, and insert a small sharp piece of

lotassa fusa, and then push it home. Afterwards a piece of bella-

lonna plaster is cut circular, a little larger than the carbuncle,

ind placed over it. The plaster serves the double purpose of re-

aining the caustic, and of alleviating the pain. This is kept on

>r eight hours, and then it is taken off, and hot linseed-poultices

lie applied for the same length of time. The result is that the

jatient always recovers about three days after the commencement

)f the treatment, which in this way is carried out almost pain-

ejgly. RoBKBT Main, M.D.

East Ilsley, Berks.

GYNyECOLOGICAL ISIEMORANDA.

, CASE OF ENCYSTED SEROUS PELVIC PERITONITIS.
Fob seven weeks E. R., aged 20, single, had complained of pain all

iver the stomach. The pain, felt more especially on the right

side, radiate<l down the insidi^ ot the right thigh as far as the

knee. This symptom devclojied at a menstrual perioil, on the

fourth day of the flow, and the luemorrhagic discharge continued

ithereafter for fourteen days, the usual length of time being seven

jlays. The tem]>erature was 101.4° F. Pain was experienced

jpnor to and during the act of micturition. The abdomen, at first

lilightly distended, gradually became occupied by a distinctly

Ipyriform fluctuating tumour, reaching to above the umbilicus. A
plastic deposit in the pelvis could be"felt on vaginal examination,

i-'lose to the cervi.\ on the right side. The abdominal tumour and

jiiterus moved eH iHcrsse.

The cystic swelling gra<lually lessened in size, and in hve

Imonths had totally disappeared, "the only evidence of pre-existing

REPORTS
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HOSPITALS AND ASYLUiyLS OF
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A CASK OF TBEPHIN-INO FOE CORTICAL BEAIN LESION, GIVINO,

BISE TO EPILEPTIFOBM SEIZUBES AND PARALYSIS,

AFFECIINft MAINLY LEFT FACE AND
LEFT UPPEE EXTEEIUTY.'

(Under the care of Aethcb Eannie, M.B.)

That cerebral surgery is still in its infancy, few who have

watched its development of late years will be disposed to deny.

As yet but a small number of operations have been placed on

record as performed for the express purpose of reUeving condi-

tions diagnosed as due to localised disease of the brain or its

membranes. It is chiefly, therefore, with the view of adding_ to

the statistics of the subject, that I desire to record the following

case which, however, like all other cases of cerebral disease, ha^

some features peculiarly its o^^^l. „„k„„
The patient was a black woman, aged .3.), a native of the colony.

She was the subject of tertiaiy sji-hiUs. For about eighteen

months prior to her last admission, she had suffered much from

intense pain in the head, referred by her to the right frontal and

parietal regions. With tliis pain, which was irregularlj- intermit-

tent in character, were associated marked tenderness of the scalp

over the regions mentioned, and a discharge from the right ear,

both symptoms intermitting with the headache. The ear dis-

chargeVas usually thin and waterj-, but occasionally became

thick yellowish, and offensive, and was ascertained to be due to

catarrh of the external auditory meatus, there being no evidence

of disease of the middle ear or of the bony meatus.
_

She had also suffered much from buzzing and singing sounds m
the ears visual hallucinations, and gloomy dreams. Her whole

mental existence became affected, and about a year ago, while

being treated in the public hospital for the head pain, her mental

condition was characterised by marked exaltation Smce then

she had been twice under treatment here tor considerable period;,

of time her mental condition on those occasions being character-

ised by gloomy despondency and peevishness, due to the paintuUy

diltressmK head symptoms above mentioned. The treatment con-

sisted of^farae doses of the bromide and iodide of potassium, with

ferruginous Snd other tonics, and the application of iodine im-

ment to the seat of pain. She was last discharged from the hos-

pital about a month ago, at her own request, being considerablj

'^'^

She'^was readmitted at midnight on June 5th, 1887. She stated

that she had had a fit, causing her to lose consciousness
;
that »he

recovered from the seizure very quickly and walked to the hoi-

pUal at once. On admission, she seemed a ;ttle dazed and co.^

fused, but otherwise presented notlung worthy of "Ote^ A mixture

containing iodide and bromide of potassium was prescribed tor

her On the morning of June 7th, while at breakf>ist, she had an

epileptiform seizuref lasting two or three
^^^^^X^^J'^^^^;

pallied by complete loss of consciousness. _W'hile she was being

put to bed a second seizure occurred, which was ^yltnessed bj

mvself The left angle of the mouth became retracted and e e-

vat^Hl, and this was accompanied by conjugate deviation of he.

head and eyes to the left side; the left upper e.xtrejnit^ then

became adducted. the forearm flexed at right-angkvs with the

arm wrist bent forwards, and fingers flexed upon the palm; Ittt

low.'r limb stifily extended; the right upper limb was earned

above the head and loosely flexed; the nght. lower limb was

stitHy extended during the tonic stage of the seizure. Ili-l^tage

wis very short, and was succeeded by clonic spasms affecting

mainly t^ie left upper extremity and left facial muscles, the left

1 Kracl at

AsiOciatioD.
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\ea being but slightly affected, and the right limbs and right

facial muscles not at all. Of the left facial muscles, the orbicu-

laris oculi and the muscles which retract and elevate the angle

of the mouth were mainly affected. There was moderate and

equal dilatation of both pupils during the seizure. The clonic

spasms persisted for about a quarter of an hour, when they were

checked by the exhibition of ai grains of chloral hydrate. During

the clonic stage the patient largely recoyered consciousness, and

was able to apprehend to a great extent the meaning of what was

said to her, and to execute yoluntary moyements with her right

limbs. , _ , c A
After the effects of the chloral had passed off, there was found

to be marke<l paresis of the left side of the face and of the left

upper extremity, as also, though in a much less degree, of the

left lower limb. There was slight proptoais of the left eyeball,

with slight drooping of the upper eyelid. There was a decided

droop to the left side during progression.
.

On June 8th Dr. Williams, Acting Surgeon-General, saw her in

consultation with myself, and it was decided to operate -mth the

yiew of remo^-ing a"lesion—probably a syphilitic growth in the

membranes—inyoh-ing the arm and face centres in the right

cerebral hemisphere.

The operation was performed by Dr. Williams on June 9th, tne

patient haying had in the meantime four slight seizures. Her

temperature before the operation was 101°, and she complained

much of seyere head pain a little in front of the right parietal

eminence. The site selected for trephining corresponded to the

right ascending frontal conyolution. With an inch trephine an

opening was made in the skull, which was found to be much

thicker than normal and extremely dense. The dura mater be-

neath was thickened, and on cutting it a small quantity of pun-

form fluid ran out ; this was found to proceed from the centre of a

small degenerating gumma in the dura. As the disease appeared

to extend backwards, the trephine was applied again, and a half-

circle of bone remoyed from the posterior edge of the original

trephine opening. This was subsequently found to have been un-

necessary, as the disease was strictly localised, scarcely extending

more than a quarter of an inch beyond the edge of the original

trephine opening in any direction. The growth and some portion

of the thieJkened and diseased dura were removed. Beyond slif^ht

local inflammation of the inner membranes, gi^^ng rise to opacity

and thickening, the brain presented nothing abnormal at the site

of operation. A little brain tissue was removed during the opera-

tion. The wound in the scalp—a crucial incision—was carefully

sewn up, only a small opening being left for drainage. The wound

was then dressed with sublimated lint. Throughout the operation

the wound was irrigated with warm sublimate lotion (1 to 1,000).

The patient passed a good night after the operation, had one

slight fit, and .slept a little. The head pain was relieved, only a

Blight gnawing sensation being complained of at the site of

operation.

On the day after the operation another sligbt fit occurred, not

accompanied by abolition of consciousness. The left limbs were

convulsed in the extended position ; left facial muscles involved

as before. Paretic symptoms decidedly relieved.

June 11th. She had two slight seizures during the night, and

fell out of bed.
, . , , .

June 12th. No fits since the day before. She was bright and

cheerful, 8uffere<l no pain, ate well." There was still marked paresis

of the left arm and left facial muscles, more especially of the

former. ...
June 16th. Her temperature, which had been fluctuating between

m° and 101° for several days, suddenly rose to 10.3°. The wound

was dressed for the first time, and found to be nearly healed. A

little thick reddish fluid, free from smell, exuded from one of the

comers of the wound. It came from the trephine opening, and

appeared to consist of degenerated blood. By gentle pressure the

trephine opening was emptied of this fluid, and a comer of the

scalp wound opened up to allow of free drainage.

June 17th. Temperature this morning 99°. Great improvement

in paretic sj-raptoms.
, j, . , j

June 30th. The further progress of the case up to this date had

been eminently satisfactory. She now walked without the slightest

droop, and although motor power in the left upper extremity was

still considerably impaired, she was steadily improving in this re-

spect. Th<> left facial muscles were still lacking in tone to some

extent. There was no headache and no tenderness of scalp. No
further seizures had occurred. ITer facial expression was bright

and cheerful.

\

The wound was found to be quite healed at the third dressing,

and has given no trouble since then. There has been no tendency

to hernia cerebri since the operation.

Uemarks by Mb. Rannie.—So far as I am aware, this is the

second occasion on which the operation of trephining has been per-

formed in this colony for localised disease of the brain or its mem-
,

brane. In the early'part of last year Dr. Grieve, Surgeon-General,

operated upon a woman under my care for the relief of coma and

limited conTOlsiye seizures, supposed to be due to meningeal

htemorrhage, but which were afterwards found to have been

caused by meningitis. The patient was temporarily benefited by

the operation, but after a few days the convulsions recurred, and

she gradually sank. The temporary relief afforded by the opera-

tion was doubtless due to the lessening of intracranial tension.

The main diagnostic features of the case 1 have just related

were the existence of active syphilitic manifestations, the per^

sistent localised head pain and tenderness of scalp, the smiiar

thetic ear discharge, and the limited nature of the epileptiform

seizures and subsequent paralysis. Upon the latter mainly the

diagnosis of the situation of the disease was based, and the result

of the operation tends to confirm, if any confirmation be needed,
,

the doctrines of cerebral localisation^ ^
REPORTS 0F_ SOCIETIES.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Tuesday, May 15th, 1888.

Sir James Paget, Bart., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Morbid Groioths Cmnmiftee.—The report of the Morbid Growths

Committee on Dr. Grifiith's specimen of tumour in the neck wm
read by Mr. Shattock. The report stated that the whole of tht,

morbid growth was contained within the vascular system. Ths

occurrence of growths within veins wos rare, and the exclusivi

presence of the growth in the veins was, so far as was known

unique. The growth could not be termed an angeio-sarcoma, but

was a dendritic sarcoma arising from the vessel-walls.
_ |

Dupuytrens Fracture.—Mr. Jonathan Hutchinso.v, ]ttn.(

exhibited a specimen of Dupuytren's fracture, removed by ampu >

tation from a man aged 25. A heavyweight had fallen on tht

outer side of the foot, breaking both malleoli as well as the fibuli,

about three inches from the ankle. The lower fragment had beei

separated from the tibia, from which it had pulled off a piece o

bone corresponding to the attachment of the interosseous liga

ment. The astragalus occupied the gap thus formed, and the dis

tance between the malleoli was increased. Dupuytren s might b

regarded as an exaggerated form of Pott's fracture ; it was so ntr

that few specimens existed in the museums of the United King

dom, the best being Sir A. Coopers at St. Thomas s and Mi

Thomson's in Dublin. Dupuytren stated that it occurred in th

proportion of 1 in 200 cases of fracture of the hbula At th

London Hospital it occurred once (possibly twice) to 140 coses c

Pott's fracture and 210 cases of fracture of the fibula Forcibl

eversion of the foot, which caused the outer border of the astra

galus to act as a wedge, seemed to be the usual cause; and gem

rally the interosseous ligament tore off its attachment to tn

tibia. The upper fragment of the tibia was retainecl in positio

by the interosseous membrane, and the extent to which the astn,

galus rose upwards depended on the exact point at which th|

fibula was broken. i_/.-J
UistoloQv of Cancer and Normal Ttimes after Sterile Incuiatiai^^

—Further experiments on the infectivity of cancer, by Messr,

Shattock and Ballance, were described by the latter. Alter r

forring to their previous papers on the possibility of maintainin

portions of tumour incubated for prolonged periods in the sten

condition, the results of microscopic examination of such portio

of tissue were related. The cancer tissues were kept continuousi

at 100° F , and were found to present certain peculiar appearanci.

which were not observed in healthy tissues thus treated, /.eiss;

JAh immersion combined with ocular 1 or .3 was used for "le e..

amination, and logwood and fuchsin were found to be the mo

satisfactory stains for showing the nuclear changes As a Wc,
example, a specimen of mammary scirrhus after eight dajs sten.

incub^ti^n was described. The nuclei of the -P'the jo/d «

were very trranular; the nuclear matnx was either slightly staimi

or colourless. In some of the nuclei there was a distinct netwoi,

(nucleo-plasm). There were also large distmct g"°"l«s

nucleoli ; the nuclei had a delicate contmuous outline, even wn<
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le projections of the contained granules gave them a spinous

,rm In some cases the granules lay free in the ce 1-protoplasm,

It were still connected with the nucleus by thread-like processes,

he trranules, which varied in size, were round, oval, or comma-

laped The corpuscles of the fibrous tissue contained a deeply-

aiied nucleus, and around it the cell protoplasm formed a hazy

me containing granules, which were also found in the fibrous

ssue, thickly and uniformly distributed. These appearances were

lund in numerous carcinomata and in sarcomata. It could not

. positively stated that incubation was necessary for the produc-

on of this condition, as somewhat similar granules might some-

mes be seen in perfectly fresh sections of carcinomata ;
in some

ises the granuU-s in the epithelial cells appeared to have escaped,

)llecting in the fibrous tissue. The appearances presented by the

ements of normal tissue, either before or after incubation, were

itirelv distinct. The nuclei at first became granular, but weU-

eftned, and presented none of the budlike processes above

escribed as granules. After prolonged incubation the nuclei

i^ased to stain, and became indistinguishable from the ce

'rotoplasm. In the te.sticle only did a process occur at all

jmparable to that observed in cancers; the liberation ot

jcrmatozoa was normally accompanied by a disintegration ot

le nuclei of the epithelium of the nutritive layer; no

uddine from the nuclei, however, had been observed. Al-

lough no explanation could as yet be afforded of the import

t the peculiar appearances observed m cancer, it seemed pro-

able that they had an intimate bearing on the local and general

iifective processes. It was thought by no means improbable

aat these detached buds (granules) might by their dissemination

e one means of conveying infection to the lymphatic g ands, and,

ke the spermatozoa which escaped from the spermatoblastic cells

f the testicle, be the semen by which the growth was called

jrth in other parts of the body. In a previous communication

be authors had compared the process to that known as " reju-ie-

«8cence " in certain of the protozoa, and it might be that sucU

uclear particles were capable of subsequent development into

eUs- or the particles might enter the cells of the organs to which

hey 'were carried, and excite in them a tissue process similar to

hat existing in the primary tumour; if this were so they might

le called cancerozoa. Or the process might be viewed m relation

nth the symbiosis of fungi and alg» to produce lichen, bir

Ohn Simon, in a private letter, had said :
" Substitute for alga a

lit of normal human body, say a bit of lower lip ;
substitute for

unsus vour amoeba, or whatever else it may be ;
the cancer which

yeSne in the lip and spreads in its own type through the body is

he lichen of that analog)-." Gussenbauer (Z. f. Heil., B. u, ISSU)

Md stated that the secondary infection of lymphatic glands was

•ffected by small granules, presumably derived from the primary

.umour, which entered the cells of the glands, and incited them

multiply or to take on the characters of the primaiy- growth.

i-ln reply to Dr. Pbecy Kidd, Mr. Ballance said that in

iwme cases fuchsin, and in others logwood, stained the granules

't)68t

I
Sioughing of the Bladder.-Mt. Beuce Clabke showed speci-

mens^om a case of sloughing of the bladder which had occurred

in a man, aged 36, admitted with retention of urine of three days

duration. A small catgut was passed up a railroad catheter and

retained, three or four pints of urine draining away. Much blood

passed, and it was conjectured that the bladder contained blood-

clot. Though the urethra admitted a No. 10 English catheter hve

days after admission, the patient was unable to void unne spon-

taneously, and, in spite of antiseptic precautions, the urine became

foul anil ammoniacal. A month after admission, perineal

'cystotomy was performed, but was followed by only temporary

improvement ; suppuration continued, and he died two months

after admission. Examination after death showed that the Cfecum

was adherent to the upper surface of the bladder, which was gan-

grenous in its upper part; there was a collection of pus between

the bladder and the rectum, but shut off by adhesions from the

Igeneral peritoneal cavity. The prostate was natural. The urethra

had sloughed round the aperture of the wound. There was no

stricture; the kidneys were in a condition of tubal nephritis.

Sloughing of the mucous membrane, or even, as in this case, ot

iall the coats of the bladder, was not very uncommon in connection

1
with central nervous disease, and in pregnant women sloughing

took place from pressure, or in consequence of an acute attack ot

I retention of urine, but he had been unable to find any case which

!
was the direct counterpart of the case described.

I
Sarcoma ofthe Urinary Bladder.—}>lr. Vincbnt Jackson showed

a bladder with a sarcomatous tumour occupying its interior. The

specimen was removed from a gentleman -ged 76 who died two

years and a half after the commencement of the first symptom,

which was h^ematuria, at first slight and afterwards profuse.

The tumour occupied the base of the bladder, covering thetng<me

and extending forwards to the prostate, the posterior wall of the

bladder being unaffected. The growth was single, and although

not distinctly pedunculated, yet the attached portion was cu-cum-

ferentially smaller than the free portion. The microscopic ex-

am n^ion (made by Dr. Heneage Gibbes) showed that the tumo,^

was made up of rounded cells varjing m size in different part^.

and a fibrous stroma. Throughout it ran a large number of ves-

sels in direct contact with the cells. In some parts the cells were

;mall and densely packed, and the stroma could only be made out

^th difficulty ; In other parts the cells were large, and the stroma

Tu^ounded eaVh cell ; other parts were intermediate betw^n these

?^ conditions. The structure of the tumour varied in d^/ereiit

pirts ; that portion containing large round cells suirounded by

stroma resembled what had been described as alveolar sarcoma.

In oUier parts it resembled a round-celled sarcoma of he ordinary

^e but^differed in being much more vascular than they usual ly

v^re. In the most delicate parts the stroma somewhat resembled

that found in myxomata.
n,. Tr-nv-wu showed

Necrosis of the Pyramids of the Kidyiey-^r iTm^^n showea

the left kidney of an obese female, aged 60, who died with gan-

orene of the nght foot and leg; she had also glycosuna. The

Su« with a great part of the pyramids of the kidney, were

neSottc and partially detached from the living tissues, which

apoeared unchanged up to the line of separation. The organ

anSeared otherwise healthy. There was no pyelitis. The otTier

Sdney and the bladder were normal. There was fatty infiltrationof

the heart and atheroma of the aorta, but no valvular lesion Two

specimens of simUar lesions of the kidney previously exhibited to

heS^ietywere referred to. The simultaneous necrosis of all

the pyramids was attributed to thrombotic obstruction of the

arterioYes due to defect of the general nutrition and to some dis-

?urban«of the local nutritive function. The^ separation of the

sequestra instead of their absorption, as in the case of corneal

newoses, was attributed to the contact of the necrosed tissue with

%:^t:j"l^m°l'Fracture of the .SA-i,//.-Mr. Tabgett ex-

hiMted a portion of a skull showing an isolated fracture of the

ba=e of the skull, produced by slight violence applie.1 to the

mastoid recrion; the patient, a boy, died of suppurative meimi-

Stis° tliere wa^ an old history of otorrhea. The fracture ran

tlirnucrh the left petrous bone. ^, , _ o^.,™

MaUananUirowths of Pleura and Bronchial Glands.-Dr. Prrr

showed specimens from three cases of int^-th°"<=''=
^'J-^'.g^X

DTowths The first specimen was from a woman, aged 61, who

fad been ill for one year, with sj-mptoms of chronic chest disease

and physical signs of fluid in the left pleura. A small quantit)

of blood-sta-ned'-fluidwas drawn off She bad attacks of hemi-

plecda first of one side and then of the other, and ^'/d. The

necfopsy revealed a white cuirass-like growth, involving the whole

par et^a?pTeura on the left side, and the P'^^^l
,f^'^J'/^'i;"" w

hW-stained fluid. The lung was capped at the apex b> new

^owth and collapsed throughout, b»t unadherent belx,w^ he

Lnchial. aortic, pelvic, and «g"'"fl
g'""^^'* X' Jwfhr' The

also exhibited two specimens of primarj- cancer of the broncniai
a so e.xiiiui <r F ,^ [^f (hat few would agree with Ur.

.\,^,r,^rilvfrom the pleura.—Mr. GOPLEE endorsed Mr.bhaitocKsoi^
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IB accepting the explanation he had put forward ; but the distri-

bution clfarly pointed to the frrowth being primarily pleural.

Charcot's IHfease.— Dr. I'itt also described the microscopic
appearances of the spinal cord from the case of Charcot's joint

ciisease described to the Society by Dr. Collier earlier in the ses-

sion. The membranes nere thickened posteriorly, the cord was
shortened and distorted. There was extreme sclerosis of the e.\-

t<?rior part of the postejior column, and degeneration of GoU's
columns. But the most remarkable feature was wasting and de-

generation of Clarke's columns on the right side ; in places the
posterior nerve-roots were degenerated. — Dr. Obmeeod asked
whether the ascending cerebellar tract were degenerated.—Dr.

I'ITT replied in the negative.

Card Specimens.—Mr. Colemak : Polypus of Umbilicus.—Jlr. S.

Paget: U) Unusual Fracture of Head of Humerus; (2) Adenoma
of Tongue.—Dr. Collide: Fracture of Longer Pastern Bone of

Horse.—Dr. Orslerod: Cancer of Gall-Duct.—Mr. V. Jackson :

Stone from Vesical Diverticulum removed by Suprapubic Litho-
tomy.—Mr. Feswick Uor Dr. Hahris): Bilharziac Carcinoma of

Bladder.—Mr. Stonham : (1 1 Tubercle of Prostate and Vesicul»
Seminales ; (2) Cancej of Prostate, Prostatectomy ; (3) Melanotic
Cancer of Bone: (4) Two specimens of Cancer of (Esophagus ne-
cessitating Tracheotomy ; (5) llaematocele from difficult Breech
Delivery; (6) Cyst of Peritoneum.—Mr. Battle: (1) Duct ttocer
of Breast: (2i Very Early Malignant Disease of Testis; (3) Sar-
coma of Lower Jaw associated with Necrosis.—Dr. B. O'Connor :

Hydatids of Liver and Spleen.—Mr. Lunn"; (!) Tabetic Foot ; (2)

C^varia, Clavicle, and Lower Jaw from a case of Osteitis De-
formans; (3) Multiple Epiphysitis.—Dr. Hebb : (1) Cancer of Thy-
roid Isthmus: {'2) Tuberculosis of Breast.— Dr. Penrose:
.\neury8m of the Heart.—Mr. Sha.ttock: (1) Two Mammiferous
Dermoid Cysts of the Ovary ; {2) Secondary Duct Cancer of Breast
in Ribs.

CLINICJO. SOCIETY OF LO>T)ON.
Fritat, Mat IIth, 1888.

"W. H. Broadbent, M.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair.

A Case of Rupture of the Urinary Bladder, in xchich the lient
teas Sutured.—Mr. Symonds read notes of the case. The patient
was a child, aged 7, who was thrown from Blackfriars Bridge,
falling into a passing barge on to her abdomen. She was admitted
in a state of extreme collapse, and for some time it was feared she
wotild die. The abdomen was full and tender, chiefly over the
hypogastric region, where was a prominence exactly resembling
a moderately distended bladder. Xo urine having been passed for
about six hours, a No. 1 catheter was inserted. At f&st a few
drops of clear urine were withdrawn, and then a drain of dark
blood. Under chloroform a catheter was again introduced, and a
small quantity of dark fluid removed. An attempt was made to
pass the catheter through a possible rent in the viscus without
success. The abdomen was at once opened, for though the
catheter passed easily into the bladder, no reduction was effected
in the dull prominence in the hj'pogastric region. A large ([uan-
tity of dark fluid (having a faint urinous odour) immediately
escaped. The rent was not at once found, but on passing a steel

sound into the bladder it protruded just below the apex. There
an irregular rent, an inch and a quarter long, was found, involving
partly tlie peritoneal, but chiefly the extra-peritoneal surface. It

was Y-shaped. The fold of peritoneum passing from the bladder
to the abdominal wall was much lacerated, and the edges of the
bladder were much torn. About twenty Lemberfs sutures were
inserted, the peritoneum was washed out with weak carbolic acid
lotion and perchloride of mercury solution, and the abdominal
wound closed. A catheter was tied into the bladder. For a time
the ehild did well. Then the catheter irritated her, and was re-
moved. She never fully recovered from her collapse, passing from
it into a restless, non-feverish condition. Fearing an accumula-
tion of urine and inflammatory products, the abdomen was re-
opened on the sixth day, but nothing was found. Next day urine
escaped throufjh the wound, and the child died on the eighth day.
At the inspection a collection of pus was found on the left side of
the bladder, extending into the left ilio-lumbar region. The peri-
toneal part of the wound was soundly healed, but the non-peri-
toneal part was gaping widely, the sutures having torn through.
The unne had escaped, and had set up the suppuration. There
was no general peritonitis. There was separation of the right
sacro-iliac synchondrosis. In reviewing the case, Mr. Symonds
said that he considered the best plan would have been "to have

,' } WC.0 peritoneal part of the rupture and the rent in the ant<

'^)°*®" "'"'- 'yivtTament, and to have left the rest of the wound opu,
"9''/^'*'^ "Vereeige-tube into the bladder. The edges of thereat
with a dram. 3.^. , ij^iiigp^, and, though turned in, the muscle did '•

were ragged anu ^n d ic be expected to do so. The case, he pointed <"

not unite, nor ^0111.,^^^^;^^ ^^ ,1^^ necessity of leaving the extra- |^

out, was a good illusf-." ^^ j.^^^ ^ Q„g- poi^t in the diagnosia I

peritoneal portion of th^^ uir.nce representing the bladder was due "

was important, the promini-Teg, ^^^3 passed upwards to any extent.
''-

to the lurine, the fluid not haVer<-med a boundary, the pelvic cavi"
.\bove It the small intestine foi patjg Phesihe.n-t called attention

" Fellows on the

raised by Mr. '

subject.—Sir "^\m. MacCormac s-eniLn the two cases he had him-

f

Symonds was one of importance. l,f t^,„ue to be able to suture in I-

self operated upon he had the good ioriitij,j^^^ j^,, thought that in
''

both the intra- and extra-peritoneal rup.ieruund would be the belt
most cases the closure of the entire wy navyourable in these cas

.vuo^e lu mo smau iutc!.i,uic iw p^j^g PhESIHE-NT call
being quite empty of howeh—JKiciy ,t the opinion of
the points at issue, and asked fCnraraid the point
subject.—Sir "^\m. MacCormac s.„ni,- fh,. twn r./is

treatment. The conditions were so far ft on iot were healthy, an
of injurj' that the bladder-walls and urint^s n the recorded en-
therefore, disposed to heal.—Mr. Bexxeti saKrifirion account of ti,.

was an extremely unfavourable one, not only » . ^^^ extensive
extreme shock, but on account of the irregulat==-j,£ .(vounds'diJ
laceration of the bladder. Extra-peritoneal parts ,^j^ provision
not heal so readily as those within the peritoneum, ip V^astrous con-
ought always to be made, by drainage, to avert the di^-o^-^y^^

.^jth
sequences of the giving way of the extra-peritoneal Wi.^„ 'MACsaid
extravasationof urine and suppuration.—SirWii.MAC Coi^ *

Qjerted.
he had taken it for granted that a drainage-tube was i s.—Mr
It was a necessary part of the operation in such case'!!haijjjage-

SY3I0NPS, in reply, said that the non-insertion of the drai Gr,eared
tube was a matter "of great regret to him, but the wound apinec^eed
to him so securely closed that it seemed unnecessary. He a^ oi-e<

that it was a most desirable thing to do, especially in such a ip. -,

where the lacerated and bruised e'dges were not unlikely to " gi-ftlus^c^

He did not, however, consider a drainage-tube necessary in ca^ow
of infra-peritoneal rupture. y, bi^.

Actite Parenchymatous Tonsillitis, or Quinsy, treated by Cocaiii^
^—Dr. de Havti-land Hall read notes of three cases. Case i.—

.

labourer, aged 28, was admitted into the Westminster Hospital o;

September 28th, 1887, suffering from quinsy. He had had tW'

similar attacks in the last five years. On ad"mission, he had been

ill four days. The right tonsil "and adjacent soft parts were enor-

mously sw'ollen, and he was unable to swallow without the greatest

difliculty and pain. On the .30th there was complete inability to

swallow, but. after painting a twenty per cent, solution of cocaine

freely over the whole of the fauces, the patient was able to swallow

some bread and milk. The same night the left tonsil became
affected, and the cocaine solution was applied again next day with

an equally good effect, and the day following he was able to swal-

low bread and butter. No suppuration occurred. The patient left

the hospital quite well after being in one week instead of four and

three weeks respectively, as on the two former occasions. Case

ri.—A publican, aged 2o, was seen in consultation with Mr.

'VVright at Xennington on October 26th, 1887. When seen, the

patient's complexion was dusky ; he was suffering from some
dyspnoea and great dysphagia. Both tonsils and the soft palate

were greatly swollen, and were covered with a viscid secretion,

but there was no false membrane. Pulse 120, feeble. Urine,

specific gravity 10.30, loaded with albumen. The patient's condi-

tion was a most anxious one. The throat was swabbed out with

a twenty per cent, solution of cocaine, and the application was
repeated in ten minutes. Five minutes later, the patient was
breathing more easily, and was able to swallow half a pint of egg,

milk, and jbrandy. During the next two days, applications of

cocaine were made night and morning, and one on the third day.

The patient gradually improved, no suppuration occurred, and a

week later the urine was free from albumen, and he was well.

Case III.—.\ porter, aged 39, attended at the Throat Department of

the Westminster Hospital on November 16th, 1887, complaining of

sore throat and inability to swallow for thirty-six hours. He wa«
previously quite well." The left tonsil and" adjacent parts were

swollen, and there was a yellow patch on' the tonsil. Pulse 88,

fair volume. Temperature 102.2°. The urine contained a trace

of albumen. A twenty per cent, solution of cocaine was applied,

and the patient was soon able to swallow half a pint of bread and

milk. Four days later the patient had no difficulty in swallowing

and was practically well. In all three cases, as soon as the patient.*

could swallow easily, tincture of the perchloride of iron, with or

without quinine, was ordered. Dr. de Havilland Hall pointed out
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at cocaine had a twofoUl action in tiese cases; it '""'^'^^^^^^^

naibilitv of the parts to which it was applied, and at the same

S^lessened the blood-supply, hence deg ut.t.on was mucl faci-

^ed. He also thought that it checked suppuration. He ad-

^he throat to be sprayed out with a solution of bicarbonate

^ u^ ten erains to the ounce, before the cocaine was applied

;

X^'ean" &s cocaine wa. needed, as it appeared that cocaine

ted more efficaciously in the presence of
'^^^^'^l:--^^^^^

marks bv ilr. Stokeb and Dr. Amx. Mohison, Dr. S^emon

iThe had seen cases in which cocaine had been too freely

^ Patients obt^ned cocaine pastilles from, the chemist

d 'used them indiscriminately. A lady suffering from hay

'thi^ with couah, corvza, etfc, being ordered a 10 per cent

lutioi wocured one of "20 per cent., which she used occasionally

rtwo 'vews to the nostril One night, after so using it, she

^<*e f/om slf^p feelfng very ill, and with her hearts action very

tS« She^ecovered aft'er a time, and had since ben had a

^Some fear of cocaine. Another P^tie^ta gentleman, had

.vere poisonous symptoms from the use of only the sixth part

a^ain. In fact he (the speaker) was of oP"?'"". t^/'^/"""^

atients could not use it. On the other hand he had seen a

Stient sXring from tonsillitis, who had had aphagia for twenty-

?ui ?r ttoty-s^ hours, become able to swallow with some com-

rt o^yTen linutes after an application of cocaine to the fauces^

-Dr Haix in reply, mentioned that last week he had used a

O^r^t solutVn of cocaine to the nostril of a young and

trc^g man who was very strongly affected by it, tecame taint,

^hi?to ie down for Nearly an hour before the effects passed

ff althoush ether and other stimulants were given. He always

.TOliedthf solution now with a brush, all the cases in ^hich un-

S^ard s^mptoms had showed themselves having been ^'hen he

STd theTpray. He observed that pen-tonsillar mflammation

^med to ^ke^place in some cases when P«'=ti<^ally, '^^ t°"^;",^

iMue wa« left He thought that cocaine was only of use in

S?^nc"ymatous fonsiUitS; the same good result, had not

'"c:^tMl m^elT^ZlT^f'^^'e rocal Cord., tke Result of

1^efa%n^gULjReLryll>r:^^c^ Kn-D --^ notes of th.s

ise The patient, a pale, thin woman, aged 3,, the subject ot

S^nicbronchftis complained of shortness of breath and loss of

SwhicThad developed a few days Prf^"^!?-;
0°

^^f„"^"L";

Sn there was inspiratory dyspnoea, with complete aphonia, and

^sh lar^-ngeal breatliin^ ^^s audible over the upper part of

j^hlunS The mucous membrane of the larynx was deeply

»Mested and there was much swelling of the ary-epiglottic

Wl! ven ri^vJar band, and to a less extent of the int«--arytenoid

old In the last situation there was a smaU yellowish mass

Which eou d not be detached by coughing. The vocal cords occu-

Oifid the cadaveric position, and remained motionless during

tatLn and phonation. The patient was ordered cold appli-

cations to the throat, ice to suck, and complete rest. Four days

Uter she was much better; the dyspncea had diminished there

was less laryngeal swelling, and the inter-ai^tenoid /old pre-

Isented a no4al appearance. There was no trace of the sm 1

jSlow mass, probably a piece of inspissated mucus. Tbe vocalK had to a great extent recovered their power. On phonation

Sfnomal clof^e of the glottis ^Tf v'^^'r^^ThTt^e
l|«till very deficient, though not absolutely lost From that time

'shTraDidly recovered, and in three weeks the larynx was per-

f«tW healthy! and tie vocal cords had recovered their functions

llbewant of mobility of the cords was attributed to paralysis of

their muscVes from ikammatorj- infiltration of the intra-muscular

nerve filaments and muscular fibres Reasons were g^Y^n for the

beUef that mechanical fixation from abscess, pe^chof-^^ti^^

; swelling of the inter-arytenoid fold. etc.. ^«^ ?ff<'.q"f!
*°

explain the succession of eveJits.-Dr. Semon f'^'ie had come

to the meeting feeling somewhat sceptical as to .the possibilitj

of the existence of a bilateral rheumatic paralysis of the %ocal

records. Such cases, if followed to their termination eene-

lally ended in the discovery of a central cause ^O'! 'he paralysis

Heligreed that there were no a prion '^asons why cold should

notlffect the recurrent laryngeal ner^e as it did the fac ai

though, being better protected, t^e former was less liable to such

flulnce. He said that the order of retrogression certainly sup-

;.rted the diagnosis of rheumatic paralysis, but it was the hr>t

case on record of bilateral paralysis from that c«ise. The reason-

ing which Dr. Kidd had brought forward to prove that the case

was not an affection of the laryngeal jomts was to him (m^

Bemon) quite conclusive.—Dr. Pebcy Kidd, in reply, said he was

I

extremely gratified to find that Dr. Semon had no more senoue

ar^enUoall^e against hucomen^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^

'^IZ fhthtL-^V, ^Sr^'^describi this case. The patieni,

'iTd 33 wai a gentleman who had served with the army m Ind^«
aged M, was »g^°''"'^_ ^j^gg „ears before coming under Mr.

,„i„r IriuiBle ot tb, neck »«,!.. '"S^.^^ei'^lS

sucked into the lungs o^g^^ting t^e phthis^^ i^r.

^

blood into the lung.

HARVEIAX SOCIETY OF LONTJOX.

Thttrsday. May Srp, 1888.

K S. Matr, il.D., in the Chair.

T.eatinent of Spinal Abscess.-^ii. Watso.v Cheyse read a

paper onThis subject. He said that in these abscesses we had

?o CnsMer the contents, the wall, and the lesion of the bone

romwUch they started, although the ^^f ^^°^J^^f^J^l
ilwavs be made out. There were tliree chief types of tuber-

fuCdi'LfeVthe spine: (^\ ^^^^^^^^^f^^^^Z
rontainine soft, cheesy material; (,2i formation ?f t"^ercu^

"equX^which eithei lay free in a cavity lined with tnber«lai

^^rila^ons. or -re not^mp^ete.y^epa^ate^^^^^^^^

ZportTorS abs sreraccSanied it than in the case of the
proporuou >-i

osseous lesion approached the surface, it

inv'oWJ the ^nosteLT a^d ligament!s%nd led to the forma-

\ „lr^ fiL nodule which, on microscopical examination, was

Tn t con^t of ^anulation tissue, in which the in9aminat<^

cXs were few in amount, but which contamed.numlMirs of tnb^

cles This Module constantly extende.1 ^X. ,"^t> tration of tUe

neighbouring tLssue with similar growth, whde at the sa^o U«c
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C toJer?",o:eaTi::i''b;rh:
^""•7""'' f'- -nt-ts were not

lated into^^nTwZ^^::'A^mt'!^}'fl ""'^ PP^ions of it inocu-

[May lil, 188a

lated intoVuinea^l^s set ,,rfJ ;k
'7' -"'^ Pp^ions of it inocu-

ftbsco^se.,. as shown araon/on, ,i H ' Production of chronic

the cases referred ?ohavinJT
"""^

'^^f°'S« °^ t''*'^^ abscesses.

Lifter and pTrUybjthrautl?or%„^^^ '7?^^'' *'5' ^^^ ^''^^'P''

of which 73.2 per cent healed „^'h
^^.'^.^ °^ '^^ cases were given,

were cases chipfl," r,f^' "^"^'f"'
""" 1--^ per cent. died. These

rmrandtr'ial' ^1,7case,''t'e^'
''^ ^'^'^ '^'^^o lumbar

theageaofooand^: 22 per cent of th'?°f
numerous between

periods varj-ins. from eighteen dav; to th'.l '''t'
""^^^'^ ^^

majority of these casefhad a^a^ hea ed a^Tfi
''"' ^\^«'''

mained well. As to the ca„sp^ r>f h I.
?^ ^^? patients re-

phthisis, 1 of exhaustion 1 ?f^^ •

'^'"'"'' ^ patients died of
fas which attrckTa'sValMnT&m^^rfn'tr ' f ^^t^^antiseptic precautions and wM^l i^ ° ^^"^ "^^"^ without
<lre.s,Mngs. The "S' case ^if -^'^

°r' ^P'"''^'! ^'"^er the
which ^died of an ace dental 'aftar'"?' "^ ^^^^ "^ ^"^«
caae, in which septic Tnfection of hp\.°^

erj-s.pelas. The
discussed, and the causes offhf»„„

^°''°'^ occurred were
most of these accSsw'p''°M'^f°''lP°'°'^'^ <""' and as

cesses in future wouid'TIkr''^''^'? t^^e Pjopo^ion of suc-
of time taken in heaHnrwls f/ ^w"""- .^^*^ '^^""g^ length
or two cases lasted con^sideSionle '°In

"""^ ""°"''^' "^"^ °"«
bercular disease existed elsewhU 3' « nns"""'

-nstances tu-
which a number of abscessesTrTpf.X'J •

'^^^'^ ^"^^ narrated in

bones and which ult^Xiy'ot ;^,,'° CT'°" ^''i
^""°^«

under aseptic treatment was\lfen descrilL and t^hf' "/ " .'T'tween this course and thnt mL^ S u '
,

'"e contrast be-

weptic was pointed out nth/. ''r^
'^'"^'? ">« ^ound became

the first Slice fol& an «s?.fv°^
" P""*""' ^^'''^ ^"und in

some time later had r™neeof^f/°r'' and healed, but who
the patient was adm[tte4 to hosji af 'as'^o

^1'"=" ^T' K°''thase abscesses should be onen^d »>,« V„ ,
" <l"<^''t'on when

they ought to be treate?J?sTnn' „
<'°"cUision come to was that

absorption were very sTiit Zd if
^-.P^''^'"' ^?' ^^'^ ^'"'"ces of

ftbsceLwall grew and the awis tf
""P'?"" '^'" "°' "ccur the

been pointed out that in^,^nf ^''•?'"*' ','""^«''- ^^ ^^<^ "''"endy

themetirodsof iodofo™ Si?„7 '' '^""•''^
''f

^•'" 'o employ
the position of the ope™nrthe ^ns? "^'T^ *'"" '""^'-^'- '^^ to
it 88 far removed from sZcPs Z 'f

P".""".' Poi^t was to have
the case of psoas aC'^Ser in ^hT^'k^" ''^ P"'«"^'^

•
'"

neighbourhood of tlie anterior sunin 'A'
.'"-".bar region or in the

pharyngeal abscesses at fhT^^>^F^ spine, in the case of retro-

m«8to^muscle Tn mnortnnf "",*? Posterior part of the stemo-
with the abscess wal whTch w.^"'''""*

'^'^ ^^"^ ^^^ould be done
8ce3,s. In subc^trn "'„s „nH " n 'u^"^

«9sential part of the ab-
urgedthat they shou?d bed.sseTJ

'^^ronic abscesses the author
in thesespinal^aEse, th1 was r„rj'

"" '^l^J' ^"^ '^J'^''. ^^^
in« the wall thorouthlv w», h/"'''^ P°'*''''''' ^""^ even scrap-

portantstnicturesWhe\TcTnit.^^r"\2°,"'"°"°' °f 'he im-
absce-« wall should be remnlii^

>evertheless. as much of the
found great advMtaea in ^°!^!^'''

?«'»">'« and the author hadau^antage in touching the portion which remained

with undiluted carbolic acid. The removal of the Hi^o.=oi i

as advocated by Mr. Treves was seldom fea'ibe ort^tumb";.
lexte^it t'han I''L'^°''"°"'^° 1

^"P''^"'^'''' cariesVf consm"auie extent tnan a necrosis, and any attemut to «pp«n.. ,gouge away the diseased part was impract caWe. In the^n .
1this was more feasible, and the possibility of doinL lin this way must be borne in miud. With regard to the Lt'

c udin^"°„fl
" """'' ^*^ conducted strictly on tfe pr^^c pie of e^"

t r^ ^} >^icro-organisms
;
that is to say, it must be strietiv

^h/oTd
^'>?

T"^°'
^-"^^ inclined to think that for these abscSth^ old carbolic dressings were the best, though he often com-bined them with the alembroth dressings which had recentTvcome into use. The author objected strongly to imperfect antiseptic treatment in these cases, and more especiaHy to the at!tempts to remedy the mischief so arising by injecting irritatingantiseptic solutions. In conclusion, strfss was laM onThe facfhat the patient was also suffering from disease of the spine and

wis fT^' necessary in each case must be adopted? As a ^e^was bes to keep the patient in bed in the recLbent post^e
Tind hi^^?h ePP^-^'^f t° P^«^-«'it lateral movement, and to r^mind hirn that he must not sit up. As a rule the general healthimproved during the patient's stay in bed, and it waTnot U3^ vseen at the conclusion of the case that any advantage was gainedby letting them get about.-Mr. Lockwood said he conSd^he
Z7JdfalV%'^T' importance, and the abscess but an acd-aent added to it. Rest m the recumbent posture freouentlv led t^ankylosis and cure. He wished to know whether JirCheynehalexperience o cases in which rest had been maintained Ind theabscess left alone; also whether all these cases were tubercularbecause their contents produced tuberculosis in gui!i?a-pigs Thequestion was also raised as to the occasional ori|n of the^disewln the intervertebral discs. The length of tC taken by t^eabscess to heal was an indication of the progress of remir bi the

eSia Mr CH.'^^^'' ?™^^' '^^^'^''P''^ precauSs wer^essential.—Mr. Cheynb, in replpng, said that he had no personal

placed in bed in the recumbent posture, bnt he referred toLachamere's paper, in which a numW of crises of this occui^encewere mentioned
;
for reasons stated in the body of the pap "Theauthor thought this treatment was injudicioui. VfthTga^dtothe ™ws that the occurrence of tuberculosis in guinea-pfgs d dnot necessarily imply that the material introduced was tubercularhe pointed out that the experiments on which such^ condus on

Ckon?,t o
"'^ '"'° T'^Pj^'^'y disproved: and that we mu°"ook on the occurrence of tuberculosis in guinea-pigs after inocu-ation a., the result of the inoculation of tubercular^material Is

didnof dJn •th^"'''''f°,"'^ ^"P''
'" 'he intervertebral d,^,«, ^did not deny the possibility of this occurrence, but though itmuch more probable that the destruction of the discs was

o? t'^^ PV° ^^"^^^^f '"e bone. As to the point that the fen^t^of time taken in healing really implied the length of time for thebone lesion to get well, and that, therefore, the treatment of thebone lesion was more important than that of the abscess hepointed out that the delay in healing was in all probabilitymainly dependent on the length of timf required for the osseous

hrh"nn»f • """'i'^l"
'^''' .however important the treatment of

lected threhT'
'^

"J"
"S'^Pt'c treatment of the sinus were neg-

Asfn^h
''°?.''%°^ recoverj-of the bone were verj- much h4.

butth^t in'mT'"^'
^°''^' '^'?^'-^' ^''^'^ 'hat it was not essential

pl)^f,]f
^'i.ny 9'i^e^'

i.^T"'i.''"
"°«' convenient form of irrigation.

iauiful Affections of the Feet.-^ir. Symonds also read a paperOn Some Cases of Painful Feet. P '

WEST LONDON MEDICO-CHIfiniGICAL SOCIETY'.
FaiDAY, .May 4th, IfigS.

(a.«» ^Thp fT^-'- ^v-^--^^
President, in the Chair,

tosp^fn';;
following clinical cases were shown : Multiple Exo.s-toses m three members of the same family, by Mr Bbtce Clabkb-

Vft:\xl^'''''^
Growth in the Lower Jiw^f a ChUdrby tfr E.'

OperaHon^rp^ f*.'"-*'
'""'"•'''*"? one cause of failufe after

tev nrvv •" '"/""• '^ ?"•''' °f Complete Iridemia.by Mr.

cl^Z bvM/ ^!T^ Z^Tr "f 0^'^'i^es of the Coniunctiva and

byTr DuNN'^^'
Pathological specimens were also exhibited

me^1s75fh ^'''""''.."T'^J"'
f'=ArHMAN announced the arrange-

re'lstby'si'rTv^llrmas"'*" '^ ^'^'^ °" Friday evening.

New Memberi.-Uemn. A. C. A. Alexander, J. M. Barbour. 0.
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B. Nowell, and R. D. R.
Ueaton, A. S. MacCausland, S. H. Moore,

Sweeting were elected members.
Treatment of Piles by Injection—Mr. Swinford Edwakds read

a paper, in which he gave the results obtained by this method in

timty-eight cases which he had treated at St. Mark's Hospital for

Fistula and in private during the last two years. Of these cases,

ten were still under treatment ; two had been lost sight of ;
nine,

although still under observation, appeared to be perfectly well

;

and seventeen had been cured. Three had remained well for nearly

two years, and fourteen for periods varying between this and six

months. In one case only was there a relapse, and this after a

year's immunitj-. The foformula used was 'carbolic acid gr. xu,

glycerine and water na 5 i. The bowels having been well moved,

and the piles being extruded, three to five minims or more of the solu-

tion were injected by a hypodermic sjTinge into the centre of each

hemorrhoid. After all were thus treated, they were retume<l

well above the sphincter, and the patient allowed to go home,

being instructed to replace the piles at once should they prolapse.

The injection might be repeated, if necessary, at intervals of a

fortnight ; but, in the majority of cases, once appeared to suffice.

As an adjunct to this treatment, it was well to order a laxative

iron mixture, and an ointment of the subsulphate of iron, to be

passed well up the rectum before and after each stool. The ad-

Tantages of this method were that the patient was not laid up,

but could follow his usual occupation during the whole course of

treatment, suffered no pain, and ran no risk to life. Its only disad-

vantage was that at present one could not say how long the cure

would last ; for this, many more years' experience would be re-

quired.—Mr. Cbipps stated that his small experience of the method

(only twenty or twenty-one cases) did not point to any good re-

sults. Those cases which he had been able to follow had not at

all benefited. The introducer of the method had himself now—in

consequence of a succession of bad cases—modified his views as to

the advisability of the method in all cases.—Remarks were made
by the President, Mr. H. Allingham, Mr. Benham, Dr. Alder-

son, and Mr. Benton ; and Mr. Edwards replied.

Hernia of the Bladder.—Ht. Keetley read notes of a case in

which the bladder was found in the wall of a hernial sac in the

course of an operation for radical cure of hernia. The viscus was

punctured unintentionally, but the puncture having been carefully

closed, and care taken that no urine should be left in the peri-

toneal cavity, the patient recovered without a bad symptom, and

was exhibited. It was believed that similar accidents were not

uncommon ; and two unreported cases, of which Mr. Keetley had

received authentic accounts, were referred to. In each of these

two, a portion of the bladder was cut off, in one case with a fatal

resolt.

HUNTERIAN SOCIETY.
Wednesday, April 26th.

R. Clement Lucas, B.S., F.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Laryngeal Cancer.—Dr. Dundab Grant showed a case of in-

trinsic epithelioma of the larynx, which he had brought before the

Society last year (April, 1887). At present, respiration through

the larynx could not be carried on beyond a few moments, the

voice was nearly abolished, and there was commencing pain in

swallowing. One gland on the left side of the neck was much
enlarged and hardened. The spreading out of the thyroid carti-

lage was distinctly increased. Laryngoscopically the growth was
seen to have infiltrated the left ventricular band, and to have ex-

tended round the interior of the larynx, so as almost to occlude

it. There was no extension upwards into the pharj-nx. Tracheo-

tomy was performed on July 26th, 1886, when the disease was
progressing with obvious rapidity. The immediate improvement
in comfort, and the comparative well-being of the patient, added

to the retarded progress of the disease since the operation, gave

evidence of the unquestionable benefit effected by tracheotomy.

and confirmed the opinion of Fauvel, whose statistics showed an

average duration of four years in cases of epithelioma of the

larynx treated by tracheotomy, against one of one year and four

months in those left alone.

Naaal Trephine.—Dr. Di'ndas Grant then showed the nasal

trephine referred to in his paper on Tinnitus Aurium at the last

meeting. It was capable of ^emo^-ing cartilaginous or bony out-

growths, and de%'iating portions of the nasal septum almost

instantaneously, and with little or no pain.

Congenital Absence of Iri-i.^-^Ar. Geoeok Carpenter showed,

for the President, a case of congenital absence of either iris in &

child 3 years of age. The child had marked nystagmus. "The

fundus oeuli was perfectly healthy. Associated with this de-

formity there had been talipes equino-varus dating from birth.

for which he had been operated upon. His mother had intenml

strabismus on the left side, nystagmus, complete absence of the

iris tot'ether with posterior polar cataract, the fundus oculi being

norraaf Ilnr occupation was that of a shirt-maker, and she waa

able to do fine work. The brother and sister of the patient were

quite healthy, and there was no history of a similar deformity on

either the maternal or paternal side.

Tropho-neuron.i.—XiT. Stowers exhibited a rare case of tropho-

neurosis, characterised by chronic ulceration and atrophy of the

nails and nail matrices of the hands and feet, in the person of a

woman, aged 07, associated with "glossy skin." The disease com-

menced thirty-seven years pre^-ious!y, within a fortnight of her

second confinement, and was at first symmetrical. She had never

had acute gout, although several of the phalangeal joints of the

hands were swollen and had been tender. Her lather was stated

to have had gouty manifestations since his early youth.

Paralysis Agitans.—VT. A. T. Davies read notes of a case of

commencing paralysis agitans (Parkinson's disease). The disease

be^an in a characteristic manner in the hand, and gradually

spread upwards, invoh-ing the neck, and downwards to the right

le". The observation of Mr. Parkinson, who, in 1817, first de-

scribed the " shaking palsy," that the movements occurred in

parts not in action, and even when supported, was well illustrated

by the ease. M. Charcot attributed sudden shock or terror as one

of the chief causes of the disease, and this appeared to be the

agent in this ease. The patient was shown at the meeting.

Skin Affections connected with Rheumatism.—Dr. Stephen

Mackenzie read a paper on the skin affections connected with

rheumatism. After a passing notice of sudamina and miliaria, so

often seen in connection with rheumatic fever, but only indirecUy

connected with it through the profuse sweating charactenstic of

the disease, he then dealt with urticaria, showing that, whilst

not numerically frequent, there appeared to be some link connect-

in" it with rheumatism, and mentioned a recorded case in which

unilateral urticaria and chorea occurred as sequels to rheumatic

fever. A few cases of pemphigus have been observed in connec-

tion with rheumatism, as also rare cases of exfoliative dermatitis.

Coming to the group of erj-themata, firmer ground was approached.

Erythema circinatum was frequently noticed to concur wnth acute

rheumatism. He had seen erj-thema japulatum with rheumatic

symptoms, and in one case of this affection a murmur resulted, pre-

sumably due to endocarditis. AVith regard to eo'thema nodosum,

he had elsewhere brought forward strong evidence, he thought,

that it frequently coexisted with acute rheumatism, which it

might precede or" follow ; that it might give rise to endocarditis

when no joint-symptoms were present ; and, further, he thought

it probable that in some cases it might be the sole expression of

rheumatism. He fully dealt with purpura in connection with

rheumatism. He thought Schiinlein's original description of

peliosis rheumatica had been much misread, and that great confu-

sion existed on the subject. He therefore discarded the term. He

narrated some cases of purpura with acute rheumatism, occurring

during convalescence from acute rheumatism, and in persons who

had previously suffered from rheumatism, as well as cases of pur-

pura of great "similarity, but without unequivocal arthritis. Ihe

('eneral correspondence of the symptoms in the last group with

those of the undoubtedly rheumatic group, was. in his opinion,

sufficient to justify their being regarded as rheumatic—Dr. G. .^.

Pitt Mr. Fendick, and Dr. A. Garrod took part in the subse-

quent discussion, and Dr. Stephen Mackenzie repUed.

MANCHESTER MEDIC.VL SOCIETY.

Wednesday, May 2nd, 18.88.

J. Drkschfbld. M.D., F.R.C.P., President, in the Chji .

Complete Destruction of Tonffue.—Dr. Thomas Hakbis .showed,

for Dr. 11. Simpson, a boy aged"l4, in whom there had been com-

plete destruction of the tongue. The boy's friends state<l Miat,

eight years ago, ulceration began in the soft palate, and proo.-e-iy^l

to almost complete destruction of that part. The affection of tii3

tongue began two years ago with an ulceration in the centre ot lh«

organ, and that ulceration gradually spread towanis the peripb>'ry,

and destroyed the whole of the anterior part o," the tongue. KiiW?

months ago stiffness of the lower jaw appeared. At the present

time only a very small portion of the root ot the tongue existedi

the whole of the anterior part of the orgin having dis:'pp->are<J,
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leaving the floor of the mouth irregular anil studded with small
nodular elevations. The fnucial aperture was small and lozenge-
shaped, measuring about half an inch vertically and the same
transversely, and hounded on either side by thick bauds of fibrous

tissue. The boy said he could taste very well, but this was found
to be true only when he swallowed, since he did not taste either a
solution of quinine or of common salt, when these were brushed
over the anterior part of the floor of the mouth, until he performed
an act of deglutition. It was diflicult to obtain a perfect view of

the floor of the mouth, in consetjuencti of the boy being able to

separate the incisor teeth only half an inch. The boy showetl no
other evidence of a syphilitic taint ; but a brother, about twelve
months his junior, exhibits well marked signs of congenital
syphilis.

Intussusception of the Bmcel : Recovery.—Dr. Xksfibld showed
the specimen : it consisted of about ten inches of the ileum, the
csecum, and the valve. The case was that of a married lady, aged
34. On March 10th last, she over-reached herself, and was taken
suddenly ill with abdominal pains, a desire to go to the closet, and
vomiting. When visite<l, she was partially collapsed. A tumour
was found reaching across the lower part of the abdomen, inclin-

ing to the right side, but tender and dull on percussion. After an
enema on the third day, she passed a large quantity of blood, and
the tumour disappeared ; vomiting was frequent, and occasionally
stercoraceous. On the eighth day the bowels acted siwntaneously.
The pulse was slow and the temperature nearly normal. On
the seventeenth day the slough came away. Recovery has been
slow, but she is now able to move about. Treatment : morphine
hj'podermically and rectal feeding. Abdominal section was con-
sidered, but postponed, the symptoms being at no time sufficiently

urgent.
Vystoscopes.—Mr. Whitehead demonstrated different forms of

cystoscopes, and mentioned conditions where their use was in-

valuable.

Peripheral Keuritis.—Dr. Bdby read a paper on peripheral
neuritis in acute rheumatism, and on the relation of muscular
atrophy to affections of the joints.

SOUTH INDIAN 13Il.\JST'II (MADRAS).
Fkiday, Jancaby 1;Jth, 1887.

Surgeon-General G. Bidie, M.B., C.I.E., President, in the Chair.

Statistics: Cmnpound Fracture.—Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpk
presented an elaborate series of tables embodying the fullest obtain-
able particulars of all the cases of compound fractures or compound
dislocations of the limbs among natives treated in the Madras
General Hospital from 1808 to 1886 inclusive. The cases occurred
in the practice of ten or twelve different medical ofticers. There
were altogether 11.5 treated, with 29 deaths. Seven were Moham-
medan males, 102 Hindu males, ."i Hindu females, and 1 Syrian
male. The injuries were classed as follows:

Nature of Injnn-.
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January, 1886, fro'" ^''"'^^^."L*^ „rtubular epithelioma, with

iumour^-as foimd to be an example of ^ubuia P
^^_^^ ^^^^^^^^

'of^artTaT'ormerfitoret^rAt the surface there were a

Yates showed specimens and fe«'ons n-o ^^ ^^^ ^j^^^^

ball taken from a woman aged -*•
. .V'^^^„°." ic examination there

Months, but without pain ^ P^'^^^^S^^hTushing the retina in

was found on the inner side a large red grow V b
according to

front. The translucency of
t^fjy^^.^tg There was a history of

Lange's method,
^^^VlJlfro'^fancer of 'he breast. The growth

-rd:e^^te^u;iro|re^^^^^^^^^

rn^^cVnX7dtrn3: anV^-ml '^.l cells were forked and

branched at one end.

LEEDS AND WEST RimNG MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL

Fkidat, Mat 4th, 1888.

E. ATKINSON. M.E.C.S., President in-.the '^^^

Treatment of IHerine M,.>nata ^yM^f^\ .t^'^'t'lment
MAYO ROBSON read a rmper on his expemnce^^

gave details

of fibroid tumours of the uterus '^J/^f
"° f'eachiiil to the ribs

of several cases. In one '^s^ l«8f ^XJement nl little over

had been reduced to a simp e peMc enlargemen
^^ ^^

two months, during which
'"f^

a eiOTent vary g ^^^^^_
270mUliampere8 had ^^en app ed twel^^s ti^^^^^

^^ ^^^^^
rhagia, which on commencing the treatment q

[f ^j^^j,

naplins a fortnight, was reduced to
J

x napkins
^^^

.the patient left.. In ''"otherc^ase although the
^^^^^^

been just as efacientlytried-nin^teenop^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j ^^^
varving between 180 and 300 ™r'^i*™Perea, i v

Ste! each application-the tumour
^^f ^^^^f^^^^.T hi^mor-

several other cases ^-^Provement had been ettecte
^^^^

rhage controlled. I" "Jo
case had any mconven^enc^^^^

^^^^
throperation. In all c^^es Dr. Apostoh s directio

strictly carried out. Mr. Ro^^on thought that m ele«
j^^^^ ^^

had a powerful means of trea ng with succes. s

^^^ ^^
fibroid tumours of the uterus hut that too mucu

^^ ^^^^^

expected, for m some cases it ««em«d to tau to g ^^ ^^^
benefit. He thought that => l/^!,«^^^° J°'fthat the profession
been tried ought to be repored in detail, so that t P^.^^

^^^
.might be able to decide for itself on t^is importan q

so that an opinion might be formed as to what ca.es
^^^^

to be benefited by it. IIis own experience led mm
^

benefit was most likely to ensue m c^^.^^ accompamea y^
hemorrhage. Mr. Robson had ^0^"^^ benefit to accru^et

treatment%f endometritis '^^^ompamed b^ naenorrnag^
,^^^_

related a case in illustration
-^^^f^^l^LV^^^Sf to fourteen.

strual period had heen/educed from fittj naplmis t^^^^^^^^

He used a battery ot fifty 1-pmt LeclancM cells ana P.>_^^

double collector, a rheos at and «^
^a Se s galvano

.^

CAMERON pointed out that electric me surements were
^^ ^

•extent fallacious, as. according ^P-^^® .f' "^^ccordino as it was
definite current mi.ght act very difEerMtly,a«ora^^^^

directed through a
«»^lVr',?hliSierif.ultro tie operation.

.K«RD Knaggs reviewed the Published resiUts ot P
^^^^ ^^

.The great diflferences of opinion on "'e subject m
rerrorsof diagnosis or inexperience in the methoQs

stration. Rn i ithw aixe read a paper on this
- The Nature of Cancer.—DT.

1*»*'^^,J"' i^Hcs of the epithe-
subject. He reviewed the various characeristu^ ot

^^ ^^
P

„„^
• lium cell with regard to POftwn, shape, size ana "

.considered that the abnomal growth
X^^^^.f^eng subject to

pierced the basement membrane, and therefore oung
j

Tonditions allowing of greater nutntion and consequ«gr^^_

Growths, while they remained encapsuled, were um m ^

Mr. LittleWOOD thought the difficulties of the ^a^^^' ^ n

. met by the paper. Encapsulation was "O
*/*J^^'^.X Vt-RPY

, shown by the case of lymphosarcoma "«
"'''J''"'!',.. „g „n "in-

. referred to Professor Hamiltons deflmlion of cancer as an

• ^'c'^:^\rr'-CHUKTON showed two cases of Duchenne-s Paralysis,

' ''TXi^rh7^UZ%r. 13.K.^CK H.W.TSON: A large

Khinolith of 24 year^^ ?-^-%Tals^,^X^ai =ffi^^d
grams.—Mr. Lawfobu ^"7''

., TrrtvBu: Microscopic

of stethoscope, said to^^ve been
^^ J ^^ ^^^^^^ gmgical

jects in the museum of the Yorkshire College.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES,

Papers and Remarks by b. l" nv^s8±.l,

WrK:"Sters to local^ne^pers. ^re^^^^^^^^^

speeches, discourses at
f^. ^^^"^t'^f^"^f n a provincial town

ephemeral "tt^ances of which a puW
^^n/rting and pub-

delivers himself during a 'o^g We. are -wo
neltion. But

lishing in a separate volume
^«^f

"^^^^f^ ? ^ellto follow Mr.

certainly if such a collection must be made Jt
^^ ^^^^^^^

Hussey's e/ample, and atone lor g
^^^^^ exceed the

charming dress 'ri J^ich it is presemea^ s ^^^j^_ .^^ ^^

beauty of tJ?'^^^^, "^ftrreput^tln of the Oxford press,

in all respects worthy ot ttie repuia
^^.^ posthumous

Mr.Hussey has "Ot- we thiiA^, been care
p^^_ ^^^^^^

fame in preserving and
P'^'^l^^.^f^J'fnd indeed, unjust, than the

for instance, could be more illiheral, and, waee , j y^^^^.^ ^f

following attribution of °'°t^^f.^°*Ji%in' their demand to be

the Roif, ^^llt^^. °\.t;!:°tTon of Tembfrs of the Council of

admitted to vote in the election 01
m^™ for the power of

their own body? "The "^^^.-^^^ "'„^S seat sin the Coun-

voting are Fellows who are not like J to obta
^^^ ^.^^^ ^^

cilbythe vote of the «'sUng Fellows a^^^^

get admission, as they °ow have into the toimc ^..„^

Registration, that they "^ay P"t down ^as tne}
^^ j^^^

unlualified or irregi^ar practiUoner^, and ma
.^^^ ^^^^ ^,,,,,,ion.

^I^nlh^rHLT-^Vprote^^^^^^^^
'-^ '-" -"^^'^^^^'^ ^^°"^

every other calling." . „„ „„ tlie ventilation of hospital

Thl dictum our author gxve on thventila^^^
^ ^.. ^^^^

wards is scarcely up to
*'^^/."\°h aSr so good as that by doors,

not seen any an-angement for fresh air . ^
excellence of the

^dows, and fireplaces -while his i^rjt^^^
^^^^^ .^ ^

. ^thout
Oxford water supply /al^ ^er> tar^'^^

the phrase C the present

venturing to attach a 'letote meamn i F
^^^^ ^^^

defective%anitai7 conditions of the ^^V^^^^J^ have come t«

over, in varj-ing words, t U people at a
^^^^^^ ^^^^

believe in it, I cannot say 'l^at IA^l, lAuking that water sup-

the health of P?ople here suffers from d„^^^^^^^
^ ^^^_^

capable^of much defence.
, ^ ^^^^^e are in this

It would be unfair, however, not to o^^^
^^^^^ following on

little work one or two "f^* 7,\?^teres°Ing and will, perhaps, be

medical knights for instance, ^^dS my attendance as a pupil

new to many of our reader..
1^^^°|^.^/ „nd forty years ago, I

at St. Bartholomew's Hosp. al, some h^
j ^^^^ q^.^t.^n

remember that I once asked an oW P
^.^^^ ^.^^^^^

about Sir James Earle and '" g^fan
j ^^ ^^^^ ^^

were known in connection j^.tlththo^l
gnrgeonof the hospitals

had been the custom to knight * «'
;^"'°,^^„ethv-s turn to receive

in London -, that when it came to M-/ ^be™^;^^
^^e same, and the

the honour he declined it. Mr Nincen
ji,^ honour. The

minister ceased to recommend the surgeons i
^^^^^^^^^^ , s

number of medical pract.Uoners >" Posse^'^t"^"^
i,aronets and the

been declining for some year^-ij
;";ltar, from published list* of

knights of the different prfrs it appear t P
. ^^ ^^f j^j^,

knights bachelors, to which I l>a\«^ the opp
..^_^^ profession

that there ^-re thirtj^threc mem^^er 0^
th.^^

^^
among the number in. 1849, a^d se>^^^^\p„ji^ p„t of the number

time there are ten. which is l^f^^Vs Mite-^ubUee prognostics

of lawyers now onthe list. Mr. n"-= J
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that A long string of provincial modic.il knights would not bemsde have, as our readers will recollect, proved absolutely correctThe -honour of knighthood was offered to one or two of the lead-ing raeml>ers of our profession, who would have graced a peeracebut wa* otherwise reserved for local bufcIi.Ts, bakers, and quack
benofftctors, who were thought more worthy of the honour

It IS interesting to get a glimpse of a coroner's view of his officeand especially of its relation to the medical profession, but we can^arc*!.y say that the glimpse is likely to delay the reform of tlii°with Ilk. survivals of teudal offices, which the advance of the age
??.. ™P';y*'"''^'>:.''«Ti'"''!;. It is certainly the case that Mr'IIu33«y "magnifies his office," and one can scarcely prevent anamused recolfectiou of "nothing like leather" crossing one's mindas one reads his recommendation that every death from small-poxshould be referred to the coroner before the death is registeredThe action o the Shefflekl coroner in declining to vTew w th hisjury the body of a person who died from thfs diseLe Tcarcelvseems to indicate that the coroners of the countryS view sucha duty with much pleasure.
The suggestion that the coroner should be able to summon a

IT.m t'o mTe'i?rr ^°' '^ "1^°" °' for informatio:l,ro"ler
1 m to make, lineciisiry.t^ post-mortem examination, and to takethe evidence of the practitioner on oath before he decides onfurther action, i.s a good one if the medical practitioner be worthnvremunerated. But Mr. Ilussey's ideas on this point do not seem

t^e feel'-Vrr"'- '

"^'
.'"'^'n

"^^^"'^ '' "^^y""^ admitted tha^
i. ,> ,"^' '"§'' '° return for a professional man's time it

t'^trV^T'r'rrl ""^' '' ''' "'^'^'^'V '^'^ rnuch^s the kroner
,i,^r?

"'"^ T "'''' ,"'''" ""''^ °f ''» ""le, and that a medicalpractitioner is the only professional person to whom a payment ismade for the attendance before the coroner; al°o th^titTno
t atifn 0^1^;?°^^'

^^' '''""' ^^"^^ "« '^^>^cern,^\ in the admlds-tration of justice to remunerate too highly those who are reouiredto Rive evidence in cases of public inquiiy, especiaUy when of apreiimmary nature." The imputation apparent y conned in

Sone.'"''
°' '"' sentence is, to our' ^mind3,'a particularij

therehes'lo'.r^^f"°".'
"""'^ '^'" "°'' ^« tWnk, commendtUemseUes to the admiration or acceptance of our readers We

rules of h^^ffi.?
"" ''<"'^''>'"f§eon, who is forbidden by the

definition of M^in / ?'!?i
''"?"8'?S '" practice, conies within thelehnition of being at the time m actual practice.'" Nor do weheheye that it is the duty of hospital officials in the case where aman has been readmitted with an old fracture of the spne treatedm the hospita many months before, to send the coronKorma-

tion of the patients decease, or to do more than give a certificateto the regis rar, stating clearly the cause of dfath I protestshould certamly be raised against the decision of coroners a™ived

%uTt'^^\°V^A-^^\T^^^-^Y2' ^••-'C'' l'« asked their opi^TonThe patient died in the Kadcliffe Infirmary in May 1887 Cwe

^h«"LH r ^°
"l"? K'^^." *''e «^act month of the occurrence).

^i„» f'i»r"r
^?'"'"''' on without the consultation of all the sur-goonatotlie rnlirmary. She died, and the certificate gave "ex-

ciaion of uterine fibromata " as the cause of death. Mr Ilus^ev

hT./'"?T °^ n'^tf'^".*! n^ade by the surgeons in charge of

prr.n!l^'A" ^^^'^ '''"
i'."

°" °P'°'°°' P'-'^P*^'-) conclusion that
erroneous treatment, even If proved, was not a reason for holdin<r
i« inquest. His brother coroners whf^n consulted, however
arnvwl at the decision, in which Mr. Ilussey seems to have con-
curred, that the fact of giving a so-calle<l false certificate of the
cause of death was of itself a reason for holdinrr an inquest
aad that, if necessarj-, the body should be exhumed for the
ptirpose.

The rest of th.' book consists of reports of speeches and letters
conceriiuig the management of the Radcliffe Infirmary, and the
admus.sion of fever patients gratuitously into its wards'(a contro-
versy in which Mr. Hu.ssey seems to have bad the best of the
argument but the worst of the final decision), and miscellaneous
latt<;rs on other subjects, in one of which he supplies a country
..lergymiin with a list of .Inigs and directions for their admini-
stration with tlic result that at the end of eight years the
reven.nd gentl.-man stood liigli in the opinion of his parishioners
|w a (gratis; practitioner in medicine. Mr. Hussey does not
'„",.>"."" '" \ I'Slit his pupil was viewed by the more regularpractitioners in the healing art.

[May 19, 1888.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Shelleys Complete Press Director;/ for ISSS. (Shelley and firt
5 Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.)ill-;, noticing the present W«'
the rZd

""' '''"''' '*""? '« ""'-^ '""^^ to s-^y than fl a H^^eritthe good opinions we have already expr^sed of the Srvo umes, while it contains some additional features which ~t
nnl H b f^- '°,''.l

™^"^' " '^ -^ ^"^^ arranged porTablevS
hstsof he^o'ri"""

"' °°-'^ «'""i"g. giving ^ithcompletenessThehsts of the moming evening, weekly, and other newspapers with

raSSnVom?'^^*^^';^^'^^- °^ 3.7.0. p^uSjt

of tTo" 1° r°^'' ^'f^ P"g^'' P-^Wished^ for^ t^f low sSL
Usel7 I 'few T'' ):'

''^'''^"' "« «" advertisement^
i^ .in-^- i fu "°™ *,'',® ordinary press directories, inasmuch min addition to the usual lists of ne/spapers, ma-az nes monthlvquarterly, and annual publications published in^S Britain Tt
f'h'eh- "f "^'T''''' ""I

"^'^f"' dictionary of the world" p«M
rrpno/5

PuWicat.ons throughout the fou^ quarters of the globeare noted, with particulars of their circulation, together withiomeaccount of their character and politics. To the English prMsiagiven, in most cases, the advertising scale of chargef The ralJIof the work IS enhanced by a series of articles on latters coSjournalism, such as "Practical Hints on the Law relatiKLibels in Newspapers," by W.Blake Odgers, LL.D. • "TheWseMProvincial Journalism," by H. R. Fox Bourne; and others ^^a fair idea of the duties devolved upon th^ editor the feSwriter, the reporter, the interviewerf and the "special" T^
Fnrj.

>|,'""?,t^ated by si.xty-four portraits of leading edito«-!English, French, and American-ha%ing affixed, in many caW7facsimile of their autograph. •' '

Stud^tf^^Zi'-^
"" ^P^-^'i""' «/ S"!:.V^. for the Useof SeniorMudents, House .biirffcotis, and Junior Practitioners. Illustrated

llvd l^^'^^'^o'n'''
f.'R-^^'Edin- Sixth edition. (OW ^d

r/^^.l^-hr- ?F^''''^"i ^'"-l/'^'^y on the Cadaver. By J. J.

?>^WP^Af'^-*'-n*V,^ ^-^V^'^-
(.^>'e^ York: Appleton and Co

i^ds^r? ifm"'^'"' T"?' '""""^ "'-'^^'^'^'i *t^ «i--^th edition,

hrfn„=?,
^"le comment from us. On this occasion the authorbrings us up to the most modern processes and ideas Mav w»suggest, in a seventh edition, more woodcuts, and these, possiblymore worthy of the excellent letterpress? Dr. Garmans'^woA

fa.^t wifri^^« *? '" ^^^' """^ '^'' '"'"''" '^ave difficulty in finding
fault with It, so far as its scope is concerned, and it is certainly tvaluable and reliable textbook for the cadaver. What, however
1"\7 ^r^A^^ 'i ''J'.f

advantage of so many books on operatioas

^ill ^t^^ ^"^^K A" '^''" •''n^ember an old and isteemed
teacher, when we asked him to recommend us an Operative Sur-gei^, saying: "Oh, take Fergusson or Liston into the dead-houseand make what you can of them." Old-fashioned, perhaps ; but
all modem .Surgeries deal with the details of operation, Ind areequally available. The plethora of these works is simply astound-
ing, and seems to form a sort of basis, and we trust it does formany an aspirant to practice and fame. But is it not a little
overdone? Many of our aspirants are clever enough at the desk.
There is certainly room for an English work on the foreign Hues,
such as larabffiuf, Dubrueil, and Chauval. Why does not an
an " aspirant do it ?

« u>ji. ou

r.ueXd^t'i^'V ^I'^'^S
of Freemantle. Southampton, has be-f|ueathed £.),000 to the Royid .South Hants Infirmirv.

K ^ ,r"''?r'*u^''?"''''
^^ S"RfFiEi.n.-At the annual meeting,

held May l.-ith, of the Sheffiel.l N'urses' Home, an institution for
the provision of trained nurses, it appeared that owing to a di.'!-
pute which had occurred between the committee and the lady
supenntendent. Miss Cowan, the latter had given three months'
notice t;o resign her post, and the committee had since received a
letter signed by thirty-one out of thirty-eight nurses connected
wi.h the home, stating that unless Miss Cowan was asked tore-
main, and does remain, they will each tender their notices to
leave at the earliest possible period. A resolution was passed ap-
proving the action of the committee, and the Mayor, who presided,
said there was no need to close the home because of the resigna-
tion of Miss Cowan or the nurses. They roust consider Miss
Cowan as dead when her notice expired, and act accordingly
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REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF^NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, BUBQEKY. DIETETICS, AND THE

AUJED SCIENCES.

SOLUBLE SACXHARINE.

fs supplied to the consumer at 23. 6d. per bottle.

mon syringe in having an india-rubber

Bump 'in place of the usual piston-the

pump h&^g a guiding rod passing

through its centre, to ensure its working

evenly and smoothly. The following ad-

vantages are claimed for this instrument,

which Dr. Whyte has patented

;

" 1 There being no piston to contaminate

with' the solutions, they never comem con-

tact with the glass barrel. 2. It is worked

entirely with one hand. 3. As the volume

of fluid entering the injector exactly cor-

responds to the volume of air previously

expelled, it is impossible that air can get

into the tissues. 4. The injector may be

safely trusted with nurses. 5. It never

gets out of order."

The inventor says he has used one tor

over three years, and it has never once got

A„t nf order The case containing the injector is also fitted with

rlfn <Tla,s vessel and rod to make the solutions, and has space

lowing directions are given for Its use:
and second

withdrau-n. ...... „,„„ o^e in the glass vessel ; then fill

In using tl>e taMoIds, P'\<^f ''°^J^„ed_^and discharge it into

jector the glass vessel should be tilted slightly, andtneeje oi

*''5^:.^'^U!:^tr!;^^'^rrS^?:'^rorrestKoaa.Edin-

burgh. -

NEW UTERINE DILATOR.

Having experienced the want of a rapid uterine dilator either

forrxp^ort^Fonof the cavity for 'liagnosticpun^oses^ as mease

of hipmorrhnire etc . or to obtain more room for the apiJlication oi

t'uToV&^rwire, I have been led \o
^J^l^-J^.^^^X^^^

for the purposes enumerated which will, I think, contrast lavour

ably with those already in use. .•!„;„ ^o«i<Tii und
flegar-s and Tait's instruments, though simple in design ana

possessing the ^^^^^^j^::^^^^^^:^^:^^^^

rd^'^n resifftliVrdfrtS^rgTn
Uedt the normal

%^iie shape of my <l'l"t°r being conical like Taits.bu^^^^^

(in which It differs from his) makes it- 1 ^nd. e««^« "^^

'f ^.

tion by touch alone and combmesv^tlithi^^^^^^^^

-c'^r^u^i ^^^^x^^^%Si li-br^-
-

^th^^^^^^le^err^^^^^-^-
sellum. five drops of a 5 P"/^. „ftT^e^leS made to pen^
the tissue at either ^'de of the os^ the Meme g ^^ ^^^

trate for half an inch at least. J;^«°^H™"«°\\^ dilator, warmed
the absorption of ^he

cof^^'J'^' ^^^/"^'^her b^ (which
and oiled, is then slowly

f/°^^^„^^^|if,;fculum affording a good
I prefer) or by sight, '^^ duckbill specm b.^^

^.^

view. The dilator being made t° Pe^^^™ [^^J^^t^J^t is slowly
past the inner os, the screw at the ^^d ot ine in^ir

_

Lrned. as when using the -.^^^^

n?ces's:rrtrb''Sserb;\U^ r^^^^^
to the turning of

the screw.

When the dilator is expanded to the
^^^^^^f^^''^''^ the ""-l^w

t'sld'wfth advantage, but I strongly ob^ct to m-n a. it h,des

the source of bleeding, and by forming clots gi^es

'^Tcln'generally obtain the full amount of d-l^tation nece^'wy

Sage^rslsequent'exploration on another occa^^^^^^

duce one of my large-sized,
fP^^>'7„^f,,^7!.Vrca canal after

^Thf^'akersof both dilator --^^fS^f^.o^d-rrL'^'
Sons, whose name is a sufficient guarantee tor tro

,,ip. ^^^rAlfisUnrMiter^oUindaUospital.

HEALTH COCOA.
Mfssks H. Thorne and Co., Leeds.

. „f

THIS article repots pure --^V^^d^^rX^dlAK^^
part of the fat natural to cocoa beans. ^"^ prepared mt

^^^ ^^
fntroduced by U"U'^°'TKHt. that i, it remains in complete

:ii -o^'XrJr^'^lTtli^ l:.%. or milk-purity,

strength, and flavour. —-=====^

^^Jr^^Z ^hSul'^^^^<rion^ay 0th.

Hospital Sunday in Ajt.
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BKITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SCBSCBIPTIONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January
Ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not
belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-
tances to the General Secretarj-, 429, Strand, London. Post-
ofiSce orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-
trict Office, Uigh Holborn.

3ri)e l8ritisi) iHctJiwl JourmiL

SATURDAY, MAY 19th, 1888.

THE CHARTER OF THE COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

The ofticial announcement made by Sir W. Hart Dyke in the
House of Commons, and the report wliich we publish in another
column of the proceedings of the Council of the College of

Surgeons, will afford to the profession what is probably to the
bulk of our readers the sensation of a painful surprise. The
Privy Council, under the well-devised official formula of de-
clining to deal with contentious matter, have practically refused

ofthand the applications of the Fellows and Members for

amendments of the Charter. There are probably few pre-

oodeuta for dealing in this summary way with a petition of so
many thousands of the members of a College for the better

recognition of their rights in their own corporation. The
Pri\-y Council, or rather the one or two distinguished gentle-

men who act for it in these matters, received in this case a
petition of almost unexampled numbera and weight from the
educated members of a professional body, and a further formal
request from a delegated deputation that if their claims were
not admitted they might lie heard by ct>un3el in support of

them. Nevertheless, it now appeare that, \vithout reply from
the existing authorities of the College, and even without the
usual courtesy of any further communication with the Associa-
tion of Members, the advisers of the Queen have summarily
snufted out their claim. Such a crnuTie Of action calls for
immediate and energetic protest. ITio claims of the Mem-
bers may bo right or wrong, but no stejis have been taken
to convince them that they are unfounded either in poUoy,
ju.'rtico, or law. No answer of any sort h:M been vouchsafed
to their arguments or their claims, although these were based,
among other things, upon the strongest allegations as to the
true constitution of the body who.se charters were in question,
and showed strong reasons for the l)elief that many matters
in the existing organisation amounted practically to an abuse.

The Privy Council cannot have convinced iteelf either of the
impolicy or of the want of legal basis for these contentions,
since it neither received any answer in respect to them from
the promoters of the charter nor affi>rded any opportunity for
a judicial or quasi-judicial consideration of the issues involved.
Trusting to the usual fairness and coiuiiesy of great official
bodies in such matters, no discussion has meantime been
rwBed in Parliament, and at this period of the session it is
difficult, if not impossible to seotire the attention of ParUa-

niout to the subject in any oflective manner until next

February. ^^5- is.perliaps imde.sirable that theMemlMjrs should

be driven to enforce the rights thoy claim by any litigation with

thoir own College, and esjjeciaUy so as those claims are muah
more largely based upon questions of public poHcy and general

ju.stice than of technical legal right, although the latter

wo<ild appear not to be wanting. ;n-( jq^
Even yet, however, it is not too late for Her Majesty's

advisers to reconsider their present attitude towards ih4

question. It would appear to l>e still open to the Members to

adth-ess an immediate petition to the Court praying that the

matter of such petition and of the previous petition signed' by
6,000 Members of the CoUege already before the Privy

Council, may be remitted to the Privy Council in its

judicial capacity for fm'ther debate in order that they

may advise the Crown with judicial responsibility, aftef

hearing such e\'idence as the parties interested m^jr

desire to produce and the arguments ofj counsel there-

on. We believe that there is nothing contrary to con-

stitutional practice in such a coui'se, although precedents of

this precise character are, of course, rare, as are the circimi-

stances which lead to it. It is highly misatiflfactory that so

important a question should be burked by an official body, which

practically sets aside a claim the equity of which it neither

discusses nor decides. It must not be forgotten that even the

limited supplemental charter which it is now proposed to grant

will perpetuate and increase that autocratic form of adminis-

tration against which the bulk of the Members have peti-

tioned and protested, by empowering the existing authorities

to hold and administer even a larger amomit of corporate

property than that which they already possess. The Members i

can hardly allow the matter to rest here,' if they^are well

advised and properly led.
;

THERAPEUTIC STUDIES,
v.

—

The Climatic Tbe.vtment of Consumption.

Phthisis has beeh- tegarded aS the greatest scourge which

afflicts mankind ; for, sJthough it does not inspire as much '

teiTor as a severe epidemic passing like a destroying angel !

through a coimtry, yet it is always insidiously at work amongst
!

us. Under the title. The Experiences of a Poitrinaire, Dr. Fried-

manujof Berka,hiis embodied observations on himself and others

extending over seventeen years, in pampIUet form, as a reprint

from the Deutsche Med. Zeitung, 1&87. Dr. Friedniann very

clearly lays down the principles upon which the best sanatoria

are conducted.

We fight against phthisis in three modes, namely, by medi- .

cines, by dietetics—which include the patient's whole conr^]^
|

life—and by climatic influences. But the influence of ilrugB

upon phthisis is practically nil. Neither benzoate of soda,

quinine, kairin, the hypophosphites, nor any other drugs can be

depended upon. Nor is the "prescription-writing physician'

helped by the discovery of the tubercle bacillus ; on the con-

trary, this discovery has proved rather an embarrassment than

otherwise, for it has made the patient very nervous about infec-

tion by tuberculosis in crowded health-resorts, even when
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Mmo^ himself. There «main na cnrat.ve ^-^/^ f;-
,„d climatic influences. The latter of these comprehends the

1 , for a radical change in the patient's mode of hfe . m.-

^n^rtielble at lus own hon.e, and this radical change :s, or ^ould

^e, the l.cyi.ote of the treatment ; hence the extreme importance

J a cha.;^e of climate. But here, again, , wrong cl^.c. .

LatrousT a .inter is lost to no purpose,«r.,^^.P^^fc ^

Hie patient's deterioration. • "
' '

- •

ire deciding where the patient is to go, howe^er, we must

consider whether or not he ought to go, for it is not pre-

Lded that all should go away. The following thr^ divi-

sions comprise the group of those who sho.dd ^tay at hon^

namely, (n young, uneducated people ; (2, -"*«f^f/^^
(S) patients who are so wedded to the roiitme of home Me as. to

!be^Lal.appy anywhere away from home; and this class . a larger

! one than is commonly supposed.
^ Of course, no one adnses a

removal in advanced cases, mere then are the smtable ca.es

i
to go » The answer is, where they can breathe pure fresh air

an day and all night. It is long since established that fresh a.r

is the most powerful factor in the cure of phtlnsis. The deeply-

rooted prejudices against the vivifying breezes, the unreason-

able fondness for a hothouse temperature, and the preva ent

fear of "taking * cl^iU,", p.u.t be discarded. The fear of catch-

ing cold" is still too much a bugbear witli both doctor and

patient. The Uttle vital capacity which the patient possesses

d.ould be increased by living as much as possible in the open

air It is the hardest task of the physician to combat this tear

of the pationts-namely, of taking a chill-a task which demands

all his energies. The patient must be sent out of doors m all

weathers, properly clothed, of course. If he perspires he mu..

be dry rubbed, and must .'put ori^a- change of clothing ;^f heis

fatigued he must rest, hut he must breathe fresh air. The bed-

room wmdow must be left sUghtly open too at night.a screen

being used if the wind be at aU strong. Thoge who are unable

to walk about should use a well^ushioned and curtam«l long

chair, as introduce! by Detweiler, portable beds m fact. Pry

frictions are extremely nsefiU at intervals during the day. A

certain gradation may be effe<ited from dry nibbing to friction

wHhaU.wel that ha. been wet with spirits of wme and then

partially dried ; thence to the application of a wet sheet for a

few minute, succeeded by dry rubbing, and finally t. he cold

douche. The food must bo abundant and varied m kind
;

there

is no exclusive diet for consmnptive patients. Plenty of wuie

(and even cognac) is recommended by Dr. Friedmami. If there

is^oreria, which does not give way to a good bitter, such as

condnrango bark, with hydrochloric acid, recourse must be had

to milk for a few days, .nth eggs and brandy i possible. In

most of the hotels on the Riviera the dinner is taken at rather

too late an hour for inv.Jids ; this is easily rectitie.1 by making

the mid-day me;il the chief meal of the diay.

All this must be kept up after the patient has left the sana-

torium, which is to be a school of living for the patient, ^othmg

new or vmknown to the medical profession is used in the nu-

merous sanatoria in the South of Europe ;
but the cooperation

of the minutest arrangements, a life strictly ^^f^f^
Lall^t details, the "gross im ^^^^^^^^^ ^''^^^^t
weiler's classic 6rooAur^-are accompanied by then- me

„.ore must be eschewed, and that is the reading ««^^^j^
n^onary disease, whether popular or stnctly scient^c. ^^^J^

.ess^ith winch pati.. now U. -- :rT2.^1
rr:S:;:i-r^=:rj:--^^^^

,e iTin, so that hen^ay make
f^~^!^"',r^.„ ta

cally change liis whole mode of hfe, wi* a^.^uU^.^g^ft^,.

employ all his energies in his own cure. -, ^•,a «to^ W^-

Now as to the kind of i^ir which the patient is to breathe

I>f^ILl i. of opnion that the hygromet^cc—^
the air is of more importance than its density. As a wle, a f

a^
;ro;rtion of moisture is l>eneficial, for t>-s1^ ^^ch—
isTmewhataepresshigto t^e nervous jstem,£h^ a^^^in^

effect upon the respiration. Thi. ^^^'^^Z the

turn upon that of the temperament and «^°^* ^
e^rly^Se of phthisis show the ^^^^^f^J^
ment, thoi^h this statement is contrary

^'^l^'^'T^ ^^
EretWsm, h.^ever, is a characteristic of

^^-^^^'^^f^;^,^^
!racute:arly cases. But «i^-"^/^T^,X ^^^^
to moisture in diffei^at ^e^isons, and on this and

°^^J^
^ .t. \ a chanee is occasionally desirable, ospeciauy

(temperature, etc.) a change is c

/ ;„,a«. suitable for

in early simimer. High plains and
"^f^^^^'^^^'^..erish

all toi^id and.chronic cases. It is well known '^'^^'';^^,

eas^. not bear a residence at the seaside wo^^ The t^

changes being too much «ti™"l^ted, tem^n^tm^ej a q

of less importance, and patient cai. p>^ tiie^-^ u
^_

.er,.well,astheastoiii^^xesul^a^^;7---/^ ^
stein and Gbbersdorf teach us. The ^f^ ^,«ptioaal

..nt.r f.
.;
—p-e ^7-; ri:.U L to

situation, the Binera. Italy itse ,

Naples, is apt to bo' ^"^^'^ ^']^'^^;'^:;Zt.nts cLm
an is w:irmth and sunshme agair.^^ The^Alpme

attention in early summer.
. , , priedmann

The consmnptive patient, then, is adyised b> Dr. Fn^

to ..nt^r in the Ri.-iera; and, ^^the. havniggoue V^^ m

trouble and expense, not to economise m the w^ng

dabbling inmedicine chests, but toc^isult on ^vala^^^^^^

.eian.a felIow-u..t^- ^^^ T^- d^^ ^« ^ ^^
choice of the hotel should be left, ay ^
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aveti the extremes of pessimism or optimism, according to his
vaiying mooJs, a-id his life will be regulated for him to the best
iwlvautage on the principles above laid down.

TRAJfSPLANTATIOX OF NERVE FROM THE
RABBIT TO MAN.

De. Gbbscno, of Vienna, assistant to Professor Bilkoth, has
recently performed a novel and interesting operation—the
transplantation of nerve from the rabbit to man. Tlie case
has not hitherto been published in any medical journal, but
owing to its general interest the bare fact had found its way
into the lay newspapers. Our Vienna Correspondent has re-
ceived from rh-. Gersung a verbal account of the salient
points of this most remarkable operation, which has so far
been conspicuously successful The patient is Professor von
Fleischl, the distinguished occupant of the chair of physiology
in the University of Vienna ; sixteen years ago he accident-
ally wounded himself while conducting a post-mortem examina-
tion, and severe inflammation of the whole right upper limb
ensued. During the course of the disease the terminal phalanx
of the thumb became gangrenous. The stump thus left was
painful, and later on re-amputation was performed. This was
followed by the formation of neuromata. For this condition
the branches of the median nerve which supply the
thumb were first resected, together with the ter-
minal neuromata, and at a later period, when new
neuromata began to develop, the central parts of the same
nerves, together with the branches of the radial nerve which
Bupply the thumb, were resected. Fresh neuromata now de-
vel(^)ed on the branches of the median nerve, which were
treated, without any success whatever, by the injection of
hyperosmic acid and electrolysis. Two years ago the neuro-
mata were resected again, and the resection of the nerves was
continued as far as the "ligamentiun carpi volare;" on this
occasion, the branches which supply the radial and the ulnar
sides of the index, as weU as the radial side of the middle
finger, were resected to a great extent. The forefinger now
became anaesthetic, except the dorsal aspect of its first phalanx,
which, as is known, is supplied by the radial nerve ; in the
same way the whole radial side of the middle finger became
anassthetic. The pain, however, again recurred, as after the
previous operations, and during the course of the second week
after the last operation, the patient became aware that a fresh
neuroma was developing. The suffering finaUy became so
severe that the patient wished to undergo another operation,
m order to procure, at least, temporary relief. Accordingly
the following operation was performed : On March 4th
the patient was put under the influence of chloroform,
and the neuroma, which was situated behind the volar
carpal ligament, was excised, the nerve being cut through
behind the neuroma. The peripheral nerve stumps of the two
digital branches above mentioned were then sought for. A
rabbit was now killed, and as long a piece as possible of the
sciatic nerve of the animal, with the two branches into which
It becomes dinded, was fUssocted from it (the animal still pre-
senting voluntary contractions) The sciatic nerve was after-
wards inserted into the space Ixitween the central stump of the

jmedian nerve and its digital branches
; the central end of the

Btiatic nerve was sutured to the connective tissue which

covered the median nerje, and the two branches were sutured
t<i the digital branches of the median nerve ; the portion of
nerve, measuring about centiiiutres, which was deficient was
thus made up. After the operation severe pain persisted for
some hom-s, but then entirely subsided. Healing took place

|

by first intention. As two months have now elapsed since the
date of oi^>eration and the pain has not retunie*!, it may be
hoped that the favourable result will become a permanent one.
Sensibility, moreover, is becoming ro-estabUshed in the part.
Dr. Gersung has postponed the publication of the case, because
he wished to observe whether complete sensibility would return

;

he hopes with confidence that this will be the case. The
ultimate result will be awaited with great interest ; for if it is

as favourable as now appears probable Dr. Gersung's recom-
mendation that the operation should be given an extended trial

j

will doubtless be widely acted on. !

SANITARY REGISTRATION OF LODGING
HOUSES.

At a recent meeting of the Hastings Town Council, Afc.
Councillor Bray moved a resolution of wide public interest,
the purport of which was the proposal to estabhsh a system
of voluntary registration of houses by the Town Council after

examination and report by the borough surveyor or nuisance
inspector. The resolution also proposed to grant certificates

to such houses as attained, in the opinion of the examininj
ofiicer, a certain standard of sanitary excellence. After 4'

lengthy discussion, Mr. Bray eventually agreed to withdraw
his motion. Whilst acknowledging that Mr. Bray brought
forward many cogent reasons for the introduction of such a-

system into Hastings, it must be allowed that considerable
weight attaches to the dissentient riews which were expresaed.
at the meeting. In the first place there is nothing at tha
present time to prevent lodging-house keepers or house-ownera
from obtaining such certificates from comijetent persons, should
they desire to do so

; and no doubt they would do so, if the
public were in the habit of demanding them. In the second
place, it is verj' questionable if any pubhc body like a ToW
Council would be justified in saddhng itself with so onerons^
responsibility to the public and to visitors as that for th^
sanitary condition of houses in the town, over which it would
have but little real control, but for wliioh it would bo held
liable should ill-health or ibsease ensue as the result of occu-.

pancy entere<l into on the strength of the assurance given aa
to good sanitary condition by the Town Council's certificate.'

Again, as the Mayor pointed out, if Mr. Bray's resolutioii.'

were adopted, the Town Council might render themselves'

liable to house-owners for damages should 'certificates be with-
held when applie*! for.

Although the system would be voluntary and would thereb^'

avoid the chief defect which characterised the Sanitary Regisr^

tration of Buildings Bill of last session, the discussion whicit,

that Bill gave rise to clearly showed that in the opinion ol
those best qualified to know, the sanitary oflScials of a publio,

authority are not the people to be entrusted with the exami-
nation of houses and the granting of certificates

; the possible

abuses of such a system are too obrious. The signs are nof
wanting that at last the public is lieginning to understand'

that lodgings at seaside and health resorts are often the least
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SSr^r^^^*^^^^^^« in search of healthy The

Jy possible remedy for such a condition of h.ngs >s so

aeraVan enUghtenment as to sanitary n.att.rs, tha^ the n

°L; occupant of the "commodious apartments at the

S will recuire to be satisfied as to the good condition o

rdrlinage and water supply of the house before he trusts

imself or his family inside its walls.

THE LAW "I^"~TirWATER ANALYSIS.

V Section 21 of the Sale of Food and Dn.gs Act, 18,o at

f the analyst shall be sufficient evidence of the facts ttierem

LS^ ^li the defendant shall require that the .uialyst

rite "uTd as a witness.- As a matter of prac^ce we b^

ev L it is rare for this requirement to be made as the

indant .unwilling to in™ «.. againsU^^.^^J
^^

iHtmg on the presence of
''^\^^''^^ ^^^ i„ a c^

'^^^ bTfrrmSstirat Bi^-^^J-

iScTarthA^ag^st the owner of a we^l which wa

vUeeed to be so polluted as to be iiijunous to health. Lnder

Set there is no provision malring the certificate of an

tlyT:^Z:, andL condition of the incriminated Wl

had therefore to be proved, Mke any other -^-^^-\^^ J^^
Hill the borough analyst of Birmmgham, ^^ called a^ a

^tiel to pr've the water to be polluted; and the result o

raTairsismadeinhis ^^^^^^^^rX^Z''i:t:^.X
rwrrlttllThe^^rrtolor:^^^ con^mmat^

HL=he^d^^=S^=^=^

was no proof of any per«,n having been injured ,
^"t it was cer

lainlv dangerous, and might be injurious at any moment^

SXch'therefore dismissed the case, on the gr^ind tha

: the prosecution had failed to show the well to be so poUuted

as to be injurious to health.

Tlio decision may l>e right as a matter o la, ^-^Jie con

v„ ^arinus On this principle the iSroaa oireci;

sequences may be seno- '^ J^J^^,,, had spread
pump could not nave uwn ^^

. r *„ hn\^ tliat a

death and devastation. H magistrates refuse *« hold that a

;

well which is cont^iminated by organic -''"er is dangerous

^ until it has actually become specifically poisoned ^"d has m

Eed a neighbourhood, pubUc health in such places stands

;
oTfricJ Us. There is, moreover, another monil ^

tins

case The law, for obvious reasons, requires facts to be

^v.1 b persI^ns who Wiiow them of their own kno^v.ec^g

Ld have not derived them by hearsay f-- other^^ Dr. mU

^ted that he had so many analyses to conduct tha* he -Jd
not afterwards say that he did any one part -^ - ^ P^™.
analysis. Probably, most .^nalysts of any -P"

f^^um have

^
dstTts in their laboratories, and get the greater part of the

work of analysis done by them. In cases, however, where the

, . VI i„ *n have to eive evidence in support of hia

.odjW ho n,»rt »« '" '
,1,, „^«rj ,M»

the proc»«, •»""» 'T, ,„ Lr .n ™lv~. V''^^

2S"i:l^t e^ -;-rrrp<itt

public health.

T^^.= Tit; VB F R.S., has been appointed.

Surgeon.

B. the resignation of Mr. Henr>^ ^mith a v n^- has o^^^

in the senior staff of Kings Co lege "ospi^h Ir

^^ ^^^^

has been elected full Surgeon to the hospital meg
^^^ ^^^

and also Professor of Surgery m ^he CoUege.
^^^^^

heen 1-°- -
^^''J'f.nfr^^fXa'source of strength to

that his accession to the Stan wui piu

the hospital and school. .

^HE MARSHALL ^'^^Z^'S^lJ.'l^nTF^f^i'^^
IT has already been «°"°"°^.'^^*\''

J,'/I'rbeen awarded to Dr.

Hoyal Medical
-^f^[Xe, in Seated Physiology in the

W. H. Gaskell, F.R.b., ^'^^'^^\., ^^t-.„„ of the Society will

University of Cambridge A special mating ot
^^ ^^^^^^^^

be held on Thursday nest May
"^^^ ^^^f^J^^J.^ the Functio.».

lSir:OrS^w"Di:;S^^Srr^he ^erve Pibres which

eompo" the Spinal and CYanial Nerves.

^. -r»v crnR ST PETERSBURG.
'

"°'''"'^ed b'^^^.h;'^l/or -ulicipal authority of St.

It has been resolved bj the JJwm
^^^^ ^^^ permit-on

Petersburg to '^VO^ " ^'^fZ.'l,^ of age, with certain cx-

alUhe inhabitants over ^««"';^j^ ^"^l-ii,^ The amount pro-

ceptions. for the maintenance the hc.^pit

^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^
posed IS two ^°^hles a hadfor

^^^^^^ ^3 , uttle under two

head for women. (The value o
entitled to free

shillings.) All P««^"%Pfi'^fJ„, thas to be compelled to sup-

treatment in the hospitals they are thus to
y_^^^^^^j^

port. There is a great o"tcry now that the 1 P
^_^_^.^^.^^ ^^

and that numbers of
^^^^^^^^.J^^^^^L that he or she has

almost every inhabitant
1^^ ° ^^^^tm^^^etcrease in the acoom-

an absolute right to
'^'^'^.f

;°''' "°
"^^ale. and the field open to

„,odation at present 'available mu»t be made
^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

privatepractitionerswUl certamj be gn^ >
^^^ existence, and

these gentlemen have now a severe sirups
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such a wholesale iittraction of the inlmljitauts to public institu-

tioos appears calculated to wip>' the poor private practitioner

almost out of existence.

LANOLIN IN CUTS AND BURNS.
A BECENT article in the PharvinceutUche Bundtchau (N'o. 3,

March, lA'^) states that experience has shown that lanolin is

an e.Tcellent dressing for cuts an<l burns. Professor B. Frankel

finds that it prevents the formation of scabs, and that burns under
this treatment do not desquamate so much as under most others.

In cases where it is desired to irrigate a wound, in order to reduce
heat and irritation, lanolin may still bo applied, as it is not readily

washed away. If a small wound is immediately dressed with this

ointment Imsis, liwmorrhage is stopped.

THE SUMMER LECTURES AT THE COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

Wb have already noticed that Mr. Bryant will lecture on Tension
as met with in Surgical Practice, on June 11th and 13th ; and on
Surgical Interference in Cranial Injuries, on'June 16th.f Mr. A. E.
Barker will deliver three lectures on the Operative Treatment of

Tubercular Diseases in Joints, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
June 4th, 6th, and 8th. Mr. R. Marcus Gunn].will lecture on
Light-Percipient Organs, on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, June
18th, a>th, and 22nd. It is important for all who wish to attend
some of the above courses that they should bear in mind that
each lecture will begin at o o'clock in the afternoon, and not at
4 o'clock, as before.
,Ji;,.

DONDERS MEMORIAL FUND,
The ceremony at Utrecht on May 28th, to celebrate the seventieth
birthday of Professor Bonders and his consequent retirement from
the professorship, will commence at 1.30 p.m. The sum^coUected,
together with the roll][of subscribers, ^vill be formally presented.
A public dinner will be held at half-past 5. After the ceremony
of presentation, the Professor will name the scientific purpose to
which he proposes that the fund shall be applied. The complete
list of subscribers from this country is to be seen in our adver-
tising columns on page 55, in the order in which they have
been received. Any subscriber may verify the amount of his sulv
scription by applying to Mr. Brailey, 11, Old Buriington Street,
where the audited list may be seen. The total amount collected
here is £2.S0 lis. lOd. Professor Humphry, Dr. Hughlings Jackson,
Mr. Hutchinson, and Mr. Brailey have been invited to attend as
delegates to represent the subscribers, and it is hoped that many
others also may be able to attend and by their presence do
honour to Professor Donders.

MYXCEDEMA.
We learn with satisfaction that the Committee appointed by the
Clinical Society of London to study the nature of myxadetna has
concluded its labours. The inquiry has been in progress for three
or four years, and has proved a very laborious undertaking, as
the Committee took a very serious view of its dutie.«, and has
worked earnestly to give a thorough answer to the question,
"What is myicedema?" A short summary of the report will be
read by Dr. Ord at the meeting on May 25th, when there will
doubtless be a full gathering of members, especially as it will be
the last meeting of the session. The Clinical Society, by the pre-
paration of this report and of similar reports on Charcot's joint-
dJsease and on spina bifida, have established a good precedent

:

the study of such complicated clinical questions is an enterprise
well within its province, though involving much labour, trouble,
an|lsome expense. To Dr. Ord, chairman of the Committee, and
to Dr. Hadden, the honorary secretarj-, on whose shoulders a large
share of the work has fallen, the warmest thanks are due. The

report will, we understand, be ii^sued as a separate volume, an|
will bo purchasable by persons who are not member.^ of tb
Society.

SIR WILLIAM JENNER.
|In order to show the highest mark of the respect of the P«Uow|

of the Royal College of Physicians, the chief officers of th|
College attended at Sir William Jenner's house on May llth t''

present to him the resolution conveying the thanks of the Collegi

whicli was passed on April 20th. The President (Sir Andrew;
Clark),) accompanied by the Senior Censor (Sir Alfred Gaiiod'
who had proposed the resolution in the Comitia, Dr. QuaitI
the seconder of the resolution, and the Registrar (Sir Henri
Pitman), constituted the deputation. Sir William Jenner wa'
deeply gratified at their visit ; and, in reply, stated, amongst othe
things, that it had always been his object never to endeavour t

do more than one thing at the time; first, as an investigator

secondly, as a teacher ; thirdly, as a practitioner. Spealdng o

the College, he said that he hoped the time would never com
when the Fellows would be chosen by examination alone, but tha
the character of the candidates for the Fellowship and their rela

tioiis to the public and the profession, as well as the mere writinj:

of scientific papers, should, in hLs opinion, form conditions fo;

the Fellowship.

THE WORK-ROOMS AT THE COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

An advertisement inviting Fellows and Members of the College t<

app'y for the privilege of making use of the work-rooms has re'

cently been issued. The following " Conditions relating to the usi

by Fellows and Members of the New Work-Rooms at the College

have been drawn up, and are to be obtained on application to th(

Secretary, Mr. Trimmer. Subjects of Research.—Anatomy, Physi
ology, and Pathology, human and comparative, including His
tology. Hygiene and Therapeutics in their relation to Surgery

Conditions of Study in the Work-rootns.—Appointments will b<

made by the Council for definite periods. When application \i\

made for an appointment, a prospectus or description of the pro-

posed investigation shall be sent in, with as complete a list as pos-

sible of the necessary instruments and apparatus. Xo new line ol

research, other than that originally approved by the Council, shal

be undertaken without their previous sanction. Reports of pro-

gress shall be made to the Council at stated periods of investiga-

tion. The place and mode of publication of results of work shalJ

be determined by the Council. If any assistance be required, tht

investigator may provide it, but the person or persons proposefl

must be approved by the Council. No fixed hours of attendanct

will l)e required, but a record must be kept of actual hours ot daily

work. The necessary instruments and materials will be provided

and expenses of investigation will be defrayed by the College, bul

no purchase of any additional instruments or apparatus shall b«

made without the sanction of the Council.

ORPHANAGES AND CHARITY SCHOOLS.
Maxt public orphanages have been founded by phUantliropic

people for the reception and training of children. Such institu-

tions require careful management, and dUigeut attention to all

matters of hj'giene. The principles of ventilation, clothing, and

dietary are well known to all who are acquainted with the prin-

ciples of sanitarj- science. We desire to impress on all who are

responsible for such institutions for children the great importance

of discriminating among the children such as are in any way
defective in development and constitution. Any large proportion

of children defective in body or in brain power residing in a board-

ing-school is, in our opinion, a matter to be very carefully guarded

against, as likely to lead to serious diflSculty in discharging obvious;
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and to pron^ote bad
'-^''^.^fX'ct of coU ^^^^^^^

UaWo to suffer much from '>'«
«f«<=\'°'':°'^i,g different manage-

and inthe school and the
''"^^^^^f

^^'^
;Xl'^,„ \„y appreci-

:nent from that provided for the Btronger ch^ldrea
^

^n^JP ^^^

able number of such cases-say 6 in a school o
^^^

only lower the results of
^^^''^^^^^t^^^^'^^^--'-^

etaff an amount of persona '^"«"''°"
'^J''=^,'f„'^t,., thus leading

with due regard to the
"^"'^^"J*"'^

°^^
'^^'^j ^°"e taS. On the

to, neglect, or to an increase in the
^^^"fJ^^/^^^^^^ and retains

other hand, ^vhen an ^"^'''"^'"'^
^°^""*"'i[ I'Teglected, and a

children of defective ^^^'>' .^^^-^ l^'^^'^tJ^lZ^ ^^^^ the

greatly increased responsibility is

'^f^HJ^''^^^^^^. and

Lnagement. A voluntary institution to 7^\^°°°^ ^'.^elude

well must follow one of two-plans: either "
°»^f "f^^

'
^^ion

Children of defective constitution or
^^^^^^^^^Zll ^o see

for them. In either case it is the duty « '^^ "J^^^Seni

that such conditions in c^^-lff, '^ '̂'^P"
f^Vmatsuch prorision

admission, or soon after, and then to ^^^ °^
"^^'^^f^^ „^i„ion i^

as they think best. In «"<=^ "^^^^^ f^^t WindThis difficulty

Obviously necessarj-. In some sc^ols
^-^^'^^^^^^ .^^Uwarl

has long been felt.
.
^'-'1, children

of^enha.ejery
^^^

habits; defective action '^^'^

'=°'^'^.^f°7i';°^X appearance

common in such cases, giving many
^^'f .'^J^^J^^'^entlfdefect-

pf stupidity, thoughbrain-powermay notbepem-uien J ^
I

ive. In these schools the managers often require a pro
^^^^

S

rial before they finally accept ^^^^ponsibility for the can,

cation of any chUd; much waste of '^^^y^^^'Ll^,r.

vented. In the remarks here made °" y ^^^f^ite different

-rt^ss^ i^^r:^ :^n1s=.^. under the

poor-law,

not so vexatiously enforced. The fu ure of

^^-^'^^J^^^'^^^
ver^• much in the hands of the medical profession, who if they

Ir?depriidof the opportunity of placing their Pf-°"J^'
the charge of men whom they know, and in whom they can con-

fide from personal acquaintance, and who can carry on the Eng-

Ush methods of treatment, will feel some hesitation in sendmg

awartheir patients to distant and^olated places, such as Maloja.

St. Moritz and other stationfl of the kind.

.peaking patients ->- T^^i/^'^^^^" We Tn the Canton
Maloia; Dr. Holland, at St. Montz; and Dr. ^\ hi-e,

^^^

Vauc^ are among the limited number of resident Eng^-^^ PjJ

s.cians to whom Switzerland is much
^f«'^'f^/;'J^''^t 'being

development of her v^'inter health resor s. They
^^^^^J "^j

subjected to persistent persecution by the ^^ti e nforcem

an old law. prohibiting the practice theTe of fore gn P J

and Holland hare been subjected to hnes of t.M eacn 'o p

"g,b.i,p,o!e«l.n.a.d .h,«>.. et -«%"'"
»~i "'of tS

£-d« ;inS3Trr- of-L^:{jS

^^fer to seek other places where such annoying restrictionB

THE LIFE HISTORY OF FILARIA SANGUINIS

HOMINIS.

It is interesting to note the long chain of inductive reasoning,

li^ed withcareful and laborious research, which has led to

trJnravemngTthe complicated life history of the filaria san-
the unravemng

discovery of bilharziac hoematuna by

rr::ringe°rTn Egit S'wuVer to search the unne of

«aeTtrBuffering^r;m ho^maturia in BrazU. and it i., just

twenty v^rst^e he first saw the immature worm in the urine

ol theLCes Shortly afterwards the same parasite '.^mde-

pendentir<iiBCovered by the late Dr. T. R. Lewis m he Wood of a

faUent^ Calcutta, and to this acute observer ^^ due the c e^

of estabUshing a connection between chyluria and the filana.

TUisobseSn led Dr. Manson to the surmise that the adu^™ mull establish itself in such cases in the larger lymphatic

Tsds or ven in the thoracic duct. Systematic search was
vessels, °^ '^'^

•

^^t ^^n 1876 that the adult

Ts^^tT ghTotdt;Dr.B:ncroft. of Brisbane, who went a

Tt ; furthe? by suggesting that the mosquito -as Probab >
th.

int^nnediate ^^ ^^,,''^^^^^7^^.^ Tked u^p

S\rbrod°byt'heroi' to. which shortly resort, to water

r deposit its eggs, and. having achieved th^ ob^tJ -
existence expires; not. however, before it has digested tne

"ater number of the filari.. A few, l^o--«. --^' .^^^^

?Je set free by the dissolution of the mosquito. It has been

supposeiThat'the filaria passes the next stage of /ts exis en^

TtC water as a free nematode, but can only attain fuUs^ual

i 1 T.,^«,t bv entering the human body; it is believe<l to

specific characters to be described. The chirf point

xr.reiire^ii'r=^£3:-:.-
E:;'2arsrne;nr=:,re.:s;r..«p^t.,
certain obvious difficulties.

EPfECTS OF EXPOSU- O^^^^J^^^-^Lo-

tumour and cannot ^>^. f ^^V'^^^l out inC^« which
with flat sponges, or with towels v^ung out mho^^

^^^^^^^

often contains an antiseptic compound. ^^
^oon^
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peritoneal cavity to prevpnt any chance of prolapse, and to pro-
tect the gut from the suture-neeUles. The abdominal incision is,

moreover, always made as short as possible, so as to avoid the
sudden escape of coils of intestine. The Germans are less particular
about eventration. Dr. Martin, in 18A5, publicly recommende<l
the dragging out of a large amount of intestine in cases where
the tumour lay deep in the abdominal cavity, and declared that
the greater part of the intestinal tract might be left hanging out
of the abdomen during the whole operation, so that the surgeon
might have plenty of room for manipulating the tumour. " This
eventration,

"
said Dr. Martin, "is quite free from danger; I have

practised it in at least 90 per cent, of my cases without seeing
any evil results." Professor Olshausen was more cautious, and
directed attention to certain cases of collapse, often fatal, which
followed cases of abdominal section and were not accompanied by
symptoms of peritonitis. He concluded that prolonged exposure
of the intestines in laparotomy might CAuse disturbance in the cir-
culation in the walls of the gut, ending in venous stasis and
serous infiltration, with ultimate formation of ecchj-moses. At the
same time the muscidar coat is paralysed, often for several days

;

if the paralysis doea not abate, ej-mptoms of ileus set in. Fatal
results of this kind are probably caused by the absorption of de-
composing mat«rial in the intestinal canal.

FAIRS AND VENEREAL DISEASES IN RUSSIA.
Db. a. M. Zen-koft, of Jrbit, gives, in the Shomik Permskako
Zemttva, December 27th, 1887, p. 421, some interesting particulars
as to the manner in which syphilis is propagated by fairs in
Russia. Jrbit is a district town in the (East Russian) Perm
Government, with a stationarj- population of 5,000, which is, how-
ever, periodically subject to very large increase during 2 or 2\
months, when the annual fair is hold. This is officially open from
February Ist to March 1st, and is a most important commercial
meeting for wholesale transactions in tea, sugar, furs, wool, and
leather

;
it is also one of the great centres of Russian prostitution.

Dr. ZenkofTs report refers to 1884, but his description is equally
applicable to subsequent, as well as to several preceding years.
The information embodied in his paper was gathered by himself
and Dr. \. V. Antonoff. The report deals only with the so-calI<Mi
" open " or " official " prostitution, and leaves out of consideration
the unregistered or clondestine form which is practised to an
enormous extent by numberless waitresses in beer shops, taverns,
and inns, by attendants employed in public baths, by domestic
servants. by hotel singers and harp players, by knlatchnitzas (female
bakers of kalatch, a favourite national white or grey bread having
the shape of a padlock), etc. The number of regular prostitutes in
the town brothels was 20, all of whom were Russian single women,
aged from 16 to 27. who had been "in practice" from 2 to 10 years),
oil but one wereentirely illiterate ; 13 had had sj-philis. Duringthe
fair time (beginning in this case early in December) the " official
contingent rapidly rose to 292,'scattered about in'all sorts of extem-
porised brothels distinguished by the red lamp which is the recog-
nised mark of such establishments all over Russia, just as a blue-
lantern is throughout CTiina. The ages of 272 new comers varied,
between 16 and 38, about 56.5 per cent, being between 20 and 2.5*

27.5 per cent, between 15 and 20, and 16.0 between 2,5 and a8. As
to their nationality, 245 were Great Russian, 25 Tartar, 1 Little
Russian, and 1 German. As regards their social position, 197 be-
longed to the peasantry, while the remainder were arti.sans,
factorj- hands, etc. ; there were also several daughters and wives
of Crown officials, and one medical assistant's daughter. Only 12
could read and write, 14 others could only read, while the remain-
ing 246 were utterly illiterate ; 229 were single women, 34
mame.l, and 9 wi.lows. Only 84 (Zl per cent.) of the new comers
were profes.sional prostitutes, while the remaining 69 per
cent, practised prostitution only during the fair, subsequently

going back to their usual occupations. Cut of fair time, 33
percent, (of 272) earned their livelihood as cooks, chamber-
maids, and even nurses; 12 per cent, were professional needle-
women of various descriptions ; others were usually employed as
agricultural lalx)iurers, miners, laundresses, kalatch bakers,
cigarette makers, etc. A special group of 32 women stated that
their usual occupation was " household work," all of them livine
with their families. Many of this group confessed to th
author that they had come to the fair with the full knowledge
and permission of their relatives (husband or father, or both); in
fact, they had come to earn something towards the support o
their families. Everyone of the new comers (as well as of those
belonging to the town) proved to be suffering more or less from
chronic vaginitis. Three came with well-marked secondary
sj-philis, 3 with soft chancres, 1 with virulent vaginitis, 4 with
marks of tertiarj- syphilis, and 48 with enlarged lymphatic glands
following secondary attacks. The following figures referring to
a period of five months (December, 1883, to April, 1884), and
taken from the records of the small Irbit Zemskaia Infirmary
give a faint idea of the pernicious influence of the fair on the
health of the local population. There were treated as in-patients,
during the period stated : a, for gonorrhoea, 19 women (includ-
ing non-prostitutes), and 61 men ; b, for soft chancres, 20 women
and 14 men ; and c, for syphilis (secondary), 17 women and \9
men

; total, 150 patients (56 women and 94 men). A far larger
number, however, came under the notice of the local medical men
in their private practice during the same period. How many
visitors to the fair carried infection back to their homes it is ob-
%-iously impossible to say. ft is a fact, however, that venereal
disease is, in spite of registration and sanitary supervision of pros-
titutes, probably more rife in Russia than in any country
the world, and there can be no doubt that this is largely due
local fairs of the kind here described.

VAN MILUNGEN'S OPERATION FOR ENTROPION.
That the treatment of entropion resulting from trachoma is not?

satisfactory may be inferred from the number of operations thaP
have been invented for its cure. When the contraction of tha
conjunctival surface has entirely ceased, any of the best opera-
tions will succeed. Unfortunately, it is not always easy to say
when this stage has been reached, and the condition is one that
does not allow treatment to be postponed. The old operationj of

removing the margin of the lid has fallen into well meritedjdis-

repute, and excision of the hair follicles is only applicable to

cases of partial entropion. The operations which have till now
been most generally adopted in this country are .Vrlt's transplanta-
tion of the cilia-bearing margin, or some modification of this, or
Biirow's operation, which consists in dividing the tarsus along its

whole length into an upper and lower portion, accompanied or
not by excision of a fold of skin. The latter operation is not in-

frequently followed by relapse, and in the former the lashes' are
very apt to l>e drawn down again by the cicatricial contraction of
the raw surface left below them. The proceeding has conse*
quently been modified by many operators, notably by Dianouz,
who, instead of excising the fold of skin to make room for the
ciliary flap, simply transposes the two flaps. The objection to

this method is that a rather unsightly swelling is formed by the
crossing of the flaps, and that the skin sometimes contains fine

hairs which irritate the cornea. To obviate these drawbacks^
Dr. Story, in 1885, substituted rabbit's conjunctiva, and, later,'

mucous membrane from the patient's lip, for the skin. Although
Dr. Storj- appears to have suggested this operation, and practised

it independently, it had already been extensively used by Van-

Millingen in Constantinople. The East offers so enormous a field

for the observation of the results of trachoma, that Dr. Van
Millingen is entitled to speak with authority on this subject, and
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• „ tho Nnvpmber number of tho Ophthalmic I

rl^ved The only test of the value of an operation of this k^nd

LThe permanence of the results, and Dr. Van iUUmgen says U^t

he hL kept cases under observation for many years, without

any relapse taking place.

ANTIPYRIN IN AND ULCERS OFH/EMORRHAGE
THE LEG.

In view of the statements of Henocque and Huchard as to the

=ftr^^L^rT!^^^--?i|
^i-ion^::sii:"^---t'^
x,^SinaserTe.s of cases of bleeding, such as epistaxis, ha^mor-

rC from surgical or accidental wounds, etc. On the whole, hi

Ssrre u^atisfactory. In some cases of lacerated wounds

of the ftiiers (inflicted by a nail, etc.) hemorrhage was arrested.

but?t i^not c^tain that this eSect was not rather due to pres-

J^e l^to the antipyrin. Dr. Glinsky trie<l it on a wound on

iS own fin°er. but was obliged to have recourse to perchlor.de of

Sn^n thre; cases of severe epistaxis the bleeding came on

LL in five or ten minutes after with,irawing the ant.pj^u

C and ultimately could be stopped only by plugging the pos-

Snares Antipj-rin had no eSect in checking haemorrhage

S^er excis on of acute condylomata, labial papilloma etc. On

Se oufer hand. Dr. Glinsky was much pleased with antipj-nn as a

cS d "sig in indolent ulcers of the leg. f""y -"^«j^^^:
Ws observations ^Berliner Klin. ^] ochenschrtft Xo. 33, 1886)

Sis po nr The healing action of the drug in these cases is so

:;Suiat he-strongly recommends the use of anUpyrm in powde

when other means fail. He also obtained good results with ant.

;^ in acute articular rheumatism, in which it is -^Jo act^

eflectivelv as salicylate of soda and more rapidly. It also proved

usetu in mtraine and neuralgia of the fifth nerve. Unpleasant

^econdlrj effects (rash, sickness, collapse) occurred in his experi-

ence very rarely. ^___

artistic power. He had very conspicuous ability in expressing hia

S ^th with pen and pencil »e frequently -d PaP- be^.^t

our various societies, and his last paper, read before the Medico

?Wrrical Society this session, on the Erect Attitude .n Man wUl

Lng be retemb-^^^ for its sound anatomical knowledge. Us wealth

of Ulustration, and its felicity of expression.

LAKE DWELLING AT OBAN.

. ..3C0V.BV Of more ^^^^^:^:^^^j:^^:^
r""^irdTe Ll^frSriTL'd by-Dr.KobertMun^^^

aa^nS athor of Ancient Scottish

J'^^;^*--'^^ ^^^t

rirs;rrnr:e=tV^^^^^^^^^^
?h^„,1 three tiers of wooden piles were discovered, and more

rodw^rcSbTfTltat a depth^ of ^^^^ ^^ ^f^^f^^
Further excavations were, however, suspended till the water

the lake could be thoroughly drained oS.

ACCIDENTS

SCOTLAND.

AT THE OPENING OF THE
EXHIBITION.

CoxsiDEBiNGthe enormous crowds which lined the streets of Gl^-

!r,H nceuoied every available elevation on the route of the

PcrorS- 8tMt is fortunate there were^o few acculents.

The only cases reported are comparativelj slight. A little giri

and a woman, had tneir legs uruivtrn.

man standing on the top of a tramcar overbalanced «»d fell o the

goundou hi head. All the injured were conveyed to hospital.

and are now doing well.

PATHOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL SOCIETY. GLASGOW

THE last meeting for the session was held on Monday, May 14th.

Dr Thomas Reilshowed a case of fracture of the sku 1, with loss

of sight of one eye, and hemiopia of the other. Dr. >e™
Lwed two cases of complete l^^-geal Btenosis produced b>

^. ^f the la^^•nx in attempted suicide. Dr. H. L.. Lameron

TowS a demoiS of the ovar'y, with teeth -<i.'^-- ^-"^
snoweuau j

Dupuytren's exostosis of the great

r'^Hfalso showed severaflargeVliary calculi removed success-

fuly?y oration from the gall-bladder. Dr. Meighan showed

an eyebaU in which ossification of the choroid and len,

S.'D".^DS1tm'a:.'XaT...^: Mr. Maylard and Dr.

SLy^teven. Tr^s^rer: ^^-^^^^^,J^^^
Middleton, Meighan, Fmlayson, and Clarke. 1 he recom

had

elected for

Vice-Brcsi-

SUICIDE BY SWALLOWING SULPHURIC ACID.

A FBW days ago a woman was brought into the Royal ^^^^'fi''

Glasgow, suflering from poisoning by sulphunc a<=id. She had

Ven arr;Bted by the police for creating ad'^V'^'"'"'^^'^^ ^^^'^
and had swallowed the poison shortly before her arrest She was at

once removed from the police-station, after examination by the

surgeon, to the infirmary, but died soon after her admission.

DEATH OF DR. JOHN WILSON, GLASGOW.

It is with deep regret that we record the death ot Dr John ^\ il-

eon. of Hillhead. Glasgow, on May 8th. at the age of 63. lie had

been in feeble health for some time past, but the end came sud-

denly, death being due to apoplexy. He was o"*^, "^
^ \%""f,

popular members of the profession in Glasgow, and 1'^ ^"11 figurt

and genial. enthusiiuHic manner, will long be missed. Dr. >\ll^on

was a man of scholarly habits and of considerable literary and

of the Society at the Congress on Tuberculosis to be held in Paris

in July next was unanimously adoptetl.

UNIVERSITY E^^Ti^N LECTURES.

1 ,„...ntlv been made in Edinburgh for de-
AKHAK0EMBXX8 ha^ reccntb K.n^

„f Vniversity extension lee-

MrTatr ck Geddes. has been initial.^ in connection with the

•dinburlphiosopWcal Institution; the hall of that institution

Sg u- a* a lecture room. The first h^ture was
f
^I've^t^iSeS and there was such a crowded attendance as to ^<^»^'t^^^

U,Tr;ierverv of the lecture subsequently to those who could not

obta\n admiion on the first occasion. The course ^. th^'refore^

^a^ured success, and will probably lead to urther Jeve'o^

ment. in other branches of teaching in science, art. and hteratu.^.
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ABERDEEN.
The summer session of the ITnivorsity opened on April 23rd, and
the various practical and systematic classes are now ia full swing,

bidding fair to maintain the character of the University as a work-
ing school. The entries, especially of freshmen, are larger than in

any previous j'ear, rendering evident the necessity for enlargement
of some of the laboratories and classrooms. It is understood that

this will be done in the course of the year by an extension of the

buildings. Impatience is finding expression at the delay in getting

on with the new Infirmary building.*'. The money is subscribed,

but, somehow, there is delay over the details of the plans which
cannot be considered unavoidable. The parts to be fiirst erected
are the new surgical hospital and the detached pathological block.

The inspectors of the Medical Council paid a visit to Aberdeen
at the final examination last month.

THE UNIVERSITIES' (SCOTLAND) BILL.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Mercknnts' House at Glasgow was held
on May 11th to consider this Bill. Dr. W. G. Blackie, who pre-

sided, explained that, since the Merchants' House had peti-

tioned in favour of the Bill, verj- considerable opposition had
been raised in the House of Lords to the clauses providing for

university extension. These clauses, in the eyes of those who
were in favour of university extension, were the cardinal clauses

in the Bill, which, without them, would be of comparatively little

value. The fear was that the opposition would cause these clauses
to be dropped, and their present object was to impress upon Lo rd
Salisbury the great importance of the affiliation clauses, so that
they might be retained. The idea was that this would be best
done by memorialising Lord Salisburj- himself. It was stated that
amendments had been prepared meeting the objections that ha d
been raised to the affiliation clauses as they stood. Lord Kosebery
had seen the amendments, had expressed his approval of them,
and there were some hopes that he might take charge of them in
the House of Lords. It was unanimously agreed to send a
memorial expressing approval of the object of the Bill, especially
the powers in the Bill for the extension of university teaching in
Scotland, and those recognising extra-mural teaching under due
regulations, and stating that the memorialists would deem it a
grievous misfortune if these powers were in any form interfered
with. The Education Board of University College, Dundee, have
petitioned in favour of the Bill, expressing regret if any change is

made endangering the proposals for extending the area of univer-
sity education in Scotland, whether by tlie recognition of extra-
mural teaching or by the affiliation or incorporation of other
colleges, and expressing appro\-al of the special clause relating to
the Dundee College. The Glasgow Southern Medical Society, at a
special meeting, held on May 11th, unanimously agreed to petition
in favour of the Bill, the affiliation clauses being .'regarded as
vital.

JTO3J IRELAND.

NEW WATERWORKS FOR LIMERICK.
The Board of Works have approved of the plans for the new water-
works for this town, and have sanctioned th^ immediate issue of
the loan recjiiired for their construction.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
Thk following gentlemen liave been appointed examiners: J. D.
Pratt, Preliminary Education : il. C. Tweedy, Public Health. Mr.
Theodore Stock, Mr. Gonolly iVorman, and Mr. J. B. Story are can-
didates for the Council; the election takes place on the first Mon-
day in June. . .

DEATH OF DR. BARRY DELANY.
Thb death of Dr. Barrj- Delany, Superintendent of the Kilkenny
District A.sylum, is announced. The cause was angina pectoris >

The appointment is worth £5.'iO a year, with allowances. It ii

practically certain that Dr. Myles, the senior assistant at the Rich!
mond Asylum, Dublin, will be promoted. The patronage is in the'

hands of the Lord Lieutenant.

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS, ETC.
|Thb annual examinations for the Coulter and Malcolm exliiM-

tions at the Royal Hospital, Belfast, have just been held, and the'

results declared. Mr. W. Quarry has obtained the former and Mr
James McConnell, B.A., the latter. Mr. R. W. Haslett, B.A., hat

been awarded the gold medal annually offered by the Belfast

Hospital for Sick Children, at the close of the winter session, for

proficiency in the medical and surgical disease-s of children.

ELECTION OF CORONERS.
De. McGhath (Nationalist) has been returned for this office by a

majority of 187 votes over his Unionist opponent, Dr. T. J. Browne.
The contest seems to have been conducted purely on political

grounds, as has unfortunately become the rule in such cases. It

is difficult to see the connection between politics and a candidate's

fitness to preside over the coroner's court. Dr. Alexander Heron,

J.P., of Rathfriland, has been returned for the office of Coroner of

the Southern Division of Co. Down. Dr. Martin, of Newry, and
Dr. Smyth, of Banbridge, were at one time in the field, but re-!

tired upon the nomination day, leaving Dr. Heron in possession of

the field.

HEALTH OF IRELAND: MARCH QUARTER.
The death-rate was above the average for the March quarter, and

was higher than the rate for any quarter since 1883. This result

was due partly to the great prevalence of measles in many
districts, and to the large mortality from diseases of the respira-!

tory organs caused by the inclement weather which prevailed,
i

The principal zymotic diseases caused 2,273 deaths, a number equal -

to a rate of 1.9 per 1,000, and showing an increase of 270 as com- 1

pared with the number for the previous tlu-ee months.
. , I

ENGLISH HOSPITALS AND IRISH SURGICAL
QUALIFICATIONS.

The Council of the College of Surgeons in Ireland has addressed '

the following letter to the Board of Trustees of the Bristol Boyal

Infirmary :

—

.

" '

'

Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. May 9th, 1888. Dear
Sib,—The President and Council of the Royal College of Surgeons

i

in Ireland, have had their attention called to the reported proceed-
:

ings of the trustees of the Bristol Royal Infirmary, from which
j

it appears that a motion has been made at their last meeting that
I

a new rule shall be enacted, the effect of which will be to exclude

.

from the medical staflf of the Infirmary the Fellows of this Col- i

lege, in common with the graduates of most universities in Eng-
land, and of all the colleges and universities in Scotland and
Ireland. This College does not feel called upon to vindicate the

status of its Fellows, except so far as it may l)e necessary to pro-

tect the interests of those who practise in England ; but it lias

observed that the movers of the new rule in question have sug-

gested that such regulation is advisable in order that the status >

of the medical officers of the Infirmary may be thereby raised, it

being inferred that the Fellows of other (Colleges, which are

named, are of superior educational qualification. With the view i

of removing misapprehension on this point, I am directed to send, i

for the information of the Board (enclosed), copies of the Fellow-

ship Regulations of the College, from which it will be observed

that under no circumstances is any candidate admitted to that ,

diploma except after several days' theoretical, j)raetical, and i

operative examination, the .ccopa of which is not in any re-spect i

inferior to that of any licensing body in the kingdom, and btsore

and after the passing of these examinations strict guarantees are

exacted from the candidate for the propriety of his professional
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cticeasaFellow, Lest '^-y^X\^,t?:i::,^:JS l^^::^l
«of these examination .

or
^« ^°

^"^J^lX^ieal CouncU its

a which may seem necessary to Remove any p . -^^^

a.C.S.I., Secretary to the Council.

PROPOSED SANITARIUM AT ROSTREVOR,

CO. DOWN.

r. prospectus of a-company recently formed for the fo""J''t^°^°f

Xat^^c-'^Wishment Ld .anitarlumat ^^o^^-o'-^^^f-";

IZjheen issued It is pointed out that a great need.exists lor

restablishment of this kind in the North of Ireland, none at pre-

ntSSrin Ulster, in spite of the proved popularity of such

IXns' Theonly'thoro'ughly organised -^ ^^^ ^^|f
l",

ithic establishment in Ireland is at Blarney, near Cork, and i is

: us hoped that the proposed institution at ^o^trevor might enp

^tual monopoly of patronage from the P^i;'; "^
.^^^^^f̂ J;

he advantages of Rostrevor as a site are set forth in the pro

^tusS all the glowing language familiar « «^"=\^°°^-

Sr ^ley are, however, sufficiently obvious and genuine to

eed no exagg«;tion. They consist mainly of two important

eafurer-relter and natural beauty. The Mourne Mountains

rm an almost continuous rampart on the east and nor h con U

ntintr Rostrevor one of the mildest of resorts, especia Ij during

t pfeSe of east winds. The neighbourhood is also highly

tEue.\nd is easily accessible from all

1-f
^
J^^-J^^^*'

'

hP nearest raUway terminus, .is two miles and a half distant, ana

t tonly se en miles thence to Greeiiore, which is five hours steam-

1^ from Ho yhead. The site of the proposed sanitarium has a

!^utherW aspect, and a frontage of 750 feet to Carlingford Lough.

Ts in ended that the building to be erected shall have accommo-

laton for fifty'guests, and contain all the equipment of a com-

; hydropathic establishment. The capital of the eompanj-^is

S consL of .16,00.,, in U,C^ shares .. £ e.ch and ^S^^ in^O

'per cent, debentures. Mr. 1. «. Ausseu, .i.i.,

lUrectors. -——^——-^^=;==;^==^^=^^^^

Wilson Coltart, L.K.l^.l .,
m.j\..v.o., c

medical officer to

S'ind't'o^etrL^Sor^atS.
^'

T\fe IL'l^er^^unts

-irfng a\aTance in hand of £3U lis. ^l^.-were P^«^^^^^^^^^^^

and passld. The o^<^r4%X.Z"lU ^^^^
' 4 Prl:'

S-iS ^'^^.^^^i^^crr-lJ^Vr^ith an^^
Carles Shelly In l^ace of the four gentlemen retiring by

Son.'t^eflllowing\vere elected as f'^JfJt-f^;:j[,tM
Dr Vbercrombie, Assistant Physician at the ChiWren » "o*P"V^''

to^at Oi^iond Street; Chunetletcher, Esq., medical officer to the

Merchant Taylors' School ; W.U.am Holderness Esq^, medica^ a

t«ndant at Eton; and Surgeon-Major Lever. '^^'^^ °™^J^?
'

^,^

'

UiUlarj' Colle.ge, O.xford. Audtturs: Messrs. StQ ham and Chune

KU'tchej wer? re-elected. The Honorary Secretaries then pre

LmelrU.: Code on the Construction -d Maintenance of M.oo

I

Infirmaries .md Sanatoria, on the preparation of -^'"9^1 t^» 'j^""'^,';

I bad been continuously engage.! during the last '">Sl^|«^"
°^°f ';^;

This was con.sidered ;uid cUscussed by tl'^\°J^''^ ^"?j'f",l%he
uiso. Certain modiSaitions having been '"'

•^^'^'"-^^ '".'.° ^d
v., it was Uien resolved tliat the Code should W printed ana

r,uWi<.hed for the aseociation, and that a copy should be sent to

frh.m has b^en presented with an illuminated address, together

^rem'wfra maS^I- fou^^Sancli^sUve; candelabrum, chased

and ornamented, also a silver-plated fish slice and fork

r,,«roAL Lecti-kes on CHn.DBES-3 Diseases -A <rO^ ol

clin"al tecti^es aS demonstrations commenced at the Ho«-
cnnieai 'ei.

,,j,;,,.„_ Great Ormond Street, on IhuTfOaj,

FnTtV^Slathla realised ^^^^^^ 'benefit of its funds

legacies was f '^f^_^°>^^vable™o the widow of the dece^ed

legacy, amounting to over £--l,0OU.
, • h„=

A SCHOOL or IIousEKEEPiNG.-A 8ch0ol of \o"^«^teep.ng has

Ling, -okmg -^ndmg, and^ a^^^^^^^^ .^^^

SfoXract^clrkno^^^^^^^^^^^^^
commendation and uni-

''the Greenock Centre of the S^ Andrews Ambulance i^s<^^^^

tion held their secondannualmeetingonMay 5 hTl^^^

ported to be in a prosperous '?,^'t,on t,Nen nme cla.
^^^

Association's medallion. _, . » , „»

the Helen Mdeaux Fund .Propose to make the h^^ a ar

Helen Prideaux Scholaphjp at the end of Jul> 1*.^
^^^^^^^ ^

"J^S^J^rol^lV^^U-^-"^^^^^^ thl school. Handel

Street. Brunswick Square.
.

fl,p Coroners Act, be divided into two districts, lo i
^^

trt^-ZTwn District and the South-Eastern District.

"

DR \ HUJJSMANN, of Utrecht, ha3 ™<^^"tb; /'a-i^a Patient vnUi

a t'imour growing from the under
^Y^Zt^o'^TS^'^o^^-^

tents being caseous and etmi-fluid. , jqswa .i vv-<-J
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ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.
At ft meeting of the Royal College of Physicians, April 26th, 1888,
on tlie motion of the Senior Censor, seconded by Dr. Quain, the
following resolution was adopted unanimously :

"That the cordial thanks of the College are due, and are hereby
offered, to Sir William .Tenner, Bart., K.C.B., M.D., for the ability
and judgment with which he conducted the business of the College
during tlie seven consecutive years in which he filled the office of
Presidfent, and also for the time he devoted to the duties of that
office, and for his endeavours to advance, on all occasions, the in-
terests of the profession."
On Friday, May 11th, a deputation consisting of the President,

the mover and seconder of the resolution, and the Registrar, waited
on Sir William Jenner, at 63, Brook Street, to present the resolu-
tion in the name of the College.

At the Comitia held on Monday, May 14th, Sir .\ndbew Cla.bk,
Cart., presiding, the newly-elected Fellows, whose names have
already been published in the JomxAi,, were duly admitted.

-V report was received from the Council, recommending the
adoption of the following regulations for the Moion Medal

:

1. That the memorial consist of a gold medal, of the value of
£30, to be awarded every third year to the person who shall be
deemed to have especially distinguished himself by observation
and research in clinical medicine.

2. That the award be not restricted to British subjects.
.3. That the award be made on the recommendation of the Pre-

sident and Council (who may, if they see fit, call in the aid of
assessors), subject to the approval of the College.

4. That in making the award the College should always have
regard to discoverj' and originalitj- in research rather than general
personal reputation.

5. That the medal be presented immediately after the Harveian
Oration by the President of the College; and that, in the absence
of the medallist, the medal be given into the hands of the Registrar,
who shall forward it to its destination.

6. That the medal shall present on the obverse the portrait of
the late Dr. Moxon, with his name and the dates 1836-1886 ; and
on the reverse the portico of the Royal College of Physicians, with
the inscription " Ob artem medicam studiis et experimentis
auctam," and, further, that the name of the medallist in his native
language, with the date of the award, be engraved on the rim of
the medal.
These regulations were unanimously adopted by the College.
A report was received from the committee appointed to consider

the internal arrangements and requisite fittings of the rooms and
theatre in the new building to be erected behind the Examination
Hall, pointing out that it had been necessary to make a slight
modification in the plans already sanctioned by the two Colleges,
in order to allow more light to the houses in the rear. The com-
mittee also desired the sanction of the two Colleges to expend a
sum not exceeding f-W in preliminary inquiries, foth in England
and abroad, lioth these suggestions were unanimously adopted.

Sir Hbnby Pitman gave notice that at the next Comitia he
would move the appointment of a committee of seven from this
College, to form, with seven delegates from the College of Surgeons,
a committee to superintend the work carried on in this building
when constructed.
On the motion of Dr. Thbodoeb Williams, it was agreed to

hold a conversazione in June, a committee for thia purpose to be
nominated by the President.

Dr. Herringham was appointed an Examiner in Anatomy.

liOYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
At the meeting of the Council of the College held on Thursday,
May 10th, a letter, the contents of which, owing to a technical
objection, we were unable to publish in the report of the proceed-
ings of the Council in our last issue, was read from Mr. C. L. Peel,
Clerk to the Privy Council, stating, by direction of the Lords of
the Council, that their lordships are ready to consider favourably
the grant to the College of some further powers to hold property,
and for amending the existing charters in regard to points in
which there is no controversy with the Fellows and Members of
the College, omitting from the supplemental charter the contro-
verted points, namely, those containe*! in Sections 2, 3, 4, and 3,
and inquiring whether the College will be willing to accept the
supplemental charter on this basis. It was resolved by the Council
of the College to accept the supplemental charter on the basis

offered by the Lords of the Council. The net result of the apiL
cation of the Council of the College to the Privy Council mayT'

briefly summed up as follows:
The Privy Council is willing to grant additional powers to W

Council of the College to enable them (1) to hold more prope"
than at present ; (2) to enable Fellows to vote by voting pat •

at the annual meeting for the election of Fellows as members '

Council, instead of having to record their votes in person i-

hitherto.

The Privy Council refuses to insert in the supplemental chaplr
the following controverted points contained in Sections 2, 3, '

and 5 of the Petition of the Council of the College : [
1. That the regulations of admission to the Fellowship shoi);

be made otherwise than by law, as at present. ,

2. That the fee for the Fellowship should be determined r

by-law instead of by charter, as at present.
3. That the Council should have the power of electing ten

;|

stead of two members of the College of twenty years' standing
'

each year. '.

4. That there should be two honorary Fellows elected ea
i

year.

THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

In July, Mr. Cadge, Mr. Brj-ant, and Sir Joseph Lister reti
by rotation, all three having been elected eight years ago, so thi
excepting those members who have been re-elected after servi
a full term, they stand at the head of the twenty-four members

,

the Council as it is now constituted. As it is highly advisal!
that the Fellows of the College should not lose time in consideriii
how they may further their interests at the coming election, whii,
will take place within two months, and as they may not have ti

history of the present Council at their fingers' ends, we supply tl

following statistics. The Council stands, at present, thus : ;

President: Mr. Savory (third year of office). T'ice-JPresident

i

Mr. Bryant and .Mr. Thomas Smith. Ot/ier Members: Sir Jam,
Paget, Sir T. Spencer Wells, and Mr. Marshall (all three form(
Presidents), and Mr. Lund, Mr. Henry Power, Mr. HutchinsOi
Mr. Cadge, Sir J. Lister, Mr. Hulke, Mr. Christopher Heath, M,
Croft, Mr. Sydney Jones, Sir W. MacCormac. Mr. Lawson, il
Berkeley Hill, Mr. Durham, Mr. Macnamara, Mr. Oliver Pembe
ton, Mr. Septimus Sibley, Mr. Reginald Harrison, and Mr. Willet
The elections have run as follows during the past eight years, a

asterisk marking re-elected members. 1880.—Mr. Cadge, M
Bryant, Sir J. Lister, and Mr. T. Smith (substitute membei
laSl.—»Sir J. Paget, Mr. Hulke, and Mr. Heath. 1882.—»M
Marshall, 'Mr. Power, and Mr. Croft. 1883.—'Mr. Cooper Forstt

(deceased), Mr. S. Jones, and Sir W. Mac Cormac. 1884.—Mr. Lavi

son, Mr. Durham, 'Mr. T. Smith (see 1880), Mr. B. Hill (substitut
member for Sir Erasmus Wilson), and Mr. AUingham (substitut

member for Mr. Gay, and since retired). 1885.—*Mr. Savon
Mr. Pemberton, and Mr. Macnamara. 1886.—*Mr. Lund, *Mr. 1

Hill (see 1884), Mr. Harrison, and Mr. Sibley (substitute membt
for Mr. Cooper Forster). 1887.—*Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. Willett, an
*Sir Spencer Wells. The order under each of the above dates fo

lows the number of votes which the candidates polled.
We may remind our readers of the signification of the tin

" substitute members." They are elected to fill up vacancies tak
ing place among elective members of Council in any other wa
than by going out of office by rotation. Everj' person so electe'

holds office until the time when the person in whose room he shak

have been chosen would have gone out of office. When that tim
has expired the substitute member must retire, but is eligible fo

re-election, and if re-elected becomes a member on Tiis ow;

account, so to speak, and may remain on the Council for the ful

term of eight years. There are but four provincial members a

present on the Council—Mr. Lund, Mr. Cadge, Mr. Pemberton, am
Mr. Harrison. Mr. Lund, re-elected in 1S8(), has the right of sL-

more years on the Council; Mr. Pemberton, elected in 188.5, ma.>

remain yet five years as an honoured and progressive provincia

member, whilst Mr. Cadge, as we have already observed, will retir

in July. The wishes of the .\ssociation will doubtless favour hi.

r-'hirn. There is but one representative of the general practi;

lioners, .Mr. Sibley, who has yet three more years before hiin n:

the substitute member for Mr. Cooper Forster, who wa-s re-elected ii

18.S.3. Mr. Bryant and Sir Joseph Lister are so well-known t<

fame, and -Mr. Cadge is so popular as a provincial member, thai

they will probably all be re-elected should they offer themselves
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mpears to be most probahle according to trustworthy rumours

s should there be no further vacancy through retirement

ire the regulation period, the coming elections will not be of a

y exciting character.

and we are -lad to see in the discussion in the House of Lords that

T ord H. r^chell expressed an opinion in accordance with that o

our Parliamenta^?Bills Commfttee. and intimated that he would

move an amendment to that effect.

ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL.
.

the Festival Dinner in aid of the extension ot ft-
-^^ary s Uos^

al held at the Hotel Jlotropole on Saturday last. Lord Randolph

CHCHiLi. presided, and about IW other gentlemen were present^

Che Chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening, spoke w ith

mSation of the hospital system of London, voluntary-, free, and

^p^ndent" but costing about £6.50,000 a year, though enjoying

income of about £.5(To,(«)0 only, the deficiency being made up

Tegades whicli vary from £50.000 to £100,000 a year. The

ndfn hospiTils assist ^annually about l-300.«»0foP""'
.'jf^^^';^

ief of them are situated within a radius of about 1?
/^f

e/"^"?^

aring Cross ; and, out of the 6,500 beds found m all these mst

tions, 4,500 are within that radius, whilst the population with

ich he hospitals have to deal covers an area extencUng ,
miles

m Charing Cross, so that many people ^^^^^'^''^^ ^^^^^^^^'"^^^

5y access to the hospitals, although the public-houses are alwajs

ar their homes. Unfortunately, too, the income of 14 large

isDitals derived from subscriptions has in 10 years increased

Tnly about ^3,000 (from £32,000 to £3^0(X), whilst heir ex-

nditiue at the same time has been augmented by nearlyM^
•om £'^01 000 to £-247,000). These figures warrant the opinion

aTthere isTdistinct fkuing off of the efforts of t - rich ^n siip-

,rt of these great institutions. But the people tl-em^eh es are

aking effort! to overcome these deficiencies, as evidenced by the

create in the Hospital Saturday Fund, the large amount £o,W^^^

.llected in Islington for the Great Northern Central Hospital, the

artingof hospifals in East and West Ham, ;^hilst in the pro-

"ce°,lt Birm^ingham, Glasgow, Stpke, etc the working classes

mtribute largely to the local hospitals, ll^e hospitals, too are

e £eat scholls at which doctors are taught
^^^^

nurses trained

,ey, therefore. deser.-e far more support than they obtaim

umin<r next to St. Mary's Hospital, the Chairman showed how

o^^fthe faults of the London hospital system are
>f

ensified m
lecase of that institution, which has an Inconvenient and made

aate site, is surrounded by an overwhelming daily p°^^"gf^s
Ttion for which it endeavours to provide medical relief always

i h a deh^ient income. A splendid opportunity h^d arisen for

squiring a piece of land in Praed Street, '>'ij°'?^°g
*^f„?°^P'^lt

^hich would give it a tine frontage m an important public

aoroughfare, and this land must be acquired.

In the course of the evening Mr. Ryan,
ff^^'5^

"
*^^;^I,?t

ital. announced subscriptions amounting to £^^f°!f
J"}?, ^^.

irgement Fund, which sum included 2.^ guineas from the Chair

mS, 50 guineas from Mr. John Aird. M.P ^^^'froni Mr. C. Vesej

,

nd £28G, collected in shillings, by Mrs. G. P. Field.
,

An excellent selection of vocal music, under the direction ot

fr Cortes, assisted by Madame George and other artistes wa

riven - and the dinner committee, of which Mr. Malcolm Morns

JL chairman and which comprised llr. G. ^
- /j^Vrttendld

fentlemen, may be congratulated on the success that attended

Seir efforts.

THE S\NITAP.Y CONDITION OF HAILE\BURY
COLLEGE, HERTFORD.

TV accordance with our promise, we publish Dr Stevenson s last

inafysi" andrejITrt on the quality of the water from the well at

"T'hfsrpli^sw'e're enclosed in glass-stoppered bottles, marked

res, ectivSv
" Water direct from well at Haileybury College .\|nl

ISth! 1888,'' and "Water after Porter-Clark treatment. April 18th,

^Toth the samples were clear, colourless, and destitute of odour.

The results below are in grains per gallon.
^^^^^

Well. Treatment.
.

,

o.*! 24 16.52
Total solid or sahne matter ... — •• ^^ ^ 40
Loss on ignition ... • -• ••

j'jg ' 1.26
Combined chlorine ... •• --• --

.,-qj 2.O8
Equal to common salt ... ••• • "

J'jj

'
o.l3

Nitrogen as nitrates ... ••• — "
j(^„g None

Nitrites ... •••
- -'- '-'

q 001 Trace
Ammonia ..• .

• ;• --' ''
n 0035 .... O.OfX^

Albuminoid, or organic ammonia ... • • ""

OKygra required to o.-cidise the organic matter..

Hardness in degrees :—
Temporary ... ••

Permanent

0.IM3

1.3.6^

4.+°

0.021

7.6»

4.0»

THE CORONERS BILL.

IHB Coroners Bill, as introduced by the Lord Cbancellor, is one

Xh the Parliamentary Bills Committee '^'^2,,;\'^';?^>- ^^^l^^,
its intention of opposing in its present form. This Bil practical )

proposes to hand over tTie appointment of coroners altogether to

SXrd Chancellor. The Lord Chancellor ^l-ady possess.-^^

overwhelming mass of patronage far greater than he .either can or

iSoes dispense to the public satisfaction, and no>mg could be

more unwise or unpopular than to hand over to this '''gn tunc

tionary the appointment of the whole of the coroners of London

One inevitable result would be the appointment of awp orso an

loffice for which as a rule lawyers are_ very 1 Wjtt'Hl. and tor

iwhich medical men are. on the whole, f"
/""tter titt d. On ti„

other hand, the election by freeholders undoubted^ S'^ es rise to

1
abuses, and is an inconvenient and costly method of ai'pomting

judicial officers. The creation the new bounty ™m.s^ ill

afford a suitable body in whom the appointment ^'lould naturallj

\h> vested. An opinion has been expressed at the preliminar) tU=.

oussion of the Parliamentary Bills Committee ,n f"von-- °f \ est ug

the future appointment of coroners in these new elective bodies.

Tot^l ... - is-o^ "«

The organic impurities found in the water lately, have entirely

dis^^p:ifeT^d?her.ults approximate t^^^^^^^^

L^Sh^rdTJr^rJorprrS al^^ost destitute of organic

"ft'*'will be noted on comparing my present with previous

the water is brown and organically inipure.^
^^^^ Stevekson.

at their council meeting on -^P"' 't^;/^;i'°,,^."^;f'tated by Dr.
broken up. and which, ^f

°;-i|"«. *°
^^[.^^'^"aVtlTough qualitied by

^hln'SenVthlt inh-e or^^a^^t^atS-ent doel n^t appear to

•^^^eli^fr^Iire in any^^^^^^^'^^^
Haileybury water ; all we w, h to ^a> 's that so 'on

^^^ ^^^^^

occupies Its present position It s^nbject to P
^.^^ ^^^

there are many authorities «" t ejater que
^^^^

readilv believe that in the rainfall of ^ '^'^^="'
^''l'^e5 ^„(.h in the

in question (M-'f'\
'-^J:^

/,'^°^" ^j^ieh ^-as spr^d over twelve

s:Sx^:f^^-- -•^Hx"''™'
'"' '"'

''

^r^^^^^litv^tTarmosflSians will agree that, no

sszrAs afi.'Ud *"T5„. i...L» Md»- po""-

tion.

~1?;:;;;7T7 MAGiSTRATKS.-Dr. 'Xhomas Frederick Young and

Dr Thomls Mlt^nXls have been placed on the Commission of

the Peace for the Borough of Bootle.
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.
NOTICE OF QLTARTERLT MEKTIXGS FOE 1888

ELECTION OP MEMBERS.
AST quaMcd medical practitionej, not disqualified by any bv-law
of the Association, who shall be recommended as eliRiWe by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

J J

Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and
October l,th, 188.S. Candidates for election by the Council of
the .^sociation must send in their forma of application to the
Cteneral Secretary not later than twenty-onp days before each
meeting, namely, June 27th, September 2cith, and December 28th,

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to
the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a
ilranch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular
summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE ESVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits op
Intemperance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine
in the Annual Meeting of 1887, will shortly be published in the
JotTBNAL.

Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into
DiPHTHEHiA, and that into the Geographical Distribution op
certain Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as
soon as ready.
The following inquirj- only of the first series remains open

namely, that on the Etiology of Phthisis.
A fresh inquirj' into the Origin and Mode op Peopagation opEpidemics of Diphtheria has been issued.
Memoranda upon these subjects, and forms for recording observa-

tions, may bs had on application to the Secretary of the Collective
investigation Committee, J,S9, Strand, W.C

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

^n'^iT"^^'".^^ S",^";'?--'"'* *'''<' K'''"'™' meeting of the present se.sionwill be held in the Bell Library and Medical fnstitute. Cleveland licIdWolverhamn on. on Thumday Mav .-iUt. The ehair will be taken by <hcp'reluient

^ r^ IlrT »" M V"^""^ i"
'^*'. ''"<."'"'>"• The following papers wii

wf 1^„«T. n •

•^•u*'''?'^''^
J*"""'"" of Reduction Product., of Hiematin

Trei m^' .^C^.tl'^^A-^'^'l.^
Praetieal Con.iderations on the Nature amiirtaunent ol Chronic Cardiac Disease. Mr. E Hurrv FenwieW Inn^.^r,The Electric Illumination of the Bladder and iChr^L^ its Value in^heDrairnosis and Tn-atment of Obscure Vesico-l'rethral IJisekses Dr. McMunn win

T Vl.^cS'j.cKs 'v'w ?'''''i''"«
" P'>-<°Kn'l'l'i'.- »mera to the mkroscop:.-

1. vjsCEXT J ACKS'i.v, Wolverhampton.

s.^itVln^^.t^xt^?^'^ ir'.^''^''
BK^^-CH-Tlie annnal meeting will he held

MiPLiXD BiuscH.-The annual meetiuK will be held at Nottim-ham onThur«fay. Jnne Uth. at 2 P.M. Member, desirous of r«., nepapers exhfWtinc
r "^•li'?-V "?""'*^ '" communicate with the Secre ary Ki May 21tlfCandidate, for election by the Branch Council must ,emf^in thefr foSns of&t ^""•' """' ''»"--^^'- A. CAKU.VE. M.B., Honorary sS™rv

thf.'t',j;?e^Di^''Jirj7M'^f.1
'"'?' Di.«TRiCT.-The annml meeting of

day May mh ar^ .^„ n/V" '^'^"' »";" tJ^nterbury Hospital on Thurs-
ii1i..b •

, '., ' '•"•• "' '""ons, ol Dover, n the chair. The dinner»lll take place at .', .•.«. «t the lioyal Fountain Hot.l. Aircnda -I "ual busi^

^e M%""Brtan""i(IidS-
Mr. Haven

:
Tendon React ion. "fi, H.^lth and 1^ -

^.^;i„„. ^ HiKden: Note, on a recent Epidemic of Measles. Anyone
See eta% w'j" ^^^\^'{- ^'V"'""

7>"munica.e at once with the Honimnoicreiary, n. j. liso.v, 10, Lan(;lionic Gardens. rolkcBtone.

heM^'iJ^'.^rTT'''
""'"'•"-I'l'^"'""""' meeting of this Branch will beheld at th» Devon and Exeter Hospital. Kxeter on Tuesdav Jm.e M.hun<ler the ,,reMde„c.y of Dr. John WcuMnmn R t.aS. ffi:e/"f ^„,MU^:

dela^"";',""'" lTci.> ,'" ""'"""'" '% "'^- "°-""?- S«re.arv Wit" r
Cr^ar^l- a, so^i ». i ..Y^u'T.'"''"!"

" """mber, wlirinform th^ Honorary
followfn?, 1„.!^ ^ possllile if they hope to be present at the meeting The

r«n' tWn an,r^^ h
""•""»: "»'"mes more or less tlie diameter of a day of

the annual C.,w,?.,;m'T
"'

••";.""'^'"K,"'V"""'^""«""K'' '>"''"•'"••«'>'

oftheBranT.tl.'l! hi,
T- '''"';''"' '" "'^ ''"'i'lenfs addlVss. the business

»nnuLl djSner "-P mI, .' " ° ,™'" ^ "I
»pe.imen, with „oi«. and the

Scretlry
M.»iTlt»v Dpos, WonfoPd House. Kxeter. Honorary
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North of Esolakd Branch.-A meeting tor the exhibition and discus,of microscopic specimens will be held on May 31st. at y.30 r m in tli ,1injj.room of the College of Medicine. Newcasl le-upoii-Tyne. The ."!« retarv ilie Klado hear from any of the memliers who have interestine slides ol ^nvdescription. After the meetinK there will be an informal dinner at Bpm it

Ty.tnS^rI;kt^l:rf:
>^"-™'--. -^- ^=""-" Si-are, Newca. re^^i^.^.

Lanca-Shihe and Cheshire BRAVCH.-Thc annual mectinB will be held InLiverpool about the l.-fth of June. Gentlemen wishing to read p pe™ or ,h™cases are requested to communicate to Chas. Ei>. gIascott, M.D. aS SatotJohn btrect, Manchester, Honorary Secretary.
^"''

I

BiR.M«oHAK A.TO lIiiiijLin) COUNTIES BRANCH.—The annual meetlnB Of thh

Softh-Eactehn Branch : East Si:s,se.x District.-A meelinR of the above

?,pIT I ''^/,'l''';!' 'i""
'1™'^'--*'"' »« 'He ""V hospital, at HastiugToo

J,^H n ^b•'"'l!^ '"'n^''- '''(i;^!'««-'= «ill Presiile. The Chairman, Mr. TiceKnt,and Dr Penhall, will contribute short papers on cases. Gentlemen iuterraSain hospital construction will be at liberty to inspect the new ImUdinK ToV^mimications as to papers, etc.. should be addresswl to T. Jenner Verbam 97Moiitpelher Koad, Brighton. Honorary Secretary.

SOUTH IXDI.\N BR.\NCU.
The annual meeting was held at the Central Museum, Madras on
January 13th, 1888, the President in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and conflrmei
^eio Meynbers.~1\\ti President announced that the following

gentlemen had been elected by the Council since the last meetijw
of the Branch: Eev. H. S. Lunn, M.D. ; C. A. Lafrenais Esq
L.M.S^ Deputy Surgeon-General \V . F. de Fabick, M.D. ; Surgeon
J. J. Kouth, M.R.C.S. ; Surgeon M. E. Reporter, L.E.C.P. oM S.
Ediii.

;
Surgeon W. H. Karney, L.R.C.P.and S.Edin.

Financial Statement.—I'tis HoNoaAEY Teeasitrer then pre-
sented a statement of the accounts of the Branch for the past
year, showing a balance of Ks. 52168, also a Government pro. note
for Rs. 1,000, to credit on December 31st. It was proposed by Sur-
geon-Major Drake-Brockman. and seconded by Surgeon-Major
Allison, that Brigade-Surgeon Fo.x and Surgeon C. M.'Thompsoa
be asked to audit the accounts for the past year. Carried unani-
mously.
Branch Subscription.—In accordance with Rule VI, it was pro-

posed by Surgeon-Major E. F. Drake-Brockman, and seconded
by Surgeon-Major Braxfoot. that the subscription for the yew
be fixed at Rs. 18 8. Carried unanimously.

"

Votes of Thanks.—K vote of thanks "was then proposed aiitJ
carried unanimously thanking the Honorary- Treasurer for his
exertions on behalf of the Branch during the year.—A vote of
thanks was also proposed and carried unanimously thanking tl)e
Honorary Secretary for the manner in which he had discharged
the duties of his office during the year.

Election of Officers.—Ibe meeting then proceeded to the elec-
tion of office-bearers for the year -n-ith the following results:—
President: Surgeon-General G. Bidie, M.B., C.I E Vice-Pren-
dent : Deputy Surgeon-General S. B. Roe, M.B., C.B. Commitiee:
Surgeon-ilajor E. F. Drake-Brockman, F.R.C.S. ; Surgeon-MajOr
H. W. A. Mackuiiion, D.S.O. : Surgeon-Major A. M. Branfoot, M.B.

;

Surgeon D. F. Dymott, .M .B. : Surgeon C. M. Thompson, M.B.
Provisional Members of Committee : Surgeon-Major A. L. Hackett;
Surgeon J. Smyth, M.D. Honorary Treasurer: Brigade-Surgeon
C. Sibthorpe, F.K.Q.C.P.I. Honorary Secretary: Surgeon-Major H.
Allison, M.D. Representatiie in Council: Surgeon-Genera! W. F
Cornish, C. I.E.

BORDER COUNTIES BRANCH.
The spring meeting was held at Cockermouth on May 4th

;

Dr. McLeod, President, in the chair. Twenty members and Okie
visitor were present. ' '"*

Horse rn.r.—The President having introduced the question of
the taxing of doctors' horses as pleasure horses, it was moved >y
Dr. Hamilton (Hawick) and seconded by Dr. Robertson (P«1-
rith), that a letter should be sent to the Chancellor of the Et-
chequer protesting against the ta.x, and that a copy of the letter
should be sent to tne borough and county members in tw
District.

"'

Fees to Witnesses.—In opening a discussion on the question
of fees paid to rardicnl witnesses at assizes and county
se.ssions, Dr. Hioiikt said that he had always wondered
why the members of the profession had so quietly submitted
to what in his opinion was short of a public scandal. Medical
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,en w.re themselves much to-.^la-J- tW^i^^'^^^ ,CrU"t
Sclined to estimate their serv.ce.at^ha^^ co9^,^^

^^^^ ^^^

what they were wortli. He
^'^^^'N^^'^f thelritish Medical Asso-

nuestion was attracting the ""™t'°n °\ "J^at the answer should
Sation. Inhismnultherewa nodoub^^hatt.^^

^.^^

be. One guinea v^\ '''^1 ''^ \^?J al s3v small, and when
night detained from home was a

^^'^^^^'^.""J'V^^^had to travel,

tbiy considered the '^S
^^'f"^^^.^^ee

>
in maTy instances left

and the detriment to t'le^y^^PJ^^^^^'that many of them fought

tion made to them as to inadequate te^s paia to
^^_

in criminal cases at assizes ^'^ ^°"^f^>;^^^^'^°e/ation^ni guinea

grievance which ^a"*
f°'-,^"';f];j^S-g^lDr. Campbell (of the

in the latter period
f^^'".'"^'^ *'^,\^r°li'rpoTnted out^how ad-

inthe Edinburgh Asylum .x,l per cent. ""; i' , impress this

visable it was to take a hopeful
-«J^°4^7^^^tenerial it was

on the staff ot an asylum; and ™«'nt"?°^^
^oDortion of curable

for attendants always to have
f .'^"•^^^^^P^fofTard, employ-

to recovery, and instanced
Y,LTrnm other asylums and also in

covered after a residence of almost
'^^'^^'^^^^^^1^^,\\Ua,^^^ of

case of delusional in^a^'ty- 7,'^''* //.f^Jlith remarks on the
„,ore than fourteen years^ He concluded -^^ ^^^^^^.^^
special features of the cases camng a

^^^^
facts-namely, the "'"t>\7„*^'',J^;^f'J. the tendency, when de-
found sufficient to account for 'i*'"*}""*

-.^'fLtn have become so

ings for the past year, and suggested certain g ^^^^^ ^^^

l^^k^^S'^wl^rtrnTtrrnco^^ng president. T. A. BuC,

^'•)'w°/./^^::.«^.' ^0 Outgoinarre.ident.^K.0^ of thanks to the

outgoing^President was
^^"^^^l^'^^^.-^r^^'^idress on Therapeutics

,JS^l^S;^l^^^^^ of thanks was unani-

"°S^.=^The following offi^^^^^ t^^tll^r
Prei^yenf ill place ot Dr. Harvey^kf^t^^^^^

Srwm fi;^^:^s\t Cowes.'^'^ZVar, Secretary ana Trea^rer:

Mr. W. E. Green was ^-elected ^^^^ ^^

a ;tibS-i^J'oXr?^e ^sSsIra in aid of tL Me<lical

"^I^^^XS-t"" eTeXn of the next place of meeting wa.

left to the Sewetarj-.
Presumed Cerebral Aneurysm was

,^nT."Mr PRTEB-Mr Gree? exhibited Pieces of fekull re-

motdf'r^m a mfent who had made a determined attempt at

''''St:^l-4^'^lr^^^'^^^^'^ ained together.

t^'^.t:^^^t^^S^> E.XO.. IML.CH,

one and will probably be held at Penrith early in July.

SOUTHERN ^^^^'^fl^^^ZlTl.ro^^lTr^X 26th.
The annual meeting was held ^itjelfs Hotel, K>ae,o i

The chair was taken by the President, Dr. ^^"'"^^"''0^ m^BX^Ii
New Men,ber.~The minutes having been confirmed, Ur. f>Qwara

Pawcett was elected a meml)er of the District.

nTjTTmH GUI\N^ BRANCH. ^ ,,.

THE quarterly meSofth| Branch w. held at the^^Pnbl.

Hospital, Georgetown, on April Wh^
the chair, Drs .Anderson.

Grieve, M.D., the S;irge°n-General
^^.^^^^X^p, ,on, Honi-

Ll^oizlifrelaVerTHUU T'e=,>'^a^ LaW and the Secre-

S. ^Dr^Fallon and
^f--

^^ ^t'of'tlSt' m^^^ were
Mi^cellaneor^

f^'11 tol frem Drt Hi^lis and MassiahVlo-
read and confirmed. Letters trom ur..

j^vderson made a
gising for non-attend»ce were ^ce^^^^^^^^

,,,
statement as to the report oii-i

j^ ^^^^ (,„

last meeting, to the effect that no report
^.^^ers. A

account ot the n°^-attendance of «o man^
^ j^ ^^,

discussion followed, and, on the V^<^VOf^
This was then done.-

agreed that the ^'Ommittee be dis ha^ge^^^ Jhi, wa.^^^
_^^^^

Dr. Delamere g^ye notice tiiat he v^ou^^^^
printing of

ing for the "PPO-^'X Brancir^afdi °cuSed on the motion of Dr.

oP=oFrm^^^lSS^^--CU cases of

ing abortion. This was fo"oYtl4oma ™denale, and Dr. L-^w
OzzAHLread a paper oi'/^c'^ylo^f^^rs

disease t^^^^^
-^

reported and read °of^,?^^^^^'^L%t'^ euS° ^^^'^'^^f^"""^^-"
number of members too^P^^^ 'n th«

of\ibdominal aneurysm.
Dr AnpeRSON showed a ^peclmen o^ "J"V , ,^ -^t ^eet-

°^
^ZTna1i:.^"j^!^on^^^^ were passed to the readersof

the various papers, and the meeting closed .

BRITISH MEDICAtTaSSOCIATION.

^XM-Eiect : Pro-fessorW T. Gairdner, M.D.. LL.D.

-^::^t ^^l^^S^'^c!^:?S^^ater. M.B.,

'°^";;l:;;''l';nstanti„eHolman .r^^^^
Clifford

J^^^l^^^^^S^t^t^n. B.

An Address in Surgery ;" I ^^/.^Ji^r Maiestv in Scotland.

Professor

J.P.. Har-
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irill Iv. siven by William Macewen. M.D.,Lecturer on Clinical Sur-
i^ery, filnsgow Iloyal Intirmarj-.
An Aadross in I'hysioioRj- will 1,p delivered by John GrayMckondnck. M.D lL.D.. F.R.S.. Professor of Institutes of M^^

cine. Lmversity of Glasgow.
A. MEDrcrjJE -Pr«We«^ T. McCall An.lerson, M.D. rice-Pre-

oi^l^^T'^^p K^^» ^2- Robertson, M.D., 400, Great Western RoattGksgow; Robert M. Sunon. M.D.. 27. Newhall Street, Birmingl

B. SrRQEBY.—Pm-,V/«j<. George Buchanan, Jl.D. Vice-Presi-
dents, i&m>is Dunlop, M.D.: Charles Robert Bell Keetley, F R C SUonorary Secretaries, David NeHsou Knox, M.B., 8, India Street'

LtXnTw
'

^'' ^•"^^- ^' ^"'^'^""'^ ^''''^' ^iccad^ny,'

a OiOTETRic MKWciNB.-P/-e«-<fc«^ Thomas More Madden.

fWn,
''^^-P'-«''^e«^,. William Leishman, M.D.; J. Halliday

Uroom.il.D. Ilonoran/ Secretaries. WilU^m Walter. M.D 20 St

o'liirgow''"'''
^^'""'^'''^'''- ''' L- Eeid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent;

D. Public Msmci^E.~PreMdent. Henry Duncan Littleiohn,M.D. Hce-Prestdenf.i, James Christie, M.D.; D. Page. M.D Hono-rary Secretaries^ Ebenezer Duncan. M.D.. 4, Royal Crescent, Cross-
hill. Glasgow; John C. McVail. M.D.. Holmhead. Kilmarnock

E. VaYCHOLOGY.-President, James C. H.mden, M.D. T'ice-Pre-s^ts, James Rutherford, M.D. : Julius Mickle. M.D. Honorarv^cretnnes, A. R Urquhart, M.D.. Jhirray House, PerU, Ale?>ewington. M.D., Ticeliurst, Susse.x.
.

e u.
,

^le.x.

I tV^'"p p''?'' T-° J'HYSIOI,OGT.-i',•e„y^^JohnCleland.M.D.,

wardblark PPpTrf''''^^"'''^i-
^"-lers""' M-D-: Henn,- Ed-

^ Fi„ ,
• En^-^- ^"""-"n/ Secretaries, John Barlow. M.D..

PRri r^ r",'',^'^/^"'''= ^'"''1'''' Barrett Lockwood
i'.K.C.S., 10. Lpper Berkeley Street. Portman Square, W

G. PATHOL0Gy.-P^M,ye«^ Sir William Aitken, M.D., F.R.S.,
F.e«^Pr^«(;e«^s Alexander Davidson, M.D. ; Joseph Coats. M.D. •

hea^ M?rA xi^" nV^ ^^''"''"'-V Secretanes.G. Sims Wood:

M D ^ R.ri.-;i 't''''" ^"-^^^f^"'-
KcUnburgh; J. Lindsay Steven.Ji.f., J4. Berkeley Terrace. Glasgow.

H. OpHTHAhiioLOGY.—President. Thomas Reid. M.D. 7>«-J^-e-

SV.n^ R^'n'/'i^i
^^- ^- ^'''^^«""' if-^- Honorary sZrlUin^, Henry Bendelack Hewetson. M.R.C.S.. 11. Hanover SouareLeeds; A. Freeland Fergus, M.B., 41, Klmbaiik Street, cLsgow'

T^i,'
^^'^^-^'f^i'l'^t- Thomas Barr, M.D. Viee-President^

rary Secretaries, Johnstone Macfie, M.D., i'i, Ashton TerraceGlasgow; James Black, F.R.C.S., IH, Wimpole Street London
'

J. DiSKASES OF CHiLDEE.v.-P;v.^,ae«<, Walter Butler Cheadle,

Vi'd mZ'. f'"'':
'^'^''^ Finlayson. M.D.; Henry Ashby

f;;^ Ty.'^n?-'
'^'''^(^'"'^'' George S. Middleton. M.D..2.3, Sandv-

TCri^StrSlI'^ '' ^'^"'^-' ^'^-- iI-S..F.K.C.S., 14.L\.

M^rto^n"^n''^°f--'''7.^''v
THF.nAPErTic,s.-P,..«V/«,f, James

C^h M n KH ^
'^^'''•'"^""^' J"''". D°UKall, M.D.; Theodore

3 Ro'vRl T'd;.f ^""^,';<"y,*"'''«'-"'-'. Alexander Napier, M.D..

M.W,lr^%[;;^:''Zondl%-.c.^ '"^^^ ""™ ^'- ^""-^

M D ^I^Jilp"''"?' /''.^ R"i'"^"i-OGy.-Pre.ta«z^. Felix Semon,

McBridl ^7n w ' ^'T^" "'?"'" Mackenzie. M.D.
;

Peter

^de Pl„;„ p, ^""''^°"lJI'-;''-etanes, D. Newman. M.D.. 18. Wood-

toh Squire
'"^'"''

•
^'™'^' ^'•^•^' ^''"*°^°^ Street; Caven-

i.^^wZt'^ -^^ ^
*cr<./anV^. John G. McKendrick. M.D.. F.R.S.,

f^'«]^r >"!!•' Gardens, Glasgow; James Christie. M.D.. HiUheacLGlasgow; John Glaister, M.D.. 4, Grafton Place, Glasgow.

PROaSAMME OF PROCEEDINGS.
D -.^

TufSDAY. ArorsT :th. 1883.
9.30 i.M.-Meetii4t of 1887- lasS Council.
U.30 A.M.-Fir.t General MeotinR. Keport of Council. Report, of

8V)P« x^°"""'^}V- Semce in the Cathedral.
^

8..T0 "»—
A'JJS^!;^.

^™''"" '«'*t'°K from n..30 a.m. Presidenfs

« in . „
WEnxESDAV. Acqust 8th. 1388.

lOJO A If ;; ,1"~^'^''"K "' '*«-''9 Council.iW-JU A.w. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meeting,
'•»'—Second General Meeting. Addr«i, ia MedicLae byThonuM Clifford AUbutt. M.O., F.B.S.

~"-'"'' "y

[May 19, 1888.

THtmsDAV. August 9th. 1888.
B.30 A.M.-AddreM on hi. Recent Surj{ical Investigation. I,yWillmm Macewen, M.D. '

, ^ o„ . ' *•«—MeeMuK of Council.
ICTO A.M. to 3 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.

3 P.M.-Third General Meeting. Addrea. in Surgery by SirGeorge H. B. Macleod, M.D. ^ } "3 J"
I P.M.—Public Dinner.

1,1 11 . „ . , o,
Friday. AirGu.sT 10th, 1888.

10..30 A.M. to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
3 p.m.—CoMluding^ General Meeting. Address in Physiologyby John G. McKendrioli, ;„.„.

Satitrday, Adoust 11th, 1S88.
Excursions.

F.R.S.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
PAKIS.

[from Otm OWN COSRESPONDENT.]
Disinfection of Tuherculous Sputa.— Transmission of Tubercu-

losis from the Human Subject to the Doy.-Experiments on
Hereditary Alcoholism.~The Actual Cautery in the Treatment
of Epilepsy.—Chloral in Diphtheria.

At the meeting of the Soci.5t,S de Medecine Publique et d'Hv-
giene Professionnelle February 2Jnd, 1838, M. Grancher gavethe results of researches made by himself and Dr. De Gennes, on
the disinfection of tuberculous sputa. The air exhaled by tuber-
culous pa lents does not affect animals, therefore it does not con-
tain bacilh. M. Grancher and Dr. De Gennes disinfected tuber-
culous sputa with carbolic acid at 5 per cent.

; potassium, at 5 per
cent.

;
sulphate of copper, at 5 per cent. ; chloride of zinc, at :>

percent.; corrosive sublimate, at 1 per cent. Guinea-pigs were
submitted to injections of sputa thus disinfected. The resultswere not encouraging; the corrosive sublimate alone appeared to
kill the tuberculous bacillus. It is difficult, however, and even
dangerous, to use it at 1 per cent. Guinea-pigs were inoculatedwith sputa which had been mixed with hot water, and exposed
to a temperature of 60°, 80°, and 100° C. It was discovered from
these experiments that the bacilli resist water at G0°. are nearly
always killed at 80°; and at 90° and 100° are always killed.MM. Geneste and Herscher have constructed an apparatus to be
placed near each hospital ward. M. LaiUer asked if it would not
be possible to have one apparatus only for each hospital, on ac-
count of the expense; and if the apparatus could not be heated
by steam instead of gas. Dr. Olli^aer remarked that M. Gran-
cher s experiments proved the insufficiency of the ordinary means
ot disinfection, such as chloride of zinc. Meat should be always
well cooked

;
and when prescribing it raw, the physician should

ascertain that only non-tuberculous mutton was used. M. Grancher
replied that raw meat was not dangerous. The experiments of M
Nooard prove that the bacillu.s of tuberculosis rarely exists in
the flesh or juices of animals that die of this disease, unless there
be tuberculous glands.

,^J^-'^°^^S°^S^°^V'^'b^^»^e% in the Journal de Medecine, March
IHth. 1888, a case m which tuberculosis was transmitted from ahuman being to a dog. "The patient had suffered for some time
trom a slight, drj'. exhausting cough, feverishness at night, and
intermittent pains in the thorax. His father died of an affection
of the heart, his mother of phthisis ; two sisters died from tul>er-
culosis. one at 19, the other at 27 years of age. The patient, when
hrst examined, presented no symptoms of tuberculosis. After
some months, however, cough and fever increased ; the patient be-
came breathless after going upstairs, lost flesh, and had nocturnal
sweats. In the month of Februarj'. 188C>. distinct crepitations and
dulness were heard under the left clavicle. Finally, in October.
1886 he died with all the symptoms of pulmonary tuberculosis,
the disease having lasted about fifteen months. On first visiting
the patient I noticed a dog. whose extreme thinness attracted my
attention. This dog barked at me whenever I entered the room,
and I observed that after barking he was seized with a fit of
coughing. The persistence of this symptom, together with the con-
tinual loss of flesh, awakened my curiosity and reminded me of
the cases of contagion reported by Dr. Li5on Petit. I advised the
patient to have the dog sent to a veterinary surgeon. This was
done, with the result that the animal was pronounced to be
tuberculous. The dog became worse and worse, extremely thin,
its hair rough, and as stiff as if it had been brushed backwards.
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The owner would have had it killed, as its cough ^^^ <i>s ^semg

the exMCtoTatioDR frequent, and the appetite quite lost.hut I asked

h^m toilet the disease take its course, that the vetennarj' surgeon

^irn'XtmL^post-,norte,n examination. Meanwhile I learned

?hat "e dog had been given to the patient's sister as a puppy.

Ind during her illness had been literally brought up in heT bed^

Mterhw death my patient had taken care of the dog, which had

^us been brought up in contact with two tuberculous patients.

The do^ died in the last stage of phthisis in .November, 18»6. M.

Wmichfrt veterinary surgeon, of Tours, made the post-mortem ex-

Etion i^ mrprSence' The lungs were Addled with tuberces;

thP left lung contained many patches of softening. The perito

neum was co^vered with miliary tubercles. The le?t kitoey pre-

seZd a great number of miliary tubercles ; in the right we found

four or five tuberculous nodules in process
^^/''^XTtJ^'.UTe

maeh and intestines were healthy. It is evident .^bat the dasease

was transmitted to the animal by my patient and his sister tuber

culosis being of very rare occurrence in dogs. The mode of trans

Sission is not quite clear. The dog doubtless absorbed bacilli

from Swallowing the sputa or vomit of the patients,, ye the

heaUhv condition of the stomach and intestines wouldpomt to its

having acquired the disease by the respiratory organs.

Mtlie meeting of the Acadtoie des Sciences on March 5th, MM.

A Mairet and Combemale related their observations on the degene-

rativXreditarj' influence of alcohol. Twelve puppies were born

I
of a dog submitted to chronic intoxication with a coho and a

voung healthy bitch with no defect. Two were stillborn, three

'

dieTlicidentally ; the seven others succumbed to various diseases

Z^pil^pic attacks, verminous enteritis, pulmonary and peritoneal

^berculosis. At the necropsy lesions, evidently arising from

: aJcohoUc degeneration, were found : thickening of the bones of he

' ^kull, premlture closing of fontanelles, adhesion of the dura

mate^ to the cranial bones, difference in weight of the cerebral

heirdspheres, fatty degeneration of the liver. A strong, intell -

cent bitch, during the last three weeks of gestation, was intoxi-

I
Sd with absinthe, and gave birth to s^ puppies of which

tSee were stUlborn ; two were well developed physically, but were

not at all intelligent-, the third-a bitch X-grew slowly, pre-

senting defective ^telligence and a remarkable degree of anosmia

X, preienting symptoms of degeneration more especially of the

nervous system, was coupled with a strong, intelligent dog. She

Ka7eTrth to three puppies, one of which had flat foot, atrophy

Sf several of the toes, wolfs mouth -, a second died of >^arasmus ;

the third was attacked with atrophy of the hind legs. From the

latter case it would appear that the degenerative influence ot

alcohol is greater in the second than in the hrst generation.

At the meeting of the Soci.§t6 M.Sdicale des Hopitaux. March

"Srd 1888 M. Charles Fer(5 called attention to an epileptic pa-

tient now under his care whom he had treated by applications ot

the actual cautery to the scalp. M. F(5r,5 has treated ten pa-

tients in his adult epileptic ward at Bicetre. All the patients

presented hemiplegia; some were aflfected with Jacksonian

epilepsy, others with the common form. M. F6re applied the

actual bautery every two or three days to the parts corresponding

to the psychomotor zones of the brain, so as to prevent the pos-

sibiUty of suppuration. The attacks were remarkably dimmished

in frequency and violence in the cases thus treated.

Dr Adolphe Mercier (of Besanfon) has utilised the antiseptic

properties of chloral in the treatment of diphtheria in children

with excellent results. He proceeds in the following manner:

when the tongue is thick, coated, and swollen, the child is given

an emetic of ipecacuanha, without tartrate of antimony, which

causes prostration. When vomiting has ceased, sjTup of chloral,

prepared according to the French codex (at 5 per cent.), is given

every half-hour, in doses of two, three, or five grammes, according

to the age of the patient. It is better to begin by giving the child

rather large doses in order to keep him in a state of somnolence,

as raedicifie is then more easily administered. The submaxillary

and anterior regions of the neck are covered with a thick layer ot

belladonna ointment, and wrapped up in cotton-wool. In order

to keep the throat impregnated, and prevent the chloral Irom

causing pains in the stomach, the patient is given something to

drink every time before, and not after, taking that remedy. As

long as he continues taking chloral, to which M. Mercier regu-

j

lariy adds syrup of bark, the patient may eat and dnnk whatever
' he fancies—milk, wine, lemonade, or any solid food. This treat-

ment must be rigorously carried out during forty-eight hours.

No change ever takes place before twenty-four hours. In torty

hours the false membranes begin to come away, and have com-

Bletely disappeared by the forty-eighth hour. In the case of

patients with fair hair and white skin, they may only come away

on the third day. After the separation of the false membranes,

the syrup of chloral causes smarting in the throat, and must then

be stopped. In rare cases the loosening of the false membranes

leaves the tonsils red or swollen. An astringent gargle wUl do

awav with any swelling of that kind. A thick coating of vaseline

applied to the neck will get rid of any pustular eruption caused

hv the ointment. If during the illness any spasms or dyspnoea

occur, the throat is painted with a 1 in 50 solution of hydro-

chlorite of cocaine. Prescribed in the last stages of the disease,

when the voice is gone, and laryngeal diphtheria has set in, the

chloral treatment would be rather iniurious than otherwise. tBii.

VIENNA.
[from OUB, own COKEESPONDENT.l

Complete Bilateral Sml>lfP^''ron.-Erchion of Indurated Tu-

tue and Enlarged Glands in Syphilis.—Erythrophkcin.

DocENS Dr. p. Czebmak brought before the Imperial Royal

Society of Physicians a case of complete bilateral symblepharon

in a vouns boy, who had had, two years before, an eruption of

vesicles about the size of a bean, which, in part, contained a

yellow and clear fluid, and, in part, a bloody liquid The vesicles

first appeared on the trunk, and later on also on the extremities;

there were symptoms of fever at the same time, and the patient

lost flesh considerably. After a year similar eruptions also came

out on the face and eyelids. The latter were greatly swollen,

and there was a purulent discharge. At present the eye-cleft was

transformed into a shallow furrow, and no trace of the

coniunctival sac was present; the upper eyelid was for the

Seitest part denuded of the eyelashes, and a longitudinal immov-

Sle tumour could be felt under it; the lower eye id was

normal in appearance. The mobility of the eyeball wa.s

muTh impaired owing to its adhesion to the conjunctiva

Similar conditions, though not so distinctly pronounced, were

al-^o present in the other eye. The perception of light was nor-

mal but the projection unceri^ain. Numerous smooth a^id non-

pi^ented scars were, moreover present on the face a^d the

trunk There was no doubt. Dr. Czermak remarked, that the

svmblepharnn in this case was due \.o a." syndesmitis degenerattra

fStellwag) or to an essential shrinking of the conjunctiva ( e«-

fmtielle BindeMutschrumpfung"). According to recent obserya-

tions this affection was to be looked upon as a localisation of

•' pemphigus vtUgaris" on the conjunctiva, which in the opinion

of S?ephln, migtt also be seen here in an isolated condition.

Takincr into account the history of the patient, it was very pro-

bable that such causal relation was also present m the case under a

consideration. No scars, indeed, were observed ,n pemphigus^

which so far, seemed to negative such a supposition; on the

Tther hand, some vesicles had become covered with a croupou^

diphtheritic layer. The occurrence of symblepharon wa^je^

rwe, and only twenty-five cases of the kind had been re-

corded. The treatment was most unsatisfactory;; at empts to

induce shrinking of the conjunctiva by brushing it with mtrat*

of silver always failed; and the same was true of the instillation

°'Dr^Neumrnn showed a patient from whom he had a long ti^e

ago removed the primarj-hard sore, and the enlarged ^-mphatic

Xnds, on the thirty-first day after sNThil-s had heen con-

fracte. . A macular ksh and desquamating PaP"l" "^ve«he ess

appeared over the lower part of the abdomen on the Mty-third

Sa? The patient, who seemed to be quite cured after a long

co?irse of tre^atment. came again under the care °f P'^f«/°F^^-
mann on April 16th of the present year, with the following

Tphnitic lesions; gummatous orchitis; syphilitic ulcers and

gummata on the posterior wall of the pharj-nx and the soft

fZte as well as periostitis of the tibia. This observation suffi-

cien ly proved in tV opinion of the speaker, that extirpation of the

primarv- indurated chancre and the lymphatic glands no only d^d

not prevent the spread of the syphilitic affection, but that it did

not even make the course of the disease milder.

Dr Adolf Onodi gives, in the Ori-osi Hetilap, a summary of his

ohser..ations on twelve patients, and concludes that erythroplU«m

i« undoubtedly a powerful an.-esthetic. the effect of which comes

rmore owfv.but.on the other hand. lasts much longer, than

tla" of the corvine. Local anaesthesia persists for eight hours and

even longer from the time of instillation. It ha.s nevertheless.
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very diaagreeable after-effects, such as headache, giddiness, some-
timtvs even fainting tits; in jiartitular it dims the cornea for
several hours. Wlien applied to the nose, tlie mouth, the soft
palate, and the external oritice of the urethra, a 0.20 per cent,
solution caused a slight sensation cf burning. He did not venture
to U30 stronger solutions.

BEELIN.
[FBOM Ol'B OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Dangers of Aniis^tics.
At the last meeting of the Berliner Medicinische Gesellschaft, Dr.
iSmil Senger read a paper on the influence of antiseptic remedies
on the organs of the body, with special reference to operations on
the kidney. It is well known that after nephrectomy, or even
nephrotomy, many patients die with symptoms of ursemia or
anuria, even when it had been ascertained beforehand by careful
examination that the other kidney was quite healthy and capable
of secreting the necessarj; amount of urea. Dr. James Israel,
chief surgeon of the Berlin Jewish Hospital, has propounded a
very complicated theory as to certain nervous sympathies be-
tween the two kidneys, whereby an operation on one may give
rise to degeneration of the other. Senger has now proved by ex-
periments on rabbits and dogs that our antiseptic remedies are the
cause of these complications. He injected into the animals,
when in perfect health, one tenth or twelfth part of the quantity
of corrosive sublimate, carbolic acid, etc., which is sufficient to
kill them. He then extirpated one kitlney, and examined it
microscopicallv, with the result that in all cases he found
glomerulo-nephritis. There was exudation between the glome-
rulus and the capsule, and the epithelium of the tubuli contorti
was almost entirely destroyed. He found also fatty degeneration
of the liver, the spleen, the heart-muscle, etc. The various anti-
septic agents were found to be injurious in different degrees, cor-
rosive sublimate being the most dangerous, then the others in the
following order: iodoform, carbolic acid, salicylic acid, boric acid.
Senger therefore recommends surgeons to avoid antiseptics in
operations on the thorax and abdomen, and urges them either to
employ sterilised water after the manner of your compatriot, Mr.
Lawson Tait, or a solution of salt. By bacteriological and patho-
logical researches he proved, first, that this kills the strepto-
coccus pyogenes aureus in twenty-eight minutes, and that the
effect 18 independent of the degree of concentration, for a 5 per
cent, solution is just as effectual as a 20 per cent. Secondly, he
claims to have shown that chlorate of sodium does not in any way
injure the organs, and that no dose is strong enough to kill any
animal.

= e j

SWITZERLAND.
[FaOM OUK OWN COnnESPONDENT.]

Abdominal Massage in Habitual Constipation.
A VRBY instructive lecture on the treatment of habitual consti-
pation by abdominal massage was read at a meeting of the
Medicinisch Pharmaceutischen Bezirksverein von Bern, by Dr
Bueler. The method (which, by the way, was employed in a
rather primitive form by the celebrated Dr. Tissot, of Lau.sanne, in
1(80) seems to find favour with the Bernese practitioners Of
20 persons treated by Dr. Bueler after this plan, IS were per-
manently cured

; in one a relapse occurred in two months, and in
another (a case of chronic gastro-intestinal catarrh, with dilatation
of the stomach), the constipation still persists, though all digestive
disturbances disappeared under the influence of a periodical
evacuation of the stomach by means of manipulations in the
epigastric region. Cure was effected in from four to six weeks, or
after from twelve to twenty-five sittings (three sittings weekly).
iNo unpleasant effects were ever observed, even when very ener-
getic manipulations were performed on old people (of sixty-five, or
•hereabouts) Dr. Bueler lays stress on the fact that massage is not
simply one therapeutic agent, but a combination of several factors
powerful for good or evil, according to circumstances. The
physiological effects of massage are said to be of the following
four kinds: I. The mechanical acti:,n, which is tho most im-

^nftH^ 1
?"• "ad -(vhJch is not limited to the gastro-intestinal

contents, but extends also to the larg^ abdominal glands, removing

^.epl^,",?"
"^ ^^r ^,'"=''' •^"^- '^'^^ ''"^ °f'en been proved by thi

?i^^?nH;/L
'''''"'

? "^ massage in cases of f^cal accumulation,
jaundice (depending on obstruction of the bile-<luct), ileus, invagi-

nation, volvulus, etc. The most powerful mechanical effects ari
produced by kneading (Kneten. pctrissaije). which loosens impacted
fajcal matters; and by stroking {Streichung, effieurage), whicl'
gives " a natural direction to the contents loosened " by the
former manipulations. Sahli's massage by means of a cannon I

ball (see Jouknax, vol. i, IRS". p. 1171) is said to have only gl

mechanical effect. 2. The reflex effect of massage must be ad-l
mitted, in view of the physiological fact that, on briefly touching'
the abdominal wall, a contraction of the intestinal muscular coat
always follows. The effect is best produced by slapping {Klat-'
.ichunc/, tapotement) with moderate force. Certain cases of habitual!
constipation can be cured solely by manipulations of this
kind. This is well illustrated by Dr. Bueler's case of a student,
who had been suffering from constipation for five years, which re-
sisted all treatment, and who was permanently cured after a
course of eight weeks' duration, tapotements being repeated three

[

times weekly. 3. The thermic action of massage is thought to bel
proved by Mosengeil's observations with Geissler's thermometer,;
the rise of the local temperature after a sitting varying from V'
to 3° C., and lasting for three or four hours. To obtain the greatest
thermic effect, " dry " manipulations (that is, without oiling the
parts, or, still better, with a rubbing glove, or after covering the
parts with a piece of flannel) are recommended. The therapeutic
value of the thermic effects of massage is placed by the author
side by side with that of the popular treatment of constipation
by hot poultices, as well as with certain hydrotherapeutic
methods. 4. The chemical action is more hypothetical. I'

is supposed that abdominal massage, while causing markiM
hj-persemia of the local integuments, eo ipso gives rise t'j

an arterial anfemia, with venous hyperjcmia of the peritoneum
and relative accumulation of CO^ "in the intestuaal circulation,
leading to increased peristalsis. "The problem of the practi-|
tioner in every individual case of constipation before him," the
author says, "is to find out which of the therapeutic elements of
massage is most suitable and promising; whether the procedure
must aim only at strengthening the tonicity of the abdominal i

muscles, or must act in a more mechanical way, or in a reflex
or thermic manner." This question being settled, the procedure 1

can be considerably simplified by omitting all unnecessary mani-

'

pulations. The author condemns a routine practice of mass-'
age in all cases without discrimination, and insists on the i

strictest adaptation of the treatment to each particular
case. Manipulations which lead to a rapid cure in .:

group of cases may be followed by injurious consequent!
in another. Thus, in cases of chronic constipation, causeil
mainly, if not solely, by extreme weakness and tlabbiness
of the abdominal walls (as in multipara;, or in old men with
pendulous bellies), such manipulations as forcible separation of

;

the abdominal recti by inserting the tips of the thumbs and
fingers deeply between the edges of these muscles along ti

linea alba are indicated. The muscles respond by sharp contraction -

which are further intensified by strong transverse strokingsin an
outward direction from the iniddleliue. At the same time the
diaphragm should be strengthened by deep inspirations, etc. On
the other hand, in cases of constipation depending upon atony of

j

the intestine (as is often the case in persons of sedentary habitsV
Dr. Bueler begins the sitting with gentle, gradually intensitirM
and deepened strokings, and finishes by moderately strong slap-
pings. In cases of constipation caused" by dyspepsia, and'somi'-
times complicated with dilatation of the" stomach, he limits hi?
manipulations (strong strokings) to the gastric region. Two cases
of the kind, whicli were treated in this w,ay twice weekly, wcr.'
permanently cured in four weeks. As some special experiment.-i
(by washing out the stomach, and the administration of salol
combined with its subsequent detection in the patient's urine i

have clearly proved, the epigastric rubbing empties tlie stomaf li

under the manipulating hand. The author localises massage in ;i

corresponding way also in cases of f.'ecal accumulation in tl:i'

csecum and .sigmoid flexure. In habitual constipation dependent
on cerebral or spinal neurasthenia (in hyi>ochoiidriacal or hystericn 1

subjects), only such procedures as strong slappings with subsi^-

quent dry rubbings are indicated. In three of Dr. Bueler'-
patients hasmorrhoids (sometimes as big as half an egg) wen
present; in every case their size was greatly diminished afti r

the very first sitting, the swelling disappearing completely
and permanently in four weeks (earlier than the constipation i

He adds: "I am so charmed with this observation
that in future I will recommend to my ha?morrhoid:il
patients abdominal massage us the first thing to be tried.'
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Che n.ost disappomting -ults fro^ the
-^^^^^^^ ^jS^a'd'heS

be obtained in cases "* /""^t^'Pf'°'^,JJJ'^Htonit 8. Dr. Bueler

eft by previous attacks of general oi^^f=?^Pf"'lesions is due to

;he exaggerated fears '^'vroctit oners, v
^^ ^^^^

belly or give opium too lo g.
^^J^'^^^ ^'/j., ^^ possible after

rational to resort to a
gf^^^fXms iT aU cases of peritonitis,

the disappearance of acute symptoms in a
aged 17, where

1 adduces a oase of acute V^fyP^'^^the ninth lev deferves-

about eight days, without leavmgany trace.

MANCHESTER.
[fbom our own cobbespondent.]

Ou,ens College: Large Attendance of Students.-Chair of

Surgery

.

...ormous P°P"t''To'hoo?^eeamVpedH seems that th? accom-

siblybesome rearrangement ot
.''^^„'^';";p"n„„„^haU in future be

the whole surgical f^r "^n^feslr of surg?^ We understand
under the direction of the

P(,f
«^''°^°*

'"jf,''H^illier, and perhaps
that Mr. Hardie, Mr.

J<''i,';?:J^5,fb^.'^.^^^idates. As applications

^:^SZ:^^t^^ Ks^sfbfe that other^Lididates

may be announced.

one cause ot consumption, ims ^» , p.fion jn order to
International Congress to i'i^'^^"e**^„X

over the -lobe. On
decide whether the l^^^ P'"?;^'"'^/l^^'by aTwn- to S" World's

to be, m part at least, uw-eliabieJjr. ^
^j ^^ jg examined

precedence as to death-rate from plitmasoiiut,
j, ^^ ^

great decrease in the mortality «om luiu. y
rtainlv throws a

ot the rural population (Fagge's .Veiicme, i, 9.M).

CORRESPONDENCE,

are worse than useless, because misleadmg. But^DOtwi h tan
|

,our commanding opinion^ do not go up my^M^^^^^^
^^^^^

general accuracy of these '^"8/^?,'' ,'®7,'^^."
tl' t in New England

Simon and Buchanan. So assured have I been ot
"L. auarter of

patient who may be living on a damp ^^'l.""^ "\^, X „ece'"an
damp cellar that removal from the house is ^l^^"™Jf^!-t"^^
I have found that removal from a <i/'=P

^'>"''>''°f'i'.^Jl Erasure
sight of the homestead has been of value as a

^^'"^f,"'' Xi" fs

Under these circumstances, you will. I tl""l- a^mit that it s

reasonable for mo to doubt your conclusions, and that 1
sliouui

wish to lay before you for your candid opmion the facts 1 ha\e

gathered relating to the question.
, . „„ u<,f„,„ the Mas-

1 send by this maU an address delivered by me before the «^
eaohusetts Medical Society at its annual meeting in 18b-. in uiis

THE ELECTEICAL TEEATMEXT OF DISEASES OF THE

Sm -The discussion at the meeting of the Brighton and Sussex

MSSo-Jh'mScal Society has not helpd us muc . f^r rtere^.

SSm^^SetSl^lSHSon this sub-

,^t^^^^V- -il^-l^^^^>4ed --^n 1^

fully into the question, and f̂™,,^^^*Tf ^e «av that Dr. Steaven-
tricians should attempt it. * "" ";'!'^^^^^^^ a
son's results are stated from the f^"^5 ^'X^^^^ out
public institution the 7,^^ °J/,; ^f^" and tCfore to he re-

under the observation of sl-^^ed "i* =^
'

""t^^ different from the
garded as having an importance altOfee^herai

Utterances of anyone ^'1^« .^'^^
^^^^^^'to^fperhaps vou will permit

Concerning the discuss on at Brighton, pen at > ^ ,;
^

j^at

me briefly to' allude '» 'he s'm°ge/^X,
of'excit-ement which

"it was quit^ amusing to ob me the mitt
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

the recent advancemen of electrcatna
^^^^.^ ^^^^^^_

some distinguislu;.!
a'''l°f'".*/.,^u,'and ridicule, one was almost

promLsing opposition and l^eir abuse and riQic, ^^
nclined to think '^ese gentlemen feartx^ their oc^^

'

eone
" 1 am not aware that any oppo^'^on. or aou^e

fas been directed towards the advancement ^^^^XZ^'
ment save in one direction, and Uiat 'sv_as Uj^ Aveiin„

^^ „,„t^jed
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SrR,—I do not think it right that the case described as hydro-
salpinx by Dr. Apostoli in the JorRNAL of May 12th .«houJd be
received without criticism. At the same time I do not wish to
be considered as an opponent of Dr. Apostoli, or of the line of
treatment associated with his name.

It has occurred probably to most of your readers that the
Clinical course of events in this case would have been different
under more favourable circumstances. Apart from an exact dia-
gnosis, about which there are likely to be different opinions, the
symptoms and physical signs point to an acute attack of inflam-
mation in the neighbourhood of the uterus, and not only an acute
attack, but to an attack accompanied ty a large fluid effusion, for
it may be taken for granted that tlie presence of evident fluctua-
tion in a febrile inflammatory exudation is, if the bladder be
empty, certain evidence of a large effusion either of serum or pus.
It appears that the patient under these circumstances was not
confined to bed, and was brought with difficulty to the clinic, and
each time worse. AVhat does the new method consist of ? Prac-
tically nothing but a puncture into the walls of the sac by a fine
needle, followed by the passage of a current of 100 to 1.50 milliam-
peres. Naturally this was at last followed by evacuation of the
fluid. Many of us will probably feel that the simple treatment of
absolute rest in bed and, if this was not alone sufficient, a direct
puncture of the sac would have been at least equally efficacious.
We now turn to the diagnosis, and I would venture to say that

whatever tlie condition of the tube may have been, the disease
was retro-uterine perimetritis, with a large serous effusion. The
clinical history and physical signs were almost typical, and with-
out discussing them in detail, 1 may say without fear of contra-
diction that we have yet to learn that hydrosalpinx under any
conditions ever gives rise to such symptoms and such physical
signs. I will only mention the fixation of the uterus to the
sacrum and the alteration of position of the punctures during
convalescence as offering the strongest confirmation of the dia-
gnosis of perimetritis.

Dr. Apostoli appears to have made his diagnosis on the cha-
racter of the fluid evacuated only, having previously thought it a
" peri-uf erine phlegmon."
The gross pathological anatomy and clinical historj' of inflam-

mation of the tubes and ovaries have yet to be studied and de-
scribed, and until this is much further advanced than at present
we must accept many statements about them with caution.—

1

'''^•.^'''iT , r,
Walter S. A. Griffith.

114, Harley Street, W.

THE ALLEGED SUBVEXTIOXS TO GERMAN NEWSPAPERS.
Sir,—1 shall be much obliged by your allowing me to contradict

a calumny directed against the Cologne Gazette by " An Occasional
Correspondent " from Berlin in your last issue (No. 1428). After
attempting to give an explanation of the so-called "Reptile
Fund," he goes on to say that certain papers, which are com-
monly supposed to receive subventions {among them the
Kdlnische Zeitung) have come to be known among opposition
journalists as the Reptilia.
Though all and each of these journals, as even,- German not

blinded by partisanship well knows, are above the faintest sus-
picion of accepting bribes, I, as the editor of the Cologne Gazette
(Kolnuiche Zeitung) may content myself with vindicating my own
paper from such an imputation. It is quite as wrong and, I may
add, quite as ridiculous to tax the Cologne Gazette with receiving
a shadow of subvention from any quarter, or even to question its
independence, as it would be to impugn the integrity of the Times
or the British Medical Journal.— I am, etc.,

Cologne, May l.Jth. 1)r. Adgustcs Schmits.

ANALYSIS IN AUSCULTATION.
Sir,—Under the above heading Dr. Mortimer Granville draws

attention, in the Journal of April 28th, p. 901, to the advantage
of a cro68-piece connecting the elastic tubes of the binaural stetho-
scope.
Two years ago I exhibited before the Clinical Society of London

ft stethoscope of the same pattern which had been constructed
for me by Messrs. Matthews, and which I have had in daily use
since. lna.smuch b.s this arrangement enables the auscultator to
compare different parts of the chest in rapid succession with both
ears by alternately closing one of the chest pieces, the term
comi>aring stethoscope " seems more appropriate than any other.

i hnrt, however, that my idea was forestalled in 1881 by Dr. Con-
etantm Paul, who in the beginning of t^iat year exhibited several

stethoscopes of various designs before the Acad^mie de M6decineinlans; and that Dr. Spencers stethoscope, although constructed
differently, fulhls the same purpose.—1 am, etc.,

w n c. . ., . .
WilLLAM EwaBT.

33, Curzon Street, Mayfair, W., May 9th.

HAILETBURY COLLEGE WELL. '-

Sir,— I wish to take the earliest opportunity of correctinir »
mis-statement made m my letter to you, published on May 5tllSome time previously I hud asked a "gentleman who has know^
the Haileybury well and its surroundings most intimately for the
last thirty years to furnish me with particulars as to its relation
to the River Lea and the Lea Valley, in the reply embodvine his'
conclusions the words " above " and " below " were unfortunately'
(and unconsciously) transposed

: and, in the haste necessarv- to
ensure the early publication of my letter to you, I was unable to
personally verify the statement in question. I would now, there-
lore, frankly retract my published statement on this point The
bottom of the College well is indeed some sixty feet below the
Lea, as appears on the reduced sketch-plan enclosed herewith It
would probably be difficult absolutely to disprove " lateral perco-
lation "from the river to the well ; but it is significant that they
are a mile and a half (in strict accuracy 1 mile 833 yards) apart

—J,"™;
"^'c., Charles Edward Shelly.

Hertford, May 14th.

THE TRE.'i.TMENT OF PHTHISIS BY RESIDExNCE AT
HIGH ALTITUDES.

Sib,—In your account of the discussion of the paper on "Tin
ResiUts of the Treatment of Phthisis by Residence at High Alti-
tudes," read at the Royal Medicil and Chirurgical Society on Mav
8th, I notice some errors which have inadvertently crept into tlu-
report of my reply, which I should like to correct.

In answer to Dr. Hermann Weber's allusion to Dr. Dettweiler's
treatment. I mentioned " Falkenstein," not " Frankenstein," as the
place where it is practised ; and in defence of my theorj- of lune I

hjTiertrophy at high altitudes, due to rarefaction of the atmo-
sphere, I cited the increase of " resonance," not " nausea," as re-

1

ported—" the increase of chest capacity and of breathing power
as measured by the spirometer." Dr.'Quain's remark as to the
absence of mention of constitutional symptoms was made in'
error, as these were included under the"heading of " history and
nature of cases;" and I may add that the paper included
some tj-pical cases, which ,it would have taken too long to read at
the meeting.
Dr Quain and your leader both very rightly allude to theun-j

friendly and, I may add, ungrateful attitude of the Swiss authori-
ties in refusing reciprocity to English practitioners, even when

'

resident for many years in the ccuntrj-. The result will be that
English physicians will not unnaturally hesitate to send patients
where they are deprived of the sen-ices of their own countrymen,
and will be induced to look to other high altitude stations, such
as those of Colorado and New Mexico, which have been proved to
be equally efficacious, where comfortable hotels abound, audi
where English medical men receive a warm welcome from our
sensible and large-hearted transatlantic cousins.—I am etc
Upper Brook Street, May l.^th. C. Theodore Williams.

THE APOTHECARIES' HALL, AND THE TITLE OF ITS NEW
LICENCE.

Sir,—The licence of the Apothecaries' Hall now being a full
qualification, it is only reasomble to ask that we who hold its
new licence should be entitled to some letters of distinction, i

whereby the public may know we are authorised to practise both i

medicine and surgery. Otherwise we sliall always be at a very
great disadvantage with practitioners who are granted separate
medical and surgical diplomas issued by other conjoint examining I

bodies. The Hall licence is now granted under exactly the same •

rules and regulations as the diplomas and licences of other exa-
I

mining boards, therefore it would be a great injustice if we were
not granted a fuller title, and I am sure our Medical Council never
intended such an injustice to a large section of the profession. J
hope the matter may be taken up at once, and the Medical
Council induced to decide the question at their meeting next
week. I would suggest the title (which not a few have already
adopted), namely, L.M. and L.S.l.ond., Licentiate of Medicine and
Licentiate of Surgery, London. Remember the licence is no longer
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.e licence of an apothecary s.^ply. but a licence to practise

edicine, surgery, and mid^iferj .-1 am, eta,^^
^^^ L.S.Lond.

S^._Krom your rec/nfcoSo|S on ^^^f^;^ ^t
ears certain that tea l>as an injunous ^ffec upon^

^^„j,„btedly
Stsprobablyinmore than oneway^ ITS

i„,,,,3i„g the

inost potent cause of dyspepsia
,

^f''
^'""'j ^^es. Secondly,

^dityof the ^'^«v^-T"''l.*^°f^°?wUau'd And, thirdly.

^re is the ill efiect of drinking a jery hot Uquia ^^
ad I believe chiefly, there is the as'^^-^t <^n'^"

^^^ conse-

hegums, lasting through
'^}^'' ZThrintJ^^iin^to he^r from

uent decay of tje fangs ^ wou d he interestm
^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^

)r. Ffenning, .vho remarks that t^^ ^eca^ . ,j^^

r,!:-:ntlfo:t .^^ItralSlon I Ip^so that difect acidity

aay 9th, the following ^
^tement made bj Mr. txe S

^^

nia'irman of the Select
^^<>f^^'%f^^lH^Zs considered:

reported in.the Journal of May oth, page »^, ^^ ^^^p^
^. There is one g^'^a' to^. " X, ^/o'^n of Greenock, where they

KoIS^nSSntfr.^rSehoM^^^^

dt^t^iL^Tntt^i^r^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
--

nlete failure.

'

, „ Ts^„n-r,r,a Vip «sked from what
^

It was resolved that Mr. George Hastmgs be askea i

^^^

printed record he obtained ^uchdetoite information^,
g^.^^^

Site of such record ; as the members pr^.ent ^ ere^ le

^^^ ^^^_

on good authority that the medical o*
<=f °^ ^ on the house-

gidered the compulsory- no ihcation being placed

holders alone acted satisfactorUy^.-^^e
^^-^^^-^^jy^ President.

NAVAL AND MIL1TAJY_MED1CAL SERVICES.

THF fll vm OF IIYGIEXE AT XETLEY.

W. believJ^i^s"i^o^^ than pr^b^ble U^^^^^ S'^of^hllX
GeneralJ. A. Marston, C.B ^^ '^'^^ ^P \'™arily filled the
Professor de Chaumont at -^etlej. ne itmp J .^ ^^.^

he became Professor.

small cabin, and noneofthenulitarysu™^^^^^^

at >-etley, and Rethought a go^^^any s^^^^
^-Mch-was paid to

in consequence Theysavea J., 3 ^^^ proportion p£
probationers and .Processors ao ^ j certain dis-

Ln in the hospitals at home
«^«"^^ii^„„ „f the Con-

eases was about a tliir^ ^^^ \^ proportion wa3 much
tagious Diseases Acts ^^'"^^^rVf >*^aval Medical Ser-

smaller. A scheme
^"'[./'^^X'^anged and was ready to be

vice on an emergency ^!"i,,^^^^^^,^e^from the civil profession,

put in force. They would be recruiteau'
^^^^^ ^^

Efficient retired naval medica^ officers worn
^^^^ ^^^

„
ser.-e upon an

ff^^^^^^f ,3 i^ave granted was fourteen days

years of age. '^t P^*\^«°*
^''^h^uid if glad to see the leave m-

itter a year on board. He =houid .e g ^^^ ^^^^^ stafi-sur-

creased for al officers. ^^"^^^ .^'^^J,^^ voluntarily. Only three

geons and six surgeons ^d retired vo
^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^

Iccepted the
g^^^t-'yj^^.pf^l^ge'nera^s, three "deputy inspector-

lieu of pension, bix "isPf^^°'flf retired. The amount of the

generals, and fo^y-three fleet-officer, ret^a ^^^ ^_ ^^

pensions depended on the
|?i°£^ °^^^t'f^.ere%uspended in 1883.

8s. a day. The Contagious D^.^^^'^j^^^^^^^^e^^^^^ ca^s was (H2 ; in

and repealed m 18% ° ^^ ^
^J^',<i°'^m 738 to 887 : in 1880 it

THE XAVY ESTIMATES.

Ax the meeting of the Se^ct Co-iUee of the Hous-J <^-Xn!
appointed to consider the Na.T Est mate^^^

the Medical
nennan in the chair. Dr. D'<^^-

^J.^fu°J „o'°^^^^ it would be
Department, gave e^?'^'^"'','^- ,"^J^^.^ou reUiming from abroad
deArable that naval

-^f.^^.^t- ^ratfeXgnXal hospitals, to

should have the opportimit) « attending n
,^^^^ ^^

make themselves acquamed ^/th the pro re^.^^
^^ ^^^^^ ^^

would recommend a t>*temot one year

»

^-ithout oppor-
tTiought an officer P^gl^t remam at sea three

j^ ^^ ^.^^ ^^^^.^
tunitles of improving '"=

\";™^'ff^^^n^^On board a man-of-war,
the navy averaged abou *' P«

^f^' n^^befot men sick daily

guch as the Ackille.'^, "*"tfi -00 ™'^°; t^^f^ "^""jji^be three medical
would average about thirty-hve and there would M

^^

officers. Th? removal of naval
"^fIf^"^/. , °™'=,f,' .e„t dissatisfac-

Haslar was partly from
^'^^^'i^^J, .^^if^^Jtll th ^b came imbued

tion among the officers At ^«tlej Hospita tn j
^_^ ^^^^^^_

with military ideas, which were not
-Iff

'^aWe^
-^ '".^^

^^ li^ed in

lent mess and were surrounded ^y
'^'^^^^^y,^^^^^^^^^ officers.

an entirely different ^'ate of "rc^^™/^^g
„i then they

After being there six months tlie> were !\™"^" '

pntirelv delu-

tound that the ideas they had .form«dat>etle>w^^^^^
^^^ ^

sive as regards the Naval Medical bervice. Ihey tounu
j

was yVH; m loci, ^.'--' " T.V,' 0153.. in 1885,2,246; in 1886.

after the suspension ot tne -vci., -, . medical treat-

2,197 ; and in 1.S.S7 it had "^en to -,68b ine c
^^^ ^^^^^

ment for the men was about £0 Us. per
^^^j^^^ ^^^^j.

them it cost £18 OS /.^"^ *^ft^i,\5°^Ltten-ce, but it included

S:o;r4si:nSor. Ind'ottr thin^^^He a„--^^f^.^^^^^^^
?i°h^ead was ^'^^^^:l^Zl^X:.T^<^^^^^^^^ '\
allowed a staff of 41b i?eMcaim

' j. ^^ ^i, effective and

The total cost of the mediciU service, mm^^„
^^^.^^^^ ^^

non-effective officers, was £^09.09.3 umce
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^

retire after eight /ears' service "^ thougn
^^^_.^^_ ^^^

door being open or «tirement attracted men
^^^^^^^ ^^^

^hen they got m they
^f^"^. *f^^hldMiaer of accidents occur-

did not wish to leave. Looking at the dan
^^ ^^^^^

ring in the dockyard he did not ^ee^^^^^^^^^^
,^, without medica

:S^^=^^e^:faJJ^.?^t^^^^
l.^aVSr^trm^k'^^dSeerapaA^on; disease of a certain

character. .

was accompanied by the Lady ^1^5°^^ ^^re Mr. E. Stan-

London and Middlesex^ Among those pre^e^^^^^^^^
,Director-

hope, M.P., Sir Guyer Hunter M.l .,

="V^^^^^.commandant Norton

General), Sir Joseph l<a>rer, etc. o"^ j;

„s the VolunteerS; stated that what was con^mon j kno- as th^^
^^

Ambulance Corps bore exactl> the same ^ ^^^^^

force as the.Medical Staff Co^borejotne ^^g^^^_^ ^^ ^^

of the services
^^><=^,,'^^,yD?y for example, millions of peraons

public occasions,
^^'i^'^^'if jf^l'Zj t^,^n 500 ca-ses were dealt

^ere collected together and no fewer t la^^^
^^^ ^3^ ^^^^

with bv the corps. The total sireii^t ^^^ ^^^_

OT efficients, earning a capitatio^gran^of--^^^^^^
^^^

S:r ^f w\iai ItuXTlSTo dTduty of any sort upon the

Sl^ng of any national emergency.

f .linner ftt the Holbom Restaurant on

THF.BB was a P.le'isant dinner at t^e
^^^^^ ^^^^^ staff

Saturday. May l-t'^'^l^slr Guyer Hunter. M.P.. Hon. Command-
Corps. Surgeon-General ^"^^^2

yte/t^ were Mr. E. Stanhope. M.P.,

ant, was in tie chair, .\mong tbeJ^'f^^ts
were^ f

^^ ^^^

loc^etary for War, -ho responded '« a^^^te^ai^g J ^^ ^
toast of the "Anny. Navy, and K.ser

^^ physicians;

Clark, Bart., l^esulent of
;^.« f J^,^ Director-General James

^Drc^.^Trco^ou3^^^
-2s:Sn°^'TirVol^^e?-C^^

Corps are to be con-
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gratulateil on the interest shown by those in authority in the
excellent work they are doinj.

CIL\JS'GES OF STATIOX.
The folio-wing chances of station among the officers
Staff of the Army have been officially notified as
place during the past month :

—

*^ « From
Deputy Surg.-Gen. O. M. Slaughter ... Chatham
„ . .. „ .. T.Kurtd.M.D. ... MalU
Bngade-Surgeon J. J. Chappell. M.D.... Cork
Surceon-Major A. Morphew ... ... Benjoil

T. M, OBrion... ... Devoiiport
'.''

J. Wilson ... ... Bengal
J. Fleming, M.D. ... Hong Kong
W. K. Kiordan ... Egypt
J. .Maoartney. M.D. ... Dublin ...

."

J- A. Campbell ... Shomcliffe
H. W. Joyiit ... ... Canterbury
O. F. Molloy ... ... Bengal
P. A. Hayes ... ... Portsmouth

Surgeon J. O. MacNeece ... ... Dublin ...

„ F. K. Barker. M.B. ... ... Portsmouth
„ J. G, S. Lewis ... ... Dublin
„ H. Martin. M.B. ... ... Dover

E. F. Smith Dublin .'.'.'

W. D. A. Cowan
S.J. Flood

., G. W. Robinson ... ... ^|

R. D. Donaldson, M.D. ... Cork
G. T. Goggin Bengal ...

„ G. H. K. MD. OCallaghan ... Devonport
... J. G. W, Crofts ... ... Lancaster...

F. P. Nichols, M.B. ... ... Bengal
R. Fowler

...
;'.'

C. Birt ... ... ... Bermuda ...

H. L. G. Chevers Alderehot
H.M. Ramsay ... ... Malta

„ W. N. Murph'y, M.D. ... Cork
„ C. W. Reilly York

H. S. Peeke
...

";

R. Crofts Cape Coast "Castle"!

of the Medical
having taken

To
London.
Egypt.
Curragh.
Woolwich.
E-xeter.

Aldershot.
Mauritius.
Sheemess.
Curragh.
Canterbury.
Shomcliffe.
Aldershot.
Netley.
Belfast.
Weymouth.
Cor'k.

Shomcliffe.
Limerick.
Belfast.

Cork.
Dublin.
Shoeburyness.
Horfield.
Fleetwood.
York.
Woolwich.
York.
Dunbar.
Scots Guards.
Queenstown.
Carnarvon.
Hereford.
Sierra Leone.

THE NAVY.
Deputt Inspeotor-Generai. D. M. SKiW, C.B., has been promoted to be
Inspector-General. He entered the service as Surgeon, September 1st 18S4became Mafl-Surgeon, May .".th. I8«2; Fleet-Surgeon. October 1.3th 1S76- andDeputy Inspectoi-General. Febraarv Ifith. 18M. He sened with 'the NavalBrigade at Bupatona, in the Crimea, in the winter of 18.M-55. and subsequentlv
beiore hebastopol m the Spiteful, in which ship he was also present at the bom-bardment and rapture of Kinbura iCrimean and Turkish medals. Sebastonol
i-lasp)

: served with Royal Marines in China from IMT to 1660: was present atthe captures; of Canton. Taku forts, and Pekin, also at " The Peiho Disaster "
and actions of Sinho. Tongku. Chanchiawan, and Palikao (mentioned indespntches and specially promoted), medal with three clasps ; was senior medical
officer of the Ocfaum. flagship, during the Abyssinian war in 1»68 (medal I an.l
";„*?,'''•''''"*'''"* "''^ bombardment of the forts of Alexandria ISS''
(C.B.. medal with clasp, and Khedives Star).
Staff-Surgeon J. K. Conwav, M.D.. has been promote<i to be Fleet-Surgeon.

D^mbe"r'2.?t'h" i"^'-«
'''''''" ''"'** ''''"" "''"''' '"'• ^*®'' »"'! »* StafT-Surgeon,

The following appointments have been made at the Admiralty : John Fisher
Inspector of Hospitals, to Plymouth Hospital; A. B. Messer. M.D De'mitv-Inspector of Hospitals, to Malta Hospital ; Joh.n Mackie, Staff-Siirgeoii, to theMonarch: G. D. Twigg, Surgeon, to the Impremable : E. A Spiii fr ,M D
™ .'•vTIi

'"."!'"
J''i5°"J

"• f
.

Nohbi:ry. Deputy Inspector-General, to Ply-

o" do
Kkott, Fleet-Surgeon, and A. W. May. Surgeon to the

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
Si-roeok-Major A. B. R. Myers. S.ots Guards, is promoted to be Brigade-Surgeon, r.cj GPerrj-, Coldstream Guards, who ha,-, been placed on retiredpay. He entered the 8er%ice as Assistant-Surgeon, September 2Hth. IK.'iM be-came .Surgeon. March 1st, 187:1 ; and Surgeon-Major. March Mth ^i'K\

'

Ueserv-edin the campaign in the Soudan in 188.1 with the 2nd Battalion of the

foTthecam
*" '<*''"''='• '^e medul with clasp and the Egyptian bronze star

M?!!,''*^','/;
"

^P""^'-
!'•"'?*'" Grenadier Guards, is promoted to be Surgeon-jnajor Coldstream Guards, m succession to Brigade-Surgeon G Perry Sur-geon-Major Fenn's commission as Surgeon dates from September .'luth K'.hHe served in the Afghan war in 1879-80 in me-lical charge of a battery of HoyaiArt ll^r.v, and was present at the affair at Zaidabad ; accompanied Sir Frederic k

rt ll^r.v
,
and was present at the affair at Zaidabad ; accompanied Sir'Freder'ickRotM-rls in the march t« Candahar, and was at the battle of Candahar (men-tioned in despatches, medal with clasp, and bronze decoration I. He was ahoengaged in the Soudan camfaign in Ist*.", with the .'Ird Battalion of the GrenadierGuards, and was present in the engagement at Uasheen and at the destructionof Tamai (medal with clasp and Kheilives stari

uuciioii

^^^"l.T''""'^''.'"'' "'"-'V,",'^'-"*''
M.D.. is promote.! to be Brigade-Surgeonfranking as Lieutenant-Colonel), r,« W. J. Wilson. M.D.. who has retfrTdHis previous commissions are dated : Assistant-Surgeon, April Hth 186.T- Sur-geon. March l^t. 14:3; and Surgeon-Major, April kh,' 1876. He was in tie

lW(H-j*o (me<lal>, and in the Etrvotian war in irhq /mo/i«i
-r-.-

1

.- ••"•M.e star).
surgeon-Major William Cretk. M.B

noiiA hftTf (late *

E^^Xnl^'ze'r^ <-'^'»'>-"'' '-• '-'V'^.;pt-ianWar inlSiri^ld'a-J IT.

Surgeon Joirv .MirLRCXAX
now granted retire<l pay.

that campaign.
M.D.. who went on half-pay May J4tb, 1885. is

Bngad.-Surgeon J. Davi.-!. who is serving in Bengal, is appointed to nfli.on the administrative medical stafT of the amiy. witll the temporary ra,:

leav"
"^' '""''''^"'^"nen'l. vict Deputy Surgeon-fieneral E. H. Roberts', on .

Brigade-Surgeon T. H. White, M.D.. serving in Bengal, has leave of abeeno
for Bi.x months on private aftairs. ,

aoseno

eh»rI?';?f".>'';*M\?"''i?-^:- ^'"•'"K i" Bengal, is appointed to the civil mc-'charge of the Muttra district in addition to his military iluties

„ ^ „ ARMY MEDICAL RBSRRVE.
fn„v^'l"n„''.'i; , Y°""™"

S"rge.m-Major H. W. Kiallmark, Buckinghamshir.

C^loni1"
^""'""'O- Cavalry, to U- Surgeon-Major ..ranking as LTeutenant;

The undermentioned officers to be Surgeons-Major Cranking as Major.)SurgeonandHonc,rar.v Surgeon-Major J. P. Purvis. 2nd Volunteer JUttaZtthe Queen s Own Roj-al West Kent liegiment (late the 3rd Kent. : HonorisSurgeon-.Major J. P, W^^nnT, :frd Battali,>n the Ro.val Irish Regiment^«^Mihtla)
;
Surgeoii T M DoUK, M.D.. F.K.C.S.B.. 1st Volunt/er BattaliouDuke of Wellmgfon s West Riding Regiment (late the 4th West Ri.iing, ; ^

fS."he^-st"B"X?dsh?re^.-
'"^ Volunteer Battalion the Bedfordshire ifegi,,,,

F'F"'M^^»['°ri",°°r^
officers to be Surgeons (ranking as Captams! : Sureeoui

r«b'r^C- '*'','* Volunteer Battalion the King's Liver^l Be^ment (Ute thei

wAH°'=^'''"-''>;,
Surgeon W.J. Ready. 2nd Volunte^TBattllion the SouthWales Borderers (late the 1st Monmouthl; Surgeon K. W. Symes. M.D° and

C B, ^c. i' n ^.'.'."T-
",'

^'^'"'*''' "*"' Yeomanry Cavalry
; Acting Su^geinD..

1,;^ r 1 V ..'' ^ ?'""<« Battalion the Highland Light Infantry (late the

h^ R^.»rH' 'm "i"*' ^V"*^".'
"-' ^- l'"^'''"S. M.B.. 6th Volunteer BattalSn,theRoya Highlanders (ate the Isl Fife,; Acting Surgeon G. W. MrRPBV.

fordsiiire')

^°'"''*'"'''' ^^""'"O" ""' Bedfordshire .Regiment (late the 1st B^l-

. _ THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
,^,^^"^^ f t ""''•mentioned officers of the BengaPEstablishment. aretemporarily placed at the disposal of the Government of the North-Westeru
Provinces and Oudh :-Surgeon-Major G. Griffith. Medical Officer 1-

Sn^™! t?''*'"'i^®A''?^?°S
C. C.Vaii.. Medical Officer llth Bengal Infani-

Surgeon-Major W. A. C. Roe. Cnil Surgeon. Hawal Pindi. to officiate as sv
tarv commissioner of tile Punjab during the absence, on furiough, of Surge,.,,Major A. Stephen, M.B. '^

Brigade-Surgeon A. GARBF.V. M.B.. Bengal Establishment, has retired fromthe serv-ice, which he entered as Assistant -Surgeon. March 28th. 18.W. attaining I

record
™ Bngade-Surgeon on November 27th, 1879. He has no warj

Snrgeon-Majcir A Stephen'. M.B.. Bengal Establishment, Sanitarv Cmissioner, Punjab, has leave of absence for one year on private affairs.
'

Surgeon H. Herbert. Bomb.iy Kstablishment, on general duty in the Mli
Division IS directed to officiate in medical charge of the 7th Native Infantrv.
during the absence of Surgeon H. P. Jei-vis.

It is reported from Poona. in the Bombay Presidency, that Surgeon-M.iinr
,

'^^'"^XTiEHRAST and a Lieutenant of Ko.val' Artillery, were drowned there ,„
April 2Uth, from the capsising of their boat. Sui^geon-Maior Prendertast -

comnns^on as Surgeon was dated Mar,-h .list, 1874, and as Surgeon twelve years
after. He was attached to the 2nd Battalion Roval Irish FusiHers during the Ikgyptian war 1,1 1882. and was present at the" battle of Tel-el-Kel.ir (medal

I

with clasp, and Kgv-ptian bronze star). He was alst. with the exi«Htition to

IJl^'n?'?"''* J 'i?''^''.*"'
Gerald Graham in 18S4, and was at the engagements 01

h.1 leb and Tamai. where he was severelv wounded; he was mentioned i,i

ilespatches, and received two clasps for this camiraign
Surgeon-.Major Andri:w Barry. M.D.. Bombay Establishment, is promoted to

be Bngade-Surgeon. He entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon. .March .list.
Ibbo; was engaged in the war in Abyssinia in 1867-68 (medal), and in the Afghan
war in 1880, when he took part in the march to the relief of Candaliar with the
force under Major-General Phayre (medal;.

THE VOLL^\TBERS
ACTIXG-SCRGEOX G. BoLTOX, 1st (late Mh) Durhanl'Artillery, is promoted to l>e
Surgeon. " j* c

Surgeon J JoHK.SToyE, 2nd Lancashire Artillery, is granted the honorary rank
of Surgeon-Major.

„^/V*"'^r; *? '*','

?f-*™'',;.'
appointed Acting-Surgeon to the 2nd Volunteer

\. w , ?,
"^ Cornwall s Light Inlantrv (late the 2iid ComwalU.

.Mr. W. J. PicKl-p IS appointed Acting-.Surgeon to the 2nd Volunteer Bat-
talion Royal Warwickshire Regiment (late the 2nd Warwickshire)

THE QUALIFICATIONS OF A VOLITNTEKR MEDICAL OFFICER
:i_^ W Gibbon L..S.A.Lond.. L.R.C.P. ,™d S.Bd.. Acting-Surgeon 1st Dar-im -1 oluuteer tngineers. writes, in reply to •• Medicos "

: I heM ,he post of

"Xi't'^T^lT^'il^
Volunteer Battalion, the Durham Light iCr°

1 the L.S.A.Lond I found no difficulty in obtaining the appointmentter I was gazetted. In fact, at our northern review^ I always had a gn

I cannot see any reason why nn L.S.A.Lond. should not receive such an •

apiKuntment and I doubt whether any notice would l^. t.aken of any L.S." Iapplying to-day, unless accomp,i„ied by a i,etition from some poor", jealou"
practitioner.

. ..„ „ THE MEDICAL STAFF IN INDIA.
^i^'iTl""^" 'J'=r'"'-

Of-ricER" sends us the following account of an inquiry

1 . . i"'^'" ;"/," "'?'"»' politics during a recent visit to India.
1. A leehng of dissatisfaction and discontent pervadej. all ranks at the delay
o 5u *'y ^'"'."'« "!' question ol the status of medical officers.
J. There IS no httle desi«,ndency over the threatened addition of a year tothe tour of service. *"

3. The paucity in numlwrs of medical officers makes it very difficult to ob-
tain leave of absence.

4. The .youth and frequent changing of medical officers in charge of regi-

. . 1 "/i,^
*'£''*'' "', •'"''^ complaint by military officers at large. Out ol

a toul of 200 officers <,f the Medical Staff in Bengil. there are only S-S senior
oflicers

; while of 140 surgecus
. KKl draw the lowest rates of pay. The object in
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emploving m, »ry large prof^nion of juoior and less experienced officer, is

«tfc«r;f^cl.r'^rnnoT'-p.'o?."^-<ilscharge their duties .itbou, horse..

7. No charge pay is K'ven to hnRade surgeons
^j^.^ .^ ^ ^^^ „f

ll^raf""wa's one oTthe' pronSs mad^^hen unification and sUt.ou bo.

K^^Zc^^lt'i^'^r. moved about often very nnneoessarily, and at great

expense to themselves. ^ ,;pfs ^re published in July until

„^tf?;K!';i'^^Vrs:r™''ma«:Jbo^^

•?0? U is very diMeuU for a junior surgeon t. Ih^ on h'^^Pf
5-^^b^^;^;j;- ^l

™pees a moith. though '?."'';"8 ^./fP^i^i^trv tV, and m^I^
ceive 41X1 rupees, staff corps lieutenants in inianirj .j-- .

^
Orc"o'rrer^'^ent^'^ouches for the above plain statement of facts.

MEDICO-LEGAL ANDJEDICO-ETHICAL

TOD-HEATLET AND ELLIOTT AND. FRY v. BENHAM

rms was an action brought by the owner m
^f

,°^ ^o 6 Glouces

•er Terrace, Old Brompton Road, now being used as the Queens

Jbilee Hospital, and^he lessees and occupiers of
1°^^ ^

an^ «

Rlnnce'iter Terrace, to restrain the defendant, Mr. K. J<-itzroy r.en

ha^MRCS.7the sub-lessee of the hospital premises, from using

thTpiace as a hospital for the treatment of certain di-seases

The c^e for the plaintiff was that the business of the hospital

came T^^hin the scope of the prohibition m the lease, ^hif for-

bade thlcam-ing on of any noisome, obnoxious, or o??"^'^ '"^e •

that ner'.onSfring from unpleasant complaints .asited the hos-

pital that in a high^class neighbourhood there was no need for

t^ an instTtution^ and that the poor who visited it came from a

.distance, as there were none in the neighbourhood.

Mr. Justice Kekewich delivered judgment >° favour of the

plaintifis without calling on their c^fUvenantl in the ?^ase
Hon was one of the construction of the covenants mtne lease,

n BrTmweU v Lacy, the covenant was almost in the same

™S as in the present instance, and, in subject, was indis-

Sshable The late Master of the Rolls in that case granted

function, one of the grounds for the decision be^g hat th

hospital was a business: and he went ^^t^er for he st^tea nu

own \-iew in ven' plain terms when he said :
It is well Jjnown

?hl^the7e are some throat diseases which are contagious
;
and,

moreover it is ^^y possible that a patient on his hrst visit to

The h spit^ might ie'found to be ^"Sering from some daseaf

an infectious or contagious nature, and °°t
f.^^t on the evY-

tliroat or chest disease ;
" and he accordingly held that, on tne evi

rtence it was conclusive that persons in the neighbourhood had

buffered anoyance, and that the possible danger from mfection

Asa matter'^of which they. had a right to complain. T^he -.,

(lence on these heads was quite as strong in this case, whicti was

a case on a very similar covenant, as the evidence in Bramwell !^

Ucv FoHowing that case, therefore, his Lordship granted an

li^^Siction to reftrain the defendant. ^^ se^-n^^. agents jn^d

wirkmen from using, or causing, or ^"2™J „^°;>„ce de™rt-
Terraoe to be used as a hospital and surgical appliance depart

merfo'r the treatment of dTseases of the throat nose and ea

kin eve fistula and other diseases of the rectum, and -various

::Mti;sof th; human frame. The defendant mus pay he

costs of the action, but. under the circumstances, the injunction

would not operate for six months.

ETIQUETTE OF SUBSTITUTES.

Krnics asks for advice on the f^^"'™*"R '^° ™'" '

^.,„se husband came to

feih-mrhV^erSl'm^SfaipH^^l^n^^^^^^^^^^

residence. On arrival I found the case, '^h.ch was a rather quick lao

^-lX-fe"a;:^pr=fJr=?£g^J^^

her a. agrecl. The d«;,or has -''>"»"«
"^""o^h^r" m'atters to the hus,her as aereed. The doi-tor has neiiner caiieu uvjlm. ,.-. ";"

, ,y^ i

.mNt^i/gheen mentioned by Wm. about a fee or other n,a.te-^o the hu

Laid, fie simply attended. t«k his fee. and
»S?°rf'"'^,fv fee from the hus-

demandthe usual half fee from hiin, or ••*"
,f^l''\'" J^"^„ fe e?enee to the

l«nd? Ought Dr to ha^e called on or written to me in reierenc^

"flj;.— wished me to attend her in her appr<«ching confinement I

bad seen her husband first, and afterwards called upon her and maue

TntfTr'encetoCase 2, there seems to have been a clear contract, and the

fee should be claimed. •

MEDICO-PARUAMENTARY.

Trnran OF LORDS.—Monday, May Utfi-

r, f, ,^ nL« -The Earl of Cabnabvon inqufred whether the

ported last year.-Lord Mount Temple saw w^a_^^^^
^as passed ought to '^tend to the whole country ^

themselves. If muzzling were earned out eCe^fve^y

powers in this respect H^/^^f^^^'-^^^^;' °/^ u.t of places which

Tel...^;f-»s™ -a '^r-s

seemed to be generally approved S"ch m^"^t.s u
^^^^^

but owing to a legal decision that had been gn en
y^^.^_^ ^^ ^^^

they had been discontinued, ^he present moue
^^^^^

coroner was very; generally condemned, bu^ there
^^^^

unanimity as to the system to he substmited tor v^
^^^

every freeholder in the district wa^ entitled to
>^ enormous ex-

no register and great conf^^'on w«b oonseque
^^^^^^^^ ^^

pense, and "any a candidate had bee i run }
constitu-

failure. It had heen suggested tha^ the 1 a--

objection to

ency should be «"t-titued. There ya^a^^^^^^^
^^ ^^ i„

that part of the Bill ^^"ch vest_ea^n e 1 1 jealously claim
the Lord Chancellor and he certainly^iK j

^^^ j^
the patronage which tbe Bill Sa^e him. i r.

appoint-
that the new County Councils =^lOuldha^e t lie

p^
^^Vl

^j^.^

ing coroners; h»t the objecUon would at once^
bodies existed

could not be fovided in the B U 1h can e
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.^^

at the present time. Even '*
/hey aia,

.

h
^^^^ ^^^^_

ration whether tnt'olection of coron.r» h^ t

»

^j ^^^^j
selves an elected body was altogether »;'^"„. therefore, was that

the difficulty. All he won d
^^^^^ J/f^.S'^' ' L"tX^ the BUI

the present system ought to be alterea, auu
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reached Committee he should gladly welcome any suggestion
which would get rid of the difficulty.' lie usked their lordships
to read the Bill a second time.—Lord IIebschei,i, wi.^ihed to
express his strong objection to the first clause of the Bill with
reference to the mode of appointing coroners. lie entirely shared
the view expressed by his noble and learned friend as to the
extreme inexpediency of the present mode of appointment ; and
be looked upon the proposal to vest the patronagtt entirely in the
Lord Chancellor ns a very serious one. There could be no doubt
that the abolition of the system by which the freeholders had a
voice in the appointment of the coroner would be regarded by
many with some jealousy. The mode of popular election was an
unsatisfactory one, but there was a widespread feeling that the
coroner ought to be regarded to some extent as a representative
of the people, and should not be appointed by the Executive. The
only step by which they would be al)le to accomplish what they
had in view with general assent would lie to vest the appoint-
ment in some elected body. Many of the municipalities had for
years had the power of appointing coroners, and any proposal to
take that power away from them would be regarded with the
utmost jealousy and hostility. It seemed to him that the natural
course would be to extend to the County Councils the power of
appointing coroners. It was true that the County Councils were
not yet brought into existence ; but they had that night passed a
BiU which was based upon the assumption that these Councils
were going to exist. He would suggest, therefore, that the
question of appointment should not be dealt with until they
were able to deal vrith it in this way. He should feel it his
duty to bring this question forward when the Bill reached the
Committee stage.—The Bill was then read a second time.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—Thursday, May lOtk.

Naval Hospitals.—Dt. Tanner: I beg to ask the First Lord of
the Admiralty, whether in all naval hospitals, since the aboli-
tion of Captain Superintendents, the power that they had of deal-
ing with their men employed as nurses was relegated to the In-
spectors-General of the said hospitals : and whether it is true that
at the present time no medical officer ashore or afloat has the
slightest power of dealing with the " Sick Berth Staff ;" and if so,
can he state the reasons for which this change in the regulations
Of the Xaval Medical Service has been made.—Lord Geobge
Hamilton : On the abolition of appointment of Captain Superin-
tendent of Naval Hospitals the administration and control of the
establishment were placed in the hands of the Inspector-General,
who now deals entirely with cases of neglect of duty or miscon-
duct on the part of civilian nurses. The men of the Sick Berth
Staff belong to the service afloat, and, being subject to the Xaval
Discipline Act, are dealt with by the Commanders-in-Chief at the
ports on the representation of the principal medical officer. All
medical officers, whether on shore or afloat, have full power over
the Sick Berth Staff by means of reporting them to the command-
ing officer, and in this respect there has been no change.—Dr.
Tannee inquired whether the same rule existed in regard to the
Army Medical Service, or whether the Army Medical officers were
unable to command the men belonging to the Medical Staff Corps.—Lord Geobgb Hamilton could not answer the question.

Friday, May 11th.
Ca/fein.—The Chancellor of the Excheqi-eb, in answer to

Mr. Bartley, said the question of the admission free of duty of
tea found to be unfit for human food, for the purpose of the pro-
duction of eaffein, subject to preliminary precautions to prevent
the tea getting into consumption, was now under reference to the
Board of Customs.

Prison Surgeons.—T>t. Clabk asked whether prison surgeons
in Birmingham, Leeds, and Durham were appointed at a salary of
£i20 a year, while in the Scotch prisons of Perth, Glasgow, and
Barlumie they began at £2(X) a year, and what was the reason for
the difference.—Mr. Jackson, in reply, said that the surgeons at
Glasgow and Perth received higher pay than they would in Eng-
lish prisons of corresponding pojiulation, while the surgeon at
Barlinnie received less. The Scotch scales of salary were fixed
by a Committee which had full knowledge of those adopted in
England

;
but applications for increases had been received from

the Scotch officers, and were under consideration.

Monday, May lith.
Darenth Asylum.—ill. Ritchie, in reply to Mr. Firth—who

inquired as to the cost per head at Darenth Asylum being higher
than that of any other asylum in England, and £10 per head

higher than Leavesden or Caterham—explained that in the ca.^.' .

the Metropolitan Asylums Board district asylums the cost incluM.
other^items than those of maintenance (whichwas not the case wit
the county and borough asylums). The excess of cost at Darent
over that of Leavesden and Caterham was to some extent at
counted for by the fact that Darenth had not had its full numbe
of inmates. The cost of the food of the patients was practical!
the same in all three.

Contagious Diseases Act in India.—Six J. Gobst said, in rejil

to^ Mr. Stansfeld, that the administration of the Contagimi
Diseases Act in Bombay, Madras, and Bassein, the only places i

which it was iti force, had been suspended by the Govemnu-n
of India under a power contained in the Act. The Government i

India was now engaged in a revision of the regulations made i<

preventing the spread of venereal disease in cantonments, und.-
Section 27 of Act 111 of 1880; and a despatch was going out i

India from the Secretary of State in Council, which would jiro

hibit the compulsory examination of women, and the making < •

any regulations which could be justly construed into a legaii-;;

tion of prostitution.

Tuesday, May 15th.

The Royal College of Surgeons.—Dr. Fabquhabson o-

the Vice-President of the Committee of Cotincil on Edu ..

tion whether the petition of Members of the Koyal Coll.

-

of Surgeons of England, for a modification of the charters <j

the College now under consideration by the Council, had re

ceived the favourable consideration of the Lord President, o

whether it would be referred to the Roj'al Commission oi

University Education in London, recently appointed to con

sider, among other things, the means of facilitating Universit;

degrees for resident students in London ; and whether the Roya
CoUege of Sitrgeons of England had yet presented to the Lon
President any comments on, or reply to, the representations mad«|

on behalf of the Members of the College by the deputation whicli

recently waited on him, or whether, in the absence of any reply]

such representation in support of the petition by 6,000 Member]
would be held to be conclusive,—Sir W. Hart Dyke, in reply!

said the petition would not be referred to the Royal Commission]

There had been a correspondence between the Council Office anc

the College on the subject of their petition for a supplementarj
charter, and the College had accepted a proposal from the Privji

Council to omit from the supplementary charter points upoi

which there had been a controversy with the Fellows and thi

Members of the College.

Public Health ,4c;«.—The Public Health Acts Amendment (Build
ings and Streets) Bill was read a second time without discussion.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

CAMBRIDGE.
Frank Smart Studentship.—Percy Groom, B.A., late of Trinitj

College, has been elected to the Frank Smart Studentship ii

Botany, founded at Gonville and Caius College, by Francis Gra>
Smart", M.A.. M.B. ":

Lecti-besuip in GEOQRAPHY.^The new University Lecture!
ship in Geography, the Cambridge electors to which are Dr
Ferrers, Dr. MacAlister, Professor Michael Foster, and Professoi

Browne, is announced to be vacant. The stipend is £200 a year
Candidates are to send their names, with brief statements of tbeiii

qualifications and of the methods they would propose to adopt, tcj

the Master of Gonville and Cains CoUege, not later than Tuesday
June 5th.

The results of recent examinations for medical degrees are as

follows :

Degree of M.C.
C. A. Morris, Caius.

Degree of B.C.
Bp.Mops. Pemb. : Whishaw. H. Cav.

Third examination for the degree of M.B. Part I.

BatTfrsbv. Trin. ; Blnker. H. Cav. ; Bowpn, Kinj^'s ; Campbell. H. Civ
Chaplin, Job.; K. H. Colheck. Caiii!) : Courtney. Pemb.; Crisp. Caius
Elamort. Christ's ; Foster. Trin. ; Gervis, Trin. ; Gwlilard. Caius ; Gonlon|
Trin, ; Hawkins, Caius: Hopkinson, Bmman.; Q. T. Lloyd. Joh.; Murray
Trin.; Uusson. Kings; Ogilvie, King's; R. J. KoberM ; Rutherford
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,2.U rSmitl«on,Cllri.f8; W..tW, Corp>.6.

ROYAL UNIVKRSITY OF IRKLAND.

E^vm^^N RK8..T.-At the recent
-f^-\,«---^^^^^^^^^

l« following were. the
««-';-^,,^''^^^;o^f^^^'cal: V^^candi-

Unation) 31 examined 15 re3ecte(i. ^/^cona
rejected;

Ltes. 39 rejected. Third mexhca : 1^4 exammed
^ ^

J^^^^

tf* 21 examined, 5 re.iected; M.A.>J., ii e.vtt . .i

Second Examination in Medicine. „ ,. „ ^ • j. m. C. Brown,

Al.r'a5,ve CandiaatcwiU ..e aan,itt«l t« tl.e Further E^an.nat.on for

'*^"I1^. Alexander. School M Physio. Trimt^CoTWge;^^
Queen'e College. Belfast ;K Bo.vrt. 9ueen s

^^'^^K^jJ^„^.„^, B.A.. Queen,.

Catholic University S'l-li?'^'' "' „?^^'>
' w'e Belfast ; F. A. Craig. Queen e

boUege, Belfast , W Cluff. Queen ^^oUeg^^ Bel.asi
^^ ^^j „ 1

ColleSe, Belfast; K-,%*^^"*'(5'-ef„°rColleger Cork, and Catholic Um-
CoUegeof Science ; J. Uodd Queen 6^ »

^^n-s College. Belfast; J.

versity School of Medicine ;Tb.
0°"^"G,'J,,am. Queen's College. Be •

Gahan, Queen's College. G.al« a> ,
J

.
L.

.

ij
D.Jamison, Queen's Col-

fast ; ^. J. Oregon^, «"<"<"
^^""^^f,; and Oatholie University School of

lege. Belfast ; J. H. Jones. Lf^™^»" ^^ . j. Lane. Queen's College,
Miiieine;K.J.Keane.QueeusG^^^^^^^ ^, Medicine; NO.
Cork; R. McCarthy,

,<J''">°''^f^""jB^ McLaren. M.A.. Queen's Co

-

McComell. Q">;<'";iC<'l'^Se.B>^' »''•'•
«;;-^'^^ C.. w. Moody. Queen,

lege. Belfast ; J. Mils. School of Physic l^^i^
Queen's College. Belfast

;

Colleges, Galwayand Belfast ; J. Priestle}^.i?.A..J^ ^ ^ ^ ^^

Hester D-K"^^,''»-,V™<^"".^Solfcin,1^^^^^^^^^ M«'}'<?ff,'
•'•

ton, Carmichael College and Catholic L^»'j^^^l. VVheeler. Queen's College,

T.'Wallac*, B.A., School of Ph.ysic, 1. 1-. ".

Belfast. . .

Third Examination in Medicine
Medicine for

rpper Pas, B,.,.»«.-BIeononv L- Ftoiry LomU. Schort _^o^^

^^^^^^

'^Women; J. M. Hall. Queen s C?"'^^f •

»^"'*f^;,.'[;, w. Jenney. Queen's Col-

lege. Belfast; J. Ja.-kson Queen s CoUe^^e.tork^L^^^^^
Cork; G. J. Pierse.

lie Cork; J- W. C. Macpherson Queen s Co^le^^^^^
Cork ; H K.

fc^Q'u"e:;¥^Co^feg^^6oJ-k;'R"\vi,so'?,.
Queen's College, Belfast

;
J.

W.'Woife, Queen's College. Cork.
j Beattie Queen's College,

Pa>sed.-3. Adrain. Q"«n's College, Beltast ; C J. Beat^^^^^
^

Galway : W. T. Brand. Queen s t-o""^'' B/^'»,l' Belfast ; J. Caldwetl.

College, Belfast; A. Burgess. B/'^«X™ '(^„e„?s College. Cork; P. H.

Queen's College Belfast ;H.K. COTOett ^ ^.^ Co lege Bel-

Donovan. School of PhV^lV',, •

p Beif^; . H T. Gill. Queen's College,

fast- J.Fulton. Queen s College B^'"^,';' ^;,^^; . S Irwin. Queen's Col-

Belf^t D H. Hamilton. Queen s College. Belfast S.lrai. V ^^^^.^

lege Belfast ; P. Jennings, Q''?-"^ <^,° .tS^jXe.' Belfast, and CathoUc

CSllege. Belfast; /•K™"J-',,'l'*'j'^eS,,ne 1 (Queen's College. Be ast;

University School of Medicine , J- McLon.eiv^^^^^^^ Queen's College

,ast; J. Cliftord. Carmichael CcmegeDuMin; J. H Cor^o^n^ Q-en's

College. Cork; D. Crow y Queen sC.lle^e.Co^^^^^

Queen's CoUege, Cork ; J. Hunter Queen ^^^ ,^ ^^^
gatholic U"'-'-f/>-|f

t-?:? ."/„»vS<5;i of Medicin?; A. B.Maho<,d School
P.McKenna.CathohcLnnersity ocn

jjorgan. M.B.. Queen's College.

of Physic. Trinity College 0"^'''"
;^^col,e«e. &rk ; P. J. O'Brien. Queen f

Belfast ;J J. O Bnen M.U
%"„'««'» CoUe^ge. Cork; M -Semple. $ueen s

College, Cork; I^i,'^';^t.h' B A Queen's College, Belfast.

College. Galway ; H. Smith B.A., Q"^™
Queen's College. Cork ; D.

-1;^wl^Que^srB^?^&^'-^^'£::i;;;^^
rofllgtlalltn'.-Tor^^M!.^!^^^^

Un versity Scho;,! of Medicine ;
J. M^C"-^'^ ^7^'^; Q^en's College.

W p' Mc^ld,:«ney, Queen's College Belu.tF. « ^r^j^.^^Merrick. School

Belfast ; J. McKnight Queen s C»l^g^;
f̂

'^-
' ,.^„., college, Belfast ; N.

of Physic. Trin ty College ; A
J'.

Mornson. y ^^^^f^ College Bel-

Morton, Queen's College. Bellas- ,
t. \ .

n^ " •*
Q„ee„'s College,

fast; M.J. O'Kegan, Quee.isCo lege, Cork, J.
-g^;,,^ j, j^ ,

Queens
Cork ; D. C. Smiley, Quecu ^ College Beliasi

,
. .^y j Taylor, Queen s

CoUege, Cork ; C. A S;;""--
«"«'Su<^n"f)olFege Belfast ; J. T. 'Walker.

College. Galway '• »
v^.t' W WeUUrrup, Queen'; College, Belfast ;

W A.

Queen's College. Belfast ; W- >Ve.UUerup, V
Queen's College, Bel-

&"'"§" z"mii?e"r"c^;nficha:^Coil"ea^
School of Physic, Trinity

The^foUowing candidates will be permitted to present them-

Jv'etlfthe^^therExamina^^^^

'''TX^,=t!^KYJ£Hs^.?c!&^^vfH:'w!;:on:
ru«S Slt:^:; Slf''a;.'!-J-'.-W: WfiiffOlieen's Coflege, Cork.

Queen's College. Cork.
rolleco Cork; U. Crowly, Queens

Pa,Sd.-i. H. Corcoran. ,9'"*",';,SooUeEe of Surgeons. IreUnd; J.

College. Cork; W. It. Gore. K xal College «
^^„.^ College. Bel-

J. Griffin. Queen's Colle^e. t.o.k J Hunter, v
_^^_^.^

fast; W. Kellelier. Q""-'^^^ wf'BXst ' L.O'Clerv Queen's CoUege.

Belfift ; D. McKce, Queen ,s Co egi B™'^'
;.'/' jV Sni'ith. B.A.. Queen s

8o[^g^^n.^-|J- -— have recom-

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.

INDIAN UNIVEBS,TI.SANn|^|^|^^^^

The kedical Act of 18S6 P™™\^^^^[
j^'^edical Council, but as yet nothing

Colonial medical fl«'K>-''f^,5>*!'/iS™ "ay represented, and they have none to

LHheendonebecause they areinnowa.v repi
.ttention of the Council,

^p^k for them; I therefore '^^;«„^« f,'?,\^h ttme that they should con-

hrough your colunins. to this maUe^
J„V|o ifto the merits of the q"^"on

sider Snd decide this
q"?f

»«i-
l°e aU thf requisite information ;

suffi<« it

for I am sure the Council ""os' ^^^^ "^^d in India at the three Universi-

to say that the degrees ",
J'.<^J"i.fi^';^j^'^.,tending over full five years, and tie

ties after a course of medical «™'.""'^ ?i'*' j^om Her Majestv's Army and

lachers and professors
^'^^"P^f^i'^.^fn"™;n n"wav inferior to tliat of the

Indian Medical Service, and the train.ng^sm,^^^^^^ _^_,^ -^^ ^^
teaching bodies in Great Britain

J°f
'"'. V

h licensing bodies. In connection

Unot more severe than at some of tl e Bnt^^ uensi^g^
^^^ ^ell knowp. art.

with this I should P^rticuUrly like Uidraw
^^^^^ ^^^ P^rticulare.

I know of several i""\(»"^„\?™ C^reiected in the es-xminations in medi-

if I am called upon
^^'i^,*^^" |uni«Stfon more occasions than one 1^«

cine and surgery of the BombaNLnuersu> through the examinations of

come up to Great Britain and Ireland and gor i^,
.^^^^.^

, easily. I

SSe of the licensing bodies h"?- ''"'^
™JJ^{'/^f JSe Indian Universities and

have cited this fact only to show that the tests o^tne
^_^^^ bold to say.

particularly of Bombay are as g«.d, and in some cas^.^^
^^^^ ^oU

niore searching than those of the B"i,""" "^^"^^ fj » candidate is rejected in

o Surgeons of^England «fP'^^'.^^^fif ,he' Ucensing bodies of Glasgow

Bombay he comes over here, goes to one o,
obtaining the licence to

Bdhibiirgli. or Ireland, and invariably sncceeas in
^ ,5,^^. and enjoys

practse. and can therefore put his nam^ y^ „,„re suo-

Ke rights of a qualified man ^^ 1^' ^^^^P;,'^'^^;; „fPf„e Bombay or other

cessful, and after \'.«'«Jf,*r'*X has fa* '^ to obtain, and comes over her.

Indian University w^hich ^?
''-:™f

' ,^i^ed man. why he is not rfcognised^

to prosecute his studies «"rt''"
!,Vant^e than the other. This absurd ano-

and labours under a greater 'l>^]':;'»";,M.p sooner the Ijetter. "«> only ask

malj- ought to be done
fi-7,^l«VheGe,^em Medical Council should consider

for justice. It is high ti"«^ '7'
,Vf„^^ subjects, we are educated bj

KS^f^Sw^rglgngl-andw^^^^^
rG'ornUZ^ralsTsL"n\°s^r^'^'n^:'"i?.''cha;ga

of dispensaries, and even

some hospitals gaols, etc country ? When y°:^l?^'?^,
ad^m=ft^iVfntot?;s^l;*lV%Vof^^3^^^^^^^

S^^j^iJ^'SSJi^a^^^t^^t^"-^-- 1 ^Pe they .m take up

this question.

OBITUARY.

ARTHL-B tTlESWELL RICH M.B.Lo^B^^ M.R^aS.EN..^^
^^

THE medical profession ?° Live^ool l^amt ^it^^^

the demise, after a ^^^ ^^ays illness c^ur. ^^^^

on May
^^f^'^'%,^\tTtj\^^7ultt son of Mr. J. D. Rich,

early age of 31. Dr. Kicli
Y?:f.^li„„, He ivas educated at the

the popular r*t'"f\7,.f,>e(nTw the Medical Faculty of Urn-

Liverpool School of M*"! ""'^
<°,°^at St. Thomas's Hospital. He

versity College, L'^erpooa and also at^S>^.^^.^^^^. ^
obtained the degree otMJ^JromUie^

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

class honours, and was
*i^° t„Dointed to a house-surgeoncy at

Sttrgeons. "«'^''^Tl„^L^^ and st^bsequently tilled the im-

the Liven^ool ^oyal Infi^^arj-
"^j; institution. He was also a

portant post of P'^'.^P'oR^'i^'}.:" member of the Dritish Medical

Fellow of the O^^^^trical Society a menu
^^^.^ jorBNAL.

manner.
,„„im,« as an ambulance lecturer, and the

Dr. Rich was rerj'
^^^'ff^L^re^et his loss. At the time of his

Liverpool police will especiallj regret
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death he was senior medical officer to the Liverpool Post Office,
and surfjeon to the Liverpool Rifle Brigade of Voluuteers. His
death brings with it a widespread feeling of regret tlmt such a
promising career hai been so suddenly cut short, lie leaves a
young widow to mourn his loss.

Dr. William Carter, who had known Dr. Rich from boyhood, and
who attended him in his last illness, has sent us the following
tribute to his memory :

"Dr. Rich's multitudinous labours soon told on a health pre-
viously injured by malaria, yet it was with great difficulty, and
only after more than one serious attack of blood-poisoning, that he
could be persuaded by Dr. Carter, whom he consulted, to abandon
his pathological work. Uis reports as pathologist, many of which
have been read with admiration by the writer of this sketch, were
models of fulness and accuracy, but were only drawn up by the
sacrifice of much needed repose. He never failed to respond to a
call

; and when it is mentioned that within ten days of his death
he insisted on visiting, at ten o'clock at night, a member of the
post-office, and that he was in so prostrate a condition that it was
only by the aid of a kindly administered stimulant that he could
be "Ot home without fainting, it will be seen how far his resolute
will and heroic devotion to duty carried him. His noble self-
forgetfolness probably precipitated the end. llis young wife had
recently undergone a severe illness, to convalesce from which it
was necessary that she should be sent to the south ; and although
he himself became utterly prostrated in health during her absence,
as the above related incident shows, yet he continued to write to
her cheerfully daily, and absolutely refused to have any intima-
tion sent to her that would curtail her sojourn by a single day. He
was equally determined in resisting entreaties made tcThim again
and again to rest from his work, and to avail himself of medical
aid. On his wife's return, however, which was just eight days be-
fore his death, she was so shocked by his altered appearance, that
she insisted on instantly requesting the attendance of Dr. Carter,
who found him in such a condition of prostration as scarcely to
afford liope of rallj'ing. The lower e.Ytremities were very cedema-
tous. and stained by large subcutaneous haimorrhages ; he was pro-
foundly anaemic, had a high temperature, and a very quick and
weak pulse. His friend. Dr. Charles Macalister, at once relieved
him of all official duties, and devoted himself night and day to
watching over him, ably assisting Dr. Carter by carrying out every
detail of treatment. Delirium set in, and Dr. Rich sank exactly
eight days after having given up his work. Throughout his short
but busy life he was ever anxious to help in any good work. A
man of quiet and unostentatious piety, he gave his services freely
to many charitable societies, such as the Shoeblacks' Home, the
Aged Women's Home, etc. In addition to all his other duties, he
undertook and performed those of local secretary to the Collective
Investigation of Disease Committee. So much work condensed
into 80 short a life is very rarely seen."

HEXRY C. MACEWE.V, B.Sc, M.B., CM., of Glasgow.
The death from diphtheria of this young and promising member
of the profession, at the Belvidere Fever Hospital, of which he
was an assistant physician, after an illness of little more than
five days' duration, came as a shock to his numerous friends, by
whom a feeling of rpgret will be felt akin to that which was felt
on the death ol Dr. David Foulis, seven years ago, from the same
cause. Born at Glasgow in 1861. the youngest son of Mr. WilUam
Macewen, formerly Dean of Guild, many years Chairman of the
Royal Infirmary, and a prominent and highly respected citizen.
Dr. Macewen liad nmched the age of twenty-seven years. After a
liberal education in the Glasgow Academy and at Merchiston, he
decided to enter the medical profession, and began his studies in
the University of his native town, where he took his degree of
B.Sc. in 1881. He then removed to Edinburgh University, where
he completed his curriculum, and graduated M.B.,C.M., intheyear
188,5. As he suffered a gooil deal at this time from tenderness of
the eyes, he took a voyage to >'ew Zealand, acting as surgeon of
the ship in wliich he went out, and returned perfectly cured.
Desiring to study some special subjects, he went to Vienna in the
autumn of IKSti. and whilst there he devoted his time chiefly to
the study of skin di.sea.ses, and to laryngology. Whilst on" the
<>ontinent, he visited .some of the other German medical schools
and on his return to (ilasgow, he entered on his dutie.s a,s i u • of
tlie Ite.sident Assistant Physicians in the Royiil Infirmnrv, in which
he continued eleven months, having been reappointed for a second
p»nod of six months.

An.xiouj to acquire a knowledge of fevers and their trea'.men', I

he applied for and obtained an appointment in Belvidere, wliii
he entiTed on two days after leaving the Royal Infirmary, tl

interval having been spent as a holiday. He was very happy i

his new sphere, and apparently in the best of health and spirit
On Saturday, April 28th, he left the hospital early and went i

Arran to join some friends with whom he made an annual excui
sion to that favourite island, in the evening, after having climlif
some of the hills, exposed to a biting east wind, he complained >

headache and sore throat, and, this continuing next day, he t<

mained in his lodgings, expecting to see the rash of scarlet fev.
develop on him ; but, as it did not appear, he left by the earl
steamer next morning, and returned to Belvidere. On seeing hia
Dr. Allan, the kindly and experienced Physician-SuperintendenI
at once attended to him; but as symptoms of diphthesia develope
themselves, and were becoming serious, he called in the aid of i)i

Robertson, the family physician, but without avail, as death tun]
place early next morning. It was a shock and surprise to all who kn.-i
him, and to many more who only knew of him through his famil'
connections

; and by all it was felt as if a personal loss had be-i
sustained. Dr. Macewen was an assiduous student, of a cheerfu
nature, and unassuming in character. His Vandyck-like face wi!
long be remembered and his loss mourned by his old felL.w
assistants in the Royal Infirmary. M'idespread sympathy is f.-i

for his family in their bereavement. The funeral took place oi
May 7th, and residents and nurses in both hospitals in which h.

had served sent their floral tributes to the tomb of the deceased
in token of their remembrance of him.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOK-LAW MEDICAL SEKVICES.

THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S QUARTERLY RETURN.
The Registrar-General has just issued his quarterly return relatiui;
to the bu-ths and deaths registered in England and Wales during;
the first or winter quarter of this year, and to the marriages in
the three inonths ending December last. The marriage-rate,
although slightly above the exceptionally low rates that pre-
vailed in the fourth quarter of the two preceding years, was con-,
siderably below the mean rate in the corresponding period of the;
ten years 1877-86. The meau temperature of the air at the Royal
Observatory, Greenwich, was considerably below the average, but
the weather was, on the whole, favourable to the public health.
The births registered in England and Wales during the thr.-

months ending March last were 223,838, equal to an annual ratr^

of 31.4 per 1,(X)0 of the population, estimated by the Registrar-
General to be more than twenty-eight and a half millions of per-
sons. This birth-rate showed a further slight decline from the

,

rates recorded in the corresponding quarters of recent years, and i

was as much as 3.0 per 1,000 below the mean rate in the first

'

quarters of the ten years 1878-87 ; it was indeed lower than that
recorded in the first quarter of any year since ISS."*, when regis-
tration was undoubtedly defective. The birth-rate in the quarter
under notice in the several counties ranged from 24..5 in North
Wales, 25.2 in Rutlandshire, and 25.6 in Sussex to 34.3 in the
extra-metropolitan portion of Middlesex, 34.6 in South Wales, and
36.7 in Esse.x and in Monmouthshire. In the twenty-eight larg^'

towns for which the Registrar-General publishes weekly returin
the birth-rate last quarter averaged 32.5 per 1,000, ranging from
22.7 in Brighton, 2G.5 in Iluddersfield, and 28.3 in Bradford t >

37.7 in Newcastle-upon Tyne, 39.5 in Preston, and 43.0 in Carditl

The births registered in England and Walfs during the quart-
under notice exceeded the deaths by 73,824 ; this represents tl

natural increase of the jiopulation during that period. From tii

Board of Trade returns it appears that 59,288 emigrants soiled
from the various ports of the United Kingdom at whicii emigration
officers iire stationed ; of these, 28,935 were English, 6,238 Scotch,
and 7,113 Irish. The proportion of British emigrants to a million
of the respective populations of the three divisions of the United
Kinadom were 1,013 from Ihigland, 1,546 from Scotland, and 1,485

from Ireland.

During the first quarter of this year the deaths of l.''>0,014 per-

sons were registered in England and Wales, equal to an annual
rate of 21.0 per 1,000 of the estimated population. This death-
rate, although showing a slight increase upon the exceptionally
low rate in the corresponding period of 1887, was 1.0 below the
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«nn rate in the first quartern of the ten years 1878-87. Among

,e urban^opulation of the co.mtrj-. estinjated at upwa-rds o

9 per 1,000 below, while the rural rate was W
S^^The ra^e o"

tB in the first quarters of the seven years 1881-87. The rate oi

ortSi y among'infants under one year of age. and among person

red upwards of si.xty years, exceeded t>>e
a^'-^^'if^; ^ 'i'lVot

Uth-rate of persons aged between one and sixty years was below
*

average ot the ten preceding corresponding quarters

The ImIu deaths registered ?n England a^ul
^>^;,'^? f^°,S, '^

iree months ending March last mcluded 4,428 ^l"'^^
^«/ ^^^

.rred to whooping-cough, 2,129 to measles, 1,^68 to scarlet ie\er,

57todrphtherif,l,3tf2 to "fever" (including typhus, typhoid,

^simple fever), 1,29.5 to diarrhcea. and 583 to small-pox ;
m all

fns^^iths resiltk from these principal zymotic dYtase^-
^^J'^^^

'an annual rate of 1.84 per 1,000, the average annual i ate m the

n preceding corresponding quarters having been 2.20 per 1,0UU.

hemortamf from measles, scarlet fever, " fever," and diarrlm-a

^ rnsWerably below the average for the corresponding quarters

Tthe ten preceding years; while the mortality of whoopmg-

i,ih smaU-pox and diphtheria exceeded the average The

S' refered to small-pox, which had been 30, 47, 70, and 3.>8 m
^four quarters of 1887: further rose to .583

^J^^-g
'"^ ;^/'|,^'^;'^

lonths of this year, of which 318 occurred m Sheffield, U m
ri^tol 13 i^Ma^nchester, 13 in Leeds, 11 in Ashton-under-Lyne

^10 in Rotherham. In London only 4 fatal cases of small-pox

TheTte'of SmoH'a'lUyror the proportion of deaths under

ne year of age to registered births, was last quarter equal to 14

^foOO and slightly exceeded the average proportion in the ten

wcetoi corresponding quarters. AVhile the rate of mfant

Suf in London during'the first three months of this year was

« per 1,000, it averaged 150 in the twenty-seven provincial

oWsamone which it ranged from 114 in Sunderland and 119 m
iXerZw^T 178 in Preston, 199 in Plymouth, .and 203 in

31ackburn.
,

Health op English TowNS.-During the week ending

laturday. May 12th, 5,G90 births and 3,174 deaths were registered

n tbP twentv-eisht lar^e English towns, including London, which

«Te an estima Id population of 9,398,273 persons. The annual

Z of mort^U V P'-r 1,000 persons living in these towns which

SS been 18 9 and 18.7 in the two preceding weeks, further de-

Sned to 17.6 during the week under notice The rates in the

Si towns ranged from 12.5 in Cardiff, 14.1 m Derby, and 14.3

rBrightoTto 2.3^6 in Wolverhampton, 24.7 m Halifax, and 26/

S-BoTton The mean death-rate in the twenty-seven provincial

S^ was 18 5 per 1,000, and exceeded by 19 t^e rate recorded

5 Wdon which was only 16.6 per 1,000. The 3,174 dea hs regis-

^red durinTthe week imder notice in the twenty-eight towns

mc ud^l 287^which were referred to the principal ^J-^
^^f--^:

icainst 3-'8 and 329 in the two preceding weeks ;
ot these, lUJ reS from whooping-cough,43 from scarlet fever, 40 from measles.

}2 from Sa^h«a, lj from "fever" (principally enteric), 26 from

diphtheria and 6 from small-pox. These 387 deaths were equal

to an annual rate of 1.6 per 1.000; in London the zymotic dea h-

ratewTie and corresponded with the mean rate in the twenty-

"I'en'provhicral towns' among which the zymotic rat^^ranped

from 4 in Portsmouth and in Sunderland and 0. in Uristol to

• 7^ Plv^outh. 3.1 in Blackburn, and 3.9 in Saltord. Measles

cau^d thrhiihest proportional fatality in Nottingham and Brad-

Iom! scarlet fever ^n^Huddersfield and Blackburn ;whoopmg-

coueh in Derby, Manchester, and Salford; and fever in Leitt sttr

Zfcngha^. The 26 deaths from diphtheria m tie twent-

eight towns inchuied 15 in London, 2 in Liverpool and - n

Norwich Of the G fatal cases of small-pox recorded during the

week under notice, 3 occurred in Sheffield, 1 m Manchester, in

rrf^on, and 1 in Leeds. The Metropolitan A^;y\--.^. "^l';

,

.ontain^d 11 small-pox patients on Satimli^'. Ma) 1. 1, and o

new cases were admitted during the week These hospitals aUo

.'ontained 904 scarlet fever patients on the ^ame date ag.un>

'.167 and 921 at the end of the two preceding weeks •
t'^jre wt re

.
1

admissions during the week. The death-rate from d...ea.es of the

respiratory organs in London was equal to 3.2 per 1,000, and

was considerably below the average.

Health of Scotch TowNS.-In the .«gtt principal Scotch

towns, 8.39 births and .534 deaths were registered dunng the week

TZir,^ Saturday May 12th. The annual rate of morta ity. which

had b^een 21 and 19.5 per 1.000 in the two
.
preceding weeks,

rose agahi to 21.1 during the week under notice and exceeded

bTs 5^pe?l ,0()0 the mean rate during the same penod in the twenty-

eight large English towns. Among these Scotch towns the low^t

?ate3 were recorded in Leith and Dundee, and the highest

[n Edirburc^h and Glasgow. The 5.34 deaths in these towns

during the week under notice included 40 which were referred to

the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate of L6 per

1 (WO which corresponded with the mean zymotic^ death-rate

dftThesameperfodinthe large English towns. The highest

7™otic rates were recorded in Perth, Paisley, and Glasgow.

Fifteen fatarca-=es of whooping-cough, and 10 of measles were re-

corded in Glasgow The mortality from diseases of the respira-

to5 organs in these towns was equal to 4.4 per 1.000. against

3.2 in London.

Health of Ibish Towns.—During the week ending Saturday.

May 12th, the deaths registered in the sixteen principal town-

districts of Ireland were equal to an annual rate of 22.9 per 1,0<X).

T le lowes rates were recorded in Dundalk and Lurgan and the

hghe°UnVexford and Lisbum. The death-rate from the prin-

cipal zymotic diseases in these towns averaged 2.4 per 1,000 and

was highest in Armagh and Galway. The 156 deaths registered

rOubUn during the week under notice were equal to an annual

rate of 23.1 per^,000, against 31.5 and 21.7 in the two preceding

weeks The 156 deaths included 17 from the principal zvmotic

liseases (equal to an amiual rate of 2.5per 1,000), of which Owere

referred to whooping-cough, 4 to scarlet fever. 2 to fe'ier, 1 to

measles, and 1 to diarrhoea.

EDIXBL-RGH HEALTH SOCIETY.

Tiu: Edinburgh Health Society has published its annual hand-

book, the eighth of the series since the foundation of the Societ)

Jtco^tainsthelecturesdeliveredtonon-professionalaud.encesunder

the auspices oi the Society during the winter months. The present

ssue contains lectures by Dr. T. S. Clouston.on How Pleasant Sur-

roundings and Conditions affect the Health and Happiness; by Dr.

\v Ru^se 1 on IncUgestion, its Causes and its Consequences
;
by

Dr. K^rr on Healthy Clothing ; by Dr K.W. Felk.n on Heredity;.

its Influence on Man in Health and Disease; and b) ^Ir- A. ^V

Hare on The Channels of Infection. The lectures are all writ en

in a Simple, clear, and popular style, and are calculated to do good

to the class for whom they are specially intended.

'

IXFECTIorS DISEASES AND THE SALE OF MILK

\ DAIRY-KEEPER at Paisley has been hned £1. with £1 .3.6d.

expenses, and with the alternative of seven days in prison, for

anowTng a girl to milk cows or handle vesse s used for the milk

whikt she was coming in contact with a girl, a daughter of the

dai^v-keeper suffering from measles. The dairj-keeper explained

th^t^s soon as she km>w what was wrong with her Idaugh er no

one who attended her was allowed to do anything m the dairy.

A similar case from another parish was similarly dealt witu.

BLTIIAL REFORM.
. .

The tenth annual meeting of the Burial Reform Association was

heW on Monday last at Grosvenor House under the presidency of

the Duke of Westminster, when the following resolution, proposed

bv Mr F. Seymour Haden.F.S.A.. was carried:

^••That the present mode of interment in brick vaults and

crow ed gravJs should be discontinued as. dangerous to he healU.

ofThe living, and that • earth-to-earth '
burial should be en-

couraged wUl the use of readily-perishable cofhns. and that he

Home Secretary be memorialised to institute an inquiry into the

condition of cemeteries."

Tlie speaker opposed cremation.

Mr! i^oLLST.rPvM said that fifty years ago Brompton C eme-

tory was condemned by the sanitary authorities, yet o.OOO bodies

w.i-e still interred there every year.
,

IS A SMITHY A NinSANCB? /. '< ' ' '„, .„!£

'^.^^^^emsi stated does nat. ia our opinion, come in any vf*--.U(ior ti.e
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Public Health Act*. There is no absolute necessity that a forge, etc., should
be a nuisiutce auil injurious t<> health ; and the erection of such a building
cpuld not be preventj-d. Shoulil it become a nuicaace on account of careless-

ness, etc., the occupier could lie proceeded aj^alnat.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Royal Colijiges op Physicians and Sukgeons of Edin-
BITllGH, AND FACULTY OF PhtSICIANS AND SuaGEONS OF GLAS-
GOW,—The quarterly examinations in Kdiiibargh for the Triple
Qualification took place in April and May with the following
results.

First Kxamination,—Of 62 candidates, the following 32 passed

:

A. M. Gray, Isle of Man ; W. R. Lemon, Co. Armaph ; Miss Louisa Uosa
Cooke, Yorkshire ; Miss Edith Marv Brown. Whitehaven ; S. Wood. Roch-
dale : D. K. Muir. West Hartlepool: C. Pearce, Chili; H. Whalley, Brad-
fortl ; F. Hall, Lancashire ; E. F. Jamison, Co. Down ; D. Dolie'rty. Co.
Donegal; P. D. Minchin. Kilkenny: R. W. Clayton, Wrexham ; J. B.
Wilson, Co. Cork; K. G. MacSweenv, Maeroom ; A. Hostage. Chester: P.
J. Munn, Kirkcudl>rij;ht5hire; T. Slarshall. South ShieMs ; L. (f. Fink,
Calcutta: J. A. Fink, Calcutta; L. F. Bucknell, Sydney; J. Orr, Co.
Antrim; G. Macdonald. Kirkintillock ; J. K. H. Geutil," Mauritius ; R.
Holmes, Westmeath ; T. White. Antrim ; J. C. Edwards, Llanrliaiadr ; A.
T. Brown, Dunfermline ; R. Scott, Kinross-shire : D. V. Ryan, Co. Cork ;

C. K. Ross. Skye; and A. Mackellar, Glasgow,
Second Examination.—Of 83 candidates, the following 32 passed:
O. S. Pope. Madras ; J. G. McCandlish, Leeds ; H. U. Preece, Cheltenham ; D.

Mark, Belfast ; C. Pearce, Chili ; S. Wilson, Hanlev; W. J. Leitch. Tyrone;
D. M. B. Myers, Clonmel ; G. Mason. Birmingham; H. H. H. Adden-
brooke, Smethwick ; F. H. Amner, Kew ; T. S. Allan. Glasgow ; W. Pirie,
Arbroath ; G. M. Grieve, Dundee ; R. F. Granger. Whitby ; F. M. Graham,
Monmouth ; W. Rae, Glasgow ; P. McEUigott, Kerry ; J, M. Rohan,
Mauritius ; W. R. Lemon. Co. Armagh ; W. J. H. Cumni'ing. Kent ; E. A.
C. Hindmarsh, Calcutta: J. Neshitt. Co. Derry; T. C.Patterson. Co. Done-
gal : T. E. Jones. South Wales ; O. W. Morgan, Cevlon ; J, S. Boyd, Ren-
Irewshire; A. R. Dnugla.s, Newcastle; T. Young. Kilwinning ; P. 'F. God-
frey, Tipperary ; W. D. Sweeny. Co. Mayo ; and R. Maclean. Koss-sliire.

Final Examination.—Of 70 candidates, the following 44 passed,
and were admitted L.R.C.P.Ed.,L.R.C.S.Ed., and L.F.P, andS,Glasg.
O. A Bannatvne. Kuthergl^n ; E. A. Simeon. Delhi ; A. E. Vaughan. Crewe ;

W. A. Frizell, Liverpool ; J. B. Meredith, Queen's Co. ; S. Mellor, Hud-
dersfield ; R. Aldous, Norfolk ; H. Bu.xton. Lancashire ; F. W. Browning.
Monmouthshire ; A. B. Watson, Norfolk ; F. J. Pacey, Melbourne : W.
Yorke. Glasgow; C. R. Pigg. Newcastle-on-Tyne ; J." K. Coutts, Aber-
deen; K. B. Narayan, Kucli Behar ; A. Siddon, Bangalore; Miss Jessie
Crosfield, Liverpool; W. Grey, Northuinherland ; S. J. Dunlop, Co. Antrim;
A. Mill, Co. Antrim ; H. Chtulwick. Burnley; A. Bradshaw, Sierra Leone;
H. Oslionie, Notts. ; P. J. Mehta, India ; B. B. Jones. Crewe ; J. H. Pes-
tell. Australia ; H. F. Shaw, Hereford ; C. H. Sharpe, Norwich ; C. F.
Lovibond, Bridgwater ; W. Bell, Bnniskillen ; A, Macdonald, Edinburgh;
D. Barry. Co. Cork ; W. W. Williamson, Scarborough ; E. E. Craster, Mid-
dlesbrough ; A. G. Laidler, Stockton-on-Tees; H. P. Lawrence, Tasmania

;

A. H. Goodwvn. Devonshire ; O. O, Moorhead, India ; H. G. Mackid,
Canada; C. Smyth, Limerick; H. C. C. McNiell, Folkestone; G. H.
Douthwaite. Warminster; I. Crawford, Omagh ; and W, B, Marston, jun.,
London.

Royal College of Surgeons, EnixBURGu.—During the April
sittings of the Examiners, the following candidates passed the
Pinal Examination, and were admitted L.R.C.S.E,

:

Hiss Jane Elizabeth Waterston, Inverness; D. M, Grei;/, Dundee; an«l G.
AbtKjtt, Titchmarsh.

The following candidates passed the First Professional Examina-
tion for the Licence in Dental Surgery :

A. E. Donagan, Cambridge; E. J. M. Ho<lgkinson, London: T. Gregory,
Edinburgh ; J. S. Walker, York ; R. K. Common, Edinburgh • K. IS,

O'Duffy, Dublin: and T.C. McKenzie, E.linburgh.
The following candidates passed the Pinal Examination, and

were admitted L.D.S.Edin.:
G. W, Welham, London ; H. B. E»ird. Bath ; J. S. Walker, York ; and K. E.

O'Dufly. Dublin.

Kino and Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland.—
At the usual Monthly Examination Meeting of the College, held
on Friday, May 11th, the following Registered Medical Prac-
titioners were admitted as Licentiates of the College

:

The Lieencci to Prartise Medicine and MidiL-iferi/.—U. M. Lnidsay, L.R.C.S.I.,
Kilkeel, Co. Down ; J. A. St. George Whitty. L.R.C.S.I., Drogheda.

The Licence U> Practise Medicine only—3. A. Coen. L.R.C.S.I.; Castlerea, Co.
Koecommon ; J. M. Tidmarsh. L.R.C.S.I., Limerick.

The Licence to Practise Midivifery onhj.—i. P. Hubbard, M.R.C.S.Eng., Blox-
wich, Walsall, StaffordBhire ; G. F. Hugill, L.R.C.P.Lond., Chislehurst,
Kent.

At the same meeting of the College, the Licences to practise
Medicine and Midwifery were conferred upon the following candi-
dates who had passed the Fourth, or Final Professional, Kxamina-
tion under the Conjoint Scheme with the Royal College of Surgeons
ill Ireland, at the April Examinations, namely:

C. J. Hughes. Willowdale. Glenageary, Co. Dublin ; P. G. Lee, Sydenham
Terrace, llonkttown, Co. Cork ; K. Ma»;D»ug»ll, Dnimleck, Hcwlb ; H.

D. Mason, Yorrlcy, near Birmingham : W. F, Rowantree, ForthiU H
Sligo ; J. Searson, I , Clialgrove Terrai-e, South Circular Road, Dubli i

P. blilel, Mulllngar; J. H Swan, Diamond, Mouaghau ; Florence Ni
gale Tome, Chant, Biimersel.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced

:

BALTINGLASS UNION.—Medical Officer. Dunlavin Dispensary. Salary, £1:
j>er annum, and fees. Appliiafions to Captain Helghton.'j.P., Honorai
Secretary, Donard House. Election on June 13th.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND SKIN AND LOCK HOSPITAL.-Acti.i
Surgeon. Applications by May 26th to J, B. Hartley. Esq., 13, St. Paul
Square. Birmiugham,

BRIDGNORTH AND SOUTH SHROPSHIRE INFIRMARY, Bridgnorth.
House-Surgeon. Salary, £12ii, with rooms, coal, gas, and attendance. A
plications by May 23rd to the Honorary Secretary,

BRIGHTON, HOVE, AND PRESTON DISPENSARY'. — Hoiise-Sur-
Salary, £140, with apartments, etc. Applications l)y June 2nd to the .\

ant Secretary.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIHMARY.-House-Physician. Salary, £100 a yea.

,

board, washing, and apartment*. Applications by May IWli t>.

Secretary.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN.—Clinical Assistants. Applicatioi,
May llith to the Acting Secretary.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN,—Resident Medical Officer, S.i

£60, with board and residence. Applications by May 31st to th.
retary.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, Birmingham.—Assistant Resident Medical Ofli,
.Salary, £40, with board and lodging. Applications by June titli U\ \\

Secretary

,

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, Biiniingham.—Resi.lenf Medii-al Officer. .S.

£80, with board and lodging. Applications by Juiie 6th to file Secret.n

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, VL
Park. E.—Assistant Physician. Applications by June 7th to i\v
retary.

COUNTIES ASYLUM, Carlisle.—Assistant Medical Superintendent. Sj
£120, with board. Applications by May 29th to Dr. Campbell. Gai 1

Carlisle.

EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Sliadwell, E.—Assistant > ;

geon. Applications by Mny 2.'ird to the Secretary.

BAST LONDON HOSPIT.^L FOR CHILDREN, siiadwell, E,—Surgeon. \

plications by May23rd to the Secretary.

FULHAM UNION.—Resident Medical Superintendent of Infirmary,
Medical Officer of the Union Workhouse. Salary, £.'150, with residence.

.

Applications by June 5th to the Clerk to the Guardians.
GORDON HOSPITAL FOR FISTULA, etc., Vauxhall Bridge Roa.L Asi

ant Surgeon. Applications by May 26th to the Secretarv.

HALIFAX INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY.—Senior House-Surgeon.
ary. £80 per annum, with hoarii and residence. Applications by Ma\ -

to Dr. E. West Symes. Hope Hall. Halifax.

HOSPITAL FOR DisE.\SES OF THE THRO,\T, Golden Square.—He;
Medical Officer. Salary, £60 per annum, vvitli board and loilging. .K[

,

cations by May 26th to the Honorary Secretary.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—Assistant-Sui^eon. Applications to tl

Secretary.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL, Hampstead Road.—Surgeon. Appl
cations by June 16th to the Secretary,

LOWESTOFT FRIENDLY SOCIETIES MEDICAL INSTITUTION,—Sui
geon. Salary, £160 per amiuni, with extra fees. Applications by May 2U
to Mr. J. Hammond. 4, Raglan Street, Lowestoft.

METROPDLIT.VN ASYLUMS BOARD: SMALLPOX HOSPITAL SHIP*
Long Reach.—Assistant Medical Officer (Clinical Assistant), Board, fu
nished apartments, and washing. Applications by May 2oth to the Oler,

to the Metropolitau Asylums Board, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street, Stisui
W.C.

METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL. Kingsland Road.—Assistant House-Surgeo?
Salary, £40 per annum, witli board and residence. Applications by jia
21st to the Secretary.

NORTH LONDON CONSUMPTION HOSPITAL, Hampsteod and London.-
Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £.50 per annum, with boaril and lodKtn)
Applications by June 2nd to the Secretary.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY.-House-Physician, Salary JHOI

with board, washing, and apartments. Applications" by May 23rd to th
Secretary.

OWENS COLLEGE. Manchester.—Professor of Surgery. Applications by Jpn
9th to the Registrar.

ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, City Hottd.-junlo
House-Physician. Salary, £.'S0 [>i'r annum, with board and lodging. Al
plications by May 19th to the Secretary.

ST. PETERS HOSPITAL FDR STONE, etc., Henrietta Street, CoTOn
Garden.—House-Surgeon. Honorarilmi, 2.5 guineas, with bojur<i, lodgiu^
etc. Applications by May 29th to the Secretary.

SMALL-POX HOSPITAL, Birmingham.—Resident M.-di<aI SuperintendeD!
Salary, £1.50 per annum, witli board, etc. Apiiliratimis l)y May 2.')t,h to th
Chairman, Health Committee. Cmincil House. Birnnngham.

UNIVER.SITY COLLEGE, LONDON,—Professor of Botany. Applicationt b;

May 'Mfth to the Secretary.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Chelsea.—House-Physician. Horn
rarium of £.50, with board and k)dging. Applications by June 2nd to th

Secretary.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Chelsea.—House-Surgeon. Hour''

rariura of £6j, with board and lodging. Applications by J ine 2n(l to lii

Secretary. ,
.
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ITKLLINGBOROrGH AND DISTHICT MKDICAL I?rSTITUTE.-Mpdic«l

^ffiren s"l»rv £230 and feos. -n-ith dwcllinR-housc, etc. Applications to

G Blyes, Esq.'. Jncksons Lane, WelUngborough.

rSST LONDON HOSPITAL. Hammnrsmith Road, W.—Assistant Surgeon-

Applications by May 24th to the .Secretary.

ITBSTPORT UNION.-Medical Officer, Westport No. 2 and Louisburgh Mo. .

Districts. Salary, £39 per annum, and fees. Election on June 24th.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.

Burgen-: scholarship, Mr. W. S. Fenwick ; hon. certificates, Mr.

H. E. Skvrme, Mr. M. A. Rudd.-Sl Makys Ho8PITAI, School.-

The first-year prize of £3 39. in anatomy and histologj-, Mr. hvans.

and that of £-3 3s. in chemistry. Mr. Mander .Smythe. The second-

year prize of £3 3s. in anatomy, Mr. L. Rogers, and that of £3 3s.

in general physiology. Mr. Winter. The third-year pn«=s of £3 3s

irtiTusoi,- John M.D.. C.I.E.. appointed VisitinR Physician to the Seaman's

"^HMPtal Society. Green,, ich.v.c* H. T. Griffiths. M.U., resigned.

looTH A E M.B.Edin.. appointed Assistant House Surgeon to the Liverpool

Infirmary for Children, mre H.K.Jones, M.B.. resigned

aepiN, H. A.. M.B., M.B.C.S., appointed Surgeon to the No. 1 Section of the

., ManchesteJ- Ship Canal.

isEwis A S M.B.. M.R.C.S.. appointed House-Surgeon to the Monkwear-

mouth'Dii'pensary, vice H. Shefmerdine, M.B.. resigned.

«YDES, F. W. A., L.S.A., appointed Assistant House-Surgeon to the Hother-

ham Hospital.
» ti „

URKE, W. F., M.R.C.S.Eng., M.B.Lond appointed House-Surgeon to the

Newport and County luhrmary, mce W. Basset, M.R.C.S., L.K.C.r., re-

l^D^slix. J. George, reappointed Medical Officer of Health to.the Coseley

Urban Sanitary Authority.
^ ,.

.•„ .^- w t; M n I.ond M R C S., appointed House-Physician to the

""Tospital-for^be iWed and Epllep^tlc, v,ce R. T. WilUamson, M.B.,

M.R.C.S., resigned.

lAWSOX W. B., appointed Physician to the •'Churchill Home for Women,

Chis'well Street, Fiusbury Square, B.C.
_

HTCKET C Alex., M.R.CS.. L.R.C.P.Lond.. L.S.A., appointed Junior House-

• Surgeon to tlii) Ancoats Hospital. Manchester.

.BTT, W. K.. M.R.C.S.Eng.. L.S.ALond.. appointed Junior House-Surgeon to

the Bury Dispensary Hospital, vice L. Hickey, M.B.Durh., M.K.t.b., re-

!AAC G \yashineton. M.B.Edin., appointed Honorary Medical .Officer to the

%tPan?ras Female Charity School and Orphanage, vice A. W. Cadman,

• M.R.C.S., etc., resigned. ,...,., r^
mht John Thomas L.R.C.P.. L.R.C.S.Kdin., appointed Medical Officer and

pAhhc Vacc?Sr to the Whitford District of HobTvell Union, v,ceU.L.

Divies, M.B., resigned.
» „ . t,

^s, Vf. Arbuthnot, F.E.C.S., appointed Assistant-Surgeon to Guys Hos-

iiCH?J. Comyns, M.D.Durh., reappointed Medical Officer to the Rural Sani-

tary District of Sturminster.

VCkS R Clement, M.B.. F.R.C.S., appointed Surgeon to Guy s Hospital, vice

Thomas Bryant. F.R.C.S., resigned. „ „ . .u
IcOlTlTTT W B., M.D.. M.Ch., M.AO.., appointed House-Surgeon to the

^oyaT Hospital, Belfast, .,ce S. A. Powell, M.B., M.Ch., M.A.O., re-

'AmTjohn William. L.R.C.P.. L.B.C.S.Edin.. appointed Medical Officer to

t^be Workhouse, Holywell Union, vice H. L. Davies, M.B., resigned.

teDAtl,, Percy, M.D., M.E.C.S.Eng., appointed Assistant Colonial Surgeon at

- ilhe Gambia. „ . ^ i ,,

VktCYK Walter, L.R.O.P., L.R.C.S.Edln., appointed Deputy-Coroner for the

•'Betford District of the County of Nottingham.

IPWCEK. W. H., M.A.. M.D.Cnntab, appointed Consulting Physician to the

Bristol lioyal Infirmary.

pB Grant Bey, of Cairo, has been elected an honorary member

iniie New York State Medical Society.
, ^ , , , ^ ,

,fHE Late Dr. Willia.m E. Buck.-A chapel has been erected

—itth" Leicester Infirmar>' in memory of "illiaiu Elgar Buck,

t M D formerly honorary- physician to the inhrraary.

^BtE Pope has been graciously pleased to confer upon Dr.

PIT Kenny M.B.. Ch.B.Melb., the title and dignity of Chevalier

|.f the Order of Gregory the Great. Dr. Kenny is a member of the

iritish Medical Association.

Dn Macpiiall, who has acted as Assistant Medical Superin-

endcnt of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Asylum at Carlisle

nr the la«t six years, has been appointed Medical Superintendent

f the Derby Borough Asylum. Dr. Macphail is a graduate of the

•:<iinburch University, and was awarded the medal of the MeiUco-

i'sychological Association in the year 1884. for his researches on

he blood of the insane. f„ii„„;
Sheffield MEDico-CHiEUBaiCAL SociETV.-The following

llicers have been elected for 1888-9. Prendent .-Dr. .1. tt
.
Martin

;

rice-President : Dr. de BartolomS ; Treasurer: Mr. G. b. laylor;

W-retaru: Mr. Simeon Snell ; Ofher Members of the Committee:

Ir. Garrard, Mr. W. F. Favoll, Mr. A. Jackson, Mr. I'ye-Smith. Dr.

;<vvnne, Mr. Browning, Mr. E. Skinner, and Dr Hargrea^xs.

'aihological Committee: Mr. C. .\tkin, Mr. Frank Harrison, Dr.

ncking, and Dr. Burgess.

The Medical Cpllbges and Schools. Scholabships and

hues. Winter Session. 1887-88.-London Hospital College.

-Qinical medicine : scholarship, Mr. H. E. Skyrme :
hon cer-

iftcates, Mr. W. S. Fenwick, and Mr. Beckett (equal). Clinical

lora scnoiarsiup oi i^^-j pci ai....^^ >-' - --A 1 m ii„ ".

Lambert Lack ; the surgical clinical prizes of £3 each, Mr. Harry

Lambert Lack and Mr. .Arthur Henry Cheatle.-L NiyEUSiTT CoL-

LEGE.-The Fellowes gold clinical medal, Mr. G. E. Murray the

Fellowes silver clinical medals, Messrs. W . B Ransom. B. M. H.

Rogers, and W. J. Broadhurst ; the Liston gold medal, Mr. W. B.

Ransom.

DIARY FOR NEXT WEEK.

TVEMOAY.
Royai'Medical and Chibcbgical Society. 8.30 p.m.—The following papers
Eoi AL.MEDICAl^ AND j^mBU^^

^ ^.^_^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ,

S'"*

B

the Tubercle Bacillus in Clinical Diagnosis Sir Willuixii B.

Dalby : The Removal of Bony Growths from the External Audi-

torv Canal. Drs. Alfred Sangster and Frederick W. Mott

:

Pemphigoid Eruption with Changes in Peripheral Nerves.

WEDNESDAY.
British Grs ecological Society. 8.30 p.m.—The following papers will be
BRITISH ulN.ECOLOGic

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ Complete Chronic inversion of

the Uterus. Mr. Lawson Tait : The Influence of Removal of the

Uterus and its Appendages on the Se.xual Appetite VtAI^>
T Rutherford : Treatment of Utenne Fibroids by Hydrastis

Canadensis. Specimens will be exhibited. Council, 8 P.M.

THl'KSDAY.
.

KoYAL Medical an-d Chiruroical Society s 30 P;'Vr®'^?-'''\^.'^P R^s^
Marshall Hall Prize. 18.S8.-Dr. Walter Holbrook Gaskell.P^R.S.:

The Relations between the Function, Structure. Origin, and

Distribution of the Nerve- Fibres wluch compose the Spinal and

Cranial Nerves.
FRIDAY.

QUEKEIT Microscopical Club (Umversity College Gower Street), 8 p.m.

Papers by Messrs. Buffham, Smith, and Priest.

n TNtcAi. Society of Loiroos. 8.30 p.M.-Dr. Ord will read a summary
CLIHICAI. SOCIETl oF^Lo™^^.^

^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ Committee on Myxn^ema.

Mr. A. B. Barker: A case of Intussusception of the Csc im.

Ascending and Transverse Colon treated by Abdominal Section.

Mr RW Parker: Two cases of Intussusception, with special

^gard to Symptoms and Treatment, ^l
l?^' ,^^?,'^'^^.^l

Rupture of Intestine without External W ound. Dr. Ward

CoTsins: Case of Stone, in which Lithotomy was P" omirt

twice »nthin two months. Living Specinrie..s :-Dr Wllte and

Mr. Henry Baker : Two cases of Unusual Congenital Deformity.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AOT) DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages. °"^^"" " ««• "-

*
i,AwA sAouW beforwarded in stamps unth the annomcement.

MABBIAGES.

WB.«HT-KENT.-On May 9th. at St. Mary's Kippington. Sevenoaks by the

Kev. Prebendary Tate, vicar, and the^ Rev. C B.
'^''J^^^'c'^'p second

fo3f'n'-zXo"lwr^Tt^T^r-^'n'hlVd'::'c^n\X
daugLeVof the Ute WiUifm Kent, of Jondaryan, Darling Downs, Queeus-

b^-lu,:?;;,ti^e«rp!(riu^'=. i;ktS?^-
youngest daughter of G. J. Golduey, Manager .

Colonial Bank. Berblce.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

,/'oXr't'I avold'delay. it is V^r^c.^rly ^"-'f '^^ a","t/fe o^ce^o" {hi
editorial business of the Journal be addressed to the Ed.torat the omce oi

Journal, aud not to hii private house.
v. j i„ »i,. Buitish Medical

Authors desiring reprintji of their articles
P'V*>''^''':^ ,'°J:lh n^ MTn^ger 1»^

Journal, are requested to communicate beforehand with the .^Janager.

Co^B^SpiNnfNTS who wish notice to Ik. taken of
''jf'; ™-"'^'^'?:;'":i^-„^\^^L^

authenticate them with their names-of <-"""f„r' "<Tr\^^'^*^'cS t" Coi^
C0BBESP0NT)ENT3 not answered are requested to look to the j>oiic«

us with Dufltcatt Caput.
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QUERIES.

PlUCTICE IX At'STRiLIA.
H. is anxious to ascertain the prospect for an e.xperiencod .medical man (middle-
aged; in the Australian colouies.

Poison Chart.
J. H. asks : Can any member recommend a pood and cheap chart of " poisons
ao4 t^dr antidotes," for hanging in a surgery '/

AUriiWERS.

SteQtTlM.—It would be quite contrary to professional rule tic do so.

AI1TEBTI9EME.XT.—The cireular in question should bo sent to the College to
which the gentlejnaa belongs, and the result of the correspondence communi-
catee! to us.

ESERINE.
Db. Geobgb T. piTFEV (Dublin) writes : In reply to the qvieries of your corre-
spondent *' D," 0^ the name " eserine " was given in 186,5, by Vee and Leven,
to a crystalline alkaloid, obtained by them from the seeds of the physostigma
venosum

; and (2) first described in the Comptes-Ratdiis, 60. 1194 ; (3) the
derivation of the word is from the name " esere," by which the seeds were
known to the natives of Old Calabar.

Ql'AI.IFICATIOXS FOR MlBWiyES.
'•-"!" '"

M.R.O.S. wishes f o be informed of the usual course to be pursued by a respect-
able person wishing to obtain a proper qualiScation as a midwife.
*«' The Obstetriial Society of London awards certificates to midwives after

due examination. For official information apply to the Librarian of the So-
ciety, 51, Berners Street, Oxford Street, W.

.'< li.iti.id
Blind Asyli'.ms.

M.D. asks whether there is any home or asyliun for the blind w liich would ad-
roit a domestic servant, aged 31, who had an attack resembling meningitis
three months ago, during which she rapidly lost her sight completely. She
has recovered from the attack, and is now in fair health, but there is no im-
provement in vision whatever. An eminent specialist, who has examined her
eyes, has little or no hope of her recovery.

"." Applioat ion might be made to the Association for Promoting the General
Welfare of the Blind. 28. Berners Street ; or to the British and Foreign Blind
Association (Secretary, T. R. Armitage. 33, Cambridge Square, W.). Further
Information may be obtained from Fry's Zwrfod Charities, published
at 3, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square.

UrOTEH, lETTERS. ETC.

Bayfield Defence Fund.
Mb. B. Bkllamt (ir. Wimpole Street) writes: Please place the followinir ad-

ditional subscriptions to the Bayfield Defence Fund :— £ s. d.
H. M. M. ... ... ... 110
Dr. Tandy, Cedars Koad, Olapham ... ... ... 110

The Luce Fund.
£ s d

Donations up to May 8th ... 26 6

S^R°??^rrison Z ' Z Z ' W^^*^ &^'^t^^\ \ I
Mr. Roliert Joues 110

Further donations in aid of Mrs. Luce will be gratefully received by Dr
Sheppard, 64, Durning lioad, Liverpool, or by Dr, Caton, 31, liodnev Street
Liverpool.

A-f Appeal.
We desire again to call attention to the appeal printed on April Hth, to enable
a medical man of good position, who has been reduced to absolute destitution
through no fault of his own, to buy a small practice, and make a living for
himself and wife. Contributions towards the purchase money will be received
by Dr. Farquharson, M.P.. Migvie Lwlgc, Porcliester Gardens, Vf . Among
the names of contributors alrea<ly annoujiced appear Sir William Jenner .Sir
James Paget, Sir Joseph Lister, Sir An<lrew Clark, Sir Presiott Hewitt Sir
Spencer Wells, Sir Henry Thompson, Dr. Broadbent. Mr. Thomas Smith and
Dr. Hare, (see pages 817 and '.Hi), but the amount received is still inadequnt.-
for the purpose in view.

The Cufto.v Lunacy Case.
Messb). J. MipHBLl CtABKE and W, H. Habsant write : May wo oncQ again
trespass on your kindness to acknowledge the following donations to the
Marshall and Shaw Fund, which fcave been i^eceivsid during the last few
da.vs ?

The list is now closed, and the total amount received Is JESiS 3s. 6d., which
sum, minvis a small amount for expenses, has been handed to the two gentle-
men. The legal expenses have amounted to upwards of £600, but the e.tact
sum is not yet known.
We take this opportunity of thanking all subscribers to the fun<l for the

•:i nady way in which thev fuive responded to our appeal, and we also especiallv
thank the Editor of thi' British Mkoical Journal, for giving such valuable
publicity to the subscription lists.

Amount already acknowledged ...

Inglis. Alex. M., M.D. (Cheltenham)
Keall.W. P
Ormerod, H. fWestbur.y-on-Trym)
Sfiencer. W. H.. M.D. 'f.St. Leonard's)
Thomas. A. Oarrod. M.D. (Newport)
Trotman, W. C. M.D

5 ' ToUl

£
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CLINICAL LECTURE
ox

H.EMATURIA.
Delivered at University College Hospital.

BY BKRKELEV HILL, F.R.C.S.Eng.. M.B.Lond.,

Professor of Clinical Surgery in University College, London.

H^MATUBIA, or bloody urine, is only a symptom ;
but one which

I varies much in importance. It may signify a trmal injury or a

! dangerous and rapidly fatal condition. Therefore an analysis^ ot

the characters that hematuria may assume is worth our attention

this afternoon.

Blood may escape into the nrine at any part of the urinary

tract Hence, for convenience, I shall arrange the various forms

according to their locality, namely, from the kidney, including

the pelvis and ureter; from the bladder; from the prostate; and

from the urethra. The multitude of the causes of hsematuna

fompels me to dwell in my remarks only on those varieties which

concern the surgeon. Nevertheless, he should know all the

causes that he may distinguish those needing surgical treatment.

General Causes.-0\&<^g^ brings to some °'«i enlargement ot

the prostate, and the enlarged organ, if congested, is more liable

to bleed than when in its unenlarged condition. In women, at the

menopause, or even before that crisis is f''cj?«'i' ^l°°f„;^Xw
times voided from the kidney .acariously for the menstrual flo^

.

Also, in women, mixing of the menstrual discharge with the unne

after it has left the urethra must not be forgotten. In children,

maUguant tumours of the kidney are more common than in

adults, and they often bleed copiously. In certain countries para-

sitic diseases prevaU which have hajmaturia for a leading sym-

ptom. In Eg^t and South Eastern Africa, the bdharzia hrema-

tobia is the common parasite which produces the hfematuria. In

China, bloody urine is caused by the filaria sanguinis hominis.

Some general diseases which modify the
_
blood, such a^

purpura, scarlet fever, measles, or tj-phoid, and in warm climates,

malarious affections, may cause hematuria. Certain drugs, tor

example, lead, mercury, arsenic, cantharides, turpentine, or copaiba,

and, it is said, asparagus, will provoke bleeding froni the kidney.

Exposure to cold and damp, heart-disease, or gonorrhoja, by caus-

ing congestion of the kidney, will produce Woody imue. Like-

wise, sudden suppression of a customary discharge such as epis-

tftxis or hiemorrhoidal flux, may be replaced by hrematAina.

Violent exertion of any kind will determine congestion ot the

kidney in some persons. Even shaking in a rough carriage, hunt-

ing, long marches, carrying heavy weights, wrestling, the vomit-

ing that sometimes occurs during the throes of parturition, and

excessive copulation produce haematuria. It must be admitted

that clironic renal disease is often present when bleeding follows

the exciting causes I have mentioned.

The characters of bloody urine vary much. Sometimes the

effusion of blood is sudden and unexpected ;
sometimes there are

premonitory signs. The quantity and appearance ot the blood

also differ much. The urine, often clear and limpid, is rosy or

crimson when it has been evacuated immediately aft^r

extravasation; but if the blood has remaineti some time in the

bladder, the urine acquires a dirty brown hue, porter-like it

copious, smoky when scanty. This change is due to the hiema-

globin being changed to raethasmaglobinty the action of the acid

m the urine. vi
Again, clots like black 'currant jelly, or nanow worm-like

coagula, may come away. The latter are casts of the urethra or,

in rare cases, of the ureter. Under the microscope minute clots

of thread-like form may sometimes be detected ;
these are casts

of the kidney tubules.
. . . ^i

The corpuscles undergo changes. By soaking in urine tney

swell up, become vacuolated, and grow colourless. They may
then be confounded with discoid oxalates or torulic ;

both these

objects are smaller than blood cells, and the toriila^ are generally

oval, and have a bright nucleus. Besides, the ocular test, which

eulBces to distinguish most cases of blood in ,the urine, and are

the only ones by which the condition known as hoamaglobinuria

can be diagnosed from bloody urine therejire the tests with guaia-

cum and with the spectroscope. For the guaiacum test, shake a

[1430]

few drops of fresh tincture of guaiacum m a drachm of urine.

Th^n^f^some ozonic ether be added, a blue colour comes to the

mixtixe Two sources of faUacy exist. The urine does not

S^a^ sive the blue tint, and if iodide of potassium be

nrlsent fblue reaction wUl <;ccur. even if no blood be present.

^
The spectroscope: this somewhat complicated process of medi-

cal DhVsics and chemistry is too intricate to explain m a few

wor& but we have some 'specimens prepared for us by Mr. Bar-

ton Dr TinT^r's house-physician, who will presently demonstrate

h^ to you° For a detailed description of the processes to be

eSojed vou may also refer to Dr. McMunns work. The Spectro-

'T "
Sef'poss^^'to ascertain at which part of the urinary

tract the blood escapes into the nrine by draining the uiine

from the bladder as soon as it oozes through the meatus of the

uretors by placing a catheter in the empty bladder after that

orfan has-been cSrefuUy washed, and leading the secretion at

onfefrom the'body. In'deed, attempts ha^been made to collect

the urine from one ureter only by means "t ,». catheter witn a

short be^ and a Ion. eye. The catheter is ^'O

'^?f,

^
'^^^^^^^^^^r

t-hni- its lone eve shall lie closely against the outlet ot one ureter,

and dainai^^/the urine drippLglrom that ureter to the exclu-

Rinnof the urine arriving by the other ureter into the bladder.

When there U blood in the irine, the act of micturition is often

more frequent than at other times, partly because the effusion of

Wood excites the bladder to contract, partly because cystitis is a

cordon accompaniment of hjematurla, and probably in some

ca^by irritation sympathetic with renal disease. The quantity

of blood "t varies much. The bleeding may be constant, that ^
?he urine may be always tinged with blood, or the unne may be

It times pTrf'ectly free If blofd. The duration of the att^k also

varies much; usually, when intermittent, t^e lej>gt^
f f^

a^^ack

is short, and the intervals extend over weeks or months, or even

^''Tocal Causes -mth respect to the kidney. Wows on the loin

woig the iidney or th^e ureter, aud operations on t^kidney

Drodlice tffimaturia. The condition called " movaWe kidney is

also fr.^uentlv characterised by hsmaturia. Common causes are

neplSofp^-elo-nephritis set^p by calculi, tubexcle^can^er or

iii^ToTheren^^oLa^n^t^^e /elvirr^^^^

S as in acute suppurative -Phntis in acute -ngestioa

without suppuration, or in advanced stages of Bright s cUsea* .

The kidnev is probaWy the most frequent source of bloody

urine • bufthe gL of renal hemorrhage are often negative, and

Se diagnosis is reached in many cases only by exclusion In-

licatlvfof renal bleeding are the foUo-mg: pain or sense^f

weight in the loins, with tenderness on pressure. In tne sem

ment of ?he urine casts of the kidney tubules, ^-^/li minute cakol^

or uric acid crystals attached to the casts, are often found, tt hen

?he bleeXg .7dae to some general condition.
-l^^l.^X^^^

acute disease, the diagnosis of the renal source ot the blooa 13

helped bythe'historj- of the illness by ^^S^-'lXT^o^n
by the presence of anasarca, and as renal

"f^'fl-^f °^r£
scanty, by the dark, smoky aspect of the urine. Smokintf Jf
produced when the quantity of blood is ^-'^I'f"^//[."^^.^f^X

Izf '^h^^n;\jf oi^^csr^e^ Snfip^^rL
Sbell^^ nS^atro/--"^^^
r'^et{;?a. If there ^^^^^^^'Z:^ ^^l^

^inated^wlvis which may even fluctuate on palpation through

dlitensio'nwUh urine an^ pus, when the ureter has contracted

''TubSar°disease would have similar s>-mptoms. but small

calculi or\iic acid crystals would be absent ivom the urinary de-

^ofit There would be pus in the urine long before the advent of

E°ood. Tubercidar disease may attack tbe ureter, and so allow

bCd to mingle with the urine. This complication would be in-
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llicnted by tenderness on pressure alonfj the course of the ureter,

with imin in the loin and frroin. Tubercle of the ureter is pro-
biibly iievor seen unless the kidney or bladder is affected also.

lu cancer of the kidney, in addition to lumbar pain, frequent
liiid painful micturition, there is sometimes enlarged kidney, or a
tumour iu the loin is palpable. Blee<ling is a constant symptom,
fometimes copious and intermittent, more often scanty and con-
tinuous, though varj'ing in amount from mere smokiness of the
urine to a diirk porter-like tluid with coagula. With such un-
certain signs it would not be possible to diagnose cancer from
calculus, tubercle, or other renal affection. In time the growth
will sprout iuto one of the calyces, and fragments of it may be
found in the deposit of the urine. Gradually, the increasing
severity of the symptoms and the wasting of the patient confirm
the malignant nature of his disease.

Syphilis is occasionally the cause of renal bleeding. In a
patient under my care, who had tertiarj- disease of the pharynx,
there was for some weeks persistent albuminuria; to this was
added a sudden attack of hiematuria, with dull pain in the right
loin. The urine was dark like coffee for four days ; after that it

become light brown, then smoky, and gradually regained its

natural colour; ultimately no more than traces of albumen re-
mained. Dr. Saundby (Juurxai,, December 17th, 1887) relates a
somewhat similar case, but in his case some hyaline casts were
also detected in the urine, and the infection was inherited.

In the bladder blood may escape into the urine through rupture
of that viscus by blows on the hypogastrium, by laceration in
crushed pelvis, or by too rough handling of the lithotrite or sound.
Even too rapid evacuation of the bladder after over-distention
may produce it in patients who.?e veins are varicose beneath the
mucous membrane about the neck of the bladder. Cj-stitis from
any cause, and the ulceration produced by stone, tubercle, or
cancer, often bring on bloody urine. The fibrous, the sarcomatous,
and the villous tumour, each in their degree, though the villous
more than any other, have bleeding as an important symptom.
Lastly, the billiarzia ha;matobia has its most frequent seat m the
walls of the bladder.

When bleeding is caused by stone in the bladder, the loss of
blood is commonly slight, intermittent, and mainly at the end of
micturition, when the chafed part of the bladder against which
the stone lies is compressed. Then a few drops of blood are ex-
pelled from its surface. Where ulceration is extensive, or where
the mucous membrane is inflamed, the urine is often discoloured
by blood which has exuded between the acts of micturition. The
quantity of the blood is usually increased by rough exercise.
In addition, there would be painful micturition, alteration of the
stream, and other signs of stone to be obtained by sounding.
Tubercular disease, though extending into middle life, mainly

affects youths and j'oung adults. Here bleeding is a verj' minor
sjTnptom. It shows it.self in the shape of clot in the purulent
deposit, or clots are washed out witli the first flow of urine, or a
little bright blood comes away at the end of the stream. The
signs of tubercle closely resemble those of stone ; the distinctions
being tho escape of clots before the flow, and the early appearance
of severe pain during and after the flow of urine. Sounding the
bladder ia also much more painful to the patient when tubercle
is present, owing to the customary seat of tubercle being at
the neck of the bladder, and the' sound strikes the ulcerated
surface.

When a tnmour growing in the bladder is the source of the
h.-cmaturia, the form the bleeding takes varies somewhat with the
structure of the tumour, though this variation does not always
take place. One reason why all the different growths may have
free bleeding for an early symptom is the fact that the several
tumours may have a papilloma as a part of their structure, while
the base is fibrous, sarcomatous, or even epitheliomatous. Roughly
speaking, the papillomata bleed abundantly at intervals, without
causing much pain or inconvenience. The fibromata and sarco-
mata also bleed obstinately, and at short intervals. The epithelio-
mata usually cause much pain and irritation before the bleeding
becomes important.

Bearing in mind the exceptions to this general habit, it may be
inferred that the tumour has a dendritic or villous form ii the
blood ia voided copiously at first, appearing without pain or in-
crea-sed frequency of micturition, and giving the patient no phy-
sical distress. The loss of blood continues for an indefinite time,
from three or more days to a week or more, and then stops as sud-
denly as it began. While going on it seems not to be affected
either by rough exercise or by rest. The amount of blood present

in the urine varies much. Most commonly it is copious and
florid, sometimes dark crimson ; when the loss of blood is very
slight the uriue may be merely smoky. A great characterLst n

when the bleeding is scanty is the flow at first of clem
urine, but as the bladder empties, the stream becomes mainly
bright blood. In such case.s the patient moy feel a little'

|

smarting as the contraction of the bladder squeezes blood from
the growth. Characteristic also of bleeding from papilloma i-

the kind of deposit which settles in the urine. It consists of ;i

loose reddish-brown sediment made up of brown coagula and
whitish fiocculent masses of discoloured fibrine. Not infrequently

the deposit contains fragments of the tumour, which can be recog-

1

nised, and the diagnosis thereby made certain. By sounding the I

bladder, in many cases the sound can be so direct ed as to catch

against or to slip over the growth, and thus mark its x>osition in

the bladder.

The haemorrhage having ceased, the urine becomes clear, and
may remain so for months. More commonly, a little blood is lost

at the end of micturition on most days, but it may disappear

utterly for years. Sooner or later, nevertheless, perhaps in the

same painless way as before, the bleeding reappears, and after the

second or third recurrence, increased frequency of micturition and
dull, aching pain at the end of the flow become constant pheno-

mena. When clots like black jelly are washed along the urethra,

they cause pain if they are large. This intermittent haematuriu

may recur for years without affecting the patient's health or

apparently shortening his life. There are specimens of bladders

with such tumours m the museums, taken from persons who
lived to be SO years of age, and died from causes unconnected

with the bladder. Further, cases are recorded where the whole
tumour was extruded, and the patient recovered completely. Such

a happy ending must not be looked for; in nearly all cases, if

untreated, the papilloma sets up cystitis, or causes obstruction

of the outlet of an ureter, and so dilatation of the pelvis, with

destruction of the gland, and ultimately death by great suffering.

The following case of simple papilloma was treated by me in

this hospital in 1885. A temperate man of 55 first noticed loss of

blood from the bladder in the summer of 1879. At that time,

during micturition, the urine came away at first quite clear ; then

a sense of more to come was felt, and a few drops of pure blood

would be ejected. Micturition was not increased in frequency,

nor was there any pain. The escape of blood, until the spring of

1S80, was only occasional and never large. In March, 1880, the

urine for two days was charged with blood, and bright crimson is

colour. The bleeding then stopped altogether till the beginning

of January, 1881 ; then one copious loss of blood took place. On
January 22nd there was a repetition of bleeding at every voidance

of urine ; great clots came away, and a little scalding was felt foe

a few minutes after the flow had ceased ; thenceforward no dis-

comfort was felt till the next discharge of urine. There was no

increased frequency ; the urine was retained all night. There was

no spasm nor violent effort to drive out the clots ; but there was

pain if the clots were large enough to fill the urethra. This

attack of hiematuria continued for nine days, and then sud-

denly stopped. After thirteen days the blood reappeared, and

the urine was more or less charged with it for six weeks, and

then bleeding again entirely ceased for a month. The blood

came again copiously and again ceased ; but thenceforth the

urine usually contained a copper-coloured sediment, and at the

end of micturition a few drops of blood escaped, with a twin^^

of pain. Three and a half years after the first bleeding cystitre

began, and the patient's suffering gradually became severe. Fif-

teen months later, the patient, being exhausted by cystitis, allowed

me to operate on him. This was done on May 5th, 1885. A perineal

exploring incision was made, and a suprapubic one into the bladder.

Through the upper incision a long frimbriated growth could be

j

seen attached to a short stump, near the opening of the left;

ureter. This was noosed by an ecrasetir passed through the I

perineal inciaion. The patient's exhausted state made the reco-

very slow and tedious. In .January, 1886, he again came under

my care, and I crushed a small calculus. Since that operation

the patient has enjoyed good health, and there has been no return

of vesical disorder. .

When the tumour is sarcomatous or epithelial, and no part of it

is papillomatous, blood does not escape, as a rule, in the copioua

manner that attends papilloma. The progress of the disease is

more rapid, and there is usually pain in the hypogastrium or

perineum before bleeding commences ; though cases are recorded

where eight or ten years elapsed in which intermittent hsematuna
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was the leading sjinptom before the condition of the patient

became urgent. Usually ulceration begins in a year or less ;
then

voidance of clot is a daily occurrence, and the urine is purulent

from cystitis. With epithelioma the patient is nearly always

approaching old age; but sarcoma and papilloma, though affec-

twns of late middle life, are occasionally met with in young

adults.
. ,.

The following case is a good example of epithelioma ot the

bladder. I sa%v with .Mr. ilorrant Baker, in October, 1885, a

.gentleman, aged 61. The hrst attack of bleeding had occurred one

,year before and, stopping for a fortnight, had recurred, to again

subside, leaving only a dull pain after micturition, which act

took place about every three hours by day and night. When I

'saw him the bleeding had set in again, and was accompanied by

§reat spasm and almost constant calls to make water, fi'or a few

ays his suffering was constant. The urine was dark crimson,

mixed with clots that could be got rid of only with great difficulty.

This attack lasted about a fortnight and then subsided, to return

two weeks later in greater severity. The tumour, which is now
before you, 1 removed through the perineum ; ilr. Baker and ilr.

Pollard being good enough to help me. Its structure is partly

papilliform, but mainly epithelial. The fragments of tumour, as

you .see, fill a six-ounce bottle. The patient was thoroughly re-

lieved of his sufferings by the operation, and for a time did well

;

but sbc weeks later, the tumour began to grow again, and the

patient sank under an attack of peritonitis of four days' duration.

Last summer we had in our wards a case of intermittent hiema-

turia from bilharzia in a woman who had lived her whole life in

Eagland, and therefore her history is of much interest to us. The

bilharzia hmmatobia was discovered by Bilharz in 1851 in Cairo

when, in conjunction with Griesingef, he was investigating the

diseases of the Egyptians. It is an elongated bisexual entozoon.

In its perfect phase, it inhabits the veins of the portal system, the

hiemorrhoidal veins, and the veins of the bladder, ureter, and

pelvis of the kidney. From these proper habitats, it may invade

others. Griesinger found egg shells in the blood of the left ven-

tricle, and Kartalis found the ova in the vena cava inferior, and

Jlackie in the lungs and liver. The entozoon most probably

enters the human body in drinking water, for it is very prevalent

in Egj'pt among the fellaheen who drink the Nile water unfiltered,

and among the native population of South Africa, while Euro-

peans who are careful of the purity of their drinking water

escape the disease. Dr. John Hurley," who proved the Egyptian

disease to be endemic in South Africa, suggested that the animal

may enter by penetrating the skin as well as by the stomach to

reach the uropoietic system.

The male has a flattened body, about half an inch long ;
he

is thicker and shorter than the female, which he receives for

purposes of copulation into a groove, or gyniecophoric canal, and

thus has a somewhat cylindrical appearance. The female is cylin-

drical and filiform, about three-quarters of an inch long. The

mature entozoa, after impregnation, lie in the submucous tissue

of the kidney, or other part to which they migrate, the bladder,

transverse colon, descending colon, or rectum, in smooth-walled

spaces formed from dilated blood-vessels. There the female lays

the eggs, which gradually work their way to the mucous surface.

The ova are about l-170th of an inch long, almost oval, having an

outer shell of hard material ; the contents are granular. A spike

is attached to the smaller end of the cell of those which escape

in the urine ; but the spike is at the larger end of those which
come from the intestine. The granular contents of the unripened

egg become, when mature, a definite cell within the outer ease,

and, according to Sir William Roberts, exhibit at that stage

slowly expanding and oscillating movements. The eggs do not

apparently hatch in the urine until that fluid is diluted with
plain water; at least, that was so in our patient. In water the

hatching is rapid, and the embrj'o.more elongated than the ovum,
(" flask-shaped," Sir W. Roberts), splits his shell and emerges

covered with cilia. The cilia give him independent motion,

so that he may be seen rolling on his long axis across the field of

the microscope. What further development the eml.iryo under-

goes before he is ready to enter the human body to perfect his

form is unknown. Probably he utilises some water mollusc as

his second host, and then, escaping as a cercaria, is swallowed by
man in drinking. It is supposed that the spines assist the ova in

boring their way to the surface of the mucous membrane, under

which they collect in numbers and cause inflammatory swelling ;

so that the surface is marked by irregular projections of nodular

OT polj'phoid form. Some of the raised patches are injected and

ecchymotic, others yellowish or covered with tough mucus or

bloody exudation which contains masses of ova. From time to

time these masses soften, ulcerate, and blood escapes in quantity

with the cells so set free. In some cases the excrescences become
so polypoid that they form real tumours, as may be seen at the

College of Surgeons. Such projections have been removed by Dr.

Mnckie, of Alexandria, with the ccraseur from the wall of the

rectum to the great relief of the patient. When the eggs mass

together in the ureter, that duct is narrowed ; urine may colle.ct

in the pelvis of the kidney, and thus hydronephrosis is produced.

The congeries matted together by mucus often form the nuclei of

stones in the bladder. In the intestine, dysentery with ulceration

is produced. When an indefinite time has elapsed, the parasite

dies and many patients recover after years of more or less con-

stant suffering. In a considerable number nevertheless death

follows by exhaustion through cystitis and perineal abscess with

fistulaj or even rupture of the bladder. In the tracts of these

fistulie Mackie found the ova in great quantity. To these sequela

must be added the effects of septic disease and of great loss of

blood. Similarlv, fatal disease of the intestine or peh-ic organs

may follow the' proliferation of the parasite in the portal or

h;emorrhoidal systems.
The symptoms are essentially chronic and vary according to

the locality infested by the parasite. Respecting the length of

time necessary for the maturation of the worm after its inception

into the body. Sir W. Roberts noted that bloody urine appeared

about four months after the patient had drunk the water of the

Nile in Egj-pt. The common sj-mptoms are occasional attacks of

lassitude, pains in the back or limbs or perineum, with intermittent

hiematiiria and pain at the end of micturition. Between the

attacks the patient feels well and the urine may be free of sedi-

ment, though the cells still pass in the urine. In time there comes

generally cystitis, and the urine is turbid during the intervals of

haemorrhage, and micturition is frequent. In severe or fatal cases

the course depends on the particular complication which sets in.

The case which I am about to relate to you aft'orded us an oppor-

tunity of witnessing many of the symptoms described by those

who "have watched the disease in Egypt and elsewhere. The

lassitude, the dull pain, the intermittent hc-eniorrhage, and perhaps

the enlarged kidney, were characteristic ; while the presence of

ova in the urine was pathognomonic of bilharzia.

The following case of bilharzia hiematobia is, I believe, the

second observation which has been recorded as occurring in a

person living wholly in this countrj-. The other case is mentioned

by ilr. Reginald Harrison. That case was. at the time Mr. Har-

rison wrote, under the care of Dr. Davidson in the Liverpool Royal

Infirmary. >'o details are given by Mr. Harrison. These are the

notes of the case which occurred in this hospital.

Mary Ann A., agediO, was admitted under the care of Dr. Graily

Hewitt on Februarv 18th, 1887. Her general historj- was good.

She was born in Kent, and had lived all her life at Erith or

Gravesend. Her parents, brothers, sisters, and children were all

healthy. She had seven children and one miscarriage. The last

child was born in June, 1885. The catamenia appeared at 16,

and remained regular till the present illness, which began in

October, 1886. At that time the catamenia were delayed for four-

teen days. A free ha?raorrhage then took place via the urethra,

during micturition, in which the patient estimated that three

pints of blood were lost in twelve hours. During her stay in has-

pital the catamenia resumed their accustomed regularity. This

slight disturbance of the menses was the only premonitorj' sym-

ptom of sufficient gravity to attract the patient's attention before

the bleeding began. Until January there was no copious bleeding,

but small clots were frequently passed in the urine. The bleedings

were preceded by chilliness a"nd coldness of the extremities. In

December there was low fever, which lasted several weeks. On
January 7th there was again bleeding to half a pint, and on the

8th a smaller quantity was lost. After that date small clots were

passed till the -'7th. when over two pints of clotted blood came

away. On February lltli bleeding began again, to be repeated on

thre"e subsequent occasions to a small amount. Before the haemor-

rhages the urine was very scanty and high-coloured, but quite

clear, and micturition was"painful towards the end of the act, not

afterwards. Each time that the bleeding ceased the unne was

abundant and pale, and the act of passing it was no longer painful.

When the blood was ejected in large quantity it settled at the

bottom of the chamber-pot, leaving the supernatant urine clear

and of the ordinarj' yellow colour. Micturition took place usually

everj- two hours by day and twice by night. AVhen the patient
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was admitted the right kidney could be felt, but was not obviously
enlarged. It was not tender. The character of the blood was as
already de.icribed. The ((uantity varied between 25 ounces and
72 ounces in the way already mentioned. On the subsidence of
the hiPmorrhago the quantity increased rapidly. The urine was
always turbid, visually acid, sometimes neutral or alkaline. Albu-
men was always present, never less than one-twentieth part. The
specific gravity varied greatly with the quantity. The deposit,
daring the first live weeks of the patient's stay in hospital, con-
sisted of blood clot, blood discs, pus, and mucus. The peculiar
cells of the ova of bilharzia were not discovered till later. After
the patient's admission the bleeding was copious on Februarj- 24th
and from March 11th to loth, but the latter in part followed a
dilatation and digital exploration of the urethra, which
I performed at the request of Dr. Oraily Hewitt on March
14th. At the time of the examination the right kidney was much
enlarged, very movable, and indistinctly lobulated. Its anterior
border reached to a point midway between the umbilicus and the
iliac crest. It was also painful when handled. In the bladder
nothing was felt beyond a slight unevenness of the wall near the
fundus on the right side. The lu-ethra was healthy. The womb
was slightly retroverted.
On March 25th, the patient was transferred to my ward. Dur-

ing the following week the urine was carefully examined by Mr.
J. Pearson, the dresser, being drawn from the bladder by catheter
for this purpose. That gentleman detected in the deposit on
March 31st, besides blood discs, pus, and epithelium cells, a few
oval cells of peculiar form to be presently described. On April
4th, the chilliness premonitory of free hajmorrhage appeared, but
on this occasion the amount of blood lost was much less than had
previously escaped. The cells were abundant. They were oval,
about l-170th of an inoh long, distinctly encapsuled, more pointed
at one end than at the other, and from the sharper end a conical
process or spilce projected. The cells w^ere afterwards allowed to
lilter into plain water underthe microscope, when the hatching of
the embryo was witnessed on several occasions by Mr. Pearson
and by Mr. Blake, the house-surgeon, and by others at different
times. Mr. Victor Ilorsley, to whom the cells were shown in the
first instance, at once pronounced them to be the ova of bilharzia.
The ova were afterrt'ards seen several times by me. but I was not
so fortunate as to observe the e.\it of the embryo. They were pre-
cisely the same as the eggs preserved in undoubted specimens of
this disease. The cells were tested in various ways. None were
preserved, as all the media which were tried des'troyed the cap-
sule of the ovum, and the cells did not stain with colouring mat-
ters. Before specimens could be put up permanently the discharge
of blood and ova ceased. On April .TiJth the patient had lost all
pain, and the kidney did not alter perceptibly. She remained
thus till June I4th, when her general condition being tolerably
good, she left for home at Er'ith, and was lost sight of. In
October her husband informed me that the woman had died in
August after an illness of three days' duration, accompanied by
v;oUnt pain in the belly.

mosMml f P°^ ^'"' ^^'^^ interest which attaches to the case, it is
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termination to the cose. If the bleeding stops, the urine becomes
brown from disintegrotion of the clot, and the bladder is gradu-
ally cleare<l of blood. Sometimes the hfcmorrhage is the result nf

injury to the prostate by attempts to pass instruments to relii \-

retention, in which case the condition of the patient is aggravatfl.
Corroborative of the prostatic origin of the hiemorrhage would li.'

the enlarged and tender state of the organ felt per rectum, and
probably a history of long-standing impediment to micturition or
attacks of retention.

Tubercular ulceration of the prostate is a cause of bleeding in
young men. It sliows itself in the form of clots washed out in

the first part of the stream. In such cases there is cystitis, and
the prostate is often irregular, hard, and tender to the touch. In
other particulars the affsction is not distinguishable from tubercle
of the bladder, with which indeed it is usually associated.
Masturbation in j'ouths causes prostatic hematuria. The urine

is voided at short intervals, is coffee-coloured or even dark brown
for some days, and there is aching in the perineum, with some
lassitude. The presence of blood and a slight increase in the
amount of mucus form the only changes of the urine from the
healthy standard. The attack passes off in a few days, and tlie

patient is well till a repetition of the unnatural practice brings u
return of the haemorrhage.
The prostate maybe implicated with malignant growths extend-

ing from the rectum, and their presence may give rise to moderate
hfematiiria.

Gonorrhrea also causes prostatitis, in which slight bleeding is

common.
Malarial poison as a cause of prostate bleeding came under my

notice lately. As you know, it frequently happens that any oper-
ation or shock will rekindle the activity of malarial poison in
persons who have been attacked by it. This patient had had
stricture for more than twenty years ; and fourteen years before
he consulted me he had suffered from a bad attack of tropical
fever, which was followed by bloody urine. Again, six years after-
wards, another attack of fever was attended by hjematuria. The
stricture was placed nt two inches from the meatus; that is, of
course, in the penile portion of the urethra. But there was no
contraction, except muscular spasm, elsewhere. The stricture
proved rebellious to simple dilatation, and it was cut internally.
The first micturition passed off well ; but twenty-three hours after
the operation, sense of weight came in the rectum, folio wifl liy

much spasm and difficulty in passing urine. There was ;i -•' ;i

slight chilliness, and the temperature rose to 99.8° F. Soon ulter-
wards, as the patient himself expected, from experience of former
attacks, he voided dark, reddish-brown urine with black clots.

In forty-eight hours the bleeding ceased, and the temperature fell

to 98°. Two days passed without bleeding. Then, at the same
hour as before, a similar series of sensations were experienced at

the neck of the bladder, and the urine again became charged with
dark blood and clot. Quinine was then taken freely; the bleeding
stopped, and did not return. During the second attack, the tem-
perature ranged between 97° and 99° for four days ; after that it

remained steadily at 98°. That the blood came from the prostate
was shown by the fact that there was no blood oozing from the
urethra in the intervals of micturition. The dark brown and
black colour of the urine, witli black clot expelled at the end of

the flow, indicated that the blood had escaped into the bladder
before it was voided from the body. It must be recollected, also,

that the incision was made several inches away from the pro-
state.

When the urethra is the locality of the bleeding, the blood is

often moulded into long worm-like clots which float in the cham-
ber-pot. Besides the form of the clot, the appearance of blood be-
tween the acts of micturition and also with the first drops of urine
is characteristic of bleeding from the urethra.

Laceration of the urethra by the passage of a sound may cause
very dangerous ha>morrhage. Some years ago I had under m^
care in this hospital a man who was in the habit of treating his

stricture with his wife's knitting needles, which he himself tienl

to a suitable curve. His ingenuity cost him dear. On one occa-
sion, when using a fine needle, he pushed it through the wall of

the urethra and wounded the erectile tissue behind the stricture.

This led to free haemorrhage ; and the blood, being jienned back
by the stricture, passed into the bladder, which it distended till

tliat viscus reached to the umbilicus, and, for hardness, resembled
the gravid uterus. The patient's sufferings were extreme; but,

bj- dividing the stricture through the perineum, the coagula were
quickly washed from the bladder and the patient recovered.
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Rupture of the erectile tissue can in another way let loose dan-

gerous bleeding. Some years ago there was a case in this hos-

pital of a boy aged 10, a weakly lad, who had during excessive

copulation ruptured some of the vessels of the erectile tissue

about the bulb, from which blood flowed so freely that the

patient became blanched before the hiemorrhage was arrested.

Such cases of copious hemorrhage are rare, but small bleedings

are not infrequent from this cause.

Injuries of very slight amount may set up small bleedings ;

for example, the passage of a calculus, or of a sound even when

very lightly handled. Also rupture of the urethra by a fall on

the perineum is often denoted by a few drops of blood oozing

from the urethra before the act of micturition is attempted. To

make the diagnosis precise, reference would be taken to the Ms-

tory, to the painful bruising and swelling of the perineum, to the

sudden pain when attempt is made to pass urine, followed by re-

tention, and succeeding to this failure would be the signs of ex-

travasation. Finally, it would often be impossible to pass a

catheter to the bladder.

Sloughing sores or the rupture of the erectile structure during

chordee produce hfcmorrhage from the urethra, though the

haemorrhage does not take the form of bloody urine.

In females the small vascular caruncles of the urethra may
bleed freely if torn by the stream of urine as it escapes from the

meatus urinarius.

The following list of writings has served to supply the very brief

account of bilharzia given above: 'BWn.sxz, Zritschriftfilr Wissen-

sckaftl. Zoo/., 18.51 ; Griesenger, Archiv der Heilkunde, 1854 ;
Diction-

naire de Med. et de Chirurg. prat., par Jaccoud, 1870, art. Distoma ;

^mtamo, Archives Gin.di jI/i?rf.,Juin,1876,p. 650; Cobbold,Par(rs(fe-?

ff Man and Animals, 1879 ; also Quain's Dictionary of Medicine,

js^2, p. 107 ; Mackie, Brit. Med. JotmN., Oct. 7th, 1882 ; J. Harley,

Med.-C/iir. Trans., vols, xlvii, lii, liv; Zancarol, Path. Trans.,

xxxiii, Jan. 3rd, 1883; Wortabet, Edin. Med. Journ., 1879-1880
;
Sir

W.Roberts, Uriiiary Dit.. 4th edit., 1885, p. 648; Reginald Har-

rison, Surg.Dis. of the Urin. Organs, 1887, p. 249. This author

L;ives tttr 'excellent summarj' of the writings of others, and also

iwlds new matter gathered from communications and specimens

Milt to him by Dr. Mackie for exhibition. One specimen, shown
tn the Pathological Society in 1886 {Path. Trans., 1887), is now in

the Mu.seum of St. Bartholomew's Hospital: Another, shown to

the same Society in 1888 by Mr. Eve, is in the JIuseum of the

Royal College of Surgeons.

;';; ABSTRACT ..OF

:; CLINICAL LECTURES
ON

CfARCINOMAS OF THE BREAST WHICH
REQUIRE,

;
AN' OPERATION.

nrlT By N. C. MACNAMARA, F.R.C.S.,

Snrgcon to 'the Westminster Hospital.

I,, LkCTTOE II. >ic I'^i"' '' Jilpih j; vir.

"in my la.^l lecture I endeavoured to define thft class' bfpfe,tterits

Altering from carcinoma who were unlikely to benefit by an

^^ation for excision of the breast. Excluding cases of Tnpidly

growing cancers, and those tumours which develop late in life and

grow very slowly, aa also patients otherwise unht to undergo an

;ieration, we have left by far the majority of instances of car-

nomaof the mammse. Of this majority it may be said, if the

nft'ected gland were exciscnl in the early stages of the disease that

one-fourth of the patients so treated would remain free of cancer

for the rest of their lives, and the other three-fourths would be

! saved from much suffering, and in not a few instances, life would

I be considerably prolonged by means of the operation. If this be

true, evidently it is important to recognise cancer of the breast

in its early stages; and although there are no definite symptoms
which incticate the commencement of the disease, we can form a

sufficiently afCurate opinion as to its ilature to enable us to fol-

low without hesitation the correct line of treatment. 'We know
little about the etiology of canCer, but' it arises, in persons pre-

disposed to the disease, in continued, or in repeated, irritation of

i^landular epithelium. It is often difficult, in specimens under the

microscope, to say whOTd simple chronic irritation ends and car-

cinoma begins; clinically, the difficulty of distinguishing between

the two conditions in the early stages of cancer is still greater

;

but in the mammre the products of irritation, unless they sup-

purate, usually pass away in the course of a few months, wberew
carcinoma may be said never to disappear. If, therefore, a pa-

tient, of from 30 to .50 years of age, consults us on account of an

extremely hard almost painless nodule in one of her breasts, which

may be about the size of a walnut, which has been noticed for six

months or upwards, the growth having a roundish lorm, and

being inseparably connected with the gland, it is probable we
have to deal with a carcinoma. In such a ca.se no time should be

lost in making an exploratory incision into the tumour, and if it

offers a resistance like that of an unripe pear when it is cut into,

and has no defined outline separating it from the surrounding

tissues, the entire gland should at once be excised. I would urge

you to study what Sir B. Brodie has to say on this subject in the

lecture to which I have so often referred. As an instance in

point, I have made the following abstract from the notes of a caae

reported for me by my dresser, Mr. Shipley Part. _
E McC , aged 35, was admitted into hospital on September Oitb,

1886. She is the mother of five children ; her family historj- and

general health have been good. Some four months before coming

into hospital she had a considerable amount of pain in the left

breast, and subsequently she noticed a lump towards the outer

part of the gland ; this nodule is now about the size of a walnut

and of stony hardness ; it is imbedded in the gland, and causes

her but little pain unless it is roughly bandied. The skin and

axillan' glands are unaffected; the nipple is retracted. On
September 30th an exploratory incision having been made into

the growth it was found necessary to excise the gland. On the

following day the dressings were changed, and again on Novem-

ber 3rd and 'November 7th ; the wounil having then healed the

patient left the hospital, and has since remained in perfect

health. j- j •
i

Upon microscopic examination the growth was found, m places,

to consist of enlarged tubes and acini crowded with cells, nud in

the surrounding connective tissue alveolar groups of epithelial

cells were abundant. In other sections the tumour showed evi-

dence of induration.
, , ,

I think there can be little doubt that this growth had origi-

nated in lobular inflammation, and that carcinomatous changes

had commenced in the weakened tissue, which, if left to itself,

would have spread to surrounding structures and killed the pa-

tient probably within three years. It is equally certain, suppos-

ing this nodule to have been cancer, that the only way of avert-

ing untold suffering to the patient, and a fatal termination of the

disease, was to have excised the tumour together with the gland

in which it had grown before the surrounding tissueswtre infected.

E McC. doubtless progre&sed favourably after the operation ;
the

wound healed in ten days, and the dressings only required chang-

ing on three occasions, but in eiglit out of ten such cases similar

results may be secured by means of dry dressings and free

. But if carcinomata of the brflast can be excised with so little risk

to life and so little pain in their early stages, how is it we meet

with so many cancers in their pronounced form ? It seems to me
SirCharies Bell, in the passage quoted in my last lecture, has

answered this question. He states it is because excision of tlia

breast affected with carcinoma is not resorted to sufficiently eariy

in the progress of the disease that we meet with so many incur-

able cases. Sir Charies further observes that most patients suSex-

ing from cancer of the breast apply to their medical attendants in

the first instance ; these gentlemen are consequently largely re-

sponsible for the want of efficient treatment when alone there is

a hope of eradicating the disea.se. Some practitioners do not

believe that cancer is curable in any of its stages : I am convinced

this is a mistake. Others, if consulted by a patient with a sus-

picious nodule in the breast, hope for the best, but cannot bring

themselves up to the point of peiforming their obvious duty, and

so months slip awav. and the chance of doing any permanent good

is gone. I can safely saj- I have not as yet met with nn instaiic©

in mv own practice, nor have I heard of a surgeon having to regret

making nn exploraton' incision into a suspicious tumour of the

breast.' but 1 have repeatedly seen patients and practitioners who

have had good reason to feel sorrow for not having resorted to

this practice. No doubt it would be satisfactorj- if the symptoms

presented by persons suffering from carcinoma enabled ns clearly

to determine the nature of the tumour from its commencement,

without incising the growth, but in not a few doubtful cases
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this is the only way to arrive at an accurate opinion on the

subject.

It may be a nodule in the breast is caused by sarcoma; if so,

the sooner it is removed the better ; it may be cystic, but tumours
of this description are seldom met with unless in conjunction
with sarcomas or in carcinomas. Should the nodule have formed
before the patient had reached her thirtieth year of age, it is not
likely to be cancer, more probably it is an adeno-fibroma. These
tumours are usually single, peripheral, and more mobile in the

gland than carcinomas ; but it in doubt we must make an incision

into the growth. Should nothing more be necessary the wound
may be closed, it will heal in the course of a week or ten days ;

on the other hand, if we wait and watch the suspected tumour
until it is so far developed as to render the diagnosis certain,

supposing it to be cancer, we shall have waited too long, the time
will have passed when we might possibly have saved the patient

from one of the most terrible deaths to which a human being
can be subjected. It is well to bear in mind the fact, that cancer

occurring in patients from 30 to 50 years of age, form by far the
greater number of tumours of the breast we meet with in prac-

tice, and that every one of them has had a beginning.

In conclusion, we can safely answer the question referred to at

the commencement of my last lecture in the affirmative ; modern
improvements in surgerj- enable us to modify the rules laid down
fifty years ago as to t ne desirability of excising carcinomata of the

breast, because the risk to life from such an operation has been
lessened, and, further, the system of dressing wounds has much
diminished the pain of the after-treatment. But what I wish
particularly to impress on those of you who intend to follow

feneral practice] is not to procrastinate or shirk your responsi-

ility when consulted by a patient suffering from a persistent

hard nodule in the breast. It may be, and indeed is, often necessary
to clear up any uncertainty that exists in your minds as to the

nature of the growth by means of the knife; should the nodule
then seem to be a carcinoma excise the entire gland. You may
thus save some of your patients from the further development of

the disease, and you will certainly lessen their sufferings and pro-

long life.

ON BONE-SETTING."
By W. J. PEXXY, F.K.C.S.,

Assistant-Surgeon to the Bristol Qcneral Hospital ; Demonstrator of Anatomy
to the Brbtol Medical School.

Mr. Pbksidbnt and Gen'tlemen,—I am obliged to you for the

compliment you have paid me, in asking me to open the discus-

sion this evening. The subject selected is more complicated than

appears at first sight. The time at our disposal will not allow

me to enter into it as fully as I should wish, but I wUl endeavour

to bring its principal features before you as clearly and briefly

as possible.

Bone-setting commonly so-called, means not a setting of frac-

tured bones, but the term has arisen from the erroneous view im-
parted by quacks to the general public, that in many cases of dis-

torted and useless joints a bone is out and requires setting in place
again. This setting consists of some forcible movement, during
which a crack is usually elicited. This crack is supposed to be
caused by the bone slipping back into its place. Among affec-

tions successfully treated in this way are cases of fibrous adhe-
sions within and around the joint ligaments and synovial mem-
branes; cases of true complete dislocation ; cases of partial dislo-
cation or subluxation ; cases of adhesion of tendons to each other,
or to ligaments or other structures ; disarrangement of ligaments

;

displacement of tendons ; hysterical affections ; cases of muscular
spasm

; ganglia which have' been ruptured.
In some cases, bodies foreign to the part, such as new growths,

detached pieces of cartilage, displaced cartilages, thickened sjrno-
vial fringes, organised blood-clot, and numerous others, have be-
come nipped between the bones forming a joint, and have thus
interfered with its functions.
Not infrequently inflamed or strumous joints, or even malig-

nant enlargements, have been treated in the same manner ; I need
hardly tell you with what results. I have seen three cases of
amputation from improper use of these forcible movements.

Bone-setting has been little studied by the legitimate members

1 Bokd before the Weet Bomeiset Branch of the British Medical Awoclation.

of our profession, and as cases amenable to treatment are com-
mon, quacks and charlatans have had an extensive field for their

operations. Many of these quacks, especially one lately deceasr

have acquired considerable skill in the treatment of these cas-

and no small reputation from the good results they have obtain.

The majority, however, have little knowledge of the subject, ai

consequently have numerous failures as well as successes. Tl...

public do not fail to laud the cures obtained by these men, or

women, especially when properly qualified surgeons have pre-

viously failed to cure the complaint ; and they seem rather pleast^l

to have the chance of "having a slap" at their regular attendant.

On the other hand, if a bad result ensues, they are ashamed to

confess their lack of faith in their own surgeon, and dislike hav-

ing the laugh turned against themselves ; consequently we hear

little of the bad results. Many of these quacks do not even know
the anatomy of the parts affected, let alone the pathology ; their

knowledge as a rule amounts to this—" Here is a stiff joint, it

must be worked." They know that the majority of cases are im-

proved, a small proportion are made worse. If a bad result ensun.-,

they frequently lay the blame on the previous attendant, by sav-

ing to the patient—" You should have consulted me before, and

you would not have come to this." The more brazen their asser-

tions, the more easily are they swallowed by the majority of tlic

British public, who apparently like to be gulled.

Now, gentlemen, I hold it is our duty to beat these quacks ^m

their own ground. The public are perfectly within their right

get cured wherever they can. They do not care, and why shou

they, whether the cure "is wrought by a Member of the College ii

Stirgeons, or by the village blacksmith, with a strong arm and a

taste for backing his muscular powers against the stiffness of the

patient's joint. They want relief from their ailments, and do not

consider they have any special call to maintain Members of the

College of Surgeons, if thev cannot cure them. It is, howevor,

our duty to expose these ignorant pretenders on all occasions

;

they do"not spare our reputations, we need not consider their.'^.

It does not do simply to abuse them as impostors ; patients, nui

uimaturally, judge by results ; we must recognise the fact that

they often cure cases in which we have failed. It appears to me
i

tha"t very often we treat the cases just long enough to make them

fit for the bone-setter, and then, sometimes from lack of patience

on the part of the sufferer, sometimes from lack of enterprise on

the part of the surgeon, they drift into the hands of these quacli^«

and get cured. The only way in which we can hope to compete

successfully with these 'men "is by a careful study of the anato-

mical, clinical, and pathological conditions associated with thesr'

affections. Having thus gained a sounder knowledge than they,

and not fearing to act on it, our successes will prove to our

patients that properly qualified scientific men are the more trust-

worthy, more likely to effect a cure and less likely to aggravate

the co'mplaint. I will take as my text the following anecdote.

My father, many years ago, had a valuable horse, which fell and

cut one knee badl}-. The joint was opened. For many weeks it

was under the care of a veterinary surgeon with a good reputa-

tion. After a time the joint, whi'ch had been enormously swollen

and discharged pus freely, subsided, and the wound healed. The

horse had a stiff knee. " Turn it out to grass for three months."

said the vet. ; this was done. At the end of that time there w;is

only a slight blemish on the knee, it was the same size as the

other, but the horse was perfectly useless for driving, as the

knee was still stiff and the horse extremely lame. The vet. then ;

gave up the ca.se in despair, and my father, in disgust, sold the i

animal for a verj- small sum. Lo and behold within a day or two '

the new owner getting impatient at the horse's slow progress, gave i

it a smart cut with a whip ; the animal, a well-bred spirited '

beast, plunged forward, and from that minute lost its lameness,

and went as well as ever. I have seen it many times since, and it

has never been lame. A great many lessons can be learnt from

that case. A few fibrinous adhesions must have existed, probably

within the joint. The pain caused by them prevented the horse,

though spirited, from bending the knee ; the sudden plunge caused i

by the whip ruptured them, and the horse was cured. They may
]

have been no larger than tlireads of cotton. The structures round

and in the joint were free from inflammation, and the constitution i

was sound ; a typical example of the cases suitable for bone-set- ,

ting. My father, a man of common sense, naturally wished to

know why the veterinarj' could not have foreseen this ;
he now

]

has less faith in him than formerly, and I almo.st fancy that, in

spite of the empirical treatment oi the other man, he would prefer

his opinion in a similar case, and the result justifies this.
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If this horse had been a man, it is not at all ""'J^^'y^^^^^^i'l

have been treated in a similar fashion. The surgeon in attend

ance, recognising the danger of exciting inflammatory mischief

L the joint, migit not ha?e cared to »%V^^ t^/Cds of a
ment.^ThepatTent might then have drifted into the Tiands of a

bone-setter, entirely ignorant of ptholop, ^ho wou^ h=^^^^^

him " the bone was out." given tlie ]omt a ^^nch rup ured tne

adhesions, and the case ^vould have been cured. Jhe ori^al at

tendant. who had brought the case safely through t^? dangers of

abound of a large Joint, would not only liavelost all credit for

that, but would have been considered less competent than the

quack : I do not think we can say quite
'^^^^°fjf'!^''^-...^,. .f

A very short time ago I broke down, almost with a couple ot

fingers, ^some adhesion! in the shoulder-joint of a nianTl^o ^^^
been unable to use his arm properly for ten J'ea". Before the

operation, if the scapula were fixed, the arm could only be movea

one inch away from the side. The Patient had been m the hab^t

of pressing his elbow firmly against his side by this manwuvTe

saving the strain on the shoulder-adhesions when he .forked the

hand The day after the manipulation he could easily move tlie

arm six inches from the side, and he is now Progressing satistac-

torily towards recoverj-. The adhesions ''^^e very slight, and no

perceptible inflammatory mischief was excited by the operaUon.

He had consulted several surgeons, all of whom had failed to treat

the case suiBciently freely. There was marked muscular spasm,

which made the ankylosis more apparent; this, of course, cusap-

peared under chloroform, and rendered the rupture of the adhe-

Mons a very simple matter. I hope to publish this case later on.

\

.. J

that the capsule either folds ^^^fJ^.J^^^.f^^f^Z^tnl
purse, according to thXTnTted a'ro^d tTe' artfc^^ation. Let
of the way by the i°,^/<=J^ .'='"E?h/'°^u^ar ligament is attached
me refer to t&e ?houIder-jo.nt^ The^capsular igam

^^^^^.^^
round the margin of the glenoid ca^ty

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^
neck of the humerus It is veij lax- ^

j^ ^^^ ^^ be drawn
the muscles are removed the h^-^^ ""

.^thout laceration of
about an mch away from/he,^P^^o

the tuberosities send a
the capsule. AH the muscles

Xneitherof these muscles act.

few fibres into the capsule ;
^hen either or

^ ^ ^^^
the capsular membrane, n«tead of

f^f^fj^-^^ld °^.how, it might
of the way before the bone (F.g^ 1). U

or it might "get creased the
possibly get nipped between the bones, or it rngg

g, i^uy
Wrong way. and so impair movement This n^PPg J ^^^^^
likely to happen at the back of the elbow between t

^ ^^^

proce^ss and its fossa^ The same
^^^

holds good^^^^
^^ ^^^^^

the joints of the body (Fig. ^). i "*;® ^T. .jjis If the joint be
flnd'it to be so. The importance of the fact « this, i l ^^
moved in certain directions by its tnusdes the caps^

^^^ ^^^^^^
out of the -^ay. or folds in such a mam«

^^ ^ ^^^

are not interfered vnth. « Jt is moved passively, or ^
capsule is not drawn out of the way, and does not necessan-i

y/MMMiaajB.

Fig. 1.

Sectiou of shouMerjoint. \ Drawn from specimen.

^•supm';ffit'S; i-er,e,l into capsular ligament, and great

tubero'ltv of humevus (rtiagrammatlc).

„ fi,.> nwpstion • In what structures do the changes
>ow comes the quwtio" .

in
j ^ jj^^^ jj,^j ^3 ^

occur which cause this OSS ot t"n"'°u
j. ^ ^^i the

tendons, '^l' t'^®,'
.ff

.('" „. the knee ankle, elbow, wrist,

tween these completed by th ">ner b^^s °t us . ^^ ^^^_

E,l,o,..,„int cx,eu>le.l ; trregular foM of posterior Ugament.

^•^/^^m^lS^A^-'^^^- S'^^i^^^m'tl^^all sticky from fibrinous enusio
^^^ ^__ irregular, and

fort in a joint. -h|ch has only Pa-ed off aft„ w
^^^^^^^^^ ^,

Zt^n'. ^:nXmuIcles veork the joint, the ligament i*

u^offind drawn into its normal position. ,a^.^.: ^ .-r
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It is d useful, practical plau, in putting up an injury, to tell
the patient to move the joint Uimseif; by attempting this
he would not only relax the musijles which perform the
aatagoniftic action, oa I learnt from a valufd teacher, but,
if he wero unablo to oxert power enough to do as he was
toldy he might still have enough to draw the capaule out of
the -way and prevent an improper folding. These apparently
tn\ial details will be found on close observation to be of real
value. The majority of these adhesions take place a» the result
of traumatism, or of some inllammatory affection of the joint

;

singiaarly enough not so often aitor dislocations as after sprains.
In dislocations thcio is a rent in the capsule, and this makes a
drainage opening through which the effused fluids escape. As
th» result of the injury blood or lymph gets effused ; this dis-
tends the capsule. In whatever position the limb is put up, this
effusion would settle to the loosest or most dependent part. Take
the shoulder again. The arm falls naturally to the side, and is
bandaged by the surgeon iu that position. (This is not always
prudent.) As a consequence the lower part of the capsule would
be loose; into this the fluid gravitates and distends it. As it sub-
sequently becomes absorbed the surfaces of the pouch approxi-
mate each other, and, if left at rest, become bound together,
either by direct fusion of their surfaces or by the intervention of
organised bands of lymph.

Adhesions are frequently seen without evidence of change in
the membrane or cartilage close to them. We all know, as prac-
tical surgeons, that in shoulder ankylosis the greatest difficulty is
experienced in raising the arm. I have dissected one of these
joints in which ankylosis of some considerable standing existed
After dividing all the muscles which depress the arm, I found
myself unable to raise the limb, and on careful examination
found this was caused by a fusion of the contiguous surfaces of
the lower part of the capsular ligament, with its contained
synovial sac. On separating these the arm was easily raised • the
rest of the joint was sound.
This fold is sometimes an inch long, and maybe even more

than that, .so you can easily imagine that in many cases great
force must be exerted to tear it asunder. The more recent the
adhesion the more capable it is of being stretched ; as it increases
in age, like all new fibrous tissue, it becomes tougher, and also
has a tendency to contract. Great force is then required torupture it.

^

1 liad a case about two months ago, in which, though the
patient was under the influence of chloroform, I could liardlv
rupture the adhesion. By exerting all my force— I am endowed
•with more than the average amount—the adhesion ruptured with
a loud report. One of our resident ofBcers who was givint/ the
anaesthetic and the students thought the bone was fractSred
this however, was not the case. A'ery little inflammatory dis-
turbance followed, and the movements are now almost norma!
Adhesions may also take place outside the capsule; these 'are

usually the result of rheumatic affections, or are caused by
inflammation which has spread from without. The tendonsround a joint may also become matted together or fused withthe capsule or other parts, and thus impair function. I will
tell you another anecdote.
Some years ago I possessed a hunter that had seen his bestdays what is commonly called "an old screw "-screwed aboutthe tendons of the forelegs. One day he took a big fence withme, just flinched for a minute as he pitched, but finished the day'sTvork without a sign of lameness. The next day the leg was

?I?J
"•

"Sr**
^'^ ^^^ evidently suffering from a strain of a

J,nHl ;>,
""

^r^ "^''i^?.
carefully with cold water bandages

until the swelling subsided, and was then prescribed gentle
exercise. He simply hobbled along. Then I tried riding him
?»nt»r°?>,°l"=-?

'" .V^alf-hearted way attempted to trot o;

^t \
,'h""k"-.g it might be stiffness which would wear offthough I did not quite understand the pathology. The result

Mm ^as'l" b° "l'."
'''' ^°'''

"'l'' f 5-«^lf- After some weeks 1 sold

hn«; tA thought, permanently lame. In a very short time the

\^ZZL n ? «e^?'.'='"-««""g over the countrj- without a sign of

iZ? i' i^"
'"q^T-ng the treatment, it turned out to be the whipagain I was somewhat annoyed not to have tried such a simple

mTnt L'^To.trrh"*"^
"•

i^i ^i^"'''"^-
'f °^' had seen the tS!

^^i'v !.
•'.'^ ^"^'^ '^""'^'^ the man a brute, though it was acmel kindness in the long run

"lougu ic was a

hor e'^s^lei' w't-f/hTn'^" ' '^'"'/''^ opport.unity of dissecting a

flfr^, fi^^^J
^^^ * precisely similar history. Between tTieflexor tendons were some k«w, .tring-like adhesions, eridently

stretched long enough not to interfere with movement. At a part
lower down was a small patch of soft adhesions, easily separated,
and then the tendons worked freely on each other. It seemed to
me probable that when the horse started every day he went lame
until these soft adhesions gave way, and then the lameness di

appeared. This corresponded with the actual history, tl

lameness was always more marked after rest, but the whip
being applied more freely counteracted this. It isf the strain
on the adhesion and the loss of mobility that cause the lameness,
not the friction of the roughened surfaces. Cases similar to this
are not uncommon in man. 1 had the opportunity of vivisecting
one such. . ,

The patient had aa incised Wound just above the wrist. .V-

the result, the ulnar nerve and flexor carpi Ulnaris tendon became
bound down to the deeper parts by fibrous tissue. Excruciating
pain resulted on any movement of the wrist, and even without
this. I had on two occasions to separate the nerve and tendon
from the deeper parts, and finally the nerve remained detached
and the pain was cured. The tendon still has a tendency to con-
tract adhesions. The man works, but soys he always starts stiff,

but that soon wears off, "It is better on Saturday night thu
.Monday morning." The Sunday's rest always makes the ptr
more stiff and painful. Probably, if he rested long enough, ti

tendon would become fixed again and the wrist movement iii.

paired. The following case is also vpry instructive.
A. v., aged 25, came to me Ipst winter, complaining of paii

tenderness, and some s\yelling below and to the inner side r

the left knee. Six weeks before, while playing foothsHt he kicked
sideways at the ball, with the left leg, at the same time one of hi»
opponents also kicked at it ; their lees crossed, and F. felt a sharp
pain in the inner side of the knee. The part swelled, he lay in bed
for a fortnight, and was then allowed to get about. After another
week or ten days he could walk end run all right, and then played
football again. He found that he could not "foick a ball" out of
the scrimmage with his left leg (that is, hook the ball out sid'

ways with his foot), any attempt to do so causing great pain.
After a week or two he had a bad fall with a man on his back,
and now comes the interesting part. He felt a sharp pain for a
minute or two, and, when that had passed off, the old pain had
disappeared, and he thought he was well. The part swelled in
the evening, and, when I saw him two days afterv^rds, there wsi"
slight synovitis, and a tender ojdematous spot ttelOflTand to tl,

inner side of the head of the tibia—the original seat of pain. 1

seemed to me that he had strained the tendons at that spot week ^

before; as the result, adhesions formed; these were broken by t'li

fall, and fresh effusion appeared, By gentle exercise'ftnd friction
he soon recovered complete use of the leg.
Now we should consider the history and symptoiiis of these

cases
;
a knowledge of the anatomy or pathology is of no use un-

es3 we can recognise their external indications. The majority
have a history of this sort. They have had a fall, or a blow, or a
strain of a joint. If the injury is very severe, there is probably
immediate and continuous loss of function. If Jess severe, the
loss of movement may come on gradually and get worse and
worse until it is completely abolished. Or, again, there may be
a rheumatic, strumous, or specific diathesis, and a slight injury
or even exposure to cold may bring on a similar state of things.

'

In the early stages rest and soothing treatment should b«
adopted

;
but if the case goes on to ankylosis, " bone-setting

"

may be required. I will describe a case.
M. N., aged 4,^, a strong, healthy woman, with no inherited or

acquired predisposition to disease, sprained her right ankle about
four months before I saw her. It swelled very much. The me-
dical man who saw the case very properly placed it iu splints, and
at the end of six weeks left them ofif, and recommended verj-
careful and gentle exercise, and friction with some liniment.
After walking or hobbling, the ankle swelled and became uiOfe-
painful, and walking itself caused her pain. The splints were
then reapplied for fourteen days, when she was again to trv exer-

T^ ' [^^ ^'*™'' P"^° """^ swelling ensued. Disease of the joint wa.«
then hinted at, and, as is usual, all the patient's friends passed
their opinion on her case, that which found most favour being the
idea that a " bone was out." This opinion she suggested to me at
the commencement of our interview. The ankle was slightlj"
thickened, but distinctly white and cold; all the bones werein
their normal position, pressure caused no pain, stamping caused
no pain

; the foot was fixed at a right angle to the leg.
On careful and very gentle examination, slight movement could

be detected, but muscular spasm and pain ensued if themovemente
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were done at all roughly, and the joint then appeared more fixed, in

fact, absolutely so. The diagnosis was clear—fibrous adhesions

within or around the joint.

I should also call attention to the fact that the knee of the

other leg was distended with fluid, which had appeared subse-

quent to her attempts at locomotion, evidently due to the increased

Strain thrown on it by her " dot and go one " style.

Distracting her attention, I gave a sudden wrench to the ankle

;

a loud report ensued. In a few minutes, after the pain had

passed oif,the patient could move the joint freely quite two-thirds

of its normal movement, and she walked across the room compara-

tively well. She then said :
" I thought the bone was out ;" she

was firmly persuaded she had heard it go in. It took me five

minutes' hard talking to convince her that such was not the case,

and then she was only convinced to the extent the gentler sex are

" against their will.'' I did not wonder then that bone-setters

often saved themselves the trouble of explaining, but let the

patients think as they pleased. This case went on rapidly to com-

plete recovery as far as the ankle was concerned. She has had

occasion to consult me again for her knee, which has remained

weak.
This case had been treated quite correctly in the early stages,

but, as in the case of my father's horse, the whip had not been

applied, and so the lameness continued.

There is another side to this question. W. S., aged 24, a healthy

countryman, sprained his ankle badly. He saw a medical man,

who told him to bandage it. He only lay up for four days, and

then walked about. As the result the ankle became worse and

worse, and when I saw him about seven months after the accident,

there was suppuration and disorganisation of the joint, and am-

putation had to be resorted to. Successful treatment of these

cases lies midway between the two, first a period of rest, and then

exercise. The great secret of success lies in judging the exact

period at which the one should be changed for the other. Ko hard-

and-fast rule can be established.

In nearly all cases of fibrous ankylosis we find muscular spasm.

This alone", in the absence of inflammatory symptoms, or those of

new growths or constitutional disease, is sufiicient indication for

" bone-setting." Many surgeons think it impossible to mistake these

affections for each other ; there is little danger of doing so when
the inflammation or the new growth is well marked, but in their

earlier and less acute stages the diagnosis is far from easy. As a

rule, I find that the more spasm the slighter are the adhesions.

When the ankylosis is bony, the disease must have existed for a

long time, and, the joint being completely fixed, spasmodic action

of the muscles is not required to check the movements ;
they are

abolished. The muscles, therefore, waste and undergo fatty de-

generation. Pain is a most misleading symptom. The most hys-

terical, painful case I ever had to deal with was cured by one

slight wrench, without even synovitis following it. There was a

distinct crack, and the patient immediately moved the joint freely

and painlessly, and was extremely grateful. Patients suffering

from hysteria pure and simple are not so. In the case of one

small adhesion the strain is concentrated on one spot, and conse-

quently is more severely felt. If you pinch a small piece of skin

between your finger and thumb nails, acute pain is felt. Pinch a

large piece with three times the force, and not half the pain is

experienced. Again, pull a single hair of your head, and notice

the difference between the pain and that caused by pulling a num-
ber together. So it is with the adhesion.

On making an examination of a knee-joint in the dissecting-

room at Bristol, 1 found one small tough adhesion, about the size

of a fine piece of twine, between the Internal condyle and the

back of the tibial spine. In this case the adhesion was stretched

long enough not to interfere with movement. My patient, a

nervous, sensitive woman, had not the pluck to do so, and con-

sequently suffered severely until the adhesion was ruptured.

Now comes the question. Where is the paiu felt? Hilton, in his

interesting book on Rext and Pain, states that the nerves which

supply a joint are branches of those which supply the muscles

acting on that joint, and also the skin over it. I will give you a

case in point. A man fell over a plank on to his shoulder, bruising

the upper part of the joint. Great pain was felt, but only on his

attempts to abduct the arm. On passively moving the limb in

that direction a soft crepitus could be detected. This movejnent

•was also painful. The interesting point is. the pain was not

referred to the joint, but to the scapula and side of the neck—the
course of the suprascapular nerve. This nerve supplies the upper

part of the joint and the supraspinatus muscle which abducts

the limb. Pain was also felt on deep pressure over the head of

the bone. Sometimes the pain is experienced immediately over

the affected spot, either case being explained by Hilton's theorj'-

I will now refer briefly to some of the more frequent and trouble-

some complications.

All cases of fibrous ankylosis cannot be cured by one wrench

;

it is exceptional to find them so .simple. Vi hen one does get a case

it is an easy way of scoring a brilliant result. Cases vary mucU

;

each must be judged on its own merits. Those most amenable to

treatment are due to simple traumatisms in healthy subjects.

These recover with marvellous rapidity, and, singular at first sight

to relate, it often happens that the longer the ankylosis has

existed, the simpler is the cure. The first wrench may require

greater force, but as a rule there is less subsequent disturbance

m the joint. In these cases the joint, at least that part between

the adhesions, has had time to recover its tone, and the adhesions

being simple fibrous cords, are just snapped across, and the joint

is free. Not infrequently, however, the strain on the adhesions

has produced a chronic synovitis, which obscures the primary

Rheumatism is one of the most troublesome complications;

every change of weather produces evidence of the constitutional

affection in the weakened part, and this of itself contra-indieates

movement. I have a troublesome case under my care at the pre-

sent time. A young man, aged 24, consulted me in lebruary of

this year for stiffness of the rit;ht hip. Ten years ago this hip

was crushed by a waggon whetl, and he is said to have sustained a

fracture in that region. He completely recovered from that acci-

dent, and has won athletic races since. About seven years ago, he

went to Australia. In March of last year he had a bad attack of

rheumatic lever, which lasted seven weeks. He was in the bush,

and was only seen once by a doctor. Mter this he found his

right hip stiff ; he was unable to bend it, ride on horseback, or

follow his occupation with anv comfort. He went into hospital

in Sydney in August. While there he was treated by extension

and blisters to the part. The extension caused him great pain.

While in hospital he contracted typhoid fever. He lett on

December 3rd and returned to England. When I saw him in

February there was complete loss of function of the hip-joint.

JIarked lordosis occurred on any attempt to straighten the leg
;
and

verA' marked muscular spasm existed, especially of the adductor

longus The loss of movement was so complete, that had it not

been for the history and the muscular spasm. I should have con-

sidered the ankylosis bony. The right buttock and thigh were

atrophied, the I'atter measuring two inches less in circumterence

than its fellow. If the patient put both heels to the ground, he

measured two inches less in height than when standing on he

left leo- only. The thigh was fixed at an angle of 140 with the

body. There was a very marked rheumatic history in the family,

consequently my prognosis was guard< d.
, , . ,i,„

On produ6ing"complete muscular relaxation by chloroform, the

very slightest pressure enabled me to fully extend the lep. a°d

raoVe it freely in all directions. Some soft adhesions were felt to

give way in the proce-ss. As the adhesions were sp/asdy sepa-

rated I hoped he would soon regain the full use of the limb, but

the rheumatic tendency has retarded recoverJ^ lie weather has

been exceptionally severe, and at every fresh change both the

patirnt and his father have had twinges of rheumatism. The tact

of the father suffering at the same time has made the son more

patient under the careful and tedious treatment required. The

latter gets pain only in the weak hip, verj- rarely in the knee of

the same leg. Whenever the rheumatism appears, muscular spasm

ensues, and on attempting passive movemHnts the lumbar verte-

bne arch backwards and forwards instead of the normal n.o^c-

ment at the hip-ioint. By careful treatment the patient in spite

of these drawbacks, is now able to sit comfortably m a saddle, rse

up and down to an imaginary trot, throw his leg across the saddle

with ease, and I am hopeful that during the summer he will re-

gain almost if not complete use of the joint.

Struma and sypbUis are complications requiring great care, il

the constitution is really bad, the less one meddles with the ease

the better. Slight attempts only at movement may be made

under chloroform. Many cases of so-called strumous ,oint-disease

depend on a traumatism occurring in a subject debilitated by Dau

food and improper hygienic surroundings, though they may pos-

sibly have inherited a good constitution. In such cases the

general health should first be attended to, and when that has been

improved, movements may be attempted. The same rule holds

good when sj-philis is the complication.
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Now comes the question of treatment. AVe cannot do better
than refer to my text. The horse had a suppurating knee-joint

:

it was turned out to grass for three months; before the -whip was
apnlied the knee -was the same size as the other, and free from
inliammation.
The principal symptoms of cases suitable for forcible move-

ments may be summed up as follows. Loss of motion and
muscular spasm, pspecinlly on rough handling. On verj- gentle
manipulation slight movement can be .felt, and that perfectly
smooth. Pain on more forcible movement, pain at night, pain on
waking in the morning, pain at change of weatlier, pain on
jarring the limb, absence of inflammation, extra coldness of the
part, very slight thickening only (if there is much it should be
lessened by rest or gentle exercise, blisters and absorbent applica-
tion, -with light friction), the lapse of some weeks before forcible
movements are attempted. In the earlier stages forcible move-
ments produce a large amount of fresh effusion, and possibly
inflammatory disturbance.

I remember a case some years ago in which I yielded rather to
the patient's solicitations, and moved a joint freely in the earlier
stage. A large amount of effusion was poured out,"and it was only
by verj- careful treatment that suppuration was prevented.

1 '
• FiR. 3.

.

Section of ankle-joint sliowlngadliesions (A) between tibia and astragalus-
r«t of cartilage healthy. No. J797. CollORC of Surgeons Mu.^eum. This'
diagram wa» copied from a rough sketch taken from the specimen.

In the earliest stages, that is, directly after an injury, perfect
rest should be prescribed. In a few days, if the patient "be fairly
healthy, absorption of some of the effused fluids will have taken
plaro, an<l a pla.^tic material remains which can be stretched or
moulded by gentle passive movements ; these also favour ab-
sorption, and should be combined vpith very gentle friction, re-
membering the a.tiom of Hippocrates that "hard rubbing binds,
soft rubbing loosens. The rubbing should always be done in a
centripetal direction. AbsorVnt remedies may be combined with
this treatment. If the case does not progress satisfactorily, or
has not come under observation sufficiently early; forcible move-
ments may be required to rupture the adhesions.' In suitable
ewes force should not be spared ; in one of mine I had to exert
all my strength, I felt that, even if the bone was fractured, the

patient would be no worse off in the long run than if he wen-
allowed to remain as he was. I once saw a humerus fractured
by a prominent member of our profession in his attempts to rup-
ture adhesions in the elbow-joint. The patient had a better arm
than before operation.

After the adhesions have been ruptured, a day or two of rest
should be prescribed, with cooling lotions, and then gentle exer-
cises, active as well as passive. Here is a diagram of a case in
which considerable force would have to be exerted to tear through
the adhesion.

In cases in which the cartilage has been partially destroyed
there may still be movement ; the cartilage is replaced by a fibrous
material, which fulfils its purpose. I remember a case of com-
pound comminuted fracture of the knee-joint, which was treated
in the Bristol General Hospital. I removed several pieces of car-
tilage from the joint, and yet that patient recovered -with a fair
amount of movement. There are several specimens in the College
of Surgeons Museum which show the replacement of cartilage hy
fibrous tissue. It is not at all uncommon to find similar evideuci'
with free joint-movement in the dissecting-room ; therefore, de-
struction of cartilage is not suflScient reason of itself to contra-
indicate forcible movements. Such evidence, however, should

--B

Fig. 4.

Front view of flexed left knee-joint. A Internal, B E.\ternal semilunar
cartilages In their normal position. Skin reflected from femur and tibia.

make us careful as to the amount each case could safely bear, and
also particularly careful in the after-treatment. Cartilage itself,

as Hunter has told us, is capable of taking on adhesions, without
marked change in its structure. Specimen 1797 in the College of
Surgeons Museum shows this well (Fig. 3). The cartilage close to
the adhesion is smooth and quite unchanged to the naked eye.
Now we come to another class of cases—internal derangements.

Many of these are caused by loose bodies in the joints, which may
become nipped between the bones. These have special symptoms
peculiar to them, and should be removed as soon as possible.
The knee-joint is the most common site of these derangements.

It is the most complicated joint in the body. Besides flexion and
extension, when tne knee is flexed, rotation of the tibia on the
femur is permitted. When this is carried to an abnormal degree,
there may ensue either a subluxation of the condyle of the femur,
or a displacement of a semilunar cartilage. The internal carti-
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lace, as you will see by this diagram, \b the straighter and longer

;

the outer is smaller and more circular. The inner, besides being

attached to the front and back of the tibial s^ine, is attached all

round the inner half of the head of the tibia by hbrous bands, a-s well

as to the internal lateral ligament. Sometimes this cartilage be-

comes displaced and nipped between the bones, or it may slip into

the notch between the condyles of the femur. The external carti-

lage is not attached round the head of the tibia, and consequently

shifts its position easily, and follows the condyle, and is less fre-

quently displaced than the internal. I will quote a case of displace-

ment of the internal cartilage, and then explain. H. S., aged 2i,

sprained his knee at football in January, IftSr,. Synovitis followed,

'but subsided after some weeks. He regained full use of the Joint,

but a feeling of weakness remained, for which he wore an elastic

knee-cap. In March, 1&97, he slipped on the snow, and felt a

sharp pain on the inner side of the knee. His leg was flexed and

fixed in that position, but on pressing his hand firmly on the

inner side of the knee something seemed to slip, and he could then

flex and extend the joint freely. The knee, however, swelled and

became painful. When I saw him four days after the accident he
' had slight effusion into the joint; there was oedema and marked

tenderne,ss over the upper part of the tibia, at its junction with

the cartilage. No pain was experienced on flexing the knee, but

inly when pressure was thrown on the internal lateral ligament.

ing loose, the bones are allowed to separate, and the tibia is abducted
( Fig. 5). All these movements, done sharply and with violence,

may cause the condyle to shoot over the edge of the cartilage, and
thus become locked; this would be a subluxation. Sometimes
not only this happens, but the cartilage gets detached and dis-

placed inwards. While examining this point in the dissecting

room one day, I was doing these movements forcibly on a subject,

and the cartilage became separated and displaced before my eyes.

It happens thus. If the knee is flexed, the back part of the con-

dyle of the femur, when rotated inwards, tends to push the pos-

terior part of the cartilage in the same direction: if the tibia be

now rotated outwards, the front part of the cartilage is unsup-
ported by bone, its anterior attachment is carried out with the

tibia, and great strain is then thrown on its fibrous attachments

to the head of that bone ; if these give way, the arc is straightened

and the tension relieved, and the cartilage slips outwards. If the

bones are much separated, and the movement done suddenly, the

cartilagemay shoot clean under the condyleintothenotch, and lodge

there (Fig. 6). When all the fibrous bands are torn, this accident is

not unlikely to happen ; even when it does, the cartilage can be

replaced by extreme flexion of the knee, with subsequent rotations.

Mr. Gray, our assistant demonstrator of anatomy, who kindly

took some photographs for me, complained that now the cartilage

was separated, he could not place the bones in the position de-

Fl|{. .5.

The same joint as in Fij;. 4 ; lateral ligaments iutiiot. A. Intcinal con.lyle

of femur over-ridinK internal semilunnr c.lrtll»ge B. Knee partially

flexeti; femur rotated iu ; tibia rotated out ; tibia abducted on femur.

C. PatoUa reflected.

•Slight displacement of the internal semilunar cartilage, with strain

af the internal lateral ligament, was diagnosed. A felt splint was
applied, in the hope that the cartilage would become attached again.

The synovitis soondisappeared, and the leg became stronger. At the
' end of five weeks the patient, who was very anxious to play

: cricket, said he was quite well, and. contrary to ray order.s,

played. In turning for a quick run, he felt a sharp pain again in

I the old site. The Knee was locked, and could not be replaced

I without help, and then only after great difficulty had been expe-

rienced. This has happened several times since, and 1 expect to

have to operate to fix the ciirtilage in its proper position. In this

ease the sprain of 1881! had probably wesikened the internal

lateral ligament and the fibres which attach the curtilage to the

head of the tibia (Fig. 4k In that pnrticulur movement of turning

sharply, and pushing off \y\t\\ the foot—nenrly all the cases I have
met w'itlt have been caused in a somewliat similar manner—there

>B a double rotation and abduction. The femur rotiitos inwanls. the

'ibia outwards, at the same time, the iuternnl In'eral liijameut be-

Fig. 6. . .

A. lutcraal semiluimi- cartilage displaced between internal condylo ot

femur and anterior crucial Ueament, Tibia alxlucte,! and rotated out-

wardly in consequence. B. Kxternal semilunar cartiUme.

scrited without the cartilage slipping between the condyles,

ilr. Howard Marsh, in Diseases of Joints, refers to three of these

cases dissected and described by other surgeons.

When the cartilage is completely displaced between the con-

dvles, the joint movements are less interfered with than when the

dUplacement is partial. In other cases of internal derangements.

the fat or synovial fringes, especially when thickened or c-dema-

tous, may become displaced and nipped between the bones.

I will describe another case, with its explanation—a hip case.

J H a<'iHl 47, wa.^ getting out of a donkey cart when the animal

mov.'dSn. The patient s^right leg slipped on the in.side of the

shaft, and the left came to tlie ground. His right thigh was thus

forcihlv abducted aud slightly flexed. He then found that he was

unable to walk properly or stoop : he was a very poor man. ami

said- " If I saw a shilling on the ground I could not pick it up.

Hehobble<l with difficulty into my room about forty-six hour*

laft-r th- accM-nt. All
'

simple r.-medies had been tried, but
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they "•ore of no nvail. His leg had the everted, abducted,

lengthened appearance seen in subpubic dislocation of the hip.

The bones were, however, in their normal relations, there was
marked muscular spasm, so that I cnnie to the conclusion it was a

disarrangement of something ; what 1 did not exactly know. Act-

ing on the principle that if movement in one direction is particu-

larly painful the opposite movement should be carried to its full

extent, and then the painful movement tried quickly, and finding

that attempts at extension caused him most pain, I flexed the leg

fully on the abdomen and rapidly extended it. The latter move-
ment could then be performed quite treely and painlessly. The
patient worked tlie leg himself, stooped with the greatest ease,

and walked round the room in his usual manner. I shall not

forget his surprised look as he worked his leg up and down, and
said: "Why, it's all right now. Sir." A bone-setter could easily

have done this, or an accidental fall might have had the same
effect. As it is, a legitimate member of the profession has the

credit.

The case puzzled me. I consulted authorities, and all the expla-

nation I could find was that a muscle or tendon might be dis-

placed. On doing the movement forcibly in the dissecting-room,

profession from charges of ignorance or carelessness. OftiM

one feels and knows tlie truth of these charges. There i

a tendency to look on these cases as hysterical or beyou'

cure. For my own part, I can only say that every year I mcci

with less hysteria and more dethiite pathological lesions. Varyinj.

degrees of muscular power are required in the treatment, from s;

force of a few ounces to humour and overcome the spasm of a!

muscle, to a force of possilily a couple of hundred pounds or

even more to rupture dense bands of fibrous tissue.

We should be prepared for any emergency. Accidents maj.

happen in spite of the greatest care and forethought.J^We shoulci

not, for a very remote danger of bad consequences, condemn li

large number of individuals to a life-long suffering ; for thesd

patients get pain as well as impairment of function. I_ rarely

see inflammatory disturbance follow these manipulations i

ordinary care be used. If acute suppuration of a joint shoulc

set in, I feel that, thanks to Sir Joseph Lister, we have a verj

powerful ally at our backs iu the antiseptic treatment, an allji

that robs these cases of their great dangers to life_ or limb. 1

have had the treatment of several cases of suppurating joints, ii

which not only the patients' life and limb were saved, but i

A. Acetabulum. B. Transverse ligameut. ' note''.

-Hea«l ut lelt femur in acetabulum. Femur abduotetl.
protrviding under transverse ligament.

A. Ligamentura teres

no muscle could be made to disarrange itself ; there is no particular
bony prominence to keep out of its place any muscle which may
have slipped. No muscle could have been ruptured, as the man
did all the movements quite freely and painlessly immediately
after manipulation. Then I tried the capsule, but t'he head of the
femur fits too closely into the acetabulum to allow that to be
nipped, and a simple abnormal folding would not cause the leg to
he fixed. The ligamentum teres was then tried. Professor Ilum-
phrj', in his interesting book on the skeleton, states that when the
tliigh is abducted in the erect posture the ligamentum teres is

compressed into the lower part of the acetabulum by the head of
the femur (Fig. 7). In extreme abduction the ligament and the fatty
tissue at its base is driven under the transverse ligament. On
doing this movement forcibly and quickly, the ligamentura teres
was found to be nipped under the transverse ligament, and this
maintained the deformity. On flexing the thigh fully the ligameut
is drawn back into the joint, and remains there when the leg is

subsequently extended. 1 believe this to be the explanation of
my case. The abnormal position was probably maintained by
reflex spasm of the surrounding muscles (Fig. 8).

I regret that time will not allow me to enter more fully into
the subject; it is most complicated. Bone-setters gain their
harvest because we, the legitimate practitioners, too frequently
consider the necessary details and delicate manipulations beneath
our notice. The loss of function of one joint is often of as much
importance to the patient as the loss of a limb. On numerous
occasions I have had to defend the reputation of members of our

certain amount of movement as well. In one case the subsequent
movement was perfect.

"

Vie must not forget that if we do not adopt this practical and|

legitimate treatment ourselves, we run a great risk of being m-\

structed in our profession by men we contemptuously speak of as

"quacks."
The diagrams were drawn from prepared specimens and from

photographs taken for me by ilessrs. F. Calder and T. C. Gray, of'

the Bristol Medical School, to whom and to the artist I take this!

opportunity of expressing my thanks.

H
Bequests to Dublin IIospitals.—The late Mr. Wm. Bannon i

has left several bequests to Dublin hospitals. Amongst those Me
the Meath and Sir Patrick Dun's, which will each receive about
£6,000.

The Railway Death-rate.—The return of railway accidents
for the year 1887 compares unfavourably, iu more ways than one, i

with that of its predecessor. There were during the year 25 pas-

1

sengers killed as compared with 8 killed in 188(>, ami these, it
j

sliould bo pointed out, occurred all on one line. There were 5;}8 >

injured from various causes against 61.') in the preceding year, i

while 8 servants of companies were killed and 109 injured as I

against 4 and 81 respectively from the same causes in the year
|

before, rendering the total list of deaths from collisions and acci-{

dents 33 and injuries 647, whereas only 12 were killed, though
096 were injured, in 1886.
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LOOSE BODIES IN THE KNEE-JOINT.

By li PRIDGIX TEALE, U.K., JF-E-CS.

N fulfilment of my promise, I beg to record the follo'nniig cases

fhS^ tend to corroborate the opfnion of those who think that

ccasionally, as the result of injury, a piece of articular carti-

ace with a corresponding portion of bone may become detached,

nd (ri-fc rise to the ordinary symptoms of loose cartilage. Fur-

iher, such a loose body may be removed from the joint, with as

omplete arecoverj^asin the case of simple nod.de of cartilage.

'Cfest, the case read by my father before the Medico-Chiriir-

ical Society (December lltli, 188.5) has been most fully and ade-

uatelv quoted by Mr. Howard Marsh, in the Jouenai, of April

'4th In this case a blow on the knee was followed in twelve

iionths by sudden lameness and the discovery of a loose body in

he ioint It was unfortunately proved post nwrtem that the

iooe body was a piece of articular cartilage and bone which

iccurately fitted a shallow ca\aty in the outer condyle of the

™he next case was under my own care at the Leeds Infirmary,

,,d was as follows : J. J., aged 26, a mechanic, on December 4th,

exploriuf/ the joint with the finger, there was discovered on the

posterio "surface of the patella a shallow cavity which exactly

corresponded in size and shape with the piece of cartilage and

bone removed (Fig. 2). ,, , , r. .i.

The patient recovered well ; sat up on January 11th, lelt ttie

hospital on the 14th (the twenty-fittli day after the operation;,

and on March 12th came to the hospital. " There was no trace of

a limp. He could flex the knee to a right angle, and was able to

do heavy work with perfect ease."

The next case was under the care of my colleague Mr. Atkinsou,

,

with whose pei-mission it is published. In this there is an ateonce

of any evidence of preceding injury. „ „ . u -,..

J R , a patient in the Leeds Inftnnary. On October 7tli,

1886, Mr. Atkinson removed two loose cartilages from the left

knee and one from the right. There was a history of frequent.

attacks of pain and swelling of both knee-joints extending over a

period of seven years, but not of any severe mjiirv.
'

January, l.<«7. He was again admitted into the Leeds Infirm^,;

as another cartilage had been discovered in the right knee. TTie

cartilage was removed.
, , rn • i;

On January 31st the knee was excised, and the following condi-

tion was discovered (Pig. 3). A piece of articu ar cartilage

about three-quarters of an inch square was partially detached

Fir. 1.—Smooth surface, Broken surface,

covered by articular cartilage. showing cancellous hone.

Fig. 2.-Pcst«rior surtucc of lalt-lla. as ju.lged hy touch. Fig. 3. .\,

>1, caught his foot in a rut, giving the knee a severe wrench,

md fell on his hands and knees. By no questioning co"l<i »»>

i^vidence be obtaine.l tending to show that the fall '<^as the result

i.f some foreign body in the joint. With great difficulty b> op-

!)iDg and leaning against the wall, he reached home. The joint

Iwas much swollen immediately, and excessively painlul. int

mtient said that he felt something loose in the joint. iNext oaj

,

December .-ith, he was admitted into the Leeds Inhrmary. iiie

loint was swollen, painful, tender to the touch, and especially to

ireesure over the inner margin of the patella. The house-surgeon,

4r. Edward Ward, thinking that the case might be one ot dis-

>laced semilunar cartilage, tried the usual manipulation ot flexion

ind extension, with the effect of producing great pam and no

imelioration.
, , , •„ ,i,„

December 14th. The dresser discovered a loose body in me

December 21st. The joint was opened, and a loose body, consist-

ng of cartilage and a thin layer oT bone (Fig. 1) was removed, un

dclnchcl .•a,-,i!at:e; u. surnceol lemur, showing bone, uacorerod by caiUlaisc. ,

from the external side of the inner condyle, being attached chieHy

at the m,per part of its internal border, close to the inter-coa-

dvloid notch, by a portion of cartilage and synovial membrane

foCing a sort, of htnge. which allowed the piece of cartilage to

flap backwards and forwards. The patient recovered.

TUE HOSPITVLS Assori.KTioN-.-The fourth annual general raeet-

inHftle Hospitals Association will be held at the Town Hall

wfstm nsterro"^ Wednesday next at o P M. to receive he anmml

renort of the council, etc. The chair will be taken by Dr. i. ^

Mstowe FRS.. the President, who will deliver an a.ldres.

cl^ds of' admission can be obtained of the Secretary, ^orfo)k

House, Norfolk Street, AV.C.

A messa.;k has been received from the Home Ofcce «-

prieving Dr. Burke, who was to have. been «'',':"'eaJot th.

milder of his daughter, aged 9, by shooting her. "e aft*'^^*'.''^.

Si^hLself Thereprietcit te Itated, had been petitioned foi

chiefly by medical men.
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THK INTERNAL SEMILUNAR CARTILAGE OF
THE KNEE-JOINT SUTURED TO THE

HEAD OF THE TIBIA.

15y HERBERT WILLIAM ALLINGIIAM, F.R.C.S.,

Surgeoa to the Great Norllieru Hospital, an.l Demonstrator of Anatomy at St.

George's Hospital.

Ix ia to add to the literature of tliia subject, and to try to increase

in number the performances of this useful operation, tltat I bring

before you this evening the following case. After reading Mr.

Annandale's very interesting paper on this subject, and observing

that ho had opened the knee-joint with success in eight cases for

synovial growth and slipped semilunar cartilage, I determined to

follow his advice, and see if I could not assist in bringing this

trOTiblosome condition within the province of surgerj'.

As I am connected with the Surgical Aid Society, I constantly

have the opportunity of seeing patients, who inform me that they

have been cripples for many years from this malady, and that they

have spent the greater part of that period in hospital, undergoing

the usual r(yime for slipped cartilage—that is to say, rest, blister-

ing, firing, pressure, etc. When, as often happens, they have de-

rived little or no benefit from these modes of treatment, they are

finally committed to the cliarge of the instrument makers, and a

variety of splints tried. In some cases, great good is the result

;

but, should tliese appliances fail, the patient is compelled to suffer

for the rest of his life from a weak and, at times, painful and use-

less knee.
Now I should say that, if a careful attempt has been made to

remedy the displacement by one of the methods above enumerated,

and this has failed, I do not see any good in waiting longer,

or subjecting the patient to any further discomfort. On the con-

trary, I believe that, with strict cleanliness and attention to details,

a slipped cartilage may be fixed, or a thickened synovial fringe

removed, with no more danger than is caused by the extraction of

a loose body from the joint ; in both sets of cases, the need for

active treatment is at times equally urgent. But before resorting

to operative treatment, one should distmguish between two classes

of cases -namely, the acute and the chronic. The acute are those

in which the displacement has taken place at once, and the coro-

nary ligaments been torn through ; cases of this nature may be

treated liy rest, pressure, etc., with recovery as a not uncommon
result. On the other hand, if the cartilage has been loosened by
gradual stretching of the coronary ligaments, by no means
rate, consequent on much kneeling, little time should be lost in

adopting palliative measures. The same recommendation applies

to those cases in which acute displacement often recurs, thus

tending to become chronic.

With regard to the directions in which the internal and external

cartilages may be dislocated, it seems tliat they may slip forwards,

l>ackwards, inwards, or outwards, and that these displacements

may be either complete or incomplete ; the internal chiefly is the

most commonly affected. 1 may mention that, in a very elaborate

paper on this subject. Dr. Scott" Lang says that the internal carti-

lage is dislocated when the leg is rotated outwards; and that,

when the external cartUage is displaced, it is from rotation of the

leg inwards. He further advises, as an assistance to the treatment

of this injury, that, when the internal cartilage is affected, the

patient should keep the toes dirccteil inwards, and, in the case of

•the o.xtemal cartilage, that they should be kept outwards.

The following is the case I intend to put before you to-night

:

In Si'ptembor, 1887, J. W., carman, aged 3.3, came to me at the

Surgital Aid Society, and said that I liad seen him some months

back when he had applied for a knee-cap. He had stated on that

occasion that, about one year previously, when carrying a heavy

load, something had slipped in his right knee, and that ho had to

rest the joint, which was very piiinful and swollen, for some time ;

after the first accident he was constantly being laid up with the

disonlered knee, but rest was of no avail. Each time ho returned

to his w.jrk the old symptoms recurred within the space of a few

days. At that time, he said, I hud ordered him a strong knee-

cap, whicli, unfortunately, had been of little use.

I then went carefully into his liistory, and found that he de-

tailed all the symptoms of a slipped .semilunar cartilage. Accord-

ingly, a-s he was a young man and healthy, and as he had asserted

that, unless sometliing was done, he would have to give up his

work, I proposed that "the cartilage should be fixed, and explained

to him all the risks of the operation ; these he readily consented

to run. I therefore sent him to the Great Northern Ho.spital,and

on September 28th performed the following operation : The riglil

knee was thoroughly washed and enveloped in wet antiseptic

bandages for some hours. A vertical incision, two inches long
i

was made over the internal aspect of the joint, the centre of thi!

wound being over the internal cartilage. The joint being opened
[

1 introduced my finger with some difhculty, and felt that the in-

ternal cartilage could be freely moved about over the head of tli
'

tibia, both forwards and outwards. Fixing it with my finger, 1 1

'•

passed a strong needle mounted on a handle through the p- i

osteum at the head of the tibia, and through the semilunar carti

,

lage. The needle was threaded with stout catgut, which wa.-,

drawn through the cartilage and periosteum, and then tied uj'

tightly, so as to fix the cartilage. After this the joint was dis

tended with carbolic lotion, and the cut edges of the synovia

membrane carefully brought together with buried catgut suture^

Superficial silver sutures were passed through the skin, no drain

age-tube being used.

The leg was then fixed upon a back-splint with a foot-pi

which extended up the gluteal fold. Antiseptic dressings wi-i

applied, and the whole leg bandaged, so as to obtain firm equalil

pressure over the knee.

September 29th. Had a fair night. Vomited once, and .

plained of a little starting in the knee, so an ice-bag was appli

Temperature every six hours showed 97.6°, 98°, 99°, 99.6°.

September 30th. Pain had entirely gone. Ice still continufi!

Temperature 99.8°, 100.4°, 99.6°, 100.6*. His bowels were confin

and he had pain in the abdomen ; accordingly he was purged.

October 1st. Had a comfortable night. Bowels acted well, u:

the temperature fell from 101°, 100°, 98.4°, and never rose agnu

above normal.
October 2nd. I dressed the wound; there was no pus, no otTu

sion into the joint. Antiseptics were reapplied ; ice discontinur.l

and the leg not so firmly bandaged, as it was slightly oedemat'u-

October 3rd. Notes report patient very comfortable.

October 7th. Removed the dressings; all the wound was healel

the superficial stitches were removed. No effusion. A pad o

cotton-wool applied to the wound, antiseptics being left off.

October 19th. On the leg being removed from the splint, lli

patient could bend it nearly to a right angle under the thigh; bn*

as it was still a little sti'ff, and as I did not wish him to u-

until the adhesions were .sound and firm, I did not let him si

upon the leg until November 1st.

November 26th. He returned from the Convalescent Horn

Bngnor, saying that his knee was perfectly well. I then adv;

him to walk about a little, but not to return to hard work for an

other month. He is now at work, and you will see that, since i !i

operation, he has not been troubled with any discomfort in the join'

which is now perfect. With reference to the operation, I must ^r

that I made a vertical incision instead of the transverse one reconi

mended by Mr. Annandale. I did so, because at that time I wa

under the impression that he had employed this mode ; but shnl

certainly at a future operation follow his advice, and make

transverse cut, for, by that means, a better view of the interior "'

the joint may be obtained. There are one or two details in tli

operation which I think most important.

I regarded the synovial cavity of the knee-joint as I do the pen

toneum ; that is to say, took great care that no blood should ru

into the joint, or at least should be cleaned out before being close'

up. As we do when suturing the peritoneum, I was particular!.;

careful to bring the two cut synovial edges together, in order tha'

in a few hours the joint might be shut off by lympli thrown ou

between the edges from the rest of the wound. This point I cor,

sider to be of great moment, and must ask my hearers to try

similar plan in any case they may operate iipon, for the synovit

membrane is a serous snc. like the peritoneum ; and then^fore, t

my mind, should be treated in n like manner. If this is done.

do not think there is much to fear from opening the knee-jo'"

There is another reason why I do not think there is so much dari

ger, nr. is generally apprehended, in this operation of opening tW

l^nee-joint" affected with a dislocated semilunar cartilac'

growths. When attacks of syno^-itis have frtquently occurre-l

syno-i-ial membrane is not ne'nrly so likely to take on acute mil. :

mation as it is when the serous sac is opened without any pr-'

miliary inflammatory attacks. Ablominal disorders furnis.i i

with another paraifel to those. This is shown in pent"i:

which. T think, is much more likely to ensue when one opi i

on a patient whose abdomen has not undergone the prepari:
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changes which, I think, take place when the abdominal cavity has

been tilled with fluid or an ovarian tumour.

The result of my treatment in this case will encourage me to

attempt, at some future date, a repetition of the operation. 1 may

mention that I have under my care several patients who are

troubled with symptoms of displaced cartilage or growth m the

joint, which are constantly slijjping or getting pinched between

the emls of the bone, thus causing pain and crippling them, t in-

tend, therefore, if I find no improvement after a fair trial, say six

months, to open their joints, and remove a fringe or fix a cartilage ;

and, by so doing. I shall hope to rid them of pam, discomfort, and

"'p!s.-Th°e"p'atient ^ote to me on April 16th, 1888 (seven months

after the operation), saying he continued quite well.

AN UNUSUAL CASE OF H^IVIATURIA.

By THOMAS OLIVER, M.D., M.R.C.P.,

Physician to tlie Royal Infirmary, and Lecturer on Physiology. University

of Durham College of Medicine, Newcastl<^upon-Tyne.

tHE following case is so unique in my experience that I venture

to place it before the profession.
.

On September 11th, 1887, I was asked to see, in consultation

with Dr. Campbell, of Xewcastle-upon-Tyne, Miss L.B., aged 11,

a pale, emaciated young lady, who for a month had been suffer-

'

inc from hsematuria, accompanied by high temperature. J was

told that when an infant she had suffered from some illues8,_which

li;i,l been followed by general desquamation, but whether it was

-.arlet fever the parents could not say. A few years after this she

h.id measles, and soon after this whooping-cough. A year ago

-lie had a slight attack of hsematuria, the cause of which was

never properly understood. Her recovery was slow, and although

the temperature was not taken by the medical gentleman then in

attendance, the mother states that the patient was decidedly

feverish, particularly towards evening. Ultimately she made a

"ood recoverj'. . , ,

Whilst spending last summer at Cullercoats along with her

family, her brother took ill and was brought home only to develop

and pass through a verj- severe attack of typhoid fever. When

Dr Campbell and I met in consultation the boy was convalescent;

it was the thirty-second day of the fever. Five days after the

illness of this brother was distinctly recognised as typhoid tever

our patient had become feverish, and hematuria suddenly made

its appearance. The temperature ranged from 101 to 10.i .

IK-ematuria had persisted without any intermission from the

f:.mmencement of the feverish attack. At times the unne was

a.'pp black in colour; it was always plentiful, had a specitic

gravity about the normal, and was acid in reaction. It was passed

without pain, never contained clot, never pus cells or tube casts,

but numerous blood cells. A few days before I saw her, vomiting

t;ad set in, always coming on immediately after eating, and with-

out pain. Bowels were natural ; there was slight cough, no ex-

pi'ctoration. »v r
When I saw her she was verj- ill, much reduced from the tever

and vomiting ; her tongue was moist and creamy ;
she was sleepy

and seemed heavy and apathetic ;
pulse from 120 to 124, and it

'

had remained at this all through her illness. Small moist musical

rales were heard all over the lower part of the chest ;
the base ot

the right lun" was rather dull on percussion. The heart s sounds

were healthy"; liver dnlness normal ; splenic dulness slightly in-

creased There was no tumour or increased dulness detected over

the region of either kidney, but a degree of pain was experienced

I when the right kidney was tilted forward. The abdomen was flat,

' no spots were seen in the skin, no fluid was detected in the peri-

toneal cavity, no wdema of face, feet, or hands existed. A record

of the temperature was unfortunately not kept at first, but on the

evening before I saw her it was 104°. From September 2nd to the

18th, the evening temperature generally registered 1 to ^
"\Co'^

than the morning ; the evening temperature being lOo or 1U4 ,

whilst the morning was 101° or 102''.

On September 19th the morning temperature suddenly fell from

103° to 99.2°, and whilst on this evening the temperature rose to

100.2°, it never again did so. The morning and evening tempera-

tures were for the future pretty nearly equal, never being higher

than 99°.

All BOrts of medicines had been tried, iron, gallic ookI, quinine,

ergot, ergotin, in the view that the h;T;maturia might be m some

way or other associated with a specific fever. Sulphur, carbonate

of soda, and quinine were given, but all v\-ithout avail

After the sudden fall o! the temperature on Septfjaber IDth,

blood never appeared in the urine, and the patient had a con-

vfllesrence which was quite uninterrupted. , . , ,
...

Now here was a case of h:,?maturia which began with

hieh temperature quite suddenly; both contmued for thirty-

S^ertrrL^'slatTof 'the ^a^-orrh^e both followed by

Wement of tlE. kidney pointing to cancer, no history of h«mo-

Bhir no purpura bjemorrhagica, no Bnghfs disease. The d.a-

?nosTs "n my opinion, lay between tubercular disease and some

Si^ bl?6d condition; Ind we eliminated the former Partly by

theC^d family historv- we obtained, and the absence of any dis-

e^ed condS o the lung which we could definitely regard as

tXrculM the few rales v^hich ^e heard m the chest had not

bee^ of two days' duration. From the ^ndden onset of the il^^

a^d the high temperature, the continuation of the high tempera-

??re and hematuria as associated conditions of thirty;five days,

th^ distinct ^vS exacerbations, their refusal to be influenced

by medSnes! the enlargement of the spleen, the contemporaneous

uCss of the brother, and that illness unmistakably typhoid feyer,

and the f^t that brother and sister had been Imng under iden-

tical conditions at Cullercoats, the one taking ill fi\ e days betore

the other Xthese led us to regard the hematuria as specific or,

n'other words, tlfat our patien't -- also sufier^ng fr^m tyTpho^d

^e^^ of^heyrnlbV.a?c!f^f:^er^we\a^^^^^^^

stkL?of a glZer^o-nepliritis. Besides, in typhoid fever .self, is

not the else that whil? the glan<^s in the lo-f Pf
'^^^^.^^^t^e^

of the ileum are the seats usually selected by the poison, tnere

yet occur^Tvery now and then an inflammation of the lungs

seEw fe£s v-rrSe ".'KS.ss^

one. -

—

WOLFFBERGS COLOUE-TEST.

By SYDNEY H. A. STEPHENSON, M.B.Ebin.,

Clinical Assistant to the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospiul.
,

By the employment of this test ^'-"^^^.^^^Si^lj^-^P^^f^'
D 359 18861claims to have discovered a simple method of telling

Fn a gi'^en case whether defective vision is caused by refractive

errors or by defect of the light-sense. He employs f,-^o.'i'^«.P'^?f

on a background of black velvet ; the one is red 2 mi Umetres m
d?a^rter STand the other blue, and 7 millimetres in diameter

[BrO if the vision is less than ,V larger, red and blue discs are

used By comparing the distances at which these discs are recog-

nised by^the eye under examination, with the degree of y.sua

defect as ascertained by Snellens types. Wolffberg believes that

he is able toTell whether the defective vision is due to an error

of refraction An eye which reads i should see the discs at 6.5

metres this be no^t the case, he concludes that it is suffering

Trom some afiection. other than a refractive error, which is likely

1 '^fvTsLnbe'l-mSred'by simple ametropia, the discs should be

seen with each degree of vision at a certain constant die *nce
'

romTl e eye. WolWberg believes that he has ascertained these

d's^ces bv experiment, and he has constructed a table from

whiXcan be seen at a glance the distance at which the d scs

m Jilt to be recognised with each degree of vision If the defective

veC be caused by defect of the light-sense-which is supposed

to nfluence colour-vision more than form-sense-the d'stances at

whkh the discs will be seen will correspond to constant distances,
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shown in a second table, and ascertained by diacovering at what
distuiico emmetropic eyes \rere able to recognise the discs when
the illumination was reduced by gradually diminishing the
iiraount of solar light.

Ur. Boelim (Klin. Monatsbl, November, 1887), from a large num-
ber of experiments made in Wolffberg's ctinitjue and at his sug-
gestion, believes that he has not only confirmed the above con-
clusions, but also that, by means of tins tost, he is able to detect
tlio presence of astigmatism ; since this impairs the form-senae in
a much higher degree than does spherical ametropia, but has not
a proportionate eifect on the colour-sense.
An able and lucid review of Wolffberg's andBoehm's papers was

published in the London Medical Record by Mr. W. Adams Frost
(London Medical Record, Art. 7.i83, Ueoember l.'ith, 1887), at
whose suggestion I made the experiments about to be described.

It is obvious that if Wolffberg's data were correct, we should
have' a valuable addition to our methods of diagnosis, but as my
investigations on the subject do not confirm those data, I have
t.liought it advisable to place them on record.
The observations were carried out on a fairly large number of

intelligent children and adults, and the apparatus used was oh-
tained from the source recommended by Dr. Wolffberg. The
patients were first made to understand what was expected of
tl'.etft by being shown discs similar in every respect to those
actually employed in the test, except that they were of different
colours. The real test-discs were then placed at such a distance
from the patient that they were invisible to him, and they were
gradually approximated until they were recognised. Wolffberg
ivdopts the opposite course, gradually increasing the distance
until they become invisible. Although this difference in our
respective methods of emploj-ing the test might explain trivial
di.^ci'opancies, it would certainly not account for the totally dif-
ferent results obtained.

My experiments were limited to finding out the distances at
which the discs were seen; (1) in eyes whose nsion = |; (2) in
spherical ametropia of known amount; (.3) in spherical ametropia
of artificial production. My original intention was to endeavour
to verify all Wolffberg's conclusions, but when I found that the
results obtained from the above three classes of cases did not coin-
jide with his table, I thought it useless to proceed further, since
tlie trustworthiness of Wolffberg's whole scheme depends on the
integrity of his facts with regard to emmetropia and simple
myopia and bypermetropia.
The conclusioiLs which [ have reached are as follows

:

1. An to the Distances at wliich the Discs could he seen by Eyes
mith V. = f

.—ilany eyes were unable to recognise the coloured
djsca at 5.5 metres. The majority of those examined could not
ilistinguish the Bl ' disc beyond .^O metres, and in some cases not
beyond 3.0 metres. According to Wolffberg the two coloured discs
should be visible at the same distance from the eye, but in most of
the cases examined theRMisc had to be held 0.5 to 1.5 metres
nearer the eye than had the HV disc before it could be recognised.
Many patients had great difficulty in saying the exact distance at
which the discs could be seen. So far as I could see there appeared
t,o be no definite constant distance at which different eyes whose
y. was

I could recognise the discs.

2. Myopia and Hypermetropia in which Corrected VJsi(m'= %.—
The distance at which, with each degree of vision-defect, the discs
couhl be recognised did not correspond with Wolffberg's table. In
different experiments persons who had the same degree of defec-
tive vision did not see the discs at the same distances ; for ex-
ample, A. rmyope) had V. = ,»;, and saw R^ at 0.5 m6tre,and BF
at I.O mfttre; whilst B. Cmyope), who also had V. = /,, saw R-'
at 1.25 metres, and Bl ' at 1.75 metres.

.?. Myopia and Hypometropia produced hy Chnver and Concave
OInffes.—In tlii,? class of cases, also, the distances at which the
<li«C8 were se<'n in the different degrees of visual defect did not
Agree with Wolffberg's table ; often the results obtained from tbi^

Swo eye« of the same person with the same amount of defect in
"sch gave different results; no two cases ever coincided exactly
"intf "with the other; and frequently a person when re-examined
give widely different answers from those obtained at the first ex-
amination.

In practically all cases it was found fa) that R^ had to be held
near^ to the eye than had Bl '' before it could be recognised ; (/3)
thafthe worse the vision the nearer had both the coloured discs to
be held to tlie eye, in order that thev might be clearly seen ; for
example, V. \ sees R = at .3.5 and Bl ''at nio metres ; V. A se«?s "R

*

at z.Sand Bl ' at 4.0 metres ; Y. ^ sees R - at 1,0 and Bl» at 2.0

metres ; V. A sees R- at 0.75 and BF at 2.5 metres ; V. ,V sees 11

at 0.5 and Bl ' at 1.75 metres ; V. A sees R - at 0.33 and Bl "
at l.(

metre.
Although this test possesses some scientific interest, I fear thai

it is of no practical value as a help to differential diagnosis: and
although there may be—and in all probability is—some ratio be-
tween form and colour-sense, I am driven to the conclusion that
Wolffberg has not correctly ascertained it, and that his test is open
to many sources of error from its purely subjective nature.

THEKAPEUTIC MEMOEAOT)A.

SALINE PURGATIVES IN THE TREATMENT OF TYPHLlTi.l
AND PERITONITIS.

At a recent meeting of the Midland Medical Society I showed a

patient who had recovered from an undoubted attack of acute
peritonitis secondary to typhlitis. In this case opium and bella-

donna failed to give relief, while the administration of sulphatt:
of magnesium and sulphate of sodium in half-drachm doses witlii

ten minims of tincture of belladonna every four hours was quickljl
followed by improvement, the motions, at first liquid, becomingi
more and more solid till normal stools were passed. Two or threej

slight relapses in this case were at once checked by the mixture
and the man rapidly recovered, there remaining a small indura-
tion in the right iliac fossa.

Since the above case was recorded, I have had under my care al|

the Workhouse Infirmary a severe case of typhlitis. I gave thej

same mixture as in the first case, with great relief ; in fact, ene-l

mata of soap and water and of glycerine failed to evacuate. Afteil

continuing the medicine for a week the bowels failed to act, and,

in a few days the abdomen was distended, there being dulness iii|

each flank, with a distinct thrill on percussion, all the signs, ini

fact, of fluid in the peritoneal cavity being present. The patienti

was very prostrate, having been allowed only a pint of peptonised;
milk and a pint of beef-tea a day. 1 gave him three ounces ofj

whisky, and the next morning he passed an enormous liquid]

motion containing scybala. I continued the stimulant, andi

allowed him another pint of milk. He continued to pass large'

motions with scybala, the enlargement of the abdomen and other,

signs of fluid in the peritoneal ca\'ity completely disappearing.}

Evidently the saline aperient had caused a large flow of fluid into,

the intestine, but the bowel was not sufficiently powerful to|

evacuate it ; restoration of tone by stimulants at once enabled the'

bowel to empty itself. At this time another complication appeared!

in the form of a painful swelling of the left parotid gland, which,:

however, subsided without suppuration. Finally, the patient!

completely recovered, and was discharged six weeks from the

time of his admission.
_

'

It seems to me that in typhlitis due to fcecal retention, and in'

peritonitis from the same cause, saline purgatives are of great

value, especially if enemata fail to act. In moderate doses they

do not cause peristalsis, tlieir action is quite painless, and they

are exceedingly useful in washing away hardened scybala. During
their administration the aliiluraen should be frequently examined,;

and any accumulation of fluid in the intestines treated by
stimulants. C. W. Suckxing, M.D., M.R.C.P.
Birmingham.

JAMBUL IN MABETES.
A WOMAN suffering from diabetes was admitted into the Newbury
District Hospital on September 24th, and during the whole of her

stay there she was dieted. For the first nine days she was given

n tonic mixture of quinine and iron. The average daily amount
of urine was 98 ounces, with an average specific gravity of|

1041..5.

During the next ten days she was given half a grain of opinaitj

at first three times, and afterwards four times, a day. The average

daily amount of urine was Ul.S ounces, with an average specific

gravity of 1040.

During the next eleven days she took jambul, at first two
grains and a half, and afterwards five grains three times a day.

'The average daily amount of urine was 138.3 ounces, with an aver-

age specific gravity of 1041.5.

I tested the urine frequently, and always found that sugar was,

present. The jambul was given in parts containing two grains)

and a half each, obtained from Thomas Christy and Co. It ia as
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I
well to publish facts about new drugs, whether they be favour-

lable or the reverse. Bobebt Biscu, L.K.C.P.Lond.

' Newbury,

SULl'IIONAL.

•VFTKB seeing the articles upon the new hypnotic " sulphonal, on

•VprU 21st, 1 obtaineil a supply of the drug. 1 did not tind that

> it was soluble in eighteen or twenty parts of boiling water. It

Ireauired considerably more, and immediately on cooling it

crystallised out ; neither did I find it soluble ui 100 parts of

Iwater at the ordinarj' temperature.

I Its effect upon patients was very discouraging, lor several

hours after taking the drug no appreciable effect could be ob-

served, but during the greater part of the following day there was

extreme drowsiness, also considerable cyanosis. The price is lbs.

per ounce.
, , , . ^ • -.i

The best mode of administering sulphonal is to mi.x with

pulv. tragacanth CO. and water. ,rr>r,a
Nottingham. T. Ebnest Lotegbove, M.R.C.b.

PHENAGETINE.
Vs an antipyretic I have found this drug to act admirably m from

four to twelve grain doses, having greater and more prolonged

effect upon the temperature than antipynn, and producing no

iricors, vomiting, or nausea, but rather a sense of well-being, the

patient frequently becoming cheerful and demanding food. 1 hear

that it has been used with marked success in the treatment of

aeuralcria. Leyland Roe, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., etc.

Wellington Road, Eccles.

PATHOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.

dLUB-FOOT AND OTHER CONGENITAL CONTRACTIONS.

Mas. M. D., aged 33, was confined for the ninth time on .\pril 12th,

1887' The confinement was normal, but the child (a male) had

-double talipes equino-varvis. .Shortly afterwards the mother

requested the nurse to show her the child's feet, and, on ob3en,ang

ihe deformity, remarked " I thought so." She then confessed to

having entertained an •' impression " to the effect that the child s

'feet would be " turned," and the existence of this impression was

corroborated by lier husband. Two months thereafter I performed

the usual tenotomy operations, and the subsequent treatment with

isplints and bandages was successfully carried out almost entirely

Iby the mother. With this she was more or less employed until

within a few weeks of her next confinement, which took place on

.Vpril 3rd, 1888. On this occasion the presenting part was the

'breech, and the child (a small male) was dead when born. This

Ichild also had double talipes equino-varus, while both hands pre-

sented a somewhat crushed appearance, the fingers being flexed

and closely applied to the palms. On attempting to open the

'hands, the little, ring, and middle fingers were found t-o be firmly

'held in this position, and could not be extended by a force short

of violence, while the thumbs and index fingers were unaffected.

; Moreover, both knees were drawn up. the thighs forming with the

iabdomen about a right angle, and any endeavour to straighten

:the legs by pushing down the knees succeeded only at the expense

!of raising the chest from the horizontal, doubtless due to con-

Itracted psoas and iliacus muscles pulling on the spine.

I As to the cause of these deformities I can tind in the family

history no evidence of heredity.

I

I have mentioned the emphiyment of the mother during her last

'pregnancy as being, in relation to the causation of the second case,

jpossibly something more than a concuiTent association.

i
The complete symmetry of these contractions suggests a central

(cause, and seems in opposition to the theory of their being modi-

'ficMions of intra-uterine attitudes from mechanical causes. Be

ithe explanation what it may, the cases I presume, from their

infrequency, are not without interest.

1 Glasgow. .1- A. AVrt-SON, M.B.. C.M.Glasg.

At a public meeting held at Perth on May 18th, it was decided

to form in that town a centre of the St. Andrews Ambulance

Association, and a committee was appointed with that object.

The opportunity was taken to present Dr. Simpson with a large

and handsome silver salver, bearing a suitable inscription, in re-

cognition of his valuable services'to ambulance work in Perth.

Dr. Ward, who had assisted Dr. Simpson in connection -with the

lectures, was presented with a silver-mounted walking-stick.

REPORTS
OF

HOSPITAL AOT) SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE .,

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

ROYAL INFIRMARY, NEWCASTLB-LTON-TTOE.

THREE CASES OF STONE IN THE liLADDEB SCCCESSFCLLY

TBBATED BV St-TBAPUBIC LITHOIOMT.

(By Mr. Feederick Page.)

Case I.—Seven years ago a Durham pitman, aged 2.5, took from

the bed of the river Wear a pebble which he introduced into his

urethra, and manipulated into his bladder. He seems to have

felt but little inconvenience till four months ago, when urgent

symptoms of stone in the bladder reminded him of his folly. On

admission, Januarj- 30th, 1888, he was suffering a good deal phy-

sically and mentally. On February 7th suprapubic lithotomy was

performed, and a round phosphatic stone the size of a thrush 3

egg removed. Peterson's bag was used, the bladder being dis-

tlnded with warm boracic lotion. The wound was closed with a

continuous catgut suture, a drainage-tube being introduced at its

lowest part between the separated muscles, but not into the

bladder The bladder was not sutured. A soft catheter was re-

tained in the bladder for four days; it ]^as then removed, and

passed at intervals for three other days. On the twelfth da> the

patient passed by the urethra ten ounces of unne, none having

escaped^rom the wound since the seventh day, showuig that the

bladder wound had healed in a week; but very ife urme

escaped from the wound at any time, showing that the bladder

was effectually drained by the catheter. The nucleus of the cal-

culus was fouid to be a piece of rough stone, about the size of a

horse bean, and so hard that a section of it could, not be made

with a saw. The man suffered hardly any inconvenience froni

The operation, and the whole of the wound, with the exception of

tract of the di-ainage-tube (which closed on the sixteenth daj)

lipfilpd bv first intention. „ , -.^ i -i^v.-.-.

cSe ii.-A boy, aged 6 years, admitted February 25th. 1888.

with symptoms of stone in the bladder of two years duration.

On February 2.'^th a ui-ic acid stone, coated with phosphates, the

size of a lirae cobnut, was removed by suprapubic lithotomy.

The wound was closed with a catgut suture, a small «iramage-

tube being introduced at its lower angle dov^.to but not into the

bladder A soft rubber catheter was secured in the bladder. No

m-tne escaped from the wound till the fourth day, ^l^en the

catheter becoming blocked for a short time, some found its way

through the draifage-tube. On the seventh day the catheter was

remo" edinconsequ'enceof its causing paiii. Lrine then escaped

frL the wound for one day. On the eighth day after operat on

the child passed water naturally, no urine
^f

<;«P'°g
f^°^^^^°«

wound again. The tract of the drainage-tube closed on the tenth

lay the fest of the wound ha^-ing healed by first intention

clsE iix -A B , a Northumberland pitman, aged 23, admitted

Februarv- 27th, 1888, with symptoms of stone of two year^ dura-

tion. Suprapubic lithotomy, as in Case i, was performed on Feb-

niary 2ytL, when an oxalate of lime calculus, the
«^^; ^Yt^'/^^*^

colour of a large Spanish chestnut, was removed. The so_»JubbOT

caihrter was f-ithkrawn on the sixth fJ''.
.'^a'^^^'^'^U^h g"

urine escaped through the drainage-tube daily till tue nmtn aay,

w"en tl7pat ent passed naturally at one f^^^. "^^^^
"'^^f

°

water, after which none escaped from ''>« .^,^""^\,
^'^^J™f °^

the drainage-tube closed on the thirteenth day, the rest ot the

wonnd bnvinc- healed by first intention. .

Remarks- tn list 1 think be admitted that in cutting into

the bfaddfr above the pubes fewer important structures areliabU

oVewoui^dedtran inSateral. lithotom^y. |t. ca-inoV-
,f,°?^^

that the suprapubic incision is more direct and lt'.-s extensive

an the lateral. There are certainly reasons for pref.^n^the

l.igh operation. The three cases ^/P^-^^ed above could not have

done bettor had they been treated by lateral I't'i"'"™?' "i„ ^
seems to mo if suprapubic should be found, as time

S^f-
O"' ^ °t

as "iccessful as lateral lithotomy, fj^.^^f^-^^y^»° ",'"„^^Sy
tionis the better must be answered m favour "f t''«,°^^2nn
more direct and simpler method. The points o

/j^

^"end^ to

in the after-treatment of a case of !"P^»P"^^^'^, '^l^ffl'^^toect
hink to keep the bladder empty, and to provide for the mrect

esc pe of nrine from the wound till the cut in the bladder ifl
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lu'aled nud the cicatrix strong enough to resist the presence of
urine in the partially distended bladder. If these principles can
be readily carried out, and they are possible, I should expect to
find suprapubic supplanting lateral lithotomy.

REPORTS OF^ SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
Tuesday, Mat 22nd. 1888.

Sir E. 11. SlEVEKlNG, M.D., President, in the Chair.

On the Value of the Tubercle Bacillus in Clinical Diagnosis.—Dr.
Pekcy KiDD and Mr. H. H. Taylor presented a communica-
tion, the object of which was to emphasise and illustrate the
value of the sputum te«t when systematically applied to all cases
of disease of the respiratory organs of doubtful nature. The
paper dealt only with cases in which other recognised methods of
clinical investigation failed to indicate a definite diagnosis. In
the great majority of the cases described, numbering over ninety,
positive results were obtained, only a few negative cases having
been included where the value of the evidence was tested by post-
mortem examination. The detection of the tubercle bacilli in
such cases was often extremely diilicult, and repeated examina-
tion might be necessary where the number of the bacilli was very
small. The time required for such investigations was, however,
well repaid when, as often happened, a positive diagnosis could
be arrived at without delay, and without waiting for the progress
of the case to decide the point. Success depended largely on the
following points : judicious selection of the sample of sputum

;

method of preparation and staining; careful examination with
suitable appliances. The cases described fell into live main
groups : 1. No physical signs of disease of the respiratory organs.
2. Laryngeal disease of uncertain nature, without definite pulmo-
nary signs. 3. Signs of bronchitis, with or without emphysema.
4. Si^s of pleurisy. .3. Signs of doubtful import—(a) anomalous
physical signs, (b) slight signs at the apex, (c) signs confined to or
most marked at the base. The tubercle bacillus had been found
to be of little use for purjjoses of prognosis.—Dr. C. T. Williams
congratulated the authors on what he considered an important
and practical paper. He was quite ready himself to confirm
nearly every point. Some of the di\'isions of the cases brought
forward by the authors were almost verbatim reproductions of
part of a book on Pulmonary Consumption he had recently pul>-
lished. Great care had been spent by the authors on the subject
at Brompton Hospital, and he was pleased to hear their results ;

but he thought it would be a pity if attention to the bacterio-
logical part of the subject interfered in the least with the careful
examination of all previously available physical signs. He had
had visits from some Germans who had had"bacilli found in their
sputa by a pharmaceutical chemist, and whom the chemist had
proposed to treat ; that was a result not to be approved. In
diagnosis of laryngeal disease he thought examination of sputa
for bacilli of great value, and perhaps of even greater value in
cases of bronchitis and emphysema where the tubercle was
masked by the other diseases. In two small groups of cases
beyond those the author had mentioned he thought the exami-
nation very useful, namely, in cases of pyrexia and wasting
without any physical signs of disease of the lung. In some of
these he had found the bacillus before the physical signs; and
again in some senile cases where bronchial catarrh masked tuber-
cular disease. In cases of physical signs at the bases only it often
happened that the original attack had been at the apex, where it

had become quiescent and recrudesced at the base. He did not
agree with the conclusions of Dr. ICidd and Mr. Taylor that the
bacillus was of little use in prognosis. That the results were dis-
appointing he would allow ; but the bacillus was sometimes im-
portant in cases of arrested phthisis in whom the process might
come on again; it might be of special importance in giving or
refusing medical consent to marriage.—Dr. G. Heiion agreed to
the importance of the pre,sence of the bacillus in settling a tuber-
cular din^osis in sotne cases of laryngeal disease, and some of
bronchitis and emphysema. In work at the Victoria Park
Hospital for some six years, he had paid some attention to
the inferences in prognosis to be drawn from frequent ex-
amination, and he thought they were of great importance.
If he found a case in which the number of the bacilli
remained small during ae^-eral weeks of examination, he
thoaght the prognosis much hett£r than of one in which tJie

number remained steadily large, and this though he might
never have seen the patient.—Dr. Douglas Powell valued
Dr. Kidd's and Mr. Taylor's paper very highly, as it was time now
to come to some conclusions on these matters. He agreed with
them that the bacillus was valuable in diagnosis, and not of much
use in prognosis. For prognosis in a distont patient, such as Dr.
Heron had suggested, he would as soon take a report of his

'

weight, or of his physical signs, or even a photograph. In laryngeal
cases he agreed it was valuable for diagnosis, and might show
phthisis when an aneurysm masked the physical signs. In cases
which had been continuously and carefully watched he had some-'
times known physical signs come before bacilli.— Dr. J. K. FowlbeI
wished to bear testimony to the examination for bacilli in cases!

of spare men with some bronchitis and emphysema. They were not I

infrequently cases of arrested phthisis. Recently, in a life-!

insurance case of considerable importance of this class, he had ,

been very much indebted to the examination of the sputa by Mr-;
Taylor, as showing a concomitant and probably antecedent tuber-^

culosis.—Dr. Percy Kidd, referring to some remarks of Dr. Wil-i
liams as to the similarity of some parts of their divisions of thel

subject and passages of his book, remarked that their list wasj
drawn up some time before his book was published, and he could!

only be glad that they had arrived independently at such similari

results. The cases of senile phthisis he had mentioned wouldi
probably have come under their heading of bronchitis and emphj'-i
sema. Dr. Williams had asked after the post-mortem state of the
apices of the lungs in a case he had described as basic, and he
could say from personal examination that it was one of those rare;

cases in which the apices were completely non-tuberculous. Thei
point they had wished to make with regard to prognosis bad!

perhaps been a little misunderstood. They had so often found!
cases in which the disease was in vers* rapid progress, with a con-
stantly very scanty supply of bacilli, and a chronic stationarj'

case in which the bacilli were very abundant, that they considered
the abundance of the bacilli to add little to their other means of

|

prognosis. If there were no other means of prognosis, the rule of >

many bacilli indicating acute and active disease, though it had fti

great many exceptions, might be of some considerable service; but

what they had meant was that, in the present state of knowledge,!
very nearly as good a prognosis could be made without an exH
amination of the bacilli as with it.

j

The Removal of Bony Growths from the Krternal Auditorul
Canal.—Sir W. B. Dalby read this paper, which dealt only with;

those tumours of ivory hardness whose point of origin is thel

osseous portion of the external auditory canal. The method ot\

removing them, which the author introduced in 1874, consisted in]

grinding and cutting them away Tvith an ordinary dentist's drill.l

He now employed an electric drilling machine which admitted ofj

5,000 turns per minute, but the rate of the revolution could be con-|

trolled. The extraordinary facility with which bone could thus

be cut was shown. The method of operating was described in detail;

the drills, burrs, and small trephines were shown.-—Sir William
Dalby, rising at the request of the President, explained some of

the specimens and instruments. In some of these cases of ex-

ceedingly hard, bony tumours, in the external auditory meatus, it

was found sufficient to bore a hole through their base, for thati

damaged their nutrition, and led to their death and removal by'

easier means ; but the boring of this first hole was no easy matter;

in a narrow canal where reflected electric light and absolute still-i

ness for the operation were requisite, and burrs made of the best

steel in the world were sometimes destroyed to the number of;

twenty or thirty before any serious impression was made, when'

they were revolving at a rate of 3,000 times a minute. However.l

thanks to the admirable ingenuity of llr. Augustus Winterbottom.'

they now had the most perfect instruments, and could cut these

bony growths as they liked, a very great contrast to much rough-;

and-tumble sawing and gouging he had seen in surgery. H^j

could not help thinking that when the surgical world realisedi

fully what could be done with the rapid and delicate cutting of

bone, they would make more u.se of it.

SOUTH EASTERN BRANCH: EAST SURREY DISTRICT.
Thitrsday, May 10th, 1888.

T. A. Richardson, M.R.C.S., of Croydon, in the Chair.

Febrile States and Antipyretics.—Dr. Goodkart read a paper

on certain innominate febrile states and the use of antipyretics.;

He showed that there was too great a tendency to assign all febrilej

states to a definite class and to treat them accordingly. Some
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'aaeswere improved by allowing a less restricted diet than was

l-eauired in enteric fever, for example. He described several cases

I ,f continued fever (illustrated by charts of temperature, etc.)

Ivhichwere not capable of diagnosis; cases where the diagnosi.s'

I.vas not clear as to tubercle or typhoid; cases of "faecal lever

Ivith coated tongue and offensive breath; cases of severe ansemia

lyith pyrexia, which in his experience often terminated fatally

;

Ijurpura, with pyrexia and varicella gangraenosa. There appeared

io be two classes of cases: 1, where the pj-rexia was hurtful; 2,

Where it was not so distinctly injurious. Many indications pointed

' there being a nerve centre for controlling heat-production, and

Ijrobably in the latter class of cases the fever might be due to some

iiiBordered action of this centre, and antipyretics might be useful.

That they reduced the fever was certain. On the whole, Ur. Good-

lart preferred antifebrin as having least tfisa,dvantages, but

bought that in the first class of cases, where there was a distinct

norbilic agent, antipyretics were of little use and might be in-

arious unless used with great discretion. In the less serious

ijases, where they appeared to act beneficially, the improvement

Vas frequently not the result of the medicine.—A discussion fol-

lowed, in which Drs. Du.ncan, PahsonS Smith, Coles, Mr. Kich-

liEDSON, and Mr. Wbay took part. ,

Electrolysis in ' Urethral Stricture—'Kv. Brcce Clarke de-,

icribedthe treatment of stricture of the urethra by electrolysis,

ihowing a battery with galvanometer and the necessary bougies,

lolid and hollow. A pad placed over the sacrum was attached to

;he positive pole of the battery, the urethral bougie being attached

'

;b tne negative pole. About 5 milliamperes was the average

! !urrent. Having examined the urethra thoroughly with a urethro-

neter, pass a bougie slightly larger than the stricture, note the

'.irne, and allow the current to pass, press very gently against the

itricture, and in 5 to 10 or 30 minutes the bougie would probably

jass through. After ten days a larger bougie might be used.

there was some smarting, and perhaps slight discharge for a day
„ two.—Mr. GoLDiNG-BiRD thought that the class of cases likely

.) be permanently cured by electrolysis would also be curable by

iimple dilatation.—Mr. Bruce Clarice pointed out the safety of

:he method by electrolysis; he had had no ill effects from it.

Local Treatment of Eczema.—V)t. Philpot read a paper on the
'

ocal treatment of eczema. After insisting on the necessity of

!'etting at the cause of the disease in each case, and treating it, he

maintained that locally tlie guide for treatment was similar to

What obtained in other inflammations, acute or chronic, namely,

jin acute cases rest, cleanliness, antisepsis, removal of all sources

i)f irritation and disturbance ; in chronic cases exercise and stimu-

llation. Acting on these principles he described the various sooth-

'mg applications for acute cases, showing specimens of Dr. Unna's

'preparations for eczema, which combined the principle of giving

'rest by support and applying antiseptic remedies. For chronic

'jases with thickened epidermis, salicylic acid was a valuable

ipplication.

THE CLINICAL SOCIETY OF MANCHESTER.
Tuesday, March 20th, 1888.

S. Woodcock, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Laryngeal Growths.—l>T, Simpson showed two patients with

laryngeal growths. One, a young woman in good health, liad a

papillomatous growth rising from the anterior third of the left

vocal cord, and another attached below the cord. He had removed

them with forceps several times almost, if not quite, completely ;

but the tendency to return was very troublesome, notwithstand-

ing the subsequent application of strong astringents and chromic

acid. The growth after removal was now, however, much less

rapid than it was before. The other case was that of a young

man in good general health, a carter, and therefore a good deal

'exposed to the weather. He attributed his throat affection to

repeated colds. Springing from the false cords were two fleshy-

looking lobes or thickish flaps projecting inwards, meeting and

overlapping each other in the middle line. A smaller similar

(growth projected forwards from the mucous membrane of the

(right arytenoid, at its inner edge. During inspiration these flaps

(Were drawn downwards over the glottis, seriously obstructing

[inspiration. In forced expiration they were driven upwards, and

might be seen to vibrate rapidly. The voice was rather rough but

jBtrong. The true cords were concealed by the growths. No ope-

rative procedure had taken place, but their removal would be

'attempted with the cutting forceps or laryngeal guillotine, pro-:

bably the latter. .--ioodozoJ ji h/i tmt-.-y.ni-'. I'lia
j

Spasmus Nutans—Dr. Owen showed an example of this affec-

tion in a child aged nine months. When seven months old her

head was noticed to move in an unusual manner. There were

slight lateral movements, the face being turned from side to side,

with occasional nutation. There was slight nystagmus. The

child had cut two teeth during the past six weeks, and the gums

over the upper central incisors were swollen.

Paramyoclonw Multiplex.—Mr. Owen showed a case of sym-

metrical spasm of certain muscles of the trunk and face. The

patient, a girl aged 1.3, first came under notice in 1883, w'lth the

foUowincr history and s>Tnptoms. There was no history of rheu-

matism. She was said to have had scarlatina ten years before,

since which she had always had twitching movements, principally

of the shoulders, but also of the face. During the past two years

she had had spasmodic movements affecting the upper part of the

abdominal muscles. The diaphragm was distinctly involved ;
also

the recti abdominis, stemo-thyroid, and erector spina; muscles.

The twitching of the shoulders and of the face was said by the

mother to alternate with spasm of the trunk muscles. There was

partial control over the spasm of the abdominal muscles. Ihe

spasm of the muscles was in appearance exactly such as occurred

from electric shock. There was no cardiac murmur, but the dia-

phragmatic spasm caused a respiratory puff, which, when heard

at the cardiac apex, exactly simulated a mitral murmur. She had

been treated with large doses of arsenic, and with electricity.

The afiection had now (1888) existed fifteen years. The girl still

showed the spasmodic affection of the abdominal muscles, but m
a much less marked degree.

Formation of Medio-Tarsal Joint.—^r. Stanmore Bishop ex-

plained, with the aid of diagrams and preparations, a view of the

formation of the medio-tarsal joint. He showed by extracts from

various authors that the prevailing view of this joint amongst

orthopsedists was that of a transverse articulation passing straight

across the foot at the level of the astragalo-scaphoid junction, and

including the calcaneo- cuboid joint. The view he upheld was

the more strictly anatomical one of a ball and socket, the ball

being the head of the astragalus, the socket being formed by the

scaphoid, os calcis, and the ligaments connecting them, the

calcaneo-cuboid joint being entirely excluded. He suggested the

following arguments as bearing out this idea : (a) The xontorma-

tion of the bones themselves, (b) The mode in which the various

bones were united by ligaments, (c) The method of insertion of

muscles into the various bones of the foot, and the especial

absence of any muscular attachment to the astragalus, (d) Ihe

movements of the various segments of the foot upon one another,

(e) The position of the various bones in certain deformities. H
this should prove to be correct, a distinct modification of the shoes

at present in use would become necessary.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

On the Practical Value of Wolffberg's Apparatus fob

the quantitatite estimation of the colour-sesse. by

B. Herzog. Inaug. Diss. Konigsberg. 1887.

After reading this pamphlet, it is impossible not to agree with

the conclusion of the writer, that Wolffberg's test as a means of

differential diagnosis is practically useless. Wolffberg believes

that when vision is impaired solely in consequence of an error m
refraction the colour-sense fails in a definite proportion, so that

for each degree of visual acuity there is a corresponding colour

defect ; when the vision is impaired from other causes, such as

opacity of the media or affections of the optic nerve, the colour-

sense is impaired more than the visual acuity. The colour-sense

was estimated by the distance at which certain coloured

discs were visible, and the visual acuity in the ordinary

way. Tables were given showing the distances at which

the discs should be visible for each degree of vision in

both conditions. If these data were correct, it is evident that

the test would enable one to say at once whether the defect in

vision was due solely to on error of refraction or not. These

results of U'olffberg have attracted some attention, since Eoelim

ha'; published extensive statistics compiled from examinations

made in Dr. Wolffberg's clinic, which appear not only to corro-

borate his conclusion.'!, but to give even more definite results.

Herzos points out that the mode of examination is one which

is open to many sources of error. In the first place, he asks, ere

M
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we to require t.lie discs to be merely feen as objects, or is tlieir

colour to lie recognised? Then it is obvious thiit if, as Wolffberg
recommends, the discs iire gradually « ithdrawn till they become
invisible, memorj' and imagination render it extremely difficult

to fix the exact moment of disappearance; and this diffi-

culty is by no means entirely removed when the test is

reversed. lie, moreover, found that many normal emme-
tropic eyes could not recognise the discs at the prescribed dis-
tances, and that some eyes which were not normal, and had sub-
normal vision, could recognise them at the distance proper to a
normal eye. Although in most casts of astigmatism the form-
sense was impaired to a greater extent than the colour-sense, this
was not auEBciently constant to rpnder it available for differential
lUagnosis.

Dr. Herzog's pamphlet is wTitten with every appearance of
strict impartiality, his facts are clearly stated, and have evi-
dently been collected with great care, and it is impossible not to
feel that he has good ground for the conclusion that " Wolffberg's
test method does not render superfluous a single test previously
in use."

The Passage of Aik and F.?:ces fbom the Urethba. By
HAiiniso.v Cripps, F.R.C.S., Assistant Surgeon to St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital, etc. London : J. and A. Churchill.

The author has had under his own observation three patients
suffering from that moat miserable complication which forms the
title of this monograph. In two of these cases the primary dis-

ease was cancer, in the third the cause of the passage of air and
fseces was obscure, and some slow growing tumour might have
existed in the neighbourhood of the parts concerned. A tumour
was detected in the right breast.

Mr. Cripps has avoided an error common amongst men who
rely too much on large personal experience. Relatively speaking,
three cases of the rare condition in question represent a. large ex-
perience. He admits that his cases naturally lead him to believe
that communications between the intestine ond the bladder are
generally the result of malignant disease. But he demonstrates
that the result of further research, extended to the records of
other surgeons, shows that entero-vesical fistula are more com-
monly established by inflammatory processes.

Mr. Cripps has collected 63 cases, and when the series ate sub-
divided according to the ascertained causes of the abnormal com-
munication between the bladder and intestine, the following sta-

tistical information is obtained. Cases where the cause was
inflammatory, 45 ; cancerous, 9 ; traumatic, 2. There remain 7
cases where the cause was unascertained. The author's sub-
division of the " inflammatory " group is of high interest to the
surgeon. Excluding 16 from the entire 45, abscess accounts abso-
lutely for 15, stricture for 8, ulcer (intestinal rather than vesical)

4, stone 2. The 6.3 cases are also grouped thus, according to the
seat of the fistula on its intestinal aspect, deducting 6 " unascer-
tained." The fistula was found in the rectum in 2.1; colon, 15;
small intestine, 12 ; colon and small intestine, 5. The passage of

air and fasces into the bladder is dangerous as well as distressing
alike in the inflammatory, the cancerous, and the other cases. Putrid
urine sometimes finds its way into the bowel (though this acci-
dent is not the rule), and other obnously unfavourable conditions
break down the patient's health. Hence 22 out of .SO "inflamma-
tory " ca.se3 in which a clear life-history was given, and where no
surgical interference was deemed advisable or found practicable,
ended fatally.

Mr. Cripps is not in favour of exploratory abdominal section,
for, after examining museum specimens, he has come to the conclu-
sion that adherent intestine could not be safely detached from the
bladder. He strongly advocates colotomy, and maintains that the
descending colon should be chosen, after a very close examina-
tion of the parts combined with careful consideration of the
symptoms, for should the communication involve the ctECum or
small intestine, the operation would be worse than useless.

The author's analysis of the entire series is most instructive, and
the collected cases, as originally reported, form a valuable appen-
dix. Mr. Cripps appears to have established two facts. First,

entero-vesical fistula is generally of inflammatory origin.
Secondly, the primary- disease is more frequently situated in the
bowel than in the bladder.

The Clothworkcrs' Company have sent a donation of £25 to
aid in maintaining and extending the work of the Parkes Museum
in practically teaching the laws of health.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

The Practice of Medicine and Siirqeiy applied to the DiV-
and Accidents incident to Women. By \T. It. Byford, A.,\I.,

'

Professor of GjTireeologj- in Rush Medical College, etc., and Hi
T. Byford, M.D., Surgeon to the Woman's Hospital of Chii

etc. Fourth Edition. Revised, rewritten, and very much enln'
With .306 illustrations. (London : J. and A. Churchill. IK-^-

Dr. Bj-ford's new edition contains some good chapters on tlii

anatomy and physiology of the female organs, examination of thi

pelvis, tubal disease, and other subjects to which great attentio'

has lately been directed by practical and scientific authoritie|
The authors (for Dr. Byford informs the readers that '>

Henry Bj'ford must practically be considered an auth' '

this edition) treat the suljject of tubal inflammatorj- di> :

in a very tempexate and satisfactorj' manner, and strongl
condemn indiscriminate operating. Some rare but importar'
tubal diseases, recently described by operators and patholoL'

'

pass entirely unnoticed. Especially commendable ale

passages on Apostoli's electrolysis. In noting the alleged eh/

lytic action of the current, the authors observe : " Just how
can occur to any considerable depth in living tissue wii

destroying its life along the course of the current, any more
the stomach can digest itself, would however seem incon
hensible." They warn the readers that " the dangers of this t

ment are great, unless the operator is thoroughly comp'
and extremely careful. However," they continue, " a minn;
study of the technique as taught by Apostoli, renders his methoi
a perfectly safe one to employ. But the puncture of the tumouj
from the abdomen must always be attended by some danger, an'

also requires the use of an anaesthetic." Thus do the Drs. Byfor;

impartially treat one of the most important undecided questiOD •

of contemporaneous gynrecology.
'

I

North London or University College Sotpital. Jieport of tl.

Surgical Registrar for 1SS6. (London : printed by J. Truscol

and Son. 1887.)—Though dated December, 1887, the report of th

Surgical Registrar for 1886 does not reach one's hands until thi

second quarter of 1888. The delay is doubtless inevitable, as thi

voluminous jnass of observations and statistics contained in th'

volume has to be compiled by an officer otherwise very muc
occupied by the daily routine of the wards. We have in previoii

years described the excellent arrangements of these reports, an,

Mr. BUton Pollard and his assistants have fully maintaiufid th.

high standard of excellence reached by previous issues.

Mechanics and Iby}eri7nental Science, as reyuired/or the Mi.

triculation Rcamination of the University of London- By Edwab.
AvELiNO, D.Sc. (Chapman and Hall.)—Mechanics and exper.

mental science now replace the natural philosophy and chemistr
heretofore required as the ' science" subject of the ma,tricul8tio

examination of the London University. This is a careful!

arranged textbook by an experienced hand, planned to meet th

requirements of the new examinations. Indented side-headinj:

give the key to each paragraph, and enable the student reading t

classify and test his knowledge as he goes on ; or, when revertin

to his earlier reading, examples and problems are furnished fc

solution, and a good set of examination papers (taken from thop

actually set) is supplied at the end of the book. It is a thc^

roughly practical te.xtbook for students " working up" for ex8|

minatibn.1

Galloway's Fundamental Principles of Chemistrg. (Ldn^on'

Longmans.)— This book aims—and verj- successfully, as tT;

think—at teaching the fundamental principles of chemistry b|

a new method. The language of the science and the method ('

expressing chemical changes are taught by a series of progressiv

exercises, so that one early learns to attach due meaning to th|

materials and processes vrith which chemistn,' deals. The princi

pies both of chemical physics and pure diemistry are taught b

examination questions and exercises, which are well selected, an

are chosen largely from the papers of the London University an

other examinations. The book is very complete, very interestiufj

and verj' practical. It appears to us to be based on a very soUDi

view of the way in which students are most likely to acquir

knowledge clearly and soundly, and it will, we think, be populo

and successful as a textbook.
i
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GENERAL' t'6UNCIL
or

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND EEGISTKATION.

SESSION 18S8.

Tuesday, May SZnd.

John Maeshall, r.E.C.S., P.R.S., President, in the Chair.

New 2Me7iibers.—rhe following gentlemen were announced to

have been appointed members of the General Medical Coimcil:

Dr George Yeoman Heath, as representative of the Universitj- of

Durham for five years from December 13th, 1887; and Dr. Hector

Clare Cameron, as representative of the Faculty of Phj^icians.'and

Surgeons of Glasgow for five years from April_2nd, 1888.

Ae.<{denfs Addrejs.-the Pbesidbnt pointed out that the

vacancy left by the expiration of Dr. Matthews Duncans tenure

of office as a Crown nominee had not been filled. He announced

that two trustees had been appointed, of which he (the President)

was one. He mentioned that the Executive Committee had sanc-

tioned the registration of 202 additional foreign medical qualih-

cations, and that two notifications had been received from the

Priv^' Council relating to a separate Colonial Register for iMew

Zealand and Ceylon. In reference to the " recent adoption ot ven,-

harsh proceedings " in Switzerland against certain medical practi-

tioners duly qualified to practise in this country, but residing m
the Swiss Republic in order to attend to the wants of their own

iountri'men, the President assured the Council that the interests

of the profession were thoroughly comprehended and would be

carefully guarded by the Privy Council under the existing law.

He observed that the formation of either a colomal or a foreign

Register-was not yet within measurable distance. Four cases ot

mitemployment of unqualified assistants and four of " covering

had been submitted to him by the Registrar, in only one of which

did the evidence appear to Justify an inquiry. He pointed out that

a misapprehension existed as to the rvte of the Council, which wa.s

purely iudicial, all evidence in support having to be brought to it

from without. He then alluded briefly to the programme of busi-

ness before the Council, involving the reception of reports trom

various committees. These reports, however, were at present con-

fidential, pending communication with the several inspectors as

to certain modifications, previously to their being transmitted to

the respective bodies concerned. He suggested, therefore, that the

reports in question should be referred to a small subcommittee tor

that purpose. It appeared that in no report yet received was
" the standard of proficiency required from candidates called m
question. In conclusion the Resident announced that then and

on future occasions, committees, with the exception of the Busi-

ness Committee, would be re-elected at the close instead of at the

beginning of the session. He looked forward to a brief but in-

teresting and fruitful session.
, > . o- t„w„

On the motion of Mr. AVheelhocse, seconded by bir John

Simon, a vote of thanks to the President for his address was

agreed to, and the address was ordered to be entered on the

minutes. , ^ .^ ,
Dr. Gloveb, while expressing his regret that the reports were

not to be laid before them at present, admitted that it would

scarcely have been possible. Alluding to the President s state-

ment that the reports were not to be presented to them in their

original shape, he deprecated any modifications in view ot the

reports of previous visitations, on the ground that they would be

more interesting as they stood. .,, ,,
Dr. QuAiN having pointed out that the President s address was

not open to discussion, the matter was allowed to drop.
,, , ,

.

,

Portrait of Mr. .oieph Uenry Green.-Thc PRESIDENT/rettfl^ti

letter from Sir Henrs- Acland, in which he begged the Cotincil to

accept the donation of the portrait of the second President of the

Council, ilr. Joseph Henry Green, as a companion to the portrait

of Sir Beniamiu Brodie. the first President.

J Dr. QuAiN proposed that the letter be entered on the minutes.

I Sir John Simon, in a few graceful and eloquent words, e.\-

1 pressed the pleasure ho felt at the sight of the portrait of his

illustrious master in former years. Ho claimed for Mr. Green the

initiative of the great principles of medical reform, especially as

concerned the question of preliminary education.

Business Committee.— yir. Wueelhouse (Chairman), and Drs.

Stbuthem and Aquilj-a Smith were appointed members of the

Business Committee. _ „ „ „.» ,»,„. .vo
Recevtion of Tables of Results.-Dr. Stbuthehs moved that the

foUow&)l6s be received and entered in the minutes; Professor

HUMPHRV seconding: 1. showing results of professional medical

examinations during 1887; 2, ehownng results of preliminary ex-

ami^atk.ns during W; 3, showing exceptional cases m regard

?Xng hof courses of study during. 1887; 4, showing, results of

professional dental examinations during 1887; o. showing results

of competition for commissions in the department of the royal

navy; 6, showing results of examinations by the College of Pre-

°^Dr° Aquhxa Smith called attention to certain discrepancies on

the part of the tables referring to the M.D., and in pew of the

fact that information as to the preliminarj- examination was re-

fused by several bodies, he moved that the report be referred to

the Educational Committee.
., , ^ *,,„ ;„ f»,o

Sir Dyce Duckworth called attention to the fact that in the

examinations for the M.D. of the University of St. Andrews, there

appeared to have been no rejections.
f t^^i^o

Mr Pettigrew explained that in reality three out of twelve

candidates among the older men had been reiected, and there had

been two rejections among the younger candidat^es.

The Registeak observed that the tables had been drawn up in

accordance with the latest information received from the respective

bodies, but that in consequence of the large number of applications

necessary to obtain such information, the printing had been done

under circumstances of great difBculty.

Mr Macnajiaba askid the President whether the Council was

entitled to demand certain information from the various.educa-

cational bodies, and whether such replies as " impracticable,

"cannot be given," etc., were considered satisfactory. He urged

that unless the Council were in a position to require such intorma-

tion to be given, it was infra dig. to ask for it. He suggested that

a remonstrance should be addressed to the bodies who had failed

to comply with the request of the Council for information.

In reply to'J)r. Heron Watson, the Regisibab explained that

no returns had been received from the Army Medical Depart-

™Dr' Gloves asked for information as to the examinations of

the University of Durham for practitioners of over hfteen years

standing. He said that there were no examinations of greater

interest to the profession generally.
^;„„t„^ „f

Sir Walter Foster objected to the entry upon the minutes. ot

reports which had been shown to be full of inaccuracies.

The Registbas explained that by so doing the necessary cor-

rections were obtained from the various bodies, and were thea

inserted in the revised minutes.
»i,„f „,^

The Presidbn-t, in reply to Mr. ilACNAMARA. said that the

Council had no power to require the information in question to

'^It was' then resolved that the foregoing tables, subject to, Ppr-

rections, be received and entered on the minutes.
.

''

Report of the Fharmacopa-ia Committee.—Bt. Qfain, in moving

the adoption of the report of the Phormacopwia Committee, con-

gratulated the Council on the fact that there was a proht ot

£1 209 Ss. 2d. on the PJiannacopa-ia. A report received trom rto-

fessor Attfield on the Phannacopa^ia for 1887 had been pnnted,

and a copy would be handed to member.^. Dr. Quain then al uded

to the reply of the Lord President of the Privy Council to a lettw

from the solicitor to the Medical Council on the subject of the

Phannacopaia being the standard authority for the composition

and preparation of the medicines therem described, which had

been considered by the Committee, and in consequence of which

the Committee re'commended that the solicitor be requeste<l to

prepare a statement showing the Orders in Council or clauses m
Acts of Parliament which relate to the subject. He mentioned

that it had hecn decided by a magistrate that tliere was no au-

thority to make anv work a standar.1 of the strength of drug*,

and that, in consequence, if was possible to sell laudanum con-

taining only half the quantity of opium and paregoric, which did

not contain any opium at all. He Jiointed out that, if this were

permitted, fatal accidents might easily arise, as, for instance, with

paregoric without opium, a teaspoonful of which might be given

to a child without danger, whereas the same quantity of the

preparation from another ehemist would contain a dangerous dose

of opium for a child.
. , , ^ j »>,„

The report was ordered to lie received and entered m the

minutes.
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Various reports were then ordered to be received and entered in

the minutes. ,

. ,

,

-In " Appointed Day " for Ceylon,—K communication from the
Lord PresKient of the I'rivj' Council, naming January 1st, 1888, as
the " appointed day " under the Medical Act of 1886 for the
colony of Ceylon was received and entered on the minutes.
Employment of Unqualified Afsi^tants.—The Registrar read

a report by the Executive Committee bearing on the circum-
stances under which a registered medical practitioner would
render himself liable to the censure of the Council in reference
to the employment of unqualified assistants. In the opinion of
the Committee:

'• A registered medical practitioner would render luiaself liable

to the censure of the Medical Council in case of the employment
of an unqualified assistant in the practice of medicine, surgerj',

or midwifery on behalf and for the benefit of such registered prac-
titioner, either in complete substitution for his own services, or
under circumstances in which due personal sujjervision and
control are not, or cannot be, exercised by the said registered
practitioner." '

' • i
^

i i.
.

The Executive Committee furthermore took the opportunity
of stating, in reference to the procedure known as " covering,"
that in its view a registered practitioner covers an unregistered
person when he does, or assists in doing, or is party to, any act
which enables suph unqualified person to practise as if he were
duly qualified.

lii submitting to the General Council this report (an the reference,
the Executive Committee would, however, call attention to the
following resolution passed by the Council on April 2l3t, 1883
(Vol. X.<p.9n:-

" That the Council ask for legislation to the effect that any
registered practitioner practising for gain, who knowingly and
wilfully deputes a person not registered or qualified to be regis-
tered under the Medical Act to professionally treat on his behalf,
in any matter requiring professional discretion or skill, any sick
or injured person, Shall be subject to the same legal liabilities as
a personwho falsely represents himself to be a legally qualified medi-
cal practitioner : but with special proviso that such enactment shall
not hinder any duly regulated training of pupils in medical schools
or otherwise by legally qualified practitioners, nor the use of
trained pupils in partially treating the sick or injured under the
direction, supervision, and responsibility of such practitioners.
nor any legitimate employment of nurses, midwives, or dispensers."
On the motion of Sir William Turner the report was ordered

to be received and entered on the minutes.
Registration of B.A.O. Degree.—Communications in regard to

the registration of the B.A.O. degree were received and entered on
the minutes, to the effect that, in virtue of a resolution passed
on April 28th, 1888, by the Irish Branch Council, the Registrar
was directed to remove from the Regixter any degrees of B.A.O.,
which he may have registered.

Appointment of Additional Examiners to the Apothecaries'
Society.— ^iT. BRroENELL CARTER, in asking the Council to
sanction the appointment of five examiners instead of three, said
thatthe experience of the last twelve months had shown that the
surgical department of the examining board was somewhat un-
dermanned. He claimed that the conduct of the examinations,
as shown by the tables before them, was fully on a level with
that of the other examining boards of the country. He then
compared these results with those of the Conjoint Examining
Board, and showed that at the final examination in surgerj' of the
Conjoint Board, 84 were rejected and 123 passed (1 rejection to
1.46 passes), as against 79 rejections and 119 passes (1 to 1.5) at
the Apothecaries' Society. Grouping together medicine and mid-
wifery, the results were 1 rejection to 3 passes under the Con-
joint Examining Board, and 1 rejection to 2.3 passes under their
own Board, so that, if anything, the figures were in favour of
their own examinations.
The motion was seconded by Sir John Simon, and agreed to.
Sir William TrnNER expressed a hope that the Examination

Board of the .Apothecaries' Society would improve their means of
examining candidates in anatomy, their present means being
altogether inadequate.
Mr. Bruden-ell Carter then asked that Messrs. Makins, Wal-

snam, Andrew Clark, Arbuthnot Lane, and W, Adams Frost be
appointed surgical examiners in virtue of the foregoing resolu-
tion. Ue alluded to the proposal to appoint Mr. Frost as an
evidence of the desire of the Society to obviate the reproach that
there was no one on the Board to examine in ophthalmic Burgery.

A discussion ensued as to the propriety of receiving the request
in this form instead of^by^a formal letter from the Society nf

Apothecaries; but on the President pointing out that it would '

difiicult to refuse, seeing that the request had been admitted li

the E.xeciitive Committee, the jnotion .was ultimately, agreed to.

The Council then adjourned nt 4 r.M., there being no other
business ready to be proceeded with. ,\ -.

.
, ,

Wednesday, May ^3rd.

John MabshALL, P.E.C.S., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Report of the Education Committee.—The Council haVin
resolved itself into Committee, Dr. Strcthebs moved tli

adoption of the Report of the Education Committee. He reviewed
the report in question, and pointed out certain differences in t\u-

curriculum insisted on by the various licensing bodies, insistint;

in particular on three points of contrast. First in regard to the
four years' study which all required, The English and Scotcli

schools only required attendance for tliree
,
winters and t^

summers, whereas the Irish schools required four complete year-
The next point was a very important one, bearing, as it did, on a

considerable period of time being required to elapse between th''

examination in anatomy and physiology and the final examina-
tion. In that respect the Scotch schools were very much behind
the English and Irish schools. This regulation provided that the
last two years should be devoted to practical study. Thu'dly, a.^

regarded the attendance of students on cases outside hospital

work, in which respect the Scotch schools seemed to ,be in ad-

vance of the others. He added that he thought examiners re-

quired too much from candidates, and expressed the opinion that

the examiner should be a younger man, since older men were apt

to expect a knowledge which could only come with experience.
Mr. Wheblhouse, refen-ing to the first recommendation em-

bodied in the report, " That all candidates for the final examina-
tion be required to produce evidence that they have attended for

six months the practice of a public dispensarj', or the outdoor
practice of a hospital, or have acted for six months as assistant I

,

to a registered practitioner," obser\'ed that it was generally I

agreed that the present system of medical education was defi-

cient in minor but very important respects. He alluded to the

advantages of the old system of pupilage, but admitted that tliu

Council were very unlikely to sanction any return to that system,
although they were very anxious that the benefits thereof should

be acquired by the student. He said there was a vast amount of

clinical material of which no educational advantage was taken,

in the dispensaries, etc. If this could be utilised, then the stu-

dent would obtain t'ne benefits without the inconveniences. lie

said that if the examining bodies could be induced to make pro-

vision for these matters to be learned, and above all examine'l

in, the problem would to a great extent have been solved. lie

then moved the adoption of the first recpmmfendation, the motion
being seconded by Dr. Chambers.

Mr. Mitchell Banks denied that the advantages of pupilapi

could in any way be held to compensate for the loss of tim

which it would involve. Pupilage would have to be done eitli>

before, during, or after the usual curriculum. If before, 1

doubted whether much useful information would be gained ; ht

did not see how it could be done during the curriculum, except

in the holidays ; if at the end, then it would mean an extension

of the curriculum. He could not see how it was to be superin-

tended, and it would consequently be done in a perfunctory man-
ner. He alluded, in terms of commendation, to the system which i

obtained in Scotland, whore in the dispensaries students visitea
|

the sick in their homes and learned how to prescribe. He re-

gretted that nothing of the kind existed in England.
Sir John Simon asked that it should be emphasised that some-

thing additional was intended to what already existed.

Mr. Brcdenell Carter suggested that the recommendatipip
should be limited to England and Ireland. ,.

Mr. Mitchell Banks thought that the paragraph did not
render clear what the Committee required as to students atten^;

ing home practice.

Sir John Simon asked that the words " under proper super-

vision," should be added, and also the word " authorised" before
" public dispensary," " hospital," and " registered practitioner."

l)r. Banks saw great difficulties in carrying out in Dublin any
system of visiting in connection with the dispensaries. He said

that, 80 far as the assistantship was concerned, there was uo such

person as an assistant in Ireland.
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• Dr. Glovbb said that, if the system of government by commit-

tees was to continue, the least that could be done was to supply

early copies of the reports, which in the present instance had been

received too late to admit of serious consideration. He proposed,

as an amendment, that the word " pupil " should be substituted

fqr that of " assistant." Pupilage was already recognised by the

Royal Colleges, and could therefore not be open to serious criti-

cism. Ue observed that the medical officers of dispensaries were

general practitioners, and therefore, if they could be trusted to

teach, so might any general practitioner. He denied that the

diseases which it was desired that the student should iearn to

recognise were in any sense minor diseases, as, for instance,

measles, whooping-cough, etc.

Mr. Macnamaba said that the scheme sketched out by llr.

Banks would never be tolerated in Ireland. Before attempting to

legislate for Ireland, Englishmen and Scotchmen should endea-

vour to know something about the condition of things there.

Moreover, the hours at the dispensaries and hospitals were the

same; the student could not be at both. He said there was an

nntdoor department or dispensarj' attached to every hospital. As

lo the assistantship, the assistant in Ireland was a mere dispenser.

I)r. Leishman cordially approved the practice of attending

home patients, but admitted that it was not always possible. The

attempt had been made at Glasgow, and had failed, and it was

not worth while to pass a resolution which it might not be pos-

•ilile to enforce.

Dr. Bruce seconded Dr. Glover's amendment, which was agreed

,0. He said that the only way to ensure the system being pro-

'prly carried out was to insist upon it at the examinations.

Sir George Macleod observed that the scheme for house

Halting in Glasgow had, been strongly opposed by the practi-

tioners, who derived their fees from the very class who would

l)e visited, and they could not wish to effect the ruin of these

[iractitioners. Another difficulty arose with reference to teach-

Wg students on the subject of " fevers, the interference of the

ianitary authorities having put a stop to that.

\ Mx. riBATH observed that the plan of house visitation was in

Vigour in Newcastle.

! Mr. Teale said the Council were getting into a dilemma, and

would either fall foul of Ireland or confine themselves to what had

iilready been done.

Dr. ISanks said that not .50 per cent, of the candidates at exami-

aations had ever seen a case of scarlet fever. He was unable to

see any means of giving effect to the clause in question.

; Mr. Brudenelj- Carter asked for a definition of what was

jmeant by " public dispensary," of which there were several cate-

'^ories. He considered the " registered practitioner " part of the

'dause the most satisfactorj', provided that precautions were

ikaken to ensure that the person authorised was in a position

|to impart the requisite knowledge. He also advocated naming

:i definite period for the pupilage.

;
Dr. Moore deprecated any measure which would be at the

ijxpense of sound hospital training. He claimed that in Ireland

there was every facility for the student to familiarise himself

with the commoner types of disease. He objected to the idea that

llii> general practitioner was competent to teach.

. Eev. Dr. IIauohton expressed his sympathy with the object of

';he Committee ; but the plan would be altogether inadmissible in

Ireland. He suggested that a register should be kept of the

attendance of students at the dispensaries attached to hospitals.

Professor HrMPUBY was opposed to anything being added to the

burden which the student was already called upon to bear,

especially if it tended to interfere with hospital practice. The

liases seen by the student at the hospital were of a kind he might

aoi, meet vnth elsewhere. He thought much more importance

ishould be attached to a proper knowledge of the principles of

'naedicine than to mere practice. Home visiting might be good for

|:he student, but he doubted whether it would be equally advan-

tageous to the patient, and he quite understood the reluctance of

IShe authorities in Ireland to allow the dispensaries to be used for

jducational purposes.
Sir Dyce Duckworth declined to believe that the man they

.urned out at the present time were one whit below those produced

under the old system. They could not expect to turn out a man
fully equipped" in every branch of the profession and provided

with the experience of a practitioner of ten years" .standing. He
said that the answers of young men at examinations showed them,
as a rule, to be well prepared practically. He then alluded in very

glowing terms to the system of the out-patient department at St,

Bartholomew's Hospital, a better system than which, be opined,

could not be conceived.
.

Dr. Heron Watson said that the decision of the Committee was

not the parting of the roads, but the meeting of the ways. He
thought that if recommended by the Council the various bodies

would consider the best method of gi^-ing effect to their wishes,

and they would be left perfectly free to adopt whatever plan

they might think fit. He suggested that the result of the present

system had been to give an undue preponderance to the scientific

element of medical education, which might, he thought, tend to

remove the student from the mere human sentiments which should

accompany him into the houses of the sick poor. What students

required was to be broken-in to deal with patients m a humane

and considerate manner.
.Sir William Turner asked in what form the recommendation

was to CTO down to the various bodies, and said that the question

ought not to be looked at apart from previous recommendations.

Hp suggested that the present recommendation should be made an

extension of the one which they had already made, so as not to

appear to be something new.

Dr Stbuthbrs said that when a student went as pupil to a

practitioner there was a double advantage, for if the pupil learned

something, the practitioner was also taught things he would not

otherwise have known.
.

Dr Glover, in reference to the assertion that all practitioners

were not fit to teach, said that neither were all hospital surgeons

and physicians. He thought they might fairly leave the student

the choice of his instructor. As to the additional burden thereby

laid on the student, he suggested that they might lighten it in

other directions; hut in any case it was cruel to send a man forth

who was ignorant of subjects which would go to make up hve-

sixths of his future practice. He said he was unable to follow Sir

Dvce Duckworth in his eulogy of the out-patient departments of

hospitals, and he denied that every variety of disease could be

studied there. If the employment of students was not always to

the advantage of the patients at their homes, neither was it at

hospitals, for example, in a case of pneumonia, which had to be

examined by a number of students.
. -^.u

Sir DycEDucKWOHTH said that the list of diseases met with

in hospitals practically only excluded scarlet fever and small-

^°The President said that No. 1.5 of the original recommenda-

tions contained a cover for everj-thing that had been suggested

It was then moved by Mr. Wheelhouse and seconded by Dr.

Chambers that the recommendation be adopted by the CouncU

Sir Wm. Turner objected very strongly to theinsertion of tne

word "recognised" before "registered" practitioners, which he

thought invidious and unnecessary. , . _.• .u „„,j
A discussion ensued as to the propriety of inserting the word

" recognised," in which Mr. Brudenell Carter and Dr. Heron

Watson took part.
. ;, , , ,.u ;„.=,

The President explained what was intended by the inser-

tion of the word "recognised," and said that i*/^as ver>

important that they should have something more than merely

"registered practitioners." The practitioners ought to have not

only the skill but the opportunities of teaching.

After some discussion, the recommendation was proposea as

""That in addition to the requirements at Present m force with

respect to hospital attendance and duties, aU «ndidates for the

final examination be required to produce evidence t^^^^ ^n^J. 'fT,^,

attended, under proper supervision, for six months the
V^'^^ffJ^

a recognised public dispensary.including the visitation of Patients

at therr own homes, or the outdoor practice of a ^^^^^'^f^t'
pital, or have acted for six months as pupil to

Y^^V^^l^'t^^^'l"
titioner. either holding such a public appointment

"J
"a^'^g/'J?''.

opportunities of imparting practical knowledge as sball be satis

factory to the examining Bodies.."

The motion was then agreed to nem.con.
tn-nrn.

Examination in " Fei-err-Rev. Dr. Hacgiiton then rose to pro-

pose the adoption of Recommendation No. 2

:

,„„„;,„h to
" That all candidates for the final examination be required to

produce evidence of ha^-ing studied the subject of fev^er m its

various forms, as far as local circumstances will P?-^'';, .*^^^
*

period of not less than three months, under recognised clinical

He dafmed for the University of Dublin that it was the Af* tjody

to require a certificate of special attendance o° .f«^^^-, ^^"1
example hadlsince been foUowed by the other bodies m Ireland
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with the best possible results. He protested against the idea that

sanitation was shortly to render an acquaintance with fevers un-

obtainable, and uryed that by enabling an adult population to

grow up without having had anjr of the "fevers" the way was
opened to terrible subsequent visitations. lie said that students

would not go to the fever hospitals because the teaching there was
not of a very high order.

Dr. Bank* said that all the examining bodies in Ireland re-

quired this course of study. lie said that students avoided the

fever wards, and for this reason the course had been made com-
pulsory. He seconded Dr. Haughton's motion.

Dr. ilooBJj doubted whether three months was sufficient to

learn much of fever.

Sir Dyce DrcKwoBTH pointed out that practically only scarlet

fever and small-pox were excluded from the London General Hos-

pitals.

Dr. Glover asked whether the " recognised clinical instructor
"

might be a general practitioner.

The discussion was then adjourned.

On the motion of Sir William Tvrn-eii, the report from the

Dental Committee on the case of George Thomas Ockleford

Crocker was then received and entered on tiie minutes.

The Council then adjourned.

,.
='

': ^Thursday!, Mau Uth,lSSS. .'."' ' ' '.''.
','

]'''

'

Joux TMabshalt,, F.R.C.S., P.K.S., President, in the thaiT. "

Case of Mr. Richard Percy IV oodroofe. — The meeting

having been opened, Mr. Richard Percy Woodroofe, Licen-

tiate of the Apothecaries Hall, Dublin, iH'i-l. was sum-
moned to appear to answer a chal'ge of unprofessional conduct,

inasmuch as lie has acted as cover to John Stamford Walton,

an unqualified practitioner of Xorthallerton, in Yorkshire, thereby

enabling him to practise as if he were legally qualified. The
complaint was made to the Council by ilr. Lnmley, the medical

officer of health, and it \va9 oh this information that the sum-
mons was issued. It appeared that the father of the u;nquaJifled

practitioner was a medical practitioner and coroner for the North

Riding of Yorkshire. He died in 187-1, and since that time Walton
had carried on the practice, without a qniilitication, being actually

a student at the Xewnastle .School of Jlediciue and coroner for one

of t he Ridings of Yorkshire.

The PoLlciTOH to tliH Council (Mr. Farrar) re,adtlie declaration of

Mr. LumVy, medical ofBcerof hi'nlth, bearing on the facts rille^ed.

Mr. Forrarpointed out that the derlaratioa wnS in itself yrimit

/flci'^ Evidence, seeing that Jlrl Liimley miglit he prosecuted for

perjury thef-eiipon. The Coiinril could riot examine,witnesses on

oath, and. therefore, must decide what credence to atta'ch to the

i;vidfnce. The whole question for the Council t6',. decide was
whether Walton had carried on the practice fbr thirteen years or

80, iis ap unqualified practitioner, and whether Woddi^ofe had
(u:te<i"as bis cover since he had been iicquainted -n^ith Walton.

He iilr. Farrar) had brought the gist of .the matter befofe the

(iiuhgil in an impartial manner, and it would nOW l)e for the

(^ouncii to hear the respective parties. A copy Of the'declarati6n

hail been sent to Mr. Woodroofe. .;,''
The PiEKsriiKXT called upon Mr. Woodroofe to say whether he

liad any reply to mak'- either him-self or through his (.'ouusiel.
,

The Eev. I)r. HaTOHTos thought that as Mr. Woodroofe had

been, cljarged with having signed certificates of death' in cases

w^iicli hp lifid not attended, the (Mmcil ought to'havi^-naijies and

dates 6{i;a.ses put before theiri. "AS it stood, the charjje \'vas (if the

vagueBt nature, and the Council ought to linVi! pnrticu}4rs

beiore it.

,
In reply to the Solicit.or for thp defendant, .\Jr. Lpmlky said as

he was medical ofBcer of health he hiid a weekly return of the

deaths in his district, and lie J"ound the certificates rif cases

attended by Walton had been exclusively signed by Woodroofe for

the laj9t two years. He had. not brqught those papers -With him,
but if the Council desired he would furnish them.
la reply to the Rev. Dr. HAimnTn:^, who agal)i desirfid to h'ftA'e

names and dates, Mr. Litmlky said he had not been asked to

l^urniiih such particulars.

;
Mr.,>\Iiuu Mal'kkn'zie (Standing' Counsel) submitted that it was

hot sutTirient to give certifeates signed hy Mr. Woodrqpfc
.ilr. JjIMLky said that his cont^-ntion was tliat Mr. Woodroofe

dfd Ape these cases for Mr. \yHlt'on, not that he signed them with-
out having previously ^een thenJ.', Wi* ,w'(^n!d 'j)i*auce' particulars

of further cases if the CHuniflireqrtit^A'tllefi; '
"' " ' '

The Solicitor for the defendant asked Mr. Lumley if he had any

further specific charge against Mr. Woodroofe.

Dr. QrAiN was of opimon that the matter ought to be adjourneil

until Mr. Lumley Could produce his proofs.

After some remarks from Dr. Gloteb, Mr. Lumley complaine<!

that he had not yet had an opportunity to open his case. If

allowed he would prove his case to demonstration.

The President advised him at present to answer questions

simply Yes or No.
Sir W. TrrENER was in favour of adjourning the matter.

Mr. MuiR Mackenzie submitted that they must proceed in

order. It was right that Mr. Woodroofe's solicitor should uk i

questions of Mr. Lumley on his declaration.

After some further questions had been put by the defendant's

solicitor, Mr. Loiley said, in reply to Mr. ilACKENZiB, that the

surgen,' was attached to the house in which Mr. Walton lived and

in which ilr. Woodroofe was a lodger. He had seen certificates

signed " Walton and Woodroofe." The house was owned by Mr.
|

Walton. Mrs. Walton, the mother, had not been there for fourteen
i

years. He identified the writing of the notification in a case of
j

fever signed "Walton and Woodroofe" as being that of Walton.

Mr. Lumley then went into a number of instances of alleged im-

'

proper practice by Walton, going back as far as 1870. He pro-

duced various bills sent out in Walton's name and receipted by

AVoodroofe. They were known as "Dr. Walton and his assistant.'

Some discussion took place as to the evidence showing that',

Walton practised, which Mr. Li.tuley asserted was to his personal

knowledge. The name of Woodroofe did not appear in connection

'

with the practice. Mr. Lumley said he had no witnesses to call,

because he had been told that it was not usual.

The Solicitor for Mr. Woodroofe (Mr. Waistell) then read part

of a declaration setting forth circumstances which had caused a

great deal of ill-will between the parties. He said that in no

case had a certificate of death been given unless Mr. Woodroofe

had been actually in attendance. He contended that his client

had in no sense acted as a cover. The name of Walton on the bills

was that of the elder Walton, who died in 1874, the practice being

carried on for the benefit of his widow. His client knew nothing

of the circumstances when he came to Northallerton, and he said

it was very hard that he should have been arraigned on such a

vague charge. He contended that no case had been mode out

against his client. The money was received on behalf of Mrs.

Walton, to whom the house belonged, the surgery being de-

tached. ' '

- ': '
„ '''

'-''z}' , r (

Mr. Woodroofe then' ans-wered certain que^tidfiS/vlB': reply ^i
Mr. Pbttishew he said' that he acted as sole miinagBr for Mr«.'

Walton. In reply to Dr. Qpain as to what his position really

was, he said he merely went to take charge of the practice for

the widow. He said he received a salary, but Mr. Maokenaie

pointed out that there was no mention of a salary in the agree-

ment. He had agreed to take the salary in lieu of a commission.

He received the money and gave it to Mr. Walton for his mother.

[

He had never seen M'rs. Walton. He kept no; statement of ac-

counts of moneys received and handed over.

Mr. Woodroofe was Closely cross-examined as to his alleged

position of manager to Mrs. Walton.
j

In the continued cross-examination Mr. Woodboofe said tliat.

the agreement was drawn up when he went as manager toilra.l

Walton, but it was not reduced to -nTiting till a year afterwaids.

Mr. MiTiK Mackenzie : I thought the negotiations for the agree-

ment took place before vou went ?
.

Mr. WboDROoKB : So they did. It was drawn up but not sign"'i

Question : On what terms did you go for the first year

Answer : I went as manager for ilrs. Walton. I was OB trial.

Question : Is tliat usual ?—Answer : I lielieve it i». i /OenttanBtti

in practice often go six months on trial. '
' "'';„ .''.'.''

Qnestion: You are a medical practitioner?—Answer: Yes.

Question: And Mr. Walton is your pupil ?—An.swer: Yes.'

Questiort: Whose pupil was fie before you went ?—Answer i I

do not know. '
i '

'iJ\

Dr. Cameron : Have you any knowledge of how the busiBM"!

was kept up between the death of the elder Walton (md
•

the,

period at which you berime Mr.«. Walton's manager ?—l know

nothing about the"practice before! went there. „ ,
'

u i
Mr MiiR Mackrnzik: Did you know that'.Mi-. rWalton .pafi

be^n proseout-ed by the Apothecaries Society ?i-Aii«wer!'l;aKii

not know anything'nbout it.
. , ^ ,. iB-.tt^l

.Mr. Mpra Maokknzie: What particular part aoee Mr. w»»oiJ|
• take in*hisJpractic*f^Answer: Hsisi my pupil, ahd he goe«-MWj
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>e8 the patients. I did not know that there was anything -ftTong.

Question : Does he go to eee patients in the first instance ?—

[e does sometimes, but not always.

Question : Does he attend all his lectures ?—Answer : Yes.

Mr. MuiB Mackenzie: He never told you he had been prose-

iited by the Apothecaries' Society ?— Answer : He never

)ld me.
At this juncture Mr. Woodroofe said that he had withdrawn

•om the practice, and did not intend to go back to it again. He
itlidrew the moment he was summoned before the Council. He

ot frightened.

Question : Did you know that it was eontrarj- to the rules ol the

ouncil ?—Xo, I did not know it was eontrarj' to the rules •,_and

hen I found I was doing wrong I withdrew at once. ^ '.'CC'
The defendant apologised humbly for the error mto which he

ad fallen, and said he should not have done it if he had known

Mt it was wrong.
. u ri -i

Strangers were then requested to withdraw, and the Loiincu

roceeded to deliberate in private. ,

Strangers having been readmitted after two hours absence, the

•BB8IDENT, addressing himself to Mr. Woodroofe, said that the

ouncil had given every attention to his case, and had considered

•, at great length. He informed Mr. Woodroofe that, in the

iiiiiion of the Council, he had been guilty of the offence alleged

Minst him ; further, that the Council had taken a verj- merciful

^•w of the circumstances of the case, and, m view of Ins e.x-

ressions of contrition and his promise not to repeat the offence,

ad decided not to proceed further therein, beyond request-

Dg their President to convey the expression of their

pinion. The President then dilated upon the gravity ot

he offence of which Jlr. Woodroofe had been declared gmlty. He

lOinted out that it was an offence against the profession and

gainst society, inasmuch as it enabled a man to act and appear

i if possessing a legal status to which he had no claim. He ex-

torted Mr. Woodroofe to be warned by what had occurred, and to

,Toid any repetition of the offence, for the Council, he said, were

Irmly resolved to proceed against a practice which they regarded

s constituting the gravest possible offence of which a professional

nan could be guilty. He pointed out, in conclusion, that Mr.

"Iroofe had exposed himself to the risk of being expelled from

rnfession -nath dishonour, and only owed his escape to the

iful view taken by the Council of the circumstances of the

—ilr. Woodroofe, having expressed his gratitude to the Coun-

T their merciful consideration, then withdrew.

xe. of George Thomas Oekleford Crocker.—K resolution was

• Ml enjoining the Registrar to remove the qualification of

• S.Cilasgow from the Register as applying to Mr. Crocker, the

qualification having been withdrawn by the College conse-

[u^nt on an infringement of the College regulations agamat

Hdvertising.

The Council then adjourned.

for either leg, and by means of the eliding slot can be used for

chUdren or adults. As a rule it is better to have a smaller on*

made for chQdren below sixteen years of age, but a full-sizea

splint may be used if the case is treated in a full-sized bed. It

sLply increases the length of the cord from the stimip to the

wheel at the end of the splint. The pulley I have attached to the

spUnts, which is a distinct advantage, as sometimes it is impos-

sible in private practice or coUierj- work to fix a pulley to the

framework of the bed. The wheel on the block at the end of the

REPORTS AND ANALYSES

IDESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MBDICINE, StmOBEY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

SPLINTS FOR FRACTURE OF THK FEMUR.
Tub two splints figured below represent two methods of treating

ifracture of the femur. The one is the extended straight position,

with the stirrup extension obtained by the usual plan of strapping

applied on each side of the limb below the knee. The other is a

cradle with a rise and falling pulley, and the stirrup extension

I applied each side of the thigh. A piece of wrought iron, reaching

from behind the buttock to the toes, bent at any suitable angle,

acts as a stay and back splint. Lateral holes are punched in the

thigh part and in the lower part below the knee, for the purpose

of passing leather straps through. The limb may then be hung

to the bars of the cradle. 1 have had holes punched in the iron

which reaches behind the buttock. A band or strap can be

pa-wed througli and around the trunk. I use a perineal band as

well, for the'purpose of fixity and to steady the splint to the

limbs. In children up to seventeen years of age the straight

splint or long Listen is the one generally used.

The first splint depicted I have found most useful. It will do

soUnts is placed at an elevation for good traction, so that the

heel of the foot is kept a finger's breadth off the bed, and the foot

remains at a riglit angle and in good line. The limb is fixed

either by means of the Scotch plan, the long sheet and pins, or by

bandaeinc from above the ankle up. A good broad flannel spica

bandage "should be always applied: it gives such support and

steadiness to the limb when the bed-pan is used. Another broad

bandage should fix the trunk. I use a perineal band smeared over

with zinc ointment to avoid any chafing. This,_if ^vlshed. can

also be used as a strong counter-extension by fixing it to tne

sliding slot, pushing the slot upwards and fixing it with a screw.

This should only be slightly made taut by the slot each morning.

I trust for countei-extension by the bed being raised on blocks.

The block at the end of the splint shoiUd be fi-^ed down to he

framework of the bed by two pieces of bandage. The splint is

equally useful in hip-joint disease. The cradle i.s meant for cases

of fracture of the neck of the femur or lower third of the bone,

where the bent position is the more desirable to place the limb in.

Tor comfort ani readiness in the use of ^he . bed-pjm ;
this posi-

tion is the best. The traction I have obtained hy the stirrup

s rapping applied on each side of thethigh, the cord pafng over

a rise and falling pulley, the latter fixed at any desirable angle.

The shortening that occurs in cases of fracture ot the femur wUl.

to mv mind entirely depend on the character of the fractwed

end^'raU.er than any special mode of treatment. To obviate this

the extension method with stirrup strapping seems the beat alter

the irritable comUtion of the muscles has subsided.

I have used the straight splint in twenty cases; Dr. Evan Jones,

„t \berdare, and Dr. Bfown. of Tredegar, tell me they ha^-? fo^^d

it very useful in their works district. They are made by Jlessrs.

\rnoKi and Sons, West Smithfield. London.

R N-EUsoN .Tones. L.R.C.F.Lond.. M.R.C.S.Eng.. Swansea.

-^SiTaving of life effected Ithr^gh the ip^^^f
^f.^^y,

°^',',^

Royal National Lifeboat Institution during the year 1887 amounted

to no less;than 33,243 lives.
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THE PNEUMATIKON.
The instrument I have devised is a modification of .Tefferies's respi-
rator, but so adapted that a piece of lint, thoroughly impregnated
with an antiseptic fluid, can be placed between two layers of wire
gauze. It will be seen, therefore, that the instrument thus
answers the double purpose of an inhaler and a respirator com-
bined, warming the external atmosphere thus transmitted through
its medium, and medicating it at the same time by means of the

antiseptic vapour. The patient is thus enabled to go out either
by night or by day, fearless of evil results from cold, nocturnal
fogs, and other such atmospheric contingencies, with the assur-
ance of breathing pure air guaranteed to him by this antiseptic

may add that the composition of the latter is not
be left to the experienced selection of

medium. I

it speaks for itself.

Messrs. Down, Bros.

arbitrar}', but may safely
•*'" t""octitioner.

I neea »-.nt explain the illustration;
The instrument., can be obtained from

sTTnd'ToI^^n;"' J^"-^"'"'
°f 3' S*- Thomas's Street, Borough,

S.E., and sole man,nfacturers of the pneumatikon, under whichname my inhaler-resm;..,tor is registered.
naer wnicn

P~=iH«„f rfK''w";\''^*'=s, M.R.C.S.Eng., etc.,
President of the West Ke^^t Medico-Chiruriical Society.

SCH.VCHT'S DIGESTIVE FLlL'irDS
Under the above title, Messrs. Giles Schacht ai^Vco of fliftnnBnsto

,
have brought out a series of very attractr^-rDremration^'

"Pepsina L.quida" (Schacht) can fairly be clasi'ed^ amonc themost elegant products of modern pharmacy. It is a iLX nearlvcolourless solution, entirely free fVom any disagreeabl^^do'iS*^ „ndwitha plea.=ant taste. We find by experiment that it pot ,,° Ip'stbe
peptonizing power claimed for it by the makers; nt^m^^u thltone fluid drachm will, in from 2 to 4 hours, render solublt^I.nHpr
proper conditions, 1,000 grains of "comminuted egg albu." °

•>

This term i., employed by the makers to rejiresent what is de^fine'dm the Bntifh rharmacopwia as "hard-boiled white of i

'

,„
passed tlirough win. gauze of 26 me-shes to the linear inch, aiVidmade of -No. Ih2 brass or copper wire.'' yPcpsina liquida cum bismutho is a combination of SchaehtL
well known liq. bismuthi, with "pep.sina liquida." As a phanu
maceutical preparation it is all that can be dej^ired, and it wilf
probably be found of considerable value in the treatment of cases'
in which want of digestive power is associated with gastria^
irritation. ^

Another preparation named pepsina liquida cum bismutho co-^'
contains in addition one grain of .soluble euonvrain in each fluic-i
drachm. The remainiug member of the series is pep.sina liquidmlcum eu^nymin. This consists of one grain of euonymin dissolve. ]n each fluid drachm of pepsina liquida (Schacht), and is likely tv

fX,ll ,
'"'='(863 in which a hepatic stimulant, together with

food solvent, I.S required. Liquor bismuthi sedativua
should rather be termed a mixture than a solution.

o

a
(Schach tj

since ea«,hfluid drachm

l,v-,lrr.^J„'
grain hydrochlorate of morphine, 2 minims of dilunte

iJo.K^*"'^'="^-^°'^^"'"'™» °f ""'^'"fe of nux vomica, /hn

permanently clear solutions. ' "

THE PHARMACOPCEIA AS A STANDARD,
An interesting question is raised by Professor Attfield in hisr^
for 1887 on the British Phannacopceia as to the extent to whi(
that official compilation is, or should be made to be, the leg

standard by which retail traders of all kinds are bound in prept
ing and selling medicinal articles comprised therein. So far';

physicians' prescriptions are concerned, the Phannacop<xia ie tl

sole legal standard of the strength of the substances which he jpr

scribes. The question bears rather upon the strength of medieiit

substances included in the Pharmacopaia, but which are pu
chased by the public on tlieir own responsibility. Take,,f

example, the tincture of opium, commonly asked for under tl

designation of laudanum. A right has been claimed, and, so fa

as magisterial decisions can settle the question, maintained to M
tincture of opium of any morphine strength and of any alcohol

strength that the vendor may please. Further, certain groce:

and storekeepers not legally qualified to vend poisons claim .tl

right to sell, and do sell, not merely official and other noi

poisonous drugs of indefinite strength, but even well-knOTt

opiates under well-known names, if only they omit the opiit

from the preparation. Paregoric, for instance, containing r

opium, is largely sold, and, according to a magistrate, legal)

sold. As Dr. Quain remarked, |in bringing this report to U
notice of the General Medical Council, the practice is one wUc
may easily give rise to dangerous and even fatal mistakes,

mother who has given teaspoonful doses of the non-opiated pari"

goric to her infant with impunity, may, without the slighteji

warning, be served by a more conscientious dealer with a prodm
of which a teaspoonful would contain what may be, for an infani

a poisonous dose of opium. The best course to pursue will i>n

bably be to insert such names as laudanum, paregoric, etc., in tl

Phannacopceia, and then take the necessary steps to establish tli

legal obligation to sell only drugs of the strength, nature, an

quality authorised by the official publication, The matter i-

which concerns the public very much more nearly than

medical profession, but the establishment of a proper standar

strength will arm the authorities in their efforts to re]

manoeu^Tes on the part of unscrupulous tradesmen who at pr.

take advantage of the ambiguity of the law on this point t<

opiates without opium, and generally to operate to tlie detrin

of an indiscriminating public.

: r.,.Itli-i,

THE FUTURE POSITION OF SANITARY
INSPECTORS.

In the course of an interesting presidential address delivered b;

Dr. Alfred Carpenter at the meeting of the North-West District 01

the Association of Sanitary Inspectors in Liverpool, he mttdi

some remarks on the future status of these ofiicers, which posees:

a special importance at the present moment. While admittilif

that decentralisation was to some extent a good principle, i»l

would be a misfortune if sanitary inspectors were left entirely ai|

the mercy of the local authorities, which often contained memi
bers who were the greatest offenders against public health!

"The healthiness," he said, "of the extreme twigs upon whicli]

tlie sanitary tree depends for its development and growth must
affect the growth and the development of the trunk of the tree. If,;

therefore, the sanitary inspectors are not healthy and right, thewhoW
growth is unsound." While leaving to the parishes the right to

select properly-educated inspectors, he urged that the appoint-

ment ought to be ad vitam aut ctUpam ; and that a charge of neg-

lect of duty ought to be proved to the satisfaction of the County
Council and its medical officer of health, who, he said, must have!

his existence provided for in the Bill, and who, though appointed

by the County Council, should himself be only removable withj

the approval of the Local Government Board.
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BRITISH MEt>ICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIOjS'S foe 1888.

SuBSCaiPTiONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January

Ist. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

• office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

! trict Office, High Holborn.

fl)C 6ritxsl) ittetJiwJ JJounul,

SATURDAY, MAY 26th, 1888.

RESEARCH WORK OF THE BRITISH

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Mammalian Heabt.

Such knowledge as wo possess of the changes which go on in

the tissue of the beating heart has been obtained almost en-

tirely from experiments upon the batrachian heart. Hardly

any accurate work has been done upon the mammaUan organ.

The report of the Committee of the British Association (184.3)

upon an investigation of the movements of the heart by

simple inspection ; a paper by Czermak and Piotrowsky (18.57),

upon the persistence of movements of the heart ;
and another

by Kulliker and Miiller (18.56), on the occurence of electro-

inotive changes accompanying the systole, are the most im-

portant investigations made upon the mammalian heart, and

represent fairly weU the position of physiological science m
regard to this subject. Therefore the important communica-

tions of Drs. Waller and Reid (On the Action of the Excised

MammaUan Heart, by Augustus D. Waller, M.D., and E.

Waymouth Reid, B.A., U.^. , Pkilosophkal Transactions, 188/,

iiid A Demonstration on Man of Electromotive Changes ac-

companying the Heart's Beat, by Augustus D. WaUer, M.D.,

Jmirval of Phy-nnhgn, vol. viii, No. T,), conducted, on the pait

of Dr. Waller, in his capacity of Research Scholar of the

British Medical Association, are of extreme interest, having

regard not only to the results obtained, but to the novelty of

some of the methods employed, and to the minute care taken

to avoid error. . \yM;!\n iWi7,' J. •.•J

•. Dimng a course of experiments upon the electromotive

Mtion of" various tissues, it was found that in the case of the

mammalian heart the electromotive variations outlast \'isible

contractions, and that the contractions are of an extra-

ordinarily prolonged character. The obseiTers, therefore, car-

ded out a series of experiments with the galvanometer, the

graphic method, and with Lippmann's capillary electrometer.

With the latter instrument the obsei-vations were rendered

more accurate, and also recorded permanently in the most

beautiful manner, by photographing the m.n-cmonts of tho

oohimn of mercury on a travelhng plate. In this way shght

Movements, observable with difficulty or not at all by the un-

aided eye, are cleariy evident, as shown by the plates which

accompany the articles. For the observations the hearts of

. eats, dogs, rabbits, guinea-pigs, r.ats, and sheep were used.

The duration of contracting power in the excised heart was

found to be surprisingly prolonged, even though mere fibriUa-

tion was not noticed, but only complete ventricular contrac-

tions, such as could be recorded by a lever resting on the

heart. In a rabbit's heart spontaneous beats were observed

for seventy-two minutes, and beats in response to excitation

for an hour and a half post mortem. Force of contraction, it

was found, declines rapidly at first, more slowly at later

periods; frequency of contraction diminishes with fah- regu-

larity. A bigeminal character is frequently seen, and is more

pronounced at the base than the apex. When irregularity of

beat occurred, a period of rest was followed by a beat of un-

usual force: beats in groups, and occasionally an extreme

irregularity, in the form of irregular rapid fibrillation (delirium

cordis) were seen. As time elapsed after removal, the ven-

tricular beat became quite independent of the auricular beat,

and was found to outlast it. Such were the general results

observed. Special attention was paid to the duration of

systole in the excised heart, and the influences which cause

its increase or diminution. On removing the heart from the

body the systole became greatly prolonged, and the prolonga-

tion was exaggerated by placing the heart in a chamber sur-

rounded by ice ; in one experiment the duration of contrac-

tion in a heart so treated was ten seconds. The full effect of

cold was to produce total abohtion of contractiUty, both spon-

taneous and induced by stimulation ;
tlds could, however,

be restored by the application of warmth. A constant tem-

peratm-e of 40.6 degrees caused rapid decline of contractihty,

and no prolongation of systole. Therefore, it ^vill be noticed

that the mammahan heart agrees ^vith other tissues an showuig

great excitabihty and rapid dechne at high temperatures,

.small excitability and slow dechne at low temperatiu-es.

A similar prolongation of the latent period of stimulation

was also observed under the influence of cold, a common

latent period being 0.5 sec, and on one occasion in the rab-

bit's heart it reached 2 sees. This is longer than has been ob-

served in the frog's heart, and generally, when the results are

compared with those of Burdon Sanderson and Hermann,

it is seen that the mammahan heart is more susceptible to dif-

ference of temperatiure than is that of the frog.

Nothing appears to have been hitherto done to determine

the presence of a wave of contraction m the mammahan

heart, such as has been shown by Engelmann, Marchand, and

Burdon Sanderson, >vith the help of the rheotome and gal-

vanometer, to occur in the frog's heart. Moreover, tho me-

chanical method hiis not been employed at all, even in the

frog for the record of such progressive contraction. By the

apphcation of two levers applie.1 to the heart at a certain dis-

tance from each other, Drs. Waller and Reid obtained some

curious results. In the ventricle of the frog's heart the result

of other observers mentioned above, who. using the galvano-

meter, showed a wave of contraction pMsing from base to

apex were confirmed. In the maimnals heart, however, the

results were markedly different ; though it must be mentioned

that thov were not so uniform as in the case of the frog.

The contraction of the apex ui cats, rabbits, dogs, and

sheep generally preceded that of the base, even though all

precautions were taken to avoid error. VChen a contraction

was provoked in a quiescent lieart by direct stimulation, it

was found that the wave of contraction proceeded from the
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part irritnted to the parts beyond, and that both the mam-
malian and frog's hearts behaved alike in this respect. The
rapidity of the wave was much greater in warm-blooded than

cold-blooded animals, was greater in largo than in small heiirts,

and progressively decreased after excision of the heart.

The galvanometric experiments upon the frog's heart con-

firm those made by former observers. Kiilliker and Miiller

have sho^^^l that the contraction of the uianunaUan heart is

accompanied, or rather preceded by, an electromotive change.

This Drs. Waller and Reid now show to be frequently di-

phasic, and to persist long after visible contractions have

ceased. If the heart be quiescent and be then irritated, it is

found that a diphasic variation occurs, which indicates in its

direction, first, negativity of the proximal electrode ; secondly,

negativity of the distal electrode. Local injiu-y, when the

heart is inexcitable and apparently dead, develops negativity

of the injured to all other parts. This easy production by

injury of local negativity Caused occasional irregularities in the

galvanometric results ; sometimes, for instance, stimulation

produced merely a simple and not a diphasic variation, pro-

bably because a touch near one of the two electrodes had

developed permanent negativity of that spot. A diphasic

variation indicating negativity starting from the distal elec-

trode was never seen ; but an exceptional result was that local

excitation might give rise to a single variation, indicating

negatiinty of the (Ustal electrode. This is explained by the

supposition that there exists in such a case a greater excita-

bihty of the tissue in the neighbourhood of the distal

electrode.

The above experiments refer to artificially-excited

lieats in an otherwise quiescent heart. When the

heart was beating spontaneously, the galvanometric read-

ings were not constant. When viewed by the naked

eye, the spontaneous contraction of the mammalian
heart is apparently simultaneous in all parts. As mentioned

above, the proof of the presence of a wave of contraction by

the graphic method was not altogether clear ; it is now seen

that the record of the galvanometer on this point is obscure,

and it is presently to be noted that the electrometer gives

indications of a contraction occurring almost simultaneously

in all parts of the ventricle. These are points which require

furtlier research, and upon them Drs. Waller and Reid express

themselves cautiously.

The experiments with the capillary electrometer are speci-

ally interesting. The movemonts of the mercury wore magni-

fied by a half-inch objective, the image taken 00 centimetres

behind the lens, and photographed upon a sensitive surface

travelling more or less rapidly. Changes Avhich were not

shown by the galvanometer appear clesirly with the electro-

meter. A diphasic variation was frequently shown when the

galvanometer showed only a single change of potential. But,

in spite of the extreme delicacy of the electrometer used in

the way described, the electromotive change accompanying
the beat of the ventricle was sometimes seen to be monophasic.

This must be assumed to V)e really tlio case—not a more fusion

of two phases by reason of imperfection of the instrument.

Further, a\ich monophasic variation occtirs during the earlier

moments after excision, giving place subsequently to a diphasic

variation. The natural conclusion to he drawn from this is.

that in the very active mammalian heart the ventricles con-

tract with such synchronism of their various parts that thi>

excitatory change is practically simultaneous in all parts, and,

as the authors think, postulates the existence of nervous

channels of conduction, since such simultaneity is inconsistent

with the slow nature of muscular transmission.

In the second paper mentioned, Dr. Waller shows how the

electromotive changes can be demonstrated even ,oii the

human subject. Electrodes leading from the front and back

of the chest, when connected with the capillary electrometer,

show distinct electrical variation with each beat of the heart.

This might be due to mechanical alteration of contact between

the electrodes and the chest-wall, caused by the heart's im-

pulse. To disprove this, the electrodes may be led off from

the hands or from one foot and one hand placed in two dishes

of salt solutions. Still the variation occurs, though less

markedly. The crucial test, however, is that by accurate

measurement the electromotive change can be shown to pre-

cede the contraction of the ventricle by O.Olo second, when
the systole lasts 0.35 second. This time difference corre*

spends mth that obtained by Donders for the rabbit's heart

m situ.

We may add that the research has received the mention

honorable of the Academic des Sciences, a distinction which is

greatly to be valued, and upon which we congratulate the

workers.

WOLFFBEEG'S METHOD : THE COLOUR-SENSli
AS A TEST OF REFRACTION.

Is the present day, when olijective methods of estimating the

refraction of the eye have been brought to such perfection, it

is hardly to be expected that anyone proposing to institute a

new tost of a purely subjective character would obtain a hear-

ing. But the results claimed to have been obtamed by Wolff-

berg (AVi'w. Monatsbl., 1886, p. 3o9) were so very definite, and

appeared to be so fully confirmed by Dr. Boehm {lb., 1887, p.

429) that the temptation to overlook the obvious faults in the

method and to give it a fair trial was irresistible, more espe-

cially as it was claimed on its behalf that it rendered it pos-

sible at once to say whether a given defect in vision was due

(a) to a spherical error of refraction, (6) to astigmatism, (c) to

a cause unconnected with refraction. A claim such as this

has never yet, we behove, been advanced in support of any

test, and it is needless to point out, if it could bo subr

stantiated, Dr. Wolffberg and Dr. Boehm would have made

a discovery of the first magnitude.

In another column will be foimd a paper by Mr. Steplien-

son, giving an account of some experiments ho has made for

the purpose nf testing some of the conclusions arrived at by

Wolfl'berg and Boehm, and a short notice of a monograph by

Dr. Herzog which deals fully with tlie whole subject. The

conclusions of both these authors, arrived at quite indepen-

dently, are so entirely opposed to Dr. Wolffberg, that mdess he

can reply to them, disproving their facts and refuting their

arguments, no one will bo Ukoly to spend time in using his

tost.

The test really depends on instituting a comparison between

the vniial acuity (tested by Snellen's letters in the ordinary
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way) aid the colour-sense (estimated by the distance at which

certain cloured discs are visible). Wolffberg, from e!q)en-

mentfi on >atin-al and artiticial ametropia, beheves that he has

fotmd the cistance at which the discs should be visible for each

degree of imjaired vision, when such defect is due to an error

3f refraction. Other causes impair the colour-sense more than

the form-senst. By producing different grades of impaired

Ivision by lowerng the ill.munation Wolffberg believes that he

|h»8 obtained dau for estimating the effect of diseases which

impair the light-seme—obviously a debatable conclusion.

Boehm confirms a'.l thtse results ; but, as he worked in Dr.

Wolffberg's cUnic and a. his instigation, his results can hardly

be said to have been indejendently obtained. He attaches much

importance to the fact thct astigmatism impairs the form-sense

to a greater extent than tie colour-sense, so that a conclusion

can be formed whether tlere is spherical ametropia or astig-

matism.

It will be seen, thenfore, that the whole stabihty

of this test rests upon the accuracy of certain facts ;
and if

these are proved to be imtne, or not constantly true, the

whole fabric faUs to the pround. That a method of

examination which is pmely subjective, in which the

patient's answers cannot be verified, should give such

very definite results, is siu^iriang. If anyone will try

the test on liimself, he wiU at once find that it is by no

means easy to fix the exact momem at which the disc becomes

invisible, and we are surprised that Ors. Wolffberg and Boehm

do not attach more importance to this difficulty. SUght dis-

crepancies, therefore, might easUy bj overlooked ;
but when

patients \vith the same defect of visioa see the discs at 5 and

3 metres respectively, when the same patient varies, when the

the two eyes of the same patient wi* the same refraction

vary, when discs of different co'iours, which the authors

state are -visible at the same distance, are seen at

different distances, it is impossible to avcid a suspicion either

that the ratio between the colour and fo-m sense is not so

definite as has been stated, or that the tes^, does not afford a

reliable means of estimating that ratio.

As far as we can iiscertain, the only poiat in wliich Herzog

confirms Wolffberg's conclusions is that in the majority of cases

of astigmatism the colour-vision is impaired to a less extent

than the form-sense ; but, as this was also Ae case in some

eyes wHch weie not astigmatic, the fact canno^. be utilised for

diagnosis.

To oiu: mind, however, the most damning pieo of evidence

against the accuracy of the authors of the test is the state-

ment, made both by Dr. Herzog and Mr. Stephenson, that the

MJority of eyes wth normal v\s\o\\ do not see the ^iscs at the

ri.scribcd distance, and the cases adduced by the iormer, in

which the discs were seen at the profior distance although the

eye was suffering from progressive diseiiso. We do not see

how Wolffberg's and Boehm's results can be explained unless

wo assume that in conducting the experiments the paUcnts

were permitted to know what answers' they were expected to

give, a point which should, of course, be most scrupulously

guarded against in any subjective test^

Professor Ewald, of Beriin, has been named director of the

medical wards in the Augusta Hospital, in succession to Protesssr

Senator.
"^'"' -^

IMMIGRATION AND OVER-POPULATION.

The Anglo-Saxon race, as in spite of the pedantic objections

of some historians we persist in caUing ourselves, is just now

much exercised on the over-population question. Theoretical

articles in mouthy reviews, and the moire circumstantial eyi-

dence <^ven to the Parliamentary Committees now sitting to

investigate the sweating system and pauper immigration have

stirred men's minds. A " Committee for Inquiring into the

subject of Over-population," has held a semi-pubUc meeting,

so largely attended that it has been necessary to arrange to

hold future "conferences" in a more roomy apartment, and

WiUis's Iteoms have been chosen for the puipose. The

United States of America, assaUed on both their eastern and

western seaboard, have some time ago forbidden the

entry of pauper immigrants from Em-ope on the east,

and the immigration of the Chinese on the west.

Finally Australia has precipitately attempted to forbid the

influx of Chinese labourers into territories which Western

Em-ope was still incUned to regard as boundless.

Against the Chinaman it is urged in general that his ways

are msanitary, and specifically that his methods of raising

vegetables for the market are distinctly dangerous t.i health.

Miss Gordon Cunmiing, in one of her delightful works of

travel, has given a description, the more viwd from ite

studied restraint, of the system of market gardeiung m

China, which leaves a very unpleasant impression. The

pail-system of sewage disposal is universally adopted in

its crudest and most primitive form, and as the samfl

method is pursued by Chinese immigrants, there seems to bo

aood ground for the opinion expressed by competent authori-

ties in Australia, that such diseases as tj-phoid fever may be

transmitted through fresh vegetables grown by Chinese market

cxardeners. Fresh excreta mixed wth water and applied

directly to gromng lettuces, much as an English gardener may

add a little guano or other fertiliser to his watering pot,

might very well be the direct means of distnbutmg the

disease. The objection is of a totally different kind to that

which some thoughtless persons have made agauist sewage

farms ; in the latter the hquid sewage rmis in channels be-

tween the rows of vegetables, filters through soil to tlie

roots, and even if any noxious principles escaped destruction

in the earth, they woidd be subjected to the mar%-ellous meta-

boHc processes of the hving cells of the plant
:

moreover, a

laborious research conducted in France, has sho^vn tliat vege-

tables gi-own on sewage farms do not contain dangerous

forms of bacteria. But when recent excreta are applied m

the haphazard method favoured by the Chinese, the dangers

ar« different and greater, for the surfaces of the growing

leaves may be directly contaminated.

The AustnUians >vill, no doubt, settle the question of Chi-

nese inunigration for themselves, and wiU probably follow the

example set by the United States. In this coimtry, U>o, it

seems not impossible that the pressure of pubUc opinion will

compel the Government to follow the example set by the

United States on their other coaat. and introduce some mea-

sure to place the admission of pauper immigrants under strict

suiveillance. Our hospitals daily afford e>-idence of the abject

poverty and hideous diseases which ai-e the only possessions of

too manv of the miserable foreigners who have within the last
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dewiile awnwued into' curtiain icliatiicts nf Estst London.; But
we must not suppose that even tho most complete check to

pauper imraipratiou would solve the "over-population cjues-

tion." The Committee
,
to which reference has been made

above has taken up a large and somewhat delicate subject. It

has chosen for motto Liu: quia lea; and this alliterative jingle

expresses fairly well the chief remedy which we can hope to

apply. Speaking generally, it is tho most ignorant and least

worthy classes which multiply most rapidly, so that our civili-

sation, it is said, is threatened by a kind of law of the sur-

vival of the unfittest, traceable to a mere surplus of numbers.
The pressure of " bad times " and the increasing difficulty of

earning a Uving to some extent, as statistics show, tend to

lower the birth-rate ; but education, moral, mental, and phy-
sical, is tho only real remedy, and this will take many years,,

even generjitiona, to produce an effect.

; '..l nt h>l: .

."STUDIES IN THERAPEUTICS. J J' 2'

VI.

—

Paraphbxacetin. ^''-''r 'iqo

Tub aromatic series of carbon corapoimds seems destined to
supply us with a very large number of drugs, useful in treat-

ment. AVe are already famiUar with antipyrin (dimethyl-
oxychinicin^, and antifebrin (acetanilide). The latest discovery
is that of phenacetin, or para-acetphenetidin, a body closely

allied to antifebrin. Tliis body was first prepared by Dr. O.
Hinsberg, of Elberfeld, who, in conjunction with Professor
Kast, subjected it to physiological research. The results' of

this research have led Dr. Koller, of Vienna, to make an ex-
tensive use of it clinically for its antipyetic properties. The
residts of his experiments are embodied in a small pamphlet
from which the following facts are taken : Phenacetin is

inodorous, tasteless, very slightly soluble in acid chyle or
pancreatic extract at body temperature. It has no effect in

reducing normal temperature, but it is claimed that in all

cases of pyrexia even small doses (4 to 7 grains) never fail to
produce a perceptible effect in diminishing the fever. No ill-

effects such a.s nausea, vomiting, and collapse, which some-
times follow tho use of other antipyretics, have been observed.
Altogether, fifty cases of a most varied nature have been
treated with the new febrifuge. Of these, tuberculosis, pneu-
monia, morbilli, and enterica form more than half. The plan
adopted was to administer the antipyretic when the continued
high temperature seems likely to be prejudicial to the patient,
that is to say, in long-continued temperatm-e of 102 degrees to
104 degrees F. The reduction of temperature took place
slowly, the maximum effect being produced in about four to
six hr>urs ; this point being reached, the temperature again
rose, so that in eight to ten hoiirs all effects have passed off.

Nocturnal exacerbations in phthisis were found to bo not pre-
vented, but only delayed ; but the rise of temperature under
these circumstances was unaccompanied by rigors. Moreover,
during treatment, the patients l)ecamo cheerful and able to
take food. The fall in temperature was not usually accom-
panied by perspiration ; when this takes place, Dr. Koller says
that care is required in exhibiting the drag. In one case "of

this kind, temperature was reduced as low as 95 degrees ¥:.
which caused some alarm. The patient's temperature rose,
however, under the influence of rubbing and warm bottles, and
no signs of collapse appeared. It is also stated that a crm-

paratively large initial dose is more effective than several siu-

cessive doses. It would bo interesting to ascertaii whetli"-

in the case of phenacetin, as in that of antipyrin, ? toleran

was produced after prolonged exhibition. Phenacetin exert

no diuretic action, and passes out of the body quite harm-

lessly by the kidneys ; its presence in the lu-in) may be de-

tected by the red reaction given by ferric chlorice. It would

be interesting to know during what length of time this r.

reaction can be observed as a clue to the raie of excretioi

Judging by the properties of aUied bodies Dr. Koller li

made experiments on the antiseptic prfpert;es of phenacetin.

but owing to its great insolubility, ro definite results haro

been arrived at. The main deductiois from the paper seem

to be as follows :—1. That phenaceiin is an antipyretic. 2

That its use is not usually followel by disagreeable results

3. That a single large dose is more serviceable than successii

small ones. 4. That the fall of .emperatiu-e takes place k-

promptly than when other antpyretics are used, but last-s

longer. This seems to be most likely due to the groat in-

solubihty of the drug, which 'S one of the greatest draw-

backs. ; ...i , .1

{{oIAh

The Emperor of Germany hai conferred on Professor Vircho*!

the honour of the Red Eagle o the second class.

The Prince and Princess o' Wales have promised to open the

new Great Northern Central Hospital in HoUoway Road on Mon-

day, June 25th.

The Cayendisli Lecture rf the West London Medico-Chinirgical

Society will be delivered »t the West London Hospital, Hammer-
smith, on Friday, June 1st, at 5.30 p.m., by Sir William Stokes

Professor of Surgery in fie Koyal College of Surgeons in Irelaii-:

who will take as his suVjec! Tlie Altered Relation of Surgery- t'

Medicine.

MEDICINE AKD POLITICS IN ALSACE.
By a decree of the Governor of tlie Department, the Soci6t^ <ii'

Mcjdecine de Strasbourg has been dissolved ; in other words, the

authorisation which is required by law for all meetings of more

than twenty persons iias been withdrawn. No reasons are given

for this rigorous decision, and the disappearance of this venerable

society has given rise to general expressions of regret.

',,,,.; GROCERS NOT PHARMACISTS.
Thi; CoiTectionsI Tribunal of I'rivas (France) recently sentenced a'

grocer to a line of 500 francs, with costs, for having sold fluid extract

of cinchona, santonin lozenges, mercurial ointment, etc., to the

detriment of the local retail chemists. In view of this decision, the-

sale of Epson salts, chloride of lime, or carbolic acid must exponr

unwarj' tridesmen, other than chemists, to verj- serious jieci

niarj- risks. This stringency may have something to do with tl

comparative rarity of cases of accidental poisoning in Franc

which are so lamentably common in this country, where the la"

restricting the sale of poisons are, to all intents and purposes, ir.

operative.

MECO-NARGEIN.
Dr. Laboede has called the attention of the French Academy of

Medicine to the valuable soporific qualities of a product derived

from opiiun, to which he proposes to give the name of meco-

narcein. Narcein as ordinarily prepared is comparatively in-

soluble, and therefore has very little physiological effect. He has

succeeded, however, in obtaining a product quite free from mor-
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hine, and consisting of narcein mixed -with varioua unknown

Jcaloids. A fifth of a grain induced a calm sleep in a dog weigh-

ig thirty pounds, without any apparent after-effects. It would

jpear to be devoid of the preliminaFj' exciting eflfecta of morphine,

id does not derange the digestive apparatus. Dr. Laborde recom-

ends it in the treatment of insomnia of nervous origin, in bron-

lO-pulmonary affections characterised by cough and excessive

^cretion of mucus, and finally in morphinomania.

UCCESSFUL OVARIOTOMY IN A PATIENT ,
AGED

EIGHTY-TWO.
B. HoMANS, of Boston, removed, on January 28th, 1888, a papillo-

latous multilocular cyst of. the left ovary from a widow, aged

!. The temperature rose on the sixth day to 100.5°, but subsided

1 the next day, and the patient returned to her home on March

id. The tumour had been observed for two years. Its solid

jrtion weighed thirteen pounds, its fluid contents one pouijd and

iree quarters. The case is described in the Boston Medical and

urgical Journal for May 3rd, 1888, where it is asserted that no

ise is recorded of ovariotomy in a patient over 78 years
,
of

{6.
' Olshausen, however, notes that Schroder successfully

)erated on a patient aged 79, and on another aged 80.

Miner described in the Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal,

iptember, 1866, the removal of a multilocular ovarian tumour

eigfhing nineteen and a half pounds from a woman, aged 82.

le died fourteen days after the operation. Dr. Homans's patient

probably the oldest who has recovered from ovariotomy.

POISONOUS WINE.
PEW months since, a large number of the inhabitants of Hyeres

ere suddenly stricken down with a disease, the symptoms of

hich were colic, anorexia, pufiiness of the face, photophobia, and

irtial paralysis of the extremities. For a time these sj-mptoms

ere attributed to an epidemic of severe influenza. The number

'he victims rapidly increased, until upwards of
,
300 persons

;iv suffering. It can easily be imagined that the suddenness

id mystery of the visitation excited a great deal of consterna-

jn among the inhabitants. Matters went on thus till the month

AprU, when Dr. Roux, who had in the meantime been carrying

It an [inquiry on lines of his own, arrived at the conclusion that

eourse and character of the affection pointed to the effects of

poison rather than to any known disease. After much pains-

king research, he succeeded in incriminating a particular wine

pply, and at once brought the matter to the notice of the autho-

des, basing his opinions on the facts (1) that the effects observed

ere in direct proportion to the amount of wine absorbed ; (2)

at no such symptoms had presented themselves, except in those

ho had partaken of the incriminated supply ; and (3) that the

lembers of a family who, for any reason, had not taken the wine,

id escaped the symptoms. The authorities seized the stock of

ine and arrested its proprietor, who will be kept in prison pend-

g the final report of the analyst, wlio is stated to have found

senic in the wine. ...

AN UNMERITED CENSURE.
i inquest recently held in Oswestry terminated in a severe

id qmte undeserved censure on Dr. Fuller, a much re-

acted practitioner in the town. The facts were simple. A
an, aged 45, was admitted into the cottage hospital suffering

~>Ta. retention of urine due to a long-standing stricture of the

ethra. The retention of urine having been relieved by the

ssage of a catheter. Dr. Fuller ordered the removal of the patient

the workhouse, as he was free from pain and quite comfortable,

id was not then properly a ease for treatment under the rules of

e institution, which limits the admission of cases to accidents,

those of an urgent nature. The patient died four days after

i remoyal to the workhouse, and for some reason unknown to us

Messrs. Blaikie and Cartwright, who attended him during those

four days, were not summoned to give evidence at the inquest

As already stated, the jury added a rider to their verdict censuring

Dr. Fuller for accelerating the death by the indiscriminate removal

of the patient to the workhouse. This censure is certainly riot

justified in the slightest degree by the evidence, two very full

reports of which have appeared in the local newspapers. We can-

not help believing that had the additional medical evidence to

which we have referred been called for, the rider would neve^

have been added. The indiscriminateness on which the jury laid

so much stress really consisted in the hearty dinner and quantity

of beer of which the deceased partook after bis retention had been

relieved. •

'

'

•rifi lul'jii;') .1 "(fi J>

: •. •' WOODHALL SPA.

A NOMBEB of medical men and others accepted on Tuesday last

the invitation of the proprietors of the unique bromo-iodine spa

at Woodhall, Lincolnshire, to inspect the hotel, new pump room,

and baths which have been rectently erected at that place. Till

lately the valuable iodine spa at Woodhall has enjoyed little more

than a local reputation ; it deserves a world-wide celebrity. A

short time ago a syndicate composed of Sir E. R. Webster,iJ.C.,M.P.,

Mr. Edward Stanhope, M.P., Mr. Henry Chaplin, M.P., and others,

was formed to develop what there is reason to anticipate may

prove to be a popular and highly useful health resort. Plans of a

new hospital have also been prepared by Mr. Waller, of Boston.

At a luncheon, presided over by Mr. E. Stanhope, M.P., Dr. Bumey
Yeo took up effectually the parable which Mr. Ernest Hart has

propounded with so much general acceptance in these columns,

and pointed out that those who desired to promote the prosperity

of English spas must bring about developments in the way

of recreation and public amusements, which few of them

at present possess. The invalid, he rightly said, did not

merely want water and baths ; there must be the means of recrea-

tion, for the invalid who was well amused was half cured. The

Speaker of the House of Commons rather reproached English

medical men for neglecting the spas of their own country ; but it

is not so much the doctors as the municipalities and the pro-

prietors who have been at fault. We hope that a new era is open-

ing, and that Woodhall spa will help to lead the way. Mr. Ernest

Hart, in his letters from Carlsbad, has given a detailed account of

the verj' simple and effective method by which the municipality

of that little far-away hamlet developed its attractive series of

public buildings, Trink-halle, musical promenades, cafes, woods,

and gardens, without drawing upon the slender purse of the

town. This lesson should not be lost upon our English munici-

palities and spa syndicates.

THE TUBERCLE BACILLUS.
The paper which Dr. Kidd and Mr. H. H. Taylor laid before the

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society on Tuesday, May 22nd,

on "the results of the examination of sputa for the tubercle bacillus

was one well worth attention. Attention on the part of those

present was comparatively easy, as Dr. Kidd took the wise course

of reading the paper himself, with selections from the cases re-

lated, and relieved the Honorary Secretary of the difficult task of

emphasising just those points which the authors think important,

and passing lightly over the subsidiary parts. It is a practice we

could wish was more generally adopted at this Society. The

paper was the result of some years of careful and continuous

microscopical study, carried on alongside of clinical observation

at the Brompton Hospital. During the years that have now

elapsed since Kochs discovery of the bacillus of tubercle, clinical

observers have been endeavouring to come gradually to a just

estimate of what they have thereby gained. They have gained,

say Dr. Kidd and Mr. Taylor, some indisputable points in dia-
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gnosis of tubercular disease of the lungs and throat, and along

with that in treatment, but little in prognosis, as compared with

what was possible before. Many of the factors of prognosis had

previously been long and carefully studied, and the results of that

study are not contradicted, and not much added to by the fresh

knowledge of the bacillary origin of the disease. One or two

speakers claimed rather more for it in prognosis, but such claims

were in part satisfied by the full acknowledgment of its usefulness

in diagnosis, and in part must be put to the searching test of long

experience. Dr. Kidd's and Mr. Taylor's paper dealt only with the

deductions from the sputa, and, in careful and prudent fashion,

declined to enter on the larger questions of the possibilities and

methods of infection, and the development of any anti-bacil-

larj' treatment. These are matters which need most careful and

continuous study, after the enthusiasm of a new discoverj' has

passed through its first stage of excitement, and on which the

next generation.will probably have more to say than we.

J.,, ,„,,,. _
"TRAUMATIC HYSTERIA."

Casks not infrequently occur in which the victims of railway

accidents, who have or have not been subjected to actual wounds,

develop secondary symptoms after a considerable lapse of time,

involving paralysis and disorders of the sensory apparatus. The

evidence given in respect of such cases in courts of law is usually

very conflicting, the medical witnesses for the plaintiff testifying

to the existence of this or that symptom, while the prefessional

experts on the other side are unable to see anything more than

" hysteria.' It may fairly be considered how far such an

expression as " hysteria " ought to be used in such cases. The im-

pression which it conveys is decidedly detrimental to the injured

party, who may be suSering from one form or another of those

functional disorders which not infrequently follow injury, and

which, in the present state of ignorance as to their nature, are

conveniently, but certainly inaccurately, grouped under the vague

and misleading title of " hysteria." At a recant meeting of the

Medical Society of London, Dr. Beevor showed just such a case.

The patient was a lad who had contused his hand, and the injury

was followed in a day or two by gradual firm contraction of the

right hand. Aniesthesia of the integument up to the shoulder

supervened, with loss of muscular sense ; but the movements of

the arm and forearm were unimpaired. The lad was otherwise

health}', and had nothing to gain by simulating an affection, the

reality of which was, moreover, amply demonstrated. There is

no lack of such cases on record, and the point of interest is their

bearing in actions for damages on account of injury. The sym-

ptoms are as directly the effect of the injury as would be ery-

sipelas or tetanus, and it is not easy to see why an endeavour

should be made to distinguish between one and the other in so far

88 the legal position is concerned. That there is still verj- much

to be learned with respect to the nature of these ill-understood

phenomena is painfully evident, and they deserve special atten-

tion on account oi their peculiar medico-legal interest.

ONE-CHILD STERILITY.

A CONSIDERABLE proportion of women ntvtr bear more than on6

child, and this fact is easily explained, for pregnancy may be

complicated or followed by disorders which damage the genital

apparatus. Dr. Kleinwiichter observed 90 cases where women had

been but once pregnant, and on that occasion at a more or less

remote period, out of 1,081 patients in his gynaecological prac-

ticed In 21 of the 90 cases the pregnancy had ended prematurely.

He classed the causes of sterility after a first pregnancy into ten

groups, based on a careful study of the 90 cases. The groups were

thus arranged in order of frequency : 1. Sequelae of inflammatorj'

processes arising during the puerperium; 2,' catarrhal endome-

tritis : 3, sequela; of inflammatory processes not puerperal in

origin (43 cases came under one or other of these groups) ; 4, ili-

placements of the uterus; 5, neoplasms of the uterus ; G, consti-

tutional sources of sterility established after the first pregnancy
;

7, impaired potency of the husband, well authenticated by tli.

clinical history, this condition has more than a negative influtiir.

on the uterus and ovaries ; 8, super-involution or atrophy of tin-

uterus ; 9, new growths in the ovary ; 10, uncertain or unknown

causes. Under Group 6 were included cases where ansmia,

cachexia, obesity, or emaciation arose after the first pregnancy.

As the cases could not readily be kept under observation after,

their discharge from hospital, or after dispensing vrith the phy-

sician's services. Dr. Kleinwachter could come to no conclasionf

as to treatment. His observations are to be found in the eightl'i

volume of the ZeiUchr^tfiir Seilkunde.

SYRINGOMYELIA.
Dh. Aixejj Stabk, Clinical Lecturer on Nervous Diseases atth<|]

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, has recently con-

tributed to the American Joumalof the Medical Sciences a memoii

of considerable importance on " Syringomyelia ; its Pathology anc

Clinical Features." Dr. Starr affords his readers a good summarj

of the opinions of authorities upon this condition, where abnorma

cavities are present within the spinal cord. Syringomyelia differs

from hydromyelus, which is a congenital affection where th(

central canal is dilated, the cavity being lined with cylindrica

epithelium. Syringomyelia is, on the other hand, acquired. Sucl

is the distinction drawn by Dr. Starr and other writers, but Pr-;

Frederick Taylor and Whipham, whose valuable papers

syringomyelia in the Transactions of the Pathological Society ;

London have apparently been overlooked by Dr. Starr, do not em!

ploy the terms in so definite a sense. In syringomyelia proper

the cavities represent the breaking-down of small gliomatai

although Leyden, 'Westphal, and Taylor maintain that the cavities

are more probably developed from the central canal itself. Fron

a summarj' of clinical records Dr. Starr concludes that certaii

symptoms in a certain combination are characteristic of syringo

myelia. First, there is progressive muscular atrophy, wit!

paralysis affecting some or all of the muscles of one limb, am

usually extending to the opposite limb and to the body, .igain

vasomotor and trophic disturbances are observed in the affectec

limb, manifested by coldness, blueness, bullous eruptions, ulcers

tion, abscesses, and even atrophy and fragility of the bony struc

tnres, and a diminution in the excretion of sweat. Lastly, ther

is a loss of the sensations of pain and temperature in the atrophic^

part, whilst the senses of touch and location may be preserveo

The causes of syringomyelia have not been precisely defined, an<

nothing is known of the treatment of this disease, which maj

progress slowly, or come to a standstill, or terminate suddenly.

MEDICAL SELF-HELP.
In the presence of the numerous and touching appeals which 'wl

have recently published on behalf of medical men who have bee;

overtaken by sudden calamity from unforeseen sickness, acciden'

and financial disaster, it is gratifying to be able to note th

growth of providence and the extension of membership in thj

lledical Sickness and Life Assurance Society. The quarUrl'

report which we recently published showed the remarltabl

growth of the invested funds of this Society, now aniountin

to upwards of £20,000 in the course of four years, and the sstis^

factor}- fact that all the funds show a good surplus, while th

management fund shows in the same time a saving of nearl

£2,000, which is placed to the credit of the members. At the laj

monthly meeting of the Society, sickness payments were order(j

on account of cases of practitioners, members of the Society, di?

abled from practice by locomotor ataxy, phthisis (2), compourt

fracture of the leg and of the arm, myelitis,' pneumonia, pysenn
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Meniere's disease, acute rheumatism.'enteritis. Two of these cases

we likely to require, and will receive, a continuous payment for

the rest of life, the diseases being permanent and invoh-ing total

disablement. The Society is one of purely mutual character;

there is no eleemosynary element in its constitution. The

Managing Committee, however, are unpaid : and the whole of

the profits accumulated are the property of the members. The mem-
bers claim their payments due as a matter of right, and it is a

subject for hearty congratulation that an association which puts

self-help within the reach of every practitioner in sound health,

and enables him to provide against accident, misfortune, sick-

ness, and disablement from old age, is prospering so remarkably,

and continues to receive almost daily applications for member-

ship, ftospectuses, tables of premium, forms of proposal, and all

information are furnished on application to Mr. C. J. Radley, 2.5,

Wynne Eoad, Brixton, London, S.W.

NECROPSY OR DISSECTION.
'WiTH''reference tothe alleged instance at Victoria Park Hospital

of the performance of a post-niortem examination in opposition to

the wishes of the relatives, we are requested to state the follow-

ing facts. The patient died somewhat suddenly after rallying

from a fit. At the commencement of the serious sj-mptoms the

friends were telegraphed for, and a porter afterwards sent to the

'address given. The friends were, however, not forthcoming. Some

hours after the death of the jyatienttlieposf-^norfejn examination

was performed. It is the custom to ask permission in every case

for a posf^nortem examination, but, in the event of the relatives

not arri-i-ing, this is always performed. In this case the father

did not arrive till after the examination (which was an ordinarj-

one) was made. So far from being treated abruptly, the father

was given everj' opportunity of stating his grievance before the

committee of the hospital, and no such expression as haS lieen re-

ported—that "they should do as they liked"—was ever used

to him. An idea seems to be prevalent that the body was
" dissected ;" such was not the case. In an orAinti.ry post-mortem

examination, such as was performed in the instance under con-

sideration, it is impossible, without specially looking, to discover

whether an examination has been made or not. The practice of

post^nortem examinations in hospitals or elsewhere is to be

I governed by good sense and consideration for the feelings of rela-

I tives rather than by reference to legal rights. The law is singularly

silent on the subject. In a test case raised by the Vigilance

Committee and heard at Bow Street in June, 1882, ilr. Flowers

stated that the question for decision was whether making a post-

mortem examination could be considered to be offering an indignity

to a human body. This point was decided by Lord Chief Baron

Pollock in the case of Regina r. Feist, which came before the Court

for Crown Cases Reserved in IS.'iS. The Chief Baron held that

there was nothing -n-rong or against good feeling in making a pro-

perly conducted post-morte^n examination, so that a medical

oiBcer who, in the course of his ordinary duties, makes such an

e.xamination does not violate the law. '
"''^ '

"

The least effort—even ordinary movement—caused such fatigue

that they were compelled to lie down during the greater part of

the day. They had masks to preserve the skin of the face from

the biting cold, and the usual spectacles to avoid snow-blindnesa.

The travellers suffered from almost complete anorexia, and they

noticed that tea immediately made them ill. The second day

tracings were taken of the pulsation of the carotid and radial

arteries. One of the guides was quite prostrated with headache

and high fever, and was only got down with great difficulty

Once down, a good meal, a denser air, and a milder temperature

soon restored them to their normal condition of health.

PHYSIOLOGISTS ON MONT BLANC.

Three enterprising Frencli gentlemen went last summer to the toip

of Mont Blanc for the purpose of making a series of meteorological

and physiological obsen-ations. and remained there for two or three

days, in order to obviate the errors which, so far as physiological

observations are concerned, would be inevitable if made while stUl

suffering from the extreme fatigue incidental to so laborious an

ascent. As it was. none of them had the courage, on attaining

the goal to put up the tent, etc., which with great difficulty had

been brought up, and they fell asleep with their lu^ads on the

boxes of instruments. The thermometer, when placed on the

snow, registered 19° C. below zero. M. Richard and one of the

guides suffered from severe headache, with feverish symptoms.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS.

The matter of corporal punishment still remains a vexed question

with schoolmasters and magistrates. We have great sympathy

with the schoolmaster who tries to do his duty and finds chas-

tisement in school necessarj'. Reasonable cliastisement is a use-

ful discipline ; if properly administered it is not harmful to the

body, while it often improves manners and stimulates learning

Teachers have a right to some authoritative decision as to the

power of administering chastisement without incurring legal

liability thereby. This is not a matter for fine sentiment and

feeling, but for deliberate judgment and action. Let the Educa-

tion Department and the Home Office confer, and define in a

code the ages under which children may corporally be punished,

and the mode and extent of administration. Corporal punish-

ment may produce some aches and pains, but it interferes with

health less than confinement after hours, or deprivation of food.

The teacher should not fear to do his duty, and the law should

support him in doing it for the child's good and the maintenance

of a wholesome discipline.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

A member of the medical staff of University CoUege Hospital is

credited with an expression of profound regret that, when an

accidental fire occurred in that venerable buUding during the

coiu-se of some Christmas festivities, the active workers who ex-

tinguished the flames did not turn their attention to removing

the patients, leaving the building to be consumed by the devour-

ing element. It is an open secret that the structure is very imper-

fectly adapted to its purpose, and that many members of the com-

mittee have long entertained the opinion that to further patch

and repair was mere waste of money, and that the true economy

would be to pull down and rebuild. The late Sir FrancisGoldsmid, a

generous benefactor of the hospital, as he was of the College, held

tliis view 60 strongly that his large legacy was contingent on this

course being adopted, and, when a decision adverse to the pro-

posal was reached, the legacy lapsed. Plans have actually been

in existence for years, and some money has been raised
;
yet it is

reported that the committee propose to waste, further sums on

tinkering at the sanitary arrangements, which once again have

been found so patently defective that the hospital,will probably

have to be closed for six weeks this summer.

STILLBORN CHILDREN AND WORMIAN BONES.

De. Grace Peokuam contributes to the Sfw York Medical

Record, April 14th, 1888, an article on '•'Wormian Bones in Fonta-

nelles, and their Effect in Childbirth. " From the experience of

three cases, verj' similar—indeed, almost identical—in character

she has been led to^ infer that large Wormian bones in the fonta-

nelles, especially iii the posterior, may endanger the child during

parturition. Thev may prevent the overlapping at the sutures, so

that during the 'second stage of labour, when the pressure is

greatest, the intra-cranial contents may be graVely damaged by

pressure. In all three cases the patients -were primiparse, and
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there was nothing abnormal in the mpaBurements of the maternal

pelves and fatal heads. The presentation was left occipito-

anterior in all the cases. The laliours progressed slowly but

normally through the first stage, but the second stage was very

glow, lasting two or threr hours. As there was a constant ex-

pectation that the labours would terminate naturally, no instru-

ments were used. All these children were stillborn. In the first

two cases the abnormality gave rise to confusion in determining

the presentation ; in the third, previous experience rendered dia-

gnosis easy. The bones were two in number, triangular, and

lying on each side of the middle line, the suture which divided

them being continuous with the sagittal ; their bases lay towards

the occiput, their apices touched the parietals. These bones must

be distinguished from the remarkable "interparietal," "epactal,"

or " lambdoid " bone, the " os Incre " said to exist in 20 per cent.

of the skulls of the ancient I'eruvians. The interparietal bone is

single, and represents failure of union of the upper with the lower

part of the occipital portion of the occipital bone. Dr. Peckham
insists on the facility with which 'Wormian bones in the pos-

terior fontanelle 'may be diagnosed during labour, and raises the

question : Can the dangerous pressure-effects be avoided by the

prompt and early use of instruments? She turns the attfention

of obstetricians to the subject.
.

'i,
,

,

r INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ANTHROPOLOGY.
The Congress announced to be held at Columbia College, Brook-

lyn, U.S.A., June 4th to 7th, will discuss a variety of subjects

affecting medicine and public health. There will be sections for

anthropologj-, ethnology, ethnography, prehistoric archaeology,

and history of culture. Under anthropology there will be con-

sidered the effect of physical surroundings on man, with the

influence of the present system of education; the physiology of

the mind, the relation between physical states and psychical

phenomena, heredity, criminal biology, and sociologj'. Under

ethnology there fall to be discussed the laws of human progress

as affected by food, narcotics, disease, sexual relations, language,

the arts and sciences, government and laws, religions, and civilisa-

tion. The President is Dr. E. C. Mann. Among the medical Eng-
lish 'Vice-Presidents are Professors Flower, Huxley, and Victor

Horsley, Sir Crichton Browne, Drs. T. S. Clouston, Norman Kerr,

Henry Maudsley, George II. Savage, and L. S. Forbes "Winslow. Eng-
lish law is represented by Sir J. FitzJames Stephen, and Sir Henrj-

Maine. Other Vice-Presidents are Sir John Lubbock, Professor

Hiickel of Jena, Professor Virchow of Berlin, Professor Carl

Vogt of Geneva, Dr. Xraus of Vienna, and Dr. Morell of Ghent.

ECTOCARDIA CURED BY A PLASTIC OPERATION.
Professor Lannelonque, of [Paris, recently presented to the

Acad6mie des Sciences a verj- remarkable case of deformity of the

chest wall, with ectopia of the heart, which he had dealt with

successfully by operation. The patient was a female child, six

days old, well-formed in every part except the thorax. On the

front of the chest over the middle of the sternum there was a

circular ulcer, rather larger than a franc piece, the base being

formed by a yellowish membrane which appeared to be becoming

gangrenous. It was already detached from the edges of the ulcer

at several points, and thus only imperfectly closed the aperture

into the chest. Each beat of the heart pushed it forwards, and

on applying the finger during systole the hardening of the ven-

tricular walls as they contracted could be distinctly felt. The
inner ends of the clavicle articulated below with the first rib, and

appeared to be free internally and above: the sternum was entirely

wanting between them. This gap in the osseous wall

of the chest extended downwards in the middle line; the

sternum appearing to be represented on each side only

by a narrow strip of bone running downwards and ob-

liquely inwards, and finally joining the corresponding piece

below the median ulcer already referred to. The deficiency in the

bony chest wall was therefore of the shape of an isosceles triangio

the apex being below at the ensiform cartilage and the base Rbo\ •

at a line joining the inner ends of the two clavicles. The side

of the triangle measured 4, and the base 3 centimetres. The cir-

cular ulcer was as it were inscribed in this triangle. On inspira-

tion the chest wall corresponding to the malformed part of the

skeleton was drawn in, so that a hollow half an inch deep was

formed at the upper part; in expiration, on the other hand, it

bulged markedly forward. A few days after the little patient was

first seen, the remains of the " obturator" membrane at the bottom

of the iilcer disappeared ; the pericardium was seen to be entirely

wanting ; the apex of the heart projected outside the chest, and

the whole anterior surface of the ventricles was exposed. Thi-

hole in the skin became gradually smaller owing to the formation

of large fleshy granulations, which pressed on the apex and ven-

tricles of the heart, and it was obvious that immediate eurgical

interference was necessary to prevent most serious disturbanc

of the circulation. M. Lannelongue therefore made two verticni

incisions on each side, Ij centimetre to the outer side of the ulcer;

the flaps thus formed were sufficiently loosened to allow of their

internal edges being brought together over the opening in the

chest wall, where they were fixed by three hair sutures. Only a

few drops of blood were lost ; the operation was not followed by

any constitutional disturbance, and the wound was entirely healed

in twenty daj's. Two months after the operation the child was

in perfect health. M. Lannelongue points out that in this way

he transformed the case from one of " ectooardia " into one of

" subcutaneous ectopia." He thinks it possible that the ectopia,

which is at present extra-thoracic, may in time, as the heart

develops, become intra-thoracic. Professor Verneuil, in present-

ing M. Lannelongue's communication to the Academy, remarked

that this was the first time such a procedure had ever been

attempted.
«

SCOTLAND.

Sir George Husband Baird Macleod, Knight, Regius Pro-

fessor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow, has been made a

Depnty-Lieutenant of the County of Dumbarton.

GLASGOW MATERNITY HOSPITAL. :-

The directors of this hospital intend to open, on June 11th nect^

a west-end branch, at 491, St. Vincent Street. Patients willnotiJ)p

received into the west-end house, but will be attended froin.i|>

free of payment, at their own houses. Students will continue. t(>

take their first six cases from the hospital in North Portland

Street, but will be allowed to take additional cases from the

branch. This arrangement will be of great service both to 8tu-

dents and patients.

ORIGIN OF HOSPITALS.
In his admirable lecture on Life in One Room, Dr. J. B. Russell,

Medical Officer of Health for Glasgow, made the statement that

" hospitals for the sick are the special product of Christianity.

As this represents a verj' common belief, our readers may be

pleased to have the following references to authorities on another

view of the subject. They are taken from a letter in the GUugtvi

Herald, of May 17th. Professor Monier Williams says that " the

first hospitals for diseased men and animals are known to have

originated with the Indian Buddhists" (Nineteenth Century, p. 77,

July, 1882). In the fourth centurj- B.C., an edict was promul-

gated in India by King Asoka, commanding the establishment of

hospitals throughout hia dominions ( Weetmimter Revitw, October,
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1887) Boswortli Smith, in bis Mohammed and Mohammedanism,

p. 253, says we owe the origin of hospitals to the Indian

BuddhistB, and of lunatic asylums to the Mohammedans. And

Prescott, in his Comjucst of Me.vico, p. 16, says that hospitals were

established in the principal cities of ancient Mexico for the cure

of the sick and the permanent refuge of disabled soldiers.

THE "JOHN REID" MEDICAL PRIZE.

This prize, founded by Miss Mary Reid in memory of her bro-

ther, the late John Keid, surgeon, Glasgow, is awarded for the

best original research bearing on any of the departments of

medical science, conducted in one of the hospitals or laboratones

of Glasgow. The prize, which is of the annual value of £25, was,

at a meeting of the trustees held on May 17th, awarded for one

year to Mr. Eobert M. Buchanan, Glasgow, for an able paper on

the Absorption of Amyloid Material, and the Amyloid Change in

Hodgkin's Disease.

PROSECUTION UNDER THE VACCINATION ACT.

At Alloa Sheriff Court the Rev. E. M. Pulsford was charged by the

Parochial Board with a contravention of the Vaccination Act by

refusing or neglecting to vaccinate his daughter. Mr. Pulsford,

who has been twice previously convicted, pleaded guilty, and

said he understood it was within the pro^-ince of the Parochial

Board to drop prosecution after the first conviction. The Sheriff

stated he had no choice in the matter. The policy of the Act was

to make vaccination compulsory, and if boards only prosecuted

once that would not be compulsion. He then imposed a fine of

.-* with 30s. expenses, or seven days' imprisonment. It may be

noted here that, as will be seen from the Registrar-General's

report, only four deaths from small-po.\ occurred in the eight

principal Scotch towns during 1887.

SEVERE THUNDERSTORM IN SCOTLAND.

On Saturday, May 19th, a most terrific thunderstorm broke over

Glasgow and the south-west of Scotland, causing much damage to

property and live stock, and causing four deaths. Two young

boys were killed on Glasgow Green. On the body of the one

there was only a slight mark on the chest, but that of the other

was much scorched, especially about the head and chest, and the

hair was entirely burnt off one side of the head. A piece of tin in

this hoy's pocket was fused by the current, and a large hole, a

foot w'ide and about four feet deep, was made in the ground

near where the boys were standing. About the same time two

men were struck down in Paisley Road in the outskirts of Glas-

gow; one was killed, and the other rendered insensible. No

marks were found on the body in this case. A young man was

also killed near Bathgate. Professor Grant, of the Glasgow

Observatory, states that the thunderstorm was the most severe

recorded in the annals of the observatory.

THE THEGOVERNMENT AMENDMENTS TO
UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.

I With the view of rendering the principle of affiliation of colleges

Clearer, and settling the relations of those colleges to the univer-

sities, the Secretar^ for Scotland is going to introduce certain

amendments in committee. The most important of these are the

following- The word;* "affiliation" and " incorjwration, '
are to

be struck out of the Bill altogether, and replaced by " added to."

On Clause 0, which deals with the powers of the University Court,

it is proposed that that body shall have power to administer and

manage the whole revenue and property of the University, in-

cluding the contributions for university purposes from any college

which may hereafter be added to the University, provided always

that no member of a university court who represents any college

which may hereafter be added to the university shall sit or vote

as a member of such court, while it is engaged in the administra-

tion or management of any university funds or property, other

than the contributions to be severally made by the university and

any such added college, as hereinafter enacted. The following

new clause is to be introduced after Clause U. The Commis-

sioners and, after the expiry of their powers, the University Court,

may if they think fit make ordinances to extend any of the uni-

versities by adding new colleges to them, under regulations to be

laid down by the Commissioners, subject to the following condi-

tions : 1. The university court and the college, which it is pro-

posed shall form part of the university, shall be consenting

parties. 2. The approval of the Universities Committee shall be

signified. 3. The college shall have been under its existing con-

stitution placed on a permanent footing, and shall be sufficiently

endowed, in the opinion of the Commissioners. 4. The university

and any college or colleges which may be added to it shall

severally contribute for the general purposes of the university, ss,

increased by such addition, such annual sum as the Commissioners

may determine. 5. When such college is established and on a

permanent footing, and under its constitution the college funds

are managed by persons other than the teachers, such funds shaU

continue to be managed as heretofore, subject to the control and

review of the university court. 6. The university court or any

college which under this act shall have been made part of the

university may resolve that such college shall cease to form part

of such university. ^

IRELAND.

The portrait of Dr. John llalahan, Professor of Anatomy and

Midwifery, 1788, and that of Dr. Croker King, first president, have

been presented to the Royal College of Surgeons by the surviving

relatives of those gentlemen respectively.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD AND DR.

MAGNER.

We learn that the Local Government Board for Ireland have

refused to sanction Dr. Magner's appointment as medical

officer of Timoleague Dispensary unless he gives a written

promise not to connect himself further with any illegal combina-

tion or conspiracy while holding office. Dr. ilagner has replied

to a communication from the Board to this effect, that if they

expect him to resign his membership of the National League

before obtaining their sanction to his appointment, he must retuse

to give any such undertaking.

FEES FOR EXAMINING LUNATICS.

De Blake, of Tuam Union, lately examined a lunatic, and

obtained a magistrates order for his fee ; but, on applying to the

guardians for the amount due, it was refused. He applied again,

and the guardians, instead of paying, which they ultunately must

directed their clerk to write to Dr. Blake, pointing out the gre^

injustice that would be done the ratepayers if the fee was required

to be paid ; that they considered his position such that he should

be slow to take advantage of an order which smiply was giving

paupers relief. Most people, we would imagine, would regard the

refusal of the guardians to pay the fee demanded as an act of

injustice towards Dr. Burke^

UNVEILING OF A PORTRAIT OF THE QUEEN AT

THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS. IRELAND

Ov Tuesday, May 22nd, His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant of

u;iand unveiled a full-length portrait of Her Majesty in the

Royal College of Surgeons, at Dublin. There was a verj- large

and distinguished attendance. The portrait, which is b Mn

Catterson Smith, represents the Queen standing on a dais, att.reU
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in A black sntin drees trimmed with white laoo. She wears a

miniature crown, find the blue sash of the Order of the Garter.

Dr. Anthony H. Corley, President of the College, read an address,

to which the Lord Lieutenant made a suitable reply. In the

evening Dr. Corley entertained a large and distinguished company
at dinner in the .VlVrt Hall. Among those present were the Lord

Lieutenant, the Lord Chief Justice, the President of the Eoyal

Academy of Medicine in Ireland (Dr. Robert McDonnell, F.E.S.),

Lord Justice Fitzgibbon, the Provost of Trinity College, the Lord

Chftiieellor, Dr. Fitzgibbon, Colonel Sir West Ridgway, Sir Robert

Ball (Astronomer Royal), and Sir George Porter. The only toasts

proposed were "The Queen," "The Prince and Princess of Wales,''

"The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland," "The President of the Royal

College of Surgeons," and " The Universities and the Medical

Corporations of Ireland." The company then proceeded to the

board-room, where .<!Ome excellent singing was listened to. The
evening passed off brilliantly.

PRESENTATION TO DR. A. H. CORLEY, PRESIDENT
OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

On Monday last a number of the pupils, past and present, of the

Carmichael College of Medicine met to present an address to Dr.

Corley, President of the College of Surgeons, and Lecturer on Sur-

gerj- in the Carmichael School. The address was accompanied by
a silver salver and a pair of handsome claret jugs. Dr. Gordon,

who occupied the chair, bore testimony to Dr. Corley's popularity

and eminence. Dr. C'orlej' made a suitable reply.

THE AMALGAMATION OF DUBLIN SCHOOLS.
On Friday, -\[ay 18th, a special meeting of the Fellows of the Col-

lege of Surgeons was held, pursuant to requisition, for the pur-

pose of considering the question of amalgamation of schools. Dr.

Corley presided. The subject was introduced by Mr. Thomson,
who pointed out the disadvantages which resulted from a multi-

plicity of schools in Dublin, and conclude<i by moving :
" That,

having regard to the interests of medical education in Dublin, it

is desirable to diminish, as far as possible, the number of private

schools, and that, with a view to carrying out this principle, it be

an earnest recommendation to the Council to take such steps as

may be necessary to effect, on equitable terms, an amalgamation
of the existing private schools with those of the Royal College of

Surgeons." Dr. Kidd seconded the motion, which was supported

by Dr. McDonnell, I'rofessor Thornley Stoker, ilr. Barton, and
Mr. Wm. Stoker, and opposed by Professors R. Jiacnamara and
Hamilton, and Mr. Wharton. A division then took place, with
the result that the motion was carried by 39 to IG. It was further

directed that a special meeting of the Fellows sliould be sum-
moned to examine any scheme of amalgamation. The schools

which it is thus sought to unite with the College School are

the Carmichoel and the Ledwich. The difflculties in carrying

out Riich a union are great, but they are by no means insurmount-
able. Certain professors and lecturers would, of course, retire,

and for a time there would be more than one occupant of several

ef the professorships; but seeing that the throe schools have
abovit.MX) pupils altogether, and that the majority of these would
still be retained, the pecuniary result would be satisfactony' even
at onc«". As the staff diminished the value of the chairs would be
considerable. Mr. Thomson, in his speech, very properly Urged
the necessity of having such subjects as anatomy and physiology
taught by men whoso whole time could be devoted to them, and
he pointed out that it was only in this way that the scientific

reputation of the Duldin School could be raised. The subject has
now made a distinct advance, the proposal having for the first

time been approved at a meeting of the Fellows, and it is to be
hoped that nothing will interfere to prevent its being examined
in a fair spirit.

GIBSON" AND WIFE F. JEFFRIES AND HILLS.
May we appeal to the readers of the JonRNAL on behalf of Messrs.

W. C. Jeffries and A. P. Hills, the defendants in an action trie<l

last July at Guildford before Mr. Justice Cave, and reported in

your issue of August;13th_? Damages to the amount^of £01)0 wtr
then sought to bo recovered on the ground of alleged negligeno
and unskilfulness in the use of forceps during the confinement of

Mrs. Gibson, one of the plaintiffs. The jurj' found for tho defen-

dants, and no medical man can read the report of the trial without
feeliug that the action ought never to have been brought, and that

any jiractitiouer who applies the forceps and accidentally ruptures

the perineum, or any medical man who is compelled by illness to

enniloy a locum tenens is liable to be treated as were Messrs. Uills

and Jeffries.

Although costs were given against the plaintiffs, the latter not

Ijeing in a position to pay, Messrs. Jeffries and Hills will have to

pay their own law costs, amounting to £1.')0, and are just now
being pressed for payment by the solicitors. There are special

and personal reasons known to us that make this a particularly

deserving case, and, while it is impossible to remedy the injurj-,

anxiety, and worrj- through which ilessrs. Hills and Jeffries have

had to go, we hope that the law costs will be met by subscription

among their medical brethren. We would further suggest that

this is a case which would be most appropriately dealt with by

small subscriptions from a large number of medical men, as it i

one deserving such widespread sympathy. The trustees of tli

" Bower and Keats Fund " have just contributed £50 towards tin

expenses of Messrs. Jeffries and Hill, but a balance of £100 still

remains to lie provided.
Subscriptions will be acknowledged in the Jouenal, and may be

sent to Jlr. Keetley, 10, George Street, Hanover Square, W.
GnAiLY Hewitt, M.D.,
Geo. Gkanville Bantock, M.D.,

F. Dawtkey Deewitt, M.D.,

C. B. Keetley, F.R.C.S.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE,
NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Any qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law
of the Associotion, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.
Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each
meeting, namely, June 27th, September 26th, and December 28th,

1888.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a

Branch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular

summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

J'eancis Fowke, General Secretary.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Stafforpshire Branch.—Tlie tliird peneral meeting of the present session

will l>e licl<l in the Bell Library and ^levlie;il Institute, Clevelauii IJoaii, Wolver-
hampton, on Thursday, May ."^Ist. The chair will he taken by the President,

Mr. W. D. Spanton, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The following; papers will

t)e reAd :—Dr. C. A. McMunn : Lxcretion of Itediiction Products of Jlxinatin

in Disease. Dr. Alfred H. Carter : Practical Considerations on the Nature aiM
Treatment of Chronic Cardiac Disease. Mr. E. Hurry Fenw-ick, London)
The Electric Illumination of the Bladder and Urethra, and its Value in the Pl»-

Knosis aTid Treatment of Obscure Vesico-Urethral Diseases. Dr. McMunn tnll

bJiow a simple method of adapting a photograpliic camera to the microscope.—"

T. Vl.NCKNT Jack-son, Wolverhampton.

Bast Yobk and North Lincoln Branch.—Tiio annual meeting will b« hdd
at the Infirmary, Hull, on Wednesday, -May aith, at 1.30 p.m. Gentlemen who
intend to make any communication, or to pr(»pose any rcaolutioti, are requestfld

to inform the Secretary not later than May 20th.—ii, P. Habchy, Honorary
Secretary, 80, Spring Bank, Hull.

MintANT) BSAHCK.—The aomial meeting will be held at Nottlilgham on

Thursday. June Uth. at 2 P.M. Menilwrs desirous of reading papers, exhibiting

casc'i, etc., are requested to comnumicate with the Secretary before May 2itn.

Candidates for election by tiie Branch Council must send in their forms ,01

application by tt^e. same (Jatc—W. A.,pAaLiNK, M.B„ Honorary Secretary,

Lincoln.
-

, ,
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Sorin-WESTEBN Beanoh.—Tlie nnnual meeting of this Branch will be

held at the Devon and Bxctei- Ilospital. Kxeter on luesday. June 2btli

under the presidency of Dr. John Woodman. F.li.C.S. Notices of motion

or commuificltions ^to be intimated to the Honorary Secretary^-ithout

delay and it will facilitate arranKements if member) will inform the Honorary

Secretary as soon as possible if they hope to be present at the meeting 1 he

foUowiuk motion was passed at the Council Meeting on May 2nd :— That inas-

much as the annual meeting assumes more or less the character of a da> of

recreation, and with a %-iew of encouraging the district meetings, the business of

the annual meeting sliall be contiued to the Piesideut s address, the business

of the Branch the exhibition of cases or of specimens with notes, and the

.nnual dinner."-?. Mauri" DeaS, Wonford House, Exeter, Honorary

Secretary.

_ _ - \ meeting for the exhibition and discussion

o£'micro"scopi^"spec'inrens"\vill be held on May 31st, at 3.30 P^M., in the dissect;
North of Exgi.axd Bbaxch.

Ol microscopic specinieus «iii u«? injiK wH A..C1J ^...v, .^ .^
m, ' rT 1 -n

ine-room of the College of Medicine, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The Secretaij w ill

be Klad to hear from any ot the members who have interesting slides ot any

description. After the meeting there will be an informal dinner at .5 P.M., at

Sie Douglas Hotel.-G. E. WtLLiAMSOS, 22, Bldon Square, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, Honorary Secretary.

Lascashire a_vd Cheshire Erakch.—The annual meeting will be held in

Liverpool about the 13th of June. Gentlemen wishing to read papers or show

cases are requested to communicate to Chas. Ed. Glascott, M.U., 23, baint

John Street, Manchester, Honorary Secretary.

BiRMlSGHAM AND MIDLAND CouNTins Braxch.—The annual meeting ot this

Branch will be held in the BirmiDgham Medical Institute, on Wednesday,

June 14th. at 3.30 p.m.

South-Baster-x Braxch : Bast Sussex District.—A meeting of the abore

District will be held in the board-room of the new hospital, at Hastings, on

Tuesday June 12th. Dr. Bagshawe will preside. The Chairman. Mr. Ticehurst

and Dr. Penhall. will contribute short papers on cases. Gentlemen interested

in hospital construction will be at liberty to inspect the new building. Com-

munications as to papers, etc.. should be addressed to T. JESKEK ^ EERAXL, a7,

Montpellier Koad, Brighton, Honorary Secretary.

Bath and Bristol Branch.—The sixth ordinary meeting ot the session will

'.. held at the Museum and Library, Bristol, on Wednesday evening. May 30th.
- — — - " '^ " .,._!. m,.„ c_ll "° Will

i.uidysis. The following I - . _, _ . . t n-
Si.iua Bifida, with Specimens. Mr. C. F. Pickering: The Treatment of Dij

charge from the Ear. Dr. J. G. Swayne : The Hour of Delivery. Dr. H.

Waldo : Embolic Hemiplegia.—E. Mabkham Skerritt, R. J. H. Scott, Hono-

rary Secretaries, Clifton.

Metropohtax Counties Branch: East London and South Esse.t Dis-

trict —The annual meeting for the election of officers will be held at the

Forest Hotel, ChiTigford. on Thursday, June 7th, at 6 p.m. At R 15 P.M. (sharpi

the raerabera and their friends will dine together. A. Durham, Esq., President

ot the Branch, will preside. Tickets, 8s. each, exclusive of wine. Members

wlshiuu to be present are requested to communicate with the Honorary Secre-

tary not later than Satui'day, June 2ud.—J. W. Hunt, Honorary Secretary, 101,

Queen's Hoad. Dalston.

South Midland Branch.-The annual meeting of the above Branch will be

held at the Bletchlev Park Hotel. Bletchlcy, on Thursday, June lltli, at

2 4.J p M vTbe new President. H. Veasey, Esq.. invites the members to luncheon

atthe'same place previously to the meeting, from 1.30 to 2..30 p.m., at which

nieetin» ami luncheon every qiialifled medical man will be a welcome visitor.

Gentlemen accepting the invitation are requested to intimate the same to the

Honorarv Secretary not later than June 11th. The arrangements tor a com-

tllned meeting thisvcar of the Cambs and Hunts and South Midland Branches

having fallen through, the informal reciprocal visits of members, to whom it

may be convenient, at the respective meetings, would be most agreeable, and

are'hcrcby invited. Agen.la :— Usual business ot annual meeting, liesohition
'

on subject of "Fees to Medical Witnesses," etc. Communication from Chair-

i man of Parliamentary Bills Committee on Subject of " Lunacy Acts Amend-
' ment Bill " (see Jourxal. May 12th, p. 1026). The following gentlemen will

' bo proposed as new members of the Association and Branch
:
Johli Henry

' Lloyde Esq.. Bedford; J. Neil Wiitlield, Esq., Northampton; .\. E. Godfrey.

Bsq and — Wcithcrley, Esq., Northampton Intirniary. Gentlemen wishing
' to read papers for discussion, cases, etc.. are requested to send the titles of the

I same without delay to the undersigned. The following have been promised :

I Mr. MlUigan; Case of Strangulated Umbilical Hernia: Operation for liadical

Cure : Recovery. Dr. Jones : Physical Indications in Heart Atlectlons.- 1/. J.

Btaxs, Honorary Secretary, Northampton.

Perthshire Braxch.—The next meeting of this Branch will be held in the

Beoture Hall of the Perthshire Natural St:ience Society. lay Street. Perth, on

Friday, June 1st. at 4 p.m. The President, Dr. Trotter, in the chair, .\geiida :

—Dr "Trotter .«carlet Fever during the Puerperium. Dr. W. B. Gowans : Case

ot Poisoning by Hvdrochloric Acid, with Specimen. Election of a Kepresenta-

t4»8 to be prese'nt lit the annual meeting of the Association in Glasgow- during

Asgust.—W. B. GowAJiS, M.D., Secretary, 6, St. Leonard's Bank, Perth.

Dorset and West Hants Branch.—The next meeting will lie held at Shor-

bomc. on Wednesday, May 30th. The business meeting will be held at

the Yeatman Hospital', at 2.30 P.M. The following are the agenda ;-;-Jilection

of Branch Council and of new members. Election of a representative ot the

Branch on the Council ot the Association. Election ot a representative on the

Parliamentarv Bills Committee. Place and date of the summer meeting. Dr.

John Roberts'Thomson, to move the addition ot the following words to By-law

8 relating to the election of membei-s of the Branch Council, "Personal canvass

will disqualify." Dr. William Vicarv Snow, to propose a resolution on the

recent action of the Committee of Management of the Dorset County Hospital.

Discussion Pleuritic EBusion. Communications : Dr. Leach : Four cases of

Emnvema
'

Dr. Isambard Owen (London ) : Some Points of Interest in connec-

tion with Collective Investigation. Mr. Marsh: Short NoUs ot a case of

Lawson Tail's Operation for Extension of Perineum, with an Lncommonand
Unfortunate Termination. Dr. Greves : A case ot Cerebral Tumoor (specimen),

with Remarks on the DUgposis ot Intra-Cramal Tumours Implicating the

Cortex of the Brain. Dr. Davison : A case of Infantile Scurvy. Dr. iLac

Donald On Epilepsy, with Notes of a Case and Pathologic-al Specimens.

Dinner at the fiigby Hotel at 6..30 p.m.; charge 63 each, without wtae.-

WiLLiAM VawdrIt LrsH. M.D., Weymouth, C. H. Watts Pabkixsom, Wim-

borne, Honorary Secretaries.

SOUTH-EASTERN BRANCH: EAST SURREY DISTRICT.

A MEETING of this District was held at the Greyhound Hotel,

Croydon, on Thursday, May 10th, at 4 p.m. ; T. A. Richabdson,

Esq., of Croydon, in the chair.
„ , . , .,,,<• j ,.

Communications.—?&^6r%, abstracts of which will be found at

p. 1114, were read by Dr. Goodhaet, Mr. Bbuce Clabke, and

Dr. Philpot. , , • .„

Dinner.—kitax the meeting, seventeen members and Tisitors

dined together.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH: WESTERN DISTRICT.

A MEETING was held on Wednesday, May 16th, at the St. George's

Union Infirmarj-, Fulham Road, Brompton, S.W. Dr Chabltok

Bastian F R S., Vice-President of the district, was in the chair,

and about tWenty members and visitors were present. The minutes

of the preceding'meeting were read and confirmed.

Chronic Ulcer of the Tongice.-liv. Butlin, F.R.C.S read notes

of three cases of chronic ulcers of the tongue, m which the d^ase

had resisted all medicinal treatment, and even scrapmg and fresh-

enincr the edces. The ulcer was removed in each case by the

knife by incisions parsing deep into the substance of the tongue.

The disease had existed for from eighteen months to three or

more years. The author recommended the adoption of this

method of treatment in cases of long-standing lingual ulcers in

which other measures failed to cure.—A discussion ensued, in

which Drs. Bastian, Jamieson, and Mr. Noble Smith took

^^Orthopcedic Appliances.—ii^. Noble Smith gave a demonstra-

tion of his more recent modifications of appUances in orthopaedic

surcrerv. Light splints in place of heavy mstruments ;
the substi-

tutfon of metal rods, which could be bent by the surgeon, for the

hitrhlv-tempered irons usually made ; the simplification ot joints

inlnstruments used after operations for club-foot, to save com-

plication and expense ; and the limitation of the restraining mttii-

euceof all apparatus to the parts absolutely requiring restraint,

were among the more noticeable points referred to. The treat-

ment of contracted and relaxed joints and the apphcation ot

fixation apparatus to diseased spines were also included in this

practical ,lemonstration.-A discussion followed, in which Drs.

Bastian, Jamieson, Sheldon, and Messrs. Butlix, fe. Bubton,

and Steele joined. -,.,»< ^u^ t„
Cases —Dr. Websteb, the medical superintendent ot tlie in-

firmary, then exhibited patients suffering from diseases of much

clinical interest, including a marked case of pseudo-hypertropuic

paralysis, lateral sclerosis, and a rare form of skin disease.

Votes of ThanJcs.—T:he proceedings closed with the usual votes

of thanks.

SOITH-EASTERN BRANCH: WEST KENT DISTRICT.

A MEETING of the above district was held at the Hospital,

Gravesend, on April 27th, R. J. Brypen, Esq., in the chair.

ZitMeetinff -It was decided that the next meetmg should W
held at Maidstone in Noyember, and that Dr. fehaw should be

requested to preside on the occasion.
i, v tj r c; .^ra^

£lection of Honorary Secretary.-k. V, . .N ankn ell. F.R.C b ,
-(vas

unanimously re-electeU Honorary Secretary of the District for the

'''''SZlkations.-The following papers were reod and (Ua-

cussed. 1. Dr, P, Hobeocks : On Puerperal Fever, i Dr. lAN-

N VHILL : Ou Symmetrical Gangrene. _

'

"/)»i;ier.—Twenty-eight members and visitors subsequently

dined at the New Falcon Hotel.

Bequests.—Sir Francis W. Grant, Bart., of Monymusk, Aber-

deenshire, has bequeathed £1.000 to the St. George and &t James

Diuien^ary.-Ladv Tite, widow of Sir William Tite t B., has

bequeathed £800 to the Hospital for Women. £100 to bt. Georges

Hospital, and £100 to the Royal Free Hospital.
. > V-».

;
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BRITISH [MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNTAL MEETING.

Thk fifty-sixth Auumd Meetinc of the British Medical Association

will lie heJd at Glasgow, on Tuesdav. Wednesday, Thursday, and

Kri.lav, Auimst 7th, 8th, 9th. and 10th, 1.>«S.

PresicUmt: John T. Banks, M.D., D.Sc.(non.), F.K.Q.C.P.I.,

Keijiua Professor of Physic in the University of Dublin.

President-Elect : Professor W. T. Gairdiiur, M.D., LL.D., Professor

of .\le<licine iu the University of Glasgow.

President of the Council: Tliomas Bridgwater, M.B., J. P., Ilar-

row-on-the-Hill.
Treasurer: C'onstantine Holman, M.D., J. P., Reigate.

An Address in Jledicine will be delivere<l by Thomas Clifford

AUbutt, M.D., Consulting Physician, Leeds General Infirmary.

An Address in Surgery will be delivered by Sir George H. B.

.Macleod, M.D., Surgeon in Ordinary to Her Majesty in Scotland.

.\ Special Address on his "Recent Investigations in Surgery"

will be given by William Macewen, M.D., Lecturer on Clinical Sur-

gery, Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

Kn Address in Physiology will be delivered by John Gray

.McKendrick, W.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Institutes of Medi-

cine, University of Glasgow.
All the rooms reijuired for the purposes of the meeting will, by

the kindness of the authorities, be provided in the University of

Glasgow.
Humanity Class Moom.

A. 'ilRTilciss..—President, T. McCall Anderson, M.D. Vice-Presi-

tlents,\\'. L. Bowles, M.D.; George F. Duffey, M.D. Honorary &c-
;-f?«r«««, J. McGregor Robertson, M.D.,400,GreatWesternRoad, Glas-

gow, Robert M. Simon, M.D., 27, Newhall Street, Birmingham.

Chemistry Class Room.
B. Sdbgery.—President, George Buchanan, M.D. Vicf-Presi-

denU, James Dunlop, AI.D. ; Charles Robert Bell Keetley, F.R.C.S.

Honorary Secretaries, David Neilson Knox, M.B., 8, India Street,

Glasgow; Walter Pye, F.R.C.S., 4, Sackville Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.
Medical Jurisprudence Class Room.

C. Obstetric Medicine.—President, Thomas More Madden,
M.D. Mee-Presidents, William Leishman, M.D. ; J. Halliday

Croom, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, William Walter, M.D., 20, St.

John Street, Manchester; W. L. Reid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent,

Glasgow.
Greek Class 'Poom.

D. FtTBUC Medicine.— President, Henry Duncan Littleiohn,

.M.D. Ftcf-P/rsjrfOT^s, James Christie, M.D. ; D. Page, M.D. Hono-
rary Secret/iries, Ebenezer Duncan, M.D., 4, Royal Crescent, Cross-

hill, Glasgow; John C. McVail, M.D., Holmhead, Kilmarnock.

Hebrew Class Room.
13. P8YCH01.0QY.

—

President, James C. Howden, M.D. T'ice-Pre-

/<((/<>;!<.••, James Rutherford, M.D.; Julius Mickle, M.D. Honorary
Secretaries, A. R. Urquhart, M.D., Murray House, Perth; Ale.x.

Xewington, M.D., Ticehurst, Sussex.

Anatomy Class Room.
F. Anatomy and Physiology.—President, John C\e\Rn<\,il.T).,

LL.D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, R. J. Anderson, M.D. ; Henry Ed-
ward Clark, F.F.P.S.G. Honorary Secretaries, John Barlow, M.D.,

27, Elmbank CYescent, Gla.sgow; Charles Barrett Lockwood,
F.R.C.S., 19, Upper Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W.

Latv Class Room.
G. Pathology.—PrMtrf^i/, Sir William Aitken, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S. Vice-Pre.tidents, Alexander Davidson, M.D. ; Joseph Coats,

M.D. ; Charles Roy. M.D., F.K.S. Honorary Secretaries, G. Sims
Woodhead, M.D., 6, Marchhall Crescent, Edinburgh ; J. Lindsay
Steven, M.D., 34, Berkelt-y Terrace, Glasgow.

Midviferi/ Class Room.
II. Oi'iiTitALMOLOOY.

—

President, Thomas Reid, M.D. Vice-Pre-

sidents, J. R. Wolfe, M.D. ; C. E. Glascott. M.D. Honorary Secre-

taries, Henrv- Bendelack Hewetson, M.R.C.S., 11, Hanover ".Square,

Leeds; A. Krceland Fergus, M.B., 41, Elmbank Street, Glasgow.
Biblical Class Room.

1. Otoi/ioy.—President. Thomas Barr, M.D. Vice-Presidents,

John Astley Bloxam. F.R.C.S.; J. J. K. Duncflnson, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Johnstxine Macfie, M.D., '2^, Ashton Terrace,

Glasgow ; James Black, K.R.C.S., 16, Wimpole Street, London.
Enplish Literature Class Room.

J. DiSRASEfl OK CBii.vns^.—President, Walter Butler Cfaeadle,

M.D. Vice-Presidtnti. James Finlayson, M.D. ; Henry Ashby,

M.D. Honorary Secretaries, George S. Middleton, M.D.,23, Sandy-
ford Place, Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.R.C.S., 14, g».

Thomas's Street, S.E.

Conveyancing Class Room.
K. Pharmacology and TnERAVEurics.— President. James

Morton, M.D. Vicc-Pre.ndents, John Dougall, M.D. ; Theodore

Cash, il.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, Alexander Napier, M.D.,

3, Royal Terrace, Crossbill, tilasgow ; Sidney Harris Cox Martin,

M.D.,"()0, Gower Street, London, W.C.
Divinity Class Room.

L. Lakynoology and Ruinology.—President, Feli.x Semon,

M.D. Vice-Presidents, George Iluntei- Mackenzie, M.D. ; Peter

McBride, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, D. Nev\inan, M.D., 18, Wood-
side Place, Glasgow; A. E. Garrod, M.D. ,9, Chandos Street, Caven-

dish Square.
Programme of Proceedings.

Tuesday, August 7th. 1888.

9.X) A.M.—Meeting of 1887-1888 Council. Randolph Hall.

11.30 A.M.—First General Meeting. Report of Council. KeportJ of

Committees. Senice in the Cathedral. Bute Hall.

8.30 P.M.—Adjourned General Meeting from 11.30 a.m. Presiilenl's

Address. Bute Hall.
Wednesday, August 8th. 1858.

9.30 A.M.—Meeting of 1S88-89 Council. Randolph Hall.

10.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
3 P.M.—Second General Meeting. Address in Medicine l-y

Thomas Clifford AUbutt. M.D.. F.R.S. Bute Hall.

Thursday. August 9th. 18?8.

9.30 a.m.—Address on his Recent Surgical luvestigations hy

William Macewen. M.D. Bute Hall.

11 A.M.—Meeting of Council. Randolph Hall.

10.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
3 P.M.—Third General Meeting. Address in Surgery by Sir

George H. B. Macleod. M.D. Bute Hall.

7 P.M.—Public Dinner. St. Andrew's Hall.

Friday. August 10th, 1883.

10.30 A.M. to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
. „. ,,

3 P.M.—Concluding General Meeting. Address in Physiology

by John Q. McKendrick. M.D., F.R.S. Bute HalU
Saturday. August 11th, 1888.

Excursions.

Annual Museiit.

The Annual Museum will be held on August 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th,

in the Examination Hall of the University of Glasgow, and wiU

be arranged in the following six Sections :

Section A.—Food and Drugs, including Antiseptic Dressings,

and other Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations. (Honorary

Secretary, R. S. Thomson, B.Sc, M.B., CM., 3, Melrose Street.)

Section B.—Pathology, comprising Casts, Models, Diagrams,

Microscopical Preparations, and Micro-organisms. (Honorary Sec-

retary, J. Lindsay Steven, M.D., .S4, Berkeley Terrace.)

Section C.—.inatomy, comprising Special Dissections, MetUoas

of Mounting, Abnormalities, Drawings, Medals, etc. (Honorary

Secretary, J. Yule Mackay, M.D., .34, Elmbank Crescent.)

Section D.—Physiology, consisting of Apparatus, Microscopes,

Microtomes, and Microscopical J'reparations of Normal Histology.

(Honorary Seeretarj-, J. McGregor Robertson, M.A., M.B., CM., 4W,

Great Western Road.) „ , . , ^. . ,• „„^
Section E.—Instruments and Books, including Appliances-

Medical, Surgical, and Electrical. (Honorary Secretary, J. Mac-

intyre, M.B., CM., 173, Bath Street.

Section F.—Sanitation (1) Dome.stic Sanitary Appliances, em-

bracing all Improvements applicable to *he Treatment of the Sick

in Private Dwellings. (2) Personal Hygiene, including Dress anu

G-s-mnastic Appliances. (3) Ambulances, Carnages, and a 1
otner

Appliances used for the Conveyance and Treatment of the Sick

and Wounded, either in Civil, Naval, or Military Practice. (*>

Drawings, Models, and Apparatus illustrative of the Ventilation.

Lighting, and Droining of Hospitals. (.5) Hospital Furniture, (b)

Sanitary Appliances in connection with Educational Institutions

and Public Buildings. (Honorary Secretarj', 1. 2. 3. Robert I olloK,

M B , CM., Pollokshields ; Honorary Seeretarj', 4, 5, and li, A. "

Russell, M.A., M.B., CM., Western Infirmary.)

Intending exhibitors should communicate as early as possioa

with the Secretary of the Section in which they propose to ex-

hibit as the iluseum Catalogue must be complete one monui

before the date of meeting. Inquiries as to advertisements in tne

Catalogue should be sent without delay to Dr. Thomson, 3, Melrose

Street, Glasgow. pm««f
llonorarv General Secretaries of Museum Committee, A. t-niest

Maylard, B.S.. M.B., 54, Berkeley Terrace; R. S. Thomson, B-M-.

M.IJ., CM., 3, Melrose Terrace.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.
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SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
vrithout collars to be killed immediately, those with collars wUlb«

kept three days, and killed if not claimed.

PARIS.
[PBOM OCR OWN COaBESPONDENT.]

0.v<lpropylmdmoamylamine.-CMimon Salt in Migralne.-Hygiene

of Newborn hifants.- Vaccination Institution. - Hydrophobia

in France.
., m .. ir v

Kt a meeting of the SociutiS de Biologie on April 21st, il.i^.

Louise read a note upon the action of oxypropylendusoamylamme

on the circulation and respiration. From a considerable number

of e>cperiments on dogs that had undergone tracheotomy, it ap-

peared that the inhibitory action is destroyed by the influence ot

the poison, and the heart's action becomes violent and disorderly;

the pressure increases in the arteries, and the vessels of the

nen-ous centres receive a rush of blood, causing disturbance.

Durincr the fits the heart is tetanised; this causes general conges-

tion of the veins, which no doubt helps to prolong the epilepti-

form attack. The animals during the minor attack express terror

or fur^-, which is naturally, as in the convulsive fits, the result of

the anatomical connections between the brain and the heart,

which render constant the exchanges and reciprocity of action

between the two organs. At the same time that the heart is

affected there is considerable diminution in the number of inspira-

tions and augmentation of their amplitude.

The Annates de la SocUte Medico-Chtrurgicale de Ltige indicate

the prevention or cure of migraine by the ingestion ot a certain

auantitv of salt. The treatment was discovered by chance. Dr.

Rabow advised a young man suffering from petit !n(r/ and aura to

swallow some kitchen salt at the first symptoms of the aura, ac-

cording to the method of Nothnagel. The prescription was carried

out with success. The patient's aunt, who had suffered from

mi<Taine for several years, also adopted the plan of taking a half-

9po°onful or so of salt at the first appearance of the symptoms

which preceded her attack of migraine. She succeeded in pre-

ventine the access, or at least of .subduing it at the end of ba f an

hour Dr. Rabow, encouraged by this observation, employed the

same remedy in other cases with equally good results. In six

cases sea salt administered at the beginning of the access has pro-

duced remarkable results. With some patients, however, the

method has failed. It is probably to some reflecte<l phenomena

that the above result is due.
.

At the meeting of the Association Francaise pour 1 Avaucement

des Sciences, on April 2nd, a note from Dr. Haro. of Montpellier,

was read, on a liew decision of the municipality concerning the

hveiene of young mothers and newborn children. Dr. Haro sug-

uested to the Mayor of Montpellier to join to the /»cre< the hrst

principles of hygiene for women during pregnancy and conhne-

ment and newborn children. The Mayor received the proposal

favourably, and at the session of the Conseil Municipal, March

7th, it was decided that the instructions drawn up by Dr. Haro.

and approved by the Conseil Ddpartemental d'Hygiene, should be

added to the livret presented to newly married couples by the

"
The formation of a Medical Institute for Vaccination, which has

lone been contemplated, is about to be accomplished. A commis-

sion has been formed, composed of M.M. Peyron, Le^-raud \ ail-

lant, Chautemps, Dubrisay, Risler, Brouardel, Priust, Du Mesiiil,

Lapine, Bezancon, Mourlan, Bandouin des Salles. This (oramis-

sion has consulted JIM. Chauveau, who founded the Institute

for VacciuaMon at Lyons; Xocard, director of the \ accination

College of Alfort; Vaillard, who is appointed vaccinator at \ al-

de-Giace; Charabon and Launay, vaccinators; Gallois and

Bouvard, architects. The result of the inquiries made by this

Commission will bo submitted first to the Council of Inspection,

and subsequently to the Municipal Council.

A Hygienic and International Exhibition will bo opened at

Ostendon June 3rd ;
jiarticulars concerning which may be had by

applying to the secretary, M. L. de Vriese, rue des Regnesses, Ghent.

Jl" Won Colin, in his report on the death, caused from hydro-

phobia, of the sol.lier Marinot, draws attention to the great in-

crease of this malady, and urges the enforcement of the measures

imanimously voted by the Academy of Medicine. M. lasteur

being of the" same opinion, tlie Hygienic Council appointed a com-

mission to draw up a notice, which is to be posted up publicly. In

this notice it is stated that hydrophobia being considerably on the

increase, all dogs found wandering alone will be seized, those

BERLIN.
[from Ot'E OWN CORBESPONDENT.]

The chance of weather has had the best effect on the condition

of His ifaiesty the Emperor. Sir Morell Mackenzie on May

nth for the first time allowed his iUustnoua patient to be

brought into the magnificent park of Charlottenburg Castle

Therl he spent some time in a large and lofty tent which had

been constructed for him in the quietest part of the garden, and

afterwards drove in a low carriage drawn by a quiet old pony, a

present from his royal mother-in-law. The experiment turned

out very favourably. The evening fever, which already before

had nearly totally disappeared, did not recur. His appetite and

sleep are excellent. His vigour and ela,sticity of better days aj«

besinnin.' to return. He can already walk without help through

the roomi of the castle, and he is in excellent spirits It may be

added that Professor Virchow, who has just returned from Lg>-pt,

could not find any carcinomatous cells in the sputum, but only

Dus cells Though this negative result does not of course prove

anything, it is naturally enough looked upon as encouraging by

the German public. Though there is no longer any doubt about

the malignant nature of tie growth, this sudden and "neipec ed

improvement gives grounds for hopes that the life on which such

vast issues depend may still be prolonged for some time.

GLASGOW.
[from our own- coebespondent.]

The Glasgow Meeting of the A-^sociation.-Pollution of Loch Long

and Loch Goilhead.-Glasgow Botanic Gardens.-Andersoman

Chemical Society.—Compensation for the Loss of an £ye.-

Health cf Greenoch.-ntal Statistics for Scotland.-OrpJmn

Homes of Scotland.

Arrangements for the meeting at Glasgow are now very wea

advanced. The various sectional oiBce-bearers are busy arrangiD«

for papers and discussions, and details for the accommodation of

sections within the University have l^^^"^,
'^^'^"'f

^
t^^.J Cot

Socially the meeting promises to be a marked success, a he Cor-

poration of thecitfand the University authorities are heartily

co-operating with the various entertainment committees to make

the visit to^.lasgow a memorable and enjoyable one. There have

been already arranged a conversazwne to be given by the

Principals and Professors of the University, a conversazwne

be given by the Corporation of the city and a g.irden

party in tl.e Botanic Gardens to be given by the Facul-^;

of Physicians and Surgeons. Then it is expected tha.

the CommiUee will be\ble to provide for the members

visitina the International Exhibition, which has already

achieved a phenomenal success, and ought to be to membe^ of

?he Association a source of much attractive interest and pleasure^

For the Saturday's excursions, no fewer tl^an ten separate tour

have been arranged, so that strangers will l'*^'' a" OPP^^'"

nity of seeing all that is finest in the firtb, lake, and hill scenerj

.

for which the west and middle of Scotland are famous.

^Tmorials from inhabitant, of the
^'-'^^t nn°to t^e"icr'^

Loch Goilhead have been prepared for Pr««?°"\t'9"
V^^^.^,*^ ,^",,,.

tary for Scotland craving for Immediate action l''''"^ take" b^ t u

Government on the lines indicated by the recent report of Mr

Flercher The fishermen have also memori.aised the Governmen .

°'Vll^ Coloration of Gla^ow and the proprietors of the B^anl-

Gardens are likely to come to some agreement which will perni,^

of the gardens bmng opened for the public enjoyment at a mode-

rate ch.f^'^ The gardens have been closed because of the Corpo-

r HoncalUncrforpaj-mentof £oO,0(X1 lent on the security of tLe

gaXns T?.s call the proprietors could not meet. .T"^' |f.f,^°^
have thus been shut up pending a decision bemg arrived at as to

what is to be .lone with them. \hey are opened m the meantime

only temiwrarily, the main question not yet b^ng •''^''t't^-

Professor Crum Brown, of Edinburgh, lecturetl to the A„Jer.

..olii'm Chemical Society on May 18.h on "fX^tratM the v ew
in Chemical Theories." He expressed and illustrated tne vkw

that chemical thoories, if not combin.xi with a I'^'^g,';^'^?::

of the actual facts and relations, .vere a P^f Z^!^ of 'ilgebra n.

that common sense \\-as worth a bushel of formulae. I ii...-<>or
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Dtttmar, who presidetl, moved a voti> of tlianks, and thanked
I'rofessor C'rum Brown for having broken a lance in favour of

common sense as an essential element in all chemical investi-

gations.

In the Sheriff f'oiirt of Olnspow a boy has been awarded £05
as compensation for the loss of his left eye. He was in the em-
pKl^ment of the tJlydesdale Iron Works, ami was set to fix a punch
in a punching machine. In doing so part of the apparatus broke

and a fragment struck his eye, destroj-ing it. The slieriff decided

that the boy was ignorant of the work and unqualified for it, and
ought not "to have been set to do it. He therefore awarded
damages and expenses.

Dr. Wallace, the Medical Officer of Health of Greenock, reports

that during April the death-rate was lower than at any time since

1875. The total mortality during the month was 94, equal to a

rate of 15.6 per 1,(KX). In the same time 11 cases of infectious

disease were reported, including 1 of typhus fever, 1 of scarlet

fever, 3 of measles, 3 of whooping-cough, 1 of diphtheria, and 2

undefined.
The tlurty-third annual report of the Registrar-General was re-

cently issued. The estimated population of Scotland at the middle

of 1887 was 3,991,499, of whom 1,934,215 were males and 2,067,284

females. During the year there were registered 124,375 births,

74,500 deaths, and 24,851 marriages. For every hundred estimated

population there were 3.12 births, 1.87 deaths, and 0.G2 marriages.

The births show a lower proportion than in any previous year.

The deaths were rather less in proportion in the preceding year,

and the marriage-rate is a little in advance of that for 1886. The
excess of births over deaths is 49,876. The highest birth-rate in

the eight chief towns was in Paisley, the lowest in Perth. In the

former city it is 370 per 10,000, and the birth-rate for Glasgow is

369, the Perth rate is 276. Of the total number of births, 43,057,

8.46 per cent, are illegitimate, namely, 3,643. In Aberdeen the

percentage is 10.6 ; in Glasgow, 8.3 ; in Edinburgh, 8.5 ; in Paisley,

6.5, and in Greenock, 5.4. Of the total births in the eight towns,

22,025 were of males and 21,032 of females, the proportion of boys

tD girls being as 104.7 to 100. Tlie deaths in these towns were
2-*,068 (males, 13,793; females, 14,275), representing a rate of 216 in

every 10,000. The Paisley rate was 260 per 10,000; Glasgow, 231

;

Aberdeen, 218; Dundee, 212; Greenock, 198; Edinburgh, 197:

I'erth, 184 ; and Leith, 175. In all cases except Glasgow and
Leith, these rates are an increase over those of 1886 ; and in all

cases except Aberdeen and Pai.«ley, they show a decrease on the

mean for the preceding ten years. As to deaths among children

under five years of age, 74 out of every 1,000 succumbed in Glas-

gow, in Paisley the number was 72, in Edinburgh 56, and in Perth
R2. Of the total mortality the deaths among children made 47.3

per cent, in Greenock, 44 per cent, in Glasgow, 35.1 per cent, in

Edinburgh, and 34.8 per cent, in Leith. The marriage-rate was
79 per 10,000, or a total of 10,266. In Glasgow it is highest at 86,

and in Greenock lowest at 62. In the eight principal towns only

4 deaths from small-pox were recorded during the year.

On May 17th 120 boys and girls rescued by the Orphan Homes
of Scotland sailed from the Clyde for Canada, under the care of

Mr. Quarrier, the founder of the Homes. Mr. Quarrier explained

at a farewell meeting that between 400 and 500 children had been
rescued in the previous twelve months, and that there were at

present 1,100 cnildren in the Homes. During the year he had
received money to build two new houses, and the total money
received had been £14,000. He had rescued during the past seven-

teen years something like 5,000 children, and he calculated that

that meant a saving in rates of about £200,000.

LIVERPOOL.
[from OtTE OWN COaEESPONDENT.l

Poti-graduate Course.—Funeral nf Dr. Rich.— The " Cat."-~Meet-

inff of /Sanitary In.ipectors.

A posT-ftRAriirATE course of lectures is being delivered at the
School of Medicine by the professors and demonstrators. The
entries have been fairly numeroiis. This is the first time that a

course of this kind has been attempted in Liverpool, and the suc-
cess of the scheme that has been already attained augurs well for

its future.

The funeral of the late Dr. A. C. Rich, whose early death was
r< corded in the JoimNAi, of May 19th, took place on that
day, and was attended by a large and representative gather-
;ng, both of members of the profession and of the general

public. A detachment of the 6th Lancasliire Volunteers,
to which regiment the deceased vas surgeon, was present
at the cemeterj', and tlie path to the grave was lined by a
number of tlie employes in the Liverpool postal and telegraph
ser\ice, of which he was medical superintendent. A contingent
of police constables was also present, the men wearing the badge
of the St. John Ambulance -Association, in connection with
which Dr. Rich was a frequent lecturer ; and there also attended
representatives of charitable institutions which had enjoyed hi?
gratuitous .services.

A somewhat lively correspondence has lately appeared in tin

daily papers with regard to the punishment of criminals by Hog-
ging with the "cat." At the recent assizes several prisoners con-
victed of violence to the person were sentenced to the lasli, and
one of the leading Liverpool journals expressed a fear that by it-

use our large prisons would be converted into a kind of shambles
The " cat " consists of nine thin cords, eighteen inches long, fastenetl
to a wooden liandle twelve inches in length. The cords are not
knotted, but the free ends are fastened off with fine twine. When
applied it does not cause an abrasion, and the resulting occhy-
moses have generally disappeared before the end of a week.
At a meeting of the Association of Sanitarj" Inspectors of Great

Britain, held here on May 19th, resolutions were carried in favour
of the due qualification of inspectors, and fixity of tenure of

office ; and setting forth the need of a uniform Public Health .\ct

for the whole kingdom.

CORRESPONDENCE.

RESEARCH AT THE COLLEGE OP SURGEONS.
Sm,—In your last issue appeai'ed an announcement invitiii;.

Fellows and Members of the College to apply for the privilege ol

using the new laboratories of tlie College of Surgeons in Lincoln's

Inn Fields, and you were able to publish the conditions imder

which the privilege can be obtained, and the subjects of researcli

which it is proposed shall lie carried on. To those of your reader^

acquainted with research work, the conditions of study as lai''

down by the Council cannot be other than a marvel. Any Fellow

or Member of the College, when applying to be permitted to worit

in the laboratory must send in a prospectus or description of the

proposed investigation with as complete a list as possible of the

neeessarj- apparatus and instruments he will require. This has to

be approved of by the Council. If the applicant is successful in

his application to carry on the research he proposes, he is pro-

hibited from undertaking any now line of research other than that

originally approved by the Council without their previous sanc-

tion. If any a.s.sistance be required the investigator may providi

it, but the person, or persons, proposed must be approved by tli'

Council. It seems almost incredible that any committee, any on-

member of which was acquainted with research work, could hav-'

drawn up such a set of conditions. The merest tyro at research

work knows full well that the conditions required by the Council

are impossible. Everyone with even a slight knowledge of

research work before beginning an investigation of a subject hae

some ideas as to how he will conduct his researches ; these he may
doubtless submit to the Council, but if he has had much previous

experience in original work lie knows full well that such a pro-

gramme is utterly worthless. Before he has completed the pre-

liminary investigation of his subject he will as likely as not find

it necessary to modify considerably or even entirely change the

mode of his procedure. This, however, he is prohibited from

doing by the conditions under which he is permitted to use the

laboratory without the consent of the Council.

It is by no means an exaggeration to assert that an experienced

investigator would, in all probability, have to go to the CounCTi

six or eight times in the course of an investigation on a single

subject for permission to alter his programme, each time sub-

mitting to them a course of investigation, which further research

would prove useless, or yield only negative results. It is only by

experience and results obtained during each stage that i^^'^" *

highly trained investigator can determine the course and methods

he must adopt in order to work out a subject successfullj'. Exactly

the reverse of this is expected by the Council of the College, who
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expect him to apply with all the methods ready cut and dry.

Unless the conditions of study are moditied m this respect, the

Council are taking, without doubt, the most effectual way to ob-

struct good research work. This is much to be regretted, as it is in

their power to bestow a great boon on those members of the pro-

fession who are able and willing to carry out work in which we,

as a nation, are far behind our neighbours on the Continent.

It is evidently not the purpose of the Council to provide an ex-

perienced head of the laboratory who shall give counsel and

assistance to those working in the laboratorj', but it seems strange

that the investigator must be further handicapped by requiring to

have the person or persons from whom he obtains such assistance

approved of by the Council. When we contrast the regulations

required by the CoUtSge de France, the various German universi-

ties, and the University of Cambridge, of those who are willing

to carry on research within their walls, we are forced to the eon-

:clusion that only inability to be absent from London for a suffi-

ciently long period would induce men to use the College labora-

tories. In the former they are untrammeled by any hard and fast

lines such as are laid down by the College of Surgeons, and they

have likewise the advantage of the assistance m their researches

of a professor or superintendent of the laboratory of great ex-

perience in research work, to whom they may at once apply for

counsel and advice.—I am, etc.,

A Fellow of the College.

THE CHAIR OF HYGIENE AT NETLET.

Sir,—The announcement made in the Journal of May 19th that

it is proposed to appoint Deputy Surgeon-General Marston, C.B., to

the Chair of Military Hygiene in the Army Medical School, has

created what is known as a " sensation '' throughout the seiTice at

home, and will doubtless be regarded with like astonishment in

all parts of the world where this Jocknal circulates. Dr. Mars-

ton is a medical officer of ability—no one disputes the fact, and

bis best friends do not say that his public services have been over-

looked. There is, however, an objection to this appointment which

should be fatal to it—Dr. Marston is not a chemist. Is it right

ind fitting, is it even decent, that the successor to Professors Parkes

and De Chaumont should be a man of whom such a thing can be

truthfully said? It is true that this officer during the illness of

: the late professor delivered, as we have heard, some very good lec-

» tures on hygiene, embracing such parts of this great subject as did

)aot require any special chemical knowledge; but it is equally

I true that he took no part in the special laboratory instruction,

which, as is well known, formed the most important part of the

course under Professors Parkes and De Chaumont. Dr. Marston

Ihimself would be the first to give a reason for this, to wit, inca-

Ipacity. It is no discredit to Dr. Marston to say that he is not a

:nn?ter of this branch of science. We cannot be specialists on

vr ry subject, but if this appointment is made, the discredit will

li'> at the doors of those who made it.

There is only one word of three letters in the English language

:liat will adequately characterise what will be an injury to the

ichooi, and an insult to the memory of the eminent men who filled

'.his responsible post with honour to themselves and advantage to

-be State. I should not ^\Tite thus strongly but that I know that

my indignant sentiments are also those of the great mass of the

I Army Mjsdical Department.

ELECTRICITY IN GYNAECOLOGY.
SiR^—Miiy I ask Mr. Lawson Tait to substantiate or withdraw

i remark made by him in the Journal for May UHh to the effect

|:hat 1 had proposed electricity " for the arrest of hemorrhage in

liases of ruptured tubal pregnancy ?" I tliink I may safely assert

':hat such a preposterous proposal never entered anyone's head but

Mr. Tait's, and 1 now challenge him to bring forward the least

ioarticle of evidence upon which a rational man could found such

'i reckless assertion. What I have proposed and still confidently

recommend is the electrical treatment of extra-uterine gestation

n its eiuly or pre-rupture stage. This plan of treatment has been

'or many years successfully employed in America, and is now
horoughly'e8tablishe<l and adopted "by the most eminent gyna'-

;ologists of that cxiuntrj'. 1 have Ui-ed it, and have the honour of

Jeing the first in Britain to publish a successful case. It was
•elated at the Brighton meeting of the Association; and Mr. Tait,

who says : " He is not aware that any opposition, or abuse, or

idicule, has been directed towards the advancement of electrical

treatment," speaking after the reading of the paper, said :
" He

offered objections of the very strongest kind against the use of

the electric current in such cases because he considered it as one

of the most nonsensical proposals which had ever been submitted

to a surgical audience."

Mr. Tait also maintained that electrical treatment ought to be

carried out by an accomplished electrician. Now, the two cases

of extra-uterme gestation treated in this country before mine were

done according to the advice and with the assistance of an accom-

plished electrician, and in both cases a dangerous electrical method

was adopted, ending in the death of both women. The position of

the electrician to the gynaecologist is similar to that of the organ-

blower to the organist ; one supplies the force, the other directs it.

But by a mechanical arrangement easily mastered the organist

can blow with his foot and play with his hands. So ought the

g^'najcologist to master the use of the battery and direct its force

with safety and efficacy, for the management of a batterj- can be

learnt in as many hours as it takes years to make a skilled gynae-

cologist. What does an electrician know about the passage of a

sound, or the selection of a safe spot for galvano-puncture, or the

condition of a patient necessary to render the use of electricity

I quite agrse vrith Dr. Playfair that the gynecologist is the only

person in a position to carry out the details of electrical treatment

without risk. It matters not whether the effect of the galyanio

current be jwlar or interpolar, or whether the catalytic results

originate in caustic, electrolytic, or cataphoric actions, or in the

influence which electricity has upon the vasomotor or trophic

nerves. The electrician can give us theories on these subjecU,

but the clinical experience '^of the g>-n»cologist must decide

whether the battery is to take its place as an important electro-

therapeutic agent and be permanently used by the g>-mecologiat.

—I am, etc., James H. Aveling.

Upper Wimpole Street, W., May 2l8t.

TEA AND TEETH.
Sir,—Your correspondents apijear to have been unaware that in

the cities of the United States of America, where tea is consumed

in much smaller quantities than in this eountrj-, the teeth decay

more rapidly than with us. The climate, the many indigestible

articles of diet, the extreme nerve-tension of the Americans, and

other causes affecting the nervine and general health of that great

people tend to induce a dyspeptic condition which always seemed

to me to be largely responsible for their premature dent al decay.

At the same time there can be little doubt that the white bread

and tea (a common though defective staple diet of too many of

our own population) is a frequent cause of gastric trouble. Next

to tea, alcohol, by its deprawty of the digestive apparatus, has

always seemed to me to interfere with tooth nutrition and

soundness.
It is to be hoped that the correspondence on this subject in your

columns will draw permanent attention to the great need for a

judiciously-selected, nourishing, non-stimulating, and wholesome

dietary.-1 am, etc.. Norman Kerr, M.D.

42, Grove Road, Regent's Park, Loudon, N.W., Mayi2Ist.

Sin,—The alleged influence of excessive tea drinking upon the

teeth seems to excite so much interest, that it may 1h> well to

bring the matter to a definite and useful issue. It may be taken

as an indisputjible fact that tea can have no direct effect upon

either the teeth or the tissues of the mouth leading to dental dis-

ease, and whatever effect it produces in that direction can be

brought about only through its influence upon digestion on the

general liealth. There are so many factors in the remote causa-

tion of dental disease, that it must Ije very difficult to demon-

strate the exact part which any one of them may take, but there

cannot, as some of your correspondents seem to suppose, be any

difficulty in the clear recognition of any dental disease co-existent

with tea' drinking.

Dental diseases are few in number, simple m nature, distinct

in character, and easily classified and named. Caries (de^yiy),

with its sequels inflammation of the dental pulp (nerre) or

periosteum, are by far the most common of dental maladies :

and in so far as tea drinking might aid in inducing dyspepsia or

any affection accompanied by vitiation of the oral secretions, so

far would it become a factor in exciting caries.

A correspondent who writes of dental disease and tea drinking

among factor,- hands, will find many other things in the regimen
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of tlu'se people to account for the fact which he observes. They

usually earn good wages, their food is superabundant and ill

cooke<l; tUey sometimes take too much beer and coarse spirit

;

their work is largely eedentary, and carried on in the warm, often

moist, atmosphere of imperfectly ventilated rooms, so that they

mostly suffer from chronic dy^epsia, and commonly accept it as

an evil of life from which there is no escape. Add to this that

tooth-brushes are unknown among the.-^e communities, and that

the teeth remain from childhood covered with tartar, and with

the dibrii of food, epithelium, and secretions—a decomposing

mass constantly giving rise to formation of acid capable of dis-

solving enamel—and we have enough to account for the early

onset and ropid jirogre-ss of tooth decay from which they suffer.

Some correspondents write, but rather vaguely, of maladies

affecting the gums and roots of the teeth. There are well known
diseases of this kind. Some of them very much resemble diseases

of the hair—various kinds of baldness. In many of these

instances, the patient's health being good and the teeth free from

ordinary decay (caries), the teeth slowly loosen, and are lost

through very gradual absorption of the alveoli, very little or no

inflammation being present until towards the end. In most cases

the symptoms commence with inflammation, appearing to affect

simultaneously the free edge of the gum and the alveolar peri-

osteum. The gum and alveolus slowly waste, the bone in many
instances more rapidly than the gum. There is a discharge, vary-

ing in quantity, of liuico-pus from within the loosened swollen

border of the gum. Tartar may be deposited in vast masses on the

exposed surfaces of the roots, but often exists only in the form of

small hard black nodules beneath the gum. The disease may
affect one tooth only, but more commonly attacks .several at the

same time, gradually extending to the whole set. The inflamma-

tion usually is extremely chronic, with occasional subacute, and,

in late stages of the di.sease, acute exacerbations extending

throughout the alveolar periosteum of the affected teeth. This

disease, sometimes called pyorrhoea alveolaris, if not a disease of

modem life, seems on the increase at the present day. It is

probably not commonly of local origin, but beyond the fact that

it is usually associated with some form of gjeneral ill-health or

dyscrasia, it is impossible as yet to determine its etiologj-.

If correspondents interested in this subject would make
accurate diagnosis of the dental diseases which they find asso-

ciate<l with tea drinking, the first necessary step in settling the

question broached will have been taken, and I venture to express

a verj' decided opinion that tea drinking and tooth decay will be

found very rarely, if ever, to exist as cause and effect, or to lm\-e

any other than a merely ;)Osi hoc relation.— I am, etc.,

40, Wimpole Street. Hbnby Sbwill.

THE REL.KTIVE VALUE OF THR BRO.MIDE.S.

Sin,—For the last two or three years I have thought that the

basic element was the cause of some of the uncomfortable sym-

ptoms produced when the iodide or bromide of potassium 1ms

been prescribed in large and continual doses ; and with the in-

tention of, if possible, avoiding them, I have, both in my hospital

work and in private practice, prescribed tlie soila salts instead of

the potassium salts, and witli marked advantage to soiue of the

unpleasant symptoms, but with no corresponding diminution of

the beneficial effects of these drugs.

1 would especially mention the loss of appetite, the emaciation

and nausea wliich occasionally happen to patients who have for

long had the iodide of potassium prescribed, and the severe epi-

gastric pain which sometimes follows the like administration of

bromide of potassium. We should bear in mind that the potas-

sium is most usually given only as a vehicle for the acid element,

and it stands to reason that i{ we can find a more wholesome

vehicle that vehicle ought to be employed. But there is more-

over another rea.son, namely, the combining weight of pota.ssium

i« 30.04, while that of sodium is only 22.'.t'.>. The combining

weight of ioiliii't is 1;;<J.,V., and that of liromine is 7'.>.7'). From
the.so data we e.ileulate that every 10 grains of bromide of potas-

aium contain (1.72 grains of bromine, and that every 10 grams of

bromide of sodium contain 7.70 grains of bromine, so that in

order to prescribe the same weight of bromine wo must give, iu-

steid of 10 grains of bromide of polas.siiim, only H.G grains of bro-

mide of sodium. So also with the iodide of potasdium, a lO-grain

dose is represented by a 9-graiii dose of iodide of sodium.
Thus we see we ore actually giving a smaller quantity of what

we cont<'nd is a more wholesome vehicle when wo prescribe the

.«o<liiim salt. It is true that at present the sodium salU are little

more expensive than the potassium salts relatively to the amount
of the acid element contained in them, but this is probably hecauae
the demand for the sodium salts is so much less than for the
potassium salts. Soda is really less expensive than potass, so that

if the demand for the soda salts increased, they would diminish
in value, and would in the end become relatively cheaper than ttie

potassium salts.—I am, etc.,

RoBEUT Conv, M.D., F.R.C.P., Assistant Obstetrical

Physician to St. Thomas's llospitsil.

THE PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL CHARTER OF THE
ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

Sir,—As an independent Member of the College, I have read

with regret that an attempt has been made to patch up the dif-

ferences at present existing between the Council and Members of

the College, by omitting from the proposed supplemental charter

certain points assumed to be the only ones in dispute.

Should this attempt succeed it is quite plain that needful re-

form will be indefinitely postponed, as the Members will have lost

the advantage which they now possess in the necessity for a re-

vised charter, and will be as far as ever from having a reasonable

voice in the management of their own affairs and the adminintra-

tion of their own property.

I would further suggest that there is no good reason why
either Fellows or Members should be, as at present, debarred from
borrowing their own books, a privilege which is enjoyed by our
.American confreres, who can even have the books sent by mail to

any part of the United States.—I am, etc.,

Edward Haughton, M.D.

Upper Norwood, S.E., May 19th.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF HAILEYBURY COLLEGE
Sir,—Y'ou state in your comments on Dr. Stevenson's last

analysis of the well-water (published in the Journal of May
19th) that you " have no desire to impugn the quality of the

Haileybury water." Your sincerity will, 1 feel sure, allow me
space' to point out that, in the course of those comments, you
do " impugn " it—unfoundedly, I venture to think—through

misapprehension and incorrect statement of the actual facts,

and consequent confusion of the inf^rencea drawn from them.

First, in his report, published in the Journal of April 28th,

your commissioner stated :
" I understand that Dr. Stbvenson,

of Guy's Hospital, has been lately supplied with a sample (of

water)" for analysis, which will probably throw some light on its

present quality." Your commissioner, at the time of his visit to

Haileybury, was made aware of the existence and receipt of Dr.

Stevenson's previous analyses, if he did not actually examine
them; and—since in my letter to him of .\pril 9th I had stated

that "a sample of this clearer water is a^ain in Dr. Stevenson's

hands for analysis "—it was natural to infer that it was to this,

the latest sample, that he referred in the passage I have quoted

from his report.

It so happened that this sample miscarried ; Dr. Stevenson,

wrote to me, under dote April l.'Uh, that it had not reached him.

Accordingly, fresh samples (of water presenting identical physical

characters) were sent to him on April 18th. When, therefore, in

your note to my letter, published on May 5th, you challenged the

production of " Dr. Stevenson's last analysis, with his notes and

remarks thereon, which we presume are by this time in the pos-

sinn of the College authorities," it was but natural, in all good

faith, to send you precisely what you had asked for, and what
appeared to be all that you re(|uired, namely, the full report of

the " last analysi.s," and the only one made subsequently to those

which Mr. Bailey Denton knew to be already in existence at the

time of writing his report.

Under these circumstances, was it quite fair to imply that the

report sent to you by me had been substituted for the copy of a

"previous analysis more applicable to tlie point at issue," you at

the same time iiot publishing the remarks which I sent therewith,

and which explained Dr. Stevenson's reference to the " organic

impurities found in the water lately?
"

Had you definitely nsked for the reports on the earlier analyses,

I have little doubt that they would have been at once supplied,

accompanied by Dr. Stevenson's letters referring to them, and

much modifying a former expression of opinion. At the present

time I am not in a position to anticipate in this respect the

exhaustive report which is to be laid before bhe-Couacil on

May2,3rd. i
., .

,
; .: - k .I'l -li.' ,' -
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You remind ine that th« sample of April 18th " was taken at a

ery favourable time during the holidays." In return, let me

(Oint to the equally favourable analysis (of " a phenomenally

)ure water"), dated October 11th, 1887—the middle of a full

Further, the analysis and report for which you asked (and

chich, you stated, you would "gladly publish") on May 5th

vere in your hands on the early morning of May 7th, and their

eceipt was acknowledged by you. The report was not published

mtil May 19th. This may have been unavoidable, but the apparent

lelay in the acceptance of your chaUenge certainly tended to pre-

udice the position of Haileybury in the minds of some of your

Secondly, in justice to both Dr. Stevenson and myself, I ask for

he cTOunds of your statement (on p. 1070) that a sample of water

ubraitted for analysis, " according to Dr. Shelly, was stated by

)r. Stevenson to have been ' most discoloured.'" That an analyst

hould state respecting a chalk-water that it was "most dis-

oloured " would, of course, be strong prima facie evidence of its

mpurity ; but no such phrase nor any like it occurs in any of Dr.

itevenson's analyses, reports, or letters respecting the Haileybury

rater; and I have no recollection of having attributed to Dr.

itevenson any expression which he did not use. It is, I submit,

iinfair to Haileybury to publicly state that Dr. Stevenson at

ny time described the water in these terms, or that I said he

lid so. , , J r
Thirdly, in justice to Haileybury, I ask the grounds for your

tatemeiit that samples of water were sent to Dr. Stevenson tor

inalysis " on or about Lady Day " (and again, more definitely, '' on

ilarch 23rd "), because, on this q^uite erroneous statement, and in

onjunction with the comparatively scanty rainfall which pre-

ceded that assumed date, is based the further inference that there

vas no " cause, atmospheric or otherwise for the discoloration of

ihe deep water in the chalk " at the time when the sample of dis-

i;oloured water was submitted for analysis.

Xow for the facts. The authorities at this time were anxious

submit a sample of discoloured water—and that the darkest ob-

ainable—for analysis. On "March 23rd," and after the fall of

'only 1.65 inch of rain" (more correctly, 1.90 inch), the well-

urater was stUl bright and clear ; and let me repeat, as an absolute

act, constantly verified and quite beyond mere theorising, that

he well-water" becomes discoloured onlu after prolonged and heavy

ain. Indeed, it was not until AprU 3rd (that is, eleven days

ater than the date given by you), when nearly 4 inches (not

' only 1 65 inch ") of rain had fallen, and after there had been

.wenty-two (not " twelve ") days of rain, that the water was

ound to be really tinged with yellow and suitable for the special

i lurpose intended. Samples were accordingly sent to Dr. Steven-

ion on that day (April 3rd). All the above facts were accessible to

rour commissioner. It was the analysis of this water which was,

IS you state, in possession of the school authorities on April ith.

;t reached them only that morning; it could not he handed

[)ver to Mr. Bailey Denton when he called on the master that

norning (though he was told of it), as it was required for the

neeting of the Council at midday. It was not subsequently

isked for. „ . ^, .,

I hold no brief for Haileyburj-. To me—to all of us there—it

ifould be vastly more satisfactory to detect, and thus to abolish,

1 definitely insanitary blot, than to be harassed by obscure and in-

(idious inroads of disease. But I do plead for a fair statement of

'acts The JonRNAL po-sscsses a wide circulation, and wields a

ret wider influence. The public is often more readily persuaded

i)f evil than braced to impartial judgment. I believe your sincere

mpartiality may be trusted to correct the misstatements as to

'acts whicli I have pointed out, and to retract the false conclu-

iions to which such statements would, if not corrected, obviously

ead your readers. .

' Finally, may I remind such of your readers as are directly in-

erested'in HaUeybury that the Council will almost immediately

lave before them a report—minute, lengthy, and most exhaustive

-on the whole subject of the recent illness, prepared with most

)ainstaking diligence by an expert whose distinguished ability m
his department of hygienic investigation is aclcnowledged, and

vho was specially recommended to the Council by the Medical

Officer of Her Majesty's Local Government Board as a man emi-

lently fitted for such work ?— I am, etc.,

Chas. Edwd. Shelly, M.B.Cantab., etc..

Medical Officer, Haileybury College.

Hertford, May 21st.

THE APOTHECAEIES' HALL AND THE TITLE OF ITS XEW
LICENCE.

Sib —The licence of the Society of Apothecaries is, as your cor-

respondent of last week writes, "a full qualification " m medicine,

surgery, and midwifery, and it gives to its holder the right to use

the excellent title of "Apothecary," which is a designation, m the

present day, far more respectable than that of "Doctor. Uy

registering the qualification its holder acquires a right to take and

use the additional title of "Surgeon," so that a registered apothe-

cary may describe himself on his door plate, or in any other way.

as of yore, "Surgeon, Apothecarj-, and Accoucheur. For general

practitioners, what descriptions can be more respectable ;
what

so respectable, so genuine, so honest?
^ . .u ,. j-

i

Your correspondent is so unaware of the fact that the Medical

Council have no power to alter the titles conferred by the licences

grante<l by our examining bodies, that he modestly expresses a

" hope " that the Council will, upon his request, anonymously

made, "take up and decide at once" the question of his title,

which, for want of information and reflection, he thinks should

be represented by the letters " L.M. and L.S.Lond. >ow, what

do the public know or care about the initials of our qualihca-

tions? To the profession and to lawyers, "L.M.Lond. would

imply " Licentiate in Midwifery of the Royal College of Surgeons,

which would render any apothecary taking that title, unless he

possessed it, liable to criminal proceedings.

It is most lamentable and amazing that members of our pro-

fession take no trouble to ascertain the legal value, the scope the

privileges of even their own qualifications, let alone the qualifica-

tions of others with whom they have to compete. Only on I nday

last a young gentleman practising in Brighton as a general prac-

titioner, without any English qualification whatever, but with

two Scotch degrees of the year 1882, asserted in conversation with

me quite innocently and positively, that anyone holding a foreign

degrle only could put " Dr." on his door and practise m England

without fear of legal molestation. However, the gentleman to

whom this conversation referred knew better, for upon my de-

manding of him his christian name for the purpose of a prose-

cution by the Alliance, he wisely and at once took down his illegal

description ; but, for all that, the matter, as regards his employer

and who is the most to blame, will be laid before the Medical

Council.-I am, etc., B- H. S. Carprotkb.

Stockwell Road, May 2l8t. ^__

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

VOLUXTEER MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

K BEPiTATiON will wait upon the Right Hon. the Secretary of

State for '^Var, on Tuesday, June 5th, at 1 p.m., relative to the

needs of the Volunteer Medical Service. Those volunteer surgeons

who are desirous of joining in the deputation are requested to

commHnicate their names at once to tlie Honorary Secretao" of

the Association. Alfred Lingard, Surgeon, 3rd M.A.V.. at the offices.

26, King n'illiam Street, Strand, and to meet at such place at

12 o'clock on the day named.

DEFBNCB FUND FOR THE ARMY MEDICAL DBPARTMEXT.
OBSEKVEB writes : I hope the sugRe.tion in a ''^^"f '»'"'"' ^l^'/i^^^^^.L^".
not he lost sight of. and that » Hefenoe fund may be "•rt<^

"^^^tTU .™n
terests of th? medical .t«ff. 1 have no douh .uffiolen. '""d. will be »™
able, it eome person In an Independent position, will only «et the ball

rolling."

ARMY MEDICAL STAFF.

Vkbbim Sap. writes : The only wav for medical men to put an end to the trMt-

ment they now rwelve In the service is to acitate for being formed mto a

cir^ on the line, of the Royal Engineers. So "VT t?"":.':.",'^? ™v of^
and they mn«t be prepared to accept the regimental alloti-nnces, and pay of*

scientific corps. If one such corps can take care of it.elf. why should not

""A'cMUan not content with his paMtioi, had better enter '!>« '"rice, but

let him beware of the reserve, or any half-and-half measurers, as dangerous^

When Mephistopheles cajoles and is tolerated, the dungeon is nigh and the

shackles soon riveted.

MIDLAND VOLUNTEER MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

At the third annual meeting of this Association, held at Birmingham, the in-

ritation of Lord Barton t« hold the annual field-day at the encampment of

the 3nd Volunteer Battalion. North Staffordshire Regiment m August™
aceep"^- Sargcon-Major H. M. Morgan, of the above regiment, was elected

^
Se««l''alU>rations and additions were made to the rules, among wWch was

one to t?,e efl«t 'that all medical officers of. yeomaiir>-. cavalry. miUtia, and
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voluntofTs shall be ellRlMp as members, and that all medical officers retiring
with the riRht to wear the uulform of their n'^imeute, and Burgeons holding
combatant commlBsions in the above forces may become (or remain) mem-
bers of the Association." Surgeon B. L. Freer was re-elected Honorary

. Secretary.
The question of amal^putmt ion with the Volunteer Medical Association was

dt?cu?5<Ni, and it wi\s decided that the President and Secretary (l)Oth members
of the Council of the Volunteer Medical Association) ahovild lay the subject
before that Council nt their next meeting, and report to the members at a
special general meeting. The Koynl Warrant for a reserve of medical officers

was also discussed. oi)inions being somewh;it divided, though it was generaJty
considered to be an unsatisfactory result of the promises foreshadowed.

It was decided to bring the subject again *'orward at the special general
meeting, and in the meantime for members to elicit the feeling of officers of
the Meaical Staff and the volunteer and medical press upon it as far as pos-
sible. The subscription to this Association is .^s. per annum, payable to
Kilward L. Freer (Honorary Secret-ary), 7, Newhall Street, Birmingham.

THE NAVY.
Deputy Inspector-General M. W. Cowan. M.D.. has been promoted to be
Inspector-General. His previous commissions are dated ; Surgeon, July 13th,
1864; Staff-Surgeon. September 30th, 1^64; yieet-Surgeon, November 9th, 1876;
and Deputy Inspector-General. June 11th. l-^^M. He served in the Black Sea-

during the Russian war, and landed at the attacks on Kertch and Yenikale ; he
had temporary charge of the Kussian wounde'l in the hospital at the latter
place; he has received the Crimean medal with clasp for Scbaatopol, and the
Turkish me<lal.

Fleet-Surgeon Alex.vsder Ti'rnbi-ll, M.D.. has been promoted to be Deputy
Inspector-General. He entered as Surgeon August 12th, 1S59 ; became Staff-

Surgeon August 19th. 1870 ; and Fleet-Surgeon June 2nd, 1880. He has no war
record.
The following appointments have been made at the Admiraltv : C. J. Mans-

FIELI>. M.B.. Surgeon to the Duncan; D. T. Hoskyn, M.B., burgeon to the
Plymouth Division of the Royal Marines ; J. F. Donovan, Surgeon to the
Thunderer.

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
SCHGEONS S. O. STrART and A. Dodd. on return from leave in England, are
directed to do general duty in the Bombay District. Northern Division. Aden.
Surgeon-Major K. M. D. FitzGerald. "M.D., died on April 26th in Ceylon,

at the age of 42. He entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon October 1st, 1867;
became burgeon March 1st. 1873; and Surgeon-Major October 1st, 1879. He
does not appear to have had war experience.
Surgeon William Batley, formerly of the 98tb Foot, died at Chichester on

May 19th, aged 69.

ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE.
Surgeon Coarles Tanfield Vachell. M.D., 1st Glamorganshire Artillery
Volunteers, to be Surgeon-Major (ranking as Major).
The under-mentioned officers to be Surgeons ^rajiking as Captains) :—Acting-

Snrgeon Rohert Koss Browx, 3rd Volunteer (Kent) Brigade Cinque Porfs
Division, Royal Artillery (late the 1st Kent Artillery) : Acting-Surgeon William
Richard Dambrill-Davie3, oth Volunteer Battalion the Cheshire Regiment
(late the .Sth Cheshire Volunteers) ; Surgeon James Duncan, M.B., 7th Lan-
cashire Rifle Volunteer Corps ; Acting-Surgeon JoH.N Pa^'NE Massingham. Ist
Shropshire and Staffonlsliire Artillery Volunteers ; Acting-Surgeon John
SrTCLlEfF., 2nd Volunteer B.ittaliou of the Duke of Wellington's West Riding
Begintflntdat^the 6th West Riding of Yorkshire Volunt^ra), ,.,,-,

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SBBVICB.
BRioAnR-SrRGKOM A. U. Hieson. M.I).. Bengal Establishment, officiating
Surgeou-General Gwalior and Saugnr Districts, is api>ointed to officiate as lu-
spe<;for-Genenil of Civil Hospital. Den(;al. during the absence on privilege leave
of Deputy Surgeon-General A. J. Cowie.

Sir Benjamin Simpson. M.D.. K.C.I.E.. Bengal Establishment. Surgeon-
General and Sanitary- Commissioner with the Government of India, has leave
of absence for IM days on medical certificate.

The under-mentione*! gentlemen have also obtained leave of absence for the
periods specified :—Surgeon-Major John Bennett. Bt-ngal Establishment, Medi-
cal Officar to the Mahararah of Putiala. for ,300 days on medical certificate ; Sur-
geon H. W. Ct. MACi.Eon, Bengal Efltahlishment. for 1.^2 days on medical certifi-
cate ; Surgeon-Major P. A. Wkir. M.B.. Bengal Establishment. Principal As-
sistant. Opium Agent. Benares, for one year; Surgeon D. F. Dymoit. Madnts
Kstablishment. Officiating Inspector of Vaccination and Deputy Sanitary Com-
missioner, for three months ; Surgeon A. F. Ferguson, Bombay Estaiilisliinent.
for six months in catension on medical certificate.

Surgeon-Major W. C. Coles, M.D., F.R.G.S., retircxl, Bombay Establish-
ment, died on May I7th at Bourton-on-thc-Water, Gloucestershire, in his 71st
year.

THB VOLUNTBEBS.
The under-mentioned gentlemen are appointed Actinff-Surgeons to the corps
specifierl : Chaklm Avk.rill, fith Volunteer Battalion CJietthirc Regiment (.late

the 5lh Cheshin-); K, T. Meadows. M.B., 2nd Volunteer Battalion Duke of
Coniwair* Liglit Infantry (late the 2nd Cornwall).
Surgeon and Honorary' Surgeon-Major J. Vanck, M.D-. of the 4th Volunteer

Battalion Kssex iiegiment ilate the 4th Essex), has resigned his commission,
which dated from May 3rd, 1867 ; he is permitted to retain his rank and uni-
form.
Surgeon and Honorary Surgeon-Major T, W. TauRSFlELD, M.D.. 2nd Volun-

teer Battalion Royal Wan.vickshire Regiment (late tfie 2nd Warwickshire), has
also rcsigno<i his commission, with permi'*si{m to retain his rank and uniform ;

hl» appointment Ijore date November 11th, 1866.
Mr. H. G. RpAn has been appolnte<I Surgeon to the London DlWsion of the

Volunteer Me<licnl Staff.

At the 33rd annual festival dinner of the Poplar Hospitnl for
Accidents, held last week, the Secretary (Lieutenant-Colonel Fene-
ran) announced eubacriptions amounting to £1,349 1b. 9d.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL ||

THE L.S.A. AND SURGICAL FEES.
M. and t(.S.A.L.—An L.S.A. reduces a fracture of leg ; the case terminate* quit**

flatisfactorily ; the patient disputes the payment {£3 3f.), being thus advised
hy a new medical practitioner in the town, as the L.S.A. is not aUo t

:

M.R.C.S. la not the L.S.A. entitled to his fee?
!

**,•* In reply to our correspondent's special question we are const rained to
admit that, although he is indisputalily morally entitled thereto, he cannot i

legally enforce payment of his fee of £3 3s. in the case in question. Inasmuch
83 a person registered with a medical qualitication only cannot recover for

professional attendance in a surgical case, and vice versd. For any medlrines,

'

however, which he may have prescribed as subservient to the surgical attend-
ance, he is entitled to charge for and recover. Comment on the new medical
practitioner's reputed advice to the patient is nnneoessary.

A HYPOTHETICAL CASE.
J. E. C. writes : A., B., and C. are practising in the same district (residing, lay,

i

within a mile of each other). A. is desirous of removing, and suceeeda in
i

securing a purchaser (D.) for his practice. Are B. and C. committing any
breach of professional honour or etiquette in competing for appointment!
held by A., and which they know A. is using his influence to have transferred
to D. as his successor? The case is a hypothetical one; consequently, there
are no attendant conditions to be taken into consideration.

*jt* In the absence of knowledge of the attendant essentia! conditions of

the." hypothetical case " submitted, we are not in a position to advise J.B. C.
thereon further than that, if the vacanci' of the appointment alUuied toll
advertised, or otherwise publicly made known, and there are no surrounding
circumstances which dictate abstention from opposition to D. as the proposed
auccessor to A., we see no valid ethical objection to B. and C. competing (or

the appointment. „^„
A Member.—The prolonged and evidently deliberate omission of the resident

medical practitioners to return " A Mernber'a " call of courtesy, constitute* a
regret-table breach of professional etiquette, and, to our mind, indicates but
too clearly a feeling of other than fraternal regard for the newcomer, whose
advent must necessarily more or less interfere with their respective practices. .

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.
PROFESSORIAL CHANGES IX FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES.

\

DocENS Dr. Engelhardt has been appointed as an Extraordinary ;

Professor of Gynaecology at the University of lena.
j

Dr. Jos. Bauer, Extraordinary Professor in the University of !

Munich, has been named an Ordinary Professor of the Propedeutic .

Clinic there.

DocENS Dr. Hermann Haas, of Prague, recently died in that

town owing to typhoid fever contracted in the practice of hit
|

profession. "
j

De. Cfrschmann, the Director of the Hamburger Stiidtisches

Krankenhaus, has received and accepted a call to Leipzig as Director

of the Medical Clinic there, in the place of Professor E. Wagner.
Dr. Geigel has been named Docens for Internal Medicine nl

Wiirzburg.
Professoe Silvestrini, of Parma, has been named Ordinary

Professor in the Medical Clinic at Palermo.
Dr. A. RivA, Extraordinary Professor at Pisa, has been named

an Ordinary Professor in the Medical Clinic at Parma.
Db. S. Kostjurin has been appointed Ordinary Professor of

General Pathology at Charkom.
Dn. PoDWYSsoTZKi, jun., has been named Extraordinary- Profes-

sor of General Pathology at Kiew.

CAMBRIDGE.
Cavendish Colleoe.—An examination will be held on Tiic-

day, July 24th, and following days, according to the results of

which it is intended to award eight scholarships of £30 a year,

provided that candidates of sufficient merit present themselves.

Candidates must be under IH years of age on October 1st, 1888,

and may offer for examination one or more of the following

subjects: classics, mathematics, natural science, modern lan-

guages. The scholars elected will be required to come into resi-

dence at Cavendi.sh College in October, 1888, and commence study

for a tripos or the engmeering course. Medical students may
conveniently combine their medical work with the course for the

natural science tripos. It is also intended to offer in June, 1889,

three scholarships of £3(>, to be competed for by students of the

College who will then have resided not longer than one year. The

College fee for board, lodging, and tuition is £2.5 for each of the

three university terms, and £15 for residence (optional) in the
,

Long Vacation. Further information can be had on applying to
|

the Bursar, Cavendish College, Cambridge.
At the Omgregation on Thursday, May 24th, Mr. Squier Hinnell.

,

of Pembroke College, was admitted to the degrees of M.B. and B.C. ;

,

and Dr. Siegfried Ruhemann to the degree of M.A. honorii caiua.
,
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after than before the Act is enforced, except m two cAaes—

namely, Halifax, in -ivhich the death-rate declined from an

already good average 2.3 to 1.7, and Sunderland, where only one

year is given to afford an average for the after state of things

;

and even here the record has been beaten in a previous year.

In Portsmouth the effect of the Act has been to raise the zy-

motic death-rate from 3.3 to 3.5 per 1,000; in Manchester the

zymotic death-rate was only 2.3 per 1,000 in the year preceding

the Act, but has averaged 3.4 since; in Salford it has risen from

3 4 to 3.7; and in Newcastle it has plunged from 2.9 t" •'•'> \^'

before and after the enforcement of the notitication clauses. ;ine Biddle adds :
•' If the calculations based on the appnded tab^

towns are grouped so that the average death-rate may be obtained be correct, as I believe they
f^^; ^P^^^'^J^'^^";^ ,^^^^^^^

Dr. Biddle'8 figures show that the zjTnotic death-rate is greater
|

pensatory value as a death-preventi\ e.

Zyinotic Death-rate per 1,000 in the Ticenty-eight Large Tmms of England.

PUBLIC HEALTH
I

AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

STATISTICS OF NOTIFICATION OF DISEASE.

tHi! following table, drawn up by Dr. Biddle, of Kingston, gives

'for the twenty-eight large towns of England the zymotic death-

.rateg for each of the six years, 1881-86, together with the averages

before and after the enforcement of the notification clauses. The
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SWIMON SMALL-1'OX HOSriTAL.

This hospital, which is represented in the

nccompanying sketch and plan, consists of

a circular hrick building 30 feet in dia-

meter, with a wooden floor and a wooden
ceiling at a height of 11 feet 3 inches. It is

divided into two wards by a double boarded

partition down the centre. There are four

windows and four 8-inch fresh air inlets, and

two outlets in the ceiling. There is a closet

for each ward built outside the brickwork,

but communicating with the ward by double

doors. The hovel is surmounted by one of

Boyle's 3 feet air pumps, which, with an aver-

age wind, entirely renews the air in the

building four times per hour.

The administrative department is built

adjoining of double lined boards, and roofed

with boards covered with a waterproof felt.

It consists of an entrance passage, a kitchen

16 feet X 14 feet, containing a cooking range,

a bath-room 10 feet x 8 feet with hot and

cold water, two pantries, and a nurses'

bedroom 12 feet x 10 feet, all lOJ feet high.

There is one tortoise stove in each ward, and

a smaller one in the nurses' room. The cost

for erection was £128 ; for stores, bath and
fittings, £44; for 16 beds and furnishing,

£50 18s. ; total, £222 18s.

KITCHEN

wcO

wcQ

TIIK CLOSUHE OF CONTAMINATED WELLS.
Two recent magisterial decisions with regard to the closing of
contaminated wells—one at Kntield and the other at Birmingham
—have called the attention of medical officers and others to the
powerlessness of the Public Health Act to ensure the closure of
wells containing contaminated water. At a meeting of the Society
of Medical Officers of Health, held on Kriday, May 18th, presided
over by Or. A. Hill, of Birmingham, this important question was
discussed.

Mr. Lloyd raised the question what, in the words of the 70t.h
section of the Public Health Act, constituted "water injurious to
health?" The presence of sewage matters in a potable water even
when in large quantity, appeared not necessarily to do so, though
if the sewage contained the germs of di,sease, it would. Was the
chemist, by means of variation in the chemical composition of the
water, able to detect the injurious one? In reply, he said Dupr6.
Frankland. and Wanklyn had shown that no sufficient chemical
variation to be of a decisive character existed. It was equally
impossible to prove the presence of disease germ.<: by the methods
of the bacteriologist, and such proof, even though possible, was
practically prohibited. Recognising these facts he had, when re-

porting upon contaminated water, simply stated the water con'

,

tained sewage, and was therefore unfit for drinking purposes,

and this had sufficed in most cases to ensure the closing of the I

wells ; but recently a contested case at Enfield was lost,

on the ground that the report did not use the words of

the Act. Enfield it was stated, had for several months past
;

been suffering from more or less continued diphtheria, the

source of which the Local Board of Health had been actively i

engaged in trying to discover. A sample of the water sub-

mitted to him on December 20th, gave the following result.

Total solid matter, 83.72 ; loss on heat, 7.00 ; oxygen absorbed,

0.157; chlorine, 8.40; equal to common salt, 13.84; nitrogen a.";

nitrates, 2.28 ; free saline ammonia, 0.084 : organic albuminoid
ammonia, 0.008. He, therefore, condemned the water as contain-
ing sewage, and as totally unfit for drinking purposes. The owner
of the well disputed his report, |and an analysis on his behalf wa*
made by Mr. Gregorj-, who found practically the same result,

with the exception of the nitrates, which he gives as 4.22, and
who reported "a perfectly safe water to use for drinking and
domestic purposes, being free from any trace of sewage contamina-
tion." In view of the conflicting evidence, the magistrate decided

to send a sample to Dr. Bell, at Somerset House, and he, in

his report, stated that his results did not differ materially from
the previous analyses. It was evident, he thought, from thelarge
quantity of saline matters present, that it passed through a stratum
of earth largely charged with sewage or organic refuse, and car-

ried down ^rith it various products resulting from the oxidation

of the organic matter whirh, though not dangerous to health, was
verj- objectionable. As to how such a .sentence came in the Act.

he thought it was taken for granted that the mere presence of

sewage in potable water \ii\s prima facie evidence that the water
was injurious, and that view was supported by the fact that in

the Sixth Eeport of the Rivers Commission on Domestic Water
Supply, river water rticeiving sewage, and shallow well waters

were designated dangerous without any consideration of the

quantity of pollutions. So long as Somerset Hous« was made the

court of apjjeal, it practically amounted to an inability to

close polluted wells.—The Chaibman referred to his own i

recent experience at Birmincham in a case commented on in the

.louRNAL last week. He did not consider the average chemist

tit to be an arbitrator of the physiological significance

of a polluted well, because chemistry by itself was totally -

inadequate to. decide the question whether the pollution
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w«s injurious or not. Microscopy was equally inadequate to

rnVwer the question. He knew only one test, and that was the

one of illness or death produced by the use of the water. If after

the drinking of polluted water such marked effects were produced

as seen in the case of the Broad Street pump during the cholera

Epidemic of 1866. then the medical officer would have no diffi-

mltv Such proofs were not to be got in the case of all polluted

waters, and the only other course for them to pursue was to con-

demn all waters found polluted with animal and exerementitious

matters. Unfortunately they had not the arbitration of the ques-

iUon in their own hands. They were settled tor them by he

special pleading of lawyers, who impressed their views on the

minds ot- magiSrates, ^-ithout any special training in chemistrj,

phvsiology, or law. Dr. Hill pointed out how difficult it was to

m'ove drinking water to be absolutely " injurious to health and

he thought the intention of the Legislature was to say dan-

gerous," hence all their difficulties. The lawyer would say. If.

after drinking that water for twenty-five years, a man still re-

mains in perfect health, do you mean to say that that can be in-

iuTious''" He (Dr. Hill) did not mean to say anything ot the

kind He contended that it was a dangerous water, and might

become injurious at any moment. It was, he contended, impos-

sible to bring a case of'the kind before the Court with any pro-

spect of a verdict. It was an important question which affected

the whole kingdom. Individually they had no power. In such

cases the medical officer should have the support of a barrister.

and not be left alone to fight the battle, as he had been, against

two leading barristers and six London chemists. They must, he

said bring all the combined influence they could upon the Legi.s-

lature, and agitate for an alteration of the expression "injunou?

in the Act to what no doubt was intended and alone was reason-

able," namely, " dangerous."—Dr. Ridge said the occurrence ot

four cases of tj-phoid in one of five houses supplied by a shallow

well ten feet distant from the houses in gravel soil, gave rise to

the proceedings referred to. They had every condition likely to

produce pollution of the water, if there had been the least leakage

of any of the numerous drains.-Mr. SHmLET IIuhphy: I sup-

poso Dr. Bell did not state it was injurious to health .—.Mr.

tLoYD • "Not absolutely d.ingerous" were his words.—The CHAin-

MAN said he had known a well with O.OO.t of organic ammonia

produce tT,-phoid fever and a number of cases and death.—Dr.

DVPFiELD"cxprossed suqirise that no reference was made by Dr.

Ittdtre to the enteric fever cases. Physiological proof was wanted,

nfad" there it was. They would like to know something about

them.—Dr. Kidoe said lie was unable to supply the information.

It was proposed and resolved to refer the cases in question to

counsel for consideration, and to take such steps as they might

dfecra advisable.

GUARDIANS AND MEDICAL OFFICERS.

We are very glad to be able to announce that the Local Govern-

ment Board'has refused to confirm the resolution of tlie Holborn

guardians, calling upon Mr. Marshall to resign his office of medical

officer to their schools at Mitcham. It is satisfactory to know
that members of the medical profession are not always to be

ridden over by Boards of Guardians at their sweet will._ No

doubt the support accorded to Mr. Marshall by his professional

btethren at Croydon has assisted the Local Government Board to

ebme to a right*decision in his case.

SIR ROBERT RAWLINSON ON METROPOLITAN SEWAGE.
tm. sewage precipitation works of the Board of Works at Barking

and Crossne.ss fill Sir Robert Rawlinson as a sanitary engineer

i
with astonishment and as a ratepayer with indignation. He con-

siders that the outfalls ought never to have been established, and

1 that the present outlay of more than a million sterling, and half a

I million per annum to" keep the works going, can only aggravate

I
existing ttvils. Thy sludge precipitation and sludge barges would

be huge and costly abominations. The officials of the Board were

wilfully sinning against light and evidence obtained by them-

selves and furnished by Royal commissioners. They ought to

know that the only way to deal with crude sewage economically

was to irrigate the laud with it, as at Berlin, and at scores of

places in Eugland—Birmingham, 13radford, Doneaster, and others.

He recommended that conduits should be made from Barking and

Crossness to Canvey Island or to the Fens, and arrangements

made for the application of sewage on the road from both sides

of the sewage conduits, and in time every gallon of sewage would

be taken—would be used and paid for by the adjoining farmers

and landowners. It is well known that Sir Robert RawUnson s

view as to the application of sewage to land was expressly- recom-

mended by Lord Bramwell's Commission, but no action has hitherto

been taken with that object.

REPORTS OP MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.

Jasrow (Population, 30,000).-TVpAw Imported.-^r Campbell

Munro refers as usual to the depression of trade in this borough in

his report for the year 1886. It is again satisfactory to obseri-e that,

notwithstanding the depression was felt with exceptional inten-

sity during the year, the health of the town did not appear to be

miioh affected by it. The death-rate, which in \m> was J-.'.l, fel

to 20 7 Besides a lower death-rate, the town enjoyed an "nusual

freedom from infectious disease, the number of cases notified being

lower than in any year since 1880. The zymotic death-rate was

3.9, as compared with 4.4 in the previous year. No case of small-

pox appeared in the borough during the year. Although measles

was excessively prevalent in 1885, only 3 cases were notified in

1886, one of which proved fatal. Dr. Munro mentions that the

medical men of the town have been requested by the council to

notify all cases of this disease, although it was not compulsonly

notifiable under the Jarrow Improvement Act. Of the cases ot

fever notified during the year, 2 were of typhus and 22 of enteric

fever Each of the typhus cases was imported, and trom the

second case the disease spread to 3 other members of the house-

hold, one of whom died.

KiDDERMiN-STER UrbAX. Prevalence of Measles and Sore

Throats: Value of Hospitai-Ur. Corbet is to be congratulated

on the satisfactory state of his district, as shown by the decreas-

in<T mortality during the past few years, especially in l.S8(, when

the death-rate fell to 16.9 per 1,000. The deaths from zymotic

diseases were fewer than in any year since 18b4. Measles was the

most extensively prevalent, 226 cases coming under notice, whilst

doubtless there were many others which were not made known

to the authority. Mr. Corbet testifies to the valuable assistance

afforded by the Borough Hospital in preventing an epidemic ot

scariet fever- 31 out of 49 cases were admitted, and only one

death occurred. In the autumn months sore throats were very

prevalent in the higher parts of the town. The cases were^ more

troublesome than severe. Inquiry and search were made, but no

reason could be assigned for the malady. Seven cases of true

diphtheria occurred, of which 5 were fatal.

HOLSWORTHT RURAL (Population, 9,(m).~Dip?itheritk Throat

AffectioJis Precalent; Influence of 6'cAoofe.—This district was ex-

ceptionally free from epidemic disease during 1887. Dr^ Linning-

ton Ash states that of the seven principal zymotics, fhree only

n-ere seriously prevalent, namely, diphtheria, whooping-cough,

and diarrhoea. The death-rate from these causes was 0.6. out of a

general rate of 15.2 per 1,000. and related to six deaths only. Ihe

Seneral sickness throughout the year was greatly below the

avera^^e There was a remarkable absence of pulmonary diseases,

which are usually the scourge of the district, and Dr. Ash con-

siders it more than probable that 1887 will be one of the healthiest

years on record. One death from diphtheria was registered, but

an epidemic of a disease of a very suspicious character and inde-

spread, was prevalent in the 'northern part of the district. Dr.

A:sh describes the cases as mild, and partaking of the nature ot

simple ulceration of the tonsils, with sympathetic glandular

,nlarat.ment around the throat. There was no evidence of,

tilirinous exudation characteristic of diphtheria, nor any subse-

quent symptoms of paralysis. Other medical men shared Dr.

\sh's doubts as to the precise nature of the affection, but all

acreed that it was eminently infectious. The cases were so

numerous that the schools closed themselves by reason of the

nnn-attendance of scholars. Dr. Ash thinks there is increasing

evidence of the operation of elementary schools as an important

factor in the spread of these ettidemie diseases, and of the neces-

sity for closing them on the first approach of any such disorder

The absence of any pro-yision for isolation, and for the precise dis-

infection of clothing, is a serious hindrance to the effective

management of cases, and renders the more necessary an immediate

recouTse to all available means of precaution. Dr. Ash stigmatises

the ruds and ignorant use of disinfectants as employed in this

part of the countrj' as " a waste of money, a delusion, and a

danger."
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Bath.—Imported Small-pox.—The usual evidence of longevity

in Bath ij agnin shown in the annual report of l>r. Urabaron by
the fact that of 1,01)4 deaths during ISsili, 117 •svere of persons aged
80 and upwards. The principal factors in the general
mortality were diseases of the respiratory organs and constitu-

tional diseases. Dr. Brabazon reports a very low rate of zymotic
mortality—0.4 per 1,000. Whooping-cough was the most active
agent in producing this result, causing \o deaths out of the total

of 22 for the year. Kearly all the cases of zymotic disease had
their origin without the city. The most serious occasion for

anxiety was in the beginning of the year, when small-pox was
introduced from Krisfol, and, being unrocognised, the patient was
illowed to visit his friends with the disease in the pustular stage

upon him. Several cases followed, all of which were removed to

hospital. One death resulted. Revaccination was carried out
and the houses disinfected, and by these means the outbreak was
re.stricted to the districts in which the first case occurred. The
corrected death-rate is stated to be 18.03 per 1,000.

HiTEK Tysb Port.—Thorough Supen-mm of Skipping.~iiT.
Henrj- E. Armstrong states, in his report for 1887, that the dimi-
nished prevalence of cholera abroad, and its absence from the
Tyne, as also the small amount of other infectious sickness com-
ing under observation during the year, are matters for general
satisfaction. Owing to the decline of the former disease, the
vessels arriving from foreign infected ports were much fewer in

number, and, consequently, the work of supervision required in

this particular was less arduous than before. At the same time
the record of ships inspected during 1887 is, except that for the
year 18S5, when cholera was so prevalent, the largest since the
formation of the sanitarj- authority. Cases of sickness, infectious

and otherwise, to the number of 218, were inquired into, and
dealt with as occasion required. Six vessels from abroad report-

ing " all well " to the customs officers were subsequently found to

have cases of serious illness on board. Nine patients were
admitted to the Floating Hospital, including 3 CAses of scarlet

fever, 2 of enteric fever, and 1 of small-pox. They were all dis-

charged cured. As usual, the movements of all vessels reported
from suspected places were carefully watched, and deaths at

foreign ports or at sea were inquirt-d into. It would be well if

the supervision of shipping at all our ports were cairied out with
the system and thoroughness which characterise the work on
the Tyne.

ToBQcriiY (Population, 35,000).

—

Favourable Statistics.—The
account of zymotic diseases given by Mr. Paul Q. Karkeek in his

report for 18«7 may be considered very favourable. Seven deaths
only were assigned to these causes, or a rate of 0.28 per 1,000.

The cases notilied to the authority were 2 of diphtheria,

13 of enteric fever, and 32 of scarlatina. These last were
all of a very mild type; 3 were traced to direct importa-
tion ; a group of 9 were associated with a school ; 10 occurred
in one parish: and in the others the source of infection could not

be traced. Of the 13 enteric fever cases, most were due to

sanitary defects, 2 were imported, and 1 was a nurse who
contracted her illness while in the discharge of her duties. There
was but little autumnal diarrhoea, although the season was un-
usually ilry, and only 3 cases proved fatal; 1 of these was
choleraic, and rapidly killed an adult whose health had Ih'ch pre-

viously much enfeebled. The total number of deaths was 333, the

smallest figure for twenty-three years. Deducting the deaths of

44 visitors, the death-rate for IR'*? was 11.6 per 1,000.

FEES FOR ATTBNDANCK ON I'lilV.VTK DILL CO.MMITTBE.S,
Sjlsitjibv a.sd Policf.— It i» Imponsiblc td lay tlown a ^eneriil rule, but, as a
rough lufliration. we wnuM stulp that a charcc of ten jjuineas a day. and all

Iiot«l anil travf^IIhiR pxpensps. whilf* attendnip In London to ^ive evidence
t>efore a Private Bill Committee, would not b* too lii^jh if our correapondont
were not In the service of the authority ; a reduction might then W reason-
ably expected.

Inisu Lr>?ATic .Vsyi.ums.—Dr. W. Z. Myles, Senior Assistant
at the Richmond District Asylum, Dublin, ha.s been appointed
Superintendnnt of the asylum at Kilkinnyin succession to the late
Dr. Barry Delany. The salary is £i>f*i per annum, with allow-
ances.—The Lord Lieutenant has authorised the expenditure of
£-\rA)0 for the completion of the sanitary improvements at the
Richmond District Lunatic Asylum, and £260 for repairs of the
Limerick Lunatic Asylum.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

SOUSE OF COMMONS.—Friday, May 18th.

The Royal College of Surgeons.—Dr. Fabquhaiison asked the
Vice-President of the Council of Education whether he would lay
upon the table a copy of the petition for reform in the constitu-
tion of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, signed by 6,000
Members of the College, and addressed to the Lord President of
the Privy Council, together with a copy of the statement and
contentions in support thereof made to the Lord President by the
deputation of members which waited upon him on November
11th, 1887; and whether he would state if that statement wa»
referred to the President and Council of the College for reply

;

whether any reply was received ; and on what grounds the Privy
Council had, in the absence of any reply, and without further com-
munication Tvith the Members of the College or their representa-
tives, decided to negative their request for such reform.—Sir W.
Haet Dvkb, in replj', said there would be no objection to lay on
the table a copy of the petition and statement of the Members of
the Royal College of Surgeons. The statement -was referred to the
College, and the receipt acknowledged. The Privy Council sub-
sequently decided to strike out the contentious clauses from the
draft charter, and the College had agreed to accept the supple-
mental charter on those terms.

OBITUARY.
JAMES EIGBT. M.R.C.S.E., L.S.A.

We are sorry to record the death on May 5th, after a somewhat
)

protracted illness, of Mr. Rigby, who occupied a high and honour- i

able position in the profession at Doncaster, where he had prac-
j

tised for thirty-four years. The deceased gentleman was a native .

of Stockport, born in November, 1826, and commenced his profes-
j

sional career at a time when the old apprenticeship system was
still in operation. He was articled to the late Dr. Kayner, of

Stockport, one of the earliest graduates of the London University,
and subsequently entered at University College, where he passed
through his curriculum with great distinction, obtaining gold
medals in chemistn,- and materia medica, silver medals in anatomy
and physiology, and certificates of proficiency in other subjects,

lie also obtained the gold medal awarded by the Apothecaries'
Society for general proficiency. He passed the first M.B.Lond.
examination in 1848, but did not proceed to take the degree.
.\fter qualifying he was elected in IS.tO house-surgeon to the

Stockport Infirmary. In 18.54 he joined the late Mr. Russell, of

Doncaster, in partnership, an arrangement which terminated by
mutual consent in 1858. In that year Mr. Rigby commenced
practice for himself. Associated with the Doncaster Infirmary
from its establishment in 18fi7, and being one of its first surgeons,

he held for nineteen years the appointment of honorary surgeon
to this institution, retiring in 1886 as consulting surgeon. In

1861 he was elected honorarj- surgeon to the Doncaster Dispensary,

in succession to Dr. Withers Moore, who at this time removed to

Brighton. His predilections were for surgery, and he soon ac-

quired a reputation as a successful operator, and was one of the

first to perform lateral lithotomy in Doncaster. Towards the end
nf 188" he began to show sigiis of failing health. lie had suf-

fered for many years from a discharge from the right ear, pointing

to some form of intra-cranial suppuration. In spite ot a certain

bnisqueness of manner, his strict professional integrity and up-

rightness of conduct, and his quick insight into the nature of

disease, were recognised by a select clientele to whom he was
much endeared, and who knew how to value and appreciate his

many sterling qualities. His funeral, which took place on the

7th, was attended by most of his medical brethren and a large and
representative gathering of his fellow to\vnsmen.
i_ —

g

Sakitary Institute of Great Britain'.—.\t the annual

general meeting held at the Parkes Museum on Wednesday, May
16th, Professor W. II. Corfleld, il.A., M.D. (Chairman of Council) in

the chair, a report was presented by the Council on the work o(»

the institute during last year, and on the Congress at Bol-

ton in the autumn of 1887. The Chairman gave an addresi, and

the officers for the ensuing year were electeoi
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INDIA AND THE COLONIES,

INDIA.

We regret to hear from iladras the sad intelligence of the death

jf Surgeon-ilajor John I'rendergast, from drowning, at Kirkee.

rhe deceased officer and a subaltern of artillpry, Lieutenant Fal-

iincr, were out together in a small boat on the Moola Jlootha

•iver, when the light craft was capsized by a sudden gust of

srind, both the occupants being precipitated into the water. Both

ives were lost. Dr. Prendcrgast's commission dated from March

Ust, 1874. He was promoted to the rank of Surgeon-ilajor when
itationed at Quetta, two or three years ago; thence he was

.ransferred to Purandhur, going to Poona in January last, to act

13 Brigade-Surgeon for Dr. Gaye. Dr. Prendergast received a spear

lyound in the lungs at Tel-el-Kebir, while in attendance on the

TOunded, and was for a time dangerously ill at the hospital at

Suez. He was stationed at Wanowrie in 1878.

The Surgeon-General Moore Memorial Fund is, we learn from

iombay, making satisfactory progress. The subscription list,

vhich already shows a substantial sum, includes 500 rupees from

lis Highness the Gaekwar of Baroda. It has been pro\asionally

letermined that the memorial will take the form in the first

nstance of a bust or portrait, and that any other funds available

hall be used to found a medical scholarship or prize ; the question,

lowever, will be submitted to a general meeting of the sub-

cribers.

In the list of the Queen's birthday honours, consisting of pro-

aotions in and appointments to the Most Distinguished Order of

it. Michael and St. George, in the London Gazette of Thursday,

iccur the names of 'William Raymond Kynsey, Esq., Principal

:ivil Medical Officer and Inspector-General of Hospitals of the

sland of Ceylon, and Anthony Colling Brownless, M.D., Chan-

ellor of the University of Melbourne, who have been appointed

(rdinary Members of the Third Class, or Companions of the Most

listinguished Order.

MEDICAL NEWS.

BoTAL College of Surgkons of England,—The following

intlemen passed their primary examinations in Anatomy and

'hysiology for the Diploma of Fellow at a meeting of the Board

fExaminers on May 21st, 2L'nd, and 23rd, and when eligible will

e admitted to the pass examination, namely:—
B. S. Ballauce, KIdr's College ; A. E. Bcrrv. Owens College, Manchester ;

G.

F. Blacker. University College : C. C. Braiue. Charing Cross Hospital ;
F.

CaMer. Bristol Medical School ; W. T. Clegg. Liverpool Infirmary School

of Medicine; L. Cobbett, St. Thomas's Hospital; A. T. CoUum. Charinj;

Ores'* Hospital: W. C. Devcreux. Middlesex Hospital: C. Douglas, St.

George's Hospital ; T. A. Dukes, St. Thomas's Hospital : W. F. Farncomhc.

St. Bartholomew's )Iospital; A. G. Francis, St. Bartholomew's Hospital;

J. Galloway. Aberdeen an<i London Hospitjil ; T. C. Grey, Bristol Medical

School ; F. Johnson, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; K. Johnson, ITniversitv

College ; O. M. Jones. London Hospital ; A. S. Kenny. King's College ; H.

B. Lnard. Cambridge and St. Thomas's Hospital; It. H. Lucy. London
Hospital ; F. H. Napier. St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; T. liedmayne, Cam-
bridge and London Hospital; R. H. Russell, King's College; W. T. H.

Spicer. St. Bartholomew's Hospital; A. Street. Leeds and Cambridge;

B. Telchelmann. Queen's College. Birmingham; J. L. Thomas, St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital ; W. T. Thomas. Cnivei-sity College ; M. L. Trech-

mann, Kdinlnirgh and St. Bartholomew's Hospital; A. L. Vernon, St.

George's Hospital ; U. Wilkinson, Cambridge Univei-sity.

IMEDICAL VACANCIES,
I The follcvring Vacancies are announced

:

IALTINGLASS union.—Medical OfBcer, Dunlavin Dispensary. Salarj-, £135

,

per annum, and fees. Applications to Captiiin Heightou, J. P., Honorary
. Secretary, Donard House. Klectiou on June 13th.

KRKS COUNTY ASYLU.y. Wallingford.—Assistant Medical Officer as ionim
I Tmens. Two guineas per week, with board, etc. Application* to J.

I Harrington. Esq., Medical Superintendent.

lEMINGHAM AND MIDLAND SKIN AND LOCK HOSl'ITAL,—Acting
Surgeon. Applications by May 26th to J. B. Hartley, Esq., 13. St. Paul »

Square, Birmingham.
OAKD OP WOKKS FOR THE WANDSWORTH DISTRICT.—M«lical Of-

ficer for the Parish of Clapham. Salar)-, £7.i per annum, with increase.

Applications by Jvme I2th to the Clerk to the Board, East Hill, Wands-
worth.

EECON INFIKMAEY.—Resident House-Surgeon. Salary. £100 per annum,
with fumiihed apartments, etc. Appllcationt by June Hh to the
Secretary.

BRIGHTON, HO%'E, AND PRESTON DISPENSARY, — House-Surgeon.

Salary, £H0, with apartments, etc. Applications by June 2nd to the Auiat-

ant Secretary.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOE WOMEN.-Resident Medical Officer. Sa^rj,
£rtO, with board and residence. Applications by May 31st to the Sec-

retary.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, Birmingham.—Assistant Resident Medical Officer.

Salary. £40, with board and lodging. Applications by June 6th to tbe

Secretary.

CHILDHENS HOSPITAL. Blrmingliara.—Resident Medical Officer. Salarj-,

£80 with board and lodging. Applications by June 6th to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAI. FOR DISEASES OP THE CHEST, VictorU

Park, B.—Assistant Physician. Applications by June 7th to the Sec-

retary.

COUNTIES ASYLUM, Carlisle.—Assistant Medical Superintendent. SaUir.

£120. with board. Applications by May 29th to Dr. Campbell, GarlaniU,

Carlisle.

FOLKESTONE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. --

Medical Officer Salary, £150, with fees and unfurnished apartmenU. Appli-

cations by June 6th t« the Secretary, 47, St. Michael's Street, Folkeetone.

FULHAM UNION.—Resident Medical Superintendent of Infirmary, »nA

MeJical Officer of the Union Workhouse. Salary, SioO, with residence, etc.

Applications by Jane 6th to the Clerk to the Guardians.

GENERAL INFIRM.VRY'. Leeds.— Ida Convalescent Home. Cookridge.-Resi-

dent Medical Officer. Honorarium of £25 for six months, with board and

lodging. Applications by June 1st to W. H. Brown, Esq., 19, Queen Street,

Leeds.

GORDON HOSPITAL FOR FISTULA, etc., Vaushall Bridge Road.—AsslBt-
ant Sjirgeon. .\pplications by May 2Dth to the Secretary.

HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OP THE THROAT, Golden Square.—Re»M«nt

Medical Officer. Salary, £60 per annum, with board and lodging. Appli-

cations by .May 26th to'the Honorary Secretary.

KINO'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—.\s3istant-Surge0n. Applications to the

Secretarv.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL. Hampstead Road.—Surgeon. Appli-

cations by June 16th to the Secretary,

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD : DARENTH SCHOOL FOR IMBE-
CILE CHILDREN. Dartford.—Assistant Medical Officer. Salary £120 per

annum, with board and lodging, etc. Applications by May Slst to W. F.

Jebb Esq., Norfolk House, Norfolk Street, Strand.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD: WESTERN FEVER HOSPITAL,
Fulham. S.W.—Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications to the

Medical Superintendent at the Hospital.

NORTH LONDON CONSUMPTION HOSPITAL, Hampstead and London.—
Resident Medical Officer. Salary. £.xi per annum, with board and lodging.

Applications by June 2nd to the Secretary.

OWENS COLLEGE. Manchester.—Professor of Surgery. Applications by June
9th to the Registrar.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE. Birmingham.—Assistant Medical Tutor. Appljcatioiis

by June 20th to the Secretary.

ST. PETERS HOSPITAL FOR STONE, etc., Henrietta Street. Covent

Garden.—House-Surgeon. Honorarium, 25 guineas, with board, lodging,

etc. Applications by May 29th to the Secretary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £120, with

board, lodging, etc. Applications by June 18th to the Secretary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY.- Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary,

£S0 per annum, with hoard, lodgiug, etc. Applications by June ISth to the

Secretary.

UNIVERSI'TY COLLEGE, LONDON,—Professor of Botany. Applications by

M.ay 30th to the Secretary.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Chelsea—House-Phvsician. Hono-
rarium of £50, with board and lodging. Applications by June 2nd to the

Secretary.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Chelsea.—House-Surgeon. Hono-
rarium of £50, with board and lodging. Applications by June 2nd to the

Secretarv.

WELLINGBOROUGH AND DISTRICT MEDICAL INSTITUTE.—Medical
Officer. Salary, £2S0, and fees, with dwelling-house, etc. Applications to

G. Bayes, Esq.", Jackson's Lane. Wellingborough.

WESTPORT UNION.—Medical Officer, Westport No. 2 and Louisburgh No. 2

Districts. Salary, £39 per annum, and fees. Election on June 34th.

MEDICAL APPOmTMENTS.
Bin\VEi.L. L. A., M.R.C.S., L.S..V.(Exten5lon), appointi-d House-Surgeon to St.

Thomas's Hospital.

Bristowi;. H. C. L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.. appointed Clinical Assistant In the Ear
Department of St. Thomas's Hospital.

BCLSTHODK, H. T.. M.B.. B.C Cantab., t.H.C.P.. M.ECS. (Extension), a^-

Eolnted Clinical Asslstont in the Throat Department of St. Thomas >

[06pital.

Calvkrt, J. T., M.B.Lond.. L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. (Extension), appointed Hon-
Resideut House-Physician to St. Thomas's Hospital.

Cook. S. B., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.(Ext6usiou), appoint<Hl Assietaot House-Phy-

sician to St. Thomas's Hospital.

CooKK, C. W., L.R.O.P., M,R.C.S.. appointed Assistant House-Surgeon to St;

Thomas's Hospital.

CRisr, E. H.. L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. (Bxteusion). appointed Clinical Assistant in

the Throat Department of St. Tltomas's Hospital.

Goonnv, K. S., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., L,S.A.(Bxten«ion), appointed Ophthalmic
Clinical Assistant to St. Thomas's Hospital.

HoDHOl'SK. E., M.B.. B.S.Oxon., M.R.C.S. (Bxt«niion), appointed Reeident

Houie-Phyelcian to St. Thomas's Hospital.
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3xit£3. C. H., L.R.C.P.. M.R.C.S., appointed Aisistant House-Surgcon to St.
Thomas't Hospital.

LoTz. H.. L.H.C.P.. M.K.C.S.iKxtenslon). appolntfrt Clinical Assistant In tlic

Kttr Depart niLMit ot .St. Thoinas'i Ho.<ipital.

Li'iRD. H. B., M.B.. B.C.Cantab., L.K.C.P., M.R.C.S., appoint«d Resident
House- Physlt'ian to St. Thomas's Hospital.

JtEWSnoLME, Arthur, M.D., D.P.H.Lond., appointed Medical Officer of Health
to the Borough of Brighton, vice R. P. B. Tiuvffe, M.D.Lond., deceased.

SOBESTS, Sidney M.P., MB.. M.R.C.S., amiuiiited Senior Physician 10 the
Sheffield Public Hospital, vice W. H. Thomas, M.D., reeli;ne<l ; also ap-
pointed Lecturer on Siedical Jurisprvidence at the Shefheld School of
Medicine.

8iNr!OM, H. A., L.K.C.P., M.R.C.S. (Extension), appointed Clinical Assistant In
the Sicin Department of St. Thomas's Hospital.

SoiLY. R. v.. LUC. P., M.R.C.S., appointed Clinical Assistant in the Skin De-
partment ot St. Thomas's Hospital.

Spenckr. M. H.. M.A., MB., B.C.Cantab.. L.H.C.P.. M.R.C.S., appointed
Ophthalmic Clinical Assistant to St. Thomas's Hospital.

Stabu, E. C, L.R.C.P.. M.R.C.S., L.S.A.(Extcn3lon), appointed House-Surgeon
to St. Thomas's Hospital.

W'iTSO.V, John, M.B.. appointed Junior Assistant House-Surgeon to the Hull
Uoyal Infirmary, rii:e F. Savery, M.R.C.S., resigned.

Wheatos, S. W.. M.B.Lond.. L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.. appointed Resident Ac-
coucheur to St. Thomas's Hospital,

Wl^DLK, John T., M.D.Aherd., appointed Certifying Surgeon under the Fac-
tory Acts for Ovenden and district, vice J. Hodgson Wright, M.R.C.S., ap-
pointed to the Halifax District.

WoAKES, Arnold, L.H.C.P.. M.R.C.S.. appointed Surgeon to the London Throat
Hospital, vice K. Law, M.D.Edin., resigned.

Voi'sa. P. W.. L.R.C.P. and S, £diu. and Glasgow, appointed Medical Officer
to the Parish of Locha. Stornoway, vice D. Sinclair, M.B., resigned.

Parks fob the Peoplb.—A park of fifteen acres in extent lias

been presented by the Karl of Dartmouth to the inhabitants of
Morley in Yorkshire, in commemoration of the Queen's Jubilee.

—

Ravenscroft Park, Hammersmith, comprising an estate of thirty-
two acres, has been jointly acquired by the Metropolitan Board "of

M'orks and the Vestry of Hammersmith, at a total cost of £58,000,
and has been thrown open to the public.

In -Mkmoriam.—In the church of Westerham, of which place
the late Mr. Charles K. Thompson was a resident, a hand.some
stained-glass window lias been placed and an eagle lectern sup-
plied, from a sum amounting to £3aO, subscribed by his friends for
the purpose of raising on the anniversary of his "death a fitting
memorial to his memory.

Legal Appreciatio.v of Medical Service.—The Montpellier
parquet has distinguished itself by a fit ot economy at the e.xpense

of Its medico-legal experts. Three professors of the Faculty of

Medicine, having had their fees diminished by one-third, have
retaliated by a resolution declining to give any expert evidence at

all in future,

A Bacteriological Imstitl'TION at Craco'w.—.\ bacterio-

logical institution for the treatment of rabies after Pasteur's
method has recently been established at Cracow, Galicia.

DURY FOR NEXT WEEK.

MONDAT.
Crooniax Lecture of the Koyal Socikty, Royal Institution. Albemarle

Street, 9 P.M.—Professor Kiihne, of Heidelberii; ; Ueber die
Kntstehung der vitalen Bewegung (On the Source of Vital
Movement).

West Lokdon HosriTAt, .i p. .>c.—Clinical afternoon.

WEDKEBDAV.
CoixKOE OF State MHtiiciXE, Burlington House. 4 p.m.— Inspector-General

John M. Macdonalii, F.K.S. : The Organisms or-curring in Freeh
Water, and the Hygienic Imftortance of their Presence.

]IoHclTAl.9 AssoclATto.v. Town Hall, Westminster, 5 p.m.—Annual meeting.
Dr. J. S. Bristowe, F.H.S., in the chair.

VBIDAV.
Wkut Lo:<don MKDico-CHiRtRoicAi. SociF.TY (West London Hospital), 6. .10

P.M.—Cavendish Lecture; Sir William Stokes: The Altered
Relatloa of Surgery to Medicine.

BIRTHS, MARRUGES, AND DEATHS.
Ttu charge for ituertinn announcemtnU of Birthe, Afarriages, and Deaths is Ss. 6d.,

%ehuh shauCi beforuxSTded tn stamps With the oTinouncemcnt.

DEATHS.
Pj.lRCE —On May 11th, at Newlandi, Redditch, Emily Maria, tlie dearly loved

wile of James K. Pelrce, J. P.. M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.Lond.
8TRAX01.—On May loth, very suddenly, at 42. Foregate Street, Worcester,

Caroline Sotan, «-ife of William Stiunge, M.D.

OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITAL^

MONDAY.;

TUESDAY..

WEDNESD.\Y.

THURSDAY.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY..

..10.30 A.M.; Royal London Ophthalmic—1.30 p.m.; 'i

(Opllthahnic Depart luent I ; and Royal WestinillBtcr Oil.

mic—2 P.M.; Metropolitan Free ; St. Mark's; Central Lni

Ophthalmic; Royal Orthopedic; and Hospital for Worn .

2.;W P.M. ; Chelsea Hospital for Women.
.9 A.M.; St. Mary's (t)phthalnilc Department).—10.30 a

Royal London tSphthalmic—1 ..10 p.m.; Guy's; St. Bar
mew's (Ophthalmic Department) ; St.Mary's; Royal SVe^'

ster Ophthalmic.—2 P..M. ; Westminster : 'St. Mark's ; (.*

,

London Ophthalmic .— 2.30 P..M
.

; West London; Cancer Hospii ,i.

Brompton.—4 P.M. ; St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department*.
..10 A.M.: National Orthopietlic.—lO.UO a.m. ; Royal Londoi
OphthaUnlc.— 1 p.m. : Middlesex.— 1.3li p. M.St. Bartholomew's
St. "Thomas's; Royal Westminster t^phlhalmic-3 P.M.'
London ; University College ; Westminster ; Great Northen
Central; Central London Ophthalmic—2. 3li p.m. ; Samar'-
Free Hospital for Women andChfldieu; St. Peter's.—

:

P..M. : King's College.
.10.30 A.M.: Koval London Ophthalmic—1 p.m. : St. Gi
—1.30 P.M.; St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Departm
Guy's (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Op),

mic.—2 P.M. ; Cliaring Cross ; London ; Central London
tlialraic; Hospital for Diseases of the Throat; Hospit,.

Women.—2.30 P.M.: North-West London ; Chelsea Hospit

Women.
..HA.M.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 ^

Royal London Ophthalmic— 1 .!.' p.-M. ; St. George's (Opl.

mic Department).—1.30 P.M. ; Guy's; Royal Westminstci '

thalmic—2 P.M. ; King's College"; St. Tliomas's (Ophtl. .

Department); Central London Ophthalmic; Royal >

London Ophthalmic: East London Hospital for ChiUln-u

-

2.30 P.M. ; West London.
..9 a.m. ; Royal Free.-10.30 a.m. ; Royal London Ophthalmi-^ -

1 P.M. ; King's (Tollege.-1.30 p.m."; St. Bartholomew'.^ .

Thomas's; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 P.M. : Ct

Cross; Londo'n: Miildlesex ; Royal Free; Central L.

Ophthalmic—2..10 P.M. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

CHARixa Cross.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F.. 1.30; Skin,

M. Th., 1.30; Dental, M. W. F., !i.

Gi'Y's.—Medical and Surgical, daily. l.,10 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1.30 ; Eye. M.Tu.
Th. F.. 1.30; Ear. Tu. P.. 12..10 ; Skin, Tu.. 12.30; Dental. Tn. Th. F.. 12.

Kino's Collkgk.—Medical, liailv. 2; Surgical, daily, l.,10; Obstetric, Tu. Th.8..

2; o.p., M. W. F.. 12..10; Eye. M. Th., 1 ; Ophthalmic Department, W., 1

;

Ear, Th.. 2 : Skin. Th. ; Throat. Th.. 3; Dental. Tu. F., 10.

LoNDoN.-.Medical. daily, exe. S., 2; Surgical, daily, 1.30nnd2; Obstetric, M.Th.,

1.30; o.p. W. S., 1.30; Bye, W. S.. 9; Ear, S.. slSo; Skin, Th.. 9; Dental, Tu..*.

MlDDLF-SKX.—Medical and Surgical, daily. I ; Obstetric. Tu. F.. 1.30; o.p.,W. S.,

l..Hi; Eye. W. S.. 8.30; Ear and Throat. Tu.. 9: Skin, Tu., 4 ; Dental, dally, P.

St. Bartholo-Mew's.—Medical and Surgical daily. 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. Th. S.,2;

o.p., W. S., 9; Eye. Tu. Th. 8., 2.30; Ear. Tu. F.. 2; Skin, F., 1.30; Larynx, F.,

2.30 ; Orthopedic. M.. 2.30 ; Dental. Tu. F.. 9.

St. Gkorse's.—Medical and Surgical. M. T. F. S.. 1 ; Obstetric. Tu. S.. 1 ; o.p..

Tu., 2; Eye, W. S.2; Ear. Tu., 2; Skin. W..2; Throat. Th.. 2; OrthopadicW.,
2; Dental, Tu., S.. 9. Th.. 1.

St. Mar^''s.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.4.'>
: Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.4.t; o.p., a.

Th., 1.30; Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9; Ear, M. Th.. 3; Throat, Tu. F., 1.30; Skin. M.Th.,

9.30; Electrician, Tu. F.. 2; Dental, W. S., 9.30; Consultations, M,. 2.30;

Operations, Tu.. 1.30; Ophthalmic Operations. F.. 9.

St. Thomas's.-Medical and Surgical, daily, except Sat., 2; Obstetric, M. Th., 2;

o.p., W., 1.30; Eve, M. Th.,2; o.p., daily, except Sat.. 1.30 ; Ear. M.. 13.30;

Skin, W., 12.30; 'I'hroat. Tu. F.. 1.30 ; Children. S., 12.30; Dental. Tu. F.. 10.

IT.vivERSiTV College.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 to 2 ; Obstetrics, M. Tu
Th., F., 1..10: Eye. .M.Tu. Th. F., 2; Ear, S.,l".30; Skin, W., 1.15,8.9.16,

Throat. Th., 2.30: Dental. W., 10.30.

Wt:aT.MiNsrKR—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30: Obstetric. Tu. F.,3;Bye,
M. Th., 2..'»

; Ear. -M., 9 ; Skin, Th., 1 ; Dental, W, S., 9.1.1.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO.

CORRESPONDENTS.

CovMrKiCATios3 respectinR editorial matters should be addressed to the Editor'

429. Strand. W.C. London ; those concerning bnsinesa niHtteit. non-dcUrtn';

of tlie Journal, etc.. should be atldressed to the Mannger. at the Office, iSV.,

Strand. W.C. London.
In order to avoid delay, it is particularly requested that all letters on th»*

editorial business of the JorRVAl, be addressed to the Editorat the office of tli«

JoL'HNAL. and not to his private house.
AVTHORS desiring reprints of their articles published In the British MrniCAL,
JoiTBVAL. are requested to communicate beforehand with the Manager, -W.;

Strand. W.C.
CoHRK.'iPONUKSTS «-ho wIsh notice to be taken of their communications, ahoulii

authenticate them with their names—of course not necessarilv for publication-.

C"KRE.spoNDKNTS not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre'|

s|>ondenta of the following week.
Mam'scripts roRWARnrn to thf Office of this Joubkai. cannot uNDKBi

CIRCL'M<(TANCF-S DF RFTTRNKn.
,

Pt'RLTC Health Dfpartment.—We shall be much obliged to Medical Officer*

of Health if they will, on forwarding their Annual and other RejnrtB, favour

us with Diipltcat* Copies.

i

;orre-|
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aVERIKB.

ine from progressive locomotor ataxy under»-ent the special treatmeni ai

•hin last August. He returned in a decided stat« of mercurialism at the

1 of a Dionth^aud liis constitution was so far broken down that I had some

,bt* about his pulling through. His gums were so nmch affected that he

OUjMFMiiF.Rwishestoknowhow a young widow Q'oor) am obtain traili-

ng as a nurse ; where, and at about what expense.

jLlBFKasks- Is there any home or institution where the wife of a deceased

il^dS nmn could be received ? She has no means and is hypodiondnacal.

The Usf. of Cocaikf. is Dentistby. ^ . . ,. ,W W asks for the experience of those who have tried the injection ol

^ine'irtooth exfLtio'^ on the following points : The amount of the drug

ibe injected into the gum; the time to elapse be ore extracting after ui-

ection ; and the cases in which it would not be desirable.

OOCIPITiL HEiBACHK.

H C S L K C.P. writes : I have now a patient under my care who, for some

7^. has suffered from a dull, .ontinuous pain of neuralgic cliarac cr over

he occiput and parietal bones, which becomes worse after meals f^J'S"«-
"

Incitement, and is almost completely relieved by rest '° ^ed °r lying on a

ouch, or in an armchair, so as to get pressure on the occiput Tl'"e is no

.ppar^nt rheumatic, stomach, liver, or other organic aftection. The sec re^

foVs and excretions are all normal. He ia 34 years o^'
*"^^,."™Xrin<;

otal abstainer, and has always led a very mojaUnd niethwlical lite Hawng

ried many remedies without much relief, I shall be pleased if some of the

eaders of your valuable Joiknai, will suggest a treatment for me.

Treatmknt of Locomotor Ataxy at Aachen.

1. 3JLS. J. L: Rattos (63, Lee Park, Blackheath. S.E.) writes : A patient suf-

CTing from progressive locomotor ataxy underwent the special treatment at

, V.O . . *. '' . Tr * » :., « Aa^\Aeu^ ttnti* ni mercunalism at the
Uchen
tod
loubt« about his puliing .....j.'B -e ,^"i, j - ^ * ao„i,^..
.ould not eat well for about another month. He was advised at Aachen

return again this spring, to renew the treatment for a short, course. I am

loubtful alwut the advis.ibility of his doing so. as he has improved as regards

,he symptoms of his disease, and gained in weight. I fear that a second

nercurial course may do more harm than good.
„„,t„r

I should be greatly obliged to any of your readei-s experienced in this matter

or th^ir adrice on the point.

Ixt-scTioN IN Scarlet Fever.
, ^ .,

CBOOOCCL-S writes : In the treatment of scariet fever, is it a fact that_^ the

larboUc acid in carbolised oil for cjctemal inunction has any germicidal effect

)r is plain oil just as useful, and. if so. is any application known which will

)Oth prevent the scales flying about and destroy the germs ?

AKSWERS.

FixAi. Examination ron L.K.C.P.Loxp.

H C P LoxD writes The twoks usually read for this examination are. on

lfcd'.c.M,Br'istow or Kolierts ; ilidu.fery. Leishman or Playfair prelerably

he latter- Diseases of Wmiurn. Hart and Barbour or Galabin, both excellent

iwoks ; and shortly before the examination, Hall's Aids to OtsUUics and Ur.

Carter's ElemenU of Medicine.

NOTES, LETTERS, ETC.

tare asked to state that Mr. C. Lovegrove (Flixton) passed the M.D. eiami-

ution, second division, of the University of Trinity College. Toronto, ou

^1 oth. , ^The Lbce Fukd.
£ s. d.
,T3 7

50
10

Dr. W. A. Sachell 10 6

. Further^doimtions in'aid of"Mr9."'Luce"wiiri» gmtefuliy received by Dr.

tetPPABD, 64, Durning Ro-ul. Liverpool, or by Dr. Cato-\, 31, Kodney btreet,

Liverpool. „
Bavfiei D Defence ri>'i).

.B. Bellaht (17, Wimpolc Street) writes: Please place the following ad-

ditional subscription to the Daytield Defence Fund " ' '

Mr. T. A. White, M.K.C'.S

Donations up to May gth
AnonTmouB Donor
Mr. f. A. White (SwiUcrland) ...

£ B. d.

10

A SiMi>i,E Means or Diagkosis nf Chest Diseases.

.hoeonF P Nichols, B. A., M.B.Cantab., writes to express the opinion that

in cases of pneumonia or pleurisy in winch we are douMTul.of the existence o

fluid in the chest, the syringe is not sufflciently used. He says Fo-- se^c'-ol

'Years whenever I have felt that knowledge on the point would be useful 1

,Uve used this means, not only in tlie ohe.t, but the hver and ^l^-^^'he"^ f

is well to first sponge the skin with a strong carbolic lotion, and make he

ipuncture through lint wetted with some antiseptic, and I generally d^e the

wound with a little niece of wool soaked in collodion. I have never known

Tnyh^r^ result, nor'^ave i ever heard of any
;
that it ^-^^^^f^'Xl

done quickly. I know from personal experience. In Dr. "°?d,%PfPf^h
'"

'"i^

JouiwAL of May lyth on • Kmpvema following Pneumonia. I sec he uses

(Lis metho<l. but apparently as a last, instead of a first, resource.

FnuiTivK CEdkma of the Eyelids. ,..,..
B iLirxnwoRTH (Accrington) writes : Dr. Tom Robinson has directe; atten-

Honlo an affecUon^hicfK. though not mentioned in works on medicine is

frequently met with in pnutice. I have seen about six cases of it in lour

''?S.'j^i:.r;:^';I:'?ff:^nSa.envl as bilateral 't is confined^ to the lower

douloureux. Next day the pati ••.- v,; j , j ^„ '..f .kb
Imte with pain and sleeplessness. 1 then gave half-drachm di«es of the

spirits of ammonia, and cured the disease in about twenty-four hours.

It is 1 think, due to passive congestion in the infra-orbital region, <»u«ioR

a mechanical blm-k to the passage of venous bloo.i, and consequent Icxal

serou effusion. It would appear l« bear a close relation to ""K^'^^J^":
'

is curable by remedies such as ammonia and anlipynn, and always accom-

panie<i, if not actually caused, by great cardiac debility.

Manahemext or FfrvfiB Cases.

Mb Datid Davis (Buillh. Breconthire) writes: Yesterday, Sunday. I wm
called to see a little boy. aged 8 years, the son of a gentleman residing in tb ..

own and found him suffering from scarlet fever An>""K»t f^her sympton«

1 found that his bowels were somewhat constipated, and "'J^.'^.^"'" »«;'''?

aperient giring him at the same time a febrifuge mixture. Idirecedthat

he.hould be kept warm, and the temperature of the ro.™i regulate.1 to abon,

:,b= ¥ On caUiug to see my patient again in the evening. Mr. T"—
• '"f

father in course of convcrsatiVn. remarked that it was very singular that

doc o.^ "isagree<l so much, and on my asking for an t^Pl»°«'»°- >»= »^^^
me a book written by Mr. Pye Henry Chavasse called Admce U. a Uothrr on

T^M^i^eZ^toflL C%dren.aJon the Ma,iai,en,mt of Oieir more Pru,-

Zltlnefses. in which he had marked the following sentences: ; On no ac-

™uiit give ipening physic. Aperient medicines are, in my opinion, highly

improper and dangerous both before and during the period of eruption It

i' niv tTrm conviction that the administration of opening medicine at such

times is one of the principal causes of scarlet fever being so frequently fatal.

Un^at ^8 the first tWng to be done? Send the child to bed, throw open he

windows he Tt winierV summer, and have a thorough ventilation, for the

^"ll-;":"si> Ys'not'h^arv'; lo5i>ioH''in°d'iVect opposition to the teaching of

the pT^stni day ? 1 am under the impression that attention to the bowels a

slight febrTfugi mLxture, and keeping the patient in bed ^^^^^^.^^^^^
alcfne necessary in simple scariet lever. I have advised Mr.T— to putili%

t'havasse-s boik on one side, and listen only to my directions. I am of

o^nion that much harm might be done by iY"\'":^^ZV^Tj
acting on suggestions such as those quoted. .\ni I right or wrong ?

IDIOSYSCRASY WITH BEGARD TO A.\TIPYBIN.

Mb U K DfTT (70. Portsdown Road. W.) writes: Having heard of a complaint

from OTC of my patients with regard to the taste of antipyrin tabloids, t ^>ok

one before s"ng to bed. The t^te was a little bitter, but not at ?" '".«ff«T;

able I 'e? t |n«luallv dissolve in my mouth. No sooner had I hmshed it

?W a vioUnt iShing. fingling. and burning sensation was '^''"^ '"e barf

and soft palate, and the mucous membrane of the back »"<1 '"P,^,.'"^

?Sse followed b^ sneering. This I attributed to a cold draught, and took no

Sorice of B It before it had disappeared I felt considerable «^'°^»"'» biuj-

f^ over several spots on the arm and forearm ; then on the ''"onien ch.^,

Lmi back • on the penis and foreskin, in successive order ;
later on the thighs,

^d then on the hands, and then on the legs, and finally on the eet back,

^d l"t?Y on the soles. This was the order of manifesUtion and the mten-

siu- atone mr icular sf«t laste.1 for two or three minutes, and when it began

o dimiuWi^here. it began to increase elsewhere in the order indicated. The

whol"tWng subs ded in about half an hour. I thought an "rt>^"al ™h
w^°coming out, but on the most careful examination I could 'l'«»;«J

°°

^h "
afwavs have had urticarial rash a little after eating "nned loteters.

c^S; etc and the sensation before the rash appears w;« almost ,dentl«l.

^h^ve tried another dose of 5 grains tcwlay with the same result. >o ap-

P^irs^eemrjo 'V^'X^^VZ elplirSnof the anodyne eff.e<. of anri-

nyrinin^^rv'srM doses S used by Professor Gennain See. This drug prc^

baWy e^l" the function of sensory nerves, or, at any rate, makes them more

IS ab^rin sma I doses, and theri exhausts their irritability or functionof

fre/ingparn,Tnd thereby the anodyne effect is P"-!----!:J^"""* '^'^^^J',
heat be lowered through its influence upon the sensory nerves the vasomotor

"y"em being in intimSte connection with the sensory nerves?

PKRTORATION of ax BYEBALL WITH THE KNOT OF A WHIP.

MB H Pk^ DlTNN (11, Nottingham Place, W.) writes : Inanswer to Dr. h-anc-

tuarv s euJr in the JoiR-xAL of May Sth, I quite agree with hini that the ex-

pUn-atlonorthe detachment of the knot in my c-ase of P"'»™V°°nL^mi
K iwihil.h I am reoorted to have said was due to the thong having become

htted i nit^e%h?^ne' The only pos^ble «P'--'j""^*'- --^,*j; ,''

tlSt which Dr. Sant-tuary gives, and which I Pr^iously had attempted to

make plain atthe meeting of the Society on April 6th.

Nfoj-e's " DIOEST." J „, „
nisAPPOINTEP writes: I quite endorse the opinion of your ™rr**P?°''™A- „rt
°™nl^^theJofRNALl,f April 31st. respecting the

-'^'f-f^^ ^fS"'-,tien« ol
t long since to lie a delusion and a snare, pure »"! simple mthe«b*en« ot

the volumes of the medical journals (in themselves a Ubnvry) to wmm
^'^'^'

UxuoBM OR Swallow Tail. .„„„„!
AME.vBERwrites: Ihopethe following '"KK'-f

i°° ""^
"/tL«fore v^entur.

It has l«.n the sub,e<t of discussion in
'"^'"''''XTr views

bm;X:^no;!';^r?o.nrssrs1nV.'irarm"!

Council will take the lead and set the e-iample this year.

The Makahemknt of Clinical Thkrmojjetim.
.^.i,.

u.itif you arrive at the next house, before doing the .hakmg down.
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yMir. but that the only limitation wiU Iw that of failing to pasa the exami-
nation ?

The sienatupi's of nearly .TOO medical mrn \\nvf already been sent in to the
S«nato, but as fresh sljjnaturea ke<*p arriTing. it will l>e necessary to for\Tard

another twteh low;irds the end of tne month, and namea will be gladly received

by mo until that date.

I'ROPOSED AlfWUAL LiCfTNCK TO PHAOTIOK.
LOCVM writes I At a time when medical men aro ilisturbed in their minds by the
proposed tax on horsee. it may appear unfleasnnable to suggest another tnx on
iDComea reduced by agricuftura!, manufacturing, and trade depressions.

HoireTer, wht're«fl the htirse tax is undouht^^ily a grievance, the tax I would
beg to propose would be a protection, and would not necessitate the elaborat*

diacusaions of the Me<iici\l Council concern inj^ unqualified practice, at the same
time being mucli more effective.

If oioh qualified registered man paid a yearly tax—a nominal one—any-
thing from half a guinei upwards, and if the collection of such tax devolved
upon the excise, the excisemen in each district would have a list of all so

paying, and should they discover any man practising in their district not
having paid his tax, and therefore presumably not registereti, they could take
U-^ral proceedings against him.
At present, wlien an unqualified man Is in practice, although the metlical

men in his] neighbourhood often find him a formidable opponent, no
individual cares to " bell the cat."

Considering the late enormous additions to the Medical Tlegister. the number
of qualifieii meu unemployed, and the number of men who, never having set

foot in a hospital or ever having attended a lecture, hold good assistancies or

act as principals keeping qualilied assistants, it ia time something more sweep-
ing should be done than picking out isolated CJisea. and after a long and exi>en-
sire invcatigation letting tmnsgressors off with a cautiou.

%• The principal objection which occurs to us is that the proposal leaves

out of account the expense which prosecutions of unqualified practitioners in-

volve. Where successful, the prosecutor frequently has to bear the costa in

full, through the insolvent circumstances of tlie defendant, and the conse-

quent loss of the penalty recovered. Under the arrangement proposed, which

wc notice gives an option to the Government to prosecute or not, the Govern-

ment iwould l>e only very indirectly intei-ested in suppressing unqualified

practice; they would only be interested in doing so so far as its suppression

irould increase the number of regist€re<l men. and so augment the tax. Now
the co6t of suppressing unqualified practice would, it seems to us, very far

exceed any benefit of this kind, and, if that were so, the Government would

prefer to leave tinqualified persons unmolested. The nation would get the

tax, but tlie profession who are to bear it would derive no advantage in

return.

On the other liand. even if the Government were to undertake, in return

for the tiix. to prosecute all cases of unqualified practice, the tax, reduced by

the coats of prosecutions, would provide the Chancellor of the Exchequer with

a poor substitute for the horse tax.

ACBTIC EBCiOT.
Dr. C. K. Ilumowobte XAccrington) writes : Permit mo to thank Dr. Francis
most heartily for the boon he has conferreil upon the profession by drawing
attention to the value of astringent ergot. I have used the drug according
to his formula, and I have found it to prevent collapse in a marvellous manner.
The patient remains strong, and the face is flushed instead of pale, as is

generally the case with ordinary treatment. There is leas hemorrhage, also.
and a more firm uterine contraction. Those who use the mixture prescrlbeci
by Dr. Francis will never use an ammoniated preparation again, I think ; for

wliat is rapidity of action with subsequent tendency to collapse, compared
with rather leas rapid action with the c^implete absence of tJiat dangerous
9>-mptom ?

COMMUNICATIONS, LETTERS, etc., have been received from :

Messrs. Burrouglis, Wellcome and Co., Loudon ; Mr. F. llollinshead. Selly

Oak; Mr. O. Meadows. Hastings; Mr. G. Barling, Birmingham; Dr.

T. R. Bradshaw, Liverpool ; Mr. W. ^W. jWalter, Stoke-under-Ham
;

Mr. Carl Lawinskf, London; A. Y. Morton, M.B., Dryraen ; Sir William
Stoker. Dublin ; Dr. Bamardo, London ; Mr. W. U. Stewart, London ; Mr.
T. H. Bickerton. Liverpool; Dr. P. M. Deas. Kxeter; Mr. J. E. Peirc-.

Kwiditch: Mr. D. M. Edwards, Taffs Well; Mr. J. H. B. May. Bath; Mr.
A. W. Naukivell, Chatliam ; Dr. Holman. Keigate; Dr. 3. Addison,
London; Mr. K. Bevan. Lydd ; Dr. W. V. Lush, Weymouth; Dr. W. J.

yimpbon. Calcutta; Mr. C. B. Keetley. L4)ndon ; Mr. H, J. Diramock,
Shirkarpur. India; Surgeon-Major (iuilland. Woolwich; Dr. Maxwell, Wtwl-
wich ; Dr. A. T. Myers, London ; Sir J. W. Iteld. I-insdowne, Bath : Mr. F.

Hawkiiu, London ; Dr. J. K. Aveliug. London ; Dr. J. Lindsaj', Belfast ; Mr.
H. SewiU. London ; Mr, iW. G. Hill. Fermoy ; Mr. C. Lovegrove. Bluudel
Sands; Army Medical Officer. Madras; Mr. K. H. A. Hunter. Ix>ndon ; Mr.
J. Lewis, Birmingham : Dr. Suckling, Birmingham; Dr. M. Skcrritt, Clif-

ton
; Dr. N. Kerr, London; Mr. T. A. Aird. Walllngton; Mr. R. Tor-

rance. Newcastle-on-Tyne ; T. K. W. ; Mr. K. If. Fern, London; Dr. R.

Saundby. Birmingham; Dr. B. lluughlon, London; Mr. G. Black, Kes-
wick; Mr. W. J. Tivy, Clifton; Mr. R. Jones. Liverpool; Dr. R. Rentoul.
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AN ADDRESS
ON PERNICIOUS ANEMIA, WITH

JAUNDICE, AND CASES
SIMULATING IT.

Delivered before the East London and South Esse.v District of the

Metropolitan Counties Branch.

By J. S. BRISTOWE, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.,

Senior Physician to St. Tliomas's Hospital.

In this paper I have no intention of attempting to throiiv any

light on the etiology of pernicious aniemia, but I propose to mj--

self simply to give the clinical history of two cases of the disease

that have been under my care, to compare^them]with certain other

cases of disease to which they present some resemblance, and to

make such comments as 8ugge3t themselves.

It will be, perhaps, convenient that I begin by defining per-

aicious anaemia, as I understand] it, and enumerating its more
important and characteristic symptoms. Pernicious ansmia is an

affection in which, without any organic lesion that has hitherto

been discovered suiBcient to account for it, without any recog-

inised malarious or similar influence, without any apparent

climatic or dietetic default, the blood undergoes progressive'" de-

terioration, especially in regard to the number and quality of its

corpuscles, and in which the symptoms the patient presents

are mainly such as depend on gradual increasing bloodlessness.

This definition, so far as I have gone with it, nece-ssarily includes
chlorosis or the an;emia of young women, which usually
goes along with some derangement of the menstrual function, and
which, almost without e.xception, if not always, is curable by the
judicious administration of iron ; and I must confes.s that it seems
to me impossible at the present time to make any trustworthy
distinction between the chlorosis of girls and pernicious aniumia,
save such as depends on the age and sex of the patients and on the
effects of treatment. Chlorosis occurs among young women, and
is curable by iron ; pernicious an«mia occurs among men and
women, usually above the age of 30, and iron is generally without
beneficial influence. Nevertheless, I believe, as most physicians
believe, that there is a fundamental difference between them

;

and, moreover, I suspect that the affections now grouped together
and labelled " pernicious aua>mia " will hereafter be found to be-
long to several categories.

Pernicious anaemia, for the most part, comes on gradually. The
patient progressively lose.s the warm tint of health, until at length
not only his cheeks, but his lips and tongue, the inner surface
of his eyelids, his ears, and his linger nails become almost white.
Shortness of breath and liability to palpitation come on, pheno-
'mena which at first are slight and observed only when he is

lascending stairs or undergoing exertion, but afterwards become
more or less continuou.^, or at any rate induced by very slight
'oausos. The action of tlie heart gets feeble, variable in rate, and
'Sometimes irregular. A hwmic murmur usually develops over the
pulmonic area. Venous limits become recognisable in the veins of
the neck. The patient complains of noises in the ears, more espe-
'cially at night-time and when lying down. Dropsical effusions
take place into the connective tissue, and mainly in the lower ex-
tri-mities. There is a marked tendency to hremorrhage from the

'^', the mouth, the stomach, the bowels, on the surface and into
the substance of internal organs, and beneath the skin. And
'especially ha3morrhage takes place into or about the retinae The
;tligeative functions commonly suffer ; the appetite usually fails ;

dyspeptic symptoms, witli sickness after food, are of frequent
|i>ccurrence ; and, as a general rule, the bowels are constipated.
IThe urine is for the most jmrt unaffected, but sometimes it pre-
sents traces of albumen. The patient gets more and more feeble,
unable to bear exertion or exposure to cold ; but usually there is

no great degree of emaciation. He becomes apathetic and for-
sjetful, yet often irritable and fidgety; and if death ensues (as
probably it does sooner or later) he sin"ks from exhaustion, not in-
Irequently prece<led by coma, or from somu int.urcurrent com-
plicalior.

[1431]

The colour of the skin is usually such as might be caused only

by extreme bloodlessness, but not infrequently there is a distinct

yellow tinge (affecting also the conjunctivae), which may be so

intense as to be mistaken for that of ordinary hepatic jaundice.

But it is unassociated with any di.sease of the liver ; no biliary

pigment (at any rate as a rule) finds its way into the urine; and
it is due, no doubt, not to the absorption of bile, but to the

destructive changes going on in the blood corpuscles and the

escape of their colouring matter into the blood serum. The
blood becomes thin and waterj- ; and under the microscope there

is found considerable and for the most part proportionate diminu-
tion of both white and red corpuscles. The blood in several

of my own cases was very carefully examined by my pupil.

Dr. Copeman, whose observations are published in the lost vol-

ume of the St. Thomas's Hospital Reports, and partly confirm

those of previous writers, but present a few additional items of

information. He shows that the red corpuscles may be diminished

to 30 or 40 per cent, of their proper number—other observers

have found them still more largely diminished; that they are

mostly smaller, paler, and less consistent than usual, and tend to

alter in shape, and especially to become elongated, and to break

down; that they do not usually run into rouleaux; that mixed up
with them are other corpuscles of very small size, and usually of

deeper tint than even healthy corpuscles ; that the blood-

serum has, in some cases, an amber-yellow hue, and that in some,

crystals of haemoglobin (which in healthy blood are hard to

obtain) appear spontaneously when the blood is undergoing
desiccation. The breathlessness is no doubt mainly cardiac,

depending on feebleness of circulation, the effects of which are

necessarily exaggerated under the influence of exertion or ex-

citement ; but dyspncea may be partly due also to oedema of the

lungs occurring as a part of general anasarca. This general

dropsy, though not always present, is a common incident of the

disease, and may become verj' considerable. Both dropsies and
haemorrhage seem to depend partly on poverty of the blood,

partly on weakness of circulation, and on thrombosis, which both

of these conditions tend to produce. Noises in the ears, which
are sometimes rushing, sometimes steam-engine like, some-
times musical, almost always come on sooner or later. Thej'

are more or less continuous, and evidently venous. They are some-
times the chief source of complaint on the part of the patient,

and frequently prevent him from sleeping. They are related,

causatively, to the co-existent venous murmurs in the neck and
the ha>mic murmurs at the base of the heart, and are, I am
inclined to think, the product of a flaccid condition of the vascular

walls and relative emptiness of vessels.

I have already pointed out that the urine is sometimes of nor-

mal quality and of normal colour to the last, a point of some
interest, inasmuch as it implies a continuous and relatively

increasing drain on the red corpuscles. In addition to the rest-

lessness and irritability not infrequently obser\-ed, and the coma
which occasionally supervenes towards the close, patients some-
times have delusions and become maniacal, occasionally suffer

from temporary blindness, and occasionally also lose volimtary
power and feeling, more especially in the lower extremities. The
temperature for the most part is either normal or subnormal, but

not infrequently patients present febrile rises which may be either

occasional or more or less persistent, but are rarely high.

Finally, although in a large proportion of cases the disease is

progressive, and proves fatal in the course of a year or two, un-
doubtedly there are many cases in which more or less perfect

recovery takes place, a recovery attended, however, with liability

to relapse.

The first case of what is now generally termed pernicious anae-

mia which 1 ever saw—at any rate, to pay it special attention^
came under my care in my out-patient practice at St. Thomas's
in October, 1.S57, and was brought by me under the notice of

the Pathological Society exactly thirty years ago. The patient

was a clerk, "Jti years old. During the previous five or six years he
had been dyspeptic and fanciful ; and during the last two his temper,
naturally placid, had been getting irritable and peevi.<h. In 1862 he
had had what he termed a " stomach attack," which lastetl two or

three months, and was followed by some impairment of vision.

A few months afterwards he had had a similar but slighter

attack : and during the next three or four years he had suffered

from two or three relapses, in the last two of which he stated

that he had been slightly jaundiced.
His present illness had come on gradually during the preceding

six months, with depression of spirits, vertigo, loss of appetite.
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tremblinK in the knees, nnd pains in the jaws (uid face. Slight

jsundic* had been added to tlie othor symptoms after about two
months, and lattorly occasional matutinal vomiting of bilious

fluid. There had been no epigastric uneasiness or vomiting after

food : the bowels had been variable, but generally constipated.

He was spare, anxious-looking, and universally though not

deeply jaun<liced. There was neither general dropsy nor a.scites,

no fulness or increased dulness in tlie region of the liver, and no
unea.sine*8 or tenderness in that situation. The heart's sounds

were normal, the pulse rapid, small, and weals, and the funotiona

of the lungs were healthily performed.

lie continued attending as an out-patient until January 19th,

up to which date there was certainly no improvement in the

symptoms. The jaundice was much the same at the end as at

tile beginning ; the vertigo and occasional headache, the morning
bilious vomiting, with feelings like those of sea-sickness, and the

condition of his nutritive functions, of his evacuations, and of his

physical powers remained unaltered. On two or three occasions

hehad complained of weight at the chest after food, and for a
weei of a dull pain to the right of the umbilicus.

On .Tanuary I'Jth he was admitted under my care, and died on
February 4th. From the lOth to the 2nd there wa.s not much
yariation in his symptoms. He was e.xtremely weak and some-
what emaciated, with a rapid, feeble pulse. He complained gene-

rally of a feeling of giddiness, and of pain about the eyes, espe-

cially when he moved. His tongue was pale, and occasionally

furred ; his appetite was variable. He suffered much from thirst,

and frequently vomited bilious fluid. The bowels were gene-
rally constipated, and the motions pale, though not wholly un-
tinged by bile ; and his urine was high-coloured. The skin was
dryish, and both it and the conjunctivae were very decidedly
jaundiced. He complained occiision.illy of dimness of sight and
deafness. His sleep was generally undisturbed.

On February 2nd he suffered more than usual from the deafness

and dimness of sight, and occasionallj' rambled. During the en-

suing night and the next day these symptoms, and especially the
delirium, increased, and lie was at times violent ; but he under-
Stood what was said to him, and would answer rationally. He
continued in the same state (gradually sinldng however) until

4 A.M. on the 4th, when death took place.

Various plans of treatment were carried out, but none with ob-
vious benefit ; at one time he wsis dosed with nitric acid and cin-

chona, at another with iodide of potassium and gentian, at

another with iodide of mercury, at another with alkalies.

The corpse was universally but slightly jaundiced, and very
pallid. There was some ccdema of the back parts of the lungs.

The heart was rather large, its substance was pale and soft, and
it* inner surface especially pale and mottled. Several of the
smaller branches of the pulmonary artery were filled with firm

but unadherent fibrinous coogula. The liver was somewhat en-
larged, but of normal consistence, and of a uniform yellowish-
brown tint. The bile-ducts and the gall-bladder were entirely

healthy. The spleen weighed one pound, but was normal in tex-
ture. All other organs were sound. The muscular tissue of the
heart, and especially those parts that were mottled, presented
well-marked fatty degeneration, and the liver cells contained for

the most part a good many small oil globules. The blood was
everywhere remarkably pale nnd watery, but did not display any
preponderance of white corpuscles.

Among the remarks whicli I appended to my case are the fol-

lowing :
" During the progress of this case the persistence of

jaundice led me to regard the liver as tho organ at fault.'' "It
would be useless now to slate the precise diagnosis at which 1

arrived, for the pont-^mortem examination showed that the liver

was structurally liealthy,aud that there was no essential disease
of any other organ."

" Was the case an example of that mysterious form of fatal

jaundice " (I referred to so-called malignant jaundice) " which Dr.
Alison first described? There may be some reasons for answer-
ing this que,stion in the alhnnative, but there is at least one im-
portant fact against it; tbe CB.se under consideration was essen-
tially chronic. But was the case really one of fatal jaundice at
all ? I must confess that on reviewing and comparing the his-
tory of the patient duringlife. nnd the results of \.\w post-mortevi
examination, there seems greater reason to believe that his death
was due to severe and pro^re.sgive anasmia than to any affection
ef the liver; that the ca.'-e whs, in point of fact, one of anaemia,
attended or followed by jmndice. I founded this opinion, partly
on the fact that the patient wa« ailing, and probably anKmic be-

fore the jaundice made its appearance ; partly on the symptoms
which manifested themselves while he was under observation,

and which, with the exception of the jaundice, were precisely

those of anaemia, and partly on the state of the organs as reveled
after death, none of them being positively diseased, but several

being in such a condition as one ordinarily finds them to be after

long-continued deterioration of the blood. If the view here su^
gested be correct, the case is allied to those examples of ansemu
to which Dr. Addison alludes in the commencement of his work
on Diseases of the Suprarenal Capsules." v'l

That this case was a typical case of pernicious anaemia, and
that the jaundice observed was the kind of jaundice not infre-

quently met with in this disease, I have long had no doubt.

The next case I shall venture to quote is one in which there

was also well-marked jaundice, and in which, for several reasons,

the true nature of the disease, at any rate what 1 am disposed to

regard as the true nature of the disease, was for some time oreiv

looked.

E. B., a young woman, 27 years of age, was admitted under my
care on January 11th, 1880. She had been a patient of mine

eleven years previously for rheumatic fever, and two years after-

wards was again admitted with rheumatism and pericarditis. I"

have not looked up the particulars of her illness on these occa-

sions; but I have a distinct recollection that in one of these

attacks she was exceedingly ill. and for some length of time in

considerable danger. Since that time she has been liable to rheu-

matic pains and to shortness of breath.

Her present illness was of nine months' duration. At its com-

mencement she went into the Brighton Hospital, where she re-

mained six months. While there jaundice seems to have come

believe was thought to be suffering from gall-stones. She WSB

then sent to a convalescent hospital. While there the jaundice

became more intense, and she suffered much from pain in the

region of the heart and right hypochondrium, and from shortness

of breath. The catamenia had been absent during the v/hole

period of her illness.

State on Admission.—She was a well-nourished woman, com-

plaining mainly of weakness, shortness of breath, and pain in the

pr»cordium and both hypochondriac regions. She was somewhat

an^-emic, and presented a general saffron-yellow tint of skin and

conjunctiva;. The lungs were healthy. The cardiac dulness was

somewhat extended ; and the apex-beat in the fourth interspace

in the mid-clavicular line. The sounds were healthy, but for tlir

fact of a rough, scratchy systolic murmur in the pulmonic area.

There was a rounded lump (apparently part of the liver) to be felt

just below the tips of the eighth and ninth cartilages on the right

side. Otherwise the abdomen was normal. The tongue was

coated; the bowels were confined, but the motions were normally

stained'with bile, and the urine presented copious urates, but no

trace of biliary colouring matter or of bile acids.

During January and February her condition varied, and was l>y

no mean's satisfactory. She suffered from pains, sometimes P'T-

sistent, sometimes paroxysmal and severe, referred chiefly to IW

right hypochondrium, but sometimes to the left, sometimes to

the pracordium, and sometimes to the loins. The nature of

these pains was not clearly made out ; but they were occasionally

thought to be due to the passage of gall-stones; occasional y

thouo-ht to be connected with old adhesions (which undoubtedly

existed) of the pericardium : occasionally—and perhaps, on the

whole, more commonly—were attributed to congestion of the

liver secondary to the cardiac affection. But no gall-stones were

found, the motions were always bilious, and the urine never con-

tained any bile-pigment.
, , , j .f

She had pains and throbhing in the head, and a sound as oi

rushing water in the right ear. She suffered also from time to

time from slight but obvious rheumatic inftam-nation of some OJ

the joints. Her pulse was feeble, variable in rate, sometimee

irregular, and rarely over K). Her respirations were often quick

and laboured, and occasionally were at the rate of 48 m the

minute. She suffered from pretty constant nausea, and occa-

sional attacks of sickness, and twice had epistaxis. Duruig all

tliis period the temperature was almost always slightly atreve

the normal, and not infrequently rose to 100° or 101°, and on two

.successive days, when tlie patient felt specially ill,

"°<J
?',^

complaining of considerable prsecordial pain, it rose to lOA-

and 103.4°
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Durin" all this tittiP the patient's symptoms were assumed to

1,6 dUH dlroctl V or in.Urectly to the maladies from which she had so

long suffered;' namely, emharru'^sed action of heart, dependent on

idherent pericardium, secondar>- engorgement of the liver, an" r<^

current attacks of very slight rheumatism, and it may be added

that the rieht lobe of the liver became more obnous than it was

at first below the ribs, and that some eidargement of the spleen

aJso was detected. But she was steadily becoming more and more

gnomic, and, early in March, I began to suspect that her sym-

ntoms might be largely <iue to this progressive anemia. Hereyes

were then examined, Kud it was found that the optic discs were

reddened and swollen, the veins were pale and scarcely differing

from the arteries in colour, and there were a few choroidal

haemorrhages. The blood (examined by Mr. Copeman) was pale

coagulated rapidly, and contained an excess of fibriue; thtred

corpuscles were only 36 per cent, of the normal, and o° drying

broke down with the formation of haemoglobin crystals. She was

now treated with liquor arsenicalia, at first five and later ten

minims, three times a day. For the first week or two the anaemia

seemed to increase : then manifest improvement took place, blie

trradually lost her pains and discomforts, and her sense of nausea;

the became stronger, and some degree of rosiness returned to her

cheeks and lips and finger-nails. On March 19th her eyes were

re-examined, and the haemorrhages were found to have increased

eonsiderablv in number; but a further examination, on April Jrd,

showed that the retinitis had largely subsided and the hcemor-

rhages almost disappeared. On the same dates the blood also was

tested and found improved in quality. The report on April iJrd

was to the effect that the blood-corpuscles were larger more uni-

form in size, of better shape and colour than they had been a

month previously, and that they now formed 60 per cent, of the

proper number. Moreover, though they did not run into routeau-v

they did not break down when a drop of blood was dried ;
and

hfemoglobin crystals could not be obtained
t,u ,, ^ n,„„

She was discharged fairly well on April 21st. She had then

lost all her abdominal and thoracic pains, her headache, her nausea

and sickness; her yellowness had diminished, though it had not

actually disappeared ; she had become rosy; her strength had

ereatly improved, and she had been getting up indeed every day

for the last month ; her temperature had become normal
;
she

slept well and ate well, and expressed herself as feeling far better

in health than she had b^en for twelve months ;
but the hremic

cardiac murmiu- remained, and there was still enlargement of the

liver and spleen.
.

It is important to note that no improvement took place

in this patient during the first seven or eight weeks of her

residence in the hospital, but that during the last seven or

eight weeks, while she was kept under the influence of

arsenic, her recovery was progressive and rapid.

There can be no reasonable doubt, 1 think, that both of the

above cases were true examples of pernicious anaemia, and that

the light iaundice present was due not to hepatic disorder, but

to decomposition of the blood. That the cases were misinter-

preted (the former during the whole of the patient s lifetime, the

latter durin" the greater part of her illness) admits, 1 think, ol

Reasonable excuse. Tlie former case occurred at a time when

idiopathic ansemia (apart from chlorosis) had scarcely been studied,

and in the latter case the anaemia became engrafted, as it were, on

the presence of lesions, which were themselves competent to

produce iaundice. 1 have quoted them, indeed, in preference to

other cases which 1 might have quoted, largely on account of the

difficulties they presented in the way of correct diagnosis, but

also because of' the close relationship there appears to be between

the variety of pernicious unaemia they illustrate and the anaemia

present in the cases which 1 now proceed to narrate.

AT a "irl of 15, was admitted under my care on June .iytli,

'«87 'she"^had, on the whole, enjoyed good health, excepting that

r nearly five years she 1 -d been jaundiced, and three years ago

-IS my patient in the liosi.ital with much the same symptoms as

thoseshe was now suffering from. Her present illness was of

three months' duration, and during all the time she had com-

liined of pains in the side, especially on walking, and latterly ot

'ding drowsy. She had been laid up for the last week.

State 011 yi;?OT!s.>i("o«.—She was a well-nourished, and not spe-

cially anaemic girl ; but she presented a general saffron-yellow

tint.' the conjunctivOB being coloured as well as the rest of the

surface. She complained only of weakness, and of pain in the

right Bide and in the abdomen. The thoracic organs were per-

fectly healthy. The (ploeu was much enlarged, extending down

to the umbilicus; it was freely movable, and presented the usual

notch. The liver did not descend below the ribs. In other

respects the abdomen was normal, presented no tumour or fluid,

and there were no eidarged veins in its walls. There had been no

hfpmorrhages. and there were none now. The appetite was lair

;

the bowels were somewhat confined, but the motions were colourca

with bile. The urine had a specific gravity of lOl.'^i, presented a

mere trace of albumen, and was quite free from bile-pigmcnt.

The blood contained what appeared to be a fairly healthy propor-

tion of red corpuscles, but there was a slight increase ot white.

The red corpuscles did not form definite rouleauT, but ran into

irregular masses. They were of normal shape and colour.

She was in the hospital seventeen days, during which time shf

was restored to her usual state of health; but the jaundice, thb

spleen, and the condition of the blood underwent no change. Iter

temperature was always normal; her pulse varied from 64 to ^.
There was no further record of the presence of albumen in the

urine. • a ^ - ••.

For some two or three months she continued to visit me as^n

out-patient, but no further improvement was noted. She-was

treated during the time she was under my care with iodide of

potassium and mercury. „ -^ .. c. ^ »,„
A. R., single, aged 22, came under Dr. Ord s care on SeptembCT

21st 1886 She" had been a patient of mine in 1879, and of

Dr 'Ord's in 18&t and 1885. She had complained mainly of

weakness, shortness of breath, headache, and pains about the

body She does not seem ever to have had rheumatism or anj*

other serious acute illness; but ever since she bad been under oh-

servation she had presented a loud systolic murmur, most marked

at the left base, which Dr. Ord (1 believe) regards as duo to some

congenital cardiac defect. She has been jaundiced for some yMiB.

^ate on .4//m«swn.—She was a dark-haired, well-nonnehe*

girl markedly anfemic, and at the same time presentmg slight

but unmistakable jaundice, both of the skin and of the con-

iunctivie. The cardiac dulness was not unduly extensive, _an4

the apex of the heart impinged in the fourth interspace, an indh

within the nipple line. A well-marked systolic murmur, loudest

at the left base, was audible over the whole cardiac area. A

venous hum was audible in the neck. The lungs were healthy.

The liver extended for an inch and a half below the rilB. hut was

smooth and free from tenderness. The spleen was very large ; ite

anterior edge (which presented a deep notch) approached tBe

umbilicus- its lower end reached the anterior superior spine of tl>c

ilium • it was quite smooth and free from tenderness. There was

no ascites, and no enlargement of the superficial abdominal veins.

The blood was unduly pale ; the red corpuscles were irregular m
form, many being oval, and did not form rouleau.v ; Vcietc was no

excess of white corpuscles. The urine had a specific gravity ct

1012 was acid, free from albumen, sugar, bile-acids, and bile-

picnnents, but presented many uric acid crystals and amorphous

urates The stools were of natural colour. Her pulse was iime^

J

her temperature a little above the normal. She was treated with

5 minims of liquor arsenicalis three times a day.

The patient's s>-mptom3 varied somewhat while she wag in tnc

hospital. Her pulse was generally rapid and at tiroes 'freg"'"

;

she generally had more or less redema of the legs and ankles; she

had attacks" of pain in the sides and in the back and she felt

weak On one occasion she had epistiuxis. The Wood was ex-

amined on several occasions, and the examinations m the main

confirmed the description above given ; the red corpuscles. How-

ever were found to be diminished by about one-fourtli^ The

urine never presented any bile-pigment or bile-acids. albumen.

or sugar. Her jaundice continued, but on the whole she improved,

and she left the hospital on November lOtli. ~.v iq«j
She was again admitted under Dr. Ord's care on July 25th. IfW.

She had then been getting poorly for a couple of months, sijffermg

from short breath, nausea and di-bility. On admission she w«
practically in the same state as before. There was greai anaemia,

knd lightbut well-marked jaundice. The h ood had undergone

no change. The red corpuscles were generally oval or in-cgAfa*

in form." and did not run into distinct, rmdeatac; but the wnite

coHJUscles were thought to be relatively increased in iiumtcr.

The urine still contained no trace of bile, and was otherwiw

healthy in composition. The cardiac murmur persisted, the nwr
still iust emerged from beneath the ribs, ond the spleen stdl es-

tended down to the anterior superior spine of the ilium. She was

'reated with hypnphosphite of soda (ten grains three t™PS^
day), to whieh was subsequently added five grams of the atrate.

of iron and ammonia.
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Again she improved in liealth|; but left the hospital still

au.ruiic. still jaundiced, ami with a large spleen, on August 26th.
That the last two cases were of the same nature there can

scarcely be a doubt : and that they presented many characters in
common with the first two is also obvious. The identity between
tlie la-st two is implied by the association in both of chronic en-
largement of the spleen, chronic yellowness of conjunctiva and
»kiu, sinuilalinc hepatic jaundice, and deterioration in the quality
of the blood. Jt is true that in one of the patients there was a
loud cardiac murmur, venous bruits, and marked bloodlessness,
with such changes in the blood as are found in advanced per-
nicious ana;mia; and that in the other the heart's sounds were
healthy, no venous hums were observed, the anremia was scarcely
noticeable, and the microscopic changes in the blood were only
slight. But I confess I have a suspicion that the cardiac murmur
was hsemic, and, at any rate, all the other differences just
enumerated are only such as might be e.xplained by the different
stages of anajmia the cases had severally attained.
The resemblances between the last two cases and the quoted

cases of pornicious ana;mia were mainly the presence, in both
seriea, of jaundice without discoverable disease of the liver, altera-
tion in tlie quality of the blood with loss, or tendency to loss, of
red corjiuscles, and the kind of wealvness which attends progres-
sive an;pmia. Indeed, it might, 1 think, be argued that they were
all foul' cases of pernicious aux'mia, or, at any rate, of the same
form of disease ; inasmuch as, in addition to the resemblances
above enumerated, enlargement of the spleen was present in all.

It will be recollected that in my first case, although enlargement
of the spleen was not observed clinicallj-, the organ weighed a
pound at the necropsy ; and that, in the second case, some en-
larg-jment both of the liver and of the spleen was detected during
life. But, on the other hand, the long duration of tlie last two
cases, and the fact that the patients were both girls, of an age at
which ordinary chlorosis is common, pernicious anemia rare if

uat unheard of, render this view of their nature improbable. I

believe, although I do not pretend to adduce adequate proof of the
correctness of my belief, that the first two and last two cases
really lielonged to different categories.

It may be asked, To what was the large spleen in these cases
due ? In the last two cases there was no reason to believe it was
of malarial, of syphilitic, or of rickety origin ; there was nothing
that could have induced lardaceous degeneration ; there were no
tumours of lymphatic glands or disease of other organs to suggest
the presence of lymphadenoma ; neither the symptoms nor the
condition of the blood was compatible with leucocythemia ; and,
lastly, there were no sufficient grounds to attribute the splenic
enlargement to portal obstruction. In the first case the structure
lit the enlarged spleen seemed to be healthy ; in the second case
it is of course possible that the enlargement of the organ was
consequent on portal congestion.

The fact, however, that the spleen was enlarged in all four cases
suggests the inquiry whether there was any relation between the
presence of Jaundice and this enlargement. It is admitted, I

believe, by physiologists that one function of the spleen is to

cause the disintegration of effete red corpuscles, and that
the serum of the blood in the splenic vein is tinged with
the dissolved hsemoglobin derived from this source. It seems not
iialikoly, therefore, that (whatever may be said as to the first two
caae.s) in the last two cases the enlargement of the spleen was
connected with an undue destruction of red corpuscles in this

organ, and the discharge into the blood-stream of a larger amount
of diasolved haemoglobin than could be got rid of by normal phy-
siological processes, and hence the general staining of the blood-
.Hprum and the general yellow tint of the body. But, at any rate,

the jaundice in no case presented the characters of jaundice from
olMtruction of the hepatic ducts, and there is no sufficient ground
for attributing it in any one of the cases to disease or disorder of

the liver.

The different characters of the cases I have brought forward
and the differtnit kinds of treatment adopted in them make it im-
jKMisible to deduce from their clinical history any valuable in-

formation as to the effects of treatment. If ray paper had been
devoted to the subject of pernicious anajmia alone, I should have
been able to confirm the general belief that cases of this di.sease

are in large proportion fatal under any kind of treatment ; but I

ihoiild have been able to show that many cases which appear to
li3 of the flume kind undergo great improvement or get well, and
that (as is now generally held) arsenic seems to havt; in a large
number of cases a strikingly beneficial influence over the progreaa

of the disease. Of this beneficial influence my second case i» a

good illustration.

A CASE OF EXTRA-ITTERINE GESTATION CURED
BY ABDOMINAL SECTION TWO HOURS

AND A HALF AFTER RUPTURE.
By G. ERNEST HERMAN, M.B.Lond., F.R.C.P.,

Obstetric Physician to the Louduii Huspital, etc.

The following case has more than one point of interest. First,

I believe it is unique in the shortness of the interval between
rupture and operation. Ver}- few cases of e.xtra-uterine gestation

have been operated on while the patient was in collapse from the

first haemorrhage ; in most of the published cases haemorrhage had

stopped, and the patient had rallied before the operation was
done. I do not know of any case in which the operation was done

so soon as two hours and a half after rupture. This promptnef-

of interference was due to the patient's good fortune in being in

hospital at the time of rupture.

Secondly, the case is unusual in the lateness of rupture. Tubal
gestations usually rupture before the end of the third month,
while this one went on for about four months.

Thirdly, if the diagnosis of the first illness be correct, the case

is an instance of two successive e.xtra-uterine pregnancies in the

same patient, first in one tube, then in the other. There may
have been an identical morbid condition of the right and left

tubes which occasioned the failure of the ovum to reach the

uterus.

Fourthly, the uterine souffle was distinctly heard. This is so

rare in extra-uterine gestation that it has even been maintaine'l

that the presence of a uterine souffle justifies the conclusion that a

pregnancy is uterine. The case now reported shows that thij,

general rule is not without e.xception.

H. N., aged 24, admitted December 16th, 1885. (The notes on

this occasion were taken by Mr. H. J. Hawthorn.) Until the pre-

sent illness she had always had good health. She began to men-
struate at 15, and was regular every month, the flow being scanty,

and only attended with slight pain. She was married at 18, and
had two children, the last ten months ago ; labours easy ; no mis-

carriages. During the whole of the last pregnancy, and for a

month after delivery, she had a copious yellow discharge, and hi r

womb seemed to come down. After the last confinement she was
regular, without pain, till September 4th. From this date till

October 20tli, she saw nothing. She then had a slight dischar-

of blood, and this recurred every week till five weeks ago, sin

which time she has been losing continuously and copiously

About five weeks ago, on getting into bed after passing \^ater,

she was seized with faintness and a cramp-like feeling at llf

bottom of the stomach ; she broke out into a cold sweat, shiverr.l,

and her husband said she looked very white. This cramp-likf

pain continued severe for about three days and then improved,

but soon recurred, and has continued on and off ever since, oftt'ii

preventing her from sleeping. For two or three days after the

first attack of pain micturition was painful and the urine scanty.

There was no trouble in deficcation.

On admission patient complained of pain in the back and lower

abdomen, and was losing blood. The abdomen was tender, and

the muscles held very rigid. Fer vaginam a hard, convex, very

tender swelling was felt, occupying the left posterior quarter of

the pelvis, and pressing the uterus forwards and to the right. The

sound entered 3] inches. Temperature was 100° F.

A week after admission the haemorrhage became slight, but it

continued until January Gth. After this date, throughout the

patient's stay in hospital, there was no haemorrhage. No decidual
,

membrane was noticed in the discharge. The temperature, all
j

the time the patient was in hospital, never exceeded 100°.

The pain continued mucli the same as on admission, generally

severe, but with occasional remi.ssions, for about six weeks. Then
it improved, and at the begiiniing of February was only slight

and occasional. The mass in the peh'is remained of about the

same size for at least a month, and then began to gradually be-

come smaller, harder, and less convex. Tatient was discharged

on February i4th, 1586.

March 23rd she came to report herself. She felt quite well.

Swelling in pelvis smaller than when ia hospital. Patient men-
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struated last week, the first time for eleven weeks, without pain,

flow copious.

The diagnosis made at the time was that the .swelling behind

and to the left of the uterus was either a dilated Fallopian tube,

which was suggested by the position of the tumour and

the severity and persistence of the pain, or a hoematocele from

a ruptured extra-uterine gestation. The latter supposition was
based on the history of amenorrhrca, followed by a sudden illness,

attended with pain, faintness, and pallor. The course of the case

seems to me to accord with this diagnosis rather than with the

former. It is far from certain, but many cases have been pub-

lished as "cures" of extra-uterine gestation by electricity in

which the diagnosis rested on no better grounds. Had electncity

been used in this case, it might perhaps have been erroneously

credited with the cure.

The patient came again to the hospital, and was readmitted on

February 9th, 1888 (the notes on this occasion were taken by Mr.

C. J. Kifton, clinical clerk). She said she had been perfectly well

since leaving the hospital until the last four months. She had
menstruated regularly and painlessly, the last time being in Oc-

tober, 1887, after which she saw nothing until December 25th,

when she menstruated, the flow being rather more copious, but

otherwise as usual. Nothing like a membrane was observed in

the discharge. In this interval she had noticed nothing that

made herthink she was pregnant. AfterDecember she sawnothing,

and she then thought she was pregnant About December 20th she

began to have pain after passing urine. Throughout January,

1888, she had pain in the back and lower abdomen, chiefly on the

right side, so bad as to oblige her to keep her bed ;
this pain she

described as continuous, not paroxysmal, and not relieved by
lying down. Her appetite became bad, and at times she felt

ra.int.

On the morning after admission she was examined by the resi-

dent accoucheur. Her general condition at that time was not

such as to suggest anj' imminent danger ; she walked to and from

the examination couch. The abdomen was tender on pressure,

and there was a rounded swelling rising out of the pelvis as far

as to a little below the umbilicus. On vaginal examination the

cervix was found pushed forwards, and behind it was a large

rounded swelling feeling very much like a retroverted gravid

uterus. The sound entered 3i inches, in the normal direction. A
distinct uterine souffle was heard over the abdominal swelling.

The temperature was normal.

A little before one o'clock on February 10th the patient was
suddenly seized with violent pain in the abdomen, so severe as to

make her feel faint ; she became distinctly pallid, broke out into

a cold sweat, and her pulse became small, rapid, and weak. Dr.

Herman saw her shortly before three o'clock. The symptoms
tltarly pointed to internal hsemorrhage, and the history and pre-

vious physical signs made it probable that this might be due to a

ruptured extra-uterine gestation. Therefore at 3.20 p.m. (that is,

as soon as the necessary preparations could be made) Dr. Herman
opened the abdomen, ^st by a small exploratory incision about

nn inch in length, which gave exit to a quantity of fluid blood.

The diagnosis being thus confirmed, the incision was extended to

I'i inches. Much fluid and clotted blood was then expressed by
pressure on the abdominal walls. Then a fnetus of about four

months' intra-uterine oge, which was lying free (except for its

umbilical cord attachment) among the bowels was removed. The
placenta was found attached, at least mainly, to the right Fallo-

pian tube. This was jnilled up and removed, together with the

"vary, the stump being tied with the Staffordshire knot. No
lit tempt was made to search for or remove such part of the pla-

,
centa as might not be attached to the tube. The peritoneum was

' then washed out with clean warm water. A large drainage-

]

tube was put in, reaching to the bottom of Douglas's pouch,

I and the wound closed in the usual way. The pulse when
the operation was begun was 150. After its completion

(4 10 P.M.) 1.52.

In the evening (8.30 p.m.) the pulse had sunk to i;38. The drain-
', age tulie was removed on the fo!low^ng day, but it appeared from
the subsequent course of the case that this may have been rather

too soon, for on the fifth day the patient complained of some ab-

dominal pain, and the temperature rose to 100..'i°. On the sutth

day there was a discharge of dark bloody fluid from the wound,
and the temperature on this and the following day reached 101.

It then gradually sank, and after the fourteenth day did not ex-

ceed 99. On the eighth day a small drainage-tube was inserted.

The discharge continued sanguineous for about five days, and then

became slight and purulent. The drainage-tube was gradually

shortened.
March 17th. Patient got up.

March 30th. Discharged feeling quite well.

ON THE TREATMENT OF INJURIES OF THE
ABDOMINAL VISCERA.

By BEioADE-SniGEON C. H. Y. GODWIN, M.S.,

Assistant Professor of Surgery. Army Medical School,

The freedom with which surgeons have been for some time deal-

ing with disease of the abdominal and pelvic %-iscera with such

remarkable success has had a considerableeffect in stimulating

surgeons to inquire whether it was not possible for them to take

bolder steps in the treatment of perforating wounds of the ab-

domen, a class of injury hitherto most fatal m character, whether

as the result of stabs or of gunshot wounds. Moreover, the

dread of interfering with the peritoneum has, in a measuie,

passed away, since it has been found that if antiseptic precau-

tions are duly taken, the peritoneum is as tolerant of treatment

as any of the other serous membranes in the body.

With a view of inquiring more particularly into the nature of

gunshot wounds of the abdomen, and the best methods of treat-

ing them, Dr. C. T. Parkes, Professor of Anatomy in the Rush
Medical College, Chicago, performed a series of experiments

upon dogs by inflicting upon them intentionally gunshot wounds.

He operated" in this way upon 39 dogs in all ; the bullet was of

large size—38 or 44 calibre—and the firearm possessed great pene-

trating and lacerating power. Several most important lessons

have been taught by these experiments.

Dr. Parkes says: "There was not manifested in any case any-

recognisable evidence of shock aside from that following great

loss of blood. The transit of the bullet made no noticeable im-

pression upon the pulse or respiration. In every instance where

signs of severe prostration became manifest through change in

respiration or weakening of pulse, there was found profuse

hmmorrhage to account for such condition."

Intense and prolonged shock has always been recognised as one

of the most marked symptoms of a perforating wound of the ab-

domen. By these experiments Dr. Parkes finds himself unable to

disassociate this symptom from the condition caused by severe

internal h.-emorrhage. He tabulates the following conclusions :—

1. Hsemorrhage following shot wounds of the abdomen and in-

testines is verj- often so severe that it cannot be safely controlled

without abdominal section.

2. Extravasation of the contents of the bowel after shot in-

juries thereof are as certain as the existence of the wound.

3. No reliable inference as to the course of the bullet can be

made from the position of the wounds of entrance and exit.

4. The wounds of entrance and exit should not be disturbed in

any manner, except to control bleeding or remove foreign bodies

when present.

5. Several perforations of the intestines close together require a

single resection including all the openings. Wounds destroying

the mesenteric surface of the bowel always require resection.

6. The best means of uniting the wounded intestine after

resection is by the use of fine silk thread, after Lemberts

method.
7. Wounds of the stomach, small perforations, and abrasions

of the intestine can be safely trusted to the continued catgut

suture. , • • J
8 Everj- bleeding point must be ligatured or cauterised.

9. Primary abdominal section in the midline gives the best

command over the damage done, and furnishes the most feasible

opening through which the proper surgical treatment of such

damage can be instituted. ,...-, -
.

Supposing we have before us a wound of the abdominal pariet*8,

the first thing that we shall wish to know is. Does it ^lenetrate?

and, if so, are any of the viscera wouuded ? What symptoms can

we rely upon as diagnostic of a wound of the viscera ? If the

wound is due to a biiUet, and supposing it to have passe<l out,

the experiments teach us that we can really form very little idea

of if« track by comparing the position of the wounds of entrance

and exit. . . ,

Dr Parkes remarks: "Nothing can be more uncerUm and

erratic than the track of a missile through the body.

'

Sir William MacCormac, in speaking of wounds of the bowel,
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8)iv»: " Wlifii t.li« injuit'd intestine is prolapsed through thtj

ttoiiiul, or the contents of the tube escape externally, the dia-

uniisia Ls clear: but these occurrences are the exception. Tym-
panites and discharge of blood per aiuim are valuable symptoms
when prosent ; but neither may appear directly after the injury.

l'!mphy.<ema, wlu>n it occurs in the wound neighbourhood, is said

to be patliof^nomonic. Shock and pain vary so much as to afford

no useful guidance."
On the other hand, the experiments show us that it is nearly

certain that if there is penetration there 'vnW be injury to the
contents. Now, nearly all cases of injury to the intestines prove
fatal, and the mortality is due eitlur to luemorrhage or to septic
ptyitonitis ; hence the necessity of a diagnosis without delay. If

we are prepared to act upon the probability that, it there is per-
foration there will also be a wound or wounds of the viscera, can
there be any valid reason against our determining the fact of
peuetration by probing the woiuul ? Heretofore, when tlie treat-
ment of this class of injuries was merely of an expectant nature,

„ the role undoubtedly was not to interfere with the wounds, except

,Uf arrest haemorrhage or to remove a foreign body ; but when the

]^
Knowledge i3 critical, can any harm be done by inserting a per-

_
fectly clean aseptic probe? This, I presume, we should do, taking

"at the same time every precaution that was possible not to dis^
j^turb the parts unnecessarily, feeling sure that, if we waited for
_\syraptoni3 to develop—or, in other words, for symptoms of septic
jj^eritonitis to commence— it would then he too late for an opera-

^ tioa. The urgency of an operation is also pressed upon us by the
.^ct, illustrated in these experiments, that when a blood-vessel in

5 tke abdominal cavity is wounded, it continues to bleed, the blood
^owred out does not coagulate, nor does the vessel contract or
,^tract, so that death from hiicmorrhage can easily follow the
injury of a very small vessel.

. TUiA, excessive and persistent htemorrhage. from small vessels
^m the closed cavity of the abdomen is illustrated in another class

_i6i cases—namely, in the intraperitoneal hsematocele following
^^rupture in cases of tubal prejjnaucy.

J

Mr. Lawson Tait writes in the Journal, March 1.3th, 1886:
_," In my experience of intraperitoneal hiematocele, amounting to
sometliing like fifty-three or tifty-foiir cases, when I have verified
the condition, either by post-mortem examination or ante-mortnn
abdominal section, the only cause of the condition was the rup-

.,turo of a tubal pregnancy. In these cases there was a more or
l<^ extensive hemorrhage, occasioned by the rupture of small
vessels within the abdominal cavity."

WTIien, however, the abdomen is opened and air admitted; the
blood coagulates, the vessels contract, and the natural hmmostatic
efforts are called into play. Hence, in the future in these cases,
if wo hope to save life, we must operate at an early period. There
is also another reason forcing us on to the operation. Supposing
tlif), intestine to be wounded, there is the certainty of extravasa-
tion of its contents, which is equally sure to be followed by
septic peritonitis.

.If, then, we decide to operate, we choose the middle line, and
Toave the bullet or knife wounds alone. "We should choose the
"lid/ll" line, because here the edges of the wound can be kept in

gpod apposition, because the linea alba is less vascular than other
parts, because the section of it unites very readily, because there

is a less thickness of parts to cut through than if we attemptcdi
t,o divide the muscular walls themselves, and, lastly, because on
incision through the linea alba gives us more room and ((reater^

fi>oedom of manipulation than any other form of incision. Hav-
ing opened up the abtlomen we next proceed to examine the in-

testines, and if we found only a linear clenn-cut wound, we
should sew it up by either a continuous or Lembert's suture with
fine silk; ascertain that there was no bleeding vessel left untied,

then proceed to wash out the cavity with a warm boric or other
aatifleptio solution, and close the wound. But if the wounds of

small intestine were due to a bullet, and were several in point of

number, it near together, it will be evident that a resection of

til e. injured gut will have to be carried out.

This has been done in several instances, and quite recently Mr.
JJarker reported a case in the JovnsAL, March 17th, 1888, when
-be says: "The wounded gut having been excised, the margins of

the bowels were united together by a continuous suture on both
sides, and the cut edges of the bowel having by this means been
apposed on their proximate aspect, they were united by a con-

: tenuous suture of tine silk- taking up the serous and muscular
coats just at the edge, the needle coming out at the cut margins

,i4(,«»cl( stitcK A second row of interrupted silk sutures wai

now introduced to reinforce the first. These took up the serou^
and muscular coats just beyond the first row. This was done on
Novi'mber 21st. The man died on the fifth day, when it Wa
found that union had taken place thoroughly between the c;.

ciuls, and the bowel was not obstructed in any way. Testi

with considerable pressure it was perfectly air- and wat.

;

tight."

i)r. Parkcs thought that the Lembert suture alone was quite i:

elEcacious as the more complicated forms of suture, which u,

require much time and patience to introduce. He describes thai

the chief difficulty is always to be found at the mesenteric border,

where it is difficult to get the serous surfaces in contact owing i

the separation of the layers of the peritoneum just before enclosin

the bowel, forming thus a triangular space where the bowel mn;,

lie said to be not covered by peritoneum.
The cavity of the abdomen must be thoroughly well cleanseil,

and in these cases there is this difference between operatic:

undertaken for disease and those necessitated by injury. Wh
abdominal section is performed for disease, a simple washing om
will suffice; but if there has been a wound of the intestines then'

will also have been fiecal extravasation, and hence there will t-

greater trouble in the washing out, and some sponging will !

possibly unavoidable. Sponges once u,sed to remove f:ecal extr

vasation should not be used again in the same operation. In

bringing the edges of the abdominal parietes together, it is recom-
mended that the sutures should be passed tlirough the entiri'

thickness of the walls, inclmling both peritoneum and skin, and

everything between them ; drainage-tubes do not seem to be in-

variably necessary. When in Paris, attending the Congress of

Surgery, held in March last, I witnessed M. Pozzi, when cIosIhl

the abdomen after an ovariotomy, first sewed the edges of t

!

peritoneum together by a continuous catgut suture; then in Hi'.

manner the muscular aponeurotic walls ; then he included in lii^

interrupted sutures the thickness of the walls external to th"

muscular coat. lie described this in a paper at the Congress, as

giving excellent results as regards a firm and unyielding scar. For

the different forms of suture that have been recommended for

wounded intestine, I would refer to Sir \V. Mac Cormac's mono-

graph on Abdominal /Section, 1887.

In conclusion, I submit that if a person is now brought to hos-

pital with a penetrating wound of the abdomen, laparotomy should

at once be undertaken on the grounds that if no viscera are found

wounded, the patient's condition has not been greatly altered, and

if the intestine is wounded, we are quite sure that septic periton-

itis would speedily bring about a fatal termination; but of course

all such operations should be undertaken as grave and serious

measures, and every antiseptic precaution- should i be-, taken t

ensure a satisfactory result. '
'

' " ':

On the other hand, with reference to soldiers in the field, the

question is somewhat different, and I cannot help feeling greatly

the force of some remarks of JI. Delorme. a French army surgnf-

at the Val-de-Grace, who, in a paper read at the late Congi.

says, whencontrastingtheca.se of the wounded .soldier with ti:

of the woimded citizen: "Suffering from intense shock, ofl«i

moribund, he has at first to wait for many long hours before 1''

can be removed, and then not until he has been subjected to some

rongh and impro^ised carriage can he receive the aid of the ambu-

lance surgeon, who will have none of the nice appliances of the

operating theatre, but merely such as are barely sufficient for the

common operations of field surgery. There would not l>e the

quietude necessary for carrying out a delicate and
.

prolongi'il

operation. The very excitement of the combat has affected a'

alike; time presses. Ab.sorbed as he is by hundreds of ca-

urgeutly deraajiding his aid, the utility of which in their case-^

undoubted, can he l)e blamed who, in circumstances so wretclini

and unfavourable as these, does not stop to hunt after a wounded

intestine?"

However, at first the same objection was brought against anti-

septic surgerv in the field, vet Russian and German surgeons over-

,

came the difticulty in their last war, and Engli.sh army surgeons

,

since then have done the same with considerable success. Let us,

,

therefore, hope that, under its salutary influence, army surgwns

will yet find a way to succour their comrades, even though they

be afflicted with a penetrating wound of the abdomen.

M)(c.—Works referred to : Cmithot Woundu of the Smtll hite^ines. By t'

Piu-kes M.D.. Professor of Aliiitt)mv. Chicago.— 0)1 -iWommn/ HecUmi. liy

Wiu.MacCoriiiao. r.R.C.S.— rroi.<;«n<! fTiMiyr^J Frnnfais lie Chirur'/te :
)••

IHilioii ComplMe .fun Kyste Hy.iatique liu Foie." By M. Pozzi. dc Pa"3.

Pluies rte rlntestiii par les Projectile de Guerre." By M. Dciormc, du Vai

Onic«.-B. M. J., March 13th, 1S«6. and March 17th. 1S8S.
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TWO CASES

By

OF ENTEROSTOMY.

F. BOWEEMAN JESSETT, F.R.C.S.Eng.,

Surgeon to Uie Cancer Hospital.

CASE I. Oastro-Enterostomy.-k man aged 50. ^"^s admitted

iuto the Cancer Hospital on January 22ad, l'-'-^'%«"f"°°/3;°
tense pain in the pyloric region, accompanied by mo,t Molent

vomiting and retching shortly°after taking food, lie had expen-

:red considerable ptin in the ^V^^-f^--^.,%^^':^f,^,t^
years ; this had not increa.-<ed very much until withm t e la.t tew

months, though he had from time to time vomited what he de-

Sd as " cogee-grounds." He had had gastric fever two years

a^o; be had not bt?n able to eat any solid food fo^. over a twe ve-

Bonth. In October, 1886, the pains in the ^'gftnum very much

Screased, so much so that he was almost afraid to take anything.

to December he was seized with most violent vomiting, whict

bated almost without intermission for three weeks, the vomited

matter consisting of mucus, froth, and " coffee-grounds, and a

substance which he described as being like green paint.

The pain continued to increase until his admission into the hos-

pital, but the vomiting had nearly ceased, only occurring occasion-

Sly and during his stly in the hospital before the operation there

were no "coSee-grounds " present, the vomited matter consisting

r^ly entirely of the food he had taken, mbced with a little mucus

He had lost flesh very much of late, and was m such terrible pain

that he begged to have something done to endeavour to relieve

tdm. He at present suffered from great tenderness over the

pylorus, and although there was no distinct tumour t°
^Jf

jeU jet

on deep pressure there appeared to be a good deal of thickening

probably fibrous thickening, of the pylorus, possibly of a malignant

*
It wafdecided to perform laparotomy, with a view of making a

more careful examination of the parts; accordingly, on February

6th, 1887, the patient being placed under the influence ot ether,

I proceeded to open the abdomen by a median incision ex-

tending for about three inches between the ensiform cartilage and

«mbili?us. The stomach and omentum were discovered to be m
their normal condition, but the pylorus appeared to me to be

abnormally thickened, and, there being no other cause present to

account for the violent pain and vomiting, it was decided to pro-

ceed to perform gastro-enterostomy. .

This was accomplished by pushing the omentum on one side

and drawing out about four inches of the jejunum, at the same

time withdrawing a portion of the stomach. These parts were

supported all round by warm carbolised sponges. Two small

apertures were made in the mesentery, close to the intestinal

attachment, about three inches apart, and a piece of india-rubber

tubing was passed through either opening and made to encircle

the gut, thus preventing all circulation of the contents of the

bowel. The loop of gut was now laid upon the portion of the

Stomach to be opened, and a longitudinal fold of the latter about

aa inch and a half from the great curvature, was pinched up

between the finger and thumb of the left hand, together with a

corresponding piece of the gut.
^ c u .i, +i,„

'

I now cut through the serous and musculai- coats ot both tlie

Stomach and gut, and. still holding the parts between my let

t

finger and thumb, I united the posterior edges of the wound by a

continuous suture, the suture passing through the two outer coats

Of the divided viscera. In tliis way the serous surfaces were closely

united from end to end before either viscus was opened ;
this row

of stitches was carried about a quarter of an mch beyond the

incision in the coats of the bowel. I next opened the stomach

and intestine by dividing the mucous coat with scissors. All

bleeding points were taken up and ligatured with hne catgut as

divided A small quantity of mucus and fluid escaped, which

was caught in the sponges. After carefully cleansing the cut

surfaces, I proceeded, by means of interrupted sutures ot hne sUK.

to unite theanterior edges of the opening, adopting thetzemy-Lem-

bert stitch. The opening was now securely fastened, but to mane

it more secure I inserted another row of sutures outside the hrst,

tod about an eighth of an inch from it ; this row of sutures was

itotroduced with great care through the serous and muscular coats

liTh'e parts were now dropped back into the wound, and the

"toilet 'of the peritoneum being complete, I closed the exM^rnal

wound, and replaced the patient into bed. The wound was

dressed with iodoform wool. •-' ''-- >''

The patient bore the operation fairly well, and passed a tokrably

good nic'ht : there was very little retching, and he slept at intervals.

S^complained of a good deal of pain the next ^ay m the ep.ga.s-

trium : the temperature remained normal. He was fed ^"h enc

mata of peptonised beef-tea and brandy, and forty muiims of 1 q.

Tii e^^'^^four hours. As he complained of a sharp pain m the

epigastric region, a hj-podermic injection of morphine was given.

U went on well until the 10th, three days a ter the operation

when the patient complained of pain and a feelmg of nausea, and

sHcrht tenderness on pressure over the wound.
_

February 10th. Wound dressed for the first time; union appeared

to be complete; at midnight of this day he o^Pl^^f<i °^
^^f^*

pain, was slightly confused when awake, and began to yonutS brown fluid of a most offensive odour ; the vomiting lasted

until KTZ and at intervals all the next day. Half a pint of

warm water with Condy's fluid, was administered by the mouth

rnd™etained. Brand's essence, a teaspoonful every hour was given.

The vomiting now ceased, but the patient got gradually weaker

and died on the night of the IGth, rather more than ten day» after

%Tp^i-Lrtc-r,i examination revealed that the union between

the stomach and jejunum was perfect. There was no peritonitis

and no fluid had Escaped from the junction of the intestinejmd

stomach into the peritoneal cavity, notwithstanding the violent

retSitng l^e had. The cut edges of the mucous membrane had

quite united, and there was no other cause discoverable to accoun

?or the vomiting than the " kinking " of the gut, ^^l^h caused all

the biliary and pancreatic secretion to be pressed back into the

stomach instead of passing by the f^'".^'^1

'^^'fX' vlorus which
There was a cicatrix of an old ulcerjust at the pylorus, wnicn

was somlwhat constricted and thickened, probably cicarieial

stenosis, but there was no malignant disease. PosMbly this was

a case iA which Loretas method of dUating the pylorus might have

been practised with advantage. , -n_ 7 -n^-^i;

Case II Case of Dimdenoiiomy for Cancer of Pylorus. Beath

Ontyionth after the Operation^E. W., ^ m'^Yf'i^oman aged

4^3 eleven children, the youngest 9 months old >o history of

cakcer nor of phthisis in family ; had had much dom^sUc trouble.

Patient was admitted into the Cancer Hospital on May 23rd 18t,7.

She had suffered considerable pain after eatmg oince the birth

her last child nine months ago. During the la^ tb^'^^.°'°"^'^

she had vomited after everything she had taken^^ durmg thi.

period she had taken pills and aperients of different^kmds Ire-

ouentU The bowels were never open more than oncj a week

She vomited about half an hour after everything she took^ food

return^g much as when swallowed ; the vomit was very h;-o^, and

"allof a boU." Two weeks before admission it was of/a very

rlirk colour like dark blood. ''

. v- j

^'p^Ten "co«*V.o«.-The abdominal parietes
,

are very at«)phied

the movement of the intestines being quite plainly -""hie Jhe
ItmZcl is seen to be much distended, reaching nearly to

PoTarfs lament. In the median line, occupying a POf^tion
]ust

above the mbUicus and slightly to the left, is a hard, nodular

fr'ely movable growth, the tize of a Tangerine orange continuous

with the dilated stomach. After a consultation vyith mj col

Teague^at the patient's urgent request tliat something migt be

done for her, it was determined to perform lapa--' tom^ v^ ith a

v°ew of attempting to remove the diseased mass, and failing that,

litTer to perform fastro-enterostomy, jejunostomy, or duodeno.-

'T^June 4th, the patient being placed "-^d" th« M™ oj

ether 1 proceeded to make an incision about three uiches long

nilway between the umbilicus and xiphoid cartilage. All bleed-

rnSo-ts'were stopped by pressure-forceps lx>fo« openi^ ^he

pelitoneum; when this membrane was divided the m^sof^i^

bm^^^u:^ ?i^:,;irari^s^i^'^n^:^<VT a=i;
wuiUwerTo^urrrui^ding parts. The disease extended about two

inches along the lesser curvature of the stomach. The mefente"«

glands were^found to be enlarged, the lumbar glands free, the Iner

^'owlngtothevery exhausted condition of the patient onjhe

table, and the state of the mesenteric glands, U ^/^ XSSm
advi4ble to subject her to the ma or opexation of pjlorectomy*

altlogh it was scarcely conceivable to imagine a more suitable

case
"0^

ar as the diseas'e was concerned. From the ye'gl^t
f

the

growth the attachments of the duodenum were much stre^cl^

so as to aUow of the portion of gut just l)eyond the disease beii^

'asUy drawn into the wound. This wa3 done, and the duodenum
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stitclied to the pnrietes, the abdominal wound closed in the
usual way, nnd the patient returned to bed.
The patient bore the operation very well and passed a good

night.

June 5th. The patient comfortable; complained of thirst ; to have
small j)ieces of ice to suck ; temperature normal

; pulse 96 ; to be
fed entirely by peptonised beef tea enemata.
June 6th. Complained of slight pain over epigastrium ; abdomen

soft and flaccid ; no tenderness. Tongue moist and clean; tem-
perature normal. The enemata had been administered in three-
ounce doses everj- four hours, and the urine drawn off everj- six
hours. She slept fairly well during the night.
June 7th. The bandage was removed, the wound looked quite

healthy, and as the bowel seemed to be firmly attached to the
pariet.es I made an opening into it with a tenotomy knife, large
enough to admit a Xo. 14 catheter. Three ounces of peptonised
beef-tea were injected into the duodenum and retained ; this was
ordered to be repeated every si.\ hours. Abdomen quite flat ; no
pain; temperature normal.
June 9th. Removed stitches from abdominal wound

;
powdered

starch ordered to be dusted over the abdomen around the opening
into the gut.

The patient progressed favourably until the 13th, when the
beef-tea returned through the wound shortly after being intro-
duced, and there was a considerable flow of bile from the wound;
five grains of sodm carb. were now added to each injection of beef,
and an ounce of port wine was ordered with each enema of
beef-tea.

The patient's ."strength was well maintained ; the temperature
continued normal, and she was free from pain, but complained of
great thirst. As the skin around the wound wa.< looking red and
inflamed, I ordered a powder consisting of equal parts of acid,
boracic. powdered starcli, and oxide "of zinc; the parts to be
washed at each feeding with carbolised water.

Fig. 1, repretentinf! the jejunum united to jthe stomach on the anterior
aspect, the dotted line showlug how the kinking may take place.

On June 14th, instead of the ordinary peptonised beef-tea, I

substitute rymin 3 ss ; with sodse carb. gr. x. in a powder to be
added to each injection of beef-tea. This powder answered ad-
mirnlily. The remainder of the stitches were removed.
June 16th. The patient vomited four porringersful of fermented

fluid. This was evidently the collection of gruel, ftc, she had
been allowed to take the last few days. She was ordered to take
nothing by the mouth in future. The stomach was washed out
with a quantity of warm Condy's fluid and water, with much
benefit. She seemed somewhat easier after this, but the stomach
was enormously dilated, and distinct succussion was percptible.
The patient from this point gradually got weaker, and died on
July 3rd, exactly one month after the operation.
Had this patient applied earlier, I have little doubt but what

pylorectomy or gaslro-enterostomy might have been practised
with every chance of success ; but, as I have said, she was so ex-
hausted that an operation involving any great strain upon her
strength would have been impossible. But there is no doubt that
the operation performed gave her considerable comfort durinc the
last few weeks of her life.

Remarks.—The first of these two cases illustrates well how
successfully a gastro-intestinal fistula may be formed so far tisthe
union of the stomach and jejunum are concerned. It also suggests
a few not unimportant modifications that, in my opinion, might
be with advantage adopted. The vomiting that followed the
operation was undoubtedly due to kinking of the jejunum just
beyond the seat of union with the stomach, preventing the passage
of the gastric and pancreatic fluids, and bile. The operation as per-
formed in this case was planned as is usual, so as to bring up a
loop of the jejunum as near its origin as possible, and fastening it

to the anterior wall of the stomach (Fig. 1). This, of necessity,
causes a great risk of the gut doubling upon itself at its efferent
end. Xow it appears to me that it would be far better to fasten
the gut to the posterior wall of the stomach (Fig. 2). This can
be done in one of two ways merely by turning the great omentum
and colon up and dividing the transverse mesocolon, and thu.-:

drawing a portion of the stomach through the opening, and fasten-
ing it to the jejunum close to its duodenal origin, or by dividing
the gastro-colic omentum in front, and fastening the posterior
wall of the stomach to the anterior portion of the last j-ortion of
the duodenum. That these two operations would be attended with
slightly more difBculty than the operation at present adopted
there can be no doubt; but the advantages to be derived are so
obvious, that I think the extra trouble would be well repaid.

I would here draw attention to the practice of Dr. Senn, of
Milwaukee. He has made numerous experiments on dogs, and
adopted the following plan. Instead of stitching the stomach
and intestine together, after the Czerny-Lembert method, which
he justly saj-s is most tedious, and prolongs the operation con-
siderably, he provides himself with two plates of decalcified bom-
about two inches in length, an inch in width, and a quarter-of-an
inch thick, with a longitudinal opening in the centre five-eighths
of an inch long by one-sixth of an inch wide. Four perforations
for the sutures are made near the margin of the oblong perfom-

Fipf. 2, reprcsentinp the jejunum united to [the stomach on the posterior
aspect, the dotted line representing the union behind the stomach.

tion, one at each end, and one at each side. The sutures are
attached to these plates by threading two fine sewing needles
each with a piece of aseptic silk, twenty-four inches long, which
are tied together. The threads are then fastened to the surface of
the plate by another thread passing through the perforation ia

the shape of a loop, and fastened to the back.
The stomach being drawn forward into the wound, a longi-

tudinal incision is made in the anterior surface, and the per-

forated disc of bone introduced. The lateral sutures armed with
needles are now passed through the entire thickness of the walls

of the stomach, half way between the angles of the wound. A
similar incision is now made into the intestine at the junction of

the duodenum and jejunum. The second plate of bone is intro-

duced, and the margins of the wound punctured by the lateral

armed sutures when the two wounds are brought vis a vu, and
the corresponding sutures tied. The serous surfaces of the stomach
and intestine over an area corresponding to the size of the plates

are then brought into accurate permanent contoct by the tying of

the suture.s. The animals he operated upon recovered, notwith-
standing they were allowed to eat immediately after the opera-

tion, and the diet was not selected or restricted.
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That this method of operating has much to recommend it I

think there can be no doubt, as the time occupied in the

operation is reduced, according to Dr. Senn, to from fifteen to

twenty minutes.
Surgeons in this country doubtless will decline to adopt

this method of operating until such time as they have con-

vinced themselves of its feasibility, as, in the first place, the

method of pa.ssing the sutures through the whole of the coats of

the stomach and intestine is directly opposed to all rules of inte.sti-

nal surgery of the present day. Dr. Senn, however, illustrates his

paper with numerous cases in which he has operated in this man-

ner successfully on dogs, under the most adverse circumstances ;

and, if his reports are to be relied upon, I see no reason why
similar operations should not be performed upon the human
subject.

These operations on the dead body are perfectly easy ot

performance, and the time occupied is not a tithe of that con-

sumed in the ordinary operation. In any case I think the subject

is -well worthy the most careful consideration of surgeons who
practise in this department.

A CASE OF INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
TREATED BY LAPAROTOMY

:

RECOVERY : REMARKS.'
By HOWARD MARSH, F.R.C.S.,

Ai-.i5tant-Surgeoii to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and Senior Surgeon to the
Hospital for Sick Children.

Emma D., a housekeeper, aged 34, who had previously' enjoyed

yood health, e.xcept for occasional dyspepsia, was suddenly

attacked with intense abdominal pain immediately after an action

m1' the bowels on the 8th of last November. With great diiMculty

-he crawled up to bed, and when seen, half an hour afterwards, by

Lir. Qualtrough, of Upper HoUoway, was still complaining of very

t.vere pain, persistent in character, but aggravated by frequently

ncurring paroxysms. There was neither tenderness nor distension

ul the abdomen. Pulse and temperature normal. Dr. Qualtrough

L'live her a hypodermic injection of morphine, and ordered her a

little ice to suck, and a small quantity of milk and soda-water oc-

casionally. SLx hours later she vomited the half digested contents

m1 the stomach. For the next four days, during which she was
^pen also by Dr. Kesteven, she remained in much the same condi-

t ion. Vomiting occurred twice or three times each day ; there was
no action of the bowels, but flatus was passed. She still complained

( .f considerable griping pain, and there was fulness of the abdomen,

with slight tympatiites ; the temperature was not raised, and the

pulse remained under 90. She presented no appearance of general

illness, and said that, except for the pain, she felt well enough to

b(' up. I first saw her on the 13th, five days after the commence-
ment of the attack. She then looked rather pinched and anxious,

and was becoming weak ; the temperature was normal, and the

pulse 85. Sickness had occurred several times during the day, and

was increasing in frequency ; the bowels had not acted, but flatus

was still passed ; the abdomen was distinctly, but only moderately,

tympanitic ; it was tender on pressure in the neighbourhood of

tlie umbilicus.

On the 14th, after a consultation at which Mr. Thomas Smith,

who had been previously sent for, was present, and who gave me
his valuable assistanee. I opened the abdomen in the middle line,

below the umbilicus, and on following the small intestine—by
tracing it onward from the distended loop which presented itself

I

in the wound, and returning each three or four inches before
' another portion was drawn out of the wound—I came to a part

that seemed fixed. I'assing my finger along this, I could feel that

a loop had slipped through" a hole, apparently about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, in the mesentery. The mesentery

in this spot seemed of normal thickness and pliability, and the

edge of the opening was so yielding that I could readily stretch it

with my finger-nail sufficiently to allow the loop of intestine to

be drawn out. The loop was somewhat congested, and the lines

above and below, at which it had been constricted, could be dis-

tinctly seen, but evidently strangulation had been only partial.

The abdominal cavity, which contained a considerable quantity

of blood-stained serum, was thoroughly sponged out with weak

^ Ke»d before the Bast and West Sussex District ol the South-Kastern Braiicli.

carbolic lotion (1 in 80j, and the wound was closed with China

silk sutures.

After the operation the patient was allowed nothing by the

mouth but small fragments of ice, amounting in the first twenty-

four hours to less than two ounces. She was fed by the rectum,

and kept slightly under the influence of morphine by hjljodermic

injections. A soft enema tube was passed about six inches into

the rectum, and retained there to facilitate the escape of flatus.

Twelve hours after the operation the pulse was 84, quiet and

regular, and the temperature was 98.4° F. The patient occa-

sionally ejected, without straining, a little bilious fluid. She was
tranquil and free from pain.

November 14th. Pulse and temperature normal, tongue clean

and moist, no abdominal distension, flatus passed freely from tlie

tube in the rectum ; no sickness. Diet : one teaspoonful of beef-

tea or peptonised milk alternatively, every hour, and a little ice

to allay tnirst.

November 15th. A quiet but almost sleepless night. General

condition as yesterday, but she was wasting quickly, and com-

plained of intense thirst. To take food in rather larger quantities

every hour.

November 16th. Very restless, and in great general distress;

very prostrate. Was now frequently sick, ejecting bile-stained

fluid. Pulse 100, temperature 101°. Had passed a small green

motion, with severe griping pain referred to the umbilicus. At

7 P.M. an enema of warm soap and water was given. This pro-

duced a large evacuation of green-coloured soft ffeces. The result

was remarkable. Before the enema vomiting was frequent, and

the patient was so exhausted that her case seemed hopeless, and

it was thought that she would not live through the night.

Directly after the bowels had acted she fell a.-leep, and slept

quietly and soundly for three hours, and the vomiting entirely

f*PRS6(l

November 17th. Abdomen distended. She complained of ver>-

severe griping pains, which made her grind her teeth. To be fed

entirely by the rectum. A yellow evacuation was passed after an

enema. She was very restless and thirsty.

November 19th. No vomiting or abdominal pain. Delirious at

night; trying to get out of bed. Pulse 125, weak and running.

She was very prostrate. To have two tea.spoonfuls of beef-tea or

milk every hour; rectal feeding to be continued. Hypodermic

injection o'f morphine (one-si.\th of a grain) about twice a day.

November 21st. Had a severe attack of retching and purging

this afternoon. Was verj- weak, yet she looked better. Copious

herpetic eruption about the mouth ; aphthie on the tongue. The

wound had, with the distended condition of the abdomen, reopened

to the width of an inch and a half, and a coil of small intestine

covered with granulations was exposed. The abdominal wall to be

well supported with strapping and a bandage.

November 26th. Still very weak; frequent hiccough; much
retching and diarrhrea. Skin covered with a bright red. very

irritating eruption ;
great emaciation ; tongue drj- ;

pulse 120.

November 30th. Too weak to move in bed ; hiccough continued

;

considerable distension of the abdomen: pvdse 120; tempera-

ture 98°.

December 2nd. Much better; tongue moist; pas-sed solid mo-

tions ; retched only occasionally. Wound slowly closing ;
disten-

sion subsiding. ,« i u
From this time she gradually recovered. By January lUtti sne

was taking usual diet ; the bowels acted naturally ; the wound

was nearly healed, and she was steadily gaining flesh and strength.

She is now quite well.

Remahks.—No clearer indication could be given of the progre^

of abdominal surgery than the doubt that at first presents itself,

whether this case contains anvthint; that qualifies it for publica-

tion. Numerous examples of completely successful operations, in-

volving much more extensive interference with the intestines, have

been reported ; and thus, in some respects, this instance is common-

place. Yet I believe it should be recorded. In the first place, it

is an example of recoverj' after laparotomy for internal strangula-

tion. In this aspect it" is now happily far from unique, "iet

the list of such cases is much less extensive than it ought to be,

and the instances in which a fatal n^sult follows mechanical ob-

struction are much more numerous than they are destined to bt-

come when sufficient evidence has been collected to persuade those

who still hesitate (a) that when symptoms which clearly point to

the existence of mechanical obstruction are present, it is as in-

cumbent on the surgeon to open the abdomen as it is to operate

I
when there is reason to believe that an external hernia is str.Hiiyu-
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lated: (h) that the operation miist be performed early; (c) that the

risk ivliich the operation involves is so comparatively small that

it cannot be justitlably nr^'Kl as a ground for delay.

Secondly, the casi' is of value because it illustrates and empha-
sises the fact that symptoms which till recently have been ascribed

to peritonitis often" depend on what may be" called "secondary

obstruction"—that is. on obstruction due to the paralysed con-

dition of the gut at the point of injury. The recognition of this

fact constitutes one of the most important advances that have

lately been made in respect to cases of internal strangulation.

The inode of onset of the attack', hnd the symptoms observed in

the first two or three days of the patient's illness, were of dotibt-

ful interpretation. The sudden onset of severe pain that followed

the action of the bowels and the development of sickness were
strongly suggestive of mechanical obstruction, but their meaning
was obscured by the fact that flatus was freely passed, and that

there was scarcely any distension or tympanites. Evidently if

obstruction was present it was not complete. Another feature

that increased the uncertainty of the case was that the patient, for

the first two or three days, had the appearance of being in almost

her usual health.

These apparently conflicting symptoms were explained and re-

conciled at the operation. There had been little distension, but

persistent sickness, because the obstruction was in the small in-

testine—I think it was as high as the middle of the jejunum.

The patient did not look pinched or collapsed, and flatus was
still passed, because the opening through which the gut had
slipped was placed in the mesentcrj', where that structure was too

thin and membranous to produce complete obstruction, or even at

first to cause any serious injury' to the intestinal wall. But in

the course of three or four days the continuance of sickness, the

fact that no ffeces were passed, the appearance of distinct though

still moderate tympanites, and the gradually increasing distress of

the patient forced the conclusion that mechanical obstruction

must be present.

The operation itself was easily performed, as there Was only slight

distension of tlie intestine, it is now well under.stood that the

state of the intestine in this respect is one of the most important

points in regard to laparotomy for obstruction. Distension adds

greatly to the difficulty of every stage of the operation. So far is

this the case that in any instance of obstruction the amount of

tympanites must always he taken fully into account. Few re-

coveries take place when it is considerable, and in any case in

•which operative interference is contemplated the increase of tym-
panites ought to be regarded as a warning against further delay.

I have had several opportunities of testing the value of ^^arch-

ing for tlie obsttucti(m, not by introducing the hand, but by
taking the loop that first presents in the wound, and tracing it

onward by drawing out three or four inches for examination and
then returning them, so that no more than six inches are ever out

of the wound at the same time. Tn this way the intestine may be

traced upwards towards the duodenum, of down'ivards towards

the ileum, till the obstruction is reached, with veiy little delay,

and with no danger if the manipulation is gentle. If, having

traced the gut up to the duodenum or down to the ileum—for ho

cannot tell with certainty in which direction he is travelling—he

has found no obstruction, the operator must trace his way in the

opposite direction, taking, however, very ^;reat care that he does

hot 'iron the loop and .so break the continuity of his examination.

To relieve Iut as soon as possilile from the discomfort and
danger of gaseous distension, I availed myself of the practice re-

commended by ovariotomists, of raising the patient's shoulder^, so

that she could the more easily expel flatus from the mouth; and
I also introduced a soft tube about six inches into the rectjim.

Through this, for some hours, flatus continued to escape, to the

great comfort of the patient. Both these (3Xpedients for removing
gas from the intestinal canal should, I think, be adopted in cases

of this kind.

The favoural>le manner in which she bore the operation wa.s re-

markable. When I saw her, about six hours aftiTwards, her pulse

was H4, her temperature was normal, and she showed but small

traces either of the operation, or of her previous illness.

The return of sickness on the third day after the operation, and
the manner in which it wa.s treated, deserve careful observation.

It was due, 1 think there can be no question, to the fact that the
piece of intestine that had been partially strangulated was still

paralysis!, so that the f.-ccal material that was passed into it from
above lodged, and so renewed the obstruction. It then became a

question whether the intestine would recover its peristaltic

action, and so overcome the obstniction, or whether llic obstnic-

tion would persist till death occurred from \omiting and exhaus-

tion. It was when the patient's life was thus in the balance that

the enema was given, in the hope that it might be the means—by
unloading the lower bowel, reducing distension, and indirectly

stimulating the flaccid piece of intestine into action—of restoring

the patency of the canal. Fortunately this result was attained,

and all the sj'mptoms of obstruction disappeared, and did not

return. 'When sickness, coupled as it is so likely to be, with in-

creasing distension, returns in cases of this kind, three courses q
present themselves: 1. To give an enema; 2, to give an aperient

by the mouth ; 3, to fasten a distended loop of small intestine tO

the edges of the abdominal wound and open it. In the present

instance the enema secured all that was required, and put vA
entirely new aspect on the case. Mr. Lawson Toit and others

have shown the excellent result that may follow- the use of ape-

rients in intestinal distension following some cases of abdominal

section, not directly involving the intestine. Aperients, however,

must obviously be used w^th very great caution when obstruction

depends on paralysis of the intestine after strangulation, for thtt

condition of the gut at the seat of injury must be a matter of

doubt, and the action of an aperient might be followed by per-

foration. To open the small intestine in theabdorainal wound is a

step that will avert death in some cases, and the damaged coiidition

of the gut at the point of strangulation and the necessity for

immediate relief from obstruction may fully justify its adoption.

But it has some serious drawbacks. The patient is generally so

exhausted that an anaesthetic, and the sickness which it may
provoke, the reopening of the wound, and the necessary disturt>-

ance and exposure are each a source of danger. And there is alstf

the highly important question whether, in the exhausted condi*

tion of the patient, and in the presence of vomiting, should this

continue, safe union will take place between the intestine and
the abdominal wall, so that there shall be no escape of fasces inlffl

the peritoneal cavity. There is the further point that we are

unable to say what part of the intestine will present at the

wound, and, "therefore, that we cannot be sure that the openin"

may not be so high up as seriously to interfere with general

nutrition. Which of the three alternatives sliould be adopted

must depend on the circumstances of each case ; but there is

reason to hope that the timely use of an enema, when the sj-m-

ptoms of obstruction return aiter laparotomy, will often have a

valuable effect—at least,, it should be tried before anything more

serious is undertaken.
When, in consequence of the weaidy condition of the patient,

the distension of the abdomen, and the retraction of the

edges of, the wound, the latter reopened, a coil of the small

intestine was exposed over an area of nearly six inches in length

by two in width. But no harm followed, for the peritoneum

covering the gut had become united with that lining the abdominal

wall, and the peritoneal cavity wa.s safely shut pfi. In, two other

cases I, have ipet with the same condition, .lu both, as in this

instance, the wound graduaily closed, and no intestinal protlUr

sion occurred. n ,,' '''''' a •'''"

It was apparent at wie .time tliat . the patient was surEeiw

severely from the want of food. She wasted rapidly, coraplftioett

of intense thirst, and was so prostrate that she could not move

even her legs without assistance; her pulse was weak and

thready, her face deei'ly wrinkled, her eyes dull, and her con,-

junctivie congested. But the danger in this direction had t<»,be

incurred, for Tv)ieu she was allowed food by the mouth .sicknW«

at once returned, and would have been quickly fatal to her. Th6

inability to take food by the mouth persisted till tlje njflth day

after th"o operation.

JEJUNAL ENTERECTOMY FOR THE CLOSURE
OF AN ARTIFICIAL ANUS OF EIGHTEEN

MONTHS' STANDING : RECOVERY.
By TltO.M.V.S SINCLAIR, M.D., F.R.C.S.Exo.,

Professor oX Surgery in Queen's College, Belfast.

Thkre appears to be less he.sitation in atlopting the relatively

severe measure of resection of the bowel in the treatment ol

abnormal intestinal openings than prevailed some time ago.

Doubtless some of these conditions yield to simpler plans, such

as pad and bandage, plastic operations of various kinds, the

use of enterotome clamps and the like, but we have too
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many opportunities of proTing their inadequacy, not to

mention the positive risks attending tlie employment of some

of these means, particularly those last alluded to. Moreover, the

anatomical relations are not so uniform in a series of cases as to

admit of a routine treatment, some inviting the clamp method,

others, vrithout a pronounced (peron, contra-indicating resort to

it. Frequently also plastic operations, involving transplantations,

are attempted under circumstances that offer little or no prospect

of success. The following case is illustrative of some of these

points, enterectomy being resorted to after failure of the pad and

bandage and plaster plans to effect a closure.

The s\il)jpct was a farm labourer, aged GO years, who stated that

eighteen- months prior to his admission to the Royal Hospital,

Belfast he had been acutely ill for some days with a groin

swelling. The swelling burst; something black escaped, after

which tiie intestinal contents issued freely. E\idently there had

been sloughing of a femoral hernia of the right side at this date.

Shortly thereafter, according to the patient, the opening showed

an inclination to close under the treatment of his previous medical

advisers, but latterly had become much larger in spite of this

tteatment. A considerable quantity of the chyme now flowed

from it, more especially when he was not recumbent. Being high

up in the alimentary canal this resiilted in the loss of much flesh

and strength. As it was gro-n-ing rapidly worse, and as he was
[uite unfit for work, he was anxious to have some operation done

tor its cure. Although a moderate amount of faeces passed by
the normal channel, an examination of the parts was unfavourable

to the adoption of the milder measures. A plastic operation was
inipracticable. from the very dense cicatricial puckering extending

widely around the opening, so dense that the spermatic cord and

Pouparfs ligament could not be felt in it. A large projection

from the anterior lip of the proximal bowel, which could not be

repressed, offered another obstacle. Dupuytren's plan by the

anterotome clamp was unsuitable, from the want of a safe spur,

the flexion of the bowel being only moderately acute. Simple en-

serorrhaphy, after liberation of the coil from its parietal adhesions

ind paring of the edges of the opening, suggested itself ; but the

jpening involved more than two-thirds of the circumference of

le gut, hence enterorrhaphy would have nearly obliterated the

lumen of the gut. Enterectomy remained as the only open

jourse.

Best in bed for more than a week, wath a castor-oil purge every

jlyrd day, an enema on the evening before and another on the

morning of the operation formed the preparatory course. A three

jnd a half inch incision through the artificial anus along Pou-

jMt's ligament, with a circidar dissection gi'adually deepened

:vund the opening, was the first step. The spermatic cord was
Jisentangled with much difficulty from the hard cicatricial mass,

mt the deep epigastric artery was so engaged in it, and so much
Uthe way, that' it was double-ligatured and divided. Pouparfs
igament and the deep crural arch were also cut before the intes-

line could be liberated from its intimate connection with these

MTts. This separation of the bowel, conducted with a view to

jnjure it as little as possible, was tedious, bloody, and difficult.

Brawing the coil out upon the thigh, the abdominal wound was
ngged with aseptic sponges, and the removal of the segment of

>wel proceeded with on tlie lines recommended by Sir William

BcCormac in his masterly oration on .\bdomiaal .Section for the

Igatment of Intra-pcritoneal Injury. The intestine was clamped

)Ove and below with pieces of drainage-tube held by Wells's

'prcpps, a simple plan which ani*wered very well. Scissors were
ised for the section, the bowel being cut obliquely to its axis, so

B to remove three inches from the concavity, and four and a half

Tom the convexity. This oblique section involved the ligature

)lten arteries in the edge of the section. The mesentm- was
livided close to the gut by successive snips, ten arteries requiring

ligatures were tied, and the edges of the mesentery, none of

IJvnich was cut away, were stitched together. Next, two fine

iititches on either side were so introduced as to exclude the

liearest uncut terminal arteries, into the sides of the mesenteric

riangle near its base, in ordef to bring them together, and cover

18 far as possible that part of the gut uncovered by peritoneum.

Sythis means two of the three most important intestinal stitches

lecame capable of insertion by Lembert's method; only the

lentral one was a musoilar coat suture merely, and this was
nuch buried by its two immediate neighbours, turning the serous

;bat well inwards at a point where otherwise this is difficult to

iccomplish. Two dozen Lembcrt's stitches were introduced in

'ue row, at intervals of two lines, no stitch being tightened till

all were passed. Ordinarj- cambric nee<lle3 were used, and fine

carbolised silk for all sutures and ligatures. The edges of the

pucker in the mesentery, now folded and redundant, were brought

together by a few points of suture, the more eflSciently to support

the intestinal sutures at this critical spot. Everj-thing haT,-ing

been well flushed with warm boric lotion, the coil was reduced,

and the parietal wound closed as far as practicable by silver

sutures, a drainage-tube being left in its superficial part, bnt not

reaching into the abdominal ca\ity. Iodoform, salicylic wool, and

an elastic roller completed the dressing.

The operation occupied upwards of two hours, and the ether

was so managed that one ounce sufliced for the whole operation.

Having regard to the fact that the enterectomy involved a por-

tion of the jejunum, which, from the great number and depth of

the vah-ulas conniventes was judged to be a portion situated high

up in this part of the alimentary canal, the after-treatment wa.s

carried out with much caution. Opium, to the extent of fifteen

minims of the tincture thrice in the twenty-four hours, was given

to minimise peristalsis and intestinal secretion for the first eight

days. At no time was it pushed so far as to affect the pupils.

Indeed there was no other indication for its employment but that

alluded to.

Anything likely to escape complete digestion in the stomach

and to excite pancreatic and intestinal activity was withheld as

long as possible. Even simple fluids were given in sips, and thirst

attended to chiefly by tepid water injections into the rectum.

The only things given "by the mouth for the first eight days were

sips of'water, kali water with spirits, and tea without milk.

During this time four nutrient enemata, consisting of four ounces

of pancreatised milk with two spoonfuls of Brand's essence, were

administered on each of the first three days. For the next four

days pancreatised beef-tea and pancreatised milk enemata, six to

eight ounces each, were given alternately, four during each day.

For two more days rectal feeding, in the'form of predigested beef

suppositories, was continued ; but plenty of mUk-whey and tea

were now given by the mouth, and some lemon juice. On the

tenth day after a spontaneous action of the bowels, pancreatised

beef-tea and mUk were given by the mouth, and rectal alimenta-

tion was abandoned. On the "following two days, toast, butter,

fish, milk, and beef-tea were allowed, and after the fourteenth

ordinary meals. Flatus had passed per (mum freely from the

second "day forward, and on the tenth the bowels acted of them-

selves, an event which synchronised with the only febrile tem-

peratiu?e (1CK1.4^ F.) recorded throughout.

The dressings were removed for the first time on the sixth day,

when the incision was found united by first intention, and the

silver sutures and drain-tube were withdrawn. The central por-

tion, corresponding to the artificial anus, the edges of which had

been refreshed at the operation, subsequently granulated, and was

closed before the end of the month. On account of the dense

contraction here it was not possible to expedite this closure by

suture or plastic operation. The patient rose upon the twerity-

second and was discharged on the twenty-eighth day, the parietal

wound having closed and the bowels having regained their natural

function.

ilr. A. E. J. Barker, in a very interesting communication to the

JotRXAL of March 17th upon Laparotomy for Penetrating

Gunshot Wound of the Abdomen, has shown by the pnst-mortem

examination of one of his cases treated by enterectomy that six

days suffice for soxmd union between the ends of the gut. Pos-

sibly a shorter abstinence from food by the mouth than ten days

in the present instance would, in the light of this observation,

have been suitieient ; but the adequacy of rectal alimentation was

so pronounced that hunger was not complained of by the patient

during this interval. Though quite willing tofeed him by the mouth

at the end of the first week, it appeared judicious to wait a few days,

until either some urgency on the patient's part or some change in

his general condition demanded more thoroughgoing nourishment.

Mr. Greig-Sniith justly remarks in his work upon Abdominal

fiurgery, "under the best form of rectal alimentation yet dewsed

the patient steadily loses ground." Nevertheless one could not

have observed the after-course of this case without admitting

that the value of rectal feeding was considerable. The patient

certainly lost flesh, but the healthy behaviour of the wound and

comparative freedom from hunger attested the value of pre-

digested nutrient enemata.
The other noteworthy featun»s in this instance are : the suf-

ficiency of a single row "of Lembert's sutures of silk, and the treat-

ment of the mesenterj'. No triangular segment of mesenterj- was
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excistKl, find much pare was tiikon to narrow tlie space between
its liiyiTS. where it joins the intestine, so as to secure RS perfect

coaptution of the senius layers at this spot as possible.

CLINICAL ALEMOKANDA.

FUUITIVK lOUlSM: (KKKMA OP KYKLIDS.
W. J. H., ai!;eil ;iO, (in May 7tli complained of frontal neuralgic

headache, wliich litul varied in inten.'»ity during the preceding ten

days. He could not bring lo mind Imving had headache before, but
had been, durin}^' several years, inconvenienced by an irritable

catarrhal condition of his fauces and naso-pharynx. Having
applied a chloroform preparation of aconite root with a camel
hair pencil horizontally to the forehead from side to side, a full

inch above the eyebrows, I prescribed as follows:

—

U Liq. ferri

iodidi, 5 ij : aq., ^vy, § j ter. Soon after the second dose the patient

felt a severe cold had come upon him quite suddenly—sneezing,

a very copious and steady flow of watery Huid from the left nos-

tril, sufficient to saturate two handkerchiefs. This ceased in one
hour as abruptly as it had occurred. Coincident with its cessa-

tion a pulKiiess of the eyelids on the corresponding side ensued
;

this increased, and on retiring the patient's lids were completely
closed. He slept well, and the morning following his eye pre-

sented the appearance of having been stung by an insect, as

described byi)r. Tom Robinson. The left eyelids, both upper and
lower, were equally tumid with a semi-transparent rosy fulness,

which the patient said was less than on retiring the night before.

There was neither subconjunctival oedema nor any discharge from
between the lids. The conjunctiva presented a diflfuse pinkness.
Over both cheeks, but nowhere else on the body, was an urticarial

erythema, fainter on the left than on the right cheek. He felt

well ; his headache had gone. On May 10th, the phenomena had
completely vanished.
Remarks.—Here is seen a person with a decided catarrhal dys-

crasia suddenly attacked with fugitive oedema of the eyelids
sequent upon a free catarrhal outpour from the nasal mucous
membrane. So far, the symptoms being limited strictly to the one
side lends weight to the idea that an extension ot the same
catarrhal process into the neighbouring loose connective tissue,

though this was not related by immediate continuity, had occurred.
Another view may be taken ; that the transient oedema of the lids

was associated with an impediment in the course of the efferent

lymphatic circulation occasioned by the turgidity of the nasal
mucous membrane. Fkank Hewkley, M.B., i'\K.C.S.

23, Finsbury Circus, E.C.

EXCESSIVE THIRST A SYMPTO.M OF MALIGNANT
DISE.\SK.

In a case of malignant disease which came under my care lately,

certain symptoms were present which seemed rather difficult of

explanation, and may I think be considered unusual. The case
was briefly as follows. About three months before her death 1

was called to see a woman, aged about oO, who had been suffer-

ing from dyspeptic symptoms for about live months previously.
At this time she complained of pain, nausea, vomiting, and other
symptoms of gastric derangement. A tumour was to be felt in

the epigastric and right hypochondriac regions, evidently involv-
ing the liver and intestines. The case ran a rapid course. Aliout
three weeks before death, the most extraordinary thirst came on
which nothing could appease. It used to come on in paroxysms,
and although her friends tried to keep too much Huid froni her,

she would clutch wildly at any vessel, and pray for more. Her
husband used to say to me, " Her thirst is terrible, surely there
must be some great heat in her." 1 may say that what she
drank u.sed almost all to come back again. Constipation, which was
tniublesome all along, became absolute for the last ten days, evi-
dently from pressure of the tumour on the gut. There was no in-
crease in urinary secretion or febrile symptoms.

lirecon. W. R. Rice, M.B.Dub.

SURGICAL MEMORANDA.

The following is the method I have adopted in such cases, and
with marked success. With a cataract knife (Graefe's) punctir

the cyst, and gently squeeze out the contents; then introduce

very small piece of nitrate of silver. On the following day, t

means of a pair of forceps, the capsule of the cyst can be wit

drawn, just like the shell of a bean, without any portion beii.^

left adherent. In no case has there ever been any return of th.

growth or any ill effects.

The method, if tried, will lie found to have many advantaf
apart from its simplicity and thoroughness.
Rotherham. T. Mi'rray Robertson, M.D.Edin. .

UN THE TREATMENT OP SEBACEOUS TUMOURS.
Many people, the subjects of congenital sebaceous tumours and
" wens, object to haying them removed, on the score that the re-
medy is worse than the diseaae, and the after-consequences may
be serious.

PERICHONDRITIS OK THE LARYNX: TRACHEOT^OMY:
RECOVERY.

The following particulars of a case which occurred in my prac-

tice eight years ago may be of some practical interest at the

present time.

R. W., aged 39, pointsman on a railway, consulted me for a

troublesome hoarse cough, attended witli difficulty in breathing.

He had all the symptoms of a severe attack of laryngeal catarrh,

and was treated by poultices and counter-irritation, together

with the usual remedies and inhalations. The case continued to

get worse, the difficulty of breathing increased, and the patient

could only articulate in a whisper. On laryngoscopic e.xamination

of the larynx, it was found red, swollen, and ulcerated. There
was also thickening and tenderness externally. He was now put

on large doses of perchloride of mercury, with iodide of potassium

and cinchona, at the same time keeping the patient in a wariu

atmosphere, inhalations being continued. The patient still con-

tinued to get worse, and Dr., now Sir Walter Foster saw the

patient in consultation with me; he advised the continuance of

the treatment, but to be in readiness to perform tracheotomy

should the symptoms of dyspncea increase. The patient got

worse, and on the following morning at 5 a.m., 1 found him so

bad, and suffocation impending, that I immediately, with the aid

of ray then assistant, Mr. Wek^T, opened the trachea and inserted

the tube. The result was immediate relief of the patient's suffer-

ing ; from being cyanosed he recovered full power of breathing,

and became calm and natural in colour. I kept him in a warm
atmosphere, with hot sponges constantly applied over the orifice

of the tube, and continued the medicinal treatment as before.

The case went on well, the cough gradually lessened, the '

thickening of the larj'nx and ulceration subsided. Later on a '

piece of exfoliated cartilage was coughed up and the expectora-

tion daily diminished, and at the end of one month from the

operation, I deemed it advisable to make an attempt to do with-

out the tube. I first experimented by removing it for a few hours,

keeping him under close obserration the whole time; finding ho

seemed no worse, I continued to let him remain without it, and at

the expiration of a month from the removal of the cannula,

the external wound had healed, and the patient continued to

breathe quite freely.

The patient is still alive and has had no return of the disease,

and but for some feebleness of voice is quite well.

Remarks.—The success of this case appeared to me to he due

to the removal of the cannula at the time when the larynx had so

far recovered as to enable the patient to breathe fairly well with- i

out it, as the presence of it, acting as a foreign body, seemed to

set up some irritation in the trachea, causing exuberant granula- i.

tions to appear around the orifice of the wound. I

Francis Holli.nsuead, M.R.C.S.Eng., and L.S.A.Lond.

Selly Oak, near Birmingham.

URTICARIA DIFFUSA VEL FEBRILIS OCCURRING APTEB \

OVARIOTOMY.
j

Some time ago I removed a small ovarian tumour from a young

lady, aged 2tf. The operation was a very simple one, and the

wound healed rapidly, all the sutures being removed by the

seventh day, and the Ipulse and temperature being both normal

by that date. Late on the following night I received an urgent

message saying " that my patient had been taken with vomiting,

and was complaining of pain in the back, headache, and sore

throat. The temperature had gone up to 101, and the ^)ulse to

120, and a red rash had come out over her face and chest.' When
I arrived at the house I found the patient in a state of great ex-

citement owing to the nurse in her fright having said something

aljout scarlatina. Her face was flushed, and her neck, shoulders,

and body were covered with a bright red rash. She complained
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of swelling and soreness in her throat, and of burning and itching
of the skin. Her temperaturtJ was over 102'^, and the pulse 130.

The bowels had acted well, and there was no scantiness of urine.

She had not eaten fish or meat, but was .still on light diet. In
tact there was nothing to account for the attack except that she
had on that day heard of tlie sudden illness of her mother, an old

lady of 65 years. The vomiting, pains in the back, sore throat,

lieadache, high temperature, and quick \m\9^• rather alarmed me
it first, but the suddenness of the attack and breaking out of the
rash, together with the burning and itching of the skin and the
state of the tongue, led me at once to diagnose urticaria dififusa.

I gave her a dose of white mixture, and ordered 20 grains of sodse

oicarb. every two hours, and a lotion of the same, 3ss. ad § j, to

illay the itching. I attempted to reassure her, but she was so

lervous and e.vcited aliuut her condition, refusing to believe it

yas other than scarlatina, that I had to give her n full hj-po-

lermic injection of morpliine in order to quiet her. By the next
norning the rash had left the body, but was still ^^sible on the
imbs, and within twenty-four hours it had quite disappeared, and
he pulse and temperature became normal. The rash was not
ollowed by desquamation.
I take it that this form of urticaria, attended with a diffuse

ash instead of the usual distinct wheals, is uncommon, and
night, with such symptoms as were met with in this case, be
asily mistaken for scarlatina at first sight. So tar as I could
udge, this attack was not brought on by any error of diet, and I

hould be inclined to attribute it to some disturbance of the
lervous system. A. t'. Butler-Smythe, F.R.C.S.Ed.
Brook Street, W.

REPORTS
HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF
GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

NORTHAMPTON GENERAL INFIRMARY.
NBtJBYSM OF THE INNOMINATE ABTERY : SIMULTANEOUS LIGA-

TUBE OP RIGHT SITBCLAVIAN AND CAROTID ARTERIES:
ARREST OF THE DISEASE.

(Under the care of Mr. Percivax.)
[From [notes kindly supplied by Mr. Andland and Mr.

Weathbrly.]
P., aged 43, a charwoman, married, was admitted on July 24th,

!87, under the care of Mr. Percival. Her family history presented
rthing of importance, except that her mother, grandmother, aiul
le sister had died of phthisis. She seems to have been healthy all

»life, brrnuly ilhii's^li;iviii!j I "'in nil ntt;ickiif tvi'lmid fryrr wli. n

hard skin. There is a pulsating tumour just above the right sterno-

clavicular joint, and bulging to the tracheal side of tne sterno-

mnstoid. It projects upwards about an inch above the clavicle,

and is about an inch across ; its lower limit cannot be defined. It

is distinctly pulsatile, lateral expansion being well marked ; is

only slightly tender to the touch ; the skin over it is not reddened,

nor is there any sign of inflammation. The patient complains of

a good deal of pain in it at times ; her rest is much disturbed, and
there is occasionally a certain amount of dyspnoea at night. The
voice is distinctly affected, the patient being only able to speak in

a husky whisper. It is difficult to get a good view of the glottis,

but the false cords are swollen, and there is some paralysis of the

right vocal cord. The pulse differs greatly on the two sides of

the body, as shown by the sphygmographic tracings given below.

There is a loud rough lirint heard in the tumour and over

the upper part of the sternum. The patient complains of

difEculty of swallowing, and has lately been subject to severe

headaches, which are increasing in intensity. No signs of

old syphilis can be detected" She was placed on a

very limited diet, and 20 grains of iodide of potassium in

infusion of gentian given three times daily. An ice-bag

was also applied to the swelling, but caused sucli pain that it was
discontinued after the first day. She was kept strictly in bed, and

perfect quiet enjoined. This" treatment was continued till Sep-

tember 25th, when the patient was heartily sick of it, and anxious

for something else to be done. The tumour had meanwhile con-

siderably increased, probably to double its size on admission : the

pulsations in it were ver\- strong ; there was more pain and
dyspnoea, and the voice liad sunk to quite a low whisper ;

the

nights were ver\' sleepless, and some prominence of the eyeballs

was noticed about this time. On this date, therefore, the patient

being placed under ether, Mr. Percival first tied the subclavian in

the third part of its course, and then the common carotid :
the only

noticeable feature in the operation being the difficulty of finding

the carotid artery, which was pushed so much outwards by the

aneurysm that ft was almost at the outer border of the stemo-

masto'id muscle. Both arteries were tied with chromicised catgut

ligatures, and both ends of the ligatures were cut short ;
a .small

drainage-tube was inserted in each wound, silk sutures applied,

and the wounds dressed with iodoform powder and Gamgee tissue.

The right arm was enveloped in cotton-wool, also the right side of

the neck and head. Twelve hours after operation, the patient was
very comfortable, complaining only of slight pain in the head, and

some numbness and tingling in the right arm. which was. how-

ever, quite warm. After this"she went on remarkably well. On the

third day the dressings were removed, and the wounds found to

be healed by primary union, except where the drainage-tubes had

been inserted ; these" were now removed, and in t\\ o more days

the wounds were quite healed and gave no more trouble. There

WHS no pulsation in the temporal or radial arteries. She took

her food well, and the numbness in the right arm gradually disap-

1" .1.

v-iirs old. She has two diiugliters alive and well, and has had
i l>'s three children, one born dead, anotlier whicli dii'd of some
^'le skin eruption which she describes as small-rox fsvoiiilis'i.
il .nioth'T M-liich niilv Im'^'I fhrep weeks. She first noticed the

October 10th. The patient had been kept quite quiet in bed;

thi' tumour was certainly smaller and firmer, but with still much
imlsation in it and a loud bruit: the voice, dyspnrea, and other

symptoms liml nl-:r> inn'rnvi'd.

mour two years ago, and it had been slowly moieasing in size
ice then. The patient s a very thin womaii, with a very dry

October .M\\. Though the patient iiad I ecu conslHuiiy kept quiet

in bed, the tumour seemed to have increased slightly, and the
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voice was again wenker. She waa, therefore, ^ut on a lower scale of

diet, and 10 grains of iodide of potassium, with 20 drops of tinc-

ture of digitalis, given three times a liny.

November Ttli. The ilipitnlis was inrreased to 2;") minims.
November 10th. The digitalis bad caused such faintuess,

without exercising any appreciable iff^'it on the tumour, that it

was discontinued, and the following mixture substituted:

I'ot. iod. pr. x.xx, vin. antimonialis m xv, tinct. opii "l iv, dec.

sarrie co. % i, three times a day.
December 2l8t. The iodide' and antimony bad had a marked

odect in lowering the force of the circulation ; the pulse in the left

wrist was very small and weak—in fact, pt-rcejitiljle with difhcuUy

;

the tumour was smaller again, and fell harder and firmer, but there

was still much pulsation in it, and also htndt. Shortly after this

date all medicines were discontinued, and the patient was allowed

gradually to get up a little more each day without any harm re-

.sulting to the .swelling; and on J aniuiry 21st, at her urgent re-

quest, was allowed to go home, the tumour being about the size of

a bantam's egg, and distinctly pulsatile, but feeling considerably

lirmer.

April 20th, 188.S. The patient presented herself for examina-
tion. The tumour was still the size of a bantam's egg, but much
firmer ; distinct bruit over it, traceable up the right side of neck,

but nowhere else ; no right brachial or radial pulse ; no right tem-
poral pulse. Sight good, and equal ; no deafness. Heart's apex
beat in fifth interspace, in line drawn vertically through the nipple ;

extent of heart's dulness increased ; no bruits ; heart-soimds clear;

voice quite good and strong; still some slight laryngeal cough at

limes. So djlTiciUty of swallowing, and much less headache. The
right arm was slightly smaller than the left, and felt weaker after

worlung some little time. The patient said she felt quite

well and strong, and had been doing all her house w-ork and wash-
ing. She was anxious to continue her occupation as a charwoman,
>>utwas advise<lnot to do too much hardworkagain—an admonition

to which she will probably pay little attention.

Remarks.—Though an absolute ciu-e cannot lie claimed for this

case, it still, in my opinion, deservi^s to be put on record, on ac-

count of the comj)lete arrest of all dangerous symptoms. It is

now seven months since the operation; the patient has for three

months resumed all her active duties, not only without causing

any increase in the tumour, hut with such comfort that she is

anxious to get back to her ordinary hard and laborious occupa-
I ion. The only medicine that seemed to do good was antimony ;

1 his was continueil for several weeks until the pulse was most
distinctly affected, and it seems to me to have largely contributed

ro the good result in this case when the tumour began again to in-

crease after the operation.

Seen on April 24th, 1888. The two sides of the face are newly,

equal in size ; there is a small cicatri.x behind the angle of tOB

jaw; and on manipulation the new jaw feels somewhat nodulatadi

no doubt soon to mould itself into proper form. The articuiatioB

seems to be perfect, and the movements of the jaw as free fts pos-

sible. In fact, there is no deformity ut all. The teeth behind the

first bicuspid ha-N e gone.

CHAKING CROSS UOSPIT.VL.

80BPBIII08TEAL BKMOVAL OF HAXF OF LOWER JAW; RECOVERY,
WITH ALMO.ST KNTIRR RESTOnATION OF THE BO.N'E

AND PEUFJSCT MA,ST1CAT0RY MOVEME.NT.

(Under the care of Mr Bellamy.)
[From notes by Mr. .G. Goldnet.]

i'LOBBNCB 'W., aged G, was admitted on .January 2Ist, 18S7, with
• xlensive necrosis of the left half of the lower jaw. She had
already been operated upon, and excision of the entire bone from
the outside advised by a hospital surgeon. This the mother
would not consent to ; and she was placed under Mr. Bellamy's

care.

On admission, the child had a most marked strumous aspect, the

left side of the face being enormously swollen, the swelling extend-

ing over the temi>ornl region. There was a sinus Justin front of

I he external auditory meatus and one below the angle of tho

jaw.
On January MlU Mr. XiuUamy enlarged the opening m the

superior sinus, and removed the condyle, ramus, and angle, and
opened up the remains of the sinus just under the angle. Tho
periosteum was free and loose and retained the original form of

I he bone in a most remarkable manner.
February 1st. The discharge was profuse and very offensive,

although the cavity had been drained antiseptically. On the 7th

the swelling hegi n to decrease, and the discharge was quite

healthy. On the 14t.h a small spicula of bone was found loose and
remhved from nenr the symphysis.
The chilli made nn uninterrupted recoverj', with the exception

of Bome slight paralysis of the orbiculares palpebrsB and oris.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

CLINICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Friday, .May 2,5rH, 1888.

W. H. Broadeent, M.D„ F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair.

Concliisioiif: of ihe My.ra-dema Committee.—'Dr. Oed, as the

Chairman of the Myxoedema Committee, read the following con-

clusions. He admitted that the time taken up in the investi).^

tion was protracted, but he claimed that when the results w. :

known the time would not appear out of proportion. 1. Thir

myxedema is a well defined disease. 2. That the disease affect

-

women much more frequently than men, and that the subjects a:-

for the most part, of middle age. .'!, That clinical and pati

logical observations respectively indicate, in a decisive way, ti.

the one condition, common to "all cases, is destructive change

the th^iToid gland. 4. That the most common form of destructi.

changeof the thyroid gland consists in the substitution of a deli-

cate "fibrous tissue for the proper glandular structure. 5. That

interstitial development of fibrous tissue is also obsers'ed very l

frequently in the skin, and with much less frequency in the

viscera, the appearances presented by this tissue being suggestive i

of an irritative or inflammatory process. 6. That pathological i

observation, while showing cause for the changes in the skin

during life, for the falling off of the hair and the loss of the teeth,
l

for the increased bulk of the body as due to the excess of subcu-

taneous fat, aft'ords no explanation of the affections of .speech, i

movement, sensation, consciousness, and intellect, which form, a I

large part of the symptoms of the disease. 7. That chemical ex-

amination of the comparatively few available cases fails to show

the general existence of an excess of mucin in the tissues ade-

quately corresponding to the amount recorded in the first observa-

tions, but that this discrepancy may be in part attributed to the

fact that tumefaction of the integuments, although generally

characteristic of myxoidema, varies considerably throughout tho

course of the disease, and often disappears shortly before death.
,

8, That in experiments made upon animals, particularly on mon-

keys, symptoms resembling, in a very close and remarkable wayi

those of myxoedema have followed complete removal of the thy-

roid gland, performed under antiseptic precautions, and with,, as

far as could be ascertained, no injury to the adjacent nerves, or

to the trachea. 9. That, in such experimental cases, a

large excess of mucin has been found to be present in the

skin, fibrous tissues, blood, and salivary glands; in par-

ticular the parotid gland, normally containing no nnicm.

lias presented that substance in qimntities correspondint;

what would be ordinarily found in the submaxillary gbo'

10. That the full analysis of the results of the removal of thu

thyroid gland in man demonstrates, in an important proportion

of 'the cases, the fact of the subsequent development of symptoms

exactly corresponding with those of myxiedema. 11. That, in no

inconsiderable number of cases, the operation has not been fol-

lowed by such symptoms, tbr apparent immunity being in many

cases probably due to the presence and subsequent development

of accessory thyroid glands, or to accidentally incomplete removal,

or to insufficiently long oliservation of the patients after opera-

tion. 12. That whereas injury to the trachea, atrophy of the

trachea, injury of the recurrent laryngeal nerves, injury of the

cervical sympathetic, and endemic influences have been, by

various observers, sujiposi-ii to be the true causes of experimental

or of operative myxoedema ('cachexia strumipriva), there is, in the

first place, no evidence to show that, of the numerous and variou.'!

surgical operations performed on the neck and throat, involving

various organs and tissues, none, save those in which the thyrow

gland has been removed, liave been followed by the symptoms

under consideration ; tliat in many of the operations on men, ana

inmost, if not all. of the exjierimental operations done bylro-

iessor Horsley on monkeys and other animals, the procedure

avoided all injury of surrounding parts, and was perfectly
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aseptic ; that myxoedema has followed removal of the thyroid

gland in piTsons neither living in, nor having lived in, localities

the seat of endemic cretinism ; that, therefore, the positive evi-

dence on this point outweighs vastly tlie negative, and tliat it

appears strongly proved that myxojdema is frequently produced

by the removal, as well as by the pathological destruction, of the

thjToid gland. 13. That whereas, according to Clause 2, in my.x-

cedema women are much more numerously affected than men, in

the operative form of myxoidema no important difference of the

same kind is observed. 14. That a general review of symptoms

and pathology leads to the belief that the disease described under

the name of myxcedema, as observed in adults, is practically the

same disease as that named sporadic cretinism, when affecting

cbndren; that myxosdema is probably identical with cachexia

strumipriva ; and that a very close affinity exists between myx-

cedema and endemic cretinism. 15. That while these several con-

ditions appear, in the main, to depend on, or to be associated with,

destruction or loss of the function of the thyroid gland, the ulti-

mate cause of such destruction or loss is at present not evident.—

The Fbesident congratulated the Society on the completion

of tills important investigation, and said their thanks were due to

the Committee for the enormous work and the zeal and ability

which had enabled them to present this summary of the re-

port, and practically the report itself, during the present session.

When they heard the conclusions and imagined the enormous

amount ot investigation and research and inquiry which was em-

bodied therein, four years seemed a comparatively short period

for the completion of" such a labour. The report would make the

present session memorable. It reflected the greatest possible

credit upon the Society. It was the most important work yet

carried out in its name. Already the labours of the Committee

had served to stimulate the carrying out of similar investigations

in Germany, where men had been first con\'inced of the reality of

the disease from the labours of the Society and its Committee.

He thought the members could hardly thank sufficiently the

authors of the report, in which it appeared that the only person

not heard of was Dr. Ord, the chairman and director of the inves-

tigation. His name, nevertheless, would for, all time he associated

wath the literature of the disease.

Two Fatal Cases of Acute Lntussusception occurring in Infants,

aged 3 and U months respectively.—ilr. R. W. Pabker related par-

ticulars of these cases. He drew chief attention to the uncertain

onset, and to the absence of symptoms indicative of acute strangu-

lation, such as the post-mortem examination proved in these cases

to have existed. The pain was not excessive and was short in

duration ; vomiting occurred only during the first twelve hours,

and only after taking the breast
;' in neither case was much blood-

stained mucus discharged from the rectum ; and there was never

any straining or tenesmus. Constipation was the most important

feature. The author argued that the absence of some of the most

classical symptoms, or their very slight prominence, was a bad

rather than a good sign, especially so in cases where an intussus-

ception was, from other indications, known to exist. Thus, if the

gut were tightly strangulated it would quickly become gan-

grenous, and therefore painless, and as the circulation through the

gut would be arrested nothing could pass from it or through it,

hence constipation, as well as an absence of blood and mucus.

The difficulty of satisfactorily treating such cases was dwelt on.

—Dr. FoRDYCK BAiiKER (Xew York), in response to an appeal

from' the President, expressed his sense of the compliment, and

said that he had seen quite a number of these cases. In early

stages of the malady he would taject glycerine in small quantities,

sucn as one or two druchms, with equal quantities of water, until

toleration was established; and then continue such injections

vmtil quite a large amount was used. He thought that sur-

cery did not seem to offer much chance of curing the con-

dition —Mr Harbison Cbipps remarked that there was not com-

plete absence of blood-stained mucus, as dwelt upon by Mr. Parker,

in his case, though it was present only m small quantities.

As to treatment, he was glad that Jlr. Parker had called

attention to the danger of injecting water, except in an early

stage. He had had a similar accident himself, and had since

be«i very careful as to the amount of pressure employed, except

quite at the beginning. The patient was a girl. IS months old,

with symptoms which liad lasted four or five days. 'Uie intus-

Buscep'ted bowel was felt two inches from the anus. AVater was

ffently injected, and the bowel receded ; the head was then in-

verted, and more water used. The child became faint, vomited,

and in'two or tliree minutes died. At the post-mortem examina-

tion the strangulated bowel reached to withia five inches of the

anus. There was a rent of considerable size just belo\y it, and

water and oil were found in the peritoneal cavity. The injection

had been made very gently with a lligginsons syringe. Another

interesting case which came under his notice was that of a cmid

7 months old with a history of a fortnight's illness, with vomiting

and what the mother called tliarrhoja. but which turned out to be

the passage of the characteristic blood-stained mucus. The s>Tn-

ptoms, however, had passed off during the two days just before

the child was seen, and the mother had only brought the child

along on account of something " sticking out of his back passage.

On examination, something that looked like part of a red herring

was seen projecting, on gently drawing out which it was seen to

lead to what looked like a healthy intestine, ilr. Cnpps contented

himself with cutting off the slough, and admitted the child under

ilr. Baker. The child remained in the hospital for about a month,

during which time every day the house-surgeon removed a piece

more of this extruded slough. Ultimately the child left perfectly

well, but diedof scarlet fever eight monthslater,when apost-viortem

examination was made, the specimen being now in the hospital

museum. The most extraordinary condition of things was found,

the small intestine being found directly attached to the anus.

There was no trace of ascending, transverse, or descending colon,

nor rectum, which must have come away as a slough. This case

showed what Xature would sometimes do if she was only given a

chance. Early in these cases he advised a trial of injections or

laparotomy and the unravelling of the intussusception. Later,

where there was much vomiting, he recommended Xelatou s opera-

tion, the opening of the most prominent coil of intestine through

the abdominal wall. Large quantities of fseculent matter would

pass by the new opening, whilst Mature might be able to remove

the invaginated bowel, and possibly leave the intestme patulous.

—The President remarked that no member had spoken of the

use of gaseous instead of liquid injections.—ilr. Pabkeh, in

reply, said that, should another opportunity occur, he should re-

member Dr. Fordyce Barker's suggested plan of treatment. The

blood-stained discharge was very slight in his case, and only oc-

curred at the beginning. At the latter part of the case it came

only when the finger was introduced into the rectum. In Mr. A.

E Barker's case, which was to have been read there that evemng,

the tumour was felt from the front of the abdomen. Early treat-

ment he thought should consist of enemata of water, which was

possibly better than air, as one could easily calculate the quantity

of water which was injected.

Rupture of Intestine witJiout External H omd.—^ii. Herbert

Page described two such cases. He said that the interest attach-

inf to the paper by Mr. Mavo Bobson and the discussion upon it

on^February 10th "had led liim to contribute two cases in which

laparotomy was fully considered; moreover, one of them exem-

plified a point to which no reference was made on that evenmg.

Case I was that of a man aged 30, over whose right iUac region a

cab had passed on the morning of April 5th, and who was ad-

mitted into St. Jlarv's Hospital the following day in great pain

and with very marked collapse. Kupture of intestine was dia-

gnosed, but the amount of collapse seemed entirely to forbid

laparotomy. There was no improvement during the day, and he

died the next morning, forty-four hours after the accident. A
rupture of the small bowel was found four feet and a half above

the ileo-ctecal valve ; and, in addition to some smaller contusions

in the CKCiim and neighbouring ileum and much mesenteric extra-

vasation, there was a knuckle of deeply-congested gut an inch

and a half in length. It was thought that, even if laparotomy

could have been done soon after the accident, wlien diagnosis

probably could not have been at all sure, and the ruptured portion

had been satisfactorily dealt with, this other piece of bruised

intestine could hardly have been left alone. The danger of

leaving it—namely, of secondary perforation from sloughing--waa

by no°means imaginary, as was shown by the histoi-y of the

second case, that "of a lad aged 18, who was butted m the

bellv—left iliac region—while at play with some other boys.

He "

instantly had iutensest pain, and when admitted to St.

Marys, sixteen hours afterwards, on .luly 27th, gave a history

of iiicessant vomiting since tJie accident. There were external

signs of severe contusion, and inarkeil evidences of local perito-

nitis to which his symptoms were regarded as due. but there was

nothing specially suggestive of perforation, or of the neetl for

opening the abdomen. Opium was accordingly given, and during

the next three days there was undoubteiUy improvement. On the

night of the 30th, however, there was sudden and alarming col-
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Inpse. IIi> rallied from this, and for three days seemed doing well
nguin, iMit on August. 3rd collapse returned. From this there was
no decided rally, and he died on August 6th. Necrop.sy revealed
extensive hypogustrio jH'ritonitit), and offensire pus 'in tlu' left

iliac fossa, where the Mow had been sustained. A perforation was
found in the small intestine, in the centre of a deeply congested
sodden portion. This opening had thickened edges, and was sur-
rounded with lymph. It was believed that this perforation
occurred only on the fifth day after the accident, as the result of
the sloughing of a portion of severely contused gut, and the author
pointed out that had laparotomy been done when the lad first came
to the hospital, no more difficult question could well have pre-
sented itself than that of determining whether this contused
piece ought or ought not to have been resected. In neither of the
cases was it thought that the chances of successful laparotomy
were anything but the very poorest, but yet, as laparotomy alone
gave a hope of life, it was, perhaps, right to operate, even though
pravity of symptoms and uncertainty in diagnosis seemed to forbid
It. It must be rare to meet with cases of abdominal injuries
where there was no comiilication of any kind, or in
which a simple rupture in one place was the only
lesion, and these were considerations to be borne in
mind when laparotomy was undertaken or entertained.—
Mr. Croft read the notes of a similar case in a man, aged 34, ad-
mitted on March 16th, 1887, having been injured in a row seven-
teen hours before. On admission his temperature was 103°. He
at once cut down, and found three different lesions : a ruptured
ileum, a lacerated mesentery, and a perforated omentum. The
peritoneum was irrigated with a warm solution of boracic acid.
An artificial anus was made, but it was found necessary to close
this. On the second operation, on April 4th, the laceration was
sutured, the operation taking two hours and a quarter, and the
man being very prostrate. The man died thirteen hours after
the operation from sheer exhaustion. lie considered the case to
he a crucial one in the history of intestinal surgery, as showing
that resection of the bowel might be safely undertaken even when
acute septic peritonitis had been set up. He strongly advocated
early exploratory laparotomy, with resection if necessary. In
cases of doubt an exploratory incision should always be made.
He would divide the cases into three classes: 1, those in which
laparotomy was done for exploratorj' purposes ; 2. those done
later, where the diagnosis was already established ; 3, those later
still, in which septic peritonitis had occurred. Everv'thing was
in favour of exploratory laparotomy, as stated in an able paper by
Dr. Chavasse. If the abdomen were opened with all precautions,
the patient was afterwards no worse off than before, even if no
lesion of intestine were found, whilst, if a distinct laceration of
the bowel had occurred, then was the time to operate. He thought
the establishment of an artificial anus was not so successful as
resection of the injured intestine and immediate clo.sure of the
external wound. In his own case he had followed the advice of
several eminent metropolitan surgeons. The operation saved the
man's life at the time; but in consequence of the malnutritionresult-
ing from the too early escape of partially digested food he could not
bear the tedious second operation of resection of the bowel. Had the
resection been done at first he believed the life would have been
savwl. When the rase was known to he one of ruptured intestine
the surgeon should promptly decide in favour of resection. The
peritonitis already established might be thereby abolished by the
antiseptic method of operation.

Casi> nf Stone in which Lithotomy was PerformeiJ Tvire tnithin
fwo yionfhs.—Dr. WAnv CofsiNs 'fSouthsea') described the case,
and said that it suggested the jiurelv local character of some urin-
ary formations. The patient, aged 40, a fish dealer, was admitted
into the Hoyal Portsmouth Hospital in .January-, 1882. There was
no lamily history of gout, rlieumiitism, or urinary trouble. He
had suffered thirteen years from n-nal and vesical s'vmptoms, and
had constantly passed small stones and gravel ; altogether ho had
discharged over half a pint. He had been a great sufferer, and
during the nine months before his admission he had been confined
to bed. The urine was extremely offensive, and loaded with
mueo-pus. It often contained blood and small clots. The left
loin was extrr.mely tender and painful, and he had had many
attacks of orchitis m the sainc^ side. ()„ sounding there was no
ring or thud, hut the bladder was filled with nn immovable mass.rwo ounces and a quarter of stinking concretion of the consist-
ence of fresh mortar were removed by lateral lithotomy. He left
the ho,ipif al well in a month. Three week.* later he returned with
a stone lodged ,n the neek of the bladder After manv failures to

™ jl'an lithotomy was per-
*PPf' f^rently well, in three

' naa e. ,_;_,,„,. „..j i,„.ifi,

bladder, so that it could be crushed, me^
formed. He was again discharged,

^'"'^^^"-^
P"f'°^

""^
i'""' ^'^ T'"'

^"^ "^^ *=• v^ioyed good health,and had daily carried on his business. The ui'i'.-,
;;,g j^^j ,, j-

"]

quently examined. It still contained a trace of.- muco-nus and
albumen. No renal elements had been detected IV' . ^C^

micro-
scope. The urea was always a little below the norm •

,

from 1.3 to 1.7 per cent. Since the operations he had ni=^ '

varying

any gravel or particle of stone. He "was in good health ^"^nn^vtr^
20th, 1888. The dried concretion removed from the bladdS;

,V„t the
first operation, and also the urethral calculus extracted '

^^
ju

second operation, were exhibited. Dr. Cousins then remarked tli. .^ttyZ
history of the case, the symptoms, and the persistent discharg «

small concretions clearly indicated that the patient was the s v
ject of chronic calculous pyelitis, and that part of the reijia,-]
gravel passed along the urinary passages and escaped through t. ^^
urethra, while another portion was trapped in the bladder. A^, ,

the time of the operation the calculous mass presented throughoii^M
a'uniform oppearanco. In consistency it resembled fresh mortarj'
and there were no traces within it of concentric deposition. An
analysis of the symptoms suggested the presence of a compound
renal and vesical disease, although the most urgent manifesta-
tions pointed clearly to disorder of the bladder. A group of renal
symptoms, radiating from the left groin, were present throughout
the illness, but these were in a measure overlapped by the
characteristic signs of bladder trouble. The composition of the
urine, however, and the continuous discharge of small concretions.
rendered the existence of chronic pyelitis or nephro-pyelitis
clearly evident. With reference to the treatment, the dangerous
and prostrate condition of the patient suggested an immediate
effort to clear out the bladder, and to establish continuous drain-
age. The presence of a foreign body of some kind was certain
from the examination ; at the same time, the absence of any click

or thud, the roughness of the surface, and the immobility of the
mass, rendered it probable that some complication would have to

be encountered. The lateral incision was selected for the purpose
of obtaining a thorough exploration of the bladder. The opera-
tion insured a free and incontinent escape of urine with complete
rest for the diseased organ, and removed at once all painful mic-
turition and straining. It permitted, moreover, the effectual
drainage and washing out of the diseased vesical cavity. The
cystotomy had a very beneficial influence over the whole urinary
track, as the discharge of all the renal products was secured
directly after their formation. The second lithotomy was done to

relieve the acute sufferings of the patient after many failures to

remove the calculus through the urethra, or to return it into the
bladder, so that it could be seized with a lithotrite. During the
last six years the patient had enjoyed good health. The old vesi-

cal symptoms had never recurred, and he had never passed a
particle of calculous matter. Still the cure was not actually
complete. The urine contained a few pus cells mi.xed with i'])i-

thelium shed from some part of the lining membrane of the urin-
ary passages. Ought the case to be regarded in the light of a
local trouble, and all its manifestations the outcome of a chronic
calculous pyelitis ? Or, on the other hand, must it be considered
as a constitutional di.'jease? The subjects of iirinar>' concretions
were generally described as labouring under some sort of diathetic

tendency. Sometimes the existence of a special diatlicsis wa.^ only
a conjecture, and ])athologic.'il processes limited tn the urinary
track itself were quitch sufficient to explain the precii)itation and
concretion of the ordinary constituents of the urine. The di.--

order in this case probably broke out in the pelvis of one kidney
by the occurrence of a pyelitis. Then followed the dcjiosition of

the uric acid in the solid form. At the same time the inlliim-

matorj- elements themselves served as points of d(>posit for the

formations. The cause of the pyelitis was obscure, and Avhalever

morbid forces might have been active during its initial .stages,

when once it was established it could be fairly regarded as the

chief factor in the ])roduction of the renal crr.ivel and small con-

cretions. With a concentrated condition of the urine, a persistent

obstruction to its discharge, and the presence of muco-]iunileiit

secretion, some of the exciting causes were presentwhich Icudi'd to-

wards thedeiiosil of calculous matter, without an abnormal increase

in the excretion of uric acid.—Dr. Oiip thought the consideration of

the case very imjiortant, and suggested that a committee should

report upon it.—Dr. MAOfinF, referred to .Sir W. Roberts's re-

pearches upon the matter.—The Pberipent nominated Dr. Ord,

Dr. Maguire, and Dr. rJarrod, with Dr. 'Ward Cousins, as a com-
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mittee to report upon the case, and expressed the hope that the

report might be concluded in time to permit of its publication with

Or. Cousins's case in the forthcoming volume of the Society's

TruTuactions.

The session then terminated.

HARVEIAN SOCIETY OF LONDON.
TuuRSDAY, May 17th, 1888.

Wm. Sebgwick, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Value of Antiseptic Precautions in Internal Urethrotomy.—Mr.

Bruce Clakke drew attention to the fact that though this opera-

•,ion had been advocated for many years in certain cases of stric-

;ure, which did not yield readily to dilatation, yet it had never

jeen generally accepted by surgeons. This was due partly to the

'act that its results were not supposed to be good, and partly to

,he dangers of the operation itself. As to its results, it was often

irged tliat the worst strictures were always those in which
irethrotomy had been performed. Of course, this was perfectly

,rue, but it would be fairer to state that it was only the worst

itrictures that were submitted to urethrotomy. If strictures

;Tere neglected after the operation they of course recurred, and
ihis gave a certain currency to the idea that it was the internal

irethrotomy that had made them relapse. The dangers of tlie

)peration itself were, he maintained, dependent on septic fever;

md it depended either on self-infection from a septic urethra or

m dirty instruments. The latter source of infection could be

jasily guarded against by the thorough cleansing of instruments

ind catheters, whilst the purification of the urethra was no easy

natter. To effect this, however, as far as possible, the urethra

ihould be irrigated with sublimate 1 in 2,000 for several days

beforehand, and when the stricture had been divided, the bladder

ihould be washed out with a similar solution, and then with hot

urater at a temperature of 105° F. After this a catheter should

58 tied in for twenty-four hours. By this means the urine came
rery little into contact with the urethra, and septic infection was
iToided. Fifteen cases were related inwhich the plan had been tried

)y the author, and he alluded to some others in which he had sug-

jested the plan to other surgeons. The results were very successful.

—

?Ir. SwiNFOED Edwards said that in the last six internal ure-

throtomies which he had performed he had not only carried out

;he suggestions laid down by Mr. Bruce Clarke in his paper, but

lad administered boracic acid in ten-grain doses three times a

lay for two days before the operation, and for a few days subse-

juently, with a view of sterilising the urine, as suggested by Dr.

Palmer in the American Medical Practitioner and Neics, August,

1887. In none of these cases did urinary fever supeiwene ; but
jrilliant as was internal urethrotomy, he believed that the time
was soon coming when it would be almost, if not entirely, sup-

planted by electrolysis for strictures in the deep or fixed urethra,

which we're unfitted for the simple treatment of dilatation.—The
President spoke in favour of corrosive sublimate as an antiseptic;

DUt he regarded the prolonged suppression of urine and the other

severe symptoms which liad followed the operation in the case re-

ierred to early in the paper as more due to shock than to blood-

[)oisoning.—Mr. Buckston Browne was interested in finding that

in advocate of electrolysis in the treatment of urethral stricture

jtill practised the operation of internal urethrotomy. He should
llilce to know why electrolysis was not employed in the cases just

Idetailed. He had practised internal urethrotomy now for fifteen

years, and had never lost a case ; he therefore knew nothing of

septicwmia as following the operation. He took gi-eat care to in-

jure the utmost cleanliness of all instruments employed. He
ntirely dissented from Mr. Clarke's view that urethral fever was
I Septic origin, and maintained that the most perfect antiseptic-

ism would never do awny with urinary fever in certain cases,

ifter urethral operations, because the fever was caused by urethral

-hock or irritation acting rcflexly through the nervous system
upon the excretory renal apparatus.

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP LONDON.
Wednesday, May 9th, 1888.

R. Thorne Thorne, M.B., President, in the Chair.

Age, Se.r, and Seasoyi in Relation to Scarlet Fever.—Dr. Whitk-
I'UGE read a paper in which he said that a detailed analysis of

I'wardsof 6.000 notified cases showed that the liability to scarlet

ver was slight in infancy, reached its maximum in the fourth
ir fifth year, and dimiuislied every year attLrwards. The severity

of attack, however, was greatest in the first two years of age, anil

lessened year by year throughout childhood and adolescence; in

adult life there was apparently a slight increase again, the pealitv

of which was open to doubt. Females were more liable to attack

than males at all ages after infancy, and notably between 20 and

35 years, when the charge of children gave special facilities for

infection ; but the attacks in males, though less numerous, wen-

more severe, and the death-rate was consequently higher among
males in cliildhood. The scarlet fever death-rate reached its

maximum in the third year of life in both sexes. Forty-two per

cent, of the cases and 65 per cent, of the deaths occurred in the

first five years of life ; -W and 26 per cent, respectively in the

second quinquennium, and 11^ and 5 per cent, in the third. The
advantage of postponing an attack was twofold ; each year of age

beyond the fifth diminished the susceptibility to attack, and each

year of postponement lessened the average severity of attack if it

should occur. Probably about two-thirds of the adult population

had escaped attack altogether. As regarded season, the maximum
of cases and of deaths occurred in October, and the minimum in

April. It was probable that a scanty rainfall was favourable to

the spread of disease. Besides the annual or seasonal curve, it

was possible to construct a weekly curve, showing the number of

attacks upon each day of the week. The result of this experiment

in regard to 1,100 cases in Nottingham was to indicate a marked
reduction in the number of attacKS on "Wednesdays, presumably

due to less facility for infection on Sundays. Diphtheria and

enteric fever were now known to be affected by other influences

besides the accident of exposure to contact with previously in-

fected persons. Scarlet fever had many points of resemblance to

these two diseases, notably in its seasonal curve, and in this and
other respects was in strong contrast to the typically infectious

diseases such as small-pox, whooping-cough, and measles. One
exceptional mode of infection in scarlet fever had been brought to

light by Mr. Power's Hendon inquirj-, but was probably not of

frequent occurrence. Infection from a previous case was the

obvious explanation of many cases of human scarlet fever, and

might be true of all, or nearly all ; but it could not be the whole

truth. Some further explanation was needed to account for the

well-marked seasonal and other variations in the prevalence of

the disease.—In the discussion which followed, the President.

Dr. Murray, Dr. Lawson, Dr. McKellaji, Dr. E. C. Seaton, and

Mr. Butterfield, took part.

SOLTH INDIAN BRANCH.
Friday, February 3rd, 1888.

Deputy Burgeon-General S. B. Roe, M.B., C.B., Tice-President, in

the Chair.

Traumatic Pleuropneumonia.—A case of pleuropneumonia fol-

lowing an accident to the chest was reported by Surgeon-Major

E. F. Drake-Brockman. The wheel of a dog-cart passed over

the lower part of the right chest, and, though there was consider-

able pain in that side, with depression of the shoulder, and a

painful catch on deep inspiration, no evidence of fracture of the

ribs could be obtained. The patient had a sharp attack of pleuro-

pneumonia, but recovered. Mr. Drake-Brockman commented on

the rarity of the occurrence of internal injurj* to the lung and

pleura by an accident which did not cause any damage to the ex-

ternal structures or ribs.—Surgeon-Major MacKinnon stated that

inflammation of lung frequently occurred in prize-fighters after

pugilistic encounters, even when no e.xternal marks of violence

were present, the cause being probably traumatic—^Surgeon-
Major Branfoot mentioned a case he had seen in which no in-

jury to any of the ribs was detected after a most careful examina-

tion during life, but at the post-mortem examination one rib was
found fractured, and pleural effusion had also taken place.-;-

Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe had also met with a case in which it

was impossible to detect fractured ribs during life.

Subperitoneal T'terine Fibroid.— Surgeon-Major Branfoot
showed a specimen of subperitoneal fibroid tumour of the uteru>

which had become the seat of primary cancerous deposit. The
patient was a Hindu, aged 50. The growth was adherent at it.-<

upper and posterior part to the intestines, with a small absces-*

cavity between the coils of the intestine and the left Fallopian

tube "and left ovary. There was much thickening also at thi»

spot, with soft cancerous growth invading the mesenteric glands.

The lumbar and left axillary glands were also much enlarged by

secondary growth.
Mi'cetima.-SuTgcoB F. Clabbscb Smhh exhibited a patient
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who was suffering from fungus disease of the right liantl and

right axilhiry region. The disease had existed in the palm of the

right hand for probably about five years, but he had been able to

do agricultural work until two years before admission, when he

fell off the top of a hut six feet high, the palm of his right hand
at the time of the fall striking the earth, causing two days' pain

;

this gave ft still greater increase to tlie size of the hand ; and the

fingers, which were until then unaffected, also swelled. At the

same time the pain shot up the inner side of the arm to the axilla,

where in a few days small nodular growths appeared. After de-

tailing the condition of the sinuses in the axilla and palm which
existed when the patient was shown, Mr. Clarence Smith observed

that he had been able to discover only one other recorded case in

which the disease clearly seemed to have been spread by the

lymphatics to the glands above the seat of the disease, and
pointed out that implication of the axillary glands immediately

followed a blow on the affected hand. He had not found any
previous record of a case in which the axillary glands were
affected. The other case in which glands above the seat of the

disease were affected was that recorded by Mr. D. Dymott {Indian

Med. Gaz., 1881); in that case the glands of the groin were

diseased.

ROYAL ACADEMY OPiMEDICINE IN IRELAND.
Section of Stjuqeby.

Fbiday, April 13rn, 1888.

A. U. CoBLEY, il.D., President, in the Chair.

On Suprapubic Lithotomy and Vesical Suture.—Jlr. Kendal
Franks read a paper on this subject. The dangers of former

methods were septic infection, urinary infiltration, and injury to

the peritoneum. These were met by antisepsis, suture of the

bladder, and by a combination of vesical with rectal distension.

He then referred to the case of a man, aged G.*), who had suffered

from stone in the bladder for two years. He was a tall, large,

hea\ y man, with a deep perineum and a large prostate, and on
account of these conditions the suprapubic operation was per-

formed on May 10th, 1887, the rectum and bladder having been

both distended. The distance of the prevesical fold of peritoneum
from the pubes was three inches. Three stones were extracted of

nearly equal size, shape, and weight, without any facets, and
weighing in all (JGtj grains. The bladder was sutured—first, by Lem-
bert's method, with catgut, and then a second row of sutures, con-

tinuous, were inserted so as completely to cover in the first row.

The external wound was drained from the prevesical space to the

upper angle of the wound, and the bladder was drained witli a

soft rubber catheter, passed ^er urei/iram, which was kept in situ

for Hve days. The bladder wound healed by first intention, and
at no time was there any leakage of nrine through the wound.
The patient passed water without the aid of a catheter on the

twelfth day and ,<iiibsequently. The drainage-tube was retained in

the wound until the tenth day, and Mr. Franlis explained that this

was done to prevent any mischief being done should the bladder

sutures not hold. He recommended that the drainage-tube should

always be retained in the external wound for at least seven days,

08 statistics showed that the vesical suture might yield as late as

the sixth day. The patient was out of bed and walking about the

wards on the fourteenth day. The calculi were uric acid, and
measured I,'/' x 1", 13" x 1}". and Ij" x li'j" respectively. Mr.

Franks showed that the objections to the vesical suture were
more theoretical than real, and that when it succeeded it attained

the ideal in suprapubic cystotomy. Statistics showed that up to

188(S it had been performed fifty-six times, and had succeeded in

seventeen cases, being a percentage of 32 per cent. Since 1886 a
few cases only had l)een published. The causes of failure in

suturing of the bladder in tlie high operation were— (1) an ana-

tomical one, that the external coat of the bladder in this region

was fibrous, and not .serous ;
("J) a thiuncd and diseased condition

of the bladder walls; (3) injury to the edges of the wound by the
manipulations employed to extract tlie stone; (4) a putrid condi-

tion of the urine. The advantages of suture were a shortened
convalescence, ten days being on an average gained, and an
effectual preventive against urinary infiltration.

Suprapubic Lithotomy.—Mr. F. Alcock Nixox read notes of the
case of a gentleman, aged 81, who had, fifty-seven years before,

suffered from "bleeding from the bladder and a stoppage of
water." The bleeding Occurred b.1 intervals every five or six years
for fifty years. The bladder was opened above the pubes, and
two calcali were removed, one weighing 2 ozs. 30.} grs., the other

1.59w grs. They were composed of the ammoniaco-magnesian and'

calcium phosphates. The bladder was sutured and drained, tf

tube was placed in the abdominal wound, and a catheter retafnetf

in the bladder. The temperature, which was 101° F., l)ecaiBk

normal on the evening of the third day ; the urine became acid

;

the patient was quite free from pain, able to take food well and

enjoy long periods of sleep. On the fifth day he died suddenly

from syncope, from which lie previously suffered on several occa-

sions. After death the wound in the bladder was found to be

healed, except about half an inch in the centre, from which urine

had escaped through the abdominal wound for a short time on the

second day, while the catheter was plugged with a blood-clot.

There was no trace of peritonitis or of cellulitis.

Vesical Tumour removed by Suprapubic Cystotomy.—Ja th» un-

avoidable absence of Dr. IIeuston, this paper was read by Dr.

Alfred Scott. The patient, aged 48, suffered for four years from'

symptoms of vesical irritation, accompanied at gradually de-'

creasing intervals by hifimorrhage of an arterial character, which

for the later five months came freely at each period of micturitio*'

in a considerable quantity. A tumour was diagnosed by sound-

ing, situated on the right side of the bladder, in addition to which

a roughened condition of the bladder throughout was noticed.

The presence of the large tumour waS also demonstrated by rectd

examination. The bladder being now washed out, a portion of

the tumour came away, which was proved by Dr. Alfred Scott to

be papillomatous in its nature. On March ISth, 1888, the bladder

was opened by the usual suprapubic method, and a tumour some-

what larger than an orange, composed of three lobules, attached

to the right wall of the bladder by narrow pedicles, was reraovf '

as were also a number of smaller growths about the size of hazi

nuts. The hremorrhage, which was very copious, was at once

controlled by a solution of tannic and gallic acids, subsequent to

which the bladder was illuminated by the electric light, ftnd then

a stream of a weak solution of hazeline was passed into the

bladder until it returned clear. The bladder was now closed, ex-

cept sufficiently to allow of the introduction of a drainage-tube,

care being taken to close the areolar spaces in connection with,

the bladder-wound. Subsequent to operation the patient pro-

gressed favourably for twelve days, the urine becoming normal in

its character; but then the temperature suddenly rose to 104.2 F.,

the patient became delirious, and, although the temperature was

subdued by quinine within twenty-four hours, the patient gradn-

ally sank and died sixteen days after operation. Dr. Bewley,

pathologist to the Adelaide Hospital, performed a post-mortem

examination, and found that there was no peritonitis, t!

bladder being firmly united to the abdominal parietes atjthe sl:.

of the wound, which was healthy. The bladder was contracted ;

the anterior wall normal : the p'osterior thickened and cutting

hard. In the centre of this surface a space about the size of half-

a-crown, was covered with white flocculi of seemingly gangrenous

tissue; this was the seat of the removed papilloma. The spleen and

kidneys were healthy, there being no evidence of septic infection.

Mr. W. Thobnley Stoker said that Mr. Franks had not refern

to what was attracting a good deal of discussion in connection

with suprapubic lithotomy; namely, the class of cases in which

that operation should be selected. As far as any rule had vSt

been established on the subject it was this, that suprapubic litho-

tomy was to be piTformed in the adult in cases where the stoije

was too large to admit of its probably successful removal by peri-

neal operation ; that is, where the stone exceeded two ounces ih

weight, or where, because of its hardness or the great sire of th»

prostate, there was not a likelihood that lithotrity would be suc-

cessful. Another question was as regards its performance in

children. The suprapubic operation ought to be selected in all

cases of stone in the bladder in children where lithotrity could

not be performed, as it did not endanger the child's procreativS

apparatus. There was a remarkable difference in the mortality of

children on whom the operation was performed on the Continent

as compared with those at home. While the mortality on the

Continent was over 20 per cent., it appeared from Sir William

Mac Cormac's paper that up to March last there bad been 33 cases

operated on in England without one death. Among adults, the

mortality following the oprration would be found to be about the

same as that in the lateral operation for lithotomy—20 or 22 to

30 per cent. But in Dublin the mortality in perineal operations

had not been so high. The suprapubic operation was one that

had not as yet arrived at perfection, because, like many other

operations, it was undergoing development since the introduction

of antiseptics, and he looked forward to the time when the mor-
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tality of from 20 to 30 per cent, would be materially diminished.
—Mr. ToBiN suggested, with reference to the different e.vpedients

of obtaining room to make an incision, holding the patient's legs

aloft. He had tried the experiment on a subject in the post-mor-
teni room. Having half filled tlie bladder, he measured the amount
of space uncovered by the peritoneum, while the subject was
lying fiat on the table. He then raised the .subject, holding the
legs aloft, and on measuring again he found he had double
[the space with the subject in the raised position that he had
when prone.—After some remarks by Mr. J. H. Scott, Mr.
M'jVudle said that on the successful suturing of the bladder
suprapubic lithotomy would greatly depend ; and hence he called
ittention to a method which contra-indicated double suture as
isually applied—namely, what was styled by Brenner " lace
luture." After separating the mucous from the muscular coat, a
-bread was passed round the wound in the bladder through the
.ubmucosa, two or three millimetres from the wound-border. A
ecoud thread was ne.\t passed through the muscular layer, three

three and a half millimetres from the wound-border, going
ound tlie wound in the same way, being further from the wound
t its angle. The sutures were then drawn and tied in the order
if introduction, so that all the walls of the bladder were collected
nto a dense mass at the point of the opening. In experiments on
logs it was found that the bladder thus closed withstood much
ligher fluid pressure than after button or ordinary double suture.

le did not advocate this suture where the bladder wall was
lOrmal, since the usual double suture had succeeded in all cases
avourable for its application ; but when the bladder-wall was
binned or softened he would expect from the lace suture the
•est results. Brenner, its originator, claimed for it, among other
dvantages, that the bladder became functionally active imme-
iately, and the catheter need not be retained ; that the wound
urface was very small, and healed quickly ; and that the scar was
liick and solid, and that only two small threads were left in the
-ound.—Deputy Surgeon-General Joynt did not think that a case
ii'l l)een made out for suprapubic lithotomy to displace the lateral

prration, with which he had been familiar in India, where he
ad operated in not less than one hundred cases. Out of that
uniher he could only recollect one fatal case, and whether that
as due to the operation or not he could not now say. He could
ndi.Tstand, however, that the suprapubic operation would be an
i.'ii'ptable one in women, there being a good deal of trouble in

I

ii'iating on them. Ho had had cases in which he removed stones
[1 ' inch and a half in circumference from young girls by dilata-

II of the urethra, aided by incision.—Dr. Chanck inquired what
I sure of distension was advisable, having regard to the fact

i:ii exploration was sometimes followed by a sharp attack of
riiouitis.—Mr. Thomson was glad to hear Deputy Surgeon-

' Hi ral Joynt, whose great experience in India carried
itliority, say a word in favour of lateral lithotomy.
ith regard to removing big stones by the supra-
iliic operation, another operation was being practised now

, 1 ndia very successfully, in which there was no cutting at all

;

inii'ly, an operation introduced by two distinguished graduates
Irish Universities—Surgeon-Major Keegan and Surgeon-Major

riyer. The results they had had from the crushing of stone
lite eclipsed any from the cutting operations, and they were not
tiTred by the number of stones in the bladder. He believed the
uiu'ers in the suprapubic operation were not less than with
tinil or median perineal operations, and that as large stones had
III removed by the lateral operation as by the suprapubic.—The
;ksident said that Irish surgeons should speak with humility

1 tlie subject ; for Dease had written that stone was a very rare
T'l-tion in Ireland. Even after lithotrity had been introduced
III established, Mr. Peel, one of the best operators in the city,
eil to protest he could not see in a cut in the perineum any
rh dangers as were imagined by some operators. At present
liolapaxy, where it could be carried out, seemed most successful,
id least trouble to the patient. Ho did not think enough had
ien said of the dangers of the lateral operation to rush to the
jprapubic as a substitute. There were some cases in which the
prapubic might be tlie best, but it was not so in all.—Mr.
lANKS took a more hopeful view of the future of suprapubic
hotomy, than had been taken either by the President or Mr.
lomson. As compared with the lateral operation, the supra-
ibie had many advantages. It was absolutely safe as regarded
raorrhage, and nothing could be cut that would do harm. As

-. Stoker observed, in children suprapubic lithotomy would be-
me the recognised operation as not endangering the procreativ«

organs. The reason he himself performed the operation, the .sub-

ject of his paper, was not because there were three stones present,

but because there was great difliculty in sounding on account of

an enormous prostate, and the perineum was so deep he could
only get his finger half way up the prostate through the rectum.
Moreover, the man bein^ 65 years of age, he thought it was a case

in which suprapubic lithotomy was indicated. The two greit

dangers of suprapubic lithotomy were also those of lateral litho-

tomy ; namely, infiltration of urine and blood-poisoning: but, in

suprapubic lithotomy, antiseptics could be adopted to a degree in-

admissible in lateral lithotomy. Moreover, death from urinary
infiltration was not a result very much to be feared. As regards
Dr. Chance's question, the degree of distension would depend on
the size of the rectum and the age of the patient.—Mr. Nixos also

replied. He had determined on the suprapubic operation from
the condition of the urine, the condition of the bladder, and the

large size of the stone, and also because he suspected there was a

second stone, which turned out to be the case. He had no doubt
that syncope was the cause of death. The patient had been
afflicted with hremorrhage of the bladder for over fifty-seven

years. From an experience of one case he was not prepared to

lay down a hard-and-fast rule as to the cases in which the supra-

pubic operation should, or should not, be performed.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

Jn (jyiemortam,—Physiological and Patholo0ical Re-
SEABCHES. By the late T. R. Le^nts, M.B., F.R.S.Elect, Sur-

geon-Major A.M.S., Assistant Professor of Pathology in the

Army Medical School. London : Published by the Lewis Me-

morial Committee. 1888.

This handsome volume, arranged and edited by Professor Sir

William Aitken, F.R.S., and Surgeon-Major G, E. Dobson, F.R.S.,

and A. E. Brown, B.Sc, is published as a memorial of the late Dr.

Lewis, whose lamented death was due to fatal illness contracted

in the active discharge of his scientific investigations at Xetley.

It consists of a reprint of his scientific reports and papers, with a

biographical sketch and portrait of the author. The editors ob-

tained the willing consent of Dr. D. D. Cunningham, of the Bengal
Medical Service and Professor of Physiology in the University of

Calcutta, for including in the volume papers and reports which
were the joint production of Dr. Lewis and himself.

When Drs. Lewis and Cunningham were passing through the

course of instruction in the Army iledical School in 1868, the at-

tention of the scientific world was called to the fungoid theories

of cholera, propounded by Hallier and De Bary. At the sugges-

tion of the professors, the above-named gentlemen were sent to

Germany to study this theory, not only under its expounders, but

also under Pettenkofer and other eminent German physiologists.

Thus prepared Drs, Lewis and Cunningham went to India, and
were appointed by the Government to enter on a special investi-

gation on the causation of cholera. The editors say :
" Their first

report was published as an appendix to the "Sixth Annual Report

of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of India,

1870,' and in the same way most of their subsequent work on this

and kindred subjects from time to time appeared."

In March, 1870, Dr. Lewis first discoveretl nematoid worms in a

living condition in a specimen of milky urine in Calcutta ; an ab-

stract of his report on this discovery was published in this

JoiTlNAL, November 19th, 1870. It was in July. 1872, that he found

the filaria sanguinis hominis in the blood of a Hindoo suffering

from chyluria. The editors refer to the " full and masterly account
'

by Dr. Lewis of what is known of this disease in Quain's X>iVv

tionary of Medicinf under the article Chyluria. We have only

space to refer our readers to the work before us for the many valu-

able papers on physiological and pathological subjects on which Dr.

Lewis wrote, and more particularly to the one in which he quietly

extinguished Koch's comma-bacillus, which he showed to be " an
old friend under a new name," a spirillum broken up by manipu-
lation, even demonstrating the accuracy of his opinion by show-
ing a " comma-bacillus " existing in the saliva of Professor Max
von Pettenkofer himself.

The editors have paid an eloquent tribute to the value of Dr.

Lewis's work, the nobleness of his character, and the loss science

Bustained by his untimely death ; and the number of service sub-
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acribere to this goodly and beautifully illustrated volume show
how much the late Dr. Lewis's labours in the tield of science were
appreciated by his brother officers.

The Army Medical School has indeed been unfortunate in the

too early deaths of Parkes, De Chaumont, and Lewis. Had the

last-named survived to this day, the universal voice of the medi-

cal services of the British and Indian armies would have named
him lis a litting successor to the late Professor of Hygiene.

This chair his great chemical knowledge, and the whole scope

and tendency of his researches, as demonstrated in this posthumous
collection oi his papers, show that he was eminentljy qualitied,

more perhaps than any of his contemporaries, to till with distinc-

tion to himself, benefit to the State, and in full harmony with

the traditions of a post made famous by the eminent men whose
names will always be associated with it.

PrPTH Rkpobt of the State Committee on Lunacy of the
Commonwealth op Pennsylvania. Harrisburg: 1888.

This Report bears marks of praiseworthy activity. The efforts

made to rescue the insane poor of Pennsylvania from neglect and

ill-treatment have been untiring, and the result has been an

immense alleviation of human suffering. Much remains to be

done, but there is every reason to believe that this energetic

Board will continue its work until the dependent, helpless class

now unprovided for, as well as those able to pay at least a part

of the cost of their maintenance, will be able to secure prompt

admission into the State hospitals.

It is needless to say that the fearful abuses which have crept

into the management of the insane in the States are not peculiar

to America. Probably no country can boast of having been free

from them ; certainly England cannot. The Legislature was slow
to provide accommodation. It was left for philanthropists, as in

our own country, to move in the matter, and it was only when
public feeling was aroused, to a large e.xtent by a lady. Miss Dix,

that the Legislature was induced to provide State hospitals for

the insane. There has, however, always been a large mass of

lunacy outside the hospitals, and lunatics have suffered greatly

from their miserable treatment in almshouses and human pig-

styes. There are now five large hospitals for the insane provided,

containing 4,222 inmates. In this special Trork,the above mentioned
had an enormous and unique influence. Of this remarkable
woman, we observe a biographical sketch in a recent number of

the Jnurnal of Mental Science, with a portrait, which conveys a

striking impression of the force and dignity of her character.

It is satisfactory to learn that while in 1885, of the 65 alms-

houses in the State, 3(5 contained insane patients, in 1880 the num-
ber was reduced to 27, and in 1887 to 21. Again, in 1883, when
the State Committee of Lunacy began its work, there were 1,510

insane in county poor-houses ; in 1884, there were 1,161 ; in 1885,

1,057 ; in 1886, 875 ; and in 1887, 898, thus showing a decrease of

612 in county poor-houses. In private hospitals and licensed

houses there are 567, in the Philadelphia hospital 500, and in

prisons 63; making a total, with the 4,222 in hospitals, of 6.259.

A number of instances are given in which the Committee
investigated the condition of patients stowed away in private

houses or elsewhere, and, finding them in a very unsatisfactory

and degraded state, had them removed to hospitals for the insane.

No one can read this Report without seeing that the labours of

the Committee are of the utmost value, and that they have
vastly improved the condition of the insane in Pennsylvania.

Valuable Appendices succeed the Report, containing maps of

the districts in which hospitals are placed, and plans of asylums.
A remarkable fe.iture of this section is the introduction of a series

of such plans of asylums in other countries. Application was made
by the Board to Dr. Hack Tuke for copies of plans of typical hos-

pitals for the insane in Europe, with the result that these were
procured from England, Scotland, Germany, and France. Such a
collection renders the Report before us a document of permanent
value for reference, not only for Americans, but for those who are
interested in asylums for the insane in other lands. The English
Commissioners in Lunacy might do worse than follow the ex-
ample of the Pennsylvania State Committee on Lunacy in the
preparation of their annual reports.

The Chairman, Dr. Morton, and the Secretary, Dr. Ourt, appear
to be indefatigable in their labours, and deserve well of their State
and country.

GENERAL COUNCIL
OF

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND REGISTRATION.

SESSION ISSS.

Friday, May 25th.

John Marshall, F.R.C.S., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, amended, and, o

amended, confirmed. The Council then resolved itself into a Com-
mittee to continue the consideration of the recommendations com-
prised in the report of the Education Committee.

Instruction in Fevers.—The REGisrnAR then read the Rt

Dr. Haughton's motion (second recommendation):

—

" That candidates for the final examination be required to pro-

duce evidence that they have, so far as local circumstances will

permit, studied fevers for not less than three months under recog-

nised clinical instructors."

Sir Dycb Dyckworth said that in London the recommendation
would only apply to small-pox and scarlet fever. He urged that

men could hardly be expected to devote themselves exclusively t"

the study of fever for the whole three months.
Dr. Glover repeated his question as to whether the instnict'

might be a private practitioner, and whether "fever" mean:
zymotic diseases.

Professor Humphry expressed a hope that the Council would

not pass this resolution, seeing that it was very doubtful whether,

if passed, it could be carried into effect. He deprecated recom-

mendations bearing on special subjects, as tending to specialisa-

tion. If they suggested devoting three months to fever, why not

three months in a lunatic asylum or skin hospital? One advan-

tage of studying in the London Hospitals was that no such

specialisation had yet taken place.

Dr. KiDD said that their object should be to make good general

practitioners, and not specialists, but he thought that to send

young men out into the world who had not seen anything of fevw

was little less than a scandal. He suggested that the best pl»n

would be to address a recommendation to the schools to devise :i

means.
Dr. WiLKS protested against placing fever among the special

diseases. It was a most useful and necessary part of the ordinary

curriculum of medicine.
Dr. Strcthers said that in many places infectious diseases had

been sent awaj' to special hospitals, and, so far, they had not the

authority from the civic autliorities to visit these hospitals. Doubt-

less if the Council made the recommendation the authorities would

pay attention to it.

Mr. Macnamara thought that a means might be found, and

suggested that the authorities at fever hospitals should be induced

to admit students. In Dublin they were not only permitted, but

invited, to attend.

Rev. Dr. Haughton said the resolution was not his own,

but was proposed by him on behalf of the Committee. He

disagreed with parts of the resolution. He was prepared to put
" fevers " instead of " fever," but he protested energetically against

the introduction of the word " zymotic," which was bad Greek,

worse English, and false in theory. He said that lYofessor

Humphry seemed to proceed on the assumption that what could

not be taught in three months in the lecture room at Cambridge

ought not to be taught elsewhere.

Dr. Struthbrs tnen moved the following amendment, whipn

was seconded by Mr. Wiikelhouse :

"That it is desirable that candidates for the final examination

should have availed themselves of the opportunities within their

reach of acquiring a practical knowledge of fevers."

The amendment was negatived.

A second amendment was moved by Sir John Simon, and

seconded by Dr. Pettigrew :

" That this recommendation be remitted to the Education OJm-

mittee for further consideration."

This amendment was also negatived.

The original motion was then read from the chair and carried,

12 being for and 9 against.

Attendance on Labours.—Dr. KlDD moved the adoption of the

third recommendation (seconded by Dr. Lkishman):
" That every student should be required either to attend for

three months the indoor practice of a lying-in hospital, or to haTB
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jeen present at not less than twelve labours, at least three of which

le should have conducted personally under the direct supervision

if a registered practitioner."

le said that six months' attendance in a lying-in hospital would

Id a student more real good than any other way of attending

nidwifery. He said the admission of a "registered practitioner
"

vtts the result of a compromise, as was the number (12) embodied

n the resolution.

Dr. Leishman objected to the assumption that when a student

lad attended 20 cases all had been done that was required,

'he great thing was that the student should receive proper

nstruction. He said that, in one school at any rate, the qualifi-

ation for recording attendance on a midwiferj- case was touching

he bedpost, so that a man who had touched twenty bedposts

rould be held to have attended 20 cases. The four or five cases

rhich a man attended in Edinburgh were much preferable, seeing

hat attendance on midwifery cases involved a very serious loss

f time.

Dr. Gloveb proposed as an amendment

—

" That in this resolution the number 20 be substituted for that

f 12."

te said that, having regard to the extreme importance of this

ranch of study, he must take the opinion of the Council as to the

umber. He said that the number (6) of attendances required by
le Scotch schools was a discredit to the Council and to the ex-

mining bodies. Not only were not more than six cases required,

ut no proof was insisted upon as to how they were attended.

!e had been told that as a matter of fact the men did not attend

ven the six cases. In the majority of cases labour was over

efore the student arrived. He said that twelve cases did not

Cford a good opportunity of seeing any abnormality. The English

odies required twenty, and the Irish thirty.

Sir William Tubneb said it was quite true that the University

! Edinburgh at present only asked for attendance on six cases,

lit steps were now being taken to bring about a condition of

lings almost identical with that shadowed forth in the terms of

le resolution. He said that three factors had to be considered,

imely, the student, the examining body, and the gravid woman.
Dr. Glover's amendment were agreed to, he doubted whether

ley could find a sufficient number of gravid women for the pur-

Dse.

Dr. Heron Watson point<>d out that the number of pregnant

omen was often not sufficient to pro'vide even the six coses,

'hatever the advantage might be of several students attending

)gether, it was certainly not to the advantage of the woman,
e suggested that students in the vacation might be enabled to

;tend cases with a practitioner, but he thought it was a mistake
1 lay down any hard and fast rule.

Mr. BBriiENELL Cabteb explained how matters were carried

X in Loudon, taking the maternity of St. George's Hospital as a

odel. While the Council should not impose conditions on the

:otch Universities which they might not be able to carry out,

lat would not justify their pulling down the level of the London
ihools.

Dr. Glover's amendment was then negatived by 19 votes to 7.

Dr. KiDD, speaking to the original motion, said he had voted

r the amendment because he thought twenty better than twelve,

It a hundred would be better than twenty. "He regarded it as an
atalment of justice. He then warmly defended the lying-in hos-

tals as at present conducted.

The Pbesident said that the resolution did not prevent men
tending twenty cases, or more if they wished to.

The motion was then agreed to nein. con.

Sonpital Attendance.— It was moved by Dr. Stbttthers and
condedby Mr. WiiEELHOusK,that the fourth recommendation be

. follows

:

"In regard to hospital attendance: That means be taken to

certain the regularity of the attendance ; that everj- student

lall, as far as possible, have served as dresser and as medical

inical clerk, and have availed himself of the opportunities of

tending the ophthalmic and other wards or hospitals for special

seases : that the designation 'clinical instruction' be substituted

r the designation ' clinical lectures
;

' that there be regulated

inical instruction to limited numbers ; and that the certificate

etify that the attendance has been, during a stated number of

1' onths. on 'hospital attendance with clinical instruction.'"

Dr. Stbuthers explained that the recommendation was the

itcome of a deliberation as to how the system of practical edu-

tion could best be improved.

On Jlr. JIacnamaha'b suggestion, it was agreed to discuss the

clause paragraph by paragraph.

Mr. Macnamara then discussed the means of ascertaining the

attendance of students at clinical instruction, pointing out the

failings of the various systems employed, and asked for some
practical suggestion in this direction.

Mr. Tbai.e pointed out that to obtain satisfactorj- results the

same students must follow the teacher, with which object in view

they at Leeds had adopted the plan of subdivision into classes,

which, he said, worked verj' well.

Mr. Bbudeneli, Cabteb said that the recommendation, as

addressed to examining boards, was unnecessary and absolutely

impracticable, and he should therefore vote against it.

Sir Walteb Fostee characterised the recommendation as an

excellent example of grandmotherly legislation, of which they

had had too much in the past. If the examinations were made
more thorough and more practical, the teaching would follow

suit. He proposed to omit the entire paragraph.

Sir John Simon said the Council should not go into details

which they might safely leave to the bodies concerned. He
asked how" the University of London was to ascertain regularity

of attendance ?

Dr. Leishman expressed his satisfaction at finding that the

recommendation was not to the taste of the Council. He said it

would be absurd to send this recommendation down to the ex-

amining boards which had no direct control over the schools.

4Ir. Mitchell Banks advocated that the subject of clerkships

and dresserships should, at any rate, receive attention, seeing that

certain bodies only required attendance at hospitals and did not

insist on either of these posts.

Rev. Dr. Haughton desired to get rid of the resolution alto-

gether. They had special reasons in Dublin for trusting to ex-

amination rather than to registers of attendance. He said that

the competition between the various hospitals there was very

keen, and it was to their interest to get hold of the fees from the

students without troubling too much about their attendance.

After some further discussion, in which Sir W. Tijeneb, Dr.

Bruce, and others took part. Dr. Stbuthers, after condemning

the University of London as a failure for the very reason that it

could exercise no effective supervision over its students, said that,

in view of the terms of Clause 15 of the existing recommendations

of the Council in regard to the Final Professional Examination, he

would ask leave to withdraw his motion, and, with the permis-

sion of the Council in Committee, the clause was accordingly

withdrawn.
Instruction in Patholoijical Anatomy.— It was moved by Dr.

Stbuthers. and seconded by Mr. Macnamaba:
"That greater attention be given to instruction in pathological

anatomy than is required in the curricula of some of the ex-

amining bodies, and, with this -N-iew, that a course of not less than

three months' lectures on pathological anatomy with practical in-

struction should be included in the curriculum of all the ex-

amining bodies, and that it should be made a separate subject of

examination." . .

Sir Walter Foster suggested that this and the remaining

recommendations should be all withdrawn.

Dr. Stbuthebs suggested ironically that they should go back and

withdraw the whole of the recommendations. He said that the

study of pathology in this country was very much behindhandi

although a questio"n of the utmost importance ; and he dilated on

the shortcomings of pathological instruction in England.

Dr. TuKE, as the representative of a body which did not include

pathologj' in its course, hoped the Council would pass the reso-

Dr. WiLKS said it ought to he made clear that by practical in-

struction they did not mean poat^nortem examinations. He ob-

served that the ignorance of men in respect of poft-morteyn

appearances was something colossal. He could supply abundant

examples of such ignorance, many of them having occurred in

cases in which a fellow-creature's life was involved. He main-

tained that proper facilities were not afforded at Edinburgh for

such instruction.

Sir Wm. Tubneb defended Edinburgh from the aspersions cast

upon its system of pathological instruction.

Dr. Wil'ks would have liked to ask Professor Humphry how

much direct experience students obtained at Cambridge ?

Dr. Hebon Watson hoped that the student would not be bur-

dened with an additional course, for which he would have to pay

extra.
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After some further discussion the motion wag put to the vote
and carried.

The Council then adjourned.

Saturday, May -dt/i.

John Marshall, F.R.C.S., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The meeting having been formally opened, the Ctouncil resolved
itself into committee to continue the discussion of the recom-
mendations embodied in the report of the Education Com-
mittee.

The Study of Insanity.—It was moved by Dr. Tuee and
seconded by Dr. Bakks that the sixth recommendation should
be as follows

:

" That it is desirable that candidates for examination be re-
quired to have availed themselves of the opportunities within
their reach of studying insanity."

Dr. TcKE pointed out that the study of insanity did not receive
the amount of attention to wliich its intrinsic importance entitled
it—in fact, that it was to all intents and purposes neglected. He
urged that, both in the interests of the public and of the profes-
sion, it was desirable to put an end to a condition of things which
was simply disgraceful.

Sir John Simon objected to the clause on the same ground
that he had objected to its predecessor, namely, that it tended to
specialisation.

A discussion ensued as to the means of giving effect to the
recommendation if passed, and the motion was then put to the
vote and carried by a large majority.

Curtailment of Lectures.—iiT.VfnBT.i,novsz moved that the
seventh recommendation be as follows :

" That, in order to afford due time for clinical work, it is

desirable that the number of systematic lectures be diminished."
The motion was seconded by Sir Dyce Duckworth, but after

a brief discussion it was withdrawn, by permission of the Council
in committee, and the following motion by Dr. Leishman,
seconded by Dr. Brdce, was substituted

:

"That, in order to afford due time for clinical work, it is

desirable that the number of systematic lectures be restricted,
and that it be referred to the Education Committee to consider
in what cases and to what extent this restriction should be ap-
plied, and to report to a subsequent meeting of the Council."
The motion was agreed to.

Subdivision of Examinatiom.—Mr. Mitchell Banks moved
that the eighth and last recommendation should be amended to
read as follows

:

"That extreme subdivision of examinations for admission to
ths Medical Reyhter, by allowing candidates to present them-
selves for the various subjects of examination separately, is pre-
judicial to sound jirofessional education, and should be discouraged;
and that this resolution be referred to the Examination Committee
for their consideration and report."
He said that, while it was not fair to the student to require
him to keep up too many subjects at one time, he thought the
system of subdivision encouraged "grinding " more than any other
system. He believed that such a recommendation, emanating from
the Council, would influence the examining bodies.

Dr. KiPD, in .seconding the above amendment (which was substi-
tuted for the original motion), expressed his approval of theobject
in view.

Dr. Stbuthbb* praised the system adopted in Dublin of ses-
sional examinations. He urged that it was impolitic to separate
certain subjects, such as anatomy and physiology, which went
naturally together, though no useful object would be attained by
compelling ttie student to go up for, say, anatomy and chemistrj-
together. He strongly disapproved of what he called the " dot
and go one" system of the London Colleges.

After some remarks by >ir. Brvdenell Cabtek, Dr. Glovbb,
and Mr. Banks, the motion was agreefl to.

The Council having resumed, it was moved by Mr. Wheelhouse,
seionded by Dr. STRirrHEiin:
"That the recommendations passed by the Council in Com-

mittee be received and entered on the minutes."
Sir John Simon suggested that the discission by the Council of

t'le resolutions should be delayed until a future meeting. He said
thot at least one resolution (No. 2, as to fevers) did not express
what was intended by its proposer as to obliging the student to
attend a special hospital where the general hospital did not gire
the necessary instruction.
Rev. Dr. HAroHTONfsaidJthat it was only in cases where fever

was not taught in the general hospital that they wished to insist

upon the three months' course in a special hospital.

The President then read the re,solution moved by Sir John
Simon:
"That the report be referred to a future meeting of the Council

for further consideration."
ilr. Mitchell Banks characterised the motion as preposterm.

seeing that it would involve going over the ground again on tli

future occasion.

Dr. Lelshman objected to Sir John Simon's remark that tin;

terms of Clause 2 were by no means those of the framer of the
motion. He said that he perfectly understood and agreed with
the motion as expressed in the terms thereof, and ho objected to

any attempt to adjust it so as to acquire a signification different

from that which the Council had intended should be given to it.

Sir Walter Foster said that the motion would have for effect

to stultify themselves. He would have preferred that the work
had been got through in sufficient time to enable the Committee
to devote an evening to its consolidation. He said he perfectly

understood what was meant by the fever instruction clause, and
the designation of the instructor had purposely been left open.

Dr. Gloveb hoped Sir Walter Foster would at once take I'

opinion of the Council, for if it came up in October the whole thii

would have to be gone over again, which would be an unconscion-
able waste of time.

Sir John Simon said that an economy of time might be a wa«t-

of character. What thes' did ought to be well done. They h;

already referred back two of the resolutions, and he proposed ;

refer that one also.

Dr. Leishman said that as regarded No. 2 Clause, Dr. Haugh-
ton had begun by sajHng that it was not his motion, but that of

the Committee, so that whether or not the terms were those pre-

ferred by Dr. Haughton did not matter.
Dr. Struthers, speaking as the unhappy chairman of the

Education Committee, objected to their being referred back. He
moved that the Council adopt the recommendations.

Sir John Simon, with the consent of the Council, then with-

drew his resolution, and the motion of adoption was agreed to.

E.ramination in Cmnmon Diseases.—Dr. Glover moved:
" That it be a recommendation to the examining bodies to include

in their final examinations of candidates tests of their knowledge
of common diseases and their treatment."

He said that unless they could get additional attention to the

study of common diseases, it was of very little avail to hope to im-

prove the curriculum. He thought such a recommendation w
the logical conclusion of what had already been done.

Dr. Heron Watson asked what was meant by " commou
diseases?" Was it "common and unclean?"

Sir Dyce Duckworth resented the motion, as an insult to the

examining boards of London.
Sir William Turner moved that " the Council proceed with

the next business," and this was carried. The motion therefore fell

through.
Aconitinr in the Pharmncoprria.—The President read a letter

from Dr. Thudichum, which was printed in the programme for the

day's proceedings, bearing on the variable strength of the sub-

stance described as aconitine in the Pharmacopnia.
Dr. Quain protested against such letters being put into the pro-

gramme, otherwise they would have endless communications of

that kind. With regard to the particular letter, the Pharmaco-
pceia Committee had gone very carefully into the subject. He
said there was no preparation of aconitine for internal use in the

Pharmacopccia.
On Mr. Macnamaba'8 motion, the letter was referred to the

Pharmacopoeia Committee, the President being requested to in-

form Dr. Tliudichum what had been done.

The reports of the Finance Committee and of the Income and

Expenditure Committee were received and entered in the

minutes.
Defective Information.—It was proposed by Dr. Stbuthbbs

and agreed to

:

" That the table showing results of preliminary' examination in

1887, entered in the minutes of May 22ud (pp. iS, 29), be referred

to the Education Committee, togetherwith thee.xamination papers

indicated in the last column of the table as ' sent :' and that the

Registrar be requested to apply to the examining bodies for any

further information the Committee may desire."

Inspectors' Reports.—It was moved" by Sir WiLLIAM TuEKBBi
and seconded by Dr. STRUTirERSj: '
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" That the reports of the inspectors of the final examinations m
nedicine, surgery, and raidwiferj', along with any observations on

;ho reports which the bodies inspected may make, be remitted to

;he Examination Committee for consideration and report to a

'uture meeting of the Council."

Sir William Tuenbb discussed the proper course to be fol-

lowed with these reports, which he said was defined by the

Medical Act (1886).
. ,.„.,,,

Dr. Gloveb observed that some expressions in the 1 resident s

address seemed to indicate an intention to modify the reports, a

jourse he strongly objected to.
. j • u

The Phesident said that he had asked to be associated with a

sub-committee in order to discuss what to do with the reports.

/Ul hi; proposed was that they should be made clear and con-

sistent; with the object of the report, redundancies being elimi-

oated. His object was twofold: (1) that the reports should con-

tain an explicit conclusion, explicitly expressed ; and (2) to strike

DUt redundancies. Such alterations as might be deemed necessary

would only be considered in the presence of the inspectors them-

selves.

The motion was then agreed to.

Distribution of Registration J'«es.—Mr. MacnamabA proposed:

"That the fee paid for registration of the qualification or

aualifications which admit a practitioner to the Medical Register

should in future be credited to the Branch Council of the division

Dr divisions of the kingdom in which the qualification or qualifi-

cations were obtained.

'

He said that the subject had been broached for the first time

ten years ago, when he was chairman of the Registration Com-

mittee. The General Medical Council had no money and no in-

come of their own, beyond the profit on the sale of the Pharma-

mpa-ia, the principal source of its revenue being the percentage

rate based on the receipts of the Branch Councils. He said the

whole intention of the Acts would be frustrated if the Branch

Councils collapsed. He then discussed the present financial con-

dition of the Irish Branch Council, which had a balance of

£194 7s. lOd. It might be said that the Irish Branch Council was

extravagant, but that was a matter for the consideration of the

Council. He urged that the English Branch Council was unduly

favoured in being able to meet just prior to the meeting of the

General Council, which the other Branch Councils could not do.

He maintained that after educating and examining men in

rreland, they ought to be credited with the registration fees. He

had calculated that under the present system some £17,1X10 had

gone to swell the exchequer of the English Branch Council, which

should properly have gone to the others.
, ,

Dr. QuAltf, in replying to the cry of "justice for Ireland," criti-

eised the expenditure of the Irish 'Branch Council, and compared

itB financial condition with that of the Scotch Branch Council.

The money had been spent in holding unnecessary and uncalled

for meetings, and the remedy lay in a more economical adminis-

fration. He obser\-ed, moreover, that the fees which were paid in

\b the English Branch Council legally accrued to that Council,

and could not be alienated even with the consent of the Council.

Dr. Bbuce moved "the previous question," but this was

promptly negatived.

. ,Sir William Tubneb, in seconding the motion, said the matter

had been considered by the Scotch Branch Council, and it was

'not exclusively an Iris'li question. He urged that the usefulness of

the Branch Councils was curtailed by this diminution in the fees

iaccruing to them. He thought that in future tlie fees should

'be credited to the Council of the diraion where the man took liis

qualifications. He said the proposal was a reasonable one, and no

iobjection should be rai.<ed to it; but, in view of Dr. Quain"s con-

.tention as to the competency of the Council to modify the present

system, he would leave the matter until a future occasion to be

followed up.

Mr. Carter moved, seconded by Dr. BnrcE,
• That the subject of Mr. Macnamara's motion be referred to the

I'resident, with power to consult the legal advisers of the Council

on it, and particularly as to the competency of the Council to

make an order to the effect of that proposal."

Sir .ToiiN Simon suggested that the fee ought rather to go to

the Branch Council of the place in which the holder of a qualifi-

cation intended to practise.

The Rev. Dr. Hafghton observed that the result of this resolu-

tion would only be to postpone the discussion pending an opinion

as to the legality of the proposal.

Mr. Carter's motion was then agreed to.

A motion brought forward by the Rev. Dr. Haughton m refer-

ence to the commencement of medical study by dental students,

was withdrawn, it being pointed out that the proposal was un-

necessary.
, . •.» .

The Council then proceeded to elect the various committees.

Mr Cabteb called attention to an advertisement issued by H.

F. Partridge, and to the names of certain registered medical prac-

titioners appended thereto.

The Council then adjourned. ^
REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, BUBGEBY, DIETETICS, AND IHB

ALLIED SCIENCES.

A NEW COMEDONES EXTRACTOR.
The early and complete removal of comedones in the treatment of

sebaceous acne is so important for the -"^

purpose of preventing the secondary con-

sequences disfiguring to the patient, that

I venture to draw attention to the accom-

panying illustrations of two simple steel

instruments intended to supersede the

use of the watchkey.

The smaller of the two, shaped like a

pencil-case, I have found a valuable aid

if held between the thumb and fore-

finger immediately above the pin of the

spring stylette, the knob at the end

resting in the palm of the hand.

The barrel being placed over the co-

medo, considerable and almost painless

pressure can be applied with the sur-

rounding flat and bevelled edge of the

instrument, with the result of dislodging

the accumulated sebaceous secretion.

The use of the spring stylette easily

empties the barrel when filled.

The longer instrument, of simpler con-

struction and attached to a handle, is

better suited to the patient's own use

before a mirror, as the hollow cross-

piece placed at right angles to the shaft

allows of unobstructed view.

The circular openings are of unequal

diameter, to siiit the varying size of the

comedones. '

The instruments have been made for

me by Messrs. Weiss and Son, 287, Oxford

Street, W. \ZJ

3 Herbeet Stowees, M,.D., Physician to the Department

for Skin Diseases at the Xorth-West London Hospital.

SELF-DIGESTING WHOLE-MEAL BREAD.
(^Savoey and Moobe.)

At the request of Dr. W. B. Cheadle, Messrs. Savory and Moore

have produced a judicious variety of their malted food—namely, one

made with whole-meal flour. It possesses all the advantages of

whole meal, combined with those of diastatic foods. It is nch in

albuminoids (12 per cent.) and phosphates, fl hen mi.xed with

milk in the manner directed on the label, it forms an unexcep-

tionable food, of excellent flavour. It is an improvement upon

malted foods made with ordinary flour and malt meal only.

SEATREE'S CUMBERLAND BROWN BRE.U) MEAL.
(Seatbee and Sons, Liveei'ool.)

We have received a sample of the al>ove flour, and of a loaf of

bread baked from it. Both are of the highest quality. The flour

consists of whole meal, with 11.2 per cent, of albuminoids and 1.6

per cent, of fat. The loaf was exceedingly well baked and perfect

in "every way, free from excess of cellulose, which not infre-

quently, in coarsely-prepared whole meal, leads to irritation of the

\ bowels and diarrhoea.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SCBSCKIITIOXS FOR 1888.

ScDSCBlPTiONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January
l«t. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to
their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not
belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-
tances to the General Secretary, 4:29, Strand, London. Post-
office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-
trict Office, High Hoibom.

t\)c (Sritisl) iVlct)iaI JourmiL

SATURDAY, JUNT: 2nd, 1888.

THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.
The forty-fourth session of tlie General Medical Council has
been singularly uneventful, and it is easy to sympathise with
the exclamation of an impatient member that if it had never
been held the profession would not have been appreciably the
worse. The greater part of the session was taken up by the
customary academic discussions on suggested improvements in

the existing arrangements for medical education, and especially

for clinical instruction in certain subjects. Perhaps the most
important piece of work was that done on Thursday, when a
case in which a registered practitioner had acted as cover to
an unqualified person, who wiis thereby enabled to carry on a
medical practice as though he were a legally qualified practitioner,

was heard. After a somewhat prolonged investigation, the
practitioner in question admitted that he had inadvertently
committed the offence, stated that he had discontinued the
practice, and promised not to offend so again. The President
administered to the erring practitioner a severe rebuke, which
ought to be taken to heart by any who may have been
tempted to commit a like indiscretion, for this plea of

ignorance cannot be indefinitely repeated in the fiiture.

Though the Council in the two cases hitherto brought before
it has wisely tempered justice with mercy, the time will

assuredly come when the large penal powers which it possesses
will be put in force. The practice of " covering " unqualified
persons has no legal or moral justification, it inflicts a serious
injury upon the public, and is a wrong to the profession.

Upon this point the medical profession is, we believe, entirely
at one with the Council. The employment of genuine pupils
tti assistants is an entirely different thing, and it may be
authoritatively stated that so far from wisliing to hamper this

custom, it is the desire of the Council to favour the extension
of the system. An attempt has been made to throw dust in
the eyes of general practitioners by mixing up the two things,
but they are essentially distinct, one being a useful part of the
medical curriculum, the other a covert attempt to evade the
law. The emplojTnent of an unqualified assistant is, however,
only to be permitted under proper safeguards, and not either
in complete substitution for the services of the principal or
under circumstances in i^hich due personal supervision and
control are not or cannot be exercised by the principal.

The I^resident stated that no less than seven cases of alleged
"covering " had been brought to his notice, though in one

onlj- had the evidence adduced justified the holding of an

inquiry. The Council declines to take any shave in the initia-

tion of such inquiries, and assumes that it is only called uptm
to act in a judicial capacity ; consequently, the labour

colloctij-ig e\-idence and sustaining the allegation before t

Council, sitting in this judicial capacity, falls upon privnto

indi\-iduals. This is much to be regretted, as it requires cim-

sidcrable moral courage to incur the possible odium whidi

would attach to the failure to establish charges of "coverin::
'

The duty, it wiU seem to many, ought to be assumed by \

corporations which have granted licences to practise to 1

accused persons. The corporations themselves possess cert.i

disciplinary powers which could not be better employed than

in sustaining or anticipating the action of the Council.

The greater part of the session was spent in the discussion

of the report by the Education Committee. Its recommenda-
tions were in the end adopted with few alterations, and \\\\\\

only one important omission. By some one or other of tlm

licensing bodies every one of these recommendations is already

acted upon, though probably none are at present follow-

ing all. The most important is that which states

that, in order to afford due time for clinical work, it

is desirable that the number of systematic lectures be dimin-

ished. This recommendation opens up a very important sul>-

ject, for it will have to be recognised, sooner or later, by the

corporations that the value of such lectures has been very

much altered by the development of medical literature and by
the increased complexity and extent of the subjects dealt with

in the systematic courses. On the one hand, the lectiu-es ar«

rapidly falling in the estimation of students, who do not find

them as indispensable as when textbooks were few and imper-

fect ; and on the other, lecturers are compelled to deal in any
single course with o:Jy a fraction of the whole subject, as

when a lecturer on medicine limits himself to diseases of the

chest or of the nervous system, which he finds afford more

than sufficient material for one session. More will be heard

of this matter, as it has been referred to the Education Com-
mittee to consider in what cases and to what extent the aytr

tematic lectures ought to be restricted ; but it may be doubted

whether any of the other recommendations ^vill have muoh
practical effect.

'•

To tell students that they ought to avail themselves of the

opportunities within their reach of studj-ing fevers and in-

sanity, is to give them very excellent ad\-ice, but as part of

the requirements of examining bodies under existing conditions

of keen competitiona mong medical schools, the recommendation
would, it is to he feared, be a dead letter. As to the third and

fourth recommendations, it will be a surprise to many people

that they should yet have to bo made ; that it should still be

necessary to recommend that a course of pathological anatomy
with practical instruction should be included in the curricula

of all the examining bodies, and that every student ought to

be required to be present at twelve and to conduct thn

labours is hardly creditable to the regulations now in force.

The first recommendation related, in the words of the

President, to the " various substitutes for the beneficial pur-

poses attained by the now extinct pupilage ;
'' the main ob-

jection to the recommendation is that it would liave the effect

of prolonging the curriculum for six months, or of curtailing
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the attendance in hospital. The last recommendation enters

upon very debatable gi-onnd, although it was adopted with-

out much discussion. The tendency of recent years has been

towards the subdivision of examinations, and it ma}' be

doubted whether the University of Cambridge, for instance,

would have adopted the practice if it were really so " preju-

dicial to sound professional education ;
" the recommendation

may, however, do good by calling attention to the subject and

preventing abuses.

It is worthy of note that the Council now consists of its

contemplated number of thirty members, including the Presi-

dent ; this has been brought about by the expiration of the

term of office for which Dr. Matthews Duncan was nomi-

nated by the Crown. The vacancy thus created has not

been filled up.

Sir John Simon having withdrawn from the Executive Com-

mittee, which he found too great a tax upon his health, his

place was supplied by the election of ISIr. T. P. Teale, who has

been for twelve years a member of the Council.

DR. GASKELL AND THE MARSHALL HALL
PRIZE.

Since the institution of the Marshall Hall prize ten years ago,

it has very justly been looked upon as the blue ribbon of one

division of the studies of medicine and physiology—that which

loals wth the nervous system. It is awarded only once in

live years, and as yet there have been only three men who

lavo received this verj* liigh coraphment. The first two were

uen of not only English, but it might truly bo said of

European, reputation in their investigations of the nervous

system by observation of disease and by the method of

iirect experiment—Dr. Hughlings Jackson and Dr. Ferrier
;

md now to these has been added a third. Dr. W. H.

faskell, F.R.S. Though he graduated at Cambridge nearly

wenty years ago, and became M.D. of that University in

.870, he has not turned his attention to the practice of his

)rofession, but has kept it steadily fixed on some of the pro-

ilems of physiology ; and of those many problems he has

hosen some of the most delicate and difficult, and has spared

limself no trouble or exjiense to arrive at an accurate and

omplete solution. The magnificent opportunities which the

Iniversity of Cambridge has been able to put at the dis-

losal of its students in its great physiological laboratory,

indor the guidance of Professor Michael Foster, have

levcr been more fully appreciated or put to worthier

lae.

The study of the influence of the nervous system on the lieart

od on all parts of the circulatory system is one of the most

azzling not only to the beginner, but to the advanced student,

b' is here first that he comes across the phenomena of inliibition

f function by an cQ'erent nervous impvdse which evei-y^vhere else

3 an excitant ; an inhibition, too, which does not seem when more

losely analysed, and even after the arguments of Bernstein,

resolve itself into the withdrawal of a constant normal

timulus unconsciously siipplied and conveyed by a nervo, biit

1 the immediate and direct result of the apphcation to the

onvcying nfcr\-o of anything that usually acts as a stimulus to

ho full pxcit^ment of the nervous action. Time may familiarise

us with .inch conceptions, but it does not render it more easy

to realise them satisfactorily. In deaMng with such questions

in the spirit of accurate criticism, there is much difficulty in

exjieriraent owing to the extreme anatomical complexity of the

course of the nerve fibres, both of the cerebro-epinal and the

sympathetic system. There are some which both normally

and under an artificial stimulus increase the rapidity of

the rhythmical action of the heart, hke the so-called

nervus accelorans," which probably originates in the

medulla.

Dr. Gaskell has done excellent work in showing, by most

laborious and careful dissection and experiment, the points of

origin, combination, and separation of the accelerator, S3rmp»-

thetic, and inhibitory fibres ; and demonstrating by a compara-

tive examination of the snail, the frog, the tortoise, the

rabbit, the cat, the dog, and man, the gradual evolution and

differentiation both of function and of structure, so that in

man the same nerve fibre cannot be both inhibitory and

motor, or accelerator. That is a considerable and valuable

contribution to a very large question. As to the accelerating

fibres, he has shown good cause why they had better be called

" augmentor," as the)' not only increase rapidity, but strength

of contraction of the auricles in cold-blooded vertebrates, and of

the ventricles also in the warm-blooded. The process of in-

hibition might be supposed to be at the periphery, destructive

or cataboHc, constructive or anabolic (that is, leading to an

ultimate increase of energj'), or neutral and producing inhibi-

tory effects by interference with some simultaneous process,

just as two sets of motor vibrations on the same cord may in-

terfere mth one another so as to produce rest. Dr. Gaskell's

view, which is based on researches dating from before the In-

ternational Congress of 1881, is that the inhibitory action is

anaboKc, and that though the heart's action is stopped for the

time, yet its subsequent action is so much the stronger as to

more than balance the arrest. The "augmentor" influence, on

the other hand, for the time quickens and strengthens, but

ultimately exhausts.

" One fact," to quote his own words, "seems to be coining

to the front, namely, that weak stimulation is most effective

in the direction of inhibition, and strong stimulation in the

direction of excitation ;" weak stimulus of the sciatics slows

the vaso-dilators ; "the stinuilus which produces by its inhi-

bitory effects the condition of hypnotism is essentially a weak

one." From tlie minute and prolonged consideration of a

part of the nervous system. Dr. Gaskell is proceeding, by

careful steps, to a more general survey of the largest and most

fundamental divisions into what he calls "somatic" and

"splanchnic" nerves, and the application of these divisions

.

even to the cranial nerves, in which he confirms and extends

Van Wijhe's researches.

The conclusive way in which he has demonstrated the

dropping of the investment of medullary sheath by some

fibres at various points in the course of the nerve and its

meaning was excellently illustrated by some magnified photo-

graphs thrown on the screen during his lectiu-e at the Royal

Medical and Cliirurgical Society's rooms last week, and com-

manded the entire approval of liis distinguished and numerous

audience. The value of his strong independent individvia-

lity and concentration on his work was very widely felt.
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THE SURGERY OF THE URETER.
Severai, bold surgeons have recently attempted or suggested

different methods of closing, oathoterising, or compressing the

ureter. Dr. Tuchnvmn, of the German Hospital, has con-

structed a hollow instrument, resembling a lithotrite. The

blades are separated when this "ureter-forceps," as he terms

it, is introduced into the bladder, and slipped along the base

till it touches the posterior wall. On closing the blades, they

will grasp the elevated ridge of mucous membrane, represent-

ing the very oblique course of the ureter thro\igh the vesical

walls. By dint of practice on the cadaver, this delicate

operation may bo performed on the male as well as on female

patients. Fifteen minutes are Said to bo sivfficient for the

p\irpose of keeping the ureter closed while the urine secreted

by the opposite kidney runs from the hollow outer blade of

the forceps, and is preserved for testing. In this manner,

not without obvious precautions, the surgeon may discover if

one or both kidneys be diseased. Mr. Hurry Fenwick has

contrived a irreter-aspirator. In one case, at least, he suc-

ceeded in blocking the right ureter with clot by means of this

ingenious instrument. The patient was a middle-aged man,

stiffering from severe h.-ematuria due to traumatic malignant

growth of the right kidney; when the "clottage," as Mr.

Fenwick termed it, was performed, no distinct tumour could

be felt. From the date of the " clottage," till the patient's

death, six months afterwards, there was no recurrence of the

hfematuria, which for fourteen months previously had been

violent and persistent. Dr. P. Miiller has contrived a ureter-

compressor, somewhat after the principle of Mr. Davy's now

well-known lever. He took into consideration the anatomical

relations of the ureter in its course along the pelvic walls. On

introducing the finger into the rectum, feeling for the spine of

the ischium, and then passing the finger about an inch and a

half upwards towards the peh-ic brim, the ureter can there be

compressed against the bony wall of the pelvis. In women

this compression may be effected through the vagina. Dr.

Miillor has constructed a special compressor. It forms an

angle ; the shf)rt arm is fixed by a bandage to the thigh after

compression, and boars a hinge so that the instrument may be

bent to a convenient angle, whilst the long arm bears a bag at

its free extremity. The patient is placed on his side, and the

long arm is passed about five inches into the rectum. The

bag is left flaccid till it has been properly introduced, it is

fitted ^vith rubber tubing, which is placed in communication

with a long glass pipe ending in a funnel. About four

pounds of mercury are poured into the bag, the ureter is then

compressed to the extent of at least four-fifths of an inch.

Dr. Miiller has effected compression in one instance only on

the living subject. He further proposes to compress the ureter

against the pelvic brim through the abdominal walls, by

means of a pad.

Dr. Axel Iversen, of Copenhagen, has boldly opened

the bladder by suprapubic section, so as to inspect

the urine as it escaped from both ureters. The patient

was a man aged 38 ; he suffered severely from dis-

charge of purulent urine, which contained no tubercle

bacilli, neither was there any swelling or any localised

pain, to prove whether the disease were unilateral or bilateral.

Calculous pyelitis was diagnosed. The bladder was opened.

and its cavity illuminated by the electric light. A continuous

stream of pus issued from the orifice of the left ureter. From

the right came an almost clear fluid. This was carefully exa-

mined and found to contain some red corpuscles, abundan'

of epitholi\im from the upper and middle part of the urinai

tract, and a considerable quantity of hyaline and glandular

casts. On that account Dr. Iversen gave \ip all intentions of

removing the left, the evidently suppurating, kidney, nor did

he doom it necessary to perform nephrectomy, seeing that tho

pus could be seen to flow as freely from the xureter as it

would have escaped through a lumbar incision. Tho patient

recovered from this remarkable exploratory operation. Tho

above-named surgeons may partly be considered pioneers in a

new and not unimportant branch of surgery. That there re-

mains room for much improvement they would, we tnisti, be

the last to deny. •^.ir.'j r.

A COURSE of lectures on bacteriology will be given by Professor

Klein, F.R.S., for the College of State Medicine in the theatre -

the Chemical Society, Burlington House. The first lecture will I

given on June 4th at 4 p.m., and the course will be contiiiued on

succeeding Mondays at the same hoiu:.

AID IN CONVALESCENCE.
The convalescent work of the Charity Organisation Society i-

one deserving of public recognition and support, and we may ex-

press the hope that the sum of .£1,500 required for the provision

of the necessary summer beds may be shortly forthcoming. This

appeal is signed by Dr. W. M. Ord, St. Thomas's Hospital ; Dr. J.

C. Steele, Guy's Hospital ; Dr. Broadbent, Sfc. Maury's Hospital, and ,

others. ^.
''

.,

A FISH AND POULTRY JURY.

The Sanitary Committee of the Corporation of Leeds have

sanctioned, as an experiment for twelve months, the appointment

of a "fish and poultry jury," to assist the sanitary officials in de-

ciding as to food supposed to be unfit for human consumption. "

The committee will select three names from a list supplied by the

dealers, to constitute the jury. This plan is said to work well in

some other towns.
I

RICHMOND PARK.
j

The Duke of Cambridge will ])rolmbly receive a great deal more \

sympathy in the course which he is understood to be pursuing in '•

opposing the proposal to hold the National Volunteer Rifle Meet- i

ing in Richmond Park than some of our daily contemporaries

appear to expect. The park is one of the largest, as it is certainly

the most beautiful, of London's lungs, and the establishment of

extensive rifle ranges in it will very seriously curtail the priril-

eges of the public. WimbU-don common is now for six weeks in

the hands of the Rifle Association—a fortnight for preparation, a

fortnight for the meeting, and a fortnight for removing, as far as

possible, the traces it has left—and it is astonishing that anyone '

should regard with equanimity the subjection of Richmond Park

to such an indignity.

ALCOHOLIC TRANCE.
The first special study of alcoholic trance was embodied in a

]

.

paper read by Dr. T. D. Crothers, to the Medico-Legal Society of I.

New 1'ork, in 1881. In a second paper read to the American I

Medical Association, Dr. Crothers deduced the following conclu-

sions from various clinical reports which have since been pub- '

;iished':—l'.' Alcoholic trance is not an unusual condition in inp-
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briety. The victim is generally an automaton, and acts without

memory or consciousness of passing events. 2. This trance state

is distinct from epilepsy, hysteria, or any known forms of mania,

and is found associated with some unknown conditions following

alcoholic poisoning, continuously or at intervals. 3. The condition

is probably one of brain-exhaustion, followed by a lowering of

consciousness, or a suspension of nerve force in certain directions.

There is profound disturbance of the brain centres, with impaired

and lessened sensibility. In some recorded cases the subject has

gone about his daily work, the abnormal state being revealed only

on an unexpected call for mental energy, producing confusion and
stupor instead of adaptability to new conditions. In other cases

the subjects had done unusual acts ; for example, a city banker
suddenly took to delivering tracts in the slums, but subsequently
remembered nothing of the incident. In other cases some unusual
line of conduct seemed to grow out of the surroundings or some
old buried idea came to the surface, as in the instance of a mer-
chant suddenly declaring aloud to all whom he met that he would
kill an old schoolmaster who punished him in boyhood.

FIRE PREVENTION.
It there were any further proof needed of the lamentably inade-

quacy of our means of affording escape to the inmates of a burn-
ing building, it would be afforded by the calamitous lire which
broke out soon after G o'clock on Wednesday morning last at a

draper's shop in Edgware Eoad, by which five persons lost their

lives. The absence, in the present case, of any fire escape was
iue to an extraordinary rule which provides for their removal at

A.M., when the greater part of Londoners are in their beds. But
'or this strange arrangement, the unfortunate persons who
ost their lives by this disaster would have been saved. Great
responsibilities rest upon the owners of large establishments

inhere a large number of persons are housed ; it is clearly their

Ittty to provide adequate means of escape. The question ought
» be considered whether all such establishments ought not to be
>laced under restrictive regulations by by-laws framed for the
)urpose by the local snnitarj* authority.

THE CENTENARY OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY.
fHE centenarj- of the Linnean Society was celebrated on May 24th
ly a meeting at which eulogiums of Linnceus, of Robert Brown,
if Charles Uarwin, and of George Bentham were pronounced. It

s interesting to note that two of the eminent biologists to whom
his honourable duty was intrusted, Sir Joseph Hooker and Pro-

Bssor Flower, are both members of the medical profession, and
bat, of the two recipients of the gold medal of the Society on this

lemorable occasion, one was Sir Joseph Hooker, and the other Sir

ichard Owen, who became a Member of the Royal College of Sur-

eon8inl82G,andarellowinl843. OnMay2oth a conversazione s^as

eld in the rooms of the Society, at which all the memorials of

innaeus in the possession of the Society were exhibited, together

fith many other interesting objects.

A HARDWORKING WOMAN.
HE death is announced of Miss Martha I'otrovna Grabovskana, the

irst female medical practitioner who has settled in the important

ilierian city of Tobolsk, where she had entire charge of the

male department of the city hospital and lunatic asylum. She

i'Ctured also at the School of Jlidwifery. and had a considerable

[rivate practice ; in addition to her multifarious duties, she found

Ime to pursue scientific investigations. One of her researches had

|iference to the hygienic effect of treating hospital walls with

)rrosive sublimate ; for this purpose she is stated to have made
dly 100 experiments in the laboratory. She was also much occu-

ed in bacteriological research. Working sixteen hours a day, as

lis iyoung lady is said to have done, tells, however, on the

strongest constitutions, and it is not much to be wondered at that

she succumbed. Before going to Siberia, she wag for a time chief

of Professor Slavianski's clinic.

PROFESSOR DONDERS.
Phofessor Doni)EHS attained on Sunday last his eeventy-firet

year, an age at which the Dutch law compels him to resign his

professorship in the University of Utrecht. At the festivities by
which the occasion was celebrated a large number of distinguished

men, not only from all parts of Holland and the Dutch colonies,

but from this and other countries, assembled. An address was pre-

sented to Professor Donders, recognising his forty years' services to

science and humanity. The Professor announced that he desired

the memorial fund to be appropriated to assisting young physio-

logists and ophthalmologists at the University. The King con-

ferred the distinction of Commander of the Golden Lion on
Professor Donders. and the Government was represented at the

ceremony by the Home Minister. King Humbert sent him the

Order of the Crown of Italy, and Sir Joseph Lister congratulated

the Professor on behalf of the Royal Society of England. A
medal was also struck commemorative of the day's ceremony.

Professor Donders declared that, although he was leaving the

University, he had not finished his task. A banquet was given to

him in the evening.

THE RISKS OF A GENERAL HOSPITAL.
The question whether a general hospital can be regarded as a

nuisance to a residential neighbourhood has recently been raised

in the law courts, and will probably be still further investigated.

Whatever the final decision may be, it is clearly the duty of every

hospital to take special precautions to prevent infectious persons

found in the out-patient room, either from exposing to the risk of

infection other patients in the institution, or the public who may
chance to meet these persons on their return home. The actual

requirements for such a hospital in London are (1) telephonic

communication with the central offices of the Metropolitan Asy-

lums Board ; (2) rooms set apart for the isolation of infectious

cases occurring either in the out-patient department or in the

wards; (3| an ambulance for the removal of those persons who
are unwilling or unable to obtain admission into hospitals for in-

fectious diseases. Many institutions have already adopted these

precautions, and it is well that the attention of others should be

directed by the case to which we refer to the need for following

their example.

A RISK OF TRAVEL.
The reported indisposition of the Duke of Edinburgh from

drinking impure water at a foreign station gives prominence to

what is perhaps the most usual and frequent source of danger in

foreign and Continental travel. Many of the sanitary authorities

who have looked into the question have from time to time

uttered warnings to Continental travellers as to the dangers of the

ordinary drinking water to be found abroad. The pollution of

table water at foreign hotels and houses is due to a great variety

of causes. The water-supply of foreign cities is as a rule, to

which there are only few exceptions, taken from sources lament-

ably liable to sewage pollution, either in open streams or un-

covered reservoirs, or from defective sanitation in the house-

supply. A large part of the domestic supply of drinking water

is. moreover, from surface wells, which are constantly liable to

sewage filtration. An examination made only a few years

since, of syphons of sparkling " seltzer " in a great Continental

city disclosed the fact that they were horribly polluted with sew-

age, and that the effervescing fixed air with which they were

charged only served to conceal unutterable contaminations of a

most dangerovis kind. Sir Henry Thompson and Dr. Herman
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Weher, who hnve both piren nttpntion to the subject, are very

emphntic in their counsel to travellers to nvoid ordinary drinking

water abroad. The easiest and most agreeable means of avoiding

the danger is the habitual use of a pun- natural mineral water in

lieu of the doubtful drinking water of the hotel or the private

house. When the Prince of Wales went to India he took with

liim a largo supply of the kind, and successfully avoided this risk.

.\notber method in which safety is sought is by invariably

boiling the water before drinking it. This, however, in-

volves more trouble than many people are willing to take,

and makes the table-water flat and insipid. This insipidity may
be relieved by squeezing fresh lemons into the water. But for

those who cannot always be bothered with the boiling-pot or

troubled with performing this little domestic operation before

taking a draught of drinking-water, it would be wise when

travelling abroad to select as a table-water a natural mineral

water of undoubted purity rather than run the risks of blood-

poisoning, typhoid, and diarrha?a to which so considerable a

number of travellers at present fall victims, finding death and

disease where they are seeking health and pleasure. The in-

stances of typhoid, blood-poisoning, diarrhcea, and dysentery, of

which we hear this year from Italy and Egypt, are very lament-

able, and for the moat part avoidable.

MYXCEDEMA.
The usual scanty attendance of members at a " last night " meet-

ing, when a massacre of the innocents is to be e-xpected, did not

obtain at the closing meeting of the session of the Clinical

Society on Friday last, when a full house, which included Dr.

Fordyce Barker, of New York, assembled to hear the conclusions

arrived at by the Committee of the Society, which for years has

been considering the whole question of myxcedema. These con-

clusions, which were read by Dr. Ord, the Chairman of the Com-
mittee, will be found in full at page 116:2. It is nearly four years

since this Committee was appointed, during the presidency of Sir

Andrew Clark, and the labour has been enormous. The whole

qu&stion has been investigated in every way that could tend to

throw light on this complex subject, and the result has been the

volume shortly to be published, which will be found a mine of

information concerning myxojdema and its immediate congeners.

The name of the Chairman of the Committee, Dr. Ord, will hence-

forth be indissolubly associated with the literature of myxcedema,
in conjunction with that of Sir William Gull, who, some fifteen

years ago, first accurately described the clinical features of the

disease, though the name which he applied to it has since been

altered. Altogether, the [Society, and British medicine generally,

are to be congratulated on the completion of this most important

work. By it the relationship subsisting between myxcedema and
disease, or absence of the thyroid gland, seems to be placed

beyond all doubt, though the ultimate cause of the loss of func-

tion of the thyroid gland has not yet been determined.

THE MEDICAL DEFENCE UNION.
This useful union of medical men has been reconstituted, and is

now entirely controlled and administered by medical men, whilst

it seems calculated to he able to fulfil the defensive requirements

of members of the profession. Mr. Lawson Tait is the President,

imd the Vice-Presidents and other members of the Council are

well-known men, practising in various parts of the United King-

dom. One of the new articles of association states that :—" The
Council may, after due investigation, undertake the conduct or

defence of, or assist in conducting or defending any proceedings,

whether of a strictly legal nature or otherwise, concerning or

affecting any member of the union who may desire their assist-

aDce^ providing that the cause of action, or of the proceeding, or

the action or the proceeding, have not arisen or been commenced

prior to the date of the commencement of his membership of the

union." Only those actions, therefore, which originate after the

date of membership can be undertaken by the union. That some

society of the kind has been needed seems to be generally admitted,

though there is probably some diversity of opinion as to what

sort of association it should be. Th»re are now 449 members of;

the Medical Defence Union, to which large additions should be'

made, that the society may be the better able to pursue success'-'

fully its career. Besides cond\icting the defence of its membeW
against any legal proceedings, the union will endeavour to sup-

press unauthorised practitioners by their prosecution. The

subscription is fixed at ten shillings a year, and a call on the

members to contribute funds for the purpose of the union, in pro-

portion to the guarantee of each, is liable to be made. The name

of the secretarj' is Dr. Leslie Phillips, 393, Moseley Road, Bii*i

mingham.

THE THYROID GLAND IN GRAVES'S DISEASE.

Eecen'T investigations have given probability to the hypothesis

that some, if not all, of the symptoms of Graves's disease are to

be traced to derangement of the functions of the thyroid gland.:

The enlargement of this gland is an early symptom, though not

generally the earliest, being preceded by some acceleration of car-

diac action, and it is, on the whole, doubtless more probable that

both are dependent on some one cause than that either is the con-.

sequence of the other ; the possibility that the anwmia and other

symptoms of cachexia may be due to the thyroid lesion ought not'

to be overlooked. Cases have been recorded within the last eight

or nine years in which the symptoms of Graves's disease have

been observed to disappear after an operation on the gland ; to

this limited series Dr. Gauthier, of Charolles, has contributed a

sixth (Lyon Medical, Iviii, 21.'). In this case a cyst deve!ope<l after

four years and was tapped; the operation was followed by in-

tense inflammation and suppuration, but the patient recovered

freed from all the symptoms of exophthalmic goitre, except some

cardiac palpitation. Though the cure was not permanent, the.

patient being as bad as ever seven years after the operation, the

case is extremely interesting in the connection above referred to,

THE GERMAN EMPEROR.
Whilst the whole civilised world must rejoice at the relativrly

favourable turn which the malady of the German Emperor has

recently taken, it is important from every point of view that the

true significance of the facts should be clearly understood, and

that hopes should not be excited which are doomed to dis-

appointment. The illustrious patient has, no doubt, recovered

to a considerable extent from the severe local inflammation whiih

not long ago caused him so much suffering, and even placed his

life in jeopardy; and this result is, of course, in itself highly

satisfactory. It may be well, however, to remind the public M'

this distressing complication was after all only an accident of i

disease, the essential nature of which remains unaffected by in

disappearance. The negative result of Professor Virchow's l.i-t

microscopic examination is of no clinical importance, as the

eminent pathologist would no doubt be himself the first to

admit ; and we are sorry to have to say that hardly any greater

weight can be attached to his reported failure to detect any gland-

ular enlargement in the Emperor's neck. Apart altogether from

the fact that in this, as in other cases, there may be secondary

deposits in glands too deeply situated to be felt, it is not by any

mpans the rule for malignant disease beginning ^vithin the larj'nx

to affect the related lymphatic glands. The statement attributed

to Professor Virchow by a lay contemporary that he could now say

positively that the disease is not cancerous is simply incredible.

Medical men, who are accustomed to have their clearest utter-
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ances misinterpreted and distorted in the most grotesque way,

even by exceptionally intelligent persons, -w-ill have no difficulty

in understanding liow such a misconception might arise without

in the least impugning the good faith of the reporter. Such mis-

statements, however, obtaining as they do the widest currency on

the authority of journals which, in all ordinary matters, are en-

titled to the highest respect, do harm ; and in calling attention

to a particularly flagrant example, we think it our duty to pro-

test against the gross carelessness, or rather, utter recklessness,

with which medical subjects are too often treated in the general

press.

RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON TUBERCULOSIS.
The stimulus given by Koch's discovery of the tubercle bacillus to

a closer clinical observation of tubercular affections has resulted

in a clearer understanding of some of the exceptional manifesta-

tions of tubercular disease. One of the most interesting adtli-

tions to our knowledge in this respect is the proof, which is being

continually strengthened by fresh observation, that the so-called

dissection, anatomical, or post-mortem tubercle is really a mani-

festation of local tuberculosis, acquired by inoculation. Finger

has lately published a case in which a man who had tubercular

disease had suffered from five of these dissection warts, which

preceded the development of general tuberculosis, and in which

microscopical examination showed the tubercle bacillus. Stein-

thal (Monat. f. I'rakt. Denn., 18.S.S, p. 437) relates the case of a

woman who was inoculated with tubercle on the skin of the

hand through washing the clothes of her phthisical husband.

Meyer {Ibid., p. 283) has related a case in wliich a child was in-

fected with local tuberculosis of the genital organs by the wound

made in the rite of circumcision being sucked by the operator,

who was the victim of tubercular disease; and at a recent meet-

ing of the Medical Society at Copenhagen Dr. Salomon, sen.,

stated tliat he also had observed cases of tubercular infection

produced in the same way by ritual circumcisers who practised

suction. On account of the dangers of the transmission of

syphilis and tubercle in circumcision, Dr. Salomon, sen., advocated

that the rite should be performed under precautions laid down by

the authorities.

THE CROONIAN LECTURE OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

This lecture was delivered in the Theatre of the Royal Institution

on Monday, ilay 28th, by Dr. W. Kuhne, Professor of Physiology

in the University of Heidelberg, who selected for his subject The

Causation of Vital Movements. After briefly reviewing the

ideas usually held regarding the phenomena of life, he proceeded

to show the functional as well as the morphological unity of all

living matter. He showed that the cause of protoplasmic move-

ments could only be internal, residing in the contractile

substance itself, and could only consist of chemical processes

taking place within the mass itself ; and experimental researches

had shown that there was a striking agreement between the irrita-

bility of protoplasm and that of muscle. The transition to the

very highly-developed motor apparatus which distinguishes the

animal kingdom from almost its lowest stages, namely, the bi-

cellular apparatus consisting of separate cells united together for

one purpose, one of which presents the e.xciting nerve, the other

the obedient muscle, was traced. Some beautifully-prepared spe-

cimens were exhibited, showing that the termination of nerves in

muscles was localised, and that the endings did not pervade the

whole muscles. Portions of muscles free from nerves were de-

monstrated to twitch when stimulated. It appears that contact

of the muscle-substance with the non-medullated nerve suffices

to allow the transfer of excitation from the latter to the former.

In order to answer the question whether one muscle can e.xcite

another, the lecturer gave a remarkable experimental proof that

one muscle mu«t have excited a second electrically.

ETHERISATION: AN UNRECOGNISED DANGER.
It is not uncommon to read at the end of the description of some
prolonged operation a statement to the effect that when the pa-

tient was put back into bed it was found necessary to use several

hot water bottles to restore heat to the chilled surface : the fall of

temperature which has impelled surgeons so constantly to resort

to this expedient has been generally attributed to the combined

effects of exposure during the operation and shock. Dr. 11. A.

Hare, of the University of Pennsylvania, has pointed out (Tkerap.

Gaz., >Iay, 1888) that another factor must be taken into account.

Observation on patients in the University Hospital showed that

the difference in the rectal temperature before and after opera-

tion might amount to as much as three degrees, and a comparison

of the effects observed after various operations appears to prove

that the whole of the effect could not be attributed to shock and

exposure, but that a large, possibly the greater, part was due to

ether, which was the anaesthetic used. This view found confirma-

tion in the result of some experiments on dogs : by continuous

etherisation for an hour, giving five drachms of ether every five

minutes after the animal had been brought thoroughly under the

amesthetic influence, the normal rectal temperature of the dog

was reduced as much as from 8° to 10^ F. Dr. Hare's inquirj-

suggests that it would sometimes be well for surgeons to combat

this antipyi'etic action of ether by warm applications during the

time that the patient is on the operating table.

SCOTLAND.

Profkssob AVilliam Sheling, of Victoria University, ifan-

chester, formerly Professor of Physiology in Aberdeen University,

has been appointed Thomson Lecturer in the Free Church College,

.\berdeen, for the session 1888-80. The subject of his lectures will

be The Physiology of Nutrition.

SUICIDE BY SWALLOWING SULPHURIC ACID.

A SECOND case of this form of suicide has happened in Glasgow.

Tlie attempt, however, has not as yet proved successful, as the

patient, a man of about 40 years of age, was promptly submitted

to treatment in the Royal Infirmary, and has now partially re-

covered from the immediate effects of the poison. It is alto-

gether unprecedented that two cases of this uncommon form of

suicide should have been admitted to the Royal Infirmary within

one week.

HEALTH OF GLASGOW.
Db. J. B. Rlsskll's usual fortnightly report to the Health Com-
mittee of the Town Council notes as a remarkable fact that no

death from fever had been recorded in the fortnight. In the pre-

ceding two weeks there had been three. Dr. Russell had gone

back over his records as for as 1882 without discovering another

example of a fortnight without a single fatal case of typhus, en-

teric, or undefined fever.

THE EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY UNION.
TuK Edinburgh University Students' Union is fast approaching

completion, and a further effort is on foot to present the building

to the University free of debt, with which, in spite of the gallant

efforts at the Fancy Fair, the undertaking is still encumbered.

The latest move has proved a great success. The Theatre Royal

was engaged for three nights of the week, and amateur theatrical

performances of more than ordinary merit were given by the

students and their friends. The pieces rendered were " Our Boya,"

"The Serious Family," and "Round the Corner.' The audience

was numerous and most enthusiastic.
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THE EDINBURGH STUDENTS AND THE BOLOGNA
OCTOCENTENARY.

Thk Studonts' Kopresentative Council of Edinburgh Uni^-ersity

recently approached tho Scnatus Academicus, with a view to

obtain the countenance and assistance of that body in connection

with the sending of a student representative to the commemora-
tion festival at Bologna. The Senatus has cordially acceded to

the students' request, and has granted a sum of twenty guineas

towards the project. The Council has nominated Mr. Constable,

one of their number, to be representative.

GLASGOW POOR CHILDREN'S/ FRESH AIR

FORTNIGHT.
This scheme is now in full operation. On April 25th the first de-

tachment of children left Glasgow for a fortnight's holidaj', and

on May 2nd a second party was despatched, the total number of

children being 2o0. It has been decided to continue boarding out

the children with respectable cottagers, as a preferable arrange-

ment to building a home. The applications for the benefits of the

scheme are already numerous.

GLASGOW CHARITY FOOTBALL GUP FUNDS.
The Committee of tho Glasgow Charity Cup met in Glasgow on

Jlay 24th, and distributed the funds raised by the season's matches.

A total sum of £1,050 was divided among the various charities, of

which the Royal and Western Inlirmaries received each £100,

Ophthalmic Institution £40, Eye Inflrmar)', Ear Hospital, and

Sick Children's Hospital, each £20; Maternity Hospital, Blind

Asylum, City Orphan Homes, and Broomhill Homes for Incurables,

each £30; convalescent homes received £105, institutions for the

deaf and dumb £45, Dispensary for Skin Diseases, Anderson's Col-

lege Dispensary, Glasgow Medical Dispensary, Children's Fresh

Air Fund, Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, each

£10; and similar sums were awarded to a large number of other

institutions. The total sum now distributed by this Committee
reaches nearly £8,00<5.

GLASGOW OBSTETRICAL AND GYN/ECOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

At the meeting of this Society on May 23rd, Dr. I. Mclntyre

showed an electric lamp that could be used with the vaginal

speculum. A small, easily adjusted holder was fastened on the

outer rim of the speculum, and the stem of the lamp inserted

into it. The lamp could then be moved up the speculum as far as

necessary. Dr. Mclntyre also demonstrated, with the aid of an

artificial bladder, Leiter's cystoscope for illuminating and ex-

amining the interior of the bladder. Dr. R. Pollock exhibited

Allen's uterine dilators, and read notes of two coses in which they

had been successfully used:—(1) removal of 'a dead child retained

i« utero ; (2) a case of i)lacenta prtevia. The special advantage

claimed for the dilators was that they could bo introduced in the

undilatod condition of the os and cervix. The President (Dr.

Wallace) then gave an interesting account of a recent_visit he had
made to the clinique of Dr. Apostoli, Paris.

ST. ANDREW AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION.
The stall of this .\.«.sociation at the Glasgow Exhibition is one of

very considerable interest both to the profession and the public.

It is fitted up with the waggon, litters, stretchers, and apparatus

used and provided by the Association for first aid to the injured.

These are admirable alike in design and workmanship. Special

notice may be made here of the hinged pit-stretcher with cover,

lately designed to meet the provisions of the Coal Mines Regula-
tion Act, 1887. On this stretcher the patient may be strapped

down—the trunk, arms, and legs being strapped independently

—

and BO conveyed up from the pit bottom in either a vertical, a

horizontal, or a sitting posture. The stretcher is also fitted with

forked feet, so that it can be placed on ordinary hutch axles an.!

wheeled along the underground rails. The Association has now
been in existence for six years, and has earned a widespread repn

tation for usefulness. It has centres in nineteen towns and dis-

tricts, chiefly in the West of Scotland, and by means of the

classes taught around these centres it has given ambulance in-

struction to over 18,000 persons. It has also provided eighteen

beautifully-equipped ambulance-waggons, and placed them at tlu'

call of any person by day or night, whenever an accident occurs,

free of all cost and responsibility.

UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.

The Students' Representative Councils of the Universities of St

j\jidrews, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Edinburgh have prepared a

memorial for presentation to the Government respecting the Scot-

tish Universities Bill. In this petition the memorialists pray that

the Bill should be amended by providing for increased student

representation in the University Court ; by pro\ading for student

representation on standing committees ; bj- defining the relations

between the Commissioners on the one hand and the Students'

Representative Council and the students generally on the other

;

by defining the relations between the Council and the Court and

between the Council and the Senate ; and by referring to the con-

sideration of the Commissioners, the body by whom professorial

appointments should be made.]

GLASGOW UNIVERSITY.
The new clock and bells erected in the tower of the University

have now been completed. The clock is on the same principle 38

that of Westminster, and has been erected under the superintend-

ence of Canon Cattley, of Worcester. The frame of the clock is of

cast iron, 6g feet long, 2 feet wide, and 1| foot deep, and rests on

beams built into the tower wall to prevent vibration. The whole

of the wheels are of gun metal, and the pinions and arbors are

of the best steel. The clock has three parts : the going portion,

the striking, and the quarters. The hummer which strikes the

hours weighs 120 pounds, and is lifted 10 inches. The maia

wheels of the striking geor are 20 inches in diameter. The pe"-

dulum is compensated for variations in temperature. It b;:!

Ij second, and the bob weighs 3 cwt. When it has been coii.-

pletely regulated the error should not exceed 2 seconds a month.

An automatic apparatus stops the striking of the quarters durir

the night, and starts them again in the morning. The clock

not at present provided with dials, but provision has beenmai'

for their addition at any future time. They would bell feet in

diameter. The total weight of the clock is 2^ tons.

IRELAND.

BELFAST SOCIETY FOR PROVIDING NURSES FOR THE
SICK POOR.

The annual meeting of this excellent Society was held on May

23rd, in the hall of the Young Men's Christian Association, under

the presidency of Sir James Ilaslett, Mayor of Belfast. The report

showed a slight falling off in the ordinarj' subscriptions, but sub-

stantial amounts had been "received from bequests and donations.

The nurses had during the year attended 871 patients, of whom
in were cases of cancer, 107 cases of ulcers, abscesses, burns, etc.

;

171 cases of phthisis, 99 cases of pulmonary affections other than

phthisis, and 138 cases of general debUity. The object of the So-

ciety is to afford continuous and efflcient aid to the sick poor who

prefer to remain in their own houses rather than remove to a hos-

pital ; and it aims at preventing the improvidence and lack of

self-respect which are apt to be fostered by indiscriminate alma-
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iving. The report mentioned that some ladies had invited several

f the nurses to spend their much needed holiday at their houses

I the country', and commended this example to the attention of

iher friends of the institution.

THE GALWAY INFIRMARY.

AST week in the Queen's Bench division, counsel applied on he-

alf of Dr. Kinkead, of Galway, that the conditional order for a

>M i«arra«fo, granted in December last, be made absolute, nowith-

;anding the cause shown by Mr. Henry Persse, J.P. The pro-

sedings arose out of an election to the position of surgeon to the

nfirmary, when Dr. Colohan was elected. It appeared, however,

liat several of the electors who voted were not qualified, not hav-

ig paid the amount to constitute them governors more than

(velve months previously. Dr. Colohan however served notice

dmitting that he waa not duly elected. The court made the con-

itional order absolute. A new election will now be necessary.

EPIDEMIC DISEASES.

.N epidemic of measles has prevailed in Skibbereen and the ad-

jining district for the past couple of weeks. In the commence-

lent it appeared to be of a mild tj-pe, but last week some bad

ases occurred and nine deaths took place. The schools of the

arish have been closed to prevent the disease spreading. The

utbreak of fever in Abbeyleix Union has not been so serioiis as

rtss anticipated, and the disease so far has been of a mild type.

'he medical officer has complained of the great deficiency of sani-

ary accommodation in the hospital.

OVERCROWDING IN CORK WORKHOUSE.
.N inspector of the Local Government Board has drawn the atten-

ion of the guardians to the fact that there are many old persons

a the hospital wards of the workhouse who would be in the in-

xm wards if proper accommodation existed in the latter. The

'igiting Committee have accordingly recommended the guardians

provide such accommodation in these infirm wards as would

bviate the necessity of retaining any inmate in the hospital ex-

epting those who may require medical care. The medical officers

;ave also pointed out that occasionally in the hospital two sick

leople have to be placed in one bed.

The necessity of some change which will make the office of Pre-

sident less "cheap" is forcing itself upon the Fellows at large,

and the Council has been negligent in not carr\-ing out previous

recommendations on the subject. It is not unlikely, therrfore,

that the motion, or something in its spirit, will be adopted. From

the report it appears that the College has a sum of £10,000 placed

on mortgage at 4^ per cent, and £2,000 in Xew 2J .Stock. The

total expenditure was £5,182 7s. 7d. A committee has considered

the question of appointing a Professor of Pathology, and having

reported in favour of that course, the Council has taken steps to

obtain the necessary alteration of by-law.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN IRELAND:
ANNUAL MEETING.

'he annual meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons will beheld

o Saturday, June 2nd, and the election of President and Council

nil take place on the following Monday. Dr. Fitzgibbon, Vice-

•resident, will go to the Presidency ; and for the Vice-Presidency

here are two candidates, Drs. Frazer and MeUlon. For the Coun-

il there are several new candidates, namely, Messrs. K. Fitz-

naurice (Tralee), J. B. Kelly (Drogheda), Conolly Xorman, Theodore

Itack.R. F. Tobin, J. Lentaigne, F. T. lleuston, J. B. Story. The

ubject of the biennial presidency will again be brought forward

ly ill. Thomson, who has given notice that he will propose the

oUowing motion:

"That the Council of the College having failed to carry into

iflect the recommendation of the Fellows adopted at the annual

peeting in June, 1887, namely :
' That it be recommended to the

ncoming Council to take the opinion of the Fellows by letter on

he question of biennial presidency, as suggested in the rcsolu-

ions of Council of Jlarch 17th, 1887, and of June, 188;), and that a

neeting of the College be then called to consider the matter;' it

s hereby resolved tliat the declaration of the Fellows, that a

'resident of the College may hold office for two successive years

)e re-affirmed ; that this riile shall take effect from J une, 1890

;

hat the Fellow who may be selected as President at the annual
'lection iii that year may so hold his office for two years ; and
hat it be a recommendation to the Council to take such ateps as

nay be necessary to give effect to tWa resolution.''

ASSOCIATION OF MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL
COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

At a meeting of the Central Committee of the Association of

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons, held on Thursday

afternoon, ilay 31st, the following petition was signed and trans-

mitted to the Privy Council :

—

TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEX IX

COUXCIL.

The Humbi^ Petition of the UNDBBaiONED Mbmbees of the

RoYAX College of Suegeons op England sheweth:

1. That your petitioners are Alembers of the said Royal College

of Surgeons, and of the Association of Members thereof.

2 That on the 3rd day of May, in the year 1887, a petition

signed by four thousand six hundred and sixty-five Members of the

said College, including your petitioners, was presented to your

Majesty's Privy Council, setting out the claims of the Members of

the said College to a just share in the administration or control

of the property and affairs of the said College upon grounds of

public policy and of equity, having regard to the ongmal consti-

tution, histo'ry, and office of the said College.

3 That a deputation of delegates representing a large propor-

tion of the Members of the said College, inclutling also a large

number of the Members thereof, attended before 1 our Majesty s

Pri\T Council on the 11th day of November, 1887, in support of

the said petition, and conveyed to the Right Honourable the Lord

President their request to be heard by counsel in support of their

said petition, if Your Majesty should not otherwise be advised

that their claims ought to be permitted.

4. Your petitioners are informed and believe that no communi-

cation relative to the said petition has since been addressed either

to the said Association of Members of the Royal College of Sur-

geons of England, or to the members of the said deputation, or to

the signatories of the said petition.
:, , ,. »,. »

5. Your petitioners are further informed and beUeve tnat

although a copy of the statement made on the eleventh day of

November, 1887, when the said deputation was received, has been

submitted by Your Majesty's Priv-s" CouncU to the President and

Council of the Royal Colle^ of Surgeons, no answer to the said

statement or to the contentions of tlie Members of the said College

has been made by the President and Council of the College.

6 Your petitioners have heard with surprise that a proposal

has nevertheless been made to the President and Council of the

said College signifying an intention to grant a supplementary

charter limited to certain points in which, .^o far as your petition-

ers are informed, the aforesaid claims and rights of your petitioners

are not recognised in any way: bnt, on the contrary, the existing

elements in the constitution and administration of the said Col-

lege against which your petitioners and the Members generally

protest will be further strengthened. „ . ^

7 Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that 1 our Majesty

will be graciously pleased to refer the matter in this present peti-

tion, together with the said petition signed by 4,6l>5 Members of

the said College hereinbefore referred to, and the statement sub-

mitted on the eleventh day of November, 1887, for the considera-

tion of your ilajestys Privy Council, or some of the members

thereof sitting in judicial capacity, with power to hear all parties

interested in the matter of these said petitions by counsel and

otherwise; and to receive evidence thereon, and humbly to ad-

vise Your Gracious Majesty in the premisses as to Your Majesty

may seem fit. And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever

pray.
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THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Thk tliirty-iiinlh annual meeting of tlie American Medical Asso-

ciation was helil in Cincinnati, Ohio, on May 8th, 9th, 10th, and

nth, and was well attended. The Association waa welcomed by

the Mayob, and also, in the name of the medical profession, by
Ur. C. G. CcMEOYS, who referred at length to the services ren-

dered in the early part of the century by Dr. Daniel Drake, who
had been instrumental in the creation of the Medical College of

Ohio and of the Cincinnati Hospital.
Presiileiit's Addres.'.—The President, Dr. A. Y. P. Gasnett, of

"Washington, delivered an address in which he made certain pro-

posals for Improving the present standard of medical education in

the United States ; a radical and thorough reform was needed, for

though facilities for education were e.\cellent the systems of

study were defective, and the preliminary education of students
was insufficient. The ratio of practitioners of medicine to the
population was 1 to 580, which was greater than in any other

country in the civilised world, lie suggested the formation of a

committee, with members from every State, in order to bring
pressure to bear on local legislatures, and to promote the estab-

lishment of a Board of Examiners in every State.

Address on Medicine.—Dr. Robekts BARTHOLOW.of Philadelphia,

delivered an address, during the course of which he observed that

the science of therapeutics was hindered by the unnecessary com-
plexity and superfluity of pharmacopoeial preparations. He re-

commended more extensive use of the alkaloids as affording

singleness and simplicity of action ;
jaborandi, for instance, con-

tained two alkaloids, pilocarpine and jaborine, with dissimilar

actions, and when the crude drug was prescribed there was not

the same certainty of obtaining the desired result as when the

alkaloid was prescribed ; opium and nux vomica were also quoted
as examples of this. In conclusion, he referred to the effect of

the galvanic current on congestion and on the products of in-

flammation (as in stricture^. He considered the electrolytic

method full of therapeutic promise.
Address on Surgery.—Dr. E. .\I. Moore, of Rochester, New York,

who delivered the .\adress on Surgerj'. after some general remarks
on the modem methods of treating wounds, the bloodless method
of operating, and the application of the aseptic principle to abdo-
minal surgery, quoted Volkmann's statistics of compound fracture

of the leg, which showed 339 deaths in 885 cases in civil hospitals

before the introduction of the antiseptic system, and 75 cases

treated since its introduction without a death. He discussed the
treatment of compound dislocation of the ankle, and expressed
the opinion that amputation was seldom necessary. He recom-
mended continuous irrigation with warm water as a most effective

means of preserving the vitality of the contused soft parts ; the

malleoli and their attachments to the astragalus should be pre-

served if possible; the parts should be immobilised in plaster-of-

Paris at lirst, but very delicate passive movements should be
begun early and continued systematically ; in this way the move-
ments of the joint would in most cases be perfectly preserved.

Referring to the treatment of caries, he strongly recommended
the employment of hydrochloric acid (I in 20), which he had been
led to regard as one of the greatest advances in surgical thera-

peutics.

Address on State Medicine.—^The address on State Medicine was
delivered by Dr. II. P. Walcott, Chairman of the State Board of

liealtb, who sketched the history of that Board since its establish-

ment in 18G9. During the period that the Board had been in ex-

istence the zymotic death-rate had declined from 25.6 to 19.0.

Ovariotomy was justly regarded as one of the greatest triumphs
of American surgery, but by comparing the annual death-rate of

Massachusetts from ovarian dropsy with the reduction effected in

a single town by an efficient Board of Health, he showed that the

adoption of sanitarj- reforms in a community of 30,000 people had
saved more lives annually than could have been saved by the ope-

ration of ovariotomy in the same period in a State containing two
million people. He strongly urged the creation of a strong and
eflicieut central health authority, the National Board of Health
having been allowed by the neglect of Congress to fall into a state

of hopeless lethargy.
Intestinal Surgen,/.—A aeries of interesting papers on intestinal

surgerj- were read in the Section on Surgery and Anatomy.—Dr.

L. S. .McMfBTRY reported a case of typhlitis in which laparotomy
was performed ; the ctccum was found to be gangrenous in spots,

and faices had become e.\travasated. The edges of the perfora-

tions were trimmed, the openings were made elliptical in shai*,

and then closed by suture. The patient, who was a member
the Association, made a good recovery, and was present at t!

meeting.—Dr. Gboss (Philadelphia) advocated early operation, ai.

thought that in ambulatorj' typhoid with perforation operatiun

afforded a fair chance of life.— Dr. Senn read a paper on rectal in-

suiBation with hydrogen gas as a means of ascertaining the exist-

ence of injurj' of tlie gastro-intestinal canal by penetrating;

wounds of the abdomen. Hydrogen gas was perfectly innocufr;

and unirritating, and when injected into a serous cavity or c^.-

nective tissue was rapidly absorbed. In man a pressure of fr^.

one-third to two pounds was sufticient to effect the passage of I

!

ileo-ciecal valve, and the gas could be made to pass the entii

length of the intestinal canal from the anus to the mouth. Woui:

of the stomach could be diagnosed by inflation from the moir
The gas was slowly injected from a rubber balloon holdi;

IG litres. A demonstration was given on a dog which was wound
in the abdomen with a pistol ; the presence of the gas was reci*.

nised at its points of issue (mouth or wound) by ignition.

Apostoli's Method.—Dr. F. H. Maktin read a paper in the S.

tion on Obstetrics and Gynajcologj' on the value of galvanism in

the treatment of fibroid tumours of the uterus according t >

Apostoli's method. He said that small tumours might be con

pletely absorbed by the application of strong currents, and th

hfemorrhage might be promptly cured by the local coagulatu

effect of the positive pole applied to the interior of the uteru

accompanying severe neuralgias were relieved by three or f^

applications. Except in cases where haemorrhage or execs';!

leucorrhcea existed, he considered that the intra-uterine electrv

should be in all cases negative. He governed the strength of t

current by the area of the intra-uterine electrode, and recoi

mended 23 milliamperes for each square centimetre of active siu

face. Each sitting should last five minutes when the maiimuni
current was employed, and the applications should be inter-

menstrual. Since the adoption of the flexible intra-uterine el>

trodes and Dr. Apostoli's vaginal galvano-puncture, extra-uteri!

puncture was only advisable, if at all, as a last resource. Wli'

every effort to enter the cervical canal failed, it was justifiable

make a negative galvano-puuot lire in the presenting part of t

obstructing mass so as to form an artificial canal, which took t

place of the impermeable canal in the future treatment, i

recommended that all instruments should be made thorougl;

antiseptic, and that the vagina before a vaginal puncture «

made should be thoroughly wiped out with bichloride solution

(1 in 3,000). The method when carefully applied need not be, in

liis opinion, either painful or dangerous to life.—Dr. Marcy
(Boston) considered the method most important, and had used it

during the past winter with much, though not unqualified, succe'"

—Dr. A. 15. Carpkxter (Cleveland) advised that a small dosi,

should be used at first, and that patients should be required

rest for an hour at least after the application.'

THE NATIONAL HEALTH SOCIETY.
A NUMEBOfsLY-ATTENDED meeting of the Xational Health Society

was held on Monday afternoon at Grosvenor House, under the

presidency of the DfKE of Westminster, for the purpose of dis-

tributing certificates of proficiency to the 260 successful candl-

didates, principally ladies, in tlie ambulance and nursing classes.

Among those present were the Duke and Duchess of Westminster,

Sir T.Spencer Wells, Sir James and Lady Crichton Browne, Mr.

Ernest Hart (the Chairman of the Society), Dr. Farquharson, M.P.,

and others, who filled both the great rooms.

The DuKK OF Westminster sold the National Health Society

could not be measured in its importance by the amount of pecu-

niary support it had received, for that was of a very slender

nature. The Society had been of great use not only for the actuiil

work in which it had been engaged, but also with regard to the

way in which it had fostered the interest in the whole quen-

tioii, and had stimulated others to establish the Sanitary Aid

Association and other associations of a similar sort. They were

making, he said, a good start in connection with the Queen'n

Jubilee Fund. The amount of money was not very large, but lie

hoped they might effect a lodgment in St. Katharine's Hospit'

which, though now a very useless institution, would, he trus;

(and the Queen had expressed her willingness in this directi'

eventually be a great centre, and that its funds would be devii'

to establishing and training nurses for the sick poor. His Or,

' For mot o( tlieoe particulars we are iii<1eUe<t to the telegraphic report i-i
'j

i UsIieJ in tlie Mtd^cal Record of New York.
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ncluded by expressing his willingness to place a site inBucking-

m Palace Road at the disposal of the Society, which would be

ailable for the purpose of a model sanitary building. The cer-

icates were then distributed by the Duchess of Westminster.

Mr. Kbnest Hart, the Chairman of the Society, in proposing a

te of thanks to the lecturers, among whom he mentioned Dr.

hofield, >lr. Owen Lankester, Mr. Edgar AVillett, Dr. Gell, Miss

imersham, MiiBs Barnett, Dr. rarry Jones, Dr. Jessop, Dr. B.

jonnor, Mrs. Shiel ; and. among those in the provinces, Dr.

imby. Dr. Grossman. Dr. Dove, Dr. Roberts, and Dr. Prosser

lite, referred to a fear to which utterance bad been given

a medical paper that those students wlio had passed

rough the courses of National Health Society lectures

ght, on the basis of such instruction, be tempted to regard

imselves as fully trained nurses, or perhaps even as medi-

men or medical women. He wished it to be clearly un-

rstood that such was not their desire, and those who had

;ened to the teaching knew it was no part of their programme
attempt to give iu that course anything like a technical pro-

sional eilucation. There was no rivalry between their ambu-
ice and that of the St, John Ambulance Association. Theypro-

ided on parallel lines, but nowhere met. Mr. Hart referred to

:) absence of even a rudimentary knowledge of physiological

ence from school teaching, a defect which in Board schools this

uety was doing something to remedy.—Sir SPENCEa Wells
onded the resolution, with words of warm commendation of

scope of the Society's teaching and of its efficiency. He was
11 acquainted with the excellence and values of the lectures.

long the ladies who came up for certiticates was Miss Wells.

)r. ScHOFiELD, in replying for the lecturers, recommended
I candidates to take up a course of lectures on domestic

|iene which, iu view of the fact that it was believed that

jly :250,OOO people died annually from preventable disease

this country, was of far greater importance than domestic

•sing.—Dr. (Jell spoke of the high standard they insisted

luld be maintained by the candidates.—Mr. Owen Lan-
3TER. said the thanks of the Society were due to those

ies on whom the success of the lectures so much depended.

stated that, so far from the ambulance work of their Society

ag regarded as being in rivalry with that of the St. John Am-
ance Association, the latter society had e.xpressed themselves

ighted that the Society had taken up so good a work.
.irCKiCHTON Browne, in proposing a vote of thanks to the Duke
I Duchess of Westminster, said there was no society to which

y gave their generous aid more worthy of encouragement
n the National Health Society. The best way to preserve

1th was to prepare for disease, and many of the ills that

h was heir to might be avoided by a little kindly foresight

was the supreme duty of every man. woman, and child, to

ke the best of their opportunities. Our list of diseases iu-

ised as civilisation advanced.—Dr. FABQUUAitsoN, M.P.,

jnded the motion.
he DuKK responded, observing that the Duchess was perhaps
.lified for the distribution, inasmuch as she herself held a eer-

Mte.

vote of thanks to the Secretary closed the proceedings.

THE EAIU'.IT PKST IN AUSTRALASIA.
S idea that the only effectual means of checking the ro]>id iu-

we of rabbits iu .\ustralia must be sought in some other form
life is an oM one ; at first it was proposed to introduce ani-

8 such as cats, ferrets, niid stoats, wliich prey upon rabbits,

as might have been foreseen, imder tlie conditions i>f tlu'

)lem, this scheme li.-is proved iiuile inadequate. The predatory

nals increased and multipllrd. and preyed upon tlie rodents,

the latter increased and multiplied still faster, and more than

d their serried ranks. Thi' idea that some form of infectious

lasc, capable of self-inultipllcatiou, might be utili.sed to de-

y the rabbits on a large scale seems to have suggested itself

everal persons indt-])i'ndeiifly. The first suggestion made, to

te use of the virus of tuberculosis, was universally felt to be

ictive, because it failecl to meet the primary condition that

disease virus used for tlin jiurpose must be incapable of in-

in^ human beings or stock animals.

egislatiie Action.— M. Pasteur's appearancn as a competitor
ihe prize of £ii.Ot)0 for the discovery of a means of extermi-
ng the pect has somewhat precipitated matters, and the Legis-

'6 Assembly of New South Wales has found it necessary to

take action. The official papers printed by order of that As-

sembly show that three proposals have been formally made, and
that the investigation of two had already been commenced before

M. Pasteur's proposal was received.

liabhit -S'caA.—The earliest seems to have been that made by
Professor Watson, of the Adelaide University. He proposed to

introduce a form of itch to which rabbits are liable; if untreated

it is stated to be a serious disease, leading in time to glandular

suppuration, and death from septicaemia and exhaustion. As,

however, the disease runs a prolonged course, it causes much
suffering to the animals, and the proposal is open to the charge of

unnecessary cruelty ; moreover, it is possible, if not probable, that

sheep might become infected. On the whole, it is not surprising

that the report of Mr. Edward Stanley, the fJovernment veteri-

narian for New South Wales, who went to South Australia to

observe the experiments which were in progress, was, on the

whole, unfavourable to the proposal. Another scheme, proposed

by Drs. Ellis and Butcher, is, as the report of the New South
Wales Board of Health points out, wanting in precision, but the

leading idea, to study any spontaneous outbreaks of disease among
rabbits iu crowded warrens, is sound : it might be comparatively

easy to favour the spread of such a disease.

Si. Pasteur's Scheme.—M. Pasteur's proposal, formally made in

a letter dated from Paris on January 8th in this year, has already

been fully detailed in these coliunns; it is founded upon the ob-

servation that rabbits are extremely susceptible to fowl-cholera,

the virus of which can be easily cultivated. It was this microbe

in which M. Pasteur tirst observed that diminution of virulence

under special conditions of growth to which he applied the term
" attenuation." The microbe has one advantage for the purpose in

view, since it is easily destroyed by prolonged exposure to the

air. or to moderate temperatures. The disease is easily conimuni-

cated to rabbits by soaking their food in fluids iu which the

microbe has been grown, and it would seem that it rapidly si)reads

in the wan'ens. The New South Wales Board of Health, in re-

porting upon SI. Pasteur's scheme, ha.s taken the same view as

was expressed in this Journal when the proposal was first

made public ; recent researches in bacteriologj-, and especially

those of M. Pasteur himself, show that clearer evidence than

has yet been adduced is required to prove beyond doubt that the

introduction of this virulent disease might not directly or in-

directly produce, among human beings, disastrous results, as yet

unsuspected : the Board truly observes that if it were to be found

that such injurious results followed either to human beings or to

stock animals, it would then almost certainly be beyond the

power of any authority to remedy the mischief which liad been

done. If the scheme" is to be tried, the plan proposed by Dr.

Camac Wilkinson, of Sydney University, in an excellent letter

(certain personal references' apart) addressed to the Board of

Health, ought certainly to be adopted. He suggests that a suitable

island should be chosen, stocked with rabbits and every form of

useful animal found in the colony, and that .M. Pasteurs method
should be applied to this isolated community; the method would
thus be tested with some approach to scientific precision, and the

results of the experiment, which we have reason to believe will

be made, will be awaited with great interest.

Intercolnnial Commi-^sion.— .\n Intercolonial Rabbit Commission

has been appointed ; the members of the medical profe.s.sion upon

it constitute a majority ; they are: for New South Wales, Dr. Mac-

haurin (Presi<ient of tlie Board of Health), and Dr. C. Wilkinson.

.M.Ii.A. ; for Victoria, Professor Allen; for South Australia, Drs.

Stilling and Paterson ; for Queensland, Dr. Bancroft. New Zealand

is also represejited on the Commission.

Ambi'lance Ikstructiox to Polk-emen and Railway
Servants.— It is satisfactory to see, from the reports which .so

freipiently reach us. that a knowledge of first-aid and nmbulanee

work is fast spreading among railway servants and policrmen.

To no class of men probably is this knowledge likely t.i lie of such

ailvautage. and tlu' SI..Iohn Ambulance Association is doinL'a good

work in promoting and directing its extension. Last week about

forty guards, portiTs, policemen, and platelnyei-s. in the service of

the London and Soutli-Westeru Railway, went through a number

of ambulance manauvn>s at Waterloo Station, and the manner iu

whiib they lierfonned their drill reflected credit on Mr. S. Osborn.

F.K.C.S.. who directed the proceedings. Seventeen constables and

two otlicers of the constabularv of Colchester, who had success-

fully passed the examination of the St. John Ambulance, were re-

cently presented with certificates and badges.
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ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL.
At the annual Oeiiornl Uoanl of Gnvornora of the St. .lohii's llos-

l)itnl for Disoiises of the Skin, held at the Criterion on Thurs-

day, Lieut .-Colonel Mkucikb, who, in the absence of a vice-pre-

siJent (the ho.spital being at the iiresent moment without a

president), took the chair, expressed himself very satisfied with

the present condition of the affairs of the institution.

The Secrktary rend the report, which stated that there had been
a reduction in the debt of the hosjjital of over £300, and an in-

crease of patients. Reference was made to the three actions

against newspapers now pending, on wliich Jlr. Alderman Gould
stated as they were suhjndice tliey were compelled to be silent.

Refcrencewas made to a circular signed by Messrs.W.J.Kaymond and
Samuel Hill, Honorary Secretaries of the Investigation Committee,
and sent to the Governors, advising those who had the true in-

terests of the hospital at heart to hold aloof until the inquiry in-

stituted had been completed. Attention was called to the ques-

tion asked in the House of Commons as to the "wilful misappro-
priation of funds " of the hospital.

-Mr. Gould observed that the only charges made against the

ho.spital were those of discrepancies in the accounts. The Homo
Secretary had written to the authorities for an explanation,

which he received, and having inquired into the matter, he
replied that he could discover no reason which would justifj' any
interference on his part.

The report was carried with two dissentients. The Duke of

Teckwas elected President of the Hospital, and a Board of Manage-
ment, consistinjj of nine old members, eight new members, and a
representative from the subscribing lodges of the Foresters and
Odd Fellows was elected.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

SoifTH-WKSTFRX Branctt.—The ann\i:il meeting of this Branch will be
held dt the Devon and Kxeter Hospital. Kxeter. on Tuesday, June 26th,

under the presidency of Dr. J<»hn Woodman, F.R.C.S. Notices of motion
or conimunic-itioiiB to be intimat'e4i to the Honorary Secretary %\itIiout

delay, and it will fa<MliIate arranj^i-inents if members will inform the Honorary
Secretary as soon as possible if they hope to be present at the meetinij. The
following motion was passed at the Council Meeting on May 2nd :—" That inas-

much as the iinnual meeting assumes more or less the character of a <lay of

recreation, and with a view' of cncoumKinn the district meetings, the bnsiiicss of

the annual meeting shall lie confined to The President's address, the business
of the Branch, the exhibition of mses or of specimens with notes, and the
annual dinner."—P. Mauby DEAa. Wonford House, Exeter, Honorar3'
Secretary.

BiBMiNonAM AND MinLASB CousTiFS BBA.vcn.—The annual meetlDR ot thls
Branch will be lield In the Birmingham Medical Institute, on TrVednesday.

Juno Uth, at ».») p.m.

Mktropolitax CoirxTiES BRATfOR.— /'rc/iwmrtry iVo(i«.—Theannual meeting
nf this Branch will be held at the Holborn Kestaurant on Wednesday, June
2rth, at .5.30 P.M. President, Arthur K. I)urh.am, K-sq., F.U.C.S. ; President-
elect, C. Brodie Sewell. M.I>. Dlniu*r at 7 P.M. ; ti'-kets. 7s. fid. each, exclusive
of wine.—Georiie Kastes, M.B.. E. Noiile Smith. F.K.C.S., Honorary
Secretaries.

MKTROrOLITAM COUNTIES BRA:<CH: KAST JVWDON AXB SOITTH ES.SEX UlJi-

TRICT.—Tile aiiiuial meeting for the election of officers will be held at the
Forest Hotel. Chligford. on Thursday. J\me 7th, at « P.M. At H.l.i p.m. (sharps

the members and their friends will diiie together. A. !•!. Durham. Ksq., President

of the Bninch, will prcsitle. Tickets, 8». each, exclusive of wine. Mcniljers

wishing to be jircsent arc requested to commvinicatc with the Honorary Secre-

tary not later than Saturday, June 2nd.—J. W. Hitnt, Honontry Secretary. 101,

Queen's Koa<1, Dalston.

Mktropolitas Cousties Branch: North Londos District.—The annual
mei'ttiiK will be held at the Zoological fjardens. Regent's Park, on Thursday.
June Uth. IS-tK. A. K. Durham. Ksq.. F.lf.C.S.. President of the Branch, will

{•reside. Mr. Frank K. Bed<lard. Prosector to the Zoological Society anri Davis
jccturer, will ic'-ture at r, p.m. on " D'-inosauria." at which members are in-

vited ti> attend. Klectiou of Vice-President. Uepresentative Member of Council,

and Secretary for the enduing year. All tlie present offieers are eligible for re-

election. Dinner at the Restaurant in the Gardens at rt.an ; morning dress.

Tickets. t>, each, exclusive of wine. .Members desirous of l>eing present, are

asked to signify their intention before June 12th, to tlie Honnrary Secretary.
Oeohoe Hestv, M.D.. 302, Camden Road, N.

Metropolitan CotT»TIF.< Braxcb : Western DiSTRicr.— lie- next meeting
will be held on Tuevlay. June •'>th. at the St. Marylebnne InHrniary, Ladbroke

tirovu Uoail, Notting UiU. W, Tlic chair will be taken at S.:iO l'..'«. punci m

by U. OharUoii llastlan. M.U.. F.R.S., the 'Vice-President of tlic Ui-

Ibisiness :— 1. Minutes of preceding meeting, 2. Klwtion of Vlee-I'--.-

Members. of CounoU of the District, and Representative on Oou
Ihiiuch. Tliu present otliccrs of the district, luit having Bcrywd an
will be proposed for re-election. ?>. A paper will be read hy Henry V

, .

M.B.. P.H.C.S.. Ophthalmic Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's ahrl the lioyai V-.

minster Ophthalmic Hospitals, on Certain Points in the Treatment of In

of the Kye. 4. A few cases of clinlcjil interest will beiutroduced by Jn-

Lunu, Ksq., F.R.C.S. E<1.. Resident Medical Superinteudent of the St . :\I.

l)"nc Infirmary.—C. AkthUr Paiti^, Honorary Sccretarj-, Marpool Jl

Kaliiig.

South Midland Branch.-The aimual meeting of the above Branch w
held at the Bletchley Park Hotel, Bletchley, on Thursday, June 141!.,

2.4.S P.M. The new President, H. Veasey, Esq., invites the members to lunr-l n

at the same place previously to tlie meeting, from !.:«> to 2.;l0 P.M.. at wlii.-li

meeting and luncheon every qualilicd medical man will be a welconie vi'i' -

Cieutlemen accci'tiug the invitafii'U are requested to intinuite the same I

Honorary Secretary not later than June 11th. The arrangements for a

biued meeting this'yenr of the Cambs and Hunts aud South Midlan.l llni:

liaving fallen through, the informal reciprocal visita of members, to wii .

may be con\euicnt, at the respective meetiugs, would be most agreeabl.

are hereby invited. Agenda :—Usual business of annual meeting, liesoli.. ,

on subject of " Fees to Medical Witnesses," etc. Communication from t'li.o!

man ot Parliamentary Bills ComuiiUee on Subject of " Lunacy Acts Aiuen. i-

meat Bill " (see JoukVal. May 12th, p. 1026). The following gentlemen
be proposed as new members nf the Association and Branch: John !'

Lloyde, Esq., Bedford: J. Neil 'NVliittield. Esq., Northampton; A. H. (!.•.'

Esq*., and — 'VVeatherle.y, Esq., Northampton Inlirraary. Gentlemen wi> ,

to read papers for discussion, cases, etc., are requested t*> send the titles oi 1 1,.

same without delay to the undersigned. The following have been prunii-i.i

Mr. Milligan : Case of Strangulated Umbilical Hernia: Operation for H>' '

Cure : Recovery. Dr. Jones: Physical Indications in Heart .Mfeclion^.

Goldsmith: AQuestiou as to the" Etiology of some Nervous Diseases oi

dreu. Mr. Bull : Obscure Abdouuuivl Tumour ; Abtlominai Section : Rcc
Jlr. Evai.s : The Royal Colleges and the Society of Apothecaries.—C. J. i:

Honorary Secretary." Northampton.

MiDLAVD Branch.—The annual meeting will be held at the Masonic Hall

Nottingham, oa Thursday, June 14th, at 2 P.M. After the transaction of tlir

\isual business a proposition to amend Rule ti will be laid' 'before the me. '!

Papers, etc. : Mr. Edgar M. Crookshank : On the Alleged Origin of ('.

Diseases from tJie Lower Animals. Mr. Frairk Pope: A Ciise of Diabete-

bably o( Traumatic Origin. Mr. li. C. Chicken : New Fonn of Bone Fore.
,

Scqucsfrotomy. Dr. George Elder: Remarks on Cases of Peritonitis fi

by Abdominal Sei'tion. Dr. U. Handford : The Influence of Position oi,

diac Murmurs, and on the Treatment of Heart Disease. Mr. Frank II

will exhibit a patient on whom he has operated for Cataract of Each 1

different Methods. Luncheon will lie pro\ ided by the President-elect, i

pl.ace of meeting, .at 1 o'clock. The dinner will also take place at the Ma»"nii

Hall, at .> o'clock. Tickets. 7s.. exclusive of wine.—W. A. Carlixe, M.D.,

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer.

CAJtBRiDOESHiBE AKD HUNTINGPOXSHIRE BRANCH.—The annual moelinR:

of this Branch is :ippointea to be held at Ely on Friday, July Rtb, MeniLrn

wishing to make communications, to exhiliit specimens, or to
i

.

members are requested to signify their intention to Dr. Anningson
for insertiott. ;iii Uio order" of proceedings.—BushellAnninqsu.\. iu

Secretary. ,
,
. , ,

,
.

South-EAs'TBRN' BRANCH: "EAST SUSSEX DISTRICT.—The next meetir:;

be hi'ld in the lioard-room of the hospital, at Hastings, on Tuesday, Jme
at.l.aiP.M. Dr. Bagshawe will preside. The following jiapers are pr.i.

The Chairman: A Case of Chyluria. Mr. Ticehurst : A Case of Ad.

Disease, with a Rare Form of Skin Eruption (Drawing to be shown'

Penhall • A Case of Nephrotomy. Dr. Talfourd Jones : Mercury as a Dn;

The <liinier will take place at the Palace Hotel at .'S.30 P.M. ; charge, (is.. exoU.'.

of wine.—T. Jenxkk Vkkhai.l, Honorary Secretary, 97, Monlpelller Road

Brighton.

SocTH "WAbra ANT) MoNMOi'TTT BRANCH.—The eighteenth annual ni.

of this Branch will be held at the Inlirmary, Cardiff, on Wedncsilay, Juie

Further jiarticulars in circulars. Members wishing to re:id papers,'':

requested to send titles to Dr. Slieen Ix'fore Jiuie 10th.—A. Sheen, M.I i

diff, D. Ahtiur Daviks, M.U., .Swansea. Honorary Secretaries.

Yorkshire Branch.-The annual meeting of the "^'orkshire Branch will Iw

held in the Museum of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society at Y'ork on «'-l

nesday. June 2;th, when the reiiresentatlves of the Branch on the li'

Council anil the officers for the ensuing year will be elected. Menit

tending to read papers and show specimens, are requested to comnitim

once with Arthur Jackson, Setjretary, Sheffield.

SoirTHi':RN Branch.—The fifteenth annual meeting will t;ike

Grosvenor Hotel. Queensgate, Southsea. on Thursday. June Uth.

mi-eting will be heldat 1 P.M. Tlie President -Elect. 11. B. Norm
klii'lly unilert:ikcn to provide refreshments at the hotel. In a<-c"i. .in. '^"

the by-laws, two gentlemen will be elected at this meeting as Repn-M'ntatiw

of the Bninch on the Council of the Assoclatiuu for thoensuim; \ejir. 1"

address will be <lelivered by the President-elect at 2 p.m. Durini; tlieatt.-'-: -

'

themembersareinvited to visit the Dockyard, the old Vietorij. H.M.S. '

anil other places of interest. Dinner at fi P.M.; charge. .Ss., exclusive i'

etc. The Committee request tb;it those gentlemen who intend to lie P";''_'" ':

the dinner will send ill their names on or before Wednesday, June 13tn.—J|

\Vaki> CousiN.s, Honorary Secretary and Treasurer.

Lancashire and CnrjiniRK Branch.— The flfty-second annual meeting <

this Branch will be held at the Medli^l Institution, Hope Street. Llver|iool. oi|

Weilnesday. June 13th, 188S, at 2.80 1>.K. Order of BOslness :—Introduction c
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tie new President. The new President's Address. The Report of ConncU.

Election of Office-bearers : President-Elect. Vice-Presidents, Honorary Secre-

tary Kleetion of liopresent-itive Members nn the Council of the Association.

Eleoiionof new Conucll. Choice of place for holding next annual meeting.

Bleelion of two members to serve on the Parliamentary Bills Committee.

Grant to Epsom College: Notice of Motion : It will be proposed to make a

donation of twenty-live guincis to the Epsom Medical Benevolent College out

of the funds of the Branch. Miscellaneous Business. Medical and SurgicJil

Communications.—Dr. Walter: Notes of a case of Total Extirpation of the

Uterus per Vainnara. Dr. (Hyun: A note on a Kew Method of Treating

Chloro'iis, Dr. .Tohnson Martin : How to prevent Small-pox, and how to spread

it Mr. R. Harrison will show the Electric Endoscope. Dr. Alexander ; Hys-

terectomy for Uterine Cancer (patienti. Mr. Shears : Xerosis of the Conjunc-

tiva with Night Blindness. Dr. Imlach: The Use of Stimulants and Narcotics

hy Women. A small museum of drawings, photograplis, and selected patho;

logiral specimens. Dinner.—Tlie members will dine together at the Adelphi

Hotel Liverpool, at S.ai p.«. Tickets. 7s. each (exclusive of wine).—CHABLEa

E. CiLASCora. M.D., Reucral Secretary, 2-3, Saint John Street, Manchester.

SOUTH-EASTERN BR.\NCH : EAST KENT DISTRICT.
The annual meeting of the above District was held at Canterbury

on Thursday, May 24tli, Dr. Parsons in the chair.

Ilonorary Secretary/.—Dr. Tyson was re-elected Honorary Secre-

tary for the ensuing year.

Kext Meetinrf.—lt'was arranged that the next meeting he held

at Hythe, and that Dr. Lovegbove be asked to take the chair.

I'dpers.—^iT. Raven read a paper on Tendon Reactions in

Health and Di.sease. Mr. Brian Rigden read Notes of a Recent

Ejiidemic of ileasles, which gave ri.se to a good di.scussion, in

which -Mr, F. Wacher, Mr. James Reid, ilr. G. Ri&den, Mr.

PiGiN Thornton, Dr. Gogarty, Dr. Boswell, Mr. Raven, Mr.

WHrTEHEAD Reii', Mr. Gaiibawat, and .Mr. Sidney Wacheb
took part.

BRITISH IMEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANjSTIJAL jMEETING.

The fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association

will be "held at (Glasgow, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, August 7th, 8th, 'Jth, and 10th, ISSS,

President: John T. Banks, M.D., D.Sc.(Hon.), F.K.Q.C.P.I.,

Regius Professor of Physic in the University of Dublin.

President-Elect : Professor W. T. Gairduer, M.D., LL.D., Professor

of Medicine in the University of Glasgow.

President of the Ojundl: Thomas Bridgwater, M.B., J. P., Har-

row-on-the-HUl.
Treamrer; Constantine Holman, JI.D., J. P., Reigate.

.\n Address in iledicine will be delivered by Thomas Cliiiord

Allbutt, il.l).. Consulting Physician, Leeds General Infirmary,

.An Address in Surgery will be delivered by Sir George H. B.

Macleod, il.D., Surgeon in Oixlinarj- to Her Jlajosty in Scotland.

An Address on his " Recent Investigations in Surgerj'" will

be given by William Macewen, M.D., Lecturer on Clinical Surgery,

Glasgow Royal lutirmiiry.

An Address in I'hvsioiogy will be delivered by John Gray
McKendrick, M.D.. LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Institutes of Medi-

cine, University of Glasgow.
All the rooms required for the purposes of the meeting will, by

the kindness of the authorities, be pro\-ided in the University of

Glasgow.
Httmaniiy Class Room

A.VMedicinb.—President. T. McCall Anderson, M.D. Vice-Presi-

dents, R. L. liowles, M.l).: George F. Duffiy, iM.D. Honorary Sec-

rftones, J. McGregor Robertson,M.D.,4(Xl,Great WesteruRoad, Glas-

gow; Robert M. Simon, M.D,, '2!J, Newhall Street, Birmingliani.

Chemistry Class Room.
B. Surgery.—P/-Mi!/(«?, George Buchanan, il.D. Vice-Presi-

dents, inrnvs, Dunlop, M.D.; Charles Robert Bell Keetley, F.R.C.S.

Honorary Secretnrirs, Daviil Neilson Kiio.v, M.B., 8, India Street,

Glasgow; Walter Pye, F.R.C.S.j 4, Sackville Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.
Medical Jurisprudence Class Room.

C. Obstetric f.lEDiciys.—President, Thomas More JLidden,

M.D. Vice-Presidetits, William Leishman, Jl.D. ; J. Halliday

Croom, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, WiUiam Walter, M.D., 20, St.

John Street, :Manchester; W, h. Reid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent,

Glasgow.
Greeh Class Room.

' D. Public Medicine.— President, Henrj- Duncan Littlejohn,

M.D. riCf-Presjy*-;)/*, James Christie. M.D.'; D. Page, M.D. llono-

Secretaries. Ebenezer Duncan, M.D., 4. Royal Crescent, Cross-

Hebreio Class Room, _,
E. Psychology.—Prexi<fen<, James C. Ilowden, M.D. Vice-Pre-

sidents, James Rutheriord, M.D.; Julius iUckle, M.D. Honorary

Secretaries, A. R. Urquhart, JI.D., ilurray House, Pertln AJex.

Newington, M.D., Ticohurst, Sussex. ,,;•

Anatomy Class Room.

F. Anatomy and Physiology.—President, John Cleland, M.D.,

LL.D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, Ti..). Anderson. M.D. ;
Henrj- Ed-

ward Clark, F.F.P.S.G. Honorary Secretaries, John Barlow, M.D.,

27, Elmbank Crescent, Glasgow; Charles Barrett Lockwood,

F.R.C.S., I'J, Upper Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W. ,

Law Class Room.
G. PAj:soLn(iY.—President, Sir WiUiam -Aitken, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S. rtc(!-Pre.'.-i'<^<>n^«, Alexander Davidson, M.D. ; Joseph Coats,

M.D. ; Charles Roy, M.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, G. Sims

AVoodhead, M.D., 6, Marchhall Crescent, Edinburgh ; J. Lindsay

Steven, -M.D., 34, Berkeley Terrace, Glasgow.

Midu-ifery Class Room.
WiY.—Presiden t. Thomas Reid, M.D.H. Ophthalmology.—P)-f«?^/e«?, Thomas Reid, M.D. Vice-Pre-

sidents, 3. R. Wolfe, M.D. ; C. E. Glascott. M.D. Honorary Secre-

taries, Hem->- Beudelack Hewetson, :M.R.C.S., 11, Hanover Square,

Leeds ; A. Freeland Fergus, M.B., 41, Ehubaiik Street, Glasgow.

Biblical Criticism Cl^ss Room.

I OTO-LOdY.—President, Thomas Barr, M.D. Vice-Presidents,

John Astley Blo.Kam, F.R.C.S. : J. J. K. Duncanson, M.D. Hono-

rary Secretaries, Joluistone Macfie, M.D., 2.S, Ashton Terrace,

Glasgow; James Black, P.R.C.S., 16, Wimpole Street, London.

English Literature Class Room.

J. Diseases of Children.—P/f.w/en^, Walter Butler Cheadle,

4I.D. Vice-Presidents. James Fiulayson, M.D. : Hemy Ashby,

JI.D. Honorary Secretaries, George S. Jliddleton, iLD.,23, Sandy-

ford Place, Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.R.C.S., 14, St.

Thomas's Street, S.E.

Conveyancing Class Room.
K. Phasmacologt and TuEnAPEvncs.— President. James

Morton, M.D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D.; Theodore

Cash, JI.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries. .Alexander Napier. JI.D.,

3, Royal Terrace. Crossbill, Glasgow; Sidney Hams Cox Martin,

Jt.D.,"60, Gower Street, London, W.C.

Divinity Class Room.
L. Laryngology and Rhinology.—Prc--iV7(>Ji/, FelLx Semon,

JI.D. Vice-Presidents, George Hunter JIackenzie. JI.D.; Peter

JIcBride, JI.D. Hotiorary Secretaries, D. Newman, M.D., 18, Wood-

side Place, Glasgow ; A. E. Garrod, JI.D., 9, Chandos Street, Caven-

dish Square.

Programme of Proceedings.
Tpesdav. ArGi-ST 7th. ISSS.

9.30 A.M.—Meeting of ISSMS><i Council. K.-»ndolph Hall.

11.30 A.M.—First General Meeting. Report of Council. Reports of

Committees. Bute Hall.

I P.M.—Serv ice in the Cathedral. Sermon by the Very Rev. John
Caird. D.D.. LL.D.. Vice-ChanceUor and Principal ot

theUuii-ersity of filasiiow.

8.30 P.M.—Adjourned General Meeting from 11.30 A..V. President a

Address. Bute Hall.

Wedvesdav. AiTKi'ST 8th. 18.^.

0.;» A.M.—Meeting of 1SS8-89 Council. Randolph'! Hall.

10.3'JA.M. to;; P.M.—Sectional Meetings. . -, .. . ,,

;! P.M.—Second Geiier.il Meeting. Address in Medicine by
Thomas CUftord Allbutt. M.U.. F.R.S. Bute Hall.

Tkvrshay. AinusT inn. is?^.

!>.30 A.M.—Address on his Recent Surgical Investigations ^y
William Macewen. M.D. Bute Hall.

11 A.M.—Meeting of Council. R.-uidolpli Hall.

10.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.—S.vtional Meetings.
3p.«—Thini General Meeting. Address in Surgery oy bir

George H. B. Macleod. M.D. Bute Hall.

7 P.M.—Public Dinner. St. Andrew's Hall.

Friday. Arorsx 10th, 1888.

10.30 A.M. to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
. . -,„.,__

3 P.M.—Coucluding General Meeting. Address in Physiology

by John G. McKendrick. M.D., F.R.S. Bute Hall.

SaTURDAT. Al-GVST IIIH, 1888.

Excursions.

rary
Glasgow ; John C. McVail, JI.D., Holmbead, Kilmarnock.

Annuax. Museum.
The Annua! Jluseiim will be held on August 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOth,

in the Examination Hall of the University of Glasgow, and will

be arranged in the following sLx Sections

:
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Sbction a.—Food and Drug^ including Anti3c{)tic Dressings,

and other Chemical and Phamiaiceutical Preparations. (Honorary
Secretary, R. S. Thomson, B.Sc, M.B., CM., 3, Melrose Street.)

Section B.—Pathologj', comprising Casts, Models, Diagrams,
Microscopical Preparations, and Micro-organisms. (Honorary Sec-
retary, J. Lindsay Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley Terrace.)

Sbotion C.—Anatomy, comprising Special Dissections, Methods
of Mounting, Abnormalities, Drawings, Medals, etc. (Honorary
Secretary, J. Yule JIackay, M.D., 3-1, Elmbank Crescent.)

Section D.—Physiology, consisting of Apparatus, Microscopes,
Microtomes, and Microscopical Preparations of Normal Histology.

(Honorary- Secretary, J. McGregor Eobertson, M.A., M.B., CM., 400,

Great Western Road.)
Section K.—Instruments and Books, including Appliances

—

Medical, Surgical, and Electrical. (Honorary Secretary, J. Mac-
intyre, M.B.. CM,, 173, Bath Street.

Section F.—Sanitation (1) Domestic Sanitary Appliances, em-
bracing all Improvements applicable to the Treatment of the Sick

in Private Dwellings. (2) Personal Hygiene, including Dress and
Gymnastic Appliances. (3) Ambulances, Carriages, and all other
Appliances used for the Conveyance and Treatment of the Sick

and Wounded, either in Civil, Naval, or Military Practice. (4)

Drawings, Models, and Apparatus illustrative of the Ventilation,

Lighting, and Draining of Hospitals. (3) Hospital Furniture. (6)

Sanitary Appliances in connection with Educational Institutions

and Public Buildings. (Honorary- Secretary, 1, 2, 3, Robert PoUok,
M.B.. CM., PoUokshields ; Honorary Secretary, 4,.'), and 6, A. W.
Russell, M.A., M.B., CM., Western Infirmary.)

'

Intending exhibitors should communicate as early as possible

with the Secretary of the Section in which they propose to ex-

hibit, as the Museum Catalogue must be complete one month
before the date of meeting. Inquiries as to advertisements in the

Catalogue should be sent without delay to Dr. Thomson, 3, Melrose
Street, Glasgow.
Honorary General Secretaries of Museum Committee, A. Eniest

Mavlard, B.S., M.B., .t4, Berkelev Terrace ; R. S. Thomson, B.Sc,
M.S., CM., 3, Melrose Terrace.

Honorary Local Treasurers, Joseph Coats, JI.D.; Jas. B. Russell,

M.D.

Honorary Local Secretaries, John G. McKendrick, M.D., F.R.S.,

45, Westboume Gardens, Glasgow; James Christie, M.D. , Hillhead,
Glasgow; John Glaister, M.D., 4, Ofrafton Place, Glasgow.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
PARIS.

[FKOM OUB own C0RHB8P0NDKNT.]
Treatment of Blepharospasmus.— Action of Antipyretics on the

Liver.—Pseudn-tuherculosis.—Canadol as a Local Anrcsthetic.—
Concentrated Solution of Boric Acid.—Naphthol ^ as an Anti-

septic.— Wasting of the Muscles of the Chest in Phthisis.— Con-

tra-indications of Antipyrin.

At a meeting of the Soci6t6 de M6decinede Paris on March 24th,
M. A. Dehenne read a note upon the treatment of tonic blepharo-
spasraus by section of the supra-orbital nerve. Tonic blepharo-
spasmus, the only form of this affection which is really dan-
gerous, is not common. The contractions, which are often
painful, are incessant, and last from several seconds to several

minutes. The ]iatients are unable to walk out of doors unaccom-
panied, and can follow no occupation which requires the use of

the eyesight. When the affection is of old standing, the attacks,
which occur from twenty to forty times daily, are accompanied
by the following phenomena: the space between the eyelids is

contracted, the eyebrow falls down over the upper eyelid, there
are incessant clonic spasms in the lids. Neurotomy is the only
treatment which has provfd effectual in checking the contrac-
tions. Inmost cases section of one supra-orbital nerve suflSces.

Tlie operation is performed as follows. The course of the supra-
orbital nerve is marked with ink as far as the junction of the
inner and middle third.H of the eyebrow. The skin is pinched up
between the thumb and linger ; a vertical fold is thus formed, at
the bottom of which a small bistoury i.» introduced, about one
centimetre above the eyebrow, with the blade parallel to the sur-

face of the skin. The bistoury is then withdrawn, and the neuro-

tome, which is merely a bluut-pointed bistoury, with a elightly

convex blade, is introduced in the same way. Onreaching the vasculo-
nervous bundle, the instrument is turned round and rested against

the frontal bone. A series of cuts are then made until the perioft-

teiun is reached. The neurotome is then placed in its Former
position, and is rapidly withdrawn. Strong pressure is made by
means of a coin wrapped in cotton-wool in order to prevent any
subcutaneous effusion of blood. A compress bandage is applied

Tonic contractions entirely cease immediately after the opera-

tion, but clonic contractions sometimes persist for a few day?

longer. The first patient operated on by M. Dehenne in 1879 wa-

a woman of 52, who had suffered from the affection for thre'-

years. Both supra-orbital nerves were divided, and immediate

recovery ensued. Six months later the spasms reappeared

Electric stimulation, with continuous currents, which had been

ineffectually applied before the operation, were completely suc-

cessful after it. M. Dehenne cited a recent example of the ad-

mirable results of neurotomy in tonic blepharospa-smus. The
patient, a woman of .58, had suffered from double blepharospas-

mus for five years. The tonic contractions had begun three years

after the appearance of clonic blepharospasmus. M. Dehenne
divided the left supra-orbital nerve, in which the tonic form of the

affection was most pronounced, on February 25th, 1888. The
tonic contractions immediately ceased, and the patient was able

to open her eyes. Since the'operation all spasms in the eyelids

have disappeared. M. Dehenne has performed neurotomy in other

cases ^^"ith similar success.

L' Union Medicale of Xyvil 14th publishes some interesting ob-

servations on the action of antipyretics, especially antipyrin,

upon the liver, by MM. R. Lepine and Porteret. One of these

observers has already proved that under certain circumstances

aniline helps the disintegration of nitrogenous substances, and de-

creases the production of heat. One naturally inquires whether

pyretics might not therefore retard the formation of hepatic gly-

cogen. To elucidate this point, experiments have been made on

guinea-pigs. It was first ascertained that the ordinarj' quantity

of glycogen contained in their liver varies not only with their size

and nourisliment, but is also unequal in the case of animals of the

same weight and apparently subject to the same circumstances.

A number of guinea-pigs having been placed under the influence

of pyretics, MM. Lupine and Porteret found at least one-fifth

more hepatic glycogen, and a slight diminution of hepatic sugar.

Another experiment showed that the suspension of the trans-

formation of glycogen into sugar is in part the result of a direct

action upon the hepatic cells.

M. L. Dor has reported a case which is probably similar to those

described to the Academy of Medicine by Messrs. Charrin and

Roger, on JIarch 19th, and it was in consequence of this case,

which occurred between the months of April and July, 1887. that

he undertook the researches the result of which he now pub-

lishes. This malady is infectious, and resembles tuberculosis.

The symptoms are, first, a tumour, often resembling an abscess;

when it appears spontaneously it is found in the tongue or in the

inner walls of the mouth. Serondly, glandular swelling in the

groin when the inoculation lia.* taken place in a posterior part,

and cerebral when the original abscess is in the mouth ;
numerous

metastatic granulations of a cheesy nature, resembling either round

tubercles or irregular nodules, cauliflower-like in form, varying

from the size of a pin's head to that of a pea. Thirdly, micro-

scopic examination has shown that the malady is not tubercle,

nor leucsemia, nor pyjemia, nor generalised sarcoma, the pustules

being composed of a' peculiar fermented species of leucocytes.

Dr. Pliouchkine, in the lierue de Thirapeutiijue Midico-chirur-

r/icale. April 15th, recommends ciinadol, a hydrocurburet distilled

from American naphtha, as a local an:esthetic. It is a transparent

liquid, very volatile and smelling like benzine ; it is insoluble in

water and in alcohol, which renders it superior to ether. It causi

«

rapid cold in the first minute, like ether, but does not, like thi,<

substance, continue to lower the temperature in the ensuing

minutes. The an;cslhesi8 produced by canadol is complete in

sixty seconds, and employed as an am-esthetic in cases of minor

operations completely subdu>>s all pain.

According to M. A. Cabaiies, in the ./. de Med. de Paris, April

V'ith. a new way has been discovered of dissolving a large (juai-

tity of boric acid in distilled water. It is known that it has not

hitherto been possible to dissolve more than 4 or 4.50 grammes of

this antiseptic in lOO grammes of water, which is not strong

enough completely to destroy all micrococci. The new solutioB
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is as follows: boric acid, 120 grammes; calcined magnesia, 10

grammes; aquae destill., 7riO grammes. It is possible that biborati;

of magnesia is formed ; at any rate, there remains in solution a

considerable excess of boric acid.

In a communication recently made by Professor Bouchard ^to

the Academic des Sciences, he states that naphthol 3 is an ex-

cellent antiseptic for external use. But wliat is more important,

it would appear to be the most etticient agent for intestinal anti-

sepsis, particularly on account of its slight solubility, which pre-

vents its absorption and allows it to remain a long time in the

intestine without poisonous effects. A daily variable dose of

1 gramme of naphthol per kilog. of weight of the animal may be

administered without danger.

Dr. F. Bompard has lately made an interesting communication
to the Socii5t6 de Medecine of Bordeaux on atrophy of the thorax

in phthisis. The following is a summary of his conclusions;—1.

Muscular atrophy is frequent in tuberculous subjects; '2, it

is met with in the neighbourhood of pulmonary lesions,

and specially at the ape.x of the thorax; 3, it presents the

following characters: (a) diminution of volume; (6) subsidence

of prominences ; (c) exaggeration of hollows ; (d) diminution of

strength ; (e) diminution of electrical contractility ; 4, it may be

an early symptom ; 5, it is sometimes accompanied by sharp pains

in the muscles which are undergoing atrophy ; 6, it constitutes a

complication of pulmonary phthisis in augmenting the difficulty

of breathing, and in this manner contributes to hasten the pro-

gress of the disease. It is, therefore, most important to combat
this form of muscular atrophy, which is common, particularly at

the outset of the disease, when a cure may still be hoped for.

For this purpose nothing can be better than chamber gjnnnastics,

already so much recommended by M. Peter in 1879.

Some time ago, it. Huchard called attention at the meeting of

the Soci^tg de Therapeutique to the contra-indications of anti-

pyrin. He said the drug should be used sparingly in diseases

such as typhoid fever, in which the kidneys served as emune-
tories, as it diminished the secretion of urine. On the same
principle he gave 8 grammes a day to a woman suffering from
meningomyelitis, who pa.ssed from 24 to 28 litres of urine in

24 hours. This quantity was reduced to 5 litres under the

influence of antipyrin, .\1. Huchard therefore suggested the use

of antipyrin in analogous cases, such as diabetes, for instance.

11. Dujardin-Beaumetz expressed a similar opinion. Antipyrin

should no more be given than opium or salicylate of soda when
the kidneys were diseased. These substances being eliminated

by these organs, might possibly be absorbed into the organism
with toxic effects, il. Dujardin-Beaumetz had tried antipjTin in

two cases of polyuria, the amount of urine being diminished in

both cases. M. Huchard added that arterio-sclerosis should not

be treated by antipyrin, even when the kidneys were not

aflected.

SWITZERLAND.
[from Ol'R OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Professor Haab on General Gonorrhoeal Infection.— Transmisst-

bility of Molluicum Contagiogwn.— Transfusion of Blood in

Carbonic Oxide Poisoning.—Electrolysis in Hypertrophy of the

Prostate.— The Berne Cremation Society.—Se.vtuple Labour at

Castagnola : the Ruttigen Chapel in Memory of a Septuple

Labour.

At a meeting of the (xesellschaft der Aerzte, in Zurich, Professor

Uaab read a paper on a generalised or constitutional gonorrhosal

infection developing consecutively to specific urethritis. He
often met cases of gonorrhoeal iritis and irido-cyclitis, as well as

(rf conjunctivitis originating without any direct transmission of

the urethral discharge. In the cases of the latter kind no gono-
cocci were present in the conjunctival secretion, the disease

usually running a mild and favourable course. He further cites a

striking ca.se of general infection after urethral gonorrhoea,

V. here death was threatening in consequence of extreme exhaus-
t ion caused by a continuous, uncontrollable fever of many weeks'

I

duration. The man was suffering from effusions into his knee and
elbow joints, alwcesses in the left axilla, prolonged obstinate

cystitis, and double ophthalmia of the severest kind, ending in

I

complete destruction of one eye, and serious disorganisation of

' the other. No microbes were tound in the articular exudation,
but the axillary abscess was found to contain staphylococcus.

Profes,sor Haab seems to think that this case is an instance of a

mixed general infection with gonococcus plus staphylococcus.

I'rofessor Haab also states that he has succeeded in inoculating

molluscum contagiosum into his own forearm. Having rubbed

into the part a portion of the contents of a fre.>«hly extirpated

nodule (and nearly forgotten all about it), he found, about six

months afterwards, a typical nodule at the site of the inunction.

Whin the growth had reached the size of a hemp-seed he extir-

pated it in order to examine its structure microscopically. The

strufture proved to be absolutely identical with that of the prim-

ary nodule which had ser»-ed for the inoculation. As is known,

the number of successful experiments of the kind is as yet very

scanty (Retzius, etc.).

In the Correspondenz-Blatt far Schwetzer Aerzte, Ao. 8, 1888,

p. 2.58, Dr. Siegfried Stocker, of Lucerne, relates a case of poisoning

by carbonic oxide, where tmnsfusion of human blood was success-

fully employed after all other means of resuscitation had utterly

failed. The patient, a senior engineer to the Gotthard Railway, a

powerfully-built man aged 50, went to bed (at an hotel in

Goescheneni in the best health and spirits. The next morning he

and a companion were found in an unconscious state, and appa-

rently dying. The stove (closed in the night) contained half-

consumed coal and wood. The patient s friend was brought; to

his senses in twenty hours by means of cutaneous stimulation,

ether injections, artificial respiration, and electrisation of the

phrenic nerves. But the patient remained in a seemingly hopeless

state even alter persistent and energetic resuscitating efforts

of the same kind carried out for 48 hours. As a last resource,

transfusion was resorted to ; 8(KJ grammes of blood were drawn

from the patient's median vein, and 110 grammes of defibrinated

human blood injected into the same vein. In about two hours

very gradual improvement set in. It was only on the third day

after the transfusion that the temperature, respiration, and pulse

became normal, while extreme prostration and mental weakness

continued for a long time. In fact complete recovery took place

only two months later. According to Heinecke (1885), interna-

tional literature contains twenty-three cases of blood-transfusion

in carbouiu oxide poisoning. Cif these, recovery ensued only in

eicht. The success, therefore, is certainly not very brilliant

;

still Dr. Stocker believes that the procedure is decidedly indicated

in all such cases where no improvement follows in spite of per-

sistent treatment by fresh air, rubbing and brushing the cutaneous

surface, faradisation of the phrenic ner\-es, etc. The author lays

stress on free venesection as an essential condition of success,

since it is imperatively necessary (I) to relieve the intense con-

gestion of the internal organs which is invariably present in the

cases under consideration ; and (2) to eliminate some portion of

the poison and its injiurious products (including disintegrated

blood-corpuscles). On the other hand, the introduction of healthy

blood is also thought necessary, though the quantity need not be

considerable. A saline transfusion in the cases in question seems

to be quite useless.

In the Revue Midicale de la Suisse Ri/mande, Jlay 20th, 1888,

p. 282, Dr. Roux, house-surgeon to L'Hopital Cantonal, in Lau-

sanne, writes that since August, 1887, he has employed electro-

lysis in six cases of enlargement of the prostate. He places the

positive electrode of an ordinary galvanic apparatus on the abdo-

men, while the negative one is brought in contact with long steel

needles, which are plunged into the gland through the rectum as

deeply as 1^ or 2 centimetres. The circuit ha\-ing been closed, a

weak current is allowed to pass ; its strength is then gradually

increased to 70 milliamperes in the course of one to three

minutes, and maintained at this height for two and a half to five

minutes, after which it is gradually diminished. Then the needles

are thrust into atwther portion of the prostate, the procedure

being repeate<l, as a rule, two or three times at a sitting.

Pain (frequently about the abdomen, sometimes about the gland)

is said to be intense. One of the patients, aged 70, did not come
again after a sitting with five piijures. Another, aged 74, with an

enormous prostate (about the size of an orange, according to the

estimate of a " confrere un peu enthousiaste ' ), left the hospital

with the gland diminished to a third of its former volume. A
third man, aged ;72, returned several weeks after a single sitting

with such a striking diminution of his prostate that no further

treatment was found necessary. A fourth patient, aged 70, who
had been admitted with very bad symptoms, left the hospital

after three sittings in the course of six weeks, feeling perfectly

satisfied with his state. On re-examination, on the eve of the

author's present communication, the prostate was found to have
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Tindergnno a. marked reduction in sfte. A fifth, aRed 77, in whom
electrolysis wns repented Hve times, nt present shows " a general

diminution of ttiegland, whoso suifnce is now covered -with nodules,

ridges, ami depressions, wliich were entirely absent before the treat-

ment." The sixth case is still under trentrnent. The general con-

clusions dra-\vn by Dr. Koux from this series are: (1) tiiat electro-

lysis actually eniihles us to diminish the volume of a hypertro-

phied prostate : and (J) that this simple, easy, and harmless

method most decidedly deserves a further and more extensive

trial.

The Berne Society for Cremation (I'eiterhestattungsverein) was
opened on May loth. ^1. Gobat, a member of the Cantonal

Government (jiegierungsrath) has been elected the first President

of the new society. The administration of the latter includes

Dr. SchwnTZenbacfi. the well-known professor of chemistry at the

local university. The number of raembei-s registered during the

first sitting has reached .'308. This is not a had figure for a town
inhabited only by .50,()(X) candidates for burial of all kinds.

Cateri.i paribii.i, a London Cremation Society should show some-
thing like iiti.OOO members.
According to the Bimd of May 10th, at the village of Castagnola,

near Lugano, the wife of the local Communal President, aged .S8,

has been recently delivered, at full term, of six living children,

ever)' one of which, however, died in the course of a few hours

after their birfh. This startling event has induced a correspon-

dent of the Berner Volkszeitung of May I'Jth, p. 2, to publish the

following' statement, which, he says, can be very easily verified :

Many years ago a woman, residing at the village of Pullenbach,

near" o'lten, was safely delivered of seven living, though tiny, in-

fants. Since the nearest church at the time was at Olten, the seven

children had to be carried to that town to be baptised. It hap-

pened that one of the rustic godfathers somehow lost one of his

future godchildren on the way, the accident being discovered only

after the napkins and wi-appi'ngs had been carefully examined at

the church. The happy father of the seven, plunged now into

the verj- depths of unhappiness, registered a solemn vow to the

Holy ilother that if " the lost child was found alive he would erect

on the self-same spot a chapel dedicated to Her Holy name." The
infant was soon found safe and sound, lying at the left bank of

the river Aar, abolit ,")00 steps from the Aarburg Bridge, close to

Ruttigen, where there now stands the chapel as erected by the

father, true to his solemn promise. An official document, relating

in detail to all these obstetrical and other events, is said to be
exhibited within the chapel for the public edification.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BIENNIAL ELECTION OF PRKSIDKXT, UOYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS IN TRKL.\ND.

SiB,—I think the time has arrived when, in the interests of the

Irish College of Surgeons, the Council and Fellows at large should

definitely dt^cide that the oflSce of President should lost for more

than one.year. ..
•

The present system of electing ft new President ' every year,

owinc to the altered condition of the College, has disadvantages

too numerous to mention, and by instituting biennial elections

much unploa.santnes« would be avoided, besides saving the Col-

lege to a great extent from the unseemly contests for the post of

Viee-l'resident, which have been so common for the last few
years.

The London College of Surgeons, where it would he easy to

select a suitable President annually, owing to the number of dis-

tinguished aspirants for the position, do not adopt the system,

hnt' allow the President to hold oHice for two and sometimes
three yrnrx, as is the case this year, when .Mr. Savor)' takes the

jirisidentinl chair for the third time in succession. The matter
will be brought lirfore the Fellows of the (Villegc at their next

annual meeting, and I sincerely trust this much needed reform

will be no longer delayed.
In order not to affect the present Candidates for office the

system might commeneo from June, IstX).—I am, etc.,

L. H. Ormsby, F.R.C.S.I., M.D.,
Burgeon to the Meath Hospital and Co. Dublin Infirmary,

I
' .Member of the Surgical Court of Examiners, R.C.S.I.

• '•••Bablinj May 2«th. . '

•' "i " "

THfJ TREATMENT OF AD^At' EXOSTOSES.

Sib,—.Sir William Dalby, in the Journal of May liGth, is r»-

jiorted to have made some remarks before the Royal Medical and

(.'hirurgical Society, on " the removal of bony growths from the

external auditory canal," in which he claims to have opera^

with the dental drill since 1874.
, . ,

I have hitherto been under the impression that I bad tli-

satisfaction, on October 4th, 1411, of performing the fu'st op.

ration in Kngland for double aural exostosis by means '-

tlrilling. This was published by me shortly afterwards. Sin.

that time I have put on record several series of such cases, 11

results of which, as Koosa' has been good enough to obser\r,

"'justify all that Matthewson claims for the operation." Review-

ing these cases, 1 see no reason to doubt the correctness of my
original statement as regards tlie genesis of bony excrescenees in

theear, that is, that they are commonly the result of mechanical

irritation, and that a frequent source of this irritation is seer

bathing. It has again lately been recommended to use the chisel

in preference to the drill for the removal of aural exostoses ; but,

inasmuch as drilling carefully performed is pre-eminently a safe

and effectual operation, it is by no means ajjparent why a far

rougher if readier method of procedure should be held in favour..

Now that, chiefly, as I am giveu to understand, through my per-

sistent advocacy and practice, operation by drilling has come to

be very generally recognised iis one of the legitimate and indeed

most valuable of the resources of the aural surgeon, it is desit-

alile, 1 think, that I should draw atteaition to certain points in

connection therewith. As, however, I have at present in prepara-

tion a series of some twelve fresh cases, to which I hope to add

three to be treated this week, 1 do not purpose here to deal with

this subject generally. First, 1 may mention that I have found

it desirable to discard the crossbar at the end of the drill-holder,

the use of which I recommended in the Journal for April aOth,

18S7, inasmuch as it hinders the access of light to the meatus.

The steel guard which I long since recommended is, in fact, all

that one requires for the protection of the ear, and it serves also

the purpose of acting as a guide for the drill.

I have next to mention that prolonged experience in the treat-

ment of deafness due to aural exostoses ha.s taught me that the

drilling of their apices is all that is absolutely necessary, as good

hearing is maintained through a very small opening. It would

appear from a report, in the Jouknal for ^lay -'(ith of a paper

read on the 22nd before the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Societ)'

that Sir William Dalby has lost sight of the fact that what tl

surgeon has to aim at in dealing with aural exostoses is nol

much the removal of a tumour' in bulk from the ear as the

obviation of any deafness that it may cause. "In some

of these cases of exceedingly hard, bony tumours in tlu- ex-

ternal auditory meatus," we' read, "it was found sulllcient

to bore a hole 'through their base, for that damaged their nutri-

tion and led to their death and removal by easier means." Aa,

however, on the admission of Sir William, the homing of this hole

is " no easy matter," and as, moreover, it is unf(ueRtionably both

tedious and fraught with risk, I fail to perceive the advantage of

its performance. If, further, as 1 have abundantly proved, a single

operation by drilling sufliccs for all practical jnirixises, the death

and the subsequent removal of the tumour, by means however

easy, even with the most long-suffering of patients, does not

appear to be a desideratum. . ,

Not the lea.<!t surprising statement in the report in question la

that "burrs made of the brst steel in the world were sometimes

destroyed to the number of twenty or thirty before any serious

impression was made, when they were revolving at a rate of 3,000

times a minute."
, » »»,

It seems impossible to avoid the conclusion herefrom, tliat tne

instruments referred to, whot^iver their original quality, must

have been improperly tem])ered, or were otherwise uniidapted

for their purpose at the high rate of velocity employed, for in all

my cases of ivory exostosis fand the first I operated im more than

ten years ago), 'l have .successfully used iilHiitically the same

burrs.—I am, etc., • Gkobok P. Ftci.i..

34, Wimpole Street;' •
'' ' i.i.iii.i

' Se« Trmtise m Kserua of iht h'ar.Mh rd.. p. 18», where, nUo, Hie i"ti

n-marka tljat " Fifld, ot I.oli.lon. sv'-">s I'l.'wVf bml tliif, iiW3t,<|f l)crK-nfP liu i

use ot i lie «lent;l! c-riKllie for the removal of 'Exostoses."
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iTHK UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM AND THK M.D. FOR
PRAC^TITIONERS.

Sir,—In your report of the proceedings at the General Medical

uncil on Tuesday, May 2ind, the following paragraph occurs

:

" Dr. Glover asked for informiition as to the examination.^ of the

dver.sity of Durham of practitioners of over lifteen years' stand-

y. He siiid then! were no examinations of greater interest to the

ofcssion generallv."

Taken as it stands, this does not e.xplain the meaning or object

tlie inquiry. You will perhaps allow me to .fay, therefore, that

•. Glover as'ked the Registrar, Mr. Miller, if the statement in the

ble of passes and rejections, that the University of Durham had

jected the whole of the candidates for the practitioners' degree

the year 1S87 was correct? The Registrar replied that the state-

?nt was incorrect, and arose from a printers error, the correct

unbers having been received from the University, that is, 8 re-

Ctions, S passes.

On inquiry, the Registrar of the University of Durham College of

edioine, at Newcastle, sent a note stating the same facts.—

1

a, etc., Geoege Y. Heath, M.B.Loud.,

Representative of the University of Durham in the

General Medical CouncU.

St. George's Club, Hanover Square.

THE MEDICAL COUNCIL AND THE COVERING CASE.
Sm,—In regard to this case, one cannot help feeling that the

iwers of the iledical Council are too limited. So far as the

Tson covering is concerned, the power they possess, namely,

strike the offender off the Register, is ample, but with regard

the person covered, I cannot help thinking that the Council

ight to have power to punish both, immediately and prospec-

vely. Most certainly no person convicted of having practised

regularly, by the aid" of a cover or otherwise, ought to ever be

gistered, no matter what qualifications he may eventually ob-

,in. With regard to the case lately before the Sledical Council, I

ive every reason to believe that the real offender will not cease

i practise in one way or another. I should say more, that the

eilical Council should, in the case of such offender holding any
See under the Crown, lay the facts of such offence before the

ivisers of the Crown, leaving it to them to take such steps as

e gravity of the case may require.

Finally, I hope that medical men throughout the country will

t as I have done, and so stamp out this kind of parasite.—

I

a, etc., B. LuMLET, M.R.C.S.

Northallerton.

M.VRSIIALL AND SHAW DEFENCE FUND.
Sib,—Allow me further to trespass on your courtesy, and
rough your columns tliank those who have so kindly and
jerally contributed to the above fund, thereby relieving Dr.

law and myself to a great extent of the hea^•y legal expenses

curred in (iefending tlie recent lunacy action brought against us.

» have succeeded, while clearing my character of the gross

larges brought against me, in obtaining the approval of my pro-

ssional brethren in my endeavours to uphold the honour and
terests of the profession was of itself a sufficient reward for the

any worries and anxieties entailed by this lawsuit. I regard

KB practical proof of sympathy as given in support of a cause

her than personal, but 1 recognise and appreciate the individual

ndness thus shown by so many professional friends, and I desire

express my warm appreciation of this token of their approval

id good -will.— I am, etc., Hkxhy Maiishalt., M.D.
Clifton, Bristol, May 26th.

Sib,—Will you permit me in your columns to return my thanks
the many generous contributors to the above-mentioned fund ?

F the amount subscribed, £-21 have been handed to me by the,

easurer, Dr. E. Long Fox, and my legal expenses, so far as they
'0 at present known, amount to about £.'j.'iO.

It is much 1() receive so substantial a contribution towards de-

aying the expenses of tlie late legal proceedings against Dr.

arshall and myself ; it is inlinitely more to know that under a
Jrsecution for the simple discharge of a professional duty we
ive the sympathy and moral support of those whose opinions wa
^t highly value.— I am. etc., J. E. Shaw. Jl.B.. CM.
11, Lansdown Place, Victoria Square, Clifton, Bristol,

May 30th. '

1 1 ',1 I rpV ' *

i^HE HORSE TAX.
SiK,—I think no medical man will deny that, on rare occasions,

he uses his horse for pleasure, just as does the I)utcher, baker, etc.

The latter, however, will have no tax to pay, and herein is one of

the hardships to medical men.
Could not the Government be petitioned to reduce the amount

of the tax by, say, one-half—making a third classification—where

a horse is kept partly for work and partly for pleasure ?

1 imagine that if some such suggestion as this is acted upon, it

will remove much of the present opposition to a tax which will

apply so unjustly to us.—I am, etc., John J. LA-\<f8T0X, L.S.A.

Newington, SittinglxDurne, Kent, May 28th.

DIPHTHONGS IN MEDICAL .AND SCIENTIFIC TERMS.
Sir,—I wish to call attention to a circular from the editor of the

Philadelphia Medical World, which contains the following state-

ment: " Please notice the stand we have maintained for the past

year in regard to the use of diphthongs, discarding them altogether

except in the formation of the genitive singular and nominative

plural of Latin nouns of the first declension." Although a wish has

sometimes been expressed that "diarrhoja" should give place to

"diarrhea," and so forth, this innovation is hardly popular

amongst standard English medical writei-s. Scholars strongly

object to the reduction of " a;," as well as " oe " to " e,'' there being

no warrant for such a change. Should the diphthong be sup-

pressed, " ^rhea" would probably be correct ; but judging from

philological e^-idenee too complicated for discussion, "hsemor-

rhage" ought to be written " hamorrhage " (pronounced "hay-

morrhage"), rather than" hemorrhage." Again, in a leader on
" Technical Terms and Medical Study " in the Jouknai, for De-

cember 24th, 18S7, p. 139.3, in reference to the craze of purists for

" pure iVnglo-Saxon words," it was obser\-ed : "Strange to say, by

the way, some of these purists often object to diphthongs, which

abounded in Anglo-Saxon, and whilst historians, who have really

studied that language, -vvrite about ' Jilfred the Great,' medical

authors think that we might as well take to spelling ' hemor-

rhage
'

' hemorrhage.' " British and American writers and editors

ought hardly to abolish the two diphthongs -ivithout duly con-

suUing classical scholars, who are also authorities in English com-

position.—I am, etc., ^iKoKoyos.

INTERMITTENT H.EMATL'RIA.
Sib,—The case of this disease related by Mr. Berkeley Hill in his

clinical lecture on hpematuria is of great interest. In May of last

year 1 read before the Clinical Society an account of a case of

iuematuria due to bilharzia (which is 'jmblished in vol. xx of the

Transactions), and up to about that time no instance of the origin

of the disease in this country had. 1 believe, been recorded. It

appeared, therefore, that the continued observation of cases in this

country would throw some light either upon the natural duration

of life "of the adult parasite, or on the possibility of the embryo
reaching matiu-itv within the human body without the interven-

tion of an interm'ediate host—a very unlikely proceeding. Should

the two cases originating in this coiintry, and recorded by Mr.

Berkeley Hill and .Mr. Reginald Hanison, be supported by the dis-

coverj- of others, the results of this method of obserration will

lose niuch, though not all, of their value. The case that I have re-

corded, originating in Natal, has now been under obsersation in

this country more than two years and a half. Ova of the bilharzia

have been found on every occasion when sought for, and still

continue to be passed. The patient was much depressed at first

on learning the natiu-e of his malady, but has otherwise been in

good health, and now is quit*; robust, playing footl)all in the

season once or twice a week. The loss of blowl in the case re-

lated by Mr. Berkeley Hill seems to have been very excessive.

With regard to the hatching of the ova in urine I am satisfied

I have observed this occasionally, though usually they remain un-

altered for several days until th'ev are killed by an advanced state

of decomposition of the lu-ine. NVhen placed on a slide, in urine,

under a cover glass I have watched dozens of the embryos escape

from the shell, which the weight of the cover glass appears to

help to mxiture. The embrj-os continue to swim about actively in

the urine for several hours.

The ova are readily preserved ia glyowme diluted with about

one-third water. I have numerotis specimens that have bS|?n_pre-

served in that manner and that have riynnined in good condition

already for two ve.ars and a holf.-r-I am, etc.,

Nottingham, May 28th. ; • n :

.
1

1 M.' HandfoIH), M.D.
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LONDON UNIVERSITY: PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC (M.B.)

EXAMINATION.
Sir,— .\ Royal Commission having been api)ointed to take eri-

clcnco with regard to the development of higher education in

London, one hopes that the result will be the estalishment of a

teaching university worthy of the importance of the metropolis,

witli its huge population and great position in the civilised world.

If u teaching university be estahlislieJ and the present L'niversity

remain simply an examining body, as it is at present, could not

the Senate and Convocation be induced to do something to im-

prove the position of the medical undergraduates?

The .Medical Faculty is the most heavily weighted in the Uni-

versity, aiul the greatest impediments and difhcultiea appear to

be thrown in the way of candidates for its degrees. No student

is regarded as a student in medicine until after he has passed the

reliminary scientific examination, notwithstanding that possibly

_e might have completed a year or two of hospital work before

that date ; and then a considerable period must elapse in which
hospital lectures, etc., must be attended, between the intermediate

and final M.B. examinations.
The preliminarj- scientific is an extra examination, as it were,

no corresponding" one being required in any of the other curricula.

It is not a mere preliminary science examination to medicine, but a

severe test, requiring at l"ea.st twelve months' residence at some

college or institution where science is well taught in the class-

room and laboratory, and also considerable application on the

part of the student, who should be endowed with fair brain-

power. The severity of this examination has been recognised by

the Senate in allowing candidates to divide the subjects into two
parts, to be taken at different times, so that a student, if he be

guccessful, may have to undergo five examinations before he can

take his degree of M.B., whereas in Arts, Science, and Law he has

only three.

Does this appear to be equitable or fair? It seems to me
that medical students, having to undergo a special scientific

training after matriculatioii and before they can be allowed to

commence their professional studies, ought to have some par-

ticular designation given them—such as " Licentiates in Science
"

—instead of merely describing themselves as having passed the

preliminary scientific examination. The organic chemistry of the

intermediate M.B. may be added to the subjects of the preliminary

scientific, so that subsequent studies may be entirely profes-

sional, and all those who had passed the scientific examination

should be termed " Licentiates in Science." The character of

this and matriculation cannot be less, if it be not more, than the

B..\. in some of the older universities.

If the Senate and Convocation would give some more distinc-

tive mark to those who had passed this examination, it would be

a great incentive to candidates, as well as improve their position

very considerably in the eyes of the world. The University of St.

Andrews confers the designation of LL.L. on ladies who pass in

certain subjects laid down by the Senatus and professors of that

University ; and, as the University of London is merely an ex-

amining body, surely it may do something to sweeten the hard

struggles of many of its undergraduates. Of course all Licen-

tiates in Science would be in in statu pupillari, as at present, and
have no voice whatever in university matters.— I am, etc.,

R. Clifford.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE MKDICAX KESERVK.
A CORRE9POHDEHT, "Vigilant." Hsks the profession uikI ull who may con-

t«niplat« jotntog the Army Medical Resene. to consider, while the warrants

relftllof to the regiilar nietlical service are so easily set aside or played ducks
and drnkes with, wliat aastii-ance would-be resorvlats have that they may not

liCtripped up and befooled withequal disregard of terms? They inay think

they are safe under uertaln conditions, but the •exigencies of the service"

under Mr. Stanhope's Bill for extended powers over the militia and volnn-

toers will place them completely in the clutches of the War Office, and tend

them for general duty all over the countrj*; they will have no hold over

their corps, or their corp» over them. Any of them who have private prac-

ticea worth conserving will tind them absorbed on their return home by
rivmla, who, not entrapped by vain military medical titles, have an eye to real

business in civil life.

THE OLDEST VOLUNTEER.
Mr. Jamks Wii.i.iamb, F.K.C.8., J. P. (Mount Pleasant. Brecon), writes : In

the Journal of May 12th. under "Volunteers,*" I find :
" Surgeon and Hono-

rary Surgeon James Williams, of the Ist Volunteer Battalion South Walet
Borderers, late Isl Brecknock, has also resigned, with permission to retain his

rank and uniform ; his appointment was dated April IMh. It^."

I wish this inaccuracy corrected. My appointment bears date NovemV" -

15th. 1859 (enclosed for your inspection). I was enrone<l in August tli

mouths before, making me presumably "the oldest volunteer in theki
dom," liaving served eontinuuuslv for twenty-nine years, and havint ac<

panled my regiment twice to Aldershot. and notaVily last year, to snow
heloved Queen the loyally and nationality of Brecknock Welshmen. aci-<

panied by the emblematic goat in ihe march paat. and mysell honour^t
my townsmen as the "Jubilee" mayor. Taking these claims into eonai.ti

tion. I asked the "highest nillltuiy authorities " permission to remain;
th(? regiment a little longer, as we are to be brigaded this year In our
towai with other county regiments. My appeal was refused in the u^

stei-eotyped fashion, and the favour asked not granted. This kind of tn
ment to an old volunteer of nearly thirty years' standing requires s^.,,_

explanation.

INSPECTION OP A BATTALION OP VOLUNTEERS.
Surgeon-Major writes : It is, 1 believe, becoming increasingly common (or tlie

regimental bearers to march past under command of a surgeon, taking their

position in rear of the battalion. May I ask if there is any authority fur

this?
Does Section 355, Part III. Manual for Medical Staff Corps, apply ; and, li su.

how is it that stretchers are so frequently carried, as they are strictly forbiii-

denby the last paragraph ? If it be right to march past, what is the position

of the surgeon in commanti ; and should he salute as the combatant officers

do? I shall be glad to receive intormation on the above points, as although
my men have repeatedly marched past, and sometimes with stretchers. I have
never felt quite sure that it was right : and one likes more authority than the
commendation of the inspecting officer.

%* "At annual inspections of volunteer corps, the corps stretcher bearero

will parade and be inspected as such under the medical officer" {vide Volunteer

Regulations, Part I, Sec. vi, para. 617). There is no authority (except

general sanction) for the march past of regimental bearers under command of

surgeon.

Sec. 355, Part III. Manual of Medical Staff Corps, applies as far as the dutiird

of regimental bearers in giving first aids and conveying the wounded to au

ambulance waggon or the collecting station.

Stretchers are carried by bearers, as regimental waggons are rarely provided

The position of the surgeon is in rear of the centre of his bearers ; he salutes

with the hand, not. as the combatant officers, with the sword.

ARMY MEDICAL STAFF.
Regimental M. O. writes: " Verbum Sap." is not yet tired of agitation. Is he

aware of the contrast that has been wrought in the last few years between tiie

old " regimental" officer and the present semi-civilian rankless "doctor ?" It

impossible the authorities may tire of agitation, especially now as they are

strenthening their hands by daily filling up the reserve hsts. 1 tear a doctor

in the anny must remain one. If things go on as at present, cinliaus, pure

and simple, will have medical charge of our army in the distant future. Be-

fore agitation, let medical officers unite and pull together; had theydniie
this in time, they would not be in the condition they are in at present.

THE NAVY.
The following appointments have been made at the Admiralty : Q. A. Cami-
BELL, Fleet-Surgeon, to tUt ImjjregnyiUe : {2. W. Maorane, Staff-Surgeoi:

the Lion : J. F. Donovan, Surgeon, to the Thutui'ver .- M. H. Atock. buij..

to the Orlando, additional i Anthony Qorham. Fleet-Surgeon, to the f"t^ _

nable: Robert Grant, Fleet-Surgeon, to the Ti^ineraire.

THE MEDICAL STAFF. ^
SuRUEON G. D. HlTNTKR has been seconded for service with the Egyptian

h

army.
Surgeon F. W. C. Jones, serving in tlie Bombay command, ha\ing returned

from Burmah. is posted to general duty in the Bombay district. Northern
Division, and Aden.
Surgeon-Major C. C. Piper died at Guildford on May 21st, at the age of 03.

He entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon September 12th, 1855. and was pro-

moted to be Surgeon and Surgeon-Major successively, retiring on half pay
February 7th, 1876. He had no war record.

ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE.
Surgeon and Honorary Surgeon-Major Burford Norman, of the let Volun-

teer Brigade, Southern Division. Koyal Artillery (late the Ist Hampshire Artil-

lery) is appointed Surgeon-Major (ranking as Major).

THB INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
Brigade-Surgeon H. Cotter. M.D., BenKal Establishment, Is appointed

Deputy Surgeon-General with temporary rank, vice Acting; Deputy Surgeon-

General A. H. Hilson, M.D.. appointed Officiating Inspector-General of Clkil

Hospital, Bengal. , ,

Surgeon-Maior W. D. Stewart, Bengal Establishment, is granted furloagn|

in and out of India, on pri\iite affairs, tor 1 year and 243 da^*s.
'

Surgeon A. W. Alcock. M.B., Bengal Kstablishraent, is appointed to the

meditail charge of the 2nd Punjab Infantry, xnce Surgeon W. A. Sykes.

Surgeon-Major J. M'Conaohkv, Bengal Establishment, Civil Surgeon of

Ban Baiikee. is appointed to officiate as Civil Surgeon of Fyzabad, during the;

nb'^cnce on deputation of Dr. O'Brien. '

The services of Surgeon C. W. Owen, C.M.G.. C.I.E., Civil Surgeon of

>

Nynee Tal, are placed at the disposal of the Government of India. Foreign

Department.
Surgeons J. HoLT, T. H. Griffith, J. L. T. Jonfs. and W. E. Jennings, art;

brought on the strength of the Bombay Establishment, from April 22nd, tncj

ilatc of their arrival at Bombay.
.

Surgeon J. Garvik. Bent'il Establishment, is appointed to the officiattiig|

medical charge ut the I3th Bengal Lancers, vice Surgeon W. Conry, M.B..

granted leave out of India.

Surgeon A. Coleman. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the officiating

i
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medical charge of tlie 17th Bengal Lancers, vice Surgeon S. H. Henderson, re

commended tor leave in India.
. . , j .„ .i,^ „i,-ii

Surgeon H. Hendi.ev. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the cnil

medical charge of Dalliousic. , „ . ,

Surgeou-Maior B. Q-BRIEX. Bengal Establishment. C.v.l Surgeon of Fyzabad.

is aprxiinte.ltn officiate as Civil Surgeon of Cawnpore. during the absence on

pririlegc leave of Brigade-Surgeon .1. H. Condou.
. , r- , a ,„o„„

Surgeon H P. Dimmock. Bombav Kstabllshmenf , is appointed Civil Surgeon

of Sukkur, v,ce Surgeon-Major M. L. Dartholoraeusz. M.B.. C.B. transferred.

Brigade-Surgeon Q. Y. Hu>tkr. Bombay EstaWishment. Presidency Surgeon

Third DistrictTis allowed furlough to Europe for six months, on medical cer-

"st^rgeon-General M. C. Fi-hvfm,. M.D., C.I.E., late of the Madras Establish-

ment .died at Monte Carlo on May 24th, aged .".P. Entering the service as

Assistant-Surgeon. Februarv 7th, 185.5; he attained the rank of Surgeon-General,

April 5th, 1885. He sened during the Indian Mutiny in 18o8-59, and was pre-

seut at the battle of Dowdepore. in Oudh, and in the pursuit of Bern Madhoo

and Runmust Singh (medaO. He was nominated Companion of the, Urder ot

the Indian Empire, May 2iith, 1886.

THE VOLUNTEERS.
TlTE resignation of Surgeon and Honorary Surgeon-Major H. Meapf:, of the

2nd West Riding Artillery, announced in the London Gazette of May 4tli, «

Surgeon -V Hamilton-, of the 2nd Volunteer Battalion ot the Cheshire Regi-

ment (late the 2nrt Cheshire*, is granted the honorary rank of Surgeon-Major.

The undermentioned gentlemen are appointed Acting-Surgeons to the corps

specified —R S Smith. M.B.. 1st Volunteer Battalion Royal Highlanders (late

the 1st Forfar) ; A. E. Udlixg, 1st Volunteer Battalion Lincoln Regiment (late

the 1st Lincoln) ; C. W. Macpoweu., M.D., 22nd Middlesex (Central London

Rangers).

THE PHYSICAL TRAINING OF SOLDIERS.
Lord VTolselet has consented to preside at a meeting to con-

sider the physique of soldiers and their physical training, to be

held at the Royal United Serrice Institution, next Wednesday,

when the subject will be opened by Colonel Onslow, Inspector of

" Gymnasia at Aldershot.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.

ATTENDANCE OX THE FAMILIES OF MEDICAL MEN.
B. N. asks whether it is according to professional custom for a doctor to make
a charge tor professional services to the child of another medical man, staying

in a relative's house. The relative is charged with an account, but refers the

doctor for payment to the child's father. Should the latter pay without

demur?
*,* A clearly defined answer to our correspondent's question and its col-

lateral bearings will be found in the following rule, extracted from the Code

of Medical Ethics, page b-i :

"All legitimate practitioners of medicine, their wives, and children, while

under the paternal care, are entitled (not as a matter of right, but by profes-

sional courtesy) to the reasonable and gratuitous services—railway and like

expenses excepted—of the faculty resident in their immediate or near neigh-

bourhood, whose assistance may be desired. In the case, also, of near rela-

tives who are more or less dependent upon a professional brother (other than

wealthy), it will likewise be well, at his request, to forego or to modify the

usual fee. On the other hand, a son or daughter altogether independent ot

the father, or the widow and children of a practitioner left in affluent or well-

to-do circumstances, should be charged as ordinary patients, unless feelings

of friendship, or other special reasons, renderthe attendant practitioner averse

to professional remuneration ; in such case the rule need not apply. More-
over, if a wealthy member of the faculty seeks professional advice, and cour-

teously urges the acceptance of a fee. it should not be declined, for no pecu-

niary obligation ought to be imposed on the debtor which the debtee himself

would not wish to incur."

SEALED TENDERS.
The point involved in the question submitted by our Cape Town correspondent

is apparently altogether so foreign to the general usage and custom, ancient

and modern, of the profession, that, after careful research, we have failetl to

discover any ethical rule whatever bearing on the subject, thereby evidencing,

to our mind, the belief that " tendering" for a paid medical appointment has

hitherto been a thing unknown to the medical profession; otherwise, a rule

in reference thereto would, we think, have been formulated w-ith the view of

guarding, as far as may be, against any apprehended abuse thereof. In the

absence, therefore, of such a rule, we ^o not hesitate to express the opinion

that, for any legitimate practitioner to send in a "sealed tender" for the

medical appointment advertised in the Cape Times would be regrettable.

TOD HKATLEY AND ELLIOT AND FRY v. BKNHAM.
The SECRirrxKY of the Qi'een's .Iuhilke HosriTAX writes: As an impres-

sion appears to prevail in some quarters that the " Queen's JuWlee" Hospital

is to be closed in consequence of Mr. Justice Kekewich's judgment in this

action (based on the decision of the late Master of the Rolls, that " some
throat affections might he contagious," and so constitute a legal nuisance),

and as such an imprcssiou is calculated to damage the hospital.w-ill you
kindly allow me to state that the injunction is notto take effect for six months
from the date of the judgment, and in the meantime it will he apiwiled

against, and, if necessary, to the highest tribunal, as the judgment affects all

existing institutions ; and, in the event of the judgment being upheld, the

hospital will be carried on at other premises in the immeiiiate neigh-

bourhood ?

UNIVERSITYJNTELLIGENCE.

THE ROYAL UNIVERSITY OF IREL.VND.

At the close of the Spring E.xaminations in the Faculty of Medi-

cine, the Senate awarded the following honours and exhibitions.

Third Examination in Medicine.

Fir^t Cla-^s //rmours.-J. M. Hall. Queen's College, Belfast
:

J. Vf. Wolf.,

*.^<J"«°l/Cir;.-ELnora L. Flenry I^ndon Sch<K,l of Medicine for

VVomen ; J. Jackson, Queen's College, Cork.

Fi'nt Class £30.-3. M. Hall (disqualified by standing) ; J. W. Wolfe.

At a public meeting of the University held on Fnday, May 18tli,

the following degrees were conferred by the A ice-Chancellor.

The detrree of Doctor of Medicine. „ „ ,

T P%t §ohn Anneslev J.Clifford (m aA.<n.f.<f). J. H. Corcoran, D. Crowly.
•'•

j Hunter G. S.«. J J. Lynch (m absentia,. D. McKee. M. Molony («

«6s«."m') P. J. O'Brien, L. O'Clery, M. Semple, H. Smith (m aisent.d), J.

yf. Wilson. .

The decT-ee of Bachelor of Medicine. „ „ ,. . b
T E Dunne, W. R. Gore, J. J. Griffin, -W. Kelleher, P. McRenna. A. B.

Mahood.
The decree of Master of Surgery.

J F St §ohnAnnesIev J. Clifford On rfsmfiJ), J. H. Corcoran^ IJiCrowIy.

ilRro^surfiMD J Hunter. J.J. LTOch (m ahsentid). D. McKee. P.

Mclenna A. E. Mahood"c. W. Morgan. M.D. (in^^n*.^). J. J. CBnen.

P J. O'Brien, L. O'Clery, M. Semple. H. Smith (m alsaitia).

The degree of Master of Obstetrics.
. .^ „ ^ , „ o™;»h n^

J H Corcoran. D. Crowlv. J. R. Davison, M.D.. A. E. Mahoml. H. Smith (m

absentid\. J. Tomb, M.D. (>n absentia,.

The deijree of Bachelor of Surgery.

T E Diiiire, W. R. Gore. J. J. Griffin, G. Love, M. Molony (m oism«.<f), J.

\V. Wilson.

The degree of Bachelor of Obstetrics. ,-> t xc
T B Dunne. y{, R. Gore, J. J. Griffin, G. Love M. Molony (m abscMiS), J.-W.

Wilson. .

The diploma in Samtary Science.

C. P. Knight, M.D.

The degree of Master of Arts.

Eighth Centexabt of the Univbmity of BoLOGNA.--The

Senate has deputed Dr. Moffett, President of the Queen 9 College.

Galway, and Dr. Dunne, one of the Secretaries to represent the

Royal Universitv at the celebration of the eighth centenary of the

^tS™ oTf CORK HosPXTAL.-,The senate resolv^l to

add to the list of recognised medical institutions the Bye and JSar

Hospital, Nile Street, Cork. . , -a a *,.

tIav^lling Medical ScHOLABSiiiPS.-The Senate decided to

modify the rules respecting the standing of candidates for the

travelling medical scholarship, so that in and after the > ear 1»>9,

any person who may have passed the examination f(>r the rnm^T
medical degrees, either in the year in which the fcholarslupexam -

nation is held, or in the year immediately preceding, shall be eli-

^'SkgoTi^ns" for B.CH A^ B.A.O. D^aHEKS.-The Senate de-

cided to admit to the degree of B.Ch. all graduates who obUined

medical degrees in this University in the years 1SS2 to 1*'''.
f"

clusive,upon payment of the fee of £o, and »P^° P^^'^f/"
examination in operative surgery only. P'-'?"'^'^*^. ^"'^^ S^t ^^I^
had obtained at least .50 per cent of the marks

»f'
g?^*!

5£,Xd to
at the medical degree examination. The Senate also decided to

admit to the degree of B.A.O. all such graduates as above men-

tioned upon payment of the fee of £•-', without fj*
>/; «??>^;

tion OTovided such graduates had obtained at least M per

cent'. oYthe marks assi^ed to midwifery at the medical degrees

examination.

C.VMBRIDGE.

Assistant to the Trofessob of SrRGEHT.-Joseph Griffith^

M B C M.Edin., and D.P.U.Camb.. has been appointed Assistant to

the Professor of Surgery (Dr. Humphry). „^-pr^
Examiners.— Dr. Donald MacAlister, Dr. Broadbent, and Pro-

fessor Julius Dreschfeld have been nominated as E.xaminers in

Medicine- Dr. Galabin and Dr. Gervis, Examiners in Midwifery:

Mr. Whem-, Mr. Macnamara, and Mr. Willett, Examiners in

^"EiomH Centenary of the University of Boloqna.--A.

ron<n-atulatorv address has been prepared for presentation to the

University of Bologna, upon the occasion of the eighth centenMy

of it« foundation.^ Professor Adams, Professor Uiddleton, Dr.
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Jebb, ami -Mr. Justice Denman, have been niipointeil to represent

the University of Cambridge at tlie ceremony.
I'BACTICAL Course in Hvoibne.—A course of practical in-

struction in hygiene will be given by Dr. Anniugson and Mr.

Robinson, il.A., at Cambridge during the long vacation. Short

explanatorj- lectures will be given, but the greater jiart of the

course will consist of practical laboratory work, including analysis,

microscopy, and the cultivation and recognition of micro-organ-

isms. Special attention will be given to the examination of air,

water, and foods to meet the requirements of medical oificers of

health, and the principles of drainage and ventilation will be dealt

with in lectures illustrated by diagrams and models. The course

is not limited to persons who are members of the University.

Further particulars will be found in our advertising columns.

VICTORIA U^'IVERSITY.
In connection with the incorporation of the Yorkshire College

with the Victoria University, the College Council has created two
new professorships in place of the former lectureships in mid-
wifery and pathology in the medical department. Mr. C. .f.

Wright has been appointed Professor of Jlidwifery, and Dr. K. 11.

Jacob Professor of Pathology and ilorbid Histology. The Senate

has elected Professors Eddisoa and Smithells its representatives

in the Court of the University.

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.

AUSTRALASIA.
INTEBCOLONIAL MEDICAL CONGRESS AT MELBO0IINE.—The first

Intercolonial (Australasian) Medical Congress was held in Adelaide

last year ; the next is to assemble at Melbourne, and it was
originally intended that an interval of three years should be

allowed to elapse, but as the Centennial Exhibition is to open

during the ne.xt Australasian summer, it has now been determined

to hold the Medical Congress in January, 1889, when the Exhibition

will be in progress. The President is Mr. T. N. Fitzgerald,

F.R.C.S.I.

INDIA.

Thk Bombay European General Hospital is in a very unsatis-

factory state, and the Government resolution imposing another

delay of six months in carrying the e.\tension scheme to com-
pletion is regarded as most disappointing. The Government years

oack admitted the urgent need of improved accommodation for

the nurses, and the present shilly-shallying is causing great dis-

content.
Kasuuib Medical Mission.—The report of the Kashmir Medi-

cal Mission for 1887 shows that the area of the work is increasing;

the number of patients exceeded all previous records, and there

was a proportionate increase in the number of major operations.

In addition to the patients seen at the base, nearly three months
were spent in itineration, over t),000 patients being treated in the

various villages. The dispensary eijuipmeut on these journeys

consisted of two coolie loads of concentrated mixtures, pills, or

drugs in bulk, and surgical instruments. In one such journey of

four days, l,2lX) patients were seen, and 121) operations performed.

A very large proportion of all the operations done were on tlie

eye, and the majority of these for trichiasis. Mr. A. Neve and Dr.

£. k. Neve, the medical missionaries, state that they now perform

a moditication of Stellwag's operation, the total number of eyes

thus treated for trichiasis being about 900. Miss F. Butler, M.D.,

and Miss Hull, with probably other ladies, were expected to join

the mission this year. Subscriptions are asked for, and may be

paid to the Rev. J. Lowe, F.R.C.S., .5G, George Street, Edinburgh.

OBITUARY.
WILLIAM A. RICHARDS. M.D.Lonb.

Wk deeply regret to have to record the death of Dr. William Alsept
Richards, of \V'inchi;ster, which took place on Tuesday, May 8th,

at ll), Fitzroy .Square, London, at the early age of 42, from hiemor-
rhago'foUowing an operation for tistula.

Dr. Richards, who was a native of Cornwall, had a very brilliant

college career, lie studied at King's College, London, where he

obtained an exhibition in Chemistry and Materia Medica, pai^sing

First M.B. in 18G5, L.R.C.P.Lond., 18157, M.R.C.S.Eng., 18B7, M.U.

and Medallist in Medicine, l-^liJ^, M.D.Lond., 1871. He went Id

Winchester some seventeen years ago as house-surgeon to the

County Hospital, and after remaining there about eighteen months

went into partnership with the late Dr. Butler, with whom he

remained until the death of the latter. Since then he enjoyed an

extensive practice in the city and neighbourhood, being recently

assisted by his brother, Mr. "D. Richards, his pleasant and genial

manners making a host of friends, to whom the news of his death

came as a sad surprise, and by wliom he is most sincerely mourned.

He was one of the physicians to the County Hospital and medical

oflScer to Winchester College, Hants County Constabularj', the City

Police, and H.M. Prison.

MATTHEW BAILIE GATRDNER, M.D.Edin.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. Matthew Bailie Gairdner,

late of Crieff, which took place on May 18th. The deceased

gentlemen, whose connection with the district as a medical prac-

titioner extended over fifty years, was born in Glasgow in 1808.

His family removing while he was a youth to Edinburgh, where

his father held an appointment in the customs, he was brought

up to the medical profession, and, as was the custom in those

days, apprenticed to one of the leading city firms, Messrs. Bell,

Russell, and Co. one of the partners being Russell, the professor

of clinical surgery, and another, Ross, a well-known medical

practitioner of Ed'inburgh. Two of his co-apprentices were Dr.

Ormond, of Edinburgh, and Dr. Fraser Thomson, of Perth.

Commencing his medical studies at the age of 15, he obtained

the licence of the Royal College of Surgeons at the early age of

19, and two years later (in 1830) he graduated M.D. at the Uni-

versity of Ed'inburgh. He held the appointment of house physi-

cian to the Fever Hospital in Edinburgh, and subsequently went

to Comrie as private physician to Sir Robert Dundas, of Dunira.

Here he soon acquired a large and lucrative practice. A few years

later he removed to Crieff, and shortly after the passing of_ the

Poor-law Act he was appointed medical oflicer of the Cneft

Parochial Board, a post he held till three days before his death.

He was also connected for some years with the local volunteer

corps as assistant surgeon.

Dr. Gairdner was the intimale friend of the late Professors

Simpson, Clu-istison, and Symes. On the discovery of the opera-

tion for strabismus he operated extensively in the district.

Among the minor operations, he was fond of hare-lip and club-

foot ca.ses. He was universally successful, and was able to boast

that he never lost a case, even among his major operations.

He was for many years a member of the British Medical

Association.

SURGEON-MAJOR WILLIAM CAREY COLES, M.D.Edin.

This distinguished administrative officer of the medical depart-

ment of Bombay was the son of the Rev. Thomas Coles, of Bourton-

on-the-Water, Gloucestershire, where he was born in 1817; he

received his medical education at University College, the College

of Surgeons, and Apothecaries" Hall, London, taking the Fellowes

gold medal and his diplomas 1839-40. Between the latter yewr

and 184.'J he served on board the Honourable East India Company 8

troopship Minerva in the l^astern Seas, receiving two silver

medals, one for the Cliina war and the other for the taking Of

(;anton. On his return to England he took the degree of M.D. a*

Edinburgh, in 1844. In the following year he obtained hia com-

mission as an assistant-surgeon in the Bombay army._

For several years he was employed in various appointments on

general duty, serving at different times with the 78th High-

landers, the 2Uth Bombay .\ative Regiment, and the Madraa

Artillery; and as assistant civil surgeon and surgeon to the

coroner and garrison surgeon at Bomljay. In 1849 he was a^
pointed Professor of Midwifery and Medical Jurisprudence in •**

Grunt Medical College, ami held these appointments until 1854,

acting for some time in ia'')2-,'j,3 as principal of the CoBege during

the absence on furlough of the late Dr. Herbert Giraud. Having

frequently acted from 1848 as secretary to the Bombay Medical

Board, he was permanently appointed to that office in April, loop,

and continued to hold it to his retirement from the service in

18G.'). . . ^. . ^,
It has been truly remarked that it was in this position ttiat ne

made his reputation as an administrative officer of the highest

efficiency and distinction. To great natural capacities for such

duties as were now required of him he added habits of the most
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indefatigable self-denying industry and of the exactest regularity

in the distribution and despatch of his work. His benevolent

character, genial and enKaging manner, won for lum many
character, genial ana engaging muiu.r., ,.,^.i .^. ...... .—

j

friends, and on his leaving India he was presented by his brother

officers with a service of silver. I)r. Coles was in his / 1st year.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

DIPHTHERIA AT ENFIELD.

Diphtheria has for a long time maintained itself in Enfield, and

since 1S73 scarcely a year has passed without deaths from that

disease being registered in one or another portion of the district.

Durinc the last three years the number of such deaths has in-

creased, and this increase has been coincident with a general pre-

valence of diphtheria over a wide area of country north of Lon-

don. During 1886, in the Enfield district twenty-four deaths from

diphtheria and four others from " croup " were registered, and

during the first three quarters of 1887 cases continued to occur in

various parts of the district. Towards the end of September last

diphtheria began to be epidemic, especially in central Enfield, and

between that time and the end of January of the present year 21.3

cases, of which forty-eight were fatal, were reported in the dis-

trict. . .

At this stage, in consequence partly of the local panic, an m-
fluiry was undertaken by the Local Government Board, and was

entrusted to Dr. Bruce Low. But owing to the circumstance that,

antecedent to its e.-ctension last autumn, diphtheria had persisted

for several years in Enfield, and to the lapse of time since the

commencement of epidemicity of the disease. Dr. Low's report,

just published, does little more than review the chief conditions,

80 far as they could be learned, under which epidemic diffusion of

the disease has occurred. A " sewer-gas " theory had locally most

acceptance as the probable cause of the diffusion :
but it is dis-

carded by Dr. Low, who poLats out that, as a matter of fact, ob-

jectionable sewer emanations were complained of over a very

wide area, whereas epidemic diphtheria was restricted tq certain

definable limits. Moreover, the first outbreak of the disease in

- September and October last was not in localities whence the chief

complaint of foul emanations from sewers has come, but in another

part Of the district which has not been specially troubled in this

fashion. The water-supply was also accused, but Dr. Low easily

shows that accusation to be unfounded.

On the other hand, the medical officer of health's suspicions as

to contaminated milk were ridiculed in some quarters, and few

appear to have agreed with him in suspecting elementary schools

as having had large concern in the spread of the diphtheria. In

reality school attendance was the strongest influence in the .sjjread

of the disease. In one school, ha-ring an average attendance of

110 scholars, 28 had diphtlieria in the course of a few weeks, and

11 of these died of the disease. Another school, situated at some
distance from that already referred to, and still further from the

locality of chief epidemicity of diphtheri.v in December la.=t, sup-

plied evidence of the same sort. Among several hundred houses

having like conditions of population and saniUiry and other cir-

cumstances, diphtheria tended to pick out (so far as fatal diph-

theria was poncerned, it did so wi,thout exception) families which
sent children to the schools in question. Thus, of 2(3 families in

Central Enfield inv.adeil during the. first three weeks of this year,

at least 14 got their diphtheria in the persons of children attend-

ing those schools. The milk-theory of the medicalofficer of health

is also borne out by some very convincing figuresj but cannot be

positively proved at this distance of time.

Many other influences tended to foster diphtheria in Enfield:

Not a few instances came to light in which paroiits. accompanied

often by children, had visited at houses where diphtheria existed

for the purpose of condolence, of gossij), or of idle curiosity; aufl

very commonly children, regarded by their parents as practically

well after diphtheria, were sent to school without trouble on the

part of anyone to obtain certification as to freedom from infec-

tion. So, too, as regards what appear to have been mild cases of

diphtheria, people have been content .to • take advice from

"'chemists," who in turn have given medicine for " colds," " teeth-

ing," and the like, with the result that, in several instances,

children having decided diphtheria have mingled freely with their

fellows.
. T^ n ij

.\gain, there is a custom among tlie working class in Enfield, as,

indef'd, elsewhere also, of assembling children of the family in

the sickroom to take their last leave of the relative dead or

dying from infectious disease, and Dr. Low gives some instances

in which children have even been brought from other districts to

take part in such formal leave-taking. Domestic animals have

also fallen under suspicion in the Enfield epidemic, cats being ob-

served to suffer in considerable numbers from illness. Though

there were no known causes of diphtheria occurring in the prac-

tice of the veterinary surgeons of the locality, yet they saw many
cases of "influenBa" at this time among animals. Several curious

illustrations are detailed by Dr. Low.
Diphtheria is a disease around which a great deal of obscurity

still hovers, and every fresh Unk in the chain of evidence is wel-

come. >[uch has been elucidated from time to time by the medical

staff of the Local Government Board, but it is unfortunate that

such opportunities of studying a sustained epidemic as has re-

'cently been afforded at Enfteld should so often be lost. This 13

mainly owing to the smallness of the staff of iaspectors, but is

none the less unfortunate.

DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATOEY ORGANS AT
MIDDLESBROUGH.

It Ijasbeen reported that a rapidly fatal epidemic, supposed to be

due to noxious fumes emanating from a factory in the neighbour-

hood, prevails at Middlesbrough-on-Tees. We have made in-

quiries into the matter, and are informed by Dr. Malcolmson, the

medical officer of health for the district, that there is no epidemic

there traceable to noxious fumes. In common with all towns on

that coast, they have had a large fatality from diseases of the res-

piratory organs (pneumonia, bronchitis, and phthisis), during the

months of March, AprU, and the early part of ilay. Pneumonia,

always very prevalent at Middlesbrough in the spring months,

has this year been exceptionally prevalent, and the people of thia

district have suffered greatly from the east and north winds, the

atmosphere this year being for a long time charged with moisture.

The population is an iron-working one, and the labour, which is

hard, is carried on in a hot atmosphere, which causes free per-

spiration ; resting on the way home the men are prone to get

sudden chills, and these circumstances are, in Dr. Malcolmsons

opinion, suflicient to account for the exceptional fatality experi-

enced during this, as in previous springs.

Health of English Towns.—During the week ending

Saturday, May 2Gth, 4,911 births and 3,201 deaths were registered

in the twentj--eight large English towns, including London,

which have an estimated population of 9,398,273 persons. The

annual rate of mortality, which had been 17.6 and_ 18.9 per

1 000 in the two preceding weeks, declined again to 17.8 during

the week under notice The rates in the several towns ranged

from 10.9 in Birkenhead, 11.6 in Portsmouth, 13.3 in Nottingham,

and 1.'''.7 in Derby to 22.8 in Salford, 22.8 in Norwich, 24.8 m Man-

chester and 27.8'in Preston. The mean death-rate in the twenty-

seven provincial towns was 18.S per 1,000, and was 2.2 above the

rate recorded in London, which did not exceed 16.6 per 1,000.

The 3 201 deaths registered during the week under notice in the

twenty-eight towns included 285 which were Tpferred to the

principal zymotic diseases, against 287 and 330 in the two preced-

in<T weeks; of these, 113 resulted from whgoping-cough, •» from

diarrhoja, 36 from scarlet fever, .36 from measles, 20 from diph-

theria, 2.^ from "fever" (principally enteric), and .8 from small-

pox. These 28.5 deaths were equal to an annual rate ot l.b

per 1,000; in London the zymotic death-rate was l.S; while in

the twenty-seven provincial towns it averaged 1.4 per 1 OtK) and

ranced from 0.0 in Portsmouth and O.o in Lu-kenhead to -..i in

Saltord "
.'i in Nottingham and 2.6 in Wolverhampton. Measles

caused the highest proportional fatality in Nottingham and Derby

;

scarlet fever in Blackburn and Halifax ; whooping-coufih m
Leeds and Salford : and "fever "in Derby and Hull. The 29

deaths from diphtheria in the twenty-eight town.s included 19

in London, 2 in Liverpool, and 2 in Norwich. Of the 8 tatal

cases of small-pox recorded during the week under notice, J

occurred in Sheffield, 2 in Preston. 1 in Bristol, 1 in Oldham, and

1 in Hull The Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals contained only

4 small-pox patients on Saturday, May 2l^th, and no new case.s

were admitted during the week. These hospitals also ^^ntained

891 scarlet fever patients on the same date, against Jl and »..
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at the end of the two preceding weeks ; there were 66 admissions
during the week. The death-rate from diseases of the respiratory
organs in London was equal to 2.8 per 1,000, and was coneider-
ably below the average.

Hbai.th op Scotch Towns.—In the eight principal Scotch
towns 860 births and .')2fl deaths were registered during the week
ending Saturday. May L'Gth. The annual rate of mort;ility in
these towns, which had been 21.1 and 10..3 por 1,000 in the two
preceding weeks, rose again to 20.9 during the week under notice,
and exceeded by 3.1 per 1,000 the mean rate during the same period
in the twenty-eight large English towns. Among these Scotch
towns the lowest rates were recorded in Leith and Dundee, and
the highest in Gla.sgow and Perth. The 529 deaths in these
towns during the week under notice included ."il which were re-
ferred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate
of 2.0 per 1,000, which exceeded by 0.4 the mean zj-motic death-
rate during the same period in the large English towns. The
highest zymotic death-rates were recorded in Paisley, Greenock,
and Glasgow. The 2,57 deaths in Glasgow included 13 from
measles and 9 from scarlet fever. The mortality from diseases
of the respiratorj- organs in these towns was equal to 4.0 per
1,000, against 2.8 in London.

Health of Irish Towns.—During the week ending Saturday,
May 26th, the deaths registered in the si.\teen principal town-
districts of Ireland were equal to an annual rate of 23.3 per 1,000.

The lowest rates were recorded in Galwny and Sligo, and the
highest in Lurgan and Drogheda. The death-rate from the prin-
cipal zymotic diseases in these towns averaged 2.4 per 1,000, and
was highest in Wexford, Lisburn, and Lurgnn. The 16.5 deaths
registered in Dublin during the week under notice were equal to

an annual rate of 24.4 per'l.OOO, against 2.3.1 and 23.6 in the two
preceding weeks, the rate for the same period being 16.6 in Lon-
don, and 17.8 in Edinburgh. The 16.5 deaths included 17 which
resulted from the principal zymotic diseases (equal to an annual
rate of 2..5 per 1,000), of which 7 resulted from whooping-cough, 5
from scarlet fever, 2 from measles, 2 from diarrhoea, and 1 from
" fever."

PEXALTY FOR THE SALE OF UX.SOtrND MEAT.
At Dumbarton Police Court a sausage-maker and butcher was
lined £10, with an alternative of 60 days' imprisonment, for having
on his premises intended for sale or the manufacture of sausages
a quantity of meat which the medical officer of health declared
to be in a state of decomposition and unfit for food. When the
meat was seized it was about to be cut up for sausages. The full

penalty allowed was imposed, and was paid.

PATMRNT POR ATTENDANCE ON A CA.SE OF ABORTION.
NOM. riE Plume asks whether he is entitled to a fee under the following cir-

cumstances.
1 attendee! a wom.in for ahortinn by an order from the overseer, and had

to continue in attendance for about seven weeks, as she suffered from severe
post-partum hsemorrhafie. I charged £2 in my half-yearly bill to the guar-
dians, but they say I am not entitled to a "fee, as'it was an abortion. Of
course I am aware that a case of abortion pfr se is not paid for. but I imagined
that the long attendance afterwards entitled me to charge £2, as in a difficult
labour.

*•* '* Nom de Plume" has no legal claim upon hia guardians, but boards of

guardians frequently entertain an application for remuneration under excep'
tional circumstances.

MEDICAL NEWS.
Royal Colleoe of Sfbceons of E.vgland.—The following

gentlemen passed the first professional examinations in Anatomy
and Physiology' for the Diploma of Fellow at meetings of the
Hoard of Examiners on May 2.3rd and 24th, namely:

—

Bailev. Robert Cozens, St. B.-irtholomew'B Hospital.
Box, Charles Uiihard. .St. Thomas's Hospital.
Caley, Henry Albert, St. Mary's Hospital.
Comer, Albert, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
Fawcett, John, Ony's Hospital,
Poi, Herbert, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
Moore, Joseph, St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
Nail, John Fr<.derick, .St. B.irthoIomew's Hospital.
Playfair, Hugh James Moore, King's College.
Ronald, Arthur Edwin, Cambridge and St. Thomas's Hospital,
Ross, Arthur MjicLeod. Edinburgh University.
Roulllard, Laurent Antoine John, St. Thomas's Hospital.
Schorsteln, Oustave Isidore, Oxford and London Hospital.
Stevens, Cecil Robert, St, Bartholomew's Hospital.
Waring, Holburt Jacob, St. Bartludomew's Hospital.

Royal Collegr of Sceokons in Ireland.—-The foUo'wing
gentleman has been admitted a Fellow of the College after
examination.
H. M. Bralmzon, M.B., B.S.Univ.Dub., L.K.Q.C.P.I., Indian Meilical Bepart-

SociETY OF Apothecaeies OF LONDON.—The following gentle-
men having passed the Qualifying Examination in Medicine,
Surgery, and Midwifery have received certificates entitling them
to practise in the same, and have been admitted as Licentiates of
the Society.

Ashe. Evelyn Oliver, of the London Ilospit-vl.

Bour. Kdouard Francois, of tJniver&ity College.
Brett, William George, of (juy's Hospital.
Gunton, George Andrew, of St. George's Hospital.
Hughes, Samuel Henry, of St, Bartholomew's Hospital.
MoOscir. John, of the Middlesex Hospital.
Part, John Shepley. of the Westminster Hospital.
Williams, William" Wilfred, of Guy's Hospital.

The following Licentiates passed the Qualifying Examination
for the present Diploma.

Bately, Hobert Godfrey, 16S, High Street, Gorleston.
Collier, William Henry, Brook Hou^e. Carbrook, Sheffield.
Key. Augustas Cooper, SO, Wilton Place, Belgrave Square, S,W.
Laiigston. John James. Newingtou. Sittingbourne.
Smith, Ebenezer Thomas Aydon, li, Alexandra Road, N.W.
Stephens, William Jolin, 41, Grand Parade, Brighton.
Wordley, .\lfred William, 8, Gre.it Suffolk Street, S.B.

The following gentlemen passed the Surgical portion of the
examination,

p. T. B. Beale, of King's College ; W, H. Best, of the London Hospital ; C. E.
Dodd, of the Liverpool School of Medicine : W. G. Gray, of Belfast ; F.
Hues, of Queen's College. Birmingham ; P. J. Le Riche. of University
College ; S. L. Melville, of the Liverpool School of Medicine ; H, E. Owen,
of the London Hospital ; M. Tench, of the Middlesex Hospital.

The following gentlemen passed the Medical portion of the
examination.
E. C. Masser, of Queen's College, Birmingham ; W. G. Sargent, of the London

Hospital.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced

:

BALTINGLASS UNION.—Medical Officer. Dvmlavin Dispensary. Salary, £135
per annum, and fees. Applications to Captain Heighten, J. P.. Honorary
Secretary, Donard House. Election on June 13th.

BERKS COUNTY ASYLUM, Wallingford.—Assistant Medical Officer as Locum
Tenens. Two guineas per week, with board, etc. Applications to J.
Harrington, Esq., Medical Superintendent.

BOAUD OF WORKS FOR THE WANDSWORTH DISTRICT.—Medical Of-
ficer for the Parish of Clapham. Salary, £75 per annum, with increase-
Applications by June 12th to the Clerk to the Board, East Hill, Wantis-
worth.

BRECON INFIRMARY.—Resident House-Surgeon. Salary. £100 per annum,
with furnished apartments, etc. Applications by June 5th to the
Secretary.

BRIGHTON, HOVE, AND PRESTON DISPENSARY. — House-Surgeon.
Salary, £140, with apartments, etc. Applications by June 2nd to the Assist-

ant Secretary.

BUCKS COUNTY LUNATIC 'ASYLUM, Stone, near Aylesbury.—Assistant
Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per annum, with board and lodging. Appli-
cations by June 8th to the Clerk t« the Committee of Visitors, County Hall,
Aylesbury.

CARMARTHEN UNION (Conwil District).—Medical Officer. Salary, £60, and
also Officer of Health, £18 lOs., and vaccination fees. Applications by June
7th to K. Browne, Esq., 5, Hall Street, Carmarthen.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, Birmingham.—Assistant Resident Medical Officer.

Salary, £40, with board and lodging. Applications by June 6th to the
Secretary.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, Birmingham.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary.
£80, with board and lodging. Applications by June 6th to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST. Victoria

Park, B.—Assistant Physician. Applications by June 7th to the Sec-
retary.

DUFFUS PAROCHIAL BOARD.—Medical Officer. Salary, £.^5. Applications
by June 2.'trd to John NicoU. Esq., Inspector of Poor, llopeman. N.B.

FOLKESTONE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

-

Medical Officer. Salary, £150, with foes and unfurnished apartments. Appli-

cations by June 6th to the Secretary. 47, St. Michael's Street, Folkestone.

FULHAM UNION.—Resident Medical Superintendent of Infirmary, and
Medical Officer of the Union Workhouse. Salary, £350, with residence, ete.

Applications by June 6th to the Clerk to the Guardians.

KING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—Aesistant^Surgeon. Applications to the
Secretary.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL. Hampstcad Road.-Surgeon. AppH-
cations by June 16th to the Secretary.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BOARD: WESTERN FEVER HOSPITAL.
Fulham, S.W.—CHoical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications to the
Medical Superintendent at the Hospital.

MILLER HOSPITAL AND ROYAL KENT DISPENSARY. Greenwich Road,
S.E.—Junior Resident Medical Officer. Salary. £30 per annum, apartments,
board, etc. Applications by June 9th to the Honorary Secretary.
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MOETH LONDON CONSUMPTION HOSPITAL, Hampstcart and London.-
liesident MedKul Officer. Suluiy, £.iO per animm, »ilh Uo-ird aud lodjjing.
Applications by June 2nd to the Secretary.

NOTTINOH.\M ViKNEHAL HOSPITAL."— Resident Surgical Assistant.
Board and ludj;iii;i. etc. .\pplirMtliins to tile .Secretarv.

OWENS COLI.KCiK, Maneiiester.—Professor of Surgei-y. Applications by June
9th to tlic lic^istrar.

PARISH OF LOCHS, Stornoway.—Medical Officer. Salary, £110, house and
rates free. Applications by June 33rd to H. McL. lioas. Inspector of the
Poor. Lochs. Stornoway.

PARISH OF ST. MARy'iSLINOTOX (Third District, Lower Holloway).-
Medical Officer. Salary. £Uiu per annum, with fees. Applications hv June
6th to Edwin Uavcy, Esq., CIcik. Guardians' OHices, St. John's Road,' Upper
Holloway, N.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, Birmingham.—Assistant Medical Tutor. Applications
by June 20th to the Secretary.

BOYAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL, Moorfields.— Curator and
Librarian. Non-residciit. Salary, £13u. Applications by June 7th to the
Secretary.

HOYAL SOUTH H.VNTS INFIRMAKY, Southampton. — HouseSurgeou.
Salary, £100, board, lotlging, etc. Applications by June 20th to the Secre-
tary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £120, with
board, lodging, etc. Applications by June isth to the Secretary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY.- Assistant House-Surgeou. Salary.
£80 per annum, witli board, lodging, etc. Applications by June Isth to the
Secretary.

SURREY DISPENS.UiY, Gieat Dover Street, Southwark.—House-Surgeon.
Salary, '£120, and furnished apartments. Applications by June luth to
the Subcommittee.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Chelsea.-House-Phvsician. Hono-
rarium of £50, with board and lodging. Applications by J'uue 2nd to the
Secretary.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Chelsea.-House-Surgeon. Hono-
rarium of £50, w ith board and lodging. Applications by June 2nd to the
Secretary.

WELLINGBOROUGH AND DISTRICT MBDIC.\L INSTITUTE.-Medical
Officer. Salary, £2Su, and tees, with dwelling-house, etc. Applications to
G. Bayes, Esq., Jackson's Lane, IVellingborough.

•WESTERN GENERAL DISPENSARY, Marylebone Eoad. N.W. - Junior
House-Surgeon. Salary, £75, with apartments, etc. Applications by June
4th to the Secretary.

'

WESTPORT UNION.-Medical Officer. -(Vestport No. 2 and Louisburgh No. 2
Districts. Salary, £3il per annum, and tees. Election on June 21th.

MEDICAL APPOmrilENTS.
A.M.i;luu.N Duugla,, 11. .M.B CM.Edin., appointed Assistant Medical Officer

to the Hull Borough Asylum, vice W. V. M. Koch, resigned.
Baknes, W. S.. M.D., appointed Suijernumerary Surgeon to the Colony of

British Guiana. •'

Blakeskv. J. H., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. appointed Resident Sur.'con to the Bir-mingham General Dispensary, iiict 3. H. North, M.R.C.S. L R C P re-
signed. '

Bray, G. A. T., M.R.C.S., L.li.C.P., appointed House-Surgeon to King's CoUeee
Hospital. & B

JUCKE-NHAM, John, L.H.C.P., M.R.C.S., appointed Medical Officer to Her
Majesty s Prison, Cambridge, iwre T. Hyde Hills. Esq., M.R.C.S. , resigned.

Cheatle, U. L., M.R.C.S., L.S.A., appointed Assistant Uouse-Phvsician toKings College Hospital.
"

Drew, H. W., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., ppointed House-Surgeon to the Croydon
General Hospital, vice A. Matthey, M.R.C.S., L.R.G.P., resigned.

HE.NSLKY, Artluir E., M.R.C.S., L.S.A., ^appointed House-Surgeon to King's
College Hospital. *

Hill W. J., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.. appointed Ilouse-Physician to the Bristol
Royal Inbrmary, vice P. Watson Willi.anis, M.B., M.R.C.S., resigned.

IRVIXK, M. H. C, L.R.C.P. and LR.C.S.Bdin., appointed' Sup"rnumerary
Surgeon to the Colony ol British Guiana.

JOXES, G. Carleton, M.R.C.S., appointed House-Accouchour to King's College
Hospital. ** • *•

Oru W. T M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Resident Surgeon to the Birmin.--
hara General Dispensary, vice S. C. Lawrence, M.R.C.S. L K 1"
resigned.

».w.i.,

Pexjcv, J., M It.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Assistant House-Accoucheur toKing s College Hospital.

THK0fliLl.s,Owcn \. M.K.C.S.. L.R.C.P., L.S.A., appointed House-Surgeon toKing -• Collejie Hospital. "

Ihompsos, ! W., LR.C.P.Ed an,l L.M., M.R.C.S., appointed Medical Officer
ot Health to the P,iri.-li ot Baruct, etc., vice C. E. .Saunders M D
resigned. '

*'*•*'•

Ward, Howard P.. M.R.C.S., L.S.A., appointed House-Phvsician to Kin-v,
College Hospital. ' "

TiiK UospiiALS AssociATiox,-The annual general moetiug of
Wie llospituls .V,*si)citttiou WHS held recentlj- at, the M'-e.'dmiiister
lown Hull, luuh r thi' pr.'.-inIeiK-y of Ur. Bristowe. In oponinr' the
proceedings, tlie chninmin referred with regret to tlie resi.'iirtionM bir Andrew t'liirk, ^Tho was president of the association, and
proceeded to deal at length with the question.s of the registration
Ot nurses and the Nurses' I'ension Fund. In reference to the first
subject, he said it had bo-n found that it w,i3 neither frasil.l<i nor

acceptable to introduce that system at present. The Nurses'
Pension Fund had been subjected to verj- considerable criticism,
with which he dealt at length, and said that the success of the
fund depended upon whether nurses could afford to make present
sacrifices for the prospective benefits which it offered, and
•whether the friends of nttrses would give adequate assistance in
the matter. He based his hopes of its success upon the associa-
tion of the eleemosynarj- element with the strictly commercial
portion of the undertaking. The contributions of the public to
the fund could not be regarded as charity, any more than pensions
to those who had rendered public service. Jt would be disastrous
if the fund were to faU, Mr. Henry Burdett, in seconding the
motion for the adoption of the annual report, remarked that the
question of failure had ceased to be a factor in the history of the
National Pension Fund for Nurses, for arrangements had been
made to issue 200 policies to nurses in this country, and many
more forms of proposal were in process of.preparation. One great
difficulty the}' would have to meet in connection with the fund
was, that they would have to provide for a number of people who
had passed the age at which they could pay at the actuarial rate
which would procure them the minimum pension they desired.
That difficulty, however, had been met by its being decided to
keep faith with the nurses who first registered themselves, and by
guaranteeing to any nurse who would consent to give one-eighth
of whatever her earnings were, that she should receive a mini-
mum retiring allowance of lOs. a week. Mr. C. fl'. Sinclair C'o.x

urged that the apathy of the public in reference to the deficien-
cies in hospital finances was due to the facts and figures not being
freely published. Mr. Burdett denied this, and claimed that all
the representative London hospitals were willing and anxious to
encourage inquiry into all their affairs. The accounts were
audited by professional auditors, and as the question affected
£.500,000 a year, it was desirable that that fact shoidd not be
ignored. Formal business was transacted, and the proceedings
closed with thanks to the president.

WoESHipFCL Company of Plctmbebs.—At the meeting of dele-
gates just terminated at Sheffield of the Operative Plumbers'
Association of Great Britain and Ireland, ninety-seven of the chief
towns of the kingdom being represented, the following resolution
was moved by Mr. R. J. Lyne, delegate, Kensington Lodge, London,
and seconded by Mr. T. Anderton, delegate, Liverpool :—" That
this delegate meeting, having fully considered the system of regis-
tration of qualified plumbers established by the M'orshipful Com-
pany of Plumbers, London, deem it worthy of adoption by the
Association as a measure necessary in the interests of the trade
and the public ; and desire that the Executive Council do take
steps to promote the extension of the system throughout Great
Britain aud Ireland, appointing representatives of the Association
to act in the matter." It was supported by delegates from
England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, aud carried. The authori-
tative expression of opinion in favour of registration embodied in
this re.?olution is the more satisfactory from the fact that the
Company's registration system involves the technical training and
examination of members of the craft. The decision must, there-
fore, tend both to the immediate extension of technical training
classes for plumbers, and to that ultimate improvement of
plumbers' craftsmanship for which there is obvious need in the
interests of the public health.

Thk twelfth annual meeting of the British iledieal Temperance
Association was held on May 30th at 11, Chandos Street. The
annual report showed a further increase in the number both of
members aud associates who are abstaining students, e^peciallj'
of tile hitter, -who had increased 60 i^er cent., the total number
being 387 members and 187 associates. A report of the result of
the republication of the three medical declarations of 1830, 1^7,
1871, stated that the first had been signed by ,'il7 practitioners, the
second by 526, the third by 537. One had s'igned the first only, 5
the second, and 22 the third. Names are still being added, and
the list will be published when complete. Dr. H." W. Williams
read a paper on "The Alcohol Habit and Meilical Autliority," in
whicli he gave extracts from the published opinions of the two
Cheynes, Dr. Beddoes, Dr. Hope, Sir 15. Brodie, Dr. Orinilrod, Dr.
W. ii. Carpenter, and Dr. Parkes.

ItrnMiN-OHAM Mi-DiCAL Bknkvolfnt Socikty.—The report ^^f

the sixty-sixth annual meeting of this deserving charity shoe's
the amount of inv.'sted funds "to be £11,047 2s. 4d. During the
year £.">02 10s. had been expended in grants among seventeen
aniuiiumts, the sums ranging between £10 and £40. The roll ot
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benefit mombers numbered 2S4. The financial statement read

ehowc<l a balance at the dispoeal of the Society of £ll,Oi') 15s. 5d.

Sir .lames Sawyer pugge-'ted that oiit of the Society's income of

£t!tXI about £50 should be devoted anmmlly to the relief of di.s-

tressed raedicAl men not members of the Society. On the pro-

position of -Mr. Lawson Tait, seconded by Mr. C. A. Newnham, it

was resolved to request the directors to consider what proportion

of the funds of the Society they would recommend as a fund for

casual relief. Dr. Warden was e'lected president, and Dr. Marriott

president-elect. Dr. Harvey and Mr. Foster (Knowle) were ap-

pointed vice-presidents, Mr.'Bartleet and Sir James Sawyer being

re-nominated treasurers, and Dr. Savage honorary secretary', ilr.

W. P. Whitcombe and Dr. Kennedy were appointed scrutineers,

and Mr. T. H. Ranehill auditor. Three directors were balloted lor,

the result being that Messrs. H. M. Morgan (Lichfield), Priestley

Smith, and Lawson Tait were elected.

Society for IlELrBF of Widows and Orphans of Medical

Men.—The report presented to the annual general meeting of the

Society, held on May ISth (the President, Sir .Tames Paget, in the

chair) showed 330 members ; 5 had been elected during the year,

7 had had died, and 7 resigned. Sixty-five widows were receiv-

ing relief and S orphans ; 2 widows were admitted in 1887, and 1

had died. The grants for the year had been £2,774. the expenses

£225. K legacy of £5,000 had been received from the executors

of Sir Erasmus Wilson. The following gentlemen were elected

directors in the place of the sLx seniors, who retired: Dr. Maurice

Davis, Dr. Glover, Mr. W. Spencer Watson, Mr. W. A. Brailey, Dr.

Matthews Duncan, and Dr. Buzzard. A special grant was made

to a widow. A short history of the Society from its foundation

in 1788, drawn up by the Acting Treasurer, Mr. Fuller, was

presented to the meeting. Some proposed alterations in the by-

laws were considered, and a vote of thanks to the President

brought the proceedings to a close.

The Habitual Drunkards Act (1870) Amendment Bill No. 2

passed a second reading in the House of Commons last week. It

may be remembered that No. 1 Bill was withdrawn, owing to the

development of opposition from an unforeseen quarter. The second

Bill is the practical issue of an understanding with the Home
Secretary, and the prospect of its passage through Parliament

during the current session is, therefore, hopeful. It provides for

a permanent instead of a temporary measure, the original Act

expiring next year. It also legalises the appointment of a deputy

to the licence" of a retreat, under certain time restrictions. If

carried as at present drawn the original and the amending

Acts will be known by the leas objectionable title of "Inebriates

Act," following the designation of the South Australian Act of

1874.

Thk MEDrco-PsTcnoLOGiCAi. Association.—The quarteriy

meetin" of this Association was held at Bethlem Hospital on

"Wednesday, May 16th, at 4 p.m. The meeting, which was

tiumerously attended, was presided over by Dr. Needham. Dr
Maudsley communicated " Some Remarks on Crime and Criminals,"

which was followed by a discussion, in which Drs. Hack Tuke,

R;iyner, Fletcher Beach, and Rogers, and Mr. Herbert Stephen took

part. A special meeting of the association subsequently took

place, at which the subject of Pensions was discussed, the matter

being ultimately referred to the Parliamentary Committee.

NAxroyAi, Pension Fund for Nuuses.—The attention of the

Council of the National Pension Fund for Nurses having been

called to the fact that certain misleading statements have been

reprinted from the Lancet, and circulated amongst the hospitals

throughout the country, the Council announce that they are pre-

pared to supply to the managers, officers, etc., of hospitals, copies

of the reply, w'hic.h has been prepared by Mr. King, the eminent

Botuarj'. Applications for copies (gratis) should be made to Mr. P.

flrove. Secretary, .3.S, Old Jewry, London, E.C.

Tub Com.eoe of State Medicine—The following gentlemen

hav(5 been elected as associates of the College : William Henry
Burke, M.B.. Qua!. Stat. Med. Dub. Surgeon Bombay Medical De-

partment; Hugh Herbert Mason, Dip. Pub. Health Cnmb., Barking,

Kssex : Colin William McRnrv, M.D., Dip. Pub. Health Camb.,

Siirgeon-Maior Bombay Medical Department; R. R. Harvey Whit-

well, M.B., B.Sc. But. Med. Kdin., Bengal Medical Department;

R. R Stewart Davis, M.U., Qual. Stat. Med. Dub., Madras Medical

Depirtment; Allan Mwfadyen, M.D., B.Sc. Stat. Med. Edin.,

Pinner.

Hamilton Amcui.anok Association.—The annual meeting of

the Hamilton cmtreof the St. Andrew Ambulance Association wa»
held on April lUth, Dr. Loudon presiding. The report stated that,

in accordance with the desire of tlie medical members of the

executive, no new classes had been formed in Hamilton during

the past se.ssion. Classes had, however, been formed in Larkhall,

Blantyre, and at North Motherwell Colliery, and the constabulary

class had been renewed under Dr. Lindsay, while last summer Dr.

Beath conducted a military class. The ambulance waggon bad

been called out thirty-two times during the past fourteen month8_

Hospital Sitnday Fcnd.—.\t the last meeting of the con-

stituents of the fund, the attention of the Council was called to

the contrast between the receipts from South London churches

and chapels and the awards to South London hospitals and dis-

pensaries, and they were invited to consider what changes, if any.

were desirable in the rules for the administration of the fund.

The Council had since had the matter under consideration, and

had come to the conclusion that it was not desirable to make any

departure from the present laws and constitution.

Vacant Coeonebship.—Dr. Jlacdonald, M.P., Dr. Henry Foster

Burnes, Dalmaney House, Tufnell Park, and Mr. Eugene Yarrow,

Old Street, City Road, are the candidates for the post of coroner

for the newly-constituted district of North-East Middlesex.

Tue Queen has been graciously pleased to accept a copy of Dr.

Thorne Thome's presidential address to the Epidemiological

Society of London "On the Progress of Preventive Medicine

during the Victorian Era."

The Victoria Hospital, Southend, erected as a memorial of the

Queen's Jubilee, was opened on Wednesday last by Mrs. Rasch,

wife of Major Rasch, M.P.

Medical Magistrate.—Dr. Whitla has been appointed to the

Commission of the Peace for Co. Antrim.

DIAEY FOB NEXT WEEK.

MONDAY.
EOVAI, COLLEGF. OF SlTRGEONS OF ENGLAXB. 5 P.M.—PrOfesSOr A. E. J.

Barker : On the Operative Treatment of Tubercular Disease In

Joints.

ODONTOLOmCAi. SOCIETY. S P.M.—Mr. F. F. Burghard: On some rases of

Epulis, Mr. W. Mifclicll : On some Obser\'ation8 on Metal Cap
Crowns. Mr. Van Pr.uigh : Casual comraunicitions.

OoLtEHE OF State Metioise, Burlington House, 4 p.m.—Professor Klein.

F.R.S. : On Bacteriulogy.

wenxesDAT.
KoYAi. Coi.i.E(5e of Subqeons of England. 5 p..v.—Professor A. E. J.

Earlier : On the Operative Treatment of Tubercular Disease In

Joints.

Obstetrical Societv of London. R p.m.—Specimens will be shown. Dr.

Steavenson : An Arivocacy for the more Extensive Use of Elec-

trolysis in Gyntpcological Practice, with an Addendum by Dr.

Lovell Draije. Dr. Gibbons: Electrolysis in some Chrome
Uterine Affections, with Illustrative Cases. Dr. John Shaw :

The Constant Current in the Therapeutics of Gj-nsecology.

FRI»A¥.
KovAi. Coi-LEGE OF ScKGEOXs OF ENGLAND, 5 P.M.—Professor A. E. J.

Barker ; On the Operative Treatment of Tubercular Disease in

Joints.

BIETHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Tht charge for inserting annMncemmt^ of Births. Marriages, and Deaths is Is. Si..

which shouid Ufonvardcd in stamps with the announcement.

BIRTHS.

AxtAN.—On tlie aith instant, al 1. Dock Street. London, the wife of Francis J.

Allan. M.D..of ason (stillhomj,
'

' ' v
MouAT-BiGos,—May 2Rth. at Abliev How. Malmesbury. the wife of C. B. F.

Mouat-BigRs. M.R.C.S., L.K.C.P.Lond.. of a daughter. . .

Wood.—May 29th. at Sunderl.ind, the wife of John C. Wool t. 1! r « .•!.. ,, ofs

son. '

maheiage.
(Uilet-Ward.-On the 2lt!i inst.ant. at the Parish Church LecU. by il'c Kev.

Clement C. Ward (brother ol the bride), assisted by the K.v Evans lioloBer,

Rector of Heather, and the Kev. C. B. Maude. Vicar of the P'"-,sh,Johj

Alexander Gaiiev, M.I)., of Leek, to Prances Ann. only riaiigliter of John

Ward. Esq.. J.P.i Southbank. Look.

DEATHS. '

lonr.,-On May 27th, at the re.-.:doncc of Dr. Roberts, Avenue Hotel. Pe';'^'>aO

Itye London, Edward M. Konl. L.U.O.P. and L.K.CS.Edm., aged 51,

eldest son of Mr. M, Kord. Notliugham, deisply regretted.

PEMiiBBTOit.—May 2r)th, at Kdgbaston House, Binninehain, agel 34 yei»,

Harrey, the e'West eon of Oliver Pemberton, P,K,C,S.Bng.
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

JIOUDAY 10.30 A.M.: Hoyal London Ophthalmic—1.30 P.M.; Guy's
(Ophthalmic Department); and Royal Westminster OphtKal-

mie.—2p.m.: Metropolitan Free ; 8t. Mark's; Central London
Ophtliahnie ; lioyal Orthopajdie ; and Hospital for Women.

—

2.;j0 P.M. : Chelsea Hospital for Wonieu.

TDESDAT it A.M. : St. .Marv's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 A.M.

:

Hoval London liphtlmlmic-l.SO P..V.; Guy's: St. Bartholo-

mew's (Ophthalmic Department) ; St.Mary's; Hoyal Westmin-

ster Ophthalmic.

—

2 p.m.: Westminster; St. Mark's ;
Clentral

London Ophthalmic—2..'i0 P.M.; West Loudon; CancerHospital.

Brompton.—4 P.M. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).;

WEDNESDAY. ...10 a.m.: National Orthora-dic- lO.'JO a.m.; Boyal London
Ophthalmic—1 P.M. : Middlesex.—1..?0p.m. St. Bartholomew s.

Si. Thomas's; lioval Westminster Ophthalmic—2 P.M.;

London ; l'ni\ersit'y College ; Westminster ; Great Northern

Central; Central London Ophthalmic—2.30 p.m. : Samaritan

Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Peter's.—3 to 4

p.m. ; King's College.

THUESDAY 10.30 A.M-; Itoyal London Ophthalmic—1 P.M. : St. George s

—1.30 P.M. : St. Bartholomew's (Ophthalmic Department)

;

Guy's (Ophthalmic Department); Eoj-al Westminster Ophthal-

mic—2 p.m. ; Charing Cross ; London ; Central London Oph-
thalmic ; Hospital for Diseastes of the Throat ; Hospital for

Women.—2.:J0 p.m. : North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital for

Women.
FEIDAY 9a.m.: St. Mai-y's (Ophthalmic Department).—10.30 A.M.:

Royal London Ophthalmic— 1.1-"^ P.M.: St. George's (Ophthal-

mic Department).-1.30 P.M. : Guy's: Royal Westminster Oph-
tbalmic—2 P.M.; King's College ; St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic : Royal South
London Ophthalmic ; East London Hospital for tliildren.-

2..30P.M. ; West London.
SATtTRDAY 9 a.m. : RoY.^l Free.—10.30 a.m. : Hoyal London Ophthalmir..—

1 P.M. : King's College.—1.30 P.M.: St. Bartholomew's ; St.

Thomas's ; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. : Charing
Cross ; London : Middlesex ; Royal Free : Central London
Ophthalnnt.—2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

Chariss Cross.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1; Obstetric Tu. F., 1.30; Skin,

H. Th., 1.30; Dental, M. W. F.. 9.

Gm-'s.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1„30 ; Eye. M, Tu.

Th. F., 1.30 ; Ear, Tu. F., 12..30 ; "Skin, Tu., 12.:iO ; Dental. Tu. Th. F,, 12.

King's Coi.i.ece.—Medical, daily. 2: Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric. Tu. Th.S.,

2; o.p., M. W. F.. 12.30; Eye. M. Th.. 1 ; Ophthalmic Department, W., 1

;

Ear, Th., 2 ; Skin, Th. ; Throat. Th.. 3; Dental. Tu, P.. 10.

LONDO.N.—Medical, daily. e.\c. S., 2 ; Surgical, daily, 1.30and2 ; Obstetric. M. Th.,

l.W; o.p. W. S., 1.30; Eve, W. S.. 9; Ear, S., 9.30; Skin, Th., 9: Dental, Tu., 9.

MrDDLiSEt.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., l.,30 ; o.p.,W. S.,

1.30; Eye, W. S., 8.30: Ear .and Throat. Tu.. 9; Skin, Tu., 4 : Dental, daily, 9.

St. Bartholomew'.^.—Medical and Surgical daily, 1.30: Obstetric, Tu. Th, S,,2;

o.p., W.S., 9; Eye, Tu. Th. S.,'2.30; Ear, Tu.F., 2; Skin. F., 1.30; Laryn.\, F.,

2.,30 ; Orthopajdic, M„ 2.30 ; Dental, Tu. F„ 9.

St. QEORfiE's.—Medical and Surgical, M. T. F. S.. 1 : Obstetric. Tu. S., 1 : o.p.,

Tu., 2; Eye, W. S.2; Ear, Tu,, 2; Skin, W.,2; Throat, Th., 2; OrthopxdicW.,
2; Dental, Tu„ S., 9, Th., 1.

St. Mary's.— Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.4.'i; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.4.5: o.p., M.
Th., 1.30 ; Eye, Tu. F. S., 9 ; Ear. M. Til.. 3 ; Throat. Tu. P., l.:» ; Skin. M. Th.,

9.30; Electrician, Tu, P., 2; Dental, W. S., 9.30; Consultations. M., 2.30;

Operations, Tu., 1.30 ; Ophthalmic Operations, P., 9.

St. Thomas's.—Medical and Surgical, dailv. except S.at., 2 ; Obstetric, M. Th.. 2

;

o.p.. W., I.;i0 ; Eye. M. Th.,2; o.p., daily, except Sat.. 1..30 ; Far. M., 12.,30 ;

Skin, W., 12.30; 'Throat, Tu. F.. 1.30: Children, S., 12.:ifl: Dental, Tu. F.. 10.

Usivt:lwiTY COLLEGE.—Mcdic.al and Surgical, daily, 1 to 2: Obstetrics, M. Tu.
Th.. P.. 1.30; Eye, M. Tu. Th. P., 2 ; Ear. S,, 1.30; Skin, W., 1.45. S. 9.15;

Throat, Th.. 2.30; Dental. W., 10.30.

Westminster.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric. Tu. F..3: Eye,
M. Til., 2..30 ; Ear, M.. 9 ; Skin, Th„ 1 ; D(>ntal, W. S.. 9.1.5.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

COMMiTNICA'noiw respecting editorial matters should be addressed tothe Editor,

429. Str.ind. W.C., London ; those concerning business matters, non-delivery
of the JoiiRSAL. etc. should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office, 429,

Strmd, W.C. London.
Ik orxler to avoid delay, it is particnlarly requested that all letters on the

editorial business of the JOURNAL be addr<?ssed to tlie-Editorat the office of the
Journal, and not to his private house.

Authors desiring reprints of their articles published in the British Medical
JouiLXAL. .an? requested to communicate l)eforchand with the Manager, 429.

Str.uid. W.C.
CoRRi-spONnEMTS who wish notice to be taken of their communications, should

autlienticat*' them with tlieir names—of course not necessarily for publication.

OORHKSPOSTiENTS not answered arc requested to look to the Notices to Corre-

napoudonts of the following week.
ASUSORIPTS FORWARni-.T> TO THE OflKn! OF THIS Joi'RJIAL CAXKOT VKHER A»T
C1rcom:^tavcf.s rk Ri-.TUP.Nrr>.

IPuflLio Health Dkpartment.—Wc shall be much obliged to Medical Officers
' of ITealth if they will, on forwarding their Annual and other Reports, favour
us wth Durlif'itf Ccpies.

ttCERIES.

M.D. aaks what has been ascertained to he the effect of cas<«ra sagrada upon
the secretion of milk, as to quantity and quality.

ANSWERS.

iNi^L'IRER.— It is certainly not unprofessional.

IscKcrriox iv Scarlct Feteb.
I\ answer to " Micrococcus" as to the value of invniction in scarlet fever, Mr,
Francis W. Clark (Crovdon) writes that the preparations of olive oil and
carbolic acid, known as •'carbolised oil, " have been proved to [ ossess no ger-
micidal action. Should "Micrococcus" wish to use a germicidal inunction
during the desquamative stage of the disease, he suggests that a preparation
of olive oil containing about one drachm of ol. month, pip. to the twclre-
ounce bottle, would probably prove efficacious in destroying anv parasitic

virus that might be contained in the epidermic scales.

Mr. Jno. Brown (Bacup) writes : In the Joi-rkal for August 1.3th. ]8«7, there
is a short article on The Prophylactic Advantage* of the Early and Continned
Inunction of Carbolised Oil in Scarlet Fever. It " Micrococcus" will refer to

it, he will see the rationale given for the use of carbolic acid.

The Use of Aperients is Scarlet Feter.
Mr. Jso. Brown (Biicup) writes : In reply to Mr. Davis's quer> ,

" Am I right

or wrong?" in giving aperients before or during the eruptive stage. I should
s.ay as a rule it is not safe. For years I have been convinced that to give

aperients is, as Mr. Chavasse states in his book, " dangerous before and during
the eruptive stage." Keep the bowels confined until the rash is well out.

Cases in which diarrhoea is induced by aperients often die of convulsions due
to suppression of the rash. In other cases the rash comes out tardily, and
the recovery is longer than usual.

Chemical Constitution of Mineral Waters.
SmGEON asks where he can find the best information as to the chemical com-

position of the mineral waters most generally in use.

%* The Mineral Waters of Europe, by Tichbome and Prosser James, is pro-

bably the handiest work, giving more detailed analyses than more general

works.
Occipital Headache.

Dr. John" Irving (Leytonstone) writes: If " M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P." will give

his patient a large dose of quinine every night at bedtime, and follow it in the
moruintrbv a saline tonic, as indicated in the subjoined prescriptions, relief

mav result in a few days.

K Quinia? sidphatis 3ij : acid hydrobromici dil. jiij : aq. ad 5v,i. M. ij ex

aqua nocte sumend. B Magnesi.'c sulphatis 5vj ; acid, sulphurici dil. Jj ; liq.

strychnin, mur. m xx. Aq. ad 3vj. M. Capiat unciam ex aqufi mane ante

cibum.

Mr. J. Brindley James (Brindley House, Jamaica Hoad, S.E.) writes that in

the treatment of this form of headache he had vainly exhausted all the

habitually recommended pharmacopadal remedies, until the introduction

into otiicinal rules of Bishop's effervescing hydrobromate of cafTeine. the

use of which in such cases he speedily learned to appreciate.

NOTES, lETTEBS, ETC.

High .\ltitupes in Consumption.

Dr. C. R. Drysdale (late Physician to the North London Consumption Hos-

pital etc.) writes : The question of the best climate for patients suffering

from'consumption is so extremely interesting, that I should feel obliged if

allowed to take part in the debate upon it. After trying all sorts of dimatee.

and beinf tuUv cognisant of the admirable result* obtained either at the

Riviera, at Algiers, or Egypt, or bv sending patients to Australia, New Zea-

land or the Cape and back, I must say that experience teaches me that the

most; rapid arrests of that dangerous disease have occurred in such persons

as have been able to reside a considerable time in stations such iis Davos or

Colorado. It is out of the question to ask you to affoni space forthe narrative

of cases. I would only say that I naturally, as physician for many years U
the North London Consumption Hospital, took the greatest interest in follow-

ing out the careers of the poor patients that came under my care there.

Their fate was usually a sad one : and the very first ciite I remember which
w;i-s sent to Colorado iuade such an impression on me as to the value of resi-

dence in high altitudes, that 1 have never forgotten it. Subsequent experi-

ence has corroborated that impi-ession : and. for my pari., I should, m all smt-

at)le cases, advise patients to try high altitudes in preference to other

climates. On a visit I made to Davos two years ago, I interrogated th*

pcasante in the ailjaceut valley at Langwies, and found that consumption wa-^

not a cause of death among tlic people who reside there.

A Simple Means of Diagnosis i.i CHRST-DiSEiSES.

Mr S. Bingham writes: I can fully endorse the remarks of Surgeon H. r.

Nichols relative to the value of using a syringe to determine the existe.nce of

fluid in the chest. Only recently, by the aid of an ordinary hypodermic

svrinee I demonstrated its presence in the pleura o: a patient in whom it

iiad bieii previouslv overlooked. The value of this melhoit was shown to me
many years ago, while a,ssisting Dr. Robert Maonah. of Bury St. Edmuuds :

:ind Dr. Douglas Powell, in hU work on Diseasts oftht Lmfs. polnt^ out it«

utility. _ „
Tea and Teeth. . .

Dil John Irving (Lcvtonstone) writes : A. B., with whom the writer is inti-

mately acquainted, sulvsisted. until he was 2S years of age. upon the plainest

.liet and drank no bever.ige other than milk or water. Neither tea. coffee. coe<».

nor klcohol ever templed him ; nevertheless, from 17 to 2^ he w^ a nuirtyr to

toothache, and during that periixi had no less than eight decayed teeth

extracted. Since then he has einploved tea in moderation (two cups per

<liem) for sochil reasons, and for six years thou:.'h dental decay contimies to

advance actual tootliiiche has l«en i.:uch ilimini.hel. His mother lost most

of her teeth in early life, and almost in the same enter as the son, the upper

molars and bicuspids goiug first. The father, ou the other hand, never knew

what toothache was until lie was 45 yoa« of a«o, but within ten year? nearlj
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all Ilia trfth h.i.i l<M>acnr«l and been remoi*c<1. Hcn-ility pUy-' a conspicuous

l>art in dental nirles. and, st> far as my fxperienre ^oea. ten has nothing what-

vrr to do with the degeneration of teuth. One Rentleman, ajjed 40. with teeth

(x>mph'te lu both upper and lower jaws, and all sound, attributes his exemp-
tion from dentalffla to the continuous chewing of tobacco from boj'hood. He
tlrnnk tea (roely, out rigidly abstaineii from alcoholic liquors.

Neale's *'Digk:*t.'*

O. H. K. 1). writes : One may not possess every book under tlie sun. but it is

neverthele** uaeful to possess one book that tells you where to look in any
tiarticular lKK)k or series of books. If anyone expects to find in Neale's Dujest

ji sort of omnivorous textbook they will, of course, be disappointed ; but as a

textbook of medical references it is simply invaluable. I think it is badly

nameil. but I think it is even worse abused.

UiBSOx Axi> Wife v. JKFtRi>:s asd Hilu.
FitU List of Huitsrripttons.

(To defray the expenses of the deiendants, see Jouhnax, May 26tli, p. ll^i^).

Dr. Grailv Hewitt ...

Dr. K. L. Batterburv
Dr. F. G. D. Drewitt
Dr. R. H. A. Hunter
Dr. H. J. Ua\iland ...

£ s. d.

2 2
5110
10 6

10

Dr. F. T. Bond ...

Dr. K. F, Starkie
Dr. M.J. Biggs...
Dr. T. Wood llill

Dr. C. B. Keetlev

£ s.

2 6
2 2

10 6
1 1

1 1

Learing £90 to be collected.

C. B. Kektlkv. Honorary Secretary.

10, George Street. Hanover Square, W., May 29th.

Dr. Burkk's Reprieve.
The Rev. H. M. Kexkedy (Plumptou Vicarage. Cumberland) writes : Wliy
was Dr. Burke reprieved ? It is due both to the Home Secretary and the

general public that the facts of the case should be accurately and more fully

known. From what transpired at the Leeds Assizes, no one not otherwise in-

formed could entertain any doubt as to actual guilt or real responsibility.

But hatl witnesses for the defence been called, two things could have been
proved at the assizes, which have since the trial been clearly stated to the Home
secretary :

1. That Dr. Burke had previous to February 4th attempted self-destruction.

and had to the knowledge of several people' been brooding over the insane

idea of suicide for many weeks before his last and nearly fatal attempt.

2. That the only evidence as to how the shots were tired was that of a con-

stable, who. if the statements made by others also on the spot be true, could

not have carried the weight that his sole statement did with the judge and
jury at Leeds.
It shouM be known that in the report of the inquest given in the local paper.

the BanisU'j Chronicle ol February Uth. there are thirteen distinct assertions

reconleil on the part of the first witness examined, all going to show that no
one entere<l the room of death till both shots were fire<l ; andtliat twice before

the constable gave evidence the coroner is reported to have said to his jury

tluit the constable's conduct was not for them to consider, but that it should

l<e the subject of a subsequent inquiry.

A MoDKST Candidate.
Miss Fi.orknck Niohtisgale Toms. L.K.Q.C.P.I.' and L.R.C.S.I. (London
School of Medicine for Women) writes : 1 regret to see my name in connec-

tion with a statement, likely to lead to some misapprehension, which ap-

j»**red in the Jourxal of May 12th. in reference to the latf conjoint

<^-xamination in Dublin. The exa"minatiou being a purely pass exannnation

there is no question of competition, and all the candidates who satisfy tlie

txaminers stand on an equal footing.

Strophakthus IK Mitral Diskase. with (Edema.
Hr. John Powki-i. (Biyton House, Weybridge) writes: The following case of

most marked oidema of the extremities and trunk, togetlier with sliglit

albuminuria, due to mitral regurgitation following chorea, in which the

former symptoms were treated by sti*phanthus. may be of interest.

M.S.. aged 11. having auflered'froni the o-denia and some dyspnrea for three

vreekn. and «leriving no benefit from tinrt. digitalis. I ordered tinct.

rtrophanthi fm. S ter die), and at the same time made an incision of half an
in<*h over each external malleolus (as recommended by Ringer). The result

was most gratifying ; the <wlema totally disaprw-ared. there was copious dis-

charge from the incisions, and market! diuresis. The girl is now out and taking

long walks, and sinf^e SeptemlMT Inst, when the amelirtnition took place, !ms

only had one slight attack of a-dema, which quickly jielded to tlie same
doses.

OnTAi?<iNO Lymph withoit PuNCTrniNO.
Mr. Richarh n^ v.w CLyild) writes : In the following case may l>e found some
evidence that vaseline may W used as a substitute for glycerine.

I rc\-a4finat<Hl an rul\\\i in four pWi-s, all of which toiik. On the seventh

day. the ann iMNoming hitlamed and painful, he was advised by a friend to

-»pply a little vnrtcline ; tlii* he did by rubbing it into and ai-ound tht- vesicles.

Having a little <'rai'k or scratch at "the corner of the nose, he thoughtlessly

rubN.'d a little nt the vaseline into tliin. dire<-t from t!u* arm. On inspection

on the eighth day the vesicles were full and uninjured. In the cour-te of a

few days I wa» n-quested to see him on account of a very inllanied nose; this

develojx'rl int<i a wedl-fomied \'e<'icle. piirtly outside and jiart ly insitle the left

ftla. running a definite course, and linally, after much jwin. discomfort, and
'?<weUlng. subsiding.

It wn^ only after much Inquiry that the above explanation was extnvcted.

tMit there ran harrlty t>e a doubt that the vaseline acr.-d ju* the vehicle

under the same circuni^tnnees as tho«e rdnt^vl bv Ur-i. Grigj; and Molony.
namely, friction.

CO.MMUNICATIONS, LBTTBBS. etc.. have been received from :
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;

Dr. R. Boxall. London; Mr. J. W. North, York; Dr. A. Duke. Dublin;
Mr. J. Charlesworth, Hanley ; Mr. J. Brindley James, London ; Mr. P. J.

Rooth Comer, London; Mr. D. C. Cox. Annan; Dr. J. D. Thomas, Ade-'

laide ; The Secretary of the Board of Health. New South Wales ; The Secre-

tary of the Sanitary Commissioner. Punjab; Mr. M. Kobinaon, Burmah

;

Mr. S. H. Creagh. Devonport ; Mr. J. C. Culling. Colchester; Mr. A. C.

Godfrey. Jersey; Dr. Thin, London; Dr. G. G. Bantock. London ; Mr. A.

Miller, Hatton ; Mr. C. F. Taylor, Philadelphia; Mr. A. D. Sinclair, Boston,

U.S.A.; Our Swiss Correspondent; A Member; Messrs. Salt and Co., Bir-

mlngliam; Mr. ;Blackett. London ; Dr. Maxwell. Woolwich ; Mr. W. S.

Barnes, Berbice, B.G. ; Dr. Cranstoun Charles, Loudon ; Dr. B. Bramwell,
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H. Gaskell, Cambridge ; Mr. D. Scrynigeour, Liverpool ; Mr. H. Owen Lucas,

Newark-upou-Trent ; Mr. J. Brown, Bacup ; Dr. E. O. Daly, Hull ; Mr. H.

II. Quill. Woolwich; Mr. A. Jackson, Loudon; Surgeon-General Cornish,

London ; Mr. T. S. Hutchinson, Sittingbourne ; Dr. J. Mackenzie, Tigh-na-

bruaich ; Rev. H. M. Kennedy, Cumberland ; Mr. A. C. Dixey. Torquay

;

S. Lodge. M.B., Bradford ; The Secretary of the University of Cambridge

;

The Secretary of the Hospital ifor Sick .Children. London ; Mr. C. J.

Wright, Leeds ; Dr. Tatham, Salford ; Mr. C. A. Ballance, London ; Mr. O.

Fergus. Glasgow ; Mr. J. J. Jones, London ; Dr. Myers, London ; Mr. E. M.
Kelly. Nottingham ; Dr. J. R. Morison, Newcastle-ou-Tyne ; Mr. A. Macou-
nell. London ; Mr. M. R. Clark, Harthill, Sheffield ; The Secretary of St.

John's Hospital for Diseases of the Skin, London ; Dr. Kirkwood, Largs,

Ayrshire ; [Dr. R. W. Savage, London ; Mr. W. Barnes. London ; Mr. J. H.
Staltard, San Francisco; Dr. Myrtle, Harrogate ; Mr. C. B. Keetlev. Lon-

don; Dr. J. Ewart, Brighton; Dr. G. B. Herman, London; Our Glasgow

Correspondent ; Mr. H. Corbyn. Cork ; Dr. E. Price, Edinburgh ; Mr. H.

Harrison, Liverpool; Dr. W. A. Carline. Lincoln ; Mr. W. R. E. Coles, Lon-

don ; Messrs. Chilton and Malcolm, London ; Mr. G. Peart, London ; Dr. T.

W. Thursfield. Leamington ; Mr. A. W. Hall, Sawbridgeworth ; Mr. T. L. K.

Davies. Glan Menai ; Mr. C. J. Marsh, Yeovil; Dr. C. Parsons. Dover; Mr. T.

J. Verrall, Brighton ; Mr. H. H. Phillips. Reading ; Dr. C. Chapel. London ;

Mr. J. Wood. Sunderiand; Mr. T. Aspinall, Bolton-le-Moors ; Mr. W. H.

Date, Ilkeston ; Mr. W. P. Feltham, Newry ; Mr. J. F. Vince, Birmingham ;

Dr. J. E. Shaw, Clifton ; Mr. W. Eassie, London ; Dr. T. F. Pearse, London

;

Dr. Henty, London; Dr. Willoughby, [London ; Mr. W. H. Powell, Ross;

Mr. C. Banks, Eskbank; Mr. J. Moore, Bourton-on-the-Water ; Mr. A. Jack-

son, Sheffield; Mr. H. B. Franklyn, Aix-lea-Bains ; Mr. J. D. Rich, Liver-

pool ; Mr. T. S. Hutchinson, Newington ; Mr. J. Buckenham, Cambridge

;

Mr. B. Lumley, Northallerton ; Dr. Sheen, Cardiff ; Mr. A. Hulme, Bir-

mingham ; Mr. D. Henderson, Willerby ; Messrs. Birchall. Liverpool; Mr. J.

Hickman, Sheerness ; Dr. J. J. Ridge, Enfield; Dr. J. A. Rigby. Prestou

;

etc.
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THE CAVENDISH LECTURE
0» THE

ALTERED RELATIONS OF SURGERY
TO MEDICINE.

Delivered before the West London Medico-Chirurgkal Society,

Friday, June 1st, ISSS.

By Sir WILLIAM STOKES, M.D., Ch.M.Univ.Ditb., F.R.C.S.I.,

Professor of Surgery, Koyal College of Surgeons in Ireland.

No one having even a limited acquaintance with surgical history

can tail to realise the great change that has recently taken p ace

in the status of the surgical branch of our profession, as well as

the remarkable alteration that has occurred in the relations it

now bears to medicine.

In considering the important question as to the causes that have

led to these changes, we may glance briefly at the relations that

formerly e.xisted between surgery and medicime. The two branches

of our common profession became united in the first half of the

fifteenth centurj-, and a conjoint examination for admission to

the fellowship of phvsicians and surgeons was established. Ln-

happUy, however, the alliance appears to have been a short-lived

one, and the causes that led to the rupture are not very clearly

understood, but were, I believe, probably connected with the

maintenance of alleged vested rights. The breach was stiU further

widened by the subsequent fusion of the surgeons with the

Barbers' Company. In this, however, as Sir James Paget has

ri/htly oCr^ved, there was not any real fusion, but rather an

ofical junction with a view to the settlement of disputes and

t^ fixing of limitations to the duties and functions of each

""XThe'interests not only of the social but also of the scientific

position of the surgical profession, the junction, such as it was

of these two corporations was undoubtedly a calamity, and it

helped to give the physicians the vantage ground which the>

occupied solong, and'in which they were still further strengthened

by an enactment made in Elizabeth's reign, prolnbiting siirgeons

from prescribing internal medicines. As a proof that the inferior

nosition, socially and scientifically, was maintained up to a com-

pamthely recent period, I may mention a fact which I learned

from Mr Colles, who informed me that his father, Abraham Colles,

had stated that at the commencement of his professionol career in

Dublin when a consultation on any important case was held, t le

surgeoA was not, as a rule, permitted to be in the room ^here the

physicians held their deliberations, but, after the consultation

was over, he was informed whether his services would be required

"""TheVmction not only kept the professions of surgerj' and medi-

cine separated, but also doubtless had much to say to the long

exclusion, or, at all events, feeble recognition of surgery in tlie

Academic svstems of the old universities. It had also another un-

fortunate result, which ^-as, that when surgery emerged from

the Cimmerian darkness in which it had been during he^Midd e

Ages, and its teachers began to recognise the fact that in order to

alvance something more was to be relied on than the aphorisms of

Hippocrates or thi dogmas of Galen, there was little s>-mpathy

shown to them, and scientific methods of investigation ^ere looked

upon generally with suspicion, while the results of scientific re-

search were received almost with contempt.

TthoTigh from time to time during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries there were physicians of undoubted abihtj a d

scientific aptitude, still no serious effort apparently ^"a^ ™ade bj

the bulk of the profession to strike away the feeble props ot Un,

tottering and antiquated tripod on which it had so long rested-

namely, empiricism, dogma, and aphorism.
,
^he re.sult of this was

that a's time went on, medicine as a science lost instead of ga'nipS

ground in public estimation, and often became the ob.iect of satm

and ridicule. Of this ample evidence may be found in the

writings of many authors and philosophers of eminence, such as

Voltaire, Jloliere, Locke, and many others in pore recent times

It was doubtless from observing the faulty way in which medicine

1 See Shmoriahoftht Craft o/ Suriery m Enjiand. From Materials compile.!

byJ.F. South. London. 1886.

was studied and practised that Locke was induced to make the

rolo^ng observation: "Were it my
^"^'"f^-Xre" herself°n

phvsic would not the safer way be to consult >ature herseU in

^heWstoTy of diseases and their cures than to espouse tjie doc

trines of the dogmatists, the methodists, or the ehemists r
What was mainly relied on was clinical observation ;

and

not'i n" irmore remarkable in the whole historj- of medicine th^

°he len-th of time it took before the fact da^vTied upon the me-

dicamTndUiat clinical obser.-ation, when not supp emented by

other scientific methods of research, is a lamp that affords lu

?ruth but a faint and glimmering light a shifting quicksand on

wh ch it is indeed perilous to bu!ld. They did not recognise the

Truh epitomised by Mill, who has well said, " Observation with-

out exl^riment (supposing no aid from deduction) can ascertain

Li^^ce^nd coexistences, but cannot prove causation.' (ioj^u:

'°The consequences of too exclusive a reliance upon methods in-

sufficient for%urposes of realadvancement have been for me<hc,ne

in the past most unhappy. I allude more particularij to the

foundatC and advocacy of various systems which prevaUedat

different eras-of, for example, the dogmatists, eclectics,

methodists pneumLtists, astrologers, and alchemists, and inj^at^

times to the schools of Cullen, Bro^-n, Broussais, and Hahnemann

AlT hese many outcomes of various phases of opmioa have ^used

the historv of medicine to be rather " a succession of c> cles, barren,

hvpo hes^s. and fanciful systems,'' than one characterised by a..

Kut sure scientific progress. At rare
^^'-^^^f 'V*^„'l^S

brilliant meteors, no doubt, have flashed across the skj but their

liaht onlv tended to make the darkness more visible. The\ were

oo far in advance of their time to make their influence felt, and

any attempt to supersede the older unreliable methods-to nng

out the old and ring in the new-only met with discouragement,

o"ten wUli contempt. My father ha.s often related to me how, when

hi wara younj^ilandlhen he introducediuto the Dublin^^^^^^^^^

along with Graves, the methods of physical diagnosis ad%ocated b>

Laei^ec and Louis he was ridiculed, satirised, and even cancatured

bvTis contemporaries. I dare say a large proportion of

hose presentee to-day recollect, as I do. hearing various

nstruments of precision, now in the hands of everj- educated

practSer, stigmatised as" toys ;• and I can even call to mind

?1 a a late medilal coUeague of my
'^^^'^'^y.^^'^^^ttfl,

eminence in his profession, and who, for the time he Ined ln,J^a.•,

nkilfuThistologist, thought it desirable to publish, a the com-

mencemen of hfs professional career, a i,-ocA«rf wInch he entitled

U Z^Ioqy for the Microscope. But one of the most signal

proofs of the low estimate that in former t-mes physi;^ans had

of the employment of methods of research 7^.
'^'^\f/^.fj/j "'''ff

mav be obtained from the views on pathological hi^tologj of

Lalnec lie observed: "If the causes of severe disease are

LuTt for n me e microscopical alterations o ^'tructure it is im-

"ossible to avoid running into. consequences the
^°^^^^l'*"^;fi\^;

f ever cultivated in this ^Pirit, pathological anaton^j as « ell as

that of the bodv in a sound state, will soon fall from tne rank

whch it holds Imong the physical sciences and become a mere

tissue of hypotheses founded on op ical illusions .^n^^ ta°c fui

peculations, without any real b.vnefit to ?^'^'^!""^-^„/"^?^^
tuTinte anticipation Dr. Hudson observed, as time and progre!>3

iTe p ed When men of the intellectual grasp of Laennec

eld such views, it is hardly to be wondered at that riie rank and

file among physicians continued to 1°°^ unfavourablj and >,^th

doubt on all such novel methods of research, and under these cir

o mstances it is not surprising that ™<?'J>^^^;^^;™l'«"tas b^n
past, and 1 fear to a certain extent also in the P^^*:^"'; ''»« '«*,'|

based too often on that flimsiest and most worthless of all

oundations-fashion: a fact which -l^^'^li '"ft^'ws pupi^s
eminent French physician the sage advice he ga^e to his pupUs,

" Emplovez vite ce remede pendant qui gueri encore;

In nakiL these remarks I trust it wUrnot be considered that I

wi^^n an!- way to cast discredit, on the labours of past phv-

liciansin the advancement of medicine, knowing as I do that the

v.^v men who were thus sceptical of new methods could always

;,ointwitiriust pride to splendid results obtained by them from

""h-'^ol^'t is only to account for. the f^t that in the l^t

centurv the relations between medicine and surgerj- ^^re still

[1432]
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clinical observation, and by a general widening of the area of
research.
" And to whom are we mainly indebted for such development?
This ia a question that will at once be asked. 'Who placed our
science on the solid foundation on which it remains and will ever
pest? Who was it that tore asunder the fetters with which it

was bound by a blighting empiricism, and loudly sounded those
clarion notes of scientific truth which have their echo still. He
who occupies as a biologist a position above all rivalry, and who
by the magic wand of an all-powerful intellect struck the rock
from which came the living water, and evoked the dormant scien-
tific spirit of his age—that beneficent, ever-living, and never-
failing spirit which, when honestly appealed to, has ever gene-
rously re.'^pondcd. It has been said by JIalgaigne that in the
Middle Ages surgerj- was a mere craft, that it was made an art by
A. rari5 aud .1. L. IVtit, but was elevated iuto oni' of the noblest of
sciences by John Hunter. Animated by no unworthy craving for
worldly honour or love of gain, he lit up the dark and rugged
Eaths of that science he loved so weJl and to which he devoted
is life with a lamp which shed no borrowed light—one fashioned

by ceaseless toil and illuminated by untiring genius. His one
arm, the goal he ever strove for, the ambition of his life, was, in
the unexplored regions of physiologj-, surgery, pathologj', and
anatomy, to unfurl the banner of truth, and, by doing so, to elevate
and dignify the profession of his choice, and to render it and
its sister branch of medicine one and indivisible. He was in
truth

—

One of the few. Nature's interpreters.

The few whom Genius jpves us liglits to shiue.

His immediate successors, many of whom were also his pupils

—

namely, Abemethy, Cooper, Cline, Dupuytren, CoUes, and many
lesser stars—all worked more or less on the same lines that he did,
but not unnaturally with a bias rather towards the clinical and
operative aspects of surgery and surgical pathology than in efforts

to advance it by physiological research. But the splendid work
of those great surgical leaders I have mentioned cleared and pre-
pared the way for the more complete adoption of Hunter's great
principle in advancing surgery, which was, in Sir James Paget's
words, that " he brought the scientific method into the study of
the practice, and welded scientific knowledge with the lessons of
e.Tperience." It is the recognition and adoption of this principle
in the age in which we live and work that will ever constitute
one of its greatest glories. It is one which finds its embodiment
in Von Langenbeck's watchword, " From physiology to surgery,
and from the microscope to the resection knife." It has mainly
been the cause of bringing about the altered relations of surgery
to medicine, and happily shattered the barriers between them
which in days gone by were such fruitful sources of mischief, and
kept our profession divided, powerless, and weak.
The last and most brilliant outcome of the adoption of this prin-

ciple has been the establishment of Listtrian nntisepticism, which
has enabled the surgeon to bring about not only a degree of per-
fection and exactness in the comparatively limited lieTd of opera-
tive surgery in which until recently he confined himself, but also
to advance much further, and in abdominal and thoracic diseases,
and, lastly, in tho.se of the brain and spinal cord, to achieve results
that until recently never could have been seriously contemplated.
This signal ailvance into the domain of medicine has not been
made in any hostile and intrusive spirit, but solely to render aid
—an aid which it must be gratefully acknowledged has happily
often been reciprocated.

It has been granted to but few men who have been pioneers in
any of the paths of science to have during their lifetime a full
recognition of their labours and discoveries, and to see the prac-
ticalapplication to human requirements of the new knowledge
they had given to the world. Harvey's great discovery met with
but a limited accfptance iluring his lifetime, and the same might
be said of other scientists, some of whom, instead of having their
views accepted, were persecuted for promulgating them : but
many of those who now constitute the scientific vanguard of our
jirofeasion have been privileged to witness not alone the acceptance
of their theories but also the almost universal recognition of the
utility of Hie practice which has been based thereon ; and opera-
tive procp<l«rea have been undertaken and carried to a successful
issue that not very long ago could nevi-r have beim seriously
thoujfhtof : and, lastly, a distinct advance has been made towards
that goal desired by all—unity in the science of medicine.

1 have already indicated the regions in which operative- surgery

has so largely supplemented medicine.^ Did time pennit, I would
gladly dwell more in dtstail on what it has eflected in this direc-

tion, such as the surgical treatment of pulmonary abscess, anti-

septic paracentesis in pleuritic eflfusions, empyema, and peri-

cardial effusion. Also in abdominal surgery, including exphi-

ratory operations in and excision of the kidney, removal of renal

calculi, operations oh the gall-bladder, on thi^ intestines for ob-

struction, excision of the pylorus and other portions of the intes-

tinal tract for cancer, and the many operations connected with
the female organs of generation.

in connection, however, with a region that until recently has
been held to be the e.vclusive province of the physician, I should
like to speak very briefiy. 1 allude to certain lesions of the

brain, and the means we have at our disposal fortheir localisation.

It is a subject of absorbing interest, and exercises largely, as you
all know, the professional mind at the present day. There is no
wonder that it should do so, fur our anticipations as to what may
eventually be done in this direction are full of hope and confi-

dence. Having regard to the results already obtained, these are

not, I feel assured, misplaced ; but still cases do occur, and onit

of them was recently in my own practice, which strikingly bring
home to us the undoubted and unhappy fact that, notwithstand-
ing the admirable work achieved by Professors Ferrier, Yeo,

Schafer, A'ictor Horsley, Munk, Goltz, and others, in reference to

the localisation of_ brain function, we must admit that we are

still only on the fringe of the inquiry, so to say, and that much,
ver\- much, has yet to be done before any definiteness can be said

to exist in the means at our disposal for the accurate apprecia-

tion of many of these cases. This will not, 1 believe, be deter-

mined with sufficient accuracy until much more light than is at

present available is thrown, not only on cranio-cerebral topo-

graphy, but also on the localisation of cerebral fuuction. We are

undoubtedly much nearer finality iu the former than the latter,

although the difficulties in the path are still e.xtreme. The rela-

tions between the lobes and convolutions of the brain and the
enveloping bones varj' in different periods of life, and up to a cer-

tain age the growth and development of both do not proceed
pari passu. The frontal eminence, as Cunningham, Topinard, and
Fere have shown, overlies a different portion of the frontal lobe

of the brain in the adult and the child, and the relations between
the Sylvian fissure and the squamo-parietal suture, as first noticed

by Foulhouze, also vary in different periods of life. Remarkable
changes in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe have also been observed,
both as regards its position and form, as age advances from
childhood to adolescence. For example—as may be seen iu the.se

preparations—in the adult the frontal eminence corresponds to

the first frontal fissure: in childhood the frontal eminence i.-*

found at some point upon the second frontal convolution, aud
occasionally on the third. -Vgain, the Sylvian fissure varies in

relation to the squamo-parietal suture. In the adult it may cor-

respond to it or be placed immediately above or slightly below it,,

hut in childhood it is always found con.siderably above it. The
higli position of the fissure in childhood appears to be due to a
twofold cause— one, to the low stature, if I might so express it,

of the squamous portion of the temporal bone, which afterwards
grows upwards towards the fissure ; and secondly, that at the
earlier jieriod of life there is relatively a much greater area of the
temporo-sphenoidal lobe in relation to the vault of the cranium.
This is seen when compared \\ith the outer surface of the parietdl

lobe. The method of topograjihical localisation when the rela-

tions are more fixed or constant, as in adult life, suggested by
Hare, gives for practical purposes undoubtedly the best anl.
most accurate results.

.\s regards the localisation of function, however, it is regret-

table that even between very high authorities so much difference
of opinion exists, and that the whole subject is consequently in
sueji an unsettled state. Take, for example, the temporo-sphe-
I oidal lobe. According to Professor Ferrier we have here the
situations of tactile sensibility, hearing, and taste, whereas Pro-
fessor Schiifer holds that none of these ;u:e sio placed. Again, the
centre of sight has been localised by Munk and .Schafer in the
occipital lobe, hut Goltz has sho«n t,hat this lobe can be removed
without impairing vision, aud [that removal of the frontal Utbe i|i

attended with loss of sight.

Our clinical experience, too, at times adds largely to the diffi-

culties we have to contend with in our endeavours to accurately,
appreciate the situation of cerebral lesions. I allude to cases in

which we have motor disturbance without appreciable lesion tp

account for it, and the reverse, cases in which morbid conditions,
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profoundlY involving thr motor areas, exist vnthout causing any

motor or LnsorA' trouble whatever. In illustration of this, 1 may

S;°ntionthe leading particulars of a few cases, and in doing so

tni3t.it will not be supposed tor a moment that I %ms1i to

i^preciate or detract in the slightest de.greo from the great value

of recent investigations in reference to the localisation ot cerebral

*"The°fir8t of them that I would mention -was ^ofie which was

quite recently under my care in the Richmond Hospital, and

wLof exceptional perplexity. J. O'D., 'ige<l fW a law clerk by

occupation, and for many years of intemperate habits was recently

St my care in the llichmond Hospital. Two days previous

to his admission he had been drinking to excess in a neighbouring

public-house, and, for making a disturbMce on l^^^'^y
'"Tf;J^"^^;

arrested. In the encounter which ensued with the authorities it

was said he was struck with a baton on the forehead, over the left

eve He was stunned by the blow but soon recovered On the

second day after receiving the blow he suffered .pain, which was

chiefly referable to the forehead, and in the eyening he became

heavy and drowsy. The day foUowing he was aphasic, and he

was then brought "to the hospital. t)n his admission, a contused

wound was found over the left eyebrow, and much subconjunc-

tival ecchymosis. When speaking he was unable to torm a com-

plete sentence, failing generally to tind the required verb. When

the word he wanted was suggested to him he at once recognised it,

but was unable to repeat it. He conveyed that he could remem-

ber the word he wanted easily, but coidd not say it When shown

a watch he was aWe to tell the time accurately and without hesi-

tation, but when asked to write a sentence he failed, and \vrote

some disjointed words, but was able to write his name. n the

evening the aphasia was more pronounced. He could tell the

name but not the address of his employer. He said it was the

same as a Christian name. On going through a list ot names, he

at once recognised the one he wanted when " George s Street
'

was

mentioned. There was no paralysis at this time of the upperor ower

extremities. Next day it was found that speech was completely

lost There was rigidity of the miwcles of the jaw. and he was

quite nnable to open his mouth. The left forearm and hand were

paralysed, and fingers clenched. The scapulo-humeral muscles on

the left side were only slightly affected. He could grasp hrmly

Tvith his right hand. The left pupil was uTegularly dilated and

did not reaSt to light. Vision was lost in it, and there was slight

ptosis. When given a pencil and paper he could write his name,

but ven,' indistinctly. Patellar and plantar reflexes were well

marked The day foUowing his condition was worse. In the

evenino- he had an alleged rigor, which probably was a convulsive

seizure .Next day all the symptoms were still more pronounced.

The patient was now in a semi-comatose state, jaws ngidly closed,

his respiration blowing, accompanied by constant grmdingot teetn.

Throughout his condition was perfectly apyrexial.

With such a history and train of symptoms, the conclusion was

unavoidable that they were produced by mechanical pressure.

The patient, who had never before manifested symptoms _ot brain

disease had received a severe blow on the left side of the head.

This was followed by progressive motor aphasia, an irregularl\

dilated pupil, loss oi' vision, subconjuniitival ecchymosis. ptosis,

blowing respiration, rigidity of the muscles of the jaw. paralysis

of the left forearm and lemd, a convulsive seizure, and. lastly .
coma.

These symptoms seemed to clearly point to mechanic.d surtace-

pressur'e over the left motor area, over or in the neighbourhood o

Broca's convcdution. foUowed by basic complication, as evidenced

by the implication of the third and fifth pair at nerves, producing

thes>anptoms referable to the eye and the muscles ol the aw

and lastly, there was paralysis of the toream and hand, >Micli

latter wis the great difficulty in the case. The
P'-^'^f

"'• |l"h«

haMuorrha.'ic or inflammatory. I believe primarily involved Broca s

lobe, and the basic complications I considered were probably due

to extension of the effusion.
, i „.^

Ilavinc reeard to the fact that the patient was clearly m ex-

treniis. and that trephining gave him what might
^"-'/'{""f^^^^

shadow of a chance. I operated and removed a disc of ''""e over

Broca's lobe, and the result beang negative. 1 removed another a

little further back. Neither operation revealed a source ol pres-

sure. The patient died the next morning, and the result ot the

necropsy was as negative in its results as the operation had beeiL

There was neither hiemorrhuge nor abscess: the brain substance

w«s whiter and harder than normal, the condition observed so

often in alcoholism. Tlie only tangible changes observed were

evidence of arachnoid inflammation, which was all the more re-

markable having regard to the apjTexial condition of the patient

Uiroughont Ind^also a thickening and adhesion of the n>en^«»

ove the upper portion of the right motorarea ^^^-^^ P-'^^.f^ "°

sisns of recent development, and under which was a omall pateJi

Xftei^ng about the^ize of a large pea. A careful examanation

of the cerebral vessels failed to give evidence of the existence of

""inltomost remarkable and exceptional case, in which so many

of the symptoms of cerebral pressure supervened on the receipt of

"severe iXn-, it was, indeed as surprising as it was disappoint-

L. to fi^d h^a they depended on some condition independent of

mechanical pressure, audit proves how far we
''"^^fji'-

«!"J^^^
the symptoms are signal and pronounced, from being able m many

L'tak'es to correctlf estimate the P^^-omena m cj^s of cerebra^

lesion, and especially in those having apparently a traumatic

""Dr^Bennett has drawn attention to a remarkable case of mono-

crural paralysis, which waa under the care of a disciple of Pro-

cessor Ferrier, andlthe site of the supposed central lesion was care-

ul y incUcated on the skull. Subsequently the P^^^'i"';-^ ""1^^

Dr Bennett's care for epileptic seizures, which ultimatelj proved

fatal and which were attributed to renal disease Having regard

o the monocrural paralysis, a careful po.t-,norte^
^^fiTet Ler

was made, but without discovering any evidence of a lesion either

of the brain or its coverings.
j j ;„ .,„i,;-h thom

We have, too. on the other hand, ca^es recorded m which there

has been marked intracranial disease i'^^'^d^"?
;^^/^. '^°\°"if';'t^

but without producing any motor disorder, as tor example m the

remarkable case of subarachnoid cyst recorded b> Frofessoj^
ninMiam iJournal of Anatcymy and -P*?/«"/f'i'^' ^

°'- •^"- P; '^•
In this case the cyst- one of exceptionally large dimensions

-was limited in front by the H-^"^'i'l'«.''/r«'s^.'e and^pos^
parallel fissure, above by the mtra-panetal fissure, and pos-

Lriorly it reached the occipital lobe-and yet m this case there

w^s no evidence whatever of impairment of motor or sensory

Twer ISither case illustrative of the fact that serious lesions,

Fnvolving the motor area, may exist without producing paralysis,

s one recorded by Dr. Byr^m Bramwell. In this a 1-ge^^om.

growing from the dura mater," had apparently ^iestroyed the

Se«er part of the motor area on the right side, bo far as one

SiUdludge ^vith the naked eye, the whole of the motor centres in

the face and upper extremity were destroyed, and on microscopical

examination the grey matter in this region
^f^,""^^

to have com-

pletely disappeared; and yet there was absolutely no parah sis

^^S^these interesiinfbut somewhat dispiriting facts-which

unhappily, remmd us of the dense mist m which we are stdl sur-

rounded-iet us glance at the brighter side of the picture and

consider some of the caseslthat give us encouragement and tend

to restore confidence. . ,,
The first I woiJd allude to are four ca.ses of

^"l'"«»;ti,^T,°h:
rhage. which have recently occurred in Dublin and for which the

ope?a ion of trephining was perfonned. In all four cases the con-

dition was correctly diagnosed, and m three of them the hemor-

rhagic effusion wa.s reached and removed, and the treatment fol-

lowed by immediate relief and ultimata recovery.

Two of these cases presented features of exceptional interMt.

In the first, which was under the care of my colleague, ilr.

Thornley Stoker, the patient had sustained a fall off a cart mne

daylprewusto the operation, and was. at the time of Us per-

for^mancCinastate of complete loft hemiplegia,
-f^l^.f"^^

and the respirations 12 per minute. The diagnosis 'sihicli was

made and proA-ed afterwwds to be correct, was tliat .l>^n>orrhage

ov er tl e right motor area, due to laceration of the middle menm-

eeal iriery^ and probably associated «-ith fr.acture. had occurred

and produced at first p.irtial leit paralysis and that the .iicreased

hemiplegia which sul«equentiy °'=^'"™'l '"^^^/"^
'°fil"i^^^^^f

hajmorrhaae l^phining was performed over the hssure ot

RoUndoX the hemorrhagic effusion reached and successfully

^moTed; this was prompffy followed by relief, and an uninter-

ruptedly Bood recovery wL made. This case is of special interest

I one particular, bei^g signaUy illustrative of the doctrine of

Verrier that the absence of anesthesia is, in such ca^es. indica-

tive of the lesion being limited to the motor zone, and the brachial

monoplegia also pointed to tliis alone being impUcated.

The second c:isk which was under Mr. Balls care, was one of

motor aphasia. ^^•iIich came on after the patient had receiv^l a

blow on tlie head with an open penknife ten days previous to

h 3 coming under observation. The cicatm of the wound wa»
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over tlie squamous portion of the temporal bone. There was an
absence of any paralysis of the voluntarj' muscles, but the aphasia
was distinct and progressive, both word-blindness and word-deaf-
ness being well marked. Trephining was performed, and the
wound was found to be a penetrating one, involving both bone
and dura mater, and a small subdural blood-clot was removed,
which, it was believed, was situated in the Sylvian fissure. The
recovery in this case was complete. In a third case of subcranial
hromorrhage, which Mr. Thomson has recorded, the operation of

trephining and tlie removal of an epidural blood-clot was attended
with an equally satisfactory result.

As a remote result of intracranial h.Tmorrhage another case,

which was under the care of Mr. Kendal Franks, is noteworthy.
The patient was a youni^ man, aged ij, who commenced to suffer

from severe epileptic seizures six years after he sustained a fall

on the top of his head from a height of nine feet, and was treated
by bromides continued without intermission for over a year, but
without influencing the attacks, except occasionally to lengthen
the interval between them. Trephining was performed, and a
subdural blood-cyst, pressing on the left tronti 1 lobe of the brain,

was discovered. The cyst was then cleared out and drained. Im-
munity from the seizures for three months was the result ; there
was then a recurrence of them, but they were much slighter than
before. A second trephining was then performed, and although
the result of this was negative as regards disclosing anything
further to cause cerebral disturbance, the condition of the patient
since the operation has been most satisfactory, and he is now ap-
parently free from the attacks which formerly were of such fre-

quent occurrence.

In two cases of traumatic cerebral abscess—one epidural and
the other subdural, and both of them illustrative of the patholo-
gical fact first noticed by Dease as to the late appearance of

cerebral trouble after cranial traumatisms—I trephined, and in

one of them the result was very remarkable. The operation was
performed seven weeks after the injury, which was a blow over
the left temple. .\t the time the operation was performed the
patient was clearly in cvtremis—motor and sensory paralysis
complete, and coma, following convulsive seizures, profound. On
raising a disc of bone at the situation where the injur)' was re-

ceived no pus was to be seen, and on laying open the dura mater
the result was equally negative. I then passed the needle of a
hypodermic syringe into tlie brain substance as far as it would
go, and to ray great satisfaction found, on drawing up the piston
of the instrument, that 1 had reached the abscess. I removed an
ounce and a half of pus, and then washed out the cavity with a
weak carbolic solution. The relief obtained by the evacuation of

the abscess was immediate, and before the patient left the operat-
ing theatre ho was able to articulate distinctly. His recovery
was rapid and uninternipted, and he returned to his usual avoca-
tion, which was that of a plasterer. As regards the situation of
the trephine opening, 1 may mention that it was three quarters of

an inch to the left of the mesial line, and an inch in front of the
coronal suture. It corresponded to a point close to the junction
of the pupero- and meso-frontal convolution. After evacuating
the contents of the abscess cavity, in order to ascertain the size

and direction of the latter, I passed the little finger of my left

hand cautiously into it. By doing so I was able to ascertain its

limitation anteriorly, laterally, and inferiorly. Externally and
inferiorly its limitation must have been formed by J3roca's lobe,

but jiosteriorly and inferiorly, although I passed my little finger

in as far as possible, the limit of the cavity was not reached, and
1 believe the abscess possibly involved the lateral ventricle.

The final outcome of^this remarkable case, if disappointing, is of
much interest. For nearly nine months after the operation the
Ivatient remained perfectly well, and quite able to follow his

usual avocation. It waa then stated that he got a "fit," from
which he recovered, and he returned the following day to his
work. The morning after this he was found in bed in a state of
complete insensibility, and he was then brought for the second
time to hospital. Eight hemiplegia was complete, and both
jilantar and patellar reflexes lost; his face was pale, but lips
deeply cyanosed. Pulse ItiO; respirations HI); temperature 101.8°.
He had frequent convulsive seizures after he came to hospital.
Thinking it jmssible that these symptoms might be due to the

formation of a second abscess, I reflected the flap I made origin-
ally at the trephining operation and, on opening the dura mater,
through some thickened cicatricial tissue gave exit to some bloody
(erum ; I then passed a blunt-pointed director downwards and
backwards to a di»tanc« of o c*ntiniitre», but did not reach any

pus or other fluid. A director was then passed downwards and
slightly forwards, when a considerable quantity of serous fluid

came gushing out. From this situation 1 removed six drachms of
sero-sanguineous fluid dotted with white-coloured flakes. The effect

of the operation was to reduce the pulse from 160 to 100, and the
temperature from 10.i.l° to 104.{>°. The patient, however, never
rallied, and died the day following.

I might dwell on other cases of cerebral abscess illustrative of
the beneficial results obtained by trephining and drainage, more
particularly that published by Dr. Gowers and Mr. A. Barkqr,
where the abscess occurred in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe, and
depended on otitis media, and Dr. Greenfield's, which also de-
pended on the same cause. Trephining and evacuation in both
these cases were attended with the best results.

The operative efforts in cases of abscess, tumours, and epilepsy
of Professor Victor Horsley, Jlr. Alexander, Dr. Macewen, Mr.
Godlee, and Dr. Roberts, of Philadelphia, are such as to give the
greatest encouragement and Ijope that in the near future we may
be able to undertake the operative treatment of such cases with a
confidence we cannot yet possess.

There are many points of interest connected with these re-
markable operative efforts that I have mentioned which, did time
permit, I should like to dwell on. But in truth the discussion in
any minute way of the technicalities of either the diagnosis or
therapeusis of such cases seems, on an occasion like the present,
hardly appropriate, such being more suitable for consideration
at the ordinary meetings of your Society, where in the scientific

crucible the golden ore of experience and research is tested, and
the pure metal—that having the genuine ring of truth in it—ig

elicited and refined.

From what has been said it must be conceded that surgery can
no longer hold in any sense the subordinate position to medicine
which she occupied so long. So far, at all events, as physical
conditions are concerned, surgery has undoubtedly advanced
medicine in no small degree, and in doing so accomplished much
in the direction of dispelling the factitious and unrea-sonable divi-

sion of the two branches of the profession. It has also been its

safeguard against irregular and unrecognised lines of practice, for

no important surgical proceeding can be based upon such, at least
in the public mind.
At the same time we must acknowledge that of late years, at

aU events, surgery is indebted to medicine. From Professor
Ferrier's work, for example, brain surgerj- has to a large e.xtent

been the outcome, although without Listerian antisepticism little

of what was done could have been accomplished. One of the best

instances that could be mentioned of the good results that have
been obtained by the combined work of a physician and surgeon
is that of Dr. C. .\llbutt and Mr. Teale, of Leeds, whose researches
on scrofulous cervical glands, pulmonary abscess, and other con-
ditions existing on the boundary line—one every day increasing
in breadth—between medicine and surgery, are doubtless familiar
to all present. In truth, the more investigation is pursued in

this direction the more likely is it that surgical possibilities in

many other medical cases than those I have mentioned will be-

come recognised. One of the immediate and most salutary con-
sequences of this overlapping or fusion of our work has been the
gaining for the profession at large of a vast increase of influence
and public confidence—more, it may be safely said, than has been
gained by any of the other professions in the same time, and
which has been obtained not because it has mastered so many of
the secrets of disease or injury, but, as an eminent living states-

man has observed, " Because the world was well aware that the
verj- highest of human abilities were addressed in ample quantity
to the business of the profession, and that their abilities were
adilr.'ssed to it with all the zeal and all the judgment which they
could expect from human capacity and assiduity in any of the
pursuits of lif>'."

.'.Ill row, what next ? Are we on the threshold of unexplored
n-gions of research, or have we arrived at the hopeless deadlock
of finality that some maintain we have reached ? We should re-

ject so disheartening a suggestion, and fearlesslj' pursue our
course, relying not alone on biological research, but al.so on im-
provement in surgical precision and of surgery, more particularly
in its operative aspects.

As regards the future progress and development of medicine it

has biH>n said by an eminent scientist, but I think unphilosophic-
ally, that present research forces on us the conclusion that in

order to appreciate the etiology and prevention of disease we
must in future rely rather on chemical than on biological inves-
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tigation; but considering, among other f'-nS'-
''^f^^^/"''.'^

°^.

tained by the recognition of parasiticism as an f•".'0K'=«^ f?,^ "
in the production of disease, and the great probability o/ ^«°g
able in the near future to recognise it as such >a

^^^f
ti°^ m

which it has not yet been demonstrated, it is clear that^e must

not rely exclusively on either one or other of them, ^«t ^'^'her to

the outcome of researches in the many branches of natural

science on which both medicine and surgery are based

But there are other things -n-e should do as well as "ot fo.

Among the latter, we should not yield to the tendency that ex-

ists in the present day to abandon the principle of unity ot re-

search, and to run into narrow speciahstic grooves ot work.

In certain branches of surgerj' and medicine, just as in law ana

other departments of human learning, specialism is doubtless not

only inevitable but useful, but it is when there is undue exten-

sion of the principle that the harm is eS'-ctf • l'^*^V°« ^'
''

doubtless does to what has been so well termed by Dr. Kichardson

a '• centrifugal disintegration "-one which is tending to tear our

science into shreds. It has been said by the apologists of special-

ism that what it loses in breadth it gains in depth
;
but it should

be remembered that it is not always the deepest wells that fur-

nish the clearest water ; nor in mining operations is it the nar-

rowest shafts that always lead to the purest metul. _

Another error that is too often made, and which is fraught

with peril to true advancement in surgery especially, is_ the pre-

mature publication of cases, and the danger that exist^s m conse-

quence of drawing erroneous conclusions therefrom. In lustra-

tion of this I would allude, among many other examples that

might be mentioned, to the records that have appeared so often

of alleged successful results obtained after operations for lingual

cancer It must be admitted by all possessing operative experi-

ence that there are few surgical procedures that, as a rule, m
their ultimate results are so disappointing as these. This disease

seems, in truth, like an impregnable fortress, for ever proof

against the sternest artillery of our art, an invulnerable enemy

that apparently may be vanquished, but never conquered, lo

those who give unquestioning credence to the roseate statistics

so frequently published of the treatment of cases of lingual cancer

—cases in which permanent relief is too often triumphantly

stated to have been obtained—this may. perhaps, appear too dis-

couraging a picture, but these published results are as a rule so

distinctly opposed to my clinical experience that on reading the

records alluded to. in which success appears to be the rule and

the want of it the exception, it is hard to avoid surprise and re-

trret that so many have been found to prematurely publish

records which, my belief is. are of necessity misleading The

custom of too early publication of such cases is the mam tactor

in preventing a true estimate being formed of the value ot sucli

interference, and must tend to damage the worth of statistics as

a means of establishing surgical truth.

In reference to this point Sir James Paget s words are very

applicable. He observes, speaking of what good operative surgery

mav do when practised with prudence in the treatment ot malig-

nant disease: "It does not do all we want; the disease returns

even after complete removal of the diseased parts. .Jill
that is

locally -ftTong may be removed, the local portion of the disease

may be deemed cured, but something remains or after a time is

renewed, and similar disease reappears, and in some form or degree

is usually worse than the first, and always tending towards

Aea.t\\" {On Cancer and Cancerous Disea^^es, V- -o)-
, , , j

1 hope I shall not. in making these observations, be understood

as in any way depreciating operative surgery m .such cases, iar

from it It sometimes cures, usually prolongs life, at all times

(rives relief- but in reference to cancer and its treatment it must

I fear be confessed that as yet "we see through a glass darkly.

We have only reached a sort of halfway house on the road, beyond

which we are not likely to get until many of the problems con-

nected with the disease are elucidated, such as the relations.it

any. which exi.st between it and other specific diseases, iiotnbly

svpl'iilis : how fur we are justifled in regarding it as primarily a

local disease: the nature of the materies morbi or raicrobe. or

whatever is the agency that develops the phenomena ot cancer

;

and again, if a disease has a parasitic origin—and probabilities

seem to point in that direction—to determine what are the cir-

cumstances which at one time render the organisms quiescent,

dormant, and apparently harmless, and at another time which

rouse them into dangerous activity? These, as well as many

other problems, must be solved before the therapeusis of cancer

can be placed on a sure and scientific basis.

In connection with the all-important question of the origin of

cancer, it has often occurred to me as remarkable that the question

as to what part syphilis takes in its development has not been

more frequently a subject of consideration. I confess to a grow-

ing conviction, based on a tolerably long clinical experience, that,

in the early life-historj' of cancer it is not so much a direct etio-

lorical factor, so to say. but rather tends to promote a condition

favourable to the development of the entity, whatever it may

eventually prove to be, which plays so important a role in ttlfr

first act of a drama which as a rule has so tragical a termination.

Recently Professor Lang, of Vienna, has drawn attention to this

subject, and has given tlie particulars of a series of cases which

illustrated the tendency to the development of carcinoma on a

s^T)hilitic base, and he alluded to similar cases recorded by Jlr^ J.^

Hutchinson and Professor von Langenbeck. My colleague. Pro-

fessor Hamilton, has also detailed to me the historj- of two re-

^

markable cases which were signally illustrative of the develop-
^

ment of cancer occurring during the treatment for seconda^^

sv-philis. the disease appearing in the groin, and running a rapidly

fital coArse. Did time permit I coull also adduce laf"f
^s illus-

trating the close affinity between the two diseases. 1 allude more

particulariy to cases of ulcerated lingual gummata, ^n'';'' ""':

mately presented the characters, clinical as we 1 as histological of

epithelioma. In reference to this subject Mr. Hutchinson ob-

serves: "The statistics are wholly wanting «?,
yet which would

enable us to give any confident opinion as to whether the damage

the tissues receive from a sjTihilit.c infection makes them more

prone than before to take on the erratic modes of growth which

constitute cancer. In the case of the tongue, the association of

the two is so common that it is difficult to avoid an impressiotf>;

that syphilis must exercise some degree of predisposing inliuence

(Svphil. By J. Hutchinson. 1887.) Mr. C. Heath also is of

o^^ion ihat-one of the causes of the increase of cancer o late

years-a fact noted by the Begistrar-General-is the greater

spreld of syphilis (Journal, April. iaS8>. It these news be ulti-

mately endoLd-and who in ^he present state of our knowledge

can .say they cannot ?-how largely does it add to the imperatne

duty that devolves on us to make, with all the powers at our dis-

posal, efforts to dissipate the public prejudice that ex sts to

bringing about a re-enactment of, I trust, the t^porari y laid

as df Contagious Diseases Kcti. and how greatly does « intensify

?he grave responsibilities of all who unhappily, "".d^^r the baneful

influence of that mischievous sentimentalism which has done so

much to sap the judgment and good sense of so many men as well

rwomen.^thwart and hinder^fforts which, when made haye

been proved to all unprejudiced persons to be fraught with

good to mankind, not m'erely now, but for untold age.« t^ come^
^
The elimination of this dread scourge of the human race l^ not

a national, it is a cosmopolitan question. It is one not so much for

the thempeutist as for t'he statesman. " The time has come s^d

Alarion Sims. "When we can no longer shut o" ^-J" ^o its eril

influences. aAd we must deal with It plainly, as we dea with

o°her great evils that affect the general liealth of tl'^ People If

yellow^fever threatens to invade our precincts, we t»ke steps to

arrest its progress at once. If cholera sounds the alarm we in -

mediately prepare to defend ourselves
«g'"f ' VexH^mii^'h it

small-pok infects our borders we circumvent and extingiiish it

but a heater scourge than yellow f^^"''"/ cholera and smal-p^^^^^

combined is quietly installed in our mids . ^"Vl' "? '^e fo.md^

tious of society, poisoning the sources of Ufe. rendermg existtnct

miserable, and deteriorating the whole human famu>

.

^
I might adduce much, and, to unprejudiced ™'"^;';.

cf"^^/.
evidence as to the beneficial effects of the Ac s in .pwtected to

tricts not only a<= recards the diminution of the disease, but also

SE^mrXguJ: ^^^^^^^^^rz^
("SrXri^3f)th.lf70). In 1S74 the 50th R<!^-f, <;7« ^°
Dublin. anNinprotected station It ^a%P7"°"''>,/°' ^^^^^i

mouths at Aldershot and Colchester, protected stations^ !««

length of time was practically tlie same that the regiment spent

nl^oth the protected and unprotected stations, as ws also _the

average strength of the regiment during the two periods Ih?

admisfions per 1,000 men. w^ile Protect^ea. for syphilis was ll^W

and while unprotected 118.81, and it should a.'^'^„^^^^^*"^*V^*

during the first period there was ^^^'^^''^'^^.Zl^^^lfJl^
cent fresh recruits, while there wereilo enlistments to tfiesecono^

Other facts equally striking could b? m«ution«d, proving how
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potent, for good the Act-8 might be made ; but the one 1 have
sdducetl speaks, ,ia my opiuion, trumput-tongued in thoir

favour.
But encournRinc as the results of the Acts have been, it is not

from such jiortial legishition as that contained in them that we
can look for any great or permanent improvement. This need not,

be expected until statesmen and phikuthropists of all nationali-

ties shall combine in endeavouring to crush the enemy in our
midst, that every day brings in its train disease, destitution, and
deatli, not alone to the guilty, but also to the guiltless, and trans-

mits a bitter inheritance of sorrow and suffering to the innocent
yet uuborn. And yet to the efforts made to mitigate or stamp out
the disease the strongest opposition is made by those " friends of

humanity " whose perverted notions of right and religion make
them give an insensate opposition to a movement which, if carried

out eftectually, would put such a check on immorality and diminish
so largely diseases among all mankind, When we cxjnsider the
suffering, blighted hopes, thelossof life that the disease unchecked
carries in its wake, we cannot but realise the fact ^hat jjlthough

sentiment is a mercy, it may be one that fpi;| ^ iiaticm is the most
costly—and for humanity, the most cruel.

The task of dissipating many of these prejudices and errors of

persons of doubtless good intention as a rule, but of weak intel-

lectual fibre, and which, in more than one instance, have cul-

minated into what has become a real ca/lamity for mankind, is

one that all can undertake, no matter what their abilities or

meJital powers may be. If it be not possible to have a position
in the scientific vanguard of our profession, much J^^Y ^e done
in supplementing the work of those whose strength and whose
work have enabled them to get there, ilen of much creative

genius are, as they ever have been, rare in their generation. Cut
those without this may not the less be " ti'ue sons of their cen-
turj'," for it is the men of order, the men who work with method,
earnestness, and truth, that do the great mass of the world's
work. If they have not strength to carry a votive tablet to th.e

Temple of Truth, they can at all events assist in fixing and
cementing it ; and fortunate it is that such is the arrangement
made by the One Perfect Workman, for it shows us the import-
ance—nay, necessity—of mutual help which must exist so long as

men's qualities, mental powers, and tastes are so diverse.

In future, the relations between surgery and medicine being now
so happily altered, the physician and surgeon will work in unison,

the labours of the one supplementing those of the other, their

mutual jealousies and differences forgotten, or relegated to the
hazy traditions of a past that has but little interest to anyone,
save, perhaps, the historian or the antiquary. This union for the.good
purposes of mutual help will bring us increase of strength, of

conlidence, and hope, and assuredly prove that we are all, so to

say, of the same guild, all animated by the same worthy ambi-
tion, by the same desire to " allow," as Lord Bacon said, " the
spials and intelligencers of Xature to bring in their bills," and all

animated by the same fair aspiration to discover, collect, and re-

place the scattered fragments of that precious crystal of truth,

which, it has been said, fell from, and was given to us, from
heaven.

THREE' LECTURES
TUBERCm^AR JOINT-DISEASE AND
ITS TREATMENT BY OPERATION.
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SorceoDa ; Sarf^eoa to Unlvorsity CoHeKt H^>spit«L; find Teacher oi
i'rmcticnl Suxgery at Uuiverttity Coll.ugc.

LECTiraK 1. i' ../'I , ,

II
I

'

Mb. Prbsidbnt and Genti-kmbn.—I shall doubtlegs best show
my deep sense of the great honour you have done me in placing
mo in the position I occupy to-day by addressing mysf'It at once
to the task confide^l to me, with no more preface than a frank
admission of my consciousness that the treatment of the subject
chosen is worthy of far higher powers than I can hope to bring
to bear upon it.

In selecting for the subject of these lef-tiir<»s some of the

questions involved in the operative treatment of tubercalar

.disease of joints, 1 ventured to think that the time had comp
:tor a reconsideration of our position in this field of surgery.

Within the last few years two great events have occurred,

which maybe said without exaggeration to, have affected tliis

subject to its very foundation. I ulli^de to the general accept-

ance of the theory of antiseptic, or, as it may now be better

styled aseptic, wound treatment, and the discovery of the trui!

nature of what is known as tubercular disease. Cut, though the

theories of asepsis and of the parasitic nature of tubercle httvi'

already taken deep root in the surgical mind, reading and obser-

vation have convinced me that as yet they have not had that

profound effect upon the daily operative treatment of scrofulous

joint affection.s which they ai-e destined to have when more ^l(o-

roughly familiar to the profession at large. I have thought

,

therefore, that to review this subject in the light of these tvyo, .

theories would not be a useless task, especially as the observations

and researches bearing upon many of the questions involved ar^,

widely scattered, ami more or less inaccessible to the ordinary,

reader ; and, although it has been a labour of love to me to col-

lect, study, and weigh these, and to test them inpractice, I can
easily believe that to many practitioners this might be a taslt

demanding larger privileges than I have been fortunate enough
to enjoy.

_
.

Step by step real and solid progress has beenmade in the ojjerative

treatment of joint affections in past years; but to^those who look,

closely into the subject now in the light of these two events, itj,

seems probable that these improvements wiU soon be left far ijj,

the distance by the achievements of the near future. The tejrL-,

tory before us is large, and as yet its borders only have been cuIt

tivated. The object of these lectures will be to inquire whether,

with our improved resources, we are not now better able to meet,

and overcome its hostile forces; and whether, with the increase^,

light thrown upon some of its darkest. spots, we have not already,

augmented its yield of fruit, and ore not justified in looking for, a.

still more abundant harvest,
,

,
:,', y-i ',:' ;,. n-.

In this survey, which must -of necessity, bp brief, I cannoij

traverse all the ground already broken, but I do'cherish the liopC;

that 1 may be able, at all events, to make an outline sketch of our.

present position and of the ground before us, and thus perhaps

assist in preparing the way for further steady advance,
_

,

,

If one were asked to furnish a good single illustration of tlie,

evolution of surgery from the condition of a mere handicraft to,

the dignity of a science, one could hardly do better than point tQ,

the change whicli has lately come over the surgeon's mode of re-

garding and dealing with what has hitherto been generally

spoken of as scrofulous joint-disease.

In order to give this illustration its full force, it would be,

necessani', in the first place, to point out the various steps in tli,e

process of reasoning which had led to the substitution of .th^

more exact term " tubercular" for the vague expression " scrofu-,

lous," and to trace the gradual crystallisation of the former

term into its present more precise meaning. It would be neces-.

sary, further, to show how tliis gradual growth of knowledge had,

iufl'uenCHd not only the selection of cases, but also the actual,

mechanism of operation, and converted procediu-es which for-,

merly seemed to demand little more than an acquaintance with;

the anatomy of a joint and the exercise of manipulative dexterity,

into a test of all tho.se processes which go to make the success_9f

,

a delicate experimenter in physics or chemistry. In this'inqiiiry,

it would soon become abundantly evideut that the old days o|,

the showy ^t/i«- de maitre, as applied to excision, had passed

awav, and had given place to a better era, in which the p.rin-,

ciples of pliysiology, chemistry, physics, and biology are applied to^

overcome difficulties and to repel forces either quite unknown or

wholly misinterpreted in former times.
, ,, •, .,-, __.i i

This, .Sir, 1 am aware, is but hinting in homely phrase n^TviW;
you have so eloquently and philosophically expressed on this spot,

in your Ilunterian oration, the influence of which upon surguia^

thought cannot be overrated. _ .,,

Remembering your words I am I'mboldened to pass on without,

apology to a review of the questiou on the lines indicated, to thpi

consideration of those first principles whici) pught and actually,

do guide us now in excising di.Miu'ed tissue from scrofulous,,

joints ; and though this jreview can only he. brief, I fear, neverthe-

less, I shall haveto claim the indulgence of many here tb whom,
much that i liave to say must lie already familiar.

First in order among the numerous questions V)earing upon the,

operative treatment of tubercular mischief in joints comes the

,
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inauirv as to the nature of the disease so characterised ;
and be-

fore all things, we have to decide whether it is not the same as

that hitherto spoken of as " scrofulous." To an audience such as I

have the honour of addressinR, 1 need hardly give all the reasons

in detail for regarding them as identical; but I may be permitted,

Dorhaps, in order that my position may be defined, to recall to

your minds the leading facts which have been gradually accumu-

lating in support of this view. .!,„,.
To some this may appear unnecessary, but I cannot forget tl at,

UP to a comparatively recent period, it was generally taught that

scrofula and tuberculosis were two distinct diseases; also that

many surgeons at home and abroad, who do not perhaps enjoy

the privileges of closely following the rapid advances of patho-

logical investigation, are still under the dominion of the same view.

Fm-ther, the importance of settling this question is not only

amply attested by the number of earnest workers who have de-

voted themselves to its study, but, as I hope to show by the bear-

ing it has upon the treatment of joint-disease, whether by or

without operation. ^^ _. ., *i,„

The first groat step towards a settlement of this matter was the

eradual recognition of the fact that tuberculosis, as it presented

Itself in internal organs, was a well defined disease, producing

definite tissue changes. That the result of the latter m their

earlier stages was the formation of peculiar bodies having a « eil-

defined structiu-e recognisable in any tissue of the body, and

liable, as they grew older, to certain secondarj- changes ot a

det'enerative 'kind. These bodies, whicii received the closest

atfentionin the lungs, soon came to be recognised in many other

organs, botli in the miliary form as well as in larger aggregations.

Differences, to be sure, were noticed among them, but these were

soon seen to be due to the stage of growth in which they were ex-

amined The small miliary tubercle differed in its outward ap-

pearance from the larger caseating nodule; but, soon, intermediate

forms were found, and it was observed that the larger body sprang

originally from a focus identical with the smaller, and had only

changed 'in so far as its more central portions had undergone fatty

or caseous degeneration. It was observed further that when such

a nodule broke down upon a surface exposed to the air it rapidly

liquefied, the walls of the resulting space became more or less

inflamed, and threw off not only its own proper necrotic fatty

dibris but actual living leucocytes in the form ot pus. \\ e haa,

then, the tubercular cavity, say in the lung, secreting pus, and

throwing off caseous detritus, and in the walls of which vessels ot

greater or less calibre were eroded, and often bled freely. -More-

over it was noticed that patients in whom these deposits could

be demonstrated in the lungs frequently became affected simi-

lariy and often fatally, in other parts, such as the joints, the

brain, or intestines, and that the deposits in these parts under-

went'identical degenerative ch.Tuges in the course of time.

Then came the 'recognition of the fact that the offspring of such

patients appeared to be peculiariy prone to chrcnuc joint-affec-

tions, besides enlargements of the lymphatic glands.
_

Further it was noted that in these chronic affections ot t_he

joints and glands, characterised from time immemorial as "scrofu-

lous "the ultimate result of the tissue changes was the production

of ca.seous foci identical with those known as "tubercular" m the

"Alain, in innumerable cases of apparently primary scrofulous

loint-disease, it was observed that, sooner or later, the lungs,

brain, intestines, or kidneys became affected with typical tuber-

cular disease. Ultimately, a careful microscopical study ot the

tissues of such joints revealed the fact that the iniiial lesion of

joint scrofula was histologically the same as that of lung tubercu-

losis and that typical tubercles could be demonstrated m them

with the same "ease as in the lung, and undergoing the same

degenerative changes.
, ,. , ^, •

, »•> . „f
This would almost appear enough to establish the identit> ot

the two disea.ses, but, in addition, there was a mass of clinical

evidence accumulated, which pointed in the same direc-

tion The age of the patients most commonly affected was m
both cases usually the same ; the conditions ot life favounible to

the development of scrofula and tubercle were slunvu to be

closely allied. The general nppearauce of the paU.'Ut was a.s

neariv as possible alike in the two conditions; the varuitions ot

temp'erature, pulse, appetite, and body-weight, according as the

disease was advancing or retrograding, were neariy parallel m
the two affections.

. , , » »v
But though all these facts seemed to point very clearly to the

identity of scrofula and tuberculosis, it was not until the disco-

1208

very of the bacillus tuberculosis and its demonstration m the

initial lesions of the two affections that positive P™"/, ^^ .^f.'""

ally forthcoming. Almost at the same time Koch and «^"^g»rten

pointed out that in typical tubercular and f"of"'."f °«1"^«J
'^^'

organism could invariably be demonstrated by different methods

of preparation, to which it is not neo^ssary further to refer Jhe^

researches were soOn supported by a whole army of bactenolo-

gi ts both abroad and at home, and among our count^meJi none

las done more in this direction than Mr. Watson Cheynt. And it

is a noteworthy fact that many of those who at first on the

strength of their own observations, had stood out mos firmly

aga"n!t the theory of the specific or parasitic nature of tuberele

hive since become its most ardent supporters and, moreover have

given in their adhesion to the .dew that this bacillus is the specific

Sganism of tuberculosis. Among these may >?« ^^-^ntioned^Cohn-

hefm Klebs, and Schuller in Germany, and, I believe, the late Dr.

Wilson Fox and Professor Burdon Sanderson in England a. ;

But it was not alone on the constant discovery of the bactnus

in tubercle, be it remembered, that the theory ot its causal rela-

t^on to tuberculosis was based. Experimental research soon

showed that no substance not containing these organism.? _.v as

caprwe of producing in healthy animals.the disease in question^

and, on the other hand, that substances in which they were pre-

sent if inoculated with due precautions, invariably produced the

^sease inLrtain animals.not only locally, but as a rule also gene-

rally throughout the system. It is true that experiments at first

Ipplared to point in the opposite direction ;
but a reP^ftion of

them with proper precautions against error left no doubt on the

subject And not only was the inoculation of fresh tubercle

shown to produce in all cases a definite tuberculosis but it^was

al^o demonstrated that the organisms '^
^}\'^f"'''' 'fl';''^^^.!^

many generations in various media until all trace of contamma-

^o" wfth matters from the original living tissue had been got r d

of w^re capable of producing this disease when introduced into

heTnfmal body, wiUi as great certainty as deep sleep is produced

b the hj-podermic injection of morphine. Again, the bacillus

could be obtained in any quantity from tubercles Produced in

internal organs by inocidation of these cultivations in distant

larts and fould be multiplied ad infi,iitwn bj- cul ivation and

propagated among some ot' the domestic animals with unerring

'""ow.'h mattered little whether the tissue from ^Wcli the

inoculations were made was taken from a scrofulous joint or a

typically tuberculous lung; the result was practically the same

\m here we have, 1 tMnk, the identity of the two diseases

fuberculosis and scrofula, proved to demonstration as clearij as

anvthincT is capable of proof by experiment.

The""searches bearing upoA these facts are far too numerous

for detailed description A mere enumeration of them would

ocU^m re rime Than is placed at the disposal of a Hunteruai

Surlr But to any candid mind they bear but one construction,

namely, that tuberculosis and scrofula are diseases produced by

lie^ntroduction into the animal body of a specific poison and

at this poison is always associated with the Pres«nc«/; t^*

bacillus in question, if it be not actually the organism itself
;
and

further, that without the presence of this organism typical tubercle

'^°Burriio'uS'^e cannot follow here one tithe of the re-searches in

support of this position, it will greall> promote the o/^ject s I hav

e

in view in discussing the nature and treatment of tubercle in

oinVs it I am permitt'-ed briefly to sketch one typical moculation

experiment and its effects "Pon ,the tissues and organs. 1^1
fake then, for illustration a well-known one as Pfrformed bj

Baumgart"n, who is peculiariy
qr"*^-"!!"' '"''T/s thfs I^^eT

foundliistological research in other helds "^y-^l^ "^^^^"'
^.^.tf,:

periment which has been repeate.l by many other o^-seners vvith

the same results. The tissue changes here seen in the rabbit s e.v«

have a clJ'e parallel in those demonstrable in tubercular disease m
human organs, as is shown by Arnold's careful studies ot the for-

marion of^^ib^rcles in the lung. But as they can be followed m
Zr various stages, and uncomplicated by ordinary inflammu^ry

processes only in experimental inoculations on animals. tHe latter,

are taken forillu.stration. f„„-,„f:_l,'
In the experiment in question, a small fragment of caseating,

tissue is removed from a scrofulous joint or gland, with due pre^

cautions against contamination from without, and is inserted into

the an?eriSr chamber of a healthy rabbits eye through an incision

the cornea (Fie-. I, X-V The same operation is also performed

a the same time^on a large number of other rabbits' eyes. One or
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moro of these eyes is excised daily and placed la preserving fluid
for histological examination.
Now, what is found ?

lu the first few days absolutely no change is observed, except
the cicatrisation of the corneal wound (Fig. I, N.l and the for-
mation of a capsule of granulation tissue (Fig. I, Gr. K.) around
the foreign body introduced. But from the second day on, a ven,'
evident increase of the bacilli is demonstrable within the inocu-
lated fragment, until they are present in profusion. From this
spot at which tliey first multiply they are now seen to spread
rapidlj-. In the first place they permeate the granulation capsule
(Fig. 1, Cir. K.) around the caseous particle in enormous numbers,
to which they communicate the blue colour seen in this enlarged
drawing of Baumgarten's section. Subsequently they penetrate
into the adjacent parts of the iris and cornea. In the'latter they
spread chiefly along the fresh scar tissue (Fig. I, X.), a fact o"f

much significance to the operator, explaining as it does the occa-
sional appearance of caseating foci in perfectly healed scars in
the skin, perhaps weeks after an operation for deep-seated scro-
fulous disease.

On the filth day scattered bacilli are seen in those portions of
the cornea nearest to the point of inoculation, but without so far
producing the slightest deviation from their normal histological
texture. Xo traces of other species of organisms are to be seen
with or near these immigrants, or throughout the whole iris or
com?a.

Bf^T-

riliary nui&clp ; I..iri*: C. cornea; T.F..
(tUc bUirk duts rcpre-icnt bacilli) ; Gr.K..

&r«r
f tubercular

Tig. I.— Sk.. Klerolii-; CM.
tiibcreular foreiffu horly _,_ _, .., -....,, ^
Rranulalion capsule aruuiid latter packed wiUi bacilli; N., uew
I issue in nimeal wound with bacilli ; Beg. T., beginning of tuben
hyperplasia around bacilli.

On the sLxth day the bacilli are present in great numbers
throughout the tissues of the cornea, which are still liowcver
practically unchanged. But at certain points, especially where
the bacilli lie in den.ie groups, certain newly formed cells are to
he seen, having the general appearance of endothelial or epithe-
loid elements, rather than of white blood or lymph corpuscles.
Each day now adds to the hosts of invading parasites, which
occupy an ever increasing tract of the tissues of the iris. The
nearer to the point of inoculation, the more closely packed are
they: the further off, the more scattered. Where the organisms are
very sparse no histological changes are to be detected, but close
to the point of inoculation young tubercles in the form of aggre-
gations of epithcloid cells are now noticed, and a little later every
intermediate form up to the perfect type of miliary tubercle witli
their^ lymphoid and epitheloid cells are to be seen, as in Fig. II, L.T.
and K.T., which I have enlarged from Baumgarten's drawing of a mi-
croscopic section. These formations are constantly found associated
«-ith foci of bacillus proliferation, no organisms of any other kind
being present. Moreover, in this experiment no tubercle, not
even the smallest, is ever found at a spot free from the presence
of bacilh, or having only a few of them. The amount of cell pro-
lirertftion alwayy corresponds to the' richness in bacilli of the

nests of parasites. Thus developing and extending, the tubercular
process advances further until on about the tenth or eleventh day
a visible macroscopia iritis and keratitis is produced.

In the distant internal organs of the animals inoculated ••

above, an enfirely analogous process of tuberculisation was olr-

served hy Baumgarten. This was best seen in the kidneys at

about the fifth week after inoculation. Here the vessels of the

Af'^^^/'M

FiR II.-C. the cornea; I., the iri's; I..T.. lymphoid tubercle of iris;
earlier tubercle's.

K.T..

glomeruli were frequently found packed with bacilli, and, where
the latter were spreading into tne parenchyma around, typical
tubercles were produced. Large numbers of bacilli were also ex-
creted by the kidneys. Similar experiments have been repeated!
by many other observers witli cultivated bacilli, and with exactljr
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the same results. The dosage of microbes was, however, shown
by Mr. W. Cheyne materially to influence the rapidity of the de-

velopment of the disease, n point of the utmost importance as

bearing upon clinical experience.

The question now arises. Can we produce any clear evidence

that anything similar to this direct inoculation of tubercle on the

surface of the body ever takes place in the human .subject ? This

question can, I venture to say, be answered distinctly in the

affirmative, both a.s regards children and adults. Numerous cases

have been put on record within the last few years which place

the matter beyond doubt, and 1 cannot help thinking that other

convincing cases must have come under the notice of some of

those present here to-day. From the long list at our disposal

allow me to select a few observations which are very striking,

and which deserve to be familiar to all.

In a Continental town containing a Jewish community of some
9,000 souls, there were, during the months from February to May
inclusive, nineteen children, all healthy, subjected to the rite of

circumcision. Sixteen of the children were operated on by one

man, the remaining three by others. In every case the bleeding

was stopped, as was customary, by the application of the mouth
to the prepuce and by sucking the latter. This part of the ritual

is often carried out by different individuals, sometimes members
of the family, sometimes by the operator. In the present instance

the sucking wa.s performed in ten cases by the functionary men-
tioned above as ha\ing circumcised sixteen of the children. In

the remaining nine cases the application of the mouth to the pre-

puce was made by other members of the community. All these

last nine cases recovered perfectly from the operation in the

usual way ; but the ten children in whom the bleeding was
stopped by the application of the first operator's mouth all be-

came affected with very serious disease between the eighth and

twelfth day, and in precisely the same way. The wounds or scars

in the prepuce first became the seat of nodules, then of unhealthy

spreading ulcers, secreting but little. In about three weeks the

inguinal glands became much enlarged in spite of vigorous anti-

syphilitio treatment (the disease having at first been diagnosed as

syphilis by Dr. Lehmann, under whose treatment the children

were placed, and who records the outbreak with great care). In

three cases these glands did not suppurate, but the patients died

witli all the symptoms of tubercular meningitis within a few

months. In tiie remaining seven the glands suppurated, and

four of these died, one of intercurrent diphtheria, three of

" marasmus."' Three of the ten children recovered, but only after

years of suppuration in the inguinal glands and burrowing of

sinuses under the skin. On looking into the matter Dr. Lehmann
found that the operator on these ten children had been a patient

of his own during the period of the outbreak, suffering from ad-

vanced phthisis of the lungs with cavities, characteristic sputa,

night-sweating, etc., and who succumbed to this disease shortly

after the la.st of these circumcisions in the month of May. He
found that this patient had only applied his mouth to the pre-

puce in these ten infected case3,"though he had circumcised six-

teen, and that everyone of the ten were affected as above, while

in the remaining six which he had circumcised, but in which the

blood was sucked off by others, no evil result followed, nor in

three other cases circumcised at the same period, though not by

the same hand.
The careful way in which the details of this outbreak are

given and the tables drawn up by Dr. Lehmann leave no room

lor doubt that the disease produced was local, and in several

cases general, tuberculosis ; and that it was inoculated into the

prepuce from the mouth of the operator, who was dying of de-

structive tubercular lung disease at the time, and who became so

weak at last that he had to be brought in a carriage from house

to house for the performance of the rite in question.

I will not weary you by reciting all the cases of a similar kind

'which ha^e receiilly been put on record, but will only mention

that in many—notably those of -Merklem, Hoist, Elsenberg, and

Pfeiffer— not only was the disease produced by the inoculation

typically like tuberculosis, but the bacillus was fully demon-
strated "in the affected tissues. Pfeiffer's case, however, deserves

a passing notice on account of its completenees.

The patient was a healthy veterinary surgeon, with a good

family history, who, while dissecting a tubercular cow, punc-

tured the joint of his left thumb. Tne wound soon healed, but

was followed by induration of the scar, and later by swelling of

the whole joint, which underwent the typical changes of a scrofu-

.lous synovitis, but without the foriii,ation of sinuses. Some

months later the patient began to show signs of pulmonary

phthisis, which rapidly increased, and he died of this disease a

year and a half after the wound of the thumb. The latter, which

showed much swelling but an unbroken skin at death, was re-

moved for special examination. The joint, on being laid open,

showed all the destructive changes of scrofula both in the bones

and s\-novial membrane ; and in the latter, as well as in the broken-

down material which fiUed the intervals between the bones, an

unusually large number of bacilli tuberculosis were found. The

microscopic appearance of the diseased tissues was also typically

tubercular. r > i,. »t, ,

Such cases as those just described leave no room lor doubt tnat

tubercle can be inoculated in any part of the surface of the body,

and may spread from the original point of entry throughout the

whole system, until a fatal amount of general disease is produced.

Xow, if the numerous facts of this kind already accumulated—

of which those to which brief allusion has been made are only a

sample—are capable of the interpretation put upon them, it is

evident, in the first place, that a disease identical with human

tuberculosis can be produced at will in animals by the mocuJa-

tion from man of the products of strumous degeneration, and of

the organisms obtained from them by repeated cultivation ;
also

that the disease so induced may manifest itself locally before ulti-

mately becoming general, and may remain localised for some time.

It is also clear, from many experiments, that its tendency to be-

come a general disease varies eceteris paribvs directly with the

number of the specific organisms present at the original point of

inoculation, and that without these organisms no tuberculosis can

be produced. Further, it is evident that the same disease can be

produced in the human body in exactly the same way and subject

to the same conditions.

But a number of other interesting and important facts have

also been brought to the front in the extensive researches which

have been made in this field—facts which have long been fore-

shadowed by clinical experience, and have only awaited proof by

experiment. Among these, one of the most important is the influ-

ence of the condition of the soil upon the growth of the organism.

\s of the pyogenic microbes so also of the bacilli tuberculosis,

it may be said that they have to do battle in the animal economy

with the vital forces of the tissue in which they are first de-

posited, and that these are in a large number of cases sufficient

for their overthrow, or at all events sufficient to arrest their multi-

plication and dispersion throughout the body. In the case of the

human being it has been shown, by accidental inoculation, that

though they may be introduced in a thoroughly active form they

may. if the body is healthy, be arrested m their development

and kept at bay until finally eliminated or destroyed; but if the

vitality of the "individual or part be low, that they have a great

tendency to multiply and spread. Schiiller's long and admirable

series of experiments, which must be familiar to many here, place

this beyond all doubt as regards animals, andour clinical experi-

ence of scrofulous inflammations in man confirms the -view. \>e

know, for instance, that those who are weakly from inheritance

or bad hygienic surroundings are most liable to these diseases,

and also "that those tissues and organs whose vitality has been

lowered by injury or disease are specially prone to become the

seat of tuberculous affections. Children a^ain are more frequently

a prey to scrofula than adults whose tissues are in their full

vigour. Again, it has also been proved beyond cavil, that tuber-

cular disease is auto-inoculable, that the introduction of the

poison at one spot does not give immunity from inoculation at

another, but further than this, that it is particulariy liable to be

grafted from one part of the body on to another. The importance

of a full recognition of this last "fact canni)t be overrated in con-

sidering the operative treatment of tubercular joint-disease, and

it will be necessary to refer to it over and over again.

We must now glance briefly at the ordinary modes of introduction

of the tubercular poison into the human body before considering

its behaviour towards the structures of the joints in particular.

Ever since the disease in question was first defined, the respi-

ratory passages have been rec«gnised as the point of attack at

which the human body most frequently suffers. And clinical and

pathological experience has shown that it is from this tract of

mucous membrane that the infection most commonly spreads to

the other parts of the system. The mode of this infection has

been so often demonstrated by experiments on animals as to re-

quire only a passing notice here. Not only has it been shown

that the injection of phthisical sputa or crude tubercular matter,

or the bacillus tuberculosis derived pure by cultivation from i:
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into the air passages will produce typionl tuberculosis of the

lungs, but it has been obserred that even healthy animals of cer-

tain species simply living with others tlius affected speedily de-

velop the same disease; and again, thiit lu>althy animals placed

in an atmosphere contaminated by tuberculous dust are soon
similarly affected. Not only has ail this been proved by many
independent obser\'ers, but the various stages of tlie disease from
the brst initial lesion of the catarrhal mucous membrane to the

fully developed general tuberculosis have been traced step by
step in animals thus deiUt with.

.\nd when we come to consider these experiments, and to com-
])are their results with our clinical experience of phthisis in the

human body and its minuter pathologj- we cannot doubt for a

moment that its etiology is the same in both cases.

Next in the order of frequency comes the infection of the sys-

tem through the alimentary tract. That disease was frequently

propagated in the latter by direct inoculation due to the swallow-
ing 01 phthisical sputa had long been suspected by clinical

observers ; but by others the presence of tubercular ulcers in the

intestinal mucous membrane of patients suifering from pulmonary
phthisis was regarded simply as evidence of the general infection

of the blood with this poison, and that, once introduced, it could

break out secondarily in almost any organ whose vitality was
lowered by local diseases. Experimental researches have, how-
ever, proved that primary inoculation may take place in the

intestinal mucous membrane without any lung disease through
the medium of food contaminated with tubercular elements.

.\nimals fed upon such food have developed the disease in the

intestine readily, while other animals of the same species fed upon
similar articles of diet but uncontaminated have remained healthy,

though placed in exactly similar surroundings.
But perhaps the most striking illustration Of this mode of infec-

tion through the medium of the alimentary tract is furnished by
a series of the most interesting observations made by Bang on
tubercular disease of the udders of cows. After describing this

disease in detail, he goes on to show that it is associated -n-ith the

presence in the diseased udders of countless bacilli tuberculosis,

and ultimately with the characteristics of general bovine tubercu-
losis. And, furthnr, he shows that the organisms can be demcm-
strated in the milk of such an uddir, and that .such milk will pro-

duce typical general tuberculosis when supplied as food to sucking-
pigs or rabbits, or when injected into their peritoneal cavity.

'I'he special knowledge of this observer, and the caro with which
his investigations were conducted, leave no room to doubt the
correctness of his conclusions, wiiich are also confirmed by Bol-

linger's demonstrations of bacilli in the milk of tubercular cows
and its infective properties. That tliis infection also frequently

takes place by means of milk in the case of children there is every
reason to suppose, and, moreover, there are cases on record in

which oven healthy adult imiividualS, living an isolated life

amid the healthiest surroundings, away from other causes of

infection, have become tubercular from a diet consisting largely

of the milk of perlsiichtigc cows. The most convincing instance

of this is to be found in the case of certain shepherds in the Swiss
hills mentioned by Klebs. Amongst these hardy men, living in

the purest air and apart from other unhealthy individuals,

acute tuberculosis has been shown to have been produced by a

diet consisting almost exclusively of bread and the milk of cows
suffering from the same disease. Klebs has also described the case

of a healthy St. Bernard dog fed upon brea,d and the milk of a

perlsiicktioer cow,with the result of producing general tuberculosis.

There is ono other supposed mode of introduction of the

tubercle virus into the human System to which I should like

to direct your attention for a few moments, namely, that by
inheritance. I am aware that here I am on disputed ground.
Cut after a careful study of the evidence on this poiht pro and
con., 1 feel bound to express the opinion left in my mind, inas-

much as this opinion will influence considerably what I have to

say later on in regard to the operative treatment of tubercular
disease. Now, I must confess that the theory which I was
always taught, and which 1 have hitherto held, that tubercular
dlsea.se is directly inherited in the parasite form in a large pro-
portion of cases, appears to me no longer tenable. There is a vast

amount of evidence on this point, and the liti^raturo of (he subject
one can hardly even think of without a shudder. That the organ-
ism of tubercle mai/ be transmitteil from a diseased mother to the
fretus in utero in animals has no doubt been shown by Joline in

one single case. But it is a significant fact that Johne himself—
with his special knowledge of the subject and his great oppoi^

tunities amongst animals for study, and believing in the

possibility of such transmission—writes in 188.'> that the case

he then described was the first certain one of foetal tubercle

placed on record. It is also a remarkable fact that numerous
other specially competent observers have failed to find e\i-

dence ot tubercle in fcetuses born of tubercular animals, or

found in utern after death from the disease in question ;

and, so far as I can discover, typical tubercle has never been de-

monstrated beyond question iii a human foitus at birth, or taken

from the uterus after death, in spite of frequent search. Uuf.

even if it were occasionally found in the fwtus, this would only

show that such an infection was possible as an exception, but it

would not account for the enormous amount of tubercular diseas'^

observed among very young children. We are, therefore, led to

look for other possible methods of infection besides that from the

mother in idero ; and there are so many, as I have endeavoured tcj

show above, that we are in no difficulty. Children bom of

parents debilitated with phthisis may inherit a low ^atal energj-,

but be without a trace of jjarasitic disease at birth. But, with

inherited debility, they are peculiarly fitted to become a fruitful

soil for the propagation of the tubercle bacilli if implanted on

them ; and in a household in which phthisical people live together

there are countless ways in which an infant may acquire the dis-

ease from them. In the first place, the mother's milk may intro-

duce the organism into the child ; her breath may infect it ; the

dust of the house, contaminated by sputa, may earn,- the poison

into its lungs or alimentary tract, or deposit it on an abrasion of

the skin. Indeed, it seems almost difficult to explain how a child

born weakly and brought up among consumptive people can

escape more or less infection in one or other of these ways briefly

alluded to. At all events, the prevalence of tuberculosis among the

children of consumptives is easily accounted for without any
resort to the theory of inheritance.

Without going further into this very interesting question of

inheritance, I will venture to say that anyone who will carefully

study the evidence bearing upon it, and especially Wahl's ex-

haustive paper, will come to the conclusion that, although tuber-

culosis can certainly be inherited, such an occurrence is exces-

sively rare, and that, in the vast majority of cases met with, the

disease has been acquired, most probably, from the surroundings

of the patients or from the food suppli(!d to them.
It is highly probable, however, that there is such a thing as

hereditary predisposition to tubereulardisease among the oil'spriii£r

of consumptive parents ; in other words, that their tissues are u

peculiarly fertile soil for the growth of the organism once intro-

duced ; but wherein this predisposition consists—whether in

anatomical or physiological deviations from the normal,_ or

simply in a general loss of that unknown quantity " vital

energy "—is still a mysterj-.

When once engrafted upon one of the surfaces of the body, the

bacillus tubercmosis is disseminated throughout the latter in a

variety of ways. In the first place, though it has not been proved

to possess the power of locomotion, its mode of spreading from a

point of inoculation strongly suggests this. In Baumgarten's

experiments on the eye mentioned above, the position of indi-

vidual bacilli in the outskirts of the primarily infected spot can

hardly be explained by their transport by any known tissue

current. For instance, they .spread by preference into the cornea

along the fresh scar tissue of the recently healed incision (Fig. 1,

N.), in which, of course, there would be no vessels of any kind

during the first few days ; and, unless they travel by virtue of

some power inherent in themselves, it is hard to account for their

presence here at all. A few, of course, maj* be carried in t he-

interior of wandering leucocytes, but this does not explain the

movements of the majority, many of which are found apart from

the leucocytes. They have also been shown to have the power of

penetrating the walls of the venules and arterioles from without,

and of so gaining access to the blood-stream.

But leaving this question as to their power of moving them-

Sidves from place to place to be settled by future observation, the

other modes in which they are spread through the body demand
brief notice. There can be little doubt that, in the va.st majority

of instances, they are primarily taken up by the lymphatics, and

pn.'fs from these into the blond-nirrgnt, to be carried by the latt. i

secondarily into distant parts of the body. But, os a nde, ti

glands nearest to the point of inoculation arrest the progress of tl;

organism more or less completely. It must not be forgotten, ho\v-

ever, that the walls of a large lymphatic vessel such as the thoracic

duct may be secondarily infected from proximity to an inde-
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Bendent focus of caseation. From a vessel so infected an abund-

ant supply of bacilli may bo furnished direct to the circulation

no glands intervening to offer a barrier. Tljrough tho coats of

Ihe pulmonary vessels they have also, as already staffed been

observed to pass directly into the circulation ;,
but they probablj

do so to a very small extent as long as the walls of the vessels are

unbroken by inflammation. But it is quite otherwise when a

vein, whether in the lung or elsewhere, lies in close apposition t»

a caseatine focus of tubercular disease. In such a case the wall

of the vessel may be eroded, and the contents of the caseous

abscess may be poured directly into the venous, and trom this into

the general circulation. This has actually been demonstrated by

AVeilert, in an interesting series of cases, to have taken place, and

to have been followed by rapid general tuberculosis. A know-

ledce of this fact ought to have an important bearing on the opera-

tive treatment of tubercular caseating foci. It is very easy to

imagine how easily surgical interference may give rise to

thi'' mode of general infection when we remember the constant

presence of dilated thin-walled veins aronnd the walls of caseous

abscesses, and the ease with which they may be torn. Again, the

rough handling of a tubercular joint, even without any cutting

opefation, may complete the nipture of a vein already partly

eroded by its proximity to a caseating process, and may regu-

larly inundate the venous blood-stream with the products of the

latter We have all, I suppose, seen rapid general tuberculosis

follow upon some disturbance of a scrofulous joint by injury or

surgical interference, and such a sudden inroad of the products ot

the local disease into the venous circulation would best explain

such an occurrence. The beneficial effect of absolute rest too in

limiting tubercular processes may be no doubt explained in part

by absence of this dispersion of bacilli through eroded vessels,

rest giving the latter time to erect barriers against the encroach-

ment of the organisms by means of ordinary plastic phlebitis.

But it is to the lymphatics that we must look as the ordinary

carriers of the microbes from their first landing-place ;
and it is

fortunate that this is so, for in a large proportion of cases the

lymphatic glands appear to have the power of arresting their

further progress until they either die or in some way their dan-

trprous powers are curtailed. There is every reason to suppose

that in many cases the bacilli are aiTested completely m the

•dands and never get any further. But it is equally probable

that in a large proportion of cases they or their spores pass

ciuickly through them in greater or less number, and gain an en-

tranee'into the blood. It is also more than likely that they, or

thrir spores, often pass on from the glands into the circula-

tion after a long and comparatively quiet sojourn in the

former, perhaps amounting to years, and only become dan-

gerous on being disturbe<l and widely distributed through

the circulation. The importance of this power of the

Ivmph glands to arrest the organisms and prevent their

contamination of the whole blood-stream is, of course, enormous ;

for once they have entered the blood, tliey find a most fruittu

soil for their propagation, and not only this, but they are earned

to every part of the system, and can select among the organs and

tissues one or more spots specially suited, either physiologically

or pathologically, for their propagation. That certain organs an<l

tissues are peculiarly liable to be attacked by this disease has

been well known for "a long time past; but the conditions deter-

mining the point of attack have not been so well understood.

Undoubtedly tho view that injury to a part predisposed it to

tuberculosis is quite correct, whether this injury consist ot dis-

integration of tissue, with extravasation of blood, or disturbance

of its functions, or only amount to impairment of those forces

which go to make \iy what is brielly termed its " vitality.
_

But besides the influence ot external agencies m predisposing to

tubercular growtR, there appears to be in certain spots in the

body some inherent suitability of soil for the cultivation of the

bacillus tuberculosis depending upon their physiologu-al condi-

tions In other words, with tho organism in the blood ot an inrti-

Tidual not unfavourably influenced as reg.irdsone part or another

by external agencies, the bacillus appears to prefer to make its

home as a rule, in crtain tissues, and to leave others unaffected.

The pia mater ot the child furnishes, perhaps, the best example

of what I mean, the medulla of the bodies of the vertebrw thetiext

best Both of these tissues in the child are as far removed from

the action of injury, or, indeed, of any external mlUience, ns

possible, and yet the frecitiency with which they become the seat

of tuberoular'disease is proverbial.

: ,It would be interestinsj to examine the trtious aspects ol tnis

particular question at greater length, bnt 1 "•" oWjg^„*°„«°"^°*

myself to-day with this very brief allusion to it Enough hM

^een said, I hope, to indicate the line of reasoning I have been led

to adopt ks regards the nature of tubercular or scrofu ous disease,

and which 1 s-hail venture to pursue in its direct application to

joint-disease in my next lecture.
,_,

ON HYDROPHOBIA AND W'S "TREATMENT:"

ESPEOIAtLY- Wo?HE HOT-AIR BiTU, COMMOSLV IBBMED

'Mv,- . THE BOtngaON BEMEDT.

By victor HORSLET, F.R.S., Etc.,

S.ir^»» to the N.t.on.l H^o^p^..fo;,,the P^ra^^^^^^^

University Collego, and Asiistant-burgeou to

Unlvsralty College Hoipltal.

HTDKOPHOBIA being a disease of which he '^ue patholo£ was

fcarcely known until a few years ago, indeed almost until M,

Pasteur began his remarkable investigations, has always been re-

garded by the quack and the impostor as a fair lie d of enterprise

Ihe authoritative statements employed by suoh therapeutical

pirates to foist their methods and nostrums upon the much be-

guUed public commonly include the prominent espress.on of some

Sopulai- belief. Amongst such beliefs must be placed the ubiquitous

confidence reposed by the laity in the active secretion of sweat as

an efficient m^eans in' getting rid of '^<^
^.'''Z'iLZliVili^et

specific diseases. It is a very widespread notion that it there is

such a poTsonln the body, it can be "sweated out," just as it used

to be generally believed though now only by a particular sect)

Umt the exercise of religious flith would, if energetically resorted

to, get ridofTmalady.^The application of this sweating treat-

ment in the shape of hot baths to the relief of rabies is of very

Sicienr origin : and, under the belief referred to, it has been largely

Employed a^nd advocated by i-e^'PO"^iWe persons of every degree.

The nractice of subjecting hydrophobic patients to hot air

b.alhs, iCever, receive'd support-from% French P'O's^cian of pro-

fV.^s onal repute. Dr. Bouisson. Thi< gentleman seems to have

suffered from symptoms, most ot whi.hresembled those of bylro-

nhobia but fVora the account be gives of Ins trouble, his

Skgnosis that he was really suffering from that disease may well

be called in quest on. Acting on the belief that he ^»'' --O

ptced in the bath on the first day that the ^y™P'"J^™^^^' f^
themselves, a cure would be '"f^Uildy obtaincHl. If onlj on the

second day, that the cure was PO^^'^^^'y
""^^f

'^'
' .^"il *''''|ince

treatment was hopeless if begun as late as the t^hird da>
.

bince

Dr Bou^^'^^^l -^P^rs ^vere published, many patients, actually or

.upposUitiously suffering from hydrophobia, or in whom the oc-

currence of the disease seemed possible, have been reated on t s

p\an!lu those patients who have been reportecl ^y respeo ab e

practitioners to have been sufi-ering from genuine hjdrophobia

have died in spite of the Bouisson treatment.

InstZL oFits employment by such
P^'^^f'X^'nr^" dure^

ferred to presently. In spite of the
f?;'''^f °y"4f°^ j "^UT-

attemot was made in the recent epidemic of l!-N> "ul sui se

quentFy.to secure its trial by the profession As miglU be sup-

posed, its adoption is principally "''g'^^l ^7 "Xal science the
^bvnous reasons opposed to the pro,^e^^^^^^^

paid antivmsectionist agitator". 1 Uese persons spre.

alnwinf misrepresentations of the system, nnd rai^e, as '

"^J^^

mvsel"%een n any false hopes, and so cause much pa'" '» the

mnd of th; pitiLtand hi's friend,, /or instance one of their

am.nts a Rev .1. V. Wright, made the assertion that l;'g'">

cS . had beenalready cur^d by this method a"'^ ;^'>>--« ^7^','^.

f lease was chronicled." (The ^-^/.Ai/i.-f, January. 18.^. P_lj>-)

t is deeply to be regretted that certain ™e<lical practitioners-

io tinUr.^Bell Taylw. of Nottingham, and Dr.
^^'^^\<'l^^'^^

hanrhave countenanced the *tat->-";"*^
^±:,'''-'V^f„7 f,;"" a, I

vocated tht» trial of such treatment on man. W hat the ami

:"v7Jectionists - clearly desire is that the pro ession at lar^^ I''' "^

make a series of experiments on man to see whethtr t ira

Boi^fssoi^ t^ntnient i/ worth going on with or nof. IMostofns,
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however, beltere tlial we oaa more fitly fultil our duty towards
our neighbour by testing new remedies, not upon his body, but
upon that of one of the lower animals, and it was with the object
of avertmg such wholesale human "vivisection" that 1 instituted a
series of experiments (that is, carried out the Bouisson treatment)
upon lower animaU (rabbits) suffering from rabies or hydro-
phobia. I was careful to carry out this treatment, not only thera-
peutically, but also prophylactically, but I regret to say that it

favoured rather than hindered the course of the disease, death
being invariably the result in each case.

The e.iperimental method adopted was as follows. I inoculated
by the usual subdural method eleven animals with what M. Pas-
teur calls the virw li.re—that is to ^ay. the pure virus of the

tiou commenced prophylactic treatment with the hot-air bath, as
will be seen in Table HI. This treatment antedated by two days
the onset of the symptoms, and so expedited the fatal result.
There is, therefore, no question in my mind but that this measure
exerts a very unfavourable therapeutical influence upon patient

-

suffering from hydrophobia by diminishing their resistance to tli--

disease.

I will now proceed to describe in detail the method of experi-
mentation, and afterwards will discuss the effect which it appears
to have had upon the human patient in those cases where it has
been tried in indubitable cases of hydrophobia.
A. Bouisson Treatment of Rabbits.—The rabbit is an animal

which is sensitive to the ni'tinn nf hcnt', nnd in which, conse-

TABLE. /.

VIRUS riXE.

(1887-1888)
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liggiliL..—.
HidagiSiiitai

III
SUSP

iniii
liiiiiggi

llgSliiiilgiiigl

gaggaaeiiiiisgigis
SiilliBiil liBBilHHSSBDSBl

disease, which, in th'- -.-ri'M tliat I p'.i-st'<',-i-d, iirfi'luf^.d

symptom almost invariably upon the eighth day aftpr inoculation,
sometimes, but more rarely, as will be seen by Table I, on the
ninth day. 1 also inoculated three rabbits with virus taken from
the medulla of rabid dogs of the street, such virus usually pro-
ducing, as is well known, its first symptom about the sixteenth
day, but in certain rarer instances in the manner of the virut fixe—namely, from about the seventh to the ninth day. (See Table
II.) These fourtPt-n animals I placed in a hot-air bath, according
to Dr. Bouisson's suggestion, directly they showed the first dis-
tinct symptoms of the disease. Finally, I inoculated two other
Animals with the virm fixe, and on tb« third day after inocula-

i|iifnt ly, the effects f'f tlir Imi .-nr r:iii ivH ..idy li'- readily observed
but also seen to continue long after the animal has been removed
from the bath. Bearing in mind the statements made by the ad-

vocates of the system as to the therapeutic advantage to be gained

by employing a high temperature in a more or less continuous

manner, the rabbit appeared to be an animal which specially lent

itself to such a mode of treatment, for by keeping it at a high

temperature for some hours and then removing it one was able as

a rule to prevent the onset of heat paralysis, and at the same time
to obtain the continuance of the effect of the bath, for example,
in the elevated body-temperature, etc. The bath eonsisted of a

roomy wooden chamber with glass front and window at the back,
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there being at both ends a siutable aperture fitted outside with a

ledce for the resting of tlie head of the animal m the fresh air

surrounding the box. As the aperture was, of course, considerably

larger than the neck of the rabbit, the interspace was blocked by

soft cotton wool. My object in keeping the animal s head in the

outer air while the body and limbs vwere subjected to the hot au-

was to provide against'the possibility of its general \atality being

depressed by the carbonic acid, etc., which was doubtless present

in the heated air of the chamber, the said air being obtained from

an iron funnel and pipe (this opening into the bottom ot the

chamber), heated by a large Bunsen burner. A thermometer pass-

ing through the roof of the chamber recorded the temperature.

conscious and dies comatose, usually in from three to fo'i^'ia>»

after the appearance of the first symptom. In Table I t wUl be

seen with what remarkable, indeed mathem.tica ,
"^egulanty the

symptoms ran their course, with a rapidity slightly (as in Table I)

or markedly (as in Table III) accelerated by the treatment

2 The effect of the bath, (a) On the normal animal. When a

;
healthy rabbit is placed in a hot-air bath which is, to begin with

'

at the temperature of the room, and rapidly, that is within thirty,

I

minutes, raised to 7.5° C. = 147= F.. the respirations of he

i animal steadily but quickly increase m number, t^e rate of the

I
heart also being accelerated, and the temperature of the body

rising to a vafiable height, usually one-half or more degree..

TABLt a

RUGEOESRUCS

IB61

Rabies of th£ STReer-s Virus STAT^ or SVHPTON

liinMi!
iiilr

ieBail
i9BSgSsESs3|SBS!

The animal's condition could thus be easily
«^P^^''^^lf'''?,"°-\ *dv

treatment and the exposure of so small a portion of the bod>

-rrface as the head to Che cooler air doubtless exerte^^^^^^^^

l„ neficial effect. In two instances. Experiments 6 and », laoies i

'nTuH win be seen that the animals succumbed to heat para-

tyl These were cases in which the disease was extremely

niarked Experiment 6 being one of those remarkable instances in

which the virus from the°rabid dog of the streets occasionally

\^kes the first symptom and causes death within the minimal

p'riod, namely, that of the nrns fi.re. In these cases I was en-

deavouring to counteract the obviously more intense action of the

, aladv by more prolonged bathing, but of course the injurious

ffectof the bath %und little resistance in the central nervous

.yst^m already overwhelmed by the disease, and so produced the

^"Thi^'leids me now to speak first of the appearance of the

symptoms calling for the treatment by the bath, secondly, of the

aetTon oTthe bath upon the normal and upon the rabid animal.

(Vnti.'rade Occasionally, however, the rise in the number of

re.Dir'ations is preceded b'y a slight fall. The elevation ot tht

Xemturea/d acceleration of the heart and respiratory rh>-thm

fr^maintained for some hours after the anunal is removed from

the bath and gradually return to normal, b. On the rabid animal.

The sea"4%bit when placed in the hot chamber exhibits

the same series of phenomena, but. as might be expected in a

n.re\^olent that ii exaggerated, manner, and this in proport on

nsthe disease ha exerted its destructive influence upon the

nerve centres Thus, in Experiment 2 ^see Tabln IV), on the third

H^rnffwment the rise of temperature of the body (rectal) was

m,fst eZlTble ThTtemperatLe of the animal at the momen

offtsbetag placed in the bath was excessively low. it being at

UieendTthe disease, namely, 24.0° C. In two bo"rs and a Tialf

it had shot^up^ to 39° C. that is a gigantic nse of no less than

^^^ha^velo'chartsof the curves, i^di^atl'ig the temperature of

the chamber, the rise of the temperature of the body from the be-

"puRirifo" V/RUS
HOTAinOURINC INCUB PERIOD

N'of Cxp' : S'

E5SS9

1 The initial symptoms. As is well-known, in the rabbit

rabiesis rarely (see Table I, Experiment 15) accompanied by he

Excitement so';isually seen in.other
"f-f

^^
<;°"f;^rtt' h nd

first symptoms observed in this animal is the paresis °t the mna

1 mbs this occurring in all cases of rabies, furious or not. When

«"'w B distTnctly Iresent in.the running or iu-P-P «?;^-^^°^

of the animal it is expressed '"Table , under the term rn«rt^ed

paresis." It constituted an admirable means of detecting with

certainty the onset of the characteristic symptoms of the malady-

It wTll not be out of place to add that in the further P^g^^^^f
he disease the animal becomes more and '""? P"»

>7.f
'

«°^,'^f.
from being apathetic at the commencement, it.rapidlj becomes un

iPlHSHIlBHnnSHliBBBiBBBBi
ilgBamaaSBisgaaaiaBsaB!

... . _ i.u , — 1 ^f tilt) ^vl>rnnugmning.othe end of the
^^Y^^^^^l^^^ ^^^^^ZJ"^

bj^-^^:^m^^s^^^^i^^nh:^

^'l^'wilTnow mention the general efiect upon t^^e rabic sym-

ptomi These may almost le -tirely summed up as being ex

i acerbated. If the animal was taken out
Pf'^^J, "^^ l^

^^81.

1

acceleration became excessive, 't ^^a^. occasionallyot ce^ th^^

! when pi^viously apathetic, it tn'f^t \e "ore
^^f^ ^^'the mbbit

I

rule, that ifjthe apathy were well marked to start wiin.
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was iinUtrcil more unconscious. In all cases it. was much wcak-
ent<i by the heat, and this exhaustion and diminution in the
vigour of the animal explains, 1 believe, the eft'ect of the treat-
ment in man in those cuses where it reduced spaam.
The unsteady, shaky goit of the animal was always exaggerated,

as also the paralysis.
Apart from tho i ffeots described, the usual influence of heat

upon secretion was made obTiou.^. Ordinarily there was a free
flow of saliva aad iirini', and the intestinal peristalsis was notably
increased. The hypCthetical excretjion ot the poison might thus
be supposed to have been in full activity, but the only effect
upon the animal was sedative—that is, 'that of further e,\-
haustion.

B. Prophylactic 'I reatment bi/ the Hot-air ffa^A.—With a view of
givmg the treat.Tn-i t a trial before the disease had shown itself,

1 employed it p-oplylactically in two cases, as shown in Table III.
In each instan-e the bath was employed ns already described, but

patient was much comforted, became drowsy, and ultimately
slept for liiilf an hour. This re.sult can but bo considered aa a
very gratifying one, if regarded in its true light, namely, as a
palliative not curative effect. As Mr. Southam states it did not
'> prevent a fatal issue."

On the other hand, instances are recorded in which the hot-air

bath caused distress. Thus in a case published by Dr. Southey
{Medical Pre-is and Circular, 1887, p. 72) the bath was administered
on the evening of the first day of the spasm ;

" he now had a
vapour bath, during which ho complained greatly of the heat, and
he perspired freely." The next day " he absolutely refused the
vapour bath." This patient, being a genuine case, of course died.

If an efficient palliative, the hot-air bath wouhl be an adjunct
to a .sedative course of treatment ; for in Mr. Southam's case it

clearly exhausted the nerve centres, so that they no longer pain-

fully reacted to reflex stimulation. The exact counterpart of this

pxhau.sting effect we have sri'n in the rnbliit similarly treated.

TABLZ W

—rs—3*-

£^iiiiiiiiieii^eiiiii^!i^iiEi!iii!iniiiuiiiiiiiiBU

HIIIIIPIPHIIIIIIilll

._ _ giSiHHHeiiBir
liiiiniliBJBBIIIIiaiHIBIill
lilllMBSniilSliSOHilH

inI
iHinffii

liEllilHili

sbbbsbbb
IBBbsIIS

Bii
liiieEimn

BBIiippHiiBlgiili
IBEHJBBIiiHBBr

IBBHBBnSinSsBBB&lraBBBBfllSSBBSiSBBBS

IBBMililBBpiieiBaMBISBl

iHlBIBIilliiHBBIiiiilL
IIBBSEniiliiiiiiillliiliH
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in each case, also, as shown in the table, the symptoms com-
menced on tlie sixth day, that i.s, two days premoturely, "ud one
animal actually dioil at the end of the eighth day, instead of as
usual at the end of the eleventh. The others died at tho end of
the ninth day. This indicated so. unmistakably the gcaaral in-
jurious effect of the treatment, that it Was. unnecessary to pursue
the investigation. •

I will now give two instances in which the batli has liefii

described to have produced an effect upon the hydii.plujbii- human
patient. The only genuine case I ain aware of in which distinct
•' benefit " can .be attributtd to the bath alone is that reported
by Mr. Southam, of ilandieater. In Ca3e v (? C^Sflyf) BamaH
Mbdical JocaNAi, 1881, p. 815, it, is esprt^sly sti'tfd .that after
exposure to th^ hot nir the spasms became much less marked, the

The cunsideration ol tins puiut .sn-gests thai, tliis is the time to

ask ourselves upon what definit'' phin we ought to treat this dis-

ease. Are we to go on attempting to cure it by experimenting
upon human beings with substances like curare, or, as suggested,
by the aiitivivisectionists, with the hot-air liath ; or shall W8
adopt; what soe^s tb, me to be tJie only justifiable cour.se, namely,
assuage with all the narcotiia at our disposal tlie sufferings of the
patient, until we shall have found out the real antidote by experi-.

meiil upon the lower animals, especially upon tliat one (the rabbit)

in which the disea.se takes its painless form, i)ar;ilysia, a form of

which that remarkable veterinarian, Mr. Youatt, said with pro-

phetic force thixty-seyen years ago :
" 1 very much regret that 1

ne-ver ipstitufed a cojirse of ejfperiments on the production and
treatment of hibi'es in this animal. It would have been attended
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with Uttle expense or danger, and some important discoTeries

might have been made" iThe Dog, by -ffimam "iouatt, lt»l,).

Surely the public at any rate, who place themselves in our

hands, under these the worst of circumstances, would unhesi-

tatingly choose to be helped to die painlessly. And m tollowing

such a course no practitioner would be violating, by neglect, the

creat ethical principle of his profession, that he shou d endeavour

as far as lies in his power to preserve life as well as alleviate pam.

for there is no single case of reputed cure of developed hydro-

phobia by drugs or other means that will bear close investigation.

Neither has anyone succeeded in arresting by these methods the

march of the symptoms when once distinct in an experimental

animal, although an enormous series of drugs have been tned,

notably by Mr. Dowdeswell {Proceedings of the h.oyaL bociety).

Nor have workers in this direction been able, by the use ot

drugs, to imitate in the slightest the protection afforded by M.

Pasteur's system of inoculation. Of the abUity of that system to

overtake and check the development of disease, if applied withm

a reasonable time after inoculation, and under the ordinary cir-

cumstances, there is no longer any doubt, but it is powerless

against the developed symptoms. There remains for us, there-

fore, the determination "of our action in those cases where M.

Pasteur's system has failed, or where it has not been applied, i

hope I have shown sufficient reason that that action should, m ttie

present state of knowledge, be simply palliative (by the employ-

ment of the most powerful narcotic drugs), and that all tentative

treatment by drugs or the hot-air bath, being quite powerless to

cure, and, consequently, cruel, should be abandoned.

*

A NOTE ON IStETHYLENE AND OTHER
ANESTHETICS.

By sib spencer WELLS, Bart., F.E.C.S.,

Surgeon to the Queen's Household.

1211

Eakia- in May I received from Berlin a sample of " methylen-

chloride,'' manufactured by Riedel, of that city, with a paper on

some of the different specimens of that anesthetic by five other

chemists, from a recent number of the Pkannaceutische Zeitung.

I was informed that Professor Bardeleben had tried, and had been

quite satisfied with, Kiedel's methylene. Inhaling a little myself,

it appeared to me very much like the methylene most used here,

but rather stronger ; sol asked Dr. Day to make some compari-

sons of it with that to which we have been accustomed for many

years past. And having to operate at Manchester on ilay lotli,

"and at Liverpool on the 14th, I took some with me At Man-

chester I had to do splenectomy ; and Dr. Scott, who had adminis-

tered ether in Edinburgh for Dr. Keith for two years, preferred

ether to anything he had not used before. So he gave ether, with

most satisfactory result. I never saw more quiet or complete

auicsthesia, and 1 am glad to say that the patient ha.s done well

:

but for two or three hours after the operation she had a husUed

face, liot forehead, and excessively rapid pulse. I could scarcely

count it, but it was certainly over 150. 1 supposed that this

might be due to the altered circulation following removal ot the

lar|e spleen ; but Dr. Scott said that Dr. Keith had remarked to

him upon the occasional occurrence of very rapid pulse alter uis

operations. .\s 1 could not remember such rapidity after metny-

lene, 1 was somewhat confirmed in ray dislike to ether, l lia\e

seen it used alone, or after nitrous oxide, and I have nc^ver been

quite pleased with the effects. Once Dr. Matthews Duncan and

1 siniplv examined a lady after the use of gas and ether, and tor

twenty-four hours afterwards she was in a stateof hysterical, almost

maniacal, excitement, which would have been alarming alt^-r any

severe surgical operation ; and more than once I have had to deal
;

with troublesome bronchial irritation after the use ot ether. At,
,

Liverpool, on May 14th, I performed ovariotomy assisted by Ut.

Grimsdale and liis son, and Dr. Rawdon (who had been aecus-

tomed to the use of methylene) used the sample of Rie.lels pre-

paration which I had with me. At first the action seemed rather

quicker than usual, hut towards the end of the ope^'jt'f'n,

Although it was unusually short, it was difficult to %nd the

vapour through the tube of Junker's apparatus, and Dr. Kawdon

noticed that the rapid evaporation Tiad Jed to the partial

closing of the' tube by » sort of snow, or frozen vapour. Ihis l

had never noticed' with th^'London inethyleBe. T^e |i,atient went

on remarkably well after the operation so on ^I^J
l^th Dr. Da)

used the new methylene for a lady in London for- whom I per-

formed ovariotomy This was also a very short operation, but

the patients face was flushed and her head hot for several houi^

afterwards, though neither pulse nor temperature ^'^T^"^^
raided Oa the 22nd I did a laparotomy at Gloucester with ilr.

Edi« and Mr. Cuthbert preferred to administer chloroform, as

being more accustomed to it. It answered -admirably, and the

natient like the others, went on quite well. This I have otten

Ob erved when chloroform has been given for me Tlie reasons

Tgave up the use of chloroform as a rule were not only the r^

nJrts of the deaths to which it had led, but my own obseixa-

?°on I have o^y once seen a death from chloroform
;

that

was-inPari^ whe'n Dr. Waters of Chester and I stood ^side

Malgaigne while he amputated at the shoulder-jomt But 1

nearly lost a patient in the Samaritan Hospital while I was re-

,mov ng a brea'st. Dr. Snow Beck giving chloroform; and t^ncem

privatfpractice, while Mr. Clover was giving chloroform vapour

From Us bag, 1 have had to suspend the operation for a time, and

resort to artificial respiration during ovariotomy.

It was these cases which led me, at first ^^'^h the help of Dr.

Richardson, and afterwards of Dr. Junker (who devised the ad-

S^rably simple inhaler which is called after him, to use meth -

lene as a rule, and other anaesthetics only exceptionally. Once m
Pomerania, when about to remove an enormous ovarian tumour,

none of mv German colleagues would give anything but chloro-

orm, to which they were%ccustomed. The P'^t'efit was ve^"

weak and I very much preferred methylene ; so 1 showed an m-

telligent nurse how to administer it, and she did it quite effectu-

al y and safely. I mention this to show that any supposed diffi-

cultv^n the administration of methylene by Junker, apparatus is

Stake Since 1872 1 have preferred methylepe.to *ny ot^er

^Tn'aie^Address on Surgery at Manchester in 1577, I said

"(^,rven properly diluted with air, the vapour of chloromethjl

has to liv experience of more. than ten years with mote than

1,(^0 opTrltion^ of a nature unusually.severe as t^f of an anes-

thetic proved without a single exception apphc^ible to e^erJ pa-

i^n perfectly certain to Produce complete aiK.stlie,„i,n.lievm|

the sm-eon from all alarm or even anxiety; and its "se jias never

b en followed by any dangerous ^y^P'o'^.r^'^i^^jt^UdS
ittributed to it."' And I went on to say: "I ^i^h I cotild speaK

's confidently of the chemical composition of the Auii ^o"!
^'^f

bichloride of methylene as I can ot its anaesthetic properties_
;
but

wha e«r ma^ be its chemical composition, whether it is or is not

ch oroform mixed witli some spirit or ^^ber or whetherJ
really

week^Others said a mixture ot chloroform and i"^tli>-l.c alcohol

would act as well, but on trial it did not; neither did the A.CE.

Sure ofthe ct-mmitteeof the Koyal Medical and Chirnrgicd^^

ciety ; neither does this new preparation of
^^f"Jl^' . ^^Si'^Xe^t

Dnv cave itforme in a caseof amputation of a breJl^t. Ihe tuDen^

baiie^o choic""with snow befor'e 1 began.the opera ion that the

pfttient could not'bg made unconscious, ""^.^5'
.^'f .^^^^f^

Chloroform, neither of Us very wilbngly, as we had just u^ara oi

a patient having become so n<>^f ^leath under chloroform that fte

siu^eon hadto clo tracheotomy with a pocket-kiiife befor^^ jmj-

mation could bo restored.
w.> i,^ <v,o nt-rt- nTpniVn-

the .KUi^oaanTvomitUig begin often before complete an.-esthesui

'"tm^S^^S^til some.better -ituesthetii- If., brought forw^d

J shaU remaii content w^ith the bichloride of methylene, made as

fir. propo4d by Dr. Richardson. I have never known "to fail,

and fhave never once^been alarmed, or even made uneasy, by lU

effects in any one of more than 2,000 operations, many of them

of unusual severity or duration ,t,-„-., ...;
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ON RARE DISEASES AND EXCEPTIONAL
SYMPTOMS.

Bt JOXATHAiV HUTCHI.\S0>', F.E.C.S., F.E.S., LL.D.,
Emeritus Professor of Surgery ftl. the London Hospital.

(Continuedfrom page 1150, Vol. i, 1SS7.)

XXX.

—

Fbactube of the Temtorai,''Bone caused by a
Blow on thk Chin.

A FOOTMAN looking on at a cricket match received the hall as

he says " deliberately " on the tip of his chin. He was almost
knocked down by the blow, but did not actually fall. He felt

somewhat stunned, and immediately afterwards recognised tliat

he was deaf in the left ear. When be got home his fellow-ser-

vants " laughed at him because his face was all on one side."

After this he had complete facial paralysis and almost complete'
deafness, but both gradually improved. AVhen I saw him four
months later the facial paralysis was not perceptible unless his

muscles were thrown into action. He could use most of them
fairly well, but could not frown on the left side of his forehead at

all (occipito-frontalis), nor could he whistle, as the left half of

his mouth remained flabby. He could close the left eye well;
he could hear a watch two inches from the ear. There was
nothing amiss with the membrana tympani, and he had never had
bleeding either from nose or ear.

It seemed certain that in this case there must have been a
fracture of the petrous bone caused by the condyle being vio-
lently driven against it. In no other way could the simultaneous
paralysis of the auditory and facial nerves be accounted for.

XXXI.

—

Case op PsEUDO-HYPERTROPEry op the Muscles of
One Lower Extremity following (Edema from

Venous Obstruction.

The case which follows seems worthy of record as an example of
overgrowth of muscles as the result simply of retarded blood-
current.

A gentleman who consulted me about a skin-disease of no great
moment told me that he had one weak leg, and that it was larger
than the other. In this I was much interested, and at once got
him to let me examine the limb. He had, as he had said, on the
left side a splendid calf, whilst that on the right was decidedly
poor. The contrast to the eye was very marked, and it was con-
firmed by measurement, for the girth of the left calf was nearly
14-j' inches, whilst the right measured less than 13 inches. There
was a difference also in the thighs, but it was not so conspicuous

;

There was no oedema of the limb excepting a very little just where
the edge of the boot touched. Over the whole calf the contour of
the muscle was well marked, and I could not detect the slightest
evidence of thickening of the skin or of effusion into the cellular
tissue. A curious point was that the patient said that although the
muscles of his left limb looked in such excellent condition, yet they
were more easily tired than those of the right. If he walked far
he always found his left leg tire first. There were no varicose
veins in the limb until the nam was reached, where a few were
present, but of no great size.

The history of the case pointed to venous obstruction by pres-
sure, with possibly implication of the lymphatics. Mr. M. had
lived in India, and whilst there, twelve months before I saw him,
he went through an attack of typhoid fever. He brought to me
his medical report, which described a severe illness with profuse
haemorrhage from the bowels and a painful swelling in the left

iliac fossa, which caused venous obstruction. The obstruction lasted
some months, and was attended by considerable general swelling of
the limb. It was when at length this swelling cleared away,
that the muscles were found to be hypertrophied. In reference
to the possible suggestion that it may have been that the muscles
of the other limb had wasted, and thus caused a relative dispro-
portion, I may say that although Mr. M. was thin and out of
nealth, he was not so in any extreme degree, and that the size of
the larger calf was obviously out of proportion to his general build.
Even if it were preferred to say that the venous obstruction
simply prevented waste rather than caused overgrowth, we should
still have an illustration of the same law.

I am well aware that instances of overgrowth from retarded
blood-supply are well known, as, for example, in cases of ele-
phantiasis and its ally, " one leg oedema." In all those, however,
that I have seen, something of the nature of permanent oedema
was present, and the overgrowth was rather of cellular tissue

and skin than of muscles, or, at any rate, the muscles were con-

cealed in the general thickening. In this instance there was no
thickening whatever of skin, but the muscles resembled those of

pseudo-hj-pertrophy.

XXXII.—TtTMOUBS op THE NeCK, ILLUSTRATING THE LAW OP
INCBEABINS RATIO OF GEOWTH IN PROPORTION TO

Size Attained (Population Increase;.

I adduce the two woodcuts here given in order to illustrate

several points in reference to the pathology of tumours. One is

from a photograph given me by the late Sir W. Fergusson, and the
other from a patient under the care of Mr. Edwards, of Kestori.
In each instancejthe tumour had been growing for upwards of a
quarter of a century before it attained the encumbering dimenr-

sions exhibited. In neither case had it caused any pain or other
inconvenience to the patient excepting from its bulk, but in both
it was at last the cause of death. In Sir W. Fergusson's case

the patient, wearied by the distress caused by the increasing mas»,
at length took courage to have it removed, and came home from
India for that purpose. He sank after the operation. In the
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'other case the tumour eventually inflamed and sloughed m parts.

- and caused death hy exhaustion.
. „ „v,ot onnrmouq oixe

The cases are of interest as shoTmig t°7^f,.??™''"/„e'^k
tumours developed in connection with the ^''l^f;^;^?^

formed
mav eventuallv attain. Presumably they were originally tormea
™ « the parotid (or, perhaps, the submaxillarj'), anS were in part

cartilaginous and in ^part^bro-cellular.
V^T,\o"the dand '

any details as to their nature o'-.P''«."^e relations to the glands^

Some Years ago, in a communication to this JocmNAL, 1 drew

attenTfon to the important clinical fact that the gro-^^h of

?™rs?innocent as^vell as malignant^
''''7'lTZ\u^i^^

of increase of population. It is rapid m ratio wth size attainea,

or,Tn other words, in ratio with the number of the c^l elements

Thus a tumour which for many years may have grovm so slowlj

that th pXnt was led to ho/e that it might never much incom-

mode him increases its rate of growth every year, and tinallj

Tvelops^th dangerous rapidity.' This had been remarkably he

fact in these two patients. The knowledge oi this law ma> often

induce us to urge the timely removal of innocent tumours which

as yet cause no inconvenience.

ON THE USE OE CODEINE TO RELIEVE PAIN-

IN ABDOMINAL DISEASE.

By T. LAUDER BBU^TON, il.D., F.R.S.

Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Assistant Physician,

St. Bartholomew s Hospital.

1 HAD intended to bring the subject of this paper before the

Br^sh Medical Association at its last meeting, but I was unfor-

fimatelv prevented from attending, and delayed publication of

thfs paper tor several reasons, one of which was the desire to ob-

ta^ a lar'er experience of the utility of the drug The relief of

pa^ mayV closed next to the saving of. Me and ™"^t perhaps

sometimes be even put before it as the chief duty of the phj.i-

c^ ^s vet no drug has taken the place of opium as a general

anTlsesic though tlw use of crude opium is now frequently re-

XcSby the subcutaneous injection of morphine, the most active

of the alkaloids it contains. In abdominal pam many practi-

? oners stUl have a preference for the use of opium as compared

with that of morphine, and this very preference is sufficient to

make one a.sk whether it may not have some foundation m the pre-

.^nce o^other active principles along with morphine m opium, and

if so to inquire which active principle it is that helps to allay pam.

Thanks ?o its recommendatW by Dr. Pavv', codeine is argely

used in the treatment of cases of diabetes, but at present its use

is almost confined to this disease, and it is rarely employed, for

other purposes, excepting perhaps that of soothing cough or irri-

''Codeine was'dtcovered by R^biquet in 1832, and two^years

afterwards its action was tested upon himself by Gregory,- who

found that instead of causing sleep, it rather caused excite-

ment, and had also a slight laxative tendency It was applied

^erapeuticallv bv Barbier^ in 1*34, who noticed that it seemed to

have a special action upon the sympathetic system, and found

that it was of great use in lessening pain in persons presenting

sZptoms of irritation in the solar plexus. Such symptoms are

pW in the epigastrium, spreading to the sides and back, and

Cciated with a feeling of burning, anxiety, ^lepression more or

less tehderness of the epigastrium, with sighing, lack ot energj

inrtendJncy to faint! Occasionally the pam may cause sym-

ptoms of cbllapse. palpitation, and vomiting. In such cases

Lrbier gave a g^ain of codeine in a tablespoonful ot syrup, and

repeated it if nfcessary in one or two hours with the best results.

R?om his observations' he came to the conclusion that c^eme

acts chiefly upon the sympathetic nervous system, and e>-pecia 1>

upon that part ot it wliich is in the .region of 'he ^to™a > ^

it is a most\iseful remedy in ab.lominal "euroses depend., g upon

disordered condition of the nervous plexus m the abdomen, .uid

,n weighed six pounds, and contained cysts. Hunter '"'''^«^^f"''y/7S,X '

"f
IvhTch""cS^lH-at,-ii pounds, and had been sixteen years growing (College of

Surjicons- Museum, KgM\ See Paget s Lectures, vol. 11.

-Si
' ^"''

especially those in the gastric region; that it does not disorder

the d eestion and rather aids than interferes with the action of

thebS He found also that it produced sleep with tolerab e

certai^y 'and that this sleep was never followed by heaviness in

the head or stupidity, but, on the contrary, persons who had taken

it felt happy and were disposed to be cheerful on awaking

iK;?,t tw?nfv vears laier in IR-iG, Robiquefs* son undertook

fomfobre'r^a io^on Ihe action of the drugVhich his father had

discovered The results he obtained, however, did "Ot quite accord

withthoseof Ore-oryorof Barbier, and it is possib.e that the

discreDancies ma/have been due to more or less impurity m the

druTemployed^ In large doses he found that it caused an unre^

SiiSsleir followed by a period of confusion of thought:

occSSausea and vomiting were produced. In small doses

SiTnTid t of oreat service in hypochondriasis, relieving neryous-

n:ss!"r;ltabilitranra7rthe ^Lomfort.s from which patients

'^^^'^^ZS^^^'^ ^mucTmore fm. and complete

inv Sationof the physiolo^cal action of thealka oid Amongst

other things he confirmed Barbier's obser%ation that it had a

sne^ific action upon the sympathetic, and found that it lessened

thriMtabiity of the intestine to such an extent that a dog which

had received 15 grains of arsenic along with 7i grams of codeine

exhibited neithefvomiting nor purging, nor any other symptom

excepting drowsiness, whUe another dog which had rece ved a

simUar dose of arsenic without the codeine began to suffer in the

course of an hour from severe pain, vomiting, and bloody diarrhcEa.

and ndeed presented well-marked symptoms of arsenical poison-

?n- although it ultimately recovered. These, experiments sug-

eefled heVieato me that codeine was likely to be of service in

fbdominal pain, and I proceeded to try i_t, with very satisfactorj

results The class of cases in wliich I have used it is, I thmk

somewhat different from those in which it has Previously been

reSmmended, because while Barbier, Aran and others have chiefly

emXved it in gastralgia and painful disorders of the fomad ,
I

hT?e used it chiefly in pain affecting the mtestme and lower part

of the abdomen The kinds of cases^in which I have used it have

been ven vMied. As examples I may shortly describe one or two.

In one c^se which 1 saw with Dr. Eccles, there was high tempera-

ture intMise pain in the right iliac fossa, with considerable swel-

n^' s? that ?he« could be little doubt that there was inflamma-

tion' around the c^cum, although examination after the acute

symptoms had subsided showed°that there was also pelvic eel u-

beTo mtfd and pain over the epigastrium and spreading otit from

it She was slightly jaundiced, and a tumour was felt m the

;iht lateral abd'J.miiaf reg.ion. which ^/---^^
moved f^omide

but was partly covered by intestme. and could be mo\ed trom siae

to side so that it seemed" to be renal rather than hepatic. As no

turbanfe did not seem sufficient to warrant a <^>a|"o^s of mal
g^-

nint disease I have tried it in cancer of the liver ana pancreas

with success in t^lieving pain, and also in numerous cases where

The age of the patient? the presence of diarrhcea. tenderness on

nressifre andTi.sible peristaltfc movements, and th.ckemng of the

Eut Easily perceptible on palpation, led to the diagnosis of malig-

nant disease in the inte-stine. although inability to obtam a post-

", "f^. examinluon prevented the confirmation of the dmgnosis^

In stiTh cases I generally begin with half a grain, in the form of a

"ll made up wi^i extractotgentian^l^^

i' »eregory../«i«-ii.d<'Hi<n-'».. February. lb.«.
, -i

' ort . ,

r^^:^t^;^Sik;%^:m:m.e.2..c^.
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is insufficient to control the pain J increase the dose to a grain,

and give it as frequently as seems necessary. As a rule, 1 find

that It does not produce drowsiness, nor has it interfered with the

digestive functions.

To sum up, the results I have obtained from the administration

of codeine have satisfied me that it has a powerful action in allay-

ing abdominal pain, and it can be pushed to a much greater extent

than morphine without causing diowsiness or interfering with the

respiration or with the action of the bowels. It is, therefore,

specially indicated in such a case as Dr. Philpot's, which I have
already mentioned, where the dilated heart and consolidated lung
tended to make one afraid of morphine. Codeine is also specially

indicated in a case like Dr. Pardiugton's. where one wished to re-

lieve the pain without interfering with the action of the bowels.

On the other hand, in cases where there has been much diarrhoea,

as in some cases of malignant disease of the colon or rectum, the

absence of any tendency to lessen peristaltic movement is rather

a disadvantage to codeine as compared with morphine or opium.
I have found that in cases of long-continued enteralgia without

organic disease, it has continued to relieve pain for months to-

gether, without the dose being increased beyond one grain three

times a day, and I found the same to be the case where the presence

of a tumour, in addition to other symptoms, had led to the dia-

gnoses of malignant disease.

It is interesting to follow the vicissitudes of a drug, and to

notice how its use extends or diminishes until at last it finds its

right place and maintains it. Thus digitalis, while mentioned in

the London Phannacoprvia of 1721, was excluded from that of

1746. It again appeared in 1788, and since then it has held its

place.

Possibly codeine, after falling into almost complete disuse as an
analgesic for many years may again regain a more or less im-
portant place amongst the remedies which enable us to relieve

pain.

ON THE TREATMENT OP TUBEECULAR
LEPROSY BY EXCISION.
By BEAVEN rake, M.D.Lonb.,

Medical Superintendent of the Leper Asylum, Trinitiad.

MoDEBN pathology tends to show that leprosy is a parasitic

disease. However that may be, 1 have for some time been of

opinion that a good deal may be done in the way of local palli-

ative treatment by excision of tubercles. Having lately had an
opportunity of testing the truth of my conviction, I will first

briefly describe two cases, and afterwards make a few remarks.

Casi; I.—J. J., aged 14, a negress born in Trinidad, was admitted
to the Leper xVsylum on >'ovember .5th, 1884, with one years
liistorj'. Slie was a well-developed, healthy-looking girl. The
forearms, hands, and fingers were covered with large tuberculated

masses, and there were similar isolated masses on the forehead,

cheeks, nose, and chin. As she wished to have something done to

improve her appearance, I determined to try the effect of free

excision.

On Januarj' 1st, 188.5, she was put under chloroform, and tuber-

cles were ligatured and excised from the alse nasi and above the

eyebrows.
On January 22nd more tubercles were removed from the end

and side of the nose.

On January 29th a large mass of tubercles about two inches

long was removed from the chin without chloroform, as she took
the anajsthetic verj- badly.

On February 7th she was given chloroform, and a flat mass of

tubercle about an inch and a half square and half an inch in

height was removed from the right cheek ; the edges of the wound
were rubbed over with strong nitric acid.

On March 5th about two square inches were removed from the
left cheek without chloroform. The edges of the wound were
trimmed with scissors so as to bring them level with the sur-

rounding skin. She made but little complaint of pain.

On .March .31st some small tubercles, which had sprouted from
tlie aim nasi since the operation of January 1st, were removed. A
slight recurrence at the upper margin of the cicatri.x on the right
cheek was also removed with scissors, also a tubercle about three-
eighths of an inch in diameter from the bridge of the nose.
On April 14th the following was the condition of the cicatrices:

Right cheek: cicatrix 2xli in.; small scab in centre; small

patches of tubercle at lower and inner margin. Left cheek : cica^

trlx 2|x2 in.; small scab remaining; a few small islands of tuber-

cular tissue scattered about in cicatrix. Over right eyebrow:
cicatrix 1^x1 in. ; small growth of tubercles at upper and inner

margins. Over left eyebrow: cicatrix \ in. diameter; growth
at edges. Chin: crescent ic patch 2 xlr, in. ; lower part occupied

by cicatrix, upper part by rather exuberant tubercles encroachine

on the lip. Right side of nose : cicatrix 1 Xs in. : growth of small

tubercles all down outer side. Loft side of nose: tnangular patch
;

cicatrix in centre ; tubercles at edges. There was a recurrence ul

small tubercles round the nostrils and tip of the nose, at the

edges of the cicatrices. There were a few untouched tubercles on

the forehead and over the glabella.

On April 23rd a small tubercle was removed from the lower

lip.

On September 29th the tubercles over the eyebrows and nn

were found to be sprouting more, and at her own request t

tubercle over the right eyebrow was further removed on Octolii^i

6th. A superficial incision was made all round at the junction of
healthj; with infiltrated skin. The tubercle was then lifted up
and snipped off vrith scissors. Strong glacial carbolic acid was
rubbed over, and then tannin powder sprinkkd over so as to form
a crust. No chloroform was given, and she made no complaint of

pain.

The more thorough cauterisation on this occasion was sug-

gested by the recurrence of small tubercles on the margins of the

old cicatrices. This recurrence appeared to be due to escape of

some of the tuberculous tissue, and it was hoped, by freer ex-

cision, and cauterisation with such a powerful bactericide as

glacial carbolic acid, to prevent lateral extension. It wUl be seen

that this method was more fully carried out in the next case.

Magenta showed swarms of the bacillus leprae in the excued

tubercles. She was put on four minims of liquor arsenicalis three
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times a day on January iCitli, and this was increased to six

minims on "March 3lBt. u ^ t , r

The accompanying woodcuts are from photographs taken betore

and after operation. It must be noted that some tubercles had

been already removed from above the eyebrovrs, and from the

aliB nasi before the first photograph was taken, but this does

not materially affect the comparison.

Case ii. R. 0., a^ed V2, negro, born in ^ enezuela, was ad-

mitted to the Leper Asylum nn September 10th, 1881, with a three

years' history. Large tuberculated masses involved the trunk and

extremities, but these were especially exuberant on the face and

ears, producing a degree of disfigurement which I have never yet

seen equalled in tubercular leprosy. On April 11th, 1885, he was

given chloroform, which he took remarkably well. A large mass

of tubercles, about 3 by 2 inches, was excised from the forehead.

There was a good deal of hemorrhage. The raw surface was

treated as above described, with carbolic acid and tannin. This

method was adopted in all subsequent operations. The cicatrix

was complete by April 2.^th.

On June 20th he was found to have an attack of yaws, which,

however, had passed by September 22nd.

On December 4th it was noted that thtre was practically no

return of tubercles in the ears. There were firm, smooth cicatrices

on the face. Those pieces of tubercle which had escaped removal

by knife or scissors had gro-mi a little, but not more than ^; to i

inch ; where the knife or scissors had gone more deeply there was

no return. On the alcB of the nose the tubercles had grown rather

more—about § inch—but here it was not practicable to remove

them without more or less destroying the nose. Over the fore-

head and eyebrows the tubercles were stationary.

In this case, also, magenta showed swarms of bacilli in the ex-

cised tubercle.s. On April 2l8t he was ordered four minims of

liquor arsenicalis three times a day, but there was some difficultj-

in getting him to take the medicine regularly.

The accompanying illustrations, showing the face before

and after operation, will serve to give some idea of the relief

afforded.

I have at present in the asylum two milder cases which are

undergoing similar treatment. Though the result can be at the

best but palliative, it seems worthy of consideration in such a

disfiguring disease as tubercular leprosy. It may be objected that

this treatment is practically the same as that pursued by the late

Dr. Beauperthuy. An all-important distinction lies in the use of

the knife or scissors—a detail which I believe was not adopted

by him. Free excision combined -n-ith caustics gives a more rapid,

clean, and eftVctual cicatrix than the use of caustics alone. As-

suming, as a working hypothesis, that leprosy is a parasitic dis-

ease, it is hoped that the use of two powerful germicides— one,

arsenic, internally, the other, strong carbolic acid, externally—

may kUl, at any rate, some of the bacilli, and thus hinder if not

prevent recurrence. In point of fact, on examining tubercles

after the use of arsenic, I found in some cases fewer bacilli, but

this may have been a mere error of experiment, and of course a

large number of comparative observations will be necessarj-. The

tannin powder is used with the idea of forming crusts to protect

the granulating surfaces and so prolonging the local action of the

carbolic acid.

Another important effect of this treatment is to lessen the

amount of ulceration. Tuberculated tissue ulcerates much more

readily than sound skin, and thus often works its own cure to a

certain extent. This was verj' marked in the second case. Before

operation the large masses on the ears were constantly raw and

ulcerated. After operation a small firm cicatrix formed, and one

could scarcelj' recognise the site of the former tubercles.

On April 18th numerous tubercles were excised from the left

cheek, over an area of about four square inches.

On April 26th more tubercles were removed from the left cheek,

over an area of about two square inches, also from the left side of

the chin.
„ , , j t

On May 5th, about one ounce of tubercles was removed trom

the right ear and alse nasi.

On May 12th tubercles were removed with scissors from the left

ear, also from the right side of the chin and lips, also a few from

the bridge of the nose.

On May 28th nearly all the scabs had fallen, and his appearance

was so much changed that he was not recognisable.

The areas of cicatricial tissue were roughly calculated as

follows: Forehead: 3 x \\ in. Each cheek: 4 X 3^ in.

Chin : 2i X 2J in. Each ear : 2 x J in. Total area about 27

square inches.
. , ,

Most of the tubercles were preserved in spirit and weighed, and

their total weight was calculated at about four ounces.

A SECOND SUCCESSFUL CASE OF EXTEACTION
OF GLASS FROM AN EYE,

AFTER A LODGMENT OF SEVEN YEARS ANP A DAY

By T. II. BICKERTON, M.K.C.S.,

Oculist. Liverpool Bojal Infirmary.

In the Jouhxal for April 28th I recorded the case of a gentle-

man, from whose left eye a piece of glass, which had lodged there

for a little more than ten years, was successfully extracted, and

it is curious that, within a few weeks, another similar case should

have come under my care. The history given to me by the

patifut is us follows.

\V. C, aged 33, received at midnight on January 12th, 1881, a

severe wound of the right eye, owing to the bursting of the glass

water gauge of a boiler, and was, in consequence, admitted into

hospital. About three months later the eye was " needled,^' and

the patient eventually returned home, with fair vision (€+ 3"

i§, U + 21 J 8), and with all inflammation gone. In 1883 the eye

was hit with a piece of rope; it inflamed, was very irritable, and

watered much, and opinions were divided as to the necessity of

its removal. Eventually sedative treatment was selected, and

after some months the eye again settled down. In May, 1885,

inrtamraation recurred, this time without apparent cause, and it

disappeared in about a fortnight. In the autumn of 1885 the eye

again received a trifling knock, the inflammation beini; again

aUayed by hospital treatment, and after a short time he wn> able

to return to work. In the beginning of July, 1887, the eye was

slightly flicked with a piece of bagging. A fortnight later, the

irritation not subsiding, an adhesion between the iris and the

cornea was successfully divided (September 17th, 1887), and afttr
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nine days he left hospital. On October 3rd, 1887, he started work,
and wlulst bending down to lift a sack, he was struck by a light-

ning shock of pain, which, starting at the supra-orbital notch,

passed along the right side of the head as far as the occiput, and
this acute pain occurred almost every time he bent his head
down, and often on moving it from side to side. He therefore did

his work holding the head in the erect posture, but in spite of this

the pain now and again attacked him, and the eye becoming
greatly irritable, he was again compelled to seek hospital treat-

ment. This time a large iridectomy was performed upwards
(October loth, 1887), but the redness and irritability not subsiding,

and the pain continuing, the removal of the eye was determined
on. In this decision the patient acquiesced, but his employer ob-
jecting, he now came under my notice, Noveml)er 8th, 1887. The
right eye was very red, irritable, and watering much on exposure to

light ; V C -t- 12 D jVj : C + 14 D a few words of Ja 4. Just below the

centre of the cornea there was a small cicatrix, and it was easy to

see that an adhesion to the iris had existed here. A large upward
iridectomy pupillary space was occupied by capsular remains. The
iris was attached firmly to these remains below and on the outer

8ide,,but it was free on the inner side. By means of careful oblique

ej
Glass, aotual Size. Glass in Situ.Line of Incision

|

illuminaaon, and when the eye was turned in certain directions,

there could be seen lying in the anterior chamber, in the sinus be-

tween the cornea and ins, ;ind not imbedded in the latter, a piece

of glass, which appeared to be quite a quarter of an inch long,

and was of considerable breadth. The position of the glass was not

quite horizontal, its inner end being slightly tilted upwards. The
treatment adopted was rest, in the hope that the eye might again

settle down, and allow the extraction to be performed under the

best possible conditions.

The redness and irritability did slowly subside until .Tanuary

11th, 18*s, but on that morning the patient awoke with much
pain in the eye, and, as an examination of it showed that the

glass had moved, its inner end being still more tilted up, and that

the vascularity of the eye had greatly increased, further delay
vr&s considered inadvisable. Therefore, on January 13th, 1888,

the eye ha^nng been put thoroughly under the influence of

cocaine, the method of operation wliich had been practised in the

former case was again resorted to. An oblique corneal incision

was made by puncture and counter-puncture with a Graefe's

knife across the front of the cornea, at the junction of the lower
third with the upper two thirds. \ ciurette was introduced be-

tween the lips of the wound, and passed on in front of the iris, to

a position behind tlie glass, in order to fix it, and a fine pair of

forceps being now put in, the glass was seized at the fourth

attempt, and removed entire.

By the next day the anterior chamber had re-formed, there was
no iritic adhesion, and the eye was absolutely free from pain.

Recovery was uninterrupted, and on February 10th the patient

was able to return to his work with the eye in a perfectly quiet

condition, and up to the present day (May 18th) the eye has re-

mained absolutely free from all pain and irritation. Tlie weight
of the glass, kindly taken by Mr. ilawson, I'rofessor Campbell
Brown's assistant, "was .Ol.'i.'il grammes; its dimensions, taken by
Mr. Chattock, I'rofessor Oliver Lodge's assistant, were, greatest

length fi.4 millimfitres; greatest breadth, 2.7 millimdtres, and it

may be mimtioned that the actual breadth was much greater

than had been expected from the appearance which the glass pre-

sented when in the eye.

THOMAS'S OPERATION FOR REMOVAt ' OS"

BENIGN TUMOUR OF THE FEMALE
BREAST.

By ALEXANDER JAMIESON, M.A., M.D., M.R.C.P.,

Cunsulting burgeon to the Imperial Maritime Customs in China,
Sbanglial.

The recognised risk o£ adenomata of the female breast developing
into recurrent fibro-cystomata has alwaj's prompted me to urge
early extirpation of these tumours, and most surgeons follow, 1

imagine, the same practice. A seriously deformed breast is, how-

ever, in the estimation of the majority of young women, a dispro-

portionate price to pay for the avoidance of a danger which at

worst is only probable. Therefore when in 1882 Dr. Gaillard

Thomas, of New York, brouglit forward an operation for the re-

moval of benign mammary tumours without visible mutilation, I

felt confident that the new method would be extensively tried.

Whether this has been the case or not I cannot say. It is at least

certain that few cases, if any, have been reported in European
journals. The ratio of benign tumours of the breast to malignant
is everywhere small ; and in semi-civUised countries it is smaller

than in Europe and America, for the simple reason that in such
countries a tumour in any locality and in either sex is invariably

disregarded until by its "size, by' the pain it excites, or by its

fcEtor, it renders life intolerable to the patient or his neighbours.

Accordingly, putting together four cases operated on by me since

the publication of Dr. Thomas's paper, and one by Dr. iioone, my
colleague at St. Luke's Hospital for Chinese, out of the five two
were European women, one an American, one a half-caste living

under foreign conditions, and only one was pure Chinese.

The operation is begun I'v an incision exactly f(>llowing the

fold between the skin of tlu' thorax and that covering the breast

in its lower semi-circumference. The length and precise position

of the incision depend on the size and situation of the growth,

but at all events when the breast is allowed to fall, the line fol-

lowed by the knife must be invisible, except perhaps at one or

other extremity. On reaching the muscles the gland is dissected

from the chest"sufflciently to enable it to be turned upwards, ex-

posing its posterior surface. This is incised along a radial line

over tile tumour, and the latter removed. The gland is then re-

placed, its cutaneous surface remaining completely uninjured.

In all the five cases to which I have referred, healing was imme-

diate under antiseptic dressing.

The accompanying woodcut from a photograph taken two

months after operation well represents what, so far, hagi been the

invariable result. In this instance the patient was an American,
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*ged 26. who had received a blow on the left
^^^.^^l^l^lH

.^fore. A tumour the size of a small orange
^l-^^

f°™^'lj,
i°.^^l!

substance of the gland midway between the nipple and tue axii

la^Shery.taiing about si^x months for its devMopm^nt. ^t

varied in size under excitement and menstruation but was never

smaller than as described above. It gave nse *« f;i«yP°°*4
neous pain and was extremely sensitive

t2,.PJ«twnllv it wal
removal all these symptoms disappeared. Histologically it was

a tubular adenoma with no cyst formation.

ON CATGUT SUTURES IFtHE OPERATION

FOR RUPTURED PERINEUM.

By G. EBXK.ST HERMAN, M.B.Lond., F.R.C.P.,

Obstetric Physioiaa to the London Hospital, etc.

DtTBiNG the last few years I have done^the °P"^''°^,^yj,™P'"'n^
perineum in a manner somewhat ^ifierent from that u^uaU

described. The method I now follow depends ^s f
t all, upon

the use of fine catgut for the sutures. describe the operation a

in a case of complete rupture through he recta «Pl""^tf\^^

make the raw surface by splittmg the ^fCto-^-agJ^!^
septum. Itte

raw surface so produced may be described as forming t-« o tri

angles, a right and a left (C D E and G H E ,

"'^'^^'^^Hl'^f^^^^
and G H) being tlie sHn of the permeum, the sides being fonned

by the mucous membrane of the rectum and that of the vagma

the apices being truncated and meeting m the middle line. A line

DrawTi by Bf. W.'Anibrtte Kibbler vdiap-ajnmatic).

f \ Bl mav be imagined drawn through t he middle of each triangle

1 t^lLpct its base • tliis line I shall mean when I speak of
so as to bisect Its base ini

.^ entered at the

i^cUo'n offec\al rcr/menibriire and raw surface, close to the

i™x of the triangle, and brought out in the middle of the raw

sEe entSedag^inat the middle of the raw surface on the

o^os^; sSe Ldjrough ût a. close as possible to the junction

-TTfii^^SrA^^^liod of making the raw »ui-tace fourteen years ago, from my

colleague, Mr. WwenTay.

of raw surface and rectal mucous membrane^
V^^.^'^^ht^'it

them the P^f
--

-^^ ^^^^f,J^? 4^La m"-- --Lne and
suture 1^

put in at the jnncti^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^

'^"Fo?th'e''maIority of cases of complete perineal rupture, this

with sloughing, a?d then there majDem

A continuous catgut s"ture nas neen rec

rupture of the P^^^^^r/^^ba tWs^^sadvantage that if the

""forT/upture which does not go through the ^Wfter, only

onese'ofLtcbesisreqiured. Her. the «dv«nta|e of atgut^

-

tS IVtenrpVtrcir'no^ "tVes have to be

removed.

OBSTETRIC MEi\IOR.\NDA.

ABORTION IN DOUBLE ITERI-"S.

CASES of double utenis are comparatively
^^^^^Xx^tslJIl

count of sefere metrorrhagia and pain in the lower part of the

'aMomen. Menstruation -l^^.'l.S^'^^.^rhft tLe she had^een
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flooJing. She states that amongst the clots expelled there was a
large firmer lx)dy, and that soon after this came away the flood-
ing ceased. Si.x weeks later menorrhagia and pain returned, and
continued until the day before I saw her.

Dr. CuUingworth very kindly examined the patient with m-i,
and together we made out the following points. Ostium vnginiB
wide, admitting two fingers. Vagina normal in lower part; at
upper third a loose fleshy septum was found, dividing the upper
part of the vagina into two equal lateral portions. Each com-
partment contained a cervLx, resembling the normal nulliparous
cen-ix, each os externum being closed. The bimanual examina-
tion was unsatisfactory on account of the tension of the abdo-
minal muscles. Two uterine sounds were introduced, one into
each cervix. In the first part of their course they ran parallel,
but were separated by a septum; higher up they diverged, each'
tip running outwards from the middle line. No enlargement of
either uterine ca'i'ity was made out. With the sounds still in
position the abdomen was now examined, and two distinct
uterine fundi were felt, separated bv an interval of about two
inches, the tip of each sound being plainly felt through the
abdominal wall. Per rectum, the lower part of the uterus could
be felt, but the point of divergence could not be made out.

It was thought advisable, before proceeding to more active
treatment, to try the effect of rest for a few days, and accordingly
the patient was ordered to remain in bed, and the pain was re-
lieved by opiates. On March I'nd the hasmorrhage returned and
she expelled a solid substance about two inches long and one
inch broad, which, on examination, proved to be a piece of
placenta. After this her recovery was rapid ; the discharge ceased,
all pain disappeared, and a fortnight later she was goine about as
usual.

Remarks.—The malformation in this case was that known as
uterus duplex bicornis. An important point is the fact that the
vagina was double at its upper part but single below. In the
majority of cases of uterus duplex bicornis the septum extends
the whole length of the vagina, so that there are two external
orihces.' It IS not difficult to understand how the abnormality
should have been un.suspected both by the patient and by her
husband

;
even on vaginal examination the case was one which

might have passed as normal, for the septum was so lax that itwas easily flattened against either .side of the vagina, and in thisway one cervix was covered up and concealed. A very similar
case 18 described by Lumpe.' who believed that the lower part of
the septum had been detached by coitus. The cause of the
haemorrhage was not quite clear at first, but, from the historic, itseemed probable that it was due to some retained products of
conception, and this view was confirmed later when the portion
of placenta came away. At the time of examination, however.
there was no h.-emorrhage, both uterine orifices were closed, and
there was no appreciable difference in the size of the two uterine
cavities. The continuance of menstruation during pregnancy ina double or partially double uterus is uncommon ; it is noted only
in two out of seventy cases collected bv Kussmaul. From the
patients description of the expelled onim I believe the abortion
occurred at the third month. Statistics tend to show that abor-
tion IS not more likely to occur in a double uterus than in anormal one. but I am inclined to think that the abnormality in
this case was alone the cause of the abortion, as 1 was unable to
assign any other reason why it should have occurred. Possibly
Uie continuance of menstruation may have had something to do
^''" ''• AurniBAi.D r)ON-AT,i>, M.A., M.D.,

Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital, Manchester.

OBSTRUCTION DURING LABOUR FROM MALFORMATION
„ „ ,

OF VAGINA.

had ifn.^l'^
9th I was called to attend a primipara, aged 24. She

presen iL Tn iT" ",' "''""'• '^^' "' was'^fully dilated
;
the head

bnnd of f;« r? •
'* P^«^<^°ted from descending by a broad

With p/eh 1 fjf.''""
""K antero-posteriorly across the vagina.

ari^f?n^ fP^'^ ^'"'
'T''

'''"''""« taut, and encircled the iTead,

taTned ^A r
I^'''^^^.''^'- J '* "-^ »ct relations could not now be ascer-

cuUv bv fn,r^^""n^
'°""-' ''°"" df-livery was effected with diffi-

nl i
• '"^^"P^' ^thout any tearing of the tissues,

found n'.f/Hr'^™'"''''''"
"^ ^""^ P"'" f"" ""V« after delivery. T

Danmens hv.''*^r*
^'"^ ''^W*. ^eing divided into two com-P^»g£nt8 by a septum, attached in the middle line along th e

Ku^maur wS'iVf" i^^"'""'"'"?
>""< rrrdopH^r, i„ CAiir^Mcr. A.

.» Winder p'xAfx^l^ j^, , jjo. Si.

anterior and posterior walls of the vagina, and extending from
the cervix uteri to about an inch from the vaginal orifice. At its
cervical end the septum was at tnchod in front of and behind the
cervix, but was free opposite tlie os, forming a crescent in which
the cervdx lodged. It was possible to pass the finger from one side
of the vagina to the other through this opening. This septum was
so stretched and displaced during labour as to appear as the fleshy
baud above described. The child %yas small, otherwise di>-ision
of the septum would probably have been necessary. The uterus
was apparently normal. The patient was not aware that she was
in any way malformed.
This case may with advantage be compared with that described

by Dr. Fleischmann, in the Prai^er Medicinisc/ie Wochenschrift, and
quoted in the Journai, of March 10th.

Grays, Essex. Herbert C. Malb, M.D., M.R.C.S.

THEEAPEUTIC MEMOEANDA.

TREATMENT OF ECZEMA.
DiTBiNG the last two years I have been treating all cases of eczema
which have come under my care, whether acute or chronic, in the
following way

:

The part or parts affected with eczema are first bathed with
warm water, so as to clear the surface. A soft cloth is then lightly
placed over the surface thus bathed, in order to dry it, and then
the following ointment is smeared over the part thus prepared

:

B Zinci o.xidi, 5j ; bismuthi subnitratis, gj; vaseline, q.s.
This method of treatment has been especially useful in cases of

eczema of the head and behind the ears, which is so often met
with in children.
While other cases of eczema have been observed which have

been treated by other means, I have in no instance seen results
better than those obtained by the above-mentioned method of
treatment

; while, on the other hand, I have seen cases which
have resisted other methods of treatment jneld to this.

Francis Hawkins, M.B., CM.
Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square, W.

ANTIPITIIN IN CEREBRO-SPINAL MENINGITIS.
The list of maladies for which antipyrin* has been recommended
is already long, but I have one to add to it. It is of the greatest
possible value in epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis. Its success
in this disease depends less on its property of reducing tempera-
ture than on its power of quelling those "nerve storms "which
are one of the princip 1 causes of death in this disease.

Its value is all t!ie greater in that it is not, as in the case of
other diseases, n\\y a mere addition to the armament of the
physician, but that it is practically the only medicine which is a
real " remedy " against the disease.
Opium, ergot and belladonna, bromides, atid aconite all do good

service in allaying the terrible pains, and perhaps in favourably
influencing the course of the disease, but they have no power of
warding off impending death, while antipyrin I have found to
fulfil all three indications. The necessary doses vary somewhat,
but forty-five grains in three doses distributed over "the evening
and night is the most usually successful quantity. I have not yet
hod an opportunity of trj-ing it in idiopathic, traumatic, or tuber-
cular inflammations of the meninges, but the pathological
conditions, apart from the causation and the symptoms, are
so allied in character with those of cerebro-spinal fever that I
would suggest a trial and expect it to yield results at least aa
favourable as those of the remedies already in vogue.

Guy N. Stephen, M.R.C.S.,
Nicosia. Cyprus Jledical Service.

SUEGICAL MEMOEANDA.

NATURES SITIGERY.
SnHGEON-MA.T0R MARK RoBiNsoN, I.M.S., has forwarded to us
the account of a curious deformity observed in a prisoner at the
gaol, Thyetmyo, Burmah.
The man is 65 years of age, named Nape ; he was lately admitted

into gaol for dacoity. He is a leader of dacoits, and has been
concerned in a hundred dacoities or more, the distortion of his left
arm giving him great value in the eyes of these men. They be-
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ieve that such things render a man bullet-proof, and therefore a

.esirable leader.

The man states that up to «teen years^ a^o the left arm wa^s^ as

good as his right ; that then an abscess tormea
^ j^ ^^^^d

Irf^red^^riVthL^rndXthe bones of the arm came

away, one .hMo, -^ he ^s not^ v.hM.^t^th^^^

time there is not \7 ', fnd is Quite useles ; the only moTement

K^^^n'^etl^U^l^b'^^^^-tion of the scapula, .h.ch

moves freely.

case of multiple papillomata of t'« bladder r
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

May by ^"PJ'^^P'^^t' 'S't-fcZnt ion was described as verj- favour-

operation, the Patien''4^°"'l^"'^"drer symptoms, with the excep-

tt^^^a^sl?^ »:- ofwrdratioiuy^ppea^
especUUy after any active exercise.

The subsequent ^^o^.i^^^Z^^XZf^t^Zt-^^^
foUowingDecember blood was from t

igST. mictnntxon

urine in considerable quantity, i

,i<ie'rable difficulty ; the

began to be painful, and a^^f^P^ "Z^^me more marked, until at

eySiptoms of obstruction raduaUybec^
^^^ produced. On

length almost co'^Plf'^^^^^^^^XnUy in futile attempts to pass

February 5th, after straimng violently
^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^'TJ''"^

,vater, tte s^FaP^^^^"^'"^; fistulous opening formed, through

closed, suddeiiy gave way, and a hstu v ^^^^^ he was read-

which the unne found
f° f^'.

/ " exhausted state, all the

mitted into the hospital
^",^'J.fi^tSa through which sloughing

urine escaping by a *"PXuded DeaUi took place on the fourtE

masses of growth also P'^o'/^'^ea- „ ^^^ ansmia.

day after admission from suppression ot
^^^ ^^ ^.^^

At the necropsy the bladder wa»
^^^^_ j^^.^^ p^^^t

growth, of 9°'i«'derab e sue,
^P^^^f^.^^gifteral walls. The summit

of the anterior and P°f
^"or and dot

^^^^ ^^^ „{

was free, except that here and there s^v^
^^^^ .^ condition

peas were scattered o/" >*. Both w ^ ^^^
of hydronephrosis, and t^e uref^d

.^fth a new growth of a pale,

tionof the «^crumwas mflltraed^itn
^^^^^^^^^^^ ^°" >°

I"!

-^-^:-^J^rSf|S^ere^..o^ (sec^ns

showed them to be P^Pill^-^f^^/.^P" deeper ptxtl was extensively

action, for the fibrous »tr7a o^'hejr^eepe^P
^^^ ^ ^^^

infiltrated ^it^ groups of small^roun^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^n^a-

sacrum consisted "f^^^^^ofThe osseous tissue.

''"^^rS^^S^^^-^^ and multiple, as the

prlm^^^\f^S£ib^^.o.s.underthese

be accompanied by «e7'lt>3UP?apubi^^°^d,'^^ter it had been

3. The reopenmg of ^^e suprapuu
^^^^^ ^ „{ the

firmly healed for ^Pe"f
"^^^e^^^Joritice of the urethra, and

recurrent tumours blocking the vesica
^^lieve. unique.

Interfering with the escape of the^unne^is,
^^^^^^^^^ p.R.c.S.

Manchester.
"

PBOTRUt,IO> 0^^^^^ OPERATION. ^ ^^ ^^^ 9

SHORTLY after midnight on ^"g"^*
f^^'^^\t a dkncing party

vear^fell through the 'ir='^.>°S-^,°„rinl^ pi^e of small intestine

^7iV» crake of an iron railing, causing a P"^'-^„, y^ entered

right side. , . „^,„-„fnrmed I covered the intestine

"Wist the boy was being cW(^roforme<li ^^ ^^^

^th a large piece of ^i^^,
.^'^'itH.ral warmth. Reduction bj

^otectit from'dust ^nd retain nati^aWarm^^
^^

Lntle taxis being impossible I enlarge F^^^^ completely

an inch, and then cautiously wt'i^^;^
^^, inserted through

!^thin the abdominal .cavity^ One ^mre
^^^_ ,„d f'^^'^K'

the deep structures including thej e
^^ ^

'•°°^/^' Th'e
ficial ones then applied-

*"^™.';f,' ,,„morrhage occurred. The

ominal cavity, ^t very- Uttle lijemor
J^ ^ .pica bandage

wound was dressed with a compress^ot n
'\^^''^^,

The boy was then carried to bed, ana a P
^_^^^^ Xothing but

knees t^ keep the thighs flexed on tne
for two days

water and small -l"f'*
°f

l''^;
°?"

'^Uowed during the ensuing

Xr which liqud food
°">T^„Veid°^t the wound had almost

week. On the third day_ after the^^"°\",^t
i amoved the super-

competelY healed by P'l'^Kound with 'u- Ps of strong rubber

fi.>in1 sutures and dre.ssed the wound wiui v ^^^ did

Sa^lerlo prevent t.Nt^tlnuS^fe inteltte^was exposed

!°rcTns\Sfrne^r'; trhourl
^^^ ^^^^^.^..re at no tune

The bov made a complete recovery .his temp ^^^^^

ris'^nrW^herthanlOOA^F.sotha^^^^^^^^

the accident he was able^to ^oy/;"™"
dency to hernia.
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ness were possible, as I was obliged to operate in the drawing-
room about 2 A.M. He is now, more than a year and a half after
the accident, strong and healthy, without any tendency to ventral
hernia. Thomas Donnelly, JI.D., P.R.C.S.I.,

Assistant Physician to the Whitworth and Hardwicke Hospital,
Medical OfiScer to No. 1 East Dispensary District.

Dublin.

REPORTS
OF

HOSPITAL AJSTD SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

St. MARY'S HOSPITAL.
CASES OF EAIl DISEASE.

(Under the care of Jlr. Field.)

Case i.—Suppurative Meninr/ittx Caused by a Bead in the Ear.
—Mary C, aged 3 years, came umler Mr. Field's care on February
9th, 1888, for purulent discharge from the right ear, into the mid-
dle meatus of which, owing to attempts at removal from the
external meatus, a round blue bead had been thrust some five

weeks previously. The patient had already for some time been in
a highly feverish condition.
Mr. Field passed a fine hook into the hole of the bead,

and 80 was able, though with difficulty, to extract it. The otor-
rhoea, which by the time of the operation had become slight, on
the following day ceased. There was then some tenderness, but
no redness or leitema, over the mastoid process ; the temperature
ranged from 98..=>° to 101° F., and the pulse from 140 to 160. Great
restlessness, intractable vomiting, and constant screaming super-
vened on the evening of the 10th, and persisted till the 14th.
On the 11th the bowels were opened by castor-oil. The morn-

ing temperature was 10.3.8°, the evening 98°. Slight retraction of
the head was now observable. With increase of this last sym-
ptom there was next day distinct tache cir6brale \ retraction of
the abdominal wall was, however, absent. By Politzerisation air,

but not pus, could be forced through the rent membrana. The
supra-mastoid region was still somewhat tender, though normal
in appearance. Three leeches were appUed behind the ear, and a
grain of calomel was given.

, ,

On the 14th coma set in, the pupils beginning to dilate and
becoming insensible to light, but there was no optic neuritis.
The temperature, 101° in the morning, rose to 103° at night.
Another leech was applied. During the two following days the
coma grew profounder, but the retraction of the head and the
tache ciribrale were less distinct.
On the 16th, as the existence of a localised collection of pus in

or about the cerebellum appeared probable, a small aperture was
trephined, after consultation with Mr. Page, Mr. Pepper, and Dr.
Phillips, who were in hospital, in the squamous portion of the
temporal bone, three-quarters of an inch above and behind the
right mastoid foramen. The dura mater, which bulged consider-
ably into the aperture, was punctured, and a director inserted into
the brain substance, with the effect of setting free, not pus, but a
large quantity of cerebro-spinal fluid, presutunblyfrom the lateral
ventricle. The temperature and pulse now improved for a time.
The occipital bone was next trephined below the level of the right
lateral sinus, and two inches behind the external auditorj* meatus.
No pus, however, was obtained by the use of a director. The
patient survived the operation only about six hours, dying
coinatose.

Pogt-mortem examination of the brain and merabraneH revealed
ftnttening of the convolutions and partial obliteration of the sulci
of the convexity. Theje was much greenish puro-lymph in the
meshes of the pia mater, in largest amount over the right tem-
wro-sphenoidal lobe, and the convolutions bounding thepbsterior
I'mb of the fissure of Sylvius, and at the base, chiefly about the
anterior extremity of the fissure. It was in consideranle quantity
over the parts corresponding to the floor of the third ventricle, and
over the pons, and the under surface of the cerebellum, and to a
.'ss extent, over the medulla. The brain substance in general was
sticky, and its vessels were engorged. The ventricles were dilated
with turbid cerebro-spina! fluid. No focus of suppuration could
be found in the brain, nor was there any discoloration or' per-

ceptible abnormality of the dura mater covering the roof of the
tympanum. The right seventh nen'e was, however, soft and '

pulpy where it emerged from the internal auditory meatus, also

the right tympanic membrane had disappeared, and the^middle ear
was full of pus.

The moral of such histories as the above cannot be too often
enforced. Instead of conveying the child at once to a hospital for

treatment by one accustomed to deal with aural affections, the
mother, first with a hairpin, and four doctors subsequently with
all sorts and conditions of forceps, made frantic and ineffectual

efforts to remove tlie errant bead, and succeeded only in pushing it

through the tympanic membrane, and fatal meningitis was set up.
Nearly all the deaths that have l)een occasioned by foreign bodies

in the ear might have been avoided by the adoption of proper
modes of treatment. In the particular case just related, the use
of a syringe and warm water would probably have sufficed in the
first instance. Had there been swelling in the meatus, this could
have been relieved by applying a leech behind the ear, after

which the extraction might have been easily accomplished.
Furthermore, when the bead was actually in the middle ear, its

timely removal might hkve been effected by the use of a suitable

instrument.
Case ii.—This case affords a striking example of the extensive

ravages that may be wrought by neglected ear disease. A. P., an
anaemic-looking girl, aged 14, with a famUy history of phthisis,

was admitted November 24th, 1887. When quite young she had
suffered from scarlet fever, which had left her with a large per-
foration in the left membrana tympani. She had three years
before been under the care of ilr. Field for mastoid abscess, and
this had been successfully treated by an incision down to the bone
to release pus. Now, on her readmission to hospital, pus was
flowing from the ear, and over the left mastoid there was again a
large swelling, which, it transpired, had for weeks been jioulticed

at home. Much pus was evacuated by a free opening reaching
through the periosteum, but some was found to have burtroWed a'

passage alongside the sheath of the sterno-mastoid.
The patient was subsequently placed under chloroform and

ether, and Mr. Page, at Mr. Field's request, explored the sinus in

the neck, discovering that it communicated with the anterior

mediastinum, and pus followed when an incision was made one
inch and a half above the clavicle at the inner edge of the left

sterno-mastoid. The patient took the anaesthetics very badly, and
it was abundantly manifest that nothing could be done for her.

She died December 15th, 1887. The necropsy proved her to have
been the subject at once of empyema, pysemia, pericarditis,

pleurisy, and suppuration in the left lateral sinus. She had, in

fact, come under treatment too late for any chance of recovery.

The salient post-mortem features may be briefly stated as fol-

lows : Rigor mortis marked ; dorsal hypostasis. Excess of sub-
arachnoid fluid, chiefly in the cerebellar fossa. Pus and broken-
down blood-clot in the left lateral sinus, the pus proceeding from
a carious and discoloured portion of its bony wall over the mastoid
cells. Suppuration through the mastoid foramen to the tissues

beneath the insertion of the left sterno-mastoid. No trace of sup-
puration immediately outside the skull, but a probe passed through
the incision in the neck reached to within an inch of the mastoid
process. Brain substance wet ; active congestion of the vessels of

the pia mater ; and excess of ventricular fluid. A large quantity
of puro-lymph in the right, and of serum in the left pleural canity.

Right lung collapsed and slate-coloured, but mottled ; the pleural

surfaces covered with Ij-mph ; scattered abscesses in the paren-
chyma seen on section. Left lung partly collapsed, ^^^th substance
throughout congested ; buttery lymph over part of diaphragmatic
surface and lower edges ; an abscess pointing beneath the pleural

surface of the outer part of upper lobe, and other abscesses here
and there. Excess of serous fluid in the pericardium. Sub-
pericordial and sub-endocardial petechia; both absent. Thekidl»ey4
both congested, and exhibiting cloudy swelling.
Case hi.—S. P., omnibus conductor, aged .'51, came to the hos-

pital as out-patient .lanuary 2nd, 18.S8. Six weeks previously he
had suffered pain in the left ear, which grew worse until, after ii

fortnight, it was relieved by offensive otorrhoea. This ceased two
weeks later : the earache then increased, and the tissues over th4
mastoid swelled, causing the helix to stand out prominently from
the head. First three, and two days later five, leeches were applied

over the mastoid. On the 9th Mr. Field incised the swelling
deeply, letting out a considerable quantity of pus. By the 16th

the patient, having passed a week in hospital, was completely
restored to health. ''•i '"-•='
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Cabe iv.-M. J., a miTSB, aged 28, admitted January 2nd, 18.S.8,

had lost both parents by consumption, and one of her two sisters

had abscesses ia the neck. Five years before coming to hospital

the patient had a discliarge from the right ear an abscess having

burst into it. Since then there had been a little otorrhcea at in-

tervals of about a month. Near the middle of November ISfcT

she experienced much general headache, which after a fortnight

became localised in the right ear. This discharged f''ee!y-
a°fJf^

poulticed. The patient was recommended by her medical man to

iisehot chamomile flowers and to drop a mixture of oil andlaudanum

into the ear. Otorrhcea, however, persisted, and after a week a

swelling formed over the mastoid, which gradually implicated

the face. The patient was then sent to Mr. Field, m the

out-patient department, who, on Decc-mber 31st, extracted a

polypus and ordered the application of eight leeches to the

swelling. This he incised two days later precisely as m the

last-mentioned case, setting free a large accumulation of pus.

It was found that water syringed into the abscess escaped

throu<^h the external meatus. On January 'Jth the first incision

had cfosed up, and a small abscess lower down was opened by the

house-surgeon, Mr. Norton. On the 22nd both t^he swelling and

tl e discharge had disappeared, and the patient left the hospital m
all respects well except for a large perforation in the membrana

^BcftiTthe last two cases of mastoid abscess are'of the type most

commonly met with, dangerous in the extreme if neglected, but-m

almost every instance yielding readily to treatment, the important

factor in which is an early, and deep, and long incision over the

mastoid down to and through the periosteum, so as to afford the

freest possible exit for pus.

GENERAL INF1RM.\RY AT LEEDS.

CASE OF OPTIC NEURITIS ASSOCIATED WITH CHMHOSIS.

(Under the care of Dr. Eddison and Mr. Teai.e.)

[Reported, with remarks, by T. Wabdrop Griffith, M.B., Pro

feesor of Anatomy, Yorkshire College ; late Resident

Medical Officer to the Infirmary.]

This patient, a kitchenmaid, aged 26, was admitted on June 3rd

18»7 complaining of dimness of vision. She stated she had had

but poor health for some time, but that the failure of sight dated

back only three weeks. It commenced with pain and lachryma-

tion in the right eve, and in two days she was almost totally

blind in that eye. The left eye was not affected, she said.

On admission the patient, who was rather a delicate-looking

young woman, with bad teeth and slight enlargement of one gland

at the angle of the jaw, was seen to be markedly antemic.

,
Menstruation was said to be normal in point of frequency, but

the flow was scanty. There was a loud venous hum at the root ot

the neck, and a systolic bndt in the pulmonary area. The vision

wasR. = shadows ;L. = /„ and Jager 1 at 8 inches. PupJs--

right, active ; left, rather sluggish. There was very well marked

optic neuritis in the right eye, with much swelling of the papilla,

extending into the surrounding retina a short distance, slight

obscuring of the vessels, and a few small ha-morrhages. No

glistening spots of exudation were seen. The left eye presented

similar appearances, but they were much less marked.

A full examination of the patient failed to elicit evidence of

disease of any of the organs of the body. Repeated examination

of the urine kiled to detect albumen. No history of injury could

be made out, nor any history or evidence of syphilis.

On June 6th, the patient was put on a mixture containing m
each dose liq. arsenici hydrochl. nv, and tinct. ferri perchl. nxv,

and on a pill containing ferri sulph. grs. ji, ext. aloes soc.gr. j,

and ext. nucis vom. grain i, each to be taken three times daily.

The pills were increased to two, three times daily, on June 19th.

About June 10th it was noted that her sight had begun to

improve. On the 23rd the neuritis was unquestionably less than

on admission, and on July 'Jth the vision was Jager 20 with the

right eye. . ,

On examination now, the edge of the disc was much

more distinct. She was then sent to the seaside, and con-

tinued the medicine and pills without interruption.
_

On November 16th, 1887, she sent me a specimen of writing

corresponding to Jager 3, which she could easily read with her

right eye.

Remarks by Dr. T. Wardrop Griffith.—In the Journai.

ot May, 1881, Dr. Gowershas a valuable paper, giving full details

of three cases in which optic neuritis, associated with clilorosis,

cleared up under treatment with iron. In one of .the ca«e»

stellate spots were observed round the macula, but m none does

the vision seem to have been so profoundly affected as in the case

now recorded.
''

, _, ,. .^

Dr Gowers comments on the resemblance of the optic neuritw

in those cases to that found in cerebral tumour, and, as bearing

on this point, I append brief notes of two ca.ses that I had the

opportunity of observing in the chmques of Drs Churton ajul

liarrs, to whom I am indebted for permission to refer to them.

1 A ciri aged 19, attended the out-patient departmeiit lor

many months with the usual symi^toms of chlorosis She had

well marked neuro-retinitis, strongly resembling that found m
Bricrht's disease, but beyond this no ev^dence was made out of

gro?3 intracranial lesion. One day she fell on the ice, striking her

head Three weeks afterwards she was admitted into the inhrm-

ary, having been wildly delirious for two days Her pupils were

dilated; her temperature varied from 99° to 102°, and she died c«

the third day after admission, apparently from syncope. On post-

mortem examination we found a tumour, vfith the naked-eye

appearances of a tubercular mass, occupying the inner aspect of

the right occipital lobe. The membranes at the base of the brain

were thickened and opaque. There was some effusion, but no

crey granulations could be made out. ,,,,,. . . ., ^^
•> A servant girl, aged 22, fairly healthy-looking, but rather

an.-Emic, was admitted complaining of general weakness and pain

in the head of two years' duration. The pain, which was sometimes

in front and sometimes behind, varied in severity, but was always

on the richt side. There was occasional vomiting, but
_
always

after foo(£ There was no aural discharge. Menstruation was

generally regular, but the discharge was scanty, and then there

was slight cedema of the feet towards night.
.

On examination, the scalp was found tender on the right side,

the hair markedly grey behind, this being of recent date. Lungs

normal ; faint systolic bruit all over cardiac area ;
unne yaned in

amount from 76 to 86 ounces ; no albumen; specific gravity, low ;

«ight sli<Thtly impaired ; Hm = 1 D. Distinct swelling of optic

dilcs, wfth blurring of margins and very distinct curring of ves-

^eW She was put on sulphate of iron piUs. which she continued

Drettv regularly. The neuritis steadily diminished, and, when 1

saw iier a year subsequently, the discs were absolutely clear, and

the sight normal. ^__

CIVIL HOSPIT.AL, CALICUT, MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

punctured wou.vd of chest inflicted by an elephant.

(Under the care of Surgeon-Jfajor H. D. Cook, M.B.. Civil

Surgeon, Calicut.)*

R N aced 55, was admitted on January loth, 1888. On admission

his condition was as follows. He was unable to sit up ;
decubitus

on left side, with body inclined well over to the righ^iead resUng

on left hand, right arm approximated to side, with hand close to

face. There wal a penetrating wound (fleshy) ot the right side of

the chest. The wound of entrance was four by three inches,

irregular in shape, and situated six inches from the spine, oppo-

site the fourth dorsal vertebra, and an inch and a half below the

middle third of the spine of scapula. The wound of exit was four

and a half inches long, clean cut, and extended downwards and

outwards, from a point three inches above and to the inner side

of the right nipple, but was in no part of its course lower than

two inches above the horizontal nipple line. The wound ot

entrance was offensive and sloughy with sero-purulent discharge

Two lacerated bits of muscles were exposed, evidently portions oi

the deltoid and iufra-spinatus muscles. The whole of the integu-

ment over the shoulder was swollen and edematous, and had an

erysipelatous blush. The parts -were too swollen and painful

to he thoroughly examined. , - - _i ,-i , v ^

He stated that on the day previous to his admission, while be

was emploved with his elephant (he is a mahout) drawing timber,

a Mopilla crossed in front of the animal, who fud-ienly became

excited, and chased the man about a hundred yards ;
that he then

struck the animal by way of punishment with a small stick he

had, who promptly resented his punishment by Jl'ro^inf ^m to

the ground, and striking him with one of his tusks over the right

shoiHder, penetrating the muscles of the ch(at, and emerging m
front below his armpit. After inflicting this injury the ™an

states that he turned over on his back, when the elephant placed

one foot on his chest with the intention of crushing him
;
but

. Commurtoted to the South Indian Branch of the British Medical

AssociuUoa.
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this he firevfnt(>d by suddenly drawing; his knife and stabbing
the elephant in the trunk, when the animal turned and fled. The
accident occurred at Cuttyady, a small place on the backwater
some twenty miles from Calicut. Tlie wound was syrin£»e<l ami
dressed with perchloride of mercury lotion 1 in 'J,006. Oiiarcoal

poultices wereal.'io applied to the wound of entrance.

The case is still under treatment. At first there was a great
deal of constitutional disturbance and abundant discharge from
the anterior wound. The parts are now, however, looking healthy,

and there is every prospect of a speedy recovery.

KOTAL PRINCE ALFRED IIOSriTAL, SYDXEY.
AKBUBYSill OF AXILI.ABY ARTBBT : ELECTBOLTSIS : LIOATUBE

OF SUBCLAVIAN; CUKE.

(Under the care of Mr. G. T. Hankins.)

[Reported by J. McAli3ter, M.B., B..S., and E. G. Blaxland,
M.R.C.S.E., L.R.C.I'.]

J. C, aged G4, widower, no history of alcoholism or syphilis, had
met with frequent severe accidents during a long life in the bush,

but was not aware that the left shoulder or arm had ever suffered

any special injury; he was quite well up to some months ago, when
ho first felt aching in the left arm and numbness of the fingers.

Admitted September 23rd. Five weeks ago he first detected a

lump in front of the shoulder, from which time the pains in the
' arm became worse ; there was no pain over the swelling itself,

which, when first detected, seemed about the size of a goose's egg,

''and had not increased much since.

The tumour was situated below the outer third of the clavicle,

which was slightly displaced upwards ; it filled up the hollow in

front of the shoulder, and could be felt from the axilla ; it was dis-

tinctly pulsating, and over it a loud systolic murmur was audible.

IHilSe at left wrist more feeble than at right ; heart's action inter-

mittent ; urine normal. The patient was first admitted into the
medical ward under Dr. Shewen, and placed under appropriate
medical treatment for a week—rest, low diet, and iodide of potas-
sium in full doses; but as the pain in the arm increased, and the
tumour appeared to be getting larger, surgical treatment was de-

! cided on. It was very diflicult to compress the subclavian artery
sufficiently to stop pulsation, and Esmarch's bandage could not be

borne on account of severe pain. Defore resorting to ligature, it

was determined to try the effect of electrolysis.

On September 30th four insulated steel needles were passed
into the tumour and connected with the positive pole, the nega-
tive pole of the battery being connected with a large wet clay
electrode on the chest after the manner of Apostoli. A current of

140 milliampores, produced by a battery of 47 bichromate cells

arranged in seriea, was passed through the aneurysm. At the
commencement of the operation an elastic bandage was placed on
the arm, and attempt was made at the same time to compress the
subclavian, l>ut botli had to be given up on account of the pain

' l)roduced. Chloroform was then administered, but the patient
became so unmanageable that it was discontinued.

On withdrawing the needles after the current had been passing
for thirty minutes, the uninsulated portions, about one-third of

an inch, were found to be nearly eaten away. The aneurysm
then appeared to be more solid and the expansion less marked,
although still very perceptible.

On the following day some further improvement was noticed ;

but on the third day from tl)e operation the pulsations became
stronger, and the tumour be.gan to increase in size, though still

more solid than before treatment. Ligature of the subclavian
•was then decided on, and performed by Mr. Hankins on October
4th.

The operation wa.s in this case very eaSy, the artery being
found rather high in the neck, and apparently quite healthy, the
tense cord of the brachial plexus proving the beat guide to it, a,s

the scalene tubercle could not be ejisily reached. The external
jugular vein wa-i di^ddod between two ligatures, also a smaller
vein just over the arterj'; no other vessels were seen, and no
bl^d to speak of was lost. The artery was tied -n-ith carbolised
catgut, wrien all pulsation in the tumour immediately ceased.
The wound was clo.scd with hor,<!ehair sutures, a ."imall drainage-
tube inserted at the outer angle, and dressed with dry sublimate
gauze. The arm was then wrapped in cotton-wool and a flannel
bandage. Feeble pulsatfon in the radial was first noticed twenty-
six hours after the operation, but the pulse could not be counted
uatil thifty-two houra had elapsed, when it was verj' foft and
faint. There waa no pain and no pulsation in the tumour.

The wound healed by first intention, and the patient had no
bad symptom. Thirty-one days after the operation the tumour,
compared with a cast' taken by Mr. McAlister, the house-phy.sician,
before treatment, showed a considerable diminution in size, but it

did not fee! very hard, although quite free from tenderness or
pulsation.
The patient was now anxious to leave the hospital, but was

cautioned against using his arm until the swelling had become
absorbed.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES,

ROYAL ACADEin' OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.
Section of Medicine.

Fkiday, Apkil 20ih, 1888.

James Little, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Migrainous Headache. —The Pbesident read a paper on
the value of a combination of salicylate of sodium and eSw-
vescing citrate of caffein in migrainous headache. He «aid

he was in the habit of directing the patient, when he awoke with
any feeling of headache, to take twenty grains of the salicylate in

a wineglassful of water, made effervescent by the addition of a

dessertspoonful of the granular citrate of caffein, and, if necesssff,

to take a second or even a third dose at intervals of two holErs.

The effervescing caflein made the dose a very palatable one, whidli

the salicylate alone was not, and probably rendered it more use-

ful ; but that the good effect was not due to the caffein was i

proved by the fact that the author had seen it relieve persons who I

had previously used the caffein alone without benefit. It did not .

appear to lose its effect, as a patient, to whom Dr. Little gave it

more than two years ago, said she found it as valuable as when i

she first began its use.—Dr. Wallace Beatty testified to the

value of the treatment suggested by Dr. Little.—Mr. Cox had

himself found that the active principle of tea and coffee had a

powerful beneficial effect.—Dr. Atthill, speaking from a large

practice, exclusively among females, said Dr. Little had suggested

the combination to him two years ago, and, having prescribed it

since in twenty or thirty cases, he had always found some benefit,

and, in the majority of "cases, the benefit was considerable. This

form of headache, "especially near the menstrual period, waa ac-

companied by ovarian pain, and in such cases he administered

twenty-grain doses of bromide of sodium.—Mr. JoH^f J. BtTEStiss,

in the case of a lady, aged 44, found that the most efficacdoHs

remedy was a full hypodermic injection of morphine. He also foiJnd

fifteen-grain doses of antipyrin useful in relieving the headache.

-Dr. J. W. Moore felt justified in mentioning other remedies,

having regard to the probable state of tension of the arteries about

the head, as indicated by the rigid appearance of the temporal

artery, and also the wea'k pulse. These remedies were nitro-

flycerine, the tabloids of the Pharmacopceia, and nitrate of anjyl.

[e also gave one to two grains of butyl chloral every half ho«r

until relief was obtained. As regards Dr. Little's combination, the

good effect of the effervescent draught of salicylate of sodium and

caffein was probably due to the action of the salicylate of sodium

on the liver. Once" the bowels were freed, and the tendencjr to

nausea was relieved, the headache disappeared almost like magic.

—Mr. R. MoNT0OnrEBY said he found that a combination of .sul-

phate of magnesium, bicarbonate of potassium, and bromide ol

potassium, a -n-ineglassful in the morning with a wineglassful "I

hot water, gave great relief.—Mr. W. F. West observed that he

found thirty-grain doses of guarana every four hours gave marked

relief.—Dr. Finny said ho had never used the President's cormV"-

nation, but felt satisfied that the profession would have reASon

feel indebted for it. He had tried to anticipate the attack

nerve storm by a course of arsenic. Hence caffein, as supporting

the nervous system, was one of the best drugs, and would be most

efficacious when the treatment was carried out by arsenic orsonoe

norv.i tonic. The bromides were also most useful ; and if the

attacks were preceded by ner\'e symptoms, as deranged vision or

perversion of the senses, such as hallucinations, he considered'a

full dose of bromide of potassium would be of great use.—The

Pbesident, in reply, said the attacks were qu'te as common in

men as in women—certainly among neurotic persons. He did not

know that the combination would prove efficacious if the bowels

were entirely neglected ; but, on the other hand, no amount ot

purgation would keep off the attack. . Those ner\-e storms were
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more likely to occur at the menstrual period when they attacked

women. Gastric pains were liable to make hemselyes felt at the

mSual period, but he did not attach much importance to these

Soma.^ When the combination he had recommended was not

successful, a rather free hypodermic injection of morphine was the

only thing to give relief. The advantage, of. salicylate of sodium

were ofwider application than those of antipyrin. No doubt, as

DrT Vjloore observed, the salicylate of sodium was a hepa c

stinlulanf. for he had noticed the relief which it gave persons who

unset the liver by too free living.

^SacZrin in Chronic Cj^stitl.-The Pkrsident read a note on

the ulrof saccharin in chronic cystitis for rectifying the ammo-

id!ci effluvia of the urine.-Dr. A. W. Foot a.sked whether the

SXri™ more beneficial in the tubercular cystitis, or in the

rCmatic, or in the gonorrheal, or simply in the nmcous cyst itis

—Sir WilLiam Stokes inquired what was the ^nodns opei-andi as

regwds the action of .saccharin. He endorsed the I'residents

vifw as to the great importance of thoroughly evacuating the

b adder in all the forms of cystitis, especially m that associated

w^th e^a^gement of the prostate in aged individuals Advantage

M owed the exhibition internally, as well as the.local appl'cation

0° toTacicacid in tive-grain doses, perfectly plain in water three

^imes a day, and washing out the bladder with a weaker

;ohition.-After some remarks by Mr. Doyle, the President,

reply^g, said the proper heading of his paper would have

been "The Value of Saccharin in Ammoniacal Urine. The cases

he had seen were not those of the ordinary cystitis at all, but

where the urine had become ammoniacal m consequence of para-

iytic affection, or prostatic disease, or stricture bacchann ha

no eflect on the cystitis, except so far as the cystitis was kept up

il.the ammoniac^al condition of the urine. Tubercular cystits

-As a rare affection. A little boy whom he saw in hfP'tf;^*M*
was treated with saccharin, but it did him no good. His urine,

Mowever. was not ammoniacal. _

RTreFon,^ of Mental fl«e«se.-Mr. CoNol^Y NoMANread a

v.aper on a rare form of mental affection, first described by

inesinger under the name of Grilbekuckt. Since Gnesmgers

me four or five cases had been recorded. The essential condi-

tion of the affection was the obsession ot the mmd by an impul-

pue concept taking the form of perpetual interrogation^ The

entire mental eneriy was occupied with constant questionings

^bout indift-erent mltters. The patient described by Mr. Norman

was tortured with a desire to read every scrap of ^vntten paper

.vhich she saw. and was unable to attend- to her domestic duties

tlirough a constant impulse to investigate evei^ detail of the mo»t

lamiliar things and most familiar operations. The '"ness began

when she was about five months pregnant. She had ^me clul-

dren in very quick successiou, and had been exhausted by lacta-

tion There was also a moral factor in domestic troubles and

worry about money matters. The patient r^co^'ejed under tome

treatment. Mr. Norman referred to the rarity of this aSeotion,

particulariy among asylum patients ; to the question of its causa-

Uon: to its analogies to M«rf«A.«?e and other forms of mental

disewe- and to the presence in the case which he described of

u^rvoiL' paroxysms.^such as had been recorded only by Berger

amonrprevious observers.-A discussion foliowed. in which Dr. .V

W Foot Mr. E. Montgomjkrv, Mr. S. M.Thompson, and Mr. John

MOLOMKY took part.-Tho PbESIDBNT had no doubt the form ot

insanity described by Mr. Norman was rare in "sy^^'™
P^'f.^"'*

but in ordinary general practice cases were met with from time to

time in which the same train of symptoms was presented, borne

years ago, a business gentleman consulted lum, whose duty it was

in his department to take the invoices and mark on the P'fes of

cloth the proportionate price to allow the regulation profit, lie

bad been many years at this, and was so expert that, no °i«t;er

what the fractions to which the invoice price descended, he co^d

go on without making a mistake; yet he got 'nt°
.*'".'=':,^ff

*'
?]

loubt that, even if the invoice price were only a ^t""'"?;
'f,

^°^'

']

not convince himself that he was right, though the man "^'de
J°l^

him he was. Another case cnme under his observation in ^
hicli a

phannacautical chemist, failing to convince himself of the ac-

curacy of weight or measure, could not carr>- on business and life

became almost intolerable. Thim. there were many ''-i^''"
,^^«^

in which there appeared to be a lettmg-go of commou ^ense-a

seeking for evidence of self-evident propositions Thu, occuwea

less freauentlv among persona of humble means than persons who

had not'the nIcessit/o1 providing food and '1-"'^.

-f.-^^^! ''^l
to indalee the vagaries of fancy. Such persons should tr> ana

culthatfwhat S^Benjamin Brodie called "a happy recklessness

as to results." or seek the overpowering control of a masterful

mind. Xch would not discuss the evidence of those things, but

dogmatically assert them.-Mr. Oo.nolly Nobman replied.

NEW SOUTH! WALES BRANCH: ADJOURNED ANNUAL
MEETING.

Friday, April Gth. 1888.

The Hon. Dr. J. Mildred Creed. President, in the Chair.

President's Address.

Progress of Medicine in Au.ttralia.-hit^r some preliminary re-

marks on the business of the Branch the President said that the

year in the life of the Association which had just terrnmated had

been an eventful one in the history of medicine m Anstralia. The

^raduatin" as M.B.Sydney of the first students six in number

Iho had obtained their medical education n the loca medica

schoo was a memorable event. The first intercolonml medical

cono-ress had been held, and had been attended by medical men

Xl.t„ ^;rS.W M...W.e._The select Com^i-e

cfn7rnd%urgerVtr New south' Wales had led^to some startling

revelations (fh-eady mentioned in the JotrRXAL) and had pre-

sented a report which had been unanimously adopted by the

feSlative Council. Action had been Vre^^^-VO^J^l^^^^^^
bv a letter signed by Lieutenant-Governor Sir Alfred btepbens

the Chef Jus^ce, Cardinal Moran, the Primate (Dr. Barry,, the

heads of all othe^ religious denominations, the Mayor of Sydney.

oTirl tho President of the Chamber of Commerce.

R.il?S 0/ 5/rrts, Deaths, and Marnaffes.--Th^ r^T.f.
another Selec? Committee, pointing out the defective state ot the

Uw in the colony for the registration of births, mamages. and

deltls had also Len unanimVsly adopted by the Ifgis ative

roundl Dr Creed, as chairman of that Committee, had mtro-

. Ho Rill ;nto the House providing for the better registration

of"'btrths'^lfenfcu"gthat%efoTe ^disposal of a dead body by

burial or cremation, th'e district registrar shall issue a permit;

H^ that before issuing such permit, he must be satisfied either by

the certificatras to t°he cause of death from a legally-qualified

rnedical mactitioner, if one had been in attendance, or, if not, by

™!i^e nS' tbat the death had occurred from natural causes^
'^

A^M/ecroV raco,-«af»:(>n.-Dr. C^eed next referred to the con-

stant peril in which the colony stood, owing to the terrible neg-

ect of >^"ci"ation, which was optional, the. result being that a

verv small proportion of children were vaccinated. The present

raDiditTof transit had immeasurably increased the risk of the m-

r^.5 L., nf tl,P disease It was true that the admirable health

lufhSs°Ld sffar'teenlbh. to completely isolate all case.;

hnt tMs Bood fortune it would be absurd to expect always to eon-

t^ue already the quarantine station was seldom free, and it some-

,„pnrted the establishment of a commission to investigate everj case

rS evil effects were alleged to have followed vaccmation^

Federal Quarantine.^T:he question of federal quarantine was

still inTbevance. though the scheme formulated by <.he Hon. Dr.

Mackellar had been adopted by the Australasian Sanitary- Con-

frence which met in SySney in 1884. The varymg action of tlu

cholera occurred on board the mailship Dorunda, m yueensiau
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choice thn Oovemment had -was whether the use of disease should

be suporvisi'il and ihf results recorded, or -n-hether it should be left

in raj'h and ignorant hinds.

Concliulint) Itemarks.—QT. Creed refornd to Mr. W. H. Paliii<,''rt

generous gift of an estate containing -iM aens. and aueu<l<iwmciit

of £10,000 for the establishment of a convalosccnt station, ll.'

uttered a word of warning a-s to the disproportionate numbor if

medical practitioners who wore coming from :ill parts of the world

to practise in .\iistnilin. In onnclusion. I)r, Creed referred to the

fylecvaaoiihe Atistraiasinn Medical (razette.oi which he is the

editor, and thanked the Branch for the unvarying kindness dis-

played towards him during his term of office as President.

ABERDEEN, BANFF, AND KINCARDINE BR^VNCH.
Wkiinksdat, May IGxn, 1888.

JOEM UaciUHABT, M.D., I'resident, in the Chair.

Intubation of the Lanpix.—Professor Ogston gave an account of

the method of intubation of the larynx, showed O'Dwyer's instru-

ments for that purpose, and gave details of a case in which he had
successfuUy employed intubat ion for tlie relief of croupous laryngitis.

L^t Ophthalmoplegia Interna.—Dr. McKenzie Davidson
showed a fem.ile patient suffering from paralysis of the ciliary

muscle and iris of the left eye. Otherwise the eye was normal,

and the cause of the palsy exceedingly obscure.

Hyperarmia after Trauma.—Dr. Mackenzie Booth read notes of

a case of this nature where marked hyperasmia came on after a rup-
ture of the drumhead from blowing the nose, and lasted nearly

three weeks.
Recoveryfrom Catarrh of Tyjnpanum.—Dr. Mackenzie Booth

also detailed the case of an elderly gentlemen who had sufiered

from advancing tympanic catarrh and its attendant deafness for

many months, and who was relieved after the removal of a nasal

polypus which bad existed for many years.

Composite Photograph.—Professor Ogston showed a composite
photograph of the medical students forming the class of 1887-

1888, taken by Slessrs. G. W. Wilson and Co., Aberdeen.
Abtcefi of Liver.—Dr. GoEDON showed specimen of abscess of

JiTer, with glycero-gelatine cast of the same. The case was that

of a lad in whom the appearance was of doubtful import, and
rendered the diagnosis exceedingly difficult.

Refraction Ophthalmoscope.—\iT. McKenzie Davidson exhibited

and explained themode of use of Jessop's Refraction Ophthalmoscope

SOUTH INDIAN BRANCH.
Annual Meeting.

Fbidat, March 2nd, 1888.

Surgeon-General G. Bidie, M.B., CLE., I'resident, in the Chair.

President's Address.

Position of the Branch.—The President, in beginning his ad-
dress, showed that the Branch was in a flourishing condition ; it

now numbered 71 members, and had held eleven meetings during
the year 1887. He referred to the bond of union which member-
ship of the Association afforded, and dwelt on the great educa-
tional work which, directly and indirectly, the members of the
medical services in India were doing.

The Educational Work of the Medical Services.—In thirty-two
years, the period of the President's service, the number of civil

hospitals in the .Madras Presidency had increased from 38 to 349,
and these institutions, small as some of them were, were yet the
advanced posts of the movement to put skilled medical aid within
reach of the entire population. Many lives were yearly sacrificed

to the ignorance of native quacks, who still largely relied on in-
cantations and charms. Even the better class of tnem clung to a
system which was a feeble echo of the doctrines of Galen,
while their anatomical knowledge was comprised in the doctrine
that the navel is the principal seat of life, and the origin of all

the vessels. The native population would not consent, even if it

could afford, to ptiy fees which would remunerate educated men
and women, and the only course which could be recommended
was to render the native practitioners less dangerous to their
patients; more could not be hoped. This might l)e done perhaps
by dissemin-'^ing cheap and simple literature, suited to the com-
prehention of th- native practitioners, and by encouraging them
to vigi the hoepitils.

Vaec' ation.—Though Tacchnation had been introduced into
Madras i • 1802 it'wis sfill in a backward state ; not more than 17
per cent, of the]ch'Idr.'n bom were protected, and during the

twenty years ending 1S85 the average annual mortality from
small-pox in Southern India was 33,000. Vaccination from the calf
had now been introduced, and the most bigoted and superstitious
were thus left witliout the least excuse for continued opposition.

Sanitation in Southern India.—The annual average mortality
from cliolera, small-pox, fevers, and bowel complaints in the
Madras Presidency was 339,000, and the task of stirring the
natives to remedy evils traceable to the neglect of centuries was
almost, but not quite, hopeless. The natives required to be taught
to help themselves; India absorbed one-fourth of the gold and
one-third of the silver produced throughout the world, and the
country containe<l an enormous amount of dormant capital
secreted in the bowels of the earth or locked up in useless
jewelry: the people ought to be encouraged to invest their
savings in loans for municipal and local improvements. Already
town and village communities were beginning to recognise the
extreme importance of pure water and removal of sewage as pre-
ventives of sickness. Future progress would largely depend on
the energy, knowledge, tact, and sagacity of the officers of the
medical service. The efforts made in India to exterminate cholera
would be critically watched by the whole civilised world, which
had grown to resent the devastating epidemics which moved
westward from India, to devastate the cities, to restrict the in-
tercourse, and to interrupt the trade and commerce of Europe.
He did not shrink from the ordeal, feeling confident that his
medical brethren of all grades would in this contest, as on the
battlefields of former days, show that they could and would do all

that men could do.

Surgical Cases.—A series of surgical eases were communicated
by Surgeon-Major Cook, M.B., Civil Surgeon, Calicut. (1.) A case
of severe compound and comminuted fracture of the thigh, in-
volving the knee, in a native, aged 25. Amputation was refused, but
the patient eventually did well, and left the hospital in ten weeks,
though with a short leg and stiff knee. (2.) A case of comminuted
fracture of the femur complicated by an extensive lacerated
wound, in a native, aged 40. The patient did well, and recovered
in two months, with Tittle shortening. (3.) A case ot gangrene of
the left forearm due to improper treatment of a fracture of the
bones by a native practitioner; the radius had entirely disap-
peared, and the upper half of the ulna, which was exposed Emd
hanging down, was removed. Symptoms of tetanus set in, but
passed away under treatment by bromide of potassium and chloral
hydrate. (4.) Another case of gangrene of the arm after native
treatment of a fracture. The arm was amputated, but tetanus
set in on the fifth day, and the patient died on the tenth day. (5.)

A case of obliterative arteritis leading to spontaneous gangrene
of the foot, in a woman, aged 39. Amputation was performed in
the lower third of the leg. The patient recovered, and was dis-

charged on the twenty-fourth daj-. (6.) A case of penetrating
wound of the right lung in a native, aged 25. Air passed in and
out of the wound, from which bright frothy blood also escaped.
The sputum was blood-stained. The wound measured 4 inches by
2 inches, and extended through both pectoral muscles and the
third rib. The patient had an attack of pneumonia, but was dis-

charged well on the twenty-seventh day. (7.) A second case of
penetrating wound of the lung, in a native woman, aged 25. The
wound, an inch long, was situated just below the inferior angle of
the right scapula ; air passed iu and out, and the immediate neigh-
bourhood was emphysematous ; there was also a wound of the
mamma, from which milk flowed (the woman W6i8 suckling). Sha
was discharged well on the thirty-fourth day. (8.) A case of
wound of the abdomen with protrusion of omentum, in a native,
aged 30. The omentum was washed and returned ; the patient
recovered without fever, and was discharged in a fortnight. (9.)

Abdominal wound in a boy, aged 9, dividing the ensiform cartilage
and exposing the anterior surface and border of the left lobe of
the liver, which protruded from the wound, but was uninjured.
The liver was pushed back, and the wound closed by sutures and
strapping. (10.) Another case of penetrating wound of abdomen,
in a boy, aged 12. The transverse colon could be seen through an
aperture which admitted the forefinger. The boy recovered. And
other cases, some of which will be published in full.

Specij/iens.—Brigade-Surgeon Sibthorpe: Comminuted Extra-
capsular Fracture of Left Femur.—Surgeon J. Smyth, M.D.: (1)

Thrombosis of Veins ; (2) Rheumatic Endocarditis affecting Mitral

Valve; (3) Cyst Worm from Subperitoneal Tissue of Sheep; (4)

Dislocated Testicle ; (6) Glioma of Cerebelltim and Medulla Oblon-
gata, and Cyst of Cerebellum.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

NOUVELLE ICONOOBAPinK DR LA SALPETBIEEK : ClINIQUB DE8

Ma-LAdies du SvsTfeME NKttVKl'x. I'ublidi," Kous la direction

du Profedseur Chabcot, par Pacl Richrb, Gii-iJiS DE LA

TotniKTTK, Albebt LONDE. Janvier et FevHer. No. 1. Paris:

A. Oelaliaye and E. Lecro.snier. 1888.

Some year.s have elapsed since the publication of L'Iconographie
I'kotoyraphujue de la Salpi'lriere, an ulbum of photographs and
text, treating chiefly on the phenomena of hysteria in women,
and published, under the direction of Professor Charcot, by
Bourneville and Kegnurd. Since then, Professor Charcot's cJinujue

has undergone many and important changes, both as regards ma-
terials, appliances, and the personnel of the department. To the
original lufirmerie, containing only female patients suffering from
chronic diseases, there have been added new wards for the treat-

ment of male patients and acute cases, and a polictinigueie cor-

responding to our out-patient department. The organisation and
subdivision of the work was as complete as possible, and in the
hands of assistants who have already become distinguished
workers themselves. M. Richer still figures as the chef de labora-
toire ; the clinical and pathological work is done by the chef de
^Unique, assisted by a number of internes; and, amongst former
chefs, we have a whole series of distinguished names, such as
Comil, Bouchard, Pierret, Pitres, Krissaud, Forti, Marie, and
others. An excellent museum and a clinical laboratory supple-
ment this branch of the clinique : the electrical apparatus, of the
jnost elaborate description, both for physiological investigation
and therapeutic application, is entrusted to il. Vigoureux ; the
ophthalmic department is under the direction of M. Parinaud

;

whilst M. Londe acts as photographer, and, presiding over the
whole, like the chief of a military " general staff," we have Pro-
fessor Charcot himself. Whilst every facility is given for the
study of nervous diseases, in their physiological and pathological
relations, therapeutics is not forgotten ; and amongst the latest

.additions, we notice a complete system of baths, which will stand
comparison with any of the best hydropathic establishments.
With such material and appliances, and so perfect an organisa-

tion, we can well imagine that each case is worked out in its

fullest details; and the Nouvelle Iconographie will be welcomed
by many besides those more especially interested in nervous dis-

eases.

The work is edited by Messrs. Richer, Gilles de laTourette, and
Londe, under the direction of Professor Charcot, and published in

two-monthly fasciculi, the first of which has just appeared.
Though the authors modestly state, in the preface, that their in-

tention is to make accessible to " others the numerous figured
documents which accumulate day by day in the albums of the
Salpetriore," a glance at the first number sliows that the scope of

the work covers a much larger grounil ; and that, in the Icono-
graphie, we have not simply a photographic representation of in-

teresting cases, but rather a series of able articles, on new or little

recognised points in aid of diagnosis and treatment of nervous
diseases. Thus, in the first article, M. Gilles de laTourette gives an
Bxact description of the attitude and walk in hysterical hemi-
jplegia, studied with the help of the graphic method, and illustrated by
two excellent photographs. The second article is by Paul Richer,
on the Morphological Anatomy of the Lumbar Region. The
relation of the external configuration of the human body to dis-

ease has occupied the attention of several observers, and has lately

been taken up again by Charcot and his pupils. In a recent num-
ber of the Archives de Neurologie, Babinski draws attention to the
deformity of the hip produced by a hysterical affection ; in the
article before us. Richer speaks of the median prominence in the
lumbar region of the spine which occurs normally, but which may
be 80 exaggerated as to simulate a spinal deformity. That this is

not generally known is shown by the history of a patient, who
suffered from syphilis and hysteria, but in whom the spinal projec-
tion and the obscure nervous symptoms were held to be due to some
organic spinal disease. On this hypothesis the actual cautery was ap-
plied, the indelible marks of which, together with the spinal lumbar
protuberance, are well depicted in the photogr.iph accompanying the
article. The third article (the first part of which only "appears
in this number), by Paul Block, treats of Fibro-tendinoiis Retrac-
tions. This peculiar affection, the true nature of which has been
recognised by Charcot, occurs in the course of spasmodic contrac-

tures, ospecially hysterical contractures, and in characterised by
the persistence of the deformity during the chloroform narcosis.

It is amenable to treatment by surgical interference—thatis,cutting

through the contracted and altered tendons—a treatment which,

in the cases figured in this article, has given most satisfactory

results.

The part concludes with a phototype of a picture hy Albert

Diirer, illustrating the passage in tlie Acts of the Apostles (chapter

iii, 1 to 9) where St. Peter says to the crippled beggar. "Rise up
and walk." This photograph is taken from a work, shortly to be

published by M. Charcot, on the artistic representation of de-

formities, and of diseases in general. Charcot ingeniou.sly showB
that, in the picture before us, Albert Diirer had for his subject a

person affected with leprosy, the characteristic features being

given with such exactness that we can recognise that the leprosy,

at the beginning of the sixteenth century, was of the same typa

and nature as the affection seen at the present day; the face, and
especially the lips, show the nodular variety, the forearm and

and hands the atrophic form, with the characteristic atrophy of

the interossei.and the flexed position of the forearm depicted with

wonderfully correct anatomical details.

The foregoing brief account of the contents of the first part of

the new Iconngraphie abundantly shows that, besides the collected

Le(;ons mr le m/sthne nerveiu; besides the numerous publications

in the various journals, and the many important theses written

by his inspiration, the indefatigable founder of the "Salpetriere

School " has enough material left for the publication of a great

work, full of important and original matter, which is destined

materially to advance our knowledge of those obscure and com-

plex diseases, in the study and recognition of which M. Charcot

has for a long time taken and kept the lead.

The work is got up in an excellent way. The style is easy, clear,

accurate, and concise, and the illustrations numerous and of truly

artistic merit.

A Students' MA^-UAL of Pstchologt. Adapted from the Kate-

chismus of F. Kerchner by Deought. London: Swan Sonnen-

schein and Co.

The publishers deserve credit for the series of educational books

which they are translating and publishing. This manual is neatly

got up, well printed, and handy. The medical student who is

aiming at the higher degrees is expected to have some knowledge

of mental pathology, and it is better for him if he have been

trained to classify and define nervous processes. Psychology,

though one of the nnst venerable and interesting of studies, has

till recently been founded solely on introspection, and not on any

really scientific basis.

Workers nowadays are eagerly rushing in to till the neglected

fields of study, and already there are many followers of Herbert

Spencer. The future of psychology will rest with careful ob-

servation of the development of the various mental faculties, and

later the recording the variations in health and disease of the

various sensory and other nervous reactions, and then studying

the aberrant types and the effects of dissolution. This prospect

is yet a distant one, and the workers must not suppose that they

can discard all past knowledge which was gained by subjective

study, and they must be as careful of the use of terms as their

pre<lei.essors. The manual under notice is eminently well suited

for the student who is preparing for the study of mental func-

tions in health and disease. It is brightly and clearly nritten.

and has nothing repellant to the "intelligent student. The

author not only gives clearly the opinions of others, but quotes

authorities freely. His point of view is neither one-sided, em-

pirical, nor purely spiritualistic; and he devotes particular atten-

ti<«i to consciousnt^ss, imagination, the feelings, emotions, and

passions. , .

The book consists of an introduction and two parts. In the in-

troduction a very useful and complete historj- of psychology is

given. Naturally it is only an epitome, but it is a satisfactory

and trustworthy" one. In summing this up he says :'• It is evi-

dent that no diialistic view, in accordance with which man con-

sists of two contrasted substances, can solve the psychological

problem." Strict idealism is just as untenable ; and, when speak-

inT against materialism, he says: "Facts permit u^ to conclude

that There is reciprocity between those factors (soul and body),

but not that they are identical. But exvionence teaches that body

and soul rather lead a common life, with inseparable common de-

velopments." As to the method followed by our author, he saj-s
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that both the analytic and the synthetic have proved one-sided,
and ho prefers what he ciJls the '"

<^enetic." This method collects
observations, but from estahlishetl raefaphysical standpoints. It
proceeds, in the first place, like the investittation of Nature. It
seeJts to establish facts to find out a claim for them to mount to
the universal cause of phenomena. Uiit this genetic method then
joins to this the speculative element, tiie inquiry into the nature
of the ^oul, in order thence to comprehend phenomena. The ob-
servations incJude (1) the observation of ones own self, (2) one's
own observation of others, (3) the self-observation of others, (4)
the obaervatiou of others by others. On starting each fresh sub-
ject, an interrogatory is made, and the answer is clearly supplied,
and any specially important word.s or phrases are printed in
italics, so that the salient points are readily recalled by the
stud'snt.

In Part I the nature of the soul is considered, and consciousness
is taken as the fundamental fact which is allowed by both idealist
and materialist. The nature of consciousness is first studied,
then the results of psychological research, and, finally, the metaphy-
sical conception of the soul is developed. The questions are plainly
stated, and the answers given are clear and concise; throughout the
book there runs a pleasant humour, unusual for such a subject.
Part II discusses the mental faculties, for though the author con-
siders the soul to be substance which, as personality, animates
the body and is a unity, yet it is not a mere homogeneity. In answer
to the question, " What coiu:se will our discussion follow ?" our
author says :

" Our Ego first becomes conscious of itself in idea-
tion ; we will, therefore, in the first place, treat of this. But since
ideation is brought about by some perception, we have first to ex-
amine sensation ; to this succeeds the discussion of feelings and
of the phenomena of desire."

To discuss all this would be beyond the scope of a medical re-
view, but we would recommend our readers to compare this work
with that of Dr. Mercier on the Nervotix System and Mind, re-
cently published ; for though the methods and the objects differ,
yet both point to the more practical study of mental functions,
which ia the boast of the present time.

fiasAYS r:i PnEVENTivE JfEDiciNE: Infection and Disinfection,

,. the Uealth of Children, and the Period of Infection in Epidemic
Diseases. By William Squibe, M.D., F.R.C.P. London: J. and
A. Chorchill. 1887.

Tht. course of conduct to be pursued when an infectious dis-
order breaks out in a family ought to bo determined from an inti-
mat<> acquaintance with the natural historj' of the disease. There
are few circumstances under which the opinion of the physician
is more eagerly sought, and few under which the young practi-
tioner appears to less advantage ; the decision must be made on
the moment and must be grounded mainly on the period during
which infectivity is active. Measles, for instance, is infective
before the rash appears, and is very frequently propagated at this
early stage, so that it is hopeless to attempt to prevent its spread
among those who have been in close contact with the patient up
to the time of eruption; whereas scarlet fever is much less in-
fective during the first day or two of sore throat than it afterwards
becomes, so that an eariy separation gives good hopes of im-
munity. No man has contributed more to our knowledge of ques-
tions of this class than Dr. William Squire, and his essays here
brought together contain much vaUuible information not only on
average but also on exceptional periods.

The arrangement of the volume, which consists of detached
essays written at various times, is somewhat defective, and the
information on each disease is scattered, so that the labour of
reading is needlessly increased, but no fault can be found
with the matter of the book. The two essays "On Infec-
tion and Disinfection" and on "The Period of Infection in
Kpideraic Disease," read together, give a fairly complete account of
tlie subject. Dr. Squire gives not only the results of hi< inquiries
but also the cases upon which they are baaed, so that all the ele-
ments for forming an independent judgment are provided. He
has some very judicious observations upon the nature of the pro-
cesses which are going on during the period of incubation, and
establishes that the variations in this period are to be traced to
variations in the duration of the earlier of the two stages, of
latency and of invasion, into which this pfriod may be divided.

Dr. Squire makes one generalisation which will undoubtedly be
found of considerable value, if only as affording a convenient help
to remembering the facts ; it has, however, a deeper significance.

being based on the natural characters of the diseases. Ho points
out that the zymotic diseases, with regard to their behaviour in

this respect, niay be divided into two classes: (!) Diseases having
a long incubation period, namely, variola, vaccinia, measles,
"rubella" (riitheln), mumps, varicella, typhoid, and typhus; (2)

diseases having a short incubation period, namely, scarlet fever,

diphtheria, plague, cholera, yellow fever, diarrhoea, influenza,

dengue, and erysipelas. Relapsing fever occupies an intermediate
position ; and whooping-cough, which would generally be reckoned
in Class 1, in reality belongs to Class 2. The generalisation to
which we refer is that infection is generally spread during the
early or invasion stage of Class 1 and during the later stages of

Class 2 ; the long period of invasion increases the chances of in-

fection during that stage, while, as a rule, diseases of the class

terminate suddenly, infection ceasing at a comparatively early

period of convalescence; in the case of measles, for instance, the
duration of personal infection probably never exceeds three weeks.
The tliseases in Class 2 present a marked contrast, for the short

period of incubation minimises the dangers of infection during
the onset of the disease, while the liability to relapses and to

prolonged definite sequela? extends the period during which in-

fection is possible fai' into convalescence: in consequence, these

diseases are most commonly spread at the end, during the period

of convalescence, so-called. The use of the one term "convales-
cence " to express the stages which follow the subsidence of the
pyrexial period of zymotic diseases is a little unfortunate ; for, aS

Dr. Squire has well ijrought out by his classification, the virus of

the disease may continue to be present during this time in an active

state; though the patient has conquered the disease, it must not

be forgotten that virus is still being eliminated.

A large number of prolilems which are constantly arising in

practice are ably discussed by Dr. Squire ; for instance, if children

have visited at a house where scarlet fever subsequently breaks
out, how long they must be kept from school, the proper time to

send children who have had scarlet fever for change of air, and the

infectivity of catarrh and of tonsillitis, to mention only a few.

These and many cognate questions are dealt with in a second

essay " On the Period of Infection in Epidemic Disease." The
volume contains also a valuable practical essay on Infection and
Disinfection, especially in its relation to domestic hygiene. '

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Studies in Pathological Anntmn-i/ (espedaUy in Relation tf>

Laryngeal Neoplasms). (1) Papilloma. By R. Nonitis WolfeW-
PEN, M.D.Cantab., Senior Physician to the Throat Hospital, Golden
Square, and Sidnet Mahtin', M.D.Lond., Pathologist to the City

of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, Victoria Park.

(London : J. and A. Churchill. 1888.)—This pamphlet, which we
understand is the first fasciculus of a projected systematic work,
affords evidence of the great .strides by which laryngology is

advancing, and is, at the .same time, an excellent example of the

way in wliich a speciality ought to be studied. The conflicting

opinions which have been expressed as to the prognosis in thecasft

of the Emperor Frederick of Germany have shown the need for a

thorough overhauling of the pathological facts with regard to

laryngeal neoplasms. To this task Drs. Wolfenden and Sidney
Martin have set themselves, calling in the aid of the most recent

histological processes and the liest art of the lithographer. Next
to anexamination of the specimens themselves, nothing can bemore
instructive than a study of the excellent coloured plates executed
by Messrs. Danielson. Each plate has a key plan, which is a use-

ful guide to its comprehension. The authors detail the process

used in preparing the microscopic specimens, and leave nothing to

the imagination except the naked-eye appearances of the growth,

an omission which they may be recommended to repair in future

fasciculi. They express in verv- decided terms the opinion that

the nature of a growth can he determined only by microscopical

examination of a portion removed, but reserve for future discus-

sion the diagnosis between papilloma and epithelioma, and the all

important question whether papilloma degenerates into epitheli-

oma. We understand that the fasciculus has already Iieen

translated into German, and will shortly be published in that

language.

llETtiRNS just issued show that the death-rate in St. Peters-

burg has been unusually high this spring, namely, 40.9.
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REPORTS AND ANALYSES

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINE, 8UEGBRT, DIETETICS, AND THE

AXJ.IED SCIENCES.

SCAFES WATERPROOF BOOTS.

A BOOT with a sole of a novel and ingeniou.? construction, in wliicli

leather and india-rubber are combined, has been submitted to us.
^ A thin india-rubber sole

(B) is inserted between
the inside sole (C) and
outside sole (A). The out-

side sole of leather is

pierced by holes through
which studs attached to

the india-rubber sole

are passed, and form
slightly raised projec-

tions or cushions of

india-rubber, which are

said to wear equally with
the sole. The boot as

completed is represented

at D. The boots are con-

sidered specially adapted

\ to the use of the medical

[profession, as they are

waterproof at the sole

without being unduly

heavy they are noiseless in walking, and the india-rubber studs

prevent slipping and render them more durable. The boots it is

thout^ht would also be well adapted for Alpine work. They are

the invention of Mr. Scafe.of the Leather and Rubber Boot Com-

pany, 20, Albion Street, Leeds.

exhaust the bottle night and morning, and to keep it by the bed-

side It will then be ready for use at a moment s notice.

Although it may not be possible to have the above for everj-

private case, its u£e in hospitals after tracheotomy for diphthena

will it is hoped, be the means of saving valuable lives. -H any

rate, there should be no necessity for any surgeon to risk his own

life by sucking at a tracheotomy tube to remove obstructions

The instrument has been made for me by Messrs. Arnold and

Sons, of West Smithfield. „ n p n r- c'
T. FUEDEEICK Peabse, il.D., F.KC.S,

SCOTCH OATEN.
(Caeb. and Co., Caeusle.)

This preparation consists of the finest Scotch oats, carefully de-

prived of all husk, and so crushed that the form of the gram is

still distinctly discernible. The cellulose amounts to only 1.2 per

cent. Scotch oaten makes excellent porridge.

" MEMBRANE" ASPIRATOR FOR CASES OF DIPHTHERIA
AFTER TRACHEOTOMY.

This instrument is intended to obviate the necessity of ap-

plying the mouth in order to suck out an obstruction from a

tracheotomy tubo in cases of diphtheria. It consists of a bottle

in which moro or less of a vacuum is produced by an exhausting

syrin^^e, and to which is appended a tube having a tapering nozzle

of rubber or vulcanite which will fit into any tracheotomy tube.

A pint bottle is of sufTicient size, and the tapering rubber cork

will adapt itself to many diScrent bottles. The instrument has

been so well made that a sufRcient vacuum can be maintained for

at least twenty-four hours. The bottle being kept exhausted (or it

THE SWISS MILK. COMPANY'S PEEPAKATIONS. -^=^-^

The Swiss Milk Company have added to their Pure Compressed

Milk Extract (previously noticed in our columns), coMistmg ot

^kim milk completely deprived of water, three very good and us^

ful milk preparations ; the most important is Pure Compressed

Cream Milk, which represents the solid matter of whole milk.

including all the fat of the original milk The preparation is

distingufshed by being perfectly free from all rancidity :
it is qmte

sweetr mixes readily with warm water, and thus yields good.

palatable milk. The preparation represents the l^g.'^^^* P^'^^Ie

degree of concentration which can be attained, and is sure to be

""^The^fi^'company manufacture a Sweetened Compressed MUk

Extract consisting of milk solids, with a moderate amount of

cane-^ugar and Chocolate and Milk in Powder. Both are weU

made, sound, and of good quality.

PERFECT FOOD BISCUITS: WHEATEXA BISCUITS.

(Me«rs S. Hendehson and Sons, Edinburgh.)

Tttp u=e of whole-meal flour as such, and in the manifold appli-

ration'in food preparations, is evidently becoming very general-

?udrngby?he^numerous articles containing whole i^eal which

are hiought under our notice. The above biscuits ?re, excellent

whole-meal preparations. The •' perfect food biscuits are par-

ScdarW rich in^albuminoids. while the lighter wheatena are most

paSe and nutritious. They form creditable additions to the

Ust of high class biscuits made by Messrs. Henderson and Sons.

RIZINE. '
. J ,. ,

RiziNE consists of whole rice grains completely deprived of husk

and indige.«tible cellulose, cooked and crushed into very thin

i„l^;„!» which readily swell up m warm water, and with verj

X further preparation form a^food ready for the table R«me

make* vengLl milk puddings, and is particularly well adapted,

in conjunction with milk, for nursery use.

S\LT'3 "RUBY-BACKED" CLINICAL THERMOMETER.

Mr Salt (69, Corporation Street, Birmingham) has fl^^'^n^f ''"

cooperation with Mr. Hicks) and patented -''^t^.'^^.f^^^Jr^t
„ •' now rubv-backed c inical thermometer. Ihi^^us an e-fe^it

Httle instrument in a metal case, the novelty of which consists iri

'back^undofthe index being of a ™X *' It" apDe^Cte
mercury 'is rendered much more easUy visible. It appears to oe

clearly and carefully scaled, and to be verj- accurate.

MK. Kl>Mi™i, r. T.,PKIC..TB.!'g^g;^- ln,',>^«
.^'^^^^^^^^^^^^

%Till^:in . lecture deUvcreO »° '>"«
^'J.'JLt^P,';Ki^^lL."^'-^'

hurtful effects of dusty "'^JP*''?"'- ^."^ P."'^
^Tns "umeut^^^^ • respirator

Sc^i,^r;o;'Lrmter"::^'ci^™^>Se7^^^^^^^^

the nwtter under yonr not ice.

can be rapidly exhausted), the nozzle only requires to bo placed

in the tracheotomy tul>e. the tap turned, and '^"Y «»'; ,Xr ,X
hranous obstruction will be sucked up through the ™bber "be

into the vacuum bottle. In practice it wiU be lound advisable to

„„d I. U» ..1.0, . .c l»o.« ™'
;,°',;S''R tt° .E.iSon'«t

tile" i^,iSS"toX£<™ 1~SS; .10 .y»p.»™ "p'^'y

subside<l.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SCBSCBIPTIONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches ore requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretarj-, 420, Strand, London. Post-

office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Ilolbom.

(TlK 6ritiGl) iVlct)ial JouniaL

SATURDAY, JUNE 9th, 1888.

THE FORTHCOMING GLASGOW MEETING OF
THE P.RITISII MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Wb publish in another column the programme of the forth-

coming meeting of the British Medical Association in Glas-

gow, being its fifty-sixth annual meeting. Those preliminary

particulars will make it sufficiently evident that the arrange-

ments, scientific and social, are on a scale adequate to fill the

frame of what will undoubtedly be one of the largest gather-

ings wliich this groat Association has ever yet held in its long,

prosperous, and brilliant course. Glasgow could not fail to

be a great centre of attraction on many grounds. Its rank

among the first cities of the Empire, and among the greatest

seats of academic learning, scientific research, and practical

medical teacliing ; its situation at the gate of the most pic-

turesque scenery within the Hmits of the three kingdoms ; the

public spirit and hospitality of its municipality and its

citizens ; the numbers, energy, ability, and spirit of the medical

profession of Glasgow and throughout Scotland, are all

earnests of the brilhant reception which awaits the Associa-

tion on this great occasion, and of the wide range, complete-

ness, and attractiveness of the arrangements for ensming suc-

cess in aU the departments of the work of such a meeting. The
Association will meet in the newly completed and magnificent

buildings of the University. The authorities have generoiLsly

placed all the resources of this monumental building at the

disposal of the Association, and have thus secured for its

meetings halls and chambers fully adequate to the require-

ments of even so great a gathering as this, with all its

numerous sections and committees.

To add to the attractiveness of the meeting and the admir-

able qualifications of the site, it is only necessary to mention

that the University buildings looks down on the picturesque

grounds on wliich is placed the great Exhibition which is now
being carried on at Glasgow with such signal success. It is

only to be feared that the immediate proximity of this im-

rivalled industrial and art show, which is now attracting hun-

dreds of thousands of visitors weekly, may prove somewhat
distracting to the members of the Association. As against

such attractions, however, it will be noted that there will be

provided scientific and practical material of extreme value.

A Committee has been appointed to compile a Handbook
of the Medical Institutions of Glasgow, a copy of which will

he presento<l to every member attending the meeting. The
articles are wTitten by gentlemen connecte<l with the various

institutions described. Tho editorship of the volume has

been entrusted to Dr. James Christie. Among tho entertain-

ments it may be mentioned that a conversazione will be given

by tho Professors of the University, at the University, on the

Wednesday evening of the meeting, and a further conversazione

by the Corporation of Glasgow, on Friday evening.

Tlio meeting mil be presided over by Professor Gairdner,

and the addresses will be delivered by Dr. Clifford Allbutt,

Sir George Macleod, Dr. Macewen, and Professor McKendrick.

In all the Sections the practice is maintained of arranging for

discussions on the leading chnical topics of the day, with the

aid of those eminent physicians and surgeons who are known
to bo especial authorities on tho subjects to be tre.atod, and it

is only necessary to inspect the preUminary programme (see

page 1241 et sey.) to be assured that the scientific and clinical

proceedings of the meeting will be of very marked interest.

Tho general affairs of the Association have singularly pros-

pered throughout the year ; its material progress continues to

be most satisfactory, and its work is progressing in every direc-

tion. Of the number of new Branches which are seeking to

affiliate themselves with the Association, or which are already

in useful activity throughout the world, we speak elsewhere.

It is impossible to regard this continued extension of the

British Medical Association throughout the great dominions,

colonies, and dependencies of the empire without feeling that

such extension is full of promise for the social and scientific

future of the profession. Through the medium of the Journal

the members of our common profession throughout Greater

Britain are thus enabled individually and collectively to keep

touch and to grasp hands. We on our side are strengthened

and enriched by the new experiences of our brethren in the

distant regions and various climates of this great empire. The

great social problems as well as the scientific researches which

occupy us become simultaneously the common possession of all

our colonial and distant colleagues, and on our side we learn

what are the new questions, the new goals, and the new solu-

tions on which they are intent.

lu other respects, also, the progi'ess of the Association and

its continually extending usefulness are plainly evident. The

work of the ScientiSo Grants Committee and of its Research

Scholars, and the work of the Collective Investigation Com-

mittee, afford solid evidence of the success with which scien-

tific interests are being promoted. Progress will also be an-

nounced m a new direction in the draft report of the Thera-

peutic Committee, of which the foundations were laid at the

recent meeting at Dublin. This Committee will probably

arrange to secure tho assistance of fifty or more leading men

in different parts of the British Islands, who will undertake to

investigate therapeutic questions suggested by the Committee,

and record their results. The records of cases of busy practi-

tioners mil be obtained through the medium of the Branches,

who mil, in the first instance, discuss local results. Especial

attention will be paid to the opinions of members who

differ from tho majority, and efforts will be made to distin-

guish the special causes or conditions of experience which

may load to such difference. This inquiry is in the

hands of a most competent and higldy skilled committee, and

after examining the proposals now in hand for carrying out

this scheme, we entertain no doubt that tlie future work of
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the Therapeutic Committee is likely to be among the most

valuable results of the associated action of the members of our

society. The formation of the Ubrary, which is now being

(Jommenced under favourable auspices, will be an additional

topic of congratulation, and generally it may, we believe, be

said that rarely, if ever, has any meeting of the Association

come into view under more agreeable, prospero-os, and promis-

ing conditions than the groat meeting which is to be held at

Glasgow in August.

The Association has met only twice before on Scottish

ground, and each time in Edinburgh. Its first meeting in

Edinburgh was under the presidency of the philosophic Alison,

and its second meeting imder the distinguished chairmanship

of Sir Robert Christison.

The first meeting was coincident with the great political

success of the Association in obtaining from Parliament the

Medical Reform Act, wliich was the Magna Charta of regis-

tered practitioners, which swept away tenitorial hmitations to

corporate influence, which enabled for the first time Scottish

practitioners to practise freely in England as well as on their

own soil, while it estabHshed an equal supervision over medical

education. The announcement of the passing of the Act

arrived in Edinburgh at the moment of the meeting, and was

welcomed throughout the country with great enthusiasm. The

influence of the Association has but yesterday been exercised

with equal advantage in obtaining for the medical profession

and for practitioners throughout the three divisions of the

kingdom direct representatives on the Council ; and the political

influence of the Association, which has alwaj-s been exercised

for the benefit of the profession at large, apart from any indi-

vidual corporate interests, grows day by day, under conditions

which ensure that it will always have equally popiJar aims and

equitable 'uses.

We publish elsewhere an account of what nill undoubtedly

prove very attractive to the great mass of our members attend-

ing the meeting, and that is the excursions already planned

to the umivaUed scenery of the Highlands, and the innumer-

able attractions of the meeting in the land of Bums and Scott.

Few members, probably, will leave Scotland without becoming

more intimately acquainted with the rare beauties of its moun-

tains, glens, and lochs, and without visiting some, at least, of

the historic spots glorified by the genius of Scott and conse-

crated by association with Bums. It is but reasonable to

anticipate that such a meeting will not only serve the purpose

of scientific progress and intellectual recreation, but that it

will also tend to widen the basis of fraternal union, and

strengthen the bond of friendly intercommunication.

OUR DISTAT^T BRANCHES.
" Opiterque pee orbem I'icoR " might be a very appropriate

motto for the British Meiiical Association, as it is indeed a

suitable badge for the whole of our profession. The distant

Branches of the British 5Iedical Association in the Empire of

India, and in the great Australian Contment, take to their

work in a vigorous and able manner, which plainly testifies to

their vital energy, and to the wide sphere of usefulness which

they successfully occupy. Inspiring themselves with the tra-

ditions of professional unity and pubhc effort which are the

watchwords of oiu: work in Great Britain, and availing them-

selves of the free autonomous constitution which all our

Branches enjoy, the most distant Branches of the Association,

whether in Jamaica, British Guiana, or in the great depend-

encies, are addressing themselves \igorously not only to the

cultivation of medical science and good fellowship, but also to

the solution of the larger questions of social and sanitary

administration, in which mechcal men when united—but only

when organised and acting in concord—are able to exer-

cise so powerful and valuable an influence.

Branches of the Association are now flourishing in Adelaide

and South Austraha, Melbourne and Victoria, Sydney and

New South Wales ; in the North-West p*rovinces of India,

and in South India and Madras (to which will shortly be

added a Branch in the Punjab) ; in Canada (Halifax) ; Ber-

muda, British Guiana, Jamaica, and Ceylon. Branches are in

course of self-formation in the 5Iauritius, Tasmania, Kimberly

(South Africa), and Malta. The circumstances of such Branches,

the particular needs of the members for their mutual pro-

fessional and social advantage and for the public good, neces-

sarily vary very widely in countries so differently placed as to

the surrounding population, administration, climate, and social

organisation. We pubHsh in another column abstracts of two

addresses by the Presidents of distant Branches of our Asso-

ciation, wliich will be read with great interest. Oai pages

frequently bear evidence of the valuable clinical and scientific

work which is being done in these Branches.

The address of the Hon. Dr. J. M. Creed to the Sydney

and New South Wales Branch (formed in 18S0) was chiefly

concerned with administrative matters, which he discussed in

a spirit at once practical and scientific. A scanty population

engaged in pastoral pursuits does not miss laws providing for

the registration of births and deaths, or restricting the prac-

tice of medicine by imperfectly trained persons, and finds in

quarantine the readiest defence against the importation of in-

fectious diseases, wliich at -the worst can spread but slowly

among a scattered people.

But in Austraha these days are over, and nowhere, evi-

dently, is this more keenly felt than in Sydney, which, ac-

cording to the most recent information at our disposal, con-

tains, with its suburbs, a population of 300,000. Dr. Creed, who,,

as a member of the Legislative Council, is intimately acquainted

with the temper of the politicians of New South Wales,

afforded in his address several iDustrations of the difficulties

which a j-oung and growing community has to face when its

urban population begins to assume large proportions.

One of the first and most pressing demands of sanitary re-

formers is an efficient system of registration of births and

deaths, for upon a knowledge of the prevailing forms of fatal

disease sanitary enactments must, so far as they are not drawn

from the codes of other comitries, be based, and by it the suc-

cess of sanitary administration must be tested. The registra-

tion at present in force in New South Wales is very imperfect,

but there seems to be some prospect that the Legislature may
sanction the establishment of a more efficient system. The

whole of Austraha appears to stand at the present moment in

a peculiarly dangerous condition as regards small-pox ; vac-

cination is much neglected, chiefly it would seem owing to the

absurd prejudices aroused by the clamour of the people called
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"antivaocinationists." There seems to be no prospect that a

law making vaccination compulsory could be passed in the pre-

sent state of knowledge and pohticat development in the

colony, and the only remedy which can be suggested is the ap-

pointment of a special standing Commission to investigate

every case of alleged injury following vaccination in the colony,

and to report for the uiformation of the public ; in this way it is

hoped that a healthier public opinion might grow iip, and that

in time it might become the rule rather than the exception

for parents to have their children vaccinated. At present the

whole country lives in a state of constant dread of the im-

portation of the disease ; the expenditure in quarantine stations,

isolation, and inspection—the latter sometimes, it would seem,

involving the use of a special train—must be considerable, but

would of course be hai-dly worthy of consideration were there

ajly good hope that such measures would be permanently etiec-

tual. People, however, who entertain such hopes deliberately

take risks which they would not dream of incurring in ordinary

matters of business ; sooner or later the disease, as Dr. Creed

said, will reach the country in a WnJent type, will override

the barriers raised by quarantine and isolation, and then it is

to be feared that we shall witness such an epidemic as that

which devastated Montreal.

One other point of great local, and of some general, interest

was touched upon by Dr. Creed, who sketched the progress of

the movement on foot to place the practice of medicine vmder

proper regulations. At present the Australasian colonies

appear to be overrun by untrained and incompetent prac-

titioners who constitute a real danger to the general public,

who are not able always to distinguish between knowledge and

self-assurance. We published last autumn some excerpts from

the evidence given before .i Select Committee appointed to

inqmre in New South Wales into the matter, but the tithe

was not told, and the first eflect of the publication of this

'evidence in the colony has been to convince leading men of

all professions that some restrictions must bo imposed which

shall enable the public to draw accurate inferences. An
important letter, signed by Sir Alfred Stephen (Lieutenant

' Governor), the Chief .lustice, the Bishop of Sydney, Cardinal

Morap, the heads of the other religious denominations, the

"^ayor of Sydney, and the President of the Chamber of Com-

^liieTOe, has been addressed to the Government, urging the

'necessity for immediate legislative action.
.^^j ^

; The topics which occupied Surgeon-General Bidie, G.I.B,,, in

^is presidential address to the South Indian Branch meet-

ing in iladras, were also questions of sanitary legislation and

administr.ttion, but the problems to be solved in India are, if

possible, of greater complexity. The Indian ^^ediciil Scrvjce,,

. which suppUes the sanitary advisers of the Government of

"Tndia, has to deal \rith a teeming population, steeped in,

ignorance and superstition, and ready to attribute the terrible

devastation wrought by cholera, fever, and other zymotic

"plagues io the inscrutable decrees of fate. Dr. Bidie chose a

'striking comparison^ to bring home to us the enormous mor-.

tality caused every year in the Madras Presidency by cholera,

small-pox, fever, and bowel complaints. He showed that the

actual deaths produced by that pastime of princes, called war,

were but a trifle numerically when compared with the mor-

tality caused in Southern India by these four classes of dis-

ease. He stated that, in the fifty years ending 1886, the

total losses to England, France, Germany, and Austria on

battle-fields amounted to 368,000, whereas the annual mor-

tality from the above mentioned preventable diseases in the

Madras Presidency alone wivs 339,000. Dr. Bidie gives a de-

plorable account of the sanitary condition of the towns and

WUages studded thi-ough the country ; by the filth and neglect

of centuries they have been rendered terribly foul, and the

people are only slowly being aroused to a consciousness of the

consequences of their sanitary surroundings.

The statesmanlike character of Dr. Bidie's main proposal

for remedying these defects \vill be generally appreciated. The

first step must be to make the people themselves realise that

the improvements must be carried out speedily, and that they

must find the money ; so far they have been treated too much

as though they were paupers, and the habit of self-help has

not been formed. India, it is said, absorbs about one-fourth

of the gold and one-third of the silver produced throughout

the world, and there is reason to believe that there is an

enormous amoiuit of dormant capital throughout the country

buried in secret hiding-places, or locked up in useless jewellery.

Dr. Bidie believes that if the people could be made to see the

advantages of municipal and local improvements, this dormant

capital might be utilised. He thinks that the capital necessary

for carrying out such improvements might bo borrowed at 3 or

4 per cent, if the loan were issued in small bonds (Rs. 10). It

is certain that such a scheme would have to be worked by

very judicious officials if it is ever to be successful ; but there

can be little doubt that if it could be floated, it would confer

great benefits on the people, not only by the good effect

produced by the public works undertaken, but also by facili-

tating loans to individuals and other financial and commercial

transactions.

Dr. Bidie truly said that the efibrts of the sanitary advisers

of the Indian Government to exterminate cholera will be

critically watched by the whole civilised world. How diffi-

cult the task is perhaps few of the critics understand, but Pr.

Bidie is confident that his comrades will not shrink from the

ordeal, and wiU do aU that men can do. Still, men cannot

work miracles, and the evils which exist can only be remedied

by a judicious expenditure of capital, and by a plentiful stock

of patience ; the accumulated sanitary evils of centuries and

the habits of scores of generations cannot be set right by

legislative enactments. Unless the people can be won over to

the side of the enactments, but little amelioration can be

hoped for.

Thk annual convemazione at the Royal College of Physicians of

London will be held on Wednesday evening, June 27th.

' Ti^aB s«pond conversazione at the Royal Society, held on Wednes-

day evening Inst, w«a largely attended, and the ladies, for whose

benefit it is mainly intended, were delighted by the eihibitioftof

numerous scientific curiosities.

The discussion on the papfrs on "Electrolysis in the Treatment

of Diseases of Women," which were read at tlie Obstetrical' Society

of London on Wednesday night, June 6th, was adjourned to a

special meeting of the Society to be held at 8 p.m. on Thursday,

June 21at.
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Wb regret to announce the death of ilr. De Berdt Ilovell, en

June 5th. Mr. Hovell had left hia home near Elstree to walk a

short distance to the station, when he felt indi8posed, returned

home, and in a few minutes expired. In consequence of this sad

event llx. ilark Hovell, who has been in attendance upon the

Emperor Frederick continuously since August last, has left Pots-

dam. His place will be supplied by Dr. Krauae.

THE QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY.

The medical oiBcers to the Queen and her Household were well

represented last Saturday at the ministerial and official banquets,

.Sir William Gull, Sir Prescott Hewett, and Dr. Lakmg dined with

the Lord Chamberlain'; Sir JSdward Sieveking with the Lord

Steward; Sir WiUiam Jenner with the Master of the Horse; and

Sir Spencer Wells with the Duke and Duchess of Buccleuch (Mis-

tress of the Kobes). The Marchioness of Salisbury's reception at

the Foreign Office was attended by Sir James Paget, Dr. Laking,

•^ Edward Sieveking, and Sir Spencer Wells.

oaii; >:'
•

lo 8i15HE COUNCIL OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF

,fiSOT. SURGEONS.
ITHB 'election of three Fellows to fill the vacancy caused by the

^Mtirement, in due course of time, of Sir Joseph Lister, Mr. Cadge,

and Mr Bryant, will be held at the College on Thursday, July

:5th the ballot to commence at 2 o'clock. Sir Joseph Lister has

.positively decided not to offer himself for re-election ;
Mr. Bryant

and Mr. Cadge will, we understand, appear in the field. It is pro-

bable that Mr. Pick (date of Fellowship 1866), Surgeon and

Lecturer on Surgerj-, St. George's Hospital.will contest the vacancy.

No provincial Fellow has as yet offered himself as a candidate. We

may observe that all applications must be sent in to the Secretarj-

of the College not later than Monday next.

MR. BRYANT.

On Thursday, May 31st, in the Anatomical Theatre of Guy's Hos-

pital, a testimonial from the past and present students was pre-

sented to Mr. Bryant. The testimonial took the form of a hand-

some silver punch-bowl, with an Uluminated book containing pho-

tographs of various parts of the hospital, and the names of the

subscribers. Mr. Drew, the senior house-surgeon, in a few well-

chosen words, presented these to Mr. Bryant, in the presence of

the sisters and a large number of the students.. Mr. Bryant then

returned thanks for the handsome gift, and for the kind manner

in which it had been given; he remarked that he had not severed

his connection with Guy's; that he had been a student tliere for

forty years, and hoped to remain a student still. One of his chief

causes of regret at lea^•ing was that he would no longer mix

with young men. He then gave a few words of adi,ace to those

present, telUng thorn not to rely too much Upon their teachers, but

to work for themselves. He concluded by expre.ssmg the hope

- that all would becojne succes-sful members of the profession.

-3...;; io-'j^ji^ '

ir.
-• A SOURCE OF INFECTION.

To obstetricians, who nred to be constantly on the look out for pos-

sible sources of puerperal septictemic infection, the following case,

revealing a somewhat unusual, or at least unexpected, source of

. danger, sent us by a correspondent, will have some interest :—" A

few months ago,"'he states. " I confined a woman of her seventh

•tJiild. Immediately after birth she developed unmistakable signs

'

of so-called puerperal fever, which rapidly terminated in death.

During and after the confinement I carried out the strictest anti-

septic treatment. Part of the post-parfum treatment consisted in

washing out the uterus with an antiseptic twice daily
;
for this

purpose I used an ordinwy Higginson'a syringe, with large catheter

attached. The catheter I provided myself, taking care to use one

wluch bad never been used for any purpose before. The syringe

my patient provided me with was a new one. At the termination

of the case I advised my patient's friends to bum the syringe and

the catheter, this being, I thought, the surest way to prevent the

possibility of subsequent infection from their being given out on

loan Quite recently I learned upon inquiry that the catheter had

been burned, but the syringe had been " returned to the chemist

'

from whom it had been borrowed at a moderate charge per diem.

The poorer classes are, it appears, in the habit of borrowing

.yrinaes in this way, and one at least of my professional neigh-

bours'sends his patients to the chemist to hire one when ho findB

they cannot afford to purchase. It is not difficult to see how. under

these circumstances, puerperal septicffimia may be spread. I

bought from the chemist one of the two sj-ringes he keeps on hire^;

the other he told me had not been returned. ' Indeed,' he added,

'
I lose on an average one in the month.' Although I put the one

I secured beyond the possibility of future harm, unfortunately it

is impossible to identify it as the one I used some months ago,

which means that the stolen one is at large, possibly carryingwitU

it puerperal septicajmic influences."

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH.

A PASLIAMENTABT paper just issued by the Home Office contains

a report showing the number of experiments performed on Imng

animals during the year 1887 under licence, distinguishing painless

from painful experiments. The total number of persons licensed

to perform such operations in England and Scotland was &, all

(save one foreign graduate) graduates of a British university, or

Fellows or Memhers of royal colleges. Of these, 64 exercised

their ri<^ht. The buildings where such experiments are allowed

to be made are 26 in number-9 in London, O.iin the prormces

8 in Scotland. The number of experiments was 1,220, of which

58" were performed without anesthetics. These were, vnth verj-

few exceptions, simple inoculation experiments, and were corae-

quently painless. Thel experiments were-physiological -JT.

pathologicar.703,Und therapeutical 280. The number of cases in

which pain] has been unavoidably inflicted durmg experiments

conducted under certificates dispensing with anaesthetics, or Tvith

thekillin- of the: animal on recovery, was 71-2 being physio-

logical, 21 pathological,: and 48 therapeutical. Comparatively

few vivisections properly so called-that is, involving a distmct

sur-ical operation on a living animal-were practised during tht

year In all cases in which such experiments have been per-

formed imder the certificate dispensing with the slaughterof tKe

animal before recovering consciousness, it has been mide acom-

dition that the wound should be rendered painless by antiseptic

treatment, and, that failing, the animal should be destroyed^ Thi..

condition has, the inspector believes, been faithfully fultilled. The

animals on whom pain was inflicted were 2 cows, 11. calves, 1

cat 32 rabbits, and 24 frogs. In Ireland there are only four

persons licensed, and the experiments, 11 in number, were all

painless.

A REMARKABLE CASE OF NARCOLEPSY

Db Caton has recently had a remarkable case of narcolepsy in

the Liverpool Royal Jnfirmary. The patient was a man aged JT.

He would fall asleep while standing, when selling articles in tus

shop or even when walking in the streets. If he attempted to

read or to sit in a chair he^invariably fell asleep in a moment.

During sleep a spasmodic closure of the glottU always took place.

lastincr neariy a minute. Violent contraction of the diaphragm

and other respiratory muscles would come on, increasing mforcf,

and the patient would 'get more and more cyanosed, >intil at

length the violence of the inspiratory efforts pMtially roused him.

and the spasm of the glottis yielded. Loud noisy respirations

would now come on, and the cyanosis would disappear, to be fol-

lowed by deep sleep and the same round of sj-mptoms. This con-
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dition has txisted for six years, and constantly occurs by day and

by night. When awake the patient is jierfectly intolligent, and

there is no evidence of organic disease. Tlie kidneys are healthy,

and secrete abundance of urea. Dr. Caton supposed that the

.ivmptoms were duo to the formation of some narcotic alkaloid in

t he alimentary canal or the blood, and this view was strikingly

confirmed by the results of treatment, most bonetit being derived

from a limitation of diet and the administration of charcoal and

uaphthalin three or four times daily. Under this treatment the

drowsiness diminished considerably, and the spasm of the glottis

disappeared altogether, but when the treatment was suspended

for acme time the symptoms returne<l.

,|.,|. MR. CHAMBERLAIN ON EDUCATION.

Vlt fab recent speech at Birminghata, on the occasion of the open-

ing of a new board school. Mr. Chamberlain raiule some remarks

worthy of attention. As is well known, Mr. Chamberlain has

long advocated free compulsory education under school boards,

and in the speech to which we refer he dealt largely with this

question, as well as with the present position of national and

denominational schools. As a result of the analysis of statistics,

accumulated since the passing of the great Education Act, some

very unexpected results appear. In 1871 the accommodation in

deiiomin.ational schools was a little over 2,000,0CX); it is now

3,45-,000, an increase of about 70 per cent. The average attend-

ance was then 1,231,000; it is now 2,lt<7,00O, an increase of about

75 ptr ce.it. The grant in ail on the average attendance was

then lOs. ; it is now 17s., an increase of 70 per cent. It is thus

seen that the national and denominational schools have not only

continued to exist, but have grown enormously. This growth of

the schools not under school boards is doubtless largely due to

compulsory school attendance, and also in part to the existence

of board schools, whose duty it is to receive all applicants, thus

freeing the voluntary schools of many poor and troublesome

children, who previously encumbered the educational work of the

teachers and lowered the standard of results. In many cases the

creation of a board school in a parish, by receiving the poorer

children of the neighbourhood, has enabled the managers of the

voluntary schools to raise their fees, and give better educational

advantages. This competition may have its advantages, but it

has certainly tended to crowd into many board schools a high

percentage of poor, neglected, and ill-developed children. This is

one of the reasons why we have often taken occasion to urge the

• public duty of in.<<pection of board schools by some authority cap-

able of examining llie children us to then- physical condition,

reporting to the Board as to the number of defective and feeble

children who exist in every large school, and who are unfit to

work in the ordinary curriculum under the Educational Code. As

Mj. Chamberlain says, there is no worse economy than stunting

the education of the children. It is ignorant children that

grow into criminals and paupers ; an 1 wisely, therefore, he would

rather spend £10 on the schools than £1 on the gaols and work-

bo»ises. The argnment might be extended to the policy of sorting

out the children of fueble and defective brain power, and jmaking

due provision for their education in auxiliary clasies or schools,

that they may not become paupers or criminals.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF THE PARKS.

In connection with the public feeling which has been aroused by

the recent outrage in Regent's Park, it may bp hoped that official

attention will be effectually direct d to th • (luestion of rescuing

the public parks from their \r sent snomalous condition as un-

lighted and unguenled .oi)ace!<, which ftt night are scenes of

obstruction, dang-r, and demiiralisatioii, instead of being areas of

light and much-needed recreation. To aid this result it may not

be inopportune to republish the following extract from the address

delivered in 18.S4 by Mr. Ernest Hart before the Society of Arts on

the International Health Esliibition, its Influence and Possible

Sequels :—" The practical demonstration which this exhibition,

afforded of the eagerness of the English people to resort to health-

ful means of outdoor amusement was in itself a valuable result,

and an important exjwrience. The gardens, illuminated by the

electric light and enUvened by music, were undoubtedly a great

attraction I look upon this not merely as a means, but itself

an end. It is no small thing to have acquired the conviction that

our open spaces may be, and should be, much more largely devoted

to the open-air recreation of the people than they are at the pre-

sent moment. I say this now. without any intention of entering

upon that large question, but with the specific desire to repeat

(for it is only by repeating often that one can gain access to the

minds of the majority who are all powerful in such questions) that

it appears to me to be no small disgrace to tliis great metropolis

that, in the very centre of its crowded districts, within an arrow's

flight of the houses probably of most of us who are here, there lie

great open spaces, such as Hyde Park (but what I say refers also

to Victoria Park) which at night are dreary desolate areas of

darkness, which are unlighted, which are dangerous to cross,

which are uuused in the evenings for any wholesome or morsl

purpose, which are often scenes for the display of some of the

worst vices incidental to the lowest dregs of the population of

the great City. Why should we not learn frOm the success of the

music and the lighting of the gardens of the Health Exhibition,

that our great parks should all be lighted by the electric light at

night, and that throughout the spring and summer months the

military bands should play there, and should make those places,

which are now not only useless but scandals to the metropolis,

the sites of healthful and innocent recreation ? I have inquired

from a good source what would be the cost of lighting Hyde

Park by the electric light ; and I am not speaking without data

when I say that 1 believe that Hyde Park could be adequately

lighted with the electric light, so that it might add to the re-

sources of health and enjoyment for the teeming population sur-

rounding it, at an annual expenditure of about £5,000. Nor is it

likely that the example once set, it would end here. Our Eastern

population have a right to the enjoyment of their parks in the

evenings that could be conceded to the West."

THE CAVENDISH LECTURE.
The earlier part of Sir William Stokes's Cavendish Lecture, whidi

we publish this week, deals with a point in the history of medi-

cine which has already attracted the attention of more than one

writer both in this country and abroad, but there was still plenty

of room for the view which Sir William Stokes, as a surgeon who

has observed advances of his department during the present gene-

ration, has taken. Surgery has always been the handmaid of

medicine, and however much individual practitioners may find it

necessary to combine in practice the two departments of the one

nrt, medicine may still, in one sense—that is, in order of time-

claim precedence of surgerj-. Tlie invasion by the surgeon of

cr;;ans long believed to be beyond his reach is largely due to

increased precision in diagnosis. Without the work of Ferrier

«ndof Hughlings Jackson the surgeon would not know where

and when to apply his trephine, and until the physician's

powers of diagnosis have been still more incroased and refined,

obscure cases such as those so well described by Sir WUliam Stokes .

must occur to disappoint the surgeon. It hardly seems necessary

for surgery at this time of day to be sensitive about old social

slights, for not even the greatest sticklers for an antiquated

etiquetti c uld claim more for medicine than that it is pnmus

inter pare.^. The real phenomenon of the present age is the eleva-

tion of the npothecary, and his evolution into the general prac-

titioner ; tl.e whole complexion of the profession has, indeed.
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changed since a Court physician used to meet apothecaries at a

certain hour at his coffee-house, and, after having symptoms

described, advise as to the treatment of patients he had never seen,

charging half a gvjinea for his opinion. 1 1 is only by extreme sub-

division of the field of practice, and minute study of some chosen

subject, that the so-called pure physician can now maintain hi.s

position.

OLYMPIAN WRATH.
The customary placid calm of the AtheniEum Club has, been

rudely disturbed by events arising out of a proposal made at the

annual meeting to put an extra storey on the building at a cost of

£20,000. The proposal was almost unanimously rejected, though

it was urged that this was the only means of checking theannual

deficiency in the income of the club. Had it been carried

it was proposed to elect 250 new members, but being

lost a committee was appointed to investigate the causes

which led to an excess of expenditure over income, and rat the

snggeatiou of several members who thought that an able and

business-like medical man would strengthen the Committee, the

name of Surgeon-General Balfour, F.E.S., was substituted in the bal-

loting list for that of an eminent Queens Counsel. This selection

has been cancelled by the Committee, on the ground that no notice

of the nomination had been given ; but as no such notice was

required, and the election took place in strict accordance with the

by-laws, we hear the case wUl be brought before the law

courts.

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

We may remind our readers that Mr. Bryant's two lectures at the

Royal College of Surgeons on the causes, effects, and treatment of

tension as met with in surgical practice, will he given on Monday

and Wednesday next at 5 p.m., and the third lecture, on surgical

interference in cranial injuries, on iMday at the same hour. Mr.

Marcus Gunn's Arris and Gale lectures on light percipient organs

will be given on corresponding days in the week following (June

18th 20th, and 22nd), at the same hour. The cuBtomary syllabuses

,
. J ;-.i i'fiiii A .

have been issued.

ENGLISH PRACTITIONERS PERMITTED TO PRACTISE

IN SWITZERLAND.

An eminent London physician forwards us the following tele-

gram, received to-day from Switzerland (St. Moritz):—"A law

permitting a limited number of English ' doctors to practise has

been carried by an enormous majority." Our correspondent adds

:

"
I forward tliis telegram to show you the successful result of the

efforts of the British Medical Journal and its articles in

favour of the English physicians. The law was carried in the

Grosserrath of the Grisons, the Sanitatsrath having recom-

mended that a commission should be appointed to consider the

conditions and the proposals for practice. So the English doctors

are much indebted to the British Medical Journal."

THE ROYAL UNIVERSITYCOMMISSION ON
EDUCATION.

Thu various bodies concerned in L'niversity education in London

appear to he all busily engaged in gi\-ing or preparing evidence for

the Royal Commission on the Higher Kdueation in London. On

Saturday last. Sir George Young and Mr. Erichsen attended on

behalf of University College, and it is understood that representa-

tives of King's College will attend the next meeting on this day

(Saturday). A committee appointed by the Senate of the Univer-

sity of London has met, and has selected witnesses to give evidence

before a future meeting of the Royal Commission. The Committee

of Convocation has also named representatives. The two Royal

OoUege»iaie not idle, for a meeting of the delegates was sum-

moned, at thirty-six hours' notice, to meet at the somewhat un-

usual hour of 9 P.M. on Friday evening, to consider a coniinumca-

tion from the Royal Commission."

•

THE CASE OF SEXTUPLE PREGNANCY.

It may be remembered that our Swiss correspondent laist week

mentioned an extraordinary case of multiple pregnancy which re-

cently occurred at Castagnola, near Lugano, in Switzerland. A

woman, aged 36, wife of the local sindaco, was delivered on May

4th of six children—four boys and two girls—at a birth. They

were born alive, though prematurely, but they all died in a few

seconds. Their united weight was only three pounds thirteen

ounces, and the length of their bodies, which were perfectly well-

formed, varied from 8| to lOi inches. The case, which is said to

beat all previous aM^e/i^ic records of human fecundity, is vouched

for by Dr. Francesco VassalU, of Lugano, who attended profes-

sionally on the occasion, assisted by Drs. Bianchi,ReaU and Solan,

of the same place. Dr. Vassalli has reported the case m detail in

the Gazzetta Medica Italiana-Lonibardia of June 2nd, and an

abstract of his account may be interesting. It has been stated

that the woman had previously borne seven children in two

batches of four and three respectively, but this is inaccurate

She was married only two years ago to a widower, aged il, who

had ten chUdren by his first wife. Th,ere were no twins among

these, but it appears that he has five cousins-brothers—each of

whom is the father of twins. A sister of the patient has also

borne twins on one occasion. The patient herself in the first year

of her marriage had a boy who is now fifteen months old and in

perfect health; she suckled him for eleven months, when she

became aware that she was again pregnant. The catamenia had

reappeared in the seventh month of her nursing, and the last

period began on December 4th, and lasted six or seven days
;
con-

ception must therefore have taken place in the eariy part of Janu-

ary The patient suffered severely almost from the first from weak-

ness of the legs and vomiting, and in the fourth month the abdo-

men was as large as it usually is at full term. On the morning

of May 4th (being about the 115th day of pregnancy) whUst

doing some light outdoor work, she felt a sudden desire

to empty her bowels, and, on squatting down for the purpose,

there was a gush of hot liquid from the vagina, which she recog-

nised as amniotic fluid. She immediately went home, walking

with much difliculty. on account of something which she felt pro-

truding from the vulva. A neighbour was caUed in, who found a

tiny fcetus hanging by the foot, which was speedily delivered.

Vll this occurred within a few minutes. Dr. Vassalli was then

summoned, and found the os only partially dilated, whilst an un-

ruptured sac could be felt tlirough it. There bemg no urgent

symptoms, the patient was kept quiet, and. after passing a fairly

/ood night, she got up the next morning to attend to her house-

hold duties, feeling quite well. Towards mid-day. pains came on

with increasing ^-iolence, and she lost a good deal of blood. Seeing

that abortion was inevitable, Dr. Vassalli thought it advisable to

hasten delivery. He therefore punctured the membranes and ex-

tracted a small f«tus by the foot. .After t>-ing the cord, he fol-

lowed up the placental end vs-ith his right hand, till he came to

another sac of fluid; this he also punctured, and delivered a third

fcetus Two more were extracted in the same way. the whole pro-

cedure occupying two 'hours. Fresh hemorrhage now occurr^.

and the uterus did not contract. Dr. Vassalli therefore tied all

the cords together, and made gentle traction, at the same time ap-

plvincr pressure to the womb. This failing, he introduced his hand

into the uterus, and tried to bring a^-ay the placenta which, how-

ever he onlv succeeded in tearing, with the result of making the

bleeding more alarming. Having no h»mostatics at hand.

he sent for assistance, keeping his hand in
'W^''^"^: ^^X.

while as a plug. It was four hours before help arrived; the
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after-birth was then got away with some difficulty, a sixth

foetus enyeloped in its own membranes being found attached to it.

The patient bore the trying ordeal very well, and made a good

recovery. The heads of the foetuses were rather large relatively

to the bodies, and the eyes were- covered with the pupillary mem-
hrane. The genital organs were completely differentiated. There

was only one placenta. The specimen has been placed in the

museum of the R. Scuola Ostetrica, at Milan. Dr. Vassalli calls

attention to the curious fact that Castagnola is rather remarkable

for multiple births. From the officiil registers it appears that in

a population of 585, from January 1st, 1876, to May 10th, 1888

—

that is, 13 years and 4 month,s—there was a total of 247 births.

Of these 228 were single, and 19 multiple, the latter consisting of

5 cases of twins, 1 of triplets, and the present one of sextiipleta.

The proportion of twin births, therefore, was 1 in 45, instead of

Schroder's estimate of 1 in 89; and of triplets 1 in 228, instead of

1 in 7,!)10.

ANTHRAROBIN, A SUBSTITUTE FOR CHRYSAROBIN.
Dr. Behkend ( ri'fr/A f. Derm. u. Syph., iaS8, 2 Heft, p. 261) has

made experiments with a substance discovered by Professor

Liebermann, of Berlin, named anthrarobiu, which has an analo-

gous action to that of chrysarobin and pyrogallic acid, being less

active than the former and more active than the latter. It pro-

duces less inflammatory irritation than chrysarobin, and does not

present the dangers of absorption which attach to pjTogallic acid.

In dispensing it requires to be rubbed up with olive oil before

being mixed up with the ointment basis. Ten and 20 per cent.

ointments are used. Although it is insoluble in water, it becomes
soluble by the addition of borax, and is also very soluble in alco-

hol and glycerine. Anthrarobin 10, borax 8, distilled water 80, is

one formula ; anthrarobin 20, borax 35, alcohol and glycerine each

no, is another formula. Anthrarobin stains the skin and linen,

although not so intensely as chrj'sarobin, and so little irritation

does it produce that it may be applied to the head and face, and
even to the eyelids. The alcoholic tincture is preferred to oint-

ment, and the action of this substance is much increased if the

part is washed with soap, particularly potash soap, before it is

used. It acted successfully in cases of psoriasis and erj'thrasma.

It cures psoriasis less quickly than chrj'sarobin, but more quickly

than pyrogallic acid.

SCOTLAND.

and e.xamined the interior of the bladder with Leiter's cystoscope.

,

This instrument was then shown to the Society by Dr. McIntjTe. ^

Dr. McIntjTe also showed a ruptured popliteal aneurysm, for

which amputation of the thigh had been performed by Dr. W. J.

Fleming. The limb was much swollen by effused blood. The

popliteal vein was completely occluded, and was adherent to the

wall of the aneurysm. The patient had valvular heart disease,

and a large aneurysm of the abdominal aorta. Dr. Erskine showed

a sequestrum from the ear, consisting of the complete cochlea and

some small fragments of the adjacent bone.

EDINBURGH PATHOLOGICAL CLUB.
The Edinburgh Pathological Club, one of tlie most recent develop-

ments of scientific activity in Edinburgh, has increased its mem-
bership from twenty-five to thirty. The increase was made in

consideration of the long list of applications for admission. Mem-
bers are selected by ballot.

FAITH-HEALING AT DUNOON.
TuE committee of the Dunoon Parochial Board, appointed to in-

vestigate this case, has presented its report, and fully corroborates

the statements formerly made. The patient was prayed over and
anointed with oil to cure her of paralysis, but became mad through

religious excitement, and hart to be removed to the asylum at Loch-

gilphead, where she still remains.

GLASGOW SOUTHERN MEDICAL SOCIETY.
The last meeting of the session took place on May 3Ist. The
President (Dr. ilcMillan) described a case of chronic cystitis in a

young man, caused bj- the introduction of paraffin wax into the

bladd-^r. Lithotomy was performed, and paraffin and phosphatic

c(ilculi removed. As8isbe4 by Dr. Mclntyre he had illuminated

SANITATION OF THE MILK SUPPLY.
The Glasgow Dairj' Company, Limited, appears to be carrying on

a well-organised effort to open throughout the city of Glasgow

branches for the supply of milk and its products of guaranteed

purity and excellence. The arrangements are under strict medical

and sanitary super^dsion. A few years ago the milkshops in

populous districts were in keeping with the insanitarj' surround-

ings of the farmyards and byres whence the supply came. These,

it is said, are now giving place to shops where the trade is

carried on not only with the requisite degree of cleanliness, but

with surroundings which are pleasant to the eye and of primary

necessity when dealing with dairy products. The arrangements

for safeguarding the supply adopted by the Glasgow Dairy Com-

pany provide for the collecting of the milk in pitchers, which are

then strained and subjected to a course of refrigeration before de-

liverj'. All vessels are washed and cleansed by hot water and

steam. The medical officer is Dr. Robert Bell.

WORKMEN AND THE VICTORIA INFIRMARY,
GLASGOW.

At a meeting of workmen employed in the ironworks on the

south side of Glasgow, a movement was set on foot for obtain-

ing for working men some voice in the management of the

Infirmary. Dr. Wallace, of Cardross, who addressed the men,

explained the arrangement prevailing in Sunderland, where a

penny per week or fortnight is given up out of their wages by

the men. A fund is thus formed, under the control of a com-

mittee of the men, and payments are made out of the fund to the

various charities, the men having also the privilege of electing

representatives to the Infirmary Board of Management. The

meeting approved of the proposal. Similar meetings are about

to be held in connection with other works, and the scheme will

shortly be put into operation.

GLASGOW SICK CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL.
Thb dispensary in connection with this hospital is now rapidly

approaching completion, and will soon be ready for the admission

of patients. It is a handsome stone building, and will be admir-

ably adapted for its purpose. In planning the internal arrange-

ment, the architect has been very successful in his endeavours to

simplify the work of the attendants and prevent confusion o£

patients. The central part of the building is a largo octagonal

hall or waiting room, and around this hall the various other de-

partments are arranged. Patients will be'admitted at one end of

the building and pass out at the other. In a small entrance hall

the cases will be registered and classified as medical or surgical,

and will then be admitted to the waiting room, the medical on

one side, the surgical on the other. The physicians' and surgeons'

rooms are at opposite sides of I he hall, and patients after having

been attended to will not return to the hall, but will pass on to

the apothecary's department. There the two streams of patients

will again meet, and having received their medicine, pass out of

the building. All the rooms are large and well lighted, and will

be fitted up regardless of expense. The angles of the rooms, at

ceilings and floors, are rounded off to pievent the lodgment of
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aust, and facilitate cleaning. As little wood-work is used as

possible, free use being made of glazed enamelled bnclcs. The

front part of the building consists of two storej'-., and on the

upper floor there is a committee room, sewing room, and other

npartments. Outside of the main building there is a caretakers

house. In .-iew of the early opening of the dispensary the

directors of the hospital are now advertising for three physicians

and three surgeons for this department, and numerous candidates

are already in the field.

THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND AND THE CONDITION

OF THE POOR.

Dn J. B. Russell's lecture on The City in which we Live, pub-

lished under the title of Life in One Room, some of the striking

facts of which we quoted in our issue of March 0th, ast, has

attracted marked attention in high ecclesiastica "'•^les. The

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, which has been 1 o d-

ing its usual convocation in Edinburgh, has been invited b>

the Presbytery of Glasgow to give more attention to the condi-

tion of th'e people. The Glasgow Presbytery asked the Assemblj

to consider the misery and degradationin which a large percentage

of the population of large cities lived, and declared that it was

specially the duty of the Church of Scotland to care for the whole

population, and to labour for their physical as well as their moral

and spiritual well-being. They vvent on to urge the duty of the

Church to devise new methods to aid in obtaining, for the poor,

improved sanitary conditions and better dwellings, and in provid-

ins reading-rooms and other counter-attractions to intemperance.

Dr Donald Macleod, brother of the eminent Glasgow surgeon, re-

ferred directly to Dr. Kussell'a lecture, and noted that the number

of people li^-ing in one-roomed houses, 126,000, was very close to

the eTt^ated^umbers of non-churchgoers. 120,000. He con-

sidered it the duty of the Church to take up the question of the

dwellinas of the poor, and to create a public opinion on the sub-

iect which might issue in action of some kind. The Assembly

enioined Presbyteries to take what practical steps seemed to thena

possible and desirable, and resolved to issue a pastoral etter to

the people, setting forth the duty incumbent upon all classes ot

society of co-operating in a united effort to amend a condition of

thinas most injurious to the interests of morality and religion.

If this he not a mere spasm of emotion which has passed over the

Assembly, it may be the beginning of a movement destined to

operate most beneficially in the interests of the physical well-being

of the poor classes of the community.especially m large cities.

THE RECENT EPIDEMIC OF SORE THROAT IN

EDINBURGH AND ITS RELATION TO THE
MILK-SUPPLY.

At the meeting of the Edinburgh Medico-Chirurgical Society on

Wednesday last (June Gth), Dr. G. Sims Woodhead and Mr. J. M.

CotteriU read a paper of much interest on a curiously limited epi-

demic of sore throat, and suggested a relationship with the milk-

SHBDlv Mr. CotteriU was called to attend successively a large

number of cases of sore-throat, occurring in an educational insti-

tution in the city. The grouping of the cases raised the suspicion

of infection from a common source, and, after careful exclusion

Mr CotteriU came to the conclusion that the mischievous factor

was to be found in the milk-supply. This was accordingly sus-

pended when the sore-throat epid.miic quickly disappeared.

When the milk was recommenced sore-throats of a MmiltiT

character appeared again. Then all the milk was boiled before

use when the epidemic similarly yielded. Dr. Woodhead's atten-

tion was accordingly called, and he instituted a careful examina-

tion into the condition of the cows from which the milk-supply m

question was obtained. Most of the animals showed unmistakeable

signs of cow-poK in the scab stage. One co.v. which had been

separated from the rest as specially healthy, and whose milk was

devoted to the use of a hand-fed child, showed similar appear-

anle On inquiry it was discovered that the child, too as well aa

oUe persons who had partaken of the special milk, suffered like-

Se from sore-throat of similar character. The clinical evidence

rtui appeared strongly to support the view that the milk was the

Ledium of infection from the diseased animals. Dr Woodhead

Ten undertook a series of cultivations and moculation expen-

^Z' He examined the matter from the teats of three of the

diseased cows, and found streptococcus pyogenes in all
;

further

a™sman bacUlus in the discharge from two and several other

organisms in that from one. In the matter from the ons.ls he

discovered the streptococcus pyogenes, the slender ^^-^^^^-^^^

ven- small micrococcus. In two instances there was found, m ad-

dit7on the short thick bacillus. By cultivation from these, and

from the milk, no less than fourteen distinct organisms were

sepTrated. Of these, tour were common to the milk, to the dis-

large from the sores, and to the tonsils, while seven were found

ommon tothe milk and the sores. It is possible that some of the

oXTs may be found common to the three sources, but so far

tlev have not yet been obtained pure. Inoculation experiments

we?e conducted on rabbits with the several pure cultivations

whose derivation has been detailed. The results so far obtained

Mve been entirely negative, the staphylococcus pyogenes amongst

others not producing any effect, except a verj^ slight amount of

sweTl ng and transient redness at the seat of inoculation.
_

I nocu-

Mion was made by means of subcutaneous injection into the

rabbit's ear. .

IRELAND.

DEATH FROM HYDROPHOBIA.
'

^ MAN named Harman died last Saturday. June 2nd in Bamn^-

ions Hospll. Limerick, from hydrophobia. About three months

„°o deceased' ^as bitten in the hand by a stray cat, but no

:;mptoms of the dread malady supervened untU the evening of

May 30th.

BELFAST ROYAL HOSPITAL: QUARTERLY MEETING

Ti™l quarterly meeting was held at the hospital upon May

5th Mr. T McClelland. J.P.. presicUng. The staff reported that

itg the quarter 532 intern patients had been treated 88 op a-

n bad been performed, and the extern patients numbered o 1
4-

Trnnnci 1 report showed that the balance against the^hospit^.

which was £.S23 at the end of the last quarter, was now£8b9 Two

be u sts. amounting to £1.000, had been received and
^^ffj^

behalf of the hospital. Dr. Mackisack had during the quarter suc-

ceeded Dr. Dunlop as house-physician.

CORK DISTRICT LUNATIC ASYLUM.

\ SPECIAL meeting of the governors was held recently tor the

'pu^o'eof taWng into consideration t''^ i-^^'l";!^ ^Sf^^"i!"
io^in the asylum at present. From the report^o Dr. Dwyer, B^

sident Medical Superintendent, it appears that the> had
<^

irnia es in the asylum over the certificated accommodation which

n",,M the hos^i^tals. Should the latter be excluded, which con-

tS(X) patients, there would be close on 200 patients over he

cert tic™cHl accommodation. Dr. Dwyer suggests that when the

d^i ional building is constructed, it might be-f 'W -
^

small war to copv the admirable institutions, the Rojal Scotch

A"y,ms.'by converting a portion of it into accommodation tor a

i;t';erclass^f patients, whose friends --^/^^^|-P-f„,^\n
according to the comforts bestowed on them. This ^o""! oe a

boon to Lple who object to private asylums, and the rates would

not suKs they would more than defray their annual expenses.
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After discussing the matter, and inspecting the sites proposed, the

goveniors directed plans to be prepared for the erection of the

building, to contain 300 persons, with one side for males and one

for females.

THE GALWAY INFIRMARY.
Wb are informed that the legal position with regard to the Sur-

geoncy to the Galway Infirmary was misrepresented ui a para-

graph published in the JouaxAi. of June 2nd, page 1170, in so far

as it was stated that the decision of the Court of t^ueen's Bench

had rendered a new election necessary. Dr. Kinkead contends

that the effect of the order is to validate his election, and has

instituted proceedings to obtain a mandamus to place him de

facto as well as de jure in possession of the appointment.

OUTBREAK OF RABIES.
Pbompx and vigorous action is now being taken by the police to

check the spread of rabies which broke out some time ago in

Tuam, and has lately spread with alarming rapidity. Many per-

sons are said to have been bitten. On May 21st, a man who was
fearfully laceratetl by a rabid dog, which was ultimately destroyed,

was with commendable activity on the part of the guardians des-

patched to M. Pasteur for treatment. The magistrates, on being

made acquainted with the serious nature of the outbreak, issued

special instructions to the police at the Belclare Barracks, who
forthwith proceeded to every farm in the division, and shot all the

dogs they could iind. Another outbreak of rabies is reported from

CO. Armagh.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND OF IRELAND.
The forty-sixth annual meeting of the Koyal Medical Benevolent

Fund Society of Ireland was held on Monday, June 4th, in the

King and Queen's College of Physicians, Dublin ; Dr. Little, Pre-

sident of the College, in the chair. Prom the report it appeared

that the fund had suffered from the general depression, while the

claims for relief had risen from i)l to 97. The grants amounted
to £1,284, making a sum of £.34,715 which had been distributed by

the Society. A special " Jubilee" fund of £129 2s. had also been

distributed. Mr. Thomson, Honorary Treasurer, submitted the

statement of accounts, from which it appeared that the income

was £1,608 5s. lid., and the amount in bank stock £6,235 Os. 6d.,

which at present rates represents £18,.")8t5. The usual resolutions

were passed, and the officers were elected for the ensuing year.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, IRELAND.
Thu annual election took place on Monday, when the following

were chosen for the ensuing year:

—

President: llenrj' Fitzgibbon.

Vice-President: Austin Meldon. Secretary: William C'oUe.s. Coun-

cil: William Oolles, Sir George Porter, George H. Kidd, Rawdon
Macnamara. Edward Hamilton, Robert M'Donnell, J. Kelloek Bar-

ton, Philip Crampton Smyly, Edward H. Bennett, Anthony Hagarty

Corley, Sir William Stokes, William Stoker, William I. Wheeler, .1.

Bellew Kelly, William Carte, Sir Charles A. Cameron, R. Theodore

Stack, Kendal Franks, John Benjamin Story, Richard Francis

Tobin. There were two candidates for the Vice-Presidency, Dr.

.Meldon and Dr. Frazer, the former being successful. Mr. Stack,

.Mr. Story, Mr. Kelly, and Mr. Tobin are new men. Air. Corley,

the outgoing President, headed the list for the Council, and it was
felt that the vote of thanks to him for his conduct during his year

of office was very well merited.

Treatment or Eczema, bt Cold Powdebr.—Dr. Veie!, in a
paper on the trentra(>nt of eczema (Monat.f. Prakt. Derm,.. 1888,

p. 181), speaks highly of the soothing effects to be obtained in
acute caijes without exudation by the application of cold drj'

starch powder. Gauze bags filled with the powder are applied
to the part, and kept cold by being covered with india-
rnMier bottles filled with ice and salt, which were frequently
reftHod.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS, IRELAND.
Thk annual meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland,

was held ou Saturday, June 2nd. Dr. A. H. Coeley, President,

occupied the chair.

The report from the Council, an abstract of which has already

been published (No. 14.31, p. 1179) was read.

Dr. Carte bore testimony to the laborious duties of the Council

during the past year.

.Mr. Thomson hoped that the Council would again try to divert

the Carmicliael prize fund into some more useful channel. The

essays on Medical Education, which were periodically printed at

great expense, were never read by anyone.

The President explained that at least one of the trustees of-

fered strong opposition to the diversion of the fund to any other

purpose. When the prizes were not awarded, and there \\as any

balance on hand as a result, a sum had been handed to the Medical

Benevolent Fund.
The report then passed. .

Mr. Wm. Thomson then brought forward the motion of which

he had given notice, namely :

—

,

"That the Council of the College having failed ' tO' cn*r^ into

effect the recommendation of the Fellows adopted at the annual

meeting in June, 1887, namely: ' That it be recommended to the

incoming Council to take the opinion of the Fellows by letter on

the question of biennial presidency, as suggested in the resolu-

tions of Council of March 17th, 1S87, and of June, 1SS3, and that n

meeting of the College be then called to consider the matter;' i'

is hereby resolved that the declaration of the Fellows, that n

President of the College may hold office for two successive years
,

be re-aifirmed ; that this rule shall take effect from June, 1890 ;
.

that the Fellow who may be selected as President at the annual

election in that year may so hold his ofSce for two years ;
and

that it be a recommendation to the Council to take such steps as

may be necessary to give effect to this resolution."

He' said the Council" had failed in its duty to the College in not

obeying its recommendation. Everyone admitted that changi'

wa.s necessary, but from the inaction of the Council a further

period must elapse, during which the present bad arrangement

must continue. He was prepared to accept any plan which would

enable them to get the best men for the dignified position of thr

chair. That honour ought to be the reward of a life of pvofe>

sional acti%dty and eminence; but there seemed to be a desir-

with some to reverse the natural order of events ;
sometime.s the

chair was taken by men who were not out of their professional

ti;ens, who had made no name by their works, and who rather

sought success through the presidency. In saying this he only

repeated what the Fellows said individually, and it was due to

themselves to put an end to the system. In London, where there

were plenty of men fitted to till the olfice of President, the chair

was occupied by the same person for more than one year, and it

was absurd that in a city like Dublin they should have a change

every year. .\n Ex-President should be raised above the rank

and file; but at present he really went back to the ranks as soon

as he left his office. He urged upon the Fellows to pass a reso-

lution which would be etfective in diminishing in some degree

the e\-il of which they all complained.

Dr. Martin (Portlaw) seconded the motion. He said he had on
^

a former occasion strongly opposed it, but he had since been

'

converted to the necessity of such a change. '

Dr. Thorni.ey Stoker supported the motion.

Dr. Caute and Dr. Kidd suggested that n motion should be

passed referring the subject to tlie Council, asking them to submit

a scheme to the College at an early date.

Mr. Thomson accepted this suggestion, and a motion to thlB

effect was unanimously i)assed.

The Presidbnt expressed his cordial approval of the principh

sot out in the resolution. He had brought it before the Colleg''

himself in 1874, when he was in a minority of three. He wasghul

to see that the Fellows were now in favour of a principle which he

had then imsuccessfully brought forward.

Dr. R. Hamilton submitted a motion rescinding the resolution

of the special meeting of the Fellows in favour of the amalgama-

tion of medical schools.

Mr. Thomson rose to order. He submitted that no notice had

been given of an intention to propose this motion, which was now
sprung upon them. ^•''

The PrE9it>ent pointed out that if a precedent were estab-

lished now by allowing the motion to be discussed, it would be
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a most inconvenient one, and he hoped Dr. Hamilton would with-

draw it.

Dr. Kjdd protested against a motion of this sort being sprung

upon the meeting.

Dr. Hamiliom .said the special meeting was not a legal one.

The Fellows had not been sullioiently informed of it.

The Pbesident said he would not have summoned an illegal

meeting. • ' v j-

J)r. HAMrLTON said he had achieved his piupose in the discus-

sibn, and he woidd withdraw the motion.

The proceetUngs then terminated.

IRISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
The 49th annual meeting of the Irish Medical Association was

held in the Royal CoUegt; of Surgeons, Dublin, on Jlonday, June

4th, ilr. II. G. Crolt in the chair.

Dr. C'HAPiiA.N, Honorarj- Secretary, read the report, which

stated that the Council were full of hope that the Government
would next session introduce a BUI providing retiring allowances

as a matter of right to worn out and disabled union ofScers. On
the subject of medical witnesses at inquests the report states:

—

" fir. Whyte, Coroner for Dublin City, kindly attended a meet-

ing of the Committee of Council, when the subject was discussed

at much length, when the following suggestions were agreed to.

Some one or more medical gentlemen specially skilled as patholo-

gists, and accustomed to make post-mortem, examinations, who are

good witnesses and thoroughly enjoy the professional as well as

the public confidence, should be appointed by the State in cities

and large towns, to be called on. by the coroner when required. A
medical gentleman who saw the" deceased person at or shortly

before death, or who was in attendance on deceased, ought to be

called upon by the coroner, provided he can give evidence of

any value or in any way material to the case ; but in order that

the ends of justice should be met. an expert should be always

available to make a .post-mortem examination in the event of the

other medical witnesses not being such. Your Council consider

that the State sliould be memorialised to empower a joint com-
mittee, equally represented by the Irish medical authorities,

to appoint for Dublin city and the other cities and large

towns of Ireland a medical gentleman in each, qualified

to act as expert medical witness at coroners' inquests

:

a»d that the coroner or the jur,' should have power to

require his services when deemed nect^sary or desirable."
" In the annual report, adopted on June Vth, 18.S6,!fl to be found

(at p. 159 et setj.) a copy of a, letter addressed by the Council of

-ilus AiSSCMMfttion to the Local Government Board, remonstrating

at- the restrictions with regard to revaceination which a short

time previously had been imposed by that Board in their new
liasue of regulations, which, notwithstantling, remain unaltered.

Th© difficulties foreca.sted in that remonstrance have occurred in

those neighbourhoods since visited by small-pox, and several dis-

pensary medical officers, unaware of those restrictions, but ac-

tuated by a commendable desire to check the .spread of that

loathsomt! disease, at some inconvenience and expenditure of time

revaecinated all persons who applied to them, for that purpose,

irrespective of their ages. Amongst the persons revaecinated were

;a small proportion ot children under 12 years of age who did

.not bear evidence of sufficient protection agaiiust susceptibility to

small-pox, judging by the cicatrices which resulted from priraarj-

vaccination. Your Council consideritadvisablethatthe limit of age,

:Dr rather of youthfulness, for revaceination under ordinary circura-

Btances, should be fixed at ten years, and at seven years when
j.there is immediate danger of small-pox. With reference to the

-recent appointments ol medical gentlemen to high official posi-

(tions in public departments, yonr Council have received many
flatters from members of the Association protesting against the

eselection by Government of gentlemen not actually holding office

(in those departments. They ITust that in future a preference may
•jbe given by Government to gentlemen of unquestionable ability

u»nd fitne.s.s still in thc^ service, who are applicants for the office,

tinstead of to others who, no matter how fit or able they may be,

-jflither have never held office in the department, or have, on pro-

motion to some other more lucrative positions, ceased to belong

to the particular branch of the public service in which au im-

I
. portant office becomes vacant."

The report was adopted.

I a. On the motion of Dr. THOBrn,BY Stokkb, seconded by Dr. Pol-
lock, a motion was carried condemning th« present sjsstew.of

supplying dispensaries with drugs by contract, and sugges]^
that there should be a central depot for supply.

.,,_, ,,,
.

The result of the ballot was then declared as follows :— "
, _

President: Andrew K. Young, Esq., Mona^jhan. Vice-Presi-

dents: Leinsler, Dr. Z. Johnson, Kilkenny; Lister, Dr. F. Carre,

Letterkennv ; Munster, Dr. F. G. Mayberrj-, Kenmare : Connaught,

Dr. J. O'Keily, Ballinasloe; Drs. St. George Ashe, J. W. Boyce, R.

Browne, WiUiam Carte, J.P.: A. II. Corley, H. G. Croly, .Ubert

Croly, F. J. Da\-y3, Edward Hamilton, W. J. Hepburn, A. H. Jacob,

Da^-id Jacob, J. B. Kelly, J. Dillon Kelly, G. H. Kidd, R. J. Kin-

kead, G. J. Jlackesy, James Martin, A. Meldon, R. M'Donnell, F.

Y M'DoweU, G. Morrogh, J. Molouy, A. O'K Xolan, T. Purcell, J.

Ridley, \Y. Thornlev Stoker, Tagert, William Thompson, Usher,

William Wheeler, ilonorari/ Secretart/ : Bi. Chapman. Honorary

Treasurer : Dr. Jlincliin. Auditors : Dr. Henrj- W. Oulton and

Dr. Arthur H. Benson.

The new Peesident then took the chair, and expressed his

sense of the honour conferred on him.

Dr. Delahoyd moved

:

"That the restriction imposed by the Local Government Board

with regard to age for revaceination is unsatisfactory, from a

public health point of view, and is opposed to the requirements of

some Government departments, factories, and schools. That in

the opinion of the Irish Jletlical Association the age for revaceina-

tion under ordinarj- circumstances ought to be ten years, whilst

in the presence of an epidemic of small-pox the age ought to be

be fixed at seven years.

Dr. Green seconded the resolution, which was agreed to.

In the evening the annual banquet was held.

PROVISION FOR MEDICAL MEN AGAINST
SICKNESS, ACCIDENT, ETC.

At the monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of the Medical

Sickness, .'innuity, and Life Assurance Society, held on Wednesday

June (Jth—present, Mr. Ernest Hart, in the Chair, Dr. de Havil-

land Hall. ilr. S. W. Sibley (Treasurer), ilr. F. Wallace, Dr. if. Green-

wood, jun.—after the transaction of the usual business and the pass-

ing of paj-ments to sick members of £170 for the past month and an

insurance claim of .£'200, the Chairman made a short statement as

to the affairs of the Society. .Mthough the financial year of the

Society would not close until the end of the ctirrent month, suf-

ficient was already known to prove it had been one of a very

prosperous nature,' whether tested by the numerical increase of

members, the accumulation and investment of funds, or the im-

portant work of pavment of sums during the illness of the mem-
bers. It would be found that about 130 new members had joined

during the year—a number above recent averages. This indi-

cated the continuous and steady growth of confidence in the work

of the Society. Though, of co'ufse, there had been some lapses,

and, unfortunately, several deaths among the members, they could

already look forward to a time in the near future when they

might confidently count on ha^-ing an effecrive membership of

over 1,000. With reference to the reserves, they might anticipate

an addition to the investment of at least £7,aXt on the year, and

might count on a total by the end of the current month and close

of the financial year of £25,000, which had been and was

being invested in" the most remunerative manner consistent

with principles of the highest financial security. The im-

portance and great professional value of the distribution of

sickness pay made l>y the Society would be at once apparent

from tlie fact that the year's work would probably show <lisburse-

ments under this head of about £1,800, paid to considerably more

than 1(X> claimants, while the claims still remain below the ratio

of sickness provided for in the tables. They were of a charactOT

wliich abundantlv proved the urgent need for the Society, and

were ver>- interesting from their diversified character and the

proof they afforded of the liability of medical men to certain risks

impossible to foresee or to avert. Thus, payments to members

had been made during the year in fifteen cases of accident, totally

disabling from practice, some of them of a very severe natiu-e. One

was a particularly striking case, the accident having happened to

a member <iuring tlie first six months of his membersliip, and

forming the foundation of a claim under which he had receiye<l

over 100 guineas, having sustained a compound fracture which

disabled him for several months. Then there had been payments

made in respect to nine cases of fever, some of them of a severe

character. There had also been a number of ca.ses of affections

arising from chUI and exposure to which, particularly ji^.^e
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winter, the practitioner was necessarily peculiarly liable. While
the great majority of cases were, happily, of temporary disable-

ment the Society had already experience of that severe class of

illness which deveJoped into practically incurable maladies, and
in those cases had been able to do good and useful work by the

payment of what was really a permanent allowance during the

remainder of the life of the afflicted members. It was an essential

and useful part of the work to be able to deal effectively with
such cases. Several insurance claims had been met by immediate
payment in full and without any deductions such as insurance

societies sometimes made in .such oases. Thus it would be seen

that the work of the Society on behalf of the profession was pro-

gressing most successfully and beneficently, and that the good
sense and self-respect of the members of the profession were lead-

ing them, in increasing numbers, to provide against the calamities

of illness, accident, or permanent disablement, against which, till

now, they had no means of effectually providing, and which had
reduced so many to great straits, and had caused others so much
severe anxiety during periods of illness, when above all times

their minds should be free from such pain and pre-occupation.

Prospectuses of this Society, proposal forms, and all particulars

may be obtained, free of cost, from the Secretarj', Mr. C. J. Kadley,

26, Wynne Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

THE VOLUNTEER MEDICAL SERVICE.
On Tuesday last an influential deputation of medical men con-

nected with the Volunteer Service had an interview with Mr.

Stanhope at the War OiEce, in order to draw his attention to the

insufficiency of the medical organisation of the force, and to the

anomalous position in which the medical ofKcers at present stood.

Mr. Stanhope was accompanied by Surgeon-General Sir Thomas
Crawford, Director-General of the Army Medical Department.

Colonel Howard Vincent, C.B.. M.P., introduced the deputation.

Surgeon-Commandant Norton, of the London Volunteer Medical

Staff Corps, stated that the Volunteer Medical Service was really

without any organisation, though several attempts had been

made to bring the medical officers together. It was to be hoped
the Volunteers might never be called upon to go into action, but,

if there was anj* just reason for organising the force, there must
be equal reason for organising its medical staff. He would not

suggest any scheme to the right hon. gentleman, but would ask

him to allow the appointment of a committee, with some Volun-

teer medical officers, who should formulate a system of organisa-

tion.

Dr. W. R. Smith, .3rd Volunteer Battalion West Kent Regiment,
pointed out many defects in the present arrangements.

Mr. Stanhope, in reply, said he recognised the extreme im-

portance of the matter which had been brought before him. The
deputation had pointed out various anomalies and deficiencies

which existed, and he would say at once that he had been discuss-

ing the matter with his adviser. Sir Thomas Crawford, and
thought it would be best to appoint a committee to consider all

the points connected with the Volunteer medical organisation.

Mr. Norton and his colleagues will, no doubt, take care that

their good-will is not used to force the hands of their colleagues

in the Regular Army Medical Department—a rather serious con-

sideration, seeing the way in which the War Office is now dealing

with that Department.

DR. MEADOWS MEMORIAL FUND.
A MEETING of subscribers of this fund was held at 38, Portman
Square on Saturday afternoon. May 26tli, when the following were
present:—Mr. .Joseph Anderson, .\ir. George Baird, Rev. l'\ Parrj-

Burnett, Rev. R. C. F. Griffith, Rev. J. H. Hiudson, .Mrs. Leith, Mr.

.r. M. Macdonald, Miss Palmer, Sir Edward Sieveking, and Mr. W. .1.

Spratling; Mr. James Watson was in the chair. It was announced
that the amount of subscriptions was £219 16s. 6d., which, after

deducting £3 IBs. 8d. for printing and incidental expenses, left

£21,5 19s. lOd. at their disposal. Mr. Watson referred to the

objects which had been put forward in the circular as being suit-

able as a memorial, and for which subscriptions bad been invited,

namely, a carved wooden lectern, a carved wooden pulpit, or (if

funds sufficed) a peal of bells. These, it was obser\ed, were all

objects which Dr. Meadows (who had done much for Colnbrook
and the Parish Church during his residence at Poyle) had greatly

at heart, and wished to see introduced had his life been spared,

and therefore objects very agreeable to his family, k resolution,

proposed by Sir Edwabd Sieveking to the effect that a car\ed

wooden pulpit be presented to the Parish Church at Colnbrook,
was carried unanimously, and a committee was appointed to carry
out the work at a cost not exceeding £120. It was proposed by
Sir Edwabd Sieveking, and seconded by the Rev. F. Parky, that

the residue of the money subscribed for a mi'morial to Dr. Meadows
be invested in the names of three trustees, namely, the Dean of

St. Mary's Hospital School for the time being, Mr. J. Jlacdonald,

and Mr. Spratling, with a view of founding biennial or triennial

prizes in midwiferj', bearing the name of the " Dr. Alfred Meadows
J'rize," to be awarded after competition to past or present students

of St. Marj''s Hospital under such conditions as the School Com-
mittee of that hospital may lay down with the sanction of the

trustees. Sir E. Sieveking remarked that such a prizs would pro-

mote the interests of the schools with which Dr. Meadows had
been so intimately connected, and would serve to keep his name
in remembrance through succeeding generations.—The proposal

on being put to the vote was unanimously carried. The hope was
expressed that whilst the pulpit was in course of erection other

contributions would come in to augment the value of the " Dr.

Alfred Meadows Prize " to students at St Mary's Hospital, and
subscriptions will continue to be received for this object by Mr.

James Watson, 38, Portman Square.

THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.
The widespread interest taken in the most recent measure for the

reform of the Scotch Universities was further evidenced last week
by the appearance at the Lord Advocate's Chambers of a deputa- .

tion, representative of students of the four Universities. In the

memorial which the students submitted, the chief contention was
that more direct representation in the University Court should be

granted to the undergraduate element. The claim was based on

the ground that only thus would it be possible for the students'

wishes to obtain effective recognition. More especially, representa-

tion was asked on the Standing Committees on museums and
libraries, because information on matters of detail connected with

them could be furnished only by those who used them. Their

claim was no innovation, as the students already had direct repre-

sentation through theii Lord Rector and his assessor. They
merely asked for a proportional increase, in view of the increased

number of the court. The Lord Advocate, after complimenting the

members of the several representative councils on the very extra-

ordinary strides which had been made by the students themselves

within the last few years, assured them that the interests of the

councils would be carefully guarded by the Commission, by whom,
doubtless, a proper constitution would be given. But he reminded

them that no sharp line could be drawn between the graduate stu-

dent and the undergraduate student ; and that through the

assessors appointed by the University Council itself they would

have a large and powerful representation. He further counselled

them to select as Lord Rector a man who was conversant with

the affairs of the University, and who would give them attention.

If their Rector was to be a dummy, then he should not be in the

Court at all.

The General Assemblies of the Presbyterian Churches in Scot-

land have had this Bill before them, and have most heartily and

unanimously accepted its main provisions as modified by the

amendment.s of the Secretary for Scotland. Professor Miligan, of

Aberdeen, introduced the subject at the Established Assembly,

and in the course of his remarks said the teaching power of the uni-

versities at presentwas totally inadequate tothemultitude of young

men seeking instruction. Moreover, in this countrj', as compared

with Germany, we went upon the altogether false impression that

the only business of the professor was to teach, and forgot that even a

greater part of his duty was the charge of a particular depart-

ment of work, and that it was his business to the utmost of his

power to advance that department. In these and other points

the present system required complete revision ; and it seemed to

him that, taking the Bill as a whole, it would open up a new field

and era of progress for our Scottish Universities. The Free

Church Assembly held it to be unjust, as well as unfavourable to

the best interests of the uni vnrsities, that the occupancy of any chair

should be limited to a particular religious denomination, and de-

clared their opinion that provision should be made in the Bill for

terminating the existing connection between the theological

chairs and one of the Scottish Churches. Both Assemblies agreed

to petition Parliament in favour of tlie Bill.

The Bill passed through the Committee stage pro forma on

June oth.
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.

NOTICE OF QUAKTEELT MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any

recognised Branch Council.

Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, June 27th, September 26th, and December 28th,

1888.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a

Branch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular

summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

COLLECTIVE mVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.

The Report upon the Connection of Disease with Habits of

Intempebance, which was presented to the Section of Medicine

in the Annual Meeting of 1887, will shortly be published in the

Journal.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the GEoaRAPHiCAX Distribution of

certain Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

soon as ready.

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open,

namely, that on the Etiology of Phthisis.

A fresh inquiry into the Origin and Mode of Psopaoation of

Epidemics op Diphtheria has been issued.

Memoranda upon these subjects, and forTns for recording observa-

tions, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 4S9, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Aberdeb», Banff, and KiscardiNe Bhanch.—The next meeting of this

Branch will be held at the Braes of Gight onWednesday, June 20th, at 1.4.'j p.m.,

the President. Dr. Smith, of Kinnairdy, in the chair. Business: 1. Minutes,

nomination of new members. 2. Ballot for the admission of Dr. Jenkyns, Belize.

British Honduras ; Dr. W. L. Mackenzie, Royal Infirmary ; Dr. W. K. C. Mid-

dleton. Royal Inlirmarv ; Dr. Kannie. Peterculter ; Dr. J. Scott Hiddell, i.

Ferryhill P'lace ; Dr. A. M. Will. Royal Infirmary. 3. Notes on Gight and its

Castle, by Dr. Alexander Cruikshank. Aberdeen. An omnibus excursion to the

Braes of 'Gight, through the grounds of Haddon House, has been arranged for

those who can meet at Old Meldrum at 11..30 A.M. A train leaves Aberdeen at

10.30 A.M. and arrives at Old Meldi'um at 11.30 a.m., where carriages will be in

waiting. Dinner (inclusive of attendance but exclusive of wine) in a marquee

at the Braes of Gight at 5s. per head. Arrangements have been made for mem-
bers from Buchan to drive from Maud Junction (11.15 a.m.). and for those from

Banf{ from Fyvie (LLi P..M.) to the Braes of Gight, in time for the meeting and

dinner, and returning to catch later down trains. Members from the north

will meet the party at Inverurie at 10.60, those from the south and Deeside at

Aberdeen at 10.20. A train leaves Old Meldrum at 5.25 p.m.. arriring in Aber-

deen at 6.40 P.M. Members are invited to bring medical friends.—Robert John
Garden and J. Maceenzie Booth, Honorary Secretaries.

members are requested to signify their intention to Dr. Anningson. Cambridge.

for insertion in the order of proceedings.—Bi'Shell A.VSWG90S. Honorary

Secretary.

Lancashire a.vd Cheshire Branch.— The fifty-second annual meeting of

this Branch will be held at the Medical Institution, Hope Street. Liverpool, on

Wednesday, June 13th, 1888, at 2.30 p.m. Order of Business :—Introduction ol

the new iPresident. The new President's Address. The Report of Council.

Election of Office-bearers: President-Elect, Vice-Presidents, Honorary Secre-

tary Election of Representative Members on the Council of the Association.

Election of new Council. Choice of place for holding next annual meeting.

Election of two members to serve on the Parliamentary Bills Committee.

Grant to Epsom College: Notice of Motion : It will be proposed to make a

donation of twenty-five guineas to the Epsom Medical Benevolent College out

of the funds of the Branch. Miscellaneous Business Medical and Sutpral

Communications.-Dr. Walter: Notes of a case of Total Extirpation of the

Uterus per Vaginam. Dr. Glynn : A note on a New Method of Treating

Chlorosis. Dr. Johnson Martin : How to prevent Small-pox. and how-to spread

it. Mr. R. Harrison will show the Electric Endoscope. Dr. Alexander : Hys-

terectomy for Uterine Cancer (patient). Mr. Shears : Xerosis of the Conjunc-

tiva with Night Blindness. Dr. Imlach : The Use of Stimulants and Nareotica

by Women. A small museum of drawings, photographs, and selected pathO;

logical specimens. Diuner.-The members will dine together at the Adelphi

Hotel, Liverpool, at 5.:» p.m. Tickets. 7s. each (exclusive of wine).—Charles

E. Qlascott, M.D.. General Secretary, 23, Saint John Street, Manchester.

Metropolitan Counties BRANCH.-Pre/.mi>i<iry Aotice.-The annual meeting

of this Branch will be held at the Holborn Restaurant on Wednesday, June

•'Tth at 5.30 P M. President, Arthur E. Durham. Esq., P.R.C.S. ;
President-

elect, C. Brodie Sewell, M.D. Dinner at 7 P.M. ; tickets. 7s. 6d. axh, exclusive

of wine.—George Bastes. M.B., E. Noble Smith, F.B.C.S.. Honorary

Secretaries.

Metropolitan Counties Branch : North London District.—The annual

meeting will be held at the Zoological Gardens. Regent's Park, on Tbursday.

June 14th, 1888. A. E. Durham, Esq.. F.R.C.S.. President of the Branch will

preside Mr. Frank E. Beddard. Prosector to the Zoological Society and Davia

Lecturer, will lecture at 6 P.M. on " Deinosauria," at which membera are in-

vited to attend. Election of Vice-President. Representative Member of Council,

and Secretary for the ensuing year. All the present officers are ehgible for re-

election Dinner at the ResUurant in the Gardens at 6..30 ;
morning dress.

Tickets 63. each, exclusive of wine. Members desirous of being present are

asked to signify their intention before June 12th, to the Honorary Secretary,

Georoe Henty, M.D., 302, Camden Road, N.

Birmingham and Midland CoirsTiES Branch.—The annual general meeting

of the Branch will be held in the Birmingham Medical Institute. Edmund
Street, on Thursday, June 14th. The chair will be taken by the ex-President.

Mr. Lawson Tail, at 3 P.M.. who will introtluce his successor. Dr. T. W. Thurs-

tield. Business :—The following members of the Association will he proposed

as members of the Branch : James A. B. Thompson. M.D.Glasg.. Brailcs. War-

mckshire; Frank J. Allen. M. A., M.B.Cantab., Mason College ; Joseph Henry
Patrick, M.R.C.S.. 212. Balsall Heath Road; John Angell James. M.R.C.S..

L.R.C.P.. Queen's Hospital. Alteration of Rules :—Mr. Lawson Tait will move
that Rule D be amended so as to read as follows ;

" That in the ease of a vacancy

occurring in any oHice other than that of President or President-elect, such

vacancy shall be "filled up by the Council. In the case of a varancy in the offici-

of President or President-elect, the vacancy shall be tilled up at a general

meeting, due notice ha\ ing been given bv the" Secretary in each case." Presenta-

tion of the reports of the Council, the Treasurer, l^athological and Clinical

Section, and Local Collective Investigation Committee. Election of ofBce-

beurers, and other formal business. An address will he delivered by the Presi-

dent. Dr. T. W. Thursfield. The annual dinner will take place at the Grand
Hotel. Colmore Row. at 6 P..M. Tickets. 5s. each, exclusive of wine. Each
member has the privilege of introducing a friend to the dinner on giving notice

of his intention to do so.—Robert Saitidby, M.D., SU. Edmund Street, and

Jordan Llovd, F.R.C.S.. 22. Broad Street. Honorary Secretaries.

Cambrldoeshire and Huntingdonshire Branch.—The annual meeting

of this Branch is appointed to be held at Ely on Friday. July 6th. MemlierB

wlahing to make communications, to exhibit epecimeue, or to propose new

Midland Branch.-The annual meeting will be held at the Masonic Hall

Nottingham, on Thursday, June 14th, at 2 P.M. After the transaction of the

usual business a proposition to amend Rule 6 will be laid before the meeting.

Papers etc. : Mr. Edgar M. Crookshank : On the Alleged Ongin of Certain

Diseases from the Lower Animals. Mr. Frank Pope: A Case of Diabetes, pro-

bably of Traumatic Origin. Mr. R. C. Chicken : New Form of Bone Forceps for

Sequestrotomy. Dr. George Elder: Remarks on Cases ot Peritonitis treated

by .Abdominal Section. Dr. H. Handford : The Inlluence of Posniou on Car-

diac Murmurs, and on the Treatment of Heart Disease. Mr. Frank Hodges

will exhibit a patient on whom he has operated for Cataract of Each Eye by

different Methods. Luncheon will be prorided by the President-elect^ at the

place of meeting, at 1 o'clock. The dinner will also take place at the MMome
Hall, at 5 o'clock. Tickets, 73., exclusive of wine.—W. A. Carlink. M.U.,

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer.

North of Ireland Branch.-The annual meeting ot this Branch will be

held in the Belfast Royal Hospital, on Wednesday. July 11th. at 4 p.m. QenUe-

men who desire to read papers or to bring any other business before the row-
ing will kindly communicate as early as possible with the Secretary. John W.

Byers. M.D. ."Lower Crescent, Belfas"t.

Reading and Upper Thames Branch.—The annual meeting of this Branch

will be held in the Library of the Ro\-al Berkshire Hospital, Reading, on Wed-

nesday, July 11th, at 4.15 p.m. The chair will be takeu by the President (Dr.

C H. Tench), who will introduce the President for the coming year (W B.

Holdemess. Esq., of Windsor), who will then take the chair. Members wiUing

to read short papers or bring forward cases of clinical interest are requested to

communicate with the Honorary Secretary without delay. The annual dinner

will take place on the same evening at 6.15 p.m.. at the Queen s Hotel, Reading.

Dinner tickets (.5s. without wine, or 10s. including wine) should be obtained

from the Honorary Secretary on or before Saturday, July 7th.—H. HETOATK
Phillips, 43a, London Road". Reading, Honorary Secretary.

South Midland Branch.—The annual meeting of the above Branch will be

held at the Bletchlev Park Hotel. Bletchley. on Thursday, June 14th. at

2 45 p M.' The new President. H. Veasey. Esq.. invites the members to lunchMm

:it the same place previously to the meeting, from 1.30 to 2.30 p.m., at which

meeting and luncheon every qualified medical man will be a welcome "sitor.

Gentlemen accepting the invitation are requested to intimate the same to the

Honorary Secretary not later than June Utb. The arrangements for a com-

bined meeting this"vcar of the Cambs and Hunts and South Midland Branches

having fallen through, the informal reciprocal visits of memliers. to w^hom It

may be convenient, at the respective meetings, would be most agreeable, and

are" hereby invited. Agenda :—Usual business of annual meeting. KesoluUon

on subject of "Fees to Medical Witnesses, " etc. Communication from Chair-

man of Parliamentary Bills Committee on Subject of " Lunacy Acts Amend-

ment Bill " (see Journal. May 12th. p. 1026). The following gentlemen wiU

be proposed as new members of the Association and Branch :
John Henry

Llovdc Esq.. Beiifonl ; J. Neil Whitfield. Esq.. Northampton ; A. B. Godfrey.

Esq" and — Weatherlev. Esq.. Northampton Infirmary. Gentlemen wishmg

to read papers for discus'sion. cases, etc.. arc requested to send the titles of ttie

same without delay to the undersigned. The following have been promised :

Mr Milligan: Ca5"e of Strangulated Umbilical Hernia: Operation for Radical

Cure : Recovery. Dr. Jones: Physical Indications in Heart Affections Dr.

Qoldsmlth: A Question as to the Etiology of some Nervous Diseases of Chil-
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dr«n. Mr. Bull: Obscure Abdominal Tumour : Abdominal Section : Recovery.

Mr. Brats : The Royal Colleges and the Society of Apothecaries.—C. J. Evans,
Honorary Secretary, Northampton.

South-Western Brasch.—The annual meeting of this Branch will he

hcM at the Devon ami Kxeter Hospital, Exeter, on Tuesday.' June 26tli.

under the presidencv of Dr. John Woodman. F.U.C.S. Notices of motion

or communications "t« be intimated to the Honorary Secretiirj' wthout
delay, uud it will facilitate arrangements it members will inform the Honorary
Secretary as st>ou :i3 possible if they hope to be present at the meeting. The
foUowiut; motion was passed at the Council ilectinK on ilay 2ud :—" That inas-

mudi as tJie annual meeting assumes mofe or less the character of a day of

recreation, and with a \-iew of encouraging tile district meetings, the business of

the annual meeting shall be coniiued to the President's address, the business

of the Brancli, the exhibition of cases or of specimens with notes, and tlie

annual dinner."— P. Maury Dka3, Woiiford House, Exeter. Honorary
Secretary.

South-Basters Branch; : East Sussex Distriot.—The next meeting will

be heldiu the board-roi>m of the hospital, at Hastings, on Tuesday, June 12th,

at 3.30 P.M. Dr. Bagshftwe will preside. The following papers are promised

:

The Chairman ; A Case of ChyUiria. Mr. Ticeliui-st ; A Case of Addison's

Disease, with a Hare Form of 'Skin Eruption i Drawing to be shown). Dr.

Penhall : A Case of Nephrotomy. Dr. Talfourd Jones : Mercury as a Diuretic.

The (Unuer will take place at the Palace Hotel at ."..30 P.M. ; uharge, 6s., exclusive

of wine.—T. Jenner Verrall, Honorary Secretary, 97, Montpellier Road.

Bpgbton. -....., 1
' .

1 r'. ,,

Sotrrff Waixs i^ro Monmouth' Brax-os.—The eightwnth annual meeting
of this Branch will be held at the Inlirraary. Cardiif. on Wednesday. June 27th.

farther particulars in circulars. Meml'crs wisliiug to read papers, etc.. are

requested to send titles to Dr. Sheen before June 10th.— .\.. Sheex, M.D., Car-

diff, D. Arthur Davies, M.B., Swansea, Honorary Secretaries.

SouTHER.-r Branch.—The fifteenth annual meeting will take place at the

Groscenor Hotel. Queensgate. Southsea, on Thursday,' June 14th. The general

meeting will be held at 1 P.M. The President-Blect. H. B. Norman, Esq.. has

kindly undertaken to provitle refreshments at the hotel. In accordance with

the by-laws, two gentlemen will be electetl at this meeting as Representatives

of the Branch on the Council of the Assi>ciation for the ensuing year. The
address will be delivered by the Prejident-elect at 2 p.m. During the afternoon

the members are invited to visit the Dockyartl, the old Victory, H.M.S. Vemoii,

and other places of interest. Dinner at 6 p m. : charge. .Ss., e-xclusire of wnnc.

et<-. The Committee request that those gentlemen who intend to be present at

the dinner will sen.t in their names on or before Wednesday. June 13th.—J.

Ward Cousins, Honorary Secretary .-vnd Treasurer.

Yorkshire Branch.—The annual meeting of the Yorkshire'Branch will be

held in the Museum of the "yorkshire Philosophical Society at York on Wed-
nesday. June 27th. wlieh the representatives of the Branch on the General
Council and the officers for the ensuing year will be elected. Members in-

tending to read papers and show specimens", are requested; -to , conitn^inicate at

once with Arthur Jackson, Secretarv, Sheffield, ' - . i

ABERDEEN. B.VXFF, AND !tIXC.\RDINR BR.VNCH.
A MEETING of this Branch was held at 198, Union Street, Aber-

deen, on Wednesday, May 16th, at 8 o'clock P.M. Dr. UfiQtrHART
in the chair.

laminations and Ballot.—Six rxev,' members were nominated
for election at next meeting, and Dr. Ligertwood Methlick wa.'f

ballotted for and admitted an ordinary' member.
Summer Meeting.—After some disciis.'sion, it was decided that

the summer meeting should be held at Gight, on Wednesday, June
L'Uth, and it was remitted to Professor Ogston and Dr. Mackenzie
Booth to make the necessary arrangements.

Representative to Council.'—Dr. Wight was propdsed ns the re-

presentative of the Board on the Council of the Association for the
ensuing year, and was elected unanimously.

CRVI.l^.V BRANCH.
H*r'Wdirtftry meeting of tliis Branch was held at the Colonial

Jledical Library-, on .March 3rd, Dr. Van Dort, Vice-President, in

the chair. The following gentlemen were present : Drs. As.seruppa,

Attygalle, Loos, Rockwood, Messrs. Van Geyzel, Eleyatambi, Nell,

Brito, Schokman, Fernando, and Keegel (Honorary Secretary).

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Proposed Amendment of By-law.—Dr. Rockwood, on behalf of

Mr. Thornhii.l, moved in pursuance of notice that the following

alteration or amendment of By-liiw 4 be made : Mter the words
"Colombo" to insert " Kandy, dalle, Jaffna, and Badulla." To
omit tlie words "and the foUo'wing," and also the whole of the
third, fool-th, and fifth lines, and the word "Colombo" in the sixth
line, and insert " the.se towns."—Mr. Nell seconded.

Dr. .\TTY<>ALi.B moved as an amendment :
" That the considera-

tion of .Mr. Tbomhiirs resolution be postponed till the next annual
meeting of the Branch in December next."—Mr. Elbyatambi
seconded.

Dr. liOos move<l as another amendment; "That Me.sers. Thom-
h^, Cluib, and Griffin be still considered members o/the Council,

although the three superintending medical officers cease to hold

their office from the circumstances of those offices being abolished."

—Dr. Assebappa seconded.
Dr. Attygalle's amentlment being put to the vote, was negatived

by G against 4.
'

Dr. Loos having withdrawn his amendment, in view of the

necessity of previous notice, as the amendment amounted to a

substantive motion necessitating a material change in the consti-

tution of the Council,

Mr. Thoruhill's motion was put to the vote and lost, the pro-

poser and seconder alone voting for it.

Paper.—A paper on Anchylostomiasis was read by Mr. Fer-
nando, on behalf of Mr. Ghatiaen.

DORSET ANT) WEST HAXTS BRANCH : SPRING ilEETIXG
The spring meeting of this Branch was held at the Yeatman Hos-

pital, Sherborne, on Wednesday, May 30th, John Comyns Leach,
Jil.D., President, in the chair. There were also present thirty

members and visitors. ,

Branch Council.—SiT. G. W. Daniell, of Bkndford ; Dr! W. E.

Humble, of Corfe Castle ; Dr. J. C. Leach, of Sturminster Newton

;

Dr. P. W. Macdonald, of the Dorset County Asylum ; Dr. R. P.

Simpson, of Weymouth ; Dr. W. V. Snow, of Bournemouth ; and

Dr. W. H. Williams, of Sherborne, were elected as members for the

ensuing year.

Representative of the Branch on the Council of the Association.

—Dr. W. G. Vavrdrej' Lush, of Weymouth, was re-elected as

representative of this "Branch on the CouncLl of the Association for

the ensuing year.

Repre-ienta'tive on the Parliamentari/ Bills Committee.—Mr. C.

H. Watts Parkinson, of Wimborue. was elected for the ensuing

year.

New Members.—The following gentlemen were elected :—Mr.
James Charles Clark, of Wimbome ; and Dr. John Lyon, of the

Royal Naval Sick Q,uarter.s, Portland.

Ne.rt Meetinff.— It was resolved that the summer meeting be

held at Swanage.
Vote of Si/mpatkt/.—Itwas resolved unanimously that the mem-

bers of the Dorset and West Hants Branch of the British Medical

Association express their hearty sympathy with Dr. Lush and Mr.

Good in the anxiety caused them by the controversy with the

majority of the committee of the Dorset County Hospital.

Communications.—ilr. Marsh : Short Notes of a Case of Lawson
Tait's Operation for Extension of Perineum, with an Cncommon
and Unfortunate Termination. Dr. Gbkves: Case of Cerebral

Tumours (specimen), with Remarks on the Diagnosis of Intra-

cranial Tumours Implicating the Cortex of the Brain. Dr. Davi-
son : A Case of Infantile Scurvy. Dr. MacDonald : On .Epilepsy,

with notes of a case and pathological specimens.

Dinner.—The members and friends dined together at the Digby
Hotel.

; ; , ,

',

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA BRANCH.
The fourth ordinary meeting of this Branch was held at Halifax

on March 20th. Deputy Surgeon-General McDowell in the chair.

Tlie following gentlemen were present:—Hon. Dr. Parker, Drs.

Slayter, Morrow, Milsom, Goodwin, Black, De Wilt, Cowie,

Farrell, Trenaman, and' Curry; Surgecois Weston and Powlte,

A.M.S.
Amendment of the Ilealth Act.—IVn President and Dr.

Paeker explained the steps that had been taken by the Com-
mittee of tile Branch and the Local Government to amend the

present Health Act.

Cafes, Etc.—the Hon. Dr. PAaKBR showed a new stomach

pump for washing out the stomach, and explained its use and the

cases for which he considered it appropriate. He also gave the

historj- of a fatal case of leucocythemia with abnormally enlarged

spleen.—Dr. Slayter brought forward an interesting case of ex-

cessive lactation, giving the treatment pursued and inviting sug-

gestions.—Drs. Cowie and Parker related similar cases.

The fifth ordinary meeting was held at Halifax on March 8th,

the Hon. Dr. I'abker in the chair. The following gentlemen

were present:—Drs. Black, Cliishnlm, Milsom, Wickwire, Farrell,

Morrow, Goodwin and Tobin : Surgeon-.Major Bolster, A.M.S.

;

Surgeons ftrier, Weston, Fowler, and Deeble, A.M.S.
Commu?iicafio7is.—Surgeon Fowler, A..M.S., described a case

simulating locomotor ataxy now under his care in hospitaJ.

—

Dr, Blacb: exhibited a ^ecimen showing a fistulous ojpenling ,ber
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tween the vermiform appendix, bladder, and rectum. The patient

had suffered from peritj-philitis, and had passed faecal matter and

flatus bv the urethra for some months before death.—Dr. Camp-

bell showed two specimens removed from the body of a man who
had died of Bright's disease: one was a contraction, without

thickening or signs of previous ulceration of the pylorus; the

second consisted of the apex of the right lung which had under-

gone "grey induration."—Remarks were made by Drs. Black,

FowLEE, Chisholm and others.

NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCH.
The annual meeting of this Branch was held at Sydney on March

2nd, Dr. Knaggs in the chair.

Report of Council.—Ut. G. T. Hankins, the Honorary Treasurer,

read the Council's report and balance-sheet, showing a balance to

the credit of the Branch of £143 2s.

Officers of Council.—The following gentlemen were elected

Councillors for the ensuing year: Drs. Creed, Knaggs, Hankins,

Chambers, Fiaschi, O'Reilly, Quaife, McCormick, MacLaurin, and

Scot Skirv-ing. President: Dr. Chambers. Vice-President: Dr.

Fiaschi. Honorary Treasurer : G. T. Hankins, M.R.C.S. ;
Hono-

rary Secretary: Dr. Scot Skirving. Auditors: Drs. Crago and

Ellis.

Medical Defence Association.—Dr. Ellis's letter relating to the

Medical Defence Association was read and received.

Vote of Thanks.—Dt. Ellis proposed, and Dr. Ross seconded,

that a hearty vote of thwiks be accorded to the retiring office-

bearers.—Carried.

The adjourned annual meeting was held at the Royal Society s

Boom, Sydney, on Friday, AprU 6th, 1888. Present: the Hon.

Dr. Creed, MX.C, in the chair: Drs. Knaggs, O'Reilly, Chambers,

Roth, Garrett. Twynam West, Kendall, Wm. Chisholm, Crago,

Hankins, Worrall, Fiaschi, Faithful, Martin, Foreman, Clubbe, and

Scot Skirving.
President's Address.—The Hon. Dr. J. Mildeed Ciieed, the

retiring President, delivered an address. The very satisfactory

monetary position of the Branch was, he said, the result in a great

measure of the time and care devoted by the Honorarj' Treasurer,

Mr. Hankins, to the duties of his office; and gratitude was also due to

the Honorary Secretary, Dr. Scot Skirving, and to the Assistant

Secretary, Jlr. Green, for the devotion and exactitude which they

had shown in the conduct of business. He mentioned the papers

which had been read during the year, and said that the SrMich

had to deplore the deaths of five members—namely, Drs. Hoff,

Halket, Lentaigne, Markey, and Leacock. The sjTnpathy of the

Association had been conveyed to their representatives. He then

passed in re-snew a variety of topics of special interest to the pro-

fession in New South Wales. -An abstract of his remarks will be

found at page 1213. He said they were entering upon a year of

new work ; and, besides, it was the centenary year of the colony,

an occasion which the Branch should do something to mark.

Leacock Fu)2d.—The Hon. Secretary (Dr. SKlR-n^G") stated

that he had received £102 8s. towards the fund in aid of thefamily

of the late Dr. Leacock. the Newcastle Committee wished to send

in their contribution at the same time as this Branch.

An Amateur Surijical Instrument Maker.—Dr. Scot Skirving

exhibited a curious specimen of surgical instrument made and

used by an amateur.— \e7v Mejnbers.-The President announced the election of the

following gentlemen :—Dr. Lloyd, Hunter's Hill ; Dr. Robertson,

Auckland. Dr. Creed then gave up the chair to the President-elect,

Dr. Chambers.
Vote of Thanks to President.—Br. KxAQOS said he had much

pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to Dr. Creed for his able

address, and for the general interest displayed by him in the work

of the Branch. He (Dr. Knaggs) felt sure that as mover for the

oommittee which reported on the registration of births and deaths.

Dr. Creed deserved the thanks of the whole community, for if

the Bill was properly administered, many existing evils would be

remedied. AVith regard to the report of the committee on the law

and practice of medicine. Dr. Creed's action was to be commended

by everj' right thinking person.—Dr. Clcbbe seconded the reso-

lution.—The Hon. Dr. Creed returned thanks.

The New President.—Dr. Chambers then thanked the members

for the honour they had done him by electing him to the position

of president, and would ask members to lend a helping hand.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FITTY-SEXTH ANNUAL iVLEETENG.

The fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association

will be held at Glasgow, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday, August 7th, 8l,h, 9th, and 10th, 1888. » r r. r- 1> i

PreVid^nt: John T. Banks, M.D.. D.Sc.(Hon.) F.K.Q.C.P.I..

Regius Professor of Physic in the University of Dublin^
p,„f„„„,

President-Elect: Professor W. T. Gairdner, M.D., LL.D., Professor

of Medicine in the University of Glasgow. „ i, T P w.r
President of the Council: Thomas Bridgwater, M.B., J.P., Har-

row-on-the-HUl. ^^^ . t> tj • ^

Treasurer: Constantine Hohnan, M.D., J.P., E«igate^

An Address in Medicine will be delivered by Thomas Clifiord

Allbutt, M.D., Consulting Physician Leeds General I^ta^ry„

An Address in Surgery will be delivered by fir George H_ B.

Macleod, M.D., Surgeon in Ordinary to Her Majesty in Scotland^

An Address on lis " Recent Investigations m Surgery" wUl

be given by WiUiam Macewen, M.D.. Lecturer on Clinical Surgery,

Glasgow Royal Infirmary.
,. j ,. a v„ i„i,„ rr«,r

An Address in Physiology will be dehv^ed by John Gray

McKendrick, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Institutes of Medi-

cine, University of Glasgow. v,„tv,^
>d\ the rooms required for the purposes of the meeting will, bythe

kindnesslof the authorities, beprovidedintheUmversityofGlasgow.

Programme op Proceedings.
TUESDAV. AUGl'ST 7TH, 1888. ,,,,,,,

9.30 A.M.-Meeting of lg87-18.« Council. Randolph Hall.

11 30 I.M.-Fir6tGlneral Meeting. Report of Council. Reports of

Committees. Bute Hall.
^ ^. .rr _ k.,. t„>,«

4 P.M.-Sen-ice in the Cathedral. Sermon by the Ve,? ^ev. John

Caird, D.D.. LL.D.. Principal and Vice-Chancellor of

the University of Glasgow. ,- -a ..

8.30 p.M.-Adjoumed General Meeting from 1 1 .30 A.M. President s

Address. Bute Hall.

Webxesdat. August 8th. 1888.

9 30 A M —Meeting of 1SS8-89 Council. Randolph Hall.

10.30 A.M. t. 2 ^•"zIlSX'G^nelr^eetlng. ^,
Address In Medigne by

Thomas Clifford Allbutt, M.D..F.H.S. Bute Hall.

9 v.-x.— Conversazione given by the Professors of the University

Thursday, August 9th. 1888.
». .. . k_

9 30 A-M.-Address on his Recent burgical InveetigaUon. by

William Macewen, M.D. Bute Hall.

11 A.M.—Meeting of Council. Randolph Hall.

10 30 A M to 2 P.M.—SectioDAl Meetings. . k„ a;.lo.do A.M. to
jj _j^;^^ General Meeting. Address in Surgery by Sir

George H. B. Macleod. M.D. Bute Hall.

I P.M.—Public Dinner. St. Andrew's Hall.

FsiDAT. August 10th. 1888.

10.30 A.M. .0 1.30 --Zl^uona, Meging.^
^

by Johii G. McKendrick. M.D.. F.R.S. PhUosophy

Class-room. , «t _ -*
9 f.^.—Cmiversanmie giren by the Corporation of Glasgow at

St. Andrews Hall.
, „t j

Garden Party given by the Faculty of Physicians and

Surgeons a"t the Botanic Gardens.

Satusbat. August 11th. 1838.

Excursions.

The following discussions and papers are promised up to the

present time.
Section A.—Medicine.
Humanity Class Room.

A. :si.Emci^F..-PresiJent, Professor T. McCall Anderson, M.D.

Vice-Presidents, R. L. Bowles, M.D. ; George F Duffey, M.D

Honorary Secretaries. J. McGregor Robertson, M^V. M.R, -lOO, Great

Western Road, Glasgow; Robert M. Sunon, M.D., Z,, Newhall

Street, Birmingham. . ^ j .,; » j;.
The President will open the proceedings by mtrodu^ng a dis-

cu..sion on the Diagnosis and Treatment of s>-pl;il^tic
^^^'f^^f

°/

the Nervous System. Dr. Thomas Buzzard, Dr^ T. b. Clouston^Dr.

William Moore, Dr. Ross, Professor Grainger Stewart, and IH. C.

W. Suckling will take part in the discussion.
. ..

, , ,

On the third day of the sectional proceedings, the Value ot In-

halations in the Treatment of Lung Disease is set down for dis-

cussion, to be opened by Dr. C. Theodore Williams. The foUowmg

gentlemen have already indicated their intention to en^e in this

li^cussion: Dr. BumeV Teo. Dr. W. W. Ireland. Dr. C.T. Knight.

Dr J A. Lindsay, and Dr. E. Markham Skemtt.

Drs B\Tom Bramwell and Milne Murray will give a demonstra-

tion of their Method of Graphically Recording the Exact Time

Relations of Cardiac Sounds and Murmurs.

The following papers have been promised.
^^^ ^,^,,^ ^,„^
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FD.T.AV, DiU'ld 1V„ B.A., M.D. Bloneliiectasls) (rcaled by' Incision and
Dralnst<i I T

Frew. vT.. M.D., Kllmnrnock. Proalonce of Cprehro-splnnl Frvor In Scotland.

Oref.nk. O. E. F..'L.K.QiC.P. A Kots on n liecwt Bpidcralo of Erysipelas.

Mybtlr, A.S., M.D.. aarrogite. Neurasthenia. True and False: Diagnosis and
Management.

ToMORy. J. K..M.D. East' African Fever, n-lth special reference to Climatic
Conditions. ^

, 1 M '

' •

WiRXER. Francis, M.E. Mslihodi- q(E Studi^pE and Examining the Nerve
System.
Sir W. Roberts, Dr. Lnuder Brunton, Dr. Buseell Reynolds, Dr.

F. 'W. Pavy have also intimated their intention to take part in the

proceedings of the Section.

Section B.— Sitigebt.

Chemistry Class Foom.

B. fiURQE'RV.—President, George Buchanan, SI.D. Vice-Pred-

dmts, James Dunlop, M.D. ; Charles Robert BeU Keetley, F.K.C.S.

Honorary Secretaries, David Neilson Knox, M.B., 8, India Street,

Glasgow; Walter Pye, F.B.C.S., 4, Sackville Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.
As already announced, in this Section discussions have been

arranged for on the following subjects : , ,

1. The Surgical Treatment of Abscess of the Lung and of Em-
pyema. To be introduced and supported by Mr, T. Pridgin Teale

(Leeds\ Sir Spencer Wells (London), Mr. A. Pearce Gould (London),

Mr. R. J. Godlee (London), and Mr. W. Thomas (Birmingham).

l!. The Operative Treatment of Club-Foot, To be introduced

and supported by Sir WOliam Stokes (Dublin), Mr. E. Lund (Man-

chester), Dr. Alexander Ogston (Aberdeen), Mr. R. W. Parker (Lon-

don), Mr. E. M. Little (London), Mr. John Chiene (Edinburgh), Mr.

W. J. Walsham (.London), and others.

The following papers have also been promised.
BE.VT0X. Samuel. Esq.. London. On the Treatment of Stricture of^the Rectum
by Electrolysis.

Clark. Sir Andrew. Loudon. The History of a Case of Catheter Fever.

CI.ARKE, W. Bruce. Esq.. London. On the Vesical Endoscope.
Fk-vwick. E. Hurry, Esq., London. Kotes from the Experience of 450 Cases of

Organic Stricture of the Vrethra.
Fleming, W. J.. M.D.. Glasgow. 1. On Continuous Extension in Spinal Curva-

ture. 5. Ou the Treatment of Perineal Fistula.

HarbiSox. Reginald, Esq.. Liverpool. On an Improvement in the Construction

of Ships' Berths, relative to t!ie Treatment of some Surgical Injuries and Dis-

eases at Sea (with models).
Kkktley. C B., Esq., London. Plastic Amputations of the Foot.

MclNTYBE. John, Esq.. Glasgow. The Electric Illumination of the Cavities of

the Bodv.
OWFjf, Edmund, Esq.. London. A Case of Trephining for Intracranial Hemor-
rhage (Subdural); Localisation; Hecoverj-.

Rakk. Beaven. M.D.. Trinidad. The Value of Nerve Stretching in Leprosj-,

based ou One Hundred Cases.
Roth, Bernard. Es(i.. London. On Scoliometrj^, or an Accurate Method of Re-
cording Cases of Lateral Curvature of the Spine.

SiLCOCK, A. Quarry, Esq., London. Ou Excision of Enlarged Bursw in the
PopUteal Space.

Stokfjs. Sir William. Duhlin. Modification of Gritti's Amputation; and will

show Cast-s of Stumps.

Section C—Obstetric Medicine.

Medical Jurisprudetice Class Room-

ie. Obstetric Medicine.—President, Thomas More Madden,
M.D. Vice-Presidents, William Leishman, M.D. ; J. llalliday

Croom, Sf.D. Honorary Secretaries, William Walter, M.D., 20, St.

John Street, Manchester; W. L. Reid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent,

Glasgow.
Profe,<8or Stephenson (Aberdeen) will take part in the discussion

on Obstructive Dysmenorrhcea.
Dr. Samuel Sloan (Glasgow) will show his Antero-po.sterior Com-

pression Forceps, and will e.xplain their use in Flat Pelves.

The following papers are promised.
Camk.ro.n, Murdoch. M.D. . Glasgow. 1. On Cn-sarean Section.'.with Notes of a
Successful Case. 2. On the Thermostatic Nurse, with Cases.

Haul D. Berry. M.D., Edinburgh. Successful Case lof Ca>sarean Section
(Porro's modilication).

iMLAca. Francis. M.D.. Liverpool. The Function'of .\nxmia in Gynsccology.
StcpU£:<SO:i, William, M.D., Aberdeen. On the Influence of ;Permangajmte of

Potass on Menstruation.

Section D.—Ppblic Meiucine.
'.^,

,
Greek Clnss Room.

;.l).'PttBLic Medicine.— President, Henry Duncan Littlejohn,

M.D. Vice-Presidents, James Christi(^ M.D. ; D. Page, M.D. Hono-
rary Seeretaries, Ebenezer Duncan, M.D., -J, Royal Crescent, Cross-

hilC Gla.^gow ; John C. McVail, M.D., Holmheaii, Kilmarnock.
1. Sanitary Legislation. This discussion will be introduced by

the Opening Address of the President of the Section.

2. The Communicable Diseases Common to Man and Animals,
and their Relationehips. Discussion to be opened on the second

day of the sectional meetings by George Fleming, LL.U., F.R.C.V.S..

Chief of the Veterinary Department of the Army.
3. The DiBp(isal of Sewage faj in Largo Towns; YSJ in Small

Towns and Country Districts. Discussion will be opened on the

third day by Dr. James B. Russell, Medical Officer of Health,

Glasgow.
The following papers are promised, i

Dbvsdale. Charles li., M.D. 1. On Indigence as euMalBJGiHMe'of High Death-
rates. 2. The Berlin and Parisian Sewage Farms. .,„ ,, .^.

HiME. T. W., M.B. Milk Scarlet Fever.
•' fa if.>v>

Kerr. Norman. M.D. Some Risks of Sanitation.
Simpson.—, M.D.. Medical OfBcer of Health, Calcutta.^On Cholera and its

Fostering Conditions in the Endemic Area. '
' .

SuTHijBLAXI), J. Francis. M.D. Natlon.il Sanatoria.
,

. i.

Section E.—Psvchologt.
Hebreii) Class Room.

E. PsTCHOLOOY.—Presjrferei, James C. Howden, M.D. Vice-Pre-

sidents, James Rutherford, M.D. ; Julius Mickle, M.D. Honorary
Secretaries, A. R. Urquhart, JLD., Murray House, Perth; Alex.

Newington, M.D., Ticehurst, Sussex.

Dr. J. C. Howden, the President of the Section,'will deliver an
Address.

Dr. C. M. Campbell will introduce a discussion on the Uniform
Recording of Pnst-Mortem Examinations in Asylum Reports.

Drs. A.Yellowlees and A. Campbell Clark will introduce the fol-

lowing subject : The Sexual and Reproductive Functions—Jilormal
and Pers-erted—in Relation to Insanity. 1. Menstruation: its

Commencenjent, Irregularities, and Cessation : 2. The Sexual In-

stinct and its Abuse: 3. Pregnancy, Parturition, the Puerperal

Period, and Lactation.

Dr. Clouston wUl initiate a discussion on the Principle of Con-

struction and Arrangement of an Asylum for Private Patients of

the Richer Classes.

The following have promised papers : Drs. Savage, Hack Tuke,

Fletcher Beach, Charles Mercier, W. J. Mickle, and Tumbull.

Section F.—Anatomy and Physiology.
Anatomy Class Room.

F. Anatomy and Physiology.—President, John Cleland, M.D.,

LL.D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, K. J. Anderson, JI.D. ; Henry Ed-
ward Clark, F.F.P.S.G. Honorary Secretaries, John Barlow, M.D.,

27, Elmbank Crescent, Glasgow; Charles Barrett Lockwood,
F.R.C.S., 19, Upper Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W.

C. B. Lockwood, F.R.C.S., will introduce a discussion on the

Teaching of Anatomy ; and will show sections illustrating the

Development of the Organs of Circulation and Respiration.

The following papers are promised.
Bhuoks, Henry St. John. M.D. Ou the Morphology of the Bpitrochleo-anconeus

or Anconeus Sextos (Grul>er).

Browx. J. Macdonald, M.B., F.R.C.S. The Construction of the Cardiac Ven-

tricles in the Mammalia.
Clelakd. Professor, M.D.. F.R.S. On the Nature of Certain Forms of Double

Monstrosity.
CoLi.iEK, Mark P. Maj-o. M.B., F.R.C.S. Ou the Mechanism of the Heart and

Pulse. „
LiXK. W. Arbuthnot. M.B.. F.R.C.S. The Influence Produced by Kxceesive

.strain upon Muscles and Ligaments (to be illustrated by specimens).

Patebsok, a. M.. M.D. On the Position of the Vertebrate Limb, considered in

the Light of its Innervation and Development.

Section G.—Patholooy.
Laio Class Room.

G. PATam^oaY.—President, Sir William Aitken, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, Alexander Davidson, M.D. ; Josei)h Coats,

M.D. : Charles Roy, JI.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, O. Sims

Woodhead, M.D., '(3, Marchball Crescent, Edinburgh ; J . Lindsay

Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley Terrace, Glasgow.
Arrangements are being made to hold a discussion on Cancer

originating apart from Epithelial Structures, in which Mr. Lawson

Tait (Birmingham), Dr. Joseph Coats, Dr. John Carlyle (Greenock),

and others are expected to take part.

The following papers have been promised.
Bruce Alex.. M B.. F.H.C.P.Edin. On Disseminated Sclerosis.

Coats. Joseph, M.D. On a Case .of Lipajmiu iu Diabetes, with Suggestions a»

to the Source of the Fat.

Ki xMr.v. — . On Case of Cystic Kidneys and Liver.

M vi'OTHi-'H E. D.. M.D.. Dublin. An Anomalous Form of Eczema.

Maylabd. a. E.. M.B.. B.S.Lond. The Results of some Bacteriological Cultiva-

tion Experiments with Iodoform.
Eake. Bevan. M.D. Load.. Medical Superintendent of the Trinidad Leper Asy-

lum'. Tlie Percentage of Fibrin iti the Blood of Lepers.

RrssELL. William. M.D. The Pathology of Pernicious Ansemia.
.

The following gentlemen have also intimated their intention of

contributing to the business of the Section by reading papers ()r

otherwise: Professor Greenfield, Professor Roy, Professor D. J.
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Hamilton, Dr. William Hunter, Dr. Barrett (Edinliurgh), Dr.

McFadyean (Edinburgh), Alex. Edington, M.B. (Edinburgh), etc.

Demonstration.—Dr. Alexander Bruce (Edinburgh) will giTe a

Magic Lantern Demonstration on Diseases of the Spmal Cord
;
and

Alexander Edington, M.B. (Edinburgh), a Bacteriological Demon-

Btration. Arrangements are also being made for a senes of Micro-

scopical Demonstrations illustrative of Tumours, Tuberculosis,

PatJwloqical Ideation of the Annual iJfiMeum.—Intimatibn has

been received of the following exhibits for this Section of the

AnnualMuseum : 1. Calculi removed by Lithotomy, by Professor

George Buchanan. 2. Calculi removed by Lithotnty or by bcoop,

by Professor George Buchanan. 3. Miscellaneous Objects removed

from the Body, by Professor George Buchanan, namely :
Bullets,

Needles, Cases of Teeth, Impacted Pessaries, etc., also Isolated

Bones of the Tarsus Excised. 4. EhiBoplasty; Wax Cast, oy Vm-

fpssor George Buchanan. 5. Bladder and Urethra showing I alse

Passages. 6. Selected Specimens from the Private Collection ot

Professor W. T. Gairdner. 7. A Series of Specimens of Tumours ot

the Brain, by Dr. Joseph Coats. 8. A Series of Specimens lUu.s-

trative of Diseases of the Kidneys, by Dr. David Newman. 9. A

Series of Speciittpns illustrative of Leprosy, by Dr. Beaven Kake

(Trinidad). 10. A Series of Large Sections illustrating Malignant

Tumours of the Lung; and a Series of Specimens illustrating De-

formities of the Liver, by Drs. Woodhead and Bruce. 11. Draw-

ings and Sections to illustrate Diseases of Bone and Joints, by Mr

F. M. Caird (Edinburgh). 12. A Series of Specimens illustrative of

Diseases of the Heart, by Dr. John Lindsay Steven.

As space -for the Museum is somewhat limited, gentlemen in-

tending to send specimens should intimate their intention without

delay to John Lindsay Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley .Terrace, Glas-

gow, Honorary Secretary of the Section of Pathology of the Annual

MUSeUllfe' ••>'" r^Ju<'1 i'flit

'
Section ll.—Ophthalmology.

Midwifery Class Room.

H Ophthalmology.—Prwiew', Thomas Reid,M.D. lice-Pie-

.^tdent^ JR Woife, M.D.: C. E. Glascott. M.D. Honorary Secre-

taries Henry Beudelnck Hewetson, M.R.C.S., 11, Hanover Square,

Leeds; A. Freeland Fergus, M.B., 41, Elmbank Street, Glasgow.

Mr. Brudenell Carter will open a discussion on the Treatment

of Senile Cataract. Drs. Prichard, Meighan, Mason, Teale, and

otliers have promised to take part in the discussion.

The President of the Section intends to give a Demonstration ot

several Instruments of Use in Ophthalmic Diagnosis.

The following papers are promised.
BlcKERTOX, T. H., M.D. , Liverpool. Snilors and their Eyesight.

MACKAr. George. M.D., Edinburgh. A Cqntrlbution to tlie Study of Hemian-

opsia of Central Origin, -nith special reference to Acquired Colour Blindness.

JSKumxv. T. S.. M.n.. Glasgow. On the Treatment of Synibleph-iron by Trans-

plantation of Mucous Membrane from the Lip. ,»,„-» . «

Benton. J. C. M.D.. Glasgow. Tlie Value of the Cautery.iu the.Treatment of

Ulceration of the Cornea.
VoLFE, J. R.. M.D., Glasgow. Detachment.of the Retina.

Seoxion I,—Otology.
Biblical Criticism Class Room.

I. Otology.—P/Wrfc/i?, Thomas Barr, Jl.D. Vice-Presidents,

John Astley Bloxara, F.R.Q.S. ; J. J. K. Duncanson, M.D. Hono-

rary Secretaries, Johnstone ilacfie, M.D., 23, Ashton Terrace,

GUuigow ; James Black, F.R.C.S.. 16, Wimpole Street, London.

The following special subjects have been proposed for formal

discussion: „ , ,, ^ ., „ ..

1 The Conditions calliug for Perforation of the .Mastoid Portion

of the Temporal Bone, and the Best Methods of Operating. Mr.

Peter McBride lias promised a paper on this subject.

2 The True Value of those Aids to Hearing usually termed

" Artificial Tympanic Jlembrones." Dr. W. L. Purves has promised

a paper on this subject.
, . •, a

3. Adenoid Growths in the Naso-PharjTix ; their Influence on

the Middle Ear, and their Treatment.

The following have promised papers.
Browne. Lennox. Esq. (Title wt rrccived.)

Toriulxce. R., Esq. On Syphilitic Cochlcitis.

Waheen, Charles. M.D. (Title not received.)

Section J.—Diseases of Children.
English Literature Class Room.

J Diseases of Children.—Prfstdraf, Walter Butler Cheadle,

M.D. Vice-Presidents. James Finlayson, M.D.: Henry Ashby,

}l.T). Honorary Secretaries, George S. Middlet»&, M:D., 23, Sandy-

ford Place, Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.E.G.S., 14, St.

Thomas's Street, S.E.

The following two discussions -will take place

:

1. Diphtheria : f^Kyl Etiology. f'A^Relationsliip to other Infectious

Diseases, and to other Forms of Sore Throat ; Occurrence on Open

Wounds and on Mucous Membranes other than those of the Throat.

(ij Diagnosis. What are the Distinctive Features, especialiy those

Distinguishing the Lesion in the Throat from other Forms of Sore

Throat ' Does Membranous Croup occur apart from Diphtheria ?

(d) Pathology and Sequelae. Ce) Medical Treatment, r.fj Surgical

Treatment ; tracheotomy ; Tubage. This will be opened by Dr. A.

Jacobi (New York). Drs. E. Owen, H. R. Hutton, W. T. Gairdner,

James Finlayson, D. Newman, George Buchanan, H. C.Cameron,

and John Macintyre will take part in the discussion.

2 Rickets: fa) Etiology and Prevention, fb) Its Connection

with Syphilis and Scurvy. Is Enlargement of the Liver and the

Spleen always present, riiore or less, in Rickets ; or only in Cases

of S'S'philitic Origin ? fcj Jledical Treatment. CdJ Surgical Treat-

ment • at what Stage, and in what Way? Drs. Macewen, R. W.

Parker, H. R. Hutton, R. Halyard, L. W. Jlarshall, E. L. Freer, and

John Gordon will take part in the discussion.

Drs. Jacobi (New York), Keating (Philadelphia), Ranke (Munich),

and s'ami^ ( Paris), and other members of the profession on the

Continent have been invited. '

*

.

i
Section K.—PHABMACoLoai aso Thebaeeutips. .

Conveyancing Class Room.

K Phabmacology and Therapeutics.— Prf.«V/eB^ James

Morton, M.D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D.; Theodore

Cash M.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, Alexander Napier, M.D..

3, Royal Terrace, CrosshUl, Glasgow ; Sidney Harris Cox Martm,

ii.D., 60, Gower Street, London, W.C. „,.,„,
A special discussion will be opened by Professor Theodore Lash,

m'd, F.R.S., on Carbolic Acid, Antipj-rin, Antifebrin, and their

"Ulies, especially as regards their Antip">-retic, .Vnalaesic, and Anti-

septic Actions* I Dr. Walter G. Smith (Dublin) will take part in

the discussion. . ^ .

'

,

Dr. W. Allan Jamieson ('Edinburgh) will show ,tw<^ casf^^ of

Xeroderma Pigmentosum.
'

, r < >

The following have promised papers

DouGAH. J \I D.. Glasgow. (Tille not received.)

Bbysdalb, C. R., MJ). 1. On the Therapeutic Value of AlcolioL 3. The so-

called Abortive Treatment of .Syphilis.

Section L.—Labyngology and Rhinology.
Divinity Class Room.

L. Laryngology and Rui^owqy.—President, Felix Semon,

M.D. Vice-President.s, George Hunter Mackenzie, M.D.
;

Peter

McBride, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, D. Newman, M.D., 18, Wood-

side Place, Glasgow; A. E. Garrod, M.D.,9, Chandos Street, Caven-

dish Square.
.

The following subjects are proposed for special discussion:

1. The Use and .Vbuse of Local Treatment in Diseases of the

Upper Air Passages. To be opened by Dr. de Havilland Hall (Lon-

don) and Mr! Stoker (London). ». , ^ • .r

2 The Causes, Effects, and Treatment of Nasal Stenosis. lo

be opened by Dr. Macintyre (Glasgow) and Mr. CresweB Baber

(Brighton). , , j r-L-

'

3 Ha>morrhages from the Pharynx and Larynx, and otli^r

Hremorrhages which simulate these. To be opened by Dr. Percy

Kidd (London) and Dr. Hodgkinson (Manchester') (probably).

The following gentlemen hope to take part in the discussions:

Dr Prosser James (Loudon), Dr. McBride ^ Edinburgh), Dr. Cnarles

AVarden (Bu-mingham), Dr. Cartaz (Piu'is), and Mr. Richard EUis

(Newcastle-on-Tyne).
The following papers have been promised.

JnHNsroKE, R. Maclieuzie, M.D. Account of a Case of Tumour of the ^aso-

McDRir)"rP.. M.D.. Edinburgh. On Hay-Fever and Allietl Conditions.

MaCintvbf. J.. M.D. Anatomical Demonstration of the Lar,\-nx.

Niw.MAN. D.. M.D. Two C.a.scs of Complete Laryngeal Stcnosis^roauccd by

Wounds ot'the Larynx in .\ttemptcd Suicides.

WaKDEX, C M.D. (Titie ofpaper not yet received.)

Alombers desirous of reading papers, or joining in the discus-

sions, are earnestly requested to communicate without delay with

the Secretaries of the respectiw Sections.

Annuai MrsEtTM.

Tile Annual Museum wiU be held on August 7th, Sth, 9th, and 10th.

in the Examination Hall of the^University of Glasgow, and will

be arranged in the following six Sections

:

• •
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Section A.—Food and Drugs, including Antiseptic Dressings,

and other Cheinical and Pharmaceutical Preparations. (Honorary

Secretary, R. S. Thomson, B.Sc, M.B., CM., 3, Melrose Street.)

Section B.—Pathology, comprising Casts, Models, Diagrams,

Microscopical Preparations, and Micro-organisms. (Honorary Sec-

retary, J. Lindsay Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley Terrace.)

Section C—Anatomy, comprising Special Dissections, Methods
of Mounting, Abnormalities, Drawings, Medals, etc. (Honorary

Secretary, J. Yule Mackay, M.D.,34, Elmbank Crescent.)

Section D.—Physiology, consisting of Apparatxis, Microscopes,

Microtomes, and Microscopical Preparations of Normal Histology.

(Honorary Secretary, J. McGregor Robertson, M.A., M.B., CM., 400,

Great Western Road.)
Section E.—Instruments and Books, including Appliances

—

Medical, Surgical, and Electrical. (Honorary Secretary, J. Mac-
intj-re, M.B., CM., 173, Bath Street.

Section F.—Sanitation (1) Domestic Sanitary Appliances, em-
bracing all Improvements applicable to the Treatment of the Sick

in Private Dwellings. (2) Personal Hygiene, including Dress and
Gymnastic Appliances. (3) Ambulances, Carriages, and all other

Appliances used for the Conveyance and Treatment of the Sick

and Wounded, either in Civil, Naval, or Military Practice. (4)

Drawings, Models, and Apparatus illustrative of the Ventilation,

Lighting, and Draining of Hospitals. (5) Hospital Furniture. (6)

Sanitary Appliances in connection with Educational Institutions

and Public Buildings. (Honorary Secretary, 1, 2, 3, Robert Pollok,

M.B., CM., PoUokshields : Honorary Secretary, 4, 5, and 6, A. W.
Russell, M.A., M.B., CM., Western Inflrmarj'.)

Intending exhibitors should communicate as early as possible

with the Secretary of the Section in which they propose to ex-

hibit, as the Museum Catalogue must be complete one month
before the date of meeting. Inquiries as to advertisements in the

Catalogue should be sent without delay to Dr. Thomson, 3, Melrose
Street, Glasgow.

Honorary General Secretaries of Museum Committee, A. Ernest
Maylard, B.S., JI.B., 4, Berkeley Terrace ; R. S. Thomson, B.Sc,
M.B., U.M., 3, Melrose Terrace.

Honorary Local Treasurers, Joseph Coats, M.D.; Jas. B. Russell,

M.D.

Honorary Local Secretaries, John G. McKendrick, M.D., F.R.S.,

45, Westboume Gardens, Glasgow ; James Christie, M.D., HiUhead,
Glasgow; John Glaister, M.D., 4, Grafton Place, Glasgow.

EXCITRSIONS.
The following eight excursions will take place on Saturday,
August 11th.

1. Lanark and Falls of Clyde.—The party, limited to 100, will

leave the Central Station by special train about 10 a.m., for Tillie-

tudlem, where, by the kind permission of the Earl of Home, an
opportunity will be given to visit the ruins of Craignethan Castle,

the scene of Sir Walter Scott's Old Mortality ; proceeding on foot

to the picturesque ravine of the River Xethan for about a mile

;

the party will then be conveyed by coach through some of the
most charming Clydesdale scenery tc the Falls, visiting Stone-
byres, and then, by the kindness of the proprietor, will enter the
Corehouse estate, to see Cora and Bonningtou Linns. Returning
by coach to Lanark, dinner will be served about 2.30 p.m., in the
Clydesdale Hotel. After dinner the party will be shown the
library of Dr. WUliam Smellie, the famous obstetrician, which
was bequeathed by him to the Grammar School of that town. It

is a very interesting collection of books, containing two or three
black letter volumes. It is also expected that the Lee talisman,
or " Lee Penny," will be shown to the visitors. This charm
was taken from the Saracens by Sir Simon Lockhart, of Lee, after

a battle, as part ransom of a captive. It was deemed a charm of

great medicinal virtue in the end of the last century*. It gives
the title to The Talisman, another of the novels of Sir Walter
Scott. Afterwards short excursions may be made on foot to

Cartland Crags, Roman Bridge. Old Abbey, and Smellie's grave.
The party will return from Lanark by special train to Glasgow,
arriving not later than 8 p.m.

2. Ayr and the Land of Bums.—The party, fixed at 100, will
leave Glasgow about 9.30 a.m., by special train to Ayr. Thence
by conveyances it will proceed, via Maybole, to Crossraguet
Abbey (one of the finest Gothic remains in Great Britain),
thence to CMtzean Castle, where it is expected the party will be
received by his Grace the Marquis of Ailsa, and returning to Ayr
by the sea-shore to Bums's Monument, AUoway Kirk, Bums's

Cottage.'and " Twa Brigs."' Dinner will be served at the Station
notel,J after which, by special train, the party will return to
town.

3. T?ie Perthshire Highlandt, Locheamhead and Crieff.—The
party, numbering 100, will leave Buchanan Street Station about
9.15 A.M., in special saloon carriages, for Locheamhead, and dur-
ing the journey will see some of the finest Highland scenerj-,

thence by coaches via, Loch Earn, to St. Tillans, wnere a halt will

be made for refreshments, at the Drummond Arms Hotel ; then to

Cannie, where a second halt will take place to visit the Devil's

Cauldron, and thence to Crieff, where the party will be en-
tertained to dinner by Dr. MeLkle, at his Hydropathic Estab-
lishment. After dinner, short walks to places of interest in the

neighbourhood may be made, and the party wiU leave Crieff in the

same saloon carriages for Glasgow, where it will arrive about
8 P.M.

4. Callander and the Trossachs (Loch Katrine).—The party,

100 in number, will leave the same station as last at the same
hour, in special saloon carriages, for Callander, where coaches will

be in readiness to convey them to Loch Katrine. Dinner will be
served about 2 p.m., in the Trossachs Hotel, after which visitors

may enjoy a sail on the loch to the Silver Strand, mentioned by
Sir Walter Scott in the Lady of the Lake. The party will return

by the same route to Glasgow, where it will arrive about the same
time as the former excursion.

6. Arran.—The party, numbering 100, will leave Bridge Street

Station in saloon carriages about 9 a.m., for Wemyss Bay, where,

it will join the famous Clyde steamer Ivanhoe, which en route

to Arran calls at Rothesay, and passes through the Kyles of Bute.

Dinner will be served on board during the passage. On landing

on the island the party will be enabled to visit Broderick Castle,

by the kind permission of his Grace the Duke of Hamilton. The
party will return to Glasgow by the same route, arriving there

about 7.30 p.m.

6. Stirling. Bridge of Allan, and Dunblane Cathedral—ThQ
party, limited to 100, will leave Buchanan Street Station about

9.15 A.M. by special train for Stirling. On arrival visits will be

paid to the Castle of historic renown, the Royal Infirmary, High
Church, etc., under the conduct of Provost YeUowlees of that

town, and Dr. Haldane, of Bridge of Allan, returning to the Smith
Institute, where cake and wine will be served. Thence the

party will proceed by conveyances to the Wallace Monument, via

the King's Park, where an unrivalled view is to be obtained, then

through the demesne of Airthrey, the seat of the Right Honour-
able Lord .\bercromby, to Bridge of Allan, where dinner will be

served in the new Museum Halls. After dinner seats in the con-

veyances will again be taken, and the party n-ill then drive

through the grounds of Keir, the seat of the la'te Sir W. Stirling

Maxwell of bibliophilic fame, and Kippenross, to Dunblane, where
the Cathedral and Library of Archbishop Leighton will be visited.

The party will then return by the famous Wharry Glen to the

Spa at Bridge of Allan, where tea will be provided for the visitors

at the Hydropathic Establishment. The party will leave Bridge

of Allan for town, arriving there about 8 p.m.

7. Rothesay and the Kyles of Bute.—the party, fixed at 250, will

leave Central Station about 9 a.m., by special train from Greenock,

where it will join the new steamer Victoria, specially chartered

for the trip. The steamer will then sail down the Firth of Clyde

to Rothesay, and thence will proceed through the Kyles of

Bute, up Loch Ridden, and then round the Island of Bute to Kil-

chaltan Bay pier, where those of the party who choose may
land to walk to Mount Stuart, the seat of his Grace the Marquis

of Bute, visiting on the way the beaver colony, now an almost

unique sight. The remainder of the party will return to Rothesay

by the steamer, where conveyances will be in readiness to convey

them to Mount Stuart ; on returning, the party will alight at the

Glenburn Hydropathic Establishment, where," by the kindness of

Dr. PhUp. the proprietor, tea will be served to the party at 5 P.M.

Dinner will be served on board the Victoria en route. After tea a

visit may be paid to Rothesay Castle. The return journey to

Glasgow will be made by the game steamer, either to Greenockor

Wemyss Bay (not yet decided), and thence by special train,

arriving in town about 8 p.m.

8. Loch Lomond.—The party, numbering 150. will leave the

North British Railway Station. Dundas Street, at 10 a.m., by

special train for Balloch Pier, where it vriU be waited for by a

special steamer ; during its passage to the head of the loch all the

places of historic interest will be pointed out. Facilities will be

I
given, by arrangement made before or m the early part of the
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meeting, for an ascent of Ben Lomond by a small party. On
arriving at the head of the loch fifty of the party (to be fixed by
ballot or choice) will land, the remainder returning by the same
steamer to Tarbet, where dinner will be served about 2.30 p.m. in
the hotel. From here parties may Tisit Loch Long by a verj-

picturesque road. For the partj; of fifty left at the head of the
loch a special dinner will be proi-ided on board the steamer, arriv-
ing there about 2 p.m. The return journey will be made by
steamer to Balloch, and by special train to town, arriving about
7 P.M. As this is the busiest time of the tourist season, intending
visitors to this place should apply early, in order that completely
comfortable arrangements may be made.

Short descripti\ e sketches of the different excursions will be
fjiven in the Jocrnal from week to week, in order to enable
visitors to determine their choice, and also that early applications
may be made during the meeting for tickets.

Feancis Fowke, General Secretary.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
VIENNA.

[from OUB own COaBESPONDENT.]
T/te Question of TrepAining in Cerebral Lesions.—Resection of

Vermiforvi Appendi.r in Perityphlitis.

Phofessoh Nothxagel recently showed the following case to the
Imperial Royal Society of Physicians of Vienna. The patient, a
girl, aged 18, had been struck on the head with a sabre. She in-
stantly fell do-\\-n, lost consciousness, and came to herself after
half an hour with paralysis of the right arm and the right leg.
The paralysis disappeared after some days, but some impairment
of sensibility remained behind. Since then she constantly suf-
fered from headache. About fourteen days after the healing of
the wound, convulsions, lasting from one" to two minutes, super-
vened in the right leg. At pre.sent the patient did not suffer from
convulsions, and both upper extremities showed a fairly equal
degree of power. The right lower extremity was somewhat
paretic, and was still subject to convulsive attacks, consisting in
frequent and rapid contractions: consciousness and sensibility
were unimpaireit. The soar on the vertex of the skull exactly
corresponded to the spot in the brain which must have been in-
jured. The central convolutions, and especially the centre govern-
ing the lower extremity, had their seat there. "Theonly doubt was
as to whether the neighbouring convolutions were not equally af-
fected. There must be a lesion in the brain causing two conditions,
namely : (1) debility and inhibition of function; and (2) irritation,
as spasms used to occur occasionally. Both these conditions
could be explained by the supposition of a vegetation of bone,
having the periosteum as its point of departure. The important
question now arises as to what should he done in a ca.se like this.
There was scarcely any doubt that the treatment with bromide of
potassium and galvanisation, etc., would be quite useless. We
had to ask the surgeons whether trephining was indicated in such
a case, if no changes were to be found in the bone, the dura mater
would have to be opened. The lecturer had a patient of his tre-
phined last year, but without success, probably because the dura
mater had not been opened. It was, moreover^ a question whether
the inconveniences from which the patient now suffered would
justify such an operation, or whether the complete development of
Jncksonian epilepsy should he waited for before any surgical in-
tervention. The lecturer holds that this will probably not be t he case.
Docens Dr. Alaydl remarked that about ten cases of this kind had
been reported in the JoraNAi, of 1887 ; in two of these cases
tuberculosis and sarcoma were present. In all these cases except
that of sarcoma, the operation was attended with good results ; in
the case of sarcoma, recurrence took place, and the patient died.
There was no doubt about the success of the operation, though
there was an eleventh case on record (that of Bergmann) in which
the operation ended fatally. As to the therapeutic effect, the re-
sults were not in all cases the same. In the majority of cases the
attacks disappeared after operation, returned after a certain time,
and completely disappeared after an interval of some weeks. Pro-
fessor von Dittel also spoke in favour of the operation.

Dr. Brenner, Assistant to Professor von Dittel, showed a patient,
aged 19, who had been admitted into Professor von Dittel's clinic
in March last, with symptoms of severe intestinal obstruction.
The history of the case and the intense pain in the csecal region

led them to conclude, with a certain degree of probability, that
they had to deal with perityphlitis and consecutive suppurating
peritonitis. Laparotomy was performed on the day of admission.
After opening the abdomen, a great quantity of pus escaped ; the
intestines were washed with a solution of salicylic acid ; and on
close examination it was found that there was an abscess in the
region of the csecum around the vermiform appendix, which was
perforated. The vermiform appendix was ligatured and removed.
The part of the ca?cum which had become affected by the suppu-
rating process was drawn forwards and fixed to the abdominal
wound by means of sutures, as resection of the intestine could not
be done, owing to the collapsed state of the patient during the
operation. The abdominal wound was closed, and healing took
place by first intention. Three other cases of suppurating peri-
tonitis following perityphlitis were treated in the wards of Pro-
fessor von Dittel by laparotomy, but all ended fatally. Dr.
Brenner remarked that the recent advance in the surgical treat-
ment of these cases consisted in the fact that operation was resorted
to at an early date, and that the affected part of the intestine was
removed from the abdominal cavity. This was the first case of
healing after resection of the vermiform appendix when ceneral
peritonitis was already present.

BERLIN.
[feom our own corhespondent.]

Health of the Emperor.

The improvement in the health of the Emperor, which I men-
tioned in my last letter, still continues. The journals every day
report increase of strength and appetite on the part of the illus-

trious patient. This agrees with what I am now able to state on
the best authoritj' ; namely, that the physicians in attendance on
His Majesty are no longer certain about the diagnosis. The
pathological character of the swelling and the clinical course of

the affection are so entirely different from all that is known
generally to occur in laryngeal cancer, that to state the fact
bluntly, the physicians do not know the nature of the disease with
which they have to deal. This uncertainty of cour.^e is in itself
an immense improvement on the terrible diagnosis which was
arrived at in November. This change of opinion has not yet been
oflicially made known to the public, for fear of exciting hopes
which might afterwards be disappointed.

It seems to me that a more hopeful opinion has prevailed since
Professor Rudolf Virchow, who returned from Egypt not long
ago, had the opportunity of examining the affected parts. You
are acquainted with Virchow's opinion that alveolar structure is

to be considered as cancer only if the nested cells are found in the
mucous tissue itself, and that alveolar structure in the epithelium
—that is, above the mucosa—has no malignant character. This,
however, is not the opinion of our greatest anatomist, Professor
Waldeyer, whose researches on carcinoma, as you know, are
classical. Waldeyer believes that nests of epithelial cells arranged
like an onion constitute cancer wherever they are found. There-
fore where Virchow finds only " pachydermia"laryngis." Waldeyer
sees cancer. The future will show which of these eminent patho-
gists is right. The fact, however, remains that the Emperor liim-
self must be more hopeful as to his prospects of life than he was
some time ago. This is proved by certain acts of political import-
ance. When His JIajesty returned from San Remo after the death
of his illustrious father, the continuity of the Government was not
interrupted in any manner. The ministers remained in their
places, and no liberal measures were brought forward, though it

was well known to the whole German people that the new
Emperor was far more liberally inclined than his predecessor.
The conviction, therefore, was universal, that the sick monarch
did not mean to begin wliat he was sure not to finish. Since about
a fortnight a changi' is to be observed. Eminent deputies of the
Liberal party, like Virchow and Forckenbeck, have been honoured
with high decorations, and the position of the Minister of the
Interior, Herr von Puttkamer, an extreme Conservative, seems to
be considerably weakened.

All this proves that the Emperor has taken the reins of
Government into his own hands, and that his physicians must
have given him hopes of a longer life. Even Professor Senator,
who was absolutely convinced of the malignant nature of the dis-
ease, is now, as I have just heard, not without hope that the
Emjjernr's life may be prolonged for several years.
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PARIS.
[from OrR OWN CORKESPONDKNT.]

Suttden Deathsfrom Wound of Lai i/Ti.r.— lI'terine Tetanus.

At ft iiioeting of the SocWtiS do t'hirurgio, April -tth, 1888, M.;

rimiivel read notes of a case whicli had como under the notice of

51. du Ca^al of sudden death from u wound in the larynx. A
quartermaster swallowed a bit of gla.ss, which wounded the;

larj-nx. After violent attacks of i)ain the patient suddenly died.

The necropsy revealed ulceration of the; lower part of the left

vocal cord. The patient might have been saved by tracheotomy,

but neither suffocation nor any other symptom indicated the

operation. According to il. du Cazal's oj)inion, the patient died

of reflex syncope. M. Chauvel was surprised that the subglottic

surface of the vocal cord should be wounded without haemorrhage

ensiling, lie believed that death was caused not by the wound,

but by subglottic oedema. It is to be regretted that a laryngo-

scopic examination was not made. In such cases it is fatal to

temporise. To support this as.sertion, M. Chauvel related the case

of an Arab suffering from larj-ngeal .syphilis, who obstinately

refused to allow him to perform tracheotomy. The latter re-

mained near the patient with the intention of operating on the

first signs of urgency, but the Aral) died suddenly in one of the

attacks.

Dr. Duriez has lately published an interesting paper on a verj-

rare accident of confinement—namely, uterine tetanus. The womb
may be affected during labour in various pathological ways bear-

ing some analogy to uterine tetanus. These are (1) uterine rheu-

matism, the symptoms of which are fever, with sudden pains,

possibly extending beyond the womb, increased by pressure and

movement; (2) puerjieral tetanus, the result of infection; this

resembles surgical tetanus, and is consequently accompanied by

trismus, opisthotonos, etc. It is followed, after the delivery of

the child, by spasms of the inner orifice of the womb, which

closes, preventing the i.ssue of the after-birth, or affecting the

womb Itself, produces complete or partial hardening of the

placenta. Spasm of the womb may occur in connection with

confinement, and is characterised by its sudden contraction, or of its

neck, when the latter becomes rigid. If the spasm be continuous,

then it is caused by uterine tetanus, which is simply a permanent

contraction of the womb lasting from eighteen to thirty-si.x:

liours. It may be caused by the early ruptiu-e of the membranes,

by any obstacle to delivery, and by a wrong presentation of the

child, especially when the shoulders present. The prognosis is

absolutely fatal to the child, and is doubtful for the mother,

whose safety is endangered by the long labour, and the measures

necessary to assist delivery. Preventive treatment consists chiefly

in rectifying a faulty presentation. In a case of tetanus, the means

of allaying the spasm being uncertain and at times dangerous, if,

after several attempts at version, attempted under chloroform,

the delivery is not effected, it is better to have recourse at once

to embryotomy. The average of deaths from this operation is

about 8 in 53.

SWITZERLAND.
[from ouu own correspondent.]

Bacteriological Test for Huryical Tuberculoses.

At a recent meeting of the Medicinisch-riiarmaceutischer Bezirks-

Terein von Bern, Dr. Tavel read an important paper on a novel

method of differential diagnosis between tuberculosis and other

affections, by inoculation experiments on guinea-pigs. The method

is at present systematically practised by Dr. Tavel, in Professor

Kocher's surgical clinic, in all cases where it is necessary to dif-

ferentiate a tuberculous affection from .syphilis, traumatic granu-

loma, non-tuberculous ulcers, polyarthritis deformans, lymphoma
malignum, gonorrhoja, acute abscesses, malignant tumours,

glanders, and actinomycosis. Guinea-pigs are selected for the

purpose, because these animals are peculiarly susceptible botli

with regard to scrofula and true tuberculosis, which is not the

case with rabbits. Moreover, the course of the disease in the

former is by far more rapid than in tho latter. In guinea-pigs a

positive diagnosis Itecomes possible from two to four weeks

after inoculation. From tho results obtained in 120 cases where

this diagnostic inoculation was pr.actised, from one to five animals

being used in each case, Dr. Tavel lays down the following pro-

positions : 1. If the case is of tuberculous nature, inoculation in-

variably gives rise to the development of tulierculosis in the ani-

mal experimented upon. 2. The method requires far less time and

trouble, and gives more trustworthy results, than microscopic ex-

amination. 3. The method is certain, even where anatomical ex-

amination is practically impossible. The single inconvenience

attending it is that the diagnosis cannot be made till after the

lap.se of a couple of weeks. In the discussion which followed Dr.

Tavel's communication. Professor liocher said that the bacterio-

logical differential diagnosis in cases of surgical tuberculosis was

an important advance, because, to use his own words, " the clinician

who seeks support from the anatomist is always forsaken by the

latter just at the critical moment when he more than ever stands

in need of learning something sure and certain. Now at last we
have at our disposal a method which can be relied upon.'"

EGYPT.
[from our own CORRE.SP0NDENT.]

Annual Exodus.—Recurrent Sarcoma of Neck:

Every year there is an exodus from Egypt of people who try to

make out that they cannot support the terrible summer heats.

The necessity for this is entirely fictitious, for, compared with

India and other Oriental places, there is ulisolutely no reason why
Europeans should not remain and thrive in this wonderful

country for years together without a break. When I say no

reason, I pass over the fact that they must, of course, take some

slight trouble to sacrifice to sanitation ; must bear some expense

to " have their homes put into a moderately hygienic condition. If

they choose to live over a festering cesspool, they must, of course,

expect to suffer ; but, in common fairness, our admirable climate

should not be blamed for the results of their own crass careless-

ness. I repeat, with every confidence, that there is nothing in the

climate of Egypt to injure Europeans. If they take the trouble to

make their houses wholesome, they should enjoy better health in

this much maligned country than in their own foggj- and damp
native land.

Notwithstanding the exodus, the sick still keep coming in to

Kasr-el-Aini Hospital. The following notes of a recent case may
prove interesting. Nebowna, aged 6, daughter of Egyptian

parents, was first admitted in 1884 with a small tumour

below the right ramus of the jaw. She was operated on by

the native professor of surgery, but in 1886 had to be read-

mitted. She had then an" enormoiLs tumour, extending from

the left angle of the jaw to within half nn inch of the sym-

physis menti. It was adherent to the skin and deep parts,

and had a thickness of about three inches and a half. As the

tumour involved the common carotid artery^ and the internal

jugular vein, it was removed with great difficulty; about three-

quarters of an inch of the artery being included with the ablated

part, as well as a portion of the parotid gland, and about half a

square inch of the periosteum of the lower jaw with the subjacent

bone. The facial nerve was also at the same time divided. On

the fourth day the dressing was renewed, but, during the process,

a sudden burst of luemoi-rhage look place from tho common carotid

artery, which was with diflicully controlled with the finger till the

necessary instruments could be brought to ligature the vessel.

The wound healed in thirty-five days by granulation, and the

child was soon afterwards discharged. In April this year, how-

ever, she was readmitted with a tumour in the old position, ex-

tending from the parotid gland to the symphysis, and consisting

of two'distinct masses; the larger and superior being the size of a

small cocoa-nut, and the smaller, lying below tho inner third of the

maxilla, being about as big as a chestnut, and separated from the

larger mass by a deep groove. This smaller mass was diagnosed

by Professor Virchow, who was passing through Cairo, as an en-

larged gland. The tumour was removed on this occasion more

easily than at first ; the blood-supply being found to come from the

facial and inferior thyroid arteries ; there being no trace whatever

of any carotid artery' or internal jugular vein. In the groove be-

tweeii the two portions of the sarcoma there was found a smnll

exostosis, about one inch long, halt an inch broad, and one me
in thickness, arising from the lower jaw at the place where it had

been scraped during the previous operation. The tumour had evi-

dently, in its growth from the deeper parts, come across this exos-

tosis, and, being unable to di.splace it, a portion hud passed be-

hind, anil, bulging out on the other side, had simulated the appear-

ance of la swollen gland to such an extent, that tho great pro-

fessor—who is called by tho Egyptians Aboo Awram, the Father

of Tumours—was deceived. The wound is now all but healed,

and the little patient relieved temporarily of her diseaae.
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LIVERPOOL.
[from OUll OWN CORRESPONDENT.] i

New Royal Infirmary.— The Teaching of Anatomy.—Hodykin's

Bixease.—Loin 2)eath-rate.

The new Royal Infirmary, Iho foundation stone of which was laid

last October, is making rapid progi-fss, and already a fair idea

may he obtained of the appearance and arrangement which it

will present when finished. It is being ejected of local grey

brick, with dressings of red terra-cotta, and glazed bricks will be

largely used in the interior. The wards will be arranged in six

blocks, and will contain altogether 2S0 beds. There is a special

set of rooms for the out-patients, and a separate block is to be

devoted to the administrative department. The contract pnee

for the building is £105,000, but at the time of commencing the

operations the amount subscribed fell short of that sum by

£15,000, and accordingly the Committee decided to defer the erec-

tion of one of the wings until the necessary funds were pro\^ded.

Since then, however, additional subscriptions have nearly made

up the deficiency, and the entire building will be proceeded with

according to the original designs. The architect is Mr. A. Water-

house, R.A., of London. During the construction of the new
building the work of the Infirmary is earned on in commodious

temporary premises which have been erected at considerable out-

lay, supplemented by the building that was formerly the Lock

Hospital, and has now been converted into two medical wards.

In the School of Medicine some improvements have recently

been introduced in the arrangements of the anatomical depart-

ment. The dissecting room has been surrounded by a dado of

glazed tiles, and the so-called " boneroom " has been enriched by

numerous preparations of great utility and beauty. No device

has been spared to make the intricacies of anatomy plain to the

student, and Jlr. W. Jlitchell Banks, the Professor of Anatomy, is

to be congratulated on the completeness of his arrangements.

Two cases of Hodgkin's disease have lately been in the Royal

Southern Hospital under the care of Dr. I'arter. The first was a

man, aged 50, in whom the disease had e.xisted live years, and

when treatment was commenced about five months ago there was

extreme glandular enlargement all over the liody, the inguinal

glands on one side forming a lump as large as an iufaiit's_ head.

The blood corpuscles were in normal amount, and aiKcmia was

not marked. The medicinal treatment adopted was arsenic, con-

tinued for three mouths, and supplemi'iited duriuij the greater part

of the time by iron and quinine. At the present time the glands

can scarcely be felt, and the patient is practically v,-ell. The

second case is still under treatment. It is remarkable that in both

patients effusion took place into the left pleura, apparently from

the pressure of the enlarged glands. The first case was tapped

three times.

The number of deaths registered in this city during th.' week

ending May 2Gth was 191, being at the rate of ICG per l.OiXI in the

year. This is the lowest <leath-rate ever recorded in Liverpool.

The temperature during the week was unusually high for the

time of year, reaching a maximum of 71°.

SHEFFIELD.
[prom our own correspondent.]

Ces-fation of Small-po.v Epidemic.—Cost of Vaccination.—Phy-

.uoloyy and Education.—Heavy Damayes ayaimtt a Railway

Company.

Thk small-pox outbreak has now so much subsided that it can

hardly be regarded as epidemic. Scattered cases still occur, but

the last weekly return showed only three deaths attributable to

that cause. The ilanchester and Sheffield Railway Company com-

menced to run their excur.sions for M'hitsun week, und it is ex-

pected now the Midland will follow with their cheap seaside and

other trips. The cloud which has so long hung over the town,

and so seriously interfered with its trade, has now it is hoped

disappeared. Every well-wisher to " Steelopolis" will fen-ently

pray that it may be very long before the health of its inhabitants

and its commerce are again aflfected by such a scourge.

At a meeting of the Ecclesall Board of Guardians recently, it

was announced that the cost of public vaccination for the year

ending Lady day last was .e'.121 4s. '2A., as compared witli £284

19s. lUd. tor the previous year. No doubt the increas 'd expendi-

ture would be found to apply particularly to the mouths of De-

cember, January, and February, when revaccination was so much
encouraged.

Dr. Dyson recently read before the Literary and Philosophical

Society a valuable paper entitled "Some Physiological Aspects of

a Modern Kducation." IJy reque.st it was repeated Ijefore the

Sheffield Teacher*' Guild. From the standpoint of a physician

and physiologist he pointed out .the errors in the systems of the

day and the dangers accruing Uierefrom. The audience consisted

of teachers of all grades, and tlteir willingness to learn and the

s]iirit in which the lecturer's remarks were received were very

gratifying. .... j *

Two claims for damages in consequence of injuries receivea at

the Hexthorpe (Doncaster) railway disaster were decided before

the Under-sheriff on June 1st. In one case, that of a solicitor,

aged 28, who had undergone amputation of one leg and sustained

severe injuries to the other, £4,000 was awarded ;
whilst in the

other, a clerk obtained £9.')0, having had fracture of a leg.

Dr. W. R. Thomas has resigned his office as Physician to the

Public Hospital and Dispensarj-, intending to practise in Bourne-

mouth. . , , i^ .1,

The following institutions have received legacies trom the

executors of the late ilr. Joseph Nicholson :
General Infirmary,

£525 ; Jeseop Hospital for Women, £105.

MANCHESTER.
[from octb own correspondent.]

Whitsun Week.—Conversazione in Oivens College.—Chair ofSurgery.

—Proposed Gift by Whittcorth Tru.9tees.

It is the custom in the Medical School of Owens College that no

lectures are delivered during Whitsun Week, when all Manchester

holds high holiday. The lectures were resumed on Monday,

ilay 28th.
. , ,

The Council of the Owens College has issued a large number-
several thousands—of invitations for a grand conversazione, which

is to be held on June 8th, on the occasion of the opening o£ the

raacnirtcent Biological and Geological Laboratories and Museum.

These buildings were used by the members of the British Associa-

tion at its Manchester meeting; but on the day mentioned they

will be formally opened, though they have been in use for some

time.

'

, J.I. r<\,

Very little has so far been heard as to the vacancy in the Chair

of Suro-ery, but so much is certnin that several local gentlemen

are lik(Tly"to be candidates, and it is said that perhaps others may
apply; but as tlie time for receiving applications does not expire

until June 0th, the mimes of the actual candidates are not likely

to be known until that date. The CouncU, in its statement of the

duties of the new professor, intimate that the duties of the chair

may be rearranged.
, , , .

Some time ago, the Whitworth Trustees intimated that they were

willing to present a large piece of land for use as a public park

and as a site for a museum and other buildings. The trustees

now propose to increase their gifts; and it is probable that, ''"tnin

a short time, Manchester—through the generosity of the Whit-

worth Trustees, combined with the Exhibition surplus—vfill be

possessed of technical schools and an enlarged art-school.

CORRESPONDENCE.

DK XITZE AND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION OF THE
BLADDER.

Sir —Dr. Nitze writes me, stating that the original idea of

introducing a light into the cavity of the bladder belongs solely to

him, and suggests that I have not made this appear distinctly in

my late lectures on the subject.

When I showed the instrument in London, in the year KSSO, .soon

after its invention, I said :
" The idea of earrj-ing an electric light

into the bladder and other cavities appears to have originated

with Dr. Nitze, now of Vienna; but its realisation is due to the

patience and perseverance of Leiter, the surgical instrurnent

maker, of that city." 1 quote from a lecture given at that date,

and since widely circulated in my "Clinical Lectures. '
I had just

come from Vienna ; that was the impression I received there, and

the stateineut has not been called in question hitlu ito. I am quite

unable to enter into any discussion as to the relative shares of

merit due respectively to the originator of the idesv, which J fully

believe Dr. Nitze to he, and the clever mechonician who rendereei

it practicable, and who has subsequently improved it. as, with

technical knowledge, he might naturally be expected to do. In
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geaeral terms, the chief merit is unquestionably due to " the

thinker, anU I regret that I did not give more prominence to

that fact in my recent lecture, Had 1 but repeated the words
quoted above, I should only have done simple justice to Dr. Nitze,

whose name the instrument ought certainly always to bear. But
1 regarded the matter as already known, and merely mentioned
incidentally Dr. Nitze's association with Leiter, without, on that

occasion insisting on the Doctor's claim as the original inventor.

I trust this statement will be siitisfuctory to Dr. Nitze, as I un-

feigiiedly desire it should be.—I am, etc.,

Wimpole Street. H. Thompson.

THE TREATMENT OF AL'KAL EXOSTOSES.
Sir,—It Mr. Field had heard at the Royal Jledical and Chirur-

gical Society the paper which he criticises in the Journal of

June -nd, he would have observed that references were made to

the account (published in 1876) of my operation in 1874 ; also to

his first operation in 1877, and his further published cases.

1 am sure that (had he heard or seen the paper) his comments
would have been valued and received with attention. I am equally

sure that the impressions he now has of the contents of the paper
would have been in many respects quite different, in others the

exact opposite of what he appears to have at present.

If Mr. Field will bring the cases he proposes to publish before

one of the Societies in London, I shall be happy to discuss all the
points to which he refers in his letter.— I am, etc.,

London, June 3rd. W. B. Dalby.

.."urticaria diffusa occurring after ovariotomy.
Ser,—ilr. Butler-Sm'ythe's communication is interesting, and

confirms an experience which has bepn to me quite a common one.

After almost all kinds of abdominal section, acute attacks of

urticaria occur in at least six or seven per cent, of the cases. It

seems sometimes to come in outbreaks, for I have quite lately

had the appearance he describes come over eight or nine cases, one
after the other, within two or three weeks; and this is by no
means the only incident of the kind whicli 1 have witnessed. The
symptoms are occasionally somewhat severe, but they never give
any reason for anxiety, and tlje administration of a saline purga-
tive generally causes them to disappear.— I .am, etc.,

Birmingham, Jiin" -Jml. Lawson Tait.

£TlIEi;i.-..aiuX; A.V U.NRECOGNISED DANGER.
Sir,—Having noticed more than once the collapse subsequent

on prolonged ether-anx'sthesia, I have often thought how simple
it would lie to linve an operating table made of zinc or tin,

hollow, which could l)e filled with hot water before operation, and
whieli, when covered with blanket, would contribute immensely
to the patient 3 comfort, as well as tend to prevent the chance of

coUa]>se.

A table like those seen in restaurants for keeping roast joints

hot all day will explain what I suggest. The interesting para-

graph in the JoLRNAL of June 2nd on Etherisation, etc., has
}>rompted me to publish this suggestion; and I fancy, if carried

into effect, it would be useful at least in hospitals, where pro-

longed operations ore the nile.— 1 aro, etc.,

Dublin, June 3rd. ' Ai.kxandeb Dpke, F.K.Q.C.P.I.

MEDICAL OPPIOERS OF HEALTH A\D COUNTY BO.\RDS.
Sib,— I have received a copy of a circular signed by some

medical officers of health chiefly in the south-west of England, in

which they refer to the question of compensation which they pro-

pose to claim in case the Government decide to attach medical

officers of health to County Councils, and to discontinue the ser-

vices of some medical officers of health holding annual appoint-

ments of minor districts. The en,' for compensation is a very
natural cry, and one which will always find very numerous ad-

herents among the persons interested. In the first place, how-
ever, I would reminil those who may t)e addressed on this sub-
ject, or who may feel interested in it, that the proj)Osal to

create adequate districts for snnitarj' purposes, and to officer them
by medical officers of health of full qualification with adequate
salaries, and not in private practice, is one which has been uni-

formly aimed at by the best professional authorities and
endorsed by the British Medical Association for a long series

of years. It was the plan which the Association expressly

adopted after the most elaborate consideration of the whole sub-

ject at the instance of Rumsey, Stokes, A. P. Stewart, W. H.

Michael, Farr, Sibson, and of all the recognised leaders of the

Association. This plan they, at the request and with the con-

currence of the Association, urged upon the Government year by

year, and their evidence before the Royal Sanitary Commission,

earnestly pressed it upon that Commission. Further, in the very

able and detailed report presented to the annual meeting of the

British Medical Association at Plymouth in August, 1871, and
unanimously adopted without one dissentient voice, the joint

Committees of the British iledical and Social Science Associa-

tions severely criticised the report of the Royal Sanitary Commis-
sion on the ground that it did not adequately provide for the ex-

tension of administrative areas as health districts.

" It is well known," says this report, which was unanimously

adopted by the Association, " that petty elective authorities in

small separate districts are apt to obstruct rather than forward

sanitary improvement, and that for the most part they render any

uniform and efficient system of administration almost impossible."

Again they say, referring to the proposed creation of about a

thousand limited and isolated areas for sanitary purposes, against

such a project of Local Government, " we strongly and earnestly

protest," and they especially complain that " while the Committee

propose to facilitate the combination of districts for limited pur-

poses, its adoption is to be merely permi-ssive," and they protest

against the distinction between urban and rural authorities.

Further on in the report they urge, as an important reason for

wider administrative areas, that they would supply a superior

machinery .for the appointment of scientific medical ^officers of

health.
, ..^

And again they say that it is almost impossible to overrate the

importance, or to question the practical wisdom, of the recom-

mendations for, as far as possible, providing such areas and mak-
ing such appointments as will ensure the emplojTnent of a medi-

cal officer of health who, not being in practice, will not be the

rival of his brethren, so that he may secure their goodwill and

co-operation, and that opportunities of admonitorj- intercourse

with sick families should not even be liable to abuse for the pur-

pose of professional competition,
,

. _

This memorandum, which is the Iocms classicus of sanitary prin-

ciples of administration, laid down after the most earnest and

continuous study of the subject by the very ablest sanitary

iiutliorities in the profession, avIio were also the leaders of the

medical profession, e.stablishe,s indisputably the principles of

sound administration in respect to medical officers of health, their

areas and their qualilications, whether in the interest of the pub-

lic or of the profession.

The main difficulty of the Government was then, and is up

to this moment, that the boundaries had not yet been fixed,

county boards had not yet been established, and the requisite

authority for the larger area had not yet been brought into exist-

ence. It is, therefore, a matter of course that either now, or at a

very early date after the creation of the county boards, the sani-

tary administration should be constituted under suitable medical

officers of health over a suitable area thus arranged; and the

Government have recognised the necessity for this by providing

that the County Councils should have cognisance of public health

questions.

The Bill as drafted falls short of providing suitable medical

officers to advise the Councils, and to enable them to carry out the

functions so imposed upon them. Without such officers it is

obvious that the Act must in this resjject be a dead letter, and the

cause of public health retarded and obstructed. In calling the

attention of the Government to this defect in providing adequate

machinerj', the Society of Medical Officers of Health is true to the

Ijest and noblest traditions of Xhf profession ; while the Parlia-

m.-ntarj' Bills Committee of the British Medical Association has

only followed in the course absolutely laid down for it, and de-

fined by the Association in past years when dealing with this

subject.

I have read, therefore, with some surprise the very narrow-

minded doctrine of the circular letter referred to, which appears

to be based upon purely selfish and personal considerations. There

is reason, however, to suppose that the probable fear which some

of its signatories entertained, that their own individual functions

in respect to public health may be determined, and that their own

appointments may come to an end, is exaggerated and without

foundation. It is obvious that a considerable proportion of the

appointments, and all those which are most valuable, whether in

respect to the services perfoi-med or the salaries earned, are far
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more likely to be continued, strengthened, and extended, than to

be in anvwav diminished. It is notorious that a considerable

number of medical ofiicers of health of small districts only hold

those appointments reluctantly, and to keep out intruders in

practice, and TV'ould very willingly resign them if a county ofticer

not in practice were appointed over a large district, to which he

should give his whole time and care. But, however this may be, it

would be an evil day for the i^rofession if it was supposed that at a

triven moment, and 'in order to obtain the continuance "t annual

lalaries on a small scale for a given number of its members, it should

sacrifice the principles for which it has contended,and turn its back

upon its deliberate and declared conclusions of what is best tor

the profession and the public as a whole, in order to satisfy small

and purely selfish objects. On the question of compensation

which the circular raises, it is clear that these gentlemen are not

willing to face the position. They refer to the compensation

claimed by publicans as a precedent for compensation to be

awarded to themselves in case their functions should cease.

Now there is a great division of public opinion on the question

of compensation to publicans, but the two cases stand on a wholly

different footing. The publican claims to be recouped for the

large sums which he has expended on the purchasing of a goodwill

of a business for which he has given many thousands of pounds,

on the faith of public Acts of Parliament which have created a

precedent for the carr^-ing on of his business. What he bought

he bought on the faith 'oi Acts of Parliament ; that, at least, is his

contention, and on the justice or injustice of it will depend his

claim. The medical officer of health stands, and always has

stood, upon an absolutely different footing. He is a salaried

annual officer, who receives an annual salary for work done, and

is constantly subject either to the suppression of his office alto-

cether, under the existing law, if at any time the local authorities

choose to combine and form a larger district, or to dismissal at

any time without compensation. Any medical oflicer belonging

to a conjoint district, and who is paid by contributions from sepa-

rate districts, is liable at any moment to the cessation ot that

portion of his salary paid by any authority within the combined

district. Whenever any one of these authonties chooses to with-

draw his salary ceasesi and no question of compensation ever has

or can be raised. As well might the qualified assistant of the

general practitioner claim compensation if his employer ceases to

practise, or enters into a new partnership, or chooses to alter his

arrangements for any other purpose. Thus to attempt to create a

demand on the ground of vested interest, with a view to opposing

a salutary reform which the whole profession long since endorsed,

and whichever^' sanitary authority without exception has approved

for a long course of years, is, in the name of professional interest

and duty, to prostitute every other consideration to that of

imaginary personal profit. Such a course of action is more

damaging than anything else could be to the reputation of the

profession and to tlie advancement of the cause of pubic hea th.

I „,„ ol-n il. O. H.—J am, etc.,

Srn —Like many other medical officers of health, the other

morni'nff 1 received a circular from a committee of gentlemen who

have issued it, presumably in the interests of those who hold

public health appointments under ".small " authorities, and who

work their appointments in conjunction with theur private prac-

tices. This circular 1 enclose you. .,..•,»!,
In this circular, if 1 may be allowed to criticise it, I think there

is much that is unreasonable and much that is reasonable in the

principles it, circulates. In the first place, it is notorious how

many appointments are made and held in which there is no pre-

tence to sanitary work. These sinecure appointments may well

be disestablished. Then there are a goodly number of able, active,

and conscientious ofiicers who are much hampered in the good

they might do by local interests, which might reflect upon their

practices. These officers have mostly and proportionately got

good results to show for their work, and such a change in

appointment, as by combination under the County Board, might

brine with it some liardship such as the circular indicates. But in

public health administration the welfare of the community is the

first consideration ; and, as it appears to me, there is no reason

why these interests and those of the cited conscientious medical

officers of health should he conflicting. The prospect is that, by

the division of the country into "combined sanitary districts,

there will be appointments in sufficient numbers, and open to

these officers, or, at any rate, for such as are sufficiently enthu-
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siastic, or who might find it worth their whUe to accept such

appointments. . .. ,. , ^v

In the second place, the qualification test, if applied, as the cir-

cular savs, "to the exclusion of the older medical officers at

present m office, in favour of younger men fresh from school and

armed with a bran new diploma in sanitarj' science, might, and

probably would act—and very unnecessarily so—to the prejudice

of the existing race of health officers, who have made sanitation

what it is. Fully recognising the advantages and the desira-

bility of some standard of qualification such as a diploma would

testify to, I would suggest that the licensing bodies granting such

diplomas might with very good reason so modify their public

health examinations to practitioners of some years standing (for,

say a year or two) that the grounds of complaint above quoted,

and the unequal facilities for preparation for examination en-

ioyed by men established in practice (without verj- considerable

sacrifice), might be removed. The credit of the public health

service would in no way suffer by such a proceeding.-I am, etc..

A Bubal -M. u. ii.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

ARMY MEDICAL DEFENCE FUND.
,

MvnirAl. Staff writes : The Government and its medical advisers hanng

cleirUMnt^their intention to take no steps '" "d^"' '^e exiBtme g^ev-

anTes of the medioal staff, it only remains for action to be taken on the lines

laid down bv Surgeon-General In-ing in the Jovbsal of May oth.

Let a romnrehensive scheme be rroposed for the estabhshmeot of a Medical

Staff Defence Fund, and the proposers will find that subscriptions wntl at

once lie forTcoming An annual iubscription of £1 per annum w,U probab^

T^mduce £1 000Tvear as a current income, and with such a sum much can be

§one It is obviSy impossible for officers on the active list to imtmte the

movement but it is iquallv certain tliat they will warmly snpport it.

It only remains for Surgeon-General Ir^ing to lay the details of hy scheme

before the medical officers of the army through the columns of the JoCB>f^-

calling for n.enTmes of those willing to subscribe, and the necessar>- finincial

support w ill be at once assured htm.

THE NAVY.
Thf following appointments have been made at the A;'™'"'"yi-i^c'!?it!„„

Z^A.^i^:^ t?e ^^S^^nl"JS;F.%^f^rg^rt2i

^j'olS'soDTEB to be Surgeon and Agent at Buryhead ;
James Little to be

Surgeon and Agent at Marj-port.
^

ARMY MEDICAL RESBEVE.
SuRfiFOX-CoMMANl-ANT A. T. NORTON. London Division Medical Staff Corps.

'°s''u^|;T^n^*'HJ>nVry'&SIj;^^^

be Surgeon-Major (ranking as Maio^l^
Medical Staff Corps: Acting-

Wales Borderers (late the 1st Brecknockl ; J"V;.Surgeon J H^Hav M.D .
,lh

"olunteer Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders late the 1st Clack

mannan and Kinross^, to be Surgeons iraiiking as Capt.uns'.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

DFPITV SlBr.FoN-GFNKRAL W. Walkfb. M.D.. Bengal Establishment IS ar-

£iL?«r?'^irS'tia^"-!>^o"-e^jf'^^
Simpson. K.C.I.E. . ,y j, ppn™, Establishment. Officiating Civil

cfcSta. during .h^»bsenc^on f- -R'-/„S^[^-rb^lrr;;e^n\"in;^^iSj_ to

JZr.Z Sge'nc"suTgeon'In''Bero.Ichi;.an during the absence on furlongh of

Surgeon-5Iaior J C. Fullerton, V^i
j,,„„,i,h„,ent. whose serxice, have l«-n

Surgeon-Major G.aBlFFiTKBent.^1 r
j, „, „f „„ North-Wcst Pro-

l^;;;j;ranlr'0ud;' K ar^ofu'tSn'oIhe ^^1 meaical charge of the B.aw.h

^'i''^'-'''. o n T MTARTirv- M D. Madras Establishment. Mclical

olcT,'l^thr^r„? Own Sappe'^rra'd Mine'., has leave of absence for one ycr

imedal with clasp. C.I. E.).
n.i.iL MB and Surgeon A. W. F.

'l^n'SlRK\^^S^;^'---i:^S:r^I.iu.ed .o o«iciate in
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AHMY MEPICAI.

mrrtlml clinrcf of tho IBtli Nntlve Infantry (inrlnR Ihp absence of Surpeon-

Maior W. P. Kii^ruHnder. ......
DriKmli' Siirg.on W. H. UfiliEBTS. M.D..Mlu1ras KnInWIshment. doin^duty In

the KusliTii Uistriot.is .ilr.vlwl to do ituty Willi tlii; Hyilerabiiil SubsMiary

For^e.
The aodcrm»ntionpd .Surneonj, uppointert to the Bengal EstnWisliment.

r<'port<»i t heir arrlvnl nt Bombny im tlu) data's specified ; A. Coleman. April 0th ;

A. K. KoiiERTS. I). .M. Davukson, J. C. Lamont. A. H. NoTT. W. W. White,
I). T. Laxe. M.D.. R. C. Macwait. W. H, E. Woodwriuiit. J. K. Close, M.D..

and J. M. Macsa.mara. M.I).. April 33nd.
BriK»de-S"r(ieon J. K. T. AlTOHISOS. M.D.. C.I.E.. Benfral Kst-ablishment.

has retired trim; the service, wliich he entered as As.sistant-.Siir);eon. January
27th. IS.'i.H. He was eneaged in the war in AfKhanistnn in I87S, and was M the

cnp*""' of *•>« Pelwar Kotnl. for which he received the medial with elasp.

In the JolRSAL of May lath it is stated, in the paraRraph announcing the

retirement of BriRude-Surgeon A. GAJinKS, that he lias no war record. We are

a«ked to savthat this is not correct, as BriRade-Surgeon Garden was present

durinR the Indian Mnthiv enmpaiRn in IWT-.'iO. includinfc thesiege of Lucknow.
and irroelvedthc medal with clasp granted for the campaign.

" ' FORKIQN SEIiVICE.
Rl-:otn.*'rtoK3 have been issued from the War Office -notifTinft that in future

the period of service abroad for mcdicAl and veterinary oflicers. chaplainsl'fend

olficers of Uie Commisnariat and Transport Corps, Ordnance Store Corps, and
Army Pay Department, will he four ye.irs for station in the West Indies.

Bermudas. China, Ceylon, ,ind Mauritius, and six years for all others, except

the West Coast of Africa, where each month's serrice will be reckoned as

three months.

lTJepArtment.—The annual dinner Tvas held

in the Holhorn Restaurant, on Tuesday, June bi\\ ; Sir Thomas
Crawford, K.C'.B., in the chair. There were also present : Sir

William Aitken ; Surgeons-General Balfour, C.B. ; Ekin, C.B. ;

Fraser; C. A. Gordon, C.B. ; Irvine; ilassy, C.B. ; Muschamp;
O'Xial, C.B.; Reade, C.B. ; Webb. Deputy Surgeons-General Don;
Jeffcoat ; Laiug; McGrath; Marston, C.B.; Sly: V'eale ; Watts.

Brigade-Surgeons Anderson, CLE. ; Candy, Clarke, Corban,

Gribbon, Hector, Jagoe, Jameson, Leask, Mackenzie, Mackinnon,
Maunsell, Myers, >'ash, O'Dwyer, Owen, Wilson, Wright. Siir-

geon(!-Major"Allin, Beattie, Boileau, Faris, Harvey, Johnston. Le
Slottee, I.iigert\vood, McXamara, Maturin, O'Farrell, Pratt, Rae,

Roe. Shaw, Slaughter. Surgeons Clark, Falvey, Harris, Harwood,
Kirkpatrick, ilorris, TreJierue, Trewman. The guests were Sir

Andrew Clark, Bart.; Sir William MaeCormac; Director-General

Dick. C.B., R.N.; Mr. Ernest Hart, Mr. Wakley, Mr. Clarke, and
Mr. Norton.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND__MEDICO-ETHICAL.

CKRTIFICATES OF SICKNESS IX SCHOOL ATTENDANCE CASES.
T. S. H. jisks wliether it is lepil to ivceive tlie certilicatf of a, chenust in a

. school ftlteiidanoe case ?

*«* B^ Section 74 of the Elementnry Education Art Ift?", the fact that a

'.chiic! has been preveutetl from attending school bj sickness or any other

unavoidable cause ia defined to \?t.&, " rwvaonable excuse" fur his failure to

attend school. Wlien a parent is summoned, tliis. like any other material

fact, must, if dispvited, l>e proved by proper evidence. The certificate of a

chemist is jqst as good for this purpoae as the certificate of aqualitied medical

practitioner or of anyone else—that \9, it is legally no good at all. The en-

denoe on which the court acta is the statement uf some person who knows
the child to he ill j but the production of a certificyite ia often accepted as a

corroboration of that evidence. If objected tp, a certificate ought in strictness

not to be received at all. /'','.
^ ^

..
' ,-.m >mi'', i i-!

TlifE APOTHECARIES' HAIJ. AXD THE TITLE OF ITS iNJTVV
LICENCE.

Lie. Mkj>. writcft : In Mr. Carpenters letter in tho Journal of Mav 2tjth Is the
following piw*ftgc : "To lUl*. profession and to lawyers L.M.LomJ. would
imply ' Licenliulo iu MiUwiferj- of the Koy;d Colle>;<i of Surgeons.* whicli

would remler any apothecary talcing that titl»;, unless he possessed It, liable

to criminal proccetUnes." May I ask how it i;* that the majority of Scotcli

licentiates are alUmeu to call theujBelves L.M.QUutgow or Edinburgh, whtm
there is no sutrh registrable qualification given by any uuiyersity or corpora-

tion iu ScotlaJiii ? Is it twUy an apothecnry who is liable to proaeiiutioa ?

•^i* It Ifl precisely iK-cause tho nniversiticB and colleges of Glasgow and

Edinburgh do not confer a f«ppArAt<' LicHntlfttcshlp in Midwifery, a-* does the

, College of Surgeons (Eng.>, that persons calling thcm.selves " L.M.Cilasg,"

or " L.M.Kdin." would not by so doing I>e liable to prosecution, iw would a

jMTHon representing he was a L.M. of the College of Surgeoiu>. for falsely

pretending they possessed a legally recognised diploma.

" A HYPOTHKTIC.\L CASE." ,,'
'

;," .

'

A.—If our cijrrcspondcnt. Instead of vagiie. general lmpntatJ()naC.tvllt'submit a
specific charge in reference to the alleged misdoings of B. and C. In the hypf>-

ihetlcftl case briefly alluded to In the Jorn.ifAi. of May 2rtth. we will carefully
consiiler It. In eonnectlon with any utatement from the other side, and. if

exp*<lieiit. cotniiient thereon. As the case at present stands. A. cannot fail

to recognise the fact That no overt acts have been adduced on which wc can
comment, or arraignment made on which to adjudicate.

ASSISTANTS AND LEGAL FEES.
JUSTITIA askfl whether it is tho custom for a qualified assistant to retain any

part or tho whole of foes recei\'ed by him for giving evidence in a police court
on a case which has been under his Ciire ; also the same concerning evidence
given in a coroner's court. ' < .1 i

%* A qualified assistant can legally claim the fee for gWfng evidence atfi

police court or inquest, unless debarred by terms of his agrecmeT»t. hnt buc^

claim is rarely made by any aasistaiit who wishes to retain the confidence and

friendship of the principal. In some cases the division of fees is made a

matter of agreement.

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

LONDON.
Expenrituhe of the L'nivehsitt. — Now that a strong

endeavour is being made to found a new university in

London, considerable interest attaches to the following extract

from the Educational Estimates, 18S.''-S9. For the London Uni-

versity the sums set apart are as follows :—Salaries and wages,

£3,503; examiners, £7,252; exhibitions, scholarships, etc., £1,997;

incidental expenses, £900 ; total, £L3,(352. The exhibitions include

two at matriculation of the value of £30 each, two of £20, and

two of £15, -n-ith eleven others at different stages of graduation.

The scholarships are fourteen in number, and vary in value from
£50 to £150. The prizes are eight in number, and the medals

twentv-one.
The' sums set apart for other uniyersitjies and colleges in

England and Wales are as follows :

—

',..:

A.—In ai'd of the expenses of the University College

for North Wales ' ,.. £4,000

B.— „ „ South Wales., ,,,'.,,,';, .,4,000

C- „ „ Aberystwith ;,',.';; ,'4' ::;:; 4,000

D.— „ „ Victoria University .'.. 2,000

Total £14,000

CAMBRIDGE.
At the Congregation held on Thursday, June 7th, the Rev. W. E.

Smyth, M.A., of King's College, was admitted to the degree of

M.B., and Reginald B. Wbishaw, M.B., B.A., of Cavendish College,

to the degree of B.C.

OBITUARY.

PROFESSOR L. M. POLITZER, M.D., Vienna.

Dn. PoLiTZEn, the eminent Professor of Piediatrics in the Uni-

versity of Vienna, and one of the most distinguished physicians

in Austria, died at Vienna on .May 2.3rd. He was the first to in-

troduce the critical methods of modem medicine and natural

science into tlie study of children's diseases, and to sweep away
the dogmatic and arbitrary doctrines, especially with respect to

their etiology and treatment, which had prevailed up to that time.

He showed that the causes of disease were the same in the child

as in the adult, and the differences in the symptoms were

not solely due to the frequent occurrence of ascaris lumbri-

coidea iii the inte.stinal tract, or to the universal morbid

influence ascribed to dentition, but they were due to the anato-

mical and physiological peculiarities of the newborn and

rapidly developing orgajiism. His intluence on therapeutics was
most important, and he energetically protested against the general

use of certain medicaments in all possible cases of disease, in par-

ticular against the abuse of laxatives and emetics, and the too

frequent prescription of ipecacuanha, antimony, and calomel.

Politzer was bom at .\rad, in Hungary, in 1814, and after com-

pleting his preparatory studies in his native town, he 8tu<lied

medicine at lluda-Pesth and Vienna where he obtained his -M.D.

degree in 1831). Later on, he became the assistant of Professor

Mauthner in the ' St. Anna Kinderspital," where he acquired a

great reputation throughout Austria and abroad by his literary

activity. In 1875 he received the title cf Professor, and in 1880

he was intrusted with the management of the first public institu-

tion for the diseases of children in Vienna. In June, 1853, he

started, together with .Mayer and Schiiller, the well-known

Jnln-luch fiir Kinderheilkwide. Among his writings may be

mentioned: "Prejudices and Errors in the Pathology and

Therapeutics of Children's Diseases," 1874; "Principles of
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5cientific, Dietetics and I'hy^ical Education of the Child " 1^8

;

•Treatment of the most important D»^;^ases ot ^he Infantih^Age

tSVJ " Uiagnosis and Treatment of Diseases of the Jirain ana

he MenTng^r." 18.U; "On the
^P'-'-f ,;^°- "^^ f^,^f?f¥hera-

Treatment^of the Cerebral Diseases "f ^^'^ ,'
' ^*'.

^'^

'^J practice
neutic Kvperiments on the most important Drugs in ^he i raciice

^f C Idren's Diseases,- 1863 and 1864
;.
".^vera t'^«^«

°\^^f°^^^l',
1864 ;

" Bronchial Asthma and Bronchia ^P''^^^ " >
!\^„"J\" eir

\ce" 1870; "Ou the Diseases ascribed to Dentition ana tneir

:Xission into I'atholoRV," 1874; '^^^^'^icism and Reform o

Theraueutics
•

lS7:i ; "The Origin of Danger in the Course oi

oSe" ; "On the Value of Certain Single f^ymptoms for

;UrDi4nosi8 of the Diseases of the
^fl^f'^XmrKMerheU-

Most orthese papers appeared m V^e Jahrbuch fa, Kinderheil

^'ZliUer was also the first to recognise the occurrence of

bron alasUimawith the characteristic type. of respirat o in

^ucklincrs and lie was one of the first to point out that the distase

which w'ascaUed "pseudo-paralysis syphilitica" m newborn

SU wL not to be looked upoA as a cerebral paralysis, bat

only as an osteo-cho»dritic intlanimatory process.

PUBLIC HEALTH I Of

AND

INDIA AND THE COLONIES.
""

INDIA.

The new Walter Hospital at Oodeypore was opened by the

Resident in state ou the Queen's birthday.

^ir^C from the insanitary condition of which both he and hisS l-ve'iffered in health. This state -^^^^^^^^
to the authorities more than a year ago

;
'^ndj^lie

f
"W'^

^"^^^
Department, recognising the urgent neexl, ""ffj^ook

that a new

building should be erex:ted at the earliest possible date. 1
his iias

r,i,hlisbed contains a despatch dated May lith, 1888, Horn ine

Secreta ToTsta e for India in Council to the Indian Government

wTth rt5e°t to the Contagious Diseases Act and the Cantonmen

Acts and Regulations of that country. The former Act, as tar as

it related tolndia, was only in operation in Madras Bombay, and

Balsefn LowerBu;mah),andthelndianGovernmenthaddet^^^^^^

to suspend it in these places. To this Viscount Cross gives his con-

sent bu requests that the i-e,sult of the suspension may be care

fnUv watched With regard to t he Cantonment Acts, he says that

tSeU'th andefticiency^of the British garrison have been steadily

kept in view since the measure was brought into operation The

mainenauee of the cantonments in '^ P™?^'"
^.f'^^J.^ ^""ll^'^;;

Sid the prevention and cure of disease are ^Pi^^'ly " f*f«
°^. "

t
highest importance, and all i"f>^<=tious disease ought to be dealt

with as a (iuostion of police. No examination should be imposed

Tpon women ;ompulsol-ily, but no person likely to ^P-^'^^disease

ouffht to be allowed within the cantonments except 111 hospial

and no one who obiects to medical treatment ought to be in the

cantonment at alU The result of the latest inquiries has .shown

?he n"c"ss ty for the regulation of pro.stitutioi, ui cantonment^s

vtcount CrLs thinks that the rules framed -^^^{^ f,
R*.ption 27 of Act 111 (188tO require i-eTision, and tlie principit ro

be bor^e n mind s. t lat the efforts to control prostitution and to

mitig™e te" teudant evils should not be developed >"to ai^thing

toat can assume the appearance of an '•"«"""«;;"•" "f^^^ "^

a legalisation of prostitution by the Government and its othcers.

i SOUTH AFRICA.

T„„-o.nTTr 4-R WAOTiTlONEna.—The state of the law for the sup-

.prSoM?r.5.tar"™tice in South Africa ca." hardly be ™n-

'?Werid sa isfacuu-v. In recently sentencing a Hindoo to a hne of

£10 for wact sing as a physician in Capetown without a licence,

Mr Justke Buchanan said it was utterly useless instituting pro-

s cution of the kind unless the accused had property He had

had a similar case at Grahamstown, and reserved for the Co irt ot

Aiuieal the question whether the convicted person could not be

i&ied on failure to pay the fine The Court of Appeal held

that no alternative punishment could be imposed.

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

DRAINAGE AND DIPHTHERIA
\x-important case has just been decided in the Glasgow Sheriff

Cour? The pursuer was a tenant of a house in Glasgow, and on
,

June 3rd 1887 his only child died from diphtheria It was proved

'at the triaUh^t for several months P--°f.'y ^^^ ^-^-^^^^^^^
in an insanitary condition, through faulty

c^^^'Vn hv tit i^url

Tva •' \ii^gument for the defenders was founded on the

'p^ound that tKtroduction of traps on drains outside of houses

^comparatively modern, and that it was n"t recognisedas neeee-

sarv at the time when this house was erected about l6b4. It is

now however recognised by sanitary authorities as a necessary

conitiorfofsafety: that a 'drain should be provided with a trap

thnt when he built his house a trap was not thought nece»»ar> ,

and that he declined to comply with the recognised requiremeivts,,

"STtTefplHo'te regretted that all builder, of houses and

drains have-not as clear^n idea of the necessity of traps and ,

ventilators as the learned shenS.

THE ALLOTMENTS ACT.
^ ^ ^ ^, _.

The Local Government Board have Lssued, under date May ao i.

Series of modll clauses for the assistance of local ^^mtary au ho-

rities in framing regulations under Section b of the AUotmentb

Vet 18^7 C regulating the letting of allotments under the Act

or preventing any undue preference in the letting thereof, and

lenprX for carryin./ the provisions of the Act into effect.
_

This .

Irifs is wepaitd on the lines adopted in the model by-laws issued

bv the Board under the Public Health Act, and should prove to be,.

very usefvil to locll authorities. The Board have taken the oppor-

this direction.

Wi^iTTH OP English Towns.—In the twenty-eight large

En'J^hTowns. including London, which have an e.st^a ed

population of 9,.398,273 persons, ^'9-^..^'^^';*
»°f„,r'^j;u,e o„d

were registered during the
^f.''

«?d\°g
''^^'i'^^'"^- ^ 17 s'p-r

The annual rate of mortality, which had been l;^--* I'M V'" Yy.1

I mT the two preceding weeks, further declined during the

'

I .^nlr notice to 17 <i The rates in the several towns ranged

r^LmnnCby 14 3 in Bradford and in Brighton, and 14.6 in

Birke ihead to 2^ 4 in Blackburn, 23.7 in Preston, 24.9 m Wolver-

Klo:,\nd°2...7 in M-chester In the tv.^ntv-.evenprovr^^

towns the mean death-rate was 18.9 per 1,000, «"'^/^^^^^"\", '/_"

r£ -Tie ttrfz;s^$^^^'£s;.:x:'JA "»v;a

:
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in London, 3 in Hull, and 2 in Norwich. The 10 fatal cases of

small-pox included 4 in Sheffield, 1 in Bristol, 1 in Nottingham,
1 in Derby, 1 in I'reston, and 1 in Hull. The number of small-

po.'c patients in the Metropolitan Asj'lums Hospitals on Saturday,

June llnd, was only 3, and no new cases wore admitted during the

week. These hospitals also contained 873 scarlet fever patients

on the same date, showing a slight further decline from recent

•weekly numbers; T8 cases were admitted during the week, against

91, 82, and Gti in the three preceding weeks. The death-rate from
diseases of the respiratory organs in London was equal to 2.9 per

1,000, and was slightly below the average.

Health of Scotch Towns.—During the week ending Satur-

day, June 2nd, 869 births and 489 deaths were registered in the

eight principal Scotch towns. The annual rate of mortality,

•wnich nad been 19.3 and '-'0.9 per 1,000 in the two preceding

weeks, declined again to 19.3 during the week under notice, but
exceeded by 1.7 per 1,000 the mean rate during the same period in

the twenty-eight large English towns. Among these Scotch

towns the lowest rates were recorded in Greenock and Leith, and
the highest in Glasgow and Paisley. The 419 deaths in these

towns during the week under notice included 52 which were re-

ferred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate

of 2.1 per 1,000, which exceeded by 0..5 the mean zymotic death-

rate during the same period in the large English towns. The
highest zymotic death-rates were recorded in Paisley and Glas-

gow. Of the 22.5 deaths registered in Glasgow, 10 resulted from
measles, 6 from scarlet fever, 14 from whooping-cough, and 4 from
" fever ;" 2 fatal cases of scarlet fever occurred in Dundee, and 2 of

diphtheria in Edinburgh. The mortality from diseases of the

respiratory organs in these Scotch towns during the week under
notice was equal to 3.2 per 1,000, against 2.9 in London.

Health of Irish Towns.—In the sixteen principal to-mi-

districts of Ireland the deaths registered during the week ending
Saturday, June 2nd, were equal to an annual rate of 21. .5 per
1,000. The lowest rates were recorded in Armagh and Galway,
and the highest in Liirgan and ATexford. The l.'i9 deaths regis-

tered in Dublin during the week under notice were equal to an
annual rate of 23..5 per 1,000, against 23.6 and 24.4 in the two
preceding weeks, the rate for the same period being only 16.1 in

London, and 18.4 in Edinburgh. The 159 deaths included 20
which resulted from the principal zymotic diseases (equal to an
annual rate of 3.0 per 1,000), of which 9 resulted from whooping-
cough, 4 from scarlet fever, 4 from different forms of " fever,'' 2

from diarrhcca, and 1 from measles.

DISINFECTION BY HEAT.
M. O. H. ask."* for experience in rural districts of disinfection by heat in rases of

InfectioiiB rtipeaae—what contrivances can be used? and. if a disinfecting
chamber, whose? what is the cost, and whose is the cheapest to employ?

•»• We may mention in pert rjply tn the above that Messrs. Frazer, of

London, have a tixed disinfecting chamber, where, in a close chamber sub-

jected t^ about .TOO® F., any materials vjin W properly treated. They li.ave also

» perambulntiUK apparatus. He.>«6rs. Nelson, of Leeds, have an app.i.ratus in

use in London and the provinces, which takes tlie form of a wrovight iron

clie«t. The heat is regulated to 20('t', and this cannot he e.tcewled If wished.

Dr. Rogers, of Bast Uetfonl. has a jKirtable apfmratus. which consists of an

Iron out«r case and a wooden bo:t within. Messrs. Stobbs and Seagrave, of

London, have also a perambulating disinfecting apfiaratus which applies

superheated air or steam. Dr. Scott, of Dalkey. co. Dublin, has several sys-

tems of disinfecting by hot air. We believe they are engineered by Messrs.

Maguire and Son, sanitary enginecru, Dublin. Mr. Washington Lyon, of

CornhiU. London, has a valuable but costly movable apparatus on wheels,

which disinfects, dries, and heats as well by the action of steam. Mr. Arthur
Jennings, of Cross Street, Lambeth, S.K., has lately brought out an excellent

apparatus, wlilch'dlsiafecta by the heat pro<tuce<l by gaa, and which is highly

spoken of

We would recommend M. O. H. to write to the above firms for descriptions,

prices, and testinioiiials, so as to judge for himself.

Insanitakt Dwrlmmg.s.—The report of the Mansion House
Council on the Dwellings of the People, presented at its last meet-
ing, stated the action that had been taken in regard to numerous
cases of in.oanitation in the districts of St. oTave's Southwnrk,
Shoreditch, Westminster, Clapton, and the City. Instructions
were given to bring to the notice of the Oovemment particulars
of prolonged neglect on the part of the authorities for I'Uimstead
and Woolwich.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—FniJny, Jmie Ut.
Limacy Acts Amendment liill.—lsU. W. H. SxfiTii, in reply to

Dr. Farquhakson, stated that it was the intention of the Govern-
ment to pass the Bill in the course of the present session.

The Vaccination Laws.—^Ir. Picton submitted the following

motion :
" That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into

the circumstances of the epidemic of small-pox in Sheffield and the

surrounding district, and especially to ascertain whether its origin

can be traced to defective vaccination, or to insufficient sanitary

precautions, or to any other causes; also to inquire how far the

rapid spread of infection has been owing to the absence of any
system of compulson,' notification of contagious disease ; likewise,

whether the notorious diminution of vaccination in Leicester,

Keighley, Dewsbury, and other towns, has been attended by any
evil consequences, or whether preventive measures other than

vaccination have been found effectual ; and, if so, whether they

are capable of wider application."—This was seconded by Mr.

Colman.—Dr. Faequhaeson said if the Government would agree

to hold an inquiry into the two specific cases of Norwich and
Leicester, it would, he thought, supply a great deal of scientific

information, and would satisfy, to a great extent, the public mind.

—Dr. Cameron said there were three different systems which he

thought might be inquired into with advantage : the system which
prevailed in Leicester, where there was defective vaccination

but strict attention to segregation ; the system which prevailed

in London, where vaccination was carefully carried out, but there

was no attempt at segregation ; the system prevailing in Glasgow
where there was great attention to vaccination and revaccination,

and the most strict attention to segregation.—Mr. Ritchie said

whatever inquiry might be made, a Select Committee of the

House of Commons was not the proper body to make it. He said

it was impossible to dissociate the inquiry* which the hon. member
for Leicester asked for from the cause which the hon. gentleman
represented in the House in speaking for the large masses of

people who were opposed to vaccination ; and therefore, if an in-

quiry were granted, the hon. member would insist upon certain

gentlemen with strongly adverse opinions to vaccination being

placed on the Committee of Inquiry. No such tribunal could

ever hope to come to a unanimous report, and matters would re-

main very much as they now were. With regard to the Sheffield

outbreak, a house-to-house visitation had been made, and all the

circumstances connected with every single case of attack would
be specifically reported upon. There never was a more complete

case in favour of vaccination than the Sheffield case. The number
of vaccinated children under 10 years in Sheffield was given at

82,958. Out of that number 207,' or 1 in 400, were attacked, and

out of the 207 attacked only 2 died. The number of deaths of

vaccinated children was, therefore, only 1 per cent. The number
of unvaccinated children under 10 years of age was 4,366.

Of these 146, or 1 in 30, were attacked, and 7 died. Some remark-
able facts had been brought to light with regard to small-pox in

Jlontreal. Prior to 1885, there had been for many year.s no case

of small-pox in Montreal, a large proportion of people, like those

at Leicester, being unvaccinated. In Februarj', 1885, a man was
admitted to the hospital with ,small-pox. He was cured and left

the hospital. But the disease spread so rapidly, that in six

months, among a population of under 200,ri00, as many as 3,164

deaths occurred from small-pox. Vaccination and revaccination

were then rigorously enforced, the stations being literally besieged

with persons clamouring for vaccination, and in three months
80,000 were vaccinated. He must decline to grant any further

investigation whilst the present one at Sheffield was pending.

— Dr. Macdomai.d maintained that there was no foundation for

the arguments and statistics of the anti-vaccinationists. The
subject then dropped.

Tuesday, June 'yth.

The Contagious Diseases Acts in India.—Sir J. GoRST, in reply

to Sir R. Tf.mpi.e, said, of the thirteen members of the Council of

India present on the occasion of the despatch of the Secretary of

State to the Government of India on the subject of the Conta-

gious Diseases Acts, nine voted against it.—Mr. MoLarkx moved,

and Sir R. N. Fowlf.r seconded, "the following resolution: "That,

in the opinion of this House, any mere suspension of measures for

the compulsory' examination of women, and for licensing and re-

gulating prostitution in India, is insufficient, and the legislation
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vhich enjoins, authorises, or permits such measures ought to be

epealed. "—Mr. G. C. Bentinok had on the paper the following

imendment : " That, considering the large and alarming increase

)f disease in the army and navy, and the sufferings of the untor-

,unate women on the home stations since the repeal of the (;on-

.agious Diseases Acts, this House is of opinion that it is inexpedient

,0 repeal the .\cts now in force in India;" but he did not intend

o propose it, as he preferred the amendment which stood in the

lame of Sir R. Temple, for which he should vote.—Sir J. GonsT

laid he was instructed to say that, if the Council of the Governnr-

ieneral thought fit to repeal the Contagious Diseases Acts alto-

gether, the Secretary of State would assent to that repeal. The

ndian Government! recognising the general feeling in England,

lad on its own initiative suspended their operation, and, although

,he Secretary of State possessed the technical power to direct

egi.slation, it would be most unconstitutional for him and inex-

ledient of Parliament to interfere with the independence of the

ndian Legislature. The regulations under the Cantonment Acts

vere now under revision, and the Secretary of State had distinctly

leclared against rules being framed or continued which might ap-

)ear to legalise vice.—Sir R. Lbthmiidge, while strongly con-

lemning the regimental system, thought that, as the Government of

ndia had suspended the Acts, further action might be left to them.

-Mr. J. E. Ellis, Mr. H. Wilson, and Sir J. Simon spoke in sup-

)ort of the resolution.—Sir R. Temple disputed the assertion that

he Acts had not been successful in maintaining the health of the

roops.—Sir W. Fosteh argued that the administration of the Acts

n India had failed; and Mr. Stansfeld thanked the Government

or the spirit in which they had received the resolution.—The

notion was carried.

MEDICAL NEWS.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.

The following Vacancies are announced

:

.NDERSONS COLLEGE DISPENSARY, Glasgow.—Physician. Applica-

tions to Diivid Wilson, Esq., Honorary Secretary, 42, Bath atreet,

Glasgow.
.NDBHSON'S college DISPENSARY. Gl.asgow.—Surgeon. Applications

to David Wilson. Esq.. Honorary Secretary, 42, Bath Street, GlasKciw.

lALTINGLASS UNION.—Medical Officer. Dunlavin Dispensary. Salary. £135

per annum, and fees. Applications to Captain Heighton, J.P., Honorary

Secretary. Donard House. Election on June 13th.

HOARD OP WORKS FOR THE WANDSWORTH DISTRICT.—Medicjil Of-

I fleer for the P.-irish of Claphnm. Salary, fi".") per annum, mth increase.

i

Applications by June 12th to the Clerk to the Board, Bast Hill, Wands-
worth.

KLHUIDGE UNION.—Medical Officer for the Workhouse. Salary. £100 per

annum ; also £1.t per annum as Medical Superintendent Officer of Health.

Applications by June 1.5th to Mr. Samuel Manning, Clerk of the Union.

HFFUS PAROCHIAL BOARD.—Medical OfBcer. Salary. £a'i. Applications

by June 2:ird to John NicoU. Esq.. Inspector of Poor. Hopeman. N.B.

AST LONDON HOSPIT.AL FOR CHILDREN, Shadwell, E.—Resident
Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications by June 28th to llie

Secretary.

VELINA HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN. Southwark Bridge Ro,id.—

Surgeon to Out-patients. Applications by June 2,'.th to the Committee of

Management.
UBST HOSPITAL, Dudley.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £11" per

annum, with board and residence, etc. Applications by June 2l3t to the

Secretary.

ING'S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.—Assistant-Surgeon. Applications to the

Secretary.

ONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPIT.*.L, Hampstead Road.—Surgeon. Appli-

cations by June 16th lo the Secretary.

tJBTHOPOLITAN ASYLU.MS BOARD: WESTERN FEVER HOSPITAL,
Fulham. S.W.—Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications to the

Medical Superinten.lcnt at the Hospital.

[ILLER HOSPITAL AND ROYAL KENT DISPENSARY, Greenwich Road,

S.B.—Junior Resident Medical Officer. Salary. itW perannum. apartments,

board, etc. Applications by June '.'th to tlieHonor.iry Secretary.

iBWTON HEATH (.MANCHESTER) UISTKICT.-Medical Officer of Health.

Salary, £.50 per annum. Appli<alions by June ISth to the Chairman of the

Local BoaM of Health, Town Hull. Newton Heath, Manchester.

OTTINGH.'VM OENEH.VL HOSPITAL.—Resident Medical Assistant. BoartI

and lodging, etc. Applications by June 13th to the Secretary.

OTTINOHA.M GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Resident Surgical Assistant. Board

and lodging, etc. Applications by June Llth to the Secretary.

ORTH-EASTBRN HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Hackney Road. E —
Junior House-Surj'eon. Salary, £.30 for six monlbs. Applications by Jvme
19th to A. NiMon, Esq., Secretary. 27, Clement's Lane. E.C.

WENS COLLEGE. Manchester.—Professor of Surgery. Applications by Juno
nth to the Registrar.

PARISH OF LOCHS. Stornowav.—Medical Officer. Salary, £110. hooie and

rates free. Applications by "June 23rd to H. McL. Boss, Inspector of the

Poor, Lochs. Stornoway.

PARISHES OF PBNNYGOWN AND TOROSAY.-Medical Officer. Salary,

£100 per annum. Applications by July 3rd to Mr. A. McDougall, Inspector

of Poor, Auchnacraig. Oban, N.B.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, Birmingliam.-Assistant Medical Tutor. Applicatione

bv June 20th to the Secretary.

RAM"sG\TE and ST. LAWRENCE ROYAL DISPENSARY AND SKA-
MEN'S INFIRMARY.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £120 perannum,

with furnished apartments, etc. Applications by June 23rd to the

Secretary.

ROYAL ALBERT HOSPITAL. Devonport.—Assistant Honse-Surgeon. Board

and lodging. Applications by June 13th to the Chairman of the Managing
Committee.

ROYAL SOUTH HANTS INFIRM.\RY. Southampton. — House-Surgeon,

Salary, £100, board, lodging, etc. Applications by June 20th to the Secre-

tary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary. £120, with

board, lodging, etc. Applications by June ISth to the Secretary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIHMARY.-Assistant Uouse-Surgeon. Salary,

£80 per annum, with board, lodging, etc. Applications by June 18th to the

Secretary.

SURREY' DISPENSARY'. Great Dover Street, Southwark.—House-Surgeon.

Salary, £120, and furnished apartments. Applications by June Ittth to

the Subcommittee.

WELLINGBOROUGH AND DISTRICT MEDICAL IXSTITUTE.-Medical
Officer. Salary, £280. and fees, with dwelling-house, etc. Applications to

G. Bayes, Esq., Jackson's Lane, 'Wellingborough.

WEST LONDON HOSPIT.\L. Hammersmith Road, 'NV.—Physician. Appli-

cations by June 21st to the Secretary Superintendent.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL. Hammersmith Road. W.—Assistant Physician.

Applications by June 21st to the Secretary Superintendent.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL. Hammersmith Road, W.—House-Physiclan.

Board and lodging. Applications by June 21st to the Secretary Superin-

tendent.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Hammersmith Road, W.—House-Surgeon.
Board and lodging. Applications by June 21st to the Secretary Superin-

tendent.

WESTPORT UNION.—Medical Officer, Westport No. 2 and Louisburgh No. 2

Districts. Salary. £.3y per annum, and fees. Election on June 24th.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL HOSPITAL.—
Resident Assistant. Board and lodging, etc. Applications by June 2oth

to the Chairman of the Medical Committee.

MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS.
BiaxiSTER, Marmaduke, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., late House-Surgeon to the Man-

chester Roval Infirmar>-, appointed Resident Surgeon at the Hospital of

No. 7 Section of the Manchester Ship Canal.

Battle, W. H.. F.R.C.S.. appointed Assistant Surgeon to the East London
Hospital for Children, vice L. A. Dunn. M.B., F.K.C.S.

Campbell, T. Kenneth, M.B.. F.R.C.S., appointed Assistant Surgeon to the

Gordon Hospital for Fistula, etc.

Chasiberlain, W. W., M.B., C.M.Edin., appointed Senior House-Surgeon to

the Halifax Infirmary and Dispensary, vice J. P. Gray, M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

resigned.

Clark. Francis William, L.R.C.P.Lond.. M.R.C.S.. appointed Assistant Medical

Officer to the Metropolitan District Asylums Schools, Darenth, vice W. T.

Maddison, M.D.Lond.. resigned.

Cox. D. Charles. M.D.. L.R.C.P.Ed., appointed Parochial Medical Officer and
Public Vaccimator, Annan, vice D. Mackenzie. M.B. and CM., resigned.

DuN.N, L. A.. M.B.. F.R.C.S., appointed Surgeon to tlie Kiist London Hospital

for Children, vice X. Ca-sar, resigned.

Frost, W. Adams. F.R.C.S.Eng., appointed Surgeon to the Royal Westminster
Ophthalmic Hospital.

Hartrii)i;e. G., F.R.C.S.Eng., appointed Surgeon to the Royal Westminster
Ophthalmic Hospital.

LoVEGBOVE, C, M.D.. L.R.C.P.. late Surgeon to the Liverpool Corporation

Vvaterworks, Llanwddyn, appointed Surgeon to No. 7 Section of tlie Man-
chester Ship Canal ; and Consulting Surgeon from Lymm lo Salford.

Lucas. Albert. M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P.. appointed .\ssistant Honse-Surgeon to the

Metropolit.an Hospital, vice H. L. Harrison. M.B.. resigned.

Obii. W. Theophilus, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond., appolntwl Resident Surgeon
to tlie Birmingham General Dispensary.

Paget S.. F.R.C.S.Eng., appointed Assistant Surgeon to the West London
Hospital, vice B. Wainewright. M.B.Edin.. F.R.C.S.Eng., resigneil.

Paul. E. W.. M.R.C.S., L.S.A.. appointed Uouse-Surgeon to St. Peter's Hos-

pital for Stone, etc., vice F. H. Norvill. M.B.. resigned.

Powell. John Allman, M.D.Dub.. appointetl Locum Tenens Assistant Medical

Officer to the Berks County Asylum, Moulsford.

PBET.SELL. W. G.. M.B.. CM., appointed Assistant Meilical Officer to Go\-an

Poorliouse and Asvium. vice George Davidson. M.B.. resigned.

Sinclair. F. Howard. .M.D.. M.Ch.. R.l'.I.\ L.K.Q.CP.I., L.R.C.S.I.. L.M.,

etc appointed Visiting Phvsician to the Hospital for Consumption, Belfast,

rice Samuel Dickey, M.D.,M.Ch., L.M.tQ.U.l.). resigned.

ViCKERT. W. H.. M.R.CS., L.R.CP., appointed House-Surgeon to the Mid-
dlesex Hospital.

rROFESsoB ViROHOW.—The German Emperor has conferred on

Professor Rudolf Virchow the Order of the Red Ea^le, Second

Class. In the bestowal of this honour, mtxlical men will probably
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see nothing but a graceful recognition of the great pathologist s

scientific eminence, and of services rendered by him to the person

of the Emperor. I'ublie opinion in Germany, however, appears to

attach some politieiil signiticanee to it, as an additional proof of

His Imperial Majesty's svrapnthv with Liberal ideas. IVofessor

Virjhow is one of tlie leadei;* of the Liberal party in Germany,

and one of the most determined ojiponents of Prince Bismarck,

with wl'.oiu he fought a duel many years ago.

CrLASoow Deaf and Di;.\iu L\3titl'tion.—The annual meeting

of this institution was held on May 31st. The report stated that,

at the beginning of the new .session, 100 pupils returned, and,

durinf this session, 24 new pupils joined, making a total of V^^^,

10 less than that of the preceding year. Employment of various

kinds had been readily procured for those who left. The lire

which occurred at the end of .March had not stopped the work of

the institution, and, while the repairs were being executed, the

opportunity was being taken to make some structural improve-

ments which e.vperience had shown to be necessary.

PoiiTSMonH Hospital.—The Bishop of Winchester on May
29th reopened the Portsmouth Hospital. It was decided last year

to raise a fund to be spent on the building as a local celebration

of the Jubilee, it being hoped that suflicieut money would be col-

lected to enable the committee to erect an entirely new structure.

The fund, however, readied only a little over £ii,0(H), and with

this sum the interior of the hospital has been entirely recon-

structed on modem principles, and the number of beds increased

from 70 to KM.

BouKNEMOt'TH Ambulaxce Coups.—Mr. Erableton, M.R.C.S., of

Bournemouth, who has been engaged in instructing members of

the local fire brigade and others in the principles and practice of

first aid, has been presented by his class with a silver pencil case

as a token of their appreciation of his services. It has been

decided to form an ambulance corjis in Bournemouth consisting of

certificated members.

Auclterated Cheese.—At Glasgow Sheriff Court, recently, a

case was brought up in which a provision merchant was charged

with selling cheese consisting essentially of oleomargarine or

foreign fat. The cheese was one of the kind known as " lard

cheese," sold in America as " imitation cheese." A fine of £3 was

imposed and paid.

Port Glasgow Ambulance Centre.—At a meeting of this

centre very satisfactory reports were read, the treasurer's state-

ment showing a balance of £6 10s. The executive for next year

was appointed, of which Drs. Crawford, lIcBride, and Taylor are

members. Dr. Crawford was afterwards presented by his class

•with a marble timepiece, in recognition of his services in their

instruction.

Epidemic of Measles at Neilston.—There is at present a

serious outbreak of measles among the children attending the

public schools at Neilston. In one school 10.") children, belonging

to f)'.) different families, have been attacked ; and in another there

are 01 cases out of 30 families. In consequence of the epidemic

it has been deemed advisable to close the schools.

Faversiiam Cottage IIdspital.—A cottage hospital, the gift

of Mrs. Rose to the town of Faversham in memory of her late

husband, was formally opened on May 2Cth in the presence of

the mayor, the vicar, Lady Harris, and a number of other influen-

tial re.sidents of the vicinity. The site was presented by Mr. T.

TowTiend Hall, J. P., and Mr. Kigden, and the furniture, costing

£400, by .\lr. Rose.

Treatmbnt Of Wahts.—Dr. Koesen (Monat. f. Prakt. lierm.,

1888. p. 32^)) states that he has treated callosities and warts suc-

cessfully by the application of pure crystallised salicylic acid.

The acid is kept in position by moistened boracic lint, and over

all there is fastened a piece of"^gutta-percha tissue. The applica-

tion 19 removed after five days, when the hardened epidermis

usually falls off.

A LAD has died in the Derby Infirmary under peculiar circum-

stances. He was running away from a cow, when the animal

overtook him in a narrow passage and crushed him so severely

against the wall that he succumbed to his injuries.

Mkdical Maoistrates.—Dr. MacRae-Laggon has been ap-

pointed to the Commission of the Peace for the county of In-

verness.—Mr. Charles Brook, M.R.C.S.Eng., has been placed on

the commission of the peace for Lincolnshire.

Mr. Jaffray, of Birmingham, whose name is well-known in

connection with jirincely gilts to local hospitals, h.is generously

offered to defray the whole expenses incurred by the Birmingham

Hospital Saturday Committee during the current year.

Dn. Geobge Frederick Philpot, practising at Ilemel Hemp-
stead, has been found nut guilty of the charge of conspiring

with his brother to defraud the Mutual Accident Insurance Com-

pany.

The Hygiene and Life-saving Apparatus Exhibition at Ostend

will be ope'ned on June 30th. About 400 exhibitors have, it is

stated, already sent in their names.

In consequence of the increase of hydrophobia in Paris, dogs

are not allowed in the streets except in the leash.

The Princess Christian paid a visit to Brompton Hospital on

Monday last, and took part in a concert given to the inmates.

The Duke of Devonshire has granted land between Eastbourne

and Beachy Head for a new convalescent home for children.

DIARY FOR NEXT WEEK.

MONOAir.
Royal Colleoe of Sukseons cif ILvglaud, .') p.m.—Professor T. Di-y.-iiit

:

On the Causes, Kftects, aud Treatment of Tension us met with

iu Surgical Practice. ,.
'
' n

TCE8DAV.
'\',."u-, ''\~i I ii!' T,ll

Roi-AL Medical and Chibfrgical SnciETv, 8.^0 p.!rf.—DK A." Skngstei; .itnd

Dr. F. W. Mott : On Pemphiaoid Eruption, with CRangOT In

Periplieral Nerves. Dr. W. K. Gowcrsand Professor V. Horsley:

Case of Tumour of tlie Spinal Cord : Iteraoval ; Recovery.

WEDNESDAY.
RoVAL College of ^eb9E0N3 of Esolanu, 5 p.m.—Professor T. Bryant

:

On the C»iKe8,-Bflectsi and Traatmeilt of Tension, as met witli

in Surgical Practice.

College of State Medicine, Burlington House, 4 p.m. — Dr. fr. Kleminn

:

On Some of the More Important Diseases common to Man and

Animals.

BlUTLSH Gyn.ecological SOCIETY, 8,30 p,M.—Specimens wU! l>e exliiWIftthv

Dr. G. Gninvitle Bantock. Dr. Kioliard Smith. Dr. Bedford

Penwielt, and tlie President. Mr, Lawson Tait : Tlie Inliuenec

of Removal of the Uterus and its .Vppendages on the Sexual

Appetite. Dr. Henry T. Rutherford: Notes of a \-aafi i>\

Uterine Fibroid successfully treated by Electricity.

RovAL Microscopical Society, S p.m.—Rev. W. Howehin: Additions U> ,tho

Knowledge of the Carboniferous FonuninifiTa,

F,piDEMioLouicAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 8 p.M.-Annniil Oenccnl Merting.

Arthur H. Downea. M.D.: Notes on Dipluherva. Itohcrt Corj(,

M.I).; The Oonditiou as to Vaccination of One, Hundred and

Fifty Pepions Scarred by Small-pox.

THIIRMDAV.
Royal College OF Physicians of London. 5 p.m.—Dr. Donald Mai: Alisleri

The Oroonian Lecture on Antipyretics.

Ophthalmoloqical Society of the Uxitfd Kingdom, 8,30 p.m,-Living and

Card Specimens at K p.m. Mr. Silcock : (1) Sarcoma of i rotital

Bone ; (2) .Sarcoma of both Orbits. Mr. Jessop : Case of Sym-

metrical King of Pigment on Anterior Capsule of Lens, Mr. J.

Hutchinson, ,iun. . Two citses of Cicatrices in Vitreous and

Retina, Pancr? , Mr. Emrvs-Jones : On a ea.-* of Large

Orbital and Inlracranial Ivor'v Exostosis, associated with Ccre-

bml Tumour, Mr, Edgar Browne : Optic Atrophy in Three

Brothers. Mr, lioi'liliffe : Notes on (1) Scconrtaiy Hirmori-liaK"

after Iridectomy fur (ilauconui; (2) Ophthalmopleipa. ^.^ ,

FRIDAV.
Royal College of Surgeons ..k KMiLAND. :^ p.-M.-Professor T. Uryaut .

On Surgical Interference in Cr.mi3l Injnries.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charae for inarrtinn artnounri-mmts of Births, Marriaiies, and Deaths it 3a. 6d.

which should beforwarded in stamps u-ith the annmmcement.

BIRTHS. ,
,

'
^"•'«

Godfrey —On MaV SOth, at Brookbank House, MaUon. tlie wife of Kranit W. A.

Godfrey. M.B.fedin,. of Scarborough, of a daughter.

Spenck,—At St. NIninns, Burntisland, on June24tli, the wife of Hobept SjpenM,

M.B., CM., of a daughter.
,

.,,,,, , MAURIAGES. .••/.

0RD-HAWKnro»,-Oii June 5th, at All Saints. Clapham Park, by the Hev.F.

S, Coleman. M,A.. brother-in-law of the .ride. a.™l.ted "v t ho KeA
.
A. a

Oirdlestou. M.A.. Vicar, ami the Rev Wodehouse Raven. M.A,, ^ icar "
Ohri t Clur". S.reatlmiu, George William Ord M.K.C.S.o J>'l'j™''»R;

Suffolk, eldest son of George Rice Ord. of Streatliani, Hill, -^"rrey. to

Edith i?miIyLuey, llurd daughter of Charles F. Hawkmgs, of Belmont,

Clapham Park.
, , ., ,i .i Vl

Wn.90N-WAI.ToN.-0n June 6th. at Edgbaston Parish Church, by tie "ov. u.

H Cameron, B.A„ William Wilson, l5,B,. CM.Ed.^.f Forest 'hill to Jane

Alice (Jennie) Walton, only daughter of Frederick Walton, idgbaston.
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OPERATION DAYS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY 10.30 A.M.: Royal London Ophthalmic—1.30 p.m.-. Guy's
(Ophthalmic Departmeut) ; and Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic—2 p.m.: Metropolitan Free; St. Afark's ; Ccntnil hondon
Ophthalmic; Royal Orthopjetiic ; and Hospital for Women.

—

2.30 P.M. : Clielsea Hospital for Women.
TUESDAY y A.M.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department).—10,30 a.m.:

Royal London Ophthalmic- 1.30 p.m.: Guy's; St. Rarthnlo-
mew's ("Ophthalmic Department! ; St.Marj-'s ; RoyalWestmin-
ster Ophthiilmic—2 p.m.: Westminster; St. Mark's; Central
London Ophthalmic.—2. 3u p.m. ;\Vest London; Cancer Hospital,
Brompton.—4 p.m. : St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic Department).;

WEDNESDAY.... 10 a.m.: National Orthopaedic.— 10.:J0 a.m. : Royal London
Ophthalmic— 1 P.M. : Middlesex.—1.30P.M. St. Bartholomew 's;

St. Thomaa's ; Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m.;
London; University College ; Westminster; Great Northern
Central; Central London Ophtlialmic— 2.30 p.m. i Samaritan
Free Hospital for Women and Children ; St. Peter's.-3 to 4

P.M. : King's College
THURSDAY 10.30a.m.: Royal London Ophthalmic—1 p.m.: St. George's

—1.30 p.m.: St. Bartholomew's (Ophthahuie Department);
Guy's (Ophthalmic Department); Royal Westminster Ophthal-
mic.

—

2 p.m.: Charing Cross; London; St. Thomas's (Obstet-
ric Department) ; Central London Ophtlialmic ; Hospital for
Diseases of tlie Throat; Hospital for Women.—2.30 p.m.:
North-West London ; Chelsea Hospital for Women.

FRIDAY 9 a.m.: St. Mary's (Ophthalmic Department ).—10.30 a.m.:
Royal London Ophthalmic— 1.1-^ p.m. : St. George'sivOphthal-
mic Department).—1.30 P.M. : Guy's"; Royal WestminsteriOph-
tlialmic—2 p.m. : King's College; St. Thomas's (Ophthalmic
Department); Central London Ophthalmic; Royal South
London Ophthalmic: East London Hospital for Children.

—

2.30 p.m. : West London.
SATURDAY 9a.m. : Royal Free.—10.30 a.m. : Royal London Ophthalmic—

1 p.m. : King's College.—1.30 p.m.: St. Bartholomew's ; St.
Thomas's Royal Westminster Ophthalmic—2 p.m. : Cliariiig

Cross ; London ; Middlesex ; Royal Free ; Central London
Ophthalmic—2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

Chabivq Cross.—Medical and Surgicjil, daily. 1 ; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.30; Skin,
M. Th.. \^M^ ; Dental. M. W. P.. 9.

Gi'v's.-Mediad and Surgical, dai ly, 1.30 ; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1.30 ; Eve, M. Tu.
Th. F., 1.30; Ear, Tu. F.. 12.30; Skin. Tii., 12.30; Dental. Tu. Th. F., 12.

King's College.—Medical, daily. 2; Surgical, daily.il..30; Obstetric. Tu. Th. S.,

2; o.p.. M. W. F., 12.30; Kve. M. Th.. 1 ; Ophthalm ic Department. W.. 1

;

Ear, Th.. 2 ; SUin. Th. ; Throat. Th.. 3 ; Dental. Tu. F.. 10.

LoNPON.-Medical. daily, ejcc. S., 2; Surgical, daily. 1.30 and 'J; Obstetric. M.Th.,
1.30 ; o.p. W. S.. 1.30 ; Eye. W. S., 9 ; Ear. S.. 9.30 ; Skin. Th., 9 ; Dental, Tu..9.

Middlesex.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric, ?Tu. F., 1.30; o.p.,W. S.,

1.30; Eye. W. S.. 8.30; Ear and Throat. Tu.. 9; Skin, Tu.. 4 ; Dental, daily. 9.

St. Bartholomew's.—Medical and Surgical daily, 1.30; Obstetric. Tu. Th. S..2;

o.p.. W. S.. 9 ; Eye. Tu. Th. S., 2.30 ; Ear. Tu. ^., 2 ; Skin. F., 1.30 ; Larjmx. F.,

3.30: Orthopwdic M.. 2.30; Dental. Tu. F.. 9.

St. Geokgk's.-Medical and Surgical, M. T. F. S.. 1 ; Obstetric. Tn. S.. 1 : o.p..

Tu., 2: Eye. W. S.2; Ear. Tu., 2; Skin. W.,3; Throat, Th., 2 ; Orthopaedic,W.,
2; Dent-al. Tn., S.. 9. Th.. 1.

St. Mauv's.—Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.45; Obstetric, Tu. F., 1.45; o.p., M.
Th.. \:A0; Eye, Tu. F. S.. 9; liar. M. Th., 3 ; Throat. Tu. F.. 1.30; Skin. M.Th.,
9.30; Electrician. Tu. F.. 2; Dental, W. S.. 9.30; Consultations. M., 3.30;

Operations, Tu.. 1.30; Ophthalmic Operations, F-. 9. '

St. Tku.mas's.—Medicivl and Surgical, daily, except Sat.. 2; Ohstftric,Tu. F.. 2;

o.p., W.. 1.30; Eve. M. Th..2; o.p., daily, e.xcept i^at.. I.:i0 ; Ear. M.. 12;30;

Skin. W.. 12.;W; throat. Tu. F.. 1.30: Chitdren. S.. 12.30: Dental. Tn. F., 10.

Umvkiwity College.—Medical and Surgicftl, daily. 1 to 2; Obstetrics, M. Tu.
Th., F., I.:i0: Eye. M. Tu. Th. F..3; Ear, S.. 1.30; Skin, W., 1.4.=.. S., 9.1A

;

Throat. Th.. 2.;{(t: Dental, W.. 10.30.

WE.STMINSTKK.—Medicjil and Snrgiral. daily, 1.30; Obstetric, Tu. F.,3; E3-e,

M. Th., 3.30 ; Ear, M., 9 ; Skin. Th- 1 : Dental. W. S., 9.15.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

COMMUXtOlTIOXS FOR THK ClHRF.XT WeKK'S .TorRXiL SHOULD BEACH THE
Office sot Latkr than xhk First Post ox Weiixesday.

CoMMUXiCATIoxs respecting editorial matters should be addressed to the Fditor.

4J9. Stnind. W.C. London ; those concerning business matters, non-delivery

of the JurRXAl.. etc.. should be addressed to the Manager, at the Oflice. 429,

Strand. W.C. London.
Ix order to avoid delay, it is particularly requested that all letters on the

editorial business of th"e Journal be addressed to the Editor at the otBee of the

JoURXAL. and not to his private house.
AlTnoiis desiring reprints of their articles published in the UritISH MEniCAT.

Journal are requested to communicato Iwforehand with the aianager. 42y,

Strand. W.C.
Corkf.spoxpexts who wish notice to be taken of their eommnnications should

authenticate them with their names—of course not necessarily for publication.

UUBBKSPOXDF.XTS not answered are requested to look to the Notices to Corre-

spondents of the following week.
Maxuscripts forwari>f.d to the Office of this Jourxal ca>-xot isder akt
circumstances be returned.

Public Health Department.—We shall be much oblige<i to Jlcdical Officers

of Health if they will, on forwarding their Annual and other Keports, favour

us with Duplicait Copies.

acERiEa.

HifiH Temperature ix a Child aged 16 Months.
Dr, Joseph S,mith (Streatham Hill, S.W.) writes ; I was called to see a male

child, aged 16 months, at 10 A.il.. and found my little patient with swollen

gums, which I lanced. I prescribed Uilomel gr. ij. as the LoweU were con-

stipated, and a little saline mixture. The temperature was b'1.6^. There
was a little cough; but on carefully examining the lungs the phyeicftl

signs were almost ml. At 6 P.M. I'was informed that the calomel h»d
acted twice ; but as the child looked worse I again examined its lungs, &od
found the physical signs in the same condition as on my first visit.

Upon taking the temperature, mj- thermometer recorded 110^. Thinking
the thermometer was at fault, I compared it with the others, and fouud the
record correct. Upon visiting the child again at 10 P.M.. the thermometer
registered 102°. In two days the child was comparatively well and the tempe-
rature normal. What was" the cause of such an abnormally high temperature
in the absence of any signs to account for it ?

. i't

Admiralty Eiamixation.
W. E. M. writes : Having been asked to examine the mouth of a youth who is

preparing for the entrance examination as an engineer student in Her
Majesty's dockyards, but naturally does not wish to present himself if

liable to be rejected afterwards owing to the condition of his teeth, I ahftU

be obliged for any intnrmation as to condition or number of teeth required

which will aid me in giving an opinion.

AKSWERS.

The Duty of the Medical Attexdaxt k Cases of Death from
Chloroform.

A Member writes : I shall feel obliged by your kindly informing me if tbe

medical attendant is obliged to report to the coroner the occurrence of death

under chloroform administered during parturition ?

%» Yes ; without doubt. The case should also be medically recorded as

one of great interest to the profession.

Medical Bookkeepixo.
Db. H. F. Lancaster (Lewisham High Hoad. S.E.) writes: In the Journal of

May .5th " M.B.and CM." asks for an easy method of medical bookkeeping.

Having well considered the several svstenfis that are published. I have come
to the conclusion that for a day-book that of the " Handy " system, published

by Lewis of Cardiff, is the best, and I have used this for some time. One
iniportant point in its favour is the proximity of pivtienfs name and monthly
amount on the page, which avoids an error' one might possibly fall into of

attributing a sum to the wrong patient when these two items are a good way
apart in the open pages, as is the case with the other day-books. Another
advantage is the different-coloured ruling, which assists in the same way.

As to the ledger. I have for some years used the " Expedite," published by

Sang and Barony; hut. as this is arranged for yearly and not half-yearlv

accounts, and in two or three other matters I found I could improve on it, 1

have had one made for me to my liking, which I consider superior. It is

alphabetical, very compact, and will last each patient three years with one_

entry. I think'each of the ledgers— '• A. B. C." "Handy." 'Expedite,
" Carlyle's "—is faulty in some particulars, specially in the easy treatment and
rendering of arrears. "and I believe that in this I have combined their virtues.

If "M.B.andCM." will communicate with me I shall be most pleaseil to

let him see a specimen sheet and to give further particulars.

Db. N&ale'.s " Medical Digest."
Dr. Richard Neale writes : In answer to " Disappointed." at page 1147 of the

Jourxal, who states that the Digest, without the journals referred to. is a

delusion and snare, pure and siiiiple. I must ask you to insert a few; of the

remarks made by different reviewers who are supposed to have studied the

work before criticising it.
•• It is at once an index and an abstract, Not infrequently the mere refer-

ence is in itself a suggestion, and further search is unnecessary. This is

especially tbe case in the domain of practical therapeutics. The busy prac-

titioner is anxious about a case which proves obstinate, and resists all ordi-

nary modes of treatment ; by turning to the JJtgtst he tinds hints and sugges-

tions as to the methods to be pursued, and the necessity for a consultation

may be avoided. It is often said that the d?«( is difficult to understand;

but we do not think that is the case. We have often referred to it. not in-

frequently when much pressed for time, and have rarely tailed to fiud what
was required."—British Medical Jourxal, August ;th, l&Sii.

•'Not' merely to practitionera who have access to great libraries, hut to

everyone, this book, in and for itself, has a value for what it suggests. W itli-

out looking up ajsingle reference, one may in perplexity obtain a suggestiou

when a suggestion is all that is needed."—jPracfifioji^r. 1&S2.
_

"The riinge of inquiry suggested and of information conveyol is incalcul-

able The mere reading of the niijestviM thus impart an Incredible amount

of knowledge."

—

MidUmd Misctllany. 18S2.

"An erroneous impression exists that the />i!,rs( is a mere index, and that

It is therefore of little or no value to medical nun who have not a medical

library at hand in which they can turn up the references given. It is sur-

prising how much information may lie obtaineii on .iny subject by merely a^

reference to the work."

—

AUaAMbad Jievieto.&ept^mhcr, l^.&i.
*

is the book to be condemnc<l by those yvho fail to grasp its merits ? I» It

not rather an illustration of the 'folly of offering gems to those who know not

their value ?

JTOTEit, LETTERS, ETC.

Fuoitivt: (Edema of the Eyelids.
, , ,

Mr. T. L. KexbiCK Daties writes: I was interested in Dr. Illingrrorth 9 note

of fugitive ledema of the lower lids, to which Dr. Tom Robinson has directed

attention. From observation of a case lately in which the patient consulted

me for " stiffness and aching of the lower eyeUds," 1 concluded the oedema

was due to the same cause as Dr. Illtngworth attributed it to. namely, passive

venous congestion in the infra-orbital region. The condition was most marked
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ill the mornin(t, but generally disnppeared more or le3a by the evening, and
was always accompanie*! by very lOArked jfulness of tlie tt'mporal and frontal
veins, which subsided as the cD<{t'ma passed away. There was much anrcmla

;

pulse 6o to 70. i»niaU, cotnpressible, and the hands and feet were always cold.

Tlio patient'* habits were very sedentary, but occiislonatly slie indulged in
daiirlnfr, and she remarked ttint after tids exercise the swelling would disap-
pear, and not perhaps return in any degree for days. Under treatnu-nt with
quintne, iron, and »p. o( chloroform, and regular exercise, rapid improvement
took place.

Dr. C. K. Ii.t.i:fowoRTH (Clayton House. Accrington) writes: The CAse de-
ecribeti by Mr. Hewkley differs from those described by Dr. Tom Robinson
and myself, in that it was one due to active congestion, whilst tliey were due
to. or r.itlier presented symptoms of. passive congestion only. Tlie evidence
of the difference Is supplied by Mr. Hewklev, and consists in catarrh (or an
acute determination of blood), and " rosy fulness." "diffuse pinkness," and
" urticarial erytlienia "—all symptoms of mllammatory mlschlcl'.

The Practical Elknttnt in Medical Training and the General
Medical Council.

Dr. Thon[as Laffan (Cnshel) writes ; Allow me to point out that the regula-
tions which the above body lias just drawn up, as the results of twelve
months' Incubation, win In practice prove entireh- illusorj. ItecoUect what
It was that was aimed at by all outside the monopolist circle. First, it was
sought to throw oi>en to the student the large clinical demesne now wholly
unutilised. Secondly, it was sought to secure for the student certain advan-
tages which pupilage alone can confer. These advantages were not denied,
even by many of the mouopoUst interest: but they alw-ays pretended that
long ago they were counterbalanced by the waste of an over-long, and the
drudgery of a too often worthless, apprenticeship.
Now. both those objections could be met by limiting the time, and by only

recognising masters provided with the opportunity and the capacity for

teaching. I do not. therefore, base my objection to the new regulations on
the ground that the teacher must be a recognised teacher, nor to the fact

that the time must be limited—though I think six months too short—but to

this perfectly obvious fact : that by allowing students to take out the six

months In the out-patient department of a hospital they kill the whole
thing, and prevent the student Ijreaking any new clinical ground, for he will

in every case meet the new requirement by producing a certificate of attend-
ance at a department where he has been always attending. The result of

this wilt be that the new regulation will do nothing whatever eiiher to make
the cliniail material at the disposal of the student less scant than it has In

most cases been proved to be at present, nor will it admit the mass of the pro-
fession within the charmed clinical circle. We must, then, continue to be
the despised drudges that one of the Council stated in effect we are, and
leave to the metropolitan gentlemen who buy their brains at so many hundred
pounds apiece a continuance of their present monopoly.

Gibson and Wife v. Jeffries and Hills.
Further Hubxcnptions.

(To defray the expenses ofthe defendants : see JorRNAt, May 26th, p. 1132).

Thomas Bell

W. C. Keat-J

J. Brown (Wandsworth)
" K." (Taunton)
J. McCarthy .

£
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REMARKS
OS

PAROXYSMAL SNEEZING.
By SYDNEY RINGER, M.D., F.R.S.,

Holme Professor ot Clinic.al Me.lioine, University College, Lonclon.

AND
WILLIAM JIUURELL, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Lecturer on Materia Medial an.l Therapeutics, West-

minster Hospital, London.

THE frequency with which of late years cases have been recon . d

under the title of "Hay Fever," and similar terms, has attracted

attention to a curious and interesting complaint the ^^O' exut"

ence of which was not definitely recognised unt.l the publication

in 1819 of Dr. John ISostock's account of his own symptoms and

stifferings. It is true that Heberden, in his Commentarn de Mor-

borum JIMond et Cuvatione, speaks ot an annually recurring

attack of catarrh in certain individuals, but he probab y regaided

it much in the .»ame light as did Dr. Elliotson, who, m his Practice

of Medicine, speaking of this complaint says :-" I could not tell

what to make of it, and I disregarded it entirely, supposing it to

be a sort of aguish or hypochondriacal affection, of which those

who had little or nothing to do became the subject. lue

disorder is of great interest, not only from the mysterj,- whic i

surrounds its earlier history, but from its prevalence m all

countries, and the tenacity with which, once having attacked its

victim, it clings to the unhappy sufferer during the best years ot

his life. „ .^ . , „ „,,

The names "hay fever" and "hay asthma, it must be ad-

mitted are unfortunately chosen, for the existence is now verj

generally recognised of a complaint j-resenting "''^'^tically the

fame symptom^, but excited by causes other than the Pre^^ce c,f

pollen in the atmosphere. Bostock, in his second comjnu cation

published in lS-28, called it the " catarrhus f^stivus; whist Jr.

Phoebus, in 1862, in his well known monograph on the subj-'Ct,

speaks of it as the " Priihsommer Katarrh,' or '^"'- >' ^" "^i;

catarrh. The names " summer asthma and " summer If™'f I itis

are also used, but all these cases may be more appropriatel> class -

tied under the general term, " paroxysmal sneezing, the "" ^tu-

nate sufferers being appropriately called " *^'^«^'^'-«''?-

„3 H,p nmer
whatever may be their exciting cause, may affect on y t»« iipp^r

part of the respiratory tract, or they may involve the '"igN oi

both may suffer. The sm-ezing paroxysms usually alternate \Mth

or replace the asthmatic troubles, or one of them may preponUir-

ate. In both varieties we meet with cases in which there js itch-

ing or irritation of apart or even of the whole ot the mtt^nor

of the nare-s, or possibly the feeling of discom ort may imohe

the inner canthus of the eyes or tl,e whole of the e> eba 1

being accompanied by repeated and violent attacks of ^neezii g

and iirofuse watery discharge from the nose or froiii the nose and

eyesf Again in both forms the irritation may attack the so t

palate and pharynx, there being experienced in these parts a feel-

ing of roughn..s's. or as patients often call it, "scraping Uu.

lungs too may be attacked, not only with asthmatic troubles, but

by symptoms of bronchial catarrh more or les.s severe.

The subject of hay fever proper has been ably investigated b>

Dr. Blacklev,who.><e 'experimental researches are genera y recog-

nised as being of the highest value, but it may be as wel to point

out that in those cases in which the paroxy<^ms are indubitably

excited by the emanations from plants all kinds ot pollen are not

eoually v'inilenl. their activity depending on the variety ot gras-s

from which th.y are derived. The grasses most productive of hay

fever are the sweet-scented vernal grass (Anthoxanthum odora-

tum), the rye grass (Lolinm peremie). and the sweet-scented sott

grass (Uo/cu^odorat,u^\<^nk it is found that^ the fresh plant is

less potent in its effect than the hay made from these grasse>

Jlany years ago M. Vogel discovered that some gras.ses owe their

odoriferous properties'to the presence of benzoic acid, and i is a

well-known fact that the vapour of this substance is capable of

producing violent paroxysms of cough and sneezing. aco.mipanieU

by irritation of the fauces. It is a curious circumstance, too,

[1433]

that amongst the English branch of the ^g|;^Sax^,^^S'snS!
are the most frequent causes of attacks of P^roxv smai snte^i .«,

whilst withAmlfricans the P"''*-" '^^'j^^^ir/frequrcy with
plants is regaj-ded as being more PO'^^^;^ T^*^

^'XSls in the

In Great Britain, too. it is by no
'^fi'"^. "^^f _ra"es

"
n TcLe

who are affected by other pollen t an » f •«,^«-^3~f ^e common

maker in his native to^-n without suffenng
fj'^^en ^etrs ti the

cited presumably by the d^s^jrom the flax tuUen^eieTS

case of a man who was seized with ^^V k f wl,ll t- Tmu«ea^
was threshed in the neighbourhood of t>^;^,^°"??'

"'^^'^^S for

CuUen relates that the wife of an »P°t^^7^74\'X.^band'8

^'lirTho'mas Watson says: "I
--I'-^^t^f^inn fwllTp.p'S

the laboratory at St. Bartholomew sH<^.pa.w hen I w a^^ip

there, who had the peculiar lU-luck to be UaOie 1°
J"{°. ,

^ ^^
Whenever that drug was under preparation ''^ was obliged to^fl^

minates by a copious expectoration ot nnicus-
ipecacn;.

om'U substance that he had to relinquish h>s occui a»on

Most writers include under the term "hay fev er
'™''",f ^^'^^^

induced by the exhalations from cats, dogs, horje,, »n'^/"'^«'^^^'

till he made his fortune a-'^^^-tired f;^,,^;'^,--,:^
j .'^''ias^oW
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whilst -workinp at the anatomy of the Ascaris megaloccphala from

the horse. Tlieso were a (jreatly iiu-reased secretion from the

Schneiileriaii iiieinbrane, with irritation of it, causing continuous

sneering, also irritation of the conjunctiva, with such a sense of

itching'ahout the eyelids and carunouhe hichrymales as to make it

extremely diflicult to abstain from rubbing them. When tli<y

wore rubbed this immediatelv gave rise to a swollen and puffed

condition of the eyelids, swelling of the caruncula. and extreme

vascular inject ion" of the conjunctiva, and if tlie rubbing were at

all persisted in, actual effusion of fluid would take place under

the conjunctiva, raising it from the subjacent sclerotic and

cornea. At the same time that these effects were produced upon

the mucous membranes, the skin of the face and neck was affected

80 as to cause a sensation of itching somewhat .similar to that

•which exists in mild attacks of nettle-rash.

Several cases of paroxysmal sneezing produced by emanations

from animals have been under our care, and many of them serve

to illustrate points of interest. The lirst is a typical case of

sneeaing produced by emanations from horses.

A gentleman, aged 24, had two cousins who suffered from

asthma, and a sister who was a cat-asthmatic. His father's cousin

suffered from hay fever. He himself, when 2.^- years old, had

bronchitis, and from that time until the age of 9 bad attacks ot

sneezing and asthma, lie then went to live at the seaside, and

for four years was perfectly well. Little by little, however, after

leaving the seaside both forms of attack recurred, sneezing first,

then t he asthma. For the last two years his sneezing has been

growing better and his asthma worse, but he suffers more or less

all the year round. He finds that either or both forra.s of attack

may be brought on by coming near a horse, and this is the only

exciting cause he can" discover. One night at the tlu^atre he felt

oppressed and commenced sneezing, without being able to account

for it. In a few minutes, in the course of the performance, a

horse galloped on the stage, and his attack then became so bad

that he had to get up and leave. He found that going into a

stable would at any time immediately excite a ])aroxysm, and

that the clothes of" people who had been racing had a similar

effect. One day at .Mallon some betting men got into the .same

railway carriage with him, and an attack was at once induced.

The en"ianatiou.s from horses would sometimes bring on asthma

and sometimes an attack of sneezing, and not infrequently both.

The asthma was more likely to come on in a carriagi! or close

space, the sneezing in the open air, the attacks always lasting as

long as he was exposed to the exciting cause. Flowers and grasses

did not afflict him in the slightest degree, but he occasionally had

peptic asthma as the result of an indigestible meal. During the

sneezing attacks the conjunctiva and the eyeballs itched, the

conjunctivx becoming r.-d and congested. The itching was also

felt over the whole of the inside of the nose, and was frequently

accompanied by irritation of the throat. The nasal cavities were

examined, but nothing abnormal could be detected. The sister's

attacks, which .sometimes a.ssumed the form of sneezing and

sometimes of 'asthma, were never excited by horses, but only by

cats.

The following ca.se of asthma and sneezing jiroduced by contact

with a cater])illar is, we believe, unique. Some years ago we had

under our care a gentleman of neurotic temperament, who, about

the age of .W, suffered severely from acute pleurisy the result of

exposure to cold and wet whilst out shooting. He recovered, but

from that time was subject to what he called "hniry caterpillary

asthma." If by any chance he touched a caterjiillar, especially a

very hairy one, he was immediately seized with an attack of

shortness of breath, often lasting an hour or more. Sometimes

the paroxysms commenced with an attack of .sneezing, accom-

panied by itching and irritation of the eyes and nose, with pro-

fuse watery discharge from both. He was not in the slightest

degree affected by pollen, and he could pass hours in and about

the stables without experiencing the slightest inconvenience.

One of his daughters, who shared his temperament, was a cat-

asthmatic, her attack.s of sneezing and corjv.a being always in-

duced by contact with cat.s, or even by the presence of one in the

room. She was not subject to hay asthma, and ridiculed her

father's objection to caterpillars.

The close connection existing between hay fever and inter-

mittent sneezing is well shown in those cases where not only

j)ollon but other excitants induce an attack.

The following is a ca.se in point: Thi> widow of a clerfry-

man has suffered for many years from this complaint.

She sneoze.i a good deal, biit the running from the nose

to the
whole

and eyes is verj- profuse, and out of all proportion

sneezing. During the attack she has itching of the

of the nose and of the eyeballs and throat. The attacks occur all

the year round, but are" most severe in the summer. Ibey <>ften

occu"r the first thing in the morning, as soon as she begins to

move in bed. They are excitrd at any time by grasses, roses,

privet, and, in a less degree, by other flowers. Driving in the

face of a strong wind will always bring on an attack. Any dust,

especially the dust of a bedroom, brings on a violent par.>xysm,

and sunlight is also a frequent exciting cause. I'ood at once

affords relief, even when no stimulant is taken, the symptoms sub-

siding before the meal is finished. She never catches cold in the

head, and the chest is not usuallv affected. Theat1;acks last from

one to two hours, and are followed by great exhaustion. She finds

that she can at once obtain relief by going into a dark room. It

is worth mentioning that her daughters suffer from the same

complaint.
c i- i.*

This case is of interest as showing the influence ot ligtit as an

exciting cause. It is a good example, too, of what may be called a

mixed case, the attacks being induced not only by po len, but by

other causes. It may, of course, be argued that all dust is liable

to contain pollen, but in this particular instance bedroom dust was

found to be more likely to provoke an attack than dust from_ other

•sources. The influence of sunlight in causing the attacks is one

of the striking features of her complaint, and this is the case witU

many people who suffer from hay fever due to pollen. In some

patients sunlight is insufficient to induce an attack unless the

disease iis aroused, so to speak, by the action of pollen, and then

the rays of the sun will induce a paroxysm of sneezing, or increase

its severity. In this particular hay fever is comparable with

other neuroses, such as migraine and neuralgia. The complaint

may be excited by a carious tooth, and as long as this irritation

persists other minor causes, such as a puff of wind on ttietace,

will bring on a paroxysm ; but when the predisposing cause, tlie

decayed tooth, or whatever it may be, is removed, the minor

exciting causes fail to arouse the attack. In some instances, as

v.e all know, strong .sunlight alone is sufficient to excite a par-

oxysm of sneezing,' and it is by no means uncommon to meet witlt

people who cannot look at the .sun without sneezing violently.

We have a patient, for example who, whenever he leaves the

house in the morning, if it be a fine bright day, sneezes for hve or

ten minutes, the attacks being so violent that they often cause

him to lose his train. The frequency and violence of the sneez-

ing vary greatly in different cases, but are not uncommonly

sutficieutly severe to justify tho patient being classed with

intermittent sneezers.

The following case illustrates the influence of strong sun-

light in people not affected by pollen: A boy, aged 1-,

suffers from attacks of cough every morning between

six and eight, accompanied by wheezing and tightness ot

the chest. He has suffered in this way for two years, and during

that time has been liabbi to cdds in the head and transitory

attacks of bronchitis. Strong sunlight always makes hira sneeze,

and causes his eyes to be "full and red," so that the tears run

down bis cheeks. The sn.H.zing is not excited by dust or pollen

or by any other cause. His iimther is a sneezer but not to any

marked extent. Her mother suffered in the same way, and she

had two sisters who were hay-asthmatics. a
Dust, as we have teen, is a common exciting cau.se, its influence

being attributed by Blackley to the very general 'li?l"'"\f'o" '«

pollen. W.' are not able experimentally to disprove this, but we

have seen so many cases where this explanation seems to us highly

improbable, that we have some hesitation in accepting it.

Our dilliculty is illustrated by the following case. A lauj,

aged Sb, or thereabouts, suffers from severe attacks oi

which well niL'h shake her to pieces. During a

swolb'eves and nose, and the eyes become reil and

her pocket-handkerchiefs through and through, and her

bill IS a heavy one. The attack is always preceded by '

needles " over bolli nasal bones, the frontal sinus and the

eyeli<l, with itching of tho tip of tho nose, but without any

ing of the nostrils or irritation of the throat. The itching not

uncommonly occurs without the sneering, but the sneezing never

,Slie .soaks

>r washing
pins and
le upper

tch-
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without the itching and the sensations of " pins and noodles."

llouso dust will bring on an attack, bedroom dust and the dust
from shiikinj,' a bed being most potent. The dust of the street,

curiously enough, does not affect her; indeeil, she often expe-
riences relief during a paroxysm from going out of doors.
Klower.s Jo not bring on the attacks, which cannot be due to

hay, for she re.sides in a larfje city; they oecur at all times of the
year. Sunlight will not excite the attack, although she complains
that it hurts her eyes. She obtains some relief from taking food,
hot tea, or port wine. Her mother has been a sneezer all her
Ufe.

A middle-aged man, an ironmonger, has suffered from
paroxysmal corjv.a and asthma for two years, the attacks being
induced only by the dust of his shop. Dthcr kinds of dust, for

example that of a road, fail to affect him, and flowers, grasses,
and bright sunlight are innocuous. The case is peculiar in this
re.spect, that whilst corj-za and asthma are excited only by the
dust of his shop, he in certain localities suffers at night from
simple asthma without coryza.
Sneezing may sometimes be induced by violent exercise. A

patient, who has been a sneezer for twelve years, assures us that
in his case this is the most powerful exciting cause, and he alwaj-s
suffers severely if he takes a long ride on his bicycle. The sneez-
ing generally lasts half an hour or more, and is accompanied by
profuse watery nasal discharge. When the exercise taken is un-
usually violent, the nose swells about the bridge, and the con-
junctivjo become red and irritable. He does not suffer from itch-
ing of the nose or any part of the face. The attacks are never
excited by dust, and he is not affected in any way by smoke, haj-,

or the smell of flowers. He has occasionally had' an attack in the
middle of the night, for which he can assign no cause. These
night attacks, however, have ceased since he has worn a nightcap.
Two years ago he became the .subject of peptic asthma, and more
recently caught cold, which brought on an attack of bronchitic
asthma. The asthmatic attacks usually commence about two or
three o'clock in the morning, and terminate with a sharp paroxysm
of sneezing. His father was asthmatic, but has outgrown it.

Food is sometimes assigned as the exciting cause of attacks of
.sneezing. A nervous man subject to attacks of neuralgia stated
that for nearly two years he had suffered from sneezing after
meals, and especially after breakfast and dinner. The occurrence
of these attacks was favoured by excitement, neri'ous fatigue, or
brain work. lie often wakes up with a migrainous headache over
the left brow or at the back of the head, and then immediately
after breakfast sneezes violently twenty or thirty times, the attack
being accompanied by cough a*nd expectoration, and running at
the nose and eyes. Ho has never been able to discover any other
cause for the attacks except food. It is probable that in tliis case
the affection is central in origin. AVe assume that an impression
conveyed from the stomach through the vagus and reaching its

centre would, through diminished resistance in this part of
the central nervous sj-stem, spread thence to that part of the
fifth nucleus in connection with the nerves jiroceeding from the
mucous membrane of the nose, inducing in this part of the nenous
centre those molecular changes whicirimpress on the sensorium
the sensation of tingling or pricking, and this condition of the
nervous centre of the fifth excites violent sneezing.
From these cases it will be seen that the exciting CAUses of

attacks of sneezing are various, the chief being pollen, the emana-
tions from various animals, and bright sunlight. In some in-
stances it is difficult or impossible to discover any ixciting cau.se,
as is often tlie case in the allied affections—as'thma, neuralgia,
and migraine. la these cases the mucous membranes may be
jierfectly healthy, or there may be slight chronic catarrh of the
nose.

The following case illustrates the power of this nasal irritation
to intensify the attacks: The patient, a gentleman aged 40, has
been subject to neuralgia for many years. He has had attacks of
l)ersislent sneezing for three months. They may occur at any
time of the day, but are usually worse after' dinner. He has con-
stant tingling in the left n.istri'l po.steriorly, and in the region of
the .'ieptum. At times this pain becomes much worse, and radiates
over a large area, reaching the ala of the left nostril. This " sharp
pang," as he terms it, excites the attacks of sneezing. There is a
constant watery discharge, but this is intensified during the
sneezing attack.«. The discharge is worse from the nostril which
itches. lie is fjuite unable to discover anv exciting cause, but is
satisfieil that it is not dust or pollen or bright light.
A lady, aged 70, has almost every night for years had attacks.

lasting from twenty minutes to an hour, beginning with itching
behind the sternum, and leading to a severe paroxysmal cough,
accompanied by profuse running from the eyes and nose without
itching of the nostrils or eyes, and with only an occasional par-
oxysm of sneezing. This case is of interest from its affinity with
asthma.
Asthma, as we know, often changes its character, and may be

rejilaced by paroxysmal cough or dyspnoea. Many patients suffer

from itching over the sternum, which precedes the attack. We
know, too, that many diseases in their transmission from parent
to child change their type ; an epileptic parent, for example, bo-
getting a neuralgic, migrainou.s or rheumatic child, or several
members of the family may have different neuroses. In other
words, these same changes in the nervous system in transmiision
affect probably a different part of the central nervous systtm. and
so induce a different set of symptoms. 'We know too that in tht"

same individual one neurosis may replace another, and this int«rr-

change may occur not once but many times. In other cases twoor
more neuroses not only affect the same person, but the attacks
may occur simultaneously, a fact well illustrated by the follow-
ing case.

A little girl, aged C, has had chronic Bright's disease for some
years, but she is now nearly well, although a little cystitis re-

mains. Kvery week, or sometimes oftener, she has attacks of
running from the eyes, the lids becoming swollen, the upper espe-
cially, and the conjunctiva^ suffused and bloodshot. The right

eye is always more affected than the left, the difference being
well marked. There is great intolerance of light, so that the rooiE

has to be darkened, and usually she keeps her eyes covere<l with
a shade. The nose runs, but she seldom sneezes. The bowels in-

variably act at the onset of the attack, the motions being light in

colour. She always vomits about half an hour after the com-
mencement of the attack, and ejects a large quantity of bilioiu«

matter. The tongue is red and spotty, and frequently covered
with circular patches like raw beef-steak. There is no shortness
of breath, but the attack is followed by drowsiness. The only
cause that can be discovered is excitement, but often enough the
attacks come on when the patient has been kept quiet. It is

thought that inattention to diet will intensify them and prolong
their duration, but on tliis point the evidence is not clear.

THREE LECTURES
ON

TUBERCULAR JOIXT-DISEASE AND
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Br AKTHUR K. J. BARKER, F.K.C.S.,

Hunterian Professor of Surptry au.l Patholocj- at the lioyal Collef:eo(
Surgeons ; Surgeon to University College Hospital ; and Teacher cf

PraetiCiU Surgery at Vniversity College.

LBCTtrBB II.

In the light of the researches and deductions briefly alluded to iti

my last lecture, we have now to consider the behaviour of tuber*
cular disease in the joints. That this is identically the same
affection as that known under the same name in the lungs an.i

other organs, there can, as I have shown, be no manner of doubt

:

and that the presence of the bacillus tuberculosis is associated with
analogous tissue changes in the joints to those found in theintemr.i
organs, is also, I think, beyond dispute. But why the stmctupe".
entering into the composition of the articulations are so liable to

be infected, as appears to be tlio case, is one aspect of the qnes-
tion which claims a short notice.

In the tirst place, it is almost certain that here we are dealing
with a secondary infection in the vast majority of cases ; in other
words, that the organism introduced into the system elsewberf
and present in the blood has found, in its wanderings, a home
peculiarly fitted for its growth in the tissues of the joint. That
direct infection of the latter 7n/ig take ])tace through a wound has
been shown more than once, notably by such cases as those re-

corded by Pfeiffer and Middeldorpf ; iiut this must be such an ex-
ceptional occurrence as hardly to need consideration.

In speaking of infection "of the joints it will, of course, he
understood that only the synovial structures and the cancellons
tissue of the bones are referred to. In these alone does the dis^
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easo take its origin, hon-ever (iet>ply it may ultimi>tfly involve

the otlRT couipoufiits of tlie urticulatinn. Stmiit'il in its earliest

stogos, iirticulur tuberculosiia is seun to cmisist in tlui dojiosit of

tlie clmructeristic griiuulations either in the syiiovinl ti>>sues, or

the mi'<lulla of the cmis of the l)ones, or in tioth tot;etlii;r. In

these tiilierdes, mmli' uji of the tyjiical lyiiiplioid, epithelnid, and
giant-cell elements : tlubneilli are often seiiutily represented, and

require care and patience for their demonstration. Tliut the

ava^icular cartilage, the highly-differentiated, compact hone-

tissue, and the fibrous material of the ligaments and capsule are

primarily exempt, is clear even from the most casual examination.

The reasons for this must be sought for in several directions.

In the first place, adopting the view alluded to above that the

disease is only n local ex]>ression of a general infection, and that

the specific is circidating in the blood, it is only to be expected

that the characteristic foci of hyperplasia produced by the

organism should be most frequently, if not exclusively, found

wherever vascularity is greatest. Or, to put it conversely, as the

blood is the distributer of the organism throughout the body,

those tissues with a small vasouhir su])ply ought to have the

greatest immunity from infection. And this is just what we tind

everywhere in studying tul)erculosis. But looking further into

the matter we can, i think, trace the operation of otlier factors,

for it is certain that tubercular disease does not commonly develop

in every part to which the organism is carried by the blood. We
have seen elsewhere how jiredisposition of individuals plays an

important part in the si)read of this disease, (iiven, then, an in-

dividual predisposed by hereditary debility to tuberculosis, we
might e.xpect tubercle to manifest iiseM first at those spots in the

system where the vital energy was at its lowest from one cause or

another. Setting aside for the present the question of traumatic

or other lesions, are there any special reasons why joints should

be so frequently selected by the organism as a point of attack?

Undoubtedly there are. It is well known that the disease gener-

ally find.'! its most fertile soil among the very young, probably

becau.se, among other reasons, the vitality of the young cells is

unequal to cope with the invading organism. And, if this be

true, we should expect to find that, with the bacillus once in the

blood, those tissues which are youngest, or, in other words.

approach most nearly to tho embryonic type, should be most liable

to suffer from its attacks. JS'ow, such embryonic tissue is abundant
in childhood, and most so at those spots where growth and physio-

logical activity are greatest. In adults such tissue has become
scanty, although we may find its analogvie in the cellular products

of plastic exudations. IJut the medulla of the ends of growing
bones and the synovial structures both abound in embryonic
tissue hardly yet differentiated, and are in active growth. And
that this tissue all over the body is peculiarly liable to inflam-

matory dLsease of every kind, experience, whether of purely trau-

matic conditions or infective influences, abundantly proves. This

fact may be noticed, for instance, in the so-called general septic

affections.

But the matter may be put in another light. It may be sug-

gested that young growing tissues being necessarily very vas-

cular, the physiologicjil liypenemia requires but a slight stimulus

to convert it into a pathological congestion, lie this as it may, it

is important to note that throughout the body highly differenti-

ated tissues—such, for instance, as muscle or temlon— are not

liable to inflammatory changes in anything like the same degree

as the areolar tissues or the soft vascular material forming the

basis of the synovial fringes of joints. And in the case of bones,

we may observe that all inflammatory changes, whether purely
traumatic or infective—as, for instance, after measles and scarlet

fever—have their starting point, not in the cartilage or the compact
tissue, but in the growing material underlying the periosteum and
between the epiphysBS atid diaphyses, or iu the medulla itself.

That great physiological activity predisposes in some way to

inflammatory disea.te could not be more simply or better illus-

trated than by reference to the fre(]uencyof suppuration in the
breast during lactation and tho rarity of this condition at other
periods. Now, the physiological activity in the neighbourhood of

joints in children is, of course, very great. We find here the most
rapid bone growth, nnd o correspondingly active deyelopmcnt of

the synovial membrane. And it is in tliese Btruotures that iiiHam-
mator>- troubles start so readily in children. Moreover, after the
structur.'s in question have attained maturity, inflammatory
disease (ajiarl from injury) becomes rarer and rarer in them. If

one were asked, then, to suggest tbe most potent factors in the
predisposition of joints to tubercular disease, one would be in-

clined to say, in the first place, the iidierent low vitality of the
youngest tissues ; and, in the second, high physiological activity

—unless, indeed, we regard these two factors as one and the
same thing. But this would, 1 think, be an improper view to

take, for th(a'e does seem to be a difference between low vi-

tality due to tbe age of a tissue and that; susceptibility to give

way before opposing forces fotmd in the conditions produced
by great physiological unrest. In this very case of the

joints, we find that, after maturity has been reached, and the
bones, having attained their full size, have lost their epiphysal

and periosteal embryonic tissue, they cease to be a prey to

primary tubercle, while the synovial membrane is still liable

to the disease, its functional activity being called into play
as much or more than ever under the increased stimulus of

the vigorous adult movements of the articulation. It is extremely
difficult—nay, almost impossible—to accurately determine the

relative frequency of tubercular disease starting in the synovial

membrane and that starting in bone, and, after carefully exaniin-

ing numerous tables eoni]iiIed with a view to elucidate this point,

I cannot say that they come even near definitively settling the

matter. But one point, 1 think, may be accepted as almost cer-

tain, namely, that tubercular disease starts more frequently in the

bone alone in childhood, and in the synovial structures alone in

adult life. If this preponderance of primary synovial disease in

.^

Fig. III.— Upper end of younjf'fpmnr, showing a focus of tulwroulflr diseaae

(a) at Itie usual btarting point in tlie eplpliysary lioe of growth (.from a
specinien in Univt-i-sity Colli-^f Sliiseuni;.

the adult be a fact, as I think it is, it would be best explained by
the cessation of physiological activity in the bones while it con-

tinued iu the synovial tissue", the otlier factors in the production

of the disease remaining unaltered.

From the above considerations it would appear that there are

several kinds of jiredisposition to tubercular disease of joints.

In the first place, a peculiar debility may be inherited from

phthisical or otherwise unhealthy parents, rendering the tissues

of the child generally less cjipablu'of repelling the attacks of the

parasites than had it come of a robust stock. ' Next there is the

general predisposition of early age, tho tissues of the young
having less resisting force than those of the mature. Thirdly,

certain localities in the body apjienr to be particularly open to tho

attacks of the organism, owing probably to the hurried physio-

logical changes involved in rapid growth which are going on in

them^changes which are associated with the j>resence of abun-

dance of almost embryonic tissue and greAt vascularity.

In support of this"view let me point to what is usually, if not

invariably, found when tho ends of tho long bones, for instance^
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We examined in the earliest stages of scrofulous disease. Take

tlie upper end of the femur as represented in these drawings from

specimens in our museum at University College (Figs. Ill and

IV), or the lower end of the femur and upper end of the tihiu,

-which I have copied from Koenig's plates (Figs. V. VI,

VIT). In every one of these specimens the initial lesion is found

I.—Bk., sclerotic; CM., ciliary muscle; I., iris ; C, cornea; T.P..

'tubercular foreign body (the black dots represent bacilli); Gr.K.,

granulation capsule around latter packed with bacilli ; N.. uew scar

tissue in corneal wound with bacilli ; Beg. T., beginning of tubercular

hyperplasia around bacilli.

as a 'focus of hyperplasia, with caseation at the lines of most
active fgrowth between the epiphyses and diaphyses. And I

could produce specimens showing that this is the rule for all the

long bones and most of the short ones.

render their tissues more open to the attacks of the bacillus tuber-

culosis circulating in the blood, in several ways acting singly or

together. In the first place the violence may cause more or les*

active inflammation, with exudation of plastic material into the

tissues around. Such exudation material resembles embrj-onic

connective tissue, and seems to have very little power to resist the

attacks of the organisms;. in. other words, it offers a favourable

soil for its growth. This we have seen in the case of inocnlation

of the rabbit's eye with tubercle by Baumgarten (Fig. 1), where
the bacilli spread most rapidly into the granulation capsule (Gr. K)
and along the cicatricial tissue of the corneal wound (N)

than in any other direction.

Further, the increased blood-flow to an inflamed part would
also, cceteris pari/ms, involve a greater supply of bacilli to it than

if the vascularity were normal. Again, without any active inflam-

mation, or, following upon it,, vascular atony may result from

violence to a joint, and passive iGOngestion of its tissues be the

result, as is so often seen clinically. In tliis condition not only i«

the general nutrition of the part damaged, but the slowing of the

blood-stream in the smaller vessels, amounting often almost to

stasis, offers a better opportunity for the deposit of the bacillus

in the parts around than is afforded with a normal circulation.

And here, too, the greater amount of blood entering the congested

area would bring a larger army of organisms to the attack.

Finally, injury to a joint will often produce more or less extravasa-

tion of blood into its tissues, which remains for a time unabsorbed.

With this blood the baciiU, too, escape from the vessels, and in

Fig. IV.—Section of the upper end of a young femur showing c«titrM (a a)

of tubercular dise:uo at either side uf the epiphviiary lluo of cartilage.

The surfaces of tlie bone luivc not yet been reiiched.

^The bearing of this fact upon the question of early conserva-

tive operations on the ends of bones, versus later and more com-
plete excisions of entire joints, is obvious, and needs no further

emphasis here. Its practical importance I hope to refer to again

later on.

Finally, there is the predisposition of external injury, using the

term in its widest sense. In the case of the joints, injury may

Y\^, v.—Lower end of young femur, showini^ a focas of tubercular diseaae
"

(a1 close to the epiphysary line, and bursting on posterior aspect of bone

outside the capsule (after Koenig).

their new position withdrawn from the current of the circulation,

and in a state of rest they meet with the most favourable condi-

tions for further growth, and soon form large colonies. This last-

mentioned effect of injury is probably a most potent factor in the

determination of the points at which tubercular disease shall start

throughout the body, and will best explain it.s appearance in many
unusual situations. Those who are not familiar with Schiiller's

experiment? bearing upon this point will do well to give them

their careful attention.

The parasitic nature of tubercular or scrofulous disease of

joints has now, I hope, been sufficiently indicated, and its great

power of extending locally and generally. In its modes of spread-

ing by contiguous infection, through the lymphatics, and by

entrance of its \-irus into veins, it offers, as we have seen, a close

parallel to the modes of generalisation of the so-called malignant

neoplasms. Indeed, there is much to justify our regarding

tubercle itself in the light of a malignant growth, and our dealing

with it accordingly. But that in spite of its capacity for wide

dissemination it may remain for a long time localised in a joint,

the rest of the system continuing unaffected. I need not undertake

to prove; every clinieal observer is thoroughly familiar with the

fact. On the other hand, we must all have been impressed with

the experience that in many cases after a lone period of quiescence

as a purely local affection, tuberculosis lia.^ rapidly become

L'cneral. We must have noticed that this has usually followed

upon some injury to a fully developed caseating focus, or the

bursting of some" caseOns abscess, or, what is perhaps of greater

importance for us as surgeons to remember, it hns followed soon

after a surgical operation upon a tulwrculised part. From Wart-

mann's statistics, embracing the results of 637 resections, it would
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appear that in at least lO.per cent, of ^l;e total nur^b^^^^^^ ^-U.s

fSllowinK opprat.on. rnpui,
S''°^J«'-, "'XV not to prove, that

Uonof the disease. And 1 cannot ^P
if t were possible to

SJ^tlrrr^":octft:ir^U%teUe woul^d be .til.

'''This'i. a very Rmre consideration for the operating surgeon

ahsation of tuberculosis as the resuU ^f
' f"'XX e^^^'^^"*^'

.i.s.^ue is thrown out around the hacilU
'f'J^^'ffto' event their

limit their further extension, or at all events to prevent

.lands enlarge and in rnany ca es soften whereas t^^^^^^ ^hadW
state. This can best be '^^V^^fj^^l} l\.^i^JToriL,^^ V^>^

-i;^^uWp^l^^|^-4?L^-
layer of granulation or "j^/o"?/,

f^"^.tTm. And after operation-
the organisms f™"/' f^:*^^^," ui^C^ound unhappily suppurate*,
say, an «c'f"""r' . ""i X" factors working at once for the

^^
'^rof fhrin^ectiou Th re i the increased absorption from

spread of the
'""^"V"'. ,^' ;h„.„ :, nrobablv in many cases a

the lvmphat.es. and besiJe the eiap^^^^^^^^ J ^^^
taking-up of the

^Pf^/l^ ^^^,5™" have run close to the foci

wounded by the ^^P^f°°;f/,'^^''^„^ ^^nd in the bones, in which

?itttrfrom'te^\nrt;^fcarrang int, they axe peculiarly

general infection by operating on ocal
"^^^^'^j^^,, ^j^ from

erontlVjcin.laiil.T (after KoiDg'.

«,ca; into the ^oUy gene-Uy in^^ter
q^^^^^^^^

.lealt ^-ith by
'>'%

f
'"^'f-'f,"

> Vr/y.tem by excretion has been
•t'^y

Tx voniido^itothej have been found in several of the
proved lieyond aoiiui, lor

, ^, . ,|,,,f tn a rertain extent, when
Ucretions

;
and

'^l^/'j" PJ^^^.^I^ra . vigorous.Xy can be lotally

If^t^reS'witTr U^bod'; ."efor:tey fi'nd a suitable soil for their

«^C^-as long as this Umitir^
1^^ ^^^ ^l^S^f^i:^ "^"f

„ndisturb..d and ""''''''^'•"•;^'';;'^
f^ '^^o h^or^^^^^ iutn

^^;^'r.=f:7u;:..n:'ru^.
,he body, we are If'^^.f'^J'^Z.X^ organisms within

localised. 15"t " m an> wuj im
™,.,.„s of escape for the

t,on or. broken through by >-'^^".,';^--^JXattonTt'^^.e disease

;r\^^^::'^S=^rd^^

S-ith the rapid sweUing o£ the ne.ghlKmr.ng g ands ^
h c ou^

the disturbance of a latent tubercular focvis.

S«). to" oil" 10 w. ••• lb. i.««i««" »' !«'"« lliofW

ml'
't

If/

mint secon.lariW (after Kocmi;).

Se^^ to^il^rl^ St'^L^^t^/arriar- outweighed by

^^i! tS^'i^t^'rimproved V^^r^^^^^^^^
the option of treating them ^'X 'P^^^'ou or ot .r^^^

^^

"ttheT thrarti'ruuf^ectio^^'TpHmary
or only a local mani-

''1^l^:^::^'^:^^^^^y « -ocal affection U^^»

this percentage will
V^°J''''''y ^A\

,";'"^,trr<.f 'ip^ "violence of

^r^ly^i^-Sr h^:"^!^;^^'^ ^-o the tissues of
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the articulation from some epot of pnmnry inoculation But

there is ample evidence to show that, so introduced, it may

localise itself in one part only of the body, such asajomt.and

remain limited to that part for a long time.

Now hv the mere tact of an early diagnosis one of the "?ks

above alluded to may be reduced considerably, whether we

™te or not. By attention to general hygiene in everyway

Sowm to us the vitality of the tissues may be increased, and

So^er of resistance to the spread of the 'nfectwn through-

out the system be greatly enhanced. Again, by rest of t^e tuber-

culised joint, and by protecting it from external •nAuence.

whether of varying temperature or of violence, the tendency of

^e local infertioi? to spread may be restrained The mere

staving off of suppuration by these measures will also tend

largely in the same direction, as may be seen from any of the

carefully-recorded series of cases referred to hut in none better

than in those of Marsh, Croft, WiUemer. and Wartmann.

The general ill-effects of suppuration upon the ultimate results

of tubercular joint-disease cannot be better illustrated than by an

allusion to AVillemer-s tables, in which Uie knee ^.^^V^XlXlZ
ferred to. In these the results are recorded after the lapse

of several years, the shortest time being two and a i=Jf. the

longest nine years since the reception of the patients into hos-

*' "^

RNEE TUBBECLE (WrLLEMEK).

Resected ... ... 51.0 per cent., against 60.0 per cent.

Amputated primarily 0.0 „ .,
io-0 i.

Treated conservatively 49.0 „ ••
-^-U

..

Of the last group treated conservatively there were, after a lapse

""^ ^ Oimplete cures . . . 54.0 per cent., against S4.0 per cent.

Incomplete cures ... IB.O „ ..
l^'-O

..

Ultimate cure by ampu-
tation 6.0 „ „ 13.0 „

Deaths 22.0 „ „ o40

In speaking of suppuration I do not mean that we should

always aim at anticipating liquefaction of the tubercular material

bv operation. This softening is not of course suppuration, but is

due to a fatty necrotic change in the infected tissues. \\ hen sup-

puration is referred to something quite different is meant, namely,

that inflammatory exudation which sometimes is associated witH

caseation when a' tubercular focus is subjected to injurious ex-

ternal influences. ,. _ . , .

It is most important to draw the clearest distmction between

the liquefaction of caseation and true suppuration, not only as an

abstract pathological axiom, but also for practical purposes. Of

course the necrotic changes and fatty degeneration which take

place in a caseating nodule are as different from the exudative

and proliferative processes at an inflamed and excited spot as

death is from life. But tlie matter has its practical bearing on

treatment. If a surgeon adopts the view that no operation is

proper until suppuration has taken place in the tissues of a joint,

he will always operate in very advanced disease. Tubercular

affections are not associated with true suppuration, except at

what may be called an advanced stage : so that, if the surgeon

waits until it is present, much valuable time will have been

irrevocably lost. But if the rule is made to operate as soon as

there is evidence of the commencement of caseation, the condi-

tions of operation are totally different. We shall be interfermg

in such a case relatively early, and with all the consequent

advantages. We must, therefore, in the future watch for and

endeavour to recognise early the doughiness of commencing casea-

tion rather than wait for the distinct fluctuation of suppuration.

Again, if the increased risk of generalisation of the tubercular

infection associated with the access of pyogenic organisms

through the formation of sinuses be recognised, we shall be

more carefiU to steji in earlv. and, before the latter have formed,

will remove the whole of the locally infected tissues as tho-

roughly as possible, and secure union of the resulting wound

bv tirst intention.
, ,, , r .

"
Moreover, in undertaking any operation, we shall be carelul not

only to go -n-ide of the disease, whether osseous or synovi.il, but

also to do so with as little violence to the surrounding healthy

tissues as mav be possible. This last point is of the utmost

importance; for, if we believe in the infective nature of the

disease at all, wo must believe in the possibility of re-mfecting

our own wound from the tubercular material we are engaged in

extirpating ; and this danger will be greatly enhanced if by vio-

lence in handling the tissues around we open up the smaU veins.

or tear pocketsTrom which the dangerous rf^im cannot be washe-

awav «o easily as from a clean-cut wound. Moreover, by rough

hrndling during operation the likelihood of subsequent reaction

anfSuratTo^n in the track of the wound is ^"^1. increased

and the dangers of this in adding to the
PJ°'>'^'«'''y °^,f°f!f^

infection we have already seen. Finally, when we operate eai y

before suppuration has taken place, we can ensure the rapid

healing of ^he wound we have made. All subsequent
•^^ff^^'^'^

of the freshly-injured joint can. in the case of such a clean, non-

supJuratTng woiJnd. be^voided by the use o P^^ane^t dressy

and immovable apparatus. Vascular and 'y'^P'iatic excitement

will thus be speedily allayed, and with this the P'""''^^^^.
°f^

*^^
spread of the disease locally or generally from smaU q^amitie. of

the tubercular virus, perhaps left accidentally behind in the

operation wound, be diminish^ The sooner a wound ,s healed

and the quieter it is kept for a long time after, the l«f I'^ehhoM

will there be of a rekindling of the original process or the genera^

dissemination of the wus from it. And not onjy ^1"^. b"' «

suppuration is anticipated and prevented, we need ha. e no fear

as regards amyloid disease or exhaustion carrj-ing off the ratient.

One has only to glance at any of the older lists of excisions to be

impressed with the perils which lie in tins direction and ^ l^

convinced of how much might have been done to ward them off

by forestalling suppuration by excision or getting rid of it by

Tp^oseir abstain here from going into the .question of the

better prospect of a useful limb after an early excision than after

extensive disease has necessitated free removal of '^ne This may

require consideration later on. but I am anxious °o^- >°. ^he fir^t

place, to emphasise the need there is o attending to te reduc-

tion of the mortality from tubercular d..«ease of Jomts before ^«
have anything to say as to the preser.-ation «* t'>"^J"°^"X
There is but little use of course in preserving to a patient_ the

functions of his joint if the prospect of las b'^m? delivered from

what may be called almost a malignant disease is not "npjoved

by our operation, still less if his chance of this is dimim>he(h I

need only remind vou here that more than half of the total mor-

"aUty after resections for tubercular disease is due to extension of

the tubercular process, either locally or genera ly. glance for a

moment at Sack's analysis of 144 excisions o t e l-n^e ^-"l'
".^

dpaths In 13 of these the cause was tuberculosis. Orilr.Lroris

Ult of 45 excLsionsof the hip with 18 deaths at least 6 of which

were due to tuberculosis. Grosch's table of 120 ca>e,,of antiseptic

TxcTsions of the hip show the same thing. Here, with a morU-

Ikv of 36 7 per cent., more than half the deaths were due to tubei-

cufar aff;ct^ons. These results have certainly not been due ui

ever^-case to the steady advance of general tubercular disease

whi^h existed before the'operati.m. And anyone ^^bow^ll care-

fully weigh the evidence which is now accumulating fw^i a^'

sWel and^especially Weigerfs researches O" extension of the pro-

cess through the veins, and Arnolds observations in the same new

cln c, me t^o but one conclusion, namely, that the S|f
eral affeoti^

ha3 been set up in ver>- many eases by. extension from the lo^

joint-disease, just as sarcoma and carcinoma become generalised

^TiaV:Zrbri:raUucied to the chief risks -bid, surroun^

patients aftlicted with tubercular jomt-disease. and have hmt^l

hat one of them may be enhanced to a certain extent •>> opera

tve interference, if undertaken without "lue caution. And we

have seen in a measure the direction this caution against local re-

nocuLnon of the disease should take «^'t 'here ar^ other nska

more especially connected >Wth operation ,t ho. ghhej may ap-

pear in the course of cases never submitted to t

f ^""^f^^'V^
attention must be directed for a moment

; ^ ^''''^.^ °^
.=X\' „„

the septic infections of various kinds which
'?''>/°""^XcS^wn-

In former years these risks were so imminent "j- to produc* wn
.iderahle hesitation about oj.erating a aU O" a la^^ sc^o m tlm

cla^s Of cases. But. nowadays, with all the improvements oi

a eptic treatment, surgical infective diseases ba-re become so r^
that we are relieved of our chief anxiety m considering the pro

priety of interference by operation.
„,^„„tic«T^i<>

^
A comparison of any of the older statistics of the pro-ant^^.c

period with any of those of recent j^ors will
'"(J"; "^«^f °^^t

'tride that has been made in this direction. >o better illustra

t on could be given than AViUemers analysis ot 19o cases

of mberculardisJaseof the.k.iee operated «" "\
'^^^1! opX-

Out of these only thirteen died as the direct effect of tUe opera

Uon.that'is, of erysipelas, pneumonia, sepsis, tetanus, carbolic ui-
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toxication, and h;cmorrhage—a mortality of only 13.6 p"r cent.

Kow tlie -vTiat improvement whicli liufl already taken place is

but the first atep in what is to come, and 1 venture to think that

the time is not tar distant when operations on tubercular joints

will bo performed with as little fear of aecidi'ntal septic wound

diseoses as aro our osteotomies and tenotomies, in which we do

not eipect even 1 per cent, of mortality from these causes. The

only riraaining risks then in connection with tubercular joint-

disease will be on the one hand the acute infective tuberculosis

connected with operation alluded to already, and the mortality

from wliich at the present time may probably be estimated at

about 10 per cent, of the deaths from all causes (Wartmann), and

OQ the other, the chronic tubercular affections which arise in

these cases independently of operation, and within the first few

years after the latter, the death-rate from which is still higher.

Beceut statistics, however, especially those of Willemer, give us

gootl ground for hope that here too" a great improvement in the

mortality may be effected by early -operation and an intelligent

recognition of" the way to avoid reinocuiation during the latter,

so that on the whole "the prospect for the operator is daily grow-

ing brighter in this region of surgerj-. At all events we now
know two at least of our great enemies in this field, and we have

also learned the tactics necessary to defeat them. And suppose for

a moment we are able to wipe out completely tlie mortality from

pyaemia, erysipelas, etc., due to operation, and also that from acute

tubercular meningitis, etc., set up in all probability by the latter,

we should see such a table, for instance, as that of ilr. Croft's

hip incisions, altered marvellously for the better. We should see

3y per cent, of the total number of deaths due to the first set of

causi'S, and 11 per cent, due to the second swept away with one

stroke; in short, 60 per cent, of the total mortality would be

done away with for this terrible class of affections, iloreover,

this probably does not represent anything like the gain which

would indirectly follow, and which will follow I believe firmly in

the near future now tliat we are recognising the true nature of

the risks to be combated.
Leaving this brief, and I am conscious necessarily imperfect,

sketch of the nature of tubercular joint-disease to serve as an in-

dication of the line of action we should pursue in dealing -with it

by operation, I pass on now to consider the methods which I

venture to consider can most be relied on in effecting our object.

And here let me say at once that I think in the case of most of

the joints of the extremities the choice, when we can make a

ehoice, should only lie, as far as operation is concerned, between

early excision, partial or complete, and amputation. The practice

of excising in advanced disease cannot be too strongly depre-

cated. After what has been said above regarding the dangers of

producing a -wider local infection and a general tubercular disease

by imperfect interference with a local focus in a debilitated

patient, and about the other risks bound up with late operation,

this need not be further insisted on here. When tubercular dis-

ease i.i far advanced we shall find better ultimate results from the

simple cleansing of sinuses and opening of abscesses than from

excision, and better still from amputation. If we examine any

long list of accurately recorded excisions we must be struck with

the fact that it is the operations on late cases that have so fear-

fully swelled the mortality hitherto, and made them compare so

much less favourably than we would wish with series of ca-ses

treated entirely -without any severe operation. I do not think

that the service which Mr. M'arsh has done in emphasising this

point by his tables recording the result of hip-joint disease

treated without e.xcision has been sufficiently appreciated.

But we cannot conceal from ourselves that operative interfer-

ence -with tubercular joint-disease without actual excision, that is,

by the opening up of abscesses and the scraping out of sinuses,

has also many dangers connected with it, and should be resorted

to with the utmost caution for the reasons given alwve. Every
surgeon of any experience must have regretted often having per-

sisted in opemng abscesses and scraping out sinuses in the hope of

saving an extremity, only to see his patient succumb to general

tuberculosis or septic infection where an amputation would have

saved life. I cannot help feeling that conservative surgery has

gone too far in this direction at the present day, and that with

our newer views as to the true natun; and tendencies of tuher-

euJar joint-disease w.' must aim at brinping about a reaction in

favour of amputation will above the diseased area in many ad-

vanced cases. The direction which the conservative surgerj- of

the future should take is to try to recognise the disease as early

a« poEsible, and, if it is distinctly on the increase in spite of the

best hygienic measures, to attack it by eariy and free operation, »o

that, o'n the one hand, oulv sound tis.-^ues are left behind, and, on

the other, the resulting wound shall not be so severe as it would

have to bo later on, and may heal by first intention.

What, then, are we to consider as proper cases for early inter-

ference ? It is quite plain that a considerable number of tuber-

cular joint-diseases may run their course without any suppuration

either to arrest of the local condition or to death from general

tuberculosis. If we turn to Mr. Marsh's invaluable tables of 401

cases of hip-disease, for instance, treated without operation, we
find that 124, or 31 per cent., did not suppurate; by which 1 sup-

pose is meant that no caseous abscesses m and about the joint

could be detected. Now, of these G9.3 per cent, were cured or con-

valesced, 20.2 were incompleted cases, and 10.6 died. This 13 ii"'

striking contrast to the results in suppurating cases not operated

on given in the parallel column of the accompanying table.

Hrp-DisEARB. (Marsh).
Nnn-s\ippurating. .Suppurating.

Cures or Convalescents ... 69.3 per cent, against 42.5 per cent.

Incomplete cures ... 20.2 „ „ 24.3 „

Deaths ... .-• 105 „ „ 33.- „

Taking the most hopeful view of the middle group, we may
perhaps assume that about 89 per cent, of these non-suppurating

cases recovered -svith more or less useful limbs, and between 10

and 11 per cent. died. And although at least 9 per cent, of the

deaths were due to tuberculosis of internal organs, which might

have been prevented by early operation, I think we must admit

that the results in these cases were very good, and such as might

justify our abstaining from all operation in non-caseatmg cases.

And if this is true of the hip, it is more so of other less important

^°l"think, then, that for the present at all events, we might make

it a rule that, as long as there is no distinct evidence of the pre-

sence of caseation in tubercular joints, so long may we be content

to wait while treating them by other means. But does the con-

verse of this hold good ? Ought we to operate early so soon as we

are satisfied that caseation is commencing and advancing? ims

question, I think, it is quite safe to answer in the aflirmative, ex-

cept in very exceptional cases, as, for instance, where internaj

organs are also affected with tuberculosis. And I venture to think

it IS much to be regretted that this is not accepted yet aa an estab-

lished rule. . , .,, ^ 1-

Taking Mr. Marsh's table of hip cases again for illustration, we

find that suppuration was observed in 69.3 per cent, of the group

not treated by operation of any kind. Here the mortality -was

hish, namely, 33.2 per cent., as against 10.5 of the non-suppurating

cases. Of the total of deaths, 25 per cent, at least died of general

tuberculosis, probably many more; for, in another 25 percent.,

the cause of death was unknown. Again, 31 per cent, at least

succumbed to albuminuria and exhaustion, ^ow, it is fair, 1

think, to assume that an eariy excision in these cases before casea-

tion had commenced would have almost or entirely wiped out the

latter group; and. if so, it would have reduced the total mor-

tality And although there would be the set-off of the risks ot

operation had excision been practised, these would not at the pre-

sent day go near to raise the mortality again to its original figure.

But besides preventing albuminuria and dropsy, eariy excision

would probably greatly reduce the mortality from general tuber-

cular disease, although late interference might run some risk ot

"'in'^vU'^of'these and other considerations, I venture to think

that it would be a wholesome rule that in cases where genera!

tubercular disease does not contraindicate it, the infected tissue

of a joint should be thoroughly removed so soon as it is fuspectea

that caseation is advancing in it. Further, I believe that until

some such rule is adopted as a general guide, impro-rement in tne

results of operations on tubercular disease of the joints will be

ver\- slow Too often we see cases allowed to run on to the forma-

tion of large abscesses, with sinuses burrowing in all directions,

which are only treated by excision when the patient is brought

very low imleed, and where the prospect of thoroughly eradicating

all the tissues infected with tubercle is very slender, while the

risk of producing further infection is great. Moreover, the seventy

of such an extensive operati.^n as is necessary in such a case often

most seriously influences the general nutrition of tl^e patient, ana.

if it does not actually destroy life at once, it goes far to render

the system less able to fight against the inroads of Pjof^'c organ-

isms, and against the development and spread of the t"OM^'

bacUU already present in its tissues. In such cases of advancea
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suppuration the proper treatment will either be to let them run

thetf course without operation, but with every care as to general

hygiene, or, in the case of the extremities (exoUuling the hip), to

subject them to amputation, which, though it maim them, never-

theless preserves them in many cases from the risks ot septic or

tubercular infection, local or general, and from amyloid disease and

exhaustion. They certainly are unfitted, in the vast majonty ot

cases, for conservative ojjerations of the nature of excisions.

Having now considered some of the main questions which, 1

venture to think, ought to influence us in treating this disease

l)U operation, we turn to the consideration of the operative

measures themselves by which we may hope to attain our ob-

iect in doing so I will for the present exclude the non-caseating

"roup of tubercular joint-disease from consideration, and propose

that we should limit ourselves to the operative treatment ot tnose

cases only in which definite caseation can be diagnosed in one or

more tubercular foci about a joint. It is assumed, of course, that

everything possible is done bv rest and other appropriate general

treatment to limit this degenerative change as much a.s may be ;

nevertheless, it is advancing. Can anything be done by opera-

tion short of actual extirpation of the diseased tissue to hinder

the local disease ? 1 fear not much. A great deal has been tried

in the way of injection of various germicides into the diseasea

area with the object of killing the organisms which are produc-

ing the complaint, but so fur the results have been very imsatis-

factors-. Injections of carbolic acid and bichloride ot mercurj'

have been emploved in this way but without avail, and are now

wth one consent" abandoned. In iodoform, however, there seems

to be a growing belief that we possess a powerful agent for the

destruction of the bacillus tuberculosis, and this maybe brought

to bear upon the latter in various ways. In the hrst place it

ought to be noted that those who have employed iodoform largely

in 'the dressing of wounds made in and about tubercular joints

are almost allagreed that their results have been immensely im-

proved, and, from what they have observed, are inclined to at-

tribute this to the use of the drug. My own experience entirely

confirms this view, and I am inclined to regard tlie free use ot

iodoform as one of the most important advances which have been

made of late in the dressing of excision wounds for tubercular

disease ; but whether we can effectually employ it betore tne

latter has reached the point requiring excision or not is another

and an important question. I think, however, that we have now

enough evidence of its usefulness in dealing with caseous tuber-

cular^ foci elsewhere to encourage us to try its influence on the

joints. Strumous abscesses have been shown over and over again

to drv' up and heal after repeated aspiration and injection with

iodoform and glycerine emulsion, and I have myself had several

cases of the kind. I think, then, that when there is evndeuce that

a tuberculous deposit in or around a joint is softening into a cold

abscess, we will do well first to aspirate all tho contents of the

latter through a large needle if we can. and replace the removed

liquid by the nov/ well-known glycerine emulsion, just as we do

with a cervical or lumbar abscess. Besides its germicidal pro-

perties, which have been proved by experiment in such cases tv

be verv- great, this emulsion has. by virtue ot its high specific

gravity, tho projierty of gravitating into the deepest parts ot

tubercular cavities, "and even through thick deposits of caseous

<M>ris, which rise gradually through it until they float upon its

surface. This can easily be demonstrated by half filling a test-

tube with the contents" of a strumous abscess, and then gently

Txiuring in some of the emulsion on to the top. In a few minutes

the position of the two fluids is reversed ; the emulsion hlls tlie

lower half of the tube, the caseous ddhris has floated tfl the top.

Now if this takes place in the body, and if the iodoform be a

'ermicide, we have it brought into the moi4t intimate contact

with all the deeper parts of a tubercular cavity, and not only

this, but as fast as liquefaction or suppuration takes place, the

products of the process float up through the emulsion, and the

iodoform remains below undisturbed. But while suggesting a trial

of this method of treatment for early caseous abscesses, I should Ut^

very sorry to persist in it if there were evidence that the disease

was steadily advancing in spile of it. I should in every case

endeavour t"o forest all t he bursting of an abscess and would operate.

This brino-s me to the consideration of the methods of actually

extirpating" tuberculised tissues. A joint has, we will suppose,

been infected. There has been relativelv slight injury ;
the first

decided reaction has passed off. leaving the part swollen more or

less, but with comparatively little pain. At this time there is

probably no rise of body-temperature. The joint cannot be made

to execute all its movements to their Iui;,ext§nt, e.xcept under an

aiiresthetic, but it is gtiU used by the ' patient, m a guarded way

Presently pain increases, and sweUing becomes '''erj' evident.

There is more decided flxation of the joint, and even undei' dMo-

roform its movements are not free. A little later there is a sbght

rise of temperature in the evening, which recurs with regularity.

A careful examination of the swollen part may now detect a cer-

tain amount of doughiness or deep fluctuation, or, at all events, a

softness suggesting liquefaction of tissue at one spot or another.

There seems to be good reason to believe that in a large proper^

tion of cases uncomplicated by other disease elsewhere these two

last symptoms commonly go together; that is to say, that there is

usuaUv no regular rise of temperature due to strumous disease of

a'ioint, unless the proctsi of caseation has begun and is progre^mg.

Again, there is nearly always a regular evenmg rise when Uqu&--

faction is well advanced, and almost certainly when actual sup-

puration has been grafted on to the process of caseation.

Now in a case with the general outlines just given, in whWh we

suspect that liquefaction has taken place, and where the ordinary

treatment, including, perhaps, the injection of iodoform, has been

tried there may stiU be considerable room for doubt as to how

far the disease has affected the ends of the bones or the synovial

membranes-whether, therefore, an excision or a "ore limited

arthrectomy may be required. Are we then still to wait and watch

such cases Intilumnistakableev-idence is at hand of e_xt*nmve

destruction of the tissues of the joint? Most decidedly not.

sSely we are fully justified in making an exploratory mcisioa,

into the articulation, in order to investigate the actual condition

of things. Guarded by antiseptics we now make exploratory in-

cisions in doubtful cases into the peritoneal cavity,_the pl«H^the

bladder, and even into the brain, and we are ^ertamly justified m
extending this invaluable aid to diagnosis to the joints also. The

Sks arelnfinitesimal. with rigid asepsis and the use of Esmarch s

tourniquet; the gain is immense, whether vVe suspect bone or

s°moATl disease." Moreover, such incisions shoul.l be ^ee seeing

tLtwith the elastic bandage we need no fear Weeding We

know now from experience accumulated m the treatment of frae-

tiTred patella and of loose bodies, that joints may be ^^/^'y OP^^"^

without the slightest damage to their functions and where far

^aver ssues arf involved thlm in these last-named conditiot^/^e

fhould not hesitate to incise them widely for the sake of accurate

diaoTio^is. We have furthermore the encouraging prosi^ect, ma
considerable proportion of cases, of being able to reach and eradi-

cat^^ a more or less local form of extra-articulartubercular disease,

dtherirtlte synovial membrane or bone, without materially im-

paWn "the functions of the joint. Everyone who ha^ read the

recTrd^of them must have been greatly impressed by those cases

occnrrin- for instance, in Koenig-s clinic, and I believe paralleled

elsewhere in which joints have been opened for examination. «ad

larJwedges of redundant tuberculised synov-ial tissue been re-

moved and the wound stitched up again, with the result that not

Suy have tV.e functions of the part been restored completely, but

a^^ tlmt the disease has been arrested Fr°'»«^^°r>y; ^^^'^""ife
i.ublv all the tubercular tissue had not Wen eradicated^ This ex-

perience is most remarkable, and would be almost >ncred We dra

^ not know that a parallel is found in the case of ge^ral/^^ffr

cular peritonitis. Many cases, you will remember of the latter.

imseLe have been treatea by abdominal section and cleansing of

fio'e 'parts of the cavity "accessible to *"« ^P^"'"'";J^i^, *^*

resuft' of complete arrest of the disease « though tl^re was no.

pretence that all the tubercular material >'a<lj;^;° 7«^^A ;^^
We may therefore, I think, encourage one another tomncn treer

explosion of ioint^ by incision than we '-"ve. hitherto prac^ed
expi. uii V 1 .

jj J or no risk, and that mucli

^fThe d fflcul^ of dgno^rof tubercular conditions in an early

sta> e w 11 thus be ove'rcome. This difficulty in determining the

exact Ta-e of the disease and its primary seat in a jomt is of

coSrse on"b of the chief obstacles to our successful treatment of it

bv opeVation If we could in all cases localise the rnmsrj' focus

^rrweXuld be able in a ven,- large proportion of th^^^'o ex-

ti^a e it before it had infected the surrounding tissues, or had

Sd s v rus into the circulation either through the lymphatic

?v tern or through eroded veins. >ot only should this be possible.

' bufit ha' been Ihown to be feasible without seriously impairing

• the unctions of the articulation by many cases recently placed

! upon record by several surgeons, and notably by Koemg and

SendlS the^ case of the knee. But unless formal exploratory

operalions ore frequently resorted to at an early stage of the

- disease, such results will be few and far between.
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SlKCB Voltolini first demonstrated tlie causal relationship be-

tween nasal polyri an.l asthma, the study of nasal diseases has

become of increased importance, not only from their direct effects,

but also from their secondarj- or reflex results upon the organs of

lespiration.

In discussing the Bymptoms and results of nasal disease, not

only have ire to bear in mind the various functions and sensi-

tiveness of the general nasal mucous membrane, but also its in-

timate relationship to certain passages, caWties, and spaces, such

aa the nasal duct, the antrum, the frontal sinuses, and the Eusta-

chian tubes, as also the peculiarity in structure of that portion of

the membrane covering the inferior turbinated bone in its whole

extent. This possesses the character of "erectile tissue," is con-

sequently liable to sudden congestion and swelling, and appears

frequently to be the source of reflex phenomena. The connection

between the nose and the pas,sages and spaces now referred to

may. in nasal disease, lead to their being similarly affected, with

characteristic symptoms in each instance.

The more common affections of the nose and its mucous mem-

Urane are of the simple inflammatory type, acute or chrome. As

a result of chronic inflammation there occur, in the first place, a

swelling and thickening of the nasal mucous membrane, more

particularlv of that covering the inferior turbinated bone, which

itself also may be thickened from participation in the inflamma-

tory process. This thickening may extend over the whole of the

erectUe area, or may be more or less localised, in the latter in-

stance forming tumours of a soft or firm consistence. After this

chronic inflammation has lasted for .some years, it is said occa-

sionally to undergo atrophy and tliinuinK, aud now the atrophic

form of rliinitis supervenes. This atrophy may even affect the

bones. There are thus two forms of chronic inflammation of the

nasal raucous membrane, the h-sijertrophic and the atrophic, the

latter of which is supposed to be consecutive to the former,

though some authorities, with whom I agree, believe that the

atrophic may exist from the first. It is frequently associated

with ozicna, and may extend to the pharyngeal mucous mem-

brane (pharyngitis sicca), or along the Eustachian tube to the

tympanic cavity aud drum (sclerosis). Acute rliinitis is usually

bilateral; tlie chronic form may be mainly confined to one nos-

tril, or, at anv rate, may effect more marked changes in the nasal

mucous membrane of one side than the other.

Chronic rhinitis has such an important influence, not only upon

the nasal mucous membrane and its functions, but also upon the

sense of hearing and upon the integrity of the whole respiratory

system, that it is necessarj- to dilate upon it to some extent. 1 am
the more anxious to do this as this causal relationshij) is frequently

oveHooked by the practitioner, with therapeutic failures as the

result. 1 propose, therefore, to consider in some detail certain of

the re.sidts which are liable to be induced by its occurrence.

1. The Effect of Chronic Injlammation upon the yasal Mticoiitt

ytemhrane and it* Functions.—The effects of this structural

change of tlie na.sal mucous membrane are seen in the blunting

or abrogation of the senses of smell and taste, the partial or

complete ces.sation of its respiratory functions, and, from aug-

mented irritability, a decided tendency to evoke reflex pho-

Komena.
The loss of the sense of smell Canosmia) may be owing to either

central or peripheral causes. The former may be disease of or

injurj- to the olfactorj- nerves or bulbs or the olfactorj* centre, the

Utter, certain conditions existent inside the nasal cavities. The

degree of anosmia depends upon the amount of blocking of the

nasal fos.-;B, as also upon the condition of the mucous membrane
in regard to nutrition, secretion, moisture, and dryness. Tlius,

according to Morell iUckenziB, long-contiuued paralysis of the

fifth nerve destroys smell by interfering -n-ith the proper nutrition

of the mucous membrane. It may also happen that, as a result ol

chronic rhinitis, the internal structure of the nose is such as to

unfit it to direct the air over the olfactorj- area. In atrophic

rhinitis, with wasting of the inferior turbinated buue and lU

mucous membrane, the air on deep inspiration has not tlie ad-

vantage of impinging upon and being deflected into the olfactors-

area by the anterior end of the inferior turbinate bone. A similar

state of affairs arises when, owing to destruction of the nasal car-

tilages, the openings of the nose become vertical instead ot Hori-

zontal. In both these instances the air, despite tlie act of deep

inspiration or snifling. cannot be drawn over the olfactory area,

but invariably passes along the inferior meatus towards the luiigs.

In defTee corresponding to the amount of anosmia pre.sent is the

loss oi the power of appreciating flavours, which also depends

upon the olfactory nerve. The sense of taste is consequently cor-

respondingly blunted. . . ,

The respiratory functions of the nose are necessarily impaired

in chronic inflammation and thickening of its membrane, especi-

ally when, as frequently happens, the inferior turbinated bone is

the area most affected. The open mouth and vacant look which

characterLse these cases of nasal obstruction and oral breathing

must be well known to you all. Sleep is also restless and noisy :

the mouth and throat are drj- and uncomfortable ; and the general

nutrition, especially in children, is impaired.

Any description of chronic rhinitis aud its effects upon the nasal

mucous membrane would be incomplete without reference to the

subjects of ozfena and of neoplasm. Ozffiua, as already stated, is

usually associated with chronic atrophic rhinitis with a purulent

secretion, which ilries and forms a crusty coating with an ofien-

sive odour. Woakes proposes to restrict the term to cases ot

disease of the ethmoidal frontal, or sphenoidal cells. Itappears to

be doubtful whether the odour encountered in this complaint is

not met with in cases of ordinary chronic catarrh of the nose.

This much can be said about ozjena—that it is always associated

with more or less chronic atroiihic rhinitis, and that, whilst its

radical cure is hopeless, it can be greatly benefited by the treat-

ment appropriate to this complaint. Ozrena is usually bilateral

;

when unilateral, it is supposed to be characteristic of abscess ot

the antrum.
, . , . ... » j „f „,

The thickening resulting from chronic rhinitis, instead ot ex-

tending uniformly over the nasal mucous membrane, may become

localised, and so form mucous, bony, or cartilaginous tumours.

It is important in this connection to distinguish those tumours,

when situated over the region of the inferior turbinated bone,

from the vascular swellings which occasionally arise in connection

with the erectUe tissue of this region. This can be done by tne

local application of coaiine, which causes the latter to disappear

by contraction of the vessels, but has no effect upon the former.

\s results of long continued chronic inflammation in the superior

iiasal region, we occasionally find mucous growths or polypi,

whose favourite seat is the middle turbinated bone, whence they

protrude into the general cavity of the nose. They are always

associated with a condition of chronic inflammation of the nasa

mucous membrane, and sometimes with necrosis of the nasal

''"'^

r/ie Direct and Re/le.v Ejects of Chronic Rhinitis upon Con-

ti^mous atructures.-Vxom direct extension of the inflammation

of the nasal mucous membrane, adjoining cavities and their com-

municating canals may participate in the inflammatory process.

Thus tlie ethmoidal and sphenoidal cells and sinuses may become

affected, and become filled with purulent secretion. |\ hen the

frontal sinuses are implicated, frontal pain and headache become

troublesome symiitoms of the complaint. In addition to direct

extension by continuity of tissue, it is possible that, as suggested

bv Woakes, catarrhal symptoms develop in contigijous structures

fr'omthe identity of the vasomotor ne^^•0U3 supply, an example

of which is seen in the occurrence of herpes labialis in nasu

catarrh. From the irritation of the filaments of the second

division of the fifth nerve supplying ordinarj- sensation to tli.

nasal mucous membrane, and the free distribution of this nerve to

the face, it is not unusual to have facial neuralgia associated j\ itli,

an<l probably dependent upon, chronic rhinitis. Headache

(different from that due to direct extension of the inflammatjon

to the frontal sinuses) vertigo, and even epileptic attacks Dave

been cleariy traced as owing their origin to lutra-n^ -al inHonima-

tiou. It is interesting to note that, as recently pointed out !)>

Lauder Brunton, similar symptoms may spring from carimus

teeth with complete absence of toothache.
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3. The Ejects of Chronic Rhinitis upon the Ear and the Sense of

Hearing.—In chronic rhinitis the sense of hearing may be

affected in three ways : (a) By direct extension of the inflamma-

tion backwards through the posterior nares to the naso-pharj-n-

geal space. According to Woakes. affections of heanng are a

most important and frequent complication of post-nasal catarrh,

occurring? in 95 per cent, of the cases. Blocking of the Eustachian

orifices may be aided by the participation of the pharj-ngeal tonsil

in the chronic catarrh, which may enlarge to such an amount as

to press directly upon the openings of the tube.
_
(i) Defects of

hearing may also be produced by tiie nasal stenosis in this way.

Kasal breathing having been partially or completely arrested, the

current of air in mouth-breathing no longer bathes the Eustachian

orifices, and a condition analogous to that occurring in direct

obstruction of the Eustachian tubes is brought about. In both

instances the amount of air necessary to equalise the external

pressure upon the drum is insufficient, and this is also Uable to be

withdrawn during the acts of swallowing, (c) Another factor in

producing deafness is seen in the condition of the palato-tubal

muscles which, from the long continued irritation of the catarrh,

are liable to become more or less paralytic, and so incapable of dis-

charging their function in connection with the opening of the

tubal orifice to the admission of air.

4. The Direct and Reflex Effects of Chronic Rhinitis upon the

Vocal and Respiratory Organs.—These are amongst the most im-

portant results of chronic inflammation of the nasal mucous mem-
brane. Everj-one is aware of the important modifications of the

voice which ensue from partial or complete blocking of the nose

—

modifications varying from loss of timbre and harshness to com-

plete inability to utter the nasal vowels and consonants. The

voice may further become husky or hoarse on account of the

supervention of chronic laryngitis from the action of the cold and

impure air during oral respiration. Nasal obstruction, in short,

seems to me to be one of the most important and generally over-

looked causes of chronic laryngitis. I am desirous to direct your

attention to the close and intimate relationship which frequently

subsists between chronic nasal inflammation and certain respira-

tory disorders, such as simple cough and asthma. It seems that,

owing to reflex dilatation of the vessels of the bronchial mucous
membrane, simple bronchitis may also thus bo produced.

Voltolini'i. discovery—that in certain instances nasal polypi had

a clear causal relationship to asthma—has received such ample

confirmation from the observations of other practitioners that its

truth may now be considered as indubitably established. More
prolific even than polj-pi as sources of local and reflex disturb-

ances are the erectile-tissue tumours, to whose occasional presence

I have already referred. The area over the inferior turbinated bone

is said to be particularly irritable, probably owing to its containing

so much erectile tissue. Some observers (John Mackenzie), however,

say that the posterior part of this area and the corresponding part

of the septum are the most liable to induce reflex phenomena. My
experience has been that irritation of any part of the.mucous mem-
brane may, under certain circumstances, induce reflex phenomena.

Nasal asthma and cough, then, are induced by mechanical irri-

tation of a hyperjesthetic mucous membrane. This may_ be in-

duced by the action of polyj>i, particularly when the position of

the head is such as to till the cavernous sinuses and cause tur-

gescence of the mucous membrane. This is most apt to occur in

the lateral recumbent posture, and explains why these attacks, as

well as stuffiness of the undermost nostril, occur so frequently

during sleep. Preceding or accompanjang these attacks of

nsthma and coughing are usually sneezing and a copious flow of

mucus from the nose. Sneezing is a reflex act, due to irritation

of the fifth nerve, and, whilst it may be induced by irritation of

nerves in other parts, is usually of value as indicating the presence

of irritation of the nasal mucous membrane.
The fact of the simultaneous occurrence of nasal polypi or

}iypera;sthesia of the nnsnl m\icous membrane. .Juch as frequently

results from chronic rhinitis, with cough, asthma, or bronchitis.

points to the necessity of making a careful examination of the

.nasal cavities in all cases of respiratory disorders. It is not

always possible to say whether this causal relationship obtains in

a given case characterised by the presence of Iwth pulmonary and
nasal disorders. It is in favour of its existence, however, if the

nasal sj-niptoms now alluded to precede the respiratory attacks,

or if mechanical irritation of the nasal mucous membrane by
means of a probe indicates hyper.Tsthesia. and more so if it is the

means of evoking a reflex act, such as cough. A neurotic basis is

proTjably an important element in most of these cases.

Chronic rhinitis appears under other forms than those we have

Just been considering. It is a prominent condition in the maladv

known as hay fever, a latent or recurrent complaint in which

there exists a hypertesthesia of the nasal mucous membrane to

the influence of the pollen of certain grasses. In newlj--bom

children a condition of rhinitis analogous to the ophthalmia neo-

natorum is sometimes present, and is apparently due to a specific

inflammation of the nasal mucous membrane by the vaginal secre-

tion during parturition. It may become chronic. Tliis rhinitis

neonatorum is productive of serious inconvenience and trouble to

the child, not only by preventing sleep, but by obstructing nasal

respiration, and so rendering impossible the act of sucking.

Rhinitis, in a more or less chronic form, may complicate other

diseases. Attention has, for example, been recently directed to

the co-existence of whooping-cough and nasal catarrh, and it is

stated that this disease has been cut short by treatmentdirected

to the nose—insufflations of dried coffee and boric acid in equal

parts, or of pulverised benzoin.

Amongst the results or sequelae of chronic rhinitis may be men-

tioned certain connected with glands. The lymphatics of the

nose open, some into a gland in front of the vertebral column,

others into a gland situated in the parotid region, whilst a third

set discharge into certain of the deep cervical glands lying in

front of and beneath the stemo-mastoid muscle. Chronic in-

flammation of the nasal mucous membrane may consequently

cause enlargement and even suppuration of these glands, and thus

we may come to have a retro-pharj-ngeal abscess dependent upon

intra-nasal inflammation.

I ought not to finish my remarks on chronic rhinitis without

directing your attention to the subject of post-nasal or naso-

pharj-ngeal catarrh. Accompanying this condition may be en-

largement of the pharyngeal tonsil and naso-pharyngeal vegeta-

tions. This variety of catarrh is characterised by a troublesome

morning cough and sanguineous expectoration, frequently accom-

panied by vomitmg. As already remarked, it is a frequent cause

of deafness, and by direct extension to the larynx and pharj-nx.

undoubtedly induces secondary inflammation of these regions and

of the tonsils, and so aggravates the sj-mptoms of nasal olistruc-

tiou. Stoerk has, under the title of " Blenorrhoja of the Respi-

ratory Mucous Membrane," described a form of inflammation

which, commencing in the nasal mucous membrane, spreads

slowly to the pharj-nx, larynx, and sometimes as far as the

bronchi, causing in its course serious stenosis of these passage.

These post-nasal and naso-phar>-ngeal inflammations and growths

are extremely liable to evoke reflex phenomena after the manner

of chronic rhinitis, a fact which points to the necessity of posterior

as well as of anterior nasal examination and exploration in all

cases of spasmodic respiratory disorders.

Clu'onic rhinitis may extend anteriorly to the face, as well as

posteriorly towards the pharynx. I have witnessed the produc-

tion of facial erj-sipelas in this way. an occurrence which has also

been noted by other observers. It is also important to bear in

mind that the outside of the nose may become red and swollen

from reflex dilatation of the blood-vessels by long-continued irri-

tation of its mucous membrane, and may be cured by treatment

of the rhinitis.
^ ^

lu considering the treatment appropriate to this complaint,

regard must be had to whether the rhinitis exists in a simple

form, or whether it is complicated by one or other of the sequ» »
already mentioned. In all cases, however, it is necessarj- in the

first instance to adopt measures to ensure cleanliness of the nasal

mucous membrane, and the removal of all muco-purulent or puru-

lent secretion. Solutions of the alkaline carbonates or bicarbonate*

are the best for this purpose, applied by sniffing up from the palin

of the hand, by spra>-iug, douching, or sjTinging. These ought

always to be used tepid, so as not to excite the flow of mucus.

The spray is probablv the best means, as the mild method in

which it impinges aga'inst the pbarj-nx is less liable to cause in-

flammation of the Eustachian orifices than either the Uouclie or

the syringe.
t c a t

\fter the nares have been thoroughly cleaned and freed Irom

secretion, measures ought to be adopted with the view of restoring

the mucous membrane to its normal condition. The nature of

these measures depends to a large extent upon the degree of

affection of the mucous membrane, and the presence or absence ot

sequela- and complications. Powders, sprays, pigments, gossypia.

and instrumentation may be so employed, singly or in combina-

Hypertrophies, growths, and po'>-p' "ire as a rule quite uninflu-
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fnCMl l.v raodionl remedies. They nre best treated by means of

tlio '^arvntio-cniiterv .<=nare, puncture, or simple furrowing, tlio

mucolu membrane l.avins previously t^*:"
.'"""'^f

*"l

'"^'"f'
,11'^

bv the application of a .'. to 10 per cent, solution of cocaine lijdro-

Chlorate The .^ensifive areas witliin the nose, upon whose irrita-

tion couch or a.'sthraa seems to depend, are also best treatert hy

the applTcation of the galvano-cauterj-. With regard to polj-pi,

the g^cat advantage of the galvano-cauterj; is, that not only can

we remove the larger poljl'i, but by passing the cautery freel>

over and through the rootlets of those which cannot be removed,

we have a greater chance of preventing their growth and assump-

tion of the place of the larger polj-pf- I" tlie cases of necrosis

with polypi, the diseased bone ought also to be removed. It

otl"ht to be remembered that the inferior turbinate, being a sepa-

ratee bone, is much more tolerant of interference than the superior

or middle turbinates, which are parts of the ethmoid.

i have not attempted to enumerate to you the various thera-

peutical agencies which may be adopted for the treatment of

'•hronie rlnnitis, as these will subsequently, m my lecture on

"Respiratory Therapeutics," bo considered m greater detail.
_

i

am more an.xious that you should grasp the principles upon which

this treatment should be founded, and recognise the necessity ot

examining not only the chest and throat, but also the nose, in all

cases of recurrent or spasmodic larynigeal or pulmonary affections.

THERAPEUTICS OF HAY FEVER.

By carl GKXTH, M.D.,

Langen SchwaU>a':li.

THE approach of the time at which hay fever usually appears in-

.luces me to offer you the following notes and observations.

Kor the past ten years, a young medical man of my acquaint-

ance has suffered, from the beginning of May to the end of June,

,o severely from hay fever that Ids practice has been seriously

interfered with. It will be understood, ns a matter of course, that

he had in succession tried all the many and much-lauded remedies

without any good result. Quinine, in large quantities, alone pro-

duced favourable results, and not before s>-mptoms of poisoning

presented themselves. It may not he without interest to mention

that urticaria broke out, beginning on each side of the spine, to -

lowin" the course of the chief nerve-branches down the arras and

e-s. Snd finally covering the whole body. This painful .state

lasted for three days, at the end of which the hay fever disap-

pewed-leaving, however, in the patient no desire to repeat the

experiment with quinine. , ,

ill a comparatively lara;e number of cases of hay fever, 1 found

that the primary indication of the disease was a slight twitching

sensation at the inner comer of the eye. This sensation becomes

more intense day by day. next follow.? a swelling of the conjunc-

tiva, ^vith all the accorapaTi>-ing symptoms of acute conjunctiviti-s,

and the ..symptoms referable to the mucous membrane of the nose,

asthma, etc., set in later. These slight premonitory symptoms

which sometimes precede the final outbreak by a fortnight, and

perhaps disappear v%-itli a change of weather, may easily be for-

Irotten. But even assuming that, now and again, the disease does

not begin in the eves, but ,n the nose or the bronchial tubes-a

1 ossibiiity which' in principle cannot be rejeeted-the exception

would not by any means invalidate the assert,ion that hay fever

usually begins with the symptoms of conjunctmtis.

Upon these facts I build my therapeutic plan bmce the hrst

symptoms of hay fever manifest themselves m the eye, it is pr"-

h'ahlft that the agent which is to be regarded as the cause of the

hay fever fl do not here refer to the pollen grains which are

everywhere present during the 8ea,son in which the fever prevails,

and "are consequently to be found in the secretion of the conjunc-

tiva and in the raucns of the respiratory tracts) first attacks the

conjunctiva; under favourable circumstances (heat) it multiplies

there, and then diffuses itself over the mucous membrane of tlie

rM^piratory organs, ].erhaps through the medium of the laryngea

rannl. To be ttffectivo the condition must be attacked l>y local

tr-atment, directed to the eyes at the cariiest i>osBible date.

I -ft-ill pass over the details of the experiments that were inet-

fectual. On the advice of my learned fnend Dr. Pagenstecher, of

Wiesbaden, 1 chose instillation and bathing of the cori.iune.tiva

with sniblimate solution, of the strength of 1 in 3,000. The bath-

in'^ began perhaps fourteen days before the appearance of the hay

f-ver, whenever the patient relumed home after open-air exercise.

The phtient was beeides required to keep a» cool at possible, and

to wear pale blue spectacles. The result of the treatment was

that he remained free from his trouble for a length of time.

Vi,t before the end of .lune did slight irritation of the conjunctiva

reappear which, however, could not be compared m intensity

to former attacks, and involved no complication. Kelying pro-

bably upon his generally healthy condition, the bathing had not

been performed with sufficient energ\-. Although the sublimate

solution came in contact with the mucous membranes of the nose

or throat only slightly, or perhaps not at »». neither of these

orcrnns was affected, which must have happened if the virus of

th? hay fever passed into the body through the nose and moutb.

In such an exceptional case, it would be simple enough to apply

the solution by a nose douche, by garglings, or perhaps even by

cautious inhalation.
i;

,.) j:

THE Y-VLUE OF INSPECTING THE ORIFICES

OF THE URETERS BY ELECTRIC LIGHT

IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF "SYMPTOMLESS"
H.EMATURIA AND PYURIA.'

By E. hurry FEXWICK, F.K.C.S.,

Surgeon (Out-patient.) to SI. Peter's Hospital for Uriuary Diseases; Assistant-
^ *^ ^ j~ Surgeon to the London Hospital.

IN the endoscopic examination of the eye, the ear, or larj-nx, the

operator first directs the light upon the most important structure

-the optic disc, the drum, or vocal cords, and having satisfied

himself as to their condition, he turns his scrutmy to their sur-

roundings. The need for it in exploration becomos more

pressing as the field we have to search enlarges, and in the wider

areas the rule of starting from some fixed important point is

often no mean factor of success. Thus, m abdominal ?r'?"°°/°^
obstruction the hand first feels the oEcum to ascertain if it be full

or emp y, and from thence the fingers trace the coils of large or

small \utestine according to the clue which cffical distension or

^°?Xe«prr^tifno'f the bladder .-ith the electric light it is

nccessarv' to have some such starting point in order hat the _ex-

amhiatSn may be systematic, rapid and effective. The nio.st im-

portant section of the bladder, ^P-'^^ing cystoscopically, is the

Tnferior zone, and the cardinal points m this area are the orifices

of the ureters. Upon them the operator sliou d hrst direct the

Mit" and from them the search should radiate The^e are

sifveral reasons for this choice. From the orifices ot the ureters

miy be seenT issue fine jets of renal blood in Sidney bleeding

the semi-vividness of which may prove fallacious twithout the

cystoscope) in the diagnosis of the source of symptomless hmma-

Sria Upon their lips or in their immediate neighbourhood are

Zlloil^ to bo found those tumours which can baflie diagnosis.^

Moreover, their appearance, their clean-cut, slit-like openings, or

heir tum'id, gaping mouths-that is, their healthy or unhealthy

aspect-is ail index to the soundness or unsoundness otthere-

miinder of the mucous membrane, wluch cannot be neglected in

the treatment or prognosis of disease.
,, , ^ ., .

In hematuria I g-enerally first satisfy myself that the ureters

are free from tumours, and then make a rapid survey of the

rest of the bladder, proceeding from below upwarils (that is, m-

versely to the tendency the zones evince to growth).' It I can

find no cause for hiemorrhage I return to the orifice of ^cU

ureter and watch the colour and amount of its efflux. In tliree

caes lately I have thus been able to detect the renal sourc'e of

symptomless hicmaturia, which otherwise I might have over-

^"tlnK i.-Mr. B. consulted me in Januar>% 1888, in reference to

ahicmaturia. He brought with Wma^specimen^f_Wo^dj^^

joct is an appropriate addition to an «.litorml on Ttie burgcry ol tlic trticr,

".";-';ir,hor ; 'A"u,Jj'r1pt\oa-o. tho Blertrtc Cy.t«oope, JooimA,., Kebruarr

^'iThc'fiaSiS/cra.rthVJe'^ones to become affcct^l by .ingle cao«6n,u.

Author. Pat/wlegicalTraruiKtiau. Oaroinom* ot the Bladcler, iws.
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containingmuch clot. His history was as follows : In Januarj-,

188»; he had been out riding for two hours, and came home com-

pletely chilled. He paRsed Wood the same exening. He suffered

no pain or inconvenience, except a slight iirethrnl tingling when

the clots were jiassing. The hsemorrhage stopped in the summer,

but recurred in the winter of 1887, to cease once more npon the

advent of the warmer weather.
, or. an.

Present Condition.—" A well-built, anferaic man, aged •*'. Ihe

urine is voided thrice a dnv. N'o pain attends the act. He suffers

'agony' after coition, in the neck of the bladder. In micturating

he has noticed that the urine often becomes more bloody towards

the ftnish." ..,,!.- i- u^ v *

I expected to find a vesica! growth with the electric light, but

nothing abnormal could be discovered. The entire bladder was

healthy. I was just giving up the examination in despair, when

I saw a stream of bright'ish blood shoot right across the pnsm.

Keeping the instrument fixed, I waited until the medium became

clear again, and then I found that I was watching the onfice of

the right ureter (Fig. 1\ In another second a jet of bloody unne

Fig. 1.— Ureteral projection, mucb magnified by proximity ot the pfista."'

burst from the tiny opening, and, after forming many rings, paled

by diffusion and disappeared, but only to be replaced by a suc-

cessor (Fig. 2). The phenomenon of efflux suggested to my mind

Pig. 2.

a miniature cuttle-fish, squirting out its coloured fluid into the

water around. The right renal source of the hemorrhage was at

once indicated.
, , ,,

Case ii.—Mr. C. (under the care of Drs. Lnderwood and Harvey),

a well-built man, aged .''-J. Since May, l***", he had suffered

from ha?maturia, which was painless and intermittent in its cha-

racter, and seemed more dependent upon exercise than anything

else. The urine was passed thrice a day. He was disturbed only

once at night. Somespecimens of hrematuria contained cylindrical

clots. T pft'sed the electric cystoscope under cocaine, and found

a low collarette of prostatic growth, but it was obviously not the

cause of the h,-cmorrhage. the bladder was healthy. I could see

lets of blood issuing from the right ureter, and the diagnosis of the

site of the trouble was at once established.

Case in.—A lady, under the care of Dr. Hepworth, of Man-

chester, and Dr. Battersby, of Cannes. For eij^hteen months the

patient had suffered froni hrematuria. The urine varied much in

colour, but there were no symptoms whatever to afford a clue as

to the exact source of the Mceding. The electric cystoscope fNo.

.10 French gauge) showed the bladder to be perfectly healthy, but,

on turning the instrument toward.? the left ureteral onfice, a spurt

of bloody urine flowed over the prism. I allo\*e<l the itfeter to

play upon the prism, in order to judge of the rhythm of the How,

but it never varied, although Drs. Hewitt, Lys, and I watched it

for some little time. It was rather like an artery several under

water. I could detect no renal tumour in any of these cases.

These three cases are sufficient to illustrate the value of inspect^

ing the orifices of the ureters bv means of electric light, and of

excluding the kidneys as a source of the hrematuria ;
moreover,

the same advantage can be gained in pyuria, and the many

methods and instruments advised and devised for obtaining urine

direct from either kidney' must now be partialW sni«rseded by the

electric li"lit. The ureteral orifices are not difficmt to find. They_

are vers" rarely displaced,' and still more rarely are they absent."

A little tact iri manipulation and knowledge of the cystoscope will

bring them into view, and amply repay the operator for examining

ABSTRACT OF PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS ON
THE SOCIAL POSITION OF THE ]!dLEDICAL

PROFESSION.

Head before the Birmingham and Midland Counites Branch of the

British Medical Asaociation,

By THOMAS WILLIA3I THUESFIELD, M.D., M.R.C.PJLojjd.,

Physician to.tUe WameEor.l Hosinlal, Leamington.

I HAVE taken for the subject of my address one which has in-

terested me for a considerable time. It is " The Social Position of

the Medical Profession in this Country at the Present Tune. In

contrasting the position which is held by the medical profession,

in social estimation, with that of the other learned professions 1

think it will be admitted that we do not stand so high, as either

the Bar or the Church ; and yet the attainments of the members

of our profession, their character, their self-tlemal, and their public

services, are acknowledged on all hands, and should command tor

them a respect as high as that in which any other professioa is

Dr Thursfield indicated that this low estimate was in part due

to the ignorance or jealousy of the pubUc, but in part to certain

faults in the profession which he classified as follows:

Lnnerfect Preliminary Education.—TUe fact that anybody can

become a registered medical student merely on having pa^ea a

second grade examination of the College of Preceptors, and that

anyone between the ages of 16 and 17 years can if he chooses

drop for ever all learning except that which is specially set apart

for the acquisition of professional knowledge, leads to the nit«)-

duction into this profession of a verj' large number of men wno,

I do not hesitate to say, are moreimperfectly educated in a general

sense than the aspirants to any one v.f the other learned protes-

sions. And here 1 may say that 1 think the entire, abolition of

the apprenticesliip or pupilage system has been a mistake; lor i

cannot think it wise that a boy should go straight from schoo

into a life so full of manifold temptations as is that of a medical

student. A vear passed in the family of a medical man in large

practice would greatly widen the student's ideas, and add largelj

to his obtaining a truer conception of the duties ho is about to

undertake. Narrow though his education may be as compared to

that of a medical man, it caimot be denied that the young citrate

has a much better social position at the outset of his career than

the young physician or surgeon, while it is quite certain that tne

po.sitioii of the young physici.-in or surgeon is "of f"?»P'«''^^^";'Jf

that of the most juiuor member of the Oar. This 1 believe to be

largely due to the more prolonged ami complete preliminary edu-

cation necessary for the Church and the Bar.

Imperfect Pi-ofmional Elucatiun.—tht' second reason of the

low estimation of our profession is, I think, the imperfect profes-

sional education which so large a proportion of our numher

receive, though I must admit that this is improving day by oay.

And vet, when one looks at the vast domain of mfdicme, one is

lost in wonder as to how it is possible, in the short space of tour

iJolRXil.Thc Surgery of the Vnter. Jime-inA.ym.
« Author, dase of Tubercular ExfoliaUng Cystitu. Patholof<ccl,Traiu.,voi.

''"XuthOT, Atresia (Congenital?; o( the Vetical Orific« of tbeX«ft_Ureter, JUd.,

p. a«o.
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years or less, to get anything like a concise knowledge of the sub-

ject into a voung fellow's head.

I'ro/efiional Quackery and Dis/ionestt/.—Those of us who have

been any time in practice must be well aware that quackery is

not to be found wholly outside the profession. If the art of the

quack is to pretend to a knowledge which he does not possess, to be

constantly disparaging the art ofothers, and to be using remedies

whose utility is not proven or is at least mysterious, then we
must admit that there is plenty of quackery within our ranks.

.\ud do you think for one moment that an intelligent public does

not see through this dishonesty ?

Professional Jealousy.—This is one of the most potent causes

for the low estimation in which our profession is held. 1 need go

ao further than the daily papers for the last six months " to point

the moral and adorn the tale." Does a man acquire an illustrious

patient, his neglected rivals make little hesitation about disparag-

ing him in public. Does a man make a great success in profes-

sional life, It is seldom but that whispers are heard among his

own compeers that it is to luck and chance, and not to merit, that

he owes his advancement. Our quarrels in law courts are such

that any leading counsel will tell you that medical testimony is

of little or no avail when anything like disputed points arise. Is

it possible that -we can blind ourselves so far as to believe that

these things are not supremely damaging to our social esti-

mation?
. , ,_ ,

Professional Etiquette.—U we could once realise that the only

basis of true professional etiquette is always, and on all occasions,

to do towards our professional brother what we should like him

to do towards us were he in our place, we should then, I think,

•scape from this reproach of hai-ing amongst ourselves a code of

laws which is " not underatanded of the people," and which is be-

lieved by them to be made entirely for the benefit of the members

of the medical profession at the expense of the public. It is

short-sighte<l policy on our part, I am sure, to surround with

difficulties the natural wishes of our patients to resort to con-

sultations and further advice ; and the difficulties which we so

often place in their way are a constant source of distrust and dis-

like by them of us.

Deficient Public Spirit.—kaofher cause is one which five years

.- ago was so well, so eloquently, and bo wisely pointed out by Sir

Walter Foster in the chair from which 1 now speak. In that

splendid address he gave on the " Political Towerlessness of the

Medical Profession" ne pointed out, better than I can ever do,

how the want of public spirit outside of our own immediate pro-

fessional avocations has largely influenced the public estimation

of us, and he counselled in more eloquent words than I possess,

and he has, in his own person, more illustriously set the better

example, and has shown how devotion to public duty does secure

public esteem.

"Pi-ovident" Dispensaries and Out-patients.—The multiplica-

tion in our midst of certain provident dispensaries and amalga-

mated clubs, and of private penny dispensaries of all kinds,

together with the abuse of the out-patient departments of

hospitals which is permitted wherever a hospital is found, have

tended, and are tending, largely to reduce the legitimate rewards

of our labours. It cannot be right that such vast masses of

the population, who, many of them, are raised by their wages,

or salaries, or earnings greatly above the level of necessity, or

even of penury, should by combination be enabled to obtain

skilled me<lical attendance and medicine at an average rate per

person of 3s. or 43. per annum. The principle of co-operation

and association, whether applied to medicine or to any other

•profession which secures to the public the supply of a daily need,

IS obviously a good one, and is one which the medical profession

-at large should countenance and further, but certainly under con-

ditions. The application of the principle of unlimited competition

in such matters as these cannot but lead to the degradation of the

profession and to disaster to the public.

Suffffestions.—Tint, is it not possible to largely improve the

preliminary education of the young members of our profes-

sion? Are we not making them to some extent one-sided by

the almost exclusive devotion which is given to the scientific

side of their education, to the exclusion of the more general

«nd literary? 1 am one of tho'e who still lielieve that a

good classical education is a priceless possession, and that

tt in no way interferes with the subseauent development of

the powir of scientific observation, which necessarily lies at

tbe root of all success in the difficult art of medicine. With

regard to professional education, so far as it goes it is a

vast improvement on anything which has ever yet been done, but

I hope that it may be still further improved, and this can only

be done by materially lengthening the ordinary curriculum.

Several of the countries of Europe, inhabited by people who are

supposed to be not so progressive or intelligent as those who in-

habit this island, have determined by law that five years is the

shortest possible time in which to manufacture an intelligent and

safe medical practitioner. If the standard of professional educa-

tion is to be maintained at its present level, or is to be by imper-

ceptible degrees raised still higher than it is at the present time,

it 18 quite certain that the ordinary human being who has tha

misfortune to become a medical student will in most cases bo

made by repeated rejections to increase his term of preparation to

five years ; and should this be the case, as it seems likely to be,

I hope that before long that five years will be the rule and not tha

exception. I think too, that there is opportunity for improving

the clinical education of medical students, for when one sees the

vast mass of clinical material which is running to waste in our

county hospitals, and in our union workhouses, one is tempted

to exclaim against the criminal extravagance which permits it. If

we are to recover public esteem to the extent we undoubtedly

deser\-e, we must cast away from us professional quackerj', and

professional dishonesty. Let us also cultivate more friendly in-

tercourse, more esprit de corps, and more general cohesion among
ourselves. Let our professional etiquette be simplified, and let

its main principles be always the consideration of our duty to-

wards our neighbour, and, above all things, let us avoid public

quarrelling and public differences. I do hold most strongly with

Sir Walter Foster, who jays that though the excuse given to ex-

plain our absence from the duties of public life is our absorbing

interest in a most laborious profession, yet it is, though a good

one, more or less a species of selfishness ; that in many instances

it arises from a want of independence of character ; and that until

medical men will take their share, and their fau- share, in that

which is becoming day by day more and more the duty of all good

citizens, they must expect those of the citizens who do submit to

the heat and burden of the work, to estimate lowly, and even to

despise those who shirk it. Our colleges may largely help to en-

hance the public estimation of the profession at large, and they

will do 80 when they admit the principle that they owe a duty to

every member of their body which they can never fulfil so long as

they remain the close conservative bodies they now are. A large

infusion of the democratic spirit into our medical corporations,

and free admission of all members and licentiates to the govern-

ing body, wUl alone enable these corporations to take up and to

use those duties of di.'<cipline and censorship in the exercise of

which, up to the present, they have been so lamentably

deficient. ... . ,

Conclusion.—The profession of medicine may not be appre-

ciated as it should be politically, socially, or commercially ; it may

not be recognised by the State in the shape of State rewards, and

this may be some reason why it is not appreciated as it should be

by the public. It has been pointed out over and over again that

there is no item in the expenditure of a household more grudg-
. _ 1 ^ J —1 —«.^ iioUlu frt K« nn*>Qtirinpd ftnn more tardily

ingly bestowed, and more liable to be questioned and more tardily

settled, than the doctors bill. One of our greatest statesmen has

said • " Your profession has a great future before it, and I believe

that in one generation, or at most two, it wUl be far m advance of

the other learned professions." Lord Bacon said of the pursuit of

knowledge that "it is not a couch whercou to rest a searchmg

and a restless spirit," or " a terrace for a wandering and a fiery mind

to walk up and down with a fair prospect," or " a tower of btate

for a proud mind to raise itself up," or " a fort and commandin^_

ground for strife and contention," or " a shop (or profit or sale,

but it Ls a rich storehouse for the glory of the Creator and for the

relief of mans estate. Thomas Cariyle has said: "I have often

said, what profession is there equal in true nobleness to medicine.

Ue that can abolish pain and relieve his fellow mortal from sick-

ness, he is indisputably the usefullest of men. Ilim savage and

civilised will honour; "he is in the right, be in the wrong who

may As a Lord Chancellor, under one's horsehair wig there must

be misgivings; still more, as a Lord Primate, under one s cauli-

flower Tbut, if I could heal dl^^easo, 1 would say to all men and to

angels 'en, ecce'." Another li>-ing celebrity has said
:
"When

we regard the rapid and marked progress which our art and

science has made during little more than half a century, IJeel

that we are fully justified in believing that progress in the future

will be even more remarkable, and that, with materials for invcs-
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ligation in abundance, with willing and able workers, there

can be neitlier fear nor doubt for the continued advance of the

healing art.'

CLINICAL MEMORANDA.

THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC DYSEXTERY A>'D ITS
ALLIES.

It has appeared to me, from observation of a good many cases of

the above diseases, that a considerable number of patients, pre-

senting a close uniformity of symptom?, gain marked benefit from

a treatment differing in some respects from that usually adopted.

The class of cases 1 refer to generally admit 'long-standing con-

stipation, followed, on arrival, or after li-ving some years in

India, by what they call " diarrhrea and dysenterj-." They com-

plain ot'frequent passage of small bloody stools, inability to hold

their motions, iN-ith more or less abdominal discomfort and dys-

peptic symptoms. On careful examination it is found that there

is no proper diarrhoea ; the motions are lumpy, often consisting of

half-digested materials, with a large quantity of blood-stained

mucus, and though frequent, but little true foecal matter passes.

In these cases a prolonged course of snline aperients has a remark-

able effect, the disease being to a large extent mechanical, the re-

sult of hardened faeces passing over an irritable mucous mem-
brane. As a rule these patients have never had an acute attack

of dysentery, and the above simple treatment, combined with an

easiiy-digested, nutritious diet, often suffices to cure them. In

cases where the chronic is a sequel to a more or less recent acute

attack, the disease is more obstinate and the treatment requires

to be persevered in long after apparent recovery. I make no

claim to originality either for the observation or treatment of this

condition; I merely wish to record that as regards treatment I

have found great advantage in drawing a sliarp line between
" constipatorv " and " diarrhreic " dysentery.

P. P. XiCHOLS, B.A., JI.B.Cantab., Surgeon, Medical Staff.

Hounslow.

MIMETIC r^VR.\LYSIS: SPEEDY RECOVERY.
C'.C, aged 19, was brought in from the country to my out-patient

room by her mother, on April 11th. To the casual obseri-er she

was indeed a pitiable object, as she hobbled across the room
with a right crutch. I noticed the following appearances : Young,
fresh-coloured, and good-looking; ptosis (?) of the left eyelid;

left forearm swathed and bandaged : left hand with claw-like

contraction ; the long overgrown nails embedded in the fleshy

palm; contracture of the left leg upon the thigh. The mother
informed me that the girl had been sent to service in Leicester

eight months ago; that after being in her place a fortnight she

had had a " fit," for which she was treated by a local doctor,

and sent home invalided ; that she became a hopeless paralytic,

and had ever since been in receipt of charitable and medical

aid.

The diagnosis was easy ; the ptosis was spurious, there being

marked effort to keep the eyelids closed. Slie was told to put

out her tongue, and protruded that organ, clear and healthy-

looking, in the middle line, there being no alteration in the facial

muscles of expression. All this did not correspond \\-ith the late

paralysis (contractures'! of the left extremities.

The treatment was summary. Telling the patient to listen

attentively to what 1 was going to say, 1 told the mother that

her daughter was a "fraud," and in the past eight months had

been practising an accomplished deception on all .about her, and
that I would soon effect a speedy cure.

1 noticed the girls face flush deeply and then pale as I said

this, proving that her mental faculties were by no means in

abeyance, and placing mv left hand on her left thigh, and seizing

the'foot with my right," I soon extende<l the limb, the patient

squealing a good deal, and at once returning it to its former

position.

I sent her up to the operating theatre, and. seeing her there

later on, I appealed to her good sense. I opened her left eyelids,

and they remained opened. My assistant extended the fingers,

and they so remained, the stench from the decomposing sweat

beiHg intolerable ; but she would not resign her leg, so I had one

pole'^of a strong faradic current placed on the triceps extensor,

and the other on the front aspect of the tibia. She again screamed

lustily, and I told her the entertainment would last until her foot

(also swathed in bandages) was placed on the ground. It soon

reached the required position with a thump, and I left her. I was

tohl that her mother appropriated the crutch, and that, -rnth the

loan of a shoe, she walked out of the inttrmary. On April IStn

she walked into my room the picture of health, and I have not

seen her since. I learned afterwards that she had twice been an

inmate of one County Lunatic A.sylum, each time being discharg^

at the months end. Lunacy failing, she tried paralysis. It wUl

be interesting to note what her next " move" -mil be.

The rector of the parish wrote to me on the 18th :
" She .^'alkMI

down here (a mile) to-day, apparently quite well :
what is to be

done with such a case? Is the shamming really a disease/ i

replied "that it is hard to say where badness ends and madness

begins ; and he had propounded a social problem very diflicult ot

solution : but that in my opinion, in the present case, the ma ady

should be spelt with a "b," and not with an"m, and that lazi-

ness was at the bottom of it." ,,„,, „T 1

J. Headley Neale. M.B., M.R.C.P.Lond.,

Honorary Assistant-Physician to the Leicester Infirmary.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.

FRACTURE OF THE CORNEA FROM THE KICK-BACK OF A
FR.VGMEXT OF A WHIP-TaONG.

In the summer of 1.S.S2, the first whip (J. Press) of the North Wm-
wickshire hounds, while walking the pack on the public road.

struck at one of the hounds with his whip, and almost immedi-

atelvfelt his right eye to be injured, as he conjectured from a

pled of glass being flked up by the whip._
J\ l-nA^,f-?„\t1

^elf to me there was a linear longitudinal fracture of the nasal

of the cornea, through which the aqueous had escaped. No
P
him;
side ot LUC L'uiucu, i,iii.jiii£.i .,1..^.. — —1

—

- .

foreign body presented. He made a good recovery;, and regained

hissrght. That the injury was produced by the kick-bacXof a

detached fragment of whipcord. Mr. Dunn's case conclusiyely

proves (Jot-RNAT., April Hth). In both cases the patient imagined

his eye had been cut by a bit of glass or stone.
„,.„„„

In commenting on Mr. Percy Dunns case, Dr Sanctuary

(JouBNAi., May oth, p. 994) says :
" The knot flew off on account

of the lash beiiig sharply curved, in order to produce ahe crack

of the whip,- ami adduces in-illustration certain accidents which

sometimes occur in fly-fishing, also giving a very interesting ei-

^Qjplp_ J. \osE SoLOMO^, l.lx-t-.:?.

Birmingham. -_———-^==^=
FORENSIC MEMORANDA.

SUICIDAL WOL^N-D OP THE HEART.

H C, aged 3;i. was found lying dead in the corner of a smaU

room The right hand was tightly clenched and a small knife

was on the floor just in front of him. His wife was foimd also m
Uie room with a^arge wound on her head. The Sf^ater part of

e frontal bone hadl.een completely taken «« ^''^ \bf-hook^
and also a great part of the front ot the brain. Two of her fingere

had been c3t off with the knife, and there was also a small stab

II the left breast. Portions of brain substance were scattered on

the floor and walls. The crime was oommitted, accordir^gJo^he

woman's statement, at Go clock on May ->4th. The fo?™ ««•

broken into, and the woman brought alive to the General Hospital.

'^^ matinfIhe ';:^^^em examination of the man. I found a

lir^e miantitv of dried blood on his feet (on the solesX as though

hefiadeen"^„lking about in blood. On the front of the chest

about one inch to the inner side, and three-quarters of an inch

^,nv,. thp l.^ft niwle were five small wounds, transverse in direc-

non ;fd eid Z^three-quarters of an i^^^^^

nn\nchwide. .lust to the inner side of the nipple was another

wound about half-an-inch in length, .\bout one inch Mow the

11 wound, also about half-an-inch in length.1 _ ^ ^.—^ „ I 1 —»*»»> mrt a ier\ n iii\ii i. mill—ill i—iinil m iv»»s.»»" X.'

U

nipple was a smal

Thtlv inwards.^ the last wound was Uttlemore than skin-deep.

parsing a probe into these, the first six mentioned wounds were

found to pass df

"

S;.^tr"h^:haS b^n'v^^-littl^lueniorrhage from these

"dissecting back the skin and muscles from tlie front of the

thor"x an extrlvasation of blood was found around the course of

he ppermost wounds, which all corresponded exteiiiaUy to the

rd^ ntercostal space, and perforated the thorax through the
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fourth interspace. The fifth wound correspoiuled externally to

tho fourth interspace, and entered the Ihorai through the lower

part of the fifth.

On romonng the sternum the left pleura! cavity was lilled

with blood, and the pericardium contained about three ounces of

clotted blood. On the left side of thi» pericardium was a transverse

wound a little over an inch in length. On tlu' wall of the heart,

corresponding to the wound in the pericardium, were two trans-

verse wounds about three-quarters ot an iuch long, and separated

by a narrow bridfie of muscle about oue-eighth of an inch wide

;

both of these perforated tho left ventriele. A little above these \yere

two small irregular wounds, not more than one-third of an inch

long, and near the ape.\ was another about the same size. These

only perforated the superficial layers of muscle. All the cavities of

the heart were quite empty, also the large blood-vessels. The
sixth wound had jienetrated the thorax, but had failed to wound
any of the viscera. There was no wound of the lungs to be

found. All the organs were healthy. The stomach was quite

empty.
Kemarks.—This case appears very interesting on account of

the number of times that the knife had touched the heart. I pre-

sume the man must have stabbed himself in the six places very

rapidly, giving one blow after the other, or possibly he may have

oiuy partly withdrawn the knife, and then plunged it in again, as

there was only one wound of the pericardium.'

\V. U. C. Newnham, M.B.Cantab.,

House-Surgenn to the Eristol General Hospital.

REPORTS
0?

HOSPITAL AKD SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

GUY'.S IIOSI'lTAL.

BPITHELIOMA OF THE MOUTH: DEMOVAl, OK THE TONSIL, PARTS
or THE SOFT PALATE, PHARYNX, AND TONOItE : PRELIMINARY

LAJKYNdOTOMT : .SCDSEQUENT RECrRRENCE, WITH
RESECTION OF HALF THE LOWER JAW.

(Under the care of Mr. Charters .Symonbs.)

J. I'., aged 4.5, was sent in by Dr. Hooper on October 29th, 1886,

with an epithelioma of the mucous membrane behind the last

molar. There was extensive iethyosis of the tongue and mucous
membrane of the mouth of syphilitic origin.

SiW'hen first seen, there was a liard, irregular surface behind the

last molar, e.xtending downwards in the groove between the
tongue and the jaw, and backwards involving the anterior part
of the tonsil ; forwards the mucous membrane of the cheek was
slightly involved. He could protrude tho tongue half an inch be-

yond the teeth. Under remedies he improved a little; the mouth
became a little wider opeu, there being thrce-cjuarters of an inch
between the teeth. The man had much pain in swallowing, and
suffered the most intense mental distress. There was one gland
below the jaw.
Under chloroform an incision was made from the angle of the

mouth through the cheek to the masseter, and the extent of the
growth was defined, .\scertaining that it could be removed, laryng-
otomy was performed, and a spongi: to which a stout piece of silk

was at twilled pushed into the pliarj-nx. The mucous membrane over
the jaw was then detached, ami by meJUlH of scissors the aiifcrior

faucial pillar, a portion of the soft palate and of the side of the
tongue, and the tonsil with a piece of the pharj-nx and part of the

mucous membrane of thi! cheelc, were removed. The separation was
effected largely by a ra.'ipatory. Tho bone was left exposed for

a good iuch in its alveolar margin ; the teeth having been ex-
traeted some years before h'ft tlu^ region in front of the last

molar free. Then through a submaxillary incision the gland was
removed and an opining maile into the mouth. The Ijiceding

wa.s arrested by pressure, no vessel in the palate, or pharj-nx
retpiiring ligature. The wound in the cheek was brought to-

gether and a drainage-tube jmt in the mouth through the opening

* An innu^st wiw held f)y t)io city coroner for BrLstol, anri after licarinj; tlie

eriilcuro IMP jury relumed » Terdlct M/r!o^-fe, The woman is still fJune Htli)

liTluff, and doing weU.

below tho jaw. The tube was retained in tho trachea for two
•iays.

The man soon recovered from the shock of the operation,

which hud lasted nearly two hours. He was fed by a nasal

tube for four days. The tracbentomy tube was removed in

forty-eight hours and the wound filled with iodoform. It healed

in forty-eight lumrs. Steady recovery followed ; he lost all his

pain in swallowing, and was very much relieved.

The facility sec\ired by the larj-ngotomy was most marked.

The operation was never arrested for a moment; no blood passed

into the air-passages, and the anesthetic was easily administered.

The man was placed in a tent with a steam-kettle fur two days.

Again, it was quite possible to remove the entire tonsil and part

of the soft palate through the opening made v\-ithout resorting to

the incision behind the lower jaw. The bleeding was controlled

in the same way and with as much ease as in the operation for

removal of the tongue by scissors.

The man retiu-ned on" February 12th, 1887, unable to open his

mouth, and was readmitted on the 1-lth. A small nodule could

be felt in the centre of the old cicatrix, and the little linger could

just detect a hard edge inside the cheek ; no glands in the neck.

As it was impossible to ascertain the true state of affairs, he was,

on February U'.th, placed under cliloroform, and the mouth opened

by Gowan's gag. U was then found that the inability to open the

mouth was due to the cicatrix stretching from the palate to the

lower jaw and not to a growth. A nodule of growth, however,

was found attached to tho inner surface of the bone, and ran

further along the floor of the mouth as far as the canine tooth.

An elliptical incision was made downwards and backwards, so as

to include the nodule and the cicatrix, and carried by careful dis-

section to the mucous membrane; the first molar and second

bicuspid teeth were extracted, the second and third molars

having been long absent. The mucous membrane was then

dividend and the nodule removed. A portion of the masseter was

cut away; and then, finding that, in order to give a movable jaw,

it would be well to resect a portion of the bone, this was done

so as to include the nodule of growth. The piece was wedge-

shaped, with its base downwards, as recommended by Esraarch.

This exposed the side of the tongue freely, and now the epithe-

lial growth was found running along the inner surface of the bone

and the side of the tongue. A further inch of bone was removed,

and with it the mucous membrane over the floor of the mouth and

the side of the tongue. By keeping the tongue forward the blood ran

out of the wound, wliich now extended well into the submaxillary

region. The lingual was tied, and all bleeding arre-sted. The

edges were united with two button sutures, and a tbrainage-tube

passed into the mouth. He was fed by enemata for two days,

and then, as he was able to swallow, took milk by the mouth ; on

the t bird day the button sutures were removed, and the dramage-

tube oil the second day. The odour from the mouth was unplea-

sant for four days. Saliva and mucus escaped through tho tube,

and relieved the pain consequent on swallowing.

February inth. By the 28th the wounds were all healed, and he

was discharged on March 1st, aide to open his mouth to a fair

extent.
. , . ^i „ c

On May 14th the man returned, w^th recurrence m tho lioor ot

tho mouth, but without any glandular enlargement. 1 was

unwilling to operate further; but, in the absence of glandular

implication, yielded to his earnest pleadings, and made a further

attempt to e.xtii-pate the disease on May loth. It was necessary

to remove the half of the lower jaw.

An incision was made along the bone and up the median line

through the lip. The subma.villary tissues were next separated

to the median line. The tongue was next drawn forward by two

silk ligatures and split after Baker's method. Next the syra-

))hysis was sawn through, and all the structures, from the median

Hue of tongue down to the hyoid hone, together with that part of

the bo<ly of the bone in front of the former site of resection,

removed. This formed a large mass, and the line of separation

was everywhere fr.-e from growth. The epiglottis was exposed,

and the mucous membrane connecting it with the tongue, together

with the ])har>-ngeal mucous membrane, was held up by forceps,

and jirevented the blood entering the larynx.

On examining the hard palate behind the last molar, a patch

of growth was discovered, and from this a sinus leading to the

ramus, which was rough and bare. This was found just as the

operation was thought to have been completed, and, had I noticed

it earlier, I certainly would have decided again.st operation alto-

gether, But his inability to open his mouth prevented its being
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detected, 1 wiis obliced to extend tlie incision upwards and turn

out the enti^re ramus. In doing tl.is the .uternal maxillorj- wterj"

was wounded and gave a great deal of trouble.

I felt that the removal had been complete so far as the floor of

the mouth was concerned ; it was not satisfactory by any means

as regarded th(. growth e.xtending alon- the coronoid process The

^ound was closed, tlie mucous membrane of the Klo^so-epiglo t c

fold and the pl.aryn.'c being stitched to the cheek. A large tube

was passed into tlfe mouth, and the suture left in the right side

of the tongue. Iodoform was freely used.

The patfent was fed by a tube passed through tlie mouth He

was able in a few days to swallow fluids freely. At the end o

the week he was^valking in the park, all the wounds being leaed

except where the drainage-tube was pUxced. On the fifteenth day,

though looking feeble, he at his own desire, returned to Porta-

"^OHip i-aphl recovery after such a severe operatiou—which lasted

two hours, and during which a good deal of blood was lost-was

due to the indomitable spirit of the man and his anxiety to get

home. L'nfortunately the growth again returned, and ^-ritmg on

July 18th, he says that it has recurred in the floor of the mouth

and neck, and that he suffers great pain, more especially m frout

Of the ear. He .lied in October, 1887, one year from the hrst

^'^r h'op° d by this last operation to eradicate the disease from the

floor of the mouth at least. The operation cut wide of the disease

in this direction, and went down to the hyoid bone, but even here

it rGCurrsii •

I was only induced to attempt removal on the first occasion at

the earnest solicitation of the patient, who begged that something

might be done to prolong his life even a litt e time. So as to con-

tinue his Government pay for the benefit of his family. ^^ hen re-

currence took place tlie first time, it was impossible, owing to the

cicatricial closure of the mouth, to determine its extent
;
the ab-

sence of glandular implication, however, induced me to undertake

a further operation; the same reason justified the third operation,

though I never woidd have proposed tliis last undertakmg. >\ hen

begged to do it, 1 felt that in the absence of gland implication 1

ought to yield to the man's entreaties.
, . , j

The case illustrates the possibility of removing the tonsd and

adiacent parts by dividing the cheek only, and the value of pre-

liiiinari- laryngotomy. The difficulty of expressing an opinion as

to the distribution of the disease when the mouth is closed is also

noticeable. Extensive glandular enlargement only occurred during

the last stage of the disease.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

ROYAL MEDICAL AXD CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

TrESDAY, JUNB 12X11, 1888.

Sir E. II. SiEVEKiNG, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Pemphiqoid Eruption with Changes in Peripheral Server.--

Drs. A. SANCiSTBH and V. W. Mott read this paper. K M. K.,

aged 78, was admitted to Charing Cross Hospital November

5th 188{i, in a ^ery prostrate condition, a large extent ot the

surface of the trunk and limbs being covered with a bullous

pemphigoid eruption of fairly symmetrical distribution, hlie

was evidently sufferiug from renal disease, as the urine was

scanty, and contained one sixth of allmmeu. Ihe temperature

was 102^. She died after nineteen days in hospital, havmg been

unconscious the last three days, with ura^mic symptoms. Nt^ropsy

within twelve hours ot death exhibited granular contracted kid-

neys, the organs weighing 2^ and 3 ounces. Portions of the ex-

ternal cutaneous nerve were examined, also spinal ganglia and

posterior roots. Sections after hardening exhibiteil a parenchy-

matous degeneration of tlie nerve fibres. This case corresponded

ver\' closely, bath in clinical symptoms and pathological conditions,

with a case reported bv Leloir.-Dr. AY. B. Chf.adt.e hogged to

thank the authors for their paper, which he t bought had helped

to throw light on an obscure subject. Fatal civ-^es of iiempbigus

were not common ; he had himself seen but one. and he imiuired

if in the case which had been described that eviuing there was

any lesion of the intestine found, for he had found uncontrollable

diarrhoea to be associated with all the fatal cases he had heard ot.

and death had been occasioned immediately by lesions of the

mucous membrane of Uie intestine, similar in character to those

of the skin. His own case was in a man aged o2, in whom the

eruption, which had been growing steadily
J.°™«' ^^f.^iL''^

'''•?'

time arrested by arsenic ; extremely severe
^^''"•'"f^^^'^^M'^iJ";

which could not be restrained by opium, and ended in death in a

week. The kidneys were found to be in an early state of granular

degeneration. There was ve^^• extensive ulceration of the large

i^tfstine from the oecum to the sigmoid flexure.
^^^^l^"f

and some small patches.-Dr. Sangstkb said he ^«J. >?^» »\:'l

^^
use so definite a term as pemphigus in a case in which tht) ba4

Z unusual bullous eruption, whfch the very -ii^tressurip CMidiUoit

of the patient made it impossible to,':^'^"^'"^^'^'^^
™\?"^f'i>-The

seemed to him to resemble the pemphigus diutuius malignus. the

point to which they had wished to direct ^"«"t'»'^„:^'"^^„^,!;*^°"f

dition of the peripheral nerves. There was an association ^^

nervous lesion Vith bullous eruptions in l^prosy and pujal>«w.

As to the condition of the intestines in tl'« P«.-ent ca»e he h^
no further evidence than that no abnormality was noticed in tUe

carefu report of Jlr. Boyd. In fat^l cases of such g«J>ef
l>sed

eruptlonras urticaria hemorrhagica, he had seen a goofJ^al of

ulceration of the bowel, and a group of such cases 1^^^ been pub^

lished bv Dr. Goodhart.-Dr. Mott said he had only been able to

lind fou^ cases at all accurately corresponding to the present one.

which ^e thought might be described as Pe'?Pl'iS"^
"f" \°ble

Leloir's case was almost identical. The specimens on the^ table

ha 1 been prepared by a microtome from tissues embedded m
paraffiTand the results shown could not be attributed t^ po.fe

'''Tcal'^lT'Tun.ourofthe Spinal Cord: Rem^aal :
Recovery

-

(MTdieal history of the case by Dr. GowEKS.)-The Patientjas a

man aged 42, who had suffered for thiee years from localised pam

tene'ath the lower part of the left scapula. The P''"';'^"fi ^^^^^^^

at times it was scarcely felt, at other times it v^ as mo=t intense,

and then was increased by movement to such a degree as to ren-

S^r it impossible for thep'atient to walk. Many medical men were

consulted, and the diagnosis varied between aneurysm and

neura lia Ilj-pochondrlacal insanity, was even suggested on

account of the irritabUity of the patient, whose mind almost

gave way under the conti^ned suffering. 1 our months before the

fperation, first the left and then the right leg became weak, anU

the loss of power gradually increased to complete paraplegia. The

patient^4f first seen byD^r, Gowers^with Dr. Tercy Kidd K,n June

4th 18-^7. There was then motor and sensory para!>=i» up to tne

level of the sLvtli or seventh dorsal nerves with intense spasm m
the legs, foot clonus, and rectus clonus. The

"/X Ixth do^fl
and tJiere was some cystitis. At the level of the sixth dorsal

n?rves there was severe pain around the trunk, greater on the left

sfde and increased to agony by any movement. The sj-mpt«ms

ointed clearly to compression k the cord by a^oriud proc^»

lutsido it. Caries of the spine could be P^»?V t1 dinXsii
aneurvsm was improbable, although not impossible. The diagnosis

kv chi^ flv between a tumour of t^ie spinal tones and a tumour of

U^ m'mtrane. The indications
^^^^-"/'f'" '^^^X "S^/a''

menincreal tumour rather the more probable. Syplulitic disease

S.uWt.e excluded. An operation "^^rded the only chance^

escape from certain death after
">'7^'%f

^^'.'""B;.:'^":^^'^.

Jenner saw the patient, and concurred m the J>^"°^\^-
«"?t^?^^

tioned an operation. The patient was aware «f ^he nncertamt|

of the result, but was «tremely anxious that something shoulfl

be done.-(Surgical history of the. case '>;^'^;
""^^^'fj^' j^'^

dia-nosii of intradural tumour pressing on the cord appearing to ue

well founded, an operation was performed for its JJ-^^oval
.^.lune

9th. After some difficulty, the growth was d'^coyered, and remov^

under strict antiseptic precautions. The wound healed ytVLB

fi St intention, and ?he patient gradually lost the agom^ng p^
and at the same time gradually recovered motor and sensory

pote? a we iTs the conTrol ovei the bladder and ^^^ jmi- ll|

remains in perfect health. Appendc>d to the s'lyg'^•'^,
. '"^'?'7 of

"X waia table and analysLs in which the chief clmioaljao^

relating to fifty-seven other cases were recorded; and from wnicn

t apireirs t at operation is the only treatment to be adopted in

such aises. and that, if it had been rosorteii to. 80 per cen . should

have recovered, whereas all died.-Mr. Hawabd observed that b

case -o unique had little in common with the experience of many

of them? and it was specially difticult therefore to discuss^ One

poU^^t "kd struck him' forcibly, and that was the Fft 'nental

ola^U the change as some had thought to insaiuty, that had

beenl'^oducedbylongand severe pain From another pomt of

iew\t taught them that their ideas of the POSsibJmes of inter-

ference with spinal coses must be entirely remodeUed.-Dr. A. T.
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MvEns inqiiireJ the nature of the tumour, of which thoy had
heard nothing.—The IIonorajiy Sbcretaby stated that in

the part of the paper -nrhich time had not allowed him to

read it was fully described as a myxoma.—Dr. Percy Kidd
remarked that the mental affection had been a verj* serious

feature of the case, for, though he agreed with the author
of the paper that it had only been a disturbance arising

from acvite and prolonged pain, yet several ad risers had
at the time considered it as genuine madness. The patient, he
was glad to say, was in perfect health now, able to enjoy a dance,

to walk at least three miles with a natural gait, and lie begged
to be allowed to express through him publicly his most heartfelt

gratitude to Dr. Gowers and ilr. Ilorsley.—Mr. Godlbe thought
that a specially interesting point had been the verj' large

amount of cerebro-spinal fluid which had been discharged. He
was anxious to know if Mr. Horsley had considered it dangerous.

In a case under his own care he had removed a large sacral

tumour, and found in its centre a small spina bifida, which he
had cut and ligatiired. The discharge of cerebro-spinal fluid,

though through a very fine hole, had been exhausting, and ulti-

mately fatal to the child.—Mr. Hp.nnEnT Page asked to say a

word as having been the author of the statement in a surgical

dictionary that trephining of the spinal cord could be of no ad-

vantage. He had limited that statement to the cases of fractures

and dislocations. He desired not to be the last to congratulate

Mr. Horsley on his brilliant success, and agreed with Mr. Haward
that they would now have to reconsider much of the surgical

treatment ot the spinal column.—Dr. Gowers was called on to

reply, but remarked that he had not noticed any questions or ob-

jections which it would fall to his lot to answer.—Mr. Victor
Horsley at once admitted to Mr. Page that when he quoted his

words he was only discussing questions of treatment of fractures

of the spinal vertebra?, as would have been plain if he had suc-

ceeded in further compressing his paper so that it could all have
been read to the Society that evening. In answer to Mr. (rodlee

he said that cases of escape of cerebro-spinal fluid generally did

badly, because, he thought, of the septicity of the fluid. He had
long been struck with the fact that the skin was not irritated

when boracic acid an inch deep was heaped upon it, and it was
by this means that he thought he had been able to keep the
wound aseptic. The exact amount of the discharge of cerebro-

spinal fluid he had not been able to determine, but he found it

enough to completely soak a pad of wool two inches thick in

twenty-four hours. He had noticed almost the same result with
cerebro-spinal fluid in a head case. The large discharge in the
present case he considered due to his having not been bold
enough to take out the drainage-tubes after the first twenty-four
hours, and so allowing a sinus to form.

OBSTETKICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Weu.nesday, JfjTE 6th, 1838.

John Williams, M.D., President, in the Cliair.

Specimmn.—Dr. Herman : Uterus Inverted by a (iongrenous
Fibroid.— Dr. W. Dir.vCAX : Male Infant Secreting Milk from Right
Hreast.^Dr. .\r8T Lawrence: Vesical Calculi Removed from a

Woman who for eighteen years suffered from complete Prolapse
of the Uterus.— Dr. Uraxtox Hicks: Form of Hodge's Pessary
made on Watch-spring Pessary Principle.

Int-erttd Uter-tu Utmoved by Operation.—A report was read on
Dr. Horrocks's specimen of inverted uterus, exhibited at the May
meeting.
Aote on the JjKt of Electrolynit in (rynacohgical Practice.—This

memoir was reafl by Dr. W. K. Wtbavenson. The author in this

paper drew attention to the numerous cauterising agents used
in gynecological practice, with the object of raising o discussion
on their relative merits and values. Reference was also made to the
use of the actual cautery, Paquelin's cautery, and the galvano-
cautery ; but the paper was chiefly devoted to advocating a more
extensive use of electrolysis. It was pointed out that this property
of electricity was especially useful in the treatment of affections in

ports difficult of access, and perhaps found its widest field for use-
fulness in the treatment of those disea.sp.s of women in which local
applicationswere necessary. Itwas a moreefUcient and elegant way
01 applying caustic than any other that we possessed; it could be
most accurately localised at the part it was wished to affect ; the
amount used and the extent of tissue to be destroyed could be regu-
lated to a nicety, and its action could 1)0 commenced and arrested at

any moment at the will ot the operator. A brief account was given

of the action and theory of electrolysis, and of the batteries and in-

struments to be employed. Its action and the method of employ-

ing it in the following affections were then given, namely, stricture

of the female urethra ; stenosis of the os uteri or cervical canal ;

dysmenorrhoea and sterility, in the place of the tents, dilators, or

incisions that were often employed ; abrasions of the cervix uteri ;

extra-uterine faitation; fibroid tumours of the uterus: and cancer.

The author then again invited discussion on the relative merits

of other caustics and modes of treatment emploj'ed in the

affections mentioned, as compared with their treatment by

electrolysis.

Cases of Chronic Cervical Catarrh Treated by Electrolysis.—

These cases, read by Dr. Lovell Drage, formed an addendum to

Dr. Steavenson's paper. In all, the healing of the abraded area

was promoted. In one instance, where the chronic condition of

the cervix was complicated by a Hunterian chancre on that part

of the uterus, the beneficial effect of the treatment was well-

marked. No untoward effects were produced by the electrolysis

;

menstruation was not interfered with, nor was pain caused, oitheB

at the time when the current was passing or subsequently. All

the cases were of long standing, and other treatment had failed to

give relief. Dr. L. Drage, therefore, contended that a claim could

fairly be made for the recognition of electrolysis as a useful treat-

ment in such cases.

Electrolysis in some Chronic Uterine Afections, with Illustrative

Cases. By Dr. B. A. Gibbons.-The author related cases, which

had been under his care as in-patients at the hospital, of chronic

metritis, endocervicitis, lupus minimus, caruncle of the urethra,

and cancer of the uterus. The latter were accompanied by pro-

fuse hsemorrhage, and were mentioned in order to call attention

to the efiicacy of the positive pole in arresting bleeding. After

explaining the action of each pole on the tissues, the author dwelt

upon the advantages derived from the use of the negative pole as

a caustic in chronic inflammatory conditions of the body and neck

of the uterus. The glairy discharge, so common in this class of

affections, became electrolysed, and thus the liuing membrane
could be acted upon directly and thoroughly. The accuracy with

which the application of electrolysis could be made was greater

than that of any caustic. During manipulation the operator had

no difficulty in keeping the electrolytic power under his perfect

control. After giving technical details Dr. Gibbons dwelt on the

necessity of a reliable galvanometer. This method of employing

electrolysis had never been described in any English work.

The Constant Current in the Therapeutics of Gvncrcoloffy.—T\ii&

communication was read by Dr. J. Shaw, Obstetric Physician to

the North-West London Hospital. The paper described the ap-

pearances presented by a myofibroma when subjected, about

twelve hours after its removal, to the prolonged action of a con-

stant current, and treated of the chemical and microscopical result*

observed in a subsequent experiment ; also of certain attendant

electrical phenomena. The different action on granulations of

the positive and negative poles respectively was described, and the

effects of the constant current in intra-uterine applications and

punctures, on the circulation, temperature, sensibility to pain,,

and urinary excretion, were in turn detoiled. The author, from

these observations, concluded that the constant current acted on a-

fibroid in a threefold manner: (1) to but a small degree by

electrolytic action, the positive polo most affecting the cellular,

and the negative the formed, elements; (2) by the haemostatic-

action of the positive pole and the derivative influence of the

negative ; (.3) by increased arterial tension and so diminished nu-

trition accompanied by some alteration of the mutual relation of

the fluid and solid elements.—In the discussion which followea

the reading of the above papers. Dr. Horbocks noted the impor-

tant admission of Dr. Steaveneon that electricity possessed no>

specific virtues, but acted as a etimtilant, caustic, or cautery. A
powerful batterj' was expensive, ponderous, and hard to workan<t

to keep in order, hence in general practice it would hardly he-

preferred to acids, alkalies, the knife, or the thermo-cautery. In

hospital practice he had found the batterj' to be of certain value;

but he agreed to Dr. Steavenson's admission. Even in the treat-

ment of paralysis, careful friction of the affected muscles proved

as beneficial as eh^ctricity. Statements about the number of cells

which were used in a given case were unreliable, for newly charg«di

cells were stronger than the some cells charged for some time or

not in perfect working order. A means of measurement was abso-

lutely necessary; for this purpose a galvanometer answered

best, but that appliance introduced another complication anS
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esmense—Dr. Aust Lawbbnck said that allowance must be

made for rest in bed, purgation, and the other altered conditions

to which a patient under treatment by electrolysis was subjected.

A hichlv-trained electrician was not indispensable, as, with a

little help and study, anybody could master the details sufh-

cientlv to be able to employ electrolysis; but, on the other

hand, a sound knowledge of gynecology was necessary.-Ur.

Herman insisted on clinical observation. The utility of elec-

tricity could not be ascertained by a prion argument. He there-

fore considered that the most instructive parts of the communi-

cations read that evening were the cases reported by Drs Lovell

Drace and Gibbous. Dr. Matthews Duncan taught that, if a cer-

vical erosion could not be cured within two months, treatment

had better be discontinued. Yet Dr. Drage's cases had been under

treatment for three or four months. In the case of Dr Gibbons s

patients the improvement might have been simply due to the

complete rest and appropriate diet which patients enjoyed in a

hospital. Women subject to the minor diseases of their sex could

not rest at home, if poor; in hospitals they could rest and be

cared for. To this fact was largely due the great benefit which

followed treatment in hospital. The course of Dr. Gibbons s cases

after leaving hospital had not been stated ; m some, at least, all

the symptoms might have returned within a few weeks. In one

case a urethral caruncle had been destroyed by two applications

of electricity. By the older methods one was usually suflicient.

Dr Herman admired the candour with which the results of the

cases had been reported, but he did not think that the prognosis

of such cases would be much modified by the introduction of this

method of treatment by electricity.-Dr. William Duncan said

that much more carefullV recorded clinical evidence was needed.

He had employed electrolysis in several cases of myoma, with

marked benefit in those where the chief symptom was metror-

rhaeia • and in oue instance, at least, the tumour was markedly

diminished in size, which proved that the electricity was some-

thing more than a mere cauterising agent.—The discussion was

adjourned till Thursday, June 21st, at 8 p.m.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.

Section or rAmoLOGT.
Friday, May 4tu, 1888.

C. 15. Ball, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Unreduced Dislocation Backwards of the Bonet of the Forearm.

—Dr E H Bennett exhibited a specimen of unreduced disloca-

tion backwards of the bones of the forearm, preserved in spirit,

and with it six similar specimens, preserved after maceration. He

said his obiect was to draw attention to the fact that, although

the varieties and conditions of elbow-joint dislocation had been

very fully described, yet still, as regarded the point -mth which

he was about to deal.'the descriptions of this commonest of di,s-

locations were' calculated to mislead. They tended to errors of

diao-nosis. Dr. Bennett then quoted the opinions on the suliject

expressed by Malgaigne, Erichsen, Hamilton, South, and Tredof.

Incomplete dislocations had been allowed to go unreduced because

they had not been recognised. Such error arose in great measure

from reliance on the test given by the authorities quoted—the

displacement of the olecranon above the line connecting the con-

dyles of the humerus. This displacement was present in com-

plete dislocations, but absent in the incomplete. To ignore the

existence of the incompl ^te dislocations, or to teach that tliey

were recognised by displacement of the olecranon " half an incli

or more above the condyle." was to insure that they should remain

unreduced. It was admitted that backward dislocations of the

elbow were the most common variety of displacement of the joint,

and of these the incomplete were the more common. In museums,

at all events, the latter were the more common, perhaps because

they were those most frequently left unreduced. Dr. Bennett s

attention having been directed to the subject by obtaining this

recent specimen, he thought it well to reiterate the statement of

Malgaimie that the incomplete form of dislocation, backwards at

the elbow did occur; that it was the more common form of dis-

location of biith bones ; and that it probably remained unrecog-

nised because the tt-st of the elevation of the olecranon, relied

on in the descriptions of complete dislocation was applied to it.

It was very easy for an incomplete dislncati.^n to be over-

looked when a certain amount of swelling concealed the various

features, including the existence of the tumour formed by the

displaced humerus in front, and the abnormal projection of tlie

head <'l t'"' riKliu* backwards. The specimen befors tbertt

exhibited these peculiar characteristics of partial disloca-

tion- in fact, looking at the back of the elbow, one

would say that there was no dislocation at all of the ulna.

But the radial dislocation caught the eye, and in front the

humerus projected as an unmistakable tumour.—The 1 besidbnt

said there had been no more important communication recently

in the Section than that with which they had been just faroured.

He would ask whether Dr. Bennett bad satisfied himself of its

existence in the case of any living subject.— .Sir William Stokes

asked what were the signs that would enable them to diagnosti-

cate this injury during life.-Dr. BENNETT.in reply, said he desired

first to refer to one point in which the complete dislocation, when

unreduced, dififered very markedly from the incomplete. In the

latter form, when it was unreduced, the displaced bones assumed

at their ends a quadrilateral shape, whereas in the complete dis-

location there was nothing of the kind; the bones lay all free of

each other, and there was no unusual modification of shape. Ihe

appearance of the olecranon beneatli the level of the two condyles

marked the incomplete dislocation. Again, the incomplete dislo-

cation was a very fi.xed lesion ; hardly any movement of the dislo-

cated bones was possible. In complete dislocation, on the other

hand, the bones could be moved laterally with great freedom; par-

ticulariy as the coronoid process was broken away. The ligaments

were untorn to a great extent in the incomplete dislocation, and

the bones were retained in a state of unstable equilibrium. There

was a great difference in practice only as regarded the two

lesions. As Malgaigne had pointed out, the incomplete duloca-

tion was reduced with great ease—although it was so fixed, and

could be reduced long after the occurrence of the injury, even so

lone as two years. On the other hand, the lapse of even a month

after a complete dislocation was suflicient to render it_ absolutely

irreducible. This was a fact of immense importance m estimat-

ing the force to be applied to an unreduced dislocation. Ihe ex-

perience of all surgeons was that irreducibility occurred Tery

eariy in the complete lesion, although it was ver>' movable, while

the incomplete dislocation could be reduced many months after

theiniuryf although with difliculty. He could add nothing to

the facts which w?re published concerning the injun,- in tjuestion

by Malgaigne and De Musset so long ago as 18.54 and IH-io.

icute Lobar Pneumonia and Ckromc Lnghts Disea.te.—DT.

James Little communicated a case of acute lobar pneumonia

and chronic Bright's disease in a boy, aged 4 years, seen first on

March 31st. According to his mothers account, he was in per-

fectly good health until two days previously, and on the day

before his admission was playing about the house The only tiling

she noticed-and it was what led her to bring him to the hos-

pital was that he bad become swollen all over the body; the

swelling first appeared in his face. When admitted he presented

the tvT)Tcal appearances of a case of acute Bright s disease. His

emplTature was rather high, exceeding 104° He had a little

cough, not much, and no special hurry of breathing, save that on

one occasion, when put into a warm bath, his breathing rose to

76 He was recognised as a child that had been m the hosp tal

en months before under the care of Dr. Beatty for acute Bright •

disease, and the record showed that before he left the hospital at

that time his urine was entirely free from albumen He only In ea

three days after his admission. On the thorax being opened it

was foui'id that he had suffered from acute croupous pneumonia,

which was not discovered during life. When the specimen was

recent it was an exceedingly beautiful specimen of what IJr.

Wilkes had described as a curious intlammation which was cap-

able in a few days of converting the spongy texture o^ /he lungs

into a structure like cheese. Even now the upper lobe of the right

lun.' presented the typical appearances of true croupous pneu-

monia ; but they found what did not so frequently
«'f'

'° ?"P,^

cases, namely, three islets of pneumonic process, one "' t^'' «'^fJ»

lobe and two in the lower lobe of the same lung. The kidney.

were microscopically examined by Dr. B'?wl<'>% ^^o found the

convoluted tubules almost completely choke,! by swollen epi-

tlielium and albuminous material. It was difhcult even in the

licbt of the post-mortem examination to read the case, ine im-

pression on h^s mind was that it was acute P"«»™""'"„f"{"'^l
n a patient who had previously been the subject of rhrouio

Bri^bfs disease, because it had been his experience that_ when

pneumonia attacked a person who '-ad previou.sly been the sub-

ject of chronic Briahfs disease, it was rapidly fatal. The micro-

icopic appearances found by Dr. Bewley hardly ".^W'^'-'l^"
* »!

existence of chronic Brigbfs disease. On the other hand it was

verv diffi'ult to understand why achUd could becom« so extremely
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a^Ulsa^co^l^^ns tUb i-liiM ^ras from acuto Brighfs disonse, ami have

kidij-ya wliicli, inst.nul of l)oing bloody and dripping, were nuuli

paler "than kidncvs usually were afttT death in casos of acuto

Briglit's disease. 'Wliilo the boy was alive he examinexl his chest

on two or three occasions in search of pleural t^flusion ;
but, liud-

ing no sign of it in the lower part of the lunj^, ho did not examine

the upper portion. Tho boy's decubitus wa.s invariably on the

back, with a slight turn towards the riglil side.

Unreduced Dislocation of the Ji/hoii-.—Mr. J. Lbuttaigne sub-

mitted a case of unreduced dislocation of the elbow, with frac-

ture of the lower end of the humerus. Tlu^ two oasts before them

•were taken from a patient who came uiuier his care in the Mater

Uisericordiiu Hospital some time ago. The case was one of those

dislocations wliicli wern si> commonly seen, but in which they

could rarely provo whether the diagnosis was correct or not. The

two casts represented tho extremes of extension and flexion

of which the limb was capable. The powers of pronation and

supination were completely lost ; the patient could not bend his

forearm to within half-a-foot of his mouth, and the functions of

the limb were in every way exceedingly impaired. The patient

was a boy, am-d 13. About a year ago he was violently pushed

against bV a horso, and the palm of bis hand, held out In a semi-

extended"position, was struck by the horses flank. He went to a

bone-setter, who twisted his arm backwards and forwards, causing

him frightful pain, and his arm then became utterly helpless.

When the joint was excised last November, Mr. Lentaigne found

a dislocation of the forearm backwards, with a fracture of the

lower end of the humerus through the epiphysis. The lower

epiphysis was broken into three portions. The line of the frac-

ture could be seen clearly through the lower end of the bone.

The olecranon fossa was reduced to a groove so narrow that his

finger barely went into it.—Dr. Bknnett said he did not quite

admit the .liagnosis of an unreduced dislocation, and he saw no

necessity for assuming tlie existence of a fracture as the explana-

tion of such a condition. The idea of an epiphysary lesion should

be put aside. In the casts the tumours formed respectively by

the olecranon and the head of the radius were normally distant.—

Mr. Levtaiosk, in reply, said that though he had the greatest

respect for Dr. Bennett's opinion, he could not help holding to his

own in this instance. The patient had now got a joint perfect in

all respects.

Intestinal Obstruction.—'i\w President gave an account of

three cases of intestinal obstruction, the viscera of which were on

the table. The first case was that of a man, aged liT, who stated

that he wa.s quite well until February 12th in the present year.

On March 7th he came under his (t)r. Ball's) care in the hospital,

and stated that since February 17th he had had no fiocal motions,

save a little mucus, and that only after great straining. A" ex-

amination of the rectum discovered a tumour pressing back the

sacrum, which was as large as a fojtnl bead. There was no fluctua-

tion in any part of the swelling. All attempts to procure eva<;ua-

tion having failed, an exploration was made, and the interior of

the peritoneum was found to be studded with small tumour.s.

while iu the iliac fossa was a large soft tumour, to which the small

intestines were adherent. C'olotomy gave temjiorary relief, but

tho man died with symptoms of obstruction higher up. On

poiit-tnortem. examination an enormous mass of braw n-like tumour

wa.1 found tilling up the greater part of the abdomen. Wlien freed

from the intestines and surrounding parts it weighed ten pounds,

and yet it had grown in less than six weeks. A portion of it sur-

rounded the rectum and pressed it so completely that nothing

could pass through. The portion of the sigmoid flexure, which

was drawn out to make the artificial anus, could be seen in the.

specimen. The immediate cause of death was not obstruction of

the large intestine, hut a secondary obstruction of the small inte.s-

t.ine, caused by the pre.ssure of the tumour again.st the pariete.s of

the abdomen. That this pressure produced complete obstruction

was evident from the appearance of the intestine both above and

below the seat of pressure. Dr. Purser had examined the tumour

and pronounced it to l)e a sarcoma.—The second case was that of

a woman, aged .T>. who was admitted into the hosi>ital on March

20th. For a week previously she had been constipated, and

vomited every day. A marked feature of the case was that there

was no evidence of distension of the intestines by gas. That led

to the diagnosis of an olmtruction high up, and on the same day

laparotomy was performed. After searching for obstruction at

the usual hernial point, thev were guided by a portion of inflamed

intestine to the left hyjiochondrium, and there found a large mass

of intestine, several feet in length, much congested, roughened on

the surface, and tightly constricted by a ring formed in this way.
The operation relieved the .symiitoms; lull 1 he wound opened six

days afterwards ; a portion of tlie omentum prolapsed ; the case be-

came septic, and she died. t)n pofil-mortem, examination they were
just able to Knd out where the obstruction existed. There was no
"eneral peritonitis about the seat of tlie obstruction. There waa
some intlammation of the omentum, and also in the pelvic cavity.

Although the case was septic it was also afebrile, the woman's
temperature never having risen above 99° during the ten days that

she lived.—The third case was that of a man, aged 6U, who was
quite well until about three weeks before his admission to the ,

hospital, when he began to suffer from loss of appetite, consti^a-'

tion, and distension of the abdomen. When he came iu the dis-

tension was so excessive that no examination could be made. An
examination by the rectum revealed nothing. A localised tym-
panitic distension of the abdomen was at first thought to be due

to a dilated stomach, but that was negatived by the passing of a

tube. On post-7nnrtem examination the surface of the intestine

was covered with little masses of secondary cancer, like boiled

sago. In the liver were found several little depressed umbilicated

patches, such as they were familiar with in cases of secondary

cancer. On searching for the focus of obstruction it was found to

be in the tissues surrounding the ciecum, where there was a large

hard mass, the gut itself being considerably constricted. A section

of the growth made by Dr. Weir showed it to be an ordinary

cylinder-celled carcinoma, such as was commonly met with iu tho

intestinal tract. A ]>oint which he was at a loss to understand

was, that they were unable to find any portion of the intestine in

which the mucous membrane was implicated.—A discussion fol-

lowed, in which Dr. Bennbtt, Mr. Lentaigne, Dr. T. E. Littlb,

and Dr. Finney took part.—The PaEsirsENT replied.

Secondary Cancer of the Lung.—Dx. O. P. L'E. Ncgent com-

municated a case of secondary cancer of the lung in a metropoli-

tan policeman, aged 26. On post-mortem examination both lungs

were covered with innumerable nodular masses, varying in size

from that of a walnut to that of a pin's head, more or less round

in shape, projecting externally and into the lung, covered over

with a perfectly smooth layer of pleura. The nodules were yel-

lowish-white on section, and of rather soft consistence. The

lungs internally were congested and oedematous. The medias-

tinal glands were much enlarged, and the weight of the lungs,

heart," and glands collectively was 177 ounces. The glands on

the left side of the neck were enlarged and softened in the centre.

The liver was enlarged, 84 ounces, and pale in colour. The right

kidney was G ounces in weight and pale; the left was normal.

The abdominal glands were greatly enlarged, particularly along

the cour.se of tlie aorta. The right testicle was hard and heavy,

slightly nodular, but little increased in size.

Ihainonary Arten/ with Two I n/rc.^.-Dr. A. W. Foot exhibited

a .specimen of a pulmonary art.ry with two valves of equal size,

and presenting no abnormal ajiiieanince other than-unusual size.

The heart exhibited was taken from a man. aged (iO, who had long

l)een subject to aortic regurgitation. Alluding to the rarity of

this defect in the pulmonary \-al\es, Dr. Foot observed that tlie

only other example he knew of in Dublin had been found by Dr.

(iraves in a man, aged (Hi, wlio died of pneumonia and pericar-

ditis. Ill live museums in Louilon Dr. Peacock had been able to

obtain only nine sjiecimens of two-valved pulmonary artery.

Numerical irregularities in tlu; semilunar valves were much more

often ohserved in tlie aorta than in the pulmonary artery.— Dr.

Bkwlky said he once saw a similar form of aortic valve. It was

taken from a man who had suffered from a nervous affection of

the heart. There were two large flaps, each a good deal larger

than the aortic flap, and betw,-,n the.^e a very small third flap,

measuring bi^tween a third and a lifth of an inch across. 'Ibey

were all perfectly healthy. During life tho aortic sounds of tie

heart had been perfectly healiliy.—Dr. Foot, in reply, said tho

formation of two ordinary-sized flnps, with a small one between

them, was a well-known oiv. in tlie museum there wa.s a

pulmonary nrten,' with four valves.

Section of StJiiaT;nT.

Friday. M.vy 11th, lf-88.

A. n. CORLEY, M.D., i'resident, in the Chair.

Punctured Wound of the I'eritoneuni. with rrotnt-iiov or

the Intestine: liecnveiy nftor Operation.— Mr. F. Donnku.y

r-lated this case (which was published in I be JODRNAI. ol

1 June 9th, page 1219).—Dr. Fraskb mentioned the case ot a
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boy, aged 7, -who, while jumping ; over pointed sticks, was

spied behind the upper part of the testicle, sustaining a

severe wound. An abscess formed, and in a few days out

came a piece of the boy's breeches. He thoroughly belie^'ed

in the benefit of opium in abdominal attacks, but small doses

were of little use.—Dr. A. W. Foot also expressed liimself in

favour of the opium treatment, and related a case in wliich a

wild cow gored a man, ripping open his abdomen. The intestines

protruded, and without help the man struggled home, treading

on his own intestines. The intestines were sponged to remove

chopped straw, bits of hay, leaves, and dirt, and then put back,

and the wound was stitehed up. The patient was kept imder

the influence of opium as much as possible, and made a good

recovery.—Dr. Molokf.y referred to a case in his own practice in

which a man sustained eighteen or nineteen wounds of the body,

abdomen, penis, legs, and arms in a fight with another man, who
slashed him with a butcher's knife. Although the man did not

tread on his intestines, they protruded, and were covered with

dirt. He washed the intestines carefully and put them back, the

wounds requiring forty-six or flfty-six stitches. Having treated

him freely with opium", the patient recovered in four weeks with-

out inflammatory symptoms beyond slight tympanites.—The
President considered that large doses of opium were best.—Sir.

NiNiAN Falkixeh also spoke.—Mr. Donnelly, in reply, said

the small d®ses of opium were given, having regard to the age

of the child, while he was ready to increase the dose if re-

quired.
Enterfcfomy and Enteropathy.—Mr. M'Aedle read a paper on

enterectomy and enteropathy.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND COUNTIES BRANQ^..,^
Pathological and Clinical Section. .

. .

Friday, April 27th, 1888.

A. S. Underbill, M.D., in the Chair.

Si/pfiilis modifying Pht?tms.—Dr. Foxwell showed a case of

phthisis in a man aged 21. It was interesting for these reasons:

1. When 17 years old the jjatient suffered from an attack of in-

flammation of the lungs, which confined him to bed for nine

weeks, but from which he completely recovered. The physical

signs now were almost confined to the base of the Tight lung.

2. Though he had had expectoration with his cough for 2;J years,

and had been exposed to great hardship, yet the physical signs

were decidedly those of early phthisis, and his general bodily

condition was good. This Dr. Foxwell considered to be due in

great measure to his being the subject of congenital syphilis, as

he believed syi>hilis strongly militated against rapid destruction

of lung tis.sue. Bacilli were jiresent in moderate numbers.
Secondary Syjhilit in an Old Woman.—ilr. Mohrison showed

a case of secomiury syphilis in an aged woman. The ])atient was
a woman aged tiS, who first presented herself on March 2nd, with
a shallow suppurating sore, without induration, on the right

labium mnjus. It was at first thought to be an \ilcer caused by
chafing. It quickly healed under the local application of iodoform
powder. On March 20th a copious general papulo-squamous
eruption was ni^ticed. unmistakably syphilitic in character. At
the present time there were characteristic spots on the nape of

the neck and also enlarged cervical glands and sore throat. During
the child-bearing period, she had borne eleven healthy children

and had never had a miscarriage.

Suhunfiual E.rostosis.—Mr. Morrison also showed thelastphalanx
of a thumb he had removed on account of a sub-ungual exostosis

in a man aged 30. It was exhibited as an illustration of the
homology between the hallux and the pollex ; such growths being
common on the great toe, but rare on the thumb.

Obstetrical Paraly.<<i^.—Dr. Suckling showed a case of obste-

trical paralysis in an infant. Tlie child's birth had been difficult,

and turning had been performed. The left arm was noticed to he
useless soon after birth. There was paralysis of the deltoid, supra-
and infra-spinntus, biceps, brachialis ant'icus, and supinator mus-
cles; the linil) being extended and forcibly pronated. The para-
lysed muscles were wasted and fliiccid, and presented the reaction

of degeneration. The infant could move the fingers and hand.
Dr. Suckling frequently met with the affection at the Children's

Hospital, and he found that the paralysis was usually severe and
more or less permanent.

Dilated Stomach.— 'Dr. Suckling also showed a man. aged W, a

puddler, who had complained for twelve months of pain and

heaviness after food, with excessive flatulence and vomiting.

From the nature of his work he had heen obliged to drink large

quantities of liquid, ami he had consumed enormous quantities of

ginger beer, barley and oatmeal water. Dr. Suckling found that

on palpation of the abdomen a well-marked succusbion spla^

could be easily ohtained;' fluctuation could be elicited through

the abdomen, and the stomach percussion-note extended almost

to the puhes. The vomit contained sareinse. No peristalsis wa«
,

observed at any ti'ue. The man was admitted into the Queenf-
llospital on April Kith, and was treated as follows : Every monH •

hicT the stomach was washed out with a solution of hyposulphite '

of^soda. Only one pint of milk was given daily bv the stomach,

and this was peptonised: the patient was otherwi-:e fed "J'*'**:'

mata. A mixture containing strvchnine and sulphocaihokite of

soda was also given. The patient had not vomited =:ince the com-

mencement of treatment ; he now felt quite well ; the stomach
,

area though still large, had receded to the um>':licu=, and the

succussion splash was not so readily elicited. The patient had not-^

lost much flesh. ,' ^.^J:^
Cirrho.«is of the Liver m a Child.—Dr. Hooten exhibited-tW";

liver of a child aged G years, who died at the Children s Hospit^.

The liver was not much diminished in bulk as compared with the

weight of the child's body, and the surface did not exhibit the ';

" holmailed " appearance to a veiw marked degree. The organ

was extremely tough, the spleen much enlarged, and ascites wifi

jaundifce present before d^ath. Microscopic examination rev^lec

a very extensive new gi-owth of fibrous connective tissue, taldig^

the form of ordinary atrophic cirrhosis. The parents of the chiW

had been in the habit of giving it beer and rum. ^_'
SpinaBi/ida Occulta.—UT.BARi.iyGshovred.forUT.McCXErwi,6

specimen of spina bifida occulta in the upper lumbar region. Associ-

ated vrith the condition were the following: a fusion of the lamina ai

the eleventh and twelfth dorsal vertebrae on the left side, and

partial fusion of the bodies of the same vertehrfe, dilatation of

the central canal of the spinal cord, and inclusion of a process ol

dura mater in the anterior fissure of the cord. The skin over the

bifid spine was covered with a patch of dark hair of considerablt

length, whilst deeper there was a sebaceous cyst an inch in its

largest diameter. The specimen was taken from the body of a

child aged 2 years, who died of broncho-pneumonia, and who had '

no idea" of walking, although there was no condition of talipes

present.

Alveolar Sarcoma of Breast.—i^lr. Haslam showed a breast he

had recently removed from a woman aged 4?. Six months

before admission she noticed a small lump in the left breast;

this gradually increased to the size of a large orange. There

was no pain. The skin for an inch round the nipple waf

reddened, slightly swollen, and could not he freely moved

over the growth; the nipple was not markedly retracted.

The axillary glands were enlarged ; the supra-clavicular glandf

could also be felt. On February 7th the breast, with tlic

unhealthy skin and axillary glands", were removed. On making £

section of the breast the growth was seen to have a distinct limit,

being surrounded by apparently healthy breast-tissue: the eat

surface was slightly convex, did" not yield any juice, and felt and

looked like fibrous tissue. On microscopic examination it waf

found to be an alveolar sarcoma. The patient recovered from the

operation, but by the beginning of .\pril there were obvious eigne

of recurrence in the tissue round the cicatrix and in the supra-

clavicular glands. At the end of the month several fresh nodulef

had arisen m the skin at a distance of an ineli and a half from

the cicatrix. Attention was drawn to the rarity and extreme

malignity of this form of sarcoma of the breast.

Air in A'ldoininal Ab$ce.'<ses.—'Or. Malins read a paper on the

presence of air in suppurative swellings of the abdomen, and re-

lalcd four instances in which it had come under his notice. He
attributed it to decomposition of the contents of such collections

- -first, from the contiguity to the intestinal canal ; and, secondly.

from the presence of bacilli, which probably acted as cfirriers of the'

necessary elements. He thought it interesting, and exception.il

from a clinical view, since m each instance the air occupied

the uppermost surface of the interior swelling, and gave a reso-

nant note on percussion, though fluid was present m quantity.

The cases referred to were a suppurating Lasniatocele, a remote

parametric abscess, and two peritoueal eases. They were washed

out and drained, all recovering.

C<w«.—Dr. Simon showed a patient with pgeudo-mnsculcj

hypertrophy.—Mr. Hawkins showed, for Mr. rBNNl.TT Mat, a

hoy on whom ho had performed amputati:a cf the upper ex-
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tremity in tbe contig;uily of the trunk, by IJerger's method, for

jarcoma of the houil of the hiuuerus.

CAMBRIDGE MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Fill DAY, Aphil Otii, 1888.

n. Stkak, M.R.C.S., President, in the Chair.

Urethral Calculus— i>\r. Balding e.xhibiteJ a calculus which he

had removed by perineal section from the urethra of a man, aged

34, who came under the notice of Mr. F. Davey in conseiiuence ot

a fistulous opening in the scrotum, about one inch from iLs peri-

neal margin, discharging pus and urine. This had existed lor

about ten days, and tlie patient then attributed all his symptoms

to bruising his perineum when getting over a stile about three

weeks previously. The calculus, which caused induration and

swelling of the whole perineal region, was easily reached through

the sinus, and removed by enlarging it sufficiently backwards.

The wound healed favourably. The calculus when dry weighed

624 gmiiui, was 2j inches in length, ami ) \ in breadth. >'o satis-

factory history could be obtained from the patient himself, but

that procured from others established the fact that from about two

to four years of age he had constant urinary troubles, and was

ooosidered to suffer from " gravel." Neither the man himself, nor

any of his friends, knew of any subsequent symptoms till quite

recently. It would, therefore, appear that a calculus e.xisted m
the bladder during cliildhood, and that it then passed into the

urethra, where it remained for twenty years without producing

any serious trouble till the perineum was injured, and suppuration

followe<i Jlr. Balding referred to the other recorded cases, a

somewhat similar one of which was by Mr. Christopher Heath, the

calculus described by him bearing a curious resemblance to the

one now shown.
Fureitfu Bodi/ in Rectum.—the President related a case in

which lie had removed a rib bone of a rabbit from the rectum of

a man wMio had eaten some rabbit the day before.

Hydatid CyH vf the Liver—^Ir. C. LuoAJs related a case of this

Cerebellar H^morrhaye — Mr. A. Inole (Shelford) read the

notes of a ca£e which occurred in a widow, aged 63. Ten years

before she had an attack of paralysis on the left side, from which

she recovered, the only remaining defect being a slight lisp, bhe

had been subject to bilious attacks, and had often complained ot

inddiness in the head. On Februan,- 12th, 1888, she walked a mile

to chapel, sat the service out, and afterwards it was noticed she

was looking unwell. She walked into the vestry, thinking one

of her bilious attacks was coming on, but feeling much worse m
the cour-ie of an hour, .she was helped to a neighbour s house, and

soon afterwards vomited. She was put to bed, and became very

drowsy. Several attacks of vomiting occurred during the day.

She would mutterreplies to questions, but one could get but very

little information from her. She complained of no pain but head-

ache There was some retraction of the heatl ; pulse 88, regular,

fail volume and strength ; arteries somewhat atheromatous ;
the

first sound of the heart was not (luite clear, but there was no de-

rtnite murmur ; the pupils were equal and active to light
:
no arcus

senilis, no loss of power or sensation. Xe.xt day her condition

was unchanged, bui there was no further vomiting. On tlie 1( tu

there was .some lo.^s of power in the left arm, and the urine occa-

sionally dribbled awav; the patient lay in a drowsy condition

but seemed to hear whatever was said in the room, and would

occasionally interpo..e a remark. By the 2Uth the left arm was

entirely pa'ralvsed, also some muscles on the left side of the face.

Two or three' days later the tongue was protruded to the rigUt.

She lin-ererltill the liTth-hfteen days from the commencement-

occasionally passing for several hours into a comatose state (once

f.ir forty hours,, when she would be perfectly still, taking

nothin«, and not being able to be roused. For the last forty-eight

hours .si.e was in this condition. There was no evidence of loss of

co-ordination. The following were th.Miotes of thi^ post-^nortem

examination: Very thin and soft skull. Much senile ''t^P'O' "^

convolutions lUid accumulation of subarachnoid fluid iNo so till-

ing or lesion on e.xterior. Occupying positu.n of right claustrum

wis a small cvst three-quarters of un inch d.^ep by one-si.xlh inch

broad, containing clear, serous-lookmg Huid. In left cerebellar

hemi.-,phere was larue l.ajmorrhage, chieOy in region of convolu-

tion*, involvinj; only posterior part of whole cortex. This ex-

tended a little to the ri«ht of the middle line. There was,

besides, a small hamorrhagic softening in posterior wall cl pos-

terior i-.irnu of risht lateral ventricle, but no blood in ventricles.

Much atheroma of cerebral arteries.

M.MCCHESTEK MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Wbdnesdat, June 6th, 1888.

J. Dbeschfeld, M.D„ F.R.C.P., President, in the Chair

Clinical Mketino.

CVj.,^.,._Dr. Dresphfei.d showed a case of fibroid phthisis of

the left lung, in which a pulmonary murmur was heard and the

left vocal cord was paralysed.— Dr. Leech showed a woman
suffering from diabetes, who presented paralysis of the third,

fifth, and sixth nerves.—Mr. Wrioiit exhibited a case of lupus

erythematosus, and also one of rupture of the larynx.—Mr. Jones

showed a case of ruptured uretlira.—Mr. Richmond showed a

case of congenital angioma.—Mr. Mn.ssoN showed a case of mul-

tiiile fibromata.—Mr. Morgan showed a man ijresenting a peculiar

ri^hlity of muscles throughout the body.—Dr. Embys-Jones

showed a girl suffering from right hysterical hemianicsthesia, with

achromatopsia, and contraction of the field of vision on the same

side.—Dr. Wilson exhibited different forms of apparatus tor the

administration of aniesthetics.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES,

Scientific SIkmoiks bt Medical Officers of the Army of

India. 1. Note on some Aspects and Relations of the Blood-

Organisms in Ague. 2. Note on the Occurrence of a Minute

Blood-Spirillum in an Indian Rat. 3. On the lately-demonstrated

Blood-Contamination and Infective Disease of the Rat and of

Equines in India. By Brigade-Surgeon Vandyke Carter,

M.D.Lond., Bombay Army, Principal and Professor of Medicine,

Grant College, Bombay.

In the first of Dr. Vandyke Carter's papers the headings of

which we have given, the author refers to Professor Macleans

observations on the researches of Tommasi Crud(;li, Klebs, and

Marchiafava, in which that author dwells on the signihcaut fact

that the bacillus malaria had eluded the search of competent ob-

servers in all parts of India where malarial fevers prevail. iVmong

the unsuccessful searchers for the bacillus malarias was Dr. Van-

dyke Carter himself. Stimulated by the account given m this

Journal of March 12th, 1887, of Dr. Laverans researches by

Professor Osier, Dr. Carter renewed his examination of the l)Jooa

of men affected with ague, and quickly detected at feyer-periods

many pigmented spherules, an.l subsequently the equally charac-

teristic "crescentic bodies." The cases were taken as admitted,

and before the administration of quinine. In the hrst case, one of

quartan ague, the blood was examined on twenty-six days, about

dates of every relapse, also during the intervals, and often subse-

quent to the latest paroxysm seen. With the onset of the fever,

"oi.'mented spheroids, both sessile and free," were observed, and

at apyretic periods only some pigmented leucocytes were seen in

the blood. At no time in this case were crescentic bodies found,

but ou the third day after the last paroxysm of fever (quinine

previously given) active flagellated spherules m the blood were

f^etected with a temperature or 'js; at 9 A.M. ; at 1 45 P M only a

few bare spheroids ; and again at 2.15 a.m. and 1 p.m., after which

dale the blood remained free from visible contamination. |Ve

have not space for the details of the blood examma ion of the six

other cases studied, restricting ourselves to the authors summary

°'^"'rcon"idJr''\'liere is proof enough that the genuine 'ague

state '-the 'malaria process' in older term, and in the ne\v the

•malaria infection '-Is pathologically 'ij^t'"^^^'^!''^
''{.'i:"^: .^i'^

livimr blood-c.mtamination {a) having hffimatozoic rather than

ha=matophytal affinities, (A), and displaying a relationship to

cUnical syiuploms which, if often less precise fan obtains w th

pathogeufc bacterial infections, may none the less be rea.

(,) Further. It has been shown that, in arresting malarial V>rexia.

he drug .|uiniiie does not with equal promptitude a""/'" ."','/"»

bloo,l parasite; {d) this datum also indicating a PW>^''''h,.l' ftere.it

relationship of phenomena in the nomadic as compared with bac-

Uric i^nfection. That the luematozoa undoubtedly present in

iue old a close, if not causal, relation to the ^^^-^^^^^
l^ inferred from, first, their constituting

'^'l.
"^.^fJ'f^'%P''V

l"

cenic intlurnce. and, next, th.'ir exclusive limitation to this

^ne morbid affection: nor n.ed such influence I'"/''"""';;

by seemingly conUicting evidence regardmg the detwls ot
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association. According to my observations, the visilile blood-

contamination may be more constant and uniform than concur-

rent pyrexial phenomena ; and hence the inference that it is funda-

mental, whilst ' fever' is rather a contingent event. Certainly

not all fever in malarious subjects is necessarily monad-pyrexia

;

and by experience I have been led to recognise at least three forms

of such 'fever,' namely, first, the geimine specific form, with its

positive blood-aspects ; next, and oftener in old cases, the con-

secutive residual or quasi-reaction form, with its negative blood-

state, which may have simulated the genuine type in a clinical

sense; and, la.stly, the pyrexia pertaining to a superadded infec-

tion, which for a time supersedes the monadic—as, for example,

was demonstrated for enteric fever by Dr. Laveran. As to nature

and causation, I would add that present results serve to explain

the paroxysmal and periodic character of paludal fever, through

the corresponding definite duration and reproduction of a living

contagium. That such pathogenic agent should be zooic rather

than phytal, is a dictum of pliysiological import ; because infusorial

life is known to prevail under different and more restricted condi-

tion than the bacterial, and hereby a clue may be gained as to the

sources of ague-infection. The ioreign and nondescript term of

' malaria' adopted in Britain since 182'7 may soon have to be aban-

doned, if not in favour of the prior indigenous name of ' marsh'

poison, at least of a designation referring to definite conditions of

soil, moisture, and water-supply." Dr. Vandyke Carter concludes

by a referrence to Professor Maclean's concluding remark on the

essential nature of malaria in Quain's Dictiunary of Medicine, p.

914, with reference to Laveran's and Richard's researches on the

spherical organisms developed in conuection with the red cor-

puscles, to the effect that " should future investigations bj- inde-

pendent observers in other malarious regions confirm these concl vi-

sions, it would be difficult to overrate their importance." On this

remark Dr. Vandyke Carter adds, " and now it may be seen how far,

as regards India, such confii-mation has been realised." It should

be added that the author quoted by Dr. ^'andyke Carter in discuss-

ing the question of the bacillus malariie in his published lectures,

does not dispute the existence of such a fungus, or that its dis-

coverers found it in the organs of men who have died of malarial

fevers, but he points out " that these fevers prevail in regions

widely different from that of the Agro Romano, in arid sandy dis-

tricts where it is difficult to believe that such a bacillus could

find the conditions needful for its existence." Whether this ob-

servation will apply with equal force to the blood-organisms de-

scribed by Laveran, Richard, and Carter, experience must decide.

Meanwhile this gentleman's researches are as welcome as they are

interesting.

We must postpone notice of the author's otherpapersto a future

opportunity.

A CoUESK OF QrANTiTATn'E ANALYSIS FOR Stiuients. By 'Vr.

N. Habti.ey, F.U.S. 8vo. London: Macmillan and Co.

This is a carefully-executed little book, which will form in many
respects a valuable laboratory outline to students engaged in

quantitative chemical analysis. It is not, nor does it profess to

be, a complete work on the subject, and requires abundant am-
plification on the part of the student, by reference to

larger and more exhaustive treatises. The examples are well

selected, but the scope of the work might with advantage have
been considerably widened. Thus, we cannot consider that a

student has passed through a satisfactory course of even ele-

mentary quantitative analysis without having made himself ac-

quainted \\\i\\ the methods of determining the ultimate con-

stituents of organic compounds, yet of this important branch
of analytical chemistry there is no mention.
For the same reason we are somewhat surjirised to see a method

of coal analysis described without any reference to the mode of

detennining the elementary ingredients— carlion, hydrogen, nitro-

gen, and oxygen. Again, the analysis of urine given is so incom-
plete as to lie practically valueless. AVe cannot help thinking,

therefore, that it would be desirable to indicate in the tith^ that

the " course of quantitative analysis " described is of a purely

mineral character.

We are perfectly aware that a student has rarely sufficient time

to pass through a longer course of quantitative analysis than
that given in this volume: but it is extremely important that

his work should be of as varied a character as possible. Indeed,

we should like to see the tasks allotted to the several students

working side by side in a Uiboratory more differentiated than is

usually the case at present, so that each student might be pro-

fiting from his neighbour's operations as well as from Lis own
personal experiences. We take it that Professor IIarixky's work
is hardly calculated to encourage this mode of laboratory teacli-

ing, but rather to foster excessive uniformity.

A Textbook of Biology: comprising Vegetable and .Vniibal

llorjjhology and Physiology. Designed more especially to meet

the Requirements of the Intermediate Science and Preliminary

Scientific Examinations of the London University. By J. H.

AiNSWORTH Davis, B.A., etc.. Lecturer on Biology in the Uni-

versity College of Wales, Aberystwith. With numerous Illus-

trations, Glossary, and Examination Questions. London: Charles

Griffin and Company.
The useful fashion of preparing a monograph on the anatomy and
physiology of some animal or plant easily j)rocurable in this

country is still in vogue amongst the 1)est scientific writers.^ Per-

haps a'ftrictlv practical and analytical work of that kind is par-

ticularly suited for the student, as it represents the most thoroughly

scientific manner of studying Nature. It teaches the student to

begin with observation, "and to dissect, rather than to learn a

numlier of hard words in a particular order, for that is what is

meant by getting up classification before opening the book of

Nature. Nevertheless, systematic and synthetical biology must
be learnt, and that work "on the subject is the best which is the

most comprehensive. The student who has studie<l a few good
monographs on typical plants and animals will be well prepared

for Mr. Davis's work, which maintains, as far as can possibly be

managed, the analytical description of each tj-pe.

No "doubt, to include the whole range of the vegetable and
animal kingdom in a textbook of no verj- rtidimentary character

was a bold deed. Mr. Davis has not failed in his attempt, though

perhaps his manual is rather too deep to be read through for ex-

amination purposes. The study of certain departments marked off

by examining boards for some" particular examination will prove

p'rofitable to" the candidate; for, as we have already noted, each

organic form is treated in an analytical fashion. At the same
time, the candidate will be able to trace the relations of the form
allotted to him for study, by perusal of neighbouring departments

of the Textboolx. As a general work of reference, Mr. Davis^'s

manual will be highly serviceable both to medical men and to

amateur or professional scientists.

Mr. Davis has not been ."paring in his selection of types from

the lower forms of vegetable and animal life. Thus from "fungi

he selects saccharomyces, bacteria, mucor, and penicillium. From
the vertebrata he has chosen the frog, alone, as representing the

icthyopsida, the pigeon to exemplify the sauropsida, and the rabbit

to demonstrate the anatomy and "physiologj- of the. mammalia.
This arrangement was partly rendered necessary on account ot

the greater variation in essential organs amongst the lower

types.

The PiiiNCiPLES of Cancer and TcMom Formation. By W.

Roger Williams, F.R.C.S., Surgical Registrar to the Middlesex

Hospital, Surgeon to the Western General Dispensary. London :

John Bale and Sons.

Mn. RoQEB Williams, undoubtedly a good philosophical patho-

logist, has conceived the bold scheme of writing a treatise on the

pathology and treatment of cancer and tumour formation in six

parts. Tills work forms the first part of the contemplated treatise.

His ideas recall the principles of Darwin's great theory, and much
stress is laid on elemental pathology, on whieh Sir .lames I'aget has

often dwelt. The author reviews cell-muUiplieation and the phe-

nomena of more complicate<l tyi>es of reproduction. and then turns

to the evolution of vegetable neoplasms, to which subject he d«-

votes a highly instructive chapter. Animal neoplasms are next

described and discussed. The author lays stress on the great in-

lluence of evolution, the ancestry of a cell determining its

growth often uncontrolled by different surrounding circumstances.

Thus the normal ov\im of "any species of plant dcvelope that

species alone ; and changes in surrounding conditions may check

the growth of the ovum, or kill it, but cannot make it develop

another species of plant. In a similar manner, a cell when mor-

bidly grafted on a structure more or less distant from the tissue

whence it originated can only develop similar tissue. Cells en-

1

gaged in the evolution of liig"hly organised structures suffer im-
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pairment of their reproductive power, owinj; to their protoplnsm
being chiefly converte<l into special tissue. They ore little, if at

all " emancipateil.'' as ILr. Koger Williams loves to e.xpress tho
fact, from their parental structure ; hence when they form a
tumour it is a comparatively inert mass, living, it is true, and
lu.itologicaUy identical %vith the parental structure, hut devoid of

infecliveor malignant equalities. But lowly organised cells are
more Mioronghly " emancipated" from their source in lowly organ-
ised tissues; th"y exert a powerful autonomy seen in malignant
tumours and in the metastatic deirasits to which those growths
gire rise. .

, , ; ,

No doubt the author works on sound principles ; his method is

scientific and, if his inferences ho not infallible, he has arranged
'his facts well, so a« to be of service to others. Medical teachers
are more enlightened than they were twenty or thirty years ago.
In those days students were sometimes, though not; always,
taught microseopio pathology, and though an old-fashioned hos-
pital surgeon is said to have discouraged an enthusiast by saying
.'Bother your sarcomas, stick to something practical," most "stu-

. dent.s wsre shown sections of carcinoma, encliondroma, and other
tumoajs. Tet normal human histology was much neglected.
The faithful study of that subject in British medical schools dur-
ing the. past ten vears has done much to promote good patho-
logical w.5rk in tbis country. Mr. Roger Williams represents a
yet newer type of pathologist, who stiuUes cells in the lower
animalo and in plants, in order to compare them with Ihecells which

, forms tumours in man. aji improvement on the unscientific system
.of toacliing the histology of the human viscera from sections of
guinea-pi^.i* and cats' livers, kidneys, etc. The disadvantage of
tihat practice is obvious when it is borue in miud that the student
may thireby b.> led into error when e.vumining sections of human
Iddnevs supposeJ to be diii^ased. Being ignorant of tlie histo-

logy oi the uumaa kidney in health, he cannot judge soundly of its

morbid appsarances. Mr. Roger Williams's plan may prolitably
'oe e.vtenled from the study of cells to the study of tissues. A
t;horough investigation of tlie histology of the .succulent, lowly-
organised tissues abundant in some of the lower animals might
throw yet more light on neopla.«m3 : but the work must be done
by pathologists and biologists simultaneously. ,: .

pSTHopiDi3CHE"CiiiRUBaiK. Dr. AuocsT ScuBEiBEB. Leipzig

. . and Wien : Franz Deuticke. 1&38.

Tais i.^ the most rocfint German publication upon this important
branch of surgery, and contains a large amount of useful informa-
tion clearly put. The work is one of .'i*) pages, but contains no
fewer Chan 'ASA figurw. and though these are not all of tho
usual excellence of Gennan illustrations, they add very
meterialls- to the usefulness of tho hook. Both tho deformities to
be treat.>1 and the means of treating them are thus readily grasped,
and many of th# )lgiir(>s will be found of service by English
leaders. Moreover, thfre is a very full list of the literature^
°BBgIi..Oi, Gtrrmin, Fr^iicb, and iMlian—given ftt the head of eacli

subject treated, and this is not only tull. but remarkably well
posted up to very recent date. We notice, for instance, that refer-

ttices are given to papers in the JofaNAi, of iS87, and pnrvious
years upon that curious congenital affoct.ion of dislocation at the
nip-joiat. and its treatment by Barwell, Black, and \V. Adams.
Other subjects are equally well given.

A short notice of Immmer-tpe is not so satisfactory, and does
not throw much light on its cause or best treatment as we are now
inclined to regard th>?rw. There are special chapters on rickets,

torticollis, deformities of spine and thora.K, contractions, anky-
loses, knocked knees, ileformity of tho foot, paralytic deformitieji,

and congenital dislocation. Delore's method of forcible

straightening of bent bones, lately advocated by .Mr. Edmuml
Owen, is mentioned here, but these and many similar violent pro-
iweflings s^em to us to require special skill and experience, and
aw Hkely to do more harm than good in inexperienced hands.
The work Ins much to recommend it to German readers, and

^11 prov • of greit iH?. esp"ciaily for the illustrations and refer-
«Bces. It is u^for^^l!llt^• tliat the binding of so many of these
ft*"«ign hooks is so unsati--fiu'tory that they fall to pieces before
•".hey bar* hoen looked through, but thoy contain an amount
hf material in them that puts our Knglish works very often to
.<hamB.

I>B. M.VXWBI.LT. .Mlstebs. F.R.S.. Vice-President of the Lin-
nsan-'ijy '->-, has l>jen eljcted a Correspondent JElranffer ol the
Aoademie des Sciences of Paris.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

Natures Hyr/iene. By C. T. Kingzett, F.l.C, F.C.S. Third
Edition. (Baiiliere, Tindall, end Cox).—The increased knowledge
of sanitary matters and the ever-deepening consciousness of the
importance of everything wliich bears upon the maintenance of
health, which has characterised English literature during the last

few years, may account sutliciently to some minds for the appear-
ance of a third edition of tliis work. .May it not be also con-
versely true that the publication of sudi works as this does very
much to increase that widespread sanitarj' knowledge which is a
"consummation most devoutly to he wished " amongst our com-
munity ? The author offers iiis information to all, for whilst
scientirtc experts find a record of the most recent researches, the
uninitiated are provided in the first two or three chapters with an
introduction to such elementary chemical facts as are indis-

pensable to a proper understanding of what is to follow. The
chapters on the origin and prevention of infectious and con-
tagious diseases, on antiseptics, on the treatment of tlie sick and
on the relations of micro-organisms to disease, are of special in-

terest to medical men. In Part H will be found a most interest-

ing account of the eucalyptus and of pine and camphor forests,

together with the details of the author's researches on the action

of essential oils and terpenes as antiseptics and disinfectants. The
type of this book is remarkably clear and pleasant to the eye, and
there is a good table of contents and an efficient index,

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,

IN MEDICINE, BUBGEKV, DIETETICS, AND THE
ATXIED SCIENCES.

AN INHALATION RESPIRATOR.
A SIMPLE and effective inhalation respirator, verv similar- to liEr.

James's " pneumatikon," described in the Jouenax of May 26th,

has been made for me for some months past. It consists of two
layers of light wire-meshed gauze hinged together, between which
thelayerof lint is placed (see block). There are several inhalation

respirators in use on the same
and unsightly for indoor and
inhalation of various drugs, pi

coughs, loss of voice, and ciita

passages is undoubted, while
the respirator made for me pi

reach of tho poorest patient.

14, Old Burlington Street, W

principle, but they are cumbersome
outdoor use. The good effects of

Tticiilarly pure terebene, in chronic

rrlml affections of the respiratory

the simplicity and trifling cost of

aces these advantages within the

John A. SHA-WrSUtipaw!^)

COMBINED NASAL AND ORAL RESPIRATOR.
Thk fact that we do not breathe through the moulh but through

the nostrils ahouhl be suiriciint indication that tlie respiratornow

gencirally used by those suUiring from jnilraonary affections is

conceived upon entirely erroneous views. I have, therefore, been

induced to bring before the profession a combined nasal and oral
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respirator, wliich lias been carefully and eiEciently made by

Messrs. Arnold and Sons, of "West Smithheld.

There may be at first a natural aversion to wearing a nasal

respirator, but, as the feeling of novelty wears off, tins will

probably disappear, and the comfort experienced by the wearer

will more tlian compensate for the appearance, ihe nasal respi-

rator should be alone sufficient, and will probably prevent many

a cors-za to which persons are so liable in tins changeable climate;

but tor those who still adhere to the old-fashioned respirator,

there is an oral part attached which can be worn separately or

with the nasal part, to which it is secured by a movable

"
Brietlv°'the respirator maybe thus described. The nasal por-
" •'

>
tiou consists of celluloid

titling close to the nose,

and having at the bottom
an air chambeT, with
silver wire at the top and
bottom of the chamber.
The bottom part of silver

wire is movable, so that

it may be taken out and
a ijiece of gauze fixed in,

so as to regulate the

amoimt and degree of air

to be inhaled. The oral

portion, also of celluloid,

is devoid of metal, and
consists of two parts,

which can be taken apart

at will. When in con-

tact, they form a cham-
ber in which gauze once,

twice, three times or

more in thickness can be placed according to the exigencies of the

case. It can be taken to pieces, cleaned, and fresh ganze put in as

required. It presents in celluloid a much better appeai-ance than

the black respirator now worn.
, ,, t, ,_ >r -r. /-. a u

'<; E. Watson Paul, M.K.Q.C.P.Irel. and L.M.Dub., M.K.C.S.Kug.

Bristol.

BISHOP'S GIUNULAB EFFERVESCENT ANTIPYRKX.

Messrs. Ai-fhed Bishop and Sons, of Speck s Fields, E., have

added another to their already numerous effervescent preparations

of important drugs. The " granular effervescent antipyrm manu-

factured by them contains u grains of antipyrm m each drachm.

The preparation is well granulated, it effervesces freely when

added to water, the solution has a pleasant taste, and physiolo-

gical effects are produced by it as well as by the simple chemical.

A NEW SYIUNGE FOU RECTAL INJECTION OF GLYCERINE.

FiNPiNO great difficulty in obtaining a syringe suitable tor in-

iectintr clvcerine into the rectum as a useful adjunct in thetreat-

ment of chronic constipation. Dr. W. Barrett Roue, Physician to

the Bristol Hospital for Children and Women, has suggested an

invention for meeting the difficulty, of which we append an illus-

tration. It consists of a simple glass graduated cylinder capable

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATIO;N.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SuBSCBiPiiONS to the Association for 1888 became due on January

1st. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretari", 429, Strand, London. Post-

offlce orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Holborn.

rt)c iBritislj iVletiiwl Journal
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of holding three drachms ; the piston andraounls are of vulcanite,

and the nozzle (a very important part of ^^K \''f"^C\.'fJlZ
inches long, of sufficiently largo bore to provide for the entrance

and exit of the glvcerine, and which, being hrst oiled and then

ivarmed, may be bent to almost any curve. The instrument has,

tvnder Dr. RouiVs direction, been made by Messrs. lerriss and Co.,

Burgical instrument makers, Bristol, of whom it may be obtained.

SULF-UIRESTING WHOLE MEAL FOOD
COHRFCTIO-* -The litlo which W!is nfTiKcd to Iho note on MejJrs. Savory ami

,.^MoIS 4ole meal {oocl iu the Journal ot June.3nrt, p 1171 vrn, moorrec*.

the woi-,1 "bread
' hav iny he«i accidentally s»il.stiliitec1 tor tood.

^

The Committee of the Birmingham Hospital Saturday lund

are enabled to divide a sum of £7,G00 among the medical chanties

of the town this year.

SELF-HELP EOK HOSPITALS.

The groat political problem, how to deal with the poor,

which we are perpetuaUy trj-ing to solve, but which appears as

far off as ever from practical adjustment, has received a fresh

impulse from the important testimony of some of the profes-

sional witnesses examined by the House of Lords Conunittee,

now considering the question of poor-law reKef. Much of

the evidence will be found to have a remarkable and direct

bearing on medical reUef, whether of an eleemosynarj- or of a

strictly poor-law character, nor are there wanting healthy indi-

catimis that the entire subject is becoming better understood.

It is impossible for those who have daily dealings with the poor

not to be strongly impressed with the fact that, while distress

abounds ill oin- midst, the agencies at work to mitigate it have

no greater obstacles to contend ^rith than the utter absence of

self-help on the part of a large proportion of the population

most clamorous for charity. The justly repressive character rf

our poor-law sj-stem of relief may possibly deter thousands

from seeking State aid, who, on the other hand, hare no hesp-

tation in availing themselves of pri^•ilegcs they can grasp from

purely charitable and voluntary som-ces, nor is it at all surpris-

ing that the desire should keep pace with the indulgence, otiw

aggravated thereby. v 11
Indiscriminate medical charity may possibly occupy higher

cTotmd in public estimation than indiscriminate almsgi^Tug, but

there can be no doubt of its mflncnce being equally pemicionS,

and there is a growing desire on the part of a large body of the

medical profession, as well as of the discriminating supporters

ot hospitals and ciu-ative institutions genenilly, that the

demoralising tendency should be restrained by the adoption of

repressive exTcdients to check its gro%N-th. It is of pnmatj

importance, also, that while such measures maybe made pTOfit-

ablv helpful to the hospital or dispensarj- and morally Wficial

to the patients, they must not be permitted to slacken the in-

terest in public charity but nither tend to encourage its inci-ease

where it is Icnown to be judiciously administered. Our mam

difficulty lies in the enforcement of schemes likely to meet

with "o'neral acceptance. Wo are naturally opt»OBed to re-

versing the charitable instincts of our predecessors in matters

of medical relief. The principles on which our hcx^pitab and

free dispensaries were fir«t founded have been meUowed by

time We have become the iulieritors of their free traditions,

and, notwithsttinding the changes which under the name of

reform have taken place in most of om- public institutions,
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we aro unwilling to interfere with the economic arrangements

of estalilishnients whieh have served us so well in the past.

It is true, nevertheless, that at the time when the great

bulk of our voluntary hospitals were established, tlie poor-law

medical sor^•ice was in a miserable condition ; it could scarcely

1)6 said to liavo had any existence at all, and the indigent sick

wore not long in discovering the sulvantages of the new
asylums over the intinu wards of the workhouses. The latter

have sun-ived till our owni day, but it is to the credit of the

present generation that they have been for the most part sup-

planted in London and all large towns by a series of imposing

edifices wliich, as regards sanitary construction and details

bearing on internal economy, leave little to be desired.

Erected entirely by State agency these hospitals, except in

the matter of surgical casualties, appear to meet all the wants
of the destitute sick, and it is not surprising, having regard

to freedom of access, especially to such as have been insti-

tuted for the treatment of infectious disease, that the deter-

rent effect of our poor-law meilical service is losing ground,

while the constitutional abhorrence of the workhouse test

retains its full force. Whether this disarming of prejudice

will in the end extend to a higher grade of people in

the social scale than it does at present must, in great

measure, depend on the faciUties for treatment afforded by the

voluntary hospitals and the accommodation at their disposal,

for it is hard to believe that the inherent and healthy dishke

of pauper relief will be overcome so long as opportunities are

offered for avoi<hng it.

It is significant, however, of the progress of events that

while the sick asylums, backed by the public purse, show a dis-

position to increase out of all proportion to the normal con-

dition of pauperism in the country, the hospitals and other

medical charities are barely kept aUve by bequests and con-

stant appeals to the benevolent, their subscription lists, wliich

formerly were their nuiinstay, yielding, according to Lord
Kandolph Churihill, only l(i per cent, of their expenditure.

From their exclusive constitution and the indisposition of

the local authorities the hope that the rate-supported hospitals

will ever become schools of medical instruction, as in other

countries, is far from realisation, and there is all the more
need of extending the work of those voluntary institutions

which contribute so much to the public advantage.

Prior to, and afterwards in a measure parallel with, the

improvements which have taken place in poor-law medical
relief, the voluntary hospitals have also undergone a process

of evolution of a not less satisfactory character, which has
made their value doubly appreciated, less, perhaps, by the

sick poor than by the clas.ses above them. It is a matter of

common obser\-ation that few persons belonging to the middle
class enjoy in their private homes the same medical skiU and
careful nursing when overtaken by di.soase or accident as

patients possess in well regulated hospitals. The admission of

such is governed less by their poverty than by urgency of

symptoms and clinical importance, and it naturally follows

that a fair proporti<jn are able of themselves, or through their

friends or employers, to make some restitution for benefits

received.

The pay system, as it is sometimes called, although recog-
nisetl as an important factor in the receipts of foreign hos-

pitals, has been slow of introduction into those at home, but
it lias had a beginning, and ff)r the past twenty years lias

formed the main support of the cottage hospitals and con-
valescent honies which luue sprung up in such numbers in so

many parts of the country. The experiment has also been
attempted, and with satisfactory results, in at least two of

the old hospitals, and in a largo number of special hospitals
;

and there is every reason to hope that it will be looked upon
as a necessary part of the constitution of every hospital of the

future It is clear, however, that unless the scheme provides

for a scale of charges, ranging in proportion with the means
of patients, and precautions are taken to prevent its abuse,

the poomniary restdts will be disappointing.

In the out-patient departments of hospitals the primary dif-

ficulties are more capable of sohition. Here, it has been the
cry for years that consultative advice and physic have been
imsparingly and indiscriminately administered to all comers, pro-

vided they are content to sit placidly for hours in a crowded room
among a motley group of people bent on the same errand. Many
remedies have been suggested, and some attempted, to check

the generally acknowledged abuses of the department, but
none have been found so effective as the imposition of a small

money payment, not sufficient to enable the system to cope
with that of the outside practitioner or even to cover the cost

of the drugs supplied, but enough to make the recipient feel

that he is receiving something which possesses a money value.

It must be admitted, nevertheless, that the axiom of there

being no rule without exceptions applies with special force in

dealing with medical charity, and it will always be found im-

peratively necessary to guard against the possibility of the

deserving sick suffering and being sent empty away on account

of their poverty. However stringent our rules, regard must
be had to the necessities of individual cases by supplying them
in the first instance with the gratuitous assistance required,

which should be given with the proviso that on the occasion of

their next visit they should come furnished with a voucher

from a minister of reUgion, respectable householder, or coDr

tributor to the ho.spital or dispensary, confirming their in-

abihty to pay.

Nothing in the past has tended more to lower the value of

the practitioner's art in the great centres of population than

the freedom with wliich medical relief has been administered,

nor is it at all difficult to see how this tendency could be

restrained and an inestimable boon conferred on tlie chari-

ties, provided the principle of self-help was judiciously intro-

duced. It is the business of the managers of these establish-

ments, who as a rule are keenly alive to their financial tUffi-

culties, tf) promote measures lieljiing to increase their resources,

and which, after all that may be said to the contrary, must
confer moral advantages on the population.

Much has been done in various parts of the coimtry, and

especially in the manufacturing towns, to infuse a helpful spirit

into the workpefiple in aid of their local charities, but in

London, on account probably of the shifting and miscellaneous

character of the operatives, comparatively little has been

effected, and that little in a vicarious way by street-collections

instead of by a systematic organisation to bring the appeal

home to every warehouse and workshop. It can hardly be

disputed that there is here a vast field waiting for the husband-
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man, whicli hospital managers seem loth to cultivate, but

which ere long, when wiser counsels have prevailed over then-
|

timidity, will afford them an abundant harvest.
j

We are proiid of our hospitals and medical charities on

account of their nation.-xl characteristic in being entirely free

from State control : but if their prestige is to be maintained

and their utility still further developed, substantial assistance

must be accorded them by those who participate most in their

privileges, and who are, or ought to be, most concerned

in their maintenaTice. Experience has shown that such aid

may be forthcoming without pressing too harshly on the re-

sources of the industrioiLS, and while cordially sj-mpathising

with the objects of the charitably disposed, it is a duty we
^

owe alike to them and to their suppliants to inculcate in health

those moral lessons of self-help and independence which may

be reUed on as best fitted to grapple with disease. I

SUMMER IN THE MOUNTAINS.
j

We had last week the satisfaction of announcing that the

suicidal policy of seeking to exclude Enghsh medical practi-

tioners from Swiss health resorts except under conditions too

onerous to be generally fulfilled had been abandoned in

the canton of the Orisons, where the agitation was first

commenced. Attention was first called to the ill-con-

sidered action of the Swiss Government in these columns,

and our Swiss correspondent has kept the English pubUc

informed of the progress of events. The arguments

advanced in editorial articles in this JouilKAL have, as was

stated in the letter from a London physician who has had

special opportunities for knowing all the circumstances, had

due effect with the interests most immediately concerned, and

it is much to be hoped in the interests of all parties that the

last may now be heard of this proposal, and that nothing of

the same nature may occur to disturb the pleasant relations

which have so long existed between the two nations. The

summer season is just about to begin, and though in this

respect less important than the vi-inter season, it is satisfactory

thftt the difficulty is in a fair way to adjustment before its

commencement.

It is indeed rather remirkable that while so much has been

said in recent years on the beneficial effects in certain classes

of cases of prolonged residence at liigh altitudes during winter,

but little has been written on the therapeutic qualities of

mountain air in summer. Perhaps the reason is that the

public has found out for itself without medical guidance that

there is no tonic for the tired brain and relaxed body which

can siu-pass, if indeed even the sea can equal, the pure bracing

atmosphere of the '
' playground of Europe. " Oertel and liis fol-

lowers have indeed written a good deal about mountain re-

sorts in summer, but it has been cliiefly if not entirely in con-

nection with the so-called " gj-mnastic " treatment of cardiac

disease, and has had special reference rather to the facilities

afforded at the various resorts for tliis niode of treatment than

to their altitude.

The health resorts of Switzerland may be roughly divided

into three classes : the mountain stations, with an elevation

at or above 4,0<.)0 feet ; the liill stations, with an elevation

ranging from 2,000 to 3,000 feet ; and the lacustrine and

valley resorts. The latter belong to an altogether different

category, and it is with tho first-named—the mountain reaorts

proper—that we need alone concern ourselves here.

The climate of the.se elevated valleys varies considerably in

certain respects, especially with regard to the i^eriod of great«rt;

rainfall and the degree of moisture, but they aU have certain

qualities in common. In all the diminished barometric pres-

sure causes the atmosphere to be more rarified, and this has at

first the effect of causing the respirations to be more numerous

and the pid.se faster ; but after a short period of accUmatiaar

tion both return to tho normal—if, mdeed, they do not in

time sink below it ; the inspirations, however, become deeper,

and the aiiration of the blood in the pidmonary vesicles is

effected with greater ease and rapidity. The air at theaa

altitudes, even in summer, is drier than at lower levels, con-

sequently evaporation is more rapid, and the combined effect

of these two peculiarities of mountain air is to produce a

decided diminution in the weight of the body owing to in-

creased loss of water and of carbonic acid.

There are only two other qualities which need now detain

us ; these are the increased diathermancy of the air and it«

purity. As to the latter, it would be rash to say more than

that the beautiful observations of Mentschnikoff have suggested

that the possession of this negative virtue may very materially

diminish the calls made upon the ceUular actiWty of the tis-

sues, and especiaUy of the blood. As to the former, its eftect

upon the human organism is clearly seen in the rapid tanning

r)f the exposed skin, and there are good groimds for beUeving

that dh-eet sunUght has an important and beneficial chemical

action on the metabolic processes.

\ It is especiaUy in certain of the diseased conditions—or

perhaps, it should be said, tendencies towards disease—pro-

moted by modern urban civihsation, that a summer hoUday

i in a mountain resort is so beneficial : but the cases ar»

I
not to be entirely confined to these. Dr. Veraguth,' of St.

! Moritz, has recently published some interesting observations

i oTi the influence of high altitudes, made in the Upi^er Engadine.

He states that in a healthy person the pulse and respirations

are at first quickened, but that after a short time both return

to the normal ; the amount of carbonic acid and water in the

expired air is increased, but tho quantities of urea and unc

acid are unaltered ; he has also noticed a general cutaneous

hyperemia, and a slight diminution in the body-weight. His

observations thus confirm and slightly extend those previously

reported by others.
, »• j. -

It is kno\ni that high altitudes have a beneficial effect m
chronic malaria, but it is doubtful whether it is correct to

speak of a specific action. Dr. Veraguth, however, makes

use of this much abused term with reference to cases m which

there is enlarged spleen, ann^mia, occasional pyrexia, and in-

termittent neuralgias. In anaemia from other causes high

altitudes in summer are also, as a rule, beneficial, but

Bri-hfs disease, old age. and leucocj-tha?mia afford exceptions ;

atonic dvspepsia and neurasthenia are also benefited, but in

grave structural disease of the nervous centres, in ataxy, and

paralysis due to apoplexy or softening, a residence at high

altitudes is not to he recommended, neither does Dr. % eraguth

approve of the ad%-ice often given to phtlusical patients to

spend tho summer at high altitudes, considering that the

I ITuti dt PiTii, 1887. and l4f°» Mtdical, Iviii. 30.
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euddon changes of toinpeniture, tho freqvient winds, and, it may

bo addod, tlio hay harvest and tho not infi\;(]Uont rains, are

likely to have a prejudicial ellect unless tho pulmonary lesions

lire ttbsolutoly quiescent.

As to heart disease, apart from the question whether regu-

lated eserdse is or is not of advantage in coi-tain cases, it

would seem that when compensation has been long established,

a tendency ti> failm-e may be chucked by the special con-

ditions of the atmosphere at liigh altitudes ; the greater

ease with which respiration is performed, and tho somewhat

larger call upon the left ventricle, while the vigour of meta-

bolism is at the same time increased, fav^our tho healthy nutri-

tion of the heart muscle.

THE PKIYY COUNCIL AND THE ROYAL
COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

The further instalment of official correspondence which we

publish at page 1200, will not tend to diminish tlie astonish-

ment of the Members of the College and the profession gene-

rally at the singular proceedings of the Privy Council on this

very grave and far-reaching question. It is now clear that

there has been a settled intention to drop the petition of the

Members into the waste-paper basket, and say as little as pios-

sible about it. But a plea for constitutional rights within

their own College, put forward by an enormous proportion of

the Meml)ers, at a time when the authorities themselves had

challenged an expression of opinion on the subject, is not a

thing which the advisers of Her Majesty are entitled to

pass by in silence. The Clerk of the Council informs us that

the petition of tho 4,66.5 members of the College " Wiis referred,

with all other petitions on the subject, to the Committee of

the Lords of the Council." Until now the Members and sig-

natories have had no notice of these proceedings. Wliat they

desired, and stiH desire, is to be heard before such a Com-

mittee in some such way as may satisfy the profession and

the public that their claims have received a fair hearing. It

appears to bo tho present theory of tho Privy Council that

the claims of the Members to some share in the management

of their own business and in the control of their own property

may be shunted by modifying in one or two unimportant de-

tails the draft of the Charter submitted by the present execu-

tive of the College.

The Members will have to take \-igorous measures to bring

homo to the Lords of tho Council tho fact that this is equiva-

lent to a refusal without a hearing, and that, even at the

eleventh hour, tho Members expect to bo heard. The occasion

of an application for a new charter—rendered necessary as it

was by tho growth of tho College property—is evidently tho

proper and legal occasion for the reconsideration of tho pre-

sent executive arrangements, which were introduced by gradual

innovations in times very different from o\ir own, and which

are eminently unsuited to the present conditions of medical

life in this country, and eminently unsatisfactory to the great

bulk of those who compose the College itself. The contention

of the Momljers in their petitions, and on the one occasion

when a deputation from them was admitted, was that tho Col-

lege, by its nature and history, and by every consideration of

pubhc policy, is and ought to be a " fraternity ;
" that, as to

the property and buildings and policy of the College, the Mem-

bers have a right to be heard ;
and that tho arrangements by

wliich a small executive can claim to ovonide the general

sense of the College is an anomaly, an anachronism, and an

abuse.

If the Privy Council consider that " no legal question is

involved," they strangely misconceive the Members' position.

It is perfectly true that the liroadest and clearest basis for the

prayer of tlie petition is that of public policy ; but the state-

ments svil)mitted to the Pri\-y Council embodied also a legal

and historical claim of great strength. If these contentions,

either in law or policy, or both, can be answered, the profes-

sion is entitled to know what the answer is. If they cannot

be answered. Her Majesty's advisers are surely bound by every

principle of the constitution to refrain from usmg one of the

few remaining forms of the absolute prerogative of tlie Crown

so as to stiflo the present demand for the redress of a great

grievance, and remit the Members to an indefinite prospect

either of litigation or of parliamentary agitation.

LEGALISED ADULTERATION OF WINE.
We do not pretend to an acquaintance with the procedure of

Her Majesty's Customs, but would like to have an official and

exijUcit assurance that certain practices alleged to be, or to

have been, carried on in the d<.)cks under the eyes, and, so long

as the legal duty was paid, ^vith the approval or connivance,

of tho excise officers, have been since discontinued, or, r.ather,

proliibited. Reading over the evidence of various experts on

the adulteration of wines prior to and after importation into

this country, as given before Royal Commissions, in reports on

Exhibitions, and in other pubHoations, we came across some

astounding revelations. ' Mr. Walter Burton, an ex-Custorns

Hoiise officer, stated, not many years ago, that " a wine

jobber ha\'ing 1,000 gallons of wine (already adidterated and

fortified) can add thereto 100 gallons of spirit, thereby convert-

ing so much crude potato spirit, diluted with London water,

and costing about a shilling a gallon, into, it may be, a

'special sheiTy' or ' vintage port.' " There is, he believed, no

record kept of the quantity of spirit so turned into wine, "but

seeing that a large staff of officers are continuously employed

in superintending such operations, the increase to our stock of

wines from this source must be considerable." Well may he

add that "it is most objectionable to pay pubhc officers to

legalise the manufacture of such compomids in our docks and

warehouses."

Whether it be possible to devise means whereby some limit-

ation could be put to the adulteration and manufacture of

" wines" so-called in Spain, Portugal^ and elsewhere, and the

passing at the Ctistoms House, on the sole condition of paying

duty, of liquids whose composition alone proves them to be

frauds, we will not protend to say. Wo do, however, think that

on hygienic, moral, and commercial grounds, it is not justifi-

able to pass into the market mixtures wliich it is ^elf-e^•ident

cannot be drunk until they have undergone fm-ther dilution,

doctoring, and other adulteration, such, for example, as

"sherries" in which the bitartrate of potash—the "wine

stone," as the Germans call it—has been replaced by

the sulphate, and to which a further dose of raw

suli>huric acid, a pound to each butt, has been added,

while the percentage of alcohol, which in a natural
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wine cannot excetd 14, has been raised by the addi-

tion of potato spirit to 35, or even OT, per cent, of proof

spirit—in fact, to the strength of ordinary brandy, and

others in wliich the colour is given by fuchsine ^^Hth its at-

tendant arsenic ; and, so far as we are aware, the clearing

of cloudy wines by sugar of lead has not been the subject of

proceedings under the Sale of Foods and Drags Act.

But we would ask whether it is consistent i\-ith the Act that

Government officials should superintend the process of "mix-

ing, colouring, etc.," wines with substances injmious or

otherwise, so as "to fraudently increase the bulk, weight, or

measure" of the same, "or to conceal tlie inferior quality

thereof
; " tliat a pubhcan should be fined for adding pure

water to his spirits, while the excise officers connive witli

impunity at the adcUtion of water, raw spirits, etc., to wines

in the docks.

If the ultimate decision must rest on the question of £ s. d.

rather than on the public health, the pure \yiiie-growers of

Australia and other countries might well remonstrate agamst

the legalising of " operations " by which the production of

Spanish and Portuguese wines is fraudulently doubled or

trebled to their manifest injury, as those of France have

against "salicylage " as a means of preserving fictitious clarets

from changes tending to render them undiinkable.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. T. Hai-rington Tuke,

•which occiured on June 9th, after a long illness.

Mb. T. Phidgin Team, M.B., F.E.C.S., of Leeds, and Dr. llenrj-

Trimen, Director of the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon, are the

only members of the medical profession who have been elected

Fellows of the Koyal Society this year.

The second congress of the German Gynsecologieal Society,

which has been held in Halle, has resolved, in consideration of the

International Medical Congress to be held in Berlin m 1S90, to

hold its next congress next year. Freiburg is chosen as the place

of meeting.

The preparations for the medical and scientific exhibition,

which is to take place in Cologne, ne.Kt September, in connection

with the sixty-first meeting of the German Medicnl aiurScientiflc

Association, are making rapid progress. Already 100 firms, includ-

ing several important Austrian and English houses, have an-

nounced their intention to exhibit.

The annual meeting and dinner of the Cambridge Medical

Graduates Club will be held at the Hotel Victoria, Northumber-

land Avenue, on "Wednesday, June 20th. The guests will be Sir

Andrew Clark, Burt., and Sir James Paget, Bart. Members of the

club who iutend to be present are requested to communicate with

either of the Honorary Secretaries on or before Juue 18th.

PARTHENICIN.
An alkaloid, to which the nauu- "parthenicin" has been given, has

been isolated by Dr. Ulriei, of Cuba, from the leaves and flowers

of Parthenium hysterophorus, commonly called Artemisdla or

Escoba amarga. It i.s a crystalline substance, with au intensely

bitter ta,ste. It poisons animals, the temperature being previously

greatly reduced, and it appears to have antipyretic, anti-inter-

mittent, and analgesic effects on the human subject. It has been

given in doses of fifteen grains once a day.

CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE INJECTIONS IN LUPUS.

The (iazzetta deyli Ospitali describes a case of lupus hyper-

trophicus of the nose where Dr. Tansini, after finding that many

other local and constitutional remedies were useless, injected

solutions of corrosive sublimate, in strength from J to 1 per wait.

There appears to have been no local or constitutional imtation,

and the disease disappeared after twelve injections.

OCTO-CENTENARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA.

The celfbratifm of the eighth centeuarj' of the University <?f

Bologna commenced on June 12th ; it was attended by the King and

Queen of Italy, and by representatives of neariy everj- existmg

university of the worid ; the students of many universities also

sent delegates, who met with a warm welcome from the Bolognese

students The universities of the United Kingdom which were

represented were O.xford, Cambridge, London, Victoria, Diurham,

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, St. Andrews, and Dublm. Among

the recipients of honorary degrees were Sir Spencer Wells and Dr.

Weir Mitchell in medicine, and Professors Huxley, Cayley, Adajna,

Sir William Thomson, and Agassiz in science.

THE CONTROL OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

Vi the last meeting of the Committee of the Hull Sanitary Asso-

ciation a report of a sub-committee on the efiect of the Local

Government Bill in existing sanitary legislation was considMed,

and a resolution was passed expressing the opinion that the effect

of the BUI would be to leave the powers of control over neghgent

local authorities in a very unsatisfactory state, and to perpetuate

the present unsatisfactory condition of the samtary oversight ot

rural districts. The Committee consider that the Bill ought to be

so amended that the control of the Local Government Board over

defaultmg local authorities may be preserved. The view gener-

ally held by those acquainted with the working of samtary law

that the medical officers ought to be appointed by and respon-

sible to the County Councils and not to the District Councils, was

also endorsed by the Hull Committee.

YOUNG MOTHERS.

A CASK of very eariy chUd-bearing has occurred at Ilkeston, the

mother being only 12 years old; and a paragraph is going the

rounds of the press stating that this is an unprecedented fact.

Though very remarkable, especially in a temperate climate, the

case is not unprecedented. Reference was made m this Jotonai,

ei<Thteen months ago to a case in which the mother was only 11,

V °ars old ; and in Barnes's Obstetric Medicine and Surffen, several

authentic cases of precocious maternity are cited, notably one hy

Mr Dodd, of Billington, who himself attended the labour ot a

woman on August 8th, 1871, when a giri was born. This girl Mr.

Dodd delivered of a healthy child, weighing seven pounds, on

March 17th, 1881. just 147 days before she had reached the age ot

10 years. Mr. Dodd supplied Dr. Barnes with authentic proots ot

the facts of this case.

CHRONIC GLANDERS IN MAN.

A Russian medical paper, the Medizimkoj/e Obosrmie, states that

a Young soldier, who had been a waggoner before his admission

into the army, was received into the military hospital suffering

from two foul ulcers on the hard palate, which had perforated the

nasal fossa and destroyed the inferior turbmate<l bones. Three

weeks later a swelling appeared over the left eyebrow, ^ fortnight

afterwards he complained of pain on the inner side of the lett

knee around the internal tuberosity of the tibia. Then purulent

discharge occurred in the left ear, and au abscess on the back of

tlie ri'dit hand, which appeared as a deep purple tubercle, with a

hard drcumference and sunken towards the centre ;
piuulenf dis-

charge oozed from its surface. At first, for a short tune after
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admission, the temperature vnried, rising of nn evening to 103°

or 1(M° ; later on it fell to normal. Tlie disease was mi.staken for

syphilis, and iodide of jtotassium was given without the least

benefit. About ten weeks afler admission he was in better health

and left hospital, receiving his discharge from the army. Within

a few weeks he returned witli extension of the ulceration of the

hard palate ; the uvula was destroyed. The characteristic tuber-

cles, the " farcy buds," appeared in the face, the metastatic ab-

scess on the back of the hand remained. The patient ultimately

died of exhaustion. Before death some of the tubercles were

extirpated; they were found to contain micro-organisms re-

sembling the glanders bacillus of Loffter and Schiitz.

INTERCOLONIAL MEDICAL CONGRESS OF
AUSTRALASIA.

Thb second session of the Intemiilional Medical Congress^ of

Australasia will assemble at Melbourne, Victoria, on January 7th,

1889, and the sittings will continue on the five following days.

The ofBcial memorandum, dated April 5th, states that next year

has been chosen in order that the session of the Congress may

coincide with the Centennial Exhibition in Melbourne. The

Secretaries have addressed to us a letter, in which they state that

the Congress will be thoroughly representative of the profession

in Australasia, and add the expression of a hope that visitors

from Europe and America may be able to attend. The means of

communication, they say, between Europe and the Colonies are now

so rapid and easy that, with nn absence of four months from

Europe, a visitor' would be alile to spend six weeks in the

Australian colonies. The Centennial Exhibition will be a remark-

able display, and during the time it is opened other technical

congresses will be held, and social entertainments, in which the

Government of Victoria has promised to lend material assistance,

will be provided on a generous scale. Members of the Congress

will be able to travel at greatly reduced rates, and any member of

the profession intending to be present is promised a most cordial

and hospitable reception. The President is Mr. T. X. Fitzgerald,

F.R.C.S.I. ; the Treasurer, Dr. George Graham; the Honorary

Secretary, Professor H. B. Allen ; and the Associate Secretaries,

Drs. J. W. Barrett and G. A. Syme. A strong and representative

provisional committee has already been formed. All communica-

tions should be addressetl to Professor Allen, M.D., at the Uni-

versity, Melbourne, Victoria.

THE PHYSIQUE AND DIET OF THE SOLDIER.

In a lecture at the Koyal United Service Institution, Colonel G.

M. Onslow expresse<l his ^^ews on "The Physique of the Soldier

and his Physical Training," and gave his experience as Inspector

of GjTnnosia. A man must eat to live, and a young man needs

both plenty of food and exercise to aid his growth ami develop-

ment. The average age of a soldier is now 'J.') years, the mini-

mum standard in height is Tt feit 4 inches, with a chest limit of

33 inches, while 700 men per l.fXIO are 3.") inches in chest measure-

ment. Our age limit is lower than that of foreign armies, but

our minimum standarrl is higher. Colonel Onslow says the British

soldier has not enough to eat, and that if we cannot give him

more food, we should give him his last meal later than his tea at

4.30, as at pre.ient. Military drill is not physical training, and it

is said that, per k, the drill does little to render the men stronger

and more supple : it is of no use to drill a man until he is made

strong, active, and self-reliant by gymnastic training. Lord

Wolseley agreed with the remarks of the lecturer, and referring

to the pro.spects of army recruiting, expressed his fears that diffi-

culties might occur in the future, from the decline of the physical

condition of our young men in towns, and the decrease of the

agricultural population. He then proceeded to advocate the pro-

vision of gymnasia in all Board schools, under the supervieion of

good drill instructors. In considering the physique of the young

men of London, we are glail to see that a new gymnasium has

been opened in the old liucpii's Theatre, Long Acre ; the hall is

spacious, lofty, well lighted and ventilated, and provided with

every appliance and means of physical exercise, so that we may

hope that something is being done to keep up the jjliysique of our

young men in London.

SUTURE OF WOUNDED LIVER.

The Rifonna Medica of J une 'Jth contains a full account of

Professor Postempski's operation for wounded liver, of which

mention was made in the JorRNAL of May 5th (p. 902). Antonio

A., aged 28, was stabbed under the arch of the ribs, on the right

side,°on April 18th. The cutaneous wound, which was parallel to

the costal margins, was five centimetres in length, whilst that of

the liver (left lobe) was seven centimetres long, and three in

depth at the deepest part. The patient, when seen, was in a state

of profound collapse from loss of blood. There was no difficulty

about the diagnosis, as exploration with the finger served to dis-

close the nature of the case. Professor Postempski, who had

satisfied himself so far back as 1*S5, by experiments on dogs, that

the liver-substanoe could lie stitched without giving way, deter-

mined to try that mode of treatment. He accordingly enlarged

the wound in the skin by five centimetres, and made a

second vertical incision in the middle line across the first. The

wounded lobe was pushed forward as far as possible, and, while

the pieces of sublimated gauze, with which the wound had in

the first instance been plugged, were being withdrawn, sLx points

of chromicised catgut suture were passed through the whole

depth of the wound with extremely fine curved needles. The

sutures were very carefully tightened as they were introduced, the

edges of the wound being at the same time gently pressed toge-

ther, so that the loop of calgut did not draw them into contact,

but merely kept them in apposition. The sutures were tied m a

simple knot, and there was not the slightest laceration of the liver-

substance through which they were passed. Hemorrhage ceased

at once, but the critical condition of the jiatient made it impos-

sible to wash out the peritoneal cavity at all thoroughly, and Dr.

Postempski believes that the greater part of the extravasated

blood remained in the abdomen. There was no rise of tempera-

ture, however; but, on the second day after the operation, there

was very abundant albuminuria, which lasted for twenty-four

hours, when it completely ceased. The patient got up on the

the eighteenth day, and he is now perfectly well, without any

local pain, or any appreciable enlargement of the liver.

CANCER OF THE LARYNX: THE RESULTS OF
TREATMENT.

All the published reports of cases of laryngeal cancer which have

been observed in various countries since 1880 have been carefully

examined and tabulated by Dr. Max Scheier, of Beriin. Hia

analysis is to be found in the current number of the Berdscht

Med. Uochemchr. (June 7th), and elaborate tables of the cases,

P25 in number, are supplied in an appendix to that issue. In these

tables the source of information about each case is stated, together

with the age and sex of the patient, the actual condition before

treatment -the laryngoscopic appearance being detailed m most

cases-and the treatment, with its results. Moreover, the tables

state whether a microscopic examination was made or not in each

case so far as known. The author of this pnjier acknowledges his

indebtedness chiefly to the Internat. Veniralh.fiir Lan/ngologu:

und Ithmohffie, edited by Dr. Felix Semon; the Cent, alblattfur

Chirurnie; and the Jahre.<hericht of Virchow and Hirsch. Ihe

cases are arranged in six tables. The first table comprises cases

in which no operation was done-four cases, all fatal; the second

cases in which tracheotomy alone was done—seventeen, all fatal
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but three; the third table gives the cases m wh.ch laryngo omy

Shextin>ationof thetun,our was performed, nme - n"-''«^-

^ three death ensued within fourteen days, m three there wa

relapse, two had shown no relapse within the hrst few ^ee^s a-

one remained well nearly three years afterwards; the fourth

toble gives the partial extirpations of the lar>-ns, twenty-

three in number-two died soon after operation, three about

a month afterwards, five survived operation but relapsed later on,

eicht are reported as cured but not observed long enough as to re-

lapse, and five remained well sixteen months and more after

oneration. One of the latter cases showed no relapse two years

after operation, another three years, and another seven years.

This last, one of JJ. Hahn's cases, mentioned in all statistics of the

subject, is a case of only partial resection of the larynx The

patient has been recently examined, and the right vocal cord with

ihe right arytenoid can be seen to move during respiration. The

other cases were treated by Semon, Schede, .StGrk, and Frankel

respectively. The fifth table gives the cases of total extirpation

of the larynx, sixty-eight in number. Of these, eighteen died

within a fortnight, and five more soon afterwards; seventeen sur-

vived the operation, but relapsed within a year (one excepted, but

fatal in the second year;; six died of intercurrent diseases; thirteen

are reported cured, but not observed a sufficiently long time to

determine as to relapse, and nine remained free from relapse six-

teen months and longer. Lastly, the sixth table gives the cases

in which an endo-laryngeal operation was performed, four m
number In one swallowing was painless eight days afterwards,

the second died in an epileptic fit five months afterwards the

third case afiords no data as to the operation, the fourth (13.

Frankel's case) underwent several operations, and remained quite

-well four years after the last, with a good voice. Dr. Scheier re-

quests the various operators to favour him with the further results

in the several cases mentioned in the tables so far as known up

to the present.

LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE DRAINS.

Thb verdict in the case of Butler v. Goundry, which was tried

last week before Mr. Justice Mathew and a common jury, seems

to have been misunderstood. The action was to recover damages,

which the plaintiff alleged he had suffered owing to the reckless

misrepresentation (in other words fraud) of the defendant, m
stating that the drains of a house. No. 148. Bromptou Road, were

in perfect order. The plaintiff had taken the house in question

on lease from the defendant, and his case was that during the

negotiations he inquired particularly about the drains, and was

assured that they were all right, and had only recently been put

in perfect repair. Soon after he took the house he and his family

became ill. The drains were then examined, and found to be

most defective. They had never been comiected with the sewer,

and the soil under the house was saturated with sewage. The

defendant did not cUspute that the drains were in fact defective,

but denied that he knew them to be so, or that he had made the

representations on which the plaintiff relied. He swore that all

that he had .stated wns that " for old-fashioned briek drains they

were as good as could be expected." He had had them examined

by a builder, who told him he had done what was necessary, and

believed theju to be in fair and good order. The builder who had

examined the drains had to admit himself to be without any

proper knowledge of his business, and his examination of the

drains must have been conduct e<l most perfunctorily ;
but there

was nothing to show that the defendant knew him to be incom-

petent, or had any reason to disUust his assurance that the drains

were all right. The jury found their verdict—and they certainly

had evidence to justify the finding-that the defendant had no

knowledge of the defective state of the drains, and himself believed

them to be in a fair c aditio", and that his statemunti to the

plaintiff amounted to no more than this. On that state of facts

he was entitled to a verdict in his favour. In an action of deceit

or fraud judgment must go to the defendant, unless it is shown

that, with the intention of their being acted on, he made state-

ments which he knew to be untrue, or which, at any rate, he dia

not believe to be true. Mr. Goun.lry was found to have seriously

believed that the drains were in fair or-ier. and consequently not

to have made a wilful or reckless misrepresentation to his incom-

ing tenant. All the evidence given to prove the defective condi-

tion of the drains was therefore immaterial, because the pl^ntiS

failed to prove the fact on which his whole action depended If

it could have been alleged that the defendant had warranted the

drains to be in proper order, or that their being in such order was

one of the conditions of the tenancy, proof of their being defectira

would have been most important, and the evidence given on this

liead would probably have been conclusive in the plaintiffs favour.

The action was not brought on the contract at all, no doubt be-

cause the plaintiffs legal advisers knew that it would be impos-

sible to prove any contract as to the condition of the drams. The

plaintiff s case as to fraud was answered, and he is left vvithout

remedy for having suffered in health and been put to considerable

expense in rectUying the pestilential condition of his house The

moral of the case is, that intending purchasers or tenants of houses

should not rest satisfied with any verbal assurances as to the sani-

tarv' condition of the premises they propose to take. They should

either themselves have the place examined by some person in

whom they have confidence, or, better still, have a clear under-

taking in writing, as part of their contract, that the drains are no

defective. If the vendor or lessor, being a respectable man, wUl

give such an undertaking, he is pretty sure to have satisfied him-

self that he may safely do so.

VENTILATION OF BOARD SCHOOLS.

Light and air are essential conditions to growth and fod br^in-

work, especially for school-children. If we wish to make children

like and respect our schools, we must make them more attractive

than the dull and too often squalid homes from which they come

to their daily lessons. Good ventilation is always possible; for

besides the ordinary means of natural ventilation there is always

the possibility of mechanical ventilation. The baneful effects of

foul air are very obvious in some
^'^''^t'

^.^"''/^ ^'1'
7*

°

groups of children presenting the signs of exhaustion from thw

cause-the pale faces, dull eyes, and restless morements mdicating

only too plainly the distress caused by want °f f.^^^^^^P^J °^

oxygen, and accounting for the inattention complained of by the

teachers. This cause of exhaustion is easily removable by proper

ventilation, and by preventing overcrowding; this is a state oi

thinc^s that must not be confounded with over-pressure from

lessons; no child can work well unless th«e be elbow-room and

plenty of light and air around. It is very desirable to tram

ch\ld en in our primary schools to value cleanliness, but this Tain-

able lesson will not be efficiently instilled into the youngmmd

without the supplies of fresh air and light which are needful to

invigorate their nerve-system. The mental and bodily exhaustion

which arises in a school from want of sufficient ventilation i. too

often visible, not only in tbe chUdren. but also in the teachers

those of us who have worked many hours in
^""-'^'^'•^'''f

.

°" "

patient rooms know how hard it is to maintain complete mtel-

ectual activity and amiability to all around m crowded rooms

that are wanting i" fresh air. Cases of
""''^^'''^'r^f^i

teachers and in the pupils may often be attribu ed to^"^' of suf-

ficient li^ht and air in school-rooms, rather tUan to too many

hours of work. Education ought to teach practically the laws o

health^and should be undertaken under healthful conditions, for

the final educational aim should be mens mna in corpore tan,
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THE COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
We (innniinced, last week, that Sir Jost'iih Lister had decided not

t* offer liimsolf again for re-election. There is a widespread feel-

ing of repret amongst the Fellows that he has come to this

decision, for a ,»urgeon of s<ich world-wide reputation would have

proved an ornament to the chair, and Sir Joseph Lister, honoured

alike by his followers, and by those who, on scientific grounds,

oppose his well-known system, is known to be far more in sym-

pathy with reform than are many others who, like himself, stand

v^ry high in the ranks of the profession. On the other hand, the

Fellows and Members appear, as far as we can glean, to admire

him as setting a good example in making way for others, and so

doing his best to counteract any impression that there are some

who seek the questionable privilege of what is practically per-

manent membership of Council. The necessity of a reform in the

manner of electing the President is becoming more and more evi-

dent. There are five candidates for the three vacancies to be

contested on July 5th, including Mr. Bryant and Mr. Cadge, who
seek re-election. The five, arranged in order of seniority of Fel-

lowship are : Mr. "W. Cadge, of Norwich (P. 1848, >f. 1845) ; Mr. T.

Bryant. Guys Hospital (F. 185.3, M. 1849) ; >Ir. J. Couper, London
(P. 1801, M. 1850) : Mr. T. Pickering Pick, St. George's (F. 1866,

M. \mi^, and Mr. A. Trehem Norton, St. Marj-'s (F. 1867, M. 1862).

The merits of the candidates must be generally known, and the

representation of different medical schools in London may safely

be left to those most nearly concerned in the matter, by senti-

ment or by interest, two inevitable factors in any election. Of

the new candidates, ilr. Couper and Mr. Pick are teachers of

recognised ability, and the same may be said of Mr. Norton, an

earnest advoc.it e of reform.

TUMOUR OF THE SPINAL CORD : REMOVAL :

RECOVERY.
If it be the plea.sure and privilege of knowledge and skill to put

health in the place of disease, and comfort in the place of agony,

it will 1)6 plain to anyone who cores to read that Dr. Gowers and

Mr. Victor Ilorsley have enjoyed high privilege and reaped full

pleasure. If it be a peculiar enjoyment to open a new way for

others to like pleasures and privileges, they will have that

special character to their enjoyment. It has been very gene-

rally known for some time that by an accuracy of knowledge
that is only possible to a few, and a surgical talent that

can embody prudence without losing inventiveness, a perfectly

new surgical succe.ss has been won in England, of which we are

a little timid as yet in measuring the effects. We are .slow in

getting used to the idea that under jiroper conditions of precau-

tion many tumours of the brain may be removed en mnnne with
the gain of life, and not the losing of it; and now, further, we
must grant that the spinal cord, that most inaccessible and invio-

lable of organs, may be laid bare of part of its bony covering

—

man may become for the time and in part an invertebrate—in

order that it may be set right, not by the gentlest of manipula-

tions, but by the surgeon's knife. At the concluding meeting of

the Hoyal Medical and Cliirurgical Society, which wa.s held on

Tuesday, June 12th, the most important paper of this session

from Dr. Gowers and .Mr. Victor Ilorsley, was presented, relating

in such detail as the novelty and complexity of the facts de-

manded a unique case of the successful removal of a tumour of

the spinal dura mater from within the bony canal, and the com-
plete recovery of the patient. At a previous meeting of the

Society the patient, a private gentleman, an officer in the Mer-
chant Service, had most willingly attended to show to all who
cared to see them the proofs of what had been done to him, and
to express his deep gratitude for the change it had made in his

life. Since 18.S4 he had had a nearly constant pain under his

shculder-bl&de, with long fits of agony that maddened him, as

some of his friends said in all seriousness, and with no hj-perbole

or metaphor. He might well have been glad of some last straw
to break his back, and bring him to an end ; but science could
break his back to more profit, .\fter duo consideration aud e.x-

planation, Mr. Victor Horsley laid bare the spinal column from
the third to the seventh dor^iil vertebra, and cut off the fourth,

fifth, and sixth spinal processes with strong bone-forceps. Hfe

made his way through the lamin.Te on both sides, and the still

more obstinate ligamenta subflava, slit the dura mater up the

middle line, and laid bare the spinal cord. When the opening was
first made the injury had been suspected, but the tissues were
healthy. That the attempt should be abandoned was counselled

from some quarters, but Mr. Horsley preferred to complete his

task, removed the posterior part of another superior vertebra,

and there found this tumour of the dura mater compressing the

cord. It could easily be shelled out of its deep bed, the wound
was carefully closed and drained, and healed by first intention.

Slowlj' the great power of nervous recovery showed itself, and '

the pain and paralysis disappeared. This is not easy surgery

;

and the many details, hints, and conclusions that find a place in

Mr. Horsley's paper will need careful consideration when we re-

ceive it at length in print. It was more than a summer gathering

of the Royal Medical andChirurgical Society could do to discuss

it ; it must be left to take its permanent place among the forward
steps of the progress of the healing art.

THE HIGH DEATH-RATE OF MANCHESTER.
It is to be hoped that the conference which w.is held in Man-
chester on June 6th, under the auspices of the Manchester and
Salford Sanitary Association, will stimulate the local public health

authorities to increased efforts to reduce the high death-rate of

the city. At present, as the returns of the Registrar-General

show, Manchester stands in this matter at the bottom of the list

of the twenty-eight large towns of England, and has a rate of

mortality more than .50 per cent, in excess of that of the whole
country. If the whole of England be represented by 1,000, Man-
chester has to be represented by 1,578. The local authorities"

during the last twenty years have done much to reduce the death-

rate, hut more has been effected in other towns. In fact, as one

speaker at the conference remarked, Manchester has been left be-

hind in the race for health. Not so very long ago the death-rate

of Liverpool was o9, while that of Manchester was 26 per 1,000.

Now the Liverpool death-rate is 26, and that of Manchester is 31.6

j)er 1,000. There are undoubtedly many circumstances existing in

Manchester, many evUs incidental to life in a laiT^e manufactur-

ing town, which it is difficult to deal T\-ith, except by education

and improvements in the modes of living; but there are at the

same time manj' directions in which the sanitary authorities can

work with immense advantage. Tlie rivers in the district—the

Irwell, the Irle, and the Mcdlock—are little better than open

sewers. There is much overcrowding, not only of persons in

dwellings, but of dwellings on area. The existing fever dens

should be abolished, and more breathing spaces .should be pro-

vided. More inspectors are want ed to detect unwholesome con-

ditions and secure their abatement, the present number of fourteen

bfing quite inadequate for a town of .^''5,000 inhabitants. And
lust hut not least, the terrilile smoke nuisance in Manchester

should be earnestly attacked. The Manchester and Salford Sani-

tary .\ssociation have done much to secure reforms in these and

other directions in the past, and have earned n-o-e than local

respect. We hope that their renewed effoii;s will result in further

benefit to the public health of the locality.

Db. .MF.xnNER. of Breslau, who held the rank of Privy Coun-
cillor, has just died at the age of 72, leaving directions in his will

that his remains should be conveyed to Goth.i, and there disposed

of by cremation.
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SCOTLAND."

The list of names of the newly-elected Fellows of the Royal

Society includes that of Mr. J. T. Bottomley, M.A., Lecturer on

Natural Pliilosophy in the University of Glasgow. Mr. Bottomley

is the author of many investigations in physical science, of which

the best known are his research on the conductivity of heat by

liquids, and an elaborate research on thermal radiation, published

last year in the Royal Society's Transactions.

GLASGOW SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF
CRUELTY TO CHILDREN.

This society is carrying on its operations with marked energy.

During May 9fi cases, involving the welfare of 127 children, were

dealt with. Thirty children liad been sent to industrial schools,

training ships, and training homes, 28 had been placed in day

schools, and 29 under the supervision of the School Board. During

the month 92 children had received temporary shelter, 698 meals

were given, and 31 children had been clothed.

FINAL M.B. EXAMINATIONS, GLASGOW.
The final examination.? for degrees in iledicine and Surgery at

the University of Glasgow began on June 11th with the Clinical

examinations' at tlie Western Infirmary. The examinations in

Operative Surgery begins on July 6th ; the written examination

on July 9th, and the oral on July 12th. There are in all 134

candidates.

GLASGOW HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.

The following appointments have been made to the new dis-

pensarj' department of this institution:

—

Extra Honorary Sur-

geons: A. Ernest Maylard. M.B. ; T. Kennedy Dalziel. M.B. ; Quen-

tin McLennan, M.B. Evtra Honoranj P/ii/xio'ans : Robert S.

Thomson, M.B.. li.Sc. ; J. Lindsay Steven, M.D. ; Charles Work-

man, M.D.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY: NEW ACADEMIC HALL.

The 1'mal step towards the completion of Edinburgh University

is about to be taken in the building of the new Academic Hall.

As will be remembered, the hall is the gift of Mr. Wm. McEwan
M.P. Dr. Rowand .\nderson, architect, has now so far

elaborated the plans that the building operations will shortly

commence. The hall will occupy a site in close contiguity to the

new medical buildings of the University, and, when completed,

will probably stand unequalled among similar halls throughout

the kingdom. It is to be named the McEwan Hall, after

the generous donor.

THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.—THE
COMMISSION.

The constitution of the proposed Scottish University Commission

has produced much adverse criticism in Edinburgh, ilore espe-

cially it is felt that the Commission will be weak in representa-

tion of the medical faculty. Considering the important part

whicli the medical faculty plays in the University policy, in three

at least of the four universities, it has appeared surprising that

the number of proposed experts for this department should have

at first been limited to one, Sir J. Crichton Browne. The an-

nouncement of Mr. Erichsen's inclusion in the amended list has,

therefore, been hailed with much satisfaction. Still it is felt

that, iii order to ensure justice in the consideration of the weighty

issues which the rapid advance and development of medical teach-

ing necessarily raise, the list of medical authorities ought to be

extended. The nomination of the Government has been further

assaileil by the camp of advanced University reformers. It is fully

hinted that an excellent Bill has been spoiled through the weak-

ness of the proposed executive.

ENDOWMENT OF RESEARCH AT EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITY.

A STBENUOUS effort is being made by the Committee of the Asso-

ciation for the Better Endowment of Edinburgh University in

the direction of obtaining more funds for the encouragement of

original research in the various scientific laboratories. This year

the Senatus has been able to make special grants to students who

have graduated with distinction, with a view to their prosecuting

special studies in foreign universities. The terms of the particular

endowments necessitated their allocation for travelling purposes ;

but it is to be hoped that money will be forthcoming which may
have the effect of keeping graduates round their alma TTiater.

where tradition and opportunity ought both to combine in afford-

ing stimulus towards the higher work.

IRELAND.

It is announced that Dr. Thompson, of Omagh, who waa

recently appointed an inspector under the Local Government

Board, has resigned.

PETITION OF RIGHT.

A cijElors case came before Chief Baron Palles on Friday, June

8th, when Professor Pye, of Queen's College, Galway, personally

appeared to claim compensation from the Crown for loss of fees

consequent on the abolition of the Queen's University and the

foundation of the Royal University in its place. The petitioner is

Professor of .Vnatomy in the Queen's College, and in the course of

his argument he said that by Clause 14 of the Royal University

Act provision was made for compensation for the loss of any

" office of profit," any " salary," etc. It seemed to him that it

would be a cramped construction to say that the word " salary
''

did not include fees. The Lord Chief Baron reserved judgment,

which he said he would give only on the facts, leaving the ques-

tions of law to be decided when the case came before the fuU

Court.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.

Dr. Robkbt McDoxn-ell's term of office as President of this

body will expire in October next, and Dr. G. 11. Kidd and Dr. S.

Gordon are candidates for the position. Some hot feeling has

already been produced. The physicians claim that it was origin-

ally understood that the President should be alternately selected

from their rfinks and the ranks of the surgeons, and that Dr. Kidd,

being an obstetric surgeon, seeks to succeed a surgeon. It is a

pity that any misunderstanding should occur, and we hope a

satisfactory arrangement will be arrived at. The Academy is con-

sidered to have been such a brilliant success that all would regret

to see it in any way marred.

THE CASE OF DR. MAGNER.
The following communication has been forwarded to the Clona-

kilty Guardians by the Local Government Board:—"Adverting to

the resolution contained in the minutes of proceedings of the

Board of Guardians of the Clonakilty Union at their meeting on

the 2."ith ult., respecting the appointment of Dr. Magner as medical

officer of the Timoleague Dispensary district, the Local Govern-

ment Board desire to acquaint the Guar>lians that they have

received the muiutes of proceedings of the Timoleague Dispensary

at their meeting on May 21st. and also Dr. Magner's letter on the

subject, and the Board have informed the committee that as Dr.

Magner declines to give an undertaking not to join in any illegal

combination or conspiracy such as that for which he was convicted

I hey therefore refuse te sanction his appointment."
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SCOTCH UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGIATE
BILLS.

rtiiiersitiet (Seittland) liiH.—Tbe House of Lords went into

Committcu on this Dill on J uno 7th. Lord Rosebery propoaed a

definition of nfliliation, as '-such a connection between an existing

University and College as shall be entered into _ by their mutual

consent, under conditions approved by the Commissioners, or after

the determination of their powers by the Scottish Universities

Committee of the Triry Council." This proposal met with general

approval, and was inserted. Lord Watson then inserted a defini-

tion of " College " as " an institution established on a permanent

footing, for the purpose of teaching the higher branches of educa-

tion, and which shall be sutficiently endowed, in the opinion of

the Commissioners, and after the e.xpiry of their powers, of the

University Committee." Considerable objection was taken by

Lords Camperdown, Watson, and Rosebery, to the number of

the Tei>resentatiTes of afliliated colleges on the University Court.

It was thought that llio representatives of the University might

b« swamped, and Lord Kosebery moved an amendment to

leave the representation of the Colleges to the Commissioners.

This, however, was lost on a division. Various other amend-

ments were moved to increase the powers of the Court over

property ; to enable the Court to appoint certain committees,

and to appoint certain representatives to the governing bodies of

affiliated colleges, and on other small matters of detail, but most of

them were postponed to thi> report stage. The Government
amendments on the original Bill seem to have so cleared up
doubtful points that but little of importance was left for discus-

sion, and no attack was made on the general principles of the

measure. After the Commissioners' names were inserted, the Bill

passed through Committee, and was ordered to be reported. The
Commission i« to consist of Lord Kinnear (Cliairman) ; the Dean
of Faculty ; the Earl of Crawford ; Lord Watson ; the Marquis of

Bute; Dr. A. B. McGrigor; Sir Charles Dalrymple, M.P. ; Mr.

Croig-Sellar, M.P. ; Mr. Donald Crawford, M.P. ; Mr. J. A. Camp-
bell, M.P. ; Mr. Vary Campbell; and Sir James Crichton

Browne.
St. Mungo'f Culler/e Jji/I.--The Glasgow magistrates submitted

to the Town Council at its last meeting a minute of date May 28th,

stating that, having carefully considered this Bill and the repre-

eentatioia made thereon by the directors of the Royal Infir-

mary and the Senate of the University, and having also had before

them the fact that the Government have introduced a Universities

BUI, applicable to all the universities of Scotland, under which
provision is to be made for affiliating, incorporating with, or

uniting Colleges to, any of the universities, and for admitting the

teaching of such colleges as qualifying for graduation in such

universities, they reeoWeil to recommend the Town Council not

to take any action with reference to the St. Mungo's College Bill.

The Lord Provost 8ai<l this recommendation was made because it

was thought the object sought might be better secured under the

Universities (Scotland; Bill. It was pointed out that the St.

Mungo's College was not " incorporated," and could not take

advantage of the affiliating clauses of the Universities Bill, niul

after some discussion the council adopted the following general

deliverance: "Tlrnt this council is of opinion tliat in any measure
for the l)etter administration of the univirsities of Scotland pro-

vision should be made for the incorporation of institutions as

colleges, with a view to being affiliated to one of the universities."

The Town Clerk was instructed to forward a copy of this deliver-

ance to the Secretary for Scotland.

THE ASSOCIATION OF MEMBERS OF THE
ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

Th« following letter has been addressed to the I lonoran,- Secre-

taries of viie Association of Members of the Royal College of Sur-

tjeons by the Clerk to the Privy 0)uncil.
" Privy Council Office, Whitehall, June 7th, 188fl.

"Sm,— I am instructed by tlie Lord President of the Council to

acknowledge tlie receipt of your letter of May 31st, transmitting
a petition adilressed to Her Majesty in Council, praying that the
petition of 4,tU>'> Members of the Royal College of Surgeons, in

relats.u to a proposed supplemental chnrter to that College and
nth'-r papers in connection therewith, may be referred for the
eonsideration of the Privy Council, or some members thereof,
Bitting in judicial capacity. "••

" in ri-ply, 1 am iu«truct«4 to inform yon that the petition'in

question, together with all other petitions on the subject, was
referred by Her Majesty to a Committee of the Lords of th»

Council, and that, as no legal question was involved, their lord-

ships did not think it necessary to hear counsel on the subject.—

] am. Sir, your obedient servant, C. L. Pasl.
•' W. Ashton Ellis, Esq."

The Council liave transmitted the following reply:

—

" To the Right Ilonourable the Lord I'resideid of the Privy
Council.

" 14, Grosvenoi- Road, Westminster, S.W., June 12th.
" Sin,— I am instructed by the Committee of the Association of

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons of England to acknow-
ledge the receipt of your communication of June 7th.

•'
i am also instructed by the said Committee to state that they

desire respectfully to point out that no reply has as yet been^

vouchsafed to the prayer of the petition, signed by 4,665 Member*
of the College, and lodged at the Privy Council Office on May 3rd,

1887, praying for participation by the Alembers of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons of England in the management of their College

and other matters, on all of which the said Committee and th»

general body of Members of the said College most anxiously await

your lordship's answer.—I am. Sir, your lordship's most obedient

servant, Wm. Ashton Ellis,
" Honorary Secretary to the Association of Member* of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England."

ASSOCIATIONJNTELLIGENCE.
COUNCIL.

NOTICE OF MEETING.
A MEaiiNG of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation, No. 429, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on Wed-

nesday, the 18th day of July ue.xt, at 2 o'clock in tho afternoon.

fnANCis FowKB, General Secretary.

June 14th, 1888.

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

Aleetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by tlie Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, June 27th, September 20th, and December 28th,

1888.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a

IJranch Council unless his nunie has been inserted in the circular

summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

GRANTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
Thb Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medical Associa-

tion desire to remind mombrrs of th.^ profession engaged in re-

searches for the advancement of medicine and the allied sciences,

that they are empowered to receive applications for grants in aid

of such research. Applications for sums to be granted at the next

annual meeting should be niudo witliout delay to the General

Secretary, at the office of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. Ap-

plications must include details of the precise character and objects

of the research which is proposed.

Reports of work done by the assistance of Association grant*

belong to the .\ssociation.

Instruments purcha.sed by means of grants must be returned to

the General Secretary on tlu^ conclusion of tho research in fur-

therance of which the grant wns made.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.

Thb Report upon tlie Connkction of Disrash with Habits of

Intrmpebance, which was presented to the Section of M>»dicme

in the Annual Meeting of 1«7. will sbortly be published in the

JotTiNAl..
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Reports upon the t-<vo remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the Geogbaphical Distk bution o>

CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, and wiU be puhUshed as

'°The'fono-mng inquiry only of the first series remains open,

nnmelv that on the Etiology op Phthisis.

A fre^h inqS°ry into the Origin and Mode of Propagation op

Epidemics OF Diphtheria has been issued.
„!„_,,„

Memoranda upon these .uhjects, and forms for recording oUeroa-

tiont, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, ^29, Strand, W.C.

BEANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

ABERDrKN, BASFF, A:.D Kn-'CARPOE BRANCH -The ""» "??"°S, ?'
'Ji''

Bi^ch WiU be hekl at the Bmes of GiRht on Wedne^lay. J"n'-ne
»s 1 Minuies;

the PresMent, Dr. Smith, of Kinnairdy, in the chair. ""''°"'„
J"
"

Belize

&i;,r&P/ht^srh%'h™;r?^^^^^^^^^
th^.e who can meet af Old ifeklrnm at ll-.W a.m. A train leave. Aberdeen at

0.20 AM ami arrives at Old Meldrum at 11.30 A.M ^-h^re carriages «tU be «
waiting. Dinner (inclueive of attendance but eiielusive of ™'^) '" ".^"^^'^'^

at the Sraes of Gi.'ht at .^s. per head. Arrangements have been made for mem

?^i from Buchan to drive from Maud Junction (11.15 a.h.X
""-^^'"^'''"^J;^™

R-Slf fr™m Fjvie (1.15 P.M.) to the Brae, of Gisht, in ,""%'°': ?,LT the Lr°h
dinner and returninR to catch later down trama. Members from Jbe nortn

wXme^t the paVty at Inverurie at 10.50. those from the south ^-I^
Deeside at

I^rTeTn at 10^20.^ A train leaves Old Meldrum at 5.3.5 ^?«„- """°|^_^^^
deen at 6 40 P.M. Members are invited to bring medical friends.-EoBEBT J0H3

OABTiiS and J. Mackexzik Booth. Honorary Secretaries.

BORDER Cor>,TiK.« BRAXCH.-Tlie twenty-first annnal '""ting:of 'hi' Branch

will be held at Penrith on Friday. July i:it|,. Jhe chair wi 1 '« <«^^,';y °'e
McLeod at 1 :» p.m. The usual election of office bearers for the >ear wiu oe

held. D? Robertson, Penrith, will deliver his r/esidcn lal "^Mress Intlma-

rionsof papers for reading or communications of
»"y,^'°Ve °StletVS .'e

the Secretary as soon as possible.-H. A. Lediard, 41, Lowther Street, L-arllsie,

Honorary Secretary.

r»MHRn)GESHiBF AJTi) HnsTixGroitssiBE BRAXCH.-The annual meeting

of t^s Branch is appc^tedVTbe held at Ely on Friday, July 6th. Members

^shngTomakV Communications, to exhibit specimens, or n propose new

members are requested to signify their i^t^tion to Dr Anmngson, C^bri.^e

for insertion in the order of procecdings.-BcsHELl. ASNIXOSOS, Honorary

Secretary. .

GiorcESTEKsniRE. Worcestershire, asd HEBEFORnsniRE BBA!.(niES.-The

conio°nt^«ttng of these Branches will be held, under '"e P;fdency
o^ Dr.

Currie at the Bell Hotel. Gloucester, on Tuesday. June imli when Ur J_.

Hnghlings iackson will deliver an address on " The Diagnosis of Br^uDis^se^

The meeting will be at 4. and dinner at 6 p.M.-G. Arthlr Cardew, U. W.

CbuWE, Honorary Secretaries, Cheltenham.

• Metropo,.,tax Con»TiES BRA-WH.-The thirty-slsth ^^""»1 "«""« °'**:'

Branch will be held at the Uolborn Kesfinrant on Wednesday. June 3, th

1SK8 at 5.TO p M. President, Arthur K. Durham. Esq.. l.K.C.S. .
l-res aem-

el^; C BrodieScwell, M.l). An address will be given bv the new President.

U J PM preciselv the members will dine together; C. Brodie Sewell tsq

M D.^PreSlent! L the chair ; tickets 7s. 8d. each, e«lus^ve of wine.-GEOR^

KastL", M.B.,.69, Connauglit Street. W.; B. NOBLE SMITH, F.U.C.S., .4. l^usen

Anne Street, W., Honorary Secretaries.

North or Irelakd BRAXcn.-The annual meeting »{''"* f""'"''
^"'J,,'^

held in tlie Belfast Kov.al Hospital, on Wednesday, July Uth, at 4 p.m "en'ie-

men who desire to rc.Vd papers' or to bring ""V.-^^er business l^^eforet,,o^e«-

inc will kindly communicate as eariy as possible with tlie Secretarj ,
J0HI« w.

BVEBS, M.D., Lower Crescent, Belfast.

Heatiko ato Upper THAMES I'«^'-T'',i-?\'.""".V''' Tf ^^''lin!;' onTe'r.
^^ill be held in the Library of the Royal Berksliire

"P'l>''»'',"^^"i"firtent^Dr
ne'dav July 11th, at 4.15 p.m. The chair will bo taken by the President (Ur.

CH.'^TcnA\ who will introduce the President for the eonn.ig ye.ir (W
.
B

HoMeriiess, Esq., of Windsor), who will then take the chair. .^"'>l'ers «in ng

t" readshort papers or bring forward cases of rlinical interest are requested to

onimu licate with the HoiPorarj' Secretary without delay. The annual dinner

wil take place on the same evening «t^6.15 P.M at <"e Queen s Intel 1 e^;l>nS

Dinner tickets (68. witliout wine, or lOs. Induding
^"f

.''" ''-IiIVeI^a^k
from the Honorary Secretary on or before Saturday, July .th.—H. Mligatk

ruuiiPS, 43a, London Koad", Reading, Honorary Secretary.

South-western- BRANcn.-The annual meeting of this ,''™°'l'' T^" ,^*

held at thr Devon and Exeter Hospital. Exeter, on Tuesday. J""e 2«th

Snder the rresidencv of Dr. John Woodman, F.R.C.S. ^ot^ces of niotion™ eomnuinSons to be intimated to the Honorary Secretary without

"elay "n U w 11 facilitate arrangements if members will inform the Honorary

Secre arv as soon as possible if they hope to he present at the meeting. The

following motion was passed at the Council Meeting on May 2iid:-" That inas-

much af the annual meeting assumes more or less the character of a day of

^ritron and w ha view of encouraging the district meetii.gs,thebusuie«of

the annual meeting shall be confined to the President 8 a.MreiS. the bnsinas

of the Branch tht exhibition of cases or of spe.imen8 with notes, and the

annual Snner."-P. Maubi Deas, WonJord House, Kxet^r, Honorary

Secretory.

>;r,iTii Wai es avd Monmouth Bra^nch.—The eighteenth annual meeting

of th^ir^" wiU?e held at the Infirmary, Cardiff, on Wednesday, June 27th^

PnViher narticulars in circulars. Members wishing to read papers, etc.. are

fequ«ted'^?os\'ndUtle"to Dr. Sheen.-A. Sheen, M.D., Cardiff, D. ARTHtTB

Davies, M.B., Swansea. Honorary Secretaries.

West Somerset BRANCH..^The annual meeting of this Branch will be hdd

at the Squirrel Hotel. Wellington, on Thursday. June 38th at 4 o clock.

Abrahara CoUes Esq., M.D.. Presidentelect, will take the chair on it. being

v^tedtl^Mward Stephens, Esq. The dinner will be at o'clock.

Mmibors desirous of reading a paper or making a communication to the meet-

rng^re reqneJted to give early notice to the Honorary Secretarr ;
they are also

remiested to give earfy notice of their intention of attending the annual dinner.

—W. M. Keilt. M.D., Honorary Secretary.

ToRKSHiBE BRA5CH.-The annual meeting of the Yorkshire Branch wnU be

held fa the Museum of the Yorkshire Philosopliical Society at York on Wed-

nesday. June 27th. when the representatives of he Branch on the General

c"unci and the officers for the ensuing year will be elect«l. Memb«s in-

temling to read papers and show specimens, are requested to communicata a*

once with Abthub Jackso.n, Secretary, Sheffield.

EAST YORK AXD XOKTH LI>'COLX BRANCH.

The thirty-second annual meeting was held on May 30th.

There were" thirty-eight gentlemen present.

Report of Cotmcil.-'Vhe retiring President, Mr. THOMPSOJf,

having resigned the chair to his successor. Dr. Frank >icholson,

and tie minutes having been read, the Secretary r(;ad a bnef

report of the Council, and Mr. Dix, the representative of the

Branch, made a statement.
t v >- v i „„ ir n

Flection of Council, ISSS-SO—President : J. >. >icholson,M.D.

PreM-Elect: J. Merson, M.D. Kr-President : H Thompson

rice-Presidents: E. 0. Daly, M.D.; E. H. Hewlett. Secretary and

Treasitrer : E. P. Hardey. Representative of the Branch •_ J- I^>?-

Representative on the Parliamentary BilL^ Committee .-Tl.U.B.

Nicholson. Council: W. C. Appleton ; T M Evans : « F. Eh.ott

M.D.; M. D. Macleod, M.B.; D. Lowson, M.D.; H. W. Pigeon, M.B.;

T A Locking- C. H. Milbum, M D. „
^Appointment of Medical Officers o/ffea/^A.-Mr. Robert II

BoracHiER Xicholsox proposed the follo-mng resolution
:

That

the interests of the public would be best served by the appoint-

ment of medical officers being entirely vested in the County

Councils, instead of the District Councils, as arranged in the Local

Government Bill." This was supported by Dr. Macleod. and

opjosed by Mr. Appleton, Mr. Keetlev, and Mr. Dix. On a vote

being taken, Mr. Nicholson's resolution was earned.

y%c Members.-Jyr. Morley, of Barton, and Mr. Williams, of

^^''aZfs^fMoty.-(^T.nis of £2 23. were voted to the Medical

Benevolent Fund and to the Royal Medical Benevolent College.

Papers and Cases.-.K child with a large mixed nmvus on the

shou/der was exhibited by Mr.EvANS.-Dr. Pi^^o^XJier^tpari^
strationof the method of applying flannel and plaster-of-1 am
sDlints, and spoke of their advantages.-Mr. Evans read the no es

of two cases of tumour of the bladder. In the first, a papillo-

matous growth was removed by suprapubic operation ;
the patient

was ohown In the second, external urethrotomy was performed

to explore the bladder, when a broad-based malignant growth was

dlcovered ; rigors and high temperature followed, and the patient

d ed on the fourteenth day. One kidney was disorganised and the

blac^der ulcerated.-Mr. R, II. Botochier .Nicholson read the

notes of a case of removal of the whole of the interior of the os

calcTs Mr Nicholson also read notes of two cases of removal of

ca culi from the kidney, and showed the calculi removed. He

d.o exlSd calculi removed post mortem from two other cases

-Dr! Rdwabd DALY read a paper on the hypodermic injection of

"''ff^rf J«/»rv.-Mr. TOMALIN exhibited a patient who had been

run over hv a furniture van. Ilis frontal bone was dislocated at

the suture and was Iving on the right cheek, the orbital plate

being amme" into the brain. The orbital plate was removed

and a free drain was established from the frontal .^mus dovni the

nose, and the parts replaced. He had opium everj- four hours, and

recovered without a bad symptom. v-tt^ »,_

slraical Instruments.^nrgM instruments were exhibited by

Me.Ws. Wood, of York, and Messrs. Lj-nch, of London.

n,-„„„._]n the evening the members dined at theXittoni

Hotel Tiie President was cordially congratulated on his recovery

from ilis recent severe illness.
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SCOTCH UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGIATE

... ,,;,^^,,,
• BILLS.

'

rnivfrntiet (ScothndJ Jiill.-Ihe House of Lords T^ent into

(om^Uee on this Hill on June 7tb. Lord Rosebery proposed a

wSn of affiliation, as " such a connection between anexis ing

lJni"y and CoUeRe as shall be entered into_ by their mutual

consent under conditions approved by the Commissioner,, or after

the deteSt'on of their powers by the Scottish Universities

do^ittee of the ITivy Council." This proposal met with general

a^3aJ, and was in..erted. Lord Watson then inserted a defini-

?^n of "lV)ne-e " aj " an institution established on a permanent

fiotin- for the purpose of teaching the higher branches of educa-

Uor^^nd which shall be sufficiently endowed, m the opinion of

the Commissioners, and after the expiry of their powers of the

uSversity Committee." Considerable objection was taken byS Ca^perdown, Afatson, and Rosebery, to the number of

the representatires of affiliated colleges on the bnirersity Court

Kwll thought that the representatives °fthe University might

be swamped, and Lord Kosebery moved an amendment to

leave the representation of the Colleges to the Commissioners.

This however, was lost on a di.-ision. Various other amend-

IJ^is wlmoved to increase the powers of the Court oyer

Swerty; to enable the Court to appoint certain committees

SS to appoint certain representatives to the go'-fning bodies ot

dilated colleges, and on other small matters of detail, but most of

Xem were postponed to the report stage. The Government

^endments%n the original Bill seem to have so cleared up

doubtful points that but Uttle of importance was left for discus-

sion, and no attack was made on the general prmciples of the

measure After the Commissioners' names were inserted, the am
passed through Committee, and was ordered to be reported, ihe

Commission « to consist of Lord Kmnear (Chairman) -the Dean

of Faculty; the Earl of Crawford ; Lord Watson; the Marquis of

But^" Dr A. B. McGrigor; Sir Charles Dalrj-mple, M.P.: Mr.

Oaig'-Sellar, M.P. : Mr. Donald Crawford, M.P. ;
Mr. J. A. Camp-

bell, il.P. ; Mr- Yary Campbell; and Sir James Crichton

^^sT.'Muvgo'.r OMcqe Bi/l.-The Glasgow magistrates sut,mitted

to the TowTi Council at its last meeting a mmute of date May .iSth,

statins that, having carefully considered this Bill and the repre-

sentaUons made thereon by the directors of the Royal Infir-

mary and the Senate of the University, and having also had before

tbem the fact that the Government have introduced a Universities

BUI applicable to all the universities of Scotland, under w-hioh

provision is to be made for affiliating, incorporating^ with, or

uniting dolleges to, any of the universities, and for admitting the

teaching of such colleges as qualifying for graduation in such

universities, they resolved to recommend the Town Council not

to take any action with reference to the St. Mungo's College Bill.

The Lord Provost said this recommeudation was made because it

yna thou"ht the object sought might be better secured under tlie

UniversitTes (Scotland^ Bill. It was pointed out that the St.

Mungo's College was not "incorporated," and could not take

advantage of the affiliating clauses of the Universities Bill, and

after som<> discussion the council adopted the following general

deliverance :
" That this council is of opinion that in any measure

for the better administration of the universities of Scotland pro-

vision should be made for the incorporation of institutions as

colleges, with a view to being affiliated to one of the universities.'

The Town Clerk was instructed to forward a copy of this deliver-

ance to the Secretary for Scotland.

THE ASSOCIATION OF MEMBERS OF THE
ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.

Th« following letter has been addressed to the Honorarj' Secre-

taries of the Association ot Members of the Royal College of Sur-

geons by the Clerk to the Privy Council.
'• Privy Council Office, AVhitehall, Jane 7th, 1888.

"Sm,—I am instructed by the Lord President of the Council to

acknowledge the receipt of "your letter of May 31st, transmitting

a petition addressed to Her "Majesty in Council, praying that the

petition of 4,<;t>5 Members of the 'Royal College of Surgeons, in

relation to a proposed supplemental charter to that College and

other papers in connection therewith, may be referred for the

consideration of the Privy Council, or some members thereof,

sitting in judicial capacity. "^
.

" Id reply, 1 am instructed to inform you that the petition'iu

question, together with all other petitions on the subject was

referred by Her Majesty to a Committee of the Lords otths

Council, and that, as no legal question was involved, their lord-

ships did not think it necessary to hear counsel on the subject.—

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, C- L. Jr'BUL.

" ^\'. Ashton Ellis, Esq."
.

The Council have transmitted the following reply :—

" To the Right Honourable the Lord President of the Privy

Council.
" 14 Grosvenor Road, Westminster, S.W., June 12th.

" Sm —1 am instructed by the Committee of the Association of

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons of England to acknow-

ledge the receipt of your communication of June 7th.

"I am also instructed by the said Committee to state that they

desire respectfully to point out that no reply has as yet been

Toud safed to the'prayer of the petition signed by 4,665 Members

of the College, and lodged at the Privy Council O^ce on May 3rd,

1887, praj-ing for participation by the Members of the Ro>fl "col-

lege of Surgeons of England in the management of their College

and other matters, on all of which the said Committee and the

general body of Members of the said College most anxiously await

your lordship's answer.-I am. Sir, your lordship's most obedient

servant Wm. Ashton Ellis,

"'Honorari' Secretary to the Association of Members of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England.

ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.
COUNCIL.

NOTICE OF MEETING.

A MEEiiNa of the Council wUl be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation, No. 429, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on Wed-

nesday, the 18th day of July next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Francis Fowkb, General Secretary.

June 14th, 1888. ^^
NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law

of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any

recognised Branch Council.

Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and

October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, June 27th, September 26th, and December 28th,

1 Sft8

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary- of the Branch. No member can be elected by a

Branch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular

summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Fkancis Fowke, General Secretary.

GR.^NTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

Thb Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medical Associa-

tion desire to remind members of the profession engaged m re-

searches for the advancement of medicme and the allied sciences

that they are empowered to receive applications fo^ gP"'V° "•?

of such research. Applications for sums to be granted at the nex

annual meeting should be made without delay to the General

Secretari% at the office of the Association. 429 Strand, ^^,,2^1
plications must include details of the precise character and objects

of the research which is proposed.
„t:„„ ^„„i-.

Reports of work done by the assistance of Association grants

belong to the Association. ,„f„,„oH tn
Instruments purchased by means of grants must be returned to

the General Secretary on the conclusion ot the research in fur-

therance of which the grant was made.

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.

THB Report upon the Connection of Disbase with Habits of

INTEMPP^BANCE, which was presented to the. Section °f M-f'"^^
in the Annual Meeting ot 1«T, wiU aliortly be published m the

JOLTINAL.
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Dn.HTHERiA, and that into th^G^oG^^^^^^^
^^ published as

CERTAIN Diseases, are in preparation, auu

soon as ready. , ..
f^^^^ geries remains open,

The following inquiry »«'> fp^r^igig
namely, that on *'« fTio^^oMGiv aCmode of Pbopagation ot

K fresh inquiry into cne ukiu-i."^ ^^.i^^

Epidemics op Diphthema has been issueo. ^- oj,g„,a-

hiZ^tigation Committee, 1,29, Strand^C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

British Honduras! ;
Dr.yf-lj.aiacKenzm.i^' j gi,Q(j Hidden, /,

~i,»!^-A^-SS? A^^l^u^^^^^^n t S
Castle, by Dr. Alexander Cruikshank. Aberaeen^

^^^^^ arranged for

Brae« of QiRht. through the erounds of Haddonnou ,

i^a,.e3 Aberdeen at

S?S«^oranmeetat01dMeMrnm ''tJVf ^•";, where carriages will be m
W M A M and arrives at Old Meldn.m at^U.M

^^«j;J^^"„f ^i„e) in a marquee

BoKt>.HCorvri.,BK..cH XUet-nt^^^^^^^^^

the Secretary as soon as possible, a.. ^, ^

Honorary Secretary.

,^„» TjTuvfH —The annual meeting

CAMPBircKsniRE AKT. n'^P'-^rrH^llvonFr^dav. July 6th. Member,

Secretary. ^

i-S- at 6 30 P.M. President, Arthur h. ^^'^^"X^nhv the ne^y President.

iS; C BrodieSewell.M.D. An a.Ulress v.iU I B;^en l>.^;^^,.^
g^.^.^,,, e,,.,

M 7 P.v. precisely the members ^.mU dine together y ^^ ,ine.-GKOBQK

M D.?Prerfdent. in the ^'''^

^.^^^rtfV -•£ Noulk S«rrH, F.K.C.S.. 2-1, Qu«n
KisTFs M B...6ii, Conuaunht btrett, ly., o. "uu

Anue Sireet W.,' Honorary Secretaries.

NoKxn or Ibkla.., BBA.ci.-The ann,«l meeting of this B^n^^^^

heldhiUie Bella.. 1'"."' "'''r't^VoZ^if^m «her 1 usines; before the meet-

i^-la^S^::^Sr^^^"--- <- secretary. ^oi^W.

Byebs, M.D.,Xower Crescent, Belfast.

KBAKi^o AKI> UPPrn Tka«« ^K.v^CH-Tlie annual meeting of ,t^^

,vi?AX?d in the ^i'-^y
"i,'''':,'^^>::i

,?;;' "b" t".:;; by the PreSdeut (I)r.

nesday. July lUH. at 4 5 p.m.
,Vi tbo Prei.leut for tlie coming year (W

..
B.

C- H. Tcnc-hl, who will '°";'"'>«° '"^
then .™e the chair. Members w.llinR

Holderucss, Esq.. of Windsor), who wiU then t.iKe t
requefteil to

'^Z^^'^^^'S^. Ke-a^^i^rary Secretary.

9arTH-WESTFTiv BnAXcn.-The annual 'H^''""/ "[ ,].^,l',."™°S\mr"»^^

iiii^rnnrhV-^^-"^--^^^

the annual meeting ehaU be coofin^ ^„ ^^Jl^^^.', ^^rnoM"he
of the Branch, the exh.bluon of «.e»or_^o^^^pe.^^^^^ ^^ Honorary

annual dinner. —P. MAt-Bi a>«-".

Secretory.

.„ ucvm—The plEht«enth annual meeting

SOUTH WALES Aio.
M"'-«°"^"i„^fl^=l'ry; cInlifT on Wednesday. June 2Tth.

ot this Branch ^dU be held at tl«ln^rmar>c
^^ ^^^

Further particulars in circulars. JJemoe ^^ ^^^ ^ AbthtB

S2i:rrM%'!rwln"s^eL.'Ho°.^;rll^;sk;r^^

^^SOV^ET BBA.CH T.. annual mee^. of ^tJ^-^^Bra^^^^
be h.M

at the Squirrel Hotel. Welhngton-mThurs.^^y.^^^
the chair on lUbemg

Abraham CoUes. Bsq., M.D .
Presiaenv-e ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ go dock.

vacated by Edward Stephens Ksq. ^^ communication to the meet-

SSibers desirous ot reading a palmer or making a^c^
Secretary ; they are also

ing are requested -o^j?J-
"'^

,7^'e^? {;jten.ion of attending th. annu^ dmner.

"^w'"H"li^T,MD-. Honorary Secretary^

^oBKsniBK BBA.cH.-^e annua, meeting ot the
J-^,f,'',^^rk'=^n''^'|

held in the Museum of t^fJ°^^'^'^^J^ii,e>l! the Branch on the Oeocnl

nesdav, J""^ ^'^l-i^^^^.^^'the en^u^ng VMr will be elected. Membwj. In-

having restgned the chair to his success
^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^

?:pU^ofX"c"unXa'nd'Tr. Dix. the representative of the

Branch, made a statement. p -j
f . j y, Nicholson, M.D.

Election of (^^"""'^.i^^;^^ T^.Er President : H. Thompson
President-E/ect : J. »I'^r°"' ^^•. ^ H. Hewlett. Secretary and
rice-Pres.dents: ^-^^^^Daly M^DJb.^H.^

^^ ^^^ ^.'«-'
•p'

u''
b"Treasjtrer: E. 1

. ""^''^„.^^™^arv fitVi; Commt^fe : K. H. B.

Pepre.'entatu-e on f/'\/irXZTJZ^ T. M. Evans: G. F. Elliott,

'i^^lJ^° M"b MSd; Ib'- D^twTon. M.D.; H. W. Pigeon, M.B.

J.Al'Locking; C- H- Milburn, M D.
_jy^^,,;i__Mr. Robebt H.

Appointment of Medical
Q^f.^J^iifiSLg resolution : "That

Bot-fcHiER >-i^HOLSON prop^osej^^he foUow^J r^eso^

^^^ .^^_

the interests of the public wouiaDeDe=b j
county

ment of medical officers ^^^";g.";''f\;^^;„ged in the Local

-i^S-%^S,r'?,''&-'.SfSJ: w.i».. o,

Hull, were elected.
.^ ^^^ ^q the Medical

Grants <?^«f^'T^ "^^^i'^o.-af ifedTcal Benevolent College.

Benevolent Fund and to the Ro^aliieaic ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

Parier.' ««<i
'"".r';':;V Wr Fvans -Dr riGEOX gave a demon-

shoufder was exhibited
'^:"/-„^^^„^=-„annel and pTaster-of-Paris

stration of the method
?f

^Ij^"?
'^"^^^_ Evans read the notes

eplints, and spoke ot tl>e^ ad>ant^e» ilr.
^ ^

of two cases of tumour of the bladder^
the patient

matous P-Owth was remo. ed b> "P-P^^^^^^ P^^ ^,, p^rl r^ed
was shown. In the secono, ^^|"

,_j^ j malignant growth was

to explore the I'l'^W^'V^^t" ,^^^?ature fol^owA. and the patient

discovered ; rigors and high tempewt^e w
.^^ ^^^d and the

died on the fourteenth da>. One^^°^>
„„ Xicholsok read the

bladder ulcerated.-Mr.R.H.liora
^^^ interior of the 0|

notes of a case of removal ot ttie wir
^^ removal of

calcis. Mr. Nicho son also read notoot ^^^^^^_ ^^
calculi from the k^f°^y; f'";^. WmorVm from two other cases.

•^^f^^"^ ^dltaP on the hypodermic inJecUon of

'"°5;';r7.>n/.-Mr.T0M-Kexhi^^^^^^^^

nin over by a
^""''^^[^^""on the right cheek, the orbital plate

the suture, and was ':""^
°f„

^
The orhital plate was removed,

being jammed into the bm n Th^ "r
1^^_^^ ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^

rot^Sr^TarTJ^eSced' h' h?d opium ever,- four hours, and

recovered without a bad ^^P^PJ^j i„„n.ments were exhibited by
Surgical J«^''"'!"'T'''„r?MS'A L^4ch. of London. . .

Messrs. Wood, of ^ork, and Me.srs^^^c.
^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^^

„„^:r"
Ti;;\CsWer;'^aTfo,^'d.Teongrat^

on his recovery

from his recent severe illness.
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METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH ; WESTERN
DISTRICT.

The last meeting of the District for tlie present season was held

at the St. Marylebone Infirmarj-, Netting Hill, on Tuesday, June
6th. In the absence of the Vice-President, Dr. Sinclair "Thom-
son was voted to the chair. >'ineteen members and visitors were
present.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

Treatment of Eye Affections.—Mr. Henry Power read a paper
on some points in the treatment of injuries and diseases of the

eye, in the course of which he lirew attention to the value of

eserine and atropine respectively in cases of cuts of the cornea

near the centre and near the periphery, prior to any attempt being

made to reduce prolapsed iris, lie also dwelt upon the great im-
portance, in many cases of wounds of the eye, of applying a pad
and bandage to both eyes instead of to one. Various cases were
adduced in which, by the adoption of the principle of complete
rest to both eyes, dangerous wounds of the ciliary region had com-
pletely recovered. Some remarks were also made on the treat-

ment of cuts of the lids and of burns with lime.—A discussion took
place, in which Dr. Sinclaib Thomson, Mr. Lamb, and Mr. Lcnn
took part, and itr. Power replied.

Cases.—Mr. Lunn then exhibited an interesting group of male
and female patients, to the number of twenty-three, including five

cases of locomotor ataxy, two cases of glaucoma, as well as various
examples of iritis and cataract. Three most interesting cases of

myiojdema, a case of osteitis deformans, a case of ichthyosis of

the tongue, one of popliteal aneurj-sm (cured), as well as examples
of lateral and disseminated sclerosis, were among the diseases

brought before the meeting.
Re-electiim of Offieers.—The present officers of the District were

then unanimously re-elected, and the proceedings closed by a
hearty vote of thanks to ilr. Power, Mr. Lunn, and the Chairman.

BATH AND BRISTOL BRANCH.
The sixth ordinarj' meeting of the session was held at the
Museum and Library, Bristol, on Wednesday, May .30th, G. F.
BrEDER, M.D., President, in the chair. There were also present
forty-sis members and two visitors.

^ew Membfrs.—The following gentlemen were elected: J. L.
Livingston, M.A., M.D., M.Ch. R.U.I., Bristol ; W. N. Nevill, M.B.,
B.Ch.T.C.D., Bristol; F.Woods, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Bath ; C. E. F.
M. Biggs, M.R.C.S., Malmesburj' ; F. E. Pearce, M.D., Frome.

Joint Meeting.—An invitation from the Gloucestershire Branch
to a joint meeting at Gloucester with the Worcestershire and
Herefordshire Branches was cordially accepted.
lunacy Acts Amendment Bill.—Mter a prolonged discussion

this subject was referred to a subcommittee consisting of Drs.
Harrison, Bonville Fox, Marshall, Shaw, and Mr. Scott, with
power to take such steps as they might think fit.

Cases.—Dr. P. St. John Kemm exhibited a case of Graves's
Disease successfully treated "n-ith strophanthus.—Dr. J. Michell
Clabke exhibited two cases of Pseudo-hj-pertrophic Paralysis,
upon which Drs. Wigan and Mabkham Skereitt made some
observations.—Jlr. W. J. Penny exhibited four cases of " Bone-
setting," which Mr. Cross commented upon.
Papers.— }>lr. C. F. Pickering read a paper on the Treatment of

Discharge from the Ear, which was discussed by Mr. Hahsant,
Dr. SwAYNE, and Mr. Ewens.—Dr. J. G. SM-AYNE'read a paper on
The Hour of Delivery. Drs. Beddoe, Adst Lawrence, Waugh,
Hinton, DcNfAN, and the President joined in the discussion
which followed.—Dr. H. AValbo read a paper on Embolic Hemi-
plegia.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of the British Sledioal Association-
will be held at Glasgow, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, August 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOt'h, 18S8.
President: John T. Banks, M.D., D.Sc.dlon.), F.K.Q.C.P.I.,

Regius Professor of Physic in the University of Dublin.
President-Elect : Professor W. T. Gairdner, M.D., LL.D., Professor

of Medicine in the University of Glasgow.
Pre-tident of the Council: Thomas Bridinvater, M.B., J.P., Har-

row-on-the-Hill.
Treasurer: Constantino Holman, M.D., J.P., Reigate.
An Address in Medicine will be delivered by Thomas Clifford

Allbutt,M.D.,F.R.S., Consulting Physician, Leeds General Infirmary.
An Address in Sui-gery will be delivered by Sir George H. B.

Macleod, M.D., Surgeon in Ordinaiy to Her Majesty in Scotland.
An Address on his " Recent Investigations in Surgery" will

be given by WiUiam Macewen, M.D., Lecturer on Clinical Surgery,
Glasgow Royal Infirmary.
An Address in Physiology will be delivered by John Gray

McKendrick, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Institutes of Medi-
cine, University of Glasgow.

All the rooms required for the purposes of the meeting will,by the
kindness of the authorities, beprovided in the University ofGlasgow.

Programme of Proceedings.
Tuesday, August 7th. isss.

fl^-iO A.M.—Meetics of 1887-1S88 Council. Randolph Hall.
11.30 A.M.—First General Meeting. Keport of Council. Reports of

Coraniittees. Bute Hall.
4 P.M.—Service in. the Cathedral. Sermon hy the Very Rev. John

Caird, D.D.. LL.D.. Principal and Yice-Chancellor of
the University of Glasgow.

8.30 P.>l.—Adjourned General Meeting from 11.30 A.M. President's
Address. Bute Hall.

Wkdxesdat, August 8th, 1886.
9.30 A.M.—Meeting of 188.8-89 Council. Randolph Hall.

10.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
3 P.M.—Second General Meeting. Address in Medicine by

Thomas CUtford AUbutt, M.D., F.E.S. Bute Hall.
9 P.M.

—

Conversazione given by the Professors of the University:
TsuBSDAT, August 9th, 188.8.

9.30 A.M.—Address on his Recent Surgical Investigations by
William Macewen, M.D. Bute Hall.

11 A.M.—Meeting of Council. Randolph Hall.
10.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.

3 P.M.—Third General Meeting. Address in Surgery by Sir
George H. B. Macleod. M.D. Bute Hall.

7 P.M.—Public Dinner. St. Andrew's Hall.

Friday. August 10th, 1888.

10.30 A.M. to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
3 P.M.—Concluding General Meeting. Address in Physiology

by John 0. McKendrick, M.D., F.H.S. Philosophy
Class-room.

9 p.^.— Conversazione given by the Corporation of Glasgow at
St. Andrews Hall.

Garden Party given hy the Faculty of Physicians aud
Surgeons at the Botanic Gardens.

Saturday, August 11th, 1888.
Excursions.

The following discussions and papers are promised up to the
present time.

Section A.

—

Medicine.
Humanity Class Boom.

A. Medicine.—President, Professor T. McCall Anderson, M.D.
T'ice-Presidents, R. L. Bowles, M.D. ; George F. Duffey, M.D,
Honorai-y Secretaries, J. McGregor Robertson, M.A., M.B., 400, Great
Western Road, Glasgow; Robert M. Simon, M.D., 27, Newhall
Street, Birmingham.
The President will open the proceedings by introducing a dis-

cussion on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Syphilitic Disease of

the Nervous System. Dr. Thomas Buzzard, Dr. T. S. Clouston, Dr.
William Moore, Dr. Ross, Professor Grainger Stewart, Professor
Julius Dreschfeld, Dr. J. G. Sinclair Coghill, Dr. Francis Warner,
Dr. Frederick Bateman, and Dr. C. W. Suckling will take part in

the discussion.

On the third day of the sectional proceedings, the Value of In-

halations in the Treatment of Lung Disease is set do^Ti for dis-

cussion, to be opened by Dr. C. Theodore Williams. The following
gentlemen have already indicated their intention to engage in this

discussion : Dr. Burney Yeo, Dr. W. W. Ireland, Dr. C. F. Knight,
Dr. J. A. Lindsay, Dr. J. (i. Sinclair Coghill, and Dr. E. Markham
Skerritt.

Drs. Ijyrom Bramwell and Milne Murray will give a demonstra-
tion of their Method of Grapliically Recording the Exact Time
Relations of Cardiac Sounds and Murmurs.
The following papers have been promised.

Coghill. .J. G. S.. M.I).. \^entnor. The Treatment of Phthisical Pyrexia.
FiVLAY. David W., B..\., M.D. Bronchiectasis treated by. Incision and
Drainage.

Frew. \V.. M.D., Kilmarnock. Prevalence of Cerebro-spinal Fever in Scotland.
Greene. G. E. P.. L.K.Q.C.P. A Note on a Recent Epidemic of Erysipelas.
Myrtle, A. S.. M.D., Harrogate. Neurasthenia, True aud False : Diagnosis aud
Management.

Strailvn, John, M.D. (TitJ<! not received.}

Suckling, C. W., M.D. {Title ytot received.}

TOMORV, J. K., M.B. East^ African Fever, >vith special reference to Climatic
Conditions.

Warner, Francis. M.D. 1. Methods of Studying .and Examining the Nerve
System. 2. Imbecility in Children from Chronic Meningitis.

Sir W. Roberts, Dr. Lauder Bruntou, Dr. Russell Reynolds, Dr.
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F. W. Fayy have also intimated their intention to take part in the

proceedings of the Section.

Section- B.—Subgeby.

Chemistry Olais Room.
.

dtnts,Um.^ Dunlop,
^J'^;^:;,

^i^'n C^- M.B., 8, India Street,

§;:^^:C'"^o!''^M.C^:!t^^o^^^ street, Ficcadxlly,

^°l8°a"lrlldy announced, in this Section discussions have been

arranscd for on the fo"o^«g
.«fJ'.'l'f,^ of the Lung and of Em-

1. ThoSMgicftlTreatmentot Abscess 01 tilt J b
^ ^^g

pyema. To be introduced ^^-^^
sup Wrted l.> Mr r

^1
rm^^^^^^^,

^

Tbeeds), Sir Spencer \\ ell.^

<'^TMrW Thomas (Birmingham).
Mr. K. J. Godlee (London), and itr W-

Jhomas (m g '^^^^^^

2. The Operative Treatoent of Club Foot^ lo
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^_

and supported by S.r W' 1\*^^^7° ^^^^^^^ Mr r. W. Parker (Lon-

fori'r^E-rStl!flKn\*rjZWne (EdinU^gh), Mr.

OrRonio «t™t-".J«^f
G ll^^ow""' Ou Contiuuous Extension in Spinal Curva-

Ow«''£dTnund. E.,., London. A Caseof Intra-cranial (Subdual) Hemorrhage ;

R^T'Del'^n ^"^"?;?,fi:ii^"Th7Value of Nerve Stretching in Leprosy.

Ko\fSn^riELtLonSr-OnScolio^etry.or
an Accu^te Method o£ H.

sS«f^,afe^Sr -S-rES: ot Enlarged Burs, in ti.e

STo°jS!1ir'>'^"liam. Dublin. Mo.Ufication of Gritti's Amputation; and ..11

show Casts of Stumps.

Section C—Obstetric Meuicixb.

\fedical Jurisprudence Class Room.

C OMTKXKiC MK"ici.vE.i;p«^ci.n^ Thomas More Madden

U I) Vice-Presidents, William Letshman, MD J- "%™
Lom. M.D. i^''-r7f'%yTl^fTl) \' loya CVefce^t
John Street, Manchester; ». L. Keia, M.u., i, ^ i

|„"ii™ri,K il= B,o.a Lls.me.l. Uurlog EjurraUoo ot tU.

Uterus per Vaginam. .

M.D.
F^o«-Pre,.-rf-**.JamesChristie.M.D..D^ agei^^^^^

ran, Secretaries fenezer Duncan M.D 4^
RojaH.^^^^^^^

the-OpTn&ijessoftheP^^^^^^^
2. The Communicable

"'«f^^f,>°'"to be opened on the second

Glasgow. . J

The following papers are P^o^^d^^^ ^ ^ uainlCauselof High DctU-

"?JS"1: Serlin fn^fpa i;ia;Sew4e ^ann..

hJmf T W M.B. Milk Scarlet Fever.

St^B. Nmmkn. M.D. So^'-^^s^
°l fi;" Ch mical and Biological ConditgJ«

Nasmyth. T. G.. F R.S. ^,^;P?^„°"[,^
Mortality SUtistics of aMining Dis-

s™p^o""-m"d.. Medical Officer of Health, Calcutta-lOn Cholera and .f

Sis^TSr^s^-^^s^^^^-ria.

Jterus per Vaginam. .

The following papers are promised.

CiMKBO-<. Murdocli.M.D.. Glasgow. 1. On
V,AMIVK '-«

. , __^^ ., f^„ ,11.. Thermostatic 1

J D Glasgow. 1. on Cesarean Sertion,>ith Notes of a

35^^SB::^:^"^ii;e7£s^*i^Sni^*i^^^^

aST^^D^'Birv, M.D.. Edinburgh. Successful Ca.e[ot Cesarean Section

(Pom)'a modifiratiou).
, .j,^ Funotion'ol Anttraia in GvuKeology.

IMLAOH, Francis Ml). UverpooK i"" r uno
,f_._^,^„„„,t of byspareuma.

rr^rn'^-.^^: WiLm: mIS:.' Abc'idi'n. On the Inrtuence of :Eern.anganat. ot

TiiT^^ra^-^o'lIrC.' Bl?mingha,n. The Treatment of Uterine Myoma.

Section U.—Public Medicine.

Greek Class Roinn. ^ -.h^-m,,,

D. PrBLic yi^mci^^.- President, Henry Duncan Littlejohn.

Section E.—Psychology.
Hebrew Class Room.

T',><=-7>r^

E. PsvcHOLOGY-P..f^/.
James a^^^^^ ^^-^^

'''m'c'M Campbell will introduce a <U««"«f
'^, ^J^ *Xrtf

°™

rcTrTitfXS'r^^egra^nc^,^^^^^^^^
tHe puerperal

Period, and Lactation. .
, p_:„pi^ip of Con-

^Dr Clouston will initiate
«;f^"°f^^* "private Patients of

struction and Arrangement of anAsjlum lorrmn

the Richer Classes.
. ^„„.,. t)„ Savage, Hack Take,

The following have promised PJPf\j.^^^; 7^| x^bull.
Fletcher Beach, Charles Mercier, W. J. Mickie, anu lui

Section F.—Anatomy and Physiology.

Anatomy Class Room. ^. i„„j ii. nn,^r=rmnr-r 7Vc-ilVfpn^ John Cleland, M.U.,
p. Anatomy and .P«"'?joi-o;'^-

/'(nferson. M.D.; Henry Ed-

^^•^•V.,'^-?% vvti Hoforafy SeJ^^'ies, .John Barlow M.D

Tn^^^ll L^'et^nt, oZgol-, Charles
,

Barrett Lockwood.

^kf:Slpper Berk^y S-fvj™^ -^^ullion .on the

C. B. l^"*wood, F^R.C^b. wiu m
iUustratmg the

IfX'rneit t?»rganfof^Llation
and Respiration.

BB!^KVH"n"l?t^rhrM.D"^rrk"thologyofiheBpi.rochle«ncone«a

B„°J^"j"M^d™a;d.^M.B:rF:K.C.S. The Construction oC the Cardiac Ven-

tricles in the Mammalia. ^^ „( Certain Forms ot Double

CLELAHn. Professor. M.U.,l!.K.s. un i

C.?fnEt Ma^k P. Mavo, M.B., F.li.C.S. On the Mechanism of the Heart

rl^%. Arbiithnot. M.B F-^.C S. The Influenc^
?.;^;^^r/sl^'=^'"

H-triin upon Muscles
-"J^ ^X"!'" i'.in" "f J"" ^ "rlebnite Lmb, consideredm

^UeUght'^oViU-Crva^ronand development.

Section G.—Pathology.
Law Class Room. u n T T n

G. ^ATHOLOGY.-Pr...*«^ ^ir Amiam At k^en. M^D LL^R

F.R.S. r,c.-P,^..nfe« .s Aloxaiuler Da d.ou^
L.etenV.^G. Sims

^tfven M.'d., 34, Berkeley TeiTace Glasgow.
^^ ^^^^^^

Arrangements are ^eing .™ade to ho'a a
?; ^-^^ ji^. L^wson

originattng apart from 1 P'A"*^ 'f^.^^^^^Sr/^bn cirlyle ^Greenock).

Tait ( Uirmingham), Dr. Joseph Loais,

and others are expected to take part.

^Ve|llow«g ifP-V'^iL'^rJ^I=- Sc.er.su.
Bruck. Alex.. M U.. 1 -K > r.r.j.ii.
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Coats, Josepli. M.U. On a Case of Lipwrnia in Diabetes, witli Suggestions as

lo the Source ot the Fat.

KtrN^'Epy. — . (>u Case tA Cv^tic Ki'lnevs antl Liver.

Mai'otKKH. B. D., if.D., Dll'Miu. An Anomnlous Form of Eczema.
Maylard. a. E.. M.B.. B.S.Lond. The Kesults o( some Bacteriologieal Cultiva-

tion Experiments witli Iodoform.
liAKt:. Bevan. M.D.Lond., Me.lieal Superintendent of tlie Trinid.ad Leper Asj--

!um. The Percentage of Fibrin in tlie Blood of Lepers.

BrssEXI.. William. M.D. The Pathology of I'ernieious Ansemia.

The foUo'wing gentlemen have also intimated their intention of

contributing to the business of the Section by reading papers or

otherwise: Professor Greenfield, Professor Roy, Professor D. J.

Hamilton, Dr. William Hunter, Dr. Barrett (Edinburgh), Dr.

ilcFadyean (Edinburgh), Ales. Edington, M.B. (Edinburgh), etc.

Demonstrations.—Dr. Alexander Bruce (Edinburgh) will give a

Magic Lantern Demonstration on Diseases of the Spinal Cord ; and
Alexander Edington, SI.B. (Edinbtirghi, a Bacteriological Demon-
stration. Arrangements are also being made for a series of Micro-

scopical Demonstrations Ulustrative of Tumotirs, Tuberculosis,

etc.

Pathological Section of the Annual Museum.—Intimation has

been received of the following exhibits for this Section of the

Annual JIuseum : 1. Calcidi removed by Lithotomy, by Professor

George Buchanan. 2. Calculi removed "by Lithotrity or by Scoop,

by Professor George Buchanan. 3. Miscellaneous Objects removed
from the Body, by Professor George Buchanan, namely : Bullets,

Xeedles, Cases of Teeth, Impacted Pessaries, etc., also Isolated

Bones of the Tarsus Excised. 4. Rhinoplasty; Wax Cast, by Pro-

fessor George Buchanan. 5. Bladder and Urethra showing False

Passages. 6. Selected Specimens from the Private Collection of

Professor W. T. Gairdner. 7. A Series of Specimens of Tumours of

the Brain, by Dr. Joseph Coats. 8. A Series of Specimens illus-

trative of Diseases of the Kidneys, by Dr. David Newman, 9. A
Series of Specimens illustrative of Leprosy, by Dr. Beaven Rake
(Trinidad). 10. A Series of Large Sections illustrating Malignant
Tumours of the Lung ; and a Series of Specimens illustrating De-
formities of the Liver, by Drs. Woodhead and Bruce. 11. Draw-
ings and Sections to illustrate Diseases of Bone and Joints, by Mr.

F. il. Caird (Edinburgh). 12. A Series of Specimens illustrative of

Diseases of the Heart, by Dr. John Lindsay Steven.
As space for the iluseum is somewhat limited, gentlemen in-

tending to send specimens should intimate their intention without
delay to John Lindsay Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley .Terrace, Glas-

gow, Honorary Secretary of the Section of Pathology of the Annual
iXuseura.

Section H.—Ophthalmology.
MidxDifery Class Room.

H. Ophthalmology.—Rresiden t. Thomas Reid, M.D. Vice-Pre-

sidents, J. R. Wolfe, M.D. ; C. E. Glascott. M.D. Honorary Secre-

taries, Henry Bendelack Hewetson, M.R.C.S., 11, Hanover Square,

Leeds ; A. Freeland Fergus, M.B., 41, Elmbauk Street, Glasgow.
ilr. Brudenell Carter will open a discussion on the Treatment

of Senile Cataract. Drs. Prichard, Meiglian, Mason, Teale, and
others have promised to take part in the discussion.

The President of the Section intends to give a Demonstration of

several Instruments of Use in Ophthalmic Diagnosis.
The following papers are promised.

BiCKERTON, T. H,. M.D.. Liverpool. Sailors and their Eyesight.
Mackay. George, M.D.. Edinburgh. A Contribution to' the Study of Hemian-

opsia of Central Origin, with special reference to Acquired Colour Blindness.
Mkighan. T. S.. M.D.. Glasgow. On the Treatment of S.vniblepharon by Trans-
plantation of Mucous Membrane from the Lip.

Rf.xto:?. J. C, M.D.. Glasgow. Tlie Value of the Cautery in the^Treatment of

L'lceration of the Cornea

Section I.

—

Otology.
Biblical Criticism Class Room.

I. Otology.—President, Thomas Barr, M.D. Vice-Presidents,
John Astley Bloxam, F.R.C.S. ; J. J. K. Duncanson, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Johnstone Macfie, M.D., 23, Ashton Terrace,
Glasgow, James Black, F.R.C.S., 16, Wimpole Street, London.
The following special subjects have been proposed for formal

discussion

:

1. The Conditions calling for Perforation of the ilastoid Portion
of the Temporal Bone, and the Best ilethods of Operating. Mr.
Peter McBride has promised a paper on this subject.

2. The True Value of those Aids to Hearing usually termed
" Artificial Tympanic Membranes." Dr. W. L. Purves has promised
a paper on this subject.

3. Adenoid Growths in the Naso-Pharynx ; their Influence on
the iliddle Ear, and their Treatment.
The following have promised papers.

Brow>'E. Lennox, Esq. (Title not received.)

ToRRAXCE. 1{.. Esq. On Syphilitic Cochleitis.

Waiu>es, C:imrlcs, M.D, (Title not received.)

Section J.

—

Diseases of Childben.
English Literature Class Room.

J. Diseases of Childben.—President, Walter Butler Cheadle,

M.D. Vice-Presidents. James Finlayson, M.D. ; Henry Ashby,
M.D. Honorary Secretaries, George S. Middleton, M.D., 23, Sandy-
ford Place, Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.R.C.S., 14, St.

Thomas's Street, S.E.

The following two discussions will take place

:

1. Diphtheria : faj Etiology, (bj Relationship to other Infectious

Diseases, and to other Forms of Sore Throat ; Occurrence on Open
Wounds and on Mucous Membranes other than those of the Throat.

(cj Diagnosis. AVhat are the Distinctive Features, especially those

Distinguishing the Lesion in the Throat from other Forms of Sore

Throat ? Does Membranous Croup occur apart from Diphtheria ?

(dj Pathologj' and Sequelfe. CeJ Medical Treatment. CfJ Surgical

Treatment ; tracheotomy ; Tubage. This will be opened by Dr. A.

Jacobi (New York). Messrs. R. W. Parker, E. Owen, H. R. Hutton,

and Drs. W, T. Gairdner, James Finlayson, D. Newman, John
Macintyre and J. S. Cameron will take part in the discussion.

2. Rickets: (aj Etiology and Prevention, (bj Its Connection i

with SyphUis and Scurvy. Is Enlargement of the Liver and the
^

Spleen always present, more or less, in Rickets ; or only in Cases

ot Syphilitic Origin ? (cJ Medical Treatment, (dj Surgical Treat-

ment ; at what Stage, and in what Way? Drs. Macewen,
Ogston, and Marshall, and Messrs. R. W. Parker, H. R. Hutton, R.

Hagyard, L. W. Marshall, E. L. Freer, John Gordon, and W. A.

Lane will take part in the discussion.

Drs. Jacobi (New York), Keating (Philadelphia), Ranke (Munich),

and Sanni5 (Paris), and other members of the profession on the

Continent have been incited.

Section K.—Phaemacology and Thebapeutics.
Conveyancing Class Room.

K. Phabmacology and Thebapeutics.— President, James
Morton, M.D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D. ; Theodore

Cash, M.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, Alexander Napier, M.D.,

3, Royal Terrace, Crossbill, Glasgow; Sidney Harris Cox Martin,

M.D., 60, Gower Street, London, W.C.

A special discussion will lie opened by Professor Theodore Cash,

M.D., F.R.S., on Carbolic Acid, Antipyrin, Antifebrin, and their

Allies, especially as regards their Antipyretic, Analgesic, and Anti-

septic Actions. Drs. Walter G. Smith (Dublin), A. D. Macdonald,

and Prosser James will take part in the discussion.

Dr. W. Allan Jamieson (Edinburgh) will show two cases of

Xeroderma Pigmentosum.
The following have promised papers.

Davisox, James, M.D. The Pine Treatment.
Dougall. J., M.D.. Glasgow. (Title not received.)

Drvsdale. C. H.. M.D. 1. On the Therapeutic Value of Alcohol. 2. The so
called Abortive Treatment of Syphilis,

Peakse, T. F., M.D. The Treatment of Eczema.

Section L,—Laeyngology and Rhinology.
Divinity Class Room.

L. Labyngology and Rhinology.—President, Feli.x Semon,

M.D. Vice-Presidents, George Hunter Mackenzie, M.D. ; Peter

McBride, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, D. Newman, M.D., 18, Wood-
side Place, Glasgow; A. E. Garrod, M.D.,9, Chandos Street, Caven-

dish Square.
The following subjects are proposed for special discussion:

1. The Use and Abuse of Local Treatment in Diseases of the

Upper Air Passages. To be opened by Dr. de Havilland Hall (Lon-

don) and Mr. Stoker ^London).

2. The Causes, Effects, and Treatment of Nasal Stenosis. To

be opened by Dr. Macintyre (Glasgow) and Mr. Creswell Baber

(Brighton).

3. Hsemorrhages from the Pharynx and Larynx, and other

Hremorrhages v^hich simulate these. To be opened by Dr. Percy

Kidd (London) and Dr. Hodgkinson (Jlanchester) (probably).
_

The following gentlemen hope to take part in the discussions :

Dr. Prosser James (London), Dr. McBride (Edinburgh), Dr. Charles

Warden (Birmingham), Dr. Cartaz (Paris), and Mr. Richard Ellis

(Newcastle-on-Tyne).
The following papers have been promised.

JomJSToxF. K. Mackenzie. M.D. Account of a Case of Tumour ot the Naso-

Phftrvtix.
McBRiBEi P.. M.D.. Edinburpli. Ou Hay-Fevcr and Allied ConditioiW.

Macivti*rk. J.. M.D. Anatomical Dfmonstration of the Larynx.
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SrwM.v D.. M.D. T«o Ces nf Complete Laryngeal StenosU-produced by

Annual Museum. ,

"S'cSS'T-S'Ume.t. and Book., induj^.g Jppli;.«^

MeS™a,;fc.l..»4 Beetm.l, (Uonortrj' Secrrt.ry, J. M.c-

'^r&'-Si'o^lSro^mS^^^ as early as possible

^i;,^^i;;'W°r:J^ur. Joseph coats. M.D.; Ja,. B. Eussell,

^Sonorary Local Secretaries, John G. ilcKendrick M-^y F^^.S^'

45rWestboume Gardens, Glasgow; James Christie iD..Eaihead,

Glasgow; John Glaister, M.D., 4. Grafton Place, Glasgow.

EXCURSIONS. ^ ^ ,

^HB foUo^ving eight excursions will take place on Saturdaj,

""TLaTk anS Falls of C/y<f..-The P-^y- "mvted to m will

leave the Central Station l.y special train about 10 a.m i^^™'^

,-nrllpm where bv the kind permission of the ban oi riomc au

onS^tv will be given to visit the ruins of Craignethan Oistle

the swne o^f S r Walfer Scott's Old Mortality ; proceeding on foot

IhroShe picturesque ravine of the River Nethan for about a mile;

the^^tv wSl then be conveyed by coach through some o the

^ost diSg Clydesdale sdenery tc the Fal s. visiting Stone-
tmost cuaruii g ,/„ ^,,„ vi„/i„p=a of the TiroDrietcr, will enter the

f'lvdesdalo Hotel. After dinner the party will be sliown int

Hbmn of D William Smellie, the famous ol'^teUician. which

ii^asbequeathed by him to the Grammar Schoo of that town

il a very interestiiig collection of books, (-""taining two or three

blackTe^tter volume°s. It is also expected that the Lee alisman^

or "Lee Penny," will be shown to the visitor.s. Ihis cliarm

^as taken from the Saracens bv Sir Simon Lockhart, of Lee. after

Ibattle. as part ransom of a captive. It was deemed a charm o

l^at medicinal virtue in the end of the last
''-^"^"YgiJSalter^ title to r/te Talisman, another of tlie noveU of bir Walter

Kcott Afterwards short excursions may be made on, foot to

SandK Rom^" Bridge, Old Abbey, and Smellie^ grave.

The pTrtywiU return from Lanark by special tram to Glasgow,

Arriving not later than 8 p.m.

o Ayr and the Land of 2f«m..-The party, fixed at !<»• J^^l

ing the oumey ^lU f« ^S^!„ °f„ ^t Fillans where a halt will

s'SXsSgSsf«:t'?Krii"4. «..« .^-t

hour, in special saloon damages, for CaU^nderwner^
^^^ ^^

be in readiness to co"?«y t^,^™,\°
J^f„„tel "fter ^'^^'^^ ™"°"

served about 2 P M -ff^
Tr°,^f

,=,^ g^^^f strand^mentioned by
may enjoy a sail on the loch to tne^m

^^^^^

Tr-S?:^' 5f/t.is^-^^» -S"S^^^
party, limited to lUO, ivm ^ea^ e

j^ arrival, visits will be

Institute, where cake and wine ^^i"W^^^ Monument, via

party will proceed by conveyances t" t^«
VJ^'^^ obtained, then

?he iing-s i^ark. where
^""^hrev the seTt of th^ Right Uonour-

through the demesne of A>;'';'^^^*> V^\^f°" "uere di£ner will be
able Lord Abercromby. to Lr d^e "^

.^'fji^^'^^eats in the con-
served in the new ^l^f^-^ "^"=-^^fle party -^^ tlien drive
veyances will again '^\,t'^^«°'

"f,^ '^/the laL Sir W. Stirling-

through the grounds of Keir ""^^^'^^
"f^^";,

fo D>inWa°e. whe?e
Maxwell of bibliophihc fa-^f'/i^f,^' P^'^e-ghton wUl be visited.

!K\«i-^'SiSS£3?K -. ..." -'*

land to walk to «°"f^„St""t, he Stat of ,„ ^
^^ ^^^^^^

of Bute, visiting on the ^a> the bea>er^ >,
^^^^^

unique sight. The remainder of the^part>^MUra

bv the steamer, where conveyances ^^ i he in reaa
^^^

them to Mount Stuart : on ret irning,
J'^l Pf">Z" j" kindness of

giris JKS^tor^a^nr^^^^^-tiipty^^^

Si^grwUl re ma^de b^rtUe'Jm^e'^Uamer, either to Greenock or
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Wemj'ss Bay (not yet decided), and thence by special train,

arriving in town about S p.m.
S. Loch Lomoni/.—The party, numbering 150, will leave the

North British Kailway Station, Duudas Street, at 10 a.m., by
special train for Balloch I'ier, where it will be waited for by a
special steamer ; during its passage to the head of the loch all the
places of historic interest will be pointed out. Facilities will be
given, by arrangement made before or in the early part of the
meeting, for an ascent of Ben Lomond by a small party. On
arriving at the head of the loch fifty of the party (to be lixed by
ballot or choice) will land, the remainder returning by the same
steamer to Tarbet, where dinner will be served about 2.30 p.m. in
the hotel. From here parties may visit Loch Long by a very
picturesque road. For the party of fifty left at the head of the
loch a special dinner wUl be provided on board the steamer, arriv-
ing there about 2 p.m. The return journey will be made by
steamer to Balloch, and by special train to town, arriving about
8 P.M. As tills is the busiest time of the tourist season, intending
visitors to this place should apply early, in order that completely
comfortable arrangements may be made.

_
Short descriptive sketches of the different excursions will be

given in the Joijbnal from week to week, in order to enable
visitors to determine their choice, and also that early applications
may be made during the meeting for tickets.

Fbancis Fowke, General Secretary.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
PAEIS.

[fbom ottb own corjeespondent.]

Metpiratory Hysteria.—Disadvantages of Saccharin.—Dynamic
Arseniate of Gold.—Papain in Dyspepsia.—Chemical Vaccine.

The Journal de Medecine of May 6th publishes a paper by M.
Henri Huchard on hysteria of the respiratory organs. The author
has already remarked how frequently simple laryngitis, angina
pectoris, or bronchitis are transformed into aphonia, spasmodic
contraction of the oesophagus, or hoarse, sonorous cough ; sym-
ptoms wliich antiphlogistic treatment entirely fails to combat,
but which disappear spontaneously, il. Leon Petit describes a
case of pulmonary hysteria which il. Huchard regards as one of
haemoptysis of hysterical origin. The spasms may be localised
in the nose, the larynx, the diaphragm, bronchial tubes, etc. M.
Huchard quoted cases of spasms of hysterical origin in the respi-
ratory organs, when tracheotomy was resorted to, but without
modifying the symptoms. He points out the difficulty and, at
the same time, the importance of determining the exact 'relations
between hysteria and the affections of the respiratory organs,
without confusion. In the second stage of consumption a sonorous
incessant cough will appear quite suddenly, followed by aphonia,
hiemoptysis, which usually recurs at the 'menstrual period, com-
plete and persistent anorexia, and in some cases irrepressible
vomiting, which may last for months or even years ; the piil-
monary lesions, however, are not aggravated ; all the pathological
activity is monopolised by the hysteria. In other cases tuber-
culosis predominates, and hysteria plays merely a subordinate
part. Brachat affirmed that' hysteria favoured the evolution of
tuberculosis ; other authors have stated that tuberculosis deter-
mines the appearance of hysteria. Both these conclusions are
en-oneous. Without entirely admitting the truth of Leudet's
theory that phthisis and hysteria are mutually antagonistic, M.
Huchard affirms that in many cases he has 'observed that the
combination of the two affections in the same patient changes
the habitual aspect of each of the affections. In tuberculous
hysterical patients there is a complete disparity between the
relatively mild local condition and the serious character of the
functional disturbance. The consequence is that errors in
diagnosis may often arise. It is most important to distinguish
the effects of hysteria and tuberculosis respectively in the same
patient, and to determine exactly which symptoms are due to
each affection.

11. Worms read a paper at the Acadomie de Medicine, in which
he stated that he administered saccharin, in varied forms, to four
persons suffering from diabetes. One, after a course of two mouths,
still suffered no inconvenience therefrom ; but the other three, at
the end of a fortnight, complained of loss of appetite, indigestion,
and weight in yie stomach, which symptoms continued for eight

days after leaving off the saccharin. The doses were resumed in
the case of one of the patients, and a return of the sj-mptoms
complained of took place at the end of ten days. This proved that
it was dangerous to put saccharin into the food of anyone suffer-
ing from diabetes ; and, moreover, that as it was an indigestible
substance, the general employment of it might result in serious
consequences to the public health. This fact is at present worth
knowing, as it is proposed to substitute saccharin for cane sugar
in many ways, such as in sweetening acid wines, and in the manu-
facture of syrups ; its price being half, and its power of sweeten-
ing so much greater than, that of sugar.

l)r. Addison has successfully combined gold and arsenic under
the name of dynamic arseniate of gold. This preparation possesses
the valuable t'herapeutical properties of both substances. Gold, it

is well known, is used in different preparations (gold iodide, auric
acid, etc.), with excellent results, in the treatment of diseases of
the skin, sj-philis, amenorrhcea, etc. Arsenic is successfully em-
ployed in hysteria, scrofula, rheumatism, irritable forms of tuber-
culosis, and in other affections. Its action is strengthening and
antiphlogistic. It moderates fever, and acts as a sedative. Dr.
Addison's dynamic arseniate of gold, which is destined to rendet
great services in the treatment of cutaneous affections, secondary
and tertiary syphilis, different forms of cachexia, nervous diseases,

etc., is employed in progressive doses, from one to thirty milli-

grammes. It is highly digestible.

Dr. Pol Vernon highly recommends the use of papain in the
treatment of dyspepsia. Papain is nothing but a vegetable pep-
sine, and, as the late M. Wurtz said, "acts with extraordinary
energy and promptitude, and, as a vegetable ferment, dissolves at

least one thousand times its weight of hirmid fibrin, which is at

once disintegrated into a semi-liquid pulp, chemically similar to
peptone." The action of papain extends, of course, to egg albu-
men, to gluten, and to all proteid substances, both animal and
vegetable. By its influence the food is immediatelj' transformed
into a completely elaborated nutritious fluid. It is, therefore, in-

dispensable in cases where over-nutrition is required—diabetes,

tuberculosis, consumption, etc. It can be used in very small doses,

whereas pepsine must be administered in large quantities. The
action of papain extends to all forms of gastro-enteric dyspepsia,
which are, according to G. See, only defective chemical opera-
tions. The illustrious Vauquelin compared it to " blood deprived
of its coloured pigment," and called it " vegetable lymph." This
substance can be administered as syrup, as an elixir, in wine, and
in the form of bonbons.
The Gazette des Hopitaxur of May 12th publishes a communica-

tion made by M. Peyraud (of Libourne) to the Acad^mie de Mede-
cine, on May 8th, on chemical vaccine or " hydrophobine." M. Pey-
raud referred to his former researches on tanacetic rabies, its rela-

tion to genuine rabies, the preventive measures for both these
affections by means of chloral, and inoculation with tanacetic
acid, preceded and followed by antiral^ic vaccination. The dis-

covery of chemical vaccine has been attested by MM. Charrin,

Koux and Chamberland, Widal and Chantemesse, and the chemical
vaccine of several virulent affections has been discovered, inde-
pendently of microbic inoculation, in the isolated poison of those
nerve-centres presenting morbid fermentation. M. Peyraud made
the following experiment in order to obtain the isomeric of tan-
acetic acid, the rabid virus of rabies. The brains of twenty-two
mad rabbits were reduced to a pulp, and macerated in alcohol at
90°. After the substance was filtered and exposed to the atmo-
sphere at a temperature not exceeding 60°, M. Peyraud obtained a
fluid which had the taste and odour of tanacetic acid, and which,
injected subcutaneously into four small rabbits, immediately de-
termined the biological phenomena characteristic of paralytic

rabies. M. Peyraud also made control experiments with the same
number of brains of healthy rabbits. None of the above results

were obtained.

VIENNA,
[fbom otjb own correspondent.]

Svicutaneous Injection of " Grey Oil " in Syphilis.—Hemianopsia
Superior.

At a recent meeting of the Imperial Royal Society of Physicians
of Vienna, Professor Edward Lang read a paper on the subcutaneous
injection of mercury in syphilis. He had long endeavoured to

discover some form of preparation in which mercury could be
used for subcutaneous injections, and had arrived at the following
formula : hydrargyri, lanolini, aa three parts ; olive oil, four parts.
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such a preparation contained 30 percent of rnercury.^^^^^^

titles of i>"^rcurj
'^^^^/^jiP^^^/Vn ection of three decigrammes of

tity of from! '^^"f^-^f^^iircksfrnrfrlfivel light days.

mmmm

k

f:ueis' He had in only five cos- been obliged to dis^

Tang -rsasTt'an.^ have noticed any suppuration at the site

f
-3ection, though^^^o^^^^^^:!,^^^^

'^^o,ZX the'mercifri:^ ^i^itment .in .hu^
"^^t' " ^rf;

curv is contained in the most efticient form The gre>

oU-' should be used in all those
.
case o sjphili. in

which ceueral 'mercurial treatment is required. ineDesc

o^ortumtv of testing the effect of an anti-syphditic remedy

k^ offered by syphilitic affections of the nerve-centres

and °n cases of svphiUs of the brain and spinal cord, subcu aneous

niections of
'• "rey oil" were attended ^-ith very satisfactory re-

'

uits The ' grfy ^il." moreover, had an advantage from another

when from 0.01 to O.O.J cubic centimetre of the gre> oil was

h^i^ted The " erev oil " can also be used in cases m which

tho^'^t-vpiaster^and the " grey ointment • cannot be applied

PiofeS^r Lang had, on one occasion, to do al with a gummatous

cav tv of the tibia which was acce.ssible only through a very small

oritlci He injected "grey oil; into it

''y.-}:^.^' Xc^^il
constructed instrument, and l>ealing speediy took place lue

mercurial oil can also be used for injections >" ° ^
^5 "^^;™',^;f;-

torv meatus, the membrana tj-mpam. and the tympan c cavitj

throngh the Kustachian tube. Syphilitic nfl..ct.ons of the larj'nx

and tli nasal cavities are better treated by a simimaneo^int™-

larvngeal and intra-nasal application of the grey oU. 1 lie same

•ilab auplies to affections of the eyes. „ • ^ . „„„„ „f

l^Ssor Xothnngel brought before the samp fo^'^^.*
case of

hemknopsia superior, w aid. was of great physiological interest—

wTna to^ he localisation of the cause of thed sease. The pat ent.

n tailor aired 4(; became suddenly blind, llis intellectual faculties

were imiXed Kxcept a fracture of the loft leg. he said he had

Tlw^vTen n good liealth. His sudden blindness had super-

vened two months before he came under notice and ^hen s^n
|«

in si.e and .r-^ted but not^ cnergeticall^^^^^^^^^ the

Kon 0? aTerfectiy blimlr^an' He haJ no percVion of light in
pression 01 a pLiieL^j J

-risinn but this was present in the
the upper

P«f,f^^''^,«,tf*^^™t";-hollv blind. Professor Xoth-

the occipital lobe.

SWITZERLAND.
Ifbom; oub own correspondent.!

Professor Kockers Case of Tancreatic Cyst cured by Abdominal

Section.

DR. LABi>T describes
(«''«-'^-'*-f

"«
-^Hfevf hrwhict

Tt i,f lass ^^ •^7'^^ a rare case of pancreatic ljsi, m n»"v

h?dilel's w^sVriectly culgnosed anS afterwarcls »-^« 4«-
lically with the best results by Professor

^-^l^ \X^T^t
and previously healthy man.

"g^'^^JivT'^^tt ' l^f' this ceased
violent abdominal pam (on DecemlH>r Otli i^<^

spontaneously the next morning, but
"°l>J^/;^„^'°^the first occa-

1&87. For three hours the pain was «« ''^ ^re as on tne n

sion, and then somewhat ^^ecreased -\bout ^'g" °^J^ , ^^,^
the man noticed that the "PP^"-

/"^^..^fj '^
ha^^^^^^^^ sizi

1

s's:i -Si' *r"*3' Hi^ ---«"

vened. wliTle the patient steadily 'p't n*"^^"
iWe^or Lichtheims
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numeroua larpe spheres with fatty granules and occasional htema-

toidin scales and cholesterin crystals. The puncture was followed

by marked peritonitic symptoms, which lasted eight days. The
patient was transferred to Professor Kocher's wards (on December
tJth), when an enormous and fairly uniform distension of the ab-

domen was found ; this was due to the presence of a very large,

smooth, non-adherent, fluctuating, globular tumour occupying the

epigastrium and reaching downwards as far as midway between

the umbilicus and the pubes. In front of the mass a curved
transverse band was felt, which, on inflating the intestine with
air through the rectum, proved to be the transverse colon. Infla-

tion of the stomach (through a stomach tube) showed that that

organ was also situated in front of the tumour in the left hypo-
chondrium. Taking all these facts into consideration, Professor

Kocher diagnosed a cyst of the pancreas ; and on December 30th,

1867, proceeded to make a median incision, 12 centimetres long,

midway between the xyphoid cartilage and the umbilicus. The
gastro-colic omentum, which was very thick and vascular, having
been incised, a smooth, whitish-blue cyst presented itself ; it was
fixed with sutures to the upper and lower angles of the abdominal
wound and emptied with a large Spencer Wells's trocar. The
opening was subsequently enlarged and its edges stitched to those

of the abdominal wound. About ten litres of dark-red viscid fluid

were removed. The inner surface of the sac was fairly smooth,

of a whitish-yellowish colour. There was no tendency to bleed-

ing, and the cyst immediately contracted pretty firmly. Its cavity

was plugged with iodoform gauze, and a sublimate corrosive dress-

ing was applied. A rapid, uninterrupted recovery took place, the

wound healing by second intention without any fever. On ex-

amining the patient about two months later, he was found to be

stouter ; a fairly thick cord could still be felt at the site of the

shrunken cyst. According to Dr. Lardy's statement, based on the

work of Dr. C. Hagensbach, of Basle, this is the seventeenth case

in which a pancreatic cyst has been operated upon. It is, liow-

ever, only the third in which the disease was correctly diagnosed
before operation.

EGYPT.
[feom oub own cobbespondent.]

Three Cases of Local Massage.—Surgery at Kafv Zagat Hispen-

sary.— Theatricals at Tantah Hospital.—Annual Report by

Sanitary Administration.

(Jasb I.—Female child, aged 7. Admitted six months ago with
a bum of third degree, extending round left lower extremity from
ankle to knee, with the exception of a strip of skin, one inch
broad by four inches long, on the calf. After three months' treat-

ment, the greater part had skinned over, leaving a patch, three
inches by two, over fibula and extensor muscles. Transplantation
of skin ; pressure by strapping ; stimulants, irritants, and vesi-

cants, incision of edges, and galvanisation were all used patiently
during two months without effect. Daily massage of the whole limb,
iind especially of the cicatrix and deep tissues, produced complete
healing within three weeks. Case II.—Boy, aged 11. Fibrous
ankylosis of knee, after six months' treatment by splint for abscess
of thigh. The adhesions were broken down under chloroform,
and complete mobility restored ; but imperfect power of move-
ment remained, owing to atrophy of extensor muscles, and gra-
<lual contraction of the flexors from want of opposition. Gal-
vanisation of the extensors for one month was followed by very
slight improvement ; massage of the whole limb was then added,
and at the end of another month the patient had almost entirely
regained power over the limb. The treatment is still being con-
tinued. Case III.—Girl, aged 5. Turkish origin. Extensive scro-
fulous ulceration of arms and legs. During two months she was
treated by anti-scrofulous drugs and applications with very little

tx^nefit ; massaije was then added, and within three weeks nearly
the whole of the lesions have liealed up.
The newly instituted dispensaries are beginning to bear fruit.

At Kafr Zayat—an important town in Lower Egj-pt—the medical
officer, who is an excellent surgeon, reports a rather remarkable
case. It seems that a Greek, while using a sharp knife, com-
pletely detached a joint and a half of the index finger of his left
hand. The severed portion fell to the ground, but he immediately
picked it up and applied it as well as he could to the stump, and,
holding it in this position, proceeded to the dispensary, which was
distant a two hours' journey. As soon as he arrived, the medical
man at once washed the ports with carbolic acid lotion and liquor

Van Swieten ; sewed the several portions on accurately ; and ap-
plied an iodoform dressing. In ten days the wound was healed,
but the joint has so far remained ankylosed. The patient was 2.5

years old, and in perfect health at the time.
At Tantah, which is the third town in Egypt and lias a Govern-

ment hospital of 70 beds, there has lately been quite a new de-
parture. In order to acquire funds for the benefit of the sick, the
medical staff organised a theatrical representation, which resulted
in a clear benefit of no less than £80. The greatest credit is due
to Dr. Selim Fahung, who managed the whole affair; audit would
be well if his example were followed by other hospitals in Egypt,
for there are many little luxuries, inestimable to the sick, which
cannot well be provided by the administration.
The Sanitary Department is about to produce an annual report

—the first of its kind on record. This report will necessarily be
crude and imperfect; but it is, nevertheless, a beginning, and
therefore worthy of commendation. It is to be hoped that the
defects therein portrayed may not react injuriously on the com-
piler.

MANCHESTER.
[feom oub own coeeespondent.]

Conference on Mortality in Manchester.—Small-pox in Preston.—
Conversazione iji Owens College.— Candidates for Vacant Chair

of Surgery.

A CONFKEENCE, Called together by the Manchester and Salford
Sanitary Association, was held on June 8th to consider the ex-
cessive mortality in Manchester. The Chairman, Dr. Kansome,
stated that the death-rate was 50 per cent, greater than that of
the kingdom at large. In the last two years it had reached 60
and 70 per cent, respectively. A series of resolutions were passed,
including recommendations to avoid the pollution of the air and
water-courses, avoidance of intra-mural interments, that the
number of nuisance inspectors be increased, there being at present
only fourteen for a population of 385,000. Much has been done
by the corporation within the last few years to improve the
material surroundings of the poor in this city, but it is obvious
that much remains to be done, and we trust that the efforts of
the Sanitary Association will suffice to press home the unpleasant
facts to the corporation and ratepayers, and that preventive
measures to reduce the mortality will soon be vigorously carried
out.

Within the last few days there has been an extraordinary out-
break of small-pox in Preston. The number of patients up to

June 4th was about 200, and new coses are reported every morn-
ing. On June 8th, a young man, suffering from the disease, was
found in a delirious state in the streets. "The epidemic has spread
to an out-district, and a cose is reported from Warrington.
Several deaths ore reported.

On June 8th a conversazione was given in Owens College,

on the occasion of the opening of the new Museum buildings.
There were present between three and four thousand persons ; in

spite of the number, the rooms were so spacious and the arrange-
ments so complete, that there was no crowding. There were
numerous exhibits of scientific and popular interest in the vari-

ous laboratories.

Saturday, June 9th, was the last day for receiving the applica-
tions for the vacant Professorship of Surgery. The local candi-
dates are Mr. Southam, Assistant Lecturer on Surgery in Owens
College ; Mr. Thomas Jones, Lecturer on Practical Surgery in

Owens College ; Mr. Wright and Mr. Hardie. All four surgeons
are on the staff of the Royal Infirmary. The only other candi-
date is Mr. Arthur W. Hare, who is Assistant to the Professor of

Surgery (Mr. Chiene) and Senior Demonstrator of Surgery in Edin-
burgh University. It is too soon to forecast the probable chances
of the several candidates.

Incebase of Lunacy.—At a recent meeting of the Committee
of the WoodUee Asylum some startling statements were made as

to the rapid increase in the number of lunatics in the asylum. The
asylum was opened in 1875, with a licence to accommodate 400
patients, and there were at that time only 248 patients chargeable
to the parish. There were at the present moment 551 patients in

the asylum, and 92 boarded out, or a total of 643. It was re-

mitted to the acting inspector and medical superintendent to in-

quire into the apparent cause of the increase, and to report to the
Committee, together with any recommendation for their guid-
ance.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Tin.- TRFVTMENT OF AfRAL EXOSTOSES.

Sn.-Sr;iiaS by hisses.
.^^^^^^^^^

Society '''«f«^«°«;\^-«,^\T,fto^i3 (MrXld'^^ operation in

f^77-TS^^S•'s oP«aHo:l n^entioned in 1876 as per-

°^^:^188^:Z fl^f^P^^^a'Ti.a;^ s^rtion,it is s^.e^hat

Ta-riilunflo^f'r'nLr^y'aS^t^^ the foUo^g facts

TSsay more under this head, but will merely add that Sir

WUlTam DalbyTould do well, if unable to call to mmd precise par-

HcXrT of such cases as he claims to have treated smce 1874, to

Sh wl m^mory'by reference to
^^yf^f^t^J^ZTX^a

'^'^DoTbt:srtrra?f' dSCg^or exostoses occu.eKl Pre.io.,s

S- ha. Riven us the benefit of his experience in an actual case

of ope'rS Itwasnotuntil I had detailed my third series of

cLTsola^e as 188:. that Sir William Dalbya.umed^th^e™^^^

a pioneer.—I am, etc.,
t^ ». i „„.

P S —I for%vard a letter from Dr. Mackesy .— .„^„,^-^^ " June 2nd, 47, Lady Lane, Waterford.

«Dear Field -In the Bhitish Medical Jouenai. of May U.tli

I see that Si,: ^y. B^iby claims to have introduced the American

dental drill for removal of aural exostosis so far back as 1874

NoTinlstice to yourself, I think it right to say that I have

^JayshLn, and still am of opinion,.that I was
"/^f ^^^^5^

rase in which the American dental drill was used in Great J3ritam

for remova of double aural exostosis, ^ou may remember you

operated upon me in the autumn of 1877. and I am thankful to

i"The rcrnov,.! i.f exostoses in the external an.iitory canal is ''"'''
^•"J''""'

are deservingof o.reeial n.ent,™ ^ "^ ''"^t,^'
,

^^ ^^^l" 3 5a ™,e of a large

-r^3KeV^uri:^:r's^;^^t.fr:r^^
and tlio patient made a very ^o»\ recovery, buue 1" >_'»';,'<_'- 1^.S„„". „t n,»
lished, m adopting' similar measures own
lished, i;, adopting -""'-

."--"-,[';:ii* ;;;,;:"?,rJS"f'^:^"™™,^'^o

iiSiJiui^e'ird^^on'^fri^x^^t 1^^
common to snpply a very 1«,TR<-,"P''"<'1"^""^'»'^„' ""^74 ust a l.ded to ii. tl.emmmmmm
deutists."—Vjiiicel, January 22ud, IS.ti.

.ay with most -tisfactory^esult as I -^ -ry^d^^^^^^^^

hearing ib now exceUent. ExcepW,^
j Vefuse to be com-ince<l.

very conclusive proof to the '-°°\'^ap. i i^'"^
j ^^ t,,,.

and shall continue to claim f"-".

"^^f '^^u'lfn "fintal drill. T

first case so operated J^P^^'^^^f/f^.f^^'e pffied prior to

have no recoUection of 'ia\"lK
.f.?" ^^"Ju^j, ^^u of doii]« 60. I

that date. You may publish this if
^ >

o*^ "^^"^^^ ^^ ^rotl^r, upon
am glad to be ablo to add t,,aU^r. Goff and 1 o^^^^ ^^^ ^^^l.

whom you also operated for UouDie exosius
,^ ^^^ ^ Mackest.

^^^l.l:^'^L^'°m";;reconect that Sir W.B.mn^

of aural exostosis by the drill.

FfTOPIC GESTATION'. ,

Bion which took place recentl> at the Gjn^coiog^
^^^^ ^.^^^^

a still longer paper of Dr. ^vehng s inten)omi^
^^

sion. The debate took place on a paper ot ""> °^" ""
j ^d

cases of "Ruptured Tubal I're^ancjV in which the whoRa^^

sole, issue was the necessity of actmg on h^surgi^.^^^
^

"tying the bleecUng point DrAve^a^^^ p
again brought

argument that electricity ^^houia oe useu, u s

balk his solitary chicken ffo^^^^he Brigh on meet,ng^
^ ^^^^^

reiterated case has nothing to ^°7" ^^"
'^t^'^i"^;e been allowed to

^goYoferli^a^TblenSS^C aftU^e toad ligament cases

-^J^^^JVc^.mplished^ectrici.1. «;^^
KS:^-trp?:ctitt^^S^ut^iu^^
an^omltric reading was genuine or approxmate but t^

Sr^^"-- --e .^CiSs^fa/therries; L want the

^^'liTvf/ust'r^ad the .interesting account of D- Herman s^c^^^^

and have io say that i* PO^^f/^f/" ^^^X second ca"^of the

l^^ri=ro?vn^,X^nn"lVth: ^ol^tfUich seem to have

attracted Dr. Herman's attention.
Transactions of

I have P"Wi?he4inyourcoumn^^^^^^ ^^^ j

the Gynaecological Society. th.irt> -h^e ca^e^ o
^^^ ^^

could not occupy ^Pace "i/^""g all the drt^^^^^^

g^ch matters
those cases, and 1 contented myself ^i'h record ngs

^.^ ^^^
only as seemed to me of the "O^t P:e>sing interes

^^
think it in the least degree nece sary to ^a> hojv ma y

hours elapsed between the period .^fhrstrupUre ana p^.^

%r gr^t^lnterest of Dr Herman, case se^^^^^^^^^ me that the

operation was performed for the seconaao a
^^^^

ture of the broad ligament 7^. .

"^t°
*'\'^i^P%u February 10th.

^vhieh Dr. Herman P'''^formed h,» opera^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^

The history of the =ase makes this^ sut^icientb cle.^

.^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
that the pregnancy seema to ha^e gone out

j have exa-
makes it almost certain for in ^1 the ca^^^'^'^^

post-«iorte,n

rained in the shape ot museum speciimu '^^^ and
examinations where death took place from tie P^

^

where, therefore, '' ^-a*. ^^'^^ « l^ida^^^^^ had taken
was a primary one and not

^-'•f5'"^'''^>' ";, ti,> there is no ex- ,

place not later than thir ee.i

:!,;;^,^-^Jj^V „ " >'o"afs case in

ception whatever. It Dr. "^™an will turn i
.^ference

Bernutz and Goupil s book iy -'^0 ^ oly). to tn mc
^^ ^^^

is given in my Ingleby lecture of l*^*^ on uu. s j . .^_
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haematocele, that in the act of rupture the owua was destroyed,

this being a not uncommon termination of sueli cases. When the

ovum is uot destroyed the pregnancy may go on to full time,

and may be (as I think, most improperly* killed by an electric

shock, as in the case cited by Dr. Aveling ; hut such cases belong

to an altogether different category from those in -which intra-

peritoneal hrematoceles are formed either by primary or secondarj'

rupture.—I am, etc., Lawson Tait.
13irmiugham, June 2nd.

THE ELECTRICAL TREATMENT OF FIBROIDS.
Sm,—Much has been -written and said about the electrical treat-

ment of fibroids. Surely this ne-vv treatment should be given a
fair chance, and those -who do not believe in it might -wait a little

while before condemning it in its infancy. Would it not be better

for those unbelievers to foUo-w exactly the rules laid do-wn by Dr.

Apostoli, instead of fighting over theories and ne-w methods ?

Everyone seems to be trying to improve on Apostoli's treatment,
instead of folio-wing his directions. To my mind, this is the chief

cause of failure. I -^vould even go further, and divide those -who
condemn this treatment into three classes—namely : 1, those
-who have had no experience -whatever ; 2, those -who have failed

from -want of patience ; 3, those -who have neglected Apostoli's rules.

When I hear of failure of Apostoli's treatment, I am inclined to

think that it has been imperfectly carried out ; certainly this -was

the fact in some of my owti early cases, and, after months of dis-

appointment in my results, I found out that if I wished to suc-
ceed, something more 'than a kno-wledge of gynaecologj- -was
necessary. 1 mention this to sho-w that I for one do not consider
this electrical treatment so simple as some of your correspondents
-would have us believe.

Before this treatment can be given the position claimed for it

by Dr. Apostoli and others, corroborative clinical experience, ex-
tending over several years, is absolutely necessary; and until -we
have this clinical experience, the profession ought, at least, to
suspend judgment.—I am, etc.,

35, Brook Street, W'. A. C. Butleb-Smythe.

OX HYDROPHOBIA AND ITS TREATMENT.
Sin,—In an article under the above heading in the last issue of

the JoFHN-Ai, (June 9th), Mr. Victor Horsley says: "For there is

no single case of reputed cure of developed" hydrophobia by drugs
or other means that -will bear close investigation." Is this
correct ?

If this statement is meant to apply only to cases treated by
narcotic or supposed specific drugs or by the hot-air bath, I dare-
say it is perfectly true ; but if it is meant to include those which
have been treated by a different method (though there is no
reference to it in the article above referred to), far more potent
as a sedative, and far more likely to avail, I doubt whether it

is so.

I refer to the employment of copious blood-letting, relying
chiefly on the authority of Benjamin Rush and Clutterbuck : the
former especially being an opinion of great weight, as a bold and
judicious physician of wide experience, probably second only to
Sydenham among modern physicians. Each of these, in writing
upon the subject, mentions several cases (about a dozen altogether)
successfully treated after this fashion, not however within their
own_ observation, but ((uoted from reports published in well-kno-wn
medical or scientific periodicals in the latter part of the last or
beginning of the present centuries. If these reported cases were
genuine instances of hydrophobia—and it seems scarcely possible
that the diagnosis should have been erroneous in every one—then
it has been proved incontestably that bleeding to a large amount
has actually saved some patients suffering from the disease.
I have not been able as yet to get access to the original reports
of these cases to verify the quotations and read the histories in
full, except an abstract of one (that of Hartley in the Pkitosophical
Fransactwns, which seems to have been genuine, though the sym-
ptoms were comparatively mild, perhaps cut short), and I should
be glad to know whether or not there is any fallacy in the ac-
counts

; for if, as it appears, even these few cases have been savedm this way, it will be only right and proper to resort to it again
whenever the occasion presents, until a surer and milder remedy is
de-vised.

The procedure seems severe—it is necessary generally to with-
draw about 120 ounces of blood before the disease is" overcome,
and of course in a short period of time—hut desperate diseases

justify heroic remedies, and this loss is not very serious when in-
evitable death is the alternative.

Rush also states that two rabid dogs have been cured bj' free
bleeding, by cutting off parts of the tail or ears. In the Philoso-
phical Transactions also there is an account of an outbreak of
rabies in a pack of hounds, where several dogs that were attacked
were cured by mercurial salivation.

In the human subject, certain auxiliary measures were usually
employed in addition to the repeated bleedings, principally cold
bathing and mercury. Opium was sometimes found to do harm.
Hydrophobia presents some resemblance to puerperal convulsions,
and who that has tried venesection will dispute the sure and im-
mediate efficacy of the remedy in this complaint, far better than
any mortal drug ? I believe that most cases of puerperal convul-
sions yield to comparatively moderate bleedings, say 20 to 30
ounces at the outside; hut if not, it is perfectly legitimate to
follow the excellent guidance of Gooch, who ui'ges the repetition
of bleeding up to a total of 70 or 80 ounces if necessary ; and it is

not such a very long step up to the 100, 120 ounces or more that
-will probably be needed in hydrophobia.
At any rate, if this method offers a fair chance of success, 1

think it preferable to depend on it rather than undergo M. Pas-
teur's system and run the risk of being inoculated fatally "with

the disease by the antidote.

Before putting the method of copious venesection into practice,

it would he as well (as it is almost a lost art now) to read Rush's
arguments on the subject (J7iquiries, vol. ii) and to bear in mind
his recommendations and cautions, for unless the plan be
thoroughly and eflSciently carried out, it may fail—really from
misapplication. Unfortunately Rush's works are scarce, and not
in easy reach of everyone. It is a pity that the New Sydenham
Society does not republish an edition of a classic, of such value.

—

I am, etc., F. LuGAS. Benham, 1iI.D.

Elizabeth Street, S.W. '

'

,
, ,

ALBUMINOUS FOOD IN OBESITY.
SiB,—A high authority in the medical profession has recently

raised an objection against the use of Professor OerteFs method of

treating obesity, on the groimd that an excessive consumption of

albuminous food is apt to give rise to a uremic condition. This
implies that an excessive use of albumen is recommended by
Oertel, which is not the case. It is not easy to see how this error

can have arisen, for Oertel's quantities are repeatedly set forth

with elaborate distinctness in his work ( Therapeutics ofCirculatory
Derangements). We there find, in the " Special Diet in Obesity and
Circulatory Derangements," that 156.7 and 170 grammes are allowed
as the minimum and ma.ximum quantities resjiectively of albumen
from all sources. These amounts are 5.5 and G ounces av. respect-

ively. According to Moleschott, the average amount of dry nitro-

genous food per diem, suitable for a male European doing mode-
rate work, is 4.5 ounces ; and Letheby's estimate is the same.
Oertel expressly states that the larger amount (6 ounces) " can
only be given when, owing to strenuous muscular activity, as in

mountaining-climbing, there is increased destruction of non-
nitrogenous material -within the body, and increased need for food,"

In the above calculations, the total amount of albumen is con-

sidered. If -we regard the flesh meat alone, we find that Oertel

recommends only 350 grammes (12.3 ounces) daily. Three-quarters

of a pound of lean flesh meat can scarcely be called an
excessive amount likely to set up a urremic condition in a man
who is made to work. In a few of Oertel's cases rather more than
the above-stated amount was prescribed, but this never exceeded
450 ^ammes (nearly 1 lb.). It is a pity that a system of treating

obesity which has received such recognition of various authorities

on the Continent should in this country be dismissed to oblivion

by a few vague words about the dangers of an excessive supply of

albuminous food, when Oertel himself has indicated the suitable

quantities in the most precise manner; and these quantities, as

we have seen, are by no means excessive.—I am, etc..

Acacia Road, N.W. Ed-wabd J. Edwardes, M.D.

THE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACTS IN INDIA.
Sir,—All honour to Sir W. Foster for his clear definition of the

true position which these Contagious Diseases Acts now hold in

the opinion of the medical profession, and it is well for the British

Medical Association that one holding with such merit such a high

and important position in what is probably the largest Medical

Association in the world speaks with no uncertain sound on one
of the burning questions of the day.
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-^el ..._»™«

Sanitary Commissioner of the
^^.'jrffllctrs under its orders, it

Parliament against the repeal of t'\\
'^'l". i/Cv ^vUl find,

and for medical reasons.—I am, etc.,
„,„„.._ -.{aiorHOBEBT Prinolb, M.D., Surgeon-Major,

late Sanitary Department, Her Majesty's Bengal Army.

Blackheath, S.E., June 8th.

METHYLENE AS AN ANJiSTHETlC.

Sm.-Believing as I do that methylene is

'^^^^^fi^H^^^

us of te results of their analysis of its composition
J

am per

fe'cUysure that, in giving it<

-f/^ ^"^i'^tp^ -"'

"'M*/;M>erience of .Junker's apparatus is limited. Having to give

sible to pain and nothing more. In this ^''y- ^""-^^
ffj^ fJ'^J'.l

kept up during the longest operation by an agent v^hich

than chloroform and pleasanter than ether.-l am. etc.^^
^ ^

Bath, June 9th.
" '

.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICES.

cnANGE.S OF STATION.

The following changes of station among the crfficers

Staff of the Army have been officially notified as

place during the past month:—

Sureenn-Gi-noral W. S. Murray. M.B. ...

Den..Surtt.-Cien.J.A.Marstuu,lJ.U..M.D.

BriEade-biirgcon 1£. F. Paterauii, il.U.

„ A. B. U. Myers
Surgeon-Major C. F. Churuhill. >I.B ...

M. L). O'Comiell.M.U."
J. I.atehfora, M.B.
C. E. Dwycr ... ...

.1. C. Dormau. M.B. ..

", A. H. Stokes, M.B.
", E. H. Feiin ,^f„ i,,,, •'•

Surgeon M. H. Ryan. M.D. ...

„ A. A. Lyle ...

,, J. Stevenson, M.B. ...

K. S. WalUs ...

T. Archer, M.D.
B. Butt
J. W. Beattv, M.D. ...

F. P. Nirhols.M.B. ...

, J. M'Lautchlin, M.D. ...

G. W. Brazier Creagli

J. C. Haslett, M.D
J. K. Barefoot
J. I. P. Doyle
C. Birt
H. Mitchell ...

W. Turner ...

B O. W. Norlor. M.B.
C. J. W. Talhara
C. Garner, M.B.
W. F. Bailey, M.D. ...

E. Eckersley. M.B. ...

D. M. Saunders, M.D.
J. S. Edye ...

H. N. Buist, M.B.
]', C. H. Hale ...

J. Minniece, M.D.

I, J. C. Weir, M.B.

]] B. J. Imii^s ...

'. J. Girvin

From
KK5T>t
He^Ldquarters
Duldin ...

Scots Guards
Colche.ster

Bengal
jVlderbhot...

AtUlone ...

Bengal
Ceylon
Grenadier Guards...
York
Hong Kong
Devonport
CViylon
Portsmouth
Xetley
Newcastle...
York
Belfast ...

Bombay ...

Singapore...
HulniP
Jamaica ...

York
Marchwood
York
Canterbury
Dover
Shorncliffe
Bellurbet ...

Sheffield ...

Salford
Home District

Cyprus
Aldershot ...

York .,

Colchester

of the Medical
ha^'ing takea

To
Portsmoatli.
Woolwich.
Colchester.
Brig. Foot Gd*.
Bengal.
Dublin.
Nova Scoti*.

Hong Kong.
Dublin.
Devonport.
Coldstream Gds.
Home DisUiot.
York.
Bengal.
York.
Netley.
Dublin.
Kedcar.
Honnslow.
Donfanagbj.
Dublin.
Devonport.
Altcar Camp.
Dublin.
Beaum.iris-
Grena,lier (Ms.
Stratfni-o. -Atu

,
Lydd.
Jamaica.
Bermuda.
C.otGoodHope.

, Beverley.
, Hulme.
. "BengaL
. Egvpt.
. N. British Diat.

. Dumfries.

. Cupar.
, Altcar Camp.
, Home District.

"iKr VTTTious rum.iCATioN OF A CASE.-The proprietor of a

man hCno right to divulge matter confided to h.m >" the exer-

described.

dressing grievances in the .\rmy Jieuitm ^;5 . ^k Indian
, ad a gooWect when c^ied on in -fe.nceJo^ tlje In

lS^ihlrrece^-eSTowever,itseem^^^^^^^^^^

Z offic^r'of the Army Medical Depart^meiUmus be Uke^^

retired oflicers of their
''J°?«^;^- °f,^t f^^"? tleir brethren whose

many in London able and willing to hgut 101 I lieu c

Souths are closed. If
<^-p^}^^^''\lT^.J, Commrttee, and

of little use until
^^r'n'"=''''>t . The se^reUrj ne^ not neces-

of men to -^e°"tl>« Committee^
Ja„ted is a g^od man of busi-

^^^:^:^i^s^n!^lro.^ tlfe Committee, and

-5JjSHttruo,as^.;.Ied1caISta«".y.^^
active list cannot appear ff.""/'«\7' °'

/Xe up the matter, and
can induce those on the retired li.t l« *^'^'^^,Xsired to have re-

through the latter bnng forward -" t'ja]
^^ ^ ^j^; ^j^^^ .^^^^ ^ffi.

^Irl wlil t^^^X^i^iativrortt uSihay plrceive that thc«,.
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defect was one of the objects of tlie Bill. Complnints had been
made of the lux enforcfinent of the la-n- by tlie rimrmaceutical

Society, •which had not money to carry on prosecutions. It had
been suggested tliat some of those who had taken atlvantage of

the lax state of things should be allowed to continue their trade

if they passe<i a inotlitied examination, and should have their

names inscribed on the register. A similar provision was made
for the 'protection of assistants. There were also provisions for

reonoving uncertainty as to the proprietorship of establishments
where the sale of poisoixp was carried on, and requiring that they
shoiUd in all cases be under the personal management of qualified

persons.—Karl Capogan said that the subject of the Uill was not
only one of great importance, but also one of great complexity.
it was extremely diliirult to unravel the various differences which
hod arisen between the several bodies who produced poisons in

Ireland. The Government of Ireland were anxious that the Bill

shotild not pass without further examination, but they had no
prejudice against it. They were determined to ask the House to

read the Bill a second lime on the understanding that it should
be referred to a Select Committee. To that course his noble friend

had assented, and he now begged to recommend their lordships to

adopt it. The Bill was read a second time, and was then referred
JO a Select Committee. . • •

SOUSE OF COMMONS.— Tuesday, June 5th.

Engluih Doctors in Switzerland.—Dr. Farquharson asked the
i'ndor Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs whether he was aware
that certain legally qualified English medical practitioners had
^ately been fined and tlireatened with imprisonment by some of the
authorities for practising among invalids visiting Swiss health
resorts : and whether, in the interests of such invalids and of

members of the English medical profession, he would make repre-
sentations to the vSwiss Government on the subject.—Sir J.

Peegussox replied that the statement in the first paragraph was
true. The laws of Switzerland did not permit foreign doctors to
practise there without the Federal authorisation. Her Majesty's
Government had for some time been endeavouring to arrange with
the Swiss Government reciprocal privileges for the medical pro-
fession in either country, but as yet without success.

Monday, June 11th.

The Royal Colleae of Stiryeons.—Sir G. IIuntkh. asked the Vice-
President of the Committee of Council on Education when a reply
to the deputation of tlie Association of Members of the Koyal Col-
lege of Surgeons, received by the Lord President of the Council on
November 11th, 1887, might be looked for.—^Sir W. IIaut Dyke
said, since the Lord President received the deputation of Novem-
fcer 11th, he had fully considered the statement submitted by
them. All petitions and statements on the subject were referred
to a Committee of the Privy Council ; and, as no legal questions
were involved, it did not appear necessary to hear counsel. In
consequence of the circumstances brought forward, the supple-
mental charter, as submitted by the College, had been considerably
modified.

^ PUBLIC HEALTH
I AND

*^,, POOK-LAW MEDICAL SEEVICES.
ri
IHSlBASES OF THE RESPIRATORY ORGANS AT MIDDLES-

BROUGH.
The number of deaths from pneumonia in Middlesbrough con-
tinues to be very large. In the first eleven days of this month
Ihirty-two deatias are stated to have, been registered as due to
pneumonia ; of these twenty occurred in the week ending lune
i»th. The Local Government Board has directed an inquiry to be
made which will be conducted by Dr. Ballard, one of the Medical
Inspectors of the Board, who has already caused inquiry forms to
pe issued by the Local Sanitary Authority to medical practitioners
in the town a.sking for information with regard to all cases of
j)ui;umonia which have occurred since, Novemljer. ,

DIPHTHERIA ON SHOOTER'S HILL.
fBOM some correspondence which is taking place in the Kontish
Jndependnnt we regret to learn that there is at present, and by no
means for the first time, an epidemic of diphtheria on Shooter's

Hill. Indeed, Captain Vivian, the author of a sen.siWe letter on
the subject, speaks of an "annual epidemic," and states that he
has refused to pay any local rates " until an efficient inquiry is in-
stituted into the general question of the drainage of this district.'

Hbaxth of English Towns.—During the week ending
Saturday, June 9th, 6,506 births and 2,915 deaths were registered
in the twenty-eight large English towns, including London,
which have an estimated population of 9,.398,27.3 persons.
The annual rate of mortality per 1,000 persons living in these
to-«Tis, which had declined from 18.9 to 17.6 in the three pre-
ceding weeks, further fell to 16.2 during the week under notice,
a lower rate than in any week since September last. The rates in
the several towns ranged from 12..5 in Birkenhead, 12.8 in New-
castle-upon-Tyne, 12.9 in Nottingham, and 13.6 in Derby to 22.3
in Huddersfield and in Norwich, 22.4 in Blackburn and 25.0 in
Manchester. The mean death-rate in the twenty-seven provincial
towns was 17.3 per 1,000, and exceeded by 2.4 the rate recorded
in London, which was only 14.9 per 1,000. The 2,915 deaths
registered during the week under notice in the twenty-eight
towns included 265 which were referred to the principal zymotic
diseases, against 330, 285, and 282 in the three preceding weeks ;

of these, 81 resulted from whooping-cough, 42 from diarrhoea, 40
from measles, 36 from scarlet fever, 31 from diphtheria, 24 from
"fever" (principally enteric), and 11 from small-pox. These 265
deaths were equal to an annual rate of 1.5 per 1,000 ; in
London the zymotic death-rate was 1.6, while it averaged 1.4

per 1,000 in the twenty-seven provincial towns, and ranged from
0.0 in Portsmouth, Norwich, Birkenhead, Halifax, and Sunderland
to 2.9 in Huddersfield and in Cardiff, and 3.0 in Preston. Whoop-
ing-cough caused the highest proportional fatality in Wolver-
hampton, Bolton, Manchester, and Huddersfield ; and scarlet fever
in Cardiff. The 31 deaths from diphtheria in the twenty-eight
towns included 22 in London, 2 in Liverpool, and 2 in Birming-
ham. Of the 11 fatal cases of small-pox recorded during the week
under notice, 6 occurred in Sheffield, 4 in Preston, and 1 in Bristol.
No small-pox patients were under treatment in the Metropolitan
Asjdums Hospitals on Saturday, June 9th. These hospitals
contained 853 scarlet fever patients on the same date, showing
a slight further decline from recent weekly numbers; there were,
however, 89 admissions during the week, against 66 and 78 in the
two preceding weeks. The death-rate from diseases of the respi-
ratorj' organs in London was equal to 2.3 per 1,000, and was con-
siderably below the average.

Health op Scotch Towns.—In the eight principal Scotch
towns 849 births and 468 deaths were registered during the
week ending Saturday, June 9th. The annual rate of mortality,
which had been 20.9 and 19.3 per 1,000 in the two preceding
weeks, further declined to 18.5 during the week under notice, but
exceeded by 2.3 per 1,000 the mean rate during the same period in
the twenty-eight large English towns. Among these Scotch
towns the lowest rates were recorded in Leith and Dundee, and
the highest in Aberdeen and Perth. The 468 deaths in these
towns during the week under notice included 44 which were re-
ferred to the principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate
of 1.7 per 1,000, which exceeded by 0.2 the mean Z3'motic death-
rate during the same period in the large English towns. The
highest zymotic death-rates were recorded in Aberdeen and Glas-
gow. The 211 deaths registered in Glasgow included 14 from
whooping-cough, 5 from measles, 3 from scarlet fever, and 2 from
diphtheria. The death-rate from diseases of the respiratory organs
in these Scotch towns during the week under notice was equal
to 4.1 per 1,000, against 2-3 in London.

,

HEALTk OF ! jBjiSH fTowNS.—During the week ending Satur-
day, June 9tl^':the deaths registered' in the sixteen principal

town-districts I of Ireland were equal to an annual rate of 24.3

per 1,000. The lowest rates were recorded in liilkenny and
.Wexford, and the highest in Galw.ny and Lisburn. The death-
rate from the principal zymotic diseases in these towns averaged
2.8 per 1,000, against 1.5 in the twenty-eight large English towns.
The 147 deaths registered in Dublin during the week under notice
were equal to an .".nnual rate of 21.7 per 1,000, which showed a

further decline from the rates recorded in the two preceding
weeks. The 147 deaths included 19 which resulted from the

principal zymotic diseases (equal to an annual rate of 2.8 per

1,000), of which 11 were referred to whooping-cough, 3 to scarlet
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fever, 3 to " fcv*?r,'' 1 to measles, 1 to diarrhoea, but not one either

to emall-pox or diphtheria. '__

C. F
QUALIFICATION AND DIPLOMAS IN STATE MEDICINE,

r Htl>r> —Wf wo\ild refer our correepondput. who asks (or luformatioii

renwctinii the qualiliQation, etc.. Riven hy Caml.ri.ige llnivemity (or medical

officers of hfiilth, to the Studeuts' Number o( the JouKSAi. for September

lOtli IS-iT wliere he will finJ full details Riven (paKf 5S:^^

....... UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

CAMBRIDGE.
Lectueeship in GEOGKAPHy.—The Committee of Election

(representing the council of the Senate and the Koyal Geographi-

cal Society) have selected, as the first holder of the new Lecture-

ship in Geography, Francis, Henry Hill Guillemard, M.A., M.D.,

of Gonville and Caius College, and formerly of St. Bartholomew s.

Dr. Guillemard is a Fellow of the Geographical, Lmnean, and

Zoological Societies, and is well known as the atithor of the

Voyage of the'' Marchesa " to Kamscha tka and New Guinea. He

is at present in Cyprus, aiding in the archteological explorations

undertaken there "by the luiiversities. hut is expected to return

and enter on liis duties in the Michaelmas term. Dr. Guillemard

has published a pamphlet On the Endemic Hamiatvria of Hot

Climates, and is credited with other professional papers in the

medical and scientific journals. ^
MEDICAL NEWS.

-Resident
I to the

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced

:

ANDERSON'S COLLEGE DISPENSARY, Glasgow.—Physician. Applica

tions to David Wilson, Esq., Honorary Secretary. 42, Bath Street,

Glasgow. '
'

ANDERSON'S COLLEGE DISPENSARY, Glasgow.—Surgeon. Applications;

to David Wilson. Esq.. Honorary Secretary. 42, Bath Street, Glasgow. '

DUFFUS PAROCHIAL BOARD.—Medical Officer. Salary, £35. Applications

by June 33rd to John NicoU. Esq., Inspector of Poor, Hopeman. N.B.

EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FQK CHILDREN. Shadwell. B.—Rr-'
Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications by June 28th

Secretary.

EDINBURGH CITY POOR HOUSE. Craiglockhart .—Resident Medical Officer

Salary £;.i per aunimi, wilh board. Applications by June 2.5th to Mr.

G. Gre'ig. Inspector. City Parish Chambers, 2, Forrest lioad. Edinburgh.

EVELINA HOSPITAL FOB SICK CHILDREN. Southwark Bridge Road.—
Surgeon to Out-patients. Applications by June 26th to the Committee of

Management.
GLASGOW HOSPIT.\L FOR SICK CHILDREN—Assistant House-Surgeon.

AppUcations to M. P. Fraser. Esq.. 91, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

GUEST HOSPITAL. Diidlev.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary. £110 per

annum, with board and residence, etc. Applications by June Slst to the

Secretary.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL, Hampstead Eoad.—Surgeon. Appli-

cations bv June 16th to the Secretary.

LONDON THROAT HOSPITAL. 204, Great Portland Street. W.—House-
Surgeon. Applications by June 27th to the Secretary of the Medical Com-
mittee.

METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS BO.VRD : WESTERN FEVER HOSPITAL.
Fulhair^ S.W.— Clinicil Assi.itaiit. Board and lodging. AppUcations to the

Medical Superintendent at the Hospital.

NEWTON HEATH (MANCHESTER) DISTRICT.—Medical Officer of Health.

Salary, £.^0 per annum. Applications by June isth to the Chairman of the

Local Board of Health, Town Hall. Newton Heath, Manchester.

'NOKrOLK AND NORWICH HOSPITAL.—Honorary PhyBioiim. Applications

by June ISth to the Secretary.

NORFOLK AND NORWICH H06P1TBL.—Honorary Surgeoil. Applications

bv June liith to the Scrnt.Try.

NORTH-EASTERN HOSPlT.\L FOR CHILDEF.N. Hackney Eoad, E.—
Junior House-Surgeon. Sahiry. £30 for six months. Applications by June
ISth to A. Nixon, Esq.. Secretary, 37, Clement's Lane. E.C.

OXFORD KYB HOSPIT.VI.. -House-Surgeon. Board and lodging. Applica-

tions by June 20th to the Secretary. 22 Wellington Square, Oxford.

PARISH OF KDDRACIIILLIS, Sutherland.—Salary, £1.W per annum, with'

free house. Applicnlions by July 16th to Mr. A. R. Cowie, Inspector,

Scourie by Larg, N.B.

PARISH OF KIRKMADRKCK. Kirkcudbrigbtohir©.—Medical Officer for the

Poor. Salary. £36 per annum. Applications by July Hth to Mr. J. Carson.

In3i)ector of Poor. Creelown, N.B.

PARISH OF LOCHS. Stornow.iv.—Medical Officer. Salary, £140, house and
rales free. Applications by June 23rd to H. McL. Ross, Inspector of the

:' Poor, Lochs, StorMowav.

PARISHES OF PKNNYO'OWN AND TOHOSAY.—Medical Officer. Salary,

£100 per annum. Applications by July 3rd to Mf. A. McDougall, Inspector

ot Poor, Auchnacraig. Oban, N.B".

PRISON COMMISSIONERS. SCOTLAND.—Resident Surgeon tor one of H«-
Majesty's prisons in Scotland. Salary-. £:itA) per annum, with r«»idenc<- or

allowance. Appliralion» by June 2.=.tii to the Secretary, Prison CommiMiou
(or Scotland, 13U, George Street, Edinburgh.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, Birmingham.-AssisUnt 'Medical Tutor. Applicationa

by June 20th to the Secretary.

EAMSGATE .\ND ST. L.VWRKNCE ROYAL DISPENSARY AND SKA-
MEN'S INFIRMARY.—Resident Medical Officer. Salarj-. £12(1 per annum,
with furnished apartmenU, etc. Applications by June 23rd to the

Secretary.

KOY\L .U-BF.RT HOSPIT.VL. Devonport.-Assistant Hoase-Surgenn. Board

and lodging. Applications by June 18th to the Chairman of the Managiii«(

Committee.
BOYAL SOUTH HANTS INFIKM..VRY, Southampton. — House-Surjjeon.

Salary, £100, board, lodging, etc. Applications by June a)tb to the Secre-

tary.

SHEFFIELD GENER.U. INFIEM^UIT.-House-Surgeon. Salary, £130, with

board, lodging, etc. Applications by Jiuie Idth to the Secretary.

SHEFFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY.- Assistant Honsc-Surgeon. Salary.

£«0 per annum, with board, lodging, etc. Applications by Juce 16th to the

Secretary.

SUHEBY DISPENSARY, Great Dover Street, Southwark.—Honse-Surgeou.
Salary, £120. and furnished apartments. Applications by June Isth ui

the Subcommittee.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL. Hammersmith Road, W.—Physician. Appli-

cations by June 2l3t tn the Secretary Superintendent.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL. Hammersmith Road. W.—Assistant Pbysitian.

Applications by June 2Ist to the Secretary Superintendent.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Hammersmith Road, W.—House-Physician.

Board and lodging. Applications by June 21st to the Secretary Superin-

tendent.

WEST LONDON HOSPITAL, Hammersmitli Road, W.—Honse-Surgcon.
Board and lodging. Applications by June 2l8t to the Secretary Superin-

tendent.

WESTPORT UNION.—Medical Officer, Westport No. 2 and Loulsbnrgh No. 2

Districts. Salary, £39 per annum, and tecs. Election on June 24th.

WEST SUSSEX, E.^.ST HANTS, AND CHICHESTEJ! INFIRMABY.—Housf-
Surgeon. Salary. £l'i''>. with board and lotlging. Applications by June ^lOth

to the Honorary Secretary, E. -Arnold, Esq.. 'White Hall, Chichester.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND STAFFORDSHIRE GENER.U. HOSPITAL.—
Resident Assistant. Board and lixiging. etc. Applications by June 2Stb

to the Chairman of the Medical Committee.

..ai.'.;...v^a; MEDICAL APPOESfTMENTS.
ADiMS, F.E., M.D.. M.Ch., appointed Medical Officer to the Wellingborough

Medical Institute.

Althorp. C. F. M.. M.B.Lond.. appointed Besideat Medical Officer to the Ida

Convalescent Home. Cookridge.

Bekry, James. M.B., B.S.Lond., F.H.C.S., appointed Assistant-Surgeon to the

Royal Free Hospital, Gray's Inn Road.

Caoxet, James, M.D.. appointed Assist.int Physician and Registrar to the

Hospital for Epilepsy and Paralysis, via H. W. Syers, M.D., resigned.

Cabr, J. W.. M.D., B.S., F.R.C.S., appointed HousivPhysToUn to the Victoria

Hospital for Children, S.W.. vice H. Cholmeley, M.B., resigned.

Chambkhs, James, M.D.. appointed Assistant Medical Superintendent to the

Counties Asylum, Carlisle, vice S. R. Macphail. M.D., resignd.

Clark, F. W.. L.R.C.P.. M.R.C.S., appointed .^sistant Medical Officer to the

Darenth School for Imbecile Children, mce W. T. Maddison. M.B..

resigned.

CuMMiXG, Robert, M.B., C.M.Aberd.. appoint*i^ Assistant Medical Officer to tho

Perth District Asylum, Murthly.

IlAcox, Walter E., L.R.C.P.Lond.. M.E.C.S.Eng.. L.S.A.Lond., appointed

Honorary Physician to the Christchurch Hospital, New Zealand.

Hall, A. R.. M.lS.Brux.. L.li.C.P., M.R.C.S., appointed Surgeon to the Hamp-
stead Provident Dispensary.

Harvey. F. G,. M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P.. appointed Beeident Medical Officer to the

Hospital for Diseases of the Tiiroat, Golden Square, vice P. S. UutchinsoB.

M.R.C.S.. L.S..\., resigned.

Hksdersox. T., M.B., CM., appointed Assistant Resident Moilical Officer to

the Children's Hospiul. Birmingham, vice E. T. Roberts, M.B.. resigned.

Holt. A. K., M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond.. appointed Housc-Physician to the

North Staffordshire Inlirmary. vice S. K. .\lcock, M.K.C.S.. resigned.

Ingle, .4. C M.B.. M.R.C.S.. appointed Surgeon to the Lowestof* Friendly

Societies Medical Institution, vice D. C. Smith, .M.D.. resigned. '

MiCKESZlE, W. J.. M.B.. C.M.Glas.. appointed McJical Officer to the Parish of

St. Mary, bliflgton, rice J. R. Donald F.R.C.S.. rc-..igned.

Macthail.S. R„M.D.Ediu., api>ointed Medical Officer to the Derby Borough
.\sylutn.

MoRisoN. F. W., M.R.C.S., I.R.C.P.Lond.. appointed Surgeon to the ChclsM,

Brompton,and Belgrave Dispensary, »•« Leouani JJark, M.R.C.S., L.R.CP..

resigned.

Prowse, J. S . M.B.. B.S.Oamb., appointe.! Junior House-Surgeon to tlie

Western General Dispensary.

RoBsms, K. T., M.B., CM., appointed Rosidont Mclical Officer to the Chil

dr«n's Hospital. Birmin^h.ini. rir^ (i. W.Powell. M.B.. resignet.

RoBSOS. E. S.. M.R.C.S., acpoiutcl Honorarj. Surgeon to the Durham County
Hospital, vicc'i. W. Baritm. M.B., il.R.C.S., resigned.

-

Staisthobpe, T.. M.D.. FJJ.C.S.. late President ot the North of Kngland
Branch of the British Medi>^l .\&six^iation, appointed Consulting Thysician

to the Tynedale Hydropathic Mansion. Hcxhaiv..

Statelet, W. H. c' L.R.C.P.. M.R.C.S., appoints! House-Surgepn to the

'Victoria Hospiul tor Children, 3.W.. vn H. O. Ki Jd, F.R.C.Si, re igned.
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Tnoursox. A.. L.D.S.R.C.S., ariwint«i Honorary Surgeon-Dentist to the Dur-
ham Countv Hospital.

TniiMi-^iox, K. i).. L.K.C.P.. L.S.A.. appointed Medical Offirer to the Munslow
Distrii-t of the Ludkiw Union, vict A. C. Mnliev, M.B.. B.S.Dub.. resigned.

WHi'l'TAKEB. George O., L.D.S.Kng., appointe^l Honorary Dental Surgeon to

the Manehester >Iospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Throat.

VlxTiACE. F., M.D.Lond.. F.U.C.S., apjiointed Acting Surgeon to the Birming-
ham ajid Midland Skin ami Look Hospital, vice H.T. Bassctt, M.B., re-

eigucd.

EOYAL CtoLl^GB OF SUBGEONS OF ENGLAND.—The following

fjfutlemen having passed the necessary examinations on May 23r(J,

J-ith, 2oth, 2Cth, L'Sth, and I'Oth, 18SS, for the diploma of Fellow,

were, at a meeting of the Council on June 14th, admitted Fellows

of the College.
J. Adams, M.D..^berd.. Ashburton. Devon ; A. S. Morton, M.B., C.M.Eiiin..

26. Weymouth Street, W. ; J. A. Kempe. L.R.C.P.Lond., Koy.ll Alex,andra

Hospital. Brighton; J. Mackem, M.D.Cantab.. 30, Cambridge Street.

Hyde Park. W. ; T. F. Pearse. L.K.C.P.Lond.. 10. Montague Street, Ku8-
safl Square. W.C. ; H. W. Dodd, L.K.C.P.Lond.. 47. Kensington Park
Gardens. W. ; C, A. Morris. M.B.Cantab., 3.1. Myddelton Square, E.G. ;

W. Hind. M.D.Lond., », Woodhouse Terrace, Stoko-on-Trent ; B. W.
^Villett, M.B.Oron., 60. Welheck Street, Cavendish Square. W. ; B.C.
Arnold. L.K.C.P.Lond.. Hurst, Fairfield Road. Croydon; G. L.Wells,
M.B.and B.S.Lond., 16. Heathcote Street, W.C; J. H. E. Brock.
M.B.Lond.. 115. Adelaide Road, South Hampstead ; A. J. Drew,
L.R.C.P.Lond., 62, St. John Street. Oxford ; T. P. Beddoes. L.S.A., 89, Lam-
beth Palace Eoad ; F. C. Hart-Smith, M.B.Lond., St. Peter's Rectory,

Bedford ; H. Armstrong. L.R.C.P.Lond.. Aylestone Hill, Hereford ; It.

R. Whishaw, L.R.C.P.Lond., ir. Mount Hoad. New Brighton, Cheshire ;

H. S. Walker. L.R.C.P.Lond., The films. Wakefield; K. F. Jowers.
L.R.C.P.L0IU1., 27, Old Steyne, Brighton ; H. Tonka. L.R.C.P.Lond.,
Parkwood Grange. Knowle. Warwickshire ; K. Totsuka, L.R.C.P.Lond.,
do. Lambeth Palace Road ; E. Solly, M.B.Lond., Oongleton, Cheshire ; C.

J. Shields, M.B.Melb.. 3,i», City Road, E.G. ; A. S. Taylor, M.B.Cantab.,
Richmond House, Kliot Park, Blackheath. S.E. ; F. H. Taylor, M.B.Lond.,
8, Pyrland Road, N. ; A. A. Kanthack, L.R.C.P.Lond., 1. Betley Villa,

Church Grove. Hampton Wick, Middlesex; P. W. Rattray, M.B.,
C.M.Aberd., 7, Approach Road, E. ; D. H. M'Kianon, M.B., C.M.Aberd.,
Bethnall House, Cambridge Road. E.

Fifty-six candidates presented themselves for examination, 31

of whom passed (including 3 candidates who have not yet attained

tlie legal age) and 25 failed.

The following gentlemen having passed the necessary exami-
nation at previous meetings of the court, and having since attained

the legal age (25 years), were also admitted Fellows.
W. Fox, L.R.C.P.tond.. 3. Brambletyie Park Hill, Croydon; J. W. Wash-

bourn, The Friars, Gloucester; "P. A. Lloyd, L.U.C.P.Lood., 101, St.

Mark's Road. North Kensington.

The following gentlemen having passed the necessary exami-
nations, and having obtained medical qualifications, were admitted
IIembers of the College.
V. Allen, L.R.C.P.Lond., 99, Belgrave Road, S.W.; U. Banerji, L.K.C.P.Lond..

Eailuir. Bombay ; G. A. H. Barton, L.S.A., St. Mary's Hospital ; B. J.
Braye. L.R.C.P.Lond., 13, Lincoln Street, Leicester : M. P. Cooke. L.S.A.,
Fern House, Landkey. Barnstaple; W. L. Mathias, L.R.C.P.Lond., 49,

Montpelier Road, Brighton; A. A. Parry. M.B.Melb., 9, Euston Square,
N.W. ; E. V. Phillips. L.R.C.P.Lond.. Kibworth. Beaucliamp, Leicester;

B. T. M. Tunnicli£te, L.S.A., Whetstone. N.

IviNG AND Queen's College of Phtsicians in Ireland.—
At a special examination*for the Licence to practise Midwifery
of the College, held on Friday, May 18th, 1888, the following

candidate was successful.
H. a. Logan, M.D.. E.U,I., Belfast.

At the ordinary monthly examinations for the Licences to

practise Medicine and Midwifery of the College, held on Monday,
June 4th, 1888, and three following days, the undermentioned
candidates were successful.
For the Lifmcea to Prnctise Medicine and Midicifcri/.—W. A. Murray, L.R. C.S.I.

,

Dublin; T. H. Sfrangman, L.R.C.S.I.. Watei-ford.
For Vte Licence to Practise Medicine onlj/.—J. A. O'Fine^n, L.R.C.S.I.,

Dublin.
For the Licence to rractise Midwifery onli/.—'W. D. Moore, M.D., Q.U.I. ,

Belfast.

Royal College or Sukqeons, Ireland.—Mr. J. Bellew Kelly

was erroneously stated in our last number to have been returned
as a memtier of Council. Dr. 11. G. Croly has declared himself a

candidate for vice-presidency in 1889. It is stated that another
candidate will also be in the field.

.^T a meeting of the Citmcil of the Pharmaceutical Society of

(ireat Eritaiu on June litb, Mr. Michael Carteighe, F.I.C., F.C.S.,

was elected President of the Society for the seventh year in suc-

cession.

Pbesentation. —Upon June 12th Dr. W. K. Dawson, medical
officer, was presented by the members of Court Wenlock, A.O.F.,
with a silver casket, richly gilt and engraved.

Du. Mazzahixi, late Assistant Surgeon in Professor Loreta's
wards, in Bologna, has succumbed to splenic fever.

A COURSE of clinical lectures and demonstrations is to be given
during June at the Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond
Street. The medical course will be delivered by Dr. Sturges on
Fridays, at 3.30 ; the surgical course by Mr. Edmund Owen, on
Saturdays, at 9.30 a.m. During the remainder of the summer ses-

sion. Dr. Barlow will give weekly demonstrations of cases in the
wards at 10.15 A.M. on Tuesdays, commencing June 26th. Mr.
John Morgan will lecture on .Saturdays at 10.30, on congenital

deformities, commencing June 30th.

Gbh. Rath. Professor Dr. v. Bbrqmann has been elected an
honorary member of the St. Petersburg Surgical Society.

DIAEY FOR NEXT WEEK.

MOHDAir.
EoTAL College of Surgeons of Bnglaio), 5 p.m.—Mr. R. Marcus Qunn

tAl-ris and Gale Lecturer) ; On Light-percipient Organs.

EOTAL OoLLEOB OF Phtsiciahs OF LosDOX. 5 P.M.—Dr. Donald MacAUst«r
The Croonlan Lectures on Antipyretics.

WB»JrEB»AT.
KoTAL College of SttRGKOss of Englabd, 5 p.m.—Mr. R. Marcus Guna

(Arris and Gale Lecturer) : On Light^percipient Orgnns.

Hospitals Assooiation. 8 p.m.—Governors' Hall of St. Thomafi's Hospital.
Adjourned discussion of a paper by W. Burdett-Couttfl, Esq.,

M.P., on Contributions by Patients in Relation to the Financial
Condition of London Hospitals.

EOYAL Meteobological Societv. 7 P.M.—The Hon. Ralph Abercromby : First
Report of the Thunderstorm Committee. On tJie Photographs
of Lightning Flashes. Mr. Charles Harding : The Cold Period
from September 18s<7 to May 1888. The Hon. Ralph Aber-
cromby : Observ-ations on Cloud Movements near the Equator,
and on the general Character of the Weather in the Doldrums.

THDKSDAY.
EoTAL College OF Physiclans of Lohdon, 5 p.m.—Dr. Donald Mac Alister:

The Croonlan Lectures on Antipj-retlcs.

Obstetrical Societt of London, 8 p.m.—Adjourned debate on papen* by Dr.
Steavenson, Dr. Lovell Drage. Dr. Gibbons, and Dr. Sbaw on
Electrolysis in the Treatment of Diseases of Women.

FRIDAY.
Eotal College of Sitrgeons of England. .5 p.m.—^Mr. R. Marcus Guna

(Arris and Gale Lecturer) : On Light-percipient Organs.

8ATFRDAY.
ANATOMICAL Society of Great Britain and Ireland, Anatomical Museum

of the University of Cambridge, 4..30 P.M.

—

Alex. Macalister,
F.R.S. : Dissecting-room Notes and Specimens. John Cnrnow;
Specimen of Abnormal Development sf the Skull. Johnson
Sj^nington : (1) Two Adult Temporal Bonea. with non-union
of thePeriotic and Squamous Portions. i2) A Section of the
Head to show the Air-passages connected with the Ear.

(3) Sections of a Female Pelvis. W. H. Gaskell, P.R.S.

:

Preparations illustrating the Structure of the Cranial
Nerves. A. M. Paterson : Microscopic Specimens illus-

trating the Develoitmeut of the Spinal Nervous System.
W. H. Caldwell: A new Microtome. Frederick Treves:
Hernia into the Foramen of Wiuslow. Johuson Syming-
ton : On the Rectum and Anus. Alexander Hill : (i) Sub-
callosal Convolution. (2) A new Staining Method for

Nerve-cells.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announcement of Births, Marriages, and Deaths it St, €d.,

tohich should beforwarded in stamps with the announcement,

BIRTHS.

Herbert.—On June 7th, at 7, Abbey Terrace, West Cliff. Whitby, the wife of

Johnson Herbert, L.E.C.P.. etc., medical officer of health, of a daughter.

Holts.—On May 3rd, at Xass. New South Wales, the wifa of Alton Kingsley

Holts, M.R.C.S.Bng., of a daughter.

Neligan.—On May 8th. at Pcnmorfa, Friends' Eoad, Croydon, the wife of J, W.
Neligan, M.D., of a son.

MARRIAGES.
Breit—Telford.—On June Sth, at Brighton, near Melbourne. Victoria, John

Talbot Brett, M.R.C.S.Bng., L.K.C.P.Lond., eldest son of the late Deputy
Surgeon-General Her Majesty's Indian Army, to Margaret Stirling, third

daughter of the late James Campbell Telford, M,D., of Cobran, New South

Wales. (Per Reuter's cable.)

Stafnthorpe-Peat.—On June .5th. at the West Free Church, Broughty Ferry,

by the Rev. G. B. Troup, M.A., William Waters Stainthorpe, M.D., of Kirk-

leatham, Redcar, to Clementina Janet Peat.

DEATHS.
Ewan.—At Parkeston. Harwich, on Saturday, June Wh, John Prazer Bwon,

M.D., B.Sc Edinburgh, of Sydney, New South Wales, aged ,•« years.

Ttkk.-On June 9th. at Chiswick, Thomas Harrington Tuke, M.D.. P.R.C.P.,

etc., of the Manor House, Chiswick, and 37, Albe.-uarle Street, agsd 62.
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""operation days at the LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY. .. ICIO A.M.: Royal Lon.ion Oi,)ithalmin.-1.3C P..V.: Guyi
'*°"

(Ophthalmia n'-parlment, : an.I Jioyal Wertnm.sUr Oj.l.Um •

mic.-3P.M.: MKropolitan Fre.^ ; M. Marks; I ei.tnil Lm,.lon

Oplithalmii-; Hoyal Orthopedic: and Hoapitol for >>oineii.—

2 :.!) P.M. : Chdsfa Uoii[.ital for WoiiiL-n.

n \ M • St Mary's lOphthalniii- I'lpartiticnt).—10.30 A.M. :

"itov.iri.on.lon Ophthalmii'.- 1 .:» P.M.: Gi.j-'»; St. Ifattliolo-

mew,. (Ophthalmia Departmei'.l) ; St.Mary s ; 1 oyanVFstmiii-

strr I )phthalniic.-2 P.M. : VVi-itmiiister ;
ft. Mark b

j
f;™'/-;!

Loudon Opl.thalmic.-a.30P.M.;We!tI.ondon;Cancprn.«pltal.

Urompton -< p.m. : St. Thomos'.< (Ophthalmic Departmi-iiO.;

10 i M National Orthopn-dic— in.;)0 A.M. : Koyal Lull. ion

"ophtiialmic.-lP.M. iMid.ilRsen.—l.iiOP.M. St. Bartholomews;

St Thomas's; Roval Westminster 0phtIialmu-.-2 p.m.:

Lomioii; rniversit'y Collej;e; Westminster: Great Aoithem

Central- Central Lndoii OplithalmiL-.—2.30 P.M. i Samaritan

Free Hospital for 'NVomcn and Children : St. Peters.—3 to I

P.M. : Kiiiu's College. «^ „
THUESDAY 10.30 A.M.: Itoval f,oiidon Ophthalmi.-.-l P.M. :

St. C.eorpes
i.a.unaua.1.

_;.„,,.„ . ,s;'t. Barlholoniew's lOphtlialmic Depart meiit I ;

Giit'8 I Ophthalmic Department); Koyal Westminster Ophtlial-

mie—2pm • Charing Cross; London; St. Thomas s lObstel-

rie Department I : Central London Oj.htlialmie ;
Hospital for

Di.ea»''s of the Throat; Hospital for Woinen.-2.30 P.M.:

North-West London ; (.'helsea lloipital tor Women.
9am St Mary's (Ophthalniir Department).—10.30 A.M.:

"KoTal London Ophthalmie.— 1 Ah p.m. : St. Georfre'sjl Ophthal-

nii'e Departnient).-l..'iO p.m. : (uiy's ; Royal Weslminster.Oph-

thalinio-a P.M. : Kings College ; St. Thomas s (Oplithalniic

Department); CoiUial Loii.lon Ophthalmic ;
Royal South

London Ophthalmie; East London Hospital for Children.—

2 30 P.M.: West London.
. , , -

<SATITHT)XY ilAM Uoval Free.—10.30 A.M. : Royal London Ophthalmic.—
OAiuniv.A.!

1 ,. M . Ki'ii'-'* College—1.30 P.M.; St. liartholomew 9 ; St.

Thoiiiaa's ifoTal We.^tminster Ophthalniic—2 p.m.: Charing

Cross- London; iliddle.sex : Royal Free ; Central Londou

Ophthalmic—2.30 p.m. : Cancer Hospital, Brompton.

aCERIEB.

FRIDAY

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON
HOSPITALS.

Charing Cross.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1

M. Th.. 1.30 ; Dental, M. \V. F., 8.

Guy's

Ohstetrie, Tu. F., 1.30; Skin,

i;S:!^/^Isn^cJI;<lai^.l.30: OWctnc M.Tn. F.,l|) ; K^e M.Tu.

"Th P 1 .30- Ear Tn. F., 12..30; Skin, Tu., 12.30: Dental. Tu. Th. 1., 12.

K^Ws I'o.LKOK.-Medicai. daily, 2: Surgical, daily.,1.30 -.Obstetric, Tu Th.S..

2- OD M W V. 12.30: Eye, M. Th., 1 ; Ophthalm ic Department, W., 1

;

v',.r Th 5. Skin 'Th - Throat, Th., 3; Dental. Tu. F., 10.

I .^s'nox St'dh-a daily eic. S., 3 ; Surgical, daily, IMand 2; Obstetric, M Th..

1^1 on W 'i 1 30 Ev'. W S. 9: fiar, S.. 9.30: Skin, Th., 9 ;
Dental, "l-u. 9.

M PP.' ^SFX-MediValknd Surgical, daily, 1 : Obstetric, Tn. P., 1.30; o.p ,W, S

I 30 Eve W S 8 30; Ear and Throat, Tu.. 9; Skin. Tu., 4 : Dental, daily, 9,

St B*:RTHm.OMBv;'s -Medical and Surgical daily, 1.3o ;
Obstetric, Tu. Th. S. 2;

o p W S., »: Eye, Tu. Tli. S., 2.30 ; Ear. Tu. F., 3 ; Skin, F., l..;0; Larynx,]-.,

•>'to'. Orthnit?e<iic M.. 2.3o ; Dental. Tu. I-".. 9.
. „ „ .

9 »^ EleetrfcUn Tu. F., 2; Dental. W. S., 9.30; Consultations, M.,2.30i

finerations Tu., I.3'l; Ophtlialniic (Jperations, J' .. 9. ^^ ^ , . ™ ,, „

St ^^HOMAs'.s.-Mcdicai an'd Surgical, daily e.cept iJ^J-a •,^,^'" r^'T"- F- 2
;

\ju- 1 -111. T?wrt M Th 3 o u dailv except cat., 1.^0 ; tar. M.. l-'.oU,

- Sfe W' i2 :io 'fhrmt. Tn.'F.: 1 sK ChilTiren, sl. 12.30 ; Dental. Tu. F 10.

TT?rJ?B..iTT(\;Li |-.;r -Medical and Surgical, dailv. 1 to 2: Obstetrics. M. 'lu.

^Th F I30 Eye M.lu Th. F.. 2 ; fear, S.,i;30; Skin, W„ 1.46, S.. 9.15;

W^J^^^l;H.i!:S;rr^n.lkigi. aaUy, 1.^ ObsteUie. TU.F..3; Eye,

M, Th.. 2.30 ; Ear, M.. 9 ; Skin, Th., 1 ; DenUl, W .
S.. 9.1o^

As OLI. St-r.»CRll.KR asks irhere wicker coffin-i can »--obUinod.

DU. C. Gt-.> M2rs™phJn, Green West^publln)
J'^'j',-'',;'

^ ".^"^^J.^faVr

!;-irrid';;Mik'i!i^TorJn^.>?ia\y^'?Sg:;^Js,^^

AM.MR.Raskswhic,:^^?;^?'^:^^^^^^^^^--— -

webbcrt lingers is to br recomniendfvl.

S H.J. asks: N>n,at is^^^dressing for a clean wound oyer the .h.«

^nld;roS\tt-S';.l'^te;de*n"?et;U:-^o
h4\rgranu,ate. The Utub is

having perfect rest. _^ ,j ^ Dtsidrosis. . , ,.

T. E. L. L. would be very n-Wobliged for any;nro™atjon^an>:_r«^.r of J^he

i;i^;;n^^d^':?rhamll'-^t«^on J nie^n.. an

faces. It appears every >"[ "X/iiales dr "ig at "n? place, while fres).

perfect. .

ANSWERS.

AnXIRALTT ElAM.5AVIO>-
J„ri>:<AL

Stu.,,:o. R. N. write;: In -PlJ
'•J,iVi;Cn;:^on and'^idanc; in giving ««

of June 9th. I would quote f"!^
f'^'P, ?™?nL from the Queen's Regulation*

opinion in the case he refers «" 'he following Irom t V
^^.^^^^ ^^

„!,d Admiralty 1"''™^*'°,"'' ^"'^I^Pen e^L Her Maiestv's navy: "Seven
all persons, of whatever class or age, entering «e J

„-^,..,i„^i from the

teeth deficient or defective
(""if" ,'P^^^*

^^hv ^e "eriously impaired owing
Admir.-.lty), or if the

V'"\Lto^r unsound eeth; for example, three or four in-

to a smaller number of absent or .'"'°"'J? ^"'i''^,,,. „hove no exact rule with

cisors or four n^<'.l»"i"V'^"';;'^Sdow7Tut the examining medic-al officer

^hr^d^'^k^t,'•r:^r,^^he^rd^aorf"ih^ .eeth general.,, and the ,r^-

bility of their lastmg.
Methtlexe

l.«,>AKX,A,se„ds.,iefol.owln^stru.g^tqu^^

;i,-r^'^:Vi^L^S15^^l^okj.iAheai^^ -^
V We have referred the questions .0 Sir

^^^ ""^^^l
^- *»'° "^ ^ ,j^^,

euougli to send the following replies:

J-

» /^^^.^^'^^'^^'^ ,„a 3. Same
three drachms. 3. About cue drachm '°; '"^''"^^^^^^^.^ester Square,

as chloroform. 6. Krohne and Seseniann. Duke striet, Juaucu

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

COMMt-yiCATION-. POR THE Ct-RRpT
'*;;'^><«'=',''"0'l"JsiTv'"''"

'"'*''" """

ISfiii^^ethdfa \ir^.-- t^iirsan;^?:;:^?^^

'SS"H^ji!.4i:^i-!r^s:i^or^:r.^'.^^eofii;^
JoURHAL. and not to his (.rivate house

u„,t,<!h MrmrAl.
.M-raoR-S desiring reprints of their articles P"W"""n

1 with ?he Man-iger 4^
J0UR.IAI. are requested to communicato beforehand witli tlie .Manager. i^.>.

Cfmli'Spoym^TS who wish notice to he taken of their oomniunicatioiis should

' ?u"SXat":he"m with their names-of cou«e
""J-^-X Vorrcc's'tofor"^

CoRRE.spoNiiFVrs not answered are requested to look to the ."»otucs to i.orre-

Ml^r^CRr,;s VoRw'r!.',"™ ?o"TnK OFFtCF OF THI. JO.R.,At. CAKXOX VKt,.R A-^

P„"™cTkm:tk DKPAR;M™"-We shall be much obliged to >Mical Officer,

of Health iltlK-v will. 0.1 forwarding their -Vnnual and other Rejort*, favour

us with Duplicait Copies.

HOTEtt. LKTTEB8, KT*.

GIBSOX AXD WlVK v. JlKtRIF.S ASD HlUJ.

Further Su'jscripho'i'. „,

(TO defray the expenses of tS defendants : see Jovh..ax, May 2|th, p. U32,.

. .1

B. Faraday Giles " 110
Fred. F. .\nd1ew3

. 10 6
H.W.Webster ' "\ '...2 2

Leaving'£78'6s. oAV still' ti) be 'subscribed.
^ j^^^^^^ Honorary SecreUry.

10, George Street. Hanover Square, Vf.

.„. ARCHtRAt.. D. MAC^.^r\^^SB'^ease*7'^r^

eluded among his prec-au ions
«'Xchm of I qnor ii>li »o a pint and a halfl.

hands in iodised water i^''.'"."' >"'^,;'™'^M' ^ "Tment" against the disease in

he did not use "the
^'""^'"S

*"'''^P'V- 'mS tlS here iodine is «A«

question. There is substantial «"f"'"^'^'-t h? might not have had oc-

antiseptic. Had your ™''^;'»l',";;;
™' ™ ?^'^4r„ all : the*^horrowe.l Higginson

casion to refer to the so-called P""^,"^' '"j'"
"„„,,;t of conveyance of po<H

would not havebecome theimc^iscu us .nstrum^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^ irrigatiou, :

sible septicaemia in spite of the antisepii|- "^^l
^j,;, „, have been occu-

thirtv-tSvo lines of tl'«- J«^«"\VS" I'l? o h^^^ '"'"' *" •"•

pied 'in reiterating the warning
"f"?'" ^7„„,'ui not have l*en written.

nooks of used instruments and th s
Jf
"

7'™.''i',^,-,ne and perha,>s also by
The syringe, I hold, should have ':"^'''" I"'""^ .t-V, ^ not rcc mmendM to be
corrosive sublimate before return to the chemist and not t-^^

, ^^ , „i„j^ „
destroyed. A working .nan »"'"' """^IJiVareeitirreftertive or they aro

:ra;^s''"^io1t^T^ufbt.re"t'^er?o'^^'XSe"riet us then practically show

our faith in them.

SKVKRA. correspondents hiv?^S"dirng;gJi««i^:r:^'^S
spects before a medical i;"7/'!;'"fV^l"'i^^'"'^K^ gene™ answer tTsueh a

those which he has in the l""'^;'
"I'-'f:'™' in p^rt.nal and physical qualifi-

questioucanbe pv™. as much de ends tpotp^
„,„e,„li-r.il that there

St^ret-'S'-'-^"''- u^oa'lhe "prilice of unqualified persons, and
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that consequcntlv quai-kerv is rampant. Further, the number of quahfie.l

pmctitiouers in proportion'to the lioi.u'ation is ahcady large. In his annual

address to tlie Sydney and New South Wales Branch of the British Medu-al

A&soeiation. theHon. Dr- J. M. Creed, the retiring President, referred to

this snbjeet ; the number of medical practitioners wlio were arriving in Aus-

tralia from all parts of the world for the purpose of settling in practice wa«,

he said, disproportionate; " the hopes of many of these gentlemen," he said,

"are fated to disappointment, for the number "of medical men in proportion to

the population is rapidly becoming so large that reniuneratiye practice can

be hut the reward of vefv few of them." He added that whereas there was

one medical practitioner to every 1,.562 inhabitants in England, in New South

Wales there was more than one to every 1.2.i0, if the men practising without

qualilications were included in the calculation.

THtn-l>ERSTORMS A>-D LlGHTSING ACCIDEMS.
Mr. H. Newman Lawrence. Electrician to the Institute of Medical Electricity

(21, Regent Street), writes that the Institute is very desirous to obtain

authentic information concerning lightning accidents, whether fatal or other-

wise. Electrical and physiological details ar« most required, but reliable

general information is stated to be often very valuable, and will be gratetullj

received.

Thk Treatment or Eczema.
Dr. C. R. Illixgworth (Accrington) writes : The prescription given by Dr.

Hawkins is lacking in one essential ; it contains no antiseptic. For several

years I had very good results with a mixture of equal parts of zinc ointment
and glycerine. Viut since I made the preparation antiseptic with glycerine of

borax 1 liave effected much more rapid cures. The same ointment also gives

great relief in pruritus ani, itself an eczematous or quasi-eczematouB affec-

tion ; whilst for acne rosacea and other allied affections of the skin it is (if

there be any justification in the use of the term) an absolute " specific."

Os THE Use of Codeine to Helieve Pain in Abdominal Disease.

Mb. J. Matthews (Liverpool) writes : I read with much pleasure the paper on
Codeine by Dr. Lauder Brunton in the Journal of June 9th. I have now
under treatment a lady who has recently ceased menstruating and who has

suffered for nearly a year from vomiting attended occasionally by haemor-

rhage—hysterical vomiting and vicarious lia'morrhage. She complained
much of 'pain in various parts, specially under the lower edge of the ribs

»nd over the ovaries. I had tried evervt'hing I thought likely to relieve her

with little or no effect, when Dr. William Carter suggested- codeine. We
gave it in half-grain doses three times a day with very decided benefit.

Contrary to the opinion expressed in the paper referred to, my impression is

that it tends to constipate, and I add one grain of compound rhubarb pill to

each dose.

A Pin passed per Anum in Forty HorRS.
Dr. J. Mc.^NDREW, M.B.Ed. (Huddersfield) writes : A child aged 2 years was
brought to me on June 4th by its father, who averred that it had swallowed a

email pin about an hour previously. I carefully examined the mouth and
fauces, but could discover no pin there. As the child seemed to be suffering

no discomfort, I concluded that perhaps, unltnown to the mother, it had
dropped the pin from its mouth—in fact, that it had not swallowed the pin
after all. However, I told the father to give the child plenty of solid food,

very little liquid, and on no account to give a purgative. I also told him to

have every stool examined carefully ; this was done, and the result was that

they found the pin embedded in a mass of fsces passed on Wednesday
morning, June 6th.

I merely note this case because, in the first place, it is not very common to

find a sharp and somewhat lengthy body like a pin pass through the intes-

tinal tract without producing any untoward symptoms ; and in the second
place because of the short time—about forty hours—that elapsed between its

entrance and exit from the alimentary canal.

Eugenia Jambolana.
Db. Geo. Suttie (Detroit. Michigan, U.S.A.) writes : There appeared in the
Journal of May .5th a small paragraph headed " Jambul from the Dutch
Indies," in which the botanical name was given as syzygium iambolana.
Beneficial results were also recorded from the use of this drug in a ease of

diabetes mellitus, and the paragraph concluded by saying that "it is not
clear whether this is the same plant as eugenia .jambolana."
Since the memtiers of the profession on Ijoth sides of the Atlantic are some-

what interested in this drug as a promising remedy in diabetes, it would be
conducive to their intelligent understanding of the therapeusis of .jambul to

know that reports of its effects as given under the name of syzygium jambo-
lana and that of eugenia jambolana relate to the same remedy, and can be

incorporated in collective investigation.
The urgent necessity which exists for more stringent rules of botanical

classifii-ation in order to get the infinity of names within hounds called for

the fusion of the genus syzygium into eugenia by Bentham anil Hooker when
writing their Genera Plantarum (vol i, part ii, page 719), and as this work is

recognised as authoritative on taxonomy, jambul should now be known as

B. jambolana. Lam.
Your readers may have access to either or all of the works mentioned below,

and which can be consulted for a record of synonymy : De CaiidoUe's Prodro-
nus, vol. iii. p. 2.'S9-, Dniry's J'seful PlanU of India, p. 421; Rosenthal's //ei/-

Nutz' und Giftpflanzen alter Liinder, p. 930 ; Baker's Flora of Maurttiut ani
the SajcKtlles, p. 116 ; Hooker's Flora of Brilish India, vol. ii, p. 499, etc.

COMMUNICATIONS, LETTERS, etc.. have been received from :

Mr. Atkinson, Leeds ; Dr. Eustace Smith, London ; Our Swiss Correspond-

ent ; Dr. Robert Pringle, Blackheath ; Dr. C. Bell Taylor, Nottingham ; The
Secretary of the Hospitals Association. London ; Dr. Norman Kerr, London ;

Mr. W. Martindale. London ; Dr. A. M. Edge, Manchester ; Observer ; Dr,

L.Steven, Glasgow; Mr. P. H. Famsworth. Nottingham; Dr. D. Ooyder,

Bradford ; Dr. A. Bronner. Bradford ; Dr. Wolfe, Glasgow ; Dr. W. D.

Spanton, Hanley; Mr, CI. A. D. Mahon, London; Messrs, Ellis and Cnth-
bert, Gloucester ; Dr, A. K. Hall, London; Dr. Oidtmann, Maastricht, Hol-

land; Dr. Handfield Jones, London; Surgeon W. G. Axford, H.M.S. /.r«!.

Devonport ; Dr. J. W. Moore, Dublin ; Dr. Thin, London ; Mr. C. Aitken,

Penarth ; Mr. W. A. Thomson, Ampthill ; Mr. J. W. Fry, Wateringhury ; A
Student of Disease; Messrs. Burnett and Co.. London; Mr. E. P. Hardey,

Hull ; Dr. Maxwell, Woolwich ; Mr. W. T. Grant, London ; J, McAndrew,

M,B., Huddersfield; Mr. T. Holland, London ; The President of the Royal

College of Physicians, L»ndon ; Dr. J. H. Scott, Camberley ; Dr. Walter

Pearce, London; Mr. Adams Frost, London; G.B.White, M.B., Dublin;

J. Berry, M.B., London; Mr. C. B. Lockwood, London; Dr. T. W. Thurs-

field, Leamington ; Mr. A. II. Hawkins, Birmingham ; Dr. J. W. Byers,

Belfast ; Mr. G. Q. Roberts, London ; Mr. M. G. Clark, Walham Green ; Dr.

Kelly, Taunton ; Dr. B. Field, Bath ; Dr. G. Suttie, Detroit, U.S.A. ;
Dr. F.

Hennie, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Dr. W. E. Steav«nson, London ; Dr. Partridge,

Stroud; Dr. Macpherson", London; Dr.W. B. Dawson, London; Mr, G, Dalzel,

London; Mr. Shirley Murphy, London; Dr. A. D. Macdonald, Liverpool;

Dr. W. B. Hacon, Christchurch, N.Z, ; Mr. J. P. Jamieson, London ; Dr. J.

H. Champ, Maidenhead ; Our Manchester Correspondent ; R. M, D. ; A
Member ; Mr. W. Marriott, London ; Mr. W. W. Pike. Curragh ;

Dr. C.

Gunn, Dublin; Mr. F.Wilson. Keighley ; Dr. T. Stainthorpe, Hexham;

Mr. F. Passmoro, London; Mr. J. Dewar, Buxton; Dr. W. Alexander,

Streatham ; Sir James Paget, Bart., London ; Dr. J. G. Clendinnen, Coseley;

Mr. S. Benton, London ; The Secretary of University College Hospital,

London; Mr. C. R. Owen.Rushden ; Messrs. B. Street and Co., London ; Dr.

Sykes, Mexborough ; Deputy Surgeon-General Franklyn, London ;
Dr. E. B.

Eento'ul, Liverpool ; Mr. F. Newiand Pedley, London ; Mr. C. Macnamara,

London ; Dr. F. L. Benham, London ; Mr, H. T. Barton, Burnley ; Dr. J.

Glaister. Glasgow ; Dr. Ward Cousins, Southsea ; Dr. E. M. Simon, Birming-

ham ; E. Gumming, M.B., Murthly ; The Secretary of the Sanitary Institute

of Great Britain, London ; Mr. J. W. Mason, Hull ; Dr. Edwardes, London;

Dr. E. Wade Savage, London; Mr. W. H. Brown, London; Dr. Pearse,

Botesdale; Dr. H. B. Densham, Aylesbury; Mr. T. Wilkinson, Lincoln;

Dr, J. M. Hobertson, Glasgow; Mr. Patten, Ealing; Mr. F. Edges, Manchester;

Mr. J. Matthews, Liverpool ; Dr. C. E. Illingworth, Accrington ;
Dr. Mark-

ham Skerritt, Bristol ; Dr. G. S. Middleton. Glasgow ; Mr. W. Ashton Ellis,

London ; Dr. E. Barnes, London ; Dr. H. T. Rutherford, London
;
Our Liver-

pool Correspondent; Dr. J. D. McHeely, KiUybegs ;
Dr. Farquharson, M,P„

London ; Dr. M. G. Evans, Cardiff ; Dr. D. Thomas, London ;
Mr. C. J.

Mouncey, Eariestown ; Dr. G. B. White, Dublin ; The Editor of the Journal

of Commerce, Liverpool ; Messrs. Huggett and Co.. London ; Mr. A. E. Rook,

Eastbourne ; Mr. A. C. Butler-Smythe. London ; Dr. W. R. Woodman,

London ; Dr. Scott, Ilkley ; Mr. C. Fox, Carthays, Cardiff; Deputy Surgeon-

General S. S. Skipton, M.D., Leeds ; Mr. Liedke. London ; Mr. A. de St.

Dalmas, Leicester; Mrs, Ashton Warner, London; Mr. Keetley, London;

Mr. H. N. Lawrence, London ; Dr. G. E. Leeper, Kesh
;
Mr. W. H. Kerbey,

Charmouth; Mr. J. L. Goodwiu, London; Messrs, W. J. Bush and Co.,

London ; etc.

BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED.

The Standard of Value. By William Leighton Jordan. Fifth edition. London :

Longmans, Green and Co. 18S8.

The Science and Art ot Surgery. By John Eric Erichsen F.R.3., LL D. Ninth

edition, revised and edited by Marcus Beck, M.S., M.B., F.R.C.S. Vols. I

and II. London : Longmans, Green and Co.

The Scction.al Anatomy of the Congenital Ca-cal Hernia. By E. H. Bennett,

M.D., and D. J. Cunningham, M.D. Loudon : H. K. Lewis.

An Introduction to the Study of the British Pharmaoopa;ia. By Eawdon Mao-

namara. London : H. K. Lewis.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
"BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL."

Seven lines and under
Each additional line

A whole column
A page ... . •• • • •

An average line contains seven words.

When a series of insertions of the same advertisement is ordered, a discount is

made on the above scale in the following proportions, beyond which no reduction

can he allowed.
For 6 insertions, a deduction of ... ••• l" P^"' eent.

,, 12 or 13 „ ,
20

„ 26 „ ,
2o ••

£0 3 6
4

1 15
5

„ 52 30

Special terms for occasional ch.ange of copy during series ;

. , ^
20 per cent, if not less than 26 pages be t«ken ) or their equivalent

25 .52 „ f
i" oalf or

30
"

104 „ ) quarter pages.

For these terma the series must, in each cate, be completed within twelve monthsfrom

the date of first insertion.

Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the Manager a the Office

not later than noon on the Wednesday preceding publication ;
and, if not paid

for at the time, should be accompanie<l by a reference.

Post-OfBce Orders should be m.ade payable to the British Medical Association,

at the West Central Post^OflSc, High Hblborn. Small amounts may be paid m
postag(^stamps.

Notice —Advertisers are requested to observe that it is contrary to tue

Postal Regulations to receive at Post-Oflaces letters addressed to imtiaU only.
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REPORTS
or TBI

COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION
CO^IMITTEE

or THI

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

T^TTPOT^T ON THE^QUIRY INTO THE CON-

NECTION OF DISEASE WITH HABITS
OF INTEMPERANCE.'

,
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TCseTond toiTndfou^th columns were headed. ''OccupaUoB

^hXr the deceasThadVersufiered from gout or not, ..^ere-

^pt'd^V^th^rfr/inTsi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

:: gt: izf^ri^f^vS'^W-'^ -^hat is men who drink

*°.-^^,*c"']t'S°/lWntr-Men who, without being

^^^i?S;|l3S^.t-l^':^e^4^e
Zr^gi^d It'un't'^oT material' extent; but yet who can

norbecTued' drunkards,' or considered to have forfeited a cha-

'"''CllTs'T-The Decidedly Intemperate.-' Tiring men,'

'^n^fdtub?WTs^;thtroftwo classes a patients«
considered as belonging, he may be placed between the two by

^°l'i?fe?4TSe"ur\u:n o°the patient's latest habits may be

. "^Tf^. Tm^a^n^a ^VaUrainer the last three years of life

;

"Enrev. J decidedly intemperate previously.
,,,„ ^„„-

Thenh column was devoted to further "e-^^^ks on the cases

In such an inquiry there are certain obvious possibilities ot

error.
''^'"There is the possibility of the cause of death being incor^

ro tly B a ed. o^i^g'to diffi^culty of diagnosis; ^ut the statement

of the cause of death in this inquiry is ;^awn from the se^^fsame

source which is relied on in the Registrar-GeneraU returns, ami

the suspWon of error which attaches to this inquiry i« °°
^^^*f,

than that which maybe held to vitiate the Registrar-General s

'f'^tm^yldn^^ alcoholic habits may ^e incorrectly stated,

either fromwanto^accuratejcno^viedg^^

Medical Aetociation held at Dublin in August. 1887.

[1434]

tributor,orfromhis statement
If^g^^^^.^^l^il^'^Z^JS:^-

"^'The^e errors were, however, foreseen, and provided against as

^'f The meaning of the different classes was defined with a.

much accuracy.as%uch a defimtion admitted of.
^^^

assumed that with so many di"^«^°°« °"
*^^^, removed ?rom the

corded to any individual would seldom be far remove
^^^^^.^^

^fg^St°^\irtrc^ott::b:ran!;i'Jii:?^%rrors in another

'^^'hrinquir.-was placed in the hands of all members of the

;^t^m2^' ca"el"in' which the alcoholic class was named.

without counting those m ^^ich a blank was lett^

cal'^b^SpTaceruX^rLXforL^re^^cUv

habits in the course of l^^^J *«
^'^ V̂eh-e orthem are placed'^in

above). Of such there were 118. lwei\e oi mem f

a separate category as 'i'^«la^s>^^'\^\\'f,„„
to particular classes

The claim of the remaining 106 to belong to par
.^_.^_

was held on careful consideration not to be moainea j

tion in habits stated to have occurred F°r 'nstance, a
j^ ^

of chronic renal disease at the age of -5 is incUiaeQ
^.^

although stated to ^ave dxunk hard for elejen ^ont
^^ ^^^

S^oVovl^Tetl'^^ed^'n Kl^l^^^^^ t? '^-^ ^--
XlabsUer for the last twelvemonth^^ .^^^

2.3^^0,^2 irc5!T5 i^ D,^ 4Tn^ Dt and'^ in K. Details of them

are given in an appendix (B).

Soft"" 1^^6.ii9- iSi." °^^"
•
'" •-' '"""'

unclassified, 0.2 per cent. .

TABLE l.-Table .hawing the Number ofC^ses faUm^tn each

Class, and the Percentage* of each Class on the

Aggregate of Cases.

-'^ -
54 or 1.2 p.c.

AB - ••
529 or 36.1 p.c. ,.

>i -
178 or 4.2 p.c.

f,<^ 977 or 23.0 p.c. ,.

^ •
112 or 2.6 p.c.

1^ -
::; 547 or 12.9 p.c. ...

U ••
;^oo or 2.3 p.c.

^'^ - - 603 or 14.2 p.c.

Unclassified .'.. 12 or 0.2 p.c.
..

Total ... 4,234
• Carrici to one place only of decimals.

These figures may be somewhat difierently arranged, as in

Tables II, in. IV. •„„ i^ori into the class immediately

'°^d'n'."irTable'lin s tddfdinto^thecl^^s immediately

I

p«?:S''and inta'le IV it is divided between the preeeaing

i
and the 6ucce*ding cl 'ss.
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Table U.—fTahle I otherioise stated).

Class.

A
I! and Ai!

C and DC
D and on
V, and DE
Unclassified

Total

Table III.

Class.

.\ and AB
B and bc
C and CD
D and DE
E
Unclassified

Total

No. of Cases.

122

1,583

1,155
659
703
12

or

or

or

or
or

or

Percentage.

2.8 p.c. of 4,234

37.3 p.c. „

p.c.27.2

15.5 p.c.

16.6 p.c.

0.2 p.c.

4,234

'Table I otherwise stated.)
Percentage.

4.1 p.c. of 4,234

p.c. „40.3

25.7

15.2

14.3

0.2

p.c.

p.c.

p.c.

p.c.

4,234
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rercentage of drunkards, but that the percentage of " free " and

"careless" drinkers is liigher than in the case of the professional

men, this being at the expense of A and B
, , , . - „

The farmers show a low percentage of total abstainers, ew

drunkards, the average number of free drinkers, a larcjer than

average p.'rcentage of temperate, but at the same time a larger

than average percentage of " careless " drinkers.

Among the artisans a large proportion of teetotallers appears,

but the ratio is made somewhat lower by the increasing per-

centage of drunkards.
_

. .,„..„„,„
Among labourers the tendency is to accumulation in the care-

less" clals, the proportion of free drinkers and drunkards being

below the average. . ^ » » n .„

Among sailors there is a fairly high percentage of teetotallers,

but the •• moderate " class is less well represented. This, however

appears to be in some measure due to the large proportion ot

dubious cases entered in BC (Table V). The drunkards are com-

paratively few (sailors get few opportunities of continued intem-

perance), but the "free" drinkers are in excess, and there is a

considerable accumulation in the " careless " class.

Proceeding in the order of Table VII, men of independent pro-

perty show a tendencv to extremes, the drunkards and the mode-

rate drinkers being the only classes which rise above the average.

The tendency among mercantile men is also rather to extremes,

but less to drunkenness than to " free " drinking. The " careless

class is here the lowest of all.
• j * n.

Among tradesmen, also, the extreme classes are raised at tne

expen.se of the "careless," but the rise is rather more in the higher

half of the scale than in the lower.

Among domestic servants the tendency is strongly upwards;

the percentage of total abstainers is smallest of all, and that ot

moderate drinkers nearly the smallest, while C, D, and E are

considerably swollen. Careless drinking is here most m vogue.

Among soldiers it is the " decidedly intemperate ' who raise the

ratio of major habits. Among the simply " free " drinkers
_
they

show the smallest percentage of all the groups ;
but the inteT-

mediate group of the "careless" amounts to 36 per cent., the

highest of all ; while the temperate have sunk to not quite 16 per

cent., neariy the lowest of all. It is noticeable, however, that

the percentage of abstainers is comparatively high. The group,

it must be noticed, is a very small one, and is largely made up ot

pensioners and "retired "men.
Men engaged in driving occupations show a distinct tendency

to the higher half of the scale, the decidedly intemperate

being numerous, and the free drinkers much above the average.

Finally, the licensed victuallers and their assistants exhibit the

most marked tendency towards the top of the scale, teetotallers

being entirely absent, the percentage of moderate drinkers the

lowest of all, those of free drinkers and drunkards a long way the

highest of all, and the ratio of major habits nearly 4 to 1.

Ve have, further, taken all the individual occupations of which

not less than twenty examples are reported, and have drawn

out a table for them' (Table VIII) on a similar plan to that of

Table VII. As the aggregates were so low, we have not thought

it worth while to construct a percentage table after the plan of

Table V.

Table WW.— Table shoioing similar Ratios for certain special

Occupations.

Phofessional—
Ministers of religion (47) ... • as 1 to 0.0.)

Scholastic occupations (29) ... ... >. 1 .. O-^^

Officers in the army and navy (28) 1 >,
0'^~

Medical men (41) "... ... ... „ 1 „ 0.57

Lawyers (31) ,. 1 .. 0.9

J

Artisans—
Weavers (58) ... ... . „ 1 „ 0.43

Boot and shoe makers (61) ... .• .. 1 " 0.45

Tailors (69) ... ,> 1 ..
0.50

Carpenters and joiners (76) ... ... „ 1 » 0.(6

Blacksmiths (39) ... ... .•• „ 1 „ 0.85

Painters (38) „ 1 „ 0.90

Masons (58)... 1 .. l-0(

Labourers—
Agricultural and farm labourers (155) ... „ 1 >. 0.46

(riirdeners(67) " •* "
?'oq

Miners (141)... ... ... ••• „ 1 „ l-»

TliAPKSMEN—
Butchers (59) 1 " -"0

Miscellaneous—
„ i „ n i'>

Railway men (30) ^ V ? 7R
Paupers (2.5) " \ " \'^
Travellers (20) ... •• ••• " ^ " ^•'r

We notice in this table that the ministers of religion honour-

ably head the whole list, not only of professional men, but of aU

occupations, showing a ratio of minor habits higher than 10 to 1

Among professional men, schoolmasters follow ;
then officers m

th'e army and navy; next medical men, whose ratio of minor

habits is slightly below that of professional men generally, but

considerably^bole that of the whole series; and, finally, lawyeiB,

whose ratio of minor drinkers is very near unity, not much

more than half of the general ratio of professional men, and con-

siderably below that of the whole series.

Among artisans, we find weavers, boot and shoe makers and

tailors to be the most temperate. Carpenters andjoiners almost

ouch the general ratio of the whole series.
.
The blacksmiths

and painters give a somewhat low ratio of minor habits, and in

masons the higher half of the scale exceeds the lower.

Agricultural and farm labourers and gardeners appear as veiy

temperate bodies of men, but miners show a ratio of major habits

^Amonl^mSn the occupation that stands out most promi-

nently is that of the butcher, with a ratio of major habits as high

"'laUway men appear as a tolerably temperate body. The few

paupers on the list have a high ratio of major habits, and one stiU

hiffher is shown by commercial travellers. .„ . , .
,

ft must be noted that in some cases the classification of special

occupations was a little dubious. For instance in the case of a

°taX"rbaker,"ora"saddler"itwasnotclearwhetherthetr^e8-

man or the journeyman of that name was intended. In such

Ta'es the classification was decided by the probabilities of the

ca e The following is the list of the ^'^bious cases ^d he inode

in which they have been settled: ">o occupation ' (27 c^es) was

entered under "independent P^Pf^ty; ™f°?,".,,<l^^'fPT"
fessional

"
(16), "business man' (1). " maltster (3), manager

(9 '"organ builder" (1), "saltmaker" (1) as "mercantile -"^^^
(93\ "coach" and "carriage builder" and "maker" (8), "decorator

3? " gZmaker " (iT " ha^messmaker " (4X "saddler ' (7) as ti^d.^

men ; " basketmaker" (1),
" bellhanger " (1), " boilermaker (1),

" bliAdmaker "
(1),

" blockmaker " 1), " boatbuilder (1), book-

binder" (1), "boot" and "shoemaker" and "cordwainer(61X

"brickmaker "
(6),

" capmaker "
(2), " cabinetmaker ' (13), cabw

printer" (2'" chairmaker " (2), "dogger " (1 .,
" cloth dresser and

worker "
(11),

" cooper "
(7).

" currier " and "leather dresser &)

^cutler " (3 " dyer "
(3). " gasfitter " (1). " hatter" 2). " b^e-

maker" (1), "inkmaker" (1), "iron founder (2 ,
locksm th

a^r"paperhanger"(4),pipemaker"(2), " printer ' (13), " taUor

69) "rinman (S), "Vatchmaker" (8) as artisans ;" warehou^

meii"(16) as labourers; " pensioners," without further qualifica-

tion (20), as soldiers.
Ages at Death.

. , , .u

We now proceed to ascertain the average age f
death for the

individuals^in each class. This is given in
t^^^.f°''°7'Yn ^h

The table has been constructed simply by adding up "i ei^n

cla's the ages given in the returns, which, it will be remembered

^e the ag?s at <ieath, and striking an average. The average age

S death of tL whole number is given at the foot of the table for

purpose of comparison.

Table IX.—Average Age at Deathfor each Cta$i.

Class A
„ AB
,. B
„ BC

" 9„
., CD
„ D
,, DE
„ K

Unclassified

Total

Years.

51.22
66.72

62.13
62.42

69.67
60.3.S

57.59
6.'!.64

52.03
60.91

58.92'

Year*.

51
56

02
62

59
60

57
K?

52
60

Days.
80
21a

50
155

246
130

216
233

14
334

58 336
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It will bo seou in this table that of the main classes the average

ago in C i3 the highest of all, and that a gradual diminution,

amounting in all to rather more chan ten years, takes place as we

pasa from B to E. - • , i

i
The smaller sub-classes, CD and DE, follow pretty fairly the

descending series, the average of BC alone being a trifle above

that of the class preceding it. Thus we may see as far as these

oaaes "o, that as the alcoholic habit increases the average dura-

tion ot life diminishes. The difference in duration between the

habitually temperate and the decidedly intemperate (both classes,

be it remembered, having already passed the age of 25 years, and

all who died below that age being excluded) amounts to a period

of some ten years.

But the average age furnished by the total abstainers is some-

what startling, for we find that it is not only far below the

average age attained by the moderate drinkers, but it is even a

year below that reached by the decidedly intemperate. It must,

however, be remembered in interpreting this figure correctly that

the class of total abstainers is somewhat differently constituted

from any of the other classes.

It will not, I think, be disputed that the total abstinence mo-^e-

ments which have played so prominent a part in this country of

late years have made many more converts among the young than

among the middle-aged or elderly. If this is admitted, it will

necessarily follow that the average age of total abstainers—

I

mean of living total abstainers—at any time during the three

years covered by this inquiry, was considerably less than the

average age of the rest of tlie community ; so that the class of

abstainers has contained a proportion much greater than the

average of individuals susceptible to early death, or, to put it in

another way, has had a greater average liability to early death,

apart from any question of alcohol, than any of the other classes.

These considerations are borne out to some extent by the

tables Immediately following. Table XII, for example, the con-

struction of which will be presently described, shows that the

stress of mortality among abstainers comes quite in the early

years, especially before the age of 30 is reached. We have, there-

fore, constructed two fresh tables (Tables X and XI) on the model

of Table IX. These two tables, to put it briefly, are repetitions of

Table IX, but in the one all cases of death under 30 are omitted,

and in the other all cases of death under 40.

Table X.—Average Age at Death for each Class, Omitting all

Cases of Death under SO.

Cases.

Class A
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thesiities; the seventies and the decades above them have been

markedly reduced, and the thirties as well as the forties begin to

mount. . , ,

In Class E the eighties and nineties are in ver>- slender propor-

tion, the seventies have again fallen considerably, and the stress

now lies in the forties, lifties, and sixties, but with a strong

tendency towards the forties. The thirties have again mounted.

Takinf the main classes alone, we see that in the thirties,

forties, and fifties, the percentage of deaths steadily mounts from

B to E; in the seventies, eighties, and nineties it as steadily tails,

while in the sixties it remains nearly at a level, mounting slowly

from B to D, and then falling to its original amount.

In the twenties the percentages are very small m all these tour

classes ; in C and E the percentage is equal, m D it is slightly

lower, and in B a little higher.
n .. »

But when we look at Class A we see (as was stated above) that

the stress of deaths lies between the twenties and the fifties, and

that the percentage is highest of all—in fact, all but 20per cent.—

in the twenties. The sixties and seventies together show a lower

percentage here than in any other class. The eighties, however, are

above those of D and E, and nearly equal to those of C, and the

nineties are equal to any but those in AB.

The Incidence op Paeticulae Forms of Disease in the
Seveeal Classes.

We next proceed to investigate the connection of particular

forms of disease with the different varieties of the alcoholic

habit. This investigation must necessarily be divided into at

least three parts ; the deaths in youth must be considered sepa-

rately from t he deaths in middle life, and those again from the deaths

in advanced age.

Two reasons require this division. In the first place, the same

form of disease may differ altogether in its etiology according to

the time of life at which it appears. A granular kidney, for ex-

ample, occurring in a man of 30 will, in the majority of cases,

possess an entirely different etiology to a similar lesion oc-

curring at the age of 50. .

In the second place, there are diseases which are especially

prevalent in youth, diseases especially prevalent in middle life, and

diseases especially prevalent in old age; but the average alco-

holic habits of youth, of mid life, and of old age are very dif-

ferent, as will be seen at a glance by examining the headings of

Tables XV, XVI, and XVII. It would, therefore, convey a totally

wrong impression if the alcoholic habits of persons dying, for in-

stance, from a disease of old age were to be compared with the

average alcoholic habits of all ages together, and not with the

alcoholic habits of elderly people alone.

And even further subdivision of this investigation than into

three might have been advisable had the number of cases been

sufficient. With those at our disposal the triple division was all

that could be carried out.

We have, therefore, divided the 4,234 cases into the three tol-

lowing groups, each distinguished by a Greek letter : a, deaths m
the young, or those aged from 25 to 40 ; $, deaths in the middle-

aged, or those from 40 to 65 ; y, deaths in the elderly, or those

from 65 upwards.' Group a contains 719 cases ; Group ^, 1,705

cases; Group 7, 1,810.

We next proceeded to construct a table for each group, classity-

ing the cases of death from each form of disease under their re-

spective alcoholic classes, just as has been done in Tables \ and

XIII.
Two difficulties had to be dealt with in this classification. The

first was due to the different nomenclature employed by dif-

. ferent contributors, on which point we shall speak further when we

come to Table XV.
The second difficulty was owing to the entry, in many in-

Btances, of two or more pathological conditions against a single

case. This second difficulty was treated by the observance of the

following rules :

—

1. If the several pathological conditions entered represented

distinct and independent diseases, the case was entered under

both heads. This, however, occurred in but very few instances.

2. If the second pathological condition mentioned was merely a

symptom, result, or customary complication of the main one, as

frequently occurred—such, for instance, as "hemiplegia" added to

" apoplexy," " dropsy" given with " heart disease," or " gangrene

with "diabetes"—it was omitted altogether.
.

3. If pathological conditions were given, which, though inde-

' It will, of course, be understood that " youns." " middle-ageil," and
" elderly" are here used in an arbitrary sense for the purpose of couvemence.

pendent, could presumably have had no material influence in pr(>-

ducing death—such, for instance, as "rheumatism" with "cancer"

—they were omitted altogether.

In a large number of cases the diagnosis given was of a vague

character, such as " abdominal tumour," " paralysis." These cases

were classified as cases of insufficient diagnosis.

Neglecting in each group those diseases of which less than

twenty instances occurred, we proceeded to construct Table XV.

This table shows for each disease quoted the total number of cases

in the group, and the incidence of the disease in the different

alcoholic classes. The incidence is given, to facilitate comparison,

in percentages instead of in the actual numbers. At the head of

each group is given the percentage incidence of the whole group

in the^'different alcoholic classes.
_ - -r. ^i

Table XV.— Table showing the Percentage Incidence of Deatlu

from Particular Forms of Disease in the different Alcoholic

Classes for each Group—o, $, and y.

a. Deaths between 25 and Jfi yean of age.

Disease.*
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Before proceeding further we must state the meaning conveyed

by the nomenclature in the first column. We take the names in

alphabetical order. . ,,

Apt>f)!e:ty includes all cases entered as "apoplexy,
^

"hemiplegia,

" cerebral haemorrhage," " sanguineous apoplexy ;
also, in 0, ^

"paralysis and coma ," and in y. 2 " paralytic seizure, 1 "aphasic

paralysis," 2 " congestive apoplexy," 1 " cerebral effusion.

-irtenat degeneration (in y only) includes " calcareous degene-

ration of arteries," "senile gangrene," " gangrene of foot, " gan-

grene of leg," and 1 case termed "gangrene " only. In these cases

of " gangrene " there is no wound or injury assigned as the cause.

They have therefore been taken to be also senile gangrene.

Bronchitis includes "bronchitis," "acute bronchitis," "chrome

bronchitis,""capinary bronchitis," and "broncho-pneumonia; also,

in o, 1 case of "plastic bronchitis ;" in /3, 1 case of " catarrhal

^"ciVr^iosjs (in 3 only) includes "cirrhosis," "hypertrophic cirrho-

sis " " fibroid liver," " fibroid degeneration of liver ;" also 2 " he-

patic dropsy," 1 " liver disease and ascites," 1 " liver disease and

dropsy," 1 ""disease of stomach and liver ; anasarca."
^^

Custitis (in y only) includes " cystitis," " acute " and " chronic

ditto, and " catarrh of the bladder ;" also 2 cases of " bladder dis-

ease," and 1 of " paralysis of the bladder."
^^

Diabetes (in only) includes " diabetes " and " diabetic coma.
_

Diarrhoea (in 7 only) includes " diarrhcea," " intestinal catarrh,

" enteritis," " gastro-enteritis," and 1 case of " British cholera."

mart disease (valve).—This is a somewhat uncertain heading.

In it have been included all the cases recorded as dying of " mor-

bus cordis," or of " heart disease," or " cardiac disease,
'
without

further qualification, as well as disease " of the valves " and its

different varieties when definitely stated. In a and $ " cardiac

dropsy " has also been entered under this heading, though in 7

we have placed it under the next ; it also includes, in a, 1 " cere-

bral embolism," 1 " hemiplegia from valve disease;" in $,1 " athe-

roma and thickened valves," 1 " pulmonary embolism ;" in 7, 1

" cardiac apoplexy," 2 " cerebral embolism," 1 "cardiac embolism,

1 " paralysis from embolism."

Seart disease (wall) includes " fatty heart," " heart degenera-

tion," " cardiac degeneration," " cardiac failure," " heart failure,

" weak heart," " senile heart and dropsy," " hypertrophy of heart,"

" dilated heart," " hj-pertrophy and dilatation," " aneurysm of

heart," " rupture from dilatation ;" also, in a, " cardiac bronchitis,"

" cardiac asthma," and " cardiac dropsy ;" in $, 8 " angina pec-

toris ;" in 7,
2
" syncope."

. . , , x

Intestinal obstruction (in 7 only) includes " intestinal obstruc-

tion,' " obstruction of bowel," " ileus," " intussusception," " stric-

ture of ileum."
,^ i, ••

Malignant disease includes " canceT," "carcinoma, "scirrhus,

" encephaloid," "epithelioma," "melanosis," "sarcoma," "malig-

nant disease," "malignant tumour;" also, in /3, 1 "lymphoma," 1

" lymphadenoma," 1 " general glandular enlargement ;" in 7, 1

" lymphadenoma," 2 " rodent ulcer," 1 " stricture of oesophagus,"

1 " stricture of pylorus," 1 " stricture of rectum."

Nerve decay (in $) includes " brain softening," " white brain

softening," " atrophy of brain," "spinal atrophy," " nerve decay,"

" debOity," " atrophy," " atheroma and paralysis," " brain disease and

degeneration of arteries ;
" (in 7) includes " cerebral atrophy," " cere-

bral degeneration," " cerebral softening,"' "white" ditto, " chronic"

ditto, " cerebro-spinal degeneration," " spinal atrophy," " cirrhosis

of spinal cord," " atheroma of cerebral arteries," " degeneration of

cerebral vessels," " general paralysis ;" also 2 " old age and para-

lysis," 1 " senile dementia," 1 " chronic cerebral disease."

Old age (in 7 only) includes "old age," " senility," "senile de-

bility," " senile degeneration," " senile atrophy," " senile decay,"

"general decay," "gradual decay," natural decay," "decay of

nature," "general decline," "general decline of bodily powers,||

" general debility," " debility," " exhaustion," " asthenia,"

" atrophy."
Pleurisy (in j3 only) includes " pleurisy," " pleuntis, " empy-

ema," " pyo-pneumo-thorax " (1 case).

Pneumonia includes " pneumonia," " acute pneumonia," "pleuro-

pneumonia."
,1

Penal disease (chronic) includes "chronic renal disease,^^

"Bright's disease," "chronic nephritis, "granular kidney,"
" chronic granular kidney," " gouty kidney," " renal degeneration,"
" cirrhosis of kidney," " fibroid degeneration of kidney," " degene-

• Where such alternative terms as " cerebral softening. "" brain softening."

and ' sotteninR of the brain" occur together, they are considered as idenUcal,

and one only ii quoted here.

ration of kidney," "interstitial nephritis," "chronic desquamative

nephritis," " chronic albuminuria ;" also, in ;8, 1 " albuminuria and

gout ;" in 7, 1 " gout and dropsy," 2 " albuminuria and uraemia."

Prostatic disease (in 7 only) includes "prostatic disease," " pro-

static troubles," " enlarged prostate," " disease of prostate,^ pros-

tatitis." r"-* _<^y\,^ --.—

.

Tubercle includes "phthisis," "acute phthisis, "chrome

phthisis," " laryngeal phthisis," " tracheal phthisis," " abdominal

phthisis," "tuberculosis," "tubercle "of lungs, peritoneum, intes-

tines, mesentery, and brain ; also, in /3, 1 " stonemasons' phthisis

;

in 7, 1 " miners' phthisis."
^

TupAotd/erer includes "typhoid fever," " enteric fever.

We have also constructed Table XVI, a modification of Table

XV, made in the same manner as Table VI from Table V and

Table XIV from Table XIII, by halving the subclasses between

the adjacent classes.

We have also constructed Table XVII, showing the ratio of

minor to major habits for each of the diseases quoted.

Table XYl.— The same as Table XV, with the Subclasses merged

in the Adjacent Classes,

a. Deaths between £5 and 40.
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lo 0.«

„ O.'J

.. 1.8

For heorfc-valve disease (39 ca-es)

„ ymeumonia {A) cases)

„ lironcliitis ('20 casesi

3 In the Mid(lle-(iqed,from .'/O to Co.

Ratio ior the whom: oroui- 3, (811 to 888 • on) 1 to 1.09

1 to

1

1 ,

1 ,

1
,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 ,

1 ,

1 ,

1 ,

1
,

1
,

1 .

1 ,

1

1

1

1

1

1

n.H

1.0

l.M
1.00

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.8

15.7

0.39

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.(5

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

1.1

I

For malignant disease (IIC cases)

„ tiiberclf (275 cases)

„ heart-valve disease (182 cases)

'„ ]ileiirisy (23 eases) ...

„ pneumonia (1.59 cases)

„ broncliitis (144 cases)

„ typhoid fever (21 cases)

„ disease of heart-wall (35 ca.ses)

'„ nerve decay (40 cases)

„ apoplexy (111 cases)

„ diabetes (28 cases) ...

„ chronic renal disease (89 cases)

„ cirrhosis (67 ca.ses)...

y. In the Elderly,from Go upwards.

Ratio for the whole group y, (1.171 to (;35» or) 1 to 0.54

For old age and natural decay (287 cases) 1 to 0.,ib

„ cystitis (32 cases) ...

„ diarrhoea (32 cases)...

„ prostatic disease (34 eases) ...

„ bronchitis (321 cases)

„ apoplexy (198 cases)

malignant disease (100 cases)

„ pneumonia (82 cases)

intestinal obstruction (21 cases)

", diseases of the heart-wall ((51 cases) ...

," diseases of the heart-valves (160 cases)

„ chronic renal disease (48 ca.ses)

„ nerve decay (67 cases)

„ tubercle (35 cases) ...

„ arterial degeneration (24 cases)

* The twelve imclassified cases are omitted from these totals.

On looking through these tables we notice the following

:

Cirrhosis, in group $. shows an overwhelming preponderance ot

major habits, their ratio to minor habits being nearly 10 to 1. In

Table XV it will be seen that no case of cirrhosis occurs lower m
the scale than nr, and verj' few below D, and more than 05 per

cent, in E and D. „ , , i

The few cases that occur in a and y tell the same taie.

There is no other disease which shows anything like such a

marked preiionderance of intemperate habits as cirrhosis.

Next in order, but at a long distance behind, comes chrome

r^nal disease, which in /3 gives a ratio of major habits of 1.8 to 1,

nearly 2 to 1, or not far from double the normal ratio of the

group. In 7 the ratio of major habits is also large, though less

strikingly so than in 0. „ i <•

In Table XV it will be seen that no case in P. and few in 7,

occurs below B. Kven the B"s are few in both ^ and y.

('•iscs (if arterial degeneration, in which term .senile gangrtne is

included, <»ive in 7 a major habit ratio of 1.1 to 1, as against

about half that ratio for the whole group. The cases however

are very few.
, , »• 1 „»v

\i)oplexy, on the other hand, gives a nearly normal ratio, both

in fl and 7 The percentages in Table XV will be seen also to

correspond pretty closely with the normals. The numbers here

'"^TubtTcIe fives a ratio of major habits higher than the normal in

V but not so high in a and 's. This accords with the opinion

ienernlly held that senile phthisis is induced by alcoholic e.xeess,

but that at other times of life it has a retarding intluence, if any

upon the production of tubercle. AVe must add_. however, that

the aggregate of phthisis in 7 is not more than 3.>.

Disease of the heart valves, which in a.lvanced life is to a large

extent atheromatous, shows iu 7 a slight preponderance of major

habits as compared with the normal ratio. In a and 3 the ratio

is practically normal.

The same iipi)lies to di.seases of the heart-wall.

Mr liutlin's conclusions as to the absence of connection between

alcoholic habits and the production of malignant disease are

fully bnrne out here, and some countenance given to the belief

that the use of alcohol hinders itsfonuation for a time. In one

hundred cases of malignant disease, in Group 7, the ratio is

normal, though Table XV shows that there is a slight tendency

towards carele.^9 drinking, C and nr being filed at the expense

of ^and B. In 116 cases in 5 the minor habits markedly pre-

dominate, the ratio being nearly double the normal, and A and JJ

in Table XV being filled at the expense of D and h.

The mortality f^rom pneumonia is not shown by these Tables

to be markedly influenced by alcohol. n « (..9 cases) he ratio of

minor habits i's barely below the normal. In fl and 7 ' !•' '/"^ 8-

ca.ses) it is about equivalent to the normal, though in Ta^e X\ a

certain tendency towards the upper columns of the ^"^'e may ^
detected, E being in excess m both ca-ses, and B m B. In 7, m
deed! the percentage of the decidedly intemperate is almost double

that of the normal.
r • i. i,-f= ;= „i>f>..-o thp

In typhoid fever the proportion of minor habits is "lw^e the

normal in a, and e<iual to the normal m /3. The numbers however

^Tht'liderly bronchitic patients show a slightly 1?^« J?ti°?/

major habit.s than the normal. The middle-aged, in Table X^

.

™
hibit a tendency towards careless drinking. In the young the

m^nor habits are to the major as 1 to 1.8, and the proportion of

.Irunkards is ver^- high. There are, however, but a bare score of

'T^ostat'Iifere'and cystitis, of which^ however the ca.ses are

few show a higher ratio of minor habits than the normal in

group 7, the only one in which they appear.

In the few cases of diabetes that appear, the proportion of major

habits is rather higher than the normal:

As one would have surmised, the highest ratio of minor

to major habits in Group 7 occurs in those said to have died

simply of old age or natural decay.

Gout.

The incidence of gout in the difierent classes is not shown in

tlJabovftabU which include only mortal dise^es^^ A
^

column it will be remembered, was devoted to gout m the

^quTr^ paper, the question being put in reference o each ca«e

whether the person had ever suffered from gout or not.

In 1,26.S of the 4,234 cases a blank was left, the reporter not pos-

sessing the desired information. ,

In tL remaining 2,966 the fact was stated, as requested in the

inquiry paper, by an affirmative or a negative mark. These ..W.^

c^ses being dislributed into their respective classes and sul)--

cfSs, give us the following results. The triple division into

!4ung nfiddle-aged.andeldei-!yis again made in us table the-

threeV'ups '^'iing distinguished as before by the letters a, fl,7-

Table XVIII.—.S'^ojcj"? the Incidence of Gout in the

Different 'Alcoholic Classes.

For the purpose of showing the incidence of gout in a more

convenient form we have constructed Table XI\, snowing in each

Xup a. fl. and 7. the percentage of gouty cases upon tl.e whole

number reported upon in each class.

Table XlX.-Shou-inff in each Group, a. 0. and y. the Percentage

of Gouty Cases u/on the whole number reported upon m each

Alcoholic Class.

Class.

A ..

AB...

B .

BC...

C .

CD
D .

DE
E

0.0
0.0

1.1
5.8

1.0
0.0

8.G
0.0

12.9

B
3.3
11.1

6.8
le..'?

15.0
is.s

34.8
44.S

33.3

y
4.3
s.a

1-2.4

34.0

25.5
:».3

48.7
64.7

49.3
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The sianilicance of these figures is such ns hardly to require com-

ment We see, sneaking generallr, in each groui) the i.ercentago

steadily rising from A to E, the percentages being, ns might be

expected, liigher in /3 than in a, and in 7 than in /3. It will be

noted, however, that there is only a very slight rise from U to K,

tlien' being, indeed, a slight fall in the case of fl, so that

it wouldappeart hat prolonged" free" indulgence in alcoholicliquors

carries the goutv tendency nearly to its height, there being no

additional rise when the stage of habitual drunkenness is

n'ached. . . , , • ,

It miLSt be remembered that the effects of indiilgence in alco-

holic liquors is here shown, not the effects of indulgence in pure

alcohol. We have no information in most cases as to the kind of

liquor consumed : but if the reader refers to Appendix A, he will

see that the majority of the cases are reported from England and

Wales, so that on the whole it is the effect of the kind of liquor

consumed in England and Wales that is here shown. The same,

of course, applies to Tables XV—XYII.

TUBEIICLE.

\ .special interest attaches to the subject of tubercle, on account

of the ^^lely conflicting views held as to the action of alcohol

upon the production and the progress of the disease. While some
believe that alcohol takes a large share in the production of the

disease, it has been taught by other authorities that exactly the

reverse obtains : that drunkards and free drinkers are less liable

to tubercular disease than the temperate, and that the administra-

tion of material amounts of alcohol is necessary, or at least desir-

able, in the treatment of the affection.

We have already seen from Table XVII that among those dying

under 40 from tubercular disease the ratio of major habits is rather

less than the normal of the group, that the same obtains in the

middle-aged, but that among the elderly the ratio of major habits

is considerably more than the normal of the group ; and in

Table XV we liave seen that in Group a there is a slight excess of

tubercle over the normal in Classes A and B, Classes D and E being

deficient ; while in Group ;8, though Class A is not in excess,

C;las8 B is markedly so, and both D and E slightly deficient.

Again, in the same Table, under the headingy, we have seen that

Class E is greatly in excess, and Classes A and B very deficient ; so

that it would seem, as we have above stated, that alcoholic habits

were not inducive of tubercle in the young, but rather the re-

verse, whUe in the old they predisposed to the disease.

To place this most important subject in a clearer light we have
taken both the total number of cases and the total number of

cases of phthisis in each class for each group, and have constructed

Table XXI, which shows for each group, and for each class, the

percentage of individuals who have died from or with phthisis,

T&bi-eIXX.—Slwv.nng the Distrihution of the Cases of Phthisu in

the Different Classes for each Group, a, $, and 7, with the

Agyregate Numbers of each such Class.

a /3 7

Here we see that among the young the percentage remains

practically the same until Class C is reached, that it then falls

somewhat rapidly, the percentage in E being but two-thirds of

that in A.

In ;3 the percentages are irregular, but on the whole they are

nearly the same for the five main classes, B being somewhat in

excess.

In 7 we have no cases in A or ab, and the percentage is three

times as great in E aa it is in B. The numbers here, however, are

very small.

On the whole, the results we have obtained certainly give some
countenance to the belief that as regards the young alcoholic

drinks act as a preventive of tubercle ; but as regards the old they

appear to favour the contrary opinion. In the middle-aged the two
principles of action appear to neutralise each other.

Chbonio Renai, Disease.
It has been suggested that the influence of alcoholic beverages

in the production of renal disease, which we believe ourselves to

have ascertained, is of a secondary character, the kidney lesion

being due to gout, which, as we have seen, is strongly induced by
alcoholic liquors. In order to bring this as far as possible to the

test, we have taken from the list of cases of chronic renal disease

those in which the existence or non-existence of gout is stated.

We have distributed these into a table (Table XXII) constructed

on the exact plan of Table XVIII. This table shows the incidence

of gout for the different alcoliolic classes in cases dying of or

with chronic renal disease alone. The numbers are verj- few, but,

nevertheless, we have translated them into percentages (Table

XXIII) for the sake of comparison with Table XIX.

Table XXII.

—

Showinc)^ the Incidence of Gout for the different

Alcoholic Classes in cases of Chro7iic lienal Disease,

a e 7

Total.

A
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doinc- and that thnrc is no other disease anytlnng like so dis-

dnctlv traceiibU- to tlie effects of alcoholic liquors

4 Tluit cirrhosis and fzout apart, the eiTec:l of alcoholic liquors

is rathe n predispose tl.e body towards the a tacks of disease

generally thin to induce any special P.''t'"'l"g'<-".r:T' alcoholic
5 That in the etiology of chronic renal disease, alcoholic

excess or the gout which it induces, probably plays a special

^^fi'That there is no frround for the belief that alcoholic excess

leads in an special manner to the development of malignant

disease and some reason to think that it may delay its P^oduc on

7 That in the young alcoholic liquors seem rather to check than

to induce the fonnat'ion of tubercle; while in the old there is

some reason to believe that the effects are reversed.

8 That the tendency to apoplexy is not in any special manner

'1"Ttt^he1"'idency to bronchitis, unless, perhaps, in the

young is not affected in any special manner by
'^

V-'"'^"'.".?,'
"fitnt

^To.'^That the mortality from pneumonia, and P^bab y th

from typhoid feyer also, is not especially affected b) alcoholic

'"n' That prostatic enlargement and the tendency to cystitis

are not especially induced by alcoholic excess.

12 That total abstinence and habitual temperance augment

considerably the chance of a death from old age or natural decay,

without snecial pathological lesion. .

It is yer^V Sn'"tly to be regretted that the returns to tins inquiry

we not far more' numerous than they actually were. The con-

dustons dniwn from the inquiry would have had i"ucli more

wei.'ht had we been able to base them upon an aggregate of ten

Tr twenty thousand cases, instead of four thousand and odd

*"sLuld the publication of this report arouse sufficient fresh in-

terest in the subiect it would be possible to reissue the inquiry
;
bi-t

th^ CoUective Im-estigation Committee would not feel justihed in

doine so without some d.^cided expres.sion of opinion by the mem-

bers of the Association that the reissue should be made

I have much pleasure in thanking Mr. Fre.leriek llendriks, F.S S

Actuary of the Universal Life Assurance Society, and Mr. liank

1^ Wy^tt, Actuary of th. Clergy Mutual Soeiety.for information

and references ^ybich they have afforded n:e, and in aekno%NU'dg-

ing the valuable aid rendered me throughout by my assistant, ilr.

Joseph Terrott.

Appendix A.—List of CoxTRiBfTons to tiik In-qciry.

A.

Abbott, C. E.. Braintrpp

Artams. G. N., Golboume Roari. Not-

tiiiK Hill

Allan, F. J.. M.D.. Dnok Street. E.

Allen, ^y. H.. M.l!., nar.lney

Andrews. .S.. M.I).. Hasinsstoke

Ayling, A. II. W., lit. Portland St., W.

D.

Bailey, P. J.. Liverpocil

Haird, J., Svston. Lcicestersliire

IBalbimie, J'. P.. Staveley

Barker, H. M., M.D., Sandown. Isle of

Wight
Barnes, E. rr..M.n.. Bye
Barnes. H.. M.l).. Carlisle

Batterburv. G. H., M.l).. Ayimborne

Bebrcndt,"M. li. J.. BurrinRliam, l)on-

caster ,

Benhani. H. .T.. M.D.. Ipswneh

Bernays. H. G.. Old Cijarltiiu

Berry, W., Wigan
Biddle, C;.,Merll.TrTv.!lil

BiKlIs. M. G., M.U.. Nor:licolP Road.

a.yi.
Birl. G.. M.D.. Stnnrbridjje

Blake. G. F.. Moseley
Bland. A. H., Ml)., Gloueester Tcr-

rare, S.\y.

Bmldv, 11. W.. M.l).. Manclie-lor

Bonny. ^V. A.. Cbelsea

Bootli. .1. M.. M.l).. Aberdeen
Boswell. A., M.l).. Aslibourue

Branson. J., Holberliam
Brown. \V. II.. I.ee.N

Biirkell. F. J.. M.B.. Islington

BurlinKbam. D. C. M.l).. llawarden

C.

Camrbell, W. Me.F.. M.D.. Liverpool

Oardcw. G. .\.. CMieltenliam

Casey, E., M.U., \yindsor

Galton, J. II., M.D.. Anerley Brad,

.S K.
Garringlon. A.. M.D., Soutlisea

Gai^tan-. T. W., B.A., Dobcross, Old-

ham
Gentles, T. I... Derby
Gilbert. E. G.. M.U.. Hackney
Green, J. L.. .Salisburj-

Green, T. B.. Kendal , „- i .

Green. W. Iv.. Sandown, Isle ot W l(!lit

Greenwood, M., jiin., Ualston

H.
Harrison. C M.D.. l.ineoln

Hart. H.. Bireh. Kehedon
Ilartill. J. T.. Willenhall

Hayinan. S. A.. Abingdon
HaVward. J. \S .. M.D., Liverpool

HintoM. J. L., \Vannin3ter

Holmes, J., M.D., Ouselhursfc, liail-

eliffe

Hopkins. H. C, Bath
Horder, T. G., Cardiff

Chalmers..I..M.D..KeppelStreet,Ty.C.
Cheesewriglit. .1. P.. Itawmarsll

Connor S.. M.D.. Coleraine, Victoria

Coombs, C. P., M.D.. Castle Carey

Copley and Clark, Messrs., « ubeeh

Cotton, C. Ram^gate
Crawford. J., Ightham. Sevenciks

Crisp, J. H., Lacock

D.
Dale G., M.B.. Mi»r Park

Daly G. \f.. Uatoaeh. co. Meath
Davidson. J., M.B., Uxhridge
Davie*, D. .\.. M.H.. Swiinsea

Davies. .1.. New Mills

DaTieji, T.. C.lwyii Bay
Da\1s. M., M.D.. Brunswiek bquaro.

W.C.
Day. ^y. H.. Nornieh
Deiine. II.. M.D., Edgbaston

Dickson. W., M.D., Custom House. E.C.

l)ouela,s, W. T. P., M.B.. ^ewbury
Uownes, E., M.D.. Eastbourne

E.

Earle, J., M.inchester

Ea,stes. G.. M.B., F.R.C.S., Con-

naught .'Street. W.
Eaton. J., M.D.. Cleat or Moor
Kddowej", A., M.D., Market Drayton

Evan.s, T. M.. Hull
Evatt, W. II. P.. Selkirk

F.

Ferris, J. S.. M.B.. U.-ibridM

Fiol.ling. T., M.D., MiUon Abbas,

Blandford „ .„ ,, _.
Fit/.geralrl, C. P.. M.D., Folkestone

Fowler, T.. Epping
Fnvser, G. I!.. Wark-on-Tync
Freer, A.. .Stourbridge

Prienii, H. G.. Westbourne Park. \\

Fry. J. F., Swansea

Parry. II. H.. Kirtlincton „_ . ,

,

Peari. H. S.. M.D.. North ShieliU

Pickles. T. .1.. Leed-
Pinck, C. H.. M.B.. Nelson

I'lavne, A.. M.B., Maidenhea/l

Plimiiier. H. G.. Anerley Hoad, S.F.

Plowright. C. B.. King's Lynn
Poole. G. K.. M.D.. Upper ^o^wood
Porritt, N.. Hiidderstield

Power, ii. K., Portsea
Pullen-Burrv. H. B.. Liphook

Pyc-Sniiih. Y. J.. F.R.C.S.. Sheffield

E.
Ransome, A., M.D., F.R.S.. Bowdon
Raven. T. F.. Broadstairs

Redwood. T. Hall. M.D., Rhymney
Riee, li.. Harwell
Richardson, S. S., Scott s Dale. Tm-
mania

Ritchie. J. J.. Leek
lionaldson. J. B., F.K.C.S., Ilad'hog-

ton. N.B.
Rugg. B. A., Wood Green

J.

Jackson, A.. Sheffield

Jardiiie. J. L.. Capel

Johnson. S., M.D.. Stoke-upon-Trent

Jones. T.. Mansfield
Jordan. F. W.. Hcalon Chapel

Joynes. F. J., Dursley

K.
Kebbcll. .\.. Fla.Tton

Keen. W.. M.D.. Chelsea

Kingsbury, G. C, M.D., Blackpool

L.

Lloyd. R. H.. M.D.. Lambeth In-

lirinarj-

Llovd. T. I... Cbeswardine
Llovd. Williams II.. Dolgelly

Lockie. S., M.D.. Carlisle

Lovegrove. C. Llanwyddy
Lush. W. v.. M.D.. Weymouth
Lycett, J., M.D., WoWerhampton
L'yddon, K.. Ramsgate
Lynch, J. R., Boyne Terrace

U.
Macdonald. C. 1!.. Beith

Macdonald. P. W.. M.D., Dorchester

McGregor, J.. Portsmouth
Mackenzie. I). J.. M.D.. Glossop

Mackenzie. J. A.. M.B., Farnworth.

Bolton
McLeod. D.. M.D.. Kilmarnock
Massiugham, F. P., Wolstanton, Stoke-

on-Trent
Mathews. J.. Liverpcol

Meeres. C. Sandown. Isle of Wight
Morton, T., M.D.. Greville Road
Mosanian, li. A., Kllongliton, Bi-ough

Nash, F.. Todmorden
Newman, 1)., M.D.. Stamford

O.

Odell, W.. F.R.C.S., Hertford

O'Grady, W. F.. Swintou

P.

Paget, W. S., M.D.. Liverpool

Palmer, J. F., Chelsea

S.

Sadler. M. T.. M.D., Bamsley
Seeger. H. W., M.B.. Hampton Court

Sheehy. P.. Peiitonville

Skrimsbire. J. T., M.D.. Holt

Sloman, S. G.. jun.. Famhani
Smailes, T.. Honley
Smith, R. S.. M.D.. Clifton

Snell. K. A.. M.B.. City Road

Square. W. J.. F.R.C.S.. Plymouth
Stear. H., Saffron Waldeii

Stocks, A. W., Salford

Stockwell. F.. M.D., Bruton
Swale, U.. M.B.. Tavistixk

T.

Tayler. G. C. M.D.. Trowbridge

Taylor. J.. Tandragee, co. Armagh
Taylor. J., Bristol

Ta3-lor. J.. Chester
Terry, H. G.. Bath
Th.imas. A. G.. M.D.. Newport, lion.

Thomas. W.. Rhyl
Thorp, B.. Ilolmiirtli

Trend, T. W.. M.D.. Soutliampton

Tribe.'ll. T. B.. Chatham
Turner. J. S.. Anerley Road. S.E.

Tylecote. E. T.. M.D., Great Haywood

Unwln. J. B.. Dunehurch

V.

Viekerst.aff, W. H., EolUngton. Mac-
clesfield

Vinceut.G.,M.B.. Notts

Vincent, H. B., E-ist Dcrebam

W.
Walker. R.. Wiwler
Ward. A. O.. M.B., Tottenh.am

Walters. G. T. B., Stonelioiise

Watts Parkinson. C. H.. Wimliome
Wert land. A.. M.D.. Belsize Park

Wilks, G. aM.B.. Ashford

Wills. J. P.. Bexhill

Wilson. E. T.. M.B.. Clieltenham

Wordlcy, A. W., Great Suffolk Strtet,

w'rcn'ch, E. M., F.R.C.S.. Baslow

APPEVPIX B.-DiSTKIBTOON of the lis CASKS IN WHICH

THE Alcoholic Habits weue stated to hate been changei.

DURING LIFE.
, . , .,

The Italic Title.'' indicate the hea/Jings tinder irhich *>" <^"/^'
f?""

,•„ Tabic.:, xr, Xri. and XVII Ca-^es not tncludedv, these

Tables have no italic title yiven. A camtal O
-".f"f•'

'f"'
the Patient was reported to hare sujfered from Crout. the pgure

that he was stated not to have so suffered.

GBorp a.

In C1.-IS5 B (2r> easesl are included two:—

Age ai. Pneumonia (Aieumwiia). *

36. Phthisis iniVrctel.O ...

In Class C (1-lS case.sl are incluJed three:—

A"e 2!), Phthisis (7«*frc(f 1.0 ... ... •••

"
311, Urinary FMstuIa and Phthisis ( TulxrcU^. 0. ...

"
3S CardiaCiUthma andBronchilis (Disease of Heart

" Walh.O -
In Class D (SS cases) are included five

:

A'^e.^a. Enteric Fever (7>pAoi<i/«ier).e
'^

35, Locomotor Atasy. •

23, Phthisis (ru*erc7e),#

29, Empyema (Pleurisy}, 9

C the last 6 months
A the last 3 yean

E previously
B the last o years

D previously

K lately

E at times
B Litelv

B the last 4 vears
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ARe34. I'litliisis(r«/«T!./f), ft

Ill Su'i-class 1>K (-'-' eases) one is intUuIeil

:

As;c 3.>. MeniiiKitU from Injury.

Ill diss K (l;*."* cjisfs) lire iiu-Iude.i thie* :—

A"e 3", I'neunioniii ami DelirUnn Tremens ( I'neuinoiu'i),

"„ 37, Phthisis (7VAiTr(cl, ft

,, 3j, lleimtic Disease, ('

Gbobp |3.

In Class A (40 cases) one isincluiled :

—

Age 41. Phthisis (TiiSerc/e),

In Class C (."^03 cases) are inclmiedtwelve :

Ai;e61, Cardiac Uegeneration {JJifense n/llir llrirt

\y,M).0
., ftO. .\llnuiiinuria.

., JP, Il.Tnuiteuu'^is. Liver Disease. G

., 40. Broilcliitis, lienal Dropsy. (J ...

.. 37, Uroncliitis, Asthma, Pleuro-pneumonia (Tsion-

rJi,tis),G

.. 49. Phtliisis, Pleuro-pneumonia (7V6«rc/e). G. ...

.. 6a, Diabetes, Jiriijlit's Disease, Cavlmucle (/>/n-

lietes),0 '

.. 49. Kpilepsv. Apoplexy (.^popfcry) -

.. 49. ChronicDesqnaniative Nephritis, Ui-^mia (Chiomc
Itenat JM.^ease)

,. r>A, }ieiia\ CiiiiCPV i ^f(llil;1ttlnt Disetrse'),

.. 60. Chronic Briclifs Disease and Dilatation of Heart
^Cfirmtxr lienat Dinfosp), G.

.. .'>9. Heart Disease (/->(.<?'?.'« o///''ir£ ra/rte), G
In Class D (26;i cases) are included twelve :—

Aye ^-^, Epilepsy. G
.. .it. Cancer iif Stomach. Extreme Atrophy (Muh.jniutt

Di^e/ue), G
., rtl. Brighfs Disease (6'Aronic 7f^na/ />(>euxr). ^;.

.. .19. Fatty Heart. Congestion of Lungs, Dropsy {/Ji-5-

enscof Hfnrt W.dly.O
.. So, Pyajmia. •••

., M. l(itralDiseasB,A!iasarca(7)i«i»i!0/i7eait>a/ws).()

.. 61 , .. .

.. -^S, Chronic Granular Kidney, Ura-mia (Clinnic lienal

Di!^ecue), G
.. 47, Paralysis from Injury, Cystitis, »

., 61, Miners' Lung and Dropsy, C

.. .il. Phthisis (ru6f.'-W, ('

.. 4'>. Erysipelas. Pyremia.
In rfub-class de (.'io cases) are included two :—

A:;e, 0;j, Chronic Bronchitis (-Bronr/t/d's)

.. 6:i, Chronic- Liver Disease. Strangulated Hernia (opera-

tion), Diarrhu-a. Exhaustion
In Claas B (329 cases) are inchided fourteen :—

^ii'. T}fi,CAllcer of Livnr <Maliffnn.nt Pisfasf),0

., 82, Heart Disease ( Disfrue nf Heart Valfes), C.

,, 51, „ Bronchitis (Diaetue of Henri

Valves). G
.. .•i2. Pyelitis. (7

.. 41, Pneumonia (Pneumonia) ••

.. 53. Chronic Disease of Stomach and Lirer (?) Cir-

rliosis. G
,. (52. Sanguineous Apoplexy. Syphilis (-4;»;)/c-ri/')

'
.i8. Bronchitis i;7?ro7jfAi(ii).

,. 43. Epilepsy •
, .57. Cancer of Stomach, Perfomliou (Mnhijiiant Dis-

ejii>e),0

41, Chronic Phthisis (ruifri,-/f),0

,', 1)2. PhthiMS (r«//frrW,

. .">4, Pneumonia iPneumoiutt).

uO, Congestion of Liver, Asthma, Bi-oncliitis. «

Groi;p y.

In Class .\. (34 cases) are included two :
—

So, Old Akc, Paralysis,

71. Bright 's Disease (C'/ir»niri?en«i Bueose)

Class B (804 cases) arc included three:—
7.i Chronic Bright's Disease (CAroniciini'!/ Disease)

73. Enlarged Prostate, Acute Cystitis {ProsUitic »r.v-

ftwe), u

56. Old Age (OM -Vl,
Sub-class nc (91 cases) one is inchided:—
7H. Apoplexy (.-l/'op/eri^), W

Class C (436 cases) are included eight :—

79. Senile Decay. P.irtial H.-iiiipIegia tA/>o/>frrj/) ...

73, Heart Disease. Bronchitis I Disen.'e of llrart Va'ves)

., 78', Gradual Decay, Bronchitis tJlroHclUtis), G.

., 77. Dyspepsia. General Decline (0(rf.4p«)

,, Si), Deranged Liver, Weak Heart, (?

., ^^, Bronchitis (-BrmicA<<i.<).

., 74. Brain Softening (.Verce Occay), G

., 77, Senectus(OM vlys),

In Sub-class en (49 eases) arc included two :—

Age, 69, Mania (inherited), ...

„ «7, Fatty Heart. Hemiplegia,
In Class D (20! cases) are included eight :—

Age. 69, Paralysis, G.

.. 70. Anthrax. Diarrluca

.. 66, Cirrhosis of Liver, G
,, 71, Cardiac Disease f/>(.^M.s^o/7/e«rt rtf/cev). G
.. W, Fatty Degener.Ltion, Mitral jibcas« of Heart (7.^(4-

ea-^e of ffrart Vrttves.O

.. 86, Phthisis (T'liifrde)

.. 74. Chronic Bronchitis. Heart Diseass. Kidney Dis-

e.LSe iBright's). Dropsy (Chronic Itciml Oiscase}^ G.

.. 75 Bronchitis (CroncAi(V.?j. G

B the last 3 years

E previously

D till last 3 yea-s

.V the last year
A the la't year

B till last 7 years

n the last J veai-s

B lately

n previously
D at times

D previously
D previously

B the last (> years

B lately

B lately

A the last 2 years

A the last 4 years

B tlie last 3 years

E at times

E at times
E the last 4 years

B the last 9 years

A the last 2 years

B lately

E till last 20 years

Bc lately
B the last 3 years

B the last 4 years
.\ lately

B the last 3 yeai-s

BC lately

B lately

1) till last 2 years

D till last 10 years

.\ the last li months
B the last 2J years

A lately

B the last 6 years

A the last 12 years.

B the last 2 years

D previously

A the last .' years

B the last 2 years

B the last 4 years
D lately

A the last 10 years

Age.

in
Age,

In
Age
In

Age.

n lately.

B lately

B the last 11 months

.\ till last 10 years

C previously.

B the last 3 years.

E latch-
B the last 4 years

B lately

D lately

B lately

B lately

B the last 10 years

A lately.

T>C previously
B the last 10 years.

,\ the last 3 years

E lately

K previously
B lately

C the last 3 years

B lately

B lately

B the last 5 years.

In

In
Age,

Age.

Sub-class DE (2S eases) one is inclnde<l :—

71. Chronic Bright's Disease, llealt Disease i Chrome

liejial Ihseasc) ,

Class E (139 cases) are included tweiity-six :—

6H. Pneiiiuonia (Pjieumrmun. U

77. Cystitis (Cy.'/i'is). G
67. Leucocytha'niia. Dyspniia.

70, Bronchitis (7(rMii:/ii(ts). u • .
•

70. Heart Disease. Hypertrophy of Lett \ eutiicla

iDisense of Heart Valvrs^.O

6.i, General Paralysis (Nerve Decai/).

79, Kheumatic Arthritis ... •

70, Chronic Disease of Stomach and Bowel, O.

91. Senile Decay (OW -J(/f)

76'. Conges't'ion of Lungs, Heart, Disease (Disease of

Heart Valves)

71, Hepatitis. Pneumonia, G -

72, Albuminuria,
67. Apoplexy (AfiopleTy),

72, Bronchitis (7ici<m-Ai«is)

SO Chronic Bronchitis (Brmiohitis),

68! Mitral Deficiency. Bronchitis, Syncope (Disease uj

Heart Valves), G
79. Hepatic Dropsy •
74. Cerebral Softeuing (.^e^ee7J«:ay),

H4i Diabetes, G. •• ••. •• •
7.i. Fatty Degeneration of Heart, Bronchitis (Disease

6f Morbus^ Cordi^Dropsy (Disease'of Heart falves)7o B the last 1» years

8.5' Cerebral Apoplexy (-4po?/«y),U S !L"^ '"J J y'*?,

68 Miners' Phthisis (rii/.«rr;«l.0 ... ... B the last 3 months

74.' Bronchitis, Cardiac Disease (Di.^eaee 0/ Heart

Vall'es)

70. Stricture of Pylorus (Malignant Disease),

UxCLA.S.SiriED.

80, Old Age,
41, Phthisis,

64, Tabes Dorsalis,

62. Erysipelas, Heart Disease,

83, Congestion of Lungs,

89, Old Age, ... ... •• - -
.38, Aortic Stenosis, Enlarged Liver G. ...

64. Stricture of Pylorus, W

66, Spastic Paralysis

,10, Cancer
.52. Brain Disease

37, Erysipelas

B lately

D previously
D previously
B the last 4 years
B tlie last 3 years

B the last 3 years
B tlie last 5 yeai-s.

B lately

D lately

C lately

B lately

B lately
D lately

B lately

D the fast ."1 years
B the last 10 years-

A the last 3 years

C the last n years
A the last il years
Athe last 10-1.5 yearj
B the last years

B the last .5 years

B the last 3 years
B the Wt 4 years.

B ; I) till the last ,30 years
B ; D till the la.st 10 years
B ; D till the last 20 yeara
B : D previously
B ; CD in prime of life

B ; D in working days
B ; K the last 3 years
B ; D previously

B ; E previously
B ; A the last 10 year*
E ; A the last 10 years
E ; A the last 7 years.

Appendix C—rnEVious Work tn the Same Direction.

T\vo inquirips had previously been conducted upon somewhat

similar lines -,
one by Mr. Neison, about forty yeaj's ago, and one-

bv the Harreian Society of London in 18(9 and IbSO,

Mr Nelson's paper On the Rate of Mortality among Persons of

Intemperate Habits was read before the Statistical Society on June

16th, 1851, and published in Volume xiv of its joiu-nal, pages 200

^*Mr'Nei.'5on-8 inquiry concerned only persons of decidedly m-

temperate habits, corresponding as far as possible to our Class K.,

th? rate of mortality of whom he compared with the general

rate for England and Wales. He did not take account, as our in-

quiry has done, of the minor degrees of the alcoholic habit. He

inchuleci ^.omen as well as men. His inquiry paper particularly

asked for a statement as to the duration of intemperance m each,

individual, an essential point for the purpose he had in view. He

also inquired, and apparently obtained information, as to the kind

°^Mr'Tei*son"oi.tained and classified 357 complete cases, compris-

intr 6111 5 years of life during which intemperance was practised.

In the resu'lt he showed that the rate of mortality among the in-

temperate was more than five times that of the general commu-

niry^between the ages of 21 and 30; more than fur times as great

from 31 to 50; nearly three times as great from ol to <>'• about

twice as great from 61 to 80; and equivalent to it from 81/"^O.

Proceeding further, he showed that the equal chances of life of

temperate aSd intemperate persons might be compared at different,

ages as in the following table.

At Age
20
30
40
•iO

60

An Inteiriperate Person

has an equal chance
of living t^

36.6 years
43.8 ,.

.51.6 „
60.8 .,

68.9

.\ Temperate Person
has an equal chance

of living to

64.2 yeare
66..5 ,.

68.8 ..

71.3 ..

74.3 ..

We have no direct means of comparing these results with our

own as the exact duration of tlie intemperate habit ,n each case

wTT'not asked for in our inquiry., which was no P;-^"'ly
^,^:

sicrned with a view to vital statistics. We have l)een able onlj

to'recljn the average age at death of all individuals entered m
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avcniKo furnislu.(l by our Uass h. 1

.

contains «n un-
not eveny-t ".f""' '"H'- »^^ ">•• ^

f
""

'
j,

'

, owin... sulT.-v more
named proport ion ol ;^"™^l-^.;, ,'"„:,;

, .!, 'f is .loubtful.
severely inuler t .e

«''''':';,;\V
'

„. 'j'"i,'; ,, t ^vould add more
however, if the ^-l'";""''

;;' . ,"^ t
"

ver S
• age at death of Mr.

than two years at tlu outsi. .

/"J^
'»;'.[ '^,^,r^ ,,,rs less than

f:'^.^n™u' :: : -rehX-tt l^Ut..ri:etter than "profes-

J^^^r..k„ the i,U..npe.ate wen. .rea^b^^;..
--

rrLtUt"S^^l"'"u^S ish^-u.e of Vj^l^^jven amon,

£:tfa^5n:.|j.;i^??::£n^^^^

spiratory organs" were relatively deficient; phthws and

BH'^riniiSS^
Ices at which, and the occupations in which, it ohietlj occurs.,

'^T'lle reporters were, as in onr inquiry, requested to fill up the

„relmiMrv columns from the counterfoils of their death-certifi-

?a?ebooks^ Cv were then requested to refer each case, if pos-

^^Ct^^neV^hree eateries: (A. I^ths in no^^^^
:iSSor(S?;;::ti^'>:;^^=-^p^?t^^
(C) deaths wholly due to it (JoraNAl., 188U, i, p, 1h. Jieport.

^^The^e is a somewhat odd confusion between facts and theories in

J defmUion of these categories, but tl>ere is no doubt tlu^^^^^

m-e-it deal of valuable information was olitained by means ot uie

Saiin- Keport ot 7..^.05 cases were obtained from private prac-

S?e which with the addition of 1,172 iulirmary and asylum

casJs. 046 ;,s7 tVil, and 077 inquest cases ,about the norma pm-

portion for Lon.ion) brought the total of deaths up to lO.tlOO

^"^TCRenon^of'the Committee was published in the JofRxat- "f

January anh.lV^Cpp. KT et se^. According to tins jeport a cohol

was stated to play some part in the causation of about 13 per

Tent of a' a hi t deaths, from li to 4 per cent, appearing to be

d'rect - due to its action (pars. 15. 21.). Fema es and »«!« ^-'^'^

nearl^in normal proportion in the whole number o oases
:

but in

C ass 15 the males were nearly twice as numerous as the ffniaks,

fn Class C only about as :. to 3. The ^•^^1^^^':^^^
severer forms of intemperance were relatively more .prL^altM

nmnnrr wnmeu than tlie minor forms (par. -1).

The^deaths in B were found to have taken place nt an earl|er

9..nurinp the last quarter of a century, the •'»,';>;'S^P™;'';?;i\i;'' 'i^'^/lX

il,ave much allerert. and what i, >>o« ™">n>0" >'
[,' « ^^ „^.. sn?iu hk^n.anncr

V,.ave .ome vears since hccu looked "Pon as only >" ™; ^ ,„ re. and, .M no
,„av it he l.oi-«l that the ..saKC. of '""^ ^'V*'"'™ "',';,.\„,?, „t i.oderation

^^ti^l^^X ^ay ^::i^ S^onr;S™'p^o some ^ears hence^

Meisou. /^c. mpra cit.. pase 201.

those f
om Pn«'""'V,; > t"i'mt.Tof 1,0 eootr.l none,..

" ',"'"' ,™rS fco«2°n t'SS tro" b?o.ol,iil.. «..hm.. e,n.

•.£iro,r-„J ~do,5. >"£-. ~j.oo;™iy;^ 1 •"„.';,

°'""hS«,oh .. .1.. «»«. .n.u.i ««"«»'<';»!?;";'?»:"

valuation and bonus in 1*'*
^[ -.yi'^L'^^^ear. while the rate in the

ordinary section was 16.3-' per l-'" ?/ J^" '

^T,'^R"rhr::^raTtL'uteras^irXt\rTemperance^
"'But, he saul. "* ^'"^ "

. .,\ „.,__ i.ppause thev commence

Ea'y'Sn'is laO. per l,Sx) ; in the Temperance section.

''rTC!S deeper into the subject as to the causes of death.

Mr. Bowser found that: number of deatlii)

in excess of the other. / '^ff'^^ ''"'.,i^e inttuence on the rate

that the practice of teetotalers has biU ittie m
^^^^_

of mortality from tjiese causes.
^'l\^JX\y.Timdoi the kidneys,

tion of the heart, of the stomach ol en .r
^^^ °^ ^^^,-^,„

tluu the diflerenee IS most ^*f"ons .deed. 1 th^^^^^^^^^

^^ ^^

the number who die of'--^;^;/:^,^?,^"^
of those who die of

many as those in ''''' T«"l *

'^f""^^^ ;^^.', „ ,i kindred diseases, etc.,

diseases of the stomach.of the k due)., an I

^^^^ ^^^^

the proportion
;?f:'"!,^"^;^,f;;,Te' Hon si "more, against the pro-

same causes in the lemperanci .etiKu.
coction who have

portion of 32 l--.l-W.VOi-sons m the onhnar section
^^^^^,^^^

died directly of liver J'f''"-^^''
";^^\;'"t, 'J'\u.aths by accidents of

in the Temperance section. .''\g'

"'/^f .u'^'',
'

-(ion of one in

various kinds (including ^•"^'^'V'f .".,'!. C'^or.liuarv section,

the Temperance ^^'^I'on, against tirteenn^t^K or >m^^
^.^.^^ .

These statistics are gathered ffom a numb, r > i

^^
persons known to be intemperate arc ab.olutelN exciuucu

proposed for life assurance.
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Dr. Caspy has sent me the following table, exhibiting in parallel

cohmins tlie comparative drinking habits of certain occnpations

as shown by our Report and the comparative mortality of males

in the same occupations at the ages 25 to 65, as given by Dr. Wil-

liam Ogle in the Supplement to the Forty-Fifth Report of the

Rf^Utrar-Genera!, p. xxv. The figures in the first column are

the percentages of the less temperate in each occupation, drawn

from our Tables VI and VII and compared with the general per-

centage taken as 100. Those in the second column are from Dr.

Ogle's table, the general mortality being reckoned as 100 instead

of 1,000.

The figures in the second column for weavers, miners, and

"driring occupations" are rough estimates only, as these cate-

gories are divided by Dr. Ogle into groups, of which the relative

proportions are not ascertainable.

Dr. Ogle's figures are drawn from the returns for 1880-2.
Comptve. Mortjility

at ages 26-O.j (0),'le).

Ratio of the less 100 = General Mort.

Temperate. of Males at same
100 = average. ages.^

Clergj-nieri. e(e. ... ... 10 ... .-• ^-^
Schoolmasters ... ... 6.3 ... ... '1-0

Weavers fiO 94.2 (?)

Gardeners ... ... ... 71 ... ... 59.9

Agricultural labourers ... 71 ... ... 70.1

Shoemakers... ... ... 71 ... -. t'^.l

Tailors 76 105.1

Medical men 82 112.2

Carpenters ... ... ... 98 ... ... 82.0

Blacksmiths 104 97.3

Ijawvers ... ... ... 110 ... ... 84.2

Painters! Ill 120.2

Masons and Brieklavei-s2 ... IIS ... ... 96.9

Miners ... " 126 110.0 (?)

Commercial travellers^ ... 148 ... ... 94.8

Driving trades* 146 118.4 (?)

Butchers 165 117.0

Publicans* 181 152.1

1 Plumbers and glaziers are included by Dr. Ogle, not by the Collective In-

Te.stigation Committee.
2 Builders are included by Dr. Ogle, not by the Collective Investigation Com-

mittee.
3 Probably many travellers retire before advanced age.
* Grooms'are included by Dr. Ogle, not by the Collective Investigation Com-

mittee.
5 Potmen, barmen, eto., are included by the Collective Investigation Com-

mittee in its "Licensed Victualling" group. Dr. Ogle makes a separate

category of " Inn and Hotel Servants," with a comparative mortality of 220.5.

THE EELATION OF ALCOHOLISM TO
INEBRIETY.

BY XORXI.'Of KERR, M.D., F.L.3.

AiCOHOi.iSii is a term which has been somewhat loosely era-

ployed. It has been applied by some almost at random to desig-

nate all drinking (moderate or immoderate), or any kind of

into.xication. By others its scope has been restricted to the
mental and moral perversion (apart from the physical degrada-
tion) consequent on excessive drinking. Confusion has arisen

probably from ignorance. Only within recent years lias there
been clearly revealed the existence of the disease of inebriety, a
iUease often associated, but sometimes altogether unconnected,
with alcohol. It may, therefore, be useful to direct attention to

the distinction between alcoholi.sm and inebriety.

Alcohol is an irritant narcotic poison, and the term alcoholism
should be applied only to the toxic phenomena directly or indi-

rectly arising from the action of that poison on body and brain.
This would include acute alcohol poisoning (fatal or non-fatal)
and chronic alcohol poisoning. Under this designation would bo
comprised all the functional disturbances and tissue degenera-
tions produced by alcoholic inebriating drinks in various doses,
the vitiation of the blood, the circulatory tumult, the nervous
perturbation, the vasomotor paralysis, the cerebral automatism,
with the incomplete paralysis (with or without unconsciousness)
ef transient alcoholic excitement ; as well as the tremors of
delirium tremens, the madness of mania a potu, the depraved
digestion, the cerebro-spinal paralysis, the delusions, and the
insanity of more permanent and graver alcoholic lesions. Under
the term alcoholism would also be ranged the mental and moral
depravities induced by the toxicating agency of alcoholic inebri-
ants, the selfishness, untruthfulness, cunning, and deceit of the
alcohol inebriate, as well as the transmitted proclivities to excess,
inBtability of brain, and feeble will-power begotten of the alco-

holic inheritance. In most cases of alcoholi.sm of long standing

there are fatty or other degenerations of the liver, kidneys, heart,

brain, and other organs.

Inebriety, on the other hand, is a disease of the higher nerve

centres, allied to insanity, which may or may not be of alcoholic

origin. It consists of an intense morbid impulse to, or crave for,

not intoxicants, but intoxication. The intoxicant consumed may
be any narcotic which has an antesthetic effect.

^
It is this be-

numbing, this prompt, even if evanescent, satisfaction of an

abnormal or unhealthful impulse or crave for relief which is

sought after. The intoxicant is the agent by which this fleeting

relief is obtained, the particular drug resorted to being deter-

mined by the idio.syncrasy of the patient, the narcotic to which

he has had access, or which is in common use where he lives, or

other conditions. Inebriety is, therefore, a true intoxication

mania, or, as 1 propose to call it, narcomania, that i^, a mania for

narcotism.
Inebriety or narcomania assumes varied forms. As regards the

inebriant, it may be alcohol, opium, morphine, chloral, chloroform,

ether, chlorodyne, or cocaine inebriety, the second, third, fourth,

and fifth forms being consideralily on the increase amongst us.

Cocaine inebriety I have seen only a few cases of. Inebriety the

disease may be constant or periodic, social or solitary. There are

periodicities of function, of nerve energy, of time, of occupation,

of climate, of season, and of occasion. Under a third classification

of complicatory disorders we have the inebrieties of insanity, of

sjT^hilis and other diseases, of convalescence from fevers, of heat

apoplexy, of operations, of head or other injuries (traumatic in-

ebriety), and of nerve shock generally. The most striking differ-

ences are between alcoholomania and opiomania or morphino-

mania. Alcoholic inebriety is both organic and functional. The

opiate form is a disease of function, no such unmistakable

organic lesions having been observed as with alcohol. Again,

alcohol maddens, while opium as a rule soothes. The lower

animals are easily affected by alcohol, while many of them can

live and thrive on opium. A'lcoholists, too, are more untruthful.

There is a wide difference also in the therapeutic treatment of

these two forms of the disease. With alcohol, the sudden with-

drawal of the toxic agent is safe, with opium usually unsafe.

The etiology and pathology of inebriety of all types is a pro-

found and intricate study. Some progress has been made, but

much is yet unknown. The state of alcoholic trance, for example,

is one of grave import, and has as yet met with scanty_ recogni-

tion. This obscure and extraordinary phenomenon of inebriety

has been known to include voyages and travels of weeks' duration,

the subject of this diseased condition sometimes fully awaking to

consciousness only to find himself in a foreign country, though

he had been able to speak and act automatically to all appearance

like other people around him. A knowledge of the various causes

exciting and predisposing to inebriety is essential to enable a

successful method of cure to be devised, this disease being as

curable as most other diseases. The alcoholic is, therefore, but one

of many forms of inebriety, which latter is a constitutional dis-

ease of the nerve centres which may be altogether non-alcoholic

in its inception.

The disease of inebriety may be either inherited or acquired.

In the former case, the transmitted^ disease may be latent, not a

single inebriate outbreak occurring in a lifetime.

All drunlvards are not subjects of the inebriate diathesis. There

are those who drink from sheer "cussedness." They drink, as they

bet, simply in pursuit of pleasure, their pleasure consisting m
aiming at every questionable indulgence. Such cannot be deemed

diseased persons, at least at the outset of their alcoholic career,

but even in their case a chain of abnormal symptoms of patho-

logical degradations may ultimately establish a state of true

disea.se.

There may be alcoholic inebriety without what may be called

the coarser manifestations of alcoholism. In some cases of in-

tractable alcoholic inebriety, no organic lesions of any consequence

have been visible after death, and no symptoms of disordered

digestion, visceral derangement, or other organic function have

been observed during life. The nervous affection has apparently

been the only departure from health. There may thus be alco-

holic drunkenness with no true inebriety, and inebriety or narco-

mania with no actual intoxication by alcohol.

Dr. CtTiisriNQ said it was impossible to enter into the considera-

tion of the enormous amount of facts just laid before them by Dr.

Owen. He was, however, not quite sure that Dr. Owen was justi-
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fip<l in dealing as he had dono wi^h the comparative tables of

fonc. "UV "u„. total abstinence class. It did not convey to his

mhT.l anvll.in- that really threw doubt on the tact as stated He

was not in f,.vour of alcohol, and, even if he were, he would hesi-

tate lo express such an opinion in the presence of Dr. Norman

Ken- lie su-'ested that diildren who took alcohol were probably

not the stronger and more robust, as surmised by Dr. Owen,

but rather the weaker among them. The second point was in re-

fetnce o t e e\iolos. of gout as a consequence of '"t'-^JPcrance^

Ile-'vas inclined to think that Dr. Owen's statistics must have been

drawn largely from England. Irish ex,,erience was that gout was

ot fremumtlv tlie result of alcoholic indulgence. It was probaWy

rather a consefiuence of drinking certain beverages of alcoho
,
and

not of alcohol itself.-Dr. Martin (of Fortlaw) said, as regards the

i^lolv gout, he could name family after family in which the

mernbers were perfectly temperate, but whose ancestors were

notorious Tor'th'eir driifking iTabit.s yet t'-ir descendan s were

gouty. In those days the principal drink was t ren h ^ "" Jn

the lower clas.ses gout was a disease rarely met with.-Dr^ IS on-

MANKKRRexpre.ssed his regret that Mr. Owens paper had been

^etd immediately after his-their aim being essentially different

He pointed out that the whole number of cases '^^^^^^:'^\'^'^^.^°1

exceed 4 -m. a much smaller number than many on which others

bad declined to draw dogmatic conclusions in t^t^^one past

The total death-rate for this couutrj- was upwards of /,000 and to

come to any conclusion whatever with regard to the mortality of

Siolisinhi so small a number would be contrary to scienti^c

nccuracv. They could only be tentative, and some of them would

have to be revfsed. He had carried out several inquiries on this

s, bfect and he had never come to any other conclusion than that

herewero at least 40,0()(J deaths due directly to alcoholic intemper-

ance and at least double that number due to it indirectly. This

h d been borne out by the researches of the Ilarveian Society,

which dealt^Sh 10,000 observations, more than double the num-

ber of to-dav. Whatever the value of these cmjectures might be,

There were those independent series of investigation by the lar-
there^ereuo.e 1 v

by himself, which all seemed toS tol^ It tie^ame nuiX; J deaths due to alcohol. With

Regard to the statistics now before them, he would make one or

w^o observations. With respect to
^°^f^T-^''^'--''l}'^}''^'y'^Z

that a lar^e proportion of them were abstainers ;
some 1-,000 in

tie Indian army, and probably not less than one m seven a home.

The probable mortality was 'sbo^ai by the life-tables of the m-

suranc'^companies. These companies hud to do with hard iacts

and thev showed a difference in favour ot abstainers to

?he extent of 25 per cent. He took exception to he

assertion that alcoholic excess did not produce patlo-

Wical con.litions. [Dr. Owen explained that his conclu-

sio"n was 1 at alcohol did not kill so much by producing

one oT two pathological conditions, but by rendering the body

"i^ble to pathological conditions all round.] He (Dr Kerr) stiU ob-

iectedX to tlmt assertion, because a great many of these ca«^ of

death were produced by alcoholic excess, although not so stated

in the certillcate -bronchitis, pneumonia, apoplexy, etc., tor

"stance With a large experience of work in London he was

certain that alcoholic excess did produce deat^h dnectlj. Itiert^

were a certain few-i.hthisis. for example-which were caused by

Scohol U the same time, alcoholic indulgence undoubted y pre-

disposed to disease. With regard to gout, he won d say tl a he

ad only been able to tin.l one case ot gout in a life teetotaler.-

DrDuuMMOND asked what form of phthisis Dr. Kerr consulered

as due to the use of alcohol.-Dr. Kem, in repl.V. referred Dr.

Drummond to a monograph on the subject
'^J'^-^;^^^;^

' Dr. Dbummond said he thought some answer to this questioii

should be given, for he did not think it ought to go forth that

.ley admit'fed that there was a special form of plahisis due to

acholic indulgence.-1-rofessor OAiRi.KKa said ^J^"^
manipulation of his facts wa.s beyond all praise. "* .^ o"'^'; ' 'T.

"•t".Uke to allude to a fact that had not -'"'"'^"tKme'J H^'i
Owen, and he hoped it might be introduced in tl"^ «rm "^

-^^^f
note or otherwise. Dr. Norman Kerr had said that there was a

orm°'f a coholic phthisis, but that he was disposed to deny. e

d not deny that alcohol might have a goo, deal to do with

, tlUsKbut^he was not prepared, from anything he had seen

m elf, to say that there 4a.s any particular form ot tubercular

Snlse attributable to alcohol. Ho did not think one could, by

examining a man, either alive or dead, find anything in his lungs

toTiiote that he had been a drunkard. On the other hand, quite

a^ opposite opinion prevailed, and, having to teach this subject to

students, he was obliged to bo verj- careful to """'^^^ to only ^
hat

be knew himself on the subject, and that was remarkabl> little.

He had however, put before them statements which had been

CO IfdentlyTut forward that phthisis was Poftively restrained by

the use Ot alcohol, not only in moderation but in escess^^ He had

avoided touching on this, in the absence of absolute proof, ami he

.should be glad of some information bearing on this subject. It

professed to be based on a larg, number of observa ions. At a^l

events, it was connected witli the examination of a large number

of peraons who had died of drink diseases, and in whom they

very rwely found tuberculous disease. He said that was a verj-

curLuTf^t if it were true, and he had little doubt that i w^s «)

Perins who died of -'gin-drinker's liver." or other well-detmed

d™oT alcoholic origin, were verj- rarely tubercular. From

tils Tt had been inferred that alcohol was a Preventive of

ubercilosis; but he thought this subject ought to be studied

Ttl'this opinion full in view. He thought it, however quite po-

sible that tuberculous persons were less disposed to alwholic

ndulgence than others. He alluded to the story old of an old

relation of Lord Eldon. who was a gentleman of the olden times

andThr^ believer in the virtues of toddy, a luding to a r.s ng

young man, he was wont to observe: " He » a P'"d > o"^'(r.

fellow; but he's nae right. He canna tacUe ^s dnnk

That led him to suppose that youths who cou d not tackle

their drink" were probably wanting in physique.-Sui-geon-

\lafor GUNN had no hesitation in saying that many soldiers fell

vicUms to a form of phthisis directly due to the use of alcohol.-

DrG^LBAET SMITH Said he had been working for fifteen years in

UieSateit department of the Hospital for Consumption and

nearly as lon.^ in the out-patient room of the London Uo»pit.il.

\s a teetotafe of ten years' standing, he had taken ver>- great

interest Ui looking out' for cases of P^tMsis in connection with

alcoholic tendencies, and he had been greatly astonished with the

vei^ few cases of phthisis which came before him m men wha

we7ehlitual drunkards, and he was also a.stonished to see how

Uina these cases dragged on. He began the inquiry m the belief

that icoho' would hasten their doom, but his experience pointed

te other way. Working among the non-alcoholic, he fo"nd that

DiTthis s co^d not be treated except with proper doses of alcohol

?nprfvate practice he never thought of treating a case of ph his s

without alcohol. In every case where he had tried to do ^tlio"*

H he 1 adiailed. Now th^y had to take facts as they" hem

and not try to make them tit with preconceived ideas A\ i h r, gard

to £?out he micht .say that before he was a teetotaler he ue\er

iad"e°ither'rh"umatisr^ or gout, but he had had both ever siiice-

A MEMBER said he thought a great deal of ;ve.ght v as due to^the

observation of Dr. Owen on the longevity of total abstainers

They^ust remember that the total
a'^^t-^^'^f^^^^^or^'t^e^t '

fifty years old, and that only during the last fifteen or twenty

yews had it really commenced to make great process. Conse-

'qSlAhemembL of the Band of Hope of that t„„eco^ld„^

vet have attained the age to influence statistics. Ji;^ -ana Dye

hy would become old people, and so increase^ the average ag^

\s regarded the treatment of phthisis, he had per.-onallj treatett

many cases at the Temperance Hospital, many ot whom had gone

Sreat y benented without any alcohol at .Ul ; t herefore it couM

not be said that it was impossi^ble to treat Phth.si.s w'thout t^

Surc'eon-Maior GrxN asked whether Professor GAiRDNrR miant

that" peop e^who suffered from phthisis ought to take alcolK.1 m
excess -Professor Gairdner said he merely wished to a^k the

opiiion of the Section on the subject, but ^r Gdbart SmUhs

remarks certainly seemed to point in that d'rec ion -Dr C.^L

BART Smitu said that, whatever he thought he ^' ould not

be prepared to advise evil that good might come -Dr ^am

BARD OWEN said that his remarks as to the long^^>^> "t

abstainers were put forward as a
/"ggf

''^u- "t "Ot »8 an ex

Tilanation He thought it was extremely doubt fu^^lletnertne

S^er or weaker members ot the community took more kindly

o tetflabsri^ence. With regard to gout, his observa ions h^
been drawn from England, and must be taken to affect onJ> llie

SrUculTkind of beverage indulged in.
H^l-P^^^^li^^J^^'utio"

renortwithaceographical tabulation of the drink aistnDution.

dJ Norman K^^r^oke ot the number of his observations being

sosmnl of course he would like to have dealt with a larger

mimZr "but as a matter of fact they had been d'saPponUed

;

riiev had hoped to get at least 40.aK1, and he hope,! that the in-

ler/st wliich the publication of this report would excite might lead

[o further additions to this number. As to the inquiry instituted

by he 1 a.^' ian Society, it had been conducted on somewhat dif-
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ferent lines. Thoircnsos were mniiivd to be diviiled into certain

classes ; those due directly to uU-ohol, and tliose sup]>osed to

have been hastened by alcohol, ete. In fact, it was rather an

opinion ujion the result's of alcohol that was settled rather than a

statement of facts. It was a much simpler inquiry than theirs,

and had been ver\' successful. Their own inquiry had lieen for

facts respecting certain definite diseases, which had for an object

rather to make out the connection of the alcoholic habit with

certain definite lesions than to ascertain the relative mortality.

Statistics of insurance societies only concerned insurable lives,

whereas their inquiry took in any kind of life, good or bad. He

should be glad to get" any further information out of these returns

with regard to the ve'ry important point raised by Professor

Gairdner as touching alcohol in checking phthisis. Something of

the kind could already be got out of Table VII.

THREE LECTURES
ON

TUBERCULAR JOINT-DISEASE AND
ITS TREATMENT BY OPERATION.

Delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons of England, June, ISSS,

Bt ARTHUR E. J. BARKER. F.R.C.S.,

Hunterian Professor of Surgerv and Patlioloiiy at the Eoyal College of

Surgeons ; Surgeon to University College Hospital; and Teacher of

Practical Surgery at University College.

Lectuee III.

I SHAXi, to-day ask your attention to the application of those

principles of treatment which I have endeavoured to sketch in

our first two lectures to the actual removal of tubercular disease

as found in some of the principal joints of the extremities.

Taking the knee first as a simple articulation, and one which

clauns attention more frequently, perhaps, than any other, I

would venture to insist that hitherto we have been too much in

the habit of regarding the prospect of a movable joint after opera-

tions for the removal of tubercular disease as altogether remote.

In considering conservative interference with this disease here, it

has until recently nearly always been a question either of com-
plete excision of the whole joint or of trusting to simple drainage

without removal of tissue ; and yet, if the matter is carefully ex-

amined, there are many cases in which such disease has existed

for a long time—now in the synovial membrane, now in the bones

—and yet, wit/iout operation, repair has taken place with little or

no impairment of the movements of the part, and surely we may
imitate such results by early operation.

It will be said that in such cases the primarj- focus had not ex-

tended actually to the surfaces of the articulation, and had been

arrested early. But in the majority of cases—at all events in

children—tubercular disease probably starts as a focus not actu-

ally in contact with the surfaces of the joint, and remains for a

time quite outside the latter. For instance, it often begins at the

growing epiphysary lines of the bones, as in the specimens from
which 1 have drawn Figs. Ill and IV (hip), and V, VI, and VII

(knee), and only gradually works its way either through the car-

tilaginous covering or out to the lateral aspect of the femur or

tibia. Again, it may commence in the subendothelial tissue of

the synovial membrane, and develop into a considerable caseating

focus before it makes a breach of surface and attacks the parts

which actually move one upon the other. We know, of course,

that if such cases are left alone, this is not the rule, unfor-

tunately ; and that a large number of them will run on to de-

struction of the proper surfaces of the joint, and then all hopes of

preserving its movements become very remote indeed.

Ought we not, then, to look out for cases in which we may by
limited operation anticipate this extension of the process to the

surfaces, or, at all events, arrest its destructive action on the

latter? Undoubtedly; and, if we work more in this direction, the

reword will be not only the frequent arrest of general tubercu-
losis, but also the preservation of the movements of many a knee
in which otherwise a more complete excision of one kind or

another would have to be performed later on.

A good method of exploring the knee-joint in whicli such dis-

ease IS suspected to be on the increase, but where there is a hoiie

of preserving the movements of the part, becomes, then, an im-

portant desideratum. Outof thelargenumberof operations proposed

and practised since the days of Kilkin and Park, the most experienced

surgeons to-day appear al"m(}st universally to adopt the well-known
"horse-shoe" or "U-shaped" incision of Moreaii, modified more

or less. When exploration alone is the first object, half this in-

cision may be made on one side, reaching from above the joint to

the borderof the patellar ligament, as in li'ig. VIII. Or, again, the

two halves of the curves may be made down to each side of the

latter, but without dividing it. Adopting one or other of these

methods of exposing the surfaces of the articulation, its general

condition may be fairly estimated in most cases, and indications

for further action be discovered. In the first place, while making
such an incision, especially in a case of early disease, it may be

found that the knife passes through the tuberculised area before

it actually opens the joint. A large quantity of granulation

tissue, with or without caseous foci, may be met with, and quite

possibly in such a position that it can be freely removed without

interfering with the essential structures of the joint. Or, again,

the appearance of the lateral aspect of the femur or tibia may in-

dicate the presence of centres of tubercular osteomyelitis about

their growing epiphysary lines, as in Figs. V, A'l, and MI. In

such a case it may be quite feasible to remove all the infected

medulla either by gouge or sharp spoon without the least damage

to the gliding surfaces of the bones ; and, even if the cartilaginous

covering be encroached upon to some small extent either from

within the bone or from without, it is quite possible to sacrifice a

certain amount of it without injury to the prospect of a movable

joint. Some cases in which this has been done have been put on

record lately by Sendler, with the result of almost perfect pre-

servation of the functions of the part. And, after all, this result

will depend almost entirely on the stage at which operation is

performed, now that antisepsis has eliminated the risks of setting

up true suppuration in the joint by our operation. For Of course

the mere rupture of a caseous focus into a joint does not mean

the general suppuration of the latter, unless the focus itself also

communicate by a sinus with the external one.

Now the moment such tubercular tissue is found the risks of re-

inoculation from it during its extirpation must be kept in view,

especially if it have reached the stage of caseation. If it be pos-

sible, by"turning back the skin and muscles on either side, to ex-

pose the whole diseased focus from our limited incision, it should

be isolated by as careful a dissection as if it were a malignant

growth, and the knife should at every stroke be carried through

sound tissue around. At the same time the escape of caseous

matter into the fresh wound, or into the cavity of the articula-

tion, should be prevented by every means in our power. If, un-

fortunately, it should be impossible to prevent such contamination

of the cut surfaces altogether, they should be as rapidly and as

thoroughly cleansed as possible by irrigation with one or other of

the powerful germicides at our command. The choice here ap-

pears to lie either between carbolic solution or bichloride of

mercurs'. ...
Large areas of diseased synovial tissue may in this way be ex-

tirpated from the knee, as low as the ligamentum patelhe and as

high as top of the subcrureal bursa, without any interference with

the continuity of the lateral, crucial, or patellar ligaments.

Cases are now accumulating in which this has been done, and all

the movements of the joint have remained perfect. Koenig's and,

more recently, Sendler's cases are perhaps the most encouraging,

especially as in some of the latter portions of bone had been also

removed.
. , , ,

,

.

The actual opening up of the joint in such a case should be post-

poned until the diseased area in the synovial tissues has been

isolated as far as possible. Finally, after flushing the parts

divided with our germicide solution, the separation of the infected

tissue is completed, and it is lifted out en jnasse. The condition

of the ends of the bones can now be examined, and. if the patient

is an adult, it is quite possible that the cartilaginous surfaces may

be almost or quite intact, unless the disease has been allowed to

run on too long. In such a case, after careful irrigation of all the

pockets of the articulation, and subsequent drying out with

sponges, all the exposed surfaces should be dusted with finely

crystalline iodoform.

'Deep stitches, including the muscular expansion and skin,

should then be inserted, about half an inch apart, throughout the

whole length of the wound. These silk threads are not tied until

all are in place, and until the final toilet of the wound has been

completed. A drain-tube is not always indispensable, but may
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with advantage be left in one of the angles of the wound, for the

first twelve hours or so, in most cases.
.

But, supposing that the free single or double lateral incision re-

veal the fact that the cartilage-covered ends of tiie Iwnes are

seriously affected, either primarily or secondarily, the 1°'" "I";'

be more freely exposed. This is best done by completing the for-

maUonof the U-shaped flap (Fig. VIll), in o^der o turn it up

from the lower and anterior surface of the femur. In doing ti>,

of course the simplest jilan is to sever the Iigamentum patelUe,

trusting afterwards to careful suturing to restore its continuity.

I3ut, if there is any prospect of preserving the movements ot the

articulation, this structure shouldbekept intact, if possible tor ob-

vious reasons. This can only be done by removing the tuberositj

S the tibia, and leaving it attached to the ligament of t^« P^tella^

There is no difficulty in this, if a good chisel is used, and is driven

obliquely upwards and backwards, under the tuberosity, into the

ioint the scale of bone thus removed can subsequently be wired

down in its old bed, and one of the chief supports of the joint will

be thus preserved intact. When the long U-shaped flap has been

formed as lust described, and has been turned well up, there is no

part of the joint which cannot be thoroughly examined during

complete flexion. . . . ,. , • •„f

Another method of exposing the interior of the knee-joint,

while preserving the extensor mechanism intact, has been otten

practised within the last few years, and deserves some notice.

This is the transverse incision across the middle of the patella,

the latter being sawn completely through. Now there is no doubt

that, with the safeguards of asepsis, this method is as justihable

as another for opening the knee-joint, and that, when subse-

fiuentlv wired, the patella becomes as sound as ever and the

action of the extensors is preserved. But it is agreed by those

who have had most experience of it that the transverse incision

alone does not give as free access to the various parts of the joint

as is required ; and even Volckmann, with whom the plan I be-

lieve originated, was obliged to supplement it by vertical lateral

incisions, which enabled him to turn the soft parts upwards and

downwards with more freedom. Neither this method, nor that ot

Verneuil (lately revived), in which an H-shaped cut is made with

the transverse stroke above the patella, appear likely to hold

their own against the old U-shaped incision, which possesses

many of the advantages of the other methods without their

^

''ir i?f performing the oper.ition by this U-shaped flap, the

tuberosity of the tibia be lifted up with the latter and then sub-

seauentlv wired down in situ, all the advantages of the method ot

dividing the patella are secured, and there can be no question of

the freer access to the joint. But, whatever else is done, it should

never for a moment be forgotten that our first object is to rid the

patient of a distinctly dangerous new growth, and that all ques-

tions as to the functions of the joint must take a second p ace

The points to be specially examined in these cases will be, first,

the sev'eral synovial pockets, and then the epiphysary lines of the

femur and tibia, especially at their lateral aspects. Here it will

he frequently found in eariy cases that a focus of tubercular osteo-

myelitis extends more or less deeply into or across the bone some-
myelins e.\ifuu» liiuit ^'1 ii.-u ">-^H'j •""• — --.-- -

, ,

times without transgressing the cartilage (Figs. \ and \ 1). In

such a case, let me repeat, it may be quite feasible to remove^ all

the disem^ed tissue by careful gouging from the side without

damaging the joint-surfaces at all. But, be this as it may, it

must be remembered that, if be possible to cut around the focus

in healthy tissue, and to lift the diseased mass bodily out without

crushin-r it. and with a layer of sound material around it. tlie

chance 1.f re-inoculation of' the medulla remaining is much dimi-

nished. Even from the joint-surface it is quite possible to

do this without serious interference with the shape of the

articular facets in many cases. A few months ago 1 was

able thus to remove one of those conical foci of ca. ous

hone the shape of which, as Koenig points out, suggests their

formation by the blocking of a luitri, nt artery by '"
.';;>;

cular disease. It lay in the external condyle of the femur, \Mth

its base at the articular surface; and. though the gouge

was carried well outside of it in healthy tissue, and a portion o

the inner aspect of the ext.Tnal condyle as large as half a walnut

was removed, the shape of the joint has not been damaged :
and 1

have lately seen the patient walking about comfortably, although

in this case with a stiff joint, but not in the least a shortened

'"in passing I mav remark that such cases as the one just re-

ferred to offer an excellent illustration of the advantages of the

most recent methods of dealing with tubercular joint-di3ea.sc.

Here was a girt of eighteen who had been under my care for the

same affection for eight years, during the last three of which she

walked about on a Thomas's splint and never put the foot to the

cround All this time she was carefully treated both at home

and in hospital, but the knee remained swollen, tender, and wM
now quite stiff, and walking was impos.sible. Last Chri.-tinas she

and her mother begged that she should be operated on. 1 there-

fore laid open the joint by the U-shaped incision, removed all the

infected sTOOvial tissue, and a large focus of tubercular osteo-

mvelitis from the femur as described. The wound healea by firet

intention under the second dressing, which was replaced by dry

wool and a plaster-of-Paris case on the tenth day A day or two

later the patient was out of bed; within a month from operation

she was at the seaside, and within six weeks was able to walk about

on the limb, which had not been used for years. She wore tho

same plaster case for about another month, and on her return to

London I removed it, and found the state of the joint all that

could be desired. She could walk weU without the splint, hut

was given a lighter support instead. I believe that for the

last couple of months she has been at work again ;
and I saw her

^•irt'hTrase:1'^T;e'ration. which did not interfere with the

length of the limb or its growth, which did not confine the patiMit

to her bed for a fortnight, or to the house for a month gave her

back the use of her leg within eight ^"eeks-a 7^."'' ^^'^^ «'fii*
years of careful treatment by other means had failed to produce.

From what was found at the operation on this joint, it is probable

that further delay would have resulted in extension of tlie disease.

which would then have required for its removal the sacrifice of

some of the length of the bones, to say nothing of the other neks

to which the patient would have been subjected.

It is perhaps a little too soon in this case to pronounce tha

re-inoculation of the system from the wounded surfaces cannot

have taken place during the operation. But we know enough to

sav that this is unlikely. From all the cases where such an occur-

rence has taken place that I have been able to study it seems

probable that, unless there is evidence that the disease has taken

a fresh start locally or in internal organs within a couple of

months or so, it is not likely to reappear at all from this cause,

provided the patient's surroundings are healthy.
„„.,i.^

There can be no question, as already stated, that '"^h reinocula-

tion of the soft parts and of the fresh cut bone does °f'7 ^ake flaw

in excisions of tubercular joints. Cases have been recorded ^pecia^>

"elucidate this point, Ld leave no 'Jo>',''';,*° "^^ """!'• "^"
it It is probably a frequent cause of that secondary de-

velopment of foci of disease, long after opera ion, which «

well known to us all. Hitherto it has been the custom to

attribute this reappearance of the disease to 'ts spread roni

portions of the original foci not thoroughly removed by theop«a-

tion. But although this explanation will meet some ^^ases, it wiU

not account for all. The evidence is strong tl"'"',\7?f^>' «^°^

surface of bone may be inoculated from the caseous AAn.s in pro-

cess of removal from another part of the joint, and may develop

fresh foci of tubercular osteomyelitis as a consequence in due

course Much maybe done, of course, in the way of washing

a. ay tuber ular Mri., accidentally distributed over the fresh cut

surfaces in the course of an OP'",^'^*'""- »"^ germicides may b^

brought to bear upon them before the wound is closed But as the

latte? must be us^d sparingly in view of their toxic effects on the

system, it should be our aim to prevent, by every means in or

xiower the scattering broadcast over the wounded surfaces ot tlu

1 art those seeds of^further disease which we know from «per.-

ment are so ready to strike root even
'^'"'"^"['Intmili^tith

evil .'ffect of which we have heretofore been only too familiar with

when after an excision has been foundly healed for son.et«ie

caseous abscesses have formed, and have slowly worked their waj

'°Not infrequently, in examining a tubercular focus in the can-

ceUousSe of iL end of a bone, we will observe tha its spread

has be.n prevented, as it were, by a process of sclerosis in the

tissue around -a process quite analogous to the formation of the

im ng area of exudatiin tissue, demonstrated by experiment.

aro ud'points inoculated with tubercle in the eye and elsewhere^

(Fi.- n If -such a sclerosisexistinanygivencase.-ne shoud be

careful in gouging out the diseased matter, not to go l-eyond this

barrier, erected by the natural processes against the spread of the

^'Tshall now ask to be allowed to describe in detail the mcth<.d I
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should employ to get rid of the infected tissues from a knee which

ha" been discovered by exploration to possess a widely diseased

synovial membrane, the bones being little or not at all affected.

If I venture to describe this as the plan 1 have adopted myself, it

is with no wish to dogmatise. No one is entitled to do this m the

case of a subject so comparatively new to us all, and where all

our individual experiences must still be relative y scanty. My

wish is simply to express, in a definite form, the conclusions

which have gradually worked themselves out during many years

in which I have been a close observer of the methods of others in

this field of surgery, as well as an anxious student of my own

clinical and pathological material. We have all, Sir, no doubt

been obliged to revise our procedures over and over again, in

view of the advances in the theories of wound-treatment,

and of the pathology of tuberculosis; and all of us must be con-

scious that we are still but feeling our way. Those who have

aiven the most attention to the subject will be the readiest to

Idmit that it is still fraught with difficulty. Of my own experi-

ence of the methods about to be described, I will only say that,

as far as it goes, it is most encouraging, contrasted with older

procedures ; and that the results have been far beyond what 1

should have believed within the range of possibility a few years

aco \2id I know, further, that this has been the experience ot

many others whose line of action has been practically the same.

Tlie limb having been kept in the vertical position tor hve

minutes, so as to reduce the blood-stream to the utmost, a broad

band of india-rubber is placed tightly around it, as near to the

"roin as possible. It is well not to use the Esmarch a bandage in

the ordinary way for several reasons. In the first place, its pres-

sui-e may break up some of the caseating foci, and disperse their

contents either into the tissues around, producing local infection,

or into the lymphatics or veins, and so lead to general infection ot

the system. In the second place, it is an advantage to leave a

small amount of blood in the vessels of the part, so that these

may be recognised when cut, and tied before the elastic tourni-

quet is removed. Finally, the loss of tone in the walls of the

vessels, produced by the prolonged pressure of the elastic band, is

usually followed by such copious oozing as to necessitate an early

change of the first dressings. Such a disturbance of the wounded

surfaces is most undesirable, if it can be avoided. Quite apart

from the increased risks of septic inoculation from every exposure

of the wound, disturbance of the part is likely to produce in-

creased vascular excitement, and this again favours the develop-

ment of tubercular infection, both local and general, as we have

seen. Again, if extravasated blood find its way into the tissues

around the field of operation, such blood offers one of the best

cultivating media for the bacillus tuberculosis that could be

provided, "and is very likely to be inoculated during operation.

The compression of the joint, then, by means of the elastic band

is better dispensed with.

After every precaution as to asepsis, the knee is now laid open

by the U-shaped incision, and the resulting flap, including all the

structures down to the bone, is turned up. Then, commencing at

the tip of the flap, the thickened synovial tissues are dissected

cleanly off from the under surface of the quadriceps in one con-

tinuous strip, until the upper reflection of the subcrureal pocket

is reached. The dissection is then carried down over the front of

the femur, leaving the latter quite clean. The joint is next well

bent, and all diseased tissue is carefully cleared away from the

inter-condyloid notch and ligamentum posticum, and, finally, from

the lateral aspects of tke joint, and from the upper surface of the

tibia. In short, the whole synovial membrane is peeled systema-

tically from the surfaces of the cavity, as nearly as may be,m one

continuous tract. If the crucial and lateral ligaments are sound,
' they should be spared, and the same may be said of the semi-

lunar cartilages. The surfaces of the bones and their epiphysary

lines of growth must now be very carefully examined, and all

tubercular foci be removed with a sharp spoon or gouge. Gentle

pressure on the soft parts will now make evident any small ves-

sels by forcing out their contents. These can be treated either by

twisting or ligature, but, as a rule, there are very few bleeding

points to be seen, and these can be quite adequately dealt with by

a few minutes' forcipressure while the other steps of the operation

are being completed. . .

The whole area of operation is next flushed with our germicide

solution in such a way as to remove all traces of J{'/>ns and blood

clot, and carefully dried with perfectly clean sponges. It is then

lightly dusted with finely crystalline iodoform, in such a vvay that

every portion of the cut surfaces la reached by it, Out in sjnall

ouantitv. After this, the flap is laid down, and the sutures of

carbolised silk are placed in situ, but not yet tied, the whole

cavity under the flap being in the meanwhile filled with sponges,

with which pressure is kept up upon every part of the wound.

When all the sutures are in position, the sponges are removed,

tpcether with the last traces of moisture, and the bones are finally

adjusted in a straight line with one another. Then the Btitche*

are tied evenly, closing the wound everywhere except at either

anele, where a small drain-tube is placed.
, ,, • , , •

The dressing which I have myself used m cases of this kind is

ordinary salicylic wool, but I have no doubt that there are other

aseptic materials equally good. But much depends upon the way

in which the first dressing is adjusted—more, I believe, than upon

the aseptic material employed. Our aim is to apply evenpressuie

in sucli a way as to check, as far as possible, all oozmg into the

extensive wound underneath, and at the same time to allow of the

escape of any blood or serum which may be exuded in spite of the

pressure within the first forty-eight hours. Perhaps the best way

of attaining these objects is to cut a flat pad of salicylic wool, one

inch thick, exactly the size and shape of the flap, and lay it upon

the latter; then to carry a strip of the same woo, about three

inches broad in the line of the wound, but about half an inch from

it The incisions and drain openings are now seen between the

edges of the two pieces of wool,which do not touch or press exactly

uDon them. Then long strips of wool are earned round the ]omt,

including the two pieces first applied, until it is covered

deeply from well above to well below the knee. This thick layer

of dressing, if evenly adjusted, may be firmly bandaged, and thua

all the deeper parts of the wound are brought into contact, except

at the drain openings.
, , , ^ ^ „a

Nothing now remains but to remove the elastic tourniquet, ana

secure the limb in an apparatus. In these cases, probably, no ap-

pliance is superior to a piece of Gooche's scored splint, carried from

the fold of the nates to the tendo AchiUis, and well and evenly

lined with wool. When firmly bandaged over the latter, it gives

all the support that is required to the joint. ^ • ^x,„

As soon as the patient is in bed, the limb should be placed in the

vertical position, and be secured thus ;
this is a most important

part of the after-treatment, lessening as it does the tendency to

oozing of blood into the wound, with all its attendant inconvem-

encee and risks.
. , , j n. u n. _ if

After this, the less we interfere with the wound the better. If

the pressure on the wool have been properly graduated, the whole

wound will in most cases heal by first intention under the dress-

ing which was applied on the operating table Those who proceed

as above have many such cases to point to. But, if there be any

soaking of serum through the dressing, and it appear under the

gluteal fold, the limb, at the end of twenty-four or tortj'-eight hours,

thould be placed in the horizontal position, the Gooche s splint be

unfolded, and the moistened dressings be replaced by dry antiseptic

wool, applied as before, the incision and its neighbourhood bemg

dusted with iodoform. At the same time, the drains may be re-

moved Personally, I prefer at this dressing to put the limb up

once for all in plaster-of-Paris from foot to grom, and leave it

untouched for two or three weeks. The plaster case can then be

slit up, and the stitches be removed, without any lifting of the

limb oAt of its bed; and, when a little fresh wool has been laid

over the incision, a few turns of a bandage will make all as secure

as before, and such a splint will last untU the patient, is able to

'^But'perhaps it might be better to advocate, as aroutine treat-

ment, the use of the Gooche's splint for the first ten days, then the

removal of drains and sutures at the same time, and the.,applica-

tion of the plaster splint once for all.
^ _

.. ^

It will be observed that no mention is made of provision tor

purulent discharge. The reason is that pus is not seen m cases

thus operated on except as a very rare exception We expect

these cases to heal by first intention, and they do so I am

speaking now of cases in which no sinuses existed at the time ol

operation. And, even in a case with a few sinuses, union without

suppuration may sometimes be achieved if the dissection of the

diseased tissues has been very complete, and if the borders of the

openings have been thoroughly cut away at the operation But

it is tS be devoutly hoped that in the future all cases of this

disease will be treated by operation before sinuses have formed

Scraping out of the latter, it should be noted, is nvt sufficient as a

rule; they must be cleanly dissected out, so that union by farst

intention may take place along their track.
,^„„i„

Treatment such as the above combines nearly all the require-
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t „i,;^i, na T have already shown, are demanded in an opera-

SorfoTtb;.r"uiarXetTo^he joint, whether - aim at U.

nrpservation of movement or at ankylosis. If the hr/lt. tUo aoso

?uten^stvin favour repair without exudation, and if the la er™ fdation will be promoted in the best way. I cannot think

S any P°"'hi- or w ring of the bones is necessary except in rare
that any pi„„in„ s

^^^^ ^j ^^^ ,,o„gg ^^e mostly

^Sacnoua^nd no amount of wiring will cause them to unite

fl,?m,, tissue and if they are adults, and the encrusting

rLiC ha been damaged, firm union is to be expected if the

Tarts be simply kept in close apposition and immovable
.

In any
P „^ HUnlflrement can or will take place if the joint is hrmly

*T\ H from thXst in the fully extended position, and as long

ifi^iftbu" supported, especially with plaster-of-Paris, there

Teed be no fear o^ tW^ ^core"^ Y°"°g patients will alwaysrequire

such a support for months after operations m which the
eucn "^ '"'i;^'., -it have been destroyed, for there is a

''^T tendency to l^eSon and displacement if the limb be left t^

Sf-but'-S tendency can be Lunteracted by splints until it

*^*^Nnw as to the question of formal classic excisions, with sawing off

of^Srentire ends of bones. I renture to foretell that after the next

few years when the principles underlying the treatment of tuber-

t.nT«r disease are better understood and the necessity of early

operatiorfs recognised, such operations will be some of the rare^st

in sMger^ They will be replaced entirely, I believe, by the

extSS of localised foci in the bones without any sacrifice of

therr length and growing power. What a gam this alone is likely

tobe neldnot bl further"^ dwelt upon. And that it will a Sect

the subsequent course of the whole tubercular process m the

system IfS-mly beliera time will show, when we have accumulated

enou^ cases operated on by the newer methods for reliable

statistics.
Operations on thk IIip-Joint.

, , ^.

In operations for the removal of tubercular disease of the hip-

ioint bone will almost always have to be sacrificed for several

ieaso'ns In Jhe first place the disease starts more frequently m
Jhe head of the femur than elsewhere as far as can be ascertained

at present a^ri have sketched in Figs. III. and IV. the usual

BOsFt'on o its initial lesion. Secondly, the anatomical arrange-S ?f the synovial membrane is such that it can liardly be

Sted to any marked degree without participation of either the

hfad of the thigh-bone, the acetabulum, or both together. And

althoush attempts have been made to extirpate tlie diseased

synovill membrane without excision of the bones, believe such

attempts have so far proved abortive. But although all this may

be admitted, it is equally clear from our present knowledge of the

cathoW of the affection and our experience m its treatment

?hat we^ught nowadays to be able to effect the objects we have

in vie^ by a far more limited removal of bone than was former^^

con^fdTre^ necessary in most cases. I^^-^^^^X.'l^'^^^P^Jta^
osseous disease of this joint is ^^.<^y\^'}'^'^^^,^.^'^^

t° the epi-
or its epiphysary growing line (Figs III. and IV.), or to tne epi

physary UnM of the acetabulum, and, that having once .started in

either of t"^e situations it cannot spread far without involving

the who e joint in a very serious way, it ought to be our object to

inte^ere at a very early stage. If this is done, it will never be

necessary to undertake' thole ghastly operations in which m
former days the .vhole acetabulum, with large portions of the

iUura ischium, and pubes, together with the whole head, neck, and

trochanter c portions of the Femur were removed at one or more

sittings In the future if we watch the early development of hip-

Sse closely, we ought never to find it necessary to remove

more thanU.l' head and part of the neck of the ft>mur, and in

9ome cases the central portion of the acetabulum. Hence the

wide-reachin- incisions of former days are no longer necessary as

Tegards tirsoft parts, and the forcible dislocation o large por-

tions of the femur out of the wound are quite uncal ed for n

every case now considered suitable for excision, the head of the

bone can be sawn off in situ, and the ace abulum ^^ dealt wih

throuch very limited incisions in the soft parts. .\lIo« m to

emTnd you 'again that 1 am referring ™- tocas.^in which no

sinuses are present or have only very recently formed. » nere

many 'nmse-rexist and true suppuration has been present for

Tome time I believe that a case has been made ou fully against

any formal excision and that such cases as a general rule stand a

fw better chance when treated simply by rest and the laying

open and washing out of abscesses with free drainage.

^For excision of the hip then as we hope to see it practised from

henceforth, very limited incisions are
'i^'"^"^^,^.'f^f'ih™"^

now two such which appear to compete ."^'ofp'J ^°\73Xt
favor, namely, that on the outside of the lOin^ (Fig

\tie!°^ "^^

on its anterior aspect (Fig. VIII.). •'"6 F=t o"-
"^j ,

• ^•
throughout Germany as Langenbeck's oP^-^^ion is notwUhstan^g

,r.L-nnw1edcfHd there to be merely a revival of the original pro

cedre proposed by C. While, of Manchester, for the.renaoval of

hehfp^^oirfnth^year 17GU. The second, or anterior mc.ion.

by wliose name it is perhaps best known here.

the trocCter. the Umb being semiflexed and adducted.

In White's operation, the limb being semiflexed and adducted a

straight incision is made over the head and neck of the bone m
he direction of a line running f^o-^/^e posterior superior^hac

snine to the middle of the trochanter (Fig. IX.). ihis mcision

should commence fully two inches above the t'P of the rochanter

and be continued down on the outer aspect of the latter for an

J^M, „^,1 n hnlf It should lay open the capsule of the joint with

ontstroke, after which ttre is bi^t little di|culty in dividing the

neck of th; femur with a narrow saw outs.de the focus of disease

and r°movin' the proximal portion of the head and ace abulum

whileThe edges o the wound are held aside Occasionally, how-

ever there may be some difficulty in reaching all Part* of the

affected cavity through this single incision in which case those

operXs who employ this method habitua ly are accustomed to

solTt the trochanter verticallyfor about an inch with a chisel, and

t en eparate the two halves without disturbing the tendons

h>sert«Hnto them. This method undoubtedly gives much freer

access o" he neck of the bone, and indeed to all parts of the joint,

and add° but httle to the severity of the operation Subsequently

u"e two halves of the trochanter fall together and adjust them-

selves in their old position until they are united.

But though this operation has found favour with many ex-

neHenced "urUons, and has largely supplanted that by posterior

Curved incis&n. it n its turn is likely to be abandoned in favour

of the method by anterior incision. Havmg myself employed the

latter Xost exclusively for the last five or six years 1 am more

and mow hiclined to prefer it to all other modes of f^cision. and

simll miw describe it m detaU in the hope of inducmg other» to

'"The pS'r^fon his back with the limb ^ --!> «ten^-

I

possible. A single straight incUioQ is made from a pomt imme-
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diately below the anterior auperior spinous process of the ilium,

downwards and slightly inwards for three or four inches.

(Fig. VIII.). As the knife sinks into the limb it passes between

the tensor vaginje femoris and glutei muscles on the outside and

the sartorius and rectus on the inside.

The lower inch or so of this cut should only divide the skin

;

the upper two-thirds should reach the neck of the femur at once.

In this way the capsule is laid open vertically, and this opening

can be enlarged by a little further dissection with the knife, care

being taken, however, that the Y ligament is left as far as possible

intact. The state of the joint having been now ascertained with

the point of the iadex-tinger a narrow-bladed saw is introduced

along the latter and the neck of the femur is divided from above

downwards. Then the head is extracted with a sequestrum for-

ceps, and the acetabulum, if diseased, is carefully gouged out

clean or scraped thoroughly with sharp spoons. Every trace of

diseased synovial tissue discoverable is now removed with scissors.

Fig. IX.—Eicision of Hip anrt Knee. 1. Anterior incision for removing the

hip-joint (Huet«r's and Parker's method). The incision runs downwards
and a little inw,^rds between the tensor vag. fem. (a) and gluta^i (k) ex-

temally and the sartorius CO. and rectus (d) internally. 2. Moreau s

U-shaped incision tor removing disease of the knee.

knife, and sharp spoon, special care being also taken to clear out

any caseating abscesses communicating with the joint. All this

should be done with as little violence to the tissues around as

possible, so that none of the tubercular dibris shall be forced into

the fresh cut surfaces. When every portion of diseased tissue has

been thoroughly removed, the cavity is freely flushed with our

germicide solution until all loose particles have been washed
away. It is then sponged dry from the bottom and is imme-
diately dusted with iodoform, which may be carried further into

the ramifications of the cavity on the end of the finger. It is

well, I think, after this again to introduce a small sponge for the

purpose not only of finally drying the part but also of wiping

away any excess of iodoform which may be about. This sponge

should be left in until the sutures which close the wound are in

position and are ready to be tied. It is then removed and the

threads are knotted, a medium-sized drain-tube being carried

down as far as the acetabulum. A thick dressing of salicylic

wool, arranged in strips' so that interstices are left into which

serum can escape, completes the operation.

At first, I think the patient is much better without a splint of

any kind. He simply lies on his back in bed with the limb fully

extended by pulley and weight ; indeed, the latter may often be

dispensed with altogether. The first dressing may usually remain

undisturbed for some days, after which it is well to replace the

serum-soaked wool by a fresh dressing of the same kind.

Except for the drain opening such wounds heal, in my ex-

perience, as a rule by first intention. The fluid, moreover, after

the first day or so, which comes from the drain-tube, is little more

than thick odourless serum. It exudes in very small quantity and

ought never to become truly purulent. This is the reason why the

opening, although anterior, is perfectly adequate for the drainage

of the cavity left by the operation. I have often been asked, " Do
you find this anterior incision gives sufficient drainage for the

discharges ? " My answer always is, " Certainly, for there are no

discharges worth mentioning after the first oozing of blood and

serum immediately foUowing operation." Those who ask this

question have doubtless in their eye the older experiences of

excision of the hip, when the operation was usually undertaken

in an advanced stage of the disease, when suppuration had already

set in freely with ramifying sinuses, I am not alluding to such

cases, believing as I do that experience shows, and especially Mr.

Marsh's figures alluded to already, that, beyond aseptic drainage,

they are best left to Nature and are unsuitable for excision-

But in relatively early cases treated carefully as just described

we have usually, and ought alu'ays to have healing without sup-

puration at all properly so called. I could produce a series of

cases illustrating this fact from my own practice and from that of

my colleague Mr. Bilton Pollard, who operates on exactly the

same lines at the Children's Hospital, and I believe other surgeons

have found the same thing. It must not be forgotten that when

an excision is performed early and all tuberculised tissue is

removed, a clean-walled cavity is left, most of which is quite

capable of healing by first intention, when its different surfaces

are brought into contact by firm pressure. And in these cases, the

head of the bone being removed and the acetabulum quite clean,

the cut surface of the neck of the femur can be brought close up

to the latter, so that although there is potentially a large space in

the field of operation, there ought to be actually little or no cavity

left if pressure have been properly applied from the first. There

is no need then in such cases after the first day or so for extensive

drainage, if the wound be kept aseptic. If it is not so, of course

the case is totally different, and drainage is absolutely necessary.

For my own part I intend to try whether some of these early

excisions cannot be left to heal absolutely by first intention with-

out any drainage at all, just as in many cases tubes can be

dispensed with altogether in analogous cases of operation on the

All that has just been said about the details of operation applies

with equal force to that by external incision. But the anterior

method has several advantages that cannot be claimed for the

latter. In the first place not a single muscle fibre need be divided

in the anterior operation and consequently none of the sujjport of

the muscles is lost to the joint. Nor are any vessels of import-

ance divided if the deeper part of the incision be not carried too

low in the thigh, and the same may be said of the nerves.

Finally, the very fact of the wound into the joint being an

anterior one enables us to place the patient on a double Thomas's

splint a week or so after operation, and to keep him on this

without any need to move the limb for as long a time as is

desired. He can also now be placed for part of the day either on

his face or his side for change, and this is usually very much
appreciated. When supported with such a splint a patient can

also be taken out of bed within ten days of the operation and can

have all the benefits of the open air and change almost from the

first. We are thus enabled to send oar hospital patients home or

to the country long before the wound is healed, and without risk,

if ordinary care as to antiseptic dressing be observed. In this

part of the treatment the iodoform emulsion will be found very

valuable. A little of this fluid injected daily into the drain-tube

will sink into all the deeper parts of the wound, whether it is

filled with blood or serum, or even pus, by virtue of its high

specific gravity, and will not oiilv prevent or check the growth ot

pyogenic micrococci, but also arrest the development of any bacilli

tuberculosis accidentally scattered through the wound by the
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operation. If in the intervals between these injections the hip

be kept well enveloped in salicylic wool there will be but ht le

risk oFseptic infection. When a Thomas's splint is employed after

excis°on of the hip it is well to have its rods made to diverge

^de V 80 that the affected limb shall be strongly abducted during

wnvaiescence. When the joint becomes lirm in this position the

effect is of course to cause tilting downwards of the pelvis on the

affected side when the patient begins to walk. The result is that

the limb is restored almost or completely to the same level as its

fellow, and the actual shortening is compensated for.

The absolute rest secured to the h.p-jomt f^""^ 'he arst by the

treatment iust described does font what the plaster-of-Paris does

for the kneT Not only does it save the patient from suffering

but i diminishes the h/pera>mia about the joint and thus in all

nrobabilitv reduces the risk of a local or general, spread of the

SLeaseafir operation. At the same time the patient can cease

to be confined to bed the moment It IS applied.

I had hoped, Sir, to be able to consider the application of the

BTinciples of treatment we have been discussing to the removal of

tubercular disease from the elbow and shoulder joints; time fails

me however. But I trust that in what I have said, '^.owever im-

perfectly, I have justified the remark made in the first of these

Fecture -namely that the excision of scrofulous or tubercu ar

Ssease from a joint is no longer a mere mechanical problem; that

U is no onger a mere question of removing a certain amount of

dead or inflamed bone in the readiest manner and drainage o

the resulting wound until it heals. I hope that I have made good

the cla"m of the operator in this field of surgery to be considered

not a mere skilful artificer, but a scientific worker, who brings a

knowledge of anatomy, physiology, biology, and chemistry to a

^Ytmst "'a'lso, that what I have said may appear to others to

justify that hopefulness as regards our future success in the

itrugile against'^tubercular disease which I feel myself If the

afiectwn is parasitic, as no doubt it is, we may expect to check

fts spread in the future in ways never yet attempted, or, indeed

thought of. If the belief is warranted that tuberculosis is not

inherited in the vast majority of cases, but acquired how much

Sore promising the outlook ! If the disease be moculable on any

^face of the body, and if it is capable of being remoculated

fr^m one part of an operation wound to another, we "^^ hope to

prevent its inroads by very simple precautions "ever taken be-

fore- and when it has gained access to the body, and is making

local' raviees, our hopes of arresting them by operation are far

heater now than heretofore. For now, relieved of the nightmare

of the septic wound diseases, we can undertake operations at an

early stage of the affection without fear, and remove all the local

mischief without those wide-reaching resections of bone which

brought shock and other attendant rists in their tram ;
and we

can do so with better prospects as regards the functions of tlie

ioint than formerly. The pain of the after-treatment has also

ieen immensely reduced by the possibility with aseptic wounds

of permanent dressings, and the patient may consequent y be

invited to face such an operation with far less fear than of old.

In conclusion, I should like to say that I have purposely ab-

stained from troubling my audience by
q"°''"B/;']^.ff "^llX

experiences or observations or the authorities in detail for all the

observations alluded to in the course of these lectures. The subject

is 80 large, and its literature so very extensive, that this would have

been intolerably wearisome to you. I shall, however append a list

containing somi of those sources of information which have ap-

peared JS me most reliable, on careful study, and to which reference

- San be made by those who desire to pursue the subject f iirther

I hope also before long to be able to collect a sufliciency of

reliable statistics of recent experiences in this held of surgery to

emphasise more fully those conclusions I have ventured to put

forward, to which you have listened with so much forbearance.

SOME OF TUB W0BK8 CONSULTED ON QUESTIONS EELATING TO

TUB SUBJECT OF THE ABOVE LECTUKES.

Schiiller, Untersuclmngen iiber die EnUtehungen und t'""^^^

W.Che/ne, Practitioner. ISS^i; Baumgarten,
<J«f

'•«/*'«/' /"'I?
Med. 'n-isse,ischaften. 18S;J; Baumgarten ^.eitschnft f. JUm.

Med., Bd. 9 and 10; E. Klebs, Allgem. rathologie.Theil I 1^^7 .

Treves, Holmes's Si/stem of Surgerv; Tscherning, Fortsc/,. d. Med^

Bd 3 P. 6.''), 188.5; Lehmann, jDeutsch Med., n ochem., Ibth,

No! 9-13; Middeldorpf, Fortsch. d. Med., 1SS6, Bd 4 p. -249
;
Elsen-

berg, Centrablf Chir., 1887, pp. 5l2 and G51 ;
Mullcr, lortsch. d.

Med., 1886. p. M8 ; Jani. CentraWf CUr 188C p^
729; faa.ke

ihid., 1885. p. 809; H^ug, tort,ch. d. Med 1^. p. 1^. •«

ihid 1) 198- Wesener. Fortsch. d. Med., iv^, V-
"f^"

• „ . .q*

S^'"L\ ^'"sa-'S^ngfrlZ-vSw'-a ^-Ail, Bd 112.

Ho Croft, 'cl: -*/rra.,.e. vol xiv, p. 224^M^^^^^^

Ibid Korff, Beutsch. Zeitsch. /"'"/'Air. 188o. p. HJ^uiemer.

tkv- 20«: ^^'^rt-T'H'*/''-V>i'^^l Heft'l afa 2 Caumont.
Bnd4- Walzberg & Riedel, lAid.. 1881, Hett i anu -, ^ .oaa.

i^^ 18W Heft 3 and 4; Gerster, Annals f/ -Surir. Ap.. 1888.

kxLnde, Bd. VIII.. p. 191; Centralb. f. Chir., 1888.

A-„,.._A typo^apM«5. error wa. overlooked >. lecture IL^gel^^S.^bywUdJ

195 stands for 95 in WiUemers 8t*''»''f**'i",v;emer'8 statistics in the leart

column. These fi«"-^„thus c^rrect^d show W ^
favourable light. But if all

^'f ^^~'\in„->tije mortality only 10 per cent.,

^'n-d^''^ \t re's ^eatd^hy p"r^4 -"uSn^- excluded^he percent^, of

deaths further falla to 9.0.
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of his death, -which occurred at the age of 80. His son, whom we

will call the father, and who was under our care, suffered from

hay-asthma from childhood, his attacks lastine for only about six

weeks in the hay season. On going into a haytield, or, indeed,

near one, he is seized immediately with intense itching of the

whole of the inside of the nose, anil of the entire conjunctiva of

both eyes and of the throat, accompanied by violent sneezing and

profuse discharge from the eyes and nose. His eyes become blood-

shot and the lids swell, often to such an extent that he can

scarcely see. His breathing is verj' difficult, but there is no

expectoration. So intensely susceptible is he that a field a mile

off will affect him, and if his children play in the field and then

come indoors, he has an attack. All flowers will at this particular

time bring on an attack, but they do not do so at any other

season. Strong sunlight will excite an attack, and he usually

takes the precaution of wearing big blue spectacles when out-

doors. His sister, who is now 24 years of age, has had hay-asthma

for about four years. His son, who represents the third genera-

tion, is aged 10, and has suffered severely from asthma since a

sharp attack of bronchitis which he had when 3 years old. He
suffers all the year round almost continuously from severe itching

inside the nose, in the eyes, throat, and under the chin.
^

When
these symptoms are aggravated he has severe sneezing, with free

discharge of a clear fluid from the nose. Any kind of dust aggra-

vates the symptoms, pollen especially. He suffers also from

wheezing, and, when the itching and sneezing are aggravated,

from -violent cough and difficulty of breathing. All these sym-

ptoms are influenced by food ; thus, the itching and the dyspnoea

are always made worse by pastry, sweets, and especially by a

heavy meal taken in the e-y-ening or late at night. He has been

much worse since an attack of measles three months ago, and now
almost any food, even bread and butter, increases both the itching

and difficulty of breathing.

In another case, a lady who suffered from bronchial asthma

subsequently replaced by hay-fever, had two children, one of

whom, the elder, has been subject to asthma and bronchitis since

the age of 5, whilst the younger is a paroxysmal sneezer. We
have other cases which illustrate the intimate relation which

exists between bronchitic asthma, peptic asthma, paroxysmal

sneezing, and hay-fever, these varieties of the same complaint oc-

curring in different members of the same family, either concur-

rently or in successive generations. In one case a lady who was

an asthmatic for many years, had twelve children, all of whom,
-without exception, suffered from one or other form of this

complaint.
. .

The change in the type of a disease in its transmission from

parent to child is frequently met with in asthmatics. For

example, an asthmatic parent who suffers from peptic or bron-

chitic asthma may have children, one of whom has hay-fever,

another intermittent sneezing, apparently independent of pollen,

and a third who is the subject of simple peptic asthma. The in-

fluence of hereditary transmission is -ivell illustrated by the

following case.

A lady, aged about 60, suffers from sneezing, but only m the

morning before breakfast. She is unable to assign any exciting

cause for the attacks. Food, stimulants, dust, flowers, hay and

smoke do not affect her. Damp places and damp weather favour

the occurrence of the attacks, but will not excite them. Change

of air gives relief for about a fortnight, but then loses its effect.

Any change is temporarily beneficial, and it makes no difference

where she goes. In former years she was always worse just

before and during a period. She has intense itching in the right

nostril under the bridge of the nose, and where the nasal bones

join the cartilages. The itching extends to the right eye and the

lower lid. During the attack the sneezing is very violent, so that

it exhaust? her and strains her muscles. There is a profuse

watery discharge from both eyes and from the nose during the

attacks. When she catches a real cold, it runs its usual course,

and the other symptoms cease. She has one son, -who is a -riolent

paroxysmal sneezer, another who is a hay-asthmatic, and a third

who is a morning sneezer. This case also illustrates the influence

of unilateral stimulation in inducing bilateral secretion.

A certain vague hereditary relationship can sometimes be

traced between paroxysmal sneezing, asthma, migraine, and some
forms of hysteria. For example, we had under treatment a young
lady, aged '20, who for many months persistently refused food,

taking nourishment in the smallest possible quantity compatible

with the maintenance of life. She lived in the countrj-, and
until she was nearly 19, was a hearty, well nourished woman, re-

no-wned over the whole country side for her beauty and buoyancy

of spirits. She was fond of riding, walking, tennis, and all out-

door sports, and was always the life of the party. Suddenly and

without any assignable reason, and without the existence of

organic disease as far as could be ascertained, she changed her

habits and spent the whole day moping about the house, taking

no interest in anything. Her tastes were peculiar. She disliked

peas and strawberries, ices, and many other articles of diet usually

affected by ladies, and preferred castor oil to champagne. Her

favourite dishes were slate-pencil, cinders, and sealing-wax. She

rapidly lost weight, and when she came under our care turned the

scale at very little over six stone. She speedily improved under

massage, but it was no easy matter to get her to take a good

meal. Her family history was peculiar. Her father si^ered

severely from neuralgia, and his mother was for years afllioted

-with migraine. The father's brother was a paroxysmal sneezer,

whilst one of his daughters, until she married, had a great dislike

for food of all kinds, and lived chiefly on sweets. Her brother, a

young fellow of 30, rarely or never eats meat. The patient s only

sister is fastidious in her dietary, and suffers severely from

asthma, but whether peptic or bronchitic we were unable to

learn. ...

Sometimes both in asthma and bronchitis we meet with cases

where irritation of some distant spot far removed from the chest

or seat of pain will induce an attack. In a case recorded by

Anstie it is stated that irritation of a small spot at the back of the

head, over the occipital nerve, would immediately induce an

attack of supraorbital neuralgia, whilst m another instance the

application of cold to one instep invariably induced a paroxysm

of dyspncea. A clergj-man assured us that he could at any time

induce an attack of paroxysmal sneezing, lasting ten minutes, and

accompanied by profuse running from the nose, by rubbing his

tongue against the roof of the mouth, close to the teeth. He can-

not discover that anything else brings on an attack, and he is

quite unaffected by pollen or dust of any kind.
_

It is generally recognised that when attacks of sneezing and

asthma both affect a patient, they do not, as a rule, occur at the

same time; one form replacing the other; m fact, local applica-

tions which arrest the sneezing sometimes mduce an attack ot

dyspncea. It often happens that as the asthmatic paroxysms be-

come more frequent and more prolonged, the attacks of sneezing

temporarily cease. , , , . r

In children sneezing is easily provoked, and their occurring fre-

quently without assignable cause is not infrequently the first

indication of an asthmatic tendency-a fact not generally recog-

nised. Sometimes, however, both in children and adults asthma

precedes the attacks of paroxysmal sneezing. The influence ot

locality in exciting or warding off attacks of asthma is -well

known, and this applies equally to cases of sneezing. A patient

who was under our care for hay-asthma was severely affected in

his native county Sussex, but was quite free from his complaint,

even when the CTass was in full bloom, m Devonshire, at Winder-

mere, and in Scotland. Another patient, a lady who, when at

Hampstead, suffers from fits of sneezing alternating with attacks

of asthma, is perfectly free from both at Brighton Eastbourne,

Hastin<rs, Bournemouth, and other seaside resorts. This immunity

is not due to the direction of the wind, for she is quite unaffected

whet•-er there be a sea-breeze or a land-breeze. To use her own

expression, the place which suits one of her complaints suits

"L't uncommonly as the patient grows older, or as thebronchiaJ

attacks decrease in frequency and severity, they are^ replaced by

sneezing or peptic asthma. Sometimes, too,, as the attack of

bronchitis or bronchial asthma subsides, it is followed by an

attack of paroxysmal sneezing lasting for some days, with but

slight intermission. This was observed m the case of a lady who

uniformly had three or four bad attacks of bronchitis every year,

each being followed by a week's sneezing.
_„„ti„ i-n

We know that asthma, like many other neuroses, is f.eat'y in-

fluenced through the emotional centres, that a sudden fnght will

sometimes at once cut short an attack of asthma, or may, on the

other hand, induce a paroxysm. Salter relates 'he case of an

asthmatic who was at once relieved of a
f
eyere attack by the

occurrence of a fire in the opposit^ house At the time the alarm

was given he was in bed, brrathmg with the greatest difficulty,

and unable to move. When the excitement was at its height he

was seen to the astonishment of his friends, standmg at the open

windo-^ in his night-shirt, cheering the efforts of the firemen.

This is equally true of paroxysmal sneezing, and it is a common

•wiw
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iililSisigliis
rmb,r talis .'h*^^ mv.ri.Wym,l,m .njtl.tl. S»

STs ineoS-able that the movement of a°y P'^"'':"^" f•'"*
J"^

lUconUaction ot any special group of "^"/^'^^''^^^^'IXVS
other wav in inducing a paroxysmal condition, which otten lauea

?n exnTnd its force for many hours. In the same categorj- of deal

or nerhans we Should sav nondescript, cases, may be included

^hewellTno^ instance of the lady who had an attack of rose-

feveTfrom smelling an artificial rose. She was rrobably of the

same tempeT^ment^as the patient who was attacked with coryza

from standing for a few minutes in front of a picture of ahaj-

"'TL:"med'iefemp'loyed in the treatment of P-oxysmal sneezing

mav be divided into two categories: first, those which break up

The pa?oxV mVand, secondly, those which by a gradua action so

mod?'> th'e pathological condition of the miicous membrane tha

the predisposition to their return is removed. In the former clasb

first and foremost comes cocaine. Some three or four years ago

we had under our care a student of the Westminster Hc^pital Mr

John Watson, who gave a most interesting account °f hsobserv a

tions on the topical application of cocaine tabloids. 1 lie attacks

nhscaseusu^lly commenced about the 1^^^
X.Vt'J.e ,Seom-

continued without intermission until the end "^ J"J>-
t'^^^:f„'^°™e

fort and inconvenience experienced being ^^
gf'''/'i''* ^.^f'^Vver

summer months he was practically incapacitated for work. U\er

a^Ter again has he left our lecture on 1"?"="^ ^'^d'ca. h s

handkerchief to his nose and his eyes ^"«"^''* „^^'ll,
'^^"^./o^!

most prominent symptom was sneezing, which came on m parox

"mlone^inthe most interesting part «f f^«f'^Vtick'
physioloc^ical action of some new and valuable drug. The a"ack^,

he assured us, were quite uncontrollable, and he of ^n had to

resort to violent muscular exercise, such as a game of I'l"'"'^^. ^o

'ubdue them He was fond of theatrical entertainments and

found peculiar relief in the atmosphere of the playhouse. her

s^Dtoms were itching and irritation of the nose, with smarting

l^&n^ of the mucous membrane of the nares and septum

There was°an irresistible desire to violently rub the offending

Sembe7with a coarse pocket handkerchief,, although Pa-f;j^^«;

nerience had taught him that it ultimately intensihed the troiUMe

Sl?rTtat'on, which returned with redoubled vigour 'm°^f>ately

tfter the application. At the same time there wa.s a copiou.

LretlonofTrid mucus, which seemed to act as an ^rri -t ^nd

inflame the surface with which it came ;"/^" ,«i*-^J,'^'I^esTed
tickling and itching of the margin of the '^'^

^f^ ^"'^.f/u'l^/IXte
together in the vam hope of obtaining relief. The hard palate

burnt and itched so intensely that the to?f^'L f^^i^i.^^H^V
backwards against it in order to relieve it. The pollen oi na>

,

. eitheT^ow^ng or stacked, was found to be the most potent cause

but mifute pa-rticles of any kind floating in the "^-T^^^^-i^"

a like manner. The susceptibility was so S'^'^^'\Vh „ ffonled^ the
which had been tried, and they were "«">'• '"^'l,?°°™'''i„i^t

riightUt relief. At hist, at . our suggestion. '« oW^^'^f, °^,!

tabloids of cocaine, which he introduced into each nosml, iws

h

ing them well up with the tip of the little hnger » T^^fJ°X
thit they would adhere to the mucous i"™l;™?^„X'^°"^J, ed
culty. and that they caused no pain or irritation, but anoraea

prompt and instant' relief, not only to the coryza but to the

accomnanving symptoms. The tabloids first i-mployed contained

asTxTh of a"Taii..but subsequentlv the half-grain tabloids were

XutVted with Advantage. ^sarule.asingleappK^^^^^^^

the tiaroivsm, but some patients find it necessary to repeat t lie

appu"tion%eVeral times a day. We learn f';o"\'^„^°°;3"^''Vh

recently received from Mr. Watson that he has adopted this

,ode of treatment in a large number of cases, and with uniform

success.
riniditv with which cocaine acts in

failed to effect the desired object. T\e prefer themto fe^^^j^^^

ScalRpHerartTthlpng ind irritahUity of the

attack! of sneezing, and Warently they act by sul^mmmg^

the Patl-lofal jrn^'^t -^.^^^^^^^^^ carbolic
powerless to escite tne paiuijj

o.nr.invetl for the purpose.
;cM.caiophor..pa iodine n.>2"teo»P'o)«»'i"P^

P"e';KfStS-".»-.tieii.|3..5.^^^^^^^
bourse, that it does not escape, and to take a snm or

.^ ^^.^^

ciou.. Pure terebene, pmol, and eucalN ptine we
-^^^^^^^^

;trij^:T.t'JAr.K^>^^fa^^^

drops m a pint of hot water, t?e steam ue b
, saturated

:„ minutes. Inhalations of camphor are also u^efuh

Tobacco smoking
^''^.f/" ''^'^TrLl^X ha^-^a season.

cases we have known ^^ fad DX^.'^^^" of July, the sufferer

from about the middle of Maj to the ena " ^v ^ ,^t
should regularly smoke a good "gar as a preven

^^^^ ^^^
thing on going to bed or, ^^^tter still, wlunh^i-

^

We employ a nitre paper consisting of
^'-;^~o/ pota.:.sium anS

paper steeped in a 'saturated solut on °™*;f |,i„uied with
chlorate of potassium. ^\ hen .'^^> ^

,; '^'"f"\,;^roin, tincture of

essence of camphor, compound linetimot In nzo
^j^

sumbul, or some prcparatien of
-^'7™Xod; powd" is so gene-

plate at the bedside. The /^cacy of Itarod > powUer
^^

rally recognised as to call for no comment ". »^e^^
-j j

the Green mountain cure, BUSS s ™f • ""^'/^^^^^rr^'^^-offee is

tors, probably contains nitre. loWm "ml stramonium
^^^

not uncommonly employed » cut short attack^ otn>^^ ^ ^^^^

:trvesci,ig citrate of caffeine with advantag^^^ ^.

A nasal douche or spray of sulp ate of ci^> n'^>f^
f ^^^ ^

useful in hay-fever, but in
°'''^'^^^^J,^J^rmz^^-''^. an

suits in the treatment o V«;ox> s^l lue^^",^^
^^ ^^^^

aqueous distillate fPa^'-J^F^^^ ^^^ hav-fever due to pollen and

branee of the nose and respiratory tracts.
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Foremost in our second category of remeJies, that is to say, those

which modify the condition" of the mucous membranes, and pre-

vent the occurrence of the attacks, we place the iodides. It

matters littls, we think, whether the potassium, sodium, or am-

moniuiu salt be uiven. ^^ e prescribe it either alone in water or

in a mixture flavoured with syrup of Virginian prune. The in-

halation of iodine is indicated when there is itching of the nose

or of the inner canthus of one or both eyes, sneezing, running at

the nose of a clear watery fluid, weeping of the eyes, and severe

frontal headache. Our plan is to warm a jug holding about a

quart by rinsing it out with boiling water, theu partly to fill

witk hot water, and add from twenty to thirty drops of tincture

of iodine. The patient is directed to put his mouth over the jug

and inhale the iodised steam, his head and the jug being covered

with a large towel. This method will be found in many cases to

l)e very successful.

One of our patients, in whom iodide of potassium and the other

iodides produced a very disagreeable prickly sensation in the

throat, experienced the same phenomenon after a trial of a pre-

paration called " spirone," and he was convinced that it contained

iodine in some form. Mr. ilartindale was good enough to analyse

it for us in his laboratory, and found that it consisted essentially

of a mixture of iodide of potassium and acetone. It was then

submitted to Dr. Paul of the Pharmaceutical Society, who reports

as follows

:

" It has a specific gravity of 1029. Nearly half its volume con-

sists of acetone with a little water. It yields, on evaporation,

about 24 per cent, of glycerine, and about 2 per cent, of saline

residue, which, when' incinerated, is found to consist of 1.7 per

cent, of iodide of potassium."

It is a somewhat curious coincidence that for some years we
have employed with advantage a 2 per cent, aqueous solution of

iodide of potassium in the treatment not only of sneezing but of

chronic bronchitis and asthma. Our attention was directed to

this remedy when making a series of experiments on the value of

the ipecacuanha-wine spray in winter cough. We know that

iodide of ethyl is useful in as'thma, and it is probable that its bene-

ficial effects are due to the iodine which it contains.

Arsenic is useful in many forms of paroxysmal sneezing, but we
have found it of little or no value in true hay-fever, where the

attacks are excited by pollen. It is indicated when the patient is

seized several times a day, usually in the morning soon after rising,

with profuserunningfrom the eyesandnose,accompanied by frontal

headache. The attacks are excited by exposure to cold, by dust,

and other causes, and are usually accompanied, or perhaps pre-

ceded, by itching at a small spot situated inside one or both

nostrils, not far from the orifice. This complaint, unless actively

treated, often persists for years. Arsenic is also useful when the

attack is excited by food, and lasts for half an hour or so after the

chief meal of the day. In children who after a severe attack of

bronchitis catch cold ontheslightest provocation, the same method
of treatment may be employed, especially when there is much
wheezing and embarrassment of breathing. Coryza sometimes pre-

cedes the dyspncea for three or four days, the whole attack lasting

a week or more. Sometimes we meet with cases where the patient

suffers from asthma for several years, and is then seized with
severe attacks of sneezing.

In many cases of sneezing the excitable or susceptible condition

of the mucous membrane of the nose is due to the presence of a

polypus, or some other similar morbid condition, and then opera-

tive procedures afford the best chance of relief. When there is

much hypertrophied tissue the electrical cautery, after the appli-

cation of a strong solution of cocaine or antipyrin as a local

anaesthetic, is recommended.
When the attacks are attended with itching or irritation of

some particular spot or region, the local application of aconite

liniment or aconitia ointment may at once give relief. A lady,

aged 22, who was under our care, suffered persistently for some
years from sneezing. The fits occurred in the morning, lasted

several hours, and were accompanied by considerable pain over

the forehead. The sneezing was often so violent as to exhaust her
for the greater part of the day. She complained of intense itch-

ing, both of the inside and outside of the nose, and also of part of

the face, the itching lasting during the whole of the paroxysm of

sneezing. Her health had given way, and she was pale and thin.

The free application of aconite liniment to the outside of the nose
and part of the face, which was the seat of the itching, immedi-
ately gave relief, curing both the itching and the sneezing. The
attacks of sneezing returned once or twice in a mitigated form.

but a fortnight's persistence in the treatment effected a complete

cure.

ABSTRACT OF

THE CROONIAN LECTURES
ON

ANTIPYRETICS.
Delivered before the Royal College of Physicians, June, ISSS.

By DONALD MAC ALISTER, M..\., M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Fellow mid Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Lectitbe I.

The lecturer began by explaining that the lectures he proposed

to deliver were complementary to the Goulstonian Lectures of last

year. In these the treatment of fever had been intentionally

passed over. But treatment could not long be absent from the

thoughts of a physician, however theoretical the bent of his

mind ; and when very unexpectedly he was offered another oppor-

tunity of addressing the College as Croonian Lecturer, he had

proposed, and the President and Censors had approved the choice,

to deal with the practical bearing of the theory of fever. The

regulations under the new scheme prescribed " lectures on one or

more subjects in anatomy, physiology, and pathology, with a

view to the prevention, control, and cure of diseases." Though

the subject of the lectures was for brevity given as "Antipy-

retics," he did not propose to limit himself to the drugs so called

or their pharmacology. He would discuss rather (1) the light

thrown on the nature of fever by the means employed successfully

for its treatment, and (2) the lessons in the treatment of fever

which flow from a right understanding of its nature.

The outlines of the theory presented last year were recalled.

The nervous mechanisms of heat-loss or thermolysis, of heat-pro-

duction or thermogenesis, of heat-balance or thermotaxis, con-

stituted the thermal nervous system, and these mechanisms were

in ascending order of complexity and of evolution. Fever was a

dissolution beginning with thermotaxis and extending to the

inhibitory mechanism of thermogenesis. Hyperpyrexia was a

still deeper dissolution, and extended to thermolysis. Much still

remained to render complete our knowledge of the anatomy and

physiology of these several mechanisms, but contributions were

constantly being made and obscurities cleared away. As he was

anxious to strengthen in their minds the conviction of the objec-

tive reality of the thermal system, he would first call attention to

certain recently-acquired anatomical and physiological facts which

had not j-et received sufficient notice.

First, as to the physiolog>- of thermolysis.
, ^ „ .,

The Harveian Orator, Dr. Stone, had pressed on the College the

importance ot physical investigations in medicine, and regretted

that they were at present less regarded than researches m histo-

logy or bacteriology. A series of valuable experiments, involv-

ing high skill in physics and in mathematics, and therefore perhaps

overlooked, had been made on the radiating power of the skin, by

Dr. Masje, under Professor Eichhorst. of Zurich. Probably, sixty

percent, of the heat leaving the body did so by radiation. But

the laws of this loss had not been inquired into, or had been

assumed to be governed by physical analogies. At the Zurich

Hospital, by the aid of an instrument of great delicacy and pre-

cision, on the principle of Langley's bolometer, the true laws of

skin-radiation had been worked out, and had proved to be strik-

ingly suggestive. ,

Ahot body radiates less as its temperature falls. This was the

physical law, but not the physiological. A part of the skin sud-

denly uncovered naturally became cooler, but its radiation in-

creased steadily as the temperature fell, until a certain limit was

reached. Kadiation was more intense in men than in women, in

boys than in girls, in young persons than in old, in the vigorously

healthy than in the feeble or convalescent. In other words,

radiation was more active as the processes of nutrition and meta-

bolism were more active.
. ,

Reasons were given for believing that the radiating power ot

the skin, which would be shown to depend on its physical and

chemical constitution, was subject to nervous control ;
and thus,

what was apparently the most purely physical of all the thermo-

lytic processes was not outside the domain of the thermal nervous

system. In discussing the value of an antipyretic method, m ex-
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plainins its mode of action, we couUl not ,n future ignore the

fluest^oL- Wl.at changes does it call forth in the texture of the_

Xn? How does it modify the great therniolytic function of

"'^Anoirer subject connected with thermolysis deserved some

mention namelV the connection of peri],heral temperatures with

antral T
"

iLturer, in common with many others, had heen

Wexed and bailled by the apparent lawlessness of surface

temperatures as taken by any of the ordinary methods, ^o doubt-

fXwere any results based on them that experts regarded with

luspTcfon aKervations but their own. Recent ^m^^l^^'^]'°
Sed out at Zurich under Professor Eichhorst, showed ""^^ the

dXultv lav chiefly in an erroneous method of procedure. -« hen

pSe'al ^empera'^ures are taken continuously or some hoi^

feight or ten) instead of some mmutes, it
-^Pf"Vwfdi°t^nct Dor-

well as in disease the curves obtained consist of t^° ^ist net por

tions The first corresponds to a stage of an hour or so in which

the temperature is highly irregular and different from the centra

tempSure This is the aml7u;uou, stage. The second is marked

brmuch greater uniformity and by nearness to the central tem-

perature, bike the latter it tends to ^e constant and stable. This

Fs the continuous stage, and it is so regular, so 7™^'' ^^^t ^« ««

safe in drawing conclusions from its changes. Obser% ers hitht rto

bad seldom got beyond the ambiguous stage, and hence the irregu-S and confusion already alluded to The effects of antipyretic

Tethods on the continuous stage of the peripheral temperature

would form an interesting and trustworthy study later on.

Next, the anatomy and' physiology of the thf^eeni . hemT-
had receive.1 valuable contributions. New points in the thermo-

genic tract had been made out (he would not call them ce^^re.) by

ft^and others in America, using the met^hods and working under

the iii<!piration of Professor Wood. In the rabbit four points in

the cSal axis were known, the stimulation of which gave rise

to increased heat-production, not simply rise of temperature. Two

we at the anterior and median borders of the corpus striatum

mie between that body and the thalamus, and afourth a. the

anter or end of the thalamus. Dr. Hale White had in part verified

the localisation as regards the anterior striate centre and had made

out that unilateral Trritation gave rise to bilateral pyrexia It

thus api>eared that in the rabbit the lateral differentiation of the

thermal tracts, like that of the motor, was stiU in™"P!^'te-

The question of whether these paints were on excitor or n-

hibitory tracts was next discussed and the «P«.""en s of Girard

in Geneva, and liaginsky and Lehmann in Berlin, were adduced

S apparently bearing on the question in opposite senses.

it waHhown how they might be reconciled. Reasons were

iivmi for thinking that thi so-called •' striate heat-centre

m7cht be a passing-place if not a meeting-place for both anabolic

D ca abolic fibres Ott, the other day. had announced certain

new dTscoveries which pointed to cortical areas I'emg conc.jrned

in heat regulation. An area at the upper end of the Sjlvian

fissure appeared to control the striate region. Thus, when ther-

mogen'i^r^as induced by puncture of .the striate " centre." and

an abiding pyrexia resulted, stimulation of the cortical area

lowered the temperature and diminished the thermogenesis. The

bearing of such observations on the localisations and nature of the_

thermotaxic mechanism was alluded to and he Probability of

further advance estimated In Dr. Gaskells pregnant hint,

namely, that his explanation of inhibition as anaholism ij. ap-

plicable to nerve-ceutre-s as well as to peripheral organs, the

lecturer saw the promise of much new light on the mechanism of

thermotaxis.

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF FIBROMYOMATA
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY

A ND LABOUR.

By JOHN PIIILLII'S, B.A., M.B.Cantab., M.E.C.P.,

Physician to llie British Ljing-in Ho«pit»l.

The subiect under consideration is of such vital importance to

the obstetrician that there is ample reason for an inquiry into the

present means at our disposal to cope with what is too often a

formidable complication of childbirth. I have a.s far as possible

examined all pamphlets iind papers written on it during the pa^t

tenvears,and have endeavoured to compare the treatment sug-

gested or adopted, and the results obtained, with those of past

years.

Vow, in what ways may a fibroid or fibroids modify the course

of pregnancv. labour, and the puerperiura ?
,„„,t,iro

1 Durintr pregnancy their presence may induce a premature

termination,& tumour in the uterine wall materially inter-

feres with the regular development of that organ.

Thev may set up localised peritonitis, which will produce

adheJio^s wu'h various organ^lhat is, intestines, liver, and

rectum In addition, they are the cause of such intense pain and

d'strsion as to necessitate operative interference during an early

^"•Vlfum^unTmechanically obstruct the passage of the

fntu; through the pelvic canal, and may thus even occasion re-

sort to Cesarean section or the Porro-C^sarean operation.

4 Frequency of foetal malposition is very common, and la a

noteworthy fact as leading to increased infant mortality.

5 After birth of the child the placenta may be found adherent

to ihe tumour, rendering manual delivery necessary, and const^

que^it bruTsi"g of its substance. Placenta pn.-via is certainly

more freauently found as a concomitant of fibroids.

CUerTne contraction after expulsion of the PUcenta naay te

more or less inefficient, owing to the presence of the tumour, and

hemorrhage may result. Involution is also much delayed.

7 Cbf<i softening and disintegration may take place e her

be ore or after labour, leading to peritonitis and its concomitant

evil' Torsion of the pedicle and subsequent gangrene of the

'^Zll'brford^convenient, for the purposes of description, to

divide the uterus into three divisions :

1. The superior or upper segment.

•2. The inferior segment.
Q The eer^'ix • •

As a mle. fibroids of large sire, or multiple in character, arming

in the superior segment "give trouble during P^/"'^";^- ^^"^^^

their presence in the two latter situations usually only becomes

noticed from the pressure symptoms they may Produce, or at

"abour whM they form a more or less serious obstacle to dehvery.

Although we cln Vith some propriety call these latter " dangerous

zonesr the upper is very little less sO during pregnancy, both to

"The"lfne"of Srcarion between the upper and lower segments

it is impossible to define clearly, for it must be remembered that

a fibroid^, which during the earlier months is high up, may de^^

as pregnancy advances, and not seldom it i^ found that true inter

stiUarfibroids split th^ uterine tissue in their descent, and pene-

'trate into the thickness of the anterior or posterior lip of the

cervix Moreover, pedunculated subserous fibroids, by lengthen-

in^o^ stretching of their pedicles, may descend into the true pel-

vis, form adhesions with adjacent organs, and practically act aaif

arisin" from the inferior segment or the ceri'ix. „ „, „

On the other hand, there is undoubted evidence to show that a

fibroidln the inferior segment (provided it has "ot any cer^ncal

connections) mav gradually ascend during pregnancy, probably

from the contraction of the longitudinal uterine muscular fibres.

whUe the phenomenon becomes most marked (in some for unate

7ases) during labour, where, as the os "ten dila es so the

apparently in-esistihle obstacle gradually ascends, and the foetal

pEt" tion takes its place. Fibromyomata arising >" he «"teno

,r posterior cervical lip are. if th.^y attain any s'^-^- ""^'t senou.

impediments to delivei^. The difficulty is, however, to make an

ab-olutelv certain diagnosis that they are not pedunculated

^ubserouffibr'oiJs whielf have descended. The surrounding parts

are much distended and displaced, thus rendering a most import

ant and vital point in the question of treatment in tliehigh^^

degree uncertain, Unlike pelvic bony narrowing, it '» d-A'C'i't to 1^

wX any precision the size of a fibrous body which can be call^

an obstruction to labour; in fact.it is entirely arbitrarj-. iibroids

inthep"^terior wall are much more 'i^ely to lead to obst^ct^.^^

than lho,=e in the anterior, owing to the po^>erful retraction

which takes place in this latter suuation. n, * .i„,;„„
Although ^broids undergo a peculiar f

f/emng. so that durmg

labour they can be flattened out somewhat still it l^ far from a

COJuion fhat can be depended upon as likely to occur andshouM

it do so the effects of the bruising may be disastrou.- in the ex-

rJme As a consequence, no definite rule* can be laid down and

each case must be. to a great extent, treated on its own merits.

The the>i9 by Lefouf' supplies r/i; ca.ses as occurring up to

l,<<79-80 but 7 of these I found had to be put aside from insuth-

cient details, thus leaving 300. Thes^ijiclude those^mentioned

Paris. ISSO. Witli Bibliography.
> Dm Pibromts L'Uriiu.
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Table 1.

—

Porro-Ccesarean Operations.

Author and Keference. Parity.

Storer; Journal of37
GyniPCologicnlSofiPtT
Bo6lou, 1S«9. i. p. 223

Tamier : Annales de33
Gynecolog., 1879. ^ii

p.'si

.•JZweifel; ArfhiT. f.

Gvnak.,18Sl,Brt.xTii
p.":!;i

Calaliotti : Aimali ili

Osfet. Giuecol. ePed.,

Ii<s2, p. 458

i ProoIioM-niek. Deutsche
Med. Wochsn., IMS.
Ko. M

Denare : Lyou Medicale,
18S3. vol. xliii-xliv.

No. 20, p. 69

Simpson ; Edin. Med.
Joum..l884, ixx, p. 9

!t|HandfieId-Jones ; Ob-
stetrical Trans.. 188.'!.

xxvii, p. 4 (Assisted

at operation)

iitFiWii ; Aunali di Ostct.

Gvn. e Ped. lSi<.i, p

lolSUnger ; Centralblatt

fiir Gyiiiik., liWo, Bd,
Lx, p. 348

11 Klot/. : Centralblatt f

Oyniili.. l»*i;. Bd. xi

p.":i4-')

15.Tiir .Spencer Wells ;37

Brit. Med. Jove*.,
1887,vol. i,p. 1267

I-p.

Tumour.

II-P.

I-P-

Sohrodf^r, in Hormeier;
ZeitfichriftliirGeburt

u. Gyuik.. 1887, Bd.
xiv, J).

99

FibrtM'ystic of anterior

wall with intimate ad-

hesions to pelTis

TnraourposterioriT at cer-

vico-corporeal junction

nnd adherpnt in pelris ;

eofteneii centres full of

putrid material post

mortem
Size of a cocoa-nut in cer-

%ix filling whole pelvis.

Uterus consisting of tu-

berous tumours as hard
as cartilage.

Inten-tit iai in posterior! 7

uterine wall extending mths
into vagina ; upper por-

tion etrongly adliereut

to liver

Uterine uiyonia impactetl

in i>elvis

XIV-p. Tumour in left iliacVegion

filling up almost" entire

pelvis and dipping into
posterior cervical lip ;

interstitial

Tumour extending troni

lower uterine segment
and Iietween layers of

broad ligament to the
left of pelvis

Tumour size of fcetal head!
with broad petlicle from'

lower segnieut of pos-

terior wall ;
peritonitic:

adhesions
.Subserous multiple fibro-

mata, one large one pro-

jecting into pelris, left

side and behind

myomata. 2 very large,

and in a state of de-
generation

Pelvis filled by tumour,
apparently in right

broad Ugament. i

pacte*l

Tumour lilUng op entire

pelvis, with several sub-

peritoneal grovrtlis

4.^ I I-p.

1 abort
Uterus permeated by

several tumours, one
size of fiat in right cer

\ical wall

Previous Obstetrical Interference*

Treatment of Stump, etc.

Result.

M. Ch.

D
68hr5.

D
3rd day

Cspsarean section intended only at

first ; after cut into tumour,
hiemorrhage so great that Porro-

CiTsarean necessary. Doul le

metallic ligature with clamp
shield. Stump cauterised and
fixed in lower an^le of wound

MuUer-Kein moditication ; extra-

peritoneal treatment of stump;
Cintrat's serre-nanid and long
pin

Muller-Rein modification and D
elastic ligature ; afterremoval of 6th ilay

Ko:!berle s serre-na-ud, found im-
possible to treat extra-peritoue-

ally; pedicle broad 15x11 cm.;
a cone-shaped piece e\cise<l

;

pedicle ligatured witli silk and
catgut, and droppeil into cavit j-

Uterus opened in situ; sen-e-ntt-ud

and catgut ligature in lower

angle of woun<l. Transfixion

by" pin

MuUer-Kein modification ; Pean's D
constrictor -nith 2 long pins in 60 hrs
stump : stitched into lower

angle of wound
Twins diagnosed. Reposition fail-

ed. Sis hours* railway journey.

Cintrat's serre-nceud and metal-

lic thread; 2 needles through
stump and pedicle in lower angle

of wound ; tumour below liga-

ture
Miiller-Rein modification ; liga- D
ture above tumour; serre-ntcud;[7th day
stump in lower angle of wound

Reposition attempted under ether, D
forceps and craniotomy. Uterine>3rd day
flaps clamped by hanimer-head
forceps to arrest ha-morrhage.

Stump in lower angle of wound!
Elastic ligature. One silk thread D
ligatured right broad ligament 24 hrs.

and 2 through left. Stumpextra-
peritoueally treated in lower

angle of wound

D»

T

T

TC-)

Very un-
fav 'ruble

Remarks.

Pelvic portion of tumour wm left

below the ligature : death from
septicemia. Available pelvic

space li inch.

In labour 7

septicK-mia.

ilays :

Unfavor-
able

Very nn-
fav'rable

D»

Miiller-Rein moditication ; seire-;

nceud and stump in lower angle

of wovnid
Elastic ligature ; stumpus-ithperi-

toneal flaps sewn over it, dropped
into abdominal cavity ; pliwenta

at uterine inci^io^

Uteru« puncture<i and then torn.

Steel wire const rict-or, no elastic

ligature, stump in lower angle of

wound, and saturated witli per-

chlorideof iron. JJo draiu-tube

Elastic ligature, incision into

uterus and cord tightene*l ; ap-

ppn<lagesligatured. Amputation
at level of internal os uteri. Fun-
nel shaped excision cervical

canal, peritoneum sutured over

it ; deep silk ligatures ; intra-

peritoneal

D
dayj

Most un-
fav'rable

Unfav'r-
able

Favour-
able

Several hours in labour ; death
from septiciemia ; available l>el-

vic space IJ inch.

In labour a few hoiir> : abundant
a-'^eitic fluid escaped fluring opera-

tion. Induction of labour im-
possible from blocking up of

vagina. Tumour weighed 6 kilo-

grammes (about IH 1^^-)

Discharge of liquor amnii 24

hiMirs: death from septicscmia;

child hved a few miuutea.

Placenta on posterior wall ; bron-

chial catarrh and prolongeil sup-

puration followed. Tympanitic
distention of transverse colon

necessitated puncture. 3 days in

labour. Available pelvic space
four-fifths of an inch.

Was 1.T hours in labour. Discharge
fa-tid. Fii-st child stillborn after

:t days' labour. Urine highly
albuminous.

First seen at fifth month of preg-

nancy. Tumour then impacted.

Attack of peritonitis.

In labour -1 liays ; dc;ith from col-

lapse. Blood found in peritoneal

civ\'ity; a ligature on left side

had given way in c<msequence
of movements of patient.

Tumour weighed V>i llw.

Sterile many yciirs ; tieath from
septica-mia. One fibroid cleft by
uterine incision.

Liquor amnii not es<ai>ed ; sterile

15 yeai-s. Fa-cal vomiting after

operation, secondary abdominal
section, duodenum and intestine

adherent to stump. Immediate
relief to vomiting. Suicide.

Available pehic space J inch.

A tumour found free in abdominal
cavitv. closely adherent to co?cum

and 'omentum. Hea^l appeared

at incision ; fibroids known to

exist before pregnancy. Weight
of uterus and tumour 9 lbs.

Artificial abortion attempted third

mouth. Liquor auuiii escaped

2 hours before operation. Fib-

roids known to exist l.iefore preg-

nancv. Child a^phy.^iated, but

recovered with Scliultz's treat-

ment.

* Fcetus dead, or dead and

I>y Puchelt, Siisserott, Naus3, Duliar, and Chahbazian, and may be

C'to-sidered aa a fairly comprehensive review of the subiect up to

Tlio time stated. Since then I have collected 59 cases ^ivhere some

(litUculty occurred during various periods of pregnancy and

111 I tour, "but where the treatment by abdominal section was not

r''<|aired, and 47 cases in which one or other of the varieties of

;ilvdominal section was performed. These I have tabulated under

n')tiirate heads.

putrid before operation.

(a) Treatment During the Earhf Months of Frefrnano/, that u,

before the Fwtus is jmble.-XJndev this heading are included

assumption of genu-pectoral position, enucleation /)e/- caffinam,

induction of artiticial abortion, and reposition of the tumour

under an anesthetic. These methods are well known but X can-

not pass them by without giving a word of warning bctore tney

are resorted to. o i r^nna
Artificial abortion was produced purposely 3 times, ana once
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Table M.—CMes of Miiller's Ablation,

(U, Abdominal Section with removal of Tumour and Uterus containing Kon-viable F^tus.J

Author anri Rpffrenw. Parity.
I

Tumour.

1 Robert Barnes; St.

—

George's Hospital Re-'

port*. 1H74-I1. vol. viii.l

p. 90, cajie .\xii

Waaseice; Bulletin ile 3.t

I'Acad. Hoy. 'le Med.
de Belt;iqiie. xiv, ser.

3, No. 4

Kalt«nt)ach ; Ceutralbl

fiir G>Tiiik., IfWi. Bd
iv, p. M^

Knowsley Thornton.
(privatw comniiuiica-

tlon)

5 - Operation and Treatment
g ^ o( Pedicle,

,»

T. Savage ; Brittsh
Medical Joi-knal.

1882, vol. ii, p. -13'

I-p. Uterine stranp\ilation by

I

'2 Ijbrous tumoursi; tlie

i'

anterior and smaller

reaching 2 in. above urn-

bilieus. The pelvic cav-

ityalmost obliterated by
posterior and larger one

1 abort.

I-p.

1 abort

I-p.

Result. Beasoa for Interference. Remarks. Condition at Time
ot Operation, Xc

Left antero-lateral eyrto-

fibroma of uterus fining

pelvis, tumour reaching

a inciies above umbilicus

Mult iple subserous fibroids

Large interstitial reach-

ing tofinulusuteri.with
many softening centres

Aggregation of fibroids at

fundus filling false pel-

vis, weighing after ex-

cision 16 lbs.

Tumour occupying right

side of uterus, and reach-

ing up to umbilic\is

Walter ; British Mkiv 29

ICAL JiU RNAI., 1»M,
vol. ii, p. 718

Hayp.s Agnew : British 44

MKOICAI. JOIR.NAL.
1.SH4. vol. i. p. l.'»^

(Godson's list)

Uofmeier ; " Die Myo- 41

motomie." 1SK4, Stutt-

gart, p. 77. luid Fig.27

Hofmeier: "Die Myo- 40

motomie. "I.'<.'»4. Siutt

gart, p. 7S and I'ig. 28

Etheridge; Jrnl. Amer.
Med. Assoc., 1886. vol.

ii, p, 460

KaUenbach; VogeVs
Diss. Gicsscn. lH-^6.

and Centralbl. f. Gy-
nlik., 1887, Bd. xi,p.

43.^

Granville Bantock;
British Gvn. Trans.,

1H86-7, vol. ii. p. tW,

{.and private commu-
nicatitmj

ISlGranville Bantock;|40
Amer. Gvn. Trans.

1887. vol. xii, p. 211

(and private, commu
uicat ion

)

HJaranvlllc Bantoek;J31
(private comniunica-l
tlon)

ISiDimer: Centralbl. fiir

GynHk., 18S7, Bd. x.i,

p, 119

Attempts at reposition D
mtlis. under ether failed; as- 30 hrs.

piration of pelvic tu-

mour per vagiiiam

During operation great

lUfficultv in dislodging

pelvic tumour. Broad
ligaments tied, severed

by the cautery, whip-

cord ligature ti) stump
and dropped into cavity

18 Ecra-seur provisionally ; D
wks. stump lig.itured.perito- .5th day

neuni sutured over it

and dropped into ravity.

No drain-tube
2"2 Mass eventrated: tempo-

rary elastic ligature.

Stiimp ligatured and
kept in abdominal
wound by 2 long pins

4J Kieberle's serre-no'ud and

mtiis. stnmp kept out of cavity

by 2 long pins

16 Pedicleligatured. clamped
-«kE. and stitched lo lower

angle of -wound. Glass

draiu-tube above stump

Eapid increase during gra- Peritonitis before operation
-- " I vomiting exce*.-ive. Con

dition most unfavourable
vidity. enormous disten-| vomiting exce*.-ive. Con-

sion of abdomen, with}

vesical and rectal Iroubka

mths

3
mths

Eight .side of inferior

uterine segment ; an-

otheron posterior aspect

low dow-n, the two
weighing 10 Ihs. and Ij

lbs. respectively

Tumour filling entire pel-

vis

Multiple fulvperitoneal

with fundal tumour,
size of adult head

Sulvperitonral and inter- 2J
stitial cliictiy at fundus mths
of enurmous size

Multiloculnr fibroma, oc- 3

cupyiug whole anterior mths
wall. l.'ervi<-al canal JJ

inchesMon

II-p. Interstitial myoma ni an-

terior -wall, si/p of fu'tal

head; softcuing centre

Violent abdominal pain.

None but <lorsal decubitus

possible ; dysnria. dysche-

zia. Excessive distension

Considerable antepartum
haemorrhage, with dys-

pncea vcmiiting, a-dema of

legs and vulva

Rapid growth of tumour,
emaciation and ansemia

Excessive pain and emacia-

tion with very rapid in

crease in size

4 Ablation after attempt-ed

mths. enucleationandopeuing
of uteriue cavity. Ped-

icle clamped and ;

neeilles passed, then lig-

atured to lower angle of

wound
Stump ligatured and se-

cured with large clamp

D
SHli ilay

D
64hl-s.

Bedridden 12 weeks, suffei--

ing intensely from con-

stant pain and pressure

symptoms ; repeated at-

tacks of peritonitis

I-p,

VI-p.

II-p.

Amputation at level of in

ternal os uteri. Stump
sutured and dropped in-

to cavity
Amputation at level of

internal OS uteri. Stump
I sewii with catgut and

silk. Intni-peritoueal

Capsuleof tumourbutton-
holed and tumour par-|ll

tially enuc-leated to al-

low formation of peilidc

Serre-iueud at fii-st and
yesselstied. Cone-shaped
piece excised, stitches

inserted, peritoneum
drawn over it. Stump
dropped into cavity

,\Tnputation at level of in-

ternal OS uteri. Stump
in lower angle of wound

In laliour five days-
putrid

foetus

R Very rapid growth of tu-

mour after gravidity

Cause of death indcfinil*.

no peritonitis, suppura-
tion or iKcmorrhagc.
stump quite healthy.
Condition unfavourable.

Placenta over site of tumour
which weighed 6j lbs.

Condition most unfavour-

able from ha'mon-hage.

Some of tumours very wtft

and fluctuant. Condition
unfavourable.

Tumour, uterus, and con-
tentsweighedl'lbs. Right
Fallopian tulw and ovary
in front of tumour .-ind

almost black from com-
pression. Condition fairly

good.

Peritonitis cause of death.

The funis escaped through
uterine aperture; several

ounces of fa-tid fluid in

pelvis, post TflorUm. Con-

dition fairly favourable.

Death from vomiting and
exhaustion. ConiUtion

very unfavourable.

Sterile three year^. tumour
slowly growing. Condi-

tion good.

Raoid Trowth of tumour Bronchitis retanle<l con«-

afteri^avidi.y i^scence. Copious ha-mor-
' rhagp <lunug operation.

Condition goo<1.

Great pain and emaciation Ubortion had I«.n attempt-
vjivoi i~»."

I ^ i«.(ore operatiou. tu-

mour had rausol retro-

flexion liefore gravidity.

Post mortem examination
showed pelvis fiUot with
pus and blood. Condi-

tion unfavourable.

Two petluncnlated tu-

mours, one 11 lbs., tl

other 1 5 lb. The former

with firm and cxtensiv

omental adhcsious

General fibroid enlarge-

ment with hyihamnios.
Twins

Multiple fibroids wil h dead
retaineil fat us

I-p.

1 abort

ilths

.

mths

Interstitial ;md subserous 2

tumours generally di«-[rath8,

tributed. Pelvis bUx'ked:

tumour reacliiug aliove

umbilicus

Pedicle fixed in angle of

wound. Serre-uccud and
2 pins

Serre-n(pud with one pin.

Pedicle in lower angle of

wound

Serre-ntnud w ith two pins.

Extra-peritoneal treat-

ment of stump

Ablation. Enucleation of

cervical tumour. Intra-

peritoneal treatment of

stump

Enormous increase in sue

Enormous distension and

I

rapid inci'ease in size

Dyspncea from rapid in-

cn»se in bulk, onlema of

vulva and cottremities

At operation uterus of sue

of eight months gravidity.

Condition favourable.

Pregnancy unsuspected

:

she could not have gone

to term owing to disten-

sion ; tumours wouUl not

have interfereti with la-

bour. Condition good.

Between 12 and 13 pints of

fluid in amniotic sacs.

Ovarian tumour with thin

walls diaguosol with preg

nancy. Condition nn-

favoi'irable.

Operat ion deemed safer than

attempt to remove dead

fa>tus, and to render repe-

tition impossible

Bnonnous increase in sizeicooyalescence delayed by

i during gravidity; incur- c>-stitis from c-athetensm

1
ceratifin%ympu.ms well and stitch abscess. Con-

marli«a dition favourable.
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Table II.

—

(Continued.)

Author iii»»l Keforeuce. &' Parity. Tumour.

Kur-itri'uii : Hyf;eitt.l887. 36

Brt. xlil. pp. L'15-34

Mcridilli :
(private com- •'W

niuiii[-ation.>

II-p. Scissilp tviniour. intm-lig-

nientous ou left side.

Weight 4D Ihs

19 Wehnier ; Zeitsclirift fur
Geburt. u. Gyniik.,
188". B(l. xiv, p. 116

32

Ip.

II-p.

I-p.

Tumour sizp of adult head,
with thiu pedicl'i at-

taclied to right uterine

coruu

41 I

mtbs.

Interstitial fibromynma
size of adult head, right

Bide of uterus and lower
segment. Twin preg-

nancy, and hydramuios

Sessile and interstitial

at cervieo - corporeal
junction

I

Operation and Treatment
: of Pedicle.

Reason for Interference.

mths

Abdominal section. At
tempted enucleation,

severe haemorrhage. EI-i

astic ligature, MuUer's
ablation ;

peritoneum
sewn over stump and
dropped into cavity.

Two drain tubes
Tumour ligatured and re-

moved. Then MuUer's
ablation. Stump in

lower angle of wound
with serre-nceud. Iodine

to surface

Pre.'!9ure ayraptoms. As-

cites, which was tapped

;

wound continued dis-

charging

D Increasing pain and rapid

6th day emaciation cause of al>

domiual section

mths

mths

\niole mass constricted

before uterus was open-

ed. Serre-nceud extra-

peritoneal treatment of

stump

Serre - noend, stump
lower angle of wound.
Surface treated with

ZnCla

only by mistake in the 50 cases I have detailed, and all 4 re--

covered; but ou referring to Table II, Case 10 (EtUeridge), it will

be seen that an unusual complication occurred T\-hich is worthy

of note, namely, elongation of the cervical canal to five inches and

. a half ; this was produced by the fibroid in the anterior wall.

Abortion was attempted and was thought to have succeeded, but

the suVisetiuent operation showed that the three months' ovuni

was quite intact. The dangers of the other operations I shall

allude to later.

Two other methods I must enter into in detail, as they are com-

paratively recent improvements in these cases; I allude to

'• myomotomy " and " Miillers ablation " (Table II).

By '• myomotomy," is meant abdominal section and removal of

one or more fibroids by ligature and closure of the incision, in

the hope that pregnancy may go on to term. It is manifestly

only permissible :— 1. When the fibroid is attached in an acces-

sible situation. 2. AVhen its presence is causing either intolerable

pain or discomfort from distension.

Mr. Knowsley Thornton first performed it in 1879^ but labour

supervened, constant sickness and death followed, from intestinal

obstruction ; this also occurred in a case of Porro-C;esarean opera-

tion by Klotz (Table I, No. 11), which he removed by secondary

abdominal section. Landau* and Schroder' have published

details of successful cases, labour occurring at term, while Martin's"

and Krukenbergs'' both terminated fatally, in consequence of the

occurrence of abortion. So that we have as a result five cases

with a favourable result in tw(3, and a mortality of 60 per cent.,

almost 10 per cent, less than the statistics of Ciesarean and Porro-

Cirsarean operations show.
1 mu.st now call your attention to Table II. Miiller's ablation

must not be confused with the Porro-Ciiesarean operation, as is

almost always the case. The latter is utero-ovarian amputation,

as completive of the C;esarean section, while the former may be

defined as " abdominal section with removal of the tumour and

the uterus containing the non-viable fcetus." There is no ques-

tion here of the life of the child, the maternal conditions being

80 grave as to preclude the pregnancy going to term.

The total number of cases on record is 10, with 7 deaths, or a

mortality of 36.8 per cent. The reasons for the performance of

such an operation are naturally of the greatest importance ;
for-

tunately I have been enabled to obtain them in every instance,

and they are given in the last column but one in Table II. It

> O/istelrical Trans., 1879, xxi, p. 163.

• Berlin. Med. Wochen., 1885, Ko. 13, p, 19S.

5 ZeiUckrift f. Gf.burt. u. Gyn. Bd. v, p. .'iS?. Figs. U and 12.

« Berlin, iled Wochen.. 1885, No. 3, pp. 17, 39.
T Archivftir Gi/naJt., 1883, Bd. xii, p. 166.

lieniarks. Condition at Time
of Operation, &c.

At first pregnancy tumour
necessitjited podalic ver-

sion. Phlegmasia dolens
in left leg slightly 30th
day. Condition favour-

able.

D Severe abdominal pain with

,3rd day rapid increase in size

Pressure symptoms urgent

\bl.-\tion for fear ligature

ehoidd give way, if mis-
carriage occurred. Preg-
nancy not diagnoseil be-

fore operation. Stump of

uterus healthy. Post mor-
tem. Death from double
pulmonary congestion.

Uterine cavity contained six

pints of hydramniotic
fluid. Death from septi-

cemia. Delivery would
have been impossible at

term. Condition favour-

able.

Placenta inserted upon site

of tumour. Absc&ss in ab-

dominal wall delayed rt-

covery. Condition favour-

able.

will be seen that the operation was performed for removal of a

dead foetus twice, in one after a labour of five days (vii, xiv).

Violent pain is mentioned as occurring in 6 cases, rapid increa.se

in the size of the tumour in 10 was noticed, emaciation in 4, while

pressure symptoms demanded interference in ."i cases. In Case m
severe ante partmii hxmoTThage was the preponderating cause.

Besides the above, in 4 cases other conditions were found during

the operation, which not only showed its justifiability, but its

absolute necessity for the saving of the mother's life. There was

uterine strangulation with recent peritonitis in Case i ;
softening

centres were found in the fibroids in Cases iii and xi, while in

Case V, the right Fallopian tube and ovary were almost black from

compression. . -, ., j
Of the 19 cases, 13 were treated by the extraperitoneal method,

with recoveries, and 6 by the intraperitoneal method with ."!

recoveries. Into the relative value of the two proceedings I do

not here desire to enter.

It will be seen that in all the cases given, the likelihood ot the

patient going to term was untenable, and the question arose, what

was the best mode of treatment to be adopted. All those already

o-iven would have been useless or indeed impossible, excepting

provocation of abortion, and the course to be adopted would

therefore have been this with its accompanying dangers and

chance of repetition, or the unsexing of the patient, removal of a

useless and dangerous complication and leaving no chance (in the

event of recovery taking place) of further impregnation. No one

who looks at the two figures in Hofmeier's work (Mxjomotoimc)

will doubt for an instant the wisdom of the step he took, and he

is to be congratulated on the brilliant results he obtained. The

mortality is nearly half that obtained in the Porro-Ca>sarean and

improved Ca?sarean operations during the past nine years
;
but.

on the other hand, there is the counter-balance of saving of fcetal

life which must not be neglected. With the scanty records we
have, I think it would be most unwise to lay down any rules con-

cerning this operation ; every case must be judged by itself, and

it seems to be one which should not be undertaken without con-

sultation.
, T" r -i;

(0) Treafment of Fihromyomatn dvrivij Fcrfnl I inlnlity, v>-

cluding La/mtir.—the question of the saying of the chdd's life

will naturally somewhat modify the line of treatment. Labour

was induced"6 times in Lefour's 3lX) cases, with the result of 1

maternal death and in the birth of 1 living child. Among the ,>.»

collected cases this operation has been performed 3 times, with

the discouraging result of 2 maternal deaths, and the survival ot

1 child only. Two of them occurred in my own practice, both,

unfortunatelv, ending fatally. The first is already described and

figured in the Obstetrical Transactions for 1886, vol. xxviii, p. 1J»
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I sawhpr in consultation ^ith her medical attendant m conse-

quence of acut,. ,.uin, rapid pulse, with a temperature of 101 4 1 ,

with a dry bru 'vn tongue, ami a purplish discoloration of the

abdomen. Th.. multiple tihroids were complicated by twin.s.

Tl^s con.lition app-ar/to add ad.litional gravity to the case, for

nut of 7 cases 1 have met with no less than o were fatal. The

second w^s in ortunately also fatal. 1 was asked to see her with

regard to the question o'f interference at the sev;enth month, or

thf possibility of abdominal section at term. The obstacle to

leliv'^^y was a^ddney-shaped tumour at the junction of the cer-

V X and lower uterine segment, and occupying nearly two-thirds

of the pelvic inlet. There were, in addition, two large fundal

abdominal tumours, which would have been serious comp ica ions

in the Ca;sarean section. Knowing the importance of hand iiig

t^unoursofthis kind as little as possible, I attempted induction

by the subcutaneous injection of pilocarpine four times whcb

although pro.lucti^•e of full constitutional effect, ne^erthele s

failed to produce any labour pains. A bougie was passed, labour

followed, and was verj- lingering in character. Death occurred

on the eighth day from peritonitis, commencing oyer the larger

abdomimd tumour. My own experience then, decidedly opposes

this method, even when the alternative be the dreaded Cesarean

or rorro-Ciesarean section. By forcible reposition is meant the

pushing up of the tumour during labour and thus permitting the

presenting part to occupy the inlet of the pelvis and delivery

fffcctcd

Dr n'avfair has strongly advocated this plan of treatment in

two papers re>«l before the Obstetrical Society' In three cases

related by him the fibroid tumours occupied such a position in the

pelvis, tliat had it not been possible to get them out of the way,

the Cesarean section would have been inevitable. In all three

upward pressure succeeded in dislodging them, so that delivery

w-as effected ver vias naturales, twice by turning and once by the

forceps. He concludes with these words :
" These cases teach us

the hopefulness of such a procedure, and the advisability of mak-

ing a strong and persistent effort at reposition in which an

amount of force may be necessary which would be quite unjus-

titiable were there any less terrible alternative to be selected than

the Cicsarean section.'' In opposition to these conclusions I have

but few remarks to make.
, , , t- , t,, .„„

Take for instance the case related by Knowsley Thornton

already alluded to. After abdominal incision the tumour was

forced up from the pelvis, and such furious bleeding occurred

that for a moment the safety of the iliac vessels was feared.

What a calamity would have been produced if this line of treat-

ment had been adopted; uncontrollable haemorrhage would have

taken place within the abdomen, and the patient have died pro-

bably in a few minutes. . .
,

Vcain take the case which I had the opportunity of seeing with

Dr M llandfleld-Joiies (Table I, Xo. 8) ; there it was attempted

with the greatest persistence but without success, and the //o«f-

7,iorte7n examination showed the tumour to be much bruised, and

perhaps partly the cause of death. I think that vvith two ca.ses

like the above, forcible reposition should not be undertaken with-

out considerable forethought, and should certainly not be too long

continued. . ^, , ? c- • t r

In the Transactions of the American Gyna-cohijical hnciety tor

1884 Ur ilunde relates a very brilliant result from removal of an

enormous cervical fibroid per vaqinam during labour. Braxton

Hicks' andLomer" also have performed this operation success-

fully. It is, however, only possible when the tumour is connected

with some portion of the cervix, and there is considerable dith-

culty in being absolutely certain that this is the case, as the parts
'

are ilways distorted and much swollen. Doubtless in suitable

cases it is infinitely safer and preferable to the dreaded alternative

Cesarean section; while, on the other hand, the great liabdity to

septic infection and the likelihood of the attempt failing must be

borne in mind. ., j „ .

V case requiring the Csesarean section recently came under mj

notice, aiKl details are fully given elsewhere (Lancet, 1888, vol. i,

p OVJ) The fibroid was firmly impacted in the pelvis, and the

uterine body infiltrated with several smaller ones. Interference

was necessary from serious pressure symptoms. The t orro-

Cicsarean opeVation was impossible, and it appears to have been

a case with which the resources we have at our disposal at

present are unable to cope^

« Ohstetriml TrmmrticMS. vol. nix. 1S77, p. lU ; ami vol. xxiii, 18*1. p. 2T.

» 06sM. 7r<in.i.. 1.S7I. vol.iii.p. 27;i.

10 ZeiUchr:ftfur Gtbart. un<( Gyiuik.. 1SS3. BJ. ix. p. 302.

I have been able to collect twelve other cases as having occurred

during the past eight years, and I have tabulated the result be-

low. They have been selected from the papers by Baker, Slavi-

nnski " Suncer," and Parish.'*
, ^,

L-p to the fnd of June. 1870, when Spiith operated, eveiy Cfesa-

rean case for a hundre.1 years had proved fata in the\ienne8e

L^ng-in I ospital, an.l from 1787 to 1879 a simi ar result occurred

in tfe Paris Maternite; nor were the results in England much

retter%s shown in Radford's" laborious and accurate tables on

*''ln Tablfl are collected 'all the cases of Porrcv<^sarean opera-

tion for this compUcation which have occurred s^^ce the intro-

duc\ion of the operation. They are, curiously ^^ough, .dentical

in number with those of Cesarean section for the past eight years.

and, what is more remarkable still, the maternal mortality is the

'Tf we compare the dangers of the Porro-tesarean operation and

Cesarean section, we find sLx chief ones noticeable as the cause of

death fn he latter: (1) peritonitis, (2) metritis, (.3) haemorrhage.

4) sep rc-emia <.'S) shock, and (6) intestinal obstruction occasion-

ally -wliUe in the former we have only pentomtis, septicjemia.

shock an intestinal obstruction. In addition to tlie elimination

of metritis and hemorrhage as dangers in the Porro-Cicsarean

operation the risk of seprtwemia is much less. Moreover, the

danger ope Gonitis is much reduced also; fo^-^^'^P'u"'!'???^^' "

does in a Jreat measure on the presence of i"->tf'"8 ""'-^ '°
^^'^.t

peritoneal cavity, it is less likely to result where the uterus w

Removed ban wlere, with often a gaping wound it is

\^J>^^
These facts point to the necessity where pos.sible of performing

the PoioCaLrean section for preference; but some imes, a« in

the cafe already alluded to, the formation of a pedicle may be a

matter of impossibility.

Children alive ... LI

Dead before oper-

ation 1^

Doubtful ... 9

On referring to Table 1 it wilTteTeen that in 10 cases ^e

EMmMmm
wm^mmm
value of tLs o^-ation being performed as a ^e ective one^J>oin
w tnble^ triven it will be seen how extremely high the moriaiuj

Is in the' e?ases, but it is characteristic of fibromyomata to resent

any interference.
^

u jtmer. Joum. n6sUt.. 18S1. vol. liv, p. 596.

1! .inniles dt Gyitrrelogie. 1SS4.
..„,;„

•« Amrr. Cvnmiogical Trans.. 1JS6. vol. ii. p. *3i.

1RS2.

ISSO.
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On reviewing Lefour's cases wo find tlint. of 6(> which teriiii-

nate<i unassisted, 32 ended fatally, or a mortality of 48.4 per cent.

Of 35 cases of version, 21 died, or 60 per cent.; while the per-

centage mortality attached to forceps and embryotomy is 25.9

and 5.').5 respectively. Fatal mortality is also particularly high,

being 77.7 per cent." in version. These figures amply prove the

fact that fibromyomata arc a most dangerous complication of

pregnancy and laboiu-, whether operatire treatment be adopted

or not.

I have dwelt somewhat at length upon myomotomy, Coesarean

section, the I'oiTO-Csesarean operation, and Jliiller's ablation, be-

cause they are, comparatively speaking, modern improvements,

and it is iii the perfection of them, I think, that our great prospect

lies of reducing the hideous mortality which I have shown exists

in cases where they are rendered necessary.

"TlRRATUM.—In Mr. Hurrv Fenwick's paper on " The Value of Inspecting t)ie

Orifices of the Ureters by Electric Light, etc.," in the second senteuc* of the

tirst paragraph (,Une 5), for " it " read '* method."

TOXICOLOGICAL MEMOEANDA.

ATl'EiirXED SUICIDE BY SWALLOWING CAKBOLIC ACID

:

RECOVERY.
£. W.. female, aged 20, on the morning of May 12th, 1888, pur-

chatid a ten-ounce bottle of carbolic acid from a neighbouring

chem St, and drank three ounces of it. Three-quarters of an hour
after she had taken it I found her lying on the floor in great

agony. Xot having my stomach-pump with me, I gave her a

hypodermic injection of one-tenth of a grain of apomorphine, and
adm nistered olive oil and lime water freelj'. This was followed

almc St immediately by copious vomiting. At the expiration of

half an hour I gave another injection of one-twentieth of a grain

of apomorphine, and continued to give small quantities of lime

water. Shortly after she became insensible, and remained in a

comatose state for eight hours. When consciousness returned 1

had her removed to hospital, from which she was discharged on
May 19th. R. II. A. Hunter, M.R.C.S., etc.

Clifton House, Battersea Park, S.W.

CLINICAL MEMOEANDA.

A CASE OF PERNICIOUS AN.EMIA TREATED BY
REPEATED TRANSFUSIOX.

G. P., aged .W, came under care on July 23rd, suffering from
intense anoemia ; he was very thin, with an anxious careworn
expression. The skin was uniformly of a tawny colour, without
any intensification in any locality, the mucous membranes were
free from pigmentation, the sclera was pearly white, the ears
thin, pointed, white, almost transparent. There was no splenic,

hepatic, or glandular enlargement ; no pulmonary disease. A
hitmic murmur was marked over the aortic and pulmonary orifices

;

the cardiac impulse was very feeble ; there was no anasarca or
chubbing of fingers or toes. Urine, specific gravity, 1010 ; no albu-
men. Microscoiiical examination of blood showed twenty or thirty
white corjjuscles in one-fifth field ; one or two nucleated red ones.
Retina almost white ; here and tliere some yellowish spots ; on
right one or two linear extravasations of a recent date in the
vicinity of the macula (the sight of this eye had been impaired
for some time) ; over both retinso there were some small extrava-
sations in various stages of absorption. History: A butcher—an
enormous worker—reducing sleep to meet his business require-
ments, eating largely, and abusing the use of stimulants ; had
never lived in a malarious district, and had not suffered from
syphilis.

Uemakks.—This was considered to be a case of pernicious
amemia or Addison's disease. He was treated by a continual
recumbent position because of his dy.spncca. Iron and arsenic in
effervescent form were given for some months. Peptonised fluid
aliment and brandy were given with strict regularity. At one
time more than four quarts of peptonised milk were consumed in
twenty-four hours. After a few months it was apparent that the
treatment was of no avail, so I resolved to transfuse as often as it

might be necessary. Jlr. C. S. Watson kindly gave mo his asvsist-

anco, and on December 12th I injected about ten ounces of blood
into his left median basilic by Aveling's apparatus, from a healthy
strapping lad—his nephew. The immediate effect was brilliant';
a slight colour came into his cheeks and ears, and he expressed

himself as " expanded " by the dose. For a few hours he breathed

30 per minute. Temperature rose to 103 about sL\ hours after-

wards, but no pulmonary trouljle appeared, and the next day he

was quite brisk. The improvement gradually waned, and by the

16th the operation was again necessary. The left arm could not

again be utilized, because the use he had made of the veins had
completely obliterated all the large ones on the surface, so the

right median basilic was chosen, and ten ounces injected with the

same train of symptoms as before. On the 22nd, the right median
cephalic was used, and ten ounces injected. This last injection

completely occluded the surface veins of the right arm, so that

when on the 30th the transfusion was again necessary, the left

external saphena was chosen, and ten ounces used. This was the

last that was done, for, on January 11th, the attempt to open the

lumen of veins in either leg was impossible from their extreme

tenuity.

He lingered a few days and then sank, without any evidence of

organic disease save pulmonary hypostasis.
_
His existence simply

abandoned him. No post-mortem was permitted.

Tunbridge Afells. Cleland Lammiman, F.R.C.S.

SUEGICAL MEMOEAJTOA.

GUNSHOT WOUND OF THE FACE.
W. L., when leading a horse and cart along the road, heard two
shots in quick succession; the second struck him in the face.

When he applied, his right cheek and lower lip were swollen.

There was a roundish wound, with scooped-out and rather lace-

rated edges, large enough to admit a finger, to the right of the

middle line and just below the lower half of the orbicularis ; also

a small wound on the cheek, which might have been made by a

single pellet of shot. The right canine and central incisor, with

their sockets, were gone : the intervening tooth, with its socket,

was still held by the periosteum and gums of the inner aspect of

the maxilla. The gums on the outer surface were lacerated and

separated from the bone, which was roughened and scored, down
to its lower border. No shot could be felt—only some bone-grit.

The jaw was broken, but the structures on its inner aspect were

uninjured. Some days afterwards there was a sinus from the

wound on the cheek to that over the chin, and a cavity formed

below the chin on the right side. Here the probe detected some

hard substance, which, after the sinus had been slit for some part

of its length, was grasped by forceps, but crumbled under its

grip. Withdrawal of the forceps was accompanied by a shower

of shot falling to the floor. The blades held a lump of four

pellets firmly stuck together, and much of what was then and

subsequently removed consisted of pellets in twos and threes.

The amount of shot recovered was one-third of an ounce. Re-

covery was rapid. The shot was fired from the raised bank of the

Trent across a field, the distance to the road being 133 yards. It

was fired at and killed a pheasant. The shooter saw the cart, but

said it was out of the line of fire. He was not seen by the

wounded man till after the accident, but a lad leading another

cart behind saw the shot fired.

The points worthy of notice are : 1, the distance—133 yards

;

2, the amount of shot recovered—one-third of an ounce ; 3, the

statement that the man was out of the line of tire. In regard to

point 3, 1 have been told of two other cases of stray pellets hitting

persons quite out of the line of tire. As to 2, the shot was carried

in a lump, and this perhaps explains 1.

M. R. J. Beheendt, L.R.C.S. and P.Ed.

Burringham, Doncaster.

CASE OF FRACTLUE OF THE BASE OF THE SKULL

:

PROLONGED INSENSIBILITY.
On December 30th, 1887, I was sent for early in the mormng to

see a gentleman who was thrown from his horse on the common.

On reaching the spot I found Mr. F., aged 48, standing up talking

incoherently, and not knowing of his accident ; blood was flowing

freely from' his left ear, but there was no external wound. I got

him home, and telegraphed for Mr. Edmund Owen. In the coiu-se

of half an hour he vomited nt least half a pint of blood
;
he was

very excited, and at times violent. Mr. Owen confirmed my
opiiiion that he had fracture of the base of the skull, applied

blisters behind the ear, and gave calomel and bromide of potas-

sium. At 8 r.M. he had an epileptic convulsion ;
evening temP^''-

ature 101.2°. 1 passed the catheter, and emptied his bladder. The

'mn
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left eye was insenfible to liglit, and pupil contracted to pin's

point ; the left sid>' of face was ])aralysed.
.

On Januar>- 1st lie fell into a quiet, semi-comatose state, takinjr

liquid nourishment freely. L'rine and frcccs passed in the bed.

Temperature 'J1X,\ pulse TC. lie remained in this state till the

12th; ^yhen he became violently excited, talking, singing, and

whistlinf • sensation returned to left eye and side of face; pupil ol

normal size, but not sensilile to light. Temperature 07.<1
;
pulse

84 feeble I gave beef-tea, and administered brandy and eggs

freely On the Kith Ur. IJuzzard saw him with mo, and located the

fracture as through the petrous portion of the temporal bone, with

iniury to the portio dura and auditory nerves ; and that there had

been effusion of blood round the fifth nerve, which was partiall)-

•ibsorbed lie gave on the whole a favourable prognosis, and advised

a continuance of tlie same treatment. On thelMth the patient be-

came more restless and troublesome. Temperature varied in three

hours from 100^ to 101=, and to 99.fi°. He was freely purged with

calomel. From the I'.Mh to February ^rd he lay in a quiet, un-

conscious state, occasionally talking nonsense, Init he took his

nourishment—beef-tea. eggs, and brandy—well. On the Stti l

save him potass, iodi. gr. ij, twice a daj-. About iebruary -UtU

he began to be much troubled with sleeplessness. I tried paral-

dehyde, urethran, and bromideofhyoscine, instead of the bromide,

without mueli effect. On the 28th he had a free discharge ot

purulent matter from his left ear. Temperature 101.8 ;
returned

to bromide and opium. On March 10th he was very stupid and

heavy, but could not get any real sleep. I tried paraldehyde

again, and gave port-wine and syrup ot iodide of iron. On the

ISth there was decided improvement ; he knew me, but '^as not

conscious of where he was. On the 2.5th he knew his wife and all

around him, but was very queer in his ideas. On the .30th he was

quite unconscious again." 1 gave chloral and croton chloral freely

till the evening of April 2nd, when he slept souiid.y, and on the

8tli became quite conscious. He got up on the 10th, came down-

stairs on the 11th, on the 14th went for a drive, and on the IJth

went to the sea-side, and, with the exception of a slight epilepti-

form seizure on the 2',)tli, after a very indigestible meal, has gradu-

ally improved ever since. He returned to his business on the

14th, doing a little each day ; he has still some paralysis of the lett

side of the face, especially his eyelids.
, -n r.a -n

Wimbledon. Thom.\s KuwAsn Tahsoxs, M.K.L.b.lMig.
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REPORTS
HOSPITAL Am) SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THE

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF
GREAT BRITAIN, IRBLAKD, AND THE COLONIES.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL IXFIRM.\RY

A CASE WHEIIK A DAM.SOX-STONE WAS LOnGED IX THE BIGUT
BEOXCHIS: TBACIIEOTOMT : KECOVERT.

(Under the care of Mr. Reginald H.vrhisox.)

Jane S., aged 8, was admitted on April 4th, 188.S. Ten days pre-

viously, while laugliing when eating some damson jam, she thought

she had swalloweil a stone. This was immediately followed by a

^uolent fit of coughing, for which medical aid was summoned.

These paroxysms of coughing were repeated at intervals. On ad-

mission there was slight thittening of the right side of the cliest

posteriorly, with diminished expansion; and a rhonchus was dis-

tinctlyaudible. lireath-sounds feebletowardsbase.therhonchus in-
'
creasing in loudness as tlie bronchus was approached opposite the

fourth dorsal vertebra, wliere the sound was best heard. The

rhonchus was twofold, inspiratory and expiratory; and there was

.sometimes a sound as if something fell between expiration and

inspiration. Breatli-sounds on left side normal, but with trans-

mitted rhonchus ; respirations 22; pulse 80. Whilst she was under

observation in tlie intirmury she had several attacks of violent

paroxysmal cough, whi'U various expedients, including inversion

and slapping on' the back, were tried, with the view of favouring

the expulsion of the .himson-stone, which evidently had found a

resting-place in the riglit bronchus. On one occasion slie expec-

torated a little blood, but as a rule she was going about the ward

apparently well.
, ,r ir

On April 21st she was placed under chloroform, and Mr. Har-

rison performed tracheotomy. An incision having been made as

low down as possible through tl»e s'''"' '-
*""infnX tr"a'clfea

bared with a blunt director. A free incision into the trachea

was then made, three or four rings being divided. Ju«t »« the

child was being inverted the stone was shot out into the woun^

w ere it was easily seized with the fingers. A tracheotomy tube

was introduced and retained for a fewlours, but proved use^.

The patient breathed freely through the opening, "^nd expec-

torated for the first four or five days a considerable "^moiint °f

nneumonic-looking sputum. Then convalescence rapidlj t«ok

placTand she left the infirmarj- fourteen days after the operation

quite well, with the wound soundly healed. ,,.,,„ .i,.,^-.

VIr Harrison observed that, from a perusal of Mr. Durhams

valuable article (Holmes's .Sy^^m of Surgfru) on this ^'"tij^ct it

appeared that the mortality In cases of this kind where no opera-

tion was performed was very considerable. In this msUnce the

pat"ent had most alarming symptoms of suffocation the night

Lfore tracheotomy was resorted t°. ^'l^''^^, .""^^^ X^^^l'JfV"^;
mediately fatal had not assistance been at hand. Theverjtree

incision into the trachea not only favoured the immed-ate expul-

s^nof the damson-stone without the l^^.*'

'^.^^^X^e'r Th»
service as a vent for the free expectoration f'^t foUo^e-l Ths

latter was probably due to the inflammatory action which the

stone had excited in its neighbourhood

We are indebted to Mr. J. Teare for the notes of this case.

CIVIL HOSPITAL, CALICL'T, MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

WOUND OF LEFT WRLST AND UIGUT UPPEB ABM: BEACHIAI.

ANEURYS5I, LIGATIBE : BKCOVEBY.

lUnder the care of Surgeon-Major H. D. Cook, M.I3., Civil

Surgeon, Calicut.')

I aced32, was admitted on June 8th, 18,86, with a transvei^e

wouSd ov^r the anterior aspect of the eft -^t- '

""'.f'^y.!^^!
tendons of the flexor carpi radiahs and palmaris longus but wit

out injuring the radial or ulnar arteries The distal end, of the

tendons could be easily seen; not so the proximal end^ which

were drawn up by contraction of the muscles. He had a^o a

punctured wound on the inner side of the right arm middle third.

From which venous blood was freely oozing. The bleeding from

the wrist was arrested, the edges of the wound brought together

by sutures, cold water dressing applied, "nd the wri»t kept in a

flexed position. A cold compress was applied to the wound in

"
Ou™e third day after admission the wound over tlie wrist a-«-

sumed a very unhealthy appearance, with offensive saniousdU"

charge. Sub equently the distal end of the 1 e.xor carpi rad all.

sloiWiedoff and the palm of the hand inflamed, becoming s^vollen

hot and very painful, with fingers flexed. The inflammation vvM
accompanied by traumatic fever. The extremity was suPPo"ed

on a^pHnt and charcoal poultices applied. The wound in the

arm rapidl' healed. On account of the destruction of tissue at

th^wrFst, the formation (frequent) of palmar abscesses, matting

of the teAdons, etc., and foreseeing the comp ete u^fl^^f^^*^
"^

?he hand, he was advised to submit to amputation of the forearm

in itslower third, but this he positively refused to do. The 'i^ound

of the wrist has since healed up, but the hand is quite usele.ss.

''"^,!!jun'e'20^thVp'atiZ"drew attention to a pulsating swelling

in the riglit arm. Its position corresponded to the course of the

brichial artery and punctured wound already described. The

sltllhig was s^cculat^d with a slight
^P^^^^^'^Vflnation howji

hadallthe appearance of an aneurysmal vari.x ^'IP";"""''.'^,^*^

the tumour to be pulsatile with a distinct thrfll. and auscultation

revea ed a loud rasning bruit. Pressure over the axillary artery

caused the thrill and l,ruit to disappear and tl't-ac to collapse

On July 2oth, with the assistance of Surgeon Routh, M.&., an

incision three inches long was made over the axillary artery, ^
dah ui as Dossible in its third portion, and the artery ligatured.

T iK V u sa ion i he tumour ceased at once. The extremity wa4

wrapped in cotton-wool and flannel, and the P" -"' P^^'
>^^,^,^,^,^

On Auc-ust 10th the ligature came away. He wa» discharged

from hospital on the 20th. the tumour being hard and small, and

pulsation absent^

rco,«„,u,U^IT^ie South Indian Branch of the British Medial A«oo.-

tion.

T^ITTiBEAT NORTHEEX CENTRAL HospiTAL.-In consequence

of the death of the German Emperor the l.'"-i^;;/°;ij"°;^^^l^^

Wales have postponed the ceremony of oponing the Great .Northern

Centra 1 Hospital until the latter part of July.
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REPORTS OF^ SOCIETIES.

OrilTllALMOLOGlCAL SOCIKTY OF TUK UNITED
KIXGJJOM.

Tm-RSDAY, Junk 14Tn, ISS.-!.

J. W. llULKE, F.R.S., President, in tlie Cliiiir.

Paralysis of the Fifth Nerve ossociatM with Catarar/.--Dr. \V.

J. CoLUXS sliowed 11 case of paralysis of all parts supplied by tlie

sensory branches of the right fifth nerve ; muscles of mastication

unaffected. Xo history of syphilis and no cerebral symptoms.

The patient bad suffered from severe pain in the anaesthetic parts

for eight mouths and the sight of the right eye had failed. There

had been no herpes and no conjunctival or corneal affection what-

ever. There was diffuse opacity of the right lens : the left eye

and side of face were normal, and vision was good. He considered

that the lesion was located somewhere between the root of the

nerve in the pons and the subdivision of the Gasserian ganglion.

This case conflicted with the views of Snellen and others re-

specting trophic nerves. Here the lens, non-innervated, and pro-

tected from foreign irritants, suffered, while the liighly-inner-

vated and anaesthetic cornea retained its pellucidity, notwith-

Etanding eight months' habitual exposure.—Mr. T. i'aiixjiN Teale
mentioned a case of cataract, in which puncture of one lens was
followed by suppuration of the globe. The patient died shortly

afterwards with aphasia, due to cerebral haemorrhage, which was
not entirely recent but partly resulted from an accident many
months previously. He suggested that the disastrous results to

the eye might have been the result of the nervous lesion.—Dr.

Collins briefly replied.

Exoftufis of Frontal Bone and Orbit icith an Intracranial

Growth.— Dr. Emuys-Jones mentioned a case, and showed
specimens, of a large orbital exostosis associated with a myxoma-
tous tumour in the anterior lobe of the brain. There had been

some epileptiform attacks, the existence of which the patient

denied on account of his anxiety to have the growth removed.

The attempt at removal had to be abandoned and the patient died

five days later from septic meningitis.—Mr. Jonathan IlricniN-
SON had seen several cases of exostosis of the frontal bone. In

one case of a young man the exostosis grew into the frontal sinus

on tlie left side and was removed by trephining : later on there

grew another exostosis from the right side which was early re-

moved, but septic inflammation and death followed. In another

case of a young woman the exostosis was very large, and a long
time was spent and many saws were used in attempting to remove
the growth, but only with partial success, a raw surface with bony
base being left ; this suppurated and remained open for twelve
months, when further surgical interference led to the shelling out
of the remainder of the exostosis, a deep cavity was left, at the

twttom of which some mucous material was seen, but the dura
mater remained sound ; the eye had been previously lost ; ulti-

mately the case did well and the wound healed.—The I'besident
said these cases pointed to the great risk of interfering when the
cranial wall was perforated. He referred to two cases where the
inner table only was involved, the roof of the orbit being free, in

which removal of the exostosis was quite easy.

OpticAtrophy in Three Brothers(Smokers).—'SiT. Edgar Browne
(Liverpool) read apaperon this subject. In the first patient, aged 40,

vision had failed at the age of 27. A diagnosis of tobacco-ambly-
opia was made. The patient reduced smoking gradually, but
continued to chew. Vision had steadily failed to shadows, but the
pupils were three millimetres diameter, acted to light, and the
patellar reflexes were good. Previously, vision was good: general
health always good. Optic discs, typical skim-milk atrophy,
with attenuated vessels. He could see a flame or bright reflection

from white at periphery of fields. The second patient was aged
33; sight became very bad si.x months before; he also both
smoked and chewed tobacco; he could see a little in twilight. The
knee-jerks were good. Pupils, three millimetres diameter, acted
to light. The optic discs showed a general appearance of atrophy;
vessels pervious, but rather small. He could see white paper test

in lower temporal (right) and lower nasal (left) fields, but not at

all centrally. In the third patient vision had failed for two years,

patient being aged 23; could read J. 16. This patient discontinued
.smoking when warned. Pupils sluggish, but acted to light. Peri-
pheral fields for white, both eyes normal ; centra! scotoma for

white and red in left eye, for red onlj' in right : colour vision with
wools good. Optic discs very white and smooth ; veins perhaps a

little large. The original assumption that tobacco could cause

atrophy had been rather discredited since the significance of axial

neuritis had been understood. These cases were closely related to

the hereditary optic atrophy of Leber (though occurring rather

late), but the term hereditary should not be adopted till our in-

formation was much more exact. In all three eases, tobacco was
probably the determining cause of the atrophy. In all perception

of light was better towards periphery than centre; none had

visible neuritis; none had cerebral or spinal symptoms. The

lather, mother, and two sisters had good sight ; a collateral rela-

tion had suffered. These cases might be taken as types of one

group—namely, those in which an axial neuritis being once estab-

lished tended to spread to the peripheral fibres, involving both

sets in the subsequent atrophy. E.xactly the opposite occurred m
ordinary neuritis, in which the central fibres (and vision) might

escape for a time. The following grouping of cases was sug-

ge.sted: 1. Ordinary tobacco-amblyopia, involving only central

fibres ; transient, and recovery on removal of the cause. 2. A clasa

beginning with central negative scotomata, which progressed

downwards till central defect became positive (or nearly so), and

axial atrophy might be assumed, peripheral vision being un-

affected. The part played by tobacco in these cases required

investigation. 3. Cases like those under consideration, where

retro-bulbar neuritis, beginning centrally, spread peripherally, giv-

ing rise to more or less pronounced atrophy. Here the personal

proclivity was shown in young persons, members of the samfr

family. If similar groups were found among non-smokers, search

would not be required to discover the exciting agent. Beyond these

were (i) consecutive atrophy, and (5) atrophy accompanying spinal

degeneration. At present the two last groups were well understood,

but cases illustrating the second and third groups should be col-

lected.—Mr. Hitchinson mentioned a group of three, consisting of

two young males who smoked and the mother of one of them (and

aunt of the other) who did not smoke, all affected with optic

nerve atrophy. In the case of the woman the inherited predis-

position to nerve lesion must have been very strong. Eventually

she became quite blind, but had very good health. Perhaps abuse

of tea or coffee might have had a share in bringing about this

effect; he was sure that they sometimes caused deafness. He-

thought the Society might investigate the very rare group of

women affected with this form of atrophy who did not smoke at

all. Mr. Browne had mentioned that his first patient was a total

abstainer, this, in his experience, rather led to the production of

the atrophy than the reverse ; those who indulged in alcohol as

well as tobacco were less liable to tobacco atrophy than were

abstainers. These cases occurring in families were much more

severe, more liable to end in blindness, and much less easily cured

than the other forms.—Dr. Emrts-Jones mentioned the case of a

family of nine children, but only five living, in which two children

had atrophy of the optic disc without definite cause, the girl ut

the age of seventeen and the boy aged nine: total blindness

ensued.—Dr. Habershon referred to his paper read at a former

meeting of the Society, dealing with hereditary cases of optio

atrophy; in some a sexual cause appeared to operate.— Mr.

AValker thought that great losses <.if blood and a numerous

family in the mother and grandmother might be a cause of optic

atrophy in children.—Mr. Browne hoped an investigation, as

suggested by Mr. Hutchinson, would be undertaken by the

Society. Subjects of tobacco amblyojiia had often been drinking

heavily : if they left off alcohol and tobacco they did well.

Card ^Specimens a?id Living Patients.— ^Ir. Silcock, 1, Sarcoma

of Frontal Bone : 2, Sarcoma of both Orbits.—Mr. Jes.sop, Case of

Symmetrical Pigment Ring on Anterior Capsule of Lens.—Mr. J.

lii-TCHiNsoN. jun., Two Cases of Cicatrices on Vitreous and Eetinas

--Mr. G. E. Walker, Case of Recovery from Occlusion of Pupil

without Iridectomy.-Prof. Bbroer, 1, Sarcoma of Cornea; 2, &

Refraction Ophthalmoscope.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MEDICINE IN IRELAND.
Section of PATHOLOCiy.

Friday, June 1st, 1888.

C. B. Ball, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Peritonitis from Perforation.—'Sir. M'Ardle communicated ai

case of peritonitis from perforation, and commented upon the

cause of death in such cases.—Dr. James Little said that on

more than one occasion in cases of the kind he had opened the

abdomen during life ; and when he afterwards opened the abdo-

men in the same cases after death, most important appearances.
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^hich had indicated hypera^mia and i"«^-"^'|['-;,^rmsl/to'con-

'wmmmmMsmmmM
nf seDsin pure ind simple into the peritoneal cayi y. and al»o ^Mth

?LTmpt mV vhich resulted from.septic
f
^sorption m any p ace^

In his detail of the ea^;e he mentioned that immediately on te

p^rforaton oTtiie stomach taking plaee collapse occurred
^
bt

that collapse was afterwards comp etely
'"'-''^o^'-'^^lfX'ro after-

patient hecame conscious and ^^^'^ y ;-'«°^°"f;,Jl , X fn ec-

^^Tti -ErrahiiS^^^^^^^I
times for nflmmatory conditions; he never saw anything capable

of disappearing that' could do any harm I""a,'^""^t'°° °£ *'^^

Peritoneum might do very little harm, and, at all events, would

?ffp?oXe death. Hyperajmia alone v^•ould not account for

deatf There was another reason why he hesitated to regard any

of those hincrs that were capable of disappearing as likely to

cause deatlNVithin the last five or six years it had become the

eustomtn cases of peritonitis that seeme.l to be beyond reca 1, to

'op 'nTi'e abdominaF cavity and wash it

-^^./-^.f^^'^'^^^^^.^^.^e^
tha^ tiroduced fatal resu ts were got away, the patients recoverea

in a large ma ority of the cases. This had been done ma number

o^ ca"fwTth n the last three years ; and in 70 per cent, of cases

that if iT a one would have ended fatally, there had been re-

covery afer the washing out of the abdomen In the ^ase of per-

foration of the stomach which he had brought forward, no foecal

aas from the lower bowel got into the peritoneal cavity. The

mtient no doubt got a shock, and if in such cases a large amouiit

of material werl ...xtruded into the peritoneum inAammat on

woidd be set UP- hut It was the ultimate development of the

Wc materials U'lat produced the fatal result. But in the case

of^inte^ti^a perfora ion-and he had lately had experience

o si^ such ^cases-the collapse that occurred continued

persistently from the beginning to. the end of the ^a^e

,

and he attributed it to the effusion from the intestines

of gaseous contents -chiefly sulphuretted hydrogem-Dr

Finny requested leave to make an observation, notwith-

standing that the discussion had closed. He understood Mr

«'"rdh?to say that it had been found during the last five or six

veirs hatinTO per cent, of the cases of acute penetrative peri-

tonitis in which operative interference had been resorted to

here had been recovery. According to his recollection the facts

were uite o an opposite character. In cases of chronic peri-

TnUis where there was purulent discharge, good results from

on^ratve interference might be hope.l for; but, according to lis

Section, h acute cases attended with perforation of the

stomach or intestines, any such proceeding had been followed by

deaUi --Mr. M'Anni.R explained that his .statement had reference

onlv to cases of septic peritonitis, which were not perforative.

case of pvfcmia of dental origin.-Dr. I.itti.e said he believed

physicians and surgeons in ordinary practice were notsulhcient y

^li • to the possiWlity of various 'roubles-neiixa gic c«ebr«l

nnd pastric—resulting from infection coming from the teeth, lie

ha lleen three cases of the kind within the last three or four

yeis one was that of a young man whom he f''""^!/"*;"^

from acute phthisis, and he <uily lived a short time. \t hrst 1 1.

rehUions had not thought that there was anything jenously

• ong"v>th him. because he only had a bad t^"' ' ^
^ut intW

raation be-an at the root of the tooth, and as the young man

Came wo^se he ,Ur. Little) was sent for. He ound that h^. had

a large cavity in one lung, and the case ended '' »
'y-rj^^

-'r.^o^j
in reply, said he had lu-xer seen any case m which phtlusu coma

be traced to alveolar inflammation.

in^^l'atrlck Dun-; Hospital, to which he was admitted as a pay

™Ment at he age of 38,'^in December. 1885. of emphysema and
patient at '

l'\,''^;. " j
; j^ry of tabes of some ten years' stand-

'n'NleZrbern under Dr\-innys observation three years pre-

^'i.lv ad had Sited at that time the following features of

red s'ease which v re still better marked in. 18^>: Sensory

isturbances diminution of tactUe sensibility in the legs and
disturbances ,u.

forearms. He was unable to

!™^;SSru'2u"lrn.oi;ture.oaW « lime. rU. u stai;

ivere
""J ,

J
^p^^al appetite was not inordinate, thougn

preceding It, as eariy a j
masturbation were immo-

greatly increased aS,"? J^^^^s no distinct sj-philitic history,

HspSHH
armetite '2. The slight amount of tabetic gait. ;>•J'"^appetue. -.,.„„ =f tVe eervical reeion of the cord.

—

namely, that in the ^e™
^ f^^^^j ^^^^^j, ^-as sclerosed, the

;£s- 4r;:;ir^irrjxr. rnS'<^'{t

weeks before hUadmission, and at the tinie he came into
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the hospital prrsonted a slight amount of bile pigment.

On Jlny ll-'tU he was tapped. L']) to that time it was uncer-

tain -n-liother it was cirrhosis or cancer of the liver that

he had. When the tapping was performed the Huid that

came away was ascitic and largely coloured with blood. A
hard nodulated mass was then felt under the right costal arch,

extending out to the epigastrium. The diagnosis then arrived at

was, that it was malignant disease of the liver. At the tapping,

I85 pints of Huid were withdrawn. His abdomen refilled ; he

frew weaker and weaker, became unable to take food, and died on
layi3]st. On pos^-mortoji examination, his abdomen was found

to be again immensely distended with fluid, the quantity being
between two and three gallons. This fluid also was extremely
bloody, and from the deeper portions of the peritoneal cavity
large soft blood-clots came. The liver, which weighed 4| lbs., was
found to be in a curious condition. The left lobe presented very
typically the characters of extreme cirrhosis, being extremely
hard, and converted, for the most part, into bands of greyish dense
fibrous tissue. The right lobe was largely increased in size from
above downwards, and was bright yellow-coloured, the yellow-
coloui-ed part being marked off by a distinct line from the grey
cirrhosis in the neighbourhood. This yellow part was perfectly

soft, while the left lobe was like a mass of leather. About half of

the right lobe was in this peculiar soft yellow condition. The
trunk of the portal vein was filled for an inch or two with a soft

clot ; but the walls of the vein were perfectly healthy, and the
vein at some distance from the liver was healthy also. The gall-

bladder and bile-duct were full of healthy bile, and were not dis-

eased. The other viscera were healthy, except that there was
some thickening of the mitral valve, and that the lungs were some-
what emphysematous. The idea they conceived was that there
had been thrombosis of the portal vein, and that the blood pass-
ing slowly through the vein clotted for some distance back. The
branch to the right was more firmly clotted than the branch to the
left, and the tissue of the right lobe had become almost necrotic
from the interference with the blood supply.

EEADFORD MEDICO-CHIRL'RGICAL SOCIETY.
Tuesday, Aphil 3rd, 1888.

T. W. IIiME, M.B., President, in the Chair.

Some De.ffi-uctive Diseases of the Eye.—Dr. Cell read a paper
on this subject, with special reference to glaucoma. He had in
the course of his experience at the Bradford Eye and Ear Hospital
seen no disease of the eye the nature of which seemed so easily to
escape the notice of medical men until it was too late to repair
the damage done, and this was especially the case in the more
chronic forms of the affection.—Drs. Hime, Mayob, and Beix
took part in the discussion.

Gonorrheal Ophthalmia.—Dr. Bphxie read a note in which he
said he w-ished it to be understood that he looked upon gonorrhceal
ophthalmia and purulent ophthalmia of infants as two distinct
affections. The former only occurred in subjects suffering from
gonorrhoea. It had never in his experience affected both eyes, but
might do so. It was not caused by direct contagion, or it would
be much more frequent ; but was due to metastasis, similar to
gonorrhceal synovitis. The appearance of the eye was also dif-
ferent from that presented by eyes which had been directly infected
by means of towels, etc. The semi-ptosed condition of the eyelid
was particularly characteristic. In purulent ophthalmia of infants
the disease usually attacked both eyes, and was caused by direct
infection.—Drs. Bell, Woods, Hime, Goydee, and Beonneb took
part in the discussion.
Acute Atrophy of Liver.—Dr. Woods related two cases of this

condition. Case 1.—On Januarj- 11th, 1887, a temperate man,
aged 2."), who had never suffered from syphilis, and who had spent
all his life in England, was admitted to hospital apparently suf-
fering from a slight attack of jaundice. The skin was yellow, the
urine saffron-coloured, and tjfie patient was constipated, false
80, temperature 99°. No tenderness over the liver, but diminished
area of dulness on percussion. The bowels were easily moved by
aperient medicine, and no particular symptoms presented them-
selves till January 2.5th, when the bowels were relaxed and mo-
tions dark coloured. The urine was now of a dark-brown colour

;

it was tested for blood and bile acids with negative results. Pulse
88, temperature 99.8°. The patient on this date (fourteen days in
hospital) began to wander a little, becoming delirious on the L'Gth,
and gradually passing into a state of coma, well marked on the
28th, which lasted tifl next day, when he died. On post-mortem

examination nothing abnormal was found in the head or thorax ;

the liver was much reduced in size, specially the left lobe, the
weight being only twenty-seven ounces. The spleen weighed
seven ounces, and was normal in appearance. Case 11.—A man,
aged 39, of intemperate habits, who had suffered from syphilis and
intermittent fever, and had served fourteen years in India in the
army, was admitted February 28th, 1888, suffering from jaundice.

The skin was yellow, the urine dark coloured, the bowels
obstinately confined; all food was vomited as soon as taken; no
tenderness over liver; area of dulness diminished. Pulse 68, tem-
perature normal. Bowels remained confined until March 3rd, when
a dark-coloured liquid motion was passed ; vomiting was now
very distressing, the vomited matter being dark-coloured. The
urine was brownish in colour, depositing brown sediment. It was
tested for albumen, blood, and bile acids with negative results.

Pulse 110, temperature 99.6°. Five days after admission the

patient became violently delirious, but lapsed into semi-uncon-
sciousness in the afternoon, becoming comatose next morning, and
remained in this condition until he died at noon on the 5th. On
post-mortem examination, nothing abnormal was found in the head
or chest ; the spleen weighed seven ounces. The intestines con-

tained bile. The liver was small and shrunken, and weighed
twenty-six ounces ; it was of a deep yellow colour, passing here

and there into dark red patches. Its tissue was very friable. On
microscopic examination the liver-cells were entirely destroyed,

only a few nuclei being left here and there. The liver was re-

duced to fibrous tissue radiating from the portal spaces, in which
it was most abundant, and near which some agglomerations of

nuclei were seen. Pat globules and granular dibris were present

in large amount. Leuoin and tyrosin could easily be demon-
strated. There were cases of jaundice without obstruction, and
the clinical features were not unlike those present in cases of poi-

soning by alkaloids, curare, muscarin, etc. If the secreting por-

tion of the liver was impaired, as in acute yellow atrophy, what-
ever bile was secreted was of inferior quality, and peptone, and
leucomaines were allowed to enter the circulation. The bile itself

was absorbed into the blood, and stained the tissues, never, how-
ever, to any great extent. In jaundice with obstruction of the

bile-duct, bile did not enter the intestine, and, therefore, did not

act there on the peptones and leucomaines, but, being rapidly ab-

sorbed into the blood, acted there as au antidote to the leucomaines,

preventing them from producing the alarming symptoms observed

in cases of jaundice, where no obstruction existed, but where,

owing to impaired action of the liver, bile, incapable of exercising

its proper functions, was secreted.—Dr. A. Bkonner, in the

absence of Mr. J. Appleyaed, with that gentleman's kind permis-

sion, recorded a similar case which he had seen by his courtesy.

The patient, a remarkably tall and strong man, about 35 years of

age, who had always lived a most temperate life, and had always

been perfectly healthy (with the exception of a very slight mitral

bruit), had been very much depressed some weeks Isefore the tirst

definite symptoms. Having received a chill at a railway station,

and the same evening having eaten some sausage, the next morn-
ing diarrho?a set in and slight jaundice, the urine also becoming_

distinctly tinged. This was looked upon as an ordinary case of

jaundice consequent upon gastro-duodenal catarrh, and under
treatment the bile-pigment disappeared from the urine, and the

jaundice almost entirely disappeared. The patient got up, felt

much better, and nothing whatever occurred to point to the true

nature of the case. On the evening of the eighth day after the

appearance of jaundice, the patient went to bed, complaining of

very severe headache. In the morning he was in a state of excited

delirium, tearing down the bed-curtains, etc., recognising nobody.

In the course of the day he became quieter, lying in bed with his

hand to his head, as though in great pain. There were no convul-

sions. The pupils were dilated, and did not r.'act to light. The
urine became highly icteric, and there was a dirty-yellow deposit

in it, which microscopically consisted of detritus of cells. No
albumen. The urine was tested for leucin and tyrosin, but no

crystals were found. The spleen was not found enlarged. There

was no enlargement or diminution of the area of dulness of liver.

No haemorrhages from stomach or bowels, and no petechia-. The
jaundice increased in the course of the day, and the patient gradu-

ally became more comatose, and died at 4 A.Ji., thirty hours from
the commencement of the headache. Only a partial necropsy was
allowed. There were haemorrhages on the omentum and the

bowels, also on the kidneys, where they presented the wedge
shape of infarction on section. The liver was a soft, pulpy mass,

which could be easily torn with the fingers. Under the microscope
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the liver structure ^a. almost "Witorat.^ The fieM of .i^o™

^Sl^-^uS "nTS^Sr-rSltSun.. an.

Lambekt took part, Dr. Wooua reiilyuig-

REVIEWS AND NOTICES,

Technical School and College Builling Being a Treat se

on the Design and Construction of Applied Science and Art

Bui d'ngs, afd their suitable Fittings and Sanitation, with a

Chapter on Technical Education. By EnwAi^n Cooewobthv

EOBINS, F.S.A. 4to. London: Whittaker and Co.
^_

Tht'tif is crobablv no more important " question of the aa>

Uon tS" the construction and arrangement of the
^ff'"g^J'^f^'^

sary for this class of instruction, as must lia\e been required lo

^n^OB^NS^'h* produced a thoroughly practical book, which

Uirough its proper channels the undoubted impetus .vliich tech

nical education has lately received.
.

.

There is of course some difference of opinion as to what is

riahtlv to be regarded as the scope and object of technical ed ca-

TiSn iml ii'his^penmg chapter Mr. Robiiis 'l-™^f-^^Jst
tion, and gives the views of various ei'^i^^''^'

"^*l>°"''fVeSal

of a trade is taught, but a school where a lad receives general m-

rtrucUon in the f,riAciples of applied ^f-nce and spec.a mstrnc-

^^^iS'or'^"^^!:^z:t^xJF^^^^
bv ITofessor Huxley, and by the late Professor Fleming Jenkin

w^io cha?a"eris"ed aVa " mischievous 'lelu^ion," the idea tha^ he

obippt of technical education is " to teach a man his ousmess.

and Sibes the different classes of
t'»^'""^f^^f-°^^,.':^ tni'-er-

the Continent, from the elementary schools to the ^r'«t miner

Bities In the next chapt.T Mr. Kobins somewhat brietlj d.al.s

- ^h the. principles whijh should govern the l-l-"""^^ .^^j^,
Tchools, pointing out that to be effectively taught. nian> suhKCts,

Tuch as diemisfry and physics, .''"-tomy.andphys.oh.gy, botnn

and forestry, etc., require specially designed hu Idings. in tiu

examples of foreign buildings for technical "i«.t"«=tion. ^U cli

follow, a large proportion are chemical laboratories, and include

Ihose of Bonn and Berlin, of the Zurich I'ol.vtechnic Schoo ,
thcnew

University of Strasburg, Munich University,
^^^t ?[erlin I'hv'io-

also plans of the Academy of Sciences. Munich :
t^.e B^j''" "J;^

^
logical Institute, the fhysical institute, A 'i"''

"^f ^^ *
t. 1 Kovll

RoyalTradeSchoohtlu-Technical High School at^Uano
^'^,- 1'^;

K^>
^^

Technical School, Stockholm, etc., accompanied ^Mth
"^'f

."P"ons

which further elucidate the carefully ligured V^-^^J^^^
tlieir value for study and comparison. As we pointed out !lOo^ e,

; ma orig of tL foreign Sniildings illustrated ure ^lemca

laboratories, but as an «ception. the Teehn-eal H S^ ^^^h""' «

Hanover may be noted, this being a remarkably complete scDeme,

embracing well nigh aJU'je
subjects^Wiich^^^^

the range of
^^«^ >°'f ,t^' ^nc pal Eng Uh technLl buildings.

scnptionsof "^.^^ "[/^l^/^rK-^ .yell considered and inagn.-
commencing

J y\ r. «at^,r>°
^j j^^^^^n Technical

gratifying, yie other ^ng
^

^^b
^^^ y^rchant A enturere

g'f^'lTwol a most succes fully designed building bj Mr.

complete, ^he lollowng cuapvt
iBustrated by

MacMion. Purpose.. .. Ita otle of Jhe
"Sji™"',,',!!, d„,

chapter on Sanitary Science in >ts -hiUon
^

Cml Areh«- "-•

concludes the volume, and the author i=._ nig

this subject, that we c°"°>«^'^ >' ° "" °
'Jj 'we havT said enough

rested in it, as sure to repay careful perusal. " .*_^';"''5. "„.,-, C„s

[rinLate the extent of the information wh^^^^^ Air. Robi.^ 1-

-!';;::^^i^i^^^tZ\o^he*Jjlc'W hook^tains upwanls

SrS?y large plates^ P^^liS^ai^TcoS^"!Iwe'amJ.:^t
paration of which alone mu^ liave ™eaa

^^^ ^^..j,

pose they are required to fullil.

GUIBE TO THE HK.^TH RESORTS IN AUSTBALIA. TASMANIA. A^
NEW ZE..LANI.. By Li-nwiG BRCCK. 12mo.. pp. 1?^. S>d-

nev 1888. London : BaUliere. Tindall, and Cox.

^', V 1 ,- rv- sironcrlv the vrocTess of our Australian
This bookmarks verst,ongl>tm pro

^^j^_^^^^^^^^^^^
colonies in European VN ays. It al^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^ on the cli-

tion of visitors seem to make «;-[ j;[^^^^ ;,;^, ;„ „i„eral waters.
On the whole wheVWa^ah^^^^^^

Australian continent

-:Sa^t^a:^y;>n^^f5„,-;-^:-^^jl::;r^.i:::w;;;:

^t^^^B^^Z^ Vr^X^ i go^liXlybeate at Hepburn.

^1n:^u.^ wllStl^t^'^o^ two-Dubbo and RocU-

"^rl^SoS^oasts of one ™^lerb.ruon.'no^

^^Llr^liei^::"""^ ':^\^vSLrhave made the
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womlerful hot springs of New Zealand tolerably familiar to the

imhlie, nud most of us have read of the hatha which the Maoris

use, and of those beautiful natural deposits, known as the white

aud pink terraces, which are reported to have been unfortunately

destroyed by the earthquakes of ISSG. The chief groups of hot

springs appear to be :

—

1. Ohiuemutu, with Rotorua, has no fewer than 25 hot springs,

that have been described as essentially sulphur with chloride of

sodium. A powerful smell of sulphur pervades the atmosphere in

their neighbourhood. In one bath, Camerons (known as the laugh-

ing-gas bath), the use of which is dangerous, the discharge of

suTpEuretted hydrogen is so strong as, when inhaled, to cause

faintness, and great excitement of the vascular and respiratory

systems.
2. Taupo, with 23 springs, of high temperature, and low minerali-

sation. They are adjuirable specimens of indifferent waters, aud

available for a great varietj- of purposes.

3. Te Aroha. a set of thermal alkaline baths, of which 18 have

been described ; 54.60 and 63 grains per pint of carbonate of soda

are present in some of the waters, which are, therefore, more
powerful than any of the known similar waters of Europe.

4. Hanmer has hot springs with strong escapes of sulphuretted

hytlrogen, aud possessing similar curative effects to those at

Rotorua.
.J. JIasterton, with five principal springs, strange to say, cold.

Most of them are of strong chloride of sodium, and one of the

springs contains 2.127 of iodine free aud combined, a very high

figure indeed.

While New Zealand falls short in acidulous springs, it has

abundance of those rich in alumina, in sulphuric, and hydro-

chloric acids.

It thus appears from this survey that New Zealand abounds in

sulphur, alkaline, and indifferent thermal waters which can com-
pare with any of their respective kinds in the world. Establish-

ments have been already organised at most of these baths, and the

acidulous waters of New South Wales are charged with carbonic

acid, bottled, and exported, as in Europe. For further details,

especially on climatic matters, on which we have no space

to enter, we would refer to the capital guide-book of Mr.

Bbuck.

The Thermal Speings of Aix-la-Chapellb and Boecbtte.

By Dr. Bei.ssel. Svo., pp. 145. Aix la Chapelle: Mayer.

18.S7.

This appears to be a full and trustworthy guide to the waters of

Aix-la-Chapelle and the neighbouring Borcette. Full details are

given about the different springs and baths, also about the diseases

most commonly treated at Aix-la-Chapelle. There is a chapter on
Mercurial Inunction, in which Dr. Beissel discusses the theory

of its mode of absorption, and how far the heat of the baths vola-

tilises the mercurj', which (as one channel) may be absorbed
through the lungs.

NOTES ON BOOKS.

The Trea/mmt of Uterine Fihroidf by Electrolysis. By W. E.

Steavenson', if.D.Cantab., M.R.C.P. ; in charge of the Electrical

Department at St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Physician to the
Grosvenor Hospital for Women and Children. (London : J. and A.

Churchill.)—The author states that he has been so frequently
asked for the details of the operation by electrolysis in the treat-

ment of uterine tumours that he has published in advance this

part of a work which is in preparation on "The Use of Electro-
lysis in Surgery." This first instalment is in the form of a
pamphlet. The author gives verv' clear directions concerning the
application of the electrodes. As must now be pretty generally
known. Dr. Steavenson has contrived a new form of intra-uterine
electrode, more flexible and therefore more introducible than
Apostoli's, and far cheaper on account of the smaller amount of
platinum which is used in its manufacture. The author fully
recognises the objectionable character of the external potter's
clay electrode, and hopes for some better form which will diffuse
the current equally over a large surface. There can be little doubt
that patients object to the clammy poultice of potter's clay more
than to any other feature of the new treatment of fibroids.

" There
is little or no controversy in this pamphlet, but operators may

take exception to the manner in which abdominal section is con-

demned. Treatment by electrolysis " is not difficult," we are

told, " to those who understand the medical and surgical uses of

electricity. It is not unduly painful. It is, if properly applied,

practically free from danger." Dr. Steavenson's qualifications are

sufficient to prove that electrolysis can hardly be trusted out of

the hands of experts, else it will speedily be discredited. A trivial

knowledge of gynaecology, combined with an imperfect acquaint-

ance with electricity, can only cause disaster.

Principles nf Forensic Medicine. By the late William A. Gut.
M.B., F.R.S., and David Feurier, M.D., F.R.S. Sixth Edition.

(London: Henry Renshaw. 1888. Pp. 600. I'rice, 12s. M.y-
That this well-known manual continues to hold its own in public

estimation is abundantly evidenced by the appearance of a sixth

edition. Owing to Dr. Guy's death a year or two back the pre-

paration of this edition has devolved entirely upon Dr. Ferrier,

who has made but very slight changes in the text, recent im-
portant cases such as the Pimlico chloroform poisoning case or

the Lamson trial being briefly alluded to in a foot-note. The size

of the page has been somewhat enlarged, thus making the book
less bulky and far more handy, and the headings of the different

subdivisions of each subject have been brought into prominence
by being printed in thick black type, so that they catch the eye

on the most cursory glance. This will greatly facilitate the find-

ing of any particular subject, and consequently it will increase

the value of the book as a work of reference.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
Aim

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS,
IN MEDICINB, 8UBGEBT, DIETETICS, AND THB

ALLIED SCIENCES.
<<

MEDICINB AND POISON BOTTLE.
Caebful attention should always be paid to any suggestions

made to lessen liability to accidental poison-

ing, and, although we think that precau-
tions of a mechanical nature may be
carried to an excess in the dispensing
of medicine, so that intelligent watch-
fulness may relax, it is almost impossible to

adopt the many safeguards when poisons
are handed over to patients or attendants.

Mr. E. S. Hermes, of 6, Farleigh Road,
Stoke Newington, N., has invented a bottle

for poisonous liniments and similar pre-
parations, which would seem to preclude
the possibility of an error being accident-

ally made. The bottle is hexagonal, with
three sides ribbed, is of blue glass, and has
the appearance of an ordinary poison bottle.

But It is closed where the mouth of an
ordinary bottle exists, and the contents are

poured from an orifice placed in a depression

at the bottom: hence the bottle must be
actually reversed before the contents can be
got at.

HARTMAN'S SANITARY WOOD-WOOL BAPKINS.
The Sanitary Wood-Wool Company, of Hatton Garden, have dis-

covered still another way in which the wood-wool manufactured
by them can be usefully employed.
The bapkins made by the Company are intended to supersede

the linen napkin ordinarily used for children in arms. They are

pads of wood-wool of a convenient size and thickness enclosed in

gauze. Being antiseptic and highly absorbent, they present

obvious advantages over the ordinary linen napkin. By their use
the infant is less exposed to chill, and its skin is much less liable

to become irritated, while the comfort of the mother or nurse is

greatly increased. The bapkins are to be burnt after use, but,

as their price is moderate, their employment only involves smalJ

expenditure.
^

~~^

Donation.—Mr. John Eric Erichsen, F.R.C.S.Eng., F.R.S., has

given £200 to the rebuilding fund of University College Hospital.
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THE DEATH OF THE GERMAN EMPEROR.

To medical men the long tragedy <.u which the curtain fell

last week at Potsdam has been one of painful b.it absoi-bnig

interest tlmnighout its progress, and to them, beyond all

others, it mvist have teen a relief to know that an end had at

length c.,me to the hist and most distressing stages of that

protracted agony. None can reahse a-s they do how

true it is that, in such conditions, death should be wel-

cmed as a dehverer : and precioiis as was the lesson of

uncomplaining submission to the inevitable so graniUy taught

by the stricken Emperor, no one coidd have wished his hope-

less suffermg prolonged. It d.«s not fall within our pro-

viiice to discuss the pohtical consequences that may follow the

death of Frederick the Third ; but it n>ay not be out of place

to refer to some of the medical aspects of the c<-ise, wlueh, it

is generally allowed, presented many features of exceptional

interest chniadly ;is well as pathologically.

There can be no doubt that the diagnosis Wivs for a long

time surroimded with unusual difficulty. It is true that the

disease was at a very early period judged to be malignant by

the German authorities, but we cannot help thniking that this

ophiion was in part rather a suspicion bred by the over-ansiety

naturally engendered by the transcendent importance of the

case than a logical conclusion drawn from the observed facts.

It is inevitable that regret should now be felt by many that an

operation which oflfered the only chance of era.hcatmg the chs-

ease was not attempted when possibly there was yet time :

but, taking all the circumstances into account, it is chffieult to

see 'how any other course could properly have been adopted

than that wliich was actually chosen. Tlie diagnosis was at

test doubtful, wliile the immethate risk was certain, and the

prosi>ect of permanent cure, if the suspicion as to the nature

'
of the disease proved to be weU founded, very slight. Few

medical men would, we imagine, care to undergo in their o«-n

persons a dangerous and chsabUng operation, unless there wjvs

the clearest e%-idenco of its necessity. In the present case we

understand that the illustrious patient had thoroughly made

up liis mind not to submit to any operation that might shorten

his life or destroy Ids voice. This decision was altogether in-

dependent of medical ad\-ice, though it was afterwanls

strengthened, as was natural, by the negative results of Sir

Moiell Mackenzie's cUnical, and Professor Virchow's patho-

logical, examinations.

'At a later period, when the worst fears seemed to te con-

firmed, there were still elements of uncertainty in the ca«

wliich placed it outside common exi>erience. The visible heal-

ing of ulcerated surfaces, the widespi-ead inflammation, the

exfohation of cartilage, and the general predominance of

necrotic processes over the formation of new gro«-th, com-

bined to make up a clinical picture very unhke ordinary

cancer of the larynx. The microscopic evidence was contra-

dictory, or, to speak more accurately, was differently inter-

preted by equaUy competent authorities. On tlic whole the

microscope gave httle help, and one valuable practical lesson

tnK^ht bv this case is that it is a dangerous mistake to attach

much importance to its testimony so long as it is merely nega-

tive Part of the obscuritv of the case was no doubt due to

the difficulty of making satisfactory larj-ngoscopic examina-

tions, and part also, as we hinted some time ago, to the un-

precedented closeness with which tte clinic=J phenomena were

studied It is tolerably ob>-ious that our present k-nowledge of

larj-n-eal growths, both benign and malignant, then- hfe-hi^ry

and mutual relations, is by no means so perfect as could te

wished; and it is to be hoped that tliis historic case, the de-

velopment of which has teen watched ^rith so much anxiovis-

ness, and in the sight, as it wore, of the whole medical world,

mav stimidate obsen-ation and research on these points.

We have dealt ^ith the case thus far m its purely scientihc

aspects ; but there Ls, of course, another side to tte quesbon.

Even in the lowUest hospital patient, the expediency of inter-

ference, wliich may prove more rapidly fatal than the disease,

is not to be detemimed solely from the siu-gical standiiomt.

In the case of the late Emperor there were other considerations

which he himself looked upon as of far greater importance,

and on these rather than on a regard for his own ultimate

recoveiv he, with the full k-nowledge of what he was doing,

elected"to take his stand. From tliis point of view it is suf-

ficient to justify the comrse adopted if it can be said that it

was not positively unsurgical. But it only reqmres a glance

at the -hastly records of such operations on the larynx as were

here in question to con^dnce anyone that in tte present case it

would have been an experiment of the rashest kind to have at-

tempted such a tiling. Tte "expectant "treatment was adopted

in accordance with the expressed «ish of tte patient, wluch,

moreover, coincided with the scientific opinion of his adviser.

It is no secret that tte result was considered by those most

(hrectly interested-including the Emperor himself-fully to

iustify the course that was pursued.

The severe criticism to which Sir Morell Mackenzie has

been subjected in various quarters was no doubt dictated by

honest conviction, but it is most unfortunate that a profes-

sional difference should have degenerated mto a mere

personal squabble, and still more deplorable that the quarrel

should have been carried on to so large an extent tefore the

pubUc. We do not «-ish to offer any opinion on the mattere

in controversy, or to pass judgment on *'«
J-^f"^ ff

motives of the chsputants. We have not tte lo.^^ doubt that

thev all did, or tried to do, what they teUeved to be test lu

the" interests of tte august sufferer. It w.is perhaps natural

that a certain amomit of national feeling should have b^n

aroused in Germany, but it is one of the most legitimate boasts

of the heaUng art that it is of no particular clime or comitry. and

narrow jealousies are altogether unworthy of ..
profession
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which is tlie most tnily cosmopolitan of human institutions.

We earnestly hope that the world has heard the last of these

nnseemly disputes, and that the medical advisers of the late

Emperor will agree to bury their diflerences in the grave of

their illustrious patient, who was, above everything, a lover

of peace.

NATIONAL PENSION FUND FOR NURSES.
An esteemed provincial pliysician wi'ites to point out that it is

generally luiderstood that the attacks upon tlais fund, which

have appeared in one or two quarters, are inspired by per-

sonal piquo. He refers to the article which appeared in the

Journal on May 6th last, and asks us to restore confidence

by pro\'ing that the rates are not excessively high, and to

pubhsh the opinion of an independent actuaiy upon them.

Wo have aheady done this in the Journal (pp. 811, SL"), and

{)S;l), where it is pointed out that this fund is managed

gi-atiiitously by some of the most able and representative City

authorities, including Lord Rothschild, Mr. Henry Hucks

(iibhs ^late Governor of the Bank of England), Mr. E. A.

Hambro and Mr. Chfibrd Wigram (directors of the Bank of

England), Mr. Walter H. Biu-ns (of Messrs. J. S. Morgan and

Co.), Mr. Alfred de Rothschild, and Mr. Edward Rawhngs, as

well as by eminent medical men and hospital managers, in-

cluding Sir Edmmid Currie, Major Ross, M.P., Dr. Bristowe,

F.R.S., Mr. Thomas Bryant, Mr. R. Brudenell Carter, and

Di-. Steele, of Guy's Hospital ; that the fund commences with

a bonus mcome of about £1,000 per annum ; that generous

donoi-s have provided the deposit of £"20,000 ; that the fund

is a mutual fund, and that, assuming the rates are liigher

than necessary, which they are not, the fuU value of each

nm-se's money entrusted to the managers will be retiu'ned to

her when her pension falls in, because the pensions stated are

the lowest amoimts payable irrespective of bonus additions,

wliilst those quoted by insurance offices are the liighest sums

which will be paid under any circumstances. Indeed, the

rates are from 7 to 10 per cent, lower, as we have already

pointed out, than the Post Office rates, wliich will shortly be

raised hi consequence of the conversion of Consols from ?> to

l\ per cent.

The unsoundness and absurdity of the comparisons made

between the Pension Fund rates and those noniinaUy offered

by a fii-st-class office hke the Prudential is well proved by Mr.

George King, the actuary of the fund, who has ascertained

from the actuary of the Prudential that Ms company has been

doing business in inmiediate amiuities at a loss, and that the

wliole of the annuity tables of that office are about to be re-

vised. The truth is that those who have criticised the rates

oBered to nurses by the managers of this fund must be either

ignoi-.int or ill-disposed. As a matter of fact, no man of busi-

ness dare advise a nurse to invest her small savings in any

office which undertook to do deferred annuity business at lower

rates than those offered by the Pension Fmid.

Tlie statements whicli have been published an<l are being

circulated, intimating that the payments required are, from

an actuarial point of view, excessive, have also been effectu-

ally refuted by Mr. King, and by mdependent evidence,

and the comparisons therein made are based upon palpable

eiTor. This is admirably proved in the address of Dr.

Bristowe to the Members of the Hospitals Association,

wherein he gives the opinions and verdict of an eminent and

independent actuary, to whom he had referred the Pension

Fmid rates. Copies of Dr. Bristowe's address may be obtained

on application to the Secretary of the Fund, 38, Old Jewry, E. C.

It is gratifjang to read in the published statement that the

success of this fund is now assured ; 120 policies have already

been accepted, 326 proposals have been received, and 1,600

nurses have apphed at the office for forms of proposal to fiU

up, whilst similar applications are being made in increasing

numbers every week. We congi-atulato the promoters upon

this success, knowing as we do that the scheme is absolutely

somid, that the bona fides of its promoters is unassailable and

undoubted, and that the financial strength of the National

Pension Fund can be classed with that offered by the British

Funds and the Bank of England.

No such opportunity can again be anticipated by women of

the nursing profession of proWding for tliemselves by reason-

able and moderate payments. The medical profession will,

therefore, we are convinced, not fail to impress upon those

nurses with whom they come in contact the duty of self-help,

and the importance of avaihng themselves of the thoughtful

munificence and well-devised administration which are now pro-

vided by this fund on their behalf. The feehng of indignation

agauist the reckless and mithinking opponents of this noble

undertaking, to which our coiTespondent gives expression, is

manifesting itself in many places throughout the coimtry ;
and

medical officers—honorary and resident—as well as laymen and

officials, are taking opportmiities of bringuig the matter under

the notice of the nursing staff of the institution to wliich they

are attached. Further, the responsible managers of the great

London hospitals are arranging a conference to determine how

they can best help their nurses to join the fund. They could

render no greater service. In some instances inquiry will

show that the net emoluments of the nurses do not amount to

.£15 per annum, as is the case at the London Hospital, the

largest in the comitry, owing to the extra expenses devolving

upon the nurses there, eacli of whom has to pro^dde herself

with wasliing and with other things which it should be the

first duty of the managing body to provide fi'ee of cost.

We cannot believe that the London Hospital Committee,

the Chairman of which is also Chairman of the General Pur-

poses Committee of this fimd, will consent to permit the present

unsatisfactory and unjust arrangement to continue. We trust

that it win promptly consent to pay its nurses at any rate

as much as is paid to those who labour in poor-law infirmaries.

In any case, it is the duty, as we feel sure it will be the plea-

sure, of medical men and hospital managers to interest them-

selves in the Pension Fund, and to use their utmost endeavours

to secure that every nurse with whom they come into commu-

nication shall at once, or as speedily as possible, avail herself

of the great advantages and protection which tliis fund affords

to the whole nursing body.

THE ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
We pubhsh elsewhere a letter fi-om Dr. Baines—and we do so

the more readily because no one can doubt his absolute

honesty of intention, while he may also be fairly con-

sidered a representative man— first and generally of those
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medical volunteers who have seen their way to join this Re-

serve, and secondly a.ul particularly as heing the first stnctly

metropoUtan medical volunteer who, as a reservnst, has placed

liimsolf xu^reservedly at the disposal of the War Office. Few

medical volunteers in London and other great centres have as

yet joined the Resen-e ; it« recruits hitherto have mostly come

from outlj-ing parts and the now somewhat ancient INIihtia

Medical Sei-vice.

Our sonow would indeed be deep and heartfelt could wo

believe witli Dr. Baines that our criticisms hitherto on tlie

Reserve wore "calculated to spread eiToneous ideas
;

' on the

contrary, we imagined and still tlunk we were letting dayhght

int<. a scheme which appeared not only singidarly crude,

but even dark, and possibly in its scope deceptive ^^ e have

no cause to regi-et the note of caution we sounded, and some

may probaljly feel gi-atcful we did so.

IccorcUng to Dr. Baines, the promulgation of the Reserve

Wan-ant, which had been hatching for some time, was

-hastened" by the late rather factitious -cry of retrench-

ment " Now, what is this but an admission that the scheme,

if not a part of, had at least a direct bearing upon and con-

nection with, reckless economies meditated against the regular

mecUcal vote ? We have always suspected the true inception

of the scheme was in finance, not in mih^u-y efticiency If

the scheme was an honest endeavour to create a io«« /irfc re-

serve in support of the Army Medical Department, and not an

attempt to cut down and supplant it, then why weave into

, the Warrant the clauses about " contract rates," and charge

nf troops at liome ? Dr. Baines talks-without reference, be

it noted, to any particidar national emergency—of '-freeing

the Metlical Stafif for -more active ser.-ice,-' by employing

volunteer reservists at home in their place. This is undoubtedly

the main drift of the scheme ; volmiteei-s are to bo bound

bef..rehand to undertake charge of troops at home at "con-

tract," or, in other words, pauper-like rates, in order that the

Medical Staff at home may be reduced to the lowest possible

peace limits whilst its membei-s abroad are saddled with an ad-

dition to the ah-eady giiovous biu-den of tropical service .
V\ e

feel assured that the vast majority of our medical vohinteers

will not lend their aid to so disastrous a p«licy. \Vo have

always insisted that our regular medical service must be kept

up at home in sufficient numbei-s to meet the sudden mobilis=v-

tion of at least one, if not two, army corps :
and when thefuU

pay men are so employed they might be " freed " by calhiig

out the reserve of retired-pay medical officers.

We would remind Dr. Baines that "the reserve of com-

.batant officei-s" is composed of those who have abeady seiTod

in the rogidar ai-my-not of yw«.s/-cinlians ; the combatant

reser^-o is entirely similar to the retirod-pay medical reserve.

Dr Baines evidently recognises the validity of oiu- conten-

tion that, hi the extreme "case of invasion," the proper place

for medical volunteers is with volunteer, not regidar, ti«^ps

Troo ;is ho says, a certain number of regimental me^bcal

officei-s miglit be detached from their coips :
but not, wo main-

tain, to join regular troops but to form field hospitals and

bearer companies f.n- the mobiUsed volunteer army. They

wo.dd thus, equaUy with regular troops, demonstrate their

•• jealous honoili-" as patriots.

To Dr. Baines the "idea of the reseiTe is the oftspnng of

common sense ;
" if he ha.1 said "a reserve," we would readily

agree with him ; but as he means this particidar re«ei-ve, we

cm only say we are not alone in diffenng from lum.

Dr Baines does not see, or refuses to admit, the extremely

anomalous position in which, i« we and many others capable

of judging consider, the acceptance of the AN arrant puts hun

and his fellow reser^^sts. The argument is this :
The au^-

hary forces exist and ser^•e imder certain Acts of ParUament,

supplemented by Orders in Council ; what, then, we want to know

authoritatively is the exact legal position wluch the medical

reservists occupy under these Acts ? Dr. Baines signs him-

self "Surgeon-Major, Army Mechcal Resen-e of Officers, and

1st Middlesex Engineer Volunteers, R.E." How we would

ask, can he bo both ? Under what authority can heJiold at

the same time two active commissions in Her MajMtys

forces » Can he fulfil simultaneously the duties pertaining

to both ^ How can he be reckoned an efficient volunteer,

earning a capitation grant for his corps, and at the same time

hold a commission rendering him Uable for mihtaiy sennce

not only not connected with his cori^s, but not even connected

with the volunteers ? Did he seek or obtain the sanction of

his immediate conmianding officer in joining the reserve i We

will not ra.shly assmne that these questions cannot be answered

in his favoiu-, but as ordinary laymen we demand s.jme_eluci-

"bu"', outside the serious, we even see a comical side to the

dual existence assumed or claiined by the medical i-eserviste.

Suppose the medical reserve from the auxiUary forces suddenly

called out and mustered, in what unitonu would they appear .

Why in every shape and shade of red, blue, green, and gr«y

-from Surgeon-Major Jones, as a Royal Engineer to Sur-

ceon-Major Mactavish, in the fuU war-pau.t o the
-f^^f-

HigWanders. Such a piebald gathering would no doubt be

highly successful in a burlesque, but we can hardly aftord to

have "a medical reserve laughed at.

Dr Baines declares he does not want to •• flutter under an

army rank;" nevertheless, he expresses no little satisfaction

in Im-ing received " army rank «-ith all its prnileges. AVou d

that his brethren of the regidar service thought hke^^nse! But

they persist in saj-ing that their ai-my rank is o.dy a mockeiy, a

delusion, and a snare. They, of course, have to bear it about

with them evory dayof their lives ; Dr. B.unes puts it on and

off at ci\-ilian convenience !

DB. MACDONAi.i>, M.P.. has been elected Coroner for the new

division of East Middlesex.

THE Mansion House Metropolitan Hon-tal Sujvlay Fund

amounted on Wednesday last to rather more than i.-.NOOO.

IV \umi.t, next year, anlnternationalCongressfor Dermatology

and S ;&aph/wiU he held in Pari. It -"
^;l--f;fj\-

byM.\l.RicordandlIimly. Communications ma> bo du-ected to

>i. FeiUard, llopitol St. Louis, Paris.

SIB ROBEHT EAWI.INSON, K.C.B., wUl give a lecture in
t^-

Jheatr^

of the Chemical Society, Buriington "°"^^- ""^ ^^^ °<^f^^^^
at 4 I- M , to the College of State Medicine ; the lecture is entitled

•The Rise and Progress of Sanitary Engineering within the present

Century."'
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Two of the four foreign members elected into the Royal Society

this year are physiologists ; Professor Pflu<jor. of Bonn, and Pro-

fessor Julius Sachs, of Wurzburg; the name of the latter is as well

known in vegetable as is that of the former in animal physi-

oloio'.

THE PREVENTION OF HYDROPHOBIA.

At a meeting of the General Committer of the Society for the

Prevention of Hydrophobia and Reform of the Dog Laws, held on

June 13th, it was decided, in view of the refusal of the Govern-

ment to introduce a Bill for the suppression of rabies in dogs,

that the Society would at once seek to promote its own Bill, for

that object, in' the House of Lords. It was further decided to

agitate for a repeal_of all exemptions from the dog tax.

PRIZE DISTRIBUTIONS.

Thk n-edals and prizes to the successful students at Guy's Hos-

pita will be distributed on Wednesday. July 4th, at 4 p.m.,

by Jlr. Cosmo Bonsor, M.P. The Guy's Hospital Biennial

I'Mtival will be held on the evening of the same day, at

the Holborn Restaurant ; and Dr. II. P. Pye-Smith, F.R.S., wOl

be the Chairman. Mr. Davies-Colley is the Honorary Secre-

tary for the Festival. The prizes to the students of the Medical

School of St. Thomas's Hospital will be distributed by Professor

George Gabriel Stokes, D.C.L., LL.D., M.P., etc.. President of the

Royal Society, in the Governors' Hall, on Thursday, July 5th.

The prizes to the students of Charing Cross Hospital Medical

School will be distributed by the Master of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, on Friday, June 20th, at 3.30.

within walking distance of the College, who are certain to support

their candidate, or, in default of a candidate, they will support

one from another large school, as experience has amply proved.

With proxy-voting, the elections will certainly bring about the

election of a more representative Council. For no Council can be

termed representative if it fails to represent what it professes to

represent. The Council may professedly represent the pick of

Fellows of the College ; at present it really represents the

the large London schools—noble institutions, no doubt, but de-

signed for the care of their patients and the education of their

students, and not for rule over qualified surgeons.

ASSOCIATION OF FELLOWS OF THE COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

The members of this Association should bear in mind that, as

has already been announced, a General Meeting will be held on

Thursday, July 5th, at 2 p.m. in the Arbitration Room at the Inns

of Court Hotel, Lincoln's Inn Fields, where questions of import-

ance will be considered. This Association has, it cannot be denied,

rendered good service to the cause of College reform. Without

combination there can be no progress, and the necessary combina-

tion of individual Fellows for united action has been brought

atxiut mainly by the agency of the Association of Fellows, which,

on the other hand, scrupulously avoids discouraging indepen-

dent action or dictating to those who hold the diploma of Fellow.

The Association has studiously pursued certain aims from the very

moment of its foundation ; especially has it insisted that the

('resident should be elected by the Fellows, that a true Annual

Rei)ort be presented to the Fellows and Members at every General

yiceting of Fellows and Members, and that no alterations be

made in the charter or by-laws without consulting the Fellows

and Members. The entrance-fee to the Association is five shillings,

the annual subscription half-a-crown. Fellows who desire to join

the Association should communicate with the'Honorary Secretaries,

llr. Bruce Clarke, 46, Harley Street, or Mr. Herbert Allingham,

'l'>, Grosvenor Street, W.

THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS.
As might be expected, there is little excitement about the coming

election, although the withdrawal of Sir Joseph Lister has created

a stir unforeseen a fortnight ago. Still, as the modifications in

the charter do not come into force this year, the Fellows and

Members do not deem it advisable to offer any opposition to the

obstructive policy of the Council. There can be little doubt that

proxy-voting will greatly alter the character of the annual con-

test at the College. At present, the candidates from the larger

medical schools in the metropolis have still a great advantage over

their rivals from small schools and from the provinces, as each

large school includes a number of yoimg men living in London,

BEAUTIFYING AN INSANITARY CITY.

As is proved by the sanitary report for May, Prague still enjoys

the unenviable reputation of being one of the most unhealthy

cities in the world, the mortality from April 29th to June 2nd

being 47.90 per mille. Small-pox and typhus and measles have, a

correspondent informs us, been raging for the last five or six

months, killing a great number of children among the poor. There

have been numerous cases of typhoid, scarlet fever, diphtheria,

and croup. A large number of cases of typhus are and have been

treated in the General Hospital, and two medical officers, two

medical students, and three nurse* have already died from it, not

less than twenty-three nurses having caught the infection.

Privat-Docent Dr. Haas, Physician to the Spital dea Barmherziger

Bruder, and one of the most respected medical men of the city,

also died lately of typhus, which he had caught at hia hospital.

The Town Council have done a great deal in the way of beautify-

ing the town, but seems entirely callous to the claims for jiure

water and a proper drainage. Anything more abominable, says

our correspondent, than the stenches in the streets and the filthy

state of the drinking-water cannot be imagined.

CULTURE, ART, AND SCIENCE, VERSUS DIRT.

The Rev. Prebendary Billing has made some remarks before the

Select Committee of the House of Lords, which is now investigat-

ing what is known as the " sweating system," as to the hygienic

and moral condition of the Jewish poor in East London, and

thinks there is much need for strong and continuous effort for

their improvement and the care and education of their children.

As to the care of the children, it is satisfactory to know that the

Jews' Free School provides for more than 5,000 of them within its

walls, and thus proves an immense factor in Anglicising the

children of those poor people who are mostly fugitives from

oppression, and tries to make them respectable members of society.

It must be borne in mind that most of the Jews in East London

come from countries such as Russia and Poland, where there exist

no such sanitary laws as we have in England, and if their habits

are not in accord with our ideas of right living, the duty of help-

ing to reform them presses upon us the more strongly. We have

been told bj- many members of the profession practising in East

London that most of the cases of diphtheria in children come from

among this alien population, a fact which should stimulate

efforts for their improved condition as a hygienic precaution.

Many efforts are being successfully made to elevate the physical

and moral tone of the East-ender. The Rev. S. A. Bamett has long

laboured in this direction, and has demonstrated by successful and

higlily appreciated art exhibitions that Whitechapel people are

capible of culture, and of receiviug pleasure from good pictures

and refined society. In Toynbee Hall 1,000 learners are now
assembled every week, and the principles [of sanitation and good

living, as well as some learning, are thus instilled into some of the

mass of the population, helping to take them out of the narrow

ruts of a drudgery life. Science in an attractive form is also being

brought home to the East-ender in other waj-s. The East London

Natural History and MicrosRopical Society have inaugurated a
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series of " exhibition nights" at the Bow Vestry Hall, which seem

t^ be very popular. It is also satisfactory to hear tha the 13ethna

Green Board has been stirred up by the action taken by the Home

Office The Commissioner,, in their report, ins.st upon the re-

organisation of the sanitary department of the 1--'^; -^^'^

establishment of an adequate system of inspection, and the active

interference of the Metropolitan Board of Works to compel the

auth i"es to cause the necessary repairs to

f''^P'^^^'^.^J/Xc?

to be executed. It may thus be hoped that the combined effect

of the many efforts now being made to '-P-- '>-
-°':^ .^^'^^

physical condition of Ea.st London will lead to improved conditions

of living among the population.

CALISTHENIC EXERCISES FOR GIRLS.

MOEE general interest ought to be felt in the i^vort^r^^^j^

physical training for girls. It is not enough that their mental

glers should be trained, the general laws of ^yp-e ob^>jf

'

^d their dress arranged so as not to be harmful. It is a so

necessary that scientific care should be used in aiding t^e regular

and systematic development of their bodies Scientific cahs-

thenics should moreo^•er have an aim beyond this, m e.xercising

aid aining the nerv^centres. The work of the dnll-sergeant

may suffice for getting up the muscles, but in endeavouring to

train the brain by use of calisthenics, it is necessary that the

teacher should produce accurate, harmonious, and graceful mo^ e-

ments, independent of the amount of muscular exertion. La t

week the Princess of Wales took part m the Ce-itenary of tl e

Eoyal Masonic School for Girls, as celebrated at the Albert Hall

when a striking feature of the ceremony was the performance of

some beautifur calisthenic exercises by the girls, with f-e mo e-

Lnts, marching, and drill. Calisthenic exercises, when onducted

on scientific principles, are of great value in
^S^^^^f^f/^ "^\\^;

centres- well co-ordinated series of movements imitated from the

teacher.' or produced to the word of command tend to produce a

well-knit nerve and muscular system responding with ea e and

gracefulness to impressions received through the eye and the ear

T^e tendency to asymmetry of postures, and ill-balanced positions

of the head and spine, with excess of movement, is of en pro-

nounced in growing girls, especially those o '^J- '^"'='^1 ^^Pf/:
ment; such conditions may be checked and brought "n^er control

through the eye and ear. Quickness of brain action, and of the

nteraction o the senses and the hands, may be cultivated by

exercises with balls. There is another advantage in such exer-

cises, as the ball is thrown or caught by the child the eyes follow

the moving object as it recedes or advances towards her, and

thus the power of accommodating the vision is brought into play.

In young and delicate girls great care is necessary in using such

exercises as throw great strain upon special groups of muscles,

and in the use of exercises designed to regulate brain action

fatigue should be carefully avoided, and throughout the lesson the

signs of weakness and exhaustion should be carefully looked for, so

that the strain may not be injuriously prolonged. To conduc such

- exercises and training with success, especially in weakly children,

requires special training and skill in the teacher.

tine, lived over his forty-second birthday I'-"-^ ->^
./j^^;^

popes; sultans, always under tutelage whether healthy "^ sickly^

Lminal monarchs like Louis XVII. and >apoleon II. and wo

Cars said, on not sufficient grounds, to have been insane ^n
murdered, there remains the g^e^^' l^-^^^

'^;, ^teS
Charles II of Spain. He appears to have been of weak intellect

tid here is some record of congenital malformations, including

dlie^t development of the lower jaw. This nati^al ^enUl

weakness, however, was certainly aggravated by bad educa

Uon and by the custom of his father's Court, which kept hm

Torn the Solesome society of youths of
^^^l^;^:^^^

mental weakness was not so great as to prevent h.m f">^ ^^elmg

much irritation at the conduct of
^-^'-f'^'^^XltrnZ^Z

towards his countrJ^ He succeeded to the throne "^ ^^^^^^^ ^^
not die till 1700; in 1658 when the Treaty o

f^'^-'^-^f^P^'^^^^^^

signed, his death was hourly e^P'^<='«^ l'"', '^"^

,"tJ ^f^fjf ^he
was protracted for thirty-two years. After his death in 1,(X) the

wa of the Spanish Succession soon followed. "-"«':•
^"if.^'^

Teen properly reported, would be of high clinical interest. W^h

?he sole exception of the invalidism in both instances, the reign,

of Frederick 111. of Germanv and Charles II. of Spain stood in

stronrcon rast. A medico-historical moral may be drawn therj^

fom The short reign of a wise ruler, stricken with a deadly

Sse,^s better than'^he long reign of a half imbecile monarch

afflicted with a chronic disorder.

INVALID MONARCHS.

The sad case of the late Kmperor Frederick III. is without paral-

lel in modern history. The partial invalidism of several European

monarchs has influenced politics in a marked manner. i\ ilUam 11.

of England suffered from bronchitis and emphysema, and the

condition of his health was a factor in the calculations of poli-

ticians for years before his death, which, after all. was caused by

accident. Louis Xlll. was phthisical, and his ill-health to a great

extent brought about the absolute rule of Kichelieu but the king,

though he succumbed to tubercular ulceration of the large mtes-

DR GEORGE JOHNSON, F.R.S.

A ..MBBOfs company of ladies, members of Council co leagues^

Dast and present students of King's College, assembled recentlj in

th large theatre of that institution, to witness the P-sentati^n

to Dr George Johnson, F.R.S., of his portrait, painted by Mr

Frank H011R.A., subscribed for by his friends and pupUs on h s

recent etir;ment from the Professorship of Clinical Medicine
^

e

fnrtv five vears' service at King's College and Kings College Uos

p°
a slTeph Lister, F.R.i., in making the presentation on

behalf of the subscribers, warmly referred to Dr. Jol^-°^* Pe-

seta character, the advantages of his teaching ^^-^^^11^^
tions of students, and to the valuable researches by which he had

advanced medical science ; and. in thanking his friends andpupds

«; he" kTnd testimonial. Dr. Johnson gave an mtere^ing sum-

mary of the circumstances which had determined b™ t° ^^S'"

Te study of medicine, the incidents attending the P^W'^ation of

hs vews on some disputed points of -edical practice and othr

featlires of interest comiected with his long period of work at the

College and Hospital.

ARSENICAL TISSUES

MR F. E. MATTHEWS, of Cooper's HUl, who for some time past

has been investigating the subject of arsenic poisoning by m. ns

of cretonnes, imitation Indian muslin etc.. S'/'^^^^'L^r^ '^^

results of his inquiries in the Daily Telegraph. Dr. GiSard the

Medical Officer at Cooper's HUl, had brought him some cases m

with he thought he detected symptoms of a-nic poisoning

lutely free from .arsenic, three contamed only ^T^^J^^^
trace! and twenty-one contained larger traces^ The i^mauung

them were grouped as rerj caa
,,<,imen3 had been

LJ^ivknl to rUtar mo,. lU» H', g~»» »' "I"'' •»»"= t''" "J
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per square yard. Mr. Matthews adds :
" It is quite a common occur-

rence to luiVe enough of these substances in a room which would

contain sufficient arsenic to give 100 people a fatal dose. As

far as the analyses have gone at present, they do not show thot

any one colour is more poisonous than another, as, strange to say,

the greens and blues, that would be the first suspected, have until

now proved purer than reds, browns, and blacks. In the case of

imitation Indian muslins, five samples only have been analysed,

but they all contained arsenic in poisonous quantities." The

subject is one which has repeatedly been brought to official and

public notice. The National Health Society carried out a very

full investigation of the matter, and prepared a conclusive report,

drafting also a Bill for Parliament, designed to avoid these

dangers; but neither legislators nor officials were prepared to

assent to such a measure. Perhaps in time and by frequently

reading disclosures of the existing perils to health, public opinion

may be ripened.

THE MEDICAL SERVICE AND THE INTERESTS OF THE
PLANTERS AND COOLIES IN BRITISH GUIANA.

We have received from "The British Guiana Planters Association"

a communication enclosing further documents with reference to

the recent report of the Medical Inspector. The most important

of these is the Report of the Immigration Agent General on the

Report of the Medical Inspector. This Report deals at great

length and in much detail with the various statements contained

in Dr. Williams's Report, and cannot be analysed here within a

reasonable space. Its general tenour is fairly indicated by the

conclusion, which is, " that the irritation to which his report has

given rise is due, not only to its exaggerated and misleading cha-

racter, but also to the censorious spirit in which it is written and

to the absence of any recognition or sign of appreciation of the

readiness on the part of proprietors of estates to comply with all

reasonable requisitions, and their desire to meet the wishes of the

Government, in spite of the well-known difficulties with which

they have had to contend during the last few years." As will be

seen by the answer given by Baron de Worms to Dr. Farquharson

which is published at p. 1363, the Colonial Secretary does not think

it desirable to send a Commission of Inquiry, and has determined

on removing Dr. Williams from the office of Medical Inspector of

Hospitals. It is impossible to look upon this as a satisfactory

termination of the difficulty. The intemperate articles which

have appeared in the Colonial press appear to show that a certain

section of the planters resent all criticism, and are ready rather

than tolerate it to attempt to upset the present constitution of

the Medical Service of the Colony. This intemperate attitude was
also evidenced by a resolution proposed by one of the members of

the Combined Court to the effect that the Governor should be

requested to remove Dr. Grieve from the office of Surgeon-General

to the Colony because he had forwarded his report—a printed

public document—to this Jodrnax.

observation that the comma bacillus grew readily in animal but

not in vegetable media, observing that the last epidemic of cholera

in Colombo continued so long as the water of wells sunk in the

midst of dirty little habitations with cesspits and cattle sheds all

around them, and the soil saturated with the excreta of man and

beast, was drunk ; but when these wells were closed, and water

from unaffected localities was supplied, the disease subsided, not-

withstanding that the cakes and other farinaceous food which had

been cooked in and were exposed to the air of the room where the

sick person was, were freely used, thus showing that the bacillus

could only be cultivated in animal matter, and that it would not

grow on starch or faiiiaceous food. The flies would othertvise, he

thought, have been a source of contagion, as they settled in drains

full of the discharges of the patients and the washings from the

rooms, and afterwards on the food. He also stated that Dr. Koch's

opinion that the only way to destroy the bacillus was drying was

confirmed by the [observation that cholera never reappeared in

huts with mud floors, where the ground was thoroughly baked by

lighting fires on it ; in former epidemics these huts had constantly

afforded instances of recrudescence. The readiness to apply the

latest results of scientific research to practice is in itself a striking

proof that the medical profession in Ceylon has advanced with the

rest of the world ; further evidence of this enterprising spirit is

afforded by the appearance of the Ceylon Medical Journal, pub-

lished quarterly. The fourth number of this periodical, complet-

ing the first volume, was issued in May, and contains many excel-

lent papers on topics of general or special interest. The first paper,

by Assistant-Surgeon Gratiaen, on Some Cases of Anchylostomiasis,

affords interesting confirmation of Dr. Kynsey's view, that these

parasites are a frequent as well os a very effective cause of severe

anaemia ; in all cases of ansemia in hospital the fteces are

examined for the ova, and when these are discovered, a calomel

purge (gr. vii in divided doses) is given at night, followed by

senna mixture in the morning ; then 30 grains of thymol is ad-

ministered and repeated in two hours. Iron and digitalis or stro-

phanthus are given for a week or ten days, and the freces again

searched ; if ova are found the treatment is repeated ; recoveries

from " an almost hopeless condition " are reported under this line

of treatment. The proceedings of the Ceylon Branch of the British

Medical Association are reported in the Ceylon Medical Journal,

and it is satisfactory to learn that the first year of the journal's

existence has been successful.

MEDICINE IN CEYLON.
The inaugural address of the President of the Ceylon Branch of

the British Medical Association has been issued as a pamphlet

;

in it the Hon P. D. Anthonisz, M.D., sketched the progress of medi-

cine and surgery in Ceylon during the last five-and-forty years.

He instanced the greater precision in the diagnosis of the fevers

prevalent in the island, the recognition of typhoid fever and its

more rational treatment, as among the greatest advances of the

period. The larger part of the address, however, was occupied

with an able summary of the means of preventing the spread of

small-pox, cholera, and other epidemic diseases. He strongly ad-

vocated the early and complete isolation of cases of cholera, all

persons who had come in contact with patients being kept under
observation for at least ten days ; he laid stress on Dr. Koch's

DISPENSING DEATH.
A LAMENTABLE case of gross negligence was disclosed at an

inquest held on Wednesday on the body of an unfortunate man
named Brewster, the proprietor of a public-house at Lewisham.

It seems that a certain Mr. Malcolm Cowan, who said he was a

medical student at King's College Hospital, and had been a dis-

penser for five years, prescribed for this unfortunate man, who
" did not feel well and thought his liver was out of order," a seid-

litz powder with five drops of liquor strychnia. Mr. Cowan seems

to have gone into a chemist's shop kept by a Mr. Henry in the

district, and asked Mr. Eugene Henry, aged 22—who said he had

been apprentice to his father for three years and his assistant for

three years—to make up a draught containing the alkaline

part of a seidlitz powder in a two-ounce phial, and to add

five drops of liquor strychnise. Hereupon Mr. Henry made up

a draught containing not five drops of liquor strychnias but

five grains of strychnine in solution. And this probably in-

tensely poisonous solution he labelled " the draught," acting

therein upon Mr. Cowan's suggestion; he did not mark it "poison-

ous," neither did he make any observation to Mr. Cowan, his excuse

being that he allowed his judgment to be overweighted by the

order of Mr. Cowan, whom he supposed to be a medical man. All

parties are alike blameable in this tragedy, Mr. Cowan for under-
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Henry is chiefly and most
^'^'^ffy ^\°J ^^ychnine into a two-

whatever niisun,lerstand.ngftvP=^.'ofj'->ch^^^^^^ ^
onnce bottle .nnch ^^J'^Z^L^in, it "poison."

any observation to Mr. Cowan, ana
^^

The authorities of the Ihar^aceut.^^^^.^^^^ .^^ ^^ ^^^^^,

take some notice of this matter, w t na^

BO full and so fatal a case of ne«lect m dispensing.

PNPLISH PRACTITIONERS IN SWITZERLAND.

opracMse has been carried by an enormous -^^or
-
-y-

.. Having initiated the action
'^°'V'r? "^Mrih ch hTsTed to a

.ass of tl-OrosselJath or Ora^d o.
.^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

friendly concession from them, kmmy pe
j^ j.^ ^^ erro-

your readers the exact position of affair for «*""
j ^^^^

view, their health-resorts afford a happy hunting SronniU^^oay^

practitioners from southern -"^er places-men wl bring no

Thinrr to the country, but take all they can out of it. ^^^^V ''°

2h!;:rsfss?^^:s\^-

TtZ special privUeges for practising shall be granted to him.

. half The second group fSoyka's Dauerplatter) i8 PreP^ed m

iJcirlsks flat'ene^ on twolides, with cylindrical -c^mi^

w h gelatine or agar to about two thirds. After "^^^ J"^ ^^^^
substance.., and whilst they are cooling, six ^°

-J-
^ l^^^,-""^"
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.
the nr«
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1 Po ession of a museum for demonstrations ; 2, existence for a

Ls time of pure, unchangeable material for ^r^oc^^.f^ons-3,

period.

AN EXHIBITION OF GROWING BACTERIA.

THB following description of the collection of bacteria which

P^ofessSyka, of th Hygienic Institute of Prague, is at present

exlib ing "t Brussels and Copenhagen, has been --* us by a

oiespondent at Prague. Each collection -"tains abou 60 pure

nnltivntions each in 3 to 5 specimens, and consists ot - groups,

namely in round glass boxes on potatoes or Soyka's milk rice

aTpar't rice flour, 15 of milk, and 5 of beef-tea, fractionaa^

eriUsed forms a beautifully white homogeneous surface), and

«t the same moment that the lid is removed The "^
"sr i

at tne same m
placed on the hot

SrrharTho rim is hermetically closed 1.^ painUngon

,„ffi„ The cultivations remain pure and able to i,trimna

S'tent) for - indeflnite period, so far observed for two years and

TUBERCULOUS ULCERATION OF THE VULVA,

DK If IwKiGBA^. Of Warshan. records a case^of this rare mam

Station of tuberculosis in the Berliner Klin. J^'-^-'f'^^S
Sth 1888 The patient came under his observa ion in 1885 but

the patient was discharged " cured. She was tumy y

old,'nd had had Ave children. On
,'^^-^°:;^,^'^^[^\S^the left

baum's care there was a deep, painful ulcer just ^""^"^

roster or vaginal wall, forming a cavity an inch and ''half long

Td an inch" deep, together with cauliflower ex^esceneo^^^^^

portio vaginali.. The left labium minus was almost Je^royy
Ulceration, and

-'^^f- ^^^f^J tte right lung showed

rurfsiS ^^clf pShS^ on'Lrtation and Hussion. The

p een wa-omewhat enlarged, and the P;^^-\--^;;r^vi^

^•rF-^HH^Bre::^^^

"T'tl'Vu^^rrar: rrriTaTS^occurred imme-

S:S;oJ=:intercourse^l^^;ea^^^^^
also to be more or less dangerous

;
^^^

^'^^Sion may also occur

same bedclothes, closets, -
Jf-^/'^.tronc

" ^ -"T
from the sputa °^/«^«^-

''f,^' "^ -V^'ibUity of infection from

be set "P-Z-^'^'-^J'^PttaSpCbv conduction from the

without, and argues ^'^at it akes p^ace
.^ecessively

Fallopian tubes, more rare y ''« ^teru k ^_
,,eupied by infectious material are^^^^^^

^^^^ ^^

cause each organ or
P«\/'"'='/;;,,^/t,eing unsuitable. We do

trace of the virus
"^^'^^^^•"'^^•""^"^^the establishment of the

„ot yet know the c^nlitionswlch favour hee
^^^^ ^^^_

tuberculous process in a P"':><^"^";
/"'-^^dY.pos tion for tubercu-

tain pathological processes '"'!«';
"^^P^f^weu-baum on his case,

losis. as in the lungs. ^^^^Jl^^CTcl^Lss. or rath.r th.

which teaches us above all the value oi c.e«.

great dangers which attend its absence.
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SCOTLAND.

SMALL-POX IN KILMARNOCK.
A CASE of small-pox has been discovered in Kilmarnock. It

was that of a football player of Preston, wlio came to Glasgow on

Saturday, the 2nd inst., to play in a match, but was prevented by

illness, which has since been found to be due to small-pox. He
was removed to hospital, and all necessary precautions were

taken.

VISIT OF THE QUEEN TO GLASGOW.
Thb Queen has intimated her intention of visiting Glasgow in

order to inspect the International Exhibition, on August 23rd.

The arrangements for the visit have not yet been made public,

but it is hoped that in addition to inspecting the exhibition, Her
Majesty may consent to open the New Municipal Buildings.

VICTORIA INFIRMARY.
At a meeting of the executive committee of the Victoria Infirmary

it was intimated that subscriptions to the building fund now
amounted to £25,000. Estimates for the building were considered

and accepted, and it was arranged that in view of the e.xpected

visit of the Queen to Glasgow an effort should be made to get Her
Majesty to lay the foundation-stone.

CHILDREN'S FRESH-AIR FORTNIGHT.
Thb committee carrying out this scheme in Glasgow have, since

May loth, sent 77(5 of the neediest children to the country for a
fortnight, and marked success is attending the development of

the scheme. The system of boarding out the children with
respectable cottagers is succeeding admirably.

THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA.
Thb delegates from Glasgow at the octo-ceutenary of the Cniver-
sity of Bologna were Professors Ramsay, Ferguson, and Jebb, the
last-named also representing the University of Cambridge.
Professor Jebb, in honour of the event, has composed a very
elaborate and beautiful Greek Pindaric ode, in which he eulogises
the University of Bologna for the distinguished part it played in

the revival of learning, law, and medicine. At the end of the
poem he makes graceful allusion to the connection of Glasgow with
Bologna—the constitution of the former University being originally

drawn by Pope Nicholas V. in 1451 on the model of that of Bologna.
This fact is again referred to in a Latin address of congratulation
sent by the Senate of the University of Glasgow to the Rector and
Senate of the University of Bologna, and which concludes thus:

—

"Liceat igitur Universitati nostrie, ut, felicissimum hoc nancta
gratulationis offerendse tempus, simul gaudii quod omnibus com-
mune est, se participem esse declaret, simul proprio quodam sensu
arctioris instincta necessitudinis, tanquam matri venerandse filia

caritatem atque amorem testificetur."

IRELAND.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD INSPECTORSHIP.
Db. Robekt Clements, medical officer to No. 1 Dispensary, Bel-

fast, has been appointed an inspector under the Local Govern-
ment Board, in room of Dr. E. Thompson, resigned.

BELFAST WATER SUPPLY.
Theee has been a very copious rainfall in the neighbourhood of
Belfast during the past two or three weeks, and some dissatis-

faction has been expressed at a meeting of the Water Board that
measures have not been taken to store supplies in the new reser-

voirs at Stoneyford. Some difficulty regarding the report of the

Local Government arbitrator is the alleged cause of this apparent

neglect.

IRISH BRANCH OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Irish Branch of the British Medical

Temperance Association was held at the Royal College of Surgeons

of Ireland on June Sth. The report read by Dr. MacDowell Cos-

grave, Honorary Secretary, stated that the number of member^

and associates had increased during the year. The President

(Deputy Surgeon-General Gunn) expressed a wish that more
students would join as associates. The object of the Association

is to promote investigation of the alcohol question, which was of

great importance in its relation to the health of the nation, and of

especial interest to members of the medical profession and students

of medicine.

DR. MAGNER.
Thk Local Government Board having declined to sanction the

appointment of Dr. Magner to the Timoleague Dispensary, the

County and City of Cork Medical Protective Association have

passed the following resolution :
" That we regard any attempt

by a public board to exact any pledges, political or otherwise,

from a registered medical practitioner who is a candidate for a

medical appointment as an undue interference with professional

rights ; that we believe the requirements of a pledge unconnected

with the discharge of his professional duties not to be in the

interests of the sick poor, and we feel confident no honourable

member of our body would enter into an engagement that would

subject him to civil disabilities ; and we are further of opinion

thit the acceptance of office under such conditions would be

derogatory to the profession."

Kidderminster Ambulance Classes.—Dr. J. Lionel Stretton

has recently conducted ambulance classes for men and women in

Kidderminster with great success. The male class, numbering
72, of whom 69 went up for examination and 67 passed, expressed

their gratitude by presenting Dr. Stretton with a pair of bronze

trays. The female class, numbering 40, presented 15 candidates

for examination, of whom all passed.

Large Vesical Calculus.—At a recent meeting of the St.

Petersburg Medical Society, Dr. H. J. Turner showed (Vratch,

No. 15, 1888, p. 298) an enormous ellipsoid stone weighing ten

ounces, and consisting of urates and oxalates. It was removed
from the bladder of a man, aged 32, by suprapubic operation. The
patient survived twenty-six days. At the post-mortem examina-
tion both kidneys were found full of pus, and disorganised by
extensive cystic degeneration.

Sanitaey Surveyors and Inspectors.—At the examinations
held by the Sanitary Institute this month 10 candidates presented

themselves for certificates of competence as local surveyors, of

whom only 2 were successful; Go candidates presented themselves

for certificates of competence as inspectors of nuisances, of whom
46 were successful.

Death prom Chloroform.—The death of a woman aged 35,

when under the influence of chloroform, occurred last week at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital. The deceased, the wife of a brick-

layer, was suffering from an abscess in the neck. Chloroform was
administered with every precaution, but the woman almost im-
mediately died.

On the occasion of the presentation of medallions and certifi-

cates to the successful pupils of the St. John Ambulance Associa-

tion class at Newark Dr. V. H. Appleby was presented with a

silver tea-kettle and salver, as a token of appreciation of the ser-

vices rendered by him in connection with ambulance work in

Newark.

We understand that Mr. Henry A. Allbutt, of Leeds, has

initiated legal proceedings with the view of compelling the

General Medical Council to restore his name to the Medical
Register.
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THE LATE GERMAN EMPEROR.
CLINICAL HISTORY OF THE CASE

THK first definite symptoms "i,.^^^ ^^^''''\'^^'''^{Z i^^'doii
deprived (iomany 6i a truly enlightened ruler and the

^^^^^ f j^

L\"S t\"Van?il?:andTor -any years th late Emperor s^-

fered from a certain ^If
>'='i<=y

9,^ "'^^'^^^overed ^vUhout any

Berlin an.l a recognised authority on
^;^;^.«,f ^^^^^^^n spr nging

in great part destroyed ^Y^^ ^'^^'-^^Xrlit ^^as ho^ed thaf the
illustrious patient ^^8 sent to Ems

^Y'.
'tjas n

^ ^o^^eyer,

fir (then Dr)Morell Mackenzie, who accordingly proceeded

to Berlin on May 20th. He found a sessile growth about

the sTie o? a split pea, but oval in shape
sf."f

^ed on the

i^s^?:r^coiiS:rrx^^°s^pi^^
wav or ot "er as to the character of the affection, and suggested

ZZ before Inj' further steps were taken a portion of the growth

should be removed through the mouth and examined microscopi-

^nUv He succeeded in thus extracting two or three fragments

wh lii were at onc'Tsubmitted to Professor Rudolf Virchow Tha

rm'inenTpathologist having failed to 6°^ any trace of mahgnan

structure in them, it was unanimously agreed that Ur. MacKenzie

shouW take he case into his own Lnds for a time, and should

attempt to eradicate the disease without external operation. In

JunTthe Emperor (then Crown Prince) came to England and

Dr Mackenzie removed the remaining portion of the growth

After examination, this was, on July 1st,
PJ-^^^jf^^^yf/^X

Virchow to be a " hard compressed warty growth that lias starteQ

from a moderately irritated and thickened surface, and the exami-

nation S its base^as not afforded the least support for the idea of

a new formation penetrating inwards." The voice was attbis tune

so much improved that, on July 14th, the Prince, m visit ng the

Threat Iir^ital, made a little s'peecli to the Pat-nts- which he

expressed a hope that they might be cured as quicUy as lie naa

been The larynx, however, remained somewhat irritable, and

, the whole th?oat showed a tendency to become congested on very

'"iftL'Sning of August there were signs of .recurrence of

the growth^and L. Mackenzie applied the e^ctnc eau er>- on

two occasions with the result of destroying it ™tirely. The 1 rince

then went to the Isle of Wight, the climate of which, howe^er

proved too relaxing, and his throat gave him a Soo'l /lea of

trouble. Dr. Norris Wolfenden, who attended urn ^vlile tl ere,

observed a slight thickening of the mucous membrane at the back

of the larynx in the form of a ri-Ige extending horizontally from

?heba e oTone ar>-tenoid csr ila|e to the other. The action of

the vocal eor,l was still somewhat defective, as it had been in

Berlin The bracing air of Braemar was next tried, and consider-

abl improvement took placeinthe local condition; t^tl^^^^^^^^

inst mentioned was absorbed, the congestion of the larynx dig

'appeared, and the affected cord moved more freely. Early in

September, however, there wa,, a relapse, and on t^e 18th of that

month while the Prince was at Toblach in tlie fyrol, Mr. Mark

Uove who had succeeded Dr. Wolfenden, noticed a swelling

half-an-inch below the left cord and parallel with its .fr<* border

This increased in size; cedema of the left aryteno-epiglottic fold

suwrvened. and there was some constitutional dis urbance. The

acS e s^-mptoms passed off in a few days and the Prmce pro-

ceeded t^Ualy. Towards the end of October, active hyperamia

of the ^'hole interior of the larj-nx came on .«o°^?^l"'t suddenly :

the swelling under the left cord increased in size and began to

ulcerate an^d a reddish projection was noticed below the right

cord Early in November the appearances were so ominous tBat

it was thought expedient to have further advice and Professor

Leopold von Schr5tter of Vienna, Dr Moritz Schmidt of Frankfort

and Dr. (now Professor) Hermann Krause were summon^ to San

Remo After consultation the diagnosis of. cancer of the laryM

wa? arrived at, and the propriety of a radical opera ion was

ScusS. The illustrious patient having fully considered the

Ques ion, decided not to submit himself to any procedure mvol-

^^ng imrkediate risk to life, but to take his chance w-ith treatment

of a purely palliative kind. From this point onwards the disea^

made steady progress, with occasional exacerbations of the

^•motoms oVing to the intercurrent development of infl^-

SaZy procS in various parts of the larj-nx. These, in the

Tar v part of this year, became so pronounced as almost entirely

to ma^k the essential disease, and hopes were entertained by some

of ^e physicians that the affection might after all prove to be one

of perichondritis depending on chronic laryngitis of exceptional

^%bout theendof January- the glottis began to be encroached

on to a se ous extent, and on Februarj' 9th tracheotomy became

necessary. Professor von Bergmann was telegraphed for, but be-

fore he could reach San Kemo the dyspncea became so urgent that

the operXn was performed by Dr. Bramann in the presence

of Sirdl Mackenzie, Dr. Krause, Dr. Schrader, and Mr Hovell.

The Prince did not rally from the effects of the operation for some

dmefand it became clear that the general health ^:as begmnmg

to give way. It was feared that secondary formations had de-

lelo^pld Tthe lungs; but Professor Kussmaul, who was sum-

moned could find no evidence of such a complication. Soon

Xrwards however. Professor Waldeyer, to whom in the absence

of PrXsor Virchow, the microscopic examination of the expec-

torated matters had been entrusted, pronounced the laryngeal

affection to be cancerous. The tracheotomy wound was for

a few days in a ver>- unhealthy state, and there was a good

Seal of uppuration.^ Great difficulty was experienced in

findin" a tube to fit comfortably in the wound, and finally Sir

More"f Mackenzie was obliged' to fashion one with his own

hands The illustrious patient thereupon recovered his ap-

petTte' and was able to sleep; and he regained his strength to

such a degree that when hil father, the Emperor ^^ ^^am^d.^

\(r,Mr Ohl, be insisted on returning at once to Germany,

aUhS tie weather was most inclement. At Charlottenburg

Uifnew Emperor was able for a time to discharge .^^^ny of the

duties of his exalted position, and he threw himself into the con-

duct of StaLaffairs'^with such energy that 1"^^ Pby-c.ans wer^

anxious to get him away from the neighbourhood of Berlin. Un

A^ril 13th the tracheotomy tube became partially b ocked by a

marsproiecing into its lower end, and some di^culty occurred

S replacC it by a longer one. There was a good deal o h«mor-

rtaJe the blood finding its wav into the lungs and setting up

bronciitis Diffuse suppurative inflammation of the loose tissue

siirrounding the tracherensued. and for some days here wa.^on-

siderable pyrexia with occasional ngors. APPr^hf^'ons ''^ere

•U this time Professor Virchow again examined some of the dia

^^S^^^t^ndii^ in^it ^^thjng^Uiat to^ mind^- a

IZplic tir^had •'occuir^ed;;difficultv of sw^.owing ca^^

m, nnd it was thought that perforation into the cEso-

phWus had talen place^ On June 9th Trendelenburg s tampon

canmUa was substituted for the ordinary tracheotomy tube w^th

?he V ew of preventing the food from escaping in o the air-

passage The^Emperor^'meanwhile was losing ground very- fast

Kn the 13th Sir Morell Mackenzie had to fe.xl hmi with the
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oesophaKeal tube. On the erening of the 14th pneumonia rapidly

superyened and doath took place on the forenoon of the 15th.

The medical men in attendance on His Imperial Majesty at the

time of his death were Sir Slorell Mackenzie, who had been con-

stantly with him since the beginning of February, and who has

throughout had the responsible management of the case with

the exception of the period immediately following the operation

of tracheotomy ; Professors von Bardeleben, Senator, Leyden, and

Krause ; Drs. von Wegner and Schrader, and Mr. Mark Hovell. During

the last few months Sir Morell Mackenzie has been on duty dur-

ing the day, while Mr. Horell has watched at night. In addition

to the aboTe-mentioned gentlemen, the following members of the

profession hare at one time or another been connected with the

case Professors Gerhardt, TOn Bergmann, von Schrijtter, Kuss-

maul, Tirchow, Waldeyer, Drs. von Lauer, Tobold, Bramann,

Moritz Schmidt, Landgraf, and Norris Wolfenden. Dr. Robert C.

liyles, an American physician, also examined the late Emperor's

throat on one occasion when he was in England.

The post-mortem examination, which was made on June 16th

by Professor Tirchow and Dr. Langerhaus, in the presence

of Sir M. Mackenzie, Drs. von Wegner, von Bardeleben, von

Bergmann, Waldeyer, and Bramann, and Mr. Ilovell, proved

that the disease was cancer complicated by suppurative inflam-

mation of such intensity that the whole structure of the larynx

was destroyed, its place being taken by a large abscess-cavity.

Although a summary of the results of the post-mortem examina-

tion has already appeared in the daily newspapers, we regret that

we are unable to give the full report, as orders were issued at the

last moment that it should not be published.

Before the necropsy was made Sir Morell Mackenzie, at the

request of Prince Bismarck, drew up the following report on the

case, which he presented to the new Emperor, and which was de-

posited among the State archives:
" In my opinion the disease from which the Emperor died was

cancer. The morbid process probably commenced in the deepest

tissues of the cartilaginous structures of the larynx, and they

became affected at a very early date. A small growth, which was

present when I first examined the late Emperor, was removed by

me by several operations, and all the portions taken away were

submitted to Professor Virchow. He was unable to detect in them

any evidence of the existence of cancer. Examinations made at

the beginning of March by Professor Waldeyer, however, led to

the belief that cancer was then present. Whether the disease was

originally cancerous or assumed a malignant character some

months after its first appearance it is impossible to state. The

fact that perichrondritis and caries of the cartilages played an

active and important part in the development of the disease no

doubt largely contributed to make it impossible to form a decided

opinion as to its nature tUl quite a recent date.

"MoRELi, Mackenzie."

To this report was appended the following statement from

Mr. Hovell:^
" In so far as my observations since last August permit me to

form an opinion, I concur entirely with Sir Morell Mackenzie's

view. "T. Maek Hovell."

The subjoined account, which we hare received from Sir Mobell

Mackenzie, of the closing events of the late Emperor's illness will

be read with particular interest :

—

" A few days before the Emperor left Charlottenburg, he began to

lose ground, a tendency which continued to show itself after His

Majesty arrived at Potsdam. There was, however, nothing alarm-

ing in the symptoms until the early morning of June 8th, when
Professor Krause (who in the absence of Mr. Hovell was sitting

up with the Emperor) observed that, in drinking milk, some of it

passed down the trachea into the lungs, producing violent cough-

ing, whilst some came out directly through the tracheal wound.

During the day His Majesty was able to swallow solids

moderately well, but in taking liquids, the greater part was
lost in the way already described. It was generally agreed that

a fistula had developed, but Sir Morell Mackenzie suggested the

possibility that the liquid might pass directly into the larynx

through the epiglottis not acting properly.' He, however, agreed

with his colleagues that in all probability ulceration had taken

place through the posterior surface of the larynx into the oeso-

Ehagus. On the evening of the 9th, in the presence of Professors

ardeleben, Leyden, and Krause, and Generalarzt von Wegner, Sir

Morell Mackenzie inserted a tampon cannula, which was immedi-
1 ThU sugcwtiOQ eTeotuallj preyed to ba correct.

ately inflated. After this no fluid passed down the trachea, but in

drinking, nearly all the liquid taken still passed into the larynx

and escaped by the side of the cannula. On the 10th the con-

dition remained unchanged, and on the following morning it was
unanimously agreed that Sir Morell Mackenzie should attempt to

feed the Emperor with ana-sophageal tube. A tendency of the pos-

terior wall of the trachea to bulge forwards and thus obstruct the

lowerorifice of thecannula having beenlatelynoticedit was believed

that this structure was very soft, and it was thought that a. false

passage might easily be made. Hence it was considered that the

passing of an oesophageal tube would not be unattended with

danger." Nevertheless, the operation was carried out with perfect

success, and from Monday, June 11th, till Friday, June 15th,

at 6.30 A.M., Hia Majesty was regularly fed with condensed

milk, cream, beef-tea, eggs, and whisky.

On Tuesday, in the middle of the day, it was noticed that the

Emperor's breathing became obstructed, and this difficulty gradually

increased, till at 7 p.m. it became serious. It had been arranged

in the morning that in the evening a longer tube, which had been

prepared a day or two previously, should be inserted ; and Sir

Morell Mackenzie intended waiting till 10 p.m. in order that he

might introduce it in the presence of Professor Bardeleben, who
was expected at that hour. At 9 p.m., however, the breathing be-

came so bad that Sir Morell Mackenzie found it necessary to take

immediate steps, without waiting for the Professor. Before

changing the tube. Sir Morell Mackenzie determined to try if he

could alter the position of the cannula after inserting a pilot

through the tube. The attempt was perfectly successful. On in-

serting the pilot it was discovered that the posterior wall of the

trachea projected against the lower end of the cannula and par-

tially covered its orifice. By tilting the cannula forwards Sir

Morell Mackenzie succeeded "in releasing the lower end of the

tube from the projecting surface of the trachea, and the

breathing at once became perfectly easy.

The pulse became very quick and the breathing rapid, and on

the night of Wednesday, June 13th, it was evident that pneumonia

had set in. The temperature on that evening was 103°, whilst on

the two or three previous nights it had varied between 101° and

102°. From this date it was only a question of struggling on for

a day or two, and at a quarter past eleven on Friday morning the

illustrious patient passed away.
During his long and tedious illness, in which the prospect ot re-

covery was repeatedly darkened by sudden relapses, no word of

complaint ever passed his lips, no sign of impatience was ever

seen. His medical attendants and faithful servants will always

cherish the recollection of his grateful acknowledgment of services

which ordinary patients exact as a right."

A CENSUS OF REGISTERED MEDICAL
PRACTITIONERS IN ENGLAND

AND WALES.
A EEPOET has recently been issued by the Statistical Committee

of the General Medical Council which contains a great deal of

curious information about the distribution of medical practitioners

in Eno-land. A comparison has been made between the census of

the profession in 1881 and in 1.S86, and the present report contains

the results for England and Wales ; subsequent reports will deal

with Scotland and Ireland.

Number of Practitioners and Proportion to Area and Population.

—The number of registered practitioners increased from 15,022 in

1S81 to 16,930 in 1886, an increase of 21.7 per cent., or 2.42 per

cent, per annum ; the population only increased at the rate of

1 40 per cent, per annum, so that whereas the average number of

persons to each practitioner in 1881 was 1,747, in 1886 it had sunk

to 1,662, and consequently each practitioner had on the average

85 potential patients less than in 1881. The same fact is ex-

pressed in another way by the statement that the net increase of

the profession during the quinquennium was 826 beyond what

was requisite to keep pace with the population ; this is equal to

an annual excess of 165 a year.
.

Bistribution in Districts—The first pomt to be settled is

whether this increase is general or has been confined to certain

districts For this purpose the whole country has been divided

into eleven districts: (1) London ; (2) Socth-Eastern Distbici

2 This supposed soft condition of the walls was not found after death, and it is

probable that the bulging of the posterior wall was due to the destruction ot the

cricoid cartilage and the upper ring! of the trachea, in consequence of wmeli

the posterior wall of tb» wlndpip* was no longer properly supportea.
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iricts of Kent and Surrey); (3) 30^™"!^^^^^ Bedfordshire,
Oxfor,lshiro. J<°^t^'^'^P'°^«''''^^Vtr^om?fport on of Middlesex);
CambridK'eshir..andtheextra-me^^^^

(I) KiSTi'.BK (Ksaex, SuSolk, ana ^iofioikj, v /
vvpst Mid-

sliire); («V^°^™^"n (Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland,
SHinK; (10) f<"»™''f,^,^V!-.,pg In only two of these districts

and Westmoreland); (11) :rt^LE8.'nomy population

^''""P'XllTereXNorKXrand the Nofth^ern; in

ttt\^:ko:i'rhniifndpdtheE^^^^^
tically -n-!^«f. "XIrlu thSf was a'n iuc™ varj-ing from
the remaining nine ^^^"^^''^

\^^^^^^ „ost considerable in York-

^Sire,^nd^learcu^riousirenoTgh" in the neighbouring counties

of Lancashire and Cheshire.
Waral Practitioners.-ln 1881

Relative proporUon "f^^'^Z^ctJoZrl in he twenty-eight
there were 6,179 reg^tered F'^f^ ™f j^t^i.t, . i^ 1886 there

largo towns, and «-**:, '"Xj„"[e%ural districts, 9,810. The
^ere in the towns. I^^^'J^^ 'i^ the owns had thus slightly
proportion he profession

°^;;j ^^06 eent. in 1886);
increased (41.14 P« cent. 1°

Ji^^ ; ^ population had been gravi-

during the quiquennium, however, tnti t medical
tatini towards the

^"^^-Xber oTpersons in the towns to each
practitioners the average 7™i"'.;°;_Pg7"^°i i,.284 in 1886. The
practitioner having been l,3bO in 18»i. ^mi ^ ^^ ^^^

London stands next to ^"ghton wit 1 1 regibie i-

^

Preston, and l^f'^^ester
„

,^,? ^t I^^^^^^^^ all the other towns

has fewer than any ot^er large town (
o 3,9°„^.I ''"P^

).^„^^^33 j^

prSSi^t^n^dlfiul^en^^^

strange and apparently ^apr c.ous var at ^

^^

been S notable decrease m such ^arenU) cU»simiia

Middlesex and Surrey on the one ha uU "-^ ^erby an^^^^^^^^^^^^

berland on the other. Somerset,
^,f;^^

'

"'"l;^
' ua^ Derby, Flint,

are the counties most
<^°P'°^,f^ .^"PPj^^i.^'^yel^s practi^tioners

and StafTord, the leas . ..""I^^gj^'^Ĵ, ^Cardiganshire, the
seemed to have f 5,'^^'^ '°'°,J'"vshire Northamptonshire,

- Sa^i'^xiltiSaSe. l^fwSershik were apparently

°"yi/~. Source of tke Q^'^^^^^^ '^^
the report is of little or no valu ON^ng ch efly t^ ttie

^ ^ ^^

choice of the Council, which, thougncnare

keeping Kt. RegMer correc and exart. g an ™o; ^
^^^^^^^

insertion of a name for the flrst time 1 uie ^t ,
^^_

to make the n>>'''^^^sary additions t.> the A^if^^^^^

be incurred if the Council t'-s fulfilled the spirit^weU a. ^tha

^o^m'^^nn^r-arso TpV^t'an'' in'rrd'^tendencl^ to obtain

^.-rtdlSma^^S^SU^^I?^^-
not always dechne as th um^^^^^

Expression of the opinion

produce the most beneficial results
^^^^^.^^^ ^^

.V«ceto«««i« -S<.c(jon«.jTbe
«^^^^ practitioners in

practitioners holtog fore gn qua ific^^^^^ ^^P^
^^^^ ^^^^

Ijractice before I8I0 <°°'y
^;^^^„„,; =„(,e3 iii which the profession

Qualification); and ^^^'ll*
^^^'.'^Xonditio" "^ the several divisions,

is placed as regards the financial conmuono
^^ ^^^

so far as t'- is indicated by the ra^teaWe^va^ ^P
i„eonclusive

;

population. Ihis last secuui^ " j
division, and an

?he valuation for poor-rate ^s f^en for
"out of be sik factors

elaborate equation is framed but as thKeou
;„„ -^ ^f

are unknown, and apparently
l^^^^^^^'^^^l^^^ Each division of

no nio«.P7'^f;l
I'' I'^^s^atedi^cfre^fuUy prepared tables, and

*t^:r:\t^h^etluXlaU.s showing L a striking manner

som;%f the facts above embodied in flg^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ .^.

The report, reflects fe greatest "edit on
^^^^^^^^3. it

299, Oxford Street.

TjnvAT rOTLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGIRD.

on May 10th were read and confirmed.
^^^ qualified

respective reports. „ rvmniittee was received, and it was
The report of the ^^seum Committee w^ ^^^^^^ ^^

resolved, as recommended herein, ttatneM
^^^ ^^^ ^^

rpttfth'e° clTaftro^ the^St^e^ptiles. amphibia, and fi.h

^'^f/ep'ortrsreadfrom the Co-mUtee on the E t^o^^^^^^^^^^

College Premises, which -'^f,fPPJ°;^^eXuavtg arisen with the
The.Committee repor ed Uiat a d fflcul^tj ha g^^.^^ ^^ ^^

occupiers of No. 45 "^'"coln s
f
uu r

^poged Museum on the

liaht as affected by the buildmg of fhe propo.e
^^^^^

'site of house. No,. 8 -^j^^Hf^^'^^/otsal sanctioned by the

Nos. 43 and U, Lincoln s Inn 1 'el"^;-

^/iJ^^^y, it became necessary
Councilataeosto £10,0(Monltbruar> 1 ,

_^^ ^^ ^.^^

to consider an alternatue scheme ^or t ^^ j.^_

Museums on the site occupied ''.y^?;^^4Xefhaving examined
43, Lincoln's Inn Fields; «";y '^^'^"^J^eumt should^ be erected

those plans, recommended that 'wo Museuui
^^^ ^^^

on the last-named site at an appro^una^e co.t^^ .^^^^^

smaller museum at the back of the pre^i-e*
^^ ^^^^

the larger museum, with
f/7"*f;,"^it'^^'ourd probably not be

Committee further reported that as it worn ^ Lincoln's

possible to obtain possession of the
/^.f^i'^°"-^o„struction of the

un Fields until »f'e'i''elmasj)a5 ' l^^J^th^ con^

smaller museum ought >"' ^o be underta^.en ^^
of the whole undertaking would be spread ove^

authorise an
The Committee farther rwommended the tounc

^^^^^ ^^
expenditure for installation of electric l^ht in

g^ ^expt
fir.-^t«;^t -il^ors of the^rMErX?lt^-^all»
{r?^X?:r;^n^a>-^^Si^ei?ion in July as

The following gentlemen were
"^'^^^^^J^'i^g "ear :-Present

professors and lecturers during the forthcom^^^^^
|^^^^^^ ^^^^_

holders of the oihcers, ^^^^essors liryant^
.Erasmus Wilson

rtLWr: Gur(^u'^:^rGrLe^a%f^whom Professors
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Bryant, Jessop. and Cheyne, and Mr. Gunn are not candidates for

re-election, Air. E. Hurry Fenwick and Mr. Priestley Smith

were also nominated. It wa.s referred to a committee, consisting

of Messrs. Hutchinson and Hill, together with the President and

Vice-Presidents, to consider the appointment of professors and

lecturers, and to report to tlie Council on the nominations.

A letter was read from Jlr. Marshall, President of the General

Medical Council, reporting, as the representative of the College,

the proceedings of that Council at its late session. The letter was
received and ordered to be entered on the minutes, and the best

thanks of the Council were given to Mr. Marshall for his services

as the representative of the College in the General Medical Council.

A letter was read from Mr. Marshall, President of the General

Medical Council, forwarding a memorandum prepared by him on

the disciplinary or penal powers of the Qualifying Medical

Authorities, and it was resolved to refer the memorandum to

a committee, consisting of Messrs. Marshall, Hnlke, and Heath,

with the President and Vice-Presidents, to report thereon to the

Council.

A letter was read from Mr. C. L. Peel, forwarding a copy of a

Draft Supplemental College Charter, as revised by the law officers

of the Privj' Council, and requesting to be favoured with any
observations which the Council of the College may have to offer

thereon before it is submitted to the Lords of the Council. The
Council approved of the Draft Supplemental Charter as revised by
the legal advisers of the Privy Council.

A letter was read from Surgeon-General Wm. Robert Cornish,

F.R.C.S., Hon. Secretary and Treasurer of the College of State

Medicine, requesting, by direction of the Council of that College,

that the Council of this College will assist in procuring the inser-

tion into the Local Government Bill of a clause requiring that all

medical officers of health appointed after a certain time should be
required to possess a diploma in public health.

THE PAY SYSTEM IN HOSPITALS.
A DISCUSSION on a paper recently read by Mr. Burdett-Coutts,

M.P., on the advisability of introducing a system of small pay-
ments by patients in our great hospitals, in view of the present

serious "tinancial difficulties of these institutions, took place on
Wednesday last at St. Thomas's Hospital.—Dr. Steele, medical
superintendent of Guy's Hospital, said this self-help sj'Stem had
worked most successfully at Guy's, and he could scarcely ex-

aggerate the importance of the moral argument in favour of it.

Indiscriminate medical relief had the same evil effect on a people

as indiscriminate almsgiving.—Mr. J. Nixon, Secretary of the

London Hospital, said that his hospital had recently adopted a
system of inspection of and inquirj- into the means of patients

attending the out-patients' department, in order to prevent
abuse of the charity. From this department they kept out
all who could afford to pay, but it was impossible to

clear the in-wards of persons who were relatively well-to-do.

—

Prebendary Babnes thought that a Commission should be ap-
pointed to decide what steps should be taken. He believed that

some degree of payment, as advocated by Mr. Burdett-Coutts,
would then be recognised as a necessity.—Dr. George Stoker
recommended that patients should be charged a sum proportioned
to their means ; this cast the onus of proving inability to pay on
the patient himself, and not on the ho.spital.—Sir S. Waterlow
said all agreed that none should receive charitable medical relief

who could afford to pay for it, but he thought there should be
separate institutions, one for the reception of paying patients and
another for free cases.—Dr. J amison referred to the Cottage Hospital
at St. Helen's, Lancashire. Of an income of £1 ,206, working men com-
bined to contribute £800 by weekly payments, and he held it was
equally possible for men to combine ii-i London for the same purpose.
—Mr. H. C. BtTRiiETT said the London hospitals now derived
£44,000 a year from patients' payments ; but there were still be-
tween three and four thousand beds which were perforce unoccu-
pied in London. He strongly urged the systematic collection of

weekly subscriptions from workmen.—Dr. Walsh opposed the
system as a general practitioner.—Dr. Bristowe coincided in the
view of Sir S. Waterlow.—Mr. Bitipett-Coutts, M.P., said the
system prevailed everywhere throughout the civilised world
except in England, and he denied that the pay system would
jajure the gen- ral practitioner. Anj' general hospital which con-
fined itself to the poor patient, excluding other.s, was adopting a
form of th'- pay system ; but one person in four in London re-

ceived hospital treatment, and could it be maintained they were

all really destitute, and, as such, proper objects of charity? He
asked w'h ether hospitals were to remain pauperising institutions,

dependent on the adventitious aid of charity.

ASSOCIATION^INTELLIGENCE.
COUNCIL.

NOTICE OF MEETING.
A MEETING of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation, No. 429, Strand (corner of Agar Street), London, on Wed-

nesday, the 18th day of July next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

June 14th, 1888.

NOTICE OF QUARTERLY MEETINGS FOR 1888.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
Ant qualified medical practitioner, not disqualified by any by-law
of the Association, who shall be recommended as eligible by any
three members, may be elected a member by the Council or by any
recognised Branch Council.

Meetings of the Council will be held on July 18th, and
October 17th, 1888. Candidates for election by the Council of

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

meeting, namely, June 27th, September 26th, and December 28th,

1888.

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a

Branch Council unless his name has been inserted in the circular

summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

GRANTS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
The Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medical Associa-

tion desire to remind members of the profession engaged in re-

searches for the advancement of medicine and the allied sciences,

that they are empowered to receive applications for grants in aid

of such research. Applications for sums to be granted at the next

annual meeting should be made without delay to the General

Secretary, at the office of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. Ap-

plications must include details of the precise character and objects

of the research which is proposed.

Reports of work done by the assistance of Association grants

belong to the Association.

Instruments purchased by means of grants must be returned to

the General Secretary on the conclusion of the research in fur-

therance of which the grant was made.

COLLECTIVE mVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
Reports upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

Diphtheria, and that into the Geographical Distribution op

certain Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

soon as ready.
The following inquiry only of the first series remains open,

namely, that on the Etiology of Phthisis.

A fresh inquiry into the Origin and Mode of Propagation or

Epidemics of Diphtheria has been issued.

Memoranda upon thfse subjects, and forms for recording observa-

tions, may be had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investigation Committee, 429, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

BOHBEB CoiTNTIES BRiNCH.—The twenty-first annual meeting of this Branch

will be held at. Penrith on Fridav.Julv 13tli. The chair will lie taken by Dr.

McLeod at 1.30 P.M. The usual election of officebearers for the year will be

held. Dr. Robertson, Penrith, will deliver his presidential address. Intima-

tions of papers for reading or communications of any kind should be sent to

the Secretary aji soon as possible.—H. A. Lkdiard. 41. Lowther Street. Carlisle,

Honorary Secretary.

Bath and Bhistot. Branch.—The annual meeting of the Branch will be

held on Thursday. .June 2Sth, at the Hoyal Mineral Water Hospital, Bath, at

i 3a ]• M . when G. F. Burdcr. M.U.. will rc.«it;n the chair to Jos. Hinton. Esq..

Presi.lentelect. The business of the meeting will be to receive the report of

the Cnimcil ; to elect the Officers of the Bram-h : to transact the necessary

business ; and to discuss such subjects couneeted with the interest of the

Branch and of the profession as may be brought before it. The Honorary
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:^ny aUeration» in their d.i.lonm. or ».l re,«8 «^u
^^^^ j_^^.^, g^^

Jafrt their sul.seription, are
'''l»"';''V,"nm°e" "before the »nni»er*nr.v me.-t-

taries.inorrtertlmttlmaee.„nit»m»yl.e nm.le n
j,_^,,,, p, ,, iio„n.

of this Branch i» "I'V""'""''. '"
.''^,''f„ "Vil it 8i>ecimeii8. or to propose new

wishing to nmke '•o';'""'V'™"''"Jl/"=,"e,u nt Dr AnninRson. Cambridge,
membe'-rs are req„e,,e,i .o ^H"'/y„*;^'^^"; l^BcsHELL A.-<MN«sos. Honorary

for InBertion in tlio or.lcr ut proceouiiiK:..

Secretary .

^"^I^^:. M;-"f"bo»h|; ^^a.mb. o. To«n^ j;.M..

Luncheon i.> Town ^^f-''y.XY!^^'^^,V^l^r\M\L^^^A^-. 1- Address by

GenerAl Meeting "' f
"",'^''1,'^

'S"l.'f 'tt o Business. .I President's Address,

retiring I'reMdent. Mr. . B.
"p"^"""' i,;„",rCann.bell. M.A.. Vicar of Eye.

On the HIiology of Diph l.er.a. <• ''"•.^'^XIh j „ndon. «ill read Notes on

for.nerly Chapluin and
Vr"r»rlM^r^hFKcS.; London,, will open a discns-

tlie History of Kye. n. Howard Marel..t-«^i--^
W. Crosse. F.lt.C.S. (Sorwich),

sion on the Surgical Treatment "' ^mP^
"^f^,^,^,- m.j). (Norwieli): Obscure CaSB

will take part i"
'l'-''?;\r'T™cheo?o.nv ^H. Dickinan. M.B., CM (Kye .

of Gidematous Laryngitis; Traiheotoiny. .. p.R.CS. (Norwich), will

will read Notes on Placenta ^ra^via. 8. T^H Mon,^.
^ ,,,„„ ^ fase illus-

readN^>te,ofaCaseofO»anoto.ny 9. Thelr^'^™; jj^ (j. B. Mead
trating the Spoutane..,. Cure M an Lx cumtc JN^^

^^^^ Profession in Kela-

(Newniarket): lacls nlnling to the Preseiu ri i

(Kye). will read a Case of

{ion to Done-set.ing. .1 .
" I'-'-^J^ ^^'^-^^^^ijuie^^

Phthisis complicated w, ha
V''" ,, TnsDection of Ancient Uocuments. etc .n

5.30 P.M.. Visit to KyC''""
Cet thrnend.crs in the Church. 6'--«"Te'i

Vestry. The Vie-ar of Kve will meet the mem
^.^^^^^ ^^ eaeh.-W. A.

(with Hot Fish. Join s etc.) »' ^^ '^ ''^'i, Nor^Tich ; C. E. AbboTT, Braui-

Bllistok. 11. D.. Ipswich : M. BhThKi.tr, ai.i'.. '^^'

tree, Honorary Secretaries.

Branch will be h-^'d "'.
J^^,

"°1^?™ V Durham. Esq . F.K.C.S. ;
President-

1888. at 6.30 P.M. President, Arthur I'- V,"^ ,
"
.,„^^T the new President,

elect. C. Brodie Sewell. M.U An
f/'d^'f' 7^ ',J ^^^"c. Brodie Sewell. Esq..

At 7 P.M. precisely the niemhers will dine to ether .^-
.^ine.-GEOB«F.

^^r^r^^'{;;.:,^u:;hVs.JS:^f:;'B.^o^sMtxH,F.K.c.s.Ed.,2.,Qu.n

Anne Street, >V., Honorary aecretsnes.

HOKTH or lKKt.^n BBX-^^-TJ. amu^ meeti^ of tl^^B^^
beldintheBelfastRoyalHospital oii>\elnesU% Jni^^

„„tement for the past

1. To receive the Secretary s ''"P"^,''
»"'l,^l^,^in'';!p^r 3. To elect two members

year. 2. To elect ofn.c-l.careis for
'','hroncil 0^1110 Association, and also th«

i, reprcsentatiTcs of '1''; P™'*-'' ™i Riur Commi el 4. The President (Dr.

representatives 01, the Parliamentary Bdls CommUtee
^^^^^^ ^ p^^.^.^^^

J.'^M. Palmer, will deliyer an Addre„
^- '"^,,;' ', p^tieut operated on for

operated on lor K^r,"'''^"'r'%"iJ,° ase (; Dr V. A. McKeown will show
cleft Palate, and will read n,.le« "',

'»'^''*^f •:,,., "Extraction of Cataract. He
a New Ap,«ratu. for Intnwicular V"S^». "

•. aract has been extracted without

will also show some case.
-'V-;V'V 'L'^r '',u. I Zwhom he recently performe.

Iridectomy. 7. Mr..Fagau ;""'':^.*'*V,'w a Portion of Bowelfthe Seat of

Kesectionot the Wrist -Sol t '' " ^',»
^'^l",^ ,Tt?uction. and gi.e notes o the

Cancerous Stricture ren o%e.l
'"/^.'"'rV"

'

ioTed and presenting some features

case ; and a Portion of "'>*»'
;"^,^;VuXw he Instruments employed for

of vmthological interest "^., >rr\"' ,,'^ "f the Uterus after the Method of

the Electrical Treatment ot Fihio d ^"'"""^ "',, '

_,e evening at 7.30 p.m. in

Apostoli. The annual dinner will t« ^^^XX^-il'ml-io^ W. Dtebs,

SK-rii^elcSitUlVatH-oiro-^'^y^Se^ietary.

NOKTH W.t.^ BH.KCK.-The --\"-JiX^,^i,';r.„ri'i 'bVi^^g ^SoVe"th:

r:i\n^g '^'"r'eqm^cd'r iSfe °ti;VsTme"S. June 30tU to ,V. Jo>KS-

MoBKh*; Honorary Secretary. Portmadoc.

NOHTHKKK CO.ST.K. OP ScoTL.,,. BK.KOn -T,,e annwal^^m^^^^^^^

Branch will be held a the Spa ""t'';,ft; !
;i-,^;

'g^J^^^
of Vene-

1.60 P.M. l'»ff""'''.''"/'^??,;yeForre Notes ,mU Weii-Mitchcll Treatment.

rvV:;r-^l'afso\;:'ll;li"io''urs?a".^-^-. W" nJ^H.S M.ck.t. M.D., Honorary

Secretary, Elgin.

HK«>t.o.™in;PKKT,,..M;.BH^CH.-T.^an^
will !« held in the Library of the lioval B"'^'"

"^J
. ^ I, ,|,e President (Dr.

nesday. Julv nth at 4^16 .;«• .Th'j;';'"--'^,,.;
'f .^t" ,„-c„ming year ,W B.

C. H. Tenc^O. who will introdme the '/''»'"'",,
,i,„ir. Members willing

Holderness. Esq.. of Windsor, who ^d' «'"",
^'^.'^f,V!,^iifte 'est are requested to

to read short papers or bring forward cases ol •' I ™<-
;;^i jj^^er

Mmmunieat* with the Honorary Secretarywdli.ml May
^^^^^ ^,^ax„^

will take place on the'^me eyemng at. « lo P M .
a "1^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ obtained

flTm"" J^HtmoSv^ "ei^rv'on' or^ hire' Saturlv. Jnlv 7th.-H. Hkvo.th

pTiaiis,"3rLondon Koad', Reading, Honorary Secretary.

So.th-W«.™k BBX.CK.-The annual meeting of ^^^t^^.
held at the Devon and

^f''^" ,

""»P^",
ninn F K.C.S. Not^.c« of motion

r;!it?^„!'i:in;;y:Vvj:j:^:..;=gu.th^u^ct^^^
the annual meeting »>'»'' ^J^ <^"'''''^\i° ''"^.'^^nen, with notes, and the

l-ral^dlnn'er.n.-i-r D'sr'w^VirSMouse. Exeter, Honorsr,

SecreUry.

»r„„„,.Tir nii.xcH —Tlie eiehleenlh annual meefmg
SoiTH WAi.vv< AKi.

M"''«";,V\„^,^if,'Vv: CanfifT.ln Wednei^ay. June 27tb.

of this Branch wiU be held nttlieinnrina,
;,, i„„ ,0 rea.1 pai*r8, etc., are

Further particular^ in circulars MendH^sw.^mi^ ^^ ^ AitTBUB
reauested to send titles to Dr. Sbee^n.—A. ouf.i-.-'. i"-

DAVIti; M.B., Swansea, Honorary becretane:,.

«,.> vv.if<< BKAtcll —The annual general meeting of the

Secretary, Shrewsbury. .

WKST S0M.H.>rr BBAXCn.-The annual mee.mg of ^J^i'^Braneh will be^^heM

at the Squirrel Hotel N\Vllmgt™ on Th.« lay
^^^.^ „„ it.,.>einB

Abraham Colics. Esq.. M.U..Pre.menv CO
^jn Ih, at 6 oclock.

vacated by Edward
^\lffJ'^-J';^^ „,Ik ug a ?onmiunieatiou to th. meet -

Members desirous of r''»'^'"f,''P^P:"7„ The Honorary Secretarj- ; tli'y are also

?«,reTteTtrS:^ e^°rf; nori-Je-^fTl H^ h .e'nfion of attending th, annua, d.oner.

!IW M KKLir, M.D:, Honorary Secretary.

YoKK,H,H. BHA.C„^e^ua, meetiiig Of U. |;^^^- Brar^h^w^h,

? An a.ldress by the Presidentelect 2- J^'^^! ™,°„ "" cLe of Scirrhus of

rules. And the foUowing p»I«rs re*l :-^^^^ Mr. H Ben-

Pylorus with Excessive \ oniiting • ^1"'".' " o*;' p. Onerations. Dr. Jame*
delack Hewetson :

Heeent P^tS" .'"
;^„ i\ £tes^f Ret™"exion of the Uterus.

Braithwaite: The Treatment of l-jXeptH.aica^
^^ ^^^^^^ ^

Mr. A. W. Mayo Robson: Electrolysis m
Draper: Suppurating

Mr. Atkinson. Ichthyosis Hystnx of the longu^^^^
^^ ^ ^^ j^_^^_

1 n,..ti,icr was held at the Masonic Hall, Nottingl.am.

In^inrTalr/^nrnXunde/the presidency of Mr. IlAxn^ULX.

About tiftytnembera-^ere present
Dr. ^Vebb were elected

Officers and CounciL-i'LT. ^5 ™^ "°," '^

f
'

"^ral Council. In the
as tfu; Branch represenau^^ on

^H^-^^l-^^^ „,. ^-ui^n
Branch Council Dr. 1 ratt ana -"^- ^'"

qhinman and Dr.Fawsfett
and Dr. I'ope for Le.cestershm. a,^ Mr Shipmanand D^^^

^^,^^^^

replaced Dr. Harrison anil M'^;
V. ™/?L^t.,,i^ct. The Honorarj-

(Melton Mowbray) was chosen
^''J l^^l'tX-^-Mithe exception of

^s^' "!l ES «s^. i;:t,?'.,Ki.'-
'

^"^^,l'''";-„o/p //-On tlte proposition of Mr. Hatukrly.
Alterati")! 0/ June, v^n

^ p f
amended as follows,

Presulenfs Adtlress.—iir. Uatuebl\ fc-ivc

Proft4sor EUGAK M. CnooKSHANK. On ,tl.^ A^i^
^^^^^^ _. ^

Certain Diseases from the Lower An m^^^^ Dr.* B^
^^^ ^ ^

Case ot Diabetes. P^o'i'^^ly °|„J;*n'r Sequfstrotomy." Dr.

Chicken-, •'>ewl-orin of Bon. lorceps i S ^^ Treated by
Gkobge Eu>eb •Remarks on ^«^-;'^

^J
..^1,,. Influence of

^Sron Cardiac Mu^mui' ani on the Treatment of Heart

Disease." ~, Provident entertained the

JX!::Z irnche^;:rd-af?e; the meeting abottt tweuty-two

diuei at the Masonic Hall.

SOITH >''^|LA>1. bRANCH^
j,,, I4th under

THE annual "--•'>°^..;''^„^"^^^^' Lv thirU--two meml>ers and

l\:tt.r;s%e'Sese,tt'wh"were entertained at Umcheon by the

l>r,sident before the meetin^j^
proposed and elected

Ks ; ". S: .,';s.'c,5SS?i,:si..
i,,..o„,.,i.

.
j. a.
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Whitlii'Kl, Xorthampton; A. E. Godfrey and A. J. Weatherley, The
Inttrmarj-, Xorthampton.

Election of Officers-.—Mr. Crew, Higham Forrerg, was appointed

I'residont for 18.SU-'.)0 ; Dr. Bryan was pUiced on the Committee of

Management in the room of Mr. Crew, all the other members of

the Committee, as well as the lion. Treasurer and Hon. Secretary,

beinjf re-elected ; Mr. J. Hughes Hemming, Kimbolton, was
appolntetl representative of the Branch on the General Council

and on the Tarliamentary Bills Committee.
Combined Meetin;/.—The Cambs and Hunts Branch proposed a

combined meeting this year, but declined to meet at Bletchley as

being an inconvenient place, suggesting at the same time that a

united gathering of tlie two Branches be held in the near future

either at Bedford or I'eterborough. jThe matter was referred to

the Committee of Management.
Donations to British Medical Benevolent Fund and Royal

Medical Benevolent College.—The sum of £5 from the Branch
funds was voted, to be equally divided between these two institu-

tions.

Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill.— After some discussion the

following resolution was carried, on the motion of the Branch
representative, and the Secretary was directed to convey the sense

of the meeting to the Chairman of the Parliamentary Bills Com-
mittee:—(1) " That the South Midland Branch in annual meeting
assembled, having full confidence in the members of the Parlia-

mentary Bills Committee, and believing that their efforts are

directed to the benefit of the medical profession in general, and
that of the British Medical Association in particular, endorses

their action in the matter of the Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill,

1888, and hereby pledges itself to try and secure the support

of the local members to the same in its passage through Parlia-

ment.''

Autumnal and Anniutl Meeting.'^.— It was resolved that the
autumnal meeting be held at Oundle on October 4th ; and that
the next annual meeting take place at Northampton.

President's Address.—The Pbesidext delivered a short extem-
pore address, alluding in the course of it to liis having previously
occupied the presidential chair.

Papers and Cases.—Mr. MiLLiGAN read a case of Strangulated
Umbilical Hernia, with recovery after operation for radical cure,

and exhibited a large mass of omentum he had removed from
the sac.—Dr. Goldsmith read a short paper on a Question as to

the Etiology ef some Nervous Diseases of Children, suggesting the
idea of instability of the nervous sj'stem in such cases, arising

from great inequality in the ages of the parents.—Many members
joined in the discussion, pointing out the possibility of a hysteri-

cal element, of mimicry, and of the influence produced by syphi-
litic taint and alcoholism.—Dr. Goldsmith, in his reply, stated
that in none of his cases was there a trace of syphilis or alco-

holism.—Dr. Jones read a paper on Physical Indications in Heart
Affections, dwelling particularly on diagnosis and treatment.
Under the latter head, he said that the value of rest was not to

be over-rated, and recommended in certain cases the hypodermic
injection of liquor strychnise, in two-minim doses.—Mr. Bull read
an interesting case of Obscure Abdominal Tumour: Abdominal
Section: Recovery, He mentioned the great difficulty of dia-

gnosis in the case. In this and Mr. Milligan's case, the members
iliscussed the question of the danger or otherwise of opening the
abdomen ; also the use of antiseptics in such operations.—Mr.
Pebcival related two ca.ses of Removal of Tumour ; one of Sar-
coma in the parotid region, on which three successive operations
had been performed ; the other a case of Pibro-Sarcoma in the
popliteal space. In the latter case, the connections of the diseased
mass with the blood-vessels and nerves running through it were
of the most intimate character.

Votes of Thanks.—Cordial votes of thanks were passed to the
retiring President for his services during the past year ; to the
President for his address and his conduct in the chair, and also for
his hospitality ; and to the readers of paper.',

Surgical Instruments.— .\. large selection of surgical instruments
was displayed by Messrs. Lynch and Co., of London ; a case of
Hypodermic SjTinge and Solutions, by ilessrs. Green and Co.

;

Eclectic Medicines, by Messrs. Hockin, Wilson, and Co.; and various
Essences, by the " Viking " Food Company.
Tea and coffee were served, and a successful meeting brought to

a close.

The death is announced, at the early age of 37, of Dr. Ross, for
eleven years the highly respected Medical Officer for Blackpool.

SOUTHERN BRANCH.
The fifteenth annual meeting of this Branch took place at the
Grosvenor Hotel, Southsea, on Thursday, June 15th, when there
was a large attendance of members. Before the commencement
of the business, the President-Elect, Mr. H. Burford Norman,
entertained those present at luncheon. At the general meeting
which followed the chair was taken by Surgeon-General Sir
Thomas Longmore, C.B., F.R.C.S., of Netley.

Election of Officers.—Dr. J. Wabd CotJSiNS (Hon. Secretary)
having read the minutes ef the last meeting. Dr. J. Watson, of
Southsea, moved that the following gentlemen, nominated by ths
respective districts, should be elected as officers of the Branch for

the ensuing year, namely:

—

J'ice-Presidenfs : Brigade-Surgeon C.

H. Godwin, Netley ; and Dr. H. P. Blackmore, Salisbury. Mem-
bers of Council: Dr. W. H. Axford, Southsea: Dr. C. G. Beaumont,
Shirley ; Mr. F. R. P. Darke, Salisbury ; Dr. J. Neal, Sandown

;

Mr. G. H. Snowden, Mr. II. Hemsted. Dr. Ward Cousins was
unanimously re-elected Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. Ths
motion was seconded and carried.

Representative oyi General Council, etc.— Or. Nicholson, of

Broadmoor, was re-elected representative of the Branch on the
Parliamentarj' Bills Committee, and Drs. Trend, of Southampton,
and J. Ward Cousins were again chosen representatives on the
Council of the Association.

The Late Professor de Chaumont.—Dr. Tkend moved a resolu-

tion deeply deploring the death of their much beloved member
and vice-president, the late Professor de Chaumont, whose singu-
larly high intellectual powers, versatility of genius, and practical

skill were blended with a keen sense of humour, which made him
in any society a host in himself, and recording deep sympathy
with Mrs. de Chaumont in her bereavement.—Dr. Axfoed seconded
the motion.

Cases, etc.—Brigade-Surgeon Habman, of Winchester, gave
particulars of the rapid healing of a gunshot wound. A small
revolver accidentally went off, and the left hand was pierced by
the bullet.—Dr. Wabd Cousins also mentioned a new apparatus
of his invention for dealing with of the lower jaw.

The New President.—The Peesident then left the chair, and
introduced his successor, Mr. Burford Norman.
Nevt Meeting.—It was resolved on the motion of Brigade-Sur-

geon Godwin, seconded by I)v. Keaxy, that the meeting of 1889
should take place at Salisbury.

The Pre.iident's Address,—T\\6 President then delivered an
address on the progress of the medical profession during his own
time, and from his own standpoint of observation. The British,

originally the Privincial, Medical Association was founded in

1832 in the city of Worcester, and he recollected something about
it as early as 1836, when a Branch was formed in the district of

West Somerset, where his lot then lay. The Association then pub-
lished an annual volume of transactions, but had no journal.

From being provincial the Association became British, and its

progress had been very marked. In welding into one fellowship

the members of their profession scattered throughout the whole
British Empire and its dependencies, it had added immensely to

the influence of the profession both socially and politically, while
doing much to promote science and practical medicine. His own
connection with the profession dated from Michaelmas, 1835.

When he began his apprenticeship the stethoscope was but little

used except by hospital physicians and newly educated men just

fresh from the schools. About that time, when Dr. Hope was
making his elaborate studies in heart disease, aided by its use, the

editor of a then influential medical review nicknamed it the
" conjuring stick." Anaesthetics were not known, and sanitary

science almost unthought of. He did not think there was much
cause to complain of the moral tone of the profession or the lack

of kindly feeling and mutual respect of its members. In that

large town he believed there were scarcely any two men who were
not on friendly terms with each other, and ready to render mutual
assistance. The local hospital had recently undergone great and
important alterations well calculated to promote its efficiency,

both in the treatment of diseases and as an educational institu-

tion.

Vote of Thanks to President.—f^ir Thomas Lonomobe, in mov-
ing a vote of thanks to the President for his address, said he
recollected a physician of one of the large London hospitals

carrying a stethoscope round the wards as a bouquet-holder for

the purpose of depreciating and ridiculing the instrument.

—

Dr. Kealy seconded the resolution, which was carried, and the

Peesident, in reply, said that it was a great satisfaction to
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Mn. that he ha.l >'eenthirty:one years in
j-^^^^^^^^^

iibl.' to say tliore was none in the profession wnom uc

callhis friend.
TIip mcmboTS were then driven

to til. new .hibiloe wards ot the '?";P'' ' f.^J,eon "dg^^c•k
ceeded to I'ortsmouth dockyard whee

^lf^lYory°l^>^. Vernon,

Hotel for dinner.

BRITISH ^^lEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING.

"Ssz ';>'K=?TL™rB«8,.«, MX, j.p„ ..„-

row-on-the-Uill. -.r n t p Rpicmtp
Trfas«rer; Constantine Holman, M.D., J.P..

f '^'^,'?'^^- „. Clifford

Glasgow Royal .Infirmarj'
rtelivered by John Gray

""Slt^^r^JSlS^thepurposesophe^
kindness of the authorities, be providedm thel niversity of Ula.gow.

PaOGRAMMB OF PROCEEDINGS
Tl'FSDAT, AuorST 7TH. 1S83.

the University of Glasgow. ,,-„.„ Presidenfa
8 30 P.M.-Adioumed General Meeting trom ll.SOA.M. President

Address. Bute Uall.

Websesdat. August 8th, 1888.

q 30 A v.-Meeting of 1888-89 Council. Randolph Hall.

,0.30 A.M. to 2 -«:z|-:,»r'G^netrMeeting. Address in Medicine hy

S.30A.«.-;S^^1^,^s'^»l£-.^X-esti^tion. hy

William Macewen, M.D. B"te liau.

11 A M —Mcotinj; of Council. Kandolph Uall.

»°-'°^-«-'°5^;S:-l^;;l^"GlS'Xe.in.. Address in Surgery by Sir

George H. B. Macleod. M.D. Bute HaU.

7 P.M.—Puhlic Dinner. St. Andrevv s Hall.

Friday. August 10th, 188S.

P M -r«^"S'^gil«r by^The Corporation of Glasgow at

Oa!!ienranT^^n hy the Faculty of Physician, and

Surgeons at the Botanic Gardens.

Saturday. August 11th, 188S.

Excursions.

Dr Frederick Bateman, Dr. C. R. Drj-sdale. and Dr. C. W. Suckling

-i'^l^tCi^orthi:'^:^Sal proceedings. tl^Valueof^-

hattio';:: in the
^'^'^:^X^',^^^fJ^,:^^^.Z. WTfoUowi^

"a Llndlaj^D" J. G. Sinclair CoghiU. and Dr. £. Markham

^^DrfBvrom liramwell and Milne .Mu^y will g^^.e a,^«^°"C;
lion of their Method of Graphically Recording the t.vact Time

Relations of Cardiac Sounds and Murmurs.

i;Hi?fe'i."Bi,^^Dr"'^S^^;^-ie. .S incision and

.i^l'^M.D^Kii.arno^. J-Jf-V^S^^II^I^J^rS?!^
g^AforouS- ,Y.. M.D.'^-^l.e lunuti^c*;,.. Position on Lrdiac Munnur, and th.

H^"HS',^o;?VS'''M"B^^-u.4r"lSes'e'a^ltr'^;.- the Treatment of Tinea To.-

lISSS.'^. ^^::^^S^«lXeuritU ana on its occurrence in

ToM"K.r/.''K";M.B. Ea.t: African Fever, ^ith special reference to Climatic

Conditions.
, «.t5,o.ls of Studying and Examining the Serv.

F. W Pavy have also intimated their intention to take part in the

proceedings of the Section.

Section B.—Soigert.

B 3t^RGER..-P..S'^S^>S^.,?\^-,lT^
Ariames Dunlop. ^[-D-^Ch-les Robert Bell Keetle>^^^^^^^^

g:^^ SrP^^e'^^O^fr^Sll-Street. PiccadiUy.

^
As^rirfady announced, in this Section discussions have been

arranged for on the following subjects: ^ „f ^^.
1. The Surgical Treatment of Abscess °fJjie Lun ana o

Mr. W. Thomas (Birmingham). introduced

W. J. Walsham (London), and others.
. ,

.
JI^^^^^KSr^n'tSe^t=f^.ture of theHectnm

The following discussions and papers are promised up to the

present time.^ Section A.—Medicine.
Humanity Class Room. „ . , ,, „

\ MEDICINE.-Pre...•,/™^ i'-rofes.«or T. McCall -Anderson, M.D.

vLrZidents, R. L. Bowles, >>l>-\''*"
"Tv k B^l^ G ^at

Honorary Secretaries, J. ilcGregor Robertson, M--^- "•«_• ^'i'l^^.n

Western Road, Glasgow, Robert il. Simon, M.D., 27, >ewhaU

'^'ThepSem'wni open the proceedings by introducing a dis-

cuIs'iononth^Diagnos'^s and Tr'eatment of Syphilitic Dis.^ase of

tlip Vervous System. Dr. Tliomas Buzzard, Dr. T. b. (. lou^ton. ur.

Wfllhim Moor.1 Dr. Roes. Professor "-''"^er Stewart Pro^or

Julius Dreschfeld, Dr. J. G. Sinclair CoghiU, Dr. 1-rancis « arner.

Jl.HOP. E. Stanmore. Esq.
"»°7'^'\",,{,er Division of the Bones.

ApparatnsforhxingtheLowerLinib=.a teru I

^^^ j^^ ^^^

BROW^K, Lennox, Esq.. London rubageo the U^r>nx_^^j_^^^_.
^^^^

CLARK. Sir Andrew. London. The Hist"r> "t a oa»e
(-..nsequ.-nc«.

Clarke. W. Bruce. Ksq.. L"";^" •
,P["''

','
"^jf^^f (pp^^tus for Treatment^ ot

^'iJ;4l^.:iVe'soYL^ow^r"jawrr«N:w B^^ator fTLitholapa..y and otUe.

tS^':cI' S"irurV"v", Esq.. London. Notes from the Experience of 4oO Cases d

Organic Stricture^f '^- L>e;hn>.
^^ p^„,i„„„,„ Extension in Spinal Curvm-

U,re"°3. On Ihe Trratmejit of P"'"™'*;;^!^- cement in the ConstrocUon

""^^ K^'i^S^^ ;;i^I?i?latri:i'oJ'y^rlurgic.l miurie^ and D-
e.a.sesatSeatwithmodelsJ. p,.,,;. imputations of the F.x>t. .

i^^r^:^:^:-^^^^" ^^^-^ ^'^--^ "' ""^ "-^

McmvRK, John, Esq., Gla-.gow. The Electric lUumination of theCviU«of

OwE%"KLund.Esq..London.ACaseofIntra^r,niaUSub.lnral)
Hemorrhage;

j,^:^'ZlI^'1^' 5JrS:-Kudon. CD 01. Puncture ot the Bladder :

KlKE"Be'iv"en"M'£."wnXd: The Value of Nerve Stretching in Lepr«,.

bastii on One Hundred Cases
q,.,„ow A Case of Severe Deformity of

«:^fth"o:iTf^ec^^iin';crso.",:i.?e'S:rcr.ture of the spine.
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SMtTn. N'"We. K«q. Dcmonrtration of the lie.luclion of Fraiturert Vertelirop.

mill ihe iippliLvition cif Aliljanitus to Cimtrol tlie Spine.

Stokes. Sir William. Dublin. Mollification ol Gritti's Amputation ; and will

show Casts of Stumps.
, „, , „

Tait. I.uwson, Esq.. Biniiinghivm. A Si-coml Si-nei of One Tlioiisaml Lousecu-

tlTt* AlMiominal Seeti<>iis.

Thomso.i. Wni.. Ksq.. 11. 0.. DiiWin. On Kxrision of tlip Knee-joiiit.

Tbokhcrx. Win.. Esq.. Man.hester. Thi' Uistiiljutiou of l>iiralysi» and An»3-

tliesia in Injuries of the Cervical Ueirion of the Spinal Cord.

VAi.coirRT. Th. de. Esq., M.D.. Canne.-^. Winter Sca-liath.s at Cauues in cases of

Scrofulous Disease.

SECTTOM C.—OnSTETRIC Mehicink.
Medical Jurisprudence C/nss Room.

C. Obstetric Medicine.—President, Thomas More Madden,

M.D. rice-Prexidenff, William Leisliman, M.D. ; J. Ilalliday

Croom. M.D. Honorary Secretaries. William Walter, M.D., 20, St.

John Street, Manchester; W. L. Reid, M.D., 7, Eoyal Crescent,

Glasgow.
The following two special discussions will take place :

—

1. On Intra-uterine Death ; its Pathology and I'reventive Treat-

ment. To be opened by Professor Simpson. The following gentle-

men will take part in the discussion :—Drs. K. Barnes, Graily

Hewitt, More Madden, W. O. Priestley.

2. On Obstructive Dysmenorrha?a and Sterility. To be opened

by Dr. Halliday Croom. The following gentlemen will take part

in the discussion :—Drs. Aveling, Bantock, F. Barnes, K. Barnes,

Cranny, Duke, Edis, Graily Hewitt. Macau, More Madden, Pro-

fessor Stephenson, J. W. Taylor, W. Walter.

Dr. Samuel Sloan (Glasgow) will show his Antero-posterior Com-
pression Forceps, and will explain their use in Flat Pelves.

Wm. Walter, M.D., Manchester, will e.xhibit his instruments

tor Securing the Broad Ligaments during Extirpation of the

Uterus per Vaginam.
The following papers are promised.

AvKl.r<G. J.. M.D. The Treatment of rterine Tumours liy Electricity.

Barhks. K.. M.D. Analoi^ies between Menstruation and Gestation and Puer-

pery in their Pliysiolot(ical and Patliolo^ical Kelations.

CameROX, Murdoch. M.D., Glasgow. 1. On Cesarean Section, with Notes of a
Successful Case. 2. On the Thermostatic Nurse, with Cases.

DtTKE. A.. F.K.Q.C.P., Dublin. On the Kapid Expansion of the Ceirical Canal
by a New Method.

Hart, D. Berry, M.D., Edinburgh. Successful Case of Csesarean Section
(Porro's modification).

IVLACH. Francii. M.D.. Liverpool. Tlie Fiinction'of Anaemia in Gynsecoloffy.
KKsSKor. Hugh, M.D., Dublin. Notes on the Treatment of Lacerations of tlie

Cervix Uleri.

Mapdkx. More. M.D., Dublin. On the Causes and Treatment of Pseudocyesis.
RouTH. A.. M.D. Headaches of Pelvic Origin.
Stephkxsox, William, M.D. , Aberdeen. On the Influence of Permangauata of

Potass on Menstruation.
Tait, Lawsoo, Esq., Birmingham. The Treatment of Uterine Myoma.

Section D.—Public Medicine.
Greek Class Room.

D. Pr^Lic Medicine.— President, Henry Duncan Littlejohn,

M.D. J'ice-Presidents, James Christie, M.D. ; D. Page, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Ebenezer Duncan, M.D., 4, Royal Crescent, Cross-

hilf, Glasgow; John C. McVail, M.D., Holmhead, Kilmarnock.
1. Sanitary Legislation. This discussion will be introduced by

the Opening Address of the President of the Section.

2. The Communicable Diseases Common to Man and Animals,
and their Relationships. Discussion to be opened on the second
day of the sectional meetings by George Fleming, LL.D., P.R.C.V.S.,

Chief of the Veterinary Department of the Army. Professor Edgar
Crookshank, King's College, will take part in the discussion.

3. The Disposal of Sewage CaJ in Large Towns ; (bj in Small
Towns and Country Districts. Discussion will be opened on the
third day by Dr. Jamea B. Russell, Medical OlEcer of Health,
Gla.^gow.
The following papers are promised.

Drtsdalf., Charles li., M.D. I. On Indigence as a Main'.Cause of High Death-
rates. 2. The Berlin and Parisian Sewage Farms.

HiME, T. W.. M.B. Milk Scarlet Fever.
Kerr. Norman. M.D. Some Risks of Sanitation.
Nasmtth, T. G.. F.R.S. a Report on the Chemical and Biological Conditions
of the Air of Coal Mines, together with Mortality Statistics of a Mining Dis-
trict, being a report to the Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medi-
C5il Assoi-iation.

Siwpso.v. — . M.D., Medi&il Officer of Health, Calcutta. " On Cholera and its

P istering Conditions in the Endemic Area.
EUTHERLAXD. J. Francis. M.D. National Sanatoria.

Section E.—Pstchologt.
Natural History Class Room.

E. Psychology.—iVc.«iV/pn/, James C.Howden, M.D. T'ice-Pre-

*i<fCT!fs, James Rutherford, M.D. ; Juliii.s Miekle, M.D. Honorary
Secretaries, A. R. Urt|uhart, M.D,, Murray House, Perth ; Alex,
Kewington, M.D., Ticehurst, Sussex.

Dr. J. C. Howden, the President of the Section, will deliver an
Address.

Dr. C. M. Campbell will introduce a discussion on the Uniform
Recording of Post-Morfem Examinations in Asylum Reports.

Drs. A. Yellowlees and A. Campbell Clark will introduce the fol-

lowing subject : The Sexual and Reproductive Functions—Normal
and Perverted—in Relation to Insanity, 1. Menstruation: its

Commencement, Irregularities, and Cessation : 2. The Sexual In-

stinct and its Abuse; 3. Pregnancy, Parturition, the Puerperal

Period, and Lactation.

Dr. Clouston will initiate a discussion on the Principle of Con-

struction and Arrangement of an Asylum for Private Patients of

the Richer Classes.

The following have promised papers: Drs. Savage, Hack Take,

Fletcher Beach, Charles Mercier, W. J. Miekle, and Ttirubull.

Section F.—Anatomy and Physiology.
Anatomy Class Room.

F. Anatomit and Physiology.—President, John Cleland, M.D.,

LL.D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, n. J . Anderson. M.D.; Henry Ed-
ward Clark, F.F.P.S.G, Honorary Secretaries, John Barlow, M.D.,

27, Elmbank Crescent, Glasgow; Charles Barrett Lockwood,
P.R.C.S., 19, Upper Berkeley Street, Portman Square, W.

C. B. Lockwood, F.R.C.S., will introduce a discussion on the

Teaching of Anatomy ; and will show sections illustrating the

Development of the Organs of Circulation and Respiration.

The following papers are promised.
Brooks, Henry St. John. M.D. On the Morphology of theEpitroclileo-anconeus

or Anconeus Sextus (Gniber).

Browm. J. Macdonald. M.B., F.Ii.C.S. The Construction of the Cardiac Ven-
tricles in the Mammalia.

Clelakd, Professor, M.D., F.R.S. On the Nature of Certain Forms of Double
Monstrosity.

Collier, Mark P. Mayo, M,B., F,E.C.S. On the Mechanism of the Heart and

Pulse.
Lake, W. Arbuthnot, M.B.. F.R.C.S. The Influence Produced by Excessive

Stniin upon Muscles and Ligaments (to be illustrated by specimens).

Paterson, a. M., M.D. On tlie Position of the Vertebrate Limb, considered in

the Light of its Innervation and Develop uent.

Section G,—Pathology,
Laxo Class Room.

G. Pathology,—President, Sir WUliam Aitken, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S. Vice-Presidents, Alexander Davidson, M.D. ; Joseph Coats,

M.D, ; Charles Roy, M.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, G. Sims

Woodhead, M.D., 6, Marchhall Crescent, Edinburgh ; J. Lindsay

Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley Terrace, Glasgow.
Arrangements are being made to hold a discussion on Cancer

originating apart from Epithelial Structures, in which Mr. Lawson
Tait (Birmingham), Dr. Joseph Coats, Dr, John Carlyle (Greenock),

and others are expected to take part.

The following papers have been promised.
Bruce Alex., M B., F.R.C.P.Edin. On Disseminated Sclerosis.

Coats. Joseph. M.D. On a Case of Lipwmia in Diabetes, with Suggestions as

to the Source of the Fat.

Crooke. G. F.. M.D.. Birmingham. (Title not received.)

Ghevks. E. Hyla, M.D.. Bournemouth. Notes on the Pathology of a case of

Pseudo-hypertrophic Paralysis.

Delepike. Sheridan, Esq. A Few Uncommon Forms of Sarcoma. (Specimens

to be shown.)
Huster, W., M.D. On the Pathology of Pernicious Ana-mia.

Kexxedv. — . On Case of Cystic Kidiievs and Liver.

MAroTHER, E. D.. M.D.. DuWin. An Anomalous Form of Eczema.
Maylard, a. E., M.B., B.S.Lond. The Results of some Bacteriological Cultiva-

tion Experiments with Iodoform. .

O'CoxniiK. Bernard. M.D.. M.R.C.P. Hydatids of the Spine. Liver, and Brain.

Bake, Beaven, M.D.Lond., Medical [Superintendent of the Triniiiad Lejicr Asy-

lum. The Percentage of Fibrin in the Blood of Lepers.

RUS.SELL, William, M.D. The Pathology of Pernicious .^na-mia.

The following gentlemen have also intimated their intention of

contributing to the business of the Section by reading papers or

otherwise: Professor Greenfield, Professor Roy, Professor D. J.

Hamilton, Dr. WUliam Hunter, Dr. Barrett (Edinburgh). Dr.

McFadyean (Edinburgh), Alex. Edington, M.B. (Edinburgh), etc.

Detnonstrations.—'DT. Alexander Bruce (Edinburgh) will give a

Magic Lantern Demonstration on Diseases of the Spinal Cord ;
and

Alexander Edington, M.B. (Edinburgh i, a Bacteriological Demon-

stration. Arrangements are also being made for a series of Micro-

scopical Demonstrations illustrative of Tumours, Tuberculosis

Pathological Section of the Annual Museum.—Intimation has

been received of the following exhibits for this Section of the

Annual M useum : 1. Calculi removed by Lithotomy, by Professor

George Buchanan. 2. Calculi removed by Lithotrity or by Scoop,

by Profe.ssor George Buchanan. 3. Miscellaneous Objects removed

from the Body, by Professor George Buchanan, namely: Bullets,
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(Tnnidnd) 10. A '"'"'-''"; ''";^-
f f.imen3 illustrating Ue-

J'^^rf/nf t'u. Liv'; by I'rs WoodlTan.1 Bruce, 11. l^raw-

Diseases of the Heart, by Wr. John
'''"^^^'^y.f^'^y*?- entlemen in-

iluseum.

Section II.—Ophthalmology.
Midwiferv Clas.t Room. „ x- n

n nPTrrHAiMOLOC^-iV i/e«^ Thomas Reia.JLD. Tie.-P/-e-

J^' ,?rR Wolfe MD C. E. Glascott. M.D. Honom,yJ,ecre-
srrfenfi, J. K. >Voite, M.U., <--. ^- „„,, c ,, Hanover Square,

.e",.! lonrmnent. of I'.. In OpM»l»u» I>»60»»>-

GRoS«A>,->-, K. A., M.D. Colour-bUud„es., with a Demonstration of New

HKWETSOK, B.. Esq. General Neuroses of Ophthalmic Origin.

Jf^sop W H.. M.I). Oeulsr heai1aehe.s.

I.KE. c: a.. Ksq. Two Cases of Foreign »"'^^^- . ,„ ,he Study of Hemian-
M*UKXV. George M.D. l=''\"'"';«i'.:

,tf^;;",'';'' o .Vqu"re,l Colouf Blindness.

y^:i:l,'fV^U^G^::^^'0n^^^^^'^^ o1 Symhlepharou by Trans-

„S^S'i^ a'^rGi^R^""^^^'''"'!^' 'i- cautery in the Treatment of

Ukcratiou of the Cornea

Section I.—Otology.

Biblical Criticism Class Hoom.

T Otology -pf.M*«f, Thomas Barr, M.U. ^^^^-^'-^''/T'/f:

i-nru Secretaries, Johnstone Mache, M.D., -J. Asiuon lerrate,

S^^S<.owJame.s Black, F.R.C.S., 16, Wimpole Street. London

Tife following special subjects have been proposed for formal

discussion

:

^^^ Perforation of the Mastoid Portion

of^i.^ Tj^r^poral Bc.f. an^the l^st^MeU.od. of 0^«..n.
.
^^be

Z:^^^Z papllr oJftl^s^', Dr. D. Stewart, of Notting-

^'T'^irrCe1';a\r;oV"hL^e"^;riIearing usually termed

" Artificial Tympanic Membranes." Dr. W. L. Purves has promised

T^Vdc^W^^^hfin the Xaso-Pharynx; t;^"^^!""™ -
the Middle KiiT. and their Treatment. To be opened bj Mi.Ltunox

> Browne. F.R.C.S.Kd

The foil

BuoWKE. Le

Diseases and to oth-r Pomi* of Sore Throat ;
Occurrence on Open

Wonnds and on Mucous Membranes other than tliose of the Throat.

?c; Wsir What are the Distinctive Features, espec.ally those

DV.t^ingu shing the Lesion in the Throat from other torms of Sore

Throat" Does Membranous Croup occur apart from Diphtheria

?^ J Pathology and SequeliT-. ^ej Medical Treatment. r/> fturgical

^r a ment;^r:cheoto'my ; Tnbage. The m^l.cal and <,«ne;a^

aspects of the subject will be
'f

educed b> Dr. A Jacob.^^^^^^^

Yorkl, and the surgical aspect by Mr H. W
'^'^h^^ \^°""°°^

MpsVs E Owen, H. U. llutton, Lennox Browne, K. -V 1 ughe. ana
Messrs. *-

^^^^' ,, Buchanan, James Fmlaysotu Henry

"hby-U C Cameron, D^Newman, Thos Bu^.ard, John Mac-

• V •'
' „„ 1 I s; Cnnifron will take part in the discussion.

Continent have been invited.

The following have promised papers.

R.jwSK. Lennox. F.K.C.S. Anatonii.-al Facts m
Bb

Uiphtlieria.

CiMKRO!<. J. S ,
M.D.

t.lt.c..>.i">a.

ilowing have promised papers.

.eunox. Esq. (Ti"f ""t rereiftd.)

ToRHiJiCK. li.. Ksq. On SyphjlitR- Coehleilis

WAHliKN. Cljarles. M.D. (Titl>- not rKnt:cd.)«Hiiiv Charles M.D. (Titif not recnvMO
, » „„ l m^H

m- Samuel Sexton, Of New York, hopes to be present, and will

give a commnnicatiok on Excision of the Drumhead and Ossicles.

Section J.—Diseases of CiiiLPitEN.

EnnlM Literature Class Room.

J DiSFWES OF CuILl.REX.-P;•p.^•.rf«>«^ Walter Butler Cheadle

l.^% Vke-Presi,lents. James Finh.yson .M D. :
Henry Ashby

M.D. Honorary Secretaries. George S. Middleton. M D. JJ. San.iy -

ford Place. Gla.sgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., l.B.t.5>., H, St.

Thomas's Street, S.E.
.,, , , „„

.

The following two discussions will take place.
, r .• o

1 DiphXria; («> Etiology. r6> Kelationship to other Infectious

supiHirt of Intubation in

-^;^in«1li^;e:e^S?§:JK^S'.^;\^5u»^^S^

and in the Lower -\nituals.
^ ... , .

lIne, w' A.. F.E.C.S. The Deformity of Kickets.

Section K.-Pharmacologt and Therapeutics.

Conveyancing Class Roam. t„„„.

K. PHAKMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS. -Pr^|rf«^^Jame9

Morton M D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D.; Theodore

C^h M D F R.S. Honorary Secretaries, Ale.xander >aP>«^^^;D;>

3 Ro>^l Terrace, CTosshill. Slasgow; Sidney Harris Cox Martin.

^^^iSX^t'lIon ^v^irtop^^ by Professc. Theodore Ca^

M D^F R S on Carbolic Acid! Antipyrin, Antifebrin, and their

l^="^Drs:^^t%^»--^---^^

^Trfs"expeci?"tha°To-fessors Liebreich and Dujardin-Beaumetx

will be prSat the meeting. Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz wiU con-

tribute a paper on Phenacetm.

The following have promised papers.

Datisox. James. M.D. The Vine Treatment.

gS^^ V^TT-. {ii^^h:L:^;J:f^aU.e of ^,00^0,. . ^e ..

jS^f/Cidi;^: Klql^S.^S'^;!" iis Treatment.

kfbr J Vr. Douglas. M.B. Bath, a Tliermal Sp„.

JUc";.VAl.l.. A. 1).. M.D. Three Cases of I'o.-onmg.

Fkabsk. T. F.. M.D. The Treatment of Eczenra.

SECTION L.-LAIIYNGOLOGY AND RhINOLOGY.

Divinity Cta.'fs Roo7n.

l-ierVir Passages. To be opened by Dr. de Havilland Uall (Lon-

•^"^^^h^ "ti^^^f:^ Tt^atment of^ Xa^aJ^tenosis^^

be opened by Dr. Macintyre ^Glasgow) and Mr. Oeswell Baber

^^:V^'Ibem;rrhages from the Pharynx and L-^rynx and other

HiemOTrhages which simulate these. To be opened by Dr Percy

S?I n ulon) and Dr. Hodgkinson (Manchester^ (probablyV

(>"ewcastle-ou-TyneV
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The following papers have been promised.
JOHNSTONK. li. Mai-kcnzie, M.D. Account of a Case of Tumour of tlie Naso-

McDrii'K. p.. M.P.. Edinburgh. On ItaT-Fever and Allied Conditions.

MAt'INTVllK. J.. M.I), .\natoniical Demonstration of the I.aryns.

Nkwwax. D.. M.D. Two Cases of Complete Larjnigeal Stenosis produced by
Wounils of the Larynx in Attempted Suicides.

)Vaki>i-:>, C, M.D. (Title ofpaper not yet received.)

Members desirous of reading papers, or joining in the discus-

tions, are earnestly requested to communicate without delay with

the Secretaries of Ihe respective Sections.

Francis Fowke, General Secretary.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

PAEIS.
[from OUa OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

Antipi/rin in Eye Siuyery.—Balsam of Tolu as an Adjuvant to

Creosote.— Carelessness in Prescribing.—Epidemic of Pelada.

J^T the meeting of the Acadi?mie de Mt^decine on May 8th, M.

Grand Clement (of Lyons) communicated the results of his experi-

ments with injections of antipyrin in the temporal region in affec-

tions of the eye. He found that this acted rapidly and certainly

in relie'\'ing ocular i>ain, especially peri-orbital pain, and to a less

extent in ocular spasm. Speedy relief was also given in many
eases of keratitis, iritis, and glaucomatous irido-choroiditis ; the

injections were also useful in a case of old-standing hemicrania ;

of monocular hemeralopia, and in several cases of tics in the

orbicularis palpebarum, of anterior scleritis and sclero-choroid-

itis, and of floating bodies in the vitreous humour. M. Clement

has made over 300 injections in the temporal region of twenty-

five centigrammes of antipyrin, and half a centigramme of cocaine,

mi.xed with ten drops of distilled water. These injections were
never followed by aljscess, but they always caused slight swelling

at the seat of injection, which remained tender for eight or ten

days. (Jccasionally slight oedema of the eyelids was observed. M.
Clement attributes the successful results of the injections in part

to this subcutaneous derivation.

In the Union Medicate of April 22nd, Dr. Lasni(5e pointed out

the advantage of combining beech creasote with tolu balsam and
Xorwav pitch. Creasote, which is so useful in pulmonary and
laryngeal affections, is not always easily tolerated, sometimes
caii.-iing nausea and vomiting. It was therefore necessary to find

some means of neutralising these inconveniences. This has been

found in tolu balsam, the antispasmodic and anticatarrhal pro-

perties of which are well known, and which, together with Nor-

way pitch, forms an excellent and reliable remedy. After

numerous experiments the following formula has been adopted

by MJl.Trouette and Peret, pharmaceutical chemists, in their cap-

gules, called by them "gouttes livoniennes." I> .'i centigrammes

of pure beech creasote, TJ centigrammes of purified Norway
pitch, 7.V centigrammes of tolu balsam, to make one capsule. In

cases of little gravity, and when used as a prophylactic, two cap-

sules morning and evening are sufficient. In more serious cases,

one should begin with four capsules morning and evening,

increasing the dose if necessarj- up to twelve capsules a day.

After taking the capsules a little water or other liquid should be

swallriwed. and it is advisable to take them at meal times. When
the disorder is relieved, the use of the capsules sliould not be

suddenly abandoned, and it is also good to take some at the

commencement of winter, and at any change of season accom-
panied by damp weather.

Dr. Flocken, of Strasbourg, has lately been sentenced to nine

months imprisonment, Greiner, a chemist, to two weeks, and his

«s.sistant to two months. The latter was convicted of man-
slaughter through imprudence. He had made up a prescription

of Dr. Flocken's for two patients, but owing to the doses not hav-
ing been clearly indicated, death from poisoning occurred in both
cases. The twofold accident coming to the knowledge of the
luthorities of the town, the matter was thoroughly investigated
and the bodies exhumed. A ]ost-morte)n examination showed
that death had occurred through poisoning caused by overdoses
of the medicine prescribed.

An epidemic of pelada has recently broken out among the men
of the different lire-brigades in Paris. As many as 130 firemen

are at the present time attacked by the disease, but energetic

measures are being taken to quell it. All the bedding is to be

renewed in the various firemen's barracks.

VIENNA.
[from our own correspondent.]

Professor x-on Schrottefs Opinion on the Case of the Late Emperor.

—Letter from Professor Billroth on Sir Morell Mackenzie.

The Netie Freie Pres-te, of the 1.5th current, publishes at full

length the opinion which Professor von Schriltter gave as to the

case when he saw the illustrious patient at San Remo on Novem-
ber 9th. The following is a translation of the text :—" Professor

von Schriitter declares that, in his opinion, the new vegetation

(SpriessUng) is cancer, and that there is no doubt about it ; he,

therefore, "recommends complete removal of the whole of the

larynx. He. moreover, holds that an immediate operation would
be the most useful. He would, however, also consent to the oper-

ation being postponed, as the life of the Crown Prince could per-

haps be prolonged for some time by the application of other reme-

dies, and especially by tracheotomy. By complete removal of the

larynx the life of the "Crown Prince maj-" perhaps be saved, but the

operation is most dangerous. By means of other methods, par-

ticularly tracheotomy, life could only be prolonged."

The Neue Freie Presse of the same date also publishes the

following letter, addressed to it, by special request, by Professor

Billroth :—
" Vienna, March 27th, 1888,

" With reference to your request for my opinion on Mackenzie,

I can only reply that 1 have always warned people against passing

a judgment on a man who, as a physician, occupies so difficult a

position. I have never doubted the correctness of the diagnosis of

my Berlin colleagues, but I have also never been able to under-

stand what political reasons had made it necessary to communicate
this diagnosis to the whole world. It cannot be admitted that

Mackenzie with his vast experience has ever doubted the correct-

ness of this diagnosis. If he behaved in such a way as to imply

that he had some doubt about the correctness of this diagnosis,

this could only be owing to pressure from above or from motives

of humanity. '
I know such situations from my own experience.

One is not inclined to disapprove the statements of one's confreres,

but at the same time one is not inclined to tell the patient that

his malady is incurable, for the kno-mi -want of infallibility in

medical diagnosis is almost the sole ray of hope to the unfortunate

incurables. Falsehood in such cases becomes a moral act. The
entire behaviour of Mackenzie must, no doubt, be judged from

this point of view. He did as a man and a physician what was
still possible to be done when the unfortunate -word 'cancer' had
already been pronounced.
"In'much the same terms as these I have on different occasions

expressed myself as to Mackenzie's conduct. I ask you to con-

sider this as a private communication, at least until the sad

catastrophe has occurred in Berlin.—Yours most respectfully,
" Dr. Tu. BiLLROTU."

CORRESPONDENCE.

ARMY MEDICAL KESERTE OF OFFICERS.
Sir,—I think that your remarks in respect to the Army Jledical

Reserve of Officers are calculated to spread erroneous ideas as to

the causes of the formation of this particular class of officers. It

may be true that the necessity of this class has been hastened by

the" late cry of retrenchment, and by the opportunity of using

volunteer medical officers for home service if necessary, and so

freeing the Medical Staff of the army for more active service.
^

In

doing so the authorities have obviated the necessity of establish-

ing a large medical department, which would be uselessly large,

expensive, and over-numbered in time of peace. All they do is to

be prepared for times of emergency, and to have the Medical

Department ready in its effectivenes"s for any necessities which

may arise. Surel'y it is not unfair to ask the volunteer surgeons

to "help their Go'vernment. should national emergencies arise,

especially as the Royal Warrant tends to blend together the

medical "officers of tlie army with those in the new reserve, in

the same way as the reserve of combatant officers are associ-

ated with the regular officers of the army. Volunteer medical

officers have undoubtedly gained by the step accorded to them.
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and in no way do tlu> officers of the Medical Staff lose any privi-

'Ts5u''r.'rin'cr.rof invasion, the .regimental n>edi<^l

officer, wild be miuired to attend their regiments m the held;

but his applies only to a very lim.ted extent smce aU volunte

reiTiments have several medical officers, and most two at ttie

leS" conse uently, in case of need, there would he sufficient

officers r'adv to do regimental field work, and a surplus number

who would fairly be employed at the departmental centres where

most w°ork and aUention is required. Without some such supp e-

mentarwork as is proposed, the bulk of the medical service would

Trom necessity ineffective from paucity of the number of hose

officers who cou d be spared from the army staff, and it helioses

11 „ri ,irnfe<;sioii to be iealous of our honour, and to show

to the pub c itTea : that thl part of the army which affects our

interest's ready and prepared in its details should any grave

TJ^y'i^intthe idea of the reserve is the offspring of common

sense, and is conceived in the true desire to render the defences

of the countrj' effici.^nt in their medical arrangements, and t

woud be well if the country could be as well assured of the

Xencyof he commissariat and transport departments as it

mav hope to expect from its Medical Reserve of officers Such a

Reserve of officers was shadowed out by myself tliree or four years

^o and was favourably received by the press and commended by

X TwLX AVi.V«..- but it fell through until Us promulgation

last month under the Royal Warrant.

We volunteer medical officers do not want to flutter under an

army rankT but we have asked for our position to be recognised,

a™ tlS th^ authorities have graciously accorded though in a dif-

ferent way to that which the Volunteer Medical Association

alked ^Ve have, however, received army rank with all its privi-

Wes but we luive saddled ourselves with certain dut.es which

dolbiless would be so arranged, should the '^^ °f,
^"^F'' ^ "!^^ --

sitv for service ever arise, to meet each medical officers con>eni-

ence as far as would be consistent with the exigency of the need,

as would a"so be the distribution of the volunteers generally

''l?"Sd!leVusm^ical officers of the volunteer force do the

work which may be required of us rather than introduce into the

medicd ervice of the' country so large an influx of civilian ele-

ment as occurred during the last Crimean war; and it^ould be as

wellif the present volunteer medical officers entered into he pre-

Tent reserve with the same patriotic spirit as that which attraced

u, when, during the .^care of a possible war with Russia during

Lor^ Beaconsftdd's ministry, most of us volunteered to supple-

ment the Medical Staff, should Government require oiir ^er..ces

auring its continuanc.-! am,^et.^^^^
.Jic^lTeS.l'o^f 0°fS|rs.

and 1st Middlesex and Engineer \ olunteera, B.ii.

Junior Athenfeum Club.

SiB,-When the Royafwarrant was first issued, I was much

disposed to join the new reserve; but a little consideration

and consultation with several officers of large experience in my

district caused me to pause and to ask some questions before

takSg so important and, 1 may now add. so serious a ^tep Now

nearif two months ago I applied to the officer commanding my

reSment for a delinidon of the term, " great national emergency,

reS^e to in paragraph 4 of the Secretary of State's instructions

on the Warrant. The question in due course gravitated to the

Horse Guards, to the Director-General of the Army Medical

. peplrtment, and liually to His Royal Highness the Commander-

""'Aftefmuch <lelay and more than one reminder, 1 have, by

request of lI.K.lt. the Commander-in-Chief, been honoured with

the following' reply from the Director-Cieneral:

^
I has been decided that, if the National Defence Bill (read a

first time in the House of Commons) becomes law, the criterion of

a 'great national emergency' will bo the embodiment of the

""ThLs'information moy, 1 think, be of no small importance and

interest to brother medical officers who have jomed or who con-

template joining th.. new Army Medical Reserve of officers, to

my mind Ihe .U^iiiition is a most dangerous and venous one for

civil practitioners having large professiona and domes c responsi-

bilities. Armv Medical R-serve service might possibly sui a fevk

junior practit'ioners who have but little to risk, either profes-

Sly or domestically, and who long for mditary fame at an)

nrice but even they, 1 think, would do better to join the regular

El dtcal staff out a^d out than to. place themselves in a position

so uncertain and so insecure. It is, however, 1 take i'. tuew''-

v"cerof experienced medical officers of aiixiliar>- forces t ha the

Government wish to secure (as evidenced ^'y'^^rf^^^^^^l^
amination certificate being a necessar.y q"al>ficat on, and ,t is to

such men I reiieat. that the terms of the Royal W arrtint as at

prese.Ud"'fined,' might prove not only most disastrous, but even

"""Fo^r^example, if some colonial war. or even the scare of a

ConUnentaT^va;. were to occur and a few '-ttal ions of miht a

were embodied, no other legal authority would '-^J? '"/L'^
enable the Government to at once call out officer., of the Army

Medical Reserve, and to send them to any ^"ty- "^ ,'" '>"-y^
'l^f,

they might deem fit, utterly regardless, ot course, of all prnate

or professional inconvenience or sacrihce to them.

k, fact is. Government are endeavouring '« P[°"'i<'„^^;^
J^^^

sible great emergency without any cost to themseh es. ^ney seeK

to reduce the medical personnel of the army below an efficient

standard! regardless of Uie hardships of entailing an extra amount

of foreign dutv on tho.^e who are now serving in tlie regular

forces But "lest their device should be too transparent.

S^lr^ =s ^ ^^the^v^nf^f,3^

nlfficlj^t^Sst^Ut^X^^e^d^S^^s'^t^
natCofaireat national emergency has been a'''d^^ ™\"//":
with their e?es wide open, rush headlong into such needless and

'ti^Si^ht ^: I'old, as a medical body, either on professional

or milita'ry grounds, bv joining the Army Medical Reserve of

officer to hefp Government in opposing t'>''J^''^^°f^'^r,
the regular \rmy Medical Staff to have their rank and statu^

defiuTte y es abUshed and recognised in Her Majesty s Army, in

wMch they sl^uld always consider it an honour and a prnalege to

^TwiU only add that this letter is not written without much

cnnsYderation and careful investigation, and that in enunciating

my "i have had accorded to me the advantage of large and

'"^^^ 5^^'''"'^
experience.-! -- etc.,^^^

^^.^^,^,.^ p„^,,.

ASSOCIATIOX OF MEMBERS OF THE ROTAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEON'S. . , ^^

s™ -We enclose herewith the reply received hy us to the letter

adlSssed^ by our Committee to the Lord President ot the

^Te^mav add that Lord Randolph Churchill has consented to

receiv^ on Thursday morning, June -Jlst, a small deputation of

our Committee!in or'der to he° r their views as to the posi ion of

the Members of the Royal CoUege^t --.eon.-W e^are. etc..

Wm. Ashton Ellis.

June 20th. Honorary Secretaries, Association of M.R.C.S.

[G0,98L]
" Council Office. Whitehall,

" IGth June, 1S88.

" SiB -In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, on the sul^ect

a written reply to petitions on the subject of « Hu^'^tion ^ uc is

SELF-HELP FOR HOSPITALS

Sir -1 would ask space for a few words with reference to jour

";rl: not aut^i^i^^iJ^'hr^buse of charity that . am writ-

ing iurclrefl^on a'ccofint of t"e comparative costliness in m^ny

instances whiah attendance in out-patient ward, involves, as wen

''S^^^^:^^'^'i^^-- often pay. especiaUy in
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country .listricts. much more for travelling baekwanls ami for-

wards to a hospital than efficient attendance at their own homes

would cost. As for the risks, I need only instance a case where a

child with chest affection travelled seven miles to a hospital in an

ooen conveyance durius; inclement weather, and died in conse-

ciuence of the exposure ; all this distance was traversed for the

sake of a few grains of a hypophosphite in powder. Under such

circumstances as these 1 consider it nothin;^ less then homicidal

to encourat^e attendance, and the medical othcers would best show

their humanity by directing such poor persons to any efficient

self-supportint' dispensary in their own neighbourhood ; it would

be better, by ttie bye, if the amount of the subscriptions to these

institutions were increased, and if no unqualified person were

allowed to be in any way connected with them, unless it were

such medical students as had progressed well with their studies

and examinations. ,. , ju
Then the scale of payment to poor-law medical officers is very

inadequate : this is surely a fitting subject for some of the labour

representatives in the Commons to take up. The annual drmk

bill is still far too large, and 1 think a smallportionof the amount

might be worthily diverted for the purpose of medical relief.—

I

am, etc.,
W. L.

THE TRE.\TMEXT OF AURAL EXOSTOSES.
SiK,— In justice to Sir William Dalby, I feel it my duty to state

that on January 9th, 1875, 1 was present with him at an operation

for the removal of an exostosis from the ear.

The instrument he used was my dental engine, and I furnished

him with the drills employed on that occasion.

I have since assisted him in a similar manner on several occa-

sions.—I am, etc., Thomas Edgelow, M.R.C.S.,

Late Dental Surgeon, St. George's Hospital.

Savile Row, June 16th.

SETTIXG-Ur DRILL AND HEART DISEASE.

Sm,—It is with much satisfaction I see that a more rational

system of " setting iiD " young recruits is about to be introduced

into the army. Colonel Onslow, who has worked hard in this

direction, is 'entitled to much credit for his zeal ; but I hope the

labours of Surgeon-Major F. Arthur \)axy will not be overlooked.

Some years ago this otiicer wrote a pamphlet on the prevalence of

heart disease in the army, to which his attention had been called

at Xetley. Dr. Day)- made the system of " setting-up drill " the

subject of careful study, and in the brochure above referred to

demonstrated, on physio'logical data, the fact that this most mis-

chievous system was one of the chief factors in bringing about

first functional and then organic disease of the heart. As I have

elsewhere shown. Dr. Davy's observations failed to impress the

authorities with their importance. The late Dr. Fagge was one of

the first men of eminence in the profession who appreciated their

value. The militarj- authorities are now, it would appear, awake

on the subject, but there is reason to fear that in this, as in so many
other examples, the seed sown by one man is likely to be reaped

by another. To prevent this injustice, if this be po-ssible, is the

object of this letter.—I am, etc.,

W. C'AMruELL MACLEAN', M.D., Surgeon-General.

Woolston.

ENGLISH MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS IN THE GRISONS.

Sib,—I wrote last month to the proprietors of a large hotel at

Davos-Platz (to which I had been in the habit of recommending

patients), protesting against the pr3hibition of English practi-

tioners in the .Swiss Cantons. Since you have taken up the

subject, I thought the encloseil reply might interest you.—I am,

etc., Harrison Cripps.

Stratford Place, W.
Grand Hotel Belvedere, Davos-Platz,

Canton des Grisons, Suisse,

June 1.3th, 1888.

Sir,—We beg to apologise for the delay in answering your
favour of the 21st ultimo ; a short absence from home having
been the cause of it.

We deeply regret the action taken against your English col-

leagues in this country, and assure you the great majority of tlie

Swiss people disapprove of this shortsighted persecution, which is

caused entirely by the opposition the practice of English medical

men meets with on the part of some of the Swiss doctors. It

seems, however, that you are not quite correctly informed with

regard to this place (Davos-Platz), and we therefore take the

liberty of submitting to you the real state of matters, hoping

that "we may succeed to make you change your views to some

extent.
. , . _, ,

There are three English doctors practising in this Canton—the
Canton des Grisons—namely. Dr. Iluggard, in Davos-Platz; Dr.

Holland, in St. Moritz ; and Dr. Wise, in Maloja. Dr. Huggard

(see Medical Directory, London), now in practice here for the last

two years, has passed the Swiss medical examination at Geneva

in 1885, and possesses the .Swiss diploma, and, consequently, the

recent action taken by the Swiss authorities does not concern

him. But we are sorry to say, though he has fulfilled all that

they required of him for free ' practice in Switzerland, he was

looked at as an intruder, and was slandered in the most shameful

manner, with a view and intention to prevent his getting on in

the place. However, his English colleagues sent their patients to

him with letters addressed to him, and so Dr. Huggard got on

very well in Davos-Platz, in spite of the shameful persecution.

You will see clearly that, should you and all other English medical

men send no longer any English patients to Davos, Dr. Huggard

would be forced to give up his practice there, on account of his

colleagues in England, who would have just reached the contrary

result of what they wished.

Dr. Holland and Dr. Wise both did not pass the Swiss medical

examination, and, consequently, do not possess a Swiss diplorna

for practice ; the persecution of them was therefore directed in

another line ; they were denounced by Swiss doctors for illegal

practice, with a view of getting altogether rid of their competi-

tion. But you will be interested to hear that the highest authori-

ties of the Canton des Grisons, that is, the "Cantonal Grosse

Rath" (to whom, quite recently, when they were assembled in

Chur, Dr. Holland and Dr. Wise submitted their cases), did not

adopt the view of the Swiss medical profession, but granted the

right to practise to both the above-named doctors, without de-

manding of them to pass the Swiss examination.

Hoping you will pardon this long intrusion on your valuable

time, we have the honour to remain. Sir, yours very obediently,

CtE.9TEB Brothers.

*^* The matter is, as this letter states, now happily settled for

the moment in this locality by the judicious action of the Grosse

Rath, and we trust it will not arise again. There is at present no

established reciprocity between the English and Swiss registration

of duly qualified practitioners, but the legal machinery exists

under the Medical Amendment Act, 1886, and as a preliminarj' to

further action it might be well to put it in motion.

DR. APOSTOLIS TRE.ITMENT OF UTERINE FIBROIDS.
Sib,—There is such an amount of eviilence in favour of Dr.

Apostoli's method of treating uterine fibroids that, after hearing

that gentleman at Dublin last summer, and reading an account of

his process by Dr. Keith, of Edinburgh, I sent the latter gentle-

man a lady whose case I had laid before Sir Spencer Wells, and

before Dr. Apostoli himself before he went to America. The case

was a well-marked one of interstitial fibroid, the uterus being

much enlarged, or about the size of a small cocoa-nut or large

orange. The patient was under treatment in Edinburgh for about

sLx months, and puncture was made use of frequently. The result

has been some slight change for the better in the symptoms, but 1

cannot say that the size of the tumour has been lessened.

Of course, this is only one case, and I merely give it because ex-

perience is what is wanted, and I know the result in this case.—

I

am, etc.. C. R. Deysdale, M.D.,

June 14th. Senior Physician Metropolitan Hospital.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SE-WICES.

COMMITTEE ON ARMY ESTIMATES.
The third report of the Select Committee on Arniv Estimates; iasued tliis week
as a Parliamentarv paper, deals entirely witli Vote 4. which provides for the

medical establishment, pay, etc.. of the Army. The charge for non-effective

services paid out of Imperia'l funds reaches £ls2..i74. The Committee point out

that there has been an enormous increase of charge for the medical service of

the .\.rmv since the vear 1872. This increase is mainly accounted for bv

improved" rates of pay and by a large addition to the numbers of the Mediral

Staff Corjis. In conclusion the report says :—• It would appear from the fvid-

ence t'iven to vour committee by Sir Thomas Crawford that the civil and

militaiv authorities atthe War Ofiice recognise how very heavily t his enormous
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^^^^^^^SSm^m MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.
y tu.ul«, aort are nmking ™;'"' '°

"'V' ffict-rs. and by eiteusiou

^7n-effectivc. charges by the r-'i^P "^^ S r T omU C^wtord anl Mr Kno.

of the term of foreign service by one year =^ ^^ ,^^ «".'"<»»•
""'f';'':

«tjite<i to vour committee that tne 1°""' '"
, (nrciim service, except \m n

S^sj-rr sr^?o?-^Sr-^-^^^k:;^.^"^^

et», :Vd''5>^;S of-SilJ^mllnt' rr^uire the immediate consideration o<

the Secretary of State.

CHAIR OF V?"Scv~S-in the Jovrnal of

ARMV MKmcA.1. Depabtmest «7'tr^,i^}°;^\.""ofPt""e service in regard to the

May 2«1. has accunitely described the fee^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^ the Cha.r of

nroVosed awoi",t"'"'t of n^f; f/..S;;^7;Xrt ' for that purpose In the first

by^ene at Netley, and h>s being seconae
Crawford, would be a

plL-e8n.h an ''PPo'"""™''.'' rtfof former pupils of the school who have

eUght upon the many hundreds of former pu^
^^^^ hold university

parsed through the
P^'^'-'f' i^°XMar.ton have studied pract cal m.h-

Lnours in chcnnstry. and.
""''i''."':,- i^^ll climates, and not in the head-

tJirv hygiene with soldiers for 5 e.''" ."',"„'•
Marston has spent at least

quYrterl'lfficcs of .he leP'^rtment ^'" « '^*„J^-(^rappointment in London,

twcntv years. Dr. Marston. onthe suppresaon f^
^^^ ^^.^ ^^^,^ ^„„,„

was ordered on foreign service "jje "S now s
^^^ ,.^^ j^^ P'°S°H"^i

spell of home service out of his turn wmie run ^ v
^^ ^^^ ^^^ Medical

and take up the latt^-r when >* ^uit' h™- ^h"'
^^^^^. £7.000 a year. In

School is now trembling in «
"''^^'''Xomv this appointment should be con-

the interest of tte <l^P'\rt">f'» ^"^tf^^^i^'oractife habits, with a practical

ferred on some officer of ">e executive graae
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^

knowledge of »"Wi"'"K' \f'^°'l*7„„iverdty in the present day. Severa

assistant. lIvBi™V» t«"f'^*'°^"?cience which Deputy Surgeon-Genera

officers hold tlie diploma of
^f"''''"^^^fj^f^i^lng a short practical course of

f^e^r? ^Sd d":!L-on'^s^rSl-or[haZt'Vent'iemak referred to, however excel-

lent he may be in other respects.

EXAMINATIONS oV^^^^ PROMOTION TO

ACOKH.SPo™.K. asks: Hov^^l^^g-es«t.^.j^^-^^^

^-ea^h^uJ^^^{^^eS£ty»^ ,,^„

pro'mo.ion;butfailure.opassifunfair^yu^^^^^^^^

moral weapon against individuals. We cann
laminations needs to

-r^:::^:^;t:»r:-^:Strd:f an advantage tothe

public service.
"

MEDICO-LEGAL ANDJIEDICO-ETHICAL.

mMK N.VME.
•,„= Tamer "Blank" M.D.Lond., has been in prac-

A COBBESPOSDEUT writes: Jam"
f^'^' ,.^ars under the designation of

hasbeen practising in the same,.™n^^^^^^^^^^
hiU been practising in the -m'=..'"-V.?;,r«drora side street to one

surgeon. .A few weeks ago_^Mr.__
^
Bla^^^^J™"^,^ ,hename of Dr. " Blank,

of tni

,„,,oon. A few w"eeks ago «-j: ^^^-^^^ ""^up hename o? Dr. " Blank."

of ,Remain thorough.̂ res of he tovvi^^^^andput^uv^^ ^ ^,^^ ^^,^„

Of course a considerable """'"er ot peit
.. ^ amount of annoy-

ha. always been recognised as Dr. Blank .,»" S y p ^j^hes to know
ance and inconvenience .s caused Jam. «^a^";{„,„

assuming the title

can he prevent John" Blank, M.K.C.S. and i^.a
.

,„t ^^ that, what
of "Dr.," and how he is to proceedif he ca"^ ^ ^ ^ ^j^ down without

other course ought he to adopt, if any. or is he oDiigi

any attempt to vindicate his position^
obtainable under the 40th Sec-

... u is possible that a conviction would h oWa^nabl^^
^^_^^ ^^^^^^^^^

S t \=u^grLnd'L "hetrVpon tJ ,uestion o c^ondent

21e'-,!;t''h ranl"s.A. and M.K.C.S., but he also^^^^f^;^ ^^^^^^^

itected (see Springhead Spinning Company v. R.ley. 6 L. It. Eq., p. 6,^).

•with energy and distinction.

Umcemties (Scotland) Bill.- i.heTei,on<ji Marqim
ceived. Several further

^^f'",^"'^' ^^S moved that the

of Lothian, were agreed
^"•-/^^^li^jf'jcolleges nominated to

number of the representatives of "™
?;^«'i,^°"e|ceed four. The

serve upon a Universi y ^ourt shouW not excec
^^ ^,^_^^^

amendment was agreed to--The tarl o K )t, , ^^^^^j,^

moved to insert a new
^^^^^f

"°"
^'Yt ?haU seem requisite for

sioners to make arrangements where t shall seem q

the due representation of the V ™olei^^ng body of affiliated

body of alfeliated colleges and of
^H^^^^^'T^^^to the circum-

coUeges in the University Court havmgregara
^^ ^^^

stances of each particular case to the rela^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^

University and the col ege of the
^^l^^^%f\^^ connection pro-

proceeding to graduation, to 'he nature 01 i^

^^^^ ^ ^^^^
posed to be established, and to the P^'TOses lor wn _^^
Lntation is desirable.-The amendment

^^^^^^X jG, page 13.

Marquis of Lothian moved the mswtion in «. f^
6^^^^.

afterline24,of.the following new subs^cUon ^ ; ^.^ ^^_
of the said University college .^^"^S ^JWiMea ^^ ^^^_
versity, to regulate 'he time, place and ma^er 01

^^^

tion of the assessors to be elected for t^^^^^
J^^^ ,^ ^^.

General Council and oj t^e^^enat^is Aca
Commissioners

versity after such affiliation, ^'"^''„/'''
„'°"iently may be after

shall appoint to take P'f« ^^i/„",°° S:,'^^ e shlll dJmit office

such aflihation, and t^ie assessors then in ^^^
^

iVe^^t': t:he1\t^barameXnTs%ad been inserted in th.

Bill, the report was agreed to^

SOUSE pF_ CO-yfO^S^-On aauseG of the
Magisterial ^

-;^«(;«--/^,rof Qu^Sessions as to Visiting

Local Government Bill (Powers 01 v;uHr
jj^gnt retaining

Lunatic Asylums) Mr. Lbighton 5?°;ed an amen
^^

to single magistrates the
P°7;^*l!l'"y,°°rhoCht Tt would be ex-

visiting l""atic asylums -Mr Ritchie tho^^^^^
^^ ^ ^

tremely likely to lead to friction 11 everj m g
tHought it

had a"^ right to visit the l"°f"<= ^^^^^^efsessions^ ^ have
advisable that a Judicial body 1 ke quarter ses

^^^^^^
the power of visiting t>^easylum.s and report

g^ n^agistrate

abuses existed ; but It would be ^nadvi^abe^^

as an individual, and not as a ^^^"""^ .
j visiting paupers

the asylums. Guardians had a foc^..«fa»rf^w b^K^
^^^

from their own unions which magistrates^ Oia V
^^^^^^^^

matter was further discussed with t\« result tnai
^

was withdrawn and the clause
^fS^'^^ll™-^^ FakQCHABSON

The Medical S^vtce of ^r'f';'^.'^"'^1^^
colonies whether it

asked the Under-Secretary of f^^f./°".f' t',e colonv of British

was the ease that the Court of ^°
«^^.i°* "he Secretarj- of State

Guiana had passed a «^°l^t«^,,S °?^^^^^^^ Estates Hos-

for the Colonies to remove t'?';*\;'^''=^Lo„P f the Court of Policy

pitals from his office; ^,^etherth.» action ottn
_^^ ^^^

^as traceable to a report "^ade by that ofccer m
^^ ^^^

duties which yas considered to hay munouj
^^^^^^^

planters and whether it was the i^'^^'*""" ";..„„. invpotieating

?an°\o"comply with tliis demand at present without m^^ -g

the correctness or otherwise o^^^''^, ^7K7°o^bined Court had
report.-Baron H. De Worms said V^a' ^he comome

^^^

passed a resolution of the "at^re infate^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

Court was understood to be the
^f^^'^„ "li.j^h the officer had dis-

part of the members ^^'^.t^ef^anner n wh^h tl eo
^^ ^^^^^

charged the duties of his office, and ParY^^manj

Utements in an official ^-^.P"^ i"„f
^ ^^^mpToj^^^o^^

sidered to have reflected unju tl> on the empmj
^^^^.ti^g

labour. The Secretarj- of Sta^e had recei e
^^^^ i„ t^e

statements ^"PP""'"? '^'l„S",f?J^VS at a eo^dusion as to

report that he ^oud "be unable to arrut ai
^^^^^ ^^^

th^eir correctness -'^l^^'^l^^'^^l^^ZVii^^rUnce to justi^

Sut^ofto^Xrat'^X^ntL^^^^^^^^^^^
Tuesday, June 19th. „-
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whether it would sell the site of the disused battery on the Bayle

at Folkestone for the jubilee hospital, said the matter was not

yet decided ; if sold it would be sold by auction.

Briti'!h Medical Practitioners in SwitzcrlaJid. — In the

unavoidable absence of Dr. Farquuahson, Mr. Causton
asked the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs whether he

had any further information to give the House as to the result of

the negotiations he had been carrying on with the Swiss Govern-

ment regarding the rights of English doctors to practise in that

country.—Sir J. FEBdrssoN said he was glad to say that matters

had assumed a more hopeful appearance. There was reason to

expect that temporary measures would be adopted by certain

cantonal authorities "by which British physicians would be

enabled to practise, and he hoped that a permanent and reciprocal

arrangement might be arrived at.—Mr. Causton asked whether it

was probable that the more favourable arrangements would apply

to the whole of Switzerland.—Sir J. Ferqusson said there were
considerable difficulties in the way, but no possible effort would
be spared to procure such a satisfactory arrangement.

OBITUARY.

THOMAS HARRINGTON TUKE, M.D., F.R.C.P., Etc.
Thomas Haebington Tuke, whose death we announced last

week, was the son of Edward Francis Tuke, M.D., of Bristol,

whose professional life was devoted to the treatment of lunacy.

He was bora on June 13th, 1826. He studied medicine at St.

George's Hospital and at Edinburgh, and also visited Paris, be-

coming Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1847, M.D. of

St. Andrews in 1849, and Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians

of Edinburgh in 1858. He was elected Fellow of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians, London, in 1878.

Dr. Tuke has throughout his career been identified with the
treatment of insanity. In 1846 he took charge of the Manor
House, Chiswick, founded by his father, and by successive en-

largements and alterations much improved it, adding nearly
eighteen acres to the original grounds.

In January, 18.52, he married Sophia Jane, second daughter of

Dr. John ConoUy, of The Lawn, Hanwell, his distinguished teacher

and kind friend. His professional career was in every way a

highly successful one, his practice being large both as a consult-

ing physician and at Manor House, which became well known as

one of the leading private asylums in this country, and always
maintained a very high reputation. Active, public-spirited,

and full of interest in professional and public questions. Dr.

Tuke took a leading part in the organisation and scien-

tific progress of his department of medicine. He was a member
of many foreign societies, and was for several years secretary of

the Medico-Psychological Society. He was a prominent witness
before the Select Committees of the House of Commons on amend-
ment of the Lunacy Law. He was the author of several papers
on general paralysis and on criminal responsibility, and otherwise
a frequent contributor to the Journal of Mental Science, as well
as to the Bkitish: Medical Journal, in which his last contribu-
tion was published, being a very interesting paper on the trial of

the Rev. GUbert Cooper, and the question of criminal responsi-
bility involved therein (Jouenax, November 26th, 1887 ; January
14th, 1888).

He took a prominent part in most of the causes cttebres in

lunacy which have been tried during the last thirty years, espe-
cially in the Windham case, the case of Lady Mordaunt, the
Bravo, the Townley, and the O'Connor cases. In the last case, it

will be especially remembered that his foresight and prudent
warnings after the release of this boy from prison put the autho-
rities on their guard against a probable renewal of his insane
wanderings to Buckingham Palace, and brought to Dr. Tuke the
honour of a letter of thanks from the Home Secretary for the
public service which he had rendered. Dr. Tuke was the first to
introduce nasal feeding of tlie insane. His contributions to the
literature of psychology and his general attitude in courts of law
and in communications with leading officials before the commit-
tees of the House of Commons were always of a kind honourable
to himself and his profession, humane in the protection which
they suggested to the insane, and calculated to bring the law
into better accord with the advancing knowledge of psychological
physicians.

In private life hia marked amiability of character, gentleness,

and generosity secured for him the affection of a wide circle of
friends. In the board-room of St. George's and at the hospital
he was always a welcome figure. His annual reunions of the old
students and staff of the hospital on the eve of the opening of
each successive .session had become a sort of social institution,
and afforded an annual meeting-ground for old friends and early
associates, of which a large number of old St. George's men did
not faU annually to avail themselves. His death leaves a void
which will not easily be filled, and he will long be mourned by a
large circle of professional friends, to whom throughout life

he had greatly endeared himself. Few men have made so
many friends in the course of a long professional life, and it

may be said of him that, having made many friends, he never
lost them.
He was buried at Chiswick on June 13th. His health had been

failing for some weeks before his death, which was due to pul-
monary disease. His end was quiet and peaceful. He leaves
seven sons—two of whom follow in the same department in the
medical profession—and a daughter.

MISS ALICE FISHER.
Many members of the profession will have heard with deep
regret of the death of Miss Alice Fisher, which occurred on June
3rd, at the Philadelphia Hospital, U.S.A., of which institution she
had been for nearly four years Lady Superintendent of Nurses.

Miss Fisher entered the Nightingale Home, St. Thomas's Hos-
pital, as a probationer, in January, 1875, and after a year's training
was sent as home sister to take temporary charge of the nurses at
the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh.

In the following year Miss Fisher was appointed matron of the
Fever Hospital, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and held that post until her
election in 1878 as matron of Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge.
There she remained four years, during which time the nursing of

the hospital was completely remodelled, a training school es-

tablished, and nurses supplied to the members of the University
and residents in the town. The advantages, alike to the hospital,

the nurses, and the public which followed the adoption of the
latter plan, were so great that it has been indirectly the cause of

the foundation of institutes for the supply of nurses to the public
in connection with many of the metropolitan hospitals.

Feeling that her special work at Addenbrooke's was done, and
that the system which she had introduced could well be carried

on by others. Miss Fisher accepted an invitation from the
governors of the Radcliffe Infirmary, at Oxford, and subsequently
another from the committee of the Birmingham General Hospital,

to take charge of the nursing departments there.

At both places the same untiring energy, which was one of her
chief characteristics, led to important improvements being effected

in the system of nursing.
In October, 1884, Miss Fisher left England to undertake the

duties of superintendent of nurses at the Philadelphia Hospital.

In America, owing to the greater publicity of official life in any
sphere, Miss Fisher's work soon attracted general attention. This
was at first due to her calmness and heroism in saving the lives of

many of the inmates of the lunatic wing of the hospital during a

fire which occurred shortly after her arrival there.

Subsequently she succeeded, as she had pre\'iously done at

Cambridge, in interesting all classes in the work of the hospital,

which became almost a popular resort with the ladies of Phila-

delphia, who attended her lectures on nursing in large numbers.
In the few years she was there a large traimng-school for nurses
sprang up, and an impetus was given to the improvement of

nursing which has been felt almost throughout the United States.

The American papers were enthusiastic in her praise, and she

received applications from all parts for admission to the nursing
home.
In the midst of her work she has been cut off by death, due to

an affection of the heart which had troubled her for some time,

and for which, as one of her physicians said, " she had worn out
all power of compensation by overwork." Her interest in the

hospital was maintained to the last, and when too ill to walk, she
was wheeled through the wards in a Bath chair.

Miss Fisher was in many respects a remarkable woman ; of com-
manding presence, sympathetic in manner, widely read, especially

in the best English "literature, and herself the author of several

works of fiction showing much insight into human motives. She
exercised a great influence for good over all with whom she waa
brought into contact. As a hospital administrator she had few
equals, and every institution with which she was connected still
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impairment of health, misfortuaes that might be averted by early

removal to healthy surroundings.

MEDICAL NEWS.

Ju

IMEDICAL VACANCIES.
The following Vacancies are announced

:

BOROUGH OF BKADFOKD.—Medical Officer of Health. Salary, £oOO per

annum. Applications by June 30th to the Chairman of the Sanitary Com-
mittee.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, Fulham Road. S.W..—Resident Medi-

cal Officer. Salary. £tiu per annum, with board and residence. Applications

by July 4th to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST. Victoria

Park. E.—Assistant-Physician. Applications by July 12th to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, Victoria

Park, E.—Pathologist. Salary, 100 guineas per annum. Applications by
July 12th to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, Victoria

Park, E.—Resident Clinical Assistant. Applications by July 12th to the

Secretary.

DONCASTER GENERAL INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY.- House-Sur-

feon. Salary, £100 per annum, with board and residence. Applications by
uly 5th to the Honorary Secretary.

DUFFUS PAROCHIAL BOARD.—Medical Officer. Salary, £35. ApplicationB

by June 23rd to John NicoU, Esq.. Inspector of Poor, floperaan, N.B.

DUNDEE ROYAL INFIRMARY.—Resident Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary,

£60 per annum. Applications by June 27th to D. Gordon Stewart, Esq.,

Solicitor, Dundee.

EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Shadwell. E.—Resident
Clinical Assistant. Board and lodging. Applications by June 28th to the
Secretary.

EAST SUFFOLK AND IPSWICH HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £30
per annum, with board, lodging, etc. Applications by July 10th to the
Secretary.

EDINBURGH CITY' POOR HOUSE. Craiglockhart.—Resident Medical Officer.

Salary. £80 per annum, with board. Applications by June 25th to Mr.
G. Greig. Inspector, City Parish Chambers, 2, Forrest Road, Edinburgh.

EVELINA HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, Southwark Bridge Road.—
Surgeon to Out-patients. Applications by June 25th to the Committee of

Management.
GLASGOW HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.—Assistant House-Surgeon.

AppUcations to M. P. Fraser, Esq., 91. West Regent Street, Glasgow.

KENT COUNTY ASYLUM, Barming Heath, Maidstone. — Third Assistant
Medical Officer. Salary, £120 per annum, with apartments, etc. Applica-
tions by June 30th to the Superintendent.

LONDON THROAT HOSPITAL, 204. Great Portland Street, W.—House-
Surgeon. Applications by June 27th to the Secretary of the Medical Com-
mittee.

PARISH OF EDDRACHILLIS. Sutherland.—Salary, £150 per annum, with
free house. Applications by July 15th to Mr. A. R. Cowie, Inspector,
Scourie by Larg, N.B.

PARISH OF KIRKMABRECK. Kirkcudbrightshire—Medical Officer for the
Poor. Salary. £35 per annum. Applications by July 14th to Mr. J. Carson,
Inspector of Poor, Creetown, N.B.

PARISH OF LOCHS. Stornoway.—Medical Officer. Salary, £140, house and
rates free. Ax>plication3 by June 23rd to H. McL. Ross, Inspector of the
Poor, Lochs, Storsoway.

PARISHES OF PENNYGOWN AND TOROSAY.—Medical Officer. Salary,
£100 per annum. Applic^ations by July 3rd to Mr. A. McDougall, Inspector
of Poor. Auchnacraig, Oban. N.B.

PRISON COMMISSIONERS. SCOTLAND.—Resident Surgeon for one of Her
Majesty's prisons in Scotland. Salary. £200 per annum, with residence or
allowance. Applications by June 25th to the Secretary, Prison Commission
for Scotland, 130, George Street, Edinburgh.

HAMSGATE AND ST. LAWRENCE ROYAL DISPENSARY AND SEA-
MEN'S INFIRMARY.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary. £120 per annum,
with furnished apartments , etc. Applications by June 23rd to the
Secretary.

SURREY DISPENSARY. Great Dover Street, Southwark.—House-Surgeon.
Salary, £120, and furnished apartments. Election on June 26th.

WESTPORT UNION.—Medical Officer, Westport No. 2 and Louisburgh No. 2
Districts. Salary, £39 per annum, and fees. Election on June 24th.

WEST SUSSEX. EAST HANTS. AND CHICHESTER INFIRMARY.—House-
Surgeon. Salary, £100, with board and lodging. Applications by June 30th
to the Honorary Secretary, E. Arnold, Esq.. White Hall, Chichester.

WOLVERHAMPTON AND STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL HOSPITAL.—
Resident Assistant. Board and lodging, etc. Applications by June 25th
to the Chairman of the Medical Committee.

WORCESTER GENERAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 per
annum, board and residence. Applications by July 9th to the Secretary,
Worcester Chamber, Pierpoint Street, Worcester.

MEDICAL APPOrNTMBNTS.
AlfDEBSON, W. A.. M.B., CM. Edit!., appnintefl Assistant Medical Officer to the

Bucks County Lunatic Asylum, vice H. L. Grant, M.B., C.M.Kdin., re-
signed.

Bbowk, John. M.D.CGlaagow), appointed Physician to the Anderson's College
Dispensary, Glasgow.

Campbeli.. S. G., M.D.Edin., M.R.C.S.Bng., appointed Surgeon to the Ander-
son's College Dispensary, Glasgow.

Jones, Hugh K., M.A., M.B., B.C. (Cantab.), B So.(Lond.), appointed Surgeon
to the Liverpool Corporation Water^vorks, Llanwddyn.

Kesnedy, John, L.H.C.P.. L.K.C.S.Ed., appointed Physician to the Anderson's
College Dispensary, Glasgow.

Mac.vab. All.an J., M.R.C.S.. L.E.C.P., appointed Ophthalmic Clinical Assistant

to King's College Hospital.

Manbv, E. p., M.B., M.R.C.S., appointed Resident Medical Officer to the Chel-

sea Hospital for Women, vice E. G. Peck, M.R.C.S., resigned.

Mabtin, Sidney, M.D.Lond., M.K.C.P., Pathologist to the City of London Hos-
pital for Diseases of the Chest, Victoria Park, appointed Assistant-Physician

to the Hospital.

Pekky, W. J., F.K.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond.. appointed Assistant-Surgeon to
King's College Hospital, vice W. Rose, M.B., F.R.C.S., resigned.

Ritchie, John, M.B., CM.(Glasgow), appointed Consulting Surgeon to the
West of Scotland Convalescent Seaside Home, Dunoon, N.B., vice James
Denniston, M.D., resigned.

Rose, Vf., M.B.Loud., F.E.C.S., appointed Surgeon to King's College Hospital.

Seal, C E., M.E.C.S., L.R.C.P., appointed Clinical Assistant to the 'Westem
Fever Hospital, Fulham.

Shaw, P. F., L.R. C.P.Ed.. L.F.P.S., L.M., appointed Surgeonto the Anderson's
College Dispensary, Glasgow.

Stark, J. Nigel, M.B., CM.Bdin., appointed Surgeon to the Anderson's Col-

lege Dispensary, Glasgow.
Sydenham. G. F., M.R.C.S., L.S.A.. appointed Medical Officer to the Dulverton

Union (No. 1 District) and Workhouse, Somerset.

Death of Miss Clugston.—Miss Beatrice Clugston, so well
known in Glasgow and the West of Scotland for her philanthropic

efforts on behalf of the sick poor, died at Ardrossan on June 4th,

at the age of 61. From early womanhood her life was wholly
spent in devising means to relieve and comfort the suffering, and
her name will always be identified with the institutions she

founded and the successful bazaars she promoted to provide funds
for their maintenance. Miss Clugston was the originator of the

Dorcas Society in connection with the Royal Infirmary. She
founded the Convalescent Home at Leuzie, and by a bazaar raised

£6,750 for its maintenance. By a second bazaar she raised £5,000,

of which £3,000 were given to the Sick Children's Hospital, and
the balance is now held by the Glasgow magistrates and council

in trust for the Dorcas Societies in connection with the Belvidere,

Knightswood, and Govan Fever Hospitals. Miss Clugston's third

great bazaar realised £8,500 to establish a convalescent home at

Dunoon. Her fourth bazaar was for the Broomhill Home for In-

curables, and realised £14,000 ; while by her latest effort she

raised over £10.000 for the benefit of these two homes. In Novem-
ber, 1876, Miss Clugston was presented with £3,000 as a mark of

the esteem and honour in which she was held by the community,
and recently some of her friends purchased an annuity for her by
which, her private means being exhausted, she was enabled to live

in comparative comfort. Although she had been for some time
in failing health she continued to take a keen interest in the

welfare of the various institutions organised under her super-

intendence.

Pebsentation to Db. Talfourd Jones.—After being connected
with the Breconshire Infirmary for twenty-two years, first as

House-Surgeon for six years, and then as Physician for sixteen

years. Dr. Talfourd Jones recently resigned his appointment there,

and removed to Eastbourne for the benefit of his health. The
committee of the infirmary appointed Dr. Talfourd Jones con-

sulting physician, and passed a resolution of thanks in recognition

of his " very valuable and efficient professional services " rendered

to the hospital and the public. The governors and subscribers to

the Breconshire Infirmary, and other friends, subsequently raised

a testimonial, which was presented to Dr. j?alfourd Jones early

this month. We may add the expression of our hope that in the

more genial climate of the South Coast, Dr. Jones, who is a past-

president of the South Wales and Monmouthshire Bran:h, may
shortly be completely restored to health.

Theeatbned Water Famine at Liverpool.—In consequence

of the scanty rainfall during the last twelve months, the water in

store in the Liverpool reservoir at Rivington Pike is less than half

the usual amount, and the supply to the city is turned off for

eighteen hours out of the twenty-four. The usual quantity of

water is, however, expended for flushing the sewers and other

sanitary purposes, water from the Mersey being employed to some
extent. To this must be attributed the fact that the dearth of

water seems to have no ill effect on the public health. The death-

rate for the week ending June 9th was 14.7 per 1,000, being 1.9

below the rate recorded a fortnight before, and which was stated

to be the lowest on record.
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Ukivebsity College Hospitai.-A public dinner in aid of the

funds of this charity was held on Tuesday last at the Hotel Metro-

po"e, Lord Ilerscliell presiding. Lord Ilerschell, in speaking of the

claims of this hospital, said that a scheme was on foot for re-

Sng the hospital, and he trusted ^hf* ^-''f /.•^'^T'f« f^°°f'
which must be before long, they would, with the aid of the

public, have a building whfeh would betit the great work which

tC institution was doing for the people of London inie total

amount of donations in connection with the festival ^vas an-

nounced to be upwards of £1,900. „ ,. , ^^ i

A CENTENAWAN.-The death of a veteran Polish officer named

Kurkovski is reported from Makoff. It is said that it can be

clearly proved that he was born in 1772, and fought under

^T^'c^onseVnce of the death of the German Emperor, the la^ng

of the foundation stone of the new hospital, to be built in West

Ham, by the Duke of Cambridge, arranged for June 23rd, has been

^°THE'sheffield guardians have unanimously voted £2.5 to Dr. O.

P. Godfrey, medical officer to the workhouse, for extra services

during the epidemic of small-pox.

DURY FOR NEXT WEEK.

TBBSDAV.
EOTAI College ot Physiciahs of LoNcoji, .i P.M.-Dr. Donald M.vcAtoter:

The Croonian Lectures on Antipyretics.

WEONESDAir.
rnTiror of State MEDIcraK, Burlington House. 4 p.m. — Sir Enbert Raw-
COLLEOE OF ="^j5^^^^™'^

j3 ; The Rife and Progress of Sanitary Engineering

within the Present Century.

British Gvx.ECOLOoiciL Societt. 8..30 p.M.-Specimens will be exhibited by
URITI3B ui.-.

^^ pa„c.„urt Dames, Dr. Granville Bantock, Mr. Lawson Tait.

Dr. Richard Smith. Dr. Manst-ll Monllin. and others. Dr.

Henrv T Rutherford: Case of Uterine Fibroid successfully

treated by Electricity. Dr. C. D. Sherrard :
Retroversion of

the Gravid Uterus .at the Fourth Month. Council, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY.
Public Health MmicAL Societt. 6.4.5 p.M.-Council's Report and Balance
ruBLic ri

^^^^^ Election of Officers. Election of Council. Dinner.

Neubological Society oeLoki>on. National Hospit.d for the P^^^'v^f ^nf
Epileptic, Queen Square. Bloomsbury, 8..50 >•"—^^•^.'^"V„ JMU FRS. On the plan of formation of the Spinal and

Cran'i'al Nerves, together with suggestions on the ongin of the

Central Nervous System. Professor bchafer. F.K.S.. wdl ex-

hibit photographs o"f certain monkeys' brains recently shown to

the Society.

FRIDAY.
HOTJO. College OF Physicians of Loitdok, 5 p.M.-Dr. Donald Mac Alister :

The Croonian Lectures on Antipyretics.

QVERIE8.

ASTISEPTIC FOB MinWIVES. u.l. ••••h^t
DL'?PF-(3ARY SmiGEOS asks : Would any of your readers tell mc what U «"•??«

ant^'sept^ctoVeronimendfortheuse of midwives to » 'J'»P«"»'y ' ^^^.
being efficient it should be sale and not unpleasant for commoa use, and inei

pensive. Creollne has been suggested.

Medical Practice im Italy.

F R M S writes : 1 recently saw a letter in the JoUBXAL stating «'»' "7'^'
men with British qualiflitions are permitted to attend ?"''«?.'»"»' y»*"^ir

Suutrj'men residing in Italy without holding »"? Jt^""" ^l';?''^'*^
'w is it^v oermission from the Italian Government required, and. if so. how isit

"wai^™ Could a medical man with somewhat delicate chest, who can bear

moJeratV heat or cold when not accompanied by damp, and who has a private

C^conreof£!Mto£^lMayear.add a few hundreds a year to his inoomebv

pr^a sing h Florence, or Milan, or some other suitable town where English

LTouri "Which would be the best place ? Coast towns do not suit him owing

?]^ the damn aTc there any works on the climatology of the European

™un ries or 'anv of them) bordering on the Mediterranean pvlng minute

particuTar,'"as to 'the maximum and minimum
'•'-fn''"f!;f.-[*"^S''"^„',^^Si

etc > The advantage of reciprocal privileges of pract sing m Continental

^, is an additional argument in favour of State examinations which would

be, mutually recognised by the States as conferring these pnyileges.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for mserting announcemmts of Births. Marriages, and Deaths U Ss. 6d..

which shouli beforwarded m stamps with the annomcetnent.

BIRTHS.

HoETS —On May .Ird, at Yass. New South Wales, the wife of Alton Kingsley

Hoets. M.H.'C.S.Eng., of a daughter.

Pabkhill -On June 13th, at Church Gresley, Burton-on-Trent. the wife of

Saml. J. Parkhill, M.D., of a daughter (premature and stillborn).

DEATH.

Bbickwell.—At Sawbridgeworth. where he commenced practice in 1829. John

Brickwcll, M.R.C.S.E., a^ed 80. Friends please accept this intimation.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

CoMMtnncATiONS respecting editorial matters should be addressed to the Editor,

429 Strand. W.C. London ; those concerning business matters noivdelive^

of the Journal, etc.. should be addressed to the Manager, at the Office, 429.

l/oTder to' avoid "de°lay. it is particularly requested that »" '"""fis ""
'J;®

editorial business of the Journal be addressed to the Editor at the office of the

Journal, and not to his private house.
, , . ., t,„„„o„ Tir,r,Mo.i

Authors desiring reprints of their articles published in the British Mepical

Journal, are requestol to comniunicate beforehand with tlie Manager, i-w,

CORRfspONi.KNTS who wish notice to be taken of their communications should

authenticate them with their names-of course not necessarily for puhlicatiou.

Correspondents not answered are requested to liwk to the Notices to i.orrB-

spondenl.s of the following week. .„„~, ,rr
Manuscripts forwarpeo to the Office of this Journal cannot undkb urz

circumstances he returned. r><i!«o~
Public Health Dep*rtment.-Wc shall be mneh obliged to Medical Offloere

of Health If they will, on forwarding their Annual and othorBeports. faYom

'us with Viipii'vte Copies.

AKSWERS.

Treatment of Wound of Leo.
. „ .. , , ..^

Mr Augustus Clay (Senior Casualty Surgeon. Queens ."o'l"'"'' »5* *"it:
tent Surgeon; Orthopaedic and Spinal Hospital. Birmingham) '^'"^ I"

Slower to the Querv put by " S. H. J." as to the treatment of a wound of the

^frmly I conStly recommend strapping as ordinarily ?PP''«i t" "'^"
of the leg The strapping should extend at least three inches above and

^low the'^wound, and the feg should then be bandaged over the strapping as

htlTuD as the knee If thil does not have the desired effect quickly, the

w.fund^should be lusted with powdered boracio acid, and the strapping ap-

plied as above.

Treatment of Webbed Fingers.

Mn Augustus Clay also writes :—In answer to the question m to the t>e>t

ooeration for webbed fingers, may I say that where the webbed condition

?s^ n^t
™

e o any osseous or deeper tissue coalescence but merely » P™l°ng«-

tlon of the skin, I believe Didofs operation is undoubtedly the best, judging

h^ Us ultimate results This, as ^^ur correspondent may know, is effected

bv makSg two flaps, one from half the dorsal surface^of one finger, and

by the second from half the palmar surface of 'h^ other These flaps are then

turned so that the dorsal flap raised, from one finger fits on to the palmar

surface of its neighbour and vice versa.

Lectures. „. , „ ••

Tn answer to several correspondents, we may state that Sir James Paget a

'\ddres to the students of tL London Society for the Extension of Universny

Teaching has been published by the Society, and mav be ohta ne^f from the

office in the Charterhouse, B.C.. price 6d. Mr. Murray s lecture on the

Physic^ TrainVng of the Greeks and Romans, given at the Parkes Museum

of Hygiene, has not. so far as we are aware, been published in full.

Wicker Coffins.

Mr William Kirby, basket maker, 40, St. Peter's Street. Derby, wntes to say

that he is the inventor of wicker coffins, which are. he considers, better

uam«?grave baskets such as were shown at Stafford House some J'^J"'^-
-The London Necropolis Company. Lancaster Place. Strand, have given up

the use oTw"oker coffins, which they consider unsuitable, and now employ

specS-earth to-earth "coffins, for which they claim the same advantages.

Treatment of Abobtios. j -.^ .

Surgeon writes : I was asked to attend a Mrs. -, who was threatened with a

infsSrrilge She was between three and four months presnant. I <hd all I

couW to p^revent this occurring, but the event came off
^f.\^'ll'%'^\^^°^

a ftEtus about the age above stated, after a great deal of difficulty. 1 tnen

trSu. remove the after-birth, but. in consequence of great adhesions, I

coud only remove a small quantity. Acting upon tl';'"»«ruc«ions given in

ChnnTnYiMidwiferv. I decided it was better to try the result »' "got. and

wai or events tils I did. and. upon the afternoon of the same day. a large

Xt and another portion of placenta came away, and the haemorrhage

detidXibaed iTontinued'^in attendance upon •'" daily for nearly ten

days when to all appearance she seemed to be nearly well 1 cautioned her

toieepve^y quiet mitil her next monthly period and '«/" "7 ''" «
Y^"!.'^

or walking She took no notice of my request, and flooding aga n com-

fiXrs^rnri that she w.nt and r,.^^^^^^

drove over rouch roads, and in a \eiy snaR> M:iiii.nr. . f,
t »r.i.nH th«*

tl^e t e and tl'r«.tened with all sorts of c.<ilamities u. consequence^ may
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other* are tr\-lnK to mukr capital out of it. I slmll feel obliged if you will

((lv« niP your'oplnlou. tw ull Uwks I have rt'fernnt to »ay the course I took wm
Ibe corrtvl one.

•,• In certain conditions, such as the case relatea presents, it is not wise to

perserere too forvibly to detach the whole placenta ut once. The very cir-

cumstanoea that lead to the, iilK>rtion aro likely to be attended by undue

adbetflon. Walt and watch ihouM be the rule. If hamorrhaKe recur, cr^'ot

maybe triMaccorvling to routine rule; if not stopping. injectionB of hot

wat«r and dilatation to facilitate detachment of placenta come into use. But

»o long as any placenta remains, ntjt should Ik; ub«erved. This the patient

negl«ct«Hl.

[NOTE8. 1.ETTEIM, ETC.

Income Tax.
Tm INCOME Tax Rkpatmknt Aokncv (2:.. CoUille Terrace, W.) write : In con-

sequence of the numerous questions which have been nsked us. directly or

iudire^'tlv. after each letter of ours that vou have published. Mr. Chapman
baa. in his now e<lition of Income 7\lz. and How to get it Refunded, added

(page 29t a sixn-ial section for doctors, telling them what deductions they are

ailowtsl to make frtmi their gross income. It is a most important addition.

for our experience hiis shnwii us that there is scarcely a medical man who is

not greatly overtaxed and does not pay considerably more than he would do if

he went the right way to make (uifr his returns. \Ve can boast that scarcely

one of our clients in the profession has not either obtained a refund or got a

reduction in a9se*ament ; often they get both. We know as a fact that, in the

month of May alone, the Inland Uevonue issued upwards of 20,000 post office

orders for refunds, and we take credit to ourselves for a goodly number of

theee. either directly or indirectly. Another little book we stronijly recom-

mend is Lawrie's l!ow to Appeal a(/ainst your Jiate.<!. Armed with these two
books no person should be over-taxed or over-rated. Mr. Chapman has also

pablished another useful bandboolf. Inhabited House Duty.

An Appeal.
We desire again to call attention to the appeal printed on April 14th (p. 8171 to

enable a medical man of good position, who has been reduced to destitution

through no fault of his own, to buy a small practice and make a living for

himself and wife. Contributions may be sent to Dr. Farquharson. M.P.,
MIgvieLoilge, Porchest«rGardens. W.. brio Mr. Marmaduke Sheild, F.R.C.S.,

30, Stratford Place. Subscriptions have been received from Sir William

Jenner, Sir James Paget. Sir Joseph Lister. Sir Andrew Clark. Sir Prescott

Hewitt. Sir Spencer Wells, and others. Since the last insertion of this

appeal, the following subscriptions have been received; Dr. Francis Waring
(Brighton). £1 Is.; Mr. Bernard Koth. £1 1b. Further subscriptions are still

needed.
A Source of Infection.

M.D. writes : Although my not*s upon " A Source of Infection" were not in-

tended to initiat^^ a discussion upon antiseptics in midwifery, but to point to

a possible hidden source of infection. I see, from the Journal of June 16th,

Dr. A. D. Macdonald has adversely criticised my remarks. My answers to his

strictures are : first, when I say I used the "strictest antiseptic treatment," I

mean it. Although I do not happen to prefer your correspondent's favourite
firug (iodine), and although my conception of antiseptic midwifery is not
emtxxlied even in the free use of any single antiseptic, yet I flatter myself I

carry out in every labour case the strictest antiseptic treatment. I do not
feel myself called upon to state seriatim what these are. but I may mention
the methods I adopt are partly those I carried out when resident accoucheur
In ft large maternity hospital, and partly those gained by experience and a
careful study, not only of new drugs, but new methods. Secondly, your cor-

respondent attempts almostt point the finger of scorn when he insists that,
had the syringe been disinfec d. there would have been no case of puerperal
septicaimia. that the space i the Journal would not have been uselessly
occupied, and that he would i t have had to write pointing out my wayward-
ness. To this I reply that the yringe was disinfected thorouglily before using
it. Moreover, I did not begin intra-uterine irrigations until the disease had
commenced. Thirdly, Dr. Macdonald advocates the return of the syringe to
the chemist, to be given out on loan to otlier women in childbed, and says :

*' The syringe. I hold, should have been purified by iodine and perhaps also
by corrosive sublimate." Why also by corrosive sublimate if iodine is the
antiseptic? If Dr. Macdonald has not faith in iodine alone, why does he ad-
vise me to trust it? An antiseptic is either effective or it is a sham. Fourthly,
I frankly ailmit I would rather expose myself to the charge of insisting upon
even ft working man spending Is. tid. or 29. in purchasing a syringe for no
other purpose than destroying it, than burden my conscience with the doubt-
ful economy of sending out on loan any instrument wliich has been used in
a case of puerperal septicicmia washed with two separate antiseptics, evidently
suggesting my faith in neither.

COMMUNICATIONS. LBTTEKS. etc., have been received from :

Mr. H. A. Latimer. Swansea; Mr. K.White Wallis. London; Mr. W. A. S.

Uoj-ds. Reading; The Publishers of the Provincial MedicalJournal, Leicester;

Mr. F. W. Collinson, Preston ; Mr. A. P. Luff, London ; Dr. W. A. Carline.

Lincoln; Mr. A. Croshie Dixey. Torquay ; Dr. H. K. Hitchcock, Bourne-
mouth ; Messrs. R. W. Greef and Co., London ; The Income Tax Repayment
Agency. London ; Mr. Walter Jackson. London; Mr. G. Buckston Browne.
London; Messrs. E. Street and Co.. London; J. Baker. M.B., Portsea ; Dr.
W. R. Huggard. Davos-Piatz ; Mr. C. H. Phillips. Hanley ; Messrs. W. Sut-
cUffeand Son. Halifax; Dr. E. L. Trudeau. New York ; Mr. W. T. Grant.
I»ndon; the Secretary of the Bourion-on-the-Water Hospital, Bourton-on-
the-Water; Mr. B. S.Browne. Oxford; Brigade-Surgeon F. R. W.Wilson.
Perth; Rev. A. Griffith, Uckfield ; Dr. Holland, St. Moritz; the Secretary
of the Society of ArU. London ; Mr. J. W. Eat^twood. Dariington ; Mr. A. G.
Valpy KIwell, London ; Mr. J. A. Shaw Miiekenzie. London; the Honorary
SecreUry of the Society for Prevention of Hytlrophobia. London; H. R.
Jones, M.B., Llanwddyn ; Dr. J. Uaddon, Melrose; Dr. C. B. Drysdalc,

London; Messrs. Hayward and Sons, Stowmarket ; Dr. Greene, Cairo; Dr.

B. Ballard. London : Miss McConnell, London; Dr. Junker, London; Mr.
J. Sutcliffe. Stalybridge; Dr. J. A. Rigby, Preston; Dr. W. A. ElUston,

Ipswich; Mrs, M. Wallace. Canlross; Mr. F. H. Applebv. Newark-upon-
Trent; Acting Surgeon; Mr. C. B. Lockwood, London; Messrs. Ingram
and Royle, London ; Mr. D. L. Irvine, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Mr. J. Bland
Sutton, London ; Mr. W. H. Haley, Wakefield ; Mr. P. R. Humphrey,
Loudon ; Mr. J. G. Blackman, Portsmouth ; Captain H. Griffith, Newcastle-

on-Tyne ; Mr. W. Kirby. Derby; Dr. Carline, Lincoln; Dr. W. D. Halli-

burton, London ; Mr. M. Baker, Loudon ; Blackman Ventilating Company,
London; Mr. A. Perry, Gibraltar; Mr. W. T. Grant. London; Dr. Bell

Taylor, Nottingham ; Mr. N. Heygate, Cosham ; Dr. Gumpert, Weinberge,

near Prague : Dr. Tatham. Sal ford ; Dr. W. K. Smith, London; Brigade-

Surgeon Fishbourne, London; Dr. Cranstoun Charles. London; Dr. J.

Glaister, Glasgow; Dr. A. Kisch, London; Dr. Maguire. London; Mr. W.
H. Brown. London; Mr. J. S. Weir, Convoy; Dr. R. Barnes, London; Mr.

S. Plowman, London; Mr. E. G. Dutton. Plymstock; Mr. A. Clay. Bir-

mingham ; Dr. T. Churton, Leeds; Dr. Lattey. Rugby ; Mr. W. P. Dester,

Cardiff ; Mr. F. Bruckwell, Sawbridge ; Mr. C. J. Evans, Northampton ; Dr.

G. Johnson, London; Dr. Luke Armstrong, Newcastle on-Tyne ; Mr. R. J.

Collie. Sunderland; The Secretary to Guy's Hospital, London ; Mr. C. J.

Mouncey, Earlestown ; Mr. H. Cripps, London ; Mr. J. G. W. Bullock,

Bethlehem, South Africa ; Mr. W. W. Hardwicke. Dovercourt ; Dr. A. Hill,

Cambridge ; Mr. G. A. Wright, Manchester ; Mr. H. L. Jones, St. Michael's

Hill; Dr. Hunt, Sheffield; Dr. U. C. Kingsbury. Blackpool; Mr. A. Bring,

Clifton; P. Best, M.B.. Louth; Dr. J. A. Ross. Mowbray ; Crymo; Senex ;

Nemo; Mr. A. J. Macnab, London ; Dr. W. L. Paget. Great Crosby ; Dr. W.
Woodward. Worcester; Mr. F. Lumsden, Gateshead; Mr. A. F. Moore.

Dublin; Dr. J. Cotter, Cork; Dr. J. Curuow, London ; Mr. W. A. Ellis,

London; Dr. Whittle, Brighton; Dr. Farquharson. M.P., London; Mr. J.

Reddish, Salford ; Mr. H. J. Tizard. Weymoutli ; Mr. Otto Hehner, London;
Mr. W. Drapery, St. Leonard's. York ; Dr. Alfred Carpenter, Croydon ; Dr.

Walter Pearce, Loudon ; Dr. Sidney Martin, London : Messrs. W. J. Bush
and Co., London ; The Secretary of the Chelsea Hospital for Women, Lon-
don; Mr. R. H. Rains, Salford; Our Liverpool Correspondent; Mr. W. Boyce,

Shrewsbury; Mr. Arthur Jackson, Sheffield ; Mr. W. Stallard, Worcester;

Dr. J. Anderson, London; Mr. J. V. C. Denning, Halifax, etc.

BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED.

Saggio Sulla Scienza della Patologia Generale e suU' Accordo della Speculazione
col Naturalism©, per R. TornMora. Parte Prima. Napoli. 1888.

Igiene degli Organi Vocali. di Sir Morell Mackenzie. Traduzione Italiana.
del Dr. F. Massei. Napoli. 1888.

The Textbook on Surgery—General, Operative, and Mechanical. By John A
Wyeth, M.D. London : Swan Sonnenschein, and Co. 18S8.

On Diabetes and its connection with Heart-disease. By Jacques Mayer, M.D.
London : J. and A. Churchill. 18S8.

Home Nursing. By E. H. Margery Homersham. London : A. S. Mallett,
Allen and Co.

Nerve Prostration and other Functional Disorders of Daily Life. By Robson
Roose, M.D., F.C.S. London: H.K.Lewis: 1S88.

On the Treatment of Acute Rheumatism with special references to the Use of
the Salicylates. By Donald W. C. Houd. M.D. London : Harrison and
Sons. 1888.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
"BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL."

Seven lines and under ... ... ... ... £0 S 6
Each additional line ... ... ... ... 4
A whole column ... ... ... ... ... 1 15

A page ... ... ... ... ... ... 5
An average line contains seven words.

When a series of insertions of the same advertisement is ordered, a discount is

made on the above scale in the following proportions, beyond which no reduction
can be allowed.

For 6 insertions, a deduction of ... ..- 10 per cent.

„ 12 or 13 „ 20

„ 26 „ ,
25

„ 52 „ „ ... ... ^. 30 „

Special terms for occAsional change of copy during series :

20 per cent, if not less than 26 pages' be taken ) or their equivalent
25 „ 52 .. > in half or

30 „ 104 ,. ; quarter pages.

For these terms tlie series must, in each case, be completed within twelve monthsfrom
the date offirst insertion.

Advertisements should be drlivered. addressed to the Manager a the Office,

not later than noon on the Wclnoeday preceding publication ; and, if not paid

for at the time, should be accompanied hy a reference.

Post-Office Orders should be made payable to the British Me<]ical Association,

at the West Central Post-Offic. High Holbom. Small amounts may be paid in

postage-stamps

.

Notice.—Advertisers are requested to observe that it is contrary to the

Postal BegulatioDs to receive at Poat-Offices letters addressed to initials only.
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REMARKS
ON MYELITIS.

Read before the North London District of the Metropolitan

Counties Branch of the British Medical Association.

By J. S. BRISTOWE, M.D.. LL.D., F.R.S.,

Senior Fhysician to St. Thomas's Hospital.

Acute innammation of the spinal cord is always a seriou.^

disease, generally attended with grave danger, and in a large pro-

portion of cages fatal. Kut it varies so much in its symptoms, in

dependence partly on the seat and extent of inflammation, partly

on its intensity, that its diagnosis is often very obscure, and it is

consequently liable to be confounded with other affections of the

cord, or witli diseases of the peripheral nervous system.

As a contribution to an exceedingly interesting subject I propose

to narrate, and comment briefly on, several cases of what were, or

on good grounds were believed to be, cases of acute myelitis, but

which yet differed so much from one another in their severity, in

their symptoms, and in their event, that they might well seem to

have little or no jiathological connection with one another.

The first case I shall quote is a typical example of severe
myelitis ending in incomplete recovery.

Case r.—The patient was a rural postman, 19 years of a"e. who
was sent to me on Jfay 17th, 188fi, by Mr. Alfred Wright of

Romford. On JIaj' 9th, while going his usual rounds he felt

hot, for the day was sultry, and to cool himself walked into a brook
with his boots on, and then lay on theerasa and fell asleep. After
he had thus rested for a time hewalkednome, feeling perfectly well,

and he remained well during the rest of the day. Shortly after
going to bed, however, he experienced some numbness and tingling

in his arms and legs, and observed that he had a little difliculty in

moving them. These symptoms had become much aggravated by
the next morning ; when he was found to be suffering from in-

complete but well-marked paralysis of the arms and legs, with
numbness of the lower extremities. The paraplegic symptoms
increased upon him during the ensuing week, at the end of which
time he was admitted into St. Thomas's. He had, up to the onset
of his illness, always enjoyed excellent health, and had never had
syphilis or rheumatism. He was a spare, healthy-looking youth,
suffering from paralysis of his limbs and trunk, difficulty of
breathing, and want of control over the rectum and bladder. He
had absolute motor paralysis of the lower extremities, of the inter-

costal muscles, and of the other muscles of the walls of the trunk

;

80 that he was quite unable to move any part of the legs, or to

shift the position of his body as he lay in bed. The upper ex-
tremities were partially paralysed. He could not move his fingers

or thumbs in the least degree ; he could flex and extend the hands
on the forearms slightly, and could also pronate and supinate the
forearms. The triceps muscles were almost absolutely powerless ;

but the ilexors of the forearms on the upper arms retained some
power, and the arms consequently tended to become flexed at the
elbows. He could use the muscles about the shoulder-joints fairly

well. His breathing was entirely diaphragmatic ; and, though he
seemed to breathe without particular difficulty while making no
effort, he soon became breathless when speaking or coughing.
There was no paralysis of the muscles of the head and neck or
face. The paralysed muscles wore flabby but not tender. Sensa-
tion was impaired, but nowhere absolutely lost, throughout the
lower extremities, arid the lower part of the trunk to the level of
the fifth dorsal vertebra behind and the ensiform cartilage in front.

The anaesthesia extended a little higher on the ri^rht than on the
left side. The tendon reflexes at the knees and ankles were wholly
absent. The plantar reflexes was brisk on the left side, feeble on
the right. The cremasteric and abdominal reflexes were absent

;

the scapular well-marked. The scratch of a pin on anj- part of
the body was followed in a few seconds by factitious urticaria.

The bladder was distended, the urine dribbling awaj-. This fluid

was slightly aramoniacal and cloudy with mucus. Bowels con-
fined ; but the fiPCes had escaped unconsciously. The skin over the
sacrum was reddened, but as yet free from bed-sore. There was
no affection of the organs of sense, and the pupils and optic discs
were normal. Temperature, 99.y ; pulse, 72; res])iration 16.

For some two or thres weeksf artor admission the pationt re-

[1435]

mained very ill, suffering much from inflammation of the bladder,
occasional dyspna'a connected with the paralysis of his intercostals,

and loss of appetite, and sickness. Moreover the anaesthesia be-
came more pronounced and extended a little further upwards ; and
the paralysis of the arms, and more especially of thp left arm,
increased ; the arms, too, becami- rigidly flexed at the elbows,
owing apparently to the combination of absolute paralysis of the
triceps muscles, with the retention of comparatively considerable
power in the ilexors ; and bed-sores formed. Even during thia

period, however, there was some return of power to the left lower
extremity.

After this there ensued a period of two or three months, in the
course of which there was, on the whole, considerable improve-
ment; but during which certain phenomena remained with little

change or even underwent agfjravation. The anmsthesia gradually
disappeared. Its upper limit descended slowly; and recovery
advanced more rapidly in the legs and feet than in the thighs and
lower part of the abdomen. By the end of -August sensation was
completely restored. The arms never lost feeling.

The improvement in the voluntary jiower over the lower
extremities was uniform though slow. The left recovered the
more rapidly ; but slight return of movement was noted in the
right as early as June 10th. A week later feeble knee-jerks were
for the first time obtained. They were well-marked a few days
later, and soon became unduly brisk; and early in July ankle-
clonus was elicited on both sides. At this time he was able to

move his legs, ankles, and toes freelj- as he lay in bed, the move-
ments on the right side being feeble, those on the left of consider-

able power, the muscles of his trunk had all become stronger, and
he was consequently able to move himself freely in bed. By the
middle of August "he could stand with assistance, and early in

September he could walk across the ward by himself. At this

time the lower limbs were small, having emaciated in some
degree during his illness, but there bad been no disproportionate

wasting of muscles, and the knee-jerks continued excessive and
ankle-cloni well-marked.
The recoverj- of the intercostal muscle? was extremely slow;

nor was it easy to say when improvement began in them. Karly
in September," however, it was noted that the lower intercostal

muscles acted fairly, although the upper ones seemed still power-
less. Not long afterwards the chest moved freely.

As before remarked, the upper extremities, and more especi-

ally the left, continued to fail after the patient "s admission, so

that at the end of a few weeks he had no power whatever in the

forearms or hands or in the triceps muscles, though the flexors of

the forearms on the upper arms still retained some power, and the

muscles about the shoulders, though extremely weak, remained
relatively strong. These muscles, moreover, wasted very rapidly.

The deltoids became small and the muscles of the upper arms
shrank almost to nothing. But the most remarkable attenuation

was shown in the forearms and hands. The former became little

more than skin and bone, and presented concave depressions

before and behind, between radius and ulna in their whole length,

the thenar and hypothenar eminences wholly disappeared, and the

spaces between the metacarpal bones were deeply depressed. But
long before the emaciation of the forearms and hands had at-

tained its extreme point, the muscles about the shoulders and
those of the upper arms had begun to improve ; so that about the

middle of July he could raise his upper arms freely and could

extend the forearms. This improvement continued U]) to the

time of his leaving the hospital. But little or no cliange took

place in the condition of the forearms and hands ; and the muscles

of these parts, for the most part, refused to respond to galvanism.

On the right side, however (which had always been somewhat
less affected than the left), the patient could adduct the thumb
slightly: and the extensors of the wrist and of the fingers showed
a trace of galvanic irritability.

The bed-sores, which were in process of formation at the time of

admission, were slow in healing. They finally got well during

the month of September. It was long "also before he obtained

complete power over the bladder; the urine up to a late period

running away from him involuntarily as he lay in bed. It was
long also before the inflammation of the bladder, which pres-nited

occasional relapses, wholly subsided, and the urine became
absolutely healthy.

He was discharged from the hospital on the Ist January, IfvST.

being at that time in excellent bodily health. He was very thin:

his legs w^ere small, and there was sxaggeration of tendon rclloxes

with 'ankle-clonus, but h« could wait well ; his trunk musclei
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bad recovered perfectly ; he liad the use of the muscles of the

shoulders and upper arm, which, hoivever, were small and weak ;

\mi there was scarcely any amendment in the forearms and hands,

which still presented "no visible trace of muscle, and the latter of

which were without power of voluntary motion, and bent into the

form of claws.

The treatment consisted mainly in rest, in sedulous attention

to the condition of the sldn and bladder, in the endeavour to im-

prove the general health with tonics, etc., and for some months in

the daily use of the constant current.

There can be no doubt that the ease just narrated was a typical

case of myelitis, brought on by exposure to cold and wet, affecting

mainly the cervical and upper dorsal portions of the cord, and
resulting (as so often happens in oases in which the inflamm ation

is extensive and severe) in permanent disorganisation of certain

tracts of the cord, and permanent paralysis with nutritive lesions

in the peripheral organs innervated from these disorganised tracts.

I may add that I have seen the patient at intervals since he left

the hospital, and that the condition of his upper extremities

remains unchanged, while in all other respects his health has im-
proved.

It is interesting to compare with this case another which has

recently been under my care, in which the affection was extremely
slight (so slight indeed that possibly some may be inclined to dis-

pute the accuracy of my diagnosis), and from which recovery was
comparatively rapid and complete.

Case ii.—A healthy young man of nineteen, a clerk on the

Stock Exchange, went on Sunday, December 19th, 1886, for a

walk from the West End of London to Hampstead Heath.

The day was extremely cold, and he sat and sauntered about on
the heath for some time. lie walked home, and on his way com-
plained that his legs were cold, and that he could not make them
warm. The next ilay he went to the city as usual, and continued

to go backwards and forwards until Christmas Day. During this

period the sense of coldness in his legs continued ; and occasion-

ally he complained of numlmess in them ; and of pins and needles,

especially when they were touched. On one occusion he went to

the closet, and got up after a time, thinking he had gone ineffectu-

ally, but found to his surprise that he had passed a large stool.

This was the only occasion on which anything definitely amiss
was noticed in regard to his emunctories. His brother, who was a

medical student, found out also daring this week that there was
impairment, but not actual loss of feeling, in the feet, ankles,

and along the front of the legs, and that his tendon and super-

ficial reflexes were normal. I did not see him professionally

until the 25th, when there was already some improvement. At
that time he still complained of coldness, with pins and needles,

in the legs ; and there was marked impairment of sensibility in

the regions before named. But his reflexes were normal, and he
was healthy in all other respects. In the course of the next ten
days the condition of his right leg became normal ; but the left

leg from the knee downwards still felt slightly numb ; and tactile

sensibility was obviously impaired in the feet and ankles. At the

end of a fortnight from that time he was perfectly well. On sub-

sequently making minute inquiries I learnt, in addition to what is

stated above, that while at his worst the passage of his motions
was scarcely perceived by him, and that on several occasions he
dropped a slipper and walked about without knowing it. His
general health throughout was perfectly good ; his tendon reflexes

remained unaltered, and the muscular strength appeared to be un-
impaired. He never had tenderness or pain in the muscles or

nerves. He has continued well ever since.

There is no reason to doubt, I think, that this was a slight case

of myelitis. The apparent cause, the symptoms, and the result,

are all compatible with this view. The only reasonable alterna-

tive suggestion is, that it may have been a case of multiple neu-
ritis. Whichever hypothesis, however, be accepted, it is obvious
that the sensory region was alone or mainly involved.

In contrast with the last, the next case presented impairment
of the motor functions only.

Cask hi.—The patient was a married woman, aged 49, who had
enjoyed excellent health. She had been nursing her mother,
night after night, for some time ; going to the house (which was
about a mile from her own) every evening. On the evening of

January 9th, 18S7, which was exceeding cold, she was kept stand-
ing outside her mother's house for a considerable time, and she
recollects that while waiting she had slight aching throughout
the left leg. She sat up as usual, the room being very cold, and
lier legs feeling very cold. About 3 A.u. she tried to rise from

her chair, and found to her surprise she had lost all power in her
legs. She had to be taken home in a cab, and remained paralysed,
and with little or no control over her evacuations, until her ad-
mission on January 20th. She said that her legs had felt numb
for a day or two at the beginning, but that this condition had
disappeared.
On admission she had a few small bed-sores ; she was unable

to stand, but could move her legs feebly in bed ; there was no
pain or loss of sensation ; the knee-jerks and plantar reflexes were
present; she could not sit up without assistance; the urine dribbled
away and the motions escaped without control ; she presented
some tenderness along the dorsal spine, and the left lower extre-
mity was somewhat cedematous. It may be added that she had
had ffidema of the left leg off and on during the last two or three

years. With the exception that her bed-sores troubled her for

some time, and that for some time her urine was ammoniacal and
offensive, she improved rapidly during the early part of her stay
in the hospital. The right leg had recovered completely by the
end of three or four weeks, and the left leg had improved so much,
that with assistance she could walk a little ; also she re-acquired

control over the rectum and bladder. Then the cedema in the
left leg increased, and this limb consequently became weak, and
she continued with little change for two or three months. Sub-
sequently the oedema diminished, and the left leg improved again;

but when she left the hospital, nearly five months after admission,

the left leg was still somewhat cedematous, and was still so weak
that (though she could move it freely) she was unable to stand
upon it. It was supposed that the oedema was connected with
some old plugging of the veins. At any rate, no disease witliin

the abdomen that might account for it coidd be discovered. I

may here mention that the tendon reflexes became unduly brisk.

In this case, as in the last, there is room for difference of

opinion with regard to the nature of the disease. It is obvious,

however, that the lesion occupied the motor region of the cord,

and only a limited extent of it in the dorsal region. There was
certainly no evidence of vertebral disease ; there was no history of

sypliilis, nor was she treated for syphilis ; there could not have been
a tumour. Indeed, the only alternative suggestion is that there

may have been sudden haemorrhage into the substance of the

cord. This explanation, however, is for many reasons unlikely.

I pass from these to the consideration of two other cases in

which fatal myelitis was associated with similar affection of

limited regions of the nervous organs within the skull ; cases

which seem to show that, just as the more chronic inflammatory

condition, commonly called sclerosis, has a tendency to attack

at the same time, or in sequence, different parts of the nervous

centres, so the more acute form of inflammation may occasion-

ally become disseminated. At any rate they show that inflam-

matory softening at first limited to the brain or cord is apt to

become complicated by inflammatory softening of other parts of

those organs which have no direct or apparent connection with

the regions affected in the first instance.

Case iv.—The first of these cases was published in detail in

the fourth volume of the Ophthalmological Society's Transactions

by my colleagues Dr. Sharkey and Mr. Lawford. It was that of a

girl, aged 17, who was admitted into the Koyal London Ophthal-

mic Hospital on November 22nd, 1883. She had had fairly good

health up to November 9th. On that day her eyesight began to

fail, and by the 13th she was quite blind. She had had neither

headache, sickness, paralysis, nor fits. On admission she was well

nourished but somewhat anasmio. She had slight enlargement of

the thyroid body, which had existed as long as she could recollect,

but her only complaint was of blindness. The pupils were

dilated and inactive to light, but there was no ocular paralysis.

Well marked optic neuritis was discovered in both eyes. In every

other respect she seemed healthy.

She continued in the same state until December 8th, when she

observed a little weakness in the left leg ; this rapidly increased,

so that on the 12th, when she first complained of it, she could

not walk ; the leg was powerless and slightly rigid ;
sensation

was impaired in it, and the knee-jerk was excessive. On the 13th

the paralysis of the left leg had advanced, and there was also

slight loss of power in the right. On the 14th there was absolute

loss of power in the left lower extremity, and anaesthesia extended

on the same side as high as the nipple ; the right leg was par-

tially paralysed and anesthetic, and she passed urine into the bed

for the first time. In the course of the morning she had a fit

lasting for about ten minutes, and unattended with unconscious-

ness, in which the right arm and leg were convulsed. Her tem-
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1 J^ T.ff On the -'lind it was noted that there was complete

Ssis of both egt°oss oT control over the emunctories, evi-

^^f wpnkner<!of the eft hand, loss of sensation, not only in the

fT»«Tui ovef the 4ater part of the trunk, but likewise in the

^ftforLmam haXm the ulnar side. The knee-jerk was ex-

ceeVveonUie left side, normal on the right; no ankle clonus
:
no

? ^^!„ rT^flPTPs could be obtained in the arms. On the 23rd

l^nltio™ imp° r d in the right forearm and hand, and she

come Zed of pa^n across the lower part of the ab.lomen. On

JanuM 4th it was noted that the condition of the legs remained

the sSe that sensation was deficient in both forearms, and tha

the urine was offensive and contained pus The muscles and

ne?V^8 of the affected limbs were reported by Dr. kilnex to pre-

S the reactions of degeneration. The temperature which lad

oSv been moderately rated up to December li'Jth had since that

dat^ varied between\oP and 105°._ P^ere -«
f
'so mucdi1 epieas-

trie win Little alteration occurred during the next few da5S

L^tint^ tliBt the vire^ence of peritonitis became evident, and a

^llghfdo'ubllxtern^irsluL'twa^oticed.
She died on Januaj

10th Bixtv-two days from the time when her vision hrst failed

aM twtSiy-Sne after the first appearance of symptoms of

^"iV^TOpW.-There was acute peritonitis, due to extension of in-

n.\rZ^t\nn from the bladder, the mucous membrane of which was

fn^rnflamed The inflUmation had extended all along the

S-etCTS to the pelves and substance of the kidneys. The thyroid

rf^dwa. considerably enlarged. The brain and contents of the

deneraUv to the naked eye appeared to be absolutely

hea thf but microscopic examination showed that there was m-

te^e mflammation of the optic discs, nerves commissure, and

i^TleTdegree of the optic tracts; and that slight evidences of

SflammatiS were present in the meninges about the chiasma

^dZ^he adjacent surface of the frontal lobes. The spinalcord

presented no abnormal appearances, except over a ^P'^'^e ^7° o^

three inches in length in the lower cervical and upper dor^al

rerions; there it wis intensely congested and much softened

The microscopic appearances of the affected region conhrmed the

SnthatThe changes were due to inflammation. In the cer-

v^a cord above the seat of obvious disease, inflammatory

changes were observed extending along the columns of toll
;
and,

aS in the lumbar enlargement the columns of Goll were alone

a5ect;.d, the nerve-fibres having undergone completegranular

defeneration, and some of the vessels being crowded with leu-

cocvtes The other parts of the cord appeared to be healthy.

Case v.-The next case was sent into the hospital on December

28th, 1886, by Dr. Bower, of Peckham Kye, and placed under my

care The patient was a labour master at the Camberwell ft ork-

house aeed 24. in 18,<3 he had had syphilis, followed by si ght

secondaries, but in other respects seems to liave been healthy

until last September, when he began to complain of occasional

lumbar pain, aggravated by exercise. This, which did "ot prevent

him from working, continued without much change up to e ght

weeks ago, when it became more severe, extended up the back as

high as the shoulders, and outwards into the hips. He was now

compelled to take to his bed. and from about this time he gradually

lost power over his lower extremities and control over his rectum

^"HcwasTwell-built but pale and spare man, with an anxiou.s

expression of face, and complaining of pain at the back and front

of the head, of pain in the loins extending at times to the hip., ot

absolute loss of motor power in the lower extremities, 'i"d of in-

continence of urine. Ho bad no voluntary po^yer whatever over

the legs, but sensation in them was perfect. The knee-jerk was

LVscnfon the right side, and feeble on the '^ft
;.

l>ut the p antar

reflexes were bask, as also were the cremasteric and abdoramal.

No other nervous affection was present, and the pupils acted to

light and accommodation. He had no tenderness or curvature in

the spine, an. I there was no evidence of tumour anywhere, llie

urine was iUkaline and ammoniacal, and there was a small bed-

sore. His thoracic and abdominal organs appeared to be """thj

.

No improvement whatever took place after admission. On 1 1.

contran-; the symptoms underwent gradual aggravation
;

the

paralytic affection of his lower extremities increased; the bed-

sores extended in area, and depth ; the bladder (varying » mii-

r, m t!me tfttme) continued inflamed ; he lost fleshand BtrengtU

;

an.l he suffered so much and so con:.tantly from pain .n the loin?,

hi;,andbrck of the thighs, that (although no tumour couM^Ue

f.lt/it led me to suspect that he was suffering from nial>»J^

disease about the lumbar vertebr»-a suspicion -wbicli A en»er-

**On*J^uaA' 0th it was noted that sensation had become ia»-

paired in the left lower extremity, as high as the knee >o h^
and the buttock behind, that both knee-jerks were now ataen>.

as also the cremasteric and lower abdominal reflexee. Early m
Februarj' it was observed that his leg.s were apt to become 8t^

and drawn up involuntarily ; but, excepting that he was weaker

andmorTemaciated, no change of importance had taken place.

The plantar reflexes were present, but feeble
^^„n^„,

DMing the afternoon of Februai-y ith itwas found that t 'fP^en^

had almost suddenly lost the use of his left arm ;
he could not bft

t from the bed. He had no power of flexion at the elbow, and verj-

Ittle power of flexion or extension at the wrist or fi"g«-|o'nte^

The haml felt numb, but there was no discernible anifisthtoia. Ide

elbow-ierk was diminished on this side. No pain, gid.bneM, or

fit of aiy kind attended or had preceded this paralytic attack On

the ah the loss of power in the arm (wluch was kept rigidly .ex-

tended) was absolute, but there was still no anaesthesia in it; also

the tongue was protruded to the left, and there wa^ some weak-

ness of the lower part of the left side of the face.
_
These facte

were important, fo? they showed that the paralysis ot theorm was

not spinal, as had been at first suspected, but cerebral. Ab..irt tk^

time It was noted that painful impressions made on the let t leg

we referred by the patient to the right leg; but he was

rpathetic, and always disinclined to concentrate attention or to

''"t^^Uttle further change occurred. A day or two after the last

observation was made the%aralysis seemed to have disappaired

from the face and tongue, and the patient was able to move his

thimb and fingers sli|htly ; but shortly afterwards the weakness

of ™e lower part of the face and tongue had returned. His bcd-soree.

which hid improved, began to extend ; his urme was ammonia^.

leaded VN-ith ropy mucus, and higUy offensive ;
he grew more and

more am hetic and drowsy, though still wearing the ospert of

much suffering; his pulse became rapid, he perspured profusely.

Sid evidently the end was fast approaching, lie died at noon on

Februan'lSth, his d.ath being preceded by drowsiness profuse

sweating, great rapidity of pulse, and rising temperature^ Th^

bid vanned for the most part since admission between 9^1° and

101'' but on U.e evening of the 15th it rose t^ 102°
;
during the

IGth' and 18th it varied between 98° and 100.4°; at 6 a.m. on the

18th had risen to 105.6°, at 10^ to 107.6°, and immediately

after death was foimd to be 109.4 .
.

•

It need only be stated, as respects treatment, that haying regard

to his svpliilitic history he was put on a course ot wUde of potae-

shim and mercury, that morphine was employed to relieve hisdi»-

?reS, and that his bladder was systematically emptied and washed

out with antiseptic solutions.
. , j ..u „ i„„„

i\W<««v.-The body was much emaciated, and there was a ong

nndTel^ bed-.*ore over the sacrum. There were no syphUitic

festns anywhe e and with the exceptions to which special atten-

tion will be drawn, th^ viscera were healthy. Membranes of brain

heTltly Afew patches of thickening were observed m the arttnes

at the base of the brain, but the vessels were all pervnous In the

centre of the right centrum ovale minus was a pat^h of yeUow

softming, in whl-h were a few small h.^morrhages It was ovaK

X It three-quarters of an inch in its long diametei-^ and only a

few lines thick. Another patch of softening, about the same sue

afthXt. and also on the right side, involved the PO*te"or thud

S the lenticulo-striate portion of the
-^^^J '"I^H'^' «^d the

contiauous paits of the caudate and lenticular nuclei. Tl e .two

pa"clfe" were quite independent of one another. In aU other re-

luects the brain was healthy. . . ,

^Membranesof cord healthy. From the tenthf=-««• -^'"-^^ra -lown-

wards the cord was extremely soft, in fact almost •I'^'^^f:
T c

.Tov and white matter could scarcely be disUnguished in the

rlmbar region. To the naked eye all other parts of the cord

*'

Tllere was no disease of the boiies of the skuil or spine.

Tlie bladder was inflamed ; the uret<ers and pelves of the kidneys

were dilated and inflamed, and the substance of the kidneys was

congested, and prtseuted a lew minute abscesses.

The Inst case I shall quote is one concerning the nature pf
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whicli there may reasonably be, as in regard to my third case,
some difference ot opinion. On the whole I believe the case to have
been one of myelitis ; and partly for this reason, but more on
account of its clinical interest, venture to include it in the
present paper.
Cash vr.—W. J., a carpenter, aged 27, was admitted under my

c«r» on March 2uth, 1886, His health had been excellent, but he
said that he had had local venereal sores, though never secondary
symptoms. In the previous November, he was struck in the right
flank by a lift, which came down suddenly upon him, and squeezed
him against a table over which he was leaning. He was laid up for
nearly si.x; weeks, not on account of any spinal symptoms, but
mainly because of pain and swelling of the right knee. At the
end of that time, though still weak, he resumed his work. His
present illness dated from early in January, when he began to
auffer from pain in the part of the back where he had been struck.
This was followed by numbness and weakness in the left foot,
•which, in the course of a day or two, extended up to the knee. A
fortnight later he began to lose feeling in the right leg. The
anaMthesia in his right leg and the loss of muscular power in his
left had progressively increased, but he had never had inconti-
nence of urine or fjeces.

State on Admission.—k healthy-looking, well-developed man.
He had complete anajsthesia and analgesia of the right lower ex-
tremity and right side of the trunk, as high as the sixth rib in
front and tenth dorsal vertebra behind. There was also a belt of
anaesthesia and analgesia, about four inches wide, encircling the
left half of the trunk, the upper level of which corresponded to
the upper level of the anaesthesia on the right side. There was no
impairment of sensation on the left side, excepting in the belt
above described. There was considerable loss of power in the
left lower extremity. He could move all parts of it in all direc-
tions, but the movements were very feeble, and could be arrested
by the finger. The right leg, he said, was as strong as ever it
had been, and it appeared to be normally powerful. He could
walk when supported on the left side, but he moved his left leg
f©ebly. and, at the same time, its movements were ataxic. The
superficial reflexes were much exaggerated on the right side •

brisk, but normal, on the left side. On the right side the tendon
reflexes were feeble, but on the left they were excessive, and there
were both ankle- and knee-clonus. Moreover, the testing for
reflexes in the left leg brought on violent tremors in it, lasting for
some time. The abdominal reflex was absent on both sides.
There was no loss of control over the rectum or bladder, and no
bed-sores, and no affection whatever of arms, head or neck, or
organs of sense. There was no pain, tenderness, or curvature in
the course of the spine.
U is needless to give details as to the progress of this case. It is

sutticient to say that the account above given was fully confirmed
by repeated ob.servation

; that he complained for "some time of
more or less uneasiness, pain, and sense of constriction about the
loins and upper part of the abdomen ; that gradually, in the course
of months, sensation returned in great measure to the anjesthetic
regions, and the left leg regained power; that after a while
(although still the tendon reflexes remained more brisk on the one
side, and the superficial reflexes more bri,sk on the other), the
superficial reflexes became nearly equal on the two sides, while some
excess of knee-jerk and ankle-clonus became developed on the
right side; that delaj-ed sensation was observed on the aniesthetic
side as sensibility returned

; that no evidence of spinal disease,
or of tumour, or of extension of nervous lesion ever appeared •

that his mu-icles had not wasted, and his general health remained
good

;
and that, when he left the hospital on August llth,althoucrh

much improved, sensation on the right side was not restored abso-
lutely, and his left leg was so weak that he could only walk with
the aid of two sticks. But improvement was still in jjrofTess.
For a time the patient was treated (in the hope that Ms disease

was .syphilitic) with iodide of potassium and mercury also an
issue was made near the spine, in the neighbourhood of 'the part
on whicli the blow had been inflicted; and, latterly, the constant
current was applied systematically.

In introducing this case I said that there was room for dif-
erence of opinion in regard to diagno,«is. The accident to which
le naturally attributed his paralysis occurred eight or nine weeks
ix-lore llie onset of paralytic symptoms, and, although he was laidup atter It for six weeks, this was mainly, if not solely, due to the
in.Uired knee; moreover, the blow he received from the lift wasou the ri"ht side just above the crest of the ileum, and did not
involve the epme at all. I was disposed to think at one time that

inr I h„lt f T"*""'
''°,'' ^'^ ^ ^^ '"« *^** th'« ^^^ "Ot the case,for I have not infrequently known paraplegia to be due to ver-tebral caries, when there has been not only no spinal curvaturebut no pain or tenderness whatever. But there was no directevidence of canes, and the fact that he continued to improve

wwhi.?, J'''^
'" ^'^^ "P. .is .opposed to this explanationWhether the disease was syphilitic remains an open questionThe patient seems to have had syphilis, but had never presentedany signs of secondary or tertiary disease. The belief that thesymptoms were due to inflammatory softening of the cord—whichon the whole, is the view of the nature of the case which I am'now disposed to adopt—is not, of course, incompatible with the

syphilitic origin of the disease. The case is the most strikin<r
ve.xample I have ever seen of the limitation, in disease of the cord"
ot anfesthesia to one side of the body and of motor paralysis tothe other side. It is clear that the lesion, whatever it was, in-volved on y a short length of the left half of the mid-dorsal
region of the cord.

I have little to add by way of comment on the above series ofcases 1 here are a few points, however, which they seem to
illustrate, and to which I may direct attention. In the first
place, they show how widely cases of myelitis may differ from
one another in degree of intensity and prospect of recovery. In
the second place, they show that the inflammation may attackany region of the cord and any extent of it; and that the lesionmay be multiple, and (as in disseminated sclerosis) affect at thesame time or in sequence different parts, not only of the cord, but
of the cord and brain. And, in the third place, they seem to show
that, while in some cases the affection comes on immediately after
its apparent cause, and rapidly attains its full development, in
other cases its onset is insidious and its course prooressive
That myelitis is often attributed to exposure to raid or wet or

to both is undoubted, and some of my cases are typical examples
ot ttiis tact. It is probably m such cases that the onset is sud-
den, and the affection of the cord attains its highest point in a
short time

;
but in some cases there is no evidence that tem-

perature or allied conditions have had any causative relation to
tlie attack. In my last three cases no such explanation was
suggested. In two of them there was a history of syphilis but
there IS no sufficient reason to assume that in either of them
syphilis was the cause of the myelitis. In one of these two the
patient had received an injury, but so long an interval had
elapsed between the accident and the coming on of parapleoda
that It seems scarcely likely that this was the actual cause "in
the remaining case, that of the girl of 17, there was no hint of
syphilis or injury, and the girl had been a healthy girl up to the
very moment at which failing sight gave the first indication of
cerebral mischief. In her case, as also in my fifth case, the disease
was prolonged and rendered fatal by secondary extension or
dissemination of softening; but this extension would seem to
imply the persistence and widening operation of the cause on
which the primary lesion itself depended, and would suggest
therefore, either the presence of infective organisms or some con-
stitutional defect, such as tendency (from whatever cause) to ob-
structive disease of small arteries, and consequent nutritive
changes in the part to which the obstructed vessels are dis-
tributed.

^
I am inclined, arguing from the facts of certain cases

ot softening of the pons Varolii and other parts of the brain
which I have met with, and some of which I have published, to
believe that in many cases of softening of the cord the softening
IS immediately due to obstruction (thrombotic or other) of the
smaller arteries. And I may point out that the strict limitation
of the lesion to the lateral half of the cord, as occurred in my last
case, IS best explained by this hypothesis. Such obstructions, as
I have already hinted, might of course be syphilitic.

The ContactIousness op Leprosy.—The Rev. Canon Baker, of
Cape Town, to whom we are indebted for an interesting pamphlet
—Remarks on the Spread of Leprosy at the Cape of Good Hope—
writes to us, expressing his belief in the contagiousness of leprosy,
and mentions a remarkable circumstance as being within his own
knowledge, namely, that in a certain house three consecutive cases
of this disease occurred in individuals not connected by consan-
guinity or marriage.
Donations.—>ir. ,T. C. Burton Borough, of Chetwynd Park, has

given £200 to the galop Infirmary, Shrewsbury, in lieu of an
intended legacy.—Lord Robartes has given a hundred guineas,
and the Rev. J. Harvey £.50, to the North London Hospital
tor Consumption.
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ANTIPYRETICS.
Delivered before the Moyal College of Phy.^icians, June, ISSS.

By DONALD MAC ALISTER, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.,

Fellow and Lecturer of St. John's College. Cambridge.

Lbctdbe II.

In the first lecture the anatomy and physiology of the thermal

nervous system was dealt with, in order, among other things, to

show that, in the minds of those who are most actively engaged

in experimental inquir>-, the conviction of its existence is a gmd-

ing principle, and no longer a plausible speculation only. "W ith-

out a sufficient belief in the definite character of the apparatus of

thermal nerves and centres, some of what was about to follow

would appear more theoretical than it really was.

In the second lecture, partly by way of relief, certain questions

would be discussed connected with what might be termed the

teleological pathology of pyrexia. It was admitted that fever is

a sign of disorder, of disturbance, of a physiological function or

functions. But in all ages some had maintained, and the propo-

sition was now being revived, that this disorder is not wholly or

not in itself injurious. It was regarded as a wholesome reaction

against a materies morbi, a manifestation of the vis medicatnx.

Cohnheim had asked: "What is the deeper meaning, the true

significance underljang the febrile process? Does the organism

gain any advantage from the rise of temperature which

characterises pyrexia?" He had answered that it might

plausibly be maintained that in febrile heat we should recognise

a sanative power, by which the body consumed and destroyed a

virus it could not directly eliminate. From a practical point ot

view it might he more urgent to appraise the dangers whicli

menace the body in fever, and, before a conclusion was reached,

it would he necessary to distinguish with certamty and precision

between the parts phiyed by the specific febrile disease and the

disorder of the body-heat which accompanied it. -But, aflaeQ

Cohnheim, " when that time comes, I anticipate that physicians

will more and more regard fever, not, indeed, as a condition tree

from dancrer, but as, on the whole, a wise provision of Nature.

Hilton Fagge was inclined to take a like view, but had given

few reasons other than those based on a possible explanation ot

the phenomena of relapsing fever and ague. It would be well to

examine more closely the grounds of this vnew that fever serves

a salutary purpose.
. r, .. < f tv,

After the long prevalence, especially on the Continent, oi tne

idea that the dangers of fever are primarily due to the hign

temperature, and that to reduce the latter is the chief end ot treat-

ment, the reaction is remarkable. It was due, to some extent, to

disappointment -vvith the effects of vigorous antipyretic treat-

ment: external and internal, on the course of the specific fevers.

Expectations had been exaggerated because based on a one-sided

theory, and they had not been fulfilled.

Another factor in the reaction was the growth of the germ-

theorv The thesis of those who extended their bacteriological

speculations to fever appeared to be-th.> specific fevers are due to

the intrusion into the body of certain specific living cells or

microphytes. These engage in a struggle for subsistence with

the tissue-cells of the body. Pyrexia is a reaction brought about,

by natural selection, to favour the latter in the struggle, and to

hamper or disable the former. The result is, or should be, that

the microphytes are overcome, consumed, and thus through tever

the body is restored to health.
.

It was true that some of the best known microphytes were

checked in their growth or multiplication by high temperatures.

Gaffky showed that typhoid bacilli formed spores with ditticulty

at 107 .'i°F.- Koch, that tubercle bacilli ceased to grow a ter

being kept for some weeks at a like temperature. The bacillus

anthracis continues to grow, but loses in virulence if kept for some

weeks at 108.:.° F., or for some days at 101).,')° F. Surely it could

not he held that such facts were really relevant. -V body-tem-

perature of 107° to 109°, kept up for days or weeks, -was too

powerful a remedy. The body would be consumed before its

^'.l^less direct explanation wa.s suggested in a ^ece^tJecture^

Von Ziemssen, namely, that the pyrexia so alters the constitution

of the tissues, that the microphytes no longer
""f.^"

^hfrn a suiW

able soil and so perish. Hut against this was the fact that tbe

exanthemata tended strongly to run a definite course, whether

tL fev™e high or low."^ The gravity of the infection stood in

no proportion to'' the le.ss or greater intensity of 'he pyrexia.

Ilather was it the case that the higliest fevers were the most

unrtiirino- the slitfhter forms the briefest. .,„.,, j

The ctes cited by Hilton Fagge, by Mum, by Finkler and

fi, r« in which the febrile paroxvsm seemed to have a destmc-

Hve efl ct on the nllng Vinis of relapsing and of intermittent

ilvprs were then discussed, and were shown to admit of a simply

exn7anrtion, one applicable to all the specific diseases attribute!

?omicroparasites. These parasites seem, like other I'vmg cr«a.

ur^s to htve a definite life-,.eriod, in which they grow, multiply.

exert'the r pecial action, and decay. This period is '"deP«°f"*

ofmrexia independentof antipyretictreatment,mdependent
of ei-

01 p> rp^'^;" M m, definite duration of its virulence in typhus,
term ^''"^'^""^^^ the sudden extinction of its vitality at the

^rtsTsin eroSouspnumon'ia bespoke anormal biological proper^

?n the virus r law of its life which forbade it to endure longer

morbid processes. If we ^ere t o aamu u P ^ \yev.eU.

iply'the law to cover acute
^'-"-f

>- ^ ^^V'^ ^'gnifican'ce
fever was nt^best a .^y°^rIo°';

."f^.^^ '^PaClWX tratTons from
was verj' different m '

iff^"'
'^in were given. The only sonnd

the phenomena of cough
<'^f^^X^Mr^r chrtnm^^lnce!^ in

therapeutic method was
^^l^^^ll^^^^^^^^

"'Vlln'/tlia^^K-^rJai dange^Xanluiathi
inMSting that all P> J™";

";"",''
f,,pr whose headquarters were

rviratm^Slatfn^ tCt.'a^^^vt 'is salutary, it should not be

-^^l^l^'^^t^etffl^&HhjJtw^^

^^i^^:^i>^^:^'^^^o^'^^' <i-it^wuh ?his

;™ti^i^-a masterly ^'^'X^]^:^'^^^^^. o^

H^ri^criie\";wdt"ii^^^^^^^^^^^
rSih^t'^S'enipc.atn^^was^nambi^^^^^^ -^^ :;^y-^<SSfiaSLrin'^ermal Saxia.
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in. dij^onlon^ thermolyeis without other change, the temperature
inislil i-i.se unrt ri'Uuiiii liigli. Dut there was good ground for the
beli.-f that such non-pyrexial elevation of temperature was not in
itself dangerous. Take, for example, the cases of aseptic opera-
tion, di'scnbt'd by Volkmann and otlier surgeons, in which a tem-
perature of 104° or 105° was accompanied by no loss of appetite,
no distress, no symptom such as coidd be called characteristically
febrile.

Many of the current beliefs as to the beneficial effects, func-
tional and textural, of mere high temperature were based on ex-
periments in which animals were forcibly overheated. These
©xiH-riments were examined critically, and in the light of fresh
researches, such as those of Nauny'n, and Welch of Baltimore,
shown to be capable of other interpretation, With due precau-
tions, such animals could be kept in comfort and without per-
manent damage for days or weeks, their rectal temperature beina
on the average. 106° F. Danger did not arise till a much higher
point was reached

; and then the evidence proved that the over-
strain on the thermal system broke down the regulating
mechanism, and complete thermal dissolution or hyperpyrexia

The phenomena of relapsing fever were adduced as bearino- in
the same direction. In this disease, the subjects of which were
oft«n weak and anasmic, tejnperatures of 10:f°, enduring for five
or SIX days, were common, and were tolerated well, as was shown
by, among other things, the small mortaUty (4 or 5 per cent

)

The conclusion ultimately reached was: That high temperature
in Itself was not proven to be salutary, neither was it in itself the
ethcient caui<e of all the morbid phenomena commonly describedM febrile.

•vn
.111

Ml..

ON RARE DISEASES AND EXCEPTIONAL
SYMPTOMS.

^^

By JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S., F.R.S., LL.D.? 1 •

J

Emeritus Professor of Surgery at the London Hospital;
''^'^ Ir/.,'

' " ' i'li^'/Mii '„r ,i.')T>n "],•,

,^^^ CCmtiyimd from page 111»:)'"'-'') '"t'l 'm':
l^nu.—On the Simulation oj- OBSTErciioN of the Bowels
,'•,.; ., BY AtTACK.9 CF GALL-StONE CoLIC.
At tlie Association Meeting at Brighton, Dr. Ord gave a valu-
able address on some of the rarer symptoms produced by eall-
stone.^ The diagnosis of hepatic (or cystic) colic is of much
interest for surgeons, on account of the frequency with which thepassage of a gall-stone simulates abdominal obstruction. 1 amnot thmking of cases of real obstruction by the impaction of a
gall-stone m the bowel, but of cases in which constipation andyomitiDg are due to a stone of small size impacted in the neck
of the gall-bladder or its duct. I can fully support Dr. Ord's
statement that attacks of gall-stone are often not attended by
jaundice. I wel remember many years ago meeting two physicians,
together with the family surgeon, at the bed.side of a gentlemanwho was supposed to be the subject of acute internal Itran^ula-
tion. There had been much vomiting, and forty-eight hours°con-
stipatiou. The way in which the pain had begiui, and the
pati^.ut s distinct reference of it to the region of the gall-bladder
yvith other symptoms, made me think that it must be a case of
gall-stone. On expressing that opinion I was met by the re-jomder that there was no jaundice. The discussion was vigorous
?Jid the family surgeon, taking the matter up warmly, had the
motions carefully strained, with the result that three days after-wards a gaU-stone as big as a horse-bean came away. Dr Ord
states that gall-stones are often present, and may even pass into
the bowel, without there ever having been present any of the sym-
|>toms usua ly supposed to indicate them. If by this statementw meant only the absence of severe attacks of colic with vomitin<^
ajid jaundice, then I can quite agree with it. I believe, however'!that almost always minor attacks of pain, more or less suddenWch as are often called " spasm of the stomach," have been
present. It is difficult to accept the statement that gall-
stone.s may leave their location and escape by the bowel thereWg been from first to last no symptoms of thei?7resence

™TrL,Hf^f "
"J"'^

°'°'''' common event than it is generallypipposed to be and many ca,ses escape recognition because there
18 a general belief that jaundice ought to be present.

be whonV„"h'''''f'^
''° ^-^ '^"'^ ^'"' «li°^ing tliat this symptom may

Win, T. -^n
^^''"'' even in severe cases and wjiere the stone is large.With Dr. Ord 8 second proposition I can also fully agree It is

that gall-stones, far too big to pass through the common duct
and which can, therefore, only get into the bowel by the forma-
tion of an ulcer of communication, do escape by that process with-
out producing any very severe symptoms, either general or local.

I have several times known stones of very large size, big enough
to quite plug the bowel for a time, to be got rid of by patients
who had never been seriously ill. I do not say that they had
never had tenderness over the part, nor that slight paroxysms had
been wholly absent, but these had been so unimportant as to
attract but little notice. In cases in which in reference to pro-
posed operative measures it is necessary for the surgeon to
diagnose as to gall-stones, it is of great importance to take cogni-
sance of these slight attacks of colic. They may have been very
transitorj^ but if they have been present they count for muchm helping us to an opinion.
The use of anresthetics to full insensibility, kept up for a long

time, and both preceded and followed by "opiates, is, I suppose,
the best treatment for all forms of gall-stone colic. It does not
matter whether the stone is impacted in the common duct or in
the bowel, we can scarcely do better than prevent spasm and
favour relaxation of the parts concerned. By these measures I'

have, in several cases in which I had been called in with a yiew
to operation, succeeded in quite removing symptoms which were
very urgent.

It is of interest to know that attacks referred to stomach dis-
order from indigestible food are often really hepatic colic due to
the presence of gall-stones. By the patient I have no doubt
that this mistake is constantly made, and the surgeon must be
cautious of taking the lead suggested. A gentleman was liable
to attacks of pain which he referred exactly to the site of the
gall-bladder, but wliich, he said, were produced by certain articles
of food, such as carrots, broad beans, etc. The pain, he said, was
often terribly severe, and might last a whole night, and even on
one recent occasion for three days. It always left a sense of
soreness over the whole region. He had never had jaundice, .J
told him that, in spite of his impressions as to the influence of
food, 1 had no doubt that his attacks were due to gall-stones.
He corroborated my diagnosis by at once telling me that his
father and a sister were known to have voided them.

XXXIV.

—

On the Acute Bronchocele of Adolescents. An
Aunt and Nephew Affected at Cokresponding Ages.

Complete Recovery of the Former.
There is a variety of bronchocele which, as far as my experi^

ence lias gone, is almost peculiar to adolescents, which increases
very rapidly, and is sometimes attended by urgent symptoms of
tracheal compression. It is worth study as a form of constitu-
tional disease, and the following narrative affords two good ex-
amples of it.

M. P., aged 18, was brought to me by Dr. Greenwood, of Dalston,
for a '.-ery large, soft bronchocele which embraced the whole
front of his neck and was already causing some difficulty o;f

breathing. He did not know how long it had existed, but
thought that it had been there only a few weeks. He was a tall

lad, of rather dark complexion. His pulse was soft, and his
hands chilly and rather dusky. He considered himself in good
health, and there were no indications of Graves's disease excepting
a certain degree of irritability of the heart. I inquired carefully
as to family history, and was told that the disease had never oc-
curred in the family before, and that none of his predecessors had
lived in Derbyshire. A month later M. P.'s mother came with
him, and I then got a fresh fact as to the family histoi-y. She
said that her eldest sister had, when about our patient's age, suf-
fered from an exactly similar affection to that which her son now
had. This sister was now 60 years of age, very thin, but in toler-

ably good health. When adolescent she was much out of health,
and was for two years under treatment for " Derbyshire neck."
Tlie bronchocele at length entirely disappeared, and at the present
time her neck is thin rather than otherwise. No other relative
was known to have had bronchocele, but my patient's mother,
who was a very intelligent woman, said that it was the rule
with all her relatives to be delicate from the ages of 16 to "J5;

several had been seriously ill, and two or three had died (of

phthisis?). Those who survived became stronger as, years adr
vanced. .

: ,i|

XXXV.—OPHTHAXMOPLEaiA EXTERNA WITHOUT ABSIGNASLB,,'
Cause. ,'

,

The late Dr. Moxon was kind enough to send to me a veiy jja,.
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fcerestina example of ophthalmople<pa externa, for which no cause

?ouTd bf t^ignll. The patient wa. a florid, healthy-looking lady,

aged 3:3. Hex features, teeth, and comp ex 10.. were as f ,ir as jv s-

9^10 removed from those BUggestive ot inherited syphilid, bhe

wai single and there was not the slightest reason for ;-^'P- '"g

that she had ever suliVred from the acquired disease. Her fat er

came ^-ith her, and in answer to a direct question assured me that

he had never had any suspicious disease. He had a large, healthj

^^I^' '8 symptoms were remarkable for their symmetry and

evenness Both eyelids drooped so as to almost cover the pupils.

sleTouldmovebotl .yeballs a very little inall directions and alni.^

equally in all. It was exceedingly little. I could not detec anj

squint^and she had seldom or never been troubled with diplopia.

A ve^^• remarkable point was that her pupils acted fairly well.

and that she could still use her accommodation. Her pupils

were of normal size and equal. As she was myopic there was a

fallacy as to the accommodation, hut %\-ith glasses which enabled

her to see well in the distance she could still see to read. I had not

time to test this in detail. She was accustomed to read a good deal,

and was able to see downwards well in spite of the drooping lids.

Two photographs produced showed that theptosis was commencing

three years ago, and that it was quite absent ten years ago. She

believed that from girlhood she had been accustomed to turn her

head when others would turn their eyes It had been she said a

matter of remark by her companions. Her father did not, how-

ever, know anything of this. j- j r..

Miss had no other symptoms of nervous disorder. i)r.

Moxon informed me that her knee-jump was good She had never

had any lightning pains. The only ailment which she would

confess to was occasional very severe headaches. To these she

had been liable from childhood, and was sometimes laid up for a

day by them. ,•,•..• c „i,

1 do not think that I have ever seen a syphilitic case of oph-

thalmop'e"ia externa in which the symptoms were so regular.

Almost always one or more of the ocular muscles escapes paralysis

to a large extent. , , . ,

(I kiww nothing as to the sequel of this case. 1 never saw one

quite like it, and should be very glad to know the result if any of

my readers can give the information.)

iXXYIi—DiPHTHEKiTic Pabalt.sis of Accommodation afteb.

- ' 1.' A Sorb Tkhoat so Slight that it had
BEEN rOBQOTTEN.

I believe that it is well known that paralysis of the muscle of

accommodation, such as is usually described as "diphtheritic,

may occur after v^ry slight forms of .-.re throat. I have myself

seen and recorded several such cases, in which the sore throat had

been so slight and transitory that it had been forgotten and one

such is at present under my observation. A healthy-lookuig girl

ten years old was brought to me on account ot failure ol sight,

which 1 at once found to be paralysis of accommodation 1 in-

quired as to the sore throat, and was told by her mother that the

child had not been ill in anv way. At the second visit however,

two facts were remembered which had been at hrst forgotten.

One month before coming to me the child had been m conipany

with a little boy who had been suffering from a bad sore throat,

and some time ago had had diphtheria. Three weeks pnor to this,

however, the child herself, while .staying at Sandown, had had a

three days' sore throat ; it had not been bad enough to necessitate

medical advice. Such were the verj- trivial, but I have no doubt

really important, facts. The child, under tn>atment, recovered

perfectly in about three weeks, and had no other symptoms of

paralysis. I cannot doubt that the failure of sight was of the

nature of diphtheritic paralysis. Does the case prove that true

diphtheria may occasionally be so slight as to be overlooked aud

yet be efficient to the production of paralysis as a sequela ? This is

my own belief, and it seems to me to establish a verj- important

fact with reference to the natural history of the disease. 1
be-

lieve that it is generally acknowledged that the seventy of diphthe-

ritic paralysis is not usually in ratio with the seventy of the

throat afft^tion. I have never, however, myself seen genera

paralysis after a slight form of sore throat like that dejoribed

above; but, on the other band, I have seen many in which the

eye only, or the eye and palate only, have been aflected.

I'BKSEOTATION.—Dr. Walter Kent has been presented 3^ith a

valuable medical chest and an Uluminated address by his fnendB

and patients, on leaving Biddulph, StafiEordshire. for America.

NOTES OK THREE YEARS' OVARIOTOMY WORK
IN THE SAMARITAN FREE HOSPITAL:

EIGHTY'TWO CASES WITHOUT
A IJIIATH.

Bv GEOKfJE.QRAXVlLLE ]5A>'TQCK, M.D., F.E.C.S.En, ,'

S'ucgeon to the Samaritaa FrecUospn 1.

.f , I
—

—

. '

(»v \l,reh -Ist 1885. a widow, aged TjO. the moth, r .it seven

chiuien was a^imlued under my care into the Samaritan Free

iCS She was ver\- thin, and had lost flesh rapidly of late.

The -ibdomen was considerably distended; and this distension.

Idded-to Tome chronic bronchitis, caused difficulty of breatlun?

and a troublesome cou«b. On the evening of admission the tem-

Deratiu-e was 90.4°, and was probably due to the mechanical im-S of The numerous adhesions which were subsequently iound

With the view of relieving the breathing and cough, and of

•i^l^.^ t»,e imtif-nt some sleep bv enabling her to he do-Rn, I re-

Sred twelv"^ pfnt's Tnd a halt^of a dark-co%ured fluid by aspira-

Son on tTie 2ard, and ou April L»t I performed double ovariotomy,

removing I tumiur of the right ovary weighing thirteen pounds

and the left ovary, which was as large as a Ifns egg The

D«liclew^twited until its vessels were strangulated, and sub-

?e^uentTrconsequent hemorrhage into the large cyst accounted

for the dark colour of its contents. There were very extensive

adhesionslnvolving the parietes wherever the tumour came into

eontaet wit^ themrthe omentum, uterus, and other pelvic struc-

Ui^es anTabout^wo feet of smaU intestine with its mesentery.

Zultweii 5 ligatures were applied to bleeding points in omen-

tum! mesentery." intestine, back of uterus, and
J"

^le panetes

vXre the bleeding points were so numerous, and the djihculty of

applying Ugatures%r even pressure forceps so
f^^*" ^^1.,̂ ^«

induced to try the thermo-cautery of Taquelin, but without

success Finally, I washed out the peritoneal cavity ^"^'h ^"™
wafer nserted a drainage-tube, and closed the wourid After the

reratioTtlere was an aggravation of the bronchia^ sjTnptoms

and cough and the patienfdied on the sixth day.. P..^t^ortenv

e?am?u ft on revealed some peritonitis and extensive pu^monarr

con "estion 1 mtv remark that the operation lasted an hour and

a hatf and it will-be gathered from the *

o-f°-^^^^f ^j'^^ ^^^
was altogether a desperate one and gave little hope of a suc-

''FromTJmiddle of April, 1885, to the corresponding date this

yearThave performed 82 ovariotomies in the Samaritan Free

'Hosnital and all the patients have recovered.

On the whole the cases have been of a rather severe character.

IS tle followin<T details will show. Thus, in more than one-half—

4?^therewe?e' adhesions property so called; in small propor-

li^n the adhesions involved the paru tes only or omentum only
;

m
lS°e proportion both these structures were

"^^^l^f
,»' the

^an^p time • in considerable number the tumour was adherent

S the pelvic organ to a yar^•ing extent, and in a few mstancee

o the Sstinef also. In oiie of parietal adhesions only the

mtLnt "ad ust completed seven months of her first pregnancy.

n the coursfof whidi she had been t^snce tapped/ .This case

in niiother nine stout ligatures were required to arrest the bleed

Scr from th^ torn structures left after remo^;al of a tumour m-

voh-in° the left broad ligament and left side of the uterus, and in

the la"f case of tCs kind operated upon, the l^^' but one of tl,^;

a?.ross Uter removimz an ovarian tumour of ten ,x>unds (n^ht-

^ de) i s it open the hernial sac by continumg the abdominal in-

cs.oi applied several ligatures to, divided the adherent omen--
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turn nnd tlion dissected off the peritoneum from the various
pouches, cuttinp nway the redundant and thinned skin and neri-toneum. In closing the wound ] first brought the peritonealedges together in the region of the hernia by closely applied" ilk-Tvorm gut su ures, of which the ends were cut off shorthand t enthe skin and intervening tissues by deep sutures running a on"under the raw surface, and not going through the peritoneumThe remainder of the wound, in which the fatty layer measur^inearly two inches in depth, midway between the uLbiHcurandpubes was clos.^d in the usual way. ^Convalescence was uninter-rupted, and the hernial sac was completely obliterated

;,»^^ :u X^''-
""""^"^''^ °f tl^e severity of the cases I may point out

In hi^'
dramage-tube was used in more than one-halffor 45 and

withwa^m^water"
-^--^P^--' "^^ P-'-e- -- washed ^ut

»^^nri!tnX'
^^^ ^^cond ovary was more or less diseased, and was

^h f. f)?
^''"°^«''- 11 '« sometimes very difficult to decidewhether the ovary is sufficiently diseased to justify its removalIn a large majority of the cases there was no diiBcidty whoever

htS7 I remn "h"'*'
^^ ^^R^^^ng less distinct evidence thaniiitherto I removed an ovarian tumour of 9* lbs. eleven yearsagp. The other (left) ovary appeared to be quite hellthy andthis view may be said to have been confirmed by the fact 'th itwithin two years the patient gave birth to twiJs (one of eachsex). But there is pretty conclusive evidence that it did not ^n^remain healthy, for there is a history of gradual increase in th?

fZ f'l«f
Women for several years, and fhave recently removed

wa asked ;r7i 'had '3' '""""".".^ '^ "''• ''^ '^'^ ^nsCcel
Operation ^ removed tlie second ovary at the first

hes.ons m this instance was to be explained by the facfthat the"circulation through the pedicle had not been sufficenty interferedwith to set up degenerative changes in the tumours
^'^'^^^'^ed

In 8 cases the pedicle was twisted, and 3 of these belonged tnthe dermoid variety. In all but one there were more or "ess e^

There were 5 cases of ruptured cyst, in all of whir-h the „.i,„i
p.r.tone.1 cavity was tho:Lghly ^^-asiied ^"t andtdrainagetut

rr^lul
^"^''^ ''"' 'liseasewas malignant, and in 2 of these themalignancy was recognised at the t^me of the operation In thefirst case the patient died in about fourteen months wUh extendMvely disseminated cancer. In the second the patilnt made a

tZntt^tkaT'^.^f" -=r'^.''^-"g
the h^Sl^n h^iwentietn aaj In a few weeks more a small tumour fnrmprl in

l^nefr °' '^'- ^"^''^'' P^'°f"l "°d tender wt^out an™ se of

was great cetiema of ttlower'exiremilie Va^tric^'^ltaTL^^'th

free' fluw'°A?';h"'
""' -"^'f-^^^le distensFon of tKdomerSiree nuul. At the operation twenty-five Dints of froo fl„;H \„„

remoTed togetherwith a sarcoma ofthele^t ovarywefgW%Tbsand another of the right ovary weicrhina abmif 3 Ih „?^^ V^
'

pelvic and lumbar glanSs were already in?fctedTleper?toneum'w^s well washed out and drained, and she recovered withou?^bad symptom. The disease, however, made rapTdproCTe^ though
onerntTon

°°."°'"/'"'^?= '^' &'^^"'= ^mtat^on.^ reHeved by the

ToCr x";emi;^s'1,n']
a few weeks along with the «dema of he

AiiM ?i ^' "°'^ ^^^ '^^^^ '" *'e"<'en weeks.

^«u A
f? 82 operations were done, without the use of nnv «ncaUed antiseptic substance. Warm water-not spec ally nremred"

^ZthZ'l'^^V. '" ^"^'^'"g °"' the peritoneal cavifyS

drm^^f ? ? ^^^"^^ operation, or wlien. through the breaW
ser^^ amo'^°?'? ''.^'?«t"'^-

'""''. ^""^ "">' eS-'-on of blood and

S o^,!it aT^h^o'l-ad^mEl- fe^ed
^" ^^ ^^ ^"^'^^^^

-
fJvme 30, 1888.

and non-Listerian methods, the latter being wholly confined f«my practice. That comparison was very much to ^J^ h;. ^
tage, and deductions wL drawn whicfi Ten tie r^s'Ll^sn/th;following year tended to upset, and which those of snLrL •

years have actually tended to reverse Aaainthnt.nr^^^"'^was made on the results of only one yearT'comnarirn^or.?
suits extending over several year4 will\e a moreTe .able ^de"
?n thlTono^J^nTtU^eT

'°'' ''' ''''"' '^^^ ''''' 1886!td%t

But in September, 1887, Mr. Doran ;bandoned\\?e Listerianlndadopted my method of practice, and if his 3 cases be added in th»one^table, and subtracted in the other, th^ follo'^^g res^ft k ob!

Total.
°^-

^t^S^:i^^- Died Totaf"'""S
^^'^^ '' "P"^*"-''

If, again, the results for the three years over which"the nre-ceding 82 cases extend, namely, from April 1885 to Anril 1S^be taken, the following is the result-
April, 1888,

Dr. Bantock's Cases. >

Tot^I. liecovered. Died. Listerian Cases. ,

«-^ •• 82 ... Total. Eecovered. Died. I

Plus Mr. Doran's Cases.
f

116 ... 104 12 L
Total. Recovered. Died. Minus Mr. Doran's Cases (3 in 1887 (4 ••• 4 ... ) and 1 in 1888). j

Giving 86 cases without a death, as against 116 cases with 12deaths, or a mortality of 10.34 per cent.

NOTES ON THREE CASES OF UTERINE
FIBROIDS UNDER TREATMENT BY

APOSTOLI'S ELECTRICAL •

METHOD.
By W. J. TIVY. F.R.C.P.E., P.R.C.S.E.,

Clifton.

Case i.—&. W., unmarried, aged 40. consulted me first in 1884 foran abdominal swelling-and metrorrhagia. She was a tall slightvery anjemic woman
; she said her abdomen had been increasinsm size for two years ; her menses were most profuse, lasting ten

or twelve days
; she suffered no pain. At this time (1884) I de-

tected three separate, hard, solid tumours
; the largest and hard-

est nearly filled the right side of the abdomen, was freely movableand extended to the umbilicus ; the smallest was in the centre'and on the left side was a third tumour nearly as large as the'right one and also movable. By modified diet, rest, and the use

? fo^'i 'u"^
growth of the tumours seemed checked for a time,

in 1887, however, in spite of this treatment, I found that the ab-domen measured forty inches and a half in circumference, a much
larger size than it had been in 1884, and that the tumours were
also larger.

In October I commenced Apostoli's treatment. applyin<^ the
positive pole to the interior of the uterus, which was five inches
in depth. By using at first twenty cells of Coxeter's battery I ob-
tained eighty milliamperes

: little pain was felt, and the patientwas about the next day and after each subsequent electnsation.
; J.'''^ -V,.

'y i^icreased the strength to twenty-five cells, and 140 to
IbO milliamperes, and after each application found the abdomen
smaller and the tumours reduced. After eleven electrisations theabdomen measures only thirty-four inches in circumference, the
tumours are reduced by fully one-half, and the last four men-
strual periods have been quite normal.
Case ii.—Mrs. J., aged 63, past menopause two years. She has

never been pregnant. She consulted me June, 1887, for a large
abdominal tumour nearly filling the whole abdomen ; it arose in
the right side, was very movable, and extended three inches to
the lett of the umbilicus : the tumour was solid, round, and very
hard. The patient suffered no actual pain, and her menses had
always been normal. The tumour was evidently a pedunculated
sub-peritoneal fibroid.
On December 1st, 1887, her abdomen measured forty-one inches

and a half in circumference. The sound passed five and a half
inches m depth. I applied the negative pole internally for ten
minutes, and obtained 80 to 90 mLlliamperes. using twenty cells
this process I repeated every ten or twelve days, gradually in-
creasing the strength to 140 milliamperes. After eight applica-
tions the circumference of the abdomen is thirty-fiye inches ; the
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^^r!!«T',',V K V aee.l2G, a slight, healthy, immarrie<l girl,

•f^l LX^tfn la di ll-^7?.nd s^^va8 then seen by two Lon-

donVeci-a't^'wh^Tagr'eed
that she had a fast-growmg. yeduncu-

lated myon,a, >^'^V^
T^^ZX^'^toV.-, treatment for her,

..^i:;5:^r^^^rt^in;^u^i^es^;j^ahai^i^^^

^.es; each application hjsted^

days elapsed between «'^='l- /^ht iimUeations, the aMomen

^:Srthirt^-^wo i:jhet:ndnt\u"^i;l:r c^^^^^ he felt to the

'^R^Ks-i'appiied the electricity to the patients placed in

tbo ob.^Sca/p"o^i^ion-, and, having P--^^'^Jer^n's specu-

1 T »„,„i„iH, Qi-rinrrpd the va<nna With an antiseptic souu-iou

'bX fnse t^ii" tlclnternal electrode, and again after the opera-
ueiore mbtrun^

internal electrode was steeped before

^:°^J^ir!io c^li^i^tS^'T dM^o electrisation Uun ten

a^vs^o" the preceding one ; antiseptic syringing was done by te

atients twice daily in the intervals between each operation. The

Sec ricitvVas newr applied for more than ten minutes and eelX c U was Ira'I'iallv added, up to the strength determined

nnon and again slowly diminished in the same way. I use

^^o"u,?i^ weTclay abdominal electrode, a water rheostat, and a

gS gah-anometer; also flexible platinum electrodes tor the

nerus of small calibre, made for me by Coxeter, and i"9»la ?' "P

toTwo inches from the point. Owing to the energetic action of

the negative pole. 1 should not venture to apply more than loO

milliainperes of electricity to the uterus.

PEEVENTIVE SURGERY, AS ILLUSTRATED

IN KNOCK-KNEE .IND FLAT-FOOT.'

By T. S. ELLIS, M.R.C.S.,

Consulting Surgeon Cat^ Surgeou ani^O^'^'J-"-'^ Surgeon) to the Infirmary

„ to b, while the weight of the body acts in tbe 'ma
«
Jto c Th^se

-^^&:^h^:ru^^||^EE^^£^

^M^^^^f^gt^l^^a^^UeU^^
^ZZ.!^e ?ll:i:art'^:^s:^U>^^^e^hody is Uept upright^

not affect the result described, I
-«'i'?g^f

• '^^^°'^^^?'
t^o. U^-

ward thru.st on the knee acts in the line b to
«; , \^^'

.^°"- '' „ jt

S^terial. the muscular force being ^'^"^^
';"""f,^t°i^^ t'rbodv

My contention is that the muscles concerne
"^""'^^Y^ °p^

PnPVKN-TivE Surcrerv, tliough it sounds unfamiliar, is. I submit, a

eSate expressfon .Vs Preventive Medicine sometimes teaches

ho^t^ cure diseases by presenting in specially
P'-o'J°""^,fJ° ^^

the conditions under which they do ""' ^ccur so a stiuy f the

means by which deformities arc prevented may teac i ';'s uo\\ to

deal with them when actually existing.. Let me illustrate this

I V two kindred deformities having mucli in common, kno^k-knee

a^d flat-foot, as acquired independently "^ I--
>;^^;"'^,°,V'°?n

disease Both are exaggerations of naturally existing ciir\ts. in

eicU the sequence of evints is the same^failure of muscular sup-

nort Yielding of ligaments, altered contour ol bone surface. Xnd

WaSeas?, also, the leading indication for treatment is the

Sme-toTtrengthen, by action, the muscles which, in the full ex-

ercise of their functions, prevent these detormities.

In the case of kuock^knee. the direct influence of muscnlar

ac^ron in cure or prevention, does not seem to be recognised at a

by writers. Of the two most recent known to me. Mr. 0« en (ij c

tina% ofSurrnj, Oenu Valgum) refers to ^^»'^l^l^ \°JSl\f_
if, and Mr. Arbuthnot Lane {Guys Iloyntal

-'^''f /^'.J:^;

> '"'.

vises it only because by this means "the hrmuessot the joints and

Hgam.!;ds.^andthede,1sity and resistMnce of the osseous^ysm^

will be improved." That spontaneous recoveries do sometimts

^cc ir is well known, and that muscnlar exercise will couple e >

remove the deformity I have myself seen, although unable unt 1

recent y to explain how. This I will now endeavour osho«

Vccordincr to the parallelogram of forces, a well known law. if a

^.m'a "fng in the^ Hue a xZ b (Fig 1, be opposed by
"
/om, actnig

in the line a to c, the resultant will be in the diagonal of the com-

p eted pa;allelog;am, or towards rf. But all the
"^'^f

^
^s aUadf ^^

to the leg bones b^w_amUo the pelvis above do act in the lint

i"Keid before the GlouoestersUue Br.uiob.

found the treatment thus indicated to be highly satislactory, so

much so as to justify a conlident opinion that it would be found

to be sufficient even'for tlie worst cases. And indeed, as apjx'ars

to me. if it be admitted that failure of muscular support leads to

yeldinyof lii^amenU and altered bony surfaces m joints
:
that

Vigorous use of muscles makes them strong and taut, even when

only in passive contraction ; that, in this condition, they not only

relax, and thus renew tlie ovt-r-stretched ligaments, but also, by

exertinc constant pressure on the bony surfaces of the joints, re-
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miiihfy their altered contours—if this be admitted, and if the ex-
planation of laiock-kneo which I have given be acceijied, then I
cln-.iuthat such success accords with reasonable probability.
This view of knock-knee, its prevention and cure—never, so far

as 1 know, given before—I offer now with the more confidence
and the more pleasure because it was at a meeting of this Branch
nearly fourteen years ago, that I first pointed out that the arch of
the foot IS formed, is maintained, and may, wlien destroyed be
restored, by muscular action. I then narrated how, after an acci-
dent which had torn through the calcaneo-seaphoid lirmment inmy own foot, I had myself been the subject of flat-foot in the
worst form for more than sis years; that, in seeking to discover
by what means tlat-foot is in Nature prevented, I had, by an ob-
servation on a horse, been induced to regard it as a universal law
that ligaments liable to great strain are supported by muscles
and from that law had deduced the probability that, if I could
only renew the function of the flexor longus pollicis, I mitdit
restore my flattened foot. 1 then described how, after sLx montiis'
persevering application of the principle involved, a foot which for
SIX years had never risen to tiptoe had become able to bear the
strain of hopping over a footstool. To this I may now add
tliat_ it has never since given me serious trouble, although the
original displacements are still e^ddent. I did not, however, at
tlia. time convince anyone^ that my recovery was wholly due to

exercise, and 1 had not the boldness to send my paper to a
mecUcal journal. Three years later 1 restated my views in a
pamphlet of which Mr. Holmes gave a favourable notice in his
Principles of fSurciery on the first appearance of that book. To
those views I have ever since adhered, maintaining, as leadino'
principles in relation to flat-foot :

" For prevention promote, for
restoration renew, the functions of the flexor longus pollicis."
This being done, action of the other important muscles will be
attendant. ]S'ot so the converse. Distortion of the great
toe may suspend the action of its flexor alone. I find it clifii-
cult to understand how anyone can consider the position of
the tendon (depicted in Fig. 2), having the same relation
to the arch as a bowstring to a bow, without recognising that so
strop" a muscle must exercise a most important influence on the
flexible arch, or arc which its tendon subtends. And yet, in all
the writings I know where flat-foot and the construction of the
plantar arch is discussed—the list is a long one'—there is not one

nL^J' Y"l'i",'''"?'-'
".';'"'*• ""^ ""^ "-"nvert to myviHws. I learne.l. vears

?„» ,1 ' " tnemlly conversation in Uie square at St. Bartholomew's had
left more impression tliau I supposed.

» It inclurk'j rrolessiir Humphry. "
-lli-ll,' Liincet. Mnr(:!i SOth. ISmB; Profe'i

. . 'Flat-foot and Construction of Plantar
i\„^,^„ /„ '-."r

-.• Ifl^B: Professor .Sayre, OrMo/wi/ic.Siowry; ProfessorORSton /.^«<-rf. Janimry 2«t).. 1S84; Dr. Little. S,,stcm of Surgery : Mr. Bernard
,_11K1T1»H -Ukimoaf, JoURNAj,. Nov. ISth, \W2. Dictionary of Simjery, Xeio

iiirt.li.

Phy,vAo,jy, vol. .>c,.t
; Mr. Golding-Blrd, Guy's liospiM RepofU, 1883;

and

where the writer has regarded this muscle as of suflicient
portance even to call for special mention. Perhaps, if the pla
of the tendon could be occupied by the fleshy mass of the muscl
and the tendon inserted in the leg, the effect of action on the an
would be better realised. We call it the flexor of the great toe. Tl
far more important and far more common action is to assist i

raising the body, acting from the straight toe as the fixed poin
The tendon is, in effect, the most important of those forming tl
counterpart of the single tendon, which in the horse passes roun
the hock (the true heel), and is inserted at the toe. TUt the sketc
(Fig. 2) on one side, imagine an exaggerated toe-nail, a much-eloi
gated metatarsal bone, and the tibia inclined at a less angle, and -n
have a horse's leg. Just as the tightening of the tendon of tb
"flexor perforans " in the rearing position of the horse, the tipto
of man, relieves the enormous strain on the ligaments binding tc
gether the bones between the hock and the hoof, so do the^coi
responding tendons relieve the ligaments of the human foot a
the heel is raised in every step. And, f lu-ther, insufficient suppor
of these ligaments will lead to "straight joints " in one case, as i

does to the counterpart, flat-foot, in the other. I cannot describ
how much I owe to this bit of comparative physiology applied t'

surgery.
I have recorded in the Lancet of February 9th, 18S4, with mj

own case, that of a farriers apprentice, who was under my car.
in the Gloucester Infirmary some fifteen years ago, with feet s(
flat and so painful that he could not walk across the ward, lit
was put in the way of proper exercises, and ultimately became i

distinguished dancer in the 2nd Life Guards. I have also then
described (September 25th, 1880) the best exercise I know for pro-
ducing a speedy result in a bad case of flat-foot, and I now saj
the same in regard to knock-knee. It consists in raising a weighl
by means of a cord running over pulleys. The object is to brins
the foot to extreme tiptoe, the knee and hip to full extensior
(this with the inspiration, so as to get the benefit of the Silvestei
method of artificial respiration added to natural breathing); then,
after a pause, to suddenly and vigorously draw downwards'
Turning a wheel, placed so high that the handle is with difficulty
reached when at the highest part of the cycle is a similar move-
ment, available if the patient be strong enough, and having the
advantage of being less irksome. Indeed it may be made to com-
bine useful work. So also may pumping, if the handle be placed
high enough. Bell-ringing is also an excellent exercise. 1 can-
not imagine it to be possible that persons habitually engaged in
such strictly natural occupation as reaching up to and drawino-
down the boughs of trees would be knock-kneed or flat footed. Ic
is remarkable that no such movement exists in the ordinary occu-
pation of life

;
it has no place in ordinary gymnastic exercises,

and, so far as the book of the Zander Institute shows, is not
used even there. On its value in stimulating functional activity
this is not the time to insist. Everything, however, which pro-
motes the general health is important ; so is everything which
promotes nutrition of the muscles, dry friction, massage, and so
on. Still, 1 would insist, on muscular action reliance must after
all be mainly placed. In those forms of it described, especially in
the first, that great impediment to exercise in these cases, the
weight of the body, is partially counter-balanced; but good walk-
ing must be the aim, in view of a permanent cure, and should as
soon as possible be practised in moderation. Let the toes be
pointed downwards and forwards—the position of strength and
therefore of activity ; not outwards—the position of relaxed liga-
ments and, therefore, of rest. Let the heel be vigorously raised
at every step, the knee being fully straightened. There is nothing
strained in this, it is simply good walking. Standing should of
course be avoided unless it be' with constant springing up on the
toes, an excellent exercise. As far as possible, especially in the
early stages of treatment, all exercises should be done with bare
feet. Remember that the natural plane of movement of the great
toe is oblique, downwards and inwards, and take care that neither
boots nor socks interfere with it, as will probably have been the
case. Of the great importance of this point I have spoken in on
article on Deformities of the Great Toe, in the JouENAi of May
20th, 18.87. In the treatment of flat-foot I never use supports of
any kind. I believe that they do more harm in preventing free
action of the short flexor muscles than they do good in propping
up the arch. During many years I have se"en the worst of cases
recover without them. I am equally certain that for Imock-knee

.'Vrtjutlmot Lane, Guy's Hospital Reports, 1S87; HancocV, Anatomy and Surrjen/
j/ /Ijoi .-Noble Sniith, British MedicAi Jourkal. June 9th, 1883, "Suryery ui

Mr, Ueformities ; and Mr. Mayo Collier, Lancet, Sept. 8th, 1886.
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they are in principle wrong, and in practice unnecessary. So also

of tenotomies in either deformity. Osteotomies and resections I

can only regard as unwarrantable mutilations.

TIMES OF
By
Army Jleiliciil Staff.

SOLDIERS' MEALS.
J. HICKMAN,

At oresent the usual hours for soldiers' meals are :
breakfast,

8 AM ; dinner. 1 P.M.; tea, 4.30 or o p.m. The early morning

uarades are I'enerally about Ij or 6.3U, or in summer may be at j—

that is, men coming in late at nis;ht are turned out to parade

without having had anything to eat. Kven considered from the

TOint of view of discipline this practice is to be deprecated; men

having partaken of some nourishment, any way a cup oi coltee,

are in a better humour wdth themselves and their superior.,, and

insubordination, absence, and latenes.s at parades will be fouml to

sensibly diminish, ilany go so far as to advocate a regular meal

at the time of rising, but it is generally accepted that light re-

freshment is sulBcieiit to maintain the e.iuilibnum till the break-

fast time ; hot coffee with plenty of milk may be advised :
it is a

stimulant to the system, im-igorating without depressing. Hie

cooking to provide a full meal could hardly be managed ;
two good

meals are sufficient in the day, and if a hearty breakfast were

taken too soon, the interval between it and the other meal would

be too "Teat; the work intervening is only an hours parade, alter

which breakfast can be taken with leisure and appetite. lUe

morning parade work should not be excessive; no fatiguing duties

should be undertaken, as much unaccustomed exercise is likely to

be foUoweil by languor through the day. In cold or rainy weather

this food before leaving the bai-rack-room .-hould be specially in-

sisted on In every campaign, before starting the day s woru or

march the rules lav down that soup, erbswurst. or coffee is to be

issued In India early rising is universal, and the habit is gener-

ally adopted ; on the march the coffee-shop is an institution, and

the men avail themselves eagerly of it. It is the universal

opinion of medical men abroad that in places where malarious

fevers are prevalent the susceptibility to their influence is mucU

increased by starting for the day without food.

In the Aldershot cavalry barracks the men can get a good cup

of coffee and a bun for a penny, and a eup of Jloore's cocoa and

milk, or a tumbler of milk and a biscuit, could be sold tor less

'^^his early issue of refreshment should not be dependent on the

caprice or wish of the regimental authorities, or on the pocket of

the soldier • it should be embodied in the (Jiieeus Regulations that

no morning work should be commenced without an attempt to re-

store the waste of the body diu-ing fasting and sleep.
_

Breakfast only wants a few words ; no alteration m the hour

can be suggested. Accor<ling to Dr. Edward Smith the daily dis-

tribution of food, supposing a physiological iliet of 4,:3(X) grams of

carbon with 200 grains of nitrogen be taken, should be

:

For breakfast 1.'''<^C) 70

For dinner l-^'M -^

For supper 1,000 40

4,300 200

or the total daily food should be distributed amongst them by

allotting three parts to the first, four to the second, and two to the

third. When dinner is eaten late 4-9ths of the supplymay be eaten

then and half that quantity at luncheon.

Tliis division would assume that the svstem requires meat twice

a day, to cover the wear and tear anil to supply nitrogen, and to

produce the highest state of health in the adult. In the recruit

whose muscles are developing, and whose actual and reserved

energy it is proposed to increase, the bodily waste is far more

active, and he requires nitrogenous food twice a day, at breakfast

and at midday dinner, and on no account in the after part of the

day. In nitrogenous food is comprised iish. bacon, sausage, eggs,

etc., with any of which breakfast can be varied.

It need hardly be said that breakfast should be a substantial

meal; the digestion early in the day is active, and the work of the

day is to follow. Cocoa, milk, hominy, or oatmeal porridge are

amongst the best articles; the unsuccessful eif'jrts to introduce

into lK)USehold use " wholemeal " (not simply bran) bread might be

renewed and enforced in soldiers" diet.

Xjw, as to the time for dinner. It is generally assumed that an

ordinary meal is, in a healthy man, completeiy digested and passed

out of the stomach in about four hours. Then, if we add a period

of two hours for rest to the stomach, food would appear to be re-

quired at intervals of si.t hours. This is what experience teaches,

and what is practically adopted. Sleep means a great diminution

of l>odily activity, and this greater interval can be accounted for.

ISieakfast being 'taken at 8, the midday meal should be ready at

about 1, the time chosen by working men and the middle class

-'enerally in schools, prisons, and all institutions. It is laid down

that the" chief meal of the day, the full meal (by whatever name

it i* called) should be taken at any hour when active occupation,

bodily and mental, can bo suspended for from one hour and a half

to two hours; in other words, it is not found conducive to

health to take a full meal in the midst of the day's work. This

does not seem to agree with the popular habit. If so diers had

their dinners late, alter they had finished their duties, they would

probably remain more in barracks. The question of late dinners

for shop-people and clerks has been elaborately argued by Dr.

Dobellina circular addressed to employers of labour, loo2. In

the case of the soldier the suggestion may raise a smile, but is

worthy of consideration. .

Except fatigues, punishment drdls, or guard occurring at inter-

vals the duty of the foot soldier after dinner consists of only an

hour's parade, and old .soldiers are even exempt from this. In the

mounted branches, stables have to be attended, and many other

duties may present themselves. If the present agitation for the

'• square " meal in the afternoon can be justified by the proportion

of afternoon work, the mounted corps will surely have a primary

claim to this indulgence. The thing to be remembered is to

allow time f.ir rest before and after the meal, and the afternoon

drill should be delayed to further this object. To r-ecapitulate

:

to those whose physical powers have been taxed the short perfect

rest before is to lie recommended; and when the dinner is hnished

at least an hour should be given to physical tranquillity. Mter this

hour gastric digestion -vvill be established, and the blood and

nervous energ>'' employed in the process will no longer be re-

quired, and can be devoted to another form of animal force.

In practice, no doubt, work immediately after a meal interferes

with digestion, but this only applies to hard work, and most of

the woriciug classes can secure a quiet hour for the enjoynnent of

their dinner. Tea is taken at from 4 to o P.M. It really re-

o aires little comment. Ferhaps the hour is too early, and makes

the interval between it and breakfast too long. U delayed later,

it would deprive the soldier of his evening walk, and the change

would be received with grumbling. It can be urged whde the

soldier carries into the army the hours of eating ot the working

classes in his other meals, in his tea and supper he anticipates his

former habits by several hours ; it really adds to the necessity ot

further nourishment before turning in, as gomg to bed with an

empty stomach is to be avoided. Coffee or tea with bread and

butter, lettuce, onions, watercress, or other light things, which

are wholesome, and are better and more economical than meat

;

this is merelv added in case the purchase of meat should be made

by the soldier. Meat teas are not to be commended
;
tea is not

adapted to accompany meat in the digestion, and is very likely to

cause dyspeptic troubles. In many instances the hungry recruit

has eaten his portion of bread for his breakfast, and there is abso-

lutely nothing left for his supper. A moe.ihcation of the rules for

issuing bread seems imperatively required. We are led to conclude

that the hour of dinner is, like the laws of the Medes and PerMan^,

unalterable, though it might be a little later. As regards supper,m
an economic and scientific point of view, it certainly should be

postponed for another hour or two. On service, in camps of exer-

cise, or foreign stations generally, where the outside amusements

of the soldier are few, the change could be made with advantage.

•Vftero o'clock meal the regulations do not provide any more

for the soldier, who. as long as he has money m his pocket,

generally gets something at the regimental cantwn or recreation

room 1-ar; this is merelv privatecxpcnditure. with which no inter-

ference can be made. The question naturally arises whether this

absolutely necessary amount of noiurishment should be dependent

on such lieeliiig and precarious finances.

In the beginning of this paper the dangers of a long fast were

insisted on, especially in the case of growing laiis. They are too

exhausted to sleep comfortably, to rise with vigour, or to enjoy

breakfast. The svstem is weakened and the digestive powers not

ready when called upon, or there is a temptation to ravenous

haste The remeily for this is the issue of soup from the cook-

house between cerlaia bou.s in the evcn.Tig. Tiiis b*5in of soup
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and a piece of bread is a sufficient meal in itself, and should be

arailable for nothing to everj- man -who applies for it. The soup

can be made from the large bones of the rations :
the sale of the

refuse will generally be found to cover the cost of the vegetables,

split peas, and flour required to complete the soup. This has been

adopted in some regiments, and it is found that the applicants

for the soup are usually those whose finances are low, and on the

days immetliately before the pay-day, there is often a difficulty m
supplying the numbers. There is naturally a greater demand in

the winter. The universal adoption of this plan cannot be too

strongly recommended.
, , v • a

A few words as to the times spirit rations should be issued

;

thev are best taken with meals—at dinner time preferably, neyer

before. This is not the place to discuss the merits or the action

of alcohol ; in small quantities it increases the secretion of the

gastric juice and the movements of the stomach, and thus aids

digestion. Alcohol should be taken, largely diluted with water,

with, or rather at the close of, a meal. In Queen's Regulations,

Sect. XV, rara. 103, it is laid down that malt liquor may be taken

from the canteen to the barrack rooms for the men's consumption

at dinner; this privilege is, however, not acknowledged by all

commanding officers and its observance should be universally in-

sisted on.

AFTER-HISTORY OF PNEUMONIA THE GUIDE
TO ITS TREATMENT.

By ARTHUR JAMISON, M.D.,

London.

I WISH in this paper to give my experience of the imperfect as

well as the complete recoveries of my cases of pneumonia during

a period of over twenty years. I have never seen its therapeutics

discussed from the con.^ideration of the after-history of cases of

this disease. I will not, therefore, in this paper discuss the

lessons taught me by my fatal cases, but confine my remarks to

those that recovered. These observations are founded on 213

cases of all grades of severity of single and double pneumonia, at

ages varying from 15 to 73; and by pneumonia I mean croupous

pneumonia, characterised by rusty sputa and consolidation after-

wards. I was able to trace the after-history of 155 of my cases.

Most of them were of the artisan class; some came under my
care subsequently for other ailments, some for entrance examina-

tion into benefit 'societies, and I always made it a routine rule to

examine the chests of all my cases whenever I could afterwards.

Of these 155 cases, I found rather above half—namely, 81—free
from any traces of their pneumonia on examination at periods not

under two years afterwards. The other 74 had traces left dis-

coverable by finding dulness of the affected region of greater or

less extent and degree, indicating impaired lung, and were Tery

frequently ill ; 13 of them died of phthisis afterwards.

During my first years of practice my treatment was mainly ex-

pectant. I thought and had been taught that pneumonia had a

definite course; that drugs could not alter its natural history, and,

beyond stimulating the old, rest in bed, a warm poultice, and any

sort of a placebo mixture was treatment enough. Symptoms, on

an average, subsided on the eleventh day ; convalescence seemed

establi-shed, and expectancy triumphant. Any prolonged debility

afterwards was put down to insufficient means, imperfect hygienic

surroundings, or to the generally below-par state of health of

many operatives living in towns. But I began to wonder if ex-

pectancy were the best treatment when I found so many whom I

had so treated so frequently ill afterwards, Tlie chief symptoms
were slight cough and exiiectoration, inability to work as well as

formerly, a constant sense of slight wearine-ss, and in nearly every

case a feeling of flatulent distension and weight after meals, and a

varj-ing amount of anorexia. Though the body might be fairly well

nourished, yet the face was too thin proportionately to the body, and

wore an expression of considerable depression; the bowels usually

torpid; the tongue furred, and especially indented with teeth-

marks. On closer inquiry I found that for three or four months
following the attack of pneumonia these patients got on fairly

well, but after then began to droop and never felt up to the mark

;

and with this chain of symptoms I always found evidences of un-

resolved pneumonia. I then began to try other measures to pre-

vent these after-consequences if I could. With this view some
were treated by quinine in large doses —now we would say in

antipyretic doses—by aconite, by ammonia, and by antimony.

Thus, of the 74 cases of unresolved consolidation, 29 were treated

by pure expectancy, 20 by ammonia, 10 by quinine in full doses,

7 by aconite, and 8 by antimony in largish doses of its tartrate.

I wish to say a few words on each of these methods of treat-

ment. Jly experience of aconite in doses to produce any effect is

against its use at all in pneumonia, as I feel sure it increases the

danger of, and often actually causes, cardiac collapse. The am-
monia treatment seemed much the same as the expectant, except

that I thought there was more pain in the side during its use.

Quinine appeared not so risky as aconite, but just as inefficient to

control the disease, even in doses large enough to loWer the tem-

perature for a time. My limited experience of it only corroborates

the American estimate of its value. On the other side of the

Atlantic it has been most extensively used, and last year there

was a discussion in the New York Academy of Medicine on the

subject. There was a general consensus of opinion upon the in-

utility of quinine as an antipyretic in the treatment of pneumonia.

It was considered useless in small doses, and dangerous in large

ones, producing cardiac and nen-ous depression. My impression

very strongly is that any treatment directed to lower the tempera-

ture only is bad. But if a remedy is to be had that is able to

lower the temperature for a time in a marked degree, surely some

will say it must do good. Well, kairin is able to do this
;
and in

the Jouhnal for January 28th there is a record of the antipyretic

treatment in excelsis so instructive that 1 wish to quote it before

leaving this portion of my subject

:

" At first kairin was used in 10-grain doses, and it was always

given when the temperature was 104° and over. After each dose

the temperature fell rapidly ; observations made every quarter of

an hour showed that the fall was continuous for about two hours,

the total fall being from 3° to 5°. There was a striking constancy

in the effects produced by a given dose of kairin, whether the dose

was 5, 10, or 15 grains. A dose of 10 grains always gave the best

results ; 1 5 grains did no more than 5 grains, and neither did so

much good as 10 grains. The stationary period varied, but at most

it lasted only a few hours ; the longest time recorded was ten

hours. The subsequent rise of temperature was as rapid usually

as the decline. Each dose of kairin was followed within half an

hour by profuse sweating and symptoms of depression, and when

two doses were given in close succession (the interval being three

hours and a half) marked cyanosis and collapse occurred. Kairin

was exhibited twice daily for ten days ; on the fourteenth day of

the disease the maximum temperature was still 105°."

I wonder how many of us on reading this report of a case of pneu-

monia rubbed our eyes and thought what blows the pyrexia got even

till the patient was black in the face. I wonder also how many were

surprised to read further on t'.iat the patient died of phthisis ten

months afterwards. My opinion is that he treats pneumonia best

who after having the lowest percentage of deaths, has the fewest

cases of consolidation afterwards. First, because it diminishes

the risk of tuberculosis. Observers like von Brunn, Siegel, and

many others make it apparent that the tubercle bacillus finds its

best nidus in old inflammatory products. Secondly, the condition

of impaired health that too often follows even apparently good

recoveries from pneumonia and the dyspepsia which, I believe, is

constantly associated with and evidence of incompletely resolved

pneumonias, press home this view of the aim of treatment.

My first cases treated with antimony gave better results pro-

portionately than by the other plans of treatment, so that I was led

to continue its use further. After a while many reasons led me
to prefer small doses frequently repeated to the larger, more

knock-down doses recommended by the older writers. These

small doses are well borne even by the old. I found ,'„ grain

Biven every hour for young adults, less frequently for older

people, a dose quite large enough. When pain, cough, and chest

oppression are relieved, the remedy may be given less otten. 1

continued the use of the drug for several days, often a week, after

the temperature had fallen to normal, to ensure removal of the

inflammatory products remaining behind. There were no ill

effects from the drug used in this dosage, no sickness, no diar-

rhea • its action seemed to be simply that of a respiratory

sedative. Generally a little tincture of camphor was given with

it to ease pain. , • * *„ v,a. rio

Of the 81 cases in which no traces of mischief were to be ae

tected afterwards, no fewer than 65 were treated in this manner.

At first I had a dread of cardiac failure, but this, as time went on,

grew less and less, as I found these small doses, by easing the

Strain of respiration, seemed to diminish the danger of suddeQ

heart failure. Moreover, the recoveries seemed, as it were, to oe
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disposed to try nny ottu-r ^-^""^y-
/J^^Vj^'^, o? antimony we

cUtion of the lung '^"^'•^"f'^^^^ .f tone o£ the system, as well

tention to every hyK''-"^ ~;
„^'''ftri

'
,c d hius ^ to

have in benefiting -atonic dyspepsia Indeed I ^>aspctU^^^^

digestion they prove most useful m has its origin m 6u y

monary cause. ^____ _

ON THE VAKIETIES OF HEPATIC CIRRHOSIS.

By GEORGE MU.NRO SMITH, L.R.C.P.Lond., M.E.C^S.,

Lecturer on Physiolosy. BrUtoI Me.Ucal Srhool :
Demonstrator of Morbid

Wcturer on 1
1 j

^^^^,^„^ Bristol Koyiil luhr.nary.

rir^hosis of diabetes," and Cornil and Ranvier a " fatty \iyv^Ttro-

XccrrhosiO My object in this paper is to suggest a grouping

rthese niorbid processes that may, perhaps, serve for a working

'^SS'in<.the chief literature on the subject and com-

r,a^g Ss^sections of diseased liver, it appears to me that
paruif, >iuiuuc

nince from confounding the

Tau's^'^Ui'li: mo b"l anatomy'.tecS-f-- describing partial

^fXS'ascfeneral and, thirdly, from considering pos^-.nor/ew

awearanc^s in Lrly and' late e^chs of the same disease as two

^fSIlaTpir'charcot described a condition characterised by

coLwerab" en argement of the liver, jaundice, not usually much

asdtes and a rapid c.urse. After death was tound a general and

SrSrease^of connective tissue in the
fg«";-f ]! ^'^^flt;

tioHof the smallest bile-ducts and capillaries. To this disease lie

lave the name" biliary cirrhosis," indicating thereby its mode ofS from blocking of the bUe-ducts. This term " l^'l»ary' has

Wever S.n transferred from its etiological sense, and made o

nX increased formation of the small ducts, a condition not in

SiHeit characteristic of this form of cirrhosis, but existing m
^ulto as marked a degree in alcoholic and in cyanotic, as the exa-

mination of a few sections will satisfy a"y""«;
, ,,

As an example of the second source of error, namely, tne con

fo^Cff together of partial and general fibrosis, two so-called

"Sfes-mavbe given, "tubercular" and ••hypertrophic diabetic

ciXsis TTiberckl, of course, frequently form in the liver gener-

a W i^ or near the capsule ; but occasionally there is found an m-

fl tT«Son in the interior of the gland in the interlobular spaces.

K to patient lives long enough.lhis is sure to l-;^\.^^^,1- f-,.^
acldrosed tissue and new formation, probably, of bile-duct »

let

thte^ertainlv should not be looked upon as a variety of cirrhosis ;

It is a localised inflammation round the irritating masses of

^^A^'a'rule no lesion of the liver is found in diabetes unless the

suWect also happens to be an alcoholic ; and although Charcot

and Uanot have .iescribed two cases of enlarged liver ^ h^c'e-

rolin_nMi-alcoholic patients, yet in both these ca.ses distinct

~TA Text Unok of Pathological Anatomy. By Eruest Zieglcr. Iranslaled by

D MacAlistcr. M.D.
» Bkitish Mki'Icai. JomixAi., June 24tli. 18S6. .

» The t<rm cirrliosis («>ppi«. vfUow) suggests a conJition not always present,

but long use Uas sftnctioneJ it. Sclerosis is. of course, a better word.

tuberculosis existed in the lungs; ^ence the appearan^es^ound

;2=':: i^ is'l^tia^i L^^l^. ai«. f^U^jactical p^

ra^o^V"cLTt't"^i.'^r^^1?om^i^

:^- ^^jr iiugi:st -Ifi;fX^2^
fliip to either (1) some impediment to the flow ot Diie, ""»">'

or (2? to the flow of blood from the liver (as_ m P»lmpnarj' or heart

evidence of its existence is not very ahundant.^

the portal and hepatic systems of vessels, it is more distmctiy

multilobular than any other variety.
,.^;„i,„„:_„ nf the smaU

In the irritative lesions there i^ often thicUmng of the smau

arteries (peri-arteritis and endo-artentis). I do not tlunk tlua J.

common in the obstructive varieties. _ ,. , __j ...troDhic'

ty-i^^U^ult^iS^e^LJ^tl^r^^^veVi
^r^h'anTcopl^us'^ dinner, -Pe^ally when coml^ned -^^^^

or spirits, may increase its size to one-third greater than tne nor

maP Ve should, therefore, expect enlargement "itl^, early

Sages of interstitial hepatitis; l?-^'/"
^^^.."^^ttlli tTe kU« ^

fusion. . =====
SURGICAL ]MEMORAm)A.

OSTEOrLASTIC 0PERATI0>-5 OX THE FOOT

credit of first devising a"i Performing the operatwn^sg^^^^

S-^sSfowlk^^'tnd
iL%^^a^t^^%1^^W&MacCorma^c

looks upon himself as the first to do it ^

tarsus, but unfortunately I found, alter reramij^ ^
half of the tarsus, that the o'l'^r bones were un oh tdw^^

obliged to amputate in the position of an ordinarj ^i™^' '^^
a fla^p from th^dorsum of the foot

l^>l';^l'^lXeli^°oio^
I hale for the ?>«* few w^eks been tr^ ^„gto^

^^^ J-
ration in a case of the late t^'^°";*°^„'-Lf ' u-iadimiroft's first

< Comil »nl BauTier, vol. ii. p. o2.j.
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geon there, to be treated for a small sore in the foot, due to slight

deficiency of skin, ami recently Dr. Iryine, of Huddersfiekl, at

my request, seiiivhed out her abode ngain, but she cannot lierself

rememlier any [iartieu)ars. She has, however, communicated with
a sister, wlio, I ho]ie, will be able to help us.

Mr. Macnab, of Hull, tells me he remembers a case of Syme's
resembling this in every way, and therefore probably the one to

which I refer. It aroused a great amount of interest at the time,

and he assigns as the date the years 18(!o or 186G. Doubtless some
of Syme's old pupils of that date will remember the case, and I

hope some of them will be able to give a description of the opera-
tion as done by Mr. Syme.

If 1 am successful in getting the date from the sister, some old
case-book may give the required information. In any case, how-
ever, if Sir IViliiam Itac Cormac is correct in saying thatWladimi-
rofif first performed the operation in 1872, Syme's claim to priority

is established, for 1 think I am correct iu placiag the date of his

death in the summer of 1870. Of course, 1 am aware it has been
the custom to award the honours of ]jriority to the man who pub-
lishes first, a method not without its faults, tending to induce
premature publication, and perhaps an erroneous estimate of the
value of what has been done. Why should the published evidence
of a professional journal be preferred to the testimonj' of living
and credible witnesses? I hope to give full particulars soon.

D. LowsoN, JI.D.,

Hull. Examiner in Surgery to the Aberdeen University.

A CUBI0U3 C.\SE OF FOREIGN BODY IN THE MALE
BLADDER.

AOENTtEMAN was Sent to me by Dr. Miller on May 19th, 18S7,
•with the following history: The patient assured me "that, several
years ago, he had been told by a medical man that, if there was
ever any difficulty in micturition, a paraffin candle was to be
warmed, moulded into the form of a bougie, and passed into the
urethra. Six weeks before seeing me, having some slight irrita-
tion, these manosuvres were practised; but, on attempting to
remove the paraffin bougie from the body, little more came away
than was actually held between the fingers. Since then he had
become more and more uncomfortable ; the movements of a cab
or carriage could not be borne, and he could only walk very slowly.
He felt as if " he had a marble in his bladder.'' The bladder had
been sounded and nothing found, and he complained that several
surgeons had been incredulous of his story.
He was nervous, and in so much pain, that I declined to do any-

thing until he was in bed. Mr. Charles Moss administered ether,
and Mr. H. S. Byam, of Chester Square, kindly assisted me. A
wax-like body was at once found in the bladder, and seized by a
lithotrite -with some hesitation, because there was no means of
knowing e.xactly what had to be dealt with, and I was anxious
not to bite into a sticky mass from which the jaws of the instru-
ment might not readily be extricated. However, during its six
weeks' sojourn in the bladder, the wax had become incorporated
with a good deal of phosphatic matter ; it crumbled rather than
broke, and very soon nothing of any size remained to be seized by
the lithotrite. An ordinary lithotrity evacuating tube was then
introduced, but only a small amoimt of rlehris could be extracted,
for it was so light that the bulk of it refused to be drawn into the
aspirator. The lithotrite was therefore again introduced into an
almost empty bladder ; and a good deal of w.axy matter, which
burnt with a flame when applied to a lighted candle, was with-
drawn between the blades of the instrument ; the rest was well
broken up, and the operation completed. The patient being a
comparatively young man, it was thought that almost all might
now be Ip_ft to Nature, and for about two or three weeks not a day
passed without some paraffin coming away, either naturally or by
the use of a soft catheter and an india-rubber washing bottle. On
June 19th, 1887, he passed the last piece, and on the .same day was
the winner at putting the shot and throwing the hammer at some
athletic sports. He has continued perfectly well ever since.
The case is worthy of being put on record, because, as far as I

know, it is uni(|ue. O. Biickston Browne.
Wimpole Street, W.

THERAPEUTIC MEMORAOT)A.

ON THE USE OF CODEINE.
I WAS a little surprised in reading Dr. Lauder Brunton's most
interesting paper in the JotriiXAL of June 9th to find him state
that codeine is " rarely employed for other purposes than the
treatment of diabetes, cough, and irritation of the throat."

For some few years past 1 have found that in nearly all cases
where morphine or opium was indicated for the relief of pain, but
contra-indicated from any cause, the desired effect was readily
obtained from codeine.

In this way gastralgia in aged patients is easily relieved with-
out risk, and all forms of neuralgic and muscular pain are soon
conquered.

I also frequently use codeine for threatened abortion, where
opium cannot safely be prescribed, and my friend. Dr. Mcintosh,
tells me that quite recently he found codeine act splendidly in a
case of asthma, where injections of morphine failed.

Though there is much that is instructive iu Dr. Brunton's paper,

I fancy the use of codeine is more general than he thinks ; if not,

I hope his paper will induce those who are not familiar with the
drug to give it a trial. Geo. C. Kingsbuby, M.A., M.D.

Blackpool.

PATHOLOGICAL MEMORANDA.

BACTERiOLor.icAi, courses of study will be held in the Beriin
Hygienic Institute during each of the two months, August and
November, of this year. Anyone who desires to attend the courses
BhoiUd write early to Dr. C. Frankel, assistant at the Institute.

SARCOMA OP SUPRARENAL CAPSULES SIMULATING
ADDISON'S DISEASE.

The following case, which I am enabled to publish through the

courtesy of Brigade-Surgeon Warren and Surgeon-Major Steele, is

an instance of the truth of the statement made by Dr. MacMunn
(JoFENAL, February 4th, 1888). "Many believe with Virchow
that the train of symptoms, with bronzing of the skin, which are

characteristic of Addison's disease, may be brought about by various

morbid conditions of the adrenals."

A soldier, aged 2.3, was admitted into hospital on June 4th,

1887. He had for some months complained of what was called

dyspepsia ; his skin was muddy, although there was no distinct

bronzing ; he complained of great pain in the abdomen, which he

referred to the region of the gall-bladder and to the pit of the

stomach ; there was distinct tenderness over the lower dorsal ver-

tebr,<e ; he had constant vomiting, occasional diarrhoea, and pro-

fuse perspiration. His temperature was slightly raised for about

ten days, when it became normal, and continued so until death.

His symptoms increased in severity, and, with the exception of

sedatives, no treatment appeared to be of any use. He had attacks

of extreme collapse towards the end, during which his pulse was
very feeble, and the skin clammy. He died in a delirious condition

on July 1.3th.

At the post-mortem examination no diseased condition was dis-

covered, but enlargement of the suprarenal capsules ; the right

weighed a quarter of an ounce, the left one ounce ; the structure

was firm; the cut surface presented a number of yellowish

nodules, varying in size from a millet-seed to a small nut ; those

in the left 'adrenal were largest, and in this there was a stax-

shaped opening on the anterior surface, about the size of a six-

pence, which appeared to be the result of the breaking down of

one of these nodules. The contiguous lymphatic glands were nob

enlarged, nor were there any secondary deposits in lungs, liver, or

elsewhere. Microscopic sections made through these nodules

showed them to be made up of spindle-celled sarcoma.

Jlr. C. Mansell-MouUin very kindly examined the sections, and

considered there was no doulit as to their being sarcomatous; say-

ing of the history of the case that the disease "must have proved

fatal, not because of the sarcoma, but because of the place in which

it occurred before it could effect any general change, which is very

unusual." Axlan Peebt, Surgeon Medical Staff.

Gibraltar.

Medical Epucation in Spain.—On Sunday, May 27th, the

first stone of the new buildings of the Faculty"of Medicine was

laid at Barcelona. In addition'to liberal accommodation for teach-

ing and" original scientific work, thej' will include a hospital_ ex-

pressly designed for clinical instruction. The site has been given

by the town, and the Spanish Government has made a grant of one

million dollars for building purposes.
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HOSPITAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN THB

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS OF

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND THE COLONIES.

NORTHAJIPTON GENERAL IXFIRit:VRY.

rovporxD T.isi.orATtoN oy both anki.e a>-d knee of the

SAME LKG: excision OF ASTRAGAWS: RKCOVEHY.

(Under the care of Mr.'G. H. PEHCrvAi..)

[For the report of the case we are indebted to Mr. ^•. E. Aci^land,
'•

late llouse-Sargeon.J

( B ased 45, a nav^T, was admitted into the infirmary- at 9 a.m.

on M-iTlSth 1887. The history of the accident was that he was

working in a rXav cutting, when a fall of earth occurred, and

rwime try ng to throw himself flat duwn-seemg that he could

notlsclpe-wa^s caught by the falling mass, and his nght leg was

'"^n admission, it was found that he had sustained a compound

dislocation of his right knee inwards, his leg being at right-

anc°es to his thighT and the upper articular surface of the

tufa protruding through a lacerated wound on the inner side

of the kn^ He also had a compound dislocation o the ankle

of the same leg outwards, the foot being bent inwards at r.ght-

aneles to his ifg! and tlie superior articular surface of the astra-

gafufprotrndinl tlirough a large irregular wound on the outer

fkle ofthe ankle. Both the malleoU were broken off
;
neither of

the tibial arteries was wounded. The patient was m grea

Bain but not much collapsed. Hr. Percival. having examined

the inU^ies directed the Ilouse-Surgeon (.Mr Audland) to reduce

the Ss ocation.'^ as completely as was possible, and to make an

attemii to save the limb. Etiier, therefore, having been admmis-

toe? the knee-joint was easily reduced, but he found it impossible

^ge tl^*^ f°°t into good position imtil the tendo Achilhs had been

divided, and the whole of the astragalus,
_
with both of

tto ma leoli (which were Ij-ing nearly loose in the wound

had teen removed. The wounds were then well syringed

out with carbolic lotion, the edges brought
"f

"^« w"h sdk

sutures, and dressed with iodoform and carbolic gauze. Two

Sage-tubes were placed in the wound of the knee and one

into each side of the ankle. Carbolic spray was used Ihe 1 mb

was then put on a back splint with a foot-piece and two s de-

SDlints. After the operation, the man soon recovered from

colUpse, and said he felt much more comfortable and in less

^^At'ePM. the wound was dressed on account of some oozing.

At 8 P.M. he was given injection of morphine, one-third ot a gram

;

ordered low diet, beef-tea, and milk.
, , „ t a

May I'Jth. The patient slept well ; took food well
;
complained

of some pain in the ankle ; ordered pil. morph. \ gr. h. n.

Mav •'"'nd The wounds were dressed for the hrst time since the

day of the accident. That of the knee looked well; one drainage-

tube was left out. Some sloughing of the edges of the ankle

wound ; not much suppuration.
, , i , „ n Ti,a

May 25th. The wounds were dressed and looked well Ihe

patients general condition was much better; ordered half diet.

May 28th. A large, deeply-seated abscess was discovered and

opened, about four inches above the internal malleolus
;

a

drainage-tube was introduced and the cavity washed out with

'^"ilTv 29t*li.'°Another small aUscess nearer the ankle was opened.

The wound of the knee had nearly healed; the drainage-tube was

left out : no suppuration.

May 31st. Dressed and splint changed.
.

JuiieSrd. All the wounds were dressed and going on well,

ordered full diet and a pint of porter.

June 33rd. The back splint was changed for a side splint owing

to a slight sore of the heel.
, , • ^, ,„,i. ;„

.luly 15th. The patient got up and went out m the grounds in

"
A^ust^Srd. The patient went about on crutches. The ^oxmAi

of the ankle were nearly healed : that of the knee quite well. He

could nearly bear his own weight on the foot. There was consider-

able movement in the knee-joint. »»„„,„„
In October the patient left the infirmary and went to a con-

"Tir?emperature chart of this case was unfortunately lost but

after risl^gTn the evening during the first ten days to 101 or

'"'in FeJru^"i^,"rpaUent was seen. Then there was thr«..

eg The ankle was firmly tlxed; free 'no^ef'^^"' «
theS

joint There was a small sinus over the inner side of the anUe,

^1^?Lffhfi&'^of^rhiscaseisinthe fact of a tnanbe^^^^^^^

to retain such a useful limb after so severe "." i"!"'^;.J.!?l-X
result n the case of the kneHomt is especially noUceaWe. the

movements of that joint being almost entirely regained.

HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, SOHO SQPAKE.

AMENORKIIffiA ASSOCIATED JwiTH ALCOHOLISM.

(Under the care o£ Dr. C. H. Cartek.)
,

[Reported by G. H. BtTBFORD, M.B., Ilouse-Physician.]

E B aged 2rs married three years and havii^' two children, came-'

hi'toho.?pital with a history of ten months' amenorrhcea. inter.^.

rupted once only by a three days' metrorrhagia some sue monthsl.

^IvrS^'ago the patient became p^foundly melancholic^

ensrig^upon the death of a child. Habituation to the free u e ot

aLhofwas then begun, and continued up to date, when her daUy

niinntum was about six glasses of neat brandy.
_

''"SneTarnat'ion noth^g
-^-\^^'T'\r '^^^^^^^ "''^Ter

reoroductive organs as accounting for the amenorrhcea. lae.

uterus was high^in the pelvis, the cer^-ix small and not lacerated^

"he OS ijeri patulous: no pain or tenderness evinced on esami-<f

""Sral examination showed that the first cardiac sound wa?*.

feeble and less marked than the second: the lungs somewhat

cedematous; the abdomen tumid, but with no free fluid discover-:,

able Subretinal effusion was present in both eyes.
.,^„^,

:^=r sj^i^^S-^r^r^^^^^^^

t:i!^ri. aS=;^';f^?^:^'^i^eS^
patches on the cardiac valves and on the P^"'""*^'^'"; .^^? "^"J^

Changes were confined to a slight S^^^^ral enlargement o^ both.

UiHn?v<! with a cloudy granular appearance of the tuoular epi -

U elium' But the ovJiefwere white and shrivelled. like th<«eoir

anold woman, and under the -•"o=<^°P^^^„^:°«l,,f^,7"^
apparent in them. The uterus was apparenth normal^

'^^Bp\';\'^rks -The amenorrhcea in this case seems ascribable in

mS^e^e to th" alcoholism, while associated with melan-

Hiolia and renal lesion also. 1 can find no recorded instance of

tt'croUraTonecausingprotractedandcontmu^^^^^

Tlie renal changes -nxre by no means advanced, ^"i'''^^"^

shrivelled ovarit^, cirrhotic 'liver, and tibroid pa ehes on serotts

rrwell known fact; yet the P^-.'^enco of the amenoirhc^a,

t-Uh the non-detection of albuminuria until admission into nos

pit .'^rca^e^'the^'commencement of ovarian clmnge P-r to^any

i,.siilt^ accruing from the renal lesion. The solitary break m tne

annulled. ——-=:^==:====^'^
" Mklfnv Vera yK.,xATom-M.-Dr. Otto Tross, of C^^'^--"''"-

has'd^crtiled %euucke Mef UVA.) a case of the Ois.as. wh.^^

fir^t showed itself twenty-four hours after l>irai, oj .e^-reme

^ddenTollapse Camphor-benzole and ^rgotin were mjecXed^

Se 1 mbs we?: bandagefl, and an ice-bag -»VVP^«^,lVcUil*1^
men. Blood escaped peramm for several days, but the chil* jrft-

covered perfectly.
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REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDOX
THimsDAY, June 21st, 1888.

John Williams, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Electrolysis in the Theat.m;ent op Diseases of Women.

Ad/ourned Debate.—The debate on the papers on Electrolysis in

the Treatment of Diseases of Women, read at the last ordinary

meeting by Drs. Steavenson, Lovell Drage, Gibbons, and Shaw, was
resumed.

Dr. Platfaik declared that those who had really mastered the

technical details of electrolysis had never found that method use-

less. It must be justly tried, and then established or condemned,

as results might prove. Dr. Playfair, through personal experience,

had sufficient evidence to satisfy himself that the agent had great

power, but that much was yet to be learnt. Cases should be
treated by gj-n.'ecologists, and not left to professional electricians

and to managers of the electrical department of hospitals; as

well leave ovariotomy to the cutlers who made the instruments
used in that operation. Passing sounds and electrodes required
special knowledge of the diseases of women, and the electrician

might not necessarily possess that knowledge. Dr. Steavenson
did possess it, but he and others similarly circumstanced must
treat their cases as gynoecologists, not as electricians. Turning to

his own clinical experience, Dr. Playfair believed in the hiemo-
static effect of the positive pole in the treatment of fibroids and
other forms of uterine hemorrhage. It sometimes acted most
powerfully and, as far as he could ascertain, permanently, in

arresting hemorrhage. In other cases it did good for a time; in

only one case had he found it worthless. Dr. Playfair then de-

scribed some of his own cases. He noted that in none had the
patient been laid up, so that the good results could not be attri-

buted to rest. As to the treatment of non-hnemorrhagic fibroids

by puncture and the negative current, he had only experience
through two cases. He believed this variety of treatment to be
the most questionable and dangerous manner of applying electri-

city ; besides, very few such fibroids required any kind of treat-

ment. In both of Dr. Playfair's cases a large mass was impacted
in the peh-is, causing severe pres9ure-s;sTnptoms. In the first the
tumour had practically disappeared, but there was great consti-
tutional disturbance. In the second, where the pressure had
rendered voluntarj' micturition impossible for a long time, the
tumour was much lessened ; the patient no longer required the
catheter, and felt quite well and comfortable. Dr. Playfair then
described some cases which tended to prove that the negative cur-
rent was of great value in the treatment of severe dysmenorrhoea,
membranous dysmenorrhea, and aggravated uterine catarrh.
Time did not allow him to dwell on the use of electricity in pro-
moting the absorption of inflammatory deposit, and on the use of

the interrupted current to relieve pain or to cure amenorrhcea.
After three uterine faradisations, a patient commenced to men-
struate after seven years of amenorrhoia, and had continued regu-
lar ever since. In other cases of like nature, electricity had failed
to do good. Dr. Playfair, in conclusion, declared that his clinical

experience proved that electrolysis was an agent occasionally
capable of doing much good. It might do much harm if inju-
diciously and unskilfully used, but that truth furnished no argu-
ment for rejecting electrolysis as a therapeutic agent, but rather
demonstrated that the effects of the new method must be care-
fully studied, its indications noted, and its dangers detected and
avoided.

Dr. iNSLis Pahsons said that in the case of uterine fibroids, the
results of electrolysis would vary according to the position and
structure of the tumour. He had found by experiment that
electrolysis occurred only at the poles, and the free acids and alka-
lies resulting from it also acted locally. When fibrous tissue pre-
dominated verj' little reduction in size was possible, even by punc-
ture, whereas a soft myoma could be disintegrated by puncture.
In one case he passed a small platinum needle, insulated to
within one quarter of an inch from the end, through the anterior
vaginal wall and one inch into the substance of the tumour. The
current only came oft in the tumour, the vaginal wall remained
intact ; no sinus was left, as would have been the case had the
actual cauterj' been used, but the puncture closed up at once,
whilst at each sitting a large piece of the tumour was destroyed.

By Februarj' last the tumour was reduced to one third its original

size, and had since remained unaltered. What was left appeared
to be fibrous tissue. When the electrode could not be brought into

contact with the tumour it might check farther growth, and
thus ])rove of value in the earlier stages of uterine fibroid disease.

Family phj-sicians otten let the disease advance througli dread of

advising so serious a step as abdominal section, except as a last

resource. Dr. Parsons believed that electrolysis would prove suc-

cessful in hemorrhagic cases whenever the electrode could be
made to touch the whole of the bleeding surface. He had sent

out of hospital a few weeks ago a ease where lileeding had been
incessant for two years ; after twelve applications it stopped, and
since then the patient had had two normal periods with only

slight show.
Dr. Bantock could not express himself in favour of electrolysis.

There had been much assertion as to what this treatment was
going to do, but little evidence of what it had done. Dr. Playfair's

cases failed to convince him of the special advantages of the

method. A year ago Dr. Woodham Webb stated that while one of

the electrode's was applied over the hypogastrium by means of a

filthy mess of potter's clay, the other electrode was always applied

witliiu the uterine cavity. This practice w^s based on an alleged

electrolytic action, very beneficial for uterine fibroid disease. Dr.

Bantock did not believe there was a tittle of evidence in support

of the idea of electrolytic action extending between the poles.

Apostoli himself and some of his followers had acknowledged the

correctness of this opinion. Through the failure of the supposed

electrolytic method they had taken to the totally different prac-

tice of thrusting one of the electrodes into the substance of the

tiunour. This resembled Dr. Greenhalgh's way of treating fibroids

by thrusting the actual cautery into their substance—a practice

which had fallen into well-merited neglect on account of un-

favourable results. Both methods sought to bring about the de-

struction of the integrity of the tumour, it being supposed that

if once the degenerative process were started it continued till the

fibroid tumour entirely disappeared, leaving, contrary to Dr. Par-

sons's evidence, not a trace behind. The caustic action at the

poles Dr. Bantock admitted, but he thought that this method
ofilered no adv.intages over other practices in the treatment of

those granulations on which uterine hemorrhage so often de-

pended. The alleged diminution in the size of the tumour was
due rather to a change in the condition of the uterus itself. Seven

years ago he removed 'the appendages of a patient subject to a

uterine fibroid ; three weeks later the whole mass had diminished

by nearly one-half. Within two months, on the return of menstrua-

tion, it became as large as before operation, and tbree years laterhe

had toperform supravaginal hysterectomy. Itwas thehypertrophied

uterine walls which had diminished in size. The statement that

although the tumours became smaller after a course of electro-

lysis, they did not disappear, was astonishing ; after the removal

of the appendages, if the tumour itself became smaller at all, the

process went on to complete disappearance. Dr. Apostoli had

insisted that a profound knowledge of gj'necology was neces-

sary for the successful application of his method. Dr. Bantock

referred to two cases recently published by Dr. Apostoli, where

it really appeared that there was a collection of fluid in the pel-

vis, and the use of a trocar and cannula would have finished the

matter in five minutes instead of several days. It was evident

that Dr. Apostoli had no idea of the exact nature of the condi-

tions in these two cases. Dr. Bantock did not oppose the

method itself, but rather the exaggerated claims which had

been set up for it. Nobody could be convinced, either by the

cases selected by Dr. Webb from Dr. Apostoli's records of

five years' experience, nor by Dr. Playfair's cases. On moral

grounds, Dr. Bantock opposed the manner in which this system

of treatment by electricity had become a fashion of the day.

Dr. Bantock here expressed regret that a Fellow took these re-

marks to himself. On reading the list of the various and oppo-

site diseases for which the treatment was recommended, we were

reminded of the vaunted virtues of patent medicines, such as

HoUoway's, Beeeham's, Cockle's, or Widow Welch's pills. Dr.

Bantock concluded by saying that his mind was still open to

conviction, and he was content to allow others to pursue the

electrical treatment, provided it was done in a truly scientific

spirit, free from that empiricism and imposture which at present

characterised it.

Dr. RocTH compared the opposition to the electrical treatment

of women's diseases to the similar opposition to the sound and to

ovariotomy in past days. Only those who had some experience
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«hr^d disease In its cavity were found a number of small tumours.

The case recovered ; but hart the uterus been first dilated and the

Tumors removed one by one, the patient would have retained her

sS organs In 1872 Dr. Routh cured two cases of large hbrmd

?umour l?y the electrical cautery, but the wounds made by the

eEca agents then in use proved very troublesome to heal.

This dfsadmntage was overcome hy Dr. Apostoli's appliances. Dr
Itiis Qisaujunt g ,:

:„j^i experience showed the necessity of

SepttinlecMolstf^rt'h: amplication of e>ectri^.ity to fibro. s

MDPciallv when rise of temperature occurred. The electric wire

aUowed the operator to limit the application of his remedy, both

olto olace and time, with great e.xactness. This was a great

^dvanta-e especially in fundal endometritis accompanied with

dtchargfof tenacious mucus or pus. An oj-ii^^J'
=«"^f. ?,C

"^D^^CHAMPNEYS considered that discussion o" the^^i^lf'^^';;

esDeciallv as to permanency of success, was premature. Those

Xdffievedmthe method were not necessarily either igno-

r„nt i^?eiudiced or even inexperienced; those who did not pub-

"shiLbSses might be perfectly capable of forming ajudg-

raent He had given the method a trial, but did not consider that

retime had arfived for the publication of his results. As to the

asser^on of Dr Playfair that rest had nothing to do with he cure

of Mb cases of fibroids, his hospital patients being kept out of bed,

H must be remembered that, for a poor woman, a residence in hos-

nit^l was trX rest, even if she did not keep to her bed. Fibroids,

Str^^ere uJble to extraordinary^
'^°T'''°'^V''^::r "ecame

this must he remembered in cases where the tumour became

markX smaller after electrolysis; cause and effect might be

ToSded In short. Dr. Champneys was not convinced by any

nf the cases reported in the papers under discussion. In Dr.

sLvs communication decide*^!^ facts scientific w-ere to be

found, but the double electro-puncture as carried out in h s

experiments did not necessarUy illustrate what haPPe"^.<l^m ordi-

nR?v cUnical cases. Finally, Dr. Champneys had heard of wide-

spread suppuration, of septicemia, and of death after the employ-

ment of this method, and regretted that these cases had not been

"X-'gIi-abin wished to know if electrolysis and consequent

absorption of the cells of the tissues or humour took place mdway

between the positive and negative poles, or only at the poles. He

oritTclsed the^former opinion very strongly on physical grounds

andwasincHnedtobelfevethat the effects of .^l^ctnc treatment

in cases of fibroid were due to caustic action Dr. Galabin

regretted ?hat so little satisfactory evidence on the treatment of

fibfoids had been brought forward. As a caustic, electricity was

valuable when the interior of the uterus required treatment and

The cer^^Twas narrow ; in other respects it was hardly superior to

^'^D^r^H^orSMXTH was averse to allowing preiudice and

s:ic^Ctt^%^;s^as=rw^^"e^=
T^e natural fluctuations fn the size of fibroids must be more

accurately studied. He believed that electrolysis was of value in

promoting the absorption of inflammatory deposits >" the pelvis

after the stage of active inflammation had passed away as Dr.

Parsons had Already demonstrated. The methods should be sys-

tematically tried in intractable cases of ob.scure ovarian pain^ A

Cdhandlook, indicating the right line of investigation as well

is the use of instruments, was much needed.

The PRESIDENT did not object to Dr. Plaj-fairs c aim that elec-

tricity should be placed on its trial. It had been already tried m
the treatment of women's diseases for some time. The literature

of the subject was not inconsiderable, but it was ve^- disappoint-

Sg for it mainly consisted in the description of instruments and

the mode of using them. Dr. Apostoli, in particular, had published

, .!i ii!<> oTY-ont a series of general assertions and sweeping

laLenU No^w,rnes"t^atin|^ of the published worg

of anTuthor not personally known to thereader and ^hose powers

of observarion cVuld not be tested personally, thereader sboud be

acquainted with more than one of that author's pub ished writings.

H 'should know the authors record, fo"! «"« --^^^^j'S
much light upon the value of another. In 1881 Dr. Apo^tonjeau.

before the International Medical Congress, a paper wherein he pro-

posed to treat the uterus during the lyi"g-i° P^^*^ ^^nlrot^;

SnsSp--nhe^u^rs^^Ss^^r1^
from simila? statements. He said that the contracted cervix could

E c'£s S'»rcir".s-H,™ .' .'.nr-s
Iiei5"n.ll".>i°y S°" ."tta,. Itot .l.miclty cured tte .imom

rf tl,.°m& c.n.l cured bj .mput.ttan ot tl,. «'™'%^^'
oi mc otri

prp«idpnt severe v criticised the state-
galvano-cautery ? TheJ^^''J™\p^

tJll, in a work on the treat-

^e^o WbVe^lSity after the method of his master.

Sr.°Car e' d:cfared\hat smalf interstitial fibroid tumours were

often regarded as chronic metritis, engorgement of the uterus,

ulcerat^ol of the neck, anteflexion, anteversion, and especially

retroflexion and retroversion. Such was the dominant idea in Dn

CarTet™rk. as revealed by the ninety-four cases which he de-

HeStrt^:'caS^^Icr;f:r:rrl^

garlei these cases, with two or three «cept,u,ns as cases, not of

Ibroid.but of subinvolution or chronic metritis. Jhese cases wero

treated for haemorrhage for periods varying rom two monthB o a

vear • yet in none did the diminution in the length « the canal ex

^ J 1 ^^^ontimf.tre They could have been effectually treated in a

nnlv one could Dr. Apostoli introduce the sound. Ihe canai

me^ured 15 centimetres before and llj after treatmen .
This

wifa diminutionof 3i centimetres a lit le less hani,^^^^^^ a

Sr YnrcirvHn ": ^^^ 1^1^:^^^^ ree^d of

but as yet no case had been made out for it.

r»r Stbavenson felt some difliculty in replying to all the ques-

tions Included'^n the discussion. He hoped that 't -oi^l'l

^^
remembered that he wrote his paper more than »

f^^^ «f°;^ij^j^
m"hod had since undergone modifications. He had not admitt^

Xt the electrolytic action of electricity was limited to its

msmmm
o tumour The science of electricity favoured thi» vie\%, t»pec

al -Then tl electric affinities of animal ti^^ues wore considered^

and Dr Parsons's scientific experiments were o high value mthm

rt"pect Turning to the treatment ot erosions and catarrh.
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brought forward evidence to proye Uiat electrolysis, instead of

being a longer, was really a shorter, method of cure than any
other, for it was a better local remedy than any caustic. Some of

his cases certainly required three or four months' treatment by
electrolysis ; but tlioy liad mostly undergone, without benefit, pro-

longed api-ilication of mineral caustics, in some instances for oni:'

or two years. Urethral caruncle, was best treated by galvano-

cttutery, with cauterisation of the raw surface left after removal
of the growth. Tui'ning to Dr. I'layfair's remarks, Dr. Steavenson
said that gynrocologists should not attempt this treatment with,-

out some knowledge of electricity, nor electricians without some
knowledge of gyniecology. Dr. i'layfair had urged that cases

suitable for treatment could only be selected by men wlio had a

superior knowledge of diseases of women. Dr. Steavenson had en-

joyed that privilege at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Ju replj' to

the President, he thought it premature to say that the enlarge-

ment of the cervical canal for dysmenorrho;* produced by electro-

lysis was more permanent than when it was effected by mecha-
nical dilatation or by incisions ; but the President admitted that

some contraction occurred atonce afterthe canal hadbeenstretched
to a large size by dilatation. Dr. Steavenson declared that the
case was different after electrolysis. There was no iujmediate
contraction, and certainly none for a month or six weeks; but for

how long the enlargement of the canal was maintained he had
not sufficient e.xperience to prove. As to the taunt that, if cica-

tricial tissue out of sight in the pelvic cavity could be made to

disappear by electrolysis, cicatricial tissue on the surface of the
body might be and ought to be removed hy the same method,
though the advocates of electrolysis shirked that test. Dr. Stea-
venson said that, on the contrary, he had tried electrolysis with
success on cicatrices at the meatus of the urethra, and on the
brawny tissue around old perineal and scrotal listuliB. The dense
tissue had visibly softened down.

Dr. Gibbons admitted that some of his cases might have been
cured by other means, but maintained that the results seemed
more satisfactorj-, and, where he could trace the history, the
patients seemed more thoroughly cured by electrolysis than by
other methods. The caruncle case, criticised by Dr. Herm'an, re-

quired two applications for a special reason, which he explained.
He further admitted that the method was very unsuitable for

private and general practice, yet, with all its present disadvan-
tages, it was a means of treatment well worthy of prolonged triaJ

by those who had patience and material at their disposal. He
admitted again that, as Dr. Playfair had insisted, clinical facts
must be souglit and recorded ; yet already he had known of great
temporary benefit from electrolysis in a case of bleeding fibroid.

Dr. Bantock was clearly prejudiced against electrolysis. Dr. Gib-
bons, while insisting that electi-olysis as a me.ans of curing
fibroids deserved more trial, and would be better, it successful,
than oophorectomy or hysterectomy, wished it to be remembered
that the method gave ppomise in other directions, as his own
paper demonstrated. Electrolysis should be carefully applied in
obstinate, intractable affections like chronic metritis, and not
rejected until wide experience had proved it to be unworthy of
support.

. . I . ., I

Dr. Shaw believed that an increase of arterial tension reS/Uy
took place, and continued after the application of the current,
and had no doubt that what was understood by electrolysis really
took place, for. at the positive and negative poles, together with
acids and alkaline bases respectively, there were acid and alkali
albumens. Some of the cases of failure were due to local irrita-
tion, the i-esult of a too early or too vigorous use of the hffimo-
static action of the positive pole. A preliminarj' or occasional
resort to the derivative action of the negative pole appeared
advisable. The negative pole acted, he believed, in a twofold man-
ner on a stricture or a closed cervix. First, it caused the swelling
up of capillary granulations ; secondly, it exercised a directly
solvent action on the fibrous tissue. lir. Shaw had satisfied him-
self by a series of experiments, a description of which was
appended to his paper, that electrolysis went on between, as well
as at, the poles. '''.'..: .j.

BRITISH GYX^COLOGICAL'sGCmTT,
" "" :. Wbdxesmay, .Iumk I.Sth, 188.S.

Ahthto w. Rdis. M.D., F.R.e.P., Pn^sident, in the Chair.
Supravar/inal Hy.tterectom.y.—'Dr. G. Granville Bantock ex-

hibited a multiple fibroid ' tumour of the uterus, weighing
1 lb. 9 ozs., removed from a single woman, aged 27. The sym-

ptoms "werei severe dysmenorrhoea and menorrhagja, obliging the
patients to relinquish her occupation. She was very anemic from
loss of blood. The tumour was removed .op May 9th, and the

patient was convalescent. A very small portion of the cervix

was left, and for some time there w'as a free communication be-

tween the vagina and the stump-hole along what remained of th?
canal of the cervix. He had observed this in several cases, bu.t

in all the fistulous track had closed, and lie regarded it as a matter
of no importance. In addition to the tumour in the fundus,

forming the bulk of the mass, there were numerous small fibroids

scattered through the organ, and at least five small fibroids

pedunculated in the cavity ; also a large single fibroid of the soft

oedematous variety, situated in the right wall of the uterus, and
weighing -K- lbs., which he had removed from a widow, aged 40.

The tumour had grown rapidly. Up to six months previously

menstruation had been regular and quite moderate, but since

then had become more and more abundant, until in the last two
periods the flow was excessive. Supravaginal hysterectomy was
performed on May 2Sth, and the patient was doing well. In both

cases he used his new serre-nosud and wire of Delta metal. There
was a marked absence of any blackening of the stump, and of that

disagreeable odour which was so inseparable from the use of the

iron instrument and wire. If properly treated it would stand any
strain that was required.—Dr. Kouth, in reference to the first

case, remarked that removal of the tubes, expecting thereby to

effect a cure, would have failed. Electricity also would have
been useless. He maintained that if the uterus had been well

dilated, it woidd have been possible to find out the presence and
to remove the uterine tumours, and so stop the hsemorrhage.

—

The Peesident exhibited a large fibroid similar to the one ex-

hibited by Dr. Bantock. It was very large, and occurred in a

.young widow, aged 2.3. The prominent appearance of her abdo-

men seriously interfered with her prospects. Two and a half

years before she had given birth to a Uving child, the confinement

being followed by some trouble. Two years later she again became
pregnant, but miscarried at an early date. Shortly after this

luemorrhage declared itself, and was so severe she almost sank. She
rallied, however, aijd was enabled to resume her duties. He thought
that by removing the ovaries the bulk of the tumour might
diminish, but the operation had proved so difficult that he deter-

mined to remove the growth in its entirety. This he effected ill

the usual way, and the patient recovered without a bad symptom.
He also exhibited the ovaries, one of which was very much en-

larged and the other showed signs of commencing cystic disease,

which he had removed from a patient with a fibroid npt. larger

than the double fist. In that case the haemorrhage, was the

reason for surgical interference. Hydrastis canadensis had
checked it for a time, but the fpUowing period was again profuse.

The patient had made a good recovery. In reference to exploring

the cavity of the uterus beforehand, he observed that the re.sult

was very often to set up some cellulitis. In the first case it was
the size of the tumour, and not the haemorrhage, which necessi-

tated the interference, the converse being the case in the latter

instance. In neither patient would dilatation of the cervix and
exploration of the uterine cavity have been a prudent plan.

Nothing could have been gained by it in the first, and distinct

risk to the patient would have followed in the latter case.—ilr.

Lawson Tait said that, if one believed the descriptions pub-
lished, it was just in such a case as the first exhibited hy Dr.

Bantock that electricity should prove useful, otherwise it was of

no use at all. It was a pity it bad not been tried, but of course

the actual condition of things was not known. Dilatation in

nineteen cases out of twenty did no good, and in such a case its

risks would be nearly as great as hysterectomy. They .were be-

ginning now to hear the other side ofthe story of electrolysis, and
a death had occurred at Liverpool. He had that ,day operated

upon a lady who had been treated by electricity for months, not

only without benefit, but with absolute detriment.—Dr. Rogebs
agreed that such a fibroid had far better be removed. He had,

however, seen electricity do a great deal in the removal of these

fibroids, both small and large. Deaths had occurred in London
as well as Liverpool, tut the success had been great in other

cases.

Ruptured Tubal Pregnancy.—Mr. Lawson Tait brought before

the Society a case of this nature. The patient was brought two
weeks ago with a Mstory of having just recovered from a severe

attack of ovaritis. She was 28 years, of age, had been married nine

years, and had three children, the last ten months ago.
_
She had

Deen ill ten months, losing a good deal of blood, with pain in the
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loyrer part of the abdomen, and was really very ill. A large

cy7ticmas3 could be felt in the. pelvis, "«'"g t^^^^^
',°^„'^,^^„^^!':S

tfce brim He considered that it was a case of suPPii/ation and

therefS^ opened the abdomen. It turned out to be nothing of the

kind The broad ligament on the left side was dis ended with a

We quantity of bTood-clot, and it was vorj- difficult to a.scertain

Zat the condition really was. In the Fallopian tube, which he

had laid open, the ovum was found. The patient was not very

fntelligent? and no history was obtainable. There had been nothing

lead one to suspect pregnancy, but the anatomical relatwnsot

the parts made it clear that it was a case of tubal P"£«;nci

which had ruptured into the broad ligament. Had he Inown he

might, of coiJrse,have operated from the vagina; but even then

TXo^A have done exactly the same thing^ There were evidences

of great recent bleeding into the cavity, and that might ha.e con-

tinued unless the broad ligament had been tied.

Extra-Peritoneal Cyst>.-Uv. Lawson Tait had Jiad two of these

rare cases within a week. The first was in a child of 14, and he

had at first taken it for a parovarian cyst. On the operating table

an alteration in the zone of >-e8onan^%^"'i/.f
°^f,^Jf /^^^^^

Buzzlin<r. On opening the abdomen, he found it was one of those

Ixtra-peritone/cystl lined with the u.sual amniotic niembrane^

Bearing in mind tie unsatisfactory results of drainage m these

cases, he scraped the wall, washed the cavity wel out, and then

filled it with water, hermetically closing the wound. The high

temperature at once subsided, and there was no appearance of the

sac refilling. If it refilled, he meant to tap it and inject lodme.

In future he would do this at the time of operation. In the second

case, there were verj- acute sj-mptoms. The patient a woman,

aged 21, looked very Ul. He recognised the condition at once, but,

i^ addition, he found the two Fallopian tubes greatly distended

covered ^^-ith granulations, and full of a cheesy material, being he

second case in which he had met with tubercular disease of the

tubes occurring in the cysts. The first patient recovered, and had

since continued quite well ; and so far this young ^^^^ '^^'1.^°"^

well also. The stuff was undoubtedly tubercular. If the patient

continued to go on weU. it would go far t^ render necessary a re-

vision of the views on the pathologj- of tubercle, which might,

after all, prove to be a merely local disease.

The Influence of Removal of the Uterus and its Appendages on

the Sexual Appetite.-^ilr. Lawson Tait read this paper. He said

that the popular belief on many points was 8ingular> erroneous

For instance, it is believed that removal of both testicles in a male

deprives him not only of the power of impregnating the female, but

also of the power of engaging in sexual intercourse. Jne o^ly

ground for this belief, freely asserted m many published author -

ties, seemed to be a hastily constructed conclusion not substanti-

ated by facts. Granted that the removal of both testicles from

any animal before it had reached puberty would have such an

effect, it by no means followed that removal of the testicles in an

adult would do more than prevent him procreating. He had the

evidence of a patient in whom one testicle had been removed at the

aee of 19 for scrofulous disease, and the other at 39 years of age

for some growth which was stated at the time to be cancer In-

tercourseliadbeen subsequently as satisfactory as when first mar-

ried From extended inquiries in cases where both ovaries had

been removed for many and various reasons and at all ages ^om

17 to 60, he was satisfied that the ovaries had nothing to do with

the sexual appetite. The test cases were not those where the oper-

ation had been performed after marriage or other experience of

sexual intercourse. E^dence of the retention of the sexual appe-

tito-in such cases would mean nothing at all But the evidence of

women who have been operated upon in early youth in conditions

of ascertained virginity, who have married afterwards, and yet in

whom a sexual appetite had been developed, was absolutely un-

answerable. He had had the opportunity of making inquiries in

seven such cases, where the ovaries had been removed and in three

cases where the uterus as well as its appendages had been removed

for fibro-myoma. The evidence given was always that of the Hus-

band, for many reasons a better witness than the patient herself.

-Mr. Habvey agreed as to the general result of the removal of

the ovaries, but he had met with one case where the loss of sexual

appetite had followed their removal.-Dr. il^^lsf'-V^^'o^^V^^^^'^

t&at the popular impression was largely shared by the profession

No one would hesitate now to remove the ovaries and appendages

where they were obriously diseased, but there was a large class

of women whose sufferings were undoubted.butin whom no mani-

fest disease could be detected. The fear of " unsexing the patient

had acted as a restraining influence, and such cases were allowed

t^ Hrift nn indefinitely The evidence which Mr. Tait had l^ouglit

*h°eft^'tft»erial.y-n^

T,^^olT^^'^T^r':'^^•Po^^^^ took part in the

discussion.—Mr. La-Wson Tait replied.

CEYLON BRANCH. .;.

Saturday, Makcu Sud. 1888. '

Dk Van Dobt. Vice-President, in the Chair.

^hT the disease was directly caused by the presence of the

anchvlostoma in the duodenum. No doubt it was found m some

Sns wZ died of anaemia, but so were the round worms, and if

?he disease was caused by the former, why not equally bj the

Utter ? He had before him the result of ....-venty-eight pojf-^or/on

examinations, in which diligent search was made for anchylostoma

fnTeTntestiies both by himself and l.y his house-surgeon, Mr.

Eo aL when he was in charge of the Ivandy Hospital some time

„To OfThese sixty-eight were well marked cases of anaemia in

afl of whoi^ if the theory put forvvard by Dr. Lutz and other,

were comcrhe ought to have found the parasite m question in

^^^ >k/^^"^^^^^r^t^tt^iS^
we e obL" Ted in most" orthe^ca'ses, both in those in which the

rnchylostoma dnodenalewas present, and in others m which rt

w«7 absent The remaining ten patients were all plethoric suV

Tec s of these, nine died of fcnte diseases, such as pneumonia and

ionakued fever, and one ^-^.-JXus'fn'^h'e else of'pnlu!

mStroTc^onCue^ ^^k^^lX^^t:^^ 'o the

^^^1 nf rnurse it mi-ht be said that had these persons lived

r/er theyTouW h^ve all become anemic after a time,, but why
longer, tnej-nouiu .

^^ undoubted anemia cases if

nresenceTanchy^ostoma in these was of .no more "n^ort in its

preseuLe "' °" J , . i„_,Virici found in common with it in a

nnH the success which attended Mr. Gratiaens cases in his (Dr.

anchylostoma duodenale in Ceylon was made by him, when he was
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pathologist of the General Hospital, in Dr. Drieberg's presence, who
was acluii; at the time for the Medical Superiuteudeut, and who
commeuoed the treatment of cases with reference especially to the

expulsion of the worm. It struck him very forcibly that in deaths

from other di.- vises, such as pneumonia, fevers, etc., anchylostoma

had been met with. Although they were not found quite so fre-

quently a.s round worms, yet, in some cases where round worms
tlid not occur, anchylostoma did. After the statistics and asser-

tion* of Dr. Attygalle in regard to many cases of anremia in Ceylon

in which he did not tind the anchylostoma present, he (Dr. Brito)

would say that he agreed with hiin. In the St. Gothard Tunnel

operations a peculiar kind of anicmia was associated with the pre-

8tfA»ce ot tho anchylostoma, he admitted ; but the parasite was so

frequent iu W\c. post-mnrtem examination of cases that did not die

of anajuiia, that he had his doubts as to wliether its presence in-

variably gave rise to Murcmia with all its train of symptoms.

Thymol e.\.pelled the woim, and he found this to be so whenever

the ova was found beioreiiand ; but one of the greatest dangers in

this treatment was its tcadency to cause intestinal irritation, arid

this was a danger to guard against. In several of the deaths after

the administration of thy;nol, he found marked congestion of the

intestinal canal.—Mr. Schuk.man quite agreed with Dr. Attygalle

that, iu the generality of cases, anxmia was due to bad diet and

malnutrition. lie said that, in his experience, such cases were

successfully treated by ferruginous tonics and nutritious diet; but

the patients, after they returned to their homes and resorted to

their usual poor diet, after some time again sought admission into

hospital on account of relapse. Thanks were due to Mr. Gratiaen

for the report of a number of cases of anajmia in the Kandy Hos-

pital, which he stated were successfully treated by him with thy-

niol, according to Dr. Lutz's method. It would, be interesting to

know if these cases ever returned to hospital with a relapse of the

disease, for, if they did, Mr. Schokman thought the theory that

ana;mia was due to anchylostoma duodenale failed.—Mr. Rlkt-
ATAMTJY said that when Jlr. Brito suggested the theory, the treat-

ment adopted was by felix mas, sautonine, etc. ; but more cases

were lost than by the expectant treatment. He was the house-

physician of the General Hospital at the time, and he found in

three-fourths of the cases of antemia that the expectant treatment

answered. It was evident the patients could not stand the diar-

rhoea. The active treatment had increased the rate of mortality.

In very few cases was iron used—ammonia seemed to answer
better. As regards the parasite, he found in cases he had examined
medico-legally that the anchylostoma was often present without
there being any anaemia. In two of the cases recorded by Mr.

Gratiaen there was a history of malarial fever, and, considering

the food of the estate cooly, there would be no difficulty in trac-

ing the cause. In this anaemia, the liver and spleen were
often diseased, and this diseased state tended to keep up
the anaemia. There was no reason why the round worm
should be absolved from all blame for causing the anajmia

by absorbing all the nutritious material from the food,

whereas tho anchylostoma was said to suck up the blood.

—Dr. Loos said that he had seen some of the cases of anKmia
which were under treatment in the Kandy Hospital, and had also

seen the ova and parasites passed by the patients. The disease

called "panduwa" by thenativis—aform of progressive pernicious

anaemia—might be regarded as a mystery. It was a disease not

amenable to treatment ; and iron, bark, and other tonics had been
given without much effect. In 18-0, the Straits Government
wished for some information regarding beri-beri from the Govern-
ment of Ceylon, and on that occasion he (Dr. Loos) wrote a letter

to the Principal Civil Medical Officer, iu which he suggested that

panduwa and beri-beri might in some way be count cted. The
latter disease was not now known in Ceylon ; but was it possible

that the same causes which produced the paduwa, operating iu

an intenser degree, might have caused beri-beri in times when
the climate was more malarious and sanitary defects more com-
mon ? Ordinary forms of ansmia arose from hemorrhage, chronic

discharges, and other well-known causes; but the anaemia now re-

ferred to was a special disease, the cause of which had
not been ascertained. — Dr. Rockwood said that he could
corroborate the observations of the previous speaker that

certain cases of ana;mia were not amenable to treatment,
especially cases of pernicious ana;mia. (Dr. Loos here
said that he referred in his remarks to cases of progressive per-

nicious anamia of the country.) Dr. Kockwood, continuing, said

that in his experience the cases of anaemia that resisted ordinary
treatment were not these resulting from mal-nutrition or malaria,

but where the anaemic state was associated with a fair condition

of body and considerable development of fat. His colleague. Dr.

Macdonald, who had worked with such enthusiasm in bringing

the subject of anchylostomiasis to the notice of the profession iu

Ceylon, and who was now absent in Europe, often drew his atten-

tion to the association of anremia with a certain amount of obesity,

and he would look upon this feature as a means of differentiating

ordinary anaemia and chlorosis from anaemia due to anchylostoma.

Through tbe courtesy of Dr. .Macdonald he had the opportunity of

witnessing post-mortem examinations in cases of antemia asso-

ciated with anchylostoma, and he was particularly struck with

the amount of fat deposited in the skin, abdominal wall, and
omentum, in cases where quantities of the worm and ova had been

passed under the inliueuce of thymol. It was easy to imderstand

how a process of abstraction ot blood, a fluid rich in oxygen, by

the anchylostoma, would lead to the conversion of albuminoid

tissue into fat. He had also noticed a greater liability to retinal

haemorrhage in cases of anchylostomiasis than in simple anaemia.

—

The Chairman said that he considered Mr. Gratiaen deserving of

a special vote of thanks for having evoked so interesting a dis-

cussion. He had himself no personal observations of the disease

to contribute to those which had just fallen from the A-arious

speakers who took part in the discussion, but would merely men-
tion with reference to a remark made by Dr. Attygalle that the

anjemia of the miners of St. Gothard Tunnel was believed to be

due to other causes than anchylostoma, that his recollection of

the discussion on the subject when it was first brought to the

notice of the International Medical Congress in 1881 by Dr. Lang,

of Geneva, was that all the speakers were agreed that it was un-

doubtedly due to this cause and this alone. At the same time he

was much struck with the fact that in not one of the three cases

so elaborately reported by Mr. Gratiaen were any of those sym-

ptoms noticed which characterised the anaemia of the St. Gothard

miners, namely—digestive troubles, abdominal pains, diarrhoea,

and intestinal haemorrhage, It would appear from thereniarks

made by some of the speakers, as well as from Mr. Gratiaen's re-

port, that there were no diagnostic or characteristic symptoms by

which the pernicious ana;mia due to anchylostoma could be dis-

tinguished from similar anaemia due to other causes oi;, other

entozoa. ,,,',, \

NOTTIXQHAM MEDICO-CHIRIIRGICAL SOCIETY.

Fkidat, May 18th, 1888.

W. H. Ransom:, M.D., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

Electrolysis in the Treatment of Uterine Disease.~T)T. Elder
read a paper on this subject. Mention was made of the points of

difference between the method of Apostoli and that of other

workers in the same direction, and the mode of application in the

different varieties of myomata was described. Several cases,

illustrating the beneficial effects of electrolysis were given, and

reference made in general terms to the results obtained in over

forty cases. Dr. Elder believed that in suitable cases this remedy

was far in advance of any other purely medical remedy, and in the

vast majority of cases would do away with the necessity for,

hysterectomy or removal of the uterine appendages.

Abdominal Abscess following Enteric Fever.—Vir. Michie read

notes of a case of abdominal abscess following enteric fever treated

by abdominal section and drainage. The patient complained of

pain and tenderness a little to the left and below the umbilicus

during the fourth week of enteric fever. Towards the end of the

seventh week there oppeared a hard and tender lump in the same

situation ; the patient had shiverings and night sweats. At the

end of the tenth week Dr. Michie saw the case in consultation

with Dr. Brown Sim. At that time the swelling was about twice

the size of a cocoa-nut, hard, slightly tender, movable ; there was

no discoloration of the skin. No fluctuation could be made out

;

there was nothing unusual in the pelvis, temperature 100° F.,

pulse slightly accelerated. The diagnosis was, "Abdominal abscess

having its origin in a suppurating gland of the mesentery." On
February 1st abdominal section was performed, the abscess opeiied

and washed out with plain warm water, and a large rubber drain-

age tube inserted. The patient was dismissed on the twenty-first

day after operation, all discharge having ceased and the wound
healed. Dr. Michie attributed the speedy progress of the caseto

(1) the equable intra-abdominal pressure, (2) the large-sized drain-

age tube, (3) the absence of any washing or syringing out of the

cavity after the first time, lie deprecated this practice l^^ (jhej

treatment of abscesses or wounds generally.
, , f,,j|.
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Carehml Atrophy in -H-'""';'^^^'''--?'^-.,^-/^"''^^^
'J'Ss' who

BDecimen of brain atrophy from an imbecile woman, aged 46, who

hKen epileptic andVmiplegie on ,t''^.'^f^,'';t\Xlly blfnd
8* Tears of ace. At that age she had a fit, was totally oiinu,

Sd^more or fcss helpless fo'r seven -e'-. -l^-
f

e graduaUy

rccoverod her sight, but remained hemiplegic ^.fhe had ^'^o
'^

ternal sauint of the left eye, and aniesthesia of the left siae. ine

other special enses were normal. She had a con.sin who was

epileptic. The brain, on post-morte,n examination, presented the

fEng appearances in the right hemisphere: there
;j'«^«°'"f

plete atrophy of the occipital lobe^fl80 considerable atrophy oj

the ascending convolutions, the fusiform l^hule and the Inpia

lobule. The angular gj-rus was apparently healthy. J '^e
Je"

hemisphere and remaining parts of the brain were also apparently

normal. The right hemisphere weighed two ounces and three-

auarters less than the left.
. , t • \?„¥^T\r.

Fever from a Child; CM Subacute Aortitis.-Mr. Andebson.

Fibroid Tumour removed from Uterus.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX MEDICO-CIIIRLTIGICAL SOCIETY.

Thursday, Jpne 7th, 1888.

Frbdekick Abell HrMPHBY, F.R.C.S., in the Chair.

Clinical MEEiiNa.

nhnd Cast in A'efcA--t)r. Black showed fot Mr. Blakbr a large

an exDlorintr syringe, and it was proposed to tieat the cysi ny

tapptS^-Mr^r.^'UBNEE was in favour « f'?^
X^'^^l.^t^fe

WhtttIe referred to a case of congenital blood cyst under tne

™usma^mutwhich was cured ly free opening and removal

of a portion of the cyst wall.
Tir„„th Tlr Black

S^emumerary Digits and Defonnity fMoM^-^T.^^^^^
Bhowfed a case of fupernumerary thumbs, or hngersl,.}, on oou

handsfaSsDclkted wiUi a deformity in the mouth like a lateral

-JS^m^^a:v:^'&S.tJ^S|^|S
tip of the nose. There was an unusually wide gap i° ";^'^ "?•.",'

columella. The child was discharged well but
^ ^« j^'^j^'^^"^^

few weeks later with acute diarrhoea, and died within loriy ei^u

^'^^P- . TT..™,,,. Mr HcTMPHBY narrated the case of a girl,

Stowi. .p,»,enUr in good te.lU..
^f 'j" iS ,™,'r

'

Ste

amputation, there was local
^^<^»7'^^'^%t^*;\\'„'l„^^refer^^^^^

Cm the tumour by puncture. Myeloid '^«1\^J.f.^^^^f̂ ^^/.ted by
Verrall referred to a case of sarcoma in a boy s tibia "eate" "•>

ImputaUon, where, after a year, there were no signs of recur-

re.torat on of he^th, and extensive disappearance of g^o^^
;„^,,^

P?-X ""/-Oi'^n/.-Mr. HrMPHRY described a case of tumo r

in Uietgurn^l nn/ of an infant, with vomiting af^c°'
^pse

congS>olapseof the oyory into the ingumftl canal remoyed

by operation.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

A MANUAL OF ZOOLOGY. By II. Allly.se Nicholson, M.TJ.,

F L S.'etc. Edinburgh : William Blackwood and Son. Seventh

THEnJwediSof this manual is coD«iderably enlarged and in

IS not sufficientlj detaiiea
, ""^ '

,, jj n^r j, adr-quate

or the same work i? JJUOt-^VT^^anv oo^t s t he boot is not up to

Nos. 19 and 28 are identKal. In ma" point ^n
Sedgwick's

date ; for instance, no 'mention is made otmi^o^
QUgochJa ; and

X^r i^sta^T^r^rn'o^ur'to^t- ^10^^^^^ ^^-"/^ ^^^ ^"'"°-

'T/ooa deal of exception might be tak^iit^^^^^^^^^^

hich is rather antique; for instance, tt-,
,ut-kingdom

equal value. .^„t;,.o nart we notice that the author
\urningnow.to '^l^.^'^^f^.'^lfuZ'c^ and " endosarc". of

neglects to pomt o t ha' *lie e
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^

Amii:ba are continually iJ^tercDangea ^ j g,ate that the

that they are P<''^^«°^°'M,":\h; usei dop^a are mainly com-
.'ectosarc is the layer "^ '^hich the pseua p

^^^^ ^^^^^^^
posed;" while, in the hg^^^s, the latter are evi

^^ ^^^^^^^^

represented by endosarc surrounded by a
^ ^^^^^^^^_

The figure of Parmaoecmm (p. 9/ ) is not a very a

ationof the animal.
j^e contractile vacuoles " are now

The statement (p. 9.>) 'nat ine uu
water-vessels of

matter in i
, - » „

^^-1^1:^;^:^;^^?^rS^3;at the embryos pa«

through « ciliated ^t^^^/X"? ,te'oaX of Ccelenterate animals

On page 124, -ive read that tf /'ayt>
^^ j

••
it represents

"represents the body ^avi Y of h'ghe^^^^'',,!,-
- ^^^^^^^ and

^ii\f^e\^r:ct '"Th^
rAc^eJi^tt'ciliate/pits o^Nemertines are

n;^;^!^—^r of
^r-ki.gof^aie^arthworms,^i^der^

imagine that the only ones «i^tmg ar. ami
^^.^^^ ,Lum-

tbe author writes, "the t^'?:''^*'"/^™/ous genera of I'errierand

bricid.'PX" totally disregarding ^'
^ ""TJ etc^ We should like to

others, ^"^h as PencA^r^a. ^-'^"^^^^^^^^ ^^.,,„,^ .. eapsulo-

know Tvhat is his authorit> for ,Te^«™'^_t-^_^
,,^_^ ^nr-oon.

;,i:;up of the pen must have ^^^^^^^^^^^i^l.^^.
S,S, the S^hi.opods are s Id o d mr m

^^^_ dou^btlcss, the author

"larger number of thoracic "" " , ^ fgj progression,

means that a larger
'"'"^'f/.f, J^^fMoTu^sca *r 446), he says that

m regard to 'h^P^Jfi^t^^^'^^olKTa matter of fact the pre-

it "is not normally filled syithbiooa. a
.^_^^^^_ ^^

sence of blood in this cavity IS ex reme^ir.
^^^ ^^^^^j^^

occurs; since recent re^'«"'-f,l^f?f'^"'\h "pericardium.
system is completely ^^f'^f'^rl°^,l.rire astonished to read

\n his description of ^"'^A'^^;-
a,e mouthV passes through

rrs%rX 'l!«S°sac?at thus gains the abdominal
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cavity 0), froimvhich it escapes by means of the abdominal

pore."' The cavity here referred to has nothing whatever to do with

the abdominal cavity, but is a secondarily formed chamber, and

is of the same nature as the branchial chamber of a lobster. The
Btatement in regard to the "pair of rudimentary eyes" is also

incorrect.

Many other similar errors mar the book. Some of the figures,

liowever, are very good, especially those referring to fossil forms

and to mammalian dentition. But, to a student of zoology, the

book will be found to be of little value.

NOTES. ON BOOKS.

Votes on the Origin of the Belief in the Bis-Cobra. By J.

Accacio da Gama, Knight Commander of the Order of Jesus

Christ, etc.: Chief Surgeon to the Bombay Eye and Ear Infirmary.

^-^The natives of certain parts of India believe that there exists

tf reptile (generally considered to be a lizard) whose bite is twice

as poisonous as that of the cobra-di-capello. The general opinion

among Europeans and educated natives is that this creature is as

mythical and non-existent as the amphisbaena of the Rev. Cotton
Mather. Dr. da Gama, however, seeks in a paper, read before the

r^atural History Society of Bombay, to show that the bis-cobra

was a real animal, and that the name was originally applied, not

to' a venomous reptile, but to the comparatively harmless man-
goose ; while its supposed poisonous qualities are rather a survival

of sixteenth century beliefs than any invention of the native

mind or echo of the qualities possessed by anj^ living creature. Dr.

da Gama proves from the work of Dr. Garcia de Orta, published
at Goa in 1563, that an animal called " bicho" was believed by the
naturalists of the sixteenth century to have the power of killing

the cobra snake in single combat, having first anointed itself with
its own spittle after chewing the root of the cobra tree. Engelbert
Kaempfer, who visited India about 1690, describes the cobra-tree,

but says the Portuguese name for it was "mungo;" he also, in the

same connection, speaks of the mangoose. Other authors inform
us that the mangoose was a serpent-killer, so that our author be-

lieves there is no difficulty in identifjang this little creature with
the bicho-de-cobra of Garcia de Orta, of whose name he considers bis-

cobra as merely a native contraction. He believes that the stories

told by the early Portuguese naturalists of the poisonous breath

and bite of the bicho-de-cobra, are sufficient to account for the

present belief in the deadliness of the poison infused by the teeth

of the bis-cobra ; for that when the Portuguese adopted the native

name " mangiis," they left a belief in the native mind that the bis-

cobra, an animal which the natives had never identified, and whose
identity was quickly forgotten by the Portuguese, possesses poi-

sonous properties of extraordinary virulence—a tradition handed
down through two centuries, and still accepted and imparted.
TVe think that Dr. da Gama has completely made out his case, and
that the mangoose is the original of the bis-cobra. But we suggest
that the legends of the superior power of the bis-cobra poison com-
iPared with that of the cobra-di-capello are certainly partly to be
explained by popular etymology, which is the father of so many
myths. Just as (according to Ma.x Miiller) the title of the con-
stellation the Great Bear arose from the mistake of people who,
having forgotten the first meaning of riksha, its original Sanscrit

title (namely, " bright," that i.s, the bright ones—the stars), and
knowing that rifcxha meant a bear, gave the title of the " bear" to

the constellation, for all time and for nearly all nations ; so we be-
lieve that the prefix " bis," having lost its old Portuguese form of
' bish," and meaning of " beast," instead of being accepted as an
unmeaning prefix, was supposed by the Indo-Portuguese to be one
with the Latin "bis," and thus the bis-cobra would easily be trans-
lated into an animal having double the properties of the cobra-di-'

capello.

The Sletropolitan Hospital Sunday Fund on Wednesday last

. Jiad reached a total of nearly £35,000.

,; Professor Mathilde Weber, in a third edition of her work
on The Ethical and Sanitary Need of Female Practitioners for the
Diseases of IVotncn, mentions that since the second edition ap-
peared the' German " Prauenverein " has received from a friend of

j,ijthe cause 80,000 marks for the advancement of female study, and
ir.that a still larger sum has been left by another friend for the

[ji^jgjppse of founding a gymnastic institute for teaching women.

lIviI'lO'jll'I
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CAEBON CONES AM) CASES (PATENTED).
A NOVEL and ingenious idea is skilfully embodied in these cones;

The use of vapours for disinfection, deodorisation, or therapeusis

has always presented some practical difficulties, and these diffi-

culties have come in to reinforce certain theoretical objections

which may be urged against methods of volatilisation hitherto

employed. These cones appear to us, after careful trial, entirely

to do away with the practical difficulties, and to obviate some, u
not all, of the theoretical objections.

The general construction of the cones can be understood from
the drawings, which are of about the same dimensions as the

smaller sizes made. In Fig. 1 part of the outer casing has been

Fig. 1. Kg. 2. lit "') <[ii

broken away to show the small glass flask in which the substance
to be volatilised is placed ; the flask is stoppered with a substance
which melts at a low temperature ; the cone proper is made of
very pure carbon mixed with an oxidising substance, and is

carefully constructed, so that its walls are of uniform thickness
at all points ; the base of the cone is fixed to a disc of incombus-
tible material, resembling asbestos in appearance. The cone is

used by lighting the top, and the carbonised casing then
smoulders. Pig. 2 shows the appearance when the cone is well
alight, and when the vapour is, on the average, first beginning to

be emitted. The casing burns slowly and steadily, and the flask

is heated from above downwards. The liquid, so soon as the heat
reaches its surface, is vaporised, and rises through the narrow
neck of the flask, where the temperature is still higher, and is

propelled into the air with great velocity, and at a high tension.

The inventors contend that as there is no tension on the mouth of

the flask there can be no destruction of the active principles,

that whatever is capable of being vaporised must at the given
temperature escape, and that as only layer by layer of the con-
tained substance becomes heated to the necessarj' vapour point,

the contents of the flask never boil. It has been found possible

by varying the proportion of the ingredients of the carbon shell

to adjust the temperature attained to the requirements of each
substance ; by this means temperatures ranging up to as high as
1000° F. (537*7° C.) have been reached.

It is thus easy to understand that a large number of vapours
and gases can be obtained ; oxygen, chlorine, iodine, bromine, sul-

phurous acid, nitrous oxide, carbolic acid, terebene, creasote, cam-
phor, the two chlorides of mercury, and ammonic chloride are

among those mentioned by the inventors ; but it is a little sur-

prising to find that eucalyptus and pine oil, and even the most
delicate p-rfumes, such as stephanotis, white rose, and violet can
brt diffused through a room. The construction of the cones is so

excellent that 'in the case of these perfumes the products of the
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general result is tlmt one of the smillet coaes will thoroughly

^t"Ciu''haTS'ilrear;e"eived, the mvent.on«ay be used

for tlTe L ra nistTation of Comedies, or for the deodonsation or

ilsinect" rooms; for the firet-named pnrpose a cone may be

WntTn tho room, or-a8,for example, with the ammonio chloride

co^e-by adapting a suitable funnel the dense v'^P'^.f.

»«' ^^^

inspired as it Issues from the cone. For dis.nfection it is recom-

mended to use first one or more mercunc chloride cones, and to

To low ^rith sulphurous acid cone8; tl>e iodine ""^ brommo cone

are also adapted for disinfecting rpoms. .,,^''^,.^PP
rf'^^elfthe

substances Aich are kept in readiness will
'^P'''^\

J
°[ /'r,;'.' the

T^irprrse f.-r which each is designed being apparent but the

Smnufacturers invite suggestions^ for new i^^^'^f-»»f "^ ^^
filing to Lssue tlie cases and flasks to medicfa, fliep.who n^y

desire'to ilse their own formulte.

Terebfne ic-.p'i" ''' CreesoM .
"

Terebene et lodum Carbolic and Acetic Acid

Thymol Thymol and Lavenrler

Eucalyptus, ;) ,.
:.,.C»rboli«»nai,»venrter

Pinus^Sylyestris
'

Hydrag Subchlor.

Ammon. ChlDriSc OsTgen Gas

Dromo Eucalyptus Carbolic .,-,;' ''vl" '''-V iV„;foH
The manufacturers are the Chemical Carto^tJo^ ^united,

Basingstoke. "" '^' ... i-u j '' \ 'y
, , ^ ..

,

*'TRACHEA'INIIALEU FOR USE AFTER TRACHEOTOMY.

Thib instmttitafis intended to orercome the dangers *" t/f^cnP-

otomised patients from breathing cold air. "consists ot a

tliin metal flask about four inches in diameter and, half an mcla

n thickness, which is suspended round the °^«k and worn over

the upper part of the sternum. The anterior surface is Pfrfo™te1

The i^sk opens like an oyster-shell, and the interior can ^e *il ed

with antisepticised wool or any desire.l inhalants. Ironi tue

upper- part passes a .short rubber tube ^"'^^ ^ .''^P.^^JX 1

'

which is fitted into the tracheotomy tube, but^ « easily te-

Snlphorous Acid
Chloriuc
Bromine
lotline

Mf-rcuric Chloride
Perfuraes-

<1.

.wal-iooq orll '.

t

•rwiUl rfourft •/•I

LONUOH

movttble. The posterior surface ' .of .tt^Ji? , fl?*k rests against the™ chest, and the air, therefore which is inspired is warmed

as it passes' through the flask and tube before it reaches tl e

traChei, the object being to make up for the warming
""fJ^'^'f ;

enin<' powers of the na.sal passages on the inspired air The

rXber tube is made readily remQvable by the pivtient from

t e tracheotomy ' tube in the trachea, slinuld urgent neces-

sity for it arise. The instrument has been made for me by

>l^rs. Arnold and. Sons, of West Smithlield.
^^ ••. i „ „ r r s

.i li.i.Jitf ,jiT. 1 .; - '

.,«o lia^-ui haa eJUObijOB OT>dir baa .sonflJ

POISON AXD MEDtCINlE BOTTLES.' "*
•-•••

A poison bottle has been patented by Mr. O. C. Holt, of Faulk-

ner Street, Manchester. It is certainly ot a very striking nature.

It is made of blue glass, and is shiiped like a coflin.

MeZ. Kilner bS,s.. of King's Cross, N., the J^ll-knowt, hot le

manufacturers, have token a new departure, indeed^m the matter

of dispensing bottles. Nothing is sacred to the jPy^^f-jv^"^*^^
principle of the 8Cr«w^toppet i^ applied, ^y Messrs. M^n^ to

medicine bottles. It 16 manifest that, in UMDg >°"'''5
''""\!I^;5

use for dispensing purposes. __

THB emploSnt Of he bark of rhamnus purshianus (cascara

la^ada" continues to increase, and manufacturer.s take advanta|e

of^thl fact by bringing their special
P'^^^HvTad submit ed

notice of medical practitioner^. We have
^:";f^^>J^''^t*,^i^^^^^^

to us no less than four such preparations. The ^"^"g '^^''"."^j.g

lisar^eeably bitter taste, aad this taste is ^^y marked in the

liqufd extract, the only ofiicial hqu.d P'-eparation
f^^^^'

therefore, endeavour to produce such compounds tl^at the bitter

taste is concealed while the aperient properties remam unm-

^1'nder the name of •' Extractum Cascaraj Sagrad.-e Liquidum,"

Mr H Cracknell, of Craven Road. Westbourne Terrace, has brough

out a preparation which is not at all unpalatable, and which will

form a clear mixture with either water or spirit.

ifessrs Evans, Sons and Co., of Hanover Street, Liverpool, pre-

„ 'M iminr CiscirT SacTada} Dulcis," half the strength of

&harmaTop;l:"HqSd'Sract. In this the nauseous bitter

'15^^:^" ^iSS^^^.rt R.ad, West Kensington, has

<riven the rather fanciful name of " Cascaradyne Tablets to a

lEid of chocolate cream containing as a chief ingredient cascara

siOT-ada Thev are quite pleasant to the taste.

Last?; Mr Tompsett, of Anerley, S.E., h.^ .prodi^ced some really

ele4mt
.'

Cascarine Pastels." These are a ki-nd of jujube, are rery

palatable, and one or two may be taken for a ^ose.

We have found that all the above preparations appear to possess

the fuU laxaUve properties of the bark of rhamnus pursluanufi,
,„

,,.,1, „r v.n., 5>„ .. y-^-v--;-
,

^^^^^

"' "'"'
PAD FOB FRACTUREI) CLAVICLE.

N6T'findink"th8 metliods usually employed for maintaining he

sternal end^of clavicle in situ after dislocation or fracture satij-

iroryr?Ve invented an ^PP^--^,h.e^;igured; w^^^^^^^^^^^

sary requirements.

It consists of an irregu-

larly shaped crescentic pad,

concave on its under sur-

face, and grooved so as to

Tie easily on the clavicle. A
strap is attached' tp botb

ends of the pad, one of

which passes over the

shoulder of the injured

side, to be attached to the

other, which is brought out

under the opposite axilla.

A third strap passes down
from the convex border to

be buckled to a belt at the

waist. This splint has the

following advantages

:

1. Facility of application.

2. it maintains fractures

and dislocations in perfect

apposition, without undue

pressure.

3. Comfort is ensured, and

unsightliness avoided, the

patient beini: able to be

field, for the excellent carrj-ing out of my ideas.
_ __

n

Ferns, Co. Wexford. O. B. i^nzsvK.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 1888.

SUB8CEIPTI0N8 to the Association for 1888 became due on January

let. Members of Branches are requested to pay the same to

their respective Secretaries. Members of the Association not

belonging to Branches are requested to forward their remit-

tances to the General Secretary, 429, Strand, London. Post-

office orders should be made payable at the West Central Dis-

trict Office, High Holborn.

ri)e iBritisI) iEetiiml JouniitL

SATURDAY, JUNE 30th, 1888.

THE HOSPITAL QUESTION.
Thouoh the question of the finance and organisation of our

hospitals is always before us, and is constantly receiving

the attention of authorities both lay and medical, it is

brought into greater prominence at the present season

of the year by the return of Hospital Sunday. Mr.

C. S. Loch's letter in the Times of last Monday will

opportunely assist this most desirable tendency. We need

hardly tell our readers that Mr. Loch's letter is worthy of their

perusal and of their careful consideration. Its main conclu-

sion, that '

' an investigation of the whole subject by a Royal
Commission is absolutely necessary," is one which we have

more than once tried to enforce ; and we have no doubt that

some such step would long since have been taken, had the

political importance of the subject borne a greater proportion

to its social urgency. For, indetd, Mr. Loch's letter shows
in the plainest way that the question is not only an urgent

one, but is becoming year by year more urgent. There are,

as we have said, two main branches of the hospital question^
finance and organisation. The finances are growing every year

more deficient, as the pressure on the beds and out-patient de-

partments grows heavier ; and, as to the Hospital Sunday
Fund, Mr. Loch shows that, at its present rate of growth, it

would take fourteen years to reach the sum of £6.5,000, which
is at least £'2o,000 below the amount of the existing annual

deficit—a deficit wliich must, of course, increase year by year

as old claims are left unsatisfied and new ones continue to

grow. Even at present the state of things is bad enough,
when we are told that the deficiencies of " the hospitals " (we
presume those recognised by the Sunday Fund) amoimted last

year to £100,000, and 2,000 beds were unoccupied for want of

means. These facts, which we believe to be uncontested and
incontestible, prove plainly enough that, if the present hos-

pitals are to go on, either their income must be increased or

their expendititte diminished. There seems httle chance of

the former alternative, unless some pubHc action is taken
which will compel definite steps on the part either of the
Government or of the moneyed classes. As to diminishing

expenditure, there is only one way of doing this—namely, by
lessening the number of patients. This number is put by Mr.
Loch at a million, and, though such estimates are not per-

fectly trustworthy, we believe that there is a general assent to
the accuracy of some such enormous total.

The magnitude of hogpital-population is thus graphically

represented by Mr. Loch :
—" The twelve general hospitals

deal with patients who, if they were settled as a colony on
the north of the river, would occupy all St. Pancras, all

Islington, and all Hampstead. If we add the patients at the

special hospitals, such districts as St. Marylebone, Hackney,
St. Giles, Strand, and the Poor-Law Union of Westminster

would have to be annexed. Thus there would be a colony of

patients settled iji a fan-like district, through which might be

drawn a vertical Une from Highgate to the river at Charing

Cross, and a transverse hne from Finchley on the west to

Hackney Marsh and the River Lea on the east. These

facts are sufficiently alarming, especially when they are boldly

made the ground for appeals which are coupled with no policy

of retrenchment nor with any scheme of reorganisation or

reform."

Now no humane person would grudge even this enormous

distribution of charity if it were necessary and if it did no

harm, though even then the inequality of the supply of

hospitals to diflerent parts of London is an anomaly irrgently

demanding reform. But another and a most potent reason

for inquiry and reformation is the '

' deadening of provident

habits in the neighbom-hoods
'

' where '
' this congestion of

medical reUef " exists. No higher authority than Mr. Loch

could be quoted on this subject, and it is thus that he

speaks :

—

'
' In Marylebone there is a provident dispensary on the

northern verge of the district, away from the hospitals. It

has about 3,200 patients, wliile those in receipt of free medica'.

relief may be estimated at nearly 80,000, including more than

7,700 dealt with by the poor-law. In Lewisham, with half

the population of Marylebone, there are three provident dis-

pensaries whose patients number probably about as many as

those of the provident dispensary in Marylebone, W'hile the

free patients are nearly six times as few. How much more

easy should it be to avoid pauperism by medical rehef in

Lewisham than in Marylebone ? Making every allowance for

patients drawn from other parts of London, it is hard to be-

Heve that there is so much more need for medical rehef in the

one place than in the other. If this comparison be taken as

evidence, some more satisfactory adjustment of medical rehef

according to geographical conditions is required."

Again, the recent institution of poor-law infirmaries, rival-

Mng '
' in the completeness of their organisation even very

eflicient hospitals," is another modification of our hospital

system, which, as Mr. Loch does not fail to point out, calls

loudly for a full inquiry into the organisation of that system.

When our present hospitals were founded they were in-

tended for the whole town. The Middlesex and London Hos-

pitals still retain in their pleasure-grounds a pleasant and use-

ful memorial of the time when they were at the very outskirts

of London. St. George's, not much more than 100 years ago,

was more in the country than the city. There are now miles

on miles of houses with no hospital within a reasonable dis-

tance, and where accidents and urgent cases can only be

attended to by a rather illegal, though perhaps necessary, mis-

apphcation of the resources (imperfect for such a purpose) of

the poor-law infirmaries.

All these and many more features of our present hospital

system demand pubhc investigation ; not the least one feature,
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which Mr. Loch's letter passes over, but which all medical men
which mr.

interest, namely, the

STti^nTfr ho: it'i: atl mfirLnes in medical education^

Se poor-law fever Lspitals (to take only one example of what

Te rSer to) have at the present time assumed so exc usively

The care of the poor, when stricken by epidemic diseases, that

th! hospital student has little if any opportunity for learning

ttogs so essential to the success of his daily prac ice ^
the

Sgjosis and treatment of typhoid, typhus smaE-po^ etc^

He sees httle of chronic disease, and has to learn all the

Sarof home practice (so dififercnt from that of hospitals)

when ho bec^ns to attend patients. But, in fact, the reasons

forth pro;osal of ^ ^oyal Commission on Hospitals a.e too

Tiumerous to be set out in an article, and have been too often

ZZi in vain to make us sanguine of any success in he

Smp It seems clear that this year'.s collection of the

lunTay Fund, whether it exceed last year's by a few hundred

pouni or no wiU do as little as l..st year's to fill up the defi-

cLcy. Our hope is that the very magnitude of the need wil

compel that attention from statesmen which sound reason has

Htherto failed to attract. Meanwhile, the thanks of all m-

Stttd in our hospitals are due to Mr. Loch for his timely

and able letter. ^

SCURVY IN THE MERCANTILE NAVY.

A BECENT report of the Seamen's Hospital, gives very satis-

factory evidence of the progressive diminution o scurvy m

the Mercantile Marine Service. "The return of «- cases o

scurvy admitted into the hospital in 1886 is by far the least

un^sfactory one that has yet been made in the medical re-

cords of the society." Five cases only, m all of which the

scorbutic symptoms, though well marked, were not very severe

were received in the course of the year. -^^ of the five cas^s

four were brought from one vessel. From 18/0 to 1883 the

average number of admissions for scurvy was :;. ;
m 18.4 b

cases were admitted ;
and in 1885, 8 ca.es. In 188.

, 9 cases

were admitted, of which 1 wa. fatal ; 4 came from one slup,

belonmna to Belfast, her last voyage being from Calcutta -

.ases were admitted from Liverpool ships also commg from

Calcutta ; 2 cases were admitted from London ships^ The

fatal case of 1887 was the only one occurring since IS, 9

This reduced rate, the reporter, Mr. Joluison Smith, the

Principal Medical Officer, states is no doubt due to some ex-

tent to the rapid substitution of steamers for sailing ships,

but much more to a general improvement i" tj^« ;^'«* f ^''^-

mm, and to the hygienic conditions in which they live, to

whiJh so much attention has been paid of late years by the

Board of Trade, and by port medical officers.

StiU a mercantile marine hke that of England, the tonnage

of wliich amounts to 3,396,.'516 tons, is surely va^t enough to

give ample scope to the development of any evil that is not

vigilantly watched. "In 186.5, when public attention was

directed, by Dr. Robert Barnes, then Physician to the Hos-

pital, and Mr. Harry Loach, Assistant-Physician, to the pre-

valence of scur^T amongst merchant seamen, as many as RU

cases were admitted, and during this and the two following

vears there wore 10 deaths from this disease."

Scurvy may now be regarded a3 of very rare occurrence in

British ships. Eariy notice of eveiy case of scurvy admitted

into the hospital is given to the Board of Trade, -^ ^hejjr-

cumstances under which the scorbutic symptom, were d^ve

loned are made the subject of official inquiry. As medical

Xee to the Board of Trade, the late Mr. I-oh - ^ ^

service wliich was directly influential in improving the diet and

general care of seamen. Ramea
Amongst the most effective measures taken by Dr. Bam^_

to tl the hght of public observation upon the prevalence or

s^uir was the appeal to the Coroner's Court. When a death

roTI Jvy occurred in the hospital, it was made the subject

ofll^est. The captain and officers of the ship from

which the case came, were called upon to give «"d--«- /T'
pertinent questions were asked :

"Did -^ ^^jj^.*^.

cabin
<=" "No." " It was only known in the forecastle

TyI " The conclusion was iiTesistible, that if preventable

in the cabin it was preventable in the forecastle and the re-

ponsibilityfor the occurrence of the disease fell upon the

c'aptain and the owners. It was simply a question of supply-

ins the crew with proper food.

Another very useful impetus to official inspection and^-

forcement of preventive measures was the Report on Scur^

by Dr. Barnes, made to the Privy Council ui 1803 at the re

nuest of Mr.—now Sir—John Simon.

%he severe suffering of the crews of the Alert and 2>~-^

durinc. the Arctic expedition in 187.-. was the occasion of the

appointment of a Committee consisting of Admiral Sir James

Hope, Admiral Sir R. Collinsou, Vice-Admiral Inglefield, Dr.

l:Zi, and Dr. Thomas R. Frasev. This Comnnttee sat m

Januar^ and February, 1877. The mquny earned out was

iZrand thorough.' The witnesses i-luded -ny .amen

who had had experience of Arctic voyages, as well n^ phy

sicians qualified to throw light upon the subjecj ^
on^t

these were Mr. Busk, Dr. Pa^'. Dr. Biuzard. Dr. Dickson

Dr. Barnes, Mr. Leach, and Sir Alexander Armstrong. The

report of this Committee, embodj-ing the evidence, givt^ pnv

bably the most complete account of the history causes of, ^A

means of preventing scurvy to be found.

^;^J f^^^^^
before the nautical, military, and mechcal -orld the occasion

for instituting such another inqmry ought never to an^.

The prevention of scurvy is emphatically an object tha

demands'incessant vigilance. Scurv." need not oc-^^-jt o^h

not to occur; and the most searching inqmry must be made

into all the circumstances under which it may occrr

Scurw may be taken as a test or index not alone of the

diet y If ships, but also in some measure of then- general

hjSinic and LipHnary condition. Where scui-v,- occur, the

p elmption is strong that general negligence 1---
; ; ^J';^^;.

Ld the marine insurance offices might --cise v. h W^^^^^

tical influence by ste..dy observation direct d t^th^snb^^^^^

It is worthy of consideration whether, scurvy being shown to have

pr -aM on board a ship which has been lost, the insiu-ance should

StLby be invaUdated. If half an -«->• ^"^^ "Zl
partiaUy disabled by scurvy, it is certain that in rovig

weather the ship is in danger. No rule obtains more favour

Imontt owners and captains than th.t of " not carrying mon,

"£n can catch mice." It follows that not a hand can bo

'' ^t impossible to ex^gerat. the importance to the rin^on

in its mercantile and imperial interests, of guarding the health
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of our soanion.j It is not ono of the lesist claims of the Sea-

men's Hospital to the gratitudo ai\J support of the country

I

that it has done and i^ doing so much to throyv the light (?f

scientific observation upon the hygiene of the sea. This point

was eloquently enforced by Lord Charles Beresford when pre-

siding over the last annual meeting of the governors and
friends of the hospital. ,, ,

' . . '... ' .-oiu (lilt .:;;;iMiji/.
I

-i oi't i.'uy.i n >jj-j:vTO>:.o •jilclr.f 1>> iifell odJ n'i.il oj !

SCIENTIFIC CLINICAL DESCEIPTIONS.
: 1m ftll scientific work accurate observations and descriptions are

necessary before proceeding to make inferences, and chnical

study is no exception to tliis rule. Many contrib.iitions ,ta the

literature of medicine are less valuable than they should be,

and less potent in advancing scientific medicine, iie<;ause:

terms which, do not indicate facts observed are used as essen-

tial parts of the descriptions given. Descriptions of various

conditions seen in practice may be founded on a large expe-

rience, they may be accurate as to facts, and accompanied by
able generalisations and expressions of personal opinion, but

they partially miss their puqiose if they do not at all points

indicate to the reader points observable by him when he meets

with similar conditions. .These remarks . on current literature

apply rather to chnical medicme than to descriptions in

pathology, and herein we see the reason why, pathology is a

more definite science than cKnical medicine. • .It is a matter

of great importance in reoorcUng clinical facts for the pur-

poses of Bumnwry and comparison, that siiph terms only be

used as are understood to indicate the facts observed. There

are two very distinct kinds of terms commonly employed in

giving clinical descriptions wliich may be conveniently, classed

as "abstract or general terms" and "phj'sical signs."

Among the former class we may instance , the terms healthi-

ness, fatigue, sleep, spontaneous movements, consciousness,

depths of coma, etc., convenient tenns, but such as do not

indicate actual phy,sical signs. When put before ' the student

such terms do not lead him to look for physical signs, but

rather to try and observe a general contlition, without takuig

the trouble to describe the actual facts as.he sees them. It

is common for a chnical clerk to write in his case-book that the

'

pationt was comatose or delirious, thereby expi-essing liis own
i

general opinion, instead of describing the detailed physical
|

signs that might be observed ; he might better describe the
\

dorsal decubitus, the absence of movement to light 07

sound, the absence of movejnent. .fai, the hmbp, etc.,

the relative movements of the thorax ^nd epigastrium, at the

same time noting whether the eyohds au,d mouth were closed

or open, and describing the kind of eomicls made bj' the

I>atient, if any, and whether he detected any twitchings of

'

the fingers. Of course such descriptions of physical signs in-

volve much labour, but such analytical work alojie' gives ac-|

curacy, and supphes the only true basis for :GorreQt thinking..

We think that both for the advance of medical' science, and'
sound chnical teaching, it woiild be well if cliniciana would

'

spend more laboiu: in defining general cont-htions in teinis of

pliyRic;il signs. Have we good descriptions of the physical

facts which indicate intelligence, fatigue, nervousness, etc. ?

Wlien a general condition has been thus defined, and its'

l)hysical signs are well known, it is, of course, copvenient to '

name that condition by a general term ; then such term is an

abbr<3,yi^tion,rC.op-eotly, employed, for .,^,1^^, 6^ife,,of hravjty,- in

O'^Jf-
,,r,., r,^-.;h.rr n: ;

•. re::'!,!; K^:—-', I!,,, o,' :; 1. - , •

These, remarks apply to all elijiical descriptions, but par-
ticul?irly to the department of uem-ology, where advance has
been rapid, and where the use of many hypotheses is nec^ee-

^sary. • Students, ajre, taught that f>n epileptic attack mfiy,|lie

^J'followedby "d^pths-i^f ^oinal"., , What^ is much wanted is, a
.}3ody of rec.Qgnised and, well-defined 'physical signs indiciituig

that state., We submit that aU these terms imply im-
mensely complex concUtions, while such terms as " puiposiys,"
or "volmitary" also imply an hj-pothesis, and so the descrip-

tion of the clinical state becomes most complex, and we dr^t
away from all physical, signs observable in th,e patient. Ac-
curacy ,aij.d the means of comparing facts can only be obtained
by analysis of general observations into, the physical f^pts

oljeerv:ed, upon which geBerahsations
. may be founded. In

teacliing those untrained in chnical work and correct tliinkiijg,

desoiiptions given in general terms s^em Mkely to j^i-rest rather
than stimulate further thinking apd ob9ervir»g : ipfich TjnD;vv-

ledge, is wordy. Moveipents are said sometimes to be pur-
posive, volimtary, a,utomatic, spontaneous; but

,
.authors naing

such terms do not usually tell us how we may kaqw by. '^ifhat

we see if a certain movement is volunttiiy or not.

TAK 'AJ Vr/i l-Jj

,

r^ YTHTJOg
At the recent' .Juriior Meldioal Examinatioh Held by the Pnnj6.b

University, Miss Amelia,Connor, of the Lahore Medical College,

was the only candidate who stood in the first, division, j,,i, ..,[,)

The next meeting of the Royal Commission on Universiiy'Wdtt-

cationin London will be held tliis day (Saturday), when evidence
will be given by Sir Andrew Clark, President, and Sir Henry
Pitman, Begistrar, of the Keyal College of Physicians; and by Mr.
Savory, President, and ilr. Thomas Bryaiit,.\riee-Presidftptj.rof; JJ^e

Royal College of Surgeons.
. , r^.,-( j,\. ,,. ,,r ,,, ,,,, .--.,,•(

As the' 8th clause of the Local Government Bill transfers to

the Local Government Board, aniong other powers now exercised

by the Home Secretary, those relating tai the Burial Acts, it is,, it

is stated, the intention df ilr. Osborne Morgan, before the clause

is passed, to call atti^ution to the effect of this and other proposals

in the Bill upon Burial Law Administration, - ... (• . . „ i.'i

THE SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES ''A^^Jfi^'Lt.Sfei'D^^
"" ,'--""^: ''-a..:! -ILLEGAL PRACTICE. •'«= b^oiif-y- cuCi.'^

Ti* i'efel'ence to 'a report forwarded to us 6f'«li itt^u^st'helil'it

•Jfoor Street, Birmingham, on June 20th, on a child named Mar-
garet Hart, which is published at page U14, we imderstand that

the Society of Apothecaries have required the person who, it

was stated in evidence,, had attended ,the child, to answer the

statements made as to his practising .as a , medical man, and

imless they can be proved to be incorrect,. will at once insti-
',. .^

. , . ,j ;j;ii! !iiii-.c.'i! 'Annm^'iM j; THj^T
tute proceedings agamst him. , .

. .. ,....-. .J >. ,; . . .
' ": -'-:." :;i! jiord'ff 1.)

• ;i Ki toll THE -...LATE GERMAN EMPEROR* otqmc ovh
We are 'informed that the German iphysiciaus aad iS.urgeonsiylvo

were in attendance ou ithe late Emperor sFrederick have drawn up

a memorandum dealing with the whole sxibject of ^is .illnes^.

the measures which were at various times proposed, and fixQ

treatment which was actually adopte.d. The necessary permis-

sion for the publication of this important document has Just been

obtained, and it will probably see the light in a few day.'!.' We
cannot help thinking that it was a mistake on the part of the

German Court to forbid the publication of thereport of the^os^-
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• „t;^n \Tiart from its scientific interest, which
mortem examination. j^P'^'^^^/°°'

1^ ^„ authoritative state-

would have been exceptionally grtj^t,_ucU an
.^^ scandalous

„,ent would have
^-'^^^^^^J^l ^^^^^Ig.., to see

rrreSSrira^elisreputahle^^urnaU.

THE ROYAL
THE CLAIMS OF THE MEMBERS OF

COLLEGE OF SURGEONS,

.n „f ATr W H Smith's answer to Lord Randolph Chur-

1415.

THE MASTERSHIP OF DOWNING COLLEGE,

CAMBRIDGE.

sent century that such an office has fallen to a member of the

medical profession.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF DERMATOLOGY

AMOXGST those who have already accepted office ^^ "^^^'^S the International Congress of Dermatology to
!^e
Ji^ld in

Sris in August, 1889. are : Dr. Kicord, Honorary President
;

Pro-

fessor HarS, President ; M>L Emile Vidal, Ernest Besmer, .Alfred

Po^i Ila lopeau, Quinquaud, Temieson, Henn Feulaxd, mem-

SThelniti^ive Committee. Mr. Malcolm Mom., 8 Harley

Street and Dr. T.Colcott Fox, 14, Harley Street, have heen ap-

Sute'l"'«t«-sforthiscountrj',to whom all communications

should be sent.

LIVELY

tHe country look after ^^^'^^

^f̂ ^^^^.^Vcc^
nrp sent No mishaps appear to Have occurreu
are sent,, i^" i^ f ''•^

, nothine hut praise for such

rrHnd^vSh It anrccer rnty^s^ent P^roduc^s much

Tod 'and more lasting results tha« day trips to the country, good

aa they may be whea no better caa be had. .,

EXHIBITION OF LIFE-SAVING FIRE APPARATUS^ '

-

TH^M publi^ feeling aroused by the recent calamitous fire m

E^rioad as to the urgent necessity of all l^ouses, e^Pec^T

large business promises where the higher rooms are occupied aa

efping apartments, being provided with ample ^nxl suitable

appUances for securing the speedy escape of the
^Y'^'^^l^l

of fire, has led Dr, George Danford Thomas,
'^^^"'^"J^^^^^f^^^^^

to arrange for a display of life-savmg apparatus and thevanouB

methods of preventing and extmgtiishing «7«
. ^^^^^^^f̂ °d

will be held at the Portman Rooms, Baker Street, W.. at the ena

TmyLu where the public will have an oPPf""^^^
instructed in the use of fire-escape appliances and of testing their

value.

ELECTROLYSIS OF FIBROIDS: LIVELY DEBATE AT

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY.

WE publish this week a full report of the adjourned debate on

Electrolysis in the Treatment of Diseases of Women. The pro-

Se£s fully occupied two meetings of the Society and were

very^mated, the advocates and opponents of the method speak-

L'Xh great warmth. In some instances the speakers showed

con.sWeraWe sensitiveness, taking the general observations o

rtoe who argued on the other side as direct personalities This

Sscuslion appears to have caused some considerable d^p ace-

m nt of parUes in the obstetric world, and there were distinc

Nations in the course of the evening of the estabhshment of

some new and unexpected alliances.

CHILDREN'S COUNTRY HOLIDAYS,

W.HKN Mid,summer Day has come it is time that London cluldren

Sd go the countrj'. The light and air aid their growth a

nothing else will, and the pleasant scones of the country expand

the mental powers. The country is clean, the town is not so

;

diflerentsight-s sounds, and smells then impress the senses and

the whole being of tht child is changed thereby, so that dirt b

comes hateful, and the music of Nature mo'-e pleasing than the

street cries. A good work is being done by the Children s Countrj-

1 olida'" Fund (10. Buckingham Street, Strand); 14.(MS children

^vere sent away last year to 366 country -^^nlres ata cost of

£0178 7s 9d , of which the parents contributed £2,819 lbs. lid.

Most of the children were sent to cottages in the country for a

fortnight each, some for three weeks. Local committees select

the children in town, and receive their payments, while friends in

A NEW ALKALOID IN TEA. ,;

At the meeting of the Beriin Physiological Society on;^un_e Stfr.

ProfessoT Kossel reported on a new base, discovered by him m
extract of tea. Caffein ig the only definite chemical base hith^o

Sated from tea. and to it are ascribed many of the effects ^ft^a.

Professor Kossel has found another base in very small quanUty.

h v^Jthe composition C,H,N,0„ upon which he has bes^wed

Se^Ime " theophyllin." It is isomeric with the hase obt^ed

from cacao (theobromin). and with paraxanthm obtained from

iSne by Salomon, but differs from these substances by its r^

Xns. The introduction of a methyl group -to heophyUm

converted it into caffein, and as the latter is proved bj E. Fischer

to beTtrimethylxanthin. the former is evidently a dimethylxan-

thin Investigations into its^ological eft'ects will be made

MICROKINESIS.

A PAPEB by Dr. Francis ^Yamer, on muscidar movements in man

IndXir evolution in the infant, was read at themeetmg of the

Royal Society on June 12th. In the newborn infant coi^Unt

movement may be observed in all parts during the waking state.

fhe^ spontaneous movements, to which Dr. Warner P-'oposes t^

apply the term " microkinesis," cannot be stoppenl by external

S'uli This condition becomes gradually modified during the

SSh and development of the child, and the movements^

padually more and more controlled by external «T^- ^JJ^
Se phenomena termed memory and -^t'^''""

"^^^^^f„JJ^^
mDcralso contained a study of the modes of acton of nerv^

Ses ?n adult age, and it was suggested that when a cc^r^-

nated movement followed a slight stimulus, temporarj unwns ar<>

produced among the centres, and that the bram-action correspond-

L° to bought is the formation of functional union among cells

h^ outcom^of such functional unions is seen in the mov^ nts

which express the thought. Dr. Warner described a number of

Tpecial postures and movements associated with ce"''^.
^^f

«
"J

the brain, and in fact affording physical signs by which those

states might be recognised.

ASYLUM.
ALLEGED VIOLENCE IN A LUNATIC

AN hiQuest on a male patient dying in the asylum ha? resulted in

fife Set • "That thedeceaseddiedfrom the effects of exhaust oa

follo^g melanchoUa and inflammation of the lungs, f^celera *d

by aT^L fracture of the jaw and bruises to the shoulder caused

bv ^ollnce
• The jury were of opinion that the said injuries oc-

SXrthedeceZlwasdeliveredintothechargeoftheasyum

Thorities. and they further added that
^^^^^^^l^'^^^'^:^

there was no evideDce forthcoming to show how the injimea were
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Cnuaed, which they considered most unsatisfactory. It is highly

desirable that so serious a charge may not rest here, but that the

Commissioners in Lunacy will cause a thorough investigation to

be made into the circumstances attending the death of this unfor-

tunate man. In large asylums, in which attendants may assault

patients without any blame attaching to the medical superin-

tendent, It is most important that he should be assisted in tracing

abuses, if they exist, to the guilty parties. Such assistance can

be best rendered by an impartial investigation by the Lunacy
Board. Unpleasant nunours have for long been abroad in regard

to the condition of the institution in question, and it would be a

satisfaction to have them dispersed by an extended inquiry, in

which the public and the profession would feel confidence.

A MEDICO-LEGAL CASE.
The following case of suicide which recently occurred in Jamaica
presents features of considerable interest and no little importance.

A. coloured man, after murdering his sweetheart, entered his house,

and cut his throat with a razor. Some of the neighbours who had
witnessed both deeds rushed into the house, but were unable^to

find him. After a search, his dead body was found under the

house, which was a small one, built on supports, raising it about
two feet from the ground. After cutting his throat, the man must
have walked or run to the back entrance, a distance of sixteen

feet, and then have crept through a hole in the partition, and have
crawled on all fours to the spot where his body was found,

eiactly beneath the room where he cut his throat, and, therefore,

a further distance of sixteen feet. The tliroat was cut from ear to

ear by a clean sweep, both carotids and jugulars being severed, as

well as the trachea and cesophagus, the wound reaching back to

the anterior portions of the bodies of the cervical vertebrae. A
blood-stained razor, which was deeply notched, was found in the

rbom, and marks of blood were traced from the room to the back
entrance by which the man must have gone out. Dr. Cargill, who
examined the body soon after death, and to whom we are indebted

for a report of the case, was asked by the coroner if it was possible

for a man to have traversed the thirty-two feet after inflicting

such wounds on himself ; to which he replied by declining to con-

trovert, as a mere matter of medical opinion, facts that had been
sworn to by reliable eye-witnesses. Remarkable instances of the

retention of voluntary power after wounds of the carotid artery

have been occasionallj' recorded, but we know of no occasion on
which the vessels on both sides of the neck were divided, where
so much power was retained by the subject of the injuries as

in the present instance. The case should serve as a perpetual

warning to medical men not to be too dogmatic as to what is, and
what is not, possible even in the presence of the most rapidly

fatal wound.

THE MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH AT
GLOUCESTER.

The circumstances under which the Gloucestershire Combination
of Sanitary Districts has been dissolved is further evidence of the

uncertainty attaching to public health appointments. One of

these districts—that of Dursley—desired to " handle its own
money," and appears to have used as an argument for the attain-

ment of that end the fact that Dr. Bond held the office of honorary
secretary to the Gloucester Dairy Association, which had grown
out of the " model dairy " established three years ago by him,

and which in its turn was one of the results of the "Milk Con-
ference" held in Gloucester in 1884. The objects of this Associa-
tion are to promote the interests of dairj'-farmijig by showing
liow to produce good milk, butter, and cheese, and by giving
assistance to those who wish to learn how to do so. Exception
was in the first instance taken to Dr. Bond holding shares in this

Association and in the Sanitary and Economic Association, which

had as its object the promotion of house sanitation ; but subse-

quently this was dropped, and the objection was limited to

Dr. Bond's connection with these Associations " by name or
work." Dr. Bond at once expressed to the Local Government
Board his willingness to concede this point, if it could be

shown that his position in relation to them was incompatible
with his official duties, but not otherwise. No attempt, how-
ever, was made to ascertain this point, but Dursley was
permitted to have its own way and withdraw from a com-
bination which is thus dissolved. Dr. Bond not unnaturally

claimed the protection of the Local Government Board, and asked

for an inquiry into any case the Dursley authority could bring in

support of their desire for separation, for he argued that they

must have some better ground for their conduct than that which
they had put forward. This request has, however, not been com-
plied with, and Dr. Bond loses his office and a part of Gloucester-

shire his services. These occurrences will, we fear, do much harm
in further shaking the confidence of the profession in the public

health service. The public will be the sufferers if medical men of

ability refuse to risk their careers by accepting public offices, but
this must inevitably be the case if no reasonable prospect is

offered of continued tenure of office. The readiness with which
an authority can dispense with its officer by appointing him for

a short term of years is direct encouragement to them to raise

some trivial objection to him at the end of this period, and the

risk of loss of office must inevitably tend to indifferent service.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
PHTSlCAi education is now taking a place in public estimation

and popular feeling that raises much hope for the wellbeing of the

rising generation. It is a great thing to find the question popular

and to see a general desire for improvement ; in this particular

instance it seems almost as if the demand were in advance of the

skill and intelligence of the majority of school teachers. The
public demand for some physical training of children finds ex-

pression in the desire to provide manual and technical instruction,

as well as in the support given to new gjonnasia and swimming
baths. Physical training is required for children of all ages and
conditions of life. Athletics and gymnastic competitions are

useful for older lads, but well-adapted exercises in schools,

such as can be practised by large numbers in playgrounds and in

schoolrooms, are necessary for the younger children; and our rapidly

increasing town population makes the matter an urgent one.

Most schools have a certain amount of military drill, and such is

necessary for marshalling the children in their classes, but this is

very different from exercises designed to aid growth and develop-

ment. It is found in the army that gymnastic exercises to pro-

duce development are needed before the military drill of the

recruit can be satisfactorily undertaken. It may be that the

habit of leaving drill in private schools to a drill-sergeant has

helped to deter those persons of good education, who could best

conduct the work, from taking a due position in this important

mode of training ; in America and on the Continent phj-sical exer-

cises are conducted by medical men of good standing. Militar5-

drill in schools is comparatively worthless for aiding physical de-

velopment ; it is not so much individual muscles that we want
brought into action, as certain well-defined groups of muscles

which act physiologically together. The physiologist, rather than

the anatomist, should give counsel as to the methods of calis-

thenics best suited to stimulate muscle and nerve growth ; and in

the case of delicate chUdreu the general physician should also be

called upon to advise ; such training needs much care in many
practical details. Great discretion is required in the teacher in

advancing from one set of exercises to another, and care must

always be taken to see that the strain imposed on any part ic

never beyond that justified by conditions of present nutrition

;
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exhaustion should always be avoided, especially m young and

delicate children. Physical training, like mental trauung, should

be progressive and carefully adapted to the ends in view.

QUACK ADVERTISEMENTS.

A Society for the Suppression of Quackery has been in existence

in Holland for several years. The chief object of this truly

philanthropic association appears to be not so much the " stamp-

ing out" of unqualified practice, as the enlightenment of the public

mind as to the real value of too many of the nostrums which are

so widely advertised in the lay press as certain remedies for all

the ills that flesh is heir to. The Society numbers more than a

thousand members, of whom rather more than half are medical

men or pharmaceutical chemists. The yearly subscription is only

six francs—a sum hardly sufficient to furnish the sinews of war

in a campaign which is, to a large extent, conducted in tho law-

courts. We are not surprised, therefore, to learn that the Society

is hampered in its good work by want of funds. Still the crusade

has been fairly successful, and several "shams" (mostly, as we

are sorry to observe, of English origin) have been triumphantly

exposed. We fear that such a Society would not find much sui>

port in this "free and enlightened" country, where "caveat

emptor " is still, in spite of much well-meant legislation, an ac-

cepted axiom of commercial morality. Jloreover, our wonderful

law of libel would paralyse any organised attempt to open the

eyes of confiding purchasers to the humbug of which they are the

victims. Even in HoUand it does not seem to be an easy matter

to unmask imposture without coming within the clutches of the

law. In a case in which the Society ultimately came off vic-

torious, though at an almost ruinous cost, the Judge delivered him-

self of the following remarkable pronouncement :
" If facts which

have been thoroughly proved are published, and if tliis be done

solely with the view of warning the public, the expressions used

must be carefully chosen, so that they may not be offensive to the

quack in question, for he would have a right to damage for the

injury done to his honour aud reputation." This means, we pre-

sume, that you may call the " quack's " wares worthless, but the

vendor himself must be spoken of as a gentleman of the strictest

integrity, who labours under an unfortunate delusion as to the

quafity of his stock-in-trade. After all, a large part of the blame

for the harm wrought by lying advertisements must be laid to the

newspapers which give them publicity. If the public requires to

be educated as to the value of patent remedies, the press stands

just as much in need of instruction in the. ethical aspects of ad-

vertising.

THE MEDICAL OFFICERSHIP OF HEALTH AT
BRADFORD.

Membees of the medical profession who may contemplate apply-

ing for the vacant health-ofBcership at Bradford should learn

carefully the circumstances under which the Town Council have

lost tl^e services of Dr. llime, for Bradford affords an excellent illus-

tration of the insecurity attaching to an election of a medical

officer of health for a limited period. Dr. Ilime was elected for

five years, and naturally anticipated that at the conclusion of this

period he would be reappointed ; but he appears to have wounded

the tender susceptibilities of a few members of his committee by

the zealous performance of his duties, and these have so far influ-

enced their colleagues that they have not hesitated to sacrifice the

interests of the town as well as those of Dr. Ilime to their own

personal feelings. There are few officers who could bring such

striking testimony to the esteem in which they are held as

Dr. Hime, for the Town Council received no fewer than five

mcmnrials representing the strongest possible desire that Dr. Ilime

should be continued in office. Theso memorials came from all

classes of the community—from ratepayers, from the working

men, the medical profession, the Trades Council, and the Womens

Liberal Association, the first being so largely signed as to maJce it

representative of the greater part of the rateable value of the

borough. In view of this very strong feeling it might have been

anticipated that the Town Counci^would have yielded to the desire

of the memorialists, but they have preferred to adopt the report

of their committee, who could find no better reason for the

course they pursued than that they had not worked harmoni-

ously with Dr. nime. It is deplorable to think of the position in

which an able officer is thus placed, who has abandoned practice

and all other remunerative occupation except that of a healtn-

officershiD, and who is deprived of this at the caprice of a few.^

members' of the committee. The result is discreditable to Brad-

ford, and certainly should deter other medical men from trusting,

to so uncertain an appointment. The testimonial which the,

people of Bradford are about to present to Dr. Hime, and m whicH

,

his friends will doubtless desire to share, is a proper proteat

against the action of the Town CouncU.

CANCER OF THE LARYNX.

At the meeting of the Societe Fran^aise d'Otologie et de Laryn-{-

gologie on AprU 2Gth Dr. J. Charazac, of Toulouse, related a case

of cancer of the larynx and made some remarks on the treatment

of that disease. The patient, a healthy man, aged 60, had for

years been subject to frequent attacks of hoarseness, and he had

besides been an immoderate smoker. He had never had syphilis,

but it may be worth mentioning that his wife had died some-

years before of cancer of the breast. For eighteen months before

he came under the notice of Dr. Chozarac he had suffered from

persistent aphonia. On October 1st, 1887, the epiglottis and the

left side of the larjmx showed the ordinarj- signs of chrome

larvTigitis ; on the right side there was a deep ulcer with greyish

base occupying the centre of a sweUing which involved the ven-

tricular band and reduced the glottis to half its natural size. Dr.

Charazac diagnosed the affection to be malignant, and proposed,

laryngectomy, which was declined. On February 19th tracheotomy

became necessary, and the disease has since made steady progress.

The most troublesome symptom at the date of the report was the

passage of food into the larj-nx; this was found to be due to the

fact that the tumour, as it increased In size, pushed up the epi-

glottis so as to interfere with its action in swallowing. In dis-

cussin" the treatment Dr. Charazac compared the results of sunple

tracheotomy with those of extirpation of the larynx for cancer

Statistics showed that the former increased the average duration

of life by six or eight months, while after larj-ngectomy two-

thirds of the patients died either from the immediate effects of

the operation or from rapid recurrence of tie disease. This dis-

coura<-ing residt is, however, in Dr. Charazac's opinion, due rather

to the"want of a proper selection of cases than to any inherent

fatality in the operation. He thinks that as a rule it should not

be performed in patients over 70, and he looks upon it as abso-

lutely contra-indicated in all cases in which the glands are

affected or the general health impaired. It shoidd never be

done unless the disease is strictly limited to the interior of the

larynx, but in suitable cases early operation is imperative. If

these rules are adhered to. Dr. Charazac beUeves that larj-ngectomy

will prove much more successful in the future than it has been up.

to the present time.

THE ANATOMICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The Anatomical Society of Great Britain and Ireland brought its

firot session to a close with a most successful meeting at Cam-

bridge on Juno '23rd. There was a large gathering of members

and visitors in the anatomical department to listen to a number

of interesting and important papers. Cambridge was parUcularly

well represented. Professor Macalister showed a number of apeci-
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mens which he had obtained from the dissecting-room, and men-

tioned incidentally a point of some importance, namely, that

•when the twelfth rib was long the pleura descended further than

usual. The new Master of Downing, Dr. Alexander Hill, also

drew attention to the subcallosal convolution, a structure which

has hardly had the attention which its interest deserves. Dr.

Ga.skell followed with an endeavour to claim greater morpho-

logical importance for the neuroglia of the cord and brain, but, by

far the most important part of his communication was an account

of a canal which he has discovered behind the tuber cinereum,

and which he believes to correspond with the cephalic stomach of

the crustaceans. However, Professor Howse did not allow these

views to pass unchallenged. Amongst visitors from a distance

who contributed to the success of the meeting were Dr. Johnson

Symington and Dr. A. M. Patterson, the former with some instruc-

tive sections of the head and pelvis and the latter with a series of

developmental specimens. Dr. Curnow showed a skull, which

excited some discussion ; and Mr. Treves described and explained

an example of that very rare condition, hernia into the foramen

of Winslow. After the meeting, the President of the Society,

Professor Humphrj', entertained sixty members and visitors at

dinner in the Hall of King's College. Speeches were made by Sir

George Paget, Professor Michael Foster, and others, and the

Secretarj', Mr. Lockwood, in replying to the toast wishing pros-

perity to the Society (proposed by the President) vt'as able to say

that the names of the leading teachers of the three Idngdoms

were upon its list of members.

SCOTLAND.

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY: FINAL EXAMINATION IN

MEDICINE.
The final examination for graduation in medicine at Edinburgh

University is in progress. The number of candidates is larger

than in previous years. The new arrangement, whereby the

clinical portion of the examination in medicine is compressed into

a much shorter term, has been found to work admirably, both by
exomineM and by candidates. The latter feel their labours mate-
rially lightened, while the prolonged state of anxiety which the

oid-fliTangement necessitated has been considerably ciirtailed.

ahjuii-, '! • .:
—

•,.,.,, v-THE UNIVERSITIES (SCOTLAND) BILL.
It is matter for congratulation on all sides here that, at last, the

Universities Bill has been read a third time in the House of Lords.

The fresh nominations to the Commission have been eagerly scruti-

nised, and satisfaction is expressed over the selection of Sir Henry
Roscoe and Lord Elgin. But the list is generally thought too long

and the proportions of the Commission too cumbrous to admit of

a really elBcient executive.

ECZEMA AND LEPROSY.
A nuMABKABLE Suit has just been raised in the Court of Session,

and of considerable interest to the profession. Michael Christison

Piggott, clerk, Glasgow, sues the Governors of Fettes' College,

iidinburgh, for £-500, as damages for unlawful dismissal and
breach of contract. He states that in July, 1884, after examina-
tion, he was admitted a foundationer of the college, by which he

was entitled to receive free board and education, valued at £130
a year, for six years. In the spring of 1887 eczema, he says, broke
out in the college, and he was one of the last to be affected. His
leg suppurated, aadj about three weeks after that] occurred he
was ordered to leave, lie maintains that defenders acted illegally

and in violation of his jights as a foundationer, after his having
been'admitted, examined and tested by them as to his physical
health, and declared to be duly qualified. Defenders say that one

of the qnestions asked the applicants before being admitted is—
" Is there any peculiarity of constitution which requires to be

considered ? " and that the pursner falsely answered " No." There

was nothing apparently the matter with pursuer when he was ad-

mitted, but that shortly after admission they found he was

suffering from leprosy, which was incurable. Inasmuch, however,

as leprosy was not transmissible by mere personal contact, the

medical oificers did not consider it imperative to disclose to

anyone the nature of the disease, as such a disclosure would have

a disastrous effect on the boy's prospects. Active periods of the

disease occurred more than once, but it was only in the spring of

1887, when a skin disease broke out in the college, that the

medical oificers consideredHt no longer safe to keep the boy,

because it was within the range of possibility that he might

communicate the leprosy through the medium of the other

disease. They therefore informed the head master, and he told

the boy to leave. The defenders maintain that under the rules of

the college the head master has power summarily to dismiss any

boy, when, in his judgment, it is necessary to do so in the interests

of the school.

ST. ANDREW AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION.

The annual report of this Association, just issued, shows a record

of excellent work. It states that in 1882, when the Association

was formed, there was not a proper ambulance waggon in all

Scotland, loss of life and unnecessary suffering being caused by

the removal of serious cases in unsuitable vehicles. Now, in

various parts of Scotland, properly equipped waggons are to be

found. Since March 1st, 1887, new waggons have been stationed

at Falkirk, Johnstone, Motherwell, and Aberdeen, two are^being

built for BlantjTe and Morsend, and wheeled litters have been

supplied to llarthill and Lesmahagow. During the past fifteen

months 1,483 calls have been made on the waggons of the Asso-

ciation, and since the formation of the Association 4,049 patients

have been safely carried. Last year 6,655 pupils received instruc-

tion in first aid, an increase of 742 on the numbers of the previous

report. The total number trained since 1882 now amounts to

19 969. The Association has had a stretcher constructed for use'

iu'flts ; a cover strapped to the stretcher poles binds down^the

patient's trunk, legs, and arms independently, and the stretcher is

hinged, so that the patient may be brought up to the surface in

a horizontal, vertical, or sitting position. A stretcher for police,

use has also been designed and constructed, in which a canvas,

cover secured all along one side and fastened on the other by

three' strong straps, forms, when in use, an elongated'straight

waistcoat. The Association has now a total of nineteen: centres,

Dunfermline, Grangemouth,"" and^ Perth having been', added.in^the

past year, and detached classes have been held in 96 towns. Am-

bulance corps have been formed in many important manufactur-

ing centres. The financial statement shows a satisfactory balance

in hand.

THE SANITARY ASSOCIATION OF SCOTLAND.

The fourteenth annual meeting of the Sanitary Association qt,

Scotland has been fixed to be held in Glasgow on AVednesday arid

Thursday, July 4th and 5th. On 'Vrednesday the proceedings will

be opened by an address from Sir James King, Lord Provost of

Glasgow, after which the President's address will be delivered by

Dr. John C. McYail, medical officer of health, KDmarnock.XDr. J.

E. Russell, medical officer for Glasgow, will read a paper on " The

Sanitai-y Enfrancliisemeut of the Kural Population of Scotland
;"

Dr. Eben. Duncan, Crossbill, on " The Dissemination of Infectious

Particles by Air Currents ;" and Dr. Maitland Moir will also give a

paper. On the second day the proceedings will be opened by

Ex-Bailie Crawford (Glasgow), and papers will be read by Mr.

Thomas Walley, Principal of .the Koyal Veterinary CoUege, Edin-
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burgh, on "The Inspection of Meat in Relation to our Food

Supply, with special Reference to Tuberculosis m Cattle
;
and by

Mr W. B. Buchan (Cilasgow) on " Late.llmprovements m House

Drainage;' tvhUe Mr. Fj-fe, sanitary inspector (Glasgow), ^i\^^-

plain the new smoke-testing apparatus. Tlie members will after-

wards ^-isit the Glasgow refuse despatch works, under the

guidance of Mr. Young, superintendent of the cleansing depart-

ment, Glasgow.

PUBLIC MORTUARIES.

Db. J. B. Russell has reported to the Glasgow Town Council_ in

favour of the proyision of public mortuaries, the question ha-vang

been referred to him for consideration. He states that under the

Public Health (Scotland) Act, Section 43, the provision of mor-

tuaries by local authorities bears the same relation to the preven-

tion of disease, in so far as it could be spread by the dead, as the

erection, of hospitals bears to the prevention of disease by the

li\-ing. In each case compulsorj- power to remove the source of

danger was conferred, and in the one case the exercise of this

power depended upon the provision by the local authority of a

"proper place for the reception of dead bodies," in the other ot

an hospital. They were in the position of not having made the

necessary provision for the cases described in the words of Hhe

Act,namely," dead body of one who bas died of any infectious

disease, retained in a room in which persons live or sleep, or any

dead body which is in such a state as to endanger the health of

the inmates of the same house or room.'' It was not creditable to

the local authority that they could not deal with such^ a case.

He observed further that just as hospitals were most successful

by encouraging voluntary resort to their accommodation, so mor-

tuaries were intended to educate and entice the occupants of

small houses to send their dead thither. In neither case was the

compulsorj' use of such places a measure of their necessity or

utility.

IRELAND.

•IRJSH MEDICAL SCHOOLS' AND GRADUATES'
ASSOCIATION.

At the CouncU meeting of the above"Association, held at Cam-

bridge on June 21st, Troiessor Alexander Macalister, F.R.S.,

President, in the chair, the Honorary Provincial Secretary (Dr.

Stewart) reported that the proposal to restrict appointments on

the honorary staff of the Bristol Royal Infurmary to those holding

certain specified London diplomas had .been abandoned as a

result of the action of representatives of the Association. In view

of the possibility of a similar proposal being brought forward,

either at Bristol or elsewhere, at a future time, a statement

(to be placed in the hands of lay governors of hospitals) was

submitted, setting forth the objections to such exclusive action.

On the motion of the President, seconded by Sir George E. Paget,

K.C.B' (Tice-President), this statement was adopted and ordered

to be printed for circulation. Dr. ilacnaughton Jones was elected

Chairman of Council, to succeed Professor (icrald F. Teo at the

expiration, in July, of the latters term of ofHce. The^summer

dinner of the iVssoeiation took place the same evening in the Hall

of Gonville and Caius College, Professor Alexander Macalister,

President, in the chair. Amongst the members and guests present

were Sir George E. Paget, K.C.B. (Vice-President); Sir Thomas

Crawford, K.C.B., and Dr. Ilacnaughton Jones, E.v-Presidents ;
the

Master of Peterhouse; the Master of Downing; i'rotessor Hum-

phry, F.R.S.; Dr. Richard Fegan (President-elect), Professor

apotlier ; Professor Latham ; Professor Roy, Brigade-Surgeons W.

Alexander (IIon.TreasurerV and Thomas Wright ;
Surgeon-Major W.

Nash, Dr. Bradbiu^, Rev. Dr. Sheilds, Dr. Ingle, Dr. GUbart Smith.

Dr Lea, Mr. i'erey Dunn, Mr. Keetley, Dr. Connellan (GtremBey),r

and the two Hon. Secretaries (Dra. Stawart and Abralmm).

The loyal toasts were duly honoured. In proposing the health of

"The Guests" the President observed that the hall in which they

were assembled was that of a college of which the immort^^

Harvey was first a student and subsequently a Fellow, and

^-ithin whose walls some of his greatest experiments were per-
,'

formed The toast was responded to by Professor Latham. 1 ro-^

fessor Humphry proposed " Success to the Irish Schools' and

Graduates' Association." The President, in responding, referred

to their recent success at Bristol as an instance of the value ot

such an organisation as theirs in protecting the interests'

of Irish medical graduates and diplomates. In proposing

the toast of "The University of Cambridge," Sir Thomas Crawford

alluded to the fact that the oldest collie of the university,

Peterhouse, had now an Irishman (tlie Rev. Dr. Porter) as

master. He referred also to the rapid rise within recent

years of the Cambridge Medical School, much of which, it was

.

acknowledged, was due to the indefatigable energj- and abUity/.

of Professor Macalister. The toast was responded to by thei

Master of Peterhouse and by Dr. Hill (Master of Downing). The-'

liealth of the outgoing Chairman of Council, Professor Gerald I;

Yeo, was proposed by Dr. Gilbart Smith. In the absence o£,

Dr Yeo, the toast was responded to by Dr. Macnaughton Jones, -

who said he considered it a high honour to be called on to suc-

ceed one who, during his three years' tenure of office, had been so

constant in his attendance, and had exercised such a %-igilant and

wise oversight of the detail working of the Association. Dr.

Fecran proposed "The health of the Master and Fellows of GonviUe

and Caius CoUege," by whose courtesy they had been allowed to

meet in a hall of such historic interest. The toast was responded

to by two of the Fellows present, Sir George Paget and Professor

Ridaeway (Queen's College, Cork). The proceedings were eiJivened

by the singing of several Irish and other melodies by Mr. Groom^*

and Drs. Lea, GUbart Smith, and Abraham.

PROPOSED MAIN DRAINAGE 'sCHEME FOR CORK

Aif efficient system of main drainage for the city of Cork has

Ion- been required, but the expensive nature of the schemes pro-

posed prevented their adoption. The Public Health Committee of

the corporation have at present under consideration a schema

proposed by the city engineer, which appears to present many

advantages. The plan proposed is to drain the northern parts of
;

the city by a sewer, and the southern parts by another sewer, th^;

two to meet near the Old Passage railway. It is then intended td
,

project the main to within a distance of the park, and he entire

sewerage ha.-ing been collected in two reservoirs with alternative

action, pumping works will be constructed to pump the sewage

to lands close to the Skahabeg Road. Here it is proposed hat

the corporation shall purchase 300 acres of land, and utilise them

as a sewage farm, over wluch the sewage, after precipitation,

would flow by gravitation, and the effluent would pass into the

Trarnore river. The estimated cost is £04,708, and the annual

cost £«00, which, capitalised, represents £1G,000, so that the esti-

mated capital cost of the proposed scheme would ^e 5^ose oa

£110 700 The present sewers cost annually about i,-,.UO, ana

deducting tills and the annual profits from the utiUsation of the .

sewage, the proposed scheme would ultimately cost the ratfen.

payers £58,708.

UlNVEnSAZIONKATTHB ROYAL COLLEGE oTl'HTSICtANS. At

the «.ir<!e of the Roval College of Physicians given on ^Vednesday

even ng last, the Pr'esident, Sir Andrew Clark. Sir Edward bieN e-

MiTrsiv Alfred Oarrod, Sir Dyco Duckworth. Sir Hemymman
and Dr. C. Uandfleld-Jones, members of Council, received a large

^nd distincrui^hed gathering in the hall of the CoUege m Pall Moll

J^ast!: Kterestfng colU^tion of works of art and cunosities

was on view for the entertainment of insitors.
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THE METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH OF
THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual dinner of the Metropolitan Counties Branch of the

British Medical Association on Wednesday evening was marked
by some incidents of considerable interest. The company assem-
bled, under the presidency of Dr. Buodie Sewell, was numerous
and distinguished. The Directors-General of the Army and Mavy
were both present, and their speeches excited considerable

interest.

In proposing the toast of "The Medical Services," Mr. Ernest
IIabt pointed out that it could not be fairly said, as sometimes
stated, that the officers of the public services were by habit

gi'umblers and disposed to obtrude their grievances, inasmuch as in

respect to the Naval Medical Service he was happy to say that

since the AVarrant of 1881, which conferred satisfactory conditions

of rank, pay, and general service regulations, he could not call to

mind having received from any single member of the service a

single word of complaint during the 'whole seven years, throughout
the reign of the late Director-General, Sir John Watt Reid, who
had just retired loaded with honours and followed by the univer-
sal affection and confidence of his department. The work of the

Naval Medical Service had, he believed, during that time been
carried on witliout a hitch of any sort and without the slightest

friction, so that it might fairly be inferred that when the medical
officers of the public services were treated with courtesy and fair-

ness, they were even more readily contented than any other bodj'

of men that could be named. The recent accession of Dr. Dick to

the office of Director-General of the Navy had been warmly
welcomed throughout the whole service, and he trusted
that his term of office might be marked by equally auspicious
conditions. He referred also in eulogistic terms to the high
personal regard which was entertained towards Sir Thomas
Crawford, and regretted that the present condition of the Army
Medical Service was not one of equal contentment.

Dr. Dick, Director-General of the Naval Medical Department,
who was very warmly received, expressed the deep sense of
himself and of the Naval Medical Department generally, of the
highly important services which had been rendered to that De-
partment during a long series of years by the efforts of the British
Medical Association and of its Parliamentary Bills Committee, to the
efforts of which were mainly due the successive warrants which
had brought his department into the state of contentment—and
he hoped he might add, of high efficiency—which it had now
reached. He expressed his profound satisfaction on being the
guest of the Association on that occasion, and he trusted that
throughout his term of office the same contentment might prevail
in the service as had endured now for so many years. The besom
of reform was, however, sweeping over both the naval and
military medical services in the hands of the Select Committee of
the House of Commons now sitting, and it could hardly be ex-
pected but that some reductions would be effected in view of the
urgent desire for economy which that Committee of the House of
Commons generally were shewing in respect to the military and
naval services.

Sir Thomas Crawford, who spoke with much earnestness and
feeling, expressed also his deep sense of the services which the
Parliamentary Bills Committee of the Association, and the Associa-
tion generally, had rendered on so many occasions to the
service over which he presided, and his most earnest desire that the
Medical Department of the army should enter into closer rela-
tionship with the civil branch of the profession. He had seen
with the greatest satisfaction that increasing numbers of the
members of his department were entering the Association, and he
had had occasion, when his advice had been asked, to coimsel
them rather to associate themselves with the civil branches of the
Association than to form, as had once been suggested, a separate
military Branch. He desired in all things to see the civil and
military medical men of the country associated in a common bond
of brotherhood and with common interests.

Dr. BaiDOWATER (President of Council), replying to the toast
of " The British Medical Association," eloquently proposed by Dr.
Ord, ably epitomised the present position of the Association, and
referred with satisfaction to its world-wide extension, to the ser-
vice which it was rendering to medical science, and to the financial
and literary success which it had attained through the influential
character of its JotmNAL and the ability with which its finances
were conducted. Alluding to the recent communication from the
Secretary of State for Wai-, he observed that the day could not be

far distant when it would be impossible to speak of the military
medical service and of the British Medical Association as being in

any way distinct bodies, inasmuch as by far the greater number
of members of the Arrfiy Medical Service were now members of
the British Medical Association, which was therefore substantially
in every way entitled to speak for them.

Dr. lioLMAN (Treasurer) in proposing the toast of " The Metro-
politan Counties Branch " and its new President, Dr. Brodie
Sewell, referred to the great success with which the Association

was carrying out its original main object, that of uniting the-

general practitioners of the country in powerful and extended
union, and giving them their rightful place in the councils of the
profession. He referred to the interesting fact that the office of

President of Council of the Association, of Treasurership of the
Association, and the Presidency of the Metropolitan Counties
Branch—the most numerous of all the Branches—were at the
present moment held by Dr. Bridgwater, Dr. Sewell, and himself,

all belonging to the class of general practitioners. He referred

especially, n'ith pride, to the new home of the Association, which
was in every way worthy of the importance and extended opera-
tions of the Society, and expressed a hope that the Librarj^,

which was in course of formation, would be well remembered bjr

the members, and that they would make use of the accommoda-
tion now afforded them in the library and reading room.
The toast of " The Visitors " was proposed by Dr. Dickson, and

responded to by Dr. Fordtcb Barker, of New York, who re-

ceived a very hearty welcome from the assembled guests.

Improvements in the Belqrave Hospital—The Belgrave
Hospital for Children, at 79, Gloucester Street, Pimlico, is one that

is busily engaged in supplying the wants of a poor neighbour-
hood, and, though almost entirely without endowment, it does not
often press itself upon the notice of the public. A week ago
was held there an afternoon meeting of the governors and those

interested in its work to acknowledge and return thanks for the
generous gifts of the Honourable Mrs. W. le Poer Trench, all the

more generous that they were eminently practical. A complete
new hot-water system had been provided by her, which extended
all over the hospital, and made a great difference in the labour o£
the nurses and the comfort of the children ; a fire-hose had been
added, which was shown to be amply sufficient to command all

the building ; and last, but not least, a bath-room had been estab-

lished on the ground floor, whose walls are of smooth dark-olive

tiles, on which is impressed most appropriately, in Greek letters

of gold, the Hellenic far-famed axiom, the first words of Pindar

:

" Best of all things is' water." Mr. Bottomley, of Messrs. Laing
and Son, by whom the whole had been carried out in a thoroughly
satisfactory manner, was in attendance to show the arrangemene
and competence of the fire-extinguishing apparatus. After the-

Honourable Mrs. W. le Poer Trench had declared the additions

at the service of the hospital, and when the wards and their occu-
pants had been duly inspected, the company were invited to tea

by Mrs. Munro, the Lady Superintendent.

Hydrophobia in Paris.—In the first five months of 1888 there

were no fewer than 280 applicants at M.Pasteur's laboratory from,

the department of the Seine alone, all of whom had been bitten

by dogs either known to be rabid or suspected of being so. This

number is almtost equal to the corresponding total for the whole
year 1887, which amounted to 308. The Prefect of Police has,,

therefore, issued an order that for six weeks no dog shall be

allowed to go about the streets of Paris, unless led by a string.

The owner of two dogs, which had been in contact with a rabid

cur, was recently sent to prison for six days and fined 200 francs-

(£8) for refusing to have them destroyed.

Mb. Ellis, L.E.C.P., of Liverpool, the winner of the Queen'sr

Jubilee Prize, given by the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park,

for the best essay upon the plants and vegetable products intro-

duced into the United Kingdom for use in the arts, manufactures,

and for food, during Her Majesty's reign, was presented on June
23rd, at a meeting of the Society (the Duke of Teck in the chair),

with a gold medal and purse of fifty guineas.

An Overdose op Chloroform.—Mr. Edmund Gurney, joint

secretary of the Psychical Society, and author of numerous works,

has met his death at Brighton by incautiously inhaling an over-

dose of chloroform, which he was in the habit of taking as a remedy
for obstinate sleeplessness and occasional neuralgia.
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ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE.
COUNCIL.

NOTICE OF MEETING.

A MEKTiNO of the Council will be held at the Offices of the Asso-

ciation, No. 420, Strand (coniPr of Agor Street), London, on Wed-

nesday, the 18th day of July next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Fkancis Fowke, General Secretary.

June 14th, 1888. ..i.. -.;

. NOTICE OF QUARTfiRLT' MEETINGS FOR 1888.
•" ELECTION OF MEMBERS.
'Ant qualified medical practitioner, not di.squalified by any by-law

of the Asj-ociatiou, who shall be recommended as eligible by any

three members, may be elected a member iy the Council or by any

recognised i>ra?icA CoiOTCjV. ion, „„j
Meeting's of the Council will he held on July 18th, and

October 17th, lScS8. Candidates for election by the Council ol

the Association must send in their forms of application to the

General Secretary not later than twenty-one days before each

'meeting, namely, June 27th, September 2tith, and December ^8th,

Candidates seeking election by a Branch Council should apply to

the Secretary of the Branch. No member can be elected by a

.Branch Council unless his name has been inserted m the circular

'summoning the meeting at which he seeks election.

Francis Fowke, General i>ecretary.

GRVNTS FOB SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
The Scientific Grants Committee of the British Medical Associa-

tion desire to remind members of tlip profession engaged in re-

gearchi'S for the advancement of medicine and the allied sciences

that they are empowered to receive applications for grants in aid

of such research. Applications for sums to be granted at the next

annual meeting should be made without delay to the General

Secretary, at the office of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. Ap-

plications must include details of the precise character and objects

of the research which is proposed.
. .

Reports of work done by the assistance of Association grants

belong to the Association.

Instruments purchased by means of grants must be returned to

the General Secretary on the conclusion of the research in fur-

therance of which the grant was made.

COLLECTIVE mVESTIGATION OF DISEASE.
Kepobts upon the two remaining inquiries, namely, that into

DiPHTHKRiA, and that into the Geoohapiiical Distiubution of

CEHTAiN Diseases, are in preparation, and will be published as

soon as ready.
. , „

The following inquiry only of the first series remains open,

namely, that on the Etiology of Phthisis.

A fresh inquiry into the Oeioin and Mode of Pbopagation of

Epidkmics of Diphthbeia has been issued.

Memoranda iipon these subjects, and forms fen- recording observa-

tions, iruiy he had on application to the Secretary of the Collective

Investiyation Committee, 4S9, Strand, W.C.

BRANCH AIEETINGS TO BE HELD.

nonrrR Ooiixtiks Branch.—The twentv-flrst jinimal meeting of thisBrfinch

willlu- lu-l,tHt Penrith on KridiU'.Jiilv 13t>l. The chair Will be taken ^.y^r.

McLeo.l iit l.:W P.M. Tlie usual" election of officebearers for the year will be

lield Dr. Robertson. Penrith, will deliver his presiilential address. Intimfi-

tlonsof nailers for reading or communieiiHons of any l(ind should be sent to

tlie Secretary as soon as possible.—H. A. Lediabd, 41, Lowther Street, Carlisle,

Honorary Secretary.

CAMERiDGEsniiiK AND HuxTii^oDONSHIRE BRANCH.-The anniial meeting

of this Branch is aiipointed to he licld at Ely on Friday. J\dy 6th. Members

wishing to niak.i communications, to exhibit specimens, or to propose new

members are rcquesteil to signify tlieir intention to Dr. Anulnusoa. Cambridge,

for insertion in the order of proceedings.—BusHKL;.>Aj(Mpa8pi(. liOfJC|rary

Secretary. ^ 1^^^ ,,.,,,,.,> . ;. .

North of Ihet,ani> Branch.-The annual meeting of this Branch will be

held in the Belfast Uoval Hospital, on Wwlnesday. July Ilth.at 4 p.m. Bnsmees:

1 To receive the Secretary's report and the Tr«v3urer 8 statement, tor ,l|he past

'-year "> To elccV office-bearers for tlie ensuing year. 3. To elect two members

its reprcseutatives of the Branch on the Council of the Association, and also the

representative, on the Parliamentary Bills CommttUe. 4. The P"»ldCTt f)r-

J. M. Palmer) will deliver an Address, o. Dr. O'Kelll will show .Patient

operated on for Kxtensive Disease of Foot, and also aPa"?',"' Of'«'^»<=<^.,,'>" '°^

Cleft Palate, and will read notes of each case. 6. Dr W. A. McKeown wnll .how

a New Apiiarato. for Intra-ocular Irrigation in the Extraction ol Cataract. He

will also show some cases in which Senile CaUract has been extract«d w-ithout

Iridectomy. 7. Mr. Fagan will show a Patient on whom he recent y performed

Kcsection of the Wrlst-Joint. He will also show a Portion of Bowel, the S^t of

Cancerous Stricture removed for Intestinal Obstruction, and give notes of the

case ; and a Portion of the Saphena Vein removed and presenting M.me features

of pathological interest. 8. Dr. E. C. Thompson (Omagh, will rea.1 >-o'« "f

a Successful Case of Ovariotomy. 9. Dr. Burden will show a .Series of .Micro-

scopic Sections of Tumours. 10. Dr. Byer, will show the Instruments emplove..

for the Electrical Treatment of Kbrold Tumonrsof the Ltem. after theMcthod

of Apostoli. He will also show a specimen of Cystic Vesicular or Hydatid

Degeneration of the Chorion. The annual dinner will be held on the same

eveliing at 7.30 P.M. in the Royal Avenue Hotel ; tickets, ts. M. (exclusive of

wino.-JoiQi W. Byehs, M.D., Lower Crescent, Belfast, Honorary Secretary.

North Walks BRASCH.-The annual meeting -will be held at Dolgelly on

July »th. Members having any communications to bring before the "leeting

are requested to intimate the same before June 3oth to W. Jo.VES-itoERls,

Honorary Secretary, Portmadoc.

MoRTjtFRi c'otrNrtis oFScoTtiifD Branch.—The annual meetini; of this

Branch wTbfheMaT the Spa Hotel. StrathpeBer, on Thur.d.ay July 5th. at

1 5MPM Papers will be read by Dr. Fortescue Fox St«thpeffer Cases of Vene-

section and Dr. Leslie K. Milne, Forre, Not«s on the Weir-Mitchell Treatment.

Avi»it%Aiabobe paid to the Spa.-J. W. .NoRBia Mackav, M.D., Honorary

Secretary, Elgin.

Rfadino aot> Uppeh THAitES BRA!»CH.-The annual meeting of this Branch

will lie held in the Library of the Koyal Berkshii-e Hosplt.al. Heading, on ^yed-

nesdiiy. July 11th. at 4.1.5 p.m. The chair will be taken by the President^ Dr.

C H. Tench), who will introduce the President or he com ug year fW B

Holderness. Esq., of Windsor), who will then take the chair. Members w ill ng

to mid short papers or bring forward cases of clinical interest are requested to

communicate wth the Honorary Secretary without delay. The annual dinner

w" U take^ace on the same evening at 6.1.=. P.M.. at the Queen s Hotel Heading

IVilmer tickets (.-.s. without wine.' or 10s. including
"''f

/!?°"'''jj'^ *|"'"f2
from the Honorary Secretary on or before Saturday. July ,th.-H. HElGATt

Phillips, 4:3a, London Eoad, ReadUig. Honorary Secretary.

Shropshire and Mid-Wales BRANCH.-The annual general meeting of the

Branch will be held at the Salop Infirmary, Shrewsbury on Tuesday July 3rd

^•>P M The annual dinner will take place at the Raven Hotel after the

meeting. Members desirous of contributing paptM^. notes of cases, ete^. are r^

queVted to communicate with the uudersigued.-EDWARD Chreton, Honorary

Secretary, Shrewsbury.

OXFORD AND District BRA.NCH.-The annual meeting-will be held at the

Eui^-Me Infirmary. Oxford, ou Friday. July 27th. at 3.30 P.M. Members wish-

1 ig to read papers or show cases or specimens are requested to give notice to the

Honorare S^^ecretary W. Lewis Morgan. 42, Broad Street. Oxford, on or betoro

?uly I3tk,-^. D DARBva^RK and,*. I^wis Morgan, Honorary Secretaries.

NEW SOUTH WALES BR.O'CH.

The seventieth general meeting of this Branch was held in the

Royal Society's Room, Sydney, on Friday, ilay -Ith, at 8 P M.,

Dr Chambers, President, in the chair. The foUowmg gentle-

men were present: Drs. Sydney Jones, Crago, Roth Macdonald.

Marshall, Martin, Knaggs, Parker. Brady, ^V orrall, Fiaschi, Gar-

rett, Kendall, Cliibbe, West, Tvvynam, and Scot fekirvmg.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and eonhrmed.

Morphine Foisoning.-DT. Crago read some notes on a ca^e of

morphine poisoning.-The Preside.nt said that the great diffi-

culty in the case mentioned by Dr. Crago was that there was no

knowledge as to whether the man really had taken morphine.

Goltz's experiments in this connection were interesting, demon-

stratin<v very clearly that exactly the same stages of loss of func-

tion we're foun.l in morphine poisoning as were seen in removing

successive portions of the brain of animals from above down-

wards.-Dr Brady remembered a case m which a patient took

two ounces of opium. The patient was paralysed, but artihcal

espiration was Lpt up.by the 1''^'. Dr. Fortescue and lumself^

and large doses of atropine were admimstered The patient r^

covered -Dr. Scot Skirvinq said that at the Prince Alfred

Ho 'pital he saw a patient who had tried to hang hei^elf. First a

rartial recovery took place, lasting some hours, folloxN ed by re-

Fape into unconsciousness and death. The conditions of opium

poisoning and strangulation were somewhat analogous. H^

would afk what was the mechanism of death in sucl. cases of

par al recover^• followed by relapse. Several explana ions might

Cgven -Dr. -Knaggs said he had been attending the mmina

C^lrt all day as an expert in a case of morphine poisomng, and

i^Zd been particulariystmdc with the great diversity of opinion

amongst the medical experts in this matter. The patient men-

tion^ in Dr. Crago's paper did not seem to l^-^ve b«ea used to

taking morphine The secondary symptoms mentioned by Dr.
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Scot Skirving were no doubt brought about by the congestiOB of

the nerve-centres, leading to a subsequent serous effusion. He
(Dr. Knaggs) mentioned a case of a young woman who was par-

tially drowned and lu-ought round, and went on well for a time,

but 'relapsed and died. Upon examination it was found that

there was a large effusion on the brain. The mechanical condi-

tions were certainly somewhat the same in morphine poisoning,

strangulation, and drowning. He had had several post-mortem,

examinations of cases of morphine poisoning, and had always

found a great deal of effusion.—Dr. Sydney Jones did not quite

see that there was sufficient evidence to Justify the diagnosis of

morphine poisoning, as the man's statement as to taking morphine

pills could not quite be relied upon, especially as he was in

such a confused condition. The results of a limited hsemorrhage

into the pons Varolii were wide-spread and more in keeping with

the symptoms described, and he should think that^ the cause

of death had been some subsequent inflammatory mischief. In

support of this view of the case there was the total absence of that

coldness and clamminess mentioned by the authorities as distinc-

tive of opium poisoning.—Drs. Wbst, Macdonald, Wobball, and
TwYNAM. also took part in the discussion, and Dr. Cbago replied.

Aneemic Sore Throat.—Dv. Scot Skihting read some notes on a

form of sore throat seen in anaemic persons.

Perforation of Vermiform Appendix.—Dr. Twtnam exhibited

and made some remarks upon a specimen of perforation of the

vermiform appendix.
Siitjject of Discussion at Ne.vt Meeting.—Dr. IiNAG<JS stated that

he would open a discussion on the administration of chloroform

at the next meeting of the Branch.

JAMAICA BRANCH.
The bi-monthly meeting of this Branch was held at the public

library on Jlay 30th, the Hon. J. C. Phillippo, President, in the

chair.

Pfljoer^.—Dr. BRONSTOBPHreadapaperon Tetanus following Abor-
tion.—Dr. Plaxton read a paper on a case of Shrinkage of a Hemi-
sphere and subsequent Pac'iymeningitis. The brain and its

coverings were shown.

LANCASHIRE AND CJIESHIRE BRANCH.
The fifty-second annual meeting of this Branch was held at the

-Medical'lnstitution, Hope Street, Liverpool, on Wednesday, June
1.3th, at 2.30 p.m.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were read and con-

firmed.

New President's Address.—Dr. Baxl, the retiring President,

then introduced his successor. Dr. Watkins (Newton-le-Willows),
who, after thanking the members for the honour conferred upon
him, delivered his presidential address. At its conclusion, on the

motion of Dr. A. T. H. Watebs, seconded by Dr. Eyton Jones, a
hearty vote of thanks was carried by acclamation.
Report of Council.—The report showed that the Branch had lost

fifty-two members by death and removal from the district. The
reduction had, however, been made good by the election of fifty-

four new members. The financial condition of the Branch was
highly satisfactorj', while the expenses of the year had been a few
shillings under that of last year. The receipts had increased, and
there was now a balance of £281 4s. Id. as against £229 16s. lid.

at the end of the previous year. It was proposed at the council

meeting held before the last annual meeting to make a donation
from the funds of the Branch to the Epsom Medical Benevolent
College ; but as some members considered this step to be ultra

vires, the Council submitted the question to Mr. Upton, the solici-

tor to the Association, who was of opinion that it came within
the powers of the Council to vote the amount, but that it would
be better to have an expression of feeUng on the point from a

general meeting. Notice had therefore been duly ^ven that a

proposition to make a donation of twenty-five guineas to the
Epsom Medical Benevolent College would be brought before the
meeting. The Council had during the past year appointed sub-
committees to consider the best steps to take to secure an increase
of fees to medical witnesses, and to obtain more consideration for

them at sessions and assizes. The subcommittee, after consider-
able deliberation, had drawn up a similar inquiry into the scale

of fees payable in different parts of the country, and asking if

any grievances existed, and, if so, for suggestions for their re-

moval. It was intended to send this circular to every Branch
within the United Kingdom, to collate the replies, and take
steps to memorialise the Government on the subjsct. Aaothar

subcommittee had been engaged in revising the proposed amend-
ments of the Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill, and, after lengthy

consideration, had proposed certain amendments in the interest of

the profession which would be submitted to the meeting. The
whole subject of annual and intermediate meetings had received

the attention of the Council, which had drawn up a scheme
whereby it is unanimously recommended that Liverpool,_ Man-
chester, Lancaster, and Chester be considered as the principal

points for annual meetings of the Branch, and that in future annual

meetings be held in these places on alternate years in rotation,

unless special circumstances rendered a different arrangement

desirable in any particular year. That in the intervening years

the annual meetings be held at one of the following towns

—

Preston, Wigan, Warrington, Crewe, Barrow, Ulverstone, Black-

pool, Southport, Burnley, Blackburn, Rochdale, Macclesfield,

Clitheroe, St. Helens, Bolton, Bury, Stockport, Birkenhead, Run-
corn, Knutsford, Northwich, and Nantwich—the place of meet-

ing to be fixed on at the preceding annual meeting each year.

That it is desirable that an intermediate meeting be held in the

autumn of each year in one of the above mentioned towns to be

selected by the Council. These recommendations had been

adopted with a view of holding more frequent meetings through-

out the district without waiting for specific invitations from

places which were often made at inconvenient dates, and pro-

ceeded from places inaccessible to the bulk of the members. It

was intended to defray the cost of all meetings from the funds of

the Branch, thus relieving the local practitioners from what might

have been felt somewhat of a tax upon their generosity, especially

in sparsely inhabited districts. The adoption of the report and

financial statement was proposed by Dr. A. T. H. Watebs,
seconded by Dr. Carter, and carried.

Election of Office-hearers.—President-elect, Dr. Davidson; Vice-

presidents. Mr. Hardie and Mr. Chauncy Puzey ; Honorary Secre-

tary, Dr. Glascott.
. .

Representatives m the Council of the Association.—Geo. B.

Barron, M.D., Southport; Alex. Davidson, M.D., Liverpool; Charles

E. Glascott, M.D., Manchester, General Secretaru; James Hardie,

Esq., Manchester ; James Taylor, Esq., Chester, Local Secretary.

Council of the Branch. — yf. Alexander, M.D., Liverpool;

F. J. Bailey, Liverpool; J. A. Ball, M.B., AVantage; W. C.

Barnish, Wigan; J. Barr, M.D., Liverpool; William Bell,

New Brighton; W. Berry, Wigan; P. M. Braidwood, M.D.

Birkenhead; J. J. Bride, Wilmslow; S. Buckley, M.B., Man-

chester; J. E. Burton, Liverpool; A. F. H. Cameron, Liverpool;

W. M. Campbell, M.D., Liverpool ; W. Carter, M.D., Liverpool ; J.

Corns, M.D., Oldham ; E. H. Dickinson, Liverpool ; J. Dreschfeld,

M.D., Manchester ; A. M. Eason, Lytham ; H. M. Fernie, Maccles-

field ; W. H. Fitzpatrick, M.D., Liverpool ; T. R. Glynn, M.D.,

Liverpool; A. Godson, M.B., Cheadle; F. Granger, Chester; W.

Hall, jun., Lancaster, Local .Secretary ; C. E. Harris, M.D., Birken-

head ; W. H. Hughes, Ashton ; J. H. Hammond, M.D., Preston;

Leslie Jones, M.D., Manchester ; T. Jones, M.B., Manchester; J.

Lambert, M.D., Birkenhead ; W. McAfee, M.D., West Kirby ; E. D.

McNicoU, Southport ; Edwin Rayner, M.D., Stockport ; C. J. Ren-

shaw, M.D., Ashton-on-Mersey ; D. Lloyd Roberts, M.D., Man-

chester ; John Robinson, Frodsham ; T. L. Rogers, Rainhill
;
J.

Ross, M.D., Manchester; G. E. Shuttleworth, M.D., Lancaster;

Starkie Smith, M.D., Warrington; F. Southam, Manchester; G.

Thomson, M.D., Oldham ; C. Thorp, Todmorden ; F. Vacher, Bir-

kenhead; E. Waters, M.D., Chester; Wm. Walter, M.D., Man-

chester ; H. Welch, Blackpool ; R. Williams, Liverpool ; G. A.

Woods, Southport ; A. H. Young, M.D.. Manchester.

Representatives on Parliamentary Bills Committee.—Dv. Barron

and Dr. Carter.

Next Annual Meeting.—U was resolved that the next annual

meeting should be held at Blackpool.

Donation to Epsom College.—It was resolved that a donation of

twenty-five guineas be made from the funds of the Branch to the

Epsom Benevolent Medical College.

Reports of Subco7nmittees.—T:he report of the Medical Witnesses

Subcommittee was read and adopted.

Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill.—it was resolved that the fol-

lowing report of the Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill be adopted :—

"Your Committee, having carefully examined the proposed

amendments to the Lunacy Acts Amendment Bill, would suggest

that Section 4, Subsections 1, 2, and 9, be retained, with the modi-

fication of three clear days instead of seven days, line 8, Subsec-

tion 1, page 3. Your Committee suggests the retention of Section

4 with the abovs modification, as it is frequently impossible to
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obtain the services of a magistrate so as to get the patient at once

admitted to an asylum, and on this head beg to remind jour

Council of the recent case of a patient who was driven about in a

vehicle for twelve hours during most inclement weather in search

of a magistrate, who was expected to examine the lunatic, bec-

tion r,4, page 33, Hue 14, insert " shall " instead of •may ;
_

Imes

20 and 21, omit words, "as the Commiltee may think ft t, thus

putting hospital officers in the same category as county lusylum

officers With the exception of the above alteration and amend-

ments, your Committee recommend the acceptance of the amend-

ments suggested by the Subcommittee of the Parliamentary liUls

Committee of the Association." _ ^ »i, i„,„o
Medical and Surgical Communications.—Owing to the large

number of papers it was f.jund necessary- to divide the meeting

into two sections, the following being a list of communications :

Dr Walter: Notes of a Case of Total Extirpation of the Lterus

ver VoQinam.—DT. Glynn: A. Note on a new Method of treating

Chlorosis.—Mr. R. Hakkison showed the Electric Endoscope.—

Dr JOHN*^ Martin: How to prevent Small-pox and how to

spread it.—Dr. Alexandbii: Hysterectomy for Uterine Cancer

(natient')— Mr. SiiEAHs: Xerosis of the Conjunctiva with Night

Blindness.—Dr. Jmlach: The Use of Stimulants and Narcotics by

Women.—Mr. ft. Walkeb: Treatment of Closed Pupils, with

case.-.—Dr. Bubton: Short Notes of Cases of Uterme Pibroma

treated by the Apostoli Method.—Dr. W. MiTCBffiLL Banks:

Abdominal Section for Chronic Suppurative Peritonitis, and tor

Retro-peritoneal Cyst.-Mr. E, Stanmore Bishop : Case of Neph-

rectomy.—Dr. R. Williams: Two Cases of Corneal Cornea treated

by Actual Cautery.
. ^ ^ , ,

Erhi/>its.—\ small museum of drawings, photographs, and

selected pathological specimens was shown. ,. , ^ ,,

Dinner.— In the evening flfty-four members dined together at

the Adelphi Hotel, under the presidency of Dr. Watkins, President

of the 13ranch.

NORTH OF ENGLAND BRANCH.

Visit to Durham County Asylum.—On Friday, June 22iid, by the

kind invitation of Dr. Smith, the Medical Superintendent, the

members of the North of England Branch -nsited the Durham

County Asylum at Sedgefield, which contains twelve hundred

patients. Between sLxty and seventy members were present.

Amongst many tjT)ical cases demonstrated by Dr. Smith was

one of myxedema, in which he took a special interest, as he has

only had two cases of the kind. The first patient died, and a

series of microscopical preparations of the thyroid gland, kid-

neys, etc., were shown.

A remarkable group of general paralytics excited much atten-

tion- and, in conversing with them. Dr. Smith brought out their

exat'gerated ideas of wealth, power, etc. A good discussion took

place with reference to a man who had been trephined for convul-

sions, consequent upon an iniury to the head; he improved con-

siderably after the operation, then relapsed, but it was hoped that

he would idtimately be benefited.
i, j ,

The general arrangements of the asylum were much admired,

and everyone was struck by the good order, brightness, and

cleanliness of the whole institution. At two o'clock Dr. Smith

I

Cieanuuess ui tut- >yiiuic .i..ti.iuiiu.v,u. -^.,
• ,-.— j u-

entertained liis visitors at lunch with generous hospitality, and his

health was drunk with much enthusiasm.
o •

i, r

The memliers generally were very grateful to Dr. Smith for

enabling them to see so many patients of a class not often met

with in ordinary practice.

METROPOLITAJf COUNTIES BRANCH: NORTH LONDON
DISTRICT.

The annual meeting of this district was held at the Zoological

Gardens on Wednesday. June 14th, when the following of-

ficers were re-elected : Vice-President: Dr. Bridgwater; iJepre-

sentative Member of Council: Dr. E. Hooper May; Committee:

Dr. Wynn Westcott, Dr. Sykes, Dr. H. Goude, Dr. W. Smith, Dr.

Plaister, and Dr. Crabb ; Honorary Secretary: Dr. G. llenty.

Jlany of the members attended the lecture on Deinosauria, by

Mr. E.'Beddard. M.A., and others visited the lion-house, the new
reptile-house, and many other interesting objects of these well-

conducted gardens.
, ,-, ^^ i

The dinner was presided over by the President, A. G. Durham,

Esq.. supported by Dr. Brodie Sewell, Dr. Bridgwater, Dr. Dickson,

und upwards of twenty members, one and all expressing great

satisfaction at so good a reception.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNTAL MEETING.

The fifty-sixth Annual Me.-ting of the British Medical Association

will be held at Glasgow, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, ina

Friday, August 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, 1888. „ ^ ^ „ „ ;
Prisidenh John T. Banks, M.D., D.Sc.(non.), F.K.Q.C.P.I.,

Regius Professor of Physic in the University of Dublin.

President-Elect : Professor W. T. Gairdner, M.D., LL.D., Professor

of Medicine in the University of Glasgow.

President of the Council. Thomas Bridgwater, M.B., J.P., Uay-

row-on-the-IIill.
t xi t, ,.

'

Treasurer: Constantino Holman, M.D., J.P., Reigate.
_

An Address in Medicine will be delivered by Thomas Clifford

Allbutt,M.D.,F.R.S.,Coasulting Physician, Leeds General Infirmary.

An Address in Surgery will be delivered by Sir George H. B.

Macleod, M.D., Surgeon in Ordinary to Her Majesty in Scotland.

An Address on his " Recent Investigations in Surgery will

be given by William Macewen, M.D., Lecturer on Climcal Surgery,

Glasgow Royal Infirmary. , i. />

An Address in Physiology will be delivered by John Gray

McKendrick, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Institutes of Medi-

cine, University of Glasgow. . .„ . »i,„

All the rooms required for the purposes of the meeting will, bytne

kindness of the authorities, beprovided in the University of Glasgow.

Programme of Proceedings.
Tuesday, August 7th. 1888.

9.30 A.M.—Meeting of 1SS7-18-S8 Council. Randolph Hall.

11.30 A.M.—First General Meeting. Report of Council. Reports 01

Committees. Bute Hall.

4 P.M.—Senice in the Cathedral. Sermon by the Very Rev. John
Caird. D.D.. LL.D., Principal and Vice-Chancellor ol

the University of Glasgow.

8 30 P.M.—Adjnumed Geiieral Meeting from 11.30 a.m. President s

Address. Bute Hall.

Webxesdat. Acoust 8th, 1888.

9.30 A.M.—Meeting of 18*8-89 Council. Eandolph Hall.

10.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
_ ,r j- • v-

3 p.m.—Second General Meeting. Address in Medicine 6y
Thomas Clifford AUbutt. M.D.. F.R.S. Bute Hall.

9 F.x.—Cmi-ersasrione given by the Professors of the University.

Thursday, August 9th. 1888.

9 30 A.M.—Address on his Recent Surgical Investigations by
William Macewen, M.D. Bute Hall.

11 A.M.—Meeting of Council. Randolph Hall.

10.30 A.M. to 3 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
»,„ ns,

3 p.m.—Third General Meeting. Address in Surgery by Sir

George H. B. Macleod. M.D. Bute Hall.

7 P.M.—Public Dinner. St. Andrew's Hall.

Friday. August 10th, 1888.

10.30 A.M. to 1.30 P.M.—Sectional Meetings.
. „._,._„

P.M.—Concluding General Meeting. Address in Physiology

by John G. McKendricR. M.D., F.B.S. Natural

Philosophy Class-room.

9 P.X.— Conversazione given by the Corporation of Glasgow at

St. Andrews Hall.
. .

Garden Part V given by the Faculty of Physicians and
Surgeons at the Botanic Gardens.

Saturday, August Uth. 1S88.

Excursions:- il) Lanark and Palls of Clyde; (2) Ayr
and the Land of Burns ;

(.:il the Perthshire Highlands,

Lochearnhead and Crieff; C4) Callender .iiid the

Tro^sachs (Loch Katrinel ; (.V) Anan ; (W Stirlinit,

Bridge of Allan and Doniblane Cathedral ; (D Rothe-

say and the Kyles o£ Bute; (8) Loch Lomond.

The following discussions and papers are promised up to the

present time.
Section A.—Medtcike.
Humanity Class Room.

A. Medicine.—P;-f«i</en^ Professor T. McCall Anderson, M.D.

Vice-Presidents, R. L. Bowles, M.D.; George P. Duffey, M.D.

Honorary Secretaries. J. McGregor Robertson, M.A.. M.R. 4O0, Great

Western Road, Glasgow; Robert M. Simon, M.D., 2(, >ewhall

Street, Birmingham. , . . j j:„
The President will open the proceedings by introducing a dis-

cussion on the Diagnosis and Treatment of Syphilitic Disease of

the Nervous System. Dr. Thomas Buzzard. Dr. T. b. Clouston, Dr.

William Moore, Dr. Ross, Professor Grainger Stewart, Professor

Julius Dreschfeld, Dr. J.G.Sinclair Coghill. Dr. Francis Warner.

Dr Frederick Bateman. Dr. C. R. Drysdate. Dr. C. W. Suckling, and

Dr Uex. Robertson ^Gla.^gow> will take part in the discussion.

On tlie third day of the sectional proceedings, the ^ alue of In-

halations in the Treatment of Lung Disease is set do^n lor dis-

cu'ision, to be opened by Dr. C. Theodore Williams. The following

gentlemen have already indicated their intention to engage m thi
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discussion : Dr. Burney Yeo, Dr. W. W. Ireland, Dr. C. F. Knight,

Dr. J. A. Lindsay, Dr. J. G. Sinclair CogliOl, and Dr. E. Markham
Skerritt.

Drs. BjTom Bramwell and Milne Murray will give a demonstra-
tion of their Method of Graphically Kecording the Exact Time
Relations of Cardiac Sounds and Murmurs.
The following papers have been promised.

COQHILL, J. G. S., M.D., Ventnor. The Treatment of Phthisical Pyrexia.
CoiTPLAND. Sidney. M.D. A Case of Subphrenic Abscess.
Fiyi,AY. David \V., B.A., M.D. Broudiiectasis treated by Incisioa and
Drainage.

Frew. W.. M.D.. Kilmarnock. Prevalence of Cerebro-spinal Fever in Scotland.
Gakrv. T. Gerald. Ml).. M.Ch. Massage : When and How to Use it.

Greexe. G. B. F.. L.K.Q.C.P. A Note on a Kecent Epidemic of Erysipelas.

Haspford. H., M.D. The Inflnence and Position on Cardiac Murniurs and the
Condition of the Heart in Anaemia (Clilorosis),

Harrison. A. J., M.B. Further Hesearches on the Treatment of Tinea Ton-
surans. Illustrated with photographs.

Jones, A. Orlando. M.D. A New Kemedy for Some Forms of Heart Disease.

Myrtle. A. S., M.D., Harrogate. Neurasthenia, True and False ; Diagnosis and
Management.

Strachan. John, M.D. (Dollar). A Case of Pernicious Ansemia Successfully
Tre.ited by Arsenic.;

Strahan. John. M.D. (Belfast"). (Title not received,)

SrCKJ.lN*;, C. W.. M.D. Notes on Peripheral Neuritis and on its occurrence in
Brassworkers.

To.mory. J. K., M.B. East; African Fever, with special reference to Climatic
Conditions.

Warner. Francis, M.D. 1. Methods of Studying and Examining the Nerve
System. 2. Imbecility in Children from Chronic Meningitis.

Sir ff. Roberts, Dr. Lauder Brunt on, Dr. Russell Reynolds, and Dr.

F. W. Pavy have also intimated their intention to take part in the
proceedings of the Section.

,,,:,,, Section B.—Subq-eet.
• '"11" Che^nistry Class Romn.

B. SCEGEBY.

—

President, George Buchanan, M.D. Vice-Presi-

dents, James Dunlop, M.D. ; Charles Robert Bell Keetley, F.R.C.S.

Honorary Secretaries, David jN'eilson Knox, M.B., 8, India Street,

Glasgow; Walter Pye, F.E.C.S., 4, Sackville Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.
As already announced, in this Section discussions have been

arranged for on the following subjects:

1. The Surgical Treatment of Abscess of the Lung and of Em-
pyema. To be introduced and supported by Mr. T. Pridgin Teale
(Leeds), Sir Spencer Wells (London), Mr. A. Pearce Gould (London),
Mr. R. J. Godlee (London), Dr. J. Ward Cousins, Portsmouth, and
Mr. W. Thomas (Birmingham).

2. The Operative Treatment of Club-Foot. To be introduced
and supported by Sir William Stokes (Dublin), Mr. E. Lund (Man-
chester), Dr. Alexander Ogstou (Aberdeen), Mr. R. W. Parker (Lon-
don), Mr. E. M. Little (London), Mr. John Chiene (Edinburgh), Mr.
W. J. Walsham (London), and others.

The following papers have also been promised.
Benton. Samuel, Esq., London. On the Treatment of Stricture of the Rectum
by Electrolysis.

Bi^tHop, E. Stanmore, Esq., Manchester. Some Cases of Osteotomy, with an
.\ljparatus for tixing the Lower Limbs after Division of the Bones.

Browne, G. Bucliston, Esq., London. An Explanation of the way in which
Calcidi in the Male Urinary Bladder sometimes escape Detection by the
Sound, with a description of a New Form of Sound.

Browne, Lennox, Esq.. London. Tubage of the Larjiix.
Carmichael Ale.xander. M.D.. Barrow-in-Furness. A Case of Gastrostomy,
with Exhibition of Patient.

Clark. Sir Andrew. London. The History of a Case of Catheter Fever.
Clarke. W. Bruce. Esq., London. Prostatic Abscess and its Consequences.
Cousins. J. Ward. M.D.. Portsmouth. (1) New Apparatus for Treatment of

Fractures of Lower Jaw ; (2j New Evacuator for Litholapaxy and other
Bladder Operations.

Fen*wick. E. Hurry. Esq.. London. Notes from the Experience of 450 Cases of
Organic .Stricture of tlie Urethra.

Fleming. W. J., M.D.. Glasgow. 1. On Continuous E.xtension in Spinal Curva-
ture. 2. On the Treatment of Perineal Fistula.

Harrison, Uegiuald. Esq.. Livei-pool. On an Improvement in the Construction
nf Ships' Bertha, relative to the Treatment of some Surgical Injuries and Dis-
eases at Sea (with models).

Kektlkv. C B., Esq., London. Plastic Amputations of the Foot.
Lloyd. Jordan, Esq., Birmingham. Inflammatory Disease of the Seminal

Vesicles.

MclNTVHE. John, Esq., Glasgow, The Electric Illumination of the Cavities of
the Body.

MfRPHV. .fames. AI.D.. Sunderland. (D A Case of Gastrostomy, with ExliiW-
tion of Patient Eleven Months after Operation. (2) Hysterectomy per Vagi-
nam for Uterine Fibroids. jnorreHemejtt us practised l»y M. Pean.

Owes. Edmund. Esq.. London. A Caseoflntra-cranial (Subdural) Haemorrhage;
Localisation ; Trephining ; Itecovery.

Pearse. T. Frederick. Esq.. M.D.. London. (1) On Puncture of the Bladder ;

(21 On Gonorrhfea in Women.
Bake, Beaven, .M.D.. Trinidad. The Value of Nerve Stretching in Leprosy,
based on One Hundred Cases.

Benton. J. Crawford, Esq., M.D., Glasgow. A Ciise of Severe Deformity of
Lower Lip restored by Mr. Teaie's operation six years ago.

EOBSON, .\. W. Mayo, lisq., Leeds. (1) Prostatectomy, a Sequel of the Opera-

tion of Suprapubic Lithotomy in cases of Prostatic Enlargement. With
Cases. (2) A Series of Cases of Macewen's Operation for Genu valgum.

EOTH. Bernard, Esq.. London. On Scoliosiometry. or an Accurate and Practical
Method of Eecording Cases of Lateral Curv.ature of the Spine.

Smith. Noble. Esq. Demonstration of the Reduction of Fractured Vertebrse,
and the application of Apparatus to Control the Spine.

Stokes, Sir Wilham, Dublin, Modification of Gritti's Aftiputation ; and will
show Casts of Stumps.

Tait, Lawson, Esq., Birmingham. A Second Series of One Thousand Consecu-
tive Abdominal Sections.

Thomson. Wm., Esq., M.D., Dublin. On Excision of the Knee-joint.
Thorburx, Wm.. Esq.. Manchester. The Distribution of Paralysis and An<e8-

thesia in Injuries of the Cervical Region of the Spinal Cord.
Valcourt, Th. de. Esq., M.D., Cannes. Winter Sea-baths at Cannes in cases of
Scrofulous Disease.

Section C.—Obstbteic Medicine.
Medical Jurisprudence Class Room.

C. Obstetiuc Medicine.—President, Thomas More Madden,
M.D. Vice-Presidents, William Leishman, .M.D. ; J. Halliday
Groom, M.D. Honorary Secretaries, William Walter, M.D., 20, St.

John Street, Manchester; W. L. Raid, M.D., 7, Royal Crescent,
Glasgow.
The following two special discussions will take place :

—

1. On Intra-uterine Death ; its Pathology and Preventive Treat-
ment. To be opened by Professor Simpson. The following gentle-
men will take part in the discussion:—Drs. R. Barnes, Graily
Hewitt, More Madden, W. 0. Priestley, John W. Byers, and A. D.
Leith Napier.

2. On Obstructive Dysmenorrhoea and Sterility. To be opened
by Dr. Halliday Croom. The following gentlemen will take part
in the discussion :—Drs. Aveling, Bantock, F. Barnes, R. Barnes,
Cranny, Duke, Edis, Graily Hewitt, Macan, Jlore Madden, Pro-
fessor Stephenson, J. W. Taylor, W. Walter, and J. W. Byers.

Dr. Samuel Sloan (Glasgow) wdll show his Antero-pusterior Com-
pression Forceps, and will explain their use in Flat Pelves.

Wm. Walter, M.D., Manchester, will exhibit his instruments
tor Securing the Broad Ligaments during Extirpation of the
Uterus per Vaginam.
The following papers are promised.

Apostoli. G.. M.D. , Paris. On Some Novelties in the Electro-Therapeutics of
GynEPColngy.

Aveling. J., 'M.D. The Treatment of Uterine Tumours by Electricity.

Bar>t:s. R., M.D. Analogies between Menstruation and Gestation and PueV-
pery in their Physiological and Pathological Relations.

Cameron, Murdoch, M.D.. Glasgow. 1. On Cesarean Section, with Notes of a
Successful Case. 2. On the Thermostatic Nurse, with Cases.

Croom. J. Halliday. M.D.. Edinburgli. (1) On the Remote Effects of Removal
of the Uterine Appendages. (2) On Some Points in the Pathological Ana-
tomy of Incarcenition of tile lietroflexed Gravid Uterus.

DrKEi A,,F.K.Q.C.P.,Duhlin. il.) On the Rapid Expansion of the Cervical Canal
by a New Method. <2) Tractors and Belt for Additional Power in Forceps
Cases, as an Alternative to Craniotomy.

Hart, D. Berry. M.D., Edinburgh. Successful Case of Csesarean Section
(Porro's modification).

IMLACH. Francis, H.D.. Liverpool. The Function" of Anremia in Gynaecology.
Ken.vedt, Hugh, M.D., Dublin. Notes on the Treatment of Lacerations of the

Cervix Uleri.

McDonald. A. D.. M.D.. Liverpool. A Case of Extra-uterine Pregnancy.
Madden. More. M.D., Dublin, On the Causes and Treatment of Pseudocyesis.
Martin, J. M., M.D. On Some Points in the Pathology of Carcinoma of the

Uterus.
Napier, A. D. Leith, M. D., London. The Treatment of Habitual Abortion.
RoUTH. A., M.D. Headaches of Pelvic Origin.
Stephenson, William. M.D. , Aberdeen. On the Influence of Permanganate of

Potass on Menstruation.
Tait, Lawson, Esq.. Birmingham. The Treatrilent of Uterine Myoma.

Section D.—Public Medicine.
Greek Class Room.

D. Public Medicine.— President, Henry Duncan Littlejohn,

M.D. Ftce-Pres'/rffH^s, James Christie, M.D. ; D. Page, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Ebenezer Duncan, M.D., 4, Royal Crescent, Cross-

hill, Glasgow : John C. McVail, M.D., Holmhead, Kilmarnock.

1. Sanitary Legislation. This discussion will be introduced by
the Opening Address of the President of the Section.

2. The Communicable Diseases Common to Man and Animals,

and their Relationships. Discussion to be opened on the second

day of the sectional meetings by George Fleming, LL.D., F.R.C.V.S.,

Chief of the Veterinarj' Department of the Army. Professor Edgar
Crookshank, King's College, "will take part in the discussion.

3. The Disposal of Sewage (aj in Large To-wns ; Cb) in Small

To"mis and Country Districts. Discussion will be opened on the

third day by Dr. James B. Russell, Medical Officer of Health,

Glasgow.
The following papers are promised.

Brown. William. M.D. . Carlisle. Report on Outbreak of Typhoid Fever, Asso-

ciated witli an Infective Fever among Cows.
Carpenter, Dr. Alfred, Croydon. On Disposal of Sewage.
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CH.BTO,.T..M.D..Lee,„. on Son,. Researches in the U<S,.^ « HospiUl

D^^iiriil? ''^ae^'u:'M.D"roo InCiKcnje a. a Main Cau.e of High 6e«h.

?a" a' ThT- Berlin an<i Parisian Sewage Farms.

,l^'^T^l^^s%X.X'-.Ann. on a Minister of Public Health.

fiE^r Norman: W.b. sime Kisks of S.nit*tion

I ffirj °H? Dr.. E.lihbursl.. 0" Disposal of StT^-age

i,'.Ti„VV n; FnVtar. On lUsPwni Of Sc*ago.
, .Mi'nBATUr.. Forfar. Onlllspwni of Sc*ap."^""

_:. m V. WHO. A llonort mi the ClieiMi-nBAT. Dr.. tor>ar. >^n lllspwni Of Sc*apo
Biological Conditions

|Ses in Pnblio Fountains, liailway- Statm^e^c.

lfcoi'^-"'riV^Mtii'<iT';i«cer°ofXiurc1.^tta
Cholera ana it.

fosteringConrfitiOnS in the Enrtemic Area.

|5.1i!:;rl^'i.rii%^r"Lrrr"'l"- Bacteriological Researches in

,V^!drD?!M;SSSIoSr1Jn disposal c. 9^a^.

I

Section E.—Psychologt.
Natural History Class Jioom.

'^'^Sa'ii^e^'^'rr^J^'^o^ the section, wiU deliver an

^DraM.CampbelWin introduce a diSc'&riato^ the Unifam

ftfid I'er^erted-m Kelation to Insaui >
i.

j^_

't^Volon';^r."uiata a discussion on t^^

struction aud Arrangement of an Asylum foT Priyate l-atienis

Section F.-Anatomt aS^ PHYSiotooY.

C. B. Lod<«oo<l. Mta.. rS Xow ™ eU».. in««»tmg tb.

Tte Wloi-lns PJl'.™ "oS'SSStoi,,, .< „,»«„,»«..".."
Brooks. Henry St. Join. •^"; ""' "

B«";;,^rS"Macf,o^aia.'M.B::F:R.C.S. The Constrnction of the Cardiac Ven-

C^?.^ii'°ProfeS;M.O.>.K.3. On the Nature of Certain For™, of Double

CcJ?°n-rMa?k P. Mayo, M.B., F.B.C.S. On the Mechanism of the Heart and

I"""^' .... t MH FBC^ The Infinence Produced by Excessive

^j:eXnon^^&''Ae«J.i'':^-'M^asureiJ'l'.Kan^a^
Udic Ourrentaon

P.^^ro..A.M..M.D.
OnthePositionoff*^V«t.b«Ul..«b,eons.derediu

Ue Liglit of its Innervation and Development.

Section G.—PAthoi-oot.
Law Class Room.

. , -^j ^ LL.D.,

G. VATmi.0OY.-President, Sir "^dham At Ken, -^^ ^^^^^^

F.U S. nc.-Pre..rto?.', Alexander Davidson
f^;;f^^,% Sims

M.D.; Charles Koy, M.D., PR;?^
^"""^"v^lifbv^sh-, J l^i^'^^y

Woodhead, M.D., 6, Marchhall Crescent, ^.di.nburgn

,

Stoven, M.D.. 34, Berkeley Terrace Glasgow.
^^^ ^^ Cancer

Arrangements are being made to hold a
f>«^, .j^j, Mr. Lawson

originat&ig apart from Ep.tnel.nl St™ctunvs .n ^^l. >on
e,,,„ock),

Tait (Birmingham), Ur. Joseph Coats, Dr. John Carl> V

and others are expected to take part.
_

The following papers have been promiseQ.

Bb^ce! AJ« ,
M.D^.V.lC.P.Edin. On Disseminated Scleioeln,

CO.X, Joseph. «.D. On a Case of Lip.mia in Diabetes, with Suggestion, a.

Two Cases of Purpura Hanftwnagii-a. v-/

i,hl. Hicmorrhagic M.vocHrd""-- ^„ (,„ A„,hn.x in Swine. (2) On Tuher-

CnooK,*.;^^^Professor MKar.jM.B.^ MJ^u^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ „^^^„ ^^^ Donne

rHTik'j^I'.I'ouniemcuth. Not« on the Pathoicg,- of a case of

•^
p;e,uV.>hypertrophic raral^s^s ^^„„„ j^, „, gatcoma. (Sp«:Vn.eu.

Dklepink. Sheridan, Esq. Ji * ew 1. 1'^-

tohesliown.) T»„fi,,^TV,(rTnif Pernicious Anamie.

i!;:^^;-^'- ''^^C^^^^7^:^^o.. of E^em.
|l^r„W.^k^D.^M^D.. Dublin. A,. An.^^^^^^

';'SV^fTsr^i'^^'s'^EXbition of a Selection of Microscopic Sections

^Xwicewus Tissnes. p Hydatids of the Spleen. Liver. ""^ B"?^;

OCos>0B, Bernard AIJ).,
'"jJ^^i.V.Superintei.dent of tW Tnnidad Lepe. As,

ElKK, Deaven, M.D.Lond ™f'_\';_r ''l,^^ j„oo,l of Lepers.
'

Umi'. Tlu- Percentage of »lbnnm the Blo^^^^^
_ .„„.;«« rf

KvssEii, William. Mi)- ^^e Patiio.ogy
j

j j^jated then intention of

the followmg gentlemen have also mt
^ ^^

contribuliag to the business of the ^ecm"^
Frot^e^or D. J.

otherwise: Professor Gree^fie d P^f
^^b";,,^^

^
'(Edinbvirgh). Dr.

Hamilton, Dr. \ill.am H""'^Jv^J^o„ m.b. (Edinburgh), etc.

,

MoFadyean (r4i'^'^"';f>',t'!?JfrB?uee (Edinburgh) will give a
I Demonstrations.-Dt. A'«^'^'^\,f'7,,; of the Spinal Cord ; and

Mag'^ Lantern De'nonstrat on on D,s a e^
Bacteriological Demon-

Alelander Edmgton, * 'l^-

';fToK^™ f"' * '^'"''' '"^

SS Dt3=ruire^f Tumours, Tuberculosis

been received of ^he fol'o^«S^«.™
Lithotomy, by Professor

Annual iluseum : 1- .,''™,if̂ ^oved "bv Lithotrity or by Scoop.

George Buchanan. 2. Calculi ^eMo^^"
•>; Obiects Temoved

gprofeesor George Buchanan 3- 5h^ceUaneo^_
^^^^^^^

tV^ the Body, by Professor Geo^^^^^^
^^_, _

^,^o I 1 ted

Needles, tases of Teeth, ^™Pf^St,:',ot,iastT; Wax Cast, by Pro-

Bones of the Tarsns Excised
^^^];;'^°pV Urethra showing False

fessor George J^flchanan
o^BUiciae

^^.^^^^ Collection of

Passages. 6. Selected ^P"''™
a Lries of Specimens of Tumours of

FrofefsorW-T Gau-dner.-^ A Series otp^
^^ Specimens illus-

the Brain, by Dr. J°seph C(^ e^
^^^.^ >e«Tnan. 9. A

trative of D stases of the Moneys, i
^ p Beaven Rake

leries'of Specimens ill'^f^j'^"^ "/s^etC/uiustrating Malignant

(Trinidad). 10. A Series o Large^^c
^^^^^^^ illustrating De-

Tumonrs of the Lung; "«1
"^^f''^'fj,,ead and Bn.ce. .

U. Draw-

formities of the Liv r b D^^.
\ „f ^one and Joints, b;Mr

Sections ol Primaiy '----.

George F. Crooke, Birmingham. limited, gentlemen in-

As space for the Mueeum '^f™^,^"?. their intention without

tend^n^to send spea^BS should int^m^^

Museum.
c-,„_„^

h.-Ophthalmologt.

H. OPHTHALMOLOGy.-P;;«'|<'« {2s;^^^^^^.o. Honorary Secr^

«^«f/> J R- \Volfe, M.D.; C. h. Gla«coi .

j^j^„over Square.

f«1'^ ilenry Bendelack He^;^-etson M^^^..^
.^^^^^_ Glasgow,

lids- A Freeland Fergus. M.B-. -ii. ^"". ^q the Treatment

^Mr Bn;denell Carter will open a d'^^-^^^
ji^son. Teale G

CmTCETT, G. Anderson, t. q
Demonstration of New

Colour-blindness, witn a i^i

General Neu«,es having an OphthalmicK. A., M.D.coma.
Ghossmans,

Tests.
Hkwk.tso>, h.

1 ""»^"w HMD Ocular Headaches^.

'

iS'^C. G.; ?sq ?<>o Cases of Foreign Bodiee.

Bendelack. Esq.
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MACKAr. George. M.D., Edinburgh. A Contribution to the Study of Hemian-
opsift of Central OriL^n. witli special reference to Acquired Colour Blindness.

Mkiohax, T. S.. M.D.. Olasgow. On the Treatment of Symblepharon by Trans-
ptantntion of Mucous Membrane from the Lip.

Rkxtos, J. C, M.D.. Glasgow. The Value of the Cautery^in .the.Treatment of

Ulceration of tlie Cornea

'"'''' ' '' '";' Section I.^Otologt.
Biblical Criticism Class Boom.

I. Otology.—Prexiilent, Thomas Barr, JI.D. Vice-Presidents,

John Astley Bloxam, F.R.C.S. ; J. J. K. Duucauson, M.D. Hono-
rary Secretaries, Johnstone Macfie, M.D., 23, Ashton Terrace,

Glasgow; James Black, F.K.C.S., 16, Wimpole Street, London.
The, following special subjects have been proposed for formal

discussion

:

1. The Conditions calling for Perforation of the Mastoid Portion
of the Temporal Bone, and the Best Methodi of Operating ; to be
opened by Dr. F. M. Pierce, of Manchester. Mr. Peter SicBride
has promised a paper on this subject. Dr. D. Stewart, of Notting-
ham, hopes to take part in the discussion.

2. The True Value of those Aids to Hearing usually termed
" Artificial Tympanic Membranes." Dr. W. L. Purves has promised
a paper on this subject.

3. .\denoid Growths in the Naso-Pharynx ; their Influence on
the Jliddle Ear. and their Treatment. To be opened by Mr. Lennox
Browne, F.R.C.S.Ed.
The following have promised papers.

Browne, Lennox, Esq. (Title not received.)

Torrance, R,. Esq. On S^-philitie Cochleitis.
WARDf:x, Charles, M.D, (Title not received.)

Dr. Samuel Sexton, of New York, hopes to be present, and will
gite a communication on Excision of the Drumhead and Ossicles.

Section J.

—

Diseases ot' Children.
English Literature Class Boom.

J. Diseases of C]3.ixa)Ks,s.—President, Walter Butler Cheadle,
M.D. Vice-Presidents. James Pinlayson, M.D. ; Henry Ashby,
M.D. Honorary Secretaries, George S. Middleton, M.D,, 23, Sandy-
ford Place, Glasgow; W. Arbuthnot Lane, M.S., F.R.C.S,, 14, St.

Thomas's Street, S,E.

The following two discussions will take place

:

1. Diphtheria: f'aj Etiology, ('JJ Relationship to other Infectious
Diseases, and to other Forms of Sore Throat ; Occurrence on Open
Wounds and on Mucous Membranes other than those of the Throat,
(c) Diagnosis, What are the Distinctive Features, especially those
Distinguishing the Lesion in the Throat from other Forms of Sore
Throat ? Does Membranous Croup occur apart from Diphtheria ?

(d) Pathology and Sequehe. (e) Medical Treatment, (fj Surgical
Treatment ; Tracheotomy ; Tubage. The medical and general
aspects of the subject will be introduced by Dr. A. Jacobi (New
York), and the surgical aspect by Mr, R, W, Parker (London).
Messrs, E, Owen, H, R, Hutton, Lennox Browne, R. N. Pughe, and
Drs. W. T. Gairdner, George Buchanan, James Finlayson, Henry
.Vshby, H. C. Cameron, D, Newman, Thos, Buzzard, John Mac-
iutj're, Alex. Robertson, and J. S. Cameron will take part in the
discussion,

2. Rickets: (a) Etiology and Prevention, (b) Its Connection
with Syjihilis and Scurvy, Is Enlargement of the Liver and the
Spleen always present, more or less, in Rickets ; or only in Cases
of Sj-phUitic Origin ? (c) Medical Treatment, (d) Surg'ical Treat-
ment; at what Stage, and in what Way? Drs. Macewen,
A. Ogston, L. W. Marshall, II, Ranke (Munich), Thos. Buzzard,
Henry Ashby, And Messrs. R. W. Parker. H. R. Hutton, R. Hag-
yard, E. L. ITreer, John Gordon, R. N. Pughe, and W. A. Lane will
take part in the discussion.

Drs. Jacobi (New York), Keating (Philadelphia), Ranke (JIunich),
and Sann(5 (Paris), and other members of the profession on the
Continent have been invited.

The following have promised pa'pers.
Browne. Lennox, F.R.C.S. Anatomical Facts in support ot Intubation in

Diphtheria.
Camerto. J. S., M^D. Etiology of Diphtheria. (1) Predisposition from liecent

or Existing Disease especially .Scarlet Fever: rsi Influence ot Insanitary Sur-
roundings, especially Wise and Fall of Sulisoil Water.

FlxLAYsox. James, M.D. Evidence of the Occurrence of Lar3'ugeal Diphtheria
in Glasgow, in the Early Part of this Century.

KAm-ARD. Robert, M.R.C.S. The Effects of Sunlight on Rickets in Children
an.l in the Lower .-Vnimals.

•tAKE, W, A.. P,R.C,S, The Deformity of Kickets,

Section K.—Pharmacology and Thebapbutics.
Conveyanciny Class Boom.

K. Phasmacology and Therapeutics.— President, James
orton, M.D. Vice-Presidents, John Dougall, M.D.; Theodore

Cash, M.D., F.R.S. Honorary Secretaries, Alexander Napier, M.D.,
3. Royal Terrace, Crossbill, Glasgow ; Sidney Harris Cox Martin,
M.D., 60, Gower Street, London, W.C.
A special discussion will be opened by Professor Theodore Cash,

M.D,, F,R,S,, on Carbolic Acid, Antipyrin, Antifebrin, and their

Allies, especially as regards their Antipyretic, Analgesic, and Anti-
septic Actions. Drs. Walter G. Smith (Dublin), A. D. Macdonald,
and Prosser James will take part in the discussion.

Dr. W. Allan Jamieson (Edinburgh) will show two cases of

Xeroderma Pigmentosum.
It is expected that Professors Liebreich and Dujardin-Beaumetz

will be present at the meeting. Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz will con-
tribute a paper on Phenacetin.
The following have promised papers.

Davlson, James, M.D. The Pine Treatment.
Dougall, J., M.D., Glasgow, (Title not received.)

Drysdale, C. R,, M.D, 1. On the Therapeutic Value of Alcohol. 2. The so-
called Abortive Treatment of Syphilis.

James, J. Brindley. Esq. Scavies and its Tre.atment.
Kerr. J. G. Douglas, M.B. Thermal Treatment of Acute Kheumatism, with a
Short Outline of the System pursued at Bath

Macdonald. A. D.. M,D, Three Cases of Poisoning.
Pearse, T. F„ M,D. The Treatment of Eczema.
Shoemaker, John V,, M,D,, Philadelphia, An Investigation of the Action of
Naphthol /3,

Section L,—Laryngology and Rhinology.
Divinity Class Boom.

L. Laeyngology and Rhinology.—President, Felix Semon,
M.D. Vicf-Presidents, George Hunter Mackenzie, M.D, ; Peter
McBride, M,D. Honorary Secretaries. D. Newman, M.D., 18, Wood-
side Place, Glasgow; A. E. Garrod, M.D.,9, Chandos Street, Caven-
dish Square.
The following subjects are proposed for special discussion:

1. The Use and Abuse of Local Treatment in Diseases of the
Upper Air Passages. To be opened by Dr. de Havilland Hall (Lon-
don) and Mr. Stoker (London).

2. The Causes, Effects, and Treatment of Nasal Stenosis. To
be opened by Dr. Macintyre (Glasgow) and Mr. Creswell Baber
(Brighton).

3. Haemorrhages from the Pharynx and Larynx, and other
Haemorrhages which simulate these. To be opened by Dr. Percy
Eidd (London) and Dr. HodCTkinson (Manchester) (probably).

The following gentlemen hope to take part in the discussions:

Dr. Prosser James (London), Dr. McBride (Edinburgh), Dr. Charles

Warden (Birmingham), Dr. Cartaz (Paris), and Mr. Richard Ellis

(Newcastle-on-Tyne).
The following papers have been promised.

Johnstone, R. Mackenzie, M.D. Account of a Case of Tumour of the Naso-
pharynx.

McBride. P., M.D.. Edinburgh. On Hay-Fever and Allied Conditions.
Macinttre, J., M.D. Anatomical Demonstration of the Larynx.
MacIntyre, John, M.D., Glasgow. The Use of Electricity in Diseases of the
Throat.

Newman, D,, M.D. Two Cases of Complete Laryngeal Stenosis produced by
Wounds of the Larynx in Attempted Suicides.

Spicer. R. H. Scanes. M.D. <1) Clinical and Pathological Observations on
Affections of the Tonsils {Faucial. Lingual, and Pharyngeal) in the Light of

Recent Views as to their Functions. (2) A Case of Lupus Vulgaris of the
LTpper Respiratory Tract—with Polypus (Lupous) of the Larynx.

Warden, C, M.D. (Title ofpaper not yet received.)

' '' ANNT7AI, MtrSEtlM.

The Annual Museum will be held on August 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th,

in the Examination Hall, Hebrew Class Room, and Chemistry
Tutorial Class Room, of the University of Glasgow, and will be
arranged in the following six Sections :

Section A.—Food and Drugs, including Antiseptic Dressings,

and other Chemical and Pharmaceutical Preparations. (Honorary
Secretary, R. S. Thomson,' B.Sc, M.B., CM., 3, Melrose Street.)

Section B.—Pathologj', comprising Casts, Models, Diagrams,
Microscopical Preparations, and Micro-organisms. (Honorary Sec-

retary, J. Lindsay Steven, M.D., 34, Berkeley Terrace.)

Section C.—Anatomy, comprising Special Dissections, Methods
of Mounting, Abnormalities, Drawings, Medals, etc. (Honoraiy
Secretary, J. Yule Mackay, M.D., .3-1, Elmbank Crescent,)

Section D.—Physiology, consisting of Apparatus, Microscopes,

Microtomes, and Jlicroscopical Preparations of Normal Histology.

(Honorary Secretary, J. McGregor Robertson, M.A., M.B., CM., ftK),

Great Western Boad.)
Section E.^-Instruments and Books, including Appliances

—

Medical, Surgical, and Electrical. (Honorary Secretary, J. Mac-
intyre, M.B., CM., 173, Bath Street.

Section F.—Sanitation (1) Domestic. Sanitary Appliances, em-
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Appliances used for the ConTeyance and Tr^a men^^^^

and Wounded, either in
^•"•,^'^^f';°;J'4" of the Ventilation,

Dra^s-ings, Models.. and Xm^ (XpiLl Furniture. (6)

Lighting, and Draining of i'°spital9. P) ', i
; ( institutions

Sanitary Appliances '" ^^o""*?*;""
^^J^t^^fT 2, 3?Robert Pollok,

and Public Buildings. (Honorary decretary, i. -- •^'
, g . -^7.

M « CM Pollokshields ;
Honorary Secretary. 4, 5, and 6, A. n

.

i iiMi \i n n \r We.stem Inhrmary.) .
,

^ZS^x\;!i;i.^;sh^ld c.ni.i.icate - -^^ possiWe

with the Secretary of the Section «
^l'^'^^ ^'^"^L^^^^ month

hibit. as the Mr"'^,.^f'^'?g^^i,TeTLto aTertisementsinthe

S<^;: rild^T^e^n^witSS^'Dr. Thomson. 3. Melrose

''j^^i^l^-^^r^^e^s, Joseph Coats. H.D.; Jas. B. Kussell.

Glasgow; John Glaister, M^.^.. 4,^Grafto^^Iac^^^^^
g^^^^^.^^^^_^^

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

.flection caused by the lar,-a of d>te-^^°^- 'T"he7xE^nt
pal forms-1, cutaneous: and-

\'f'^^^'^XiUed but that of the

If cutaneous mya.si3 is
^/J^^^f-^^J ^Z^„\T m. Chatin lately

intestinal form has frequently been quest^ned^
^^^ ^^.^^^

showed at the Acad^mie de Medicine ^ome 1^^ vomited by
myzaficsca, fo-^ in the dejecta a„d - th«J^»^'%,„. by .it's

one of his patients. Ihe ^^^^^ °V' "l . to live in the inteer

peculiar organ sation IS espe^^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^

animal can instantly shut its posterior st^ma,
^^

attached to long caudal extrenuties. The ant«i^^^^
^^

semble the Pse^do-branchia of the ephemendes lar,
^ _

gard this arrangement as intended t°
*i'°'X-he fSomv^a /"W

Ln, when aeriaT respiration ,s Vrevented The^e«;A<>my /
^^

larvleare remarkably refractoi^ to a.phj^via^^The^^^
^^ ^

several days in .^ater oil, «<=- "^ '''

gf experiment. Foreign
mammals, when introduced for purposes 01 e p

organism are

bodies, however of similar a^P/^t
J°'^°f }^^^f M^Qiatin re-

often mistaken for the larva of t^^^^V^^y^-^
^eTongated body was

latesthe foUowmg example A
Z^'^^^'^'}J,^jov,^im\n^-

recently sent to him, as
'^^Yt^?rrol^o3v.and found that the

tion. M. Chatinexamineditmicrof^copicaio.a ^en dio-

trachea3 it presented were ^'^g«table ami nrt- amma
^j

sected under a 'ens, the pseudo- arva pro^ ed^ to^b^
^^^^^

S^

the style.
""

PAKIS.
[FBOM OTTR OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

PI,,siolo,ical Action «/ «-*ji:;-„^fo?/tvS
MM. Henry de \ARWNy ''"'^j,

J^^^'t^^ "fat ves of Obock til this

the physiological action of onobaio Jh«
natives otu

^^^_

poison in the form of a small '^'^'1

f,
'

"^'.lo;;" jhl. Varigny
Stance behind the barbed point of the r arrov^s^ a .

^^_^
g

^y^

andLangloismade a watery 1 P« ^ent .01 ^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^.^^^

served in the auricles, ihe lungs are pme •'"
. . . oV,„„„.ej

systole; this Pj'enomenon increased four or nv^^.^^^
^^ ^^^^

''"K^atThattinhas made some researches on myasi.. an

'VIENNA.

rmOU OtJS OWN CORRESPONDENT.]

T^ihfrcle of the IrU.-Xeroderma Pigmentosum.

PROEESSOBl;tstcently brougU fc^arda^^^^^^^^^

of the iris before the I^^P*^"'^'^"^ ^3Jiy suffered from
Vienna. The patient, a girl aged 65, had pre^ >ouslj

^.^^ ^^_

measles, whooping-cough '^"•i.^n? Hospital After remaining
fore been admitted into t^je Children sHo^pila.^^^^.^^

^^ ^^^

there for four weeks she became aflecea^N
Professor

eyes, fo^^which she was admitted i^to the c^^.^
conditions in

Fuchs. The child had In ed unaer ver> u ^ _

a room on the ground flo°''^{\'°J^f,td^^her^ parents were
trated. She was f^^'yj/l\°°"er had died of pulmonary
healthy. Her grandmother however haQ

.. convulsions."

phthisis, and three of ^l^r
J^isters 'laa a

^^.^ ^^^
which may possibly l^fe^^'^^'J"^^^" free from tuberculosis. The
patient herself l°°ls«^^J^^; ^Jillrior sSace there were signs of

cornea was dim. and o^./'s Posterior surui
internal and

^'''""^"'J'J.nhrfrirXrlwratS^ot the larger end of which
lower part of the ins tnere wa. a ^ of numerous small

reached as far as the cornea. It was compose
^^^^,^ ^j^^.

nodules of a yell°^vish-redco^our^ There wer
^_^^^^

vessels on the surface.
J„^^,^;™°"^]7nodules : some disseminated

was prolonged into several other smaunwiuie ,

^^^^

noduls w1.re also to
^^^^^f

«^, "hY , lieveHhe 'ca.o . to be
lenticular capsule. Irotessor rut

^ ^.^^

one of tubercAilar disea e of he ir,8.
^^^ ^_.^^

form of the affection ^'hich he ha-J^ ^^^«\ ^^j. one of two
Tubercle of the iris. "'•'^'^"Ij

°,Xt, In the former there

forms, namely, disseminated or congo^^a^^^
^^ ^^^^j^ ^

was always u-itis, ^l^f^aM'rodm d b> tue
^^ ^^ ^^^,^ .

case the nodules
°^>g^\^«lPJ'o,^' ''^d thepo^'er of vi^ou might

the iritis might compete t. 0-=^; ^^^vlver! pupillarj occlusion

be regained. In "tuer iusi."">.'=-' _.'. „roceSs usuaily

and a'trophyof the
^y^^^^^l^^Xn^^-Tu'vounJ in&uals. The

affected both eyes, and ^a^ «e^" °^> '^^^ symptoms of inflwji-,

conglobate form ^a^ another courst.inc^JP ^^.
matlonwere absent, ^^^t a tijmour do J^pcd on^^

This varied n aPP^^^^''^' Xut\c neopS^r a sarcoma. The
it was a tubercle, or a '•JPh'^tic mi 1 . j.^^ f^^ a

tumour penetrated the cornea so tJiat it might h^^
defeneration,

malignant neoplasm. Later it "nae[«''5^.''
^ Q^^f,.. ^I^o was the

and the eye shrank to a
^„^f^^\"J^P^,^ '^te™ye.: nnd YinJhow

tirst to observe such a
"-'af •

f").'''^?^,^^^
"0! uitil recently that

called the tumour a " gj;anv.loma^
^Jcon'loC^ tubercles, n^

such tumours were
^^^^^V^f^cupW a flace betweei^ these .tw^

case shown to Jhe^Societ)^occup_e^.^ ^l^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ dL^stoinate-ien 50 shown to Ilie CULarij „..v..^-^.- - i

foms. The iritis was a characteristic feature ,
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form. In many such cases tuberculosis was also met with in
other organs

;
in others only the eye was affected, while the sub-

maxillary lymphatic glands might also be enlarged. Professor
Fuchs know a case in which after enucleation no further tuber-
culosis developed. He thought that enucleation was indicated
in his patient, as otherwise the affected eye might be a focus of
further infection.

Docens Dr. Riehl showed to the same Society a case of xeroderma
pigmentosum. The patient, a woman, aged 61 years, had been
affected from childhood with patches resembling summer rashes
on the face and the arms. Eighteen years since the patches
became more numerous and darker, and a warty tumour developed
on the nose. The patient stated that her grandfather had suffered
from verj' marked general pigmentation. The woman now pre-
sented the usual symptoms of xeroderma pigmentosum. Dark and
irregular pigmentations with numerous white scars were to be
seen on the face, the neck, the chest, and the arms. The hands
were affected only on their dorsal aspect, whereas the thio-hs and
the feet were almost free from pigmentation. Some angiomata
and teleangactesias were noticed on the face. The atrophy of
the skin of the hands and the forearms, and the dryness of the
epidermis were very striking. The neoplasms which were char-
acteristic of this disease, such as an ulcerating epithelioma on the
nose and several tumours of the same nature on the cheeks were
also present. The process set in at an early period, when pirr-
mented patches and small angiomata developed. At the age Sf
from 6 to 12 years, epitheliomata began to develop out of the pi.^-
mentations which gradually increased in number and caused
death J<itty cases of xeroderma pigmentosum had already been
reported by various authors, but the anatomy and etiolotjy of the
affection were not sufSciently known. The clinical symptoms
were very well known since Kaposi's work, published in 1870
Kaposi laid much stress on the dryness and atrophy of the skinwhereas Geber, using the term "naevus," attributed most import-
ance to the fact that the abnormality of pigmentation was con-
genital. Taylor ascribed a greater importance to the presence of
the angiomata, and, therefore, gave the disease the name ofangioma pigmentosum et atrophicum." Pick called the affection
melanosis lenticularis progressiva; " Neisser, "liodermia cum

melanosi et teleangiectasia ;

" Vidal, " dermatose de Kaposi." The
tact that the disease was frequently met with in children of thesame family rendered the suggestion very probable that the
affection was due to a congenital abnormality in the structure ofthe skm. The epitheliomata were not of the usual type, some-times epithelial carcmomata, and on other occasions pigmented
sarcomata ^^re observed. Dr. Eiehl's patient was the
oldest one affected with "xeroderma pigmentosum." Pro-
fessor Kapo=i remarked that the oldest case of "xeroderma
pigmentosum known to him was a boy, aged from 18 to 20 yearsHe_happened to have at present under his care a girl who had

^'.fl''!i f
™" f" ;^!"'''f ^ir" "''' "^« °f 12. Her Face was nowmuch deformed. The chief feature of this affection was the me-

it^^^lf;.
'""^ '^'''^ *'"' papiUarj- body also underwent an

^Jl\ ^r^T' "^'^ *''" ''*'"°P'^y ^"^ ^° severe that it gaveorigin to the development of severe ectropion, so that the mSuthbecame distorted, etc. When the author published his first case

sLprvinln™''
Pipentosum"he did not know that carcinoma

thffV f ,,-m'"'5 "^l'-'''
^' '° ""s- ^^ ^ad only observed it in

ttrf]
'=^''<1 ""^''^ Ills care. The girl now under his treatment

^rp«f 7Fh'''°^? ^"? t^-^s °f carcinoma three years ago, but atpresent the whole left part of her nose had disappeared, andmoreover. Professor Kaposi had removed from her about thirty

affec^pTwfv,'^' •,'?"
sharp spoon. The patient was moreover

fn th. i^„nt^FT"'"y,f^'"i"'"* ^'^ "^'^ ^'gl^t cheek, which hadin the meanwhile been allowed to remain. The process in ques-

Wpw"''"-' '^^^r'".'
^'°°^ ^^^ ^sual melanosis, and little wasthMefore gamed by the term "angioma" or "melanosis." The

ch^actefnf'JT
"^^^ °°' ^"'^^'"'^ the best one, but the atrophic

f^Tnt^lf
'^•^e P'-ocess was expressed by it, and when the ad-

dteZ w»W°i*°'"?- "^!' '^'^^'^^ tl^e whole character of theaiseaee was clearly indicated.

SWITZERLAND.
[fBOM OUB own C0KKE8P0NDENT.1

Perforation of Vermiform Appendix earned by Intestinal
Concretions.—A Nero Surgical Soap.

Prihn.,™® n °?*«'^g °f t]'e Soci^t^ de M6decine du Canton deJCflbourg, Dr. Buman read a paper on ulceration of the vermi-

form appendix, based on two cases which had been under his own
care. The first was that of a hoy, aged 8, who was suddenly
attacked with a sloughing abscess in the right groin, to die eiglit
days later. At the necropsy, a perforating ulcer of the vermiform
appendix was found, which had been caused by a hard concretion
consisting of magnesia coated with mucus. Upon inquiry it was
discovered that the boy had been suffering from habitual consti-
pation, which his parents had treated by daily administration of
magnesia m ever-increasing doses. The other'patient, a boy of 6,who occasionally suffered from passing attacks of colic, but was
otherwise m the best of health, was suddenly seized with agonising
abdominal pain, vomiting, and hiccough. There was slifrht
tenderness with distension in the right iliac fossa, and a slight
degree of pyrexia. The bowels did not act. Three days later the
boy died collapsed. The post-mortem examination "revealed a
perforation of the vermiform appendix by a hard and gritty stone
ovoid m shape. In neither of the cases had the actual state of
things been suspected during life. Dr. Buman dwells on the
great difficulty sometimes met with in the differential diagnosis
of such cases

; but, strange to say, he does not say a word about
laparotomy, either as an exploratory or a therapeutic measure.
It IS true that for this great step" forward surgery is mainly
indebted to Great Britain and tlie United States—benighted
countries whose medical practitioners are so notorious] \"" in-
ferior" that it requires some stretch of condescension for well-
regulated Swiss minds to recognise their scientific existence (see
the JotTRNAL, March 31st, 1888, p. 717). Still, Dr. Buman mi^ht,
perhaps, with advantage have strained a point in the present
instance, and might have taken the trouble to show that he had
at any rate heard of a method which has already given such bril-
liant results in countries less favoured—academ'ically speakincf—
than his own. Even in Switzerland such men ns Kocher, of Eerne,
Kroenlein, of Zurich, or Seun, of Jlilwaukee (originally of St Gall)
might have taught him better.

In the Revue MMlcale de la Suisse Rnmande, Wo. 5, 1S8S, page
28.5, Professor Auguste Reverdin, of Geneva, speaks highly of a
" surgical soap " prepared after the following formula":— B Oil
of sweet almonds, 72 parts ; lye (lessire) of soda, 24 parts ; lye of
potash, 12 parts; sulpho-carbolate of zinc, 2 parts; essential oil
of roses, 9..5 parts. (Mem.—The preparation consists in slowly
adding to and carefully mixing with the almond oil the lyes and
the sulpho-carbolate part by part until an intimate and" homo-
geneous mixture is obtained.) The latter is kept for several days
at 20 C. The mass, which gradually acquires the consistence of
soft paste, is then divided into any number of portions that may
be desired; these are placed in suitable moulds, where they
are kept till they are completely solidified. Professor Reverdiii
has been using this antiseptic soap since the summer of 1SS7, when
he visited Professor Bottini's clinic at Milan, where it is exten-
sively employed for various purposes. The soap is said to possess
wonderful cleansing, as well as antiseptic, properties, and it does
not irritate the skin, however sensitive or irritable it may be.
Moreover, as the soap contains an excessive proportion of fatty sub-
stances, It does not dry the skin. The presence of potash makes
the soap by far more active comparatively than a pure sodic soap,
since, as Dr. Unna has proved, potash has"a more energetic solvent
action on the horny layer of the cuticle than soda. Professor
Reverdin recommends this soap not only for general use in hospital
and private practice, but also for washing the hands in dissecting-
rooms and everywhere where the hands come in contact -ndth
decomposing substances. Further, he urges that barbers should
universally adopt this disinfecting soap for their purposes, and
thus protect their customers from various infectious diseases, to
which they are exposed in their shops. Dr. Reverdin has also
obtained good results from this soap in various cutaneous affec-
tions. Finally, it is a very pleasant toilette soap, as he himself
and many of his patients and friends have found.

EGYPT.
[PEOM O0B OWN COEEESPONDENT.]

Lunatic Asylum. — Ramadan.—Sickness at Damietfa.— English
Nursing Sistersfor Kasr-el-Aim.— Cairo Jubilee Memorial.

There is but one lunatic asylum for the whole of Egypt, It is
situated at Abassieh, near Cairo, and seldom contains more than
300 patients. This speaks well for the general condition of the
country as regards lunacy ; but there are probably many people
in the towns and \-iIlages of the interior who are afflicted with
disorders of the intellect, chiefly idiocy. The other forms of in-
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discharced cured. The asvlum was lately -nsited b> Uenerai

DormertaB. who. having seen it in ia^2. was ab e to judge o^

the vast improvement that had taken place lately, bo P'easea

was the Ge,feral with his visit, that b« v''^
h"i'^'y C^^'Mc

package of cigarettes for the lunatics, with a letter ot thanks to the

medical officer in charge (a native).
c„r,H«-i7 Miine 10th)

The fast of Ramadan happily ended last bunday (June lucii).

before the great heats which have since set in I'f
.^ommen^d-

is really pitiable to see the poor creatures who fa»t an ye are

obliged to work during; a hot season. .\
'='"^^!f,"="^;°"^.J^^XdSnk

-and most of the lower orders are such-wU not on y not dr n^

anvthing from sunrise to sunset during a fast but ^Mll no'/^^^

swalow his spittle should his mouth water from any cause. It

snot!uierefo^ro. astonishing that in I'-'^'^dj^".
^, J^t^n.^"^^*, ?;

variably increases enormously. Fortunately, being a
'"°;>^

J"""',^:

it does not always occur in the summer, and is ^f't rich man
in., it* wav b-\cli everv vear towards cooler weather. ,,A ricn man

w^o cara'llord to\Te/plll day, and have ^^J^'-^^l;^^,
keep Ramadan with impunity, but the poor fellah who has his

<lailv task to perform mu.^t inevitably suffer.

There ha,s been rather a serious epidemic of fevw lately in a

villace not far from Damietta. The very name of Damietta in

CO nection with sickness seems to strike terror in Egypt, bu on

?h "occa" k>n fortunately there is no danger to apprehend anything

wo se th^n typhus. tL Sanitary Departnieiit has sent down an

ambulance for the sick, and not only medica aid, bu al»o ^ I*,

tachment of their corps of sweepers under an J^-' g''^'
"'^P«f^°':

in order that Damietta, as well as the village ^-^^^^^^
"«"'''" ^

exists, may be cleaned up an.l put into a sanitary condition. Th^»,

of course, is only a palliative measure, for once the s« e'^P"'^' o/^cl^s

are Uinied the town will rapidly relapse
^fo.Jt'lwtuer the

iUth Dr. Greene Pacha, however, seems to hope that under tue

Pulirfitcued rule of the new President of Council. Eiaz Pacha, a

Sm of scavenging may eventually be established in the larger

towns, including the important port alcove mentioned

Two Entrlish ladies, trained nurses, are at present ?". * \"r way

out in one of the Orient liners to jom kasr-el-Aini Hospital,

wher? under the direction of Dr. Milton, they wiU be invaluable

ot only for the nursing of the sick but .Uso as trainers and

instructors of the native female PUP'I* '"^'1

°J^^'^
°? t t .'w-irds

Sanitary Department is empowered to allow £300 ^ H'^r t_o«ards

the expinses of these ladies, and of any others whose services mav

eventually be obtained, and a committee has been formed to

adSster this sum and regulate everything in connection ^ith

?hU rcleus of a nursing inrtitutioii The committee is composed

as follows • President : Sir Evelyn Baring. Members :bir bj dnej

Watedow.'Dr Greene Pacha. Drf Milton. Secretary and Treasurer:

°
The CaiWubilee Memorial Committee have held a final meeting,

at which it was decided that the amount subscribed, namely

£827 should be handed over to the Victoria Deaconesses Hospita ,

for the purpose of erecting infectious wards in connection w ith

that esta^blishment. There\re to be six wards, including one for

an insane patient, and the buUding will be so an-anged that at

any future time it will be practicable to add another store) It

is to be regretted that the amount subscribed was not sufficient

fot^d a?Ldependent hospital which should have served as a

model of what an institution of the land ought to be m^gJPt-

The l)eaconesses' Hospital is administered by a German societj

and leaves much to be desired from a sanitary point of view. As

an example, I may mention that the drainage is eSeced through

untrapped pipes iiito a percolating cesspit partly within the oun-

ations of the building, in accordance with the vicious system

which obtains almost universally in the country. Any hospital

in Egypt, as elsewhere, should be perfect as regards sanitari

arrangements, and a fortiori an infectious ward subscribed for bj

lingliih subjects. The building has been designed by Mr. Price,

C Ff, of the Sanitary Department, but he is not responsible for its

sanitation, as his ideas were not accepted by the committee.

"ruiTipTw Klinik is a new medical periodical, under the

editorship of Ilerren Furbringer and Hahn. The ft^st^numl^r

contains two articles by Professor Senator, one being on The Aims

and Means ot Medical Activity, the other on Icterus, its Origin and

Treatment. It is published hy Fischer, of Berlin.

1409
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE MEDICAL OFPICERSHIP OF HEALTH AT BR.\DFORD

SiR.-The circumstances und-T which an advertisement for a-

successor to myself in the above office appears in the .Joirn^

are orsufflcient public importance to warrant me addressing your

headers thereon.^ The questions involved include the conditions of

[pn re of office the possibility of a medical officer against whom

no charge can be brought being deprived of his ««'me through

the wr^onal enmity of the chairman of his committee: the posi-

ion^whicr he medical officer of Bradford is to o«upy towardB

is comm ttee and the inspector of nuisances in a word the possi-

mv of any medical man of integrity and independence, and with

Inv.elf-reoDect ever being able to hold the appointment, except

kind" as been preferred against me: but now I am deprived o.

7the m etfng of tl^e Town Council, at which the Sanitary Com-

mittee?resolution not to re-appoint me was adopted. To i will

Tee that the chairman of that Committee eulogised m^-^T^^^^^^^^^^

and professional character, my devotion tomyv^ork and venturea

to make no charge or insinuate anything against me.

m.t your readers will say, there must be some
gf^""-!^

.^^ "J
losing' my appointment. mV treatment being nothing different

from°tirat wMch would have been meted out to a thorough yin-

coTpetent person ? The only reason suggested is "
f""'

»
t'^'^*

in dealing with the Committee, my tact in dealing TMth a 1

her" he public and the medical P^fess on,. being cordialyad-

Sed Xo case is sp-cified, no opportunity is given me of refut-

nfany all°'ed complaint. SuchM charge is, I pro est. utterly

nfdeqlate and the'manner of making it _un.,usu

_«„o . 'infill ntpnn vers have memoriali^eu lor mj n apjuMuv-

EtaCmv Mpp<.i..m™t, .m™.Bl. till. 1. u ""MMwn I"-™.

\orth-Western Association of Medical Officers ot Health. Other

tX^^cUnTal^f ^faTpointTenlfr o^^Uge^fin^in-

"-"^*rrnd«:f :^iS^. s^^::^^^^^i^^^
^vTs^To bVuld or formTnV-ads and levelling-up for buHding

mrno'es My views on this subject have given great offence^

Tthis n^t the cheapest plan for the moment, however many lives

''
^hl^l^lad lo"^epoTt\hat we have no proper pn.vision for sma^^^^^

roVthougrit is ver>- prevalent around us; and the three cases

now n the town are obliged to be put in a wanl intended for

"carle? fever, ly^ng within twenty yards of another ward occup.^

by scarlet fever patients ; but up to to-.lay no proper lospitaj

accommodation has been pro^ided. I have had to report that thj

disinfecting apparatus is practically useless, but no other has
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been got. 1 have had to report on a good deal of property unfit

for human habitation, but which is still occupied. These and

similar things have been the undoing of nie. My requirements

would cost money, and hence were hateful. This was my real

" want of tact ;" but I have shown still less of that quality in

actually condemning piggeries belonging to one member ol my
own Committee, and a" slaughter-hou.se in which another was
" interested." These things led to the bitter, unceasing, personal

hostility of the chairman and certain members of the Committee.

The former has long since declared that if " yon man " (my.self)

were re-elected he would resign. That such an attitude should

be adopted towards any official is bad enough ; but when the feel-

ing e.\ists, as explained to me by a " friend " on the Committee,

that if one of the two must go he would support the chairman,

then no medical oflicer's post is tenable.

As an illustration of how the department is worked here, I may
say that I was but a few months here when I was told that none

of the inspectors were to be considered under my control, and that

the chief inspector alone had any control over them. If I wished
anything done by them, I must address the chief inspector. That
official, I soon learned, was the contidant of the chairman, who re-

gularly frequented his office. The establishment of a staff of

inspectors independent of the medical officer naturally has ren-

dered his work most difficult, and his position in every respect

unsatisfactory. It led to the nuisance office being a rival estab-

lishment for the criticism of the medical officer, and the propaga-

tion of opinions for the use of the chairman and any other ill-

disposed person. That the medical officer should be obliged to de-

pend on the wishes of the nuisance inspector for the services of

the employe of the department is sufficient to paralyse his hands.

These services, permitted with unwillingness, ceased practically

to be available at all for the purpose of investigation of the

sources of the disease and its propagation, and to the multitudinous

other requirements of a medical officer giving his whole energies

and time to the work of his department in a large town. The
inspectors have, therefore, been solely occupied in the nuisance

department, and the medical officer has had no assistance what-
ever in his work, save a boy in the office at a salary of a few
shiilings a week. The success of this manojuvre in detailing the
" nuisance" from the " medical" department quickly led to the de-

mand by the Committee that I should personally do such work as

inspecting all dairies, cow-sheds, milk-shops, new houses (under a

local Act), also every house where an infectious case was notified,

besides the numerous inspections of market nuisances, unhealthy
trades, etc., called for urgently by ratepayers every day. This I

have done single-handed, and the Committee has publicly declared

that my work has been thoroughly done.

When I accidentally heard that the Committee had specially

met to decide the question of my reappointment, I addressed a

letter to the members, in which, among other things, I expressed a

wish to appear before them and face to face hear and answer any-
thing which might be alleged against me or need explanation.

That letter, addressed to the Committee, was not brought to the

knowledge of the Committee by the chairman.
No other officer of the corporation is appointed on the same

precarious terms as the medical officer, and yet Parliament thinks

him so necessary as an adviser that one must be appointed by,

every local board and corporation. Is it reasonable the appoint-

ment should be for the brief term of one or a few years, and that

the medical officer should live in continual dread of disaster, if by
discharging his duty faithfully he shall offend some member of

his committee? Ought there not to be some authority to which
a medical officer of health can appeal when unjustly or crueUy
treated ? Can the present system continue to work to the benefit

of the pulilic when it may operate so disastrously to the medical
officer of health ? Mine is not an isolated or exceptional case.

Unfortunately there are other medical officers of health who have
received treatment of a similar kind.

Xo doubt many young men will eagerly seek for my post, with
the confidence of youth believing they can avoid every mistake
made, and that they will be secure in their office. I believed so

when I came here, and I had had five years' experience of muni-
cipal work in Sheffield before coming here. I trust their hopes
may not be disappointed, but would say to any candidate once in

office here, Vou have burned your boats ; reflect well before giving
up practice, however modest, with independence, before surren-
dering your.self completely in the bands of men who wiU
deliberately turn you off after receiving your best services.—

I

am, etc., Thomas Whiteside Himb.

THE DEBATE ON ELECTROLYSIS AT THE OBSTETRICAL
SOCIETY.

SiE,—As a non-speaker during the recent debate, I crave space

for a few remarks I would have made had time permitted. I lis-

tened attentively, hoping to learn something, but the strong bias

of most of the speakers, either pro or con., rendered the speeches

less profitable than they might have been.

From all sides it is agreed that the action of the anodal pole is

antihaamorrhagic ; at times a simple application to the mucous
membrane sufBces, at times galvano-puncture, which is made by
the cathodal pole, and the subsequent introduction of the positive

needle is necessary. Admitting this haemostatic action, let us

think of allied hromostasis, and understand, if we can, how the

effect is produced. In aneurysmal tumours we have records of

several cases of solidification and cure after electro-puncture.

The blood is coagulated, the through cui-rent is thereby arrested,

fibrin is deposited, and more or less shrinkage and absorption

results; but the introduction of watch spring, of horsehair, etc.,

effects the same results, and the question arises whether it is a

mechanical or an electrolytic action. I am aware that I now
expose myself to the too frequently iterated accusation of ignor-

ance, or of comparing dissimilar things. It may be said that in

aneurysm small plates are used, both needles are introduced, that

an unmeasured strength of from ten to thirty cells is employed,

and that there is a continuous action, lasting twenty or thirty

minutes, so that this must be regarded as wholly different from '

the technique of Apostoli, of Keith, or Steavenson. So it is, and

when we hear of 250, 500, or 1,000 milliamperes being used, we
are ready to concede a proljably total different result ; yet that,

in but a different degree, the theoretical explanation must needs

occupy much the same platform is also true. We must freely

admit Dr. Steavenson's contention that iii electrolysis we have a

cleanly and elegant though tedious caustic.

The action of the negative pole as an actual destroyer or re-

mover of tissue is unquestionably the point on which depends

the future of the electrical treatment of fibroids. If fibroids de-

crease under its use—and I for one admit that in some measure

they do, as the authority of Dr. Keith, of Sir Spencer Wells, and '

of others is enouijh to convince me that certain fibroids are les-

sened—it is neediul to know something more of this action than

we now do. Some assert that only the soft, that is, the muscular

or other non-fibrinised elements of fibro-myomata are resolved by
the electrical treatment ; others allege that diminutions of mus-
cular elements occur alternately with increases in the absence of

all treatment, and no one who has had a case of fibroid under ob-

servation for some years can deny this latter statement ; but the

negative pole is supposed by others to convert the fibrinous mate-

rial into a softer and more readily-absorbable substance without

causing actual necrosis or sloughing. Well, if this could be

proved, we should have a very distmct pathological basis for

electrical therapeutics ; but is it so ? Can this be demonstrated ?

Some patients are doubtless greatly benefited, others arever>' little

better, and that only temporarily
;
yet after all an ounce of prac-

tice is worth a pouiid of theorj' ; if we can derive benefit with-

out knowing why, is it wise to reject it ?

Now it is readily conceivable that inter-mural fibroids may
derive good from electricity, but this is not the class requiring

new methods. It is in intra-mural or interstitial or in extra-mural

tumours—in which the uterus lies fixed low down in the pelvis,

and in which severe pressure or hajmorrhagic symptoms occur,

in many of which cases no reasonable operation can be employed
—that we look to electricity for aid. Although we may not be

able to cure, if we can relieve symptoms, if we can even tempo-

rarily lessen certain tumours—although the procedure may be

tedious, expensive, and in some perchance difficult and, beyond

all, uncertain—in these cases there will exist a future for electro-

lysis. But to adopt as proved all that has been alleged for this

method, to accept as permanent certain ameliorated condition?,

we require time and experience, as yet deeply hidden in the

future. Dr. Champneys's plea for extended consideration was
amply justified by all we have yet learned.

It "is no question of this man's bias or that man's interest, of

this man's apathy or that man's enthusiasm, of this man's skill as

an electrician or that man's abilities as a surgeon. It is simply a

question of the worth or worthlessness of powerful but regulated

currents of electricity as a reliable controllable curative measure

in treating fibroid tiunours. We ought, from the history of

gyntecologj', to be very indulgent to new methods, to wait
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Dati^tlY to work quietly, or to watch others carefully, ere we

Beaufort Gardens, S.W., June 22nd.

PAROXYSMAL SXEEZING
s™ —I have read the very interesting remarks on this fSection

bvDr's Rnrrand Murrell and have^ong con.s>dered that the

Ivml" haXver" and " hay-asthma- were very misleading as ap-

,leTtoa\-on^Taint depending on so many diverse conditions,

'some time aao I had under observation a very peculiar and re-

markable cale of this description.
,

The Pf>™t was /^ -"g'^^ ^^y

aged 38. About eighteen years ago she had ^^c^W bath during a

niPnstrual period, and since then had suffered from perpetual

S"alwrvJVgravated in winter by the most trifling cause

There wara^smafuender spot over the right lung, and she at one

time couAied up a littlp blood, but attached no importance to it.

TWre was Isense of fulness over frontal sinus and the upper eye-

Hdwhidi was always intensified by colds, and -"-^n^-jl>;[«;

lieved by the free discharge that invariably succeeded. The ^oice

was of a nasal character', the fau-es were relaxed and t^ie r^g^.

Eustachian tube was chronicaUy inflamed. The sense of sme

was much impaired, but was always more acute after dailj ms

char^Thad^eased. On rising in the morning there was a free

watery di charge from the nostrils, often sufiieient to saturate a

dozen ha dkerchiefs, and on one occasion as many as two dozen.

TheteoZrtewas not usually preceded by sneezing; it came on

Without anj? apparent cause, iind was only materially influ™c«d

^ low am^damp situations, when it was usually ^"<;h more than

uiual. The patient was very seldom troubled during the daj

,

and the discharge nearly always came on whilst rising frem bed.

It i very hard to sayVhat the exciting cause was m this case-

TOSsiblvdusf but at all events, whatever it may have been it

?rply reacted on the extremely sensitive nerve filaments supply-

ing the nasal mucous membrane.
. „;„T;ot. >,ntwith

This lady consulted a great many eminent specialists, tut with-

out deriving any benefitTand ultimately was .artually cured by

?he systematic employment of compressed air. bhe was placed

under pressure of seven pounds (neariy one atmosphere and a half)

o clLence with. Ai^r a fortnight the P«:«««;^;^«^^4 h
ten nounds, but never exceeded that amount. On the htteent i

davUier" was a decided improvement, the discharge was much

lei and tlUcker, or, to use her own words, "like towards the end

o£ a cold "At the end of a month (twenty-first time) she was

praSiy well; there had been no discharge whatever for some

davs and she fdt for the first time as if "conscious of the exist-

once oTa brain.-' At no time did she experience any inconveni-

ence, except during the first two days, when she complained of

sliaht pain and fulness in the right Eustachian tube.

! have not heard of anv cases of this nature similarly treated

and be ieve that the method now employed deserves more extended

?rial Compressed air has a powerful sedative influence on the

nervous system, and especially on the nerves supplying he

milous mlmbrane of the'^air passages. In atldition to this it exer-

dses very important mechanical effects.which act very benehc a >

in chronic catarrhal coHditions of the mucous membrane especially

t.lTHt linine the Eustachian tubes. .

Massagf was also employed in this case, but more on account of

its eeneral tonic effects than anything else.

The patient writes, two months after all treatment has ceased:

"1 VaW that the distnvss and anxiety (alluding to cV^me.stic

trouWe' ) wo ihl bring back my running eld. but happily it has

aot done so. and I feel how muck I have been strengthened to bear

it all as I have done."—I am, etc.,
r^ „^ m n m rh

Liverpool. T; Qebald Gabby, M.D., M.Ch.

THE NEW SYDENHAil SOCIETY.

Sra,-I shall be much obliged if you wUl allow me a few Imes.

in order to explain to members of the New Sydenham bociety the

presei^t state of our years issue. We shall be (tor the first t.me^

fUfctle behind-hand.' The year's series ought to be complete by

the end of June, but from unavoidailo circumstances, it will not

be so this year till the end of July, or at may be a week or two

later Two volumes are yet to com.;., Jhey, wiU be sent out to-

eether almost immediately. Our members have
'^^"'^S'^J"' *S"

fear the first volume of Spiegelberg's work on Mtdwifety, and a

fasciculus of the Lexicon o^ Medical Terrm. The two works

wh"e not yet out, but which are nearly ready are a fasciculus

r^^he AtlT. of Pathology and a volume of selected essays. In he

ktter we comprised Raynaud's two memoirs on the disease which

now bears^i^ name, translated by Dr. Thomas Barlow; two essays

on Malaria and Melansmia translated by Dr. Drummond from

Ttfllian sources and Neugebauer's last memoir on Bpondylo-

Ssis trln^lated by Dr. 'r I'"™--J^"\f^
^7,?, 'Z"X

1887 will be complete in four works. As regards tfie pre-

parations for next /ear, it will be satisfacton,- for our members to

Tno.^^ tliarthe seco'nd volume of Spiegelberg's M^^-;l^ry^.^v.o^

finished printing; and that a volume of Charcot s Clinicai Lecture*

and a fasciculus of the Lexicon are also well advanced.

Our annual meeting will be held at ^la^go^ /^^""g/^^^
meet-

ings of the British Medical Association. I am at all times glad,

MODERATE DRINKING. ^ r .,,

Sra,-Dr. Isambard Owen, in Appendix C to the Export of the

InqSn- into Disease and Intemperance, says he bebeves no de-

taUed report has been published of the remarkable statistics of

the United Kingdom Temperance and General Provident Institu-

tion WUl you%ermit me to somewhat supply Dr. Ch^^ns omis-

sion bv riving the figures that have been issued which form an

tSimpeaSiabfe testimony to the superior healthfulness of absti-

MMe over moderate drinking. The period is 22 years, 1866 to

?S87 inclusive. There are two sections of the assured one for

aWners,ihe other for the general public, drunkards being ex-

Temperance Sectioa.

Expected Actual

186&-70 (5 years) ..

1871-75
1876-80
1881-85
1886-87 (2 years) ..

I am, etc.,

June 23rd.

Deaths.

549
723
933

1,179
563

Deaths.

411
511
651
835
390

General Section.

Expected Actual
Deaths
1,008

1,268
1,485

1,670
713

Deaths.
944

i,a3o

1,480
1,5.30

700

3,937 2,796 6,144 6,984

NoKMAN Kerb, M.D.

RESECTION OF THE TARSUS.

Sir -a case of resection of part of the tarsus for disease by

Sir Wm Mac Cormac, published in the Journal for May 8th. witK

the remarks that have^een made upon the operation lead rne to

fwoposi ions First, disease of the os calcis. which '""y extend

o the posterior calcaneo-astragaloid, or more rarely to the ca^

iomsTS second case, the mischief may spread around the

the tarsal bones with the exception of the back of the
««

falc 9.

=!:;i^^r\i^i^"^-^oSr;^^
SrSts^iS^iT^r^:^=S ^^^:ri
foot smaU TndThort. it is true, but still a foot both in shape and

funct^n remains. It is more sightly than an " c^umns foot, and

,
Sely bTter than the. stump-of a Sym*. >Th« «aot amount of
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boTie taken aivay varies with the case, but it is far better to take
away all than to leave any disease. In none of my cases have I

»akfn away the whole of the oa calcis together with the rest of

tlio tarsus ; but since, after subperiosteal resection of the os oalcis

alone, we usually get a very perfect reformation of the heel, I

should not hesitate to do so rather than amputates In a pajier in

t\\e Medical Chronicle for 1881), p. 4G0, I have already discussed
the qufistion and publislied some c«se3 with illustrations, and
.since then I have operated on other patients. One of my col-

Jetgues, Mr. Thomas Jones, has also operated in fcliis way, and I

have had much reason to be satisfied with tars«otoniy for disease.

There is no occasion to attempt any adjustment of the bony sur-
faces. They may be left to themselves, and as repair takes place
a firm, mobile foot results. It must be very rarely that the opelra-

tion described by the Russian surgeon e.xactly meets the case, for
it does not follow the lines most frequently mapped out by
disease.— I am, etc., G. A WnieHT, il.B.Oxon, f.R.C.S.

Alanchester.

LI.\BILITT FOR DEFECTIVE DRAINS.
Sib,—With reference to your paragraph on the ca«e vi Sutler t'.

Ooundry in the Journal of June 23rd, it seems to me that it

ought not to be necessary for a special declaration to be made as
to the condition of the drains. When a house is let to anyone, it

would be just as reasonable to expect a guarantee to be given as
to the condition of any other part of the house—for example, the
jjas pipes, the stability of the chimney stacks, and the pet'feCt
fitting of the doors and windows, etc. When a landlord fit his
agent lets a house, he'Cught to be responsible for the CortseqYiences
<rt all structural defects, and he should not be allowed to plead
ignorance ; he ought to make it his business to see that every-
thing is in perfect order. He lets the htiuse forpurposes of gain,
and he ought to see that no harm can affect the tenant from any-
thing that is under his (the landlord's) control. This applies very
specially with regard to drains. They are an essential part of the
house, and it_ ought to be a crime for a landlord to let a hoUsB
with the drains in a bad state, or who pleads ignorance of their
condition.

I would go further. I think that local sanitary authorities
should see that tlw drains of all new property are constructed in
the most perfect manner. This should not be left to the fancy of
the builder or the owner. They shovild be examined and tested by
the sanitary aathority and a certificate given, and all new addi-
tions should be similarly certified to. The owner should still be
the responsible party, because <lrain3 require to be kept in good
order, .aflid he is the party to see that this is done.—Yours, etc.,

F. W. JoEDAN, Medical Officer of Health to the
Heaton Norris Local Board.

0.\ THE ADMINISTRATION OF ANESTHETICS.
Sib,—Sir Spencer Wells, in his paper on "Methylene and other

Anaesthetics " (in the Bbitish Medical -Jodbnax of June 9th,
18.88), remarks that, on trying some samples of methylen-
chloride, manufactured by Kiedel in Berlin, the tube of my ap-
paratus, with which it was administered, speedily became closed
by a sort of snow, thus rendering impossible the continuation of
the. narcosis.

When I first deWsed, twenty years ago, my apparatus for
the administration of bichloride of methylene (which is
manufactured by Messrs. Krohne and Sesemann, 8, Duke Street,
ManchesterSquare, W., the original makers), I also tried other
anaesthetics. I signally failed with ether, on several occasions, in
the Samaritan Hospital, from the same cause as Sir Spencer with
Riedel'a preparation. I had scarcely commenced when the tube
became closed by an icicle protruding into the face-piece, and
the side-holes of the top-ventilator were likewise covered with a
thick layer of ice. I explained this phenomenon in a similar way
as Professor Bardeleben did in his letter to Sir Spencer. The
aqueous vapour with which the breath is always more or less
charged was converted into ice by the freezing action of the
''^P'<l'y evaporating ether. My apparatus is, therefore, utterly
unfit for ether and similar too volatile preparations.

It 18, however, perfectly siutable for chloroform, and has been
used for this purpose in the Samaritan Free Hospital, and in many
surgical clinics in Germany—namely, in Berlin, and especially in

1 '^^'?' ^^' I'rofessor Thiersch, where the bellows are worked, as
also those of the spray and similar apparatuses, by hydraulic
pressure fitted up in the amphitheatre.

Professor Rose, formerly in Ziirich, at present at the Bethania

Hospital in Berlin, who, in all operations in the face and in the
throat in which there is danger of blood passing into the trachea)

always places the patient on his back with the head hanging
down over the edge of the table, states tliat he was only enabled
to continue an uninterrupted narcosis during the whole opera-

tion by tl<e aid of my apparatus. After the patient has beeri

brought under the full influence of chloroform, the face-piece is

removed, and the tube is introduced through the nostrils into tn^

fauces, and in that manner the ana?sthesia is kept up. He latterly

devised a bifurcated piece of india-rubber tubing, which is Joined
to the original tube, and its two branches are inserted into both
nostrils.

l)r. E. Field, of Bath, writes in the JoujiNAi, of June iGth;

that he once failed to bring a strong map under the full infliiehce

of methylene by using my apparatus. That must have bSeh &il

exceptional case. Which never happened either to Dr. Day or

to me. Many yiars ago 1 gave methylene with this apparatus

for Sir {^pBncer to a publican and ex-prizefighter. I brought him
witliout any difficulty into deep narcosis. I mention this case

because I consider it a fair test. Prizefighters surely are strong

men, and publicans, as a rule, not abstemious. This patient, at

any rate, was not. It is a well-known fact how difficult it is to

narcotise individuals addicted to strong drink.—I am, etc.,

j. A. JtTNKSii, M.D.

30, flyde Park Place, W., June l6th.

SSTflNG-UP DRILL AND HEART DISEASE.
SiB,—In reference to Surgeon-General Maclean's letter, with

the labours of Surgeon-Major F. A. Davy the name of Surgeon-

Major W. E. Riordan should be coupled. In the latter officer's

work on "Heart Disease and Aneurysm in the Army, Dublin,

1878," the eSects of setting-up drill and gymnastics are frequently

alluded to, especially at page 36.

This book, if not published before, was anyway in the press when
Dr. Davy's observations appeared in the Blue-book. The most

accurate clinical observations and the most valuable will be found

in Brigade-Surgeon Veale's paper in the A. M. D. Report, 1880.-

I am, etc., •A- M. S,

June 2Gth, 1888.

ON HYDROPHOBIA AND ITS TREATMENT.
Sib,—Mr. V. Ilorseley, in the Jouenal of June 9th, relates some

experiments, in cases of rabies, with the hot-bath. In his paper
he says, " There is no single case of reputed cure of developed
hydrophobia, by drugs or other means, that will bear investiga-
tion." I suppose that statement cannot be gainsaid ; but are any
cases published in which the symptoms were thought to be due to
the poison of rabies, such symptoms being only the incipient signs
of hydrophobia, in which recovery took place? If such cases
have been met with, it would lead us to believe that hydrophobia
may be recovered from, although there is no recovery when the
worst symptoms are fully developed. It must be rempi'nbered ihati

it is only a small percentage of those bitten by rabid dogs who
exhibit signs of hydrophobia, while cases are recorded in which
hydrophobia followed bites inflicted by dogs which showed no
signs of rabies. While practising in Lancashire I treated a good
few bites inflicted both by rabid and healthy dogs, only one of
wliich gave me any anxiety afterwards. 1 had given up applying
nitrate of silver to bites, having come to the conclusion that it

did nothing but harm, and was in the habit of merely encouraging
the bleeding, and healing the part as quickly as possible by the
help of carbolic acid. "The case which gave me some anxiety
was that of a boy ; wliile playing in a field with other boys, a
retriever dog, which was enjoying the fun, bit him on the thigh
through the trousers. Hardly any blood came from it, and no
dressing was needed.
Some time afterwards, early one morning, a message came for

me to visit the house where the boy was. No particulars were
given, but I had some suspicion that it might be the boy, and
before going I turned up my day-book to ascertain the exact date
on which he had been bitten. It was exactly that day six weeks,
which did not allay my su.spicion. When I reached the house I
inquired who was ill, and found it was the boy. He complained
of pain in the bite, which had kept him from sleeping. The place
was quite visible, and it was tender to the touch. I'could detect
nothing else wrong with the boy. I ordered him to be put into a
hot bath and to be kept in bed till I saw him again. The pain
left the bite that day, and he had no other symptoms. Is it

possible that there may be cases which show other symptojnjs
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more marked than mere pain in the part bitten, and which

•'Te'l^s^mbircrJetween hydrophobia and tetanus is so marked

NAVAL AND MIL1TARY_MEDICAL SERVICES.

TilE "XON-EFl'ECTIVE" LIST.

A "NON EFFECTIVE'- Correspondent affirms tliat in the June Army

brigade deyOts and elsewhere, and
'^'IJ^U'^'tJ'^Xlnd fide

r.M^A to service " in any national emergency ,
>et tuese «"' /

r: rvi^traVe'Tgnored Ind counted among those en m^y no

eflecti^." by t^o E.^.mates Comm t,^^^^ a ul o^ther^ <^nt^c

^^ ^^^^_

medical vote. He asks, ""y^"" "'",
„ ;.,,erve should amis-

effective ?" " Why, m the f^ee of
^^^'^J^^^''^, ^^g^'^o^.effeetive

Selr"^ ^rjH;:;l"t° suggests'; "it^. to harrL the feelings

°\vf Ivfir'^irLo into probable motives, but we have already

po!l?e^out that^he'^t^e of ^f^g^Tl^^;^^^^
Siention of Uieonb- real reserve of^m

^tnZ lore'^sigl^^of^L^^enUiem^^ yote comes up.

VOLUxNTEBK MEDICAL RfSERV'B. „ ;
,. g^.^eon-

Major's" question, m the Joi'KNAl.muim
refers to a bearer coin-

366 Part iii. of the
-"""'ff; "' Sj^'^e^^vhoTe lifferentl^ organised,

pany, and not to regimental »'.'«t^''"
V^t.ekbattalion, ^vith folded stretchers

l^tb.jrrJhi^h^^'ae^^h^'.hl^ISo^'^-y neighbourhood, and i.

iVrn ^rong I shall ''''

'^h^erL^e cocW S'is abolished or not?

- -fj?Xe™en:i;r:tior f:f:he guidance
^^y;>^-^^;-f^zf:^:

-^i::;^ro;ti=rr^-^S^£^^
belts, and ponebes at present in possession until

'^'l'^^l'l^'°J\,J,^,,,y

ment in favour of the existing rules *'

'^/»"'™!;''i ,,,^1^ Suppose officers

been signed hy more than one hundred doctors 'n
^V^eghty memorial to

of the A.M.D.. taking this as a precedent signed
J ;^;g y,;,,^^, ^ „

rarlian.eut,' setting forth th^r grievance' «ouut^^^^ ^_^F
^,^^ aggrieved

powers that be. as the fo"""
'",X, .hjtsnrh action savoured of insubordina-

ofticerswonld very speedily be told that sncll acuoii
^^^.^^ ^^

ii;^-Ci-f:;n^Su^p^ii^5?j^"J™^
be allowable iu the one case and notm the other .

STATION HOSPITALS IN INDIA.

Bueh endeavours t;nd due reoognitiou in
^^'^'V ""'''"";„„ ,',rces ' Have

-s:^^:=:;™iuoX:i:^^n^St--=-'-
of this kind ? Adjutant-General In India,

rto. m.w Ueadipiarters.
Hospitals. Simla, May 14th, ISSS.

«hich include British Troops ui Garrison.

Circular Memorandum, ,„.„;,„,, „.„s .rUd to
TlieCommatxierdn-Chief. at his inspection of sta.on h^^^^^^^^^^

observe that very much has been •'"":;, "'"XcUinoraSd cannot be, pro-

making the hospitals cheerlul ma n*""'''^ «'".'; '''"j„eQiiaUtv in the com-
"led tor by .regulations. There

jj^
""--«

-f"" f, .'^''XcnSl iliat without

S.^r'di:l c'nPtiou'bZcenJat'illn
^.rd-^ilT^nLntal commanding oncers ou

^sf^'i^;^i^i:;r.^nii;;;^B the ^-p-^-^s'^iA^dVs:^?^
and hopes that the very great success » '^

'';"^,^,','=i'„^," „„ to the want, of

stations may soon ';=«''"^ ""V" ,? •i,i^J^''^„rKng hmen and English women

^-;r?^!'^vrS!'£.!^:yMaiJ?-t^n^;^:^:^a^ eneral ii. India.

VROTEST BY RETIREMENT.
,

'

. „r .(,«

,!.„:.,. writes: ^"^^'J^^^^^^^^^^'^^^-^^^
Jot- KXAL to the injustico of the

^f'f9\*^'''"l^^^^^ u, ^ generally kuowu

snbnut, and accordingly he ret r^^d^ That the ht^io
^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^

should lend hin.sel to such a «>ui^eo! action aorn
.^_.^.^, i^ ^

believe that he originated 't » " t^^

ti,e serv S^woold be the removal of a
parallel case in the combatant "?''=''

°\,'"^'"„^*'liim to a colonel's com-
Piajor-general froni his comimuid al^^^^h^ ^^^^^ ^^ ,,i,,j ,

jmand on the grounds tiat a 1'="'""*'
__.,,.,iea fo the two branches of the

duty: How .afferent »
''^^f.^J^rouentirs^u the incompetent general re-

eervice 1 While we have "o' '"/«^"^'„'J;J; '<^, 'etent surgion-geueral can be

^.:^'etlfc\ff.:i^''and1S^riSt\":a S^%nter. If tW, ,>e tUe.r cud

they are going the surest way to attain It.

THE NAVY.
. , . ,. i>i,iif

THK following appointments have ^^-j:^^^^^^^^;^;^^

to the NortSampton. __^__^

..D.yt. c... ^^^^^^f^^S^^m^T%^
THE MEDICAL STAFF.

-^i^,^j^ ^ii^ ct-!se^^r-»^^«^
^*''.'^' w r MxrPHERSO-. M D.. and B. J. S. SuMPSOX. M.B.. both serving
Surgeon W. u. ilACPHEHso.i. ai-"- ••"

u^r.:.,,, bv the higher standimL
in Bengal, have

P-=-V'''cKrri;"L" M U. anl Sufgeons k,: H. PlxcnKS and

(J''s"C^'M"D;L^arVser'l^ng'-in Bengal, liave passed the examination lU

"^liSSrG^'witsSrMlr's^l^ing m the Bombay command, has leave of

absence tor six months on medical cert. hcale.
.^^ j,^^ 3^,^ j

co{i\,;:/n.rt"ofetrw^.'h^:inf'fA.':ernU,\^ten
buried in'^an avalanche ,n

{^-;'j^-^e^?^e;^S'S5«Si^--g;^^
iS^I^iig^r^^l'iprU^^i"^- H^ ^ - P--t stationed at Col-

chester, llehas nop^"'^™^;'' jj d.. ;, granted retired pay. His commis-

^i^fuI^^t^a;\li"U^ ui-^^tu;;^^e
SSSe e^pci\.ion, and received the

medal therefor.
,, IRTIV M D. is promoted to be Briga.le-Surgeon. i"«

Surgcou-Major W. T. M.lR'nx. ^^""
^J- commissions imnkiug as Lleu-

H. Knaggs, granted retired pay. llis p.T!>io"» ^^
, _., , „,_ ,s,a Surirc'On.H. Knaggs, gr.inted re .red !»>',

J?''^
.' S,V' "„„. April Uth. 1S63 ;

Surgeon,
teuant-Colonell »«/l»t'^'> = ,,V,tr . Mil 'St li. ls;«. Hart's Army L,st m-
March 1st, l-^;:l; and su''t;«"-^-'J"f' XvssrnUu cimpaign. having been ajv

forms us that he served tl'™»t«\'/,'f
'^iJ^/^ "^i Scple^nber 1«7. a.^ which

pointed to the exploring parly .ent t,

.f,^^*''"^^^^^:,; Jang a pnvcticable route

lie acconipaniedthrougT, various ^icduionUo.di^^^^^^^^^
Secretary to the Prin-

&°L1,c^l?u'rir'r .het-^iarst^Sr'^? Sir'charles .Vrbuthnot

^medal wilhclaspi. «„„„„,.w has been grante<I retired p.ay. He
Surgeon-Major Augustus JI"'<^"'-Y«i, i4i b<Ame Surgeon June ISih,

entered .« Assistant-Surgeon January l.Jth, l^^',^'^"^,;,,,.;^
^^dical officer

1^M. and Surgeon-Major ^''[ch l»t Is i. He .P j^^^l^J . ,^.,, present at

throughout the opcations ill
^''"'''/"'{"".rDecember loth, storming and

the capture and destruction »' »^^'-''°y«';,':'„"", Madoukia on December Wth.
destruction of the stockades

»'V**^fJV,''^Jonkia on the night of December
capture and destruction »' ''''

»'«^^'J;;.,'J,;^* r 2^h. l.'^iU. and* of the towu.,of

Tit. undermentioned^r^^J^l^S^^^^^
.-olonels) :--Surgeoii-Major Mii.(.oLM« - .

„„„crarv Surgeon-Major A.-li

^^^Z&.!^^^^' Ba^Xn the Seaforth Highlander. ,Uo«.sh.r
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Buffs, the Duke of Albflny's! (late the 1st Ross-shire) ; Surgeon and Honorary
Suiyeon-Major J. Clark. MJ)., F.K.C.S.Kdin.. 2nd Volunteer Battalion the
South Staffordshire Itrjriment (late tlie 3rd StaffoM*.
The undermentioned rffioere to be snrueons-maior (ranking as majors) :

—

Snrc'on- Major T. F. GREKNAVoon. 4th Battalion the Sherwood Foresters (Derby-

shire Itetrinient) (late the 2xm\ Nott.s) ; Surgeon R. R. Brown. 3rd Volunteer
(KwitO Brigade. Cinque Ports .Di\ision lioyal Artillery (late the 1st Royal
Artillery).

The undermentioned officers to bo surgeons (ranking as captains):—Surgeon
and Hon. Snrgeon-Majnr J. A. AVatson, the London Division Volunteer
Mcdieal Staff Corps; Acting-Surgeon G. R. Gilruth, 1st Edinburgh City
Artillery Volunteers; Acting-Surgeon J. S. Wilson, M.D., 2nd Volunteer Bat-
talion the South Staffordshire Regiment (late the 3rd Stafford) ; Acting-Surgeon
G. H. Ti'RNni'LL. M.D.. tst Roxburgh and Selkirk (the Border) Rifle Volunteers.
Surgeon Henbt Tompkins, M.D., 7th Lancashire Artillery Volunteers, to be

Surgeon (ranking as Captain).

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
Surgeon A. W. Daw50x, M.B., Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the
officiating medical charge of the 5th Bengal Cavalry, vice Surgeon-Major H.
Hamilton, M.D., transferred temporarily to civil employ.
Surgeon J. G. Jorpax, Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the officiating

medical oliarge of the Itith Bengal Cavalry, vice Surgeon H. C. Hudson, trans-

ferred temporarily to ci^il employ.
Surgeon-Maior H. D. Cook, M.D., Madras Establishment, Civil Surgeon and

Superintendent of the gaol at Calicut, is appointed Surgeon of the First Dis-

trict and Medical Inspector of Emigrants, vice Surgeon-Major D. R. Thompson,
M.D., CLE.
Surgeon H K. Fuxler, Madras Establishment, acting Professor of Hygiene,

Madras Medical College, is directed to officiate as Superintendent of the Madras
Lunatic Asj'lum. without prejudice to his own duties, during the absence of

Surgeon H. Armstrong on leave.
Surgeon-Major A. L. Hackett. Madras Establishment, has leave of absence

for 18^ days on medical certificate.

Brigade-Surgeon W. S. Fox, Madras Establishment, Examiner of Medical
and Fund Accounts, Madras, is permitted to proceed out of India, on medical
certiticate. in anticipation of the furlough which will be granted to him by the
Government of India.
Surgeon T. D. C. Barry, Bombay Establishment, is appointed to officiate in

medical charge of the 4th Native Infantry during the absence of Surgeon C.
Monks.
Surgeons W. H. W. Elliot and J. Murray, of the Bengal Establishment,

have passed the examination in Hindustani by the lower standard.
Surgeon-Major C. J. M'Kenxa, Bengal Establishment, Medical Officer 39th

Native Infantry, has leave to Murree and Kashmir, on private affairs, for sLx
months.
Surgeon S. Little, M.D., Bengal Establishment, whose services have been

placed temporarily at the disposal of the Punjab Government, is appointed to
officiate as a Civil Surgeon of Umballa, relieving Surgeon-Major G. Thomson,
M.B.
Surgeon-Major G. Thomson. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to ofBci-

ate as Medical Officer to H.H. the Maharajah of Patiala, vice Surgeon-Major J.
Bennett. M.D., proceeded on furlough.
Brigade-Surgeon J. Duncan. M.D., Bengal Establishment, is appointed to

the Civil Medical Charge of Sheikh Budeen.
Surgeon J. A. Cunningham. M.D.. Bengal Establishment, is appointed tothe

Ci\il Medical Charge of Mooltan, vice Surgeon-Major W. A. C. Roe, appointed
to officiate as Sanitary' Commissioner, Punjab.
Surgeon-Major Peter Cullen, M.D.. of the Bengal Establishment, who

entered the service as Assistant-Surgeon July 27th, 1859, has been promoted to
be Brigade-Surgeon from April ISth.
Surgeon-Major \Villiam Moir, M.B., of the Bengal Establishment, has been

promoted to be Brigade-Surgeon from April 26th. His commission as Assistant-
Surgeon dates from January 20th, 18*50.

The retirement of the undermentioned officers, which has been already
announced in the Journal, has received the approval of Her Majesty:

—

Deputy Surgeon-General T. G. Hewlett, CLE., Bombay Establishment;
Brigade-Surgeon A. Garden. M.D. . Bengal Establishment; Brigade-Surgeon J.
E. T. Aitchison. M.D., CLE.. Bengal Establishment.
The services of Surgeon F. C Reeve, Madras Establishment, are placed

temporarilj' at the disposal of the Department of Finance and Commerce.
Surgeon A. W. Dawson. Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the officiating

medical charge of the 5th Native Cavalry, vice Surgeon-Major H, Hamilton,
transferred temporarily to civil employ.
Surgeon-Major D. D~ Cunningham. "M.D. . Bengal Establishment, is appointed

to be Secretary to the Committee for the management of the Zoological
Gardens at Alipore, vice Mr. A. Simson. resigned.
Surgeon C. C. Vaid. Bengal Establishment, a Supernumerary CiWl Surgeon

in the North-West Provinces, is appointed to officiate as Civil Surgeon of Jhansi
during the absence on privilege leave of Surgeon C. P. Lukis.
The services of Surgeon-Major H. Allison. M.D.. Madras Establishment, are

replaced at the disposal of the Military Department.
Surgeon T. W. Stewart is admitted to the Medras Establishment from May

let, the date of his arrival in India.
Surgeon D. S. E. Bain. Madras Establishment, Bangalore Rifle Volunteers, is

permitted to resign his appointment as Honorary Surgeon at his own request.
The services of Surgeon W. A. Corkery, Bombay Establishment, are placed

at the disposal of the Government for employmentin the Civil Department.
The services of Surgeon A. R. W. Sedgefielp, M.D., Surgeon-Major J. O'M.

McDonnell, M.D.. and Surgeon C J. Bamber, all of the Bengal Establish-
ment, are placed pennaneutly at the disposal of the Government of tlie

Punjab.
The sendees 'of Surgeon-Major J. Moran. M.D.. Snrgeon-Major H. Hamil-

ton. M.D. , and Surgeon H.C Hudson, all of the Bengal Establishment, are
temporarily placed at the disposal of the Government of the N.-W. Provinces and
Oadh.

Tiie services of Surgeon P. de Conceh^ao. Bengal Establishment, are placed
temporarily at the disposal of the Chief Commissioner of Assam.

appointed Captain in the 5th Battalion of the Rifle Brigade (formerly the 2nd
Tower Hamlets Militia.

Aefing-Surgeon J. H. ReSs, M.D., of the Severn Division Submarine Miners
Roval Engineers, has resigned his appointment, which was dated September
19t"h. 188n.

Surgeon A. Baker, of the 1st Volunteer Battalion Yorkshire Regiment (late
the 1st North Riding of Yorkshire), is granted the honorary rank di Surgeon-
Major. *

The undermentioned gentlemen are appointed Acting-Surgeons to the corps
specified :—^W. F. Lovell, 4th Volunteer Brigade Cinque Ports Division Royal
Artillery (late the 1st Cinque Ports Artillery) ; Robert Jones, Mersey Division
Submarine Miners Royal Engineers ; Acting-Surgeon J. K. Thomas, Sl.B., from,
the 1st Volunteer Battalion Welsh Regiment to the -Ith Volunteer Battalion
Devonshire Regiment (formerly the 4th Devonshire).
Acting'SurgeonW. L. Morgan, of the 1st (Oxford University) Volunteer

Battalion Oxford Light Infantry (late the 2ud Bucks), is promoted to be Sur-
geon in the same corps.
Surgeon F. E. Manby, 3rd Volunteer Battalion South Staffordshire Regiment

(late tlie 4th Stafford), is granted the lionorary rank of SurgeOn-Major.
Surgeon R. E. Williamson, M.B.. 3rd Volunteer Battalion West Riding

Regiment (late the 9th West Ki<1iiig of Yorkshire), has resigned his commission.
which was dated October 3rd, 1s,s,t.

Surgeon G. Bolton, 1st Durham Artillery, is granted the honorary rank of
Surgeon-Major.
Surgeon and Honorary Surgeon-Major R. Davv. of the 3rd Middlesex, has

resigned his commission, which dates from,May 16th, 1871 ; he is pesrnitted to
retain his rank and uniform.
The undermentioned gentlemen have been appointed Acting-Surgeons to the

regiments specified :—Robert Pollock. M.B,, 3rd Volunteer Battalion High-
land Light Infantry (late the 8th Lanarkshire). J. W. Ellis. 6lh V(»lunteer
Battalion King's Liverpool Regiment (late the 19th Lancashire); and G. M.
Lowe, M.D., Ist Volunteer Battalion Lincoln Regiment (late the 1st Lincoln").

Mr. C A. O. Owens. M.D.. is apponited Surgeon to the 1st Volunteer Bat-
talion Norfolk Regiment date the 1st Norfolk).
Acting-Surgeon Thomas Richards. M.B.. who joined the 1st Volunteer Bat-

talion Warwickshire Regiment {late the 1st Warwick) June 3nth, VSM, is now
made Second Lieutenant in the same corps.

THE MILITIA AND VOLUNTEERS.
SOBaBOH-HiLuoB O. T. Dues, formerly of tha Bangal EBtabliahmont, has been

VOLUNTEER MEDICAL OFFICERS.
Acting-SurgeON writes: 1. Is a volunteer acting-surgeon entitled to use a
cockade •* If so. and he resigns before serving fifteen years, can he still con-
tinue to use it. or must it be given up when he resigns-' 2. What are the
best books to read in preparing for the proficiency examination, and over what
ground does the examination extend P 3. What are the best books to use
when instructing a volunteer class in ambulance work and duties.

%* 1. Officers holding Her Majesty's commission are entitled to use a cockade.

An acting-surgeon has no commission, arid cannot claim the use of the

cockade. 2 and 3 were answered fully in the Journal, on June itli, ISST*

p. 1244. and have been several times referred to.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL. .

FEES FOR VISITS BY UXQUALIFIED ASSISTANTS.
In an action, which raised the question whether a medical practi-

tioner was entitled to charge the same fees for the visits of his

assistant (an unqualified practitioner) as for those of himself, was
recently heard at the Liverpool County Court before Judge
Thompson. The action was brought by Dr. Arthur Wiglesworth,
of Liverpool, against Mr. Hooker, master joiner of that city, to

recover £11 19s. 6d. for professional attendance npoii the defen-
dant's wife. The plaintiff said when the wife of the defendant
visited him at his house he charged 2s. 6d. for the consultation,

and nothing for medicine supplied. When he had visited the
patient at her own house he had charged 2s. 6d. for the visit, and
made an e.xtra charge for medicine. This was according to the
custom of the profession. In cross-examination it was elicited

that the largest sum charged for an ordinary visit was 4s. (id,, and
for consultation with a physician 10s. Gd. Mr. Coates, a former
assistant of the plaintiff, not a qualified practitioner, said he had
attended the defendant on several occasions on behalf of Br.

Wiglesworth. The Judge, in summing up the case, said it would
be for the jury to decide as to the reasonableness of the charges,

but he himself thought that the plaintiff was not entitled to

charge the same fee for the visits of his assistant, an unqualified

practitioner, as for his own visits. The jury found for the plain-

tiff for the full amount of his claim less 14s. upon the items
charged in respect of the assistant's visits. Judgment accordingly

UNQUALIFIED PRACTICE : A CASK FOR THE APOTHECARIES'
SOCIETY.

O.v June 20th an inquest was heKl at Birminwhara by Deputy Coroner Weekes
on the body of a child, aged 3 years, named Margaret Harl. The statement
made by the mother was that on June 13th she took her child to a house (412.

Monument Road) where there was a card in the window bearing the name of
" Dr. McLellan," the word " Dispensary," and the hours of attendance, with
the charges. Witness saw a Mr. Millership, whom she thought was Dr.

McLellan. He examined the child and gave her some medicine, and witness

paid him fid. The child was worse next day. and Millership s.aw her at the
mother's house and administered more medicine. On Friday he again saw
her, and said the illness was not diphtheria as he had thought, bat croup.
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. Mor* medicine wa. a^ain «lven to «je ch«d an. the mother^pai^^^^^^^^

On Saturday he culk-d '",,'^°"P"";;^''
ng Mr. MilTership pi^ml.od a oerti-

.SiVjhiM. who m.a on
'H';t""Xr^MHnr»?ver»l times, wa, unable to ohtam.

flificale. which the mot i^eraferi ailing »ev»
^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

'Mr. lovcy, .urtjeou said '>^l ^ "ers "p ^'^-^ ^'™ ^? ^^^^h. According y
^'"as it was one Dr. McLellan was ''tton'""!?'"-!^, ''','„ Minership said the chiid
-< "e wont with hin, on the

^.f
^'"'y' «;".''

""J,' n'c^?? Finding'^ Lr. McLellan
lu4is dead, and a.^ked the ^''"'^'', ''',.'^:^-

"to"' '{" t th^ request. The child h»d

['"^h?-Deputy coroner said the e^cw^s an e^traordi^^^^^

., evidenee it ='Pr«;7^'''»V n t =., L^dMor trndiiTg up^ the tact that he wa.
He evidently ^leld himself °"'^^*/"f°J'rTe screened him. It was certam

-
a-sslstanttobr. McLellan. who had of course screen n

holding himself

that Millership had acted
"'"'f,^,^^"/^;'^^" That, however, was not for the

out and practising as a QU'^l'^/f '"^'\^?, , "f^" ,art "S l.een improperly treated,

jury to consider. It appeared ,\hat the ih d had m i i^ f^^^
avoided.

Had a qualified man attended
''i^j'"''^; ^'^^'^'^.J^ ,1" should not recommend

and in this way the jury misait conside ^^ ha,'^ ^
'«>

^ ,^ ^eing imposed
the proper authorities to take steps lo t"^

^^ practitioners. The jury

upon by persons h"W\??,"\rfr ,r^ naturarc^uses "^Imt could not arrive at

returned a verdict of " l^/''' ''

f,

"""^ f I eL?y Co oner said he hoped the

*p?Jss"ar;Suke'n^^t"STf"r ca^e. ,?tU it m^ht come before the attention

of the proper authorities. .

., ^ ,«„„„., .?A"R"^nd"™T.V' correspondence and respec-

-The essential part of Messrs. A ". ana "
^ point whatever, but are far

tivest^tement of case (Which differ^n^omaje^^^^^
^^ ^^^ Joub>al)

too lengthy f"-- '"^'^rtiouiii the medico eimca
^^^^^^x. he pursued

is the simple question *het>'7 '^./•-
}U'''o",d hardly fail to influence

in respect to the cluh referred to. and whiccoum liar .y

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^

adversely, in a pecuniary »'^"»^„" ^-..^'ethiral sense. After a careful

medical officer, acted wrongly
'°-i'„"'™^°^,""' think be any reasonable

consideration of the whole case there
7'°<>'i-7^/^^t^'''''L disobeyed the

doubt upon the subject ;
and further. ^>'^t

^ °^,',°,JSrt S^i.h to be done by
express injunction to do unto

°'f
"» »' "^'Vr'„ the interest of himself and

We would, at the '''"^ «""<=• '^"'"7^"..,'^^ J a^«^ " ^- '*-"

t^^ISu'med"..'?nfe?loracuJl?'i^ShmitlrnVt'^h^ircorrespo^ndence to third

parties, would, in our opinion, be inj udicious.

•'COVERING" UNQUALIFIED PRACTITIONEBS.

T RCP on referring to the JOURNAL for March 31st last, at p. ,14, will see

what is' the power possessed by the Medical Council in a case where unquali-

fied persons practise under cover of qualified medical men.

A QUESTION OP RETAINING FEE.

CVMKO writes: Mrs^x'^callcdupon me on June 1st to engage me fo^^ her co^n^

them apparently well ^"'^"''^^^third visit 0"„J"-^«.
",^;,t'7,^""i. Ls beel

LliretoJ'JtiMSf r'yJ^tt^nlrht a'n.f that ihe baby was born on

.In reply to our correspondent's first question, we may note that

although we Entertain no moral doubt of Mr. X.'. liability (which, de/icto,

wLacknowledgcd by the remittance of £2 3s. as a • retaining fee

r,t^ which our correspondent would have acted |wiselym retaming).to pay

the obs etrio fee in full, it is. we think, very questionable whether, under the

. tcum tences.andasayoung pracUtioner moreover, " Cymro ' would sue-

•

Meed"n enfordng payment of the fee demanded. With regard to the second

S^ery, we are clearh- of opinion that Dr. Y. having declined to attend Mrs

K" until she had communicated with and se.it a fee to Cyinro .
was

not eu"cally essential that he (Dr. Y.),8^ould address himself to the Jstter,

rthesubieet in question, though ttoil^t^lms of «r>endly intti«.<^..lt ^o.tfld;

haVebeen well to'have done so.
i'-

;
•

demanded very plain spe^kinf!
; "^1,^°^"h"n^ J^ i°g^t be anticipated.

refusal to submit t" any treatment at our hands, as m g ^^ ^^^^ ^^

Mr. B. has j.iat recently hml aoother break dow-B. ana
.^

seded practitioner, but "^^
'"^"^'f

'
*"

°^",2dily be accounted for, if. from

^!^;rnturo,'':hf"ca^nrn^rirof Ter/ Plain speaking " devolved

upon our correspondent, and not on Dr. C.

"n Iv, A QUESTION OF ETIQL-RTTB. _ \
M D writes • burltw a severe illness which kept me out ;of: »?,»"«"«?. ^r

£~;!i^^SbS^r?^^^^^^iSnPHS
medical friend -tf- than by rny (.c„«

'^'ted^i my a?nua'l••ho^Waf

tr^'fon^TXl',^ B"s chH^^n^ShSTas'convriescent aft| a^^^^^

§h"bn^'"o&^l:rhech^[d^,^,•arr'i:^ro^Tl'^l:*^
i^ncamTataenM Dr. C. again attended forme, and on my return wa «iw

Mrr?"!^^5?t>»»=»Vl«.-MV^ !"• ..tur.o.ti.«-.

MEDICO-PARLIAMENTARY.

The motion that the bIiI do pass was then agreed to.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.-Thursday, June 28M.

"'Civ TsCh:mrS onk. cou"ii 1,.™ .8T..a ...A

isisfiisisi
'"n^Sn'l ^h^ert'^o'^grr^otte^'tLrrsLftake^ thi earliest

the constitution of the College. '

-'>

Thursday. June. Slst
. , » «',

iifilgiiils—
amenable to the law.

^; i
, .

•
''."•-' Monday, June ^oth. ' j\ li' ...

„« ,l!^^JJ-i>
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ascertained from the magistrate that he refused to grant the sum-
mons because insufficient evidence 'was tendered. Any person
could iustitute proceedings. It was ivithin the magistrate's dis-

cretion to decide whether or not a summons should be issued on
the evidence brought before him.

Tuesday, June CCth.

Army Medical Officers.—ilr. E. SiANltopE, in answer to Dr.

Tannku, said forty-si.\ retired medical officers were at present

emi)loyed. The question of e.\.tending the system of re-employ-
ment was at present under consideration. Such officers were
re-appointcd for five years, and if they continued to be required
and were still efficient the term might he extended till they reached
the age of sixty-five years.

Culney Hatch Asylum.—Jlr. W. Redmond asked the Secretary of

State for the Home Department whether his attention had been
called to the following facts in regard to the treatment of a man
in Colney Hatch Asylum :

" John Stickley, an old man of (38, was
removed to the asylum last Saturday from Hammersmith Police
Court. He was then in a feeble condition, and perfectly quiet.

On Jlondiiy his friends were informed that he was seriously ill,

and on Tuesday he was dead. At the time of his death he had a
broken jaw, and had lost a tooth, and the jury find that his death
was accelerated by these injuries ;" whether there was any evidence
to prove that the injuries were caused after the man entered
the asylum; and whether the Government would order an inquiry
to be held into the whole matter.—Jlr. Matthews said the facts

weiv stated with substantial accuracy in the question. The jury
found that Stickley's injuries were received after he entered the
asylum. The Lunacy Commissioners informed him that the Com-
mittee of Visitors of the Colnej' Hatch Asylum had intimated to
them their intention to hold a searching inquiry into all the cir-

cumstances attending the death of this patient. The inquiry would
begin on Friday, and the Commissioners had been requested to be
at once informed of the result. . -i .i

:

- '

OBITUARY.
THOMAS EDWAED MASON, M.D., M.E.C.S., L.S.A.

We regret to record the sudden death of this energetic and highly
" popular practitioner at Deal, Kent, on the 7th instant, from heart
disease. Dr. T. E. Mason was the eldest son of Mr. George Mason,
Burgeon, also of Deal, and was born in November, '1841. He ob-
tained his medical education at Guy's Hospital, and graduated at
St. Andrews University in lS6i In the following year he became
M.R.C.S. and L.S.A., and went at once into practice at Deal, where
he succeeded his father. His energj', enthusiasm, natural kind-
ness of heart, and anxiety to promote every public undertaking
of the better sort soon endeared him to all with whom he came
into contact, and gave him troops of friends and an extensive
practice.

He held a large number of public appointments ; was formerly
for many years captain of the local company of Artillery Volun-
teers, and lately surgeon to the same corps. In 1872 he gained
the ladies' challenge cup at the Kent County shooting competition.
In 1873 he was elected medical officer for the borough and port of
Deal : the latter being an extensive district, comprising some
fifteen or sixteen miles of seaboard. In 1875 he became Admir-
alty Surgeon and Agent for the district. He was to a great ex-
tent instrumental also in the establishment of the Deal Fire
Brigade, of which he was captain ; and he was surgeon to many
provident societies.

, ^

Dr. Mason was apparently in the prime of Hfe and unimpaired
health, and just about to undertake a holidaj' of some three weeks'
duration in Germany and Paris—in fact, a longer absence from
work then he had ever before during his professional career en-
joyed—when, on the morning of VTednesday, the 6th instant, he
returned to his house, and sank upon his couch in a state of ex-
haustion. He then had great pain at his chest; and notwith-
standing all the efforts made to relieve him, died on the afternoon
nf the following day, leaving a widow and family of several
children, to whom his death has occasioned an irreparable loss.

Dr. Mason's sudden decease naturally occasioned wide,spread
'' g;Tiefinthe neighbourhood of Deal, which was attested by the
'' hnmber and character of those who on the following Monday at-

' tended the funeral, which was a public pageant. The coffin, upon
which lay the Union Jack and th« helmst of tha dsceaied, wag

conveyed to its last resting place upon the borough fire-engine,
between rows of saddened townsfolk who lined the streets, in
which all business was for the time suspended. The drum and
fife band of the Royal Marines headed the long funeral proces-
sion, being followed by Volunteers, Coastguards, Foresters, Odd
Fellows, and Freemasons, the fire engine and fire brigade ; and
then,^ in carriages, the mourners, the Mayor and Corporation, and
political and private friends, amongst whom the medical men of
the locality mustered in strong force. But it is not in the sea-
side Kentish town alone that Dr. Mason's loss is experienced ; dis-
tant comrades will also feel for many a day that his death has
indeed robbed them of a valued, staunch, and upright companion
and friend.

JOHN BRIc'iwELL, Sen., M.E.C.S., L.S.A., op
SAWBRIDGEWonXH.

We have to announce the death of Mr. John Erickwell, sen., of
Sawbridgeworth, Herts, for many years a member of the British
Medical Association, member of the Obstetrical Society, and of
some other scientihc and charitable associations, M.E.C.S.E., and
L.S.A. The deceased was born on December 12th, 1807; com-
menced practice at Sawbridgeworth, in succession to his father,
in the year 1829; and died there on Sunday, June 10th, at the ripe
old age of eighty years and six months, respected and mourned by a
large circle of friends, and in the full possession of his intellectual
faculties almost to the very last. He had been a student at St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital medical school at the time when Dr. Abernethy
was surgeon there, whose portrait occupied the place of honour iu
the deceased's study. His cheerful and energetic manner, fertility
of resource, and ready assumption of responsibility at a crisis, hail
enabled him to bring comfort and relief to many a sick bed, and
had endeared him to a large number of friends and patients, by
whom he was much beloved, as is testified to by the fact that, in
the year 1864, he was presented w-ith a testimonial, to which no
fewer than 250 signatures were attached, among which may be
recognised the names of many of his humbler patients, who vied
with their richer neighbours in honouring their friend. In fact,

he was one of those numerous medical men who unobtrusively, by
their kindness and genuine charity as well as by their skill, do
so much to ennoble the grand profession to which tiiey belong. In
private life, Mr. Brickwell was a cheerful and genial companion,
much given to the study of natural history with its branches.
Mr. Brickwell had given up the more active duties of his profes-
sion some years ago, when he took his son, Mr. E. A. Brickwell, as
working partner.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOE-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OP BUCKINGHAM.
The Local Government Board have just issued the report of their
Inspector, Dr. H. F. Parsons, on the recent outbreak of enteric fever
in the borough of Buckingham. It would appear from the annual
reports of the medical officer of health, and from the statements
of local medical practitioners, that cases of enteric fever occur in
the borough every year. During the ten years 1877 to 1886 the
average annual death-rate from fever (almost entirely enteric)
was 0.36 per 1,000 (the average rate for England and Wales during
the same period being 0.30), and in those years there were local
groups of cases in places where defective sanitary conditions were
reported to exist. In the autumn of 1887 four cases in wddely-
separated parts of the borough came to the knowledge of the
medical officer of health, and during the first three months of the
present year about 114 cases (5 fatal) occurred in 49 households.
The result of Dr. Parsons's investigation is that he classes this

outbreak with those which have been recorded (for example, at
Caterham and Bangor) as resulting from the entrance of a rela-

tively minute quantity of specific fever poison into a water of
pure origin. It appears that the water-supply of the affected locality
IS almost wholly obtained from a copious stream, called the Bath
Lane Spout, running some ten gallons per minute, which, coming
from a spring in the hillside above, is brought down,<irst in a rubble-
etone conduit, and then in one of socket-pipes, to an iron spout
from which it issues. Some fifty feet above the spout the line of

tha conduit is crossed by a drain which has received the sewage
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of eight hoo.es. .n^ujUn. ,..t ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

stream of water from
'^./^^""gi^f.^ooclpes the course of an old

away the excreta. The ilraiii, wtiicn occuin«
j_,^

^tch.has been laid in tl>e greater part of ,t3 course o
^y^^^.^
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bottom of bare earth, and
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sometimes been intentionally .^'OPI^^"' „
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the drain must.m sucl
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of fact, Dr. Parsons observed
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pipes were lying beneath ^he to^'".
^^^''gSves were also found

may probably have been goi°S^°°J°L^t_'=wome infected with
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importance
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^^^^
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Dr. Parsons quotes a report which
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^

^^
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INSPECTION OF MEAT.
, . a

additional aiTangements could be madtwuu a vie

its importance both from tue PecuJU't^.> " p
inspectors of car-

wi?l soon L appoiiitod to fill this most responsible post.

THE SCOTCH POLICE BILL

Tms Bill is now being considered by a Select Committee o^ the

flZe of Commons, the
^^i^^i^rk saiHe w"af anxTouTtta?

health clauses were reached. Dr. ""^^»";'?, ""Ijy^t it „i„bt pass

I'he'^miligatioii and. prevention of _disease At '> ' Pf'^^
"J/^^^

iSMiiSSciSS
Committee, he proposed that all the

9l'^'J^^i;^^f;°iS^ ^oMider
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HK..XH -,E™H TOWNS Du^^^^^^
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(principally enteric), 29 from diphtheria, -i*

f™'^.,^'^''^^^^*-^^
^^^e
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«^",^Xtw^ preceding weeks, de-
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"'f,^^.''. ^^tice. hut exceeded
clined again to 18 4 during tbe^eek under r^^^^'^ ^ t^e
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towns during last week included 46 -which were referred to the
principal zymotic diseases, equal to an annual rate of 1.8 per
1,000, which exceeded hy 0.4 the mean zymotic death-rate during
the same period in the large Bnglish towns. The highest zjrmotic
death-rates were recorded in Aberdeen and Glasgow. The 230
deaths registered in Glasgow during last week included 11 from
measles, 8 from whooping-cougli, 9 from diarrhcea, 4 from scarlet
fever, and 1 from diphtheria. The mortality from diseases of the
respirator^' organs in these towns was equal to 3.0 per 1,000,
against '2.'1 in Loudon.

MEDICAL NEWS.
MEDICAL VACANCIES.

The following Vacancies ape announced

:

BOEOUGH OF BRADFOED.-Meaical Officer of Health. SaUry £:,00 per
annum. Applications by June 30th to the Chairman of the Sanitarr Com-
mittee. -^

BBISTOL GENERAL HOSPITAL. AssiBtant Surgeon. Applications by
July 30th to the Secretary.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, Victoria
Park. E.—Assistant-Physician. Applications by July 12t,h to the Secretary

CITT OF LOiNDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST, Victoria

r , ',
E.—Pathologist. Salary, 100 guineas per annum. Applications by

July 12th to the Secretary. '

OITY OP LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OP THE CHEST Victoria
Park, E.—Resident Clinical Assistant. Applications by July 12th to the
Secretary. ^ ^ *-

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, Fulham Koad, S.W..-Ee'sident MerH-
cal Oftccr. balary, £60 per annum, fVith board and residence. Applicationsby July 4th to the Secretary.

DEEBYSHIKE GENERAL INFIRMART.-Residenfc Assistant H6iise-Sur»eon
Uor six months). Board, etc., with bonus of £10. Applications by "july
,th to the House-Surgeon. j J

DONCASTER GENERAL INFIRIIAEX AND DISPENSAEY.-House-Sur-
geon. Salary, £100 per annum, irtth board and residence. Applications bvJuly 6th to the Honorary Secretary. •'

EAST SUFFOLK AND IPSWICH HOSPITAL.-House-Surgeon. .Salary £S0
per annum, -mth board, lodging, etc. AppUcations by July loth to' theoccrotHrv»

'^^'5.??*^'^ ^'^'^^''•^'^^'' Northampton.—Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary
±*0 per annum, mth board and residence. Anplications by J uly Sth to the

GLASGOW HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDRBN.-Assistant House-Surgeon
AppUcations to M. P. Eraser, Esq., SI, West Regent Street, Glasgow

HOSPITAL FOE WOMEN, Soho Square, W.C.-House-Physician. Salary*/o per annum, with board, etc. Applications by J'uly 12th to the

KENT COUNTY LUNATIC ASYLUM. Barming He.ith.-Tliird Assistant
Medical Offl.^er. Salary. £120 per annum, with furnished apartments, etc.Applications by July 7th to F. R. Hewlett, Esq., 9, King Street. Maidstone.

KILLYBKGS A^'D IHIBANE.-Admiralty Surgeon and Agent for tliese Coast-par, s stations, .'salary 1,0 uiclude attendance, supply of medicines, andtrave hng, £.,o per annum. Applications to the Admiral Superintendent ofNaval Lescrves, Spring Gardens. London, S.W.

^'°Tnf;^,!;^h^."?PF'^^'
W.-Physician for Skin Diseas<;s. Applications byJuly lt)th to the Secretary Superintendent.

NOBTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIHMARY.-Assistant House-Sur^^eon (for sixmoutUij. Board, apartments, etc. AppUcations to the .Secretary

/A"!,""^
EDDRACHILLIS, Sutherland.-Salary, £1.50 per annum, irith

SccurieMf-Lafl.^N'S! °'
"'' "^"'^ ''"' '° ^'^ ^^ ^'^ '^'°^™' ^'''P<'^°'-

PARISH Op'kIRKMABRECK. Kirkcndbrightshire.-Medical Officer for the

Ins°n;rt„r
„," P F" '?""™';t

AppUcations by July Uth to Mr. J. Carson,inspector ol Poor, Creetown, N.B.
P.UilSU OF KIIiKMAIDEN.-Medical Officer. Salary, £05 per annum Ai^plications by July 12tli to Quintin Cochran. Port Logan Stranraer N B
^^A1^^^ °^ PENNYGOWN AND TOEOSAY.-Medical Officer.

'

Salary
- m<M per annum. Applications by July 3rd to Mr. A. McDougall, Inspecto;of Poor, Auchnacraig, Oban, N.B.

'"^pecuur

PLYMOUTH PUBLIC DISPENSAUY.-Physieian-*Assistant. Salary, £fiOper

^.r;E-^,^''i;t.r.L'^/T^^i.ac^l'i.lynirth""""^^'^
^^^'^""^' ^^ «•

'"''S^'n^o'il^SaJ^'^'^^-'"'^^'''-^^^''"':- >#«^«°- by

WEST SUSSEX EAST HANTS, AND CHICHESTER INFIRMAHY.-Hou.f-
EJ^P^u

*''l^''y'.«"'0- -"-itli board and lodging. Applications bv June 30th
,^*° ""* Honorary Secretary, E. Arnold, Esq., White Hall, ChicheiterWESTERN GENER.\L INFIRMARY. Marylebone Road.-Honoiary Surgeon.Applications by July 2ud to the Secretary.

pfu-geon.

WOKCESTER GENERAL INFIRMARY.-House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 peraunum board and residence. AppUcations by July 9tU to the Secretary,Worcester Chamber, Picrpoint Street, Worcester. . . , ,

'"""'^'''•

MEDICAL APPOINTMENT,S.
*^hS5:?'*^;'*';?-^'^-'"-®'^-*PP'''n'«* Eesideut Medical Officer to theHbrtd London Coaeamption Hospital. j.rir. na"l'T!-'

BOSTOB S.A M.B., B.S.Durh.. L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., appointed House-Surgeon
to the Vest London Hospital, vtce P. J. P. Lush, M.B., resigned.

, j i

Bhown, William, M.B.. C.M.Glas., reappointed Medical Officer of Health-'tor-,
the Stapletou Urban Sanitary District. i^m.

'^°^T^ ?;''• P^noted to Senior Assistant to the Eiolimond District'ASyiiJm!Dublm.
"

. •'/•v/Tr:

Cbisp. James Ellis, M.E.C.S., L.S.A., appointed Medical' Officer to the CorsKara '

District of the Chippenliam Union: mce William Kemm. M.S.C.S.. L.S.A .
deceased

DoKALPsox, Wlliara Ireland, A.B., M.B.. B.Ch.Univ.Dub., appointed Assistant

'

JUedical Officer to Caniberwell House -Asylum, Loudon, S.E.
Laweensox, H. P., M.B., B.Ch. (T.C.D.), appointed Medical Officer to the

Dunlavin District. BaUinglass Union, vice G, B. Howes, M.E.C.S., resigned.
Lush. P. J P.. appointed House-Physician to the West London Hospital, viceW. b. tolman, M.R.O.S.Eug.. resigned.

,
.

,

Mahood, Edward Allan, M,B.,M.Ch., M,A.O., Royal University of Irelaitdj,,
appointed Assistant Medical Tutor^in the Queen's College, Birmingham.

Martik JaraesP., M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond, appointed Medical Officer

'

to the Colerne district of the Chippenliam Union, viu W. Kemm M.E C S
L.S.A., deceased. ' ''

SIMPSOX. Alexander, M.B.. CM.Aberdeen, appointed Assistant Medioa! Officer
to the City of Newcastle-upon-Tyne Lunatic Asylum, vice G. N. Hurrv,
M.B., CM., resigned. >

•
j>

Steeb, W., M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.Lond., appointed Resident Medical Superia-
tendeiit ot the Intirmarr, and Medical Officer to the Workhouse Fulhani
I niou, vice H. H. Scanes Spicer, M.D., resigned. :.

The Medical Record of New York states that an association of
"coloured " physicians, calling itself the Lone Star Medical Asso-
ciation, is in existence in Texas, and recently held its second
annual meeting. .

' Sweating Sickness,—Sweating sickness has again appeared in
France, at various places in the Poitiers, and Civray arroudi?se-
ments, and at Choitz^-sur-Loire, in the department of Indre et
Loire.

The LiddermLnster guardians have increased the salary of 'iiv^,

Samuel Stretton, M.E.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.Lond., Medical Officer to the-^
Workhouse, from £90 to £120 per annum. Sj vi .omi

Mr. Nicholas Hahdcastle, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.S.A.Lond., late

'

Medical Officer to the Workhouse, Newcastle-upon-TjTie Union,
has obtained a superannuation allowance of £S0 per annum.
An epidemic of typhoid fever has broken out at Konigsberg;

300,persons have been affected so far, and the epidemic increases
every day in severity.

Dp,. Ludwig Knobe, Privat-Docent, and known by his prepara-
tion of antipyrin, has been named Extraordinary Professor in the
University of Wiir^burg.

DIAET FOR NEXT WEEK.
. : ..,;,:; ijvo,..;i.

WEDNESDAY.
, ,,v/oJ ofit

Obsietkical Societv of London, 8 p.m.—Specimens will be shown. Dr.
Boxall

; On the Conditions which fa\our Mercurialism in Lying-
in Women, with SugOTstions for its Prevention. Dr. Ch'amp-
neys : Deoription of a New Operation for Vesioo-Uterine Fistula.
Mr, Alban Dorau ; On Myoma and Fibro-Myonia<)J:(4ie Uteru8,>
and Allied Tumours of the Ovary.

FKIDAS-. '

,

,'',

-I

Oekthaxmological SociETr OF THE U.MTED Ki.vGDOM, S.30 P.M.—Annual
General Meeting. Papers: Dr. Bronner; 1, Spring Con,junctiv-
itis ; 2. On a Simple Method of Preventing Hreniorrhage in
Iridectomy. Mr. liockliffe ; Notes on (1) Secondary Ha-mor-
rhage after Iridectomy for Glaucoma, (2) Ophthalmoplegia.
Mr. Mules: On a Case of Embolus of Branch of Arteria Cen-

,

trails EetinK removol by Massage, with Recovery of Visual''
Field. Living Cases and Card Specimens as usual at 8 p.m. !

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS,
The charge for inserting announcements of Births. Marriages, and Deaths is Ss. Sd.,

which should beforwarded in stamps with the announcement.

BIBTH.
EOBEETS.—On June 19th, at Milton-un.ler-Wvchwood, the wife of Henry

Hoberts, M,D,Brux., M.E.C.S.E., L.R.C.P.Lond., L.S.A.Lond., of adaught/t
(premature).

..ii.c,n,.|.. , , ! iiuOB liiw
MAERIAGE.

Hardcastle—ClTRRlE.-.\t St. Michael's Church, DumftteB. N.B.. on the 21st
instant, by the Kev. John Paton. Hugo McCauley Hardcastlc, M.D., o£
Newcastle-on-Tj-ne, younger son ot His Excelleucv Hardcastlc Bey, Alet-'
andria, Egypt, to Ruby, youngest daughter of the late T. D. Currie. EeqJ •

i.ot ClerkhillHouse.Dlimfries. ' ., mjiJ
:• ' deaths; .':,[,j

McCtTELOCH.-On June 2.5th, at Dumfries, N.B., James Murray McCuUoeU, '

M.D.. in his eighty-fourth year. T '''

TnoM.—At Iry Lorlge, Crieff, N.B.. on the 21st instant, A.lexander Tliotti;
.\.M.Aberd., M,
his age.

R.C,S.Eug., P.B.Ci'S.,'and L".R,C,P.Ed.; 'in tUe'TOth jyiS'bi
i!.'i./- I!' .IJU.'vq-ui <_f(oiI'«
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OPEEATION DAIS AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

MONDAY.,

TUESDAY

10 30 AM Royal London Opbtbalmic.-l.SO r"-: Guy's

4 A V St Ma V' "Tophthalmio Uepartment).-10.30 a.m. :

incw 3 iw, 111 mu 1
^ ^Vj5(njjj36ter; St. Marks : Oentral

rrSe Hospital tor Women and Children; St. Peter s.-3 to 4

W3;;A^M"'''Ko';^'l'l^okd..n Ophthalndc.-l P.M. :
St. George-s

'••-isO i- m' St. BavtliolomcWs lOphthalmic Department)

;

min—lPM • Oharina Cross ; London: St. Thomas a (Ubstet

riTuTpartment Tcentral London Ophthalnue :
Hospital for

SisSo"tho Throat; Uosoital for Women.-2.au p.m.:

NoXwost London; ChtUea ifopital for Women,

qv™. St Mary's (Ophrlialmic Uepartment1.-10.30 A.M.

:

-,, V ;-,?,;„,, n.ihth-iliiiii—l.l.T P.M.: St.rGeort^esKOphthal-
Koyal r-o'll'"" "l*''\''i„"''.;,

. QuVs'- EovaVWeatminstcriOph-

fffinlli'-.^M'.-l if-g'Vciileg?; St T^mass (Ophtlmlnn^

ivnartmentV Centraf Lonilon Ophthalmic; lioval South

LondS"opMhalmie; Bast London Hospital for Ohildren.-

ofM-''Kow'Fr'^ee -°"':iO a.m. : Eoyal London Ophtlmlmic -
?t"v Kfc's ColeK".-L30 P.M.: St. Bartholomews; St

Thon as'f l&val Wertminster Ophtlialmic.-2 p.m. :
Channg

CrosLonS?" Middlesex; lioyal Free : Central London

Ophthalmie.-2.30 P.M. : Cancer Hospital. Brompton.

PfRSI'TBNT (EnEMA OF FOOT. „«-«l».

A Mi.MnHK asKs for advice"'" the treatment of the fo,U,;;^ne -;:, A g-^Je-

man over 30. ab"f » >-™^^g°' fiii^eXUi °^^ '^^'

JiJ^riU^^lS^^S^e £&^.-^-; he.

1 ttuire or less, tut

THUBSDAY

.

FBIDAY
. V i r

SATUBDAY.,

• nohn- .'

HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AT THE LONDON^^
HOSPITALS. - ...

there is no pain on pressure of finjjer.

.. S. .. ^s.. M.U (^aSglHSes^^S^^-lSSS;
readers Inform me what is the mortiseim s,mp^

exStuInatton of

ioS. brWessra. Smith, Elder and Co.. London, S.W.

'
' " TBKATMENT OF WOUN-D OF LEO. „,,„..= jj T i>

I

C E. IrxtKawoBrtT. M.D. 'Accrington) writes , In an«^er to ^ — ^

''a^ee with Mr. Clay that slmppmsisl^^^ „^ng
single strip on, and I

'»1»V»^„ H, o an"nch in .lia.neter. opposite the ower

^&Vni?»-To;ftoi.trp'Ls^^^^ ,

-V • • AVTISEPTIC FOB MrDWiTES. „'.„.. ni sTiensarv

M„. C. T. KrxozKT. (9.. A-i^-* ^^ ^^^.^fS:
' ^? ^5^^^*:! I^=5

Surseou-s " query as to the be^t
"jf'fPV.^."rained" evervwhere. is reliable as

•• Sanitas fluid ;" it is jl\^»l'- fl™ ^,'??^'e''-\ ^''Sl oCjeSns. It jhoiUd be

use.

CHA,t>-a CROSS._Medieal ."d Surgical, daily, 1 ; Obstetric. Tu. F., 1.30; Skin,

M. Th.. 1.30 ;
Dental, M. W. 1

.,
.1-

niwtetric M Tu F. 1.30 ; Eve. M.Tu.
Gtrr-S-Medical an,l Su.|.cal dai 'yj-^^SO Obstetr e M^Tu r^.

^^^, ^y
^
^,

Th.F., 1.30: Bar. Tu. F-;
l?„'f? gsur-dcal dailv.U..?0 ; Obstetric, Tu. Th.S.,

KCQ's COLLKGE -Medical da ly, ^^ «^'^"
''f trpi^t'^alm'ic Department, W., 1

;

Iki^fe.^; ^'V^^'Ti>rV^'^u?c;iJ^f';S7l 3L.;?2; Ohstetrlc.M.Th.,
LOKEON.-Medical, daily, exc. S., 2 ; f'l-K'^^l- ''•'''>:

.'g^j-J, j^ <, -Dental. Tu..9.

L30;o.p. W. S.. 1.30;,a5ye, W.S., 9-
?^'^'^',''-o\;;tetric Tu. F , 1 30; o.p..W. S.,

MmnLF.s&£.-Medicala„dSur^Mcal da.li.d.
'''!"i?^r;'^-i„. 4 / D^nkl. daily, 9.

3; Dental, Tu., S., 9. Th..l.
. , .,„ , 1,;: ohstetrie n!u; 'F,i 1-45 i o.p.. M.

St 'MARVs.-Medical and Sur |cal dady, -^^-^Ote'etr^, au i^J 1^1
.^_

^P
^^_

?i^'|Lt^an,"•Tt 'i- '2H-tfL w:M^^
'dpe^auS tI* 1.30" Ophtlialmic O^x^^n^.^^ ,. otetetric,Tu.F.. 2;

ST.^THu«A.-a.-Medical:uulSu,;i;rcaldadj except Sa^

o.p.. W.. 1.30: Lye. M. 1 ..2, o.p., W^-^f^^ i^gQ. ji^tal. Tu. F.. 10.

Skin. W.. 12.30; ll'^'^'v^";,^'- 'f =;., '<^„rdai!v 1 to 2: Obstetrics. M. Tn.

M^Th:, 2.30 : Ear, M., 9; Skin, Th., 1; Dental.^W. S,.^,}^- ...u „.. .-.
,

^

,: ;,r
i

.' >i - i

i

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO

CORRESPONDENTS.

COMHt^-lCAXtOK^ ro« .KB ^;^^:^l^^^^.^^^ ^^'"^ '"^

OFFICE SOT LATEU THA^ "
fJ, f^^^;?;, '^„M he addressed to the Lditor.

CoMMiisicATioNS respecting editomi mauir
^..^in^sj n,attcrS. non-.deliver>'

S^tht'Jotl^^u ;;tc"?"siould r^ildSs^"toW Manager at the OfSce, .129.

Strand. W.C. London.
.rf;„„i,,i,- reouested that all letters on the 1

'^e,riulHa/husrn°4'. o\1lJ- A.H.r"t^^^^^^^^
JooHXAi,. and not to his private hoiiso.

, , .„ ^^^ Btuti.^h MkhiCAi.

^'^;;^^?i;;:^<;SS to ^mmu;^:^;^: Sithaild wlU, the Manager, ««,

C^'::^::^.s who wish notice to be Uto; ^C
^tlJr';J^SIlTi^fi^i^^icaUo!;!

M^^:;i!lli^'^'iS-""™ '-- O-'- OF THIS Jot;..A.,c^^rp«.AXv

oiECUMSTAXCis UK i!ETrK>-ra.
oWisfCd to Medical OfHcers

^T^^«irth"i5TSe^^';ro^r.rairj\tl;r;rJrS.rother .eports, favour

lu ynth Duplicate. Copies.

Dn. AiBF.RT KiscH (Suther and Av™"f- ^^ :> "^ 'J'^,,«'l;^ij ;„ which the tern-

iruated I f6und her in bed. apparently ^V ™».1e a uroctiee of takini;

moufA^ The father ^-g-^^^^^t^^^^'^^^XJ^nlil oc«isions

comfort shortly after waking he pkiced b^^^ * ^^^^-^ ,,^„,ed more uncom-
tound that it registered at » A-M- W- ^ thermometer in her month
fort.able. and. being ..n:d>le to keep the tiulboiiu^

j^^^^ ^^ , ,t

in consequence ot a rigor, he placed it in tue
^^^^ ^,,„.

re<dstcredllO^. When I found. ou'-N t-"\'"'>
"[.'/^..-le,, too hastily that niy

?^s^f\h:;L=tS|rsi^^^

s-jri^^e.iitS^''^ "-" '5Sil""'
--^'"^^ "^^ "'"^

"""::

r.a "re. but ten minutes later ,t ^-jdj^'f l.^^^t.^ ,00. »„,! ,t 9.30 P.M. it w«? «<°

At i P.M. the temperature -«;«* '™,? i ^J^ 4 She compbined of occasional

1,0th in mouth an.l anus, and the puUe ^7" **• /"^,j,p„,Turc was affwted by

v"„ta,t pains in the head but ""ther pnUe nor ^emf^en,
^^^ and "c.^"

th,m The tongue was clean, and. out lor ' " r , „.,( ,1,^ aav. A dose

^penied to ba quite well, and remained so.
j .^ non»:d

Tmtv add ?hat the bowels had
^^TiZ'^^oZ o^-"^^'^'^'^' .«'-[«TZ

in all respects, and that, but tor 'l^J i°""'"^;_'i'^„u aphorism of Sir Andl.-w

,i„ physiSsjTnptoms
whatever I^^^«JlJ^^^o,^ ^1;,,^ converse s«.ns

S^be\rtJu^t'"S'^-ronir;Je'rL^nuiyJ^t»itUout
fever.

SKI.F-nFI.r FOR HoSPlTAtS. ^.^^ „„

MtsFKAnti.K DtCTt: ^'^^' , ^^^'-^^^^Itlo^li^^S^^-^- o« h;,U«ri-

Sell'-help for Hospitals, an """ P'^,"'
'"^ajg under mv personal notice,

linate hospit^and disi><»,«'-5\V'^'^t" ,"' V^l.T,? ner" week, and to liav-min^"to,prt.ala«d dispeusarv treatment Srl,7,f\W weekranJ to Uav-

V wt -nt who acla.owledged to carnu.g «^ * '

^'l^j^^'^iy to V>""^ ^ '^
ing .alSck elub allowance of '^^anrsurXl at^ertSS^ cortVfica,.\ etc

eA time he came for '"''"™'
-f^X^u Sv^ him to pay a bill 01 £1. tell-

thrownin.anda vmrs grace hai nig l«e« !.''>» t
amount he would

iugme tliat if ho h.id known he won d «<;'".;>;' ,'^ g,,. This is a t j-pleal

l^ll^V^lill^^eti^Soi^ei^^ti^gi^

'"S^urther proof ot my lust statcn^nftn^^-^^^^

roe1>«on,1^^SldetJrdircr;rrroTb\ewhat«« U uUen to hnd
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out tho staiKiing of the pationts Iwyond their bare word ; the surplus receipts

™vided amouKst the n.o'ticMl .ncn amouut to over £120 ea.h on the ayerajte,

and they also personally collect in the ueij;l>bourms; churches and chapel»,

luid receive from a public fund an additional sum.

If a^argo number of .clfqualilicd patients arc treated for next to nothmg

bv one set of medical men. must not the other neighbonrmg practitioners

sifTer' Is this fair or right ? As regards private dispensaries ; m the interests

of the public and of the medical profession they should be suppressed on the

*"l'''Becaiifrth"e piivments (often Is. weekly during illness onlyl are, on the

face of it, quite inadequate, and lience directly tend to inefticient treatment.

In proof of this I may mention: a. A case of puerperal fever where the

•• doctor " refused to give quinine, as " Too expensive a drug to pay. 6. A
case of diphtheria recently under my observation, where the room was desti-

tute of the barest necessaries, while the patient had been left without any

attention beyond what a half-witted mother could give. The atmosphere

was foul beyond description,
t .1 „

> On account of the gross ignorance, incapacity, and carelessness of the
•' medical men " in charge. From many instances I quote the following : a.

I was called to see a young primipara, whom I found in a state of the greatest

alarm as she was fold she had been seventv-two liours in labour, ihe
•• doctor" being equally frightened. The niembr.aiies had not even been rup-

tured. The cord w.is tied so carelessly that the child died in the night from

bsmorrhaee. b. A strangulated hernia poulticed and trea,ted as a bubo, c.

A typical Mse of pneumonia where the patient's friends were told he_^liad in-

testinal obstruction, though the bowels had recently been moved. Two dis-

pensary men saw this patient together, with the above diagnosis.

3 Tiie well known fact that the dispensary men keep their patient s pay-

ing by exaggerating their maladies. 1 saw a patient to-day who was recently

informed that she had a tumour in the stomach, and that if she was not

pregnant, it contained '• Blood and matter." She is suffering from subacute

uterine catarrh, and lias no tumour whatsoever.

Is it not time that the medical profession—or in its absence the public-

should take some steps to prevent such prostitution of its powers ? 1 rom
another point of view, does not each patient who going to hospital pays

nothing, or an inadequate something really pauperise himself ?

Paving Hospital Patients,

A Victim writes: May I be allowed to suggest that the present time (when

the public are being asked to contribute to the numerous hospitals and dis-

pensaries in London) would be a suitable opportunity to ask them also to con-

tribute to the scores of struggling metropolitan practitioners who are being

driven into the Bankruptcy Court by the encroachment of these institutions

«n their private patients. "Many of the hospitals now charge each out-patient

a small fee—3J. or 6d.—thus competing with the hundreds of so-called pri-

vate dispensaries which are cropping up in all parts of London and its en-

virons ; the result being that medical men daily find their patients going to

the hospital and paying their 3d. rather than pay his mcdest tee of 23. or

if hospitals are in debt why do they not restrict their relief to the neces-

eitous poor, and not relieve those who are well able to pay for what they re-

quire ? If there is to be a hospital fund, there should also be a bankrupt prac-

titioners' fund,

A Case of Distri:ss.

Mb. Johw M, Bright (Forest Hill, S.E.i writes : Will you kindly allow me to

acknowledge the follomng donations towards the relief of the case of distress,

which have been received since May 24th?
£ s. d.

I

£ s- d-

A M ... .i Dr. A. Roberts, Kensington... 110
CM.'. ... ... S E. B. Tench, Esq., Kensington 10
Ger. Bux Simla, India ... 2 2 | Small amounts ... ... 5 8 6

Further donations for the relief of the family, and especially clothes, will

be gratefully received by Dr. G. C. Jonson, Hi, South Eaton Place, or by

myself.
The Luce Funt).

Akootct alrejidy subscribed, £S3 lt*s. tid. ; Miss Jacob. £1, Further donations

in aid of Mrs,' Luce will be gratefully received by Dr. Sheppard, ii4, Darning

Hoad, or by Dr. Caton, 31, Itodney Street, Liverpool,

Antiseptics in Midwifery.
Mb. R. H. a. Hitnteb, M.R.C.S. (Clifton House. Battersea') writes : During the

last few years I have at various times noticed letters in the columns of the

Journal respecting the use of antiseptics and ergot in midwifery. Perhaps

it may interest some of your correspondents to learn that although I have

attended ovor 2,000 cases without a death. I have never employed antiseptics

except Condy's fluid, in the proportion of a drachm to a pint of water, when
the lochia has been offensive. As regards ergot, I invariably give half an
ounce of the liquid extract where ergot is required ; when, if the child is not

expelled within an hour I deliver with forceps. One point I am very careful

about, which is that the placenta and membranes are completely expelled.

Whenever I have the slightest doubt, I always thoroughly explore the uterus

with the whole hand, and without any antiseptic precautions other than
washing with clean water. In my opinion it is on the management of the

third stage of labour and not on antiseptics, that success as an accoucheur
depends.

COMMUNICATIONS, LBTTERS. etc, have been received from :

Mr. J. Mill, Bevcriey ; Mr. C. Lewers, London; Mr. Butler-Smythe, London ;

Dr, Cargill, St. Andrew, Jamaica; Messrs. Johnson, Budd, and Johnson,

London ; Messrs. May and Baker, London ; Mr. W. Lodia, Barcelona ; Mr,

K. H. A. Hunter. London ; Dr. Louis Parkes, London ; Sir \f. B. Dalby.

London ; Surgeon-Major W. A. May, Curragh ; Mr. '\V. Thwaites, Bristol

;

The Honorary Secretary of the Nottingham Mcdico-Chirurgical Society,

Nottingham ; Dr. Napier, London ; Dr. Mattison, Brooklyn ; Dr, Duncan,

Glasgow ; Mr. H. It. Hatherly. Nottingham ; Mr. R. B. Rawlings, London ;

Mr, H. Mends, London; Dr. A. Hill, Gramtchester; Dr, W, Donovan, Erding-

ton; Dr. S. Martin, London; Mr. T. J. Clarkson, Birmingham; Mr. F. W.
Jordan, Stockport ; Mr, 'W, U. 'Wood, Leeds; Dr, Saundby, Birmingham;

Mr. Vf. Berry, TpVigau ; Mr. 'W. H, Spurgin, Maryport; Dr. W, B, Dawson.

London ; Mr. C. T. Kingzett, London ; Dr. F. II. Spencer, Wontord ; Mr.

E. B. Cashel, London ; Messrs, Huggett and Co., London ; Our Manchester

Correspondent ; Mr. J. C. 'Vaughan, Bradford ; Mr. V/. S. Paget, Great

Crosby ; Dr. Norman Kerr, London ; D. Maver, M.B,, Buxburn ; Mr. Young

J. Pentland, Edinburgh; Messrs. Burroughs, 'Wellcome and Co,, London;

Dr, Maguire, London; Mr. J, Edwards, Liverpool; Dr. G. E. 'Williamson,..

Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Dr. P. Sonsino, Pisa ; H. Harvey. M.B., Liverpool ; Mr.

J, B, Crisp, Chippenham ; Dr. C. R. lUingworth, Accrington ; Messrs, J.

Robertson and Co.. Edinburgh ; Dr. H. Dalton, Harrogate ; Mr, A. John-

ston, Ambleside ; Mr. J. Price, Cairo ; Mr. H. George, London ; Mr. W. G.

Bunn, London ; Mr. T. B. Green, Kendal ; Mr. Vf. Donovan, Birmingham j

Mr. H. Lamb. Ashton-on-Ribble ; Mr. J. W. North, York ; Mr, R, J. Heatly,

Munton, Sunderland ; Mr. J. Startin, London ; Messrs, T. Christy and Co,,

London; Dr, V/. Pearce, London; Fiat Justitia ; Surgeon-Major Hendley,

Jcypore,' India; S, 'W. Foster, M.B., Chester ; Mr, J. Bellamy, London; Mr.

L. B, 'Willoughby, London ; The Secretary of the New South "Wales Branch,
_

Sydney ; Sir W. Aitken, "Woolston ; Mr. Vf. J. Smith, Rotherham ; Mt, H.

A. Gifto'rd, London ; Mr. ShWey Murphy, London ; Dr. Tatham, Salford ;

Mr. J. L. Lunn, Loudon ; Mr, Vf. Vf. Hardwicke, Dovercourt ; Dr. R. 'Wade

Savage, London ; Mr, C. Lammiman, Tunbridge 'Wells ; Dr, G. Granville

Bautock, London ; Simcroft ; Mr, Vf. H. B. Crockwell, Man Chester
;
Dr. A.

D.Macdoilald, Liverpool; Mr. J. Smeaton, London; Dr, Mickle, London;

Dr. Steele, Hemel Hemsted; A, C, Miller, M.B., Belford; Dr. J. O'Kelly,

Ballinasloe; Mr. C. E. S. Fleming, Freshford ; Dr, T. G. Garry, Liverpool

;

Our Egyptian Correspondent ; Mr. W. J. Donaldson, London ; T. L. B.; Mr.

R. Dunstau. St. Mawes ; Mr. M. Morris, Loudon ; Mr. D. R. 'W. B. 'Wickham.

Gosforth; Mr. C. B. Lockwood, London; Dr. Edwardes, London; Mr. J.

Stewart. Clifton; Mr, Jabez Hogg, London; Dr. Caton, Liverpool :
M ft,

G. C. Taylor, Trowbridge ; Mr, T. Holmes, London ; Dr. Connor, •'"aini' jg-

tree ; Dr. Hack Tuke, London ; Mr. Henry Roberts. Miltown-und ,ych-

wood ; Price's Patent Candle Company, London ; Mr. Otto Hehner. L mdon ;

Mr. S. Plowman, London ; 'W. Brown, M.B., Fishponds ; F, H. Clarke, M.B.,

Dumfries; Dr. Louis Parkes, London; Mr. J. P. Martin, Box, Wilts ; Dr.

G, Henty, London; Dr. M. L. Foster, New York; Mr, M. D. Propert, St.

Davids ; Mr. E. N. Close, London ; Mr. D. S. Macdonald, Brora, N.B.; Mr.

W. L. Morgan, Oxford ; Mr. T. F. Raven, Broadstairs ; Mr, H, Bonham

Carter, London; Mr. C. Roberts, London: Dr, J. Wigmore, Bath; M. S.;

A. B. Mahood, M.B., Dublin ; Mr, B. B. Rawlings, London ; Mr, P. Pen-

berthy, London ; Dr. J. B. Ball. London ; Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, Lon-

don ; Messrs. Thos. Pease, Son, and Co., Dariington ; The Secretary of the

Ophthalmological Society, London ; etc.

BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED.

Fever; A Clinical Study. By T. J. Maclagan, M.D. London: J. and A.

Churchill. 1S8S.

The Retrospect of Medicine. Edited by James Braithwaite, M.D,Lond. 'Vol.

xcvii, January—June, 1888. London : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co,

Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, Edited by C, B. Sajo us M.D.. etc.

and 70 Associate Editors, Vols, i, ii, iii, iv, v 1S8S, Pbilade Iphia and Lon

don : F. A. Davis.

Manuel deMatiSre Medicale. Par R. Blondel. Precede d'uBe Preface de M.
Dujardin-Beaumetz. Aveo 368 Figures dans le Text*. Pans : Octave Dmn.

1S87.

Formulaire Pratique de Therapeutique et de Pharmacologic. Par Dujardm

Beaumetz et P. Tvon. Paris : Octave Doin. 1887.
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SCAI.E OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
"BRITISH MEDICAl JOURNAL."

Seven lines and under
Each additional line

A whole column
A page ... ... .. • ,

.• •*
, '

An average line contains seven words.

When a series of insertions of the same advertisement is ordered, a discount is

made on the above scale in the following proportions, beyond which no reduction

can be allowed. ^OT^<„./.ont
For 6 insertions, a deduction of ,.. .• juperLeui-. ,,.

„ 12 or 13 „ |0 ••

,. 28 „ „ ... — — ^
52 , ... .*• •*' "

Special terms for occasional change of copy during series :
_

20 per cent, if not less than 26 pages be taken ] or their equivalent

25 ."^2 ,. f
in half or

30
'.', 104 ,. ) quarter pages,

for (Aesc teryyv: the aenes 'miKt. in each case, be compleUd yvithin twelve month!from

the date of/!rst insertion. r,o!~.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed t« the Manager a the O^.

not later than noon on the Wednesday preceding publication ;
and, if not paid

for at the time, should be accompanied by a reference.

Post-Office Orders should be made payable to the British Medical Associat.on,

at the West Central Post-Offic, Highllolborn, Small amounts may be paid in

postage-stamps.
. ^ . ,^^

NoTtCE.-Advertisers are requested U, observe that it 13 contrary to the

Postal Kegulations to receive at Post-Offices letters addressed to initials only.
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